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J TTTE GARDEN INDEX

in^IDIEX. TO VOXjTJnVLIB 2^Xj.

tUluBtrations in Italics.)

Abelia rupestris, 301t, 436
Abies excelsa, 360 ; pungens glauca, 415
Abi-i.nia cycloptera, 339
Abntilon Darwini, 293 ; insigne, 293 ; stria-
tum, 293 ; venosum, 293 ; vexillariiim, 293

;

rexidaritim, 293 ; vitifolinm, 293
Abutilons in the open ground, 249 ; various,

293
Acacia, the, 504 ; urophylla, 532
Ac*na mtcrophj'lla, 2^6
Acalyphaa, 407
Acantholinion venustum, 112
Aranthvs Uttifolivs, 274 ; moUis, 287
Acanthuses, 274
Acer ginnala, 344
Achimenes, 73 ; and Gloxinias, 420 ; tubiflora,

112
Acineta densa, 190
Aconituni Browni, 275 ; japonioum, 896
Acrosticlium aiu'euni, 57if

Actii-a spicata, 2b7
Actiniopteris rudiata, 413
Adenandras, 132
Adenuphura liliifolia, 582
Adiantop.sis r.^diata, 413
Adiantum affine, 130; ixsarifolinm, 17S

;

bellum, 413 ; cunuaturo, 130, 360, 302

;

€i'naf(nn, 3i)2 ; cxcisum, 130; farleyuiiKc,

2!)(i; forniosum, 130 ; Ghicsbrci^liti^ 131;
glaucophj-Uum, 413; gracillinium, 131;
hispiduhim teuellum, 413 ; macruphyllum,
131

;
palmatum, 271 ; Parishi, 189 ; peda-

turn, 94, 131 ; peniviauum, 131 ; radiatum,
413; tenerum, 131; tetraphyllum gracile,
413 ; trapeziforme, 131 ; Williamsi, 131

Adiantums, 418,578
^Echmeas, 557
Aerides crassifolium, 333 ; Lawrence*, 303,

563 ; Sanderianum, 403 ; virens, 248 ;
virens

Ellisi, 5t
iEsculus californica, 49*; glabra, 498; ira-

crostachya, 498; octandra, 497; parvifolia,

498 ; Pavia, 498
Agave americiina variegata in bloom, 297

Allamanda Hendersoni, 362 ; Ilendentoni,

4ti;i ; Williamsi, b7, 559
Alhimaiidas, 4t)8

Alni..nd tree, the, 540
Almondsbury, notes from, 9
Alocasias, 407
Alyssum serpyllifoliimi, 24
Amaryllis bulbs, gi-xibs in, 433

Amaryllis seed, sowing, 326
America, catalogues to, 503 ; trees and

shrvibs in, 213
Amor Yellow-wood tree, the, 159

Amjielupsis Veitchi, 467
Androsace lanuginosa, 287, 303

Anemone baldensis, 251 ; blanda, 583 ; Fan-
nini, 536 ; seedling, 275

Anemones, 352 ; Japanese, 231

Angra^cuni articulatum, 248, 333 ; auricula-

turn, 232 ; Chailliianum, 536
;
pelluciduni,

403, 484 ; .Scuttianum, 236
AnKultta Uuckeri, 54
Annuals fur seasonable floial arrangements,

144 ; hardy, for pot culture, 133
Anui^'^anthus brevitlorus, 54

Aiithurium atro-aauguincuni, 494
Anthuriums, 375
Autliyllisalpestris, 105
Antinliiuums, V50

I Aphelandras in bloom, 43S

Aphelexis macrautha rosea, 73

Apple Adams' Pearmain, 514; Annie Eliza-

bbth, 573 ; Aromatic Kusset, 219 ; Atalanta,

454 ; Benoni, 219 ; Blenhe-m Pipi in, 571 ;

Braddick's Nonpareil, 219; thelmsford
Wonder, 454 ; Court of Wick, 219 ; crop,

the, 151, 220, 261 ; Claygate Pearmain, 514 ;

Golden Knob, 219 ; Golden Pippin, 21ii

;

GoMen Reinette, 219; Grannstciit. 427;

Hambledon Deux Ans, 401 ; Kerry Pippin,

219; Lamb Abbey Pearmain, 219, 515;

Lord Burghley, 219; lord ti^\lfutd, fruitinfj

branch of. 123 ; Mannington Pearmain, 515 ;

Mr. Gladstone, 183 ; Pearson's Plate, 219 ;

t-am Young, 219 ; Sandringhani, 515 ; Seek-

no-further. 219 ; Email's Admirable, 3.0;

Summer Pearmain, 515; Sunrise, 263; t/n:

Laiip, 427; Thorold's Ptrfection, 414;

tnison lawns, 593 ; trees, trained, ^67;

irhitf Calriffe, 427 ; Winter Pearmain, 515
;

Worcester Pearmain, 515 ; Wykcn Pippin,

219
Apples, 43; aa bush trees, 458; at Hampton

Court, 172; Canadian, 447; Codlin, 123,

172; early, 238; falling, 91; from wall

trees, 457 ; good cooking early, 125 ; large

early cooking, 330 ; late, 2 ;
Pearmain,

514 ; some good dessert, 219 ; some newer,
513 ; Ta&manian, 22 ; two good, for a cold

siiil, 4K4 ; wall culture of, 427.

Apples and Pears at Ham, 314 ; classitication

of, 3iiS ; inGliiuccstcrshiro, 469

Apricots, lifting, 574
Aquatics, dwarf, 119, 165

Aquilegia chrj-santha alba, 22 ; ctcrulca, 22

fi r.chnanthe Clarkci, 334 ; Lowi, 10

Araliain floau", 599
Aralia^, prn|iagation nf, 16

Arauca/ria e-xcelsa at Capt Tf>icn, 415 ;
propa-

gating, 3S4
Arbutus Unedo Croomei, 417

Arch, a Hoiuf/svci-lc 309

Arches in the garden, 308

Arrhica;/, a clhnhcr-chid rvstic, 23

Aristolochia grandiflora, 168

Aristotelia Macqui variegata, 417

Arnebia echioidts; 24, 70, i03 ;
ichioides, 51

Artichoke, the Jerutalem, 66 ; the ichite

Jtrfifafeut, 80
Ash, 456 ; the common, 210

Asparagus, 115, 212; beds, formation of,

435; culture and forcing, 463 ;
plumotua

nanus, 558 ; retrofractus, 341 ; retrofractus

arboreus, 419; vertieillaris, 582

Asplenium bifidum, 413; crectum, 413;

fcrnandezianuni, 413 ; fuimusum, 413

;

rntii'folium, -113

Aspleniums, 578
Astartea fascicularis, 346

Aster acris, 340; alpinus from seed, 190;

cnrdifolius, 337; cordi/olivs rar., 337; cru-

natus, 396 ; elegantissimus, 396 ;
grandi-

tlorus. 453 ; hybndus nanus, 580 ; ibericuF,

346; Lindlcyanus, 189; punctatus, 34i ;

sagittifolius, 189; stcUnris, 122; Sloke'e,

335 ; Tradcscanti, 396
Aitfroiria vuijor^ 430
Astrantias, 430
Astilbe Th\niburgi, 137

Aubrielia rosea, 583
Auricula, the, 473
Australia, a vegetable man-trap in, 17

Autumn tints, 436
Azalea odorata, 34 ; viscusa, 65

Azalea?-, inqntrted, 294; lato hoi'dy, 22

AzoUa caroliniana, 184
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Baden-Baden, notes from, 236, 43i3

Bamboos, 237
B imbusa Rag-amowhki, 30^*

B<iuaa», the purplc-lcavcd, 591
Ba eberry, the, '2s7

Barberries i i fruit, 200
Barberry, the purple leaved, 174
Barkeria Barkeriola, 5i7; cydotcUa, 537;
elegans, 537 ; Lindlcyaua, 537 ; Lindleyana
var. Cen*er», 567 ; fckinneri, 537 ; specta-
bilis, 537

Ba leria coernlea, 595
Baskets, hinging, for the stove, 111
Bath, Orchids from, 78
I'-'iya. pyramid, 417
Beans, Broad, 100 ; dwarf. 211 ; Frencli,
climbing, 211, 5Sil ; French, forcing, 242 ; late
dwarf, VJS ; late Freu h, 5

Beaufortlapp'endens, vOS
Beech, ^7n ; Antarctic, 300 ; blight, 209 ; blight,
remedy f.T, 300 ; leaves injured, 66 ; the fas-
tigiate, 162

Beet, e rly, 155; Nutt'ni<js Dworf liei, 375;
storing, 422

Beetroot, 375
JJefjonia, a ftne-leave^, 410; a lubfroui-ro /?

',

ill bloom, 465 ; corallina, 145 ; glaucopfijUa,
204 ; Haageana, 558 ; W\m Faulkner, 40, 00

;

rose I floribuodj, 556 ; semperflorcns, fi23

Begonias at Forest Hill, 61 ; and Michiel-
mas Daisies, 561; compared with Mi-
chaelm:xa Daisies, 411 ; fine-leaved, 410,

466 ; outdoors, 3w0 ; b edling, 64, 190

;

tuberous, 100, 255, 465
Bellflower, the Steeple, 168
Berberis AquifoUum, 383; aristata, 158,539;
Darwini for bogs, 344 ; Danviui in flower,
539 ; nepalensis, 22 ; (he HoUi/-Uaved, 363

Berkh yapurpuna, 196
Berwick, flowers from, 18
Betula alba fastigiata, 162
Bignoiiia venu-ta, 473
Bignonias, 10
Bindweed, the blue Rock, 281
Birch as a screen tree, 90 ; timber of the,

1st
Birds, the names of, f 3
Bltckberries, cultivated, 27
/ihicihrrrj/ variegati* , i i.J'ru t in a pot, 27
Blandfordianobilis, 110
Blan^fordias, 557
Blinds and shading, 3 7
Board of Agricullurd and tree cultivation in
Great Britain, 231

Bocconia cordata, 28 i

Boilers and hot-water pipes, £98
Bomarea Caldasiana, 204
Bouchea cuneif lia, 414
Books—

" Bulletin de la Snci6t6 d'Horticulture
Francaise de Londres," 343

"Chrysanthemum Culture for America,"
503

" Landscape Gardening," 503
" Mushrooms," 113
" Room and Window Gardening " 63
" Sketches of Village Buildings," 18
' The Making of Flowers," 60
"The Travels and Adventures of an Or-
chid-hunter," 506

Bordeaux mixture, the, for Potatoes, 213
Border, the herbaceous,50 ; o.t The P(m, Tan-y-

hwfch, £81
Borders, herbaceous, 581
Borecole or Kale, the Cottagers', 5
Bouillie Bordelaise and the Potato di ease,

426
Bouillie Bordelaise trials, 521
Bournemouth, winter garden at, 321
Bouvardia Humboldti corymbiflora, 110
Bouvardias, 493 ; now in cviltivation, origin

of the. 405
Boxes, floral gift, 551
Boxwood, substitutes for, 480
Bramb'e, the double-flowered, 270
Brambles, ornimental, 73
Bravoa geminiflora, 137
Bruedia hirsuta, 205
Briers, seedling Sweet, 150
Britain standard Pears for, 530, 574
Broccoli plants going blind, 260 ; wintering,

303
Broom, common, 66 ; the Spanish, 157
BruHHcls Sprouts, 1 trgo, 303
Buckeye, the Fcetid, 408 ; the Ohio, 498; the

Scarlet, 498 ; the Sweet, 407
Buckeyes, the American, 407
.Bulb garden, current work in the, 163
Bulbs, 380; planting hardy, 2.S4

BuHhey Park. 321
Button-holes, Roses for, 49
Buxus vulgaris pyramidata, 600

Oabbagefl, rlub in, 479; spring, 108
CaciU>s,287
CaHI flowering, 86

Csesalpinia japonica, 588
Cal diuni I o is Van Houtte, 159 ; Mme. Leon
Fay, 159

CaJandrinarpp si ifol a, 48 1, 556, 580; opjyo-
sid/nlia, 485

Calauthe rev comu 3 0;rur uI'"goides, 361;
Dominii, Sfil ; masucii, 36i ; nat Icusis,

361 ; pi iochrom ,h*>' ;st iata, 361 ; Veitcli,

385 ; veratrifol a, ;-C0 ; versicolor. 549
Ca^anthes, evergreen, 3 ; umI e-lthy, ISO
Calceo'aria alpina, 5'; an plexicaulis, 195;

Kellyana, 130
;
plantagine , 18^ 5^

Calendula officira is 141
Callas 545
Callicarpa purpurea, 5''6

Callipteris escu'enta, 189 ; micrcdonta, 189;
1 rolifera, 1^9

Callirbo3 alc^eoidcs, .')41 ; digitata, 541
;

involucr ta, 5V1; papaver, 541; r^data,
.'41 ; triingulata, 54L

Ca'ochorti, 106, iSO
Camellia Sasanq a, 436
Cai ellias in pots out of doors, 371
Campanula alpina. 445 ; baibata, 112 ; cais, i-

tosi, 415 ; rarpati a, 445 . oe- isia, 53 ; f a-
gilis, 71, 275 ; ga g^-aica, 71 ; grandi-, 75;
isophylla alba, 466; 'atiTolia, 1^6; media
calycanthema vars., 10; nitida alba, 105;
persicifolia 7 ». lv2;Tulla, 64, 445, 460;
pusilla, 4l5;pnsilla alba, 76; jn/ramidaf-n,
«5

;
pyramidilis, 70, 16-, 505 ; pyramid dis

inputs, 228 325, 420; pyr mid dis in the
flower garden, 2^2 ; Raineri, 105; rotundi-
folia pallida, 137 ; ilic Chimnn/. H5 ; the
Ctiimuey in pots, 419 ; Tumma ioiana, 111

;

Zuysi, 63
Campanulas, dwarf, 444 ;in pots, 35 ; in the
wild garden, 193

Can ry Creep r, 250
Candytuft, Emprtss, 53
Canna Mme. Crozy 204
Cannas for winter decoration, 241 ; Gladiolus-
fiowced, 35

Canterbury Bells 106
Cape Town the Norfolk Island Pine at, 415
Capsicum, black, 142
Card* ons, 323
Carnat on, a curiosity, 556; a good bo-

der, ]84 ; Alini Newman, 141; a seed-
ling, 111 ; Fair Maid, 232 : Grenadin,
149. 195 ; hoiinc, part of the, at lord
Hi/finr/lonx, The Wildtrnes', Sevi ii- alcn,

3'5 : James Fitzpatrick, 190 231, 275; La
Neige, 208 ; Lady Huntingtower, 251

;

Lizzie McGow^n. 341; Miss Joliffe, b70
;

Mr. C. R. Htimbert, 20*; Perdila, 232;
Q'leenofthe Beddtrs, 141; Eabv Castle
231, 275 ;Sacharissa, 181; .how the, 10');

Souve ir de la Ma'maisou, 183, 387 ; the
best yellow, 414; t^e Moor, 2'.0 ; Tree,
Morain. 436;what is a garden? 229, 285;
Winter Ch' er. 436

Carnt tion and Picotee, the, 308
Carnation Society, an Atueriiian, 479 ; the

National, 100
Carnations, 275, 306 ; at Birmingham, 194 ;

at Chiswick, 142 ; at Oxford and Birming-
ham, 142 ; autumn pljuiting of, 341 ; dis-
budding, 209

;
garden, 492 ; in beds, 251 ;

layering, 381, 443 ; Malmaison, 324 ; Mar
garct, 370, 546 ; new Tree, 48^ ; propaga-
tion of perpetual, 327 ; seedling, 232 ;

Tree, 144 ; Tree and other, 327; winter-
flowering, 318. 524

Carpentaria californica, 36
Carrot fly, the, 85
CaiTots, young, 116, 355
Caryiipteris niastacanthus, 370
Castillcja indivisa, 142
Castles, English, that have always been in-

habited, 507
Catalogue, the National Chrysanthemum

Society's, 432
Catasetum Bungerothi, 224, 333 ; Bunge-

rothi pureum, 54: fimbriatum. 254. 2.0-
from Mexico, 10

Cattleya aurca, 41S ; aurei marmorata, 342
;

Behrensiana, ^08 ; Bowringiana, 390, 444 ;

calummata, 385 ; Dowiana aurea, 78 ; Eldo-
rado crocata, 154, ISO ; Gaskelliana, 78

;

Gaskelliana speciosa, 159
;

gigus, 154
;

gigas S^nderiana, 30
; grandulosa var.

Dyanceana, 254 ; Hardyana, 87 ; Harri-
sonise, 31, 2)7; HarrisonijHviolacea, 257, 598

;

intermedia alba, 209; labiata, 333, 403,
4')0. M5; Loddigesi, 232 ; maxima Zollin-
geriana, 361 ;Mendeli,3t ; Mossisi.^ alba, 101 ;

Mitssife flowers splashed, 78 ; Reincckiana,
78 ; Schilleriana, 10 ; SchnBdera*, 30 ; spc-
ciosissimi, 248, 257 ; supcrba, 31 ; Trosc-
duriana, 495 ; vclutina, 109 ; Wagonori,
loi ; Wagcncri rosea, 31 ; Warocquoatm,
516

CaiiMtlowcr Autumn Giant, 324
; plants go-

ing blind, 212, 260
Caulillijwers, late, and Broccoli, early, 4?1

;

raising, in autumn, 190; two good, 109
CcannthuH HincricanuH, 539; azurous, 539;

dciitatuH, 540 ; divarioatus, 540
; papillosns,

510 ; rigidus, 5l0 ; Vtitchianus, 640; vorru-
coHus, 540

CcaoothuHCH, 689 ; in flower, 309
Ccdrus Dcodara, 417 ; I>ctidara coning, 846

Celery, blanching, 375, 463 ; crops, state of
the, 336 ; e rthing up, 302 ; late, 170 ; spoilt,

567
Centaurca (yanus nana compacta, 40 ; nja' uh
nana tompacta ^'ictoria, 147 ; rutheniea,
196

Cephalaria tatarica 122
Ccrasus myrtifolia 417
Ccreus Alice Wilson 22
< estrum aurantiacum, 59
Cfiamierops Fortunci in a garden at Strcalham,

167
Changes which trees create, 42
Characters, the iuberibmce of acquiiod, 161
Charcoal burniDg, C6
Cheilanthes, 413 ; radiata, 413
Chelonc barbat;i, lOi
Cherries, Morcllo, 239, 260; on west walls,

172
Cherry r rop, the, in Kent 29
Ol crry Early Rivers, 152; the M rello, 44;
the Winte , 370 ; varieties of the Morcllo,
331

Chervil, 115

Chinionanthus fragrans, 580 ; f. grandiflorus,
507

Cliiroi.ia frutescens, 598
Chiswick, Apples and Pears at 172 ; Pansics

at, 22 ; Sweet Peas at, 104
Chiswick (.iardens, 527
Christmas, cut flowers for, 570 ; decorations.
Evergreens for, 5t9

Chiysantt emum, a specimen, 644; Achieve-
ment, 387 ; Ada Spaulding, 478, 592; Ad-
vance, 40); Aidu, 34ti ; Alberic Lundeu,
478, 483 ; Anatole Cordonnier, 555 ; Arthur
( rcpey, 34) ; blooms, variability in, 478;
Bolero, 131; Cesare Cost<, 404; Charm-
ing 412; Chardonncret, 412; Cleopatre,
40) ; Col. W. B. Smith, 453; D,do-s
592 ; Duchess of Westmiustir, 404 ;

E. G. Henderson, 531 ; E. G. Hill,
650, 555 ; Emily Rowbottom, 412 ; Emma
Stevens, 412 ; Esperanza, 131 ; Eug&ne Giat,
404; Eurus, 131 ; Excellent, 478 ; Firenzo,
131 ; Florence Dav s, 483 ; Fred Hart, 48

,

;

George Dmiels, 544; Gloire de Rocher,
345 ; Golden Star, 478 ; Heniy Perkins,
/ 50 ; Holborn Rose, 463 ; Ja-^. Dibbins, 478 ;

J. H. Bradbury, 477 ; Jas. R. Pitcher, 345
;

J. S. Fogg, 550 ; Lady Brooke, 412 ; L>idy
Selborne, 477 ; Lizzie Carl ledge, 550

;

Louis Boehmer, 345, 407, 483 ; Majestic,
405 ; Marquis de Paris, 478 ; Mile. Marie
Hoste, 48i Mme ; Desgrange, 340; Mme.
Desgrange out of doors, 478

; ;^Mme.
Mezard, 345 ; Mme, F. Mistral, 481 ;

Mrs. Alphtiis Hardy, 340, 436, 460
;

Mrs. A Neve, 483 ; Mrs. E. Le-
fort, 341 ; Mrs. F. Jam son, 483; Mrs.
G. C. Schwabe, 345 ; Mrs. H. Cannell,
339, 404; Mrs. H. Simpkins, 592; Mis.
Irving Clarke, 483; Mrs. J. Carter, 5t3 ;

Mrs. Libbie Allen, 478; Mrs. Naish, 412;
Mis. Nisbet, 407 ; Mrs. Robinson King, 580

;

Mrs. W. Golding, 478; Mrs. Watson, 341
;

Mrs. Wells, 407 ; Miss Bella Wilson, 453
;

Miss Margaret, 405 ; M. Charles Lebocqz,
405; M. Victor Pa' a'lier, i87 ; Mons. R.
Bahaunt, 3)5, 407; Nonpareil, 55>; notes,
449, 501 ; Potomac, 131 ; President Hyde,
41\;'Princess Blanche, ^ffoicer.'i of\ 0; Puritan,
483; R. C. Kiogston. 483 ; Rivelyn, 550;
Roberc Owen, 556; Russell, ISI ; R. Smith,
407 ; Sallie McClelland, 131; Salvator, 131;
seed, 482 ; shows, Feras at, 471 ; shows,
notes on northern, 481 ; shows, popu-
larising, 553 ; Sibthorpi, 189; So'ur
Dorothee Souille, 483 ; 8<:eur Melanie,
4'1 ; Source d'Or, 477 ; Strathmeath,
131 ; Sugar - loaf, 478 ; SuDstt, 346

;

superbum, 412; Temple of Solomon, 479;
Thos, Selwood. 550 ; Vico-Pretident Audi-
guier, 412 ; Violet Rose. 412 ; Viviand Morel,
346, 404, 483: Wm. Ami Hoste, 41.!; Wm.
Lane, 346; W. H. Line In, 340, 345, 483;
W. W. Coles, 4S3 ; W. Tricker, 345

Clu-ysanthemum and fruit exhibition ab
Edinburgh, 455

Chrysanthemums, ab'-rtivo buds of, 345

;

and earwigs, 258 ; annual, 50 ; as shown,
543 ; at Camberwell, 477 ; cutting back,
477 ; dampii'g of the blooms uf, ;{4i ; De-
cember, 592 ; deterioration of Japanc-o,
555; early bloomin?, Ill, 136, 2iS, 339;
early-flowering Japanese, 404 ; early, pcdi
gi-co varieties . f, 131 ; Stise Dnrdan and B,
MnhjneHx. 449 ; English-raised seedling,
303; exhibiting, in America, 654; oxpoii-
oncos of the p^st season, 302 ; for bedding,
258; good varieties for walls, 655; gtafteti,

4S3, 607, 531, 555; htiry, 483; )n groups,
4S1 ; in tho ]arks, 346, 409; inferior va-
rieties tif incurved, 544 ; in tubs, ; .U-
pjiutsc, 483; large Ja]iancHc, 555; late, 9,

644 ; latc-llowcring, 63, 654 ; new and
choice Anemone, 402; now and choice,
single varieties of, 4Hl ; now (Joutinental
incurved, 386 ; new, at the Crystal Palaco,
478 ; new dwarf, 345; new cariy-rioworing,
200; nntos iin exhibiting, 403; O.strich

Plume, 477 ;
premier blooms of, 653

;

Hcufl nablc, notes on, 803, 412; single, 4S'j;

fctHging, 412; too much alike varieties, 5^3

I

Chrysogonum virginianum, 505
' Chysis, f36; aurea, 5:<6 ; bractesce=s, 536;

I

lajvip, 536 ; Limminghe', 536

i Cibotium Barometz, 178 ; Menzi-ti 17S : re-

;

gale, 178; Schiedei, ITS; Wcndlandi, 178

! Cibo'.iums, 178
I Cirrhojictahim Jledusa*, 460
Cistus cyprius, 137
Citron preseivc, £30
Cladras ris amurensis, 159
Clematis coccinoi, ii97 ; Davidia* a, 251,

307; doublt-tlowercd varijue^ of, 281 ;

Dwhest of Edinbv.riihy 281 ;
graveolei.a,

3S2 : i tegrifo ia, -ir,\ ; Jackmanni, 2;.0 ;

the Hy.ciuth-scented, 251 ; ViticcUa fl.-pL,

229
Clethra alnif lia, 303
Clethras, 307
Clevedon, flowering s' rubs at, 61

Cliant us puniceus, 59
Climbers, anuvial, 4:0; good lardy, 23

Clitoria ternatea, 111

Coccocypselum repcns, 559

Cochlioda Noezliana, 87

Co:;logyne asperata, US; Gardneriba, 503;

Massangeana, 510, 580 ; ocellata maxima,
610; Smdcriaua, 102

Coffee disease, 452
Colchester, Lilies from, 597

Colchicum autumnale album plenum, 396 ;

byzantinum, 352 ; maximum, i36

C Ichicums, 28ii, 583
Colletia sjiiiiosa, 237
Colutcas ill tluwcr, 540
Common linium, the, 43*

Coceflower, the purple, 180, 338

Congress, fruit, 329
Conifer i)lanting, economic, 366, 388, 43',

456 504, 5i2

Conifers, cultivation of, 384 ;
dfl-arf, 214 ; m

gardens, 4i>7 ; native, 552 ; two poo-, 384

Conscrvati-ry, Musas in a, 208

Convnlvnlus manrit .iiu'iis. 2S1

Copyright illustrations, 400

Coral plant, the, 545
Coral trees, the, 516
Cordons at Rye Satimi, 236

Cordyline indivisa in flower, 136

Coreopsis lanceolata, 196

Cornflower, i ew dwarf, 65 ; the Pigmy, 22

Cornfltiwcrs, 147 ; double, 136

Corn, Indian or Sweet, 301

Cora salad, 115

Coruus brachypoda variegata, 22; canaden-

sis, 586
Cornwal', plant life in, 310

Coi-yanthes maculat-a Albertitse, 361

Corydalis lutea, 330

Cotoncaster buxifolia, 539; horizontalis, 354,

639; rotundifolia, 530; Simmsi, 539

Cotoneasters, the smaller, 539

Cottagers' garden produce, 135

Couve Tronchuda, 5

Cover, p ants for, 504

Cratfegus Oxyacantha, 5(0

Crickets in Mushroom house, 10

Crinum brachynema, 346 ; Moorei, 204 ;

Mnorci albnui, 158; Powelli, 2Jl

Crocus FUisrhori. 336; longiflorus, 505

Crops tliL- fruit, 205, 296. 310

Cros.sbill, dcstruyicg the, 20'J

Croton Golden Ki^g, 254

CrotonP, 546; narrow-leaved, 420

Cucumber Matchless, 160

Cucumbers, 177 ; winter, t reparu g, 107

Cuprestus arizonica, 208; Lawsou'ai-a ma-

crocarpa, 552; Lawsoniana Silver Queen,

310 ; torulosa, 366

Currant Raby Castle, 348 ; Red Dutch. 3b7

Currants, Flowering, 74 ; Red and White, at

Chiswick, 124
Cyariinthus lobatus, 111

(\vclanieii europium, 336 ;
porsicum, 40.

OyclamcDs, 406 ; hardy beneath tPi.ee, 483

Cycco heschloiochilon, 199

Cydonia Maulef, 127 ; sinensi.s, 127

Cymbidiiuu aftine, 515; Dovonianura. 515;

ehurncum. 615 ; elegans, 78, 515 ; Miistcrsi,

515, 580 ; Parishi. 515; pendulum, 564;

pulcherrinunn, 540

Cymbidiums. the thin-leaved, 515

Cyi'cn<rclus clfg;uis, 414

Oyperus :dtiriiifi'Uus varicgatus, 466

C'vplioiiiaudra fragrans, 2S2

Cypress, the df ciduous, timber of. 480

Cvpiipedium Antigone, 299; A.thur'anum,

"sOl ; Calccolvis, 486, 507 ;
candiduir, 24 ;

Corningianum, 159 ; Ciirtisi superiium,

102; Dauthiori. 615; curyandruni, 460;

Fairrieanum, 310 ; Godofrova*, 199 ;
Har-

risianuiu, 154; insigne, 532, 508; insigne

var. Sandcra', 45-^, 460, 484 ;
Leeanum gigan-

tcuui,549; niacrochi.um, 159; Masereeli-

anuni, 540 ; Morgaoiai, 384 ;
Morgjinia*

burfordicnse, 404; Niobe, 564 : Pitcheria-

num, 407; radiosum, 407; Sch'imi, 616;

solligerum niajus, 564; spectabile, 535;

spect.ilule at llcxtablo. 51; spectahilo iu

theopea border, 18; Spicerianum nanum
405 ; Ntonei, 333

rypriFodiums, insects on, 170, 404

Cyrtanthus McKeni, 410
O'vtisus Andreanus, 34 ; Everestianus, 545

;

"nilpcH, 484, 659 ; raccmosuft, 493
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D.

D.ibiecia poli^^lia, 490
Daffodil di-ease, 634
Daffoiils, basal rot in, 122, 1115, 231; plant-

ing, 252, 27j
D.hlia Ada Ke-han, 298; Arthur Ocook,
208 ; Arthur Kiwliogs, 254; B.ron Schrus-
der, 2US ; Cec.l, 2iiS

; Claxtons Harlequin,
2i4 ; delicati, 20S ; Drauithtsraan, 298;
Erutst Canaell, 29S ; John Rawliogs, 20S

;

John Walker, 20S ; Kyner.th, 208 ; Little
!<arah, 29S ; Lorna Doone, 2slS ; M<rs, 298 ;

JIss Glassfoek, 20S ; Mrs. Heith, 254;
Mrs. Ilunijiliries, 298 ; Mrs. L. Stand-
briif;>, L'lli ; Mrs. Mcintosh, 208; Mrs.
(><;oi-k, 29S ; Mrs. Thornton, 298 ; Mrs.
Walter Besant, 29S ; Nellie Maehray, i9S ;

I'rincess Christian, 341 ; Rayon d'Or, 29S ;

Kobert Canuell, iOS, 2Slj ; Sir Roger, 29S ;

.S-. Catherine, 208; .Sulfcma, 298; Swanloy
Cactus, 208; Touchsto je, 298 ; William
Powell, 254

Uahl as, 3S1 ; Cactus, 229 ; single, 532 ; with-
out stakes, 2J2

Dais cotinifolia, 398
Diisy, the Paris, 635
Diisies, notes on Michaelmas, 338 ; three
goo I Michat-lmas, 275

Damsoa crop, the, 22 ; wine, 332
Damsons, do they pay ? 401, 512
Daphne alpioa, 2t ; cuurum, 48(5 ; laureola
purpurea, 40S ; Muzercum .autumujlis, 4ti8

Dnsylirion lougifolium, 13(3

Datin-a fa tuusa, 4(50

D.vallias, 414, .578

Dell, Orchids at The, 199
Deli)hinium car .iopetalum, 13(j ; Ro'.in
Adair, 39; vcstitum, 142

Deli>hiniums, 51 ; mociern, 53
Dendrobiuni Bensouia;, 54 ; Cassiopc, 564

;

ciipreuni, 78 ; formosum var. giganteum,
333. 390; heterocarijum, 495; Leeanum,
4''3; mutabile, 43(5 ; 0'Brieiil.anum, 407;
Parish?, 31; Phalpenopsis SchroederiaQum,
4(53

; P. Statterianum, 157, 38 1 ; i hodo-
stoma, 180 ; superb en<, 179, 418, 49>

DinustKdtia adiantoides, 413 ; aathris i-

folia, 413; cicutaria, 413; d.v.al'ioWes,
413 ; Pavoni, 413

;
piuictilobula, 413 ; stra-

niinea, 413
Dennstedtias, 413
Deodar untedthy, 299
Dcsmodium peutiuliflorum, 309, 539
Deutzia, the dciuble, 74
Diaothus Atkinsoni, 136, 16(5, 1S3, 336 ;

callizonus, 332 ; capitatus, 52 ; cinna-
l)arinus, 10(5, 337 ; Curtisi, 112

;
pluma ins

hybridus, 137 ; su^acaulis, 52
Dicentra canadensis, 199 ; chrysantha, 198

;

cuculUria, 109; formos.a, 109; saecata,
190 ; spectabiUs, 190,494

Die ntrds, 198
Dieffenbichi.as, 168
Diervilla sssilifolia, 203
Digging, autumn, 355; and deep cultivation,
588

Dimorphanthus mandschuricus, 303
Dipladeoia atropurpurea, 134
Disa grandlHura, 224 ; g. Backhouse's va-

riety, 224
; g. Edinburgh variet^', 224

;

g. Glasnevin vari ty, 2 !4
; g. ,St affan va-

riety, 224 ; g. on tible Mountiin, 180
; g.

sjperba, 224 ; tripetaloides, 65
Disease, the Potato, 212, 35(5
Dog Daisies, 13
Dogwood, variegated Japanese, 22
Doodiaa<pera multiflda, 41

1

Dracocephalum arguinense, 335
Draeophyllum gracilo, 71
Drainage. 504
'iraips, tree roots choking, 114
D y.a8 lanata, 105
Dulwich, (Jrchids at, 403

E.

Eirwigsand Chrysanthenuins, 257
Echinacea purpurea, 338
Ech5n(jps, the, 141
Edelweiss, the 683
Edinburgh orchard house, fruit .at, 314
Edraiauthus caudatus, 2>
Ela;.agaus puDgeus maculatus, 298
Elder, 1.3S ; the A.sh-leavid Box, bSil

Elisen^lo •gipot.lla, 110 ; lonti/iclalu, 110
Elm with coloured wood, 42; thg English,

344 ; the Weeping, 600 ; tbe Weeping
Wych, 158 ; trees, 410, 4-56 ; trees, louninir
209

11 B.

Elmx, supporting, 480; Weeping, 158, 210
Endive, 84
Eomuciin chionautha, 207
Epidandruui id.lilcatuiu, IS4 ; fragrais,403

;

Frederic! (luliulrni, 2.:.7, 403 ; pu.um, 564;
Wabisi, 591 ; .xanthinum, 564

Epilohiuml.atifolium, 19ii

Equisetumsand Tigridias, 307
Erautliouiual Anderioni, 205; pulchellum

4:i4

Erica cit.erea, 33
Erigeron speciosus, 76
Erodium caiuifolium, 52

Eryngium gigaiteum, 13i5 ; ()livierianiuu,

112
Eryngiums, 287
Brythrina Bidwilli, 517 : erista-galli, 516,

545 ; herb.acea, 517 ; Humei, 617 ; Parcelli,

517
Escallonia exoniensis, 39 ; maerautha, 468 ;

Philippiana, 22, 64

Eucharis mite, the, liiS

Eucomis palli(iiflora, 308
Eucrypliia iiiuiiatifolia, 159, 539
Euonvojus latif'ilius, 346
Ei'in'l„r:.nn r,imn,n„, 134
Eupatoriunis, 559
Euplnirl>ia capitata, 561 ;

j.acquiuiaiflora, 371

;

uiyr^iuites. 297
;
pilosa, 196

Euijliorliias, 241

Europe, Eastern, autuui' al folitge tints in,

466
Euryanaiuni Surnbul, 561

E]vc!f;rccus for Chris mas decorations, 569;
trans]tlauting, 174

Exacuni macriuithum, 346
Exhibition stauds, arrangements of cut
blooms on, 411

ExhiV)itions, bouquets and epergi.es at, 411 ;

judging at, 209
Exuchorda Alberti, 269

Fern, a line Maiden-hair, 111 ; the Killarney,

501
Ferns, 386 ; a.s pla ts for the dii ner

table, 577 ; at Chrysanthemum shows,
471 ; conspicuous, 577 : Filmy, 638 ;

for the conservator? border, 469 ; in

the house, 625 ; Maiden.h.air, 94 ; Mai-
den-hair for cutting, 130 ; seasonable

notes on, 626 ; seedling, 68 ; small grow-
ing, 413 ; some useful, 537 ; Stag's-horn,

295 ; the Hare's-foot, 232 ; Tree, 3o ; water-

ing and feeding, 527
Fern ry, the hardy, 678
Ferneries, notes on, 677
Fig trees, 44 ;

protection of, m.ade easy, ISO

Figs, early, 367
Fir, the Silver, 456 ; the Spanish Silver, 322

;

Scotch, the, .as a timber tree, 410

Firs in a northern aspect, 6O0

Fish, D. T., 233
Flower garden notes, 13, 164, 194, 307, 396,

485, 662
Flower, the Prophet, 303 ; the Wedding, 312 ;

the Whorl, 187

Flowers, Eve lasting, for winter use, 266
;

fashionable colours in, 60 ! ; for rooms, cut,

450 ; hardy October, 381 ; in season for

vases, 41 ; notes on florists', 431 ; service-

able, 121 ; showing hardy, 147 ; wet-
weather, 231 ; wild, and Grasses, arrange-

ments of, 107
FoJ, effects of, on plan's grown in tlie houses

at Kew, 438
Foliage, autumn-tinted, and Chrysanthe-
mums, 411

Forestry as a source of pi ofit, 480, 504, 576 ; ex-

periments in, 434 ; in Great Britain, 138 ;

oruanient.al, 23

1

Forest Hill, Begonias at, 61

Forget-me-not, the charming alpine, 580

Fota, notes from, 136
Foinrnm Beditir/hau^i, 143; eubensis, H3;
gignntoa, 143 ; long.T3va, 143

Fourcrceas, 143
Foxglove, the yePow, 196, 2.91, 281, 337, 346

Fr.agaria vesca mu i ata, 352

Frames, plants in, 326

Prance, Japanese Grape Vines in, 571

Franciseeai, 78

Francoa ramosa, 73 ; a$ a j>ot plait t, 241 ; in

pots, 241
Fraxinus lentiseifol'a, 310
Freesias, 353 ; .and theii culture. 203

Frogmore, the royal gardens .at, 190

Fruit and tomtits, 330 ; and vegetable com-
mittee awards, 19 ; coniirea.ses, 829, 368;

crops, the, 139, 180, 225, 245, 270, 334
;

crops, imtimelv thinning of, 1'26 ; culture,

4, 41 ; distribution, 262, 315, 49 >, 530, 573;dry-

ing, a Californian grower on, 512; flavour

in, 445 ; garden, the hardy, work in, 31, 81,

128, 177, 243, 328, 377, 397, 4.50, 474, .541
;

g.athering, 80, 315; gathering, picking
and marketing, 26!; growing diftieultics,

125
;
growing, Mr. Gladstone on, 259 ; grow-

ing, profitable hardy, 401 ; home-grown,
238 ; houses, work in, 6, 68, 97, 145, 218, 265,

20O, 811, ,357, 42 I, 480, 8 18, 665, 517 ; Itillian,

in London, 232 ; notes, 449 ; orchard house, at

Edinburgh, 315; packing, 220; liwn gnass

for picking, 280 ;
question, the, 91, 172,

[

173, 187; season, the Kentish, 145, 188;

show, an international, 433, 460 ; the ripen-

ing of, 260
Fruit tree arches, 593 ; walk and Ivy-

covered arch, 593

Fruit trees, a run on, 693 ; and bushes, early

planting of, 573 ; ,at a disadvantage, 592 ;

autumn pruning of, 349 ; extension grow-

inf of, 2 ; for a south wall, 299 ; for north

walls, 496, £30 ; green and black-fly on, 2 ;

on outhouses, 572 ;
present state of, 259 ;

root-pruning of, 2 2; sitis for, 349; sum-
mer pruning, trained, 28 ; useless, 594 ;

wire netting for, 137, 240

Fruits, hardy, 2i7, 497; neglected, 497

Fuchsia Countess of Aberdeen, 190 ; fulgcns,

420; Gene\al Roberts, 36 ; (Jitural Jt"herU,

462 ;
Q'te-.n oj England, 437 ; triphylla,

16 (

Fuch.sias, f86 :
garden varieties of, 141 ; in

Hyde Park, li2; in 1he open air, 380;
notes on, 457

Fungus, sulphate of copper 'as a leniedy for,

64
Furniture, Briti.sh woods for, 1S6

Q.

Gaillardi^s, 165

Galanthus Alleni, 272 ; caucasicus, 272 ;
c^r-

ewensis, 273 ; Elsffl, 273 ; Elwesi, 272

;

flavescens, 273 ; Fostori, 272 ; Fosteri Loo-

p.rd, 27^; Fosteri sport, s73 ; Imperati,

272 ; latifolius, 272 ; lutescens, 273 ; nivalis,

272 ; nivalis .albus, 273 ; nivalis fl.-pl., 272 ;

octobrensis, 27? ; Olgse, 273
;
plieatiis, 272 ;

poculiformis, 273
;
prsecox, 273 ; Rachela),

273 ; Scharloki, 273 ; vire cens, 273 ; Warei,

273
Galax aphylla, 24

Gal. andra Di voniana, 257

Gales, planting to resist, 410

Garde', architectural forms in the, 247; a

Burmcs , 129 ; a good rock, 473 ; a Prim-
rose, 304; a Primrose in Snr.ei/, 304; a
typical water, 633 ; vieir in Hie, at Trrgyl-

loir, 237 ; ica'er, a, at E izabelh, Heir Jrrset/,

533
Gardening, learning, 575

Gardens of one flower, 12 ; the Tempi-, 233 ;

the Tbam. s Embankmtnt, 232

Gardeni.as, 110, 255, 36.', 546

Gas-lime, 209, 460
Gaultheria procumbens, 539

Genista aurantiaca plena, 70 ;
pilosa, 336

;

prostrata, 336

Gentiana acaulis, 5S2 ; Fortunei, 250 ; lutea,

52 ; sep'emflda, 141, 166 ; septemfida azu-

re i, 137 ; vtriia, 395 ; verna, 395

Geonoma elegans, 418 ; graci is, 418 ; maero-
stachys, 418 ; Martiana, 418 ; Porti.ana,

418 ; Sehottiana, 418
Geononias, 418
Geranium argenteum, 10', 1(>I5, 285 ; hardy
white-flowered, 390 ; Wallichianum, 250

Geraniums and Pelargoniums, 558 ; zor.al, 466

Gerbera Jamesoni, 453

Gesneras, 418
Geum miniatum. 579

Gladiolus 4 de li Devansaye, 440; Alice

Wilson, 440 ; Bias, 208 ; hvK,antinus, 442
;

Charles Joly, 440; Colvillei, 442; Colvillei

The Brid*", 523 ; connnunis, 442 ; Crozy

fils, 440; decoratus, 184; Dr. H. P. Wal-
cott, 441 ; Eckloni, 346 ; floribuudus, 442

;

Etoili ddr, 441; George .Mfredith, 254;

Gil Bias, 440 ; Goliath, 441 ; Harry Veitch,

441 ; Henri Rignault, 440 : Iphigcnic, 440 ;

James O'Brien, '208; K^tclecr, 440; Klcbir,

441 ; Lady Brooke, 254 ; a (irand Caroot,

411 ; Leon Simon. 440 ; M.assena, 441

;

Nu6ebleue,440; Ondine,440; Profes-orSar-

gent, 440 ; Profusion, 440 ;
ps ttacinus, 442

;

ramosus, 442 ; Sir A. Sullivan, 254 ; Tha-
lia, 208 ; W. S. Gilbert, 254

Gladioli, flowering time of, 442; hardy, 13;
Lemoine's, h.ardy for 1891, 440

GIas.shnuses, painting and cleaning of, 560

Globe Flowers, 102, 164

Gloriosa superba .and G. Planti, 420

Glossocomia ovata, 250

Gloucestershire, Apples and Pears in, 459

G.oxinias, 72 ; fine spotted, (50

Godetia White Pearl, 40

Gomphia decorans, 418

Gongora atropurpurea, 319

Goodyera Dawsoniana, 296

Good King Henry, 356

Gooseberries, 188 ; cordon, 188 ; for flavour

and size, 447
Graramatopbylluni Seegeriannm, 78

Grant, Mr W. J., 161 ; accident to, 651

Grape Alnwick Seedling, 448, 459 ; Appley
Towers, 232 ; Buckland Sweetwater failing

to stone, SO; Chasselas Napoleon, 403;
Gros Colman, 233, 286 ; Grns Manic, 350

;

Lady Hiitt, 232; Madresfiold Court, ."194;

Mrs. Pince, 279, 428, 458, 63?, 573 ; spot

in Muscat of Alexandria, 496

Grapes, colour in, 261 ; Muscat shrivelling,

457 ; stoneless berries in, 15!

Grass, a splendid Lily for, 75 ; herbaceous
plants oo, 286

Greenhouse plants in summer, 203 ; a rtronp

of, in the open air, 203

Greenhouse walls, 371

Greens, winter, 156

I

Grevillea alpina, 484 ; aspknifolia, 232

Thflemanniana, 370
Griselinia httoralis, 18, 63

Groimd, wet, trees and shrubs for, 552

Group, three grand flowers for a, 106

(groups, hardy plants in, 296
Grubs injuring plants, 113

Ciiiernsey. a stone slile in, 39

Guenis^y Lilies, 73
(iyniuo^Tainiiia trifoliata, 578
Gypsophila i aniculata, 250

H.

Ha.arlcm, liardy wluter-flowcring bulbs at,

661

Habenai-ia carnea, 257
Habrothamuus fasciculatus, 205

Harmanthus, 420
Ham, Apples and Pears at, 314 ; Peaches and
Tomatoes at, 125

Hamamelis, the Japanese, 15

Hampton Court, Apples at, 172

Bimtkorn, the enmnion, in hloom, 600

Hazel, the purple, 310
Heehtia Ghiesbreghti, 370

Hedaroma tulipifera. 227

Hedvcliiuiu 1 iiinlucrianum, 236

HelJiiiiuii H.iopesi, 52

Heliautheuiums, 50
Hclianthus multiflorus maximus, 232 ; Soleil

d'Or, 231
Heliotrope on a efirenhoute uo.U, 371

Hellebore flowers, 532
Hemerocallis fiilva, seedlings of, 46

Hepatica, the double blue, 286, 635

Herbs, 66
Heriot-W.att College horticultural class, 456

Heuchera sanguinea, 18

Hibiscus esculentus, 532 ; schizopetalus, 144 ;

syriacus, 416
Hippophse rhamnoides, 456

Hollies, 237
Holloway, Orchids at, 154

Holly berries, scarcity of, 569

Hollyhock, the, 260, tS2

Hollyhocks from Kelso, 100 ;
single, 142

Holmes the Late W., 299

Horminum pyrenaicum, 682

Horse Chestnut, 344 ; the bush, 137

Horticulture, professing the technology of,

409
Hottonia palu-tris, 14

House in garden .at Palazzo Berberigo, V e-

nice, 195
Houstonia ccerulea, 250 ; alba, 396 ; serpylli-

foha, 260
Humea elegans, 65

Hyacinth, the white Roman, and its culture,

60
Hy.acinths, two useful, for forcing, 595

Hyacinthus candicans, 229

Hyde Park, flowers in, 192

Hydr.angea rosea, 415

Hydrangeas, 237, 498

Hymcnocallis senegambica, 346

Hypericum Moserianum, 208;oblongifoUum,

174

I mpatiens Hawkeri, 547

Inula Hookeri, 297 ; macrophylla, 287

Insects, root-eating vegetable, 242

loehroma lanceolata, 414

Ipswich, an amateur's garden at, 6'.'

Iris Bakoriana, 556;cuprea, 122 ; OaleS', 351 ;

Gatesi and its allies, 351 ; Histrio, 556 ;

Kiempfer's, 120 ; lievigata, 120 ; reticulabi,

682 ; Robinsoni.ana, 312 ; walk at in
Palinoi, 206

Irises, Oncocyclus, 394, 429, 486

Isnieuc calatliina, 135

Itea virginica, 137

Ixias as annuals, 53

Ixora Colei, 228 ; macrothyrsa, 341

Jasminum iKilyanthuni, 586

Jerusalem Sage, 75

JubiKi speetabilis, hardiness of, 409,436

Judging, 5'27

July flowers, 120

K.

Kalosantlies, 167, 205 ; cuccinoa iuid its varie-

ties, 73
, , ..

Kent, fruit stealers in, 268 ; the fruit crops in,

4
Kew, Luculifls at, 558

Kitchen garden, work in the, 6, 32, 66, 83, OS,

pin 177 200 218, '244, '26(5, 291, 311, 32.,

858] 377,' 397, 4-25, 451,475, 490, 519, 543, 666,
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Lacfena bicolor, 78
Lachenaliiis, 372
Lacquer tree, the, in Europe, 309
Lmlia albida bella, 495 ; amanda, 495 ; Ames-

iana. 444 ; anceps, 616 ;a. Scottiana, 5 '6; a.

Stella, 515; crispa, 130, 22t ; Dayana, 5itS
;

Domianiana, 495; elegans, a dark-flowered,
ISO

; e. Blenheimensis, 208 ; e. Broomeana,
ISO; e. Morreuiana, 154; e. prasiata, 199;
eximia, 510 ; * xoniensis, 333 ; Gouldi-
ana, 598

; grandis. ISO ; g. teiiebrosa,
54, 248 ; Jlacfartaiiti, 102 ; monophylla,
444 ; Perriiii alba, 342, 403

;
prajstans,

418
; pumila var. Dayana, 179

; pur-
purata, 404; Wolstenholmiie, 257; san-
thiua, 78, 3(51

Lagerstrreniia indica, 327
Langport, flowers from, IS
Lantanas iu bloom, 241
Lapageria, hardiness of, 430
Lapagerias frem seed, 255 ;insectsdestroying,

101, 209 ; white grubs io, 00
Larch, the, 528; for ru^tii work, 410, 450;
plantations, thinning, 944; unhealthy, 552

;

value of the common, 3SS ; wood, 42
Larkspur, the old double Siberian, 52
Lastrea fragrans, 414 ; glabella, 414
Lathyrus Armitageanu'^, 52 ;delicatulus, 232

;

grandiflorus, 53 ; latifolius Turneri, 123,
196 ; Sibthorpi, 53 ; varieties, 16

Laurel groicbiu a(/oinst a h luse, 585 ; the
Myrtle-leaved Portugal, 417

Laurels, varieties of, 585
Lawn grass for fruit packing, 280
Lawn, the. 352
Lawns, Apple trees on, 693 ; trees for small,

416, 400 ; W(»rm casts on, 2C5
Layias, 53, 142
Leeks, 21
Lettuce, a hybrid, 155 ; and Endive, 393 ;

Cabbage v. Cos, 155 ; Cabbage New York,
212, 591 ; Continuity, 401 ; for winter and
spring, 115 ; Hicks' hardy Cos, 22

Lettuces, comi^arative merits of, 86 ; notes
on, 115

Lewisia rediviva, 5S0
Leycesteria formosa for undergrowth, 552
Libertia formosa, 441

;
grandiflora, 441 ; ixi-

oides, 441 ; magellanica, 442
Libertias, 4il
Lilacs, species and native habitats of the,

155, 173, 202
Lilium auratum at Heatherbank, 251 ; a. im-
ported, 48S ; a. virgina'e, 50 ; Batemannia;,
194 ; Bolanderi, 338 ; Browni, 111 ; candidum,
100, 148,335; c, pot culture of, 204; col-

chieum, 75 ; croceum. 75 ; davuricum, 382;
Grayi,lll,338;HansoDi,51 ;Harrisi,205,251

;

Henryi, 112,195, 422; Krameri, 119 ; longi-
florum, 184 ; 1. var. Chloraster, 112, 338 ; 1.,

dwarf form, 379 ; 1. eximium var. prsecox,
379 ; 1. e. type, 379 ; 1. foliis albo-margina-
tis, 380 ; 1. grandiflorum, 379 ; 1. rubro et
argenteo-marginatis, 380; 1. type, 379; I.,

var., 380 ;1. Wilsoni, 380 ; Martagon album,
335 ; M. dalmatieum, 250, 335 ; neUgher-
rense, 303, 530 ; nepalense, 338 ; ochroleucum,
338

;
pardalinum, 335 ; Parkmanni, 190 ; spe-

ciosum, 330 ;8. and its varieties, 282, 335,419
;

testaceum, 137 ; tigrinum splendens, 281 ;

umbellatum, 17 ; Wallichianum superbum,
335, 363, S95

Lihes, Dr. Wallace on Japanese, 379, 442, 472
;

hybrid, 338 ; in a Gloucestershire ffardtn,
242 ; in the garden, 283 ; some of the newer,
338

Liliuma. 104, 335,442
Lily, a fine Japanese, at Newton Stewart,

483 ; for Grass, a splendid, 75 ; the Guern-
sey, 4^21

; the Orange, 75
Lily of the Valley, early forcing of, 524

;

forced, 545 ; in a wire basket, 406 ; w«tl
grown, 545

Limeand its application, 4^0 ; and soot, 589 ;

for bulbous plants, 308 ; to soils, the
application of, 420

Linaria alpina, 70
Lincoln'H Inn Fie'ds, 479, 503
Linden, the, and its varicticH, 157
LissochiluH Krebsi purpuratus, 494
Litho»j» rmn m proHratam in Miss Ewari'a gar-
den lU ton- '/fntrjtt, 473

Lobelia Firefly, 284
Lobelias from seed, 14
London, the weather in, 531
London's open spaces, 22
Lophiola auroa, 137
Lophosoria pniinata, 527
Lovc-lio8-bleudiug for vases, 569

; Jlowirs oj\

ill a vuKc, 509
Lueulia gratissima, 507
LuculiaM at Kew, 558
Lupinu-i naiUH, 53
Lycatttc eoatata, 333 ; Harrisoniie eburnea,

598
Lyclmls Lagascae, 52; voapertina pi., 123,

515
Lycopodium eemutim,803
Lygodiiun dich'itoiiuuii, 578
Lysimachla thyrsiflora, 112

ST.

Macadamia ternifolia, 508
Magnolia glauca, 05, 90 ; pumila, 507
Maidin's Wreath as a pot plant, 241 ; in fots,

241
Mallow, the tree, 415
Malva moscha*a alba, 275
Manchester, fruit congress at, 255
Manetti a plea for the, 339 ; Roses on the,

109 ; the, 389, 5C0 ; the, as a stock, 216, 290
Manna Ash and Judas tree, the, 15
Maple-, JajKiuese, 416
Marigold Orange King, ?87
Marigolds, Afr an and French, 394

;
garden,

76
Market, a new vegetable, 48 J ; garden no'es,

70, 160, 198, 3i!4, 42', 555, 579; gardening
and the culture of vegetibles iu Spain, 1"5

Masde^allia Chestertoni, 507 ; cuculla'a, 460
;

Davisi, IS ; macrura, 78, 34d ; r^csmosa,
510; Schlimi, 31

Masdevallias, 385, 598
May and June, herbaceous plants for, 106
Mecouopsis nepalensis, 142
Megasea Brilliant. 488 ; e mpana, 488 ; com-
pac a, 488 ; Coralie, ^88 ; crassifolia alba,
488 ; crassifolia nana, 488 ; Crcesus, 488

;

Delia, 4SS; Giant, 48S ; Iris, 4SS ; Magog,
488; Memnon, 488; Progress, 488 ; Puck,
488 ; spathulata, 488 ; Sturdy, 488

Megaseas, 488
Melittis riK-lissn))hyllum, 280
Melon Ea^tnoiCiis'tle, 93; uewsredliug, 160
Melons, '^s. 43 ; dispased, 3 ; late, 44 ; Water,
from the United States, 4ti

Meniscixmi oligophyllum, 578
Menziesias, 307
Mercury, 366
Michaelmas Daisies, .'182, 505
Michauxia campanuloides, 119 ; caiiipunv.-

loidi'S, Jlotririiig shoots o/\ 119
Mlcrolepia scabra, 579
Micromeria rupestri.s, 582
Mignonette, 134, 327 ; in pots, 547
Milton Park, 391 ; viae inthe <iri>v,ids at, 391
Miltonia Bliuiti var. Lubbersiana, 254

;

Candida, 2?4 ; Clowesi, 224 ; cuneata,
224; Peefersiana, 2.'4 ; Phalienopsis, 223;
Eegnelli, 224 ; Regnelli purpurea, 154

;

Roezli, 223 ; spectabilis, 223 ; s. Moreliana,
24S ; vexillaria, 223 ; Warscewiczi, 224

Miltonias 223
Mimulus compactu', 165 ; cupreus Prince
Bismarck, 40; Lewisi, 141

Mit 'hella repens, 251

Moehringia muscosa, 535
Monarda didymi, 11?, 250
Moneywort, the Tariegated, 130
Montbretia crocosmiaeflora, 442 ; Pottsi, 187
Montbretias, 250
Morina Wallichi, 184
Morisi* hypogiea, 244
Mormodes buccinatum aureum. 254

;
par-

dinum, 10, 334
Mulching and watering, 131
Mulleins, 284, 335
Musa Baajoo, 264, 557 ; Bayoo, 557 ; Ensete,
263 ; superba, 264

Musas, cool house, 318, 341 ; for the conser-
vatory, 263 ; In a ronservatori/^ 203

Muscari botryoides album, 582
Muscats failing, 3
Mushroom beds, outdoor, 176
Mushroom house, ci'ickets in, 19
Mushrooms failing, 55, 376 ; iu meadows,

?01 ; in the open air, 164 ; salt for, 5
Mua'c, a new, Itii ; plan*:, the, 561
Mylea Memorial Fund, 409
Myosotia alpestris, 580

N.

Narcissus fly in Vallota bulb', 343
Narcissus canariensia, 550 ; monophyllus,

55 J ; the white Hoop-petticoat, 204
Navclworts, 150
Nectarines, ftood early, 152; highly uoloiu-ed,

18S ; noten on, 309, 400, 42S, 416
Nemophila insignia, 382
Nephrodium abortivnm, 537 ; articulatum,
537 ; eyathcoidea, 537 ; Hookeri, 537 ; mollo
corymbiferum, 537 ; mi)lle polydactyla,
537

;
pteroides, 537 ; Rodigasiauum, 537 ;

acrra, 537 ; truncatum, 537 ; vmitutn, 537 ;

vouuattiQi, 537
Xephrodiunis, select, 637

'

Nephrolepia, 578 ; pluma, 290
Ncriue sirniensis, 421
Ni-rines, 73, 419 ; new, 304
N'i;rtcra depreasa, 319
Nidvdar uin jicanthncratoi, 43S ; fulgens,
43S ; Innoconti, 43S ; Laurenti, 4'JS ; Mcy-
eiidorft, 43S ; Seherumetiewi, 4"S ; spcu tt-

bilc. 438
Nidulariuma, 438
Notholaiiia ferruginea, 04 ; hypolouca, 94

;

l.'ovis, 94 ; rufa, 94 ; ainuata, 94 ; triclioma-
noidcs, 94

Notholionas, 94
November, the garden iu, 484

Nursery, stocking the homo, 186
Nurseries, tree, on estates, 410
Nurserymen's art, 365
Nut tree, the Australian, 568
Nymphaias, tropical, in the open air at Ber-

lin, 50

Oak, the Californian Li^e, 95 ; the Cork, 96
;

the Golden of Cyprus, 95 ; the Live, 96
;

the Scarlet. 507 ; the Wi low, 366 ; timber,
selectiug, 00 ; trees pruning, 52S

Oaks, Evergreeo, 95
Oakwood, notes from, 103, 104, 392, 561
Obituary—
Anderson Anderson, J., 599
Balfe, A., 575
Dickson, A., 599
Gla scoc, H., 433
Hardy, A., 527
Haynald, Cardinal Archbishop, 65
Hoffmann, Dr., 433
Knight, Mrs. H., 233
Kramer, F., 5 3
Macleay, Sir G. 19
Meston J. F., 185
Miles, P., 65
Miles. Mrs. G, T., 209

Ochropteris pallens, 526
Odontoglossum, a supiMsed natural hyb id,

454; Coradinei, 516; cordatum, IS ; cris-

pum, 596 ; crispum macrospilura, 536

;

eugenea, 224; excelleus, 31 ; gloriosum,
495

; gi'dnde, 319 ; Hunnewellimum, 563 ;

Lindeni, 495 ; mulus Holfordianum, 78 ;

Reichenheimi, 494 ; Rossi albens, 418
;

Schlieperianum, lii4 ; tripudians, 530;
vexillarium supe'bum, 102

Odontosoria fumarioides, 57S ; oculata, 578
;

tenuifolia, 578
Odontosorias, 578
0?)nothera Lamarc'<iana, 111 ; niissouriensis,

112; Wrighti, 190
ffinotheras, three good, 249
Olearia Haasti, 214
Omphalodes linifolia, 150; Luciliie, 150;

venia, 150
Oncidiuni Balderrjmie, 154 ; hiematochilum,
385; larkiuianum, 444; loxense, 536;
MarshalJianum, 334, 564

;
prietextum 15 1;

tigrinum, 503; t. albiflorum, Sltl ; varicosum,
510

Oncidiiims, 414
Onion BedfiTdshire <'lum]ii(in, 'MA
OnioiJS, harvestiiiM', -42 ; st-'viii^', 323
Oni/chii'in (wnid'nij 340; jaiionicum, 341
Onychiums, 340
Open spaces, 233
Opuntia Rafioesquei, 535
Oranges, 420 ; the Mock, 288
Orchard, a market, 221 ; planting, 529
Orchards, new trees in old, 399
Orchid flowers from B kew ell, 441
Orfhid, the yellow-lipped Swan, 31 ; the
Madeira, 179

Orchids, 217 ; at Mr. Bull's, 77, 341 ; at The
Dell, 199 ; at the Reitjute show, 154 ; easily
grown, 404 ; from Cheltenham, 295 ; leaf-

mould for, 598 ; work smoug, 7, 33, 57,
82, 98. 129. 145, 201, 244, 20>, i;92. 312, 3?9,
337, 357, 398, 425, 462, 490, 618, 642, 566,
588

Orchisf'diosa, 179 ; foliosa, 501
Oi-phium fru escens, 298
Orton Hall, Conifers at, 410
Osier cultiu*e, 138
Oswego Tea, 112

Ourisia coccine , 605
Outhouses, fruit trees on, 572
Oxalis lobata, 505
Ozothamnus rosmarinifolius, 640

P.

Prtjiny Mme. Emilie Galle, 39
Pi^uiy, Tree, 500
Palace, the Alexandra, 5'

3

Pahna-Ohristi, 579
Palms, Fan, 167 ; stovo, 559
Pandanua Veitchi, 420
I'ansy Aberconi Gem iu November, 507

;

Beauty, 76 ; Blue Cloud, 7*^ ; Bronze Modal,
"0; Bullion, 70; Cnttago Maid, 7<> ; Dawn
of Day, 76 ; Ida's Choice, 70 ; Max Kolb, 70

;

Mrs Grant, 7ii ; C^ueen of Scots, 70 ; Vernon
Lee, 76 ; Violetta. 504 ; Wonder, 76 ; York
and Lanciister, 7(i

Pansicn at t'hiswiek, 22; tufted, 840
; propa-

gaimiuf. 193

Papavir alpinum, 24 ; bracteatuni, 25; pile-

sum, 62
Parcel post, sending plants by, 433
Park timber, thinning, 114

ParVs, music i 1 the, 118; tree planting in,

20
Paroehwtus commuuie, 396, 505

Parsley forVinter and spring, 421 ; in small
pots, sowing, 32

Parsnips, 462
Pa^ithea ccerulea, 137
Pflssiflora crerulea, 631
Paullinii thahctri folia, 30
Pavia macrostichya, 209
Pea Boston Hero, V13 ; Chelsea Gem, 22 ;

English Wonder, 269 ; Exouian, 22 ; new
early, 21 ; Sequel, 170 ; Success, n^w late,

401 ; the sugar or edible-podded 109

Pea, Sweet, Lady Penzance, 87 ; Mrs. Eck-
ford, 87 ; Venus. 87

Peach case, a profitable, 81
Peich Hale's Early, 18 ; stones splitting, 113,

173
Peach trees, cleaning, 529 ; in i»ots, 187 ; scale

on, 350 ; summer pruning, 92 ; the yellows

in. 188; unhealthy, 299; whea to move,
220

Peaches, 26S ; and Tomatoes at Ham, 125 ;

curious falling of, 219 ;
good, 279 ; late ou*-

door, 332 ; packing, 4, 4)(

P. as, early, 5, 87, 108, 521; late, 17f., 323,

356 ; second early, 55
Peas, Sweet, 104 ; at Cliiswick, 164 ; new, 77;

seedling, 04
Pear Beurre Clairgeau, 484, 573 ; Benrre Diel,

lateness of, 673 ; British Queen, 497 ;
Brock-

worth Park, 402 ; Comte de Lamy, 574

;

Early Duchess, 241 ; Flemish Beauty, 401 ;

Glastonbury, the, 447; Jules d'Airolles,

280; Marie Louise, 279, 513 ; M:u-ie Louise
d'Uccle, 350; notes, 496; Pitmaston Du-
chesa, 171; fitnitiston Di'cln.-s, a fruiting

branch of, 171 ; White Doyennti, 330
Ptar tree. JaraontU*, on a house, 572; Mnric

Louise, i,} the oardi n at Stn\ff'aii Houm, 513

Pears, 28, 367, 4*i8 ; and Apples at Chiswick,
172 ; and Plums, cordon, 92 ; and tomtits,

180; flavour io, 514 ; large r. small, 448;
packing, 368 ; protecting late, 348 ;

pro-

tecting, from birds, 467; tome good early,

34S ; some, on the Quince, 280 ; standard,
for Britain, 530, 574; ihe newer, 402; the

ripening of, 330
Pelargonium Duchess of File, 418 ; Ivy-Uaf,

Beauty of Castlehill, 87 ; Raspail Improved,
.'95

Pelargoniums, Ivy-leaved, 135, 229 ; and Gera-

niums, 668 ; repotting, 421 ; acented-leavcd,

371 ; hhow and fancy, 36?, 400 ; winter-

flowering zonal, 3f3, 647 ; zonal, in autumn,
421

Peutstemon barbatus, 141; eordifolius, 141

;

puniceus, 303 ; the bearde*!, 250
Peperomias, 3i7
Perennial '! what is a, 353
Perennials, hardy, 149
f'-n,.>l« r-,th i'-h>h iitits, 191

Pergolas or creeper-covered walks, 191

Pest, a destructive garden, 137

Peti'ocoptis Lagascie, 52 ;
pyreiijica, 62

Petunias, 195
Phajus, a new hybrid, 40O ;

macvdato-grandi-

folius, 453 "

Phala?nopsis diseased, 5 57 ; house, section of,

403 ; Lnwi, 402 ; violacea, 319
Pi iladelphus corouarius, VS9 ; Gordonianus,
289

;
gi-andiflorus, 289 ; f/r«/u^;/fon/.f, 2^9

;

hirsutus, 2'9 ; Leoaointi, 74 ; microphyllus,

65, 289 ; Satzimii, 289
p£jilesia buxifolia, 168
Phh.mis frutico.sa, 75
Phlox CouutEss of Aberdeen, 184; Drum-
mondi, semi-double white, 13

PHoxes, gi'ubs destroying, 551 ; herbaceous,

147
Phoenix, 522 ; acaulis, 523 ; canariensis, 622 ;

farinifera, 523; rtcHnata, 522 ; sjlvestris

522; tenuis, 522
Pha'uocoma prolifera Barnesi, 72
Phygeliua capensis, 430
Phyllocladus trichomanoides, 36

Pbymatodes, 271 ; albo-squamatji, 271 ; uH>o-

s'/uamata, 271 ;
incurvatfl, 271 ; leiorrhi.^ii,

V71 ; longissima, 171 ; nigiescens, 1:71
;
pel-

tidea, 271
Physalis Alkektngi, i70; notes on, 414
Picea orientji'is, 600 ; Pinsapo, 322
Pieris formosa, 96
Pilumna nobilis, 597
Pine, the Austrian, as a timber tree, 234,

2-8; Nor/elk- Island, at Cape Toirn, 415;
the Umbrella, 388

Pink Mrs. W. M. Welsh, 70; Snowdrop,
273 ; The RectMr, 40; the zoned, 332

Pinks and Pansies, 337; border, 70 ; laced

and border, at Wolverhampton, 104 ; the
nuile, 193

Pinus excolsa, S8S
Plane trees, the, 628. 662
Plant, a disappciu-ing British, 77

Plant houses, work in, 7, 32, 57, 82, 97, 127,

14's 17S, 201, 24% 292, 310, 328, 860, 878,

39S, 424, 4ri2, 474, 491, 517, 642, 505, 680;

pvi'amid, 293
Plaiititions, draining, 20 ; forming now, 42

;

tliinning, 00, 1S8 ; trenching new, 1 14

Planting, 4i'.8 ; crowded, errors of, 21 ; eco-

n..mii- Conifer, 434, 504; effects of deep,

347 ; evils of mixed, 138 ; ormmiental, 66;
shallow r. deep, 322
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Plants and borders, herbaceous, 488 ;
arrang-

ing, for the winter, 523 ; bulbous and tuber-

ous-rooted, in baskets, 407 ; fly and mag-
got on, 130; grubs injuring, 113; hardy,

notes on, 24, 59, 122, lOtN 19ii, 285, 336, 35 ',

39ii, 48t^, 582 ; lime for bulbous, 308 ; plant-

ing herbaceous, 562 ; sending out poor,

365 ; staking hardy, 147, 166 ; two fine-

foliaged for subtr pical gardens. 307 ; two
useful autumn-flowering, 303 ; useful for

autumn and early winter, 363 ;
washing

the roots of, 562, 579 ; wet weather, 284

Phis, notes from the, 354 ; herbaceous border,

pirt of, at the, 581

Platycerium, 602 ; Wallichi, 501
Platyceriums, 2t»5, 501

Platycodon Mariesi majus, 137

Platyloma atro-purpurea, 471 ; Brownl, 471

;

calomelanos, 472 ; cordata 471 ; falcata,

471 ; flexuosa, 471 ; rotundifolia, 472

Platylomas, 471

Pleione bi manica, 495 ; leaves infested with
red spider, 257 ; maculata, 563 ; white-
fluwered 564

Pleionea with Icives and flowers, 311

Pleroma elegans, 558

PJuin, Brahy's Green Gage, 414; Dymond,
370; Guthrie's Late Green, 447 ; McLaugh-
lin's, 220 ; 8t. Etienne, 160 ; the Ogdeuaud
uther Japanese, 314 ; white Magnum Bo-

nvmi, 332

Plums, dried, 314, 350; in pots, 260; late,

316, 459
Plums on south walls, 92

Plumb;igo capensis, 2iS ; coccinea, 371 ; rusca

coccinea, 420
Podophyllums, 583

Poinsettia pulchtrrima, 595

Poinsettias. 363
Polygala Chamifbuxus purpurea, 336
Polygi'uum aftine, 142; alpimun, 24; Bru-
nonis, 232 ; cuspidatum, 286 ; sphpero-

stachyum, 306, 396
Pontederias in t^e Botanic Gardens, 303

Poplar, the Golden Canadian, 4J4 ; the
Weeping, 300

Poppy Mallows, 540

Popi>y, the blue Himalayan, 142

Populus grandidentata, 300

Potato, a new early, 116 ; blight, prevention,

476 ; Chiswick Favourite, 435 ; Gov nt
Garden Perfection, 393 ; crop, the, 84, 109,

155 ; Magnum Bonum, 323 ;
prospets,

5i3S ; The Br-ice. 243

Putiitoes, 301, 3:24, 37*^, 435, 590 ; and diseise,

301,591; at Chiswick, 288; in 1891. 622;
keeping sweet, 503 ; late, 324 ; lifting

early, 86 ; seed, 531, 590 ; seed selecti g,
17i"i; when to lift, 116

Poteutilla dubia, 24 ; fruticosa, 202, 231 ;

hip U'lides, 251 ; nitida, 105
PotentUlas, 1S4

Primrose, Lamxrck's Evening, 111; the
double, 306

Primuli Forbesi, 55'i ; imperialis, 266 ; Pois-

soiii, 354 ; rosea, 479; scotica, 105;skkl-
mensis, 336 ; sikkimensis as an aquatic,

316; suffrutescens, 52

Primulas, alpine, 286 ; double, 466
Krize giving, 503

Prophet Hower, the, 51, 76; Pr phU Floirfr,

tht; 51

Prosaptias, 501

Protea longiflora, 390
Prunella grandiflora, 111 ; Webbiana, 39
Pruning in summer, 3. 151, ISS, 280, 350
Prunus Pissardi, 141, 297, 310

Pteris geranifolia, 413; involuta, 413; pe-

data, 413 ; scaberula, 413 ; serru'ata pen-
dula, 87

PterostjTax hispidum, 74

Public Gardens—
Accrington, public park for, 209
Alexandra Palace for the people, 387
Bishop s Meadow, Fulham, 113

Biiurnein-mtli winter gardens, 113

Bri^litnii Improvements, 65

Broekwcl! Park, 575

Che'.se'a Unspital Gardens, 19

Clerkenwcll, "pLn ^] aces at, 209

Clissold Park. pr>Ji"ised addition to, 365
Dover, recreation groinid for, 343

Epsom, recreation gi'ound for, 313

Farringdon Market and open spaces, 341
Fulham, proposed open space at, 19, 118
Grays, recreation ground at, 387
Greenwich Park, 365

Grosvenor Park, Chelsea, trees and shrubs
in, 416

Ground, a new recreation, 113, 527
Highburv Fields, 113, 575

Hilly Fields, Brockley, 387,575
Hyde Park entrance, proposed new, 527
Imi>n'vement, a Wandsworth, 113
Kirk^tall Abbey, 65

Liucolu's Inn Fields, 343, 527, 551, 599
London playing fields, 527
Newcastle and its parks, 343
Open spaces, new, 551 ; in the metropolis,

65
Paisley, munificent gift to, 365
Park, anew London, 365
Park at Belfast, opening of, 161

Parliament Hill, gulf on, 113
Plants, distribution of bedding, 343
Pubhc park at Consett, 65
Raveuscourt Park, 19, 527
Royal Victoria Gardens, North Woolwich,

3S7
St. James's Parish Churchyard, Clerken-

well, 19
St. Pancras Gardens extension, 65 ; an-

other open si>ace for, 365
Tooting Bee Common, 599
Vauxhall Park, 321
Waterlow Park, 113, 25'-, 321, 387, 479
West Wickham Common, 343

Pyrethi-um uliginosum, 307
Pyrola macuhita, 166
Pyrus Maulei in fruit, 4S3

Queen's Nursery, Cheltenham, Orchids at,
464

Quercus acuta, 95; agrifolia. 95; alnifoli*,
95 ; adiifolia, 95 ; cerris fuDiamensis, 95

;

chrysolepis. 95 ; coceifera, 95 ; coccinea,
507 ; cuspidata, 95; densiflora, 95 ; glabra,
95; gl'ndnlifera, 95, Ilex. 93; Phellos,
366

; philljTffoides, 96 ; Robur cuprea, 203 ;

Suber, 96 ; virens, 96
Quince, some Pears on the, 280 ; stock, best

soil for the, 502, 572
Quinces, the Japanese and Chinese, 126

Radishes w'nter, 197
Railway bants, 11 ; embankments, planting,
600

Ran, heavy, and tte fruit crops, 261
Rani' n-^ias, 304
Rap' iolepis dvata, 237
Raspberry prospects, 19
Raspberries 448; a note on, 93; planting,
4i7 ; summtr and autumn. 45

Rats robb ng Apple trees, 448
Regent's Park, flowers in the, 303
Renanther.t coccinei, 417; L',wi, 417; ma-

tutina. 417, 491 ; Rohaniana, 418
Renantheras, 417
Rhex'a virginica, 307
Rhipidopteris pel'ata, 413
Rhr>dodendron Ceres. 298 Countess of Had-
dington, 71 ; Countess of Haddington, 71

Rhod)dendr.«ns in bloom, 318 ; the Java
hybrid. 523

Rhopaloblaste hexandra, 453
Rhus Cotiuus, 49S
Ribes alpinutn pumilum am-eum, 75 ; avu-an-
liacum minus, 75 ; aur^iuu, 76 ; a. flavTim,

75; carneum gran iiflorum. 75; Gord-in'-
auum, 74 ; sanguineum, 74 ; s albidum,
74; s. atrii-rubens, 74; s. atro-sanguineum,
74; s. fl.-pl.,74; s. glutiuo3UQi, 74 ; specio-
sum, 75

Richardia jethiop ca c^mpacta, 407
Ricinus eomnmais, 579
Ripening the wood cf fruit trees, 238
_Rivina humilis, 35

Robin'a semperflorens, 74
Rochea falcata, 16
Rockets, double white, 12
Romneya Coulteri at Birmingham, 22
R>>ndeletia speciosa, 55S
Ro -ts clubbing, 527 ; of plaato, washing the,
579 ; taking up and storing, 324

R sa Brunoniana, 113 ; Grevillei, 38 ; minima,
106

;
polyantha, 37, 64 ; rugosa, 307

Roseola sikkimensis, 301
Ro=e, a new single, 22; a noble \vild, 1(^9;

Amazon. 548 ; amateur's, ilassificatiou f,

5'J6 ; Anua Olivier, 548 ; Augustin « Gui-
noisseau, 440 ; Bar ness Rothschild. 47,

101 ; BaroinsM Kot/.WiiUl, 47; Bla che
Moreau, 49 ; Bruce Find ay, 440 ; Canirjens,
321 ; Caroline d'ArJen, 210 ; Cat erine
Mermet, 518 ; Charles Gater, 159 ; Claire
Jacquier, 440 ; Cleopatra, 330, 439 ; Climb-
ing Niphctos, «. 169, 3:U ; Comtesse de
Fr'gneuse, ffS. 518; C mtesse Riza du
Pare, 548 ; Corinua, 410; Crimsi n Globe,
69 ; Crown Princess Victiria, 440 ; Dr.
Grill, 339, 548 ; Duchesse d'Auerstadt,
216; Ernest Me-z. 4 9, 5)9; Erinnur.mg
au meine Mutter, 68 ; Fortune's Yellow,
169: Fraucisca Kruger, 548: fruits. 489;
Garland, 489 ; Gloire de Margottin, P9 ;

Gustave Piganeau, 440; Hon. Edith Gif-
ford, 648; Inn ctnt^ Pirola, 548; J. B.
Varonne, 321 ; Jean Docher, 38, 548 ; Jan
Pemet, 548 ; Jeannie Dickson, 440 ; Jeanne
Guillaumez, 440 ; Jules Fioger, 548

Rose Kai=erin Fr'eirich, 67, 216, 440; Lady
Castlereagh, 321 ; Lady H. Gr- svenor, G\^ ;

L'Ideal, 170 ; Luciole, 38 ; Ma Capucine,
170; Mme. Berard, 169; Mme. Chedane
Guinoisseau, 170 : Maiden's Blush, 47 ;

Mar^chal Niel in Lincolnst ire, 236

;

Marie Van Houtte, 547 ; Marquise de
Vivens, 54'i ; May Rivers, 321, 439

;

Medea, 439 ; Mile. Adelina Viviand
Morel, 440 ; Mme. Angele Jacquier, 48

;

Mme. Barthelemy Levet, 216 ; Mme Car-
uot, 4i0 ; Mme. Charles, 548 ; Mme.
Cbauvry, 216 ; JIme. de Tartas, 321 ; Mme.
Lambard, 320. 547 ; Mme. Moreaii, 4i0

;

Mme. de Wattevil'e, 548 ; Mme. Eu-
gfeue Verdier, 216 ; Mme. Host , 439,

548; Mme. Joseph Godier, 2 5. 290; Mme.
Pierre Guil'ot. 439 ; Mme. P. Perny,
69 ; Mrs. James Wilson, 4'-9 ; Niphetos,
548; notes, 389; n<tes from Colchester,
170, 320 ; Perle des Jardins, 548 ; Perle de
Lyon, 67; ptsts, the destruction of, 489;
Pink Rover, \}9 ; Pride of Reigate, 49

;

Prince Arthur, 216 ; Princess Beatrice,
339; Princesse de Sagan, 549; R ine
Blanche 40 ; Rubens, 548 ; Rubens, a fine,

IS: li">>'n.t on a iro.U, 215; Safrano, 548;
Salamauder, 440 ; Sapiho, 235 439

;

schedule, Mr. Grahame's proposed, 216; sea-

son, the past, 358 ; Sombreuil, 69 ; Souvenir
d'Elise, 290 ; Souvenir a'Ehse Vardon, 549 ;

Souvenir de Gabrielle Drevet, 49 ; Souvenir
A'i la Malmaison, 117; Souvenir da ma
M&re, 68 ; Souvenr de Paul Neron, 8, 549 ;

Souvmir de P. A. Prince, 290, 439 ; Sou-
venir d'un Ami, 548 ; Souvenir de Victor
Hugo, 649; Spenser, 69; stocks, 48, 235;
Sunset, 548; The Bride, 548; the Oarland,
489 ; ihe Himalayan, 113 ; the Seven
Sisters, 38 ; The Queen 439 ; Viscountess
Folkestone. 321 ; Waban, 440 ; White Lady,
69 ; Wliite Perle 440

R"se S-ciety, the. National, and its exhi-
bitors, 68, 118, 170, 236

Rosebery Avenue, the trees in, 503
Roses, a chat about, 29 ' ; among the, 117 ;

am' ng the, in August, 216; among the,

in September, 289; and GladioU, 117; at
Christmas, 26IS ; at Waltham Cross, 9^

;

budding, 389; classifiotion of the, mys-
teries of, 117 ; climbhig and other, 99

;

climbing in winter, 506; climhlmj ovtr a
doorirai/,i\9 ', cUmbingTea, 541* ; deformed,
8 ; Duchesse d'Auerstadt and Henriette de
Beaiveau, 8 ; for arches and pillars, 4 9

;

f r autumn flowering, 432 ; for button-
holes, 49; for present plant ng, 439; for

profit, 150 ; garland, as bushes, 183
;
gar-

den, 67 ; Guillot's, 3^9 ; how to plant, 359 ;

Hybrid Perpetual, in pots, 48 ; Hybrid Tea,
47, 390; Japant se, 359; mildew among,
215; Monthly, 67, 150. 378; Moss. 101;
Nabonnand's, 118 ; new , at the Crystal
Palace, 68 ; on Manetii, 167, 236 ; » n wal's,

8, 117, 169, 2!5; ordeiiug, 216; pegging
down, 37 ;

planting Tea, 547 ; rambling,
38 ; some useful la'e flowering, 2<i7 ; stan-
dard, 489 ; standard v. dwarf. 564 ; Tea-
scented, 683 ; the last of 1891, 4^'0;the r n-
ning in Ayrshire, 4S2 ; the Sun, 50 ; too
much alike, 68 ; two good yellow, fur f-Tc-

ing, S67 ; under glass, 37, 431 ; variegated,
101 ; Waltbam Climbers, 69 : wh te, 168,
216, 236; winter, protection of, 664

Rvibus laciniatus. 350 ;
phceniC' -lasius, 23 <

Rudbeckia calilomica, 87 ; purpurea, 189

;

Newmani, 307 ; subtomentosa, 337
Runner Beans, 4
Rustic work, 366 ; Larch for, 410, 456

SaccoHbium ampuUaceum, 319 ; Blumei,
319 ; Cfjileste, 319 ; coeleste and other
upright flowering species, 319; curvi-

folium, 319 ; miniatum, 319
Sage, what is the purple ? IS

Salads, winter, 422
Salix babylonica annul -ris, 322
Salpiglossis, 75 ; i iiinata,tinwers of, 75

Salsafy leaves unhealthy, 87

Salvia azurea, 414 ; splendens compacts, 298,

418
Satyrium princeps, 232
SaxifragA aizoides, 52 ; aretioides, 14S ; Boydi,

14S ; Burseriana, 148 ; cochlearis, 148 ;

ctiseutajfornjis. 582; florulenta Moretti, 54
;

juniperifolia, 148; lantoscaua, 148; longi-
folla, 52, 148, 230, 352, 4il, 486, 581 ; hnrji-

folia, 230 ; 1. vera, 24 ; luteo-purpurea, 148
;

Rocheliana, 148; sancta, li8

Saxifrages, notes on, 14, 25, 148

Scabiosa caucasica, 396 ; elata, 122
Scarborough Lily, a seedling 2'-"S

Schizostylis coccinea as a pot plant, 326
Schomburgkia Sanderi*na, 5 9

Hchubertia grandiflora, 264, 326, 421
Sciadopitys verticillata, 3SS

Scorzonera, 568
Scotland, the weather in, 297
Scutellaria Moccini^na, 72
Scuticaria Steeli, 303
Sea Buckthorn, 456
Seakale, 521 ; from seed or cuttings, 590
methods of forcing, 491

Sea Holly, the giant, 136
Season, lessons of the past, 412 ; notes on the

past, 170 ; the Tomato, 211
Seats, rustic, for woods, 20
Sedum Fabaria, 341; hirsutuni, 105; Mid-
dendorfianum, 137 ; populifnlium, 106

;

sempcr^-ivoides, 123; spectabile, 341

Selaginella atroviridis, 360 ; a>roviridi%
359 ; ciliata, 385 ; concinna, 386 ; cou-
ferta, 3.i9 ; convoluta, 385 ; delicatissima,

385 ; erythropus major, 360 ; Galeottei, 385
;

grandis, 360; hsmitodes, 360; Kraussi-
ana, 575 ; Lobbi, 359 ; Martensi, 385 ;

pili-

feia, 385; rubella, 386; rubricavdis. 38 •

;

sarmentosa, 385; serpens, 3S5 ; uncinata,
3S6 ; viticulo;a, 359 ; VogeU, 360 ; Walhchi,
359

Sflaginellas, dwarf-growing, 385 ; tall-grow-

ing 359
Senecilis carpati<a, 103
Seneeii macroglossus, 579 ; macrophyllus,

103 ; pulcher 275
Service, the Pcir-shaped, 500
Shallo's and Garlic, 85
Shortia galacifolia, 561
Show, the Carnation, 100
Show.--, cottage garden, 107
Shrewsbury, Orchids at, 199
Shrubs, arranging variegated, 174 ; clipped,

540 ; comparatively tendtr, 384 ; dwarf-
flowering, 499 ; flowering at Clevedon, 61 ;

flowering, notes on, 15; for forcing, 294;
golden-leaved, 9iS ; useful forcing, 264

Shrubberies, crowded, 34
Sibthorpia europa^a variegata, 136
Si'ene maritima plena, 275

;
quadrifida, 106

;

Schafta, 190
Silphium laciniatum, 122 ; terebinthina-
ceum, 189

Silver Fir, value of, 410
Slugs, 5

Smyrna, notes from, 163, 473
Snowdrops, 272 ; autumn-flowering, 272

;

raising seedling, 274 ; the green- flowered,
273 ; the white, 273 ; the yellow, 273

Sobralia leucoxantha, 208, 257
Societies and Exhibitions—

British Fruit Growers' Association, 64, 209

Crystal Palace, 39, 253, 254, 361, 456
Gardeners' Orphan Fund, 19, 22, 64, 137,

4-3, 527
Gardeners' Royal Benevolent, 40
National Carnation, 89
National Carnation and Picotee, 137
National Chrysanthemum, 185, 255, 321,

387, 432, 455, 479, 502, 660, 574, 599
National Co-operative festival, 184
National Rose Society, 607, 574
Royal Aqmrium, 364

1' R'-yal Ciledonian, i!76

Royal Horticultural, 19, 39, 87, 185, 208,
I 254, 277, 298, 303, 311, 303, 370, 407, 4j2,

j

453. 603, 549
I The Fruitei'ers' CompaT.y, 04

United Horticultural Benefit, 297, 3S7
York gala, the, 137

Soils, insect-infested, 879 ; trees best adapted
for various, 250

Solanum Wendlandi, 112, 303
Solidago virgaurea nana, 232
Solomon's Seal, 2'*7

;
Sonerila margaritacea, 557

! Soot and 1 me, 589

I

Sophr. nitis violacea, 598
I Spain, market gardening and vegetable cul-
' ture in, 175
Spartium junceum, 157

Spathoglottis VieillarJi, 841
Spinach, 6, 66

;
preparation of the ground

fir, 156 ; winter, 50, 85
Spindle Tree, the broad-leaved, 340
SpinKJi aruncus, SS7; Bumalda var. Beauty

of Knap Hill, 87. 96 ; B. ruberrima, 415 ;

callosa atri sanguinea, 203 ; canescens, 74 ;

crispifolia, 64 ;
gigantca. 112; Lindleyana,

136 ; lobata, 137 ; Margai-it», 137 ; nudtiflom
compacta, 12 ; palmata, 439 ; palmata for

pots, 523 ; vcnusta, 106
Spineas in flower, 132 ; two now, 382
Spruce, 'lie Norway, 3-^6

Staking hariiv (»lants, 106

Stanhnpua uL-ulata, 414 ; Wardiana, 319
Stapclia gigantca, 453
Statice Bourgwi, 275
Statices, 559
Steufictis ppecir)sa, 166
Stent>clila'na pcandens, 578
Stenuglottis longifoiia, 236
Sttps III Misi Eicai't'n f/ardt]i at Comi/hnrst,

476
StUe, a Ouertise)/ stone, 38
Stob»a purpurea, 196
Stock Mauve Beauty, 251

Stocks, 149 ; summer, 24 ; Ten-week, 327
Stokesia cyanea, 335, 430, 437, 480 ; for pots

t90
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Etr.wbrry, th-^, 29; beds, endurance of,

li3; biid-s old, 94; British Queen, Ul,
171 ; crop, the, '^s

; he'ds, the, on the Dee,
•20

; Gunton Park, ^^8 ; Lord Suffield, 8S
;

notes, 2i, 121; plants, selected, 01 ; Presi-
dent, 73 ; seasou, the, 4ti ; the earliest, 44

Strawberries, 92 ; autumn treatment of, 3<i8
;

badly flavoured, 03 ; best forcing, 4 ; in
Aug-ust and .September, 12-i; late, SO;
market, 40 ; planting, T20 ; preparing; forc-
ing, 1 ; seedling, 2 ; the pot culture of, 45

Strcatham Lodge, (Jrchids at, 418
Strel tzia Keginae var. citriua, 5

•Stymx JHpouica, 18, 41G
Sulphate of copper as a remedy for fungus,

04
Sumach, the Venetltn, 49S
Sumbul, 5151

Sunflowers, perennial, S95
Swainsonia Osbomi, 110
Swanley, Horticultural College at, 479
Sweet Briers, new hybrid, S
Swertia perennis 111

Sycimores, purple and Corstorphine, 300
Synthr>Tis reniformis, 5S2

T.

Tacsonia exoniensis, 297
Tamarisk, the, in bloom, 03
Tasmania, fruit growing io, 331
Taxodium distichum, timber of, 480
Tecomacapensis 31S; Smithi, 507
TelcBia speciosissima, 280
Temperatures. 505
Thuj* gigantea for economic Conifer plant-

ing, 504, 675
Thunbergias for the greenhouse, 204
Thrirspermum Berkeley!, 510
Tigridias, 240; and Equisetums, 307
Tillandsi I a'gentea, 624; argciUea, 524
Tillandsias, 557
Timber, ereosoting. 114; felling, lime for,

102
;
qualities of, 210 ; value of English,

52S
Toadflax, a pretty, 105 ; Ihe alpine, 70
Tomato culture, 519 ; disease, 323 ; Picsid^nt

Cleveland, 211 ; the Couqu ror, 401

Tomatoes, 435 ; as fruits, 537 ; diseased. 21,

55; for walls, 212; for winter, i5-t. 287;
in the op-n, 324 ; in the open in 1S91, 402

;

ill the o/n:ti air tit litn-tihh>i (ianlrns, ^Stam-
rhrd, 4-il ; or Tea Roios 109 ; outdoor, 207,
303. 5V2

Tomtits and fruit. 2S0, 330
Treasures, lost, 433
Trees and shrubs, berried, 415 ; for wet
ground, 552, 000; fragrant, 501 ; in America,
213

Trees, age at which yovmg. transplant best,
30« ; birk-bound, 70 ; best adapted for vari-

ous soils, 278, 300 ; chat}ge.s which they
create, 42 ; characters of, 570 ; cleanly, 310;
cleansing fruit, 5V3 ; effect of wind on, 210

;

for plantiug, selecting, 4 15 ; for small
lawns, 400; hedgerow, 322; in jtarks, 90;
on limestone soils, SO; p'cturcsque grouji-

ing of, 162 ; pla'.ting S-iO

Trcnch'ng and deep cultivation, SS''; lias-

tard, 370
Tricbocentrum otthoiL etron, 100
Tricliosnia suavis, 405, 405
Trillium granditloruni, 583
Trilliums, V22
Tritoma glaucescens, 2S7
Tritonia aurea, 73
Trolius, 164 ; acau'is, 103 ; asiaticus, 103 ; a.

flore-croce', 137; aaiwicus 103; europieus,
103

Tropaeolum tricolor, 135 ; tuberosum, 483
Troppeolums, eli^b.ng, 43S
Truffles, 590
Tuberoses, 109 ; without lieat, 242
Tulipa Kolpa'owskiana, 175; Leichtlin', 173
Tulips for early forcing, 317 ; garden, 174
Turnips, 28S ; early and late, 323 ; for winter

use, 5tj

U.

Ulnius D.ampleri aurea, 322 ; glabra, 3

V.

Vaccinium crythrinum, 532, 556
Vallota bu'bs, Narcissus fly in, 343

; p
purea, 7J

Vaida Amcsiana, 510; crerulea, 29', 334 ;

Denisoniaiia, 78 ; Hookeriana, 276 ; Kim-
balliana, 154, £98

Vases, flowers in season for, 41
Vegetable refuse, 302
Vegetabl s, showing, 5G7 ; tlic difficulties of

an exhibitor of, 531
Veitch Mem'ri^l ju'izes, 580
Venice, a garden in, 191
Veri ascum phlomoldes, 136, 501; phlomoiJes,

561 ; phojnicum, 19; Thapsus, 23, 113, 121,

140
Veronica Andc soui, 370; anomala, 39 ; Hul-
keana, a large, IS ; longifolia var. subsessi-
lis, 184 ; salicornoides, 481

Vine, the Claret, 200; the llop leaved, 4S3,

507, 586 ; bordei"8, covering, 300 ; roots re-

stricted, 313
Vines after fruiting, 43 ; and Peaches, lipen-
ing the wood of, 4'.9

; feeding, 151 ; inarch-
ing, 458 ; lifting, SI; moa y bug on 222;
pot, ISO ;pot for forcing, HAl ; pot,wate'ing,
40 j ;

pruning. 468, 570 ; renewing, 80 ; ripen-
ing pot, 93

Vinery, the Longleat, 29
Vineries, w:isps in, JS7, 233
Viola f'uticosa 24
Violet growing, Mr. Gilbert on, 5S1 ; Marie

Louise, 183
Vitis heteroi>hylla humulifolia, 483, 532 556

vinifera puri ur^a, 209
Vosges, notes from the, 423
Vriesia cardinalis, 560

Wa'cs, notes from, 320, 632 ; Sovith, ha dy
fruit cu ture in, 239

Walk, a Kut, 142 ; a Vine-covered, in a Vene-
tian garden, 250 ; a Vinc-covertd, in Mr.
Eden's ffaidenat Fwt'fe, 269

Wallflowe s, 560
Wall, a well-fvmiisbed back, 114
Walls, fniitt'ees for north, <95 ; greenhouse,

371 ; Ivy on, 137, 150 ; Plum trees fornorth,
574; Roses on, 100, 109 ; south, Plums on,
92

Waltham Cross, Roses at, 99 ; some trees and
shrubs at, 132

W-rscewiezella Wendlaadi discolor. 267

Wasps, 280, 321

Watercress cultui'e, 492
Water margins, planting, 250
Wats-.nia dcnsiflora alba, 303 ; Iridifolia var.

O'Bricni. 303
Weather, the, ia London, 531

Weeds and garden refuse, 50

Wet, too much, 501
Whorl Flower, the 112
Wickham Court, trees at, 353
Wigtownshire, the weather in, 183

Willow, wood of the crack, 162
Willows, alpine, 06
Wimborne's, Lord, grounds, outrage in, 503

Winter Aconite tubers 300

Winter, early, 568 ; flowering plants for, 184 ;

Parsley fo-, 32
;
preparing Cucumber* for,

J or.

Wire retting for fruit trees, 240

Wood . good, how to recognise, 66

Wootilice, destroying, 40>*

Wood Lilies, North American, 222

Woods, rustic seats for, 20

Wyethia species from CoLtral America, 22

Y.

Yew, the Irish or Florence Court, 62 ; h-Ukor
Florence Cnurt, 02

Yeio tree in Yturdah, Conislon, .509

Yew trees at TrcguUow, Cornwall, 237; the

age a^d growth of, 508
Yucca filifera, 340

Zamia intcgrifolia, 550
Zaiischncria ralifoi-nica, 230
Zinniiis, 141
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COLOURED PLATES.

ALLAMANDA WILLIAMSI

ANOIGANTHUS BREVIFLORUS ...

BIGNONIA TWEEDIANA

CiESALPINIA JAPONICA

CALLIRHOE PAPAVER

CAMPANULA PULLA

CARNATION QUEEN

CATTLEYA SCHRCEDER^

CYDONIA JAPONICA ALBA AND PINK VAR.

DAIS COriNIFOLIA

DIANTHUS CALLIZONUS

DICENTRA SPECTABILIS

ERYTHRINA CRISTA GALLI

PAGE

4G8
I

FRANCISCEA CALYCINA GRANDIFLORA

54 I IRIS ROBINSONIANA

10 LILIUM HENRYI

5S8 MORISIA HYPOG.EA

540 OMPHALODES VERNA

444 PANSY (TUFTED) VIOLETTA

4?2 PHILADELPHUS MICROPHYLLUS

30 PRIMULA IMPERIALI3

12G PRIMULA POISSONI

S98 ROSE LAURETIE MESSIMY

332 TRILLIUM GRANDIFLORUM

i;)8 TROLLIUS EUROPyEUS AND T. E. AUIUNTIACUS

510 TULIPA KOLPAKOWSKIANA AND T. LEICHPLINI

P\OE

78

312

422

244

150

5G1

288

2G(!

354

378

222

102

174
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GEORGE FRANCIS MILES.

Gkorge Francis Miles, youngest son of tlie late Canon Miles, was born at Bingham Rectory, Notts, on April 22, ls.')2.

From his earliest childhood he was devoted to flowers and their culture, inheriting 1.)oth his love of gardening and art from

his mother. On leaving Marlborough College he studied architecture under Mr. Blomfteld for a short time, but afterwards

reverted to his original inclination for art, and worked at the South Kensington School previous to joining the Royal

Academy. In 187:5 the first of the series of photographs by Messrs. Mansell of his charming heads was sent out, and it,

as well as its successors, had a most extensive sale. His pictures, being full of talent, have been hung in the Royal

Academy, the Grosvenor Gallery, and the Salon in Paris. The Prince of Wales kindly allowed the picture of " Pity and

ove are akin " to be engraved, and it is perhaps the best known of Frank Miles's pictures. He was a most enthusia.stic

gardener, especially keen on hardy flowers and picturesque gardening. The most beautiful mixed border we have cvir

seen was that in his father's garden at Bingham. He was especially interested in all Lilies, Hellebores and water planls.

His illness began in 1887, and terminated in his death on July 15, 1891. He was buried iii the churchyard at Ahnondsbury.

his brother, C. 0. Miles, being vicar of the parish, and his grave is covered by some of his favourite planls.
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Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

PREPARING FORCING STRAWBERRIES.
No sooner are the last of the Strawberries in

pots got rid of than a fresh start has to be made
towards preparing a fresh stock. It is a matter
that admits of no delay, and not a little depends
upon the way in which it is carried out. Occa-
sionally, instances are to be met with of com-
paratively small, badly established plants forcing

or fruiting well in pots, but those who have
studied the question and have had a long expe-
rience with Strawberries are strongly of opinion
that much the best results attend the practice

of getting the young plants established in their

fruiting pots as early as possible. Some even
go to the length of early potting up runners
dibbled out in nursery beds in the previous
August or September, and it must be admitted
that this is a very simple way out of the diffi-

culty. I will go farther, and concede that some
of the finest fruit to be seen anywhere are grown
at Wilton House, Salisbury, on plants potted
up from nursery beds—a stock of several thou-
sand strong plants being probably already in

their fruiting pots ere this. The plan answers
well, but seems ta gain but little favour among
gardeners generally. My own impression also

is that tliere is a considerable amount of

wasted labour in the shape of watering and dis-

budding to be reckoned with where this method
of culture is adopted. Plants thus early and
strongly established in pots require to be
watered at least twice daily in hot weather, and
from first to last require very much more
attention than can well be devoted to them in

the majority of private gardens.

Market growers may safely be trusted to find

out which is the simplest as well as perfectly
reliable method of preparing plants for forcing,
and there is no good reason why private gar-
deners should not adopt similar pi-actices. In-
stead of layering runners into small pots,

shifting from these into the fruiting sizes, or
else of layering direct into fruiting pots, they
are content to detach rooted runners from the
old plants and to place these at once in fruiting
pots, the latter being then set out in the open on
ashes, where they are to remain till stored for
the winter. When the runners are fairly strong,
have not been trodden up<in, nor have been
permitted to lose the roots first emitted, they
can be potted up readily without soil being
moved with them, and soon fill the pots with
roots, sturdy serviceable plants resulting.

Layering the runners into 3-inch or somewhat
smaller pots, and from these shifting into larger

sizes is the most common, most laborious, and

the least satisfactory of all the various methods

adopted, and I much prefer layering direct into

the fruiting pots. The latter practice is a little

more laborious than that adopted by market

growers, but in other respects it suits private

places, or where not many hundred plants are

required, admirably. In this and all other

cases it is of the greatest importance that the

start be made with strong healthy runners, or

such as well-established young plants will pro-

duce in abundance if allowed to do so. It pays

well to put out every autumn on a convenient,

moderately rich border the requisite number
of young plants for the sole purpose of produc-

ing an abundance of strong early runners.

Garden space must be very limited if this plan

cannot be adopted, but if fruit must be taken

from all plants put out, the least that can be

done is to see that the runners are not trampled

upon by those gathering the Strawberries, the

layering being done as early as possible after

the beds are cleared. There is no necessity

whatever to fruit late varieties in pots, and, as

a rule, the required number of runners of the

selected early and second early sorts—one of

each is ample—can be layered from or dug up
among plants on warm borders. All strike root

most quickly and strongly when they have not

previously made the attempt, and for this

reason : the secondary runners are often to be

preferred to those first produced, and which could

not well be layered when most fit for it. See-

ing that all the plants have to remain in

the fruiting pots for at least nine months,

and many of them two months longer, it

is of importance that these be clean when
used and well drained, a handful of ground

bones or crushed oyster-shells being also placed

over the crocks, and a little soot— the latter

principally for the purpose of excluding worms.

The favourite size is those G inches in diameter.

It is also advisable to take more than ordinary

pains with the soil used in potting Strawberries,

not that they are at all fastidious, but anything

that sours quickly, notably soils most retentive

of moisture, ought as much as possible to be

avoided. I have used a light, fairly fibrous

loam cut from immediately over a deep bed of

magnesian limestone, and this, though appa-

rently the best of material, in reality proved

the worst that could well be found. It held

I

water like a sponge, soured badly soon after the

1 plants were introduced into heat, the foliage

changed to a sickly yellow colour, and the fruit

set and swelled off badly. What usually answers

well is a compost consisting of three parts of

roughly broken-up good yellow fibrous loam to

one°each of sifted leaf soil and old Mushroom
bed manure, charred garden rubbish and soil,

or in the case of soil known to be liable to sour

quickly, burnt clay and charcoal being also

freely added. This charred material keeps the

mass in a porous, sweet condition, and admits of

li(|uid manure being safelyand frequently applied

to the plants when being cropped. The soil

when used should be somewhat dry, this ad-

mitting of the requisite amount of rammingdown
during potting without causing it to bind

badly. Plants first layered in small pots

ought to be well watered prior to being shifted

into larger sizes, and be watered somewhat
sparingly afterwards, or till they have taken

possession of the fresh soil, when they will re-

quire abundance of water in dry, hot weather.

All should be arranged in a sunny open posi-

tion, being set either on boards or on a good

thickness of ashes in order to exclude worms.

Where the better plan of layering direct into

the fruiting pots is adopted, the latter should

be firmly filled, leaving good space for water,

or the depth of the rim, and then carried or

wheeled to where the layering is to be done. In

this case worms will have to be risked, the pots

being set between the rows as level as possible,

and a good runner fixed in the centre of each

with the aid of a large pebble or piece of stone.

Roots are quickly emitted. Water must be

given sparingly, or only enough applied to keep

the soil from becoming very dry. Directly the

plants have become moderately well rooted

detach them from the old clumps, as the latter

are then more likely to rob their well-fed pro-

geny than they are to afford them any addi-

tional support. All ought, therefore, to be

early removed from the beds and arranged just

clear of each other, as advised in the case of

those diflerently prepared.

Much is often made of the supposed neces-

sity for the ripening of the crowns of Straw-

berry plants in pots, but the importance of this

has never been brought home to me. Quite

the weakest plants will produce a comparatively

strong truss of bloom, and we have plants of

Sir Joseph Paxton close up to a wall facing

N.N.W. that this season have flowered .as

strongly and are setting as surely as where

they get the full benefit of all the sunshine

going. Disbudding or the timely removal of

the secondary crowns 1 do hold with. Extra
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strong early established plants inevitably split

up iuto several crowns, and these unthinned
produce four times more flower-trusses than are
desired. Thinning out directly it can be done
without injury to the reserved crown must
benefit the latter. Pr.\ctical.

L\TE APPLES.
I AM induced to send you a note on the above at

this date, setiog the valui of this useful fruit at tie

present time. Though we cannot expect to keep fruit

in such good conriition as the imported Tasmanian
Apples, still much can be done by attention to

their keeping qualities and hy planting late keep-
ing varieties in the place of so m:iny early kinds that
come in all together and glut the market. At the
last show of the Royal Horticultural Society in the
Temple Gardens one exhibitor alone showed over
eighty dishes of Apples in good condition, thus
proving that home-grown fruit can be had seven
or eight months after gathering, and. as is well
known, one or two kinds of Apples may be kept
very much longer. Of late years the Apple has re-

ceived more attention, and worthily so, for it is our
s'aple winter fruit, and I am pleased to see more
attention bestowed on later kinds. In noting the
display of late fruit at the show mentioned, the
thought struck me how many fruits had been
stored in the first place, and what amount of losses
had occurred in the meantime, and what method
of storage had been adopted to preserve the fruits
in such excellent condition. During the last two
months several collections of Apples have been ex-
hibited, and in a few instances I have had an oppor-
tunity of testing flavour and some of them I found,
e.xcellent. One of the best was Lane's Piince
Albert, the liavour early in May being as good as
that of many Apples months earlier. This is un-
doubtedly one of the best kitchen Apples intro-
duced of late years, and will compare favourably
with foreign fruit if a little attention is bestowed
on Its keeping. In my notes in the autumn on
planting Apple trees, I recommended this variety
for late keeping, and I feel sure it will prove a
valuable one for the purpose, being a sure cropper
(indeed, one of the best croppers I know), with a
firm flesh of a crisp, juicy, acid flavour, and keep-
ing well into May it left on the trees as long as
possible. This does best as a bush or pyramid, as
its heavy weight of fruit causes the trees to bend,
so that in mostplacesbushculture suitsitbest. I also
advise, in keeping late Apples, to keep those in-

tended for use in the late spring in a separate room
from the earlier kinds, as they are often injured if

kept with the earlier kinds. As is well known,
many of the soft-fleshed Apples keep badly, so that
they should be stored separately. I never kept
fruit better or longer than when I stored the latest
samples in an old disused ice house, thus proving
that an even temperature was what was required.
Another meritorious Apple for late keeping is

Bramley's Seedling. This makes a capital or-
chard tree, being a vigorous grower and a
good bearer, with a brisk acid flavour. A newly
introduced Apple named King of Tomkins County,
a very large fruit much like Beauty of Kent, has of
late been freely exhibited. We have had quantities
of this fruit imported from America, and it

certainly proves itself a good keeper, but I

have not tried it. It makes an excellent
dessert Apple for use in May, and will be worth
extended cultivation for that purpose. The old
Winter Queening, one of the best keepers we have,
if left on the trees as long as possible is not to be
despised for dessert if kept till May, and is one of
the varieties that may be safely planted for this
purpose. Wyken Pippin also may be included, and,
though small, it is ot good quality. Sturmer Pippin,
one of the liest late dessert fruits we have, keeps
well with a firm flesh and good flavour. Lord
Burghley, Court Pendu Plat, Dut;h Mignonne,
Brownlee's Russet, and Cockle Pippin, the last, one
of the best flavoured Apples we have for late keep-
ing and a small grower, are also valuable. Hereford-
shire Beefing is a good keeping Apple, and one that
finds a ready market in the spring in the west. Alfris-

ton is also worth extended cultivation, being an ex-
cellent keeper, of large size, free bearer, and of close
growtli; I find it makes a capital bush and pyra
raid. Anne Elizabeth is also a valuable late fruit.

Lady Henniker is also good, and one of the best for
exposed positions, being a robust grower. Norfolk
Beefing, Northern Greening, Striped Beefing, and
Wellington are all good for special late use, the
last-named being one of the best standard Apples.
There are many others equally good, but a hnj list

is not desirable, as a few really reliable kinds are
preferable to a large variety— s^me kinds doing
better in some districts than other.s. Most of
those named are gent rally very prolific and of
robust habit, the straggling or weak growers
often doing best as bush, pjramid, or cordon-
trained, ,as then with a heavy crop they are more
rearlily supported or fldnned as required. When
these kinds are grown for late keeping, it is best
noi to overcrop, and in the case of tall standards
the difficulty arises in keeping the fruit from
being bruised ; therefore bush culture has much
to recommend it for late keeping to get size

of fruit, while the trees can be supplied with
nourishment when in this form, and suffer less

from winds and frosts. Late githering is also of

special importance, as if required to keep, the fruit

must be allowed to get properly m.atured and
left as long as possible ; this also adds colour.
.Much depends upon the way the fruit is finished
and the way it is gathered and stored. With care
and by selecting the best keeping kinds much may
be done to prolong our Apple season and to get
good fruit up till midsummer. G. Wi'THES.

Si/o)i Houae,

SEEDLING STRAWBERRIES.

I BEAD with pleasure " A. D.'s " very sound and
practical remarks in The Garden (p. 591), last

volume) on seedling Strawberries and the seedlings

I exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society's

meeting, June '.'. I may say it was some editorial

remarks that appeared in The Garden during
ISSl), as to the great want of 'flavour in Straw-
berries generally, that led me to become a hy-
bridiser of them. I potted up that season plants
of all the leading varieties, choosing those with the
highest colour to cross with British Queen, and
rice rcrsa. This was carefully done in 18S7 in an
early Peach house. Some 6uO seedlings were put
out in 18.SS, and were fruited and tested in 1889,

and again in ISDO. I had a most interesting col-

lection to watch and taste, almost every type being
represented, some of them with exquisite flavour,

but of too weakly a constitution to think of

perpetuating. Nos. 3 and -1 were raised from
Countess. I find on first tasting them in 1.^89, I

marked No. 3 extra fine flavoured, and No. 4 highly

promising. This opinion of them was strongly con-
firmed in bSIiO, and I at once set about propagating
those varieties, and have now about 5(10 plants to

gather from ; they are robust and vigorous growers
(forming runners freely at the present time), pro-

ducing fruit of good table size so far, certainly in

no way approaching those well - grown, huge,
shapely, and Ijeautiful Sir C. Napiers of lllr. Norman.
It was, as "A. D." remarks, " to some extent un-
fortunate " that the seedlings (gathered from a very

small number of late-potted plants) .should have
appeared on the same day. IJut if Mr. Norman
will exercise his great skill on my seedlings

when he gets plants of them at Hatfield, I

shall be well satisfied. It was fortunate for my
experiments that I had made choice of The
Countess, as I believe I otherwise should not
have had a Strawberry out of the whole batch
worth perpetuating. I t hink " A. D." will learn from
this, as I have done, that the reason British CJueen
has been so coy in giving a race of seedlings of fine

flavour is, that former workers in the field have not

been lucky enough to use the variety that British

Queen would hybridise with satisfactorily. If

" A.D."is thinking of trying tlie Cromer air about the
middle of July, he will find, if he visits Gunton, a
most hearty welcome. 1 also think the pure air of

Gunton the better place to test the Strawberries
|

growing in the open. Chiswick is too near " the
smoke."

If " A. D." had proposed an indoor test at Cbis-
wick, I could have agreed with the proposal. The
atmosphere at Chiswick is too much charged with
soot particles to test a delicately flavoured fruit

like the Strawberry fairly. I hope to show the seed-
lings again at the Strawberry conference (July 8) ;

that i , it lipe. I notice today (June 29) they
have only just begun to colour, quite as forward as
the other varieties in the open garden. I was able
to gather La GrosseSucrfie from the foot of a south
wall on June 18. William Allan.

Gunton Park.

EXTENSION GROWING OF FRUIT
TREES.

The wealth of bloom which has been universal
throughout the length and breadth of liritaiu

on all kinds of fruit trees fully illustrates the
methods which should be adopted by all would-
be fruit growers to secure satisfactory re-

sults. It will have been noticed howpirticu-
larly plentiful and Itealthy has been the bloom
on all trees which have hitherto had a rather
free extension of growth, from the humble
Gooseberry to standard Apple and Pear trees.

I recently catne across a long row of so-called

pyramid Apple and Pear trees quite destitute

of fruit buds, this barren state being caused by
the persistent cutting in which some people will

still insist in subjecting their trees to. It has
often been demonstrated how free flowering are
our hedgerow trees or bushes of the Hawtliorn
atid other trees and shrubs when allowed to

grow unfettered without the annual cutting in,

or otherwise mutilating the branches. The
same holds good, although in a modified form,
in the case of fruit trees. By a judicious course of

treatment the trees need not be allowed to grow
into a tangled mass, for if such should be en-
couraged, the extension or natural system of

culture is likely to become very much abused.
It is in the abuse of this style of growth that
the danger lies, and some po< pie are apt to go
from one extreme to the other. As another
illustration, take the Plum. When allowed to

grow ahead with more of its natural freedom,
how fruitful it becomes ; whereas w hen pruned
or spurred in, unless a system of mot-pruning
or biennial lifting is practised, fruit buds form
but sparingly. It is almost the same with the
Gooseberry, as anyone may prove by allowing
a more natural freedom of growth, although this

must not be allowed to become crowded, or
else the end in view will be frustrated.

My reason for referring to a more natural
growth of fruit trees at this season of the year,
is to advise against the practice adopted by
some people of cutting oft' indiscriminately the
young shoots during the summer months. In
many gardens where this rigid precision is prac-

tised in tlie formation of pyramid trees very
little fruit is obtained, and what there is ia

generally small, and borne only at the outer
edges of the branches, wlure tliore is about the
only tuft of green leaves. With rationally

managed trees, the branches should be thinly
disposed, so that the benoticial influence of

sunlight may reach to all parts, and by tliis

process leaves and fruit would form on the
naturally formed spurs right up to tho main
trunk. Trees that have hitherto been closely

spurred in have a multitude of shoots, and if all

those were allowed to remain, the branches
would naturally soon become very crowded.
Trees that have been treated rationally from
their younger stages do not form these useless

shoots, their strength being concentrated on tlie

formation of fruit-buds. With fruit trees, the
more you prune the more you may, as regards

I
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cuttiDg oft' a multitude of shoots, and the labour
alone of pruning in many gardens is a serious

item in the course of twelve months. It will,

therefore, be seen that the saving of labour
alone is well worthy of consideration. A
thicket of growth not being very desirable, it

will be necessary to freely thin out the growths,
the leading shoots being thinly disposed and
allowed to grow ahead unchecked. In the case
of some varieties of Apples, fruit-buds would
form towards the end of the season on the
growth made this season. It must be under-
stood that the above has reference to trees
which have hitherto been kept annually pruned
or spurred in, as trees which have been grown
rationally from their earliest stages do not
make a great amount of crowded growth during
the summer months.

Many people look upon Apple trees on tlie

Crab stock and Pears on the free stock as natu-
rally precocious in bearing. With some varie-

ties this may be so, but with the majority,
where a free extension is judiciously allowed,
they come into bearing, and in a few years will

be found quite as proliftc as any on the dwarfing
stocks. Certainly the dwarfing stocks are valu-
able for their particular purpose, as being well
adapted for gardens where space is limited, and
also for supplying fruit until their stronger
neighbours come into bearing. Ou some soils

the dwarfing stock, and for which amongst
others the Nonsuch is to be preferred for
Apples, succeeds a deal better than on others.
I have been led to make the above observations
on the dwarfing stock, as many people are under
the impression that these alone are the only
kinds adapted for garden culture or for growing
as bushes. By an unrestricted or free growth,
it must not be supposed that I favour a crowded
growth. It may also be necessary, whilst look-
ing over the trees in the early winter, to shorten
back any shoots which are unduly taking the
lead, so as to balance the tree. With all classes
of fruit trees or bushes growing in the open air,

it will be found the most beneficial and pro-
fitable course to favour a more extended or free
growth, and instead of leaving the thinning to
be done solely during the winter, this should
have due attention from now onwards.

A. A.

Melons diseased About eight .years ago a
friend sent me for trial several sorts of Melons of
his own raising, and but for one failing they would
have displaced other varieties that have long been
favourites. Unfortunately, the greater portion of
the plants developed a strange disease, and for
which no name or remedy could be found. The
plants all started strongly and set good crops of
fruit, but could not be kept in good health long
enough to mature the fruit. The first symptoms
were several yellow spots on the older leaves, these
gradually increasing in number and size till at last
the whole of the allected leaves were destroyed by
it, or at all events rendered unfit to stand any sun-
shine. Stalks and stems were apparently unin-
jured

; only the leaves failed, but, as a matter of
course, one was useless without the other. This
disease appeared to eat away all the hairs from the
upper surface of the leaves, leaving smooth yellow
patches, which soon coalesced. No fungoid growth
was discernible to the naked eye, and the disease
was not contagious. The conclusion I arrived at
was that the disease was inherent, perpetuated and
spread by means of cross-breeding, all the varieties
being the result of several crosses. Not having
any room to devote to making experiments, no more
plants of the tainted stock were grown, and no
more was seen of the disease till this year. A
single plant of one of the crosses so long in my
possession was raised and planted with a number
of well-known named sorts, and it has developed
the disease in the same extraordinary manner as

on the first occasion it was tried. This time it

formed one of a later batch of plants, and at the
present time (June 24) it is carrying four fine fruits,

but so rapidly has the disease spread, tliat nearly
all the foliage is over-ran by it and burnt up, and
the plant will have to be cut out. All the rest are
healthy enough, even those coming into close con-
tact with the diseased plant being apparently un-
injured by it. Unless some light can be thrown on
the matter by some reader of The Gariien, more
plants will be raised for the purpose of being
microscopically examined and reported on.—W.
IGGULDBN.

SUMMER PRUNING.
Old writer.s expressed no doubt—at any rate,

I have met with none wlio have done so—as to

the expediency or wisdom of early summer
pruning the wall and espalier-trained trees, but
modern fruit growers are liy no means unani-

mous on the point. A discussion of the subject

would very probably leave matters very much
where they now are, though it wouhl not be
altogether uuprotitable to the more inexperi-

enced cultivators of hardy fruits. There is

really very much to be said on both sides of the
question, and in the end, if the matter is impar-
tially weighed, it will be found that a combina-
tion of the two systems would best meet both
cases.

About the middle of the last century Mawe
was altogether in favour of early .summer prun-
ing, or of commencing it in May, and this is

what he advises in his calendar for June :
" The

Apple, Pear, Plum, and Cherry trees, both
against walls and espaliers, will now have made
strong shoots, and where it was not done in

May it is now full time they were gone over
and properly regulated. Let those trees bo
looked over with very good attention, and let

them now be properly cleared from all useless

and unnecessary shoots, that is to say, let all

luxuriant shoots wherever they appear be taken
oft" close. All foreright shoots must also betaken
away, and also such shoots as are produced in

parts of the trees whereby they cannot be pro-
perly trained in, and such as are absolutely not
wanted for a supply of wood must all be dis-

placed." A century later we find Mcintosh en-

dorsing this theory, in fact appearing to have
largely quoted from Mawe, without, however,
acknowledging having done so. What also

passes for a standard work upon gardening
brought out within the past thirty years in its

turn reproduces Mcintosh, and in neither case

are there any qualifying sentences. Early
summer pruning, according to these authorities,

must be done. Modern writersare not so dogmatic
generally, but occasionally instances are to be
met with where the advice is given to follow up
the early pruning or pinching and stopping
closely, while others go to the other e.xtrenie and
discountenance all summer pruning till such
time as the wood is firm and there is no
probability of more young shoots being forced
out.

As far as my experience goes, the latter plan
answers well, being the best for very luxuriant
trees, and may well be especially applied in the
case of unfruitful dwarf standards, pyramids,
and bushes. When vigorous trees bearing few
or no fruit are stojiped in May or June, this is

inevitably followed by three times the quantity
of soft sappy shoot.'', which frequent stopping
will not easily keep down. There must be some
outlet to the vigour of such trees, and the
simplest way out of the difficulty, and probably
the best in the end, is to merely thin otit these

shoots in May or early in .Tune, and to delay
shortening them l)ack till late in August, or

even still later if top growth is still active.

Fewer back buds will be forced out, and fruit-
buds are more likely to form at the base of
extra strong unpruned branches thau they are
if early summer stopping is resorted to. Those
much restricted, yet very vigorous pyramids and
bushes to be seen in many gardens where ex-
cessive neatness is the order of the day are
seldom fruitful, but if let alone or the shoots
merely thinned out, they would at once assume
a far more graceful appearance ; while if these
shoots were further preserved to their full

length at the winter pruning, the second season
following might find all beautifully furnished
with flower-buds. Cordon Pears on the Pear
stock and Apples on the Crab are apt to grow
very strongly, side shoots being very freely
produced, especially after the limit of wall or
trellis space is reached. Summer stopping is

quickly followed by a mass of soft shoots, and
after trying both plaus I give the preference to
that of deferring jjruning till near September.

In the case, however, of well-established wall,
espalier - trained and cordon trees, or those
arrived at a good bearing state, as well as some-
what weakly trees generally, a diflerent method
of treatment is most advisable. To allow these
to form touch superfluous growth is, to say the
least, a very short-sighted, wasteful proceeding.
Wholly removing some of the shoots and stop-
ping others must have the eftect of diverting
the tree's vigour to the formation of stronger
leading growths, furtlier assisting in the de-
velopment of strong fruit buds and the matu-
ration of the crop, if any. As far as what may
be termed fully grown trees are concerned,
these being well furnished with fruiting buds,
rather .severe disbudding is advisable, the twist-
ing out of its socket of nearly or quite all the
young shoots as fast as they form being a very
simple, yet eft'ective proceeding, and one with
excellent results. Some of the finest Pears I
have ever seen were grown on trees thus sys-
tematically cleared of superfluous shoots, while
the branches were beautifully set with fruit

buds in embryo, the foliage also being extra
strong and healthy. In this instance there is

no winter pruning to do. Trees not so well
furnished with short fruiting spurs as desirable
ought not to be so closely denuded of shoots,

but if these are stopped or early pruned to a
length of about 4 incites, subsequent growths
being well pinched back, this also will divert
the sap to where it is more needed. Early in

the winter all long spurs thus formed should be
cleanly cut back to within 1 inch of the old
wood, and if the trees are not excessively vigor-
ous, fruit as well as wood buds will be formed
on or about these short stumps. M.

Muscats failing.—In answer to the above
query by "Lanarkshire" in The Garden (p.
.578), there may be two reasons given for the
failure of the "S'ines in question to start into growth.
One reason probably is that the whole of the
roots were lifted, and the foliage off at the
time or too far advanced to favour root action
before the Vines went to rest ; and the other that
the Vines should have been allowed to start into
growth naturally, and not the structure closed and
the Vines started at the time stated. The most
successful re-ults attend the re-liftirg of the roots
of Vines when the borders are partially inside and
out, as one part could be renewed one year and
the other the following season, or when the roots

become well established in the part previously

lifted. In the case of those Vines where the roots

are confined to borders either inside or out, the
stem of the Vine should not be worked nearer to

than ;) feet. In either case re-lifting is best per-

formed as soon as the fruit is ripe, and where the
majority of the roots have to be disturbed it is

very essential that the whole of the fruit be cut
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before commencing operations. Commencing thus
eirly, fresh roots are encouraged before the Vines
go to rest.—A. YOUNS, Abberley Hall.

BEST FORCING STR.\WBERRIE3.
As stated by "I. M. H." in The Gari.en,
June 20 (p. 574), never before probably has
there ever been such indecision as to which are

the best varieties for forcing. Size and colour
no doubt carry considerable weight when the
fruits are reijuired for market, but for home
consumption flavour is of far greater importance.
If we look back fifteen or twenty years the old

Black Prince, Keen's Seedling, President, and
British Queen were the only varieties used for

forcing, and the flavour of these when well

grown is as good as that of any used for the
same purpose at the present day. Sir Charles
Napier was probably the most extensively

grown variety for market by those who
preferred its acid flavour. At the earlier ex-

hibitions held at that time President and
British Queen invariably received the highest
honours, and these varieties exhibited by
Mr. Douglas, then of Loxford Hall, at both the

Royal Horticultural and Royal Botanic Socie-

ties' exhibitions were as large as any Noble or
Auguste Nicaise exhibited at the present day,
and the flavour certainly vastly superior. No
doubt, owing to the fact of its being a free-

setting variety and the fruits swelling easily to

a good size when grown in pots, Auguste
Nicaise is now extensively grown, but, as stated

by "I. M. H.," the quality is not satisfactory

for home consumption. Although now becom-
ing so popular for forcing, Auguste Nicaise is

not by any means a new variety, as I re-

member its being grown in pots upwards
of fifteen years ago. The fault with Black
Prince, irrespective of its small size, is the
tendency it has to sufTer from mildew.
Taking all points into consideration, Vicomtesse
Hericart de Thury is probably the most poi)ular

variety for very early work if we may judge by
the reports sent by various correspondents to

The Garden last year. This variety, like

the majority, has its peculiarities, one being
its habit of not throwing up the foot-stalks

high enough ; consequently the fruit is barely
above the pots. This fault is only with the
very earliest batches, and may be overcome
to a certain extent by a special system of

culture. I am under the impression that
the runners of the Vicomtesse may be taken
too early, for I have noticed that when
this is the case the cmwns split up a

deal more than when taken later, and this

continued crown splitting is the evil more than
any other this variety is jirone to. Last season
on account of the mildness of the autumn this

evil was very noticeable, and in those instances
where the crowns did not »\A\i, they were al-

most on the point of opening with a flower truss.

Runners taken about the third week in July
and kept to one or two crowns as near as pos-
sible are the most likely to throw the trusses
well up when started early in the year. Taking
the runners very early may suit most of the
varieties used for forcing, but not the variety
in question. Keen's Seedling was formerly a
great favourite as a second early, and for this

purpose it is yet hard to beat it where it does
well. When I was living at Holme Lacy it was
the only variety which was really caied for for

forcing, but whether the soil was exactly adapted
for it, or whether it was a good stock of the
variety, both in pots and tho open ground I

never saw it in greater perfection than in that
garden. In a garden a few miles away, al-

though the soil was exceptionally good it would
not succeed at all, although the gardener told

me that formerly it gave the greatest satis-

faction. The only reason he could give for the

change was that it was worn out, and that a

change of stock was necessary. The fault with
this variety is that when grown for a long time
in tl.e same garden without change of stock

from fruitful plants, it becomes barren. The
qualities of President are well known. Where
British Queen succeeds no existing main crop

variety can excel it. As a pot Strawberry with

Mr. Douglas it used to succeed admirably, the

individual fruits growing to a large size, and being
veiy clean and biiglit. The only good fruits of

this variety which I saw afterwards were exhibited

at South Kensington byMr. Norman, of Hatfield.
" I.,' at page 578, last volume, refers to James
Veitch, and where size is a consideration, this

variety should suit the most fastidious, as this

grows to an enormous size. I have only grown
it under cool orchard house treatment for later

crops. Dr. Hogg under this treatment succeeds

capitally, but if hurried by closing early with

sun-heat the fruits are apt to scald, and the

blooms also will not set unless under green-

house treatment with a due amount of air con-

tinually working amongst the plants. When
grown well this is certainly an excellent variety.

Where sensational fruits are required irrespec-

tive of flavour without the high culture neces-

sary for British t^Hieen or even President, then

select Noble, Auguste Nicaise, and .James

Veitch. La Grosse Sucrce as a first early I

have not had experience with. Grower.

PACKING PEACHES.
Upon the approach of each fruit season advice is

generally given in the pages of the horticultural

press as to the most suitable methods to be adopted
in packing such fruits as Peaches and Nectarines
so that they may reach the end of their destina-

tion without blemish, and in the case of fruit

which has to be marketed, successful packing
goes a long way in ensuring satisfactory returns

from the salesman. As recently stated by Mr. W.
Iggulden in his excellent article on the packing of
" soft fruits," opinions vary as to which is the best

material for the fruits to be packed with, but if we
may judge from the observations of our principal

Covent Garden salesmen they do not look with par-

ticular favour on cotton-wool. Whether this old

packing material is destined to be reinstated into

its former favour, as indeed at one time it was cer-

tainly considered the best medium for packing, I

am not in a position to say, but it is certainly re-

commended to be used by persons who should know
what good packing is. Wood wool I do not think
will become very popular, for, as stated in the

article in question, it is too elastic, and also has a
not very agreeable smell. This latter fault,

however, has also been attributed to Moss,
but I do not think sufficient care is generally

given to its preparation. It should be gathered
when perfectly dry and also laid out thinly, and
previous to being gathered together for future use

it must-be well beaten with a couple of sticks, one
in each hand, afterwards placing it in a fine

sieve, so as to separate all the smaller particles as

much as possible. It is when not perfectly clean

that there is objection to its use, for however care-

fully each fruit may be wrapped in soft tissue

paper, the smaller particles will most certainly

work in amongst the fruits, and if Peaches, the

downy covering favours this adhering to the fruits

to such an extent that the outward appearance is

greatly marred, and what is worse, it is not very

easily removed.

Whatever merits or demerits the cotton wool,

wood wool, or Moss have for packing Peaches or

Nectarines, neither is equal to fine and soft paper
shavings. Last season I packed and sent off some
scores of dozens just when the fruits were on the

point of becoming fully ripe, and what with a 12

miles jolting over a country road and upwards of

1 .JO miles by rail, they all reached their destination

in perfect condition. Not being elastic, the paper
shavings lie close together, and there is no fear of

their becoming over-heated, or rather heated at all.

Moreover, the fruits are quickly unpacked and
also turn out in a perfectly clean condition.

Y. A. H.

SHORT NOTES.—FRUIT.

"A Constant Reader" of The Garden would
like to know if auy correspondent can tell him of a
scarlet flesh Melon that has an orange skin like Hero
of Ljckinge.

The fruit crops in Kent.—The annual sales

of Cherries in Kent demonstrate more than anythiuif
else the scarcity of soft fruit this season. At a large

sale near Sittingbourne on Saturday evening an
orchard containing lUO acres of Cherries failed to

secure a single bid ; whereas in former seasons the
fruit on the same plantation has been known to realise

£1200.

Fruit culture.—It is proposed that a confer-

ence of fruit growers be held in Maidstone early in

September next to discuss this subject, more espe-

cially in regard to the recent disastrous blights in

Apples, Plums, &c., to arrive at some definite issue,

and to bring the matter before the Board of Agri-

culture. The cultivation of fruit is becoming of

first importance in Kent, and situated, as the

county is, near the London markets on the one
hand, and the many favourite resorts on the coast

on the other, with its rich and varied soil suitable

for all kinds of fruit, it has every opportunity of

improving its position, somewhat clouded by the
failure in Hop growing, and of becoming the fruit

garden of England.

Kitchen Garden.

RUNNER BEANS.
Runner Beans may be considered one of the
most popular vegetables in cultivation, and dur-
ing the summer months when Peas in the open
fields are becoming scarce, the Runner Bean is

the principal crop sent into the market. Not
only for market, but even in small gardens, this

is the principal crop grown. If at any time the
supply is greater than the demand for present
use, the surplus may be salted down in earthen-

ware jars for winter use. For this purpose
alone a larger quantity may well be grown.
This season the markets wdl certainly be sup-
plied considerably later than usual, the dis-

astrous Whitsuntide frosts having cleared the
earliest sowings ofl' wholesale, and the loss of

seed will probably be felt a great deal more
than even a few weeks later in gathering. The
ground having been cleared early on account of

the destruction of winter and spring vegetables,

growers sowed earlier than usual, with the result

already stated. For the earliest crop the 10th
of May is as early as we can depend upon with
safety for the future crop. Located, as I am,
upon a very cold clay soil, late sowing is a ne-
cessity, but yet I am little if any behind those
more fortunately situated as regards a warmer
soil. With growers for market there is an ex-
cuse for early sowing, as a week or ten days
earlier in getting their produce into the market
makes a deal of difl'erence financially. With
private gardeners there is not any such excuse for

sowing too early. Crowded plants botli where
these are too thickly sown, and also where the
rows are located too closely together, is an evil to be
avoidc d, for one plant with iimple space will pro-

duce far more than three or four crowded ones.
Where the practice is adopted of sowing in double
rows, it inches or even 1 foot apart is none too
far from plant to jilant. The rows may
appear thin at first, but tho plants quickly
fill out. The only evil where the seeds are
planted at this distance apart at first is if

any should fail to come uj), but where seed is

I
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plentiful these may certainly be sown thicker,

but the after thinning out must not be ne-

glected. Runner Beans also transplant readily,

so if there should be any vacant spaces, others

where too thickly placed may be lifted carefully

and replanted. Placing the stakes early to the

plants is also fs:entia1, for it being their

natural habit to cling or twine, the plants

quickly become tntangled amongst themselves,

when there is afterwards a difficulty in parting

them without injuring the growing points.

Where the seeds are sown or planted out at

the distances apart stated, one strong stake to

a plant is the best system to adopt. Being

planted in double rows, the growth would soon

become crowded at the above distance apart

even if the stakes were fixed upright; therefore

the most suitable plan is to fix the stakes cross-

wise, and at the angle where they meet to lace

them together. As soon as the stakes are fixed

and the bine is long enough, it will be necessary

to give a tie to each plant, so that each may be

guided to its allotted place.

The Scarlet Runner is a voracious feeder, and
unless the precaution is taken on light soils of

sowing in well prepared trenches, the plants

very quickly give over bearing. If a dry time

should ensue, heavy waterings of both clear

water, liquid or diluted sewage are imperative.

On dry soils and during a dry time without the

above needful assistance the blooms will fall

without setting ; consequently in small gardens

where this crop is depended upon to keep up
almost a daily supply, attention to these matters,

although they appear small comparatively, is

very essential. On heavy soils it is very seldom
any of the above precautions are necessary.

It must not be inferred that this occu-

pant of the kitchen garden will succeed in

poor, poverty-stricken soils or ground that is

firm for want of working. Where a lengthened

supply is needed, it is not wise to depend upon
one sowing, for if the plants escape early frosts

they will keep on bearing until very late in the

season, and at this time they are appreciated as

much as at any period, coming in when there

are very few, if any late Peas. I have just

made the last sowing, and the soil being warm
the plants will not be long in appearing.

Whether recjuired early or late, the pods must
be kept closely picked ofl" as soon as ready, for

if such is not the case the plants will quickly

cease bearing. Jt is the process of forming
seeds which is so exhausting to the plants, and
there is not the least economy in allowing the

surplus to remain. The pods when fit for

gathering should be crisp and juicy and easily

snap asunder.

Growing runner Beans without stakes is the

mode adopted by our market growers, not that

growing without stakes is the best system, but

because of the serious expense they would
entail and also the cost of fixing. The rows in

these cases are about 4 feet apart, and the seeds

are dibbled in 9 inches or 1 foot asunder in

single rows. Each runner is topped after it

has grown a foot or 18 inches, and this is fol-

lowed up as occasion may require throughout
the season to ensure the plants forming a

bushy habit. By this method heavy crops are

secured in favourable seasons. In private gar-

dens, and especially where the ground allotted

to vegetables is curtailed, training to stakes

will be found the most profitable system. The
difficulty of securing suitable stakes is often re-

ferred to as a set otl' for the dwarf culture being

adopted in small gardens, but training to stout

string fixed to suitable and strong supports, as

is now becoming so popular in the training of

Hops, will lessen this difficulty. In reference

to small or town gardens, the runner Bean is

without doubt the most extensively grown

vegetable. A. Y. A.

COTTAGER'S BORECOLE OR KA.LE.

Mant gardeners are found declaring that ot all the

winter greens which best stood the test of the re-

cent severe winter the Cottager's Kale is the har-

diest. It has always been esteemed a vegetable of

remaTkable hardiness, and I have it on good : u-

thority that in cases during the past winter when
this kale, in common with other winter greens,

was severely damaged by frost, it was the first to

recover, and eventually put forth shoots that

yielded a supply for the kitchen when anything of

the kind had been despaired of.

Gardeners were indebted to the late Mr. Charles

Turner, Rojal Nursery, Slough, for the introduction

of this useful winter green. It is about thirty-three

years ago since Mr. Turner first produced speci-

mens of it at one of the meetings of the Royal Hor-

ticultural Society. I well remember when the first

examples of the plant were brought to Slough, as I

"vas in the seed shop at the Royal Nursery at the

time, and the original plants were distinctly pur]ile

in colour. Of late years, when grown for seed, the

practice appears to have been to select the green

rather than the purple form for the purpose. This

Kale originated some years before it was sent out

in the gardens ot Shirburn Cistle, Oxfordshire, the

principal residence of the Earls of Macclesfield ; the

parents being the Brussels Sprout and one of the

principal varieties of Kale. Mr. Prior, then gardener

at Midgham Park, Berk-hire, obtained some of the

seeds thus produced, and fertilised some of the

plants when in bloom with pollen from the old

purple Broccoli, and thus obtained what was happily

named the Cottager's Kale. We can now under-

stand whence the purple character of the early

plants was derived. Mr. Prior grew the plants for

several years. He carefully tested and selected from

the new type, and so secured a strain the most ten-

der ot all the winter greens and of delicious

flavour, and also possessing the collateral advan-

tages of being much more productive than any other

winter green and of a peculiarly hardy constitution.

When grown well the plants reach a height of 4 feet

or so and the stems are clothed to the ground with

lateral shoots. When boiled the purple tint entirely

disappears.

The qualities of this new vegetable were soon

recognised, and it now finds a place in almost every

garden, and it has proved a distinct boon to the

cottager, to whom it might be said to have been
dedicated. It is a plant that well repays good cul-

tivation, and the seeds being sown in March, the

plants should be put out in due course into deeply

dug and rich soil, and space allowed them to de-

velop. It is astonishing what a number of shoots

can be gathered from a few plants, so productive is

it, and the supply is maintained through the spring

and up till the summer has somewhat advanced.
R. D.

Spinach.—Where Spinach is almost in daily

request the difilculty now commences, and unless

there are Spinach substitutes to fall back upon, the

supply is ant to run very short. Spinach cannot

withstand the heat of summer with impunity, for

on those soils which are of a hot and gravelly

nature the crop runs to seed almost as soon as the

seedlings appear. Where a supply has to be main-

tained the soil must be in a high state of cultiva-

tion ; well worked and rich soil is what is needed,

and the cooler the site, as long as this is not over-

hung by trees, the more likely are the plants to

succeed. Crowded growth must be avoided. It is

also necessary that the soil should be in a moist

condition for the reception of the seed, so the pre-

caution should be taken of well watering the drills

over night. By sowing early the following morn-

ing and drawing the dry soil over the seeds, the

moisture will be retained long enough to ensure a

speedy germination. With copious supplies of

water, coupled with frequent surface stirrings, also

by sowing about every fortnight or ten days, the

lilficulty in the cultivation of summer Spin: ch will

be greatly diminished.

Late French. Beans. — Late-sown French
Beans always come in very acceptable, and the pre-

sent is not too late even in late districts to make
an additional sowing. Select an open sunny spot,

the site having previously been deeply dug and
manured if needed. This crop will also do well

after early Potatoes on a south border. Canadian
Wonder is a vigorous - growing variety, and well

adapted for late work. As there is a risk of these

being cut off by frost when in the midst of bearing',

the best policy will be to arrange the rows together,

so that they may have a slight protection on the

approach of frost, and if they happen to escape

they keep on bearing for a considerable time.

Salt for Mushrooms.—A few years ago a

quantity of seaweed was thrown upon the shore

here out of the reach of the tidal water, where it

was allowed to remain for some time and partly

decay ; it was at length carted away, after it had
killed all the vegetation upon which it had been

thrown. On this spot a fine crop of Mushrooms
sprung up ; doubtless this was mainly caused by

the quantity of salt contained in the seaweed, and
which drained from it. Acting upon the know-

ledge gained, I have used salt largely on Mush-
room beds with the best results, especially at this

season when insect pests are so troublesome.

About 1 lb. of salt to 7 gallons of manure water

works wonders on dry, partly exhausted Mushroom
beds.—W. 0., rota.

Early Peas.—When a fair dish of Peas

was placed before the fruit committee of the

Royal Horticultural Society on the 23rd ult., a

unanimous cultural commendation was awarded.

On the next day I saw at Richmond three

dishes of Peas staged by Mr. C. J. Waite, Glen-

hurst, Esher, all far finer than those referred to, so

that it was evident the sample thus commended was
of no such great merit after all. Mr. Waite's va-

rieties were of those known in commerce as the

Duke ot Albany and the Duchess of Albany, but he

does not find much difference in them. However,

the samples were obtained thus early by sowing a
dozen selected seeds in a G-inch pot, raising them
inwarmth,andatterbeingwellhardened ofl: planting

the clumps out into drills, but unbroken, at a foot

apart in the rows. Prior to being turned out the

plants get the support of a few small sticks, and
when planted are at once duly staked and netted

to protect the leafage from the birds. Treated in

that way the growth is remarkably quick and the

produce wonderfully early. Mr. Waite said that

they did not at Esher trouble to cultivate small

early kinds, as when in pod the produce would not

for one moment compare with that of such fine

Peas as the Duke of Albany. He used to sow in

smaller pots, but found the plan fail to produce

the desired very early fine pods. The plants be-

came root-bound and stunted before being turned

out. One hundred tj-inch pots so filled with Pea

plants will make a row fully 15 feet long if an

interval of 12 inches be allowed between each

clump. The cooked Peas of the Duke of Albany

are delicious and a long way better than are those

of the early round kinds. So highly does Mr.

Waite think of the variety, that he would be very

content to grow no other all through the season.

He holds that mildew is chiefly the product of

drought at the roots, and thinks that were Peas well

watered earlier the mildew would seldom make its

appearance —A. D.

Couve Tronehuda.—This will he found a wel-

ooiiie addition to the fist of autumn vegetables, but to

bring out its good qualities a liberal treatment is neces-

f;iry. The plants must be set out nuite 3 feet apart,

on "deeply Jug and heavily manured soil. The larger

le.ave.'i arc removed first, the mid-ribs of wliich being

the cililile part, are cooked and served up in tlie man-

ner of Soakale. Later on when tlie larger l.-avos aro

removed, the tops are cut off and used as t'alibago.

Slugs.—At this season of the year sings become

very troublesome in the garden, especially during

alm'wory weather. A friend of mine writing to me the

cither day stated that ho found slices of white Turnips,

the larger the better, the most effectual traps he

employed. Ue places them about the crops they
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attack in the evening ; during the night the slutfs

repair to them, feed voraciously, and usually
remain concealed. Then when the slices are examined
in the morning a number are captured and destroyed.
The proof of the value of this method of capture
is seen in the results, for my correspondent states that
persistence with this simple method has had the
effect of almost entirely ridding liis garden nf this

pest. It is a qu^'stion of perteverance, and if only one
or two are caught at a time their capture is ji't of

some importance.— ii. 1>.

THE WEEK'S WOBK.
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Borecole oe Kale.—The planting out of all

winter Kales may now commence as soon as ready.
It is not advisable to set out any of the Bore-
cole whilst the plants are in too small a state, for
they will make much better progress if allowed
to remain undisturbed in the seed bed, and
the larger the plants are comparatively speaking
for planting out, the more quickly they become
established. Before planting it is advisable to look
over the stock, planting each variety in quantity
according to the demand and so as to form a suc-
cession, for however severe the winter these hardy
Borecoles may be relied upon. Commencing with
the green-curled, this may be relied upon for the
earliest cutting, to be followed by the Cottager's
Kale, Read's Improved Hearting, and for the late

or spring cutting the Asparagus Kale. However
undesirable is the system of planting between the
rows of Potatoes, this is the position probably
where thousands of plants will have to go, and as
Potatoes, like other crops, are later than usual this

season, the more likely are the plants to become
smothered up unless almost daily attention is given
to bending back the haulm. Planting between the
rows of Potatoes is not to be commended, but
under the very close cropping carried out in small
gardens there is no other alternative. It is not
possible to plant except in every alternate row, as
the intermediate space would be required for the
Potato haulm. In those gardens where there is

open space at disposal the plot will have been
already dug and manured, and in old gardens where
" club '

is known to attack the roots a dressing of
fresh slaked lime pointed into the surface will be
beneficial. Examining the roots previous to plant-
ing and pinching off any excrescences, afterwards
dipping the roots into a mixture of soot, lime, and
soil mixed to the consistency of paint, will also have
the effect of considerably lessening the evil.

Bkoccoli.— Like the foregoing, these are con-
siderably later than usual, but judging by past ex-
periences the plants will be all the better for it,

and in my case it will be the latter end of the
month before the plants are fit to go out. Con-
sidering the adverse results of last winter. Broccoli
probably will not be depended upon so much as
formerly, and although it is not safe to rely upon
them solely, yet it is a crop we cannot dispense
with. The mistake is generally made in planting
too many of the so-called winter varieties, as these
are chance varieties at the best of times. A good
breadth planted now of 'V'eitch's Self-protecting
will be found as useful as any autumn crop, as
these may be taken up and protected upon the
approach of frost. The plants of the above useful
Broccoli, or even Walcheren, should now be fit to
go out, as these have to make their growth and
turn in before the severe weather sets in. As the
other varieties become fit these should be planted
out on firm ground. Ground cleared of Peas is

often resorted to, with little preparation other than
deep hoeing and clearing oil' any rubbit-h. Under
this simple treatment this crop often succeeds well.
Ground dug early enough to have time to settle
down and become fairly firm is to be preferred. It

is in planting on loose and heavily manured soils
that the mischief lies. As soon as the plants are
fit plant out firmly at the least ;iO inches apart.

Si'ROL-TiNG Broccoli.— This will be found most
useful during the early spring month.s, and is pre-
ferred by some people to the ordinary white
Broccoli. Considering its hardiness, it is well

worthy of attention, although last season probably
being an exception, it was killed outright in the

majority of gardens. Being of a free branching
habit, a space of 30 inches apart is none too much,
and where room is not limited an extra 6 inches

may well be given. Wide planting of Broccoli

may be considered waste of space, but where close

planting is resorted to the plants are often several

feet apart on account of the gaps created through
the evil of close planting long before the time arrives

for cutting.

Savoys and autu.un Cabbage.—In the ma-
jority of gardens Savoys are planted out at this

date and even earlier in many instances. As a rule

these do not form the most useful produce for the

dining table. The fault generally made with the

Tom Thumb variety is planting too early ; con-

sequently at the time when they are most required

or appreciated they are past their best. Being a
small grower, a great many plants may be set out

on a small space. The medium-headed varieties,

or such as the dwarf green curled and Early I'lm,

may be planted IS inches apart, and the large or

Drumhead 2 feet. Cabbage for autumn use must
now be planted out, or as soon as they become
ready. Good ground is very essential for thi* crop.

On poor ground the texture is tough, the flavour

also very poor. Certainly whilst other good vege-

tables are in season Cabbages are seldom needed,
but coming in as these autumn Cabbages do when
the summer vegetables are on the wane they will

be found very acceptable. A breadth of that hardy
variety Winnigstadt should not be neglected. The
delicious Chou de Burghley may also be planted

with advantage for winter use. A. Y. A.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—A spell of bright hot weather has brought
on the earliest fruit very rapidly, the Queens being
especially liable to ripen too much together, and
the succession can only be kept up by retarding

some that are nearly ripe and taking extra care of

many that are quite ripe. Some that are colouring

fast might be transferred to an early vinery, and in

which a free circulation of air is constantly main-
tained. Those farther advanced ought to be taken
to still cooler, yet dry quarters, a fruit room answer-
ing well. A considerable number bearing ripe

fruit might be kept in deep Potato frames, these

being well raised on large flower-pots or brick

piers. In such positions plenty of air reaches the
fruit, and the ripening if slow is perfect. The
plants bearing ripening fruit ought not to be
wholly dried off, liut should have enough water to

keep them fresh and healthy, the fruit being juicier

and more richly flavoured accordingly. Continue
to maintain rather high temperatures with plenty

of atmospheric moisture for the successional fruit,

fire-heat being used sparingly whenever the outer

weather permits. Being well rooted they will take

liquid manure freely, guano water alternating with
farmyard liquid manure with advantage. Keep
the fruit carefully supported with stakes where at

all necessary to keep them upright, and closely re-

move all gills that form— ah'^o preventing the
growth of many suckers, one left on each plant

being ample. Water newly-potted successional

plants very carefully, as Pines cannot be induced
to thrive in soured soil. Ventilate early and to-

wards 1 o'clock on sunny days somewhat freely, the

aim being to induce a sturdy rather than a drawn
and watery growth. Now is a good time to start

another batch of strong plants of late varieties,

notably Smooth Cayennes to give fruit next winter.

They will require a bottom-heat of SIO° or there-

abouts, and a night temperature of 75°, with an in-

crease of 10° in the daytime. Water should be
given somewhat sparingly at first, or otherwise

many of the plants may recommence leafy growth
and fail to fruit accordingly.

Early Vines.—Vines newly''cleared of fruit

must not be neglected, as they have yet to lay the

foundation of next season's crops. The foliage

should, therefore, be kept as clean and as healthy

as possible till it ripens and falls naturally. .\n

occasional syringing of clear water will usually

serve to keep red spider in check, but if it fails to

do so mix a handful of flowers of sulphur with the

syringing water, repeating the dose till the leaves

are well coated with the sulphur; then cease

syringing. Remove all superfluous or late formed

lateral growths, these hindering rather than pro-

moting the muoh-to-be-desired root-action. The
latter ought now to be going on briskly, and on no

account, therefore, should the borders be allowed

to become at all dry. Admit all the air possible to

the house. Those only partially cleared of bunches

should haveabundance of airandthefire-heatshould

be turned on in dull showery weather.

SDCCES.SIONAL VINERIES. —This is a rather criti-

cal time with the bulk of Madresfield Court grown
in this country, the berries when approaching ripe-

ness being very liable to crack badly. Nothing but

the maintenance of a free circulation of dry air will

prevent cracking, a few hours of close moist atmo-

sphere causing the berries to split open wholesale.

Never, therefore, wholly close a house in which the

Vines of this variety are bearing ripe or ripening

bunches, and whenever dull showery weather is

imminent turn on a little fire-heat in the daytime

as well as during the night generally. A little

front as well as top air every night will benefit this,

and ripening black Grapes generally, and the

former ought, therefore, to be given regularly.

Undue haste in ripening is a frequent cause of a
want of colour in black Grapes, and not much fire-

heat and plenty of air ensure better results. Fes-

ter's Seedling is also liable to crack badly under

the same conditions that cause Madresfield

Court to do so, and similar preventive mea-

sures are necessary. This and all other white va-

rieties colour more perfectly when given plenty

of time and are not unduly exposed to bright sun-

shine, the berries frequently being disfigured by
having the foliage tucked back from over them.

Let them have plenty of light, but no direct sun-

shine. All houses in which Grapes are ripening

may be nearly closed towards 4 o'clock and air

given freely directly the sun strikes on them in the

morning. Damp down once or twice during clear

days.

Late Grapes—These are making rapid pro-

gress, and will soon reach the stoning period. All

must be freely thinned out or the berries will press

bard against "each other, and keep badly accord-

ingly. Shouldering up is advisable in the case of

most varieties. Lady Downes standing least in need

of this attention. Some of the longest shoulders

might with advantage be wholly removed, while

those better placed may be shortened into better

shape. Mrs. Pearson is occasionally somewhat dis-

appointing, many of the apparently well set berries

failing to stone and swell off properly. In this

instance, therefore, it is advisable to thin out rather

lightly at first, the final thinning being deferred till

the present time or till it is seen which will swell

off properly. Freely thinned out, well-stoned berries

will swell to agood si zeor nearly as large as the Black

Hamburgh, and, given good room, their long-keeping

qualities will be considerably enhanced. Golden

Queen requires but little thinning, the berries

being borne on long foot-stalks, but it pays for be-

ing shouldered up. The same remarks apply to Gros

Guillaume, as only quite the smallest berries should

be taken out of the bunches of this variety. No
mistake can well be made in very severely thin-

ning Gros Colman and Black Alicante, but Mrs.

Pince's Muscat is less sure in setting and the final

thinning should be delayed accordingly. Muscat
of Alexandria seems to have set better than usual

both in mixed houses and in separate compart-

ments, but in this case the final thinning should be

<leferred till as late as it can possibly be done with-

out rubbing, in order to be certain of having a sutli-

ciency of well-set berries. Very compact or lightly

thinned bunches of this variety do not keep well, and
the final thinning out should be severe. Muscats

require more heat to ripen them properly than do

most other Grapes, but air must also be given

freely, fire-heat being turned on on all but the

hottest days and every night. Scalding rarely

takes place in the case of late Grapes other than

Lady Downe's. The bunches of the latter are fre-

quently greatly disfigured owing to the loss of a
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great many of the berries from scalding. It is

while the stones are hardening that the berries are

most liable to this, and it is usually and nghtly at-

tributed to faulty ventilation If the hot-water pipes

are kept moderately warm, the heat being turned

on when the house is closed in the afternoon,

a little front and top air given at p m. and

further increased the next morning before the

temperature has been suddenly raised by sun heat

to much above 70° with liberal additions, at the top

especially, according as the sunshinegains in power,

the house being closed between 3 o'clock and 4

o'clock in the afternoon, little or no scalding will

take place. Nor will these preventive measures act

prejudicially to the other varieties in the same house,

but, on the contrary, will suit them well. Fixed

temperatures are by no means imperative at this

time of year, and may easily lead to mistakes being

made. It is the sudden rise in the temperature

early in the morning that is most to be feared.

Practical.

ORCHIDS.
The weather, which has been hot with high dry-

ing winds from the east and north, has caused some
anxiety about the cool house Orchids. Sach wea-

ther brings parasites of various kinds, and unless

the ventilation is well attended to, the rush of dry hot

air over the plants will do harm. It is better not

to open the ventilators too freely in the daytime,

and to counteract the effects of the drjing winds
plenty of water should be sprinkled about on the

paths, walls of the house and stages under the

plants. As much air should be admitted by night

as in the daytime, the moist atmosphere at night

being very beneficial to the plants. Odontoglos-

sums, MasdevalUas, and a few Oncidiums are the

principal occupants of the house. Most of them
succeed best as pot plants, and they require con-

siderable supplies of water applied almost daily in

hot weather. When the Sphagnum Moss grows
freely on the surface of the compost it is a sign

that the atmospheric and other conditions are right.

I observe that our plants of Odontoglossum Ed-
wardi, which finished their flowering period towards
the end of May, are starting into growth, and ought
to be repotted. This plant seems to thrive with a
fair supply of water all the year round, and does

well in a light part of the cool house. The culture

of the ordinary run of MasdevalUas and Odonto-
glossums is now well known, but I advise that in

repotting the plants, care should be taken not to

disturb the roots more than is really needful. Any
plants that have well filled the flower pots in which
they are growing should receive a larger shift, being

careful not to do more than remove any decayed
peat or Sphagnum from the surface, planting them
again in equal portions of the fibrous peat and
Sphagnum. Some good growers have said that the

summer is not a good time to repot cool house Or-

chids, and that it is better to wait until the au-

tumn. This is unnecessary, as I have found they

take no harm when the roots are not injured. Any
plants not in good health may need to have the

roots washed from the decayed compost, and to be
repotted in smaller pots. There are a few choice

species and varieties which require careful atten-

tion, some for their great value as rare well-marked
varieties, others because different treatment is ne-

cessary. Any such rare or valuable plants ought to

be placed where they are well before the eye of the

cultivator. Odontoglossum coronarium, for instance,

is a plant that every good orchidist longs to

grow into a flowering state. It is supposed to

be a shy-flowering species, but this dep-nds
a good deal upon the treatment. It is of

rambling habit, and cannot be cultivated in

a pot or square basket. A teak basket, half a
yard long or more, o inches wide and as much
deep, is the best receptacle for it. It is quite a
cool house species, and ought to be placed near

the roof glass. It requires the same treatment as

regards watering as the others, and should never

be dry summer nor winter. Its large fleshy roots

run freely in the moist peat and Sphagnum, and
would suffer it allowed to dry up. The tempera-
ture of the house has been from GO' to 05" with no
heat in the bot-watei pipes, and air on all night.

Wfi have up till tiie end of June allowed the Mil-

tonia vexillaria to remain in the Cattleya house ;
last

year being cool, they were not removed at all into

the cool house, but it is certainly better to place

them in the cool liouse from the third week in

June until the middle of September, when they

may again be placed in the Cattleya house. July

and August are good months in which to repot

them. Small plants may be repotted annually;

larger ones once in two years. Miltonia Phalsnop-

sis, M. Warscewiczi, and M. Roezli may all be_ re-

potted in those months; the last named thrives

best in the warmest house all the year round.

Sime of the very earliest Dendrobiums are com-

pleting their growth, and should be removed from

the house where they have been warm and in a

moi>t atmosphere to a cooler, rather dry, and airy

place, but do not all at once stop the supplies of

moisture at the roots. The plants must be gradu-

ally inured to it. In fact, the difference between

success and comparative failure in the culture of

Orchids consists in the care with which the various

operations are carried out, and paying attention to

the fact that the removal from one temperature to

another should be gradual, and the drying off as

the plants approach the resting period onght to be

the same. I ought also to add that all Dendro-

biums in growth should still be kept in a high tem-

perature and moist atmosphere ; the growth ought

to be steady and continuous until it has quite

finished up, when the introduction to the resting

stage should be gradual for another season, as it is

at this period that the flower-buds are formed for

next year. I had an illustration some seven or

eight years ago of the great importance of well

exposing the young growths of Dendrobiums to the

light and air when growing and ripening them.

I bought six plants of Dendrobium 'Wardianum
from an importation early in the year ; they were
planted in teak baskets and hung up close to

the roof glass in a warm house, where they

made good, but not long growths during the

summer. In the autumn I happened to see a

splendid lot of plants, with young growths much
longer than our own and quite as strong ; they had
been grown in small pots and were placed very

close together on the stage of a house similar to

our own. I bought six more of the best of these

plants, but was very much disappointed when
they flowered. Each long growth produced on
the average about six flowers, and these were all to-

gether close to the top of the stems, while our own
were much better flowered ; in fact, the growths
were as well furnished as I had ever seen them to

at least two-thirds of their length. Dendrobiums
require very thin shading, and it ought not to be

used unless it is absolutely necessary. Some spe-

cies of Dendrobium are very liable to be attacked

by red spider during hot weather in summer and
autumn, and none more so than the lovely species

D. Falconeri and D. Devonianum. They can be
kept clean by placing them where they can be tho-

roughly well syringed once at least daily. I have
frequently taken them down and thoroughly soused

them with tepid rain water until the parasites have
been driven off. The minimum temperatures are

easily kept up now with but little artifii-ial heat.

J. Douglas.

PLANT HOUSES.
Stove.—Floweeincj plants.— Many of the finest

of these which flower during the summer season

will now be making a good display. Tliese by

careful treatment and attention will continue for

a long time in perfection. With warm weather,

such as we have been having of late, most of these

plants will be found to take larger quantities of

water. Allamandas, for instance, delight in a most

abundant supply; in fact, when in a healthy state at

the roots it is hardly possible to give them too much.
This should now be further supported by liquid

manure or an artificial stimulant at frequent in-

tervals if the plants are flowering freely. Should

they, however, be disposed to grow too strongly

with less disposition to flower, then such assistance

is not needed. When once, however, the plants

are flowering freely, then there will not be much
fear of exciting them too much. They should re-

ceive all the light possible; not only will this render

them more free flowering, but it will at the same
time tend towards the production of blooms of better

substance, these possessing more of that bronzy

colour upon them, and the buds alto, than if

shaded. When fully exposed short-jointed wood is

obtained ; this soon sets for bloom, the same pro-

cess being repeated with succeeding growths.

Bougainvilleas require somewhat similar treatment

in all respects with the exception of temperature.

I more particularly refer to B. glabra, which pos-

sesses most of the perpetual blooming character.

This will grow and flower well in 10° lets tempera-

ture during the summer season, and with a more

abundant circulation of air going on than is usually

accorded to stove plants in general. In this man-

ner also the colours of its bracts are greatly intensi-

fied, these also lasting longer in good condition.

After an abundant turn of flowering, those portions

of the shoots which have ceased to bloom may be

cut out, provided the terminals are not pushing

ahead with the prospect of flower again in a short

time.

I.xouAS, unless they are plunged, will also take a

plentiful supply of water with stimulants, as pre-

viously advised, but on the weaker side. When
plunged greater care must be taken, otherwise the

roots will become soddened and the soil sour before

the season is out. For my own part I prefer at

this season of the year always to have Ixoras lifted

out of the plunging material for this reason. I am
quite alive to the fact that very fine examples are

grown in bottom-heat;; the watering must, however,

be done very carefully. On the other hand, it is

possible to grow them in a most satisfactory man-

ner without the aid of bottom-heat at all, particu-

larly some of the kinds of more recent introduc-

tion. That pest of the stove, the mealy bug, must

be sharply looked af l;er where Ixoras are grown
;

if any are allowed to locate themselves in the

flowering trasses before they are fully developed,

they increase there to an alarming extent, being so

much out of the reach of the .syringe. This will

cause the flowers to drop before their time, some-

times even in the bud stage. Wasps are also trou-

blesome to Ixoras, nipping the pips asunder at the

base a little later in the season. The bug should be

well hunted down and the wa'ps trapped in the

usual manner as advised in the fruit calendars.

Where there are a few plants of Clerodendron fal-

lax, some should now be allowed to flower, whilst

others are pinched at least once more for later

blooming. Those in flower now will want careful

looking to for the removal of dropping blooms ;

those fading often injure those just expanding,

particularly in a very moist atmosphere, the foliage

also being frequently disfigured. The same re-

marks apply to the stove Vincas with even more

force ; by constant looking after, however, no harm

need be done in either case When flowering, these

plants, like the Allamandas, will take a large

amount of water ; both, however, prefera rather drier

atmosphere, or at least to be avoided by the syringe

on most occasions. Kondeletias, now that they are

growing freely, will also take a larger supply of

water, but not so much as when the flower trusses

are fairly well advanced.

Dl PLADENIAS, on the other hand , should be looked

after as carefully as Ericas or New Holland plants;

in fact, I have flowered them quite well and con-

tinuously with a less amount. Nothing is rnore in-

jurious to this fine race of plants than indiscrimi-

nate watering. Once let the roots be sodden and

remain in that state for a little time, it will not be

long before the ill effects are apparent. For this

reason, unless in the hands of experienced growers,

I consider it better to keep Dipladenias somewhat

pot-bound ; thus treated they will do well and

flower continuously during the season. If red spi-

der is found to be attacking the foliage, careful

sponging should be resorted to, using water im-

pregnated with sulphur. Of plants to flower in the

autumn, the Aphelandras, as represented by A.

aurantiaca and A. cristata, are fine subjects when

under good cultivation. These should be carefully

looked after to see that the points of the shoots are

not in any way injured or deformed by insects. The

shoots have a tendency to grow erect and crowd
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each other, but bj a little drawing outwards this
can be materially remedied. Gardenias which have
flowered well should be encouraged to make a good
growth. In any case where such a growth is com-
pleted and the plants apparently disposed to form
bloom buds, they may be gradually inured to a
cooler temperature and eventually stood out of
doors in a sunny and sheltered spot. Those still

growing freely can be treated in like manner a few
weeks later on. AVhere it is not deemed advisable
to stand them out of doors a cool house will suit
them for a time to allow a resting period. V'nder
this treatment one important point must be borne
in mind, viz., that of watering, not nearly so much
being needed. j. Hudson.

Rose Garden.
ROSES ON WALLS.

Every advantage should be taken of growing
Roses upon walls or fences, instead of wasting
years in gradually training up kinds that were
never meant to climb ; we should quickly cover
the space with the rampant-growing Roses, and
each season after there will be flower.s in greater
abundance. Gloire de Dijon, Mme. Berard,
and Reve d'Or are a trio of the greatest value.
Th9 present time, however, is most opportune
for calling attention to the merits of other kinds,
new and striking, or even old and uncommon.
I have no hesitation in placing on equal terms
with Gloire de Dijon two other Roses, namely,
Bouquet d'Or and Emilie Dupuy. They are
two of the most certain wall Roses, their
flowers being fragrant, most abundantly pro-
diiced, and perfect in form. William Allen
Richardson is a great success—at least one plant
of it. This Rose seems to indulge in strange
vagaries. I had three plants in different situa-
tions ; one has lived and grown and bloomed in
the most charming manner, another made some
growth and flowered, but grew no more, and
ultimately died, whilst the other lived, but
neither grew nor flowered, and is still in that
condition, although moved to the same position
and planted beside the specimen that has done
so well. A Rose that promises to rival this
last-named kind iu the richness and distinctive-
ness of its colouring, and with a flower of
greatly superior size and form, is Mme. Chauvry,
a comparatively new Rose sent out by Bonnaire
in 188G. Certainly it is not yet much known
by English growers, for in one trade list I find
it described as "salmon tinged with rosy-yel-
low," and it is further compared with Mme.
Berard. In one respect this comparison ap-
plies, namely, in the habit of growth, which is

vigorous, the shoots quite red in colour, with
smooth, almost thornless bark. In the flowers
there is absolutely no resemblance, for those of
Mme. Chauvry when first they open are salmon-
tinted externally, but instead of rosy-yellow
they are of a rich butl' or apricot tint, very dis-
tinct and striking, full, double, fine in form, last-
ing, and becoming somewhat lighter as they fade.
It will be an important Rose in the near future.
Two other wall Roses that give the greatest
promise of future worth are Duchesse d'Auer-
stadt and Henriette de Beauveau, but as they
have been referred to in a separate note, no
more need here be said of them.

I should like to know if anyone has ever been
really successful with Mme. Eugene Verdier. I
allude to the climbing Tea sent out by Levet in
1882, as there is a Hybrid Perpetual bearing the
same name. If the one in question could only
be induced to flower freely it would be one of
the finest deep yellow Roses iu cultivation,
whilst I do not think among the hundreds of
kinds iu existence there is another so power-
fully fragrant as this. I have given it a good

position upon a warm waU and only an occasional
bloom has been the reward, but that one
bloom has been sufficient to alter any decision

that may have been come to concerning the
plant's removal and to reawaken desires for such
blooms in quantity. It will be a great pity if so

tine a Rose does not prove more amenable to

good and careful culture. Mme. Barthelemy
Levet is another such Rose, a little tender, but
fairly vigorous and with charming flowers of a
pale canary yeUow colour. It looks a desirable
kind, but up to the present it has not come up to

expectation. Marechal Niel is flowering finely

upon young plants, and with all that have been
previously named makes up the list of kinds
that upon the walls associate so well with the
Teas in the beds and borders. Elsewhere upon
another wall that backs up the border of Hybrid
Perpetuals the most striking Rose has been
Reine Marie Henriette. Unstinted praise can
alone be accorded this Rose if suitably planted.
In point of earline.ss, however, precedence must
be given to Cheshunt Hybrid, but although to
this quality we may add another, viz., its ex-
ceeding freedom, yet I think it is a greatly over-
rated Rose. If the weather be at all bright, the
flowers, even half-opened buds, lose all their
freshness of colour and look half faded, their

drooping habit tending to strengthen such an
impression. This will always be a great defect,
and one which cannot be remedied. Reine
Olga de Wurtemburg is the Rose to cover a
great space where a first-rate variety is not
required. In some respects it is unique, for

no other Rose of the kind has such a wealth of
realljf handsome leafage, and the long crimson
buds are extremely pretty as buds, the expanded
flower having little value, being hardly semi-
double. The quantity, however, as might be
expected, more than atones for lack of quality.

In contrast to these brightly coloured kinds
Jaune Desprez stands out conspicuous. It

covers a large space. It is a mass of blossoms
;

the flowers are in large clusters and their fra-

grance is spread far and wide. A. H.

Boses Duchesse d'Auerstadt and Hen-
riette de Beauveau.—The lovelyrace of Dijon Teas,
than which we have no better Roses for covering
our houses, walls, and fences, was in 1.SS7 further
augmented by the addition of two kinds, both of
which have undoubted merit, and one, if not both,
will appear among the first-rate Roses of the fut ure.

The pride of place must go to Duchesse d'Auer-
stadt, as some strong plants of it, although re-

moved last autumn from an open bed to a wall,
have done so well as to unmistakably reveal the
kind's distinctive merits and true worth. The bud
is rather long and of a pure pale yellow colour, but
as the flower opens it becomes more globular, re-

taining its fulness and good shape. The colour
deepens into a nankeen-yellow, rich and most effec-

tive. The flowers are freely produced along the
entire length of vigorous shoots of the previous
season's growth, and they are sweetly scented.
Henriette de Beauveau has not yet developed such
high qualities, but it is vigorous in growth, .and will

probably make a good climbing Rose. The Bowers
of this kind are large and good in form, rather
globular, and of a clear pale canary-yellow colour,
with a very sweet scent.—A. H.

Deformed Roses.—In mv notes upon Roses in

Tiiii; Gabden of June 27 (p. 5SJ) I .alluded to the
fact that we were able to enjoy the beauty of
many kinds that did not come up to exhibition
standard, and they had the additional merit of
opening earlier because of less substance. It now
appears that great quantities of bloom of the more
double Roses have come deformed with sides split

or with hard green centres. A large amateur
grower writes that his Roses are very b,ad in this

respect ; the greatest defaulters among our own are
where they would be least expected. For example,

upon a large group of Marie Van Iloutte there is

not a bloom up to the usual standard ; they opened
b.idly, are thm and flat, and have no substance
I'rancisca Kiuger, as well as a few other kinds,

iire covered with buds whose centres are hard and
green. One is iit a loss as to the cause of this,

having regard to the fact that June has been as a
whole favourable towards the opening of Roses,
there having been a fair amount of bright sunshine,

and latterly some welcome rain. In our case all

such buds will be picked off, and the present loss

at a time when a few less blooms will not be missed
will be an after-gain, as another crop of buds will

soon appear and in all probability expand properly.

It is very disappointing to exhibitors, however, to

see the finest buds they have so carefully selected,

tended, and watched open into flowers that are little

more than monstrosities.—A. H.

NEW HYBRID SWEET BRIERS.

LoED Pbnzaxcb, who has interested himself in

raising new varieties of the Sweet Brier, sent to

the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety a number of his latest raised seedlings, but
unnamed, with the single exception of Lady Pen-
zance, in which we have the flowers of the Copper
Rose on the perfumed foliage of the Sweet Brier.

The following day his lordship sent a larger collec-

tion to the Rose show at the Royal Aquarium, and
having named several of them, two first-class cer-

tificates of merit were awarded to Lucy Ashton,
white, slightly tinted with pale pink, and Amy
Robsart, a finely formed flower, flushed with soft;

bright pink. As these awards were made by two
well-known amateur rosarians, they may be ac-

cepted as rightly bestowed, but I think one or two
other varieties were equally meritorious. All the
seedlings shown displayed a decided advance in

size, form, and colour, and if they eventually come
into cultivation will, I think, be much grown for

g.arden decoration. It is interesting to know that

in the cross-breeding experiments made by Lord
Penzance when the Hybrid Perpetuiil Hose was
made the seed parent, the fragrance in the foliage

was lost, but so long as the opposite prevailed and
the Sweet Brier was the seed parent, the fragrance

was retained. Some have thought that the em-
ployment of a non-fragrant foliaged Rose has had
the result of weakening the fragrance found in the
Sweet Brier, though there are dift'erences of opinion

on this point. If this be so, it might be suggested

to Lord Penzance that having succeeded in obtain-

ing large and improved varieties, the fragrance

may be strengthened, if lost to any degree, by
crossing the new forms on to the old Sweet Brier.

There is ample size in the new forms, and they are

characterised by fine shape and substance of petal,

and attempts might now be miide with adv.antage

in securing deeper and more varied tints of colour.

It must not be supposed th.at the Kasing Park
seedlings are the first which have been rai.«ed from
the Sweet Brier. Previous to Lord Penzance taking

it in hand, varieties varying from blush white to

deep rose had been obtained, but it would appear
in some cases with a loss of perfume in the foli-

age. Such varieties as splendens. Celestial, and
others can be met with in gardens, and there are

the double white and double scarlet. But Lord
Penzance appears to have been more successful in

retaining the peculiar perfume found in the foliage.

R. D.

SHORT NOTES.—ROSES.

Ciimbing Niplietos has fully justiliod all tlint

was 8:ii<l in its praise when first it was sent out. It is

sure to bo very Lirgely cultivatod by thoso who snpp'y
tlio marUot with cut Roses, us it is of sufh a part' whito
tliat the blooms are always valuable, pvon in tln> Fea?nu

wlion so-calloil white Roges arc plontiful out of doors.

Rose Souvenir de Paul Neron-an uiippv-

tiiin Koso in some places—tlii.s year more than nu'rita

(lie hiah praise given to it last season in eonsoquem'e
i>t its trooilom and beauty. It is a niodrrato gr hut,
but tlic blofuns are produced vory frroly, and t' e

croamy-wldto rose colour, edged and suffused, is deli-

cate and charming.
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Chrysanthemums.

LA.TE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
EiTHEK for using in the greenboase or con-

servatory up to and after Christmas-tirae or

for cutting, the late-flowering Chrysanthemums
are of great value. These late kinds furnish

us with a large quantity of flowers of medium
size under ordinary cultivation. It is not a

good plan to aim at obtaining the flowers of

abnormal size, as if this is done the chances are

that some will cime fasciated or deformed,
besides which three or four smaller flowers are

infinitely better than one of extra size as far as

utility is concerned. Late Chrysinthemums
will do well if all work relative thereto is per-

formed some few weeks later than in the case of

the mid-season varieties. Starting, for instance,

cuttings to supply a stock of dwarf plants in

small pots. There is one point which I think
is overlooked in the culture of late Chrysanthe-
mums ; it is that of commencing to feed them far

too early in the autumn ; a strong growth is

thereby made which will at times fail to set any
buds at all ; those buds also which may be

thought safe will turn blind or fail to grow
as they should do. But little loss will be sus-

tained if any) by deferring the application of

manurial stimulants until the plants are housed.

This work need not be done quite so soon as in

the case of the m:dn crop, there being no buds
susceptible of injury by slight frosts. It is not
well to risk the plants out too far into ( October.

If not housed they should at least be so situated

as to be within reach of temporary protection

should a sharp frost ensue. The tendency
before alluded to as regards growing too strongly

Flowers of Chrysanthemum Princess Blanche. Kngraved for The Garden from a photograph sent by
Mr. B. Le Neve Foster, .Sennowe Hall, Norfolk.

with the cuttings, these may, it is quite possible,

be had nearly, or quite, as soon as those of the
others. It is not, however, advisable to jiut in

the cuttings so early ; if they are inserted
towards the end of .January, or even in

February, good plants can be had. At that
season it will not be possible to strike them in

a cold frame except in the mildest of winters.
The better way is to put the nuttings under a
haudlight in a cool house, afterwards placing
them in cold frames as .soon as struck. The
after treatment need not differ (the plants
simply being later) from that given to the main
stock. I consider the bush form of plant
better for late Chrysanthemums than the taller

grown plants. To obtain ^ese, of course a few
stoppings will have to be resorted to. These
tops will make useful material for the latest

should be further guarded against by keeping
the plants in pots one size smaller than the rest.

Full exposure to all the light and air, if need-

ful, witli early and midseason kinds is even
more essential for the late ones. When housed
less warmth is required ; by this I mean that

the temperature maintained to keep down injury

to the blooms by damping is not at first needed
for these late sorts. If frost is just excluded
they will be safe enough until commencing
to show colour, then a little warmth and
a more buoyant atmosphere will suit them
better. To facilitate the culture of late

Chrysanthemums, it is far better to devote
a ho\ise to their particular use. The plants

should not be in any way overcrowded
;

they should in fact have more room allowed
thorn than is given up to earlier kinds, so that

the foliage is kept in a healthy condition as

long as possible. Disbudding can be done to

suit each case, but I do not recommend it to be
adopted in a severe fashion. Plants with from
a dozen to eighteen flowers are better than those
with three or four as far as utility is concerned,
as well as for general efl'ect.

Vabietie.s. — Although many which are in-

cluded amongst the midseason kinds may be
retarded, there are others which are in many
respects better. Princess Teck is well known
as a fine late incurved kind with white flowers.

Mrs. Norman Davis is valuable in its colour, a
bright yellow .sport from the foregoing. Mi.ss

Marechaux is another good white kind. Hero
of Stoke Newington, rosy blush, and Lady Do-
rothy, rich bronze, a sport from the foregoing,
should also be included. As a whole, the Japanese
varieties are the best for late work. The subject
of the illustration (Princess Blanche) is one of

the latest of all. It has creamy-white flowers

with a light salmon centre, and is of a dwarf
vigorous habit. Other good kinds are : Ceres,
delicate pink, changing to pure white ; grandi-
florum, a well-known yellow ; Ethel, pure
white, good ; Goldfinder, rich gold colour (a

sport from Mrs. Chas. Carey, a well-known
white 1, one of the latest ; Mrs. H. .Jones, a golden
sport from Ethel ; Welcome, bronze : and H.
Waterer, yellow. In the large-flowering Ane-
mone section there is a useful and most distinct

white named Virginale. There is also King of

the Anemones, with crimson-purple flowers. Of
the pompons, Lilac Gem (a dwarf kind of good
habit), Comete Biela (brick-red), and Snowdrop,
with its sport Yellow Snowdrop, are all useful
as late kinds. The foregoing will be found
amongst the best in theLr respective classes.

Plantsman.

Chrysantlieinums in tubs.—Those who may
happen to have any spare plants of such kinds as
do not require a large amount of staking when in

flower will do well to place several together in

large tubs to form specimens for the conservatory.
Straggling growers are not suitable, but such
kinds as Peter the Great with stiff growth will be
found really useful. Other sorts are also to be re-

commended, but the mention of one name is suffi-

cient to indicate the kinds most suitable. Several
plants grown in this manner will yield a mass of
bloom and be found most effective. Shallow tubs
will be found better than deep ones, too much soil

being conducive to a too vigorous growth. When
visiting Mr. Clayton at Grimston Park Gardens,
Tadcaster, I took note of this idea, the results be-

ing in every way satisfactory. Each tub of plants
made a grand show, the flowers not only being
valuable upon the plants, but also useful tor cut-

ting. This plan of disposing of superfluous stock
is, I think, worthy of every encouragement.— J. H.

Notes from Almondsbury.— It may interest

some lovers of Irises to know that I have raised here

a new form of Iris Milesi; whether it will be perma-
nent I cannot tell. In this new form from seed
sown in L'^iK) the falls and standards are nearly

pure white; faint traces of the delicate purple
spots are seen before opening, but they disappear

when the flower is fully expanded. As a perfectly

hardy Iris, a free and continuous bloomer, fra-

grant and altogether charming, I can recom-
mend Iris Milesi. Its fault is too profuse growth.
Carpenteria californica is blooming here under a !•

feet high bush of Abutilon vitifoliuin album. I'nder

it is a carpet of Lithospermum pr jstratum. A Smi-
lax and a light blue Clematis climb up over the

Abutilon. Tropaiolum polyphjllum is rambling
near, covering the ground from which Gladioli

spring. In a raised bel near, three varieties of

Calochortus are opening their dainty cups. This
is a charming nook in my old kitchen garden. I

see no need for a carpet of green to my hardy bor-
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der
;
put enough plants in and do not remove the

seed pods of the Poppies and little soil will be
visible. Koses and herbaceous Posonies are in their

glory.—C. O. Miles.

Orchids.

ARACHNANTHE LOWI.
I AM asked by "J. M. " what can be done to

make a plant of Vanda Lowi, which has been
established in a Bamboo pot by a friend in

Borneo and brought home by him in fairly

good condition, bloom. It has lost a good many
of its bottom leaves, otherwise it is in splendid

condition. The plant referred to as Vanda
Lowi, after being shitted to the genus Renan-
thera, has at last been placed in Arachnanthe,

a genus which contains some half dozen or

more species, and all of them somewhat difli-

cult to manage. The present plant has always

been rare in our collections, not from any par-

ticular difficulty in growing it when established,

but from the apparent trouble in getting it

home in a living state. The plant grows upon
high trees naturally in the vicinity of water,

and in the wet season these places are very

often quite inaccessible on foot. The finest

plant which I have ever seen in this country

was a specimen in the collection of the late Mr.
S. llucker, of Wandsworth, and upon one occa-

sion when I saw it there were several of its long

chains of blossoms open. These, to the best of

my recollection, were each about it feet in

length. A very similar plant I saw some years

afterwards in the collection of Herr Schiller,

near Hamburgh, and this same plant, I am told,

is still in the collection of Mr. James, of South
Norwood. The finest plant I have heard of in

Europe was a specimen in the collection of

Baron Rothschild at Ferrieres. This plant has

three or four branches, and about six years ago
it bore between 600 and 700 flowers upon its

numerous racemes, presenting a glorious spec-

tacle. 1 have seen smaller specimens flowenng,

notably in the Veitcliian collection ; again in

the collection of Mr. B. S. Williams at Hollo-

way ; with Mr. Mitchell, when gardener to the

late Br. A insworth, at Lower Boughton, and
in several other places, but these latter were
small pknts. 1 am under the impression that

all these small flowering examples have been the

tops of old plants cut oft, for I do not think

those that are left in a state of nature

flower until they reach some feet or 12 feet in

height. One of the most remarkable things in

the blooming of this plant lies in the produc-

tion of two kinds of flowers upon the same
spike. The two basal flowers upon all the

spikes always assume different proportions and
a different colour, and this occurs when grow-
ing in a wild state a.s well as under cultivation.

The blooms measure each about 3 inches or 4

inches across, sepals and petals much undu-
lated, grouiicl colour greenish yellow, much
blotched with reddish brown ; the lip is small,

formed like a little sack, horned near the point;

the two basal flowers on each spike ai'e more
fleshy in texture, the colour being rich tawny
yellow, spotted with .small crimson dots. The
lip in both flowers is similar. We are indebted

to .Sir Hugli Low for the first introduction of

this plant, he suggesting that it should bear the

name of our great English orchidologiat. Dr.

Lindley. He, however, would not accept the
honour, and called it after its discoverer and
introducei- to this country. The plant in this

country is always grown in a pot in an erect

manner, but I do not think this is its natural

habit. Nevertheless, its being so robust com-
pels the cultivator to adopt this system. It

does not like to have the roots disturbed
;

therefore it is be.st to establish it in large pots

or in those of a size large enough to accommo-
date it for a long time. The pot should be well

drained, and the material used should be sweet

living Sphagnum Moss. Should the Moss
decay at any time or get sour from any
cause, it can be taken out without disturbing

the roots. ^Arachnanthe Lowi may be grown
with Vanda suavis and V. tricolor, and it

succeeds under similar conditions. Although I

have seen it wintered with them in a tempera-

ture of 58 , I do not think that is sufficiently

warm enough for it to grow vigorously and
flower. During the growing season it likes an

abundance of water, and usually flowers in the

autumn months. Even through the winter

season it should not be allowed to get dry at

the roots, as this usually causes its bottom
leaves to fall oft', thu^ greatly disfiguring it.

W. Hugh Gower.

MORMODES PARDINUM.
I HAVE received flowers of this from Mr. G.

Cragg, gardener to Mr. W. C. Walker, Percy
Lodge, Winchmore Hill. He says it was intro-

duced from Mexico direct, and is very free-

fluwering, one of the plants carrying two spikes

from one growth, each bearing twenty blooms.

It has fusiform, stout pseudo-bulbs resembling

those of a Catasetum, but from that genus Mor-
modes is readily distinguished by its want of

cirrhi upon the column, by the membranous
lip, and in having four pollen masses instead of

two. The raceme is nodding and many-flow-

ered. The flowers stand upon rather long pe-

duncles and are very strong. The sepals and
petals have the ground colour rich yellow, in

some instances rich golden - yellow thickly

spotted with deep crimson; the lip is three-

lobed, the middle lobe being much broader

and longer than the side lobes. This species

and all of the family n quire strong heat

when the growing season commences in the

spring, also an abundance of moisture in the

atmosphere. Soon after growth commences the

spike is put forth. After the growth is com-
pleted water may be entirely withheld, and the

leaves will soon decay. The plants may be rested

at the cool end of the Cattleya house until the

spring when they should be placed in the East

India house.

The pots for these plants should be excep-

tionally well drained, and the soil consist

of fibrous peat, light turfy loam in small quan-
tities, and Sphagnum Moss, the whole made
very firm and solid. Under these conditions

all the species belonging to this family will

thrive well. One of the very handsomest kinds,

however, which I know was introduced and
bloomed finst in this country twenty-one years

ago. It was named M. Uncia by Reichenbach.

It is a noble plant, producing a long raceme of

large flowers which are gay in colour and y ield

a strong and delightful odour ; the sepals and
petals are about 2^ inches across, soft creamy-
white on the outside, pale yellow within, and
profusely spotted with oblong dark red spots

;

lip curved upwards, dark purple at the base,

lilac at the tip. This is a much handsomer
plant than M. pardinum.

W. Hugh Gower.

Catasetum from. Mexico (G. Crajiy).—This is

the male ilower of some species, but I am unable to

(leteniiino which. Grow it, and it will no doubt pro-

duce gayer flowers at some future time, and these may
bi3 more easily determined.— G.

Cattleya Schilleriana (•/. Jes.viji). — The
flower sent is not that of C Aclandire, but a form
of tliis species. It is a very variable plant as far

as colour is concerned. Your flower appears to me
to be like that of the form known as C. Regnelli

and is very beautiful. It measures nearly 4 inches

across, the sepals and petals having the ground
colour rich bronzy-green, freely spotted with deep
brownish purple ; lip large, white, with deep purple

veins, the middle lobe rich crimson, shaded with
magenta, streaked with lines of a deeper colour,

with a white margin, which is toothed. I have
found this plant thrive best when grown on a
hanging raft, with very little soil about its roots.

It likes good exposure to the sun, but requires to

have a light shade in the hottest time of the day.

When growing it requires plenty of heat and
moibture. During the winter it may be kept

somewhat cooler, but at no time should it be dried.

The plant, if strong, flowering so early in the

season, may be expected to start into growth and
again bloom in the autumn.—W. H. G.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 812
BIGNONIAS.

(with a coloored plate of b. twehdl\na.*)

Only a very small proportion of the 120
species which are computed to belong to

this genus is known in horticulture at the

present day, and a still smaller proportion

can be said to behave satisfactorily under

cultivation. Almost all the species known
are decidedly ornamental—many even of

the greatest beauty— and they are also

amongst the most easily grown and luxuriant

of stove and greenhouse climbers, but they

have the great defect of being in most cases

very shy-blooming. That such, however, is

no inherent defect of the plants themselves is

shown by the success with which various spe-

cies are grown in different gardens where
their particular require'iiicnts arc met. Those
who have attended the fortnightly meetings

of the Royal Horticultural Society during the

last few years will have had several opportu-

nities of admiring the splendidly flowered

shoots of B. Cherere, sent from Pendell Court.

B. venusta, again, has for many years made a

fine picture during the winter months in one
of the stoves at Syon House. Two other

species which arc worthy to rank with the

best of indoor climbers are B. speciosa and B.

purpurea, both of which flower annually in the

Palm house at Kew, the former in the spring,

the latter in the autumn.

The genus Bignonia, as it is known in

garden.?, includes representatives of several

other genera. B. radicans and B. australis,

for instance, are properly Tecomas, and the

stove climber, B. Chamberlayni, is really

Anemopiegma racemosum. So far as I am
aware, the true Bignonias are confined to the

Now World, being most numerous in the

forests of tropical America. Althotigii spe-

cies are occasionally met with in the form of

trees or shrubs, the great majority are

climbers, ascending to the tops of trees, and
thence spreading from one to another, and
thus hel[)ing to form the dense canopy of

foliage which constitutes one of the most
remarkable features in tropical forests. B.

• Drawn for TnR Garden by H. G. Moon from
flowers sent from Pendell Court Gardens, Mnrcli 2Ji,

1891. Lithographed and printed by Guillaume
Severeyns.
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capreolata and its variety atrosanguinea, both

natives of the United States, are quite hardy in

the south of England, and should be planted

in every garden where wall space is available.

Whether grown in stove or greenhouse, Big-

nonias should be planted out, this being

necessary to obtain that robustness of growth

in the absence of which they will not flower.

At the same time the bed or border in which

they are planted should be sufficiently limited

in space to be under control in the matter

of watering. The two most essential points

in the culture of these plants are to get a

vigorous growth, and then to thoroughly ripen

it off. The latter object can only be gained by

exposure to the fullest sunlight possible, and
by withholding water to a certain extent from

the roots in winter. Thesoil in which theygrow
most satisfactorily consists of loam and smd
with a proportion of one-fourth peat ; a little

short manure may also be added. During
the growing season abundance of water

should be given, and if the plants are at all

root-bound, frequent supplies of manure water

are very beneficial. The main branches

should be trained 1 foot apart and 6 inches

or 9 inches from the glass, the shoots being

allowed to hang downwards. Pruning is

done after the plants have flowered, cutting

them nearly back to the old wood ; after-

wards all that is necessary is to thin out the

weak and superfluous growths. With regard

to temperatures, it is probable that in many
places Tiignonias are grown too warm, thus

inducing a too soft and luxuriant growth and,

in consequence, a deficiency of bloom. None
of the following species require more than an
intermediate or warm greenhouse tempera-
ture. B. Cherere is a greenhouse species, and
B. capreolata, as before stated, is hardy near
London ; in localities where it would not
thrive out of doors it is well worth a place

in the conservatory. Finally, it must be re-

membered that it is useless planting Big-

nonias in small houses or where space is re

stricted ; their full beauty can only be seen
when the shoots are allowed to hang several

feet from the glass.

B. TwEBDiANA.—Although this species was in-

troduced from Buenos Ayres in 1838, it is still one
of the least known. The only illustration of it

published previous to the one here given is to be
found in the Botanical Hegister for 1839. It may
be grown in the greenhouse, but should have the
warmest and lightest position. The leaves are in
pairs, lance -shaped or cordate, IJ inches to 3
inches long, the pstiole ending in a short three-
forked tendril. The flowers are 2 inches long,
trumpet-shaped, the corolla divided into five large,
rounded lobes, and measuring from 2 inches to
nearly 4 inches across ; the colour is a bright
orange-yellow. The plant is not so strong growing
as most Bignonias are, and when trained near the
roof the hanging shoots are very pretty and grace-
ful.

B. CnEEERE,of which a coloured plate was issued
with The Garden for December 20, 1S84, is pro-
bably the finest of the cool house Bignonias. It is of
strong growth, with long shoots bearing the cor-
date leaves In pairs or threes. The flowers are pro-
duced in large clusters on the current year's growth,
and generally from June on to the autumn. They
are bell- shaped and about 4 inches long, with
widely spreading lobes, the colour being a rich
orange-scarlet. It is a native of the mountainous
regions of Mexico, growing there in forests and

generally near streams. The long flexible stems

are used by the natives as ropes.

B. VBNDSTA may be grown either in the inter-

mediate house or in the coolest part of the stove.

Its funnel-shaped flowers are produced in large

clusters, the corolla being 3 inches long and of a
bright orange-crimson, the lobes bordered by a
narrow line of yellow. It is a native of Brazil; in-

troduced in 181(j.

B. SPECiosA.—A warm greenhouse or interme-

diate species, first flowered in this country at Wo-
burn in 1841, having been gathered by Mr. Tweedie
(after whom the subject of the present plate was
named) in Uruguay. The leaves are elliptical and
of a rich shining green with serrated margins. The
flowers are usually borne in pair.'', the corolla being
3 inches long, wide at the mouth, and with spread-

ing lobes of a deep lilac, striped with purple ; the

inside of the tube is yellow, also streaked with
lilac. It flowers in spring and early summer.

B. PURPUREA.—This beautiful species is closely

related to B. speciosa ; it differs, however, not only

in the flowers, but also in the useful character of

blooming in the autumn. The flowers are borne in

pairs in the axils of the leaves, the corolla being of

a purple-mauve and measuring 2^ inches in length
by 2 inches across the expanded lobes ; the tubular

portion is white. The history of the introduction

of this species is not known, but it was grown in

the Liverpool Botanic Gardens early in the forties.

The name is first recorded in one of Loddiges'
nursery catalogues. B.

Flower Garden.
RAILWAY BANKS.

When we remember the vast amount of land
taken up by railways in this country, and the
wide banks which are frequently, nay generally
to be seen on either side, it gives us an idea of

the large tracts of land, the many hundred acres
which might be employed for a better purpose
than they are at present. A few scattered

heaps of bad hay or a little plot of Potato
ground are all that we usually see by way of

cultivation. The ground round our railway sta-

tions is better cultivated certainly than it u«ed
to be, and it is not by any means an uncommon
thing now to see a bright and pretty garden at

a country station. In itself, such a garden is a
great attraction, and a great pleasure also to

weary travellers from our smoky and dusty
midland towns, and gardens of this kind are in

every way to be commended. Their cultivation

shows industry and taste on the part of the
staff at the station, and may often tend to

keep the men usefully employed when other-
wise they might be idling away their time.

On some railways prizes are given fur the best
cultivated gardens, and on other lines the sta-

tion-master gets commendation for good work.

But meanwhile the railway banks are dreary
enough as a rule, and land which might in many
ways be of great value to the country is utterly

lost. The only redeeming point is that Nature
supplies the place of art to a certain extent, and
occasionally the banks are covered with Moon
Daisies in summer, and with Primroses and
Cowslips iu spring. Many other flowers may
also be noticed from time to time, so that anyone
interested in botany, or gifted with an ordinary
love for wild flowers may take pleasure in the
rapid glance at wayside plants as he passes them
in an express train. The guards of our northern
trains are generally fond of flowers. A button-
hole is usually stuck in the well-bru.shed coat.

They are often glad to be able to take a nose-
gay of Primroses or other flowers to their
cottage homes, it may be in Derby or in Leeds.
Frequently tho pointsman or other official

living at a country station wiU make a practice

of having a bunch of flowers picked by his

children ready for the guard of a northern
train. All this shows the intense love of flowers

engrained in the hearts of our working classes

both in town and country.

Why, then, should so much space be lost

which would probably well repay the trouble

and expense of cultivation, if only for flowers l

I can easily imagine that as years— I will not
say centuries—go by, every corner and every
yard of ground in our over-populous country
will be valuable. At present our surplus
population is able to push out into colonial

life, and there are still vast tracts of un-
reclaimed land in the New World. But it is

not hard to see that the day for such broad
acres of wheat land and new pasturage must
come to an end, wbUe the demand for this will

be ever increasing. Then when food products
are dearer every spot available for their pro-

duction at home will at last be eagerly souglit

after, and there will be no more barren railway
banks, nor probably the wild uncultivated
lands of the New Forest and the Forest of

Dean.

But, as I have said, the demand for flowers
is even now so great, that it is a pity and a
shame that they should not be cultivated in
such advantageous places as oftentimes lie close

to our great lines of railway. If seeds of some
well known sorts were only scattered over the
waste ground, a good result might be obtained

;

and there are many of our prettiest wild flowers
which would grow and flower abundantly in

such places if anyone would take the trouble
to sow them. I will mention a few which seed
so abundantly, that a few pounds of seed could
easily be obtained and scattered about to pro-
duce some day a rich harvest of beauty.

There is, for instance, Foxglove, every tall

spike of which gives an immense quantity of its

tiny seeds ; seeds which readily grow and are
not particular about sunshine or shade, good
ground or bad. The same may be said of the
purple or Meadow Cranesbill (Geranium pra-
tense). This will scatter its seeds in all direc-

tions, and quantities of its long pods could
easily be saved and sown. Although "moist
meadows" are mentioned in botanical books
as the favourite locality of this beautiful
species, I can see it at this moment growinc
and flourishing on the top of an old garden
wall. It grows pretty freely by the side of
the railway in the Stroud valley, and most
certainly adds by its beauty to the attrac-
tions of the journey between Gloucester and
Swindon. The only objection to this wild
Geranium is that it does not last long enough
in flower. Then there is the Corydalis lutea
which will make the driest, hardest, and most
impenetrable soil look bright and pretty with
its gay yellow flowers. Let this Corydalis once
get established, and it will defy all enemies and
assert itself as a thing of beauty.

Much might be done to make the surround-
ings of our railway journeys more beautiful than
they now are, and at the same time help to
till our flower markets with cheaper flowers. I

have only mentioned three sorts of flowers, but
of course I might easily go on to name many
other plants which multiply at a rapid rate from
seed and are extremely beautiful. Notably, 1

ought to mention Columbine and various kinds
of Poppies. I know one neighbourhood where
the woods and hedges are decorated atthisseason
with quantities of Columbine of various colours
to the delight of those who live there ; the rea-
son is simply because the squire of the parish in

olden days happened to be fond of tins particu-
lar flower, and was in the habit of filling his

pockets with the seeds and then scattering them
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about in liis walks and rides. Members of the

Kyrle Society who are always trying in various

ways to brighten the lives of the poor by many
artistic and other devices might well turn their

attention to this matter and see if they could

not do something for both rich and poor by im-

proving the railway banks and making them
bright with flowers. Surely theday is coming when
it will be found to pay to turn these large tracts

of almost waste land into quasi - gardens.

In many cases they would be admirably adapted

for growing Strawberries. I know banks

covered witli the wild Strawberry growing

strong and luxuriantly. Garden sorts would do

the same and be very productive, and their

cultivation would cost but little. I have seen a

girl pick and tie up several bunches of sweet

white Violets growing as weeds on the bank
while waiting for the train to come in. Surely

it is a pity that something better is not grown

there. The bank in question is of course left

utterly wild and uncared for. It might be as

productive as any garden.

Gooseberries and Raspberries might well be

class certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society

on June 0), I know nothing, but I should not be

surprised if it originated from the golden-veined

variety, and not from tlie typical form. As the

Spiraias are all .so beautiful there will doubtless be

a good demand for this last addition, even if it does

cot become popular as a market plant.— H. P.

G.^RDENS OF ONE FLOWER.

It may often be desirable to have a garden of

one or more flowers and for various reasons,

such as the study and development of a particu-

lar family of plants which one takes a liking to,

the iutroduction of a new species of some
neglected familj of plants, and the raising and

comparison of new varieties. Meeting difficul-

ties of soil and exposure may also lead to a

.special garden, as it did in the following case of

Miss Jekyll, who first made a Primrose garden.

The soil of the place being against the growth

of this plant made her consider how to over-

come it, and eventually led to one of the most

charming gardens we have ever seen. She tells

Bunch Primrjse3.

grown on our railway banks and would not be

subject to much pilfering because of the general

supervision of the line. Of course, our bush

Apple trees, now so common, but not nearly

common enough, would flourish and bear valu-

able fruit and would no doulit soon repay the

slight expense attending the first planting and

the after attention necessary for their welfare.

It is hatefid to .see waste anywhere, and I feel

sure that ere long our railway companies will

wake up to see how much they lose on their

many acres of banks and enclosed ground.

A Gloucestershire Parson.

Spiraea multiflora compacta.—This Spii.i;n,

from the dense compact character of its ilower-

spikes, is c|uite distinct from the popular S japonica,

but I think the old kind would by the majority

of people be preferred to the newer one, as the

massive spikes of this are wanting in the light-

ness and elegance of the other. There is another

variety with very dense spikes of llowers, and that

ia the golden-veined form of S. japonica (aureo-

reticulata) which is as widely removed from the

type in the character of its inflorescence as it is in

the foliage. Of the origin of the new multiflora

compacta (which by the way was awarded a first-

us how she did it in the following remarks in

the Field :—
No flower better deserves a garden to itself than

the Primrose. It is so old a favourite, and has

been cultivated into so many forms, that anyone
determined to have a Primrose girden may choose

the kind he likes best, and set to work accordingly.

There are the single - stalked Primroses, the

earliest of all, flowering from the middle of March
onwards, while some may be had in bloom as soon

as the end of February. They range in colour from
pure white to deep primrose, and from palest pinky-

lilac through strong red purpks to a colour nearly

approaching blue, and there are also rich reds of many
shades. There is not as yet any Primrose of a true

pink colour ; nor, though the type colour is yellow, are

there as yet any strong yellows of the orange class

There are also duuble Primroses in nearly all the

same colourings.

The florist's Polyanthus, with its neat trusses of

small flowers, though beautiful in the hand and
indispensable in the good garden of hardy flowers,

is not a plant for the Primrose garden, as it makes
no show in the mass.

The grand Primroses for garden effect are the

large bunch-flowered kinds, white, yellow, and
orange-coloured, red, crimson, and rich brown ; of

inlinite variety in form, texture, habit, and colour-

ing, easy to raise to any amount by seed, as also by
division of the older plants.

A Primrose garden that for some years has been
an ever-increasing source of pleasure and interest

to its owners was formed a few years ago by mak-
ing a cutting about To yards long, and varying from
10 yards to 15 yards wide, through a wild copse of

young Birch trees. The natural soil was very poor

and sandy, so it was prepared by a thorough trench-

ing and a liberal addition of loam and manure,
which has to be renewed every year.

No formal walks are made, but one main track is

trodden down about 2 feet wide, near the middle
of the space, dividing into two here and there,

where a broai ler clearing makes it desirable to have
two paths in the width.

The older divided plants are put in groups of a
colour together, from twenty to fifty of a sort. The
groups of seedlings are of necessity more various,

though they are more or less true to the parent
colour, so that a patch of 100 seedlings—from yel-

lows, for instance— will give a general effect of yel-

low throughout the group.

The whites and yellows are kept at one end of

the garden, and the reds at the other ; the deepest
yellows next to the reds. Seen from a little dis-

tance, the yellow and white part of the Primrose
garden looks like a river of silver and gold flowing
through the copse. The white stems of the Birches
and the tender green of their young leaves help to

form a pretty picture, which is at its best when the
whole is illuminated by the evening sunlight.

The question has been much discussed whether
it is best to sow Primrose seed as soon as it is ri^ e,

or to keep it over till March in the next year. Such
strong opinions have been expressed on both sides,

and by such trustworthy writers, that one can only
conclude that each way is the best in its own place.

Both have been tried in connection with the Prim-
rose garden above described, where the seed sown
the next March f nswers much the best. It may,
therefore, be assumed that this is the way that
suits seedlings for alight soil; whereas the sowing
as soon as ripe is right on heavier ground, where
the plants may also stand two years without divi-

sion.

Herbaceous Paeonies.—A very striking ex-

hibit was the collection of fine herbaceous Paeonies

in pots i-hown by the fiim < f Collins and Gabriel,
of Hampton, at the Jame^ Street Dnll II dl, on the
0th ulr. It is evident that pot culture does lo some
extent militate against f ee-flowericg. That is but
natural, because the roots are so restricted ; still

there was little to find fault with on the score of

bloom. The plants, however, served far better than
any exhibit of cut blooms to show habit and
general excellence, and ceitainlydid more to in-

spire the lookers on with a love for these fine

P:conies than would any number of flowers in a cut
state. There is a certain nobleness about Pieonies

which a show of blooms alone fails to convey an
adequate impression of, as, apart from the flowers,

the habit of growth and fine foliage always present
a very attractive appearance. Amongst the best
varieties staged in the group weie. of whites, grandi-
flora nivea, frstiva maxima, Sjlfaterre, canari,

pulcherrima, the las>t tinted red ; Virgo Maria,
flushed rose ; magnifica, flushed rose ; and cartiea

elegans Hore • pleno. Of pink and rose colours,

Uo lissoniana, L'Exposition I'niverselle, Prince
Nicholas, rubra, Mme. Boucharlat, and Cydonie.
Of reds and crimsons, rubra. Triumphant, Victor
Lemoine, edulis, Philomene, Gloire de Donai, san-

guinea, and the old crimson oflicinalis. Ainonu' cut
flowers in other collections were very pretty othci-

nalis, rose and white ; aho violacea plena, reddish
magenta, petals very erect and novel. Double
I'^cony llowers if cut when just bursting will stand
for a long time in a cool room. I found some
brought from Uropmore keep eight days fresh
and beautiful. I do not think the flowers can
be worse or more inefftctively displayed than when
shown in flat boxes, as is the rule.— D. B.

Double white Rockets.—Because the hard
winter so entirely destroyed all Stocks, Brompton
or Queen, it is just now very possible to find some
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Folace in the fine spikes of double white and sweet-

scented flowers produced by the white Rocket

(ilesperis matronalis). I saw recently a large

patch several yards in extent and containing pro-

bably a thousand plants of this beautiful perennial

that presented in full blooai a sight not to be for-

gotten. Some of the fljwers were tinted flesh, but

these are all in certain plants ; the maj jrity were

pure white. The owner had just begun to bunch
the blooms and send them to market, and he

found that the flowers from a rod of ground rea-

lised about 12s. —not a big price, but still a profit-

able one, as the plants were still left to him. He
remarked to me that fine hardy, and effective as this

perennial was, yet it would hardly be found in

gardens generally ; indeed, perhaps little known to

many gardeners. Few again, perhaps, know how
sweetly perfumed it is. To keep it in good condi-

tion the plants should bs often lifted and divided :

In some soils the stools will endure very well

several years, but on the whole it is wisest to lift

them, divide, and replant every autumn, as old

roots are dispensed with and the stems, which may
have become exposed, being planted lower down in

the soil find protection. The single variety is

largely grown in this part of Middlesex, both as a
market plant and to furnish flowers for cutting, but
it is a poor thing at the best. Good clamps of the
double Rocket make excellent exhibition plants
when included in collections of other kinds. Pity
it", is that we see so few such collections now.
Nurserymen seem to think all that is needful is to

put op big masses or collections of cut hardy
flowers which are neither graceful nor show the
habits of the respective plants which have produced
them.—A. D.

H.\RDY GLADIOLI.
The pist winter has destroyed the reputation of
many denizens of our gardens. There are many
things which have hil^herto proved quite hardy
which have this winter miserably failed to main-
tain their character. This question of hardiness is

a dirti;ult one. Taking the narrow limits of our
own tight little island, we know that there are the
greatest varieties of climate, and consequently of

plants capable of enduring a severe winter. Such
growers of herbaceous and hardy plants as Mr.
Ewbank in the I4e of Wight, Sir John Llewellyn
in South Wales, or Mr. Gumbleton in the Cove of

Cork have a different tale to tell from those who
try to grow the same plants in the midlands or
Vorkshire : while again in the south-west of Scot-
land, Sir Herbert Maxwell can tell a very different

tale from what we can in the south-eastern corner
of England, although we are so much further south.

When, therefore, I write of the hardiness or other-
wise of certain things. I must be understood as

writing from Kent, and that when I speak of the
severity of the winter, I mean that the thermo-
meter went down to 12°, but that at the same
time all were covered with between 5 inches and 6
inches of snow.

Amongst those things which have had hardiness
claimed for them have been certain strains of
Gladioli, Lemoine's and others, the result of cross-

hybridisation between G. purpureo-auratus and
Sandeii and hybrids of gandavensis. In the early
part of this year I wrote favourably of these, not
that I admired them so much as I did the varieties

of gandavensis, but they had, or claimed to have, the
merit of being hardy and of not requiring to be lifted,

thus obviating one of the great troubles connected
with growing them. Of these I had three separate
strains—those sent out by Lemoine, of Nancy, in-

cluding his later strain of Nanceanus ; some from
Souillard and Brunelet, of Fontainebleau

; and one
variety, Turicensis, sent out by Otto Froebel, of
Zurich. Some of these were established clumps
which I have had for seven or eight years, while
several were only started last year, and the
one fate has overtaken them all. I mention
this because it might be said that those planted
for so many years had gradually worked them-
selves up to near the surface of the ground, and so
caught the frost, but the bulbs which I planted last

year at a depth of 6 inches have also perished. I

am quite prepared to find that some of your corre-

spondents who dwell in parts of our islands where
frost does not play such pranks will dissent from
what I have written—perhaps will " write me down
an ass," as old Dogberry says—but I can only speak

and write of that which has happened to me here.

The frost has destroyed many a reputation. I can
no longer question as to whether Agapanthus is

hardy, for it has vanished, but I am very much sur-

prised to find that my plants of Trifoma Uvaria are

gone. I had never doubted its hardiness, and am,
therefore, the more disappointed to find that it has
succumbed. I understood that those at Kew had
perished, but this, I find, is not quite correct, for

although much cut up, they are still alive. A grower
of herbaceous plants told me that he had thought
all his were gone, and that he had been trying to

get some on from various growths, but had found
them shooting up again. I am curious to know
what experience others have had with the Gladioli,

hitherto reputed hardy, but I confess it is to me a

great disappointment that my hopes concerning
them have thus been rudely destroyed.

Df:LTA.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
The display in the flower garden so far as bedding
plants are concerned is likely to be considerably
later than usual, as ever since the commencement
of planting the weather has been anything but
favourable for r^'pid growth, and so lately as the

week ending Jur.e 13 the glass droppsd to freezing

point on two separate occasions. A commendaMe
feature in the planting of small flower gardens
where beds are also small has been the introduction

of a race of dwarfer, sturdier, and more compact
plants, more in keeping with the surroundings and
far better adapted for the purpose than the vigor-

ous and (with a maximum of shade often associated

with small lawns) lanky weedy growth of former
years.

A few things that may be enumerated as ap-

plicable to such places are West Brigliton Gem,
Surprise, Queen of the Belgians, and Golden Harry
Hieover among Geraniums, the dwarf Ageratum
(hardier and longer-lived than Lobelias), and the

new compact strain of Verbenas. Where soil and
situation are not favourable to the last-named.

Phlox Dfummondi may be substituted. A plentiful

supply of tutted Pansies must not be forgotten
;

indeed a few varieties of these in different colours,

say. for example. Bullion. Chelsea Belle, Countess
of Kintore, Mrs. Gray, and Souvenir, will make a
number of small beds bright and gay for six months
out of twelve. Passing the other day some borders

that had been lately filled with herbaceous things,

I was sorry to notice that the old-fashioned way
of planting is still in vogue, viz., individual plants

in straight lines, as one would set out rows of Cab-
bages. It was matter for regret that in this in-

stance so good an opportunity of showing off diffe-

rent fandlies of herbaceous plants to the best

advantage (the borders were of good width and
some hundreds of yards long) should have been
missed. There is a great deal yet to learn about
the successful planting of the herbaceous border ;

we have become accustomed to bold groups, but it

is not always that these groups are so arranged that

they form pleasing and striking combinations. The
argument may be advanced that the diflterent sea-

sons of flower of the many inmates of such borders

are ag.ainst the production of such effect, but al-

though this may be true of a long stretch of border

in its entirety, these combinations can be much more
effective and on a much larger scale than is at first

apparent. Take, for instance, the tufted Pansies
;

they are quite at home in the geometrical garden,

but are they ever seen to better advantage than when,
in bold masses on the herbaceous border, they are

backed up, as the several colours demand, by large

clumps of the dwarfer feathery Spirseas, the white
and blue Peach-leaved Campanula, the smallest of

the Iris, and the green and variegated Funkias .'

Large clumps of red or pink Pyrethrums are none
the worse for the close proximity of perennial

Candytuft ; the rather deep blue of Ajuga repens is

seen to advantage against the soft light green of

the Day Lily, and clumps of Chrysanthemum uligi-

nosum make a good background for many of the

Starworts. These are but a few examples in their

respective seasons which could not only be multi-

plied in number, but considerably improved in the

matter of effective combination. I merely mention
them as instances of the advantage alike of plant-

ing sufficient of each subject in a mass that an ade-

quate idea can be formed of its beauty, and of .'o

grouping respective plantings that they harmonise
as far as practicable either in flower or foliage.

PsEonies have been grand this year, f.nd the cool

spring has considerably prolonged the flowering

season. They are splendid subjects for all large

vases, the deep shades of crimson especially show-
ing off to great advantage against white china or

in large silver bowls for the table. The single va-

rieties will doubtless scon be as popular as the
doubles for the border, but I doubt if they last so

long in a cnt state. A splendid effect, and one we
are not likely to equal all through the summer, has
been produced by a bold mass of dark crimson
Pfeonies with a background of Weigela rosea, which
has been very fine thi- year, and if all its varieties

will flower with equal freedom we shall have a
magnificent race of plants for the shrubbery bor-

ders. What a mistake it is to attempt to confine W.
rosea to a wall and to prune and nail it in annually

;

one never gets even an idea of its beauty under
these conditions. I must note also the exceptional

beauty this year of Colutea arborescens, a lovely

shrub, not planted so often as it might be. Doubt-
less many correspondents interested in herbaceous
plants will have noticed this season a feature al-

ready mentioned in connection with Psonies and
equally applicable to such things as the Colum-
bines and Poppies, viz, the extra length of the

blooming season, consequent on the cool and sun-

less spring. The considerable difference in the
duration of the flowering season that can be noted
not only in the many families, but in the endless

number of varieties of herbaceous plants is also an
important matter for consideration at planting
time, as it is undoubtedly a mistake to indulge too

freely in the borders of the flower garden proper
(whatever one may do in the wild garden) in sub-

jects whosa flowers are soon over and whose foil

age quickly fades. E. Bubeell.
Claremtint.

Phlox Drumniondi, semi-double white.

—

Although single flowers are usually the prettiest,

those double or semi-double are by far the most
serviceable. This rule holds good in the case of

the new double white Phlox Drummondi sent out

by Messrs. Vilmorin, Paris, a considerable number
of which I have flowered in pots this season. It

comes perfectly true from seed, plants raised since

February having flowered freely for the past five

weeks. Naturally it is not particularly well adapted
for pot culture, being of rather straggling habit

under glass, but it flowers very freely, and has
given a very useful supply of trusses. The flowers

are only semi-double, of good size and creamy-
white in colour. In the open it is compact enough
in growth, and altogether it shoidd be a welcome
addition to the lists of half hardy plants, espe-

cially where white flowers are much in demand.— I.

Dog' Daisies.—These are our English Mar-
guerites, hut they are little thought of because they

are so common. They have, however, a serious

defect. They do not have the pretty form and re-

gularity of the one from the south of France, so

prettily figured in The Garden a week or two
back, growing wild upon the Mediterranean shore.

If, however, you walk through a field where they
grow well, you will soon see the beginnings of cul-

ture and civilisation here and there ; one has a
pretty fall in the petal, another is more regular,

another has the nice elliptic petal, so beautiful in

its effect. Now it is possible to combine all these

features, but not very easily. However, by carefully

selecting those with the handsome trumpet or Con-
voUnlus-shaped flower, having as much as possible

of the other characters, a beginning may be made
at improvement. They are very d.flicolt to culti-

vate, because they come up in such multitudes, and
show themselves to be but weeds after all, and you
have no need to gather seed. However, out of the
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countless thousands th it spring up, there must be
one or two haviiifj; the happy combination of quali-

ties, and certainly wlien that one is found it will

be worth keeping. A perpetual habit also exists in

some seedlings, and this is very useful for keeping
up a supply. Some also branch freely and hang
loosely. These can be cut so as to show the flowers
hanging unconventionally out of a group or vase
in a manner quite unknown to its more polished
relative of the sunny south. These simple wildings
deserve notice.—A., Ihirkin;/.

Hottonia palustris.—In the muddy ditches
which intersect the rich meadows in the valley of
the Gipping, Hottonia palustris is a very pretty
feature, as it is present in enormous quantities, and
is blooming with great profusion. It is certainly
one of the prettiest of British aquatic plants and
the more valuable because of its earliness, for
beyond this flower there is little at present to be
seen in bloom in or upon the margins of streams or
rivers. This plant, however, thrives best where the
mud deposit is deep and the water shallow ; in fact
some of the longest, broadest, and best sheets of
blojm were observed where there was no water at
all, and here the mat of finely-cut rich green leaves
spread out upon the surface of the mud, carpeting
it with verdure as graceful as that of anv lovely
Fern, and considerably enhancing the effect and
beauty of the flowers. No better comparison could
be made than the likening of the flowers of this
plant to those of one of the lighter coloured forms
of the Japan Primrose. It belongs to the Prim-
rose family, and this justifies me in calling it the
Wa,ter Primrose, for the name of Water ^'iolet, by
which it is often called, is quite a misnomer, as the
plant has neither resemblance nor relationship, and
we have a true Water Violet, a denizen of British
bogs.—A. H.

liDbeliag from seed—Whilst some kinds of
flowering plants are most acceptable the greater
the variety found in them when raised from seed,
other plants have special value because they come
fairly true to character from seed. We may place
Pansies in the first category, and bedding Lobelias
in the latter. Still, the Lobelia is far from being
perfect, and seems to have about it a good deal of
original taint, or tendency to reversion. We find
that blue almost invariably reproduces blue. So
much is certain. The exceptions are not white, but
a reddish purple colour, a hue never pleasing in
Lobelias. Whilst there is not much to complain of
as to colour, there is much room for improvement
as to habit in the L. compacta form-i, as those will
from seed produce some 20 to 30 per cent, of loose
growing forms. That is not, however, so much to
be deplored when some plants are wanted for
baskets or similar uses, and if the seedlings be
dibbled out somewhat closely together in a frame
and allowed to remain till fairly strong, no difli-

culty is experienced in selecting the compact from
the loose ones. White Lobelias give the greater
trouble. It does not matter whether loose growing
or compact habited

; of the best forms ever raised,
some 20 to 30 per cent, of the seedlings will always
revert to blue. In this case in order to identify
character it is not only advisable that the seed-
ling plants should be dibbled out to allow habit
to be detected, but they should also remain until
one bloom at least is open, so as to ensure iden-
tity of colour. It may be pleaded that this gives
some trouble, but nothing in gardening is done
without trouble. When, however, from a packet
of seed several hundreds of plants are obtained,
70 to 80 per cent, of which are really true to
character, there is very little to complain of after
all. The fact that the seed saved is white does
not warrant the seedling plants haviog white
flowers. I grew for seed production last year the
then recently certificated robust L. compacta Snow-
drift. I am glad to find that it produces a less
proportion of blue seedlings than any other I

have previously grown, the character and habit
also being excellent.—A. D.

Narcissus poeticus—Ihave JubI read an article
ill TiiK (iARUK.N on Narcissus poeticua, single and
doubl". Both v.ariotic8 flower freely in the north,
the latter especially so this year, although the sea-

son is gettini? past. I send you a few blooms of the

double form, wliioh I origiaally oh'ained from a wild

sturee. The foot-st:ilk-i are too tall to send entire,

but the pieces cut otT by no means show what their

exact heitjbt is. The size of the flowers is about
doubl-^ that of the ordin :ry form. The bulbs grew in

a deep loam in turf near an old mansion in the
county of Berwick.—C. Stuaet, M D.

THE SAXIFRAGES.
{Continued from p. 5'Jl.)

S. Lantoscana (Boiss. and Rsut.).—A native of

the Val Lantosque, in the Maritime Alps. This is

distinguished from the preceding species by its

thicker, broader, and more regular leaves, which
are intermediate in character between those of S.

longifolia and those of S. lingulata, of which two
species S. Lantoscana seems to me to be an inter

mediate form. Its rosettes also are smaller and
better shaped. Same culture.

S. CATALAUNICA (Boiss. and Raut.) —A native

of the mountains of Catalonia. M. Boissier con-

sidered this to be a distinct species, and I quite

agree with him. It differs notably from S. lingulata

in both iis leaves and its flowers. Its rosettes are

closely set. well shaped, and much smaller, and its

flower-panicle is furnished with glutinous glands.

Same culture.

S. AU.STHAi^is (Moric ).—A native of the southern
parts of the Apennines. This plant might very

possibly be only a form of S. lingulata with much
shorter and broader leaves. It forms fine rosettes

of foliage, bearing panicles of white flowers, which
are much like those of S. lingulata. Same culture.

S. coCHLBARis (Reich.).—A native of the Mari-

time Alps. I do not hesitate in designating this a
distinct species, although Engler is of a dili'erent

opinion. Its very peculiar leaves, terminating in en-

largements like the bowls of small spoons and form-

ing small and crowded rosettes, and its large flowers,

which are of a very pure white, longer than those of S.

lingulata, and borne on deep purplish-rose coloured,

glandular stems, aii'ord very sufficient grounds for

regarding this as a distinct species. Same culture.

S. CEUSTATA (Vest ).—A native of the Eastern
Alps. A pretty, dwarf species with short, crusta-

ceous leaves of a greyish green colour, forming
closely-set and crowded rosettes. Flowers white,

of medium size, and borne on glandular stalks.

Same culture.

S. HosTi, Tausch. (syn , S. elatior, M. K.) —

A

native of the Southern and Eastern Alps and of the
Apennines. This species forms large, strong tufts

of rosettes of foliage of a glaucous-green colour.

Leaves, long, broad, regular in shape, and margined
with crustaceous dots. Flowers white, in corymbs.
Culture the same as for S lingulata. The following
variety is also in cultivation : S II. rhajtica (Kerner),

the leaves of which are longer and not so glaucous
and turn red in autumn.

S. ALTISSIMA, Kerner (syn , S. styriaca, Kern).

—

A native of the Eastern Alps. This plant is much
larger than S. Hosti, which it resembles in habit

and general configuration. It bears very large

panicles of white flowers, and is grown in the same
manner as S. lingulata. The varieties S. monta-
voniens-is (Kern.), S. carniolica (Huter), and S
MacNabiana (Hort.) more or less resemble S.

Hosti or S. altissima, and require the same culture.

S. AlzooN (L.).—A native of the mountains of

Europe, Western Asia, and the northern parts of N.
America. A well-known species, grown almost
everywhere, and extremely polymorphous. It

forms very characteristic rosettes of foliage, the
leaves of which are of medium size, of a greyish
green colour, looking as if they were sprinkled with
powdered chalk, and have crenulated edges mar-
gined with white dots. Flowers of medium .size,

white dotted with purple, and borne in erect pani-

cles. This plant is an exceedingly easy one to

grow if planted in a light calcareous soil and fully

exposed to the sun. Multiplied by sowing the
seed and by division of tlie tufts. Of this species
quite a collection of forms, varieties, and hjbrids
now exists. Of these the most noteworthy are S.

notata, Schott. (syn., S. Sturmiana, Schott.); S.

liEtH, Schott. (syn., S. intactft, Willd.); S. Stabiana,
Ten. ; S. robusta, Engl (syn ,S. Maiyi, Schott.; S cul-

trata, Schott ; S. recta. Lap ) ; S. gracilis, Engl.
(syn , S. cprinthiaca, Schott.) ; S Porta;, Stein ; S.

rusularis. Hurt.; 8. Zelebori, S bott. ; S major,
Koch ; S. minor, Kgl- ; S. Sturmiana, Schott. ; S.

marginata, Rgl : S elorgata, Engl,
; S orientali.a,

Engl.; S. Curchilli, Huter; S. sempervivoides,
Hort. ; S dubia, Hort.; and S. californica, Hort. All

these and many more forms and varieties are to be
met with in cultivation, but it is seldom that one
finds them correctly labelled in gardens. We
obtained them from the Belv^di-re Hofgarten at

Vienna, where Herr Maly grew them with the
greatest care, and they are now growing in our
botanic garden of the Linn;ea at Geneva, where
they can be studied by sp cialists.

S. CARTILAGINEA (Willd).—A native of the
Caucasus Mountains, at an altitude of 1100 metres
to 3000 metres. A very well-marked species with
thick, flat, spathulate leaves, terminating in tri-

angular points. Flowers large, with pure %vhite un-

dotted petals, and borne in corymbs. Culture, the

same as for S. lingulata. A variety named S. c.

minor (Boiss.) occurs in some herbariums.

S. KOLENATIAXA (Rgl.).—A native of the Cau-
casus and the mountains of Western Asia. This
species somewhat resembles the preceding one in

its main features, which are still more deeply
marked. Flowers white, borne on very bright pur-

ple stalks. Same culture.

S. Cotyledon, L. (syn., S. pyramidalis. Lap ).

—

A native of the Alps, the Pyrenees, and the arctic

regions of Europe. A superb species, long since

introduced into cultivation. Leaves broad, thick,

of a deep glossy green colour, margined with
powdered crustaceous crenatures, and forming fine

rosettes of foliage, which, under cultivation, some-
times attain large dimensions. Flowers pure white,

rarely dotted with pink. This species belongs to

the flora of the granitic formations, and does not
thrive in any compost or soil which contains too

much lime. It likes a light, porous, and, if pos-

sible, pebbly or gravelly soil, and plenty of sun-

shine. Multiplied by division of the tufts aud by
sowing the seed. The varieties purpurata (Gaud )

and pauciflora (Ser.) occur in herbariums, but aie
not in cultivation.

S FLOKULEKTA, Moretti (syn , Tristylea floru-

lenta, Mor.).— A native of the Maritime Alps. A
very singular species, the rarest and most extra-

ordinary amongst the Saxifrages. The plant forms
closely-set rosettes of foliage from 4 inches to f!

inches in diameter, and concave, but becoming
convex before the flowering occurs. The leaves are
narrow, imbricated, about 2 inches long, and about a
quarter of an inch broad, smooth, fiinged with
glandular hairs, and exhale a resinous odour.

Flowers pink or bright lilac, borne in a thyrsus-

like inflorescence, .S inches to 12 inches long, and
spirally bent for two or three turns, the flowers on
a single stem numbering from 150 to 200. This
species is monccarpous, and, as soon as the plant

has flowered and ripened its seeds, it dies. The
plants, however, often attain a great age before

they flower. I have seen some specimens which
were certainly nearly ICO years old. This singu-

lar species of Siixifrage grows at an altitude of

2000 metres to 3000 n.i'tres in the crevices on the
perpendicular face of the granitic rocks of the
Maritime Alps, between Mt, Golas and Mt. Colomb,
up to the Enchastrat formations on the west.

During a long period of time many attempts were
made to grow this species in gardens, and an incal-

culable number of valuable plants were sacrificed

in fruitlessly endeavouring to icniler them amenable
to cultivation. M. lioissier is, so far as I nm aware,

the onlyper.-on wdio has succeeded in doing so, and
this he has accomplished in his fine botanic garden
at Valeyres (A'aud), where on a quite perpendicular
side of a w.all facing the west he planted 100 speci-

mens of this species nearly fifteen years ago. These
are still living and flourishing, and appear to be
thoroughly established and acclimatised there.

S. MUTATA (L.).— A native of the Alps and

Pyrenees. A curious monocarpous species, with
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broad leaves of an intense deep green colour and
margined with a whitish, crustaceous line, forming
handsome rosettes of foliage. Flowers of a deep
orange-yellow, sometimes passing into vermilion-

red, and borne in panicles with leafy, glandular,

erect stems. Easily grown in loam in a moist and
half-shady position. JIultiplied by sowing the seed.

S. TRANSTLVANICA, Fuss. (syn,, S. dimissa,

Sjhott.).—This is a form of the preceding species,

and is grown in the same manner.

In addition to the foregoing species, there are in

existence a number of hybrids belonging to this

section, the most noteworthy of which are : S.

G ludini, Briig. (Aizoon X Cotyledon); S. Engleri,

Hat. (crustata x Hosti) ; S. pectinata, S:;hott.

(Aizoon X crustata) ; longifolia x Cotyledon, longi-

iolia X cochlearis, &c. These species intercross

with one another so readily that it is almost im-
possible to keep count of their multitudinous off-

spiing of hybrids.

(To he eontimied.)

Trees and Shrubs.

NOTES ON FLOWERING SHRUBS.
A KOTiCEAiJLE feature in connection with our
hardy shrubs this year is that while the majority
of them are much later than usual iu blooming,
tliere are, on the other hand, some that do not
seem to be atfeetpd by the backward state of the

season. A marked instance of this is to be found
in the case of

The Chinese Privet (Ligustrum sinense or
Fortunei), which is already in some places thickly
studded with its beautiful blossoms, though it sel-

dom flowers quite so early in the season, beirg
usually at its best Inter in the present month. This
Privet forms a free growing shrub with spreading
branches, every twig of which is crowded with
small erect clusters of blossoms. It is seen to

great advantage treated as a lawn shrub, as so
situated the branches will sweep the turf, and a
specimen, when in full flower, is a really magnificent
object. It is easily struck from cuttings, grows
quickly, and will thrive better than many shrubs
even on dry sandy soils.

Si'iR.EAS.—A notable form now at its best is S.

splendens, concerning the correct nomenclature of
which there seems to_be some difierence of opinion.
There need, however, be none with regard to its

value as a beautiful flowering shrub, for it blooms
when the bulk of the Spirseas are past. It forms a
dense growing bush about a yard high, whose
slender upright stems are terminated by dense flat-

tened corymbs of rich reddish pick coloured blos-

soms. So numerous are the shoots, and so freely
are the Bowers borne, that the upper part of the
entire plant is quite a mass of bright tinted blooms
With regard to the confusion in the name of this
Spii;ca, I may 5ay it is by muny looked upon as a
garden form, and in the ' Dictionary of Gardening "

described as a variety of S. japonica, not the her-
baceous one, but that commonly known as S. cal-

losa. Now at Kew S. fplendens is regarded as
synonymous with S. betulifolia, the flowers of which
are in the above mentioned book described as
creamy-white, and by Loudon as white. The late

Mr. Gordon, in an exhaustive essay on Spira3as,

written many years since, speaks of S. cra':pgifolia

and S. betulifolia as being synonymous, while the
description of the plant seems to apply to our S.

splendens. Another notable SpiiaBa just now is S.

callosa or japonicain its various forms, for in addi-
tion to the brightly coloured blossoms, the foliage,

especially when first expanded, is very attractive,

as the young leaves are tinged with crimson, so
that though when mature they lose their bright
colouring ; still, as the plant continues to grow
throughout the season the upper parts of the shoots
are always very showy. So situated that a bush of
this Spiraia is lit up by the rays of the declining
sun it forms a most beautiful object, and the fact
that it continues to bloom for a considerable time
is also another point in its favour.

Thorns.—Perhaps the best known of the late-

flowering Thorns is the Cockspur (Crat^gus crus-

galli), whose beautiful shining foliage and numer-
ous corymbs of pure white blossoms are all points
in its favour. Tlie Tansy-leaved (C. tanacetifolia)
is, however, a superb late-flowering Thorn, a col-

oured plate of which was given in The Garden
some years ago. It is very different from most of the
Thorns, forming a still growing tree without any
pretensions to gracefulness of habit, but its dis-

tinct appearance renders it interesting at all sea-

sons, for during the summer the deeply-cut grey-
ish green foliage is very different from that of the
others, while in winter the ashen-grey bark is most
conspicuous. It is as a flowering tree, however,
that this Thorn is most deserving of notice, as after
nearly all the others are past the entire specimen
is simply a mass of bloom. There are two of the
small growing Thorns that flower as late in the
season as this last, viz , a variety of the common
Hawthorn known as semperflorens, and the North
American C. parvifolia. The former of these is of

French origin, and was first noticed some eiglit or

ten years since. It is now known to many in this

country, and for small gardens bids fair to be in

still greater demand. The usual habit of this va-

riety is that of a dwarf, dense bush, which early in

the season is profusely laden with corymbs of pure
white blossoms, and when they are over a second
crop frequently makes its appearance, to be fol-

lowed by a scattered succession kept up for a
lengthened period. From this circumstance, it is

often possible to find both ripe fruit and flowers on
the plant at the same time, the berries being the
product of the earliest blossoms. When less than
a couple of feet high this little Hawthorn will

flower with the greatest profusion, so that it may
be advantageously employed for many purposes.
The second of these little Thorns, C. parvifolia,

forms a rounded bush about a yard high, clothed
with dark green foliage, while the more vigorous
shoots are furnished with long, slender, reddish
spines. The flowers, which are often solitary, are
comparatively large, being fully half an inch in

diameter. When at its best this Thorn is certainly
a very interesting and pretty shrub.

Rhododendron hihsutu.m.—This is one of the
little alpine Rhododendrons, with deep Box-like
leaves and bright glowing crimson- coloured blos-

soms. Seen in a mass it is very showy, while as an
edging or a foreground to the larger members of

the genus it is just at home.

HrDKANGEA voLUBiLis.—Frequently met with
under the names of Hydrangea scandens and
Schizophragma hydrangeoides, this is in general
appearance widely removed from the more
commonly cultivated members of the genus, as
given favourable conditions it will quickly cover
a good space on a wall, to which the branches
attach themselves by roots after the manner of
Ivy. The flowers, as in the case of the others, are
borne in large flattened heads, but the major por-
tion consists of the small fertile blooms, the large
showy sterile ones being limited to a few scattered
around the outside portion of the cluster. It has
proved itself to be quite hardy, and on a wall is now
flowering freely.

EscALLONiA PiiiLLiPiANA —This pretty little

shrub is by far the hardiest of the Escallonias, and
one well worthy of a place in most gardens, as its

pure white blossoms are borne in the greatest pro-
fusion, and that, too, at a time when most shrubs
are past, viz., about the latter part of July.

T.

The Manna Ash and Judas Tree.—Two
of the most interesting and beautiful of hardy,
small-growing trees are the Manna or Flowering
Ash (Fraxinus ornus) and the Judas tree (Cercis
siliquastrum). For confined places or, in other
words, where ground space will not permit of full-

sized trees being planted, these two are of par-
ticular value, as not only are they of small size,

but, what is equally valuable, they are of unusually
neat growth, rarely requiring the saw or pruning-
knife to keep them in bounds. Then as to quantity
and beauty of flowers produced, both are trees of
the greatest value ; indeed as standard specimens
few others can surpass them, either for beauty of

outline or wealth and elegance of flowers produced.
About the middle of June tlie Manna Ash may be
said to be at its best, for then the abundance of

pure white Spirrea-like flowers hangs in festoons

from almost every branch tip. Well grown speci-

mens of say 20 feet in height, and growing in

fairly rich, but warm soil and where they are not
encroached upon by either roots or branches of

other trees flower with the greatest freedom
from year to year, and few prettier sights in

the floral way can be conceiv.id than the white
plumes of the Flowering Ash swaying in the sunny
breeze. Quite different both in shape and colour

are the flowers of the Judas Tree, these being pro-

duced along the branches and before the leaves

have appeared. They are of a showy pink, plenti-

fully produced, but the tree is of ungainly habit

and in no way comparable in point of outline with
the Flowering Ash.—A. D. W.

THE JAPANESE HAMAMELIS.
The Witch Hazel (Hamamelis virgiuica) of

Eastern America, with its bright yellow flowers

which cover the branches late in the autumn
as the leaves, which are then orange and scar-

let, are falling, is one of the most common and
bett known of our woodland slirubs or small

trees. The genus is confined to Eastern
America, where a single species occurs, and to

Eastern Asia, witli a Japanese species, and
another which has been discovered recently on
the mountains of Central and Western China.

The characters which are used to distinguish

these plants are not important, and to botanists

who look to species largely, and do not give

great weight to geographical distribution as a

factor in their establishment, the three Witch
Hazels might be considered forms of one
species, slightly differentiated by local surround-
ings.

Hamamelis japonica, as it appears in the

Arnold Arboretum, can only be distinguished

from our American plant by its rather smaller

and somewhat thicker, more prominently veined

leaves of a duller green on the upper surface,

and by the fact that the flowers appear in

February or in early Marcli instead of in the

autumn. The number of the nerves of fhe

leaves by which Siebold and /uccarini (Sitz.

Akad. MUnch., iv. , ii., 193) endeavoured to

distinguish the Japanese from the American
species is variable, as has already been pointed

out by Frauchet and Savatier (Euuni. PI. Jap.,

ii., 3C8) ; and in our cultivated Japanese plant

the leaves are very constantly five or six-

nerved, like those of the American species.

The colour of the inner surface of the

calyx-lobes has also been used to distinguish

the Japanese plant. On many of the plants

cultivated in Europe, and in the wild speci-

mens gathered in Japan which I have seen,

the inner face of the revolute calyx-lobes is dull

red. The efl'ect of the contrast between the red

colour of the calyx and the bright yellow of the

petals is striking and handsome, and makes this

form the most attractive, probalsly, of the Witch
Hazels at the time of flowering. But this

colour of the sepals does not seem to be con-

stant. On the plants in the arboretum, which
were originally derived from Segrez, the inte-

rior of the calyx is dull yellow-browu, and the

Bowers can hardly bo distinguished from those

of the American plant except in their rather

smaller size. Another difl'ereuco between the

Japanese plant, as it appears iu tlie arboretum,

and the American species is found in the size of

the per.sistent fruiting calyx, which in the

Japanese plant is confined to the base of the

fruit, while in the American plant it varii'S from
a third to half the length of the capsule. The
relative size of the mature calyx to the fruit ap-

pears to vary, however, on cliii'erent individuals,
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and therefore does not aftbrd a character of

much value. Siebold and Zuccarini {I. c.)

found that the calyx was attached to the base
of the fruit only ; Sir Joseph Hooker {Buf.

Mag., t. 0059) found the same to be true on all

the specimens he was able to examine, while
Franchet and Savatier (/. c), on the contrary,
remarked that " in all the specimens of H.
japonica with ripe fruit that we have before our
eyes the degree of adherence of the fruit to the
calyx diflVrs from a quarter to nearly a half

;

not one of them is attached by the base only
;

and it is not possible to consider this pecu-
liarity as a specific character." Franchet and
Savatier speak of the flowers of the .Japan-

ese and of the American species as identical,

and it is possible, although hardly probable,
that the flora of Japan may contain two
species— one with the red calyx of the plant,

which seems to be the only one cultivated in

England.* It is interesting in this connection,
as bearing, perhaps, on the tendency of Hama-
melis to vary in the colour of its flowers, to note
that I have recently received flowers of the
American Hamamelis with bright red petals

found on a wild plant in Maiden, New York State.

Hamamelis japonica is described as a small
tree in its native country. Here it forms a
spreading shrub of straggling habit, 4 feet or 5
feet high, with stout ashy grey branches which
are at first pubescent, but become glabrous iu

their second year, and marked, like those of the
American species, with small pale lenticels.

They are dark green and glabrous above, and
are coated on the lower surface with pale or
rufous persistent pubescence, and are from 2
inches to 21 inches long by 1 inch or lA inches
broad. The flowers are produced in subsessile

clusters. The calyx is a quarter of an inch
across, with lobes which are rounded at the
apex, slightly ciliate on the margins, dull
orange-yellow, and reflexed at the flowering
period. The petals are strap-shaped, three-
quarters of an inch long, and bright canary
yellow.

Hamamelis japonica grows very slowly here,
and, from present appearances, will never be-
come a tree. It is very hardy, and the first

.shrub of the year to flower in the arboretum.
The flowers are bright and cheerful, and their
earlinf ss gives to this plant considerable value
as a garden plant, apart from the botanical
interest which is attached to it. The red-
flowerfd form is not in the arboretum, but,
judging from the figures which have been
published of it, it is a desirable garden plant,
and the most showy member of the genus.

—

Gtirdeii and Fiir<:si.

Lathyrus varieties—How beautiful just now
is a huge clump of Lathyrus Drummondi. It does
not matter whether this be the correct name or
not

; at least we all know what variety is meant.
My big cluster is now covered with hundreds
of reddish carmine spikes of bloom. The flowers
certainly come more profusely each succeeding
year. The variety tingitanus, flowers of which
were exhibited at the Drill -Hall on the 23rd ult.,

should be an annual, and if it be true, is so. It, how-
ever, closely resembles others of perennial habit, and
seems near in appearance and character of flowers
to grandiflorus. It is, however, a very tall grower,
and bids fair to rival Scarlet Runners in height.
The blooms on the main stems are in pairs, but on
the side shoots come but singly. I have grown, but
not to bloom this year, the comparatively little

known heterophyllus, which has flesh-coloured
flowers, and is an herbaceous perennial. The best
known of all the famfly of the perennial type is

latifolius, whether purplish rose, pink, white, or

other hues of colour. One of the earliest and cer-

tainly not the least beautiful is Lathyrus grandi-
florus, whicli invariably produces its rich crimson
flowers in pairs. Fine several year-old clumps of

these hardy Peas roughly trained to branches in

the summer make very effective decorative plants,

and worthily merit a place in any garden. The
hardy Sweet Pea is now of such varied and very
beautiful form, that large clumps of these also in

distinct colours form very attractive features. It

seems strange that some effort has not been made
to engraft the perfume and variations of colours of

the Sweet I'ea upon such a fine perennial form as is

Lathyrus grandiflorus.—A. D.

Stove and Greenhouse.

* This is the Hamamelis arborea of Masters {ll((r-

deners' Chnmldc. IMH), 210, f. ;i8), whiclj is referred
by Hooker to H. japonica.

EOCHEA FALCATA.
This plant is a succulent, indigenous to the Cape of

Good Hope. It is one of a limited genus belonging
to the Natural Order Crassulacea; ; hence it some-
times bears the name of Crassala falcata. It is a
low, small growing plant, with thick, blunt, fleshy

leaves, produced in opposite rows on the stem,
which is also of a fleshy nature. It can be grown
so as to show it in a fully developed state in il-inch

or 7-inch pots. The flowers are of an intense glowing
scarlet colour with a dash of bright crimson. Few
things, either large or small, with which I am ac-

quainted have a more brilliant appearance. It

blooms about the end of summer or beginning of

autumn, according to the way it is treated in the
matter of warmth. Through the winter and from
the time in autumn when the weather comes chilly

and damp, it should have a few degrees more
warmth than ordinary greenhouse stock ; from -1(1°

to 50° during this period keeps it safer than a
lower temperature. If too cool both the leaves

and the stems are liable to damp off, even when the
plants are stood as near the ligho as they can be
got. In common also with most subjects of a suc-

culent nature, it likes a drier atmosphere in the
winter than things in which the texture is more
woody. Comparatively little water is likewise re-

quired by the roots in winter, particularly if the
temperature of the house in which it is located is

allowed to get a little cooler than it likes, but this

must not be carried too far, as the plant will not
bear its roots drying to the extent that the Cactuses
and Epiphyllums will, from which, though classed

as a succulent, it is widely different.

As a plant to stand in the front row of the stage
in a warm greenhouse or conservatory during the
month or six weeks in which the flowers retain their

brilliant colour, few things of a miniature size are
more telling, especially if a dozen or two examples
are distributed amongst other small subjects. The
plant is easily propagated from the leaves, which
should be taken off entire. It is necessary to be care-

ful in removing them that a clean cut is made so that
they are not bruised. After being severed from
the plant they should lie for a day or two on a
dry shelf, so as to allow the moisture at the base to

dry up a little. The leaves should be put singly

into small pots filled with sand, inserting them about
an inch. They may be struck at any time of the
year, provided they are kept at something like an
intermediate or a cool stove temperature. A good
time to put them in is in the autumn as soon as

the plants have bloomed, for then all the leaves

may be used in this way, taking the tops of the

plants with about two or three leaves attached and
striking them separately. The tops will natur.ally

make stronger plants than those that are raised

from the leaves and will flower sooner. The out-

ings should be stood where they can get as much
light as can be given them and be fully exposed to

the air of the house. If confined in a striking

frame or under propagating glasses (i.c , tlie way
necessary for most things) they are liable to decay.

Water must be given sparingly, so as to only keep
the sand slightly damp ; if it is as wet as reqiusite

for most cuttings they are sure to damp. Treated
in this way the cuttings will usually be well rooted

in eight or ten weeks, after which they may be

taken out of the sand, shaking the greater portion

of it away, and put into pots of a, similar size to that

in which they have been struck, well drained and
filled with peat or good yellow loam, in either case

adding about one-sixth or one-seventh of sharp

sand. Young growth, if not already formed, will

soon push from the base of the cuttings. Still

keep them in moderate heat and stood near the

glass. As the spring comes round with more light

and solar warmth the growth will begin to move
more freely, and more w.ater may be given. When
the little pots are fairly filled with roots move
them into others 2 inches larger. No stopping

must be attempted, as the object is to have
the plants confined to a single stem. Unless

where more heat is used th.an is mentioned,
the pots they are now in will in most ca=es

suffice till the spring following. Through the

winter give them the warmth already recommended,
and early in spring move them into 6-inch pots, or

if larger examples are wanted three plants may be
put together into pots a little larger. Treat during
the summer as before, giving them all the light

and sun possible. No sh.ade should ever be used
except it happens to be very bright when they are

in bloom. As the summer advances the flower-

stems will push up, appearing at the tops of the

plants much in the way of those of a Kalosanthes.

The weaker portion of the stock may not bloom for

another year, in which case after wintering them
in the way up to now advised, they may in the

spring be put into pots an inch larger. These, after

an additional season's growth will make much the

finest plants, and produce proportionately larger

heads of flower. Though this Rochea is necessarily

slower to increase than plants that branch out

freely and produce quantities of .shoots that can be
made into cuttings, a considerable stock of it can
soon be obtained from the leaves and tops of the

stems. If after blooming, when the leaves have all

been used in the way advised, the stems of the old

plants are cut down to within about an inch of the

collar, and they .are at once put into a cool stove,

they will produce two or three shoots which should

be grown on together. In the spring turn them
out and shake away half the old soU, putting them
back into the same pots with new material. Grow
them on through the summer in the way advised

for the ordinary stock. Plants of this description

make more progress than such as are struck in the

manner recommended, and will make strong speci-

mens that will bloom well in about twenty months
from the time they were headed back. T. B.

Propagation of Aralias.—The opinion is

rather prevalent, and especially so if we may judge
from the article published in The Garden (p.

5iJ5), that the hothouse varieties Aralia Yeitchi

and Aralia Yeitchi gracfllima are difficult to

propagate from cuttings. Such is really not the

case, for I have not the least difficulty in striking

any of the varieties, at least such as those men-
tioned above, with A. clegantissima, also A.
Chabrieri, and, moreover, after being struck

they grow into handsome plants. Excepting the

Ust variety, it is of no use inserting the

tops of the plants after these have probably
grown too large or tall for general use, but if the

tops of the plants are cut off, lateral growths will

form, and it these are taken off with a heel after

they have grown 'A inches in length, suitable out-

ings which will form roots are obtainable. Instead

of inserting the cuttings in small pots, they should

be inserted in Coco.a-nut fibre refuse in a close,

warm, and shaded propagating case, where if kept
moist they will form roots, when e.ach should be
potted in the compost used for these plants, and be

grown on for a time in the same quarters. As
stated in the article in question, handsome plants

of A. Chabrieri- the lateral growths of which, al-

though these root readily, do not branch— are

obtainable if after rooted and established in small

pots the tops are cut off to within an inch of the soil.

In this way a break, which will grow into a plant,

will be induced. The supposed difficulty of propaga-

tion from cuttings is no doubt answerable for thete

useful plants not being more often seen in private

gardens, for with purchased plants these soon grow
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too large for the purpose of table decoration, and
continually buying in is too costly where economy
has to be considered.—A. Young, AVhcrley Hall.

Concerning the propagation of Aralias

(p. 5i>3), it is said that attempts have been
made to propagate them, and especially A.

Chabrieri, from cuttings taken of the extremities

of the lateral branches. Farther, it goes on to say

that even where successful such a method is of

little use except for the production of plants from
which grafts or cuttings may be obtained. Now
my experience is that not only can A. Chabrieri be
struck without any great difficulty, but that sym-
metrical shaped specimens upon which the whole
beauty of the plant depends can be obtained by
this mode of increase. However, for some time
after these side branches are rooted they behave in

a rather peculiar manner, and grow horizontally, or

nearly so, sometimes for a foot or more. Then
after a while the plant will frequently cease to ex-

tend any further in this fashion, but will push up a
strong shoot near the base. This shoot will at once
assume the character of a leader, mount upwards
quickly, and produce the horizontally growing
branches in a regular manner. When this leading
shoot has made a little progress, the original por-

tion, which is in many cases almost, if not quite,

resting on the pot, may be shortened back, and
finally removed altogether, thus leaving a young,
symmetrically-shaped specimen.—T.

LILIUM UMBELLATUM.
Where flowered in pots under glass the present
season has been a very favourable one for this group
of Lilie.=,as they have opened beautifully, and owing
to the comparatively cold weather have retained
their freshness very much longer than usual, as a
few hot days will suffice to change the colour of the
blossoms to a dull reddish-brown liue. Another
notable feature is that during mild seasons there
is really very little difference in the time of open-
ing between those in pots and in the open ground,
but this year these last are so backward that where
the plants have been protected in any way their

flowering season will be past before those outdoors
expand even their earliest blossoms. In the green-
house they are best associated with some light

coloured Sower.=. thus a group composed of these
Lilies and Spirasas (either jiponica or the newer
astilboides) is veiy pleasing, or various other com-
binations might be suggested. The members of

this group of Lilies are by s^me authorities regarded
as hybrids between the Siberian L. davuricum and
the old Orange Lily (L. croceum), and by others
classed as varieties of L. davuricum. All the forms
are largely grown in Holland, from whence they
are sent to this country in great numbers during the
winter months, and for various reasons are disposed
of in considerable numbers. In the firi^t place they
are cheap, next they may be depended upon to

thrive in most places under anything like favour-
able conditions, while, thirdly, they will be sure to

flower well the first season after removal, which is

more than can te said of some Lilies—L. Szovitzi-

annm, for instance.

For growing in pots these Lilies may be potted
at any time when dormant, using for the purpose
loam lightened by an admixture of leaf mould, well

decayed manure, and sand. The size of the pots
used will depend upon the purposes for which they
are required, for one good bulb will suffice for a pot
5 inches in diameter, or a il-inch pot is usually large
enough for the three, while by increasing the size

of the pots and the number of the bulbs large
masses may be obtained. In potting the top of the
bulbs should, it possiljle, be kept a couple of inches
below the surface of the soil, as the roots which are
freely produced at the base of the flower stems are
thus enabled to strike directly into the soil. When
potted they may be stood anywhere, provided they
ate just sheltered from the frost in a cold frame, or
in a snug spot outdoors, where protected by a few
ashes, leaves, or covering material of some kind
they will succeed perfectly. Directly growth com-
mences the ashes or other covering material must
be cleared away, and if a succession of flowers is

needed the earliest may be removed to a light posi-

tion in the greenhouse, to be followed in a week or

tvro by a few more. When the flowering season is

over a good deal of trouble will be saved if the

plants are knocked out of their pots without dis-

turbing the roots, and laid in or rather planted in

some suitable spot. The bulbs will then ripen and
go gradually to rest in a far more equal state of

moisture than would be the case it confined alto-

gether in pots, while by this latter method con-

tinued watering throughout the summer would be
absolutely necessary.

Useful, however, as these Lilies are in some cases

when grown in pots, it is when planted in the open
ground that they show their real character, and by
means of them some pleasing features may be
formed. They are admirably adapted for planting
among low-growing Evergreens, as the large heads
of bloom are very noticeable cropping up amongst
the mass of foliage, while the slight protection
furnished by the shrubs is very favourable for the
Lilies themselves. Last year at Kew they were
very beautiful treated in this manner, and at the

present season they bid fair to be equally attrac-

tive. There is not a very wide range of colour

among the Lilies of this group, and the nomencla-
ture of the different varieties is certainly most con-
fusing, the names being frequently used almost
indiscriminately. Four good varieties when they
can be obtained true are grandiflorum, orange-red

;

incomparabile, the darkest form of all ; erectum. a
tall-growing plant with large cup-shaped blossoms

;

and fulgidum, a bright glowing flower. These
Lilies are all perfectly hardy, and under favourable
conditions will, if allowed to remain undisturbed,
form large clumps. Of late years, however, a dis-

ease has been on the increase among Lily bulbs,

the old Madonna Lily (L. candidum) being a fre-

quent sufferer, whilst those of the umbellatum
group are often attacked by it. I have seen
clumps which had been undisturbed for years and
that flowered abundantly every season suffer so

much that though no traces of injury were visible

at the time of blooming, tlie foliage died off a little

sooner than usual, while the following spring
scarcely any of them were visible above ground.
The bulbs on e.xamination were found to be quite

soft, watery, and of a peculiar green colour.

Since then many instances of the same disease have
come under my notice. It seldom seems to attack
the allied L. Thunbergianum or elegans, though
the other remarks above will apply with equal
force to it, either as a Lily forflowering under glass

or in the open ground. As the bulbs are much
smaller .-.nd the plant altogether less vigorous,

more bulbs must be put in a pot, while in the open
ground the flower-spike will not over-top even the
dwarfest shrubs, so that they should be planted in

the foreground. There is a far greater range of

colour to be found in the varieties of L. Thunbergi-
anum than in the case of L. umbellatum, as the
forms of the smaller Lily vary from light buff-yel-

low to the deepest blood crimson, while they do not
all bloom at the same time. As with the other,

many of the forms of L. Thunbergianum are grown
largely in Holland and sent to this country in con-
siderable numbers during the winter, while large

quantities are imported from Japan, among them a
few forms that our Dutch friends do not seem to

have yet taken in hand. Two cf the best of all the
varieties of L. Thunbergianum are Alice Wilson,
yellow, and Van Houttei, deep crimson, both of

which were beautifully shown in a coloured plate in

The Garden for November 8 last year. Other
varieties, some of which can be obtained at a very

cheap rate, are Prince of Orange, buff-yellow ; ful-

gens, dee]! red
; biligulatum or lateritum, reddish

brown
;
pictum, yellow, splashed more or less with

crimson ; and venustum, which is remarkable from
the fact that it does not flower till all the others
are past. It is rather taller growing than the rest

of them, while the blooms are of a clear ledcish
apricct colour, very like these of the Japanese
L. Batemannia;. Two of the most distinct forms ot

L. Thunbergianum sent here from Japan are omen-
tum or hiematochroum, the blooms of which are of

deep blackish blood-red tint, a very uncommon
and richly coloured flower. The second, robustum
or guttatum, has its prominent features well ex-

pressed by these two varietal names, as it is the

most robust of all of them, while the spotting of

the flower is far more pronounced than in any other

variety of L. Thunbergianum. The flowers of this

are large, of a rich orange colour, and copiously
spotted with brown. I have heard this Lily spoken of

as a hybrid between some form of L. Thunbergianum
and L. umbellatum, but I should be inclined to re-

gard it as doubtful, for among other reasons I have
never seen L. umbellatum itself sent here from
Japan, even among the Lily mixtures which are

sometimes utilised to fill the required number of

cases. H. P.

A VEGETABLE MAN-TRAP IN AUSTRALIA.

There is in cultivation a small white-flowered
greenhouse shrub named Bauera rubioides, which
belongs to the Saxifrage tribe. It is a native of

Australia and Tasmania, and is quite an innocent-
looking little plant

;
yet in some parts of its natice

country it is said to have sometimes caused the loss

of human life. The following account has been
furnished by two gentlemen residing in Tasmania,
both of whom have been entangled in its meshes,
and only escaped with great difliculty. My friend,

Mr A. J. O. writes as follows :
—

The Baupra is not a creeper or climber, but only a
plant that is weak in the legs, having a very thin stem
so flexible that it usually supports it elf against its

neighbours, growing up arrd hecoming entangled with
them. A Bauera scrub often commences very insi-

diously, so that a person not used to it may find him-
self in the thick of it before be knows where he is, for
at the oirter edge of the patch the plant grows only
as an erect little plant about IS inches high, while in

the very heart of the scrub it may reach 10 feet or
sometimes even 'l\i feet high. As you get into the
thick of it you find it a more and more tangled mass,
till you become at length so enveloped in it as to ren-
der movement almost impossible. Ynir cannot cut it

with an ax-*, because it yields and offers no resistance
to the blow, and even when cut with a knife or hill-

hook, the confused mass of tangled rope-like stems
falls more closely about you. All you can do is to

struggle and flounder on to your speedy exhaustion.
More jver. you cannot see where yt^u are going, ar d
may be within a few yards of the outside of the i)atch

without knowing in which direction to go.

Another gentleman who knows the plant well,

and who once only escaped from its embraces in a
state of utter exhaustion, gives the following
account:

—

A really good specimen of Bauera scrub occupies the
whole of the ground, having either smothered the
other vegetation, or having covered ground oLce
cleared by hush fires, and usually on low-lying ground.
In the gullies leading down to such places it grows
mixed with Tea tree and large tussocks of cutting
Grass, and here you can force your way through it,

though never easily. It is where it occupies nearly
the whole ground that the real trouble is. The Bauera
throws up from the roots, which grow pretty thickly
together, a number of slender stems up to about half
an inch in thickness and tapering very gradually. These
are interlaced with one another in all directions until

the whole becomes one compact mass — if one can ap-
ply such a term to what has no solidity. I have seen
it growing in this way to a heijjht of 7 feet or S feet,

the stems being as plialilc as a cart-rope and almost as
ditlicult to break. Of course, a track can te made
through Bauera scrub by cutting it with strong knives
or billhooks, and then tearing and treading down the
cut portion as you go on, but to the solitary hushman
or explorer it is urost ftirrnidable. He will perhaps
try to wriggle along the damp ground under it, but he
soon finds Ibis to be impossible ; then he tries to tear
the stems apart and struggle through When lie is

exhausted with this work he will perhaps climb up
some eld stump, and try to tluunder along the top of

the scrub, hut he soon sinks helpless into the yielding
mass. The most extensive and densest Bauera scrubs
are found on the cold damp soils derived from the
Silurian aud Cambrian schists and clay slates of the
west of Tasmania.

These accounts are interesting as showing what
different forms the same plant may assume when
growing under different conditions. The species here
referred to is found in all Sout hern and Eastern Aus-
tralia as far as Queensland, but it is only apparently
in the damp soil and climate of Western Tasmania
that it attains the luxuriance of growth here de-
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scribed, and becomes a real danger to the solitary
traveller, who may become heedlessly caught in its
tangled meshes. A. R. W.

Books.

SKETCHES OF VILLAGE BUILDINGS.*
Tdis is a little book concerning the beauti-
ful buildings which happily adorn many of
our villages in the south of England (Surrey,

. Sussex and Kent), and each when well done is

amongst the snugfe;iest as well as the most
charming .summer buildings that exist. Wher-
ever we travel we never see anything quite so
pretty as the English cottage garden, and some
of its beauties are undoubtedly owing to the
cottage. We have nothirg but praise for the
book, but plans might easily have been given
in connection with the subject, which would
have made the work all the more valuable.
There is nothing of the false and over-decorated
in the illustrations given. They are simple
cottages of the genuine sort. The following is

an extract from this excellent little book :

—

Lodges, another form of cotiage, are en too pre-
tentious a scale. They should in no sense compete
in character or imporiance with the house to wijich
they lead. The smaller and lower, within reason,
they can be made the better, and if the accommo-
dation can cocveuiently be had on the ground
floor without spreading out the buildicg too much,
this will generally look the best. It is well for a
lodge to look quiet, comfortable and consistent,
and to have more of the character of a cottage
than a house. It is deplorable to see the hopeless
effect and waste of money in the case of many
modern lodges. The first idea seems to be a desire
to have something very pretty, and ideas worked
out on this plan are mostly unsucce.-sful. There
used to be a wholesome principle that nothing of
this kind ever looked right unless it carried on the
face of it, in a simple and business-like way, its

main object and purpose. There are lodges so pre-
tentious and lofty as to be almost mistaken for
the house to which they lead, and where often
the inhabitants are far too important to think of
opening the gate, except, perhaps, to " the family."
When built, they are sometimes found so large
that some very superior person is put in upon the
understanding and hope that the gate will be at-

tended to, but, except for the master or mistress,
they are much above their work, and strangers may
call " Gate, gate," until they are hoarse, and even-
tually have the pleasure of opening it themselves.
Few things are so unsatisfactory as these preten-
tious places and people ; whereas a consistent,
quiet, and well arranged lodge always looks well,
and should be made by its very appearance to give
a kind of welcome.

The usual habit of importing and planting all

manner of Kirs and shrubs, which in course of
time grow up and make the approach road more
like the entrance to a cemetery than a house, is

very objectionable, whilst nothing can look more
suitable and lovely than the natural trees and wild
shrubs of the district—Beech or Oak, Elm or Ash,
Dog Rose, Hawthorn, Gorse, wild Brier, with the
lovely tangle of Travellei's Joy, and the rest. All
these properly treated will give far more pleasure
than the best selected specimens in the world,
very well in their place, but not here. Anything
that takes away from the natural feeling of the
landscape or country and suggests the idea of dis-
play can never look right or give satisfaction. An
entrance through a covered gatewav, with lodge
attached, always gives an old-fashioned dignity
and comfortable character. The gate can be
opened more readily under cover, and there is more
of the feeling of protection from the outside world.
The use of iron gates and railings for an entrance
lodge rarely looks well, unless done on a good scale
and leading to a very important house

; even then,
however good the design may be, the effect gives a

cold and draughty appearance. When the railing
is mounted in the ridiculous way so common now
for small, cheap villas, cemetery tombs, and lodge
entrances, it, as a rule, looks simply repulsive, and
costs often more than a stone or brick wall or an
Oak cleft fence, either of which would answer
every end required with far more consistency and
dignity. It is better to expend money in extra
substance of walls than in anything having display
for its object.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

• " Sketches of Village liiiildiriga from Designs." liy
Jas. Williams. London : Beutley and Son.

Heuchera sanguinea.—This does remarkably
well in the rock garden here. Its pleasing flowers

form a nice contrast to the other inmates of the
rockery.— T. B F.. Sfanh'it Hall (iardeus^ Briihjnortlt.

Large Veronica Hulkeana.—Mr. Greenwood
Pirn sends \is a photograph shov\ing a remarkably tine

specimen of this Veronica. It is in fine bloom and
muTit be very etfective.

Peach Hale's Early.—I forward a fruit of

Hale's Early. Itisa fine sort both f..-r indoors and out-

side, and while it always crops well, the fruit grows to

a good size and is of good flavour.—H. iI.\RivHA3i,

Meren-orth CaKllc.

*#* Large and of good flavour ; better in this respect
than the general run of market Peaches.— Eo.

Plovs^ers from Berwick —I send you blooms
of Pnlemonium Kichardsoni var. Eergusoni flor. alb.

raised by Mr. Ferguson, of Dans. It is very dwarf,

and true to the P. humile character. You will al-o

find (lerauium pratense fl. albo, Vicia sepium (Bush
Vetch) fl. albo. These I found growing wild.— C.

Stuart, Hillside, Cldrnside.

Calceolaria plantaginea.—Herewith I enclose

you a small x^ieco of the above Calceolaii-i. It forms

a very p etty group in the lierbaceous border in front

of tiller subjects ; it is also a very useful plant for tlie

rockery. The plant is perfectly hardy in this cold dis-

trict, having withsfcord the past severe winter un-

harmed.—RoBEKT Elliott, Harbottle Castle, Both-
hnnj, y.rrthuinherland.

A fine Rubens Rose.— I send you a photo-

graph which I took on the 12th ult. of a Rubens
Rose in flower at Malwcod. I'nfortunately, the

background of red brick rather spoils the picture,

as, indeed, red always does in photography. The
large-leaved plant on the right is the Eriobotrya

japonica (the Lcquat of Madeira) which has
weathered the winter well. We had the thermo-
meter once as low as 5°.— L. V. Harcourt,
Miihvood.

»„* A very interesting photograph, which we
hope to engrave, showing a many-flowered plant of

this Rose.- Ed.

"What is the purple Sage P—Mr. Alfred

Parsons, who is making the journey from the Black
Forest to the Black Sea, writes thus on June 27 :

" We have had a lovely journey so far good
weather, fine scenery, pleasant companionship, and
masses of flowers everywhere. The Iwigged Itobin

and Knotweed in the upper part of the liver made
the meadows quite pink. Why do not we have
plenty of that fine purple Sage in England 1 Every-

where here it grows plentifully, and is quite a new
note of colour. On the rocks by the river are big

clumps of Cheddar Pink. Geranium sanguineum,
bright blue Veronica, and Saxifrage with dusty
rosettes of leaves and long heads of yellowy white

flowers. We have been sleeping' out of doors in

our canoes drawn up on the banks and are suffer-

ing nothirg from sunburn.

Cypripedium spectabile in the open bor-
der.— I send you a spike of the pretty Nurth Ameri-
can Orchid Cypripedium spectabile. This is one 'of

twenty-seven spikes furnished by one plant grow-
ing here in the open border. A> out sixteen years

ago I made a little border 2 yards square, taking

away the ordinary soil, which was of a light gravelly

nature, and filling in with a mixture of peat and
loam. I then put in one plant of Cypripedium
spectabile; this took kindly to the soil and kept

on increasing. No one need be afraid to try and
grow this interesting plant in the open border it

he will only use plenty of peat and loam, and keep
the plant liberally supplied with water during the

growing season. I also grow Cypripedium parvi-

florum in the same border, and had eleven beauti-
ful spikes on one plant this season. I may just

mention that the Epipactis americana grows most
luxuriantly under the same conditions, and I have
some diihcnlty in keeping it within reasona^de
bounds.—Thos. B. Fikld, Stanh-y Ball Gardens,
Jlrhhjnortli.

*„* A handsome spike, the flowers large and the
foliage remarkably vigorous and healthy.—Ed.

Odontoglossum cordatum.— I beg to for-

ward f )r your inspection, in a separate box, a spike
of Olontoglossum cordatum which has recently
opened with me, and would ask you kindly to say
whether it belongs to any named variety, as the
flowers appear to be more richly coloured than the
type.—C. B. L. S.

*^* The flowers appear to be those of a good
variety of the plant named, richly coloured, and of
good size. A very much darker form is figured in

Bateman's work on the Odontogl jssums. It varies

considerably in the colour of its flowers.—W. H. G.

Flowers from Langport.— Messrs. Kelway
and Sons send us from their nurseries at Langport
some very handsome forms of Delphiniums and
Pasonies. Of the Delphiniums, very fine were Felix,

deep blue, veined purple, large white eye ; Her-
mione, semi-double, azure, ard pink ; and W. H.
Smith, blue, veined rose, semi-double. A great
advantage of the Delphinium is that a long succes-
sion of bloom may ba had. 'I he colours of the
Pa3onies ranged from pure white to purple-crimson.
The most striking of these sent was Sainfoin, of a
beautiful self rose colour. There ii no more showier
or more effective sulj?ct than the Pieony in its many
colours for the herb.iceous border, large beds, or
for planting on the margins of shrubberies.

Styrax japonica.—We send for your inspec-

tion a spray if Styrax japonica cut from the
original plant introduced about twelve years ago.
The plant is 10 feet high and 8 feet through at the
base, and has stood the severest winters we have
h.ad since its introduction without the slightest

injury. It is now literally covered with its chaste
and fragrant blossoms. - Jam lis Veitch and Sons.

*^* The effect of a large bush of this, its white
flowers like tiny bells hanging abundantly on
slender stalks, must be seen to be realised. It is

one of the most beautiful shrubs we have ever seen.

—Ed.
Mp.sdevallia Davisi.—This species has always

been highly valued by lovers of Masdevallias on
account of the exceptional colour of its flower.-',

which are generally of a bright canary-yellow—

a

shade not often seen in this, or indeed any class

of Orchids. One of the largest plants we have
hitherto seen was sent to the Drill Hall meeting on
June 23 from the Barford Lodge collection ; it was
in the best of health and bore thirty or more fully

expanded flowers. The species was originally dis-

covered in 187:') by Mr. D.ivis, one of Messrs.
Veitch's collectors, on the Eastern Cordillera of
Peru. It is found at elevations ranging from
111,500 feet to 12.000 feet above sea level, and is

therefore essentially a mountainous plant— few
Orchids occurring at higher altitudes. It is de-

sciibed as growing in crevices of rock where Moss
and other decaying vegetable matter have gathered.
Although plentiful enough on the particular area
where it was fir.-t found, its natural range is veiy
restricted and entirely confined within the altitudes

above given. The leaves are ti inches to S inches
long, thick and leathery in texture, the base beirg
narrowed into a petiole. The scapes stand clear of

the leaves and bear a single flower, which is from
1 inch to \\ inches broad and :! inches from the
tip of the upper sepal to those of the lower ones.

The species shows considerable variation in colour,

the deepest coloured ones being orange-yellow,

whilst othersare of a light primrose-yellow. It re-

quires tlie same treatment as M. Harryana.

Griselinia littoralis.— I see in a late number
of The Gaudkn a request for some information

about the Griselinia littoralis. In this neiglibour-

hood - clce to the sea— it grows with great luxuri-

ance, making in the course of a few years bushy
plants from li feet to 10 feet high, covered from the
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ground with glossy evergreen leaves of a peculiar

lively green colour. Its flowers, emerald-green,

are very numerous, but it does not seed with us.

Sj far as I know, it will flourish only close to the

sea, but there it stands both wind and spray better

than any other shrub. Nothing short of a hurricane

seems to vex it. It is easily propagated ; slips root

in our light soil almost I'ke Willows. It bears any
amount of clipping, but left to itself, as it ought to

be, it assumes after a few years a very graceful

form. In a very short time it will cover a wall on
which Ivy cannot live. I have tried many plants

cf it in inland gardens, but they have refused to

grow or almost to live there. It is said to come
from Southern New Zealand, butabont this I have
no sure knowledge. The Pernettja mucronata of

much lower growth seems to be almost equally

hardy close to the sea. A hedge may be easily

made of it by breaking up two or three old plants,

which in a few years will be 4 feet high, if carefully

clipped ia spring. It affords an excellent shelter,

and in winter its bright berries are very cheerful.

The Esoallonia macrantha is by no means so hardy
as the Griselinia, but it grovs here to a great size,

10 feet or 12 feet high, and it has the advantage
of many and beautiful flowers. With us slips are

inserted when a hedge is needed for shelter, and
most of them root and grow without more trouble.

Perhaps I should add that in this clinate Camellias
and Myrtles grow and flower when trained on a
wall without any winter covering, and with them
many other half hardy plants. Last winter killed

our Geraniums even when trained on a wall, bat
through other winters they have often stood almost
unhurt. -NoKTH AyRSHiHE.

Raspberry prospects.—These were not sufli-

ciently far advanced to be injured by the May
frosts, and I have never seen them look better. All

have broken strongly, and from the top to near the
bottom the canes are well furnished with strong
branches heavily set with fruit. Suckers are baing
thrown up with the greitest freedom, but those
who do not neglect their Rispberries take good
care that too many of these are not allowed to re-

main to s nother each other and crowd the fruiting

canes. That sturdy growing, he.avy cropping,
large-fruited variety C.artst's Prolific is the favourite

here, this doing remarkably well without stakes or
supports of any kind.—II. H.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The exhibi-

tion of small fruits and conferences will be held on
Tuesd.ay and Wednesday, July 7 and s next, in the
ga'dens at Chiswick. Medals and money prizes are
offered in the following classes - eighteen bunches
of hardy perennials, distinct; twelve bunches of

hardy perent'ials, distinct : eight bunches of hardy
perennials, distinct ; six dishes of Strawberries, dis-

tinct, not less than thirty fruits to a dish ; four
dishes of Strawberries, diftinct ; one dish of Straw-
berries ; coUecti >n of Raspberries ; collection

of Currants ; two dishes of ripe Gooseberries,
distinct ; six dishes of green Gooseberries, distinct

;

new plants and flowers ; new fruits and vegetables
;

three dishes of Peas, twenty-four pods each, of
Sharpe's Sir F. A. Millbank, Sharpe's Queen, and
Shirpi's Triumph ; six varieties of Gaillardias, five

blooms of each (silver Kelw.ay medal). On Tuesday
the conference on hardy summer-flowering peren-
nial plants will commence at 2 p m., and the papers
to be read are as follows— (ipening addre.ss by Mr.
W. Marshall, chairman :

" Some Results from Wild
Gardening," by W. Robinson, F L S ; "On Some of

the Summer Flowers of my Garden," by the Rev. H.
Ewbank, MA.; " Herbaceous Plants," by the Kev.
A. Rawson, M A. ;

" The Picture=que of Plardy Sim-
mer Perennial Plants," by Miss Jekyll ; Mr. Potter
(of Messrs. Backhouse, York) has also been asked
to read a paper. ( )a Wednesday the conference on
Strawberries, Gooseberries, Raspberries, Currants,
and other small frui's will also commence at 2 p m.,
and papers to be read on that occasion are an open-
ing address by Mr. G. Bunyard, chairman :

" S'r.aw-

berries for Private Gardens," Mr. W. Allen

;

" Strawberries for Forcing." Mr. G. Norman

;

" Gooseberries for Private Gardens," Mr. D. Thomson

;

" Gooseberries for Exhibition," Mr. C. Leicester

;

and " Raspberries," by Mr. G. Wjthes. The patent
Fruit Evaporator will be at work from 12 to 2
o'clock.

Fruit and vegetable cominittea awards

—

Your recent report of the proceedings of this com-
mittee of the Riyal Horticultural Society is in
error in stating that a Cucumber exhibited from
Farnham received a certificate of merit. It was
proposed that a certificate should be granted to it,

but the votes for and .against were equal. A second
putting of the question by the chairman showed
that seven were for the certificate and eight against.
Thus the certificate was not gr.anted. No doubt
the sample of Cucumber shown was a meritorious
one, but I could not see in what respect it diflfered

from or w is superior to some others already in cul-
tivation. Those who have seen such forms as
Lockie's Perfection, for instance, must .admit that
only simething truly remarkable could excel it.

Somehow we have made little progress in Cucum-
bers, an! rarely see of long forms such perfect
fruits .as were the e.arlier ones of Tender and True,
for instance. With .all the Ion? fruiting kinds
short necks are rare ; with the shorter fruits they
.are common. Gre.at fruitfulness is also common,
and there is no chance that we shall ever find
Cucumbers that will be more free bearers than
plenty known in commerce for the past twenty
years. A Cucumber may exhibit revival of some
of the best qualities of older sorts, but it is hardly
new any the more, and the award of a certificate
of merit is usually held to indicate novelty, im-
provement, and undoubted merit. Very few indeed
of the newer Cucumbers of to-day show these
features, because we seem long since to have made
our Cucumbers as good as they can be, only often
the best features of a v.ariety are badly preserved.
It is easv, of course, to be impatient in making
awards of certificates, but it is far easier to be free
in granting them. Only very superior sterling
merit should be recci";nised.—A. D.

to the purchase to the extent of £500 an acre, but
the Vestry wanted them to increase the amount
and pay half the cost of laying out. The com-
mittee thought they might contribute £1875 to-
wards laying out the ground, but to this Mr.
Be,aohcroft moved and Mr. Myer seconded as an
amendment that the request be acceded to con-
ditionally on the purchase and laying out being
completed and the ground being opened to the
public within a period of twelve months. This was
agreed to and the committee's proposal rejected.

Public Gardens.

Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—The committee
met at the Hotel Windsor on the 2Gth ult., Mr
William Mar.-hall in the chair. The balance at
the bank was stated to be £501 IGs. 2d. The
secretary reported he had received a good number
of collecting cards returned from the national
collection, and there w.as every prospect it would
result in a considerable addition to the fund. The
quarterly allowance to the thirty-nine children on
the fund, amounting to i'12i; 15s., was ordered to be
paid. The details of the Rose fan- and floral fete
at the Crystal Palace on July 15 were arranged.
Many promises of support have been received, also
of gifts of Roses for sale, and groups of plants to
add to the attractions. Arrangements for special
facilities of tr.ansit are being made with the rail-
way companies, and there is every probability that
the success the committee so much desire will be
secured.

OBITUARY.

St. Jarnes''s Parish Churchyard, Clerken-
well.—An i'lterestinsr aud necessary addition was made
to tbe number of public recreation spaces hy the open-
ing, on Tupsday, of St. James's Parish Churchyard,
Clerkenwell. The tombstones have been carefnlhy
covered oyer, and an area of about an acre arouud the
church laid out in a very tasteful manner, at an ex-
pense of tlOOO, while seats and benches were given by
the Metropolitan Public Gardens Association.

Chelsea Hospital Gardens.—The Marquis of
Ripon has given notice to ask the Paymaster-General
on Friday whether he can give any assurance that the
gardens of Chelsea Hospital shall at the close of the
present Naval Exhibition revert to their former use as
pleasure grounds freely open to the public

; and that
no part of the land scheduled iu the Act " Heorge IV.
chapter llj, shall he diverted from this purpose.

Eavenserofc Park.—The finance committee
reported that by the Metropolitan Board of Works
(Various Powers) Act, 1887, the Vestry of Hammer-
stnith was required to contribute towards the cost of
this park a sum not exceeding one-half of the cost. The
amount expended was 1:58,875 7s. 7d., and the Vestry
having paid .£29.001) on account, there was a balance
now due from them of ,t428 ISs. !)d. As it was not
expected that any further disbursement would be
required, it was agreed to ask the Vestry to pay the
balance.

Proposed open space at Fulham. — In
February last the I'.irks and Open Spaces Com-
mittee reported upon a letter from the Vestry of
Fulham, stating thjit they were desirous of pur-
chasing for the purposes of an open space some
land lying at the corner of Crown Lane and Ful-
ham Palace Road, and that the Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners, who owned the land, were prepared to
accept £1250 an acre for the property. The Vestry
asked the Council to contribute one-half of the
cost, they undertaking the future maintenance of
the ground. The committee had ascertained that I

the land was worth .£1500 per acre, and that an
open space was greatly needed, having regard to
the rapid increase of building oper.ations in the

Sir George M^cleay.-We learn that Sir
George Macleay, of PendelK'ourt,Bletchicgley, Sur-
rey, and Elizabeth Bay, Sydney, died at the Chalet
des Rosiers, Mentone, on Wednesday, June 24 in
his eighty-second year. He was a son of Ale.xan'der
Macleay, formerly Colonial Secretary and Speaker
of the Legislative Council of New South Wales.
For his puslic services to that colony, as well as for
assisting in Au^t^alian explorations, he was created
a C.M.G. in l.^^Uti, and .advanced to K.C.M.G. in
1S75. To horticulturists Sir George Macleay was
chiefly known for his collection of rare and remark-
able plants at Pendell Court. This garden has
been for many years one of the riche.t near
London in ha-'dy and rare p'ants generally. The
plate which we to-day issue with The Gakden was
from flowers grown there.

Verbaseum phoenioeum is the kind alluded to
"?, -,?'"•, J'AKD.-x of June 27, p. 588, under the name
or \ . phlomuides.—A. H.
Crickets in Mushroom house —How can I

best destroy crickets in a Mushroom house ? Poison
has been successtully applied on one occasion, but
chickens and even dogs managed to get piisoned too
for the crickets died outside the Mushroom house.—
H. C.

Names of plants.—J\rar7i,-»gfon.—A species of
Cnryanthes, probably a form of C. maculata but all
colour has g..ne.--.4mn(e«r.-A form of Cattleja
Mendeh.--J II ,U,amsnn.-l, Saccolabium retusum •

i ML f-j
liroiightonia sanguinea

; 3, some species
ot I hohdota, perhaps imbiicata-one would require lo
ses the plant when in flower. /. Tliomps,,,, _]
La;lia elegans, an ordinarv dark form

; 2, Cattleva
intermedia

; .3, Cattleya Mossia>, a good form but
nothing extra ; 4, Epidendrum Grahami. J!. iV s--A very da'k coloured and good form of (idoiiloi
glossuni hastiLibium. G. Craqq.~\ form of Epi
dendrum selligerum. K Il'.-^i, Oncidium divarii
catum

; 2, O. Krameri; 3, Odont<iglossum liebraicum—-T- II i//.-iH.~()>i.-l, a. remarkably good form of
OJontoglossum crispuni, and well shaped

; 2, Odonto.
glossum triumphans ; .", Cattleya Mendeli' 4 c"
Schilleriana. T. W. ,?.—1, Aerides Veitcbi'-

"'

Saccolabium curvif.dium
; :{, Clei-ottoma llnata.

'
~'

.v.—1, Cuphea fulgens ; 2, Euphi.rbia characias •
.3

Spirfea callisa ; I, Pernettya mucronata () ; 5, Salvia
officinalis; 0. Chnis>a ternata. M. J.— SnUx pen
tamlra. P.— I, Allium siculum

; 2, Iris graminea
'

3, Centaurea nigra; 4, specimen got Jc-trnycJ send
another; 5, Geranium pratense (?) ; C, Rubus odo-
ratus. E. Gos/i')i|;.—Please send in fruit. Ju

;^;ghb^:;h;;::^r''^;b<;;;;;;u^^'^'^tSb":iK''''*»°'^™« ^™^'^"«= ---^'^ inawnc^of
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

TREE PLANTING IN PARKS.
Sufficient attention is not directed to park
planting, with a view to render the landscape

scenery picturesque and varied, when marginal
masses, young plantations, clumps, or groups
are being formed in new parks ; it is also neces-

sary from time to time to fill up blanks in park
plantations occasioned by high winds or the de-

cay of trees, if a succession of healthy growing
timber be desired throughout the c juntry. Be-
fore selecting the subjects to form the principal

masses, it is essential to have some knowledge
of the trees most suitable to the various condi-

tions of soil, geological formation and climate.

As a general rule, it is the safest and perhaps
the wisest plan to plant the park belts, marginal
masses, and the larger clumps and groups with

those trees that are found to thrive best and
develop into the finest timber in the locality

where the planting is intended to be carried out.

Trees suitable for forming the principal masses
in the park may be divided into two classes,

thus : Oak, Eliu, Lime, Horse and Sweet Chest-

nut trees, for rich loam and clay soils and some-
what sheltered sites ; Beech, Sycamore, Norway
Maple, and Birch trees for thin poor soils and
on exposed sites. Among Conifers (though not
strictly park trees-), the common and other Sil-

ver Firs, the Douglas and Meuzies Spruces,

and Pinus austriaca, Laricio, Benthamiana,
Jeffreyi, ponderosa, macrocarpa, and many
other hardy aod tall-growing varieties may be

planted on the declivities of hills in groups
amongst the marginal masses to give variety,

contrast, and shelter ; they can also be planted

in groups to form a background to deciduous
trees or prominent hills in the distance to break
the hard, level, sky outline. The best and at

the same time most pleasing and picturesque

effect in park planting can be produced by
grouping with distinct species bold, sweeping
masses of different sizes and irregular shapes, to

avoid giving similarity in size and form of

groups of each dii-tinct kind of park tree, and by
planting smaller groups of the newer and more
beautiful varieties of each species in front of the

common sorts, distributing these latter at wide

and irregular distances apart from tree to tree,

so as not to add a stiff and clump-like appear-

ance to the larger masses. In a judicious

arrangement of groups, ornamental trees, both
dwarf and tall, should exhibit a different outline

to the eye on every side, and although they

should be planted at wide distances apart

to allow every tree sufficient room to develop

its special features of habit and foliage to the

fullest extent, yet these, when viewed at a

distance, should blend into one group. Clumps
of park trees are generally round or oval in

shape, and mostly planted on prominent knolls.

They should be comjiosed of one distinct variety

or species. Groups of dwarf trees may be ad-

vantageously used to soften down abrupt out-

lines of clumps. Mixed groups of fine-foliaged

and flowering trees, of silvery and dark foliage,

of rich autumn-tinted and the more quiet

coloured, the round headed with the fastigiated

forms, and the weeping with the irregular or

oblong forms, should be tastefully distributed

throughout the park, advantage being taken of

the undulating surface by planting the groups
on the rising ground, leaving the hollows or

valleys to form grassy glades. These latter may
occasionally be broken when too great a breadth
of Grass is visible, by planting groups of dwarf
trees in the foreground. Thorns and other dwarf
trees should also be planted near carriage drives,

and on each side of sharp curves or park roads

and drives in scattered groups of various sizes

from a triplet to a score or more. These dwarf
tree forms, when planted ju<liciously, give variety

without abruptness and a more natural appear-

ance generally to the planting. Single specimen
trees of distinct and marked features should be
planted on well chosen spots, but care must be
taken not to plant too many, so as to give a

speckled or chessboard-like appeai'ance to the
park. The leading features to be aimed at in

park planting should be variety, with dis-

tinctiveness, and a system of arrangement with-

out formality. Conifers are only suited for

park adornment at a distance from the man-
sion, on the sides of hills, or prominent high-

lying outskirts ; when planted in the fore-

ground or in the low-lying .sites of parks, either

in clumps, groups, single specimens, or to form
avenues, they are altogether out of character

with true English park landscape planting. The
only exception to this rule is the Cedar of

Lebanon, which may be tolerated near a man-
sion, but even this only when the style of

architecture is Elizabethan, Tudor, Jacobean,
or of some other allied type. G.

DRAINING PLANIATIONS.
In modern forestry, as also indeed in agriculture,

the introduction of a thorough system of draining
is one of the greatest and most beneficial improve-
ments that could be engaged in and as a prepara-
tion to either farm or forest crops. Nothing tends
so much to interfere with the free growth of trees

as a sour, damp state of the ground in which they
are planted, while in the renovation of neglected
plantations a thorough system of drainage is usually
found a matter of first importance. Draining, too,

has a two-fold beneficial effect on the ground, for

not only is the superfluous moisture conveyed
away, but noxious matters arising from various
causes are got rid of, and at the same time atmo-
spheric influences sweeten and render the soil suit-

able for the growth of crops of various kinds.

Trees growing in ground that is surcharged with
moisture are readily detected, for not only do they
wear an unhealthy appearance, but the stems are
usually thickly covered for several feet up with
Mosses and Lichens, these latter being a sure indi-

cation that excessive dampness is present in the
soil. Some trees, to wit, the Alder, and perhaps
Willow and Poplar, can stand out against the in-

jurious influences of excessive damp, but most
other kinds fall a ready prey to this, and soon show
unmistakable evidences that unless timely aid is

at hand their lives will be of short duration.

In renovating existing woods and plantations in

which an excess of water is present in combination
with the soil, great care is necessary to avoid
damage to the roots of the trees ; indeed it would
have been wi^e economy to have taken this work
in hand when the plantations were formed.

The most open portions of the ground must be
chosen, even though the drains do not run straight
or parallel to each other. They may be made of
any depth and width, but '2 feet wide and
2 feet deep, tapering to 18 inches wide at the
bottom, will carry off a great .amount of water. It

is well to remember, too, that in old iind very damp
woodlands it is wise policy first to make the
ditches rather small at first, and gradually increase
the size afterwards, as by adopting this system less

harm is occasioned to the trees by too sudden a
change from excessive damp to p.artial dryness
Open drains are always preferable in the woodland,
they being easily managed and readily examined
from year to year. There Is certainly the draw-
back that they are apt to get filled up by branches,
leaves, weeds, Sec, but this isasm.all evil comp.ared
with the taking up and extracting the roots of the
trees from the pipes, where such are used, and re-

laying again. Even socket pipes, unless firmly and
closely cemented, soon become choked with the
hair-like mops of such trees as the Kim, Willow, &o.
These smaller drains should be run into a main

formed at the lowest part of the ground, and where
a good outlet can be obtained. The main should

be wider and deeper than the others, say :> feet or

•1 feet wide, by 3k feet in depth.

With the warm weather coming upon us drainage

of plantations, where such is necessary, might well

be taken in hand, as it can be more effectually

prosecuted then than at almost any other season.

A. D. W.

RUSTIC SEATS FOR WOODS.
These ought to be good and durable and look as

natural as possible. Eor the purpose I know
nothing better than setts, whether portable or

fixed, made of peeled Oak boughs from Ij inches

in diameter up to -1 inches or 5 inches. Such
miterials are plentiful at this season, and they

ought to be collected and stored in a diy place

where the men can use them in stormy weather
during the winter and on wet days. Crooked and
straight of all sorts should be gathered, as every

piece will come in useful. Straight thick pieces

provide the framework for the seat ; the large bent

elbows make arms and legs in one piece ; the

straight smaller pieces provide the cross-bars for

filling in the seat bottoms laid close together, and
the crooked pieces make the backs and fronts.

Mostly all our seats in the woods are made of

these materials. Some hold only one person, and
can bs lifted and moved about ; some can hold

seven or eight easily, are also portable ; and some
placed round old tree trunks and at walk-sides

hold many more. Ordinary woodmen make and
repair them all, and it is surprising how soon a
handy man will put a large chair together. In

putting a seat round a large tree trunk, the arms
and legs, consisting of one piece with a good round
knee, are set up first ; next the bearers are put in

between back and front, and the seat-bottom filled

in with the small pieces laid across and sawn off

flush with the bearers. Then the back, pretty

well elevated — perhaps to the height of the

shoulders or head— is constructed of what re-

mains, mostly crooked pieces placed crosswise

with e.ich other, just as they come in, and topped
with a stouter frame of the same pattern. The
result is always a rustic-looking, comfortable, and
capacious seat. No man who is the least handy
need hesitate to construct a seat of this descrip-

tion. Given the materials, which, it promiscuously
gathered and plentiful are sure to be right, he has
only got to decide the dimensions and begin, and
as he proceeds bit by bit he will find the task easy
enough. General symmetry of appearance need
not be neglected, but uniformity in the correspond-

ing parts is neither necessary nor desirable. Per-

haps such seats look most natural when not painted

or stained in any way after they get weather-

beaten, but a coat of tr.ansparent varnish annually

makes them last longer. At this season we go over

all the seats and repair them where neelful, and in

this way they last for ever. As for those places of

public resort— that is, in places open to the public

certain days in the week— the seats are of .-impler

construction and stronger, consisting generally of

a stout tree-trunk cut flat by the axe on one side

andnailedontotwoupright pieces— one at each end
—sawn off and set on end. On any new seat of

this kind the visitor at once begins to inscribe his

initials with a knife, but the structure is too stable

to be much affected by such carving^ Y._

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.—ThU joumat is pub-
tUltai in iHdtli/ bound Monthli/ Varts. In this foi'm the

coloured ptates am best preserved, and it is most suitable for
reference previous to the issue of the half-yearli/ volumes. Price

\s. ad. ;
post free. Is. 9d. Complete set of volumes of The

GAHVF.ti from ils commencement to end of IS'.'O, thirty-eight vols,,

price, cloth, £-1^ As.

"Gardening Illustrated" IVIonthly Parts. — 7'A,.s

Journal is published in neatt// bound Monthly Parts, in irhirh

form it is most suitablefor re.lereni-e pvtvious to the issue of the

'leavh/ Tolunies. Price 5d.
',
postfr<e,iid.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Piirts.—This journal is

publishid in math/ hound Monlhli/ P<uts,in xchich farm it is

most suitable for cftyence precious to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price ^nl.
;
post free, 8(i.

"Hardy Flowers."—Giving descriptions of upwards oj
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Edition, 1.1. ; po..<t free. Is, Sd.

London : 37, Houthampton Street, Strand, W,C,
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : changu it rather ; but
The Art itself 19 Nature."—Shaicespeart,

Kitchen Garden.

ERRORS OF CROWDED PLANTING.
The errors of close planting are more apparent

n the kitchen garden than probably any-

where else. It is generally in the smaller

gardens where this mistaken economy is prac-

tised to its greatest extent. That the system

cinnot be too strongly condemned we have
almost daily proof, for where the various crops

are so crowded together, the sun and air, which
are so beneficial and desirable, cannot perform
their allotted functions. The first error of this

crowded planting is generally seen in the seed

bed as regards those crops which have to be
transplanted elsewhere, such as Lettuce and the

various Brassicas. In the majority of instances

the same amount of seed spread over three

times the quantity of ground would produce
plants which would defy the drought of

summer, and also the cold of winter. Where
Lettuces are sown thickly the plants soon
become crowded together, and instead of form-
ing sturdy little plants, the main stem lengthens
to such an extent, that the formation of hearts

is an impossibility, and the plants (juickly run
to seed.

The results of the past winter should afford

many useful lessons, especially as regards the
various Brassicas, which will be planted during
the next few weeks. The more widely disposed
the plants are the better will they be able to

successfully withstand frost and damp, for dur-
ing a wet time this latter is almost as destruc-

tive as frost, and where the plants are crowded
together, these often remain damp for days
together. Take the Brussels Sprout as an illus-

tration. It is impossible for this to prove
profitable with close planting, for hardy as it is,

damp is often answerable for more failures than
frost, and the more sheltered the garden the
greater is the precaution necessary to avoid
planting too c!osely together. During a warm
and wet autumn the plants keep on growing
until very late in the season, and the closer

together the plants are the more likely are they
to draw up at the expense of forming solid

sprouts. At this time the error is generally

seen, and to guard against destruction from
damp, those in charge resort to lopping
off the side leaves, so as to obviate the
evil as much as possible, or else they
soon become a decaying mass. With free

txposure to the sun and air, the stems, instead

of drawing up to an inordinate length, grow
steadily and well, and the side leaves, instead of

dying away, form a natural covering to the side

sprouts. Planting any of tlie winter Kale,

Broccoli, or even Savoys or any of the dwarfer
growing winter greens between rows of Pota-
toes is a system to guard against if possible,

and I would sooner grow fewer Potatoes or

even have the rows closer together, so as to

have separate ground than plant between the

rows. That the practice of planting between
rows of Potatoes cannot be obviated in all

gardens I am well aware, especially with those

of small size, but there are instances where
this system is looked upon as a natural out-

come of the routine of cropping. The plants

when first set out are overshadowed by the

Potato haulm ; consequently they draw up
weakly and are devoid of that stamina which

is so essential to enable them to pass through a

severe winter, and are also not nearly so pro-

ductive as they should be. The rows of Celery

are often arranged far too closely together, and

here we may resort to double cropping with ad-

vantage, so as to economise the room where the

rows are set out from 5 feet to feet apart.

According to my experience and observation.

Lettuces never thrive better than when planted

along the ridges, and as the autumn draws

near the plants are eflectually guarded against

destruction from damp. Not only Lettuce, but

such vegetables as French Beans, Turnips, or

any dwarf quick growing crop may be planted

with advantage, so that these may be off by the

time the soil is required for earthing. The
want of sufficient soil for earthing is often the

cause of the destruction of Celery by frost.

Turnips, again, also sutt'er from the evil of

close cropping, especially in the case of

those for winter use or storing. Coupled

with the rows being arranged far too closely

together, the seed is sown much too thickly,

and, besides the loss of time entailed through

the process of thinning, the bulbs do not

form as they should do. It must also be

understood that the varieties which make
their growth during the late summer and

autumn months form much larger tops than

those of summer growth, so the rows must be

arranged accordingly. Each plant, as it were,

must have sufficient space allowed in the

operation of thiuning, so as to have room for

developing both the Ijottom and top growth.

Amongst the various crops provided for winter

and early spring use Parsley is one of the most
prominent, but yet in many gardens it is as ill-

provided for, or more so, as any other crop,

and there are more failures with this through the

error of allowing the growth to become crowded

during the earlier stages of growth than from

any other cause. Allowing each plant room
for free development, so that the growth may
be enabled to become well matured, goes a long

way towards ensuring satisfactory results.

A. Y. A.

Tomatoes diseased.—I send you a sample of

Tomato Orangefield. The house we grow them in

is well adapted for Tomato growing ; some are

planted out, and others are in lOinch pots. We
grow Trophy and Orangefield alternately in rows.

As soon as the fruit of Orangefield begins to swell

a small black spot appears, and grows larger and
larger. Trophy so far has been free from the disease,

and I should like to know if Orangefield is subject

to the spot i I must also state that air is left on
the house night and day.—W. M.

*,* The fruits are affected by the disease termed

Sporocybe lycopersici, of which, I believe, very

little is known, and as a consequence no reliable

remedy is forthcoming. It is altogether different

from the Potato disease (Peronospora infestans), or

the more-to-be-dreaded forms of Cladisporium, all

of which are very contagious and destructive

;

whereas the Sporocybe is not. Of this " W. M."

has good proof in that the rows of Trophy are en-

tirely free of it. A very similar case came under

my notice quite recently, and here, again, one

sort, Vick's Criterion, I believe, was affected, and
no other variety in the same house had any diseased

fruit. From what I have seen of this disease I

have formed the opinion th.it either the pistils or

ovaries of the flowers are injured in some way, the

decay spreading with the growth of the fruit,

though why some varieties should be affected more
than others is somewhat of a mystery. The disease

occurs on open-air plants as well as on those grown
under glass, and that through no fault of the culti-

vator. All that " W. M." can do is to pick off all

fruit with the black patches on them wherever

they are seen, as they are of no value whatever,

and if the crop Is badly affected, which, however,

seldom happens, the better plan would be to root

out the plants and either fill up with a fresh stock,

or else lay in more growths on the rows of Trophy '

training these so as to fill up the space. In th ^

neighbourhood one large market grower relies en-

tirely upon his own stock of Orangefield, and suc-

ceeds in growing enormous crops of fruit, all of

which sell readily, owing to the serviceable size and
high quality of the fruit. There has never been a

trace of Sporocybe among them, but other diseases

have been troublesome in former years, especially

when the soil used was too strong and the growth

of the plants correspondingly rank and disease-in-

viting. As a rule the Sporocybe attacks, or is to

be found located in the crown of the fruit, and not

often on one side, as in the case of the samples

sent by " W. M."—W. Iggulden.

LEEKS.
Leeks which were sown in the open ground at the

same time as the Onions, are, like other crops, later

than usual this season, and, unless the plants are

large enough for putting out, it is advisable to defer

this operation tor a week or two longer, or until

they are about 10 inches or 1 foot in length. For

the cultivation of the Leek for ordinary purposes

the site for the reception of the plants must be in a

well-manured and pulverised condition to at least

the depth of 15 inches, for as the plants will have

to be inserted deeply, this depth of soil is necessary

for the roots to receive benefit. Previous to plant-

ing, if the ground has not been very recently dug, it

will be necessary to fork over the site again. The
plants must be set out in rows 15 inches apart and
9 inches from plant to plant.

Planting in trenches is the system adopted for

growing the large Leeks generally seen at the

autumn exhibitions. These will be growing freely

ere this in their respective positions if they have

been sown in heat, kept growing on, and treated

as I have previously advised. Planting in trenches,

however, should be adopted where the ground is in

a poor condition, and if only two or three rows are

required this is the most economical method,

especially where manure is scarce. The trenches

should be got out to the depth of 15 inches, taking

care to fork over the bottom, and to place over this

a layer of well-rotted manure to the depth of 4

inches, filling up with the best of the soil to within

2 inches of the top. Holes must now be made and

the Leeks inserted to the same depth as if planted on

the level. As soon as the hearts have drawn to the

surface, or even a few inches above, the remaining

space of 2 inches should be levelled off with the

soil, and which will be sufficient to form a well

blanched shank. It is when the plants are not

inserted deep enough at planting that the earthing

up, as sometimes practised, is at all necessary. An
occasional soaking of liquid manure after the

hearts have drawn to the surface is very essential,

so as to ensure successful results ; especially is this

necessary on light soils. A. Y.

New early Pea.—The fault of the majority of

early Peas is their second-rate quality, even the

popular William I. being far from first-class. With
us the start is invariably made with one of the

superior dwarf varieties, either Chelsea Gem,
William Hurst, or British Wonder answering well,

but these being wrinkled marrow Peas quite spoil

the palate for the round-seeded sorts. What, there-

fore, was wanted, and badly, too, was a really good

first early wrinkled- seeded variety, equal on most

points to William I. and superior in quality. This

is at last forthcoming in the variety Sutton's A 1.

For two seasons in succession this has done re-

markably well with us, the seed germinating as

strongly and surely as that of the round-seeded va-

rieties, the plants growing with equal freedom. At

one time it promised to be even earlier than

William 1., but the latter seemed to fill its pods the

more rapidly, and both were gathered in quantity

on the same day, viz., June 24. Sutton's A 1

attains a height of about 4 feet, is a heavy cropper,

holding out surprisingly well, the pods being of

medium size and well filled with tender and sweet

white wrinkled seed. It is undoubtedly the best
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first early medium height vaxiety I have yet tried.

—

W. IGGULDEN.

Lettuce Hicks' Hardy Cos.—This is a most
desirable kind to grow for an early Cos Lettoee.
The most of our autumn-sown kinds were killed last
winter. We made a sowing in a pit with Carrots of
this kind and planted them out. Tliese we have been
using for several weeks.—J. Crook.
Pea Chelsea Gem —This Pea cannot be too

wiJely known. We gathered the first dishes on June
10. These wore from seed sown on a warm border at
the end of January. In March, when coming up,
they were covered for many days with 3 feet or 4 feet
of snow. With ua it is a long way before any other
kind.—J. C, Forde Abbey.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Berberis nepalensis.—I send you a branch of

this from a specimen growing in the gardens here. I
do not remember to have seen it so beautifully clothed
with its fruit as at the present time —J. Harris,
WdoUand House Gardens, fHandfnrd, Dorset.

Escallonia Philippiana.—Messrs. Veitch and
Sons send ua some blooming sprays of this beautiful
shrub which has stood out during the winter. It is a
distinct and bright addition to our gardens, and that
it has survived the past winter is fair proof of its har-
diness.

Cereus Alice Wilson.—Mr. G. F, Wilson.
Weybridge, has just brought us a bloom of this higlily
coloured variety. It was raised by the late Mr. Hovey,
of Boston, and named by him. The outside of the
fiower is bright scirlet, the inside being rich magenta.A striking flower when fully expanded.

The Damson crop.—The Damson crop in West
Cheshire is an important one to many small farmers
and cottagers, and it is believed to have bfen irre-
trievably ruined by the frosts of May and June. In
Kent the Damsons have suffered from tlie same cause,
and another light crop, after last year's failure, ia ex'
pected. The trees are much blighted. The Cherrv
crop in Kent is almost a total failure. Strawberries
are abundant.

Aquilegia coerulea.—We herewith send you
blooms of a very fine Aquilegia. Do you know it ? Is
it a named sort? We have a fine lot of it from seed
raised from one plant. These blooms are from one-
year seedlings, and we know of nothing to equal them
for size, and the colours are fine. Your opinion on
same will oblige.—James Cocker and Sons, N.B.

*#* It is a fine form of the sky-blue Columbine
(A. cierulea).

—

Ed.

"Wyethia species from Central America.—I send a bloom of this line hardy herbaceous plant,
which_ I raised from seed some years ago. It took
some time to become established, but it is now quite at
home and in full bloom. The leaves are strap-shaped,
18 inches long, the stout flower-stems 2 feet, high, at
which the flowers issue at intervals, the upper one open-
ing first. The blooms are Sunflower-like, of good sub-
stance, and the unopened buds appear like small Globe
Artichokes. I believe it to be a rare plant.—J. M.,
Chanuouth, Dorset.

The Pigmy Cornflower.—The appearance of
a diminutive form of the common blue Cornflower
shows what unexpected surprises we get from most
unlikely flowers. Everyone knows that the com-
mon sort in good soil grows a yard or more high,
but this variety forms a compact little tuft under
() inches high, with exactly the same shape of
leaf and flower, and of the same rich blue
quite an alpine annual. Its name, nana coiiipacta,
is quite descriptive of its growth, and the half
dozen admirably grown and profusely flowered
plants which Mr. Herbst showed at Chiswick from
his garden at Kichmond represented the plant, I
imagine, in perfection. The award of merit ac-
corded it was well deserved, and we could wish that
the raiser would turn his attention to dwarfing
other beautiful annuals, whose only fault is their
tall and straggling growth. The plant is sure to be-
come popular in the rock garden.—W. G.

Tasmanian Apples—During the month end-
ing June :iO of the present year there were imported
into the United Kingdom no less than (;i,n3I bushels
of Apples, of the value of i:;i7,8.jl, as against 87!tH
bushels, valued at £62:!7, in the corresponding month
of 18aii. This remarkable increase is entirely due
to the large shipments received from Tasmania and

New Zealand, which, arriving at a time when the
supplies from America are almost over, have met
with an eager demand at remunerative rate.". So
satisfied are the Australasian growers with the results
achieved, that preparations are being made for still

larger supplies to be placed upon the English mar-
kets during the next season.

Bomneya Coulteri at Birmingham.—We
have again the pleasure of sending you blooms of
Romneya Coulteri, gathered from plants that have
had the protection of a cool greenhouse through the
past severe winter. Plants in the open ground have
suffered feverely, but we find them to live through
an ordinary season when covered with long manure
or coke dust. Seed sown through the spring, or
even during this month, will produce small plants
by autumn, and if carefully lifted, p'aced singly in
small pots, and kept in a cool hr use throughout the
winter, will make fine stock for planting in the
sprmg. You will also find blooms of a very rich
crimson Dianthus we grow under the name of
cruentus

;
it is a great favourite in this riistrict,

flowering simultaneously with the Maiden Pink (D.
deltoides).— R. H. Veetboan.s and Co.
Variegated Japanese Dogwood (Comns

brachypoda variegata).—In this new Japanese tree
we have a rival to the variegated forms of the Euro-
pean Dogwoods, C. sanguinea and C. Mas, and one
that wUl most probably prove of more ornamental
value than either of these, as it is said to grow to a
height of 30 feet in Japan, and has an erect trunk
furnished with wide- spreading branches arranged in
a tabulated manner, which growth is quite different
from that of the common species. The silvery leaf
variegation is also much brighter, and if we can
have in it a quick growing tree reaching 30 feet or
more, what a fine " pictorial " tree we shall have.
The trees of both the green and variegated forms
of C. brachypoda which Messrs. Veitch have grow-
ing in their Coombe Wood Nursery are very hand-
some, though only about half the height they will
eventually attain. The silvery mass of the varie-
gated is very fine in contrast with the ruddy tinged
Acer polymorphum, Prunus Pissardi, and the like.
It is also beautiful when in flower, as it bears its white
flowers in numerous flat clusters at the points of
the young shoots. There is no doubt a bright future
for this tree.—W. G.

Pansies at Chiswick.—Anyone interested in
Pansies of all kinds should (.f they are in the
neighbourhood) call and see the fine display of
them which Mr. Barron has grown so well in the
Horticultural Gardens. One can see all sorts of
Pansies, from the show kinds dear to the Scotch
florist to the beautiful tufted varieties that are
becoming such favourites. They are grown on a
long border, distinctly named, a row of each sort,
so that one can fairly judge of the respective
merits of the kinds. The large-flowered sorts have
their admirers, and certainly their broad blooms
and quaint colouring are beautiful ; but for effect
they cannot compare with the bedding Violas,
which make a brilliant show of colour, such as one
would like to see more often in place of the usual
tender bedding plants. One would like to transfer
the effect to some of the London parks, where it
would meet with the admiration of the multitude,
who look in vain for any change beyond what is
seen year after year.

Late hardy Azaleas.—In July we have not
hitherto looked for Azalea flowers, but Mr. Anthony
Waterer's new race of late sorts will carry the
flowering season through July and into August,
which is a great gain, seeing how few hardy flower-
ing shrubs we have in bloom at this season. This
new race has for its foundation the Californian A.
occidentalis, which naturally flowers very late, but
the original has a poor truss of bloom and white or
slightly tinged flowers. By hybridising it with the
highly coloured earlysortsseveralhybrids have been
obtained, which have flowers varying from a pale
pink to a deep purplish red, while the truss has
been improved and the flowers also in size and
form. A fine gathering of some of these new sorts
was sent to Chiswick this week from the Knap
HiU Nurseries, and one could see by the specimens

blooms. They are, moreover, very fragrant, and
altogether they are valuable acquisitions for the
July garden. We may possibly in the near future

see in these late sorts the glowing scarlets and rich

yellows of the earlier kinds, for there seems to be
no end to the work of the hybridist.—W. G.

The Gardeners' Orphan Fund fete.—The
fete and Kose fair to be held at the Crystal Palace
on Wednesday next, the Llth inst , on behalf of this

deserving institution ought to be largely attended.
Roses and other flowers have been promised for

sale, and the nurserymen have kindly offered groups
of plants to assist the general display. Various
attractions, among them being the cricket match
between the gardeners and nurserymen, will be
provided. It is hoped that the weather will be
favourable, and that the Gardeners' Orphan Fund
may benefit largely.

Aquilegia chrysantha alba.— It is the fact

that this fine Columbine is not seen in its best form
in the open border, where it appears somewhat
stunted, and the colour remains a dingy white with
dull purple spurs. Grown in pots in the cold frame
and brought into a cold greenhouse early in spring,

it is charming. The elegant Sowers there develop
their full size and purity of colour, and few, I
should think, could be disappointed with it. The
plants, if returned to outdoor quarters as soon
as their beauty is past, plunged and otherwise
kindly treated, will be found useful for many
years for early greenhouse decoration.— K. L. D.

Pea Exonia.— I am sending yon a few pods of
this new Pea, which has become a favourite here
as a first early. It was sown with Veitch's First
Early and William I. on January 2t; as soon as the
frost broke up and we could work the ground. It
has proved with us quite as early as Veitch's First
Early, both opening their first blossoms at the same
time and before William I. We have been gather-
ing now a fortnight both this and Veitch's First
Early, William I. being a few days later. Its
colour, quality, and productiveness are especially
good as a first crop Pea, and it is holding on well
this season, the cool damp weather being in favour
of the early sorts. Many of the pods have eight
and some nine Peas in them and all are well filled.

Alpha and Kentish Invicta, sown at the same time
and side by side, are now in full pick, but the rows
are irregular, probably too soon to sow such sorts

in the open ground, as they are not hardy enough.
They have also partially failed in former years when
sown with the first earlies, but we want Peas of the
best quality as soon as it is possible to get them.
In future I shall increase my sowings of Exonia as
a first early.—John Garland, Xillerlon. Exeter.

A new single Rose.—The most charming
among the new things at the show at Chiswick
this week was an exquisite semi-double Rose
named Reine Blanche, shown by Mr. Ladham,
and which captivated all who noticed it. The
fiowers are about the size of those of the Damask
Rose, with foliage like it, too. They are, when
open, saucer-shaped, and the two or three rows of

broad shell-like petals are ivory white, with the
lips and edges of bright carmine, just as if they
had been dipped in that colour, the centre tutt

of golden stamens showing up the contrast of

the white and carmine. The bud is perfect and
opens slowly, so that it is a charming button-hole

Rose. The perfume is like that of the Provence
Rose. There are few Tea Roses that have similar

colouring, but then this appears to be thoroughly

hardy and the bloom is plentiful. If it will thrive

in every garden as it appears to do in the Shirley

Nurseries, Southampton, it will be welcomed by
every flower lover. The committee did quite right

in giving it the distinction of an award of merit.

—

W. G.

London's open spaces.— The Metropolitan
Public Gardens Assuciation is about to place four ad-

ditional seats in the churchyard of St. Sepulchre's,

Holborn. The .Aasociatioii is also endeavouring to

induce the authorities to open to the public as recrea-

tion grounds the open space by the Law Courts, and
the site of Karrin^don Market. The necessary sanction

having been obtained, the Association will shortly open
that they had only just begun to expand tjieir ' temporarily the churchyard of St. Katherine Coleman
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Flower Garden.

good hardy climbers.
Climbing plants should have a little more

attention bestowed on them than they gener-

ally get. The uses to wliich they might be

put are numerous. As a rule, they are only

employed for covering walls and for forming

screens, their fitness for festooning trees

or covering rugged places and rustic

archways (see iUustration) being often over-

under observation a stretch of wall covered

with Forsythia suspensa that was at first

treated in the manner just described, and

now, after a lapse of three years without any

labour being spent on it, the whole wall is

quite a mass of long flexible slioots, many of

which droop gracefully down to the ground.

So thoroughly is it covered, that even when the

Forsythia has no leaves, little of the wall is to be

seen, whUe during the time the foliage is retained

it has quite the appearance of a green bank.

ia^

A climber-clad rustic archway.

looked. "When trained on walls the first

consideration is the border in which they are

planted. The roots must have good soil. A
border 4 feet wide should, if possible, be
allowed them, and it should be at least a yard

in depth. After tl'.ey are planted a good
plan is to nail them securely to the wall till

the allotted space is covered, and then allow

them to grow as they like. In this way stiff

artificial formality is avoided. I have now

In the case of these Forsythias, which flower

charmingly in spring, many of the shoots

have rooted at the tips where they came in

contact with the soil, and have (]uickly grown

into good sized plants. This is a mode of in-

crease worth noting by anyone wishing to

propagate this Forsythia ; all that is needed

is to just cover the tips of the shoots with

soil and make them firm in their place by

1 means of pegs. In this way most of the

Brambles also will readily strike root. In

planting climbers for covering a neighbouring

tree or shrub the roots should, if possible, bo

outside the radius of the branches of the tree

or shrub over which the plants are to climb.

By the aid of a neighbouring branch the

climbing shoots can soon be led to the head of

some tree.

Among hardy climbers few of a woody
character surpass the well-known Virginian

Creeper for fast growth and for the rich tints

of its decaying leaves in autumn. Ampelop-
sis Veitchi possesses one great advantage over

the first named, as it clings to walls securely

by itself, w-hile the other needs attaching to

them. The more vigorous kind is, indeed,

best fitted for festooning, and Veitch's for

covering the walls with close, dense foliage.

Aristolochia Sipho (Dutchman's Pipe) belongs

to a large genus in which this is by far the

most ornamental. When growing vigorously

its huge heart-shaped leaves make it a con-

spicuous and distinct climber, and its brownish

blossoms add to its singularity^

The varieties of Clematis are now so

numerous, that many shades of colour are

represented amongst them ; C. Jackmani
is stUl the best of its class, taking into con-

sideration flowers, freedom of blooming, and
good constitution. Other species of Clematis,

too, are beautiful climbers. Ivies are valu-

able evergreen climbers that will thrive even

in the heart of towns where little else will

keep alive.

Among Jasmines, the common white Jas-

minum officinale, a favourite with everybody,

•J. nudiflorum, a valuable early-blooming wall

plant, and the somewhat tender J. revolutum
are useful. The Honeysuckles (Lonicera)

are general favourites, the common species oi

our hedgerows (L. Pericljmenum) being one
of the most fragrant. Pnssiflora ccerulea is

hardy in some parts of England, and where
it is so it is a handsome and distinct climber.

Periploca grteca, a plant with ample deep
green foliage and peculiar brownish flowers,

borne during the summer months, might well

be oftener seen than it is. To induce it to

flower freely it must have a sunny spot.

Poses of various kinds make beautiful

climbers, or, more strictly speaking, ramblers,

and of these there are a great number of

garden varieties to choose from, as well as

some species. One of the best for over-

running a good-sized tree is R. Brunoniana, a

kind which, when once established, will grow
most vigorously and produce large clusters of

single white blossoms in the greatest pro-

fusion.

Several kinds of Smilax wOl also be found
useful, the best being S. aspera. Many of

the Vines, including the Parsley Vino and
some of the North American kinds, are also

valuable. No mention of climbers would be

complete without noting the Wistarias, so

valuable for this purpose. T. W.

Verbascum Thapsus.— I have accidentally
discovered that a plant of Verbascum Thapsus, if cut
down closo to the ijroand after rtowering, will send up
several flowering stems in the following year. These
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are very much dwarfer than the origiual tirbt

flowering stem, and give the plant quite a distinct

liahit. Could not the other and tiner kinds be treated

similarly, and so have their duration as ilowering plants

prolonged ?—W. M.

SAXIFRAGA LONGIFOLIA VERA.
Many of the long-leaved Saxifrages are made from
time to time in trade lists to do service for the

above plant, and sometimes the varieties thus sub-

stitated have really no claim to the section at all

;

eg., S. Aizoon rosularis was once sent me for true

longifolia, and on my pointing out the error I was
Informed " that it was the one we had always sold

under the name." The true plant is invariably

composed of but one rosette of leaves, about (i

inches in length, sometimes more, oblong-linear in

outline, and usually beautifully recurved. The
flowers are disposed in a rather dense pyramid 12

inches or is inches high, and are white, freely

spotted with red. When in good condition it pro-

duces a charming effect, and its noble plumes have
justly gained for it the title of " The Queen of

Saxifrages." At the present time this is beautifully

in flower, and one plant in particular, which pro-

mises by its fine rosette to be the forerunner of a

noble pyramid of flowers, is worth a special note.

The plant in question during the past winter met
with an accident and lost its centre, or at least

the centre was much di Jgured and crippled
;

in consequence I did not expect to see any
flowers at all, but in this I was mistaken,

and instead of the one main truss, I have

thirteen of varying heights, several being upwards
of 1 foot in length, the whole constituting a most
attractive plant ; the flowers, too, in this plant are

pure white, and therefore extremely chaste and
beautiful. Such charming things as these should

be found on every rockery, and particularly in deep
fissures of the rock and where their rosettes may
be seen to advantage. Of my white-flowered kind

I shall endeavour to save a crop of seeds, which
cannot be had in too great a quantity. The raising

of seedlings of this plant is extremely interesting,

by reason of their variation, particularly in leafage.

This is always conspicuous in collected plants, and
more than once have I selected some dozen or more
distinct kinds in an importation. If lovers of this

delightful alpine grew this plant from seeds, it

might easily figure in groups of fifty or a hundred
on the larger rockeries, where now only solitary

plants are found, and nothing could possibly be
more effective than its snowy plumes in summer-
time, or its silvery rosettes of leaves in winter.

Seedlings of most plants do not all grow at the

same rate, and when once a start was made, the

keeping up an annual supply would be an easy

matter by sowing a little seed annually or bi-

ennially. The seeds are best sown as soon

as convenient after being gathered, using some
very sandy loam and a liberal addition of finely

pounded brick rubbish, making this very firm

in well-drained pots or pans. Fill the pots to

within three-quarters of an inch of the rim, sow
the seeds thinly on the surface, and just cover

them with very fine sandy soil. Water thoroughly

with a very fine rose, cover with a piece of dark-

ened glass, and place in a cool shady spot till the

seedlings appear. During the first year the seed-

lings make slow progress and will have to remain

in the pans, but the glass may remain over them,

being washed and tilted to admit air. It will also

be prudent, seeing the seedlings have to remain so

long in the pans, to well bake the soil before

Bowing the seeds, and thus destroy the seeds of

weeds, as the latter could not well be removed
afterwards without much damage to the crop that

should be, and by being covered with the glass,

seeds could not easily gain admission. In due
course, when large enough to handle, transplant

the seedlings to pans or boxes, and subsequently to

the rockery in studied positions, for one half of

the beauty and grace in alpine gardening is in dis-

posing the subjects in a natural manner, and this

gem of Saxifrages should always receive the best

position. E. J.

Summer Stocks.—Although the tall and loose

growing section known as the Giant Ten-week

furnish the best forms for cutting from, especially

from side shoots, the pyramidal forms produce the
best efEect outdoors in the mass. Usually in what
may be called an ordinary collection of either form,

but especially of the latter, we see probably one
half of very inefliective colours, such as dirty yel-

low, buff, brown, bronze, &c., all of which would be

better kept in Germany, as they add nothing to the

beauty of our gardens. Pure white, carmine, crim-

son, mauve, and violet form the best of any of

these sections ; indeed half a dozen good clear

colours are ample for all purposes. I have here
the best pure white Stock of the Giant Ten-week
form which has been named Princess Alice. I

find from home- saved seed that it keeps its charac-
ter well, and produces 75 per cent, of double
flowers. These almost resemble the flowers of a
good double Balsam, and are really good enough to

take off singly and use if needed for bouquets, &c.
The growth, which is tall and rather loose, is in

striking contrast to that of Mauve Beauty, the
most beautiful of all the pyramidal forms, and a
capital type of the habit of its section. This, too,

keeps its character from home-saved seed in re-

markable form, giving a great profusion of double
flowers, so that it is needful to grow a large num-
ber of plants to obtain any quantity of seed. I have
several hundreds blooming beautifully now. A big

batch outdoors has the far larger proportion of

doubles, because all the strongest plants taken
from the seed bed were planted out in the open,
and almost invariably the strongest seedling plants

produce double flowers. In the house, where all

the weaker plants were dibbled up thickly to bloom
and seed, the proportion is diverse, singles pre-

dominating. That is j ust what is desired. House-
produced seed is of very superior quality to what
is produced in the open air, even in the best of

seasons. It is well to have some Stocks which
make a brave show outdoors, and some that are

best fitted to produce flowers for cutting. Still,

these latter should not be planted for ordinary de-

coration, but in some garden kept expressly for the

growth of plants for the production of flowers for

cutting.—A. D.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.
Galax aphylla.—This beautiful leaved North

American species is generally supposed to require

a boggy condition under cultivation. By adding
spongy peat or Moss to the surrounding soil in

little lumps I have it doing nicely in a sunny posi-

tion, and otherwise ordinary border. I am speak-

ing in reference to plants four years established. I

wish, however, to say that not only from what I

have seen of it in my own, but in other and more
favoured gardens, the plant is capable of being
grown with a deal more vigour. A friend has just

sent me some roots from their native home, and
some of the leaves are as stout as leather and over

4 inches in diameter ; not that greater size of

foliage is desirable for size merely, but the fact

points to a possible higher culture that could not

but be appreciated.

Papaver alpinum.—This, the least in stature

and the earliest to flower of its genus, is one of

those little garden beauties that, though not the

best behaved from its profuse seeding, seems to be

tolerated to the utmost extent by all who have
proved its beauties, especially as displayed in the

variety of its colours. Whether it has crossed itself

with other species I know not, but it is certain that

we are now meeting with ringed and blotched varie-

ties, and yet the plants retain the form of foliage

and stature of the typical alpinum. The most
pleasing fact in connection with this species is, that

from self-sown seed the plant appears in wild

array, running over, as it were, from the rockeries

and borders into the walks
;
producing its rich

colours from early spring into the autumn. To try

to describe the range of colours and hues would be

tedious. It may be sufficient to say that white,

bright yellow, and bright red are the three staple

colours, and there are all the hues imaginable to be

obtained from them.

Daphne alpina.—This is a delightful little

shrub for the moist part of a rockery where some

other and larger subject may screen it from the
midday sun, and in the case I have in mind now
this is done by a deciduous Rose tree. It reaches
maturity at the height of 1 foot. Its grey-green,
Willow-like foliage somewhat hides the lax clusters
of its modest white flowers. This species does well
with me in a light loam and warm situation,

screened as above stated.

Arnebia echioides.— It is a pleasure to find

out that the present unkind spring seems not to

have been amiss for some things, however trifling

they may seem to many. For instance, I never
knew this plant to flower better and I never knew
it to seed so well. I believe that generally in this

country the plant has been a most defective seed
producer, but I notice now that well-established
plants are producing seed enough to satisfy any
reasonable expectations. I believe it is well known
that with good seed, by which I mean in the main
fresh seed, plants can be had in flower at the age
of two years. Plants from seed sown in July have
flowered in August of the second year after. As
the plant is not otherwise one to be very quickly
propagated, we may well feel grateful for the pre-

sent promise of plenty of seed.

Cypripedium candidum.—For some reason
or other this beautiful and conspicuous, though
somewhat small, species is looking more lively

than usual this spring. One wonders if the more
continuous low temperature of the past winter can
have been good for it. It has never really flourished

here ; indeed, it would be more correct and sugges-
tive to speak of it as taking about three or four
years to die.

Alyssum serpyllifolium, or Adyseton serpylli-

folium, is as pretty as it is uncommon, and for the
rock or alpine garden it should rank with plants of

the first order. The barren stems creep like

Thyme, but the herbage is hoary and ajittle larger

than wild Thyme leaves. When in flower it is

scarcely 4 inches high. The corymbs are com-
pound and large for the size of plant, and the
flowers of a bright yellow. No plant could look
more alpine. It lasts in flower for a week or two,
and the plant is neat at all times.

Viola fruticosa reminds one, apart from its

flowers, of a very slender young Willow. From
April to midsummer the stems shoot upright until

they reach 2J feet or more, all the while producing
flowers in succession from the axil of each leaf, so

that when the plant is fully grown there are flowers

from top to bottom of the specimen. These are of

good size, much larger than those of the Sweet
Violet, and of a clear light blue shade and without
perfume. Much of tlie beauty of the species is in

the erect and shapely habit, and where it is at all

likely to be blown over it should have a cane and a
few invisible ties to keep it in position.

Polygonum alpinum.—To my mind this is

one of the most useful and reliable of all white
spring flowers for the open air. We have none too
many white flowers before the middle of Jlay, and
still fewer that can be cut in liberal quantities of

such a form as to be adapted for indoors or table

decoration. The stems are elegant and the indi-

vidual sprays are elegant too. The latter are so

abundant as to give to the plant the effect of a white
bush. The stature of the plant is about 18 inches

or 2 feet. The flowers last for four or five weeks
on the plant, aud I would strongly recommend it

for well-drained borders and a sunny position, not

that there is a doubt about its hardiness, for it

stood out all last winter unprotected. I merely
wish to give the conditions of culture as near as I

can anent the plant that has given the results de-

scribed. I would like also to add that the plant

should be well grown and established before it can
do itself justice. It is to be feared that many gar-

den plants are condemned before they have had
time to flower vigorously or normally.

Potentilla dubia,— It would be hard to over-

praise this little beauty. I do not know a more
attractive yellow-flowered subject for the rockery,

and those who may be seeking for something not

very common, bright, quaint, and useful, but espe-

cially the latter, should make a note of this plant

;

its stature is from 2 inches to 3 inches.
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Edraianthua caudatus —In this species when
seen in flower we have a delightfnl blending of many
desirable properties, especially from the point of

view of the lover of alpines. Practically the leaves

are grassy, though on close examination they may
be seen to have peculiar notches and irregular

lobes, or rather lobes irregularly arranged. The
tufts of deep green Grass-like herbage are 6 inches

to 8 inches high, and the leaves, which are all radi-

cal, have an elegant droop. The peculiar tailed

flowers are borne in clusters on delicate stems

which scarcely lift them out of the foliage. When
the flowers are seen at their best they are but par-

tially opened, and suggest the skeleton of a lantern.

The inner portions of the flower to be then seen are

a very light blue or almost milk-white ; whereas,

the outer portions are deep purple. A number of

these heads or clusters of flowers seen among such

foliage as that described present to us a June-

flowering species of Rampion, that is most at home
on a well- constructed rockery, and which, so far as

I know, is the most effective of all its genus, and
so distinct as to be perhaps unique. I have grown
this plant for a great many years, and found it to

be one of the most diflicult to propagate by offsets,

as it is somewhat like the rare P. comosum in hav-

ing but a single root-stock. I have got a few young
plants occasionally by splitting the root-stock with
a sharp knife all its length, and I learnt that it was
only safe to do this in spring after growth had just

begun. I have never found the plant yet pro-

duce good seed, but I imagine that the fault has
been from the attacks of insects, which, from the
manner the ants used to work between the com-
pacted clusters of flowers, must have existed there

in considerable numbers. This year the plant is in

better quarters, and I hope will receive such atten-

tion that it will not fail to seed, anyhow from
known preventible causes.

Papaver bracteatum. — This, perhaps the
highest coloured of all the perennial Poppies, has
been a partial faUure here this season. The mid-
May frost of 12° so injured the advanced buds, that
they all died, and though there is a good second
crop, the flowers are deficient in size and the stalks

in stature. J. Wood.
WoodrlUe, Kirkstall,

THE SAXIFRAGES.
{Continued froyn p. 15.)

Section Kabschia (Engl.).

This section contains species from the Southern
Alps and the Pyrenees, of dwarf habit, and forming
closely-set globular tufts of foliage.

S. MEDIA, Gouan (syns., S. calyciflora. Lap.; S.

porophylla, Bert. ; S. sempervivnm, C. Koch).—

A

native of the P3rrenees and the mountains of the
Abruzzi range. A small, crespitose species, form-
ing glaucous rosettes of foliage. Leaves imbri-
cated, cartilaginous, and of a glaucous or silvery

grey colour. Flowers purplish rose-coloured, large,

borne on short, erect stalks. M. Boissier grows
this species on his large wall at Valeyres in com-
pany with the plants of S. florulenta, to which I

alluded in describing that species, and they appear
to thrive very well there. We grow S. media in our
alpine garden in a calcareous compost formed of
two-thirds peat soil and one-third loam, with an
admixture of limestone broken small, and the
plants occupy positions with an eastern or a west-
ern aspect. Multiplied by sowing the seed or by
division of the tufts.

S. Fredehici-Augusti, Bias, (syn., S. Thessa-
lica, Schott.).—A native of the mountains of Dal-
matia, Servia, Montenegro, and Greece. This
comes very near the preceding species, but appears
to me to be a distinct species. The leaves are
narrower and lanceolate in shape, and the flowers
are almost sessile on the foliage of the tufts.

Same culture.

S. LUTEO-viBiDls, Schott. and Kotsohy (syn., S.
luteo-purpurea, W. K.) A native of the Alps of
Transylvania and Servia. A very pretty species, of
dwarf habit, forming charming rosettes of foliage
of a bluish silvery grey colour. Leaves hard,
Bcarious, very prettily arranged in a spiral order in

the rosettes. Flowers of a greenish yellow colour,

in small erect clusters of three to five blooms.
Same culture as for S. media. The variety corym-
bosa, Boiss., occurs in some herbariums, but is not
in cultivation.

S. L.EVI3 (M. Bieb.).—A native of the Caucasus,
at an altitude of 2000 metres to 2500 metres. This
species resembles the preceding one, but is distin-

guished from it by its bright yellow flowers and by
some other characters which are purely botanical.
Same culture.

S. KoTSCHYi (Boiss).—A native of the moun-
tains of Armenia and Cilicia, at an altitude of 2000
metres to 3000 metres. This species resembles S.

luteo-viridis, but is distinguished from it by its

leaves, which are narrower, of a greyish green
colour on the upper surface and of a violet hue
underneath ; also by its brilliant golden yellow
flowers and by several other features which are
merely botanical. Same culture.

S. AEETloiDES (Lap.).—A native of the Pyrenees
and the Southern Alps. A small species, forming
flat slab-like cushions of foliage consisting of vast
numbers of little rosettes of short, thick, hard,
crustaceous leaves. Flowers greenish yellow, and
borne in twos and threes on short flower-stalks.

Same culture.

S. SCABDICA (Griseb.).—A native of Mount
Scardi, in Macedonia, and of Mount Olympus, in

Thessaly. This species differs from the preceding
one in having very pointed leaves, and in the
colour of its flowers, which are white or light rose
colour. Not in cultivation.

S. RoCHELlANA, Stemb. (syn , S. pseudo-ctesia,
Rochel).—A native of the Eastern Alps. Forms
broad, flat, dwarf cushions of closely set rosettes
of foliage of a light greyish green colour. Flowers
pure white, borne in clusters of three to nine
blooms on purplish rose-coloured glandular flower-

stems. Same culture.

S. COEIOPHYLLA (Griseb.).—A native of the
mountains of Bosnia and Albania. This is of

smaller dimensions and denser habit than the pre-

ceding species, of which I think it may possibly be
only a variety. Same culture.

S. MAEGINATA, Bor. (syn., S. Boryi, Boiss.).—

A

native of the Neapolitan Mountains and of Mount
Taygetus, in Greece. A small species, of dwarf,
flat habit. Leaves bright greyish green, margined
with small white dots and forming rosettes. Flowers
white, borne in clusters of three to five blooms on
purple flower-stalks. Same culture.

S. Speun'EEI (Boiss.).—A native of the mountains
of Greece, at an altitude of 1500 to 2000 metres.
Forces closslj'-set tufts of foliage. Leaves thick,

coriaceous, encircling the small branching stems in

a cylindrical form. Flowers white. Not in culti-

vation.

S. DiAPENSioiDBS (BeU). — A native of the
Southern Alps. This species forms dwarf, dense,
globular tufts of foliage of a silvery-grey colour.

Flowers white, borne in small clusters of three to

five blooms on short, hairy, reddish green flower-

stalks. Culture the same as for S. media, like

which the present species also succeeds best when
planted on the perpendicular face of a wall or

rookery.

S. IMBEICATA (Royle).—A native of the Western
Himalayas. A small, dense-foliaged species. Leaves
light green, very short, imbricated, and very closely

crowded together. Flowers numerous, white, soli-

tary on very short stalks. Not in cultivation,

except, perhaps, in some English gardens.

S. SQUABEOSA, Sieb.(syn., S. imbricata, Bert.).—

A

native of the Eastern Alps, at an altitude of 1500 to

2300 metres. A very pretty little species forming fiat

cushions of handsome, closely-set rosettes. Leaves
small, narrow, bluish-green, and crustaceous.
Flowers white, two to six on a stem. Culture, the
same as for S. diapensioides or 8. media.

S. C^ESIA (L.).—A native of the mountains of

Central and Southern Europe, at an altitude of 1500
to 27(10 mi^tres. A small, dwarf species, forming
dense rosettes. Leaves recurved, crustaceous, and
of a bluish-green colour. Flowers white, borne in

a light corymb of three to six blooms on a slender,

glabrous stem. Culture, the same as for S. media.
The variety of S. c. glandulosissima (Engler) occurs
in some herbariums, but is not in cultivation.

S. VALDEN3IS, De C. (syns., S. patens, Stemb.,
and S. rupestris, Thom.).—A native of the Alps of

Savoy and Piedmont. This species is distinguished
from the preceding one by its larger dimensions
and by its flowers being of a purple colour and fur-

nished with glandular hairs. Same culture.

S. EAMUL03A (Wall.).—A native of the sub-alpine
regions of the Western Himalayas, at an altitude
of 2G00 to 3900 metres. A small species which spreads
over the ground with its foliage of glaucous-green,
closely-set rosettes. Leaves crustaceous. Flowers
large, white, borne on glandular stalks. Not in

cultivation. The variety minor, Hook, and Thorns
,

occurs in herbariums.

S. ToMBEANENSis (Boiss.). —A native of the
Southern Tyrol and of Lombardy. A pretty little

species, forming densely-crowded tufts of foliage,

which consists of numerous small rosettes of fine,

narrow leaves of a greyish-green colour. Flowers
white, borne in a cluster of two or three blooms on
a glandular- hairy flower-stalk. Same culture.

S. Vandelli (Stemb,).— a native of the Cen-
tral and Eastem Alps, at an altitude of 1800 to
2500 metres. It forms tufts of closely-set, long,
narrow, hard, aciculate leaves which are disposed
in leafy branches of a deep green colour. Flowers
large, white veined with purple, borne two or
three together on a short stalk set with glandular
hairs. Same culture.

S. Bubsebiana (L.).—a native of the snowy
regions of Europe and of Central and' Northern
Asia. A dwarf species, forming spreading tufts of
branching foliage of a glaucous or greyish-green
colour. Flowers large, pure white with yellow
anthers, and borne singly or two together on a
bright purplish-rose coloured stem, slightly set
with glandular hairs. Same culture.

S. SANCTA (Griseb.).—A native of Mount Athos,
at an altitude of 2000 metres. A dwarf species,
forming closely-set tufts of foliage composed of
numerous leafy branches of a dull green colour.
Leaves pointed, aciculate, ciliated at the margin.
Flowers bright yellow, in panicles of two to five

blooms. Same culture.

S. JUNIPEBIFOLIA (Adams).—A native of the
Caucasus, at an altitude of 2400 to 2G00 metres
This species resembles the preceding one, and has
imbricated, very pointed, spiny leaves of a deep
green colour, disposed in erect, rigid, leafy
branches. Flowers yellow, borne in a cluster of
three to five blooms on a hairy stalk. Same culture.
The variety brachyphylla (Boiss.) occurs in some
herbariums, but is not in cultivation.

S. PSEUDOC.ESIA (Janka).—A native of the Bal-
kan range. This comes very near the preceding
species, from which it is distinguished by certain
botanical differences in the leaves and calyx, and
also by having shorter and more branching flower-
stems. Same culture.

S. SDB-VEETiciLLATA (Boiss.).—A native of the
Caucasus. A rare species, with linear, glabrous,
glossy leaves, of a glistening green colour and mar-
gined. Flowers light yellow, borne in a corymb of
five to seven blooms. Not in cultivation.

S. COEYMBOSA, Boiss. (not Hook, and Thoms.).
A native of the East. A curious species with
glaucous foliage, composed of handsome rosettes
of erect, cartilaginous leaves. Flowers small, yel-
low, borne in a corymb of ten to twelve blooms.
Not in cultivation. The following hybrids of this
species are not in cultivation, viz , S. tyrolensis,
Kemer (cssia x squarrosa), and S. ambigua, De C.
(aretioides x media).

Section Pobphyeion (Tausch.).

This section contains some species from the
mountains of Europe, Central and Northern Asia,
N. America, and the arctic regions of these three
continents, with red or purple flowers.

S. OPPOSITIFOLIA (L ).—A native of the snowy
regions of Europe, Central and Northern Asia, N.
America, and the regions within the arctic circle. A
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small species of branching habit, spreading on the

ground, and sometimes forming very broad patches
of foliage. Leaves opposite, very closely set, ami
arranged in leafy branches of a quadrated-cylin-
drical form, and densely crowded together. Flowers
sessile, large, and of a bright purplish rose colour.

This species is grown in a compost consisting of

one-third peat, one-tliird loam, and one.third leaf-

mould, with an admixture of sandstone broken in

small pieces. It likes a cool, moist, and lightsome
position, in which, however, it should not be ex-

posed to therays of the mid-day sun, anddoesecjually
well in positions with eastern or western aspects.

The varieties grandillora (Engl.), pyrenaica(Ilort.),

and Kudolphiana (Horn.) are grown in the same
manner. The variety alternifolia (Engl.) is not in

cultivation.

S. niPLORA, All. (syn , S. rosea. Lap.).—A native

of the glacier moraines of the Alps, at an altitude

of 2500 metres to :i500 metres, and also of the

arctic regions. This is distinguished from the pre-

ceding species by its much larger dimensions, its

thick leaves, which are of aglossy,deep green colour,

and its tiowers, which are borne in a close panicle

of three to ten blooms, and have small petals of a
bright red or lilac, and sometimes of a dirty white
colour. This plant is rather difficult to grow, and
on our low grounds must be considered a biennial.

We succeed in growing it in porous, peaty soil,

mixed with small pieces of broken stone, kept con-

Btautly moist and fully exposed to the sun. Multi-

plied by sowing the seed.

S. MACitorKTAL.v (Kerner).—A native of the Alps,

at an altitude of 2500 mi'lres to :i500 metres. This
appears to be a form intermediate between S.

biflora and S. oppositifolia. Engler, however,
classes it as a distinct species. Flowers large, and
of a fine, very bright, carmine-rose colour. Not in

cultivation.

S. RKTU3A (Oouan).—A native of the Alps and
the high mountains of Southern Europe. A spe-

cies of dense habit, forming small, closely-set tufts

of foliage, the leaves being crowded together like

those of S. oppositifolia, but much stifYer and more
densely set. Flowers erect, of a tine purple colour,

solitary, or in small branching clusters of two to

four blooms. Culture, the same as for S. oppositi-

folia. Multiplied by sowing the seed and by divi-

sion of the tufts.

S. lU.KriiAUOPiiYi.LA (Kern.).—A native of the

high mountains of Btyria. A pretty species, which
rather resembles S. oppositifolia, with foliage

quite covered with closely-set silky hairs. Flowers
large, sessile, and of a tine rose colour. Culture the

same as for S. biflora, but the position should be a
half-shady one.

There are two species of Saxifrages which
Engler has not enumerated in auy of his sec-

tions, but which I must mention here. These
are S. texana (Burk.), a native of North-eastern

Texas, which has foliage entii'cly consisting of

broad, long-stalked radical leaves, and S. Par-

ry! (Torr.), a tuberous-rooted species, belougiug

to California.

The following hybrids occur in herbariums :

S. hybrida, Kerner (oppositifolia X biUora), S.

Huteri, Auss. (bitloraXoppositifolia), S. Norica,

Kerner (macropetala X oppositifolia). There
are also a pretty considerable number of hybrids

which I liave not mentioned in the fori .goini,'

sections, either because they are not sufhciently

well marked and have not been admitted by
Engler into his jNIunograph, or because they are

the otl'spring of species belonging to dill'erent

sections and could not well bo entered in any
one section. These I shall now enumerate, as

many of then\ are in cultivation, viz., S. eoch-

learia'folia, Schrad. (S. Geum X rotundifolia,

Engl.) ; S. Wildi.vna, Kze. (S. Oeum X Ai/.oon,

Reich.); S, Oirtanncri, Briig. (S. ai/.oides X
mutata) ; S. .laeggiana, Brug. (S. Cotyledon

X cuueifolia) ; S. llugueniiii, Brug. (S. aspera

X bryoides). These are not in cultivation.

The following are in cultivation, viz. : S. pe-

demontana, Hort. (not All.) (S. grauulata X ile-

cipiens, Engl. ) ; S. Forsteriana, Stein, i S. c;esia X
luutata) ; S. /immotori, Kern. (Aizoon X cunei-

folia) ; S. Audrewsi, Harvey (syn., Guthrieana,
Hort., Aizoon X (!«um) ; S. Hausmanni, Ker-
ner (S. mutata X ai/.oidcs) ; S. inrlin:ita, Kern.

(S. mut.ita X aizoides) ; S. Kegeli, Kern. (S.

mutata X aizoides); S. patens, (!aud. (S. ciesia

X aizoides) ; S. Reyeri, Hutor (S. sedoides x

tonelhi).

Engler has excluded the section Bergenia

from liis Monograph on the genus Saxifraga, and
as 1 have taken that work as the basis of the

present article, I shall adhere to his classilica-

tion in saying nothing here about the Ber-

genia=i.—H. Cokukvun, Dircetor of the Jardhi

alpiii d'acctiiiMtation, Gciicea.

Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

STRAWBERRY NOTES.

Without developing anything not already

known to a good many growers, there has yet

been somewhat uncommon experiences to chro-

nicle, and which may prove of assistance in

guiding future proceedings. Of the hardiness

of most varieties of Strawberries there can be

no two opinions, an exceptionally severe winter

apparently doing more good than harm among
the various breadths of plants. Even those lo-

catetl in the lowest and much the coldest posi-

tions passed through the ordeal unscathed, and
extra heavy crops of fruit were promised. Va-
fortunately, very sharp fro.sts about the middle

of May proved very destructive amongst the

flowers, all expanded, or in a half-open state,

being blackened beyond recovery. Not only did

this spoil the chance of having either the finest

or early fruit on the respective varieties, but
this check to the fruit seems to have favoured

an extra strong leafy growth, and which, it is

almost needless to add, is by no means a desir-

able occurrence. The couseipionce of this ex-

cess of strong foliage is that in all cases where
the plants were already somewhat thick on the

ground, much of the fruit will ripen but indif-

ferently in dry weather, while, if we have a sun-

less wet time, much of it will rot on the ground.

What confirms me in the theory that the extra

strong leafy growth is due to the loss of the

most forward flowers is the fact that tliose

plants that were either too forward or too back-

ward to be ailected by frosts present quite a

normal appearance, being most satisfactory in

every way.

One of the principal lessons of the season is

that once more pointing to the necessity for dis-

tributing the Strawberry beds in various parts

of the garden, this being especially advisable

where there is a good natural slope to the south

or south-west to favour tlio cultivator. Not
only is a much longer succession of fruit ob-

tained in that way, but the cliauces are the

crops will also be heavier and the fruit liner

generally. For instancy, o\ir principal broadtlis

of Noble were located on raised south borders,

these getting very much of the sunshine, and in

this case the crop was too far ad\anoed to be

hijured by the Whitsmitide frosts, a really early

and valuable crop being the result. To succeed

these we had another breadth of the same va-

riety on a siuith-west border, this lieing more
sheltered from cold winds, but getting far less

sunshine than that on the soutli border, ami
later aceorilingly. In this cAse the llowers being

later, all the best were spoilt, the crops being

later and poorer. Another season the earliest

to flower might bo caught and the later ones

escape. In the open, on liigh ground, frosts

did much damage to breadths of Sir .1. Paxton,
.lames Veitch, President, Souvenir de Kiett', and
.James Powell, though, strange to relate, Alice

Maud was uninjured. President, Dr. Hogg,
Latest of All, and Eleanor on lower ground
were not forward enough, but Auguste Nicaise

planted iirincipally for providing runners suf-

fered l)adly. Sir J. Paxton, under a north

wall, bjiug late in flowering was uninjured, and
a heavy, late, and serviceable crop of fruit will

be obtained from this lot of plants. In addi-

tion to these facts, ])oiuting to the necessity for

distributing the breadths of plants in order to

be certain of having tine fruit in abundance in

either favourable or unfavoural>le seasons, they

also suggest that it is not always wise to de-

pend solely upon two or three varieties. Un-
limited collections of varieties are certainly not

commendable, but it is seldom the best policy

to put all the eggs in one basket.

It is not often quite young plantations stand

out Si) pre-eminently the best as they are doing

this season, and if the present showery time (1

am penning this on June 30) lasts much longer,

the most supei ticial observers will be convinced

that old is another name for unprofitable plants.

As I have frequently pointed out, the youngest

plants are invariably the first to show flowers,

and if not caught by frosts will usually give ripe

fruit a week ahead of plants one year or more
older. This being so, two -year -old plants

ought never to bo tolerated ou a raised sunny
border, and rather than keep such I have re-

peatedly dug them in or cleared them ofl', and
replanted the same site with strongly-rooted

runners. It is not the biggest or strongest

plants, of Noble especially, that are the earliest

to produce ripe fruit, and if they are planted in

close succession to Potatoes on ground fairly

well manured for the latter, that is all the pre-

paration necessary. Nor is there anything

gained by growing them so very strongly in the

open. When the leafage is so coarse the fruits,

even if plentifully produced, which, however,

is not always the case, are at a decided disad-

vantage, especially during a wet season. In the

open fields the clusters of fruit are thrown out

well clear of the foliage, and ripen surely accord-

ingly, but in far too many private gartlens the

foliage is very ccuispicuous, and not enough of

the fruit is seen. Heavily manuring and deeply

trenching ground may be advisable in excep-

tionally hot and dry positions, and also if it is

thought absolutely necessary that the plants

should bo preserved four or live years. More
often than not, however, there is no necessity

for or wisdom in making such elaborate and ex-

pensive preparations for Strawberries. Three
clear seasons are ample from most plants, and
very frequently it pays better to root them up
after proilucing either one or two good crops of

fruit. Fine fruits are generally preferred, and
it is from young plants that these are most
surely obtained. A loose, deep and rich root-

run is more conducive to the formation of luxu-

riant foliage than to the production of much
fruit, and if the best results attend planting on
firm and comparatively poor ground, why should

private gardeners persevere, as many un-

doubtedly do, ill the former practice / Better

by far bo content with sturdy top-growth, feed-

ing the jilants from the surface when the founda-

tion of a heavy crop of fruit is laid. They
ought to be treated more like winter Broccoli

than Asparagus, and unhesitatingly cleared off

wlien they have done good service.

Thick planting, coupled with an extra liberal

preparation of the ground, are mistakes common
enough, the usual result of this being a maxi-

mum of foliage and a mininiiiin, or, at any rate,

a comparatively poor lot of fruit. Every plant
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should have a clear space all round, this being ad-

visable in any season, and most imperative in wet
summers. On narrow warm borders, where the
plants are to fruit one season only, tliey ought to

be arranged not less than IH inches apart each

way, 20 inches being none too much for extra

strong earlj got-out plants of Noble. One of

the latest writers on Strawberries recommends
planting in bods, three rows in each, with alleys

3 feet to 4 feet wide between, and for small gar-

dens the plan answers well. In this case the
rows of plants should ho arranged from 18 inches

to L'O inches apart, the same distance dividing

them in the row. For this plan several ad-

vantages are claimed, foremost among these

being the ease with which all the necessary

Seedling, and Dr. Hogg, 18 inches dividing the

plants in the rows. Such moderately strong
growers as .James Veitch, Auguste Nicaiso, Sir

Charles Napier, President, John Powell, Sou-
venir de Kieil', British (,>ueen, Latest of All,

Eleanor, and Frogmore Late Pine should bo
di.sposed 18 inches apart in rows 30 inches

apart, while tlie more robust Sir .Joseph Paxton
and Helena (iloede ought to bo not less than 2
feet apart in rows 'M inches, and on extra good
ground 3 fe-^t apart. W. lotJULDBN.

CULTIVATED BLACKBERRIE.S.
Selected Brambles pay well for cultivation,

and none so much so, in my estimation, as the
Parsley- leaved variety (Rubus fruticosus lacinia-

Variegated Blackberry in fruit in pot.

work can be done, and the fruit gatliered with-
out trampling among the pl.ants or fruit, and
last, but not least, the greater likelihood of the
fiuit ripening than is the case when there are
no clear spaces at short intervals. The " three-
row system," if eommend.-ible for small gardens
and amateurs generally, is not the best where
large open breadths of garden or field space can
be devoted to Strawberries. In the latter cases
all that is necessary is to grow on the level,

arranging the rows from 2 feet to 30 inches
apart, according to the known vigour of the
respective varieties. The less distance may
well be given to Alice Maud, Marguerite, Keens'

tus), this being one of the oldest and best

known in the section. Fully a quarter of a
century ago I had some experience with this

remarkable Blackberry in a Sussex garden, and
nowhere else have I seen it doing nearly so well,

or plants of any other cultivated variety to ap-

proach it. A high wall facing nearly south and
well exposed to the sea breezes, though fully

three miles from the coast, was devoted to it,

and in this position it grew surprisingly

strong, the young growths Jieing fref|uently 12

feet in height, while the older or fruit-bearing

canes gave a profusion of grand clusters of fruit,

plenty of them 2 feet in length, the berries

equalling in size the largest Raspberries. Not
only were these I'lackberries much appreciated

as a dessert fruit, but they were even more
esteemed in pies in mixture with Plums or

Apples, and for making into jelly. Being grown
against a wall, the fruit naturally commenced to

ripen much earlier than is the case when grown
in the open, the season extending from August
till November. Since that time I have taken

note of several attempts to grow select Bram-
bles, many being made live or six years ago, or

when the American introductions were so largely

advertised, but there are far more failures

than successes to chronicle. Only once have I

met with a row of really strong plant.s grown
Raspberry fashion, but 1 could point to several

garden rustic archways profitably covered with

selected wild Brambles, and also others with

the Parsley-leaved variety. Hereabouts the

American varieties are comparative failures.

Brambles do not appear to transplant so

readily as their hardy, free-growing character

would lead us to expect, ami subjecting them to

rough-and-ready treatment at the outset is the

primary cause of many failures. Not a few

liave put out strong canes and commenced
fruiting them at once. This they will respond

to in a fashion, but the same thing happens

with them as in the case of Raspberries simi-

larly treated, viz., they form no fresh sucker

growths, and without these, future supplies of

fruit need not be expected, especially seeing

that the old canes branch so weakly the first

season as to be of no further value. Compara-

tively small plants, or those obtained by peg-

ging down the points of the young growths to

the ground where they root quickly, are the best

to start with, but if stronger canes are planted

these ought to be cut down to near the ground,

the better to promote a stronger sucker growth.

Walls, fences, trellises (i feet high, and stronger

than Raspberries require, archways, and stout

isolated poles are all suitable for training

against, and in each and every case a deep,

freely manured root-run ought to be provided.

Starvation treatment answers fairly well in the

case of well-established wildings, but it will not

do for cultivated varieties. On shallow, poor

ground they will survive and perhaps give a

moderate crop of small fruit, but it is only on

rich, moisture-holding ground that a good start

is made and a strong fruitful growth is main-

tained, and if this cannot be provided by any

other moans, a wide and deep trench ought to

be <lug and fdled with a very rich loamy com-

post. Once they have commenced to grow

strongly, they can be kept in a luxuriant state

by means of rich manurial mulchings, licjuid

manure water also being given freely in dry,

hot weather.

The winter pruning consists in shortening

back the last formed canes to about two-thirda

of their length, the best of those that fruited

the previous season being also reserved, unless

young canes are plentiful, the lateral or old

fruiting growths being shortened hard back.

Not more than about four strong canes should

be left to each well-established stool, and these

may be shortened to dilt'erent lengths to suit

•any method of training. The young canes as a

rule are veiy pliable, and may be trained regu-

larly over a semi-circular trellis, the bend given

them causing a very even and stroiig break.

When the young suckers are plentiful they

ought to be freely thinned out during the sum-

mer, those reserved being lightly secured to the

trellises, fences, or walls as the case may be.

As the accompanying engraving indicates,

these Brambles can be successfully fruited in

pots, being also amenalde to very gentle forcing.

Their treatment from first to last must be
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liberal in the extreme. The hungry roots must
have a fair amount of pot room and the benefit

of a rich compost, or say a mixture consisting

of two parts roughly broken fibrous loam to one
of good three parts decayed stable manure, half-

inch bones being freely added, a layer also

covering the drainage crocks. The open air is

the best place to prepare the plants and to keep
them during the winter, the pots only being
plunged in ashes to save them from being
broken. When canes 3 feet and upwards are

obtained these may be bent so as to bring the
points down to the pots, two or three stakes
steadying and keeping them in position. In-

troduce into a warm greenhouse or orchard
house in JIarch, assigning them a light airy

position. Syringe freely both before and after

flowering in order to keep down red spider and
never let the plants suflFer for want of water at

the roots. When growing strongly top-dress
with good manure and give liquid manure fre-

quently, and in all other respects treat similarly

to ordinary fruit trees or bushes in pots.

I. M. H.

PEARS.
This is with us the best Pear season since the
Pear congress year, all sorts of trees on various
aspects carrying very fair crops. On a portion of

a long Pear wall, where the trees were very old
and the varieties indifferent, I planted in the au-
tumn of 18S9 a small collection of nice young cor-

don trees, and the majority of these will give us
some very good fruit. It is impossible to over-esti-

mate the value of cordons where a quick return is

required and the rapid reclothing of the wall is

desired, and they are likely to be planted in ever-
increasing' numbers. I do not for one moment
wish to offer any depreciatory remarks on old trees

if they are in good health and the variety is worth
growing. I have saved a large proportion here, and
by carefully cutting away spurs, laying in fresh
growth, and attending to spring protection wher-
ever practicable, I get a fair percentage of useful
fruit on Marie Louise, Van Mons Leon Leclerc, Bon
Chretien, Brown Beurrg, Bergamot, and other old
sorts. Among the old trees, however, there were
several varieties that were practically worthless,
and these have been cleared away to make room
fo: the cordons. Beurre Diel on old trees is not
worth eating, nor is Dachesse d'Angouleme. I

am, however, anxious to see how these sorts
will be from cordons, and shall also wait
with some anxiety the ripening of Chaumon-
tel. " Hardly worth growing," is the verdict from
some quarters, but I have seen it grand both in
size and quality from old trees in more than one
Sussex garden. One difBculty with very old trees
that have got away from the wall is to give the ne-
cessary spring protection unless there is an extra
width of coping at the top of the wall to enable the
net or tiffany to swing clear of the trees. If cover-
ing is impracticable, the blooming season is an
anxious time, and the crop on the old trees was only
JQst saved this year, a violent hailstorm followed by
a keen frost coming only some two days after the
set was perfected. So far as the protection of the
cordons is concerned, I have (pending their
advance to the top of the wall) fastened a strip of
deal along about 4 feet below the coping, and have
suspended the covering material from this, the
deal being made to stand out some few inches from
the wall. Varieties cropping freely on cordons are,

among others, Bon Chretien, Louise Bonne, Marie
Louise d'Uccle, Beurr6 Hardy, Beurr6 Diel, Winter
Nelis, and of stewing varieties, Uvedale's St. Germain
and General Todtleben. E. Bubbell.

Cla/remont.

ning to tell. However, that anxiety has been re-

moved, and the first week in July will see the

pickers very active. We have been importing
enormous quantities of fairly good fruits from the

south of France and the Channel Islands, but
these, of course, could not compare with those ef

home growth for freshness. Those who obtain

early in the day the fruits gathered in the very
early morn, set into punnets and run into the town
markets by train or light vans, have really fresh,

luscious fruits. These have flavour and briskness,

which no imported fruits can possess. Having
breadths within easy reach of a good town market
by road or rail, so that the fruits can be placed on
consumers' tables almost fresh gathered is of con-

siderable importance. Early gathered fresh fruits

always possess a brightness and perfume wanting
in those gathered later in the day. What sharp
late frosts we had did the Strawberry bloom very

little injury, so that the finest blooms were left to

produce the finest and the earliest fruits. The
recent rains have made the value of good mulch-
ings with clean litter all the more important, as

but for them many of the earliest fruits would
have been much splashed with dirt. Such mois-

ture as the ground now has will also be some time
retained. Unless we have excessive rainfalls, as

last year, there is no fear but that the crop will be
a profitable one. Growers do not now get very

high prices, but at least there is a fair average re-

turn made. Perhaps an unlocked for glut of fruit

may bring the returns down unduly, but it is not
anticipated that such wUl be the case.—B.

The Strawberry crop.—The recent rains have
proved very beneficial to the Strawberry breadths,
and now we may look for a heavy crop of fine

fruits. Prior to the falling of the rain there could
be no doubt but that a good deal of anxiety was
manifested by growers, as the drought was begln-

SUMMER PRUNING TRAINED FRUIT
TREES.

Thls work, like a good many operations per-

formed in the garden, does not admit of the

application of hard and fast rules. The condi-

tion of the trees should form the guide as to

how and when to prune. Any tree making
strong growth on wall or espalier should bo
checked now. There will always be reciprocal

action between roots and branches, and any
tree throwing out a cloud of soft spray will be
making corresponding root action. This exu-

berance of growth is often the result of deep
rooting, and permitting the growth to extend
till nearly the end of the growing season tends
to aggravate an already existing evil. It is

true this tendency to grow unduly can be met
by root-pruning, but trees of a considerable

size and age are difficult to put right by root-

pruning alone, simply because the feeding roots

are difficult to get at without running the risk

by doing too much, and thereby crippling tlie

trees for a number of years at least ; besides,

stopping the visible growth of a tree checks its

tendency to grossness just as effectually if taken
in time as root-pruning does, and I contend
that leaving trees with crowded branches un-
pruned till the summer is waning keeps the
fruit smaller than it would otherwise be. What
would be said of a Peach or Grape grower
who neglected to thin and stop the young wood,
so that the fruit could be properly supported,
and have free access to air and sunshine ? \\'here

a tree is carrying a heavy crop of fruit there
is not much pruning required, for the simple
reason that the crop has obtained the mastery.
But I think this mastery, whether of the crop of

fruit or undue development of foliage, is in it-

self a pernicious thing which ought to bo
checked when it becomes prominent. A crop
of fruit which stops growth entirely is too heavy
a load, and should be lightened immediately.
On the other hand, a tree which is making more
than the normal amount of growth should be
taken in hand at once, and its leaf-surface re-

duced. The most perfect system of summer
pruning, 1 think, would be to go over tlie trees

and stop all the strongest shoots, no matter
on what part of the tree they are found, leaving

the weaker shoots to take up the running, as it

were, and act as a check upon the production
of soft spray which is cast forth when a strong
growing tree Ls pruned rather closely back
all over its surface at the same time.

This plan is, I think, better than the one
borrowed from the French years ago of

pruning the top of the tree first and leav-

ing the bottom branches till last, in the
hope that more strength would be turned in

that direction, and a stimulant applied where
most required. Any tree that is merging on to

a gross habit and is getting out of hand, as it

were, will not be brought back to fruitfulness

by leaving the pruning too long. As a rule, the
branches of wall trees are trained too near each
other, and if the back buds and the leaves
which nourish them are covered up and shaded,
or robbed, as I may say, by projecting growths,
they must be weakly and not likely to be fer-

tile. No doubt, mischief has been in some
instances done by close pruning when the
upward pressure of the sap came after the
removal of the branches, causing the back eyes
to break into soft sappy growth, which necessi-

tated still further pruning. What is wanted is

to select the right time to cut off the redundant
summergrowth, leaving spurs of sufficient length
to check the outburst of young leafage late in

autumn. There should be no diihculty in doing
this if the right course is adopted and each
tree considered individually. It is true the
face of the wall may lack that even condition of

leafage which those who wish for uniformity
desire to see. In the case of Plums and Apricots,

lay in as much young wood as room can be
found for, and then there will be an outlet for

growth, even where the fresh wood has been
removed. On some soils old Pear trees are

often difficult to deal with, either by root or
top pruning, short of cutting oft' the branches
and making a new start altogether. This will

sometimes bring forth useful wood again,

but in a general way I am not in favour of this

retention of old trees after their work is done.
It is always best to have a series of young trees

coming on to take the place of any which are

past their best ; in no other way can walls or
espaliers be kept perfectly furnished.

E. H.

melons.—Were any readers of The Gakden
still disposed to hold that Melons in competitive
classes should always be judged by appearance and
perfume rather than by taste, they would find am-
ple cure for such a fallacy by trying some of the Me-
lons submitted to the fruit committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society. Rarely is a meeting of that

body held during the summer at which some Melons
are not submitted for certificates if worthy. What
happens generally is that the bulk have little

flavour ; some indeed are very objectionable ; some
are unripe, some over-ripe, whilst now and then
one is found to be very meritorious, although never
excelling in quality or appearance the best old

varieties. Very frequently it is found that the
finest and handsomest fruits are devoid of quality,

whilst some poor unpretentious fruit has the best

flavour. It seems difficult to understand why cer-

tificates of merit should be given to Melons at all,

because no fruits are more erratic and unreliable.

Most of the fruits preserve under ordinary cultiva-

tion tlie features found in them at the first, but
Melons are not often again ever so good as at the

first, and even then out of a score of fruits of the

same sort only one may be really meritorious. No
fruit which is not reliable ,ind constant should have
a special award of merit made to it.—A. D.

Strawberries as yearling plants.—From
observation for years past, I am convinced that to

have really good early Strawberries the best way is

to treat them as yearling plants, getting them
planted out early—in fact, treat them the same as

you would pot plants in the way of layering,
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&c. Last year I resolved to try a few plants of

Noble in this way. A friend gave me a few plants.

These had been layered in pots, and reached me at

the end of August. For want of space I could not

plant them out till early in October, when they were
turned out in a warm .sheltered border. In this

position they soon established themselves. In the

spring they soon showed signs of growth, and in

due course produced some fine flower-spikes and
plenty of foliage. From these plants I gathered

good large fruit on June 13, and a week later some
of the fruit from this border weighed 1} ozs. each.

I did not thin them in the least, but left every

berry that set, and some plants produced from
fifteen to twenty good fruits. When visiting Mars-
ton House, Frome, last year, I noted Mr. Iggnlden
had a border treated in a similar way, and, if my
memory serves me, he told me this border was only

a made one on a hard bottom. Many years ago
when at Maiden Erleigh, near Reading, I remember
Mr. Turton showing me a splendid crop of Presi-

dent he had treated in this way. When planting

out the Noble above referred to in October, I potted

twelve plants for early forcing for trial. These
produced some good fruit as early as Vicomtesse
H^ricart de Thury that had been potted two months
longer.—J. C. F.

THE LONGLEAT VINERY.
These is every prospect of a remarkably fine lot of

Grapes ripening in this noble vinery, and probably
they were never more generally satisfactory than
they are this season, which is saying a great deal.

One large compartment is principally devoted to

Black Hamburgh, and the four large Vines of this

variety have formed excellent wood ; the foliage is

strong and perfectly free of red spider, while the
bunches are large and of better shape than usual,

the berries also being large and evenly set. They
are now colouring rapidly. Madresfield Court,
planted since Mr. Pratt took charge of the Long-
leat Gardens, is also in fine condition, the bunches
being large and the berries exceptionally fine, be-
ing more like Plums than Grapes. It is the central
compartment that has done so much to make the
Longleat Grapes famous, this being wholly devoted
to the Muscat of Alexandria. A more even or
grander crop of this high class variety could not
well be found, there being hundreds of bunches as
evenly set as Madresfield Court, and which, when
fully grown, will average not less than 3 lbs. each.
There is not a weak place in the whole house, the
large span being entirely occupied by four huge
Vines, one being planted in each corner. The Mus-
cats also are ripening fast, but with such large
bunches and berries they will not be perfectly ripe
before the autumn. A third compartment, equal
in roof area to four average vineries, is given up
mostly to late black Grapes, notably Lady Downe's,
Alicante, Gros Guillaume, Gros Colman, and Mrs.
Pince, a few rods each of Gros Maroc, White To-
kay, and Foster's Seedling being also grown. On
the first named, heavy crops of medium sized
bunches are hanging, all the other varieties being
furnished with bunches above the average. Mrs.
Pince never sets particularly well at Longleat, or
not nearly so regular as I have seen it elsewhere,
but Mr. Pratt considers it is doing better than
usual this'season, and there will be a few dozen well
set bunches. It is worthy of note that these extra
large Vines have not a proportionately large area
of border to root in. The front walls are built or
furnished with arches, the original intention having
been to have both inside and outside borders, but the
latter have not been formed, and probably never
will be. If I remember rightly, about i acres of
grass land were stripped of turf for the purpose of
making the Inside border only, but it is found less

of it might have been used, as not more than two-
thirds of the space is occupied by roots, better re-

sults attending the practice of limiting the root
run. Naturally the Vines have to be highly fed.

Considering that the Vines have been planted about
twenty years, they maintain their productive state
remarkably well. W. I.

The Cherry crop in Kent.—In conseiiuence of
the anticipated failure of the Cherry crop in Kent,

and also on account of the serious losses experienced
by merchants last season, there has, says a Canterbury
correspondent, beeu a considerable decline in the
prices bid for orchards at the recent sales. At
Lyitsted. one of the leading Cherry orchards realised
£'42.5. This is the lowest return on record, and £5(30

less than thit of last year.

The Strawberry fields on the Dee.—At
Farudon and Holt, around which villages some
hundreds of acres of land are devoted to the growth of

Strawberries, the season is very backward, and another
week must elapse before picking becomes at all

general. The crop is very heavy, and the storms have
done serious damage by beating the green fruit into

the ground.

THE STRAWBERRY.*
Amoxi^st our hardy English fruits there is none
held in higher repute than the Strawberry. It

is an almost universal favourite, and being the

first fruit of the year that ripens in our gardens,

receives on that account the first and a very
large share of attention and regard. What is more
beautiful or more tempting than a dish of fresh-

gathered Strawberries, both the eye and the

palate being appealed to ? The Strawberry
ranks as one of our native fruits, the wild form
being found growing plentifully in our woods
and hedgerows, in many parts of the country,

and pretty generally in all the temperate regions

of Europe and America. As a cultivated plant,

it ia one of the oldest on record—so far back as

the reign of Richard III. (1483) excellent Straw-

berries are reported as growing in the Bishop of

Ely's garden in Holborn, and Hyll (1503) tells

us that " Strawberries be much eaten at all

men's tables, and that they will grow in gar-

dens to the bigness of a Mulberry." In Gerard's
" Herbal," of about the same date, the first men-
tion is made of white Strawberries. Although
Strawberries were known to the Romans in the

time of Pliny, they do not appear to have been
cultivated by them at all, or to have been of any
repute—the climate of Italy, excepting on the

higher lands, being probably too hot to grow
them to perfection.

Botanically, the Strawberry belongs to the

genus Fragaria, of which there are a good many
species—the common wild wood Strawberry
being Fragaria vesca and probably the only one
cultivated in Europe until near the end of the

last century, when Fragaria virginiana was in-

troduced from America. As regards the origin

of the varieties now under cultivation, some bota-

nists ascribe all to Fragaria vesca, and look upon
it as the original form. I am not able to adopt
that altogether. I am hardly prepared to admit
that the magnificent fruits we now possess have
been derived from the wQd form of the woods.
They seem to me so utterly and entirely distinct.

The first attempt at a general classification

and description of Strawberries that I know of

was made by the Horticultural Society in the
gardens at Chiswick, the report being furnished

by Mr. Barnet, the superintendent, and pub-
lished in the Society's Transactions in 1822.

Four hundred samples were received and grown
in the gardens, bearing over 200 names, which
Mr. Barnet, in his report, reduced to fifty-four

presumably distinct varieties, and arranged
tliem in seven classes. Scarcely any of these

varieties are now in cultivation, and the classifi-

cation is not approved. The simplest classifica-

tion that I know of is one of natural grouping,
adopted by M. H. de VUmorin in "Les Plantes
Potageres," viz. :

—

1. F. resca . . . The wood Strawberry.
2. F. alpina. . . The alpine Strawberry.
3. F. elatior . . The Hautbois.
4. F. virginiana . The scarlet Strawberry.

* Paper by Mr. A. F. Barron in the Journal of the
Royal Horticultural Society.

5. F. rhilo<;isis . The Chili Strawberry.
6. F. (jramiiflora . The Pine or Carolina.

From these six original species, as I take them
to be, the whole of our present race of Straw-
berries have been derived in one way or other.
Their mingled parentage, however, renders
classification of any sort extremely difticult.

The first, the common wood Strawberry, is

too well known to retiuire any description.

The fruits are small and comparatively insigni-

ficant, and I do not know of any improved
form.

The second, the alpine Strawberry, to a
great extent resembles the common wood va-

riety, only the fruits are larger and more elon-

gated in form, and the plant has the distin-

guishing merit of bearing successionally during
the season, so that the crop secured from a few
well-cultivated plants is very great. Hence, in

France, where it is cultivated to a far greater
extent than in this country, it is termed
" Fraisier de tons les mois," " F. des quatre
saisons," ifec. The alpine Strawberry is

stated to have been found on Mont Cenis, and
introduced to France in 1704, but it is also said

to have been introduced into England by the
Dutch, and grown about London several years
previously, and from thence sent to the French
king's garden at Trianon.

The third is the Hautbois, a variety at one
time well known and very generally cultivated.

This Strawberry is surely going out of cultiva-

tion, which seems a pity, for no other possesses

anything approaching the same peculiar rich

flavour, a sort of mixture between the Black
Currant and Raspberry. The berries are larger

than either of the preceding sorts, but it is a
notoriously bad bearer, many of the plants pro-

ducing no flower or the flowers proving abor-

tive, hence many believed it to be ditecious.

A great deal has been written on this subject,

which I need not allude to here.

The Hautbois is the same as the Fraise Cap-
ron of France. It is stated to be a native of

Germany. Parkinson, writing in 1027, calls it

the Bohemia Strawberry, and says :
" It hath

been with us but of late days." The name
Hautbois or Hautboy is said to be a corruption

of " Haarbeere."

No great improvement that I am aware of has
been made on the original. The variety named
Belle Bordelaise may be rather more prolific,

and we have a variety at Chiswick which was
sent to the society some years ago by Dr.

Bennett, of Aberdeen, which is a cross

between the Hautbois and Fragaria lucida,

from which something may be obtained.

The flavour of this cross is remarkable. Hy-
bridisers should really turn their attention to

the Hautbois.

The fourth is the Scarlet Strawberry, known
also as the Old Scarlet and the Bath Scarlet. It

is a native of Canada and the Eastern States of

North America, and was introduced into this

country in 1 029. This being the first Straw-
berry of decided merit, was very soon largely

cultivated, and from it the varieties Grove End
Scarlet, the Rosebery, Black Prince (and pro-

bably Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury), were no
doubt raised. Around Edinburgh, until very

lately, a great extent of this Strawberry was
grown chiefly for preserving.

The fifth is the Chili Strawberry, which was
introduced by Frezier into France in 1712, and
described by him as

'
' having fruit the size of a

Walnut." Fifteen years later, in 1727, we read
of Miller growing it in his garden at Elthara.

There seem to have been two varieties, how-
ever ; the one we have grown at Chiswick la of
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gross growth, a poor cropper, with large pale
fruit of poor quality. Mr. Robert Thompson
was of opinion that the pale colour of the
British Queen class was derived from the Chili.

The sixth is the Pine or Old Carolina Straw-
berry, the origin of which is rather obscure

;

and here again there appear to have been two
varieties—one introduced in France about the
middle of the last century and described by
Poiteaii ; the other introduced into England
from Holland, which seems to have become the
parent of the greater part of our largest and
best English Strawberries.

Thus we dispose of the original species, and
now come to consider the Strawberries as they
are at the present time, and as they appear be-
fore us to-day.

These M. Vilmorin places in one great group
of hybrid Strawberries, numbering many hun-
dreds, if not thousands. I shall not attempt to
classify them, and I am free to confess 1 hardly
know how—they seem to be so hopelessly in-
termingled the one with the other, and changes
still go on.

Although no direct record is to be had of the
progress made in the raising of new varieties
and the gradual improvement of this fruit, we
are face to face with the fact that during the
present century every variety now cultivated
has been introduced to our notice ; and if we
care to look back 250 years, we shall find our-
selves reduced to this—the common wood
Strawberry. No better evidence than this is

required. Slowly, but surely has the improve-
ment been going on. All honour to those
patient workers and keen observers who liave
done so much, and to whom we are indebted
for all these beautiful fruits we now enjoy.

It is extremely interesting to note, amidst
the gradual development taking place, the oc-
casional advent of some standard variety, which
stands out clear and bold like a finger-post
pointing the way onwards.

There are, to my mind, eight of these lead-
ing sorts which are deserving of special re-
cord :

—

Keens' Seedling.—Raised by Mr. Keens, market
gardener, Isleworth, 1821. This variety, when ex-
hibited before the Horticultural Society in 1821,
created quite a sensation, so greatly was it then in
advance of all others.

British (Jucen.—Raised by Mr. Myatt, market
gardener, Deptford, about 1810. The grandest
Strawberry ever introduced.

Vicovitesse Eirico/rt de Thury.—Raised by M.
Jamin, of Bonrg-la-Reine, Paris, and introduced
into this country about 1850. A favourite early
variety.

Elton Pine.—Raised by Mr. T. A. Knight, a for-
mer president of the Royal Horticultural Society.
An excellent late sort.

iSir Jiisej/h Paxton.—Raised by Mr. Bradley, of
Southwell, Notts. The leading London market
Strawberry.

President.—naisnA by Mr. Green, of High Cross,
Ware. Large and excellent.

Sir Charles A'a/«'er.— Raised by Mr. Smith, mar-
ket gardener, Twickenham. A favourite market
sort.

A'w^^e.—Raised by Mr. Laxton, of Bedford, and
certificated by the Royal Horticultural Society in
1KH7. The earliest Strawberry, and withal one of
the noblest ever introduced.

Selection of Varieties for General
Culture.

'he number of excellent varieties now in
cr tivatiou is so great that it is next to impossi-
bl to make a selection that wUl meet with
gt aral acceptance.

jtertain sorts succeed in certain soils and in
••-•^ain localities. The variety that finds favour

on light land is not so well adapted for heavy
clay, itc, and with some growers quantity is

greatly preferred to quality ; others will insist

on size and appearance, as if the fruit was tii

be looked at, instead of to be eaten.

To those who can afford it, I certainly think
that flavour or quality should be the fiist test of

merit ; still many highly flavoured sorts are

such notoriously bad croppers, itc, and so

wanting in constitution, that they cannot be
recommended.

After considerable experience and a passing
acquaintance with nearly every Strawberry sent
out during the last thirty years, the following
would be my first selection of twelve varie-

ties :

—

Nohlc (Laxton).—Fruit very large, roundish, of
fine deep red colour, moderate quality, good sturdy
constitution, and great cropper. Ripens very early,

about a week in advance of Keens' Seedling. A
variety of great and decided merit.

Kinij of the Earlies (Laxton). — Fruit rather
small, fine colour, and excellent quality. Fine con-
stitution and great cropper. First early.

Moumtesse llerieart de Thury.—One of the best
constitutioned Strawberries that I know of ; will

stand more bad treatment than any other sort.

The fruit ripens early, and, although not large, are
all so bright and clear, and of fairly good quality,
that it is a general favourite. It is also an extra-
ordinary cropper.

President. — A very good main-crop variety.

The fruit large, of good appearance, and fine

quality. A great cropper.

Sir Joseph Pa,rton.—Fruit large, deep shining
red, extremely handsome, moderate quality. Largely
grown in Kent for the London market. Does not
succeed so well at Chiswick.

Sir Charles jVajner.—FTmt large, pale shining
red, very handsome, and of a fine brisk acid flavour.

A very heavy cropper. Much grown in Middlesex
for the London market. Succeeds weU at Chis-
wick.

Coii?itess.—One of many excellent varieties raised
by Dr. Roden, of Kidderminster. Plant of fine

constitution, and a great cropper. Fruit flat, cocks-
combed, frequently split at the apex. Very hand-
some, and of good quality.

Lucas.—A Belgian variety sent out by De
Jonghe, Brussels. Plant of strong, vigorous growth,
and a great cropper. Fruit large, bright red, and
of a fine brisk acid flavour. Midseason.

British (^ueen.—The finest Strawberry in culti-

vation, without a doubt. Fruit large, broad, cocks-
combed, pale red, the apex frequently very pale,
and not ripened. Requires high cultivation, but
when well grown crops abundantly.

Br. Hor/ij.—This is one of Mr. Bradley's seed-
lings, and may be termed a hardier and more
vigorous variety of British Queen, succeeding where
that variety does not.

Waterloo.—This seems to be identical with a
French variety known as M. Fournier. It is re-

markable for its extraordinary size and dark purple
colour, very distinct and attractive. Quality second-
rate, a moderate cropper. Rather late.

Elton Pine.—A remarkably fine late variety, of
a fine deep red colour and extremely brisk acid
flavour. A moderate cropper.
A second selection of twelve varieties would in-

clude the following, which are all good, although
not equal, in my opinion, to those in the first list

:

Black Prince, Pauline, Keens' Seedling, Sir Harry,
La Grosse Sucrfie, Mr. Radclyfl'e, Souvenir de Kielf,

Oscar, James Veitch, A. F. Barron, Eleanor, Frog-
more Late Pine.

A Selection of Varieties fob Special
PUKP0SB3.

Flavovr or quality.—Myatt's Pine Apple, Myatt's
Eliza, British Queen.
For ijcnerol erop.—Vicomtesse Hrricart de Thury,

Sir Charles Napier, Sir Joseph Piuxton.
For size nmd appearance.—Waterloo, Sir J. Pax-

ton, James Veitch.
For early supply.—Noble, King of the Earlies,

\'icomtesse Hericart de Thury. The earliest va-

riety proved at Chiswick last season was Crescent
Seedling.

For late st/pjily.—Elton Pine, Frogmore Late
Pine, Eleanor.
Fur pot cijlture.—Keens' Seedling, Sir Charles

Napier, La Grosse Sucr6e.
For prescrring.—Vicomtesse Hfiricart de Thnry,

Elton Pine, Old' Scarlet.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 813.

CATTLEYA SCHE(EDER/E.
(with a COLOUnED PLATE.*)

This Cattleya has been introduced for some
five or six years. It is one of the labiata

group, and is generally considered to be only

a variety of C. Trianae. Similar though,

it be in general outline, there are many, my-
self amongst the number, who look upon it

as distinct as either G. Mossioe, C. Mendeli,

C. Gaskelliana, 6. gigas and many others of

the labiata section. Upon its being first

shown in public, much disappointment was
felt. As, however, the plants then in the

country became better established and
stronger, they produced flowers of greater

beauty, and certainly it stands without a rival

in its delicious perfume, C. chocoensis being

the only other Cattleya which approaches it

in grateful odour. C. Trianaj flowered first

in this country in Mr. Eucker's celebrated

collection, when it was called C. quadricolor,

a name given to it by Lindley, but which he
never published until Eeichenbacli had named
it Trianre from some specimens sent to him
by M. Linden, of Brussels. This name was
published prior to Lindley's description, and
consequently quadricolor has become a syno-

nym. C. Trianae is widely distributed

throughout New Grenada, being especially

abundant, we are told, about Popayan, Buga,

and Ibague, from which some of the richest

and best coloured forms have come. I think

C. Schroederre is more restricted in its distri-

bution, but I have never learned definitely

the exact district in which it is found.

C. Schraedene is by no means a difficult

plant to manaye when fresh imported. The
plants should be hung with their heads

downwards, and when in this position they

may be frequently syringed without the

slightest harm accruing. Care must be taken

to watch the growth when it first pushes out

from the eye, this being the most critical

time, for if not carefully watched the young
growths turn upwards, in a directly opposite

direction to the old bulbs and leaves, and
thus an awkward and bad shaped plant is

tlio result. Thi' plants, immediately the now
growth .shows any indication of moving,

should bo reversed and placed in a proper

position, so that the young growths come up
at the same angle as the older ones. If

tliis cannot be done, it is far better not

to hang them up in a reversed position,

but I like tliis system for fresli imported

plants of Cattleyas. Every three years is

• Drown for The Gabdkn by H. G. Moon at St.

Albans, March 21, 18U1. Litliographed and printed by
Guillaume Severeyna.
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quite often enougli to repot Cattleyas, and,

tliorefore, they slioulil be jiotted -with all due
care. The soil best suited for this plant is

good soft peat fibre, with all the fine dusty

part shaken away, and to this may be added
a small portion of living Sphagnum Moss.

In plaeing this in position the jilant must
be slightly elevated above the pot's rim,

so as to clear the young growths fi'om the

effects of too much water. During the sum-
mer months, which are its period of growth, it

should be well exposed to sunlight. A thin

shading is necessary during the hottest part

of the day, and during this time the atmo-

sphere must be well charged with moisture,

and the roots, although not requiring so much
water, must never at any time suffer through

drought. After growth is completed oae
may toll if the plants will flower the next
spring, because a sheath will be developed
upon the young growth. During the winter
the plant requires to bo kept cool and dry so far.

Treated in this manner the plants will de-

velop their flowers during the month of April

and sometimes even later.

W. H. GOWER.

Cattleya gigas Sanderiana. — From T.
Meechin comes the first Uower o£ the season, and a
superb one. It is a very fine bloom, but I do not
think it is so dark in the front lobe of the lip as I

have seen. It measures more than 9 inches across,
the sepals narrow, the petals being very broad and
soft delicate rose in colour ; the lip is very long
and very broad. The front lobe is wonderfully
developed and beautifully frilled, the front portion
being rich crimson shaded with purple, and having
a pair of large eye-like spots at the mouth of the
throat, which is streaked with lines of purplish
crimson

;
the flower is very deeply bilobed in front.

One of the most successful growers of all the forms
of gigas is Mr. De B. Crawshay, of Sevenoaks, Kent.
—W. H. G.

Cattleya superba.—This plant, known in our
gardens for upwards of fifty years, has always been
rare. I have received some very large and richly
coloured flowers from J. Sheppard from some plants
which he received from British Guiana last autumn

;

they are excellent in every respect. When I was
in charge of the Messrs. Rollisson's establishment
at Tooting, we received a grand lot of this species
from the Rio Negro ; it was called superba, but the
flowers were nothing like those sent, which are rich
in colour and very fragrant. This Cattleya does
not appear to be very long-lived in cultivation, and
this, I think, arises from the fact that growers at
home forget or ignore the circumstances under
which it grows. Daring the first six months of the
year the plants are deluged with rain with a very
high temperature. I was most successful with the
plant at Tooting, always keeping it hot and moist,
and being careful not to overload the roots with
soil. It grows well on Tree Fern stems. I grow
this plant in the hottest and brightest house at
command, and I keep it moist nearly all the year
round. This treatment causea it to frequently
grow through the winter months, but it does not
matter, because the growths nearly all flower. H. G.

Cattleya Mendeli.—A wonderfully fine variety
of these flowers comes from the neighbourhood of
Sheffield, from George Rowbottom ; they are all
nice forms. The flower marked 5, and known as
grandiflora, measures 7^ inches across, the petals
being broad, beautifully undulated, white, faintly
tinged with rose; lip very large, prettily frilled
round the margin, the front part of a uniform
dark magenta, passing into rose towards the white
edge, the throat rich yellow. The next flower which
arrests my attention is No. 7, which I should cer-
tainly say was superbissima, a form figured in The

Gakdbn, Vol. XX. (p. .352). The petals are much
undulated, and with the sepals are creamy white,

suffused with soft rose. The front of the lip is deep
amethyst-purple, the base of the lip and the throat

being rich bright yellow.—W. H. G.

Cattleya Wageneri rosea {T. H.).—l had
not seen this variety for about twenty years until

this flower arrived in fine condition. The flower

now before me is about fii inches across, the sepals,

petals, and the lip of a pure white, saving the stain

of yellow in the throat. The margin of the lip is

beautifully fringed and stained with bright rose.

It is an exceedingly beautiful form of the plant.

It requires the same treatment as C. Mossiaj, in a
batch of which " T. H." received it.—W. H. G.

Cattleya HarrisouisB.—" R. C." sends a very

fine flower of this plant for a name. It is distin-

guished from C. Loddigesi Viy the lip being roughly
veined and corrugated, and by the orange-yellow

disc of the lip; the flowers are of a soft rosy lilac,

upwards of 4 inches across. C. Loddigesi was the
first Cattleya introduced to this country, and was
grown by the firm whose name it now bears under
the name of Epidendrum violaceum. The present

form Harrisonise is a variety of it, according to

some, but the roughness of the lip distinguishes it,

and it is usually taller in its growth. Both it and
C. Loddigesi are universally admired whenever
seen, notwithstanding the larger and brighter

coloured forms which may beflowering around.—W.

Slasdevallia Schlimi.—This was shown in

wonderful form by Mr. Cypher at the Temple show.
There were some five or six racemes of bloom
each carrying many more flowers on a raceme than
are usually seen. The prevailing colour is purplish

chocolate, flushed with yellow, the long tails being
golden-yellow. It was forty years after Schlim
discovered this plant before it was imported by the

Messrs. Sander in a living state. It is said to be
found at an elevation of from 9000 feet to 1 1 ,000

feet, so that the plant requires to be grown cool. It

appears to be distinct from any species that has
been introduced to our gardens.—W. H. G.

Odontoglossum excellens {G. B.).—lt is a
form of this plant, and being a natural hybrid, it is

no wonder it varies so much. This plant appears
to have been imported largely of late, and the
amount of variation has been considerable, some
forms having quite a white centre to the petals.

Most of them are really beautiful, and yours, al-

though inferior to any I have previously seen, is by
no means to be ignored. It thrives well in the
company of either of its supposed parents, which
are 0. Pescatorei and 0. triumphans. A coloured
figure of this plant appeared in The Gaeden, ^'ol.

XXI., t. 330. Mr. Sander showed some grand
forms of it at the Temple in May last.—W. H. G.

The yellow - lipped Swan Orchid (Cyc-
noches chlorochilon).—At the meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society on June 23 a remarkably fine

e.xample of this handsome and curious Orchid was
exhibited by Messrs. F. Sander and Co. Not only
in the size of the pseudo-bulbs, but more especially

in the number of flowers on a spike it showed sur-

prising vigour. Usually the flowers on the raceme
are two in number, but three are not infrequently
produced. Mr. Sander's plant, however, bore two
spikes, one with no less than six, and the other with
five flowers, all of which were larger than are seen
in ordinary specimens. Owing to the competition
of showier genera like Cattleya and Lailia, the
Swan Orchids do not now obtain the notice they
did in the earlier days of Orchid growing. They
are, nevertheless, amongst the most interesting of
this family. The long, curved column, terminated
by the large, inflated anther-case, has a very strik-

ing resemblance to the neck and head of a swan

—

a resemblance which in some species is heightened
by the arrangement of the sepals and petals sug-
gesting wings. In size C. chlorochilon is no doubt
the finest species, although others with smaller,

but more highly coloured flowers are (or have been)
in cultivation. The flowers measure 5 or (i inches
across, the sepals being of a pleasing shade of yel-

lovfish green, while the lip is ivory white relieved
by a rov^nd blotch of the richest olive-green ; the

slender, arching column is 2 inches long. This
species was introduced from Demerara in 1838.

Dendrobium Parishi.—G. Dunford sends me
a good form with rather light sepals and pe-

tals. The flower is from a plant bearing upwards
of 100 blooms. The Messrs. Low,who first imported
this plant upwards of twenty-five years ago, staged

at the Temple show a white form, which they called

albescens. The growth and size of bloom resembled
those of the type ; but the flower, saving the dark
markings of deep maroon on each side of the lip,

was pure white.—W. H. G.

THE WEEK'S WORK.
HARDY FRUITS.

Eably Steawbeeries.— Directly it no longer pays
to keep the nets over the beds or rows on warm
borders or other early quarters, remove them and
at once make preparations for forming fresh plan-

tations. In some cases it will be possible to lift a
good many well-rooted runners from among the

old plants, and, failing these, the requisite number
will have to be layered in some way. The beds
being in a convenient position for the purpose,

clear them of all strawy rubbish, and between the
rows distribute a layer of fairly rich soU, a thickness

of about 2 inches of this being ample. Select the
least injured runners, and fasten them down to the

soil with either pegs or pebbles. Keep the soil in

a moist state, a gentle watering nearly every even-

ing during bright fine weather being advisable. All

will then soon be well rooted, and can be trans-

planted with a good ball of soil about the roots.

This will be found a simpler and better plan than
layering either on turves or in small pots. Early
Strawberries should have the sunniest position in

the garden, and may well follow either early Po-

tatoes, Cauliflowers, or salading, and, supposing
the ground was well manured for these, all the

further preparation necessary is to clear it of rub-

bish, level, trample, and fine down the surface.

Do this according as the crops are cleared ofT, and
it will then be ready for the Strawberries when
these are fit to transplant, let the weather be what
it may. Fresh beds should be made every August,
as it is not desirable to fmit the plants more than
once.

Tempoeaet Stbawbeery beds.—All alike are

not in a position to devote extra sunny borders to

Strawberry culture, but much might be done in

very many cases by means of temporary beds. A
great depth of soil is not necessary, and those who
have but little space to spare and yet are anxious
to have Strawberries ripe in the open as early as

possible, should endeavour to form beds, narrow or

wide, according to circumstances, close up to any
warm wall, not necessarily inside the kitchen gar-

den proper. Narrow raised borders might be formed
against the front walls of various plant and fruit

houses, and against any other wall with a south or

southern aspect. Supposing the bottom is hard
and stony, this may be " stubbed " up and removed
or otherwise, a depth of 9 inches of fresh and fairly

rich loamy soil being ample. Make this rather

firm, and put out well-rooted runners of Noble or

some other improved variety 18 inches apart each
way, doing this not later than the first week in

August. Keft well supplied with water, if that

month be at all hot and dry, strong serviceable

plants will form and a valuable early crop of fruit

be obtained next season. All that will be neces-

sary in after years will be to root out the plants that

have borne one good crop, and after liberally mix-
ing fresh loam, solid animal manure, and a little

bone meal with the old soil, to replant with young
rooted runners.

Steawbeeries in wet weather.—During a
wet July immense quantities of Strawberries are

spoilt, much of the fruit either failing to ripen

or else rotting on the ground, while slugs and other

insect pests are particularly troublesome. In order

to be certain of the fruit ripening so as to be toler-

ably firm and of good flavour it must be raised well

off the ground, and in wet seasons it pays well to

take this trouble. Earthenware collars have been
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made and advertised and they answer well, as
also do the better-known wire crinolines for rais-

ing the fruit well off the ground. Substitutes for
the latter may easily be made of old fencing or
stout galvanised wire, two half circles with ends
for thrusting into the ground being required for
each plant. Another very simple and cheap plan
is to place a few short stakes round each plant, a
strip of raffia or string in connection with these
suspending the greater portion of the fruit. There
may be no necessity for any of these steps to be
taken, but all emergencies have to be anticipated
by successful fruit growers, and a good supply of
well-ripened Strawberries frequently proves particu-
larly acceptable to the owners of gardens.

Budding fruit trees.—Young trees can be
obtained by budding suitable small stocks with su-
perior varieties, and the character of older ones be
quickly changed in the same way. The kinds
most frequently budded are Apricots, Peaches,
Plums, and Cherries, but Pears and Apples may
also be similarly propagated. Seedling Plums and
the sucker growths of the Mussel Plum are suitable,
: Jnot always the best stocks that can be named for
the three first kinds, and the stocks most easUy ob-
tained for Cherries are seedlings and the wild
Cherry, Crabs being used for Apples, and the wild
Pear for Pears. None of these being available,
superior varieties may yet be increased by means of
older sorts, the buds being inserted in young, yet
fairly firm growths. In each and every case success
largely depends upon the way in which the buds
run and the stocks open. If the bud clears from
the wood readily and the bark parts or opens
freely, success is almost certain. The budding,
therefore, should not be delayed till dry hot
weather sets in, and during the early part of July
there should be good plump buds available and
plenty of sap in the trees and stocks ; otherwise,
they ought to be well watered two or three days in
advance of the budding. What is known as shield
budding, this being the same as that generally
adopted for Rises, the process being almost identical
answers best, and with this most gardeners are
familiar. In the case of Peaches, Nectarines,
Apricots, and in a less degree Plums, care must be
taken to select wood and not flower buds. Only
the former would develop a young shoot, but the
latter might take and give fruit. Straight young
stocks should be budded near to the ground, while
stronger stocks with branching shoots should be
treated in the same way as Briers. In the older
trees select medium- sized young shoots and insert
the bud not far from the old wood. W. I.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Spring Cabbage.—At one time the month of
August was considered early enough for sowing
the seed of Cabbage for the following spring and
early summer supply. If sown earlier than the
15th of August the plants were apt to " bolt

"

before the spring, but this was more on account of
the varieties then in vogue than the date of sowing.
The seeds are now generally sown a month earlier
than that stated above, and probably a far less
percentage bolt. Another advantage is that the
plants are enabled to become established before
the cold weather sets in, and during a mild winter
the earliest varieties keep on gently growing. From
the 15th to the 24th should suit most localities, the
later date or even up to the end of the month for
the earliel^t parts of the country. In addition to the
above, I always take the precaution to sow again
towards the end of August and allow the plants to
remain in the seed bed throughout the winter, as a
safeguard against destruction from frost or filling

up gaps in the main plantation early in the follow-
ing spring. The site selected for the seed bed
should be in an open position as a safeguard against
the seedlings becoming drawn. The seeds must not
be sown too thickly, as overcrowding of the seedlings
in the seed bed is often the source of the plants
bolting later on. It is also not advisable to sow
the seeds on poor ground, this favouring slow ger-
mination as much as anything, and the young seed-
lings as they appear through the soil are more
likely to be attacked by insect pests. A rough seed

bed has equally baneful results. Sufficient seed
should be sown to enable a plentiful supply of suit-

able plants being obtained for the main plantation.
The site for the seed bed should be in a well
worked and pulverised condition, and if at all in a
lumpy state, the addition of old potting soil and
burnt garden refuse will be beneficial. The seeds
should be sown thinly in drills 15 inches apart, and
during a dry time if these are soaked overnight it

will enable the seeds to germinate more evenly. As
the seedlings appear above the soil, dust lightly
with soot or wood ashes, and where small birds are
troublesome the precaution must be taken of net-
ing over the bed, or else the seedlings as they are
just appearing through the soil will disappear
rapidly. Dusting or rather coating the seeds with
red-lead, previously moistening them with water or
linseed oil, will protect them.

Parsley fob winter.—In all gardens where
Parsley fell considerably short of the demand dur-
ing the last winter, due preparation should be made
at a suitable time of the year, as by a litt?e fore-
thought at this season a suitable supply may be
obtained. The present is a suitable time for sow-
ing the seeds, and in all cases in positions where
the plants may be efficiently protected on the ap-
proach of bad weather. Narrow sloping borders
exposed to the sun should be utilised if possible,

and the seeds being sown thinly in drills 15 inches
apart wiU allow of sufficient space for a free circu-

lation of air amongst the plants, so as to effectually
guard against damp. It is a good plan to arrange
the beds of the same size as any portable lights, so
that these could be lifted on at any time when
needed, for as long as the plants can remain ex-
posed without fear of injury from either damp,
frost, or snow, the hardier they are. The best
system, however, for making sure of a suitable sup.
ply during the later winter months is to sow in
frames at the present time. Low brick frames are
very suitable, but the lights must be taken
away and not replaced until really needed for pro-
tection. The pits must be filled up firmly with
suitable soil to within 10 inches of the top to en-
able the growth to be exposed to the light and air

when the lights have to be replaced.

Sowing Parsley in small pots. — Where
frame space is scarce, sowing in pots is a good plan
for raising plants, as these when sufficiently

large can be put out into boxes or even tubs, to
be removed to a greenhouse or even vinery or

Peach house upon the approach of inclement
weather. Many useful gatherings may be thus se-

cured. This system, however, must be considered
as an adjunct to the usual methods adopted, and
must not be solely depended upon. Two or three
seeds should be sown in the centre of a 3-inch pot.

The pots should be placed in a frame and watering
attended to until the seeds germinate, after which
the lights should be removed to allow the plants

to make a sturdy growth. When sufficiently large
enough, plant out into convenient-sized boxes, the
depth being about i inches or 5 inches. Set the
plants out at the same distance and allow the
boxes to remain in the open until the latter end of

October, or even later if the weather should prove
mild. At this time place them under cover, such
as a well aired vinery or Peach house, and the
trouble entailed will not be regretted. The plants

being well established, they will even withstand
a gentle forcing, such as a vinery or Peach house
being started.

Main - crop Celery.—The main - crop Celery
should be got out into the trenches as soon as the
plants are ready. If the plants have been pre-

viously pricked off .and attended to as I have ad-
vised, nice sturdy examples will be forthcoming, iind

such as will not suffer when placed in the trenches.

Being pricked off into good holding soil over a
layer of manure on a hard surf.ace, each plant may
be lifted with a good ball adhering to the roots.

Each plant should be cut out square with a sharp
trowel, taking particular care that the material
about the roots is previously in a wellmoi.stened
condition. Planting out Celery with the balls in a
dry state is as injurious as repotting plants
whilst the balls are dry. Carefully remove all

sucker growth and press the soil well about the
ball in the operation of planting. If a thorough
watering be given immediately after planting, the
Celery will grow away without receiving the
slightest check, and the evil of " bolting " will be
reduced to a minimum. Celery planted at this

date will be found to be the most satisfactory in

quality. After planting, bi-weekly applications of

water will be more beneficial than daily sprinklings,

taking care to well soak the trenches. A. Y.

PLANT HOUSES.
Greenhouse.—Hard-wooded plants.— Those
which are usually in full beauty during May and
June should now be relieved of all faded flower
trusses. In the case of Ericas this should be done
in a careful manner, otherwise it is possible to in-

jure the young shoots and probably pull some out.

Both hands are required for this work ; one to hold
the shoot, the other to pick off the faded flowers.

Plants of Ericas which have flowered profusely will

in all probability have a good quantity of the ear-

lier blossoms faded, whilst the remainder are still

quite fresh. In such instances the faded ones
should be removed to improve the appearance of
the rest. In some cases where a profuse crop of

bloom has been borne the growth will be backward.
This may be encouraged to start away rather more
freely by keeping the plants under glass for a fort-

night or so with light syrirgings in bright sunny
weather. If the plants are small enough to be kept
in a pit meanwhile, that will answer quite as well
or even better. The Aphelexis will now be past
their best, but the flowers will perhaps still be good
enough to be of some service in a dried state when
fresh ones are scarce. The plants should now be
relieved of their crop of flowers, but in doing
this the mistake should not be made of merely
cutting them off just where the scales surrounding
the stem of the flower terminate and the foliage

commences. No shjot will issue foith at such a
place, but below it will be found a shoot already
growing away. By holding the wood in one hand,
the flower growth can here be easily detached. If

cut off higher up the remaining portion will only
die back and make the plant look shabby. These
plants having thus far been kept under cover to

preserve their flowers, should now be stood out of

doors in a warm, sunny and sheltered place. With
these and all other plants which require careful
treatment, any possibility of worms getting into

the pots must be rigorously guarded against. This
can be prevented in a more certain manner by
standing the plants upon three bricks ; the little

additional trouble will pay for being taken. All

good plant growers know full well that worms are

an annoyance which ought to be avoided as much
as possible in pot plants. A bed of ashes is a very
good bottom upon which to stand hard-wooded
plants, but even then, when no bricks are used, it is

not a good plan to plunge the pots. If the pots of

the larger plants are not sufficiently screened from
the sun upon the side exposed to it, then the better

way is to protect them with canvas or sacking
rather than plunge them. Pimeleas will in all

probability have been picked over some weeks ago;
if not done no time should now be lost. The more
straggling growing kinds, as P. spectabilis, will be
all the better for a gentle pruning, not into the
hard and bare wood, but just enough to assist

in keeping the plants somewhat more com-
pact. A'ery straggling or leggy plants when
dry at the roots may be cut hard back with fair

prospects of securing a good break under careful

management. In Pimelea culture it is an essential

point to secure a good bottom at the commence-
ment of starting with a specimen. Pimeleas are

subject to attacks of red spider ; this can, however,
be kept effectually in check by frequent syringing.

The plants m.ay now be stood out of doors ; in this

way the growth will be more sturdy and robust
than if kept under glass. Polygalas require partial

pruning to keep them fairly well withinbounds ; when
a plant of fair size has been obtained, about half of

the growth in length of the previous season may be
taken off. Such work should, however, be seen to

at once, or the possibility is that the young shoots
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will not be sufficiently advanced to flower another

season. These plants should also be frequently-

syringed during warm weather until a good break

has been secured. Late flowering Indian Azaleas,

as Brilliant and Souvenir de Prince Albert, also

Gem, which is not now so frecjaently seen, should

be placed in a house or pit where a brisk heat can
for a few weeks be maintained, the object in view

being to secure a completion of the growth as soon

as possible, so that the flower-buds may be securely

S9t by the autumn. If left to themselves in a cool

house, they will not at all times set nearly so well

as they should do, as what in some instances

appears to be flower-buds will be found to re-

sult only in wood-buds. Keep the plants well

syringed two or three times daily ; this will greatly

assist in a speedy termination to the growth and
formation of the buds, as well as in keeping the

thrips well in subjection. The early and mid-season

Azaleas should now be all fit for standing out of

doors in a warm and sunny position ; if kept much
longer under glass there will be a chance of a
secondary growth rather than flower buds. This

stock also should be syringed as the sun leaves

the plants in the afternoon, not necessarily

heavy unless thrips are seen. All Azaleas which
are in need of fresh potting must be seen to at

once, if not already done, a shift into pots an
inch larger all round being quite enough, and
better than a larger one ; the latter plan, where
adopted, will encourage too strong a growth with
less prospect of bloom another season. The blue

Leschenanltias chiefly, and others also which have
ceased to flower, will require some looking to. If a
strong shoot has been made it will be as well to

pinch such to give more strength to the weaker
ones. For my own part, I prefer to grow these

plants under glass during the summer, except
in the most favoured positions. Epacrises, on the

whole, will now have made a good growth if

carefully looked after ; so also will the late autumn,
winter, and early spring flowering soft-wooded
Heaths. The plants will now, therefore, require

thorough exposure to the sunshine to ripen the
growths. Guard against the plants suffering for

want of water. They will, when healthy, take a
good supply. DraoophyUum gracUe, as soon as the

spikes are faded, should have all of these cut off

close to where the young shoots are pushing forth

below. Eriostemons, Boronias, Tetratheca*!, and
Hedaromas should all be encouraged to make a
good growth as soon as possible, the chief part of

which should be completed by the middle of

August to allow of sufiicient time for ripening the

wood. These plants will be benefited by light

syring'mgs on warm days, chiefly as the sun is

leaving them in the afternoon. In favourable
positions they will do far better out of doors than
in the greenhouse, the chief things to guard against
being exposure to sharp draughts or too much
shade from trees. If allowed to remain under
glass until the growth is completed, no shading
should be permitted, or the shoots will become
drawn. Any old seed vessels should be picked off

if not actually bearing seed. Acrophyllum venosum
will do very well under the same treatment with
closer attention to ward off any attacks of either red
spider or thrips.

Ericas of the later kinds now coming into flower

should be carefully looked after. The latest even,

which flower in September, will now be showing
trusses. At such times the plants must not be
allowed to suffer for want of water, otherwise some
of the individual flowers where fairly advanced will

open in a crippled condition, more particularly the
glutinous kinds ; those in a more backward state will

turn yellow, the trusses thus being made imperfect.
On the other hand, it must not be inferred that any
excess of water is needed ; closer attention is the
chief thing to observe, watering the plants a trifle

sooner than would otherwise be done rather than
let them suffer. Many of the finest of the Ericas
belong to the section which have glutinous or sticky
flowers ; in the treatment of these kinds in particu-
lar dust has to be guarded against. This if within
reach of these sorts will soon spoil their appear-
ance, the deposit not being removable, save by
either hard rains or heavy syringings,and then even

not effectually or in a desirable manner. For this

reason I prefer to have these, and other flowering

Ericas, too, when not kept under glass, stood out upon
a Grass plot or upon the lawn in suitable positions.

If near the greenhouse or some other cover, so much
the better in case of a heavy downpour of rain, as

in thunderstorms. The colours of the flowers of

these Ericas are considerably intensified by full

exposure to the sun until fully developed ; thence
onwards a light shade during the heat of the day
will be as well to retain them in a fresher condi-

tion somewhat longer. Another plant which will

bear a good amount of sunshine is Crowea saligna,

the pretty pink flowers of which are very orna-

mental when freely produced. J. Hudson.

ORCHIDS.
We have now plenty to do in all the departments
to keep the plants clean and in a free-growing state.

The great point in their culture is to maintain a

steady and continuous growth, and this will not be

unless all the conditions are favourable. We re-

quire in the first place a moist and warm atmo-

sphere, and the period has arrived when the maxi-

mum temperature has been attained in the Cattleya

house and also in the East Indian department, and
with the higher temperature the moisture in the

atmosphere should be greater. We syringe all

plants that are reaUy the better for it about i p.m.

when the houses are shut up, and damp the paths

again at (3 p m. The nights are occasionally rather

cold, and we regulate the heating apparatus accord-

ingly ; it is easy to see between 9 p.m. and 10 p.m.

whether the temperature is to be low or high. The
cool house must be kept as cool as possible by day,

shading it well when the sun shines upon it. A
thick scrim shading is the best material, and it

must be rolled up whenever it is not needed. Many
cultivators think it is enough to daub the glass

over with whitening or some sort of " summer cloud,"

but this is not enough in hot sunshiny weather,

and it is too much when the days are cloudy. Even
in clear weather the shading is not needed when
the sun is not shining on the house. In all cases it

is better to have the shading raised about inches

above the glass by means of laths raised upon iron

hold-fasts. This method of shading is now gene-

rally adopted in all the best establishments. It

allows of a free circulation of air between the glass

roof and the shading material ; the need of some
arrangement of this kind was not apparent until

cool Orchids were successfully cultivated, it being

almost impossible to keep them cool enough when
the shading was close down upon the glass. The
Cattleya house and the East Indian house have both

had this system of shading applied to them in our

garden, not because it was so necessary to keep
down the heat, but there is always a freer ventila-

tion with the more modern system of shading.

When repotting the Cattleyas a week or two ago,

I was much interested in the way the roots had
run into the potting material where the bulk of it

was Sphagnum Moss. A few plants had been used

to make up specimens, and the interstices between
the plants were filled up with Sphagnum Moss,

pure and simple, with nothing whatsoever mixed
with it, and in every case the roots had left the very

good fibrous peat, and the Sphagnum was a mass
of healthy roots. I have repotted the ordinary run

of Cattleyas in equal portions of peatand Sphagnum,
some with a much larger proportion of peat,

I have arrived at the conclusion that the

plants should have a layer of Sphagnum over the

drainage, and for this purpose dried Moss is best.

I used dried Moss to mix with the peat, using a little

live material on the surface to the extent of a few
small patches amongst the fibrous peat. Amongst
plants in the highest temperature needing daily

attention are the deciduous Calanthes. The species

and varieties of these have become much more nu-

merous in recent years, and not only so, but they

are very beautiful, and well worthy of any care that

may be bestowed upon them. Give the plants as

much light as possible, but shade from bright sun-

shine ; most of them require a high temperature
with plenty of moisture. Under these conditions

all the plants need now is to be freely watered,

using weak liquid manure about twice a week ; the

best is made of cow manure steeped in water and
left until the thick substance settles to the bottom,
using only the clear liquid well dUuted. If the

bulbs were potted at the right time in good fibrous

sandy loam with a little dried cow manure broken
into powder and mixed with it, the plants cannot
fail to do well. They require a greater depth of

soil than Cattleyas and such plants.

We have been looking over the plants in the cool

Orchid house —Masdevallias, Odontoglossums, &.C.,

as some of them had to be rearranged to make
room for the plants of Miltonia vexillaria removed
from the Cattleya house. These plants require to

be frequently dipped in soft-soapy and tobacco
water to prevent thrips attacking them. It is of

little use dipping them when the plants show evi-

dent traces of the insects being very plentiful in

the axils of the leaves. The way to treat the

plants is this : Prepare the solution by boiling the

tobacco paper in rain water for about ten minutes,

add some soft soap, for the tobacco juice does not
come so readily out of the paper when there is no
soft soap with it ; mix the whole with rain water
when the paper is removed. We tie the tobacco
paper in a piece of scrim canvas and press the juice

osrt of it with the hands. In dipping the plants

hold them inverted in the water until every part of

the leaves and bulbs is wetted. The plants are

then laid on their sides to drain for an hour, and
the leaves are afterwards sponged over with rain

water about milk-warm. The growing Sphagnum
upon the surface of the compost should not be
wetted with the mixture ; if it is, it will be killed.

Plants are not so much grown on bare blocks as

they used to be. Some persons think that many
Orchids establish themselves better on blocks than
in pots or baskets, but this is a fallacy which a
wider experience tends to dispel. They require

so much attention as regards watering when they
are on blocks, that they often get neglected. In

hot weather they have sometimes to be watered
twice daily. Plants in baskets well exposed and
suspended near the roof-glass, if the baskets are

well filled with roots, require looking over daily.

The roots hanging outside the baskets may be

watered twice daily. The varieties of Cattleya

Gaskelliana are now in flower and are excellent to

fill the void caused by the passing away of the C.

Mossias, C. Mendeli, and Laelia purpurata blooms.

The handsome C. gigaa varieties also make a gor-

geous display where they can be induced to flower

freely. J. Douglas.

Trees and Shrubs.

ERICA CINEREA.
Given a good selection of our various hardy
Heaths, a display of bloom will be kept up through-
out the greater part of the year, commencing with
the pretty little Erica carnea or herbacea and its

white-flowered variety, both of which wUl in mild
winters commence to bloom about Christmas, and
continue for a long time. Soon after that in

favoured districts the Tree Heath (E. arborea) and
the Bell Heath (E. codorodes) will unfold their

blossoms, while about midsummer, although not

the only member of the Heath family in bloom, the

greatest display is furnished by E. cinerea, repre-

sented in our gardens by numerous varieties. It

is one of our British species that forms a mass of

about 1 foot high, laden now with myriads of its

tiny blossoms, which are in the typical kind of a
reddish magenta colour, but some of the varieties

show in this respect a marked divergence from the

type. The best of all that I have seen is coccinea,

whose flowers are of a bright glowing crimson
colour ; while besides this there are alba, pure

white ; atropurpurea, rich purple ; superba, very

bright purplish magenta ; and alba minor, which
differs from the other white-flowered form in being
altogether of smaller growth, for it assumes the

character of a dense globular mass, thickly studded

with little white bells, which are rather later in

expanding than any other variety of that hue. Be-

sides forming one of the finest class of dwarf
shrubs suitable for the rockwork, these Heatha
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might often be utilised for furnishing sloping
banks, where in a sunny spot their blooms make a
goodly show. In the grey Heath and its varieties

some blossoms usually open at much the same time,
continue in beauty for a fortnight or three weeks,
when the flowering season ends ; but in some cf

the others a succession is kept up for a lengthened
period. A notable example of this is the St.

Dabeoc's Heath (Dab(Eciapolifolia), whose spikes of

large purplish bells are often produced from early
in the summer till well on into the autumn. Of
this there are two very beautiful and distinct va-

rieties, the first of which bears pure white blos-

soms, while in the other both purple and white
flowers are borne not only on the same plant, but
even on the same spike. The greyish-looking Erica
tetralix is another pretty little Heath, whose rosy
red blossoms are borne more or less continuously
during the summer, while as a group to follow the
varieties of Erica cinerea we have the numberless
forms of the common Ling or Heather (Erica, or
Calluna vulgaris), among which a wider divergence
from the normal form is to be found than is the
case with any other Heaths. While the bulk of
them bloom during August and September, I have
had a couple of varieties — Alporti, a bold, bushy
growing kind with dark purple-coloured blossoms,
and Searlei, with fine spikes of white flowers

—

keep up a succession of bloom in mild winters till

nearly Christmas. After the bulk of the Heathers,
thus serving to prolong the hardy Heath season,
we have the Cornish Moor Heath (Erica or Gypso-
callis vagans), which forms a free, vigorous grow-
ing bush a couple of feet or nearly so in height,
while the flowers, which are borne in dense spikes,
are of a pale purplish red colour. In the variety
rubra they are more deeply tinted than in the nor-
mal form. The old Erica multiflora with rosy red
blossoms is strictly an autumn-blooming Heath,
and the last of all to commence flowering. T.

AZALEA ODOEATA.
Thls is, comparatively speaking, an unknown
shrub ; why it is difficult to imagine, as not only is

it very distinct and beautiful, but (according to
Loudon) it was in rultivation about seventy years
ago, so tliat ample time has elapfed for it to be-
come well known. The above name, though the
most generally adopted, is by no means the only
one by which it is known, others being Uhododen-
dron azaleoides and R. ponticum sub-decidium.
This Azalea is stated by Loudon to have originated
as a hybrid between R. ponticum and some species
of Azalea with fragrant blossoms, and certainly the
general appearance of the shrub in question would
indicate that such was the case. There are
several forms in cultivation, the flowers of some
being far deeper in colour than those of others,
while there is also a considerable amount of variety
in the leaves, some showing more of a leaning
towards the Azalea and others the Rhododendron.
It forms a freely branched, but by no means dense-
growing shrub, that will flower profusely when but
3 feet or 4 feet high. The leaves vary a good deal
in hue, some being of a very dark green tint, like

those of K. ponticum, while others are much paler
in colour. In some, too, the foliage is almost, if

not quite, deciduous, while in others the major
portion is retained throughout the winter. There
are forms the flowers of which resemble in colour
those of Rhododendron ponticum, and they may be
met with from that hue to nearly white, the paler
flowers being, I think, the more beautiful. Where
the major portion of the flower is white or nearly
so, there is generally a broad, clearly defined mar-
gin of mauve-pink to all the petals, which gives
to a specimen in full bloom a very beautiful
appearance. A feature common to all the differect
forms, and from which the specific name is derived,
is the fragrance of the blossoms, all of them being
strongly scented. This Azalea is perfectly hardy,
though, of course, during exceptionally severe
winters it more nearly approaches a clecidnous
state than when the weather is mild. It succeeds
under ju.st the p-ine conditions as the numerous
hardy Azaleas, b„t is rather later in flowering
than the bulk of them.

The great beauty of A. odorata suflfers by com-
parison with the more vivid hues of the others,

and it is seen to far greater advantage when
planted in some spot where its surroundings will

be more in harmony with its delicate tinted
blossoms. The more sober-hued subjects such as
this Azalea shoul i never be dotted about, but
need to be planted In a clump or bed to display
their charms to the greatest advantage. There
is little doubt if this Azalea had been introduced,
say ten years since, more attention would have
been directed to its merits, and specimens of it

would have been more extensively planted than
is the case now, the general tendency being to
overlook the merits of older plants in favour of

novelties. That successful hybridist, Mr. Davis,

of Ormskirk, who has a leaning towards sweet-
scented blossoms (as e.xemplified by his beautiful
greenhouse Rhododendrons), raised a couple of

varieties of this class between a Rhododendron and
an Azalea, the former of which, R. elegantissimum,
has white flowers tipped with lilac ; while in the
other, R. roseum odoratum, they are of a delicate
pink hue.—H. P.

Every year when theordinary hardy Azaleas
are past their best this beautiful, but little known
kind comes into bloom, and for a fortnight gives
colour and fragrance to the Azalea beds. It is a
very old sort, and seems to have been more popular
with the last generation of gardeners than it is now,
for it is only in old gardens that we meet with it.

It is supposed to be a hybrid between the Pontic
Rhododendron and the American Azalea, and this
intercrossing of an Evergreen with a deciduous
shrub is plainly shown in this kind, whose foliage
is neither one nor the other, and for that reason it

was at first named R ponticum subdeciduum, and
other names it has are R. azaleoides, which at once
recalls its hybrid origin, and A. fragrans, which has
much the same meaning as A. odorata, by which it

is best known now, and a very good name it is, see-

ing that the flowers are powerfully fragrant. The
flowers are about the size of those of the ordinary
American or Ghent Azaleas, and range in colour
from a very pale lilac—almost white, in fact—to a
deep lilac-purple. Its growth is more compact
than that of Ghent Azaleas, being more twiggy
and denser, and it is always a profuse flowerer. It

is an invaluable July shrub, and when planted in
groups is most efi^ective on a lawn. One can see
its beauty at Kew just now, where on the west side
of the Palm house there are two or three great
masses of it, one showing the shrub at its full size,

about 5 feet or 6 feet high, the other representing
plants about 2 feet high densely covered with
bloom. It thrives under just the same conditions
as American Azaleas, and grows well in a loamy
soil without any peat whatever, a condition under
which I lately saw it flourishing in Messrs. Lane's
nursery at Berkhamsted. Those who wish to add
it to their gardens should inquire for it under the
names I have mentioned.—W. G.

CROWDED SHRUBBERIES.
Cbowded plantations and shrubberies are far too
common, there being but few districts where they
are not to be met with. By far the majority of
private grounds are laid out and planted either by
landscape gardeners or by nurserymen, or it may
be both have a hand in the matter. What they
have to study is how best to create an immediate
effect, at the same time arranging the trees and
shrubs, deciduous and evergreen, so that the best
of everything should ultimately be left in sole
possession. The latter being distributed accord-
ingly, that is to say, with due regard to their habit
of growth, all intervening spaces are filled in with
what may be termed supernumeraries as distin-

guished from those permanently planted. In many
cases, or where lyirfr hlmichr is given to the pl.anters,

comparatively thick planting is practised, the
shrubberies having a well - filled appearance at
the outset, and the ground being trenche<l and
otherwise well prepared, the growth of the ma-
jority of trees and shrubs is rapid in consequence.
Before, however, the commoner and more vigorous
occupants of these newly-formed shrubberies over-

run, impoverish, and literally spoil the choicer
and more delicate subjects, the thinning out ought
to commence, leaving only those originally in-

tended to be permanent. In how many instances
is this judicious thinning carried out? What is

the present state of thousands of shrubberies and
plantations ? Chaos is the word that really most
correctly describes the state of these neglected
plantations. The more robust subjects do certainly

manage to hold their own, but even these would
have been far more handsome and valuable had
they not been obliged to struggle for the supre-

macy.

There are two ways of getting over this difficulty

of thinning out plantations and shrubberies ; one,
wholesale transplantation, entailing a considerable
amount of labour, and often shirked accordingly

;

and the other the destruction of, in the shape of

cutting down or rooting out, much that might well
have been saved. If the thinning out was taken in

hand before the trees and shrubs had overrun each
other, those not required for their present position
could be safely transplanted elsewhere, much other
effective planting up being done largely with the
aid of these thinnings. Poplars, being cheap and
of rapid growth, are largely planted for immediate
effect ; but the majority ought never to be tolerated

in shrubberies, and not long preserved in outlying
plantations. A group of the Lombardy Poplar near
a private residence, though not necessarily or ad-
visedly in the shrubberies, will in time become
quite a feature in the landscape, and a landmark
for many miles around ; but the rest of the species

I would unhesitatingly slaughter. Elms, again,
are cruel neighbours to any kind of cultivated
shrub, plant, or flower, the roots of these foraging
and robbing the ground of fertility and moisture
for many yards around. Therefore, confine the
Elms—and, in fact, forest trees generally—to the
park or any where else well away from the shrub-
beries and flower and kitchen gardens.

The beautiful Salisburia adiantifolia and the
Tulip Tree may well have exceptions made in their

favour, but even these are more effective as isolated

specimens than in shrubberies. Nor would I

tolerate the presence of the heavy Scotch Firs and
several other of the more dense Pines anywhere
near dwelling-houses and shrubberies, where they
soon overshadow everything else. Either isolate

them or else cut them out. This rule may not be
so strictly enforced in the case of various other
Conifers, but the majority of these even are out of

place in mixed shrubberies, being far more effective

well clear of everything else in a pinetum or on
the turf. Whether only common Firs or choicer
species of Conifer, and whether planted in groups
or in long bells at the outskirts of parks, the same
rule holds good as to the necessity for timely thin-

ning out, all the trees being kept well clear of each
other, and thus allowed to develop in a natural
manner.

Forest trees and Conifers are not the only sub-
jects requiring thinning out and to be otherwise
attended to, the commoner kinds of Evergreens fre-

quently doing more harm to choicer species than
even these. Too often common Laurels, Portugal
Laurels, Aucubas, Tree liox, common Yew, and
also Golden Elders, Dogwood, and other strong-
growing deciduous trees and shrubs are al-

lowed to extend as much as they will, these
coarse hungry-rooted kinds completely overrunning
the borders, as well as monopolising more than
their share of head room. Many of them ought
either to be transplanted elsewhere or rooted out,

•and the least that can be done is to cut them well
back, so as to give more valuable shrubs all the
room and daylight they require. Let the Rhodo-
dendrons, Azaleas, Weigelas, Lilacs, Berberises,

Brooms, Buddleias, Cherries, double and other
Thorns, Flowering Plums, Daphnes, Hydrangeas,
Mock Or.anges, Sumachs, Flowering Currants,
Spiriras, Deutzias, ^'iburnums, and such like spread
to their full extent, not even preventing them from
overlapping the edges, but keep down the rank
growers, which are better adapted for forming
game coverts.

If fewer shrubs were planted in the first instance,

J
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far more pleasure would in many instances be de-

rived from the shrubberies. In this case it would
be possible and commendable to intersperse Holly-

hocks, Foxgloves, Delphiniums, Sunflowers, masses
of Sweet Peas, Liliams, herbaceous Asters, and
many other flowering bulbous-rooted plants, paren-

nials and annuals, among the shrubs, and there

would then be something in the flowering line to

admire, and, it may be, to cut from, all the year
round.

—

Field.

SHORT NOTE.—TREES AND SHRUBS.

Cytisus Andraanus.—This Broom has been the

admir.ition of everyone who has seen it flowering here
this season. It flowers quite as freely as the common
kinds, and having rich scarlet and golden flowers it is

most attractive. Like other Cytisuses, it can be easily

raised by cuttings or by grafting on other strong grow-
ing Brooms, so that it will soon be v- ithin the reach of

all true lovers of flne flowering shrubs.—W, 0., Futa.

Stove and Greenhouse.

CAMPANULAS IN POTS.
There are few plants at this date more showy
than Campanulas, and few more easily culti-

vated for indoor decoration. When well grown
they are charming. There are so many varied
tints among the Canterbury Bell section, that they
are always very useful for cool conservatories.

The Campanulas being biennials should be sown
early in the spring, either March or April. It is

necessary to guard against damp, as when sown
thickly in pans in a warm house they soon damp
oil. It is also necessary to sow the seeds evenly to

prevent damping, and as soon as the plants are
well up to remove to a shelf or frame, keeping
close to the glass. It is best to secure the seed
from a good dwarf strain. I have for years
taken much interest in Campanulas, and have
yearly selected thedwarfest plants with good sub-
stance in the blooms. I have tried the well-

known plan of planting out the seedlings in the
summer and lifting into pots in the autumn or
early in the spring, but I prefer pot culture,

using 7-inch or 8-inch pots, and getting the pots
well filled with roots by the late autumn. They
will then stand our winters in a cold frame or
plunged over the rims of the pots on a sheltered,

weU-drained border, as they sufi'er more from
damp than cold. We usuaUy sow in a tempera-
ture of GO" in well-prepared soil, and cover with
a piece of glass or a hand-light and keep moist.
The seedlings are pricked off as soon as ready to

handle into 3-inch pots and .shifted on as re-

quired. It is also a good plan if the plants are
not large to winter them in Cinch pots, and
to shift into 8-inch early in March. In this

way more plants can be stored, and there is less

loss than when potted late in the autumn. When
planted out, they should be placed in their

quarters as soon as large enough. I have usually
pricked them out into boxes out of the pans,
they then lift with a nice ball and grow much
stronger than when planted out of the seed
pan. I find this the best system to adopt, and
though it entails more labour, it gives much
finer heads of bloom that are useful for large
vases when cut. The Campanulas are water-
loving plants when in robust health, and there-
fore require abundant supplies of moisture and
feeding, as they commence to grow in the
spring. They should have a large proportion
of loam with some decayed manure in the com-
post, and not too much drainage at the last two
shifts. They do well with some old mortar
rubble mixed with the soil, and if the manure
is omitted, some bene meal is a good substitute.

The Chimney Campanula (C. pyramidalis) if

sown at the same time as C. Medium is a grand
plant to form a succession to the first named.

It requires much the same treatment, but is

not quite so strong and more suitable for pot

culture than others, and comes into bloom at

the end of July, lasting for some time if the

dead blooms are removed as they go otl". I find

this variety more subject to damp than C.

Medium, and do not advise extensive planting

out, but pot culture. These plants also require

fifteen or sixteen months from the time of sow-

ing the seeds if large specimens are desired
;

indeed they will not give large spikes the fol-

lowing season if not sown early. Some will

fail to bloom at all, so that early sowing is

necessary. Care .should also be taken that the

seedlings are not all selected from the strongest

when potting, as these are often all of one colour,

and in these, as in the first named, there are

many shades of colour in the blues and whites.

C. pyramidalis is also increased from suckers,

The Chimney Campanula (C. pyramidalis).

especially if any good variety is required to be
kept. These are readily propagated if taken off

with a heel and placed in a cold frame in small

pots in a sandy compost. Many of this section

attain a height of i feet to G feet when well

grown, but in these, as in C. Medium, I prefer

those which give strong spikes and are not so

tall. A sturdy plant with numerous spikes of

bloom is very showy, and does not require so

much staking. There are also numerous other

varieties all worth jiot culture, but for general

use those named give the largest quantity of

bloom and are readily grown in an ordinary

frame or greenhouse. G. Wytues.
Syim.

Rivina humilis.—The bright red berries of

this easily cultivated plant are most commonly seen

during the autumn and winter months ;
still, a group

of it is very showy and elTective in the greenhouse
at the present time. Wlien allowed to grow in its

natural loose and informal manner, with a stick or

sticks just sntiifient for its support, this Rivina is

vastly mere pleasing than where stiffly tied and
trained, as may be often seen. The vivid colour of

the berries is intensitied when the group is arranged
in proximity or interspersed with a few hght-fluwereJ
subjects.

GLADIOLUS-FLOWERED CANNAS.
SiNt'E the advent of the many beautiful varie-
ties raised and sent out by M. Crozy aluo, of

Lyons, in France, the ditterent Cannas have
made rapid strides in jiopular favour, and the
demand for them is everywhere on the increa.se,

not only in this country, but also in the tropics
where these improved kinds yield a most gor-
geous display, totally eclipsing the older varieties.

These Cannas may be grown in various ways,
but if planted out during the summer the
flowers sufl'er a good deal from heavy ruins.

They are seen to the best advantage when
grown in pots and employed for the embellish-
ment of the greenhouse or conservatory. On
no account must they be starved, as the Canna
is a gross feeder ; therefore the soil chosen
should be of a lasting nature. The bulk of it

may consist of good loam with a liberal admix-
ture of well-decayed manure, leaf-mould, and
rough sand, in order to keep the soil open. The
size of the pot used, will, of course, depend
upon the vigour of the specimen, but fine-

flowering examples may be obtained in pots
from 8 inches to 12 inches in diameter. What-
ever size of pot is employed for the purpose care
should be taken not to till it too near the rim
with soil, as when the plant gets potbouiul, the
roots coil around the base of the ball aud lift it

slightly, so that unless this has been considered
in the potting, the plant is apt to obtain an insuffi-

cient supply of water, from the eflects of which it

will soon sufl'er. The blooming season of these
Cannas extends over a lengthened period, but
they are seen perhaps at their best during J une,
.luly, and August, while even in Sej)tember the
majority will be stUl in flower, and in the
warmest part of the greenhouse or in a tempera-
ture slightly higher, some of them wUl flower till

late in the autumn or well on into the winter.
The individual blooms do not remain long in

perfection, but a succession is kept up for a
considerable period from the same panicle, as
the laterals develop after the expansion of the
earlier blossoms, and shoots sufficiently strong
to flower are continually being pushed up
throughout the growing season. Being gross
feeders, these Cannas are greatly benefited by
an occasional dose of liquid manure as the pots
get filled with roots. If the flowers are fer-

tilised, seed is readily produced, which does not
take long to ripen, and though some prefer to
keep it till the spring before sowing, I

like to sow it at once, as then it quickly
germinates, especially if soaked in some warm
water for twenty-four hours previous to sowing

;

whereas if kept till the spring, the seeds often
lie in the ground much longer, even if sub-
jected to the same treatment. If potted ofl' as

soon as large enough and kept in a cool part
of the stove, the seedlings will continue to grow
throughout the winter, and on the return
of spring may be shifted into larger pots. In
commencing the cultivation of these Cannas,
by far the best time to get them is during the
winter (say soon after Christmas), when the
rhizomes, then in a dormant and well-ripened
state, can be sent by post at little expense.
The list of varieties is now a considerable one,
so that a careful selection is absolutely neces-

sary, otherwise some of them will be found to

greatly resemble each other. A few favourites

of mine, some of them among the earliest of

this section, are Paul Bert, with large, hand-
some, dark-coloured foliage and massive flowers

of a distinct reddish-amber tint ; Louise Chre-
tien, deep yellow, .spotted red ; Geott'rey Saint-

Hilaire, bright orange-red ; Capricieux, red,
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edged yellow ; Revol Massot, green foliage and
very bright crimson coloured flowers ; lutea

splendent, clear soft yellow, slightly spotted
;

IJlrich Brunner, deep-coloured foliage and very

bright crimson flowers ; and Antoine Chantin, a

distinct golden-salmon flower. There have been
many newer varieties put into commerce since

the above which should include some desirable

forms, but I have not yet tested them in a

satisfactory manner, so can say nothing further

on that subject. H. P.

CARPENTARIA CALIFORNICA.

This is one of our more uncommon shrubs that

may be successfully grown and flowered in pots,

and where kept in a greenhouse temperature it

blooms as a matter of course earlier than in the

open ground. In the spring when the majority of

outdoor shrubs are only just pushing forth their

leaves, a specimen of this Carpentaria studded

with its large white blossoms is not only a
very beautiful object, but quite distinct from its

other associates in the greenhouse. It may be kept

in health for years in a pot, provided it is after

flowering hardened and plunged outside during the

summer months and well on into the autumn. If

kept under glass altogether, the foliage is very

liable to be attacked by red spider, which soon

causes it to wear a sickly look. The heavy dews
so prevalent in early autumn seem to benefit this

Carpentaria greatly when it is grown in pots, and
for this reason it should not be taken under cover

before it is absolutely necessary. Treated as a
shrub in the open ground or trained to a wall, it is,

of course, seen to greater advantage than when con-

fined in pots, still, where not quite hardy there is

no reason why it should not be grown and flowered

under glass in the manner described. Around
London the foliage in many places suffered very

much last winter, perhaps as much owing to the

heavy sulphureous fogs as from the actual cold,

for I saw some plants of it in a cool green-

house which in common with their associates,

Azaleas and Bouvardias, looked after a few
days' fog as if they had been exposed to a
fire. The present season is the best for pro-

pagating this Carpentaria, for cuttings of the

young growing shoots, if put into pots of sandy
soil, will with ordinary care and attention

root readily enough. The frame must of course

be kept close and shaded till the cuttings strike.

An ordinary cold frame thoroughly cleaned and
whitewashed inside is very useful if set apart for

the propagation of hardy shrubs during the sum-
mer months, for a great many of our most beauti-

ful kinds may be struck from cuttings of the young
growing shoots, taken just as they have lost their

more succulent character and become moderately
firm. Among the numerous subjects for which
this mode of increase is availab'e mention may be

made of the Hydrangeas, Deutzias, Philadelphus,

some of the Spirasas, Escallonias, Lilacs, and a host

of other subjects.

Singularly enough, the beautiful Andromeda ja-

ponica strikes readily, while its North American
relative will not root so treated. Of hardy
climbers, the different species of Ampelopsis and
Ivies can be easily propagated in this way.

T.

Fuchsia General Roberts.— On page 459 of

last volume the names of a few garden varieties

of Fuchsia suitable for growing as climbers are

there given, to which I would add General Roberts,

which is especially adapted for training to the

rafters or roof of a greenhouse, as it is of a loose,

open style of growth. The individual flowers of

this variety are of great length and borne on long
foot-stalks, so that they hang down for a consider-

able distance. The flowers of this Fuchsia are

very attractive in the bud state by reason of thtir

great length, while when expanded the Plum-
coloured corolla is most conspicuous. The varie-

ties whose names are given on page 4,5!t are all very

suitable for the purpose, but it would be almost im-

possible to obtain the whole of them now, as they

are all old kinds that have almost dropped out of

cultivation, though some, if not all, are, I believe,

still grown at Kew, where the variety Alexandrina
proves itself every year (and has done for a very
long period) one of the very best of those with
wbite corollas. Still, I have not been able to find

it in any recent catalogues, and the same may be
said of some of the others therein mentioned.
Princess of Prussia, one of the selected varieties,

was shown and received a first-class certificate at

Regent's Park as long ago as 1857, and distributed

the following year, at which time Rose of Castile

was also sent out, so that both these varieties have
now been in cultivation for thirty-four years, which
suggests the question—How many since that time
have been put into commerce with a flourish of

trumpets and forgotten in two or three years .' —T.

FLOWERING CACTI.

It is more than probable that some day many of

the beautiful flowering Cacti will hold a far higher
position than is at present occupied by them in

most gardens, for they are certainly not nearly so

popular as might be supposed, when the beauty of

their flowers and simple cultural requirements are
taken into consideration. The large, vivid coloured
blossoms of many of the Cereuses or Phyllocactuses,
as they are also called, are not equalled for gor-
gcousness by any other group of greenhouse plants.

True, they do not remain long in perfection, but
still a succession is kept up for a considerable time,

whfle though some of the varieties greatly resemble
each other, there is in many of them a considerable
amount of variation in the peculiar satiny or

metallic lustre with which the interior of the bloom
is suffused. This, which adds so much to the at-

tractiveness of the flower, is quite impossible to

describe, as the same bloom viewed from different

standpoints appears to possess as many different

shades of colour. Some ten years since one of this

class, C. M. Hovey, was illustrated by a coloured
plate in The G.aeden, and just at that time there
was, I believe, a fair demand for it. One of the
finest of this group is C. J. T. Peacock, which was
raised at Sudbury House, and of which a consider-
able number was disposed of about a couple of

years ago when that famous collection was brought
under the hammer. The flowers of this are very
large, as much as 9 inches across, and in their

colouring, vermilion-scarlet, dazzling purple, and
violet are charmingly blended. A great favourite of

mine is the cream-coloured Phyllocactus crenatus,
which flowers very freely, and whose blooms are also
very agreeably scented. Phyllocactus delicatus, a
coloured plate of which was given in The Gabdkn
(Vol. XXXVI.), is of quite a different tint from
the generally cultivated varieties, being of a very
pleasing shade of rose. To the amateur whose in-

door garden is represented by a single glass struc-
ture these flowering Cacti have much to recommend
them, as they occupy but a comparatively small
space, need very little repotting, are not much
troubled by insect pests, and where at all favour-
ably situated may be depended upon to flower well.

As is generally known, propagation of these Cacti
is a very easy matter, for if a branch be broken off

and then potted it will almost invariably strike
root, provided always that it is not overwatered.

- T.

SHORT NOTES.-STOVE AND GREENHOUSE.

Phyllocladus triohomanoides (.7. Wnnro).—
This is uiidtnibtedly your plant, a native of New Zea-
land, wliero it is not imooininon in forests, attaining a
lu'iglit of 50 feet and C(l feet, and where it is known by
tlie name of Tanelcalia. The bark is employed for a
ri'd dye by the natives ; the wood is said to be very
(•lo.se grained and very useful. It makes a handsome
treo as a greenhouse plant and should be encouraged.
—W. H. G.

Paullinia thalictrif'olia (G. KrcnwO.—This
menilior ot the .SapiTidaceaj family is one of the most
lifantifnl climbers known. It may bogrown aaa bu.sli,

but the natural beauty of the plant ia seen to greater
advantage when aciindent. The leaves somewhat re-

semble those of a Thalictrum, and the shoots may be
used for table decoration. It is of tolerably free

I rowth and should be potted in sandy loam well
era ned. It likes wirmtn and a moist atmosphere
%* hen growing, but a plant which is used for cutting
from f-tould be stood in a somewhat drier and coder
jositijn.— G.

Ferns.

TREE FERNS.
The.se, although at aU times taking a liberal

supply of water, will now be found to dry up
far more quickly, espacially if a strong and
plentiful crop of new fronds has been thrown
up this year, as in the cise of Dicksonia antarc-

tica, D. squarrosa, or Cyatheadealbata. These
kinds are disposed to develop a cluster of

fronds at one time, whilst others, as Cyathea
medullaris, Cibotium princeps, and other varie-

ties with Alsophila australis and A. excelsa, are

more continuous growers. All of these latter

will be found to take a regular and liberal

supply of water also when growing. I

have found that when the fronds come
up in clusters more water is needed to sus-

tain the plants. It should not, therefore,

be overlooked by those who have the plants

in charge. The error usually made is that of

not di.stingui.shing between one period and
another, but following in a too methodical line

of treatment. Take, for instance, Dicksonia
antarctica, which is more often to be met with
than any other kind. Of this, the plants fre-

quently present but a poor appearance with
anything but a good crown of fronds; sometimes,
in fact, these are very scanty. This is in my
opinion to be attributed more to a starved
course of treatment than to any other cause,

and is brought about by what may be fairly

termed too careful watering. The plants may
not have been actually dry, but they have been
watered cautiously, receiving suflicient to keep
them existing, it is true, but not enough to im-
part vigour into the growth. In such instances

I advise the amount and frequency of applica-

tion of water to be considerably increased with
a free use of the syringe upon the stems as often

as it is possible. The only point from which
harm is at all likely to accrue with additional

watering is where the soil is exhausted and sour

or the drainage bad. Any cultivator, however,
with average knowledge can guard against these

deficiencies.

Tree Ferns should not on any account be
allowed to become dry at the roots ; even if

they do not show signs of distress, they feel it

all the same. When, however, the extremities

of the pinnfe are seen to be curling up, chiefly

towards the points of the fronds, radical mea-
sures must be taken to prevent further injury.

Not only must abundance of water be applied

to the roots, but the plants must be kept con-

stantly wet by the use of the syringe until

further danger is past, with heavier shading if

possible for a time. When the piuniv curl up
in the manner described, it is very rarely that

they recover. One of the worst in this respect

is Dicksonia squarrosa, but t'yathea medullaris

and C. dealbata both very nearly approach it.

This drying up at the roots occurs far more
quickly with plants which have been grown on
from a small size into spoeimeu size with a

large ball full of roots. In dealing with large

plants which it was not thought advisable to

repot at the time, I have made lioles in tho
balls so that water could i)eiiotrate in a more
einial manner. Whilst in the ca.so of such
vigorous growers as Dicksonia antarctica, Cya-
thea medullaris, and Cibotium princeps, it is

perfectly safe to .stand tho plants in a pan of

water, so that they may draw up nourishment
when necessary. This I have done, and seen
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others do, with distinct advantage. Such kinds

as are susceptible to attacks of thrips, as Dick-

sonia antarctica and D. squarrosa, should be

closely watched for any attack to which they

are oftentimes susceptible at this season of the

year. When taken in time, this plant pest

can be kept under by a free use of the

syringe. In the treatment of Tree Ferns which

are unavoidably exposed to a free circulation

of air more than is congenial to them, the stems

should be bound around with Sphagnum Moss.

This, if kept well moistened, will be of great

assistance to the plants. Small plants of Tree

Ferns which are potbound should, if possible,

have another shift, so that they be again well

rooted into the new soil before the winter. It

is better to do this and, therefore, save such con-

stant attention to the watering wherever time

and room for further development in size can

be spared. If not potted, then adopt the plan

of standing the pots in pans of water. Where
plants are getting too tall for their positions

some plan should be adopted to meet the case,

if pos.sible. In some instances it wUl be found
possible to sink the pots or tubs ; in others

the fronds will have to be drawn down from
the glass. Those which may be planted out

can probably be sunk still lower, whilst as the

last resource the stems can be shortened, but
this I would not advise except in extreme
cases, and then the fronds should be short-

ened also. The shading of Tree Ferns at this

time of the year is oftentimes carried to far

too great an extreme. This is, therefore, pro-

ductive of a tender growth with less enduring
powers in the fronds. Where the glass is good
and the plants not too close to it, it is safe

to grow them without any shading at all. This
I have seen done in more than one instance

with distinct advantage to the plants which
have not then been so susceptible to a disease

(at least I think it to be such) by which the
fronds assume a brownish appearance without
any trace of insects being present. If possible

I would prefer rough plate glass as a medium
between the two plans. This would not require

any shading, it is certain, whilst it would suit

other things also. Plantsman.

Rose Garden.
PEGGING DOWN HOSES.

The practice of pegging down the long shoots
of vigorous Roses at pruning time, instead of

shortening them back, ought to be generally

adopted, for by no other means can such a pro-

fuse quantity of bloom be obtained. It appears
to matter little what the kind is so long as

it makes shoots long enough for the purpose,
and scores of good Roses do this. I have
adopted the practice this year to a greater ex-
tent than ever before, and have tried a lot of

the finer Hybrid Perpetuals. Mme. Gabriel
Luizet is the most striking success, and treated
in this way it creates an effect such as we ought
to make good use of in our gardens. A group
consisting of only six planti liad all the shoots
pegged down in March, and they thinly covered
about 8 square yards of ground. At tlie present
time not an inch of bare ground is anywjjere
visible, but a mass of leaves, buds, and blooms,
such as one would never have thought possible,

there being between 400 and 500 flowers upon
these six plants. The ground is indeed carpeted
with Roses, and it is to be hoped that those
who grow Roses for pleasure will similarly car-

pet some of the bare surfaces of beds and
borders. This is the second .season these plants
have been thus treated. They were fine last

year, but then only newly planted. Although

producing such an amazing quantity of bloom,

they are throwing up strong shoots which will

be pegged down next year. Gloire Lyonnaise

is another Rose well adapted for this purpose.

It must either be grown in this way or upon a

wall, as it makes vigorous erect shoots feet in

length, and to prune these is wanton sacrifice of

bloom. Although a comparatively new variety,

it ought to become a great garden Rose in the

near future. This we have pegged down.

The fine pale lemon buds open into massive,

but loose white flowers which have a grand effect,

as they stand so stiff and erect. This would

appear to be one of the necessary points for a

Rose for pegging down, and it is the erectness

of bloom that adds so much to the charm and

effect of these two kinds. For example, the

new Gloire de Jlargottin, proving to be of

rambling growth, was thought to be an ex-

cellent Rose for this purpose, but such is not

the case. The shoots when pegged down pro-

duce flowers freely enough, but they are borne

upon long slender shoots which are incapable of

supporting them, and they fall over, hiding

themselves in the carpet of leafage. Too ram-
bling for a bush and unsuitable for pegging
down, probably the best use for this Rose will

be for walls, fences, or, better still, pillars, and
then we shall see to the fullest advantage and
enjoy the striking beauty of its dazzling red

blooms. Mrs. John Laing, tried in the same
way, is very g( md so far as freedom of bloi>m is

concerned, but not beyond that, as the blooms
are too heavy for the shoots that bear them,
and fall over on their sides. Duchesse de
Vallorabrosa, Fisher Holmes, Ulrich Brunner,
General Jacqueminot, and Mme. Victor Ver-

dier are all first-rate, and serve to show that

we can find enough distinct kinds to make some
pretty groups in beds or borders. Among Dijon
Teas, Bouquet d'Or is doing well and flowering

freely, but two other kinds were not a success,

owing without a doubt to the fact that they
were moved last autumn, and instead of being
pegged down they should have been cut back.

However, they are making good shoots, and
next season will prove them. A bed of Moss
Hoses is very charming, and they are better

this the third season of pegging down than they
have ever been before. A group of a dozen or

more plants of Blanche Moreau, the best white
Moss Rose in existence, is producing hundreds
of buds and blossoms ; we have been cutting

them fieely for the past fortnight, and still

they come. There are many places aljout our
gardens where Roses might be grown in the

manner here suggested with manifest advan-
tage, and profitably as well as with pleasure.

By the means here advocated we may increase

and enhance the beauty and profuseness of

bloom of many fine kinds, whether new or old,

provided they are naturally hardy, vigorous,

and free. A. H.

Rusa polyantha. — Three years ago I planted
some o£ this upon a steep slope and close against
some bushy Yew trees about 12 feet high. It is

now a pretty picture, as the long Rose shoots have
reached to the top of the Yew, whilst the side

branches are wreathed in clusters of blossom. The
flowers of this Rose are not larger than those of

the common Bramble, but they are effective be-

cause profusely borne in large branched clusters.

They are white, with a cushion of golden stamens
in the centre, and their fragrance pervades the air

for yards around. The Yew serves another useful

purpose besides that of giving support. The Rose
tarts into growth very early and would suft'er from
^ate frosts if exposed, but the budding shoots have
'good protection from the branches of the Yew. The
dark foliage of the Yew also enhances the eflect of

the Rose when in flower. This species is best known

as a useful stock for Tea Roses, but it is well worth
growing for its graceful beauty and charming fra-

grance.—A. H.

TEA ROSES UNDER GLASS.

Of the great value of Tea and Noisette Roses
for house culture there can be no two opinions,

but when we come to discuss which are the
most profitable, differences of opinion naturally

arise. Mareohal Niel has so long been pre-

eminent, that it seems little short of heresy to

write disparagingly of it. That it is a grand
Rose for the roofs of greenhouses and conser-

vatories there is no disputing, but I maintain
there are others far more serviceable and equally
as beautiful. For a time, it may be several

years, the Marcchal grows strongly, rankly in

fact, if rooting in a moderately well made
border ; then comes a sudden change, the
dreaded and apparently incurable canker
having set its mark upon the tree, and the
collapse, whether sudden or gradual, is yet in-

evitable. In some cases it is possible to root
it

I
afresh at the joint where the canker takes

place, but it often happens that the part of the
stem affected is too far away from the border or
pot in which the tree is rooting to be soiled

over, and so induced to make a fresh start.

Another way out of the difticulty is to be
constantly planting youjig trees to take the
place of the older ones when these fail. Those
who are successful with Marcchal Niel doubtless
derive much pleasure, and, in the case of those
who market surplus flowers, a certain amount
of profit from the trees, but, unfortunately,

there is only one crop a year to be had from
healthy trees, a long succession only being had
by means of forcing plants in pots and retard-

ing others on the roofs. There was a time when
this Rose was exceptionally profitable, good
prices being had for the blooms early and late,

but now-a-days only the earliest blooms fetch

about 33. per dozen, while what may be termed
the main crop cannot always be got rid of for

half that price. Market growers of my ac-

quaintance have this season cleared some of

their houses of Marcchal Niel, and either

planted other varieties of Roses or else Toma-
toes, this being suggestive enough.

After a round in medium-sized gardens, or
those, say, where greenhouses are few in num-
ber, one might be excused for arriving at the

conclusion that Marcchal Niel is the only variety

of Rose worthy of being cultivated under glass,

so very rarely are any other forms to be met
with. No matter how sickly the trees may be,

every attempt is made to keep them alive';

whereas they ought long ago to have been rooted
out, and replaced by other trees of the same
variety, or, better still, of some other good Tea
or Noisette Rose. For button-holes, nothing
much surpasses Safrano. This serviceable va-

riety, planted out in narrow borders, and
trained thinly over the roof of a warm green-
house, grows strongly, and is constantly flower-

ing, at least four good crops being had in the
course of a year. A strong tree that I have in

a moderately warm greenhouse gave us several

dozens of beautiful buds in .January, another
and much larger crop in March, and a third lot

of blooms has also been cut. The tree will be
well attended to in the way of watering and
feeding at the roots, a little shade and frequent
syringing with soapy water being given, and all

buds removed during the summer, and it will

then give us two crops in the autumn. The
colour of this Rose is a rich apricot-yellow, and
it is a great favourite with most people. William
Allen Richardson, a Noisette of free growth,
also does well on the roof with similar treat-
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ment to Safrano, and produces even more richly

coloured buds ; but, on the whole, it is not so

generally serviceable and profitable. Mme.
Falcot, of somewhat similar habit to Safrano,

and very beautiful in the bud and half open
states, is of a delicate yellow colour, and might
well be grown either on the roof and against

back walls, or else as a bush in pots. If a
larger yellow Rose is required, a trial should be
given to Etoile de Lyon. I have recently cut

some grand blooms of this variety, and can re-

commend it either for pillars, back walls, or
pot culture, but should not advise anyone to

devote roof space to it. In a neighboring gar-

den the old Gloire de Dijon shares a house
with Grape Vines, and every spring large num-
bers of perfect blooms are cut from it.

Not nearly enough white Roses are grown in

private gardens. They are always serviceable.

Surplus blooms can be sold at a good price at

any season of the year, choice pure white flowers

for covering roofs. Lamarque, a Noisette, can-
not, strictly speaking, be termed a white Rose,
but grown under glass the blooms are nearly
white, and pass well as such. It is a grand old
Rose, of very free growth and distinct foliage,

and it ought to be much more extensively
grown under glass, the roof trellises being the
beat position for it. Devoniensis also suc-

ceeds admirably trained near the glass. It can
be cut with long stems, these adding consider-
ably to its value. Coloured Roses ought not to

be overlooked by those intending to plant under
glass, and there are two or three Teas that
rival some of the best of the Hybrid Perpetuals.
The former, it is almost needless to add, are by
far the best for house culture. Souvenir de
Therese Levet is perhaps the richest coloured
of all the Teas, this being of a deep rosy-crim-
son, and very beautiful in a bud and half-open
state. Its habit of growth is likewise very satis-

factory, and it may be depended on to flower

A Guernsey stone etile.

frequently realising better prices during the \

summer than at other times. A few years ago
the choice of varieties was almost limited to

Niphetos, and this is scarcely robust enough for

roof culture unless grown on its own roots, and
induced to push up strong suckers. Now, how-
ever, we have the climbing Niphetos, and this

promises to become exceptionally popular, and
not a misnomer, like the Climbing Devoniensis.

It is a strong grower, yet very free flowering,

while the l)loom8 are large and pure white,

being in fact an exact counterpart of those of

the type. This variety ought to be planted in

both greenhouses and conservatories, and is

suitable alike for back walls, pillars, and roofs.

In The ijride we have another grand white Tea
Rose, this being a sport from the popular
Catherine Mermet, and resembling it in every
respect other than the colour of flowers. It is

more suitable for pillars and back walls than

almost continuously, eitlier on the root or
against walls or pillars. Duchess of Edinburgh
is of much the same colour, and of good, free-

growing, free-flowering habit. Mme. Lambard
will succeed well in any position, no Tea being
more free- flowering. It is bright red in colour,

the buds being most valuable. Reine Marie
Henriette, the red Gloire de Dijon, is not so

free-flowering as could be wished, and I would
plant either of the three last-mentioned varie-

ties in preference to it. Adam and Catlierine

Mermet are both fine flesh-coloured varieties,

the former being best for roofs, and the latter

for pillars and walls. On their own roots they
are constant flowering. Anna Olivier, pale

pink and bufl', a very charming Rose, is also

I

admirably adapted for house culture, and suited

, to either walls or pillars.

All would succeed well for two or throe years
in large pots, but give far less trouble and are

much more profitable when planted out in nar-

row borders, in a soil composed of three parts

of turfy loam to one each of leaf-soil and well-

decayed farmyard or stable manure, with char-

coal freely added. When this soil becomes
exhausted, liberal top-dressLngs of manure and
loam and frequent supplies of liquid manure
must be given, everything being done to keep
the plants in a free growing state, as it is not
possible to have them too vigorous, the most
luxuriant shoots branching and flowering freely,

the grandest blooms being obtained from these.

While outdoor Roses are plentiful, those under
glass should have all their buds early pinched
of}', the aim being to promote a strong wood
growth to produce blooms during the autumn,
winter, and spring months. Mddew is best

kept down by using one of the advertised pre-

ventives in the syringing water occasionally,

this being more effective than flowers of sul-

phur, and a free use of the syringe will keep
down red spider and green-fly. Trees on their

own roots are much to be preferred, as these

are constantly throwing up strong suckers,

which, in time, should take the place of worn-
out old branches. Unfortunately, such cannot
be bought, and the only way out of the diffi-

culty is to buy worked plants and propagate
from these. Cuttings of half-ripened shoots,

or those from which blooms have recently been
cut, taken ofl with a heel and shortened to

about three joints, are the quickest to root.

Insert these singly into 2^-inch pots
;
plunge

in brisk bottom-heat ; keep shaded and pro-

perly watered till rooted
;
gradually shift into

larger pots ; keep all growing in gentle heat

;

prevent blooming. By these means good flower-

ing plants will be had.

—

FidJ.

SHORT NOTES.—SOSES.

Rose Lueiole, one of Guillot's many striking

additions, is now magnificent, every shoot producing
a long, pointed, erect bud in which the shades of car-

mine-rose and copper-yellow commingle and vary in

dejjth and intensity, producing indescribable effects of

colour. Not the least of its merits is its amazing
freedom, even upon newly-planted bushes.

Rose Comtesse de Frigneuse is now in fine

form, and shows none of the quartering or splitting

defects which the writer of a note in tlie last volume
of The Garden thought that it possessed. The great
drooping yellow buds are very tine and deliciously fra-

grant, and the full expanded flowers are greater still,

ijuito too much for the slender shoots which bear tliem

to support.

Rose Jean Bucher.—This grand Tea Rose,
which last year hardly gave us a flower, has this year
been in tine form, thanks to a week or ten days ot hot
dry weather when the buds most needed it. It is such
a full flower that nought but bright sunshine will open
it. Although uncertain, it is worth growing, even if

we do only now and again have it in perfection. The
colour variations are lovely and often indescribable

—

yellow deepening into apricot, and shaded with salmon
and pink.

The Seven Sisters Rose (Rosa Grevillei).—

I

am led to believe that this delicious, but modest Hose
is now all but lost. It so, " more's the pity." Possibly

it may exist under another name. I should, at any rate,

Ite glad for the information. The peculiarity is some-
what implied by the pretty name. The small, but
double-crimson Roses and buds are produced generally

in sevens. I had a few bunches sent the other day,

and I am sure that lovers of old Roses would be glad

to add this where it docs not already grow.—J. \V. K.

Rambling Koses.—The more one sees of these

the more one is charmed with the effect they pro-

duce. We have them growing here with good
effect on an old thin-leaved Holly. The shoots

hang loosely over some water, and when full of

bloom the effect is charming. Equally beautiful

are these growing over an old Ivy-clad archway of

rough stone, and here they are literally a mass of

bloom. On aniintal as these are in both situations, I

think they are outdistanced in simple beauty when
seen growing out from a background ot green Ivy
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as they are at the present time on my cottage. The
large trusses of white flowers against the deep
green are most efiective. By the side we have a
mass of the evergreen Honeysuckle full of blos-

som —J. CnooK.

A STONE STILE IN GUERNSKV.
SoMB thinf,'s not tlesignod specially for tlieir

beauty often turn out very beautiful. The
farmhouse strictly made for its use is often

in the end the most picturesque of houses.

So, again, the cultivated country in England
is often more beautiful than any .setont

grounds. In Guernsey stiles are often very

pretty, and the stile always should bo a

beautiful thing, especially when set in wild

Eoses and Ivy, as it often is. A very beautiful

thing even by the side of the English roads

and also in Wales and the mountainous parts

of England are s]>rings beside the road set in

Ferns and garlanded with Ivy. Such thing
show us that beauty often comes in sinqil

ways, and that it should be our effort ti

work for such results when we have tin

chance.

of Fisher Holmes, Ulrich Bmnner, and Sophie Fro-
pot. For Tea-scented Roses in twenty-four varie-

ties, single trusses, Mr. Prince was an excellent
first wich splendid blooms, Rubens, Bellefleur
d'Arijnu, The Bride, Souvenir de S. A. Prince, Mrs.
Jas. Wilson, and Innocente Pirola being noteworthy.
For eighteen singles in variety, Mr. Mattock was
first with fine flowers of Mme. Willermoz, Mme. H,
Jamain, and others—Messrs. Burrell ic Co., Paul &
Son, and Charles Turner also competing. For twelve
single blooms of any one variety, except Marechal
Niel, Mr. B. R Cant was first, with fine flowers of
Mme. de Watteville ; Mr. Prince second, with The
Bride

; Mr. Mattock next, with Hon. Edith GifEord
;

and Mr. C. Turner following with Catherine Mer-
met. With eighteen trebles Mr. Prince was again
first with another fine lot of flowers, the best being
those of Princess of Wales, Souvenir de S. A. Prince,
and Catherine Mermet; Mr. Mattock coming second,
and Mr. G. W. Piper, Uckfield, third.

Societies and Exhibitions,

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY.
Crystal Palace.

July 4
Owing to the lateness of the season the present
fixture wa? without doubt some few days too early
for many flowers. The show, on the whole, was an
excellent one, but not equal to some of its prede-
cessors.

NUESEEYMEN.
In the large class for seventy-two .'^ingle trusses

distinct, the first prize was won by Mr. B. R. Cant,
Cjlchester, who this year appears already in good
form. His best blooms were Prince Arthur, Earl
Dufterin. Cheshunt Hybrid, Marie Baumann, Dupuy
Jamain, Pride of Waltham, Efnile de Lyon, Annie
Laxton, Mrs. J. Laing, A. K Williams, A'iotor Hugo,
Comtesse de Nadaillac, La Boule d'Or, Mme. Cu>iD[
Innocente Pirola, and Niphetos. Messrs. Paul and
S)n, Cheshunt, were second, in whose collection the
following flowers were noteworthy : Her Majesty,
Sultan of Zinzibar, Sir Rowland Hill, Jules Finger,'
Etoile de Lyon, Mr.-=. John Laing. Henri Ledechaux!
Catherine Merraet, Innocente Pirola, Rubens, The
Bride, and H.P. Gu^tave Piganeau, the last being
adjudged the best Rose from among^it the trade
clasf es in the sho w, thus winning the silver medal of
the National Rose Society. The third prize was
awarded to Messrs. Prior and Sm, Colchester.

For forty -eight trebles Mr. B. R. Cant was
again placed first, his best flowers being Nijhe-
to^ Mme. Cusin, Mme. de Watteville, Innocente
Pirola, Ulrich Brunner, Dupuy Jamain, and Vii lette
Bouyer. Messrs. Paul and Son took the second
prize, their best blooms being those of Her Majesty,
Marquise de Castellane, Prince Arthur, Saltan of
Zanzibar, Mme. Montet, and Niphetos. The next
class for forty-eight singles was a well-filled one
(eight competing), Mr. Mount, Canterbury, being
placed first, having fine blooms of Prince Camille
de Rohan, A. K. Williams, Niphetos, and Souvenir
d'Eiise Vardon. Mr. Bnrch, Peterborough, came
second, with good blooms of Xavier Olibo, Mors.
Noman, Captain Christy, and Mme. Willermoz. Mr.
Prince, Oxford, was third.

Mr. Mount was also fir.^t for twenty - four
singles, his best blooms being those of Her Majesty,
Engeae Furst, and Xavier Olibo. Mr. Mattock, Ox-
ford, was second, Horace ^'ernet being conspicuous.
For twenty-four trebles, Mr. Prince won the first
prize amongst seven competitors. His best flowers
were Duke of Teck, Viscountess Folkestone, Sou-

1

venir de S. A. Prince, Princess of Wales, and The
Btjde, Mr. Monnt being second with good hloonjs

'

Amateues.
In the large class for forty- eight single trusses,

Mr. Lindsell, Hitchin, was first, his boxes contain-
ing fine flowers of Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Xavier
Olibo, Duke of Wellington, Dupuy Jamain, Cathe-
rine Mermet, Boule d'Or, and Marie Van Houtte

;

Dr. Budd, Bath, coming in a good second, his best
being St. George, Alfred Colomb, Francois Michelon,
Xavier Olibo, Marie Baumann, Countess of tlxford,

Lady Sheffield, and Mme. Clemence Joigneaux

;

Rev. J. H. Pemberton was third. For sixteen
trebles, Dr. Budd was first, showing Marquise de
Castellane, Marie Baumann, Abel Carriere, Etienne
Levet, and Mme. Gabriel Luizet in fine form

; Mr.
Lindsell this time being second, his best blooms
being Dr. Andry, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, and Caro-
line Kuster. For thirty-six singles. Col. J. H. Pitt,

Maidstone, was first, showing splendid blooms of
Viscountess Folkestone, Etienne Levet, Mrs. Baker,
La France, and Marie Finger ; Mr. Haywood, Rei-

gate, was a good second, having fine flowers of Mrs.
J. Laing, Countess of Rosebery, Mrs. Laxton,
Etienne L-svet, and Pride of Reigate. With twelve
trebles Mr. Haywood was first, and Colonel Pitt

second, both showing strongly. The class for

twenty-four singles was a good one, Mr. A Tate,
Leatherhead, being first with fine flowers of Xavier
Olibo, Duchess of Bedford, Jean Ducher, Horace
Vernet, and La France. The second prize was
awarded to Mr.-!. Waterlow, Great Doods, Reigate.

In the box of twelve singles to which the first prize
was awarded to Mr. Knight, was found the finest

bloom amongst the amateur classes, this being one
of General Jacqueminot. For those who have not
previously competed, two classes were provided,
Mr. Devereux, Steyning, being first for twelve
blooms, also receiving the bronze medal ; his best
flowers were Pride of Reigate, Cleopatra, and Mme.
Lambard ; Lord Penzance being placed second. In
a class for twenty- four singles, Mr. Tate was again
first, also being awarded a silver cup ; his finest

flowers were those of Horace Vernet, Xavier Olibo,
Ulrich Brunner, Louis Van Houtte, and Mme Cu-
sin. For Roses grown within eight miles of Char-
ing Cross, Mr. Bateman was first. Rev. J. H.
Pemberton took first prize for six new Roses, and
Mr, Kuight and Mr. Tate were placed equal first for
twelve single trusses of any Hybrid Perpetual
variety, the former staging Duke of Edinburgh, and
the latter La France.

Teas and Noisettes were well shown by the ama-
teur growers. For eighteen singles, Mr. A. H. Gray,
Bath, was a good first, with an excellent all-round
lot of blooms, winning also the challenge trophy.
Rev. H. I'.erners, who was second, had a grand bloom
of Comtesse de Nadaillac, Mr. Haywood coming in

third. For twelve Teas, Mr. Lindsell was first,

winning also the silver medal. Mr. A. H. Gray
following. With nine Teas Jlr. Orpen was lir&t.and

-Mr. Tate second. In the latter stand was found
the finest bloom from amongst the amateur growers
in Mme. Cusin. With twelve trebles, Jlr. Gray was
again first. In this stand were Mme. Cusin, Marie
Van Houtte, Souvenir d'un Ami, and JIar(5chal Niel
in excellent style, Rev. H. Berners being second.

Open Classes.

Niel, Mr. Prince was first with Comtesse de Nadaillac.
For twelve whites, excepting Niphetos, Messrs.
Dickson, Newtownards, Ireland, took first with Mar-
garet Dick'iOD, a fine new Hose of their own raising,
Mr. A. H. Gray being second. For twelve of any
crimson, except Marie Baumann and A. K. Williams,
Mr. B. Cant was first, and Messrs. Paul and Son
second. For twelve of any dark velvet crimson as
Prince Camille de Rohan, Messrs. Low and Co. were
first, and Mr. Prince second. For twelve of Mar(?!-

chal Niel Mr. A. H. tlray was first, and Mr. B. R. Cant
second. Fortwelveof MarieBjumann,Dr.Budd was
first, and Mr Chas. Turner second. Dr. Budd also tak-
ing first for twelve blooms of Mrs John Laing. Messrs.
Paul and Son took first prize for A. K. Williams,
and Mr. B. R. Cant for Niphetos For any Hybrid
Perpetual not specially named, Mr. Turner was first

with La France out of 17 competitors, and Dr.
Budd second with the same variety. For twelve
of any new Rose, Messrs. Dickson were first with
another box of Margaret Dickson, and Messrs.
Wm. Paul and Son second with White Lady. For
twelve distinct new Koscs, Messrs. Paul and Son
were first. With nine singles of any new Tea or
Noisette, the first prize was awarded to Mr. Prince
for Souvenir de S. A. Prince. For three single trusses
of any new seedling Rose or sport (distinct), Lord
Penzance showed Rob Roy and Roger Wildrake
(large blooms), also a box of seedling Briers;
Messrs. Paul and Son showing H P. Charles Gater,
a bright crimson

; Messrs. A. Dickson and Son
Marchioness of Dufferin, a pale pink. Messrs. Wm.
Paul and Son showed Mungo Park and Zenobia,
both Moss Roses, H. P. Spenser, and Tea Corinna.
For thirty-six bunches of garden Roses, Messrs.
Paul and Son were first with Polyantha Simplex,
Blanche Moreau, Grace Darling, I'ldeal, and others;
Messrs. Cooling, Bath, being second. For twelve
Roses suitable for button- holes, Mr. Mattock was
first with an excellent assortment. Messrs. Wm.
Paul and Son also showed an excellent collection
of Roses in pots and cut blooms, which made a fine
display. Miscellaneous exhibits consisted of a
magnificent group of Begonias from Messrs. Laing
and Sons ; herbaceous plants (cut) from Mr. T. S.

Ware and Messrs. Barr and Son ; Roses from
Messrs. Cheal and Sons ; Pansies from Messrs.
Dobbie and Co, Rothesay. Begonias were also
sent by Mr. T. S. Ware. Messrs. Carter and Co.
showed a collection of Cacti.

A full prize list will be found in our advertising
columns.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

This exhibition consisted of by far the greater
part of hardy herbaceous flowers in season ; these
were shown by the well-known trade growers of

these plants in profusion, making a most effective

as well as a most interesting di-play. Fruits
consisted chiefly of Strawberries. Owing, however,
to the lateness of the season, the appointed time
for the conference was at least a week too early,

the rains of the past few d.ays militating against
the flavour in a most decided manner.

Floral Committee.
Awards of merit were made to the following ex-

hibits :

—

P^ONY Mme. Emile Gallb.—A pale blush
variety, very full and of good substance, a useful
addition to its class. Messrs. Paul and Son.

Veronica anomala.—A dwarf-growing variety
having small white flowers freely produced. This
should be a valuable plant for the rockwork and
margins of shrubberies. Messrs. Paul and Son.

Prunella Wei!I)IANa— .4 handsome bordcrplant
with showy spikes of flowers of a rosy violet shade,
quite distinct. Messrs. Paul and Son.

EsCALLONiA E.xoNiENSis.—A hybrid variety with
somewhat small flowers. The plant is remarkable,
however, for the freedom with which it produces
these, the branches being closely studded with
blooms of a pale blush colour. Messrs. Veitch and
Sons.

Delphinium Robin Adair.—A distinct kind
5'or twelve blpoqfis of any yellow e3?cept Mardohal ' amongst an alreftdy numerous class, with bright
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bine flowers, the spikes dense and vigorous. Messrs.
Kelway and Son.

MiMULUS CUPREUS Pbince Bismabck.—This is

an exceedingly dwarf variety, and one which
flowers most profusely, the blooms being of a rich
crimson. Messrs. J. Laing and Sons.

GoDETiA White Peakl.—A pare white variety
of much promise with satiny flowers, the plant of
medium habit. Messrp. Carter and Co.

C'EN'TACREA Ci'ANUa NANA CO.MPACTA. — This
is a most interesting plant, of extremely dwarf
growth with quite miniature flowers of a deep blue
shade. It should prove useful as a hardy plant for
edgings or for rockwork. Mr. Herbst.

Begonia Mrs. Faulkner — A rich yellow
double-flowered variety, very deep and full, the
habit excellent. Messrs. Cannell and Sons.

Pink The Rector.—A distinctly beautiful va-
riety, the ground colour a pure white with an even
margin or band of a rosy shade. Mr. C. Turner.

Rose Reinb Blanche.—A single variety, very
distinct and of much promise, to all appearance a
free-flowering kind ; the flowers are when fully ex-
panded of a blush white, the reverse of the petals
having a rosy shade, more apparent in the buds.
Mr. B. Ladham, Shirley Nurseries, Southampton.

A botanical certificate was given to Mr. T. S,

Ware for Lilium maritimum, a small-growing
variety with bell-shaped flowers of a dull red
colour.

Messrs. Paul and Son had a most extensive dis-
play of an extremely comprehensive character, con-
sisting of selections of all the be»t things in season.
Pseonies were shown in first-rate variety, Delphi-
niums also being well represented, one variety
named Britannia being a decided acquisition.
Lathyrus rotundifolius, a free variety with pale
scarlet flowers ; Spirsea aruncus, Cephalariaalpina,
a sulphur-coloured Scabious ; Potentillas in variety
—Wm. RoUisson, an orange-scarlet, one of the best

;

Ttialictrums, &o., were also included (silver-gilt
Flora medal). Messrs. Laing and Sons also had a
fine display of all the best known types of hardy
garden flowers in great variety. Tufted Pansies were
conspicuous, so also were border Carnations and
Pinks of the best early kinds, several good varieties
of Iris being also included, with a good selection of
Campanulas, &c. A Sweet Pea named Blushing
Bride is a promising new variety. Rosa rugosa was
also shown here (silver-gilt Flora medal). Mr. Thos.
Ware had a collection which included several ex-
cellent varieties of Liliums, the best being L. pom-
ponium verum, L. columbianum, L. colchicum, L.
pulchellum, L pardalinum, L Washingtonianum,
and others. A very promising border Pink, named
Her Majesty, a white variety of the best type, was
also shown in good condition (silver Flora medal).
Messrs. Kelway and Son had another of their col-
lections, this one being particularly strong in Del-
phiniums, which were staged in almost endless
variety.

The following good things were prominent in
the mixed group : Scabiosa caucasica, Cephalaria
lutea, Veronica margaritacea, Thalictrum aquilegi-
folium, Iris aurea, Crinum Macowani, and fine
flowers of Iris Kaempferi. Messrs. Veitch and
Sons also showed a choice collection, consisting of
the best kinds of Delphiniums. Several good
varieties of Potentillas were also shown, KoUissoni,
a double yellow, and splendens, a dark single,
being two of the best. A very fine flower of Os-
trowskya magnifica which was exhibited was over
5 inches in diameter. Eight flowers were borne
upon the spike from which it was taken (silver
Flora medal). Messrs. Barr and Son showed a good
collection, consisting of Delphiniums, Campanulas,
Poppies, Eryngium giganteum, and other kinds in
season (silver Banksian medal). An interesting
collection was also sent from the Royal Gardens,
Kew, several varieties amongst which were not ex-
hibited in other groups. Some of these were
Chrysogonum virginianum, rich yellow ; Perezia
multiflora, pale blue ; Cosmos bipinnatas, Layia
heterotricha, and varieties of the alpine Dianthus.

In the competing classes,;Mr. Hodges, of Lachine,
Chislehurst, was first for eighteen varieties of hardy

flowers ; Mr. Sage, Ham House, Petersham, being a
good second with a well-arranged group. For
twelve varieties, Mr. Marshall was first with a choice
selection, including Epilobium angustifolinm. Lych-
nis vespertina fl-pl.. Campanula A'an Houttei,
Delphinium Horus, and Astrantia major ; Mr.
Chadwick, Hanger Hill House, being a very good
second.

Messrs. Veitch sent several baskets of new
and choice flowering shrubs, including Philadel-
phus microphyllus ; Escallonia pterocladon, of

dense growth ; E. Philippiana, a miniature variety,

very free; Andromeda speciosa crassicKfolia, and
A. c. pulverulenta, both very fine forms of the type
with long spikes of white, bell-shaped flowers, and
a plant of Gerbera Jamesoni. If this proves to be
hardy, which it is thought it will be, it will be a
decided acquisition. Mr. Leach sent several
bunches in good variety of Alstrcumerias, which,
when properly managed and presented as in the
present instance, are most valuable for cutting.

Mr. Charles Turner exhibited some promising
seedling Delphiniums and several good forms of
Pinks, as Ophelia, Boiard, Minerva, and Piincess
Louise. Mr. R. Dean, Ealing, staged a variety of
the useful border Finks, a very superior strain
of Campanula Medium calyoanthema, and Stocks
Mauve Beauty and Princess Alice. Mr. Anthony
Waterer sent bunches of late kinds of hardy Aza-
leas, the colours being quite distinct from those of
the usual Ghent kinds, and also the early-flowering
mollis. Mr. Laxton had promising white border
Pinks in Stanley and Marchioness of Salisbury, the
former being the better of the two ; Lady R.
Churchill, with dark maroon centre, was distinct
in its way. Other Pinks were sent by Mr. Ladham
consisting of useful garden kinds.

Orchid Committee.

But few things were shown at this meeting, the
most interesting being some bunches of Orchis
maculata cut from plants grown in a north border,
clearly showing the value of this beautiful hardy
flower for cutting. These came from the Dowager
Marchioness of Huntly's garden, Orton Hall, Peter-
borough, and consisted of several most distinct
forms. Cattleya.=, also the new Grammatophyllum
Seegerianum with an adventitious flower-spike upon
a newly imported plant, were shown by Messrs.
Seeger and Tropp. Suflioient, however, of the
Grammatophyllum was seen to show it to be a dis-
tinct variety. Angra3cum caudatum and Odonto-
glossum caudatum sulphureum were sent by Mr.
Wigan, and from Mr. Prewett, Swiss Nursery,
Hammersmith, came a distinct form of Aerides
maculosum with a much-branched spike.

Fruit Committee.

The chief exhibits put before this body consisted
of some superbly grown Queen Pines from Mr.
Coomber, Hendre, Monmouth. These were awarded
a silver Banksian medal. A bronze medal was
voted to Mr. Watkins, Hereford, for some well-pre-
served and highly coloured Apples. Dumelow's
Seedling was as fresh as at Christmas, Duke of
Devonshire and Farmer's Seedling being also
in fine condition. A first-class certificate was
awarded to a remarkably fine bunch of B.ina-
nas, possessing well-flavoured fruits with very
thin skin. It is a variety known in Fiji as
Lady's Finger. This was shown by Mr. Fitt,
Panshanger Garden.«. In the competing classes for
Strawberries, Mr. Sage was first for si.\ dishes, with
fine highly-coloured fruit of the best sorts ; Mr.
Chadwick being first for four dishes, having an ex-
cellent dish of British Queen ; and fir.'.t also for a
single dish, with Sir Joseph Pa.xton. For six' dishes
of Gooseberries, Mr. Palmer was firsit, and Mr. Gil-
bert second, with good fruits. The Currants shown
call for no remark, and Raspberries were not ex-
hibited at all. Two large boxes of fine fruits of
Strawberries Noble and Sir .Joseph Paxton came
from Mr Leach, Albury Park ; they had. however,
met with a severe shaking in transit. Mr. Leach
also sent some good Peaches. From Mr. Gilbert,

Burghley, came a Strawberry called Chief Secretary,
which the committee thought bore a close re-

semblance to very superior fruits of Sir .Joseph Pax-
ton, which when placed beside them gave that impres-
sion. Mr. Collis showed the latter kind in good
condition, also a seedling variety. Several very
finely-grown Melons were contributed by Mr. Pon-
tin, Woking; these were of extra size—Golden
Perfection, s lbs. ; Conqueror. 10 lbs.; Sutton's

Triumph. 7^ lbs. ; and Golden Triumph. 7 lbs. weight
each. A very large and excellent assortment of

Sirawberries. finely grown, both plants and picked
fruit.", came from Messrs. Paul and Son, and a
smaller lot from Mr. Geo. Bunvard, both having
specidl reference to the papers of the Wednesday
upon the same.

The conference on hardy summer-flowering pe-

rennial plants was held on Tuesday. The weather,
unfortunately, was very unfavourable, and there

were few visitors to listen to the interesting papers
read. On Wednesday a conference was held on
Strawberries. Gooseberries. Kaspberries, and other
small fruits, and papers relating to the subject were
read.

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

The Right Hon. Joseph Chamberlain presided on
Thursday evening at the 52nd anniversary festival

of this institution.

The Chairman, in proposing the toast of " Con-
tinued Success and Prosperity to the Gardeners'
Royal Benevolent Institution, now in its 52nd
year,coupled with the name of Mr Harry A'eitch, trea-

surer," said :
" Three years ago I was honoured with

an invitation to be present at a similar gathering,
but to my great regret, and at the last moment, I

was prevented by indisposition from putting in an
appearance ; and I confess I am thankful to the com-
mittee for having given me another opportunity of

performing what I regard as at once a privilege and
a duty. Gentlemen, I suppose we may differ

greatly upon many questions, but I think, at least,

I may assume that we are all united in our interest

in, and our love of, horticulture. Under these cir-

cumstances I do not mean to make any defence of

our favourite pursuit. It has provided rest and
brought happiness to many of the greatest and wisest

of the land. Statesmen have found recreation in

it
;
philosophers have commended it ; doctors have

prescribed it ; lawyers have advocated it, and poets
have sung its praises. The great Lord Bacon, who
devoted one of his essays to the subject, said ' the
cultivation of flowers is the purest of human plea-

sures, and the greatest refreshment to the spirits

of men.' He did not think it at all beneath
his dignity to leave behind him the most careful

instructions as to the formation and planting of

a perfect garden. But I venture to say that

one of the greatest recommendations of our hobby
in this democratic age is that it is capable of af-

fording delight to rich and poor alike, and that it

can with the greatest ease be accommodated to the

income of the millionaire or the scanty pittance of

the humblest labourer. Another statesman. Sir

William Temple, has written very truly that ' gar-

dening is at once the pleasure of the greatest and
the care of the meanest,' and the cottage garden
is as capable of affording as much delight to its

owner as the finest conservatory attached to the

lordliest mansion. A new variety of Pansy or Au-
ricula, reared by the careful skill and the tender

care of a village amateur, is to him probably the

source of as much pride and self-glorification as

can be to another the most costly exotic or the

scarcest Orchid that was ever reared. I claim, then,

for all that concerns the cultivation of flowers, that

it satisfies the love of natural beauty, which is in-

herent in almost every human breast, that it culti-

vates the intelligence and powers of observation,

and, at the same time, provides variety and excite-

ment by the constant novelty which results from
the attention we give to it ; and while it does all

these good things, it is, I believe, the most unselfish

of pleasures, for it is enjoyed the most by the largest

company, and, unlike some other amusements to

which the human race is prone, ours inspires no
evil passions, inflicts no pain, and causes injury to

no man, either in his character, in his health, or in
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his estate. I'nder these circumstances, it mast be

a matter of congratalation to all of us that garden-

ing in all its branches is daily increasing in popular

favour. Xever before, I should think, has the use

of flowers as decorations been so lavishly or exten-

sively employed. They may be said to accompany

ns from our cradle to our grave. They adorn our

houses, they grace our b.iDquets—and I may be

allovfed in passing to thank those who have pro-

vided so generously for the delectation of our eyes

and for the gratification of our palates in the fruits

and flowers which have been shown on this table—

they add a new charm to female loveliness, and

they do something to relieve the repulsive ugliness

of masculine apparel. The interest which is felt in

the pursuit is shown b/ the crowds which attend

our great horticultural shows, and we see that

thereby our principal growers are stimulated to

new efforts. Each favourite flower in turn is taken

in hand and improved and perfected, and the ulti-

mate corners of the glob 2 are ransacked to find new
beauties and new varieties. In connection with all

this enterprise there is a romantic side to horticulture

which perhaps has hardly received the attention it

deserves. Last year you all remember how the

whole world evidenced a common interest in the re-

cital of the difliculties undergone by, and the adven-

turous progress of, the little band which penetrated

through the dark part of Africa in search of and in

relief of Emin Pacha ; but I venture to say there

are scores of modest explorers, whose names are

only known to a few, who undergo diiBculties as

great and encounter dangers as serious as those

which have been happily overcome by Mr. Stanley

and his followers, animated only by a love of

natural science and the spirit of enterprise. The
record of the history of many flowers is a record of

persistent and courageous achievements, carried

out in the face of extraordinary difficulty and
labour. Unfortunately, it is a record which has

been made memorable by great sacrifices and loss

of health, and in some cases by loss of life. Horti-

culture has its heroes and its victims, as well as

war, and it behoves us to hold their names in re-

spectful and admiring reverence. But it is not

only these adventurers who are always seeking

"fresh woods and pastures new " who are deserv-

ing of our sympathy and gratitude. I have already

quoted Sir William Temple. In another place he
says, very truly, that, in the growth of flowers,

success is wholly of the gardener, and I think it

will be admitted that without the constant care,

intelligence, and industry of those who are prima-
rily responsible, the most lavish expenditure and
the most perfect apparatus would be of little

avail to secure a satisfactory result. How, then,

shall we repay our debt to those who, in this re-

spect, have administered to the pleasure and to the

interest of our lives .' The profession of a gardener

is a very interesting one, but at the same time I

think we must allow that it is not too highly paid.

The prizes are few, and the conditions of the life

are such that it is hardly possible, even for the

most thrifty, to make adequate provision for all

the eventualities of life. I have thought that, per-

haps, the most pathetic position in which a man
can be placed is that of one who, after he has spent

a long life in honest industry, finds himself, as age
approaches, with diminished capacities and ever

declining resources, face to face with a future

which has no bright spot — a future which
offers to him only the prospect of the poorhouse
as a refuge for his old age. Recent inquiries

have convinced me that this, unfortunately, is the

condition of much too large a proportion of our

working-class population, and I have thought that

the time has come when it is urgent that the State

should intervene to remove what I think to be a
blot and a scandal on our civilisation. But
in the meantime the worn-out veterans of our in-

dustrial warfare have their only hope in the opera-

tions of such societies as that for which I plead to-

night. I commend to your generous support the

principles of this institution. Its object is the

relief of the aged and distressed. The subjects of

its bounty must have passed the age of sixty years,

and must have spent at least twenty years of their

lives in a responsible position. Pieference is given,

as it ought to be given, to those who have en-

deavoured to help themselves, to those who have

been for a considerable time contributors to this

institution, and relief is given in the best form in

which it can be ofifered. The funds of the institu-

tion are not v?asted in buildings and costly ad-

ministration. The whole of them are paid

away, and the recipients are enabled, without

breaking up their homes, to pass the remaining

years of their life in comparative comfort among
their own relatives and friends. The institution has

now lasted for more than half a century, and it has

had a career of continued and increasing prosperity.

At the present time I learn that there are on the

books 15(1 pensioners, male and female, and they

are receiving the bounty of the society at a cost

of something approaching £3000 a year. My lords

and gentlemen, it only remains for me to appeal to

all who have derived profit or pleasure from the

gardener's skill to assist this institution to meet all

claims that may be made upon it, so that no de-

serving applicant shall be turned away, and that

all shall find relief in time of need. I feel sure we
shall all take a greater interest in our pursuit if we
know that those who have grown gray in its service

will not suffer want or dishonour in their declining

years." In conclusion, Mr. Chamberlain coupled

with the toast the name of Mr. Veitch, which would,

he said, always be honoured in connection with gar-

dening, and he warmly eulogised that gentleman's

services to the institution.

Mr. Veitch, in responding, mentioned the fact

that since the last annual meeting the oldest pen-

sioner had passed to the majority. While able he

had subscribed 18 guineas to the fund. He died

at the age of 103 years, and while upon the pen-

sion list received the sum of £520. Mr. Veitch

alluded to the fact that the average age of the

pensioners at the present time was 72 years. He
referred also in feeling terms to the great loss the

Institution had sustained in the deaths of the late

secretary (Mr. R. Cutler), Mr. B. S. Williams, Mr.

Shirley Hibberd. The subscriptions announced dur-

ing the evening amounted to the sum of £1150.

Mr. Chamberlain, in acknowledging the toast of

his health, said that at times he thought that the

progress of ideas and the progress of flowers had

much in common. Both required ventilation. Nor
did the parallel end there. Both often flourished

best in heat. Gardeners, too, were often troubled

by obstructive proceedings on the part of various

noxious insects—thrips, red spider, mealy bugs,

and the Orchid devil. Politicians also had insects

to contend against. He would be sorry to mention

the names of these insects, but perhaps the com-
pany would be able to recognise them.

FLOWERS IN SEASON FOR VASES.

KosES wiU of course now form important features in

floral arrangements, and most justly so ; they there-

fore need no recommendation further than they

have received of late. There are, however, many
splendid things amongst the herbaceous plants now
in season. Prominent among these are the Del-

phiniums, which are now to be had in such infinite

variety of colour, from the very palest to the deepest

blue imaginable ; some with many rich variations

and shadings, others with distinct white eyes. It

may be urged against these fine hardy plants that

the flowers do not last when cut, but it the spikes

are cut and used with a fair amount of stem and
placed in deep vases with plenty of water this may
be partially overcome. In this manner some of

the buds will also expand if not all. For my own
part I prefer to cut the spikes below the lateral

ones unless the central one is exceptionally strong.

The leaves, however, should be removed, for they

will soon fade. To arrange with the Delphiniums

there are several good things, such, for instance, as

Spiriea aruncus and S. astilboide.=, the first now in

flower and the other soon to follow it. There are

also Thalictrum aquilegifolium, a handsome border

plant with long spikes of creamy-white flowers

;

the common white garden Lily (L. oandidum), and
L. colchicum, with its pure citron-yellow flowers.

Other good things consist of the Day Lily (Hemero-

callis flava) and Campanula persicifolia alba.

All of these colours will associate well with

the various shades of Delphiniums. The hardy

Ferns of the larger kinds will supply a good

variety of foliage material from now onwards

for these kinds of arrangements of considerable

size. In using the foregoing Lilies (and others

which happen to be in season) by themselves, a

free use should be made of the stronger-growing

Grasses and Sedges, such as the hardy Panicums,

the varieties of Elymus, and those of the Arundo
famUy, with Gymnothrix latifolia and Eulalia ja-

ponica. These Lilies, arranged in a free manner,

are fine objects for fireplaces, for sideboards, and
entrance halls ; one kind alone suflice^ to make a

good effect, but if variety is preferable, two colours

which do not clash with each other could be used

;

three would be too many. The great mistake made
in the arrangement of these and other liliaceous

flowers is that of cutting away too much of the

stem, thus destroying both character and beauty.

I saw such an instance only recently in which Iris

flowers were being thrust into a bunch of totally

unfit foliage, the flowers themselves being carefully

deprived of their stems, so as to fit down close upon

the said foliage. Nothing could possibly have been

in worse keeping. I thought these ways bad been

by this time abolished, but regret to see that such

is not the case in every instance. KosA.

Fruit culture.—The Lord Mayor has granted

the use of the Egyptian Hall of the Mansion House

for a meeting to be held on July 13, in connection

with the Fruiterers' Company, of which Sir James
Whitehead is Master, for the purpose of considering

what further steps shall be taken in the pomotion
of fruit culture in our homesteads and cottage gar-

dens. Among those who have already expressed

themselves interested in the movement and have

contributed towards the fund for carrying cut its

object are the Corporation of London, the Duke of

Westminster, the Duchess of Grafton, the Earl of

Dartmouth, Lord Wolverton, Lord Crewe, Lord

Savile, Lord Hothfield, the Baroness Burdett-Coutts,

Mr. W. H. Smith, M.P., and the Mercers', Drapers',

Clothworkers', and Leathersellers' Companies. The
medals and certificates awarded at the great ex-

hibition of fruit in the Guildhall last year will be

presented on the occasion and the Lord Mayor will

preside.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
" Annual Reports of the Fruit Growers' Association

and ^Entomological Society of Ontario, IWRI."
" Art of Perfuincry." By Chas. Piesse. Piesse and

Lubin, 2, New Bond Street, London.

Names of plants.

—

Hooper and Co.—A Pimelea;

looks like P. spectabilis. B. G. /[.—The Cattleya

Mossife forms are very nrjinary. l.Cypripedium Har-
riaianum, dark form; 2, C. Lawrenueanum, light

form ; wants more size and colour to be handsome j 3,

Aeridea expansum, not odoratum ; -t, Saceolabium re-

tusum ; diflicult to name from a few flowers. J. D.

—1, LiL'ha purpuratv; 2, Lselia Bryseana ; 3, L. Rus-

selliana. E. N.—Aphelantliera grandiflora. F. M.
— 1, Claytonia alsinoides ; 2, Geranium macrorrhizum '•

3, G. aconitifolium. Reginald.— 1, looks like au
Ophiopogon; 2, send better specimen. 11'. M- C.—
ErythiiuaCrista-galli. 11'. P.—Box smashed; please

send again. Cul. PH;;e'.— Scillalongibracteata.

George Gower.—1, Miiinilus cardinalis ; 2, specimen

bad ; 3, apeoimen bad shrivelled up; 1, Orchis latj-

folia var. ; 5, Centaurea nigra ; 6, Orchis latifolia; ",

Silene inflata (f) ; 8. Gymnadenia odoratissima.

—

—
;.;. s.—We have had much finer flowers sent us this

season. Query.—Acineta, Humboldti. J. J/.

1, Salisburia adiantifolia ; 2, Adiantum pedatura ; 3,

Sciadopitys verticillata. J. B.—Fruit of the Sand

Boi Tree (Hura crepitans), a native of the West Indies.

Adolescence.— la., Campanula fragilis ;
2a, Chry-

santhemum lacustre ; 3a, Digitalis ferruginea; 4a, looks

like Borage ; send better specimen ; 5a, nest week
;

(ia, Thalictrum adiantifolium. Q. Gohhmilh.— l, .

Allium fpeeies ; impossible to determine without

leaves ; 2, Ornithogalum pjrenaicum ; 3, Allium sp.

;

4, Lysiraachia punctata ; 5, Lysimachia puuclataj 6,

ScTophularia species— insufficient specimen; 7, Ver.>

nica teucrium. ( )al;cnhcail and Co.— 1, I'hacelia

species ; foliage necessary to determine ; 2, Astiautia

minor; 3, Deutzia minor. A. rouii^.— Metrosidsros

floribunda. Same treatment as a Myrtle. J. Oar- '

land.—Abutilon yitifolium. .
•
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

FORMING NEW PLANTATIONS.

Many practical foresters are now of opinion
that in forming new plantations the old system
of planting a mixture of several kinds of trees

on the same ground, in the hope that if one fails

another will succeed, ought to be abandoned,
and that each variety of soil, aspect, and ex-

posure should be planted with the kind of tree

it is most likely to produce in the greatest per-

fection. Much can be said in support of this

opinion, and no doubt it is a safe one to follow,

provided we can with any certainty predict

which tree will grow best on each kind of soil,

but such predictions are sometimes most dis-

appointing and disastrous in their result, and
too often prove the necessity of entrusting the
formation of plantations only to those who have
a thorough practical knowledge of the subject,

and who will carefully investigate every circum-

stance likely to affect their calculations. But
even were we satisfied which kind of tree is

most likely to flourish on the ground, the sys-

tem of planting with that tree alone may be
carried too far.

For instance, in districts where little or no
demand exists for the early thinnings of an Oak
plantation, but where a market is likely at all

times to be found for good-sized Oak, it would
certainly be unwise to plant the ground most
suitable for growing Oak with Oak alone. Oak
is slow in its growth, and some other kinds of

wood of faster growth, the early thinnings of

which would be more valuable, might be mixed
with it. In such a case the Oak trees might
be planted 18 feet apart, with an Ash between
each two, and the ground filled up with Larch
to 3 feet apart, which would make two Larches
between each Oak and Ash tree. The Larch
would 1)6 gradually thinned out at such times
and in such a way as would best encourage the

proper growth and development of the hard-

wood, and more especially of the Oak. That
cut at the first thinning would make stakes for

sheep nets which, in arable districts where
Turnips are eaten olT by sheep, are always in

demand, or, if in the Hop country, it would
make Hop poles. That cut at the second and
third thinnings would be suitable for fencing,

coal-pit, and other purposes, and would be much
more valuable than hard wood of the same age.

After thinning out all the Larch, the hard-

wooded trees, viz , the Oak and Ash, would be left

in equal numbers at 9 feet apart, and before the

Oak required to be relieved of the Ash the

latter would be of a suitable size for shaft-wood,

for which there is generally a good demand in

most districts. VVhen all the Ash had been
thinned out, the Oak would be of suflicient size

to admit of the plantation being pastured by
sheep or cattle witliout much risk of their doing

it damage, and as it is gradually cleared off the

ground the pasture would every year become
of more value ; in fact the fertility of the land

would be improved by the crop of timber taken
off it, and the pasture would be a much better

one after the removal of the timber than it

could have been made before the land was
planted. On land suitable for growing good
Oak, and situated in England or the Lowlands
of Scotland, such a system of making permanent
pasture succeed timber would in all probability

be more profitable than the French one of

natural reproduction.

Where, again, we find ground best adapted

for growing Scotch Pine, it would not be advis-

able to plant that ground with Scotch Pine

alone, the early and immature thinnings of

which would in some districts not be worth the

labour of drawing them out of the plantation.

Nearly all ground that will grow Scotch Pine to

maturity will grow Larch for a certain period,

and wherever Scotch Pine has to be the per-

manent crop, Larch, the young trees of which
are of more value, should be mixed with it to

come out in the early thinnings. X. Y.

CHANGES WHICH TREES CREATE.

Apart from the influence of trees upon the general

climate of a country, which has over and over

again been proved to be very great, trees play a
very important part in ameliorating the extremes
of temperature in a local sense. Many of what
are now our most enjoyable country seats but for

the presence of trees would be littie better than
bleak and comfortless downs. In situations where
hills and valleys alternate, much may be done by a
judicious selection of the spot where the dwelling
is to be placed ; but even then, without the presence
of trees, the site is never complete. The charm of

what are now some of the most lovely spots in these

islands would at once vanish it they were deprived

of their trees, and not only their charm in a pic-

turesque sense, but in that of bodily comfort. To
one who has dwelt upon a more or less bare and
wind-swept upland, the sense of comfort in the re-

moval to a spot sheltered by clustering woods will

be very grateful and more eloquent than the most
fluent description. In considering the best use

which can be made of trees for shelter, the condi-

tions existing must, of course, be taken into ac-

count, viz., whether the house is already in

existence, and the trees have to be arranged to

produce the greatest amount of shelter in harmony
with the necessities of the landscape, or whether
the trees and woods are already growing and the

position of the house has to be determined upon
from these. In the former case, for climatic

reasons, the situation and alignment must be de-

termined on to give the greitest resistance to the

prevailing winds. lu some cases other circum-

stances may interfere with this, but it is not often,

with proper arrangement, such difficulties cannot
be overcome. Other pens have condemned the

practice of dotting trees about instead of throwing
them into suitable masses, as an offence to the eye,

and it it is desired to defeat the end of obtaining
shelter from trees, this objectionable system will

be the sure means of doing it, as trees so planted

can be of no appreciable use for the purpose. As
in the landscape, so for equalising heat and cold,

trees and woods are required, and must be grown
in masses. In some parts of the country, although
not the coldest, the winds, which are generally

most unpleasant on account of their strength and
prevalence, are the west and south-westerly ones.

From these some shelter is most desirable, but as,

on the other hand, the afternoon sun shines from
this direction, some discrimination is necessary

that in cutting off the effects of the wind the sun
is not excluded as well. There is no reason, how-
ever, why the advantage of both should not be
gained, as by the suitable arrangement and selec-

tion of subjects there need be no great difHculty in

the matter. Masses of woods, too, to the north and
nortti-east, where the situation is not otherwise

protected, are of very great value, and if they con-

sist of considerably greater areas than those in the

other aspects, the benefit wifl be so much the

greater. The north-west aspect, too, if possible,

i-hould not be left exposed, as from this point of the

compass anything but clemency in the weather is

often experienced. In fact, the only quarter which
can properly be left unprotected by woodland in

one form or another is that lying between the

south-east and south-west, as although now and
again rough weather comes from this quarter, the

sunshine and warmth so greatly predominates, that

no obstacle should be placed there to obstruct

the access of these necessities to health and enjoy-

ment.

Elm V(rith coloured wood.—A brandling spe-

cimen iu full leaf waa exhibited by Mr. Morris at a

recent meetinp of the scientific committee of the
Rojal Hortiruftural Society. It waa received many
years ago at Kew from Van Houtte under the name of

Ulmus sp. lihro-ruhro. This is believed to be only a
form of the Se:)tch or Wych Elm (Ulmus montana).
The peculiarity possessed by the specimen consists in

its having the wond immediately beneath the bark of

a briglit pink colour, which easily distinguishes it

from the type. The exact nature of the colouring
substance in this instance does not appear to have been
investigated.

Larch wood.—In The Garden, June 20 ([.•

580), " Y." says, " For the planking of wagons and
carts, for the removal of stones, or similar mate-
rial. Larch wood is eminently suited." The fact is.

Larch wood is about the worst that I have ever

seen used for lining stone-carts and wagons for such
purposes, as it always splinters into fragments by
the pressure and chafing of the stones. Sec. For
many years I have supplied wood to builders and
carters for this purpose, and one of the conditions

is, that Larch wood is not to be sent on any ac-

count. The best wood for lining stone-carts is that

of the Goat Willow (Salix caprea). Although the

Goat Willow is the best, yet the whole of the Wil-

low tribe, as well as the Poplars, are suitable and
are being used to a large extent for lining railway

wagons and carts.— J. 13. W.

Sir Herbert Maxwell on forestry.— Sir

Herbert Maxwell has an article in the J\'ineteeitth

CentiiTij on forestry this month. It is good and
readable, which is far from what one can say of

most gentlemen's articles on rural subjects. He
discusses liritish forestry, we think, very reason-

ably, and is against much State aid, mainly on the

plea that we have no fores-ts in the sense that Con-
tinental nations have them, and, therefore, he
thinks it would be useless to create a public de-

partment to do what country gentlemen could

quite easily do themselves with a little combina-

tion. We quite agree. Officialism would do little

good in such matters, and British teaching on
forestry would at the best be bad. It is much
better to send promising young men to see what is

done in France and Germany. Although forestry,

beyond the mere ornamental and game-keeping
part of it, is not practised in this country, there is

no reason why it should not be, and we miss in Sir

Herbert's article and in much other writing on the

subject any notice of the excellent French plan of

encouraging proprietors to plant by freeing them
from taxes for a number of years. A considerate

act of this sort might do much to clothe our waste

lands and the poor mountain slopes of the United

Kingdom. Few who have not tramped over the

mountains of Wales and the north of England and
Ireland and other of our mountain groups have any
idea of the extent of these. One may see a dozen

mountains looking as bare as elephants' backs.

There is a vast area of mountain lands in these

islands which might be made as good as those of

France and Germany, and there is also a great

deal of land in England which does not pay as

arable land, and which might well be cultivated as

forest land.

" The Garden " Monthly Vavts.— This joumal is pub-

linked in neatly bound Mmilhiy Parts. In this /orm the

coloured plates are best preserred, and it is moat suitable for

reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volunus. Price

Is. 6d. ;
))o.s( .free, Is. 9d. Complete set of volume) of The

Garden/7*o»i its cmmnencement to end O/1890, thirty-eight voi».,

price, cloth, £28 4«.

" Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts. — This

JnuriKil i.t puhtislieil ill iw'lhi '"'"nd Mnntl.h/ I'nrt.^. in lehirh

form it is most suitnh/r hir r,'h r, nrr prrriiius [0 the issue of the

yiarhi mhuins. Pric'^^d. -.'pnstfnL, 8.(.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.— This joumal is

pitblisliid in nLatln bound Monthly Parts, ill ichich form it is

most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the yearly

volumes. . Price 5d. ; post free, Sd.

** Hardy Flowers."—Giving descriptions of upwards of

tliirti'n hundred of the most ornamental .species, irith directions

for tluir arrangement, culture, d'C. Fourth and Popular
'Edition, IK.; posifree,ls. Sd.

"The Garden Annual" for i89^.—Contains Alpha-
bttiral Itsts of alt Branrltts of the llortirtiUural Trade correctett

up to ^oveiitber 10 last. The lists of (Jardens and Country

Siats (containing orer '.lOOOJ hare ban nry carefully and esten-

sirely revised, and are admitteil to be the most comjilete ever

published. Price \s. ; by post, \s. Sil.

Jjandxm : 87, Southampton Street, Strand, JVC.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather ; but
The Art itself is Natdre,"—Shaxespeare.

Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

VINES AFTER FRriTING.
Grape Vines are long-suffering, but there comes
a time when they can no longer withstand either

overcropping or neglect. Too often they are

cropped far beyond their strength, and then, to

make matters worse, are neglected after the

crops are cleared oti", or if not exactly neglected,

are yet, comparatively speaking, treated with-

out reference to what has been taken out of

them. Market growers can aft'ord, and doubt-

less it pays them well, to crop their Vines very

heavily, a short and exceptionally hard worked
life being the rule, but private gardeners are

not in a position to be constantly rooting out

Vines and replanting others, and it is their best

policy to maintain all under their charge in a
healthy productive state as long as possible.

Not but that we may easily err in being too

anxious to prolong the life of Vines, numerous
old, much skinned and scraped rods being
preserved far longer than they ought to be.

Instead, however, of Vines being worn out or

past their best when only seven or eight years

old, they ought then to be approaching the best

part of their career. There is no necessity for

unduly favouring what are intended for per-

manent Vines, but if they are only cropped
moderately heavy from the first, no more
bunches being left on them than can be well

finished without checking their healthy progress,

there is little likelihood of an early collapse.

If they are .systematically over -cropped from
the first, an early breakdown usually results.

Much, however, may be done towards remedy-
ing the effects of over-cropping by good culture

after the Vines are cleared of bunches, and even
those that have not been overworked must not
be neglected at that stage. If from any cause
the foliage is lost prematurely this will inevit-

ably injuriously afi'ect the next season's pro-
spects. Either few or no bunches wOl show, or
may be there will be plenty only much smaller
than usual, while not unfrequently imperfect
setting may also be traced to an early loss of
the primary leaves. I have known instances of

the Mufcat of Alexandria being so very heavily
cropped and then left to take their chance, that
in the following season scarcely any berries
were furnished with stones. Strange to say,

this did not hinder most of the reserved berries

from swelling to a saleable size, and the
comparative rest given to the Vines re-

stored them to better health, a much im-
proved set of berries resulting. Quite recently
I met with an instance of a Vine of West's
St. Peter's that was over-cropped last year, and
which this season has failed to produce a single
well-set bunch. Again, in the late vinery under
my charge one of the three Vines of Alicante
was last October so badly injured by an escape
of hot water from a bad joint in the hot-water
pipes underground at this particular place, that
the whole of the leaves quickly changed from a
dark green to a sickly yellow colour, all falling

long before those on the other rods were
ripened. Naturally, I was much exercised as
to the probable consequences of this early loss of

foliage and roots, and was agreeably surprised
to note that this particular Vine broke as
strongly and evenly as the rest, and actually
produced the largest bunches of all. Not till

the time arrived for thinning out the berries

were any ill effects apparent. 'The finest bunches

had to be cut oflT, owing to the greater portion

of the berries being stoneless, and the smaller

bunches are by no means well set. The health

of the Vine appears to be perfect, while all

the rest of the Vines in the house are doing

better than ever previously. This being so, I

consider I am justified in attributing the faulty

setting to the early loss of foliage.

If the habits of the Grape V^ine are taken

into consideration, the need for good attention,

both above and below ground, ought to be

apparent enough to the moat superficial observer.

Not till the crops are ripe, and if not actually

cleared off', materially lightened in the case of

heavily cropped Vines, does root action become
brisk. Previously the Vine's energies have

been principally concentrated on the matura-

tion of the crop, very little of the true sap re-

turning to the roots to be expended in the pro-

duction of root-fibres, and the longer, therefore,

we preserve the foliage in all reason the better

the prospect of a good foundation of a future

crop of fruit being laid. In the case of mode-
rately hard-forced Vines, with their roots

wholly in outside borders, it not unfrequently

happens that scarcely any roots have been made
before the Grapes are fit to cut, and if from any

cause the foliage is lost or mucli weakened pre-

maturely, it is not much good in the shape of

starch that will be stored. In any case, if the

foliage is badly burnt, or, what is more frequent,

especially this season, red spider be in the

ascendant, root action must be correspondingly

faulty and weak, next yeai's crops being so

much poorer accordingly. I have no faith

whatever in the efficacy of extended sub-lateral

growths, the foliage on these altogether failing

to do the work of fully developed, well-pre-

served primary leaves. Leave a good length of

lateral in the first instance, or say two leaves

beyond where the bunches are formed, and

take good care of the leaves, all sub-lateral

growths being kept well stopped, and there will

be no waste of sap, nor, other conditions being

satisfactory, faulty root action. After the

bunches are cut from a Vine, the house ought

to be set wide open and the foliage freely and

frequently syringed, sulphur being mixed with

the water wherever red spider is to be seen, or

if preferred, a hantlful of flowers of sulphur

may be worked through a muslin bag into a

3-gallon can of syringing water on two or three

successive days, and when once the leaves are

fairly well coated on both upper and lower sur-

faces with the sulphur cease syringing. Some-

thing of the sort must be done, or otherwise

the red spider will rob the Vines of all that

should have returned to the roots.

It follows that the borders must also be kept

in a uniformly moist state, dryness being fatal

to vigorous root action and the consequent

storage of food supplies. The surfaces of both

inside and outside borders ought to be kept in a

loosened state, binding being followed by crack-

ing and other evils. A great depth of loo.se soil

is objectionable, but if the surface is just

loosened, and, if not already done, mulched

with either leaf soil or short manure, evapora-

tion of moisture will be further prevented and

many surface roots saved. Supposing the bor-

ders are new or comparatively so, all that is

needed is sufficient water to keep them in a

moist state, but when tliey are overrun with

roots and exhausted of much of their fertility,

something stronger than water is needed. Fer-

tilisers are of more service to Vines after they

are cleared of their crops and again just prior

to starting afresh than at any other period of

their growth, those that have been heavily

cropped in most cases standing in absolute need

of such assistance, as without it the recupera-

tive and fuod-storing processes cannot take

place in a thorough manner. The exception i

are where the borders are already too rich in

nitrogen, adding more only aggravating the

evil. A manure sick, ineit soil, and to which

Vine roots show a marked repugnance, can be

most quickly corrected by a liberal surface-

dressing of newly slaked lime at the rate of

1 bushel to every square yards, applying it

now in preference to waiting till next spring

before doing it. A very little lime sufficeth for

borders in a sweet, porous state, and these

being exhausted of much of their fertility

should have, directly the Vines are cleared of

their crops, a liberal soaking of either farmyard

liquid manure or .sewage, both being well di-

luted with pond or soft water in preference to

cold spring water. Failing these, wash in either

soot, guano, or some kind of special manure

—the two last named at the rate recommended
by the vendors— while enough soot may be

used to well blacken the surface, guano being

applied at the rate of 1 lb. to every 24 gallons

of water, mixing a good quantity in tubs and

keeping it well stirred being preferable to any

other plan of using it. W. Igoilden.

Melons.—I fully agree with the observalior s

on Melons by "A. D." in The Garden (page is).

Growers for exhibition naturally grow a few o£ the

supposed best varieties, but for home consumption

the wisest course is to select a good variety ard

keep to it, ignoring all others. This I have dore

for the past five years, and I never hear any com-

plaint as regards quality or appearance. The variety

I have selected is a good stock of Blenheim

Orange. You can have fruit from 2 lbs. in weight

up to 5 lbs. or i> lbs., and the colour and netting

are very handsome. I am certain that this variety

has qualities that many of the newer varieties can

not lay claim to. The Blenheim Orange, as

grown by many people, is quite distinct from the

original, and it will be the same in a few years

time in the case of the new Melons of to-day. No
doubt if the best of these were rigidly selected and

kept away from other varieties their original good

merits would be preserved. By growing three or

four varieties in the same house, and saving seed

from these to perpetuate the stock, it is impossible

to keep them pure.—A. Young, Ahberh-y Hall.

Apples.— I regret to hear from Mr. Tnrton, of

The Wilderness, Reading, that Apples are falling

from the trees all too rapidly in his district, and

garden especially, to the extent of two-thirds of

the crop. That is bad news indeed, as on very

many trees the set was, in spite of the wonderful

bloom, far from being a good one. What now
seems probable is that whilst we shall have but a

moderate crop of Apples after all, we shall have a

very fine sample. That will largely make amends

for the thinning, and save many trees from undue

exhaustion on the one hand, or coarseness of

growth on the other. To what is this extraordinary

natural thinning of the fruits to be attributed /

Evidently it is due to imperfect fertilisation, and

that I further attribute to the exceedingly cold un-

genial weather which prevailed when the trees

were in bloom. This served to protract unduly the

opening and the falling of the bloom, and made
fertihsation so imperfect. Even the exceeding

lateness of the expansion of the bloom, which so

many hailed as a fa\ourable sign, could not be

beneficial, as the fertile organs were kept unduly

cased in or cramped into the firmly closed petals

long after they should, in the ordinary course of

nature, have been fully expanded. Then we had

during the blooming time numerous heavy hail

storms, heavy rains, cold winds, cloudy days, and

general ungenial weather, which could not assist

fertilisation. It will probably turn out, however,

that there will be plenty of Apples in the country,

and it what are left on the trees swell to their full

size and are free from maggot, we shall not be so
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veiy badly off. I find the earlier sort?, many ot
wLich are usually free fruitjrs, set best, but even
these have had the fruits remarkably thinned.

—

*,* On visiting the Royal Horticultural Society's
Garden, at Chiswiok, the other day, Mr. Barron called
our attention to the enormous quantity of Apples
that had fallen off the young trees. The ground
was literally strevped with fruit. Although so many
hare fallen, there is yet a splendid crop left.—Ed.

FIG TKEES.
It will be necessary to bestow more than the ordi-
nary amount of care and attention on these trees
during the present summer to restore them to a
fruitful and profitable state again after the severe
punishment which they have sustained during the
past winter. Even on sheltered walls and where a
fair amount of protection has been afforded them
they have suffered considerably, and many of the
young and fruitful points have died back a consider-
able length, and with them a loss to a great extent
of the crop of fruit for the current year. Where not
already done the trees will now need thoroughly
overhauling, removing all the dead shoots and
branches, so as to make them more presentable and
give the young wood the trees may make during the
current year all the assistance possible as regards
light and air. In most instances where'the points
of the branches have been killed they are now break-
ing away into several shoots, that if left to grow at
will must soon form a thicket of weak growth, to
the permanent injury of the trees and be highly
detrimental to their producing a crop of fruit
another year. There should be no reluctance on
the part of the cultivator to give this extra atten-
tion to so useful a fruit, which in the ordinary run
of seasons gives a minimum of trouble for an
abundant and useful crop. Every care should be
taken to encourage sufficient young growth with-
out allowing it to become crowded, and when con-
veniently arranged this should be properly secured
to the walls as soon as the shoots have gained
sufficient length.

No greater mistake could be made than to set the
knife into these trees that have suffered from the
past winter as soon as they show signs of moving
in spring, for cuts so made are sure to bleed pro-
fusely, which, to say the least, is very weakening
to the trees. It is not possible very early in the
season to discern quite clearly which of the shoots
is bound to come out ; but when the trees have
started fairly into growth no such mistakes will be
made, and what is of still more importance, the
growths on the tree will carry off the sap, so that
there will be no harm from excessive bleeding,
even were a live branch or two to be severed, and
that which is quite dead would not bleed at all.

Very much depends upon the ripeness of the wood
of the trees as to the extent of damage done by the
frost. Where not placed in a favoured position
they are in some cases almost totally killed. I find
that with us Castle Kennedy has stood the winter
better than either Brown Turkey or Brunswick, the
latter with us coming off the worst. Everv encou-
ragement should be given to what Figs there are
on the trees outside, for they are, there is no doubt,
very scarce out of iloors this summer, and doubtless
will be much missed this autumn both at home and
at the exhibitions. Where there are good Figs now
swelling, the points of the young shoots beyond
each fruit should be pinched out after they have
made from four to six leaves or what would be
considered sufficient to draw the sap. In an ordi-
nary year such a practice would not hold good, as
it would be detrimental to a crop of fruit for
another year, but this season there will be no lack
of young shoots, the main object now being to
reduce these, so that those left may become strong
and fruitful, and also to prevent their overgrowing
what little fruit there is now on the trees.

Clarendon Park, Salisiuri/. C. Wabdbn.

The earliest Strawberry.—This Strawberry,
which is both one of the best in quality and also
the most remarkable in shape, is the variety named
Edouard Lefort, of which a description and an

|

illustration were given in the Iterite Hortk-olr for
lS90(p. 84). Early in June of the present 3 ear,

happening to visit the garden of Mons. Lefort,
which contains a large and fine collection of Straw-
berries, we were very much surprised to see on the
variety in question, which was planted in the open
air without any shelter whatever, a great number
of very large and perfectly ripe fruit such as, at
that time, could not be seen on any other variety.
This variety of Strawberry, as we have said, is re-

markable not only for its good quality, but also
for its shape, which is quite unique, and presents
two very distinct phases—a constant characteristic
of the variety—viz., all the earliest fruits are regu-
larly ovoid in form, shortly acuminate, and pointed,
while those that come afterwards are all very much
attenuated at the base or part next the stalk, the
upper part of the fruit being roundish in shape, so
that the whole fruit very much resembles the
clapper of a bell in form. This alteration of shape
being a constant feature of this variety, it would
appear as if the attenuation at the base of the later
fruit was brought about by the increasing heat of
the season.

—

Hevue Horticole.

LATE MELONS.
Op late years this fruit has been exhibited later
than formerly. I have also grown late Melons, but
have come to the conclusion that to get fruit after
October is not worth the time and trouble bestowed
on them. Whilst I admit that at times the weather
may prove favourable to the growth and finish of
late fruits, it is often otherwise, and the room
taken up can often be put to better account. I

have of late seen several varieties sent out as late
keepers and fruiters, and to many this is mislead'
ing, as any good Melon possessing a thick rind can
be grown late. No doubt some lately introduced
Melons may have thick skins, thus adding to their
long-keeping qualities, but I have yet to learn that
they are better flavoured than others. Those only
who have ample means and wish to try novelties,
should grow Melons for late use, as my experience
is that a Melon after being kept a fortnight or
longer, if good when cut, soon loses flavour, even if

stored in a suitable temperature and the weather
cold. Another question arises, whether a Melon
is worth placing on the table so late in the year,
as it is a summer fruit and more relished in

hot weather than at any other time. For late
culture I have obtained the best flavoured Melons
when grown in pots and only three or four fruits

on a plant, as the roots being restricted to a small
space, the plant does not make so much foliage and
the fruits are more readily finished. Indeed, I like
pots for Melons at the start for early work, using
those of a good size if large fruits and plenty of
them are wanted. For late work, that is to fruit
early in October, I prefer IC-inch pots, and to top-
dress with fibrous loam round the top or rim of the
pot as soon as the roots appear. Many good growers
recommend growing Melons to yield a succession of
fruits. Some may be fortunate to get good fruit in
this way, but I fear it is at loss of flavour, as when
these plants are finishing their fruit, a dry, warm,
buoyant atmosphere just suits them, and iif this is

given the later formed fruits suffer. I know in
many gardens flavour is not the only thing, as some
Melons are required for sale, but if possible flavour
should be the first consideration for the table.

Much mischief is also frequently caused by giving
manure in a liquid state too late, that is after the
fruit has ceased to swell. This greatly deteriorates
the Melon, more so in late than mid-season fruit,

as the sun, being less powerful, does not absorb
the excessive moisture so rapidly. Excess of
water at this time has the same tendency, and
if the plants are very strong and reijuired

for a second crop it is better to damp the
foliage slightly than to give water at the roots, also
to let the laterals have more play. This will often
prevent cracking and loss of flavour. Many could
glow these fruits for consumption in September
and October who possess a movable frame or a
brick pit. If the latter, good fruits can be had
without the trouble of getting manure for bottom
heat, provided strong, clean, healthy plants are

|

used at planting. Some of the best fruits I ever
had were grown in frames that had been used for

Potatoes, merely treading the loose soil as firmly as
possible and placing half a barrow-load of suitable
compost, such as good loam, rather heavy than
otherwise, with a sprinkling of wood ashes and
mortar rubble, not too far from the glass and keep-
ing the wood well thinned from the start, as crowd-
ing in frames tends to create canker. To grow
Jlelons in this way it is advisable to plant in June,
but with care they may be planted three or four
weeks later, so that if strong plants are used they
soon make a start. The frames should be closed
early in the afternoon, also slightly covering
the glass at night to retain the heat. In
heated frames or pits this is not necessary, and
Melons are very easily grown if the temperature and
moisture are attended to. An easy way of getting
good fruits in ordinary frames is to use a simple
trellis about 15 inches to 18 inches from the glass

;

a few pieces of wood crossways supported by ties

on a ledge of wood support the bine and fruits

and keep the latter clear of insect pests besides
adding to the appearance and finish of the fruits. I

consider three fruits are enough for one plant in

the autumn. It is best to feed liberally as soon
as the fruits commence to swell, taking care in cold
frames not to damp the stems. In damp seasons
canker is at times troublesome and should be
checked as soon as it appears. I find powdered
charcoal with fresh slaked lime the best preventive
when placed on the stem as soon as canker is seen.

Top-dressing is also often neglected till late. This
should be done before the trellis is fixed, as the
plants will do with a few sticks to support them
till sufficient growth has been made. Syringing
must be done early in the afternoon to allow of

the foliage drying before dusk. E>pecially in

frames is it necessary to avoid a stagnant atmo-
sphere, so that on cloudy days a chink of air must
be given. If insect pests such as green and black
fly appear, a dusting of tobacco powder or syring-

ing with tobacco water is the safest remedy, as

smoking in inexperienced hands often burns the

foliage and weakens the plants. S. H. M.

The Morello Cherry.—While sweet Cherries

present a very partial crop, in many cases a very
poor one, in others fairly good, but in few cases a
heavy one, Morello Cherries are remarkably good,

the crop being one of the best seen for a long
time. I am referring to this Cherry not as a pro-

tected wall tree where it almost invariably crops

well, but to it rather as a standard tree, for it seems
better fitted for standard form almost than any
other fruiting tree we have. It is strange, perhaps,

that because of its wonderful persistency in fruit-

ing, the Morello Cherry is not much more ex-

tensively grown, but probably the sale is some-
what limited by the acidity of the fruit, so that it

cannot be utilised for dessert, and is only avail-

able for ordinary domestic uses. We all know that

the flesh of Morello Cherries, when hung late on
a north wall and protected from birds, has be-

come softer and sweeter and far from being
unpleasant to the taste. So much cannot be
said ot Morellos on standards, as even the birds

trouble them little. The Cherries, however, may be
preser\ed in many ways other than the costly one
of being immersed in brandy, and bottled or canned
make very delicious pies or tarts later when fruits

are scarce. The Morello Cheriy, because of its

naturally pendent habit of growth, makes a hand-
some tree, whether in bloom or in fruit. The variety

seems also to be very accommodating, for it does

well in the stiff' Middlesex clay of this district,

where also the Farleigh Prolific Damson thrives

well, better on the whole than any others. Both
the Damson and the Cherry are fruiting heavily

this year, but then both are fruits which rarely

show a blank season, and more freijuently have a
good crop than perhaps many others. So far as

the general Plum crop is concerned, with the ex-

ception of Victoria, I do not think a heavy one will

be reported. Thus we see the Morello Cherry the

best amongst Cherries, and the Farleigh Damson
and Victoria Plum, so far as I can see in this

locality, the best amongst Plums. I have always

I
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found local growers very well satisfied with the
market returns for their fruit, conclusive evidence
that the Morello ib a profitable variety to cultivate.

—A. D.

SUMMER AND AUTUMN RASPBERRIES.
Raspbebeies will be late this season, and for this

reason more light and air should be given the canes
than is often the case, as when crowded many of
the fruits are lost by being covered and from
want of exposure. The Raspberry, one of our
best fruits, is worth extended cultivation, and
though one of our oldest fruits, it is only of
late years that it has been used largely for pre-
serving, immense quantities being grown for this

purpose on our large fruit farms. There the cul-

ture is different from that practised in gardens.
In Kent alone there are thousands of acres under
cultivation. Raspberries often are planted after

Potatoes or Cabbages, the ground for which has
been heavily manured. Deep cultivation is spe-
cially necessary with this fruit. Planting is done
in November, as soon as the ground has subsided
and the canes procured. The rows are usually 6

feet apart, and the canes put in singly or in pairs

at 1 foot apart, being pruned back to 2 feet in

length. I have found the lower the cane is cut
the stronger it breaks. In many gardens the canes
are left too long and are poor for a time, break-
ing badly up the stem till the new canes take
their place, as each new cane when cut back hard
throws up two or three shoots from the base
of the plant. These are sufficient till the roots
have got sufficiently strong to bear four or five

canes for fruiting, which number I consider ample.
Many Raspberry plantations are often prematurely
exhausted by leaving the old canes after the fruits

are gathered. In large market gardens the old
fruiting canes are removed as soon as the fruit is

gathered, and thus the new growths are strength-
ened and thoroughly matured for the next season's
crop. Very little training or pruning is attempted,
as the early cutting away of the old fruiting canes
does not leave much pruning, the shoots not re-

quired for canes being cut off with the hoe in a
young state. Various ways of supporting the canes
are resorted to. Some good growers arch their

canes over by tying four together at the top, two
from each side. This answers, and they fruit freely
up the stem, but I do not think in wet seasons the
canes have so free exposure to the air as when the
old upright system is adopted of tying three or four
strong canes in an upright position, or of tying to
a stake, as in private gardens. In large plantations
stakes or wires are not used, and here we may get
useful information, as the large grower does not go
to the expense of staking or tying, as the fruiting
canes are cut from 2 feet to 3 feet long, and,
being strong, are able to support themselves.
If left long, a few canes are tied together at
the top. We gain little by leaving a long cane
that bends down by its weight of fruit and shades
the bottom part. Growers also do not allow their
plantations to remain so long in one place, as in pri-
vate gardens. No digging of any kind should be
attempted, only keeping clean with the hoe and
free of weeds. I find it best to manure heavily
twice a year, viz., in the autumn and early spring.
Especially is this necessary on light gravelly soils.

I have seen excellent fruits produced under the
shade of trees, but I do not advise planting in this
way, preferring to have an early and late lot ; the
early ones on an open piece of ground thoroughly
exposed, and the latest under a wall on a north
border ; this prolongs the supply tUl the autumn-
bearing kinds come in. Raspberries should be
planted on trenches and well-manured ground.
When choosing varieties, those that are required
for preserving and for tarts should be grown for
that purpose. For preserving. Semper Fidelis is

one of the best. It makes a splendid jam of a
bright colour and is a great and continuous cropper,
not so early as some. As a first-class dessert fruit,

Superlative is one of the best, and a heavy cropper.
Though of recent introduction, it is not widely
known. I find it the best we have on our light
soils, as it bears freely when very young, and stands
wet better than some kinds, its fruit being borne

on long stout footstalks, so that it soon dries after
rains and the canes support themselves. The old
Northumberland Fillbasket is also an abundant
bearer, but it does not yield a long succession of
fruit like Superlative. Hornet and Baumforth's
Seedling, the latter being an improved Northum-
berland Fillbasket, are also good. Fastolf and
Carter's Prolific are also good kinds, being vigorous
growers with large, red, well-flavoured fruits. Of
white kinds. Yellow Antwerp and Magnum Bonum
are good, the last-named bearing large fruits of a
sweet and pleasant flavour. Of autumn kinds more
should be grown, and although they do not possess
the sweet flavour of summer fruits, they are very
useful in a variety of ways for cooking. These re-

quire to be pruned hard in the spring, as they bear
their fruit on the summer shoots ; they should also
get abundance of feeding and moisture in dry
weather to perfect the shoots ; they then fruit

freely till cut down by frosts. The best autumn
fruiters are Belle de Fontenay (yellow). Four Sea-
sons, or large Monthly, and October (red and yel-

low). The first-named is an excellent kind, and
where only a limited quantity are grown can be
relied upon. The autumn-fruiting kinds require
good cultivation to secure large fruits, and as their
fruiting season is a short one they should get well
thinned and free exposure to sun and light. In
private gardens I would advise more room between
the rows than is often given, as in wet seasons
much of the fruit is spoiled. Much depends upon
the length the canes are grown. If pruned to 8
feet, i> feet between the rows is sufficient, but if

double that height, then !) feet to 12 feet should be
allowed. In gardens where this fruit does not do
well much can be done to assist it by bringing in

fresh loam, and this is often required to mix with
poor light soils.

—

Geo. Wythes, Syon.

The Raspberry in a wild state can be found
throughout Europe and in other parts of the
world. The natural habitats are woods and
thickets, bushy and uncultivated recesses, rough-
edged country lanes where damp and somewhat
shady, but not such as are exposed to the drip of
rain. Mr. Leo Grindon states that exposure to the
meridian sun is distasteful to it. One of the
oldest varieties of the Raspberry is the Red
Antwerp, and one that many gardeners still grow
largely. Probably all our summer-bearing red Rasp-
berries have been derived from it, but some of the
newer red ones are Carter's Prolific, Fastolf, Hornet,
and Prince of Wales. Of yellow or white varieties

Magnum Bonum is one of the newest. The Yellow
Antwerp is still considered a good sterling variety.

In selecting the site of a plantation for Raspberries
shelter from winds is important. A belt of trees on
the north and east is decidedly advantageous, as
affording protection. The foliage of the Rasp-
berry is naturally somewhat fragile, and, I have
known a day's strong wind play sad havoc with a
plantation. A soil too cold and retentive of
moisture should be avoided, and in lifting old
stools from such an one the vast mass of matted
roots will indicate that without good drainage
health must be impossible ; the clump decays below
and disease follows. And yet, as it is the habit of
the plant to throw up many suckers, it is obvious
there must be sufficient moisture to develop healthy
bearing wood and promote the maturation of the
crop. Few plants indeed show such immediate
effects of watering in fruiting time ; hence the soil

should be at first rich and light, if possible— at
any rate, such as moisture will not stagnate in.

The tendency of the plant to throw out its roots
laterally in all directions in search of sustenance
has to be considered. These roots are a kind of
emigrant force, and they are something of a nuis-

ance, in so far as they send up colonies of suckers
in the middle of walks and other inconvenient
places where they are not wanted

;
yet they are

valuable, as affording plants for new plantations.

A most productive plantation of the Red Antwerp
Raspberry is cultivated in this manner. The rows
are 4 feet apart, the plants 3 feet apart in the
rows, and the ground between rows and plants is

never disturbed, except to keep it clean from weeds
and the surface open. In October a trench 1 foot

wide and IJ feet in depth is made from end to

end between each pair of rows, and a good dress-
ing of rotten manure laid in and well trodden down.
Cow manure is said to be the best for the purpose
where it can be procured. Three, four, or five

canes are left to each stool at thinning time, not
shortened, but tied over to meet the tops of the
next, each pair of stools thus forming a kind of
arch, whereby not only is staking saved, but the
lower buds are brought to point upwards, so that
they push, and the fraitfulness of each cane is in-

creased quite a third part. It is also found the
fruit is more easily gathered. Watering in dry
weather both before and during the fruiting time
is necessary. In this way a plantation of Rasp-
berries will continue fruitful for a longer time
than is generally supposed

.

Plant in October, as early in the month as pos-
sible, in light, rich, and well-drained ground,
spreading the roots out and just covering them,
and then tread the surface down somewhat firmly.

Some adopt the practice of mulching the roots
with manure as soon as planting is done. This
must be of decided advantage to the plants.—R. D.

THE POT CULTURE OF STRAWBERRIES.
" Grower " writing ou this subject brings in

my name at page 4 as a grower of Strawberries
In pots. He evidently well remembers the
fruit we produced at Loxford Hall some fifteen

or twenty years ago. I used to grow all the
promising new Strawberries at that time. I

bought Augu.ste Nicaise the first year it was
sent out at three francs per plant ; but after
trying that and the others for pot culture, I

dropped them after a fair trial. For a general
crop to be produced in May and the early part
of June before Strawberries come in out of

doors, I still approve of President and British
Queen as the best. Auguste Nicaise, James
Veitch, Noble, and others are sadly wanting in

flavour. There is one thing to be said in their

favour ; they are easily grown and fruit freely,

but the same may be said of President. On the
other hand, British Queen requires the very
best culture to obtain the best results. I also

agree with "Grower" that Keens' Seedling was
not only a great favourite once, but it is a great
favourite now wherever it is to be found well
grown and true to name. We grow a few Black
Prince for the earliest, and after that Keens'
Seedling, which 1 certainly still consider to be
the best second early. It is also of full size and
always of a rich dark colour. This excellent

variety has been in cultivation since the early
years of the present century, and if it did not
possess qualitiesof the highest order, it would have
gone out of cultivation long ago. It is not always
grown true to name, a variety of but little merit
named Hooper's Seedling having become
mixed with it, and as Hooper's Seedling i.s

the stronger grower of the two and produces
runners more freely, it gradually usurps the
place of the better variety. When I first be-

gan to cultivate Strawberries I jiurchased

Keens' Seedling with others, but in a year or
two I found we had Hooper's Seedling only,

so I was informed. At that time Mr. George
Sage, gardener at Ashridge, was a successful

exhibitor of fruit, and produced Keens' Seed-
ling of superb quality in April. He kindly
gave mo jjlants of his stock, which was the
true variety, and I have retained it true ever
since, and it does not show the least trace of

degeneration. The seasons are not long. Winter
lingers well into the lap of May, and cold
nights are soon upon us again, so that one of the
essentials for successful culture in pots is getting

the runners layered early. We begin to prepare
ours in the second week of July, by layering
them into what are termed 3-inch pots, the soil

being two parts good loam to one part of decayed
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stable manure ; tlicy grow very strongly in this

rich soil, and require to be replanted into 0-inch
pots Ln a month from the time of layering.
They are removed from the parent plant in

two weeks and repotted after two weeks more.
Need I add that a light, open position in the
garden is the right place for them, and the
plants should be placed lo inches from each
other. They should be planted firmly, and the
best compost for fruiting them in is three parts
loam, one of decayed manure, and an 8-inch
potful of powdered bones to each barrow-
load of the compo.<-t. It is quite necessary to

add a word or two on the general culture of
the plants, for good runners cannot be pro-
duced from plants that have been grown in

poor soil, and whose culture has been in other
respects neglected. A freiiuent renewal of the
beds by planting young stock is essential.
" Grower," I am sure, will well remember the
immense croiis of splendid fruit we used to
grow at Loxford Hall en light soil with gravel
IS inches below the surface— about the worst
possible for Strawberries ; now we have a better
soil and climate, so that the beds succeed
admirably for three years, but they are never
allowed to ren)ain four years, because I fear
degeneration of the stock. We have grown
Keens' Seedling for twenty- five years from the
same stock, and do not trace any degeneration.
Our forced plants bore an excellent crop of as
good fruit early in the present season as 1 ever
saw. We manure our ground well, cultivate it

18 inches deej), and take the runners from the
best fruitful plants

;
plant them early and

never disturb the roots by digging deeply
amongst them after they are established.
Keens' Seedling was raised from seeds of the
white Chili Strawberry in the year 1800 at
Isleworth, and it can be produced in the same
district after eighty-five years of as good quality
as ever. We ought not to blame natural causes
for its decline until we have done our best by
good cultivation and judicious selection of
the earliest runners, llritish Queen is really
more difficult to manage than Keens' Seedling,
but when well cultivated it is the best Straw-
berry in cultivation, new or old. It certainly
succeeds best by an annual renewal of young
plants. The cultivator must be on the alert to

secure the runners from the best plants as soon
as they are ready. Whether they are intended
to be planted out or grown in pots they should
be layered into 3-inch pots. The ground ought
to be quite ready for them by the end of July,
and they should be planted out 2 feet apart,
allowing the same distance between the rows.
If the ground can be prepared two months or
even more, the plants will do much better than
if the soil where they are to be planted has
borne a crop almost up to the time of setting
out the Strawberry plants. The previous crop
drains the moisture out of the soil, and no sub-
sequent artificial waterings can make up for
the loss uf natural moisture. All runners must
be pinched from the young plants as soon as
they can be handled with the fingers. Keep the
Dutch hoe at work until the end of the season
to destroy the earliest trace of weeds, and the
plants—even of liriti.sh Queen—will succeed
admiraldy. The true old variety is easily dis-

tinguished from Dr. Hogg, but not so easily
from a variety named Mr. Kadclyfl'e, and I fancy
this last-named variety, fi'ora its being rather
hardier and freer in growth than British Queen,
is more grown than the ori;.;inal stock. My
advice as to varieties is tliis : Plant Pauline
foi- the earliest in a border under a south wall.

It does better the .second and third years. Black
Prince for a few dishes very early ; Keens'
Seedling and President to succeed it, and

British Queen for the best quality and for exhi-

bition. J. Douglas.

PACKING PEACHES.
Seeing "Y. A. H.'s" letter in The Garden, July

1 (p. 4), on the subject of packing Peaches,

kc, I should be very glad to know whether
the paper shavings referred to are made of

tissue paper, or whether a harder material will

answer the purpose, al.so it such shavings can be
bought .' Should the Peaches be wrapped in tissue

paper in addition, and is it necessary to have a box
with separate partitions of cardboard or other

material for each Peach .' I presume, when the

fruit has to travel a long distance, a second layer

could not be placed above the first. I have an
abundance of Peaches and Nectarines, most of

which every year almost go to waste, as I am
seldom at home after the middle of July, and
hitherto I have found sending the fruit in wool,

&c., .=0 unsatisfactory, that I have given up getting

any forwarded. I should be glad also it you could

tell me the best means for packing Grapes to travel

by rail. Figs, I fear, are too delicate to bear

transit, but it you know of any means of packing

them, perhaps you will kindly tell me.—W. H. Poe
(Lieut.- Colonel).

*,* In answer to the above query re packing
Peaches, kc, the paper shavings referred to by me
in my original article are from tissue paper ; a
harder material would not be adapted for the pur-

pose. They m.ay be purchased from wholesale

stationers. Each Peach must be first wrapped in a
square of tissue paper, not too large nor too small,

just large enough to comfortably wrap around the

fruit with sufficient for screwing up together to

prevent the paper from opening out. The boxes

I use tor the purpose are made of light deal, and
the ^ize 18 inches by 12 inches, depth 'ih inches,

inside measurement. A box of this size will hold

from eighteen to two dozen fruits, according to

their size, in a single layer. Double layers will not
carry well, and there are no partitions. The fruits

are simply packed together with sufficient shavings
at the bottom to form a soft bed, and also suffi-

cient between each fruit to keep them apart, taking
particular care to fill up all interstices, so that

there cannot be the slightest oscillation. I gene-
rally tie three such boxes together. When required

for packing, the fruits should not be allowed to

become dead ripe before being packed, neither

must they be almost in a hard state, as,

of course, such as these do not have their

flavour fully developed. The fruits should also be
gathered in the early morning whilst they are cool,

as the fruits if gathered warm and at once packed
are liable to decay. Each fruit should be grasped
firmly by the hand, when it it is ready it

will part from the tree with the slightest pressure.

A pad of cotton wool may certainly be used to pre-

vent injury by pressure of the hand. Peaches which
are allowed to fall into nets will never carry well.

As to the best modes of packing Grapes, it will de-

pend upon the quantity and purpose they are re-

quired for. For instance, tor market, when not less

than four good-sized bunches are to be sent off at

once, cross-handled baskets are the best. These
are made of light wicker, and are light, yet strong
and durable. A few shavingsare placed at the bottom
and around the sides, and the baskets are lined with
paper. I should have mentioned that each of the bas-

kets will hold from iilbs.to 12 Ibs.ot Grapes. Bunches
are placed at each end and one on each side, each
being firmly tied to the basket, as by being placed
in this manner the bloom on one side of the bunch re-

mains intact. After the bunches are firmly secured,

it will be necCFS.ary to lace some strong string a
few times across the top and above the bunches to

prevent the paper covering from touching the tops

of the berries. In case any berries show above the
rim, fix some light willow twigs or even split cane
across. The top must now be covered with strong
brown paper, that with a shiny surface being the
best for the purpose, and the whole be firmly tied

up. A paper pasted on the top, " Grapes with
Caie," should carry them safely to their destina-

tion. Packages of fruit done up in this manner

generally have careful treatment from the railway

servants. Hundreds of such b.iskets no doubt

reach Covent Garden weekly through the season.

Where only one or two bunches are to be sent

off, say from 2 lbs. to i! lbs. weight each, light

wooden boxes are the best. Size 13 inches by 8

inches, and the same in depth. The bottom and
sides should be lined with shavings and also paper.

The bunches must be placed one at each end, the

points being towards the centre, and the ends tied

to the box. The paper having been gathered to-

gether, all interstices must be filled up, sufficient

being placed on the top to keep all secure before

the lid is firmly fixed. It must be quite obvious

that by sending such small quantities the bloom is

slightly rubbed.

Figs certainly are not well adapted tor packing,

but I have sent them securely by rail to the dis-

tance of 200 miles. The Figs must not be " dead
"

ripe, and each fruit should be wrapped in a young
and soft Vine leaf previous to being wrapped in

tissue paper. Shallow boxes suitable for one layer

should be used ; each fruit should be packed in the

same way, the ends pointing upwards, or rather in

a slanting direction. —Y. A. H.

Market Strawberries.—For years past the

average quality of forced Strawberries brought into

Covent Garden has not been so low as this season.

The samples of large highly-coloured fruit which
generally characterise the produce of London
growers have been rare, and the ordinary run of

fruit has not been much better than what are com-
monly termed seconds. Some little time ago I

mentioned in The Garden that I thought my
plants were not throwing up so strongly as in pre-

vious years, attributing this to the effects of an ab-

normally dry and parching autumn. I still think

that want of moisture at that time influenced the

bearing powers of the plants to a considerable ex-

tent, but probably the sunless character of the

early spring months had a weakening effect. We
had very few sunny days in March and AprU, not

more than two in the latter month, and no plant

more quickly resents the continued application of

artificial warmth with a deficiency of light than

the Strawberry. The season being so late, the

plants had to be pushed along with more fire-heat

than usual to get them in just in the height of the

London season. The consequence was that the foli-

age became weakened and the flower trusses were
not nearly so strong as usual. Naturally, big fruit

cannot come from small flowers. A deficiency in

yield, in combination with a dull sale, has made
the season a poor one for growers of forced fruit.

In late years there appears to have been nothing to

stimulate the sale of early Strawberries. Formerly

there came from time to time a great demand, last-

ing a couple of days or so, and then prices ran

up 2s. or 3s. per pound, but this rarely occurs now.

J. C. B.

SHORT NOTES.—FRUIT.

Water Melons from the United States.—
We understand that a large cunsignmeut of the finest

Georgia Water Melons h:is just been made from Cin-

cinnati to London. Should it prove successful, it is in-

tended to make similar shipments reguliirly.

The Strawberry season.—The (luantity of

Strawberries under cultivation in Kent this year is far

in excess of anything which has ever been known, and
is likely to still greatly increase next year. In

one day from the Sandwich station idone over thirty

tons were sent to the London, Manchester, Edinburgh,

and Glasgow markets.

Seedlings ofHemerocallis fulva.— I shall be

grateful to any of your readers who will write and

give me their experienceasto the variability of seed-

lings of Hemerocallis fulva, or who will raise it from

seed in fair quantity and kindly communicate to me
their results, which shall be duly acknowledged.

My reason is the following : There is in the forma-

tion of this plant a peculiarity which should, ac-

cording to Weissmann's views, lead to exceptional

variability of the seedlings, but, so far as I know,

we have no evidence on the subject.—Marcus M.

HARTOG, lloijnl Uaii-crsUy, Dublin.
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Rose Garden.

H.P. EOSE BAKONESS EOTHSCHILD.
This fine Hybrid Perpetual, raised by Fernet
and sent out in 1869, is still one of the most
distinct Eoses we have ; remarkable for its

upright sturdy habit and large handsome
blossoms, which are of a beautiful shade of

pale shining flesh.

Baroness Eothschild was the first of its

rican cousins hailed with delight, and one
that the younger and more massive Mer-
veille de Lyon has not as yet been
able to supersede, are direct sports from the

Baroness, while as for seedlings, the late

Mr. Bennett's Her Majesty, amongst others,

owes its parentage on one side to the

same source, a fact that I venture to say

proves this variety to be of immense value to

the hybridist. As a garden plant this Eose
is extremely useful, especially if it is used for

Hose Barunes3 UotliscUilJ.

race, and owing to its singularly distinct cha-

racter and otlier good qualities, this Eose
took an immediate foothold, both as a garden
and exhibition variety, and was for many years

held by good judges to be one of the best

twelve exhibition Eoses. Baroness Eoth-
schild, however, po.ssesses another claim upon
the rosarian's admiration and affection. To
this Rose we are indebted for the first really

usef\d white Hybrid Perpetual Eose our
gardens ever held. iMr. George Paul's White
Baroness, a fair English Rose that our Anio-

the purpo.se of massing ; its upright habit and
the erect manner in which the flowers are

produced fit it in every way for close plant-

ing, while the manner in which the flowers

open with the greatest freedom in cool, dull,

damp weather is another point in its favour
that should be borne in mind by those who
have to provide a continuous supply of good
Eoses for cutting. Then, again, its liar linoss

of constitution and the long peiiod of time

that the phint.s retain their vigour and lilooni-

ing ])ower are other reconuuendations. It is

also admirably adapted for forcing. In
America it is one of the most popular for

this purpose, the florists in that country in-

variably including it in their annual im-
portations of plants rerpiired to sujiply the
poiiular demand existing for very early Rose
blooms. With regard to cultivation, it is

one of the most accommodating, but from its

habit of growth naturally dwarf plants
are more effective than standards, plants
in this latter form presenting ratlier too
formal an appearance to be desirable. It

succeeds well on seedling Brier and ]]rier

cutting stocks, but I always found this Rose
to be one of those that invariably did best on
the Manetti. At Ledbuiy all three stocks were
used, and the last in this particular instance
pro\-ed the most satisfactory. It is also worth
noting tliat this beautiful Eose grows and
flowers most freely on its own roots. Eor
exhibition, and indeed for general purposes,
it will bo found desirable to thin out the late-

ral shoots that are generally thrown out almost
as soon as the terminal flower bud has formed
on the leading shoot, otherwise these growths
are liable to overgrow the flower-buds from
which the best results should be obtained.
The annexed engraving gives an excellent
representation of what was evidently a fine

example of this Eo?e— a handsome three-
cpiarter expanded bloom, the beauty of wduch
is enhanced by the ample and healthy foliage
with which the flowering gio vth was' clothed.
The one, and it is th? only defect I could ever
find in this Eo;e, is that which, alas ! we too
fre(iuently meet with in some of our most
beautiful Roses—lack of perfume, and no
Eose, however beautiful, can bo considered
perfect without that charm. A large bed of
this Eose planted against a background of
Sweet Brier forms a delightful combination,'
as the fragrance of the modest wilding lends
to her more distinguished sister that attrac-
tion which Nature alone can provide.

W. J. Grant.
King's Acre, Herefurd.

Rose Maiden's Blush.—Few of the ereat;
Koses if planted in some odd corner and in poor
soil would go on year after year producing fine
flowers in profusion and true character. \et as
each year comes round we may see Maiden's
Blush in cottage gardens in every conceivable posi-
tion and variety of soil, but always full of blossom
Among the hundreds of kinds we grow or know it
IS distinct and most lovely in colour. If it clusters
against the cottage wall it is never severely pruned
or trained, whilst the bushes in the open are
equally lovely. In one cottage garden that I some-
times see It forms a hedge, and a most beautiful
one, cutting off the flower border from the vege-
table quarters beyond. It is strange that such
Koses should be despised, or at any rate neglected
in larger gardens, where we might grow them in
association with the best shrubs, as they need no
high cultivation.—A. H.

Hybrid Tea Roses.-Of late years there has
been a considerable addition made to these, and it
is quite time a special class was introduced for
them into the prize schedules at all Rose shows
The National Rose Society has decreed that these
Hybrid Teas shall be shown among the Hybrid
Perpetuals or in mi.xed classes, and I for one quite
agree with these being kept away from their more
delicate relations-the pure Tea-scented section c£
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Koses. The highly coloured Teas, such as Mine.

Lambard, Alphonse Karr, &c , seem to spoil the

soft effect of a box of delicate blooms, consisting of

such as Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, Comtesse de
Nadaillac, and similar kinds ; indeed I do not like

any Teas in an exhibition box to be more highly

coloured than Souvenir d'un Ami and Catherine Sler-

met. Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, Grace Darling.and Vis-

countess Folkestone, as well as a few more Hybrid
Teas, have far more of a Tea Rose appearance
than Mme. Lambard and Alphonse Karr—that

is as regards the softness of their colours. I

think there are quite enough varieties of Hybrid
Teas to form a class for twelve singles, and in that

case I would suggest that La France be included

with them, as this Rose has quite as much right

there as many others. Hybrid Teas are among
the best of all Roses for forcing, especially those

varieties which partake of the robust Hybrid Per-

patual nature and still retain the free-flowering

qualities of the Teas— such, for instance, as Lady
Mary Fitzwilliam, Comte Henri Rignon, &c.— R,

ROSE STOCKS.

The present season again illustrates the great value

of the Manetti stock for producing early Roses.

Maiden Roses upon this stock are just coming into

flower, while those upon the seedling Brier are quite

a fortnight later. Tea Roses upon hedge Briers are

also much earlier than those upon the seedling or

cutting Brier. The question of stocks for Roses is

of great importance, and no hard and fast rule can

be laid down, as the stock most suitable for one

Rose upon a light soil will not do for the

same variety upon a stiflE or clayey soil. As a
general rule all Teas do well upon the Brier in any
form, but where strong growing Teas are to be

grown upon light soil, I much prefer the De la

Grefferaie stock, as this seems capable of producing

more nourishment for the Rose than any other

stock can procure from light ground, excepting the

Manetti, which is not suitable for Tea Roses out of

doors, though strange to say they will thrive well

under glass upon it.

For Hybrid Perpetual and Bourbon Roses the

Manetti is the stock most generally used, especially

for light soils. There are a few kinds among the

Hybrid Perpetuals that will not do well on this

stock, viz., Captain Christy, Marie Verdier, and a

few others. These must be grown on the Brier.

Where one possesses a fairly stiff soil and can grow
Roses upon either stock, it is well to have a few

of each kind upon Brier and Manetti. By adopting

this plan we can have Roses all the summer, as

when the first flowers of those on the Manetti are

going off, the plants upon the Brier are in full flower.

Another good point is that when plants on the Manetti

are almost denuded of leaves from a dry autumn or

red rust, those on the Brier are still in full leaf and
health. Some Roses will not do nearly so well in

one district as in another no matter what stock

they may be grown on. Dr. Andry and Xavier

Olibo, for example, are two Hybrid Perpetuals that

do well with me, and yet only a few miles from

here one of my Rose-growing friends cannot get a

decent flower or plant of either of these kinds,

although he has tried to grow them in all forms

and upon different stocks. Such instances as this

could be increased, and it must not be put down to

these kinds being grown upon unsuitable stocks.

RiDGEWOOD.

Rose Mme. Angele Jacquier.—This appears

to be one of the least satisfactory of the many fine

kinds of Tea Roses that Guillot has sent out, and I

have waited several years before obtaining blooms

that gave an idea of what the variety was like. Even
under favourable conditions it turns out an uncer-

tain Rose that cannot be generally recommended.

Upon a group of a dozen plants I have had three or

four blooms in character and they were large in

size, good in shape, and distinct in colour, creamy-

white, deepening into bright rose [on the centre of

the flower, which is borne erect on a stout footstalk.

Many fine buds appeared which never opened. It

would be a good Hose if we could rely upon it, but

that seems out of the question, and when first-rate

kinds are plentiful there is no need to trouble

about one that gives three good blooms in the same
number of years upon a group of about a dozen
plants.—A. H.

HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES IN POTS.
Wheke the dark-coloured Hybrid Perpetuals
are well grown and properly treated, they may
be flowered with certainty in any ordinary
greenhouse, although it is far best to have a

house devoted entirely to Roses, as indeed it

is to any plants that are wanted in the finest

state of growth and beauty. Roses iu pots are

easily grown compared with many subjects, and
no one need fail to produce blooms of first-rate

(|uality if proper care and attention are devoted
to them. It is essential that the plants selected

for tliis purpose be well worked, whatever stock

they may be on. The chief cause of failure

comes from using plants that are not budded or

grafted well down upon tlie roots of the stock
;

whether this be Brier, De la GreflTeraie, or Ma-
netti, suckers are certain to be very trotdjle-

some if any space be left between the worked
part of the stock and the point where the roots

commence. Not only are badly worked plants

prone to produce suckers, but by their not be-

ing worked as low as possible, it is not easy to

cover the junction of Rose and stock with soil,

and consequently the Rose has no chance of

producing small rootlets of its own, and which
would greatly assist in its support. The section

of Roses (Hybrid Perpetuals) that I am treating

upon mure particularly is, in my estimation,

far best when worked upon the Manetti stock,

either as budded or grafted plants. A few
varieties, such as the smooth-wooded Victor

Verdier, Captain Christy, Reynolds Hole, and
a few others, do not do well when budded upon
this stock, and yet the same varieties will do
well enough when grafted. This is a strange

thing to me, but repeated observations have
convinced me that such is the case. It is not

necessary to have a particular soil for Roses
;

any good rich loam will do, provided a dash of

sand be added to keep it fairly porous, and
that the pots are efficiently drained. This

last point is of great importance in growing pot

Roses, and unless it is well attended to, all

efiorts will result in failure. Plants procured

from the open ground and intended for potting

are much best when lifted about the end of

September or beginning of October, according

to season, the aim being to pot them just at the

time growth has ceased and before all the

foliage has fallen. When treated iu this man-
ner and syringed frequently, to prevent the

wood shrivelling, such plants will begin to emit

new roots at once and become jjartly established

in their pots before winter sets in. The plants

should be kept cool and moi-,t and not tempted
to make any wood growth, simply assisted in

the further ripening and development of the

wood made during summer. Such jilants may
be slightly forced during the following spring,

and will make grand subjects for forcing the

ensuing season.

Hybrid Perpetuals are unlike the Tea-scented

Roses as regards hard forcing, it being much
better to start them earlier and let them come
on more steadily than the Tea- scented varieties,

at any rate until they have formed growth
some inches to !) inches in length. Im-

mediately after potting the jjlants should bo

plunged in some ashes, cocoa-nut fibre, or simi-

lar easily handled material, and on all windy,

drying days they will require close attention as

regards the syringing to prevent undue cvapo-

rati(m of the sap still remaining in the wood.

It is best where jiracticable to plunge them iu

some deep pit or frame, .so that the lights may

be put over them during frosty or very wet
weather ; either of these is very detrimental to

their early forcing, but a frost of some 2° to 4°

after they are well ripened will do no harm.
With plenty of air on all favourable occasions

and the soil kept neither wet nor dry, they will

winter well. In February they will require a
slight pruning, and if they are in frames it is

well to keep these close for a few weeks pre-

vious to prujiing ; this will induce the points

of the shoots to grow a little and so start

active root growth.

In the final pruning the wood must be cut

back to two or four eyes, the object being to

get a sound bottom and grow well matured
wood upon plants that will be thoroughly es-

tablished after the first season. As before re-

marked, a few fiowers will be produced this

spring. The second year's pruning may be
done either in November or January, accord-

ing to the earliness of the flowers wanted, and,

provided the plants have been grown steadily

and cle.an during the sjjring months and have
had full exposure to air and sun during July
and August, there will not bs much difficulty in

having flowers soon after, if not at Christmas
from plants pruned in October and started at

once. After the first year it is not necessary

to prune so severely as advised above, cutting

the shoots back to G inches or 9 inches from the

last season's wood being quite sufficient. One
of the main points in forcing Roses of the Hy-
brid Perpetual class is to do so as steadily as

possible consistent with obtaining floivers at

the time required. They reiiuire more air at all

times than is good for the Tea and Noisette

classes. Liquid manure is of great assistance

when the buds have commenced to form, and as

Roses are gross feeders, it should be freely

applied.

Maggot, aphis, and mildew must be battled

against in the same way as for the Tea Roses,

and if these enemies are but taken in hand at

their earliest appearance and treated as so fre-

quently recommended in The Garden, very
little trouble will be found in keeping them
down. The plants will require to be repotted

every other season, and this should be done
when they are in the same stage of growth as

recommended for their first potting. In pot-

ting, carefully remove the drainage from among
the roots, as if this was well done, the best and
healthiest roots will be found among the drain-

age, and after having picked out as much of the

soil from among the roots as is possible without
injuring them, place the plants into one size

larger pots than bifore, taking care to pot

them firmly and quite as low as they have
already beeu growing. Hybrid Perpetual Roses,

like the Te.is,requireanabuLdancB of waterwhile
in full growth and foliage, and also are much
benefited by a morning and evening syringing

of clean soft water. This, however, should not

be done unless there is a chance of its drying

ofl' somewhat before nightfall, or the flower-buds

will sometimes rot oil'. After April and May
they can hardly receive too much sprinkling

while still in growth.

Prince Camille de Rohan, Abel Carriere,

General Jac(iuominot, Fisher Holmes, (iloiro

de Margottin, Marie Baumann, Duke of Edin-

burgh, Duke of Wellington, Prince Arthur,

Sultan of Zanzibar, Dr. Baillon, Dr. .Andry,

Dupny Jamain, Annie Wood, Charles Lefebvre,

Louis Van Houtte, Eclair, ami Souvenir de

Charles Montault are all dark shaihs that con-

trast f.avourably with the soft creamy and yel-

lowish tints of the Teas and Noisettes.

Such Hybrid I'erpetuals as La France and
Baroness Rothschild are well worth growing in
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any collection, but these lighter shades can be
very closely approached in the Teas, and, with
the exception of the two named above, Hybrid
Perpetuals are not nearly so free-flowering as

the sweet-scented Teas and Noisettes.

RidgeWOOD.

STANDARD ROSES.
These are useful when they form large heads
and continue in healtli for ten or more years.

To have them in this condition two things are

essential - the Briers must be stout and well

rooted, and none but vigorous hardy Roses
should be budded upon them. Many of the

Briers torn out of the hedges and sold to nur-

serymen cannot have a long existence, no matter
what kind of Rose be budded upon them, and
when the stock faOs the Roses die, as a matter
of course. Quite as many failures of standard
Roses arise tlirough the use of inferior Briers

as from the inherent weakness of the foster

child. Giveo a stout, healthy, well-rooted

Brier budded with a vigorous free-growing
Rose, there is no reason why it should not
live and flourish for twenty years or longer on a

good Rose soil or where some special provision

has been made. On a good stout stock Gloire

de Dijon will live more than twenty years and
will form a head feet or more through. Jules
JIargottin, Cheshunt Hybrid, Aimee Vibert,

and Celine Forestier are also good. The
last-named is not so hardy, but it takes

a winter of unusual severity to kill it. I

lost a fine old plant with a weeping head
of considerable size through stress of wea-
ther. It flowers so freely when permitted to

grow out, that it should be grown as a standard
budded not less than 4 feet or 5 feet high. If

I had the choice of position I should plant these
hardy large-headed standards along the margins
of the shrubberies, where they would get some
shelter from the wind, as large-headed Roses
suffer a good deal from wind storms, more so in

summer than in winter. Another old Rose
that would make an excellent background stan-
dard is Bouquet de Flore. It is an everlasting
bloomer, producing great clusters of colour that
might be used to light up many a dark corner.
Airaee Vibert, again, makes a good standard
when budded well up on a stout specimen.
Acidalie, an old Bourbon Rose, is a vigorous
grower on a standard Brier. There are also
several vigorous growers among Hybrid Per-
petuals if bright colours are required that
would make long-lived plants if more care was
taken in the selection of the stocks. John Hop-
per, Charles Lefebvre, Abel Carriere, Baroness
Rothschild, La France, Ulrich Brunner are all

good as standards, and among the Teas, Homi-re
and Safrano are hardy and vigorous. I am
thinking of Roses for garden decoration only.
Growers for exhibition would probably do
better to discard standards and trust to' dwarfs
on the Brier. These are cheaper and more
easily renewed, and young blood is essential to
the very finest quality of bloom. E. H.

SHORT NOTES.—ROSES.

Moss Hose Blanche Moreau.—This is the
best of all the white-flowered Moss Roses. It is of
strong habit, a free bloomer, and should be grown in
every garden.

Rose Souvenir de Gabrielle Drevet is one
of Guill.jt's sterling prodiieti(ins, but its unoertain'y in
growth will probably diminish its deserved pnpnlarity.
We have a group, but althoufh tliis is not perfection,
several of the plants have been, and the way in which
they flowered and the distinctive character and colour-
ing of the flowers more than justify this present note
of praise. It is certainly a vigorous Rose, or individual
plants would not have done so well. The flower.^

stand erect, white at the base, shading to salmon and
passing to pink ; the centre of the bloom is full, made
of narrow or folded erect petah which are of the
brightest peai-h-piuk luie. It is a most effective Rose
upon the bush.—A. II.

ROSES FOR BUTTON-HOLES.

Those who have to supply flowers for button-holes,
A:c., need to know and grow in the best way those
Roses most suitable for the purpose, for it cannot
be admitted that the buds of the finer, full, and
very double Roses are suitable. For example, the
buds of Gloire de Dijon, Perle des Jardins, Souvenir
d'un Ami, and others, although they may be of per-
fect form, have a lumpiness which unfits them for
this particular use. We cannot have Roses that
will answer every purpose, supplying specimen
blooms for the exhibition, buds for wearing, and
creating an effect in the garden as well. Yet of
Roses that will serve these respective ends there is

no lack, and as regards those that will give proper
buds for button-holes, we may find in them a
double source of pleasure, unless, of course, we are
growing in quantity for profit and cut the buds as
fast as they are fit. The Roses best adapted for
button-holes are those whose flowers are not very
double, but whose buds are long and pointed, and
produced in enormous quantities, and that may be
relied upon to open when the weather is unfavour-
able. Unless our wants are very great we may
grow them in the flower garden and gather such
buds as we want, and still the groups be effective.

Even those who grow for profit might try and do
something outside of their glasshouses. It is very
nice to have Rose buds whilst the bushes in the
open air are yet dormant, and some of the kinds
thus forced come true to character, chiefly those
that are pure and self-coloured, such as Niphetos.
Others, perhaps the majority of those enumerated
below, only reveal their full charms in the open
air and beneath a summer sun, and to force
such as these into bloom is to produce them out of
character. There is the warmth, but not the sun
to dye them as it were, and develop suffusions
of lovely shades upon the chief colour. Even the
tawny buds of the old Safrano are enhanced by
the sun, through whose agency the external petals
become a reddish brown colour. I imagine that
this Rose must be largely grown for button-holes,
&o., in France. At a Chrysanthemum show in a
provincial town both last year and the year be-
fore in competition for prizes for wreaths, crosses,
hand, and button-hole bouquets, I noticed one
particular florist had bouquets, sprays, and buds
of Safrano Rose and foliage alone. Their colour
showed unmistakably that they were of open air
growth, and yet I knew from the time of the
year (December) that they could not have been
obtained in England. I inquired of the florist in

question concerning them, and he informed me
that he got them from France, and that he was
regularly supplied two or three times a week.
The buds are cut when very small and only just
showing colour. When received they are put into
warm water and they are fit for use the next
day. The first lot this florist obtained was placed
in warm water and put in a warm room for the
night, and the next day they were fully opened,
and, of course, useless for any purpose. Safrano
in English gardens, too, is very satisfactory ; it

is early, continuous, and late in the production
of its charming buds.

Ma Capucine is a perfect little gem for button-
holes. It is a very dwarf, but none the less free-

blooming Rose, good in summer and autumn,
but only in the bud state. The buds are of
an indescribable colour— a copper hue, deepen-
ing into crimson. Description is needless, as
anyone who has once seen the buds of this Rose
will not forget their beauty, and those who see
them for the first time arealways charmed with them.
I do not suppose that anyone grows it in sufiicient

quantity to put bunches of buds into the flower
market. If they did, they would assuredly sell, as,

although the flower-purch.asing public are rather
discriminating, that apricot-coloured Carnation
Mrs. Reynolds Hole at once took the popular fancy,

and this Rose is of a similar hue. L'Eli^gante is

another most useful little Rose, a dwarf grower,
but a wonderful bloomer, so free and continuous,
and having charming buds, which are white at the
base, but deepen into flesh-pink, and the petals are
bordered with rose. The buds of Anna Olivier are
beautiful for any purpose, and not too large for the
button-hole if the bushes are carrying plenty of

flowers. Among old Roses Mme. Perny is almost
lost sight of, but its buds are exquisite, of a clear
saffron-yellow, passing to a lighter hue. Amazone,
too, affords such long lovely lemon-yellow buds,
that it is quite indispensable, and Niphetos, both
the dwarf and the climbing forms, are well known
for their particular usefulness in this respect. The
late summer and autumn buds of this Kofe are
generally profuse, always lovely, and so pure in

colour. The old Isabella Sprunt and the newer
Mme. Chedane Guinoisseau are two gems for pro-

ducing yellow buds, especially the latter-named
kind, wliich is about one of the freest, best, and
most certain yellow Teas for the purpose. Mme.
Falcot is one of the recognised button-hole varie-

ties, and the improvement upon it (Mme. Charles)
must be included. It is sometimes difficult to see

where these so-called improvements have been
made, but concerning Mme. Charles there is no
difficulty. It is simply a grand Rose, the apricot-

yellow of Mme. Falcot deepening into copper suf-

fused with salmon, and the flower has rather more
substance, but thebud is neither too large nor double.

Luciole gives us long pointed carmine-rose and
copper-yeUow buds in the greatest profusion, most
effective upon the plant and very attractive when
cut. It is as yet comparatively new, having only
been sent out about five years, but all who have
grown it speak of its freedom, beauty, and attrac-

tiveness. Marquise de Vivens, too, is best as a
bud, the tips and edges of the petals being bright

with a glowing carmine-rose colour, which gradu-
ally fades away to creamy white at the external

base of the petals. Dr. Grill will probably rarely

come up to the exhibition standard of merit, but
those in search of a good Rose for any other pur-

pose must include it. Its effect in a group is

splendid, its adaptabUity to the purpose under
notice of the first order, as it is vigorous, and pro-

duces an amazing abundance of bloom from earliest

summer till latest autumn ; the buds are most ex-

quisite in colour, an indescribable commingling of

lovely shades ; and last, yet not least, none are

more powerfully fragrant. It is a Rose that can
hardly be over-praised, and almost as much may be
said of Camoens, which, if it is a hybrid Tea, is a Rose
of first rank for any purpose but exhibiting, a most
profuse bloomer, producing great clusters of fine

buds, which are of a bright china rose colour,

shaded at the base with white and pale yellow.

Princesse de Sagan will be useful for furnisliing a
quantity of pretty little buds of a deep velvet crim-

son colour, very effective and without objection-

able purple shades in it, whilst 'Souvenir de David
d'Angers, an old, very fragrant little-known Rose, is

capable of giving almost any quantity of buds of a
lighter and brighter red hue. The above selection

should meet the desires of everyone, as the kinds

embrace all the shades of colour found in Roses.
A. H.

Rose Pride of Reigate —This has been well

described as the " finest and only good striped

Hybrid Perpetual Rose," and a remarkably fine

bloom of it was shown at the exhibition of the

National Rose Society at the Crystal Palace on the

1th inst. by Mr. C. J. Salter, gardener to Mr. T. B.

Haywood. Woodhatch, Reigate. It originated at

Reigate— I think with Mr. Brown, gardener to Mrs.
Waterlow—and it is owing to some peculiarity of

the soil that it appears in its best striped form at

Reigate. When charmingly striped with white and
hght crimson ground it is very pretty, f'he bloom
shown by Mr. T. B. Haywood at the Crystal Palace
occupied the upper left-hand corner of one of his

boxes, where it was seen to the best advantage.

It may be described as being fairly constant, and
should it fail to come striped, it is yet a good flower,

for Countess of Oxford is a leading exhilution Hy tirid
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Perpetual, and was prominent at the National Rose
show on the 4th inst.—R. D.

Flower Garden.

TROPICAL NYMPH.EAS IN THE OPEN
AIR AT BERLIN.

The tropical Nympha3as, and especially the

African species (N. Lotus, N. zanzibarensis,

&c. ), far excel most of the species of cooler

climes in the dimensions of their leaves and in

the size and colours of their ilowers—so much
so, that in our colder latitudes lovers of these

flowers will sometimes incur considerable ex-

pense in supplying them artificially with the

conditions of growth which will enable tlie cul-

tivator to enjoy the full development of their

beauty. In some botanic gardens and in the

gardens of some rich amateurs we meet with

glasshouses in which spacious tanks of water

are kept constantly warm by means of a power-

ful heating apparatus, and the interior of these

covered aquariums often presents a heightened

and more pleasing eflect when contrasted with

the winter's snow or the summer's drought

which may prevail at the time out of doors. In

somewhat warmer latitudes such an expensive

mode of culture is not necessary, and then tanks

in the open air of dimensions projjortioned to

the size of the plants and deepest at the centre

take the place of tanks under glass. A few
coils of hot-water pipe sunk into the water

raise its temperature to the proper degree dur-

ing the early period of the growth of the plants,

whde all through the summer the sun's rays,

acting on the comparatively small volume of

water in the tank, heat it sufficiently to induce

and maintain an abundant and continuous bloom
on the plants. It is in this way that M. Hur-
teraut, in the vicinity of New York (i.e., in the

same latitude as Madrid), successfully grows
the fine Nymph;ea Lotus, N. scutifolia, N.
zanzibarensis, ifec, and the numerous forms or

hybrids of the iirst-naraed species. Cultivated

here under less artificial condition?, these plants

seem to harmonise more with the surrounding
vegetation, which is quite of a southern type.

But what will your readers say to the astonish-

ing spectacle of tropical Nympluuas growing
and flowering in the open air in pieces of water
of some considerable area, and that, too, in the

latitude of Berlin ! This is a sight which may
be seen in the garden of M. Borsig during
many of the summer months. The solution of

the riddle (which for a long time has been no
secret to many of your readers) is, that an ap-

plication has been made of the warm water,

formed by tlie condensud steam, which issues

from the machinery workshops of M. Borsig
which stand clo.se to the garden. The idea of

utilising this condensed steam in raising the

temperature of jjieces of water first occurred to

the grandfather of the jiresent proprietor, who
being a well-informed lover of gardening, made
his park and even his dwelling-house a centre

and museum of the most interesting horticul-

tural coUoctiiins. A description of all these

would occupy too much space here. I shall

confine myself to tiie pieces of water in the
park which are tilled with Nyraph:uas. The
grounds are about 5 acres in extent, and are

pretty thickly wooded. Through them flows a
canal raised 4 feet or .5 feet above the level of

the river S[]ree which runs close by. This
canal ia divided into two or three basins averag-

ing 1)7 feet in length and 32 feet in width. On
the banks liandsome trees temper the sunshine,
especially about the upper basin, into which
the warm water flows under gentle pressure
through a pipe about as thick as one's wrist and

a few yards in length. Its temperature on
issuing from the pipe is about 70' Fahr. , and
in the basins from 01' to O'J' Fahr.

The varieties of NymphKa grown here are

pretty numerous, and have more or less inter-

crossed with one another. The principal one,

both in numbers and efl'ectiveness, is a variety

of N. rubra, seven or eiglit strong specimens
of which grow in the upper basin. This variety

has peltate leaves, brown underneath, and at

least 10 inches across, floating on the surface of

the water and half raised at the centre of the

cluster of foliage. The flowers, which stand

from G inches to 1 foot above the water, are of a

fine rose colour, and more than 8 inches in

diameter, with very numerous, thin, narrow,
limp petals. The characteristics of the plant

very much resemble those of another hybrid,

which was formerly named N. Ortgiesiano- rubra,

but are on a much larger scale. Nymphiea
rubra, considered as the type of this species, if

it is one, is not so largely developed as the

handsome plant of which I have just spoken.

Among.st the blue- flowered kinds, N. zanzi-

barensis appears to yield the best results. Its

clusters of foliage, which are not so broad as

those of N. rubra, are more compact, and the

leaves are greener in hue. Its handsome
flowers remain open only for a few hours every

day.

A hybrid between the last-mentioned species

and N. rubra was pointed out to me. This was
still a young plant, but was commencing to

flower. Its flowers are of a violet-rose colour.

N. scutifolia does not flower so well as N. za,nzi-

barensis. A variety named N. C(erulea odorata

has quite a pleasing fragrance ; it is of vigorous

growth and carries its flowers fully 10 inches

above the water. N. Lotus has not as yet

flowered here, although it produces an abundance
of its dentate leaves, which are green under-

neath.

These Nymjihfeas remain in the open air for

about six months. Towards the month of

October the water in the basins is let ofl' into

the river Spree, and the rhizomes of the plants

are taken up, washed, drained dry, and wrapped
up in dry Moss, after which they are stored

under the shelves in a temperate house, where
they remain dormant and in good condition

during the winter. In the following March a
little water is given to them, and they are re-

moved to a house which is slightly heated,

where they soon put forth new h aves and later

on fresh roots. About the eiul of April or

early in May they are replanted in the l)asins,

each rhizome having a quantity of rich soil or

compost placed around it. The warm water is

then let into the basins, and these very soon

afterwards re.sume the imposing aspect of a
river in the tropics.

—

Maukice L he 'V'ilmorin,

in liiruc Hortlcole.

Annual Chrysanthemums.— I do not find any
of these more useful or pleasing than is our native

segetum when it has gone through a course of

cultivation and selection. The fine form we now
have has flowers fully double the size of those ordi-

narily seen in fields — is indeed three times
the size, not in disc, but in length of petals, which
almost makes the flowers of the character of those

of frutescens. It is in its rich yellow hue that so

much of its usefulness is found, as none others give

the same deep colour. I am blooming for the

first time Chrysanthemum Sibthorpi, which is a
very close ally to fegetum—might, in fact, be taken
for it, bjt the fnlia^^e is rather broader and paler

iiued ; the habit is the same, the flowers also, but
they a'e of one uniform straw yellow colour,

slightly cupped when fully expanded, and at

night the petals reflex hard back. The flowers of

segetum have not this peculiarity, and when fully

expanded are invariably very flat. The coronarium

section has rather poor single flowers ; indeed,

they are usually of an uncertain simi-double kind,

and lack that evenness and regularity of character

found in true singles. The best form ia the true

double yellow, and to keep that true it is found best

to propagate it from cuttings. The double white is

not a very pure form, and is in its doubleness unre-

liable from seed. Those who are fond of varied hued
flowers and some very striking combinations will

find in the carinatum section much to please them.

The finest named varieties are really tricolors, and
it all do not come true from seed, at least a goodly

proportion does. Such varieties as W. E. Glad-

stone, The Sultan, and Lord Beaconsfield are

beautifully marked. All these Chrysanthemums
rank amongst easily raised hardy annuals, although

I prefer sowing under glass and dibbling the plants

out thinly to give them ample room.—A. D.

THE HEKBACEOUS BORDER.
It may be well to give a reminder in connection
with this part of the flower garden that if a divi-

sion of plants is contemplated in the comirg
autumn, either to restrict the size of clumps or to

plant elsewhere, that as the different things are in

full flower there should be a selection of the best

and marks made for future guidance. I know there

is little time for such woik at the busiest sea-

son of the year, when everything in the garden
seems to demand immediate attention, but a rapid

look round, say twice a week, for this special

purpose, if labels or tallies are all ready to hand,
will not trespass to any great extent on the time
required for other work. To only name a few
things, a selection of seedling Carnations is always
necessary before layering to retain the best, re-

jecting, even if the colour is good and the flower

large, all varieties the blooms of which have a
tendency to split. Decided colours among Pyre-

thrums are often acceptable, and Columbines, also

the best of the Tradescants. Where a lot of cut

flowers is wanted it is often advisable to devote
some part of the garden, a portion, for instance, of

the slip border always to be found in old-fashioned

gardens, to a few of the herbaceous plants in

quantity most suitable for cutting. Masses of the old

Pheasant-eyed Pink, of Spiiaia japonica and fili-

psndula fl.-pl., of red, pink and white Pyrethrums,
of Lilium candidum, of Delphiniums, and of the two
varieties of Lathyrus are examples of a few things

very handy at the present time. Longstemsof the dark
Delphinium associated with Asparagus foliage lock

remarkably well in large trumpet vases, and a
judicious blending of the two Everlasting Peas is

equally light and effective in shallow bowls or

small vases. Alstricmerias cannot well be grown
too largely for cutting ; there are few flowers that

retain their fresh beauty so long in a cut state as

these Peruvian Lilies. They might find a place

both on the slip border and in the wild garden
rather than in the herbaceous border, as their

spreading propensity is great where they are doing
well. A tew annuals that are grown for cut-

ting in similar situations yield annually a good
crop of self-sown seedlings, and these if thinned
out make larger and more sturdy plants than things

transplanted from prepared seed beds, and in addi-

tion coine more quickly into flower. I sin glad to

notice that the anti-blight powder alluded to a few
weeks ago has arrested the disease on Lilium can-
didum. The foliage bears marks of the visitation,

but the bloom-spike has pushed up safely, and the

flowers will expand all right. To the short list of

things to be grown in quantity for cut bloom for

this season I might have added Hemerocallis in

variety. It is wonderful what a quantity of flower

can be taken from old established plants, and, like

the things already noted, the blooms stand well in

water. E. Burbell.
ClarriiKi/it.

The Sun Roses (Helianthemum).—Few plants

will furnish a dry bank with such a wealth of

colour as the Sun Roses (Heliantlicmuni) during
their flowering season, but to see them at their

brightest, early rising is necessary, as at no time do
they present such a display as when still iroist
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with the morning's dew, for at that time the richly

tinted petals sparkle and glisten in the sunshine

as if studded with tiny jewels, while by mid-day.

if the weather is bright, many of them will be par-

tially, if not wholly, closed. Where planted with

the intention of clothing a dry bank, these San
Roses are benefited if some little arrangement of

rockwork is made thereon, even if limited to a few
large stones around each plant or group of plants,

as in this way they resist drought better than
when planted without any such protection, for the

stones can be so arranged as to husband what rain

may fall, while they also serve to keep the roots

shaded, and consequently to some extent arrest

evaporation. The flowers of the different Helian-

themums show a wide range of colour, from white

to crimson, while the various shades of yellow are

also represented among them. In planting these

Helianthemums by far the most satisfactory results

are obtained when the varieties are grouped
together so as to form a mass of each kind, instead

of being dotted indiscriminately here and there.

Good, clear, decided colours are far preferable to

the intermediate tints ; still some or at least one of

the varieties with a kind of coppery orange-

coloured blossoms should be included, as it is a

tint but very little represented among outdoor
flowers of any kind. Despite their desirable quali-

ties, there is, I believe, very little demand in nnr-

Eeries for these Sun Roses.—T.

DELPHINIUMS.

I DO not think any other plant excels the Del-

phinium in variation and beauty of blue tints ; they
are as numerous as they are charming. Many of

the hues even seem to be outside of blue altogether,

and yet allied—as, for instance, some resemble
reddish lilac or mauve, and yet have in them a blue
shade. Probably the most experienced of artists'

colourmen would be puzzled to find descriptive

terms for all the many diverse shades which Del-

phiniums produce. These variations are even more
marked in the double and semi -double flowers

where the inner series of petals is usually of a
paler hue than is the back series. We have blues
that may be termed pure, and yet are of the colour of

the Gentianella, whilst others are of the pure creru-

lean character, soft and lovely. It may be that a long
spike of these flowers is not one of the most grace-
fully formed to be found in natural flowers

;

that is a matter of taste. We have to take flowers

as Nature fashions them, and do not wish all should
be of the same pattern any more than that they
should all be of the same colour. There is a
wide dissimilarity between the tall spikes of a
Hollyhock, a Foxglove, or of a Delphinium and
the lowly flowers of a Pansy or Violet, and yet aU
are beautiful of their kind. The towering spikes
of the Hollyhocks wear a very noble appear-
ance when seen rising behind dwarf shrubs or bushy-
growing plants, or even when well foliaged to the
soil they are very effective of themselves. What
more striking than a tall Delphinium carrying seve-

ral spikes of some (i feet in height with very hand-
some leafage close to the ground, forming a
pyramid or cone of foliage and bloom. So far as I

am aware, the plant in question is free from disease
;

at any rate it does not seem to have reached to

that pampered condition when disease breaks out
mildly, mucli less becomes virulent. It is one of the
best features of it that it seeds so freely. There is

little need for hard propagation by cuttings or

root division. Still, seedlings not only repro-

duce most of the parents' best features, but also

give enhanced robustness of constitution. Del-
phinium seed may be sown at any time almost,
but the best time is in the spring, and if in light

genial soil is as well outdoors as under glass. No
doubt in the case of exceptionally select seed it is

wisest to sow in a box under glass, and it may be
admitted that if a batch of l>ut 100 plants has been
raised, any moderate-sized garden is thus pretty

well furnished. So many plants for the second
year do not, perhaps, make any great show, but
the followiing and later years give a very effective

display. Delphinium flowers often wear a dull as-

pect when staged for exhibition. I have frequently

observed that spikes of bloom, though ever so fine

when shown at the James Street Drill Hall, West-
minster, exhibit none of that brightness and beauty
seen in flowers of similar tints when growing on the

plants outdoors. It may always be taken for

granted that any spike which attracts attention in a

dull light is far more beautiful when seen on the

plants in bright light. Some colours seem to lose

nothing when cut and exhibited, but all blues seem
to suffer very much in the dull light of smoky
towns ; hence it is wisest to make selections of va-

rieties when required from plants growing in the

open. It has been suggested that Delphiniums run
as a rule too tall. I do not know that such tallness

is an evil. Apart from our not wanting all plants

to be of the same dead level, we want variations in

height and form as we do in colour. A noble Elm
or a Lombardy Poplar is not less beautiful as a
tree because it towers up to the skies. What is so

charming and grand in earth formations and in

trees is equally true with flowers. So long as none
are too lofty to be out of the eye line we are con-

tent. From the tiny flowers which carpet the
earth to the noble Hollyhock, or Delphinium, or

the ^'erbascum, there is marvellous variety—so

great, in fact, as to excite our highest admiration.

A. D.

THE PROPflET FLOWER.
(arxebia echioide.s.)

Tm.s charniiug plant of the Borage family, a
native of the Caucasus, Turkestan, Per.sia, &c.,

The Prophet Flower (Arnebia echioides).

where it occurs chiefly in mountainous districts,

is ijuite hardy in the climate of France. Al-

though it is now some years since it was intro-

duced, it is still rare in cultivation. Tliis is to

he regretted, as the plant, whicli is dwarf in

liabit and very freo-hlnoming, is covered for

nearly two month.s with its very handsome
yellow flowers, and the flowering stems, more-
over, when cut and jilaced in water continue to

yield a succession of flowers for a long time.

The following is a description of it :

—

A dwarf, perennial, \ cry branching plant, forming
a creeping clump or tuft with numerous stems
which terminate in sliort leafy branches, and at

lilooming time ju'esenting a perfect mass of

flowers which is very .striking and effective. Stems
erect, spreading, conipres.sed, covered with sliorl

down, and furnished tliroughout their entire length

with pale green soft downy leaves; radical leaves of

,1 \ery long and narrow oval shape and attenuated
at both ends ; stem leaves nuich smaller, sessile,

erect and slightly twisted. Flowers very numerou.s,

monopetalous, funnel-shaped, with a very long,

narrow tube, whicli is inserteil in a kind of leafy

calyx, the divisions of which are unequal and
covered with short down. Corolla of a very fine

yellow colour an<l marked at each point of division

with a heavy blotch which is at first broad, black,

.uiil well defined, but gradually disappears with the

age of the flower, so that in the same cluster of

blooms one may find some flowers in which the

blotches are strongly marked, others in which they
are more or less indistinct, and others again in which
they have entirely disappeared, a pleasing variety

and contrast resulting from these differences.

As regards its cultivation, like all the Borage
famil}', the plant delights in open, air}\ and,

above all, sunny positions, in which it flower.s

most profusely. If phmted in the shade it

grow.s much stronger, but produces fewer flowers,

and a greater abundance of leaves, which are

also of larger size. It is propagated by division

of the tufts in spring, when the plant is coming
into growth, and the pieces should be planted

in pure heath soil or in a compost of which the

half, at least, consists of heath soil. It may
also be multiplied from seed, when any can be

obtained, but it is only in an exceptional case that

any seed is matured in this climate. Anyone
who is fortunate enough to have a plant on
which the seeds ripen should take advantage of

it, as plants raised from seed are more likely to

turn out fertile. The seed may be sown either

immediately after gathering it or in the f c lUowing

spring, and the seedlings may either be pricked

out when very young or else kept until the fol-

lowing spring and transplanted as soon as growth
commences.

Besides its use as an ornamental plant in

beds, &c., in the open air, it maybe also ad-

vantageously grown in pots, for which mode
of culture it is well adapted, as, in addition

to its freo-floweriug quality, when grown in

this way it forms small, round-shaped tufts,

and will continue to bloom for a long time

if care is taken to keep the soil in the pots

slightly moist.

—

Heme Hmficiile.

Lilium Hansoni.— I have never before seen

the flowers of this so much injured by the sun as

they have been this season, for in many cases the

upper part of the flower on which the sun shines

directly is quite brown, as if scalded, and this on

nearly all that we have in bloom. It is, I should

say, owing to the frequent showers and bright

intervals that we have had for the last week or two,

when the sun shining on the flower while still wet
has done the mischief. Singularly enough, none of

the other Lilies close by and under exactly similar

conditions have suffered in any way. They are

principally of the cup-shaped group, viz , L. elegans

in its numerous varieties, the different forms of L.

umbellatum, and the old orange Lily (L. croceam),

while L. Hansoni belongs to the Turk's-cap or Mar-

tagon section. Taken altogether, it is a very de-

sirable Lily, and one of the first to appear

above ground in the spring, white in flowering it

must also be cl.assed among the earlier-blooming

Lilies, though by no means the earliest of all. The
flowers, of which a considerable number are borne

on the upper part of the stem, are prettily reflexed,

while the petals are remarkable for their thick wax-

like texture. They are of a bright orange colour,

dotted more or less profusely with purplish-brown.

The bulb of this variety is pointed, very firm, and

solid. It is a most satisfactory Lily to grow, as if

the bulbs are obtained when imported fiom Japan

they can be depended upon to flower well the first

season, while a great improvement will be manifest

the following year. No other members of the Mar-

tagon group lend themselves to pot culture like

this, as it will bloom year after year without being

disturbed. It is also wanting in the heavy dis-
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agreeable smell common to most of the Turk's-cap
Lilies. This Lily was discovered by Maximowicz
in 181)0, but it was not introduced till some time
after that. It is now by no means a cheap variety,

though large numbers are imported from Japan
(luring the winter months, and being of such good
constitution the loss among them is very small.

—

H.P.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Helenium Hoopesi.—A bold piece of what is

growing under this name has struck many as very
showy. It is not an easy matter to be quite cer-

tain of the identity of these North American com-
posites, and especially when the plants have been
raised from seeds produced in mixed collections of

composites under cultivation. Anyhow, I feel the
difficulty, and should not wonder to find this to be
other than the above-named type. The plant at a
height of 2 feet began to flower in May, and the
original heads are yet beautiful at the commence-
ment of July. This is no mean quality for dark yel-

low—almost orange—flowers. The heads are in

lax clusters, each 2.', inches to 'ih inches across.
The ray florets are broadest near the end, toothed,
twisted, plaited, and variously contorted in their

arrangement, some being incurved, others reflexed,

and so on. The disc is large, the florets when open
highly coned, the same shade of yellow as the ray,

and they exhale a delicate perfume resembling that
of Primroses. The radical leaves are 5 inches to

8 inches long, somewhat spoon-shaped, light green
with pale grey-green veins. The stem leaves are
more lance - shaped, half clasping, very stout,
and rather twisted. The upper parts of the stems
are thickly pubescent, and where they branch to

carry the heads they are so grey as to appear nappy,
and as this feature pervades the involucres, the
stems or bunches of bloom are very neat and effec-

tive, large orange-yellow flowers on grey or almost
white stalks, and slightly interspersed with grey-
green fleshy foliage. This is the distinct and at-

tractive quality of the plant as seen in flower. A
peculiar fact is that the plant has occupied its pre-
sent position for at least five years (which I can
easily fix to a certainty) ; it has not bloomed before.
I have an impression that I got either plant or seed
from Mr. Robert Parker, but as the bed has con-
tained other Heleniums for ten years at least, I

should not be surprised if it turned out to be a self-

sown hybrid. Anyhow, it is a clean-looking and
very bright yellow flower, and the white and
twisted stems add to its charms.

Saxifraga longifolia.—Two years ago I

raised this from seeds produced here on a fine large
form highly encrusted. The stock is now showing
clearly what vast variety may be had from one
plant's seed. Last year I had one more of the
finest form flower and seed well. The seeds
were sown at once, and the young stock has been
pricked out about six weeks. These plants, like

the year-older ones, vary much and in many ways.
I believe a promise was made that I would report
on these points of variation. A friend well skilled

in Saxifrages seemed very confident that some
plants of the earlier batch were not longifolia at
all. " What, not even the plain type ?

' he was
asked, and he thought not until informed all were
raised from the seed of one plant. These facts
surely teach that we may safely take, as do plant
species themselves, pretty well of latitude as re-

gards essential characters.

Erodium caruifolium.—The Caraway or Car-
rot-lea\'ed Heron',s-bill is a distinct and interesting
species. I would not recommend it for the choicest
selections, though it cannot fail to give pleasure.
Now that it is in full flower it has the effect of
flowers of the typical Primula cortusoides coming
through the herbage of young Carrots. Very hardy,
though a Spanish plant, and will grow almost any-
where.

Calceolaria plantaginea.—The first question
most people ask about this quaint species is, " Is it

really hardy ? " I hope our Scotch friends will not
be hard on us for discussing the point, for I know
it grows with them as hardily as the common Plan-

tain, after which it is named, and yet it does not hearts jind even at^he backs of the flj^wers, would

always survive our winters. No doubt the plant is

hardy enough against cold, but in the north there

must be some other compensatory condition that

some of us lack. I have, however, to report a fact

that may be some encouragement to others to take in

hand a most desirable rock plant. It has stood

out of doors fully exposed here all the past very

hard winter without the loss of a single root. I

believe it is usually lost in English gardens from
slugs, which are very fond of it, grazing it off

right down into the crowns and roots. Let those

who ha\'e lost it try again and secure it against the

slimy tribe after establishing it by planting not

later than August.

C. alpina is of somewhat straggling habit, but

the big purse-like flowers are numerous, their chief

and most attractive features being their uniform
delicate sulphur colour on the open side of the

purse, and still paler uniform shade of back side of

purse. I did not winter this in the open last

season.

Gentiana lutea is just 5^ feet high, flowered

half the length of the stem?, and is indeed a noble

plant. " Does it not like water ? " is often asked.

Well, it may like a damp situation, but in

replying to the question, I must keep to my
old rule, and speak of only what is and what
I have proved. My best specimen is in the full

sunshine in a position sloping to the south in

a raised bed, and I never give water, however
hot or dry, as there are too many little things

that must be looked after at such times. The main
point is to prepare the soil well and deeply when
planting, as the plants will then stand twelve years

or more. The above piece has been eight or nine

years in situ.

Petrocoptis (Lyclinis) Lagascse is one of

the most brilliant things to be had on a rockery in

June and July, and by keeping it clear of seed-

pods a succession of its fiery flowers may be kept

up. The plant is a true perennial, but as it fails as

such in some gardens, it may, I think, be classed

with the indifferent perennials from the gardener's

point of view. What it really needs is plenty of

chalk or lime in order to get the perennial dura-
tion.

P. pyrenaica, though a little taller (6 inches)

and more straggling, has a truly charming habit.

Its many-times-forked stems, with small leaves

blended amongst the rosy lilac flowers, each the
size of a sixpence, render it very showy. The whole
plant is glaucous, and it yields a succession of

bloom for many weeks. I get it from cuttings.

Perfectly hardy.

Papaver pilosum.—" Worth its weight in

gold," marvellously rich," "nothing moreuseful,"and
similar expressions of opinion are freely made by
those who have experience of this glorious Poppy.
Its flowers are large and delicately coloured, 3

inches to 5 inches across, and of a softly-tinted

salmon colour with perhaps a coppery tinge ; but
it is no use trying to describe the shade, which,
for that matter, may vary somewhat in different;

aspects and land. It is true the flowers are very
fugacious, falling almost before the creases leave
the petals, but that does not matter so much to

those who have learnt how to deal with the buds.
These should be cut just when they begin to

split. They soon open in water in a room window,
and indoors remain perfect for two or three days,
by which time on a strong plant there will be
plenty of others ready to cut. As to its identity, a
word may be said, though it cannot well be mis-
taken after once recognised. The flowers, the tree-

like habit, and the totally grey or pilose feature
of the whole plant clearly mark it. I only men-
tion this because I am aware that forms of the
Oriental Poppy are, or have been, supplied for it

;

whereas, no two plants of a genus could well be
more distinct from each other.

The old double Siberian Larkspur.
When you get this in a bold group and in tlower

it is more than a match for any other of the Del-

phiniums, beautiful as many of them are. The deep
blue, which is almost uniform in shade right into the

show that we have here a blue in perfection. The
slender stems even help to deepen the effect, for

they are nearly black among the flowers. The plant

is still scarce, but with a little care it need not be.

Given fairly good land and a not over-dry situa-

tion, there need not be much further trouble. I,

however, prefer to plant it in moderately free

rather than stiff loam. Slugs will take up their

quarters about the crowns and eat them, and into

the roots even. As all this may go on in spring or

an open winter unseen, the non-appearance of the

plants may be put down to miffiness or something
other than the true cause. It should be a rule to

periodically dress the crowns of all choice Delphi-

niums, say once a month, with the white dry ash
of burnt wood.

Saxifraga aizoides must be an overlooked
native plant. Of course it is much later, but it is

otherwise worth nearly all the batch of early

yellow-flowered kinds about which there has been
so much raving. Then there Is the variety called

aurantiaca with dark orange-coloured flowers,

which covers itself with bloom and lasts for weeks.
It is true this species is found wUd in wet places,

and many garden friends have let it go by because
they had not a garden stream. Nothing of the

kind is needful ; in several ways it can be grown
well in an ordinary garden or rockery, in, say, de-

pressions, in walk gutters, dished surfaces, or damp
crevices, or even ordinary beds or borders if the

soil is mixed with lumpy sponge-like peat or Moss.
In pots the plant flowers finely when simply half

filled with peat Moss instead of crocks ; each pot so

prepared and plunged in sand holds wet a long

time, and is a sort of miniature bog. Plants so

treated are flowering now profusely, and they re-

ceive no other care than the commonest things.

What I wish to do is to urge that these plants are

bright and enduring little subjects for dwarf work,

and especially winsome when they have grown into

broad patches.

Primula suffrutescens This distinct Prim-
rose is again in flower, and worthy of a note. It

has come safely through the hard winter very much
exposed, and is distinct from all other species I

know. The flowers are bright carmine-red, the golden

eye being a lovely feature. It bears several flowers

on a stout scape 4 inches high. I do not know the

conditions under which it is found wild, but I feel

safe in stating that it likes plenty of sunshine with
moisture.

Dianthus capitatus —Beware of this! It

has a paucity of toliage like that of long coarse

Grass. It runs up thick flower-stems 3 feet high.

These are topped with little bristling tufts of buds,

which open one or two at a time, each being about
one-fourth the size of a common Sweet William
pip, and of a dirty pink colour. It seems to be
" D. C.'s" plant, only my flowers are paler and
plant much taller, which in cultivation may easily

happen.

D. subacaulis. Under this name a plant has
reached me. I have grown it into a good tuft and
flowered it. It belongs to the one-flowered section,

and differs from any other alpine species I know. Its

flowers and habit are so charming, that it would
be impossible to over-praise its merits. It is brightly

glaucous ; leaves short, fleshy, rigid, pointed, and
so arranged on the little, almost stemless tufts, as

to suggest miniature Yuccas. These are densely

crowded together, forming cushions that are

scarcely 2 inches high. The flowers are produced
singly on obliquely-directed stems about 4 inches

long. They are scarely the size of a sixpence and
of a bright carmine-red. It promises to be a good
grower, and should it prove such, it will be a prize

for the rock garden.

Lathyrus Armitageanus is flowering at a
height of li feet in full exposure and dry soil. The
plant is free and of a greener and more succulent

character than the latifolius group. Flowers, in

clusters of five mostly, small, bright red of many
tints. Picked flowers are charming either with or

without the foliage, but the plant is most attrac-

tive as seen in full blossom, so richly do the flowers

blend with the unusual hue of Pea herbage. A
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most abundant bloomer and hardy beyond all

doubt.

Campanula cenisia.—This at last has settled
down and made up its mind to flourish. It has a
dry sunny bank and gritty soil well mixed with
hard burnt clay. It came up in a broad dense
patch a foot across, and I should much have liked
to have seen the whole piece flower, but, wanting
young plants and having learnt that to propagate
early was the only safe course, I took most of it for
that purpose. The remainder, however, is flowering
splendidly, and shows that when once it meets
with its requirements, it can be had e\en vigorous
in the opposite of alpine conditions.

0. Zoysi is not a bad grower by any means,
but as much, according to my experience, cannot
be said of its propagation. If you have good-
sized specimens to work with from which to sort

divisions that have both fibre and rudimentary
underground stems, there may not be so much
difficulty, but the plant has the habit of growing
tufty at the top only for a year or two, and then it

begins to push root-stems. Heavy summer showers
strike off its little leaves, the plant being so brittle,

and slugs are very partial to it. These may be
kept off with regular dressings of wood-ashes, and
besides at this period of the year, every night when
I am at home I plough a drill round the plants
with the finger, over which freshly disturbed soil

slugs do not travel. Perhaps I am correct in stating
that this is at once the rarest, most distinct,
curious and beautiful of all the dwarf Campanulas.

WoodriVi; Kirkstall. J. WOOD.

MODERN DELPHINIUMS.
These—as they are the most magnificent of
July flowers—were naturally the great feature
of the conference at Chiswick on July 7, and
fine specimens wore shown by most of the nur-
serymen who make hardy plants at all a .spe-

ciality, notably, perhaps, by Messrs. Veitch and
Kelway. In point of size of spike of the indi-
vidual flowers, and of the close furnishing of
the spike, the new varieties are magnificent, but
it seems to me that the great glory of the blue
Larkspur is being gradually lost, inasmuch as it

is ceasing to be blue at all. A large proportion,
probably the majority, of the new varieties
shown at Chiswick were diflerent shades of pur-
ple, more or less red, while it may be .said of
those in which the blue shade still remains that
the " metallic hue " (an attribute that places
such a fearful strain on the vocabulary of the
coinposers of nurserymen's catalogues), like the
trail of the serpent, is over them all. Messrs.
Veitch staged a fine variety called True Blue,
which deserves its name, and there were other
specimens of the older sky-blue varieties, but
the vast majority were what I have said. I do
not think this is altogether a gain to horticul-
ture. As of the Gentians, so of the Delphiniums
it may be said that they almost alone produce
the true blue colour without the alloy of white
or red which is found more or less in most
flowers that pass for blue, and which, in fact,
converts them into greys and purples. This
pure blue is a possession we should not wil-
lingly lose. There is not too much, and there
is never likely to be too much of it in the
garden, nor for the matter of that in the green-
house, but of purple there is an ample supply.

It may be, and probably is the case that
hybridisation and high culture tend to produce
and intensify these purple or metallic shades of
colour of which I speak, but I think that by
careful selection the raiser may guard against
putting too many of them on the market. It
may be said perhaps that there are plenty of
blues to select from, and that purchasers can
choose what they like. This, however, is not
always the case, for my old friend, " our own
selection," dies hard. I remember two or three

years ago seeing in the Drill Hall what struck
me as the finest blue Larkspur I had ever seen,
and which had just received, and rightly re-

ceived, a first-class certificate from the Royal
Horticultural Society. I promptly ordered and
paid for it, but I have never seen it since. The
flowers of the jilant sent turned out to be a
wretched dull metallic purple — a very base
metal indeed. ,f. C. L.

liupinus nanus.—Of all the annual Lupines,
this dwarf Calitornian species is one of the most
charming, the shade of purple-blue being particu-
larly pleasing. When in Essex recently, I saw a
large patch of it on a seed farm, and was enabled
to realise what a mass of pleasing colour is formed
when so grown. The seed farmers sow thinly, and
then take out some of the plants if they deem them
to be too crowded. The individuals, having room
in which to develoji, form dense tufts and bloom
with surprising beauty and brilliancy. But in ordi-

nary gardens the sower of seeds of annuals seems
unable in most cases to overcome the bad habit of
sowing too thickly, or of understanding the neces-
sity for some thinning out. Only let anyone grow
this delightful annual in good soil in an open situa-
tion and give it plenty of room, and its beauty will

astonish. But when the plants are crowded to-

gether in poor soil they grow sparingly, bloom in-

differently, and the flowers are of a somewhat fugi-
tive character. Gardeners have yet a good deal to

learn in the matter of the proper treatment of
annuals.— R. D.

Ixias as annuals.—The Ixias are a race of
Cape bulbs flowering in early summer, so that to
speak of them as annuals may seem somewhat
strange. The reason is, however, not far to seek.
Like many other denizens of that region, they
greatly dislike the wetness of our winters, and
hence are very apt to disappear soon after they
bloom unless grown in a very dry and sunny posi-

tion. What I wish to suggest is that these bulbs
are now so very cheap, that it is well worth while
obtaining them, even for a single year's blossom.
They can be bought in mixture for about 2s. a
hundred; theflower-spikeslastaconsiderabletime in

beauty, are most varied in colour—white, pink, buff,

crimson, orange, &o , and many are almost as sweetly
scented as a Tea Hose. The very curious I. viridi-

flora, which has metallic green flowers wi h a black
centre, is seldom included in the ordinary mixture.
Ixias will generally do fairly well the first year in
any reasonably favourable situation, and as they
cost but a farthing apiece, I submit that they are
good value, even if they disappear after once
blooming. In a well-drained sunny border they
will grow and flower for many years, or they may
be grown in pots in the greenhouse or frame.
Everyone admires them, while few, except those
having some experience of gardening, seem to
know anything about them,
be found in TiiE Garden
340).-G. P.

Layias.^These pretty hardy annuals were
shown at Chiswick the other day in the Kew collection

of cut flowers and attracted great attention. They are
single-rayed, Daisy -like flowers about the size of
those of a Coreopsis, and are remarkably evenly
petalled and marked. The one which in the Kew
group of cut flowers attracted chief attention was
Layia heterotricha, flowers about the diameter of

a half-crown piece, yellow eye, rich yellow ground,
edged very evenly on the points of the petals with
pure white. The edging is narrow and clearly

defined, the ground a very beautiful shade of apri-

cot-yellow. Out in the gardens and under a north
wall there is a small bed of Layia elegans, pre-

sumably the same thing. Which name is correct
must be left to botanists to decide. Still, the
flowers of the Chiswick variety, perhaps because
the soil on which grown was moister or more
shaded, seemed to lack that rich yellow ground and
clearly defined edging which marked the Kew
flowers. Still, both are lovely annuals and should
be universally grown, especially to furnish flowers

fo: cutting. Layia glandulosa in the Kew coUec-
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tion has charming pure white flowers. This is a
lovely little variety also and should become an im-
mense favourite, especially for vase or epergne de-
coration.

Empress Candytuft — This fine form of
Candytuft is doing well under the dripping weather
we are experiencing, and carrying fine heads of
bloom. I was rather disappointed, in getting a
Giant Rocket Candytuft from a northern seed house
last year, to find that it was but the same variety
that I had previously grown as Empress No matter
how hard the strain be selected, however, it is im-
possible to prevent some of the seedling plants from
reverting to interior forms, and these should ba
pulled out. It is best to sow thinly and thin cut
even then to 6 inches apart, as the more room the
plants have the stouter are they and the better do
they flower. Doubtless, we deprive many of our
best annuals of too much of their real form and
beauty by sowing too thickly and omitting to thin
the plants.—A. D.

Lathyrus Sibthorpi — It was once stated in
The Garden that this is identical with L. Drum-
mondi, but no two Everlasting Peas could be more
dissimilar. In the first place, Sibthorpi comes into
bloom much earlier than Drummondi, being in full

flower when the first blooms of the latter are but
opening. Drummond's Pea is a charming addition
to any garden, being vigorous, very free flowering,
and quite distinct in colour from all other mem-
bers of the genus, but, like them, it requires to be
established half a decade before it is really effec-

tive. Then for a period of three months it is

charming. L Sibthorpi I do not think superior to,

if it is so good, as the common pink Everlasting Pea.
It is not nearly so vigorous, and consequently does
not yield such a quantity of bloom. Unless it does
better generally than with me I think it is likely to

remain a somewhat neglected hardy flower. The
only merit it has is that of coming into bloom a
month or so earlier than other kinds and for this

reason it haight be included in the larger collec-

tions of hardy flowers.—J. C. B.

Lathyrus grandiflorus. — In a note upon
Everlasting Peas generally in The Garden of

.July 1 (p. ICJ), " A. D." speaks of the above kind
" as being one of the earliest and certainly not
the least beautiful." If he could see a mass
about 3 yards in length that we have in the
flower garden, I think he would feel inclined to say
it is by far the most beautiful. Although nothing
has been done to it since it was planted three years
ago, the mass in question is quite '.I feet high,

although in an open sunny situation, and flowering

from top to bottom. Some idea of its vigour and
freedom may be gathered from the fact that, as
" A. D." mentions, it usually produces its flowers in

pairs, but the spikes in our case have four and five

flowers each ; there are more have that numlier than
there are with only two. It merits the name of

grandiflorus, for individually the flowers are double
the size of those of the largest of any other kind of

perennial Pea. I imagine it likes best the lighter

warmer soil of our district. It is a grand plant for

naturalising in light sandy soils. We have quanti-

ties of it about the pleasure grounds, and it holds

its own among tangled masses of shrubs, springing

up year after year, clinging to the nearest branches
for support, the flowers hanging in festoons, which
are as fine, if not quite as profuse, as in the better

soil of the flower border. I agree with " A. D ," in

fact have long since thought that it would be most
desirable could we get the variety and fragrance of

the Sweet Peas in perennial kinds, and surely some-
thing in this direction is possible. The kind under
notice is, I think, a very shy seeder ; at any rate I

do not remember ever to have noticed many seed

pods, especially having regard to the multitude of

flowers produced, but this is an advantage in one
way, as its season of flowering would be shortened

by early seed-production. Certainly no pl.ants.are

better adapted for making elegant annu.-il lioral

screens than the perennial Peas, and although the

kinds are not numerous, they have a long season.

—

A. H , Siijfo/I:.

*,* When visiting Loudwater House, Herts, the

other day, we were much struck with the freedom
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of flowering and the size of bloom of this Pea, the
blooms being larger than ever we remember to have
seen them.

—

Ed.

Saxifraga floru]enta Moretti.—In reference
to your article on Saxifrages in The Garden, July 11

(p. 1 1), allow mo to state tliat I pii3.se.ss liealtliy growing
plants r>f this Saxifrage in my alpine garden and in

pots.— (). FoRsrER, LehenhoJ.

Esoallonia Pliillipiana well deserves the praise
you giyo it. It has hero passed through the last win-
ter quite unharmed aud therefore may be regarded as
perfectly hardy. I should bo much obliged to your
correspondent in last week's i'lsue, ".I.M., Char-
mouth, Dorset," if he would kindly say where sped of
the Wyethia is to be had.—T. M. Bulkeley Owen,
Tedsmore Hall, Cisivestnj

Orchids.

hJELlA GRANDIS TENEBROSA.
This, a fine and superior form of the typical

plant, has recently come to my notice from a

specimen bought in the sale room. It was in-

troduced by Mr. Shuttleworth. The flower

evidently shows that the plant is of the right

sort, and I have little doubt that from the

next growth flowers of large size and good colour
will be produced. This plant is not the origi-

nal one which we had in cultivation under the
name of grandis, and I must say I have always
been astonished at the name and was .so when
I saw it shown in 1850 or 1851 . The same plant
was received at Kew some ten or twelve years
later, and the same form was figured in the
Bot. Mag., t. 5553, and afterwards in Van
Houtte's "Flore des Serres," t. 2493, also in

the "Orchid Album," t. 123. All these forms
are destitute of the rich dark colour in the lip,

which is such a distinguishing feature in this

fine plant. 1 first saw this variety with Mr.
Sander, of St. Albans, some two or three years
ago. The next was a grand importation of the
plant by Messrs. Charlesvvorth and Shuttle-

worth, and afterwards I had a note from .'tome-

one in Liverpool claiming to be the original

importer, so that the variety has been some-
what widely distributed by this time. The
plant appears to inhabit warm parts of Brazil,

and the part from which it came (Bahia) would
seem to indicate that it grew somewhere in the
neighbourhood. However, I am of opinion
that this form grows in the company of the old

and now well-known typical plant. The va-

riety tenebrosa grows much stronger ; in fact

more after the style of L. purpurata. The
flowers are nearly or quite as large as these of

that species, having broad sepals and petals of

a nankeen-yellow, or deep fawn colour. In
general treatment it requires much the same
as Liulia purpurata, but it may require to be
kept somewhat warmer in winter. It should
be potted and well drained, the plants sitting

some little distance above the soil on a raised

mound, and treated in accordance with the rules

laid down for the warmer Brazilian Ljelias.

The Messrs. Low, of Clapton, have been the
largest importers of the species, but their col-

lectois do not appear to have found this form
of the plant.

Since writing the above I have received a fine

flower of thi.s from Mr. Hardy, of Pickering
Lodge, Timperley, in Cheshire ; it measures
7 inches across the jietals, tlie sepals and petals
being of a deej) bronzy brown ; the [)etal8 are
much the broader. Mr. Holmes, the gardener,
tells me the phmt was imported in the middle
of .January last. Ho says :

" The plant has not
made a very largo bulb, but it is carrying two
flowers, one of which lias be<'n sent you." The
lip is deep blackish maroon, the front lobe be-
ing deep rose colour, through which run streaks

of the dark colour of the throat. It is a magni-
ficent flower, and I am fuUy persuaded that if

taken care of, this variety will prove to be an
exceptionally good one ; it seems to be a very
free flowerer also, tor one could hardly have
expected the first smdl growtli from an im-
ported plant to have produced blooms like

these. W. H. Gower.

DendrobiumBensunisB From several corre-

spondents I have received flowers of this plant.

The one from " G. 0." is by far the best. It is a
fine white form, the sepals and petals being of good
size and making quite a round flower. In addition,

the lip is deeply blotched wilh black at the base.

The Messrs. Low and Co., of Clapton, had a fine

series of this species in their group at the Temple
Gardens in May last. There were the dark form,
the form without spots in the lip (known by the

name of xanthinum), and the variety with brown
spots on the yellow. The plants require attention

just now, as the new growth is in course of forma-
tion. As upon this depends the next flowering,

some attention is necessary in order to get the bulbs
well developed ami ripened —W. H. G.

Aerides virens Ellisi (T/ios. C'rlppa).—This
is without doubt the variety sent. The colour and
markings of the flowers aud their siz3 at once
show this. The plant, although named after Mr.
Ellis, was not brought home or coUjcted by him

;

in fact, I am not aware of Mr. Ellis having ever
journeyed through Java, where this plant comes
from. It is much superior to the typical virens

;

the plant is stouter, with broad leaves, and the ra-

ceme is much longer, thickly set with large and
highly coloured flowers, which are white, tipped
with bright amethyst, and flushed with rose. The
lip is white, spotted with purple, the end of the
spur being green, tinged with brown. I hope " T. C."

will continue the growth of these distichous-leaved
East Indian kinds, for they are in danger of being
lost, because they are not cool house Orchids. They
do not require so much heat as many suppose, and
they may easily be wintered in a temperature of

about i;3'.-W. H. G.

Anguloa Ruckeri.—For beginners in Orchid
culture there is perhaps no genus better suited

than the Anguloas. Amongst the most easily

grown Orchids, they are also characterised by an
abundant and striking foliage, together with
flowers which are both handsome and curious. A.

Clowesi, with its large bright yellow flowers and
strong fragrance, is an Orchid which every garden
ought to contain, and the same may be said of

A. Ruckeri, a species in most respects similar,

except in the colour of its flowers. It blooms
during the present month and in Jane. The
flowers are cup-shaped, measuring about 2 inches
in diameter, and are borne on scapes a foot high,
the colour being tawny yellow, profusely blotched
inside with crimson. The lip, which is entirely

crimson, is so lightly balanced on a hinge as to

rock backward and forward whenever the flower
is moved. This species was originally discovered
in the province of Merida, in Venezuela, occur-
ring at an elevation of .'jOOO feet. It appears to

have lirst produced flowers in England about l.slii.

Both it and A. Clowesi may be grown in either

the cool or intermediate house. They naturally
grow in shady places, and it is necessary at this

.season to keep them guarded from the direct rays
of the sun.

Cypripedium spectabile at Hextable.—No
prettier lianiy flower can be grown than this, and
we have a sight here not soon to be forgotten, for be-

tween Si lO and 1001
1 blooms are now displaying their

beauties, from those with bright rosy purple pouch
to large flowers of the purest white. I used to

grow this plant in great numbers when with the
Messrs. liollisson and Sons, but I never had so
many in flower at one time as .are now to be seen
at the nursery of Mes.srs. Pitcher and Manda. The
plant requires only a shady spot, and the soil

should be taken out to a considerable depth and
replaced with spongy peat, loam, and good leaf-

mould. This requires to be kept very wet, in fact

like a bog. The plants do not like to be lifted or

disturbed, and should therefore be planted tolerably

deep. I like to cover the surface of the soil

with 2 inches or I! inches of Sphagnum Moss, and
I think if the Hextable plants had been a little more
in the shade they would have lasted longer.

—

W. H. G.

Catasetum Bungerothi aureum.— J. Max-
well sends me flowers of what I consider to be
this variety. The flower is wholly rich yellow
instead of ivory-white. Catasetum Bungerothi
appears to like basket treatment, and should be
well exposed to the sunlight, giving plenty of heat
and moisture when growing. It should be well
dried off in the winter. A friend writing to me
about this plant says :

" A plant which I bought for

C. Bungerothi, and which loaks like that species,

has only produced small green flowers." These I

suppose are male flowers, and he must still look for-

w.ard to seeing the right ones come. Catasetums are

curious plants, and Dr. Lindley's words are well

exemplified when he says, " No one can pretend to

form a positive opinion as to what are natural, what
monstrous, what perminent, or what accidental

states of this genus."—W. H. G.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 814.
ANOIGANTIIUS BREVIFLORU^.

(with a coloured PLiTE.*)

•Originally placed by Harvey under the

genus Cyrtanlhus, this plant was afterwards

considered by Mr. Baker sufficiently distinct

to be separated into a new genus. Although
it is only witliin the last few years tliat it has

been heard of under cultivation, it was first dis-

covered in Natal by K rauss as long ago as 1 <S 1 0,

and afterwards was found to be spread widely

over the eastern portions of South Africa. It

occurs at considerable altitudes, having been
gathered on the tableland of Jlount Bosch-

berg and on several other elevated tracts, fre-

(iuontly at a lieight of 5000 feet and GOOO
feet above sea-level, and mostly on damp or,

at certain seasons, even marshy ground.

It belongs to the Natural Order Ainarylli-

dace:i', tlie bulb being ovoid and clothed with
brownish membranous sheaths. The loaves,

of which tliree to six are produced from each

bulb, are each 1 loot to I5 feet long, about an
inch broad, and of a .slightly glaucous green.

The scape is from 6 incites to 1 foot in height

and usually bears from six to twelve flowers in

a loose umbel at the top. The six petals are

obU)ng lanceolate, from li inclies to i inches

long, and of a clear bright yelhjw. As will

be seen from tlie accompanying jihite, tliey

arc united at tlio base into a funnel-shaped

tube, the wliole flower being scarcely half

exjianded.

At the time the genus was constituted it

was thought tliat two species existed, but one

of these, then named A. luteus, is now re-

duced to a variety of the species hero figured,

being known as variety minor. It is a dwarf,

depauperated I'orin of the type, witli scapes

sometiines only 1 inch or i inches liigli ami
u.'<ually one-ilowered, tlu^ flowers being pale

yellow. .Judging liy its description, it iloes

not a]ipear to bo of any garden value. It is

a native of the mountains of >.'atal.

• IJrawii fin- Thk GARnKN by H. (J. Moiui in the
Koyal Gardens, Kew, March 20, ISld. Lithographed
and printed by Guillaume Severeyna.
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Unlike many of the bulbous plants of

Soutli Africa, this Anoiganthiis is of very

easy cultivation. At Kew it is planted out

in an unheated frame, and is also grown in

]iots as a greenhouse plant. Under both con-

ditions it grows and Howors freely. That it

is capable of withstanding several degrees of

frost lias been proved during the past winter,

wlien for a long time the soil in which it was
planted was frozen hard. It is not likely,

however, that, considering our long damp
winters, it will succeed even in the most
sheltered positions as a permanent outdoor

plant without some protection—if not from
cold, at least from wet. That it is well worth
the shelter of the cool frame or greenhouse
needs no further indication than is given by
the acconi])anying plate, which admirably
portrays its graceful inflorescence and brightly

coloured blooms. Under cultivation it ap-

pears to flower at no certain period, having
bloomed during the last two or three years in

midwinter, spring, and Julj'. It may be

grown in a comjiost of loam, peat (one-third),

and sand. Water is required in abundance
when it is making its growth, but after flower-

ing and during the time it is without leaves

it should be kept dry. To those whose ac-

commodation is limited to unheated structures,

it may be recommended as one of the most
easily grow n of the beautiful class of jilants

to which it belongs. B.

Kitchen Garden.

TOMATOES DISEASED.
Fewer complaints than usual are heard of

diseased Tomatoes, and, it may be, some of the
worst forms of disease, notably the Cladispo-
riuni, have expended themselves. It is to be
hoped such is the case, and though almost too
good to be true, there is yet a prosiiect of their

disappearance quite as mysteriously as they
came. In all probability the too well known
old acquaintance, Peronospora iufestans, or tiie

Potato disease, we shall most probably always
have with us in a more or less virulent form
according to the season, but experts are at last

bidding fair to find a remedy for this the most
deadly enemy to Tomatoes in the open, and it

is also possible to cope with the other fungoid
diseases which affect plants under glass. What
is known as the liordeaux mixture is, according
to all accounts, tlie best remedy yet invented
for diseases of a fungoid nature, and this ought
to be largely experimented with in this country,
both as a preventive and remedy, on Tomatoes
as well as Potatoes. Its j)reparation has been
frequently described, but its importance war-
rants me in once more quoting the formula as

translated from the French. Dissolve 3 lbs.

sulphate of copper in 2 gallons of hot water and
2 lbs. of quicklime in 2 gallons of cold water.
Slowly pour the latter upon the former, and
dilute with 12 gallons of cold water. With this

mixture very carefully spray over the leaves
and stems of the plants, whether affected by
disease or not, and repeat the dose in the
course of a fortnight. Seeing that the disease
u-ually puts in appearance on the older leaves,
it is these that ought to be most attended to, no
more of the preparation than can be avoided
falling on the young, and therefore more easily
injured, leaves and [loints of the shoots. Such
a remedy is naturally strong, and for this

reason ought first to be experimented with on a

few plants only, following it up after it is seen
it is not too strong, but the further dilution

must be moderate, or the eificacyof the mixture
will be impaired. It is a mistake to imagine
that any particular invention for spraying the
plants is needed. They are desirable, but not
indispensable, as the mixture can be very finely

sprayed by means of the ordinary garden
syringe, extr i pressure being put by the fore-

finger on to the nozzle or jet end.

Much can also be done, under glass especially,

by means of preventive measures, and this I

have repeatedly proved in the gardens under
my charge. What we roughly term a (.'ladis-

porium, and for which savauts have other fancy
names, has been present on the place in a rather
bad form for three years, and quite ruined the
plants in some cases, or where they had a rich

loose root-run and not enough dry air circulat-

ing about them. In thcise positions wliere the
Tomatoes were the primary consideration, and
could be more studied accordingly, they have
done far better. Disease has always been
present, but its effects were by no means dis-

heartening. The fruits are most wanted late in

the autumn and at any time during the winter
and spring months, and it answers our purpose
to have the plants in 12-inch pots. They are
raised at the present time from seed in [ireference

to cuttings and which may already be diseased,
and duly shifted into the fruiting pots, any
good loamy soil suiting them well. As soon as

the room can be spared, or say when a house
has been cleared of either Melons or Cucumbers,
the pots are set thinly in a row through the
beds previously occupied by thtse, and the
plants then allowed to ramble thinly over a rather
large flat roof area. They soon change from
comparative rankncss to a hard fruitful growth,
and the roots having access to the store of soil

and manure underneath are well supported,
producing heavy crops in the autumn, and
again in April and May, a few pounds being
gathered in the interval. Being rather sparing
of the watering-pot, allowing the plants
plenty of head room, and ventilating freely,

without unduly lowering the temperature
of the house, invariably have the effect of

checking the spread of disease, and that,

too, without seriously militating again.st the
productiveness of the plants. Since they were
first started scarcely any stopping or disbudding
has been done, nor was there any necessity for

it, the growth being thin and somewhat starved-
looking, while clusters of fruit set in all direc-

tions without any notice being taken of them.
The fruit was certainly a little undersized, but
what they lacked in this respect was more than
compensated for in point of numbers, the
quality being first-class throughout. The varie-

ties principally reUed upon are a good stock of

large red and The Conference, one succeeding
as well as the other, but the latter is yet the
favourite. As before stated, there has been
disease present from the first, and the tell-tale

yellow spots are to be seen on the leaves all

over the plants at the present time, but these
never fairly uia.ster them, and the older leaves

are cleared off as they cease to be serviceable.

If extra fine fruit is desired, or such say as
will win prizes at a flower .show, then must the
plants be more liberally treated and more risks

of disease run, tho.se comparatively .starved not
being capable of jsroducing e.\tra tine Tomatoes.
Even strong well-fed plants may be to a certain

extent rendered disease-resisting by boiug kept
in a rather airy, warm, and dry atmosphere,
and instead of closely pinching out all side

shoDts, stop them at the first joint, and the foli-

age thus preserved will be ready to take the

place of the diseased primary leaves. At pre-

sent, strong young plants in Peach houses and
other rather moist quarters are freer of disease

than usual, and this augurs well for a successful

season. W. Iggulden.

Mushrooms failing - Last autumn I made a
Mushroom bed in a cetlar and spawned it about
the end of October. No Mushrooms appeared till

the beginning of June, since when they have ap-
peareil very thickly. Very few, however, have
attained any size, and as a rule they have withered
and died almost as soon as they have appeared
above ground. Can you or any of your readers
suggest any cause or a remedy for this state of
thinfrs ;~P.

*„* This is far from being an uncommon occur-
rence, and as a rule not difficult of explanation.
Not unfrequently a too free use of the syringe or
watering-pot causes the small Mushrooms to be-
come soft and brown, a cessation of daily overhead
syringing quickly remedying the evil. If too much
moisture has not been applied, then most probably
the other extreme has been reached, there not be-
ing sufficient moisture in the bed to support; the
Mushrooms. This theory can easily be tested by
probing the bed at different places, and if found
excessively 'dry underneath, two or three gentle
soakings of tepiil soft water ought to be given, or
enough to well moisten the manure throughout.
There is yet another cause to be considered. When
Mushrooms are cut and the stumps left in the bed,
the latter soon decay, generating a destructive
mould or fungus, which spreads in all directions
and destroys all small Mushrooms it comes into
contact with. Isolated Mushrooms ought to be
twisted out of the bed, not cut, while the more
forward on large clumps can be detached without
greatly disturbing the rest, the roots of these
clumps being scooped clean out and the holes
filled with fresh loam. Twisting Mushrooms out
of the soil may sometimes spoil a few very small
ones, but it is the only safe practice, and promotes
productiveness rather than otherwise. Seeing that
" r." has not had many Mushrooms to cut, one of

the two first-mentioned theories will most probably
meet his case. -W. I.

Second early Peas.—Many of our growers of
market Peas are now lamenting that they had
so many first earlies sown and were so late with
their second tarlies. The market has been so
flooded with whites or first earlies, such as Sang-
ster's No. 1 and Eclipse, that really they have of

late not paid to gather, for from Is. 'id. to 2s per
bushel, after r.d. per bushel is paid to the pickers
and about as much paid for getting to market,
leaves very little to be classed as profit after all

other expenses are paid. Keally, good second
earlies which can be offered as blues will obtain
fully Is. to Is. 6d. more per bushel, and that is an
enormous difference when the produce of IIX) acres
is totalled up. The ordinary second early is Harri-
son's Glory. It is dwarf and very hardy. So
tar as my expeiience has gone this year, I have
found both the dwarf Triumph and the taller

Telephone, both wrinkled .Marrows, sown early
in March, to be quite as early as Harrison's
Glory, and far better in every respect. Triumph,
however, I commend specially as the market
grower's I'ea. The seed is small, ripens early, and
is thus well shrunken and hard. It does not want
to be sown thickly, and therefore a bushel will sow
as much ground as will five pecks of any of the
larger seeded varieties. It is one of the most pro-
lific of Peas, has a short stout habit of growth, bears
freely, the pods being long and handsome. I am
absolutely certain that, sown early in March on
warm, light, good soil, it will in podding tread very
closely upon the heels of the early rounds. I know
of no dwarf wrinkled Pea which is in any respect
better or earlier, and I do not see why the seed
should not soon become fairly cheap. It is not well
to recommend to market growers too many varie-

ties. Kather than trouble to try all they will try
none, but if one good sort which exhibits sure im-
provement is strongly advised for their considera-
tion, they will usually take it up and give it a fair
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trial. Any improvement upon our earlier market
Peas cannot be too eagerly welcomed, for there is

ample room for it.— A. D.

SPINACH.
We in this country grow largely three forms of
Spinach, viz , the round-leaved, the prickly, and
the New Zealand ; the two first named very largely,
the last only sparingly, and mainly in private
gardens. Some botanists hold the opinion that the
roucd-leaved and prickly forms of the Spinach are
distinct species, but I am not at all sure on this
point, and Dr. Lindley held them to be simply va-
rieties of the garden Spinach. That there are very
distinct varietal differences there can be no doubt,
the round-seeded always growing more thickset
and forming more compact and less spreading tufts
than the prickly-seeded. The prickly- seeded type
forms brcad,8preading tufts with numerous branches,
plentifully covered with leaves, and, unlike the
round type, rather slow in throwing up its inflores-

cence. The seeds differ materially ; in the case of
the former they are round, smooth, and bulky ; in
the case of the prickly they are large, angular,
with sharp spines, and less bulky. I have seen in
my time many large bulks of seed of round-leaved
Spinach, and always found in them the spiny grains
of the prickly type, however carefully selected.
The leaves of the round type are of a clear green
colour and somewhat round on the edges ; the
leaves of the prickly are pointed and arrow-
shaped, and the leafstalks slightly tinged with
red. Then, while the round-leaved Spinach is

grown as a summer crop, and can be sown from
February until June for succession—hence it is

commonly known as summer Spinach —the prickly
leaved is invariably sown in August as a winter
crop

;
the seeds sown broadcast, and then thinned

out to a proper distance apart. The common names
round and prickly are suggested both by the form
of the leaves and shape of the seeds. What is

badly wanted is a good long-standing summer or
round-leaved Spinach. As soon as the plants ap-
proach maturity they start to flower, and it is be-
cause the crop is somewhat precarious from this
cause that it is so little grown by market gardeners.
There is being offered by some of the leading seed
houses a variety of the round Spinach known as the
Long-standing, and from what I recently saw of it

I found it to be a plant rounder in the leaf than
the ordinary type, more compact in growth, and
standing a much longer time before running to
seed. It is a selected type, and it shows what may
be accomplished in this department of the seeds-
man's art. But there is an advance upon this in
the case of a variety known as A'ictoria. This is

an improved round-seeded variety, made by care-
ful selection, more robust and larger in all its parts
than the old one, and remaining fit for use quite
ten days longer, which is a matter of great import-
ance. Being of vigorous growth, it should have
ample room in which to develop. The Giant Viro-
fiay Spinach is a strong growing form of the round
type, taking a tree shape, and with large blotched
leaves, but it runs early to seed. It is best adapted
for well matured gardens where vegetables are
highly cultivated, and it requires plenty of room.

There is practically but one type of the winter or
prickly Spinach, though more vigorous-growing and
larger-leaved selections have been made from it.

This is universally sown for late winter and early
spring supply, and those who were fortunate in the
past spring to have breadths of prickly Spinach
that had come safely through the winter found it

a very remunerative crop. It is said that the
market gardeners about Paris have for a long time
preferred the prickly Spinach for spring sowings,
reserving the round-seeded for later sowings.

The round-seeded Spinach is usually sown in
drills, generally about 1 foot apart, and the plants
should be thinned out to at least (i inches apart,
though so severe a thinning is not always resorted
to. The prickly-leaved should he sown in cold and
late localities by the middle of August, in warmer
and more southerly localities at the end of August
or very early in September, but cu-tum in these

matters is not always uniform. A deep rich moist
soil is preferred for the winter crop.

The New Zealand Spinach, which is allied to

Mesembryanthemum, is generally sown in a little

heat in March, and transplanted to well-manured
soil in the open ground. It is during a hot dry
season that the best crop is obtained, and it ia very
useful for taking the place of the round type in hot
dry districts. When the plants are of vigorous
growth they yield a large number of leaves during
the summer and early autumn. These are cooked
like those of the ordinary kinds. Last year, a
neighbour of mine, who is a market gardener, put
out a considerable number of plants of New Zea-
land Spinach. Owing to the cold and wet character
of the summer they were a long time coming into
growth, and it was not until quite late summer that
a crop could be obtained. Then an early frost
came and in one night wrecked the hopes of the
cultivator. The leaves of Spinach when cooked
are somewhat insipid, but considered very whole-
some. R. D.

Herbs.—Herbs which are required in a dry state
throughout the winter should now be cut. The dif-

ferent kinds, aa they are cut, should be tied up into
small bundles, and hung in an airy shed to become
thoroughly dry. Drying by laying in the full sun is

not the best course to adopt. By drying in an airy
shed t ho process is raoi'e gradual, and their aromatic
properties preserved accordingly.

Weeds and garden refuse.—These are apt
to accumulate rapidly at this season, as during the
past wet weather hoeing has been carried out under
difficulties. The larger weeds are best removed by
the hand and burned, following after, as quickly
as the ground will permit, with the hoe. Allowing
the larger weeds to remain on the ground to wither
up is false economy, as after being cut off, especially
in the case of Groundsel, a crop of seeds will ripen
off to spring up again. All refuse vegetables should
be removed as soon as the crop is gathered, for if

allowed to remain they only harbour slugs. In my
case, all such material is burned in a smother with
other garden refuse, the ashes remaining proving
far more beneficial to the ground and crops that
follow than allowing such material to remain to be
dug into the ground hereafter as a manure, and
along with it probably the eggs of slugs in abund-
ance.—A. A.

"Winter Spinach. Although it will be quite a
month before the seed for this purpose need be
sown, the ground may be prepared, as more often
than not the preparation of the soil is forgotten
until the time arrives for seed sowing. Especially
is this necessary where grubs have previously been
known to interfere with the crop, these destructive
pests being answerable for many breadths being
cleared off wholesale. Select an open sunny spot,
as shade is harmful to Spinach during the winter
season. It should be remembered that Spinach
came safely through the ordeal of the past severe
winter, so a good breadth should be prepared. The
soil may well be forked over twice, so as to expose
it to the beneficial agencies of both air and birds,
the latter in this case proving friends rather than
foes to the gardener.—A,

Turnips for winter use It is now time to
think about preparing the ground and sowing the
main crop of Turnips for winter use. The soil
must be first brought into a well pulverised con-
dition, and must also be in a fertile state, as it is

useless to expect favourable results by sowing on
badly worked or lumpy ground. The ground, hav-
ing been previously dug and manured, should, if at
all in a lumpy condition, or even in those instances
where Turnips are known not to succeed well, re-

ceive a good dressing of well burned garden refuse
and lime. This will assist in destroying slugs and
other insect pests, and also improve the soil. Fail-
ing either of the above-named materials, a dressing
of superphosphate will make up for any such defi-

ciency in the soil. The drills should be drawn 15
inches or even IK inches apart, as it is essential
that the plants have ample room for development.
The seeds having been thinly sown, the seedlings
must be hoed as soon as visible, and if there is

any danger of injury from the Turnip fly, dust with
soot in the early morning. This will ward off the

fly and also make the foliage distasteful to slugs.

Thinning must be proceeded with as the plants gain
in size, eventually singling them out to li inches

apart in the rows. With early thinning, so that the

plants have ample room for free development, the

growth made should be satisfactory in every way.
—Y. A.

THE WEEK'S WORK.
THE KITCHEN GAKDEN.

Lettuce. — The plants from the sowings made
from this date will come in for autumn, and with
successive sowings for storing in frames during the

winter months. Whether these latter are adapted
for the purpose intended will depend upon the sea-

son, as it will be remembered that last autumn
was abnormally open ; consequently the plants kept

on growing until very late, and those who depended
on stated or fixed date sowings found their plants

on the advent of the weather which subsequently

followed in a too forward state and had to suffer

accordingly. Where Cos varieties are appreciated,

an approved summer variety may yetbe sown, but it

is also advisable to sow Hick's hardy White Cos, as

being well adapted for autumn use, it withstanding
the wet better than the summer forms. This latter

is a splendid variety for either autumn use or for

storing in frames, the quality being equal to that

of the summer Cos and almost perfectly hardy ; it

is a good companion to the Bath Cos, which is also

reliable, but not equal to Hick's for late autumn
cutting. Daring a mild winter quite large heads
may be cut from the open up till mid-winter. To
secure sturdy plants of either the Cos varieties or

approved Cabbage forms adapted for the purpose,

it is now essential that the plants be raised on an
open sunny spot, borders recently cleared of early

Potatoes or I'eas being well adapted for the pur-

pose. The seeds should be sown thinly in drills, a
foot or 15 inches apart, the thinnings being trans-

planted, when large enough, on to suitable ground,

the remainder being left, where raised, '.> inches or

a foot apart to form hearts. A fortnight hence an
additional sowing should be made, and this pro-

bably will form the best material for storing.

Tomatoes.—It has not been a very good time so

far for plants growing in the open, and where
strong plants were set out with a truss of fruit

already set, these are the most satisfactory. The
recent rains have no doubt been sufficient in many
instances to keep the soil in a favourable state as

regards moisture, but the positions, close up under
south or west walls especially are apt to get very

dry, so these should be examined occasionally and
water applied when needed. All side growths from
the leading or main stems which are being laid in

for fruiting should be rubbed out as soon as per-

ceived, and this proceeding should be rigorously

attended to if the plants are to succeed in any-
thing like a satisfactory manner. Tomato growing
in the open air is a matter of chance at any time

;

consequently in an unfavourable season, like the

present so far, it is very essential that all details,

however small, be carefully attended to.

The same remarks to a certain extent apply to

Tomatoes growing in houses. To succeed as they
should do, the atmosphere must be kept in a buoy-
ant condition, and the late dull and wet state of

the weather necessitates this, for only those plants

which are growing in a stuffy atmosphere fall a
prey to the disease Tomatoes are so subject to.

Nor must the fires be allowed to go out, this being
false economy ; the pipes during the night and
early morning, and also on dull and wet d.ays,

should be kept comfortably warm, and then with
free, but judicious ventilation, the plants will be
proof against disease. The plants most likely to

be subject to attacks are those growing in cold

hou.ses and which .-ire kept close ;
during the day-

time whilst (he sun is shining, the temperature
ranges very high with almost closed ventilators,

and at night-time it is very cold—just the condi-

tions to favour disease. In any case where the
plants are affected, painting the pipes with liquid
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sulphur, coupled with the judicious treatment as

stated above, will lessen the evil. Plants growing
in confined borders, boxes, or pots must be kept
well supplied with liquid manure and ample top
('ressing to encourage surface feeders, as these
form the principal support when the plants are
growing in a confined space. A. Y. A.

ORCHIDS.

The work of the most importance requiring to be
attended to at present is the healthy growth
and ripening of bulbs and stems. The weather re

cently has been dull and cold, but with our well-

constructed houses, so fully exposed to light and
air, this is not a serious matter, for it the sun shines
out brightly the glass must be shaded, and the
clouds before the sun are merely a natural shade,
which for the time obviates the necessity of any
other. The most useful of Orchids for general pur-

poses is the old Dendrobium nobUe, and if we take
this as the representative of the family and the
easiest to manage for successional fiowering, many
of the others may be grown with it and treated in

the same manner. As regards changes in the
general treatment for the entire season, most of

the other species require greater attention in the
cultural details to bring them up to the highest
point of excellence. D. Wardianum, for instance,

almost as well known as D. nobile, and even more
admired for its great beauty, must be carefully
watched when the growths are completed, so that
the plants may be removed from the hothouse in

which the growths have been developed before the
plants start into a second growth, which they have
a tendency to do in the forcing atmosphere, A
sudden check is not desirable. All the Dendro-
biums, of whatever species, should be removed
from the house as soon as the last leaves on the
top of the growths are fully developed. Place the
plants in any intermediate house in a position well
exposed to the sun, and gradually withhold water
from the roots. They should not be syringed at
all. The best both for early and late flowering is

D. nobile ; we have had a succession of bloom from
Christmas until the middle of June from this spe-
cies by keeping the plants in a greenhouse tempera-
ture, dry at the roots, and starting a few in a
forcing temperature about twice in a month, D.
Wardianum may be treated in the same way, but
the plants will not maintain their vigour through
successive seasons, as D. nobile does. It may be
taken for granted th.at if we could hit the right
treatment for any class of Orchids, they would
maintain their vigour in our hothouses as well as
they do in their native countries, but under any
conditions the process will be much more easily at-
tained in some species than in others. For instance,
Vanda cci:rulea declines in vigour, and ultimately
becomes worthless as a cultivated plant in some
collections where every care is taken and no
reasonable expense spared ; while in another case
a man with no special knowledge of his work will

hit upon the right treatment by mere chance and
grow the same plant with yearly increasing vigour
for a quarter of a century or longer ; but let

the plants pass out of his hands into another
collection, their very existence may be imperilled.
Those who have some knowledge of different col-

lections of Orchids will know that each cultivator
has a special class of plants, or rather particular
genus of Orchids, which he can grow well, and does
not succeed to the same extent with others,
although he may have no absolute failures. So ca-
pricious are some of our favourites, that they will
actually succeed well in one part of the house, but
may refuse to thrive in another. This does not
apply to all (.)rchids, of course ; such species as
Dendrobium nobile and Cattleya Mossia; are well-
known kinds that may be cultivated without any
dread of failure by the inexperienced gardener or
amateur. As a rule, Orchids during the growing
period must have more shade than at other times

;

this applies more particularly to some species,
the popular Cu-'logyne cristata and its varieties
being a case in point. During the growing period,
which is in the summer months, the plants
ought to be placed on the shady side of the

Cattleya house, when they will make larger bulbs

and more healthy deep green leaves than if they
are freely exposed on the sunny-side. On the same
principle, (Idontoglossum vexillarium is placed on
the stage at the north side and O. citrosmum on the

south, for even when in growth the latter, like the

La3lias and Cattleyas, prefers a sunny position. These
minor details may not seem of sutlicient importance
to some people, but the successful cultivator

knows that it is only by attending to minute details

that success is possible.

We have still some repotting of plants to attend
to amongst the various species of Cypripediums,
some of which will be divided into smaller speci-

mens, as they become unwieldy, when one man
cannot easily move them about, A few plants have
become atllioted with scale, which spreads rapidly
in the higher summer temperatures. This
had to be washed off with a sponge and soft
soapy water before repotting the plants. Al-
ways see that the plants are quite clean be-
fore repotting. We have finished the repotting
of all the summer flowering Cattleyas except C,

Warneri, which passes into the resting period at
this time and does not make any fresh roots until
the time of growth begins again. This Cattleya is

usually repotted in February, Odontoglossums in
the cool house may be repotted when they are
starting into growth. I fancy that is the best time
to do this, and if the work is necessary, we do not
care much about times and seasons, for they do not
have a regular period of rest and growth so dis-

tinctly marked out as some Orchids have. Some
species do well and flower freely in any part of the
house ; others require a light position near the
glass. The smaller-growing Odontoglossums seem
to do best in small pans or baskets suspended from
the roof glass. Amongst cool Orchids requiring
similar treatment are the pretty little species
of Oncidium named O, Phalainopsis, O. rubigenum,
and O. cucullatum

;
they are soon lost among the

general collection of plants on the stage, but sus-
pended from the roof glass in the shallow Orchid
pans they continue to grow and flower freely if

replanted once a year before starting to grow ; they
must of course be kept clean and carefully watered.
This house should be freely ventilated in favour-
able weather, as growths made in the summer when
the house has to be closely shaded do not produce
such broad, healthy, stiff leaves as we would like

;

they are instead attenuated and weakly, and do
not stand out so stiiHy from the bulbs as they should
do. J. Douglas.

PLANT HOUSES.

Geeenhouse.—Potting Cape and New Hol-
land HARD WOODED PLANTS.—After the flower-

ing period and as growth is being made is a very
good time for seeing to this work. It is best to see
to it at once in the case of all plants which were
flowering during the latter part of April, in May
and June. The earlier blooming kinds should be
looked to first in those cases where it is not possible
to complete the potting without intervals, other
work being pressing at this season of the year.

For nearly all this class of plants peat is the staple

product to use, and this should at the same time be
of the best possible quality. It is more essential

to pay close attention to the quality in the case of
these plants than it is in nearly every other case.

This is evident when one considers the fact that
the plants will remain for some few years in the
same soil, reducing the balls and repotting not being
a safe course to pursue in very many instances. If

more care were taken in selecting suitable soil and
then afterwards in taking all possible pains with
the potting, we should not see so many failures

amongst this fine class of plants. The peat should
be of a harder and firmer texture than such as is

best suited to Ferns, &c., and is usually of a darker
colour also. Such peat is not so spongy, does not
hold the water so long, and consequently lasts

longer in good condition. If I could not procure
just what I wanted and there was a tendency for

it to handle somewhat softly, I would prefer to add
a small amount of light fibrous loam, making more
use at the same time of crocks broken up finely and

charcoal about the size of nuts. The peat itself

in all instances should be passed through the hand
rather than chopping it up in preparation for pot-

ting. In this way any sour inert matter, which is

sometimes found upon the under side of even the

best peat suited for this description of plants, can

be effectually removed, also the coarser of the roots.

It should not be broken up too finely, but be left of

that size most convenient to the potting ; this can

best be decided upon when the shift is considered.

In all average cases an inch shift all round, that

is a fresh pot with 2 inches greater diameter, may
betaken as a good and safe selection. When re-

potting is being done the new soil should be worked

down as firmly as possible with potting sticks,

adding only a little at a time. The potting of

choice plants of this character is a work of patience

and takes no little time to do it well. Good drain-

age is essential, so also is a perfectly clean pot.

All new pots should be thoroughly soaked for a few

hours before use, A good layer of the coarser por-

tions which have been laid aside should be used

next the crooks. In providing for the proper

depth in the fresh pot for the ball of the

plant, do not allow for any depth of fresh top

soil. Top dressing or loose soil upon the surface is

to be avoided ; a light shaking over with some of

the finer portions is all that is needed. No fresh

soil should be allowed beyond this upon the sur-

face, particularly around the stem, which will in

all probability be slightly elevated ; if this is so, it

does not at all matter— in fact, I rather prefer_ it

should be so than otherwise. The stem and its

surroundings will thus be kept slightly drier, which

is decidedly better than the reverse. In finishing

ofl with the potting, the soil towards the sides

should be kept the highest ; this will have a ten-

dency to cause the water to penetrate in larger

quantities into the old ball of soil rather than into

the fresh. With the soil a liberal amount of sand

should be used, more in proportion than with most

other plants ; some may, in the case of large plants,

be added as the work of potting proceeds.

The plants themselves at the time of potting re-

quire close examination as to the state of the roots

for moisture. On no account pot a plant afresh

that has a tendency to be on the dry side ;
the ball

should rather be well soaked with water first. In

some instances when the ball is very solid and full

of roots, it is a safer plan to stand the plant in a

tub of water, so as to thoroughly ensure its condi-

tion prior to potting. The fresh soil will also waiit

looking to in respect to its condition before use
;

it

should not be at all on the dry side, that is, dust-

dry ; this will probably happen if the peat has been

stacked out of doors and then taken indiscriminately.

It is best to remove the outer sods and use that

which is sufficiently moist. After potting, the

watering will have to be done with considerable

caution. For my own part I prefer not to water

for a few days ; the usual practice of watering di-

rectly, as in the case of some plants, should not be

followed. Note of each instance in the case of

specimen plants should be taken, and the watering

regulated accordingly. Plants now in bloom should

not be repotted for a few weeks, whilst those which

flower in August and September, as the autumnal

Heaths, I prefer to pot in the spring-time, as these

plants make more growth then, proportinnately

speaking, than do those which flower earlier.

Ericas, Acrophyllum venosum, the Aphelexis, Boro-

nias, Correas, Hedaromas, Dracophyllum gracile,

the Epacrises, Leschenaultias, and Tetrathecas all

do well in peat and sand alone when the first is all

that is desired. Acacias. Chorozemas, Croweas,

Pimeleas, Polygalas, and Khynchospermum jasmin-

oides may with advantage have a small amount of

fibrous loam added ; the last named will in fact

grow well in nearly all loam. The plants for a

time should be watered with a rose upon the can,

or at least a piece of slate should be laid upon the

soU, Heavy downpours of rain, if continuous, will

have to be guarded against by removal indoors

where the plants have been standing out,

Epiphyllums,—Where any of these most useful

members of the Cactus family are in need of fresh

potting now is a very good time for looking to the
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work. These, like other members of the family,
are not at all impatient in respect to this atten-
tion, but it is possible to impose upon their patience
too far, and consequently the plants present some-
what of a starved appearance. A very slight shift,
or by reducing the ball to some little extent, so
that only a trifling amount of fresh soil can be
added, is all that is needed. When even not fresh
potted, a deal of assistance can be given by top-
dressing with good soil. In either case the atten-
tion will be found well worth the labour e.xpended
if the plants have stood over for a few seasons. A
fibrous turfy loam will suit them very well, with
about one-third of peat added to it. Some charcoal
in small pieces and broken crocks are both suit-
able additions, and a liberal amount of sand should
be used. If the plants are being grown as standards
upon the Pereskia stock, careful attention must be
given to the supports ; these will want renewal as
soon as there is any tendency to decay, otherwise
what is a fine specimen may be broken down or
partially injured. For my own part, I much prefer
the Cactus speciosissimus as a stock ; this will soon
be found self-supporting, and in every way better
I consider than the former. The stock of Epi-
phyllums should now be well exposed to light and
air, not being in any way over-watered

; this will
have a ripening tendency, with better prospects of
a profusion of flower in their season. If any are
infested with mealy bug every effort should be
made to e.xterminate it. For these plants hot water
as hot as the hands can be borne upon the syringe
with comfort will go a great way towards effecting
this riddance. If repeated after an interval or two
not many will be found, and for these an insecti-
cide can be employed, the properties of which are
fully known to the user. J. Hudson.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Earliest Peaches—The trees being cleared of
fruit, the time has arrived for doing much of the
pruning annually needed, in preference to deferring
it till after the foliage has fallen. Especially is

this early pruning necessary in the case of trees
much crowded with shoots. There should be no
shortening back of the young growths, or this
may have the elfect of forcing out late shoots
on all trees not thoroughly disposed to cease top
growth. All that it is advisable now to do is to cut
away the greater portion of the old fruiting wood,
this giving good room for the reserved young
shoots, or those intended for fruiting next season,
and wliich will plump up their buds and ripen the
wood all the better accordingly. If the foliage is

clean, little or no red spider being discernible, all
that is further needed is to give abundance of air, a
little fire-heat in dull weather not being wasted on
the most sappy trees, and to keep the borders in a
moist state. This season would seem to be very favour-
able to the spread of red spider, and trees overrun
by it must either be heavily and frequently syringed
or have their leaves well coated with flowers of sul-
phur, two or three applications of this mixed with
the syringing water being needed, after which
they may \ie left to take their chance, as far as the
foliage is concerned. If the red spider is not
checked, the leaves will fall off prematurely and
faulty flower-buds result. Frequently syringing
the trees and damping down and trampling on the
borders during the forcing period are apt to cause
the surface to bind badly, cracking being the in-
evitable consequence of ceasing these operations.
This must be prevented, the simplest plan being to
lightly fork up the surface, and then lightly mulch
with leaf-soil or old hotbed manure, a good soaking
of water or liquid manure being given occasion-
ally.

SuCCiaslONAI, AND LATK PEACHES.—Where the
fruit on either Pe.ach or Nectarine trees is apjiroach-
ing ripeness, cease syringing and ventilate more
freely. The borders ought also to be examined, a
good soaking of water tieing given before they be-
come dry. If delayed till water is wanted badly
or the fruit is nearly ripe, the chances are much
of it will be forced off the trees prematurely.
Where possible, the fruit ought to be well laid
up to the light and sunshine, a rich full colour

adding greatly to its value, and the removal of
a few leaves and secondary shoots should, there-
fore, be early carried out. Abundance of air
during the daytime greatly improves the flavour
of the fruit, and if necessary to close the houses
somewhat early in order to hasten ripening and,
it may be, increase the size of the fruit, the house
being damped and the trees of the latest kinds
syringed, it is yet a good plan to put on a little
top air every evening. The fruit on the trees in the
later or latest houses will now be stoning fast, and if

there appear to be more on the trees than they
can swell to a full size, a final thinning should
be given. When the trees are over-cropped much
of the fruit will be small and poor in quality,
not a few dropping off prematurely. All this can
be prevented by timely and judicious thinning.
If extra fine fruit are required, they ought to be
thinned to about one fruit to every square foot
of tree's surface, but if the trees are full of vigour
and the owners are satisfied with medium or
average sized fruit, then leave them more thickly,
or, say, one to every G inches square. It does
extra vigorous trees good to crop them rather
heavily, but old and comparatively weakly trees
must be less hard worked, or the crop may be of
little value and much harm done to the tree
Every cultivator ought, therefore, to use good
discretion in the matter. If it is desirable that
the crops ripen in advance of most of the fruit
on out-door trees, the house or houses ought to
be closed about 3 p.m. and freely syringed, this
being the means of keeping up a genial tempe-
rature for several hours. This forwarding the
trees also favours the ripening of the wood, a very
desirable occurrence, and which is not always ac-
complished in unheated houses. In some cases it

is of importance that late supplies of fruit be forth-
coming, and in this case early closing is still ad-
visable, air being again given in moderate quanti-
ties in the evening and left on all night, abundance
being admitted every morning.

Orchard hou.ses.—Trees of different kinds in

pots now require abundance of water and liquid
manure, twice daily being none too much for most
of them on hot, clear days. Trees of such early
I'eaches as Early Beatrice, Early Alexander, Water-
loo, and Hale's Early will, if located in the sun-
niest part of the house, be soon giving ripe fruit,

and these should have nothing but clear water. In
order to colour all the fruit as much as possible,
turn the pots half round every other day, all then
having a share in the sunniest side. Later trees
will be benefited by another top-dressing of rich
loamy compost, this being kept in position by
strips of zinc 4 inches in depth. All other fruit
trees may be similarly treated, taking care, however,
to still keep the old balls of soil and roots well
supplied with water, as the latter might be injuri-

ously dry, and yet the top-dressing be moist enough.
It is not yet too late to thin out the crops of Pears,
Phims, and Apples, as it is not heavy crops of small
fruit that are the most desirable, but rather a
moderate number of extra fine fruit, superior in

every way to any grown in the open. These kinds
of trees ought to be turned round frequently, and the
fruit kept bare of foliage as much as possible in
order to effect perfect colouring. Continue to thin
out superfluous growth and to stop all shoots not
required for improving the formation and increas-
ing the size of the trees. The floors and beds
should be damped down frequently, those trees not
bearing ripe fruit being freely syringed every morn-
ing, and again when the house is closed early in
the afternoon. Cherries are among the first to give
fruit In an orchard house, and the trees when cleared
may well be turned out to a sunny pcsition where
they must be kept well supplied with water, the
pots also being covered with litter. Their removal
should be followed by a re-arrangement of the other
trees, all receiving more space than heretofore, or
if this is undesirable, there being no crowding, the
places previously occupied by the trees in pots may,
as fast as the latter are turne<l out, be given up to
Tomatoes in pots, boxes, or planted out, these be-
ing slaked uprightly.

Fkamk IUelons.—a spell of cold, wet, and sun-
less weather has proved most injurious to Melons

in unheated pits and frames, canker, mildew and
other evils being very prevalent. Linings of heat-
ing material were in some instances given to those in
frames on hotbeds, the result being that they have
made better progress than those in pits, wliere no
such assistance could be given. In dull cold
weather water ought to be given very sparingly,
the collars of the plants never being touched by it,

but with a return of brighter weather the soil

ought to be kept uniformly moist, the sides and
all but the very centre of the plants being syringed
when the lights are closed at 3.:;0 p.m. The ear-
liest fruit will now be nearly or quite ripe, and
should be cut before they crack badly. The thick-
skinned sorts, including the Hero of Lockinge, are
.all the better for being kept from four to eight
days after they are presumably ripe, but the Coun-
tess, Eastnor Castle, and Victory of Bath are not
improved in quality by being kept more than three
days. Fruits that are swelling rapidly ought to be
tlightly raised off the soil or they will be blanched
underneath and perhaps eaten by slugs or woodlice.
Inverted small flower-pots, pieces of slate, glass and
tilesareallsuitablefor resting the fruit on, the former
properly fixed being perhaps the best. Prevent
the formation of much superfluous growth, and do
not cease syringing the foliage or withhold water
at the roots till the fruit are nearly coloured. Let
the leading shoots on the later plants extend to

near the boundaries, then pinch out the points,
the crops being obtained from the breaks that are
soon produced. Stop the laterals at the first, or if

there is good room the second leaf beyond the embryo
fruit and fertilise as many of the latter as possible
on one or two successive days, keeping the frames
and pits a little on the dry side while this is being
done. One or two fruit must not be allowed to

take a great lead, or the rest will probably fail to

swell. Pinch off these solitary fiuit therefore as
soon as seen. Nor is it advisable to allow extra
heavy crops to grow, or all the fruit may be small.

Melons ought not to be shaded. If mildew is

troublesome, and there is much of it about this

season, thoroughly coat the affected parts with
flowers of sulphur, some of the latter mixed with
the syringing water checking the ravages of red
spider. Should the stems or collars of the plants

become cankered, carefully scrape the diseased

parts and then dry and cover them with either

newly slaked lime, powder obtained by scraping

unslaked lime, or Portland cement.
Practical.

Seedling Ferns.—Many seedling Ferns will

now be cropping up here and there, some in the

pots of other plants, others upon the surface soil be-

tween them. These seedlings will make most useful

plants for potting up, as not being, as a rule, over-

crowded, they make a close growth, and are excel-

lent for transferring to small pots, in which they will

have time to become established before the winter
season comes on. Oftentimes a goodly amount of

soil is removed with the seedlings. It is not a good
plan, however, to transfer them to over-large pots,

3 inch being quite enough except for extra strong

ones. If room is scarce, a cold frame or pit will

suit these young plants very well, moisture and
shade for a few days being the chief things required

for all except those which delight in a tropical

temperature. There are many kinds which can be
obtained in this manner, the Maiden-hair (A.

cuneatum) and the Ribbon Fern (Pteris serrulata)

being two of the most prominent, but others, such
as Pteris tremula, P. longiColia, and P. argjrea with
the British Maiden-hair, frequently c<ime up in

quantity. I have in this way often secured a good
stock of Asplenium cicutarium, not one of the

easiest Ferns to raise when even special attention

is bestowed upon it. Small plants of the scarcer

kinds should be carefully looked after. Where fer-

tile fronds are observed upun a plant of which
additional stock is rccpnred, it is a very good plan

to place a sod of peat under the plant with some
sand shaken upon the peat. Such a surface is ap-

parently more congenial to the development of

many seedlings than the best prep.-ired soil and
other accessories, in the shape cf bell-glasses, &c.,

can be made to be. But what is more curious still
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is the fact that a fcedling will crop up at a long
distance from where the old plant of that particu-

lar kind is growing ; this will at times occur
in Orchid pots and sundry other places. My atten-

tion was only lately directed to a fine lot of seed-

ling Maidenhairs which were coming up thickly

enough between the pots uf a large number of

Gleichenias. The plants of the Maiden-hair were
grown upon a side bed, the Gleichenias occupying
the central one of a span-roofed house. At the
first glance it would appear somewhat strange that

this should occur ; one would rather surmise that

the seedlings would have appeared underneath the

pots of Maiden-hair themselves, but hardly any
were to be seen there. The only solution which 1

could give was that the soil between these plants was
too moist, and, therefore, probably too cool for the
germination of the seedlings, or for the prior de-

velopment of the spores. The soil between the
Gleichenias would, as a matter of course, be drier

than the other, their special needs being fully un-
derstood. Here the seedling Maiden-hairs came
up in profusion, the soil being neither too moist
nor too dry —H. A.

Stove and Greenhouse.

CLIANTHUS PUNICEUS.
Taking into account the freedom of growth
possessed by this plant and the little difficulty

there i.s in keeping it in a healthy condition, it

is somewhat strange that it is not oftener met
with in greenhouses. It is not qaite hardy, but
it thrives well out of doors against a wall in

the summer in the warmer parts of England.
Near the coast in the western counties it will

survive the winter on a wall with some pro-
tection to the top and about the collar of the
plant. Grown in this way on a sunny aspect in

good soil, it makes vigorous growth, flowering
well and covering a considerable space. But it

is more particularly as an indoor subject that
1 propose to treat upon it. One now and then
meets with a greenhouse or conservatory in

which there is a back wall against which the
plant is grown, but under such conditions it is

only where the structure i.s comparatively low
and affords more than the ordinary amcjunt
of light to the back wall, and where the
internal arrangement of the other plants
is of a kind not to shade the wall too
much, that this Clianthus will thrive satisfac-

torily. J5eing a native of New Holland and
adjacent countries, in common with most other
plants that come from the same parts of the
world, it will not do without plenty of light.

Where there is a deficiency of this the growth
becomes weak, with an insufficient amount of

substance in the leaves. When grown in the
way under notice care should be taken to keep
the plant in a pot until it has attained sufficient

strength and height to admit of the top being
sufficiently under the influence of light from
the time of its being planted out. Inattention
to this matter, through which small weakly
examples of this and the majority of other
things suitable for being used in this way are
turned out too soon before they are big enough
to get their heads above other plants witli

which they are associated, is the cause of many
failures.

The bed or border which the plant is intended
to occupy should not be too large, for it is a
moderate ro(jter. Tlie drainage must be effi-

cient, not only so far as coni:,isting of enough
broken bricks, burnt ballast, shingle, or any-
thing of a like nature that will admit of the
water passing freely through it, but there must
be a drain connected witli the f)utside of the house
to allow of the superabundant water getting
away. This is a matter also to which failures

with climbers when planted out are traceable.

As a pot plant, this Clianthus may be grown
either in the form of a bush-shaped specimen
or as a standard on a stem 2 feet or 3 feet high

with a bushy head. In the 1 itter way it is often

the most serviceable, as it can then be used

with advantage for grouping with dwarfer

growing things, and thus break the too even
surface presented ijy plants that do not vary

sufficiently in height.

It strikes readily from cuttings composed of

young shoots about 4 inches or 5 inches in

length t.aken off' with a heel. Cuttings of this

description may usually be had during the

latter part of the spring and in the summer.
They are best put singly into small pots filled

with .'^and. In a moderately warm tempera-

ture, shaded and kept close, they wUl strike in

a few weeks. When enough roots are present,

the little plants should be moved into larger

pots. Loam of medium texture that contains

plenty of fibrous matter answers best, though
the plant will succeed in peat, but it generally

flowers more profusely in the former. A mode-
rate amount of rotten manure passed through a

fine sieve should be added to the loam, and
enough sand to keep it in a condition so that

the water will pass readily through it. After

potting, the little plants should be kept some-
what close with moderate warmth for two or

three weeks, when gradually inure them to the

full air of the house. Afterwards a warm green-

house temperature will be sufficient, with only

a little shade in tlie middle of the day when the

weather is bright. The young stock should be
stood in a position where they will get plenty

of light ; in the absence of this, from their free-

dom of growth, the shoots come weak. Where
the object is to have bushy specimens, the

points of the shoots must be pinched out as

soon as the plants begin to move freely. If

put into -i inch or 5-inch pots after they were
struck, these will be large enough for them
until the spring following. Through the autumn
cease .shading and give more air, so as to dis-

courage growth and solidify the wood. A tem-
perature of about 45' in the winter is better

for the firtt season than cooler treatment.

Early in spring as soon as the growth begins

to move, give pots 3 inches or 4 inches larger
;

this will not be too much room for them, as

with fair attention both the root and top growth
made will be more than that of the generality

of hard-wooded plants. Stop all the strongest

shoots and again soon after they are potted, so

as to cause them to branch out sufficiently to

furnish the base of the specimens. It will most
likely be necessary to repeat stopping through
the summer, as this (.'liantlius, if left to itself,

usually runs away with a few straggling shoots.

Tie the branches out sufficiently to give the

required form to the future specimen. From
the cuttings being first potted off all through
the different stages of the plant's existence they

should be syringed freely once a day from the

time growth begins to move in spring until au-

tumn. This should not be a simple sprinkling

such as suffices in the case of many things,

enough water should be used to wet the whole
of the foliage. Without this it is likely that

red spider will be tro\iblesome, as the jilant is

more suljject to this insect than many things
;

and the spider, if allowed to gain a footing, soon

injures the leaves to an extent that spoils the

appearance of the plants and interferes much
with the growth. The season following the

plants will bloom freely. I'ot them again in

.spring ; the shoots must not be stojjped nor the

branches interfered with in any way until after

they have flowered, wlien the whole should be

cut back to within something like G inches or 8

inches of the point to which they were last

stopped the season previous. After this en-

courage growth by a free use of the syringe

overhead and keeping the atmosphere a little

closer than ordinary until the new growth has

begun to move. All that is required further

is to give additional pot room as the increa.sed

size of the plants renders necessary, and to each

season cut back the shoots after blooming to

something like the extent indicated.

Where standard - shaped specimens are

wanted the plants must be grown on without
stopping until they are high enough to form
stems of the desired height, and if any side

shoots appear they must at once be removed.
When sufficiently tall pinch out the tops, re-

peating the operation until bushy heads are se-

cured. This Clianthus is very suitable for

training round a pillar in a greenhouse or con-

servatory. Used in this way, the shoots should
not be stopped more than is necessary to cover

the pillar fairly. It may also be grown on a
rafter in a small house where there is not too
much length to cover ; in this way its large

corymbs of highly-coloured flowers are effective.

When planted out against the wall of a green-

house, stopping so far as requisite to produce
the necessary branches should be attended to

in due time, and they should be trained out so

as to fill the allotted space without overcrowd-
ing. C. carneus has pale flesh-coloured flowers,

and it will succeed with similar treatment to

that recommended for C. puniceus.

T. B.

Oestrum aurautiacum. -This plant flowered

for the first time in this country in August, 1SJ4,

at the Chiswick Gardens, the seeds havitg been
presented to the society by Mr. Skinner, who had
collected them at Chimalapa, in Guatemala, during

the previous year. Considering the length of time
it has therefore been in cultivation, it is strange

that it is not more frequently used in conserva-

tories and greenl ouses. The great mistake in the

cultivation of this plant and several species of the

nearly allied Habrothamnns is in attempting to

grow them in pots. Gross feeders as they are, it

is almost impossible to keep them in good condi-

tion when grown in that way ; certainly their full

capabilities can never be displayed. They should

be planted out in a border of rich soil and given

abundance of water at all seasons. A good speci-

men of this Cestrum is now in flower in the tempe-
rate house at Kew. It is trained up a column and
is now 12 feet high and 3 feet through at the

base, every shoot from top to bottom bearing its

panirle of flowers. These are about an inch in

length and bright orange-yellow, a succession of

them being kept up for two or three months.

Lilium auratum virginale. This is to my
mind the most attractive of all the forms of tlie

golden-rayed Lily, as in this the spotless purity of

the flowers is relieved only by the golden band
down the centre of each petal. It is at least fairly

common, being principally sent here from Japan,

and is often sold at the auction sales of bulbs held

during the winter months. The bulbs are frequently

disposed of under the varietal name of Wittei, and
a second well-marked variety is generally offered

at the same time. I allude to rubro-vittatum, or

cruentum, as it is often called, in which the golden

band is replaced by a crimson one. When first ex-

panded this is a very beautiful flower, but the deep
coloured portion quickly becomes dull, and it is

then not nearly so attractive. In this the spots on

the petals .ire of the same hue .as the central band.

A few years ago both these varieties were very rare,

though they would occasionally crop up amongst
the importations of the ordinary L. auratum, but

now-a-days they appear to be specially cultivated

in Japan, as they are .always kept distinct from

each other and from the common form. The bulbs

of these choice varieties are usu.ally much smaller

than those of tlie typical L. auratum, which are

sent here in such immense numbers when dormant,
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but they are as a rule sufficiently strong to flower

well. Grown and bloomed in pots, these two varie-

ties are very handsome additions to greenhouse
flowering plants at this season. In the case o£ L.

aur.atum when grown under glass, I find that
aphides are far less troublesome than they are to

L. Harrisi and the other Lilies of the longiflornm
group.—H. P.

THE WHITE ROMAN HYACINTH, ITS
USES AND CULTURE.

With the iutroductiou of this variety into more
prominent notice, now nearly 20 year.s ago, a
most valuable addition was made to our bul-

bous plants. Not only is this the case for sup-
plying material for cut-flower decorations at a
time of the year when the choice at command
is not so extensive as during the previous few
months, but as plants for either the conserva-
tory or the house tliey are of the utmost value.

In whatever way they are used it cannot be
urged against them, as it often is against the
other kinds of Hyacinths (and rightly so), that
the jierfume emitted by the flowers is in anyway
too powerful. When employed for cutting I

prefer to have the spikes of fairly good length
;

this can be easily attained by bringing them on
in rather more heat than they really require.

They should be cut as soon as a few good flowers

are open—at any rate, before the earliest begin
to fade ; the later flowers will afterwards open
in the water in due course. These spikes may
be arranged and rearranged over and over
again, so well do they last as a rule, changing
the water, as a matter of course. The Roman
Hyacinth is useful in such a number of ways
(of this and its value the florists are fully

aware), but in my opinion not nearly so

many are grown by gentlemen's gardeners and
amateurs as should be. They are well adapted
to many purposes for which the ordinary Hya-
cinth is in no way suited from an artistic

point of view—such, for instance, as in bouquets,
sprays, cut flowers, wreaths and crosses, as well

as vase arrangements. When used in the latter

manner more particularly they do not require

any, or but little, exterior aid to display their

beauties. In this respect they resemble some-
what the Lily of the Valley, with which it is

not possible to associate any flower that will in

any way enhance its beauty. The Roman Nar-
ciss I have used with this Hyacinth with good
effect, also the spikes of Schizostylis coccinea,

another bulbous plant of which not nearly
enough is grown. When arranged in vases or
glasses the foliage of this Hyacinth can be suit-

ably employed to accompany the flowers.

Where the plants are chiefly employed for

decoration I would advise that they he not
brought on into flower quite so rapidly. The
plants will thus be more stocky for the first few
weeks, looking better and not needing so
much, or hardly any, support with sticks. For
such purposes they are be.st grown near the
glass and upon a shelf if the house is a lofty

one. As plants for rooms they may be speci-

ally recommended, it being a comparatively
easy matter to have them in flower when other
things of a suitable character in the way of

flowers are not to be had in great pnjfusion.

Another ])oint in their favour is that after

having ceased to be attractive the bulbs may be
cast aside. Not so when such a number of per-
manent plants are relied upon with repeated in-

juries to their constitution when contimiously
used, looking none too well even in the shade of a
room, and worse even when seen iu the house
afterwards. Strong bulbs which have been
well prepari/d frequently throw up the .second

and even the third spike of blooJii, these always
coming in useful in various ways, chiefly for

cutting. I have ripened them off after flower-
ing and endeavoured to turn them to account
the second season, but in this I have not suc-
ceeded, the bulbs oftentimes having refused to
make even a leaf.

In obtaining a fresh supply, my advice is to
order early ; even if not required for extra
early flowering, it is better to get the bulbs in
good time. A better selection can thus be often-
times had than if a late order is given. Further,
I do not think it can possibly be good for the
bulbs when exposed in the shop or store for
some considerable time ; this, in my opinion,
must have a weakening tendency, especially if

the place is in any way either extra dry or
warm. For very early use they may be potted
up either at the end of July or the first week
in August

; these will then prove useful early in
October, a supply during that month being
found of considerable service when early
frosts have cut oflf the greater portion of the
hardier flower.s, and that before any great
quantity of the Chrysanthemums are in bloom.
To give a good supply through December to
Christmas and onwards through .January, they
should be potted up from a month to .six weeks
later. When specially required for later use, I

would prefer to keep them cool rather than de-
fer the potting beyond the last week in Sep-
tember. They ought by that time to be on the
move for the roots to get in advance of the top
growth. I do not consider the Roman Hya-
cinth to be at all particular as to soil. It will

do well in that which has been used for Melons
if some leaf-mould and sand be added. For
my own part I prefer to keep the soil rather on
the light side than otherwise. In a general
way, five bulbs placed in a 0-inch pot will make
a good show ; if they be of extra size, the
same number or six in a pot one size larger
would be better. Three bulbs could be put
into a 4|-inch pot for using in particular ways,
as for standing in small vases when in flower.

In potting I like to be able just to see the top
of the bulb appearing above the soil. The
after treatment which I have found to be far

the best is to stand all the pots closely to-

gether in a cold pit or frame ; then give one
watering, and after that has dried ofl'a little, to

cover the bulbs with cocoa fibre to a depth of

about 3 inches (less will suffice, more is not
needed). A position facing the sun is better tliau

shade, the warmth being beneficial in promoting
an early growth both to roots and tops. As
soon as it is seen by a pushing up of the fibre

that top growth is advancing, or probably by
some even showing through it, the fibre should
be taken oft' to at least level with the top
of the pots. It is an advantage in .some in-

stances to leave a surface dressing of the fibre,

particularly if the pots have to stand in a posi-

tion where more watering than usiial has to be
seen to. That part of the stock which for

awhile remains in the frame or i)it will not want
much water when there is a surface dressing of

fibre. I consider this a much better style of

covering than resorting to the time-honoured
practice of covering with ashes. At the best of

times the use of ashes is a questionable prac-

tice
;
injury is, in my opinion, often done to

bulbs in general by the u.se of ashes. This
would not occur probably if nothing else was
mixed with the ashes, but it often happens that
the a.s)i bin is made the receptacle of other
tliiugsof questionable character, oftentimes being
the place for finally disposing of chemical com-
pounds and other noxious ingredients. .Ashes

can, I know, be had from the stokeholes, but
these lie close and heavy with a suspicion of the
presence of sulphur in a small degree. In every
possible case 1 would have my bulbs of Hya-

cinths, Tulips, Narcissi, etc. , in a frame rather
than have them fully exposed to the incle-

mency of the weather, but in the case of all

early-flowering ones, whether it be the Roman
Hyacinth, the early Tulip or Narcissus, I con-
sider it a decided gain from a cultural point of

view to have them in a frame.

When the weather has been mild in October,
I have had the Roman Hyacinth flowering in

frames and cold houses. Later on, warmth is,

of course, needed ; that afforded by a temperate
house or a stove, when not kept above 00° at

night, will suit them well. That part of the
stock still left in the pit or frame should have
protection as a safeguard against frost. A few
introduced into warmth in succession, at inter-

vals of, say, once a week, will give a good sup-
ply. There are other small-growing Hyacinths,
the Italian, for instance, and also the blue Ro-
man, but of these only a few remarks are needed,
and I shall quote them from the bulb catalogue
of a well-known firm, who say " they are not
free-flowering or effective, and we do not re-

commend them." The white Roman Hyacinth
is by some authorities considered to be Hyacin-
thus Romauus ; that, however, is a scentless

variety according to the " Dictionary of Gar-
dening. " The same authority considers it to be
but a variety of Hyacinthus orientalis, and
classifies it as H. o. albulus. This matter, how-
ever, I shall not attempt to decide, as it in no
wise aflects the value of this, one of the most
useful members of its family. ,1. H.

White grubs in Lapagferias.—I have a
Lapageria in a large pot which hitherto has done
very well. Although it has had no change of soil

for several years, and is consequently much root-

bound, it has grown and flowered very well by giv-

ing it frequent doses of weak liquid manure through-
out the growing season. As is well known, the
continuance in good condition of Lapagerias de-

pends upon their ability to push up annually new
growths from the crown. When these fail to come,
or if they get injured, the blooming powers of the

plants are seriously impaired. This season young
shoots pushed up in the usual manner, but they
made no progress. On examination I found them
rotten at the base, and working away the decayed
matter I discovered the source of injury in tlie

presence of numerous larvfe of the Vine weevil,

which are so destructive to Cyclamens, Ferns, and
other things, and which are now just on the point

of changing to the perfect insect. It is a serious

matter for Lapagerias to be attacked in this way,
for if it occurs annually for several years the plant

must eventually come into a worthless condition.

It is difficult in such a case to find a remedy. In
the case of Cyclamens and some other things

which are attacked by this grub, one may manage
by means of change of soil or by using a compost
that is free of the larva; to reduce the damage to a
very low point. In the case of Lapagerias that are

attacked after they get well established, there can
be no means of destroying the grub, except by
watering with a solution of something strong

enough to kill them. 1 have thought that sulphide

of potassium might l>e effectual it applied suffi-

ciently strong. It will, I know, destroy the Kucharis

mite, and I should scarcely think the weevil grub
is more tenacious of life than this -J. C. B.

SHORT NOTES.-STOVE AND GREENHOUSE.

Double yellow Begonia Miss Faulkner.

—

Tlii.i is a tulioroiLs-iiioted kiiul, alidwii liy -Mr. C'luiiipll,

of SwMiiley, nt the Chiswiuk e!\liil)ition last week. The
Howors are largo, very double, and uf a bright shade of

goliIiMi yellow.— (I.

Pine spotted Gloxinias. — Jlr. Laing, at

Kori'st Hill, h;is now in Howor sonic phuits of a fine

spiitti'ii form of llloxinia. 1 tliiiik 1 hiive seen the

hloimi.'* as well .spotted before, but 1 have never seen

the llowers with such a texture. They re(|uire .to be

of stout and good substanoo, or the lobes of the limb
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do not stand even and flat, and thus detract from their

beauty. I hope this bold fine sort will be carefully

nursed at Forest Hill.—W. H. G.

BEGONIAS AT FOREST HILL.

The present ilripping weather just suits these

plants, of which the Messrs. Laing have about

300,000 now in the ground, all seedlings of this

year. The Beganias indoors present a remarkable

feature in the establishment, being more numerous
than upon any other occasion, whilst the bright

colours are perfectly enchanting, running from
the purest \v'hite to yellow, rcse, apricot, scarlet,

orange-scarlet, and crimson-maroon. A great

feature in Messrs. Laing's establishment, too, this

season is growing the Begonias in smaller pots

than has ever been done before. This may ne-

cessitate more feeding, and certainly more atten-

tion to watering, but it is attended with a marked
success, even little plants in 3inch pots having

flowers 6 inches across. Size of bloom, however,

does not appear to be the aim at Forest Hill now;
once it was a desideratum, but now anything more
added in that way would be only coarseness. The
aim now is to produce new colours, of which
there is evidence already in some of this year's

seedlings, and in producing short flower stems,

which support the flowers in an upright position.

Formerly these plants produced flowers upon
long peduncles, so that they appeared pendu-
lous, and thus the greater part of their beauty
was lost. Now, through careful attention to

selection and breeding, the peduncles are mostly
short and stiff, and hold the flower up in an erect

position. This is particularly evident in the double

flowers of this season. The display, too, is so

large and so varied that no words can depict their

beauties ; they must be seen to be appreciated.

These kinds, too, will supersede those used so

much in French gardens, as they make a finer

display ; being upon shorter footstalks, the flowers

stand up and show all their beauties, instead of

drooping like the boliviensis section, which our
neighbours favour so much. Some kinds in the

establishment at Forest Hill are admirable as

basket plants, although not belonging to the pen-
dula class, but they are simply made pendulous
by the weight of the large flowers and their num-
bers. I give a few of the names and colours of

those flowers which pleased me best and seemed
to me the most distinct, and these I strongly re-

commend to the attention of my readers.

Avalanche.—A fine white variety, very free and
handsome.

Blushing Bride.—Soft blush.

Charmer.—Exquisite form, carmine-crimson, white
centre.

Darkest Africa.—Deep crimson-maroon.
Duchess of Edinhunih.—Rich orange-yellow,
Duke nf Edinburgh. — Deep crimson - maroon,

tinged with chestnut.
Her Majesty.^A fine shaped flower, blush, with

rosy-pink centre.

J. \V. Wilkinson.—Very bright scarlet.

Lady Iddesleigh.—Fawn, shaded with pinkish
orange.
Lady Whifeliead.—Bright rosy-pink, with lighter

centre ; a large and handsome flower, very free-

flowering.

Leviathan.—A handsome flower of a bright rose
colour.

Miss E. F. Cooper.—A fine blush.
Mrs. Laing.—Pure white ; an exriuisite flower.

Mrs. Josei^li Cliamherlain.—A magnificent flower,

white and T03e colour.

Mrs. ir. O. Head.—Fine salmon-scarlet.

Murillo.—Very rich crimson.
Golden Queen.—A rich golJen-yellow.
Prince Albert Victor.—Vivid scarlet, suffused with

orange.
Princess Louise.—Pure white and very handsome.
Princess nf Wales.—Deep rosy-pink, large and good

Sfansfead Surprise.—Deep crimson.
Torey Laing.—Fine flower, yellow, tinged with

orange-red.

These and many others I could name did space
permit. Of double kinds I mast recount a few, and
among the best are

—

Alba rosea.—A fine specimen with *>ilO flowers.

shotting its free habit ; of a bright rosy-pink, with

white centre.

Duchess of Portland.—Vivid scarlet, with white

centre.

Duchess of Teck.—A splendid rich golden-yellow

flower, 1 irge, very double, and of good habit.

Camellia.—Rosy-crirason.
Claribel.—Salmon-pink, white centre.

Henshaic Rus.iell.— Large, vivid scarlet.

Lady Julian Goldsnud.—mch dark rose, large and
erect.

Lady Stafford Korthcofe.—Ilelicaie salmon, white
centre, very free.

Lillie.—Rosy salmon, white centre, a very fine

shaped flower.
Marquis of SVojionL— Carmine-crimson, very free,

an exiiuisite variety.
Mrs. Henry Blake.—A fine fringed flower, violet-

crimson.
Octarie.—A dwarf, very free form, with finely

formed pure white flowers.

Prince of Wales,—A fine free flowering variety with

glowing crimson flowers.
Rose Laing.—Deep rose, very free.

Sir William Wallace.—Veiy large blooms of a

lovely shade of pale salmon.
Rosy Morn.—Bright I'osy pink.
Source d'Or.—Rich bright gjlden yellow.

Toison d'Or.—Very rich golden yellow, very full.

Viscountess Cranbrook.—Bright rosy salmon, with
flaked white centre.

Besides these, Mr. Laing has a set of plants

suitable for basket work, and very beautiful they
look when suspended. In singles, there are several

of the pendula section which have large flowers of

a deep rose colour, and there are other colours,

such as scarlet, white, and yellow, with many in-

termediate shades. Amongst the double-flowered
kinds may be named Alice Manning, very free,

pure yellow, and Glow, which is of a bright orange-
scarlet. From amongst the 300,000 seedling plants

this season there will be many that have a special

habit for outdoor planting, and these are all care-

fully selected, propagated, and the colours kept
distinct, so that pot kinds for indoor and outdoor
work can be had in abundance and true to name
or colour. W. Hugh Goweb.

Trees and Shrubs.

flowj':pjng shrubs at clevedon.
The beauty of our spring and early summer
gardens depends very mucli on flowering

shrubs. They make such a great show with

their brilliant colouring, and are so massive

and tall, that they can be .seen at a distance,

and often give life and character to a town.

It has been my good fortune lately to stiy

for a while at Clevedon, in Somer.setshire. It

is a blight and pretty watering-place, and
the inhabitant.s are justly proud of their gar-

dens, but especially of their flowering .shrubs.

" You are come just at the right time," they

said. It was the middle of June, and the

shrubs had not yet lost their showy flowers,

though their beauty was on the wane. First

and chiefly at that time the great trees of reil

Thorn were to be admired ; they were most
striking. This year tliey seemed to be more
than usually brilliant with a perfect mass of

bloom. There are many varieties; on the

whole, the double scarlet seemed to be the

most effective. The tide of popular opinion

has set in against double flowers, and it is

well that it should be so. Perhaps we are

too much guided by fasluon in such matters,

and scarcely form an independent judgment
on the real beauty of a flower. Fashion de-

stroyed our old flower borders and made tis

throw away be:uitiful jierennials and many
interesting plants on the rubbish-heaii. Now

we are bringing them back, and find that we
have to pay for our folly and for being in the

fashion. Well, to-day the rush is all for

single flowers, single Dahlias, and even single

Pinks, Eoses, and Chrj'santhemuins. It seems

to show the advance of a more critical and
refined taste. But we must remember double

flowers will always beat the single in one
thing, and that is in their capability of last-

ing longer. The greater durability of the

double flower over the single is a constant

quality, because in single flowers as socm as

the pollen has fallen on the pistil, the fruit nr

seed begins to form, and the work of the

flower being accomplished, it falls away and
dies. For this reason douljle Geraniums, for

instance, though not so beautiful as single

ones, are invaluable because they will last so

long after they are cut. Church vases very

probably are only fllled once a week, and if

so, it i.s important that they should look well

and last till the following Saturday. Douljle

Geraniums will do this. In the same way the

double Thorn certainly makes more show on
a tree than the single, although a sprig of the

brightly coloured single scarlet looks prettier

close to the eye when gathered ; moreover, the

double Thorn will outlast in beauty the single,

and that is a great point.

I have only seen double Lilac at the late

show in the 'Temple Gardens, and therefore I

have no experience of it as a flowering shrub.

But it struck mo from the gathered blooms

exhibited in London that it will prove a de-

cided advantage when it becomes common in

our gardens and shruliberies. The scent of

Lilac is delicious, but it has the bad habit of

dropping its petals rapidly after being

gathered. Most probably the new double

Lilac; will not have this fault, but will be

niucli more persistent. If so, the large

boughs of this beautiful shrub, which we are

wont to place in the big vases that are gene-

rally to be seen in drawing-rooms at the pre-

sent day, will be more acceptable than ever.

The common Laburnum forms a beautiful

companion for the Lilac, as they generally

flower more pr less together, and the colours

look well beside each other. The drooping

haliit of the Laburnum contrasts prettily

also with the erect growing Lilac. These

very old-fasliioned and hardy denizens of

our gardens are really unexcelled by any-

thing of more recent introduction. When,
as at Clevedon, there are a large number of

detached residences with good gardens situ-

ated in streets ami rows, the effect of large

scarlet Thorns, Laburnum, and Lilac cannot

be surpassed.

Theadornmentof the garden by such flower-

ing -shrubs is not merely for the selfish delight

of the owner of the house, but it contributes

to the gaiety of the town, and brightens tin;

lives of rich and poor who live in it. This

thought should add very much to the pleasure

of having a gay and pretty garden in our

seaside towns.

Guelder Roses have, like other flowering

shrubs, been more than usually loaded with

their fiiu! r<iund bosses of bloom this vear.
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I have seen this shruh forced like Lilac,

hut it scarcely seems to he worth while.

Its heauty is chiefly to he seen in the great

tall shrubs, which, though so diff'erent in

their mo.Ie of growth, contrast wonderfully

well with the scarlet or pink Thorn, the

strong pure white of the Guelder Rose
showing up more distinctly the brilliant

colour of its prickly neighbour. It is a

pity Guelder Roses, or Whitsuntide IJosses,

as some people call them, last such a short

time. But they form, along with Syringa,

Laburnum, Lilac and scarlet and white

Thorns, the characteristic beauty of our

early summer. The beds and borders are

gay at the same time with Irises, Piconies,

climbers and shrubs which adorn their dwell-

ings, and the supreme indifference with which
another inhabitant will allow his garden

almost to run wild. We should like to be

able to compare the interiors also, but " every

man's house is his castle," and the owner has

a right to do what he wills with his own. No
doubt, visitors enjoy a great deal more going

to the house where the garden is well kept

and the flowering shrubs are lieautiful than

where there is apparent indifterence, or even,

as we sometimes, hut very rarely see, utter

neglect. Besides, those who do not ornament
their town gardens to the very best of their

power lose an opportunity of helping to con-

tribute to the beauty of the place in which

visit to some seaside town decked out in the

brightest flowers which our tall flowering

shrubs can produce.

A Gloucestehsiure PArsox.

The Irisb, or Florence Court Yew.

Dcliihiniums, and many other beautiful

plants, but they are low-growing and oidy

adorn the ground. These tall growing shrubs

alter the whole appearance of a town, and
strike the eye as you look down a street gay
with the colours of its flowering trees and
bright in llio hues of May and June. An
abundance of Wistaria adds not a litlh; to the

effect of what. I may call street gardening, for

its drooping vinlrt-colourcd flowers are always

pleasing to the eye.

It is often amusing to look at a row of

houses and to notice how much care and atten-

tion have been liestowed by some upon the

they live and of elevating the taste of their

neighbours and friends in every position of

life. We enjoy a visit to a bright, flowery

town like C'levedon. If we have to go to a

smoky town in the Black Country we feel that

:
the murky atmosphero and the general dingi-

ness of everything are not the fault of the

inhaliitants. They are busy, Wdrking bard

in their grimy, sooty air. We congratulate

them when tlicy are able on a s\immer holi-

day to go out and see the fair loveliness of

'i

Nature in its wildest luuints of wood and

vale and moorland, but still more do we con-

I gratulate them ^\ lu'U they are alile to pay a

THE IRISH, OR FLORENCE COURT YEW.
Nothing beyond what has been written time
after time can be said of the Irish Yew, whose
formal columns of sombre green are familiar to

everyone, especially in cemeteries, but when
one meets with such a grand specimen as that

shown in the engraving it invariably attracts

more than ordinary attention, being so seldom
met with. But like old Oaks, money cannot
buy old Yews, and they are always the legacies

of former generations who took the trouble to

plant them and never could see them beyond
the juvenile stage of growth, for a Yew to be
seen at maturity now must have been planted

three generations ago at least. I do not know
the age of the Florence Court Yew here illus-

trated, but the original tree from which all the

Irish Yews have sprung was over one hun-
dred years old when it died in 1805, and
the illustration of it in Veitch's " Manual of

Coniferaj " represents a tree of much the same
size and aspect aa that in the present engrav-

ing. Not uufrequently we meet with old

and large Irish Yews in obscure old gardens

where they have been allowed to grow un-

trimmed or pruned, and then one sees them
gradually assuming their natural and charac-

teristic growth, which is tliat of an inverted cone,

not the rigidly clipped columns one so often

sees in new gardens where they are generally

planted too plentifully, giving the place more of

the aspect of a cemetery than a garden. This

Irish Yew is, in fact, one of those very pro-

nounced trees th.it needs to be distributed very

cautiously in a garden, as it is so easy to over-

do the etfect one would like to produce with

them in breaking up the outline of rounded
masses of shrubs which is their chief value. To
see pyramidal Yews or other similar trees dotted

about indiscriminately over the face of an other-

wise beautiful expanse of lawn .shows that the

planter has no clear idea of their use in garden
landscape.

Properly placed, the Irish Yew is capable of

producing some extremely striking garden
effects, as, for instance, when an irregular group
of ditl'ereut heights is made to rise out of a low
dense mass of (ioklen Yews, of Mahonia, of

dwaif Spir:eas, Cydonias, or sinuiar .shrub.s.

Of course, a big specimen will look well isolated,

but, as a general rule, the best effect is obtained

with all the columnar trees when grouped taste-

fully with low-growing shrubs. One of the

most pleasing bits 1 have seen lately was a

group of Irish Yews rising out of a mass of the

little Deutzia gracilis, which was a sheet of

white blossom, and the tasteful gardener can al-

ways create sindlar effects by a little thought at'

planting time. In formal or geometrical gar-

dening, the Irish Yew is an indispensable plant,

and perhaps in this style of gardening it is moat-

used. I am not an enthusiastic adnurer of

long Hues of Yews of uniform size, shape,

and height, standing like a line of infantry,

as one sometimes sees in terrace gai'dena,

,

but I think that rightly placed Yews in

formal gardening have a line effect, such, for

instance, as one sees them placed as living piers

to broad, noble steps, with rigidly clipped low

walls of the common Yew on either side instead
.

of stone. They servo also to break up the

monotonous horizontal lines of clipped Yew
hedges if planted at regular intervals of a few

yards as piers. So altogether the Yew of
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Florence Court is a valuable plant in the hands

of a tasteful landscape gardener, who would

much prefer it to the gulden form of it, which,

unhappily, in company with the golden com-
mon Yew, is disfiguring so many modern gar-

dens by tlie thoughtless profusion with which

they are planted, giving to the place a sickly

yellowish appearance, which never ought to pre-

dominate in any garden. I could name not a

few gardens where hundreds of pounds have

been spent upon golden Yews alone, and which

have been planted everywhere fo the exclusion

of most other beautiful trees and shrubs. Such
gardens are never so beautiful as others when
golden and silver-leaved growth is disposed

thoughtfully, so as to brighten the effect of the

predominating greenery. Good specimen gold

Y'ews (Irish or common) are expensive, and
perhaps that is the reason why the rich allow

their gardens to be planted largely with them
as a contrast to those gardens whose owners

can only afford the less costly material.

There are several forms of the golden Irish

Yew, the commonest being aurea, which has

the shoots of a deep yellow ; aureo-marginata

has young shoots of a bright golden tinge,

fading to a paler hue as they grow older ;
while

argenteo-marginata has a much paler tinge, but
not a good silvery variegation, and, moreover,
is liable to be disfigured by .strong sun .and

winds. But the golden hue of the Irish Yew
is never so .striking as that of the common Yew,
of which there are now numerous forms, as may
be seen in most of the great tree nurseries,

where they are raised from seed on a large

scale. In buying Irish Yews, care should be
taken to select only those with one strong main
stem, for if the plants have numerous slender

leaders they are very liable to be broken by
wind-storms and snow. In the best nurseries

much care is taken on this point of culture.

W. GOLDRING.

The Tamarisk in bloom.—The Tamarisk is

often employed as a screen or shelter plant close

to the sea, for the salt spray which injures so many
shrubs only adds to the richness of colouring in

this ; still, the fact that it will thrive inland and
under favourable conditions form a most graceful

specimen seems to be generally overlooked. An
additional feature is furnished by the flowers,

which are of a very pretty shade of pink. They are

borne in densely packed spikes, which are thickly

arranged towards the upper part of the long, thin,

wand-like shoots, and so light and elegant is the

entire specimen, that when in full bloom and at a
little distance, the upper part appears to be en-

veloped in a pink cloud. A well-balanced speci-

men of the Tamarisk is a very beautiful lawn shrub,

more especially where the soil is fairly cool and
moist, but even where dry and sandy it will suc-

ceed better than many other shrubs.—T.

Griselinia littoralis. This New Zealand
shrub, concerning whose hardiness there is a note

on page 18, is in the neighbourhood of London
essentially a greenhouse plant, for though it may
survive two or three winters on a wall, or in some
other sheltered position, yet it cannot be depended
upon even there, and frequently suffers consider-

ably it not killed. On the other hand, in a green-

house or conservatory its large shining leaves ren-

der it a very handsome evergreen shrub, that may
be kept for years in a pot or tub, and turned out-

side during the summer months. Its ornamental
foliage is the only claim to recognition it possesses,

as the flowers are by no means con.'picuous. It

can be readily propagated by means of cuttings of

the half-ripened shoots, taken at any time during

the summer months, put into sandy soil, and kept

close till rooted. For this purpose the weak or

moderate shoots rather than the very vigorous ones
should be chosen.—H. P.

Veronica Hulkeana.—This Veronica, alluded

to on p. 18, is a very great favourite of mine, and

one I first raised by means of seeds sent from New
Zealand some twenty-five years ago. It is in gene-

ral appearance very different from the more com-
monly cultivated shrubby Veronicas, represented

by V. speciosa and its various forms, as this species

assumes the character of a somewhat erect grow-

ing plant, that branches but sparingly, though

numerous shoots are pushed up from the base,

partly after the fashion of a herbaceous plant. The
flowers, which are borne in large branching pani-

cles, are of a very pleasing shade of pale lilac, a

tint but sparingly represented among flowering

plants. In some of the more favoured districts it is

hardy, but around London it requires the protection

of a greenhouse, for though it may pass two or

three winters in a sheltered border, it is often killed

during the first season. It will both grow and

flower well either in pots or planted out, and effec-

tive little specimens can be produced in pots 5

inches or G inches in diameter. This Veronica

does not seem to be grown now to the same extent

as it was four or five years ago, at which time I

more than once saw it being hawked about on

costermongers' barrows in the streets of London
H. P.

Chrysanthemums.
LATE-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHE-

MUMS.
To the excellent selection of late-flowering

Chrysanthemums on p. !l a few additions may
be made, the majority of which I noted in very

good condition at the last midwinter exhibition

of the National Chrysanthemum Society, held

in the early part of January. Certainly one of

the best, if not the very best of all the late-

flowered kinds with white flowers is that known
under the names of Ladv Trevor Lawrence,

Mrs. Beale, and Robert Bottumley—certainly
a very confusing arrangement. The reason of

this, I believe, is that it was introduced from
Japan about six j-ears ago, at which time con-

siderable numbers were sent not only to this

country, but also to the States of America.

Thus it was imported by Mr. Cannell, who put

it in commerce under the name of Lady Trevor

Lawrence: by Mes-rrJ. Carter, who sent it out

as Mrs. Beale ; while lastly, our American
cousins bestowed upon it the cognomen of

Robert Bottomley. At all events, it is a first-

rate Chrysanthemum, the growth being sturdy

and habit good, while the flowers, whith are

large, are especially remarkable from the un-

usual width of their massive incurving petals.

When fully expanded the blooms are (jf the

purest white. Princess Blanche, of which a

characteristic illustration and description was
given on the above-mentioned page, was shown
in fine condition by many. The medium-sized
blooms of this variety are very useful where

cut flowers are required, their value in this re-

spect being enhanced by the fact that they are

borne on good sturdy stems, and, therefore, do
not require the amount of support needed by
some. Boule de Neige, a reflexed flower, sent

out some years ago liy M. Lemoine, of Nancy,

is a very useful late-flowering variety, of such a

sturdy habit of growth, that neat little bushes

profusely flowered m,ay be obtained in (i-inch

pots. Though classed as a reflexed flower, the

individual blooms are really little, if any, larger

than some of those regarded as pompons. The
blooms of this are pure white. A good com-
panion to it is Golden Gem, the flowers of

which are a kind of bronzy or amber-yellow

colour. Grandiflurum, which w.as introduced

from Japan .as long ago as I8G3, will produce

its large golden-coloured blossoms till late in

the season. Among others especially good at

the above - mentioned exhibition may be

named Beauty of CastlehiU, an English-

raised seedling of Mr. Owen's, which has

only been distributed this year. It was
awarded a certificate by the National Chry-

santhemum Society last November, while

the flowers shown in January were among the

freshest of all those at the exhibition. It ii a

large full flower of a bright yellow colour, some
of the outside petals being tipped more or less

with reddish bronze. Putney George, that very

bright- coloured reflexed Chrysanthemum, is

about one of the best of this tint for late

flowering, but, in common with the nu-

merous varieties of this hue, the colour

of the flower is very much paler than when
it blooms at the normal season. The ama-

ranth-purple flowers of Mrs. E. W. Clarke

were also very fresh and good in mid-winter, as

also were some blooms of Leon Frache, which,

though grand in November, I had never before

seen in such good condition so late in the season.

The last-mentioned is one very rarely if ever

found in any list of late- flowering Chrysan-

themums, yet some very fresh and bright ex-

amples were shown at the Aquarium. It be-

longs to what is usually spoken of as the Japan-

ese decorative class, that is to say, a good free

flowering Japanese, whose blooms are too small

to hold their own when cut against the large

massive flowers of some of their relatives. Still,

as a bush and for the production of cut blooms

(apart from the exhibition table) it is a most

desirable variety, the habit of the plant good,

and the colour of the blossoms a clear purple-

amaranth. T.

Books.

ROOM AND WINDOW GARDENING.*
This is a clear and handy little book of 388 pages

devoted to window and room gardening, and illus-

trated throughout with the engravings familiar to

us through the publications of Vilmorin, Baillon,

and other French authors on plants and on gardens.

It begins by inculcating the action of snnheat, of

moisture, of air, and of light in relation to vegeta-

tion. The conditions unfavourable to plants in

rooms, &c., are also alluded to, and there are

chapters on the appliances practically useful in

dealing with decorative plants indoors, such as

cases, pots, pans, soils, &c , as also on pruning and
training, and the directions as to propagation are

also terse and to the point. These include increase

by seed, layers, division, cuttings, tubers, and also

by grafting, a method of perpetuation which but

few, if any, window gardeners are likely to employ.

There is a chapter on diseases and insects and

their remedies, and a chapter of rules as to pur-

chasing plants in the Parisian markets, of which

a list is also given. The second portion of the

book consists of descriptions and illustrations of

the plants and flowers best adapted for the special

decoration of apartments, and there is a dictionary

of technical words employed, and a good general

index to facilitate occasional reference. The price

is 4 francs, and to those fond of home decoration

and plant culture this work will be found both

suggestive and practical. F. W. B.

The names of birds.—The following remarks

by Mr. Ruskiii on the nomenclature of birds are

not without their application also to the names of

plants :
" It is Indeed one of the most serious as

one of the most absurd weaknesses of modern
naturalists to imagine that any presently invented

nomenclature can stand, even were it adopted by

the consent of nations, instead of the conceit of

individuals. It will take fifty years' digestion be-

fore the recently ascertained elements of natural

science can permit the arrangement of species in

any permanently (even over a limited period)

nameable order ; nor then, unless a great man is

born to perceive and exhibit such order. In the

* " Lea Plantes d'.\ppartement et les Plantes de

FeD(Mres." Par M, D. Bois. Paris ; J. B. Balliore

ct flU.
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meantime, the simplest and most descriptive no-
menclature is the best. Every one of these birds,
for instance, might be called falco in Latin, hawk
in English, some word being added to distinguish
the genus, which should describe its principal
aspect or habit. Falco montium, mountain hawk

;

Falco silvarum. wood hawk ; Falco procellarum,
sea hawk; and the like. Then one descriptive
epithet would mark species. Falco montium aureus,
golden eagle ; Falco silvarum apivorus, honey
buzzard, and so on; and the naturalists of Vienna,
Paris, and London should confirm the names of
known creatures, in conclave, once every half cen-
tury, and let them so stand for the next fifty years.
In the meantime, you yourselves, or, to speak more
generally, the young rising scholars of England
—all of you who care for life as well as literature,
and for spirit -even the poor souls of birds—as
well as lettering of their classes in books—you,
with all care, should cherish the old Saxon-English
and Norman-French names of birds, and ascertain
them with the most affectionate research—never
despising even the rudest or most provincial forms

;

all of them will some day or other give yon clue to
historical points of interest."

Societies and Exhibitions.
THE FBUITERERS' COMPANY.

A NtJMEEOUSLY attended meeting was held at the
Mansion House on Monday afternoon, under the
auspices of this company, for the purpose of con-
sidering what further steps should be taken for the
promotion of fruit culture in our homesteads and
cottage gardens. The Lord Mayor, who presided,
in opening the proceedings, remarked that we in
England had not, up to the present time, gifen
sufficient attention to the production of fruit, the
result being that there were large tracts of countrym Great Britain lying uncultivated, which if they
could be properly planted with fruit trees would
return a good income to the landowner, besides
being of benefit to the people at large. He hoped
that the result of that meeting would be to give a
further stimulus to the cultivation of fruit.

Mr. Chaplin moved :
" That in the opinion of

this meeting, vigorous efforts should be made to
restore the orchards and to promote the extension
of hardy fruit culture in our homesteads and
cottage gardens; and that the Lord Mayor be
invited to open a subscription list with the object
of obtaining the necessary funds to enable
the company to carry out their purpose." The
right hon. gentleman also remarked that we im-
ported large quantities of fruit, much of it
from countries like Canada, where the climate
was no better than our own. The import of fruit
last year was £:i,349,O0O, and he was within the
mark in saying that we imported fruit to the value
of £l,2U(),0(i(i annually, which we could, if we
chose, produce in our own country. He was glad
to say that already a considerable improvement
was visible, for in 1K!I0, as compared with 18K9,
there had been an increase of 2408 acres in the
Und devoted to orchards for Apples and Pears, and
an increase of 4:i01 acres to that devoted to small
fruits, while Strawberry farming was rapidly be-
coming one of the most important industries of the
country. He had no doubt that this improvement
was owing in a large measure to the movement in-
augurated by the Fruitfrers' Company, and he
wi.shed that movement God-speed, as it was deserv-
ing of public support.

Sir J. Whitehead, in supporting the motion,
said the company intended to follow the lines
of the Hoyal Agricultural Society. They proposed
to hold annual exhibitions of fruit in different jiarts
of the country, and to give monfy prizes, medals,
and certificates for the best exhibits ; and, above
all, they meant to organise a system of lecturers,
who should give practical demonstrations in fruit
culture. The resolution was unanimously carried.

Before the company separated. Sir J, Whitehead
presented the medals and certificates awarded at
the exhibition of fruit held at the Guildhall last
year.

United Horticultural Benefit and Provi-
dent Socifty.—The quarterly meeting of this society
wa,s held on Monrlay evening last at the Caledonian
Hotel, Mr. E. Berry in the chair. The principal
business was the election of new members, no
fewer than twelve having beenelectei and one other
nominated. The sick list has bPen rather heavy,
but at the present date there are but two members
on the fund. It may not be generally known to
new members that a convalescent fund was esta-
hlishei last year for the purpose of assisting mem-
bers to get a change of air after illness. Ten
shillings per week would he allowed for three
weeks. The subscriptions are not less than one
shilling per year, payable in July. The fund is vo-
luntary.

The Britisli Fruit Growers' Association.
—At a meeting of the above association, held on
July it, the ordinary routine business was trans-
acted, and further arrangements were made for the
various conferences. It was announced that at
Cardiff, on August 1'2. Mr. A. Pettierew would read
a papsr on " Hardy Fruit Culture in South Wales,"
also that several other valuable papers had been
promised. It was stated that at the Beddington
Park conference, on August 3, Sir James Whitehead,
Bart., would preside and deliver an opening
address, to be followed by short papers on different

aspects of fruit culture.

Gardeners' Orphan Fund —In commemora-
tion of Her Majesty's Jubilee, the Gardeners' Or-
phan Fund was established in 1887, and at the pre-
sent time is the means of distributing assistance at
the rate of 5s a week apiece to not less than thirty-

nine fatherless children. The working expenses
are kept within the lowest limits, and every penny
given is directly applied to the benefit of the or-

phans. For three years the Duke of Bedford
granted the use of the Flower Market. Covent Gar-
den, for the fijte which is annually given in aid of
the institution, and many will doubtless remember
the pretty displays that were there made. On
Wednesday a grand Rose fair was held at the
Crystal Palace in aid of the fund. Cut blooms of
Roses were sent by most of the leading Rose
growers, groups of miscellaneous plants and cut
flowers being contributed by Messrs. Veitch, Barr
and Son, Laing and Sons, and others. It is to be
hoped that the promoters of this display may be
encouraged to continue it, and that both the fijte

and the fund will increase annually in size and
importance. After 6 o'clock the flowers, together
with some fine Strawberries sent by Messrs. Bun-
vard, Maidstone, were sold for the benefit of the
fund.

Sulphate of copper as a remedy for fun-
gus.—The sulphate of copper and lime (or hnniUi
hiirddaJsr) remedy for Vine, Tomato, and Potato
disease las been found effectual on another crop.
Every grower of Sugar Beet knows that the plant
is subject to the attacks of a fungus, which
develops rapidly, destroys the leaves, and in

consequence decreases the quantity of sugar
extractable from the root. An instance of this

di.sease, which is known as Peronospora schachtii,
was brought under the notice of M. Aim(5 Girard
by a large grower of Beet in France, and he was
advised by that eminent authority to try the
copper and lime solution — three per cent, each of
sulphate of copper and lime mixed with water
The remedy was sprayed on the crop with an
apparatus which a labourer could carry on his

back, and four rows of Beet were dressed at one
operation. The result was that the disease was
stayed, the leaves became more luxuriant, and
not only were the stalks of the plants preserved
from the malady, but those which had been
attacked grew richer in saccharine. The roots
themselves did not largely increase in size or
weight, but the proportion of sugar in them was
found to have increased as much as l-.'JS per cent.

It is quite possible that this remedy may be found
effectual for many other plants besides those on
which it has been used, and persons given to make
experiments might well try it when they find crops
or plants affected with a disease or attack bearing

any degree of similarity to those against which it

has been found effectual. The thanks of Beet
growers are due to M. Girard for promptly making
khown this remedy in order that growers may
know what to do in case the disease should un-
fortunately apjiear this season.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.
Seedling Sw^eet Peas.—Mr. Luxtnn semis us

from Lis seed grounds at Bedford five varieties of Sweet
Peas, thp Ijest of which are Madame Gurnet, a deep
blue variety that deserves extended cultivation, and
Carmen Sylvia, the standards rose, deeper in the centre,

the other portion having a bluish tint.

Seedling Begonias.— Herewith I send for your
opiuion hlooms ut' a double seedling Bec;ot]ia r.iised by
me in 1888. The plant is very free-flowering and of
good bushy habit.

—

Thos. Pinnie, Allanshaw Gar-
dens, Hamilton, N.B.

*#* Flower large and very double, of a snft pink
colour, but, as we have said before, the double-flowered
Besrouias now being raised are far too lumpy and heavy.
—Ed.
Rosa polyantha —Does any other flower per-

fume a garden far and wide as does this Rjse ?

Baoon says of the Musk Rose, or of one of the old

garden Roses, that " it is a fast flower of its smell,"

meaning that the scent does not travel, bat has to

be looked for. This Rose is certainly the very
opposite, its delightful fragrance pervading the air

for 20 yards round and further. A large bush of

it has been a beautiful sight for the last ten days,
a perfect fountain of flower 7 yards in diameter.

—

G. J., M'cxt Siinri/.

Spiraea crispifolia. — The shrubs suitable

for the rock garden are comparatively few, so

that this little Chinese Spirasa is a welcome addi-
tion, for it is a charming plant in flower, and quite
different from any of the large growing species.

When fully grown it is under 18 inches high and
often flowers in profusion when only a few inches
in height. It is well named crispifolia, as its

leaves are conspicuou.sly wrinkled and crisped, and
are small, dense, and of a very deep green, which
sets off well the numerous small clusters of bright

crimson-red flowers which have a striking effect

among the plants of the rock garden at Kew at the
present time. It is neat in growth, so that it may
be planted among alpines without harming them.
It is also called S. buUata, but though it has been
in gardens for years it is yet but little known.

Campanula puUa is a charming plant at the
present time in many gardens, and would be pro-

bably in many more it just a little consideration

was accorded it before planting, for I incline to the
belief that too frequently it fails because it is

wrongly placed. The positions which invariably
bring failure in their train are such as are high
and dry with too little root run, but should this be
accompanied by a very hot, sunny position also,

then failure is all but the inevitable result Assum-
ing then that such is the case, it only follows that
success should be easily achieved in positions
which are the reverse, and this to a great extent is

true. So far as soils are concerned, I have grown
it equally well in peat as in sandy loam, always,
however, selecting a partially shady and sheltered
spot. In such as these and afforded a fair amount
of moisture in the growing season, success is almost
certain. Occasionally, however, it is seen in fairly

good condition in somewhat dry spots, but gene-
rally lacking the luxuriance to which it att.ains

under the treatment indicated above. On the well-
formed rockery it is an excellent plant in good
positions, though it grows well on the level ground
in most garden.s, and here is the best place for it,

far better than on a badly loriued rockery, where
soil and all else are so uncertain. It is easily dis-

tinguished from all else by its large terminal deep
violet-blue and solitary flowers, and is .alw.ays ad-
mired when seen in good condition. By way of
illustrating the opposite positions in which it may
be planted with a fair amount of success, I may
mention that 1 have succeeded in establishing it

among Andromedas, Daphne cneorum, and such
things as a carpet, also in the drier parts of an
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artificial bog devoted to Cypripedium spectabile,

and such things ; but above all, wherever any of

your readers succeed in establishing it, there let it

ramble at will.—E. J.

Philadelphus miorophyllus.^This is the
pigmy among the other Mock Oranges, which are
all large growing shrubs, having much the same
habit of growth and bearing flowers similar to

each other. But this little Californian species is

of full size when under 2 feet high, and at this

season is (juite covered with pure white blossoms,
which crowd every little twig. It is a gem among
hardy shrubs, and must in time find its way into
every garden where choice shrubs are appreciated
It is undoubtedly as hardy as the common Mock
Oranges, and is just now one of the most attrac-

tive things in flower in the Coombe Wood nur-
series. In selecting a place for it care should be
taken that it will not become overgrown by coarser
things. The best way i< to plant it in company
with shrubs of a similar size in an isolated mass on
an open lawn away from the ordinary shrubbery.
A beautiful mass may be made by planting the
crimson Cydonia japonica, or some such plant, in a
round bed with this Mock Orange around it.

Azalea'] visoosa —Last week, in writing about
Aziilea odorata as a shrub one ought to plant, so
as to continue the flowering season of the American
Azaleas, I overlooked another pretty flowered and
very fragrant kind that is now in full bloom. This
is the Clammy Azalea, or wild Swamp Honey-
suckle of the United States. It has much smaller
flowers than the best of the early kinds, but they are
strongly perfumed and of a delicate white or tinted
with rose. It is very hardy, rarely or ever are its

bloom buds injured, and it always flowers pro-
fusely. There is a very distinct variety of it

named glauca, which has the under surfaces of its

leaves of a greenish white, and another called ni-
tida, while a third, also with glaucous leaves, pro-
duces its deep rose flowers after all the rest.
This last would be a good one to hybridise with A.
occidentalis, if It has not already been done.
These Azaleas are now in flower in the Kew arbore-
tum.—W. G.

Magnolia glauca is again in bloom on the
lawns at Kew, and not a few visitors are attracted
by its beautiful ivory-white cup-like flowers, and
enjoy their delicious fragrance, which is unsur-
passed by that of any plant, not even the Rose.
One would think that at the present time it would
be a familiar tree, but it is not so, and one sel-
dom sees it except in old gardens that were planted
when thisand many other beautiful trees were greater
favourites with the public. To have a Magnolia
glauca flowering near the windows of one's house
must be delightful for several weeks about mid-
summer, and certainly there is not a hardier or
more easily grown tree in almost any kind of soil,

but, like ottiers that naturally grow in moist
ground, it flourishes best and displays its perfect
growth in a soil such as suits the American Aza-
leas and kindred plants. In some of the large nur-
series in Surrey, such as at Knap Hill, there are
some fine old specimens, which at this season quite
perfume the place with their fragrance. If care
is taken to keep it in good shape by pruning, it

makes a beautiful little tree, and from its spreading
growth is admirably adapted for growing as a
single specimen on a lawn. The variety of it
named Thompsoniana, which is supposed to be a
hybrid between M. glauca and M. tripetala, is

scarcely less beautiful, and makes a bigger tree
with longer and broader leaves and larger flowers.
I saw the other day a fine tree of it about IS feet
high, that by this time must be in full flower. Both
these Magnolias may be obtained from the good
tree nurseries at ordinary prices.—W. G.

Heavy cropping Tomatoes.—In one of the
vineries at the gardens, Forde Abbey, Chard, are to
be seen several plants of Tomatoes carrying e.xtra
heavy crops of large handsome fruit, and of these
Mr. Crook may well be proud. They are rooting in
shallow boxes located on the high back shelves of
a lean-to house, and trained down the roof between
the vines. Nothing whatever was done in the way
of artificially setting the fruit, the Tomatoes

simply taking the chance with the vines—the latter,

the crops on which are nearly ripe, being of pri-

mary importance—yet every bunch of flower seems
to have been followed by fruit, four or five clusters
being seen on each leading growth. The largest
cluster was composed of fifteen large fruit all fully

ripe, and weighing exactly 4 lbs., and this did not
interfere greatly with the swelling of the succes-
sional bunches. Other plants were also bearing fine

clusters of large fruit. The varieties, one of which
has been provisionally named Forde Abbey Prolific,

were the result of a cross between Hackwood Park
Prolific and Trophy, one, or that to which the name
has been given, much resembling a good stock of
Large Red, the principal difference being the
brighter scarlet colour. This should be a very de-
sirable variety for market growers. Another variety
with medium sized, smooth, round, handsome fruit,

also very bright scarlet in colour, is remarkable for
its free setting character, especially seeing that the
plants I saw were at a decided disadvantage.—W. I.

New dwarf Cornflower—In The Gakdbn,
July 11, pp 22 and 40, we find two short notices
about the new dwarf Cornflower. If you remem-
ber, we sent you last autumn a block with descrip-
tion of this novelty introduced by us, but as you do
not publish anything about new plants before you
have seen them, you did not print our note. We
then sent you some seeds to enable you to see its

beauty by trying it in your own garden. Now it is

referred to as having been grown by those who
have had seed directly from us (as Mr. Herbst), or by
those buying them from English firms dealing with us.

We are quite satisfied with the note, but regret that
its full name, Centaurea cyanus nana compacta
Victoria, is not given. It may be of interest to
your readers who got seeds this spring to know that
the variety mentioned in the number of July 11 is

the same as our Victoria Cornflower. ISy the notice
on p. 22 some people might suppose that the Corn-
flower referred to was different and raised first by
Mr. Herbst.—HiLLEBEAND AJJD Bebdemeibb,
I'allioiza.

Humea elegans.—As usually seen in gardens,
thisgraceful composite rarely attains aheight of more
than ti feet, or at most s feet. In the temperate
house at Kew there is now, however, a remarkable
variety in flower whose dimensions it is worth while
to record, the largest example being 18 feet to 20 feet
high, and U feet or more through at the widest part.
It may be remembered that a little over two years
ago an excursion was made by some Australian
naturalists into the mountainous region which sepa-
rates New South Wales from Victoria, during which
they came across examples of this Humea measur-
ing 22 feet in height. It is probable that the Kew
plants, which were raised from seed contributed by
the Adelaide Botanic Garden, originated from that
source. Another peculiarity of these plants is in
their having taken a year longer than the common
form to reach the flowering stage, the seed from
which they were raised having been sown in the
summer of 18H!t. They may eventually prove to be
sufficiently distinct to separate into a new species.
It is not likely, however, that, in view of its large
size and the fact of its requiring to be kept through
two winters, it will ever be of much value as a
garden plant, although its graceful pendent flower-

ing branches are extremely effective in a structure
as large as the temperate house at Kew.

Disa tripetaloides.—This species has now been
in cultivation for two or three years.and as the origi-

nal plants have each season considerably improved
in size, both as regards leaves and racemes, there
is every reason to believe that it may be included
amongst the few Disas that succeed under cultiva-
tion in this country. Like D. grandiflora and D.
racemosa, it belongs to the evergreen section of
the genus. It has thick, fleshy roots, from which
springs a rosette of dark green, pointed leaves 2
inches to 4 inches long. The flower-stem is erect,

a foot or more in height, and bears numerous flowers.

These are about 1 inch across, the sepals being
white, tinged with pink and marked with a few
purplish dots. A strong recommendation of this
little Disa is the length of time it remains in bloom.
Several plants have been in flower at Kew for over

a month, and appear likely to continue some time
longer. Both this species and D. racemosa are
worthy of the attention of amateurs whose space is

limited, and who do not wish to incur any great
expense in providing lieating arrangements for

their plants. Neither of them requires little more
than bare protection from fro>t in winter, D. tri-

petaloides, in fact, having been proved by Mr.
O'Brien to withstand several degrees without in-

jury. A cool frame, which could be kept about
40" Fahr. during the coldest winter weather, and
moist and shaded in summer, would suit these two
species as well as D. grandiflora, and a prettier or

more interesting trio of Orchids that could be so
cheaply grown it would be difficult to find.

Public Gardens.
Kirkstall Abbey.— ( )ne of the finest examples

of Cistercian ruins in the country—Kirkstall Abbey

—

is beiuff put iu a state of repair at the bands of the
Leeds ci-)rporation. The abbey was recently presputed
to the corporation at a cost of ,€10,0IJU by Colouel
North. It is now thrown open free to the public.

St.PancrasGardena extension.— On Wednes-
day the extension of St. Pancras Gardens was opened to

the public. The new plea^auuce is on the site formerly
known as Adam and Eve Terrace. The whole of the
improvements, which have cost £'J0,OI)U, have been de-
frayed as compenaatioa by the Midland Railway
Company.

Brighton improvements —Steps are about to

be taken to lay out the Queen's Park, recently pre-
sented to Brighton by the Race Trustees. The Re-
creation Grounds Committee a few days a^o paid an
official visit to the park. The scheme decided upon
includes a,n ornamental lake, a drive, and circuitous
walks. When finished the park will be one of the most
attractive features in the tuwn. Plans arc also being
prepared for tidal baths at the east end of Brighton.

Presentation of a public park —A public

park, upwards of thirty acres in extent, was pre-

sented to the inhabitants of Consett and Blackhill,

county Durham, on Saturday last by the Consett
Iron Company, in whose various works about 20,000

men are employed. The land was formerly little

better than a waste. Eighteen months ago the
work of reclamation was commenced by Messrs.

Robson and Son, nurserymen, Hexham, and the

ground is now intersected by walks adorned with
borders in elegant designs, and planted with trees

and shrubs suited to its high altitude and exposed
situation. The opening ceremony was performed
by Mrs. Dale, wife of Mr. David Dale, chairman of

the company.

Open spaces in the metropolis.—At the

monthly meeting of the Metropolitan Public

Gardens Association, held at 8:i, Lancaster Gate,W
,

Sir William A'incent, Bart., vice-chairman, presid-

ing, it was agreed to grant on certain conditions

£50 and seats for the laying out of Sidney Square,

E., to offer two seats for Norwood Road, S E., six

for the I'xbridge Road, W , and four for St. Sepul-

chre's Churchyard, E C, to enter into communica-
tion with their respective authorities regarding the

open space by the Law Courts, the Natural History

Museum grounds, the site of the Farringdon Market,
St. Ann's Churchyard, Soho, the disused place in

Drury Lane, and the enclosures in Regent's Park.

OBITUARY.
Frank Miles.—This well-known artist died on

the loth of July, and was buried yesterday at Almonds-
bury, near Bristol. He was one of the best gardeners
we ever knew, taking a deep interest in all the tiner

hardy flowers and growing them admirably. The most
beautiful mixed border we have ever seen was that he
made in his father's garden at Bingham. A mental
affiictiona couple of years ago uidiappily took him away
from his work, and ever since he has been under the
tender care of his fiieiuls.

Cardinal Archbishop Haynald died July I

at Kalocfa, Hungary. The deceased wa-i an eminent
botanist ; especially was it due to his efTorta that tlie

flora of the eastern parts of Hungary and the Balkan
was explored. His botanical library, containing 3tl00

works, and the Herbarium UaynalJianum are well
known. He is the author of a work, "Plants of the
Bible."—L. Kropatscii, hnj^erial Park, the Prater,
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Woods an£ forests.

THINNING PLANTATIONS.
We do not need to theorise much on this sub-
ject ; we liave but to look at the trees in any
plantation or park to learn the needful les.son.

Trees that have room and light on all sides

make slioit thick trunks and a large head of

branches, which, taken together in the bulk,

will amount to a greater weight of timber than
that of a tree grown up in a circumscribed .space

among other trees, but it does not follow that
the first will make the most useful timber. On
an estate where the wood has been subjected to

different degrees of thinning at different times,
it is most instructive to contrast the shapes and
sizes of the different trees. All species are
governed by the same laws, that is to say, those
that have the least room laterally, within cer-

tain limits, invariably produce the tallest and
straightest trunks, and rice cersri. It seems to

be just a question with the woodman of the
dimensions wanted, but I notice that Beeches,
Oaks, Elms, Larches, and Chestnuts grow fast

and produce thick trunks as straight as an
arrow when growing not many yards apart

—

perhaps from 3 yards to yards. But much
less space than this suffices to produce a good
trunk, provided the top, even if small, has
light and air. In the centre of a patch of wood
which I thinned out lately, a Beech was left

with a fine trunk which measured 3 feet in

diameter G feet from the ground, tapering
gently to a height of 70 feet or more. Within
a distance of C feet of this Beech grew a Plane
of the same age with a trunk about 20 inches
in diameter and of the same height, and be-
tween these two, in the same line, or 3 feet
from each, had grown up a Larch about 80 feet
high and 18 inches in diameter at the base.
For nearly twenty years that Larch never had
more than a few feet of living top clear above
tlie tops of the Beech and Plane as it grew np
through them, and it had all its life struggled
on in the same way, having been planted at the
same time as the others. Yet in this limited
space it had attained to the size of a goodly
tree, and the presumption is that had its neigh-
bours been of its own kind, three good Larches
could have been taken off' the same area, or a
tree to about each square yard, thus bearing
out the description given of the natural forests
in the backwoods, which are said to stand as
thickly as seedlings in a hotlied. In the same
wood is a Larch 2i feet in diameter 2 feet
from the ground, about the same height as the
other, and enveloped in the branches of three
Beeches just in the same manner, the lower
brandies having perished where covered by
those of the Beeches, only the top, consisting
of a few branches, being alive. It would appear,
therefore, that a rather small proportion of
green top is suflicient to produce a trunk of use-
ful dimensions. In ccnnection with this I may
mention that I was once struck by the quantity
of trees to tlie ground in a portion of the forest
of Fontainelileau, consisting of Oaks chiefly, all

fine and straight, the majority apjiearing to be
in threes close together, or growing fiom the
same stool. I never remember to have seen
Oaks of the same age so dense on the ground
nor so uniform in si/.o, whether as regards
height or girth. Y.

Selecting' Oak timber.—In the selection of
Oak a great deal depends on a knowledge of the
soil on which it grew. It is generally found that
when Oak is grown on a peculiarly rich soil it is

deficient in strength in consequence of rapid
growth, and therefore has coarser libre. In addition
to the character of the soil, we have to look at the

effects which the atmosphere produces upon it in

the situation in which it is grown, as it has been

found that even on a few acres the quality would

vary greatly according to the position of tlie trees.

Timber cut down in winter should always, when
possible, be chosen in preference to that cut in the

spring, as it will require less seasoning. Great at-

tention should always be paid to the centres of

the trees, as it is there that decay generally shows
itself.—D.

Common Broom, is sometimes raised from seed

for the purpose of forming game-cover, but it is

generally found growing naturally. It is one of the

best plants for maintaining game-cover ; for, al-

though it may be partly destroyed by game in the

winter season, it soon regains its former healthy

appearance. It thrives best in light gravelly soils

and exposed situations. To maintain good cover

it should be pegged to the ground or cut down
every fourth or fifth year.

Charcoal burning.— I am anxious for a little

information as to the mode of making charcoal. I

require only a small quantity as a sunply during

the winter. Any advice upon the subject will be
welcome.—A. D.

*jf* The readiest way of making charcoal is to

cut up the wood into lengths of about 2 feet

G inches or so, and if large split it into quarters

and lay it somewhere to dry, after which it will be

in a fit condition for burning. In stacking it

preparatory to this, a stake should be driven into

the ground, around which a heap of shavings and
small sticks should be piled, and against this the

wood for the charcoal should be placed close on
end in a regular circle, allowing just sufficient

room between each piece for the fire to travel

freely. The stack may consist of one layer or

two, according to the quantity to be burned, but
it is better to build it in the latter way than to

have the circumference large, as it is not only

easier for covering up, but can then be charred

with greater regularity. As soon as the stack is

formed, it should be covered in with a good thick-

ness of straw, except just 2 feet or so of the middle
left open to light it and set the fire going. The
straw on, the next thing is to cover it with from
9 inches to 1 foot thick with soil or sand ; when
all is ready, apply the match and set the fire blaz-

ing. When once the fire gets a fair hold of the

wood, the middle must be covered in, and holes

pierced with a stake through the soil to let out the

smoke ard draw the fire to the sides till it gets

hold of the mass, when smaller holes should be
made and the others stopped, the object being to

prevent any flame or a too rapid combustion. It

often happens that the wind will drive all the fire

to one side, to obviate which the holes there should

be closed, and encouragement given by opening
otliers in the opposite direction to draw it there,

that the charring may be regular throughout. To
prevent waste by over-burning, much watchfulness

is necessary, as it the fire gets too free vent any-

where, the wood is soon consumed, instead of

being simply blackened through without losing

much of its bulk. When the charring is com-
plete, the fire may easily be smothered out by
patting the soil close with the back of a shovel, so

as to prevent all escape of smoke, when, after a

day or two, the heap may be uncovered and the

charcoal withdrawn.— S,

How to recognise good wood There are

certain appearances characteristic of good wood to

whatever cla.ss it belongs. In the same species of

wood, that will in general be the strongest and
most durable which has grown the slowest,,us shown
by the narrowness of the annular rings. The
cellular tissue, as seen in the medullary rajs (when
visible), should be hard and compact. The vascular

or fibrous tissue should adhere firmly together, and
should show no wooliness at a freshly-cut surface

;

nor should it clog the teeth of the saw with loose

fibres. If the wood is coloured, darkness of colour

is in general a sign of strength and durability.

The freshly-cut surface should be firm and shin-

ing, and should have somewhat of a translucent

appearance. In a wood of a given species the

heavy specimens are generally the stronger and

the more lasting. Among resinous woods, those

having the least resin in their pores, and amongst
non-resinous woods those having the least sap or

gum in them, are generally the best. Timber
should be free from such blemishes as " clefts " or

cracks radiating from the centre ;
" cup-shakes," or

cracks, which partially sepirale one layer from
another; "upsets" where the fibres have been

crippled by compression ;
" windgalls," or wounds,

in a layer of wood which have been covered and
concealed by the growth of subsequent layers over

them ; hollow spongy places in the centre, indicat-

ing the commencement of decay.— J.

Beech leaves injured—Will you be good
enough to say what the insect is that is causing

the Beech to appear as if the autumn had come ?

The larva of the insect is a leaf-miner, spending its

larval existence between the upper and under

cuticle of the leaf. I tried to secure it by placing

some of the attacked leaves under a glass, but I

was too late ; the insect had flown away. I send

some leaves, which give, I think you will see, un-

doubted evidence of the cause of withering, which

commences soon after the leaves expand and con-

tiijues until the aspect of the tree is changed. I

hope the leaves will enable you to recognise the

depredator.—R. L. Allman, )\'oodlands, Baiuloti.

*,* In reply to the above, the withered parts of

the Beech leaves do not appear to me to have been

attacked by insects ; the perforations in the leaves

are no doubt the work of one of the weevils. When
the buds were just opening, were they not exposed

to some high wind or hailstorm which bruised

them ? or perhaps the sun shining on them when
they were wet burnt them, as it does plants under

glass at times. The injury does not appear to be

very recent.— G. S. S.

Ornamental planting.—The primary object

in forming shrubberies would seem to be that of

obtaining privacy, shelter, and intricacy in design,

and that is as easily obtainable with our common
native shrubs and trees as with exotic ones. But

exotic plants being obtained, it became requisite to

find a situation, suitable or otherwise, for them in

the park or garden. What place so handy, tliere-

fore, as the possibly existing border of native

shrubs ? and eventually, owing to numerous new
importations, the older forms were driven out to

make room for those that were handsomer in leaf

and bloom or habit. This has led, in the majority

of old gardens, to mixed borders becoming desti-

tute of order or system. The plants stand, as a

rule, much too thickly together for their natural

development, and the consequence is that the opera-

tion of mutilating with knife and axe is of constant

occurrence to prevent the whole from becoming a

jungle. It would certainly be an improvement in

large gardens if, instead of planting extensive

shrubberies with the more valuable shrubs .and trees,

we used the commoner forms for the interior of the

masses, or indeed made them up almost entirely of

such, and used the finer and more choice plants

either in conspicuous places, or else disposed

of them in the more natural and pleasing man-

ner of groups of various dimensions and single

specimens on lawns. More richness and variety

would be the rei-ult in our home landscapes by so

doing, and we should also do aw.ay almost alto-

gether with that worse than useless cutting and

pruning, which we find so constantly being recom-

mended^—S^

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.— r*" journal is pub-

lished in neatly bound MmMly Paris. In this form tht

coloured plates are best preserved, and it is most suitahle for

rrference previous to the issue of the half-i/earlt/ rolumt). Price

\s. M. ; ))o»( free, Is. 9d. Complete set of volumes of Thb
Gakdf.n from its commencement to end of ISUO, thirty-eight vols.,
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : changu it rather

;

The Art itself la Nature."—Shaicesptart^

Rose Garden.

but

GARDEN ROSES.
It is quite a recent custom to speak of garden
Roses, but the term is in many cases misapplied,

or a meaning is placed upon it tliat it was never
meant to convey, while some have gone so far

as to question whether there was any necessity

for it. Undoubtedly it is a moist useful term if

its meaning be not misconstrued, as it enables

us to clear up the mysteries of a very unsatis-

factory sy.stem of Rose classificationby taking the

best kinds and placing them all under one simple
heading, whe'reby some idea may be obtained of

their worth and particular usefulness in the

garden. A list of garden Roses is one that

should help garden planters who have something
more in view or rather desire to know and
enjoy somewhat of the Rose's freedom, fra-

grance, and exceeding beauty when permitted
to extend beyond the lines of culture which
environ the exhibitor to whom quality is the

one sole consideration and quantity quite a
secondary matter. Those who grow Roses
merely to furnish specimen blooms may not be
able to see the need of another method of

classification which has for its object the
assistance of those who yearly grow in numbers
and who desire to know the finer Roses, only
through the eflfect they create as flowering

bushes, whether in ma.sses, in beds, or borders,

or wreathing the walls of our houses and gar-

dens, or in the more vigorous types mounting
to the top of some round-headed tree or shrub
and enshrouding it with a mantle of foliage and
bloom. It is undeniable that among the hun-
dreds of dift'ereut Roses there are kinds spe-

cially adapted for garden adornment on a large

scale, and these are garden Roses, no matter
from what section of the present system of classi-

fication we draw them.

It seems .strange that societies as well as indi-

viduals should miss the mark in attempting to

define a garden Rose. The National Rose
Society otters prizes for garden Roses, but does
not clearly define the meaning or what con-

stitutes a garden Rose, although indirectly it

places a very erroneous construction thereupon
by excluding from exhibition in the competing
class of garden Roses all those included in a list

of so-called exhibition varieties. Now the only
thing that qualifies a Rose for exhibition is its

fitness to be exhibited, no matter in what class,

and it follows that if a new class is created
which excludes all Roses hitherto exhibited,
the very varieties shown in that special class

become exhibition varieties forthwith. This
shows the impossibility of laying down hard
and fast lines.

Those who wish to see some of the finest of

Roses in their worst aspects and associations

have only to visit exhibitions and see them set

up in formal boxes, and yet here we shall at

once recognise some of the best garden Roses.
The difference comes in this way that we do not
need nearly so many varieties. For example,
if we sub-divide the great class of Hybrid Per-
petual Roses into colour classes, dark and light,

reds, roses, pinks, (fee , how minute are the
differences between a lot of the best and most fre-

quently shown varieties. It is merely a ques-
tion of a shade lighter or deeper in colour. It

is discernible when Roses are set up side by

side, but when we come to create colour effects

in the garden the contrasts must be greater in

proportion, although harmonious, and we need
few kinds in comparison with the man who has

to put up six dozen distinct varieties. The best

garden Rose.s will be the best in each distinct

shade of colour. For example, if we take

Mme. Gabriel Luizet, we have a Rose that

the exhibitor would place among a dozen
of the most select for the purpose, and it

would take the same position among garden
Roses, with this difi!'erence, that in the

one case the plant's energies would be con-

centrated upon the production of a few blooms,
and these large ones ; in the other its un-

restricted, unchecked vigour would result in a
lavish display of ten times the amount of

flowers. This is an instance of a Rose serving

two distinct purposes, and is used by some as

an argument against the necessity of having a

distinctive list of garden Roses. But, on the

other hand, half the failures among Roses and
the meagre part they play in many gardens
may be attributed to this attempting to make
one or two distinct types serve all and every

purpose. How many have vainly tried to clothe

walls and cover arches with non-climbing Roses
for no other reason than because they were
kinds they admired. Their fitness received no
consideration whatever. Ulrich Brunner and
Mrs. John Laing represent two more fine types

capable of serving a double purpose. Upon the

other hand, when we come to the Tea section

we shall find that some of the kinds that make
most eflective groups in the garden will rarely

find a place upon the showboard, and inversely

if we were to ask Mr. Prince, of Oxford, what
he finds the best Tea Rose for exhibiting, he

would say Comtesse de Nadaillac, and yet how
few there are that can boast of a good group of

it. Dr. Grill, yet a stranger to many gardens,

will hardly gain popularity through the shows,

but should anyone plant a small group of it, it

will be a marvel if that same group is not

considerably enlarged when the planting season

again comes round. Camoens, too, is liable to

remain in obscurity classed as a Hybrid Tea in

the catalogues, and almost ignored in conse-

quence. Draw up a list of garden Roses and
we are at once compelled to elevate it to first

rank, and some will wonder that so striking a

Rose should have been ignored, even for a

season. I think, then, it is clear that we can

serve a good purpose by retaining a list of gar-

den Roses, provided it be formed upon the

lines of selecting the best, no matter from what
class. We shall then no longer be asked to

define the term or meet with those who think

when we ask for garden Roses that we are seek-

ing to fill our gardens with varieties of little

more merit than our own native wildings. The
wild luxuriance of some of these rampant types

we ought to see more of.

Kose Kaiserin Friedrich.—This is a really

grand new climbing Rose, introduced by Heinrich

Driigemiiller in 18811. It is a cross between Gloire

de Dijon and Perle des Jardins, and seems to have

partaken of the good qualities of both of these grand

Tea-scented Roses. Its habit of growth is similar

to that of the old Gloire de Dijon, while its foliage,

especially the young tips of growth, has a strong

dash of the crimson and bronzy shades found in

Perle des Jardins. The flowers are an improvement

on those of the Gloire for shape, and are large and

sweet-scented, while it promises to be as free-

flowering as its stronger-growing parent. The
centre of the flowers is salmony-jellow, as in the

centre of Francisca Kruger, while the outside petals

are beautifully flashed and tipped with deep rose,

strongly reminding one of Marie 'V'an Hontte when
grown in the open air during autumn. This Rose

must not be confused with Kaiser Kriedrich, intro-

duced by the same firm, and which is a cross be-

tween Gloire de Dij on and Comtesse d'Oxford. Kaiser

Friedrich I despair of opening well, it is so extra-

ordinarily double and difficult to open. Neither

under glass nor in the open have I succeeded in get-

ting a properly expanded bloom. Its general colonr

is a satiny-rose and very soft.—R.

MONTHLY ROSES.

It is strange that these should be so neglected, for

one may go into numbers of gardens and never see

them, and yet for effective groups they have no
equal. They are nearly always in flower, from

earliest summer to latest autumn, but the first

summer crop of bloom is most profuse, and gives a

colour effect brilliant beyond description. In a
large oblong bed we have some groups of fine kinds

associated with Lavender, and it is almost needless

to say that this is the most fragrant corner in the

garden, as well as the brightest. The very best

kind in the bed is one sent as Cramoisie Snperienre,

but I am doubtful if it is correct, as the flowers are

not crimson, but carmine-rose, becoming lighter as

they expand fully. At any rate, it is the finest

and most effective Monthly Rose I have seen ;
the

panicles of flowers are enormous, the buds and

flowers cluster in scores, and they are borne boldly

erect, therefore displayed to the best advantage.

Louis Philippe is also of great merit, free in growth,

and terminating its long shoots with clusters of

crimson flowers. Unlike the finer Roses, whose life

history we know, there is a certain obscurity about

many or most of these Monthlies. They have

existed for years perhaps in some old gardens,

their names have been lost or forgotten, and now
they are re-discovered and re-named, and the

naming is not quite reliable, because from different

parts one may obtain the same kind under varied

names. It would be better if this were not so, but

it is not a matter of much moment, as these are

Roses we need in quantity, and if we get a good

kind we have something to do to make the most of

it in groups of a score or hundred plants. These

Roses will root almost as freely as WiUows, and

own-root plants are by far the best, as it may be

desirable to subject them to varied treatment. If

early blooms are desired, plant some masses some-

where and never use the knife upon them but to

cut the flowers. For a fine effect at midsummer
in beds where the plants are not desired to be too

large, prune moderately hard, such as for Tea

Roses, only considerably earlier ; and for buds and

blooms in profusion up to Christmas, if the weather

permits, have a mass or two somewhere that can

be cut clean down to the ground at pruning time.

Gloire de Rosomanes is one of the best Roses for

these two extreme methods of treatment. We
have a large mass that has never been touched

with the pruning knife since the plants were put

out from the cutting bed, and some of the first

Roses were here, whilst now the great rich clusters

of crimson-red are splendid and the scent most

powerful. The flowers and buds open too quickly

in this hot weather to be of any use for cutting,

but then other Roses are plentiful, and upon the

mass that was cut down in March the first flowers

are now appearing. They will increase in quantity

on into the autumn and throughout the often moist

days of the latter part of the season, when double

Roses that attempt to open soon rot. The buds upon

this kind open gradually and last long upon the plant,

whilst a few of them in a room fill it with scent.

Unless we have a frost of 10' or more, buds in fair

quantity and always good quality are to be had up

to Christmas. A. H.

Hose Perle de Lyon is one of those fine yel-

low Tea Roses which, although not thoroughly re-

liable, has its seasons, and it is worth waiting for,

because even when not a flower is upon it, it is

second to none in the wealth and beauty of its fine

foliage, the matured leaves a deep dark rich green,

and those upon the secondary shoots of a bright

purple-crimson hue. A group makes a fine foliage

effect alone, and it is handsome indeed when the

strong shoots hold erect the great flowers, which
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are clear yellow deepening into a richer hue, al-
most apricot. The flowers are massive and of great
substance, and the hot dry days of the latter part of
Jane suiting them, they opened splendidly.—A. H.

NEW ROSES AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
TuESE, with a few exceptions, were poorly repre-
sented, and the best were those raised by home
growers or introduced by them. By far the best
of the new English raised varieties is Margaret
Dickson, one of the pedigree Roses raised by Messrs.
Alexander Dickson and Sons, Royal Nursery, New-
townards, Co. Down. It is a cross between Lady
Mary Fitzwilliam and Merveille de Lyon. It has
the build of the former, but the white of the latter
with a delightful tinge of the softest blush in the
centre. A dozen remarkably good blooms were
awarded the first prize as the best white Rose, and
deservedly so. I should think there is as great a
popularity in store for this flower as has fallen to
the lot of Bennett's Mrs. J. Laing. This variety
also took the first prize in the open class for twelve
blooms of any new Rose, again finely shown by
Messrs. Dickson. I notice that Margaret Dickson
has been termed a Tea-scented variety, but it is
distinctly a Hybrid Perpetual. The condition of
the flower fully justifies the award made to it last
year of the gold medal of the National Rose
Society. The second prize went to H.P. White
Lady, a light sport from Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, a
beautiful Rose when in its best form. In the class
for the best twelve blooms of any new Rose, the
best was Souvenir de S. A. Prince, a pure white
sport from Souvenir d'un Ami with all its excellent
qualities, and regarded as the best white Tea Rose
offered in recent years. A splendid bloom of it
was selected as the premier Tea Rose in the nur-
serymen's classes. The second prize was awarded
to Bourbon Mrs. Paul, an exceedingly pretty va-
riety, having large, full flowers with stout petals
well arranged, blush white with rosy-peach shad-
ing

; a very fine autumnal Rose.

^In the class for twelve new Roses, single trusses,
"sssrs. Paul and Son were the only exhibitors, and
aey had H.P. Comtesse de Blacas, soft deep pink,

of globular shape
; H.P. Marie Margat, bright rosy

carmine, but apparently too much in the way of
Alfred Colomb

; H.P. Martin Cuhazac, bright pale
scarlet, slightly shaded ; H.P. Marchioness of
Lome, deep rose

; H.P. Bruce Findlay, brilliant
crimson, remarkable for the brightness of its
colour; H.P.John D. Pawle, pale crimson, shaded
with maroon

; Tea Souvenir de S. A. Prince, Bour-
bon Mrs. Paul, H.P. Augustine Guinoisse'au, an
almost white sport from La France ; Tea Sappho,
fawn colour, suffused with rose ; and Tea Ernest
Metz, pink, tinted with salmon.

Although a number of new Hoses were staged,
not one was considered good enough to be awarded
the gold medal of the society. Messrs. W. Paul
and Son had Tea Corinna, a pretty variety, charming
in the bud and very free ; Moss Zenobia, pink, flushed
with rose and shaded with purple ; HP. Spencer,
a beautiful soft pink flower of the build of Baroness
Rothschild

; and Moss Mungo Park, pale pink
shading to rose, large and full. Messrs. Paul and
Son had H.P. Charles Gater, very bright scarlet, a
flower of considerable promise, but not seen in its
best form on this occasion. Messrs. Alexander
Dickson and Sons staged H.P. Marchioness of
Dufferin, soft pink, with a deeper flush, large and
full, something of the build of La France, a flower
of considerable promise. Lord Penzance, who pro-
mises to be as successful in raising pedigree Hoses
as he has been with Sweet Briers, had H.P. Rob
Roy, a seedling from General Jacqueminot, crossed
with Village Maid, in the bud form resembling a
pale pink Her Majesty, but becoming coarse in a
later stage; and H.P. Roger Wildrake, from La
Ville de Bruxelles, crossed with Richard Laxton
resembling Paul Neron, and somewhat large and
coarse. Probably these new varieties were not
seen in their best character. R. j)_

RoseEnnnerungaumeine Mutter, ou Sou-
yemr de ma M.'.re.—This is a good example of ridicu-
louo Ksse naming, Xt is a new Bourbyu variety con-

tained in the Ust of a large French grower. Apparently
it is of German origin, and the French grower gave its

Freiicli equivalent for the benefit of his" readers. It is

to be hoped this name wid not find its way into Eng-
lish catalogues with a third appendage. I imagine the
Rose in (pieslion will never be largely grown, as its

colour is described as violet bordered with reddish
carmine, and the violet shade that exists in Roses
is far from pretty, and many think it detestable.—A. H.

TOO-MUCH-ALIKE ROSES.

Probably this will always remain a vexed ques-
tion with one or another of our growers, as those
who introduce a Hos^ which gets "bracketed" by
the National Rose Society are almost certain to
feel hardly done by. Again, there is hardly any
extensive grower Imt what if asked the plain ques-
tion, would take exception to one or other of those
already classed as too much alike to be shown in
the same classes

; ; e., if you stage Exposition de
Brie, you are barred from exhibiting Maurice
Bemardin, Ferdinand de Lesseps, or Sir Garnet
Wolseley. Now, according as these Hoses have been
introduced by their respective firms we have pur-
chased them direct from the raisers, and have
endeavoured to keep them separate one from
another ; and I must say that I quite agree with
one of our largest growers, in saying that each
Rose has its particular season, or, in other words,
there are years when Sir Garnet 'Wolseley is quite
distinct from Maurice Bemardin and the other two
kinds. The same thing has been noticed by me re-

specting Marie Finger and Eugenie Verdier.

Again, there is at times a great 'difference be-
tween Alfred Colomb and Wilhelm Koelle—two
more " bracketed " Roses. Then I have seen
genuine flowers of Thomas Mills and General Jac-
queminot which would defy anyone to discover
the difference ; and yet at times, and indeed, as a
general rule, these two Roses are very distinct,
the latter having a dark velvety shade and a sweet
scent never found in Thomas Mills.' Rosieriste
Jacobs and Duke of Wellington are not classed as
too much alike, but if one grows both well and
has the first named Rose upon the seedling Brier
stock, I do not think it possible to discern the least
difference.

I was not able to attend the Rose exhibition
held at Reigate this season, but I understand that
two of the leading Rose stands were disqualified
for containing both of these Hoses ; and that it was
not until the owners of the stands protested against
this decision, and argued that as they were not
" bracketed," and as the Reigate show was held
under the National Society's rules, they were quite
justified in staging both varieties, that they were
reinstated among the competitors. The result was
that both the first and second prizes went to these
stands, and it would have been hard lines if they
had remained disqualified.

Amateurs must remember that these bracketed
Roses are not necessarily decided to be of the
same kind, as more than one of them differ con-
siderably in their habit of growth, and yet the
flowers are generally so similar as to preclude their
being exhibited as " distinct " varieties.

Very many Roses could not be named with any
certainty, unless one was able to see their growth
and foliage as well as the flower, and some Roses
are particularly alike in certain districts, and yet
if the same plants were removed to another district
and soil their catalogued differences would be found
to be correctly described.

Mabel Morrison and White Baroness, Sultan of
Zanzibar and Paul's Reynolds Hole, America and
Isabella Sprunt, Rove d'Or and Tour Bertrand are
other Roses equally deserving of being bracketed,
as are the forty names so treated by the National
Rose Society.

Mme. Denis and Marie Opoix, Mme. B(5rard and
Beautfi de I'Europe are varieties I have grown side
by side for the last few years, and whether under
glass or in the open air they are exactly alike with
me. I believe I have them true to name.
One will often see an Anna Olivier of as pale a

straw colour as Mme. Hoste, and still the two Roses

are generally very distinct. Anna Olivier, Ethel
Brownlow, Mme. Lambard, and Jean Ducher vary
so much, that it is oftentimes possible to cut Hoses of
three distinct colours and shades from the same
plant. William Allen Richardson also possesses
this sport-like tendency.

Now and again I get a fine flower of Augusts
Rigotard that would at the first glance be called
Dupuy Jamain, the chief difference in these two
Roses being that the latter grows stronger and
produces a larger and heavier flower.

Comtesse d'Oxford and Mrs. Baker have come
exactly alike as regards their flowers on one portion
of my ground, the only difference being in the
colour of their wood. But these two varieties when
upon another part of my soil are as distinct as
possible.

I give a list of Roses that are much alike with
me, and that are not bracketed by the National
Rose Society, in addition to those named above

:

Fortune's Yellow and Beauty of Glazenwood,
Heine du Midi, La Reine, and Reine des Frangais.
I do not mean to say that all of these Hoses and
the others I previously named are identical in all

respects, but they are certainly too much alike to

be called in any way distinct— at least as they grow
with me, though, as I before remarked, there is a
great difference in some Roses when grown in

certain localities. Ridgewood.

THE NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY AND ITS
EXHIBITIONS.

To THE Editor of The Garden.

Sir,—A good deal of dissatisfaction has for

some time been growing, and has been expressed

both privately and through the garden press,

at the apparent neglect shown by the National

Rose Society committee to the legitimate inte-

rests and rights of small amateur growers at exhi-

bitions of the .society. At these exhibitions of

the N.RS., with some few exceptions, such
as the prizes given
A for "those who have never won a prize be-

fore," and
B for those " living within a radius of eight

miles of Charing Cross,"

there are no restrictions whatever, and an
amateur growing 5000 to 10,0(10 Rose trees can
compete in any class, large or .small, with
growers of say from 300 to lOdO plants.

Many men with small gardens grow good
Roses and have ambition to exhibit, but
they usually meet with the fate they fear and
yet hope may not be theirs. Where and when
is a small grower to have a chance if in au early

and prolilic season he has a hast of "all sorts

and conditions of men " to contend agaiust, and
in a late season he has big growers against him /

At the late exhibitions of the N. R.S. , and at

other exhibitions this year of societies affiliated

to the N.R. S., and who will doubtless take the
cue from the parent society if its committee
does its duty to small growers, thebig growers have
invariably competed agaiust small men, and, as

a matter of course, have won. To my personal
knowledge this has occurred at the Crystal

Palace, at Sutton, at Reigate, and at Croydon,
and I have no doubt that it has occurred every-

where else. It is a matter which requires the

immediate attention of the N.U. S. committee,
as if tlio smaller growers, who really are the
backbone of the subscriptions of the N.R.S.
and other Rose societies, are not encouraged
by some restrictions being placed on what may
fairly be called the " pot-luinting " members
amongst the bigger growers, then a great

deal of heart, "go,' and, therefore, vital

interest will be lost in Rose growing, Rose
showing, and perforce in the N.R.S. itself,

which aocioty I candidly acknowledge has
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hitherto most ably looked after the interests of

the Rose and its growers.

Croydon. Charles J. Gkahame.

Gloire de Margottin.—This, although a com-
paratively new Rose, is making rapid advances in

public favour, and deservedly so. It is of ram-

bling habit, and herein lies its special value. It is

too rampant to be grown as a dwarf, and it does

not come up to expectations for pegging down. It

blooms freely enough when so treated, but the

flowers are produced upon such long stalks that

they are quite unable to support themselves and
topple over on to the ground. It is one of the few
kinds that would make a really effective standard,

but it is best adapted for pillars, and it is to be

hoped that we shall ere long see it growing as a

pillar Rose. By no other means except, of course,

upon a high wall shall we be able to fully enjoy

and see the great effect of its profuse clusters of

bloom. The flowers are of the most dazzling red

colour.

Rose Spenser.—This is a very fine new Rose

not yet in commerce, but it will shortly be sent

oat, and undoubtedly will further enhance the

reputation of the Waltham Cross Nursery. Mr.

Paul's new Roses are always distinct and reliable,

and they become popular on account of their merits,

and are commendable for the shortness of their

names. This Rose has a name that all can

remember, and they assuredly will do so when once

they have seen it, for of all the fine Roses of which
the Baroness Rothschild is typical, this is one of

the best. Its flowers, of a bright rosy-peach colour,

clear, and very beautiful, and of great substance,

are, like those of the Baroness, borne erect upon
stout stalks, and set in an abundance of rich foli-

age. It is destined to become popular when once

it is sent out, as the colour is pleasing, and the

kind in every way distinct. It is a decided

acquisition. Like Merveille de Lyon and several

others of that habit, it will be grand for close

grouping, the mass of dwarfs at Waltham Cross

being one of the most conspicuous features.—A. H.

SEORT NOTES.—ROSES.

Moss Eose Crimson Globe.—This is the

latest, and an extremely valuable addition to the uone
too numerous family of really tine Moss Roses. It has

great vigour, the buds are nicely mossed, the flowers

consiJerably larger than those uf any other Moss Rose,

globular in shape, and deep crimson in colour.

Rose Pink Rover.—This is one of Mr. Paul's

last season's novelties, and a Rose that will find many
admirers. It is very vigorous and free, and will serve

as a climber or for pegging down. The flowers have a

most delightful scent and a pretty colour—pale pink

externally, deepening towards the centre of the flower,

which is large aud full, but opens well.

Rose Mme. P. Perny.—Among the older kinds

of Tea Roses, this uncommon one finds favour at

Waltham Cross, and it deserves all the attention it

gets. It is very vigorous in growth and correspond-

ingly free in bloom, producing buds in great quantity.

It is in tlie hud state that it is most beautiful, as it is

then of a deep saffron-yellow, becoming much lighter

as the flower expands.

Waltham Climbers.—These are seedlings from
Gloire de Dijon crossed with some other red Rose, and
they are useful for certain positions where free, hardy,

climbing, hright-culoured Roses are desired. No. 1

and No. 3 are the best, the former being the brighter in

colour, and the latter the darker. No. 2 is very sweet-

scented, but tlie flowers are rather dull in colour.

Rose "White Lady.—Of all the many sports

that have originated from Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, such,

for example, as Lady Alice, Maid of the Mist, &c, this

one named White Lady surpasses them aU. The
flowers are even larger than those of the kind from
whence it originated, although perhaps not quite

flo full. The flowers 'are creamy-white in colour, of

globular form, the petals very large and massive, quite

thick and fleshy.

Rose Lady Henry Grosvenor is one of the late

Mr. Bennett's Roses, and doubtless he thought highly

of it, aa he had worked up a fair stock of it, which
has now passed into the hands of Mr. Wilham Paul.

It is impossible to judge of it fairly, a« the plants were

transplanted too late to give them a chance to produce

flowers in character. In spite of recent removal, how-
ever, the marked freedom of flowering is most notice-

able, and the colour of the flowers is somewhat like

that of Viscountess Folkestone. It promises so well

under adverse treatment that it will be strange if it

does not turn out a first-rate Rose.

Rose Sombreuil.—This, although not a true Tea
Rose, is one of the good old kinds that one does not

like to lose sight of, and the best way to enjoy it always
is to plant a good group in the garden. The reward of

fiowers will be great all through the summer, and par-

ticularly in autumn. The colour of the flowers is

white tinged with rose, and the blooms are large and
moderately double. A round bed of this kind alone in

the nursery at Waltham Cross testifies to the value of

the Rjse in question.

AN AMATEUR'S GARDEN AT IP.SWICH.

Suffolk is a fertOe county, so that we may expect

to find good gardens in it. Amateurs' gardens,

however, such as the one under notice, that of Mr.

Edward Fison, of Allington House, are far too few.

In it is a glorijus assemblage of hardy alpine, her-

baceous, spring, summer, autumn and winter

flowering plants, gathered together from distant

parts, and in some cases arranged and associated

most artistically. Throughout the gardens there is

evidence of the existence of great enthusiasm for

hardy flowers, and, what is still more apparent, their

peculiarities,wants,merits and capabilities are known
and developed. The very aspect of the garden
would lead one to suppose that its owner had
travelled, as indeed he has, and seen many of the

best plants in their mountain homes, and the know-
ledge thus gained is of material assistance. In Mr.

Fison's garden may be seen hardy plants in bold

groups and broad masses, giving colour effect

enough to satisfy those who see nothing more in

flower gardening and in addition change, variety,

fragrance, beauty, and all that a garden should

possess to be worthy of the name.

Flower beds are not numerous, and those that

exist are informal. These are filled with spring

flowers, and one of the most striking effects ever

produced in spring gardening was seen in a great

mass of Myosotis dissitiflora as a groundwork to

giant red and white double and single Tulips. The
Aubrietias in beds and borders were magnificent,

and Primula rosea had also been very fine. This is

grown by hundreds, perhaps thousands, and planted

in various aspects, and when one lot of plants fade

they are replaced by others just coming on. It has

been pointed out how this kind of spring gardening

is an endless worry, one season's arrangements
interfering with that of another. But what is still

more important, the flower garden does not begin

and end in a conventional assemblage of beds upon
one aspect only ; the plants are grown in the situa-

tions that suit them, whether in sun or shade, with

shelter or exposure. Narcissi were growing out of

the Grass in front of a tree whose branches come
down to the ground ; elsewhere in a shrubbery bor-

der they spring out from and rise above a collection

of choice hardy Heaths in bold groups ; whilst many
choice kinds which have a border to themselves, so

that they can be lifted if deslred,'were a glorious

sight. Again, in little borders which earlier were

gay with Crocuses and Hepaticas were groups of

Primulas, such as denticulata, cashmeriana, &c., and
Anemone Robinsoniana, one of the loveliest of spring

flowers. The absence of formality about these

borders is not the least of their charms, one yard is

so unlike another.

Another large piece of ground was planted

prettily. The surface had been carefully thrown

into small mounds, as Mr. Fison said, illustrative

of an alpine pass or undulating valley. It has

been well done and not over-done. It would please

the most fastidious, and it is a great gain, as there

is a greater area available for planting, and plants

that love and look best with elevation, or upon

slopes, or in hollows, all h.ave their wants supplied.

There is a weak feature here—an ill-constructed

rockery, in whose dusty pockets were many choice

plants ; but Mr. Fison recognises the weakness and

the rockery will go, hue the plants will be retained

and grown in a rock bed, that is, a bed in which

stones are partially embedded. This is a simple

way of growing many choice alpines, although but

few avail themselves of it.

The reserve garden is a feature. In one special

border may be found the new arrivals, which might

be lost among the vigorous hosts elsewhere. Here

they are tended, tested, and increased till stock is

obtained sufficient to form a feature of notice and

interest. Then there are nursery beds and borders

where stock is increased and grown on till fit fc r

use. The Cobweb Houseleek was noticed under-

going increase till enough is obtained for some

charming association, in the creation of which

Mr. Fison is frequently experimenting, and often

with happy results. Many have got together a

large collection of hardy plants, but few have

learnt the art of disposing them. Botanical col-

lections which are most complete are nearly always

unsatisfactory. It is easy to miss the mark, as a

beautiful garden can never be made with one or

two plants of this, that, and the other. The good

things should preponderate. This was illustrated

by Tulipa retroflexa, a lovely species, preserving

to itself a distinct and beautiful irregularity of

form, which was plentiful in association with

other things. Then there was the gorgeous Tu-

lipa Greigi, as yet rare and expensive, but the few

in flower had an interest as well as the many of

the other kmd, and it was fitting that a well-tried

one should predominate.

These few remarks give some idea of the glori-

ous possibilities awaiting us if we are confined

to hardy plants, and this whether the garden be

one of broad acres or, as in the present case,

small in area, but teeming with beautiful floral

gems, and still not yet full, for there is room for

extension, and it will be—in fact, is being— ex-

tended. ^- ^•

Books.

THE MAKING OF FLOWERS.*

A POPULAB exposition of that portion of the Dar-

winian theory relating to the origin and modifica-

tion of flowers by insect agency. The author ^t

the start assumes that " all kinds of flowers a.e

the result of a ' responsive power '
residing in the

living ' protoplasm ' of the plant acting in concert

with the external impulses received from its en-

vironment."

Of course a common or ideal plant as opposed to

animal is assumed as a starting point, and then the

author proceeds to argue that it is modified and

altered by nutrition and by irritation, these bemg

influenced by its physical surroundings. To use

his own words, " the plant in all its parts is, as it

were, struggling to keep m harmony with the ex-

ternal world. If it cannot do so, it must succumb.

If, on the other hand, it can vary so as to keep its

own forces in equilibrium with those of the exter-

nal world, it lives and thrives, and the new charac-

teristics which it may have developed become

hereditary, and thus new species are obtained.

This theory will be perceived to be antagonistic to

that of Weissmann, who maintains that acquired

characters are not inherited, a position that has

many facts agauist it, as observed by farmers and

gardeners every day of their lives.

Mr Henslow's book should be read by all inter-

ested in the subtle problems presented by vege-

table life in the garden. It is pretty certainly

proved that modifications of structure and sub-

stance may be set up or originated by the locaUsed

irritation and punctures of insects, and that such

alterations may in time become hereditary is also

clearly shown, but when we come to the broad and

simple question. What good are these modifica-

tions ( we are plunged into a dilemma.

In the earlier ages of vegetable life, in the age

of giant Cryptogams, and even in the days of Loni-

feia! and Cycads, there were no insects to carry

out fertilisation, or if there were insects, their

labours were not necessary to the plants then

existent on the earth. Even to-day insect fertihsa-

» "The Making of Flowers." By the Rev Geo.

Henslow, M.A., (Sc. London : fe. P. C. K. isyi.
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tionis merely temporaiy in its effects, ju3t as is
man's own work of cross-breeding and liybridisa-
tion in the garden. Speaking broadly and gene-
rally, it is a fact that the plants self-fertilised or
wind-fertUised are as well able to hold their own, or
better able to do so than are the placts dependent
on insect fertilisation.

It is a very suggestive fact to remember, and one
of which Mr. llenslow incidentally reminds us, viz.,
that all the grain-yielding, all the timber-yield-
ing plants and trees of the world are either self or
wind-fertilised. Both Grant Allen and Mr. Ken-
slow alike tell us that the wind-fertilised grain
plants and timber trees of the forest are "de-
graded " types. Wheat, according to Mr. G. Allen,
being "a degraded Lily," but Mr. Henslow quali
Bed his use of the word by saying that the word
" degradation implies nothing derogatory, or any-
thing injurious to the plant ; rather the reverse."
It seems pretty clearly established that flowers
habitually fertilised by insects are decidedly the
most beautiful, ie., larger and of more brilliant
colours, but they are not increased so certainly
and abundantly as are the inconspicuous or weedy
plants which are self-fertilised, or fertilised by the
wind. Of all plants dependent on insect-fertilisa-
tion are the Orchids, and no plants, perhaps, pro-
duce more seed to such little practical purpose.
On the other hand, take the example of mathe-
matical precision with which every seed is produced
on our grain crops, such as Wheat and Barley which
are wind- fertilised, or the self-fertilised weeds, such
as Chickweed and Groundsel. When we see and
note around us broad facts such as these of the
wind-fertilised grain plants and timber or forest
trees, and the self-fertUised weeds of our fields and
gardens, we are led to ask if insect-fertilisation is
or has been such a great gain after all, as Darwin
and his followers assume it to have been ?

As Mr. Henslow shows, even many of the plants

°?^°,i^'^'^"'^^*' ^y i°sect agency retain the power
of self-fertilisation {e ;/., Viola odorata and Stel-
lana;). Cross-fertilisation, both in Nature and in
the garden, is only temporary in its good effects,
and IS not the perpetually increasing advantage it
was until quite recently supposed to be. Every
hybridiser knows how soon a limit to his progress
of improvement comes, and how certainly the im-
perative necessity arises for him to hark back to
the fountain head, i.e., the wild species or varieties
in order to regain the vigour or fertility lost by in-
terbreeding. The maxim that plants may be altered or
changed by outerirritations, i.e., by their physical sur-
roundings, as well as by theirfertilisationornutrition
IS a most suggestive one to all interested in the
modification of cultivated plants. Another point
emphasised is that the morphological similarity of
two individuals is often accompanied by a great
difference m their physiological action or be-
haviour, a pomt gardeners are continually finding
out for themselves, as when some individuals of a
species rcot freely from cuttings, while others
retuse to do so, a remark equally as true when
cross-fertilisation or grafting is the experiment
undertaken. The book consists of 1C8 pages and
IS well printed, its price being only half-a-crown.
Should a second edition be called for, a good index
might be added with advantage. F. W. B.

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.
The work of clearing off the first crop of vege-
tables and re-cropping again as rapidly as pos-
sible is now going on under favourable conditions,
as up to the present the season has been favour-
able for all sorts of crops on light lands, and after
the prolonged scarcity of xegetables occasioned by
a severe winter and exceptionally late spring, the
demand has been great, and very fair prices have
been obtained. The most pressing work now is
connected with the following crops, viz ;

CABBAdES.—Good early crops of these have
sold at a remunerative price, and the main lots are
cleared off, for now that Peas and Beans are plen-
tiful, the price has naturally declined considerably.
Sowing of the earliest kinds for next year's spring
crop is now being done, few crops being sown more
truly to data than these. Even a few days make a

considerable difference in the crop, and from the
middle to the end of July is the favourite date for
sowing here.

Celbbt.—The planting out of this now entails a
good deal of work, as few crops repay good culture
better than this, and not only must there be plenty
of manure to put into the trenches, but it must be
of the right sort, and a good deal of labour is ex-
pended in preparing it. An abundant supply of
water is also needed, as Celeiy is a moisture-
loving crop, and any check to its growth greatly
reduces the value.

CucuMBEBS, frame and ridge, are now fruiting
very freely, the bright spell of summer just suiting
this crop. Daily attention in thinning out the old
shoots and foliage, cutting the fruit, watering, &c.,
is needed now that growth is so rapid.

Peas have thus far yielded good crops, and the
first earlies are being cleared off, the land being
surface-hoed and planted at once with Broccoli,
Brussels Sprouts, or winter greens.

Potatoes, the most important of all vege-
tables, and one that comes to great perfection in
the light well-drained soil of the south coast, pro-
mise well this year. Not only is the crop good,
but the quality is far superior to that of last year.
We are now lifting kidneys of the Ashleaf type,
Sharpe's Victor. &c

, quite ripe enough to store for
seed, and thus far with no trace of disease. The
heavy cropping White and Pink Beauty of Hebron
are also yielding fine crops of excellent quality.
Many growers in this locality lift and sell all their
Potatoes in time to get their land recropped at
once with winter green stuff. Turnips, kc, as they
find this much more profitable than late Potatoes,
that cannot be dug in time for any crop to come to
perfection within the current year.

Tomatoes are now making rapid progross, al-
though the spring was so late, that it was difficult
to get the plants started early. Those who pro-
tected their plants from the late frosts have now
the satisfaction of seeing them making rapid pro-
gress. Staking, tying, and keeping all lateral
growths closely cut away are the main items of
successful outdoor culture. The plants under glass
are fruiting well, and, as far as I can gather, with
less disease in them than last year.

Vegetable Mabeows are fruiting splendidly.
They always seem to bear more freely during dry,
hot weather, and now that the ground is rather
too dry for many succulent crops, the Vegetable
JIarrows come in with extra fruitfulness. Large
quantities are grown in this locality, and favours
are pretty evenly divided between the long run-
ning kinds and the dwarf or bush Marrows. Of
the two I prefer the long running kinds, especially
if the Marrows are cut before they attain a large
size.

Feuit gaedens and oechaeds.—It is many
years since such a regular crop of fruit has been
seen as that now hanging on trees and bushes, or
that has been already secured, for one of the most
important fruit crops is the Strawberry, which has
been exceptionally good, and very fine weather has
prevailed for ripening and gatherin'g the fruit ; in
fact, the drought has rather checked the swelling
of the latest fruit. In this part early sorts are the
rule, and I think growers have generally no reason
to complain.

Bush keuit for preserving is now being
gathered and marketed in fine condition. Currants,
red, white, and black, are abundant and fine, and
Raspberries good. Gooseberries very plentiful ; the
foliage in some places has been attacked by cater-
pillars, but where means for extirpating these pests
have been freely used, the crop is fine and clean.

Ciiebeies in this immediate locality are a heavy
crop, and fine dry weather has enabled growers to
secure the White Heart and other kinds in good
order.

Apples and Pbaes are a splendid crop ; every
variety and every form of tree are loaded to their
utmost capacity

; in fact, they were far too heavily
cropped, and a very large percentage has dropped
from the trees. There is still abundance left, and

anyone interested in hardy fruits will find this a
good time to make an inspection of any fruit

gardens that may come in his way. A few kinds
of the earliest Pears are finding their way into
market, and early cooking Apples are quite fit for
use, especially where the plan of picking off the
finest fruit first and allowing the others to grow
out is adopted. All our trees of Lord Suftield,

even those planted this spring, are covered with
splendid clean-skinned fruit.

Gosjiurt. Jambs Geoom.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Campanula persicifolia.—Mr. Cuthbertson,
Public Park Nursery, Rothesay, sends us one of the
varieties of this, which he calls Cuthbertsoni. There
are other forms of this tine plant in cultivation, and it

is doubtful if they should be given Latin names.

Genista aurantiaca plena.—A large clump
of this dwarf Broom forms quite an attractive feature
ou the rockwork in the York Nurseries. The tuft is

fully a yard across, and is a compact mass of golden-
yellow blossoms. It is equally good for the herbaceous
border.—K. P.

The Propliet Flower { Arnebia echioides).—This
is quite hardy here. A small plant put out on a mound
(the sunny edge of a ridge) three years ago has now
grown to a fine specimen, and was a mass of flower
for several weeks in the spring. These stems have
died down and now others appear, and the plant
is beginning to present its gay appearance again.
Several seedlings of last year's crop have sprung
up around it. Like several other members of the
Borage family, I believe it has a decided aversion to
any kind of manure. Mine grows in the ordinary
garden loam somewhat poor.—J. M., Ckarmonth

,

Dorset.

Pink Mrs. 'W. M. "Welsh.—Knowing the in-

terest you take in hardy border flowers, we have
the pleasure to send you a plant of our seedling
white border Pink Mrs. W. M. Welsh, which has
proved such a useful variety for those who require
quantities of pure white flowers. The plant is sent
to show its habit and free-blooming character, and
the bunch of blooms will let you see the purity of
the white. The flowers and plant are taken from
the open border in our Pilrig Nursery.

—

Dicksons
AND Co , Ediiihiirijli.

*^* A fine many-flowered tuft, as large in bloom
and bud as some white Carnations.

—

Ed.

Campanula pyramidalis and C. media
calycanthema vars.—These are most serviceable
decorative plants for this season of the year. The
latter may possibly be by this time past their best
in forward localities or under favourable conditions.
Those who have not any stock of C. media calycan-
thema, either white, pink, or blue varieties, will do
well to obtain each, and sow the seed at once in the
open ground, pricking off the young plants before
they become drawn. If room in cold frames is

scarce, they will be safe enough in the open ground,
being perfectly hardy, but equally amenable to pot
culture. These seedlings would flower a little next
year, but the chief display will be had the follow-
ing season. Plants in 8-inch and '.t-inch pots will

make a grand show. Campanula pyramidalis, where
raised earlier, will now be making good plants

;

ours are now in pans and nearly fit for potting
singly thence into 4.Vinch pots for the winter. Old
plants now coming into flower will take a liberal

supply of manure water. Unless absolutely neces-
sary, 1 do not advise staking the plants ; they look
far better without it in my opinion. Plants raised
last year which have not flowered, if the pots be full

of roots, should have another shift now. These
will then make grand plants for next year. When
sown early in the spring they will flower the suc-
ceeding year under generous treatment, in the case
of at least a portion of the stock. A loamy soil

—

not too light—is the best for these handsome
decorative plants ; in light soil there is a tendency
towards a gross growth, with less po.ssibilily of

wintering them so safely in cold frames. Both of
these Bellflowers are well grown and in large num-
bers for decoration by Mr. Wythes.
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Stove and Greenhouse.

RHODODENDRON COUNTESS
HADDINGTON.

OF

This ia an old and well-known variety, but still

one of the best in spite of the many beautiful

additions we have had since it was lirst raised.

It is a hybrid between R, cQiatum and the
primrose-coloured R. Dalhousire. R. oiliatum

has been the parent of many forms, but the
Countess of Haddington is one of the choicest

of its offspring. The growth is more vigorous

bloom is remarkably beautiful, but small plants
flower freely and are of use for the greenhouse.
Cuttings strike easily, and from first to last

this Rhododendron is not difficult to grow well.

In seeing the Countess of Haddington in various
gardens some difl:"erence is observed in the
flowers, some being finer than others. This is

due to a number of seedlings having been
raised. A soil composed of peat and loam with
a sprinkling of sharp sand makes an excellent
compost. The plants may be planed out of

doors during the summer, but care should be
taken not to let them suffer from want of water.

Rhododendron Countess of Haddington. Engraved for Thk Garden from a photograph sent bv
Mr. T. H. Sykes, Cringle House, Cheadle, Cheshire.

than in the case of either of its parents. R.
ciliatumis a low, very compact bush, and R.
DalhousiiH e.xactly the opposite — a straggling
grower with a rather weak constitution. The
variety, however, makes a splendid specimen,
and may be either planted out or grown on in
a pot, so those who have conservatories to
furnish will do well to think of this type. The
flowers are not so large as those of R. Dal-
housiie, the buds deep pink, but when expanded
the colour changes to a pale shade, which passes
almost to pure white in the centre of the
flower. A large bush of it when one mass of

It is strange that, notwithstanding the beauty
of many greenhouse Rhododendrons, such little
heed is paid to the class as a whole.

Campanula fragilis and C. garganica.—As
soon as these pretty and elegant varieties are out
of flower they will require attention. Unless seed
is required, it is best to cut off the spikes to
strengthen the plants. Increase in both instances
can be effected by division or by detaching small
pieces as cuttings with at least a few roots to each.
These will soon establish themselves in sandy soil,

afterwards being transferred into small pots and
kept upon a greenhouse shelf tor the winter

months. The old plants should be shaken out and
repotted as soon as growth commences, keeping, as
with the other kinds, to a loamy soil, but adding to
it some old mortar rubble, to which both varieties
are- partial. After po'ticg, a cold frame wUl suit
them very well until the late autumn.

DRACOPHYLLUM GRACILE.
Quite apart from the value of this plant for
exhibition, it is one of the most suitable
amongst the various hard-wooded genera that
can be grown for greenhouse decoration, as also
for cutting. It is amongst the freest of the
many free-blooming kinds of greenhouse sub-
jects, flowering, as it does, in the shape of small
examples in (j-inch or 7-inch pots, almost as
profusely as when the specimens have attained
a larger size. In it we have one of the most
distinct of aU cultivated plants in the character
of its flowers, and still more so in that of the
growth. Its thin wiry shoots are of almost an
uniform thickness from end to end of the sea-
son's growth, and are covered from top to
bottom with their tiny leaves, the base of which
clasps the wood like scales. These leaves are of
an enduring nature, retaining their vitality for
several years when the plants are healthy and
vigorous. The flowers are of the purest white,
and are produced on the extremities of the
shoots in the form of densely-packed conical
heads, much rounded at the extremities. The
individual flowers are of a thin papery texture,
and la,3t for five or six weeks from the time of
their first beginning to open, provided they are
kept cool and shaded from the sun. They also
last well in a cut state, and from the fact of the
character of the growth being such as admits of
their being gathered with 10 inches or 12 inches
of stem, they can be used either in bouquets or
for filling stands, so as to have an elegant, loose
appearance in a way that flowers with short
stems do not permit of without having recourse
to mounting. This Dracophyllum is a some-
what difficult subject to deal with, being apt to
go off suddenly if it suffers from neglect or from
treatment opposed to its well-being. But as it

^trikes freely and readily from cuttings, there
is no difficulty in keeping up the stock provided
a few are propagated annually. The growth is

continuous, the wood never wholly ceasing to
extend ; consequently the shoots do not ripen
up to the apex in the autumn in the way that
takes place in plants that are virtually dormant
through the winter. For this reason there
is no difficulty in getting cuttings in the
requisite soft condition in the spring. The cut-
tings should be made of the extremities of the
shoots taken oft' from 2 inches to 3 inches in
length, and should be put an inch apart in 5-inch
or Ginch pots Ln sand, stood in an intermediate
temperature, and confined under propagating
glasses with shade. If kept moderately moist
they will strike in seven or eight weeks. AVhen
well rooted put them singly into small pots in
peat passed through a fine sieve, adding to the
peat a little more sand than is necessary for
plants of a more vigorous nature. The roots
are very impatient of anything approaching a
stagnant condition of the soil ; hence the neces-
sity for a liberal addition of sand and also for
efficient drainage. After the little plants are
potted they should be kept in a temperature
only a little lower than that in which they have
been struck. As soon as they have made an
inch of growth the points should be pinched
out. It is necessary to attend to this thus
early, as the future specimens should be fur-
nished with sufticient branches near the base.
Stand them near the glass where they will be
under the full influence of light, but a thin
shade must be kept over them during the hot-
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test part of the day in sunny weatlier through

the summer. In the autumn discontinue shad-

ing. From this time on through the winter

they should have an intermediate temperature,

by which means they will go on moving slowly,

and time in getting them on will be saved.

Towards the end of March move the little

plants into pots 3 inches larger, using soil of a

like description to that previously advised.

Give more air as the weather comes warmer and
shade during the day as soon as the sun gets

powerful. As the spring- advances an ordinary

greenhouse temperature will suffice ; but with

this Dracophyllum, as in the case of most other

hard-wooded greenhouse subjects whilst small,

it is much the best if the plants can have a

house or pit to themselves, where the atmosphere
can be kept more moist and somewhat closer

than is necessary for larger examples. Treated

in this way they get on faster, and this 1

may say is one of the matters that leads to

success in their cultivation, as when grown freely

and strongly in their early stages they attain a

more vigorous condition, which causes thom to

be less susceptible of injury to their roots if

they happen to get a little more moisture than

is good fur them. Directly the roots begin to

take to the new soil again stop the shoots,

shortening them to within 4 inches or 5 inches

of the point where they were first stopped. A
slight sprinkling overhead with the syringe

during the latter part of spring and through the

summer at the time of closing the house in the

afternoon will be beneficial. So far nothing

has been said about water. All the plants

should be looked over closely at least once a

day through the season that active growth con-

tinues, for, on the one hand, water must not

be given to this Dracophyllum until the soil is

somewhat drier than it is necessary to allow

some freer growing things to get ; on the other,

it must not be withheld too long. No more

stopping must be practised this season. In the

autumn give more air, so as to reduce the dis-

position to active growth, and expose the plants

to all the light and sun that can be given theni.

A temperature of 45' in the night will this

winter be sufficient. Again about the same

time in spring move into pots 2 inches or 3

inches larger, and as soon as the roots have

begun to take freely to the new material shorten

the shoots back as before to within 4 inches or

5 inches of the point where last stopped.

Through this summer and the ensuing winter

treat as before. In April the flower shoots will

begin to move apace, and it will be well to let

the plants bloom. Almost every shoot will

flower ; they will begin to open towards the

end of May. During the time of blooming

keep them cool, shaded from the sun, and in a

moderately dry atmosphere, by which means,

as already said, the flowers will keep fresh

longer. By the time they begin to fade several

young shoots will be visible from that portion

of the last year's growth that the flower-

stalks have proceeded from, but these must
not be allowed to go on, as from their being too

far away from where the shoots were shortened

to the previous spring they would directly give

the plants a loose straggling appearance. I feel

it necessary to mention this, as young hands in

the cultivation of Dracophyllum gracile are fre-

quently tempted to allow the shoots in question

to remain, through which the plants whilst thus

young at once become too thin and the

branches too long to admit of their being

trained without twisting them objectionably.

After cutting back keep the atmosphere some-

what closer for two or threeweeks until the young
growth begins to move. VVhen the shoots have

extended an inch or two again rejiot, giving

them a like increase of room to that of the pre-

ceding seasons.

In regard to staking and tying, the shoots of

this plant never attain suflicient strength to

admit of the plants being kept in anything like

a presentable shape without more sticks than
necessary for many things. For appearance
sake the stakes should be much thinner than

those used for things that make stronger wood.
At the time of potting each year, as many sticks

as are found requisite should be inserted just

within the rims of the pots into the new soil

before the roots begin to take hold of it ; and
when introducing new sticks to replace the old

ones as the latter get decayed at the bottom,
see that the new ones are put in the holes that

the old ones have occupied in the way that has
before been recommended for tender-rooted
plants that need a considerable number of

sticks.

Inafter years additional pot-roommay be given
as seem to be necessary, but the specimens will

not need a shift every year. As the old leaves

above the base of the plants turn brown and die,

they should be rubbed off at the time the tying
is done. If these are allowed to remain they
give an unsightly appearance. No attempt
must ever be made to cut this Dracophyllum
back into the old hard wood in the way admis-
sible with some things. If this is done there
will be little chance of the plant ever breaking
so as to make healthy growth. It is not advis-

able to stand this plant out of doors in the
latter part of summer with the view of

hardening and maturing the growth, as there
is nothing gained by it. This Dracophyllum is

not in any way subject to mildew or any ailment
which a ripening process by exposure to the open
air tends to check. T. B.

decoration of the greenhouse may have been seen

for some time at Kew, where a group of it was for

a long while very handsome, and that where asso-

ciated with such cool house plants as Pelargoniums,

Fuchsias, Heliotropes, Lantanas, Begonias, and the

like. The Bowers of Scutellaria Mocciniana are tabu-

lar in shape, each about H inches longand borne in

erect, closely packed terminal clusters. Their

colour is bright scarlet, the interior of the bloom
yellow. From cuttings of the young growing shoots

this Scutellaria can be readily increased, and the

plants having a tendency to run up thin, they should

be stopped freely during their earlier stages. The
pots must not be too large, but at the same time

good soil of an open nature and liberal treatment

are essential to their well-doing.—H. P.

Phoenocoraa prolifera Barnesi.—Although
closely allied to the Aphelexis family and sometimes
classed with them, this plant is quite distinct both
in its appearance, its habit, and in iis blossoms. It

has a tendency to grow up tall, and hence eoon be-

comes leggy. When starting with a young plant
this failing can be remedied by frequent pinching
and gently drawing the shoots outwards for thera

to assume an upright position. When in this

manner a good base has been formed, the after

treatment becomes easier. It is best, however, to

continue pinching shoots which are found to be
growing away too strongly. The Phcenocoma forms
an excellent succession to the Aphelexis, and will

with care last in good condition till the end of

August. Moisture must not be allowed to accumu-
late upon the flowers, or they will very quickly
fade. Compared with the Aphelexis, I have found
that the Phcenocoma requires rather more water

—

soil, however, the same.

—

Plantsman.

Scutellaria Mocciniana. — Few plants rival

this native of Mexico in its many good qualities,

for the blooms are remarkably showy and retain

their beauty a considerable time, while the plant is

of easy culture, and grown in successional batches
may be had in flower at almost any season of

the year. It was introduced about twenty-three
years ago, and from its great beauty, combined
with its easy propagation, rapidly became popular,

but it is by no means so generally grown as one
might expect. It was the subject of one of the
earlier illustrations in The Garden, a coloured
plate being given in Vol. X., at which time there

was a considerable demand for it. The genus
Scutellaria is an extensive one, whose members are
scattered over various portions of the globe, but
the finest of all is that herein noticed. It is usually
spoken of as a stove plant, but will thrive in a
lower temperature—indeed, an intermediate house
suits it best, while during the summer months it is

quite at home in the greenhouse, and in this

latter structure the blooms remain freth much
longer. A good illustration of its value for the

GLOXINIAS.
Of late years these plants have received more

attention, have greatly improved in quality, and

have more substance in the flowers. I think the

best blooms I have ever seen were at the Ealing show

on the 15th inst. ; there were eight or nine stands

of cut blooms with three dozen flowers each and

not less than six varieties. The flowers were of

beautiful form, the colours evenly distributed,

and the blooms of good substance and size.

In former years too many drooping flowers were

shown, and these had very slender footstalks,

the consequence being that much of their beauty

was never seen, the flowers bending down with
their own weight. This is not the case now, as in

the above stands I only saw two or three drooping

forms; the others had stout footstalks with

plenty of substance in them to support the blooms.

I consider this a great improvement, as the

flowers are seen to better advantage and last much
longer ; indeed, some of the late introductions, when
grown in a suitable temperature, keep on the

stalk till withered up, and do not slip off, as used to

be the case just as the bloom was past its best. I

find the erect growers with decided colours stand

longer than the spotted varieties and are beat for

cutting, though I must admit the spot'ed forms are

most beautiful, and when required for house deco-

ration or to bloom without much moving about they

should be in all collections, as great strides have

been made of late in this class, and more sub-

stance both in plants and blooms introduced, so that

no doubt they will continue to gain in substance,

thus adding to their long - lasting prcperties.

One great advantage this flower posse.^ses, it

can be readily grown from seed in a short time,

and with room at disposal plants may be had in

bloom nine months out of twelve. Ttie plants last

a long time in bloom if grown in an interme-

diate or greenhouse temperature and kept well

supplied with moisture and manure in a liquid

state. We get our earliest plants in bloom in Feb-
ruary or March from seed sown in the early part

of the previous year, and our second lot to bloom is

from later sown, or those which were sown in May
and bloomed through October to December ; these

bloom the following year in July, or later if de-

sired, and with a pinch of seed sown in "Slay for

blooming the last three months of the year, a suc-

cession of bloom for many months is secured at a
small cost. I do not keep the old tubers of seed-

lings after the second year unless they possess

special qualities, and then 1 prefer to keep them by
propagating young bulbs from the matured leaves

as soon as the plants have had a rest, as I find

young bulbs much best. In a packet of seed from
a good house there are many good forms, and
it is most interesting to see the flowers open, and
the poor ones can be soon weeded out. I aho find

young bulbs winter much better than old ones, as

they do not sutler from dry rot, as the old bulbs

do; they start off into growth more rapidly and
can be grown in smaller pots, and give much finer

blooms if kept free of moisture overhead. The flowers

last a long time if not wetted with the syringe, and
should in all cases get a cooler temperature as

soon as they begin to open, and shade from strong

sunshine in hot weather. The latest lot we grow
in small pots. Large plants are not wanted,
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nice stuff in 4J-inch pots being required. We also
grow a few of the weakest seedlings in 3- inch pots.

These do well for furnishing, and are much ad-
mired in the winter months. The plants for late

work are grown in cold frames and not heavily
shaded, and towards the end of September get no
shade. They are kept close to the glass and en-
couraged to fill their pots with roots, which they
should do by the date mentioned ; they then com-
mence to form their flowers, and are fed with a
good fertiliser. I find it best to feed early, as if

left too late the plants cannot absorb the feeding
material so readily. We remove to a small house
early in October, keeping close to the glass with a
day temperature of 55°, and do not allow the plants
to suffer for moisture, as when removed from a
frame to a dry house or shelf they soon suffer. I

also prefer good fibrous loam, with good leaf mould
and some dry cow manure rubbed through a coarse
sieve with some small broken charcoal it the loam
is heavy, and when repotting old tubers I use
some bone meal with coarse sand. As the culture
of this plant is so well known, it would be super-
fluous to go into details, my notes being to show
the value of these plants, especially for late bloom,
when grown for that purpose, as they last much
longer when cut in the autumn and winter months
if grown cool, and are most acceptable for decora-
tion of rooms when grown in small pots for group-
ing to place in the front of other plants or with
foliage. G. Wythes.

Sl/07l,

Aphelexis macrantha rosea (Bruce's var).

—

I thank your correspondent "T. B." for his refer-
ence to this variety and for the interesting infor-
mation appended thereto. In addition I might
add that the late Mr. Thos. Gilbert, of Hastings, a
well - known hard - wooded plant grower, had
two specimens of this same kind which he used
to show from 25 to 30 years ago in superb condi-
tion. When his plants were dispersed one came
into my hands, and I afterwards continued to ex-
hibit it for some years. I consider it quite a dis-
tinct form by its short stubby growth and its grand
flowers. I think the definition " Bruce's var." has
a prior claim to all others ; indeed, I am not so sure
that Mr. Bruce was not the first to bring it into
notice some fifty years ago. He was then a well-
known exhibitor of such plants at Chiswick and
elsewhere (vide Jfortii-ii/titral CaJiinet, 1840 and
other years). The Aphelexis, or as they were then
known under the name of Helichrysum, appear to
have been with him a speciality. He lived at
Tooting, so it is most probable that he was identi-
fied with this particular kind or in association with
the RoUissons whom " T. B." mentions.—Plants-
man.

Kalosanthes coccinea and its varieties.

—

As soon as these are out of flower the plants should
be stood out in the full sunshine and less water
given them, the spikes being cut off upon the first

opportunity. In a few days' time the cuttings
where large enough should be taken off and in-
serted, three of each info a .'i-inch pot, each one at
the sides. The earlier struck plants will later on
take a small shift, the later ones remaining in the
pots in which they were struck. It does not pay to
retain the old plants to flower a second season ; the
flower trusses are never so fine and the plants
themselves become leggy. Dwarf plants with
three or more trusses are decidedly preferable for
ordinary use. A loamy soil with silver sand freely
used and some mortar rubbish broken down fine
will grow these young plants well. Until rooted a
cool frame is the best place for them ; thence on-
wards until housed for the winter they should be
more exposed. 'When larger plants are required
more cuttings should be put into larger pots straight
away, which is a better plan than deferring it until
they are rooted. The smaller growing kind, K.
jasminea, with white flowers, is of a more branching
habit, but a pot with five or six cuttings inserted in
it will make a good-sized plant for another season
By growing a good few of each kind the season of
flowering may be considerably prolonged into
August it the plants are, early in the spring, kept
quite cool. These plants of K. coccinea should now.

however, be fully exposed, so that the flowers be-
come of a more intense colour.

Vallota purpurea. — This handsome Cape
bulbous plant will now be showing its spikes under
cool greenhouse treatment. Where there exists a
good stock of blooming bulbs, a portion should be
kept as cool as possible, so as to prolong the season
of flowering. It is hardly possible to have too
many of this fine decorative plant in an ordinary
way, and when careful attention is paid to its cul-
ture the reward will be manifested in a good crop
of flower-spikes during August and September. No
potting should be attempted now unless the plants
are radically wrong at the roots. Excess of
water must also be guarded against, particularly in
the case of any young plants which have not their
pots well filled with roots. Offsets at times become
detached of themselves from the old bulb ; these
may then be removed with a little crop of roots
without disturbing the larger and flowering bulb.
— H.

Achimenes.—Although recognised as a stove
plant and more often than not grown in heat, Achi-
menes make useful additions to the list of green-
house and conservatory subjects from now onwards
till the middle or end cf September. In fact, I

consider this is the season when their particular
utility is more apparent. Grown on earlier in
warmth and gradually hardened off to a cooler
course of treatment by the time they commence to
flower their beauties are considerably prolonged,
whilst the growth they make is much shorter-
jointed than under stove culture. Under the cooler
course with a free circulation of air, to avoid injury
from any excess of atmospheric moisture, the
flowers will last much longer in good condition, and
the colours in many instances be far brighter. In
growing these plants I have found weak guano
water made from the best Peruvian article to be as
good a stimulant as can be employed. As the
flowers fade they ought to be carefully removed,
and if thrips attack the lower leaves these should
be also taken off. If, however, the plants are plen-
tifully supplied with water, there will not be much
fear of any serious attack of this plant pest.— J.

Francoa ramosa.—Of plants easily cultivated
in any ordinary greenhouse, or even in cold pits or
frames in favourable positions during the cold sea-
son of the year, and out of doors later on until in
flower at this t'me and onwards through August
and September, there is no plant in its way to sur-
pass or even equal it. It lasts in flower a long
time, each spike being in strong plants much
branched, these offsets succeeding the main spike.
As a plant for conservatory grouping it is pecu-
liarly well suited, especially amongst dark green
foliage, its own leafage also assisting to enhance
its beauty. It is grown by Mr. Wythes at Syon
House in quantity, he knowing full well what a
useful plant it is for decorating his large houses
there. Those who have it will do well to take care
of their stock and look after saving some seed for
sowing early in the spring. Seed may also be sown
now and pricked off as soon as the seedlings are flt

to handle. They can then be kept in the pans till

the new year, and with the turn of days be potted
off singly. During the first year they will flower a
little, but nothing to what the succeeding season's
display will be if carefully looked after. A few
seedlings raised every year will be the best way of
keeping up a healthy stock. Cuttings may also be
struck in the spring-time without dilliculty in a
gentle heat, but with no excess of moisture, other-
wise the hirsute foliage will have a tendency to

damp off, if not the cutting as well. Potting is

best left until the spring-time in the case of plants
now of fair size, unless they happen to be abso-
lutely starved in small pots.

SHORT NOTES.—STOVE AND QREENHOUSE.

Nerines, or Guernsey Lilies.— For the pre-
sent these ehoukl be kept dry at the root and until

the flower-spike.s < r growths appear. With tuo liberal

treatment the latter will sometimes uain a lead, aiul

thereby weaken the former, or the ilowcr-spikes will

fail altogether. When the spikes appear give water
more freely. The Guernsey Lily proper (N. sarnien-

sis) is about the first to appear in flower, being fol-
lowed by N. Fothergilli and its major variety.

Tritonia aurea and other varieties will soon show
their flower-spikes. The plants, where in good condi-
tion, will now be a mass of healthy leafage. This
should be preserved by a liberal treatment, thus en-
liaucing their appearance when they are iu bloom a
little later ou. Those which are pot-hound would be
assisted if au occasional dose of weak liciuid manure
was given them as a cliauge.

Trees and Shrubs.

OilNAMENTAL BRAMBLES.
On p. 27, tlie varioHs Brambles are considered
from a fruiting ratlier tlian an ornamental
standpoint, yet, in additirjn to the variegated-
leaved variety illustrated on the above-men-
tioned page, there are .several others worthy of
mention, they being remarkable for their hand-
some blossoms or some other prominent fea-
ture. The leaves of the variegated form are
clearly and distinctly edged with white, which
in a sunny spot become.s on the most exposed
portions of the plant suffused with a pinkish
tinge, and iu thi.s .state it is very pretty. Still,

it is by nil means a vigiirons gi'ower, while the
cut or Parsley-leaved variety is one of the
strongest growing of the whole of them, and in
certain positions, too, very handsome— that
is to say, where ample space is allowed for its

full development, and the surrounding condi-
tions are in harmony with it. Of our common
hedgerow Brambles there are a couple with
double flowers, and very pretty indeed they
are, while the fact that they do not bloom till

the bulk of our hardy shrubs are over is an-
other point in their favour. The showier of
the two is that known as ro.s;eflorus, or bellidi-

florus, which latter name certainly conveys a
good general idea of the individual blooms, for
they simply form little rosettes of closely-
packed (juLlled petals of a very pleasing shade
of pink, a good deal after the manner of some
of the double-flowered garden varieties of
Daisy. This is a vigorous growing Bramble
that may be treated in various ways. When
scrambling over a bush in the wild garden it

forms a picturesque and showy object, while an
isolated specimen can be readily formed by se-

curing a few of the principal branches to three
stout stakes arranged triangular fashion, and
after that allowing the shoots to grow at will.

The plant will then assume the character of a
loose, open bush, composed of a mass of long
flexible branches, and towards the end of July,
when profusely laden with its pretty pink blos-
soms, it is remarkably attractive. The fact
that it will thrive better than most shrubs iu
hot, sandy soUs is also another point iu its

favour. The white-flowered Bramble is not so
vigorous, neither are the blooms so double as
those of the other, but stUl it is very pretty,
and att'ords a pleasing variety. Though they
can scarcely be regarded as Brambles, there
are several other species of Rubus remarkable
for the beauty of their blossoms, and of these
one of the earliest to open .and withal one of the
most beautiful is the Rocky Mountain Rubus
deliciosus, a freely-branched bush entirely with-
out spines, whose lobed leaves suggest an
affinity to some of the Currants. The flowers
of this are large, a good deal like a single white
Rose, and when studded with them, a bush of
this species is a really beautiful object. Closely
following on this in its season of blooming we
have the North American Rubus spectabilis,

a plant more fitted for the wild garden than a
place in cultivated ground, as the suckers, which
are freely produced, will soon choke any neigh-
bouring plants of less vigorous growth. Still,
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in a suitable position it is very pretty through-

out the flowering period. This usually forms a

dense mass, composed of a great number of

closely-packed, upright-growing shoots, which

about May are laden with drooping flowers of a

bright purple colour, a tint but little repre-

sented among flowering shrubs. Rubua nut-

kanus, a native of the Nootka Sound district,

is a rarely seen member of the genus, but still

a very ornamental oue. This is of erect growth,
furnished with large Vine-like leaves, while the

pure white flowers are each about 2 inches in

diameter. This flowers soon after R. specta-

bilis, while a second species, somewhat in the

way of R. nutkanus, is later in opening its blos-

soms. This is R. odoratus, a stout, erect-grow-

ing, sparely-branched bush, very prolific in the

way of suckers, while its five-lobed leaves are

sometimes as much as 1 foot in diameter, and
are then very ornamental. The flowers are

large, of a purple-crimson colour, but become
much paler after they have been expanded for

a day or two. As this does not bloom till after

midsummer it forms a good succession to the

preceding species. Among those remarkable
for features other than the beauty of their blos-

soms may be mentioned the Nepaiilese R.

biflorus, more commonly known as R. leuco-

dermis, a large, bold-growing Bramble, some-
what less spreading than many of them. Its

peculiarity consists in the stems being covered
with a dense white bloom, which gives to them
the appearance of having been whitewashed.
This is especially noticeable during the winter

when devoid of foliage, at which time a mass
of its whitened shoots stands out very conspicu-

ous, more especially if associated with dark
foliaged shrubs, or scrambling against the trunk
of a large tree. R. phcenicolasius, a native of

Japan, belongs to the Raspberry section, and is

more remarkable for the beauty of its fruits

than for any other feature. This used to form
a very attractive object in the temperate
house at Kew. The stems were secured in

an upright manner to a stake, the slender

branches, which were freely produced on all

sides, being terminated by dense clusters of

Raspberry-like fruits of an orange-red colour.

In this stage it is very handsome, but is more
fitted for a large conservatory than for the open
ground, where it frequently sufl'ers. The most
curious member of the Bramble family that I

am acquainted with is the antipodean R.
australifl, which forms a scrambling bush whose
slender shoots are armed throughout with stout

hooked spines ; its leaves, too, are frequently

almost suppressed, but little more than the
midrib being present, and that is also thickly

furnished with numbers of sharp hooked spines.

As might be sujiposed from its native country,
it is not thoroughly hardy, but with a little

amount of protection it will pass unscathed
through an average winter in the neighbour-
hood of London. It forms a decidedly pretty
wall climber, and with the shelter thus aftbrded

is seldom injured, though last winter it sutt'ered

in some places.

There is one member of the genus which is

essentially a greenhouse plant, and a pretty one
too, it being especially valuable from the fact

that it may be had in flower during the winter.

I allude to Rubus rcsiefolius fl.-pl., or coron-

arius, a small, erect-growing bush that pushes
up suckers freely and soon fonns a dense mass.
The stems are very thickly studded with spines,

while the Rose-like leaves are thin in texture
and of a pale green colour. The pretty
blossoms, like little white Roses, are freely

borne at difl'erent seasons of the year, acconl-
ing to the treatment given to the plant. The
single-flowered type ia widely spread throughout

the tropics, while the double form has been in

cultivation in this country over a dozen years.

H. P.

Robinia semperflorens is one of many varie-

ties of the common Acacia (R. Pseudacacia), and a

most desirable tree either for garden or park, as it

is in flower from about midsummer till autumn.

Though it is seldom so free-flowering as the common
kind, the effect of its long racemes of white bloom

amidst the dark green foliage is attractive, and the

tree makes a handsomer specimen than most other

varieties. It is as desirable as the All Saints'

Cherry (Cerasus semperBorens), which, like it,

flowers throughout the summer, and both are suit-

able for small lawns, as they are of medium size.

This Robinia can be obtained from the best nur-

series at about the same price as the other varie-

ties.—W. G.

The double Deutzia of the common kind (D.

crenata) is a well-known and favourite shrub in

most gardens, and at this season is found valuable

for cutting from. More beautiful still is the variety

candidissima, whose flowers are unsurpassed

for purity by those of any shrub I know. Eacli

bloom on the long spike is a tiny rosette of snow-

white petals ; whereas in the ordinary double form

the flowers are tinged with purple. At the Knap Hill

nursery, where it is a great favourite, it makes a

fine display at the present time together with the

older kind. If neglected, the shrub will flower freely,

but the profusion of bloom is increased if due care

is given to prune the bushes in autumn, so as to

encourage the young growths which bear the

bloom.- W. G.

Philadelphus Lemoinei.—This Philadelphus,

which was recently awarded a certificate by the

Royal Botanic Society, is one of the numerous hy-

brids we owe to M. Lemoine, of Nancy, and is the

result of intercrossing the little new Mexican P.

microphyllus with the European Mock Orange (P.

coronarius). It is in general appearance about
midway between its parents and forms a neat

growing bush that flowers with great profusion.

The blossoms are white, and possess the

agreeable Apple - like perfume common to P.

microphyllus, without any trace of the to many
rather disagreeable smell of P. coronarius. This

Philadelphus was first put into commerce by M.
Lemoine during the autumn of 1887, since which
time a second variety has been sent out under the

name of P. Lemoinei erectus. As indicated by its

title, it is far more upright in habit than the other,

but the flowers appear about the same time.—H. P.

Pterostyrax hispidum.—This is now included

in the genus Halesia, to one member of which, the

Snowdrop Tree of the United States (H. tetrap-

tera), the individual blooms, though much smaller,

bear a considerable resemblance. It was, however,

first distributed under the generic name of Ptero-

styrax, by which it is far more generally known
than by that of Halesia. Pterostyrax hispidum
forms a bold, free-growing shrub, plentifully fur-

nished with large oblong-shaped leaves 8 inches or

y inches long and half as much broad. The pure

white blossoms are borne in many-flowered ra-

cemes towards the end of Jane, or sometimes later,

at which time a specimen of it is remarkably at-

tractive. Unless in the more favoured districts, it

is not sufliciently hardy to pass through any un-

usually severe winters without injury, but it is

even then a capital wall shrub, as it grows quickly,

while the protection afforded by a wall assists in

the development of its handsome foliage. It is a
native of Japan, and though grown in this country
for some years is by no means generally known.
—T.

Spiraea canescens is one of the choicest

among the multitude of shrubby Spira;as we have
in gardens, and I would always Include it among
the best fifty hardy shrubs. No doubt many know
it under one of its several synonyms, for in the nur-

series it is known as cuneifolia, ruscifolia, adianti-

folia, liagelliformis, serratifolia, vaccinifolia, nu-

tans, nepalensis, and various other names, which
all stand for this beautiful Nepaulese Spiraea. It

can always be identified among other species by its

growth, which is spreading, the long whip-like

slender shoots which droop gracefully on all sides

of a fully grown bush, by its small, round, pale

green leaves and numerous flat clusters of white
flowers that appear thickly all along the young
shoots. It flowers about this season, remains in

beauty for a considerable time, and is most useful

for cutting from. Like the rest of the shrubby
Spirffias, it must be planted in good, deep, moist soil

in order to produce perfect bushes, and being such
an elegant shrub it looks well as an isolated mass
on a lawn. It was shown some time ago for

a certificate under the name of S. flagelliformis,

but the committee recognised in it a tolerably

common and by no means novel garden plant.

—

W. G.

FLOWERING CURRANTS.
The Flowering Currants are invaluable for

brightening up the shrubbery in the early

spring months. R. aanguineum is found in

nearly every garden, but how seldom do its

beautiful varieties receive the attention they
are entitled to, some of them being remark-
ably pretty and decidedly superior to the type.

For brightness of colour these plants are

not surpassed by any hardy shrubs. The
Flowering Currants are very free growing, and
wUl thrive in almost any soil or position, but
they will show their flowers ofl' to much better

advantage if they can be grown so as to have a
background of evergreen shrubs instead of

being planted with deciduous shrubs alone.

Propagation is carried on chiefly by means
of cuttings, which should be of the cur-

rent year's growth thoroughly ripened, and
made about il inches or 10 inches long in

autumn, cutting away the bottom eyes. Plant
them in a bortler, burying them two or three

eyes from the top, allowing 1 foot between the

rows and '2 inches or 3 inches between each cut-

ting, so as to allow them to be kept free from
weeds in the summer. It will be as well if the
border on which the cuttings are planted is

sheltered from cold east winds. They must be
grown thus for twelve months, when they may
be planted in borders at a distance of 18 inches

between the rows and 1 foot in the rows for

another season, by which time they will be of

a very useful size and can then be placed in

their permanent quarters, giving each plant a
little leaf-mould to the roots and a good water-

ing when i^lantiug is completed. Propagation
by seed is seldom resorted to, unless it is for the
purpose of raising new varieties, as they root so

readily from cuttings in the way described

above. The following are some of the best :

—

R. SANGUINEU.M is One of the commonest flower-

ing shrubs we have. Its racemes of richly coloured
flowers remain in full beauty until the plants are

covered with their light green foliage.

R. s. FL.-PL. has racemes measuring i inches
long of a deep red colour. It comes into bloom
somewhat later than the type.

R. 8. ATRO-iiUBExs is not such a strong grower
as the type, but the flowers are of a much deeper
colour and also keep longer when cut.

K. s. ATKO-s.\NGUiNKUM has racemes of rich red
flowers and is extremely free flowering.

R. s. ALBIDUM is a desirable free-flowering

variety ; the flowers are white sun'use<l with pink.

Seeing the freeness of habit and the wealth of

whitish blooms it produces, it is a great pity it is

not planted more plentifully than at present.

R. s. oLUTixosuM seems to have been lost sight

of in m.any gardens. It is rather a rank grower,

but its lilac-coloured flowers are such as ought to

make it a general border shrub.

R. ( ioiiiii iM .\ N I .M is a hybrid between sanguineum
and aureum, as can be seen both by its foliage and
flowers. The flowers, whicli are of a reddish orange
colour, are more graceful than those of its parents;
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it also comes into bloom some days after both of

them.

R. ciRNBUM C4EANDIPL0EU1I is another useful

variety that should be planted in every garden

where Flowering Currants are appreciated ; its pretty

pink flowers are borne in great abundance.

R. ALPINU.M PDMiLUiM AURBUM is the smallest

grower of the genus, and is admirably adapted for

rockwork and as an edging for borders ; its leaves

are of a deep sulphur colour, and present a pretty

appearance from the time they are developed until

autumn. Cuttings of this should be made about

3 inches or 4 inches long, and put round the sides

of 4-inch pots in August and placed in frames with

a gentle heat, or they may be layered, which is by

far the safest way.

R. sPECiosuM is so very distinct and so well

known, that little need be said here. It is a native

of California, where it was found by Mr. Menzies

in 182'). Its flowers are produced in clusters of

three or four. It is one of the earliest to come
into bloom. The blooms, which very much re-

semble those of a Fuchsia, are rich scarlet in

colour with Icng stamens. It is best adapted for

planting against a wall, where its flowers can be

seen to better advantage. The branches are fur-

nished with short bristles, and at the foot of each

cluster of leaves are three sharp spines about half

an inch long.

R AURBUM differs from the others in its flowers

being of a deep yellow, sweetly scented, and havirg

bright coloured stamens.

R. AUREUM FLAVUM comes into bloom a little in

advance of aureum, and its flowers are not quite so

large.

R. AURANTIACUM Mixus.llke the two last named,
has yellow flowers ; its racemes hang loosely, and
the flowers are of a lightish yeUow and borne very

freely even on young plants. T. H.

general form of the flowers may be likened to

that of the Petunia, that is, funnel-shaped and
campauulate, while in point of colour we find

almost every conceivable shade from pure white

through yellow, orange, purple, crimson, these

being beautifully interspersed or striped with

deep-coloured veins. The numerous varieties

in cultivation to-day are the offspring of S. sin-

uata, a native of Chili. There are also many
fine forms, as atropurpurea with large purple

almost black flowers, with orange centre. Picta

i.s beautifully netted with yellow and purple.

The finest strains of these flowers at the present

time are known by the distinctive names of

grandiflora and variabilis ; these may be had
in distinct shades as well as the most charming
mixture. The plants in good soil usually attain

18 inches or 2 feet high, and are covered with

short glandular or clammy hairs. Culturally

they ditt'er but little from the majority of half-

hardy annuals, preferring a deep, light, sandy

soil, fairly rich ; while they may either be sown
in the open ground early in the year, and
thinned out freely, or raised on a gentle hot-

bed and transplanted to their permanent

quarters. Another capital way is to grow them
singly in small pots, particularly when the

plants are destined for a bed which in spring

Flower Garden.

SALPIGLOSSIS.
Numerous as are the varieties of hardy and

half-hardy annuals that produce their wonted
profusion of flowers during the summer and

autumn months, few, I think, will deny that

the members of this showy group from the rich-

ness of their colouring alune should always be

granted a place even among the choicest and
most select, for they hold a prominent position

among the very finest of our half-hardy annuals

at the present time. They not only flower

very freely, but a succession of bloom is kept

up for a long time. A most charming feature in

any garden, where there is suflicient room to thus

accommodate them, is to devote a bed to mixed
varieties of them ; such a bed could not be but

bright, gay, and pleasing for many weeks in

succession, while fur filling large borders they

always produce excellent efl'ects by their unique
colours and great variety. Just at this season

of the year many a garden is rendered attrac-

tive by flowers of the Salpiglossis, though, con-

sidering their intrinsic beauty and worth, easi-

ness of culture, and so forth, they are not

grown so largely as one might expect, a fact

largely due perhaps to their being too little

known to the majority of amateur gardeners

—

a large and influential body who would gladly

avail themselves of such good things did they

but know them or their worth. But it may be
argued that suflicient publicity is given to such

things through the medium of nurserymen's
catalogues and by advertisements ; on the

other hand, there is little or no attraction in a

name for those who are unacquainted with the

plant to which it refers. Still, there is yet one
way by which such things maybe made popular,

and this is by planting them freely in the public

parks and gardens that are now to be found in

a large proportion of our provincial towns. The

able for vases, but the heavy, disagreeable smell

it possesses renders it very unpleasant in a confined

space, and it is, as far as my knowledge extends,

for this reason most unsuitable for such a purpose.

The same remarks will apply to many other Lilies,

the members of the Martagon (or Turk's-cap) group

being well represented among them, for, besides

the species under notice, there are also L. pom-
ponium, L. pyrenaicum, and the varieties of the

common Martagon, the darker forms being more

strongly scented than the lighter coloured flowers.

Again, the golden-rayed Lily (L. auratum) is by

many banished for the same reason, for though its

perfume is very agreeable in passing, it is where

confined, and especially after the flowers have been

open a few days, by no means pleasant.—H. P.

The Orange Lily (Lilium croceum).—This is

one of the best plants for naturalising about the

shrubberies or even in copses. It is surprising

with what vigour and freedom it will spring up,

grow and flower year after year under conditions

which one might have thought quite unsuitable.

[

We have a scattered group growing at the base of

I some huge spreading shrubby Spiraeas in a very

shallow soil resting on chalk. For years past they

have always grown strongly and flowered freely,

sending up their strong shoots to a height of 5 feet

! among the overhanging branches. No direct ray

of sunlight ever reaches them. Unfortunately, this

i year some marauder has availed itself of the support

Flowers of Salpiglossis sinuata.

has been occupied with bulbs, placing the seed-

lings in cold frames till required for planting

out. E. J.

Jerusalem Sage (Phlomis fruticosa).—There

are several species of Phlomis to be found in gar-

dens, but this is by far the finest of them all, and a

most valuable garden plant that we rarely see

boldly planted or put to good use. Moreover,

whilst other species are herbaceous, this is of

shrubby habit, growing as much as 4 feet in height.

It flourishes in poor light sandy soil, and in such

is less likely to suffer during winter, although this

rarely happens, as the plant is thoroughly hardy.

An open, s-unny spot suits it best, and it looks

charming upon a bank in broad spreading masses.

The whole plant, leaves and shoots alike, are

covered with a woolly down, giving it a whitish

appearance in pretty contrast to the varied greens

around. The flowers, most profusely borne in dense

clustering wliorls upon quite half of the branches,

are very effective, being of a rich yellow hue, and

appear in June, lasting through July into August.

—A. H.

liilium colchicum. — This Lily, .synonymous

with L. Szovitzianum (a coloured plate of which

was given in The Garden for March 14 last),

has been lately given a place among flowers suit-

of the shrub, and, ascending it, has from its branches

eaten buds and blossoms entirely away. This Lily,

in common with the old white Lily, is one of

the flowers of cottage gardens, and brilliant spots

by the roadside are seen where it occurs in vigorous

and large groups.

A splendid Lily for Grass.— Beautiful as

Lilies are when seen growing in beds or borders,

their beauty is much enhanced when growing up

through shrubs or out of Grass. In the latter posi-

tion L. Martagon seems to thrive amazingly. In

the grounds here we have it planted in the Grass

in all kinds of positions. When growing in large

patches it presents a fine effect. It seems to

thrive in any situation or soil. It is growing here

1 on a high, dry bank in shade among shrubs. In

the latter position I counted one patch with from

twelve to twenty stems, and some of them upwards

of 5 feet high. One mistake with these and other

Lilies is cutting the stems down too early ; they

ought to ripen off of themselves.— J. C, Forde

Ahhey.

Campanula grandis.—This, like most of the

finer Bellflowers, is to be had in blue and pure

white forms, and although its season of blooming

is comparatively short we ought to find a place for

a fine group, it is so striking whilst lasting in

flower. No plant is more easily increased with a
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view to making large groups, as a small piece will

in the course of about two years spread over a
yard of ground. On richer soils especially it

should be frequently divided, and when replanting

is being done, if all the strongest shoots are selected

and planted at short distances, a group will be
obtained that the following summer will be a mass
of flowers. If dividing is neglected and strong and
weak shoots suffered to grow toget'.er, there will

not be many spikes upon a group of a yard or

so in diameter. By practising what is here ad-
vised it is possible to have two dozen bold spikes
upon a group of the above extent, and after they
have flowered enough strong shoots to plant a fresh
group for another year.—A. H.

GARDEN MARIGOLDS.

freely as in tlie good soil of the border, whore it makes
a pretty little edging. It flowers most abundantly
all through the months of July and August, and ie

one of the many little alpine plants that does not want
special treatment upon a rockery or to be coddled in

pots and frames.

Of late years we have seen great improvements in

both the double and single forms of the pot Mari-
gold. A firm of Italian florists sent us a few years
ago a number of single varieties, some of them
nearly white, some bi-coloured, and some trl-col-

oured, the colours ranging from white and pale
primrose to deep orange. I have seen in cottage
gardens very pretty varieties of the single Mari-
gold, and there appear to be in the plant great
capacities for sportiveness and variation. The double
varieties show a great amount of variation also,

but not to such an extent as the single forms. They
all bloom very freely indeed, but as they are very
prolific of seed, the seed-pods should not be allowed
to form, unless upon specially selected varieties re-

quired for seed. I would advise gardeners to make
a midsummer sowing of garden Marigolds, as they
are so useful for cutting late in the season, when
there is little else, for the plants will stand a large
amount of bad weather before they stop blooming
for the season. One of the most popular of the
double varieties is Meteor ; there is a band of white
down each petal, and the side margins are pale
lemon, the flowers large and finely formed, and very
handsome when fully expanded. This originated
with a German seed house, but it is a singular fact
that the very season this novelty was shown for the
first time in this country I had it in flower in my
seed grounds at Bedfont, having found it in the
garden of an old farmhouse in Kent, where it had
been growing for a considerable time. I exhibited
finely bloomed plants of this Marigold before the
floral committee of the Royal Horticultural Society,
but they imagined the striped character was due
to being grown under glass and not to its normal
character. Time has shown that it proves as fine

and as true to character in the open ground as
when grown in a frame or greenhouse.

The next novelty was a self-coloured, deep bright
orange form called Prince of Orange. This is a
very fine bedding variety also, very double, of the
best form, and comes quite true to character. Like
Meteor, it is a strong grower and a very good com-
panion to it. But the grandest of the double Mari-
golds is Orange King. I do not know with whom
this singularly fine variety originated, but it is

dwarfer in growth than the two preceding double
varieties, the flowers very large, of the finest form,
and of a brilliant orange colour, deeper in hue than
those of Prince of Orange and decidedly more
striking. This is one of the finest things in this

way which can be grown in gardens.

Then there is quite a distinct species known as
Calendula pluvialis, or the Cape Marigold. This is a
white-flowered hardy annual with white blossoms,
having a purple centre, and in shape greatly re-

sembling those of the Paris Daisy. Then for cut-
ting from there is C. Pongei fl.-pl., also a hardy
annual, like a double white Marguerite. All the
foregoing are easily cultivated, only to bring out
to the full their obvious good qualities they should
be grown in good soil. R. D.

Campanula pusilla alba.—The white form of
the tvifted Harebell is one of the dwarfest and
prettiest of garden plants. In the border it spreads
into_ masses,, carpeting a yard or more of ground,
but it will also iluurish and may be planted in a va-
riety of situations. At the foot of a low terrace wall,
growing in pure gravel, it is now flowering ;ju8t as

SOME NEW TUFTED PANSIES.

Messrs. Debbie and Co., of Rothesay, havint;
sent me for trial their set of new varieties of the
above-named eft'ective and popular bedding
plants (with the exception of the variety
Hartree, which they were unable to send),

some notes as to their respective merits in

comparison with older and better-known varie-
ties may not, I hope, be unacceptable to some of

the readers of The Garden.
Wonder.—This is an extremely pretty variety of

most compact and tufted habit of growth, and in the
way of Ardwell Gem, but a decided improvement
on that good old variety. It is a very profuse and
continuous bloomer, and has flowers of a good size,

of a clear, pale canary-yellow, with a deeper centre
clearly pencilled with a few distinctly marked black
lines. This is quite an acquisition.

Cottage Maid.—This is in the way of Countess
of Kintore, but an improvement on that pretty old

variety, with most distinct, deep plum coloured
centres and almost pure white upper petals. It is

also of good and compact habit of growth.

Vebnon Lee.—This closely resembles the ex-
cellent and effective older variety Jackanapes, with
flowers of the same combination of golden lower
petals and rich brown upper part of flower, the
only difference being that in the newer variety the
flowers are of more perfect form and better sub-
stance, and the outer half of most of the upper
petals is distinctly laced with gold, which is never
seen in Jackanapes. The habit is also compact and
good.

Queen op Scots.—This is much in the way of
Cottage Maid save that the flowers are rather
larger, the upper petals of a purer white and the
centres purple instead of plum colour. The habit
of growth, however, is not quite so satisfactory.

Ida's Choice. —This is a rather coarse growing
variety with wachy and indistinctly marked
flowers, which I do not consider of any value what-
ever.

Beauty does not, I think, at all deserve its

name, and indeed it seems to have nothing whatever
to specially recommend it save its extremely com-
pact habit of growth. The flowers, which are
somewhat shyly produced, are of a deep shaded
plum colour below with washy paler upper petals.

Mrs. Grant.—This is a rather pretty and ex-
tremely free-blooming sort, of compact habit of
growth, and may be briefly described as a paler
own sister to Cottage Maid, with more clearly col-

oured upper petals.

Bronze Medal.—This variety has nothing to

recommend it save its compact habit of growth. Its

flowers are small and poor and of a pale washy
shade of brown, quite inferior to many older and
better-known varieties.

Amongst a box of blooms of still newer varie-

ties sent me recently by the same firm I notice

the following as specially pleasing, distinct and
good:—
York and Lancaster.—A most striking variety

mottled somewhat like the old Rose of that name,
but with purple instead of rose colour.

Blue Cloud.—A most lovely variety, which may
be briefly described as a white Duchess of Fife with
a distinct bordering of pale blue round all the
petals. This should prove a great acquisition.

Dawn of Day.—This is also a most distinct and
showy variety with large white flowers distinctly

and most effectively pencilled with blue. Quite an
acquisition.

Bullion.—A fine, deep, bright golden yellow,
rather a small flower, but a very telling shade of
colour.

Before concluding these notes I should like

to add a word of praise in favour of an
older, but most beautiful variety of these Pan-
sies, which is not, I think, so well known as it

deserves to be.

Ma.x Kolb is quite the best and most continuous
Ijlooming blue Pansy known to me. The flowers

are of large size, borne on stout erect foot-stalks

well raised above the foliage, and of a fine intense
shade of blue, not quite so deep as those of A. Grant,
but of rather larger size than those of that fine

variety. The centres of the flowers are black, with
a small yellow eye. Altogether a most excellent

variety. W. E. Gumkleton.
Jielyrore, (^uecnsto/rn, Ireland.

BORDER PINKS.
Under somewhat depressing circumstances, the
floral committee of the Royal Horticultural Society
took advantage of the meeting at Chiswick to look
over the trial border of border Pinks which had
been sent in to Mr. Barron for the purpose. Un-
fortunately, the stormy weather of the previous
night prevented the plants from being seen at their

best, as the flowers were weighted down with a
superabundance of wet, and the rough winds had
added their quota to the wreck. Still, enough was
left to enable those of the committee who gave
themselves to the work to discriminate among the

varieties. Three marks, which given at Chiswick
is regarded as equal to an award of merit, were
made to the following: Her Majesty, white, a
strong grower and remarkably free of bloom, and
Beauty of Bath, pale pinkish lOac, with dark
centre, small well-formed flowers, produced with
remarkable freedom, and excellent for cutting
from. This variety does not appear to split its

calyx so badly as some others. These were from
Mr. T. Hooper, Widcombe Hill Nursery, Bath ; and
he also had Mrs. Dark, a rather small and compact
laced variety, properly belonging to the laced or

florist's Pink, a good grower, and very free indeed
of bloom. This makes a charming border variety,

and it should be distinctly understood that it is on
this ground, and not as an exhibition variety, the
marks were awarded. To Mrs. Lakin, an excellent

grower and very free of bloom, the flowers well
formed, nearly smooth on the edge, with a slight

dark centre ; a variety that scarcely bursts its

calyx. This came as a seedling from one of the
laced varieties, hence its purity of colour and its

fine form. This came from Mr. Joseph Lakin,
Temple Cowley, Oxford. To Modesty, a very pretty

pale-coloured laced variety, from Mr. C. Turner,
Koyal Nur.sery, Slough

;
good habit, very free, and

an excellent border variety. As a matter of course,

it cannot be expected this variety will come so well

laced when grown in the open border as when
grown in a bed of Pinks, which is top-dressed and
the flowers shaded from the sun, but it is an excel-

lent variety to grow for cutting. Also to Hetty
Dean, a small rose-coloured variety, of a good
habit, the flowers produced with extraordinary pro-

fusion ; and Charmer, white with dark centre, the

flowers of the same size and produced with the
same freedom as in the case of the previous variety

;

both from Mr. R. Dean, Ranelagh Road, Ealing.

R. D.

Erigeron speeiosus.—This is one of the finest

8U!nmer hardy llowers, and a plant that should be
grown in hold groups, both for its long-lusting beauty
and effectiveness and its uset'ulne.'is for cutting. It

grows rather more than 2 feet high, and produces in

great profusion large Daisy-hke blossoms, which are

of a lilac colour, with orange-yellow discs. It is one
of the first to appear of that great family of Daisies,

and it continues to bloom frOTTi midsummor onwards
till the early Starworts come and maintain the suc-
cession of this pretty class of Howers.

The alpine Toadflax (Liuaria alpina).—This is

a perfect gem among the dwarfer members of the
family. It is charming in all its aspects, whether in

growth only, spreading out its rich silvery tufts, or
when covered with its bloom-spikes, which are parti-

cularly attractive, the flowers bluish-violet, with two
distinct round orange marks upon them. Upon light

soils it needs no attention, as ouce introduced and

1
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permitted to seed, it sowa itself, flourishing even in

the gravel of the walks. It is seen to best advantage

springing up between the flints that edge the border,

and growing over the walk for a few inches. There
are many alpine pl.ants that would thrive in such

situations, and relieve and beautify edges which are

often needlessly dead and formal.

A DISAPPEARING BRITISH PLANT?
To THE Editor of The Garden.

.Sir,—This title i* only suggestive at present,

and applies to my own observations in certain

localities reganling what is perhaps the tallest,

most robust, and noblest looking of our British

herbaceous plants—a plant which to me always

appears in its habit and foliage to belong to au

earlier geological epoch more than to the

present. I allude to the Verbascum Thapsus

—

known as the Shepherd's Club, common Mul-
lein, and other names, but by no means a

common plant, and so unfamiliar to most
people, and so conspicuous when it does appear

as to at once attract the attention of the most
casual observer. If this is not a very ancient

plant and a perishing species, it has some very

peculiar habits—appears under very extra-

ordinary circumstances, and disappears in an
unaccountable manner. The first example of it I

saw was many years ago in Dumfriesshire, where
a labourer picked up a solitary plant somewhere,
being struck with its appearance, and planted

it in his garden, where it grew about 10 feet

high, flowered, and apparently seeded abun-

dantly, but not another plant of it appeared in

that place. Hereabouts, in South Yorkshire,

the only plants I have seen appeared under
peculiar, but similar circumstances, made grand
specimens, and the place knew them no more,

although the conditions for self-propagation

were favourable, and the plant is so robust in

itself, as to be able to crush its smaller neigh-

bours easily out of the way. The first plant

grew on soil taken out from the deep founda-

tion of a school and spread over the surround-

ing surface, this soil being of a poor irony

nature lying above the coal. The .second (one

plant) grew about 200 yards of the first, where
another foundation had been dug out ; the third

ditto, and now I have three magnificent speci-

mens within the compass of 2 yards in our tree

nursery, where the winter before last the

ground was trenched and the same poor sub-

soil that had never been disturbed by man
before brought to the top. These plants are

now about 5 feet high, have leaves about 20

inches long and 9 inches broad, and to all

appearance they will yet push out a club or seed-

stalk from 4 feet to 5 feet long and nearly as

thick as ray arm. They are quite strangers to

the natives about here. As the plant is a bien-

nial, our three will die when they have seeded,

and probably no more will come. The four

cases stated cover a period of twenty-seven

years, and the plants appeared at long intervals.

Query, how long has the seed been in the

ground i and why doe.s not the plant extend !

I am sorry to say that in former cases I did not

examine the seed-pods to see if the seed ma-
tured, but it appeared to do so and had plenty

of time. The stalk was always stuck over with

bees. J. SiMP.soN.

Worthy Hall, Sheffield.

New Sweet Peas —Of late years considerable

attention has been given to the Sweet Pea with

a view to giving us a greater variety in this

lovely, fragrant and deservedly popular flower.

Several of these new varieties are decided

acquisitions, such, tor example, as Princess

Beatrice, which must be pronounced one of the

loveliest varieties from whatever point we regard

it, whether for its effectiveness in the garden or

when cut and placed in a room. It is delicate, yet

bright and beautiful in colour, the buds a kind of

salmon-pink shade, the lower part of the expanded
flower a pretty pink, which in the upper petals

deepens gradually in colour till the edges become
a rich carmine-rose. Mrs. Gladstone is equally as

pretty, a most charming flower in lighter hues,

being of a delicate flesh colour in its lower parts,

and gradually increasing into a pretty pink shade
in the upper petals. Two kinds that will probably
disappoint many are Princess of Wales and Prim-
rose, as they come very short of the catalogue de-

scriptions. Princess of Wales is said to be " shuded
and striped with mauve on a white ground and very

pretty." I imagine few people will think it pretty
;

the shading and striping of colour are decidedly

ugly both in the bud and early expanded stages of

the flower, because it is not mauve, but violet-purple,

passing to a purplish blue. As the flower goes off

the colour decreases, and in its last stage before

fading it may have some tint of mauve, but this is

reached only through colour gradations that few
would admire. In any state or stage, even when
growing in a mass, it is dull and ineffective. The
popularity of Sweet Peas wiU not be extended
through such kinds as this. The very name of the

other kind, Primrose, is sufficient to inspire doubts.

We are probably nearer obtaining a true blue than
a true yellow Sweet Pea. This is described as
" novel and distinct, in colour a pale primrose."

Such a description is most misleading, as the

flowers are really hardly tinted enough to be called

cream-coloured ; they are really of that shade which
is usually called ivory-white. It is true that the

colour is distinct and quite different from the pure
white Sweet Pea ; it may mark an advance in the

direction of yellow Sweet Peas. A clear yellow
variety would be welcome, but meanwhile it would
be well to reserve names which so expressively im-
ply distinct desirable colours till the kinds have
been raised embracing those colours ; then those

who try these novelties will have no cause to ques-

tion their worth.—A. H.

Orchids.

THE ORCHIDS AT MR. BULL'S.

Just now may be said to be the dull season for

Orchid flowers, so many of the spring and sum-
mer kinds are past, that I must express my sur-

prise at seeing so many .species and varieties in

flower at Mr. Wm. Bull's establishment at the

end of July. Certainly Cattleya Mossi;e and
L;elia purpurata were not to be seen in their

grandeur, but still they were not absent, some
very good forms of both plants being in evi-

dence. Their place will be well supplied by the

fine forms of Cattleya Eldorado and Eldorado
splendens, C. Gaskelliana, and C. gigas, which
are now flowering. The cool treatment they

receive tends to greatly prolong the flowers.

The flowers of Cymbidium Lowianum, which
may be seen here iu quantity, are as fresh and
bright as they were last February and March
when they first opened. The same blooms will

last another month. The plants, however, will

not have sufficient time to make and mature
their growth for next year, and thus they will

obtain a year's rest to enable them to come to

the front again. The flowers of Oncidium ma-
cranthum also last well. It and also the va-

riety hastiferum, which, by the way, appears

to be quite distinct, are represented here in

great numbers. This plant grows through the

winter months. Odontoglossum crispum was
past its best, but enough remained to show how
fine it had been. There was a lot of Aerides

japonicum, a pretty little species from Japan
;

A. expansum Leoniiie, the beautiful bright-

flowered A. Godefroyanum superbum, A.
HouUetianum, the pretty little Augnecum
falcatum, Saccolabium curvifolium, with its

gay and brilliant flowers, and S. guttatum
were in bloom. S. guttatum Holfordianuin

was represented by a magnificent specimen
with long racemes of richly coloured flowers,

leading one back to the days when these plants

used to be well shown at our summer exhibi-

tions by Mr. Gedney, when gardener to the

late Mr. Ellis at Hoddesden, and Mr. Kiel,

when gardener to Dr. Butler. Of late years

these plants have been forgotten. Of Thunias
there was a grand display, including T. Winni-
aua, which appears to be a vi ry richly coloured

and large form of Bensoni.'e, X. Marshalliana,

and the variety called tricolor, a very richly

coloured form. T. Bensoniie and Bensoni;e

splendens were also very fine. Vandas were
not at their best, V. suavis, which was in num-
bers, being the only one I noticed. Phala'nop-

sids were in quantity, such kinds as P. grandi-

flora and P. Sanderiana lending grace to the

collection with their long racemes of large

showy flowers, whilst P. Luddemanuiana gave
colour. Ansellia humilis and A. humilis pal-

lida had both many spikes of bloom, but were
not so efl'ective as they had been, for many of

the flowers had decayed, the blooms having
been open for so long a time. The plants are

about a foot in height, and they produce large

branching panicles, the ground colour of the

blooms being soft yellow, blotched and spotted

with brownish crimson ; the variety pallida

has paler flowers. Both plants come from
the Upper Zambesi, and are the first con-

tributions, which I fancy will greatly in-

crease as the country becomes better known.
They certainly are great acquisitions, as being

spring and summer bloomers, which A. africana

is not. Another plant which was remarkable

was the yellow-flowered Promena;a citrina. The
plant was very robust and well flowered. It

was in a hanging 5-inch pan, and it bore

thirty-four fiowers—quite a lovely picture.

Among hanging plants the old Acineta densa

was conspicuous, with long pendent racemes of

flowers. Cattleya Aclandi;e, with richly coloured

blooms, was very conspicuous, as also was C.

superba. Of the Dendrobium family I was too

late to see more than some plants of D, sua-

vissimum, but these were very finely flowered

and in good varieties. The curious Nanodes Me-
dus;e was fine and leas weird-like than usual.

Of Odontoglossums, some thirty or forty kinds,

mostly in quantity, met the view, and amongst

the best noted were O. Schleiperianum in many
forms, the most distinct being the variety

called flavidum, the ever-pretty Sanderianum,

and the fine and still rare polyxanthum ; O. pu-

rum, a new plant to me ; O. tripudians, O.

Reichenheimi, O. cristatellum,0. hastUabium,0.

bictonense, and O. Williamsianum, the last

very distinct from O. grande. Of Masdeval-

lias I somewhat missed the colour usually dis-

played by the forms of M. Harryana ; some two

or three forms only were to be seen. M. severa

is a Colombian species, soniething like Chimjera,

but devoid of any hairs upon the surface ; the

fine large-flowered M. macrura, which Mr. Bull

appears to have been the first to introduce iu a

living state through Mr. Shuttleworth, M. Chi-

m:i'ra, and INI. bella being about all the kinds

now to be seen. Lycaste Skinneri alba is still

in flower, and represented by a good variety.

The beautiful Epidendrum nemorale and the

ever-flowering E. vitellinum niajus are in quan-

tity, and make a fine show. Of the Cypripe-

diums there are many fine forms now flowering ;

indeed at no time in the year could one visit

Mr. Bull's establishment without seeing great

numbers of them. The chief kinds blooming

now are C. Curtisi ; C. nenauthum, which still

maintains its brightness and claims to be at the

head of the list of barbatum hybrids. C. super-

ciliare ornatum is another grand hybrid, more
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spotted than the typical plant in tlie petals. C.

marmorophyllura is another fine hybrid, as also

is C. Swanianum. C. superbiens is a grand
form, which has not been met with by latter-

day collectors, but which has been utilised for

the production of another nice hybrid, C.

javanioo-superbieus. Another plant which I

cannot pass by without noticing is Brassavola
Digbyana, with its long fringed lip. I always
regret this plant is white-tlowered ; we shall get

some colour into it by-and-bye. Disa grandi-
flora is another grand plant now blooming pro-

fusely here. A new species of Galeandra
named G. d'Escargnolleana, flowers white with
lively puce markings ; Pha.jus Humbloti, and
the old and now rare P. bicolor were flowering
freely. These and many others in quantity
make up a very fine display.

Wji. Hugh Gower.

Cattleya Gaskelliana (Cooke's variety). — I

have received a beautiful flower of this form from
Mr. Malcolm Cooke. It was awarded a certificate

by the Royal Horticultural Society last season. It

certainly is a very superb form, the flower being
of good shape and size, measuring S inches across.

The petals and sepals are of a soft rosy mauve, the
front portion of the lip being beautifully frilled

and of the same colour as the petals, passing into
white. The throat is streaked with orange-yellow,
and at the base with crimson. A prettier shaped
form I have not seen, nor a form so attractive in

its colouring.— G.

Orchids from Bath.—Flowers, all being magni-
ficent types of the several species, come from Mr.
Kerslake, gardener to the Itev. E. Handley. They
consist of Dendrobinm Dearei, flowers very large for
this species, pure white, with just a tinge of green
on the disc of the lip ; a superb form of Phalie-
nopsis grandiflora with large lateral sepals ; a very
richly coloured and grand form of Oncidium
Papilio majus, the lip having an outer border of
yellow ; a finely coloured Vanda tricolor, and a
very large-pouched Cypripedium Cartisi, the upper
part of the lip being of a brighter colour than usual.
—G.

Odontoglossum mulus Holfordianum.—

A

superb form of this variety, having a yellow ground
and deep brown spots. 0. mulus was first introduced
by the Messrs. Low and Co., of Clapton, and the
form of it figured in the " Orchid Album," t. 429,
fiowered with Mr. Holford at Westonbirt, Tetbury.
It is undoubtedly a natural hybrid from 0. luteo-pur-
pureum, and grows at an elevation of between 7000
feet and 9000 feet. It grows well in company with
O. AlexandriB and such-like plants.

Masdevallia macrura.— The credit of dis-
covering this species is due to M. KoezI, but the
first to introduce the plant in a living state was
Mr. Shuttlewcrth when travelling and collecting
for Mr. Wm. Bull, of Chelsea. The specimen here
figured flowered with Mr. Smee, The Grange, Car-
shalton. It is found growing at about GOOO feet to
7000 feet elevation, so that it will thrive with
Odontoglossums of the 0. crispum type. Where a
large collection of Masdevallias is grown we should
always recommend a separate structure ("Orchid
Album," t. 431),

Cattleya Dowiana aurea (Young's var.).—
This variety, which is remarkable for its richness of
colour, flowered with Mr. Young, Linnet Lane,
Liverpool. Some little care is required in order to
get these plants to grow at the right season. Pro-
pagation may be effected by division, by cutting
through the woody rhizome, but this we advise
growers to be cautious about doing, because more
value is attached to a fine plant all of one piece
than of several small plants which have been ob-
tained by propagation (" Orchid Album," t. 432).

Cymbidium elegans.—This plant, although
introduced half a century ago, has always been
scarce, and not until Cyinbidiums became fashion-
able was any attention given it. This spechuen
flowered with Mr. W. J. Thomson, St, Helen'^, Lan-

cashire. Cymbidiums thrive well in the tempera-
ture of the Cattleya house, and even a little less

warmth will suit them well, es-pecially during the
winter. In the summer months they enjoy an
abundance of water, both to the roots and over-
head. They should not be exposed to the midday
sun when the foliage is wet, as this will cause the
leaves to become spotted. In the winter much less

moisture is necessary, but the plants must not be
allowed to become dry at any season (" Orchid
Album," t. 430).

Dendrobium cupreum.—"W.B,"sends flowers
of this species from some plants sent him from Bur-
mah. It is, no doubt, a form of n,moschatum,andisa
very old kind. It was formerlygrown in gardens under
the name of D. Calceolus, and is shorter in its bulbs
than the normal type of D, moschatum. It flowers
for several years from the same bulb when leafless.

The plant enjoys the full heat of a moist stove and
plenty of water to its roots, but this latter should
find free exit, and during the winter it may be kept
dry, but not so much as to cause the young
leaves to shrivel. The flowers, which grow in pen-
dent racemes of about ten or twelve together, the
sepals and petals being apricot and the lip

copper-coloured, are produced in the summer
months, and last fully a week.—W. H. G.

Lacsana bicolor.—It is probable that to the
majority of gardeners and Orchid growers Lacajna
is scarcely known as the name of a genus of
Orchids. Two species belonging to it have hitherto
been introduced, but for many years they have
been almost, if not entirely, lost sight of. It was a
great pleasure therefore to see the healthy, well-
flowered specimen of L. bicolor which was exhi-
bited by Messrs. Sander and Co. at Westminster on
June 23. There is a picture of the species in the
llotanicalTlcfjisicr for 1844, and in the accompany-
ing letterpress it is said to have been collected in
1843 by Hartweg on the Salama Mountains, in
Guatemala, at 7ii00 feet elevation. The genus is

nearly related to Acineta, the pseudo-bulbs and
leaves resembling those of A. Humboldti. In
Messrs. Sander and Co.'s specimen the raceme was
staked upright, but it appears naturally to be pen-
dent. It measured from I4 feet to 2 feet in length
by about tj inches through the flowers at the base.
Although Lindley gave the number of blooms on a
raceme as ten to twelve, this one bore upwards of
thirty, each of which was 2 inches across. The
sepals as well as the smaller petals are dull white,
marked with tiny purple dots towards the base. The
lip is small and of a deep lurid purple. It is to be
hoped that this Orchid will now find a permanent
place in our collections. Its sister species is L.
spectabilis, a native of Mexico.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Grammatophylluxa Seegerianum. — This
plaiit I saw recently exhibited at Chiswick with some
apparently well-dexeloped flowers j the ground colour
of the sepals and petals is a rich yellow, freely
blotched and spotted with chocolate, the lip being very
small and of the same colour.— \V. H. G.

Cattleya Mossise flowers splashed {.7,CD ).—The flowers to hand have simply come in this way
through tlie plant being out of health. The fact of
its not having formed a sheath would go to prove this.
I have frequently had flowers come so marked. It
certainly is nothing like the variety known as C.
Mossiio Hardyana, and which I saw this spring cxhi-
hitod by Mr, Hardy, of Tiniperley.—W. G.

Cattleya Reineckiana.—A very nice hloom of
this white C. JMos.siio comes from Messrs. Seeger and
Tropp, of IJulwieh. It is a very pretty well-fornjcd
flower, pure white, saying the yellow at the mouth of
the throat, and having the anterior lobo streaked
with rosy purple, 'i'liis, I think, originated in this
country with the liito Mr. Stevenson, when gardener
to Mr. Julius Sichel, of Timperley, in Cheshire.

—

W. H.G.
Leelia xanthina («. S,).—'J'his is the name of

tlio flower vou send, and not L. grandis, as you sur-
misc. It differs from L. grandis in its smaller and dif-
ferently shaped lip, the side lobes of the hji scarcely
covering the column, and in the sliorter sepals and
petals. It eomOB from Urazil, as docs L. grandis, but I

cannot fay if from the same locality. The plant was

first introduced by Messrs. Backhouse and Sons, York,
some thirty years ago.—W. H. G.

Vanda Denisoniana.—From Mr, Holmes, gar-
dener to Mr. Hardy, Pickering, Timperley, Cheshire,
comes a nice spike of this beautiful white Vanda. It
bears six blooms, which are large, pure white through-
out, saving the peculiar termination to tlie lip, which
appears to have a yellowish tinge. There is also a tinge
of orange-yellow at the mouth of the short tube. This
is about the best spike of the plant 1 have seen.—
W. H. G.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 815.

FRANCISCEAS.
(with a coloured plate of f. calycina

grandiflora.*)

Franciscea is a genus of about twenty so-

lanaceous plants found in Brazil and Peru,

some eight or ten of these being known in

gardens at the present time. They are

amongst the gayest and most striking of stove

plants, but are by no means so extensively

grown as their merits would lead one to ex-

pect. The name Franciscea is still in general

use, but Eentham and Hooker have combined
what were previously known by that name
and Urunfelsia under the latter genus; Brun-
felsia is, therefore, tlie correct name for all

the species mentioned here. ]\Iost of these

[ihints have been under cultivation for half a

century, several of the best being introduced
between 1840 and 1850—a period when
many of the floral treasures of Brazil were
unfolding their beauties in English gardens
for the first time. Brunfelsia americana,

which is a native of the "We.«t Indies, was
cultivated by Phillip Miller in the IJotanic

Garden at Chelsea as long ago as 1735. Al-
though that plant has yellow flowers, all the

others are of some shade of purple, or

purplish - blue. The flowers are frequently

very sweetly scented, the corolla being wide
and spreading, divided into five lobes, and
having a long tube. Although on first open-

ing the flower.s are of the intensest colour, they
gradually become paler, until at last they are

almost white— a character which is common
to all the species.

A strong recommendation of these plants

forordinarygarden use lies in their easy culture

and free-flowering qualities. Unlike many of

the choicest of indoor plants, they require no
special treatment to induce them to bloom, a
clean healthy growth carrying with it a cer-

tainty of flower. They are propagated readily

by cuttings, which should be taken from the
new growth as early in spring as possible,

selecting shoots 3 inches or -1 inches in

lengtli. These should be inserted singly in

21-iiich pots in sandy (leat, iind placed in a

propagating franu', keeping them, moist and
shaded. If jirojierly treated, tliese make
]ii-etty little plants oven by the ne.xt spring.

-Vt the first jtoiting the compost should con-

sist eliiefly of peat and sand, but as they be-

come stronger a proportion of iibrous loam
may be addcil. Phints in a young stage

should be frecpiently stopped at the points of

* Drawn for Thr Garden by H. G. Moon from
flowers sent from I'ondell Co\irt, March 17, 1891.
Lithographed and printed by Guillaume Severeyue.
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the slioots in order to induce a compact
growth, but when tliey liave attained a suit-

able size, a yearly pruning is usually suffi-

cient, this being done immediately after

flowering. Except where it is desired to

grow large specimens, it is more satisfactory

to keep up a succession of young plants by
propagating a few each year than to confine

okl plants to the required size by close prun-

ing. During growth Francisceas require

the ordinary conditions of the plant stove,

delighting in abundant lieat and moisture.

At the time they are in flower, however,
they are in every way better if placed in a

cooler temperature, the blooms being deve-

loped quite as freely and retaining their col-

our better. A point of some importance in

their culture is that they should be carefully

shaded, a protracted exposure to direct sun-

light causing the foliage to turn brown and
even to fall. At the time they are in flower,

this rule i* especially to be observed, the sun's

action otherwise greatly accelerating the change
from purple or yell(jw to white.

The variety of F. calycina here figured is,

so far as size of bloom is concerned, the
finest of all the Francisceas, although the
species in none of its forms is of so good a
habit as F. confertiflora. It has large, ellip-

tical-lanceolate, bright green leaves and
flowers of a rich purple, the e9"ect of which
is heightened by a white ring round the
mouth of the tube. It commences to flower
in spring, producing a succession of bloom
well into the summer, a single plant often
showing flowers in all the stages of colour
between purple and white. In the typical

form the flowers are 2 inches across, while in

the variety grandiliora, or major, they are

frequently just upon 4 inches in diameter. It

was imported from Brazil in 1850. F. eximia
is a fine species introduced two or three years
previously, and is often confused with F.

calycina, having flowers of the same rich

purple and flowering about the same time.

It may, however, be distinguished by the
leaves, which are not of so bright a shade of

green as those of F. calycina, and are also

longer. Another less evident distinction

occurs in the calyx, which is longer than in

calycina, and has one of its lobes deeply cleft,

whilst those of calycina are equal. The
flowers are 2| inches in diameter. Of all the
Francisceas, F. confertiflora is the one to be
most strongly recommended for garden pur-

poses. Although surpassed in size of bloom
by the finer forms of F. calycina, it is a better

grower, and its foliage is more luxuriant.

The flowers are of a ileep violet-purple, and
are admirably set off by the dark glossy

green of the leaves. This species may be
kept cooler in winter tiian any of the Fran-
cisceas, although in summer it requires treat-

ment quite as tropical. The flower-buds are

set in autumn, and from the time they appear,

on through the winter, an ordinary green-
house temperature suflices, allowing the roots

to be rather drier than at other times. There
is a variegated form in cultivation. One of
the latest introduced species is F. Lindeniana,
which is a native of the province of St.

Catherine, in Brazil. The flowers are of a

beautiful violet-mauve, and measure 3 inches

in diameter.

The dwarfest of all cultivated Francisceas

is F. Hopeana (or uniflora, as it is sometimes
called), which is rarely seen more than a foot

or IS inches higli. It is the most abundantly

flowering species in cultivation, although the

individual flowers are the smallest. The
corolla is about an inch wide and of a violet-

purple colour, the mouth of the tube being

yellowish white. It is delightfully fragrant.

Brunfelsia americana is worth growing for the

distinct colour of its flowers and for their

sweet perfume. It is a native of the moun-
tainous parts of .Tamaica, where it forms a

shrub several feet high. The flowers at first

are soft yellow, afterwards changing to almust

white, and measure about H inches in dia-

meter. Other species which may be men-
tioned as being in cultivation are F. acumi-

nata and F. latifolia, but those previously

mentioned may be taken as representing the

genus in its best forms. W. J. B.

Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

TREES BARK-BOUND.
Fruit trees are liable to become stunted in

growth from various causes, and once in this

state they are not easily restored to a flourish-

ing condition. Lifting and replanting in fresh

loamy compost, surface-manuring, saturating

the ground with liquid manure have all been
tried without being of marked benefit to the
trees beyond perhaps keeping them in a fairly

healthy productive state. If, however, superior

fruit is required, something more than leaves is

necessary. There must be more active growth
and a certain amount of branch extension going
on, the stems and main branches increasing in

size with age. Cutting hard back will some-
times lead to a more vigorous branch growth,
which manuring or jiartial lifting and replant-

ing in fresh soil will sustain, but there is a far

better plan of improving the vigour of a tree

than this. In very many cases all that is

necessary is to heavily score all the main
branches and the tteras if not very old with a
knife. One clean continuous cut through the
whole length of each branch and two or three
down the stems will soon test whether the trees

are bark -bound or not. If this is the cause of

the stunted growth the slight wound caused
will open out considerably, or much as the
human flesh behaves under similar treatment,
and in due course will heal quite as surely with-
out closing up again. The result will be a con-
siderable addition to the layers of bark wood
and sap vessels, and a corresponding and very
surprising increase in the vigour of the tree.

Being bark-bound and unable to expand and in-

crease in size, nothing that could be done to

the roots would have remedied this, and anyone
who may like to test the truth of my assertion

can do so without fear of injury to the tree. It

is no new idea, the practice of slicing the bark
of stocks that refuse to keep pace with the
scions grafted on them being very commonly
adopted. This answering so well in the case of

the stems ought to be inducement enough for

the branches also being experimented on, and I

venture to predict that if in more cases half the
branches were so treated and the rest left in

their bark-bound state, it will be seen at a

considerable distance during the following

season how greatly the former have im-
proved in vigour. In this neighbourhood a
large number of Apple and Pear trees were at
different times sliced all down the principal
branches, the owner being under the impres-
sion that this would lead to their soon becom-
ing more fruitful. As a matter of fact, nothing
of the sort took place, nor is likely to do, the
process increasing rather than checking the
vigour of the trees. Slicing is altogether dift'e-

rent to "ringing" in its effects. The former
severs no important arteries or sap vessels, but,
as before stated, is calculated tn add to their
number

; whereas partially or wholly ringing
partially or wholly arrests the flow and return
of the sap more or less according to the depth of
the wound. Ringing is a barbarous practice,
and its partial adoption is only to be recom-
mended in the case of naked stems, cutting a
wide and not very deep notch just beyond
where a branch is needed frequently leading to
the formation of the same, this practice being
especially recommended in the case of horizon-
tally trained Pear trees minus a branch. De-
nuding the stem of a healthy tree of a nearly
complete and broad ring of bark will not kill

it, Nature being capable of gradually forming
fresh vertical layers of bark and sap-wood, the
wound in some cases being eventually so closely

healed over as to quite hide dead wood under-
neath.

It is this ability to form fresh layers of bark
and wood, when first fully appreciated by some
observant fruit grower, that suggested the idea of

slicing the stems, and the extension of the prac-
tice to the branches was a natural consequence.
The wounds, as before hinted, first gaping open
somewhat, a callus is formed, bark and wood
following in due course, and the improved cir-

culation of sap thus brought about leads to an
increase in the vigour of leafy growth and a
gradual enlargement of the branches. There is

nothing to prevent this important work being
carried out in the case of stunted or bark-bound
trees at any season of the year, though I am
disposed to give the preference to the summer
months, this being when sap, for the purpose
of forming fresh bark, can best be spared. It

is a well-known fact that many cuttings of fruit

trees fail to strike root if a leafy growth is

brought about before a callus is formed at

the base, the stored - up sap being ex-
pended on the formation of leaves, the re-

quisite amount of matter not being available
for the healing over of the wound at the
base. In like matter if comparatively weakly
trees— and there is no necessity foruorwisdom in

operating extensively on healthy vigorous trees

—iire much sliced in the winter, the sap may be
exhausted on the leaves and ucne be left to

form fresh bark and wood. The wounds would
in this case shrink and dry up, but there would
be no enlargement or increase of sap vessels.

In the case of Plums, Peaches, Nectarines,
Apricots, and Cherries, slicing the bark in the
winter might lead to bleeding and may be gum-
nuDg, and therefore to still further debilitating

the trees. All, including Apples and Pears,
being operated on at the present time, no risks

of bleeding would be run, and the roots as well
as foliage being active, a swelling on each side of

the wound soon n suits. The process should be
gone about in no timid, half-hearted manner, es-

pecially at the point of union of the stock with the
Pcion, and a bold slice may well be made straight

through the middle of all the branches, the
point of the knife entering slightly less than
one quarter of .'in inch. All the lines from the
branches should be connected with that on the
main stem, continuous layers of fresh sap-wood
and a general and oven swelling resulting. In
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case of mucli bark-bound stocks, these ought to
be sliced in at least three different places, the
wounds extending to the scion. It is not to Ije

expected that any marked improvement in the
vigour of the trees and (quality of the fiuit will
be brought about this season, but it will be very
plainly observable next summer.

W. Iggulden.

LATE STRAWBERRIES.
The value of a good bed of late Strawberries has
this season been fully demonstrated, as at this date
(July li;) we have no fruit on our late plants. In
the open even such a late variety as Waterloo
is over, but under a high north wall in heavier
ground it is still good. Our season has been a
short one on the whole, so that a good lot of late
fruit is most acceptable, and greatly prolongs the
season. I find one of the best Scrawberries for
this purpose is Oxonian, by some called Eleanor.
With us it is later than Waterloo. The plant
is of good constitution with large dark leaves of a
glossy appearance. It is one of the best Straw-
berries to travel long distances that I have tried.
The flavour of Oxonian is not so good as that
of some, but it is none the less valuable, as it comes
in when the others are over. I have grown it for
its late-fruiting qualities for years. I saw this va-
riety last week at the conference of the Royal
Horticultural Society at Chiswick, and was pleased
to see it awarded a certificate of merit, as I feel
sure it is most meritorious, and, though old, still

one of our best for late work. I used this variety
some ten years back for late pot work for sending
to town, and it always travelled some MO miles
without injury, its prominent seeds round the fruit
preventing it rubbing to a great extent. I must also
add that it is one of the best Strawberries for light
soils, as it never gets thin or patchy, like some of
the fine varieties. Elton Pine is also just in on the
same border, and will give us some nice dishes
for a time if kept supplied with moisture, as in
light soils Strawberries are soon over if not kept
moist. I find it a good plan to allow the water to
run gently between the rows twice a week, shifting
the hose occasionally. This does not wet the fruit or
foliage in any way. An important point in Straw-
berry growing is to keep to young plants, and to
destroy them after the second year, as the fruit is

better in every way and more readily gathered.
The ground is in better condition to support them,
and does not get so foul with weeds as when beds
are left for a long time. I do not care much for
the system of planting out forced plants, as these
become exhausted much sooner, and do not produce
such fine fruits as plants secured from runners
layered into pots or got up with a nice ball and
planted early in the autumn. If this system is

adopted on north borders, the plants require to be
layered and planted early, so as to make a good
growth before winter. Unless this is done I would
advise planting them in rows on a warm border,
and transplanting with a ball in the early spring.
This will prevent losses with late-layered plants on
a cold border, and the plants in the spring grow
away rapidly without a check of any kind.

G. Wythes.

Fruit gathering.—Whatever the nature of the
local fruit crops, we have had remarkably fine

weather for the gathering of such soft fruits as
Strawberries and Raspberries. A wet ripening
time means almost ruin to them. So far mis-
fortune in that direction has been avoided, and the
gatherinf,' has been proceeding with not only com-
fort, but dispatch. The Strawberry crop, whilst a
large one, has found the tail end fruits rather small
because of the comparatively dry nature of the soil.

Then the warmth has ripened the late fruits some-
what quickly, so that the picking season has not
been a long, although it has been a very active one.
Raspberries are being gathered in capital condi-
tion, rarely better indeed, for the ripe fruits
have hardly been wetted at all. For that reason
the flesh is firm and the fruits travel well. Rasp-
berries almost always set well, but the continuation
of the fruiting depends very much upon the state of

the soil. It seems as if the crop would ripen
rapidly and not be long about. Black Currants
are thin and getting ready fast, but growers are
anxious to clear off the Reds, Strawberries and
Raspberries first. After the Black Currants are off

Gooseberries will follow. These latter are gathered
so very largely in a green state, that hardly more
than one-third of the crop is left for ripening.
Should we happen to have a wet time when thus
ripening the berries split very much, and there is

considerable loss. No wonder then that so many
of the fruits are gathered in a green state. Sweet
Cherries have not been a heavy crop, but have been
gathered in excellent condition. So far those who
have early fruits have had a very good time for the
marketing. Good sweet Cherries are rarely found
in the market in that fine luscious condition which
those who allow them to hang until perfectly ripe

find. The exigencies of trade compel early gather-
ing, hence the fruits are rarely seen at their best
in the shops. All bush fruits, however, have not
had to be marketed until well ripened.— A. D.

RENEWING VINES.

It often happens that it becomes necessary to

change the varieties of Vines that are growing in a

house, and a few notes on the best method of carry-

ing that out may not be out of place at this season

of the year, as it is, of all others, the best time to

do the work. Destroying the old Vines and re-

planting with others, unless the whole house is

to be dealt with at once, is not to be thought of, for

it would be nothing less than courting failure to

plant a young Vine or two among others that had
long been established. By far the best plan, and
one that may be practised by all, is to inarch the

old Vines with the variety we wish it replaced by.

When a Vine of the variety we wish to increase is

not growing near the one to be replaced, the best

plan is to obtain a plant in a pot from a nursery

where Vines are grown, and to set this in such a
position that a somewhat firm part of the stem,

which should be of the current year's growth, will

reach one of the best placed lateral shoots of the

Vine to be replaced, which, of course, should be

as low down as possible, or near the front of the

house. Sometimes it is necessary to raise the Vine
in the pot upon something that will bring it up to

the desired position. As regards the effect of certain

stocks on the scion or graft, much has been

written from time to time, but except in a very few
instances the result has been all that could be

desired. I have Gros Guillaume growing on Lady
Downe's, which was grafted on the Black Ham-
burgh, and the success of the union leaves nothing
to be desired, as plenty of bunches, which range
in weight from 8 lbs. to 1 lb., show every year. Lady
Downe's, also growing on the Hamburgh stock, pro-

duces abundance of bunches, as is its wont. These
invariably colour well and keep till late in the

spring. Gros Maroc grafted on Alicante also bears

well, and presents but little difference to that on
its own roots, the slight alteration being that the

berries come somewhat more oval. Gros Colman
grafted on Black Hamburgh is not altered in any
way, neither in the form of the berry, colour, nor

keeping qualities, and, I may add, flavour, for

when this Grape is allowed a long season to ripen

and is finished well, it is not so objectionable as

many think. It is certainly preferable to Alicante,

the skin of which is always very tough, I have
also found Black Alicante succeed well on Buck-
land Sweetwater, Muscat of Alexandria on Muscat
Hamburgh and Black Hamburgh. The most marked
instance of change by grafting is seen in Madres-
field Court worked on West's St. Peter's. The Vine
growing by the side of Madresfield Court might
easily be taken for another variety ; although the

leaf is the same, the berries are generally of a

deeper green, more tapering in form, and generally

smaller. The berries generally colour well and are

almost devoid of the only fault— if fault I may call

it— to which this variety is subject, viz , cracking.

The method of carrying out the work of imirch-

ing is of the simplest kind. Having brought the

two shoots into such a position that they' may run

parallel to one another for an inch or two, taking

care that the wood is moderately firm, it is best

when it is of a yellowish tinge or just before it

becomes brown ; there will then be less danger
of spoiling the graft than there would be when
the wood is chosen quite green. A small slice

is taken from the sides of the shoot and the graft

about 2 inches long, and along the side where the

two shoots meet, the best preferably between the

leaves. The face that is cut off need not be very

deep, just enough to take off the rounded edges, so

that they come together more closely. The next

part of the operation is the most important, and re-

iiuires the careful handling of the knife to cut the

tongues in both stock and scion. The stock should

be the first to be cut, setting the knife in somewhat
near the top of where the bark has been cut off.

The depth to which one is to go must depend upon
t he thickness of the shoot, but in any case it should

be thick enough to avoid its breaking when the

other tongue is placed under it. The cut should

be made about Ih inches long, parallel with the

shaved edge ; a similar upward cut should be made
on the scion or graft, and this tongue should be

slipped under the one on the stock, lifting it slightly

with the point of the knife while it is being ad-

justed and pressing it right home, so that there

may be no apertures. The whole should be bound
round with a piece of matting, so as to keep it

close, but not to cut it, and no further protection

will be required. At this stage the wounds heal

very fast, and probably the ties will require loosen-

ing in the course of two or three weeks, but they

should be again slightly bound up to prevent the

cuts swelling open.

After the union has been completed, the top por-

tion of the shoot beyond where it is grafted may be
removed, leaving the young graft to draw the sap
and obtain the strength from its own roots and the

shoot on which it has been inarched. Do not cut

it away from its parent roots until the winter prun-

ing. The work of replacing the old Mne may be
done gradually. The young Vine may be allowed
to run up the roof over the stem of the old A'ine

one-third of the way or half-way according to its

strength, and at the winter pruning the old spurs

may be removed, thus allowing room for the young
shoot to spread its lateral shoots and carry a light

crop. I have replaced many ^'ines in this way, and
entirely changed a whole house without the loss of

a crop in every part of the house. C. Wauden.
Clarendon, Salish ii ry.

Grape Buckland Sweetwater failing to
stone.— I enclose a bunch of Buckland .Sweetwater

Grape which never stones properly and cannot tell

the cause. I have only one rod of it in perfect

health and very vigorous planted inside and grow-
ing beside Foster's Seedling, which does well. I

partly root-pruned the Sweetwater when the border
was prepared for starting, but at present it has no
effect in any way. I should think the Vines have
been planted about twelve or fourteen years. I have
had charge of them nine years, and Buckland Sweet-
water has never been satisfactory.— J. H.

*t* If the berries of other Grapes growing in

the same house as the Buckland Sweetwater are

well furnished with stones, neither the constituents

of the border nor its general treatment can be
blamed for this failure to set properly. The wood
sent was strong and the bunch large, and in all

probability the Vines are rooting in a border some-
what rich in nitrogenous food, and this would be
rendered more suitable for theru and faulty setting

be corrected by a liberal dressing of newly-slaked
lime. If it is an outside border, wait till this can
be watered without actually saturating it, then
very lightly fork in the lime and well water. In-

side borders, however, ought not to be limed till

the autumn or during the winter, the former being
perhaps the best time. The autumn, or soon after

the crops are cut, is also the proper time for root-

pruning and other restorative measures, and not
just prior to starting the \'ine8. The most success-

ful growers of Buckland Sweetwater attach great

importance to the way in which the bunches are

thinned. Most probably " J. H." will have observed
thiit this tirape does not throw off its capsules
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BO quickly as most other varieties when in flower,

and it is scarcely therefore possible to assist in the

fertilising. As a coasequence, there are nearly

always a considerable number of stoneless berries,

and which cannot well be iletected at the time
when the thinning is usually carried out. The
bunches being naturally loose, growing out sur-

prisingly at times, there is really little need for

early or hard thinning, especially if the " shoulder-

ing up " is well attended to. What stoneless

berries there are to cut out and any other thinning

needed can, and ought to be done after the berries

are about half grown, when no mistakes will be
made by an intelligent man.—W. I.

LIFTING VINES.
This will be understood as referring to those Vines
which have become unsatisfactory either through
the length of time they may have been under cul-

tivation or through indifferent treatment. There
is probably co other fruit-bearing subject grown
under glass which will get so quickly into a bad
condition, and which in a comparatively short

space of time may also be brought into a satisfac-

tory state. It is astonishing the number of years
Vines may be kept in a good bearing condition
under a generous course of treatment as regards
periodically lifting the roots and relaying in fresh
soil. I have relifted the roots of Vines which had
previously not been disturbed for upwards of fifty

or sixty years, and four years since I commenced
the renovation of a house of old Muscats which
had been planted twenty years, and which were
considered worn out. By relifting the roots and
laying them in fresh compost, and also by cutting
down the main stems to within 18 inches of the
ground, the Vines now have the appearance of
young ones. The renovation was so arranged with
but little loss of crop, and such as I shall hereafter
describe. As regards the most suitable time of
year for relifting the roots of Vines, this may
range, as a matter of course, from the present time
until the end of September, or even up till the
middle of October, but the earlier the better, so
that the roots may become semi-established by the
time the leaves are off the A'ines. The renovation
of Vines which are already cleared of fruit may be
commenced at once. It is with the latest Vines
that there is the most difficulty, but where the
roots are in borders partially inside and out, the
difficulty is easily overcome, as I have lifted one
part of the roots whilst the fruit was yet on the
Vines. Late Vines may be lifted with success just
when the buds are on the point of bursting in the
spring, but at this season extreme care is needed,
and the work must be speedily performed. With
Vines which have the roots in both outside and in-

side borders there need not be the least an.xiety,
as by keeping the vinery close and syringing the
foliage two or three times a day, the Vines will be
distressed but very little. Occasionally it may be
necessary to shade the roof for a time, but only
where the foliage is likely to suffer, or where the
roots are confined to one border. In these cases
extreme care is needed, and the soil must not be
wholly removed. Vines to succeed satisfactorily

must have the roots working in a warm and effi-

ciently drained border with ample feeding roots
near the surface, and when such is the case suc-

cessful Vine growing is reduced to a minimum.
Occasionally we come across A'ines in a good bear-
ing condition with fruit of first-class quality, and
the roots working away from the original border
where this latter was not confined in any way, or
even where the Vines were planted in the natural
soil with little preparation except for planting. In
these instances the soil and drainage naturally are
in a very satisfactory condition for the well-being
of Vines. People with such examples under their

care are not aware of the shoals and difficulties

which those men not so favourably situated have
to contend with. These instances are occasionally set

up as examples of successful culture for others to

follow. It is very annoying to have Grapes con-
tinually shanking year after year, the berries also
being small with the colour indifferent. If nothing
is done to remedy the evil except a surface dress-

ing occasionally, it is impossible for the Vines to

improve. According to my experience with relift-

ing the roots of Vines, the fruit which follows is

better finished than in the case of young Vines.

Before commencing operations the materials

should be prepared, so that the work is expeditiously

performed, for the more the roots can be relaid

in the fresh compost quickly, the more likely

is the operation to he successful. Where the

borders cover a great amount of space, it is not at all

necessary to commence at the outer edge with the

intention of refilling the space with fresh material,

as probably a far greater amount would be required

than was bargained for. Where there are both inside

and outside borders it matters little which is turned

out first. In the first instance, a trench of any
convenient width for working should be cut right

through the border at the distance of 9 feet or 10

feet from the stems of the Vines ; the soil should be

wheeled away so as not to interfere with the free

progress of the work. With sharp five-tined forks

work away the soil from the roots, taking care not

to injure these, as often when roughly handled the

roots are very apt to be broken off. The roots, as

they become disentangled, should be syringed over

occasionally, and it may be necessary whilst work-

ing at one part of the border to cover up any ex-

posed roots with damp mats. The drainage must
be rectified if needed and covered over with some
fresh turves, so as to make this essential part of

the work as perfect as possible. The soil must now
be filled in, making it firm as the work proceeds,

also taking care to lift the roots up, as the nearer

these are to the surface the better. These latter

must be placed in layers, so as to separate them as

much as possible. Before relaying any of the roots

see that all ends of roots are pared off' clean with a

sharp knife, and the larger ones notched at inter-

vals, as an additional aid to the formation of fresh

rootlets. After the work is finished, spread a layer

of fresh stable litter over the surface and give a
gentle watering with tepid water.

The house must be kept close and syringed as

often as necessary. Shading may also be required

until the foliage becomes firm, when both shade
and syringing must be relaxed, and the ventilation

increased accordingly. Whether the remaining

part of the border should be renewed the following

year or not until the second after lifting will de-

pend upon the extent of fresh roots in the pre-

viously renewed part. Vines which have been re-

lifted must not be hard forced the following year,

but if they are allowed to break away naturally,

the better will it be for the future success of the

A'ines. Possibly there may be little improvement
in the Grapes the year after lifting, although tlie

finish is generally more satisfactory, but in the

following or second year the improvement will be
apparent. In the case of weakly-rooted Vines
take care not to over-tax them with too great a
weight of Grapes, as the smaller the crop the

more rapid the improvement. It is also advisable

to allow a rather free run of lateral growth, al-

though this must not be allowed to become over-

crowded, and I have even allowed the bunch-bear-

ing laterals to extend to four or five leaves beyond
the bunch, the Vines greatly benefiting by the

extra growth allowed.

The best results are obtained by cutting down
the old rods to within a foot or 18 inches of the

surface, instead of running up from the spurs, but
not until a year after becoming established in the
new border, as the fresh rods would be correspond-

ingly stronger. This work of renovation could
range over two or three years, unless there are

double the quantity of rods than are really neces-

sary for the success of the Vines, when each alter-

nate Vine could be cut down and the remainder
allowed to remain to supply fruit for the time
being. I have run up two rods from a healthy
stock.

As previously remarked, where the roots are con-

fined to either an outside or inside bonier, the bole

of the Vine should not be worked up to too closely,

for if the whole of the soil be removed the Vines
are apt to suffer. I have removed \'ines from one
house to another, but this is mentioned as an ex-

treme case. The Mnes, however, will become the

more quickly established when a width of 4 feet or

5 feet of the original border is allowed to remain.
Y. A. H.

A profitable Peach case.—In the Forde
Abbey Gardens, Chard, there is a large and well-

managed Peach case, or what might be more cor-

rectly termed a narrow, lean-to Peach house. The
whole of the back wall is closely furnished with
Peaches and Nectarines in full bearing, while a low
front trellis is also well clothed with Peach, Plum,
and Apricot trees. At the ends and at each divi-

sion are grown Tea Roses, Chrysanthemums, and To-

matoes, the high front shelves being also extensively

utilised for forwarding Strawberries in pots. Not
a vacant spot is to be seen, yet there is no crowd-
ing, all the occupants of the range being in excel-

lent health. No attempt is made to force the Peach
and other trees, the aim on the contrary being to

retard them as much as possible, so as to have
abundance of fruit in the autumn or when most re-

quired. Air beins freely admitted at this time of

year suits both the Chrysanthemums and Tomatoes
admirably, the former attaining a great height and
developing grand branches and sprays of bloom,
while the Tomatoes keep very free from disease,

and give abundance of ripe fruit till very late in the

year. The Peaches most preferred by Mr. J. Crook,

the gardener in charge, are Crimson Galande, Grosse

Mignonne, Noblesse, Walburton Admirable, and Sea
Eagle, Nectarines Elruge and Pitmaston Orange
also succeeding well. Coe's Golden Drop and Coe's

Late Red are both carrying good crops, and these

will hang well till very late in the season. The fa-

vourite Chrysanthemums for producing large

bunches of flowers are Elaine, Lady Selborne,

Source d'Or, Crimson King, Cullingfordi, Progne,

Beauty, Sunflower, Florence Piercy, Tokio, and last,

but not least. Golden Gem.— I.

THE "WEEK'S WORK.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Apricots.—Apparently these are nearly or quite

as early as usual, some of the most forward fruits

of early Moorpark being almost ripe, while the

crops are far heavier than at first anticipated.

Many cultivators are very reluctant in the matter

of thinning these out, but it properly done it proves

ei'onomical in the end. Much may yet be done to-

wards improving the quality of those reserved if

the final thinning out is done now, or directly the

fruit is beginning to show a little colour, the thin-

nings being either used in pies or made into excel-

lent preserve. If the clusters are left unthinned

the fruit will most probably spoil each other, or

else drop off wholesale, few, if any, attaining per-

fection. Numerous fine fruit are either much dis-

figured or quite spoilt annually by coming into

contact with wall nails, and it is not yet too late to

prevent this by the removal of the nails. Slugs

are frequently very troublesome among ripening

Apricots, the large slimy species being the worst

offenders. These should be searched for with a

light every night, and many might be trapped with

heaps of brewers' grains, boards, or slates. Use

the engine freely on the trees in order to keep

down red spider, and now is a good time to give

the trees a thorough soaking of water and liquid

manure at the roots. The want of this support is

a frequent cause of the fruit being small and
flavourless, the future well-being of the trees also

largely depending upon their culture at this period.

Continue to lay in early formed branches for fur-

nishing blank wall spaces and for clothing naked
stems, all superfluous shoots being spurred back.

Peaches and Nectarines.—This promises to

be a remarkably good year for these, heavy crops

being the order of the day, while the growth of

the trees is stronger and cleaner than usual. If

fine fruit are desired, the thinning out must be

persevered with, all that are badly placed for

swelling off being, in particular, removed or else

given fair play. Tlie ripening period is now close

at hand, and the selected young growths or those
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to give fruit next season should, therefore, be care-

fully laid in, and overhanging leaves either tucked
back or pinched off, in order to give the fruit the

full benefit of all the light and sunshine going
Unless this is done they will colour indifferently,

and open-air Peaches and Nectarines without
colour are of comparatively low value, especially

seeing they are usually smaller than those grown
under glass. A free use of the syringe or engine
and clear water every morning and evening is of

the greatest benefit to the foliage in clear, hot
weather, and there should be no lack of moisture
at the roots. Covering the whole of the border
given up to the trees, and these are often far too

limited in extent, with strawy manure saves the

watering-pot considerably, and prevents the sur-

face of the border binding badly when trampled on
in wet weather.

Plums.—The Plum aphis is rather bad on the
wall trees in some districts, but this need not long
be the case. It is scarcely advisable to use any
strong insecticides at this date, especially seeing
that nearly all the trees are carrying good crops of

fruit, but the pruning, stopping, and laying in of

young growths should be attended and the garden
engine with clear soft water follow. Failing soft

water, make the syringing water slightly soapy, and
if an engine cannot be had use a syringe forcibly.

This treatment being persevered with, a dusting of

soot and lime being applied to the border close up
to the wall or fence after each syringing, the aphis
will soon be got rid of, the roots also deriving
benefit from the extra moisture supplied. On
shallow, hot soils, especially also in all cases where
large trees have been recently transplanted, a good
soaking of water is necessary very frequently, and
can best be applied by forming a large basin round
the bole of each tree, a mulching of strawy manure
being given as well. Driblets are quite thrown
away on wall trees, and it is better, therefore, to do
a few trees well than to attempt much with a short
supply of either labour or water. The oft-repeated
advice to thin out the fruit freely is particularly

applicable to Plums this season, but it is no easy
matter to persuade amateurs especially to carry this

out properly. Trees are to be seen in all directions

bearing remarkably heavy crops, but unless the
thinning out is severe and shortly completed very
few fruit fit to eat will be obtained. What is of

equal or greater importance is the fact that the
maturation of such exceptionally heavy crops will

work irreparable injury to the trees. July Green-
gage, De Montfort, Dry's Seedling, Morocco, and
Rivers' Prolific are among the first to ripen, and
partially ripened thinnings of these or other Plums
will make good preserve, many tons of the 'S'ictoria

being frequently gathered from orchard trees and
consigned to jam-makers in order to lighten the
crops. It is p. mistake to fully expose Plums to
the full sunshine, by far the best fruit being had
from under a thin covering of leaves. The final

swelling has already commenced in the case of

most of the early varieties named, that fruit lightly

covered with leaves being apparently the most
forward.

Peaks.—Now that the fruit has attained a good
size it can better be realised what exceptionally fine

crops most of the wall trees are bearing. Never was
there greater need for severely thinning out the fruit

and also for the application of plenty of moisture
and liquid manure to the roots. Pears cannot well

be grown too large, especially if the surplus fruit

is marketed, and those wlio are wise in time may
perhaps find that large-sized Pears will fetch as

much this year as they did last season or in any
other year of comparative scarcity. There are two
varieties that stand in particular need of severe
thinning, these being Josephine de Malines and Ne
Plus Meuris. The former has set immense clusters

of fruit this season, and unless freely thinned out
none will attain a serviceable size, being far too
small, and very prob;.*'y will fail to ripen. Ne
Plus Meuris is a very free bearer, rarely fails in

fact ; but only the largest fruit are of any value,

the rest being nearly all core. Therefore, thin out
severely and at once. The Summer DoyenmA,
better known as Doyenn6 d'Etfe, is the first to ripen,

and heavy crops are common enongh. The Pears

are very small, and if left on the trees till quite

yellow will be dry and flavourless. Gather the

fruit before that stage is reached and very much
as wanted, and the most will then be made of the

crop.

Apples,—The earliest varieties are now fast

swelling their fruit, but there will not be many
ripe before the end of July. Juneating and Mar-
garet are usually the first fruit fit to eat, these be-

ing closely followed by Early Harvest, and by the

second week in August, Beauty of Bath, Irish

Peach, and Mr. Gladstone ought to be ready. Not
one out of the lot can be said to keep well, all be-

ing most juicy and sweet when gathered, and used

nearly or quite direct from the trees. The plan of

gathering a few fruit directly the seeds commence
to change colour, and hastening ripening on dry

warm shelves, or in paper-lined boxes in gentle

heat, is preferable to attempting the prolonging of

the season by gathering and storing the fruit. The
earliest cooking Apples are far more serviceable.

Thus the Carlisle and Keswick Codlins, Lord Suf-

field and Hawthornden can be gradually thinned

out, commencing from now, and the thinnings used

in pies, while the fully grown fruit will keep for

some time after being gathered and stored. The
Carlisle Codlin cooks admirably when no larger

than Walnuts, and is particularly acceptable by
the middle of July. W. I.

PLANT HOUSES.
The Agapanthus is frequently a much abused
plant, being allowed oftentimes to stand over from
season to season without fresh potting. Thus in

time the pots are frequently cracked asunder by
the growing force imparted to the roots. When
this occurs it is impossible to keep this semi-aquatic

in a good condition, weakly growth resulting through

an insufficient supply of water, with flower-spikes

not so fine as they should be. In all cases where
the pots are known to be crammed with roots, or

where perchance they are broken, it is a good plan

to stand all such in pans which will hold water.

This will greatly assist the plants, particularly

where a good crop of flower-spikes is now show-
ing ; these, too, will be prolonged by generous

treatment of this kind, as well as being much finer

than when starved and suffering for want of water.

A position out of doors will suit the Agapanthus
very well. Too much shade i^ not desirable, other-

wise both foliage and flower-spikes will be unduly

drawn. If required under glass when coming into

flower it is an easy matter to remove them to the

desired spot, they will thus keep better than if ex-

posed to either rains or much sunshine when in

full bloom. If not likely to be wanted, another

good method is to plunge the plants to the rim,

in which manner they will not be so likely to

suffer from the ert'ects of drought.

LiLiujis.— Of these, L. Harrisi, or the Bermuda
Lily, will now be in flower under the coolest of

treatment, soon to be followed by the ordinary

form of L. longiflovum. The flowering season of

L. auratum can under varied modes of culture be

prolonged for some considerable time. These will

now all do well out of doors until the first flowers

are about to expand, when they should be taken

under cover to guard against injury from wind or

rain. BiUbs which were potted up rather late in the

spring will not require so much water yet as the

others, nor will any of these take quite so much as

the stock which has stood over from the previous

year when these latter are in a healthy state at

the roots. In the case of L. auratum I consider it

pays to be particular with the watering; any ten-

dency to an excess is prejudicial to this fine variety.

L. lancifolium in its varieties is a hardier sort to

grow ; well established plants of this Lily will take

a liberal supply of water when the soil is in good
condition. Over-potting both with this and all

other kinds is a decided evil. Relatively speaking,

small pots are most to be preferred, feeding by

means of weak liquid manure when most needful.

The stems of all Lilies should be supported by a

slender stake. One stake is sullicient for three or

four stems, slinging the others to the central one.

Inserting sticks into the pots of Lilies must not be

done in a reckless manner, care being taken to

keep sufficiently far away from the bulb, so as not
to injure it. Where any amount of roots is show-
ing upon the surface a light top-dressing will be
found an assistance and preservative.

The Gladiolus.—The earlier of the late-flower-

ing varieties where potted up early will now be
showing their spikes without any stimulating
thereto. As soon as these are fairly advanced
more water and occasional doses of liquid manure
will greatly assist them. These will, in whatever
stage, be all the better grown out of doors, being
taken in as required when the first flowers are ex-

panding. Where any feature is made of Gladioli

in pots I consider it is better to plunge the stock

in a bed of coal ashes ; the roots are thus kept
cooler, which is more congenial to their special

needs. The latest potted up of G. The Bride, and
similar varieties so much in request, will now be
coming into flower, these usually being over by the

time the others begin to come in ; thus with good
management it is not a difficult task to have
Gladioli in flower for at least five months in the

year. Considering what splendid objects they are,

it is rather surprising that a larger number is not

grown in private gardens both for cutting and for

decoration in the house and conservatory.

TUBEEOUS-EOOTED BEGONIAS will now, and for

a long time to come, be found of extreme value.

All things considered, there is no class of plants to

equal them for their free and continuous bloom-
ing character when preserved in a healthy
state. To succeed well in their culture is not a
difficult matter when the houses are suitable to

them. They do best with a good amount of light.

Shading during the heat of the day is better than
full exposure

;
permanent shading is not, however,

to be recommended. When tlie latter plan is

adopted, the evil consequences ensue when a few
dull days intervene ; the colours of the flowers are

not then so intense, nor do they last so well. A
free circulation of air without sharp draughts is

the best method in this respect. A close atmo-
sphere with stagnant moisture is most to be
guarded against in their cultivation, in whatever
stage they are.

Cannas.—Of these, the dwarf growing kinds are

particularly valuable for decorating both green-

houses and conservatories. They will undoubtedly
be grown in far larger numbers when once their

utility is fully recognised. From now onwards
into October they may be had in good condition.

Liberal treatment is required to do them justice

;

large pots are not at all essential, for plants can be
grown and flowered well in 7-inch and S-inch pots

with a plentiful supply of water. The portion of

old spike should in each instance be removed as
soon as the last flower has dropped before the seed
has a chance to swell. In doing this care must be
taken not to cut away the succeeding part of the
spike, the safest plan being to cut off the old one
close to the lower flower, for just below this the

other will be already making some progress. It is

a sacrifice to rut these Cannas with a long part of

the growth attached, their perpetual flowering

character being thus in a measure destroyed.

Occasional sponging of the foliage will greatly im-
prove their appearance.

Pelakgoniums (show and fancy).—The earlier

of these should by this time be well ripened off.

If there is still a disposition to make any top-

growth the plants should be laid upon their sides.

In fact, in any case this is a capital plan for com-
pelling the plants to take a partial rest. As soon
as the wood is well ripened, the plants can be
pruned moderately hard back to promising-looking
wood. Then the plants can be stood closely to-

gether in a cold frame, so that tlie lights can be
run on if there is any heavy rainfall, being at other
times left off. The object of this is to keep the
plants from being soddcned with water, no water
iuirdly ever being required until growth again com-
mences, and then even but little is needed for some
considerable time to come. Overwateriiig Pelar-

goniums until the spring-time when the plants have
well filled their pots with roots is a great mistake,

as it is also frequently a fatal one. The cuttings
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of promising appearance should be preserved to in-

crease tlie stock, or to make up for any losses which

may have arisen. These will strike best and with

far less trouble if inserted out of doors in light

sandy soil in a sunny spot. Young plants raised in

this way can be kept sturdy and robust through

the winter. Those but recently gone out of flower

will be all the better left as they are for a tew

weeks longer, keeping them laid upon their sides if

the growth has been luxuriant or there is still a

tendency to grow at the points. If, however, any
cuttings are required they may be taken off soon if

sturdy and promising looking. These can be

treated then with the others. Any Pelargoniums

now still flowering (but sparsely) should be dis-

pensed with as soon as possible, and the house

wherein they have been whilst in flower should be

weU fumigated to destroy the aphis, to which they

are most susceptible.

Seed sowing. — A late sowing of Chinese

Primula seed (single kinds) will give a most useful

lot of plants for spring flowering, as well as provid-

ing the best type of plants from which to save the

future seed another year. Now is a good time for

seeing to this, sowing the seed and afterwards

treating it as previously recommended, save in that

now the seed will germinate better in a cool frame
which can be kept close. A late stock of Cine-

rarias I have frequently found of the greatest ser-

vice for conservatory decoration. If some seed be
now sown such a stock can be raised, being kept in

small pots through the winter. The seed of Humea
elegans if not already sown should not be any
longer deferred to obtain nice little plants by the

winter. The seed does not always germinate so

well as one would desire ; the pot or pan had better

be covered with glass and shaded until the seed-

lings appear. Herbaceous Calceolaria seed should
now be sown in pans, being then placed under a
hand-light upon the north side of a wall in a cool

place. The soil in all these instances should be of

a sandy and light character, particularly for the
last-named seeds. J. Hudson.

ORCHIDS.
We have many plants needing repotting in the
various houses, but it is difficult to find time to do
everything at the right moment, and yet it is al-

ways better when work is behind to make a special

effort to get well abreast of it again. Gardeners
ought to consider that the work must be done
sooner or later, and it is more satisfactory both for

themselves and their employers to have it done as
soon as possible. There is usually so much work
to be done in a garden, and there is a certain num-
ber of men to do it ; therefore, I opine it is better

to have all work done at the right lime, or even
ahead of the right time, rather than to drag behind
with it, to the permanent injury of the plants and
the credit of the gardener. I3esides the desira-

bility of repotting at the earliest possible moment
all Orchids needing to be done, there is the greater
attention required to attend to the daily wants of

the plants at this season when they are in full

growth, because any check to their free growth
may mean failure to flower next year, or certainly

a partial failure. The Cattleya Trianic and C.

Schrtederaj are so far advanced in the formation
of the new pseudo-bulbs, that they require daily
looking over to see that no water is lodging in the
partly developed sheaths either by drip from the roof

or from the watering of other Orchids suspended in

teak baskets above them. It is still necessary to

maintain the maximum degree of temperature,
but withal the free admission of air is necessary to

the perfect development of the bulbs and leaves,

for on this depends not only the quality, but also

the number of the flowers produced next season.

Insufficient ventilation witli a high temperature
produces long bulbs and badly matured leaves,

with the inevitable result of one or two flowers to

each sheath instead of three and four. The plants

of Lselia anceps are quite as far advanced in growth
as those of Cattleya Triana;. In previous numbers
I have urged the importance of keeping these
plants in the lightest part of the Cattleya house.
It does not matter so much in regard to the ordi-

nary variety ; it will generally flower freely enough
and make good growth with the ordinary treat-

ment given the other Cattleyas in the house. The
white varieties are quite as free in growth, but as
flowers are wanted as well as growth, this is only
possible with the plants near the roof glass and
freely exposed to the light. All the small growing
La3lias and Cattleyas thrive best with the same
treatment. Cattleya Gaskelliana in variety is still

in bloom, and the first flowers of C. imperialis have
just op3ned ; this is merely a form of C. gigas, but
it is a very handsome Cattleya, and cannot fail to
give satisfaction. The flowers are produced as soon
as the growths are completed, and they last a long
time in good condition. Following this noble
species comes C. Eldorado, a plant that ought to
be in every collection, not only for its distinct
character, but because the flowers are produced in
August and September. The plant is of smaller
size than most of the C. labiata type, the flowers
being distinguished for their delicate perfume and
the rich orange-yellow blotch on the lip. Coming
from the tropical regions of South America, it

succeeds best in the warmest house when making
its growth. C. crocata and C. Wallisi are white or
very pale rose forms of this species. C. Dowiana
and the variety of it named aurea are difficult sub-
jects to keep in a perfectly healthy condition for
any length of time. They are also producing their
flowers, and where a good collection of these and
other species named above are grown well, the
houses have a very brilliant appearance. C. Dowi-
ana and its varieties succeed best planted in teak
baskets and suspended near the roof glass. They
must be kept in an airy, light part of the Cat-
tleya house after flowering and receive but little

water ; this treatment is necessary to prevent
them starting into growth again. The Den-
drobiums are not so easily injured by any
check to their growth as the Cattleyas, but it is

better to see that they are kept in a free growing
atmosphere, as advised in previous numbers.
Besides D. Wardianum and others alluded to in

previous numbers, the following require special
treatment : D. Falconeri produces very slender
growths, sometimes of considerable length ; at this
season the plants require a good deal of heat and
moisture and to be daily syringed. Some years ago
I saw a very clean, well-flowered specimen at a
flower show, and the gardener assured me that in
the growing season the plant was soused overhead
in a tank of water every morning and left in the
water for half an hour. Such erratic treatment may
not be always successful, but it shows that abun-
dant supplies of water are daily needed, and syring-
ing to keep red spider from the leaves. D. Devon-
ianum and other slender growing species may be
treated in the same way. D. Fiodleyanum is dis-

tinct in growth and succeeds well in teak baskets
with the two species named above.

A handsome species is D. formosum giganteum,
also a desirable variety on account of its flowering
later than the others. The flowers also last in
good condition on the plants for a long period,
I exhibited a specimen some years ago at four exhi-
bitions, and there was a period of six weeks between
the first exhibition and the last. The same flowers
were open all the time, and they were in good con-
dition to the last. These plants also succeed well
in teak baskets near the roof glass of a warm house
when making their growth, and they do best in an
intermediate temperature in winter. The type of
Dendrobiums, of which importations have been
recently sent from New Guinea, such as D. Phatenop-
sis, D. Williamsianum, and D. bigibbum, also seem
to succeed admirably suspended from the roof
glass of a warm house or pit, where they get a good
supply of air and light. Shallow teak baskets are
better for them than the small pans sometimes
used. D. Bensonia; is one of the mo t lovely Den-
drobes in existence, and advantage should be taken
of recent importations if a fresh stock is required.
It succeeds equally well in shallow pans or teak
baskets. The powerful perfume of the flowers of
this species is not the least of its merits, and the
purity of the creamy-white sepals and petals with
the rich yellow and black-purple blotched lip form
a nice contrast with the richly coloured species

named above. The cultivator must see that his
plants of all the above are not only in a healthy
growing condition, but a keen eye must be kept
upon them to see that no thrips are allowed to

breed on the young growths. Upon the least

appearance of thrips the plants should be dipped in

diluted tobacco water or fumigated with tobacco
smoke, which does not inj ure Dendrobiums, Cattleyas
or Leilas. J. Douglas.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Early Celery.—The early Celery is now growing
freely, and the present season appears to suit the
growth admirably, as I never saw it looking better.
The larvK of the Celery fly have so far been absent.
Some people, as soon as the plants start freely into
growth, commence earthing up. A greater mistake
could not be made. The time at which it will be
required for use should be the guide for earthing
to commence, and as it will take upwards of six or
seven weeks for the blanching process, this must be
arranged accordingly. It must be understood that
after earthing commences watering must cea^e,
and those who may have been over-zealous with
earthing often lose in this respect. However,
whether the Celery may be required for a given date
or not, surface dressing must not be neglected, for

if this should be the case, the leaves spread out to
such an extent as to prevent compact hearts from
forming. Previous to this operation taking place
the trenches should be freely watered over-night,
and the following day each plant should be looked
over for suckers and these promptly removed.
Salt being a capital stimulant for Celery, a small
quantity should be sprinkled along each side of the
rows. Over this should be placed about an inch of
soil, thus forming a good surface dressing, and at
the same time preventing the leaves from spreading
out. If needed, each plant should be drawn
together with the hand and with the other the soil

should be spread about the base. This will be the
means of keeping the growth compact. Water may
be applied as freely as before, and the roots will

work rapidly upwards, and so assist in forming
good solid heads. At the first earthing about 3
inches of soil would be sufficient for a start.

The soil should be worked down from the sidts
with a spade and well broken up. Before earthing,
however, each plant should be drawn up together
with the hand and tied with a piece of mattmg to

prevent any soil from working into the hearts. The
soil being well broken up, this must not on any
account be placed above the heart, as this must
be open so as to allow a free and unimpeded
growth. Where sings are troublesome a dusting
along the rows with soot and lime will prevent
their attacks. After earthing the matting must be
taken off immediately, as if allowed to remain on
the growth would be surely crippled. Earthing up
is generally done in three stages at intervals of a
fortnight or thereabouts.

Preparing fob Mushrooms. — The usual
routine of Mushroom culture will now commence.
As a rule this delicious esculent is not grown so
successfully as it might be, and more failures have
to be chronicled probably with Mushrooms than
anything else grown in the garden. Although the cul-

ture of Mushrooms is a simple affair, yet there are
various details which must be rigorously attended
to. Unsuitable spawn, unsuitable manure, or
rather stable litter, and this latter even when good
not being prepared in a satisfactory manner, all

tend to failure. The materials for forming the
beds must be in a sweetened condition compara-
tively, and be brought into this state through
proper preparation. Rank manure is useless for

the purpose, and even when prepared by frequent
turnings, it is not at all a suitable medium for the
growth of Mushrooms. To keep up a good supply
of Mushrooms, no very elaborate structures are
needed, although a properly constructed Mushroom
house, well managed, is certainly very advan-
tageous. Mushrooms may be produced from beds
made in the open air, sheds, disused stables, cellars,

or even in any position under cover where an
equable temperature can be maintained about the
beds, and where there is no danger of the sur-
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roundings becoming over-heated, as it must be re-

membered that heat, not cold, is the main cause of

failure, speaking generally.

Collecting the materials.—The difficulty

generally is in getting sufficient material to form

the beds, and where this can only be collected in

small quantities the grower is at a great disadvan-

tage, as where a quantity may be gathered to-

gether in a comparatively short time, it is greatly

in favour of the material being prepared in a satis-

factory manner. With small quantities the diffi-

culty is in preventing it from becoming over-dry,

for when this takes place much of the properties

beneficial to the growth of Mushrooms is lost.

The most suitable material is where the horses are

fed principally on dry, hard food, and as the drop-

pings from such as these heat violently where only

these are collected and used, the shorter littery

material should also be used, and the two together

will form a much more lasting bed and also be in

better condition for the growth of Mushrooms.
The material as collected must be placed under
cover to protect it from wet, and if only in small

quantities, lay it in sufficient thickness to prevent

both over-dryness and also over-heating. When
sufficient is gathered together, the whole must be
thrown in a heap and turned, even daily if neces-

sary, but where there is sufficient strawy litter this

will counteract over-heating to a certain extent,

and turning on alternate days may be sufficient.

However, it must be turned as often as necessary

to prevent over-heating, for when this takes place,

as will be easily noticed by the material in the

centre of the heap becoming white, the ammonia,
which forms the basis of the growth of Mushrooms,
is lost. The material as it is being prepared must
be well separated during the operation of turning,

as the more divided it becomes the better, this also

lessening over-heating. The heap must be turned

sufficiently until any obnoxious smell has gone off,

and also the danger of over-heating has passed

away. Large beds prove the most productive, as

the heat is more gentle and lasting, but the quan-
tity of material at command will gauge this part

of the routine. For the earliest beti, if there

should be sullii'ient material, a start should be
made with a ridge-shaped one in the open air, and
of which I shall have something to say later on.

For the present, the collecting and preparation of

the material will form the basis of future work in

the successful growth of Mushrooms. Y. A.

Kitchen Garden.

ENDIVE.
Amongst the various subjects grown for form-

ing material for the salad bowl, Endive takes a

foremost position. Endive can be had through-

out the summer months if desirable, but it is

only secondary to Lettuce, as it were, and whilst

good Lettuces are easily obtainable, we can very
well dispense with Endive. Where a supply of

salading has to be maintained, Endive should
form one of the principal subjects. Growing
the plants to a good «ize is easy enough, and
during the autumn months the blanching pro-

cess is also a simple atl'air, as by excluding light

good produce may be cut from the site where
the plants have been grown. It is generally

during the winter mtntha that it is neglected

or not obtained in good condition. When fully

grown. Endive is easily injured by both frost

and damp, and if the plants are not efficiently

protected they will very (juickly become useless.

Housing, or otherwise placing the plants under
cover after they have been slightly injured will

be of no avail, for once the leaves commence to

decay, it is a hopeless operation to try and stop

it. Even wlii-n replanted in frames or other-

wise housed in good condition the plants nuist

also be efficiently ])rotected, as a glass covering
alone will not act as a safeguard against injury

from frost. It will, therefore, be gatliered from
the above that to be successful in the cultiva-

tion of Endive, the plants must fir.st be well
grown, and afterwards be efficiently protected
from frost and damp ; when such is the
case, the blanching process will be a simple
affair. The time for sowing Endive is generally
from the middle of June until the same time in

July. At the latter date the main batch foi-

affording produce during the winter mouths is

sown. The site selected for the seed bed must
have due consideration, especially if the plants
have to remain in the same place until fully grown,
for if the position chosen should happen to be
low-lying or in a shaded part of the garden, the
plants, besides being liable to injury from damp,
are not sufficiently matured to pass through the
winter safely. Endive is very partial to sun-
shine ; hence the practice generally adopted of

raising the plants and growing them afterwards
on sunny borders. If these are in a sloping
direction, the better will it be for the plants.

For protecting the plants in the position

where they have been grown, or such as are re-

quired for use during the early part of the sea-

son, and to be blanched where they are grow-
ing, there is nothing better than clean mats
kept off the heads by supports, or water-
proof canvas covering. Any other likely

material which may be at hand for covering
maybe used, but I do not favour loose or littery

material for laying direct on to the plants, as

this is apt to favou r fermentation , and so engender
early decay. As a protection against severe frost,

a layer of litter over the covering will assist In

keeping all secure. Damp being as gi'eat an
enemy as frost, it is very injurious to keep the
plants covered up ; so on fine and dry days the
covering should be removed, so that the plants

may receive the beneficial influence of fresh air.

Where there are any spare frames or lights at

disposal these could be lifted over the plants, as

being the best protecting agent, a free access

to light and air being secured at all times
without exposing the plants to rains. For use

during the winter, where there may be vinery
or Peach house space at disposal, the jilants

could be lifted with balls of soil on a dry day
and packed together on the floor. Next to the
position just mentioned, frame space is the

best. The frames should face the south, and be
filled up with material so that the plants are

within a foot or !) inches of the glass. The
plants, lifted on a fine and dry day, must be
carefully planteel, taking particular care not to

injure the leaves in the process, for if these are

broken or roughly handled in any way, decay
will certainly set in. A free circulation of air

must be aflbrded at all times, damp and frost

being the shoals to steer clear of. The old, but
no doubt beneficial system of lifting aiul stor-

ing in light and dry frost-proof sheds is a com-
mendable practice, ami may be adopted where
other means of safely storing are not available.

The plants, in this instance, should be drawn
together, anil each tied with a piece of matting.

Being lifted with good balls of soil, the plants

may be packed rather closely together with
some dry soil in the interstices. In this way a

supply may be obtained until far into the winter.

Returning to the subject of raising, the site

on which the seeels are to be sown must be in

a fertile condition. Borders which have pre-

viously been occupied by early Potatoes are as

good as can be afforded. The seed should bo
sown thinly in drills 15 inches apart, and as

the plants gain strength the thinnings may bo
transplante<l elsewhere, those remaining lieing

left 12 inches apart. Eventually, these will

bo found to have made the best plants. For
the earliest pnxluco the plants may bo left

closer ill the rows, but for preservation <luring

the winter it is very essential that sulliuient

space be allowed, so that air can have free

access. The curled-leaved forms are certainly

very pretty, especially so when used for gar-

nishing. For the earliest supply a good form
of the Green Curled may be grown. For use
during the winter the Improved Round-leaved
Batavian is the best of any, as it is not so sus-

ceptible to injury from damp, and withstands
rougher treatment generally in storing during
the winter months. Without being sufficiently

blanched. Endive is almost uneatable. There
are various methods for blanching, but what-
ever system is resorted to, cleanliiie.ss is of the
greatest importance. For blanching in the open
air, the old practice of tying up the plants and
then earthing up with soil should be avoided,
as, besides being a risky proceeding, it favours
early decay, especially as during the autumn
months we are likely to be inundated by rain.

Covering with pieces of clean boards, slate, or

tiles may be adopted w'ith success, or even tying

up the plants and covering with a flower-pot,

the hole being closed so as to exclude light.

Those in frames or houses may all equally be
blanched by enclosing with a suitable covering,

or even by simply tying or drawing the plants

uptogether ; exclusion of light iswhat is required,

by whatever means adopted if clean. I place two
or three dozen in the Mushroom house, or even
a cellar, at intervals of a week or so, to main-
tain the supply during the winter. The pro-

duce must be used as soon as fit, for afterwards

it decays rapielly. A. Y. A.

THE POTATO CROP.
There is at present every promise of a fine crop
of Potatoes this year. Some recent warm weather
has induced rapid growth, and the breadths are
generally blooming freely. Warm weather usually
conduces to abundant bloom, but we have need of
much more warmth yet ere we may regard tubers
as fully matured. We are now within distance of

the time when the disease makes its appearance.
So far nothing in my neighbourhood has been
heard of it, but as the season is later than usual, it

is perhaps a little too early. Whether it will be
virulent or otherwise will depend upon the nature
of the weather experienced for the next few weeks.
A warm time will make the crop safe ; a cold, wet
time may mar it. When Potatoes are grown in

such enormous breadths, as is the case not merely
about the metropolis, but especially in the north,
it is found to be far easier to suggest remedies
than to apply them. All sorts of wild theories have
been propounded with regard to the removal and
burying of the haulm so soon as the disease mani-
fests itself, but these are easier advised than done.
The haulm on an acre of ground means several

tons weight, and could only be removed at great
cost ami with much trouble. Ere the entire

breadth of haulm on hundreds of acres could be
removed the latter part would be black with the
fungus. Still further, how is a vast mass of green
haulm to be destroyed except in enormous kilns

erected for the purpose / All that sort of thing is

absurd, because impracticable, and it is very unfair

for fungologists to rate the growers of Potatoes
harshly because they do not do what is not
possible. Even the cottager who has perhaps ten
rods of Potatoes in his garden or allotment could
only, if he removed his Potato haulm, place it

in a heap to fester and decay, for burning it, even
if the smoke nuis.ance were not intolerable, is out
of the question. But it is those who have only
small Potato breadths who can take remedial mea-
sures for counteracting the fungus, if any such
steps be possible. Probably the protective earthing
process could be carried out on a large scale were
the rows planted wider apart, .so as to allow ample
space for the moulding up on one side of the
haulm and roots. Still, it is evident that protec-

tive moulding can be useful only during very wet
seasons. In dry seasons the plan is harmful, as
generally it reduces the average of the tuber crop
even when conducted with the greatest care. Still,
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that is a matter of little moment compared with
the importance of securing a sound crop of tubers.

More recent advice with respect to combating the

Potato disease is to spray the breadths with an
infusion of sulphate of copper, or some similar

powerful deterrent. The insidious nature of the

Potato disease has always rendered it difficult to

attack it with any prospect of success. The fungus

without doubt operates rather internally than ex-

ternally on the haulm, and thus it is exceedingly

ditficult to deal with. We have yet little practical

informal ion as to the curative effects of su'phate

of copper. Doubtless the usefulness of the sulphate

will be largely tested this year, and it may well be
so in the case of isolated breadths of small area.

If found really successful in checking the fungus,

it will prove to be a most valuable curative agent.

Potato foliage is, however, very tender, and the

cure may prove as harmful as the disease. It is

evident that no light dressing will be of any ser-

vice, and heavy dressings may be harmful to the

foliage. To utilise the sprayer to the utmost, the

Potatoes should rather be planted in several rows
fairly close, with a broad interval between every few
rows, so as to gi veample access to the breadths. I'nless

such be the case it would be impossible to operate

on any very large breadth of Potatoes with the

sprayer without doing the tops enormous mischief.

After all, the chief hope for the welfare of the

crop this season lies in the weather. We do not
want it to be very hot, as hot days often generate
night vapours, and these in suffusing the foliage

with inactive moisture set the fungoid spores in

active operation. A couple of these wet damp
nights have often done more in promoting the
spread of the fatal black spot than has a month
of cold rainy weather. Then there is a distinct

advantage in the fact that the soil is far from being
wet. It is in fact almost generally rather dry than
otherwise, and is also fairly warm. Those are
conditions which help to create good firm starchy
Potatoes and to swell them rapidly. It has been
suggested that something may be done to check
the progress of the fungus by picking off the leaves

so soon as it is seen they are attacked by the spot.

That may answer for a day or two, but can hardly
be helpful in checking the spread of the spot long.

Did all other fungoid spores spread from the
ones first found on the foliage, some real check to

their development might be found in gathering
the affected leaves. But we know that the spores
are all wafted on to the Potato plants, and thus it

is found impossible to check their spreading. It is

not yet shown how long any one spraying of the
plants will be curative, or how often the sulphate
solution or powder must be applied. What is to be
feared is that, judging by long experience, there is

not much prospect of the new cure proving very
successful. Still we shall gladly hail any that will

help us to get rid of the Potato disease.

A. D.

The Carrot fly.—I have forwarded a specimen
of wireworm which is very abundant in garden soil

here ; also a Carrot infested with small worms.
Can you give me any idea of their origin in Cairots,

and if they are the young of the wireworm, or is it

the Carrot fly / Any advice as to their destruction
will be gladly welcomed, as I have three beds, all

more or less affected— two very badly.— Jambs
Fletcher.

',,* The wireworm is one of the ordinary kind.

The grub attacking your Carrots is that of the
Carrot fly (Psila rosfe). They have nothing to do
with the wireworms, which are the grubs of t he
skipjack or click beetles, but are the grubs of a
small two-winged fly, which lays its eggs on the
roots of the Carrots, the grubs hatched from which
feed on the roots. The gre:it thing to be aimed at
is to prevent the flies laying their eggs on the roots.

Keeping the ground unbroken round the roots is

very essential ; for this reason the seed should be
sown as thinly as possible to avoid thinning. If

thinning has to be done, the earlier it is effected

the better, and the ground should be made firm

round the plants which are left. After thinning,
the beds should be dressed with sawdust, wood-
ashes, sand, or fine ashes steeped in paraffin oil—

1 qu.art of oil to 1 cwt. of sand. Watering the

plants well with the extract of 10 lbs of quassia to 100
gallons of water has been found effective in check-
ing an attack. After an attack every vestige of the

crop should be removed, the ground deeply dug,
and well dressed with gas-lime. — G. S. S.

WINTER SPINACH.
There cannot be any doubt as to the hardiness

of Spinach, as the results of the past winter

showed. The breadths of Spinach, as a rule, are

not nearly so large as they might be, for when
small the plant.s have to be closely picked to

get even an ordinary sized dish, and they suffer

accordingly, as the growth is stopped or nearly

so. With a leaf or so at a time off each plant,

the weather, if at all suitable, allows the growth
to proceed steadily. Too early and too late

sowing mu.st be guarded against ; not that late

sowing is injuriou.s, as however small may be
the Spinach, upon the return of genial weather
the plant.s will grow away freely. I consider a

breadth of late-sown Spinach one of the princi-

pal crops which it is possible to grow, as, suc-

ceeding the main crop of winter Spinach, it

comes in before it is possible for any early

sown to be fit for gathering. If growers for

market would only adopt this course of having
a succeeding crop, it certainly would pay. I

made a note of calling attention to this at this

season when reading the remarks of " A. D "

upon the dearth of vegetables in neighbouring
market gardens, upon the clearing away of the
usual breadths of winter Spinach, at which time
green vegetables were fetching fabulous prices.

At that time our late September sowing was in

capital cnudition, the leaves being of an abnor-
mally large fize, and 1 never remember Spinach
so long in running to seed considering the sea-

son of the year. No doubt the season was in

its favour, but as many growers are no doubt
thinking of extending their breadths of winter
Spinach, this seasonable reminder may be of

benefit. For private gardens especially I can
.strongly recommend this course. As we never
know what might happen as regards the charac-

ter of the season wljich may follow, it is always
well to be prepared for any possible emergen-
cies.

For the main winter breadth I consider from
August 15 to 25 the most suitable date, as

plants from this sowing become large before the
inclement weather sets in. As this is meant
for the winter supply, it is certainly a very un-
wise practice to commence gathering from these
plants during the autumn. For this purpose a

sowing made during the first week in Augu.st

will prevent this course being adopted. lu
many gardens the growth of winter Spinach is

often very unsatisfactory on account of the de-

struction of the plants by grubs, these clear-

ing them off wholesale. According to my
observation, these pests are more prevalent
where the position is shaded. The want of

proper preparation of the ground is often

the source of many failures, and in some gar-

dens this essential part of the routine is utterly

neglected until the ground is required for seed
sowing. Birds are very fond of the grubs, and
whilst the ground is lying undug the birds can-
not work freely. Spinach may be sown very
well after Peas or Potatoes, and if the ground
is in a fertile condition, extra manure need not
be added. Mantiring, however, should not be
neglected if the ground is not in good condition,

but the more decayed the manure the better for

the crop. Soot is a capital fertiliser for Spinach,
and sufficiently stimulating to ensure a vigorous
start, and beneficial in clearing grubs. In the
neighbourhood of large smoky towns, however,
the value of soot is not so apparent, but in

more country districts there cannot be any
doubt as to its value. Fresh slaked lime is

also a capital fertiliser, or rather pulveriser,

and in old gardens may be of more benefit than
the soot. The two should not be applied to-

gether in any case if the soot is required as a
stimulant. Whatever is applied should be
strewn over the ground and worked in previous
to sowing. The ground having been got into a
pulverised condition, there should not be any
difficulty in securing a good plant free from the
ravages of grubs. For standing the winter, the
old prickly seeded variety has hitherto been
principally used, but the newer Victoria will

probably take its place in the majority of gar-
dens, being considered quite as hardy or even
hardier than the older variety, whilst it has the
additional advantage of being more vigorous in

growth, the individual leaves also being larger.

Whilst 18 inches would be sufficient width be-
tween the drills, the variety in question, on
account of its more luxuriant growth, should
have an additional inches allowed, and will

also require to be thinned more freely in the
rows. I shall not write in disparagement of
the older variety, as it has done good service in

years gone by, and will probably do so again.
The best advice would be to sow a part of each
variety and note the difference. The seeds
should be sown thinly in the drills, as being the
more likely to form vigorous plants from
the start, thick sowing having much the
opposite tendency, as, besides the labour
wasted in the extra time of thinning, the
young plants have their root-hold consider-
ably looseui d. Where tlie grub has hitherto
been troublesome the thinning should be
gradual, not allowing the plants, however, to
become crowded at any time. For the old
prickly variety 5 inches or inches apart will

be sufficient space to allow, the larger growing
Victoria having an additional 3 inches As soon
as the seedlings are visible, hoeing must be the
order of the day, and on any dry day occurring
throughout the autumn, no other crop would
derive more benefit through this operation than
the subject of this article. Tlie ground being in

a fertile condition, artificial stimulants should
not be applied during the late months of the
year, but upon a change in the weather, in the
following February or March a dressing of either

soot or guano sprinkled between the rows and
hoed in will greatly assist the plants.

As previously remarked, a late September
sowing will prove very valuable. This late date
will just enable the seedlings to appear through
the ground and grow about an inch or so,

at which stage they keep throughout the winter,

unless, of course, this should prove abnormally
mild. Upon the return of genial weather in

the spring the young plants will grow ahead,
and, aided by timely hoeing, will appear in per-
fection at the time the winter breadths are over
and cleared away. In the routine of Spinach
culture this period has generally been considered
the only time when a break in the supply has
been considered inevitable. The seeds being
sown thinly, no thinning out will be needed, un-
less the plants appear crowded in the following
spring. A. Y. A.

Shallots and Garlic— Directly the growth of
the bulbs has stopped, the bulbs must be removed
from the ground forthwith, for if allowed to re-

main, fresh roots will imme lately form it incited

by rain, and top growth following will obviously
be very detrimental to both the quality and keep-
ing qualities of the bulbs in question. If we could
be sure of rain not following, the ripening process
could be completed on the surface of a hard gravel
walk open to the sun, but the best course is to re-

move under cover, placing the bulbs in an airy
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position on a hard surface, so that they may
become thoroughly hardened before they are

stored.

THE JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE.
Many objections have been urged against the

Jerusalem Artichoke as a table vegetable, on the

ground of its watery character ; but might not

this be traced, to some extent, to what might
be termed the injudicious cultivation to which
the plant is subjected ? As a general rule, it is

planted in an out-of-the-way part of the garden
in a shady and damp place, and has little atten-

tion paid to it. This haphazard method can

scarcely be conducive to the production of good
tubers. The .Teru.salem Artichoke will grow in

almost any soil or situation, and in these re-

.spects it is a very accommodating plant. To
have fine roots it should be set in a rich, mellow
loam, in an open, airy part of the garden. If

the roots be large, they should be cut into sets,

much as Potatoes are, each part to contain at

esculent ; but, as a modern writer remarks,
" Strange as it seems, in those establishments

where the best cooka are employed this vege-

table is almost invariably extensively used, and
we have the strange phenomenon (in this

country) of the richest families using the greatest

quantities of the cheapest vegetables that can
be grown. Such evidence as this, therefore,

artbrds us ample excuse for endeavouring to

induce the most prejudiced to give it a fair trial,

feeling assured that, sooner or later, it must
become, and especially among cottagers, a pro-

duct of prime importance." Sometimes at horti-

cultural exhibitions, those who are called upon
to award prizes to collections of vegetables look

upon the presence of this Jerusalem Artichoke

as a weakening item ; but if the tubers are of

good size, even in shape, and handsome in ap-

pearance, they should carry the same weight as

a good dish of Potatoes ; and it is not fair for

judges, as they sometimes do, to condemn an
excellent vegetable simply because they do not

AVlute Jerusalem Artitlioke.

least two eyes ; and at any time during the

mouth of March they should be planted in

trenches, about 3 inches or 4 inches below the

surface, the lines 2 feet apart, and the sets ] 8

inches or so from each other in the rows. A
good mellow loam needs but little manure for

the first crop, as the tubers would be even in size,

though by no means small, and of better table

(juality. When planted in this way the stems

will appear above ground Vjy the beginuing of

May, when, as is usually the case with kitchen

garden crops, a little earth should be drawn up

round them aud the ground kept clear of

weeds. It is a very prolific vegetable, and a

small })iece of ground able to su-tain the crop

will produce a large quantity of tubers. By
the beginning of November the stenia wither,

and they sliould be cut utt' to within a few inches

of the ground. Tlie tubers can then be dug up

and stored, much in the way Potatoes are ; or,

as is commonly iiiactiscd, they can remain in

the ground and \m lifted as wanted. Opinions

certainly differ as to the table quality of this

care for it as an article of food. In addition to

the oKl, dark-skinned form of this Artichoke,

there is now a new and excellent white-skiuned
variety (here figured), which bids fair to be a

most valuable vegetable.

size. Directly the tubers commence to ripen they
will finish oflE quite as satisfactorily in the store as

in the ground, and with a greater certainty of not
being affected by the disease. The skins being
still rather tender, care must be taken to handle
them as carefully as possible when being dug. The
digging should take place during the early part of

the day, this allowing the skins to become fairly

set by exposure. At the close of the day the

tubers should be collected together into convenient
sized heaps and covered with mats. Keep them in

this position for a few days, and if closely covered
there will not be any danger of the tubers becom-
ing green. Allowing the tubers to remain in heaps
for a few days causes them to sweat, and if any
are touched with disease these can soon be dis-

covered when being overhauled and taken to the

store. Those which are required for use should be
stored for this purpose, the opportunity also being
taken of selecting for seed a suiEcient quantity of

medium-sized tubers. Any of the good early Ash-
leaf varieties are quite fit for table use until

November or even later. Any required for seed
should be exposed to the light, so as to become
thoroughly ripened, and if laid out thinly they rarely
exhaust themselves by early sprouting.—A.

Lifting early Potatoes. — I cannot give

any exact date as to the most suitable time for

lifting the early Potatoes, as the character of

the season, time of planting, and also the district

have a considerable bearing on the subject.

Certainly the season is a fortnight later than
usual, and even those who ventured on too early

planting of the bulk of the early varieties had
the tops cut down considerably by the disas-

trous Whitsuntide frosts. The early varieties as

a rule are left too long in the ground after being
fit for digging, with the result, if a wet time should
ensue, that considerable quantities are taken off

with the disease. Unlike the later \arietiiB, the
iiTHt earlies are not disease-resisting, an<l to combat
the evil as much as possible, early lifting is the
wisest course to adopt. The best time for lifting

is as soon as the tubers have grown to their full

COMPARATIVE MERITS OF LETTUCES.
Gardeners, as a rule, are so thoroughly im-

Vjued with the idea that the Cos varieties of

Lettuce are so superior to all others, that it is

a very difficult matter to convince them they are

wrong in the matter. Whatever may have been
the case a few years ago, there is now no
mistaking the superiority of the Cabbage Let-

tuces, well grown samples of these being inva-

riably preferred by all good judges of a salad,

aud they are the best, whether cut up and
served with a dressing, with or without a

variety of other salading material, or for

putting on the table much as grown. Com-
pared with the best of them, Cos Lettuces, with
one exception, are coarse and hard, the blanch-

ing also being imperfect, especially early and
late in the season, and they are also the most
wasteful to grow. The one noteworthy excep-

tion is the good old black-seeded Brown Cos,

this being undoubtedly superior to any other

Cos Lettuce grown. Too often it is sown for the

earliest crop only, but if given a f^ir trial it

will be found excellent for summer culture, and
also for hearting in late in the autumn. It also

stands the longest before running to seed. To
liave it really good it ought to be grown to its

full siz3, and then tied up to ensure perfect

blanching. Thus treated, beautifully blanched,

crisp, yet tender and sweet, hearts result, or

such as no connoisseur can find fault with. There
is now quite a wealth of Cabbage Lettuces to se-

lect from, some of the comparatively recent in-

troductions being decided advances upon the old

forms. Thus Golden Queen is tit for sowing
for any crop. It can be had very early in

frames and from warm borders, succeeds equally

well in the open througlmut the summer, and
is particularly well adapted for the late crops.

There is positively no waste about this Lettuce,

and it is tiusurpassed in point of quality.

Early Paris Market does remarkably well both

early and late, but is of little value during hot

weather. In Perfect Gem we have a Lettuce

unequalled for either successional, mid-season,

or early autumn crops, this variety being spoken
well of wherever grown. Early Ohio or Sutton's

Favourite stands hot weather particularly well,

but the (piality compared with that of the pre-

cluding is disappointing ; it is scarcely tender

enough in fact, the same renuirk applying to

other varieties in the Neapolitiui section.

Uaniels' Continuity is being tried in most gar-

dens this season for the first time, at any rate

under that name, as it bears a rather strong
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resemblance to the old Brown Dutch. It forms

rather large loose outer leaves, these being of a

reddish brown colour, the hearts being fairly

close, blanching well, while the quality is also

fairly good. Its principal merit, however, is

its long-standing properties, most other varie-

ties raised at the same time running to seed

long before Continuity starts. I must not omit

mention of the good old Tom Thumb and All

the Year Round forms, these very neat close-

growing little Lettuces being serviceable, espe-

cially in the late autumn and early winter

months. There is yet plenty of time to test the

truth of any assertions I have made, and at

least three more good sowings at f.)rtuightly

intervals ought to be made with a view of one

or more of them giving a grand supply of

Lettuce during the late autumn and early

winter months. These single sowings are re-

commended for the simple reason that it is not

possible to name any particular date for sowing

seed, the plants from which are to heart in and
be serviceable for storing in frames or other-

wise. There will soon be plenty of ground
suitable for the purpose, moderately warm,
sloping borders being the most desirable posi-

tions. Late sown plants rarely attain a great

size, and there should be no stint about the

matter, especially where salading is in demand
daily. I. M. H.

try it again, as Peas differ on some soils, but as

regards William I., this does well generally.

Abherleij Hall. A. YoUNG.

Salsafy leaves unhealthy.—I should he glad

to know- what is the matter with the leaf of Salsafy

enclosed F—A. H.
*,* The Salsafy leaf is attacked by a fungus. Pick

off at once all the infested leaves and burn them.—
G. S. S.

Societies AND Exhibitions.

EARLY PEAS.

The present season is proving an exctptionally

good one for the well-doing of Eirly Peas, so pos-

sibly this is the reason why some of the varieties

are turning out so well, especially the earlier dwarf-
growing varietie.s. It we could depend upon these

dwarf Marrow Peas succeeding as well every year,

we could very well dispense with the earlier round-
seeded varieties. American Wonder, Chelsea Gem,
and William Hurst are cropping marvellously, espe-

cially the last. As far as crop is concerned, they
even outvie those of taller growth of the round-
seeded varieties. As the rows of the dwarfer varie-

ties are arranged more closely together, the amount
of produce on the same extent of ground is two-told.

Another advantage is that only short sticks are
necessary. In addition to sowing in pots for planting
out, I sowed for succession in the open the above-
named varieties with William I. and Exonian.
Those which were sown in pots were certainly early,

but were quickly over, while those sown in the open
commenced to turn in before either William I. or

Exonian. These latter followed in a few days, and
whilst these were quickly over, the dwarfer varie-

ties will keep on for another ten days. The quality of

these bsing so superior to that of the round-seeded, is

much in their favour of being sown for succession.

Many people only grow these varieties for the very
earliest pickings, the round-seeded with their com
paratively inferior quality being sown tor succes
sion. The pods of American Wonder are certainly

rather small, but with the successions these are
larger. William Hurst is a capital sort as far as

prodactivenes.i, length of pjd, and superior quality

are concerned. The Peas are of large size and
closely picked in the pid.s. Considering the qualities

of the above-named Peas, they are well worthy of

extended culture.

In common probably with many other gardeners,

I purchased a " sealed packet " of the new Pea Ex-
onian, bat I fail to see its superiority over Wil
liam I., as stated by Mr, Garland, and from which
it appears to be a selection. The foliage certainly

is paler, and this appears the principal difference
;

the pods may be slightly longer, but this is scarcely

perceptible. Certainly it is not any earlier. I sowed
this variety alongside of William I. on the same
day to mark the difference. What are its charac-

teristics as noted by other growers when growing
side by side with William I. and sown on the same
day 7 This variety was sent out as an improvement
on William I., but, according to my experience with

it this season, I fail to see it. All being well, I shall

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
July 21.

Taken as a whole, this gathering was one of the

best and most comprehensive ever held in the Drill

Hall, Westminster. Some most remarkable exhi-

bits were staged. Amongst fruits the superb col-

lection of Cherries from Messrs. T. Rivers and Son,

and the excellent and most comprehensive collec-

tion of Gooseberries and other hardy fruits from

Messrs. Veitch and Sons were very conspicuous

and highly praiseworthy. Of hardy flowersotherthan

Carnations and Picotees, there was a large exhibit

from Messrs. Kelway and Son in their usual excel-

lent style, an extensive variety of hardy Liliums

in great diversity from Mr. Thomas Ware, and

choice assortments of hardy herbaceous plants

from Messrs. Paul and Son and Messrs. J. Laing

and Sons. From Chatsworth, Mr. Thomas sent some

grandly cultivated Disa grandiflora, whilst from

Hatfield, Mr. Norman brought some of the finest

cut examples of Saccolabium Blumei (staging

twenty-seven splendid spikes) that have ever been

exhibited. Messrs. Williams and Son, Upper Hol-

loway, had a large and excellent group of Orchids,

particularly strong in Vandas and Cypripediums.

Orchid Committee.

A first-class certificate was given to

Cattleya Haedyana (Hamar Bass's var.).—

This is a superb variety with remarkably rich

colouting ; the sepals and petals are a rich violet-

rose, with a deep maroon blotch upon the lip, which

itself is of extra size and finely fringed, with rich

orange markings in the throat. From Mr. Hamar

Bass, Byrkley, Burton-on-Trent.

A botanical certificate was awarded to

Cochlioda Nof.zliasa.-This in its colouring,

size, and form somewhat resembles Epidendrum

vitellinum, the spikes shorter and more compact.

From Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son.

Mr. Thomas, Chatsworth, showed an exceedingly

line group of Disa grandiflora, the plants in superb

health with extra strong spikes, many of which

carried six flowers each, these being of fine size

;

over thirty spikes were borne upon twenty-two

plants, one plant bearing six or seven. This was a

splendid exhibit (silver Flora medal). Mr. Norman,

Hatfield Gardens, received a like award for another

remarkable exhibit in Saccolabium Blumei, of

which cut spikes were shown. Ut these there were

no less than twenty-seven, all in superb condition,

rich in colour, and most of all remarkable for their

unusual length, some of the longest measuring

nearly 2 feet. Messrs. B. S. Williams and Son re-

ceived the same award for an extensive exhibit,

consisting of several well-grown plants of \'andas

in fine health and well flowered, the varieties

consisting of V. tricolor insignis, tricolor formosa.

tricolor Dalkeith var ,
tricolor superba. all varied

forms of the type; V. suavis. A', concolor (a tall

plant with distinct flower.-i), also several plants of

the best Cypripediums in flower, prominent amongst

which were six plants of C. Morganiiu in capital

condition, bearing fine flowers; C. n^nanthum, C.

tonsum, C. superciliare. C. selligerura ma jus, and

C. grande. Mr. Temple. Leyswood, Tunbridge

Wells, had a fine group of Cattleya gigas and good

forms of C. Jlendeli, the former being in splendid

condition, the largest plant bearing seven spikes

and thirty-two flowers, with smaller plants in good

condition (silver Banksian medal). Messrs. Sander

and Co., St. Albans, showed Odontoglossum cris-

pum, one plant bearing an extra strong spike with

large flowers, also three plants of Masdevallias

well flowered. From Messrs. Seeger and Tropp

came Aerides maculosum (Prewett's var.), pre-

viously alluded to. and Warscewiczella Wendlandi

with pale green flower.«, the lip marked with pale

blue.

Floral Committee.
A first-class certificate was given to

Allamanda WiLLiA.M.-ii, from Messrs. B. S.

Williams and Son. This is a decidedly distinct va-

riety, supposed to be a cross between A. Chelsoni

and A. neriifolia; the foliage and wood, however,

bear some resemblance to those of A. grandiflora

when this latter kind is well grown. Both leaves

and wood are slightly hirsute ; the habit indicates

that it will be of bushy growth, somewhat similar

to A. neriifolia; the flowers are sweet-scented, and

borne freely in good continuous trusses, being about

the size of those of A. cathartica and similar in

shape.

Awards of merit were given to the following :

—

Ivy-leaf Pelabgoxium Beauty op Castle-

hill.— In habit it is an advance, being very dwarf

and compact and very free flowering ;
the flowers

large and double, the colour a deep pink. Mr.

Owen, Castlehill Nursery, Maidenhead.

Sweet Peas Lady Penzance, a bright rosy-pink
;

Venus, a pale shade of terra-cotta colour ; and Mrs.

Eckford, a pale primrose. These three varieties are

decided advances in their colour, with flowers of

extra size, and cannot fail to become popular in

their class. All were exhibited by Mr. Eckford,

Wem, Salop.

Pteeis seebulata pbndula,—This is a very

elegant variety with the crested terminals of the

fronds much divided and very fine ; it will consti-

tute, another distinct addition to its class. Mr.

Standford, Horsham.

Rudbeckia califoenicA, which takes after R,

laciniata in the form of its flowers. They are

far finer, and also larger with broader petals. It

appears to be a vigorous-growing variety of sturdy

habit. Messrs. Paul and Son.

Spie.ea Bumalda vae. Beauty of Knap
Hill. —A pale-coloured form, quite distinct from

the species. From Mr. Anthony Waterer, Knap
Hill Nurseries, Woking.

A botanical certificate was awarded to quite a

distinct colour amongst Delphiniums in 0. Zalil

(species), shown in Messrs. Kelway's collection. It

has pale yellow flowers of medium size, the spikes

moderately strong, similar in formation and arrange-

ment to the varieties of D. formosum. Messrs.

Paul and Son had an extensive group of cut speci-

mens of hardy herbaceous plants and Roses with

plants of dwarf Cannas. Of the latter the follow-

ing kinds were the best amongst a greatly improved

race of plants : Mme. Crozy, orange-scarlet with

pale golden margin ; Professeur David, a pale kind

;

Comte H. de Choiseuil, dark ; Francois Corbin, pale

yellow, spotted orange-scarlet; The Garden, a rich

orange; Hippolyte Flandrin, orange ; and Antoine

Chantrin, pale yellow. Liliums were represented

by L. Humboldti, extra strong, L. dalmaticum, L.

californicum, L. Browni, excelsum, pardalinum.

Among the herbaceous plants were good examples

of Eryngium Oliverianum, Spiraea palmata. Chry-

santhemum maximum, Eryngium speciosum super-

bum, Alstrcemeriai!, &c. Roses consisted of several

boxes filled with the best kinds
;
prominent exam-

ples were those of Niphetos, Her Majesty, Ernest

Metz, Mme. Gabriel Luizet, Innocente Pirola, Mme.
Prosper Laugier, Earl of Dufferin, and the new
Bourbon Mrs. Paul (silver Flora medal). Messrs,

Veitch and .Sons showed an exceedingly choice and

varied collection of cut specimens of hardy foliage

and flowers in admirable condition ; these consisted

of amongst other things line examples of Comas alba

var. Spathi, Acers in distinct varieties, Ceanothus

Gloire de Versailles, Quercus pedunculata concolor

(golden yellow), Corylus Avellana purpurea (a fine

form of the Copper Filbert), Colutea arborescens,

Notosjiartium Carmichaelise, Cytisus nigricans,

Berberis vulgaris purpurea (intensely dark foliage),

Quercus Daimyo (extra large foliage), Ligustrum

sinense floribundum (very free), Quercus conferta,
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Berberis ilicifolia (silver Flora medal). Mr. Ruta-
sey, Waltham Cross, showed several boxes of Koses,
amongst them were splendid flowers of Etienne
Levet, Viscountess Folkestone, Merveille de Lyon,
Mrs. J. Laing, Ulrich Branner, Safrano, Grace
Darling, LIdeal, Innocente Pirola. Beauty of Wal-
tham, Pride of Reigate, Louis van Houtte, Grand Mo-
gul, and Pride of Waltham (silver Banksian medal)
Messrs. Kelway and Sjn had an extensive display
of Delphiniums, Gaillardias, and other choice herba-
ceous plants. Of the former, D. Britannia was one
of the most conspicuous and distinct ; Apostate and
Sentinel were also notewortliy. Double kinds were
seen in Langport Gem, a pale blue, and Henry
Drummond, a deep blue, both very full and double,
but not so attractive as the single sorts. Lathyrus
latifolias splendens and L. 1. albus were both in
good form ; Eryngium amethystinum and Cen-
taurea ruthenica, both distinct ; Wahlenbergia
grandiflora alba semi-plena (very distinct and of a
pleasing colour), the type and single white form
also being represented. Of Gaillardias, the follow-
ing pale yellow kinds were most attractive : Her-
cules, pale yellow, dark disc

; Superba, pale yellow,
dark inner ring and disc ; and A'ivian Grey, pale
yellow and light disc (silver Banksian). Messrs.
J. Laing and Sons sent a choice miscellaneous col-
lection of hardy herbaceous and border flowers of
a popular character, with some examples of orna-
mental foliage. Of the former, there were good
examples of Telopea speciosa, Eryngiums in va-
riety, Alstrtemerias in distinct shades of colour.
Lilies in variety, choice kinds of border Carnations,
good strains of Stocks, several good and distinct
types of tufted Pansies, Gladiolus Colvillei and The
Bride, Rudbeckias and Gaillardias, with Calochor-
tus venustus and Mimulns Prince Bismarck (silver

Banksian). Mr. T. S. Ware had an extra choice
and varied assortment of the best of hardy Liliums,
consisting of L. pardalinum in variety, also good
examples of Szovitzianum, auratum, platyphyllum,
elegans Alice Wilson (pale yellow), excelsum,
Humboldti, Wasbingtonianum, Browni (extra fine),

Humboldti ocellatura (extra), Parryi, (distinct pale
yellow), chalcedonicum, concolor var. cordinum,
Francis Tell (pardalinum x Parryi). This was in
every respect a most interesting and valuable ex-
hibit) (silver Banksian). Mr. Stacey had one of
the best collections of Verbenas in excellent va-
riety that have been seen for a long time, the trusses
and individual flowers being both superior ; a very
pleasing rosy pink variety was Arntillo ; another
called Krakatoa, a lavender-blue with large white
eye, was noteworthy ; and Purity, a white kind
(silver Banksian). Mr. Eckford also showed several
other excellent and distinct forms of Sweet Peas.
Dorothy Tennant (a fine kind), Stanley (one of
the darkest yet raised). Monarch (a rich violet-
pnrple). Countess of Radnor (pale mauve), and
Mrs. Gladstone (delicate pink), with other fine
kinds, are all decided advances. From Messrs.
Laing and Sons came a fine double crimson Be-
gonia, called Felix Margot, and other kinds.
Another collection of Sweet Peas was sent from
Chiswick, and consisted of most of the best kinds
yet raised. Messrs. William Paul and Son again
showed some cut blooms of their fine new Rose
Spenser, a bright pink.

Fruit Committee.
First-class certificates were awarded to —
STKAWijEBRy Loud Suffield.—This is a de-

cidedly distinct variety of medium size, very sweet
in flavour, flesh firm and highly coloured. In col-
our it is a shade lighter than Waterloo, conical in
shape, the seeds being prominent. The plant ex-
hibited to show its bearing qualities and habit left
nothing to be desired. Mr. Allan, Gunton Park
Gardens, Norwich.

STRAwiiEiutY GuNTON Pauk.—This variety is

of the Cockscomb shape, extra large, with the colour
of British Queen, partaking also of its flavour, being
very refreshing. The fruits shown were very fine,

having borne the journey well. The plant sent
showed this to be an excellent late variety, of robust
growth, and, like the first-named, also an immense
bearer. Mr. Allan.

Mr. AUan also showed another promising kind,

the season of which was evidently past. This par-
took much of the character of British Queen. It

bore the name of Empress of India. With these
was also staged some remarkably large and well-

ripened fruit of Dr. Hogg, a Strawberry which is

seldom seen so fine as on this occasion. Messrs.
Rivers and Son put up a superb collection of Cher-
ries grown under glass. The samples througliout were
first-class, highly coloured, and of grand size. The
sorts were Eirly Rivers (the best of early black
kinds), Turkey Black Heart, Geante d'Hedelfinger,
Black Hawk, Hiitive de Boulbon, Large Black
Bigarreau, Bedford Prolific, Bigarreau Noir de
Guben, Bigarreau de Schreken—all black kind.».

Bigarreau Monstreuse de Mezel (extra large), Lud-
wig's Bigarreau, Emperor Francis, White Bigarreau,
—all light-coloured sorts, and Olivet, Griotte Im-
periale, d'Espagne, and May Duke— red kinds.

With these were included the following early
Peaches, gathered from a cool house : Alexander,
Waterloo, Amsden June, and Early Beatrice, the
two first-named being the finest fruits. Others from
a warm house included Sea Eagle (Sne fruits), lielle

Beauce, Princess of Wales, Exquisite (yellow flesh),

and Stump the AVorld. Nectarines consisted of Vic-

toria and others raised by the firm. Four fine dishes
were also shown of r>elgian Purple, Early Transpa-
rent Gage, Heron, and Curlew Plums, the two last

being recommended by Mr. Rivers as suitable for dry-

ing. Some capital fruits of Duchess of Oldenburg
Apple were also in this collection (silver - gilt

Banksian medal). Messrs. A'eitch and Sons sent some
250 dishes of hardy fruits and examples of Goose-
berries, the blanches bearing enormous crops of

high-class fruit. These exhibits of bearing branches
clearly demonstrate the practical utility of the
Gooseberry for growing as cordons

; nothing in its

way could possibly be finer than were these examples
of over eighty varieties of the best kinds. The
dishes of picked fruit of Gooseberries included more
kinds The finest fruits were those of Alma. Green
Overall. Lancashire Lad, Mount Pleasant, Pretty
Boy, Leveller, Rough Red, Garibaldi, Crown Bob,
King of Trumps, and Matchless ; the ripest were
those of Catherina, Pitmaston Green Gage, Early
Sulphur, Highlander, and Prince Arthur. Currants
consisted of fine fruits of White Dutch Cut-leaved
and White Crystal, La Versaillaise (extra large Red),
Red Cherry, Lee's Black Prolific, and Kentish
Hero. Amongst the Strawberries were Waterloo,
Commander, Duke of Edinburgh, Frogmore Late
Pine, and Loxford Hall Seedling. Two of the best
Raspberries were Superlative and Northumberland
Fillbasket ; Semper Fidelis and Yellow Antwerp
were also good. Cherries from pyramids in the open
were shown. These consisted of good fruit of Frog-
more Early Bigarreau, Governor Wood, Nouvelle
Royale, Elton, Belle d'Orleans, Black Eagle, and
Mammoth, with bearing branches of Imperatrice
Eugenie, a good-looking red kind (silver-gilt Bank-
sian medal). Mr. W. H. Diver.". Ketton Hall, Stam-
ford, sent some grand examples of Peaches. Sea
Eagle was shown of immense size, the heaviest fruit

weighing lO', oz., measuring in circumference 12,',

inches. Next in size to this were some splendid
fruits of Royal George—of their kind possibly even
finer than the preceding, and of high colour ; the
Nectarine Peach, also large ; Harrington, fine fruits

;

Princess of Wales, and Prince of Wales (silver

Banksian medal). Messrs. Carter and Co. had an
extensive and well-grown collection of Peas, con-
sisting of eighty named varieties, both early and late

kinds. Prominent amongst these were Pride of the
Market, Stratagem, Garter's Elephant, Telegraph,
Telephone, Omega (extra), Duke of Albany, tiiant

Grey Sugar, Sharpe's Victory, and Queen ; these
were the finest of the large-podded kinds. Others
were also represented, forming altogether a most
interesting and instructive exhibit (silver Banksian
medal).

Other exhibits consisted of three excellent
bunches of Cannon Hall Muscat Grape, well col-

loured and the berries even, from Mr. Page, New
Southgate ; these were a part crop of 2H bunches
from one Vine grown in an inside border. A cultural
commendation was deservedly awarded. The same
exhibitor showed some capital fruits of Lord
Napier Nectarine from a tree in a pot, receiving

the same award. Mr. Crasp sent from Wimboine a
Fig named Ursnle d'Avignon, which although good
was not considered sufficiently distinct from exist-

ing kinds. Melons were shown, but most of these
were deficient in flavour. A branch of Early .Julien

Apple was sent by Dr. Hogg, heavily laden with
fruits with a decided tinge of colour in them.
From the Chiswick Gardens came seventeen sorts

of Currants, the best being Red Grape. Chiswick
Red, Houghton Castle, Wilmot's Edrly White, Red
Champagne (pale red). Red Cherry (extra large),

Wallace Seedling (deep red). Eight kinds of Peas
came from Mr. Cook, Compton Bassett, Wilts, the
best being Duke of Albany, Sutton's JIatchless,

Sharpe's Queen and Triumph. Some excellent
Peaches were sent from Dowager Lady Freake's
garden, Twickenham, Dr. Hogg and Grosse Mig-
nonne being the best. Tomatoes of good colour
were shown by Mr. Crook, Forde Abbey Gardens,
Somerset, one cluster weighing over four pounds

;

the sorts were not, however, any adv.ince upon other
well-known kinds. Some Apples which had been
packed in charcoal, and had been forty-two days in

transit, were sent through the secretary of the Wel-
lington Horticultural Society. They were all more
or less decayed and quite worthless.

At the close of the ordinary duties of the fruit

committee, Mr. Rivers stated he had a resolution

to propose bearing on the subject of fruit culture,

which was now commanding attention. He said
the Minister of Agriculture, in speaking at the
Guildhall last week, did not appear to know the
Royal Horticultural Society had a special com-
mittee of the most competent men, and he thought
the society ought to take a more prominent po.-i-

tion, and lead the way instead of being left be-

hind, as an authority on the subject of fruit, espe-

cially as they possessed such a great collection of

trees and varieties in their gardens. Mr. Rivers
concluded his remarks by proposing the following
resolution :

—

That it is desirable that the Rjjal Horticultural
Society, actiug through its fruit cummittee, should
endeavour to guide farmers and others, who are in-

tending to plant, in the choice of the best and most
profitable sorts of fruits, and that a leartet should be
prepared by the committee with the neeessary infor-

mation, and that such leaflets be distributed by the
Royal Horticultural Society in the widest possible

manner.

Mr. J. Wright, in seconding the resolution, sad
he had sometimes thought the council were wait-

ing for some expression of the views of their fruit

committee on this question. It was most desir-

able and appropriate that the society should, as

they could, give good advice to all who need it on
the subject of useful fruit production, and he was
sure the council would give the best consideration

to the resolution. Mr. Banyard and Mr. Crowley
gave their strong approval to the object in view,

and the resolution was passed unanimously.

Eakly Peaches.

Mr. Francis Rivers, in his lecture on the above,

said that the Royal Horticultural Society some 40

years ago catalogued over forty varieties of early

Peaches. At this date there were over UOH Peaches
and Nectarines in the different lists, many of these

having been raised in .Vmerica, and, as one might
expect, many of them were useless and of no
value. This was especially the case with Peaches,

as they were increased in great numbers. Peaches
being raised as readily as our common fruits.

There were fewer Nectarines, as they were more
difficult to raise. Umloubtedly, great improvement
of late years hast.aken place in ttie introducticm of

early Peaches and Nectarines, as more attention

has been paid to .^ize, colour, and Uavour. Some
few years ago it was impossible to obtain these

fruits early in July, but now it is an easy matter to

get early Peaches at that ilate; for instance, Eiirly

Beatrice can be had fit for the table in the first

week in July in a cold house, followed by
Amsden June, Waterloo, Early York, and others.

Alexander does well under all conditions, forcing

well, and last year without hard forcing it had
been gathered in quantity on J une 0. These early
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Peaches had also been gathered in favourable sea-

sons from open walls from July 20 to 2(i, so that

gave a long season of fruit. They also do in this

country better than in America, as Early Beatrice

here never fails to crop. In America they usually

bear a heavy crop every other year. Another
drawback is that many of them mildew badly.

Eirly York has one serious failt : it cracks badly

at the stone. This may be owing a great deal to

soil and climatic influences. In August there are

a great many kinds, and some of the best, such as

Early Silver, Eirly Louise, A Bee, Crimson Galande
(a valuable Peach), Grosse Mignonne. and others

;

indeed, there is a great wealth of Peaches after

July, and many of excellent flavour. On walls

Condor is a line Peach, and one that invariably

does well. Among Nectarines the best for general

purposes is certainly Lord Napier ; it is a good
forcer, good for cool house, and one of the best in

the open, a sure cropper, of good flavour, and
large

Mr. Banyard, in speaking as to his knowledge of

the new kinds named, said that in Kent many of

them did not ripen their wood well, the trees also

blistered badly, and the one Mr. Rivers condemned,
Amsden June, did best there. Waterloo and
Hale's Early did well in the open, and he considered

there was still an opening for good outdoor Peaches
to come in early in August. Early York and Alfred

he considered too much alike ; he also liked Lord
Napier Nectarine best, and it was excellent in all

ways and ripened well, which many of the new
early Nectarines did not in the open.

At the Chiswick Conference in July, a sub-

committee selected from the floral committee
examined the collection of border Pinks growing
in the garden, and awarded tliree marks to each of

the following varieties: Her Majesty (Hooper),

Beauty of Bath (Hooper), Modesty (Turner), Hettie

Dean (Dean), Charmer (Dean), Mrs. D.irk (Dean)
The fruit and vegetable committee examined the

collection of Peas growing in the garden, and
awarded three marks to the following sorts : Ameer
(Harrison and Sons), Early Green Marrow, Sutton's

Empress of India (Sutton and Sons), Early Green
Wrinkled. This committee met again on the 14th

inst., when three marks were awarded to the fol-

lowing varieties of Peas, as representing the best

types in the collection : Duke of Albany (Veitch),

tall green Marrow; Telephone (Veitch), tall green
Marrow ; Chelsonian (Veitch), tall green Marrow ;

Extra Dwarf Daisy (Carter and Co.), green Marrow;
Critic (Eckford), tall ; Essential (Eckford), tall

;

Epicure (Eckford), tall ; The Echo (Eckford),

dwarf ; Alderman (Laxton), tall ; The Marquis
(Laxton), tall. Two marli^s were awarded to the

following varieties : Sutton's Early Marrowfat (Sut-

ton and Sons), dwarf; Optimum (Laxton), tall. A
first-class certificate was awarded to Potato Early
Short Top, provisionally nimed (Laxton), a remark-
ably fine and early variety. Tubers large, fully

grown—greatly in advance of any other variety.

THE NATIONAL CARNATION SOCIErY.

Despite many fears to the contrary, a very credit-

able exhibition of Carnations and Piootees took

place in the Drill Hall, Westminster, on the 21st

inst. The flowers bore traces of the pressure

brought to bear upon them in order to liave them
in flower on the date of the show, and probably
there were but very few of the blooms compet-
ing that had not been hastened under glass.

It was inevitable it should be so. The Carna-
tion bloom is a good fortnight late, and as it was
necessary the best display should be made, there

was no option but to help forward the develop-

ment uf the flowers with all the appliances at the

command of the growers. The flowers were in

many instances small on account of their youth
;

they lacked purity and brilliancy of colour as well

as size, though here and there an exceptionally

good bloom could be seen. But it was on the

whole an exhibition, the extremely late character

of the season considered, that reflected credit upon
the members of the society. A kind of supple-

mentary exhibition will be held at the next meet-

ing of the society on August 11, when the Martin-

Smith special prizes wiU be competed for.

There were only two competitors in the class for

twenty-four Carnation blooms in not less than

twelve dissimilar varieties, a class that can only be

entered into by the growers of the largest collec-

tions. Mr. Charles Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough,

was first with scarlet bizarres Robert Houlgrave,

brilliant in colour ; Dr. Hogg, a new variety of fine

character, having shape, smoothness of petal, and
fine colour; and Squire Potts. Pink and purple

bizarres E. S. Dodwell, James Taylor, and Sarah

Payne. Purple flakes Dr. Foster, juno, and Squire

Trow. Scarlet flakes Jupiter and Charles Turner.

Rose flakes Hutchinson's Rose, Clementine, Saturn,

and Teresa. Second, Mr. James Douglas, Great

Gearies, Iltord.

In the class for twelve Carnations, dissimilar,

Mr. J. Douglas was first, with s.b. Master Stanley,

c.b Squire Potts, and William Wardill
; p p.b. Sarah

Payne and William Skirving; p f . James Douglas

and r f . Thalia, Alisemond, and several seedlings.

Second, Mr. Charles Phillips, Hamilton Road, Read-

ing. Mr. H. W. Headland, The Firs, Leyton, was
third, and the Rev. R. L. Flood, Merrow, Guildford,

fourth. In the class for six varieties, distinct, Mr.

F. Nutt, Rose Road, Southampton, was first. He
had 'very fair blooms of c.b. Joseph Lakin, p.p b.

Sarah Payne, t.f. James Douglas, s.f. Alisemond,

r.f. John Keet, and Crista-galli ; second, Mr. J. J.

Keen, Beevor's Mount, Southampton ; third, Mr.

T. H. Cattley, 10, Claverton Buildings, Bath;
fourth, Mr. George Chaundy, Marston Road, Ox-

ford ; fifth, Mr. M. Rowan, Manor Street, Clapham.
There were two competitors in the class for twenty-

four Picotees in not less than twelve varieties, and
here Mr. C. Turner was again placed first with

seedling heavy red and light red edges ; light

purple edge, Clara Penson
;
heavy rose edges, Sla-

deline, a very fine new variety with a medium
edge of pale rose, Mrs. Sharpe, Mrs. Rudd, and
Lucy ; light rose. Favourite and Miss Flowdy. Se-

cond, Mr. J. Douglas. The Picotees were decidedly

of better quality generally than the Carnations.

There were three exhibitors of twelve Picotees.

Mr. J. Douglas was placed first with h r.e. Brunette

and .John Smith ; Ire. Thomas William ; h.p e.

Muriel ; l.p.e. Clara Penson ; violet, M. Douglas
and Mrs. Chancellor ; h.r.e. Mrs. Sharp ; l.r.e. B^a-

vourite and Miss Flowdy. Second, Mr. C. Phillips.

The best six varieties of Picotees came from Mr.

Geo. Chaundy, who had h r e. Winifred Esther,

h.p.e. Amelia, l.p.e. Juliette and Annot Lyle, h.r.e

Mrs. Rudd, l.r.e. seedling, a stand of blooms vary-

ing in size, but very pure in the ground ; second,

Mr. T. Nutt ; third, Viscountess Chewton, Brook-

ham Lodge, Cobham ; fourth, Mr. T. H. Cattley
;

fifth, the Rev. L. R. Flood.

In the class for yellow Picotees there were two
collections of twelve blooms Jin not less than six

varieties. Mr. J. Douglas was placed first with a
very good lot of flowers, having very promising

seedlings ; second, Mr. H. W. Headland, also with

seedlings. In the class^for six blooms there was a

larger competition, Mr. G. Chauntly being placed

first with capital blooms of Dodwell's (iOO, Peter

Barr, and promising seedlings; second, Mr. F.

Hooper, with Mrs. Little, Alice Brooks, Duchess of

Albany (remarkable for the depth of its yellow

ground), Mrs. F. Hooper, JIary, and seedlings

;

third, Mr. C. Phillips, Reading.

Carnations, single blooms. — Sb, first, Mr.'

Keen with Squire Poits; second. Mr. J. Douglas
with Robert Houlgrave, and third with Master

Stanley ; fourth, Mr. J. Lakin with M,-i,rs; and fifth,

Mr. G. Chaundy witli Admiral Curzon. C.b., first,

Mr. J. Douglas with seedling, and third with Wm.
Skirving ; second, Mr. F. Hooper with E. S. Dod-
well. and fourth with Harrison Weir ; fifth, Mr.

H. W. Headland with J. D. Hextall. P.p.b.. first,

Mr. F. Nutt with Sarah Payne ; second, Mr. J.

Douglas wit Ii the same; third, Mr. H. W. Head-
land with Squire Llewelyn ; fourth, Mr. C. Turner

with James Taylor. P.f.. first. Mr. J. Douglas with

a fine seedling, both deep and rich in colour

;

second, Mr. A. Sanders with James Douglas ; third, I

Mr. M. Rowan with the .same ; fourth, Mr. F. Hooper
with seedling; fifth, Mr. C. Turner with Squ're

Trow. S f., first, Mr. J. Douglas with H. (^'ani e'l,

Jan., and third with Alisemond ; second, Mr. J. J.

Keen with Matador ; fourth, Mr. H. W. Headland
with Henry Cannell ; and fifth, Mr. C. Phillips with
Sportsman. R.f., first, Mr. J. Lakin, Temple Cowley,
Oxford, with Mrs. J. Gibson (very fine), and third

with Lovely Mary ; second, Mr. J. Douglas with
Thalia, and fifth with the same.

Picotees.—H.r.e., first and second, Mr. J. Lakin,

with Isabel Lakin, a new variety in fine character
;

third, Mr. J. Douglas, with Brunette, and fourth

with seedling ; fifth, Mr. C. Phillips, with Brunette.

L.r.e., first and second, Mr. C. Turner, with Clara

Penson ; third, Mr. J. Douglas, with Silvia ;
fourth,

Mr. C. Phillips, with Clara Penson, and fifth with
Pride of Leyton. Unfortunately, the classes for h.

and 1 p.e. were missed by us. H.r.e., first, Mr. C.

Phillips, with Mrs. Ricardo, and third with Mrs.

Sharpe ; second, Mr. J. Douglas, with Mrs. Sharpe
;

fourth, Mr. W. Nicholls, with Lady Holmesdale

;

and fifth, Mr. J. Douglas, with Constance Heron.
Y'ellow grounds : first and second, Mr. J. Douglas,

with a seedling ; third and fourth, Mr. C. Turner,

with Annie Douglas ; fifth, Mr. H. W. Headland,
with seedling.

The selfs and fancies made, as usual, a fine dis-

play, the rich coloured selfs being particularly

striking. Mr. C. Turner was first, with twenty-

four blooms, not less than twelve varieties, having

Almira, Victory, Hutchinson's Rose (self), Mrs.

Reynolds Hole, Annie Douglas, Lord Rendlesham,
Mrs. Maclaren (deep crimson self), Charles Turner

(crimson self). Ruby (a very fine self), Fimbriata
alba, Germania, Duchess of Teck, and a red form of

R. Houlgrave ; second, Mr. F. Hooper ; third, Mr. J.

Douglas, with several promising seedlings ;
fourth,

Mr. T. H. Cattley. For twelve blooms, Mr. M.
Rowan was fir.-t, having Purple Emperor, Comtesse
de Paris, Mrs. Reynolds Hole, Vice-Pre>ident, Editb,

Rose Celestial, President, Mile. Dutquette, Mrs.

Ducroz, and Lady Agnes ; second, Mr. F. Nutt, with

good flowers unnamed ; third, Mr. C. Phillips

;

fourth, Mr. G. Chaundy.
The usual class for twelve specimens in pots

brought flowering plants, as is customary, but these

were not of sufficient import to need notice. It is

only large growers like Jlessrs. Turner or Douglas,

who employ a van to bring their flowers to the

show, that can compete in such a class as this.

It is of very doubtful value and possesses no inte-

rest. The premier Carnation was s.f. Harry Can-

nell, shown by Mr. J. J. Keen, and the premier

Picotee h.r.e. Madeline, shown by Mr. C. Turner.

As is usual, Messrs. Veitch and Sons exhibited a
large collection of cut blooms of Carnations of a
varied and interesting character, and from Messrs.

Laing and blather, nurserymen, Kelso, came a large

number of fine blooms of the blush and pink-

coloured Souvenir de la JIalmaison, the crimson

Mme. A. Warocque, and Germania. Fir.-t- class

certificates of merit were awarded to Mr. C. Turner

for s.b. Dr. Hogg, a very fine and striking flower of

good size, very smooth, and bright in colour ; and

to Mr. Martin K. Smith, Hayes, Kent, for Niphetos,

a pure white self of great beauty and finish ;
and to

Lady Gwendoline, a pale red self somewhat dull in

colour, but fine in petal.

Names of plants.—if. B.—Labels had all be-

onme Jetaclicd and loose in box. Cullins and
(nibriel.—Erigoron speciosus. J. A. Torch—In

the absence of flowers, we should say your spociTiion

was Rhus glabra. E. L. Pitt.— 1, Sedum refloxuni
;

2, S. acre ; 3, S. sexangularo ; 4, not recognised ; 5, S.

Ijydium; (!, Sempervivum atlanticura. J. Milsom.
— 1, Habenaria bifolia : 2, Orchis uiaculata, colour va-

rieties ; 3, ditto ; 4, Veronica Teucrium ; ij, Pulmo-
uaria saccharata ; (i, Astrantia cariuthiaca. Nfp.

tune.— 1, Aniolauchier hotryapium ; 2, Leycostoria

formosa; 3, lUius Cotiuus ; 4. Pittosporum umlula-

tum ; 5, Actiuidia, possibly. T. Laxton.— lirigeron

acris. Hempshill.—Rose, double form of the Bour-

sault or alpine Rose. H'. H. .4.— Lathyrus lati-

folius ; Rose Maiden's Blush. E. Hidi-l,iit.-^oii.— 1,

Linum flavum ; 2, Philadelphus microphyllus.

IF.— Lselia elegans. (t. O.—i, Sedum Telephium ;

5, Ceanothus azureus ; Currant Red Dutch ; we Jo uot

name Rosea.
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Woods and forests.

BIRCH AS A SCREEN TREE.
We get a very various collection of trees recom-
mended for screen planting, but I do not see

enough said about the Birch. There are plenty
who go in for Evergreens and also for such free-

growing trees as the Poplar. There are many
qualifications possessed by the Birch which none
of these have. In situations where screens or
wind-breaks are wanted, it is clear that a very
important consideration is to have a tree which
is not liable to be torn about by the winds.
Another thing is to have one which by its habit
will afford protection down to the ground level.
The commonest classes of trees which grow on
a single stem are deficient in this respect, as
there are very few which are feathered to the
ground. The Birch, springing up, as it does,
more in bush form with several stems from a
8tool, will very soon fill up space admirably, as
if planted in belts some three rows deep and
arranged in a zig-zag manner, the openings be-
tween the stools in the front row will be filled
by the base of the tree in the second. This, of
course, would apply to a great extent to all trees
which have a bushy habit, but especially so to
the Birch. Perhaps the greatest recommenda-
tion of the Birch is the beauty of its stems
after a few years' growth. When, as I have
said, the trees are arranged in belts two or three
deep, the eftect of the silver bark, as the steins
incline at all angles, and the ramification of the
smaller branches can hardly be equalled. This
applies to the winter aspect, but it is increased
tenfold by the foliage during the summer. An-
other point about the Birch is that it does
not grow to a very great height, and the
stems do not reach a very large size. In
certain classes of screen - planting it may be
quite in character to employ trees which grow
to towering heights and large sizes, but this is

only for comparatively distant eH'ects. For
planting in proximity to residences such trees
would be highly objectionable, as the portion
of the tree which should really form the screen
is away up in the air where it is not wanted,
and there is the very appreciable danger of the
whole thing being blown across the bouse with
the chance of destroying property and perhaps
life. With a tree like the Birch neither of these
disadvantages exists, as the wind-break is where
it is wanted, i.e., near the ground, and the
sizes of ihe trees are so small relatively, that
very little risk is incurred even if they are
planted near enough to buildings to fall upon
them if blown over. In fact, I look upon the
Birch as a mnltmn in. parvo to planters who
have limited spaces to deal with and soils very
diverse. There is no doubt that the Birch, like
the Alder, will grow faster and to a larger size
upon moderately moist sites, but it does not
refuse to make progress in places the very re-
verse. In these remarks the term screen has
been principally adopted in the sense of wind-
break, and the value of Birch in this respect
considered, but what is true of this part of the
subject is true of it as a screen to shut out
blotches in the landscape or to render lawns
or premises more private. It is, perhaps,
already used more in this direction than in the
other, but it is equally suitable for both. The
circumstance of its being devoid of leaves dur-
ing the winter is from any point of view of little

importance, and from some points it is a factor
in its favour. It cannot be denied that, how-
ever grateful the green may be in the dull
months, there is] a certain monotony in the

constant presence of foliage, but in the case of

the Birch there is, as the seasons roll on, a
never-ceasing succession of effect. J.

TREES ON LIMESTONE SOILS.

There are so many limestones belonging to different

formations and of such variety of texture and den-

sity that I will at once state that the kind to which
these remarks chiefly apply is that known as coral

rag. The elevation is several hundred feet above

sea level, and forty or fifty miles inland. Generally

in the part of this formation where these notes have

been made the soil is sufficient to allow of fairly

deep ploughing and thorough cultivation, although
the implements occasionally come into rather too
abrupt contact with the rough stones of the subsoil
which are above the ordinary level. This, as the
name of the formation implies, consists of rough
stones of a coralline character, more or less com-
pactly packed together, according to the presence
or absence of rubble. The soil itself is largely
composed of the same class of stones more finely

sub-divided, and in a free state over this district,

which is moderately wooded, most of the common
trees indigenous to this country are found, and, of
course, introduced species where they have been
planted. Taken on the whole, the tree growth
about here may be described as moderate, as there is

very little of the appearance of stunted growth,
and, on the other hand, little of the luxuriance
which is met with on some soils and situations.
The Elm is a typical tree. It generally has a
healthy look, but does not grow with particular
rapidity or produce wood of the clearest grain.

Some large trees are here and there found, but the
indications are that they have taken centuries to

come to maturity. A fine old tree of this species
(the common English) stands on a village green
within the boundary of this limestone formation,
and seems to have been used from time immemorial
as a trysting-place. Many of its roots are now
bared, and from their conformation point to an era
long since passed into history. There is one thing
which I have noticed in connection with the pro-
gress of young trees upon this subsoil, and I have
often heard others comment upon it, and that is

the effect that any disturbance of it has in causing
a fresh growth. In several places within the area,

quarries have been opened, the stones removed
for various purposes, and the rubble, which was
useless for road-making and the like, again filled

in and the surface levelled. When planted on
such sites the young trees as soon as they become
established feel the benefit of a free root action in

the subsoil from which the closely packed stones
have been removed. In all such cases, care is of

course taken that the soil is removed before the
quarrying commences, so that when the opening is

filled up the soil may be replaced in its natural
position. This, however, only in passing, as it is

obvious that quarrying an area for the purpose of
making it suitable for tree planting would be a very
unprofitable business.

There is a proportion of Oak timber growing
upon this limestone, but it does not seem nearly so
much at home as upon the clay soils a few miles
distant. What trees there are mostly turn out to
be of good quality, and I have seen some very large
Oaks upon it, but it cannot be fairly called anything
more than an average Oak soil. In speaking of

tree growth on soils contiguous to it, the Oak and
the Elm improve in just opposite directions. As
has been said, the Oak does better as it approaches
the clay. The aftinity of the Elm is for the sandy
loam which flanks tlje district under notice on the
opposite side. With regard to the Ash, when it is

found in woods and plantations on this limestone,
it grows pretty freely and iiroduces very often good
timber, but isolated it does not make any es|iec'ial

headway. From this it would seem that other
influences have their weight beyond the question
of soil, and undoubtedly they have, Imt to enter
upon them here would be a little beyond the scope
of these notes.

Of Beech there is not a great quantity, but what
there is bears out what I liave said of the other
trees, and the Sycamore differs but little. Unfor-
nately, the Horse Chestnut is of little economic
value, otherwise it is a tree which seems to thrive

as well as many. I have never had an opportunity
of testing the actual rate of growth by measure-
ment, but its tendency apparently is to grow
quickly when young, and then remain in stiifii quo
for a number of years. Poplars grow, as they will

on almost any soil, but after a generation or two
they lose their vigour. A Lombardy Poplar which
has often been pointed out to the writer as being
planted by a near relation a little over half a cen-
tury ago has reached a great height and a consider-

able size, but others within short distances seem
to be fast losing their vitality. With respect to

coniferous trees, the Spruces do not seem to do at

all. Larch succeeds moderately well, and would
be a good tree to plant upon spots which had been
quarried, and which consequently may not have the
level surface which is desirable for cultivation. Of
Scotch Fir there is not much, but what there is

seems to grow well enough as regards health, but
slowly. Amongst the underwoods the Hazel is the
most general, and reaches a usable size in a dozen
years or so. There are, of course, many trees

which have not been touched upon, but enough
will have been said to show that though by no
means luxuriant, trees upon the coralline limestone
in most cases succeed fairly well.

D.

Trees in parks.—There is nothing that adds
so much to the importance and beauty of an estate
as fine tree growth. A park surrounding a mansion
unembellished by fine trees should never be seen
in this country. Yet we could cite many examples
of such. With our present wealth of trees so
readily obtainable at almost a nominal cost, a tree-

less park should be a rarity, for if not favoured
with patriarchal tree growth such as surrounds our
noblest and oldest country seats, there is now such
a choice of ornamental trees for every locality and
soil, that there is no excuse for not planting.

We have plenty of tried subjects for planting
among our English forest trees without resort-

ing to doubtful novelties. Compare, for example,
the common Silver Fir and the common Spruce
with some rare species. Neither the Silver Fir
nor the Spruce is reckoned of much account as an
ornamental tree ; nevertheless, when planted in

suitable situations, in a damp climate, and in a
tolerably moist soil, either of them—especially the
Silver Fir—far surpasses some of the more recent
and popular introductions. Both are perfect in

their shape, grow nearly IW feet high, and re-

tain their branches, even when grown thickly to-

gether, down to the very ground. Thousands of

such examples are to be seen in the valleys of the
west of Scotland. Then among other park trees

we have the Holly ; it will grow -10 feet high, and
nearly half as wide, if it have room, and be perfect
in shape, and when covered with fruit it cannot be
surpassed.
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" This is an Art
Wldch does mend Nature : changu it rather ; but
The Art itsku is Natdke."—Sfia/cespeare.

Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

THE FRUITGROWING QUESTION.

It would appear that tlie problem of how best

to largely supply thia country with hardy fruit

is in a fair way of being solved, though the

latest movement is somewhat tardy, especially

seeing what giant strides in the right direction

have already been made before the Fruiterers'

Company came upon the scene. The trade,

better than anyone not so behind the scenes,

well know what immense quantities of fruit trees

and bushes have been planted all over the

country during the past ten years, the demand
for a few well-tried good varieties of each kind

far exceeding the supply. So heavy was the

demand, that unless orders were booked twelve

months, and in some instances even eighteen

mouths in advance, what was most wanted could
not be procured, and in all probability much the
same state of ati'airs prevails now. This being
so, I fail to see what any influential committee
formed at this late date can do towards giving

an impetus to the culture of hardy fruit.

Doubtless they, the said prime movers in the
latest movement, will be ready enough to

claim any amount of credit for what has been
done in the way of planting fruit trees, but,

as before stated, the good work had com-
menced long before anything was done by the
Fruiterers' Company. Were it not so, we should
have to wait very much longer before superior

home-grown fruit was forthcoming in appre-
ciable quantities. This season very probably
will prove the correctness of my assertions, as

there is every prospect of a moderately good
crop of Apples being obtained from innumer-
able and comparatively young trees—Plums
being perhaps too plentiful in some districts,

while small fruits, if we except Black Currants,
have been or are remarkably abundant, con-
sumers getting the full benefit of this.

This being so, there is much less need for

advocating the more extended culture of hardy
fruit than is apparent to outsiders, but, all the
same, there is plenty of scope for would-be bene-
factors. Exhibitions are to a certain extent edu-
cational, and they also serve as rallying- points for

those interested in the fruit-growLng question.

That there is also much to be said in favour of

appointing practical men to lecture upon the
most approved methods of culture, the renova-
tion of some of the old orchards also beiug en-

larged upon, I readily admit. Suitable litera-

ture, accompanied by approved selections of the
most profitable kinds of fruit for each district

—

for various local circumstances have to be taken
into consideration—ought to be largely distri-

buted among both farmers and small holders,
and, above all things, an effort should be made
to induce still more large landed proprietors
than have already taken the matter in hand to

furnish each homestead with a good selection of
fruit trees. No mention, to my knowledge, is

ever made of wliat a few W^orcestershire and
other landlords have done towards stocking
their farms with fruit trees, but this good work
has been going on for several years past, and
our fruit reformers would do well to collect,

tabulate, and distribute much valuable infor-

mation that might be obtained from the.«e land-
owners. Especially ought it to be pointed out
how unwise it is for those at a great distance

from large towns to grow soft or perishable

fruit extensively, unless for the purpose of jam-
making, as it cloes not pay to gather it and
despatch to a distance. If a fair market price

could be obtained from a local jam-maker for

all the quickly perishable fruit, including Plums
and Cherries, then their culture may safely be

entered into largely, otherwise it is a great

lottery.

What farmers especially require is some
guidance in the matter of marketing the fruit.

In very many in3tauce3 they are totally ignor-

ant not only of the names of the majority of

Apples and Pears in their gardens and orchards,

but they also scarcely know which to store and
which to either market direct from the trees or

convert into cider or perry. Quite recently I

was credibly informed that the produce of fairly

large productive trees of Apples Sturmer Pip-

pin and Ccx's Orange Pippin growing in a

Dorsetshire orchard had for years past been
either shaken from the trees or thrashed down
with long stakes, the owner being totally

oljlivious of the fact that he possessed two of

the most valuable storing Apples that could be
named. Such occurrences are common enough
in various parts of the country, and what,

therefore, is wanted is a subsidised central

authority who, for the payment of a small sum,
would name all but local varieties of Apples
sent to him by inquiring farmers and others,

their respective market values being also given.

Nor ought there to be any great difficulty or

expense incurred in either providing this valu-

able information or in the dissemination of

pamphlets containing much useful advice as to

what is best to be done with the bulk of hardy
fruits generally. There are plenty of men quite

competent to provide this information, or, if

preferred, the Fruiterers' Company can oti'er

another good prize for the best essay bearing

solely upon this phase of the great fruit ques-

tion. Their first attempt in this direction

brought out a realh' valuable and reliable work
on the subject of hardy fruit culture, and they

will do well to invite further practical informa-

tion, jam-making and drying fruits being in-

cluded.

This brings me to another portion of my sub-

ject, and which, I venture to think, must even-

tually be studied and acted upon by those who
really mean improving the position of the fruit

grower, without detriment, but rather to the

advantage of the consumer. Several years ago,

after attending a great Apple and Pear fair

at Exeter, 1 suggested that there was often a

great abundance of superior fruit in this country,

but which, owing to almost insuperable difficul-

ties, could not be placed on the markets of the

principal towns in the country. First, there

are the excessive, and frequently quite prohi-

bitive, railway charges to contend with, Ameri-
can Apples being brought to London or Liver-

pool more cheaply than they can be brought
up from the western counties. These charges

must be modified, compulsorily .so if you will,

before the abvmdance of fruit, soon to be grown
throughout the country, can be properly dis-

tributed. It is here where a powerful and ener-

getic London committee can and ought to do so

much in the interests of the fruit-growing and
fruit-loving public, and the sooner they set

about it, and the more the question is publicly

ventilated, the greater the likelihood of the

much needed reform being accomplished. Nor
must their efforts cease with the tariff reforms.

A practical respoiisil)le committee could do very

much what governments in more pusliing com-
petitive foreign countries do for their farmers.

They can find good markets for the produce of

our orchards. What, as I have frequently sug-

ge.sted, is much needed is some ; ort of central

office the managers of which are in touch with

both the growers and fruiterers in all parts of

the country. Such an office would, after a time,

become self-supporting, fees being charged on
a moderate scale for sales effected. This would
effectively cut the ground from under the

middle men, who, in too many instances, get

much the best of any transaction conducted ly
them, and in any case a great saving would le

brought about. Thus, instead of fruit being

sent in large quantities where least wanted,

better markets would be found nearer home,
the cost of transit and other charges being also

greatly reduced. For instance, where is the

sen.se of sending large quantities of selected

fruit from the south-western counties to Lon-
don when Bristol is supplied with so much
rubbish i Sme such agency as I have briefly

sketched out must be established (and why not

by the Fruiterers' Company ( ), or else the

growers will have to form themselves into

companies and send out travellers. By no other

means is there a good prospect of the preven-

tion of much valuable fruit being grown to

waste. W. IciGULDEN.

SELECTED STRA.WBEERY PLANTS.

There cannot be two opinions about the value of

selection as regards Strawberry plants, whether
they are required for culture in pots or to make
new plantation?. If the runners are selected in

good time and pegged down on little moucds of

rich soil placed there for the purpose, and the

plants afterwards, when well rooted, lifted with

balls, and carefully potted or planted out in the

bed, as the case may be, excellent results will

certainly be obtained. From any point of view

it is a mistake to plant weakly Strawberry plants,

as they cannot do much the first year. It is a
mistake, too, I think, to crowd too many plants

on the ground. The most profitable course is to

plant 18 inches apart each way, and after the

first crop is gathered to cut up every alternate row,

so that the second year the rows are .3 feet apart,

and this will give a better return than if the

plants are more crowded. Again, those plants

which have been kept free from runners have

done the best this year. The fruit in beds crowded
with runners has been bad in colour ami in fiavour,

ami much has been spoiled on the ground from

its damp condition, in consequence of jthe

crowded state of the beds. Early Potatoes form

a good preparation for Strawberries. The ground

should be well manured and deeply worked in

winter, the Potatoes planted in March and lifted

in July. A light top-dressing of manure, soot, or

some artificial wiU do. The ground should be forked

over, and the Strawberry plants set out as early as

possible in August. There will thus be no time

lost, as the Strawberry plants will start away
better in the well-worked, heavily consolidated land

off which the Potatoes have been ta,ken than if

newly and deeply worked. In this way, if very fine

early fruits are required, the Strawberry might be

treated as an annual, but as the second year's

crop is always the heavier, I prefer to take the

second crop, and then clear the ground for Broccoli

or some other vegetable that will form a fitting ro-

tation. The earlier the Strawberries can be got

ready for market the better, as there is a great

difference between the first sales and those which

follow later, when the fruit from the crowded beds

comes in. E. H.

Apples falling.—This seems to be a general

complaint this year, but most of the trees

which have reduced their loads will benefit from

the displacement, and there will be no great

sacrifice in the commercial value of the crop.

The falling of Apples or any other fruits would

never take place, at least in the present whole-

sale fashion, if the trees were able to carry their

load, though it is not unlikely that some of this

fruit-dropping may be traced to imperfect setting,
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as a consequence of the severe weather when the

trees were in bloom. It is not uncommon to see

large old trees castingoffalarge portion of their crop,

but I notice this season that young trees, which so

far as I know have not been previously overcropped,
have many Apples strewn beneath them. This
leads one to suppose that imperfect fertilisation

has had something to do with it ; when a period of

trill comes in the shape of a week's hot, dry
weather the Apples or other fruits which are im-
perfectly fixed to the tree drop. If it was worth
while to keep these fruits on the trees, which I am
strongly inclined to doubt, it would probably be
best done by placing a mulch of manure over the
roots, and giving at the same time a soaking of

water. When it isco:3sderei what a large propor-
tion of the crop is compcssd of water alone, one
can easily understand how, if at a critical period
there comes dry, hot weather for only a few days,
a heavily-laden tree feeling distressed parts with a
part of its load.— E. H.

tained will become thoroughly ripened. As soon
as the leaves fall in the autumn, it will be noticed

that very little extra pruning will really be neces-

sary, except a general overhauling. A shoot occa-

sionally may have to be removed or a few snags to

be pared clean, but such work will be very small

where summer pruning is carried out.

Abberley Hall. A. Young.

SUMMER PRUNING PEACH TREES.

This will be understood as having special refer-

ence to the cutting out of all superfluous growth
not required for fruiting the following season, but
yet how often is this essential operation neglected
and the shoots left crowded up with useless growth,
so that the leaves cannot perform their proper
functions in perfecting the buds for the following
season's supply of fruit. Generally there are far
too many shoots left over from the winter prun-
ing, and not only do these prevent the remainder
from becoming sufficiently ripened, but gumming
may be also caused by this. The cutting away of
superfluous shoots during the summer months is

more natural than allowing them to remain over
for the winter, as during the former or growing
period the wounds quickly heal over, and so pre-
vent premature decay from setting in. The error
of not disbudding sufficiently may now be plainly
seen with many Peach or Nectarine trees growing
under glass, for what at first appeared a reason-
able distance apart for the shoots to be left, to
those who are faint-hearted in the work, are now
a crowded mass, and through which sunlight can
hardly penetrate. With such trees as these the
operation of thinning out the shoots should be
carried out with no unsparing hand. The shoots,
however, must not be ruthlessly cut out.but it should
be done gradually at intervals of a few days, so
that the trees may not receive a violent check
or be too quickly exposed to too much strong
sunlight. The work being carried out systemati-
cally, each shoot and leaf will be able to perform
their allotted functions, so that in due season the
buds will plump up and be in condition to safely
pass through the period when the dropping or cast-
ing of the buds sometimes take place. In some
gardens this latter happens to such an extent as
to jeopardise the prospect of a crop of fruit. The
want of sufficient water at the roots is generally
put down as the primary cause of bud-casting,
but I am under the impression that ill-ripened
wood consequent on crowded growth is answer-
able for this evil quite as much as the want of
water. Some people look upon the pruning of a
Peach tree as something of a mystery, but yet it

merely consists of laying in sufficient growth, so
that it will be equally distributed over the tree at
a distance of r> inches or 6 inches apart. This
will be understood as having reference to the wood
in a dormant condition previous to blooming, but
it is after this period and when the young shoots
are bounding into growth that the mistake is gene-
rally made of laying in too much young wood.
When the disbudding is efficiently carried out
sufficient shoots are only laid in for supplying
bearing wood for the following season, or where ex-
tension of the tree is needed. As the work pro-
ceeds, even with well furnished trees the growths
will be somewhat crowded as the fruit advances
for ripening

; consequently as soon as the fruit is
gathered all the old bearing wood, or such as is

not required for the extension of the tree, should
be cut clean away. I!y adopting this process dur-
ing the growing 8ea.son, the shoots which are re-

PLUMS ON SOUTH WALLS.
In the north or colder parts of the country this

note does not apply, but in this district I find Plums
on a wall with a south aspect most troublesome,

and experience much difficulty in keeping them
clean. I saw a lot of trees on a wall the other day
completely ruined by red spider and fly, and in the

same garden, with a west aspect, the results were
very different, the trees being clean and bearing
plenty of fruit. Those trees on the southern aspect

had very few Plums, and the trees were much
cankered. Both walls had been j^lanted at the

same time, and received the same treatment. No
doubt the fruit on a south aspect has the best

flavour if means are taken to keep the trees in a
healthy condition, but they suffer greatly in warm
gardens in the southern and western counties if

allowed to get dirty or dry at the roots. If not
heavily mulched they get dry so quickly, that when
water is applied it runs away, the surface being too

dry to absorb the moisture. I think it a saving of

time to plant Plums on walls with a west or eastern

aspect, as they succeed admirably in this position,

and the warmer wall may be utilised for Peaches
and choice Pears in preference to Plums. I know
there are a few kinds rather delicate, but these
will do on a west wall if protected when in bloom.
Indeed, they require protection before the bloom-
ing period, for as soon as the buds begin to swell,

the birds are troublesome, and often take the best

buds. In the south I have been obliged to dress the
trees over to prevent their attacks during the
winter when the trees were at rest and there was
snow or severe frost. I may add that the trees

described were planted in very light soil with a
gravel bottom, therefore, more subject to disease

than when planted in a good loam. They also had
no mulch, which is most essential to success if fine

fruits on a southern aspect are expected. I should
certainly not plant trees on a south wall, unless in

the north, and even in the north the hardier kinds
do splendidly on a west wall, as they delight in a
cool bottom and to have the roots kept near the
surface. Many of the Gages in exposed places re-

quire more protection, and to them this note is not
applicable. Plums on walls are most subject to

insect pests at this time of year, and every oppor-
tunity should be taken to get rid of them as soon as
they.appear. Wehaveforsome time,'in our light soil,

been obliged to syringe our trees frequently with a
weak solution of soluble paraffin ; this leaves the
foliage clean and bright, and it is soon done when
a garden engine is employed for the work, using a
pint of the mi.xture to eight gallons of water.

Stjoa. G. Wtthbs.

Cordon Pears and Plums.—The note on the
first-named fruit at p. 2s in The Gabdkn show.s
the value of cordon trees in exposed positions, and,
as Mr. liurrell adds, is got a quick return when a
suitable aspect on a wall can be given them. Many
of our choicest Pear trees in the open have not a
single fruit on them, although they gave great pro-
mise. The severe weather in the middle of May
quite destroyed all hopes of a crop, as many of our
trees were then in full bloom, and the hail-storms,

coupled with 11° of frost afterwards, ruined them
for a season. On the cordons on walls I am glad
to say there is some fruit, and though we could not
expect much, our trees having only recently been
planted, it shows the value of cordons in seasons
such as we have had this year, as being close to the
wall they have better protection than old trees with
long spurs some distance away. The value of a
good coping to the wall for the protection of the
blooms was never of greater service than it proved
this season, as I found it impossible to keep the

trees covered during the storms, the wind tearing

the covering to shreds if not secured at all points.

Plums in the open, of which we expected abund-
ance, have only an average crop, many of the fruits

having set badly and dropped prematurely. On
the other hand, cordon Plums have fared much
better, and in many cases require thinning. I am
in favour of the cordon system, provided the trees

are duly cared for, pruned and stopped as required,

and the roots shortened back when the trees grow
too much to wood. Abundant supplies of moisture
in light soils, with a good supply of decayed ma-
nure in the autumn and again in the early summer
to act as a mulch and to assist in swelling up the

fruits, are also requisite. I never saw a better pro-

mise of bloom than was the case this spring, but I fear

in many gardens in this district many of the fruits

have dropped. During the last week or two Pears

have fallen badly, and we have only a light crop of

most fruits, so that in most gardens with light soils

a good mulch of decayed manure at this date or

earlier will greatly benefit the trees, as many are

suffering from dryness despite the heavy rains of late.

Many wall trees suffer greatly from drought, and I

am well aware in many instances it is difficult to

prevent it, owing to scarcity of water and labour to

do the necessary work, but where it can be attended
to it is of immense benefit to the trees, and pre-

serves them from the attacks of insect pests. The
late Mr. Wildsmith, who always did hardy fruits so

well, considered mulching in the autumn and again

in the early summer the two most important opera-

tions of the fruit grower.— S. B.

STRAWBERRIES.

The time when it is the most convenient, and,

taking it all together, the best, for planting Straw-

berries is at hand. Although the plants, in com-
mon with everything else consequent on the cold,

ungenial spring, were late in beginning to grow,

still the rain that we have had so frequently

through June and July has favoured the produc-

tion of runners, which, consequently, will be better

rooted than in dry summers. It is hardly neces-

sary to say that Strawberries, similar to many
otherthings, like new ground, that is, land which has
not been too lung under cultivation. But in private

places when a garden, which is destined to afford

the necessary supply of fruit and vegetables, is

once made, it has to go on doing so for generations,

during which time the addition of manure and
vegetable matter with little or nothing else brings

the soil into a condition less favourable for Straw-

berries than most other things, and on this account
we often hear people say that their gardens are too

old and worn out to grow the best varieties, such

as the British Queen and President, in a way that

is satisfactory. Yet this is far from being correct.

Where the soil has became almost etfete through

long use, or where the land is naturally too light

to suit Strawberries, either by containing too much
sand or by being of a peaty nature, it can at little

cost in either labour or material be made to grow
them well. Marl is the best material to add to

soils that are naturally too light, as it is to land

that has become so by lengthened cropping. This

is, however, often difficult to get, or not to be had
at all. But there are not many localities where clay

of ordinary description cannot be had at little cost

beyond that of carting and laying on. The deep
trenching and heavy manuring, by some looked

upon as advantageous to Strawberries, are wholly

unnecessary, and in the case of land such as

noticed tend to do more harm than good. Ground
that has bornr a crop of early Potatoes or Peas

simply dug over a spit deep, with li inches of clay

laid on the top, and allowed to remain until it

has got quite pulverised by alternate drying with

the sun and moistening with showers, then forking

it in so as to mix it thoroughly with ,S inches or i)

inches of the top soil, will grow the best kinds of

Strawberries well for several years. It is hardly

necessary to say that the clay should be pointed in

when the weather is dry. A heavy garden roller

should then be run overit. Therootsof Strawberries,

more than those of most things, like ground the

best that gives them solid hold. I never had the
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fortune to meet with land that was well suited to

Stravfberries until I came into this neighbourhood

—

north of London. In some cases the gardens had
been cropped with the usual vegetables for several

generations, and in others the soil was light and
sandy, or of a blaok peaty nature. Yet, with the

help of clay, I was able to grow the best kinds of

Strawberries, including British Queen, as well as

where the land was naturally better suited for the

purpose, with this difEerence, that the plants wanted
renewing often.

I would impress upon young hands in fruit-grow-

ing that the earlier Strawberries are planted after

fairly rooted runners are obtainable, the more fruit

may be looked for the season after. Even in a
dry summer I would not defer the planting so

much as a single week after the runners were
rooted, as by giving them a moderate watering
before taking them up, and by planting them in a
nursery bed (5 inches apart, in which there will be
little difficulty in giving them the shade and water
necessary to at once set tliem growing, they will

there gain strength, and can be permanently
planted out later on in showery weather at any time
up to the middle of September without any check
that will interfere with their bearing the following
year.

As to kinds, there is little gained by going in for

the number of varieties that are often grown. To
those who require fruit of good quality I would say
plant Keens' Seedling. President, British Queen,
and Elton Pine. These will give as long a succes-
sion as can be had, except possibly for a few days
at the beginning. The varieties that come in earlier

than Keens' Seedling are so far inferior to it in fla-

vour, or are of little account in other ways, as to be
scarcely worth a place. If confined to one variety
alone, I should take President, as it combines the
properties of large handsome fruit, excellent quality,
and is also a heavy bearer and sure cropper. British
Queen is too well known to require any description,
being the finest Strawberry that ever was raised.
Elton Pine is not so sweet as the other varieties
named, but it has a distinct and pleasant flavour
and comes in after most other sorts are over ; it is

also a good grower and certain bearer. President
has been in cultivation, so far as I can speak, over
twenty-five years, whilst the other three kinds have
been in cultivation half a century. Taking these
four sorts, what a comment they are on what has
been done in the raising of Strawberries in later
times. T. B.

drier at the roots and the atmosphere also some-
what drier are good preventives of cracking in the

case of this thin-skinned variety, and it is also

advisable to cut the fruit before it is wholly ripe.

If kept for a few days on a warm shelf, not, however,
exposed to strong sunshine, the ripening process

will be finished, and after being cooled in a fruit

room or elsewhere the quality is simply unsurpass-

able and rarely equalled. The depth of eatable

pulp in the case of a fully grown fruit varies from 2

inches to 2^ inches, there being no waste beyond
the thin rind. If Eastnor Castle was shown at its

best occasionally at the meetings of the Royal
Horticultural Society, there would be few certifi-

cates awarded to new Melons.—W. I.

the year and grown en free'y afterwards will

also make good canes fcr fruit ng the f llowing

season, but these should be allowed to remain
under glass until quite the middle of Septem-
ber. Y. A. H.

Strawberry President.—Immense quantities
of this variety are grjwn at Badminton, Mr. W. Nash,
the gardener in charge, being of opinion that it is
one of the very best Strawberries in cultivation.
Although there are other sorts that better suit my
method of culture and soil, I am obliged to admit
that President is of very superior flavour, no variety
better repaying for liberal cultivation. At Badmin-
ton the soil is heavily manured and deeply culti-
vated, and this, coupled with good room between
the plants all round, leads to the production of ex-
ceptionally heavy crops of fine fruit. On compa-
ratively poor soils Sir J. Paxton is a better Straw-
berry than President, but the former would make
far too much leafage under Mr. Nash's treatment.
It will have to be something strikingly superior that
will supersede President at Badminton.— I.

Melon Eastnor Castle.—I have recently cut
several very fine fruits of this excellent, but now
seldom grown Melon. We rarely fail to annually grow
and fruit one or more plants of it, but have never
been quite so successful in fruiting them as has
been the case this season. No fault can be found
with the constitution or free-bearing character of
Eastnor Castle, and if not over-cropped the fruits
attain a great size and net fairly well. Unfortu-
nately, the greatest difficulty is experienced in pre-
venting premature cracking, this probably being
the principal reason why so many growers have
discarded it in favour of thicker-skinned, and, inmy estimation, inferior varieties. From one com-
paratively small plant five fruits averaging 5 lbs. each
have been cut, and only one of these was partially
spoilt by cracking. Keeping the plant a little

RIPENING POT VINES.

Pot Vines for affording ripe Grapes next April

or even later are now ripening fast, and unless

this very needful part of the general routine is

satisfactorily performed it is hopeless to expect

good returns from the Vines when put in to

force. Anyone who has had anything to do
with the growing of Grape Vines in pots cannot

fail to have noticed how freely the Vines which
are well ripened break into growth compared
with those where this necessary function has

been neglected. The above is in marked con-

trast to those which are in an ill-ripened con-

dition, the growth being correspondingly weak,
and in many cases also failing to show bunches.

Vines which are started into growth during

November or December are being forced much
against nature, and, considering the long and
dreary months which follow when light and
sunshine are at a discount, too much stress can-

not be laid on the beneficial influence of ripen-

ing. That many pot Vines are starved into

ripening there cannot be the least doubt. In

these cases, as soon as the canes have changed col-

our, they are turned into the open air, where the

leaves are often early cut to pieces ; consequently

the ripeningof the canes is considerablychecked.

The Vines should be kept under glass for at

least another six weeks, as by this time the

wood will have become thoroughly hardened.

The side laterals should also be gradually

shortened back untU, by the time the Vines are

to be placed in the open air, the whole will have
been removed. This process will have the effect

of plumping up the buds, and will considerably

enhance their breaking more freely when put
in to force. Abundance of warm and dry air

the Vines must certainly have during this later

stage under glass, and the Vines must also be
freely exposed to the full light. The water
supply should not be withheld upon any ac-

count to enforce ripening, as, indeed, this would
have the opposite effect and would also encour-

age mildew. Each Vine when taken to the

open air should be firmly fixed to a south wall

or fence, as being the best position to finish the

ripening. In some of the large trade esta-

blishments the Vines are fixed to a trellis, but

in these cases the ripening is far advanced. In

private gardens where only a small number are

grown, a position against a south wall could be
provided. Watering must not be neglected,

and if the positicm is very hot and .sunny the

pots should be shaded from the glare of the

sun, and as the season advances they should

l>e surrounded with litter, this both protecting

them from frost and also conserving mois-

ture without the need of water being artificially

applied.

The above has reference to Vines which have
been grown from what are termed cut-backs,

these starting earlier into growth and also with

more vigour than tliose which are raised from
eyes during the current season. Not but that their canes cut hard back have pushed up several

these latter when started into growth early in ' young growths, which are now furnished either

BADLY FLAVOURED STRAWBERRIES.
The present showery summer goes still further to

show, if this were needed, the worthless character of

many of the popular kinds of Strawberries. The
fine looking Paxton, Napier, and like varieties, to

which the growers for market, especially for the

London market, all but wholly confine themselves,

have this season simply been uneatable by
those who appreciate and require decently
flavoured fruit. For though, as usual, large and
good looking, they have been only so much taste-

less, watery pulp. Strawberries are held in almost

universal estimation, and it is a misfortune to the

vast numbers of people resident in the large towns
throughout the country who have no means of

growing their own fruit that they have to put up
with the watery, wretchedly flavoured sorts which
may be said to be alone purchasable in the prin-

cipal markets. Nine-tenths of the Strawberries

grown by those who cultivate for the London mar-
ket, and who also eend hundreds of tons to the

principal towns northwards, consist of one variety

—

Paxton. Even in the best of seasons, after suitable

weather during the time the fruit is swelling and a
dry time for ripening, it has little merit excepting

size and appearance. Yet, poor as it is, it is more than

likely that those who have to buy their Strawber-

ries or go without them will have another and much
worse variety— Noble— provided for them before

the Paxton comes in. This, the latest novelty that

has had time to get distributed so as to be suffi-

ciently known, may lay claim to being early, fine in

appearance, and about the largest Strawberry yet

raised. But from an acquaintance with all or

nearly all of the numerous varieties that have been
raised within the last forty years, and of the still

older kinds, I have no hesitation in saying that, so

far as its edible properties go Noble is much the

worst kind that has ever appeared. If there is

one weakness with which gardeners and also ama-
teurs in this country are afflicted, it is the appa-

rently irresistible inclination for novelties. De-

mand begets supply, and, as a matter of course,

the raisers of new fruits and also of new vegetables

are not slow in providing the required novelties.

The only passport to popularity needed by new
fruits seems to be a fine appearance, especially in

the case of Strawberries. Our neighbours across

the Channel follow a more sensible course than we
do. With them, sterling, well-proved varieties of

fruit are held to until some that are really better

turn up, which in the matter of fruit is not an
everyday occurrence. A like course is followed in

America ; there, so far as the general public are

concerned, only alimitednumber of varieties of the

kinds of fruits they cultivate find favour. The first

essential with them, as on the Continent, is quality,

appearance holding, as it ever should, a subordinate

position. T. B.

A note on Raspberries. — These produce

much the best crops during a showery season, and
this summer would appear to be exceptionally

favourable. In some gardens a very sickly start

was made, no great improvement having since

taken place, and it may be the canes were injured

by the severe frosts of last winter. Ours were not

injured in the least. This immunity I attribute to

giving the plants good room, the worst failures

elsewhere being where the canes were much en-

feebled by excessive crowding during the growing

season. This season Carter's Prolific has surpassed

Baumforth's Seedling, I mean as regards the weight

of crop produced, but the fruit of the latter is

equally fine and the quality is thought superior.

Both are very suitable for either garden or orchard

culture, as they are of very sturdy growth and re-

quire no stakes or supports of any kind. Those

plants of Baumforth's Seedling that had most of
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with newly- set fruit or flowers throughout their
entire length, and a capital late supply of ripe
fruit will thus be obtained. Carter's Prolific is of

a branching habit. Some canes that were stopped
last summer branched very strongly, and these
being duly shortened back, miniature standards,
fruiting abundantly this season, resulted. Here-
abouts a very tall variety, locally termed the Bee-
hive, is much grown, and if given good room proves
very profitable. The fruits are moderately large,

somewhat conical in shape, and of excellent quality.
It is worthy of note that cutting back the canes on
an apparently exhausted plantation of Raspberries
has a marked renovating effect. Some of our rows
thus treated are producing heavier crops than when
the canes were left longer and staked up. stronger
young growths being also formed.-- W. I.

OLD STRAWBERRY BEDS.
Steawberey growers now set their faces
against the growth of old plants of Strawberries
because found to produce in abundance but mode-
rately sized fruit. We so much look for size in
almost everything in these days, that even Straw-
berries form no exception, and the most successful
of all growers is held to be the man who secures
the largest fruits. For that reason it is now
advocated that Strawberry plants should be treated
as annuals, though, of course, really as biennials,
planted one year, fruited, and destroyed the next.
That is a costly method of culture, and one which
will hardly pay, because of the labour which is in-
volved in the method. What grand crops have been
gathered from well cultured plants the second and
third years, there are plenty of growers can
testify, but when fine fruits are needed it is unwise
to allow breadths to remain longer on the ground
than the third year. But those who grow Straw-
berries for preserving, or for children, or to supply
a low-priced demand will find that in what may be
called rough-and-tumble culture there is a good
deal of profit and wonderful crops. In old days
it was the rule to allow Strawberry plants to
run together and form dense beds or breadths,
chopping down the leaves in the autumn, and
dressing with a coating of short manure. This
dressing, desiccated by frost and rain, was well
washed into the roots, and did wonders in helping
the plants to bloom and fruit profusely for several
years. We should perhaps call that method the
lazy-bed system. It certainly had the merit of be-
ing a cheap method

; weeds had little chance, and
the fruits were kept absolutely clean. Eren now,
growers put down beds some 4 feet in width of the
Grove End Scarlet, manure them during the winter
in this fashion, and gather chiefiy from the side
alleys. Elton Pine, always one of the latest and
very best of preserving Strawberries, does remark-
ably well in this way. I planted up thickly for
stock some four years since at Bedfont a quantity
of plants, but they were not required, as anticipated,
and were left to fruit. Really they have had no
other dressing but such as the decaying foliage
has furnished, and yet there has been a wonderful
crop of good sized, richly coloured, and firm
fruit of the best possible quality for preserving.
For those who like a good flavoured Strawberry,
that is, ju.st a little acid, yet of fair size and hand-
some, the Elton Pine, treated as described, will
give great satisfaction. It is one of the excellent
qualities of this fine old late sort that its season is
a long one. With some of our large-fruited varieties
we get a couple or so of gatherings and then all is
over, but Blton Pine holds on for three weeks at
least. Last winter denuded Strawberry plants of
foliage beyond all previou.s precedent almost. It
was thought then that such exposure of the crowns
to the weather as had to follow must inevitably
harm them. It cannot be said that any harm did
result, but the density of decayed matter certainly
acted as an excellent mulch to the plants. The fact
shows that after all the old practice of mowing
over the foliage of the Strawberry breadths was
not after all so harmful to the plants, especially
as it was the rule to follow with a good dressing
of manure. Of courae, it will not do to put down
beds for long endurance in poor or shallow soils,

but where soils are deep and well manured it is

doubtful after all whether, having regard to ordi-
nary culture, a breadth left on the ground some six

or eight years, and well manured annually, would
not prove to be more profitable than a breadth
of equal area as now cultivated.

A. D.

Ferns.

NOTHOL^NAS.
NoTHOL.EN.is, although not forming nolile and
majestic objects, like Goniophlebium subauricu-
latum or similar strong growing Ferns, never-
theless make elegant plants when they get es-
tablished. The fronds are about a fi ot or more
in length, and are clothed below either with a
farinose powder or with long silky hairs. No-
thol;cna3 appear to be nearly related to the
Cheilanthes, and most of them come from
tropical countries. Most of them grow at high
elevations, so that an ordinary stove will
suit them admirably. The baskets for their re-
ception, made of either teak wood or galvanised
wire, should be ttrst lined with ISphagnum
Moss, and then have a good amount ot drain-
age placed in the bottom with some peat and
light turfy loam, to which should be added
.some nodules of charcoal and sand. Put the
difl'erent kinds so that a little extra mould can
be given tbem when they become established

;

thi.s serves as a top dressing and the plant.s

grow more strongly. Nothola^nas must not be
syringed overhead, but they like a fair amount
of water to the root. They like a brisk stove
heat during the summer, and in the winter the
temperature should not fall below 00°. The
following kinds will be found suitable for
liasket work :

—
N. TRICHOMANOIDES.—This Is truly a beautiful

plant for a basket. I have grown it with pendent
fronds 18 inches in length ; I think, however,
a length of from 10 inches to 12 inches is
niore frequently its maximum. The fronds are
pinnate, and those such as I have named carry
upwards of fifty pairs of pinna;, somewhat coarsely
lobed, the upper side deep green, beneath clothed
with ferrugineous scales and a white farinaceous
powder. The plant is said to be confined to the
islands of Cuba and Jamaica, and in the latter it

is plentiful. It requires stove heat.

N. L.EVIS is similar in the length of fronds and
growth to the preceding. The fronds on the under
side are thickly coated when young with white
scales, which become brown with age ; the stem
and rachis are also clothed with similar sc3les ; the
upper side of the pinnaj is bright green. It thrive.'^

best in a cool house. Native of Mexico.

N. SINUATA.—This is another plant which grows
in the same manner as the last, and, indeed, is fre-
quently confounded with it. Ths fronds, which
each grow from 1 foot to 2 feet in length, are pin-
nate, the pinniE being deeply lobed and covered
beneath with long silky scales, which are white
when young, changing to brown with age, the upper
side being deep green.

N. RUFA.—This is a particularly elegant plant.
It has, however, a longer naked stem than those
already named. It is usually from 10 inches to 18
inches long. I have grown it to 2 feet, however, in
length, bearing some thirty or more pairs of pinnre

:

these are smaller than those of any of the preced-
itig. The upper side is bright green ; below, the
pinnie are clothed with long white woolly scales.
It requires a warm stove to grow this species, which
comes from Peru.

N. HVfOLEUCA—This plant is said to be a native
of Chili. It is very near the preceding in manner
of growth, but is perhaps denser and more matted

;

the fronds grow to 18 inches in length, and the
pinK;c are more closely set and more finely divided

;

the upper side is clear green, the reverse side bting
clothed with white woolly scales, edged with a
marginal line of black sori, the same being a fea-

ture of all the species. It is a stove species.

N. FEEHUGINBA.—This is a beautiful plant, and
is, I beheve, very rare in cultivation. The plant in
general appearance resembles a strong- growirg
form of the last, the upper side being deep green.
The fronds underneath are clothed with a white or
brownish tomentum. It requires stove treatment.

The following kinds are all worthy of a place
in the fernery, and " T. M.'' may grow these
plants, and if they are done well they will

aft'ord him much pleasure.

W. H. GOWER.

MAIDEN-HAIR FERNS.
Such of the stock of these as will have to be
depended upon for next winter's supply should now
have extra attention bestowed upon them. If the
plants have been picked hard and are now looking
rather bare, they should be induced to make a fresh
growth as soon as possible. This can be done by
keeping the plants tor a little time quite cool and
almost dry at the root, then by transferring them
to a moist growing atmosphere another crop of
fronds will appear. These may probably be rather
small, but for cutting, this is frequently rather
an advantage than otherwise. Fresh potting of

such stock should not be attempted now. Plants
which are now making a good growth, or which
have at least a good and dense crop of fronds upon
them, should be kept cooler, with a free circulation
of air permitted amongst them to check any damp-
ing, as well as to harden the fronds. If there is

not room in the houses, they will do very well in

cold pits or frames. When a young crop is now being
put up, the plants need no shading ; the growth
made will stand all the belter if fully exposed, as

well as being paler in colour, which is in most cases
an advantage. Plants that have already a full

growth upon them may be kept in good condition

in a pit or frame facing north by guarding against
injury from damp by a free circulation of air.

Where the plants are carrying a heavy crop of

fronds a good amount of water will be needed
; on

no account should they be permitted to suffer for

want ot it, but damping overhead is better dispensed
with. Young stock which are in quite small pots
will be all the better for a slight shift. This will

keep them growing for some considerable lime to

come. Loam of a light colour usually termed
yellow, with a tendency to heaviness, will suit these

Ferns a ery well ; if it is not all that one would
desire, it can be remedied by adding a small quan-
tity, in proportion to the loam, of leat-soil. This is

far better than placing any reliance upon peat,

and will be conducive to a deep green colour in

the fronds, with larger pincit also. In no case

should shading be employed where these Ferns are

wanted either for a cut supply or for use in vases

and grouping. Besides A. cuneatum, there are

also a few other useful kinds, such, for instance,

as A. mundulum, A. decorum, A. Legrandi, A.

Pacotti, A. rubellum, and A. A'ictori;o, the two last

being amongst the best of the tinted varieties. A.

farleyense, when grown without any shading, is

quite a contrast to the same kind when shaded
;

both are handsome. But of the two, I think the

roseate tints upon the fronds of the plants grown
without shade have the preference. Such varieties

as A. cardiochl:«na, A. trapeziforme, A. iieru\ianum,

A. Yeitchi, A. caudatum, A. curvatum, and A.

Sanctii>CatheriD;i5 should be grown under shade.

The two first-named and the litst are \ery suscep-

tible to injury from scalding, il' only for a short

time exposed to the sunshine. All of them are

splendid objects when carefully shaded and looked

after. Plantsman.

Adiantura pedatum.—The stems of this beau.

tit'ul species aro hlaclc, smooth, niiJ i)oli8lie(l, tho rlii-

zunios creeping :imi tlie frouds deciduous. Tlio latter

att:iiii a liei^'lit of from 1 foot to 2 feet. Thoy are

bi'o;ul and spveadiu)?, tlio pinnules or segments being

of a pleasing sluidc of light green. It comes from
North America and .lapan.
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Trees and Shrubs.

EVERGREEN OAKS.
Some of the Evergreen Oaks are extremely or-

namental trees, and deserve more attention on

the part of the landscape gardener than they

appear to obtain at present. To those who are

familiar with the noble aspect of the grand

specimens in the gardens of Syon House, and
also those in the Royal Botanic Gardens at

Kew (I am now speaking more particularly of

the Holm Oak, Quercus Ilex), it is a source of

wonder that more use of them should not be

made by planters of ornamental grounds, parks,

&c. , in the neighbourhood of London and in

the southern counties generally.

Wood are unscathed. This has not been long
enongh in thi country to enable one to judge the
merits of an adult tree, but even as a bush it is a
fine object. It is m;t with in books and cata-

logues under the names of Q. Buerger! and Q.
marginata. Q. Buerger! robusta is a vigorous
large-leaved form. (^i. Buerger! pyramidalis only
differs slightly in habit from the ordinary form.

Q. AGRli'OLiA, the Enceno of the Californian

coast, is a distinct species, rarely seen in gardens.
It was introduced during the palmy days of the
Horticultural Society, and was figured by Dr.

Lindley. In general aspect it is no' unlike some
forms of Q. Ilex, but the leaves are of a different

shade of green from that which obtains in the
Holm ( lak. The largest specimen I have seen is at

Kew ; it is there m ire a large bush than a tree.

According to Dr. Engelmann, however, it attains

Quercus alnifolia (the Golden Oak of Cyprus).

The following notes do not include all the
species of Evergreen Oak which have been in-

troduced into British gardens, but the most
important kinds are referred to. For con-
venience of reference, these are arranged al-

phabetically :

—

Quercus acuta is a native of Japan, and has
dark green leathery leaves about the size of those
of the common Cherry Laurel. Even after such a
winter as the one through which we have last

passed, the fine specimens of this species in the
beautiful nurseries of Messrs. Veitch at Coombe

very much larger proportions in its native habitat.
" A large tree, with a stout, low trunk, often 8 feet

to 12 feet, sometimes 10 feet to 21 feet in circum-
ference, and with a spread of branches of 120 feet.''

It also occurs as a small shrub.

Q. ALNU'OLi.v, the Golden Oak of Cyprus (see

illustration).—The chief charm resides in the bright

gold of the under surface of the Alder-like leaves.

Snow persists for a month on the hills where this

Oak is found wild, and, therefore, there seemed
every probability that in the south and west of

England it would thrive. Although it has with-

stood the p.ast winter at Kew. it does not grow

well, and, as far as the immediate neighbourhood
of London is concerned, it has not turned out a
success.

Q. CERRis FuLHAMEXSis (the Fulham Oak) and
Q, cerris Lucombeana (the Lucombe Oak) are,

strictly speaking, not evergreen, as during some
winters the leaves do not persist until the new
crop is developed. In mild seasons, however, the
leaves are retained until they are cast off at the
time the buds swell, previous to the unfolding of

the young growths ; this leaves but a fortnight or

so during which the tree is bare. Both these forms
make noble trees (iO feet or 80 feet or more in

height.

Q. CHBYSOLEPis (the Californian Live Oak) is

found along the coast ranges and along the west-
ern slopes of the Sierra Nevada, where it forms a
large tree 3 feet to 5 feet in diameter, or, at higher
elevations, is reduced to a shrub. It has not been
long enough in cultivation in this country for a
definite judgment to be formed respecting it, but it

has pretty spiny-toothed dark green leaves, some-
what golden on the under surface.

Q cocciFEBA is a native of Southern Europe and
the Levant. In this country it forms a dense bush
with small, spiny-edged, dark green leaves, and
is a welcome denizen of the shrubbery. It has very
small acorns, often hardly larger than a pea, which
now and then ripen in Southern England.

Q. CUSPIDATA, a Japanese species, does well in

some positions ; for instance, the cool gravelly clay
at Coombe Wood seems to suit it perfectly, and
Messrs. A'eitch have fine bushes which have with-
stood the past winter without injury. On the dry
hot gravelly soil at Kew this Oak is not, however, a
success. There is a variegated form which does not
grow so freely as the green-leaved type. In the
"Flora Japonica " of Siebold and Zuccarini, the
former of the two authors, to whose efforts

European gardens are indebted for so many rare

Japanese plants, gives us the following infor-

mation: "In ls30 I succeeded in sending to

Europe this species of Oak as well as many others.

The method of the Japanese, who preserve the
fruits of a large Sweet Chestnut until the middle of

summer by enveloping them with clay, gave me the
idea of sending acorns similarly treated to Europe.
From the Tea seeds packed in clay sent by me to

Java in 1825-2i5 thousands of plants were raised

which now form vast plantations in that island."

It seems of interest to mention such an easy and
certain way of forwarding from foreign countries
seeds like those of Oaks, Camellias, Magnolias, &c.,

which are very short-lived, and which would almost
certainly faU to germinate on arrival here if sent dry
in the usual manner.

Q. DEssiFLORA is a native of California, where it

extends from the Santa Lucia Mountains, through
the coast ranges, and especially among the Red
Woods to the Shasta region. It is a pretty large

tree, 50 feet to liO feet or rarely .SO feet high, and
a foot or two in diameter; in some positions

often a mere shrub 5 feet to 7 feet high. At
Kew this grows freely in rather sheltered places

and produces fine leathery leaves of a dark green
colour, in outline somewhat like those of a small
Spanish Chestnut.

Q. GLABRA, another Japanese Oak, has large

handsome leaves as large as those of a common
Laurel ; the acorns are borne in upright spikes and
take two years to ripen. Several varieties are men-
tioned in some Continental catalogue.5, but they are
hardly distinct enough to merit attention. At
Kew the species makes a large compact bush and
is thoroughly hardy.

Q. OLANDULIFERA, described and figured in the
(nm/encrs' C/ironiclf for December 4, ISSO, is a
plant about which some uncertainty exists. It is

different from the Japanese plant of that name,
and in all probability is a garden hybrid. It was
largely grown by Smith and Co., of Worcester, un-

der the name of Q. austriaca hybrida, and is also

met with under the names of <}. sclerophylla and
(J. sempervirens. The deep green glossy leaves

and perfect hardiness make it a valuable orna-

mental tree.

^1. Ile.x,—This Is the best known of all the Ever-
green Oaks, and is perhaps the most valuable for
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landscape purposes. Old trees, which have been
allowed plenty of space and have not been pruned,

but allowed to grow naturally, exhibit a remark-
able similarity in appearance to the magnificent
Olive trees of the Italian coast and of the French
Riviera about Mentone, Nice, i:c. Q. Ilex is one of the

most variable of Oaks, but none of the named
varieties, and there are many, are so beautiful as

the type.

• ). PHiLLVKiEOlDES is a Japanese kind with
light, bright green rounded leaves with few or no
teeth. In England I have only seen it as a bush

;

it is the Q. rotunda of Dutch nurseries.

Q. SuBER (the Cork Oak) seems to me to be con-

fined in a wild state to Western Europe. Except
for the wonderful development of its bark, this

hardly differs in general aspect from the Holm Oak.
The species thrives at Kew, and has to be pro-

tected by iron hurdles to prevent the public from
cittingoffi and taking away the bark. The linest

trees I have seen in England are in the fine gar-

dens of the Earl of Mount Edgcumbe, near Ply-

mouth.
(j. viEBNS (the Live Oak of Virginia, Florida,

&3.) is in its native country a tree of the first eco-

n )mic value, and certainly deserves all the enco-

miums passed on it by the enthusiastic Cobbett in his
" Woodlands." All the trees in England I have
seen under this name are, however, forms of Q. Ilex,

and I doubt there being any fine trees of the true

Q. virens in cultivation in this country. N.

ALPINE WILLOWS.
In saying a few words about these, I would
only deal with three or four kinds that have
long been grown here, and which, in conse-

f|uence of their easy culture and adaptability

for situations on rockwork, have well earned

a word of praise and commendation. Nobody
pretends tliat Willows are showy—at any rate

the little alpine species, and one might almost

add that it is not desirable that every plant

taken into the garden should be showy in the

sense of having glaring colour. We may have
our quiet beauties as well as our loud ones,

and to my mind the alpine Willows are well

entitled to be classed with the former. I have
only grown four of tlieae dwarf shrubs, which,

of course, I will speak of by name, but if there

are other better or as pretty dwarf sorts suited

for the purposes indicated, I should be mo.9t

grateful for the information. The neatness

and quiet efl'ect of these humble speoie.s are

qualities that so well harmonise with and set

off other things of colour, that Ijy them in

arrangement one may practically enhance the

beauty or eftcct of even a beautiful neighbour,

just as by backing or flanking a group of Lilies

with verdant shrubs you practise an art that is

better than "painting the Lily."

To begin with the Jwarfest, Salix aerpylli-

folia. This with me rarely grows more tlian

half an inch high—in fact, keeps quite close to

the surface, and one is in the habit of

taking it fur the dwarfest knuwn shrub. The
name well suggests the character of fuliage,

which, hiiwever, is superior to that of Thyme,
because it is leathery, deep green and verdant
all winter. Imagine a carpeting of this for the

rarer siiocies of Cmci or any other briglit flower-

ing bulb cir tuber tliat dues not make much
foliage. S. reticulata is sn choice and useful,

that it has pretty well established itself and
reputation jn all alpine coUectinns of any pre-

tensions. The rigid and hurizuutal liabit, the

deep gi-een and thick netted lozenge-shaped

leaves, the bright yellow new wond and long

grey catkins may all seem tame, but tu the eye

they are bc.-iutiful. The shrub scarcely rises

from the ground and is dcciduinis, but even

when le.'ifless the contorted branches and fat

buds are interesting, and when the new leaves

unfold in spring they throw out so much llossy

hair as to give a silvery effect for a time to the

rugged W(ind. I find this species most useful

as a setting fur almost any Hnwer of spare foli-

age, that is when it is itself in leaf, such, for

instance, as the Millas, Anomathecas, itc. The
leaves turn bright yellow in the autumn. S.

herbacea, though British, is capable <>{ Ijeing

put to giiod use in the rock garden on the lines

above indicated, i.'-., used as a carpet ; it has

an erect habit, and grows 3 inches to 4 inches

high here. S. pyrenaica is a little bush a foot

high, with grey-green deciduous foliage. Th<iugh

I have no bog or stream it grows freely, but
where the rock garden has water, it would not

need much imagination to reach the conclusion

that this might be employed with cliaracteristic

effect, to say nothing of the peculiar titness of

the grey foliage for assisting in getting good
effects by contrast.

As to the culture, there is really nothing

essential Ijeyond a fairly moist situation—no

bog or water. A sandy loam and leaf-mould

will be found to answer. Indeed I have grown
them all under ordinary border conditions and
in the moister parts of small rockeries for many
years.

WooiloiUe, Kirhtall. J. Wood.

Magnolia glauca —In any selection of lawn
trees ttiis must have a place, for the whole of its

most prominent features are in its favour for such

a position. At the present time it is in full bloom,

and the delicious fragrance of its ivory-white

flowers may be detected at some distance, while,

unlike some of the powerfully scented blossoms,

this is equally agreeable on close acquaintance.

The fact that it will flower freely when not more
than 8 feet to 10 feet high is another great point

in its favour for such a position. The popular name
of the Ssvamp Magnolia would indicate that a damp
spot is essential to its well-doing, but it will thrive

and flower well where the soil is but fairly moist,

although, of course, the rate of progress is slower

than in a damper spot. A very noticeable feature

where several specimens are situated in close prox-

imity to each other is the great difference that

exists among them as to the manner in which the

foliage is retained during the autumn and winter,

for in some instances most of the leaves drop with
the first sharp frost, while other plants retain so

many of their leaves throughout the winter as to

be almost evergreen, especially should the weather
be mild.—H. P.

Pieris formosa —The genus Pieris is but a
small one, containing, as it does, about half a dozen
species, some of the best known of which are far

more commonly met with in gardens under the

specific name of Andromeda than that of Pieris.

The Lily of the \'alley bush (Pieris or Andromeda
floribunda) is the commonest member of the genus.

This forms a neat evergreen shrub, somewhat dense
and regular in outline, and clothed with small, deep
green, ovate leaves. The pure white Lily of the

Valley-like flowers are borne in great profusion

early in the spring. As far as their relative popu-

larity is concerned, the second place is filled by
Pieris japonica, which ranks with P. formosa in the

vivid colouring of its young leaves. P. formosa is

a native of the Himalayas, and unless in the more
favoured districts of England is often injured dur-

ing severe winters, the last being no exception to

the rule ; but even where cut back severely it is now
studded with young shoots, and very conspicuous

it is in this stage, owing to the intense fiery crim-

son of the young leaves, which in the sunshine glow
at a little distance like a mass of bright-coloured

blossoms. It is a first-rate shrub for the cool

conservatory, where it forms an Arbutus-like bush,

clothed with very deep green leaves of a thick tex-

ture. The flowers, which under such conditioBs are

freely produced, are whitish, wax-like, ami borne in

l)ranching clusters. Under glass, liowever, the

young leaves are almost wanting in the vivid col-

ouring they assume wlun fully exposed to the jiir

and sunshine. T.

GOLDEN-LEAVED 8HKUBS.
The list of shrubs whose leaves acquire more or
less of a golden tint is a pretty extensive one,
but some of them, such as the golden-leaved form
of the dwarf alpine Currant and the corresponding
variety of the North American Spinea opulifolia,
pretty though they are when the foliage first ex-
pands, become after a time almost green, while, on
the other hand, there are some that continue to
deepen in tint nearly throughout the season.
I'nder this head comes the Golden Elder, which,
given a dry gravelly soil and a position fully ex-
posed to the sun, will during July and August form
one of the brightest bits of leafage to be found in
the garden. As so much of the colouring of this
Elder depends upon full exposure to the sunshine,
it is as a matter of course seen to greater ad-
vantage when the summer is hot and dry than
when wet and cold. The golden-leaved variety of

the Mock Orange (f'hiladelphus coronarius aureus)
is among the best of that tint, and so is the golden
Weigela (W. Looymansi aurea), both deepening in

colour as the summer advances. The Phitadelphus
is much less vigorous than the normal form, but
the Weigela is as free as any of the other varieties.

The golden Oak (concordia) is not met with so
often as it was a few years ago, the fact that Oaks
are difficult to propagate while many of the other
things herein mentioned strike readily being no
doubt accountable for it. (Jther shrubs and trees

remarkable for their golden foliage are forms of
the common Nut (Corylus Avellana aurea), the
North American Pcelea trifoliata, and among trees

we have varieties of the Laburnum, Catalpa, and
False Acacia. This last is really a most beautiful
tree, whose elegant pinnate foliage is of a very
pleasing soft golden hue, and, standing out
a little in advance of a deeper tinted back-
ground, is seen to very great advantage. The
last to mention is a golden-leaved variety of the
Siberian Dogwood (Cornus sibirica), known as
Spathi. In this the centre of the leaf is green,
disposed In an irregularly shaped blotch, while the
remaining portion is of a deep golden yellow, which
on the most exposed portions of the plant becomes
occasionally suffused with red, after the manner,
but in a less degree of the variety of Cornus mas
known as elegantissima aurea. Cornus Spathi
must be regarded at present as one of the more
uncommon shrubs, though it bids fair to rapidly
become popular. Messrs. Veitch were awarded a
first-class certificate for it by the Royal Horticul-

tural Society two years ago. There is also a variety

of the Siberian Dogwood, whose leaves are deeply
and clearly margined with white. Its variegation

is very constant, and it is one of the best of light-

leaved shrubs. All these varieties as well as the
normal form are conspicuous during the winter by
reason of their briglit red bark. T.

Spiraea Bumalda (Knap Hill var).—The ordi-

nary variety of this shrubby Spiraea is extremely
pretty, the broad flat clusters of tiny flowers being
of a delicate shade of pink, like the better-known,

because older, S. callosa; but the variety shown
last week by Mr. Anthony Waterer and named
Knap Hill Crimson is one of the most charming
flowering hardy shrubs that I have seen. It is

precisely similar in growtli and habit to the type,

but the flower colour is uf a rich deep carmine-
crimson, which on the plant with the surrounding

foliage makes a very showy shrub. It originated,

I believe, at Knap Hill as a sport, an<l it at once
fixed the attention of Mr. Waterer, who is now
propagating it as fast as possible, so as to be soon
able to distribute it. ( )ne of the chief points of

value in this Spir:ca is its dwarfness, as it does not

exceed 2 feet in height, and this combined with its

hardiness, its elegant growth, and sturdy constitu-

tion makes it a first-rate shrub. A mass of it sur-

rounding the white form of S. callosa or of S.

cnnescens, which flower at the same time, would
make an attractive object on a lawn during July,

and would at no season be untidy. Its dwarf and
neat habit also makes it suitable for the rock gar-

den, but it must not be planted in too dry a spot,

but where it is expo.sed and moist —W. G.
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THE WEEK'S WORK.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Ripe Grapes.—Towards the end of July ripe
Grapes are getting plentiful, and those who have
cropped heavily and are in the habit of marketing
their surplus produce, will do well to at once cut
a considerable number of bunches, in order to
lighten the load on their Viues. Colour, size of
berry, and good packing are of primary importance
in market Grapes, and it is not, therefore, advisable
to wait till they are at their best before com-
mencing to cut. By cutting a few or many bunches
from each rod, there is a probability of the rest of
the crop being improved thereby. Especially is

this the case with the Muscat of Alexandria, a
Grape that takes longer to fmish than any other
that can be mentioned. Fire-heat is still needed,
especially when the atmosphere is heavily charged
with moisture, this and a good circulation of dry
air improving the quality of the Grapes, also pre-
venting cracking and premature decay. Dull,
showery weather is particularly trying to the Ma-
dresfield Court, and unless a good circulation of
warm dry air is maintained and a look-out kept
for any berries that may crack, bunches may be
disfigured and spoilt in a few hours. The berries
of Black Hamburgh, unless very well coloured, are
apt to become less black after they are quite ripe,
and this loss of colour can only be checked by
means of temporary shading, nothing answering
better than placing sheets of kitchen paper over
the best bunches. They keep best under a canopy
of good foliage free of red spider.
Grapes RIPENING. -Fire-heat ought still to be

kept turned on in all cases where the Grapes are
not yet ripe, and that for several reasons. Low
temperatures are decidedly injurious, and a very
moist atmosphere is neither good for the Vines nor
the crops. They colour and ripen best in a buoyant
atmosphere, and it is only by keeping the pipes
just warm on clear days and moderately hot in dull
sunless weather that this can be maintained. A
little of both front and top air should be left on
all night and freely increased as the sun gains
in power, taking care not to take it off very
early, or sufficiently so to cause condensation of
moisture on the berries, this being fatal to the
bloom. The houses should be damped down occa-
sionally in clear weather, but earlier ripening rather
than the maintenance of a slightly humid atmo-
sphere in hot weather is more likely to prevent
premature shrivelling of the berries; therefore,
keep the fire-heat going, especially in the case of
the Muscat of Alexandria.
Melons.—A spell of bright hot weather tempted

cultivators to stop the fires, but unless they were
quickly started when the change came it is not
much good progress the Jlelons will have made. It
is in dull sunless weather that the stems are most
liable to canker and the fruit to crack, and restart-
ing the fires is the obvious remedy, this rewarming
the walls, beds, and the house generally. In dull
weather water ought to be gi\ en more sparingly at
the roots

; overhead syringings also should be less
frequent, those plants bearing ripening fruit being
kept the driest, without, however, actually drying
them off at the roots. ThDse two popular varieties
Blenheim Orange and Hero of Lockinge ought al-
ways to be kept for several days after they are cut,
or till they are soft to the touch, not less than one
week being required by the first-named. Those who
wish to win prizes should bear this peculiarity in

^ newly-cut fruit having no chance againstmind,
those which have been kept for a few days. The
Countess. Longleat Perfection, Hybrid Cashmere,
Eastnor Castle, and Victory of Bath are all liable
to crack badly before they are ripe, and if this
cannot be prevented by keeping the atmosphere
and the soil at the roots somewhat drier tlian here-
tofore, then ought cracking fruit to be cut when
they are changing colour and ripened on a warm
dry shelf. Being well grown, the fruit will ripen
surprisingly well ofT the plants, the quality seem-
ingly being unimpaired by such treatment. Both
red spider and canker are unusually troublesome
this season, and mildew is also to be met with on

Melon plants. Frequently syringing the foliage
makes but little impression on red spider when
once it is well established on the plants, and is

not unfrequently a cause of canker. Coating both
the upper and lower sides of the leaves with sul-
phur is the best remedy for red spider, and this
can be most eltectively done by mi.xing a handful
of flowers of sulphur in each o-gallon can of
syringing water. It mixes most readily when
worked through a muslin bag, and two or three
applications are necessary before ceasing to syringe
the plants o\ erhead. Sulphur, sand and soot are
powerless against canker, carefully scraping and
then well drying the wounds with newly slaked
lime or Portland cement being the best and, if not
too long delayed, the surest remedy. The Melons
ought in all cases to be planted rather high and
the soil about the collars be kept perfectly dry,
this being especially necessary in the case of young
plants, and then canker would not be so likely to
commence. Painting the hot-water pipes with sul-
phur mixed with milk or linseed oil is the surest
remedy for mildew, especially if the heat is turned
on strongly when the house is closed for a time or
two.

CncuMBERS.—Plants in houses are very often
kept about long after they have ceased to be pro-
fitable. When once they are exhausted, or are
overrun by insect pests, or the roots are in an un-
healthy state, it no longer pays to give them house-
room, and in anticipation of an early clearance
more plants ought to be brought on either in other
houses, pits, or frames to take their place in pro-
viding the regular supply of Cucumbers. Those in
pits and frames usually fail in the autumn, some-
times as early as September, an insufficiency of
heat being perhaps answerable for this. If, there-
fore, Cucumbers must be had constantly, more
plants ought now to be raised and grown in well-
heated houses, and these would yield abundantly
for some time, and do away with the necessity
for cropping the plants intended for fruiting during
the winter injuriously early. If the plants are put
out on mounds of light turfy compost, or the best
fibrous roughly broken-up loam only, being also
occasionally top-dressed with the same, and allowed
to extend up the roof unstopped, or much as Melons
are usually grown, the fruit being freely produced
on all the laterals, each of which should be stopped
beyond the second fruitful joint, very heavy
and good crops will be quickly obtained. Where
there are several compartments in low forcing
houses or plenty of room, this is reaUy the most
profitable way of growing Cucumbers all through
the season, each successional batch being fruited
to its full extent and then cleared out. Cucumbers
require to be shaded during bright weather, but
if the shading is either permanent or too dense, the
foliage is thin and weakly, the most serviceable
plants being those having a light portable shading
raised well clear of the glass. Practical.

PLANT HOUSES.
Stove plants in the conservatory.—Where
there are a good number of Crotons, a portion of
the stock which are well established and not in
any sense overpotted can be taken to the conserva-
tory for a few weeks at this season of the year.
Plants of various sizes can thus be advantageously
employed, adding to t he attractiveness and affording
a pleasing change when the plants are well col-
oured. The rich tints to be found in the majority
of the Croton family give such diversity and lighten
up what might otherwise be a rather sombre ap-
pearance. The great variety also in the leaf for-

mation makes them most attractive as decorative
plants. No harm will come to them if ordinary
care be taken to avoid sharp draughts ; this can be
furthered by keeping the plants at a good distance
from either doorways or side lights which are left

open, at least during the day. The plants should
not be overwatered, nor should they receive water
that is excessively cold ; in fact I would prefer to
chill it in such a case ; rain water would also be
preferable to that which is hard. With these pre-
cautions the plants will be safe enough until the
first or second week in September, when they
should be removed back to the stove. In the

meantime other plants can be given more room,
which in most instances wUI be found an advan-
tage. For this kind of work the following kinds
are very well suited, viz.: C. Andreanus and C.
Baronne James de Rothschild, two of the hardiest
of the broad-leaved varieties ; C. angustifolius and
C. Jlrs. Dorman, two of the best narrow-leaved
sorts with small leaves; C. Warreni, of larger
growth and also one of the finest; and C. Disraeli,
with trilobate foliage. Other kinds are also of
value, but those named have quite distinctive fea-
tures. Many of the Dracaenas may also be em-
ployed for the same purpose, particularly tall ones
when well clothed with healthy foliage ; these will
be found when in good condition to take a good
supply of water; the tighter the pots are crammed
with roots the better whilst being thus used. An
occasional sponging will improve their appearance
and at the same time guard them against any in-
jury from thrips. The plants should also be kept
turned so as to retain the growth in an erect con-
dition. For this purpose D. terminalis is one of
the best, with medium-sized leaves of high colour.
D. GuUfoylei is useful and distinct, being at the
same time hardier than most kinds. D. Lindeni in
its way and of its colour is one of the l>est. D.
Youngi is one of the finest of the larger kinds with
dark foliage. D. Shepherdi and D. Baptisti are
both equally useful ; these three are amongst the
best of all, being of truly noble appearance.
Several of the Palms, Cycads, and Pandanads
can also be removed from the stove for the same
purposes. ( )f sorts which are recognised as being
somewhat tender Areca lutescens, for instance,
is safe enough, so also is Euterpe edulis ; many
of the Chamicdoreas and such of the Cocos
family, as] C. plumosa and C. Itomanzofliana, with
Pandanus utilis and its nearly allied form, P.
Vtitchi, might be used, but I would not advise its
use if any future value is placed upon it, otherwise
there is no harm, and it would do good service
meanwhile. The Cycads require hardly any recom-
mendation

;
they are noble plants and fortunately

not so tender in most instances as those which I
have alluded to. Cycas ciroinalis must not, how-
ever, be trifled with, as cold weather again comes
on. The use of any of these plants greatly adds to
the tropical appearance of any show house which
in the ordinary way is not considered a warm one.
It also compensates for any deficiency in the plants
and takes the place of flowering subjects, those of
variegated leafage supplying the colour. With
abundance of flower out of doors at this season it is
not so absolutely essential, nor is it always desir-
able to have such a display inside, a change with
more greenery imparting a cooler appearance
as well as distinctive features. Flowering plants
from the stove can also be used with good effect,
and without any harm to the plants. Such, for
instance, as Bougainvillea glabra, Cleroden'drcn
fallax, and Justicias from those of bushy growth,
and Eucharis amazonica with Pancratium fragrans
from the tuberous-rooted section. These and
others I have used repeatedly with no harm to the
plants in any way. Exotic Ferns can also be
turned to a good account for the same purposes,
many being specially well suited when thev are not
making any young growth. Most of the Davallias
and several of the Adiantums will be quite safe by
taking precautions as previously advised. 1).

Mooreana is probably the most tender of its family,
whilst A. farleyense would require careful atten-
tion. The Nephrolepis and most of the tenderer of
the Pteris will be found |uite safe, so also will the
Bird's-nest Fern (Thauinopteris australasica). All
of the fine-foliaged Begonias may be used, as well
as the flowering shrubby kinds.

Hancing baskets. Whether in the conser-
vatory, stove, or greenhouse, these will be found
to take a considerable supply of water where a
good growth has been made. Non-attention to
this is a frequent source of failure, the plants, what-
ever they may be, soon assuming a sickly appear-
ance if not regularly attended to. in the case of
any which are found to dry up rapidly I have found
it a good plan to water them in the evening and
then again in the morning, particularly when deal-
ing with plants in conservatories where it is not at
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all times convenient to water at other periods. If

the soil has been partly washed away, a slight top-
dressing would be a considerable assistance. All
decaying foliage and flowers should be kept re-

moved, the position occupied by the plants being
one where such things are brought into prominent
notice. Syringing the undersides is also a good
plan to follow during hot weather.
Conservatory \voi!k in general. — Where

there are any great amount of climbers grown some
of the superfluous wood should be thinned out.
This will be better, not only for the climbers them-
selves, but also for plants grown beneath them where
they impart in any way too much shade. This can
be effected in most instances without destroying
the eflfect in the slightest. All yellow and faded
leaves should also be removed, as well as the dead
flowers. A sharp watch should be kept upon the
inroads of all insect pests ; these are bad enough
upon other plants, but in the case of climbers it be-
comes aggravated, spoiling oftentimes the plants
beneath them. When a large amount of flowering
material is relied upon for the general effect, there
will also be some considerable picking to be done
in the way of faded flowers. By the persistent re-

moval of these the general appearance is greatly
enhanced, the plants also profiting in more ways
than one. ;\Iost of the plants now in use will re-

quire a liberal supply of water; this they should
have, as if kept upon the dry side for any length of
time, they must, as a matter of course, suffer. No
seeding should be allowed unless the seed is really
needed for future sowing. All plants as soon as
they are out of flower should be taken out to make
more room for fresh ones. Kearrangement of the
same plants will oftentimes add to the effect with-
out any fresh supply

; this can be done without
much trouble.

Plants fob decoration.—Some cuttings of
Panicum variegatum if put in now will grow
on into a useful stock for the late autumn and
winter season. These, if obtainable in good num-
bers could be put in thickly into the pots in which
they will eventually be used. A stock of Trades-
cantia Is also useful in various ways as under-
growths to better things, and for surfacing large
pots in vases. A good number of pots of Sela-
ginella denticulata is at all times useful ; by making
up a stock now a useful lot for the winter season
will be secured. If the room is short in the houses,
these will easily strike root in a close frame or un-
der a stage even for want of a better place. Fit-
tonia argyroneura and F. I'earcei are both valuable
for choice purposes

; so also is t'yrtodeira fulgida.
These all strike readily ecough in a moist heat, and
will be foundof great servicewhenflowers are scarcer
later on. Ficus repens must not be overlooked

;

this is excellent in a small state, and may be used in

places with good effect where many things would
fail entirely. This should be made up thickly when
there is a good supply of cuttings to draw upon.
Seedling Ferns ought also to be looked after ; if

potted into 2.j-inch or a size larger pot they will be
valuable in due course. The Ribbon Fern can often
be had in quantity, and it is not to be despised. A
good stock of all these things in small pots will be
the means of saving better things which take longer
to bring forward. J. Hudson.

ORCHIDS.
Some remarks were made last week about the
culture of Cattleya gigas and its several varieties,

and their great \alue as beautiful decorative
subjects at this season of the year was noted. As
a distinct and handsome Cattleya, flowering at the
same time, Cattleja Hardyana ought to have the
foremost place. It is a supposed natural hybrid be-
tween C. gigas and C. Dowiana,and is of the richest
and most beautiful colour. The variety exhibited
recently before the Orchid committee as the Hamar
Bass variety is superior to any form yet recorded.
All of this type of Cattleya require a resting period
of several months wlien the flowering time is over
in a light airy position in the house. The aim of
the cultivator should be to prevent their starting
into growth before their time. After a good rest-

ing period they will make strong flowering growths.
Having culti\ated all of them but C. Hardyana in

baskets, on bare blocks, and in pots, I find they
flower best when grown in baskets or on bare
blocks near the roof glass. When grown on bare
blocks they require very careful attention as re-

gards watering. Continue to give unremitting
attention to the summer-flowering Cattleyas, L:clia

purpurata, and others now making their flowering
growths for next year. They require a higher
temperature and more moisture in the atmosphere
than are necessary at other times, and the chances
are that thrips may find a lodging-place in the
partly-formed sheaths. They are not easily reached
there by tobacco smoke ; therefore it is a good plan
to dust a little flowers of sulphur into the sheaths
before shutting the house up to fumigate it. The
sulphur turns the lively little insects out on to the
leaves, and the united effects of sulphur and to-

bacco smoke readily destroy them. We have still

some repotting to attend to in the Cattleya house,
although all the Cattleyas were repotted or surface-

dressed by the end of June ; we would have at-

tended to all other Orchids needing repotting if

time could ha\ e been spared for it. Some species

of Cypripedium ha\e been left over, and also the
Odontoglossum vexillarium, with other species
allied to it. For the last-named the best material
is the most fibrous brown peat and good clean
Sphagnum in equal portions, with a considerable
sprinkling of broken charcoal and clean potsherds.
These plants may be repotted at any time during
the present month. The plants do not seem to

thrive well when they get of large size. We have
a few specimens that have grown and increased
in size for a period of from twelve to fifteen years,

and now some of them must be parted out
into at least a dozen small pieces. When this

has to be done, part tlie plants out carefully

with the fingers ; if a knife is used to cut through
these and the roots of some other Orchids they
seldom do well. Some of the Cypripediums need-
ing repotting are of the Selenipedium group, such
as C. caudatum, and I find that fibrous yellow loam
with a little light brown fibrous peat and Sphag-
num make a better potting compound than Sphag-
num and peat alone. It must be twenty years
since I bought a good plant of C. caudatum roseum
at the sale of the late Rev. W. Ellis's collection. It

used to grow and flower faurly well potted in peat
and Sphagnum, or in Sphagnum Moss alone, but
the tips of the leaves used to die off until I used
the fibrous loam, and now the plants not only grow
and flower more freely, but the leaves retain their

green hue much longer. The plants prefer a shady
part of the Cattleya house. The temperature of this

house may be IJ0° to (J5° at night, and when it is

shut up in the afternoon, the maximum may be
even 20° higher with plenty of moisture in the at-

mosphere.

The cool house requires much attention also at

this season ; even where the house faces the north
and is shaded from the south by a wall higher than
the apex of the roof the sun hits the glass very
strongly in the afternoon, and it must be shaded.
In span-roofed houses the heat is intense from noon
until 4 p.m., but it is not wise to allow a rush of

heated air to drive through the widely opened
ventilators. It is better to have a thickish shading
material raised above the ventilators, and to keep
them a little closer in warm weather, opening them
more in cool calm evenings. All, or at least

nearly all, the occupants of this house do better

with a moist, equable temperature in summer, and
a steady flow of pure air night and day filtering

through amongst the plants, but not at any time
with a rush, such as would expose them to a draught.
When the plants have the right temperature .and

other conditions favourable to good growth they
are seldom troubled with insect pests of any kind.

Odontoglossums and Masdevallias are the principal

occupants of the house, and, as a rule, greenfly is

more troublesome than thrips, as the last-named
pest thrives and increases most freely in a hot,

rather dry atmospliere. Any plants requiring re-

potting should be seen to during this month or in

September ; it is ratlier too late to delay the work
until October, although even in that month I have
repotted scores of plants, and they have succeeded
well. J. DoudLAS.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Unfruiti'-ul Vegetable Marrows —At this sea-
son of the year there are generally complaints of
Vegetable Marrows failing to set their fruits. These
instances occur where the Marrows are growing on
little better than heaps of raw manure. The plants
certainly grow freely, indeed far too freely ; conse-
quently the growth made is very unfruitful. Cer-
tainly the material the plants are rooting in cannot
be altered, but much might be done by thinning
and regulating the shoots, and also by fertilising

the blooms as they open. Where the plants are
growing on exposed sites, even if the material is of

a sounder texture than that stated above. Marrows
often fail to set for the want of sufficient moisture
at the roots, and manure water in many cases would
be of great assistance. Larger fruits, by being
allowed to remain on the plants, also often prevent
others forming ; so these should be cut off before
they become too large, and thus enable others
to form in quick succession. ."\Iarrows to be cf

good quality can hardly be cut too small, and it

certainly is false economy to allow them to remain
on the plant.

Winter Lettuces.—This will be understood as
referring to those Lettuces which will be in use
during the winter months. They may be grown in

the open until the approach uf colder weather in

the autumn, and then be transferred to cold frames,
an extra batch being retained in the open to be pro-

tected by a covering of hoops and mats. These
latter will form a capital adjunct to the former, and
if they can be kept free from damp, good heads
may be cut up till Christmas. It will be necessary,
however, that these latter be planted in a position

where they may thus be protected. Sloping banks
facing the south and, if the position should be low-
lying, narrow ridges form the best planting stations.

Those for lifting should also be set out in an open
position where a free access of air may impart a ma-
tured growth. A sowing now made of either Hicks'

Hardy White, All the Year Round, or even Stan-

stead Park, the last a comparatively hardy Lettuce,
will come in well for the purpose. During a
mild winter I have cut this variety from the open
without any protection whatever.
Runner Beans —If a soaking of liquid manure

or e\en diluted sewage be applied at weekly in-

tervals to the rows of runner Beans, it will tend
largely to the blooms setting freely, as the want
of moisture will prevent this more than any other
cause. Take care, however, that a watering with
clear water is first applied, this preparing the

roots for the liquid which will follow. By neglect-

ing watering on light soils the plants quickly give

over bearing, and if the precaution was not taken
of sowing for succession, it makes it all the more
desirable that feeding be followed up. All pods
must be kept closely picked off, as the formation

of the seeds in the older pods prevents younger
ones from following in quick succession. If any
are required for seed, set apart a portion for this

end. Rows growing without stakes must have
attention in stopping. By attention to the fore-

going details good produce may be gathered until

frost intervenes. It should not be forgotten that a
surplus of pods may be salted down in earthenware
jars, and thus assist the winter supply of vege-

tables.

Globe AiiTicnoKBa,—Although a deal of atten-

tion is not necessary in securing good heads, yet

on light soils they are apt to sulTer it not duly
attended to by giving occasional supplies of lii|uid

manure, the heads, therefore, becoming consider-

ably larger than they otherwise would do without
such assistance. Of late .years Globe Artichokes

ha\e become a very important dish, but whether
they are appreciated or not will depend largely

upon the succulent nature of the heads. The for-

mation of flower-heads prevents others forming in

quick succession, so the old heads and stems should

be promptly removed. If large heads are required

the lateral ones may be remo\ed,but otherwise,

when growing in rich soil, or e\ en on light or poor

soils, when highly fed, these lateral heads come
in \ery acceptable. A little s.-ilt .sprinkled about

the surface is a capital stimulant, this imparting a

vigorous growth. A. VoUNO.
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Rose Garden.

CLIMBING AND OTHER ROSES.

How to have Roses in bloom for as long a
portion of tlie year as jiossilile, and in all sorts

of positions, is a matter worth serious considera-

tion. There are two classes of Rose growers,

besides those who grow for sale ; the one has for

his principal object the production of blooms for

exhibition, while the other grows them for

decoration and the production of flowers for

cutting. Now there are so many families of the

Rose, and so many varieties belonging to each
family, that suitable Roses may be foiind for

almost all kinds of uses and positions in a garden
where flowers of any kind can be used. The fol-

lowing are some of the uses to and positions in

which Rose plants may be jjut in a garden, viz.,

beds, borders, shrub) leries, poles and pillars,

arches, arbours, walls (north, south, east, or

west), hedges, screens, i^c. Before entering into

Roses are suitable which have more or less of

what is called a cHmbing habit of growth.
Roses which make long rambling growths, whose

j

shoots are unable to stand up without support
i
of some kind, are the kinds which do duty as

climbers. Before determining on the kind of

climber to plant, however, the height the plants

are required to attain must be considered. Most
of the vigorous Hybrid Perpetuals and Teas will

reach a height of from 8 feet to 15 feet if the
soil be good, and on warm sheltered walls 4 feet

or 5 feet more. The extra strong growers of

the same cla.sses, with the Noisettes and Hybrid
Noi-settes, will cover well up to 15 feet or 2()

feet or more. The Ecinksian Roses are excel-

lent as climbers, but should only be planted
against walls in rather sheltered positions

;

they are only summer bloomers. The white
and yellow will grow as high as 'SO feet in

good soil, but the large white will run much
higher. This kind is evergreen, except in very
sharp winters, which is a great recommenda-
tion, but it is not so free-flowering as the

very exposed positions, or, as a rule, thej' will

fail to gratify the cultivator.

Climbing Roses may be used to screen un-
sightly buildings and other objects by training

them to galvanised wire or other fences or sup-
ports, and, except when the leaves are off, they
answer this purpose admirably. All the above
methods of growing Roses not only produce
good decorative effects, but give supplies of

flowers for cutting. T.

ROSES AT WALTHAM CEOSS.

The popnlarity of the Rose increases every year,

and its culture greatly extends. The broad acres
of plants that one may see, not merely in one or

two, but in many Rose nurseries, are the strongest

testimony of the fact, and a visit to a Rose nursery
is the best means of judging the meiits of Roses
and their particular adaptability for special pur-

poses. Surely, if slowly, what many regard as the
loveliest of Koses, the Tea-scented kinds are receiv-

ing the notice tLey deserve, and how worthy they
are of good culture. The past winter was supposed

any particulars, however, as to the different kinds

of Roses adapted to the various purposes just

mentioned, I should like to make a few remarks

on the more or less important subject of soil. I

say "more or less" here, because if only the

commoner kinds of Roses be grown, the kind of

soil is a matter of small importance. The old

summer-blooming climbing Roses belonging to

the Boursault, Ayr.shire, and sempervirens

classes, as well as most of the varieties be-

longing to the OalHca, Hybrid China, Hybrid
Bourbon, .\ustrian I'rier, and many other sum-
mer-blooming families, are not at all particular

in the matter of soil, being able to thrive

and grow in th.at of almost any description,

although, of course, they thrive best where
the soil is good. Where the best kinds of

continuous-blooming Roses are required to

thrive and repay the cultivator, there the soil

must either be naturally good, or adapted to the

purpose by artificial means.

For poles, pillars, arches, arbours, walls, sides

of houses, and high buildings, .fee, only those

Climbing Roses over a doorway.

two first-named varieties. The old blush and
Crimson China Roses will also run up the face

of a wall freely to a height of 30 feet, and, as

before stated, for continuous-blooming qualities

they are unsurpassed by the varieties of any
other family of Roses ; indeed, they are fre-

quently at their best when inexorable frost

sternly interposes and checks them ; in spite of

this, however, it is not unusual to find a few
buds still unfolding at Christmas-time. The
old-fashioned summer-blooming Roses before

alluded to are capable of almost anything in

the way of height. They completely cover

themselves with flowers during the blooming
period if rightly treated, and all the treatment
they require, if in good soil, consists in tying

them to their supports, pruning out weak and
exhausted wood, and encouraging to the utmost
such vigorous young shoots as may be required.

No growths need be shortened except to keep
them within the bounds allotted to the plant

and to take off' unripened ends. Climbing
Roses away from walls should not be planted in

to have sorely tried them, and there were those who
during the prolonged frost predicted nothing short

of annihilation more or less complete. Concerning

this again our Rose nurseries sliould afford some
evidence of a reliable character, since protective

measures would come expensive matters in regard

to acres of Roses. A large quarter of standard

Teas at Waltham Cross is just as good as anyone

could desire, and if standards have escaped without

protection and suffered no injury, it is needless

almost to say that the dwarfs have done likewise.

There are risks attached to the elevation of a Rose

upon a tall stem greater far than when we plant tlie

same kind as a dwarf bush, because in the last case

it has all the opiiortunities of an ordinary hardy

herbaceous plant, and if killed to the ground it will

start from below, and it there is growth there will

assuredly be flowers, because of the finer Roses

the Teas are with one consent the freest and most

perpetual bloomers. And here they were no excep-

tion to the rule. All the good old kinds, such as

Marie Van Houtte, Anna Olivier, Perle des Jardins,

Niphetos, Catherine Mermet, &c., were present in

quantities, and tliey are now or should be too well

known to need further praise in such a notice as
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this. Each year sees the advent of fresh kinds,

and although there are some who say we have
enough already, that is not the point. So long as
the improvement of the flower is maintained in

reality there is no need to fear, and when the new
kinds come, be they many or few, we already have
such a standard of e.xcellence to serve as a com-
parison that the nurseryman is bound to set himself
a high ideal. This, of course, applies to our
English growers and raisers. The long list

of novelties which come from Continental
growers are not concerned in the present ques-
tion, although here again it is a question of the
survival of the fittest, and the unfit are not heard
much of or seen after a season's trial. Again and
again, whilst walking round this nursery, I was
shown varieties under trial ' bat are to be discarded
after this season, because, though some may have
the merit of distinctness, they do not come up to

the mark that warrants their distribution to those
who are ready to buy them solely upon the reputa-
tion of their vendors. In short, they are not first-

rate. Yet hardly a year goes by that is not marked
in the history of the Kose for the appearance of
some fine kind that is elevated to the front rank
almost immediately, and such a place I believe will

be taken by Mr. Paul's Corinna, which is to be dis-

tributed either in the coming autumn or the follow-
ing spring. It has the one desired merit of great
distinctiveness added to all the other necessary
qualities that go to form a first-class Rose. It has
a good, sturdy, vigorous habit of growth and fine

flowers, borne erect upon strong foot-stalks, and in
clusters that wiU produce a rich efifect in the gar-
den, whilst the exhibitor reducing the quantity of
buds, as he is wont, will obtain a bloom that "will

add points to any box wherein it is staged. I saw
Corinna first as a breadth of standards from a dis-
tance, and its unique colour led me to ask what it

was as well as to hasten to its inspection. It is not
easy to describe its colour, as there is a sort of
coppery hue about the base of the flower which
softens into a flesh tint, and again becomes deeper
and more rosy externally, but to do the flower
descriptive instice a cultivated colour perception is

needed. Medea also appears to be a good addition
to yellow Teas. It is a vigorous grower and pro-
duces very fine flowers, which are pale lemon-yellow,
but increase in colour towards the centre of the
flower. The buds aie rather long, but as they ex-
pand into the full flower they become quite globular,
but retain their full fine form. It promises well,
but time alone can prove its value, and the same
may be said of another Rose, viz., Waban, that is

now being distributed from this nursery. The name
is short, but not pretty. The kind originated in the
Waban conservatories of Messrs. E. M. Wood and
Co. at Massachusetts, U.S.A., and Mr.' William
Paul is agent for distributing the variety in
Europe. It is a deep coloured sport of Cathe-
rine Mermet, and considering that we already have
one sport from this variety, The Bride, which ranks
among the finest of white Teas, there is every pro-
bability of Wab.<!n being of equal merit. At pre-
sent it has only been growing and flowering in pots
under glass, so that it is not possible to speak with
certainty, but as a sport it is hardly likely to have
lost any of the vigour, freedom, and fine form that
characterise the stock from whence it sprang. It is

a deep-coloured Catherine Mermet, the tender flesh
pink of the original having deepened into a car-
mine-pink in the sport, not a mere distinction of
shade, but a colour many shades removed, and so
distinct as to mark it a first-rate new Rose. It seems
strange that these five sports from five Hoses should
keep originating in America, as previous to the
kind just mentioned we have had the The Bride
and Sunset, both of which we are satisfied with,
and in Waban we have one whose credentials al-
most suffice to make us accept it without trial.
Then there is The (Jueen, which, as is probalily
generally known, is identical with the Souvenir de
S. A. Prince, sent out by Mr. Prince. It is unfortu-
nate that this grand Kose shouhl have lieen sent
out with two names. Mr. Paul obtained The Queen
from America as a pure white sport from Souvenir
d'un Ami, and this we now know it to be, ijll the
vigour and freedom of this good old Koec being

found in the variety, and the flowers are really
white. The flower clusters upon some of the dwarf
plants in the open ground were enormous. Then
we have White Perle, also from America, a sport
from Perle des Jardins, which has taken the oppo-
site extreme of colour to Sunset, and although not
truly white, it is sufficiently so to be distinct for

all purposes, and to merit the name that has been
given to it, whilst the flower retains its erect cha-
racter, and the plant its vigour and wealth of fine

foliage. Cleopatra, as seen here, is a fine Rose,
carrying its rose-tinted pale pink blooms on long
strong stems, whilst Sappho, which was sent out
from this nursery in l-SSK, is a real gem. It has a
flower of great substance, which is very enduring,
of a yellow shade of colour, but variable, at times
deepening into buff, or fading to fawn slightly
suffused with rose. It is a pretty and distinct Rose
at all times, vigorous, and a most abundant bloomer.
Ernest Metz proves equal to anticipations. It is a
Rose of fine appearance, rich in colour, and bold in

habit. Mile. Jeanne Guillaumenz is a striking new
Continental Tea in the way of Adrienne Chris-
tophle, but likely to prove more certain than this
good old, but rather uncertain kind. It is very
handsome in growth, having splendid foliage, and
the flowers are safllron-yellow, shaded with salmon,
deepening into a peculiar red shade internally at
the base of the petals.

Among the Hybrid Perpetuals there are some
new, noteworthy, and very striking things, but
before noting them mention must be made of
one quarter which contained nearly all the Wal-
tham Roses, that is those fine kinds with which
Mr. Paul has enriched our gardens. They were
half standards, and although I do not much care
for standard Roses, except it be those with heads
a yard or more in diameter, I was very much im-
pressed with this lot. They were not high enough
to appear leggy, but just elevated sufficiently to
display the flowers to great advantage. In cer-
tain situations some half-standards such as these
might be effectively used. Among the dark ones
there was none to compare with Grand Mogul,
which has all the colour of the old Prince Camille
de Rohan in a plant of better habit, greater cer-
tainty, and still greater profusion of fine flowers in
summer and autumn. It is not too much to say
that it is one of the best dark-flowered kinds.
Garden Favourite was very beautiful, and would in
the garden prove all that the name implies, as it

is pretty in colour with flowers of a rosy-pink shade
produced most abundantly. Ella Gordon, too, is a
really grand Rose, of a cherry-red colour, one of
the best show Roses; it is also first-rate in the
garden. Emperor is very deep, dark, and free,

darker even than Grand Mogul, but the blooms are
not so fine. It flowers in clusters, and the buds
are pretty for button-holes, being neither too large
nor full, whilst they embrace a colour not to be
found in any other Rose suitable for this purpose. It

has been I'ound excellent for forcing. Charles Lamb,
of a clear cerise-red colour, was remarkably fine,

and a Rose in every way adapted for the garden.
Queen of Queens, Magna Charta, Queen of ^Val-
tham. Crown Prince, and the good, though old.

Beauty of Waltham were conspicuous.
It will be strange indeed if Salamander is not

one of the great Hoses of the future with its vivid
scarlet-crimson flowers, as rich in colour as they
are fine in form, and the Marchioness of Lome, so
delightful in fragrance and clear and bright in its

rosy colour, is an acquisition for any garden, it

having more of the perpetual character than is found
in many of these so-called perpetual Roses. Duchess
of Albany should ever accompany La France, as it

is equally as free, deeper in colour, larger and more
open. In America it has already the reputation
of being one of the best forcing Roses, and it affords

a curious instance of colour development, for
whilst out of doors the blooms come of a deep
pink hue, under glass the colour increases in pro-
portion to the amount of heat employed, even to

the extent of a brightness that will conip.-^re with
that of General Jacqueminot. Yet anotlier Rose
of La France family is that which is being dis-

tributed by Mr. Paul for the raisers in Denmark
under the name of Danmark. It is a grand forcing

Rose, and also good out of doors, especially in

autumn. The flower is rather deeper in colour than
La France and altogether different in habit. It is

of enormous substance, very full and double, but
with thick stout petals and borne stitliy erect,

usually singly upon a stout footstalk. The Rose
known as La France de ISsfi should have a future
popularity before it, but it is handicapped with a
ridiculous name. It is quite of the La France type,
and a Rose that would produce great effect in the
garden, its flowers being of a bright, clear red hue.
Gustave Piganeau is a kind of Continental ori-

gin that has the proportions of Paul Neron, but
it is very fine, nevertheless, as seen here in a good
breadth. Being of the Etienne Levet type,it holds
its flowers erect in an ample setting of rich foliage,

and they are very beautiful when half expanded
;

the colour is carmine-lake. Augustine Guinoisseau
came from the Continent with the reputation of

being a white La France. It is not exactly white,
but it is a distinct Rose, and anyone planting say
a bed of Roses of La France type should include
this, for it certainly has the merit of distinctness,

the flowers being of a rosy-white or salmon shaded
hue somewhat similar to that of Viscountess
Folkestone.

Not the least of the charms of a walk through
so old-established a Rose nursery as that at Wal-
tham Cross is that even whilst regarding the new
and novel we cannot be forgetful of the old. Here
on all sides, in nooks and corners, and in prominent
positions, such as that of the central Grass walk
which runs the entire length of the nursery, one
may see the good old Roses that even now do
not deserve neglect. Some of the free-flowering old

Bourbons and some of the older Hybrid Perpetuals
in beds of one kind mark the way of progress and
recall past associations, and then there are great
bushes of Maiden's Blush and Mme. Plantier, which
today have no rivals, in spite of all the kinds that
have come since then. The cluster Roses, the
Ramblers and Ayrshires, though they bloom but once
and their season is a comparatively short one, should
not be disregarded. They will not be quite for-

gotten whilst they find a home in such nurseries,

but we want more of their profusion and delicious

fragrance in our gardens, wreathing tree and shrub
with garlands of flower. The modern Rose shows
the result of patient development, and by good
culture alone can we keep it up to this present

point of perfection. Visitor.

ROSES ON WALLS.
To clothe and hide unsightly walls, or to orna-

ment and furnish any that are naked, I know
of nothing better than Roses, of which there

are now a great many suited for the purpose,
and, therefore, much choice is afforded, as

there are Teas, climbing Perpetuals, and
Noisettes, one and all being very beautiful and
just the thing for the work. If the wall hap-
pens to be that of a house or building, or is

high, then the strong growers should be se-

lected ; and if low, the Teas, although the two
may be most ailvautagoously used together in

the first case, as the strong growers are sure to

run away up and are apt to leave the lower
part somewliat naked, wliicli the Teas, if planted
between and trained, will til! and add to the

finish of. For a warm position facing .south, or

where it gets a fair amount of sun, the Mare-
chal Nicl should have a place, but it is useless

planting it where it gets wind-swept, as cold in

spring cuts its foliage and crijiples its growth.

tJloiro de Dijon, on the other hand, will flourisli

anywhere an<l almost on any aspect, as will

also J\liiio. lierard and many others, one of tlie

strongest of the climbers being Climbing Do-
voniensis, which must have its head to get it

to flower freely. It is hardly pcwsible to say

too much in favour of Ohoshiint Hybrid, which
is a grand Rose for a wall and a most profuse

bloomer, and makes a grand display with a

baekgrouml of white or cream-coloured brick or

stone, as agaiust either, tho bright or coloui-ed
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Roses sliow up in fine contrast. On the otliei-

hand, the light- flowered varieties, such as the

Marciclial, Solfaterre, Devoniensis, Niphetos,

and ail others of that class, look best against a

red building, and sliould, therefore, be selected

for such purposes, but where both cannot be so

accommodated, the diflerent shades may lie so

blended by planting alternately that tlmse of

the one may help to set oft the others and form
a must jileasing whole. Another lovely Rose
for a wall is W. A. Richardson, which is perfec-

tion in the bud state and unique in its colour

and shading. Climbing Niphetos is a valuable

addition to climbing Roses, as a pure white was
much wanted, the old Lamarque being too ten-

der, except for a warm situation, and that may
be the case with Climbing Niphetos, but that

we shall see. Celine Forestier is an exquisitely

tinted Rose, the yellow being very soft and
pleasing, and against that Reine Marie Hen-
riette with its bright petals forms a fine con-

trast. Other Rosea that are valuable for walls

or trellises are Belle Lyonnaise, Reine Marie
Pia, Marie Finger, Reine d'Or, Mme. Eugene
Verdier, Blairi, Ophirie, Climbing Captain
Christy, and the good old Coupe d'HObi-,

the last named being now rarely seen, but it

is so beautiful that it should have a place in the
smallest collections.

In starting Roses on walls it is useless just

digging a hole and planting unless the soil

happens to be unusually good, but in most cases

such is not met with, and it must be made for

them, or brought and put into the places where
they are to be planted. If the latter, then the
way to set to work is either to open a deep wide
trench along the foot of the wall or building
and refill it with fresh loam, and thoroughly
mix it with a fair amount of mild rotten ma-
nure ; but if the natural soil is fair, trenching
and a blending of decomposed manure as the
operation proceeds will Ije sufficient and all the
plants want. Roses of most kinds may gene-
rally be obtained in pots, and may, therefore,

be planted at any time, the only objection to

pot plants being that their roots are twisted,
but if young and vigorous that does not matter
much, as they soon form others and get over
the check. As the season is so advanced now
there will be but little gained by planting be-
fore the autumn, and it will be better to wait
till November when outdoor plants will be ready
for lifting, and the earlier they are got in then,
the more chance will they have to become rooted
before winter sets in, and make a good start in

the spring. In planting, the roots should be
carefully spread or laid out, that they may take
their course in various directions, and not cross or
interfere with each other. After this laying
out and the co\ering over are done, the next
thing to be thought of is the mulching, which
I regard as a very important matter with not
only Roses, but all newly planted shrubs, as it

tends to conserve warmth and sunshine and
keep out frost. For mulching, half rotten ma-
nure is the best if not of too close and heavy a
n iture, that from stables and full of horse drop-
pings being the most suitable. One great ob-
jection to Roses on buildings and walls is the
nailing to support their branches, but that is

easily got over by wiring, which is much better,

and should always be carried out for their train-

ing. The wires ought to be moderately stout,
and may either be strained vertically or hori-
zontally according to convenience or fancy, and
if a foot or so apart they will be quite near
enough, as only the main shoots will need tying,
stifi' training being very objectionable and doing
away with or spoiling the natural ease and beauty
of Roses. The only pruning climbers require is

to have all shoots that have flowered cut out antl

other young ones thinned, leaving the best and
those not over strong to bloom, as they are

the freest in that respect and get the most
ripened. Banksiaus, which I omitted to men-
tion for walls, require much thinning, and only
the young twiggy breastwood shoots should be
left cm them, as the strong or those that run
long do not flower. Banksians, to do any good,

must have a hot sunny position, and a light dry
soil suits them better than any. S. D.

KO.SE BARONESS IIOTHSCHILD.
This has been emphatically a Baroness season.

The Baroness and all her rather numerous family
seem to have thriven abnormally well in the cool,

late summer weather of this, up till now (July 23)
or within a week of this date, cool season. I hardly
consider it a merit that the Baroness is credited

with being one of the seed parents of Her Majesty,

as the latter is one of the most disappointing Roses
in cultivation to very many growers. But its direct

sportF. the White Baroness and Merveille de Lyon,
are worthy to stand up beside their parent in any
and every garden. I like Mr. Grant's idea of plant-

ing these Roses against a background of Sweet
Brier alike for the addition of the latter's odour and
its brilliancy, for, as this writer states, the Baroness
and all her family thus far are almost wholly de-

void of fragrance, and it. above almost all Roses,

has the rich heritage of a sturdy, vigorous consti-

tution. It is to be hoped that some of our hybridists

will infuse the fragrance of the old Damask or

other such Roses into its constitution.

It may be fancy, but I fancy it is fact, that this

entire family has reached its highest grade of ex-

cellency this year. For vigour of growth, size of

foliage, I do not remember to have seen the

Baroness and its sports reach the perfect standard

of the year 1891. The size and long succession of

bloom have also been abnormal, and I fancy the

Baroness herself has been whiter and purer. Some
plants close to Duke of Edinburgh and Charles

Lefebvre were conspicuously beautiful through

their contrast of colour and of habit, reminding
one of the almost dazzling contrast of broad masses

of Triomphe des Itennes and General Jacqueminot
occasionally met with on walls.

Fortunately, too, the Baroness can live and
thrive without the help of stOts—that is stocks. It

will likewise do well on the three most common
stocks, Brier seedlings, cuttings, and the Manetti.

I note that Mr. Grant prefers the last. But for

dwarfs in masses or for forcing, own-root plants are

admirable. To any rosarian depressed through

miffy growers I commend the root suckers of the

I'aroness Rothschild and her sporting allies as a

healthy tonic.

On the other hand, I agree with Mr. Grant that

the Baroness cannot be grown into a beautiful

standard until a new artistic, that is the bolt up-

right, code has been formulated and accepted.

Until then the best place for the Baroness is near

the ground in masses of various sizes, or as much
variety of age and height as may be, flanked with

Briers or Hoses of other habits, colour, odours,

and faced with slender growing Tea or Fairy Roses

of contrasting colour and habit. D. T. F.

VARIEGATED ROSES.

EviiR since the Wars of the Roses, and probably

years before, the so-called York and Lancaster

Rose has been more or less prized. Of late years

other varieties ha\e been added to these inter-

esting .and deliciously fragrant Damask, Gallica or

Provence Roses, such as Rosa Mundi, Mme. Soet-

mans. Striped L'nique, Perle des Panachees, 'S'il-

lage Maid, ice. And now that the beautiful Hybrid
Perpetual Countess of Oxford has sported into

the finest and only good striped Hybrid Perpetual,

Pride of Reigate, it seems probable that striped

Roses will have a new, wider, and larger future,

and the question of how to fix and mature their

colours assumes more importance. Most of those

who have grown the old ^'ork and Lancaster Rose
to any great extent must have been struck

with its extremely variable character. Here

almost white, there rose or reil ; and again
beautifully and almost regularly striped with
the two colours. Much always depended on
soil, more perhaps on culture or food. I am re-

minded of this by many years of past experience
as well as a remark of " R. D." in the last number
of The Gabden on this new Rose, that it is owing
to some peculiarity of the soil that this Rose
appears in its best striped form at Reigate. This,

however, is not very encouraging to other growers,
who are further told that should the Pride of Rei-
gate fail to come striped, it still reverts into a good
well-known Hybrid Perpetual, the Countess of Ox-
ford. Ex,actly, but this is not what purchasers
want,and I would suggest to them semi- starvation as
the likeliest means of fixing and intensifying the
variegation of the Pride of Reigate and all other
striped or vari-colonred Hoses. It is certain that
most of them may be overfed into one or uni-

coloured flowers. Hence the virtual certainty con-
firmed by experience not wholly confined to Roses
that a spare diet is themost favourable to variegation.
There are two opposing theories in regard to the
latter. The one that variegated plants or flowers
contain less, and are in a sense lower than green
or uni- coloured ones ; and the other and opposite
that they contain more, and are higher and better
forms. Perhaps the truth may be found midway
between these two theories. But what concerns
us here in its relation to variegated Rose blooms
is that such need less and perhaps finer food than
uni-coloured flowers. But thus the latter are par-
tially at least misnomers with the exception of

white Roses, and they are seldom pure ; there are
very few others but have two or more colours.

Still there are broad distinctions between these and
striped Roses, such as the Rosa Mundi or York and
Lancaster. And it is of these and such Perpetuals
as the Pride of Reigate that it may be safely

aflirmed that a starving nv/imcw intensifies variega-

tion. Just as Roses may be fed out of cliaracter,

so they can be starved into forcing a more pro-

nounced variegation. And the same or more may
be said of the Silver Maple (Acer Negundo variega-

tum) and hosts of other shrubs and plants. With
less food and lowered ability to convert that food
into one uniform colour, or the means of fixing or

exhibiting it, the more variegation, and rirr m-K,i.

D. T. F.

Moss Roses.— Considering the popularity of

Moss Roses, it is somewhat surprising that they

are not more generally grown in amateurs' gardens.

Everyone admires a bunch of half-expanded Moss
Roses, though, apparently, it is not everyone who
possesses a garden that cares tc grow them. Why
such .should be the case is a mystery, but it is,

nevertheless, a fact, and I would here push forward

the claims of these beautiful Hoses. There is no
reason wh.atever why they should not be as exten-

sively grown as the Hybrid Perpetual or Tea-

scented kinds, or, at any rate, every rosarian should

possess at least half a dozen bushes in his or her

garden. There is nothing difficult about the culture

of Moss Roses, they being as easily managi'd as the

more common kinds. Their principal requirements

are a good sunny position, fairly rich soil, and
judicious pruning. If these essentials are forth-

coming the bushes will not fail to produce a plenti-

ful supply of lovely Moss-covered buds.

Orchids.

CATTLEYA 5I0SSLE ALBA AND C.
^VAGNERI.

The flower received from Manchester is a very

pretty one. It is sent as C. IMossia' Wagneri,
which it certainly is not. The first plant seen in

public was grown and flowered by myself when
in charge of INIessrs. Jackson and Sons' collec-

tion of Orchids in I85G or 1857. The year

before, Messrs. B.ackhouse, of York, exhibited

one or two cut flowers of the ."amo plant, and I

have no doubt they had got a plant of C. Wag-
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neri from amongst C. IMossiiu. I believe this plant

which I flowered came out of a batch of plants

sent home by Mr. Boischell when collecting C.

Mossiie at Caraccas. It differs considerably

from C. Wagneri ; the chief difi'erences are to

be found in the narrower and thinner sepals and
petals, which, however, are pure white, and in

the shape of the lip. The flower now before

me presents a more ragged appearance. It is

white, deeply frilled round the margin, the

throat streaked with deep yellow, this yellow

in streaks being continued quite out to the

front ; in the true Wagneri the whole flower is

pure white, having just a tinge of pale yellow

in the throat, wliich is continued just outside

the throat, leaving the whole anterior part of

the tube quite unmarked. The flowers of

Wagneri are stout and of good substance, and

they will last for a month in full perfection if

they are not wetted with the syringe. The
flowers now before me seem to have only

been open a few days and do not appear to have

the fleshy build of those of Wagneri ; neverthe-

less, it is a pretty form. 1 have not found this,

alba or the true Wagneri to be in any way diffi-

cult to manage. Before I knew the plant was

C. Wagneri it was potted up with the others in

rough peat and Sphagnum Moss, drained well

and watered moderately. After the plant

flowered, trouble began with it ; thrips and all

sorts of insects began to infest it, and I had no

end of trouble with it. This happened because

the plant had been removed to a hot dry corner

of the house. This, however, was seen in good

time and the plant was removed to a more airy

situation, and it started into fresh growth and
did well. This as well as most Cattleyas re-

quires but a )noderate supply of water to its

roots ; too much water makes the roots rot and
decay, and if once this sets in it is a very diffi-

cult matter to stop it and set the plant up again ;

indeed, it is almost a matter of impossibility to

do so without the loss of a season. The proba-

bility is C. Wagneri, C. Reineckiana, and C.

alba are all out of the same batch. The true

form of C. Wagneri is wholly white with a little

pale yellow in the throat. W. Hugh Gowee.

and also his brother, at Camlaidge Lodge,

Camberwell, give a slightly warmer house than

that accorded to the generality of the .species

of this family, and under these conditions they

thrive well. We are without proper information

as to the altitude at which they grow naturally

and their surroundings, but the plant appears

to be very widely distriljuted, and Mr. Sander,

of St. Allians, some time ago imported several

very beautiful forms with large flowers. These

were a great improvement upon the older forms

then floweiiug in the nursery, and Mr. Sander

told me they were from a fresh place. I am
fully convinced that those of theO. vexillarium

and O. Roezli types require more warmth than

the O. crispum set in the winter months, and

that they require as much moisture—in fact,

should never be at rest. They will thrive well

enough in the summer months in the cool

Odontoglossum house, bat I am under the im-

pression they enjoy more sunlight, but yet they

must not be allowed to be too much exposed to

the full glare of the sun at mid-day. They
should lie potted in a mixture of peat fibre and

Sphagnum Moss, and the surface of the pots

should be covered with growing Sphagnum. In

the winter months the temperature should

range about (10° with moisture to the roots and
in the atmosphere. This fact will not allow of

their being placed in the Cattleya house, lie-

cause the atmospheric conditions are usually too

dry, and the consequences are that thrips soon

put in an appearance and permanently disfigure

the plants. We have several good varieties of

this plant now recognised, such as albescens,

Cobbianum, giganteum, maculatum,pioturatum,

roseum, but amongst them all superbum, as it

now lies before me on the table, must certainly

take the palm. W. Hugh Gowek.

dry. It was again removed to the stove, when it

soon plumped up and started away freely. I think

you will agree with me that it is a pity it does not

Uower oftener, as it is a pretty sight, and its spikes

of bloom scent the whole house." I am glad to find

that this plant, as well as many other species, has

also been found amenable to cool treatment half

the year, and I am of opinion that it it is treated

after Mr. Malcolm's plan, we shall have C. Sanderi-

aca flowering as freely as C. Massangeana.

—

W. H. G.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 816.
GLOBE FLOAVEKS.

(WITH A COLOUHED PLATE OP TROLLIUS EURO-

ODONTOGLOSSUM VEXILLARIUM
SUPERBUM.

What a glorious plant this is. Frequently the

name of superbum is added to a plant having

no claim whatever to the title, but here it is

well deserved. I am particularly struck with

the beauties of this plant from a fine spike now
before me from Mr. Holmes, gardener to Mr.

G. Hardy, Pickering Lodge, Timperley. He says

the plant from which the spike was out is

bearing seventeen flowers ; another is carrying

thirty blooms. The flowers sent are ofl' the

original plant bought at the sale of the late Mr.
Percival's collection. Some time ago I saw the

plant in flower in Mr. Bull's collection, and Mr.
Tautz used to grow it. There is also a fine

plant in Sir Trevor Lawrence's collection. I

hope to see this variety increased and become
plentiful. O. vexillarium, now called Miltonia

vexillaria, is still the wonder and the delight of

all growers of Orchids, and I saw it with Mr.
Hardy during the past spring, when about
] 0,000 flowers were open together.

There seems to be a great diversity of opinion

as to the proper treatment of these plants, and
they have been and are very lialile to the

attacks of black thrips, these at once indicating

that the atmosiihere in which they are kept is

too hot and dry. Mr. IIoIujch does not keep
his .specimens in .sumuch warmth asthegenerality
of growers about London do, and lii.s plants

have the appearance of robust healtli and vigour.

Mr. MeasureH, at The Wciodlands, Stroitliau],

Cypripedium Curtisi superbum.—A reaps

bearing two maguiticeiit flowers of this spsoies comes
to me from Mr. Ransom, from Mr. John Gabriel's col-

lection, Palace Eoad, Roupell Park, Streatham, where
many fine forms of these flowers exist, ;i,nd where the

plants, too, are exceedingly well done. The flowers are

large. The fact of two flowers being upon the scape

dues not affect the size, for these are above the average,

whilst the colours arc very fine ; the dorsal sepal has

a very broad border of white and the coloured streaks

are brighter, with much less of the green marking
than usual

;
petals broad, highly coloured, and beauti-

fully fringed with black on the edges
;
pouch large,

dull brownish crimson in colour ; altogether it is a

variety I think the owner may well be proud of. It

comes out of a recent importation from Sumatra.

—

W. H. G.

Laelia Macfarlanei.—This is the name under

which I have received a plant from Mr. Abrahams,
gardener to Mr. Measures, of Streatham. It is a

very brightly-coloured and handsome flower. He
says it is a supposed natural hybrid between Cat-

tleya Schofieldiana and Ljelia elegans Turneri.

Looking at the flower, I cannot see the reason for

the supposed parentage. In growth the plant re-

sembles L. elegans, the bulbs being about 8 inches

long and bearing a single leaf on the apex. Each
flower measures about 5 inches across the petals

;

the sepals are of a lilac colour, freely spotted and
dotted with purplish crimson

;
petals deep rose

freckled with numerous crimson dots ; side lobes of

the lip are large, white, tinged with pale rose

towards the tips, middle lobe deep magenta, the

claw rich deep yellow.—W. H. G.

Coelogyne Sanderiana - I am in receipt of a
spike of bloom of this scarce plant from Mr.

Malcolm, g.-irdener to Mr. Doncaster, Green Uank,

Sheflield, but the flowers having been some time

on the way before they came into my hands, 1 .'un

unable to describe them. They certainly seemed to

me to resemlile those of C. Massangeana, with

which |jlant it appears to be allied. Perhaps Mr.
Malcolm would not mind sending me another single

flower. Mr. Malcolm says, " 1 grow the plant in the

East Indian house, and when the growths were
mature I removed it to the cool house and kept it

rjJDS AND THE VAR. AURANTIACU.S.*)

The Globe Flowers, like all popular genera of

plants that are at all variable in character, are

very much confu.sed in the majority of gar-

dens at the present time. They vary from

seed, both in the size and shade of yellow or

orange of the llowers, in the size and cutting

of the foliage, and also in general habit. Al-

thougli I fully agree with the utility of nam-

ing distinct varieties, I protest against this

vast accumulation of names without substan-

tial differences in the forms so named.

Names are necessary, and so, unfortunately,

are labels in most gardens, though the labels

should be kept down as much as possible.

This, in fact, is one of my reasons for being

so much in love with the so-called wUd gar-

dens, whore the Globe Flowers can be so

mueli at home, and where charming combina-

tions can be made without being marred by the

label or the unsightly stake. The habit of

growth dense and sturdy, the largo golden

yellow or orange globes thrown well above

the deeply cut foliage present an admirable

picture in late spring and early summer, and

which can be replaced by no other plants

which I can at present call to mir.d. A
good deep rich soil and plenty of moisture are

essential to success with Globe Flowers, and

if the wild garden be variable in surface this

may be very easily managed. Wild garden-

ing is no new idea, as may bo seen by the

following which appeared in the Six'dator

nearly a century ago :

—

I have several acres round my house which I call

my garden, and which a skilful gardener would not

know what to call. My flowers grow up in several

parts of the garden in the gre.atest luxuriance and
profusion. I am so tar from being fond of any
particular one by reason of its rarity, that if I meet
with any one in the field which pleases me I give

it a place in my garden. By this means when a

stranger walks with me he is surprised to see

several large spots of ground covereil with 10,000

different colours, and has often singled out flowers

that he might have met with in a field or in a

meadow as some of the greatest beauties of the

place. The only method I observe in this particu-

lar is to range in the same quarter the products of

the same season, that they may make theur appear-

ance together and compose a picture of the greatest

variety.

Sui'b a garden can bo made both beautiful

and interesting with British plaids alone, but

surely to-day the beautiful as well as the in-

teresting could be increased twentyfold, see-

ing the many valuable acquisitions annually

added to our already large choice of liardy

* Drawn for TiiK (lAiiUKN by

Gravetyo Manor, May f2, 18!ll.

printed by tiiiillanme Severeyns.

II. G. Moon, at
l.ithngraphed and
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luTbaceous plants. A botanical tour through

"WickUiw, the Kent of Ireland, cannot fail to

impress a lover of hard}' plaiits, and cultiva-

tors, not above taking a lesson from j\Iother

Nature, have made paradises of their sur-

roundings by a judicious blending of the

gems of other countries with the best of the

plants natural to the locality. Such gardens,

I am pleased to see, are increasing in Ire-

land, and some of the combinations made
with common plants were truly beautiful

and entirely lieyond description.

Globe Flowers, however, although the plants

pur ccyJIviiri' of the wild garden, can ill be

spared from the garden proper, where in the

mixed border or in beds they bridge over the

season between the bulbs and spring flowers

Trollius dauricus.

and the summer-flowering plants. Although

conhned to semi-marshy sub-alpine pastures

and copses, they thrive well fully exposed to

. the sun if sutiicieut water be given at the

roots. This is the advantage of jilanting in a

deep rich soil, as then the roots are less

aii'ectod by drought. The best time I tind

to propagate the ( Uobe Flower is in September,

then the roots may be lifted and divided to

almost any extent. If left, as is often the

case, until the end of March, they are almost

sure to suffer, the foliage being very often

destroyed by the sun or cutting winds,

and puny short-lived flowers result. They
may also be ])ropagated by .seeds, and these

are best sown at once ; if kept for any length

of time the germination becomes very un-

certain. If liberally treated the .seedlings

will flower the second, attaining their full

strength during the third and fourth yejrs.

The sjiecies in cultivation are—
T. AOAULis.—A native of the higher Himalayan

Mountains, and one of the most charmiag dwarf
bog plants I know. It rarely exceeds 4 inches to

6 inches in height, producing in early April its

bright golden yellow flowers suffused with purple-

brown on the outside, and usually as large as those

of the smaller forms of T. europseus. It is perfectly

hardy, and has been many years in cultivation. It

will be found most useful for the low or moist spots

of the rockery where I have Been it luxuriate In a
fine peaty soil.

T. ASiATicus, which .also includes chinensiF, Kor-

tunei, and other forms, has deep rich orange-yelljw

flowers and bright orange-red anthers. It has a

wide distribution both in China and Japan, and is

quite hardy even in the most exposed positions.

It differs from the European Globe Flower chiefly in

its orange, not yellow flowers and their less globu-

lar form, in the small and finely divided foliage

and taller growth. This and its varieties form a

valuable group, and when grown in moist places in

fall sunshine produce flowers of the most brilliant

orange, largely used, and much admired for cutting,

&c.

T. BUROP.EUS (the Mountain Globe Flower) is an
extremely variable plant, and so widely spread that

almost every locality has its particular form.

Raised from seed it also gives much variety, par-

ticularly in habit, and often in flowers and foliage.

T. europajus has innumerable names in gardens,

such, for instance, as pumilus, giganteus, Denay-
anus, dahuricus, dauricus, pallidus, americanus,

albus, auraiitiacus, napellifolius, &.c. Some few of

these, of course, aie distinct varieties, as may be

seen in the accompanying coloured plate, and which
will give those readers not acquainted with the T. e.

aurantiacus a good idea of its usefulness for the

mixed border, the rockery, or the wild garden. It

is, like its parent, of strong constitution, flowers

freely, and produces its flower-stems well above the

handsome foliage. D. K.

Flower Garden.

NOTES FROM OAKWOOD.
To THE Editor of The Garden.

Sir,—On my return from Scotland I looked

round the garden at Oakwood to see what
plants, killed or injured by the winter and
spring, could be removed or cut in. I send a

note on some of them, as perhaps some
other garden owners may like to compare
their experience with mine. From what I have

seen and heard of gardens in usually not good
climates, I believe they have sufl'ered less than

those in warmer situations. On the other hand,

plants of the same description have, in our

garden, been killed in some parts, hard hit in

others, and wholly untouched in other parts,

showing the effect of diflerent situations.

Among shrubs, Cistuses have suffered most.

Happily, we had struck cuttings of most of the

species, so can make a fresh start. Among the

species killed are Cistus monspeliensis, C. hir-

Hutus, 0. corbariensis, C. taurious, C. lusitani-

cus, C. fiorentinus, C. algarvensis, 0. cyprius,

C. creticus, C. ocymoides, C. cymosus, C. villo-

sus, 0. salvifolius, C. ooulus, C. crispus, C.

albicans, C. spurius, and 0. ladaniferus. Cistus

formosus is killed in some situations, hard hit

in others, uninjured in a recess on our " moun-
tain " side. The only Cistus which has proved

perfectly hardy is C. laurifolius, and as this

has beautiful flowers and makes a fine shrub,

I think it would be well that it should take the

]ilace of C. ladaniferus and C. spurius where
only a few species are grown.

Veronicas have all suffered much. V. parvi-

flora has been killed with us everywhere ; we
grew it by scores, and had a low hedge of it. It

blooms quite into the winter, and was always

considered quite hardy. It has .sown itself about

very freely, so that we will have plenty of

young plants. V. salicifolia is dead ;
\'.

Haasti hard hit in most places. V. Travcrai,

of which we have many plants, some very large

ones, is a complete puzzle to all to whom I have

shown it. It has been suggested that difi'erence

of constitution of individual plants might
account for some being killed and some un-
touched. No doubt, to a certain limited ex-

tent seedling plants do differ in hardiness, but
in the present case the difference is much too
decided to be thus accounted for. We have a
hedge of this Veronica in fine flower ; it had
hardly any twigs hurt. It stands on a hill in a
fully exposed situation. V. epacridea, hard hit

in most situations, was untouched in a few
favoured ones. Eurybia Gunni is killed. Olearia

Haasti touched, but recovering. Of Azara mi-
crophylla, large plants have the top branches
and tips killed. A large number of small plants

are most of them killed ; some are shooting up
from the bottom, and a few in sheltered, cool

situations are untouched. Garrya elliptica is

hit very hard ; Raphiolepis ovata killed.

Among rather unexpected survivals are the
difi'erent Agapanthuses. A. umbellatusalbiflorus

has a spike ; A. Mooreanus many spikes of

flower ; A. umbellatus growing well. These
are all growing in the beds without protection.

Seedling Sikkini Rhododendrons were vinhurfc

in several sheltered situations. Bulbs have not
surtered. Iris K;empferi has bloomed espe-

cially well. Lilium Krameri, L. giganteum, L.

Browni, and L. pardalinura varieties are fine,

and L. auratum, just coming out, promises to

be finer than ever.

Taking the garden as a whole, we have lost

much less than I expected.
I may add that the Lilies planted in casks

with the bottoms out—some of them now in

their third year—show conclusively the ad-

vantage of keeping them free from the roots of

shrubs and trees. Georue F. Wilson.
lle<ithei-bau!;, Weyhr'ulgc, Juhj 24.

Senecio macrophyllus and Senecillis car-
pitica.—Never were two large and conspicuous
plants more s-imilar in growth and leaf than the
two above named. Bjth are coarse, and unsuited
for borders of choice plants or for small gardens.
The glaucous thick leaves are nearly : 1 feet long when
full grown, and bear a strong resemblance to those

of a Cabbage. The flower-stalk of both grows about
() feet high. The Senecillis flowers first— early in

lune, and has a long spike of pale yellow flowers,

each about \l inches across, not unlike those of a
large Mullein. The Senecio is the more showy of

the two, flowering a month later and producing a
loose, broad panicle of yellow flowers, resembling a
giant Golden Rod. In a very large border these
great masses of gold are conspicuous and effective

;

their stiff and robust habit prevents their being
beaten down by rain, and they find many admirers.
—C. WOLI.EY i)OD. Kdije Hall, Maljiaa.

Chelone barbata (Pentstemonbarbatum) - For
the herbaceous border this is an exceedingly useful

plant, and one that should be grown extensively.

It is seen to the best advantage in patches of good
size. I find that it thrives well in a rather dry
border, where I have had it growing for the past
fourteen years without any renewal or transplant-

ing in any way. It is perfectly hardy, surviving

the severest of our winters
;
perhaps it keeps all

the safer through the position being a dry one. I

have had it now in profuse bloom siuce the begin-

ning of the month, and it will continue in good
condition well into September. Its long slender

spikes are profusely studded with flowers of a coral

red colour in various stages of development. Each
one of these spikes being of good length continues

in good condition for a long time. Compared with
the large flowering Pentstemons, the individual

blooms are small, but it is the freedom of flowering,

the distinct and elegant style of the plant whilst in

bloom, and its usefulness in a cut state for decorat-

ing trumpet-shaped vases in combination with
Grasses that cause it to be of even greater utility

in all these respects than its more showy relations.

Hardly any support is needed for the .spikes, these
usually standing nearly or quite erect, even after

the heaviest storms. My stock was originally
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raised from seed, but it rcay be propagated by
division. Seed if sown now and the young plants

wintered in a cold frame will make excellent

flowering plants in two years. Cuttings would of

course flower well next season. I have not thus
far tried this variety as a rock plant, but seeing
that it thrives so well as above described. I am
decidedly of opinion that it would be a useful

addition for such purposes where a mass of it

could be planted; it should not, however, be planted
in a shaded spot. G. A.

The Griant Fennel (Ferula gigantea).—What
a noble plant this makes when well established ! I

have a large specimen now which is growing in a
rather dry border, and which measures S) feet

through with leaves ti feet in width. In groups of

three or four it would make a grand ellect by the
margin of lakes or streams. The plant in question
is some seven or eight years old, having been with
others raised from seed about that time. For the
first two or three years it did not assume with me
any great dimensions, but of recent years it has de-

veloped immensely. A bed of this giant Kennel of
good size if edged with one of the ornamental leaved
Fankias (either F. Fortunei or F. Sieboldi) would
make a grand display in the sub-tropical garden.
For the first year or two, until the Fennel assumed
Its proper dimensions, Lobelia cardinalis could be
interspersed with it to advantage —H.

LILIl'MS.
My experience of Lilium Hansoni this year is to-

tally opposed to that of your correspondent ' H. P."

No Lily in my possession has done better or lasted
longer. It is a very early flowerer

; even this year
it was in the van of the Lilies. It came into bloom
in an open and exposed bed on my top terrace, just
in front of the drawing-room, on June KO, and the
last petal of the last flower is still on the stalk on
July 20—the most enduring Lily bloom that I have
known. All Lilies are very late. My candidum,
which bloomed on July (J in ISS'.l and on July 8 in

iS'M, are only now beginning to bloom (July 20)
My great triumph of this year is a magnificent
spike of Lilium giganteum. It had eight splendid
tubes untouched by the weather. It came into
bloom on July 10 and was all over on July I'.i. I

have had five blooms of Browni on fifteen plants.

The Lilium Hansoni was really splendid, just like

pure gold in colour. Tlie Lily that did next best
to these was canadense (Martagon). Lilium Marta-
gon davuricum does well here, but L. superbum
burns or scorches or rots, whichever you like to call

it, like H. P.'s " L. Hansoni. Liliums are a splen-
did strain of plants, but they want great attention,

and, above all, a very long purse. There are a great
many of the most expensive sorts which I think
are quite hopeless out of doors.

The dreadful disease has again attacked my
L. candidum. The flowers have escaped in most in-

stances, but they have not got that freshness that
one is accustomed to see. They are rather like the
pale face of a beautiful girl after a long night
spent in a heated London ball-room. I find that
this Lily and also L. auratum do be.st when planted
amongst Rhododendrons. They grow much higher
and are stronger in every way, but come much
later into bloom. I have a large bank at the
north side of my churchyard planted with llhodo-

dendrons and Azaleas, and I am gradually moving
all my L. candidum and L. auratum and planting
them amongst these American plants, and I hope
to stop the disease. It is really most terrible here,

and yet in cottage gardens all around me I do not
see a trace of the disease. At Exeter, in all the
villa gardens, for which the city is so famous,
L. candidum is magnificent, with no trace of the
fell malady. Alas ! how fast the summer is going.
My first Dahlia is out, and in the churchyard all the
Phloxes are out, and even some Gladioli. The Phlox
here is called " Summer's Farewell." It i.M, like

the first Apple tart, a sure reminder that summer
is nearly over. But it has been a beautiful erne.

Never were my English and Spanish bulbous Irises

mure beautiful, or tlie Bearded and Kii'mpferi Irises

more plentiful. And as to Koses, I cannot record a
year when they were so free from grecn-Dy and
mildew. J. B. M. C'Amm.

LYCHNIS VESPERTINA PLENA.
(DOl'BLE WHITE CAMPION.)

This is undoubtedly a fine perennial, and one
which should satisfy all who possess it and do it

justice. I know of no other perennial that can
equal it for freedom of flowering, for the smallest

plants continue unceasingly to push forth blooms
in great numbers and in wonderful profusion. Even
when the autumn frosts arrive the plants have by
no means finished their flowering, for I have more
than once proved this beyond all doubt by lifting

some fair-sized clumps and potting them, placing
them merely under the protection of a glass roof,

which was quite sufficient for them, and without
any apparent check they continued their flowering

as before, and all this in an unhealed house.

Taking the other side, I have also forced it gently
into flower by the month of May, and, indeed, ex-

hibited a fine fijrced specimen of it a year or two
since both at the Royal Botanic and the great

summer show at the Inner Temple Gardens, when
it surprised not a few. Such accommodating plants,

however, are not numerous, and some little atten-

tion to details is necessary in the production of

very early or late blooms. For early flowering the

plants must be established in !t inch or 10-inch

pots, and be grown a year in this way, plunged
either in ashes or in the open ground, when by in-

troducing them into a cool greenhouse in March
you will, by careful attention, secure plenty of

flowers during the May ensuing and for a long
period afterwards. The plants, on the other hand,

best suited for late Uowering are such as have been
planted for two years in the ground ; these are pre-

ferable to old clumps which make a quantity of

large gnarled roots, and do not lift so readily.

Lift and pot them, soaking well with water, and
sprinkle overhead a few times daily to revive them
after the shift, particularly if the weather be dry,

which ordinarily is not the case. Such plants as

these with open weather will continue to produce
their flowers for a long time. At the present time

it is flowering beautifully in the open ground, the

flowers large, exceedingly double, pure white,

deliciously fragrant, and abundantly produced,

and what more can we desire than this / Large
well - established plants of it will attain to 3

feet high and as much through, producing my-
riads of blossoms during the summer and autumn
months. I well remember a huge specimen

in the garden of the late Mr. Harpur Crewe at

Tring covered with its beautiful and fragrant

flowers, that in the evening were simply delicious

in their sweet fragrance, and yet such a plant as

this is scarce. The reason, however, is not far to

seek ; it never produces seed, at least I have never

known it to do so, though I have grown it in quan-

tity. It is not one uf the simplest plants to increase

by division, though that is accomplished occasion-

ally with a fair measure of success, and cuttings

must be secured very early in the year or they are

worthless. It is liy no means a diflicult plant to

grow ; on the contrary, given a good depth of well-

enriched soil and it will soon assume a vigorous

growth and produce fine blossoms— in fact, by giv-

ing it special culture some years ago I was re-

warded by its pure white blossoms, upwards of 2

inches across, and anyone possessing large or old

stools should give them abundant supplies of liquid

manure during the summer-time, for I know of no
plant that will better repay it. Those who do not

possess this handsome plant should procure one at

least without delay and give it the generous treat-

ment it justly deserves. Those growing young
plants for the first time would do well to restrict

their flowering in the firtt year by picking oft' the

majority of the flower-buds as they appear, as not

infrequently they exhaust themselves by their

freedom of flowering and are seen no more.

Once fairly established, there is no fear of this

resulting, and being perfectly hardy, it can endure

all else with impunity. E. J.

SWEET PEAS.

Ai.T]iou(;ii we owe very much to Mr. Eckford for

his improvements in Sweet Peas, yet we had many
very pretty varieties years ago, and for general

cutting the Scarlet Invincible, the Painted Lady,
and pure white still rank amongst the most popular
for cutting. But whilst Mr. Eckford has consider-

ably enlarged the flowers and given many which
will carry three instead of only two blooms on a
stem, his strong point undoubtedly lies in the ex-

ceeding variety of colour found in his strain

Doubtless to those who grow specially for seed, or

for the production of flowers for cutting for

market, it is needful to have the various colours

kept distinct, yet for pure picturesqueness, I prefer

to have the various colours in a mixed state, as

there seems then to be much more of beauty and
variety than is the case when every colour is sepa-

rated. I am not sure whether even long after the

various colours have left the raisers' hands they do
not occasionally break, giving either diverse

markings or shades of colour, even though
perhaps comparatively trifling. I'.ut then many
of the varieties which are named have very

trifling diversities of colour. It does seem to

me that, so far from troubling to give to each
form having these infinitesimal diversities of

colour names, it would be far wiser to group
these Sweet Peas into colours roughly, and sell as

such. Thus we do not want halt a dozen whites

under name, nor so many scarlets or purples mis-

named blues, &c. Let us have mixtures of white,

blush, pink, carmine, scarlet, scarlet and white,

purple, black, flaked, &c., and leave names alone
;

that would be a far more sensible arrangement.
All the same, I am certain that free combinations
of colour from a garden point of view are

far more pleasing. To have really good
Sweet Peas the seed should be sown early. On
the other hand, if sown too soon in the open ground
the seeds may suffer from ungenial soil or weather,

or if growing, be badly eaten by birds. These are

difficulties which have to be risked. The safest

course, doubtless, is to sow a dozen seeds in a I'l-inch

pot, and even if but two-thirds grow the plants will

soon be found amply dense. These, when several

inches in height, may be planted out either to form
distinct clumps or in a continuous row, and if when
about 12 inches in height the plants be pinched or

topped so as to induce them to break back and
become still more dense, they will form in deep
holding soil really beautiful masses of flowers.

Plants intended to go on blooming for a long

period should not be allowed to carry seed-pods.

If the flowers be grown for cutting, there is not

much danger that seed-pods will become a drain

upon the plants ; but as it is not advisable that

clumps grown in the garden for decoration should

be thus subjected to hard flower cutting, of course

seed- pods would soon become plentiful, and these

might be picked or clipped off so soon as seen. I

find no better method of giving support to Sweet
Peas than with branches of spray ; certainly for

clumps some very wide mesh wirework about 5

feet deep, formici; rolls some 1.") inches in diameter,

would do admirably to drop over the plants and
keep them erect, but a couple of stout stakes would
be needful to keep each wire guard erect and
secure. The getting of suitable spray branches now
offers many difficulties in gardens remote from the

country, and both for Sweet Peas and garden Peas
other supports are desirable, and these are best

found in stout large mesh wirework and some iron

supports. Sweet Peas like plenty of moisture, but
that is better given in a trough or trench rather

outside of the Pea plants than poured in close to

the stems. By watering in outer trenches the

wide- spreading roots are thus more completely fed.

A. D.

LACED AND BORDER PINKS AT WOLVER-
HAMPTON.

It was a great disappointment to some that the
lateseason prevented growers of the fragrant florists'

laccil Pinks from being shown at the Royal Aqua-
rium on June 21, The fact w.as that, with the ex-

ception of Mrs. Sinkins and its types and a few
early flowering border Pinks, there were really none
in flower, an<i with a singulai experience of Roses
and Tulips being in together in IS'.il, it has also

wit Messed Pinks and Carnations being shown to-

gether, though the latter are very late. The first
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exhibition of the newly-formed Midland Pink So-
ciety took place on July 11 in connection with the
great floral fOte at Wolverhampton. The fixture
appeared to suit the midland growers on the whole,
but it was quite early enough. The leading class
for twelve Pinks in distinct varieties brought two
stands, one from Scotlan<l and one from South
Wales, the number being apparently too many for
the smaller collections grown in the midlands.
The first prize went to Mr. M. Campbell, florist,

Blantyre, Scotland, and the varieties he exhibited
may be taken as evidencing the best flowers suit-

able for northern cultivation. They were Modesty,
Boiard, Mary Anderson, Device, Lowlander,
Emmeline, George Kennedy, Princess of Wales,
Empress of India, Elizabeth, Samuel Barlow, and
Sensation—on the whole a very good lot of flowers,
Ihe season consiilered. Second, Mr. James Thur-
stan, Richmond Koad, Cardiff, with the following
fine varieties of his own raising : James Thurstan,
one of the most refined varieties in cultivation;
Mrs. Thurstan, Mrs. Morton, John Dorrington, and
George Hodgkinson, with several promising seed-
lings. One of the most successful exhibitors wa.s
Mr. A. li. Brown, Handsworth, llirmingham, who
took the first prizes in four classes. He was first
with twelve blooms in not less than six varieties,
staging finely laced flowers of Fred Hooper, Boiard,
one of the very best of the dark laced Pinks, and a
strong grower ; Zoe, Amy, a beautiful new purple
.aced variety raised at lUrmingham, and selected
as the premier purple laced flower in the show, as
well as being awarded a first-class certificate of
merit for its obvious good qualities; Empress of
India, Modesty, Rosy Horn, George White, and
^lctory. Mr. M. Campbell was second, having
Boiard, Modesty, Device, Emmeline, Emily, and
Angus Paul. Mr. Brown's first prize six blooms
were Amy, again very line ; Rosy Morn, Boiard,
Modesty, George White, and Empress of India.

F. Thurstan, the secretary of the MidlandMr. C.

Pink .Society, came second with Modesty, Device,
Boiard, Erudia, Mrs. Thurstan, and seedlings'
There were five competitors in this class. Then
Mr. Brown was first with six blooms in not less
than three varieties, and also with three blooms,
having in this case Amy, Modesty, and Rosy Morn

'

Mr. C. F. Thurstan coming second with John Dor-
rington, Boiard, and Mrs. Thurstan. I have named
Amy as the premier purple laced Pink; the premier
red laced was Empress of India. The best of
purple laced Pinks, in addition to Amy were
Modesty and Mrs. Thurstan; the best red' laced
was Empress of India.
Bunches of Pinks were represented by good

border varieties, but unfortunately there was but
one e.Khibitor—Messrs. Thomson and Son Bir-
mingham. They had Daniel 0' Rourke, Ascot, Lord
Lyon, Derby Day, Annie, deep pink with a dark
centre, and Mrs. Thomson, a small laced rosy-red
variety. In addition Messrs. Thomson and Son
had a miscellaneous collection of twenty-four
bunches.

Mr. Robert Sydenham, Tenby Street, Birmingham,
sent a few very fine laced I'inks, among them Mr'
Turners new variety, The Hector, grandly laced,
and Lakin's new white Mrs. Lakin, to both of which
first-class certificates of merit were awarded. Mr
Sydenham also had Nc Plus Ultra, Harry Hooper
Empress of India, and Minerva. A stand of twenty-
four blooms of laced Pinks was sent by Mr. Turner
from the Royal Nursery, Slough, consistingofLorina,
Minerva, The Rector, and seedlings, the named va-
rieties being in duplicate.

It can be said of the laced Pink that it is a
thoroughly hardy flower, and all the fine blooms
staged at Wolverhampton were from plants in beds
in the open ground put out last autumn, and there-
fore had stood all the fury of the recent hard win-
ter. To grow them under glass or even in pots is
to do the very thing that wUl prevent the plants
from becoming finely laced. It is the beautiful
lacing which makes the Pink so attractive, and
which distinguishes it from the common white bor-
der varieties. Perfect lacing is a matter of high
cultivation, with a certain amount of shading the
blooms from the direct rays of the sun. But if the
flowers grown in the ordinary border do not come

so finely laced as those subjected to higher culti-

vation in beds they are none the less useful and
attr.active, and especially for cutting. The finest

flowers are obtained from strong young plants,

and these can be raised by means of layers
in the same manner as the Carnation, or by means
of cuttings. Both methods of culture can be tried

at the present time. Layering the I'ink is a more
delicate operation than layering the Carnation, and
the best plan is to propagate by means of cuttings.
If a few small bell-glasses can be employed, it is

only necessary to put in the cuttings in any shady
spot, taking care they are put into some light sandy
soil and well sprinkled, the bell-glnsses placed over
them, and then left .alone, shading from hot sun.

The cuttings should be occasionally examined to

see that they are doing well. An ordinary hand-
light can also be employed for propagating.

K. D.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.
Dryas lauata.—Though as much interest may

not be attached to this variety as to our native
Mountain Avens (D. octopetala), it is certainly a
superior fiower, larger and fuller in the petals, indeed
a semi-double flower compared with that of the
native plant. Otherwiss it is as good a plant except-
ing, perhaps, that it is a little slower in growth.
The leaves are more crenate and lanate, and they
are al.-o thicker and shorter, in fact more so, though
not really heart-shaped after all. It has one more
good feature : strong plants flower in succession
from May to September. As to the best treatment,
supposing the plants have been set on a moist
ledge of a rockery in loam, peat, and sand, an
annual dressing of the same compost sprinkled
over the plant in April to get washed down to the
stems will be found to impart perennial vigour.
As for propagation, it is decidedly a worse plant to

deal with than D. octopetala. as one might expect
from the extra downy character of the foliage

—

that is when cuttings are being dealt with— but
the top-dressing just advised will be found to act
in the way of causing the procumbent stems to
root freely, when, of course, pieces may be taken,
and in spring by preference. If cuttings must be
taken, then your best plan will be to take them
with a heel of two-year-old wood ; this sustains the
one-year-old wood, out of which alone the new roots

may be expected to issue. This should be done
when there are plenty of well- developed fresh
leaves in June and July

; set them in a miniature
sand-pit, " water solid, ' cover with a sheet of glass
kept sprinkled with sand to darken, otherwise the
position should be exposed to all possible sunshine.
So treated I leave them for a week or a fortnight
without further care, and in three weeks they
are usually rooted. The young plants, however, are
not disturbed for another week or more, during
which time light and air are gradually admitted.
After this is done they make rapid growth, and
often begin to flower nicely.

Three grand flowers for a blended group.
These are Delphinium belladonna. Campanula

persicifolia, the new large white having the addi-
tional name grandifiora alba, and Mimulus cuprous,
the true high coloured and free-blooming kind, to

form a carpet or broad edging. It is not, however,
until the second year after planting that the indi-

viduals flower in the profuse way to form the picture
I have in mind, am! such as I should wish the
reader to realise. It will be noticed that two are
rather tall plants and one very dwarf, but do not
mind that, for either for a clc^e or somewhat dis-

tant view they are capable of making a vivid and
rich display. All flower at a corresponding period,
do well in the same kind of soil, and enjoy full sun-
shine, and all last a long time in bloom. It is

largely due to this uniformity of habit that they
may be pointed out as a useful set to get a given
effect. Still, as is well known, they are separately

SO until the roots are disturbed again. Speaking
of the two taller plants, the Delphinium is well
known for its unique masses of turquoise-blue
spikes, not too stillly formed. The Campanula is

less known, as, in fact, it may be termed a new
plant, but it is capable of rapid propagation. The
white flowers are bigger than the biggest Canter-
bury Bells, even the " improved " sorts. Of course,
the white should predominate in the group, or form
the setting for a pale blue, and the latter would be
better in elfect if not placed formally, as at regular
distances or exactly in the middle. A variation of
this group can be had by substituting for the tur-
quoise-blue the deep Gentian - blue of the old
double Siberian Larkspur. It may be scarce and
dear, but if a strong specimen, just one would do
in the mass of white; its dwaif habit and shining
black stems would give it a fltness for this purpose
possessed by no other Delphinium I know, and the
effect would be new and matchless. I get this
idea from a fact and not imagination, for accident-
ally these plants exist hi .situ as mentioned, only
not in the masses as advised.

ne, showy things. The Mimulus, as the outsider,
should be in broad patches ; it gets (1 inches high

;

flowers are intense self orange-scarlet, back surface
self copper colour. Do not be surprised if the first

flowers, or those after new planting.s, come a pale
poor yellow. As the plants get established the
flowers become more deeply coloured, and continue

Primula scotica.—How strange are the ways
of some plants ! This grows from the seed state,

flourishes, flowers, and seeds in this sunny and dry
garden in such a way that no credit whatever can
be claimed for skill or care in its culture. Given
quite fresh seeds for a start, it gives no further
trouble. Growing side by side with farinosa and
both still in flower, these Primulas are seen to be
very distinct in almost all respects, the farinose
feature being the exception. I will only add that I

am on the sandstone and among plenty of native
surface-sand, but there is no lack of good soil.

Campanula nitida alba is again in flower
Many complain that they lose it, but all my plants
have to take their chance quite exposed, whatever
the winters may prove. The remarkable and beauti-
ful feature of this plant is its big, snow-white
flowers, salver-shaped and nearly 2 inches across,
on little spikes 4 inches to 6 inches high, opening
one at a time, and even then looking top-heavy,
but otherwise neat and jiretty.

C. Raineri has not the best reputation for
being a good doer in many gardens, but it may be
taken as a fact that often it is found doing well,
and where such is the case it is now one of the
most attractive of rock plants. By comparison it

might be described as a small-habited carpatica,
though the flowers are quite as large and, for sub-
stance, very superior. The masses of cup-like
purple flowers are arranged almost symmetrically
over the cushions of pale green hairy herbage. In
a sunny place and light rich loam I never find it to
fail. Small plants should be set in late spring, so
as to have the whole of summer to get strong.
Planted in the teeth of winter, damp may soon kill

it.

Anthyllis alpestris (IT. ft A'.).—The pretty
canary-yellow flowers of this very alpine-looking
Kidney Vetch, clustering in the long silky hairs of
their calyces and carried on slender stems, would
alone mark this as a distinct and suitable little

subject for the rock garden. But there are other
pleasing features, such as the pretty and varied
forms of the foliage, and then the whole of the
plant is so glaucous as to lie almost blue-green. It

is much admired, and has the merit of being readily
propagated by seeds, if not by division of its tough
t.ip-roots. Autumn-sown seeds sometimes produce
flowers in the first following summer, but more
generally in the second.

Sedum hirsutum.—This is an exijuisite little

Stonecrop, the foliar rosettes "keeping close to the
ground and the llower-stems rising 2 inches to .'!

inches high, carrying umbels of good sized, starry,

white flowers with conspicuous bl.ack .anthers. The
species is so distinct as to rivther sugge.st a relation-
ship to both I'mbilicus and Sempervivum, or, to put
it descriptively another way, it might be a miniature
I'mbilicus chrysanthus, carrying large flowers
after the style of the Houseleeks, only, of course,
they are clearly Stonecrop flowers. Winters like
the Last are not without their usefulness when they
so thoroughly test pl.ants like this, and enable one
to speak with confidence of their perfect hardiness.
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Of course, my plants were and are in dryish quar-

ters and dry gritty stuff, but then under any cir-

cumstances this plant should have such conditions.

Dianthus cinnabarinua is a species with a

bad habit as regards paucity of grass and long
stems, but the rich colour of the flowers, as indi-

cated by the name, quite in my mind redeems these

faults. It stands alone, I believe, in its large genus
for its colour, and the blossom lasts a long time.

If planted among other Pinks that hare plenty of

foliage, its defect would not be so glaring. Any-
how, a cinnabar-red Pink we cannot afford to pass

by, and I never knew a lover of these plants yet

who had once flowered this kind that rested

satisfied without a specimen. The flowers are

indeed striking, but, alas ! the plant is costly and
scarce.

Silene quadrifida.—After studying this little

beauty in growth and flower it inspires one to sound
a note of praise. I shall be very much mistaken
if this is not a good deal looked after when it be-

comes better known, and that is just the difficulty.

A plant so humble and only belonging to a special

class may exist for a long time in a few quiet gar-

dens and not receive the reward it merits. It

grows in dense tufts of minute foliage, and in spring
it is bespangled with pure white, starry or notched
flowers. These continue in succession for months,
the plant the while getting taller until at last it

may reach 8 inches. A true perennial, doing well

in sandy loam with lime nodules.

Geranium argenteum has been a picture of

beauty since April, and though loaded now with
seed, its veined rosy-purple flowers are still abun-
dant. The flowers, however, are a secondary fea-

ture here ; the very silvery foliage and its habit are

the more decorative qualities. It does not produce
much really good seed, and that further dwindles
in value, because one rarely finds it to come true,

but to revert to the typical cinereum. Again, the
plant is not a very rapid grower, and when the spe-

cimens get large and handsome, it requires a lot

of courage to disturb them for dividing, especially

as all the divisions are far from certain to grow.
These, I believe, are generally proved facts, and
no doubt form the chief cause of the plant
remaining scarce and costly so long.

Rosa minima. —This has occupied one position

here for four years, and is always wintered without
any protection whatever. Its full stature is 4 inches
or .') inches, though the habit is erect. It is a free

bloomer, and the flowers last a long time, both in-

dividually and in succession, each flower the size

of a half-crown, and rather in the way of York
and Lancaster Hose for two colours, only not so

marked. It is one of the rarities in a rock bed,
and, small as it is, an object to draw the notice of

most people looking about the garden. Owing to

every growth being terminated by a flower, cuttings
are very short, but otherwise they are easily

rooted.

Sedum populifolium.—The aptness to fail of

this species may te obviated by cultural means. It

cannot be owing to the cold, for it is a Siberian
plant, but, like some others from that part of the
world, it makes growth too early, and gets cut clean
back by our late frosts, i.e , the new foliage, and,
of course, there is a corresponding loss of root.

Now this shrubby species is peculiar, the two or

more years' old wood does not push much root even
when earthed up, and scarcely at all in a cutting
state. The best ( ultural treatment I have found
is lifting the plants after they have flowered and
setting deeper by the length of the general growth
of new wood. This makes the plants very vigorous
and busily, and as the flowers are pretty and the
plant otherwise distinct and uncommon, it is worth
a little pains to do it well.

Potentilla nitida I used to feel quite sure
that this and its varieties, rosea and atro-purpurea,
were invariably shy bloomers, until the other day I

saw rosea flowering in the r rk beds in the gardens
of Mr. Lupton, of Heading ley, in very off-handed
conditions ; besides, these gardens are well within
the borough of Leeds. It is true they are on the
better side, but my garden has the sanig (idv0,nta.ge,

with the additional one of being further out. As
I know others have had a similar experience to my
own of this plant, I may, perhaps, usefully give

the memoranda I took for my future guidance.
" Strongish loam, low or damp situation, full ex-

posure," The plant otherwise is not, I believe,

difficult to grow. J. Wood.
]\'uudfille, Kirltstall.

The National Carnation Society.—It is

ple.asant to see in your kindly notice of our show
last Tuesday the recognition of the efforts of the

members to make the best display possible under
dirticulties, and that if whip and spur had been
applied there was no option if the goal was to be
reached in time. As you incidentally raise the

question whether any of the flowers shown had not
been hastened under glass, I may mention that the
twelve selfs which were placed first had been
bloomed wholly without such aid. They were from
pot plants, and all that could be done was to keep
them in the sun as much as possible up to the

morning of the show. The plants, including the
three yellows, had been frozen hard all through the

winter with one exception— Comtesse de Paris

—

which did not come into my possession till the
latter end of January, when it was taken from a
closed frame. As usually follows this protection,

the plants flower early and the first bloom had come
and gone when the bulk of my flowers were scarcely

showing colour. The flower of the Comtesse de
Paris shown on my stand on Tuesday was already

a second bloom. Another new variety of this beau-
tiful and as yet rather scarce tint (pale flesh) has

appeared in Dodwell's Hebe. It is a vigorous and
sound grower, but so far (July 25) my plants of it

are only in bud.—M. Rowan.
Lilium candidum— It is long since this fine

old border Lily has bloomed so abundantly and so

freely as is seen this year. The fact should prove
a hopeful one to all who have to combat fungoid
pests in connection with plants, because this hardy
Lily had been as it were literally eaten up with
the fungus for several years. What I have
seen of this Lily growing in the same gardens and
soil this year, where in previous years it carried

not a leaf and hardly a flower, shows that even
fungoid pests have their seasons and their decays,

and now, having made so good a start, we may hope
to find our grand old Lily free from fungus hence-

forth. Considering that the appearance of these

fungoid attacks on plants has usually been held to

be due to physical weakness of the subject, it was
always difficult to understand why the white Lily

should have been attacked. That a very hardy plant

which has been in our gardens for generations, has
always had considerate culture, and under no cir-

cumstances could be regarded as weakly, or sub-

ject to physical ilisease, should have so suffered it

was hard to understand. Perhaps it will be pleaded
that to this hardiness and strong constitution is due
the fact that the fungus has so soon been shaken
off, and that, too, without burning or the taking of

other usually advised drastic measures to extermi-

nate it. So great has been the abundance of can-

didum flowers this year,that there has been almost

satiation, t'ould not some one try and breed on to

it some of the fine colours and forms found in au-

ratum, or other beautiful Lilies ? We want a really

hardy race of garden Lilies, of a more varied kind,

and have, perhaps, no two that are hanlier than
candidum and Thunbergianum. Pity these do
not bloom earlier. The white Lily coming in at

Whitsuntide, for instance, woidd be invaluable. As
it is, the fine heads of bloom come when white

flowers are not in great request.—A. D.

CANTEKBURY BELLS.

A cuKious example of what may be termed morpho-
logy in flowers is to be found in the Canterbury

I'.ell. Some little attention has of late been called

to the occasional appearance of a compound flower

on the top of a Foxglove stem. These are of no

uncommon occurrence, and really represent a sort

of floral fasoiation. But whilst the Foxglove has

thus shpwD » tendency to sport in this way occa-

sionally, it has, so far as my experience has gone,
proved to be ordinarily very conservative in habit,

and has maintained the usual single form as well
as outline of flowers almost invariably. We have
no double Foxglove flowers, nor any of exaggerated
or abnormal form. The fasciated flowers do not
perpetuate themselves from seed, as they are but
accidental products. If we turn lo the Canterbury
Hell, however, how great is the difference. Here
the strain has become abnormal almost abso-
lutely in flower development, and far more wonder-
ful blooms are seen on the plants than are ever
seen on Foxgloves. We seem to have started this

monstrous development by the production of the
calycanthema form. In these the green calyx,

which both envelops the seed-pod and exhibits

pointed sheaths round the flower in the normal
type, have become converted into a large outer
floral cup, the seed-pod being, as it were, denuded
of the outer covering, which is now absorbed in the
production of this monstrous floral bell. Thus the
calycanthema flowers have been likened to a cup
stood in a saucer, the florally developed calyx being
the saucer, and the normal bell the cup. This odd
form has for a long time retained the sicgle cha-

racter, but the flowers have become of double, if

not of treble the dimensions of the original flowers,

which were first shown by Mr. W. Cole when at
Ealing Park. Now the calycanthema cups are
doubling, that is, producing yet other floral cups
within the outer cup (not the saucer). The
strain has never been a very free seeding one,

and it is feared that if this new doubling
development become general, it will seriously affect

for the worst seed productiveness. Ordinarily the

calyanthema form does not hold its bells erect.

Some, however, do, and those which have stiff

erect stems should be selected and cultivated

specially. The Canterbury Bell proper has not
been less inactive in floral development because
the allied form has been so productive of floral

oddities. Not only have thebulk of all forms become
of almost prodigious size, but we have them in

many colours ; indeed the variation of colouring is

found throughout the whole of the two sections.

Then we have single double, treble, and even quad-
rupled bells. I do not know that Nature in her
efforts to create more corollas can very well get
beyond four bells or cups enclosed within the

other, for these make a very massive, solid, hard
flower. No one can say that they are particularly

beautiful, but because of their quaint doubling they
greatly interest many. The handsomest of all

are those consisting of two cups or corollas only,

as these have very fine form, and being lighter are

usually erect. I h.ave always found this form also

the best to select from for seed purposes, be-

cause giving all tlie other double forms, whilst

retaining the single and the duplex bells, also in

considerable quantity. The single flowers open
first the more double, probably by reason of their

great solidity rendering the work of opening slow,

come last of all, so that the blooming season is

lengthened. Exceeding doubling in this case
seriously affects seed-production ; thereforr it is

always wise to encourage plenty of single and semi-

double forms, as plants to make a fine effect next

year should be ready to plant out now. Seed should
always be sown early in May, either in boxes or

pans, or if the ground be fine and good, then in the

open ground. The earlier the plants are got out

the finer the spikes or heads of bloom the follow-

ing year. A, D.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS FOR MAY AND .ll'NE.

Will you kindly give me through TnK G.vudkn a
list of herbaceous plants that would flower in May
or Juno/ Those that are useful lor cutting and
decoration are what I require.—B. R.

*,* It would be next to impnssilile I think to

name any two months in the year wherein may be

found such a vast variety of our really choicest and
most useful herbaceous plants, and so well adapted
lor cutting. With the advent of May wc have still

left some lew Narcissi to adorn out gardens, the

most useful of these being the varieties of N.

poeticue, and particularly the double white albus
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plenus, odoratus, and recnrvas ; the last is at

home anywhere almost, but the double kind does

best on clayey and moist soils, transplanting every

two or three years. The TrolUus, or Globe Flower,

are good May flowering subjects, excellent for cut-

ting and generally admired. The best of these are

asiaticus, rich dark orange : napellifolius, yellow
;

europseus, both dwarf and tall forms, also yel-

low. These barely attain to 2 feet high, are self-

supporting in the border, very attractive, and easily

grown in ordinary soil well enriched. Geum minia-

tum comes in the same month, or, more correctly, is

still flowering ; this is one of the most profuse

flowering of all perennials, the colour a bronzy-

orange somewhat unusual in this respect, but most
effective in vases. There are also the perennial

Cornflowers in red, white, and blue shades, very

free and profuse, extremely hardy and easily grown

;

Lychnis dioica rubra plena, Iberis corifolia, Diely-

tra spectabilis, Hesperis matronalis alba plena, or

the double white Rocket, Iceland and Oriental

Poppies. These groups form a wide contrast, the

former being principally composed of chaste forms
of white, yellow, and orange, while the latter

provide our gardens with rich blood-crimson,

as well as orange and salmon with many in-

termediate shades ; the Iceland Poppies, however,

are the most useful for cutting, and figure

in endless floral designs all over the country.

Towards the end of the month of Jlay the varieties

of Pffionia ofiicinalis usually flower, but this year
they were later than usual, the same remark apply-

ing to the earlier German Irises, as, c .'/, Florentine,

a milk-white, and the old purple. Closely follow-

ing these, however, are some handsome kinds, such
as atro-violacea,rich deep violet ; Princess of Wales,
also called albicans, pure white; after which the
general collection of these indispensable flowers

comes on in rapid succession. The following are

a few good kinds : Imogene, pallida, pallida dal-

matica—these are lavender shades : of whites, L'ln-

nocence and Princess of Wales are the best ; of

yellows, Darius and hortensis
;
Queen of May has

reddish lilac flowers, and Telegraph in the same
way, though deeper in colour. Mme. Chereau is

white, beautifully pencilled at the margin with deep
violet ; aurea is a rich golden self splendid flower,

while Dr. Bernice, Arnold's and others are distinct

in their clouded standards and velvet-crimson falls.

A more useful class than these Irises could hardly
exist, and in a cut state many of them easily vie and
others readily surpass the most beautiful of Orchids
in the extreme delicacy of their flowers. One very
important point is this : a spike may be cut on the
opening of its first flowers with the result that the
whole of the remaining buds will expand in wafer,
by adopting which the flowers will be had in per-

fection. Another highly important group where
flowers are needed in quantity is the Spanish Iris,

which provide a rich store of the choicest of flowers,

blue, white, yellow, and bronze predominating with
endless shades. Take again the single and double
Pyrethrums, and here we have a host of the
brightest and loveliest colours with the flowers
available on long stems—an important item with
some—with a freedom and profusion that cannot be
excelled, the colours, too, are very remarkable and
embrace pure white, crimson, magenta, rose, lilac,

blush, sulphur, yellow, fawn, carmine, and many
more. Some good kinds are Mont Blanc, Princesse
de Metternich, Cleopatra, Aurora, A'ance, Mme
Minier, Captain Nares, J. N. Twe dy, Ne Plus I Ttra,

Emilie Lemoine, Eximium, Mons. Pa ral; these are
all double kinds ; while of singles, Hamlet, rosy-

lilac; Sherlock, velvety-carmine ; coocineuin, crim-
son ; Mrs. B.ateman, brown-amaranth, are all excel-
lent. Then follow the whole of the herbaceous
Paeonies, which, indeed, are marvels of exquisite
shades of purity and fragrance. Here it is easy to
find the purest white, the richest crimson, and the
most delicate flesh and sulphur shades. Of miscella-
neous things we find Scabiosa caucasica and
(iaillardias, resplendent in their crimson banded
and golden blossoms, excellent for cutting and
of very easy culture. Aquilegias, too, in

g Aden and scarlet, are most charming, as are
also the lovely hybrids of A. cicrulea and califor-

nioa. Hemerocallis, or Day Lily, and particularly

H. flava and H. Thunbergi, both fine in a cut state,

together with Lupines, Galegas, Doronicums, Del-

phiniums in great variety, scarlet Geum, Lychnis
chalcedonica, Helenium Hoopesi, a fine perennial
with rich orange-gold flowers ; the Alstra'raerias.

which should have a spot in all gardens. He-

sides these there are endless other good things
that are in flower in the months named. Perhaps
sufBcient has been given to enable a start to be
made, which would be best done about the middle
of September, obtaining good plants from the open
ground. These are far better than small plants
whose growth has been stunted in pots.—E. J.

ARRANGEMENTS OF WILD FLOWERS AND
GRASSES.

There has been for some considerable time, and
will yet continue to be for months to come, an
abundant choice from amongst the wild flowers and
Grasses of our hedgerows and ditches with which

, many most effective arrangements may easily be
made. The much-repeated mistake of overcrowd-
ing for effect occurs quite as often, and probably
more so, when dealing with wild flowers, the supply
often being profuse, whilst it is not considered in

any way a sacrifice to cut them. The colours, too,

are more often than not too much mixed up to-

gether. The characters of the flowers selected are
not so often thought of as should be the case : thus
material is frequently used which is formed into

an incongruous mixture, with no definite aim as to

the effect produced when completed. Plants which
are of close affinity produce flowers which often-
times associate well in the same design. Take, for

instance, the white Water Lily of our ponds, lakes
and rivers ; this is in good company with the yel-

low variety, with Myosotis sylvestris, found growing
upon the margins, and with other aquatic or sub-
aquatic plants which do not receive so much atten-
tion as they deserve. The white Water Lily is one
of the most valuable of our British wild flowers,

and whilst in flower during a prolonged season
will take the place of either the Eucharis or Pan-
cratium, with no loss in the effect produced as
compared with these exotics. Yet it is not made
so much use of, I think, from the simple reason
that it is common and hardy. True, it may be
urged that there is some little inconvenience in

obtaining the flowers where there is not a boat or
punt at one's command ; but by exercising one's
wits to no extraordinary degree, and adapting the
means most convenient to the case, the flowers can
be cut without absolutely entering the water. The
buds which have not hitherto expanded at all can
be turned to good account when smaller flowers
are required. If these do not open of their own
accord soon after being cut, it is an easy matter to
open them artificially ; they will not then readily
close again. The flowers which have been open a
day or two are not so much trouble in this respect.
Both are useful in their way, the smaller ones
looking when arranged as if they were a distinct
or minor variety. Another good selection to accom-
pany these Lilies is the common yellow Buttercup
of our fields, or the larger form which grows in

damp or marshy places. Docks and even Thistles
can be used, much as they are shunned, and rightly
so, by cultivators of the soil

;
yet the flowers can

in this way be made to serve some useful purpose.
The Ox-eye Daisy whilst in flower will save cut-
ting any white JIarguerites from the cultivated
plants ; whilst the yellow variety, often found in

cornflelds, if not already in flower, will soon be in

that forward condition. Both of these and the
blue Cornflower will be found to last well in a cut
state. Then there are the Poppies, which are a
host in themselves, and with which most effective

designs may be made in combination with Grasses
and various foliage. From uplands and hills may
be culled the Heather in a variety of tints, with
other suitable material, nearly all of which will

last well in water ; the Heather, in fact, does not
look at all amiss when dried to arrange with
Grasses. For tall and bold arrangements there are
now to be had the common yellow Iris of our
streams, the foliage of which alone is ornamental,
but the flowers enhance it still more ; so also do

the tall-growing Sedges and Grasses, many of
which can be had now. There are also such as
the common Rush and the Bulrush, or Cat-o'-nine-
tails, with other tall-growing plants found in
marshy and moist soils. It is hardly possible to
take a walk abroad at this period of the year with-
out finding something that is not effective when
judiciously employed. Indiscriminate mixtures
lose in the effect, as in the case of overcrowding
previously alluded to. Those who take their walks
abroad during dry weather when in some places
the flowers are a bit scarce will always lind a
goodly number and excellent variety also by the
margins of streams. Flowers taken from such
positions should if possible be supplied with an
extra amount of water, being placed in the same
as soon as possible after being cut. The Grasses
alone, such as the Barley Grass, the Oat Grass,
the Quaking or Dodder Grass, with numbers of
smaller-growing kinds, afford an excellent choice.
Both ornamental and elegant kinds may be found
in nearly all situations, both in lowlands and up-
lands. In a few weeks the earlier of the berry
bearing plants will add to the choice; those that
are known to be poisonous need not necessarily
be used. The common wild Convolvulus or small
Bindweed should be mentioned for suspending from
the sides of tall trumpet glasses ; in fact, this va-
riety looks very well if cultivated, particularly in
hanging baskets. With such an abundant choice
as our own British wild flowers afford us, it is not
possible to name nearly all of the most useful
things from which to choose. There is, however,
plenty of scope in adapting all to the filling of
vases for varied purposes. Rosa.

COTTAGE GARDEN SHOWS.
Those who have anything to do with cottage gar-
den shows, especially in the matter of a tour of
inspection as arbitrators for best kept prizes, can-
not f.iil to have noticed that a marked and sus-
tained improvement is to be found in the majority
of such gardens with each succeeding year, and
that in tidiness, arrangement of crops, general con-
dition of same, and the flourishing state of indi-
vidual varieties in the vegetable, fruit, and flower
departments, but especially in the first-named, they
approach very closely the best kept private places.
Of course, I do not mean there is the variety, but
that whatever the cottager who is a lover of his
garden takes in hand he invariably does well, A
cheap horticultural press has helped to this end ; so
has a general desire on the part of gardeners to
render any little assistance in their power—acting
in both instances on minds already deeply inte-
rested in their gardens, and which only needed the
incentive of prizes to promote the keen rivalry,
which in its turn has brought about a high state of
elii^iency. There is no doubt that the prizes for
best kept kitchen garden allotment and flower
garden are emphatically the right thing iu the
right place, and that such entries are likely to
yearly reijuire closer and more careful judging. As
cottage shows will soon be prevalent, I should like
to suggest one or two matters that might receive
increased attention both on the show boards and
in the actual garden. And first as to the more ex-
tensive cultivation of hardy herbaceous plants.
Would it not be well if private growers and nur-
serymen, who are often kind enough to enliance
the attractions of local shows by non-competitive
contributions, would vary the groups of stove
and greenhouse plants by staging collections
of cut flowers, the best among herbaceous
things, and hardy annuals correctly named, with
if time permitted, just a hint as to treatment
required at the commenpement of culture .' A
number of good things might be grown on
a comparatively limited area serviceable not al-

together perhaps from a pecuniary standpoint,
but adding immeasurably to the attractiveness
of the garden, and furnishing for several months
of the year nosegays when required, either for
the home or for friends. Again, another matter
to be noted is the necessity for increased attention
to the mr.rketable value of vegetable produce. This
is a more important matter than is perhaps ap-
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parent on the surface, for it must be remembered
that the cottager is often glad to dispose of his
superfluous produce, and it is a fact with this, as
with everything else, the better the article the
better the price. Take, for instance, the case of
two varieties of Potatoes ; they may be closely
allied in the matter of productiveness, in size, and
in symmetry, but if one cooks so much better than
the other as to command sixpence more for the
bushel, it is certain that it would pay the cottager to
grow the variety of superior quality in preference
to the other. So in a similar manner a long-rooted
Beet of good proportions would be more profitable
than the Turnip-rooted, and a dish of Tomatoes of
the Perfection type than the old corrugated sorts.

Again, cottagers, as a rule, are realising the im-
portance of not having " all their eggs in the one
basket." Formerly cottage gardens were nearly all

Potatoes, but now, in the majority of cases, one
meets with nice breadths of Parsnips, of winter
Onions (a very favourite vegetable), of Turnips,
Beans, and capital Lettuce, whilst a row or two of
Peas, more for the show board than for home
consumption, are generally to be found. It is grati-
fying to notice the large increase in varieties
grown

;
it proves that the owne"- of the garden

means making more than one bid for victory, and
is also leading towards the more extensive use of
vegetables in variety as a staple food, a consumma-
tion, by the way, greatly to be desired. I may just
add in conclusion a note of warning as to the season
for cottage shows. Many are still held about the
middle of July, but this is much too early, espe-
cially in a season like the present. The middle, or
ven the end of August is preferable.

Claremont. E. Burrbll.

Kitchen Garden.

SPRING CABBAGES.
The cultivation of spring Cabbages, however
simple it may appear, concerns the majority of

gardener.s who have to supply a household.
Ooniiug in when other vegetables are scarce,

the earliest heads are anxiously looked for-

ward to, and rarely afterwards, where abund-
ance of choicer vegetables are grown, are Cab-
bages allowed on the dining-table. Not that
later batches should be despised in the smaller
gardens, as during a genial growing season the
quality is anything Init unsatisfactory. The
smaller side sprouts after the main head has
been cut are generally, where growing on well-
inanured and worked ground, of the highest
quality, being very tender and of delicious
flavour, and are often preferred by many peo-
ple to even the main heads themselves. With
our improved early varieties the cutting is quite
a month or six weeks earlier than when we had
to depend upon the larger-growing varieties.
This is not the imly advantage, as the sowing
is even carried out a month or three weeks
earlier, which is another advantage, as the
plants can be put out earlier and become well
established before the cold weather sets in. On
cold clay soils this is of the greatest benefit, as
those who may have to deal with such ground
are well aware, as upon the advent of wet
weather planting is carried out with diliicnlty
and often seriously delayed. When such as
this happens the plants cannot become esta-
blished, and upon a 3j)ell of frosty weather tiio

plants are often killed outright. It will have
been observed that from reports in dillerent
parts of the country, i<;ilam's Early Dwarf and
Mein's No. 1 came through the rigmir.s of the
past winter w(dl, comparatively few miming to
flower-stems. With some of the other varieties
a great percentages bolted. The above two va-
rieties are n<it iiauied in disparagement toother
excellent varieties, but these may well bo grown

in addition to others. A good stock of the old

Nonpareil is a capital variety for succession, but
I consider its greatest value is in its ))eing

such a good second cropper, as some of the
varieties are very sparing in throwing out
side sprouts after the main head has been cut
away, and where these small heads are appre-
ciated the retaining of the old stems is to be
commended. As regards the quality of even
any of the varieties, there cannot be any
comparison between those growing on well
manured and workedground.and others on soils of

the opposite description. Some people think
any kind of preparation will be suitable, with
the result, if the grouud should be in a poverty-
stricken condition, that the produce will be very
poor in quality, consequent upon the lengthened
time the heads took to come to maturity.
Under such treatment Cabbages are condemned,
and probably rightly so, but given a generous
diet and a well worked plot, the quality should
suit the most fastidious. The middle of .July

is now looked upon as being a suitable date for
sowing for the earliest cutting, an extra week
or fortnight's limit being allowed in the earliest

districts.

Special dates for sowing in many instances
die hard, and from August 10 to 20 is by
many considered the best time for sowing. No
doubt this would be correct if the older varie-
ties were relied upon, but not those previously
named, or even other good recognised varieties.

The value of a bed of spring Cabbages is gauged
by it.s earliness. As a safeguard against acci-

dent, plants from a sowing made about August
20 will be secure against any frost we are likely

to experience and come in for making good any
gaps or even for summer Cabbage. The
mistake is often made of not raising nearly
enough plants for planting out, with the result

that very small plants have to be used and
which are in danger of being devoured by
slugs. Seed is cheap, and a seed bed need not
occupy a great extent of ground. I do not
favour thick sowing, as I consider this very un-
wise, and generally the forerunner of mishaps
later on in the season. Bolting may be
laid more to this source than sowing early.

Nor do I favour .sowing on poor ground, for

the seeds are so slow in germinating and the
aftergrowth so slow, as to cause a considerable
check. The seeds being sown thinly in wide
drills, sturdy plants are forthcoming and in

condition for making a saUsfactory aftergrowth.
On some soils, especially in old gardens, club-

bing is very prevalent, and where preventive
measures arc not taken, whole breadths, if not
exactly cleared ofl', are consideraltly weakened
by the attacks. In all cases a change of site is

beneficial. Cabbages follow well after Onions.
In those g.ardens which are subject to attacks
of clubbing the old stems or stumps should all

be cleared away and burned, thus destroying
gre.at numbers of the larvae. Digging in this

old refuse is often resorted to where manure is

scarce, and often where there is sulticient other-
wise, but it is of more value when burned and
the ash returned to the ground. Slugs and all

such marauders as well as the larv:c of root-

eating weevils have their strongholds thus con-
siderably weakened by this course of action.

Good cultivation with a change of site is the
panacea for this destructive ])est amongst I'.ras-

sicas. A free uw of soot and lime is also a
good preventive measure and should bo resorted
to, this being liyhtly forked into the ground
previous to jilaiiting. Dusting the young seed-
lings with wood aslies or ])owdcrcil charcoal is

also a commendable practicf', and, ])rcvions to

planting, all excrescences should be pinched otl',

these invariably holding a maggot. The pre-

caution of dipping the roots in a puddle
formed of soot, lime, and soil in equal parts
should also be taken. Any plants left in the
seed bed for future planting should also be
lifted and undergo the .same process. When
ready fi?r planting, the smaller growing varieties
should be set out 18 inches apart in the rows,
with the same distance between. In the case
of the larger growing sorts 2 feet is necessary.
On light soils I prefer planting in deeply drawn
drills, but on heavy soils on the level. A free
use of the hoe will greatly assist in forming a
good plot of Cabbages. Upon the approach of
the early spring months, when growth is re-

commencing, a little guano sprinkled aliout each
plant and hoed in will hasten growth consider-
ably

;
so will also a light sprinkling of nitrate of

soda, this latter being an excellent stimulant.
The least sign of a blue tinge appearing in the
foliage is a sure signal of assistance being
needed. A. Y. A.

EARLY PEAS.
The note on the above (page 5) rather condemned
the smaller kinds of Peas such as Chelsea Gem and
others, but I maintain that it is not always possible
or practicable to grow the larger or taller kinds as
first earlies, as in some gardens, especially small
ones, the dwarf early Peas are most suitable. Much
as I like Duke and Duchess of Albany, I do not find

they yield any better than Chelsea Gem when the
ground they occupy is taken into consideration.

I find the great drawback in the Duke is that it is

soon over, as all the pods come in at once. This is

not the case with Chelsea Gem, Exonian, and
others if sown thinly, as they continue in bearing
longer. Though this objection may be met by
those who prefer tlie Duke by sowing every two or
three weeks to form a succession, it is not always
practicable to do this for want of room and other
considerations, such as stakes and time to stick

them. 1 have kept a record of the iiuantity of Peas
gathered from a piece of ground of these two
kinds, and the dwarf kind has yielded much more
than the taller. I must state, however, that abund-
ance of moisture was supplied as long as the pods
were swelling, and this greatly assisted them. I

find by sowing the Duke, as advised at page 5, in

smaller pots than is usually done the haulm is some-
what dwarfed by the process, and the Peas soon
come into bloom, but I must remark they do not
produce a heavy crop, and though they may produce
a few early dishes for exhibition, I have not found
them so profitable as the dwarf kinds, e.'-pecially if

there are only limited means to produce them. As
to flavour, I admit they have much to recommend
them, ami I sow them largely for the second early

supply, but the flavour of such Peas as CheLsea tiem,

American Wonder, Alpha, Exonian, and William
Hurst is not bad when they come on the table the
first week in June, as though small they are appre-

ciated. On the other hand, some of the so-called

very early Peas are not worth growing, as when
cooked they are very poor at the best, and 1 always
like the wrinkled kinds with some of the Marrow
blood in them. Though we cannot expect to

get pods so large on a dwarf Pea, we have
of late years got better quality and more
size with dwarf liabit. This is what is required,

and especially in gardens of limited size or

near towns, where it is dillicult to procure stakes.

In wet seasons on heavy land I have had the Duke
over (i feet high, indeed nearer 7 feet, and not
having ground to spare, have been obliged to crop
between, with the result that the crops have been
ruined for want of light. I usually sow the last

week in January or early in ]''ebruary, and protect

the rows with a lew brani'hes of some kind, such
as Laurel or ^'ew ; the first named is best. I sow
on a south border, planting a row of Lettuces be-

tween the lines, and I gathered Chelsea Gem this

season on the liHh of June, although we were later

than usual in sowing, it being nearly the middle of

February before we got our early lot in. Duke of

Albany, sown a few days later, was three weeks be-

hind Chelsea Gem. I have of late grown Chelsea
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Gem in preference to American Wonder, it being a
great improvement, bearing longer and producing
much longer pods, each pod on an average contain-

ing eight good sized Peas of excellent flavour and
of a rich marrow sugary taste. I have also grown
Exonian this season, and it is an excellent

cropper, early, and of good flavour, but requires

sticks, which Chelsea Gem does not. I may also

add another equally good Pea, one lately in-

troduced under the name of English Wonder, very

early, very robust, growing only 1 foot high, and
bearing a long pod containing eight to ten Peas
thickly packed together, and of excellent flavour.

This was sown a fortnight later than some of the

earliest kinds, and came in on the 13th of June.
It will undoubtedly prove a good sterling variety.

Another recommendation to Chelsea Gem and Ex-
onian is that the pods are pro<luced abundantly in

pairs on the haulm. P. W. M.

THE SUGAR OR EDIBLE PODDED PEA.

When at Chiswick last week I saw this old Pea in

the gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society in

excellent condition, and am induced to send you a
note on its good qualities and usefulness. I had
not seen it for many years, though it always figures

in our leading seedsmen's catalogues. There are
several more of this variety, or, as it is usually
called, the Butter Pea, and some of them possess
great merit, as they produce Peas a long time, the
haulm being in full bloom at the top with abund-
ance of Peas ready for use at the base. One of
the best is the Fortydays or Edible Podded. This
grows from 4 feet to 5 feet high or more in heavy
soils, and should always be gathered in a young
state, as the pods soon become hard if left too
long. These Peas are excellent when cooked
whole. These Peas require no preparation
unless they are a little past their best, when
they should be pared round in the same way
as a French Bean. If used young this is not neces-
sary. These Peas are much more grown on the
Continent than in this country, and I fail to see
why this should be the case, as they are worth
more notice, and where a quantity of different
vegetables is required, these would make a change.
For thickening soups they are invaluable, as they
are readily passed througli a sieve and go much
further than ordinary Peas, and give soups a better
or greener colour. This accounts for the favour
bestowed upon them abroad. They may also be
cut up similar to kidney Beans, and when served in
this way make a choice dish if well drained when
cooked. There are also many other ways of serving
them with which I am not acquainted, but no
doubt many good cooks would be glad to get them
to add to their list. These Peas require much the
same treatment as our ordinary kinds, but on very
light soils they require mulching to keep the pods
in a healthy green state, as once they become
shrivelled they are almost useless. For late crops
they should be sown in a trench in which is a
thick layer of rotten manure, and the surface should
also be well mulched. Timely attention to mois-
ture is of great importance. When these kinds
are often required, it is best to sow at three or
four times at an interval of a month between the
dates ; this will give a long succession of young
pods till late in the season and plenty of fresh
green pods. Geo. Wyt)ies,

THE POTATO CROP.

It is, I think, matter for much congratulation that
up to the present (July '!'>) there are no symptoms
of Potato disease, and further that crops every-
where are looking as well as can be wished, as the
haulm is abundant without being over strong, and
of a fine healthy colour. All this is owing to the
frecjuent rains and fine genial weather that we
have now had for some time. Like everything else.

Potatoes are backward, and liere lies the danger,
for should the disease show itself it will work sad
havoc, as the tubers are not more than half grown,
and, therefore, far from ripe, and if the folinge be-

comes affected they will cease to swell and be very

poor.

The remedies fungologists preach against the
blight are many, but, unfortunately, most of them
are almost unpractieable, as how can anyone deal
with acres of tops and spray them so as to wet the
whole of the foliage and get the liquid under the
leaves where the disease is ! and if it cannot be
touched or wetted, the thing is a failure. The
earthing-up process may be all very well on a small
scale, but who can adopt it on a large one ? And
the same with burning the haulm, as being green,
kilns would be required, or very fierce fires made
up to consume it in that way. If we knew more of

the life history of the fungus we might be able to

combat it successfully, but it matters not how clean
and free the tubers may be when planted and how-
ever fresh the land they are put in, or how far dis-

tant the crop may be from any other plantation, it

gets seized by a passing wave of air, as it were,
and a line of disease shows itself through. We
see this repeatedly, as it generally appears in

patches, and if the pinching off of the fir.st affected

leaves would only stop it, then we could be on the
watch and off with them before the spores are ripe,

but it would seem that they reach that stage in a
very short time. The only way probably of stamp-
ing the disease entirely out is to cease growing Po-

tatoes for a year or two, but so essential an article

in our every day diet has the noble tuber become,
that it could hardly be done without, and we must,
therefore, look to some other means to get rid of

the malady. It has been with us now bordering on
half a century, but has varied during that time very
considerably in the virulency of its attacks, as some
years it has been very bad, and in others showing a
milder and less fatal form, according to the state of

the weather. What seems to favour it are thunder-
storms or heavy rains followed by hot gleams of

sun and a close moist atmosphere, under which con-

ditions the leaves of the Potatoes are soft and
sappy, and in that state the fungoid germs appear
to attach themselves readily and increase at their

will. Dry, hard foliage, such as that of the Fluke
Potato and other varieties of that class resists

the disease, but nearly all the American kinds
seem to suffer from it, which fact ought to be borne
in mind by all engaged in raising new sorts, and
the earlier the period of ripening the better, as

early varieties are more out of the way of disease.

S.D.

Broad Beans.— I mentioned some time since

that I "was growing a new Bean under the name of

Bunyard's Exhibition Longpod. I had heard a
very high reputation given to this Bean, and also

something of its origin in a private garden in Kent
where the gardener had kept it from publicity for

several years out of sheer modesty. I am now
greatly disappointed to find that whilst the stems
and foliage seem to be rather stouter than were
those of the Seville or Aquadulce, yet the Beans
exactly resemble the product of that variety in

length, curvature, and sparseness, for the plants

produce from three to five pods, but four pods is

about the average. It may be that the variety is the
product of a cross between the Seville and the

Longpod, or it may have been but a sport from the

Seville. I obtained a distinct broad type from the

Seville in the form of a sport, and the stouter

growth of the exhibition variety may be of the

same sportiveness. I do not think we have many
Beans of the Broad or Longpod types that are the

product of special cross-fertilisation. Johnson's

Wonderful and a selection of the Hartington
Wonder seem to be the best favoured. What popu-
larity the Seville type possessed was undoubtedly
due to the exceeding length and handsome appear-

ance of the pods, rendering them attractive for

exhibition. Not only are these very long-podded
Beans rather thin croppers, but the Deans are

none too closely set in the pods, and they are not
particularly well flavoured. Broad or Longpod
13eans should be very hardy to enable them to be
sown early, as late sowings not unfrequently pro-

duce more of Black Dolphins than of pods, whilst

Runner Beans put all the Broad Beans out of court.

—A. D. I

SHORT NOTE.—KITCHEN.

Two good Cauliflowers.—Cauliflower Veitch's
Pearl is a capital variety for midsummer use. We are
now (July 10) cutting tine heads, which are beautifully
close, white, and nf good size, while the flavour is all

that could be desired. With the two excellent varie-
ties Veitch's Forcing and the Penrl sown in heat about
the middle of January, there is no necessity for the
autumn sowing of Cauliflowers. A little seed of the
above sorts sown at intervals in heat will give a suc-
cession until the autumn Cauliflowers come in.—J.

Leicester.

Stove and Greenhouse.

TUBEROSES.
TllH present is an important time with all late
batches of these useful and fragrant flowers, and
the final shift into their flowering pots should be
given tliem without delay, if not already done,
though, as with some other things, this will depend
upon the time the tubers were started. For very
late work, by which I mean for supplying flowers
from October to January inclusive, I have found
potting them, from the middle of April to the
middle of May, answer extremely well, always
placing them in a cold frame to start of their
own accord. They do not all push growth to-

gether ; indeed in this respect they are very irre-

gular, and, fortunately so, for in this fact much
of their value lies, and growers of them in quan-
tity well know that any batch, be it early or late,

or whether started on bottom-heat or the reverse,

will furnish flowers in succession for a month or
six weeks, notwithstanding all were potted to-

gether and accorded the same treatment, the very
latest being especially tardy in pushing forth
their flowering shoots, even when subjected to a
bottom heat of 8.5°. This, I believe, however, to
be in a great measure due to defective roots, or,

more properly perhaps, to defective tubers in the
beginning, and which fail to emit their main
fleshy roots, simply because, either from disease
or some other cause, the old stump at the base
has been broken off, with the result that only
small fibrous roots are emitted from the current
tuber. I fear that late flowers of these will this

season be very scarce, owing to the bad condition
in which many were received, whole consignments
having been frozen through and through, and, so
far as flowering is concerned, completely ruined.
The experienced, however, in Tuberose culture can
easily detect a faulty tuber, and a soft neck is al-

ways open to suspicion, so that large growers of
them are not likely to have potted the good and
the bad without first overhauling them. When
giving the final shift .") inch pots will be found a
useful and convenient size, using a soil fairly

rich in humus, to which may be added a liberal

dash of good sharp sand. Pot moderately firm,

and give a thorough watering when completeil. The
best time for potting them, provided they are
well and sufficiently rooted, is when the radical

leaves are about 1 inches long and before t hey com-
mence to droop over, as by so doing injury to these
leaves will be avoided. For a suitable position in

which to stand them for the present I always pre-

fer an open, though shady spot, as such a place
suits them well .and the plants are less likely to be
attacked with red spider, which is their greatest
enemy either in or out-of-doors. A capital place
for them is a cold frame with north aspect from
which the lights can be removed at will. See that
they have plenty of water at the roots and weak
liquid manure at least once a week, and on very
hot days an occasional sprinkle overhead with
water will assist in keeping them clean. Should
red spider put in an appearance before the plants
are housed, which is not likely if the al)ove pre-

cautions are adhered to, the plants should be
syringed with quassia and soft soap without delay,

using a o-inch potful of the quassia chips and ',1

ozs. of soft soap to 3 gallons of soft rain water.
Boil the chips thoroughly in an old saucepan till

all have sunk, the soap being also added while the
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water is still boiling. Towards the end of August
the plants must be placed in a pit or frame and the

lights placed on nightly, as a very little frost at

this stage of tlieir existence and just as many of

them are pushing forth their flower-stems would be
attended with serious loss. According to the

demand for their blossoms they may be introduced

into heated structures or otherwise ; it is not advis-

able, however, in many private gardens to attempt
keeping them longer than January, for they are

almost sure to be infested with thrips or red spider

or both by the end of the year, and in such numbers
as to defy all attempts to keep them in check unless

this has been pursued all along. Moreover, there

are so many things among bulbous plants that may
be had in flower early in the year, that there is no
necessity for prolonging their season of flowering

beyond what I have stated, and the earliest forced

ones will also be pushing on apace. One important
fact in favour of the culture of late Tuberoses is

their wonderful power of resisting fogs ; even last

winter when the glass was black with incessant

fogs, and when the flowers of such things as Gar-

denias, Tree Carnations, and Callas were com-
pletely ruined in consequence, I gathered the chaste

and lovely blossoms of the Tuberose in quantity

without interruption from September to the middle
of January. This speaks volumes for any flowers,

and particularly such as possess the purity and
chasteness as well as the fragrance of the Tuberose.

E.J.

large as those of a Sweet Pea, a conspicuous fea-

ture being a white eye-like spot in the centre.

Seeds are often easily obtained, and this Swain-
sonia will also strike readily from cuttings, which
latter is by far the better plan where dwarf
plants are required. They may, however, be kept

and flowered year after year in a dwarf state if cut i

^jj|j
back hard early in the spring and repotted when
they have started into growth. This Swainsonia is,

I believe, also known under the name of S. galegi-

folia. I once saw it used as a stock on which to

graft Clianthus Dampieri, and in this particular

case at least with very satisfactory results, as it

formed a finely developed specimen.—T.

ELISENA LONGIPETALA.
This strikingly handsome and remarkable

greenhouse plant is a member of a very small

_genus of South American bidli?:, named by

the Eev. William Herbert in compliment to

Elise, sister of Napoleon. There is a figure

of one of the few species in the " Flora Peru-

viana " of Euiz and Pavon under the name of

Pancratium ringens, the same plate also con-

taining a good cut of one of the finest of

of the cups. The flower-scape is stout and
rises from the middle of a number of bright

green lorate leaves, which are annually sent

up from a brown roundish bulb of about 2

inches in diameter. The seed is large, round,

reen, like that of a Crinum or a Hy-
menocallis, and if sown immediately after

maturity will soon commence sprouting. It

succeeds very well in a good sized jiot planted

in sandy leaf-mould, and kept in a light, well-

aired greenhouse, or it may also be ]ilanted

outside in May on a warm southern border.

The bulb must be kejit perf('ctly dry in winter

and in a place where frost cannot penetrate.

Unfortunately, it is at present extremely
scarce. C. G. Van TubergEiV, Jin.

Bouvardia Humboldti corymbiflora.—One
is accustomed to associate Bouvardia flowers with

the dull winter season, and at that time they are,

as a matter of course, doubly valuable ; still even

during the summer they are very much admired,

and extremely useful where sprays, button-holes,

and such like are in constant demand. The most
continuous summer bloomer is Humboldti corymbi-

flora, which is in all respects very different from
most of the numerous garden forms now so gene-

rally cultivated. The variety above mentioned is

of a rather upright free growth, with glossy leaves

and very long-tubed pure white Wossoms, remaik-

able for their delicious Jasmine-like fragrance. It

may be grown in pots, and flowered at this time of

the year, or planted out during the summer months
it will flower freely. Still this last has one draw-

back, for the blooms from the purity of their colour

and rather weak tubes to the flowers are easily

spoiled by strong winds and heavy rains. This ob-

jection, however, does not apply to the other gar-

den varieties of Bouvardia (especially those with

bright coloured blossoms), all of which will give a
considerable number of cut blooms during the

summer if planted out. A very good plan, and one

I have seen successfully followed where space is

available and plants are grown in quantity for winter

blooming, is, after the flowering season is over and
no more young shoots are required for propagating

purposes, to harden off the old plants, and about

the end of Ma.y to plant them out in a bed pre-

pared for them. The soil should be well broken

up, and if necessary some leaf-mould or decayed
manure incorporated with it, while the plants must
mt be allowed to sutler from drought. A bed of

this kind in an out-of-the-way place or reserve

ground will yield a great (juantity of blooms dur-

ing the summer, and a few years since a florist of

my acquaintance obtained such exceptional results

during one particular season that he considered it

one of his most remunerative crops that year.

—

H. P.

Swainsonia Osborni —The Swainsonias are

all pretty free flowering plants, whose Pea-shaped
blossoms vary in colour from white to pink and a
kind of reddish purple. S. Osborni is one of the

beit, and will either flower freely in comparatively
small pots, or under more liberal treatment develop
into a climbing, or more properly a ramljling plant

that may be employed for furnishing a rafter in a
greenhouse or for a similar purpose. A healthy
specimen will fluwer from midsummer, or even
earlier, till the autumn, so that its season of bloom-
ing is spread over a considerable period. The
flowers, which are borne in erect racemes pro-

duced from the axils of the leaves, are nearly as

Blandfordia nobilis.—The Blandfordias form
a small genus of liliaceous plants, the whole of
which are natives of Australia, and all of them
bear a considerable amount of resemblance to each
other. They are by no means recent introductions,
but for some reason or other have been allowed to
fall into neglect, so much so, that not only are they

very rarely seen in gardens, but
are difficult to obtain from nur-

series. Tlie different Blandfor-

dias all push up a number of

narrow Grass-like leaves from a
thickened base, while the roots

are few in number, but very
stout. The most vigorous of all

is that above mentioned— B.

nobilis, whose roots are of a
more fibrous nature than those

of some of the others. The
lef.\ es of this are rigid and of a
bright grass green, while the

upright spikes, which well over-

top the mass of foliage, bear

on their upper part a number
of drooping blossoms of a lich

golden yellow colour tinged with

red towards the mouth. This

Blandfordia flowers about Jure,

at which time it is certain to

attract attention, even among
the great wealth of greenhouse

plants in bloom at that period.

It will succeed under much the

same conditions as a Pelargo-

nium, though the soil needed is

different. That for the Blandfor-

dia should be of an open nature,

such as equal parts of peat and

loam, with a liberal admixture of

sand. The best time to repot is towards the end of

the summer, after the flowering season is over, and in

carrying this out ample drainage should be ensured.

After potting, the soil should be kept fairly moist,

when the roots will soon be active, and during the

winter less water will, of course, be needed, though

at no time should the soil be allowed to become

very dry. Then on the return of spring the water

supply must, of course, be increased, and during

the summer a copious amount may with advantage

be given, provided the drainage is in good order.—

H. P. , . .

Gardenias.— Old plants of Gardenias are apt

to get thin and straggling if under-potted. This

c^n be easily remedied if as soon as the spring

flowering is over the branches are cut in freely.

The plants will then break back from the old wood

To help them to do this keep the atmosphere close

and moist and the temperature warm. In a few

weeks they will have made enough growth to

require potting. If there is any loose soil about

the tops of the balls unoccupied by roots it should

be got lid of. Any roots that have got into a

matted state down in the ilr.iinage should be cut

away, and pots two sizes larger should be given.

In a stove temperature the plants will move rapidly.

ElibeiKi luugipi-talii. Eugraveil lor Tin; CIakden from a pliotognqjh

sent by C. 6. Van Tubergen, Jun.

Ismenes, viz., the golden -flowered Ismene

Amaiicaes, but the differences between this so-

called Pancratium ringens and the Elisena

longipetala appear to be very slight. The

Hist notice of this latter plant is given in the

Ilntnniad Ri-yixter for 1838 (Miscellaneous

Notices 79), where it is stated that Pichard

Harrison, of Aigburth, having procured a

bulb from Lima was the first to llower it in

England. Soon afterwards a coloured plate

ajipeared in the Butdiiical Mdi/icj'iir, and a

similar |ilate on a larger scale is also published

in the " Refugium Botanicum"of Saunders and

liukcr. These jihites undoubtedly represent

the flowers in their true botanical characters,

but they convoy but a poor idea of their ex-

([uisite beauty. The flowers, which arc of a

very jiure, pearly white, have their cups much
flattened and declined, the segments, which

are of the same snowy white colour, being

singularly twisted and about 4 inches long
; jJet them have plenty of light so as to keep the

the stylo and stamens project from the mouth ' wood strong and short-jointed. Gardenias treated
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io this way can be got into condition for flowering
in the winter. Young plants that were struclv last
autumn or early in the spring should be shifted on.
Da not stint them for root room. The greatest
difficulty that attends the cultivation of Gardenias
is keeping down insects, especially mealy-bug.—A.

HANGING BASKETS FOR THE STOVE.
There are several genera of plants which can be
most suitably adapted to this particular work, and
some of which in their seasons will give a good sup-
ply of flowers also. Prominent amongst these are
the .Eschynanthuses, which are most at home in a
moist atmosphere, delighting in more atmospheric
moisture than many plants. In the opposite direc-

tion for a dry house there are Hoya bella, a well
known variety, and Hoya linearis, which is not so

often seen, but which is particularly well suited to
basket culture. Of the .V, ichynanthuses the follow-
ing are the best kinds : ,K. javanicus, a bright red

;

JE. Lobbianus, a rich scarlet ; jE. longiBorus, scar-

let
;
.Iv pulcher, a bright scarlet; and ^E.splendidus,

scarlet, and one which lasts well. There are
others, but they are of more bushy growth, and
therefore not so well suited for basket culture.
The yEschynanthuses should be well supplied with
water at the roots when growing. The Hoyas do
not require nearly so much to keep them in a
healthy state. Both will, however, do well in nearly
the same kind of soil, peat of fibrous quality being
the chief constituent ; a little loam may be added
with advantage and some broken crocks and char-
coal, both fairly fine. The baskets for the .Eschy-
nanthu.>es should be lined with a good coating of
Sphagnum Moss to assist in keeping them moist.
Less will do for the Hoyas, using just enough to
keep the soil from falling through. Agalmyla
staminea, a pendulous growing gesneraceous plant,
is also suitable for basket culture. This, when in
active growth, is amenable to the same treatment
as the ^Eschynanthus, but requires resting in the
winter as in the case of the Gesneras. Asparagus
deflexus is the best of its family for basket culture,
and a lovely variety it is when seen growing freely
in a stove temperature. The Nepenthes for a warm
stove hardly require any recommendation : these
are amongst the best of all basket plants. Be the
collection of these Pitcher Plants ever so small,
N. Mastersiana should be included ; it is un-
doubteiUy the finest of all for general use.
Russellia juncea is very seldom seen; it is, however,
a most elegant plant and oae well suited to this par-
ticular kind of decoration. Its miniature foliage
and flowers are very attractive. Torenia asiatica
and T. pulcherrima are both distinct and useful
plants, very free growing and quite distinct. To
these the many kinds of Ferns which have been
previously treated upon, should be added. Those
who contemplate making up baskets will do
well to work up a young stock of such as the
-Eschynanthuses, Hoyas, and Torenias, of which
several small plants will be found more useful than
larger ones. Of the others, one plant of each will
be sufficient. Plantsman.

Clitoria ternatea.- About this time last year
a coloured plate was given in The Gaeden of this
most beautiful climbing annual, which, though a
common weed in many parts of the tropics, is not
grown here half as much as it deserves to be, for
the rich blue tint of its blossoms is unsurpassed, if

not unequalled, by any of its associates, while the
light central blotch serves to still further intensify
the richness of its colouring. There are several
varieties, but to my mind the ordinary form as
figured in The Garden is tlie handsomest of all,

not even excepting the double-flowered variety
which I recently saw in very good conditicn. It is,

I think, grown to a greater extent than was the
case previous to the issue of the plate in question,
and from the admiration everywhere bestowed
upon it we shall probably see it become still more
popular, especially as seeds are readily obtained
from any of our leading seedsmen. To Mr. Wythes
at Syon we are indebted for showing us what a
beautiful climber this Clitoria is, the flowers from
which the plate in question was prepared having

been grown in the gar.Jens there. This Clitoria is

by no means a strong growing climber ; therefore it

does not require a great amount of root room,
either in pots or planted out. Liberal applications
of liquid manure are, however, of great service, not
only in keeping the plants in good condition, but
they are thereby assisted in maintaining a .succes-

sion of bloom. If the plants are allowed to become
stunted in any way they quickly fall a prey to red
spider, which soon disfigures the foliage, and is very
difticult to dislodge once the leaves are attacked by
it.- H. P.

Lilium Browni.—This Lily is a very great
favourite of mine, and one that, in addition to

its other prominent features, may ba grown in pots,

and flowered successfully year after year. The
flowers are large, massive in texture, of an ivory-

white tint within, and heavily tinged with chocolate
on the exterior. The flowers of this LUy have been
described as solitary, but such is not the case, for

though often seen with but a single bloom, a strong
specimen will sometimes bear three or four. A
group of this Lily forms a very beautiful object in

the greenhouse, and when the blossoms are first

opened they possess an agreeable fragrance, though
after a time it becomes heavy and less pleasing.
The pollen of this Lily is of a dark chocolate colour,
and when grown out of doors the ivory-white of

the interior of the flower is soon sullied by it, so
that it is really more satisfactory under glass.

Lilium Browni is by no means a common Lily, and
always commands a good price, but as a set off to
this is the readiness with which it may be grown
in pots. —H. P.

Chrysanthemums.

EARLY CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
The earliest of these are already in flower. This
shows their usefulness not only as pot plants, but
also for bedding out either in masses or in mixed
borders. From now onwards there need not be any
interval until November and December again come
round. For nearly si.x months one or the other
may be had without any extra care or trouble.
Where there is not enough room under glass to
keep up a supply of flowering plants for the con-
servatory, these early kinds should be grown in

quantity. Most of the season when they require
any amount of room, they can easily be grown out
of doors and taken in as they commence to flower.

For cutting, whether early or late, the Chrysan-
themum is well known for its excellent lasting pro-
perties. For use in tlie house the same holds good
when the plants are bush grown and of dwarf habit.
These early sorts should receive a larger share of
attention ; this may be given them without in any
way disparaging the late flowering or November
kinds. Those now flowering will last well to the
end of August or into September, to be followed by
others in good variety

;
yellows, however, seem to

predominate. Cuttings struck in the spring of
these early kinds will make capital stufl: in small
pots ; they grow on rapidly when once established.
Hardly any support is needed for these kinds which
flower early ; this is a decided advantage, not only
as regards effect, but also in the saving of labour.
Later sorts than these, including those which
flower in November, require a little support, but not
much when bush grown. The tall growing kinds,
floweringfromtheendof Octoberinto November and
December, must of necessity have some support.
This should be given them as soon as possible, if

not yet done, so as to guard against injury from
winds. I do not allude to such as are grown for
exhibition blooms ;

these will have been secured
long ago, but to such as are grown for ordinary
decoration at home. When thi.s is being done the
suckers and lower shoots should be removed to

strengthen the plants. Aphides of all kinds, black
or white, should be looked after and destroyed by
a dusting of tobacco powder. Do not attempt to
feed with manure of any kind for some time to
come

; too much of this generous treatment only
tends to over-luxuriant wood at an expense later on
of fine blooms. All the Chrysanthemums do best

in sunny positions, but this is not enough ; if this

is secured, the place where they are grown may be
rather confined upon the sides, or in other words
too much sheltered. This should not be allowed,

otherwise the growth will be too soft, caused by
too much moisture surrounding the plants. They
will do better if in a position where the wind does

sometimes blow them over ; standing the plants

thickly together should not be adopted as a remedy
against this. PlantsmAN.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Prunella grandiflora.—I send you some flowers

of this. It i3 a very tine garden plant ;
the handsome

flowers are freely borne on stems inclios to 8 inches

high. It is more telling than P. Webbiaua, which I

see has got a certificate.—T. Smith, Ncu-r>j.

A fine Maiden-hair Tern.—Mr. J. T. Flet-

cher, The Gardens, Lyuhales, Kington, Hereford,

sends us a good photograph showing a remarkably fine

specimen of Adiautum cuneatum, which is growing in

a 20-inch pan, and measures -1 feet 6 inches in dia-

meter.

Seedling Carnation.—Herewith we send you a

seedlirg purple Carnation, of which we should like

your opinion.— C. &: G.

*,* A valuable variety, seeing that it dons not split

iu the least. The colour is a wonderfully lich dark

purple with magenta shade.— Kd.

Lamarck's Evening Primrose (Q'^nothera

Lamarcliiana) is to much iu advance of the common
Evening Primrose and succeeds under such a variety

of conditiime, that it alone should be grown. It is

easily naturalised, and in a wild state, if its propor-

tions are smaller, it has a charming effect, especially

iu the evening.

Campanula Tommasiniana seems to be a
comparatively little known BellBower in gardens,

and yet one of the easiest of the alpine species to

manage. In habit it much resembles C. pusilla or

C. Waldsteiniana, but has long funnel-shaped

flowers instead of cup-shaped ones, which these

two species have. The flowers are bright blue-

purple, and the plant is very useful for rockeries or

the front of mixed borders.

Lilium Grayi.—In a bed near the principal

entrance to the Royal Garden.s, Kew, L. Grayi, the

North American species named in honour of the

late Dr. Asa Gray, may now be seen in flower. It

is a slender plant, 1 foot or 18 inches high, with

whorled leaves and small flowers about 2 inches

long, the segments reflexed in the upper half and
coloured crimson on the outside, bright crimson

with deep maroon spots inside. Its nearest affinity

is with L. canadense.
L Grayi is now in flower in the Royal

Gardens, Kew, and, so far as is known, this is the

first time this Lily has flowered in Europe. In

habit and general appearance it suggests L. cana-

dense, but the flowers are produced singly on the

stem, of a rich reddish orange, covered their whole

length with deep purple spots, and do not reflex, as

in L. canadense. The bulbs are similar to those of

L. canadense and L. superbum. This Lily looks as

if it would be amenable to ordinary culture. It

was first found by Dr. Asa Gray, after whom it is

named, in 1810, in the Roan Mountains, but other

and more robust forms have been found elsewhere

since that date —W.

Sweitia perennis —For half shady spots or

peaty beds, one of the best plants in flower at

present is tlie charming Swertia perennis. It is a
very interesting perennial plant belonging to the

Gentian family, and produces spikes 2 feet to 3

feet high of pretyily spotted grey- purple flowers.

When the clumps are large it makes a fine show,

and as the basal leaves are always interesting, it

is well worth possessing by those having proper ac-

commodation. It is propagated by division, which
may be readily done in the autumn months.

Cyananthus lobatus, when it does well,

which, unfortunately, is not often the case, is one

of the loveliest rock plants we know. It is a native

of the Himalayas, quite hardy, and flowers all
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through July, August, and the early part of Sep-

tember. It requires rich free soil and rather a
moist situation with the crown raised well above
the surrounding level. The plants suffer from
damp in winter more than anything else, and al-

though requiring plenty of moisture during sum-
mer, they dislike it very much in winter. A plant

in the rook garden at Kew is nearly 2 feet in dia-

meter, with hundreds of flowers in all stages of

development, and so well does it grow that we
noticeJ the other day some self-sown seedlings,

which are very rare in the case of this species of

Cyananthus. It may readily be raised from seed.

It should never be disturbed if possible.

The Oswego Tea or Bee Balm (Monarda
didyma) is a lovely and very useful plant in the

garden. It is one of the plants that bees seem to

prefer to all others. To get the plant in its best

form, however, it requires a bog or moist deep soil,

as then it will often grow 3 feet and -t feet high,

and produce an abundance of its bright red flower-

heads. Like M. fistulosa, M. Kalmiana, and the

other species, it may be increased readily by
division of the roots in autumn as soon as the

leaves turn yellow. It is a native of North America
and quite hardy in this country.

Solanum Wendlandi.—There is a fine ex-

ample of this magoificent stove climber in the
sncsulent house (No. 5) at Kew, where it is planted
in a shallow raised border and exposed to full

sunshine all day. Seeing that the plant in the
sunny Water Lily house has succeeded so well,

and also from its behaviour in the dry succulent
house, we may conclude that this Solanum must
have plenty of light. It is unquestionably the
handsomest stove climber that has been introduced
of recent years. A coloured plate of it was pub-
lished in The Gardex, February 1, 18110.

Fuchsias in Hyde Park.—The Fuchsia is a
leading flower in the London parks this year, and
the change from the formal parterre to arrange-
ments in which the Fuchsia plays a prominent part
is welcome. In Hyde Park the Fuchsia is now in

its fullest beauty. There are specimens 3 feet

and upwards in height, the slender shoots sweeping
the ground. This is a great improvement on the
ribbon borders and panel bedding, and each season
we are glad to see that greater use is being made
of hardy flowers and such graceful subjects as
Heliotropes, Ivy-leaved. Pelargoniums, and Fuchsias.

Lilium longifloruta var. chloraster has
lately been descnbed by Jlr. Baker from plants in

flower at Kew, and originally received from Dr.
Henry, who collected them in Northern China.
There is a very marked difference in foliage be-

tween this new introduction and typical longi-

florum, as well as in the form of the flowers, which
in the variety chloraster are much more inflated

than in ordinary longiflorum; as the name indicates,

the segments have a tinge of green extending from
the base up about two-thirds of the segments.

Spiraea gigantea. or S. kamtschatcensis, as it

is also called, turns out to be a much finer and
more useful plant than we considered possible from
seeing young specimens. Its name of gigantea is

well earned, as the plant we have hag thrown up
stems at least 10 feet high ; these, clothed with
large palmate leaves and surmounted with huge
feathery heads of white flowers, remler it a very
conspicuous object in the distance. It does best
in the near vicinity of water, or at least in damp
situations, and would, perhaps, look better it

planted so as to appear growing out of something
else.

Dianthus Courtoisi has flowered with us for

the first time, ami if we are to judge of hybrid
Pinks from this one, let us have more by all means.
It has been raised between D. barbakus and D. su-
perbus, but as a rock plant it is much superior to

both, with a free habit, and bearing numerous
brilliant magenta-purple flowers. It is certainly a
great acquisition, and seems to be one of the Pinks
that can be managed with the greatest ease in the
ordinary garden. It may be seen to the best
advantage on a rookery, but it grows and flowers

equally freely in the bed or border, and has a good
perennial habit, which is a desideratum.

Eryngium Oliverianum has coloured more
brilliantly this year than we have ever seen it here-

tofore. The long, cold winter in all probability

agreed with the plant, as it certainly did with the

generality of alpines, the habit being much neater,

the stems dwaifer, and the heads, if anything,

larger. This Eryngo evidently wants starving

slightly to get the most out of it, as the plants we
have growing in almost pure sand are much bluer

than those growing in the ordinary border. It

varies, however, some few of the forms being quite

grey, and never blue, even in dry seasons. These,

evidently seedlings, are the forms to avoid, being
of much the same colour as E. giganteum, and, of

course, not nearly so good.

(Eaothera missouriensia makes a splendid

rockwork plant when grown on dry sandy soil and
in full sun. In rich soil it makes too luxuriant

growth to flower freely, and does not in conse-

quence make such a good rockery subject. It

forms long trailing stems with narrow shining

leaves and large, bright yellow flowers, which are

borne in profusion all through the summer months.
(E. tanacetifolia, a Californian species with deeply

cut leaves and yellow flowers, is also a good rock

plant, and soon makes a large patch. (K triphylla,

a very dwarf species with yellow flowers and irregu-

larly dentate leaves, is also worth growing, as are

CE. eximia, <K. taraxacifolia, <E. acaulis, &c.—K.

Lilium Henryi.—In several places, both inside

and out, this plant is showing flower at Kew.
Evidently it is hardy enough to be left out of doors

permanently in England. It is also a good grower
and free-flowerer, the small bulbs originally re-

ceived at Kew having already produced stems a
yard high with racemes of five to seven buds. As
will be remembered, this species was introduced
from China last year by Dr. Henry, and flowered

for the first time at Kew. It is something like L.

speciosum in habit and form of flowers, but the

colour is deep orange with purplish spots. Acconl-
ing to Dr. Henry, the stems grow to a height of

from 6 feet to 8 feet, and are terminated by huge
clusters of orange flowers.

Achimenes tubiflora is a good summer-
flowering plant for the conservatory or stove. It

requires tropical treatment to start it into growth
in spring and get it into flower by midsummer, but
after that a greenhouse will be warm enough. Its

tall elegant scapes of long-tubed pure white flowers

suggest the fragrant Tobacco plant, and the flowers

remain fresh for weeks. The plant is old enough!;

probably its early introduction accounts for its not
being much grown now. It has plenty of aliases,

viz., Gesnera tubiflora. Gloxinia tubiflora, Dolicho-

deira tubiflora, but, according to the latest autho-
rity, it is an Achimenes, and nothing else. If

any of our readers are unacquainted with this

plant, we recommend them to try it. The tubers

should be started in the stove in February, plant-

ing them in a well-manured loam and using a
5-inch pot for each.

The Whorl Flower (Monarda longifolia).

—

This i-j singularly beautiful now that it is in flower.

When growing it might easily be mistaken for a
vigorous Thistle, as its tufts of spiny leaves are

more than 2 feet across. When the flower-spike

shoots up ami the flowers appear, however, it bears

no resemblance to a Thistle, but is at once a most
attractive plant, and the wonder is that we do not
more frequently see it in bold groups, associated

with the best summer-flowering perennials. The
spike attains to 3 feet in height, but at about half

that stature it commences blooming, and continues
lengthening and flowering. The flowers, as implied

by the name, are in whorls, of which there are a
dozen or more upon a good spike at short distances

apart. Each whorl produces a great quantity of

bloom, the buds being crowded closely together.

The flowers are long and tubular, and in the bud
state white. When first expanded, a tinge of pink
suffuses the throat, and this little bit of colour

deepens and spreads till the whole flower becomes

rose, and ultimately a rich carmine just before it

fades. It has a pleasant and rather sweet scent.

—

A. H.

Lysimachia thyrsiflora.—A day or two since

I met with this fine old-fashioned perennial in a
cottage garden, the owner of which had grown it

many years without knowing its name or aught
else about it. Though able to do but little in his

garden now, for he is just turned eighty-three
years of age, he still cherishes his flowers as of

yore, and records many instances of what he has
achieved in gardening under very adverse circum-
stances. His garden is now a semi-wild one, and
this Lysimachia is very conspicuous. It is an ex
oellent plant for moist positions, though these are'

not absolutely essential, as it is thriving in precisely

the reverse of this, and its fine pyramidal heads of

yellow flowers show to good advantage. Though
very easily grown it appears to be a neglected
plant, and is too often placed in the shrubbery
where other things more vigorous rob it of the

moisture it appreciates so muqh. An excellent

plant for a damp spot or the margin of a pond, in

such as these it will revel.—E. J.

Campanula barbata.—This somewhat rare

and very beautiful species is now in flower, and
quite distinct from the other members of this varied

and important genus. It is a true herbaceous plant

which when full grown attains to 10 inches and
sometimes 15 inches high ; the latter height, how-
ever, is exceptional and confined to very strong

examples. The flowers are of a pleasing pale blue

shade, and, as may be gathered from the specific

name, are bearded, though the bearding in this case

is more like a silken web woven internally and over

the mouth of the corolla, but both denser and more
woolly internally at the base. There is said to be
a white variety, but I have not yet seen it. The
flowers are disposed in a loose raceme, pedicels one-

flowered and rising from the axils of the superior

leaves. When not in flower, it is easily distinguished

by its pale green and shaggy oblong-lanceolate

leaves. A most charming and graceful alpine,

thriving well in deep moist loam with but little

care. It may be increased by seeds and division,

and is plentifully distributed over the European
Alps.

Acantholimon venustum. — This is the

daintiest alpine in flower with me now. It has
been equally brilliant for ten days or more, and
promises to continue for a like period. I have a
capital specimen with over forty spikes of its

charming satin rose flowers, each spike a perfect

little spray or wreath in itself, and, starting from
the base, flowers profusely till the point is reached.

The whole plant is not more than 8 inches high,

and is very distinct in its rigid tufts of glaucous

leaves, as also in the arching flower-spikes. Though
still a comparatively rare alpine, it is by no means
a diflicult one to manage, and is so perfectly hardy
and enduring that all who love choice alpines

should endeavour to procure this one, if they do
not already possess it, for not only is it an ex-

tremely beautiful plant, but it flowers in summer-
time when the number of good flowering alpines

is somewhat limited. My specimen does well

in a mixture of yellow loam, old mortar rub-

bish, and sharp sand, with good drainage and
liberal supplies of water in the growing season.

During the last winter it remained fully exposed
to all weathers among many other alpines without

being in the least injured ; in fact, it has never

flowered so freely as now. It is, however, not so

readily increased as many alpines and is rather a

shy seeder, while attempts to increase it by divi-

sion do not always meet with success. Those who
have plants, however, I would urge to secure seed

if possible, but, failing this, cuttings must be re-

sorted to in early autumn, stripping them off' with

a heel attached and inserting in a cold frame or

hand-light. Another method is to earth up the

tufts with fine sandy soil in .autumn, keeping the

soil moist the while, and pulling the old tufts to

pieces in spring, placing them in a frame till again

established. Isolated clumps form a perfect cushion

or mound, which, with the flower-spikes radiating

all around, produce a singularly pretty effect. It
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is a native of Cilicia, and one of the most beautiful

rock plants in cultivation.—E. J.

The Himalayan Kose (Rosa Brunoniana).—
While we are making much of every single new Rose
that appears at the exhibitions, we are neglecting

those beautiful kinds that have been in gardens for

years, and R. Brunoniana is one of these. Nothing
could surpass the beauty of this Rose, as it has
been seen climbing over a Thuja close to the tropi-

cal J"em house at Kew for the past month. It is

one of the showy growing climbing species with
long stout stems and branches, which from the
latter part of June and during July bear a multi-

tude of large pure white fragrant flowers in loose

clusters, and these continue to expand in succes-
sion, and on some sunny days the bush has looked
like a cloud of white against the dark Conifer.

Seeing that this is one of the hardiest of Himalayan
plants that rarely gets injured in our winters (last

winter even did not kill it at Kew), it is surprising
that nurserymen do not bring it more into notice.

Any thin growing large shrub or tree will do for

its host, and what can be finer on a lawn than a
tree clad with such beauty .' It would be a good
thing to mask the ugliness of those tender Conifers
which have such a miserable appearance in many
places with showy climbers like this Rose. Cle-

matis montana, also a Himalayan plant. Wistarias,
Honeysuckles, and the like planted in good soil,

not too near the supporting trees, and would grow
apace and soon m-ike an effect.—W. Goldeing.

Public Gardens.

"Waterlow Park.—We understand that this park
will uot be opened uutil October.

Proposed new recreation ground.—Nego-
tiations are proceeding between the authorities of
Guy's Hospital and the Bermondsey Yestiy with
the view to the acquisition by the latter body, at a
fair price, of the piece of vacant land at the top of
Nelson Street, near Snow's Fields, for the purpose
of a recreation ground for the children of the
neighbourhood, which is probably the most densely
populated of any in the metropolis. Former nego-
tiations with the same object were broken off by
reason of several thousands of pounds having been
asked for the piece of ground in question ; but it is
believed that this difficulty will ^ot now be thrown
in the way of the project by the governors of Guy's
Hospital.

A "Wandsworth improvement.—The Parks
Committee reported that they had had before
them an application from the Wandsworth District
Board suggesting an exchange of land at Streatham
Green, whereby the approach to Babington Road
would be rendered more convenient. The proposal
if carried out, would be no detriment to the Green'
and a public improvement would result. They re-
commended that the council agree to the proposal
and this was accepted.

Highbury Fields—The Parks Committee also
reported that the council had agreed to purchase
at the joint expense of the \estry of Islington and
certain residents in the locality, a piece of land to
the north of Highbury Fields. In arranging the
purchase, the residents who subscribed £1500 had
also purchased an addititional plot for t.iOO, which
they now offered to the council. They recom-
mended the acceptance of the offer, and it there-
fore became necessary to pass a further resolution
instructing the solicitor to complete the convey-
ance, which was formally passed.

Golf on Parliament Hill.—The Parks and
Open Spaces Committee reported that they had
had before them a memorial from certain residents
in the vicinity of Hampstead and Highgate, pray-
ing the Council to allow golf to be played on Par-
liament Hill. This game was already played on
three of the open spaces under the control of the
Council, but they did not consider it wise to allow
it on Parliament Hill, and they recommended the

I

Council not to allow the playing of the game on
Parliament Hill. After discussion the amendment
was rejected, and the recommendation of the com-
mittee agreed to.

Bishop's Meadow, Fulham.—The Parks and
Opin Spaces Committee recommended that, subject
to an estimate being submitted to it by the Finance
Committee, the Council should contribute a sum
of £5000 (being £350o in addition to the previous
vote) towards the lajing out of Bishop's Meadow,
Fulham, including the building of a wall next the
river, on condition that the work was carried out
by the vestry to the satisfaction of the Council's
engineer within eighteen months. The recommen-
dation was, after some discussion, agreed to.

Bournemouth "Winter Gardens —In a few
weeks time the Winter Gardens at Bouvnemouth
will be put up for sale by auction at the Mart,
Tokenhouse Yard. In Bournemouth, an agitation
has been started in favour of the acquisition of
these beautifully wooded grounds, which cover up-
wards of five acres. The town, as all visitors must
be well aware, is greatly in need of some such
resort, where open-air entertainments of a high-
class character could be held. It is feared by many
of the leading inhabitants that if a speculator
obtains possession of the gardens, he will cut up
the ground for building purposes, and Bournemouth
will thus lose one of the prettiest retreats it at
present possesses. The owner of the properly is

willing to dispose of the gardens on most reasonable
terms if the corporation accede to the request of the
memorialists, and decide on acquiring this valuable
space. In the best interestsof the town, it is to be hoped
that the corporation will avail themselves of the
present favourable opportunity of obtaining posses-
sion of the grounds, which, if opened to the public,
cannot possibly fail to greatly increase the present
great popularity of Bournemouth in the eyes of the
public.

Books.

MUSHROOMS.*
This is, as the author states, " a practical trea-
tise " on the subject, with illustrations of various
methods therein described. The author enters
fully into the modes of culture adopted by
various growers in the States, chiefly in the
New York district. At page 13 Mr. Falconer
makes very suggestive remarks, which I have
before thought mightbeadopted by those interested,
viz , farmers. " No one can grow Mushrooms
better or more economically than the farmer. He
has already the cellar room, the fresh manure and
the loam at home, and all he needs is some spawn
with which to plant the beds. Nothing is lost.

The manure after having been used in Mushroom
beds is not exhausted of its fertility." Further on
he says, " When Mushroom growing is intelligently

conducted, there is more money in it than in hens
and with less trouble. " The author also gives most
suggestive remarks upon Mushroom culture in

greenhouses and other glass structures, the beds
being chiefly made up under the stages. Of these
modes he gives several illustrations which fully

explain themselves. In one instance he says, " The
beds were then (January) in fine bearing, very full,

and the crop was of the best quality. The beds
were made upon the earthen floor of his Tomato
forcing-house and under the back bench." Another
grower says, " Whatever he makes on JIushrooms
is mostly clear gain. They occupy space that wonld
otherwise remain unoccupied, and he needs the
manure and the loam in his florist's business."
Chapters are devoted to " Manure for Mushroom
Beds," in which are included many practical re-

marks ;
" Preparation of the Manure " and " Making

up the Mushroom Beds " are in accordance with
sound practice. The chapter on " Mushroom
Spawn ' is an exhaustive one and to the point, so
also is that upon " Spawning the Beds. " In the

chapters upon " Loam for the Beds" and "The
Proper Temperature, " the author's remarks coincide
with my own practice. That upon "Watering
Mushroom Beds " includes records of practice in

watering with manure water made from fresh horse-

droppings, which, he states, he finds better than
any other. In the same chapter the author alludes
to the maintaining the temperature in the winter
by hot stable manure. This I know to be an ex-

cellent plan, having adopted it in a most successful

manner. " Gathering and Marketing Mushrooms "

includes suggestions which growers wonld do well

to copy. " Insects and other Enemies " are treated

upon, so also is the cooking of Mushrooms in detail.

Mushroom growers wiU do well to study this work.
The illustrations are good and the type excel-

lent.

Peach stones splitting.—Can you or any of

your numerous subscribers give me assistance in

the following matter .' Last year as well as this

my trees have yielded an immense number of

Peaches ; in appearance they are all that could be
desired, large, well shaped, andcf abeautiful colour,

but when opened the stone invariably splits in two
and the fruit is of a bitter flavour. My gardener
cannot account for the cause, nor can I, except it

be that the trees get too much water at the time
of stoning. Can you inform me what quantity of

water they should then get (the roots do not ex-

tend outside the greenhouse), and suggest the pro-

bable cause of this failure of the fruit ? -E. 0. R. D

Grubs injuring plants. — Will yon plea.se

kindly tell me the name of the grubs enclosed .'

Are they wireworms .' They are very destructive

to the stems of Pelargoniums, Iresine, Phlox, Petu-
nias, kc , in the flower beds.—G. C.

%* The grubs are not wureworms, but theyonng
grubs of the cockchafer or some very nearly allied

beetle. They are very diflicult to get rid of
;
per-

haps the most practicable plan is to water the plants

thoroughly with strong liquid manure, which is dis-

tasteful to the grabs and helps the plants. Any
insecticide applied in sufficient quantity and
strength to kill the grubs would injure the plants.

—G. S. S.

"Verbascum Thapsus.—A correspondent, at

page 77, speaks of the tJreat Mullein CS'erbascum
Thapsus) as " a disappearing British plant. " It is

certainly not so with me. In the month of July I

should be inclined to strike out the prefix "dis,"

and say of this very noble specimen of our British

Fauna, that it is a plant which is always appear-
ing on rubbish heaps, in back places, in large beds,

and so on. It is no doubt more common in the
west of England than in Yorkshire, but I cannot
think that there is the slightest probability of its

actual disappearance, either as a wild plant or as a
denizen of our gardens, where it is a sort of free

lance, coming up more as a weed than anything
else. But, let it come where it will, it is always
beautiful and majestic. As Mr. Johns says in
" Flowers of the Field," it makes with Burdock and
Foxglove a good foreground in a picture.—

A

Glodcestebshiee Paeson.

* "Mushrooms; how to grow them." A practical
treatise on Mushroom culture for profit and pleasure.
By \Vm. Falconer. Illustrated. New York ; Orange
Judd Co. 1891.

Names of plants.

—

F. Slmnd.—Dahlia viridi-

flora ; not at all unusual. N. Rushicorth.— F^W.i^ii

ulmaria. T. Wufeiicorth.— Please send better spe-

cimens ; those sent wore shrivelled up. G. li. 11 .

—

1, a poor form of Cattleya gigas ; 2, Vanda, likesuavis
;

3, Cattleya Gaskelliana, good variety; 4, Gongora
atropurpurea. F. G. IL—1, La^ha grandis ; 2, L;ili.i

purpurata ; .'i, Lii'lia Patini. H. J.— 1, Acropera
Loddigesi ; 2, Thuuia Marshalhana ; 3, Acinetadensa

;

4, Lailia elegans ; 5, Cattleya Gaskelliana. 11'. H. li.

—Very near to .Sacoolahium guttatum HolforJianum
in brightness of colour; ym must wait aud see if it

produces length of raceme like that plant; it isdithcult
to name from detached flowers. R. T.—A very nice

and chaste variety of C. Gaskelliana, hut it is nothing
like alba. J. H. T.— 1, Asclepias cura.ssavica; 2,

Spiraea Aruncus. Re'\ J. A. Gatinau.—Datura
liB%ds

;
(blue Thorn .Xpple). J. A. Porch.—Stapclia

asterias. J. M. K.— Epilobiam angustifolium var.

album.
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Woods and forests.

THINNING PARK TIMBER.

Instances of plantations having been neglected,
or, to say the least, badly managed in the mat-
ter of timely thinning, may be seen almost every-
where. Few people thin until irreparable
damage is done, often not until a once
promising plantation has become a tract of bare
poles with a mere tuft of twigs on the top.

There are two objects for which trees may be
grown, each requiring a special mode of manage-
ment with a view to the best results in each case.

The first is the management of trees with a view
to profit. The second is their management with a
view to ornament. Thinning in the first instance
has to be performed very gradually, and must
never be severe. The object being straight and
clean trunks, sufticient room for a healthy head
is all that is required without overcrowding,
and the plantation should never be made so thin
as to allow the prevailing winds to cut unduly
through it ; in short, the important matter of
shelter cannot be forgotten where timber is

grown for profit. It is not, however, with
timber growing for profit that I wish now to
deal, but with ornamental or park trees as spe-
cimens

; and to obtain really fine park trees
thinning must be done in time and thoroughly.
No one, even the most inexperienced, can fail

to be struck by the beauty of trees standing out
singly in a park, where they have had room to
develop themselves throughout their existence
without being touched or shaded by other
trees, compared with those of the same variety
which have been only slightly overcrowded,
perhaps leaning over to one side, or it may be
branchless for about half of their height on one
side. Trees such as these are simply an eye-
sore, and it is fur this reason more than any
other, namely, the neglect of timely thinning,
that many of our trees have a bad reputation
as regards beauty. Everyone admires a well-
grown Oak ; or an Elm, dangerous though it be
when old, as the recent catastrophe in the Castle
Green at Hereford shows, resulting in the death
of two children ; or a Chestnut, which, as a
flowering deciduous park tree, is far before the
Lime, which has long Ijeen a great favourite for
avenues, possibly because of its frequency on
the Cmtment. Again, no one will dispute
the beauty of the Beech, even when its stem
is bare to a great height ; but for the Ash as an
ornamental tree few will say a word. An old
Ash, however, which has had room for full
development has a beauty peculiar to itself,

allogether ditl'eront from that of its formal cha-
racter when young

; justas the stitfarrow-shaped
Scotch Pine gets fiat and table-headed with age,
so the Ash becomes pendulous when it is old
enough to be a good park tree, but to arrive at
this stage and to be really an ornamental object
it must never have IjBon spoiled by contact with
other trees. The Birch is a tree neglected on
account of a supposed want of beauty, but when
old it is one of the most graceful of trees, chang-
ing its stiff, upright growth to ju.st the reverse.
It cannot be included amongst the largest park
trees as a single specimen, but in widely-spaced
groups it is (piite distinct and beautiful, its

beauty Ijeing enhanced by the silvery white Imle
shining through the branches. It is one of
those trees which quickly get spoiled if thinning
has been neglected. As its branches are
slender and impatient of shade, the bottom
ones soon die oft", and leave the tree a liare
pole.

Where specimen trees are the^main object,
whetlier in groups or plantations, or where

single specimens are being nur.-ed for a time
with a protecting belt of other trees, thinning
must be done without delay. When the side

branches begin to come in contact at the tips in

some instances, as in the case of trees which
have a pyramidal habit, this is even too late.

The Turkey ( )ak may be taken as an example of

a tree which should be thinned sooner than the
British Oak, as being much more liable to be
spoiled from overcrowding. A great mistake is

often committed in planting large trees, such
as the Lime and the Elm, too closely, so as to

form groups. In a young state, what apjiears

to be ample room is found, when the trees have
only half grown, to be quite inadequate, and
thinning becomes a difliculty ; if it be done at

all, the symmetry of the group will Ije spoiled,

and if left unthinned the trees, of course,

grow into what looks like a compact; group from
a distance ; but the outside ones must of neces-

sity become one-sided and lean outwards, while
the inside trees liecome bare poles with only a
few twigs at the summit". The permanent
trees in a plantation, if intended to attain ;i

fully developed stage, should never be planted
nearer than o-t feet ; that space is even too

little for (_)aks or Beeches. I am acquainted
with a plantation formed by one of our abltst

landscape gardeners where the permanent trees

(Cedars of Lebanon) are planted lot) feet apart,

the intermediate spaces being filled in with
miscellaneous trees, to be entirely thinned out
as the Cedars progress. Where miscellaneous
plantations have been made without any pre-

conceived plan as to thinning, or what particular

tree or trees were ultimately to be pi-rmanent,

it is best in the first place to select those sorts

which are to remain which seem best suited to

the soil and locality. For instance, the Beech
will be found to succeed perfectly where the
Lime and Elm will not do well ; again, the
Lime will grow where the Oak will not, and the
Sycamore or Norway Maple where none of these
will succeed. The Horse Chestnut is not fasti-

dious as to soil, which gives this fine park
tree always a chance among the many. The
healthiest trees in any given locality will be, as

a rule, the best shaped ones, and a well shaped
tree will always lie considered of more value
when it comes to the question of selection for

the axe. The badly shaped tree will have to

go, always provided the space left vacant by its

removal is not too great, for better have a badly
shaped tree than no tree, it being only a ques-
tion of time for a tree to ultimately balance it-

self if not hopelessly spoiled from long contact
with others. Thinning may be carried on at

any time before the trees get overloaded with
foliage ; indeed, I have no hesitation i i saying
that it is never too late to thin. I have thinned
young plantations all through the summer,
where it was absolutely necessary to relieve

tine trees from being spoiled. The value of the
fallen timber should never once be thought of

where the well-being of permanent trees, from
an ornamental point, is concerned. G.

Trenching new plantations.—Wherever tree

planting is intended to be carried out, it is import-
ant, if a profitable result is desired, that the ground
should have been previously well prepared. What-
ever is worth doing at all is worth doing well, and
although trenching, whether it be done with the
spade or with the steam plough, involves a good
deal of expense, still I am convinced sucli opera-
tions will, in the long run, pay. The most thriving
plantations with wliich I am acquaintcil were
trenched 20 inches deep, and the bottom of the
trenches well broken up with the pick, the subsoil

(poor sand) was brought up to the top, and the top
spit placed in the bottom. It should always be
borne in mind that in a plantation of young trees

there is very liule chance of improving the L)wer
stratum of soil after they are once planted; but, in
the preparation of the ground, if the bottom spit

is brought to the surface, the exposure to the air,

together with the falling leaves and other decom-
posing vegetable matter, will materially improve
it. The young trees may not start so rapidly dur-
ing the first year or two, in consequence of the
best soil being placed at the bottom of the trench,
but as soon as the roots begin to strike downwards,
the effect of the deepening of the soil will soon be
apparent, and in ten years it will be still more re-

markable. Of course it is only in new plantations
where trenching can be properly carried out. In
the south of England and other places, wh^re the
undergrowth stands till it gets large enough for

hop-poles, there are always vacancies to be filled

up after every cutting. .Spanish Chestnut and
Ash are generally used for this purpose, and by
digging large holes the plants in time become es-

tablished and do pretty well ; but if, ins'ead of

filling up a vacancy here and there, a large break
had to be planted, the expense of digging wide
holes and planting would be as much or more
than trenching, and the result by no means so

satisfactory. Trenching, in some instances, is,

however, impracticable and undesirable. In one
of the most thriving young plantations of Scotch
Fir with which I am acquainted the young seed-

lings sprung up spontaneously, and all that was
necessary was periodical thinning of the young
trees.—R. A.

Creosoting timber.—I venture to say that it

the value of creosote for preserving timber was
better understood than it is, it would be more ap-

preciated ; I have now before me convincing proof

of the good that results from creosoting fencing.

About five years ago I enclosed a small plantation

with a four-rail split Oak fence, and as this was
my first experiment with creosote, I put in a few
lengths of sawn Larch and split Oak uncreosoted

as a test. The result now is that the creosoted

fencing is quite sound and as clean as on the day
it was fixed ; whereas, the uncreosoted portion is

covered with Lichen, and the posts near the

ground are producing a good crop of fungus, a sure

indication that decay is at work. I find that

wherever creosote is present no vegetable growth

can exist. Whether in the case of heart-wood or

sappy Oak creosote is equally valuable for prevent-

ing the growth of Lichen, Moss, and fungus, and it

will also enable the wood to resist the absorption

of wet. The tank which I use for charging the

timber with the creosote is made of the best boiler

plate, 17 feet long, 5 feet wide, and 4 feet deep;

this size will hold two lengths of rails .at once ; the

creosote is kept simmering two nights and one day
before the fencing is sufficiently pickled.—A.

Tree roots choking: drains.--A cure for this

evil is coal-tar. In using it mix it with sawdust

to the consijtency of ordinary building mortar. A
layer of this should be spread on the bottom cf the

drain ; on this set the drain pipes, and then cover

iill over with the tar-mortar. If the work be care-

fully performed, .and the mortar applied in suffi-

cient quantity—say !J-
inches thick all round-

sue ;ess may be guaranteed.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.—Tha journal u pub-

lished in neatly bound Montkly Parts. In this form the

cotoured ptatcs are best preaerred, and it is most suilablt /or

reference jyreiiom to the isaut of the half-i/tarl i/ rolunus. Price

Is. ad. ;
post free, Is. 9d. Complete set of volitnics of Thk

Garden from its commcncemail to end of 181)0, thirty-eight vols.,

pnce. cloth, £iS is. „ , , „ ." Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts. — n,s
iournulis piiblt.-:hed m luiillil l«nnHt Minilhti/ Parts, m irAiM

form it is iimsl suitable for r,f riMY pi; lious to the issue of the

yeaflil rolunHS. Pnrt lid. ;
jmst .I'rn, Si/.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.—This journal u
publishtd in niallu bound Moullily Parts, in which Joi-m it it

most suitable for rtfa-ence prerioiis to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price M. ; post free, Sil.

" Hardy Flowers."—0'"'"!' descriptions of upiranls Of

thirteen hundred of the most ornamental species, with directions

for their arraninmenl, culture, etc. fourth and Popular

Edition, \s.; po.it free. \s. Sd.

"The Garden Annual" for I89i.—Contains Alpha-

bctiriil li.ils of oil Ilruiichcs of the llnrtieultural Trade correctea

up In Kornulnr 10 lost. The ii-iM </ Hardens and Coiintru

Hulls (ronlaininit orcr VOOO) hare been rcri/ mrcfullii and exten-

sirili/ rcrised, ('iiii( are ailmitled to be the most complete ner
publi.ihed. Price U. ; by post, \s. M.
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" TWs is an Art
Which does mend Nature : changt it rather ; but
The Abt iTSELr is Nature."—S/iaAespeare.

Kitchen Garden.

LETTUCE FOR WINTER AND SPRING.
However well adapted are the various ma-
terials other than Lettuce for using during the
winter months as salad, few will dispute that
Witloof and Endive are only considered as ad-
juncts, and if Lettuce were plentiful at this dull
season of the year the others could he very
well dispensed with. Except in large gardens,
however, winter Lettuce is very scarce, or at

least generally so, for unless the plants when
of large size are efficiently protected, decay
through damp or frost will clear them off whole-
sale. Frost, as is well known, plays sad havoc
with Lettuces growing in the open air during
the winter, and the reports generally from gar-
dens during the past winter showed that Let-
tuces, even where planted for the early spiing
supply, were quite destroyed. In these cases
I am under the impression that the seed was
sown too early for the plants to winter success-
fully. I did not lose a single plant of the later

sowing, whilst those of larger growth were all

killed. Some few hundreds of both Hicks'
Hardy White and Black-seeded Brown Cos
were set out on a west border. Hicks' Hardy
"White was the tirst to turn in amongst Cabbage
Lettuces. All the Year Round is very useful
for wintering in frames, with Hammersmith
Hardy Green and Stanstead Park for the open
air. Quality in winter Lettuces must be second-
ary to usefulness, but with the varieties in

question, when well grown, there should not
be any complaints, considering the season they
will be in use.

The mistake generally made is in relying upon
about two sowings to range over the seasons
mentioned, one for storing in frames for winter
use and the other for wintering in the open air
for the early spring sujjply. When this is the
case the latter, if the autumn should turn out
mild, are too forward to winter successfully.
Where there is frame space at disposal for mak-
ing up slight hotbeds, or even vineries or
Peach houses at work, the loss is not so keenly
felt, but in those gardens where there are not
such conveniences the case is far different. For
storing in frames a sowing ought now to be
made, taking care to raise the plants on an
open sunny spot. South borders recently
cleared of Potatoes I utilise for the purpose,
and here they succeed admirably. By sowing
the seeds very thinly in drills 15 inches apart,
sturdier plants are obtained than when sown
broadcast, for these, unless very thinly sown,
are apt to become crowded and so spindle
up. It is also necessary that plants to be
relifted should be transplanted, as these lift

better than any not removed. I do not think
it wise, however, to place in frames all the plants
which may be raised, as a good batch may
be efficiently protected by a covering of mats,
these being kept off' the plants by wooden sup-
yiorts. During a mild winter I have kept full-
hearted Lettuces until far into the winter with
no other protection than that accorded above

;

and even duiing the generality of winters at any
rate such a supply should last until Christmas.
Keeping up a supply during the early part of
the winter is a simple matter. The plants
should not be too large when transferred to
frames, and the best course I have found is to

transplant direct from the seed bed into the
frames, these latter being filled within 12 inches
of the top with fairly light and rich soil with a
fair proportion of burnt garden refuse. The
plants take freely to the soil, the lights being
only needed on the approach of frost or cold

rains. These plants, on account of being
well rooted and established during the early

part of the winter, are not so likely to

be afleoted by damp. Along the front of

unheated Peach cases is a favourite posi-

tion, and should be made available wher-
ever possible, as, unlike frames, damp is rarely

troublesome, especially where a free course of

ventilation is accorded on all favourable occa-

sions. Whilst growing in frames during the
winter months, it is very essential that frost be
efficiently guarded against, for if the plants
should be full hearted, decay will quickly set in

if frost reaches them. Banking the sides and
tops of the frames with a sufficient covering of

dry litter is the safest protection, taking the
precaution to ventilate freely in damp or muggy
weather, also closely picking off any decaying
leaves and stirring the surface soil occasionally.

For passing safely through the winter for

turning in during the spring, a sowing may
be made during the first week in September
and another one towards the second or third

week, and which will produce plants which may
be relied upon for wintering safely in the open
air. The plants having been pricked out into their

permanent quarters only require sufficient time
to take root-hold and become established before
the approach of wintry weather. Damp is pro-
bably a greater evil than frost, and for com-
bating the evil asmuch as possible in dampor cold
districts raised borders facing both south and west
are good positions. An additional sowing may be
made during the first week of October and the
seedlings remain in the seed bed throughout the
winter. Plants from this sowing will also turn in

very quickly if planted on a slight hotbed in frames
at the turn of the year. For this purpose All
the Year Round is the best variety. Early Paris
Market, I am well aware, if sown early in

January and grown on on a gentle hotbed also
turns in readily, Viut the others by being raised
in the open are at hand for filling up any likely

gaps if the supply should be running short.

The soil must be fairly rich and friable and
also free from wireworm, as these depredators
wDl clear the young plants off wholesale by
eating right into the hearts of the plants. I

lost a lot of plants last spring from this cause.
The plants must be lifted very carefully and
planted firmly, also taking care that they do
not suffer from want of water. Attention to
the above details, and guarding against frost

and damp with free ventilation on all favour-
able occasions, and also surface-stirring amongst
the plants, are the main points to ensure a sup-
ply of winter and early spring Lettuces.

A. Y. A.

Chervil.—This useful herb is in request in most
establishments, and it is also valuable for garnishing
it Parsley should run short. For a winter supply
the seeds should now be sown, selecting a sloping
border open to the south. Chervil seed sometimes
fails to germinate freely on account of being sown
too deeply. The seeds should be sown in shallow
drills ii inches apart. In some gardens Chervil does
but very indifferently, but this is where there is not
sufficient lime in the soil, and to counteract this
a dressing of old lime rubbish or even fresh slaked
lime may be applied with advantage.

Corn Salad.—This is generally very noteworthy
in gardens by its absence, but tor mixing with the
ordinary run of salad it is very acceptable. It is

seldom asked for except during the winter and
early spring. All that is necessary is to sow thipjy

in an open position in shallow drills G inches apart
and thin out to 4 inches apart. The young haves
are gathered singly as they become fit for use.

Naturally, growth will not be very rapid during the
winter months, unless the weather should be
abnormally mild, but upon the approach of genial
weather in the spring, growth is very rapid and the
leaf very palatable.

NOTES ON LETTUCES.

TnE general opinion is that the Cos and Cabbage
varieties, so distinct in appearance, own a common
origin, though some hold to the contrary. The
one main fact which appears to militate against the
assumption of the Cos and Cabbage varieties being
the representatives of two distinct species is the
one noticed by all cultivators of Lettuces—that
the two types run into each other through almost
imperceptible gradations, and also because as
soon as the Cos or Cabbage types run to seed, they
present no difference to each other. This appears
to be a conclusive proof of the identity of their

origin.

Which is the older of the two types—the Cos
or the Cabbage — is perhaps an open question ; but
Messrs. Vilmorin and Co, in their " A'egetable

Garden," appear to imagine the Cos to be the older
type, though they are not explicit on this point.

We can readily understand the application of the
common name Lettuce— a milk plant ; and while
the term Cabbage as applied to one type is ap-

parent, it is not quite clear how we get the term
Cos. It is a word probably derived from the

French, and , it may be, relates to the form of growth
of the plant.

In a recent trial of winter Lettuces raised from
seeds sown in the autumn, the Cos varieties,

which are generally considered the hardiest, were
represented by the Broad-leaved Bath Cos, black
seed, which is undoubtedly the hardiest, the longest-

standing before running to seed, and therefore the

best. It forms a close full heart, yielding plenty
of material when full grown. Next to this comes
Hicks' Kardy White Cos, which suffered much
more from the severity of the past severe winter
than did the Bath Cos ; but it is a good bright

green-coloured variety, and preferred by many to

the Bath Cos on account of its colour. The Egyp-
tian Green Cos, black seed, is a very hardy variety,

a counterpart of the Hammersmith Hardy Green
Cabbage Lettuce with the Cos character, but its

appearance and peculiar green colour are somewhat
against it. It is said to show a marked tendency
to sport. Of Cabbage varieties. All the Year
Round, black seed, had stood well ; and the white-

seeded form, which is regarded as tenderer than
the other, had stood well also ; so had the Grand
Admiral, or, as it is known in France, the Red-
edged Victoria. Stanstead Park, one of the best

and earliestof thespringLettuces.had stood well ; it

is a very distinct one, blotched on the leaf with a little

colour, large and good. Lee's Immense Cabbage
Lettuce, yellowish-green in colour, and Hammer-
smith Hardy Green, dark green, not so good, neither

so early as Lee's Immense, are also good spring

Lettuces. All these were planted out in the open

in early autumn, on fairly stony land, in a very

exposed position, and having withstood so well the

severity of such a rigorous winter as that of

ISitO-tU, it may be safely assumed they are

thoroughly hardy and can be depended upon.

About the first week in June I saw on the same
ground a large trial of summer Lettuces. The
seeds were all sown on the same date and the plants

put out at the same time ; therefore an excellent

opportunity was afforded for judging of the com-
parative merits of each variety forming the trial.

Wood's White-seeded Bath Cos is largely grown
by old gardeners. They like it and grow it in

quantity ; it makes plenty of leaves, which they tie

up to blanch. The Broad- leaved Bath Cos, black

seed, is of slower growth, and stands a good deal

longer than the white-seeded form ; it is a good old

standard variety, and can be sown at any season of

the year. The Sugar-loaf Bath Cos is an upright

self-folding form of this type; a pure stock of it

makes a useful garden Lettuce. Jefferies' Little

Queen Cos has, dark green and sor»ewbat blistered
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leaves
;

it turns in quickly, but soon runs to seed.
The Victoria White Cos is a gocd useful summer
Lettuce, in all probability a selection from the
Paris White Cos; the leaves take on a peculiar
twist, and seem to form two or three hearts, atd
there is plenty of it. Fulham White Cos is the
variety so largely grown as an early crop I'y the
market gardeners round London ; it is pretty haidy
and folds in well. But as a Cos Lettuce for general
summer use in gardens, the well-known Paris
White takes the lead. The seedsmen sell more
seed of this than any other variety, and fine stocks
of it can be bad. One leading wholesale seed
house informs me they .sell more seed of this than
all the other Cos Lettuces put together ; it is a
variety grown largely for market. The Paris Green
Cos is a self-folding Lettuce, darker in colour
than the Paris White and not so large. Balloon
Cos may be said to be a black-seeded form of the
Paris White Cos, of large size and fine quality,
rather more silvery in appearance, said to stand
longer than its type and to be hardier. One of
the largest Lettuces grown is the Florence, or
Ivery's Nonsuch Cos, which forms enormous heads,
but has a somewhat coarse appearance. It is a
great favourite in the north. A selection of Cos
Lettuces would give JeflFeries' Little Queen as the
earliest to turn in, followed by the Fnlham Cos,
Paris Green. Sugar-loaf Bath Cos, Paris White Cos,
and lastly the Broad-leaved Bath Cos, black seed.
The earliest Cabbage Lettuce and the smallest is

Tom Thumb, a miniature yellowish green variety
that hearts in quickly

; then comes the Tennis-ball,
which is regarded by some as the earliest of all the
small Lettuces. The Stone Tennis-ball is a little
larger and an excellent variety; and then comes
the black-seeded All the Year Koucd, the largest of
the quartette, and very fine in all respects, a mcst
useful Cabbage Lettuce which can be sown at any
season of the year. Blonde de Berlin is a fine pale
yellowish green summer Cabbage Lettuce, but
All the Year Round is often substituted for it. The
white-seeded form of the latter is not quite so large
as the black-seeded, but it is a good variety. The
White Chavigny is a good useful summer Lettuce
that stands a long time before running to seed.
The Green Unctuous is a large deep green Cabbage
variety, good in quality and slow to bolt, but in
the estimation of some its colour is against it,

being so deep in tint. Brown Dutch, white seed,
is an old variety not much in demand at the present
time. The Early Simpson is a light green shining-
surfaced crimp-leaved Lettuce, said to be well
adapted for culture in warm localities and some-
what late. The Neapolitan, a flat-growing variety,
and the Drumhead, which is of more erect growth,
are well-known old standard varieties still much
grown for summer use. The White Silesian is of
the Drumhead type, but tinted with brown.
One of the most promising of the newer Cabbage

Lettuces is Hurst and Son's Tender and True, a
black-seeded variety partaking somewhat of the
white-seeded Crystal Cabbage character. It is

of the White Silesian type, without its red tinge,
bright greenish yellow in colour, large heart, stands
well, and is very slow to run to seed. This is a
grand summer Lettuce of the best quality.
The Lettuce has been well described as the

" king of the salads." We have no other salading
plant that is in such great demand, and I was
recently informed by the representative of one of
our largest wholesale seed houses that the sales of
seed of the Drumhead Cabbage Lettuce alone were
nearly .'iOdii pounds weight annually. Lettuce
should be grown on deeply-dug, richly-manured
soil. The more quickly and more succulent it is

grown, the more palatable it is, and this is all the
more important when it is considered that it may
be eaten with relish and advantage without any aid
whatever from the cook. Gardeners should grow
only the best types—those which are tender and
delicately flavoured, and, thanks to many years of
careful culture and selection, such Lettuces are
well represented in the foregoing list of varieties.

K. D.

Asparagus.—The stems should all be tied to
suitable stakes or supports, as the season is now at
hand when the top growth is very heavy, and it

will not take a great amount of either wind or wet
to twist the stems|ofF, or else break them down. In
this way the growih will be stopped and fresh
shoots which cannot but be detrimental to the
following season's growth will be made. On dry
soils a SOS king of liquid manure may now be ap-
plied with advantage. Weeds must be kept down
now by Land-weeding, as hoeing might ir jure the
surface roots.

WHEN TO LIFT POTATOES.
I commenced lifting and storing Potatoes on
July 27, the variety being the true old Ashleaf,
and of which valuable sort several long rows
were grown specially for storing for seed. The
haulm was in a semi-ripe state, being of green-
ish yellow colour, and for some time well down
on the ground. For this variety the crop was
remarkably heavy, some of the tubers being too
large, while the skins were fairly well set, and
therefore quite i-eady for lifting and storing.

Mona's Pride, Sharpe's Victor, Early Border,
and other extra early short-topped varieties are
usually fit to lift for storing quite as soon as the
old Ashleaf, and advantage ought always to be
taken of a good chance to get them under
cover before disease affects them. Most
probably by the time this appears in print I

shall have large breadths of Veitch's Ashleaf
and Myatt's Ashleaf lifted. Cole's Favourite
and other comparatively early varieties, in-

cluding the American sorts, ought also to be
quite forward enough to be similarly treated.

Waiting for the haulm to ripen before lifting

the crops is only tempting Providence, or, in

other words, is the surest way of inviting

a bad attack of disease. "While the haulm is

stiff and erect it is unwise to lift Potatoes
other than are required for immediate use, as

the tubers are still increasing in size, and all

the late varieties ought especially to be let

alone for .several weeks longer. Where there is

the greatest need to clear the ground early is in

all cases where the rows are cropped between,
or else where other crops must be sown or got
in in close succession to the Potatoes. In all

such instances, these really including the majority
of private gardens in this country, the bulk
planted should be of early maturing short-
topped varieties, notably the Ashleafs, and of
which not half enough are grown. The latter,

in addition to being very early fit for use, also
keep admirably, the flavour and quality gene-
rally not being in the least impaired by their
being stored for winter use. Those who have
not already realised this fact should plant them
by way of experiment more extensively next
season, taking care to store abundance of seed
tubers at the present time. In all probability
a better opportunity for this has never been had,
the crops being exceptionally heavy, and as yet
([uite free from disease. If the lifting cannot
be done just when most desirable, then care-
fully draw the haulm and wheel it clean away
to be burnt or rotted, as the case may be,
the foimer plan being much the best if there
is any diseafc about. The tubers really
keep as well, sometimes ovon better, when
left iu the open ground than if stored in a too
warm place. Especially ought they to lie left

undug, though cleared of haulm, if the disease
his reached any of the tubers, as they will then
sort out themselves. The tulicrs do not coni-
muiiicato the disease to each other by contact,
but tlie germs are cither washed down to them
from the haulm, or else efl'ect a lodgment on
them while they are lying on the ground after
digging. I have at different times lost so many
tubers frcjiu disease, the germs of which reached
them while they wore being exposed and dried,
that I have altered my practice in the matter,

the bulk of the Potatoes being sorted over and
wheeled to the Potato shed as fast as they are
dug. So long as the seed tubers are kept from
sprouting prematurely it is of little consequence
whether they are greened or not. The green-
ing process may be and very often is the ruina-

tion of the tubers, disease having been taken
while they are exposed to all weathers, but
being hid by thecoat of green the diseased tuber
is stored unsuspectingly. Whether or not a
change of seed is necessary I leave for others to

decide, but I would strongly advise that an ex-

change or purcliases be made now or at lifting

time rather than deferring these until the spring.

Thinly stored, home-grown tubers are prefer-

able for planting to any that may have been
grown on (juite a diflerent class of soil, but
which have lost one or two sets of sprouts before
they are received. Those who have but poor
conveniences for storing thinly a considerable

quantity of Ashleafs or other selected early v;:-

rieties, will do well to leave them in the ground
where they now are, taking the precaution of

rather heavily moulding them over. My rows
thus treated last autumn passed through the
severe winter almost free of losses, the tubers

sprouting much later and more strongly than
others stored in a fairly airy cellar.

W. Iggulden.

A new early Potato —Whilst the market gar-

den trade is still depending chiefly upon Early Kose
and Beauty of Hebron for a first early supply of

Potatoes, Mr. Laxton has succeeded in producing an
early Potato which excels in first earliness and in

productivenessalllhaveyetseen. This new variety,

and which yet bears the inexpressive appellation

of Early Short-top, and would be far more fitly

characterised as Early Wonder, has been this

season grown at Chiswick, and was on the 14th ult.

brought to the attention of the fruit and vegetable
committee meeting there that day. Not only were
a few roots, but nearly all the rows lifted, and so

very fine was the sample, so clean, while, and
abundant, that it was a pleasure to lift the roots

and throw them out on to the soil. The tubers are

longish round, not exactly kidney or round, com-
paratively handsome and with very clear white
skins. They are all close set round the roots. The
tops are somewhat dense, about 15 inchesin height,

veiy short-jointed, and have curled Walnut-like

leafage. So thoroughly were the committee pleased

with this novelty in early Potatoes, that a ceitilicate

of merit was unanimously awarded. Close by is

another variety from another firm, and evidently of

entirely the same strain, and with the same appel-

lation. Although a good cropper, the tubers weie
much smaller, and in that respect showed no merit.

It will be necessary for those who may desire to

possess stocks of Laxton's variety to be assured

that they get the real thing. Possibly someone
may want to know about tlie table c|uality of the

new comer ; as to that, I could only learn that it is

very good, as it was not possible on the day in

question to have any cocked for trial.—A. D.

Young Carrots.— Quite young Carrots form an
excellent vegetable for the dining-table, and are

simply indispensable in some establishments where
everything of the best is required. It is no very diili-

cultmattertokeepupanall-the-year- round supply of

small tender roots, especially with the aid of a few
frames, the latter being indispensable for early

spring crojiF, and of the greatest service during the

winter. Certainly a very good lot of roots may
frequently be had" from the open ground during the

autumn and winter months, the seed being sown in

June and the early part of July, but these are very

much at the mercy of slugs, grubs, and other pests,

and are rarely equal in either appearance or quality

to those obtained from frames. In order to keep

extra large establishments well supplied with small

Carrots several frames have to be sown, commencing
in June or the early part of July and finishing late

in August. For smaller places one or, at the most,

two two-light frames would provide ample Carrots
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for drawing as required throughout the winter, and

these may well be got ready and sown at once

Bottom heat can be dispensed with, but it is advis-

able to form a moderately large mass of old hot-bed

material, this raising the frame well off the ground,

and if a gentle heat is generated no harm will be

done. Throw in sufficient of the shortest of the

manure, or luanure and leaves into the frame to

bring the soil well up to the light. A depth of

about 4 inches of soil, which should be light and
fine, is ample. Water if at all dry through a rose

pot, and then sow the seed, not too thickly, broad-

cast, covering with half an inch of sifted soil.

Should the weather be hot and dry during August,

keep the young plants well supplied with water,

also thinning out lightly where at all thick, but do

not put on the lights till cold weather sets in.

Additional protection should be afforded during

cold wintry weather, and thus treated the Carrots

will continue to grow steadily, removing any as

required for u?e, making it all the better for the

smaller ones, a long succession being thereby main-

tained. Nantes Horn is very suitable for this late

as well as for early sowing, but French cooks in

particular prefer the small round roots of the

Forcing French Horn, this delicious little Carrot

being one of the best for frame culture.—M. H.

Rose Garden.

THE MYSTERIES OF CLASSIFICATION.

Theke would seem to be a want of some .simple

mode of classifying Roses, and something in

this direction must shortly be done if we would
clearly define the different sections to which par-

ticular Roses belong. This is necessary for the

guidance of the majority who are not e ufliciently

familiar with Roses to kunw what a particular

kind is, no matter where they find the name in

catalogues. If every section was as clearly

defined as the Tea-scented, all would be well,

and no confusion could possibly arise, whilst

when we speak of Hybrid Perpetuals every-

one knows what kind of Rose is meant, al-

though the name is at its best most mislead-

ing, liecause in comparison with at least two
other sections this one is the least perpetual

of the three, many of the kinds herein classed

having not the slighte.st perpetual blooming cha-

racter.

Around the so-called Hybrid Teas the greatest

confusion exists. Some would give them a special

class under the de!^ignation here u.sed ; others, in-

cludLng the National Rose Society, refuse to re-

cognisethem at all under such a class or name. In
one catalogue such Roses as Grace Darling,

Viscountess Folkestone, Lady Mary Fitz-

william, &c.. have a list to themselves ; in

another they are classed with the Hybrid
Perpetuals, and in yet iinother they appear
among "Tea-scented Roses and their hy-
brids." One large grower separates them from
the Teas, and contends that they should be
distinct therefrom, because, in common with
the Hybrid Perpetuals, they suffer from red
rust, this pest, fortunately, never afflicting Tea
Roses. I have two nf the three kinds and
Camoens growing in a garden where there are

no others but Teas. All the three have
red rust, but the Teas have not, although it

must in justice be admitted that this self-same

trio are as perpetual as any of the Teas. The
question is how and wliere we are to class

them, for Hybrid Tea may be a convenient
designation, but it is most misleading, and is

paramount to declaring that tlieae kinds are

Teas, but of hybrid origin. Are not some of

our best true Tea Roses of hybrid orjgiu >. They
have not all originated from sports, although
many kinds have been obtained in this way.
A true Hybrid Tea, and doubtless there are

many in cultivation, would be a variety ob-

tained from the intercrossing of two Tea Roses,

but those to which this name is now applied

have not this exclusive parentage, and coming

from varieties selected from two distinct sec-

tions, they belong legitimately to neither. If

those who are seeking to found for them a dis-

tinct class wish to achieve the object they have

in view, perhaps the best and most expeditious

way of doing so will be to agree upon some

suitable descriptive term that cannot mislead,

yet imply all that they wish it to mean.

Polyantha Roses is a misleading term, judg-

ing from the fact that an amateur recently

asked if they were suitable for covering a wall.

He knew Rosa polyantha to be a most rampant

species, and it was natural to suppose that the

varieties, though differing in colour of flower,

had the same climbing habit ; he would not

for one moment think that they had gone to

the opposite extreme and were practically the

dwarfest Roses in existence. What is the origin

of these fairy Roses, for such they may aptly

be termed ! If they, are seedlings from the

type, how have they been produced ?

Grower.

ROSES ON WALLS.

EvEEYONE will agree with the writer of the article

upon " Roses on Walls " in The Garden, August 1

(p. 100), " that they are most suitable." But there

is one statement that few will accept without

questioning, namely, that the delicate light-

coloured white or pale or deep yellow Roses look

best against a red building. A red building is the

most conspicuous and the least beautiful back-

ground for any sort of flowering climbing plant,

and particularly for Roses. Red buildings are

offensive in the garden landscape, and ought to be

effectually hidden by a growth that prevents their

coming into contrast with any sort of foliage or

blossom. We grow all the best yellow Tea Roses

upon walls of stone, and where the face of the wall

is visible the harmony is far better than a contrast,

such as a red wall would afford. After all, the

background is not of great importance with some

of these vigorous Roses, because they have such

ample leafage, but a red wall if visible is always

conspicuous, and has a harsh look. The selection

of varieties given admits of improvement. Where,

for example, are those two grand Dijon Teas so

suitable for walls, namely. Bouquet d'Or and Emile

Dupuy ! Either of these is far and away better

than Belle Lyonnaise, this kind being naturally

tender and so uncertain that I have long since

given it up. I may have been singular in my ex-

perience of Celine Forestier, but it was such that I

should not include it among the list of best wall

Roses, and for such purposes selection is most im-

portant, because when we have clothed a wall we

do n< it want to strip it again owing to the failure

of any variety. The way to prevent a possible fail-

ure is not to plant Keine Maria PJa. An eminent

grower once gave me a list of what not to plant

among Roses, and this one was included, but the

list, though useful for preventing future mistakes,

came too late, so far as this kind was concerned,

for it had just been rooted up after having covered

great wall space and produced quantities of buds

without ever giving a good flower. Bouquet d'Or

has now nearly re-covered a large piece of wall that

was previously occupied by Reine Olga de Wurtem-

berg, which, though hardy, vigorous, and showy,

and a really grand Rose for special positions, was

most unsuitable for the place it had been given.

Although comparatively new, there are several

Roses that must already rank as first-rate for walls,

one being L'ldeal . which is most lovely and distinct

.

Another is Mme. Chauvry, a kind with the vigour

of, and similar growth to Mme. Berard and with

as fine a flower, but in its bud and half-expanded

form possessing all the colour of W. A.Richardson.

Duchesse d'Auerstiidt, in the way of growth like

Rove d'Or, has flowers that may even yet rival

Mar^chal Niel in colour, whilst they have fine form

and powerful fragrance. If " S. D." has to plant

more Roses upon walls, 1 strongly advise him, no

matter how select the kinds must be, to try these

three, and it will be strange if they prove disap-

pointing. A. H.

AMONG THE ROSES.

Probably not since the cold, drenching summer
of 1S8X have Roses at this season been so completely

flowerless as ours are at the present time, August

1. It would be simply impossible to cut 50 present-

able blooms from hundreds of plants, embracing

all the best Tea, dwarf, climbing and Hybrid
Perpetual jorts, and this solely the result of the

weather. July, usually a month of extremes,

has proved no exception to the rule, and the past

July has been extremely wet. The quantity of

water that has fallen has not been excessive, but

showers, short in duration, though very sharp and
heavy, coming day after day have made it im-

possible for Roses to open. The buds of the full

double-flowered kinds have been sealed masses of

rotting petals, and of the less double Roses,

especially many of the charming Teas, those that

have managed to open have been washed colourless.

In ordinary seasons numbers of the finer Hybrid

Perpetuals are not at their best till July, and in

this abnormally late season they have been of short

duration, for the first flowers opened, but the later

buds rotted and have been picked off in hundreds.

With some of these it means that we must wait till

another season before seeing them in full beauty,

for the so-called perpetual blooming character

attributed to the whole section really exists in but

a few. Among the Teas in average seasons blooms

are always fairly plentiful even during the period

between the two great displays of summer and

autumn ; but now, and for another week or more,

according to the weather, there must be a complete

blank. This, however, is the darkest side of the

picture, for whilst the Roses have not exhausted

themselves in blooming, they have been grow-

ing vigorously beneath dripping skies, and never

was growth freer from parasitic or insect pests.

Everything points to a most prosperous autumnal

bloom among Tea Roses, and the probabilities are

that we shall enjoy it, since August and September

are often the two most favourable Rose months of

the year. Sometimes we long for a copious rain

to wash the Rose bushes and help them to gather

up fresh food and renew the energy exhausted by

the first summer season's blooming, but this year

they have suffered little exhaustion, and are now
full of life, energy, and budding promises that

might ere long, with genial weather, be fully and

gratefully realised. There has at present only

been about a fortnight of real Rose weather.
Suffolk.

Roses and Gladioli —By planting large beds

with dwaif Roses, intermixed with such bright

kinds of Gladioli as G. brenchleyensis a magnificent

effect may be produced, as they blend well with

the Roses, and the two together make a grand

show. Almost all the Tea Roses look remarkably

well in the same way, and Gladioli never appear

so much at home anywhere else as when so planted,

there being a lankiness or nakedness about the

lower part which the Roses hide and help by their

foliage. Another great advantage in having the

two together is that when the Roses become thin

of bloom the Gladioli take their place in making

a gay bed or border, as the case may be, and if the

hardier kinds of Gladiolus, such as Lemoine's

hybrids, are planted, they may be left in for the

winter. Even if taken up there is no danger of

doing harm to the Roses if the lifting is carefully

done.— S.

Rose Souvenir de la Malmaison.—This fine

old Rose is not half so much grown as it deserves

from its great merits. There are few more beauti-

ful than it is when about half expanded, as then it

is perfect in form and lovely in colour, the soft

flesh or pink shading being quite unique and pleas-

ing when the weather is cool. Although the

Souvenir de la Malmaison flowers nearly all through

the summer, it is generally at its best during the
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autumn, if iine, as then it opens its buds more
freely, which at other times it seems to have a
difficulty in expanding. This is its only weak point,
as in other respects it is almost perfection, and
will grow anywhere in moderate soil.— D.

NABONNAND'S ROSES.
The Roses that have come from the above-named
raiser have never become very popular, although
they have been fairly numerous ; but he has un-
doubtedly raised some good things, and at last in

L'Ideal has given us a unique and most distinct

Rose that will, when it becomes better known, be
extensively grown. It is somewhat in the way of

W. A. Richardson, but abundantly distinct from it,

having some of the same rich apricot tint, and in

addition it is streaked and suffused with yellow and
a peculiar shade of red. The long pointed buds are
very pretty. Altogether, it is a novel and most
beautiful Rose, and it will assuredly win the
popular fancy through its bright and attractive

colour, added to which the plant is along, free, and
continuous bloomer, and of climbing habit. Comtesse
Panisse is another of this raiser's Roses that merits
cultivation, as it is of vigorous growth and free in

bloom, with flowers of fine form, the colour flesh,

deepening into pink, suffused with copper-shaded
rose. Francisca Kruger appears to be one of those
thin-petalled, very full Roses that require a hot, dry
season to do them justice. It has never been so
fine since the hot summer of 1887, in which year it

was so good, that I thought it one of the best of Tea
Roses. It would be if we could rely upon it. as
none show greater freedom of bloom, and for \ igour
it leaves nothing to be desired. The colour is one
of those distinct and charming copper-yellow
shades, deepening into buff internally, and shaded
with peach externally. This year, after some hot
days, the buds were opening in fine form and true
character ; but there came one or two damp days,
so they advanced no further, but had to be picked
off. Mme. Agathe Nabonnand is also distinct, free,

and pretty, of a pale flesh colour, with a large,

long, yt globular bud, and a full fine flower with
a moi e than ordinary amount of sweetness.

A. H.

THE NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY AND ITS

EXHIBITIONS.

To THE EdITOH of THE GARDEN.

SlE,—I do not think Mr. Grahame's letter should
go unanswered, as I do not consider the small
classes are kept up only for those that have little

bits of gardens. I think they are simply for those
that are not able to exhibit fine blooms in the
higher ones, be the cause what it may—poverty of
soil, want of attention, or even want of knowledge
in the cultivation. I think every exhibitor would
lift himself up into a higher class if he felt he could
do so with credit, and meet with success. I think
it can be said in very few instances to an exhibitor
" You show well enough to exhibit with credit in a
higher class ; why do you come into this small one
and spoil our chance of winning ? " I say this after
seeing the quality of the Roses exhibited in the
classes referred to by Mr. Grahame.

I cannot agree with Mr. Grahame that the size
of the garden has anything to do with the class
an exhibitor should select, for I know of some
cases where the large garden has only one man,
and the Roses are neglected in consequence

;

whereas in the small garden, filled up with Koses
from end to end, the Koses have undivided atten-
tion. Mr. Grahame also speaks of people showing
in small classeswho have "jOOll to 10,(Ki(i Rose trees.
Surely he has been grossly misinformed if he
believes such a thing possible, for who would give
himself so much trouble for such poor returns, or
even if it were done in a few cases, might not the
enormous number be rather a hindrance than a help
to good showing .' I should judge 1.5no a great
many plants to look after (or anyone with only a
moderate-sized establishment, and, umcr favour-
able conditions as to situation, soil, and attention

quite a sufficient number to place anyone in a high
class at many of the National exhibitions. Mr.
Grahame's letter fails also in not pointing out a
remedy for his supposed grievance. Perhaps in a
future letter he may be induced to do so ; for my
part, I see only one way, which is t" provide
classes for those who do all the work themselves,
or who only keep one man, &c.—a remedy which
might work fairly well amongst local classes, but I

doubt if it would succeed in societies like the
National, Reigate, or Sutton, who admit all comers.—Charles E. Cuthell.

Having read C. J. Grahame's excellent letter

in your issue of July 2."), I consider he is deserving
the thanks of all the smaller amateur rosarians,

and, tor the matter of that, of all true rosarians, as
it must be for the ultimate good of all connected
with the cultivation of our national flower that the
abuses he complains of should be put a stop to.

The National Rose Society is certainly in a position
to arrange such a schedule, and set such an example
to affiliated and other societies that it would be im-
possible for a large amateur to show in any sized

class, as is now frequently the case. Mr. Grahame
cites the Crystal Palace, Sutton, Reigate, and
Croydon shows, but at the Woodbridge Society's

exhibition (affiliated to the National Rose Society)
a large amateur showed and took prizes for iH, 12
trebles, 12 Teas, open classes; 18, 12, (> Teas, ama-
teur classes ; and last, but not the least valuable
from a pecuniary point of view (there can have been
no honour attached to it), t!" local," which one
would think was hardly intended for a grower able
to take a prize for Js, and in all the other classes.

That such a record a.s this must disgust all true ro-

sarians and lead to an alteration is the firm opinion
of—A Small Amateur.

I read Mr. Grahame's letter on the ways of
some Rose exhibitors with great interest, and think
it high time that someone should move in the
matter. Personally, I think that the small growers
suffer most from what I may call the in-and-out
running of some of the larger growers, who are
sometimes found in the champion classes and at

others in the 18's and 24's, according to the pro-
mise of their blooms in that particular week. I

fancy that Mr. Grahame's scheme now before the
members of the N.R S. would put a stop to this,

and I sincerely trust it will be adopted.

—

Colin
ROMAINE, Ilie Priory, Old Windsor.

Orchids.

CCELOGYNE ASPERATA.
I WAS reminded some few weeks ago of this

plant, which used to be so well grown by one or
two growers in the neighbourhood of London
some thirty years ago wlien this was a rare
species, by a nice spike sent me from J. Clif-

ford, Sheiheld. When first introduced it was
only known to come from Sarawak, in Borneo,
whence it was sent by Sir Hugh Low to the
Clapton firm, who distributed it under the
name of C. Lowi. Now it is found in nearly all

the islands in the Indian Sea.s, and in all of them
it is known as a coast plant. It certainly has one
drawback ; it is a difficult plant to manage,
and even in the olden days of Orchid growing
one could scarcely lind a place hot enough for
it. Where heat, shade, and moisture can be
had in abundance this plant will do well, and I

have not found anyone to succeed witli it where
tlicsewerenotto be found. It grows in immense
ma.sses, and the spikes produced by it in a state
of nature would appear to be finer than we have
seen under cultivation. It is nearly fifty years
since the plant first became known, and for a
long time it remained a rare plant in collections

;

it has now been found to be a very common
species in the various Indian islan<ls, and has
become a comparative outcast at home. The
recent importations, and the prices at which

they have been sold, will induce many to start

its culture, and try in variims ways to induce
it to do with less heat than it has hitherto been
given. It produces from its pseudo-bulb a pair

of dark green plaited leaves which are of alight
shade of green ; the raceme is about a foot in

length and .sometimes more, having its tiowers

arranged in a two-ranked manner. The flowers

individually measure between 2 inches and 3
inches across, the sepals and petals being of a
soft pale cream colour ; the lip three-lobed,
and whiter than the petals ; the side lobes have
reddish brown stripes on the inside, the ante-

rior lobe rounded in front, beautifully crisp on
the edge, the central part being orange-red,
from which radiate lines of chocolate and
yellow. It should be potted in a mixture of

two parts rough peat and a portion of light,

turfy loam. The pots must be well drained,

and the plants require to be kept in the East
India house or a warm stove and well exposed
to the light. They should, however, be shaded
from strong sunlight, and during the sum-
mer-time a liberal supply of water is necessary.

In the winter-time it must not be allowed to

get dry enough to shrivel, for this plant grows
always in the neighbourhood of water, so that

it never lacks moisture even in the dry season.

Wji. Hugh Gowbe.

Public Gardens.

New open space.—A special effort is being
made to acquire tor public purposes 41 acres of the
55 acres of the Hilly Fields at Brockley. Local
residents, it is thought, may be able to raise

£5000 or £6000 ; the Lewisham Charity Trustees
offer £1000; and it is hoped that the Greenwich
and Lewisham District Boards may be good for

about £7000 each. With £20,000 in sight the
London County Council will be asked to find the

other moiety.

Open space at Fulham.—The committee
reported, recommending that, subject to an estimate

bemg submitted to it by the Finance Committee,
the Council should contribute a sum of £5,000
(being .£2500 in addition to the previous vote)

towards the laying out of Bishop's Jleadow, Ful-

ham, including the building of a wall next the river,

on condition that the work be carried out by the

Vestry to the satisfaction of the Council's engineer

within eighteen months. A short discussion took

place on the matter, after which the recommenda-
tion was agreed to.

]\Iusic in the parks —Mr. H. de la Hooke,
Clerk to the London County Council, has issued a
public notice, which sets forth at length the

arrangements for the park band performances
during the season of 18iil. The metropolis is

divided into six districts—the south-west, which
comprises Battersea, Brockwell, and Kennington
Parks, and Clapham, Streatham, and Wandsworth
Commons; the south-east—Southwark Park, Kcyal
S'ictoria Gardens (North Woolwich), Ladywell re-

creation ground, Blackheath, Peckham Rye, and
Plumstead Common ; the north-west Havenscourt

Park, 'Victoria Embankment Gardens (Whitehall

and Villiers Street sections). Eel Brook Common,
Parliament Hill, pnd Wormwood Scrubs ; and the

north-east— Clissold, Finsbury, and \'ictoria Parks,

Hackney Downs, London Fields, and Wapping He-

creation ground. Numerous bands, many belong-

ing to volunteer corps, others to organised in-

dustries, and some professional, will give their

services, and the authorities have endeavoured to

distribute the performances so that the greatest

entertainment may be afforded to the greatest

number. In Battersea Park, the centre of South

London, there will be music every day ; while at

the other parks and open spaces there will be per-

formances two, three, and four times a week.
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Flower Garden.

DWARF AQUATICS.

To THE Editor op The Garden.

Sir,— I have been making a small rockery (to

be protected with lights in winter) at the top of

the slope in my garden, for the purpose of experi-

menting with some of the more delicate alpines

in accordance with the recent correspondence

on the subject. Whilst removing the garden

soil for the purpose of replacing it with the spe-

cial drainage and compost for the rockery, I

discovered what appeared to be a permanent ooze

or trickle of water at the end of the site of the

proposed rockery, and only 1 foot or 18 inches

below the natural level of the ground, so I made
the slope of the end of the rockery dip down to

a depth a little below the level from which the

water issued, and rise up again at the other

side, thus forming a very small open rocky

ditch. I, therefore, have at my disposal a

minute natural bog garden at the top of a high

bank, protected from the north and east, which

bog garden wDl always be moist, can be drained

as much as I please (I have already given it

ampledrainageatthe lowerend, so thateven after

a heavy downpour of rain, the water which lodges

runs away again rapidly), and can be protected

with lights in winter, and though it is in fact

in full sunshine, it can doubtless have artificial

shade given to it if needful. This would seem
to be a favourable condition to enable me to

try to grow some of the hardy Orchises and
more minute bog plants, which are out of the

question in my ditch at the low level of Ihe

garden, where the moisture is heavy (the place

being sometimes partially flooded in winter),

and where the large aquatics would overrun

anything so much smaller than themselves.

I should be greatly obliged if you, or some of

your correspondents, would give me a list of

some of the most suitable things to plant in this

tiny bog garden, and some suggestions as to the

mode and time of doing so.

Robert W. Williamson.

The Croft, DicUbury, Manchebter.

LILILM KRAMERI.

shade among Lilie.s. When the stem first makes
its appearance abo\ e ground, and in fact up to the

time it has reached a few inches in height, this Lily

might easily be mistaken for a very weak shoot of

L. auratum, though it really belongs to a different

group. I ha\e seen this Lily succeed pretty well

in widely different soils, and on the other hand I

have met with failures under just about the same
conditions. Thorough drainage seems to be a very

important item towards success. H. P.

MICHAUXFA CAMPANULOIDES.
Those in quest of a good border biennial that

combines beauty with a graceful and stately

habit .should not fail to get seeds of Michauxia
campanuloides. The stems are numerous and
branching, candelabra-like, producing in profu-

sion large flowers, white tinged rose, the petals

and a native of the Levant, and is perfectly

hardy in our gardens. It belongs to the Bell-

tiower family, although from a cursory glance it

might easily be mistaken for a Passion Flower.

It ripens seeds freely in warm summers,
and this is the only means of propagation.

Blichauxia Itevigata, which I have not seen

in cultivation, is a native of Persia, from
whence it was introduced by Fischer, and first

flowered in the Edinburgh Botanic Garden in

1829, continuing from the end of July until the
flower-stems were cut down by the frost. The
flowers are not so showy as those of M.
campanuloides, the petals being very narrow
and about an inch long. It is a perennial, and
is most remarkable for the great height to which
it grows—9 feet to 11 feet.—K.

Michauxia campanuloides is a very striking

This is one of the most delicate of all the Japanese
Lilies, and though great numbers are sent to this

country every year, comparatively few of them sur-

vive the lirst season after planting. Many, at all

events, have contracted the germs of the disease

before coming here, as may be seen by examining
an average importation as soon as the clay in

which they are hermetically sealed is removed.
Then many will be found in a decayed state, which
at a casual glance appear to be plump and sound.

The seat of the disease is just at the base of the

scales, so that an apparently healthy bulb will fall

to pieces on being handled. Then when the bulbs

are placed under conditions favourable to growth,
whether planted in the open ground, potted, or laid

in a little moist soil or cocoa-nut refuse, it often

happens that several, which up to then had shown
no signs of being unsound, wUl, instead of pushing
forth roots, gradually decay. When to these are

added the numbers that perish after the first

season's flowering, there will, as a rule, be but few
left twelve months after their importation. The
bulbs of this Lily are small and the stem slender,

while, judging by these two features, the flowers

are large. It belongs to the Eulirion or tube-

flowered group, the majority of which are Old
World species, viz., L. lorgiflorum, L. Wallichia-
num, L. neilgherrense, L. lirowni, L. odorum, L.

ochroleucum, and L. candidum, while representa-
tives of this group from the western hemisphere
include L. Washingtonianum, L. rubescens, and L.

Parryi. The flowers of L Krameri vary from
white to a kind of purplish pink— quite a distinct

I'lowering shoots of Michauxia camp;.nuloide3.

reflexed, and altogether unlike those of a Bell-

flower. It is a favourite plant for warm nooks
among low shrubs, and when the soil is rich

and deep, grows strongly. Plants wUl have to be

raised annually so as to keep up the supply. This

curious and interesting plant was introduced in

1789 and named in honour of Michaux, a name
well known in connection with American plants.

It first flowered at a nursery in Kensington in

July of 1792, and although the specimen
appears to have been grown in a pot, the figure

in the ISatanicn/ ^[(l<|a::ine, 7, tab. 219, which
was drawn from this plant is f.-iirly representa-

tive. A mucli better idea of what the plant

does under liberal treatment in the open air is

given in the accompanying engraving, which

shows the plant in all the grace and elegance of

habit of a growing specimen. It is a biennial

and remarkable plant, which does well in our light

warm soil. Although occasionally plants live and
flower a second time, they cannot be relied upon

to do so, and it is under treatment as a biennial

that we ensure obtaining a batch of plants to

flower each year. It arrests the attention of all

who see it. It is now an open-branched pyramid
of blossom, some of the plants being nearly 6 feet

in height, others from ''> feet to I feet. The flowers

bear some resemblance to those of a Passion

Flower; they are very large, consisting of eight

long narrow-reflexed petals, which are generally

white with a faint mauve or lavender, and some-

times purple shading. It is a great pity that the

plant is so uncommon in gardens. The seed is

very small, and it is, therefore, risky to sow it in

the open air. If sown in May or June in a pot or

pan and placed in a cool house or frame, the seed

germitiates readily, and when the plants are large
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enough they should be pricked out in a nursery
bed or border of rich soil, there to remain till trans-

planted in autumn where they are to bloom. It

will often attain to the height of 10 feet.—A. H.

JULY FLOWERS.
The Howers of spring will always be the most
attractive, partly because they are for the most
part specially interesting in themselves, Ijut,

perhaps, still more because after the dreary
mouths of winter it is delightful to see the signs

of returning lite and beauty. Not that there is

one month of the year without its Howers which
are ready to display themselves under the most
difficult circumstances for plant life, but in the
latter part of December and through January
we expect longer or shorter periods of snow,
during which it is utterly impossible for any
flower to show itself. With the warmer sun-
shine of February and March we greet with real

pleasure the flowers, which then begin to come
forth with a message for us which seems to say :

" Lo, the winter is past, the flowers appear on
the earth, the time of the singing of birds is

come."
But those early flowers, though they are speci-

ally beautiful and attractive, are generally small,

and they do not raise their heads high above
their mother earth. The flowers of July are

gorgeous in their hues, and many of them
raise their tall heads to a height of 5 feet or

feet. It is especially the Lily mouth. Some
few early Lilies are over, such as pulchellum
and pyrenaicum, for instance, but in July the

finer and taller sorts challenge our attention in

any well-managed garden. There are still others

to come later on, notably the varieties of spe-

ciosum, but in July we have a wealth of beau-

tiful Lilies which are found as much in the

gardens of cottagers as i.i those of their richer

neighbours. We read a good deal about Lily

disease, but I am thankful to say that so far I

have seen nothing of it. My own Lilies were
never finer than this year. Take the most jiro-

minent, and perhaps the most beautiful of all,

the Madonna Lily (L. candidum) ; this season it

is simply splendid. There are heads with
twenty-one fine flowers on them, and the

average height is about .5 feet. I notice the

difference Ijetween our own English variety and
the flowers of bulbs which were imported from
Holland. The latter have narrower petals and
they are not so closely folded together as Eng-
lish Lilies. Moreover, at a glance it is easy to

see that the stamens are a paler yellow, those

of our English gardens being almost orange.

Some prefer the Dutch variety, but the Eng-
lish is more solid looking, and therefore more
ett'ective. White Lilies are abundant in the

cottage gardens of this neighbourhood, and
they are, perhaps, the finest plants a cottager

can grow. Certainly their cultivation should

be in every way encouraged. They seem to

ike good rich garden soil, such as we usually

have in Gloucestershire, deep and somewhat
tenacious—just the soil Roses delight in, and
in which they will flourish for years on their

own roots. Another beautiful Lily in flower

at the present time is L. excelsum. It is well

named, for if it could speak, it would certainly

say " excelsior," as it thrusts its giant head
high above every other plant. It has a

more agreeable scent than the somewhat
heavy perfume which comes from so many
Lilies, as a correspondent remarks at page 75.

White Lilies gathered with long stems are njost

beautiful in vases mixed with other tall growing
plants and long graceful leaves, but their scent

is almost too powerful for a room. Excelsum
makes a fine crown of cream-coloured flowers

half turned back with red stamens. It is a

species as easily grown as candidum, and is

certainly a great aildition to the Lily garden.

The old Orange Lily (L. croceum) seems to be

one of the hardiest of the whole tribe, and its

bright orange cups, which look straight up at

you, are very ertective. Cottagers are very

fond of it, and in the north of Ireland it has

long been used as Primroses are used at the

present day—as a political emblem. It is a

fine subject for the back of the herbaceous bor-

der, or the middle of a large bed, or among
Azaleas and Rhododendrons, but perhaps um-
bellatum is still more eflective in the same way.

This Lily has looser flowers, but they are even

more gorgeous in their colouring than those of

croceum. The time of flowering of umbellatum
may be prolonged by growing difl'erent varie-

ties which do not all open at the same time.

It is certainly a most striking plant, and the

bulbs are so exceedingly cheap, that anyone can

grow this Lily who cares to have it. Another
favourite Lily coming a little later than those

already mentioned is L. chalcedonicum. Its

glossy scarlet petals, so firmly turned back to

form the Turk's-cap shape, are extremely beau-

tiful. It is generally to be found in old-

fashioned gardens where carpet bedding has

never intruded itself. Probably in many gar-

dens it was ruthlessly thrown away. Its scarce-

ness in grand places cannot be owing to any-

thing else, for it will take care of itself and

flourish and increase if only let alone. It is a

late July flower, but belongs to the month.

Another very beautiful Lily has passed away

before chalcedonicum appears, and that is L.

pardalinum. It is somewhat in the style of

tigrinum splendens, but more piquant .and

prettier in its mode of growth. It has, like

other Lilies, to be left alone until it finds itself

completely at home, and then if the soil is

sufticiently damp with a slight admixture of

peat, it will grow away and flower well. Such

beautiful flowers are worth a little trouble. L.

Martagon seems to be almost an exception

to the rule that Lilies must be left undisturbed.

Nothing seems to worry it out of its happy life.

When once it has got a hold in a border, it will

appear and reappear where least expected, and

its spikes of puce-coloured flowers will for a

short time in July be very pretty and eflective

—alas ! it is only for a short time. The flowers

soon drop away and perish. I am trying the

white Martagon, but have not succeeded with

it yet.

To this month of July belong also the Del-

phiniums, which deserve a place among the

most beautiful and striking of our perennials.

It is a common remark that blue is not so easily

found in flowers as other colours. July, how-

ever, is not deficient in that colour, for our beds

may well be adorned with plenty of Delphiniums,

Cornflowers (Cyanus), and Lobelia speciosa. But

of these Delphinium is the most lovely with its

tall spikes of bright blue flowers. It is easily

grown from see<l, but by that means inferior

varieties will, of course, come amongst others.

As a contrast to Delphiniums, the golden yellow

flowers of Heleuium pumilum are at all times

useful. They are long-lasting when gathered,

and the bright yellow always tends to improve

a nosegay of mixed flowers. This Helenium is

by no means so pretty as either Harpalium

rigidum or Rudbeckia Nownianni, but both of

these come later after the Helenium has seen

its best days. .1 uly is the month for Campanu-

las, and they are a most beautiful tribe of

plants. Our native species are interesting, from

the tiny little C. hederacea, gracefully decorating

with its delicate and fragile blue bells some

damp, mossy bank by a woodland stream, to the

tailor rotundifolia, which grows in dry fields and

on breezy heaths. This latter is no doubt the

flower alluded to by Sir Walter Scott in the
" Lady of the Lake," where he says of Ellen,

E'en the light Harebell raised its head,
Elastic from her airy tread.

I have seen ladies try the experiment, but
never successfully. C. hederacea is one of our
wild flowers which was specially loved by
King.sley. When mixed with Bog Pimpernel
(Anagallis tenellaj, the two together are a

lovely sight. They often grow thus side by side

in the deep shade of our wooded valleys in the far

west. Canterbury Bells are perhaps the most
popular of all Campanulas, and they deserve to

be so. Their colours are strong and beautiful,

and the great shiny cups, which now often have
saucers also, are striking and very attractive in

the July garden. If the first flowers are re-

moved, a second crop of bloom will almost im-

mediately take then- place, and thus their

flowering season is very much prolonged. C.

persicifolia alba is most useful in many ways,

both in the border and when cut for room
decoration, its flowers are such a clear white.

Hemerocallis is a fine border plant, and it

has many varieties ; the yellow variety (flava) is

one of the most beautiful. The English name
—a translation of the other—Day Lily, only too

truly points out its short-lived nature. Never-

theless, with Convolvulus major and the gaudy
Tigridias the Day Lily is worthy of a good
place in our garden borders. Its fine green

leaves, which appear in early spring are exceed-

ingly useful, when cut, to place with large flowers

in a vase.

My Foxgloves are over ; some of them this

year were 8 feet high. The Poppies of July are

very bright and handsome. One of the best of

our perennial Poppies— the Oriental with its

huge red flowers—has passed away, but we are

enjoying now the beauty of the Mikado with

its jagged edges, and the Shirley Poppies,

which have so speedily attained popularity.

There is another species called, I believe. The
Bride, a large single white which I have seen

this year. It is very handsome, but its fragile

flowers last too short a time to make it a useful

variety in the perennial border.

A Gloucestershire P.\rson.

KJOMPFER'S IRIS.

(IBIS LJJVIGATA.)

To see this Iris at its best it should be planted

close to the water; still, where this cannot be

carried out, it will succeed and flower well provided

the soil is always kept moist by artificial waterings

when required. Thus situated, the heavy rains of

the last week or two have greatly benefited the

plants, which in many cases have flowered well.

There are really some magnificent varieties of this

Iris now in cultivation, but though the contrary

opinion is expressed by many, I must confess that

to my mind the self-coloured blossoms, such as the

ricli purples, deep blues, mauves, and pure whites,

are more ornamental than those with striped,

flaked, or splashed blooms, though some really

striking flowers are to be found among.st them.

These novel marked blooms, as a rule, predominate

among those imported direct from Japan, consider-

able numbers of which reach hereduring the winter

months. They are sent enclosed in masses of the

stif? loamy clav in which they have grown, and

reach here during the dormant season in good con-

dition. If planted in a favourable place they will,

as a rule, flower in the greatest profusion the first

season after planting. Seed ripens re:idily. and

from this young plants can be raised in quantity,

the progeny as a rule being very variable. Unless

in swampy spots, .i large form of black thrips is

very troublesome, and frequently disfigures the

leaves of this Iris to a great extent. They are very

dillicult indeed to dislodge, as they shelter at the
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base of the leaves, which are closely adpressed

together, so that it is impossible to get at them
without damaging the young foliage, and this last

is often irretrievably injured before expansion.

The drier the atmosphere in which they are grow-

ing, the more lialile they are of course to be attacked

in this way. Imported plants often contain these

thrips, ready to start on their work of destruction

with the return of spring. T.

SERVICEABLE FLOWERS.

There are a great many flowers cultivated

under glass that are well worthy of the trouble

taken with them ; but the really serviceable

kinds are by no means numerous. What is

principally wanted now-a-days are flowers that

will travel well, and also keep fresh for some
time in a cut state, but the list of these might

be added to with advantage. In the autumn
and early winter months we have to largely de-

pend upon Chrysanthemums, and there is suffi-

cient variety in these to please most tastes.

Yet there is such a thing as having too much of

the Chrysanthemum, and especially the heavy
specimen blooms ; and gardeners will do well

to turn their attention more to the growth of

the smaller varieties, including pompons, and
those two excellent late reflexed sorts. Golden
Gem and Boule de Neige, ought to be more
grown for the midwinter displays, even if at the

expense of larger forms. By way of aflordiug a

relief to Chrysanthemums, it is advisable to

grow a considerable number of zonal Pelar-

gonium.s, both .single and double flowering. The
former are particularly ser\ iceable for vases and
table decoration up to Christmas, while the semi-

doubles, notably Guillou Mangilli, F. V. RaspaU,
Earl of Beaconsfield, .Tames Viok, La Cygne,
Heroine, Bruant, and Mme. Thibaut, can be had
in bloom all the year round. In many cases a

warm, airy house might with advantage be de-

voted principally or solely to the semi-doubles,

these affording abundance of serviceable flowers,

especially in February, March, and April.

Vases filled with one colour of these and forced

Spiraea japonica are bright and attractive, and
in passing I might add that the Spini3a just

named cannot well be grown too extensively,

the foliage, as well as the flowers, being service-

able. The same remarks apply to the Lily of

the Valley. Roman Hyacinths, again, are

easily forced, it being possible to keep up a

succession of bloom from November to March
inclusive. Hundreds and thousands of these

might well be grown where cut flowers are in

great demand, but I have no great liking for

the large flowering double and single Hyacinths.
The I'olyanthus Narcissi are also serviceable for

pot culture, none so much so perhaps as the
Paper-white. Freesias, notably R. refracta

alba, again, though less well known, are de-

cidedly serviceaVjle, and what adds to their

value is the faot of the pots of bulbs increasing

in value and usefulness the longer they are

kept. These will eventu.iUy become as com-
mon and papular as Roman Hyacinths, or it

may be more so, as the l.-itter have to be re-

placed at a considerable expense every year.

Of other deciduou.s bulbous - rooted plants,

Lichenalias must not be omitted. They are
not so generally admired as many of the pre-

ceding kinds are, but they are decidedly ser-

viceable. They travel well, and keep fresh in a
cut state for several days. Some of the best
are L. Nel.soni, aurea, tricolor, and luteola.

Few now-a-days attach any value to Camel-
lias other than the old alba plena or .any other
good white variety, and the.se are principally in

favour with florists who liave a good demand
for wreaths and crosses. Azaleas are better

appreciated, though these are of little or no

service for packing ; but the single and double

white varieties are invaluable for home use.

The beautiful and very sweet-scented hybrid

Rhododendrons are also bad ti'avellers, and it is

worthy of note that very few flowers that have

to be cut with a hard stem, or length of ripened

wood, ever last well in a cut state. This is the

case with the hardy Rhododendrons, whether

flowered under glass or otherwise, and the

equally gorgeous forced deciduous Azaleas are

really anything but serviceable. Lilacs keep

fairly well for a few hours, the pure white

forms being of the greatest value. A fairly

good substitute for the latter will be found in

one of the Bladder Nuts (Staphylea colchica),

this forcing readily and lasting for two or three

days in a cut state. The same plants may be

flowered for several years in succession, and

this cannot be said of Lilacs. Of the various

hardy, or nearly hardy, shrubs and plants that

are amenable to forcing, none can be said to

rival Roses, and of these the Teas and Noisettes

are by far the most serviceable. The Hybrid
Perpetuals can be flowered well in pots, but

they only give one crop of bloom each spring,

and these soon lose colour and fall. ( 'ne note-

worthy exception to this rule is found in La
France. The Teas are almost continuous

bloomers when planted out under glass, and
those in pots will under favourable circum-

stances flower freely late in the autumn, and
agifin in February onwards. Of the value of

the Noisette Marechal Niel little need be said,

its good qualities being too well known ; but,

unfortunately, it is somewhat fickle, strong trees

collapsing quite unexpectedly at times.

Of greenhouse plants, the most prominent
place must be given the Carnation. More ser-

viceable flowers than these could not well be

grown, and I can quite see the force of building

houses principally or solely for their culture.

Many such are now to be met with, light airy

structures suiting them well. The perpetual

flowering varieties yield blooms throughout the

late autumn, winter, and sjjring months, and
these are available and much sought after for a

variety of purposes. There is now quite a rage

for the Souvenir de la Malmaison, this being

the most fashionable of all Carnations, and just

coming well into flower. A few dozen plants are

thought nothing of, and I could name a dozen

private places where the stock consists of from
1000 to 5000 plants, these filling one or more
houses specially dei-igned for them. Unfortu-

nately, Carnations generally, and the Malmaison
in particular, are liable to be overrun by a

deadly fungus, with which in not a few places it

has been found impossible to cope. There is a

wide difi'erence between Carnations and Arums,
or, more properly speaking, Calla (Rich-

ardia) icthiopica, but the latter is also a very

profitable and serviceable flower. It is eftective

iu groups of pot plants, and is a noble vase

flower. It is a comparatively easy matter to

have it in bloom from Christmas to long after

Easter. Imantophyllums, notably I. miniatum
and varieties, are also very serviceable warm
greenhouse plants, and very gay at the present

time. Strong plants produce a fairly long suc-

cession of flower-scapes, the masses of orange-

red flowers being very effective in vasts or

otherwise. It is worthy of more extensive cul-

ture than is at present accorded it. Cinerarias

and Calceolarias are very showy pot plants, but

of no value whatever in a cut state, the same
remarks applying to the single Chinese Primu-
las, but the old semi-double white form of the

latter ranks among the most serviceable plants

that can be grown. Persian Cyclatnens are also

serviceable, the flowers travelling well, and iu

small glasses, mixed with elegant greenery, are

very effective.

Among heat-loving plants the first position

may well be given to the Eucharis, including

the old E. amazonica and the newer E. Candida

and E. Sanderi. Where there is a good batch

of healthy plants there are nearly always a few

or mauy flowers available, and these can be put

to a variety of uses. Pancratium elegans is

less valuable in some respects, and more so in

others. It requires very similar treatment,

and the beautifully white sweet-scented and
very elegant flowersare largely used in bouquets,

wreaths, and vases. Stephanotis tloribunda is

omitted from very few collections of plants,

but, valuable as it is, it cannot be said to be

particularly serviceable ; but roof plants of

Dipladenia and .\llamanda yield large num-
bers of flowers, and in the autumn they are

of good service for table decoration. Ixoras

are less often met with, but they can be

made to flower almost continuously, and their

bright orange-red flowers are very effective in a

cut state. Bouvardias require less heat than
Ixoras and are more serviceable. Fewer Gar-

denias are grown than formerly. They require

to be kept very clean, must have a strong heat,

and the flowers do not travel particularly well.

Euphorbia jacquiniit'flora is both an oldfavourite

and a most desirable stove plant. It produces

grand branches, closely furnished with small

scarlet flowers, which last remarkably well on

the plant or in a cut state. Bougainvillea

glabra is usually grown in plant stoves, but

if given a place in a warm greenhouse or con-

servatory it would be of a richer colour and
more serviceable. Orchids are nearly all ser-

viceable.

—

Field.

VERB.iSCUM THAPSUS.
In so far as Suffolk is concerned, this plant shows
no signs of disappearing from our midst, and I

should certainly call it common— that is provided

the plant alluded to under that name by Mr. J.

Simpson in The Gakden, July 2a (p. 77), and the

one I know under the same name are identical. It

continually appears in various parts of our garden
grounds, but it is at present very striking upon
one piece of ground which was once a place for

rubbish, afterward became a bee garden, and last

autumn was planted up with Scutch Fir. The
piece is less than one quarter of an acre in extent,

but upon it there stand about liiO plants of this

Mullein, all of which have come up since mid-

summer of last year, and they now vary in strength

and height, the smallest plant being 3 feet high,

the larger ones s feet, whilst all of them are in

flower. The light warm soil in which they grow is

conducive to rapid growth and early blooming. It

is very interesting to read of the plant appearing in

soil brought up from a depth that has not seen the

light of day for many years. I doubt if the reason

can be explained. A case in this county was once

brought under my notice of heavy clayey soil being

taken out from several feet below the surface,

some being laid in a heap and some spread upon the

kitchen garden, which had a light soil. A profuse

crop of Sow Thistles appeared wherever this soil

was spread. I have always regarded \'. Thapsus as

the least ornamental in bloom, although it is a
plant of noble and stately proportions. The dwarfer

V. nigrum is one of the prettiest species, but this

is perennial. I was never so impresseil with its

beauty as a few days ago when I came upon a group

of three plants standing boldly out of a mass of St.

John's Wort, and they had no less than twenty-

four spikes. The flowers of this species are small,

but exceedingly profuse, and the violet-purple

hairy stamens contrast prettily with the yellow

netals. It loves a chalky bank. I pon the same
ground where V. Thapsus is growing there have

appeared several plants bearing very large flowers.

I thought at first they might be plants of V. vir-

gatum, whijh is our largest- flowered native Mullein,
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and by no means a common plant. Close examina-
tion, however, showed that they were not, and I

cannot make them out to be anything but the V.

phlomoides cultivated in gardens. How did it get

here ? We grew the plant last year for the first

time, bat it flowered at a spot so distant, that seeds

could neither have been blown nor carried, and.

moreover, I recollect seeing one or two similar

large-flowered plants in a shrubbery group lasc

summer, but I did not then take the trouble to try

and define the species, although I was impressed
with the beauty of its bloom.—A. H.

• It will interest Mr. J. Simpson to know
that this, the noblest of our native Mulleins, is not

likely to become extinct, as hereabouts it is fairly

plentiful. I fancy the reason of its being rather

scarce and the habit of not reappearing again is

the extreme partiality caterpillars have for it. At
least, during the dry season of 1S87, we had thou-

sands of seedlings springing up in the immediate
vicinity of the parent plants of the preceding sea-

son, and these were cleared off wholesale, the vo-

racious marauders making very short work of

them. This season we have at least a couple of

dozen now advancing into bloom, and many other

seedlings springing up. So far we have not taken
any trouble with it, as it has been allowed to grow
of its own free will in the wild garden with Fox-
gloves and such like. Most probably Mr. Simp-
son's note will call attention to other districts

where it may be found. It is truly a noble plant

and well worthy of preservation for planting in the

wild garden or shrubberies. This Mullein appears

to be a lime-loving subject, as here it is growing on
the carboniferous limestone or coral rag. The soil

was disturbed a few years since.—A. Young,
Ahherhy Hall Gardens, Stourport.

BASAL HOT IN" DAFFODILS.

There i.s no greater plague to growers of

Daffodils than the disease or failing known
as basal rot. I have done my best to investi-

gate it for several years, but am not yet able

to speak positively as to its cause or preven-

tion, but now that it is time to plant Daffo-

dils, a few words about it may be in season.

The symptoms of it are too Avell known to all

of us. We plant in autumn bulbs which ap-

pear sound at the beginning of spring. When
the leaves are 2 inches or 3 inches high the

growth is arrested, a stunted flower is pro-

duced, the leaves turn yellow at the tips, and

the bulb rots instead of being reproduced and

ripened. If the bulb is dug up and ex-

amined at any stage of its growth, the base

is entirely or nearly rootless, generally soft

and black, and the whole bulb loose in tex-

ture and dropsical, often having water be-

tween the coats. There are different degrees

of the disease. Sometimes a few roots come
and a small new bulb is ripened, and occa-

sionally this produces a healthy growth the

following year, but most of the affected bulbs

die.

During two or three .seasons I have sub-

mitted many rootless bulbs to experts in

microscopy and in plant diseases, and all of

them have failed to discover any .s])ecific

signs of disease either above or below ground.

Im])erfeot nourishment arising out of un-

healthy conditions of cultivation is said by
them to be the cause of failure. Friends who
grow Daffodils more successfully than 1 can

do are ready enough to tell me that they are

sure why I fail. One says it comes fi'om

using manure, another from not using it

;

another that my .soil is loo wet in suiuuier,

another that it is too cold in winter ; but 1

am not satislied with any of these reasons,

because I have tried all the remedies sug-

gested and still the plague continues. Of
one thing I feel pretty sure, that the cause

of the failure is contained in the bulbs in the

previous autumn, whether they are then left

in the ground or rejilanted. It may be im-

perfect ripening, it maybe rapid increase, but

I do not believe that any bulbs which are

really sound and quite healthy when platited

in autumn die of basal rot the following

sjiring, even in bad soil. It is true that

many bought bulbs fail in their first sjiring,

especially newly imported bulbs. The Pyre-

nean N. moschatus, for instance, and the

Portuguese yellow Ajax generally show a

large percentage of failures, but it must be
remembered that these have either been dug
up wild ivlien in flower, and, therefore, pre-

maturely dried oft', or have been cidtivated in

foreign gardens, perhaps, under unhealthy
conditions.

Some kinds of Daffodil are far more pre-

disposed to fail in this way than others, and
diff'erent kinds fail in different soils. Some
of my friends cannot grow the Tenby Dati'odil

or pallidus prrecox, both of which thrive

here. This soil, however, is deadly to Ard-
Eigh, and to most of thespurius class, and to

maximus. Some kinds seem quite exempt,
especially those of the muticus .strain, includ-

ing Emperor and Horsfieldi, and neither Nar-
cissus poeticus nor its hybrids of the incom-

parabilis class ever suffer.

Some seasons are especially fatal, and I

attribute the cause of this to some defect in

the conditions during the previous summer,
but insufficient ripening is not the only cause.

The absence or presence of something which
the particular variety docs or does not like

produces a constitutional weakness, whicli

gradually develops an inability to form roots.

This is really all that is yet kno^vn about the

cause of this disastrous failure. If I were
asked how to select healthy bulbs which
could be guaranteed against proving rootless

in the next spring, I should say the best

symptom of health is to find a dense bunch
of tough roots iirmly attached to the bulb
after the leaves are dead in summer. Dealers

clear away these roots before sending out the

bulbs. Perhaps it is thought that they look

neater with the roots removed ; but I can

answer for the fact that they grow quite

as well, if not better, with the old roots left

on. I have planted rows of bulbs under eacli

condition side by side to test this matter.

Having said above that there is ])raclically no

cure for basal rot, it may be asked. How can

we prevent it? Our best chance is liy dis-

covering conditions under which Datfodils

retain all their natural vigour year after year

in cultivation. These conditions have hardly

been sulfieiently investigated yet. Annual
transplanting, keeping the bulbs a month or

so out of the ground, and rejilanting in

August is an excellent rule to follow in the

case of troublesome kinds. I never could

keep a healthy stock of maximus until I tried

this plan. liul it is loo trouiilesome ever to

become the general piMctice amongst amateurs.

Perhaps something which exercises a purify-

ing or sweetening influence on the soil may be

of use, and if all who suffer as I do would
try experiments, we might arrive at some
satisfactory result.

This year I am trying the effect of the

following remedies. Importing from Ireland a

healthy slock of 100 Ard-Kigh, which is of all

Daffodils the most certain to become rootless

if left to itself in this soil. I am jilanting

them half in light .soil and half in heavy loam,

in rows of ten. The dressings which I shall

place l.ielow the base of the bulbs will be—
1. Boiled bones, about 1 lb. to the row.

2. Sulphate of copper, about 2 ozs. to the

row.

3. Lime, about 3 lbs., mixed in the soil

long enough to slake before planting.

4. Half the quantities of (2) and (3) well

mixed together.

5. Sulphate of iron, about a quarter of an
ounce.

I warn experimenters not to plant in

flowers of sulphur, which I find entirely

paralyses growth. C. Wollev Dod.

E(l[}e. H<ill, Mulpas.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Iris cuprea.—As is well known, several things
pass under this name, even varieties of geimanica,
from which group it is totally distinct. The flowers

are more in the way of those of the single Kajmp-
feri. I do not think the true thing is at all scarce,

and not only may it be procured at Englith
nurseries, but I should like to take this opportunity
of adding that it well deserves culture and a front

place too. The metallic-looking flowers are very
attractive and uncommon.

Campanula persicifolia in its many forms— at

least a dozen—is capable of making a garden
gay for nearly two summer months without the aid

of any other flower. Each variety will last for

several weeks in good and showy condition, and as

these do not all flower at exactly the same period,

they last over a considerable season. There are

two colours—white and blue ; the latter the typical,

but there are many shades between the two. The
type has big and rather shallow flowers ; there is

white of same form ; there is nearly the same cup
with a crown or coloured calyx, and also a much
deeper bell-like flower with the crown— white and
blue again — called coronata. Then there is the
well-known double white, in form resembling a
little double Hose. With regard to the newest
developments of this species, the enormous size of

whose flowers well warrants the name " grandiflora,"

much might be said, but suflice it that when re-

produced from seed, the results are a distinct group
of forms at once startling and deliglitful. I have
at least half a dozen forms in white and blue.

Who can see the end of possible improvement with
many of our old stock types ;

Aster stellaris — I daresay this trim little

plant would be the ideal one of scores of people

for a rookery. With me it grows only 3 inches

to 4 inches high, and the reddish purple heads,

which are singly borne, are over an inli across,

and so emphatically star-like, th;it a better name
could hardly have been given it. The neat habit

and pleasing efl'ect of the tufts when in flower are

sure to commend it when seen.

Scabiosa elata (?) - Cephalaria tatarica,

or the tall yellow Scabious, is now in grand form.

The big sulphur-yellow flowers are '1 inches across

or more, and borne on stout stems and in great

numbers .""i feet to (i feet high. The fine heads
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with the green and black dividing lines, as they

may ba termed, are lovely seen in the twilight.

They are charming, too, for button-holes.
_
Where

is the big yellow Scabious now-a-days ? is often

asked, and invariably by people beyond the prime

of life. I have observed this fact for some years,

and there are several other old flowers in the same

category, notably Phlomis RusseUiana, another big

sulphur-coloured flower.

Silphium laciniatum.—What a very curious

thing is happening with the roots of this plant

under a state of artificial propagation ! The usual

form of root is, I believe, an enormous tap root

with not much fibre and rather hard, something

like a woody Parsnip, but harder. Last year I

mentioned one or two modes of increasing the

plant, and which I may, in passing, say were com-

pletely successful. One thick piece of the root,

which I will describe as neither tail nor crown, un-

like the other and similar pieces, never made foli-

age for about twenty months. I have just dug it

up ; it is not only sound, but there are numerous
tuber-like offsets in the form of long-necked water

bottles, these, again, producing fibre from their

necks, so to speak. Why these distinctly Potato-

like products with a stem at apex in relation to

the position in ground ? and why the fresh growing

fibre in these stems / and all without the least sign

of top-growth or herbage. Can the whole affair

be an abnormal development from the possible

cause of the old piece of tap root being placed

the wrong end upwards ; I do not think this can have

been the cause, and I only mention it on the bare

possibility, and because I daresay many experi-

enced propagators may come to such conclusion,

as they often see curious results from mistakes of

that kind. As a matter of fact, I was careful,

and I always brand the natural top end of a piece

of root intended for a cutting before it is put out

of the fingers. From whatever cause, however,

these tubers are produced, they are very sugges-

tive, and as the species happens to be one of slow

growth and propagation, the importance of these

facts is enhanced. I am hoping to learn more in

due time on the matter, and what I should be de-

lighted to find out would be if these tubers will

grow into plants. I strongly suspect such will be

the case, and what I have done is this : I have

cut off a few and set them separately in sand;

the others are left on the original piece of tap

root, and the whole replaced in the sand bed as

before. Thus I have given two chances to the

roots, and in time I may prove in two ways the

usefulness or otherwise of an artificial develop-

ment that can only, in a measure at least, be de-

scribed as accidental. If this should prove a re-

liable means of propagation of the much-sought-

after Compass plant, the numerous wants of garden
lovers may not be long ere they may be met.

Sedum sempervivoides is just now in flower,

and whilst on the subject of exceptional means of

propagation I may mention that this can be in-

creased from leaves carefully severed at the natural

joint, left to dry, and then inserted in sand in the

full sunshine and long days of summer in the open
air. Leaves, however, from flower-stems are of no
use, their fatness and vigour being more or less

absorbed. A somewhat tedious process like this

would scarcely be worth while for a Stonecrop did

it not have reference to this distinct, beautiful, and
costly species. The stems, buds, and flowers are

blood -red, and the foliar paits are arranged in

rosettes like a Houseleek, and are of a grey-green
hue and velvety texture.

Xiyclinis vespertina pi.—What is it makes
the freshly- opened beautiful flowers fall off quite

stalkless in such lamentable numbers ? Both at

home and abroad I see the same thing happening.
The flowers that remain are more the exception

than the rule. I have watched for many days, and
though I cannot say I am quite satisfied with my
observations as being conclusive, I venture to pen
them in the hope that if they do not prove to be
on the right track of the enemy, they may lead

someone to look into the matter with surer results.

I suspect the insect known best as cuckoo
spit in its frothing stage, and my reasons are that

Orchard and Fruit Garden.most of the stems where a flower has fallen off are

stained with the dried froth. Then there is the

sign of a puncture at the point of severance on both
rriTlT IN APPTFS

fallen flower and stalk, and I reason that the insect
>-ui.^uiii atxij ..

may have sucked there. Then the big flowers, The Codlin family is more uumerous than

which fall after rain, may become heavy and snap many are aware of, but several of the varieties

off, otherwise the buds are perfect. These are my are fast dying nut, their places being taken by
only facts, but the thought that makes me feel other more serviceable sorts. A few of the

uncertain is that there has been cuckoo spit in my^e superior representatives, however, will,

other years, but no such loss of flowers.
. ^j, f,uaht to be always gruwn, and that, too, in

Lathyrus latifolius Turneri as grown here i]^g most limited collections, as it is scarcely

is not very different from the type. It may bea conceivable that better early cooking Apples
little brighter in the flower colour, also a little

larger in the bloom with smaller foliage. It is

certainly a more abundant bloomer. My compari-

sons are made with strongly established plants in

both cases, the plants near together and in similar

(the same) aspects and soil. There are slight

botanic; I distinctions, but probably these had

I'ruitiug branch of Lord Sutlield Apple.

little or nothing to do with the plant receiving an

additional name, and certainly they are of no

moment from the gardener's point of view. For my
own part I would grow it in preference to the type

because of the comparatively greater number of

will ever be forthcoming. The original Codlin,

or that which, according to our best authorities,

gave the name to the whole family, is now
termed the Englisli Codlin, but I\IcIntosh ap-

peared to confound this with the Hawthorn

Dean, or White Apple of Hawthorn Dean.

The latter, it is almost

needless to add, is per-

tectly distinct from the

Codlins, Hawthorndens
forming (juite a sepa-

rate group. The old

English Codlin was prin-

cipally propagated by
means of cuttings and
branches, both of which
root readily, and this

method of propagation

seems tohavebeen faulty,

a vigorous stock being

needed to put new life

into the worn-out scions.

Carlisle Codlin, which
Mcintosh erroneously

considered as being sy-

nonymous with the Kes-
wick Codlin, is a decided

improvement on the old

form, more especially as

regards its habit of

growth, and this is still

to be met with in a

few old gardens. It is

only fit for garden cul-

ture, strong trees never

being seen, but medium-
sized bushes rarely fail

to yield well, this free-

bearing habit having
muchtodowith thestunt-

ing of the trees. The
fruit is lit for cooking

when quite small, the

season lasting from July

till December ;
conse-

quently it is one of the

best keeping Codlins, be-

ing also second to none in

Keswick Codlin, also a verypoint of quality.

old variety, is undoubtedly the most generally

grown of all the family, and may well be culti-

vated in quite the smallest gardens. It succeeds

in almost in any pi isition or district, and is anien-

spikes produced on the smaller quantity of heibage. I able to any form of training. As a standard

Anemone baldensis, which I believe is a
j

the tree is comparatively small, though very

variable species, and which according to several
|

productive, but on the Crab stock it makes a

very strong bush or basin-shaped tree, and

handsome pyramids, fairly strong, horizontally

trained tree.s, and cordons are to be met with

in all directions, all alike being very productive.

Closely pruned trees are unfortunately some-

what given to canker, and the trees under my

authorities has a very wide geographical range,

a most useful flower in the garden. In this col-

lection, where some twenty species are grown, it

and rivularis are the only two to represent the

genus in flower in the months of July and August,

and, like rivularis, it begins in May and lasts into

August. There is, however, scarcely another point —

=

,i i
' v t *,„;*;„„ „„„..,^ •'-• ^ .

In charge annually lose a number of fruiting .spurs
of similarity; indeed, the two are a contrast, ju , o- ,, ci" ii ,„

a light rich soil and sheltered situation with me in a most unaccountable manner or after they

this species is evergreen. In summer the plant have made a leafy growth and perhaps flowered,

is peculiarly pleasing from its deep shining green Seeing that iiuito small fruit cook admirably,

hue and finely cut and neat growth. The flowers are the thinning out may well commence in July and

each 1 J inches across and of good cup form, the en- \)q proceeded with as required till those reserved

tire stature of the plant rarely exc^eeding a foot. ^re nearly fully grown, the latter attaining a

Woodville, KirhtaU. J. Wood. large size wheii thus favoured. This variety
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keeps fairly well after being gathered, or say
till near the end of November, but those who
grow for the markets ought to dispose of

their crops as early in the season as possi-

ble and secure remunerative prices accord-

ingly. I have known a pyramid to prcjduce

at one time sufficient fruit to realise 30s
,

this being gathered and sold early in August;
if kept two or three weeks later, not more than
one-third of that sum would have been obtained
for it. Keswick Codlin is a favourite variety

for making into jelly, this being done when
the Apples are just fit to gather. Mauks
Codlin again is a remarkably profitable variety,

as witnessed by the fact of its being very exten-
sively planted of late years. It is very preco-
cious, and small trees ought really to be pre-

vented from bearing, or otherwise they may
never attain a good size. It succeeds fairly

well as an orchard tree, but it is as a garden
tree that I can most strongly recommend it,

those bush-shaped being most profitable. The
growth is altogether distinct from that of the
Keswick, the wood being slighter and the
foliage smaller and lighter green in colour,

while the fruits are smaller, having Ipnger foot-

stalks, being also more crisp. Quite small
samples cook well, and what fruit is gathered
and stored, a proceeding market growers may
well avoid, will keep rather longer than the
Keswick.

Lord Suffield, a fruiting branch of which is

here illustrated, is to all intents and purposes a
member of the Codlin family, being what might
be termed a glorified Keswick. It is of sturdy,
yet most prolific habit of growth, forming fairly

good standards, and still better pyramids,
bushes, horizontal and cordon-trained speci-

mens. The fruits are larger and better tilled

out than the Keswicks, the cooking qualities

and flavour being much the same. Most of the
prizes for cooking Apples at the August shows
are won by this variety, but as they lose weight
by keeping, it is not advisable to store many.

Nelson Codlin comes next in point of popu-
larity, and no mistake has been or will be made
in planting it for both private use and more
especially market. It is amenable to any form
of training, standard or orchard trees succeed-
ing very well. The fruits are large, of good
form, and fairly attractive in appearance when
ripe, cook admirably, and are not to be despised
for dessert. Seeing that it keeps good till the
middle of January and occasionally still later,

it is advisable to reserve and carefully store the
greater part of the crop, and if sold good prices
ought to be obtained for it.

Spring Grove, one of the older Codlins, is the
only variety to be found classed as a dessert
Apple, but it is not needed now-a-days, there
being so many sorts superior to it in every way.
What in fotiner days was termed the Stoup
Codlin is now labelled Stoup Leadington, and
its cultivation is said to be largely confined to

Scotland. Royal Codlin, an October variety,

has nothing particular to recommend it, and the
same may be said of the early maturing French
Codlin. Winter Codlin might well be given a
trial, especially as an orchard tree. It is a
vigorous grower and fairly productive, the fruit

being large, somewhat rough iu outline, and of
good conking (juality. The season extends from
September to February inclusive. Dean's (Cod-

lin also attains a large size, keeping till late in

February, but it is not likely to ever become
any lietter known than it is at present.

W. I.

Strawberry notes.—There was an interesting
correspondence in last year's Gaudkn on the
relative merits of what one may call the annual

and perennial systems of Strawberry culture,

and opinions seemed fairly evenly balanced, in-

clining of the two to favour the annual renewal
of beds. The season of 18!U, memorable tor a
late cold spring following a severe winter, has not
served to determine my opinion in any fixed

direction ; it has. however, helped to fix one con-

viction already in past seasons clearly shown, viz
,

that one has to study the likes and dislikes of

particular varieties, and that (the names are given
as examples) while Noble and La Grosse Sucree
are at their best the first year after planting, and
deteriorate it allowed to remain longer on the
ground, Paxton and Filbert Pine will yield heavier
crops of equally good fruit on a given area the
second and the third year. I do cot wish to lay
down any hard and fast line respecting such
results being arrived at on all soils, but such are
the facts on my light sandy loam. My plantations
of Viscountess and Paxton are always made from
old forced plants. These two with Filbert Pine are
my most reliable sorts both in and out doors. I

see Waterloo is strongly recommended by some
growers, but 1 cannot say much in its favour,

that is, if I have It true. Mr. Barron's notes in a
late number of The Garden lead me to infer this

is not the case. Neither liritish Queen nor Dr. Hogg
are satisfactory here. It is sometimes suggested
that Dr. Hogg will flourish where British Queen
fails, but I fancy the requirements of the two
varieties are very similar.

—

E.Bueeell, Claremont.

RED AND WHITE CURRANTS AT
CHISWICK.*

Although denoted one of the small fruits. Cur-
rants are yet of great importance and value in

the garden, and form one of the most useful of

fruits. Much confusion has been found to exist

with regard to their distinctive characters and
superabundant nomenclature. With a view to

remedy this state of things, and to discover
some system of classification, the Royal Horti-
cultural Society has collected from the various
nurseries in this country and in France plants
of nearly every variety bearing a distinct name
that could be found. These, grown under simi-

lar conditions, have been carefully noted for

several years, and were examined during the
past year (1890) by the fruit committee.

It was found impossible from the fruits alone
to adopt any classification ; for although vary-
ing considerably in the size of the bunches and
the berries, and in their colour, &c., these are
so much influenced by cultivation, situation,

itc, that nothing definite could be arrived at.

The following classification is therefore based
chiefly on the general appearance of the plants,

their foliage, habit of growth, Ac. This is gene-
rally very decided an<l easily recognised. The
typical names adopted, under which the others
are grouped as synonyms, may not in all cases be
the oldest or the most appropriate, but in many
cases we had no means of determining which
were the original names. Of Red Currants, six-

teen distinct classes or varieties have been
recognised out of the forty-five named sorts

which appear in various catalogues, and of
White Currants six distinct varieties out of nine-
teen named sorts.

Red Cuuuants.
Jielle dt' Foiitcntiij.— See La Versaillaise.

('crise.—See Champagne.
Ohampaone (syns. La Cerise, Couhur de Chair,

lied CliaiJipaijnc, Oiiifirir). Plant moderately robust,
compact; leaves small bright green, resembling the
Ked Dutch

; bunch of medium size ; berries small,
of a pale cerise or pink colour, and as sweet and
pleasant as the white varieties. A profuse cropper.
Distinct. Useful for dessert.

Cheiwiiceaux.—See ]{ed Cherry.
CHISWICK Red (syn., « Fcuilles ljord6es).—Large,

* Paper by Mr. A. F. Barron, in the Journal of the
Horticultural Society.

sweet Red. Plant of dwarf, compact growth.
Leaves small, flat, of a pale glaucous green ; a por-

tion, especially those in the shade, having a narrow
margin of yellow ; very distinct in appearance.
Bunch short, borne in dense clusters. Berries

small, of a pale red colour, somewhat acid. A most
profuse cropper.

Cindeur ilc Chair.—See Champagne.

Cut-leaveo (syn., ii Fcui/li-.s /«(•/« (i/cv).—Plant of

somewhat slender growth, spreading. Leaves small,

much cut and lobed,and of various sizes ; very dis-

tinct in appearance. Bunches of medium size.

Berries medium size, bright red, brisk acid. A very
free-cropping variety.

//(fiance.—See Red Cherry ; also Gondouin
Rouge.
He Caucase.— See Red Cherry.
Fay's Prulijie (new American xariety).—See Red

Cherry.
Fertile d'Anijers.—See Red Cherry.
Fertile de Palluau.—See Red Cherry.
,1 Feiiitles !»irdi'cs. -fise Chiswick Red.
.1 Feiiille.t laei aires. -See Cut-leaved.

.1 Finilles diiru's.— See Yellow-leaved.
A Feuilirs jianaclues.—See Variegated.

Fraiiendorff.—See La Versaillaise.

Gloire dk Sahlons (syn., Striped).—Plant of

strong robust growth, resembling the Red Dutch
;

leaves bright green ; bunches long; berries small,

red or striped white. A poor cropper, but distinct

and pretty.

Gondouin Rouge.—Plant of strong, robust,

compact growth ; shoots reddish ; leaves pale
green ; bunches and berries of medium size, bright

red, very acid. Late. A shy cropper.
llutire de Jlertin —See Red Cherry.
Houghton Castle (syn,, Ilauiihton Seedling).—

Plant of \ery compact, sturdy growth ; leaves

rather small, of a dark green colour; bunches of

medium size, borne in dense clusters ; berries of

medium size, dark red, briskly acid. The vigorous,

free growth of this xariety, with its free-cropping

qualities, renders it one of the best Currants for ex-

posed situations, &c.

Knii/hfs Larije lied.—See Red Dutch.
Jyiiri/e Snei't Ited. —See Chiswick Red.
La Versaillaise (syns., Hellr de Fontena;/,

Fraaendurfl).—Plant of a somewhat strong growth,
the young shoots being \ ery gross, and very liable

to break off at the axis, so that many plants are
entirely spoiled ; in other cases the bud.< do not
break, and so the plants are reduced to a few
shoots from the base, and little or no fruit is

borne. This is a very serious defect, rendering
the variety scarcely worthy of cultivation. Leaves
large, broad, flat, deep green, with frequently a
deep bronzy-metallic shade, in this respect resem-
bling the Red Cherry ; bunches of medium size,

irregular ; berries very large and extremely hand-
some, of a deep red colour and fine acid flavour. A
very poor cropper.

Mallow-leaved (syns., Maif.^ Vietaria, Itnliij

Castle).- Plant of very strong,'vigorous growth, at-

taining a large size, the strongest growing of all

Currants. Shoots pale ; leaves pale glaucous green,

soft, something resembling the leaf of a Mallow
;

bunches very long ; berries of medium size, pale

red, very acid. Late in ripening. A moderate
cropper. Excellent for standards or walls.

Miiifs Vietaria.—See Mallow-leaved.
Uld Diiteh.—Hee Old Red.
Old Red (syn.. Old Dutch).—A small-frnited

and inferior variety of the Red Dutch.
ntniastan lied.—See Red Dutch.
Jialii/ Castle.— See .Mallow-leaved.
/.'((/ ChiimjMi/ne.—See Champagne.
Red Chkury (syns., (Vienoneeaax, Faij's I'rolijtc,

l)c Cirnease, Detianee, Fertile d'Anijers, Fertile de
Palliian, Ilalire de /lertiii, I.a Udtire, Itouije de
H(iido;//ie).—Plant of dwarf, bushy habit; shoots
rather gross, breaking off somewhat in the same
manner as La A'ersaillaise, but not to so great an
extent ; leaves large, flat, deep green, with a bronzy-

metallic hue, like La Versaillaise; bunches of me-
dium size ; berries very large, full, juicy, deep shin-

ing red, extremely pretty, of a brisk, acid flavour.

A very free cropper, and one of the best for garden
culture.
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Red Dutch (syns., KnitiJifs Large Bed, Pitmas-

ton ll,-d, Ited FikvU'i/. WUmofs Lari/t< Itcd, Itimge

d' HoUii)uh:).—Yia.nt of strong, vigorous, erect

growth, forming compact bushes; leaves ratlier

small, bright green ; bunches of medium size, borne

in dense clusters ; berries of medium size, bright

red, brislily acid. A free and abundant cropper,

and having a fine constitution. This is the variety

most commonly in cultivation.

Red Fo.rJey.—%ee Red Dutch.

Red Grape (syn., Heine Vietoria).—Plant of free,

spreading growth ; shoots somewhat slender and

reddish ; leaves large, deeply lobed, pale green with

reddish venations ; bunches very long and loose

;

berries of medium size, pale red and rather acid.

Late. A fine free-cropping variety.

Heine Vietoi-in — See Red Grape.

Itouge de Jioiihii/ne.—See Red Cherry.

Sffi'ped.—See Gloire de Sablons.

Omhrce.—See Red Champagne.
A'ARIEGATED.—A variety of the old Red, having

the leaves variegated with white.

Vekeibes Rouge.—Plant of sturdy, vigorous,

compact growth ; shoots reddish ;
leaves irregular,

with red venations. Resembles Gondouin Rouge.

Wallace's Seedling.—A very fine selection

of the Red Dutch. Berries as large as Red
Cherry.

Wilmot's Lartje Red.—See Red Dutch.

Yellow- leaved, ob Golden.—Plant of vigor-

ous, compact growth ; shoots rather gross ;
leaves

large, splashed with pale yellow, and often with a

narrow yellow margin, \ery distinct : bunches and
berries small. A poor cropper.

White Cuebants.

Blanche d'Anf/leterre.—See White Dutch.
Blanche de Houlofjne.—See White Imperial.

Blanche d'Hollande.—See White Dutch.

Blanche Commune.—See Common White.
Blanche Transparente.—Hee Common White.

Common White (syns., Blanche Coiumnne,

Blanche Transparente). — Plant of spreading

habit, slender, but free; leaves small, much lobed,

pale green : bunches short ; berries rather small,

with a fine clear skin, sweet. Good cropper.

Cut-leaved White (syns., « Feuilles laciniven,

Wihniit's Larije White, Shillinr/'s C^wfM). — Plant

of free, but rather slender growth ; shoots small ;

leaN'es small, much cut and lobed, bright green ;

bunches and berries of medium size, very bright

and clear-skinned, sweet and pleasant. A profuse
bearer.

A Feuilles bordces.—See JIacrocarpa.

A Feuilles laciniies.—.See Gut-leaved White.
Gbosse Blanche (syn., Knif/ht's Large White).

—Plant of moderate growth, somewhat spreading
;

lea\ es large ; bunches medium size ; berries large
;

skin clear. Free cropping.
Knir/ht's Lari/e White. - See Grosse Blanche.
Blanche Imiiiriale.—See White Imperial.

MaceocAEPA (syn , a ?'euiUes hordees).—Plant of

strong, robust, erect growth ; leaves large, flat,

splashed and veined with pale yellow, and having
a distinct yellow margin, which is very pronounced
in the early summer ; bunches medium ; berries

large and full, of a dull cloudy-white, rather acid.

A profuse cropper. A very distinct variety.

Shilliiiii's (^iieen.—See Cut-leaved White,
Transparent White.—See Common White.
WniTEDvTVH {syns.. flla nihed' Ilollande, flla nchc

d'Anijlctcrre).—Plant of moderate vigour, compact

;

leaves large, flat, deep green, with a narrow yellow
margin ; bunch medium size ; berries large, clear
white, sweetly flavoured. Free cropper and an
excellent sort.

White Imperial (syns., Blanche de Jtnnlcgne,

Blanche Imiiiriale^.— Plant moderately robust

;

bunches long ; berries medium.
White Transparent.— Use. Common White.
Wilmot's Larije.— See Cut-leaved White.

Strawberry Iioxford Hall Seedling.—At
Draycot Gardens, near Cliippenham, Mr. J. Gibson

t

succeeds remarkably well with this variety, and is

of opinion that it has no equal for giving late sup-
plies of fruit. An extra wide north border is prin-

cipally devoted to this variety, and this positioii

and the treatment it receives seem to suit it ad-

mirably, the plants being as healthy and free of

red spider as the rest of the Strawberries in the

same garden. Being of compact growth, a great

amount of space is not needed by each plant,

18 inches apart each way being ample room. The

plants are fruited twice only. A fairly heavy crop

of extra fine fruit is ol>tained during the first sea-

son, a good succession 1 leing had from the two-year-

old plants. The fruit colours well, is very firm,

and of a rich and brisk flavour.—M. H.

FRUIT-GROWIXG DIFFICULTIES.

T(j the inexperienced onlooker gardening generally,

and fruit growing under glass in particular, appears

to be a very delightful occupation, but those actively

engaged in this branch of horticulture have good

reason at times to think differently. There is cer-

tainly much that is pleasurable in fruit culture, and,

unfortunately, much inseparable worry connected

with it.

Judging from a letter and sample of Grapes sent

me by " O. K.," the greater portion of the crop in

one vinery is worthless, and all the Vines in a

second house will soon be in a similar plight. Ap-

parently this is a very bad case of shanking and

mildew, two of the worst evils a Grape grower has

to contend with. Shanking alone is bad enough,

but when this is accompanied by mildew the case is

hopeless. Over-cropping is perhaps the most fre-

quent cause of shanking, and yet it is a mistake of

very common occurrence, very few gardeners (I

write feelingly) having sufficient nerve to properly

reduce the number of bunches. One year's ex-

perience with any set of Vines is scarcely sufticient

for a grower to decide what they are capable of

doing, so much depending upon the constitution of

the borders and more especially the nature of the

loam. What might prove a fair average crop in

some cases would, perhaps, be altogether too heaN-y

in others, a poor finish and probably shanking being

the consequence. Debilitated stocks, much skinned

stunted stems and rods, very old gnarled spurs, or

anything that tends to check a healthy and strong

flow and return of sap, all at different times con-

tribute to the evil of slianking, and this season I

have good reason for adding yet another cause.

When the Vines have their roots solely or princi-

pally in outside borders, or the inside borders

are largely composed of spongy, moisture-holding

soil, a heavy deluge of water or rainfall is liable to

cause shanking, especially in the case of the Mus-

cat of Alexandria. It will thus be seen I cannot

well decide what was the actual cause of shankirg

in " O. K.'s" case.

Mildew, although far from being unknown in vine-

ries, is yet, or rather was up to the present season, so

seldom met with, that there is some excuse to be

offered for those who fail to realise in time what a

destructive and hard-to-get-rid-of pest it is.

Shanking is bad enough, but unless I am much
mistaken, very many Grape growers ,will, after the

experience they are having this season, agree with

me that mildew is the worse evil of the two. Nor
is it possible to determine exactly what brings

about an attack of this dreaded fungus. The
germs probably enough are carried about in the

atmosphere, and if they lodge on any part of the

Vines, only require a somewhat stagnant atmo-

sphere to develop and spread the disease in all

directions, young wood, foliage, and bunches being

all liable to be overrun and completely paralysed by

it. The worst cases I have seen have been in

small badly ventilated houses in which pot plants

have been largely cultivated on the stages. I have

also recently seen a grand lot of bunches on young

Vines of the Muscat of Alexandria just touched by

mildew. In the latter case the remedy was ap-

plied in good time, or otherwise the whole of the

valuable crop would have been over-run, and that,

too, in spite of superior treatment generally. My
experience with mildew is not so limited as I could

have wished at one time, and after trying a variety

of remedies, including sponging the leaves with

mildew specifics and coating the bunches and

berries with flowers of sulphur, I have arrived at

the conclusion that nothing short of painting the

hot-water pipes with flowers of sulphur mixed up

in the form of paint with either milk or linseed oil,

as it will not stick if mixed with water, is effective.

The pipes being made quite hot after the house is

closed, fairly strong fumes are generated, and this

repeated a few times seems to effectually check

the mildew. Unfortunately, this remedy, if applied

while the berries are small and the skins tender,

is liable to cause those of the Muscat of Alexandria,

Buckland Sweetwater, and Mrs. Pearson to rust

badly, the last named being particularly suscep-

tible of injury.

Nor are Grapes the only fruit to which the in-

sidious mildew directs its deadly attention. Bad
cases of mildew in Melons in houses have come
under my notice for the first time this season, and

Peaches and Nectarines are also liable to be over-

run and badly injured by it. This may or may not

have been the cause of the fruit dropping off

wholesale in " 0. K.'s " Peach house ; no samples of

fruit forthcoming, I am unable to decide. Noblesse,

the variety mentioned, is not one of the most

robust either under glass or in the open, being

much inferior to Alexandra Noblesse in this respect,

but I have never met with a case of a mildewed

tree of it under glass. In the open Noblesse and

Royal George are both addicted to mildew, and

would be the first to be afiected by it under glass.

If the fruits have white woolly-looking patches or

blisters on them, that most probably is the work of

mildew, this disease also overrunning and ruining

the points of young shoots. Sulphuring the hot-

water pipes is also the best preventive in the case

of mildew on either Melons or Peaches. When
Peach and Nectarine trees are very heavily cropped

and perhaps not fed nearly enough at the roots, nor

the borders kept uniformly moist, a wholesale shed-

ding of fruit when the final swelling is in progress

is no uncommon occurrence, and fruit that drops

prematurely is fit for nothing but pies.

PEACHES AND TOMATOES AT HAM.

Although Mr. Walker is perhaps best known for

his Daffodils, and no one grows them better,

he has yet something of interest just now
in his fine Peach and Tomato houses which

have recently been erected on his farm at Ham
Common. This locality has of late attracted

some popular attention in relation to public re-

sistance to what is held to be an infraction of

popular rights. Mr. Walker's land adjoins the

common, a huge open park-like area of great

beauty and value to the residents. That the soil

is good is very evident, and much of it on Mr.

Walker's farm shows that it is still full of turfy

fibre, so that it should suit Peaches and Tomatoes

remarkably well. There have been erected at

intervals of about 2i1 feet from each other, but in

one line, some nine fine span houses, each 180 feet

long by 21 feet wide, and all planted with Peach

trees. It is obvious, therefore, that Mr. Walker

has considerable faitli in the future of Peach pro-

duction under glass. Each house had originally

the trees planted somewhat thickly on either side,

but now they have been reduced to thirteen trees

on each side, so that ample room is afforded both in

breadtli and height to spread their heads. There

are now in the houses 2:^1 of these trained

trees, which include all the best known sorts, but

as some have not cropped well this season, owing

to the harmful effect of fogs at the blooming time,

and some which fruited well have already had

their fruits gathered, a fair opinion of the merits

of each variety was not to be had. Another season,

should the spring-time be more favourable, it seems

probable that very much better estimates of rela-

tive usefulness may be obtained. What seems

certain is that the trees like the soil, and that they

receive careful culture. Whenever they fill the

roofs of the houses fully and are in full bearing,

they will present a sight worth going a long w,ay

to see. As a matter for criticism, perhaps it may

be said that the heating power in the houses

hardly seems sufficient to assist the setting of the

bloom for such elevated positions early in the

spring. A capital opportunity is offered here to

test the value of top-heating, with 2-inch pipes

elevated to just beneath the trees and at intervals
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of some :! feet or 4 feet apart right down the

houses. Were bat one house so heated, a capital

test would be afforded as to the relative value of

top heating as compared with ground heating, for

here the pipes are literally close to the soil,

and of coarse the heat is a long way from the

bloom. Standing on the floors of five of the houses

are great numbers of Peach and Nectarine trees

in pots, largely maidens, and all doing well. There
must be many hundreds of these, and another year

they should carry a grand crop of fruit, should

all go well. In the other houses are Tomatoes
planted oat in broad beds all down the centres, some
five plants wide and now fruiting heavily, at heights

varying from r> feet to 7 feet, with ample room to

go higher. The most free cropping sorts are Con-
ference and Tennis-ball, both bearing abundantly,

and Perfection and Chemin, larger fruited, but

more thinly set. Tennis-ball bears a close resem-

blance to Horsford's Prelude. There will be during

the next two months a large quantity of fruit

gathered from these plants, and it is hoped it will

return a good profit, although the price just now
is none too considerable. A few fruits here and
there show the black spot or decay, which troubles

most Tomato growers ; this the attendant attributes

to moisture settling on the bloom, and being aUowed
to remain attached to the fruit, first impregnates,
as it were, the style and thence it passes into the
fruit. How far that hypothesis may be a correct

one is a matter for discussion. A. D.

have utilised ground in all positions that was va-

cant. Firm planting is also necessary, well tread-

ing the soil round the roots, and keeping moist,

also keeping free of runners, as all the energies of

the plant are required to support the second crop.

When planting, only remove the drainage, and do
not break the ball or disturb the roots. To suc-

ceed these another lot is planted out at the end of

June on a west border. Any free-fruiting kind

that has been forced, such as Keens' Seedling or

President, will do, the last lot being planted out in

July or early in August. These give a long succession

of fruit ; two of the best for the purpose being Sir J.

Paxton and Sir C. Napier. G. Wythes.

STRAWBERRIES IN AUGUST AND
SEPTEMBER.

In the northern part of the country no difficulty

will be experienced in getting these fruits in

August in the open ground, as the late kinds may
readily be had in abundance at that date. In
many establishments a supply of late fruit is of

great value where a certain number of dishes is

daily required and these have to be varied. Those
who force Strawberries in quantity may pro-

long the season to a great extent by saving
their forced plants for this purpose, and
though this system is known to many, it is

not practised to a great extent. I well know
it is the practice to plant many forced plants
when hardened off in permanent beds, and I have
myself followed this practice, but do not now
recommend it, as I find I get the finest fruit from
runners if they are planted in their permanent
quarters as soon as they can be had. Indeed, where
this fruit is required in large quantities, I would
plant a piece of ground yearly for the production
of runners and get them into their permanent
quarters in July. They make a good growth and are
a long way ahead of runners obtained from plants
that have borne a heavy crop of fruit and become
exhausted. I find many of our best growers adopt
this system, and as runners can be obtained from
large growers in such good condition and true to
name, they are more valuable than weakly ones
produced late and requiring a lot of attention to
get them into condition. By utilising early strong
runners grown specially for the purpose better
results will be obtained than from pot plants which
soon become exhausted. Hooted runners are now
so reasonable in ])rice that I question if it is not a
gain to the grower to secure them from a different
locality, as a change is most beneficial.

One of the best Strawberries for autumn fruiting
is Vicomtesse Iluricart de Thury. La Grosse
Sucr6e will also be found useful. If these plants
are hardened off and planted at the end of JMay or
early in June, they will give a second crop through
August, and for this purpose they must be kept
moist. A good mulch of spent Mushroom manure
placed over the roots after planting suits them.
The plants should be well watered in dry weather.
These plants it not wanted for permanent beds
may be planted rather closely, 18 inches between
the rows and the plants l") inches from each other,
but, of Cdurse, if left to supply fruit for other sea-
sons more room must be given. In planting for
autumn fruiting good ground is necessary, and
for late fruits an open sunny border sloping to the
south, but for fruit in August and September J

UNTIMELY THINNING OF FRUIT
CROPS.

It has become the fashion to advocate the very

early thinning of fruit crops, and possibly the

practice may be of some slight value with fruits

under glass where temperature and atmospheric
moisture, cbc, are under control, but the ad-

vantages to be derived are so very small, if, in-

deed, they are not altogether mythical, when
compared to the risk run of losing the whole
crop of some kinds of outdoor fruits, that this

earlythinning should be done, ifdoneat all, with

the utmost caution. Those who were unlucky
enough to have carried out this practice to any
extent with outdoor crops this year before the

very severe weather of AVhit Sunday will have
had cause to regret their haste, unless they hap-

pened to escape the sharp frosts so general at

that time. Fruit and foliage in the early stages

of growth are not dependent on the root action

of the present, year, but grow and swell by the

aid of the sap stored during the previous

autumn. This will be very clear to anyone who
has ever met with the misfortune of having
fruit trees barked by rabbits or ground game
during the winter, for even if the case be so

bad that death to the trees is inevitable, yet

they flower and set fruit, which swells to a cer-

tain stage without the least sign of suffering,

and then comes the transitory stage, when new
roots are forming freely and the stored-up sap
is exhausted. Any check to these new roots is

sure to be injurious to the trees, and disbud-

ding or fruit-thinning, when too soon indulged
in, must give them such a check, and if at the
same time a wave of cold sets in, as not unfre-

quently happens in May, nothing but harm can
ensue, for the removal of fruit or slioot is no-
thing short of taking away the lungs of the tree.

Undoubtedly the roots of most trees are always
in a more or less active state, or never abso
lutely dormant ; still, it requires some amount
of warm sunny weather to bring them into full

vigour, and until this occurs no good can come
of trying to force a portion of the crop into

greater size by taking away the rest. As a

general rule, no good can come of thinning
hardy fruits out of doors until June is with ua,

and I think only one exception, that of

Apricots, should be made to this. These latter,

being almost invariably grown on walls and
making plenty of foliage quite early, may be
dealt witli sooner than other fruits. Still,

oven with these there is but little need to be
hasty, experience teaching that there is no
great strain put on .stone fruits until they reach
the stoning stage, and that all growth of fruit

an<l loaves m.ule before that stage is more
helpful than otherwise. Let us sujjpose a
garden in which time had been taken by the
forelock to the extent of thinning the crops
before Whitsuntide this year, and th.it the
same garden was visited by 11' of frost (as wo
had here at that time), and we can oasily see

that tlio fruit cmi) of this year wo\ild bo
almost nil, as all the worst placed fruit, i.e.,

those underneath and most sheltered, would

have been removed, and the remainder would
have succumbed to the weather, while if the

work had been postponed to a reasonaVily late

date, a fair crop would still be left on most
trees, and the labour of thinning greatly les-

sened. Of course, this is an exceptional case,

as we, fortunately, do not often get such

weather after the middle of May as we had
this year ; still we can never be sure what
may come, and I hold that it is wisest not to

be too hasty in our eagerness to approach per-

fection, and that the old proverb of "more
haste less speed " is one that should be well

considered by the grower of either hardy or

forced fruits. J. C. Tallack.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 817.

THE JAPANESE AND CHINESE
QUINCES.

(with a plate of ctdonia japonica vars.*)

The familiar old Japanese Quince (Cj'donia

japonica), tliat opens its ruddy flower buds

to the pale winter sun in every English gar-

den, was perhaps the first of the long list

of plants that found their way from tlie

far east to these chilly islands. There is, I

believe, no record as to whom we are indebted

for the introduction of this most beautiful

hardy shrub, and few now can remember its

arrival, seeing tliat it was in the year of AVa-

terloo when it tirst reached here in a live

state, though it was known long before to

Englishmen who had travelled and traded in

Japan.

It is interesting to read how rapidly this

and other Japanese shrubs, such, for instance,

as tlie double Kerria japonica, spread througli-

out the country, for even ftfty years ago

they were common, and now they are to be

found adorning the walls of cottages in the

most remote ]iarts of the country. This fact

proves the hardiness of the plants, and the

suitability of our climate for most of the

shrubs of Japan, to which country we are

so much indebted for the brightness of our

sj)ring and summer gardens.

Eifty years ago, in Loudon's time, the only

varieties known of the Japanese Quince were

the so-called white (flore-albo), which is more

[link than wliite, and the semi-double (semi-

plena), whicli wo should consider now third-

rate in beauty. At the present time the

varieties of Cydonia japonica that have liccn

considered di.stinct encjugh and beautiful

enough to bo distinguished by nanu's would

make a very long list ; so long, indeed, that

I shall not here attempt to enumerate the

names that occur in catalogue.s, particularly

those of Contiiu-ntal nurserymen wlio liave

been industriously at work for many years in

raising new varieties. So long ago as 1S78

tliere were upwards of tliirty Viiricties men-

tioned in The Garden by M. Charles

Ballet, of Tmycs, and this list has licen added

to considerably since then, so that now we
have to make selections of the best Cydonias,

as we do in llu; case of Lilacs, 'Wrigelas,

* Drawn for TuK Gabdkn by H. G. Monn, at

Gravetye Manor, May l-l, 1S'J\. Lithographed and
printed by Guillaume Severeyns.
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Mock Oranges, and oilier popular shrubs.

Some of the named sirrts of Cydouia are niurh

alike, tliough all are lieautiful, but in a iirivate

garden one would cmly e;ue to have the most

distinct, and half-a-dozen nf the finest would

include the following,', which are nivalis, tlie

best white, flowers large and pure, without a

trace of colour ; albo-cincta, tinted with deli-

cate pink ; cocoinea, bright scarlet
;

prince])s,

brilliant crimson ; Moerloosei, crimson-scarlet,

a very fine variety ; rosea, a delicate rose-pink,

and cardinalis, a deep purplish crimson. These

are all readily obtainable, and the finest of

their respective tints ; though a new variety,

just come into notici>, which eclipses all for

brilliancy, is that known as Knap Hill Scarlet,

a sort to be seen in Mr. A\'aterer's nursery at

Knap Hill. This, I believe, has not yet been

sent out, but it will undoubtedly be a welcome
addition to the list. Those who wish for a

longer list of sorts may include the sorts

named ; carnea, flesh-pink colour ; eximia,

crimson ; snlphurea, yellowish white ; atro-

sanguinea, dark crimson ; atropurpurea, a

purplish crimson ; Simoni, crimson, and the

so-called double sorts, though in none of

these are the flowers very double. Their

names are alba semi-plena, grandiflora plena,

rosea plena, atrosanguinea plena and others.

Here then is a list that will satisfy every-

one, a wealth of beauty in one shrub alone,

such as our grandfathc^rs would have thought
impossible to obtain in so short a time.

CtdoniA Maulbi, or, as it is often called, Pyrus
Maulei, is by some considered only a variety of C.

japonica, but in the garden it is as convenient to con-

sider it distinct from the other species as it is de-

sirable to call the Quinces by the generic name
Cydonia, as they are obviously different from the

multitude of other Pyruses. .Maule's. Quince made
quite a sensation when it lirst came into notice

about twenty years ago. It was obtained from
Japan by Jlessr.''. Jlaule, of Bristol, through Captain
Aloock's Japanese expedition, and was one of the

most remarkable novelties exhibited at the pro-

vincial show of the Royal Horticultural Society

at Bath in 1873. As it fruits freely and produces
abundance of seed, it was rapidly distributed

throughout the length and breadth of the country,
till now it is almost as common as C. japonica, from
which it differs by its smaller growth, smaller foli-

age, spiny branches, smaller flowers, and also in

the fruit, which is more deeply grooved, turns to a
bright golden yellow with ruddy cheeks, and most
powerfully and agraeably perfumed. Up to the

present Maule's Quince h.as shown but little ten-

dency to vary, notwithstanding the thousands and
perhaps millions of seedlings that have been raised

of it. The only variety known to me is that named
Buperba, which was presented lately to the Kew
collection by Jl. Max Leichtlin, of Baden-Baden.
The flowers of this have a deeper and richer colour
than those of the type, which are usually of a bright

orange-scarlet, slightly varying, of course, in tone,

as in the case of most plants. It is a very beauti-

ful shrub, and from the abundance of its flowers

and their striking colour is always a fine object in

the garden in early May. Again, in August and
September, when laden with numerous large and
highly coloured Apple-like fruits, it is very orna-
mental. At one time it was thought that we should
eventually find in its fruits an addition to our
dessert, but it is not so, for even a schoolboy would
draw the line at a Japanese (Juince, so astringent
and juiceless is it. A palatable preserve can. how-
ever, be made from it, and Japanese Quince jelly is

good. As a garden shrub Maule's Quince is invalu-

able, and there is no well planted garden without
it. It grows almost anywhere and in any soil, and

it is hardy beyond a doubt, its flowars generally

escaping the late frosts.

Cydonia. sinensis is the third eastern Quince

we have in our ganlens, but it is perhaps the least

known, probably bee luse it is not so hardy or so

showy in flower ; consequently it is not, as a rule,

grown in nurseries for sale, and one rarely sees it

except as a wall shrub in old gardens. Yet it

possesses a beauty quite peculiar to itself. In early

spring against a sunny wall its flower-buds are of a

deep rich crimson, and when the blossoms open

they retain the same colour outside, but are white

or pale pink inside -a lovely harmony of colour.

The flowers are longer, the petals broader and more
shell-like than those of C. japonica, but they are

not so plentiful, and it does not continue to bloom

throughout the season in the way the Japanese

Quince does. It bears large green fruits, which,

like those of the others, are uneatable.

The fourth species of Cydonia is the common
garden Quince, a native of Europe, which, though

chiefly grown for its fruits, is, nevertheless, a
beautiful ornamental tree for a lawn, especially

when it is old. In spring it bears its large blush-

pink flowers, and in autumn it is again attractive

with its large golden fruits. The Pear-shaped variety

is the most ornamental, and would always add
beauty to a lawn.

Little need be .said of the culture of these

eastern Quinces, as they are the sturdiest

of growers in any ordinary garden soil.

What they like best is a deep moist loam,

provided it is not waterlogged. They do not

flourish well on dry, sandy, gravelly or heath

soils, but they do well on chalk, though their

foliage often becomes yellowish in dry sea-

sons on such a soil. They must all have an

open sunny spot, otherwise they will not

flower well. Though C. japonica and Maulei

are often planted against walls, there is no

reason why they should be, except that against

a sunny wall they are induced to flower early,

and I have seen C. japonica in bloom in Fel>

ruary before the leaves appear, and then it is

very showy and most welcome. Grown against

walls they should be pruned as fruit trees so

as to obtain as much flower, wood, antl spurs

as possible. It is as bushes on the open hnvn

that the t\),uincos are of such value as garden

shrubs, for then one sees their full growth and

they flower more or less plentifully from early

spring to autumn. An isolated mass of three

or four kinds, say the white, crimson, rose,

and scarlet, in a bed about 12 feet across will

in a few seasons make a grand and most

eli'ective mass and will look well all the year.

I have seen enormous siiecimens of single

plants in good deep soil, and I remember some

years ago a bush at Wimbledon House which

measured nearly 20 feet through and 10 feet

high. The small C. Maulei looks well with

the C. japonica if planted at the margin,

lint a group of it alone is also eli'ective,

and if not planted too thickly, some of the

strong growing Lilies can be planted amongst

them to give brightness to the mass during

summer. The .Japanese Quince is not often

seen as a standard, but trained to a single

stem .about a fec^t high, its branches droop in a

most graceful way and look well in the cen-

tre of a mass of dwarf shrubs. For orna-

mental hedges bolh C. japonica and C. jNIaulei

have long been used, and very fine they are,

being cllective as an impervious hedge and

bright with bloom in s]iring. The finest

C. Maulei licdgc I know is in Mr. Stevens'

garden at Byfleet, [ilanted a dozen years ago,

and was when I saw it last as thick as a

Quick hedge and flowered and fruited

abundantly. Some gardeners find them of

great value for forcing into flower early in

pots, but they really only need a shelter

under glass to get them into flower in the

early weeks of the year. The propagation of

the (.j)uinces does not often concern amateur

gardeners, Init I shcjuld always advise the

raising of seedlings with a view to obtaining

now sorts, and perhaps some good results

might be obtained by intercrossing C.japonica,

C. Maulei, or C. sinensis, or even the allied

species of Pyrus. The seedlings, if not better

than the parents, can always be used for

hedges or the shrubbery.

AV. GOLDBING.

THE WEEK'S WORK.

PLANT HOUSES.
Stove.—TEMPEEiTURES, &.C., and fieing.—There
need not be any material alteration in the tempera-

tures, as previously advised. Of the two, a slight

advance will not be at all amiss in the case of a

young stock of plants which it is desired to grow

on as quickly as possible whilst the days are of

good length and all other natural accessories

favourable to the development of rapid growth.

This is of course best accomplished when a house

can be devoted to young plants exclusively. Under
favourable conditions it is then somewhat astonish-

ing what rapid advances a clean and healthy stock

of young plants will make. Such a stock should

soon supplant older plants which in their time

may have done a good turn, but the growth of

which, one cannot fail oftentimes to see, is not

what it used to be. It is a folly to occupy valuable

space with plants which are not either as orna-

mental or as useful as they should be ; far better

dispense with them entirely when and where a

a young stock is being worked up. The working
up of a young stock can be furthered considerably

by growing them in a higher temperature after

they leave the propagating pit until they are of

useful size. With the height of summer weather

it will now be possible to ventilate an ordinary

stove a little more freely. This will do the plantf

,

on the whole, a deal of good where they consist

chiefly of flowering subjects which happen to be

in flower. When such predominate the atmosphere

of the house may be kept a trifle drier, particularly

it tor a time no fire heat is being maintained.

It is a mistake to dispense with fire heat entirely

for weeks together. I do not mind seeing the fire

out for a night or two when the thermometer

rules unusually high, but it ought not to be con-

tinued, otherwise there will soon be an over-accu-

mulation of moisture not easily dispersed. Stove

plants revel in a moist atmosphere, as a whole, but

not in an excess with the temperature low in the

morning, as it often is when no fire heat is kept u]-.

Where it is expedient to dispense with tire he.it foi

some weeks together the syringe should not be used

so freely, particularly late in the day. Whenever
the temperature will admit of it, a little top air

left on all night, or at any rate during the evening,

will be an advantage. During dull days even a

little air will be necessary, even if the temperature

is not much above the night standard, particularly

during the morning. The blinds, where these are

had for shading, should not be used quite so

freely as earlier in the season ; the foliage will in

most instances be by this time fairly hardened.

.Shading, if applied too freely, is detrimental rather

than otherwise at any time, but more so as the

season progresses, when it will favour a weakly

growth.

In.SECTS and plant eLKANSING, kc.—lt not

receatly gone over for a good cleansing, no time

skifHild be lost in seeing tOjifrf. If a thorough turn
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be given the plants now it will take some con-

siderable time for the mealy bug, scale and other

plant pests to get over it. Wherever these plant

parasites abound every effort should be made to

exterminate them if possible, or at any rate to so

keep them under as not to cause much trouble.

They all increase during the summer season to an
alarming extent if left to themselves, but whilst

many of them are in earlier stages of development
they are more susceptible to insecticides. No op-

portunity should be lost of sponging the foliage

where practicable of all ornamental-leaved plants.

This will not only improve their appearance but it

will often remove any thrips or red spider not so

easily touched by other means when located upon
the under sides of leaves. Dracienas, Crotons, and
small Palms will all be benefited in this way. A
sharp watch should also be kept for any appearance
of the white spider upon the points of Crotons,
which, as before described, causes the leaves to

drop until the points are completely denuded of
even the smallest leaf. If the case is not a bad one,

tobacco powder will be effective, but I much prefer
water strongly impregnated with soot in the way
previously advised ; this I have never known to fail

where it has been persistently used. Whilst a house
of plants is being gone through for cleaning, no
opportunity should be lost to clean the glass and
woodwork. In the case of the glass it is beneficial

to the plants themselves, whilst in that of the
woodwork it assists in preserving both the paint
and the wood itself. The plants themselves should
also be re-arranged in a different manner so as to
give additional interest by bringing others into
more prominent notice. This will also be of benefit
to the plants, assisting in keeping them more sym-
metrical as well as bringing parts to the light with
more advantage. Where Caladiums are grown in
any quantity, some of the older leaves will by this
time be getting somewhat shabby as well as taking
up a considerable amount of room. The worst of
these leaves had better be removed even it not yet
turning yellow, so as to afford more room. The
cleaning of Caladium leaves by sponging does
not pay; they are very susceptible to injury; by
sponging also the lustrous appearance is oftentimes
quite destroyed. Climbers at such times where
they are not accessible to sponging, or where that
work would take too much time, should have a
thorough good cleansing by using the garden
engine. A solution of paraffin oil insecticide is

most effectual where there are no flowers to injure
in its application. If the case were a bad one I

would not even hesitate to use it then ; better
spoil them thus than let it be done by insects.

The growth of climbers should at such times be
partially thinned out where it is extra dense.

Plants now in flower —Of plants now in

flower, or which may easily be had in that condi-
tion, nothing will surpass well-grown examples of
Ixoras or Dipladenias. The latter greatly enhance
the appearance of a sto\e house when trained freely
upon the roof, which position I have found most
congenial to them. The colours of the highly
coloured varieties are in such a position consider-
ably intensified, whilst the lasting properties are
considerably better in all cases if the blooms are
required in a cut state. For the latter purpose D.
boliviensis is one of the best, if not the very best,

of all to grow. The supply of flowers which can be
obtained from a vigorous plant from April up to
November is something enormous. As each flower
can be taken with a fairly good stem, it is extremely
useful in many ways. This variety is not so liable

to attacks of insects as the others, and even when
it is, the cleansing is an easier matter, by reason of
its glossy green foliage. It is a rapid grower when
well cared for, but flowers best when trained near
the glass. The Ixoras, where they were started
into growth in the spring, after having been lightly
pruned, will now he either in flower or coming on
to that stage. The utility of these fine flowering
plants is beyond dispute, yet they do not receive
that attention which their merits deserve. Whether
they are considered merely as ornaments to the
house or for using in a cut state they are equally
valuable. It pays, therefore, to further their culti-

vation, which is not at all a difficult matter. With

liberal treatment they grow freely enough and
flower equally as well. Plants in small pots can be

had with several trusses upon them. .Just now I

have I. Prince of Orange, I. Fraseri, I. Westi, and
others in flower, making a good display. Mealy
bug is their greatest enemy where it is permitted

to exist amongst them. When growing freely they
will take a liberal supply of water if not plunged

;

then it has to be done more cautiously. As a con-

trast to this, the Dipladenias I have found to do
well when watered but sparingly ; once overdose
the latter with water, even at this season, and its

effects will soon be apparent. Allamandas, where
they are flowering well and continuously, will take
almost an unlimited supply of water, with frequent
doses of liquid manure. These wDl flower best

when kept near the glass, and that without any
shading whatever. The shoots then are very sturdy

and short-jointed, each succeeding one soon setting

for flower. The back wall of a Pine stove suits

them admirably. They have no objection to being
almost roasted when kept well watered. Ronde-
letias now showing for flower, where stopped as

advised, will also require more water. Although
these are very fibrous-rooted plants, they root freely

and take a liberal supply. The same remarks apply
to Clerodendron fallax, Thunbergia laurifolia, and
other varieties, also to the Vincas. These will all

be greatly assisted by weak liquid manure at fre-

quent intervals. J. Hudson.

HARDY FRUITS.

Main-cbop Steawberbibs.—The season has been
very favourable to the production of strong
runners, and in many instances a capital lot of

well-rooted young plants is available without
any trouble being taken in layering. Those lifted

carefully with a trowel and properly replanted

not unfrequently take more readily to their fresh

quarters than do plants layered into either small
pots or turves, the balls in this case being the

least likely to become injuriously dry, the roots

also being more interspersed with the fibre forming
fresh soil. In wh.atever way the plants are obtained,

no time should be lost in getting them finally

planted out. Even those with few roots and no
ball of soil will soon commence active growth if

kept properly supplied with moisture. The best

position for the mid-season, or what is usually

the principal crop is the centre of the garden,

and preferably on the level, or where the plants

can be most eit'ectively watered when necessary.

This ought long since to have been prepared,

bastard trenching being advisable in many cases,

a moderate amount of good solid manure being
dug in deeply in all others, and the ground cropped
with early Potatoes. These being quite ready for

clearing off and storing, fork over and level the

ground as the work of lifting goes on, taking good
care to thoroughly fine down all lumps before

they have a chance to get dry and hard. There
is quite an unlimited selection of main-crop
varieties, though apparently there arelfewto surpass

President, Sir .1. Paxton and Sir C. Napier. On no
account should any of these be crowded, or they

will fail badly in wet weather. The rows on good
ground ought to be not less than 30 inches apart,

and a distance of not less than 18 inches asunder
in the rows, 2 feet being none too much for Sir

Joseph. If this space cannot well be atlorded at

the outset, then plant in groups of three, cutting

out two of the three after they have fruited once.

Another commendable practice consists in growing
a row of salading or autumn-sown Onions in each
space between the row of Strawberries, there

lieing then no wasted ground, and no injury need
accrue to the Strawberries.

Late Straw beuuies.—This season especially

the supplies of late fruit have been even more
appreciated than any gathered earlier in the

season, the hot weather in July creating a great

demand for cooling Strawberries. .Some of the

later varieties, including British Queen, Dr. Hogg,
Eleanor, Latest of All, and any reputed late

variety, might with advantage be planted .alongside

the main-crop sorts, but the attempt should also

be made to keep up the supply still longer. Good

positions for the very latest are wide wall borders

with a northern aspect, those facing north-east

answering well, though the latest supplies can be
drawn from a north border. In such cool positions

the plants are apt to grow very strongly, and ought
not to be fruiteil more than twice before they are

rooted out. Loxford Hall Seedling succeeds well

in and seems to require a cool site, but for planting

close up to a very cool wall, Sir J. Paxton is one of

the best that can be tried, good sized, richly

coloured and fairly sweet fruit being had from
the latter variety up to the second week in August.
In each and every case, or wherever planted, the

plants should have a very firm root run, looseness

being conducive to a leafy rather than a fruitful

growth, and they ought also to be well fixed at the

outset. They should be watered frequently in

dry weather, and if all runners are kept pinched
off, the ground about them also being occasionally

surface dressed, in order to keep down weeds and
check a too rapid loss of moisture, fine plants

will result.

Old Strawberry beds.—The length of time
Strawberry plants can be profitably left on the

ground varies considerably, or according to the

nature of the soil and the method of culture

adopted. Very seldom does it pay to fruit them
more than four times, three crops being perhaps
nearer the average, 'i'he proper course, therefore, is

to clear off old plants no longer capable of pro-

ducing heavy crops of superior fruit, a pro-

portionate number of young plants being put
out every season, beds of different ages being
therefore always on the place. These newly-cleared
beds are capital sites for winter Broccoli, no digging

being resorted to. Plants to be preser\ed for

cropping next season ought, as soon as possible, to

be cleared of all old leaves, ranners, and rubbish
;

but it is very unwise to adopt the barbarous prac-

tice of cutting them cleanly over. Leave sufficient

of the more decayed mulching material on the

ground to prevent loss of moisture and cracking of

the soil, and the plants, thus favoured at the roots,

will form strong crowns and bear well next season.

If a considerable number of the runners are pre-

served, and dibbled out about 5 inches apart each
way in nursery beds, and kept watered till well

established, a capital lot of strong plants will be
a\ ailable for either potting up or permanent plant-

ing next spring. Any old plants in the open that

were previously fruited in pots require to be kept
well supplied with moisture at the roots, as should
the old balls of soil and roots once become very

very dry, very poor progress will be made. Well
looked after, they will produce exceptionally heavy
crops during the season following upon planting,

but are rarely worth retaining after.

Jargonelle Pears.—There are good crops of

this very delicious Pear on most of the wall trees,

and every effort should be made to prolong the
season as long as possible. A natural succession

can be had by planting trees in different sites, but
much may also be done with one large tree, more,
however, by artificial ripening than by any other

plan, the fruit keeping very badly after it is ripe.

In southern localities the fruit should be forward
enough about t he first week in August to commence
gathering, it not always being advisable, when fruit

is plentiful, to wait till the seeds are changing
c jlour. Put a few at a time in a close unscented
box, and place either in a warm kitchen or in a
forcing house, this forwarding them considerably

more at the expense of size than quality. This
Pear is \ery decei\ing in appearance, as it may
be ripe and rotten at the core before those culti\at-

ing it are aw.ire it is fit for use. Also, what may
be sound one day may be completely " gone " by
the next, a failing exhibitors appreciate only too

well.

Caterpillars on eruit bushes.—During the
early part of the season there were comparatively
few complaints of caterpillars, but the second
brood has been, and still is. unusually numerous
and destructive, not a leaf being left on the tioose-

berries and Currants in many gardens. In all such
cases it is quite useless to leave the fruit on the
bushes, as it will deteriorate rather than improve in

quality. They ought to be cleared, and strong
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measures taken to destroy the caterpillars, or other-

wise they will be still more nnmerons next season.

There need now be no hesitation about using any
of the poisonous remedies, including Hellebore

powder and Paris and Biunswick Green. The former

may either be dusted over the bushes when damp,
or applied in the form of a solution, one ounce going
to the gallon of water. Paris Green, being a
strong arsenical poison, should be applied more
sparingly, one ounce to '.> gallons of water being
sufficient. If either of these powders is first beat

up with a little water into a paste, it can be
more readily mixed with the larger quantities of

water. Thoroughly wet e\ ery part of the bushes.

Fir tree oil, petroleum mixtures, or any other

strong insecticides, including water heated to

about 120'-', are all effective against caterpillars.

W.I.

ORCHIDS.

Allusion has been made to the great value of the

more recently introduced Cattleyas for flowering

during the months of July, August and September.
These months are not yet, and perhaps may never

be so well represented with flowering Orchids as

May and June ; but the se who are expected to have
as good a display as possible during these months
of shortening days should obtain species and varie-

ties that may be expected to flower at that time as

their natural season. The East Indian house may
be furnished with Aeiides, such as A. quinque-
vulnerum, a handsome and brightly-coloured species,
which has been in cultivation since 1837, but is

even now far from being plentiful. The spikes are

not usually branched, but of medium length and
arched gracefully. A. suaviisimum is of equal
importance, and also requires the temperature of

the warmest house. It ought now to be in flower,

as this is its natural period. A. nobile, figured in

Warner's " Select Orchidaceous Plants," is merely a
synonym of this species ; the variety Ballantinea-
mum is quite distinct from the type. This fine

Aerides was imported by Messrs. Sander, of St.

Albans, and the variation amongst the imported
plants is considerable, no two of them being alike

;

it is a great gain to the A. suavissimum group. A.
Rohanianum is another introduction of Messrs.
Sander, and both of them were given specific rank
by Dr. Reichenbach ; but are none the less valuable
if more recent research has placed them as geo-
graphical forms of A. suavissimum, and has given
this species an importance it did not previously
possess. A. affine usually flowers at this period, and
is a well-known species to old Orchid cultivators.

It is well to add that Messrs. Veitch in their recent
issue of " The Manual of Orchidaceous Plants" (1 8?])
describe A. affine under the name of A.multiflorum,
and A. Godefroyanum, A. Lobbi, and A. Veitchi as
well-marked varieties of it. A. roseum does not
differ materially from the type form. We have in
the above a group of Orchids of great value as
decorative plants at the present season. They are
generally supposed to be difficult to keep in good
condition for a lengthened period, but grown in the
warmest house in pots near the roof glass on the
shady side and kept clean, there is no difficulty

with any of them. If there is any difficulty it

would be to obtain healthy, clean plants to start
with, but, given a good start and the temperature
of the East Indian house, they will succeed
admirably in a depth of 2 inches or 3 inches
of live Sphagnum Moss over clean drainage
loosely placed. They must not be syringed over-
head, and seldom sutTer from insect pests
except yellow thrips. Sometimes the leaves
are injured by "spot," but this, which is a
fungoid growth, was more common in the old-
fashioned dark, damp Orchid houses than it is

now. If it appears on the leaves, it may be put
down as being caused by an over-damp, close
atmosphere. A drier atmosphere with a free cir-

culation of air will arrest its progress, or, what is

better, prevent its appearance. All that the
plants need is to keep the Sphagnum Moss in a
healthy growing state, and the roots, which usually
push out from the stem above it and do not seem
inclined to enter amongst the Sphagnum at all.

should be left to their own course, as these ai-iial

roots seem to derive more nourishment from the

atmosphere than those out of sight do from the

Sphagnum or drainage. The really handsome
Cattleya superba succeeds well in this house,
but will not do for long as a pot plant. Each
plant should be fastened on a block of Tree Fern
about a foot in length and suspended from the
roof glass ; watered daily and kept free from yellow
thrips, it makes good growth and flowers freely

every year. The roots penetrate the Fern stems
through and through, and the plants will remain
there year after year, and derive all their sus-

tenance from the bare stems ; but whenever they
are in full growth the outer surface of the Fern
stems should be kept constantly in a moist con-

dition. The occupants of the warmest house are

as a rule making their growth, and require a
high temperature and moist atmosphere to pro-

mote perfect development. The shading, necessary
in the hottest part of the day, should be rolled up
early in the afternoon, so that the temperature
may raise to its highest point by sun heat. The
plants in bloom would be better placed in a house
with a drier atmosphere and lower temperature
until the flowering jisriod is over. The flowers

would last longer in good condition, and the plants

suffer no injury for the short period they were in

bloom. Other occupants of the warm house making
their growth do not require any attention other

than merely to see that they do not receive any
check to their growth from the changes in the

atmospherical conditions of our climate. For
instance, as I write these lines it is quite chilly

after a cloudy day, with occasional heavy showers.
The day previous was close and sultry, with an
almost cloudless sky ; under such conditions the
cultivator must be on the alert, and take care that

artificial heat is used to supplement the little

sunshine, or perhaps no sunshine, of certain cold

days and subsequent colder nights. The minimum
temperature at this season should be li5° to 70°,

with a maximum of about 20° more by sun heat.

The Moth Orchids (PljaUenopsis) must not be
exposed to the rays of the sun at any time. The
plants succeed best on the shady side of the
house, but they can be grown in a lean-to house
with a south aspect, as witness the superb examples
grown in such a house in the late Mr. Partington's

garden at Cheshunt. Mats were used in addition

to the ordinary shading whenever the weather was
hot with much sunshine. I'he plants of Vanda teres

have now passed out of bloom, and they have been
placed in the warmest house we have, where
Dendrobiums are making their growth. The
Vandas are placed in the lightest part of the house,

where they receive the full benefit of the after-

noon sun. They are well syringed when the house
is shut up early in the afternoon, and the tempera-
ture may rise sometimes to 100° or more, with
benefit to the Dendrobiums as well as the Vandas.
The lovely Vanda Hookeriana succeeds well

under the same treatment as Vanda teres, but it is

a more slender growing and less vigorous species.

J. Douglas.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Autumn - sown Onions. — The best season for

sowing autumn-sown Onions depends principally

upon the district, but as a rule too early sowing is

carried out especially in the more southern parts.

This probably was the reason why there were so

many complaints during the past spring of whole
breadths being killed otT. Hereabouts where early
sowing was not practised the plants were as good
as in ordinary winters. For drawing as young Onions
during the winter, a sowing may well be made now
of Early White Naples ; this is of quick growth and
also mild in flavour. In colder districts the early

part of August is a suitable time for sowing, and
for the southern parts from the middle until about
the 2.'Jth. Even in the later districts a small
additional sowing may well be made at this latter

date as a batch to fall back upon for transplant-
ing. The Tripoli section with White Lisbon and
(iiant Rocca are the varieties principally used
for autumn sowing. Danvers' Yellow and White
Spanish may also be sown on well-drained and

firm land. An open sunny spot should be selected

for the seed bed, and this is very essential if a
crop is to mature where they stand, as indeed it

is the same for those transplanted. A dressing of

soot or wood ashes, or even both together, should
be worked into the surface previous to sowing, the

plot having been dug and manured beforehand.
As in the case of spring-sown Onions, the ground
must be first trodden over and the seed sown
thinly in shallow drills. The after attention will

consist of surface-hoeing to keep down weeds.

Harvesting autumn-sown Onions.—Autumn-
sown Onions of last season's growth are now coming
to maturity, or rather those left over which have
been drawn from during the summer. If any,

however, are still in vigorous growth, the stems
should be bent over so as to hasten the ripening.

Immediately the bulbs are ready for drawing, there

is nothing to gain by allowing them to remain
longer, for if such should be the case they will

immediately start into growth again; consequently
the keeping qualities and the commercial value are

greatly lessened. The bulbs having been pulled,

may, if there are no signs of rain, remain where
they are to ripen, but their keeping properties are

considerably improved by removing to a dry or

airy shed, or, what is better, a temporary stage

erected in a vinery or Peach house cleared of fruit,

and which is now freely ventilated. Ripened in

this manner the Onions may be stored away in a
dry loft, where they will keep sound and good for

a long time.

Young Caeeots foe winter.—Y'oung Carrots

during the winter months are always very accept-

able, and in establishments where a regular supply

has to be maintained the seeds must now be sown
where they can be protected later on in the season
when cold rains or frosts are imminent. Sowing in

the open is not a wise course to adopt, for even

when covered over with litter as a protection from
frost, they are likely to become very much grub-

eaten, the quality, therefore, being considerably

lessened. A two or three-light frame over an old

hotbed is as good a position as could be chosen,

not that any heat is necessary or even wise. A
depth of 5 inches or (J inches of sandy soil will be

sufficient. The seeds should be sown thinly in

drills, selecting either the French Forcing or Nantes
Horn. As previously stated, no covering will be

needed until the approach of bad weather, as free

exposure is necessary to ensure a satisfactory

growth.

Savoys and Colbwoets.—These always come
in acceptable, and where a plentiful supply of

young plants is forthcoming, there should soon be

ample space at disposal to plant them out in

quantity, thereby providing as much as possible

for a supply during the winter months. The dearth

of winter greens which was prevalent last season

generally makes it all the more desirable that this

should be guarded against as much as possible by
planting the hardiest kinds. Late planted Savoys

will withstand a deal more frost than those planted

earlier in the season. A. Y. A.

A BURMESE GARDEN.
One of the purest and most satisfying pleasures

of the Anglo-Indian is gardening. It is a joy with

which no stranger intermeddles, and one which for

years has been to myself the chief set-off against

the discomforts of life in the far East. I may be

excused, therefore, for a fancy that readers of the

Field may like to know what a flower garden in

ISurmah looks like in the month of March. I think

a good many people would open their eyes if they

could see the beauty of my Rangoon garden at this

season, when it is a blaze of brilliant colour and
fresh foliage ; when, if the Grass is not at its

greenest, eveiy tree is a mass of fresh young leaves

bursting out to hide their old dusty predecessors

;

the flowering trees and shrubs are thick with

blossom ; the flower beds are ablaze with English

annuals ; and in the cool shade of the verandahs,

and above all in the Bamboo plant house, is a

luxuriant wealth of more delicate flowers and

foliage. Ferns, Palms, Orchids, and Lilies, Begonias
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and climbing plants, to say nothing of old English
favourites, Roses and Geraniums, Violets and |Sweet
Brier and Mignonette. Two acres is the full extent
of my compound, of which the greater part is

devoted to garden. On the two sides skirted by
public roads it is enclosed by a thick Bamboo hedge
close-clipped and impenetrable as a wall. Along
one side runs an equally dense hedge of Hibiscus,
cherished in your English hothouse as a rarity, but
here as hardy and abundant as Privet in England,
and on the fourth, adjoiningmy neighboui's garden, a
carefully grown and lovely hedge of waxen-flowered
Ixora. If you drive past the house along the mall, the
popular evening promenade, you may suspect that
it ia the retreat of a gardener, as you catch sight,

over the hedge, of the spreading masses of Bougain-
viUea.like giant Rhododendron bushes, and here and
there flashes of scarlet Poinsettia in relief against
the dark foliage. But turn in some morning while
the dew is still on the Grass and walk round the
garden with me, and the sun will be hot enough to

drive us indoors before you have exhausted the
beauties of my snuggery. As you enter the gates
yon will find each side of the drive flanked by well-

kept turf, with here and there trim walks winding
among the shrubberies and tempting you to turn
aside and explore the recesses of the garden. On
the left, following the curve of the carriage drive,

there rises from the turf a line of graceful and
vigorous young Mahogany trees—they were like

walking-sticks when I planted them six years ago,

now they are 20 feet high. From the Grass
under their shade spring clusters of Orange Lilies

;

at intervals there is a choice shrub of Croton, and
as we near the house the porch is screened by a
tangle of sweet-scented Nyctanthes, Laurustinus,
Poinsettia.Combretum, and Dracsenas. On the right
of the drive as we enter, and in front of the Ixora
hedge, stands a magnificent bush of AUamanda in

almost perennial bloom ; in the near distance is a
graceful tree of Grevillea robusta, beyond which the
stables are hidden by a big Jack tree, its roots

covered witha profusionof Ferns and Lyoopodiums
and by the long purple branches of a Bougainvillea.

Passing the turn to the stables, at the corner of

which stands a finely-grown specimen of the Sago
Falm.we come upon the choicest bit of the garden.
This is the lawn, bounded on one side by the car-

riage drive, on another by the east front of the

house, near which it is overshadowed on a third by
a gigantic Mango tree, now covered with sweet-

scented blossoms, whose shade keeps the neighbour-
ing plant house cool for most of the day. On the

fourth side the lawn loses itself among a variety

of shrubs of picked varieties.

The surface of the lawn is broken by a central

cluster of flower-beds. At this season a mosaic
of bright colour with Petunias, Phloxes, Dianthuses,

and above all Portulacas, to be compared only to a
stained glass window, while here and there at a
bend or corner where space is found for a stray

patch of annuals, we are confronted by our old

friend the Tom Thumb Nasturtium or a bed of

Zinnias as large and almost as perfect as double
Dahlias. But perhaps the chief glory of the lawn
lies in the glowing colour and rich burnished
foliage of tlie Crotons, now grown in such endless

variety and bearing so wonderfully the extremes of

heat, and wet, and drought. Tlie rapid propaga-
tion and extension of these lovely shrubs, and the
perfection to which their cultivation lias been
brought, have of late years transformed tlie whole
aspect of many an Indian station, and of none more
conspicuously than the cantonment of Rangoon.
Alternating with bushes of Ixora, clumps of tall

.Jungle Grasses, with Palm and Cycas and Mar^chal
Niel Roses, the ricliness and varied beauty of their

glossy leaves furnish the most striking ornament
of the Indian garden of to-day. Drawing nearer
now to the house, we find every corner of space
under the eaves and window-sills, and round the

columns supporting the entrance porch, oroupied
by light trellis steps, lined with tier upon tier of

plants in pots. The pot garden is in many cases

all that the Anglo-Indian can indulge in, and a
rich indulgence the lovi i of plants can make il.

Here you can vary and regulate from day to day
and hour to hour the limits of sunshine and rain

;

and whereas it is only in the morning and evening

that you can linger in the open garden, here you can
watch and tend all day long yonr chosen favourites,

coax into vigorous growth your tenderest seedlings,

and guard your rarest specimens from the
hosts of insect enemies that for ever invade and
lay siege to the treasures of an Eastern garden.
Here the exquisite Eucharis Lily bursts at intervals

into fragrant flower, needing no care beyond exclu-

sion from the scorching sun ; here Begonias of every
lovely form and colour respond at a touch to your
watchful care, and Roses, Geraniums and Chrysan-
themums mingle with beautiful foliaged plants

—

Aralia, Piper, Fittonia, and Lycopodium. But if

porch and eaves and verandah are the retreat of

many favourites, to find the hiding place of the

rarest and richest treasures we must pass into the
green twiliglit of the plant house, a lightly-built

structure of Bamboo trellis ; the roof and sides are
so made as to admit all day gleams of sunlight,

softened and subdued by passage through a loosely-

thrown thatch, or network of creepers overhead, so

that the efi'ect is that of a forest glade in mid-
summer. Laid out like a miniature landscape
garden, the centre of the conservatory is occupied
by two islands of rockwork, where, under the drip-

ping shade of Tree Ferns, the cool cavities are filled

with rare Begonias and rock plants of many varieties.

The toy footpaths are bordered with Alternanthera
and Selaginella, and following the lines of the trellis

walls and irregular recesses there riserank above rank
masses of the chosen beauties of flower and foliage,

while each wall is covered by some creeper adapted
to its special aspect, and from the roof are pendent
Orchids, Ferns and trailers in unstudied pro-

fusion.

Such in faint outline are some of the surface

beauties of my hot-weather garden. But the

charm of the Indian garden is that it is never
empty, as your English gardens are, for months at

a time. And so, if you visit us a few months hence,

we can promise you no less rich a feast of beauty
and of a hundred new varieties. It is then, when
the earth has been made soft and workable by the

torrents of the south-west monsoon, that the gar-

dener is at work the livelong day. Then is the

time for turf-laying and transplanting, grafting,

layering, and all the operations dear to the horti-

cultural heart; and then, while the Crotons, Palms,
and Aralias are in greater beauty than ever, the
beds, rockeries, pots, and trellises will be full of

Coleuses, Caladiums, Achimenes, and Gloxinias ; of

such fairy-like plants as Asparagus plumosus and
Cissus discolor, and of a thousand other forms of

the lovely vegetation only to be seen in native per-

fection in tropical countries. H.

Fly and maggot on plants.—This is the

worst, or certainly one of the worst, years for

maggot I ever remember, and whether the plants

are indoors or out it seems to matter little, as all

are affected to a certain degree. If my case is a

general one, then makers and vendors of insecti-

cides must be having a happy time of it, as a

constant battle has to be waged to keep things

at all clean, for if one looks at Peach trees under
glass or on the open walls, there are the aphis,

black or green, and the same with Cherries, the

shoots ot which the former of the two flies

seems to claim as its own. Plums have been no
end of trouble, as no sooner have they been appa-
rently cleared of one lot of the blue-grey aphis than
they are almost as bad again, and the young leaves

and tips of shoots get crippled in spite of all one
can do. If we turn to the Currant bushes, it is just

the same, but here, fortunately, we can be more
than a match for the enemy, and make short work
of him by snii>ping off just the tops of the branches,

where the aphis mn.stly are, and throwing them
on a fire. It is a long time since I had the

Gooseberry bushes affected with llie caterpillar,

but it has put in an appearance and e;iten portions

of the leaves off the bushes before I was aware
of its presence. Celery fly, I am thankful to say

I have not. Cucumbers and Melons, like Peaches
and Cherries, have been infested with black fly,

or would have been so but for tlie fumigating.

Broccoli and all the Brassica tribe are affected by
the root maggot, and I have had to replant

again and again. In doing this I have every
time thrown out with a trowel the soU before
putting fresh plants in, but for all that the ma<'-
got renews its attacks. Farmers, too, have been
complaining loudly this season, as fly has spoiled
their Kohl Rabi and Swedes, and fields have had
to be reploughed and sown over again.—S. D.

Ferns.

MAIDEN-HAIR FERNS FOR CUTTING.
The idea seems to have crept into the minds of
everyone growing flowers for room decoration
that some Maiden-hair Fern is necessary for
mixing with them. I, too, love the greenery
when mixed with flowers, but I do object to the
use of Pern with some things. A Rose, for
instance, looks far better when backed by its

own green leave.s. A Carnation or Clove looks
certainly best arranged with its own leaves.

Fern fronds we must have, and the fronds of
many Adiantums are peculiarly well adapted
for this purpose. Our market growers have
decided that A. cuneatum is the variety they
will grow and will supply no other, so that this

species has become the only credited plant
worth attention for this purpose. In these notes
I will describe a few kinds which can be grown
for cutting, and which wUl at the same time
give a greater variety and add a greater interest

to the appearance of the house in which they
ar3 grown. 1 would advise my readers to grow
a variety of taller growing kinds ; their fronds
will be found ever welcome for cutting. These
plants are all very easily grown. One of the
chief items of success is good drainage, for with-
out this no plant can long remain a pleasure to

anyone
;
good soil, careful potting, and a plenti-

ful supply of water to the roots, with an occa-

sional light sprinkling with the .syringe, are

necessary. The following kinds will be found
very interesting, as they will produce a pleas-

ing appearance in the house and will afford

a variety :

—

A. AFFINB is a pretty species, producing its

fronds from a creeping rhizome. The fronds are

each about a foot or 18 inches high when well

grown. They are some two or three times divided

and rich deep green in colour. These fronds are

valuable for mixing with flowers arranged in a
good-sized vase

;
pieces are also invaluable for mix-

ing with flowers for shoulder sprays and wreaths,

and they last a long time without fading. It will

thrive well in the cool house fernery, being a native

of New Zealand.

A. CUNEATUM.—In spite of what I have said of

this kind, I must on no account omit it from the

most desirable kinds. The rich bright green of its

fronds and the jet-black stipes render it very

charming. Nothing can equal its beautiful fronds

when used for bouquets and button-hole flowers,

and that, too, in the winter months. It thrives

best in moderate warmth. It is widely spread
throughout Brazil.

A. E.xcisuM and its variety are both very hand-
some plants, partaking somewhat of the characters

of A. cuneatum and A. concinnum. The latter

plant, however, is excluded from this enumeration.

The fronds of A. excisum are three or four times

divided and from a foot to IH inches in length.

The variety makes beautiful tassels some A inches

long or more, and the fronds are very beautiful

when cut for mixing with flowers for the table. It

requires stove heat, and comes from Chili.

A. FOUMOSUM, a very handsome kind, as its

name implies, grows to some H feet in height, but

when the fronds are about half that size they are

exceedingly useful for mixing with cut flowers,

where their bright green pinnules and jet-black

stipes are very charming. I cannot recommend
this one for any other purpose. It is a cool house

kind from Australia and New Zealand.
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A. GBACILLIMUM.—This is a singularly beautiful

Fern, as will be seen by the illustration. It is, I

think, a garden variety of A. cuneatum. Indeed,

when I obtained the first batch of seedlings of it

I was laughed at for continuing to prick them off.

Perhaps I should not have been so assiduous had I

not seen a seedling on the wall which was putting

on the narrow beautiful fronds. It comes true

from seed, and as a pot specimen nothing can be

more beautiful; the fronds also are exquisite,

covering the flowers with which they are

arranged like a delicate green veil. The fronds

should, however, be cut at the last moment, or

be cut and submerged for twenty-four hours

before using on account of being so delicate.

The plant originated in Mr. B. S. Williams' nursery,

and likes stove heat.

A. GLAUCorHYLLDM.—An elegant cool house

kind from Mexico. It also does well in the warmer

house during the growing season. It is a small-

growing plant with fronds several times divided,

and the pinnules are somewhat leathery in texture,

dark green on the upper side, glaucous beneath.

A. Ghiesbkeghti is a bold handsome plant,

erroneously named A. scutum when it first ap-

A. PEDATUM.— I cannot allow this enumeration
to pass without including in it the most beautiful

species of Maiden-hair Fern that is grown, although

despised by many because it is hardy. The plant

is deciduous, and, therefore, not so useful as many
of the kinds. North America.

A. PEEUVIAXUM.—A bold-growing plant, making
firm and hard pinnje with jet black stipes. This

plant has now been introduced long enough to

admit of its being grown for cutting. It is a

warm house plant from Peru.

A. Williams:.—This makes fronds some 2 feet

or more long. The pinnn;. smaller than those of A.

tenerum, are bright green, the stem being slightly

clothed with farinose powder at the base. It is a

cool house plant. W. H. Goweb.

Chrysanthemums.
PEDIGREE CHKYSANTHEMUMS.

Early Vakieties.

Mr. John Thorpe, of New York, who is well

kaown aa one of the most enterprisins; and dili-

Adiantnm gracillimum.

flowers all standing face upward. In the other the

foliage was more delicate, and the stems were
weak and bent down under the weight of flower-

huds. In both cases the influence of the male
parent could be noted in the character of the

bloom, although the Gloriosum type of flower

seemed to be the most prevalent.

From a list of new Chrysanthemums recently

to hand it would appear that tlie varieties above
named were not the only ones that have been
so treated, and that Mme. Desgrange, another
favourite early Chrysanthemum, has been use-

fully called into requisition by Mr. J. Thorpe.

Under the heading of Pedigree Chrysanthe-
mums, new early varieties, Mr. Thorpe an-

nounces for distribution nine seedlings obtained

by him in this way. Considering the competi-

tion that exists in every branch of Chrysanthe-
mum raising, it is of service to indicate briefly

tliose varieties emanating from the other side

of the Atlantic, so that when they become com-
mon iu this country there may lie no danger of

their being confounded with the early varieties

sent over this season from France.

Mr. Thorpe's flowers are :
—

BoJci-ii (Nichols X Gloriosum).— Rich chrome-
yellow, rellexed ; flowering October 5.

Espt-ratKa (Gloriosum x Nichols) —Blush, with
creamy white centre, reflexed ; flowering October 10.

Jiiirus (Gloriosum X Roi des Precoces).—Rich
red-bronz?, reflexed ; flowering October 5.

i'V /('«;« (Gloriosum x Desgrange).—Bright yel-

low ; flowering October 5.

Putomac (Roi des Precoces x Nichols). —
Bronze-red and gold, reflexed ; flowering Septem-
ber 20.

Russell (D.ifgrange x Nichols).— Snowy white,

reflexed ; flowering October "i.

SiUie Mi-Clellarul (Nichols x Desgrange).

—

Blush-white ; flowering October 5.

S-ilrator (Roi des Prcooces x Gloriosum) —
Rich crimson-r«d, reflexed ; flowering October 5.

Stratlimentli (Nichols x Desgrange). - Rose-
pink; flowering September 28.

It ha.s been alleged that the hot dry summers
of the United States are unfavourabletothesatis-

factory development of early-floweriug Chrysan-
themums when grown in the open border, but
there is no doubt that iu England there is a
good fi-jld open to those who can produce de-

sirable additions to that section, and the result

of the flowering of the above-mentioned varieties

may be awaited with some degree of interest by
those lovers of the popular autumn flower who
desire to grow them without the aid of glass.

ClIRYSANTH.

peared in our collections. This was at a time when
Ferns had a good hold upon the public. The fronds

grow some 2 feet in length, the pinnte numerous,

large, and soft pale green in colour. It is invalu-

able for cutting for table decoration. A stove Fern
from the West Indies.

A. TKSERU.M.—The fronds of this plant as well

as those of the last-named form fine objects for set-

ting up with cut flowers in a vase, and for this pur-

pose should be submerged in water for a night or

more before they are used. The young pinnules

are soft crimson and very elegant. Widely distri-

buted in tropical America.

A. TRAi'EziFORME.—A fine, bold- growing plant,

one with large pinnules, and producing fronds some
2 feet and 3 feet high. This is quite distinct from
any other species named here, and it may be cut

and used for mixing with Grasses and flowers

in the winter months. There are several others

somewhat like this which may be similarly used.

A. siACBOi-iiYLLDXi.—An erect - growing plant

possessed of much beauty. The fronds, which vary

from 10 inches to 20 inches high, are pinnate, the

pinnai being red or crimson when young, changing
with age to pale green, and becoming of good thick

substance. A warm liouse plant from Jamaica and
other West Indian Islands.

•rent Clirysanthemum growers and raisers in the

United States, has been for some years past

much interested in making experiments in mat-

ters concerning the raising of new varieties from

seed. Cross-fertilisation has particularly ob-

tained a share of liis attention, and it is instruc-

tive to record what one of the American papers

said in regard to his seedlings last season, whicli

was as follows :

—

Among the numerous seedling Chrysanthemums
raised by Mr. Thorpe there was a long frame filled

with plants which liad been produced by crossing

the varieties Roi des Pri^coces and Gloriosum. With
half of these seedlings Gloriosum was used as the

seed parent, while Roi des Precoces furnished the

pollen. With the other half the process was re-

versed, Gloriosum in this case furnishing the pollen,

the early variety being used as the seed parent.

The plants were not mixed indiscriminately, but the

seedlings of each kind were massed together, and
the striking fact which appeared was that the line

between these two classes of seedlings was as dis-

tinctly marked as if they had been different species

of plants.

At one end of the frame the plants which had
originated with Roi des Precoces as the mother
plant Vii-l bold foliage and stiff stems with the

MULCHING AND WATERING.
Up to the present gardeners have been having
rather a good time of it so far as their escape from
watering is concerned, as steady rains have been
general and freijuent. Although we have been
so favoured thus far, we cannot expect it to go on,

and now that August has set in the chances are

that we may have a dry time. If so, things will

soon suffer, for it is surprising how quickly plants

adapt themselves to circumstances, and instead of

driving their roots down, as they are compelled to

do in ordinary seasons, they have been lazily keep-

ing near the surface, as they find plenty of mois-

ture there, but as soon as this evaporates or is

dispersed then comes the pinch. To prevent this I

would strongly advise mulching, especially in

all cases where the land is light and drainage free,

as when we get great heat it is impossible for

plants to hold their own unless the roots have some
protection. Nothing affords this so well as a
mulching, and for fruit trees in bearing half rotten

manure is the best material to use, as besides its

great utility as a mulch it acts as a welcome stimu-

lant, for every time it rains or when water is given

a portion of its juices is carried down and is at

once available for the trees. Some people water
without having recourse to mulching, but though it

may do good at times it is frequently productive

of more harm, as, like the (juickly recurring rains,
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it draws the roots to the surface, and, worse
than that, it causes the surface to become washed,
and cracked after, when in rushes the air and out
rushes the moisture. This evil I have seen again
and again, and knowing the mischief it causes I

urge on all to mulch first and water after, for
the two should always go hand in hand,
anrl then the beneficial results will soon be ap-
parent. For trees that are heavily laden, or have
good crops of fruit on them, sewage or liquid
manure should be applied, but whenever used, a
good soaking ought always to be given that the
soil may be thoroughly wetted, and the same with
water, as driblets are almost worse than useless,
for reasons already given. For Peas and Scarlet
Runners, fresh stable manure that has not much
straw in it is very suitable, but almost any littery
matter will answer the purpose for laying along up
each side of the rows, to which it should be brought
up close and spread out 18 inches or so wide. By
applying it in this way, it will be found that both
Peas and Scarlet Runners will last double the time
In bearing and yield much finer crops. Manure
for flower beds is objectionable on account of its

appearance, but either cocoa-nut fibre, which is

cheap, or leaf soil, which is better, should be
laid over beds or around plants that require water,
and then their flowering will be prolonged for some
time. Where seaweed can be obtained, that is the
best for Celery, which is fond of a little salt.

The seaweed prevents the attacks of slugs or worms,
and is thus useful in keeping the heads of Celery
free from the damage they cause. S. D.

Trees and Shrubs.

SPIR.FAS IN FLOWER.
From early in the spring till late in the summer
the different Spiraeas yield a display of bloom, but
perhaps the most valuable are those that flower
during July, at which time flowering shrubs are
not nearly so numerous as earlier in the season. A
noble species rather later than usual thi.s year in
opening is the North American S. ariiefolia, one of
the largest of the genus, which reaches a height of
8 feet to 10 feet, forming a freely branched shrub.
The flowers, which are borne in large plume-like
panicles, are of a creamy white colour, and a speci-
men profusely laden with them is most beautiful.
As an isolated shrub on the lawn it is seen to very
great advantage, and from the light plume-like
character of its inflorescence these feathery masses
are stirred by every breeze. Another rather later
in blooming than this last, but equally suitable for
a single specimen, is the Himalayan S. Lindleyana,
which forms one of a small group of shrubby
Spirseas with pinnate leaves. This is even taller

than the last named, as it will in good soil reach a
height of 10 feet to li feet, and if it is planted as
a single specimen, it will soon push up a number of
stems, so that it forms (juite a large mass. The
minor branches dispose themselves in a very grace-
ful manner, and being clothed with their elegant
pinnate foliage, a specimen of it is very handsome
throughout the summer, and of course additionally
so when the branches are terminated by the large
loose panicles of whitish blcsfoms. While it will
in some districts bloom during July, in others it

does not flower till August. In planting this
Spirsca, if an isolated positii m cannot be assigned it,

the plant must not be too much crowded up, as
ample space sliould be allowed for its full develop-
ment. Besides this pinnate-leaved species of Spiraea,
there are only two others of a shrubby character.
The first of these is the Siberian S. sorbifolia, and
the second, which is known under the names of
grandiflora, I'allasi, and alpina, is usually regarded
as a variety of S. sorbifolia. This reaches a height
of -i feet to feet, and is clothed with large pin-
nate bright green leaves, while the small white
flowers are borne in terminal panicles. The variety
differs therefrom in being somewhat less in stature,
while the flowers are a good deal larger, but are
arranged more thinly on the panicles. These two
flower, as a rule, some time before S. Lindleyana.
A diflicult class to deal with is S japonica, or

callosa, as it is more frequently called, and its

numerous varieties, of which there are a great
many in our gardens. In some forms of this the
blooms, which are borne in flattened corymbs, are
very brightly coloured, while in one variety (alba)
they are pure white. The deepest coloured varie-

ties are those usually known as rubra or superba,
while paniculata and p. rubra have the flowers ar-

ranged in branching panicles instead of the flat-

tened corymbs of tlie others. In all the varieties
of S. japonica or callosa, except alba, the young
leaves are so brightly coloured as to form a very
attractive feature. 8 Bumalda, which is evidently
but a form of the last named species, is one of the most
beautiful dwarf growing July flowering shrubs we
possess. This assumes the character of a dense-
branched mass, usually under a couple of feet
high, whose principal shoots are all terminated by
flattened clusters of pink blossoms. A very beauti-
ful group might be formed of the varieties of S. ja-

ponica alone, and in this case S. Bumalda would
make a good edging to the larger forms. There is

a variety of this with variegated leaves, but it is at
best patchy in appearance, and, to my mind, not
nearly so pleasing as the ordinary green-leaved
form, but upon this point opinions certainly differ,

as an illustration (if which I may mention that a
first-class certificate was last year bestowed upon
it by the Royal Horticultural Society. A very
beautiful Spirrca, and one entitled to a place among
the best half dozen members of the genus, is S.

Douglasi, the only shrubby species of which a
coloured plate hasappeared in The Garden, March
17, 1883. This forms a mass of thickly packed
upright shoots, clothed with leaves more or less

tomentose underneath, and terminated by dense
spikes of blossoms, which in the best form are of a
beautiful reddish-pink colour, but in this respect
some are much inferior to others. Some of the
palest are very probably hybrids between this and
the allied S. salicifolia, whose blossoms are very
light in colour. In a moist and at the same time
sunny spot S. Douglasi will grow and flower
throughout the summer, and from this feature
alone it is very valuable. Spiraea nutans is a pretty
July flowering species, less showy certainly than
some of the preceding. This, which is a native of
Nepaul, forms a bush t; feet or 8 feet high, whose
principal branches, upright at first, droop towards
the points, while the minor branchlets are still

more pendulous. The leaves are small, ovate in

shape, and of a rather light green tint, while the
pure white flowers are arranged in dense flattened
clusters, which extend for some distance along the
shoots, and thus make a goodly show.
The last to mention of these shrubby 8pir;cas

now in bloom is the miniature S. buUata or crispi-

folia, which forms a dense mass not more than 1

foot high with very dark green curiously puckered
leaves, which are just now almost hidden owing to

the great profusion ol' its pretty carmine-pink blos-

soms. They are borne in dense clusters on the
point of every shoot, and in the bud state are of a
bright crimson colour. It is one of those shrubs
that should never be planted in tlie mi.-?ed shrub-
bery border, where it lias to struggle for supremacy
with other and more vigorous subjects, but as a
rockwork plant, or when associated with other
miniature shrubs, it is seen to very great advantage.
A cool moist soil, such as is suitable lor many of the
low-growing Ericace:i!, will just suit this Spirica, so
that it may olten with advantage be associated
with them. T.

SOME TREES AND SHRUBS AT WALTHAM
CROSS.

The poverty of the average garden shrubbery is

never more apparent than when walking through a
nursery where the choicer beautiful hardy trees
and shrubs are to be seen, and although a recent
visit to the above nurseries was ostensibly to see
the Roses, it was hardly possible to pass some
things by without making a note of them. A
beautiful tree for sm,-dl gardens exists in Kobinia
semperflorens, which, by the way, merits the note
written in its praise by " W. G." in Till'; Garden
of July 25 (p. 74). If not so profuse in bloom, it is

a great gain to have the flowering season extended
throughout the summer months. Robinia angusti-
folia elegans is all that the name implies, and a
most graceful leaved hardy tree that would look
charming in small gardens. The leaflets are very
small, and the whole tree has a light, airy appear-
ance. The tiolden Elder was noted as an effective

plant when suitably placed, but the majority
err in the use of variegated-leaved subjects by
over-planting tliem, than which no greater mis-
take could be made. Such things need to be
planted with caution. An Elder that deserves
notice and more extensive planting is a variety of
the scarlet-fruited kind named Sambucusracemosa
serratifoli.i. It was seen among the novelties
received from the Continent this spring, and is a
most striking shrub for leafage, each leaflet of the
compound leaves being cut into segments an inch
in length. It has all the vigour of the type. Two
golden Elms that appeared well worth planting
were Ulmus Wredi aurea, a very fine variety with a
fastigiate or columnar habit of growth, whilst
equally effective in colour, but with the branched
spreading habit and more ample leafage of the
Wych Elm, was one recently imported and called
Van Houtte's Golden Elm. Ptelea trifoliata, itself

by no means a common tree in gardens, was also
represented by a yellow-leaved form of some merit.
Everyone knows the common Yew, but here there
were about fifty varieties, green and variegated,
a novel variegation being noticed in a variety of
the small-leaved \'ew (Taxus adpressa), which pro-
duced young shoots entirely yellow. In a collec-
tion of Ivies planted in open quarters and kept for
propagating, a noticeable point was the adapta-
bility of some of the larger leaved types for culti-

vation as isolated specimens, forming pyramids of
rich foliage. Visitor.

Stove and Greenhouse.
ADENANDRAS.

This is a genua of evergreen greenhouse shrubs,
comprising something like ten or a dozen species,
all natives of the Cape of Good Hope. They are
amongst the easiest of hard wooded subjects to
cultivate, being freer growers than most green-
house kinds. Like the Acacias, Genistas, and
others of similar character, they are strong,
vigorous rooters, and thus they are not liable

to peri.sh or get otit of condition in the way that
some of the New Holland hard-wooded plants
are apt to do. Hence they are suitable for
beginners in the cultivation of greenliouse
subjects of a more permanent character to take
in liand. The two kinds that have been most
grown are .V. fragrans and A. speciosa ; both
have bright pink flowers produced at the ex-
tremities of the shoots. In form they are not
unlike those of Pimelea Hendersoni, equally
dense, but they Iiave more stibstance in them.
They are borne in such quantities as to almost
hide the foliage. Few greenhouse hard-wooded
plants possess the advantage of requiring little

support, in the form of sticks and ties, to tlio

extent that these Adenandra.^ do—a matter
worthy of consideration on the score of labour,

as well as on the less artilicial appearance of

the plants. A. fragrans, as its name implies,

has highly perfumed flowers, so much .so, that a
small example when in bloonv will scent a large

greenhouse. The all but exclusion of this and
some other old-fashioned hard-wooded species

from plant houses at the present time is a
deci<led loss to those who appreciate the most
agreeably .scenteil flowers, for though the scent
of the plant more particularly in ([uestiou is

powerful, it is not of that oppressive character
possessed by some of tlie Japanese Lilies and
Gardenias.

Adenandras can be struck readily from cut-

tings of the half- matured shoots, such as pro-

curable in the course of the .summer after the
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plants have flowered. Tlie cuttiugs should
consist of the extremities of the shoots about IJ
inches long ; these, after the lower leaves have
been stripped ofl", should be inserted 1 inch or 2
inches apart in pots filled with sand. Keep them
warm, moderately moist, and shaded. They
are better under bellgl.isses than in a propagat-
ing frame, as under the former they can usually

be kept where they will get more light than in

a frame, a condition which is necessary to pre-

vent the leaves damping and turning mouldy.
The glasses should be moved daily to see that

the leaves are not atl'ected in this way. As soon
as the cuttings are rooted put them singly into

small pots. Give them sifted peat with a mode-
rate amount of sand added. Confine them
for a few weeks under propagating glasses.

Stand the pots on moisture-holding material

close to the front or end of the house where they
will get plenty of light. Give a little air daily

by tilting the glasses till the roots have begun
to take to the soil, after which dispense with
the glasses altogether. Keep them in an inter-

mediate temperature through the summer, and
when a little top-growth has been made pinch
out the points, so as to cause the production of

side branches that will lay the foundation for

well-furnished bushes (^r steme, not more than
a few inches above the collars of the plants.

Through the winter a temperature of 45° or a
little over should be maintained. This is neces-

sary for these and most other hard-wooded
greenhouse subjects during the first winter, as

if the plants are allowed to become completely
stagnated, it entails a loss of time in getting
them on. Kept a little warm in this way, they
will be in a condition about the end of March
to move into 4-inch jiots. Later on, again
pinch out the points of the shoots. After there
is enough sun power to keep up a growing tem-
perature without the heat falling too low in the
nights, greenhouse warmth will suffice. To-
wards the end of July the roots may be ex-
pected to have made sufficient progress to admit
of their having another shift. Pots 2 inches
larger will afford as much additional soil as the
roots thus far on in the season will be able to

take possession of. From the time in spring
when the sun has attained considerable power
on through the summer a thin shade is requi-
site, with a free use of the syringe daily. These
may be discontinued by the middle of Septem-
ber. During this winter a temperature of 4.5^

or a few degrees under will be sufficient. In
March again repot, giving a 3-inch shift. In
all cases see that the drainage is sufficient, and
that the soil contains enough sand to ensure
continued poro.sity, as these plants are not of a
nature that will bear being shaken out, so as
to admit of the material being reneweil.

Adenandras will thrive in either loam or
peat ; where the former is used it should be of

a rich unctuous nature, but where peat of a
suitable description is procurable, 1 should give
it the preference. If a little harder than that
which is usually given to some more delicate-

rooted things, it will be none the wor.'^e, but it

should contain a good proportion of fibrous
matter, consisting of the roots of the Grasses
which the peat has producid naturally. Break
the material by hand in place of sifting, as in

the earlier pottings. Do not di.sturb the roots
any further than Ijy removing the old drainage
material from the bottoms of the balls. Use
the potting lath freely, so as to make the new
soil as solid as the balls. Pinch out the points
of all the shoots, and stand the plants in a
house or pit where the atmosphere can be
kept a little closer than ordinary, until both the
roots and the new top growth have begun to
move. Through this_ .Munmer stand the pots

as hitherto on an inch or two of finely sifted

coal ashes, which keep slightly moist, but not
wet. If in the latter condition, the pots will

alisorb more moisture than would be good for
the roots ; whereas when the material contains a
little moisture, this is constantly being given
oft' in warm weather to an extent that promotes
growth and prevents the soil drying up so
quickly as it otherwise does with plants in small
pots in dry weather. Give them plenty of
light and air during the summer, syringing
freely, as pre\iously recommended, at the time
of closing the house in the afternoon. This
season tie the strongest shoots well out, bring-
ing them down to the rims of the pots; without
this when the plants get older and the branches
become denuded of their leaves at the bottom,
they will have an unsightly appearance. It is

necessary to attend to this training before the
wood gets too strong to bend freely. A few
small sticks will be requisite to keep the
branches in their wonted position. Adenan-
dras will flower whilst small, and if they are
considered big enough to be allowed to bloom
the season following, they may be stood out of

doors for a month, say from the middle of
August to the middle of September, which will

mature the wood and bring it into a flowering
condition. Winter at about 40°. In the spring
they will most likely show bloom on every
shoot, which will expand towards the end of
April or in May, according to the temperature
the plants have been wintered in. Whilst in

bloom shade them from the sun, and keep the
house in which they are as cool as circumstances
will permit. When the flowering is over, cut
the last summer's shoots back midway be-
tween the extremities and the point from whence
they sprang. Encourage them to break into
new growth by again giving less air for two or
three weeks, and applying water freely to the
floor of the house and the stage on which the
plants are stood. As soon as the new growth
has begun to move freely repot. If all has gone
well, the plants will this season bear a 3-inch
or 4-inch shift. In preparing the soil, it will

be better now not to break it so small as when
the plants were smaller. Pot as before ad-
vised, without interfering with the roots.

Shade for two or three weeks after the potting,
and do not give water before the ball has got
as dry as it is safe to allow it to be. Now as
the plants get larger, directly the root and top
growth are fully in motion, more water than
hitherto will be needed. In watering Adenan-
dras, as all other hard-wooded plants, see that
it comes freely through the bottom before leav-
ing them. It is frequently necessary to fill up
the space between the top of the ball and the
rim of the pot a second time before the whole
is sufficiently moistened. Where the precau-
tion is not taken to see that the water makes
its appearance freely through the bottom, it is

the first step to that dry condition of the lower
part of the ball which whenever existent in the
case of a hard-wooded plant is fatal to its well-
beins;.

Adenandras are c.imparatively long-lived
plants, retaining a healthy, vigorous condi-
tion, provided the leaves are kept from being
injured by attacks of red spider. This insect
will never get established where the syringing
during the spring and summer months is done
effectually, by getting the water as well to the
lower portion of the leavesas to the upper surface.
The specimens should be turned round at least

once a week to ensure this and also to keep the
growth even. A few sticks to the strongest
shoots is all the training that is necessary when
the i>lants are only wantc<l for home decoration.
Both A. fragrans and A. spcciosa are useful

for exhibition, being distinct in their general
appearance from other things. Where wanted
for this purpose a little more tying will be found
necessary, but this need not be carried to the
extent required by some things. After the
plants have attained the size they should by this

time have acquired, they should be turned out
in the beginning of August, continuing to use
the syringe to them daily until the time for

taking them indoors. As the specimens get
older they will not require potting every year

;

to make up for this, manure water or concen-
trated stimulants must be used during the sea-

son of growth. If this is not done the soil

becomes too much impoverished to keep up the
requisite vigour. T. B.

HARDY ANNUALS FOR POT CULTURE.
Nemophila ISSIGSI3.- This well-known old-
fashioned annual is an excellent one for growing in

pots to flower early in the spring for conservatory or
greenhouse decoration. The seed should be sown
early in August so that nice little plants can be had
for potting up by the middle of September. The
best way is to sow the seed thinly upon a sunny
border so as to obtain as sturdy a stock as possible.

Three or four plants can be wintered in 4i-inch
pots to receive a shift in the early spring. When
first potted up and until frosts ensue with any risk

of injury to the plants they should still remain in
an open and sunny position. After that a cold
frame will suit them well with plenty of ventilation

on all favourable occasions. In potting, a light soil

should be chosen, making it moderately firm. During
the early spring this Nemophila makes a beautiful

display as a marginal line to groups of plants. It

flowers profusely and continues in good condition
for a long time. The growths as they extend should
be allowed to droop down around the sides of the
pot, which will be almost hidden by them and the
flowers as well. Those who have not tried this

annual may advantageously do so where any great
demand is made upon their resources in the way
indicated. It is a plant that is almost certain to
meet with approval, and its culture is one of com-
paratively little trouble or cost. I had on one
occasion to grow plants for furnishing a large con-
servatory in which was a wall protecting some
steps entering the mansion. This wall was about
4 feet in height and plants in vases had to be pro-

vided for covering it. I found the Nemophila to be
an excellent subject for this position, although far

removed from the glass roof. It is a plant which
when growing freely will take an abundant supply
of water.

Sweet Peas.—These are seldom seen grown in
pots or boxes, but for a supply of cut flowers early
in the spring, long before any of the same sort of
thing can be had out-of-doors they are most valu-

able. It might be thought that they would not
flower sufficiently free to recompense one for the
trouble of growing them. This, however, will be
found to be quite the opposite, flowering profusely
and continuously for a long time in a cold green-
house. The seed should be sown in pots or long
boxes of light make after the shape of window
boxes. In these boxes they can be allowed to
flower, support being had by means of strings

secured horizontally at about (i inches from the
glass end of a house where there is a fairly gocd
height for the plants to grow—the growths being
allowed to grow up of their own accord between
the string and the glass, where they will give
but little trouble at any time. When grown
in pots they will need a shift or two, but
should be accommodated in the same manner
as those in boxes it a cut supply is the chief

object in view. As the plants come into flower

a top-dressing of rich soil will greatly assist

them, water being given freely as soon as tliey are
established and in gooil growth. A well-known
gardener whom I frequently visited used to grow a
good number in boxes in the way described for pro-

viding a change in the cut supply when the family
was in town early in the season. The.se Sweet Peas
were always appreciated, being somewhat of a
novelty so early in the year, with the additional
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advantage of being excellent flowers for packing to

send a distance by rail. If special colours are de-
sired, these can now be easily obtained ; they would
no doubt be preferable in many ways, particularly
the white, scarlet, and pink varieties. When grown
in a light position and with the ventilation of an
ordinary greenhouse, they will not be found to be
any taller when in flower than those in the open
border. The seed should be sown early in August
and the young plants kept out of doors until the
first autumn frosts of any moment are upon us.

Calliopsis vabs.— These are well known in the
open border, but may also be grown in pots for
early flowering, the plants through the winter
being kept in cold pits or frames, or, failing room
in these places, a cold greenhouse will suit them if

kept near the glass. The seed should be sown to-

wards the end of August in the pots in which they
will be wintered ; these should be those of 6 inches
or 8 inches in diameter to allow plenty of room for

the roots. The soil is best if not too rich, other-
wise they will be found to grow too strongly. ('.

coronata and C. tinctoria are two of the best sorts

for autumn sowing. If only required for cutting,
they may be grown in the same way as Swett
Peas.

Rhodanthb maculata.—This and the white
variety if sown towards the end of the month will

come in very serviceable as pot plants for the con-
servatory early another season. The plants should
be kept under the protection of a cold frame with
plenty of ventilation until sharp frosts occur, then
the best place is a greenhouse shelf in a house
where the atmosphere is a fairly dry one through
the dull days. Mildew has to be guarded against

;

hence this precaution needs to be taken, otherwise
with a moderate water supply they will not be
found to be any more trouble than when sown in

the spring, with the advantage of flowering earlier.

When more active growth comes on with the turn
of days, then they will take more water, hut being
delicate rooting plants, the previous advice is need
fill. The loam from an old Melon bed will suit

them well, with a little sand added to it, pressirg
it down firmly tefore sowing the seeds. G.

MIGNONETTE.

Foil obtainirg a stock of p'ants to stand thrcugb
the winter to flower early in the spring in pots, the
seed should now be sown. This should be done in

the pots in which it is intended that the future
plants are to flower. Si.xinch pots or one size

smaller are the most suitable. These also should
be clean ; a sour pot is not good for anything. In
preparing the pots a liberal amount of drainage
should be used ; upon this I prefer to place a layer of
fowl's manure, and then fill up with good losmy
soil upon the dry side, rather than otherwise, so
that it can be rammed down quite firmly, as if pot-
ting a hard-wooded plant. If any lime rubble is at
hand, some should be added to the soil, the Mig-
nonette rather liking a calcareous loam. When filled

up to about three-quarters of an inch of the rim a
good watering should be given. As soon as this
has drained off, the seed should be sown and lightly
covered with fine soil. The pots should afterwards
be stood in a cold frame and shaded from the sun-
shine until the seedlings are well above the soil,

when they should be gradually hardened off, and
then kept well exposed to light and air, so that a
dwarf and robust growth may be secured. This it

is highly desirable to aim at, so that the plants may
winter well. As .soon as the secdliags begin to grow
away freely, do not let them suflerfrom'want of water.
I do not infer by this that they are to be flooded,
but when allowed to suffer from want of water, the
leaves will soon become of a brownish yellow in-

stead of remaining of a deep green colour. Sufh-
cient seed should be sown in each pot to secure
from five to eight plants when thinned out. If an
extra .strong variety with robust flower-liead.s is

desired, the plants being mainly used themselves
when in bloom, the " Machet," of French origin,
is the best. If, on the other hand, a cut supply
is the chief point aimed at, then such kinds as
Crimson King, Garaway's or Parson's White, and
Golden Queen are the best sorts to rely upon, as

they produce a larger number of flower-spikes.
Another sowing should be made about three weeks
later to form asuccession, the plants being wintered
in a cold frame. If small standard.^, or Tree Mig-
nonette, are desired, then one plant only should
be left in each pot. These if well looked after
will make good plants by the winter, and thus be
a gain in point of time as compared with spring-
sown plants, whilst the advantage in the case of
the autumn sown will be more apparent in the
habit of the plants. H.

PLANTS FOR WINTER FLOWERING.
These should now be fairly on their way in

their flowering pots and will require little

attention for some time except careful watering
and the removal of early flowers, a.s in the case

of Geraniums. They should be in pits or
frames in a light airy position well up to the
glass. If exposed to the full glare of a hot sun
they want a little shade for a few hours in the
day or the soil will dry out too quickly, and ne-

and grown on with the things already enume-
rated. It is an old-fashione<l plant not often
met with, hut useful for winter work, and both
truss and tiower are finer on yearling plants. A
batch of winter-flowering Begonias makes a
grand show, and where there is plenty of space
they should be grown in quantity and in great
variety. I grow a few to mix among other
things, the varieties being ascotensis, Carrier!,

fuchsioides, and Knowsleyana. A grand winter
flowering plant is Tropieolum Ball of Fire. If

there is a wall or piece of wall to spare in the
house devoted to the class of plants under con-
sideration, a few plants of this Trop;uolum may
be transferred to large pots or pans and allowed
to ramble at will over the wall ; the blooms will

be much appreciated for small vases or dinner-
table work in the dull months. A batch of

Libonia penrhosiensis is well worth growing ; it

makes a pretty front edging for the stage inter-

spersed with Isolepis or a few Ferns. The
above are a few things in variety very easily

Eupatoriiun riparium.

cessitate so much water as to impoverish the
soil before the plants get established. I find a
piece of half-inch mesh tanned netting answers
all requirements for shading, as it breaks the
direct rays of the sun without entirely shutting
it out. Zonal Geraniums are among the beat of

soft-wooded plants for the purpose. A few of the
varieties will flower continuously and profusely,
and one gets pronounced colours so valuable for

cutting. If i were restricted to three varie-

ties, my choice would be R. V. Raspail, Queen
of the Whites, and West Brighton Gem ; the
flowers of the last will not stand long in a cut
state, but they are very acceptable at times when
a lot of bright colour is required. If a pink is

required, I should recommend Constance, and
/elia, Hermia, Clytie, and Lady R. Churchill
are good in their respective colours, but if

plenty of flower from a limited area is required,
there is notiiing to surpass the three varieties

niuntd above. Two useful things are Eupate-
rium tiparium, here figured, and E. ageratoidi'.".

The Eupatorium flowers are serviceable if

wreaths or cro.sses are likely to bo in request. A
batch of Sparmannia africana is struck annually

grown, and therefore within the reach of all who
have a warm greenhouse. They come more under
the designation of everybody's flowers than
other winter flowering things, as liouvardias.

Tree Carnations, or such less known plants as,

for instance, Lasiandra niacrantlia or Luculia
gratissima. Bouvardia Humboldt i corymbi-
tlora is rather largely grown in some places

for autumn and early winter cutting, but it does

not seem an easily done plant and has not be-

come common. I have known it grand one
season and nearly a failure the next under what
was apparently exactly similar cultivation.

Clt(rimont. E. IJi-hkell.

Dipladenia atropurpurea— This old species
of Dipladeniii, after being lost for many years, is

now fortunately ag.ain in cultivation, and as accm-
panion to the white-flowered I), boliviensis there
are none better than it, as both will succeed under
the same treatment, and are equally free blocniinf

,

while neither of them belong to the large- flowered

kinds. The blooms of D. atropurpure.i are each
about 3 inches long and 2 inches wide, their

colour being a kind of chocolate crimson overspread
with a fort of velvety lustie, and the iotofitr of the
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throat is orange at the base. The outside of the
llower is crimson-puiple at the lobes, fading gradu-
ally oil to the base, where it is almost white. It is

of easy cultivation, strikes readily from cuttings,
and grows freely with the treatment given to the
general run of stove plants.—T.

IVYLEAVED PELAKGONfUMS.
No Pelargoniums have had so much attention
directed towards them within the last ten or
twelve years as those of the Ivy-leaved section,
and in no others have such rapid strides been
effected, as at that time we had little else but
various shades of mauve and purplish mauve
amongst them, while we have to-day almost as
great a range in colour as is to be found in those
of the zonal-leaved section. The credit of the vast
improvement effected in this class of Pelargoniums
is to a great extent due to our Continental neigh-
bours, and Messrs. Crousse and Lemoine, both of
Nancy, distributed many fine varieties nine or ten
vears since. For the last few years, however,
M Lemoine has been the principal Continental
raiser, while some of our own nurserymen have
taken them in hand. One of the most successful
is Mr. Owen, of Maidenhead, so well known as a
cultivator of Chrysanthemums. Trae, he cannot
claim to have sent out any great number, but the
few put into commerce have turned out really
splendid varieties. One of them, Beauty of Castle-
hill, was given an award of merit by the Koyal
Hoit cultural Society on July 21. This, which
produces large deep pink-coloured blossoms, is a
seedling from Souvenir de Charles Turner, which
was also, I believe, raised by Mr. Owen. The flowers
of this la.t are very large, double, and of a brUliant
carmine colour, with a dark blotch in the upper
petals. Perhaps it is not too much to say that
Souvenir de Charles Turner is the finest Ivy-leaved
varittyia cultivation. Edith Owen and Robert Owen,
the first with rich magt nta-carmine, and the
second with deep rcsecoknred blossoms, are two
veiy desirable varieties, hailing, as their name im-
plies, from the same source. Making a selection,
unless the varieties are seen in flower, is a very
difiicult task, for the various shades of colour are
almost impossible to describe. Without claiming
that they are superior to all others, the following,
in addition to those previously mentioned, will
form a good and varied selection: Of scarlets,
Emile Lemoine and Langson; deeper reds, Furstiri
Josephine Von Hohenzollern, Louis Thibaut, and
Ernest Bergman. This last has enormous double
blooms richly coloured. Among pinks, Galilee,
Isidore Feral, and Camille Flammarion; salmon-
pink, Mme. Crousse and Crepuscule. Various
shades of magenta, violet, and purple blended in an
indescribable manner include Cuvier, Alice Crousse,
Da Quatrefages, Cramoisi, Bastien-Lepage and
Gladiateur, which is one of M. Lemoine's recent
varieties, and a most desirable one. A. F. Barron
and Diamant are two good lilac-mauve-flowered
k nds, while the last to mention are those with
l;ght coloured blossoms. The best of these that I
am acquainted with are .Jeanne d'Arc and Sarah
Bernhardt, both of which are sometimes described
as white, though really it will not apply to either
of them, for Jeanne d'Arc is a kind of very pale
lavender, while the other, though lighter, is
feathered with maroon. To produce a good white-
flowered variety should be the aim of our raisers,
as one of that tint equal in other respects to the
bright coloured forms would be much sought after.
The Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums readily lend them-
selves to various modes of treatment ; thus for
hanging baskets, large vases, window boxes, and
the like they are almost indispensable, while most
of the varieties will form effeciive little specimens
in pots ,") inches in diameter. For this purpose the
sturdy growing varieties will need but a single
s.ick, while those of more trailing habit if secured
to three or four sticks and then allowed to grow at
will form neat little plants for the greenhouse
Their long sturdy stalks and the persistent charac-
ter of their blooms are points greatly in their
favour where cut flowers are required. Those who
admire large trained specimens will find the more

vigorous forms of Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums well
suited for such a purpose, and from the flexible

character of the shoots they will cover a globular
trellis in a uniform manner, while, what is more, a
large specimen will flower for months together.
Some of the varieties will also bloom till late in the
autumn or well on towards the winter, at which
time the blossoms, in common with those of the
zonal varieties, appear even brighter and more glow-
ing than is the case in summer. Treated as climbers
many of these Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums are very
satisfactory, whether employed for covering the
wall of the greenhouse, if it be in a light position
and not too high, for furnishing a pillar, or for

forming a screen at the end of the house, or in any
similar position. While the very bright-coloured
varieties of the show Pelargoniums are less vigorous
than many of the others, no such peculiarity is to
be found among those of the Ivy-leaved section,
the richly coloured forms being equally vigorous
with the paler tinted blooms. H. P.

ISMENE CALATHINA.
Will jou as-k some of your correspondents to give
some practical details as to how to treat this plant .'

I have tried several methods, but cannot ensure
flowers. Specially I wish guidance on the tempera-
ture and potting.—JoHx PuGET (Colonel).

*»* My experience with these plants has led me
to the conclusion that they do not like pot cultiva-
tion any more than the BelladonnaLilydoes,butthat
they do well when planted outin a sunny border and
protected from cold by means of lights or boards
in winter, or if that is not convenient, by lifting

them in autumn and keeping them in a cool place
till spring. We have I. Amancaes, I. calathina, I.

Macleaniana, I. nutans and I. Andreana in good
health with grand foliage, and the two first-named
have flowered well this year. The treatment they
get is as follows:

—

Against the south wall of a greenhouse a brick
frame has been built with a front wall a foot above
the ground level, and the back ledge upon which
the lights rest about a foot higher. In this frame
there are good drainage and about U feet of good
loam. The lights are taken away in summer and
brought back again for the winter. In the wall of
the house holes have been made and sliding doors
fitted into them. When the weather is very cold
the lights are closed and the slides opened, so that
the heated air from the house gets into the frame.
In this way the ground in which the ,bulbs are
planted is prevented from being frozen, and the
lights keep the soil dry. The Ismenes have done
well in this frame from the first. They give no
trouble at all and are as happy as Daiiodils.

Beside Ismenes, such plants as Bravoa geminiflora,
Zephyranthes carinata, Stenomesson luteo-viride,

Pha^dranassa Lehmanni, the cooler Pancratiums
and Hymenocallis, Cyrtanthus Macowtini, C. lutes-

cens, C. Mackeni, Anoiganthus breviflorus, Urceo-
lina miniata, and Crinum Moorei var. album have
grown well and bloomed freely this year. Other
plants which promise to succeed under this treat-

ment are Amaryllis Halli, Crinum aquaticum, most
of the Stenomessons (Coburgia), and some of the
rarer Cyrtanthi.

The late >Ir. Joad knew that the secret of suc-
cess with many of these ticklish bulbous plants lay
in planting them out in suitable borders and let-

ting them severely alone. Of course, the most
suitable conditions are not always available, and
then we are compelled to resort to such makeshift
plans as lifting, drying, and storing, or growing
the bulbs in pots and resting them by drying them
off. This dry rest is, however, often destructive to
bulbs. I remember when Liliums were invariably
treated thus when grown in pots, when L. auratum,
for instance, was carefully baked in the winter
from the belief that it required such treatment to
ripen the bulbs. No one who understands Liliums
would think of giving them a dry rest now-a-days.
I'pon this very subject hear what the excellent
bulb enthusiast. Dean Herbert, says with respect to
the cultivation of Ismenes :

" Absolute rest is essen-
tial to this genus which delights in very sandy
soil; its cultivation is easy when these two re-

quisites are observed. Amancaes seems to thrive

best in pure white sand." He goes on to recom-
mend lifting the bulbs in autumn, covering them
with dry soil, and keeping them quite dry till April
or May. Then Amancaes should be started in the
stove in May. So says the Dean. What he con-
sidered to be the delight of Ismenes I have no
means of ascertaining, but I do know that under
the treatment above described these plants are
very much stronger and more free flowering than
they ever were when grown in pots.—W. W.

Tropaeolum tricolor. — When the plants
have done blooming they should be allowed to
giadually dry off. When they have completely
died down, the pots thould be laid for a time on
their sides under the greenhouse stage. In autumn
they should be again repotted, though sometimes
they do well without such attention. Loam, with
a small proportion of peat and sand, makes a
suitable compost for this plant. In potting, the
bulbs bhoulil be set about 2 inches under the
surface of the soil. When the young shoots
begin to grow care should be taken to well cover
the base of the trellis with them. The top of a
well-furnished young Spruce Fir makes a good
support for this plant, provided it has been some
time cut ; a balloon-shaped wire-trellis is, how-
ever, generally used.

COTrAGERS' GARDEN PRODUCE.
It is not at all uncommon for those who are called
upon to judge garden produce at cottagers' shows
to do so on diverse grounds from those acted upon
in connection with ordinary exhibits. Perhaps it

cannot be said that any too high ideal as to the
merits of gardeners' vegetables exists in the making
of awards usually, and not unfrequently mere size

is found to carry more weight than real beau'y,
refinement, and quality. Still it is admitted
generally that quality should be the distinctive
feature of gardeners' vegetable exhibits. But in
regard to cottagers' produce, it is often the case
that the observation is made, "Oh, cottagers want
quantity, and by bulk their exhibits must be
judged." I protest strongly againstany distii.clion

being made between exhibitors or exhibits. If

judges have a standard of merit in the one case,
it should be the standard always adhered to. The
cottager is observant, and taught by what he sees in
the vegetable collections of his professional neigh-
bours, aspires as best he can in some cases to a
better ideal in his exhibits, and it is a hard case
that, led by the experience of previous judgments
in gardeners' classes, he should find a diverse rule
prevailing in the case of cottagers' classes to his
manifest misfortune. The cottager aspires to have
quality and the best varieties exhibited in the best
taste. Aspirations of this kind should always be
regarded favourably, and it is best to make awards
to cottagers' products on precisely the same basis
as are those made in other sections. Where coarse-
ness is found, adverse awards help to discourage it,

just as the highest awards made to the best and
handsomest produce serve to show what the grower
who exhibits for prizes should aim at. I have
seen cases in which cottagers' produce has become
so good as to equal, or excel that of the gardeners.
A very interesting spectacle indeed is a good
cottagers' show—on the whole, often far more
interesting than are many more pretentious
shows. When gardeners or florists compete we
expect much from them, because they have both
piofessional knowledge and .abundant means. The
cottager, on the other hand, usually produces his
exhibits devoid of tliese aids. His occupation is,

perhaps, a long way removed from that of a
gardener. He comes to his g<arden or allotment
often exhausted with other toil

; yet being as it

were a gardener by nature, he brings to his garden
work an amount of real native love and enthu-
siasm, which are iiU powerful in helping to the
success of his gardening. Thus his produce
when found at shows always attracts .attention

.and commands admiration. Qu.ality and merit
differ materially in diverse districts. Where there
are good private gardens and good examples are
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set np the cottagers follow ; where these elements
are wanting, very often the cottagers' gardening
and produce are rough and coarse. Very much
has been siid of late concerning the encourage-
ment of hxrdy fruit culture by cottagers. Here
we come upon a question ot the most pressing
interest—that is, the tenure by which a cottager
holds his garden allotment, and it is utterly useless

advising the poorer classes to put down Apple,

Pear, Plum, or other hardy fruit trees, or even
bushes, and hardly Strawberries, unless the planter

can be assured that he will be enabled to benefit

years hence from his labour and outlay. Happily,
in connection with vegetable culture we are on
safe ground, and this feature ot gardening should
receive every encouragement. A. D.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Dasylirion longifolium is a plant that has
"never tlo^vered here outside before this sfason.

This throws up a long spike of small white flowers
from the crown of the plant, not very attractive.

Several species of Dasylirion have been jjrowiug out-

side for several years, and as single specimens on the
lawn they are very ornamental and much hardier than
is generally supposed.— \V. , Fota.

The variegated Moneywort (Sibthorpia
europtoa variegata) is becoming such a scarce plant
that we were glad to see it doing well in a London
garden the other day. Its charmiug trailing habit
makes it a useful subject for banging baskets. When
growing it requires a rather close house or pit,

and when the baskets are placed in the greenhouse,
care should be taken to keep the plants away from
draughts, as thereby the leaves are always browned
and their character spoiled.

Delphinium cardiopetalum is a charming
little species of the D. consolida and D. ajacis type,
forming dense tufty bushes and producing abundance
ot" rich dark blue flowers thrown well above the ample
deeply cut foliage. It is an annual, but one that may
be sown in the open air where intended to flower, the
seedlings when ready to handle being thinned out t > a
foot or more apart. We noticed a nice group iu the
rock garden at Kew. It is new to cultivation and of

such merit as to soon become a general favourite.

liSelia crispa.—Enclosed is an eight-flowered
spike of Laelia crispa. It appears to be a very good
variety. We have had the plant over three years,

and it is very vigorous. It had another spike of
seven flowers. I grow it on an elevated stage in a
lofty Cattleya house along with Lajlia purparata,
and the conditions appear to suit both.—A, Young.
AhherJe)j Hall, Stoitrp;i?'t.

Dianthus Atkinsoni, whatever its origin

may be, is one of the most beautiful Pinks we have
seen. Where it does well, and it does not appear
difficult to manage, it soon forms nice tufts, and
produces in late autumn numerous bunches of

brilliant purple-scarlet flowers, as large individually

as those of any ordinary single Pink. In the numerous
varieties of D. sinensis, Heddewigi, and other forms
of the Indian or Chinese Pink we have seen nothing
so brilliant or taking as the flowers produced by
D. Atkinsoni. If it be a hybrid, as we suspect, it

confirms our opinion on the advisability of crossing
and recrossing all the Pinks we can get hold of,

because, so far as we know, the hybrid Pinks are by
far the brightest and most useful in the garden.

The Giant Sea Holly (Eryngium giganteum).
—Why do so many call this plant a perennial ?

The majority of the Sea Hollies are perennials of

the most enduring character, but this kind is a
notable exception, and although I have grown it

in quantity, I have never had a plant that grew
again when once it had reached the flowering
stage and ripened a crop ot seed. Probably many
have purchased it supposing it to be perennial,
and been disappointed in consequence. It is

nothing more than a hardy biennial, and as such
it should be classed and treated. The fact that
it is not perennial should not be considered a fault
however, as this is one of the most strikint; Sea
Hollies, and a plant that every good garden should
have in a bold group in deep soil and an open

sunny situation. The stem leaves are very spmy,

but the silver colour alike ot leaves, stems, bracts,

and flower heads has a fine effect in full sunlight.

It seeds most freely, and the seed may be sown as

soon as ripe or in spring. It germinates readily

in the open ground, no matter at what season it is

sown.—A. H.

Early Chrysanthemums.— I herewith enclose

a few new earlv Chrysanthemums—some ot D^-

laux's varieties for 18!)1.—Robekt Owen, Maiden-
head.

*„,* A very beautiful set. Among them are the

following : Mme. Gastellier, a Japanese variety,

flowers pure white ; Golden Shah, small flowers,

bright golden yellow ; Vice - President Hardy,

Japanese, yellow striped red ; J. B. Duvoir, white

and lilac, flowers small ; Reine Chandon de Brialles,

white striped rose, distinct ; M. Louis Lionnet., sal-

mon, long petals ; Mme. Lionnet, one half the

flower sent was white, the other striped rose ; Le
Poete des Chrysanthemes, violet and white ; Vicom-
tesse d'Avene, violet-rose, striped white, yellow

centre

—

Ed.

Cordyline indivisa in flower.—This, which
seems quite at home and grows with the greatest

luxuriance, many of the leaves reaching 5 feet in

length and 3 inches broad, has flowered here for

the flrst time. These leaves I fiod most useful for

tying Scarlet Runner stakes, Raspberry canes, and
many other things where rough strong tying ma-
terial will do. One plant has had four fine flower-

spikes, eaohabout 4 feetlongand 2 J feet broad at base.

The flowers are small and white with a strong per-

fume, which is most agreeable for several yards

around the plant. Seeds are now ripening in quan-

tity. I'nlike C. australis, this has a tendency to

branch from the base, and henc3 so many flower-

spikes from one plant. I had occasion to lift one

of these plants in the spring, and I split it into

nearly two dozen pieces. These are now esta-

blished in pots and fit to plant out again.—W. O.,

Fota.

Campanula latifolia and its varieties are at

present very contusing in gardens, there being too

many forms not suftioiently distinct from each

other to grow separately. C. latifolia is a British

plant, being still fairly plentiful in moist woods.

C. Van Houttei, differing very little from the type,

is probably a cultivated or garden form. C.

Grosseki, C. Verschafltelti, and others are mere
forms. The variety macrantha, described as a spe-

cies by Fischer, is, however, distinct, and a noble

plant, conspicuous even in a bed ot these charming
Bellflowers. The individual flowers are over 2

inches long, of a deep purple colour, and very

pretty ; the white form is also very fine. To grow
these well they require a rich moist soil, as then

they form stately specimens.

Double Cornflowers.—I have no doubt that

these will become popular, for although they are

not more effective than the single strains, in-

dividual blooms are very pretty, look well, and
last a long time in a cut state. It is curious that

with many flowers the doubling process is accom-
panied by modifications in colour and tint hitherto

unknown in a particular flower, which develop as

doubleness increases. This is the case with the

Cornflower, and tliere are some very curious and
attractive shades in the double strain that I have

not seen among the single forms. A distinctive

and attractive feature of these double Cornflowers

is the way in which the blooms are marked with

white. Nearly all the darker shades of colour have

the florets either tipped or edged with white, and
when the flowers are employed in a cut state, this

variegation is especially striking. All that we
now want in the Cornflower is larger blooms on
plants of a dwarfer habit. This last desideratum

we are likely to have before long, a very dwarf
blue variety having been lately exhibited.

—

J. C. B.

Calceolaria Kellyana, a rare and beautiful

plant, is now nicely in flower at Kew. It is said to

be a hybrid, and to have been raised in Dicksons

and Co.'s nurseries in Edinburgh by a Mr. Kelly.

Its parents are said to have been C. Fothergilli, a
Falkland Island species, and the well-known C.

plantaginea. In the latter the flowers are nearly

spherical, pale yellow, and spotted only on the

under side. In C. Kellyana, however, the flowers

are slipper-shaped, of a lich deep yellow, and hav-

ing numerous deep brown dots or blotches all over.

The leaves are oval, the margins toothed and covered

on both sides with soft white hairs. In the

north, and especially in the Edinburgh Botanic

Garden, its cultivation seems to be easy, but here

in the south, with our hot summers and damp,
foggy winters, it proves a difficult plant to keep.

We have been most successful in growing this hy-

brid by planting it behind the north side of a hedge

in light, rich soil. It is now growing vigorously

and flowering freely. This at least gives ns hopes

of its eventual establishment in the south.

Notes from Fota — Yucca gloriosa, which
generally blooms here in late autumn, when the

flowers are easily destroyed by heavy rains and
light frosts, is this season much earlier, the

massive spikes of white flowers showing now to

great advantage in the bright weather. The
plants grow here with the greatest freedom. Yucca
filamentosa, as usual, is blooming very freely. It has

whiter flowers than Y. gloriosa, but not nearly such

tall spikes. Indigofera floribunda alba is now very

beautiful with its long spikes ot snow-white flowers.

Berberidopsis corallina, growing by the side ot the

above named plant, is flowering quite as freely on

a south-east wall. These two plants are worthy ot

a prominent place in every garden ot hardy shrubs.

-W. , Fi'tn.

Verbascum phlomoides.—All things con-

sidered, this is the best Mullein in cultivation, and

a truly magnificent plant when fully developed in

rich soil. It is useful and ornamental in many
ways, because if we have naked spaces in shruljbery

plantations this Mullein in bold groups will hide

the ground with fine leaves, and when the shrubs

are -flowerless perhaps, it will send up its stately

spikes and produce a long succession of bloom for

many weeks. Moreover, it will sow itself after the

first year, and it never comes finer than when per-

mitted to stand where it sprang up. This is proved

by a plant we now have flowering in the border

where such things are raised. It has never been

disturbed, and I imagine that now it cannot be

surpassed, if equalled, for stature and exceeding

beauty. The plant is between .S feet and ".) feet in

height, and it is a pyramid ot blossom from top to

bottom, as in addition to the central spikes there

are about three lateral ones, those at the base

being from :! feet to 4 feet in length, whilst they

become shorter, 1 toot being about the length oE

the higher lateral spikes. Although, as before

said, this Mullein is so useful for planting largely

where perhaps little else would grow, it is well

worth while to put a plant into good rich soil.

Spiraea Lindleyana.—One of the finest shrubs

ot the season is this glorious Spirica from the

Himalayas, than which there is none more beautiful

among the great tribe to which it belongs, as^ it

combines such elegant growth and foliage with

great feathery-white plumes, which throughout

August are very effective on many a well-

planted lawn. Though not an uncommon shrub,

it is only now and then that one sees it in

perfection— I mean with its wand-like stems from

10 feet to 12 feet long, drooping on .all sides in a

most graceful way. Generally it is seen in a poor

dwarf state peeping out ot the fringe ot a crowded

shrubbery, but, like a good many other fine pl.ants,

it requires to be well cultivated, that is, placed in a

good position, open and warm, and in the best soil

that can be got for it, the lighter the better. It is,

in fact, one of those shrubs that flourish uncom-

monly well on dry gravelly soils, and I have seen

this week some exceptionally fine groups in a gra-

velly district where such as Lilacs, Mock Oranges,

and" others that need a heavier soil do poorly. To

see it at its best it should he planted in a group by

itself, as it resents being grown in spots where

the roots ot hungry Elms and other trees can get

near it. It is now a fine object at Hampton Court,

where it is planted in large groups in full e.xposure

and treated liberally. As it is a cheap shrub in

the nurseries, it should be planted by everyone who
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has a garden big enough to show its natural habit

cf growth. It is one of and decidedly the best of the

group of Spinuas, having pinnate leaves, and is in

fact the cnly one in general cultivation. The
others are the Siberian S, sorbifolia, of which
Lindleyana is by some considered a variety, but it

is not nearly such a fine shrub, and S. Pallasi,

called also S. grandiflora, which is also Siberian and
similar to the others, but with paler green foliage

Being dwarfer in growth, these two species may be
planted on the margin of a group of S. Lindleyana,

and if colour is wanted, one might plant the pink

iS. callosa and the dwarf S. Bumalda. All the

pinnate Spirajas are perfectly hardy even in the

north and the cold districts of the midlands.

—

W. G.

The Bush Horse Chestnut (^Esculns macro-
stachya).—Already this North American shrub is

opening its long feathery spikes of fragrant flowers

in warm southern gardens, and a very striking ob-

ject a fine specimen of it is when seen by itself en
a lawn. I saw the other day a plant that had been
planted ten years and was fully 15 feet through
and about 10 feet high, and it seemed that eveiy
branch and twig were terminated by a spike of

bloom. The soil it was growing in seemed to be
poor and the subsoil a bed of gravel, and so I have
taken a note that it is one of the best shrubs for

such a soil. It spreads rapidly by the underground
shoots or suckers it sends up freely, and, there-

fore, it is best to isolate it, as one does such
plants as the great Polygonums. In the case of

the yEsculus the old stems should be cut away at
pruning time, so as to encourage the formation of

young vigorous shoots that carry the flowers. No-
thing in the way of hardy shrubs can be more
beautiful than this in flower, and the chief value
of it is that it remains in bloom so long. In North
American botany books it is stated that this shrub
grows naturally in moist places, but this case I

here quote shows that a plant can adapt itself to

a dry situation under cultivation, and I have never
seen so fine specimens growing by the water-side
or in heavy moist soils. It is a common shrub in

nurseries under the name I have mentioned,
though its true name, I believe, is jE. parviflora,

yet no nurserymen know it by that name.—W. G.

NOTES FROM NEWRY.

Spirsea Margaritee is among the best of the
shrubby kinds. It belongs to the callosa grcup,
has rather flexible branches and large ccrymbose
heads of bright rose-coloured flowers, which, in-

dividually, are of large size.

Itea virginica is a good late-flowering shrub
not often enough seen. It is perfectly hardy, of
free bushy growth ; the long spikes of white flowers
are most freely produced. It is just now (begin-
ning of August) at its best, and its proper place is

amongst the American plants.

liOphiola aurea is a very lovely little bog plant
whh grassy leaves; its flowers are like balls of
golden hair, with bright orange anthers. Of easy
culture.

Campanula rotundifolia pallida is by far
the freest flowering of the large group to which it

belongs. The flowers are white, just tinged with
blue. It is in full beauty for at least two months.
An excellent rock garden or front row plant.

Dianthus plumarius hybridus is one of
the showiest plants of recent introduction. It has
stout, branching, erect stems and very large, full,

circular flowers of a soft rosy colour, with a crim-
son zone round the tube. It continues a long time
in bloom.

Gentiana septemfida azurea, with pale sky-
blue flowers, is one of the gems of the collection
just now. It is quite as robust as the type. A
really beautiful plant.

Astilbe Thunbergi (or the plant grown here
under that name— I have lieard that the true plant
has rose coloured flowers) is really a very fine thing
for a moist spot ; it grows about 2 feet high, lias

somewhat arching branched spikes of the purest

white, quite distinct from all other Spiiajas in

flower at the present time.

Spirsea lobata alba (palmata alba) in broad
masses is really very line ; the colour so pure, the

habit so good, and it lasts a long time in flower.

Trollius asiaticus flore-croceo is a very

distinct kind, the colour a uniform soft orange,

without the red anthers which characterise the type

;

it is in full bloom from plants divided in the

spring.

Lilium testaceum, for some reason or other,

is much better than usual, perhaps not so tall.

The flowers are pure in colour, and remain in

beauty for a lorg time, the soft nankeen with

o-ange anthers being very telling. One of the garden
Lilies.

Sedum Middendorflanum is, I think, the
most dinstinct and handsome of all the dwarf
growing kinds ; the leaves are narrow, half an inch

or more long, and deep red in colour, the flowers

being yellow. It is good all the season round,
and, I believe, a very uncommon plant.

Platycodon Mariesi majus is, I think, hand-
somer than last year ; the large bell-shaped flowers,

as distinct from the salver-shaped ones of the type,

are of a deeper blue. It is a most attractive plant,

but of slow increase.

Pasithea coerulea has flowered nicely this sea-

son ; it is a lovely plant. It is really an Asphodel ; the

flowers, each about an inch across and clear blue,

with a band of deeper blue down the middle of

each division of the perianth, are borne on branched
panicles. The anthers are yellow.

Bravoa geminiflora is just going off, but has
been very good. It grows nearly 2 feet high ; the twin
tubular flowers are soft orange-scarlet, which
colour runs into the footstalks and stem. It lasts a
long time in flower. T. Smith.

Wire netting for fruit trees.—Having under
consideration the use of wire netting to enclose

fruit trees on walls, and Raspberries, bush fruits, &c.,

on borders to protect fruit from birds, 1 shall feel

obliged if some reader of The Gaeden who has
used galvanised wire netting will kindly state if it

has any injurious effects on trees growing beneath
it, also what sized mesh.—A. B.

The York gala.—As a result of the last York-
shire gala, a sum of over £200 has been handed
over to local charitable institutions. The sum was
apportioned as follows: York County Hospital,

.€50 ; York Dispensary, £50 ; Wilberforce School
for the Blind, £25 ; York Industrial School for boys,

£20; York Industrial School for girls, £20; Blue
Coat Boys' School, £12 10s.; Grey Coat Girls'

School, £12 10s.; York Girls' Friendly Society,

£10. As the profits of the gala amounted to £290,

there will be £90 to carry forward towards next
year's gala, which we trust may be even more suc-

cessful.

Gardeners' Orphan Fund - At the usual

monthly meeting of the committee on July 31, at

the Horticultural Club, Hotel 'Windsor, Mr. William
Marshall in the chair, the following special con-

tributions to the fund were announced : Flower
stall at Richmond Horticultural Society, per Miss

Ford, £ti 10s. tJd. ; flower stall at Croydon Horti-

cultural Exhibition, per Jlr. W. G. Cummins,
£11 5s. 6d. ; sale of flowers at the Royal Aquarium
Rose Show, per Mr. R. Dean, £13 15s. IJd. ; Wimble-
don Horticultural Society, £11 Os. Gd. ; Ware and
District Horticultural Society, per Mr. R. Dean,
£1 lis. 6d. ; from collecting boxes, Mr. D. T.

Fish, opening of Hardwick Gardens, Bury St.

Edmunds, £11 15s.; Mr. W. Brown, florist, Rich-

mond, is. ; Mr. W. H. Divers, Ketton Hall Gardens,
Stamford, 12s. Id. ;

Messrs. Cannell' The Nurseries,

Swanley, £1 ; Miss Barron, Chiswic k, 18s. 9d. The
hen. secretary reported that over 10,000 collecting

cards were issued in view of the national collection,

and that the sum returned amounted to over £280.

The committee adjourned until the last Friday in

September.

A destructive garden pest.— I have sent

you three flies of a shining green colour for you to

name. I consider it a very destructive garden pest.

I have traced it from the size of a pin head, when
it is of a dirty pale yellow colour, and gradually in-

creases till it gets winged, and is then a shining

green. One year in which some Pears were gritty

I ascribed the damage to this insect sucking the

juices of the Pear, and so poisoning the part. The
same follows in the young shoots of Apples and
the foliage of flowers. I have never seen it men-
tioned in any periodical, and wonder if I am mis-

taken in its habits.—M. S.mith.

*^* In reply to the above, the insects you sent

are specimens of one of the plant bugs (I believe

Calocoris bipunctatus), but they were so smashed in

transit that I cannot be quite sure. This species

attacks various kinds of plants. It is a difficult

insect to destroy, as it is very active in the

perfect state and runs and flies very readily. As
soon as any are noticed the tree should be syringed

with the extract from 8 lbs. of Quassia, 5 lbs. of

soft soap, and 100 gallons of water, or 4 ozs. of

soft soap, a wineglassful of paraffin, and 3 gallons

of water. This must be kept well mixed.— G. S. S.

National Carnation and Picotee Society
(Southern Section).—The series of prizes offered by
Mr. Martin R. Smith on July 21 were not com-
peted for, owing to the season of the year being tco

late for Carnations. Mr. Smith is anxious that the

prizes should be again offered on the date of the

exhibition of ornamental stove and greenhouse

plants in the Drill Hall, St. James' Street, West-
minster, August 11, 1891. The Council of the

Royal Horticultural Society has kindly offered every

facility to exhibitors. Notice of entry must be

given to Mr. Barron, Royal Horticultural Society,

Chiswick, W., three clear days before the day of

exhibition. The Carnation Society will provide

bottles if desired. The prizes are as follows

;

Class A, the best border variety of self-coloured

Carnation, not less than twelve trusses. Three

prizes: £3 3s., £2 23, £1 15s. Class B, twelve

varieties of self-coloured border Carnations, net

less than six trusses of each variety. Three

prizes : £3 Ss., £2 2s., £1 15s. Class C, eighteen

varieties of flake, bizarre, or fancy Carnations

or Picotees, not less than six trasses of each

variety. Three prizes : £3 3s., £2 2s., and £1 15s.

The following conditions must be observed.— 1.

Each exhibitor must sign the following declara-

tion :
" I certify that all trusses shown by mc

for the prizes offered by Mr. Martin R. Smith

have been cut from plants which have been

wintered without protection in the open garden,

and that they are staged without ' dressing,' and
exactly as they were cut from the plants

;

" 2

each truss to have not less than three flowers oi

buds ; 3, each truss to be cut with stems not less

than 9 inches in length ; 4, to be shown with

Carnation foliage and buds ; 5, a specimen of the

foliage of each variety to be shown with the

flowers ; ti, the trusses to be staged in bottles, tins,

or glasses ; 7, no bands or ties round the calyx,

and no paper collars or wire supports to be used

;

8, a burst calyx to be a disqualification.— .lAMES

Douglas, Hon. Sec, Barkhuj Side, Hford.

Cistus cypriua.—In " Notes froui t")akwood
"

(p. lU.'i), the Cistus twice coupled with C. ladauiferus

shouUl have been C'. cyprius, not C. spur-iua.—G. F.

Wilson.

The Whorl Floiwer.—The proper name of the

Whovl Flower should be Morina longifolia, not

Monarda, as it appears in The Gakden of August 1,

p. 112.-A. H.

Ivy on walls.-Can any of your correapomlents

inform me -whelhiT Ivy c.n the wiillsof dwellirg liousea

has a tenJcLL-y to keep them damp or to iiiiilie them
warm !' There seems to ho a great difference of

opiniou on this point. The house I wish to plant

Ivy upon is a new one of brick, stuccoed.

—

Ivy.

Names of plants.— U'. E ,
Chfshire.—Wa see

nothing amiss with the leaves sent. The marks on the

berries are caused by rust. Mrx. 7}!ir.-l-ice».—Spiraea

Iirnuifolia. //. Jl/iii/.-Forms of Anemone nemorosa.

.If,.. RiddcU Wrhatei-.—Astrantia major. D. II.

Rh.-sc'/.— Lilium croeeum.

Name of fruit.—.4. S. 4dams.— Strawberry

Eleanor.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

EVILS OF MIXED PLANTING.
In planting, as in almost every branch of rural
economy, we should study to adopt all the
operations of Nature. Nature seldom if ever
plants more than one kind of tree in the same
district. It is generally well stocked with only
one kind of tree. In England Nature has her
forests (ir plantations of Oak and Beech, and we
believe that before the lowlands of the middle
and southern counties were brought into culti-
vation, the greatest part of them were covered
with Elm. Because, however, the Elm takes
possession of good deep land, it was rooted up
to make room for the production of food for man,
and it is now found only in hedgerows, while
woodlands of Oak and Beech, because they
prefer poor clay and thin calcareous soils,

have been allowed to remain. In Scotland the
natural forests are of Scotch Pine (Pinus sylves-
tris), and here there is no mixture of any other
sort of tree. In Norway, Sweden, Poland,
Russia, and America there are numerous forests
of various species of Conifers as well as of
decidu<jus trees, and here also there is no mix-
ture, each species generally occupying an entire
district.

There are tivo reasons for planting trees of
only one sort together. The first is, because, as
the different forest trees differ, as we have seen,
in their choice of soils, that which is adajjted for
any one of them would not do for a variety.
The other is this

: Some trees are more hardy
and have a greater tendency to throw out lateral
shoots than others. This, when the wind arises,
causes them to lash and irritate the stems and
leaves of theirmoredelicate neighbours, thereby
retarding their growth. If deciduous and ever-
green trees are mixed together, the latter soon
obtain the mastery, as when either Spruce or
Scotch Pine, or Silver Fir is planted among
a variety of other trees in a plantation, their
lateral limbs, growing very strong, will not only
occupy the ground allotted to them by the
planter, but will also extend in every direction
and in course of time usurp the space allotted to
their more tardy neighbours. When, however,
a plantation is composed solely of any one of
these Conifers, each tree lieing placed under
like conditions, the trees will grow up side by
side as if there was a mutual understanding
that each should only occupy its own portion of
ground ; and if this allotment be very limited,
tall straight trunks will be produced witli very
few and short lateral branches. What applies
to the Scotch Pine in this respect applies also
to any other kind of tree. If, however, in
planting we select tlio.se trees which resemble
one another in tlieir tendency to throw out
lateral branches, there cannot l)e the same ob-
jection to their growing together that there is
to the mixture of trees varying in the amount
of this tendency—thus the growth of the Oak
and the Spanish Chestnut, the Elm and the
Ash, tlie Beech and the Sycamore, the Larch
and the Poplar, and of the Scotch Pine, the
Spruce and the Silver Fir ; in fact, all the ever-
green coniferous tribes are similar as regards
both rapidity of growth and character and their
propensity to throw out lateral limbs is equal

;

these, therefore, may with propriety be planted
together. If, however, all arc intermixed in
one ijlantation wo shall tind that the Scotch
Pine and Spruce, itc, will occupy most room
and have the superiority over the others form-
ing trees with large heads and a great quantity
of lirabe. Next to these as regards the vigour

of growth will be the Larch, then the Beech
and the Sycamore, then the Oak and the
Spanish Chestnut, then the Ash, the Elm, and
the Poplar.

OSIER CULTURE.
I HAVE had an Osier ground for some years, and I

find it to be profitable. The popular notion of
an Osier bed is just any piece of land that will not
grow anything else, where water stands all the
winter, that you have only to dig over, push cut-
tings in, and take the crop oif when the time comes
round for that purpose. Osiers grown in this
fashion will just cover expenses. To make them
pay the business must be well started, and the little

that has to be done must be thoroughly done, and
at the right time of the year.

First, shallow drain the land—say, 18 inches
or 3 feet, not deeper— with pipes ; for Osiers live
in dry, thrive in moist land, and die out in stag-
nant water. If you use hand labour instead of
horse work in the draining, cut open drains and
keep them clear

;
but, if possible, use horse work,

as it wUl make a considerable difference in the
expense. Trench the land 12 inches deep, and
plant the cuttings 12 inches apart and 18 inches
from row to row. Cuttings made of one-year
shoots are the best. They should be cut about
10 inches or 12 inches long and pushed into the
ground the whole length. If planted too late (after
the sap has begun to rise), the bark will peel
up the cutting, and it will die. February is the
planting month. For the first year keep the
weeds under with a sharp hoe, and also keep rabbits
down, unless you grow only the better kinds, which
are not quite so profitable. Do not cut the crop
later than Feb;uary, and replace any cuttings that
may have died.

Osiers are sold as a standing crop, or in some
places by weight or bunch. Whichever plan is

adopted, let your own men cut the crop. The
Osiers should be cut off close to the ground, or as
nearly so as practicable. A bunch of Osiers is a
number of rods tied together by two bands (made
of Osier). The lowest band should be 12 inches
from the butt end of the bunch, and should mea-
sure 3i; inches in circumference; the other band is

put round any distance up the bunch, and has no
fixed length, being intended only to keep the bunch
together. As soon as the crop is cut and weeds
begin to appear, plough the land and harrow it

;
]for

if the weedsoncegainagoodfootiEg,they willmake
a large difference in the yield. About six or eight
sorts are enough to grow, and about three-fourths
of them should be kinds for peeling, which fetch a
better price than those that will not peel. As
soon as the shoots burst, use the hoe, or jou may
damage the plants.

Any land, however poor, will grow some kinds
of Osier; but the better the soil the better the
kind that may be planted. Clay is hardly suitable
for them, and sand is almost as bad. The value of
an Osier rod depends upon its toughness and
straight length. An acre of land will take about
28,0IHI cuttings. The cheapest way is to grow a
small bed the first year for cuttings for the next.
A well-grown one-year-old rod will make three cut-
tings—not more, safely. Bought cuttings cost
about 12s. per thousand. The shape of an Osier
ground is material ; it should be long and compara-
tively narrow, with vacant paths every now and
then running quite through it, to enable rabbits to
be shot as they pass over them. In a large s<iuare
piece of ground it is almost impos.sible to get
rabbits out. If pheasants are near, they are sure
to go to an Osier ground—partly for cover, and
also for insects, which they find in abundance in
such places. W.

Agriculture. 3, St. James's Square, London, S.W.,
July 20, 1891. Sir,— I am directed by the Presi-
dent of the Board of Agriculture to acknowledge
the receipt of your letter of June 211 last, relative
to the planting of trees on what is at present un-
profitable soil in Great Britain, and to thank you
for your suggestions, which shall receive due con-
sideration by the Board of Agriculture. I am to
add that an inquiry is now being made in the agri-
cultural returrs for 18;il to ascertain the present
extent of woodlands of Great Britain.

—

Eicuabd
Dawson, Assistant Secretary."

Elder is principally adapted for planting in ex-
posed situations as a nurse to the Holly and Pines.
Its hardiness and rapid growth are its principtl
recommendations for game-cover. It will grow on
almost any soil, but thrives best on deep loam mo-
derately moist. To maintain efficient cover it re-

quires to be cut down every second or third year.
The Beech, Sycamore, and Birch can be grown as
copsewood in the same situations.

Forestry in Great Britain.—A correspondent
recently wrote to Mr. Chaplin, calling his attention
to the subject of the growth of timber, and the
profitable results likely to accrue from timber cul-
tivation on the waste lands of Great Britain. The
following reply has been forwarded: "Board of

Thinning' plantations.—The secret of thin-

ning undoubtedly consists in simply leaving suffi-

cient top to a tree to keep it in health and provide

a fair layer of tissue every year, and the bottom
branches of the tops should meet so as to com-
pletely shut out a view of the ground from above.

I should say about one-quarter of the height of a tree

is sufficient to carry the needful amount of active

branches and leaves—but of course species vary. I

believe that when it becomes necessary to lop off

the branches of trees to make them grow straight
for timber purposes, the trees have been too thin on
the ground previously. There is nothing more cer-
tain than that crowded plantations produce the
straightest timber in all cases, and the reason why
is worth asking by every forester, for the utterly
needless work carried on in the name of pruning
on many estates is nothing less than a scandal. It
is the culture and working expenses that take
away most of the profit on what are falsely
called well-managed plantations. Dull as trade
is, I consider the management at fault, on any
estate fairly furnished with timber, that does not
provide an income from the woods after paying
all expenses. It is a fact, nevertheless, that some
woods do little more than pay for management
annually, which means dead loss, taking the rental
of the ground into consideration. I am opposed to
thinning, unless the thinnings are marketable and
can be sold at a profit, and I look upon selling the
mature timber advantageously, and planting young
trees in proportion the first and most important
duties of the forester. I could not help being
struck the other day by a 20-acre patch of Larch,
belonging to one of our tenant farmers, that had
never been thinned since it was planted, except that
some of the trees had been cut out here and there
by the farmer at times when he could find a cus-
tomer for them, and at the present moment he is

offered iid. per toot for the lot on the ground and
has refused it.—M.

" The Garden " Monthly Parts.—raw journal u pub-
lukid in neatly bound Monthly Parts. In this form tht
coloured plates are best preserved, and it is most suit^ible for
reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. Price
\s. &d. \

post free. Is. 9(i. Complete set of volumes of The
Garden /?-om its commencement to end o/isyo, thirty-eight vols.t
price, cloth, £28 is.

"Gardening Illustrated" Monthly Parts. — This
jouritiit ts piitdi.-ibed in malli/ bound Monthly Purls, in Khich
form it is nio.H suiluble.fttr reference pri rtous to the issue of the
ytarly volumes. Price lid.

;
postj'ne, Sd.

"Farm and Heme" Monthly Parts.— T/n's jo!<i-na( i<
published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which fonn it ii
most suitable for re.ference previous to the issue of the yearly
volumes. Price ltd. ; postfvee, 8tf.

"Hardy Flowers."— ftirinsr descriptions of upwards Of
thirteiu hundred of tlic most ornamental s}tecies. Kith directions
for their arrant/evnent, culture, iL'c, I-'ourth and Pojmlar
Edition, \8.; post free. Is. 8rf.

"The Garden Annual" for 1891.—Co>i(ni)is Alpha,
belical Lists of all lironehes of the Jlortirultural Trade co7-rectefi

up to ^'ovanlnr )0 la.^l. The lists of (iardcns and Countrp
tieats (containing over l*000> have been very carefully and exten-
sively revised, and arc admitted to be the most complete ever
2iublishcd. Price Is. ; by post, la. StL
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : chiinge it rather ; but
The Art itself is i^ATVRE."—Shakespeare.

The Fruit Crops,

This week we are enabled to publish,

through the kindness of our many corre-

spondents, the repoits of the fruit cro]is for

1801. Wo need not enter into details, as

the following reports from all parts of the

British Isles speak for themselves. We
give, first of all, ]\Ir. W. Iggulden's re-

marks.

Never were fniit trees and bushes more freely

Howered, and never, probably, had delicate

tiowera and tender newly- set fruit more severe
ordeals to pass through. About March 12, this

being when the Apricots were well in flower,

and Pears and Plums dangerously forward, the
thermometer 30 inches from the ground regis-

tered 17° of frost, and we had other sharp
" touches " culminating in another series of, for
the time of year, very severe frosts at Whit-
suntide. It conld not reasonably be expected
that the delicate flowers of Apples, Pears,
Plums, and Cherries that were expanded, or
even the partially developed buds would stand
from 7° to !•' of frost, and, as a matter of fact,

an immense amount of damage was done by
those frosts to both flowers and fruit. AU
things considered, it would have surprised no
observant fruit grower if what at first had pro-
mised to be such a frnitful year reaUy turned
out one of the worst on record. In spite, how-
ever, of so many disturbing elements, there is

yet, I have good reason for asserting, very much
to be thankful for in the shape of exceptionally
heavy crops in some cases, good average ones
in others, and few or no failures. I am writing
this from a gardener's point of view, and it is

doubtful if owners of many new and old orchards
and exposed fruit gardens have such a good re-

port to ofler. We had the best of the luck this

season, and next year their turn may come. In
nearly all cases, Apricots being a noteworthy
exception, the earliest trees to flower are well
furnished with fruit, the frosts coming on when
the fruit was of a size to stand against them, es-
pecially when lightly protected by foliage. It
not unfrequently happens that when bloom is

so abundant it is of a weakly, sterile character,
dropping o9' wholesale, to the no small surprise
and disgust of the owners of the trees. This
happened in the case of very many Apple trees
last year, and it would not have surprised me
to have seen another similar collapse this sea-
son. Luckily, the flowers seem to have been
stronger and more fertile, even the late blooms
not failing to set well when those first expanded
had been crippled by frosts. Why the flowers
should be so much stronger and better than
usual is somewhat of an enigma, there beini'
nothing peculiar about last season, unless it was
more changealjle than usual.

Peaks, as far as the garden trees, and more
especially those against walls, are the croj) of
the year. Even trees noted for their useless,
shy-bearing habit are fruiting well this season,
while such well-tried old favourites as .largo-
uelle, Williams' Bon Chretien, Beurre d'Aman-
lis, Pitmaston Duchess, Doyenne Boussoch,
Doyenne du Cornice, Louise Bonne of Jersey,
Marie Louise, British Queen, Brockworth Park,
Glou Morceau, and many others are very
heavily, too heavily in many cases, cropped.

Not only is the fruit very plentiful, but it also

promises to be finer than usual, an<l those who
thin out well and can feed at the roots will

have a grand lot of Pears for storing. Trees
of diflerent forms sheltered by, but well clear

of the walls, are not so satisfactorily cropped,

there being many partial and complete failures.

Nor have I seen many standards well furnished

with fruit.

Plums very probably will also turn out to be
very plentiful this year ; at anyrate it is rarely

that so much thinning out is required as has
been the case this season. Gages of all kinds
are very plentiful, Jefierson's, De Montfort,
Kirke's, Coe's Golden Drop, Victoria, Magnum
Bonum, and Orleans being also very heavily

cropped. There is also a fair average crop, or

more than anticipated, on standard trees, and
Plums ought to be both cheap and good this

summer.

AiTLEs, I am afraid, will be a somewhat
disappointing crop to many growers, though
it will most probably be found that there

are fewer failures than last season. In most
private gardens there will be enough grown to

meet the home requirements, and the markets
should be fairly well supplied with clean,

well-grown fruit, largely gathered from young
trees—the selections, therefore, being better.

In this neighbourhood there are few or no com-
plaints of the premature dropping of fruit, and
in the garden under my charge trees far too

heavily cropped have not parted with any fruit

as yet. Ours is a moisture-holding soil, clay

abounding 18 inches below the trees, and it

would be interesting and instructive to learn

from others somewhat similarly situated what
has taken place with them, those having to do
with lighter or more gravelly soils also giving

their experience. It is my belief, want of mois-

ture at the roots either last summer or autumn
is the cause of imperfect flowers forming, and
consequent dropping of fruit, or it may be an
insufficiency of water this season is the cause.

Hereabouts Grass land on high well-drained

ground, and also the soil to a good depth about
trees generally, has not been thoroughly soaked

for the past two years, and had the present

summer been a hot and dry one, there would
have been an early and alarming scarcity

of water. This comparative light rainfall may
also have had a direct bearing on the remark-

able flowering of trees and shrubs gene-

rally, flower-buds instead of wood-buds being

formed in much larger quantities than is often

observed. Not only do the Apples prouu.se to

be fairly large and clean, but the colour will be
more fully develope<l than usual, nuich of it be-

ing already laid on. Probably Mr. Blackmore's

theory that the winds have most to do with the

laying on of colour is the correct one, as we
have had plenty of wind and far too little sun-

shine. With us Cox's Orange Pippin, King of

the Pippins, Blenheim Pippin, INIargil, Lord
Burghley, Duchess of Oldenburg, and a few
others are already beautifully coloured, and it

is to be hoped this is the general experience,

highly coloured fruit being most appreciated.

ArKii'OTS are rarely so plentiful as this sea-

son. Only a few of the early (lowers escaped

injury from frosts, but the later buds, notably

tliose close up to the walls, were uninjured and
must have nearly all set. Early Moorpark,

Royal and I lemskirk are carrying the heaviest

crops, and the ripening in some cases is not

more than a week later than List year. Cherries

have also done fairly well in some j^'ardeus here-

aljouts, but they have kept badly. Morellos

plentiful, but smaller tlian usual. Peaches and
Nectarines flowered abundantly and with the

aid of doubled or trebled fish nets escaped the

frosts. Heavy and even crops are the order of

the day, and we commenced gathering Peach
Waterloo on August 1, Hale's Early being fully

a fortnight later. Figs where not well protected

from the winter frosts have had to start afresh

from near the ground, but those taken good
care of are mostly showing plenty of fruit.

The season is against outdoor Grapes, and these

will scarcely ripen.

Ok bush fruits, the most productive were
Red and White Currants, very heavy crops of

these being grown in most gardens. Black
Currants and also Gooseberries were badly hit

by the spring frosts and shattered oft' wholesale ;

so scarce were the former that 4d. per pound
was the shop price for them, this being excep-

tionally high for country districts. Raspberries
were never more abundant or better in quality,

and on the whole a good report can be given of

the Strawberry crops. All flowers partially or

wholly expanded at Whitsuntide were blackened
by frosts, Ijut there were plenty more behind,

and a loss of large early fruit was more than
compensated for by the improved weight of

later fruit. So many are now grown for sale

that the prices dropped ridiculously low, but in

the case of those who grow principally for jam-
making there would be little or no fruit spoilt,

people being less fussy about boiling fruit that

is not quite dry than formerly. Such immense
crops of Strawberries were grown on Lord
Sudeley's fruit farms, that I am quite afraid to

give the figures. It is worthy of note that the

variety largely culti\ated at Toddington is the

old Stirling Castle Pine, and it will not be super-

seded by any of the many novelties that have
yet been tried against it. So many new varie-

ties of Strawberries have been introduced of

late years, that much confusion now exists as to

which are the best of either the new or old

sorts that can be grown, and it woiild really

appear that the old President is the only one
that meets with favour generally. It is the

least likely to fail by lieing too highly fed, my
old favourite Sir J. Paxton succeeding best

under somewhat adverse circumstances.

FiLHERT.s and Walnuts are scarce. Quinces

and Medlars fairly abundant.
W. IcGULDEN.

Mardun House, Frume, Somerset.

SOUTHERN.
Brookwood Asylum, Woking, Surrey.

—

The fruit crops in this neighbourhood,! am pleased

to say, are generally good. The Apple crop is not
heavy, though the bloom was abundant. l\eswick

Codlin and Duchess of Oldenburg are the heaviest;

Wellington rather a light crop ; Irish Peach very

good ; other kinds moderate. I am pleased that it

is so, as we shall get finer fruit, for the trees are

none too strong after being crippled with the

caterpillar. Pears are good generally. The crop

of Plums is enormous ; we have used a large num-
ber of props, and yet the branches are breaking

down. As soon as the bush fruit is off we shall

begin to use them in quantity in their green state.

We can use from '!'> to 30 bushels a week in this

institution. I have never seen such a crop of

Plums before in all my experience. Apricots very

heavy indeed, the best crop I have ever seen,

loaded from bottom to top after a severe thinning

of two-thirds. Peaches and Nectarines are not

very good, the ground is too light for them, and
they are a great deal of trouble to keep free from in-

sect pests, but still there is a fair crop of fruit on

such trees as we have. Black, Red, and White
Currants very heavy crops. Gooseberries very

good, but they were a little thinned by the spring

frosts. Strawberries very heavy, but a good many
of the early blooms of Noble were crippled by the

frosts. We gathered ".il bushels for the patients
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on the Annix ersary day ; they look forward to this
Strawberry feast, as they call it, with a good deal
of pleasure. Damsons are an exception ; the crop
IS very poor owing to the frosts ; the bloom was
abundant. Nuts a rather thin crop.—R. Lloyd.

Great Gearies, Ilford, Essex.—The promise
for Apples, if we might go by the show of blossom,
was remarkably good, but about the middle of May
a severe frost (t;°) seems to have prevented
the free fertilisation of the blossoms, as the fruit,
which was apparently all right, dropped off very
badly. There is not quite an average crop, al-
though some varieties are bearing well. Early
Juneating is laden, but Devonshire Quarrenden has
failed. Alexander, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Lord
SufBeld, Prince Albert, Hawthornden, The Queen,
and Lord Derby are most conspicuous for bearing
good crops. Pears have not failed to the same ex-
tent

; indeed we may say there is a good average
crop. All the early varieties are a full crop. Jargo-
nelle IS better than I have seen for many years; the
cool, moist season suits this variety. Williams'
Bon Chretien, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Beurre
dAremberg, Beurrg Hardy, Beurre d'Amanlis,
Beurr^ Superfin, Doyenne du Cornice, and Pitmas-
ton Duchess are our best this year. There will be
an even and good crop of these. Plums promised
well and the fruit set most admirably, but so per-
sistently were the trees attacked by aphis and so
difficult was It to dislodge the pest, that the trees
have suffered very much from it. The under sice*
ot the leaves were covered again in twenty-four
hours after the aphides were washed off. We as a
last resource, pruned the trees, and cut off the greater
part of the young wood ; this opened up the trees
to the ram and the garden engine, and the trees
now look better and promise to bear a fair crop
but the leaves are very dirty. Cherries have been
a good crop on the waUs and of very good quality
on standard trees especially. The May Duke variety
has borne an abundant crop, but as soon as the
truit shows colour the starlings begin on it We
netted one large tree, which gave us a good supply.
MoreUos on a shady wall blossomed abundantly
but tliree-parts or more of them have dropped off
Peaches and Nectarines are both very good on
walls. They set well, and required a good deal of
thinning out. The trees are clean, and if we have
tine weather after so much rain there will be both
quality and quantity.— J. Douglas.

Knebworth Gardens, Stevenage, Herts —
Ihe fruit crops in this district are, on the whole
fairly good, most of the kinds being up to and
some above the average. In these gardens we
have an all-round good crop of fruit, most of it
being over the average. Apples, Pears, and Plums
are exceptionally heavy, some few individual varie-
ties being thinner than others. Apricots, but for
the thinning of the flowers by the frost, would havp
been a heavy crop

; as it is, the crop is little below
the average. Peaches very good, and have re-
quired severe thinning out. Strawberries were a
heavy crop and of excellent quality, despite the
destruction of the earliest flowers by frost ; the
storms somewhat damaged some of the finer fruits
Gooseberries, Red and Black Currants are very
heavy crops, of good quality. Raspberries are also
excellent and above the average. Owing to our
high altitude and late district, we fortunately
escaped the severity of the Whit Sunday and Whit
Monday frosts, which wrought such havoc among
the crops in several parts of the kingdom.

Vegetable crops, on the whole, have been and
are very good, though very backward. The earliest
crops of I'otatoes were several times cut down by
frosts, and in consequence the crop is rather light.
The second earlies are now being lifted, and are
extremely heavy crops and ot good quality. Late
varieties are looking well and promise to be excep-
tionally heavy. 1 inspected over lOOii acres on the
farms in this district the other day, and I never
saw crops looking healthier or more promising
Provided the disease keeps off, the yield of late
Potatoes will this year be prodigious. I am sorry
to say I have detected the di.sease spreading
through a patch of the variety .Snowdrop. Strong

sunshine and a drier atmosphere are much needed
just now to check the progress of the disease.—J.

Kipling.

Brambletye, East Grinstead. —Fruit pros-
pects here are good. Apples are a very fair average
crop, large and fine. The best cropping varieties
are Keswick Codhn, Lord SufBeld, Lord Grosvenor,
Warner's King, Duchess of Oldenburg, Grenadier,
Ecklinville, Cox's Pomona, Dumelow's Seedling,
Hoary Morning, Hanwell Souring, Frogmore Prolific,

Bramley's Seedling (very fine indeed, and should be
planted extensively, as it is one of the best of
kitchen Apples), Bismarck, Sandringham, Alexander,
Hawthornden, D. T. Fish, Irish Peach, Worcester
Pearmain, Cox'sOrange Pippin, Oslin,Mr. Gladstone,
King of the Pippins, Cellini, Lane's Prince Albert,
Mere de Menage, Pott's Seedling, The Queen, Syke
House Russet. Pears are rather under the average.
They bloomed abundantly,' but set indifferently.
The best crops are upon Louise Bonne of Jersey,
Easter Beurri^, Beurr(5 Diel, Marie Louise, and
Beunfi de Capiaumont. Apricots are not much
grown around here, as they do not generally thrive.
Plums are plentiful, especially "S'ictoria and the
Green Gage. Cherries are a splendid crop, especi-
ally the Morellos, which are large and fine. Peaches
and Nectarines are rather thin, although they are
protected by a glass coping. The best cropping
sorts of Peaches here are Grosse Mignonne,
Noblesse,A'iolette H:'ttive, Dymond, Lord PaJmerston,
Late Admirable. Nectarines : Elruge, Lord Napier,
"S'iolette Hiltive, Pitmaston Orange, and Hunt's
Tawny. Strawberries are a very heavy crop, and
the fruit excellent. Gooseberries and Currants
(Black, Red, and White) are very abundant and
good. Raspberries plentiful and fine. Of Nuts,
C'obs and Filberts there are abundant crops.

—

George F. Glen.

Claremont, Esher.-The fruit crop, taking it

as a whole, is decidedly above the average. There
was a tremendous set of Apples, and although a
great quantity of the fruit has dropped there will be
a very fair yield. Space will not admit of the par-
ticularising of varieties to any extent, but I may just
mention that among dessert kinds, Quarrenden,
Kerry and King of Pippins, Cox's Orange, Blen-
heim, and two or three varieties of Pearmain are
specially good, whilst among the kitchen sorts Kes-
wick Codlin, Duchess of Oldenburg, Ecklinville,
Warner's King, Northern Greening, and Hamblcdon
Deux Ans are carrying heavy crops. Apricots are
very plentiful, in fact, the best crop we have had
for several years. Dessert Cherries not so good as
usual

; Frogmore Bigarreau has been our best.
Morellos very good. Pears are plentiful, both on
old-established trees and young cordons. Of the old
trees, Louise Bonne, Marie Louise, Van Mons Leon
Leclerc, Napoleon and Glou Morceau are extra good.
Plums are also plentiful, not only cooking sorts, as
Early Prolific, Pond's Seedling, and Victoria, but
the choicer dessert kinds, as Golden Drop and the
Gages, especially Transparent Gage. Peaches are
not quite so good as usual, but there will be a very
fair average. The late varieties, such as Barring-
ton, Princess of Wales, and the two Admirables,
are very full. Small fruits were and are good with
the exception of Black Currants and Gooseberries
in the open quarter ; these were both thin. Goose-
berries on trellises, l;aspberries,and Red and White
Currants are plentiful and very fine. .Strawberries
were plentiful, but we lost a quantity of the early
fruits from the continued wet. Of Figs, we grow a
few on a south wall : they were badly out last
winter, and there is only a scanty crop.—E. BuE-
UELL.

Caversham Park, Reading.—Apples above
the average, although a large number dropped off,
nearly every tree carrying a heavy crop. Such varie-
ties as Lord Suffield, Stirling Castle, Peasgood's Non-
such, ISlenheim Orange, King of Pippins, and James
Grieve promise to ripen fruit of excellent quality.
Pears average crop : some of the late varieties are
above the average. We are supporting some of the
best trained trees. Louise Bonne of Jersey, Marie
Louise, Jargonelle, Beurrd Diel, and Beurre Clairgeau
carry good crops. Trees are clean, healthy and
vigorous. For keeping Apple, Pear, Cherry, and

other fruit trees clean 1 find nothing to beat the
soapy water from the laundry and applied with the
garden engine. Plums average. 'Trees with a
western exposure are carrying the heaviest crops.
Victoria and Pond's Seedling carry good even crops.
Peaches (outdoor) all over the average. Such varie-

ties as Bellegarde, Grosse Mignonne, Barrington
have had their fruits thinned twice and still carry
heavy crops ; overcrowding the young wood is

avoided, hence the heavy crops. Nectarines (out-
doors) similar to Peaches, only we have very few
trees. Cherries average crop. Morellos rather
above the average and the quality good. Nuts,
Cobs, and Medlars all under average. Strawberries
a good crop. Small fruits, Black and Red Currants,
as well as Kaspberries and Gooseberries, have all

borne good average crops —Jajies Jeffbey.

Poles, "Ware.—I find the prospect of a good
fruit season is better than I at first expected ; in

fact, it will be much more than an average year.

Of course a great deal still depends on the weather,
but the small fruit, so liable to damage from this

cause, are generally over, or nearly so, in this

neighbourhood. These have been, on the whole,
very plentiful, although I hear of son-.e people
having a short crop of Black Currants. Straw-
berries, Raspberries, Gooseberries, Red, White, and
Black Currants have been all heavy crops. The
first pickings only of Strawberries gave fine fruit,

and the season was short owing to the dry weather.
Dessert Cherries have been over the average, but
Morellos are not so plentiful. Apricots are thin,

as usual, here. It is quite the exception to get a
full crop of these here, and I may say anywhere
else, as far as my experience goes. Pears are a full

crop on both walls and pyramids with few excep-
tions. Apples abundant, very few sorts having
missed setting a crop. Some of those thickly set

dropped a great many fruit, but not more than was
sufficient to avoid overcropping. Peaches are a
good crop, as '^ usual, swelling up well, strong
healthy wood for laying in being formed. Plums
are a full crcp on the walls, not so plentiful in the

open, the fruit being best where they are under
overhanging branches, showing evidently that the

frost we had when they were just about setting is

the main cause of the thinness. Damsons are very

thin, except where protected in the same way.
We have plenty of Medlars, but hardly any Nuts.

Quinces have set well.—W. M. Alexander.

Deepdene, Dorking.—All fruits here this jear

are very good excepting Apples and Nuts ; the

show of Apple blossom was very fine, but cold, wet
weather destroyed the greater portion of it. Pears

and Apricots are above the average. Our trees are

fairly clean, leaf-rollers in early summer and
black fly since being our greatest enemies. Owing
to the hard winter our outdoor Fig crop is a failure.

—James Shaw.

Dropmore, Maidenhead. — The fruit crops

generally may be noted as fairly good in this dis-

trict. Apples and Black Currants suffered from
late spring frosts, consequently both are under
average. Peaches and Nectarines are carrying a
good crop. Apricots very good, more than we
have had for several years past, the trees healthy,

anil no loss of branches through gumming.
Seme standard and pyramid Pear trees are

fruiting better than those on walls; collectively

about half a crop. Plums are a very heavy crop

throughout this district, orchard trees requiring

support to the branches. Wall trees also set very

thickly and required thinning. Strawberries, Red
Currants, Gocselerries, and Raspberries have been
very plentiful, but partially injured by the stormy
weather, the flavour being inferior owing to want
of sunshine. The Cherry crop has been very

good both on walls and orchr.rJ trees. Cob Nuts
and Filberts rather under the average, but good.

There are no Walnuts, and trees were much injured

by late fronts.— C. Heruin.

Woburn Abbey, Beds.—The fruit crops, on
the whc.le, have been far better than expected.

Caterpillars have not been so destructive; conse-

quently trees look healthier and give greater pro-

mise for next season. Apricots, Apples, and Pears
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are an average ; Plums the same. Victorias and
small kinds of Damsons carrying the heaviest crops.

Morello Cherries under. Raspberries plentiful.

Currants and Gooseberries thin. Strawberries an
average, but quality not so fine as usual. Nuts are

scarce. Peaches and Nectarines do not succeed out

of doors ; the foliage is subject to blister ; the trees

lose their branches and gradually die in the end.

—

Alex. MoKay.

Mereworth Castle, Kent —Apples are swel-

ling up very nicely, and now look more plentiful

than they did a few weeks ago. We shall after all

have a nice crop of early and midseason sorts, but

late kinds are very few. Cherries (sweet) thin

;

Morellos good and fine crops. Black Currants
very scarce ; Red Currants good. Raspberries and
Strawberries very fine, and the same may be said

of Plums and Damsons. Nuts exceedingly heavy

;

the bushes are completely loaded with fine bunches
of fruit. Peaches good ; Apricots fair ; Nectarines

good.—H. Maekha.m.

Aldenliaia House, Elstree, Herts.—I am
glad to be able to report favourably of the fruit

crops generally here and around this district. The
most important of all—the Apple crop—is excel-

lent, and the trees clean and free from the ravages
of caterpillars, which have so ruined the crops dur-
ing the past three years. The severe frosts of May
It) and 17 thinned some of the early kinds ; never-
theless, plenty is left. Plums are a full crop on
walls, pyramids and standards ; also Damsons.
Pears above the average, particularly on walls

;

nearly all the varieties we grow here are bearing
freely. Apricots a full crop. Peaches and Necta-
rines thin ; we do not attempt many outside here,

as they seldom finish satisfactorily. All kinds of

Currants abundant. Gooseberries thin ; the latter

suffered more from the May frost than any other
fruit. Raspberries, Strawberries, Nuts, and Cherries
of aU kinds good crops.

—

Edwin Beckett.

Syon House, Isleworth.—There was such an
abundant promise of a good fruit year till the mid-
dle of May, that everyone in this district thought
we should get one of the best fruit seasons for
many years. Apples, Pears and Plums suffered
much from the heavy hailstorms on May 17, with
11° of frost the next morning, and though at the
time the damage was not much seen, it has shown
its disastrous results by the dropping of the fruit as
soon as formed, no doubt owing to imperfect fertili-

sation. With us, Apples are much under average

;

there is a fair sprinkling of Manks and Keswick
Codlins, Lord Grosvenor and Stirling Castle, Lane's
Prince Albert, and Quarrenden, but no single tree
has got a heavy crop, and I regret to say that we
shall be badly off for good late Apples, many trees
having no fruit at all. Pears are in similar condi-
tion, our best being Williams' Bon Chretien, Louise
Bonne of Jersey, Beurre Hiel, Marie Louise, and
Glou Morceau. Many of our best trees in the open
(pyramids) are total failures ; on the other hand,
Williams', Ne Plus Meuris and Louis Bonne have
a nice crop. Plums, which ^ave such great promise,
are much under average. A few kinds have an
average crop, the best being Rivers' Early Prolific,

Cox's Golden Drop, and Kirke's, with a few Vic-
torias; on cordons the Czar and Jefferson good,
but many trees are bare of fruit. Cherries are
good and above average, fruit also fine, the best
this season being the light coloured kinds. Morellos
are a heavy crop and very fine. Owing to the late
heavy rains the trees are very clean, though aphis was
troublesome early in the season. Apricots are better
this season than they have been for years past. We
have had to thin severely, as every fruit set. We
are now gathering Moorpark in quantity (August
6). Large Early Hemskirk and Kaisha are bearing
heavy crops ; these latter were old trees lifted two
years ago. Peaches and Nectarines are also good
and plentiful, though later than nsual ; these
we thinned severely. The trees are very clean, and
the growth is very robust. Our best Peaches on
walls are Condor, Dymond, Alexander, Hale's Early,
and Royal George ; Nectarines— Rivers' Early
Orange, Elruge, Lord Napier, and Pitmaston
Orange. Strawberries have been abundant and
good. We lost a few of our largest fruits on the

early kinds by severe frost, bat there was an ample
crop left, though of less size. Late kinds have done
well, Oxonian, Waterloo and Elton Pine being our

best late varieties. Gooseberries have been an
average crop. Black Currants nearly total

failure ; many trees have not a dozen bunches
on them. Red have been good and a moderate
crop. White also good. Raspberries have done
well and over average. Superlative is our best va-

riety. It gives large quantities, of great size with

good flavour, and will give fruits for a long time.

There are no Walnuts worth mentioning, and other

Nuts we do not grow.

Potatoes have been much later than nsual, our

early ones having been injured by late frost. We
are now getting Veitch's Ashleaf in good condition,

but smaller than usual. Myatt's and Covent Garden
Perfection promise well. Late kinds have many
tubers at the roots, but require fine weather. They
are so far free of disease, but I fear they cannot

long continue so with the heavy rains we are get-

ting with little sunshine.—G. Wythes.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Gentiana septemfida is now bloomiug freely.

There are many shades nf colour. I bring you a speci-

men of the palest blue.— G. F. Wilson.

*»* Very distinct and showy.

—

Ed.

Prunus Pissai'di.—Mr. Wilson ha? brought us

from his garden at Wcybridge a finely fruited branch

of tliis Plum, and iu his note says, "It has fruited well

this season, the colour of the fruit harmonising well

with that of the foliage."

Mimulus liBwisi.—This is one of the prettiest

of the American Mimuli to our mind. It is also

known in gardens as M. roseus, and under this name
it was described by Douglas in the -ft('i'rt«(V-((/ J/iyi.':-

fi'r, tab. 15VI1. It is found in shady and moist or

wet grounds in British Columbia along the whole
length of the Sierra Nevada, and is also plentiful

about Montana and I'tah. In free rich moist soil

it makes a handsome rock plant; the large rosy-red

flowers and soft yellowish green foliage make it a

very striking object for beds or for the rockery. It

may be increased readUy by division or by cuttings,

which root freely in a cold frame. It is quite hardy

in England.

Pentstemon cordifolius.—This is a charming
rock plant for autumn flowering. It is a native of

California, and said to be common about Santa
Barbara and San Diego, and often lives through

the winter in sheltered spots facing the south. Its

great merit as an autumn rock plant is the wealth

of oval, dark green foliage, sturdy habit, and pro-

fusion of red flowers. The stems are all leafy, the

flowers being borne in the axils, and set off

well by the handsome leaves. It strikes readily

from cuttings, which root freely in sandy soil in a
cold frame if put in at any time from July to Sep-

tember. As it is sub-shrubby it may be lifted and
kept over the winter in a cold frame, if any fear is

felt of its being lost.

Pentstemon barbatus has never flowered with

us as it is doing this autumn
;
a large bed has been

a perfect blaze with its bright carmine flowers.

Almost every crown has thrown up a flower-stem,

robust, and literally weighed down with flowers. It

evidently likes a hard winter, as the flowering of this

species so freely in the south is very unusual. P.

rotundifolius is a comparatively new species and
appears to be allied to P. Murrayanus. The leaves

are almost round, very thick and fleshy, glaucous

on both sides as well as on the stems and petioles.

The flowers are scarlet and very effective when seen

in quantity. P. breviflorus, although of a bushy
and attractive habit, has small dull yellow flowers

and really not at all showy.

Carnations ftueen of the Bedders and
Aline Newman.—These two kinds might be called

the two finest red selfs in the show of Tuesday.

Those who seek for bold garden effects from Car-

nations will find in Queen of the Bedders a kind
that fully merits its name, and it may be safely

saiil that nothing better was ever seen at any show
than the two boxes of blooms of this variety exhi-

bited by Jlr. Charles Turner. It is a type that

might be reproduced in all the varied self shades
of colour found in Carnations. Aline Newman is

also a grand variety. It is a bold fine flower and a
kinil that would stand out conspicuous from an
association of the most select varieties. It must
be something very fine to beat it in its own shade of

colour.

Zinnias.—We are reminded of the great value
of these autumn flowers by a gathering from
Messrs. Stuart, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden,
who grow them at their grounds in the south of

France solely for seed. The blooms sent from
both pompon and large-flowered forms ranged
from the richest scarlet to almost white, shew-
ing the great diversity of colour now obtain-

able in these plants. It is surprising, considering

the brilliant effect which Zinnias produce in the
garden and their value for cutting, that they are

not more largely grown. They look best in large

masses, as then the colours blend well together.

To grow them well they must have good soil and
plenty of room, and during a dry time it is a good
plan to mulch them well with rotten manure and
apply frequent soakings of liquid manure.

Strawberry British Q,ueen.—Herewith I

send a few British Queen Strawberries. Being to-

wards the close, they are not nearly so large as

those earlier in the season ; still, they show how
well the variety does with us, though last winter
and spring have been the worst experienced for a
great number of years. The thermometer fell once
to 5° below zero, and on Whit Jlonday morning we
registered Hi" of frost, which killed nearly all the

buds and blossoms one could find. Naturally, the

late kinds fared best. Frogmore Late Pine also

does exceedingly well. Loxford Hall Seedling

does just as indifferently, so will be given up.

John Rainbow, Brouijhtvn hall, Yorhs.

•„* Medium sized fruit, pretty well coloared

throughout, and of excellent flavour.

—

Ed.

Tufted Pansies from Messrs. Dobbie, of Rothe-

say, were greatly admired at the Drill Hall on
Tuesday, and now there is no lack of good things,

but the most exclusive selection must include such

kinds as Bridesmaid, which is of the palest prim-

rose-yellow, and has an eye unmarked by ray or

streak of any kind ; William Neil, a pure self,

pleasing true lUac shade ; Duchess of Fife, with

its lovely edging ; and the charming Moonlight.

Bridesmaid, by the way, is a name that should be

changed, as there is a variety under this name that

has been out some years of similar colour to Coun-

tess of Hopetonn. It is to be hoped we shall not

see many of such kinds as Dawn of Day. They are

mere curiosities, produce no effect, and will not

tend to the popularity of the only race of Pansies

fit for garden adornment, the full value of which

is more than proved in such a season as the

present.

The Echinops are just now at their best, and
as only very few of them find their way into

most gardens a reminder may be pardonable. E.

ruthenicus and E. spha;rocephalus are the com-
monly cultivated species, although neither the

most beautiful nor the most curious. E. IJitro,

nearly allied to E. ruthenicus, is a veritable gem
for the rockery. It is much dwarfer, with spiny

Thistle-like leaves and large heads of deep blue

fiowers. E. spinosus, with pale blue flower-he.ads,

is most effective, its foliage being silvery-grey and
very handsome. E. globifer is a comparatively

new and rare species with spherical heads ; the invo-

lucre scapes, instead of being sharp and bristly, are

reflexed, and the head therefore is quite soft to the

touch ; the leaves are much like those of E. spha;-

rocephalus. E. bannaticus, somewhat in the way
of E. ruthenicus, is also worth growing. They are

all distinct and handsome when well grown.

Calendula officinalis.- Some three years ago

I sowed a packet of Calendula ofticinalis Meteor

and another of C. Pongei iu my garden, and every

season since I have had a most diversified range o f

formations appear quite distinct from either of thes e
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I send herewith aboat a dozen y.i,rious shades

some of which seem to ms to te very pretty and
quite novel. The bees, I assume, have been the

means of this variation. I allow the seedlings to

come up each year and merely take away the

weedy plants. The Zinnia-shaped blooms seem
to me to be exceedingly beautiful.—D. Mac-
DOXALD, /('(', Kent.

Polygonum affine and its near ally P. sphre-

rostachyum have become quite indispensable to the

rock garden, and are now amongst the most useful

and prettiest plants we have there. The latter

species has bright magenta-crimson tiowers in

cylindrical heads, and lasts a very considerable

time in good condition. This species is one of the

easiest to propagate, but not it the seeds are left

until ripe. They drop on the ground long before

they are fully ripe, and birds being very fond of

them few are left to germinate. If the heads are

collected just as the flowers are fading, the seeds,

either sown on the spot and covered with soil, or

sown in boxes and placed in a frame, will be
found to germinate freely. The seedlings will

flower the second year. I'nlike P. atfine, which
spreads rapidly by its runners, and which may be
increased to any extent, P. sphferostachyum is very

slow, old plants established several years having
only two or three crowns.

Castilleja indivisa.—There seems to be a good
deal of misunderstanding not only about the culti-

vation, but about the merits of this plant, and
which, we believe, is by no means the most beauti-

ful of the genus. The genus has the reputation of

not being amenable to open-air cultivation and
of being parasitic, &c. Our experience is quite

otherwise ; they are as readily grown as any other
half-hardy annual ; they may be pricked out into

the bed or border in the ordinary way, and when
planted in groups and doing well they ha\e a very
brilliant effect. The flowers, by the way, are in-

conspicuous, but the bracts, which are large, are of

a brilliant orange-scarlet colour and extremely
showy. The seed, as many will tell you, need not
be imported fresh every year, as it ripens gene-
rally in England and germinates more readily

than that imported. Only two or three species

are in cultivation. It is, however, a large genus,
and we hope this note may be the means of calling

attention to it and getting more species introduced

Delphinium vestitum, from the Himalayas,
is well worth having as a mixed border plant for

flowering now. The flowers individually are not to

be compared with tho^e of D. Erunonianum, cash
merianum, or viscosum, but when, as in the case
of D. vestitum, one gets a dozen stout stems closely

beset with purple-blue flowers from one stool, there
is very little to complain about. Its chief merit,

however, lies in its flowering now, and if plants be
placed in a cool north border the flowers might be
had a fortnight or even three weeks later. It is

perfectly hardy and as easily managed as any of
the garden forms, and, like them, increases rapidly
from self-sown seed. D. denudatum, a rare species,
also from the Himalayas, has a divaricate branching
habit and pretty pale blue flowers ; the stem leaves
are very long, linear, and the basal ones very large,

with here and there various patches of pale grey,
giving the appearance of variegatinn. It appears
to be also perennial, and if so will prove a decided
acquisition in the autumn garden.

The Layias, although old garden annuals,
do not appear to be made as much of as might be
supposed, considering their showy flowers, free
habit, and usefulness during the summer and early
autumn months. Some of the species, for instance
platyglossa and Douglasi, are better known under

. the old name of Callichroa, but later introductions,
such as glandulosa, heterotricha, elegans, and
others, are much showier, with dwarfer and neater
habits of growth, and altogether belter adapted for
bedding and border work. These are the kinds of
annuals that always show best in large groups
When sown in small patches aid allowed to grow
up too closely togetlier, they look weedy, are always
lying down, and never llower so well as when each
plant is given plenty of space to develop its

branches as well as it^ roots. It is more satitfac-

tory in every way to see a well-grown specimen
than a weakly straggling one with few and usually

badly coloured flowers. Give plenty of light and
air to all the annualp, feed them well, and you will

be well repaid for your trouble.

Single Hollyhocks.—Never before have I ad-

mired the single-flowered Hollyhocks so much as

during the present season. Many a villa and cot-

tage garden in this district (West Middlesex) are

made delightful by the giant heads of the Holly-

hocks towering high in the air, some fully 10 feet.

In crimson and scarlet, yellow, blush, flesh, sulphur,

and many other shades are they filling positions

worthily that would otherwise be a blank, besides

affording as much pleasure to their owners as

though they cost a goodly sum each ; more robust
and vigorous, of course, than the choicer kinds,

and not a speck of disease to be seen. One fine

example with sulphur flowers and well-nigh 12

feet high had fome eight stems, an excellent orna-

ment when 1 say that some 5 feet of this height was
devoted to the flowering portion. The flowers

have no quality nor excellence in the eyes of an ex-

hibitor, but for natural and picturesque beauty and
worth for the embellishment of our gardens and
shrubberies they have much to recommend them,
while they give a good return for a little trouble.—
E. J.

A Nut walk —An admirer of Nut walks in

orchards and other handy places sends us the
following : A Nut-walk is always a delight in a
garden, and has a kind of beauty quite its own. It

will be pretty, right through the middle of an
orchard, or at any side of it, or all round it like a
green cloister. It should be planted plenty wide
enough, 15 to 18 feet from Nut to Nut across the
walk, and the trees about 10 feet apart in the rowp,

and I like a second row outside, the centre line 1 feet

outside of the inner row, and the trees in the alter-

nate spaces. The path should be on a rather lower
level, so that there is a gentle bank on each side to

plant with good Primroses. Primroses always seem
to grow best under Nuts. Every now and then a
space may be left if there is a pretty point of view
to be seen through a green arch, or access wanted
to any part. The trees will want thinning out to

five or six main stems when about six years from
planting, and they will give every year a fine crop
of suckers, which make the best of Carnation sticks.

Black Capsicum (Nubian Pepper).—I got
this from New York. I do not think it is olDtainable

in England. It seems to be a distinct species. The
flowers are purple ; the stem and portion of the
leaves in their growing state are jet black ; the fruit

also is black untfl it approaches maturity, when it

turns an orange-red. It is of medium size, between
the long red and the Cayenne Chili. It is a desir-

able kind to grow, as it begins to bloom when about
1 inches high, and plants in quite small pots yield

four or flve fruit. The Capsicums are much too
little grown. Perhaps in the whole vegetable king-
dom there is not a family of more ornamental
fruited character of small size, the fruit ranging in

colour from deepest crimson to almost pure white,

in form as varied as the colour, and in size from a
man's fist to small shot. Kept in an intermediste
house, many of the varieties retain their fruit in

good condition most of the winter. I have at

various times cultivated every kind that I ha\e been
able to procure, and am still on the look-out for new
ones. The one above is the most distinct that I

have met with for years.— J. M., ('harinintth,

iJiirset.

Carnations at Oxford and Birmingham —
What the London exhibition of Carnations and
Picotees, which took place on July :il, lacked in

point of numbers and quality— in the latter

respect especially—was present in a larger degree
at the exhibitions held at Oxford on the Ith,

and lUrmingham on the Hth. In each ca.^e the
flowers were largely of southern growth, for it, was
only the growers in the South Midlands who were
able to compete with their brethren in the soutli.

Not a northern grower scarcely could bring a bloom,
anil those living in Lancashire and Yorkshire will

hardly be able to stage a flower at Mancliester on

the ITith. The bizarre and flaked Carnations were
fine and brilliant both at Oxford and Birmingham,
but the Picotees were exquisite, and the charming
rose and scarlet-edged varieties, with their delicate

softness of colour, were particularly winsome.
Since the introduction of the self-coloured and
fancy varieties, remarkable touches of brilliancy,

unknown to previous exhibitions, are secured, while
the yellow grounds have added a feature of great
attractiveness. We have recently witnessed a
remarkable development in the cultivation of Car-

nations, especially for borders, and one result

is to keep alive the interest in the flower. Ex-
hibitions also give an impetus to the production
of new varieties of all types, especially in the
direction of increased constitutional vigour.—R. D .

Carnations at Chiswick —A varied collection

of Carnations has been flowering at Chis%vick for

some time past, and in it there are some kinds of

merit, especially among coloured kinds. A trio

of good whites exists in Penelope, Snowdrift, and
Mrs. Muir. The first-named kind is a beautifully

formed flower of a creamy tint. Snowdrift is

larger and whiter, and Mrs. Muir has a handsome
bloom, whilst all appear to produce an abundance
of healthy grass. A very fine rose self is one named
Beauty, and Maggie Laurie is a lovely pale pink
kind. Comtesse de Paris is producing its secondary
spikes. This is a characteristic of this variety

that we should like to see in other kinds, as when
one has a bold group these secondary flower-spikes

carry on the blooming season up to the time when
sharp frosts lome. Rowena is the type of a fine

red self, such as one would desire in bold groups,

and Guiding Star is another. Among yellows, of

which there were several, Will Threlfall was deci-

dedly the best, Germania not appearing up to its

usual standard of merit. There is, however, plenty

of room for improvement in this direction, and a
yellow kind with the vigour, freedom, and all the

good qualities of Mrs. lieynolds Hole minus the
bursting should lie the aim of raisers.

The blue Himalayan Poppy (Meconopsis

Wallichi).—When growing under suitable con-

ditions this is a striking and most beautiful plant,

and one regrets that it is but a biennial. It will

endure any amount of cold and grows well in a
freely drained soil, and throughout the winter and
early spring there is nothing in the way of hardy
foliaged plants that can compare with this ; the

pinnate leaves upon strong plants are quite 1 foot

in length, of a greyish-green colour and densely

clothed with deep orange-coloured hairs, and
spreading upon the ground they have a most beauti-

ful effect. In addition to a well-drained soil, a spot

shaded from bright sun is needed, and then the

flowers retain their freshness throughout the day.

Out of a group of twelve plants put out in the

spring of last year nine are now blooming, the

other three apparently not being strong enough
will do so next year. This plant is a curious con-

trast to the majority of spike-flowered things, as

its blooms open from apex to base, instead of in the

reverse way, with which we are most familiar.

Although called a biennial, it rarely flowers before

the third year, even when well grown. The plants

we have now in flower were raised from seed sown
in ISsit. They were grown on in pots until planted

out at the time above mentioned.

Those who saved their specimens of Me-
conopsis Wallichi through the last severe winter

will 1)6 reaping a rich harvest now. Most of

the plants in the south of England suri'umbed

to the severe fro.st or were destroyed l)y the heavy
snowfall. Those that did survive are flowering

with a vigour and profusion I have rarely seen

equalled. It seems a mistake to grow this plant

from imported seed, especially when home-grown
seed can be so readily procured, as the chances

are after waiting t wo or three years for the plants

to bloom, flowers of a dirty purple colour, not to be

compared with the blue ones of the genuine

type, are obtained. The only variety I know defined

by botanists is called fusco- purpurea. Much of

the imported seed, however, seems to me to he of this

variety degenerated and not worth a place in the

garden where typical plants are flowering.— K.
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Stove and Greenhouse.

FURCRCEAS.

(FOURCROYA.)

The twenty species of Furcrcsa known to

botanists are practically unknown in English

horticulture. They cannot be grown out of

doors except in such favoured places as Corn-

wall ; they are large, and therefore reipure

plenty of house room, and they are similar to

Agaves in habit and general appearance as

well as in their rarely producing Mowers, and

in dying when they do so. That Furcra?as

are stately and handsome garden plants is

known to everyone who has seen Mr. Dorrien-

Sniith's garden at Tresco, or Mr. Hanbury's

at Mentone, or indeed any of the many gar-

dens in Italy and Southern France where such

plants as Agaves and Furcrosas form a con-

spicuous feature. Even in conservatories they

are not by any means out of place. There

are some large specimens of them at Kew
where they are grown along with the Agaves

and in the large temperate house. That
they do not rei[uire much warmth is proved

by the beliaviour of a plant of F. Beding-

hausi in the garden of Mr. Woodall at Scar-

borough, where planted against the house

terrace a plant of this species produced a fine

inflorescence last year, and was a striking

object. This species has a trunk about 5 feet

high by 9 inches in diameter, a large head of

leaves, each from 3 feet to 4 feet long and 4

inches broad, glaucous green and spineless.

The scape is erect and and pole-like, branched

freely and clothed witli white Yucca-like

flowers 2 inches across. The introduction of

this species was accomplished bj' the collector

Roezl in 1860, after whom it was originally

named, and is still grown in some places as

Eoezli regia. It first flowered in the gaiden

of M. Bedinghaus at Mons, and its relation-

ship with Furcroea was then perceived by
Koch, who named it in compliment to the

cultivator. It has other names besides these,

viz.. Yucca Parmentieri and Y. Toneliana,

whilst Mr. Woodall had it as Beschorneria

yuccoides, a name which, by the way, gives

an idea of the leaves and habit of the plant,

as it resembles a Beschorneria more than it

does any other of the Furcrceas.

The finest example of this I have seen was
grown by Mr.Dorrien-Smith, and sent by him
to Kew ten years ago. He wrote :

—

There were two plants in the garden which 1

found here in 1872. In 1875 both flowered, one
attaining a height of 20 feet and the other about
15 feet. I have now a large number of plants from
the offshoots produced by these two In 1875, and of

these five flowered this year, though these were
not more than 10 feet.

Thus it will be seen that in the island of

Fcilly a Furcrcea, which produces a magni-

ficent pyramid of flowers 20 feet high, can be
grown from babyhood to the flowering stage

in about five years. Tlie most important

species of Furcrn?a arc

F. oiGANTEA, which is now cultivated largely
for the sake of its fibre in India, Ceylon, Mauritius,
and other places. It has a stout trunk, 2 feet to 4

feet long, leaves from 4 feet to 7 feet long, bright plant, and a variegated variety of it known as Lin-

green, channelled, sometimes with spines on the
j

deni is in cultiva'.ion in England as a decorative

margins, sometimes without. Its pole-like flower-
j

plant.

scape attains a length of 30 feet, with manv ! . F. loxg^va is remarkable as having a trunk 40

feet to 30 feet high and over

a foot in diameter. Its leaves

are from 4 feet to 5 feet long,

(lull green, with minute mar-

ginal teeth. Its flower- scape

U equally gigantic, being

about 411 feet long, with

drooping branches 12 feet to

15 feet long. A plant of it

flowered in the Botanic Gar-

dens at Regent's Park in

1804. There is also a fine

specimen of it in the tem-

perate house at Kew.

All the Furcrceas have

the habit of developing a

large crop of bulbils in

succession to the flowers.

Sometimes the scape pro-

duces bulbils only ami no

flowers. That they re-

produce themselves freely

is shown by the beha-

viour of F. gigantea in

Mauritius. It is supposed

to have been introduced

into the island from Ame-
rica about 1790, and has

evidently found a con-

genial home there, for

without any efl'ort on the

jiart of man it has covered

waste lands and aban-

doned sugar estates to

such an extent as to lay

the foundation of a con-

siderable fibre industry.

About 250 tons of the

fibre of this plant are an-

nually imported into this

countr}', its value being at

from £30 to £40 a ton.—
W. W.

Mr. A. Barker,

The Gardens, Adare
Manor, thus writes con-

cerning the plant here

illustrated:—

•

The Furcrcea which ac-

companying photograph
shows has been growing in

a cool greenhouse here for a
number of years. Five years
ago I transferred it from a
Itj-inch pot to an ordinary

plant tub. Since then it has
grown freely, and presented

a very striking and orna-

mental appearance amongst
the other occupants of the

house. By the end of last

summer it had attained very

fine proportions, the stem of

the plant measuring 25 inches

at 1 foot from base, the leaves

being each 5 feet long and
4

-J
inches wide, slightly arch-

ing. On February 2ij I ob-

served the flower spike push-

ing np through the leaves

;

it continued to grow rapidly.

When measured on April :', it had grown :i feet 8

inches high, and at the end of May, when photo-

graphed, the spike was 15 feet 2 inches high and

bearing seventy-thre3 branches, the longest of

Furcra?a Bedinghaasi. Engraved for The Garden from a photograph
sent by tlie Countess of Dunraven, Adare Manor, Limerick.

branches, and bearing hundreds of green and white
flowers. It has blossomed at Kew several times,

the last being in 1874.

F. criiENf IS is also widely cultivated as a fibre
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which measured 30 inches, the total height from
points of leaves to top of spike being 20 feet 7

Inches. About half the flowers were then fully

expanded. These rather remind one of a small
Passion Flower in shape, sweetly scented, of a
slightly greenish white colour, each IJ inches in

diameter, and considerably over 2000 in number.
As the flower-spike advanced the leaves drooped,
and ultimately fell by the side of the stem, losing

their ornamental appearance, while the flower-

spike, towering high overhead, would forcibly sug-

gest some of the tropical giants which are at times
illustrated in horticultural journals, &c. I have
sent you to-day two branches to show the number
of bulb-like growths it has formed, also a second
crop of flowers. I fertilised some of the first

flowers.but none set any seed and all fell off, and the
spike seemed as if on the point of dying, but now
it is covered with the bulb-like growths and flowers

TREE CARNATIONS.
The continued downpour of rain which we have
now experienced for some days past is already play-

ing havoc with these plants, but particularly with
that portion which have only been recently potted

up. At no time in their existence can these plants

endure saturation, and especially do they object to

water in overwhelming quantity day by day. The
only thing to be done is to protect them from it,

and where frames or spare lights are to be had, they
may be utilised for the purpose. Where frames
are resorted to, all the air possible must be afforded

them, otherwise the danger will be greater than
when fully exposed. Given abundance of air and
a free circulation, with protection overhead from
these incessant rains, the plants will be safe at

least from this their greatest enemy, for I firmly

believe that careless watering is the direct cause of

a far greater number of fatalities than the whole of

the insects which infest them put together. While
Carnations cannot and will not endure water to

excess. It by no means follows that they are lovers

of an atmosphere or soil which is dry and arid

continuously. It is the happy medium between these

two extremes that Carnations delight in ; but the

point is a fine one, and only mastered by much
thought and constant practice. I never, at certain

seasons, object to these plants occasionally becom-
ing quite dry, provided a thorough soaking of

the soil ensues—not a mere wetting of the sur-

face day by day, which only sours the whole of

the soil, and that quickly. At this season of the

year, however, when the young stock is being
transferred to the flowering pots, every care is

necessary, first to ensure that the soil is in condition

—not wet, and by no means dust-dry ; next to see

that the ball of earth of the young plants is moist,

but not sufficiently so to easily become adhesive
;

and finally to make sure that perfect drainage is

secured, remembering that this is the best friend

the Carnation can have. At the present time the
plants are flooded two or three times a day, and
the best that can be done is to keep it ott' where pos-

sible, and allow the plants to thoroughly dry up and
the soil to become sweet before giving water again.

That the plants should occupy a thoroughly drained
position need hardly be added, and if all growers
of Carnations would more freely adopt the use of

charcoal, it would be better for the plants generally.

Not only has this great absorbing powers, and will

readily impart the moisture again when required,

but it materially assists to a perfect drainage of the
soil, and also tends in no small degree to keep this

latter as pure and wholesome as circumstances
permit. Its value should therefore not be overlooked

,

not only with the plants under notice, but with all

pot-grown subjects that have to remain long in the
same soil, for then it is that the plants receive its

fullest benefit. E. J.

A well-furnished back wall The high
back wall of a lean-to plant stove at Forde Abbey
has been turned to very good account by i\Ir. J.

Crook, who has succeeded in transforming what at

one time was an eyesore into a very attractive

feature. With the aid of rockwork, \arious pockets,

and soil enclosed by wire netting, the whole of the

wall is now very effectively draped with Ferns and
Begonias in variety, including metallica, nitida,

and carnea. Springing out from among these are
numerous beautifully fruited plants of Rivina hu-
niilis, the long racemes of scarlet berries contrast-

ing well with the background of fine-foliaged

plants and Ferns. In an adjoining house Begonia
glaucophylla is very effectively employed as a
basket plant, while as a pillar plant Ivy-leaved

Pelargonium Eurydice quite surpasses for richness

of colour the better-known Mme. Crousse.—I.

Hibiscus scliizopetalus.—A dozen years ago
a coloured plate of this singular, but beautiful

Hibiscus was given in Thr Gaeden, and at that

time being but little known it attracted a very

great amount of attention, and for some time after-

wards there was a considerable demand for it.

Latterly, however, it seems to be in many instances
dropping out of cultivation; why, it is hard to say,

as its flowers are very dissimilar from any of the
others, and it will bloom freely if ample space is

allowed it. As a roof plant it is j ust at home, as the
long slender branches can be allowed to extend at

will, while the flowers which depend therefrom are

supported on stalks about t! inches in length. The
flowers, which are each 3 inches or thereabouts in

diameter, have their bright red petals curiously

fringed and slashed, and in this latter respect it

stands out quite distinct from all the other species

of Hibiscus. Like the whole of the H. rosa-sinen-

sis section, it is easily propagated and grows quickly,

especially if planted out.—T.

GARDEN VARIETIES OF FUCHSIAS.
In a recent number of The Garden was given a
most interesting article on " Too-much-alike Roses,"

and all, or nearly all, classes of plants of which
numerous varieties are grown might well be treated
in the same way, as many of them differ from each
other in little else but name. This is especially

noticeable in the garden varieties of Fuchsia, of

which many kinds are put into commerce every
year as new and with glowing descriptions, yet in

any selection of the very best varieties several of

the old ones must have a place. The general ten-

dency now-a-days is to aim at the production of

large blooms, and consequently those with small or

medium sized flowers, though the shape and habit
of the plant are all that can be desired, are passed
over, the preference being given to those huge mon-
strosities that quickly drop from their own weight.
Though many people hold a contrary opinion, I

must confess that to me the single flowers are
vastly more pleasing than the double ones, especi-

ally those whose sepals reflex in a regular manner,
and thus form a symmetrically shaped bloom, for

in many of those now cultivated the sepals are very
short in proportion to the rest of the flower,

and stand out in an almost horizontal fashion, thus
forming quite a lumpy bloom. One of the most
beautifully shaped flowers that I am acquainted
with is Guiding Star, a light coloured variety which
has been in cultivation at least thirty years, while
four more of the very best of those with light

coloured tube and sepals are nearly as old or even
older. They are Rose of Caslile, Mrs. Marshall,
Starlight, and Lady Heytesbury. This last would
be my choice if only one light coloured flower was
needed, that is for growing as little bushes, for, of
course, its short, sturdy habit and great profusion
of blooming are against its employment as a roof-

climber, or for such situations where plants of a more
loose and open character are required. Lady
Heytesbury is grown in great numbers for Covent
Garden Market as a late-blooming variety, but in

the early part of the season Mrs. Marshall is grown
almost to the exclusion of the others. To these I

would add Mrs. liright, whose corolla moie nearly
approaches a scarlet than any of those previously
mentioned. If not actually superior to all others,

the above include a very good selection of light-

coloured Fuchsias suitable for growing as small
bushes, though where large plants are needed the
choice in some cases might be altered. As far as

I know, all the varieties with white tube and sepals
produce single blossoms, it being the only group
into which garden varieties of Fuchsia are c ivided

not represented by double-flowered forms.

Of those with red tube and sepals and a white
or whitish corolla, two very good \arieties are
Flocon de Neige and Cannell's Gem. Of double
flowers there are Mme. Jules Chretien, Miss Lucy
Finnis, Frau Emma Topfer, and Jlole-worth. To
the lover of huge blossoms the first two have much
to commend them, but though the flowers of both
are very large, in habit the two are totally diflie-

rent, for Miss Lucy Finnis is weak and branching,
while Mme. Jules Chretien is free and somewhat
upright. A very beautiful variety, viz., Alexandrina,
with a white corolla, has been employed at Kew
for covering the roof of the greenhouse for many
years, and for this purpose it is one of the veiy
best, though, with this exception, it seems to have
almost dropped out of cultivation. The list of
dark-colourtd varieties is an enormous one, atd
of them may be especially mentioned Lord
Elcho, Prince of Prussia, Turban, Try me O,
Lord Falmouth, Wave of Light, Creusa, and
Enoch Arden. Of these, Try me O is that
variety with very deep plum-coloured corolla, of
which such numbers are to be seen during the sum-
mer hawked about the streets of London. General
Roberts is a good one of this class, but more
adapted for roofs or large plants than little bushes,
as the flowers are borne on enormously long stalks.

Among dark coloured blossoms with a double
corolla we have Phenomenal, one of the best,
Comte Leon Tolstoi, Avalanche, La France, Monu-
ment, and for the lover of enormous blooms.
Champion of the World. This last is a tall strag-
gling grower, but its huge double flowers often at-
tract a good deal of attention.

A few other distinct forms that cannot be in-

cluded uEder any of the above heads are Earl of
Beaconsfield and its progeny Mrs. Rundell, a sort
of orange-salmon ; Lord Woheley and Harlequin,
purple corollas, striped with a lighter hue ; Jlonarch,
bright red self-coloured ; M. Lombard, corolla
lilac and white, tube and sepals red ; alba
coccinea, with reddish tube, white sepals, and
purple corolla ; and Countess of Aberdeen, the
nearest approach to a pure white Fuchsia that we
have in cultivation. Of garden varieties remark-
able more for the beauty of their foliage than
flowers may be mentioned Sunray, whose leaves
are clearly and regularly marked with white, which
when young and where exposed to the sun are deeply
suffused with red ; Meteor and Golden Treasure,
with golden bronze leaves ; andaucubajfolia, whose
large leaves are blotched with yellow. The most
graceful of all variegated Fuchsias is, however,
that form of the old hardy F. gracilis, in which the
small pointed leaves are all clearly and distinctly
variegated. A plant of this when in full bloom is

very striking by reason of the contrast between the
light coloured foliage and its little bright red
flowers. H. P.

ANNUALS FOR SEASONABLE FLORAL
ARRANGEMENTS.

There are many annuals which are of especial
service in a cut state for vases. These are now in

most instances in full beauty, and their use will

save other and choicer things frequently when
these latter have been rather severely lun upon.
Roses will, for instance, have been cut pretty
freely, and probably with somewhat long s-tems

;

this, if carried too far, will denude the plants con-
siderably of foliage. Nemophila insignis is a
beautiful annual for decoration, being parti-

cularly pleasing when arranged with tl e white
Water Lily and Grasses. The Coreopsis in variety

is also very useful ;
these two are exceed-

ingly pretty when grouped by themselves or with
ornamental Grasses added. With the larger Grasses
it is a very good and easy mode of arrangement to

first place sullicient of them in a va-e and then
thrust in here and there such light flowers with slen-

der footstalks as some of the Coreopsis possess.

Layia elegans, somewhat similar to the Coreopsis,

is another beautiful annual, and one that lasts a
long time in good condition— fully a week when
the flowers are cut whilst still young. Asperula
azurea setosa is a very pretty species of Woodruff,
not showy, it is true, but none the less welcome on
that account. Arranged with other suitable flowers
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like the foregoing, it is very light and effective.

Alonsoa Warscewiczi compacta, with flowers not

unlike those of a Chorozema in appearance, is an-

other useful annual for cutting. The Rhodanthe in

variety is another instance. This, although a tender

annual, may be raised and flowered upon a warm
border, being serviceable whilst in a fresh state,

also later on, when dried, as Everlastings. Bartonia

aurea has elegant foliage as well as beautiful

flowers, which last fresh a long time ; it would

look pretty when useil with the Nemophila. The

Cornflowers are well known, being grown in

quantity for trade purposes, but they are equally

useful in one's own garden, lasting so long in a

fresh condition, being also obtainable in a cut state

with a good length of foot-stalks. The white Spiral

Candytuft is very pure in colour, being excellent for

arranging with flowers which afford a contrast ; it

can be cut freely, being of dwarf branching habit.

The varieties of Chryfanthemum tricolor (both

single and double) are very effective, and although

they look rather heavy upon the plants, yet the

individual flowers are exceedingly pretty. A little

later on (if not already in flower) there will be the

varieties of Indian Pinks, some of the single forms

of which are both distinct and handsome. Of larger

flowers there are the numerous colours of the

Shirley Poppies. These, when used in a cut state,

should be taken just as the flowers unfold ;
then

they will last several days in a fresh condition.

They are remarkably useful, whilst the blend-

ing and harmony of colour are most pleas-

ing. The great advances made during the

past few years in the Sweet Pea family pro-

vide us with most excellent material for vaiious

floral arrangements. The soft and varied colours

of many kinds are so pleasing and effective ; many
of these also being self - coloured are even

more useful. There is, I think, an excellent future

for these improved forms. They look well when
arranged with some of their own characteristic

foliage, whilst one kind only mijy be used most
effectively, but the pure white will often be an
assistance when variety is needed. Lasting as

they do for such a length of time in flower when
well cared for, further enhances their utility

;

this even may be prolonged by a successional

sowing. Another capital class of annuals is

the Sweet Saltans, the yellow form of which is

most grown, but the white and purple kinds

are al-o very useful, and all of them may be

used in combination. The flowers can be taken

with a good length of stem ; this being erect

and not readily disposed to droop makes them
all the better for arranging. Campanula Loreyi is

a beautiful free-flowering annual variety with
various shades of colour between a blue and white.

This is a very light and elegant plant in its growth,

looking as well when growing amongst ornamental
Grasses as it does when used with them in a cut

state. The Tassel Flower (Cacalia coccinea) is both

singular and pretty, being well suited also for using

with light Grasses. Gypsophila elegans and its

rose-coloured variety are useful in many ways,

assisting much in producing a light appearance,

being a great help also when flowers of a formal
character are employed. The large - flowered or

spotted forms of Mimulus are very showy and effec-

tive, but look far best when kept quite by them-
selves ; they are easily grown from seed and
flowered the same year, although termed perennials.

There will soon be the Sweet Scabious in great

choice of colour for cuttitg. I consider the tall

growing sorts are the best, the flower trusses

being produced upon stouter and rather longer

footstalks. The double Groundsels (Senecio var.)

produce their flowers very profusely and are quite

distinct and pretty. The Canary Creeper (Tropa;o-

lum canariense) can be used effectively in long
sprays, or the single flowers if desired in small

vases. The flower-spikes of the Scarlet Runner
and other coloured Beans are not at all to be de-

spised ; these will often puzzle one at first sight,

being decidedly handsome. Asters and Zinnias

hardly require any recommendation, nor do the

varieties of Phlox Drummondi ; they are all useful

in their season. Stocks, although so much admired
upon the plants, are not so ; uitable for cutting ; they

quickly turn the water most obnoxious, whilst the

perfume from the varieties of Marigolds does not

recommend them to favourable notice. With such

a wealth of annuals from which to select there

need not be any difficulty in filling the vases for

any purpose during the most favourable months of

the year. Rosa.

Begonia corallina.—This is not often met
with, yet it is one of the finest of the fibrous-rooted

Begonias. At Forde Abbey, near Chard, Jlr. Crook
succeeds remarkably well with it, one grand plant

to be seen in the cloisters, and which now do duty

as a conservatory and promenade, being particu-

larly attractive. It is about 5 feet high, and
stands at the back of a group of mixed plants,

arching well over the latter, numerous grand
bunches of rich coral-red flowers drooping down
from the branches. It has stout stems and large dark

green acuminate leases, but is not so branching as

B. nitida, and for conservatory decoration has no
equal in the great Begonia family.—I.

THE WEEK'S WOBK,

ORCHIDS.
Looking through a very large Orchid establishment

last week, the owner remarked truly, " Why do you
come to see us at this time of the year ; we have
nothing in flower .'

" I found, however, on looking

through the houses, that many beautiful species and
varieties were in flower. Amongst Cattleyas, the

best and most useful at this season was Cattleya

Gaskelliana, and a few of the varieties were exceed-

ingly beautiful, reminding one of the autumn
flowering C. labiata. Usually the flowers are rather

pale in colour and the labellum not brilliant, but
one or two I noted were exceptionally rich and
the flowers of good form. In the same house were
numerous fine specimens of Aerides Lawrences and
the nearly allied form, A. Sanderiannm. The first-

named has a white ground and the latter is of a
primrose or yellow tint, the apical part of the sepals

and petals being richly tinted with distinct amethyst-
purple blotches. These are the most beautiful of

the Aerides, and doubly valuable because they flower

in August. The house was unheated where these

and the Cattleyas were growing, and being a dull,

rather cold day, felt the reverse of tropical. The
Aerides ought not to be disturbed when the roots

are in an active state of growth, and if they require

re-potting or re-basketting, this should be done
when they have passed through the resting period.

Any rcots above the Sphagnum should not be forced

down to it, and should be allowed to grow in mid-
air, as they seem to obtain nourishment from the

atmosphere to a greater extent than they do from
the decaying Sphagnum JIoss. Phajus Humbloti
seems to have settled down to a decided season of

blooming, and flowers have been beautiful up till

now. There are numerous varieties, some with rosy-

tinted sepals and petals, others white, all borne on
erect spikes well above the foliage. The flowers are

distinct from those of any other Orchid and very
beautiful. The forms of Phajus like the warmest
house and fibrous loam with a little peat to grow
in, the pets about one-third full of drainage. Re- pot
them once a year before they start to grow again
after flowering. Catasetum callosum is very quaint,

and with such curious things as Cycnoches
chorochilon, C. Egertonife, C. ventricosum, some
of the Mormodes, as M. pardinum, M. luxatum
eburneum, &c., all now in flower, serves to add a
distinct and interesting feature to the Orchid
houses in August. They seem to do best in baskets
near the glass roof.

The Coelogynes are now growing very freely.

We have spikes of C. Massangeana at present,

and the plant making its growth at the same time
;

therefore it is constantly in a state of dampness at

the roots, and always in the warmest house,
except when the plants are placed in the
Cattleya house to keep the flowers in good
condition rather longer. They all like a shady
part of the house, and this includes the best-known
and most useful of Cftlogynes, viz , C. cristata and

its varieties. We planted ours in the spring in loam
and peat, and they are growing vigorously. C.

barbata and C. Gardneriana are also in growth, and
all of them must be freely watered. They cannot
stand dryness at the roots when in growth, as it

checks the development of the pseudo-bulbs, and
may be the means of introducing insect pests. The
weather so far has been bad for ripening the growth.
We may hope that this and the two following
months may be dry and plenty of sunshine, for

nearly all growths are being made slowly, and the
pseudo-bulbs of Cattleyas, Ccelogynes, Laslias, and
other Orchids cannot ripen well unless there is a
change for the better ; on the other hand, the
Cypripediums are making a sound healthy growth

;

the leaves are quite green, and many plants are now
flowering well. We have a spike of Cypripedium
Lowianum with six flowers. We have never had so

many on a spike before.but it is nothing to boast about,
as we are informed that native specimens have pro-

duced from eight to ten flowers on a spike. C.

superbiens is a charming plant, both as regards leaf

and flower, and the hybrid from it crossed with
C. villosum, named Charles Canham, will produce
flowers freely at this season. We grow all the heat-

loving Cypripediums in the warmest house and on the

north side of it. C. Sohlimi and seedlings from it

also require the same treatment ; exposure to the
sun checks their growth and causes much anxiety
to the cultivator, who may not be aware of the
cause of the plants not doing so well as they ought
to do. Many of the Mexican Orchids are rather

difficult plants to cultivate unless they receive the

treatment they like. Such plants as Lselia majalis,

L. autumnalis, L. furfuracea, L. albida, &;c , and
other species of an allied character soon lose their

vigour in a house that has to be much shaded to

save the bloom and to preserve others from being
scorched by the heat. They require free exposure
to the sun, and all through the summer and until

growth is completed the house should be shut up
early in the afternoon, and if the temperature rises

to 85° or 90', aU the better. The house should be
weU damped down and the plants must never
suffer for lack of water, and with heat, moisture,

and free exposure to the sun the bulbs plump up
and ripen well. As the season advances water
must be gradually withheld, and in winter scarcely

any is needed, and the temperature at night should
not be more than an average of 50°. The difficulty

with most cultivators is to get the right tempera-
ture for aU classes of Orchids. Most of us have to

manage by selecting positions in one house as near
as possible to what they ought to have, but to do
justice to even a moderate collection, three degrees

of temperature ought to be provided : the cool

house for Odontoglossums, Masdevallias, Onci-

diums, &c., from the mountain districts of South
America ; the Cattleya house is the most generally

useful ; and the warm house for East Indian species,

Phalienopsids, ,Saccolabiums, Angiajcums, &c. It

requires some experience to arrange the plants

right, some in quite a shady part and others where
they get most sunshine. The cool house has now
a minimum of 50°. The Cattleya house falls to
60° on chilly nights, and ranges between that and
65° ; the East India house, 65° to 70°.

J. DOUGLAS.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines foe eaelt fohcinq.—A period of rest is

absolutely necessary for permanent Vines about to

be hard forced, but though it is most desirable that

the wood ripen early and that the foliage should
drop naturally, care should be taken not to unduly
hasten matters. The house or houses ought to be
set wide open, and a current of dry air maintained,

if need be, with the aid of a little fire-heat in dull,

damp weather. As soon as it is seen that active top-

growth has ceased, all the laterals should be short-

ened to about half their length and sub-laterals

removed, what shortening necessary in the case of

long young canes being also completed now. On
no account should the foliage left on the Vines be
syringed daily, a moist atmosphere being calculated

to start a fresh upward movement of sap. Well
coating the leaves with flowers of sulphur is the
best remedy for red spider, and may well be applied
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in the case of all Vines newly cleared of bunches.
As a rule, the best results attend the practice of

confining the roots of extra hard forced Vines in

narrow inside borders, and it follows the smaller
and better filled with roots these are, the oftener
should some portion be renewed. In the case of

partially exhausted borders these may well be
freshened up from the surface, the first proceeding
being to fork away the old soil well down to the
roots, a good soaking of water, or, better still,

liquid manure, being given prior to liberally top-
dressing with a rich compost consisting of turfy loam,
flaky manure, bone-meal, mortar rubbish, and
charred garden refuse. This being done while yet
the foliage is green, many fresh roots will find tlieir

way up after the tempting food, and still more, late
next season. When, however, the borders are much
exhausted this surface-dressing is not sufficient,

the more correct proceeding being to remove a
width of .S feet or 4 feet from the front, or, say, one
half of a narrow border, and to replace with a
loamy compost, or a mixture somewhat richer than
that of which the borders were composed at the
outset.

WoEN-ouT Vines.— In far too many private
gardens Vines are preserved long after they have
ceased to be profitable. It is true those in charge
are very differently situated to market growers,
very many gardeners having the greatest diffi-

culty in procuring sufficient loam for potting,

new Vine borders being, therefore, almost out of
the question. As it happens, it is not alwajs the
loam most attractive in appearance that is the
best, light spongy material being often especially
objectionable or altogether inferior to that in

which there is a sprinkling of clay and plenty
of gravel. The bulk of suitable compost could
also be largely increased by the addition of
good garden soil, and for young Vines not much
else is needed. Nor need great expensive borders
be formed, those made piecemeal, that is to say, by
annual or bi-yearly instalments, answering best.

There is no necessity to miss a crop for one whole
season, this difficulty being obviated by hard forc-

ing followed by an early clearance of both Vines and
border. The latter being accomplished in April or
May, young Vines could be planted in time for
some of them, more especially the supernumeraries,
to arrive at a good fruiting size by the end of the
grovring season. It is the Black Hamburgh, Ma-
dresfield Court, Foster's Seedling, Buckland Sweet-
water, and Muscat of Alexandria that are most
often kept about too long, and all of these are
amenable to hard forcing. Any to be so treated
prior to being rooted out should be early cleared of
fruit and a short rest enforced, much as advised in
the preceding paragraph, the aim being to start
them afresh not later than November next.

Pot Vines,— It rarely pays to keep any that
were hard forced and made to carry heavy crops
for forcing a second time, but they are occasion-
ally successfully fruited twice or even oftener.
Naturally the soil in the pots must be completely
exhausted of all its fertility by the crowd of hungry
roots infesting it, and rich top-dressings being of
little avail as a restorative, something more drastic
ought to be attempted. Pot Vines answer well
when treated somewhat similarly to other froit
trees in pots. Supposing they are cleared of their
crops and placed out of doors to ripen their wood
and rest, turn them out of their pots, reduce the
size of the balls considerably, preserving and
shortening somewhat many of the roots loosened,
and then shift into larger pots or tubs, giving the
preference to those of the former with side drain-
age holes, using a rich compost or much as ad-
vised for top-dressing borders. Then if they are
not allowed to suffer for want of water, the old
balls being kept uniformly moist, and not
recklessly watered, or so much so as to sour
the new soil, many new roots will be formed before
the leaves fall. Newly raised pot A'ines in some-
what small, or say Ki-inch pots can yet be safely
and, if very strong, advantageously given a shift
into pots two sizes larger. Not but what much
may be done with well-prepared Vines in small
pots, but heavier crops are more often had from

those with their roots less confined. All ought
now to be sufficiently strong and well matured to

be stood out against sunny walls or fences on a
bed of ashes, the canes being made secure with as
little damage as possible to the foliage. They
must not be neglected in any way, especially in

the matter of watering. If the laterals are cut
out towards the end of this month, or while the
foliage is yet green, there is less likelihood of
bleeding taking place when forcing commences
than would be the case if this small amount of

pruning be done in the winter.

Strawberries for fobcinc—After the run-
ners are thoroughly well rooted in either small
or fruiting sizes of pots, they derive but little fur-

ther advantage from being longer left connected
with the old plants. The opposite might really

take place, the old plants drawing from the young
ones, an exhaustive process that cannot well be
afforded. Those in small pots should, therefore,

be at once shifted into fruiting pots, the G-inch
size being that most favoured, while any layered
direct into fruiting pots may also be shortly severed
from the parent plants and arranged thinly in a
sunny place on a bed of ashes. This has been a
favourable season for procuring young plants, there
being large numbers well rooted among the rows
of older ones. These may be lifted and potted up,
and if well looked after will grow to a full or service-

able size. A moderately rich loamy soil with a
layer of half-inch bones over the drainage crocks
suits Strawberries well. The balls of soil and roots

should be in a moist state when the potting is

done, and the soil be firmly rammed down, a good
space being left for holding water. At first water
carefully, and when well established the plants must
be kept well supplied with water, weeds being kept
down and all runners pinched out. There ought
to be no further delay in completing the potting,
and in all probability the bulk of it has been
done in most well-managed places. If a number
of plants be put out on a sunny border not less

than 15 inches apart each way and well looked
after, they will attain a good size and be available
for potting up next spring if need be, or they may
be fruited early where they are. Practical.

PLANT HOUSES.

Stove plants.—Anthubidm Scheezeeianum.
—If any spathes are remaining upon the plants it

will be advisable to remove them as speedily as
possible, so that the energies of the plants are
directed towards leaf development. It is quite
essential that this should receive particular atten-

tion, for without healthy and vigorous foliage

superior spathes must not be expected another
season. The plants may possibly have been, whilst

in flower, kept in a rather cooler temperature ; this

can be done without any injury to the plants, pro-
vided they are not overwatered. As soon as the
spathes, however, fade, then the future growth
should be considered as of primary importance, the
plants being removed to a more congenial and
growing temperature. This removal is frequently
conducive to a stronger growth. The plants
should at this time receive any necessary attention
for potting or top-dressing. It is not advisable to

be frequently disturbing the roots when the plants
are in a healthy state. At such times a careful

removal of the surface soil and Moss which appear
to be exhausted, renewing with fresh, adding to it

some silver sand, which will percolate downwards
in the course of time, will be sufficient. Young
plants will require potting oftener than the larger

ones, most of such taking a larger shift also. Spe-
cimen plants, by a careful removal of the most
inert soil, can usually be replaced in the same sized

pot or pan. Wljen plants become extra large and
dense, it is better to divide them than to resort

to pots of excessive size. Rough peat of an
enduring character, a little fibrous loam, and a
fair amount of Sphagnum Moss are the chief

constituents in the way of soil ;
silver sand, char-

coal, and broken crocks are also of service, as in

the case of potting many kinds of Orchiiis. Firm
potting is preferable to a loose state of the soil

;

in the latter manner more water is held in sus-

pension amongst the roots, which is not at all

desirable. After fresh potting or division, a little

more shading will be beneficial, but an excess should
be guarded against. Whether potted or not, a
careful sponging of the leaves will do good, and
greatly improve the appearance of the plants.

Where an extra good variety exists it would be
advisable to leave one of the best spathes for seed-
ing, removing the spathe carefully with a knife
nearly close to the spadix. This will have to be
preserved to the following spring before it will

ripen its seed, which when gathered should be
sown at once in light soil covered with Sphagnum
Moss. The larger varieties of Anthuriums after the
manner of A. Andreanum can be very well potted
in the spring, being of a more perpetual character,
so also can those which are cultivated for their

ornamental foliage. In each case, however, it

pays to frequently sponge the leaves, whilst the
ornamental spathes may be similarly treated after

having been expanded a few weeks.

Alocasias and finb-foliaged Anthueiums
are at times infested with red spider at this season
of the year. If this is not quickly stopped it will

permanently disfigure the leaves. A weak solution
of soft soap water will usually be found sutticient

for this purpose. Leaves which are turning yel-

low should be removed to make more room for

others. All flower-spikes should also be pulled out,

which is better than cutting them off in the case
of Alocasias; in the former manner they nearly
always come out entire from the base, whUst in the
latter the lower piece is left to decay. When the
plants are rooting freely upon the surface some ad-
ditional Moss (Sphagnum) should be added ; into

this they will speedily find their way. Large plants
or any others which have been doing well with
their pots full of roots should be assisted with
some weak liquid manure water. Such plants also

should be watered frequently. Where there is any
disposition in the case of Alocasia macrorrhiza
variegata to revert to its totally green leafage, this

latter should be cut away to give room for and to

strengthen the other parts. Large plants of this

variety, if pot- bound, will do well if stood in a pan
of water ; it may almost be termed a sub-aquatic.

J. Hudson.

The Kentish fruit season.—The Cherry
season in Kent is now practically over. A few later

sorts have still to be picked, but this will be finished

in a few days. In the early part of the summer the
fruit trees were everywhere covered with such a
wealth of bloom that the season promised to be one
of the best on record. The cold winds and rain,

however, caused the fruit to run off wonderfully,

with the result tliat only halt a crop has been
realised . Still, under these conditions many growers
have done well. Cherries have been particularly

fine, and good prices have been maintained through-
out the picking season, which has lasted about five

weeks. It is remarkable what large quantities of

Kentish Cherries find their way to the northern
maikets, where, on an average, the fruit has realised

eighteenpence per half-sieve more than can be ob-

tained in London. Cherries have fetched as much
as l.js. per half sieve in the north, the lowest offer

having been Ss. (obtained in London). One of the
largest fruit growers in Kent has sent off about
seventy tons of Cherries alone, and between 40
and fid tons have been picked in one district. Be-
sides Cherries, Gooseberries and Currants have been
sent off by scores of tons to London and the north,

these large consignments bringing into requisition

every description of rolling stock possessed by the
London, Chatham, and Dover Railway and other
companies in order to facilitate their transit, while

the employes have been busily engaged day and
night for the past few weeks in dealing with the

heavy traffic. With regard to the liard fruit, pros-

pects are more hopeful. Plums and Pears will be
exceptionally prolilic. In many orchards trees are

obliged to be supported by props to enable them to

bear the strain of the heavily-laden branches.

Apples will be fairly good, and Kentish Cobnuts will

be plentiful.
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Flower Garden.

CORNFLOWERS.
Whatever the charms of the rare and costly

flowers ot the season may be, the Cornflower of

oiir fields is one of the best, and we should like

to see every gardener giving it a good place.

There is no more valuable subject for cutting.

Strong autumn-sown plants grown in good soil

are well worth having for the sake of cutting

alone, and a bed or several lines of Cornflowers

should be raised every year in the nursery or

reserve ground, if not elsewhere. The bunches

of the blue variety, which has been such a

favourite this season, have a Gentian-like vi-

vacity of tone, which nothing else resembles

or comes near. No garden in which flowers

are valued should ever be without a mass or a

few tufts of it. The annexed illustration re-

presents the double variety which was exhibited

lately at Chiswick. We have to thank Messrs.

Hillebrand and Bredemeier, Pallanza, the raisers

of this Cornflower, for the use of the electro.

STAKING HARDY PLANTS.
Nothing mars the effect of plants more than
large high stakes, more especially when the plants

are drawn into a bundle. Most cultivators

will agree that some method of keeping up
many tall and loose-growing plants, more
especially in a mixed collection, is absolutely

necessary to prevent them encroaching upon
others and falling on the ground. Having
had under my charge a large and varied

collection of hardy plants during the last

twenty years, and that in three different

localities, I have found staking an important
matter, and that at a time of year when
other work was pressing. When I com-
menced the cultivation of these plants and
staked them in the usual way, the sight of

the stakes often annoyed me. This caused
me to try other methods, and having some
good spray sticks by me that had been pre-

pared for staking Peas, &c., I resolved to try

the best of these by placing them amongst
the tall growing things, where necessary
putting a bit of matting from twig to twig
to keep the plants from falling out. This
proved a success. From this time I continued
to extend this method of staking

During the last three years I have worked
up a large stock of hardy plants ; many J
of them are grown on a long border
by a broad walk adjoining the abbey. The
collection is a varied one to keep up a long
succession ot bloom, the greatest show
being required during the autumn. This compels
me to grow many tall plants. During the last two
years I have hardly used any straight stakes. In

the winter I prepare a stock of spray stakes in

various sizes and heights, tying them in separate
bundles till wanted. As soon as it is seen that any
plants must be supported, it is done by placing
some of these stakes round and amongst them,
allowing the side shoots to grow through them.
As we cultivate all our plants in large masses

from 3 feet upwards, it would be a very difficult

matter to tie these to single stakes. Again,
tying them all round would cause them to look
heavy, as they would all hang together when it

was wet weather.
Such plants as PotentUlas, now in full bloom,

staked in this way look as though they had no
stakes in them. Nor do such subjects as some ot the
Erigerons show any sign of a stake. Many of the
tall -growing Michaelmas Daisies and perennial
Sunflowers, Phloxes, Achillea ptarmica, and things
of this nature we are obliged to support, as they
grow very tall in our good soil. I find this method
does equally well for these. In fact, when this long
border is full of colour, it is difficult to see that any
of the plants have been staked at all. Another
important fact that should not be lost sight of is

the great saving of labour. Last year I treated the
Zinnias and Calceolaria amplexicaulis in this way

with the best results. Let me say to all who are

doubtful on this matter, give it a fair trial, and I feel

confident they will not return to the old method.
I do not say there will be no tying wanted. There
will be just now and then a tie necessary when a
shoot gets through.
FonU Abbey. J. Cbook.

HERBACEOUS PHLOXES.
It is questionable whether these indispensable

hardy border plants were ever better accom-

modated than at the present time, at least in

one respect, namely, the continuous day-by-

day deluging of water they are receiving at the

roots. In this particular hardly any border

plant of my acquaintance so thoroughly enjoys

and appreciates such copious supplies of mois-

ture, which does so much to bring them to per-

fection. It is also true that an incessant down-
pour as that we have for some days experienced

will not always benefit the display should the

plants be in full bloom ; on the contrary, many
flowers will sufl'er, but this matters little when
we remember that with to-morrow's sun will ex-

pand a fresh supply of blooms, brighter and
fresher than ever. AVeil-grown clumps of

Phloxes are among the most worthy of hardy

1
flowers now in bloom, embracing almost every

Cfutaurea cjauus naua compacta Victoria.

conceivable shade of colour, but especially rich

in the purest whites, the most brilliant of

scarlets, and richest crimsons. Apart from
these there are also many very eft'ective shades

of salmon and rose, purples forming a small

group, though by no means the most telling for

general decoration. The colours just cited are

to be found as selfs, and therefore well suited

for massing in bold elfective groups. On the

other hand, many more are very pleasing, either

where two or more shades are combined, or

where a distinctly coloured, often well-defined

centre is shown Ui the best advantage by an

equally decided belting of pure white. Like

many other groups of florists' flowers, a selec-

tion of the most decided only is needed in any
one garden, and these grown in quantity as

circumstances require and permit. In seasons

where the weather is not so favourable for these

Phloxes they should be well mulched with

short litter—not heavy wet manure, for this in-

variably does more harm than good. Some
such protection as this is rendered necessary

by the fact that a great mass of roots is pro-

duced on the surface of the soil, and a few

hours' sun in summer-time quickly absorbs ^h^

little moLsture that may exist ; then it is that

these things quickly suffer and duly appreciate

a thorough soaking at the root. Few men, I

believe, have realised this fact in its fullest im-

portance so much as Mr. Robert Parker when
at Tooting, where a large collection of these

flowers was well grown, and though many
years ago, the noble examples and the massive

panicles of bloom which they produced still con-

stitute an impressive picture in my mind. Not
once in a way or twice, but regularly twice or

thrice a week in dry weather were these plants

flooded with water ; and to render the operation

perfect, a ridge of soil 3 inches or 4 inches high

was raised around the margin of each bed to

retain the water, thus a thorough uniform soak-

ing was ensured. In private gardens and in

the mixed border this is not so easily done,

though, knowing their wants, it would not be a

difficult matter in any border to form a basin

round the plants and give them an occasional

soaking of water. Where liquid manure
abounds, this also may be applied with advan-

tage, and to such gross feeders as these in un-

linuted quantity. In the cultivation of these

plants it is a mistake to retain the old stools

after they are three or four years old, and it is

equally a mistake to thin out the young shoots

of these in early spring with a view to produc-

ing finer heads on those remaining, for as a

result of this thinning quite a thicket of small

useless shoots is produced that do more harm
than the original stems had these latter been

allowed to grow. With three or four-year-old

plants, however, this thinning of the shoots will

not be necessary, and where new stock is raised

periodically from cuttings the same remark

applies with equal force. Young stock that has

been raised from cuttings this spring will, if

])lanted in deep rich ground as soon as ready,

be now making fine plants and should receive

every encouragement. Those set apart for pot

culture should now be placed in "-inch pots and
staked singly, and when well established be

regularly supplied with weak liquid manure.

It is not, perhaps, yet fully realised what beau-

tiful subjects these are grouped in the conserva-

tory among other things, and though we have

in autumn-time a wealth of flowers in Chrysan-

themums alone, this is no suflicient reason

why other beautiful and useful flowers should

be excluded, particularly when by the introduc-

tion of fresh material a greater variety and
much brilliancy may be added to the scene.

For this reason, as also on account of their

fragrance, 1 am much in favour of growing

Phloxes in pots. Their culture is much
the same as in the case of Chrysanthe-

mums as regards soil and the like, but

no disbudding is necessary, while in the

second year they may stiU be grown on and

produce finer heads than before. Raised

annually from cuttings, however, they make a

capital succession in point of flowering, for which

reason alone their massive heads of bloom with

their available length of stem would prove a

boon in all matters of decoration, and bold

eflective subjects such as these would, thus

grown, be invaluable to gardeners and floral

decorators alike. E. J.

Showing hardy flowers.—We notice with

pleasure the bold and simple way Messrs. Kelway,

of Langport, show their well-grown hardy flowers

in London. It is astonishing how blind the ordi-

nary nurseryman is to all want of effect in this

way. He puts many things in small jars, mixed up
so as to form a thoroughly ineffective whole. Messrs.

Kelway, on the contrary, show each plant in suf-

ficient mass for the visitor to see its full range of

beauty and its power of eflEect almost as well as if

one were growing it well in the open air. This

must have a good effect oij exhibitors generally.
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and also on gardens. One of the reasons why the

Culture of the finest hardy flowers does not progress

more Is the weak mixed way of arrangement. This

is not only true of the exhibition, but also cf the

open garden. One should feel their power as one
sees the plants in Nature, where, as a rule, things

come in masses with broad effects. We hope,

therefore, Messrs. Kelway will go on in the same
excellent way, and show the public, so far as

possible, the full beauty of our finer hardy flowers.

Another very desirable improvement would be to

furnish the public with strong plants, as much
harm has been done by the very weak plants often

sent out.

—

Field.

NOTES ON SAXIFRAGES.

To the lover of alpine plants there are but few

genera that can in any way compare with that

noted above for affording so much that is beau-

tiful and interesting during the early months of

the year. Slow in growth it may be said of

some, but that is theirs by nature, and in this,

at least, Natvire is not to be hurried to any con-

siderable extent. I have no intention of deal-

ing with the subject fully, but merely to direct

attention to some of the rarer and more interest-

ing, and of the crustaceous kinds more particu-

larly, for these are a host in themselves, and, in

point of fact, em brace the very cream of this exten-

sive and variable, as well as interesting group.
Though I shall refer in detail to the most im-
portant points concerning their cultivation, I

may here mention what 1 regard as one of the
chief mistakes in their general cultivation ; it is

briefly this : the selection of spots which in

summer are much too hot and dry for them
;

whereas they delight in positions almost the re-

verse. But s<jme may say that these very
plants inhabit alpine regions at considerable
elevation, and thrive in the fissures of the rock.

Quite so, and therein lies the secret, for in such
positions their roots are constantly cool, and are

ever being supplied with fresh moisture by the
melting snow. In this country we cannot imi-

tate this, and even if we could, it does not fol-

low that it would prove a success, since the
other conditions also granted by Nature may be
altogether wanting when under cultivation, so

that we have to devise the best means we can
to accommodate these alpines in our gardens to-

day. Happily, however, the requirements of

many of them are very simple, and a large pro-

portion of them may be grown in the majority
of English gardens. In their native country
these lovely alpine plants are found growing
on sloping ledges of rock or in fissures,

into which their roots frequently descend to a
great depth, and with, perhaps, little or no
soil about them. This fact, however, need not
trouble anyone in making a selection of soO
suitable to grow them in, as many, indeed the
majority, do remarkably well in the hundred
and one difi'erent classes of soil known as loam
in various parts of the country, and anyone who
may wish for a suitable soil in which to grow
Saxifrages well, the crustaceous kinds in parti-

cular, may easily have it by taking a good loam
and adding good sharp grit or finely broken
brick material. Sometimes the fancy runs for

more elaborate mixtures, but of the many ex-
amples I have seen thus treated the plants have
in no wise been superior, but frequently the re-

verse. By way of experiment, some years ago
I potted a batch of S. Biu-seriana in soil mixed
for potting Fuchsias and decorative Pelargo-
niums, whicli contained besides loam, leaf soil

and well rotted manure, and this Saxifrage did
well. Such a stop to those who study the plants in

their wild state and endeavour to imitate it

under cultivation may appear ridiculous.

For many years past I had always given S.

juuiperifolia the honour of being the earliest

species to flower, but this last winter

Saxifraga lutko purpubea had the flower-

buds prominent even in December, and in an ordi-

nary winter would have been in bloom very early in

January, and even with the severe weather we ex-

perienced it produced many flowers before January
closed. A large number of the earliest formed
spikes, however, were crippled by the frost, and
the subsequent heavy and prolonged snow put an
end to many of them. Notwithstanding, this

variety made a most charming display with later

formed spikes of its delightful primrose-coloured

flowers, and I have no hesitation in saying that it

surpasses all the others for profusion both of spikes

and flowers, the latter produced at from five to

eight in a cluster on leafy stems nearly or quite

:i inches high above the rosettes. Some plants in

5-inch pots, but which incline to overhang the sides

also, have sent forth nearly thirty spikes of flowers.

In its cultivation I employ nothing more than an
ordinary light loamy soil freely mingled with sharp

grit taken from the river Thames, providing an
ample drainage with plenty of moisture in spring

and summer, and depending onwhat falls from above

in autumn and winter. It is during April, May, and
June that this variety makes a good deal of growth,

and when hot weather is expected the plants should

be placed in a shady spot, such as behind an ever-

green hedge, or even a low wall, and be watered

freely till the end of August. When I first grew
this plant, some sixteen years ago, I wintered it

with many others on a shelf in a cold house and
close to the front lights, which were never closed

day or night ; then I used mortar rubbish and
more grit in the soil ; now I use much more loam
and no mortar rubbish, and the plants are more
vigorous than of yore. This is one of the choicest

of Saxifrages which all should possess. I hardly

think I shall leave my best plants fully exposed
during another winter, for I lost many of the flowers,

and particularly the earliest, during the past winter.

S. JUNli'EEiFOLiA is another very early-flowered

kind, the flowers yellow or greenish yellow, while

the tuft of golden anthers which render it con-

spicuous are considerably longer than the petals.

It is a free-flowered and distinct plant with deep

green, almost spiny rosettes, and a native of the

Caucasus. A moist loam of very ordinary character

and a sheltered spot in summer suit it well. Easily

increased by division.

S. BuESEEiANA is another of the early gems of

this interesting group, and one more generally

known than many. Its flowering is always e.agerly

looked for year by year. There is an item of in-

terest even in its crimson buds prior to expansion

which render it attractive. The flowers, white

and of considerable size when fully expanded,

are produced singly on stems little more than

2 inches high, so that well-flowered examples
frequently hide for the time being the tiny rosettes

from view. In deliglitful contrast to the pearly

white flowers are its unexpanded flower- buds of

crimson-brown which mingle freely together on
large tufts, giving it a most beautiful appearance.

Generally speaking the petals are distinctly frilled,

though on some plants 1 have seen unusually broad

and quite plain petals. It would be diflicult, if not

impossible, to exaggerate the beauty of this lovely

alpine, particularly when given the shelter of a
handlight or frame at flowering time. None more
beautifully adapted than this for planting in

colonies on the rockwork, where they soon establish

themselves. Apart from the type, we have one or

two other forms, of which that known as major is

distinct, but by no means so easily accommodated
as the type. It may be increased by careful division,

and also by cuttings inserted in summerin very sandy

soil, while seeds may now and again be secured.

The latter should be sown as soon as ripe, and after

being sown kept uniformly moist and in a cool

shady spot till signs of life appear. But while

speaking of Burser's Saxifrage as the most valu-

able, 1 am not overlooking that loveliest of all

recent additions to this race of plants which we
have in

S. BoYDi, which is without doubt the most ex-

quisite of all the hybrids of this section, for it em-
braces at once the unique qualities of Burseriana
in its compact dwarf habit and freedom of flower-

ing, as well as in the size of its flowers individually,

while the colour is a beautiful soft primrose.

Flowering quickly on the heels of those already
named, but this season bearing them company, is

S. Sancta, a very free grower indeed, quickly
forming verdant cushions, over which are distri-

buted its bright golden blossoms during Februaiy
and March. It was introduced from Mount Athos
a few years since, and may be increased to any
extent by division.

S. RocHELiANA and its variety coriophjUa are

both charming white-flowered kinds, that should
figure in all collections both for their earliness in

flowering as well as their intrinsic worth. These
usually flower during April and May, and enjoy a
loamy soil with plenty of sand added.

S. ARETioiOES and the variety primulina have
yellow and primrose flowers respectively

; both are
exceedingly dwarf in habit, and form silvery

hillocks, as it were, with their tiny rosettes. Both
are scarce plants in cultivation, a fact due no doubt
to their slow growth. The flowers are raised little

more than an inch above the leaves on slender
stems, and are produced in April and May. The
type is a native of the Pyrenees, and will be found
to make greater headway in summer-time if

grown in a partially shady and cool iis well as

moist spot; indeed, as I have before stated, many
of this, that is the encrusted section, prefer such
positions and treatment in summer-time. Another
charming pair are

S. Lanto.scana and its variety superba, the
latter a very superior plant in all respects ; the

general habit is more robust, while the arching
racemes of pure white, crimson-spotted flowers

render it one of the most desirable in cultivation.

It may be increased by careful division, but not
so readily as the typical plant. It does well in

sandy loam and flowers in May and June.

S. cocHLEAEis, from the Maritime Alps, I will

briefly refer to, for its slender panicles of snowy
blossoms are not easily surpassed ; when well grown
they attain to a foot high, sometimes mere, and
thus constitute an extremely elegant and graceful

plant, possessing a vigorous habit of growth, and
thriving admirably in quite ordinary soil, with a fair

amount of moisture in summer-time and partial

shade. The last I shall refer to now is

S. LoNGiEOLiA, which has appropriately been
stjled the " queen of Saxifrages." Of this plant

there are almost endless forms, obviously the result

of seed, which in many plants is the only way of

perpetuating them, as they never produce oflf-

sets. The varieties which are prone to do this

usually produce fine rosettes and fine spikes of

flowers also. The seed of these should be carefully

collected, so as to keep up the stock. Some varieties

again produce ofl'sets freely, and by this means
are kept going, liaising seedlings of this plant is

very interesting work, for among them may be
found varieties with long linear and gracefully

recurved leaves, others having a cupped centre

till maturity is reached, and others still with broader

leaves, inclining to spathulate near the extremities.

If alpine collectors would take the precaution of

obtaining seeds of this plant from the largest

spikes, we might grow it in hundreds where only

dozens now exist, and if sown as soon as received

and grown quickly without a check, would make
excellent subjects for pot culture or for massing in

beds or on the rockery. They are beautiful and
attractive in almost any position in the garden.

E.J.

Lilium candidum.—Among many suggestions

for the cure of the white Lily disease last year by
correspondents in Tub Garuen, I adopted the fol-

lowing by " E. J " with perfect success. I took up
the bulbs at the time they should have naturally

finished flowering, laid them on a shelf in the green-

house, wlieie they were left to dry for about six

weeks. I then planted them in ordinary garden
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soil, with a little sand and no manure, in a sunny

place. All the Lilies are healthy and most of

them have flowered well, the flowering stems

feathered with leaves to the ground. Some left

behind in the bed where the disease showed itself

are again tainted.—J. H. W. Thomas, Behnont,

Cnrhm\

STOCKS.

The present is a very suitable time for the sowing

of several kinds of seeds to stand through the

winter for another season's display. Intermediate

Stocks, as best represented by the East Lothian

strain in its four distinct colours of scarlet, purple,

white, and crimson, should now be sown in a light

airy place ; a little shading when necessary to pre-

vent the soil becoming dry and hard before the seed

germinates is an assistance. Too much moisture

in any stage is harmful to Stocks ; in fact, they

succeed best in a comparatively dry and shallow

soil. The growth, it is true, may not be so robust,

but the flower-spikes will be larger in comparison.

In such positions, also, they are best wintered,

where it is found safe to leave them out-of-doors

at all. As soon as the seed is well up and in the

first stages, mildew is sometimes troublesome, but

this may easily be guarded against by light dustings

of sulphur. As soon as the largest leaves are about

an inch in length, the young plants, where wintered

in pots, should be pricked off, three into a ,3-inch

pot. The pots should be quite clean, otherwise the

roots of Stocks have a partiality for clinging to the

sides ; then, when either potted on or turned out in

the spring, many will be lost. The soil may very

well consist of that taken from an old Melon bed
;

in any case it should not be too light. When
pricked off into these pots one good watering will

Buftice for several days, even when they flag. Unless

one is quite certain that they are dry, it is not a

good plan to water them ; they are far safer on the

dry side untU well rooted in the spring. No shad-

ing need be given, the pots being stood cIo.=e

together in a frame, if one is at liberty, or else in

an open position where one with the lights can be
dropped over them if any continuous period of

heavy rains ensues. A bed of coal ashes is the best

to stand them upon to prevent worms entering the

pots. The Brompton Stock, which often fails when
sown so early in the year by making too robust a
growth, hence being cut off in the winter when out

of doors, might also be raised from seed now, after-

wards being treated in the same manner as the

Intermediate. For very early flowering in pots, a
pinch of the dwarf-growing type of Ten-week
Stocks should be mainly relied upon. These will

be found very useful where sweet-scented flowers

are much in request for furnishing. Stocks are

more amenable to pot culture than many growers
imagine, and are oftentimes the means of saving

from destruction other plants which have taken
years to grow to a proper size. H.

Verbascum Thapsus.—In The Garden of

July 25 (p. 77), Mr. J. Simpson tells us that he fears

that the time is not far distant when the fine old

Verbascum Thapsus will be no longer seen

growing wild. Judging from the quantity seen

growing on this estate and on the Cotswold Hills,

there is no cause for fear. Go where one will in

this neighbourhood, this stately plant is to be seen,

and, as Mr. Simpson says, there are very few wild

plants to compare with it. Its bold, silvery foliage

is in itself sufficient to attract the notice of the

most, casual observer ; but when it is in full bloom
it is indeed a remarkable plant and worthy of every

attention. I have just noticed that, in common
with many other wild plants, it has put in its ap-

pearance on the banks of a new railway which has
just been completed in this neighbourhood. No
plant of this Verbascum had ever been known to

have existed on any part of this railway until this

summer, when it appeared in quantity for miles in

the rocky parts of it. This plant delights in a free

limy soil on the slopes of the roads, sides of quarries,

particularly where old lime rubbish has been de-

posited. It is quite true, as Mr. Simpson says, how
very mysteriously many species of wild plants

epring up spontaneously where excavations have

been carried on, and where such plants have not

been known to exist during the remembrance of

man. If Mr. Simpson is desirous of growing this

fine wild plant and will let me know before the seeds

drop, I will send him some —T. Abnold, Cirencester

Hovse, Gloucester.

In your issue of July 25, Mr. Simpson has

a short article on the scarcity of Verbascum

Thapsus. At the present time I have, I think, five

plants in flower, some of them 8 feet high. It is

generally described as having yellow flowers, but

white is as much the prevailing colour as yellow, as

half of the plants here are white. The first time I

remember seeing the plant was in a cottage garden,

some twenty years ago, where it seemed to come

up in quantity regularly—that is, there seemed to

be plants flowering every year. I find that its

habits are the same here, for at the present time

I notice several seedling plants to flower next year.

Mr. Simpson may be right in regard to the antiquity

of the plant, as it seems to be naturalised over the

whole of Europe, pointing to the time when this

island was connected with the continent. There

are some twenty species, however, of this genus,

mostly natives of Europe, three of them naturalised

in Britain, viz., V. Blattaria, nigrum, and Thapsus.

I have here at present flowering a very beautiful

hybrid, the result of a cross between V. Thapsus

and V. nigrum. The characteristics of the two parents

are beautifully blended in the hybrid ; the flowers

are yellow with the purple filaments of nigrum

;

the leaves also partake of the nature of both plants.

Of course, Thapsus is a biennial, while nigrum is

a perennial ; so if the hybrid partakes of the dura-

tion of the former, I will lose a plant which is much
more an ornament to the herbaceous border than

either of its parents.-Jos. Holmes, J-Jast Luthian,

N.B.

HARDY PERENNIALS.

It rarely happens that these have such a good time

of it as they are getting this year, for, instead of

the hot weather usual at this season, it has been

cool, if not cold, and rains have been frequent,

which have just suited the plants, as instead of

suffering from drought, which is generally the case

with them during summer, they have revelled in

moisture and have made fine healthy growth. Sun-

flowers of all kinds are rampant, and have sent up

very strong shoots. Helianthus rigidus is very

fine, and this I consider to be one of the best of the

lot, ' it being very showy in the borders and

valuable for cutting. H. multiflorus and its

varieties are just coming into bloom, and are first-

rate for the backs of borders, as they are taller than

the first-mentioned and show off well in front

of evergreen shrubs, but should be so planted that

the roots of the shrubs do not rob them. Delphi-

niums are eminently fitted for the same situations

and the Messrs. Kelw.ay and others who have paid

such attention to these plants, and so improved the

varieties, deserve the best thanks of all who have

gardens, for now Delphiniums of the present day

and race are remarkable for their fine spikes and

beautiful flowers. At one time the colours were

pretty much the same, but though the prevailing

shades are still mostly blue, the hues differ consider-

ably, and the white centres of some show up in fine

contrast. Those who have not good stocks of these

very desirable plants should make a point of getting

a few of the best named kinds and procuring a

packet of seed of a good strain, which, if sown

now under handlights, and the plants raised there-

from pricked out and grown on, will be large

and strong enough to flower next year. Any that

are now in borders and have done blooming, as

most have, should have the seed spikes cut off, as

the ripening of seed is against their throwing up

fresh shoots and flowering again late in the

autumn. Phloxes are pre-eminently wet weather

plants, as is proved by their condition this year,

for the more it rains the stronger and better they

grow. The stems and general condition of these

plants are such as delight the hearts of all lovers

of hardy perennials, and the season for Phloxes will

be one of the most satisfactory that has been

experienced for a very long time. All they want

now is just a little sun and fine wtatherto open

the huge tiusses, and when the flowers do expand

they will be a sight, and must command admira-

tion.

As the heads will be heavy, staking and tying

must be resorted to, but the stakes ought to be so

used as not to be seen, as at best they are objection-

able if they obtrude. Should dry weather set in it

may, and most likely will, be necessary to water

Phloxes or gi\e liquid manure, the latter being the

most serviceable, as the roots, owing to so much
wet, have been coaxed near the turface, and the

plants will quickly feel any change and suffer

accordingly. Alstri cmerias have stood the drench-

ing well, and have been simply glorious, two large

beds with us on a sloping south-west border on

each side of a walk having been a blaze of colour,

as there are many varieties, and the great heads of

fiower as thick as they could stand. For making a

display and cutting, Alstrcemerias are simply un-

rivalled, and should be in every garden. The way
to establish them is to select a sunny sheltered

spot where the drainage is good and the soi

naturally dry and deep and sow seed at once, or as

soon as it is ripe, putting it in at least 3 inches

deep, as that is the secret, and the same with

plants, which must be well under the surface or th3

crowns get killed by the frost. Our beds are some

thing like thirty years old now, and all we do is

to toD-dress in the autumn with half-rotten leaves

and let them remain for the winter, which makes

the plants safe. Everiasting Peas seem to revel in

the weather, and the other evening I saw one at a

farmhouse that was quite a picture. This plant

was on the garden side of a hedge, up which it had

climbed and run along and about for some distance,

thus supporting itself in the most natural manner,

and becoming a striking object both near and afar.

When grown in borders in front of shrubs a few

good stout Pea sticks answer well for the Everlast-

ing Peas to climb on, but the best things are small

tree guards that stand fi feet or so high, which the

Peas soon hide and clothe with rich beauty. The

purple kind is very desirable, but the white is

simply invaluable, as the flowers come in for so

many purposes and are of great use for wreaths,

a plant or two affording no end for cutting.

Carnations, as is well known, often suffer much in

hot weather from the attack of thrips, which prey

upon the flowers, and eat through the tissues of

the petals, causing them to dry up by the sun. As

yet these insects have caused no trouble, nor are

they likely to do, as the heavy rains must have

washed all off and drowned them outright.

We may therefore expect a rich harvest of

these most beautiful flowers. The grass is abun-

dant and now ready for layering. The way we

support the flowers is by putting in around the

plants a few Birch or Hazel twigs, which is far less

trouble than staking, and when one goes to cut the

flowers there is no bother with ties, as there is

when they and stakes are used. The white and purple

varieties of Anemone japonica seem just as grate-

ful for the wet as do other herbaceous plants, and

by.and-bye they will be fine and continue so right

into late autumn. Spirsa palmata is a gem, and

accommodates itself to circumstances, as it suc-

ceeds well in borders, but, it need hardly be said,

does better in wetter places, as by the sides of

ponds or streams, where this lovely plant is just at

home, and should be largely grown by all who can

so favour it. S. astilboides will also be a most

popular kind, and should be planted as a companion.
S. D.

Carnation Grenadin.—Foryielding a quantity

of flowers for cutting there is probably no Carna-

tion that can equal the brightly coloured Grenadin.

It is the only kind that will live through the

winter with me and remain in health and vigour.

It was not in the least injured by the past severe

winter, and never has with me at least been at-

tacked by spot. I am therefore justified in

assuming that it is the hardiest Carnation we have,

and it is certainly one of the most satisfactory

hardy flowers that can be grown. Another most

important point in its favour is, that mu'ch of the

labour involved in Carnation culture is not neces-
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sary in the case of Grenadin. It is only in very

favourable localities that Carnations can be de-

pended on to remain healthy from year to year,

annual layering being indispensable in the majority
of gardens. My plants of Grenadin are blooming
now for the third time, and the flowers are even
better in quality than in previous years, and pro-

duced in great profusion. Until we get a race of

Carnations as hardy and enduring as this one,

the culture of this fine garden flower will never
attain its full measure of popularity. It is a pity

that some experienced Carnation grower does not
make full use of Grenadin as a seed bearer. Crossed
with some of the finest border kinds, some really

hardy vigorous varieties ought to be obtained.
Not only is Grenadin perfectly hardy, but it thrives

in soils wherein Carnations generally will not grow
with any degree of satisfaction. When raised

from seeds, this being, I consider, the preferable
mode of increase, there is some variation in colour,

a percentage of the blooms being crimson and
bright pink. The variety in tint is, however,
pleasing where a large group of it is planted.

About 30 per cent, come single, but even these are
pretty and useful for cutting.— J. C. C.

Rose Garden.

ROSES ON WALLS FOR PROFIT.
" S. D.'.s " timely article on " Roses on Walls "

reminds me of a point that has often been forced

on my attention of late years, viz. , the com-

parative profits between fruit and Rose growing

on walls. As to the taste and beauty of cloth-

ing vacant walls or fences with Roses, there

cannot well be two opinions. The rapid growth
and hardiness of many Roses also admirably tit

them for clothing almost any amount of space in

the shortest possible time. But the abohtion of

fruit-covered walls for Roses is a widely diflerent

matter. And yet how many imperfectly, or
half-clothed walls is one constantly meeting
with—Apricot, Peach, Pear, Plum, Cherry trees

with little but leaves. In some seasons there is

little bloom, and in others, such as the current
one, the trees are smothered with flower, with
most eiTatic sets and swellings of fruit. We are
now about half through the second week of Au-
gu.st, and yet Plums, Apricots, Pears, Appleskeep
falling fast. In many cases it seems that few or
no fruit will be left by the time the crop ceases
to fall. Now, this perpetual dropping does not
follow the development of Roses. True, they
may be hit hard in the early or even late spring

;

but Roses on walls are comparatively ea.sily

protected from serious injury from cold. For
many of the hardier Teas the protection of a
south or west or other wall suffices. Even
north and east walls have a compound pro-
tective force which renders them more effi-

cient than walls of warmer aspects. Walls with
cool aspects retard growth and hold it back
until the natural severities of the season be
past.

Roses have this great merit over fruits of all

descriptions, that once the flowers get beyond
reach of spring frosts they may be said to be
safe. True, maggots and other foes are ever
ready to make a meal of the finest buds, but
these may readily be captured or destroyed,
and there is nothing analogous to the tantalising
phenomiiuon of drojiping buds amid the maladies
to which Roses on walls are subject.

As to varieties, culture, ifec. , there is little to
add to the instructions of " S. D." ou page 101,
only to add to his short list La France, one of
tho finest and most profitable of all Roses for
walls. With a rich root-run and good feeding
with sewage and soap.suds, fine plants of La
France on walls will seldom bo flowerless from

June to November. Neither should I consider
any Rose wall complete without one or several

plants of the ever-blooming HomOre. It also

alibrded me special pleasure to find such old

favourites as 131airi No. 2 and Coupe d'Hebe in
" S. D. 's" list of wall Roses. I should likewise

wish to include that purest and most fragrant of

all white perpetuals, Boule de Neige, inany Ust,

however short, of Roses for walls.

D. T. F.

SEEDLING SWEET BRIERS.
It is most reassuring to read that Lord Penzance
in his efl'orts to improve these has been most suc-
cessful in retaining the peculiar perfume found in

the foliage. There are differences of opinion as to
the advantages orotherwiseof enlargingordoubling,
or even multiplying or altering, the colours of the
blossoms of Sweet Briers, but there can be none
about retaining its matchless odour, and if possible
pouring some of it into the leaves and flowers of

other Roses. Neither must the full measure of per-

fume in Briers be lowered, for it is not only unique
among Roses, but universally liked. So far it is

assuring to find that the odour of the leaves has
been retained in all cases where the Brier has been
used as the mother of the seedlings, and, singularly
enough, it has been generally, if not always, lost

when Hybrid Perpetual or other odourless-leaved
Roses have been used as the seed-bearing parents.
Some recent samples of Sweet Brier in glorious

blossom have led me to inquire whether it is

desirable to improve it in flower or hip ; while
any attempt to improve its perfume would be as
great a folly as the painting of the Lily. To double
the size of the blooms of the Sweet Brier would go
far to spoil them. Of course it is a step in advance
to obtain the copper- coloured blooms with Sweet
Brier foliage, as in Lady Penzance ; but the greatest
step forward will be taken when our Tea and other
Rose leaves shall be filled with the inimitable fra-

grance of the Sweet Brier without injuring their
constitutions. And whilst this great work is being
done by Lord Penzance and others, it seems a pity
that the Sweet Brier should be rapidly dropping
out of our gardens and landscapes. True, we oc-
casionally meet with a trimly clipped hedge ; but
who can judge truly of the grace, beauty, or even
sweetness of the Sweet Brier thus trimmed, cabined,
and confined ?

A few days ago I saw some Sweet Brier bushes
() feet to 8 feet high and as much through satu-
rated with fragrance and smothered with brilliant

blossoms—things of surpassing beauty at the
end of July—to be again renewed through the
autumnal months, when the hips will carry on-
ward the glow of summer into the heart of winter.
More Sweet Brier would do much to sweeten and
enliven most of our best landscapes and gardens in

town and country. It is not, however, every town,
nor yet every garden, in which it will thrive, and
I should be glad to hear of good plants or thriving
hedges of it in London, Birmingham, Manchester,
Liverpool, or other large cities. It is seldom one's
senses are refreshed with the sight and smell of
Sweet Brier, unless in districts truly rural.

D. T. F.

Monthly Roses.—The term " Monthly Roses
has a certain charm about it, for it suggests the
recollection of old gardens wherein these Koses
were largely grown, but which in many instances
have now been swept away to make room for their
more gaudy neighbours. I cordially agree with
the observations of " A. H." upon their claims, and
to see them in their fullest charms it is necessary
that the plants be grown in bold groups or masses.
We have some such groups in the pleasure grounds,
and they are amongst the most effective we have,
considering the range of season that they last
over. The plants commence to flower early in
.lune, and will keep on until cut off by frost. If
the autumn should happen to be mild, flowers
may be had up to Christmas. The old Blush
is the variety we grow for massing principally,

although we have a group of Cramoisie Superieure
the colour of which shows np remarkably well.

The colour of the old Blush is pale pink, shading
off to silvery rose, and suggests a likeness to La
France. This is really a beautiful variety, and we
use it largely for cutting for table decoration.

The effect of a table decorated solely with these

flowers can hardly be realised.—A. Young.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 818.
NAVELWORTS.

(with a plate op OMPHALOPES ViRNA.*)

Tuis is a small, but very interesting genus of

Boraginaceai, one of the species of which, viz.,

O. verna, represented in the accompanying

coloured plate, has been in cultivation in

English gardens since 1633. The perennial

species, both dwarf alpines, are almost in-

dispensable adjuncts to the rock garden, and

where doing well make charming and very

interesting groups in early spring. O. verna,

which is easily established, we strongly re-

commend for naturalising in the wild garden,

where it would soon form large tufts and
where the intense blue flowers in early spring

would be a most pleasing feature. The fol-

lowing are the species cultivated in English

gardens :

—

0. LINIFOLIA.—A hardy annual species with
pretty Forget-me-not flowers, and fine habit.

It grows about a foot in height, the stems
stout and well clothed with ample glaucous green
foliage; the almost pure white flowers are pro-

duced abundantly from June to September, and
when in a mass are very attractive. It is a useful

plant for beds and mixed borders, and should be in

every garden. Native of Portugal.

0. Lucius.—This is one of the choicest alpine
plants we grow, and one that has given no end of

trouble to cultivators to establish permanently on
their rockeries. It is one of those curious plants

that in some districts defy all the arts of the
grower, and in others grow like weeds. It is a
native of Asia Minor and of course perfectly hardy.
Its greatest enemy is slugs, and it is quite im-
possible to keep a plant without ample protection.

Its favourite soil we find is a loose free limestone,

and when once fairly established it will be found
to increase rapidly from self-sown seeds. The soil

should be deep and well drained, because though
requiring abundance of water during summer it is

most impatient of stagnant moisture about the
crowns and roots. The safest plan to guard against
slugs is to use a zinc coUar surrounded on the out-

side with small pieces of ordinary coke. This is

the best preventive we have ever tried, and indeed
the only way in which we have succeeded in grow-
ing this charming plant. It has a dwarf tufty

habit, not creeping, as in 0. verna. The flowers are
twice the size of those of O. verna and of a pecu-
liar smoked lilac-blue colour. This plant is so

difficult to establish that we strongly deprecate
increasing by division, but advise depending on
seeds, which ripen freely in warm seasons.

0. VERNA (the Creeping Forget-me-not).—Of the
three species known to us as forming this genus,
by far the commonest in gardens is the Creeping
Korgetme-not, represented in the coloured illus-

tration. It is said to have been cultivated in Eng-
land as early as l(i:i3, and is found almost wild in

many of our old English gardens ; unfortunately,

however, it has been mostly naturalised in shady
and overgrown places, and in consequence drawn,
weakly and pale flowers result. In its native
habitat in Southern Europe it is said to rival, if not
surpass, in beauty and intensity of colour tho alpine
Forget-me-not (M. alpestris). Where it has been

• Drawn for Thk G.^bden by H. G. Moon, at

Gravetye Manor, May 12, 1891. Lithogi-aphed and
printed by Guillaume Severeyns.
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planted in exposed or even half shady places it has

established itself so firmly as to destroy the natural

vegetation. It is a really charming alpine and one

to grow not by the inch, but by the yard ; its rapidly

creeping stems soon enable it to make large tufts,

and if these be broken up and replanted annually

one may have a large breadth without much diffi-

culty. As already suggested, care must be taken

to keep it away from densely shaded spots
;
it is

here that the plant will grow most rapidly, but

growth will be at the expense of the flowers which
in such a condition are next to worthless for effect.

We find it a most useful subject for the rock gar-

den, where in early March its deep azure-blue

flowers are greatly admired. The white variety,

though pretty, is not so effective as the type, to

which, however, it makes a charming companion in

every way. D. K.

Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

FEEDING VINES.

Some time since I read in The Gaedbn an account
of a splendid house of high-class, well- coloured

Grapes. Mention was made of these having been
highly fed with manures. I shall be very glad if

you will kindly tell me how often it is safe to feed

narrow inside borders, the best manure to use, and
if the Vines should be fed and watered when the

Grapes are colouring. I have given mine manure
over the surface, and watered it in three times, at

starting, after thinning, and when commencing
to colour, but I have failed to finish the Grapes
well. This is the fourth crop. Hamburghs are

splendid in foliage, bunch, and berry, but fail to

colour. I have watered once a week, giving half

gallon per foot surface, and have mulched with horse

manure. What is the best manure for mulching, and
how much 7 When the Grapes commence to colour

I leave air on top and bottom night and day with
a little fire, damping as usual in sunny weather.
Alicante colours fairly. Gros Colman I can never
colour well.—J. Martin.

*,* The Longleat vinery, alluded to on page 29,

is altogether different from the ordinary run of

vineries. It is an immense span-roofed structure,

with top lantern ventilation and perfect front
ventilation. The Vines are fully 2 feet from the
glass, and in some places of the circular trellises

still farther away from it. Crowding of rods
is also avoided, the majority being from 5 feet to

6 feet apart. As a consequence of all this, abund-
ance of fine stout foliage is formed, which remains
clean and serviceable to the last. Seeing that the
house runs from north to south, the sun shines full

on it all day long ; consequently air has to be given
early in the morning, very freely during the hottest
part of the day, and is left on much later than is

the case with lean-to vineries. Vines in such
robust health naturally require, must have in fact,

abundance of moisture at the roots, and can assi-

milate more rich food than do their weaker con-
temporaries in stuffy houses, with the leaves, it may
be, jammed up close to the glass. What Mr. Pratt
mulches with every spring is covered yard manure,
this being the most perfect and strongest form of

farmyard manure that can be had, being especi-

ally rich in ammonia. Liquid manure obtained
eiflier by soaking some of this in a large tub of

water, or else direct from the farmyard manure
tanks, is frequently used, and one or two liberal

dressings of Thomson's Vine manure are also given.
All this might be done for the benefit of
Vines, and yet the bunches fail to colour pro-
perly. As a matter of fact, over-cropping is

the most frequent cause of failure. If too
many bunches are left on the Vines, the ill

effect of this will be seen not only in the present
crop, but most probably also in the next to follow.
From personal observations and experiments I

have proved that strong, healthy Vines will absorb
a surprising amount of water on a bright day, but
a very little manure sufticeth, strong doses of it

really doing more harm than good. Too much
manure is apt to sour the soil, and not unfrequently
destroys many delicate root fibres. What, there-
fore, is most wanted is a sweet, congenial root-run

from which air is not too rigorously excluded,

plenty of moisture, and a moderate amount of ma-
nure, overcropping being sedulously avoided in all

cases. No hard and fast lines can be laid down as

to the exact quantity of water or manure that

should be given Vines, so much depending upon
circumstances. The cultivator must exercise a

considerable amount of judgment in the matter.

This "J. M." appears not to have done, and most
probably his adhering to the old formula of water-

ing at set times is the principal cause of the failure

to colour. There ought to be no fixed times for

watering Vines and no particular quantity of water

used. My practice is to treat them very much the

same as pot plants in active growth, that is to say,

the borders are watered whenever approaching dry-

ness. At this stage a very little water goes a long

way, one half-gallon to the foot surface being

ample, little or none of it passing away down the

drains. Once the borders get really dry, then

double that quantity is required to prepare them
for a soaking of liquid manure or even clear water.

Let " J. M." examine his borders oftener, and when-
ever the soil well below the surface crumbles some-

what in the hand, water or liquid manure should

be given at once. In some instances once a week is

none too often to water Vines, in others once a

month is nearer the mark, very much depending

upon the quality of loam used in making the bor-

der, or whether moisture-holding or not, as well as

the width, depth, and position of the borders.

Whether or not "J. HI." systematically overcrops,

he gives no data to go on, but apparently no fault

can be found with his ventilating. A too free use

of fire-heat and not admitting plenty of air all

through the day, and a moderate amount at both

the top and front of the house unduly hasten

ripening at the expense of colour, this being the

stumbling-block in very many cases. The JIuscat

of Alexandria should also have plenty of air, but

this should be well heated, a higher temperature

being needed to fully bring out all the good quali-

ties of this valuable variety.—W. I.

THE APPLE CROP.

The extent to which the young fruit has this year

fallen off after a heavy crop had apparently

properly set has not surprised me. From a length-

ened observation on the influence which the time at

which the trees bloom has upon the crop, I felt cer-

tain that, unless the unusually late flowering of the

trees was this year to be an exception, the fruit

would drop in large quantities. Those who have

noticed the effects that exceptionally late blooming

seasons have on different varieties of Apples will

have observed that when the spring weather is such

as to delay the blooming time beyond its normal
period it has not a similar retarding influence on

the leafing of many kinds. After the buds have burst

the leafing process goes on without being retarded

by continued cold weather to the same extent that

the expansion of the bloom is. The leaves thus

get an undue start, the effects of which are appa-

rent later on after the fruit is formed, which, if

there is an absence of frost during the time

the flowers are open, usually sets thickly. But the

leaves still keep unduly ahead of the fruit to such

an extent,that they draw much of the support which
should go to its development. The late leafing

varieties of Apples go directly to support this view,

as it rarely happens that they are affected by the

fruit falling after it is once set. Take, for instance,

the dessert Apple Court Pendu Plat, the latest

to bloom of any variety that I have grown
and ever seen ; in the case of this favourite sort

the leafing is correspondingly late with the expan-

sion of the bloom. I know there is a prevalent

idea held by many that if the blooming season is

only late enough so as to escape frost, we may
reckon on a crop. Such ideas are not borne out by
that which actually occurs, as those who have

noticed the matters 1 have mentioned are aware of.

Hardy fruit crops of all kinds are generally the

best when the time of blooming is not brought on
by unseasonably mild weather at the end of winter

and through the spring, or, on the other hand, de-

layed by continued cold until the ordinary time is

past. Under the forper 9onditiocs the crop stands

a greater chance of being destroyed by frost, and
when unseasonably late it is affected, more parti-

cularly Apples, in the way I have described. I

cannot accept the ideas of " E. H." (p. 92) on the

subject, who tries to account for the excessive

dropping by hot, dry weather. This is just the

kind of weather that we have not had this

season, and if we are not to have a full crop
of Apples until there is less of the hot, dry weather
" E. H." lays the blame for the dropping upon, it

will be useless to look for Apples being plentiful

until we get a season so far devoid of dry, hot
weather that we may look for everything else being
a failure. A good many of my acquaintances were
this year reckoning their chickens too soon so far

as Apples were concerned, as they looked upon the

quantities of fruit that were set as sufficient to

warrant their sanguine expectations. T.

SUMMER PRUNING.
" M." (p. 3) introduces the subject of summer
pruning, with remarks anent the opinions held by
gardeners in olden times as to the advantages of

removing more or less of the shoots from wall and
espalier trees, and also speaks of the absence of

unanimity amongst gardeners of the present day
on the point in question. Early and repeated
removal of the young shoots, usually by pinching,

as practised by those who still adhere to the small

pot system of fruit cultivation—now happily all but
given up—is intelligible and consistent, for the

reason that the roots from being confined to so

limited a space are under perfect control. But
where the trees (Apple or Pear I am speaking of)

have their heads confined to a limited space, either

on a wall, espalier, as pyramids, or bushes, re-

moving the shoots early in the summer, whilst

they are soft and yet extending, I have always
looked upon as beginning at the wrong end. If the

trees make no more wood than is consistent with their

bearing satisfactorily, where is the necessity for,

or what is there gained by removing the shoots

before the time that they have ceased to extend ?

—the time in fact which nine-tenths of the fruit

growers I have come in contact with agree as the

best for doing the work. In the case of trees that

are over- vigorous and make too much wood I never

yet saw an instance, where the roots had full

liberty to extend, of an Apple or Pear being brought
into a fruitful condition by the removal of the

shoots early in the season. It simply ends in the

production of several shoots in the place of each
one that has been removed, and which keep on
growing and remain soft right up to autumn and
long after the time when the first growth if left

alone would have ceased to extend and would have
hardened up in the natural course. One result

where this course is followed is that the few fruit

buds which the trees might have formed fail to

appear, the whole efforts of the trees apparently

being directed, or I may say rather impelled by
the overbalance of root power as compared with

the limited top-growth allowed, to push fresh shoots

in place of those cut away. As I have already

said, shoot-pruning, early or late, is working at the

wrong end until there is a sufficient reduction of

root-power by judicious root-pruning, so as to cor-

respond with the limited amount of top-growth

that is permitted. This so far accords with the

practice and opinions of the most successful growers,

and is consistent with reasonable ideas, that one

would have thought it would have met with general

acceptance.
So far as I can gather from what " M." advances,

he agrees with the practice of deferring summer
pruning until the wood has got firm and there is no

further danger of second growth appearing. This,

as I have already said, is in accordance with the

opinions of the great majority of fruit growers

with whom I am acquainted, and is, moreover, in

accord with a reasonable view of the subject.

"E. H.,"who expresses his views on the subject

(p. 2H) evidently considers that summer pruning

whilst the shoots are still soft and growing is the

right practice for trees that are over-vigorous and
have not had their roots reduced, for he says (on

July 11) any tree making strong growth on a wall

or espalier should be checked now. There will
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always be reciprocal action between roots and
brancbes, which is correct up to a certain point,

bat it does not go snfficiently far to remedy the
evil of over-vigour. For though the reduction ol

leaves and shoots tends to checli the growth of the
roots, it does not do this sufficiently to stop a repe-
tition of excess in top growth, and fails to bring
about a fruitful condition in the tree. " E. H."
then goes on to say that exuberance of growth
cin be met by root- pruning, but adds that there is

a difficulty in putting matters right with trees of

considerable size and age. There is no difticulty in

the matter provided the worli is done with judg-
ment ; this is of vital importance. Rough and
ready work, such as serving all alilje, irrespective

of age and size, will do as much harm as good. I

haveroot-prunedtreef at all ages, short of when they
might be said to be past their best, and invariably
with satisfactory results, except in the case of

some that I did not care abcut, and purposely
raduced the roots too much, with a view to see how
fir in this direction I could go without doing
harm. Further on "E. H." asserts that stepping
the visible growth of a tree checks its tendency to
grossness just as eil'ertually as root-pruning does.
This is incorrect, as I have previously said it checks
the growth, but it does not go far enough, even
when begun early in the existence of the trees, 1

have tried what could be done with early shoot
pruning to stop excess of vigour and induce the
formation of fruit spurs with both Apples and
Pears, beginning as soon as the trees had attained
enough size to bear anything worth while, and keep-
ing on with the treatment for a good many years.
All I got was a waste of time. The trees I practised
on consisted of pyramids, espaliers, and wall
trained. In support of his views, " E H." asks.
What would be said of a Peach or a Grape grower
who neglected to thin and stop the young wood ?

So far as the question involved goes—excess of top
growth—there is no analogy between Peaches and
Grapes and Apples and Pears ; the former produce
their fruit from the buds formed on the previous
summer's growth, whilst Pears and Apples form
their fruit buds on the older wood, excepting a few
odd ones at the extremities of the shoots, wlich
some varieties of Apples set.

My prai.-tioe has always been not to touch the
shoots until they had ceased to extend and the
terminal bud was beginning to form at the base
of the last-formed leaf. It is scarcely necessary
to say that the time for summer pruning varies
with the early or late character of the summer.
In seasons like the present, when we virtually had
no spring, and most things, including fruit trees,

are at least a fortnight later than they are some
years, the work necessarily requires to be done later.

._
T. B.

Good early cooking Apples.—The best
early cooking Apple is still, I think. Lord Snffield.

Next to this comes, I believe, for size and substance,
with good cooking qualities in addition, Peasgood's
Nonsuch, which will, I think, be better appreciated
when the trees have attained some age. I believe
it will ultimately become a good bearer. At present
young trees seem to wish to grow more than is

compatible with a free-bearing habit, but still the
tendency to make wood is not so pronounced as it

was a year or two ago, and the chances are heavy
<rops of fine fruit will be gathered by those who
planted this tree when first sent out. The Nonsuch
family may be described as good bearers generally.
The worst feature of Lord Suffield is its poor
growth. It is impossible to gather many bushels
of Apples from a tree that never gets any size. It

is true a bed of Suffields from 4 feet to (i feet apart
would be a pretty sight, and would produce a lot of
fruit, but larger trees would pay better.—E. H.

Early Rivers Cherry.—This was rai.sed from
the Early Purple Guigne. In an extract from a
record of fruit-ripening in the orchard house in
IHIjr) I find "Orchard House," June .H, 18(;5

:

Early Purple Guigne ripe ; "one of the finest and
best Cherries ever eaten." Unfortunately, this
variety was proved to be too delicate for the open
air in our climate, and I began raising seedlings
from it, crossed with some hardier varieties, on

.June 27. In 1870 I find the following entry:
" Seedling from Early Purple Guigne large, rich,

and good ; hangs longer on the tree than the
parent." In 1871, on May 29, I find the same
Cherry ripe, and the entry is, " Very large, hardier
than the parent, with a singularly brisk flavour ; the
earliest of all this race." Having tested it in the
orchard house only, I was not quite certain whether
it would prove hardy enough for an orchard Cherry ;

but I planted standards. These have grown into

profitable standard trees, but the birds attack them
so vigorously that I am obliged to net them to

secure a few fruit, making any attempt to grow
them here almost hopeless. This year the trees

ripened fine black Cherries a fortnight or more
before the May Duke. Our climate is keen and cold.

In the Cherry-growing districts of Kent the sort

ought to be very profitable for the London market,
and I have no hesitation in recommending it as a
hardy and valuable kind for this purpose — T.

FBANCia Rivers.

STONELESS BERRIES IN GRAPES.
It has been a puzzle to many gardeners why some
varieties of Grapes should set so freely, whilst
others should be the reverse or scarcely set at all,

especially when growing together and apparently
receiving the same treatment. Even the notorious
free setters, such as the Black Alicante and Foster's
Seedling, will sometimes fail, and when this occurs,
casual observers are apt to think that something is

wrong in the treatment ; but when such a bad
setter as Mrs. Pince is generally supposed to be
will set freely in the same structure, it is a
phemonenon hardly explainable. This has happened
with Vines under my charge, and I have now
got a rod of Alicante which has a good percentage
of stoneless berries, whilst its neighbour of the
same variety set as freely, and the berries are as
large as need be desired. Before explaining away
the causes which have produced such occurrences I

will mention other notorious bad setters, or rather
which form berries which are small and stoneless

;

these are Alnwick Seedling, Kempsey Alicante, and
Royal Vineyard

;
possibly there may be others.

With these varieties it does not matter how
perfect is the general treatment, yet without some
extraneous aid hardly a berry will form stones,
showing that the fertilisation was not perfect.
Upon looking at the flowers when just expanding, a
sticky or glutinous substance is noticed to be
adhering to the stigma, this preventing the pollen
from carrying out its natural functions. A low
temperature and the roots working in a cold out-
side border seem to aggravate the evil. Amongst
the aids generally recommended, syringing the
bunches whilst in flower is a favourite method with
some people ; so also are the application of
foreign pollen with a soft camel's-hair brush, and
drawing the bunch through the hand. This last

plan 1 have adopted with marked success with
Alnwick Seedling, and I have never seen any Grape
set better than this lias with me this season. The
bunches were passed through the hand at 10 a.m.
and 1 p m., the hand having previously been drawn
over other varieties to gather pollen. The same
process was carried out with the Alicante referred
to above, and yet there are many stoneless ber-
ries. The above illustrations prove that the fault
does not always lie with the secretion of a
glutinous substance on the stigma. The want of
suflicient calcareous matter in the composition
of the soil or borders has been clearly proved to
prevent the formatiijn of stones. This was forcibly
brought home to one of our foremost (irape
growers, and the addition of this through the
agency of fresh slaked lime soon mended matters.
The above, however, is not the reason of the Alicante
in my ca.se failing to stone. This, however, is

not to such an extent as to spoil the look of the
generality of the bunches. Formerly it did, and one
season, out of three rods, I only had one present-
able bunch. These Vines, it must be remembered,
were growing alongside Mrs. Pince, which set its

fruit freely, and which consequently is all the more
remarkable. In the year that the Alicantes set so
indifferently the growth was much fasciated, which
led to the belief of ill-ripened wood on over-vigorous

Vines. This latter possibly was correct with one of
the Vines, and with which I now have not the
least trouble. This season I noticed that in the case

of the Vine which has the stoneless berries, moisture
condensed round the edges of the leaves early in

the evening. End remained so through the night,

notwithstanding that a fair amount of heat was
kept in the pipes, with a little air to cause a genial

circulation, while on thecther Vines there was not the
least sign of moisture. This result leads me to the

belief that a large root has worked through the

border into the crude subsoil, and which in our
case is a cold clay. A root of this nature would
force up a quantity of crude and cold sap. Stone-

less Grapes may be attributed to various causes, and
this in some cases may be overcome by fore-

thought, and by rectifying any known deficiency.

With those varieties which are naturally shy in

forming stones, some extraneous aid will always
be needed, or poorly-fnrnishtd bunches will be the

result. I have noticed that when such varieties

of Grapes as Foster's Seedling have stoneless

berries, it is mainly through the temperature of the

structure being kept too low during the night, or

not sufficient warmth maintained in the pipes, with
ventilation to cause a buoyant atmosphere.

AhberUy Hall. A. YOUNCI.

GOOD EARLY NECTARINES.

I DO not know what Mr. Rivers intends to do
with the new Nectarine he exhibited at the
Temple show of the Royal Horticultural Society
in May. As it was stated to be even better and
earlier than his Lord Napier, he naturally e.xcited

our curiosity to know when we should be able to

secure so desirable an acquisition. As is well

known, there are fewer good Nectarines than
Peaches, and there are also considerably more
early Peaches than Nectarines. I have been in

several establishments where Nectarines were
much more valued than Peaches, so that a good
early kind will be a valuable addition to our some-
what limited list. If Mr. Rivers had only intro-

duced Lord Napier Nectarine, he would be entitled

to our gratitude, for it is certainly one of the
best varieties of the present day. It has every-

thing to commend it, size, flavour, and appearance,
and what is more, it is one of the best bearers, and
does as well in the open as indoors. There are
several of the Nectarines that do badly with me
in the open, but this variety never fails to crop
and finish up well. I had this season many dozen
fine fruits of this kind in an early house with
scarcely a badly .shaped fruit among them, al-

though the tree carried a very heavy crop during
the last three years. I have no hesitation in fay-

ing that Lord Napier is one of our best, if not the
best. Nectarine for all purposes. The Stanwick
Elruge is also one of the good Nectarines of re-

cent years. It does very well with me, and is

earlier than many. It is not so early perhaps as
Elruge, but it is a valuable Nectarine to succeed
the last named, and possesses a rich Stanwick
flavour with a good constitution, and the fruit is

not so liable to split at the stone as the old Stan-
wick. Early Orange also does remarkably well,

and ripens about the middle of August. It has a
beautiful colour, much resembling the old Pitmas-
ton Orange in size and colour, but earlier, and an
excellent variety for open walls on a warm south
aspect. Hardwirk Seedling is also a good bearer,

with a large fruit of good flavour, and does well

on a wall. Of very early fruits, Mr. Rivers
gave us Advance, but I prefer Lord Napier
and find it better, being larger and quite as
early. For forcing to succeed Lord Napier it

is difficult to ficd a better .nil-round Nectarine
than Violette Hiitive, the fruits when well grown
being larger and nf delicious flavour. Another great
advantage is that it sets freely, and does well on
a wall to follow the earliest kinds. There are also

others of recent introduction, but I have not had
room to test their early fruiting or good qualities.

Those who only have limited space and cannot
grow many kinds will not be disappointed if they
give the preference to Rivers' Lord Napier for in-

side and outdoor culture. G. 'Wi'THEa
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ENDURANCE OF STRAWBERRY BEDS.

Wheee young plantations of Strawberries can be

made with strong well-rooted runners early in the

season, say, by getting the plants in in the last

week in July or the first week in August, there is

little doubt that the greatest quantity of large

fruit can be obtained the first year of bearing,

larger, so far as my own experience goes, than the

plants ever produce afterwards. But to destroy

the plants after bearing one season, as sometimes
advocated, is extravagant in labour. If there is

anywhere where the single crop course is adoptee

with advantage, it is in the case of very old gardens

where, without the use of some new material in

the shape of new soil, marl, or clay, the plant?

soon wear out. Where the plan in question is to

be adopted, and there is no stint ot plants, it is

best to have the rows not more than 10 inches or a

foot apart, allowing a similar distance between the

plants in the rows. By this means heavy crops

can be had the first season. In fact, where ground
is at all limited this is the course I should follow,

even when making plantations that were intended
to last for years, hoeing out every other row and
each alternate plant in the rows that remain as

soon as the first crop is gathered. Those who
adopt this method will find that the extra weight
of crop they secure gives a good return for the
little additional labour.

The length of time that a plantation of Straw-
berries will bear profitably depends in a great mea-
sure on the nature of tlie land, or upon what is

done by the addition of new material to the natural
Boil. In old gardens where the soil is of an average
character, a period of three years is usually long
enough to allow a plantation to remain. There is

another matter connected with the subject worth
taking into account; a three years' occupation of
the land with Strawberries does much to improve
it for ordinary vegetable crops, and the more fre-

quently the ground in such gardens can have a
change, like that which Strawberries afford, the
better it answers for other things. On heavy loam,
such as existent in the northern corner of
Middlesex, Grass land that is broken up and
cropped with Strawberries, even such kinds as
British Queen, the plants of which do not generally
last so long as those of some varieties, I have known
plantations kept for ten or eleven years. So far as
the question of remuneration to those who grow
for market goes, it appears to me that the growers,
in depending almost exclusively on Paxton, Sir
Charles Napier, and one or two others of the
heaviest bearing, but poorly flavoured kinds, do not
do the best for their own interests. When one sees
tons upon tons of fine-looking fruit of the kinds
named hawked about the streets by the coster-
mongers and in the shops throughout the town at
from 3d. to 4d. a pound, it shows that, after the re-
tailers have taken their profit and the cost of gather-
ing, conveyance to market, and sale commission
are paid, there must be very little left to meet the
rent, rates, and costs of cultivation, to say nothing
about profit for the unfortunate growers. The
present year is in no way exceptional in the matter
of price, as it is now an annual occurrence that the
prices named rule for weeks in the height of the
season, unless when the crop happens to be a par-
tial failure. On the other hand, small fruits of
British Queen, used for preserving by those who
can appreciate the difference in the quality of the
best flavoured kinds as compared with the coarse
ones, make Id. per pound to the growers, whilst
the largest fruit have this season fetched some-
thing like double the amount named. Fine
Strawberries of a good variety, like any other
favourite fruit, will always command an excep-
tional price. The British Queens that used to
be shown by a grower named Beach, who resided,
I believe, at Isleworth, forty years ago, were such
as I have never seen since. In one season, I think
it was 1851, I saw fruit exhibited by him either at
Chiswick or the Regent's Park, I am not sure which,
that were simply wonderful ; one berry at the top
of the dish was of a size that would scarcely be
credited by those who did not see it. The garden-
ing papers of the time gave an account ot the con-
ditions under which these monster Queens were

grown. If my memory serves me right, it was on

land that had been an old Osier bel, and where
there was the means of flushing between the rows

with water in dry weather. B.

Orchids.

PACHYSTOMA THOMSONIANUM.
This is an extremely rare plant, but I wish to

call the attention of my readers to its great

beauty and to induce them to give it the atten-

tion which it really deserves. It is a native of

Old Calabar, in West Africa, growing on the

trunks of trees. I think it was to the efforts of

Burford Lodge, Dorking, than I have any-
where else. The plant, which does well in the

, ordinary heat of the East India house with a

moist atmosphere, should be potted in good
fibrous peat mixed with Sphagnum Moss,
which should be pressed into the pot very firmly,

and on this the plant should be pegged ; it

has a creeping rhizome, and on this the bulbs

are formed. These are about au inch across, and
surrounded by a membraneous tunic ; the leaves

are produced sometimes singly and at other

times in pairs, some inches or 8 inches long,

plaited and dark green ; the flower-spike is

about the length of the leaf, two or more blooms
springing from the base of the pseudo-bulb. The

Pachystoma Thomsouianum.

the Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, who flowered

the first plant in England, that we are indebted

for its introduction now nearly alout twelve

years ago. There would appear to be some
dirticulty about the position which this plant

should occupy. The latest authorities have

left it where Professor Reichenbach placed

it, although the other known species re-

ferred to Pachystoma differ in habit and are

natives of difl"ereut parts of India and the

Malay Islands. The majority of them ofler

no temptations to the lovers of Orchids to

include them in their collections, but as a

member of the Epidendre.'o this superb

African beauty still remains. This plant has

always been rare, and I think I have seen it

blooming more frequently in the collection

brought together by Sir Trevor Lawrence at
i

flowers measure some 3.' inches across, the sepals

and petals nearly equal, of good substance, and
pure white. The lateral lobes are erect, greenish,

with red streaks on the inside ; the middle lobe

is narrow, white, with broad streaks of reddish

purple, tlie brilliancy of which contrasts well

with the purity of the white of the sepals and
petals. It flowers usually about the end of

September, and lasts a long time in full beauty

if kept free from damp. These little plants

require considerable care in their management,
but when they get the proper attention, they

may be said not to be difficult to manage.
William Hroii Gower.

Oncidium prastextum.—From Mr. William
Bolton comes a very nice spike of bloom of this

species or variety, whichever it may be. I am of

opinion that it is only a variety of 0. crispum. Mr
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Bolton says :
" It is very free-blooming, and last

autumn it made a strong bulb, which flowered in

December. It then began to grow again, making
a strong bulb from which I have cut the spike
Bent. I do not know if it is usual to get two flower-

ing bulbs from one break in twelve months." I

think it is very unusual, but Mr. Bolton appears to

have a place very suitable to the Oncidiums of the
crispum type. The other flower appears to be a
bad variety of Oncidium (Cyrtoohilum) maculatum.
—W. H. G.

Odontoglossum Schlieperianum.—A flower
of this variety comes from Mr. Lutwyche, of Bra-
merton, Tulse Hill, asking if this is a named variety.

I have seen this form occasionally during the last

few years, and quite recently I saw it flowering
with Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, under the name of

aureum. The flower is of good size, wholly orange-
yellow, the transverse stripes on the sepals and
petals being very faint, and giving the orange tint

to the flower. In the typical plant these trans-
verse bands are reddish brown ; the variety is very
pretty, and although closely related both to 6.

grande and G. Insleayi, it is quite distinct from
both. The plant is a native of Costa Rica.

—

W. H. G.

Cypripedium Harrisianum (//. Barnet). —
Your flower is simply a bad form of this variety,

which was the first hybrid Slipper Orchid raised by
the late Mr. Dominy nearly thirty years ago. The
cross, too, is similar. You say it is C. barbatum
X C. villosum, and I think Harrisianum was the
reverse cross. I can see no reason to wait five

years in order to get what you should have known
previously would produce the same plant that
we already have. There are so many Cypripe-
diums now, that we must have gay and bright
colours, and these can be obtained by a proper
selection of parents.—W. H. G.

ORCHID.S AT HOLLOWAY.
The Orchids at Mr. B. S. Williams and Son's nursery
are just now rather on the wane, but evidence
still remains that the show has been very good.
Starting with the Vandas,'I observed fine e.xamples
of the true Veitch's suavis in magnificent condition,
and V. tricolor in various forms, amongst the best
being formosa. V. tricolor insignis, which plant
stood for the true insignis for so long a time, has
not lost any of its beauty by being relegated' to a
variety of tricolor. Numerous specimens of the
beautiful plant known as the Dalkeith variety of
tricolor were also in bloom. V. limbata, a rare and
beautiful plant which was introduced to our gardens
by the head of the firm, was just over. The plant
was first found some fifty years ago, but it seems to
be rare in its native country, which is .Java. It has
somewhat short leaves for a Vanda, and the racemes,
which are as long or longer than the petals, bear
from nine to twelve flowers, some 2 inches across

:

the sepals and petal.s are bright, brown, tessellated

with a deeper shade of brown, and have a marginal
border of yellow. E.tternally they are tinged with
lilac-mauve, the lip lilac with a white border.
With the Vandas are flowering some beautiful
plants of Aerides quirquevulnerum, bearing long
spikes of its brightly-coloured flowers. This,
although an old species, has always been
rare. Turning from these to the Cypripe-
dinms, which are always to be found here in
great abundance, foremost stands C. Morganiu-,
some twenty flowers of which are open. There
were also a host of other specie.s and varieties
flowering, the chief of which were C. .superbiens, C.
(jcnanthum, always bright and cheerful, C. selli-

gerum ruhrum, C. Swannianum, C. Arthurianum and
many others. Sobralia macrantha and .S. xantho-
leuca aurea, also very fine, Cujlogyne Massangeana,
with its long racemes of handsome flowers ; Dendro-
bium superbiens, with its long lasting bright flowers

;

the truly handsome 1). McCarthiic, the rare D.
Lowi, and the very little seen D. triadenium, better
named D. mutabile, although it is better known by
the first name, were also in bloom. Other noticeable
plants were Galeottiana.MiltoniaRegnelli. Oncidium
Limminghi, Calantlie veratrifolia, and C. masuca.
Cattleya Gaskelliana and C. gigas represented the

most of the Cattleyas. Epidendrum Brassavolse

was also conspicuous. Chysis ):uvis had been
flowering here very freely. Oncidium curtum in

quantity, Odontoglossum hastilabium and O.

Harryanum (the last represented by some excel-

lent varieties) were also very fine. Some nice forms
of 0. crispum, the pretty 0. Wallace', and such
plants as the curiousraphiniacristata.Trichocentrum
albo-purpureum, and the rare BoUea Patini were
also very good. W. H. G.

liSelia elegans Morreniana. — A very fine

fluwer, whicli I take to be a variety of this plant,

conies to me from Mr. Hohnes, gardener to Mr. Ilardy,

Pickering Lodge. Timperley. It is really a superb
flower, and I think amongst the darkest of its race.

Tltese dark forms are very grand, and it is curious

that they are hardly ever seen during the spring

months, all the kinds that flower at that time being
those with white sepals and petals.—G.

Cattleya gigas.—A very pretty flower comes to

me from Mr. Kerslake, gardener tithe Rev. 0. Hand-
ley, Bath, under the name of C. Sanderiana, hut it is

not that variety, but a very good form of gigas. It

bears a spike of bloom with four flowers. Each flower

measures about 8 inches across, the sepals and petals

being of a deep rose colour, the large much-frilled lip

rich crimson-purple and having two distinct eye-Hke
apdts of wliite at the side of the throat and faintly

stained with yellow at the base.—W. H. G.

Miltonia Regnelli purpurea— A flower of

this variety comes from Mr. Lutwyche, of Tulse

Hill, for a name. It is a very pretty flower ; the

sepals and petals should be soft rose, margined with
white, but here they have gone off to some extent

;

the large flat lip is rich crimson. This plant is often

called Rucker's variety, from its first flowering in

that famous collection.—W. H. G.

Cattleya Eldorado crocata.— Mr. Osborne,

gardener to Mr. Howard, of The Grove, Teddington,

sends me a flower of this variety. Although not

large, it is of good shape, and it may increase in

size as the plant gets stronger. The sepals and
petals are white ; lip also white, with a deep orange
blotch in the throat which spreads into the front

lobe, leaving a broad marginal border of white

all round.—G.

Epidendrum cochleatum (,/. H. TI'.).—This

is the name of your plant, which first flowered in

the Kew collection in the year 17i^7, this being the

first species of the genus which bloomed in the

country. It has a wide range in America and the

West Indies, but you could not possibly have re-

ceived this plant amongst a parcel of Burmese
Orchids,—W. H. G.

Vanda Kimballiana.—" H. L." sends a very

fine variety of this species, but it is in colour

where the superiority comes in. The \'ery finest as

regards size was sent to me two years ago by Mr.
Cypher when in charge of the fine collection

of Mrs. Studd at Bath. The flower sent by
" H. L ," however, differs in having the sepals and
petals flushed with rosy crimson. I am pleased to

see this variety, and I trust it will encourage
growers to take up the cultivation of Vandas.— G.

Oncidium Balderramse.— Flowers of a plant

bearing this name come from Messrs. Pitcher and
Manda, of Hextable. They say it is not an Epiden-
drum, which I suggested it was, and the flower-spike

is lateral, long, and much branched. The flowers are

closely set, about an inch across, sepals and petals

fawn colour ; lip light mauve, with some raised lines

on the disc. The plantis quite a stranger to me, and
I must say it very much resembles an Epidendrum.
-W. n. G.

Orchids at the Keigate show. Mr. Hay-
wood, of Woodhatch Lodge, exhibited a fine

group of these plants at the above show. In

the group were some excellent forms of Masde-
vallia Veitchi, Lindeni, Harryana, and Chelsoni.

These gave colour to the whole. Some fine forms
of Miltonia vexillaria and of the varieties rubella

and alba were also shown. Cypripediums were
represented by C. Lawrenceanum,Curtisi, calurum,
superbiens, and ciliolare. The beautiful white
Dendrobium Dearei was also very fine, whilst

Cattleya Mendeli, C. Gaskelliana, and Lrelia elegans

were represented by good forms. The ever wel-

come Odontoglossums were to the front, including
the beautiful O. crispum in variety, O. Pescatorei,

O. cordatum, the fine 0. Harryanum and many
other things.—G.

Kitchen Garden.

MUSHROOMS IN THE OPEN AIR.
That Mushrooms may be grown successfully in
beds in the open there cannot be any doubt, and
although it i.s a practice still in its infancy in
private gardens, yet for many years past it Las
been the principal mode of pruduction for

supplying our great vegetable market in the
metropolis. Growing Mushrooms in properly
constructed hou.ses, also in sheds, disused
stables and cellars, still finds close adherents,
and for private gardens one or other of the.se

positions is necessary for keeping up a steady
and regular supply throughout the winter and
spring months ; but a well-constructed bed
in the open air should form a part of every
well-appointed garden as a means of adding
to the daily supply. I never knew a garden
yet where too many Mushrooms were grown,
as, however jjlentiful, they never fail to be
higlily ajipreciated. It must not be understood
that by forming ridge-sliaped beds in the open
air Mushrooms will be had in abundance,
as even when grown under this system the
same intelligent care is needed. As in other
forms of culture, however, suitable material is

necessary and also in sufficient i|uantity to form
a good-sized bed. Good stable manure is what
is needed, and such as is obtained from livery

or private stables where the horses are
fed on dry food. In some districts such mate-
rial is easily obtainable by purchase and also

whilst in a fairly fresh state. The old method
of collecting a barrow-load of droppings daily

is not at all necessary or even needful, as the
litter and droppings as removed from the
stables and such as may be gathered together in

the course of a few days will suit the purpose.
The longest of the litter sliould be shaken
out, as being adapted for covering over
the beds wlion formed, as fresh and dry
straw would not be at all suitable. The
longest of the litter having been shaken out,

that remaining will consist of about equal parts

of droppings and short litter, and is just the
material necessary for forming into beds. The
litter will counteract the evil of overheating
where fresh droppings only are used, and the
heat retained in the bed will be more lasting.

Material which quickly becomes heated after

being made up into beds also as quickly cools;

consequently such beds can never be produc-
tive.

The preparation of the material is of the
utmost importance. If we could be sure of

fine weather the preparation could bo effected

in the open air, and where there is a large

quantity this is the course generally adopted
;

but in the ca.se of smaller quantities collected

together in private gardens protection from wet
is necessary. To<i much rain would make the

manure too wet, as it must bo understood that

Mushrooms will not thrive in a wet medium.
The material may be easily moistened if this is

considered necessary. If by chance it becomes
wet from lieavy rain the case is diti'ercnt, and
no remedy whirli nuiy be applied, unlr.ss mi.\-

ing with drier uuiterial, would liave the etlect

of rectifying the evil. The nuiterial recjuires to

lie just moist enough to start the first stage of

decomposition. The material when ready

should be thrown together in a heap, and
directly fermentation commences and before it

lias a chance of becoming white through
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over-heating, the whole should be thoroughly
turned, not by throwing the manure over in

forkfuls, but by separating almost every piece

as the work proceeds. This work must be re-

peated as often as necessary. The sign for tlie

material being fit for use is after over-heating

is passed and the bulk is fairly sweet. To get

it into this condition six or eight turnings may
1)6 sufficient. The size of the bed must be

according to the quantity of material, as obvi-

ously the length would be a matter of conveni-

ence, but not so the section. This must be

formed at a sufficient angle to throw ofl" the

wet, as the flatter the bed the more apt is it to

become saturated with rain. Three feet in width
at the base is the usual size for our beds, build-

ing the bed up sharply to 12 inches at the top.

The site of the bed should be first marked out,

also taking the precaution to select a sheltered

position .so that it is not exposed to cutting

winds. The beds must be built up very firmly,

as on how this part of the work is performed
success depends. It is well known that shallow
and flat beds cannot be made up too firmly, and
the same holds good in the open air. By plac-

ing the material in narrow layers and well beat-
ing with the back of a fork the needful solidity

is obtained. After the material is formed in

position and has had time to settle for a day or
two the sides should be dressed down. A layer
of the litter, more or less, according to the
weather, will now have to be spread over the
ridge so as to draw up the heat if necessary.
Like beds under cover, if these open air ones
are likely to become overheated, holes will have
to be bored along the ridge to let out the heat,
but this must be carefully performed or else
the bed is apt to become disturbed. It is cer-
tainly a mistake to allow the beds to become
too cold before inserting the spawn, for when
this does occur the mycelium will not run freely,
and there is also the opposite evil of inserting
the spawn whilst the temperature of the bed is

too high. At a temperature of about 85° is a safe
point to spawn, and when there is no danger of
it rising over, but with the material properly
prepared, it is seldom the heat rises higher than
95° or 100°.

When ready for spawning the spawn should be
used in fairly large pieces, these being inserted
regularly over the bed at inches apart, and not
too deeply, the outer surface of the spawn being
just below the surface. Care must be taken
that the spawn is fixed firmly without any
cavity around it. After spawning, and if there
is no danger of the heat rising above a safe de-
gree, it is immaterial whether the l)eds be sur-
faced with soil or a few days allowed to elapse.
The latter has the advantage, as then the
grower can test the spawn and see whether it is

running freely. With good manure suitably
prepared and also good spawn inserted at the
right time, some good fertile loam is the next
desirable commodity for surfacing the beds. In
my own case I go to a field, thinly pare and
roll back the turf, and then take out a layer
about 2 inches in thickness of the under soil,
afterwards replacing the turf. The soil must be
sufficiently moist to adhere to the sides firmly.
A layer of sufficient thickness must be applied
so that when well beaten with the back of a
clean and bright spade it will have an even
thickness of about ] h inches or thereabouts.
The bed will now have to be covered with litter,
more or less according to the season and the
degree of heat in the bed. A gentle and genial
heat is what is required to be maintained about
the surface.

The best results are obtained from open-air
beds when either made up in the autumn or
early spring. Early in September is generally

the time when the first beds are made up, as

this month is the most genial in the whole
year for siich work. This month also is the
natural season for Mushrooms appearing in the
open fields, and as an old grower once remarked
to me when conversing upon the temperature
most conducive to the growth of Mushrooms,
" Imitate,'' says he, "as near as possible, the

temperature and conditions of the month of

September." By being grown in the open air

some people may be under the impression that

artificial watering of the beds is not necessary,
and most certainly if the beds are sufficiently

moist and Mushrooms appearing, by no means
apply water ; but, on the other hand, if at all

dry, as sometimes they are apt to be in bright

and dry weather during the autumn and early

spring months, then watering must be practised

as often as necessary. The water used should
be soft, with just a pinch of salt in a canful.

The watering should be performed in the morn-
ing of fine days, not by pouring it directly on
the surface of the beds, but on the outer cover-
ing, as the water so applied will trickle gently
on to the beds. A. Y. A.

THE POTATO CROP.

The drenching thunder showers which have marked
the weather through the latter half of Jaly, especi-
ally in the last week of the month, have, as might
have been looked for, begun to show their effects on
the earlier crops of Potatoes. Up to August 3,

the disease, so far as affecting the tubers, was only
apparent in here and there an odd root, but the
lower leaves and the stems in many instances gave
unmistakable evidence of the presence of the
disease. Luckily, the temperature has kept low,
and thus the second favourable condition—a hot
smothering state of the atmosphere, combined with
heavy rain during this the critical period—has been
absent. Last summer the rains that fell in the
latter part of July, through which the disease made
its appearance, were followed by dry weather during
the greater part of August. It is to be hoped that
we may have a repetition of this. So far the later
crops appear quite clear of the disease, and if the
weather was to clear up at once they would no doubt
escape. Should the disease become virulent, the
experiments which the Royal Agricultural Society
are carrying out with sulphate of copper will pre-
sumably be fairly tested. One acre of Potatoes is,

I understand, to be dressed with the sulphate to see
how far it acts as a preventive ; another acre is

to have a dressing after the disease has commenced,
and a third acre, under like conditions as to cultiva-
tion and the sort grown, is to be left untreated.
From what has so far resulted from the use of the
sulphate, it is to be hoped that the remedy may
turn out effectual. So far as warding off disease or
lessening its effects on limited plots of ground, such
as gardens or allotments, if it is found that the
remedy succeeds even so far, it will be a great boon.
But I fear that it is more than doubtful if this or
anything of a kindred nature can be successfully
applied where the crop occupies scores or hundreds
of acres.

This has been a peculiar season, and its influence
has been alike apparent in the Potato crop as in

other things. The cold sunless weather which con-
tinued through April and May retarded the growth,
so that Potatoes were exceptionally late ; but seldom
have new Potatoes been so good in quality. Rarely
have English-grown kidneys been so dry, floury, and
fine-flavoured as they have been through July.
Should the principal crops escape, a heavier yield
than usual may be looked for ; it would scarcely be
possible for the late kinds to look better.

___^ B.

A hybrid Lettuce.— I am afraid the term hy-
brid is not botanically correct in relation to Lettuces,
because there is much reason to believe that the
Cos and Cabbage varieties are of common origin,

but 1 employ it because I recently saw at Rea<iing
what is regarded as an intermediate form of the

Cos and Cabbage types. In its general appearance
it comes near to the character of the Batii Cos, but
it is much flatter than usual, and while the outer
leaves, which recurve considerably, favour those of

tlie Cos type, the centre leaves take on a great deal
of the character of the Cabbage Lettuce. It ap-

pears to possess one good quality ; it is long stand-
ing and is very slow indeed to run to seed. Per-
haps after all the apparently mixed character may
represent only a seminal variation, but it certainly

is a distinct one. Is there any case on record of a
cross between the Cos and Cabbage varieties ?

—

R. D.

Early Beet —With an abundance of salad in
the summer months early Beetroot is a welcome
addition to the salad bowl, so that if possible a
small quantity of a good Turnip-rooted dark-col-
oured variety should be sown in April for that pur-
pose on a warm border. When severely thinned
and kept moist the roots are soon fit for use, and
a supply may be kept up through the summer till

the later sown long Beets come in. It is an easy
matter to have Beet all the year round by keeping
some of the smallest roots for late consumption,
using the largest early in the winter and spring
months. For the latest before the Turnip-rooted
comes in 1 sow a row or two of Dell's Crimson on
good land, and find it an excellent keeper and of
good colour to the last. Our main crop consists of
Cheltenham Green-top, an excellent Beet if not
grown in too rich soil, as when given much manure
it runs coarse. Moderately sized roots are best and
keep soundest. For early or first sowing the
Egyptian Turnip-rooted sown early in April soon
comes to maturity, and also does well on light soils.

There are also selections from this, such as Blood-
red, Globe, and Eclipse, the last larger than the
first named and later. I prefer the earlier kind, as
what is wanted is an early quick-growing Beet.
The later or long-rooting kinds come in when this

is over, and these are sown a month later than the
early kinds. Those who prefer the Tamip-rooted
kinds and do not grow many of the others should
then grow Eclipse, as it is a very good one for late

use and an excellent keeper.—G. Wythes.

LETTUCE, CABBAGE T'. COS.
" I. M. H." (p. S('>) is quite right in his estimate of
the two forms of Lettuce, but I think that he is

incorrect in saddling gardeners with the prejudice
that exists against Cabbage Lettuce. So far as
my experience goes, it is those whom gardeners
have to provide for who labour under the mistaken
idea that the Cabbage varieties are not equal to
the Cos. Prejudice is hard to kill, ami with a
lengthened experience I have found it next to im-
possible to convince those who eat Lettuces, but
are not engaged in growing them, that the ideas
they entertained rested on no better grounds than
preconceived opinions unsupported by facts.

Lettuces cut into shreds, and so far disguised in
salads by the addition of cream, hard-boiled eggs,
oil, and the usual condiments, are not in a state
to exhibit their quality, no matter what the variety
may be ; but so far as appearance goes, it is

clearly in favour of the Cabbage varieties, which,
when in right condition, look, when shredded, nicer
than the Cos varieties. By the way, there is

something in appearance, otherwise we should not
see people using Curled Endive in salads in the
summer, for at best, at any time of the year, it is

only a tough
,
poor substitute for good Lett uoe. The

notions which many eaters of Lettuce entertain
appear to be founded on what was grown half a
century ago, when the old coarse-growing Neapoli-
tan was the best representative of the Cabbage
sorts.

Respecting the dilVerent varieties of Cabbage
Lettuce which " I. M. H. " mentions, 1 fail to find

them a fraction better than some of the older sorts,

such as AH the Year Itouml, Tom Thumb, and
Tennis-ball. " I. M. H." does justice to the two
former in what he says in their favour for
autumn and early winter work, and they are just as
good for summer when well groTn. On this latter

important matter a great deal depends as to their
succulence and temlerness, as well as sweetness.
Good vegetable growers know that it is useless to
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attempt to grow Cos Lettuce really up to the

mark unless they have a good open space with

rich, highly-manured soil, and no stint of water in

hot summer weather. Acting upon this knowledge,

they give the best place in the garden and the

best treatment to the Cos varieties, which they are

expected to have in good condition, whilst the

Cabbage kinds, if they happen to grow them, in

most cases have to struggle on under comparative

neglect. The same holds good in most cases as

regards the treatment of new varieties of vege-

tables of all kinds. The last high-priced novelty

thv.t comes into the gardener's hands in the shape

of new Peas, Potatoes, Beans, Cauliflower, Cabbage,

or anything else all but invariably gets attention

given it to an extent that places the old well-proved

sorts under a disadvantage. To test the merits of

new as compared with old varieties of vegetables,

the only safe course is to grow both under exactly

the same conditions, and, further than this, to have

the new and the old sorts cooked so that they

can be eaten and tested at the same time. This is

a practice that I have always followed in compar-

ing the merits of new rersns old varieties of vege-

tables. If this the only reasonable course had been

generally followed, how would nine-tenths of the

host of new Peas that have appeared within the

last twenty-live years have stood the test of com-
parison with fuch sorts as Emperor of the Marrows,

Ne Plus Ultra, Perfection, or British Qaeen ? The
aim of the majority of those who raise new
vegetables is evidently not so much to produce

some that are better to eat than those of its

kind already in existence, but to bring out things

that the public, in their apparently irresistible fas-

cination for novelty, will buy. T. B.

WINTER SPINACH—PREPARATION OF
GROUND.

This useful winter vegetable was the subject of

two important notes in The Garden (p. Sfi)

The preparation of the ground for winter Spinach

is an important operation, as it is often the case

that a good breadth of Spinach by the end of

winter is quite ruined owing more to grubs and
wireworm than climatic influences. This is often

the case in old gardens highly manured with

animal manure. To get the plants to thrive,

various remedies must be adopted, and one I

have found succeed is to omit the animal manure
for a season and to use plenty of wood ashes or

charcoal refuse, guano, Jensen's fish manure, or

any other good fertiliser. The result I have

found from this practice has been most satis-

factory. In some gardens the plants go off

badly, and now is a good time to prepare ground

in those cases by free exposure, as recommended
by " A ," and also to use gas-lime in badly infested

ground. I was unable to winter a crop of Spinach

till I adopted this plan, and would advise spreading

the gas-lime over the surface and well mixing it in

the ground as the digging proceeds, or it may be

spread on the surface after digging, allowing it to

lie for a few days, and then forking it in a few
days before sowing. If in lumps, the lime must be

beaten fine with the back of the spade before

spreading it, as when applied in large pieces it is in-

jurious. Gas-lime is one of the best remedies for

wireworm that I have tried. I have used it with

equal success for Parsley. On the same page
' R. D." speaks well of Victoria Spinach for a winter

crop as being an advance upon the kind known as

Long Standing. I can testify to its good qualities,

as I have grown no other for three summers, and
have found it most excellent. As " R. D." advises,

it must have room, and it also requires abundance
of manure in a decayed condition, as the treatment

advised for winter crops, that i.s. to omit animal
manure and to rely on others, will not he suitable

for summer Spinach, although a sprinkling of some
artificial manure over the ground between the rows

is of great a.ssistance. I have cut down the A'ictoria

Spinach when short of ground to about (i inches,

and given the ground a dressing and got splen-

did crops in two or three weeks' time. The
Victoria when used in summer must have room and
be severely thinned. It will stand the cutting

down better than any other kind I know. The
Giant A'iroflay is much like it—indeed, growing
side by side, it comes as large, but for general

cropping I prefer the Victoria. For winter sowing
it is the best 1 have tried, and I have grown it for

two winters. Making the ground firm is of great

advantage on light land, as it gives the Spinach more
strength, then growth is not quite so rapid, and the

tissues of the plant are hardened to resist damp or

frost. Neither are the plants so readily lifted out

of the soil in severe winters. Damp is a great

enemy to Spinach, so that an open sunny position

(not exposed to the east if possible) just suits it. 1

would also advise two sowings, as often the later

sowing is more useful, even in mild winters. The
seed sown in August runs to flower, it being im-

possible to prevent it, but that sown a month later

will not do so, and will keep up the supply till the

spring sown comes in. It also winters better, as I

never lost a plant of that sown in September by
the severe weather last season, and it gave some
valuable dishes late in the spring, when there was a

great deficiency of other green vegetables. This

later sowing may be much thicker than the main
winter crop, \C> inches in the rows and not thinned

so much. I find it a good plan to leave it rather

thick, and when new growth commences early in

the year to cut out for use as required every other

plant, thus allowing those remaining more room to

develop.— S. H. M.

The ground, having previously been forked

over and brought to a good tilth, will now be in

condition for making the main sowing of this

indispensable winter vegetable. About the neigh-

bourhood of London and In the more southern

districts, about the 20th of August is considered a

suitable date for sowing, for If sown earlier it is apt

to run to flower stem instead of forming a stocky

plant, but in the colder or rather later districts,

about the 15th of the month is considered the best

time. When grubs are known to be troublesome,

apply a dressing of soot or either soot and wood ashes

in equal parts. This, besides making the soil dis-

tasteful to the grubs, also greatly invigorates the

plants. The drills should not be drawn too closely,

18 inches apart being none too much space for

the prickly variety, whilst the newer Victoria may
have an extra few inches. The seeds having been

sown thinly, the condition of the soil at the pre-

sent will ensure a vigorous start, and the seedlings

will not be long in appearing above the ground.

Hoeing between 1 he plants, in addition to greatly

stimulating them and keeping them free from

weeds, will also, by disturbing the surface, assist in

exposing the root-eating grubs to the birds.

not allowed to grow. In this position the Tomatoes
grow away freely during the autumn and set a
large crop. As the days shorten the vinery is shut

up at night, jnst keeping out frost. About Christ-

mas I remove these cases with the plants into a
warm house, and this gives the plants a fresh

start and the fruit ripens off well and is of good
colour. I prefer cuttings, as they commence
fruiting more quickly. One great point to guard

against is not to give them too much water as the

days shorten, only keeping the soil just moist.

—

J. C. F. _

Trees and Shrubs.

Winter greens.—It is now time that all winter

greens, except the latest Coleworts, were in their

respective positions to enable them to become es-

tablished to withstand the winter. Land now being

cleared of such crops as Peas and early or mid-

season Potatoes may be filled up with any of the

kinds which are likely to prove acceptable. Plants

which have already been set out between the rows

of Potatoes should have constant attention in see-

ing that the haulm does not overtop or shade the

plants, for if such should occur they will be con-

siderably weakened. A free use of the hoe will

assist in a healthy and vigorous growth being main-

tained, and this, coupled with suthcient room be-

tween the plants, will impart a perfectly matured
growth. Broccoli may now be planted with a

greater certainty of success than a month ago.

Tomatoes for winter.—The present is a good

time to make preparations for a winter supply of

this much-prized vegetable. Many suppose they

cannot have these unless they have a house devoted

to them. This is not so. Last year I had good
Tomatoes up to the middle of February from

a vinery from which the Grapes were cut in

August. I am just preparing to do the same this

year. I have now some good p'ants struck from a

free setting seedling obtained here. These will be

placed in some old wine cases that are now in use

for the same purpose. These cases will be placed

on a shelf where Strawberries grow in spring, train-

ing the pl-.nts on the trellis where the Vines are

THE SPECIES AND NATIVE HABITATS
OF THE LILACS.

It might seem superfluous to say another word
about the Lilacs, those charming shrubs the

numerous varieties of which contribute so much
to the embellishmeiit of our gardens and which
aresoweJlknown everywhere ; but there still exist

more than one undetermined particular in tlieir

history, or at least in the history of several of

the species, and, what is very remarkable, among
these species we find the very ones that have
been tlie longest in cultivation and are the most
generally grown, viz , the common Lilac and
the Persian Lilac.

The Lilacs, whose original generic name of

Lilac, Linnteus (perhaps wrongly) thought it

ad\isable to change to that of Syringa, most
probably on account of the former name being

somewhat harsh to the ear,* constitute a botani-

cal family which even at the present day is re-

presented by nnly a very small number of spe-

cies, of which we are not quite sure that some
deserve to rank as such. The value of the

characters which distingui.sh them is such a

debatable matter, that it will always be difficult

to agree as to what should be considered a spe-

cies and what a variety, using the term species

in the Linnean acceptation of the word. If, in

the present article, the term species is em-
ployed in a wide sense, it is so because an
examination of numei-ous transitional forms

necessarily leads to the consolidation of species

which were originally founded on extreme forms

—the only ones then known—of which the

points of ditl'erence became less and less appre-

ciable in proportion as the number of specimens

that were studied tended to demonstrate the

variability that existed in the family.

The genus Syringa, as we now know it, may
be divided into two sections or sub-genera,

which are sharply de6ned. One of the=!o, for

which the name Lilac should be retained, com-
prises all those species which have deciduous

foliage and dry capsules or seed-vessels. All

the Lilacs that are now in cultivation belong to

this section. The other section, which is named
Sarcocarpion on account of its fleshy capsules,

which are black, like those of a Ligustrum or

Privet, and almost drupaceous, but yet dehiscing

or opening by two valves like the fruit of all

the Syringas, is ocjually remarkable for its per-

sistent or evergreen foliage, the leaves also

being as rigid in texture as Holly leaves. I'p

to the present this section contains only a single

species, wliich has white flowers and is found in

the wild state on high mountains in the western

parts of China. .Ml attemjits to raise ])lauts of

this species from seed have hitherto unhappily

proved unsuccessful.

The following table will enable anyone at

once to SCO and comi)are the jiointsof dilt'ercnce

(always very slight) by which the existing

• Miilliinli li;id lulciptod for those plniitstlie iiiimo

l,il:ic, a rcisiiin wc.nl dorivoil from the Himloo, mid

siK"il'.vi"K" I'liH' " or " blue-floworo(l,";iuil, in a looser

S'-nse,
*' viulotflnworod."
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species of Lilac are distinguished from one
another :

—

GENUS &YRINGA.
Section I —Lilac.

A.—Leaves glabrous on both sides, or very
rarely slightly papillose underneath or finely

fringed at the edges.
1

.

S. VULGARIS. (L.).— Leaves broadly oval or sub-

orbicular, abruptly acuminate, heait-shaped or

truncate, or shortly attenuated at the base ; flower-

clusters oval in shape.

2. S. TERSICA (L.).— Leaves small, narrowly
lanceolate, attenuated at the base, sometimes la-

ciniated ; flower-clusters narrow, frequently inter-

rupted in form.
3. S. JosiKJEA (Jacq).—Leaves oval-lanceolate,

distinctly two-coloured, white or whitish under-

neath ; capsules not lenticulated.

4. S. YUNNANENSis (a new species). — Leaves
two-coloured, rather narrowly lanceolate, very acu-

minate, attenuated at the base and at the extre-

mity ; branches and seed-vessels plentifully lenti-

culated.

B.—Leaves rough underneath, or on the mid-
rib at least.

5. S. viLLOS,^, (Vahl ) —Leaves oval, rather large,

two-cclouied, whitish underneath, rough on the
veins or rerves, and covered with minute dots on
the under-surface.

ij. S. ruP.E.scEK8(Turcz.).— Leaves rather small,
shortly-oval in shape, cornered at the base, of a
very pale green colour, glaucous, rough on the
veins of the under surface, with few dots or none
branches and seed-vessels plentifully lenticulated.

7. S. VELUTiNA (Bur. and Franch.).— Leaves oval-
lanceolate, covered on the whole of the under-sur-
face with dense greyish hairs, giving them a velvety
appearance in that part.

Section II.—Saecocaepion.

8. S. SBMPEEVIRENS (Franch.).—Leaves thick,
very coriaceous in texture ; flowers white, in com-
pact clusters.

Detailed Review of the Different Species

S. VULGARI.S, L. (common Lilac).—This is

characteristd by having broad leaves, which are
glabrous on both sides, always entire, and
sometimes finely fringed on the margin. The
colour and size of the flowers exhibit very
numerous variations under cultivation. The
seed-vessels never bear any lenticulations (small
oblong warts) on their e.xterior. In that form
of the common Lilac which may be regarded as
the typical one of the species, that is, the form
which has been the longest known and is most
generally cultivated, tlie leaves are always
appreciably longer than broad, and are either
truncate or slightly heart-shaped at the base.

This Lilac was introduced into Western
Europe in the middle of the sixteenth century.
Belon {Ohserv.. lib. iii., chap. 50, p. 208

; ed.
1554) mentions that he saw it growing in war-
dens at Constantinople about the year 154S.
Nothing that would give any precise idea of the
appearance of the plant is recorded prior to the
year 15G5, when Mathioii, in his "Commen-
taries on Dioacorides," p. 1236, gave an excel-
lent figure of the common LUac under the
name of Lilac. He states also that this figure
was not taken from the living plant, which he
had not then seen, but was copied from a paint-
ing that had been brought from Con.stantinople
by Augier de Busbecrj (ambassador of the
Emperor Ferdinand 1., King of llie Romans),
who resided at Constantinople from tlie year
1.555 to 1503. Busbec<[ is supposed to have
introduced plants of this Lilac into Italy at
first and into Bohemia, perhaps, afterwards.
However this may be, IMathioli, who stated in
15(J5 that he had never seen a living plant of
this Lilac up to that time, in a subsequent edi-
tion of his book relates that some time before
the year 1570 he had received some floweriuw

and fruiting branches of it, which were sent to

him by J. A. Cortuso from the garden at

Padua. Cortuso also .stated that in his time
this Lilac grew very abundantly in Africa,

where it was poptilarly named Seringa. This,

however, wants verification ; but, whether it is

true or not, the cultivation of the Lilac rapidly

extended itself throughout Western and Central

Europe. Clusius, iu his Mar. Plant. Hist.,

lib. i.
, p. 35 (HJiil), states that at this period

he found it growing in almost every garden in

Belgium and Germany. In the catalogue of

Robin (p. 37), which was also published in

ICOl, the plant appears (under the name of

Lilac) amongst the names of plants then grown
in the vicinity of Paris. The catalogue also of

Blorin (1021) e.xhibits it under the name of

Siringa ccerulea lusitanica.

The history of the introduction of the Lilac

into Europe thus appears to be well establi.shed,

and one is surpri.sed to find that, in his " Pro-

dromus"—a standard work on the vegetalde

kingdom—the great botanist, A. P. de Can-
dolle, who is gentrally so precisely correct in

his statements, sajs that the Lilac was intro-

duced from Persia in the latter part of the

sixteenth century. Boissier does not even
mention the plant as being specially grown in

Persia. The country in which it first origi-

nated in the wild state is stOl unknown. Most
of the old writers, including Linnieus, errone-

ously fixed upon Persia. In the year 1828 it

was for the first time clainud that the plant

belonged to the Eui'opean flora, when Heufl'el

and Rochel described it as being indigenous in

the region of the Danube. Thirty years later

(in 1858), Heufl'el, iu his " Enumeratio Plan-
tarum Banatus Ttmesiensis," summed up in the
following sentence all that he had previously

stated on the subject: "Very abundant and
truly indigenous in all the region of the Danube,
where it passes through the Banat range as far

as the Baths of Hercules."

Without offerirg a direct contradiction of the
statement that the common Lilac is indigenous
on the banks of the Danube, we cannot, how-
ever, avoid remarking (1) that the discovery of

a shrub that could be so easily observed simply
on account of its abundance in stations where
its presence could not fail to catch the eye has
been very tardy

; (2) that this plant possesses

in the very highest degree the property of

naturalising itself and becoming permanent in

any stations where it may happen to. be intro-

duced
; (3) that, in the latter part of the six-

teenth century, the plant was, as Clusius testi-

fies, extensively grown in Germany, and, more-
over, that the Emperor Ferdinand I., whose
ambassador Busbecq was at Constantinople,
was at the same time King of Hungary

; (4),

that in the gardens at Pekin two kinds of Lilac

are found which are so nearly allied to the com-
mon Lilac, that they can hardly be specifically

distinguished from it, one of these Lilacs being
precisely the kind which we have named in

France the Lilas Varin
; (5) that all the

other species of LOac are undoubtedly of

Asiatic origin, being natives of either- India or
China.

(To be contiwued.)

The Spanish Broom (Spartium junceum).

—

In the early part of the season we have a great
many yellow-flowered Leguminosn; amongonr hardy
.shrubs, but by the middle of July the Spanish
Broom stands out as about the only representative
then in bloom, and it will often flower not only
throughout that month, but more or less con-
tinuously during August and even into September.
It is a thin-growing shrub, with bright green Rush-
like branches and large Pea- shaped blossoms of a
rich golden yellow colour, which are agreeably fra-

grant. The roots of this Broom proceed directly

downwards, and, like the common kinds that flower

earlier in the year, it is a fiist-rate subject for

planting in dry sandy soils, as the deep descend-
ing roots enable it to resist drought better than
many hardy shrubs. It may be planted in a bed or

clump, while in a belt of shrubs a few plants of this

Spartium judiciously placed will yield a wealth of

blossoms after all their associates are past. Seed
ripens readily, from which young plants can be
raised in quantity. It is a native ct Spain, Portu-

gal, and the south of France, and is thoroughly
hardy in this country. The double-flowered variety

which was mentioned by Loudon has attracted

some little attention within the last few years, but

as far as its ornamental features are concerned, it

cannot be compared with the normal form.—T.

THE LINDEN AND ITS VARIETIES.
Whether viewed from an ornamental or economic
sen.se, the common Lime or Linden and its few well-

defined forms must rank amongst the most useful

and valuable of British trees. For avenue and
street planting, for screen fences and shade pur-

poses, for withstanding smoke and other deleterious

efl'ects of an impure atmosphere, and for planting

in soils that ate unsuitable for the growth and de-

velopment of not a few other trees, the Lime will

ever hold a high rark, and justly so, for certainly

in these respects it is surpassed by but few of our
commonly cultivated trees. Then the timber,

although not taking first rank amongst home-grown
woods, has a peculiar and individual value that

may almost be said to be all its own, for it is light,

easily woiked, fire in the grain, not apt to split and
splinter, and is thus well adapted for constructive

(jurposts and carvirg. As an ornamental tree the

Lime is of the greatest value, the whole contour of

a well-developed tree being full of grace and ease,

and withal there is no undue formality nor stiffness

of branch arrangement, but a pleasing symmetry
devoid of harshness pervades the whole specimen.

It is a tree of the easiest culture, and may with
perfect success be transplanted even when of large

size, while, as to soil, although it has its likes and
dislikes, yet it cannot be said to be very particular

in that respect, for unusually fine old specimens are

to be found growing on that of very opposite

qualities. Loam of not too heavy texture, rather

damp than dry, produces, perhaps, the largest and
finest specimens of the tree, but, curiously enough,
sandy and gravelly soils, and where only a few
inches or feet of loam overtop the pebbles seem
peculiarly suitable for the healthy development of

the Lime. There the roots come in immediate con-

tact with chalk rock, the tree likewise seems quite

at home, and as instances of this, reference may
be made to the nnnsuahy large and healthy-

foliaged trees that exist in several of the southern

English counties and where chalk is the pervading
rock.

At high as well as at low altitudes the Lime
grows stout and strong, and although generally put
down as a i-helter-loving valley tree, yet it is able

to stand out boldly on the wind-beaten flanks of

many of our Scotch and English hill-.sides. Few
trees are better suited for screen fencing or shutting

out unsightly objects than the Lime, its full growth,
twiggy nature, and ease with which it may be
pruned rendering it of peculiar value in that way.
It may be kept to almost any desired bounds by
careful management and timely well - directed

shortening of the more prominent and projecting

branch-tips, lor as it shoots out freely from
every amputated shoot, a well-furni.^hed and
bushy appearance is at all times preserved. Around
London and in many of the southern English
counties are not a few examples of the many uses

to which the Lime is applied; indeed, no other tree

is so largely planted norappears to be so universally

recognised.

The American Linden (Tilia americana) is a tree

of great beauty with larger leaves than those of

our English forms, but it does not seem to be so well

adapted for general planting, and is not particularly

suitable for our changeable climate. It, however,

in Ecme instances makes a decidedly oinan-ertal
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tree, and is worthy of attention to get it esta-

blished where choice and uncommon trees are cul-

tivated.

The Weeping White Lime (T. petiolaris) has such
an array of synonyms, that it is a matter of no
little difficulty at times to recognise wliat particular

tree is referred to. It is frequently referred to

under the name of T. alba pendula and T. argentea
pendula. but a close examination of the trees when
in fruit will soon convince the most sceptical that

T. petiolaris is a distinct and well-defined tree.

From T. argentea it may at once be distinguished

by the longer foot-stalks to the leaves, while the
rough-warted fruit point out the difference between
it and the white Lime. T. petiolaris is one of the
most distinct and handsome of its tribe, the beau-
tifully arching, somewhat pendulous branches and
vigorous growth placing it high in the list of orna-

mental trees.

In the Silver Lime (T. argentea) we have a very
distinct and decidedly ornamental tree with the
under sides of the leaves of a silvery grey tint,

which is well revealed when the tree is excited by
the wind. Bearing pruning back and beheading
with impunity, this tree is frequently used for

planting in front of suburban villas, and where but
little space is available. It is a capital shade-giv-

ing tree, grows freely, looks handsome, and may
be hacked and pruned into almost any desired

shape.
The Cut-leaved Linden (T. europwa laoiniata),

although but a well-recognised form of our native

tree, is far too seldom seen, for it is at once one of

the most distinct and handsome of the family to

which it belongs. So distinct and finely divided is

the foliage of this tree, that not a few casual ob-

servers have a difficulty in recognising it as one of

the Lindens. It is of very free growth, moderate
in height, neat in habit like the parent, and a good
all-round tree for the lawn or garden.

T. platyphylla, as the name denotes, is a broad-

leaved form, said to be a sport from our common
tree. It is certainly a remarkable and desirable

form, and one that no lover of ample-foliaged trees

can do without.

One of the most distinct and valuable of Limes
is that named T. parvifolia, or the small-leaved

Lime, a handsome and peculiarly taking tree, and
perhaps the most free-flowering of the family. It is

literally covered with flowers after those of our

common tree have passed away, thus rendering it

quite distinct from any other member of its family.

It is a tree that is well worthy of being introduced

to any collection ; indeed it is hard to account for

its present scarcity. At Kew there are good speci-

mens.
Another very fine, but rare form is that known

under the name of T. euchlora, a name given no
doubt on account of the lustrous green of the

leaves. It is, like the last mentioned tree, one that

flowers late in the season, or rather after our com-
monly grown species, being in full beauty about
the end of July. Chii-fly remarkable, however, is

this fine Linden for the ample shining leaves, which
render the tree at once so distinct from any other.

It is quite hardy and of free growth.

T. dasystyla, like the last, is remarkable for the

peculiar colour of the leaves, these being of a much
darker and softer green than those of our native tree.

It would seem aUo to be but little known in this

country, which is a pity, as it is a most desirable

form. The leaves remain on the trees and in good
condition for a considerable time after those of our
English type have fallen off, a point in favour of

the former.

In addition to the above there are red and golden
twigged forms of the Linden, characteristics that

are pronounced enough when in a young state, but
which partially disappear with age. A young red-

twigged Lime is beyond doubt a most handsome
lawn tree, and if the bark tint remained constant

in after years the tree would be much sought for

and planted extensively for ornament.
These are about the best kimls of Linden, and

though only the European form is now generally

cultivated, it is to be hoped that when they are

better known and become more abundant some of

the handsome and distinct-foliaged varieties will

be included in the trees of our parks and gardens.

They are all of easy culture, perfectly hardy, and
by no means particular as to soil ; while they have
what may be termed peculiarly valuable characters
in that they are excellent town trees, and bear
stem and branch-pruning with impunity.

A. D. W.

WEEPING ELMS.
Op Weeping Elms there are many, some being
stifl' and formal of outline, while others are
decidedly easy and graceful. Probably the
most popular of these is the Camperdown,
which for elegance of outline and picturesque
beauty has certainly no rival in the large family
to which it belong.s. If only for its long glossy
leaves, zigzag winding of the peculiarly lithe

branches, and noble size to which it attains,

the Camperdown Weeping Elm well merits that
share of attention that has already been be-

stowed uponit. Sonietimesthe growth under pe-

There is a fine weeping Scotch Elm by the
roadside at JJury St. Edmunds, but I rather
fancy that I can recall a note in some of the
daily paper.s telling of the fall of this mighty
weeping tree. In comparing youth with old
age in the Weeping Elm there is a great and
distinct difference, the mossy deep green of

the baby tree giving place gradually to a
thinner growth, smaller leaves, and a paler
green tint. There is another very distinct

weeping form in that usually .styled the rough-
leaved Weeping Elm (U. rugo^a pendula), and
which is totally different in appearance from any
other of its kind. In contradistinction to nearly
all Elms, the branches of this rough-leaved
tree are small and supple, so that a more de-
cided and refined weeping habit is the result.

It, too, has fine full leaves of the deepest
green and is of fairly rapid growth. Tne English
Elm can also boast of a good pendent form in

The Weeping Wych Elm.

culiarly favourable conditions is somewhat rank,

the long shoots seeming as if to get away from
the main contour of the tree—not a great fault,

however, as few trees bear pruning and rectify-

ing of their limbs and branches with less im-
punity than do the several species and varieties

of the Elm.

Of the well-known American Elm (Dlmus
americana) there is a very remarkable weeping
form, but as it is of rapid growth and develops
large, somewhat unwieldy limbs, its proper
place is only where abundance of room can be
given it. Weeping forms of the Scotch or
Wych Elm may be found in abundance, some
of them being well-marked varieties that re-

main constant under cultivation, what, unfortu-

nately, cannot be said of all, but amongst these
none can ccmal for beauty of leafage and grace
the Iteautiful variety here illustrated. Some-
times the trees are of bold growth, with
weighty masses of foliage, while at other times
a more uniform growth would seem to pervade
the whole tree.

U. campeatris pendula, with a refined air that
is mainly brouglit about by small leaves and
slender drooping branches.

As oftentimes hinted, great care and judg-
ment are necessary in planting weeping trees,

and the Elms ofi'er no exception. Soil for the
Elms 13 a point of no great study, for no one
thinks of taking into con.sideration what the
quality is or whether it will be suitable or not,

but it is well at the same time to bear in mind
that fairly rich dampish loam produces by far

the largest and prettiest specimen.s.

A. D. W.

Berberis aristata.—The Barberry known in
gardens under the above name (whether it be
correct or not appears open to question) is a very
valuable one, from the fact that it does not bloom
till all the others are pa.st, and yellow-flowered
shrubs are after midsummer by no means numer-
ous. It forms a free growing bush, with erect
rigid branches, that reach a lieight of (! feet or 8

feet. This Barberry produces stout vigorous shoots,

the leaves on the upper parts of which towards
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the autumn frequently become deeply suffused

with red, which extends also to the young bark.

The leaves are very persistent ; in fact during mild
winters this Berberis may be regarded as sub-

evergreen. It is equally as hardy as the common
kind, and, like that well-known shrub, will not only

hold its own, but flourish under by no means
favourable conditions. Though generally known
in this country as Berberis aristata, its correct

name, I have been given to understand, is B.

Lycium. It is a native of the Himalayas, where
different forms are said to exist, which may account

for the somewhat confused state of its nomencla-

ture.—T.

Eucryphia pinnatifolia.—One of the very

finest August flowering shrubs that we have in our

gardens is this native of Chili. Not only are the

blossoms very beautiful, but quite distinct from those

of anything else. This Eucryphia is a deciduous

bush, clothed with pinnate leaves, of a dark green

colour, while the flowers, which in shape greatly re-

semble those of a Hypericum, are pure white. They
are from 2| inches to 3 inches in diameter, com-
posed of four large petals, and a dense cluster of

stamens, just as in the St. John's Wort. When the

flowers first expand the reddish coloured anthers

are very conspicuous, and scarcely less so after a
day or two when they become bright yellow. We
have to thank Messrs. Veitch for showing us what
a beautiful shrub this Eucryphia is, for in their

nursery at Coombe Wood it succeeds perfectly, and
they have many times shown us for some years now
what a valuable flowering plant we possess. Un-
like many Chilian plants, it is quite hardy in most
parts of England. Although it has been grown in

this country for some years it is even now a scarce
shrub, probably owing to the fact that it is not
very easily propagated and grows but slowly during
its earlier stages, while there is also a widespread
idea that it is more tender than is really the case.

Layering is the method usually employed for its in-

crease, though I have struck a few of the young
shoots produced on a plant under glass in the
spring, but this mode of propagation, successful
though it be in the case of some subjects that are
dirticult of increase, did not yield results sufficiently

satisfactory to supersede layering,— H. P.

Ivy on walls.— It is strange anyone can
cherish so apparent a delusion that Ivy upon
walls generates dampness or has any tendency
whatever in that direction. There is, I am aware,
great difference of opinion upon the point, but I

cannot see and have never heard advanced a single
sound argument, or been shown an example to prove
that it tends to keep walls damp. The most casual
observer would seem to draw conclusions of an
opposite nature. The Ivy clings to the wall by
myriads of roots, and these would quickly absorb
any moisture there present. If a wall is properly
built and has become dry, it cannot afterwards
become moist except from atmospheric influences,

whilst, if covered with Ivy, the mantle of foliage
would shield it from rain, even driving rain that
thoroughly wets naked walls, and if by chance any
water penetrated through the leaves, there are the
stem roots ready to absorb it,- Obviously the wall
must be drier and warmer. I do not know it any-
one would suppoit the theory that it generates
dampness upon the ground that the Ivy with its

main roots in the soil is pumping up water into
stem and leaf in order to sustain life and promote
growth. None of this moisture would be parted
with except by evaporation through the medium of
the foliage, and under influences and in a manner
that could not affect the wall.- A. H.

The Amoor Yellow-wood Tree (Cladrastis
amurensis).—This is one of the newer hardy deci-
iluous shrubs that have during the past few years been
introduced from the rich region of North-eastern
Asia, whence we might expect a good many more
fine trees from the accounts given of that countiy
by travellers. This new Cladrastis (also known as
Maackia amurensis) is one of a small group of
trees and shrubs we have already received through
Russian botanists, noteworthy among them being
Dimorphanthas mandschuricus, Vitis amurensis,
Berberis amurensis, Juglans mandschnrica, all of

which pro\e valuable ornamental plants quite

adapted to the open-air climate of this country.

This Yellow-wood differs from C. lutea, the old and

well-known North American species (which is also

called Virgilia lutea), by its darker green and more

leathery leaves and by its short erect racemes of

white flowers. I have before me a flowering branch

from the Coombe Wood Nursery, where it is now in

bloom, but it cannot be said to be very showy

compared with other trees now in flower, such

as the Robinia. But it is not as a flowering

tree that the Amoor Yellow-wood will be of

value. If it makes as handsome a tree as its

North American relative, it wUl be a splendid

addition to the arboretum, and for the garden

landscape it will be valuable on account of its

distinct leaf colour, especially if, like C. lutea,

its foliage dies away in autumn of such brilliant

hues. At the present time it is of course only a

small tree, as it was only introduced about ten

years ago, but probably its mature growth is simi-

lar to that of C. lutea. Dr. Radde, a Russian

naturalist in the Caucasus, who has travelled much
in the Amoor country, lately told me what a fine sub-

jectitis there, and of the many other ornamental

deciduous trees that must in time be introduced to

European gardens.—W. G.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

August 11.

OWING to the presence of a large number of ex-

hibits of Carnations in competition for prizes held

over from the last meeting, there was on this occa-

sion quite a full display. The chief points of inte-

rest besides the Carnation exhibits were the very

comprehensive collection of ornamental foliaged

plants in great variety for table decoration and

other purposes from Messrs. Veitch and Sons, and

the large collection of Crotons, of which there were

all the best of the new varieties, from Mr. May,

Edmonton. From .Alessrs. Veitch also came a large

collection of hardy fruios of first-rate quality.

Orchid Committee.

First-class certificates were awarded to—
CvPEiPEiMU.M MACitocHiLUM (C. longifolium X

Uropedium Lindeni).—The plant shown bore a

strong spike with four flowers and buds, the

colour being nearly throughout a pale greenish

yellow, the tail-like petals nearly 1 foot in length

(these would probably lengthen as they gain age)

;

the lip is large, being of extra depth, the foliage a

deep green and of medium length. This is in all

respects a valuable acquistion to the Selenipedium

group. From Messrs. Veitch and Sons.

Cypripkdium Corningianum (superciliare x

philippinense).—This is another fine hybrid of great

promise ; the scape bore two twin flowers (one fully

developed one and a bud), the most distinctive

feature being the fine form of the flower, finely set

off by the petals, which are about 4 inches long and

much spotted, also smooth, being in this point quite

distinct from C. philippinense, tlie colours of which

parent predominate. Messrs. Veitch and Sons.

A botanical certificate was given to Messrs.

Charlesworth and Shuttleworth, Clapham Park,

tor Udontoglossum Hennisi, which is a small-grow-

ing species, not unlike O. Lindleyanum ; the flowers

small, yellow, barred with chocolate ; not a striking

variety.

Awards of merit were given to

—

Dendbohium Statteeianum, to which the

committee would not have done wrong had they

awarded a first-class certificate, is a beautiful and
distinct variety ; in habit after D. Devonianum, the

flowers of about the same size, but having more of

the colour and characteristics of D. Falconeri, the

lip being smooth, with a deep blotch of dull yellow

in the centre. From Mr. Statter, Stand Hill, Man-
chester.

Cattleya Gaskklliana speciosa,--A fine

form of the type, with pure white sepals and petals

and a rosy purple blotch upon the lip. Messrs.

Seeger and Tropp.

A cultural commendation was given to Mr. C. J.

Lucas, Horsham, for a plant of Angnecum ElUsi

bearing an extra strong spike of pure waxy white

flowers (twenty-one in all), with long tail- like spurs.

Other Orchids consisted of Lielia elegans Turneri,

a richly coloured variety, particularly the lip, the

spike bearing seven flowers ;
Bollea coelestis su-

perba, bearing one good bloom ; Phaius Humbloti

rubescens, a richly coloured variety. These were

all sent from the collection of Mr. Statter. From
Mr. Lucas also came a most singular, but small

Orchid in Thrixspermum Berkeleyi. with a spike re-

sembling somewhat an Aerides. Mr. Wigan, Clare

Lawn, East Sheen, sent Dendrobium longicornu

with white flowers having golden striped lip; a

distinct kind.

Another remarkable exhibit of Disa grandiflora

was sent from the Duke of Devonshire's collertion

at Chatsworth by Mr. Thomas, who manages these

Cape Orchids to perfection; these were equally

well grown with those shown on the last occasion at

the Drill Hall. Some were, however, more highly

coloured, the plants themselves very vigorous.

Floral Committee.

Awards of merit were given to

—

Caladium Mme, Leon Say.—This variety is of

comparatively dwarf habit, with leaves of a me-
tallic-pink shade, nearly self-coloured, having but

the faintest semblance of green. From Mr, F. Bause,

Morland Nursery, South Norwood.

Caladiu.m Louis A. Van Houtte from the

same exhibitor. This is a stronger grower, the

foliage saffased with a lustrous metallic shade

of dull red, quite distinct from many others exhi-

bited.

Rose (H P) Charles Gatee —A variety of ex-

cellent cup shape, the colour a rich crimson, the

flowers very full and of good substance, supported

upon extra stout footstalks, indicating a vigorous

habit. From Messrs. Paul and Sjn.

Mr. H. B. May, Edmonton, sent a finely-grown

and richly coloured collection of Crotons inter-

mixed with Adiantums and Pteris in variety. The
Crotons included all of the best newer kinds, such

as Etna, Sunset, Warreni, aigburthensis, Thomsoni

(a distinct yellow kind), ruberrimus, picturatus,

B'lamingo (a rich yellow centre with green edges

to the leaves), mortfontainensis. Magnificent, Berg-

manni (pale green and yellow). Emperor Alexander,

a richly coloured variety, Xewmanni, JIassangeanus,

Sunbeam, Comte de Germiny, and Flambeau. These

plants were of useful decorative size and most

attractive. The Ferns consisted of good examples

of Adiantnm farleyense, with the rich coppery

colour indicating exposure to sunshine ; A. Kegina,

a dwarf-growing and excellent variety :
and A.

elegans, which bids fair to rival A. caneatum.

Some well-grown dwarf plants of Bouvardias were

included of such excellent kinds as Mrs. R. Green,

a fine salmon-pink ; Purity, a greit advance upon

Humboldti corymbiflora ; Vulcin, a very dwarf

scarlet ; Priory Beauty, a rich pink. Other good

whites were candidissima and jasminiflora (silver-

gilt Flora medal),

Messrs, Veitch and Sons had a most representa-

tive group of plants suitable for table decoration

and vases. These consisted not only of well-grown

plants of the sizes usually employed, but of much
smaller ones also, some excellent examples being

shown in 2.Vinch pots. This exhibit was of the

greatest interest, affording a capital guide as to

what plants are suited to these purposes, and

which are not sufticiently used, affording not only

greater variety, but adding also to the effect when
brought into practical use. These included Yucca

filamentosa aurea variegata, a distinct and hand-

some plant ; Caladium erubescens, the nearest in

point of size we have to C, argyrites (also shown),

and to which it is an excellent companion ;
Todea

arborea, a most durable Fern for vases ;
Onyrhium

aureum, extremely light and graceful ; Pavetta

borbonica, a handsome plant ; Croton volutus and

C. Chelsoni ; Khapis humilis, a valuable addition to a

har<iy race of Palms ; Osmunda palustiis, Panax

fruticosum multifidum, Dracaena Doucetti, Carex

variegata, an excellent miniature form of Sedge

;
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Acalypha Macfeana and C. musaica. both fine

kinds ; Paullinia thalictrifolia, light and gracefal

;

Acanthopanax qniE(iaefolins variegatus, a distinct

plant, with pure white \ariegation ; Nephrolepis
Bausei, a promising kind ; Cocos Weddelliana and
Geonoma gracilis, also a good example of Nepen-
thes Mastersiana, and others (silver-gilt Banksian
medal).

Messrs. Dobbie and Co. had a large collection in

excellent variety of the tufted Pansies and Violas,

the distinction between which is not worth retain-

ing ; the latter or generic name conld well be dis-

pensed with for every-day use in the case of these
popular garden flowers. They are qaite distinct

from what are usually termed Pansies, being of a
more perpetual blooming character. Some of the
best in a numerous collection were Moonlight,
Bridesmaid, pale yellow; Wm. Niel, pale lilac;

Duchess of Sutherland, pale blue; and Duchess of

Fife. With these were shown some very large
flowers of the African Marigolds Prince of Orange
and Lemon Queen, also French and Scotch varie-

ties, which, although much smaller, were excellent
of their kind (silver Banksian medal).

Mr. F. Bause, Morland Nursery, South Norwood,
had a grand collection of Caladiums, consisting of

all the best of the newer varieties, the plants being
of useful size, and the foliage exceedingly fresh
and clean. Several of these were of quite dwarf
growth, bidding fair in this respect to be a great
improvement. The best were M. Leon Say, dull

pink, shaded green, with lighter blotches ; Mrs.
Harry Veitch, rosy crimson and green; John Laing,
pale olive-green and crimson ; Marguerite Celinier,

a pale variety ; La Lorraine, crimson ; Mme.
Imbert Kijechlin, Comte de Germiny, Ibis, Ray-
mond Lemoinier,candidum, and L'Automne (silver-

gilt Banksian medal).

Mr. G. Wythes, Syon Gardens, Brentford, had an
excellent group of well-grown plants of Campanula
pyramidalis and its white variety with intermediate
shades. This exhibit showed the value of such
plants for the greenhouse and conservatory at a
season when good things are none too abundant.
The plants shown were in full flower and made a
fine display. With these were included some well
flowered examples of Campanula carpatica, a fine

dwarf kind (silver Banksian medal).

Messrs. Paul and Son had another of their excel-
lent collections of hardy herbaceous and other
hardy cut flowers. Montbretia crocosmiasflora and
M. Pottsi were well shown, also Phlox Boule de
Feu (a fine dark variety) and La Fille de I'Air (a
light kind), with some useful garden Roses, as
Kaiserin Fricdrich of the Gloire de Dijon type, but
with better formed flowers, having a tinge of pink
upon the outer petals ; Paul's'Cheshunt Scarlet, an
intense scarlet and a splendid garden Rose, and
T. B. Heywood (Paul and Son), which is after
Duke of Edinburgh, but darker (silver Banksian
medal).

Messrs. Cannell and Sons had alarge variety of cut
blooms of double tuberous-rooted Begonias inmost
varied colour, deep scarlet, yellow, apricot, blush,
pink, and other shades. The.se were from seedling
plants of this year, and are of great promise. The
blooms were well arranged upon green Moss. The
same firm also sent several kinds of Cactus and
other decorative Dahlias, such as Duke of Clarence,
Sydney HoUings, Oban, William Pearse, Beauty of
Arundel, and Black Prince.

From Messrs. Peed and Son, Roupell Park Nur-
series, Streatham, came a varied assortment of cut
blooms of their strain of Gloxinias ; the flowers
were characterised by good substance, being also of
extra size, the colours varying from the spotted va-
rieties in various shades to the selfs and those with
clear throats. Messrs. Hurst and Son showed
several forms of the double annual Chrysanthe-
mums, to wliich, with the two foregoing exhibits,

votes of thanks were accorded, the same recogni-
tion being given to Mr. Wythes for immense
flowers of Ccreus hexagonus of a pale straw colour,
and to Mr. Hudson for decorative stove plants in

small pots, illustrating the paper read upon or-

namental stove and greenhouse plants. From Mr.

Chadwick, Hangc Hill Gardens, Ealing, came
the only collection of plant? in competition for

the prizes offered. These consisted of well-grown
Palms, Crotons, and Ferns, with Dracsenas and
a small plant of Sobralia macrantha (the dwarf
variety). Several such collections would have added
to the effect. Mr. Glen, Brambletye Gardens, East
Grinstead, showed a distinct-looking Lobelia with
a white eye, the plants of dwarf habit.

Fruit Committee.

A first-class certificate was awarded to

—

Cucumber Matchless.—A beautiful-shaped
variety of a nice green colour (not ribbed), and with
few spines and scarcely any neck. This will cer-

tainly prove an excellent variety for exhibition.

From Mr. S. Mortimer, Swiss Nursery, Farnham.

Awards of merit were given to the following ;

—
New seeduxg Melon.—Considering the small

amount of sun we have had, the flavour was remark-

ably good. It has scarlet flesh of great depth, with

a tinge of green near the outside. It is said to be

a heavy cropper. From Mr, C. Ross, Welford Park,

Newbury.
Melons were also shown by Mr. Wythes, Syon

House, and by Mr. Cannell Swanley.

Plum St. Etiennb.—A very early yellow cook-

ing variety of great merit, and which will un-

doubtedly prove a worthy companion for planting

with Rivers' Early Prolific. From the Society's

Gardens, Chiswick.

Messrs. Burton and Sons, Bexley Heath, sent a
collection of Peaches and Nectarines. These com-
prised eight boxes, containing 250 large fruits, a
portion of which had been grown on standard trees.

The Nectarines were well coloured and consisted

of three sorts, namely, Elrbge, I'ine-apple and
Humboldt. The Peaches were also very fine, and
consisted of the following four varieties : Koyal
George, Alexandra Noblesse, Sea Eagle, and Dia-

mond (silver medal). A bronze Banksian medal
was awarded to Mr. Chadwick, The Gardens,

Hanger Hill House, Ealing, for a collection of fruit

comprising twenty-two dishes of Gooseberries, the

best being Smiling Beauty, Lady Leicester, and
Railway. There were also a good dish of Early

Prolific Plums and a very fine one of Nectarine

Humboldt. Messrs. Veitch and Sons staged an
excellent collection of Gooseberries (seventy-nine

dishes), the best being Warrington, Lancashire

Lad, Ironmonger, Highlander, Early Sulphur,

Keens' Seedling, Champagne and Pretty Boy. They
also sent twenty-four dishes of early Apples, the

best being Mr. Gladstone, Lord Grosvenor. Lord
Suffield, and Red Astrachan, very highly coloured.

There were also four dishes of Cherries and the

same number of Pears, the dish of Citron des

Carmes being very fine ; Doyennfe d'Ete was also

good. Black, White and Red Currants were also

shown. A seedling Grape, a cross between Black

Hamburgh and Alicante, was sent by Mr. JIaher,

Yattenden Court, Newbury, but it was deficient in

colour and not wdl finished. A dish of I'eas, a

cross between Ne Plus Ultra and "Veitch's I'er-

fection, was sent by Mr. H. Balderson, Cromer Hall,

Berkhamsted. The pods were larger than those

of Ne Plus Ultra with the fine colour and excellent

flavour of that variety. The committee requested

that it be sent to Chiswick for trial. The fruit

committee also went through the list of selected

varieties of fruit sent in by members of the com-
mittee, and revised the selections of Apples, Pears,

Plums and Strawberries for cottagers and small

farmers for profit, rejecting some, and adding

those suitable for standards or half standards. In

the selection of those kinds most likely to be pro-

fitable to the small grower much assistance was
rendered by Mr. Barron.

Mr. Hudson gave a most interesting lecture en

sto\ e and greenhouse plants, illustrating his subject

by some well-grown examples, and thus creating

more interest than otherwise. He pointed out the

great progress of late years in these plants, owing

in a great measure to the valuable additions that

had been made to the list of plants suitable for

stove and greenhouse decoration. On the other

hand, the number of plants has to a large extent

taxed the resources of the gardener, as he now
often attempts too much. Palms are now more
cultivated than formerly, and may be employed to
a great extent for cool houses and open-air effect.

No plant does better in small pots than the Palm.
Kentias are certainly first on the list for usefulness
and long lasting properties. Cycads, though of

slower growth, are equally useful and do with a
much drier atmosphere. Dasyliiions are also ex-

cellent in cool dry houses. Grevilleas, Eurya lati-

folia variegata, Eulalias, and many others are also

useful for cool house decoration. Tree Ferns do
not meet with much favour, but they are worth
extended cultivation, and when in good condition
give little trouble if watering is properly attended to.

For stove decoration there is great choice in Cro-
tons, Caladiums, Dracienas, and Nepenthes. Crotona
are now raised in such quantities that there is a
great number to select from. The same remark
applies to Dracaenas, the old D. terminalis being an
excellent decorative plant and one of the best for

general work; Lindeni being a choice variety, and
one that is very effective. Aralias also furnish a
wide choice, and these may be grown in small
pots and are most effectice. When well grown
these plants may be used with charming effect for

dinner-table decoration if light, graceful subjects

are used, such as Cocos and Geonomas. Such
creepers as Panicum vaiiegatum, Ficus repens,

Cissus discolor, Jlyrsophyllum asparagoides may
often be used to great advantage for draping and
other decorative work. For grouping, these last

named are very effective, and with Maiden-hair
Fern may often be utilised as a carpet for the larger

plants. Climbers may often be more extensively em-
ployed for house work, and lend a great charm
and finish to plant houses and rooms. There is

much room for improvement in plant houses. They
are often much too crowded. In stoves creepers

used with effect are very useful, as they shade
tender plants. Baskets may often be effectively

employed, some of the Adiantnms, Davallias, and
Achimenes being most suitable. Baskets should be
more often used and more attention paid to water-
ing. Conservatories are often more readily fur-

nished when the subjects are planted out, leaving

plenty of space for introducing flowering plants,

with ample room for edgings. Besides Ferns, many
plants, such as the large-foliaged Begonias, do well

for rockwork. Orchids look well when in bloom if

removed to a cool house and staged on rockwork
with Ferns and creepers. With regard to soils, it

is much better to pot sparingly than overpot, also

to use good loam and peat and not much manure
;

this latter can always be added from the suiface in

a liquid state. Firm potting is also necessary.

Crotons are often injured by a kind of white spider,

that attacks the foliage and causes the leaves to

drop. This may be checked by syringing with
soot and rain water, or by dusting with tobacco
powder.

An interesting discussion followed. The chair-

man (Mr. Jas. Douglas) spoke as to the \ alue of

Fuchsias as decorative plants. Mr. Wythes said

much more use could be made of cual house plants,

or those only rtiiuiring protection iu the severe

weather, such as Campanulas, Euryas, tirevilleas,

and many others.

THE CARNATION SHOW.
Hkre for once one could get a faint idea

(if the value of tho Carnation as a garden
flower—mainly from Mr. Turner's box of his

good Carnation with the ridiculous name tjueen

of Bodders. But very little idea was to be
gathered as to the splendid value of tlie Carna-
tion as a flower for the house, owing to the
miserable way in which the flowers were shown
in blacking-bottles and the like. The escape

from the "collar" childishness is so recent, that

wo ought to bo grateful for anythini,' better, but
still it is curious that no ono showed any ox-

aiHples of tho flower well arranged in simple
vases. This must bo all changed. What was
seen at tliis show is as nothing to what we may
see in a few years by throwing aside all the old
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barriers, and looking at the Carnation as a

flower for the open garden, and for its decora-

tive value for rooms.

We regret to have to note a flaw in Mr.

Martin Smith's prizes. The idea of these, it

was understood and clearly stated, was that the

flowers were to be gathered with their buds.

As no bud is ever borne by a Carnation which

is in any way a disgrace to it, all, no doubt,

understood this rule to mean all the buds, and

the exhibitors, as a rule, brought their flowers

with all the bads. But Mv. Martin Smith very

shortly before the show altered his scheme, and

sent out a statement through Mr. Turner that

the buds were to be thinned to three—too late

for anyone to benefit by it.

We regret that the Carnation Society did

not see the unfairness of this and stop it,

if brought before them, as it ought to have

been. As it turned out, Mr. M. Smith was

competing for his own prizes, and his gar-

dener hfd duly thinned the buds of his flowers

in the old orthodox way. The whole idea

of the prizes, we thought, was to put a stop

to tLis thinning of the buds and other evil

habits. We enjoy the fine way in which INIr

Smith grows his Carnations, and are grateful

to him for his eflorts to improve this noble

flower, but it would be better if he were not to

compete for the prizes he himself offers, and
still better not to arrange the schedule ac-

cordingly at the last moment when other

growers could not enlarge their show flowers by
thinning the buds. All his merits as a grower
could have been well shown labelled "not for

competition."

We regret to have to make these remarks,
but all such proceedings ought to be free from
any shade of doubtful practice, and it may be
as well to clear the ground now by telling the

facts so as to make any such practices impossible
in future.

AVe quote paragraph No. 2 of the schedule :

—

2. I'o be shown in bunches or boiijuets, iri'li their

oTvn foliatje and bvds.

It would not be fair in any way to compare
Carnations with the smaller and secondary buds
taken away with those grown naturally, the
stems carrying all their buds. A single shoot
of such often bears a dozen buds in various
stages.

The prizes offered by Mr. Martin Smith for
border Carnations and Picotees brought a good
competiticn. In class A for the best border variety
of self-coknred Carnations, not less than twelve
tmsses, Mr. V\ . H. Divers, Ketton Hall Gardens,
was firdt ; second, Mr. Blick, The Warren, Hayes,
Kent ; Mr. W. A. Gearing, Oak Lodge Gardens,
Sevenoaks, being third. In class B for twelve va-
rieties of self-coloured border Carnations Mr.
Blick was lirst, Mr. A. Herrington, Shrubland Park
Gardens, being second, and Mr J. Walker, Thame,
third. For eighteen varieties of flake, bizarre, or
fancy Carnations or Picotees Mr. Blick was again
first, Mr. J. Douglas, The Gardens, Great Gearies,
Ilford, second with Eeedlings, and Mr. J. Walker
third. Messrs. Veitch and Sons sent a collection
of Carnations and Picotees. Mr. Rowan, Clapbam,
showed six boxes of Carnations and Picotees, to
which a silver Flora medal was awarded. Mr.
Turner, Slough, exhibited a very fine collection of
fancy, self and bedding Carnations in pots, includ-
ing a number of new varieties, many of which
were certificated. A silver Banksian medal was
awarded.

Mr. Barron sent from the society's gardens at
Chiswick a very interesting collection, embracing
most of the varieties now under trial there.

First-class certificates were awarded to the fol-
lowing new varieties : Edith M. Wynne (Turner), a
yellow ground variety, edged with dark red

;

Countess of Jersey (Turner), pale yellow, edged

with rose ; Madeleine (Tamer), white, with pale

rose edge ; Mrs. Walford (Turner), yellow, streaked

red
; Queen of Bedders (Turner), a very free flower-

ing scarlet variety, the petals a little fringed at

the margins ; Ruby (Tamer), rosy crimson self

;

Victory (Turner), buff, with red streaks, distinct

;

Mrs. Robert Sydenham (Douglas), pale yellow

ground, edged with rose.

Public Gardens.
Opening of a park at Belfast.—On Monday,

August 10, the Dunville Park, which Mr. Robert
Grimshaw Danville, D.L,, has, at a cost of £13,500,
presented to the city of Belfast as a free gift, was
opened to the public by the Marquis of Dufferin

and Ava, in the presence of a large and representa-

tive assemblage. Lady W. Danville presented an
additional cheque for £30C0 to defray the cost of

famishing the park with a fountain, park-keeper's

house, &c.

THE INHERITANCE OF ACQUIRED
CHARACTERS.

To THE Editor of The Garden.

Sir,—The reviewer of Mr. Henslow's book
iin "The Making of Flowers" in a late issue

says that Weismann's theory, that acquired cha-

racters are not inherited, "has many facts

against it, as observed by farmers and gardeners

every day of their lives." As one of those

who accept, provisionally, Weismann's theory,

and also as, in a humble way, a gardener, 1

should be very glad to have precisely stated

some of the very numerous facts of constant

occurrence said to be against this theory.

In order to avoid needless trouble and mis-

understanding of the real point at issue, I ask to

be allowed to state the problem as it appears to me.
In the first place, every farmer and gardener

knows that plants raised from seed vary im-

mensely, and that it is by the selection of

variations of this kind in the desired direction

that all the improved varieties of our flowers

and vegetables have been produced, " because

such variations are more or less hereditary."

These are " congenital" or "germ " characters,

and of their transmission to the offspring there

is no question. But many, perhaps most, of

these characters only appear in the adult indi-

vidual as variations of the flower and fruit, and
thus variations of this kind may appear to be
due to external conditions without being really

so. Again, it is so constantly the practice of

gardeners, itc, to select from among such
variations those that suit their purpose, while

in other cases the forces of Nature bring about
a corresponding selection, that this is apt to be
overlooked, and thus the effects of selection

among spontaneous or congenital variations get

mixed up with the effects of changed conditions

dieting on individual plants or animals, produc-
ing changes of form or structure, which changes
may conceivably be either confined to these in-

dividuals or be transmitted to their ofl'spring.

Every gardener and farmer modifies the plants

he grows by supplying them with special condi-
tions which produce results favourable to his

special purpose. Such are the various manures,
the particular soils, the supply of water, of

shelter from winds, of shade or sunshine, the
time of sowing, .\.'c. ; and the (juestion is

whether changes thus produced in the indivi-

dual are transmitted, as a rule, to the off-

spring. To determine this is not easy, because,

as I have said, the cultivator always selects

also, and perhaps no experiment has ever yet
been made in which selection has been rigidly

excluded. In order to do so, some such course
as the following must be tried :

—

Let seed of some easily grown plant be taken
and divided fairly into two equal portions. Let

each set of plants may be submitted to a diverse

set of conditions during its whole life, but

always so regulated as to allow both seta to

grow healthily and to produce flowers and seeds.

Next year let the whole of the seeds from each

lot be again sown and subjected to the same
conditions, or if the seed is moreth.an required,

let the same quantity of each be taken by some
process which will not select the best seeds in

any way, but will take a true average sample.

In the second year a very considerable difterence

will, no doubt, be seen in the two lots grown
under diverse conditions, and to determine if

this dift'erence acquired by the individuals is in

any degree hereditary, a fair sample of the

seed of each must now be sown side by side,

under as near as possible identical conditions.

If now the diflerence which had been produced

in the stem, foliage, flowers, or fruits of the

two lots grown under ditt'erent conditions is

maintained when the seed is grown under the

same conditions— selection at any stage having

been carefully avoided—then there would be

some evidence that individually acquired cha-

racters may be, and are actually inherited.

With regard to Mr. Henslow's main theory

that irritations set up by insects have modified

structures, and that these modifications have

been inherited, I would ask whether plants that

have for many generations produced galls un-

der the irritation of insects have ever been

known to produce galls when the visits of the

gall-producing insect have been absolutely pre-

vented ( If the results of insect irritation are

in any degree inherited, we ought surely to find

some plants which constantly produce growths

resembling those of the special galls of the spe-

cies, but without any insect agency having in

'

tervened. Alfred R. Wallace.

Mr. J. C. Grant.—We are pleased to learn that

Mr. Grant, well known to readers of The Garden,"

has been appelated organisiag agent and lecturer, under

tlie TcchDical Instruction Committee of the Mon-

mouthshire County Council, for the departments deal-

ing with agriculture, horticulture, dairy farming,

forestry and farm book- keeping, and from liis practical

and varied experience we have no doubt that the scheme

of the council will be successfully carried out.

Insects destroying Lapagerias.— Kindly in-

form me what enclosed insects and chrysalis are

I have Lapagerias completely eaten away by them.

No insecticide appears to stop theu- ravages ;
they

drop on plants beneath the Lapagerias and very

quickly destroy the foliage, reducing the plants to

mere skeletons in a few days. I have been troubled

with Otiorrhynchus sulcatus. Are the enclosed in

any way connected with the above .'—0. E.

*,* In reply to the above, your Lapagerias are

attacked by the caterpillars of a small moth, one

of the Tortricidas, but I cannot give you its name

until I breed some ; the chrysalides are those of

the same insect. Pick off as soon as possible all

the infested leaves and burn them, so as to pre-

vent the insect commg to perfection and beginning

another brood of caterpillars. They have nothing

to do with Otiorrhynchus sulcatus, which is a

beetle, whose grubs live at the roots of plants. I

will tell you what the name of the moth is in an-

other week.—G. S. S.

BOOK RECEIVED.
"Bush Friends in Tasmania" : Native flowers,

fruits, ajid insects, drawn from Nature, with prose

descriptions and ilust rations in verse. By L. A.

Meredith. London : Macmillun and Co.

Names of plants.

—

Ahhvls Lchjh. — Stiipelia

patuUi.—— ir. II. 11.— 1, Scabiosa pteroccpliala ; 2,

.Uonsoa incisil'ulia ; -i, Dactylis glomerata variegata
;

4, Corydalis lutea. B.— 1, Campanula rapuncvi-

loiJes ; 2, Corydalis lutea ; 3, Santolina Cliamajcy-

paris ; 4, Echinops hannaticus ; 5, Veronica longifolia ;

6, Veronica lungifolia var. P. T. — Cannot be
named without leaves. F. Edgehr.—Bocconia cor-

data. Subscriber,—Next week.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

THE WOOD OF THE CRACK WILLOW.
(SALIX FRAGILIS )

Ceack Willow is a name derived from the very

peculiar brittleness of the smaller branches of Salix

fragilis. H a twig be taken hold of at its junction

with the stem and sharply bent towards the tree, it

will snap off as clean as the stem of a clay pipe

would it placed in a similar position ; if bent
outwards, it proves tough and elastic, nor

does it break at any part except that just

indicated. The name is, however, somewhat
misleading, because this peculiar brittleness

at the juncture of twigs with the stem or larger

branches is possessed in a more marked degree by
another and very distinct species of Willow ;

but as

it is universally known by the name of Crack Wil-

low, that will have to be retained. There are

many varieties of Crack Willow, some of which are

usually figured as distinct species. But, without

entering upon debatable ground, it may answer
every purpose to notice such characteristics as will

enable anyone to recognise it. The variation in the

inflorescence of the genus Salix is so great, that it

cannot alone be depended upon in determining
species, nor is the rule of naming them from the

colour of the branches or the size of the leaf any
more to be depended upon ; for example, the

branches of young trees are darker in colour than
those of olil trees; the leaves are also larger on
young tries than on old ones, being often as much
as three or four times as large when set upon vigor-

ous young shoots. The soil and situation also very

materially influence the colour of the branches.

There are, however, certain well-ascertained points

of resemblance which are invariable, and under
which Willows seem naturally to group them-
selves.

There are bat two species of Willow that attain

to such proportions as to be entitled to be con-

sidered timber trees, and these are so distinctly

dissimilar, as to be unmistakable. I'nder the first,

or Salix fragilis, are included the common Crack
Willow, or Stag's-head Osier, S. decipiens, S. cuspi-

data, S. Rus6elliana,;or Bedford Willow, S. monspel-

ien.«is, S. Purshiana, S. falcata, S. japonica, S.

petiolaris, S. Micheliana, and probably twenty
others, for varieties are always being discovered.

We have seen that there is great variation in the

size of the leaves under different conditions. The
form, however, is always the same ; malformed
leaves may be found on any tree, but the variation

in form between one variety and another is seldom
greater than can usually be found upon one tree,

and never sufficient to mislead a practised eye.

The characters of the Crack Willow are as fol-

lows : Leaves lanceolate, but more longly acuminate
at the apex than at the base, very regularly

serrate at the edges, glabrous on both sides,

and when spread on paper the leaf is mostly
curvfd or scimitar-shaped with the apex slightly

recurved
; footstalks from half-an-inch to three-

quarters of an inch long, with small glands ; catkins

opening shortly after the leaf has expanded, very

long and thin, often from 8 inches to 4 inches long,

and (parse in both flower and fruit; the bark
rougher, thicker, and more deeply scored than that

of any other Willow ; the bark or peelings on the

smaller twigs very bitter, and hj this alone the

Crack Willow may be known, for no other tree

Willow contains the bitter property known as sala-

cine. The Salix alba hardly contains a trace of

salacine, notwithstanding statements to the con-

trary.

The Ckack Willow is a very rapid grower,
especially when planted closely and in masses.
There is a very beautiful pendulous variety of this

tree grown extensively on the Rhine ; there are not
many below lionn, but from there to Heidelberg
and upwaiils, to the fall of the Rhine, many Crack
Willows may be found. It is there falsely called

iSalix babylonica. The latter is a variety of Salix

alba and very distinctly dissimilar. But this variety

of Salix fragilis only wants knowing to make it a
general favourite

that of babylonica; indeed, it might almost be called

semi-pendulous ; tlie foliage is also ilarker and more
dense. It does not attain the same height, but

covers a much larger space than babylonica, and
would, if introduced, be a welcome addition to our

ornamental gardens. There is also a variety of this

tree with brilliant orange branches tipped when
young with red, but as it increases in size and
age the colours become paler, but even then it

forms a charming contrast to the usual sombre-
looking forest trees, and deserves much greater

attention from planters than it now receives, not

only on account of its cheerful appearance, but also

because no hard-wooded tree will yield such a large

return for the outlay f xpended on it.

As A NURSE OB sii KLTER to other trees in ex-

posed situations the Willow is one of the best trees

known ; the lightness and elasticity of its branches
enable it to bend to blasts that would uproot the

Oak, Ash, Elm, or Pine ; whilst for rapidity of

growth it is only exceeded by the Poplar. A fringe

or border of Willows a few yards wide (if judi-

ciously chosen) would protect many exposed plains

now considered too bleak for planting, and nurse

into strength trees that could not be reared without

such protection. It is also well adapted for plant-

ing on the banks of rapid rivers or watercourses
;

in such situations it flourishes exceedingly, whilst

the grasp and tenacity of its long roots keep
the banks from being washed away. It might
also be used with advantage on many of our rail-

way slopes, and, if judiciously done, that is, the

kind of Willow adapted to the soil and situation,

many of the dangerous landslips now experienced

might be avoided or greatly mitigated.

The wood of the Ceack Willow is light,

smooth, soft, and extremely tough. It will bear

more hard knocks without splinter or injury than
any known wood, hence it is always used for mak-
ing cricket bats. Whenever it can be obtained, it

is used for the floats of paddle steamers and the

strouds of water wheels. It wears longer in water
than any other woo<l ; when it can be obtained it

is always used as break blocks for railway trucks,

and it is the only wood that will stand that kind of

concussion and pressure without fracture. Its ex-

treme elasticity and toughness constitute it the best

of all materials for the sides and bottoms of carts

and barrows where rough work, such as the con-

veyance of coal or stone, is carried on ; and were
it obtainable in sufficient quantity, it would be the

best material in the construction of carriages for

passenger traffic on our railways, inasmuch as

carriages made of this wood would be less liable

to be broken into splinters by collisions. The
wood of the Willow burns very slowly and
is not easily set on fire, a property which ought
to be a considerable recommendation where it

is necessary to use wood in close proximity to

fire. At one time the Willow was always used

by powder manufacturers for charcoal in prefer-

ence to other woods, and was only discontinued

because the supply fell short. The wood of the

Willow is much esteemed by painters for their

crayons ; cork-cutters use it for sharpening their

knives on, and turners for polishing other woods
when in the lathe ; and as cutting boards for shoe-

makers and others Willow is in demand.
W. S.

Time for timber-felling. Often the infe-

riority of timber, surh as its tendency to decay and
dry-rot, are wholly due to the timber having been

felled at improper seasons and to its subsequent

injudicious treatment. To fell trees in March, April,

and even in May, as is now often done, is absolute

folly. Timber intended for builders, or for the use

of coopers and wheelwrights, should never be cut

except in December or January, when the circula-

tion of the sap is arre8te<l. November, even, is too

early, and February too late to ensure its dura-

bility. Its subsequent treatment, too, greatly influ-

ences the quality of the wood. The tree should be

freed from all branches and shoots immeiliately it

is cut down, and sawn into planks as soon as pos-

sible, so that these may at once be seasoned by
The habit is less drooping than I exposure to the air. In this way alone can we

obtain wood that will keep well, and every pur-

chaser of timber should insist upon its being pre-

pared in accordance with these oiiections.— X.

PICTURES!,IUE GROIPING OF TREES.

In a very fine English park I was lately very
much struck with the naturally picturesque aspect
of various groups of trees. Eine specimens often

grew from almost the same root, or in any case

from the same spot of earth, the result being
frequently a wide divergence from the perpendicu-

lar in at least one individual of the group. This
was a gain so far as beauty was concerned, though,

no doubt, it would form a blemish in the eyes of

planters generally. But this irregular natural and
varied way is the right one nevertheless, if the

production of beautiful effects be the object. Tim-
ber is another question. Few, probably, would
attempt to form a picturesque group of trees by
adopting in the beginning any kind of geometrical

plan as to the spacing of the plants, but even
those who would carefully avoid any such disposi-

tion would probably end by allowing each plant

room for future development. While generally it

is well to allow each species room for full growth,

it will in many cases be desirable to deviate from
this rule for the sake of contrast, as well as for that

of the finer effects which may be thereby produced.

Great size and dignity are all the more impressive

if contrasted with evidences of the effects of the

struggle for lite, as shown in the distortion of some
trees and even in the starvation of others. But as

to " distortion," or rather deviation, from the per-

pendicular, many of the loveliest trees existing are

of this character as regards the stem and main
branches. The most beautiful forms assumed by
the stems of trees will result from early attempts

to grow towards the light from beneath the shade

of some greater tree, or from the diverging growth
assumed by two trees of nearly the same age and
the same species growing very closely together.

In pointing out the need for deviating from the

usual prim and mathematical way of encouraging

trees to grow, one need not be insensible to the

charms of perfectly-grown, clean timber, and can

see beauty in a straight stem as well as in a

crooked one. Much beauty may be added to our

ornamental planting by securing striking deviations

from the usual form as regards the stem, and even

deliberately overcrowding here and there. Ab-
normal growths such as those alluded to would

by contrast, relieve and heighten the fine size'

and symmetry to which we are now accustomed.
Q.

The fastigiate Birch (Betula alba var. fasti-

giata) should find a place in every park and in

every collection of ornamental deciduous trees. It

is the exact counterpart among the Birches of the

Cypress Oak among the Oaks. In addition to the

peculiarity of its columnar habit of growth, it has

the merit of retaining its dark green foliage much
longer than any other variety of our native Birch,

and indeed longer than perhaps any other culti-

vated species.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.—TAu journal it pub-

lished in neatli/ bound Mmithit/ Porta. In this form the

coloured plates are best preserved, and it is most sidlaltle /or

reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. Price

Is. ed. ; post free, Is. 9ii. Complete set of volumes of Thk
Garden from its coiimiCTicmintt to end of 1890, thirty-eight volt.,

price, cloth, if28 45.

"Gardening Illustrated" Monthly Parts. — rAi«

jouruol i.-i piil-'ft.-<hed in neuth; hnntd Mouthhf Purls, in ichich

forui it i.< uiosl saihihicfm- rtjtrniee pnriiuts to the issue of the

ycarlij roluiiits. J'ricc ltd. ;
I'i'stjrx, St/.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.—r*« ioiinioJ «
pnlilished in neulli) bound Monlkly Paris, in which form it II

most suitable for reference prerious to the ittut of the yearly

volumes. Price 5rf. ; post free, 8(i.

" Hardy Flowers."—Citifjip de.m-iptions or tipwards »/

thirteen htunlnd uf the most ornamimtal species, icith directions

for their urrvniinnent, cnltxere, ic. Fourth and Popular

Edition, Ik. ; post free, l,i. 8</.

"The Garden Annual" for 1891.—Coiifaiiu ytlpha-

beticitt Li.^ts of all Branches of the Horticultural Traile cor}-ectea

to ^'ociii'iber 10 last. The Lists (f IfOrdens and Country
ni>

Si Ills (^

sivehj

publisheii.

mini ninil ocer VOOO) hare been very carefully and exlen-

erised, and are admitted to be the most comjdete evir

Price U. ; by poll, Is. Si(. .
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"Thislsan Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather ; but
The Art itself is Nature."—Shakapeare.

Flower Garden.

NOTIvS VROU SMYRXA.
To THE Editor of The Garden.

Sib,—Since my notes which appeared in

your cohinins last spring I have succeeded in

making a collection of many bulbous jilants

which are new to me, and which I hope will

prove in some cases of A-alue to the Englisli

Hower lover.

In the shape of Tulips, I am forwarding

to some friends who are interested in this ge-

nus the following : a most peculiar reddish

brown tipped with black, a red one, and a

yellow, all found on the range called the

Ifymph, or Nif Dagh, lying north-oast of

Smyrna. From the western spurs of the

Taurus two more varieties have come to hand,

the fust a tall-growing, handsome yellow

variety, and the second a dwarf of the same
colour, the brilliant tint of which and
its wide open blooms make it really worthy
of culture. The above list will go far to

prove how numerously represented this

genus is on our mountains. I had hoped
to send more of these bulbs, but the inse-

curity now reigning in this beautiful country

is such, that many portions of it are simply
sealed books for my collectors. In fact,

it is sad for one who knows and lives in

Turkey, like myself, to read Lord Salis-

bury's speech on the reforms and improve-
ments taking place therein and to contrast

them with the real state of matters. Al-
most while he was uttering those porten-

tous words, four young Christian peasants

sent out by a German gardener to collect some
Scilla bifolia for him were being murdered
in cold blood by some Jloslem fanatics within
a few miles of Smyrna, the second city of this

empire. Your readers then will understand
that if the pursuit of an amateur flower col-

lector is pleasant, it has its responsibilities

also, and that though I am well place<l to

protect my men in their wanderings, at times
it is difficult to follow up explorations in cer-

tain districts, and take up the broken thread
of descriptions commenced a year or two be-

fore.

On the heights of the Taurus, overlooking
on the one side the town of Adaha, the
ancient Attalia, and on the other the road-

stead of Fineka, my collector secured a real

gem in the shape of a Cyclamen. He found
the plant about the middle of -June, peering,
covered with bloom, over the thinner layers
of unmelted snow, and his description of its

beauty as seen with this white background
was simply enthusiastic. The specimens I
received, thuugh to a certain extent injured
and faded, enabled me to make out its clia-

ractei-istics fairly well. I may describe it

as a dwarf variety, the leaves of which
are prettily marked, and rarely exceed a

shilling-piece in size. The flowers resemble

those of (J. iberieum, but are pniportioiuitely

small. The bulli, rarely more thon 2 inches

in diameter, is of a Soft shiny pink, and alto-

gether distinct in appearance fronr any others

of the genus found in these parts. I believe

this Cyclamen will lie invaluable for rockeries.

I cannot tell whether it is a new variety, but

if so, I should suggest its receiving a name
that will indicate the place of origin. From
the same region I received a Scilla of the bi-

folia type, and as it was found on the spot faiil

to be tlie abode of S. taurica, I should not be

at all surprised if it turned out to be this va-

riety. On his return journey in July over thi!

lower ranges of hills close to the sea my man
came upon an interesting Fritillary. The
flower of this plant is, as far I could see Ijy

the dried specimens I received, yellow,

checkered lilac. The blooms are larger in

size than those of any of the armena section

and cup-shaped like those of F. aurca. If

new, I believe it will prove a good addition

to the list of cultivated varieties. Unfortu-

nately, but few bulbs were lirought me by my
man, so that my friends must be content to

wait till next season for specimens.

By far the most pleasuralile excitement I

experienced this year was at the sight of a

very fine variety of Anemone blanda, which

I found on the mountains round the ancient

town of Pergamos. Having really so limited

an experience in flower collecting, I rather

hesitate to give my personal impressions of

its value, but in my opinion it beats even

Chionodoxa in beauty and richness of colour-

ing. I have cultivated many thousands of

the ordinary blanda from more southern dis-

tricts for my own amusement, but when I

placed some alongside of this new or im-

jiroved form, they could not bear comparison.

The flowers of the new blanda are much
larger than in the old form, varying from

dark blue to white. The reds, which are

aljundant in the old, are not to be found in

the now, and the deep blues of the new arc

non-existent in the old form. The other

apparently distinctive features of the im-

proved blanda are its smaller foliage and

its growing in a much colder climate,

but the real value of the plant lies in

the size and massiveiiess of its blooms.

Another interesting find was that of a

Crocus resembling Sieberi on the mountains

above Fmeka. X yellow one also comes

from the same district, but friends in Eng-

land must identify these varieties for me.

Two from the Pergamos district proved to be

the Olivieri and he\igatus of Maw, and two

from the vicinity of Smyrna will proliably

turn out to be Fleischeri and Ealsansa\

Several other bull)ous plants have come to

hand, but as they appear insignificant I will

not trouble your ri-aders with a description of

them.

As I know that several contributors to

your columns are interested in ibex hunt-

ing, I cannot refrain from infonning them

that the land of promise for this game is the

.'Vila Dagh, situated about thirty hours' vide

from the town of Adana. Any adventurous

sportsman will find there the wildest and

grandest scenery cond lined with extraordinary

abundance of ibex and other wild animals.

Edward "VVuittaix.

CURRENT WORK IN THE BULB GARDEN.
At the present time there is a large amount of im-

portant work among bulbous plants that should be
done without a moment's hesitation, more par-

ticularly this season by reason of the great rainfall

which seems so very general. This will incite

many of the earlier flowering bulbous plants into

an unusually early root action again, a thing to be
avoided by all means, particularly where it is in-

tended to lift any portion of the stock and replant.

Chionodoxas and Erythroniums, for instance, that

have formed themselves into masses too crowded
to permit of free and full development should at

once be lifted and placed in some dry, airy shed
for cleaning and sorting into sizes for replant-

ing. Provided these are placed in such a position,

the Chionodoxas will be secure, while the Dog's-

tooth A'iolet should be put into shallow boxes

either in cocoa-nut fibre, or this mixed with silver

sand to keep them safe for the present. It would,

of course, be much the best to replant them with-

out further ado, but this can only be done in very

few gardens, simply because the lifting is the all-

important item for the time being. The Crown
Imperials, if these have occupied the fame position

for two seasons or more, will also need attention,

for in early spring our gardens are not overdone

with such imposing subjects as these, and they

well repay the best cultivation that can be given

them. Lifting bulbs is the starting-point to a

series of operations that necessarily ensue, as, for

example, dividing, sorting into sizes, and replanting,

all of which are calculated in some degree or other,

not always at once, but indirectly to benefit the

bulbs themselves, and the last item, viz., re-

planting, provides a change of soil which is un-

doubtedly beneficial to most things. These Crown
Imperials speedily exhibit the benefit they derive

from periodical lifting and replantirg, and would

appear to exhaust the soil, which is probably due

to their vigorous nature, more than many other

bulbs that could be named. It is important, how-

ever, that the lifting should be done at the right

time, and that season is now with us. When
lifted, put them in shallow trays in a dry, airy spot,

and as a sort of guarantee against their com-

mencing to root again turn them upside down, the

base of the bulbs being thereby in direct contact

with the air will keep them in check till again re-

quired for planting. The Colchicums will also

need attention, but by reason of their flowering

again in the early autumn months they should be

replanted without delay. Then, again, we have a

host of things, as Soillas, Muscaris, Camassias,

Triteleias, and the like, fur which annual lifting is

by no means necessary, yet the established clumps

of these must not be allowed to become over-

crowded, and any signs of deterioration either in

the number of spikes produced or the indi%'idual

flowers should be regarded as a timely hint that all

is not well below, though, of course, it would be

far better to be in advance of such unmistakable

signs of weakness and exhaustion ; therefore perio-

dical attention is necessary if the best results are

desired.

If we take Anemone fnlgens and the varieties of

hortensis and so forth, we are taught by experience

that not only is annual lifting beneficial, but it is

essential also, and by diving still deeper into what

they need I have proved over and over again that

a thorough baking in full sun is the only cure for

such as need resuscitating. Frequently in cold and

heavy soils their tubers flower well the first season,

but they grow smaller and smaller during winter,

and yellowish leaves are sure to appear in spring

with few flowers to follow. In lighter and, as is

usually the case, better drained soils they remain

in good health longer, but even in these there is

nothing to be gained by leaving them undisturbed,

for sounder tubers and better flowers are a sure

return where annual lifting is pursued. Another

important point concerning the success ot the?e is
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the planting, but of this on a future day. All the
Wood Anemones must be left alone for some time
to come, for these quickly shrivel and sometimes
decay when dog up at this season of the year ; the
early autumn is the time for these, lifting and
replanting without delay. All bulbs of Gladiolus
The Bride that have been used for forcing should
be shaken out of the soil and put aside to dry for a
short period. Lilium candidum, particularly those
bulbs which have suiYered from disease, should
now be lifted, but before doing this I strongly
advise that the surface soil of the beds or the spot
wherein they have grown be carefully and very
cleanly removed to an inch ;o depth and burnt at

once, an excellent way being to carry it in boxes
and place it beneath the stoke-hole fire. Such a
step I feel sure will destroy no end of deadly fun-

goid germs that exist on the surface, merely wait-

ing the atmospheric conditions so congenial to their

full development and deadly ravages. This is a
precautionary measure, next to which give the
bulbs a thorough baking in full sun, turning them
over occasionally to ensure all being treated alike,

and when at the end of a few weeks it is time to

plant again, si lect a sunny spot and give the bulbs
another chance in a totally different spot. All

diseased leaves and stems should also be burnt,

and not taken, as is usually the case, to the rubbish-
heap, for a good deal of this rubbish only comes
back to the garden again and with it the fungus.
L. testaceum is also liable to similar attacks, and
is also much benefited by a thorough baking in full

sun. Drying a Lily bulb at all is quite opposed to

orthodox practice, much less baking it, as it were,-

in full sun, but facts are stubborn things, with all

due respect to theory, and when the physician can-
not cure, it becomes necessary to try home reme-
dies, particularly with such grand and indispens-

able ornaments as the old Madonna Lily, which we
can ill afford to lose. Then apart from those
nimed, the whole of the Daffodils will need atten-
tion, that is, if sufficient stock exists to spare some
for potting up ; if not, there is nothing to be gained
in raising these every season ; on the contrary, a
good many sorts increase in vigour when left alone
for two or three years, but beyond this they stand
in need of dividing and replanting. With the
dealer in such things the case is different, and
annual lifting becomes a necessity for furnishing
well- shaped flowering bulbs for commercial pur-
poses. E. J.

Notes from Oakwood.—We have this year
bloomed a number of plants of the Lily which is

known in Japan as Lilium odorum japonicum ; it

has by far the pleasantest smell of any Lily I know
— that of a sort of refined Tuberose. Our lirst

plants bloomed in a shady Lily house in the
cottage garden. The floweis were pure white
both inside and outside. A well-known amateur
gardener who went to see them in the evening
first called my attention to the delightful smell.
The next in order of blooming were in the conserva-
tory here ; these had a slight brown tinge on the
back of the flowers. Then those which bloomed in

the open border in the Wisley garden had the backs
so dark, that at first sight they might have been
taken for L. Browni ; these last have the backs of
the flowers very much darker when grown in the
open air than when grown in a house. My gardener
here has been in the habit of planting Tuberoses in

pots, and then bedding them out. These give finer

flowers than those kept under glass. Last year, on
December 1, he planted six bulbs in the border
under my window. All six have come up ; one has
a good flower-spike ; another shows that it will

flower ; the others are doubtful. I should not have
thought they could have survived the severe winter

;

they had no protection. At Oakwood, under a gable
of the cottage there is a martin's and a wa.sp's nest
side by side and touching each other. The inhabi-
tants do not seem to interfere with one another.

—

Georce F. Wilson.

Sweet Peas at Chiswick.—The collection of
named varieties of these is now becoming very
large, judging from the number of difTerent varie-
ties growing side by side at Chiswick. After an
inspection of these it is only possible to draw one

|

conclusion, namely, that we might reduce the list

considerably. It is difficult to see wherein lies the
wisdom of giving distinctive names to at least three
red varieties that could hardly be distinguished
apart, and they themselves are not more useful nor
much unlike a good selection of the old Scarlet In-

vincible strain. Great discrimination ought to be
used in awarding names, these to be given only to

varieties that will for years to come stand out and
mark progress and improvement. In a hurried
glance we had no opportunity to select these too-

much-alike varieties, only to note one or two worthy
of distinction, and such is Countess of Radnor, a
variety to the naming of which none can take ex-

ception. We have no room in gardens for fifty va-
rieties of Sweet Peas of similar shades, but we will

soon find room for so thoroughly distinct kinds
as this. It is a charming flower, of a pure self

colour and of that lovely shade of mauve-blue
usually called heliotrope. There is nothing like it

or in any way comparable to it, and those who
have once grown it will never after trouble about
such a kind as Princess of Wales, a type of which
there are now several varieties undecided, weak,
and ineffective in colour. Iza Eckford is a lovely
thing, a pale blush tint, but it is enough, and we
do not want another almost exactly the same
named Mrs. Gladstone. One named The Bride, a
pure white kind, has a dwarfer habit than the ma-
jority of whites, and being very free flowering is

valuable accordingly.

MOUNTAIN GLOBE FLOWERS.
(trollics europ.eus and t. aurantiacus.)

I HAVE read with mueh interest the descrip-

tiou.s of Trollius aurantiacus and T. oiiropmus

accompanying the pretty illu.stration in The
Garden of Augu.st 1. T. europauis is a plant

which grows wild in my neighbourhood and
is often introduced into the garden, where, if

planted in a moist shady spot, it improves
in size of bloom and general appearance.

Seedling plants from the wild form do not

vary in colour of bloom with me. This may
be accounted for from the fact that no other

species or variety of Trollius grew in my gar-

den at the time I saved the seed, so that no
intercrossing could take place. T. asiaticus,

although fine in colour, is a loose-sepalled,

ill-shaped flower, lacking the symmetrical

proportions of T. europa3us, although excelling

it in colour. Trollius americanus, after care-

ful examination of the foliage and habit, I

take to be a distinct species. In many par-

ticulars it resembles T. aurantiacus, as depicted

in the illustration in The Garden. It is

a noble herbaceous plant and not easily got

true, as many of my friends fail to obtain it

even from abroad. Its highly coloured sepals,

corulla and stamina, of a bronzy-orange <'iil-

our, increased in tint after being cut, brought
into the house and placed in water render

it most attractive as a cut flower. I

cannot understand how such a flower

could ever be a variety of T. europaius, re-

sembling, as it does, but excelling T. asiaticus,

'J'. Fiirtuni.'i, etc., in the same shade of colour.

Trollius europseus is lemon coloured, and has

one advantage over the other Trollii, viz., the

iKi.uitifuUy folded arrangement of the sepals,

which only open when the sun is out, anil

display the small atrajj-shaped petals of the

corolla and the stamina. When the clouds

gather or evening comes on, the finely shaped

divisions of the .sepals fold over the lluwer

with an imbrication which defies the entrance

of moisture, and presents a unique and lovely

globular lemon-coloured exterior. This plant

in Scotland is named the Lucken - Gowan,
and the poet, in describing the decline of the

day, writes

—

And the bonny Luoken-Gowan has fanlded
np her e'e,

describing also the closing of the flowers at

evening in their natural sleep. Many wild
varieties of T. europaeus exist if well looked

for. At Corry Howm, in the pass of Drum-
ochter, between the watersheds of the Tum-
rael and Spej'', I gathered an alpine form at

the outlet of a waterfall. About a dozen

miniature plants grew in a circle in the sand,

each bearing only a single flower fully out.

A more interesting sight, the jilants not mea-
suring 4 inches high, I never witnessed in

this wild region, 30U0 feet above sea level.

The finely folded arrangement of sepals al-

ready described, and which does not exist in

the other species to the same extent, led me
this summer to cross T. americanus with pollen

from T. europaeus and ince versa. I have
saved and sown the seeds, and hope in two
years to be able to communicate results, which
I trust may show progress.

Charles Stuart, M. 1)., Edin.

HiUMe, Chiniside, N.B.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
It often happens that whereas one fails to secure

a happy combination by careful and studied plant-

ing pleasing and striking effects are produced
where such a result was not in the first instance
aimed at. The present season, which has given a
great wealth of flower among shrubs and herbaceous
plants, has shown this in a striking manner. I

noticed the other day a large mass of the Venetian
Sumach (Rhus Cotinus), having as a background a
half-grown English Yew. The ends of the Sumach
had grown out, lea\ing a sort of bay in the centre,

in which were eight or nine plants of the old white
Lily. The tree, shrub, and flower were respec-

tively of the right height, and the combination as a
whole struck me as a beautiful example of this un-

studied effect. No brighter or more glowing picture

is likely to be seen this year in the flower garden
than one produced by a large mass of dark crim-

son Piconies facing some clumps of Weigela rosea,

and another pleasing contrast has been a quantity

of Delphinium surrounding a large plant of Deutzia
crenata fl.-pl.

Mixed beds have come to the front with rapid

strides in the last few years, and are to be found
in quantity both in public parks and in private

places. Whilst appreciating the motive for the

increasing introduction of this natural planting, a
protest is necessary against the overcrowding that

seems to prevail in the majority of such beds. As
a matter of fact they want to be carefully planted.

Individual plants should exhibit their true charac-

ter, and not be so cramped as to show only two or

three weak spindly shoots, otherwise the bed will

not be a vast improvement on a clipped and sliorn

design of an intricate and fearful pattern. A too

liberal use of large-foliaged plants, whether tall

and formal, as Ficus elastica, or spreading, as the

big spiny Sohmums, is also a mistake ; indeed, the

Ficus seems out of place altogether in bedding ar-

rangements, except possibly under some peculiar

conditions where the natural surroundings are of

such a cliaracter as to associate well with it.

There is no doubt we want a lighter and more
graceful strain of Begonias with erect flowers for

bedding. The very large scarlet and pink varieties

with drooping blooms are decidedly too heavy in a
mass, unless it be in exceptional cases ; granted,
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they make a brilliant display, but so does a mass
of Jacoby or Raspail Geraniums.

Plants for larj^e beds or borders in prominent
positions must be at once bold, showy, ami yet
display a judicious blending of different varie-

ties. A border, for instance, on a rising slope that
has a partial background of variegated Maple may
have these planted so far apart as to admit a
Fuchsia gracilis between them ; a few more plants
of this graceful Fuchsia could be worked in front
of the Maples, and the foreground might consist
of occasional plants of the small-leaved Margue-
rite, filled in either with Dell's Crimson Beet (one
of the finest foliage plants we have) or scarlet
Begonias, as the latter would show to advantage in

such a situation. Dahlia Fire King is another
good plant for similar beds, either in the mass or
varieil with blocks of variegated Eibbon Grass.
Another combination might consist of alternate
plants of Rose of Castile Fuchsia and Alice Crousse
Ivy-leaf Geranium on a large scale (say about
5 feet high), having a groundwork of blue Age-
ratum.
Carnations are grand this year. There was a

heavy loss in the winter, but those that remain make
amends by the profusion of flower, and the grass
is very vigorous and in splendid condition for
layering. If beds are formed entirely of this fa-

vourite flower, I have fouml it a good plan to
plant 30 inches each way, leaving sufficient space
round each plant to allow for the grass to come
down, filling in intervening spaces with the com-
mon Stonecrop. This makes a capital carpet, and
is very effective with the dark shades of Carna-
tion. The showery summer is responsible for a
very strong growth among the annuals, and at the
present time Sweet Peas, Cornflowers, Godetias,
double Clarkia, ami Salpiglossis are furnishing a
large per-centage of the cut flowers for vases. There
has been a wonderful improvement in the strain of
Sweet Peas of late years, not only in size and va-
riety of flower, but also in constitution. The sea-
son may be prolonged by sowing in pots, and plant-
ing these in an open sunny position, and making a
sowing under a north wall. The most important
matter to prolong the flowering season is to keep
the haulm scrupulously free from seed-pods.

Claremont. E. Buerell.

DWARF AQUATICS.
Umier this head at p. 119 Mr. Robert VV.
Williamson seeks advice concerning a minute
bog garden which he has formed. In almost any
garden an artificial bog is always desirable, and
Mr. Williamson has done well to avail himself
of the natural surroundings. Of really useful
and hoiiii tide aquatics, however, there are few
to suit the purpose or the spot indicated, aa
all aquatics have a decided preference for be-
ing either wholly or partly submerged, but of
suitable and dwarf bug plants, such as can be
grown far better in this way than in any
other, there is a really fine assortment. It is
fortunate, too, iu my opinion, that this minia-
ture bog is in full .sunshine, as with the condi-
tions of moisture below, many plants otlierwise
preferring shade to a considerable extent will
revel, and I have no doubt that in a short time
Mr. Williamson will have found what a verit-
able home for many things he has succeeded in
obtaining. Hardy Orchises are mentioned,
and these truly interesting subjects should
receive a trial. It is imporfant, too, that
these be planted early, and Mr. Williamson
wdl do well to get such as these in their places
by the middle of September. The kinds most
suitable for the position under consideration
would 1)6 O. maculata, O. m. superba, O. lati-
folia, O. mascula, and O. laxiflora

; these suc-
ceed well in peat and loam or leaf- soil and
loam, and if a position can be given them
shaded from the hottest mid-day sun, it will be
an advantage. Moisture in plenty at all sea-
8 ons with fairly good drainage they delight in.

Some of these in a wild state are frequently

found buried 8 inches or 10 inches iu the soil,

but this may arise from some accident or other,

and is not absolutely essential in cultivating

them. Four inches deep will be enough, and
there is no reason why sucb as these should not
luxuriate. Should space permit, Orchis foliosa,

the giant of them all, should be given a place.

It delights in equal parts of peat and loam,
and a moist, not wet, spot. In planting any of

these Orchises care must be exercised so that

the fleshy-fingered roots be not broken, as de-

cay, and ultimate rot, frequently ensue. Cy-
pripediums should also be included and placed

in a partially shaded .spot. The best of these to

grow will be spectabile, Calceolus, parviflorum,

and pubescens ; these are the kinds to give

satisfaction, and if only half the number were
required, I would select those named first.

C. spectabile loves moisture in plenty and peat

soil. C. Calceolus prefers loam and limestone

mingled with it—parviflorum and pubescens
growing well in peat and loam with rather less

moisture. C. acaule is a charming species, but
liable to be lost in spring when one is waiting

for its flowers. Then a little colony should be
formed of Pinguiculas, very charming in moist

Sphagnum Moss and crumbled sandstone. P.

vulgaris will often adhere to the moist almost
perpendicular faces of some rocks and sandstone

in particular. Sarracenia purpurea should be

iu the wettest parts and in full sun. Primula
rosea, involucrata, and sikkitnensis will be just

at home in loam ami in moisture, securing seed

or seedlings of the latter and planting them
freely ; it is a most delightful plant. In a some-
what similar spot to the Pinguiculas the Sol-

danellas should be located, and I have little

doubt of their success, and also of the mealy-
eyed Primrose, P. farinosa. Then there are

Dentarias and Trilliums, particularly T. grandi-

florum and erythrocarpum, while a corner may
surely be found for Crinum capense. Though it

can hardly be called a tiny bog plant, a

bog-loving subject it certainly is, and if

the apex of its characteristically long bulb
be an inch or two below the surface, the

plant will be safe enough in a sunny spot

for flowering. Swertia jjerennis, any of the

Parnassias, Cardamine trifoliata, Campanula
hederacea, Saxifraga Hirculus and granulata pi.,

some of the Myosotis, the trailing Lysimachias,

Mimulus cardinalis, Caltha palustris and
minor plena, Viola cucullata, Sisyrinchium
grandiflorum, Omphalodes verna, and others

may each receive a place, and with moisture
succeed almost anywhere. Dodecatheons and
Gentians, however, must not be overlooked.

Any of the former will do admirably in peat

and loam with a little neighbouring shade.

Such Gentians as bavarica, verna and pneumo-
nauthe should also be included, planting the

two former very firmly in loamy soil and in the

moister portions. The last will be at home
in any position, and though a true British

plant, it is no less beautiful than many an
alpine gem, and should be freely planted, for

the bog is its true home. To these may be
added many more, Init Ficaria grandiflora and
Corydalis uobilis must not be omitted, for these

are too easily grown and too beautiful ; while

as a sort of finish, what else could better

clothe the sloping sides of this tiny bog than a

free mingling of blue and white Wood Ane-
mones, common Snowdrops, and our native

Primrose t sucli as these would furnish flowers

from the early days of the year and look

charminii. E. Jenkins.

A pretty Toadflax. — There is just now in

bloom at Chiswick, and forming a ring round a

bed at the bottom of the gardens, a charming
form of Linaria called there aurea reticulata pur-
purea. It is distressing that so pretty a flower
should have such an intolerably long name. Even
that, however, is not correct, as the flowers show
both purple and crimson hues. The flowers, which
are combinations either of crimson, or purple and
gold, are small, and borne on stems of some
4 inches or 5 inches in length. It is a hardy an-
nual and merits growth universally, as it is one of

the loveliest of the section.

A new Musk (Mimulus compactns).—This is a
capital variety in places where a dwarf compact
grower is required. I saw it this last season in the
gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society and it

was perfect, being very free flowering, of close
compact growth, and only 3 inches or 4 inches high.
The blooms are as large as those of the ordinary
type and the scent equally strong. For bedding it

is a great gain on the old spreading form, and for
pot culture it is excellent, as it requires no supports
of any kind and is most robust and lasting. We
require a number of plants for the front rows of

stages and it is charming when grown for this

purpose. For grouping it is also valuable. When
used for bedding it is very effective, as when seen
at a distance the bed has a golden appearance. This
Mutk is regular in growth, no stopping or pegging
being necessary. The plants being dwarf must be
closely planted, and they are easily raised from
seed. I put three plants into a 3-inch pot and do
not give strong heat, but grow cool ; they then do
not suffer when turned out in the open. A bed of this

variety, using the Musk as a carpet plant with dot
plants of Lobelia fulgens, has a nice effect, the pale
yellow flowers of the Musk throwing up the deep
scarlet of the Lobelia.—G. Wythes.

GAILLARDIAS.
These are now amongst the gayest of hardy border
flowers, rich and brilliant in their beltings of crim-

son, orange, and gold, and at the same time produc-
ing such quantities and in such wonderful profusion

for so extended a season, that they might well be
termed everybody's flower. Popular they are,

beyond all doubt, to those who know them, but
there are still many gardens in which they are not
found. Very few flowers can equal them in bril-

liancy, and few can equal their variability. I am
speaking now of the fine strain that may be had
from seeds, for these are decidedly superior to very

many of those for which, alas ! individual names
have been chosen, and may be obtained for a trifle

as compared with named kinds. Some few are

worthy of distinction, it is true, as, for example, the

true maxima and splendida ; but then there is no
end of ragged loose-flowered kinds substituted for

both, particularly the former, which, as I knew it

nearly 20 years ago, was a noble flower, 4h inches

across, the florets stout and firm in texture, and
well imbricated. Other varieties then bearing
names worthy of them were Telemacqui and
Loiselli, bat these I have not seen for a long time,

and that matters little when a sixpenny packet of

seeds will produce their equals or superiors. They
are a wonderfully satisfying flower, and much
remains to be done to improve them for a wider
field of usefulness even than now. For example,
what a boon a dwarfer strain of these large-

flowered types would be— plants of not more than
20 inches high, and as free-flowered 1 What a
grand display these would make, and how they
would brighten many a spot, if judiciously disposed,

in our large parks and public gardens, and private

gardens, too, on a smaller scale I But while saying

this I am not unmindful that we have some strains

more strictly annual, however, than those intended

by my remarks, which play their part in this direc-

tion and yield us their quota of flowers, but these

are still wanting as compared with those which
are more nearly perennial in character. Their
culture is very simple, deep and good soil, though
not manured to excess, being all they need, an
open position and plenty of room for development.

Planted as permanent subjects in beds, they make
one of the grandest displays possible, and those

for whom they are too tall may reduce their height

somewhat by potting them very firmly in S-inch
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pots, and plunging these latter in the beds intended
for them 2 inches below the surface. Another way,
and a more simple one, is to peg them down from
time to time in spring ; one peg will generally be
found sufficient to each stem, and that when about
a foot or 15 inches of growth has been made. For
those who would like to secure plants of extra size

for flowering next summer, a little seed may be sown
at any time during the present month, preferably
in drills in the open ground and ratlier thinly,

allowing the seedlings to remain where sown till

next February or March, and then planting them
in good soil. Much may be done to improve these
by weeding out inferior kinds and selecting seeds
from the best, but, as a rule, so large a percentage
comes good, that the flowers, either in beds or mixed
borders, are always welcome. E. J.

Stenactis speciosa.—This we notice in Covent
Garden as a cut flower, and it certainly is a hand-
some Daisy-looking plant, quite free in ordinary
soil. It is the forerunner in beauty of the autumn
or Michaelmas Daisies, which are so valuable later.

It is one of the best border plants, and should be
grown here and there among shrubs as well as in
mixed borders, especially where midsummer hardy
flowers are desired. It is only when a large group
is seen from a distance that the lovely colour of
this plant is fully shown.

Staking hardy plants.—I was much inter-

ested in reading Mr. J. Crook's letter on the above
in The Garden of August 15, as last year I com-
menced the system he so strongly advocates, and this
year have almost universally adopted it, i.e., using
good spray Pea sticks instead of stakes for herba-
ceous plants. To those who like myself possess a
border much exposed to wind, the staking is a very
important afl'air and takes considerable time. By
using spray sticks much time Is saved, and the
general effect is vastly improved. Even for the
tallest growing Delphiniums I use very tall spray
sticks, the same as so often used for Sweet Peas.
There are no plants that want any support at all

that may not be staked in the way that Mr. Crook
describes, e\en in the most exposed border, quite
as securely and far more effectively than by the old
plan of stakes. I would like to add a note that for
several years I have used for Carnations nothing
but the twisted wire supports, as figured and de-
scribed in "The English Flower Garden." They
are most effectual, quickly and easily made, last

for ever, and are unobtrusive to the eye. Many
have adopted them from seeing them in use here,
—M. C. LoxwooD.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.
Pyrola maculata (L.).—What a beautiful plant
this is either in or out of flower. I had just been
turning over Curtis' Jiotanical Magazbie when I

came across its coloured picture (Vol. xxiii., plate
8ii7) and felt a strong wish to become possessed of
a plant and I took note of it. Luckily, a New York
friend who had kindly collected me some pieces of
Epiga;a had enclosed a plant or two that had its

roots mixed with the Epigrea in the growing state,
and these reached only a day or two after I had
set my mind on the Pyrola. It is now growing
nicely, and seems as if it would not be harder
to accommodate than our British species. The
effect of the plant is that of twigs of silvery Holly ,S

inches or Unches high. The pendulous white flowers
with yellow anthers are in corymbs of three or
four at the apex of the stems. Altogether it is safe
to describe it as unique. Besides being a species
of rare beauty, it has a considerable reputation as a
medicinal plant. It grows in light soil, as sand
and leaf mould, and in its N. American or Canadian
habitats has to endure more cold than we experi-
ence. Its synonyms are Chimaphila maculata
(Pursh) and Chimaza maculata (K. Br.).

Calochorti.—I tried to grow these some years
ago, but failed lamentably and most completely.
Last autumn, however, a Norwich friend, wlio saw a
sunny bank of good loam that I had just had
roughly built against with big stones, leaving
plenty of wide seams of soil, said, " What a capital
place for Calochorti." I at once secured live or
six sorts and surrounded the bulbs with burnt

loam, and though the winter was so severely cold
I had but few losses, and the glorious flowers have
been a great treat. I daresay the greatest trial

has yet to come, and the question that one asks is

whether the bulbs will keep up a constitution /

No bulb that dwindles in all but the exceptionally
few or favoured gardens can be considered satis-
factory. Of course all reasonable pains should be
taken to meet the conditions needful, and the
Calochorti are especialy worthy of such care.

Geranium argenteum.—If you are not in-

clined to pick the seeds of this before they are quite
ripe and russetty, I fear you may not find them on
the plant. When in that state they are more likely
to be found 1 foot to 3 feet distant, and around the
plant after a bit of powerful sunshine, when after
becoming detached from the sockets, the hard
spiral awns suddenly expel them in all directions.
It should not be forgotten that seed mostly reverts
to the typical cinereum. I nsually pick the seed
just before it splits from the calyx, and if dried a
day or two and then sown, it germinates freely.

Spirasa venusta.—Of course, anybody can
grow this highly coloured species, but there is one
special method worth trying by which the plants
can be had 4 feet to 5 feet high with corymbs
twice the usual size and flowers of brighter colour.
It may be described in a word as the " single crown
system." Offsets should be planted singly in the
kitchen garden, or any open place in good strong
loam. After a year or two years' growth as needed,
dig them up in the autumn trimming off all side
sprouts, and replanting in groups or beds where re-

quired for effect. So far does this plant excel it-

self when so dealt with, that its friends hardly
know it. Try it once fairly, and take the benefit
of your own opinion afterwards as to whether the
results are worth the trouble.

Dianthus Atkinsoni.—This has been a bril-
liant object for five weeks, and seems of good promise
with ordinary weather for two or three more, i.e

,

one plant, and not a succession of plants. This
is a strong feature of merit, but the chief one is its

intensely high colour. Near to it are Shirley Pop-
pies, P. Hookeri, Mule Pink Napoleon III., scarlet
Lychnis, bright Koses, &c., but all pale by compari-
son with it. It may not be desirable to see our old
bright friends quenched in this manner, but as the
standard of colour is in the right direction the fault
of this new I'ink must be writ small. The plant is

certainly perennial here, and there need be no
further doubt whatever on that point.

Gentiana septemfida.—This and the dwarfer
variety called cordifolia, which so long bore and
yet bears in many gardens the erroneous name of
gelida, are now very attractive. Nothing could
be more effective on rockwork or border. G. sep-
temfida is one of the best of the Gentians for accom-
modating itself to varied soils and other local con-
ditions. Raised from seed, there is considerable
variation in three of the main features - flower
colour, leaf form, and habit. Some are but a few
inches high, whilst I have the type in splendid
bloom 18 inches high. The foliar differences are
most distinct and some very beautiful. The colours
range from a blackish-blue to a pale sky-blue. All
the forms are vigorous and free-flowering. On the
whole, this may be described as one of the most re-
liable alpine plants for beauty, duration, and hardy
constitution. J. Wood.

Wuodi'iUc, Kirltstall.

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.
The season still remains remarkably favourable for
the growth of all market garden crops. Vegetables
of all kinds are abundant; consequently prices
ha\e declined considerably, but clearing the land
and recropping again for winter and spring go on
briskly.

Po'i'A'i'oES may be set down as a very good crop,
and thus far free from disease in this locality.
The early sorts are quite ripe and have nearly all

been lifted, while the second early and main crops
are now well advanced. With a dry autujim there
is every prospect of an abundant supply.

KiiNNEit Beans are now yielding plentifully;
they are nearly all grown without sticks, but, never-

theless, they produce splendil crops rati er later in

the season than those more carefu'Iy tended.
Keeping the pods closely picked, so thw none are
allowed to get old, is an important item in their
culture, and if this is carried out they will remain
fruitful as long as the weather is mild.

Cabb.\gE3 —Large quactities of these are now
being put out on land cleared of Potatoes, for with
a continuance of mild showery weather, a crop of
nice young Cabbage is secured before winter sets

in, and if not large enough to pass muster as Cab-
bage they are tied in bunches and sold as Cole-
worts. The latest sowings of Cabbage for plants
to stand in the seed-beds all the winter for spring
planting are now being made, while those sown last

month are being carefully tended by being dusted
with soot, lime, &c., to keep off sings, &c. Where
the land is not ready for their reception, as soon as

they are large enough they will be pricked out into

beds.

Lettuce, both Cabbage and Cos, are being sown
in quantity.

Onions of the Tripoli and Giant Rocoa kinds are
being sown in drills about 1 foot apart for standing
the winter to be transplanted in spring. Great
care is taken with this crop in the preparation and
cleaning of the land, so that the young plants may
not be choked with weeds during the winter. The
White Spanish is very largely grown for drawing
for market in spring in a green state, being very
mild in flavour.

TuENirs are being sown in quantity, the weather
being extremely favourable for their rapid growth,
and where the land is in good condition little is

needed in the way of preparation. After Potatoes
and other crops are cleared off the varieties of

White Stone Turnip are in great favour for sowing
at this date.

Tomatoes have made good progress lately, the
fruit being plentiful and swelling up rapidly. The
most important work now is that of keeping the
main shoots tied out to stakes and all side shoots
cut off. The dreaded disease has thus far not been
much trouble, and with a dry September we may
get good outdoor crops.

Ridge and frame Cucumbers have benefited

by the warmer weather lately and are now bear-

ing freely. Ridge Cucumbers almost invariably

sell well, as many prefer their flavour to that of

longer and more attractive looking hothouse sorts.

Marketing bush fruits is now completed, and
attention can now be given to the abundant crop
of larger fruits. First on the list is that of the early

kinds of cooking and dessert

Apples.—These are a splendid crop in this lo-

cality. Lord Suffield, Keswick, and others of the
Codlin type are very heavily cropped, and the

largest are being cleared off to lighten the trees,

and thus far they sell well. If crops, however,

are generally similar to what they are here, home-
grown Apples will probably be cheaper than they

have been for some years. Early dessert kinds

that find favour with market growers are mostly

of the highly-coloured sorts. Red (Juarrenden Jind

Red Juneating are the most prominent at present,

the crops of both being exceptionally heavy.

Pears mostly consist of Jargonelle, which is

bearing well this year, and certainly one of the best

of first early sorts as a bush or standard. The crop

of all sorts of Pears is very heavy and the fruit

cleaner and altogether better than tor several sea-

sons past.

I'Li'MS are plentiful and good. Early Rivers, Early

Orleans, Early Violet, and other first earlies have

already been marketed in good order, and now
Victorias in great abundance are coming in. This

is a great favourite for cooking, its thick flesh and
small stone making it one of the best for tarts, and
when fully ripe it is by no means to bo despised

for dessert.

MoRKi.LO Chbrribs OH bush and standard trees

have been a splendid crop, and in this locality the

most profitable of all. J a m k.4 G hoom.
tltttijhil't.
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Stove and Greenhouse.

FAN PALMS.
SuJiE of tlie most decorative plants we have

are the several species of Palms with fan-

shaped leaves, which find favour in every

f^arden of any pretensions, and also for the

decoration of rooms. First, and perhaps best

of all, comes the Latania borbonica of the

market grower, but more correctly named
Livistona sinensis. It is now known every-

where where plants are cultivated. In the

tropics it has become as common as the ubi-

quitous Date and Fig, and its seeds are con-

monly known as Corypha australis, is second
only to the Chinese species in its value as a

garden Palm. It is quite as accommodating,
forms a pretty plant wlien only very small,

has a sturdy constitution, and ultimately at-

tains the dimensions of a large tree. The
Chusan or Fortune's Palm (Chamaerops For-

tunei) ranks tliird in popularity. Grown
under glass it forms a stately specimen, retain-

ing its lower leaves many years. There is a

magnificent example of it in the temperate
house at Kew. It is over 40 feet in height,

and the stem is clothed to within a few feet

of the base with long - stalked elegant ftm

leaves. This species may also be cultivated

Chamaerops Fortuiiei in a garden at Streatham.

sequently the easiest to procure of any Palm.
Hundreds of thousands of this Livistonamust
be sacrificed annually in rcjom furnishing and
sucli-like wor

as a tropical plant, or it may even be grown
in the open air in the warmer parts of Eng-
laiul, Tlie severe weather of last winter did

_

but their places are filled by
\
not destroy nor even injure materially the

the enormous number of seedlings raised specimens left out of doors and wholly un-
cyery year, and sold for the price of Gera- , protected at Kew and elsewhere. In shel-
niiuns. Although known chiefly as a pot

|

tered positions the plants are almost as happy as
plant, yet this Palm grows to a very large size ' when indoors. Specimens which have become
if planted out m a large warm conservatory. ' too large for a conservatory should be jilant
Recently a specimen (JO feet high in the large ' outside in a position sheltered from the east
Palm liouse at Kew fell down suddenly, the and nortli winds. June is the best time to
trunk snapping off about 12 feet from the transfer them to their out-of-door quarters.
ground. It is supposed to have been over- They like plenty of water and freciucnt
weighted by an enormous mass of Philoden- mulching with good manure. As a rule,
dron, which covered the trunk and was the leaves made under glass are not able
tliickest near the top. L. australis, com- to withstand the cold outside, but the trunk

will not suffer. Protection in winter often

does more harm than good.

The European Fan Palm, viz., ChamoBrops
humilis, is worthy of more favour as a green-
house plant than it gets in England. No
plant is more easily grown, and few Palms are

more elegant in habit and in the form of their

leaves.

There are several species of Thriiiax which
form elegant table plants when young, but
they all require a tropical temperature. In
gardens where Palms find favour, such genera
as latania (true), Sabal, Prahea, Licuala,

Washingtonia, and Pritchardia are cultivated
for the sake of their handsome fan-shaped
foliage ; these, however, are not so suit
able for decoration as the commoner kinds
above mentioned. In such gardens as Kew
the rarer and less easily cultivated fan-leaved
Palms are also represented. At Kew may be
seen plants of the extraordinary Ita Palm
oi Brazil, named Mauritia flexuosa, which
inhabits the swamps of the great rivers, and
lias a stem 100 feet high, with elegant fan-
shaped leaves 10 feet in diameter; the
Talipot of Ceylon, more gigantic even
than the Ita; the branching Palms of India
and Africa, namely, Borassus flabelliformis

and Ilyphrone thebaica ; Bismarckia nobilis
from Madagascar ; Schizothrinax, a new ge-
nus with the appearance of a Carludovica

;

and, most remarkable of all, the double
(Jocoa-nut from the Seychelles. 'Iliere are
three healthy young plants of this last at
Kew.

Miss E. L. Coles, Elmfield, Streatham, who
sent us the photograph from \\-hich the en-
graving was prepared, thus writes concerning
the Fan Palm figured :

—

It was planted out about twenty.five years ago,
and a fernery made round it. It is now 8 feet high^
and sends out beautiful bright green " fans " each
summer. It has bloomed several times—about
every four or five years. It was at first covered
with sacking during the winter months, but needs
CO protection now and seems quite hardy, which is

rather wonderful, seeing it is growing in a northern
aspect and within eight miles of London. W.

Kalosanthes.—Names, like everything else,
seem to change, as at one time these were known
as Crassulas, and were grown for exhibition during
the palmy days of Chiswick, when a specimen might
almost always be seen in each collection, to which
it lent much strength, as there is always a fresh-
ness about a Kalosanthe, and a plant when in
bloom makes a grand show. Fine and striking as
they are when big, I like the smaller plants best, and
certainly they are most useful for decoration,
those in G-inch or S-inch pots being the best
and handiest, and if well managed these may
be had with many heads of flower—so free are
Kalosanthes to bloom. The way to manage them
to get and have them in this condition is to keep
plants one year over the other, as when cut back,
as they must be after flowering, if they are to be had
dwarf, they have not time enough to break again
and make strong shoots, that get firm and ripe.
This being so, it is better to strike any now, and in
spring or early summer nip out the points, as then
the side growths they form set fine heads of
bloom. To assist them in doing this, the plants
should be stood outdoors at the end of May or early
in June, giving thera a warm sunny position, which
keeps them sturdy, and the exposure to sun and air
consolidates the shoots and matures them by the
time autumn sets in. The best situation for Kalo-
santhes during winter is a shelf in a cool house up
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near the glass, as there they get plenty of light,

which suits their succulent nature. In potting, the

proper soil to use is a sharp sandy loam, and except
when the plants are growing and flowering, very

little water is required, as all that is necessary is

just to k.,ep the leaves fresh and free from dis-

coloaiing.— S. D.

Eucharis mite.— I would advise all who grow
the class of bulbous-rooted plants that are liable to

the attacks of the mite to be careful how they in-

troduce such things from other places into their

gardens. A couple of years ago a friend who was
leaving this neighbourhood aslsed me to take care

of a few pots of Eucharis and Vallotas. I forgot

at the timethathis plants had once had a bad attack

of the mite, or I should certainly have declined to

give them house room. I have a number of Val-

lotas, many of them fine bulbs ten years old, which
at their blooming time give me much pleasure. I

now find they are badly infested and am in danger
of losing them all. I am trying to save them by
thoroughly cleansing the bulbs in clear water and
then dipping them for ten minutes in Clibran's

mite-killer. I have potted them up about five

bulbs together in 4J-inch pots, as the less soil they

are in the better until they make fresh roots. This
i* certainly one of the most troublesome plant pests

we have. It is so minute that good eyes are re-

(juired to find it, and it may be at work for a
couple of years before its presence is suspected.

If one could grapple with it on its first arrival the

task of extermination would be comparatively easy

;

neither would the bulbs suffer to such an extent

;

whereas, in the majority of cases the best por-

tion of the roots is gone before it is known
that the enemy is at work. Having a clean lot of

plants, I would rather do with a less quantity than
increase the number by importing from other
places and therel>y running the risk of losing them
all.— J. C. B.

purple, and is lined inside with numerous hairs

pointing downwards, which effectually prevent the

return of any insect that ventures to enter. The
spreading portion of the corolla, which is almost

round, is dull white covered with a conspicuous net-

work of reddish-purple veins. As is the case with
many of the Aristolochias, the flower possesses at

certain times a fietid and very disagreeable odour,

which, however, is not noticeable a few feet away,
and need not debar anyone from cultivating the

plant. The name of Pelican Flower has been given

to this Aristolochia on account of the resemblance
the flower-buds bear to that bird. B.

ARISTOLOCHIA GRANDIFLORA.
In the Victoria hou- e at Kew three giants of the vege-

table kingdom may now be seen growing within a few
feet of each other. The first is the Victoria regia it-

self, still the queen of Water Lilies, but no longer the
wonder it was in the eaily days of its cultivation in

England ; next, but not in flower, is the giant
Aroid (Amorphophallus titanum), whose enormous
inflorescence was seen here for the first time in

Europe a couple of years ago ; and lastly comes the

subject of this note, the huge proportions of whose
flowers undoubtedly place it amongst the marvels
of the vegetable world. Although it has on several

previous occasions been flowered in England, it

appears to have been lost to our gardens for many
years, and but very few, probably, of living horti-

culturists have seen it. It bloomed for the first

time in this country at Chiswick in 1812, during the

months of July and August, having been sent to the
Horticultural Sccietj's garden by Hartweg, who
discovered it in Guatemala. Lindley published a
figure of it in the l?(rf((H(cff? lUyhlcr shortly after

it first flowered, and a plate of it was also given in

the Bdldnical Muijazinc some years after (t. 43C8).

According to Sir William Hooker, it was at that
time the largest flower known to science, with the

one exception of RsiOlesia Arnoldi ; since then,

however, Aristolochia Goldieana has been intro-

duced and flowered several times, and its flowers,

although not of so great a length, are really larger

than those of A. grandiflora. Lilie all the Aristo-

lochias at present in cultivation, it is of climbing
habit. The growth is very robust, some of the
broadly cordate leaves measuring over a foot in

length, and being of a rich green colour. The
flowers are borne singly on a slender stalk, which
on the plant at Kew are now hanging in consider-

able numbers from the roof, and at all the stages of

development between mere buds and fully-expanded
flowers. It is, therefore, likely to be in bloom for

several weeks to come. The fir.st flower which ex-

panded measured 17 inches in width and 20 inches
in depth, irrespective of the tail which hangs from
the lowest point of the corolla, and is about a yard
long ; the total length of the flower is close upon
5 feet. The tubul;ir part is of a black velvety

Dieffenbachias.—These will take an abundant
supply of water when in a healthy state, it being a

hard matter to over-water them. The leaves should

also be sponged occasionally,' not so much for in-

sect pests, which do not oftentimes attack them,

but to improve the appearance of the foliage and
free it from dirt. As the leaves fade, remove them
by pulling them oil: rather than by cutting. I am
disposed to fight shy of using a knife upon such

poisonous plants as the Dumb Cane when it can be

done without. Suckers issuing from the base at

this time of the year can be easily removed for pro-

pagation when any increase is needed.

Philesia buxifolia.—Where this plant is hardy,

a cool, fairly moist spot in at least a partially

shaded position, and a soil composed principally of

peat with some nodules of sandstone mixed with

it, will just meet its requirements, and where it

needs the protection of a greenhouse, the same
treatment should as far as possible be accorded it.

The plant in question is a near ally of the Lapa-
geria, but, unlike that well-known climber, this

forms a dense mass of slender wiry branches,

clothed with deep green Box-like leaves, of the

same hard texture as those of the Lapageria. The
blossoms are a good deal like those of the last

mentioned, and about midsummer or sometimes

later they are borne in great profusion. This Phi-

lesia, which was one of William Lobb's many intro-

ductions from South America, is by no means com-
mon, though it may be occasionally met with in

nurseries, where, however, the demand for it is very

limited. The finest batch of young plants that I

have seen was some time ago at Messrs. Cripps,

Tunbridge Wells, where they seemed to flouiish

without any trouble. Where a bed of Rhododen-

drons is planted in the greenhouse or conservatory,

this Philesia is just the thing to plant towards the

edges of the bed, as it will be suited by the treat-

ment given to the Rhododendrons. Between this

plant and Lapageria rosea Jlesfrs. Veitoh raised a

very distinct hybrid, to which the name of Phila-

geria A'eitchi was given. A coloured plate of Phi-

lesia buxifolia was issued with Vol. XXIII. of The
Garden.—H. P.

Fuchsia triphylla.—Although this Fuchsia

was discovered on one of the West Indian Islands

as long ago as the end of the 17th century, and is

the species on which the genus is founded, it is

only within the last few years that it has been in-

troduced to this country. It is one of the most
distinct and beautiful in the genus, its flowers

being of a brilliant orange-red. They are pro-

duced in dense, drooping racemes from the ends of

the shoots, each flower measuring 2 inches to 3

inches in length. The foliage is also very hand-

some, having a deep reddish purple tinge, espe-

cially on the under surface. In regard to cultiva-

tion, this species differs somewhat from the rest of

the Fuchsias, and cannot be said to be so easily

grown as they are. It is of tenderer constitution,

and although it will grow and flower to a certain

extent in an ordinary greenhouse, it thrives much
better when given a higher temperature, and may
even be grown in a mild stove heat. Judging by
the distinct and rich colour of its flowers, it will

no doubt prove a valuable subject for hybridising.

Crinum Moorei var. alba. A pure white

variety of the pink-flowered C. Moorei is now in

flower at Kew. The flower is as large and full as in

tliebest forms of the type, and is probalily the

handsomest of all the large-flowered white Crinums.

Some years ago this white variety made its appear-

ance in a Continental garden, and was figured and
described in Kegel's " Gartenflora " as a new species
under the name of C. Schmidti. Except in the
absence of colour it is exactly the same as the
common C. Moorei, which, by the way, is a really

beautiful conservatory plant, as is proved by its

effectiveness in the greenhouse at Kew.

The Steeple Bellflower (Campanula pyra-
midalis) is one of the linest flowers of the season,
both in the open border and in tlie greenhouse, and
it is a pity that it is not more common, for there
is no plant that I know tliat produces such a show
of bloom for so long a time. The sight of a great
mass of it with spikes 1 feet and 5 feet high, such
as I saw this week in a warm Surrey garden, was
most enjoyable, and I was assured that it had
been in bloom since tlie end of June and was
likely to continue tm the end of August. The soil

was light and rich, and the position sheltered and
somewhat shady. There were the ordinary purple
and the pure white fcrms, which together made a
charming contrast. The group stood out by itself

and was not interfered with by the hungiy roots of

big trees. The gardener t jld me that he treated it as

a biennial, for though strictly a perennial, he con-

sidered that he got the finest flowers from plants
raised the previous year. There was a so-called

dwarf variety shown at Westminster lately, but
to dwarf this Campanula is to take away its chief

charm, which is that of its tall massive spikes of

bloom. It is not a very hardy plant, and should
for safety be wintered in frames. It is more
often grown as a greenhouse plant than in the

open air, but no one need hesitate to plant it out

during summer on good rich soil.—W. G.

Rose Garden.

of white
the great

WHITE ROSES.
Excluding the Teas, the number
Rosea is very disproportionate

quantities having flowers of red, rose, or crim-

son shades. For creating a special effect of

white Roses alone, however, there is ample for

the purpose, and some very di.stinct types, this

being just what is necessary for garden plant-

ing. A largo bed or border might be devoted
to white Roses, as the kinds we already have
would nobly adorn it. If the border were backed
up by a wall, the opportunities would be

greater, as we could clothe the wall as well as

till the border, and for the wall one of the first

kinds that must be mentioned is Roule de
Neige. This Rose is not nearly so extensively

grown as one would expect considering its ex-

ceeding beauty, great vigour, and free produc-

tion of large clusters of bloom of snowy white-

ness, the flowers enhanced in effect by rich

glossy foliage. A wall is not absolutely neces-

sary. It may be grown in several ways,

and would make a free graceful background as

a mass to the dwarfer dense white Roses men-
tioned farther on, and which must of necessity

be placed in the front of any bed or border.

The long shoots of Boule de Neign may also be

pegged down to carpet the ground with leaf

and blossom. To the same three varied uses

Gloire Lyonnaise is eminently adapted, and it

is one of tho white garden Roses of the future,

for it is truly white, although described when
sent out as of pale lemon colour, this la.st tint

only being in any way visible wheti the flower

ia half expanded. For its freedom, massive

beauty, and distinctiveness it leaves nothing to

be desired, and if not up to exhibition standard,

it is of the greatest value for cutting, es-

pecially where single blooms upon very long

stalks are recpiired. Mmo. Lacharme, again, is

a grand white Rose, best perhaps in line

weatlier, but it is always free, very hardy and
vigorous, whilst its flowers are of tine form.

Mine, riantier is pre-eminently a white Rose

for massing. It is one of the gloriis of tho
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recognised Rose seasou, and though the

flowers do not last long they are thoroughly-

reliable in all seasons, and are freely pro-

duced. This variety makes such grand bushes,

that it will blend into admirable association with

even the finer flowered and more perpetual

varieties. As a white Rose for distant eflect it

hardly has an equal. Coquette des Blanches

and Coquette des Alpes are two vigorous

cluster-flowered white Roses that might be in-

cluded among a very large selection, but they

are not necessary otherwise if we have the

kinds already mentioned at the back of a

border, or iu the centre of a large bed, and

in either case dwarfer Roses in the foreground,

such as Merveille de Lyon, than which there

is no surer and finer dwarf white Rose. This

kind surely represents the perfection of a Rose
from many points of view, and yet the quality

we mostly praise in it, the sturdy erectness

with which it holds up its blooms, is one that

we .should not care to have in every Rose.

This may be said to be more the type of a

good garden Rose than of one for cutting for

house or personal decoratic n. It would be
possilile, however, to grow tired of the sturdy

erectness and to long for the free, profuse

grace of Mme. Plantitr. Associate the kinds

as here advised, and the tastes of all can be

gratified, whilst enjoying the charms of associa-

tion.

The two sports from the lovely Baroness
Rothschild are white Roses of more than ordi-

nary merit. Mabel IMorrison is the older of

the two. Its flowers are perhaps not quite so

double as those of the Baroness, but they are

pure white, except that autumn blooms at times

develop a decided tinge of pink. White
Baroness is all that the name implies, a free,

distinct, and fine white Rose, with fuller, finer

flowers than those of the preceding kind.

Helen Paul, coming from the Victor Verdier
family, must in consequence have good quali-

ties, and indeed it ha-=, for it produces a fine

white, large globular bloom, which occasionally

is rose shaded, but this is the exception.

Violette Bouyer must be included, although, in

truth, it must also be admitted that it is a fine-

weather Rose, a few drenching showers at the
time when the blooms are expanding being
sutficient to spoil the whole lot, as the petals

are very thin. This happened this year, but,

nevertheless, it is a Rose that in the general

run of seasons would always prove first-rate,

especially for grouping, as it has a vigorous

habit of growth, being taller and freer than
most of the other white Hybrid Perpetuals,

whilst it blooms very freely in summer and
autumn. The flowers are usually pure white,
b\it at times become tinted with the palest

pink. Maid of the Mist is a pure white sport

from Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, but the flower is

not so full and double. A better, at any rate

more promising sport from the same source is

that named White Lady, which promises to

be a very distinct Rose. It has not the ful-

ness of the parent variety, but the flower

is larger, of cupped form, with large pink
petals of great substance, making up a bloom
of massive and striking appearance. It origi-

nated at Walthara Cross, and was sent out in

1889. A. H.

Roses on Manetti— Every day of its life

it is dying may be truthfully said of a Rose
upon this stock, and we do not wonder that
it has been called a nurseryman's stock, for some
groups of Tea Roses planted several seasons
back, and which ought now to be perfection,

are disfigured by great gaps caused by plants
perishing because they are on this wretihed
Manetti. This means, of course, that other plants

must be bought to take their place. We cannot

see the value of it at all, for if, as it is said to do,

it suits some Roses to the extent of making them
throw fine blooms, it is soon a question of the total

collapse of the plant, and therefore it is in the end
no better adapted for that particular Rose than it

is for one that practically refuses to grow upon it,

and there are scores that do this. You lift the

plants to see what is the matter, and find a fibreless

stump often gouty and decayed. Has anyone ever

taken the trouble to test the limit of life of Roses
that are said to do well upon this stock .' The long-

lived Roses are those on their own roots, and they

annually rejuvenate themselves with strong suckers

from the base ; but the worked Rose starts life as a
cripple, and we have grown so accustomed to it under
its precarious crippled existence, which disaster

often speedily terminates, that we have hardly

troubled to try and find out what Roses would be
if they lived to grow greater year after year, instead

of living to shortly die.

Roses on walls.— I am much obliged to "A. H.''

for his recommendation of Roses suitable for walls,

and shall get those he mentions and give them a
trial. As to his remarks that few will accept with-

out questioning that the delicate light-coloured,

white or pale or deep yellow Roses look best against

a red building, I think he must be quite singular

in his opinion, as no one would think of putting

them against grey or white brick or stone unless

associated with others of deeper colour to relieve

and show them up against the unsuitable back-

ground. Again, who would elect to plant red Roses
to train on red brick walls without the admixture
of the lighter kinds with them ! and is it not more
likely that anyone with taste would choose the pale-

tinted sorts ; As to condemning red buildings, as

"AH." does, asbeing the most conspicuous and least

beautiful background for any sort of flowering

plant, I am quite at issue with him, as so much
depends on what is selected, and there are many
fine old-fashioned houses or residences built with
red brick that are no disfigurement to garden or

landscape. To smother these or any wall or build-

ing with climbing plants, be they Roses or what
not, is far from desirable, although to a certain ex-

tent they are a great improvement, and add a charm
and finish that nothing else will impart.— S. D.

Producers have as yet hardly touched the fringe
of this iUimitable source of demand. Roses, espe-

cially out of season, are the luxuries of the wealthy
classes, and so soon as they become a necessity of

the industrial and commercial masses, all the To-
mato houses throughout the country will fail to

meet the demand. And such demand will almost
certainly be permanent if prices and means can be
squared. And they can, and a handsome balance
be debited to the credit of the Roses. Two or three
crops a year can be cut off Roses under glass, pro-

vided a prudent selection is made. True, the
most popular Rose under gla-s, in the shops and in

the streets (Mar(?chal Niel) will not yield more than
one crop a year under glass. But then, when and
where it is perfect, what a paying crop it is ! But
there are others equally or more valuable. Among
these, I give the first place to Niphetos—white as
snow. This is good for two or three crops in the
year, and the normal variety will yield richer har-
vests than the climber. Then there is, or was,
Smith's yellow China or Tea, a pale, soft, sulphur-
coloured Rose, flowering in succession almost like a
Monthly. And then there are the two Roses a good
deal alike in bud, Safrano and Isabella Sprunt

—

admirable as primrose or yellow buds— flowering
three times a year under glass. Adam, Anna
Olivier, Catherine Mermet and its white sport, The
Bride, also thrive well under glass. Two Noisette
Roses, fragrant as any Teas, and among the most
profitable to grow under glass, are the almost pare
white Lamarque and the soft primrose Triomphe
des Rennes, blooming in beautiful clusters of bud
and blossom almost all the year round. There are
many other sorts, but few or none that will yield
more Roses or larger profits than those named.

Caledonicus.

TOMATOES OR TEA R0SE3.
It is said that Tomatoes for profit have reachel
their zenith, and are now on the down grade. This

seems more than probable with pale foreign kinds

selling in the main streets of London at 2d. per lb.

early in July. English Tomatoes were realising

in the shops three or four times the price. But
as with the first open air Tomatoes prices will run
down to something like 3d. or 4d. per lb., it is difficult

to see where the profits are to come from. Outdoor
Tomatoes will, however, be latethis season, andafter

the experience of last year many people will doubt-

less have large quantities under glass.

More may probably be disposed to try Tea Roses
instead. Not a few suppose that the demand for

Tomatoes will rapidly decline. For a few years it

was a sort of a fashion or a passion to eat Toma-
toes. Like many other fashions that come in with

a rush, this Tomato-eating may vanish, or seriously

decline. The inferiority of many of the foreign

Tomatoes is doubtless contributing greatly to this

end. Tomatoes are Tomatoes, and one is about as

good as another to the uninitiated. Only, once
bitten twice shy. Those who have used inferior

Tomatoes do not try again, however, and through
such processes the rage for Tomatoes and other

things declines or dies oat. And such changes of

fashion or of tastes in food undermine or destroy

the profits of producers and force their talent or

capital into new channels ; but it is almost im-

possible to imagine such sudden or capricious

changes of fashion or of taste in regard to Tea
Roses. Once placed within reach of the commer-
cial middle and industrial classes and masses at

reasonable prices, and the demand for them is sure

to expand and grow until almost every home shall

be sweetened and brightened with Roses throughout
the jear.

A noble wild Rose.— Just now, when our own
wUd Roses are passing away, the finest single Rose
of the season is the Indian Musk Rose, of which we
have many plants floweringsuperbly in very poor soil,

and garlanding in the most delightful way an iron
fence. The large single flowers are in immense
trusses of a beautiful rosy tinge towards the mar-
gins. The scent is delicate and fine.

Rose Madame Berard.—Although many of
the Tea Roses were killed to the ground daring the
past winter, the greater number survived, except,
perhaps, where they were small plants grafted
rather high. Some of our climbing Tea Roses
in full vigour in November, when the frost came
were killed to the ground, but among the tall or
Dijon Teas that escaped was Madame Berard. It

is more distinct than most Roses of this class from
the old Gloire de Dijon, and is well worthy of a
place on railings, walls, or treUis-work, at least in
the home and southern counties.

Rose Climbing' Niphetos —I noticed this
Rose praised in The Gabden recently owing to its

extreme whiteness. But it is no whiter than the
normal Niphetos, and as the only fault I have dis-

covered with the latter, either out of doors or in, is

an excess of growth, I cannot see where the ad-
vantage of the climbing comes in. I heartily wish
someone would raise and distribute a Niphetos
equally white to the type, with a bloom about one-
third the size, for button- hole purposes as the Ni-
phetos, and indeed most of our Roses are much too
large for these. Indeed, Tuberoses, Stephanotie,
Violets, Bouvardias, and Orchids are fast drixing
Roses out of the field for button-holes. Like
" A. H ," I am delighted with the conduct and
colour of IJeioe Marie Henriette, one of the brightest
and most useful a'iditions to our semi-climbing or
wall Roses of late years.—D. T. F.

Fortune's Yellow Rose.—When visiting an
amateur's garden the other day I was agreeably
surprised to find this fine Rose growing luxuriantly
on a warm wall, and bearing an immense crop of
flowers. This may be rather surprising to some,
especially after the last severe winter ; but it only
goes to prove that Fortune's Yellow or i'.eauty of
Glazenwood, as it is sometimes called, is, like the
Marechal Niel, a much hardier Rose than is generally
supposed. For supplying flowers for cutting, and
particularly for button-hole work, this is one of the
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best Roses that can be grown, and it is a matter
for regret that amateurs and others do not give it

greater attention. The flowers are not exactly a
clear yellow, as its name implies, but more of a
bronze or apricot colour. Tlie blooms produced by
plants growing on walls in the open air are of a
much deeper and richer colour, too, than those
grown under glass.—W.
Rose L'Ideal.—This is most lovely, and its

beauty was never more appreciategl than at present,

because the semi-double blooms quickly open and
display their many tinted colours in spite of

adverse influences. The demand for this kind is

growing fast, the best proof of this being large
breadths of strong plants for the autumn sales as
now growing and blooming in Mr. B. R. Cant's nur-
sery. In addition to its striking and attractive
colour, it has a delightful and most powerful scent,

so freely and widely diffused that one does not need
to smell the flowers. It is very eflfective by lamp-
light

; therefore, valuable for personal wear or other
decoration.

Tea Roses Ma Capucine and Mme. Chedane
Guinoisseau.—These are two kinds that Mr. Cant
finds it decidedly profitable to cultivate for the
sake of the quantity of lovely buds for cutting that
each produces, and both are very popular in the
flower market, the first named kind being copper-
coloured in the bud and the last one a pale canary-
yellow. Constant cutting of the buds favours in-

crease of quantity, and a season such as this fur-

ther accentuates the value of such kinds, for whilst
the full double varieties are rotting by scores
these open their buds in the sunny intervals be-

tween the storms.

THE NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY AND ITS
EXHIBITIONS.

To THE Editor op The Garden.
Sir,—In your issue of the 8th instant, Mr.

Cuthell rather begs the question in his opening
statement that the small classes are not kept up
for those with "bits of gardens," and although I

am one of those, as my garden is most diminutive,
yet I do not feel crushed by this mode of argu-
ment (J). Moreover, I never enunciated the proposi-
tion which Mr. Cuthell demolishes. But Mr. Cuthell
does not clearly define for whom the small classes

were created or why they exist. Were they formed
with the intention of enabling the big amateurs to
show in backward seasons .' If so, then my conten-
tion is much strengthened, as I hold that the small
rosarian has not received sufticient consideration
and has no safeguard, and in this view I am
supported by my correspondents. Mr. Cuthell
then proceeds to say that I am " grossly mis-
informed" about amateurs who have shown in

small classes and grow upwards of 5000 Rose trees.

I can only refer to and re-assert my original allega-
tion that such cases did occur to my personal know-
ledge at the recent shows. One of the oflenders, a
friend of mine, acknowledges that he wishes the
National Rose Society's executive would define the
classes and keep everyone in his proper place and
sphere of exhibition, as he has no wish to show
against small men, but as matters are he natur.illy

shows where and when he can, and to his advan-
tage.

Mr. Cuthell finally says that I suggest no remedy,
but if he had waited a few hours longer he would
have received my prescription by an early post. I

certainly hope my proposals will go a long way
towards a mitigation of the present evils, and the
best proof I have so far of their meeting in great
part the injustice which we unfortunate possessors
of " bits of gardens " have meted to us is that from
various quarters of England and Wales I have re-

ceived many and influential letters expressing
strong approval and intention to support my pro-
posed revision of schedule. On the other hand, I

have only received four letters in opposition to
my project, the (jbjection set forth being— (») the
ground of novelty and innovation

; (//) the in-

ability of big growers to show well in late seasons

;

(() the difficulty of keeping the amateurs to their
proper classes under the revision proposed. The
first two objections are very weak. In my revision

I keep all men to their proper spheres, and what
affects one big grower will afliect the others, and
what affects a bie; grower must jiari jxissh affect

smaller growers. As to objection (c), all I need say
is that amateurs who will take any unfair advantage
under it will do so in other ways now, such, for

instance, as exterior assistance, which is not an
unknown delinquency ; but I believe more in my
fellow rosarians good faith than do, apparently, my
correspondents who are opponents.

I have hope that the executive will see a way
to remedy our grievance, and I append the
schedule which I trust they may see their way to

adopt.

Clu;

12

U3
14
15

In
«( u

iJedcriptiuii.

AMATEURS.
Division C.

48 di-stinct, .siugle trusses
3(> di-stinct, siugle ti-usses

24 distinct, single trusses
10 distinct, three trusses of each
12 distinct, three trusses of e.-icli

12 single trusses, any Hybrid Perpetual
N.B.—Open to all members N.R.S.

The .above .are arranged as C and D In the
National Ruse Society schedule, the only altera-

tion being the addition of a new class of 12 t.>f

one Kind.
Division D.

24 distinct, single trusses
IS distinct, single trusses
12 distinct, single trusses
5 distinct, three trusses of each

1^ single trusses, one variety, Hybrid Pcr-
petu.al

N.B.—Only open to growers of less than 2000
Rose plants in N.R.S. cat.alogue.

Division E.

12 distinct, single trusses
distinct, single trusses
distinct, siugle trusses

4 distinct, three tnisses of each
6 single trusses of one variety. Hybrid

Perpetual
N.B.—Only open to growers of less than lOon

Roseplanti in N.R.S. exliibitiou cat,aloguc.

TEA AND NOISETTE CLASSES.

Amateurs—(Upper Division).

18 distinct, single trusses

12 distinct, three tru.sses of each
9 single trusses, one variety

N.B.—Open to .all members N.R.S.

Amateurs—(Middle Division).

1 2 distinct, single trusses
(S distinct, three trusses of eacli

single trusses, one variety

N.B.—Only open to growers of under 750 Tea
and Noisette Rose plants.

Amateurs—(Ijower Division).

distinct, single trusses
t) distinct, single trusses

single trusses of one variety

4 distinct, three trusses of each
N.B.—Only open to growers of luider 40D Tea

and Noisette Kose plants.

In order to carry out this scheme I suggest the

elimination from the extra classes of recent sche-

dule of classes 17, 19, and 22, which would be
superfluous under above arrangement.

C. J. GEAHAMB.
Jlriy/istone, Isle of Wight.

ROSE NOTES FROM COLCHESTER.

The acres of Roses in the great Rose nurseries are,

like the groups in the garden, comparatively flower-

less since the recent and heavy storms of rain and
hail. It is surprising how some kinds even defy

the elements, and flower in spite of the dripping

sunless skies. The Rose of the year with Mr. li. R.

Cant has been Suzanne Marie Hodocanaclii. It is a

pity that it has been given such a name, as this

must in a measure diminish its popularity. There

is a great deal in a name, and the guiding prin-

ciple, as regards naming, especially with anything

good, should be simplicity. This lovely Rose is

comparatively new, having been sent out by N'erdier

in 1S80. In colour it is beautiful and very distinct,

the flowers being of a rosy shade, deepening into

cerise, a soft, yet bright and telling colour. They

are large and well formed, and the plant is a
vigorous grower. Jeannie Dickson is one of last

year's Roses, and proves that we are not entirely

dependent upon Continental raisers. Jeannie
Dickson has flowers of a clear bright rosy colour, the
buds being large and long, and the fully expanded
blooms large in petal, of good form and great
beauty, whilst the habit of growth is all that
can be desired. Augustine Guinoisseau, one of

the Is.Sfl Roses, appears to be a distinct addi-

tion to the now fast increasing family or group
of fine Roses of which La France is the type.

It came from the Continent described as a
white La France, and the description is not
far from being correct, as the white flowers are only
lightly tinted with a very pale rose colour. Similar

in form and habit, and apparently possessing all

the freedom of La France, it is more than pro-

bable that it will prove a valuable kind for cutting

or for garden decoration, and it is one of those
Roses that improves as the bushes grow older and
stronger. Edouard Herve, one of Verdier's Roses,

sent out in 1S81, is highly praised by Mr. Cant. It

has a flower of fine form, deep and rich in colour

of a telling shade of crimson. Mme. Henry Periere,

one of the recent Roses appearing in 1S8IJ, is an
addition to the red-flowered kinds and distinct with
its shading of deep crimson, a colour that is seen
to the best advantage in such seasons as the pre-

sent. James Brownlow, another of Dickson's varie-

ties, is a Rose of great vigour of growth and size

of bloom, but there is a decided tendency to de-

velop into coarseness both in this and another kind
named Caroline d'Arden from the same source.

Gustave Piganeau is a new Rose of I'aul Neron
proportions, but the flower is of fine form never-

theless, and the plant of vigorous growth. It

is one that will probably become popular and
be largely grown The enormous quantity of

Ulrich Brunner grown by Mr. Cant prompted
the question as to what would become of them
all, and through asking this question Mr. Cant
imparted some interesting information concerning
his export trade to America, solely to one man, and
from which fairly definite ideas can be gathered
as to the popularity of particular kinds. Great
size rather than fine form is the quality that finds

most favour with Americans, and therefore it is

not surprising to find that Ulrich Brunner is at

the top of the list, no less than 2500 plants of this

kind alone being ordered for the present season,

this number being an advance of 500 upon the

quantity required in previous seasons. Gloire

Lyonnaise, too, 'las rapidly obtained popularity

in America, and comes next on the list for

quantity, 2000 plants having been ordered,

whilst others requiring from ISCd down to 500
are Mme. Gabriel Luizet, La France, Baroness
Rothschild, Anna de Diesbach, Duke of Edinburgh,
Fisher Holmes, John Hopper, Mabel Morrison,

Magna Charta, Merveille de Lyon, Paul Neron,
Mrs. John Laing, Prince Camille de Rohan,
Suzanne Marie Rodocanachi, and Baron de Bon-
stetten. A curious fact is that in America they

cannot get John Hopper to do well, but in spite

of this 500 are annually ordered, and it is tried

again and again. One would have thought that it

was possible to raise large stocks of such easily

grown Roses as these in America in certain favour-

able parts, and thus obviate the expensive neces-

sity of importing so largely from England.

A curious fact, but plainly proved by the plants

in the nursery, is that certain of the Hybrid
I'erpetuals that are notoriously bad growers

as dwarfs make altogether belter plants and pro-

duce finer blooms when grown as standards. The
kinds which most plainly showed this were Ger-
maine Caillot and Lady Mary Fitzwilliam. The
former is one of the newer Roses, a lovely

kind with flesh-coloured salmon-tinted fiowers of

large size, good shape, and borne upon vf ry strong

erect stalks, but as a dwarf it is most uncertain

and unreliable in growth. 'J'lio standards of this

variety were altogether finer, and yet these dwarf
dense-habited Roses are the very kinds that should

not be grown as standards if we want something
better than the inverted mop appearance too often

suggested by long-legged, small-headed plants. I
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would be difficult, if indeed possible, to satisfac-

torily explain why the very opposite happens to

what we might expect. The truly beautiful stan-

dards are such as were seen in other parts of the

narsery, the kinds being Ri've d'Or, Gloirede Dijon,

Celine Forestier, i;c , with huge heads G feet or

more through, proportionate in spread and density

to the height, and producing myriads of flowers in

the course of the season. A. H.

Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

PEAR PITMA.STON DUCHESS.
In 'lescribing this popular, if not exactly high

class variety of Pear it ought alwa)'3 to be

pointed out that there is no connection,

as many appear to think, between it and the

finest fruits are usually obtained from well-grown

wall trees, the fruit also being more pyriform

and clear in colour than is the case when the

tree.9 are grown in the open. The illustration

accompanying these notes, it is aluiost needless

to add, is not of a wall tree, and this accounts

for the shape of the fruit, this more nearly re-

sembling Marie Louise d'L'ccle than the true

Marie Louise. Wherever the fruit is grown the

same failing in the quality prevails, an unpleasant

acidity offending the palate of all who appreciate

a really good buttery Pear. There is yet an-

other failing to be noted before I discuss the

good qualities of Pitmaston Duchess, and that

is the thinness and sensitiveness of its skin.

The fruit grown against walls, if carefully

handled and properly packed when sent to a

distance, is beautifully clear, but that obtained

Fruiting branch of Pear Pitmastou Duchess.

Duchesse d'Angouleme. They are absolutely
distinct in every respect, the last-named being
a coarse, gritty French Pear, later in ripening,
and though a valuable market Pear, is yet alto-

gether second-rate. The variety under notice
was raised by Mr. Williams at Pitmaston, whose
place adjoins Me.ssr.^-. Smith's large nurseries at

Worcester, and was s-aid to be the result of a
cross between Duchesse d'Angouleme and Glou
Morceau, but in a conversation I once had with
an experienced fruit grower in the immediate
neighbourhood of Pitmaston, the doubt was
expressed as to the correctness of this a.ssertion,

and I am disposed, therefore, to class it as of

doubtful parentage. It bears a much stronger
resemblance to Marie Louise in all but flavour,

but grows much larger, and medium-sized
fruit can also be distinguished readily
enough owing to there always being a patch of

russet near the footstalk. Naturally, much the

yield grand crops, which, if freely thinned,

as they must be if fruit 1 lb. or rather less in

weight are desired, pay remarkably well.

Cordons with one or several branches also

produce exceptionally good crops of fruit, and

no collection of wail trees may therefore be

said to be complete unless it comprises one or

more specimens of Pitmaston Duchess. This

remark applies with still greater force to

pyramid and rather low standard trees, but

these, for reasons already given, ought always to

be located in a somewhat sheltered position.

As a " rent-payer," it is my belief this variety

has no equal. If a fairly healthy young tree is

planted on moderately good ground, the prefer-

ence being given to a site where the subsoil is

of a gravelly nature, it will without much fur-

ther trouble quickly develop into a grand or

naturally grown pyramid, and produce several

bushels of fine fruit whenever the season is not

dead against fruit trees generally. In a com-

paratively small and by no means favourably

situated garden near where I am writing these

remarks, there are two grand pyramids close

upon 30 feet in height, which have now for the

fourth year in succession borne sufficient fruit

to realise, on an average, not less than £3 per

tree, all being sold at rather low local rates.

Nothing in the shape of pruning has been at-

tempted or even necessary for several years

past. Probably the finest rows of trees of Pit-

maston Duchess in this country are to be seen

in the kitchen gardens at Cardiff" Castle. These

perfect pyramids were originally planted as

maidens by Mr. Pettigrew, and most of them

are now about 25 feet in height. There have

been but little root-pruning, and no hard prun-

ing of branches beyond what was necessary for

laying the foundation of well-balanced trees,

and the long naturally grown branches very fre-

quently have to be propped up in order to sup-

port the great weight of fruit on them. This

year they are again heavily laden with fruit,

and although I have seen enough on the trees

or in the fruit-room apparently to meet the de-

mands of six large establishments, I believe

they are so well appreciated by the Marquis of

Bute and household, that all are used up before

many have a chance to spoil.

W. Iggulden.

from pyramids and bushes is very apt to pre-

sent a much-scratcheil, bruised appearance when
fully ripe. This I attribute to wind-waving

and contact, it may be, with leaves and
branches ; but it is so very marked and almost

inevitable, that had I any to market this would

be done before they were fully ripe. The sea-

son of this tine Pear is said to extend from

October to the end of November, but as a rule

the fruit will not keep so long as that, the

middle of November frequently seeing the last

of it. For exhibition, while the season la.stp,

it is one of the best, and it sells readily at

prices ranging from '.'s. per dozen for the finest

fruit, down to Is. per dozen for fairly good

samples from open garden or orchard trees.

In point of free, productive growth it is

equalled by few varieties and surpassed by

none. (,>uite yoinig wall trees produce fruit,

while those from six years and upwards of age

Strawberry British ftueen.—"T. B.," who
recently wrote about Strawberries, holds British

Queen Strawberry to he the finest ever raised. I

presume, although he does not say so much, that

he means the finest coloured, as both in size and

in cropping it is largely excelled by many other

sorts. But I fear none the less that of all the stan-

dard varieties it is the one least grown. That,

however, is not meant to be a reflection upon

Strawberry growers. It is really a reflection

upon the variety, in spite of its being the finest

ever raised. Could a census be taken of the esti-

mate in which British Queen is held by growers

throughout the United Kingdom, I fear it would be

but a moderate one. We all understand and ap-

preciate the delicious quality of the fruits of

British Queen when ripe, but we neither like its

inditYerent cropping nor the green points which .<o

much characterise the fruit when obtained. Only

in very few places does British Queen do really

well, and as much must be said of its progeny (Dr.

Hogg and W. F. Kadclyfle), both superb Straw-

berries when obtained fully finished. Somehow,

the element of indifferent or shy cropping seems to

run through all the high-flavoured varieties, and

as soon as we get abundant cropping sorts, high

flavour disappears. Many are the attempts which

have been made to engraft the high quality of

British Queen upon the fine form and colour, as

well as free-cropping qualities, of some other varie-

ties, but with little success, and chiefly because we

will' have big fruiting sorts. I do not think it is

fw to a,ttiibute the general lack of flavour found
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in moBt popular Strawberries this season to variety.

Eeally, we had but a sunless time on the whole for

the fruits, and we need for Strawberries, perhaps
more than any other hardy fruits, ample sunshine
and warmth to bring up flavour and sweetness. Al-

though we cannot have many British Queens, at

least when we have a good season, we have not so
much to complain of in Strawberries after all —
A. D.

THE FRUIT QUESTION.
Whilst everyone interested in gardening can-
not help feeling great concern for the future of
hardy fruit culture in tliis country, it i.s utter
non.sense for anyone to assume that because
here and there some old orchards have been ne-
glected or gone to decay, fruit culture is also in
a state of decay. In his admirable observa-
tions upon this subject, Mr. Iggulden has been
able to show that the demand for fruit trees has
greatly increased, ample evidence, were such
needed, that so far from hardy fruit culture
being on the wane, it has during the past
twenty years enormously increased. Even the
present year, admirable a fruit season as it gene-
rally is, shows that whilst we may jilant and
water, the increase is so unreliable, that crops
never can be assured, hence the natural diffidence
experienced by many, especially those of the
farmer and cottager class, m planting fruit trees.
It would be very much better were little or no-
thing said in their case with respect to the pro-
fitable side of the fruit question. Fruit culture
demands certain technical knowledge, and that
can hardly be found in a considerable degree
amongst the classes for whose concern just now
so much interest is being shown. But even
where there is a fair amount of cultural skill,

it is not possible to find a profitable market for
small quantites of surplus fruits. The grower
who has an abundance can usually command
the market, because he forms trade connections
from which the farmer or cottager would be
excluded. On the other band, were these small
growers' surplus fruits collected and taken to
the nearest market by dealers or middlemen,
the returns to the grower would be almost
valueless. Let us give all possible encourage-
ment to farmers and others to grow good fruit
for their own consumption, but beyond that
the less said the better. The farmer cannot
and will not afford the additional cost for
technical labour which the culture of so uncer-
tain a crop as fruit involves. Besides, there is

so little security iu the matter of occupa-
tion of land, that ere anyone who is an occu-
pier simply is urged to plant fruit trees, we
should see that such tenure of land exists as
should secure the tenant in his holding,
whether large or small, as shall render it safe
as well as profitable to plant fruit trees on other
people's soil. Fewmethods of promoting fruit cul-
ture are more misleadingthan are exhibitions. We
see at these not the average sample of fruit pro-
duction, but the very pick, the best that the
trees can produce. Especially are shows mis-
leading when composed so largely of nursery-
grown fruits. The trees which produce tliese

bear two or three fruits, which are always of
the finest ; and were the fruits the sole ]iro-

duce of the soil, they would cost far beyond what
they would fetch in the market. Doubtless,
shows help to stimulate a desire to grow one's
own fruit, and where such is the case all is

well, provided there is no undue anticipation
created. I do not regard the question of
railway ratis fur transit aa being by any means
so important as is commonly held to be the
case, .lust as it is said that all roads lead to
Rome, so <locs general opinion held that all

railways centre on London, and getting the fruit
to London is thus the chief aim and end of

the growers. To flood the London markets,
country districts are to be stripped. It is far

wiser to suggest that fruit be sent by road to

the nearest towns or markets, that consumer
and grower may be equally benefited, than
that all fruit should be sent to a few great

markets where market tolls, rates of transit,

and low prices leave practically no profits.

A.

Apples at Hampton Court.—I do not think
I have seen anywhere this season a better crop of

Apples than is now on a number of medium- sized

standards, chiefly half-standards, which grow close

beside one of the long lakes or canals which divide

the gardens from the Home Park. Were Apples
generally as plentiful as on these trees, the crop
would indeed be a large one. Bat what struck me
as particularly noticeable is the fact that these trees

grow close beside perpetual water and within a
few feet of it. Can this abundant moisture at the
roots have anything to do with this heavy fruiting

this year, when after all so many trees full of

bloom lately are now poorly cropped ? Still, to

make this supposition correct the trees should fruit

well every year. However, it would be very inte-

resting would Mr. Graham (the superintendent of

the gardens) enlighten us with respect to this

matter. Generally, I have no doubt the bulk of

fruit tree planters would decline to plant even
Apple trees so close to water, especially to almost
stagnant water, as is the case at Hampton Court.

It would be pleaded that so much moisture at the
roots would conduce to excessive top-growth or

to the production of unripe wood, or to create
special danger to the bloom in the spring because
of the humidity of the surrounding atmosphere.
At Hampton Court, however, the trees are not at

all rank in growth. That they are fruiting heavily
shows that the wood was previously well ripened,
and that even in such a dull cold spring as we ex-

perienced this year, the humidity of the atmo-
sphere arising from the immediate contiguity of a
large body of water exercised no deterring influence
on the bloom — A. D.

its properties. Quassia can now be obtained in a
concentrated form, and is most valuable in this

state, I believe. Soft soap is the principal ingre-

dient in its mixed state, so that is a great saving to

those who require a good insecticide, and it is

certain death to black fly when thoroughly applied.

George Wytiibs.

Apples and Pears at Chiswick. — The
best bearing Apples at Chiswick this year are Stir-

ling Castle, New Hawthornden, Duchess of Olden-
burg, Lord Suffield, Cellini, Lord Grosvenor, Yellow
Ingestre, and Benoni, a small, but pretty dessert

variety. Those named are fruiting abundantly
;

others are bearing more sparingly. Here, as gener-
ally, it is found a certain few sorts have abundant
crops, whilst others have very thin crops. Pears,

on the other hand, at Chiswick show really a re-

markable crop. Looked at this season, the crop
might be said to show the triumph of the pyra-
midal form of growth, nearly all the trees bearing
freely. In the case of certain varieties the yield is

so heavy as to need thinning. Still, it is well to

know that a good crop of Pears at Chiswick is a
great rarity in the first place, and second that what
is seen here generally characterises Pears every-

where, for the crop is on the whole much better

than is the Apple crop. Later, some interesting notes
on Pears at Chiswick may be obtained, for as seen
growing on pyramid trees far more correct concep-
tions as to character and habit may be obtained
than is the case with wall or cordon trees.—K.

MORELLO CHERRIES ON WEST WALLS.
The Morello is seldom given this aspect, as it does
so well on north walls. When in the west of

England I grew Cherries in large numbers, and used
Morellos for dessert from a west wall during August
and later, the flavour when perfectly ripe being little

inferior to that of other sweeter kinds. To obtain
these I pruned harder than usual, allowing more
room between the branches and thinned heavily,

and the fruit was excellent. As the gardener is

often expected to provide varied dishes for dessert,

the Morello, when well grown and perfectly ripe, is

not to be despised. In northern districts I would
go farther, and plant a tree or two on a south w.all.

When in Scotland I saw these trees given a house,
not because they would not grow in the open, but
to obtain fruit for dessert, and those who tasted this

fruit could not fail to admire the flavour and quality
when grown in this way. Some persons prefer the
acid flavour of the Morello Cherry. Another great
advantage derived from growing this fruit is the
length of time the fruits keep. When grown on a
warm wall, they soon lose their sharp taste and .ire

useful for dessert early in August. There .are two
kinds of Morellos ; one is much smaller than the
other. It is the lari.;e one that I grew for late

dishes. The small one is also much later than the
large one, so th.at it is readily distinguished for

preserving. When planted on a warm aspect, the
trees are more subject to the attacks of black fly,

and this must be eradicated as soon as it appears,
as, once allowed to increase, it does much mischief,

and spoils the .appearance of the fruit. I find a
good remedy is to apply Quassia water frequently
when the fruits have set, and when washed by heavy
rains repeat the dose. A simple remedy is to

immerse Quassia chips in a bag in a tank or barrel
sorue days before w.anted. When soaked for some
days, no boiling of the chips is necessary. It is best

to give time and get the strength of the (Juassia.

An eminent chemist says boihng the chips destroys

CODLIN APPLES.

I FULLY agree with all that ' W. I." (see page 123)
says about these valuable cooking Apples, and I

may be able more confidently to speak of their

merits as a profitable market crop and a very safe

investment for .any market cultivators who are
situated in populous places, as I am, where a ready
sale is found for anything of this kind, without the
drawback of high railway rates and still higher
salesmen's charges. One of the greatest merits of

these Apples, or rather the selection of them to

which I specially refer, is that they attain a market-
able size very early in the season, and can therefore

be disposed of before any American Apples are in

the market. I commence picking Lord Suffield

and Keswick about the last week in July, and during
August they never fail to sell well, as the bulk of

the bush fruit is then over, and home-grown Apples
are in daily request. For cooking, nothing can
surpass the Codlins, as even where abundance of

what are sometimes called choicer kinds are to be
had for the asking, the Codlins are still preferred

for their abundant juice and white tender flesh.

For making Apple jelly, rather a large item in some
establishments, the Keswick or Lord Suffield is sure

to be asked for. When living in Kent I have con-

signed hundreds of bushels of Keswicks to London,
and in some seasons they proved very remunerative,

but in seasons like the present, when Apples were
abundant, and the price dropped to 2s. or 3s. per
bushel, and halt of that was deducted for railway

rates and market expenses, t hey did not prove so good
an investment. The Codlins being very soft Apples,

and liable to bruise easily from rough treatment in

transit, came off about the worst of .-iny kind as

regards price. In provincial towns, where the

markets and fruiterers' shops are supplied by
growers who carefully gather, convey, and sell their

own produce, the case is very difi'erent, and prices

are not only much better than in London, but,

what is more to the purpose, the grower gets more
of it.

" W. I." spe.aks of a pyramid producing as much as

30s. worth of fruit, which I can fully confirm, as I

have some of the Lord SuHield pyrami<ls that I

value .at quite that amount, the fruit on them being

not only abundant, but exceptionally fine, the

branches needing support before the fruit is fully

grown, successional gathering or lightening of the

branches being absolutely necessary. I sell direct

to the consumer, .and, no matter whether Apples

are plentiful or scarce, I can always get Is. per

gallon for these clear-skinned golden Apples. The
finest are usually sold at so much each, being
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really too large for retailing in small measuies. I

am well aware that Lord Sulfield is better adapted

for the south coast than more inland counties, but

where it does succeed, no Apple grown is more
certain to crop well or to sell well in market. And
where this kind does not flouiish the Keswick will

rarely fail, while the other members of this very

valuable class of Apples offer inducements to

planters that ought not to be overlooked in either

private or market gardens, as the demand for

fresh home-grown fruit increases quite as fast as

the supply is likely to do for some time to come. A
garden without Codlin Apples is certainly without

one of the most important factors of the early

supply. James Geoom.
(rosport.

PEACH STONES SPLITTING.

The evil of stone-spliting in Peaches is very an-

noying, and the causes which lead up to it are

various. I think " E. 0. R. D." (p. 113) must look

to other causes than too mach water at the roots

at the time of stoning, unless the borders are

inefficiently drained and the water remains stag-

nant, and so causes a sluggish root action. The fruit

from trees growing in sound and well-drained bor-

ders, with a due amount of calcareous matter in

their composition, is rarely if ever troubled with

it if other cultural details be rationally attended

to. One of the primary causes of stone-splitting is

unduly exciting the trees during stoning. During
this process the trees must not be unduly forced,

as it must be remembered that there is a heavy

and constant strain going on, and time must cer-

tainly be allowed for the formation of the stones to

be accomplished. If the temperature is kept too

high and close, this being aggravated by the

house being syringed and shut up early, the pro-

cess is hastened ; consequently the stones have

not sufficient time to enable them to become
perfect, hence stone-splitting. By keeping the tem-

perature fairly cool and airy (irrespective of cold

draughts and a very low temperature) during the

exhaustive process, stone-splitting should be very

small, if any. Some people attribute the evil to

the fertilisation not being efficiently performed, but

on this point I think differently, for if this were the

case the fruits would not come up to the size they

do before the evil is apparent. As is well known,
all stone fruits come to the greatest perfection on

a limestone formation, or, as previously hinted,

with a due amount of calcareous matter mixed with
the soiL

Independently of the above, the same evil is ap-

parent where the borders are formed of either too

rich material, and are also too deep or loose, or

even when the trees are too highly fed up with ni-

trogenous manures. Heavily mulching with raw
manure, so as to prevent that due amount of aera-

tion which is so essential for the roots of fruit trees,

would also cause sluggish root action, and if the

foliage of " E. ( ) R D.'s " trees has a yellow cast it

may even be attiibuted to this, although deep
rooting in unsuitable soil will bring on the "yellows

"

with its attendant evils in Peach trees as much as

anything else. If the trees in question are grow-
ing in deep, rich, and loose borders, nothing short

of relifting and planting in some sound rooting

material will lessen the evil, as fruits such as de-

scribed are almost useless for dessert. The opera-

tion of reliftingcoulil be carried outvrithout any fear

of loss of crop the following season, for if it is ex-

peditiously performed when the leaves are on the

point of falling, the trees will quickly become semi-

established, as the root fibres, not being yet in a
dormant condition, will quickly take hold of the

surrounding soil. The trees would have to be
watered and syringed two or three times a day, so

as to prevent the wood from shrivelling. By not

hurrying the trees during any stage the following

season, " E. 0. R. D." should not be troubled with
stone-splitting. A. Young.

Aiherleij Ball.

The fruit-growing question.—Would not

the following be a useful way to assist the numerous
m all fruit growers in a district to diminish the

X c essive railway charges which now prevent so

nuch fruit from reall^i^g a profit to the growers,

and further Mr. Iggulden's suggestions as given in

The Garden, August 1. I should propose that

the growers in a district should combine to grow
the same varieties and market each variety in

bulk all at the same time, and divide the proceeds
according to the share each one contributed.

It would be necessary and very advantageous to

them to properly grade their fruit. It is pretty

well certain that each individual would be well

looked after in this respect by his or her partners

in the venture. This plan has met with marked
success in dealing with dairy products, and to some
extent in the poultry and egg trades, and I submit
that its benefits could be extended easily and
economically to the long-suffering fruit growers —
C. B.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE SPECIES AND NATIVE HABITATS
OF THE LILACS.

( Conlimiedfrom pat/e 157.)

It must not be supposed that the doubts
which we have here expressed as to the common
Lilac being really indigenous in the region of

the Danube imply a mere idle disputing about
localities. The que.stion is one which above all

things concerns the study of botanic geography,

and it is from this point of view alone that we
have raised it.*

We will now describe two of the most distinct

forms of the common Lilac, viz., Syriuga vul-

garis var. dubia and S. vulgaris var. oblata.

Syeinga vdlgaeis vae. dubia (S. chinensis,

Willd.; S. dubia, Pers. : Lilac-Varina, Dum-Cours.),
Rouen Lilac, orLilas Varin.—The only real differ-

ence between this and the common Lilac is that

which is to be observed in the leaves, which in the

Rouen Lilac are perceptibly smaller and shortly

narrowed to an angle at the base. All the other

points of distinction which have been set up, such
as deeper colouring in the flowers, the lobes of the

corolla being flat, &c., are not to be relied upon.

The difference in the shape of the leaves gives the

plants a distinct aspect, and that is the only sub-

stantial difference that can be found to exist

between the two forms. Some authors, especially

Spach. appear inclined to admit that the Rouen
LOac might be a hybrid between the common and
the Persian Lilac. This is quite possible, as

De Candolle also records that Varin, of Rouen, who
raised the variety, stated that he discovered it

amongst a batch of seedlings of the Persian

Lilac. However, this may be, a variety similar in

every respect was grown in the gardens at Pekin in

the beginning of the present century. Of this fact

Wildenow, no doubt, had some vague knowledge,

as he describes his Syringa chinensis, though not

without some hesitation, as a native of China, at

the same time, however, pronouncing it to be of

hybrid origin. Since his time, Bunge saw the

same variety growing at Pekin, but did not distin-

guish it from the S. oblata of Lindley, if we may
judge from his ( Bunge's) specimens which are

deposited in the Cosson Herbarium. As we can

hardly imagine that living plants of this variety

were imported from China at the close of the last

century, we must conclude that the form originated

independently in the two countries lying, respec-

tively, on the eastern and the western confines of the

Old World.
Syringa vulgaris vae oblata (S. oblata,

Lindley).—In this plant it is quite impossible to

* I may here add a few words on this subject, hav-

iiif» recently seen the common Lilac {Syi'iuga vulgaris,

L. )
growing abundantly in the wild state on the moun-

tains wliidi separate .Servia from Bulgaria—most
abundantly on the steep rocks which fringe the nar-

row defiles of Niseliava, near Nisch. It was growing
amongst Staphylea pinnata, Crronilla Emeriis, and
other spring-flowering shrubs, intermingled with the

pretty flowers of Lunaria annua and Adonis vernnlis.

Any botanist passing through this picturesque region,

far from any human liabitation, would have come to

the conclusion, as I did, that the common I.ilao was
truly indigenous here.

—

Ed. Andkk.

ate anything \jjlI a fo.-m of S. vulgaris, in which
the leaves are generally (not always) broader and
shorter than those of the type, almost orbicular in

shape, with the base truncate or slightly concave.
Other points of distinction which have been set np
are unreliable. For instance, the corolla of this

form is not always paler in hue, and it is often
larger and has broader lobes than those of the
type ; but in the plant distributed by Fortune,
which has leaves exactly like those of S. oblata,

the corolla is smaller than it is usually seen in the
common Lilac. Moreover, it is not surprising if all

the specimens of .S. oblata that are cultivated in

Europe, which are probably the offspring of one
and the same parent plant, bear a considerable re-

semblance to one another ; but the case is different

when specimens imported from China by different

travellers are compared with one another, many of

these clearly showing a tendency to revert to the
common Lilac. S. oblata was first seen by Bunge
in the gardens at Pekin in the year 1 83 1 , and was
by him described as S. chinensis (Willd.), under
which name he confounded two plants, or rather

two varieties, as we have already mentioned. This
Lilac has never been known to occur in the wild
state, if the specimen, which was brought by Web-
ster from the province of Shingking and which has
been quoted by Messrs. Forbes and Hemsley, was
not really a wilding. This, it appears, differs from
the cultivated form in having the flower-stalks and
the calyx covered with a mealy powder.

Syringa peesica (L).—This is distinguished

from other kinds of Lilac by its small, narrowly-

lanceolate leaves, and especially by its habit of

growth. Its long, pliant shoots recurve downwards
and the whole shrub is slender and diffuse in as-

pect, at least when it is left to grow as it likes. It

is also the only species of Lilac of which the leaves

are sometimes lobed orpinnatifid ; the flower-cluster

is generally narrow and interrupted in shape, and
the individual flowers are often smaller than those

of the common Lilac; the capsule has been de-

scribed as being linear in form, but in reality it is

of the same shape as that of the common Lilac,

and, like it, has no warty lenticulations on its ex-

terior. Its introduction into Western Europe is

nearly half a century later in date than that of the

common Lilac ; in fact, it is flrst mentioned by
Prosper Alpin, who, in his work " De Plantis

Exoticis," p. 171), relates that this Lilac, to which
he gives the name of Ligustrum nigrum, was sent

from Constantinople by Jerome Capello, who was
ambassador of the Venetian Republic to the Sultan

in the beginning of the seventeenth century. I

have not been able to make out the exact d.ate of

the introduction of this LUac, but as Prosper Alpin

died in the year 1617 and the preface to the second

book of the " De Plantis Exoticis " was written in

1014 (as Haller testifies), we must infer that the

plant was imported some time prior to the latter

date.

In this preface Alpin says that he purposes

in the second book to describe the plants which

he has received from Egypt and other parts of

the world, and he miire particularly mentions

the Black Privet, a living specimen of which

had been sent to him from Constantinople. As
his description of the plant, which he names
Ligustrum nigrum, is accompanied by an excel-

lent figure of the Persian Lilac, the identity of

the plant is clear beyond doubt. A good figure

of this Liiac is also to be found in Cornut's
" Historia" (pp. 1S8, 18!»), a work published in

the year 1C3.5 ; and as this illustration has

evidently not been copied from Alpin's figure,

we may suppose that it was taken from a speci-

men grown at Paris, perhaps in the grounds of

Vespasien Robin or Jean Robin, who supplied

Cornut with many of the subjects which he has

described and illustrated. To Cornut we un-

doubtedly owe the name Persian Lilac. He
gives the plant under the name of .\geui Lilag

Persaruin, with the following explanation of

its meaning: " I understand that the ])lant is

called Agem Lilag by the natives of the country,

this name signifying Flower of Persia—the
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word ' Agem ' meaning ' Persia,' and ' Lilag
'

conveying the idea of a 'flower.'" To some
modern authors, however, the name " Lilac

"

or "Lilag" appears to have suggested some
idea not quite so pleasing, as mentioned at the

commencement of this article. G. Bauhiu (iu

his " ProdromuB," chap. vii. , 2, p. 158—edition

of 1G71) adds nothing more to the history of

the Persian Lilac, which he mentions under the

name of Ligustrum foliis laciniatis, except the

statement that in his time (he died in 1624) the

plant was grown in the garden of Mori, a

Venetian senator, at the Villa Carbonara, and
that the form with laciniated leaves was grown
by the illustrous Contareni, another senator of

the same republic. The opinion that the

Persian Lilac originated in the country after

which it is named has been accepted without
dissent by all botanists, with the single exceji-

tion, perhaps, of Mons. E. Boissier, who, always
precisely accurate, has expressed some doubts
oa the subject, the plant only being known to

him as coming "from Daghestan "—a locality

which he considers rather vague—and " from
Persia," no definite station being recorded, as

in the case of a specimen from R. P. Derderian,
which he considers a doubtful native of that

country. It was not until the year 187^ that

the Persian Lilac was discovered growing in a

really wild state, when Major Aitchison found
it in great abundance near Shalizan, in the
valley of Kuram, in Afghanistan, where, at an
altitude of 7r>00 feet, it occupies the zone below
that in which, in the same region, is found
Syringa Josikn'a (S. Emodi, Wall.). S. pei-sica

was also observed in the year 1890 by Prince
Henri of Orleans during the journey which he
made through Asia with Mons. Bonvalot. The
shrub was growing in the wild state in the
southern part of Thibet, on the high mountains
which run from Lhassa to Batang.

(To be continued.')

TRANSPLANTING EVERGREENS.
Those who transplanted Evergreens late last year
suffered heavy losses, as the severe frosts held
everything spell-bound for three months, and
shrubs that had been moved far on in the autumn
were mostly killed or so injured that few got
through the long winter. Although we are not
likely to see another season just yet like the last,

there is no certainty that we shall not have
weather equally trying, and, therefore, those who
have Evergreens to transplant will do well to set
about the work at once, as soil and plants are in
the right condition and the time favourable for a
month or six weeks to come. The Erst it is most
safe and desirable to commence on are Hollies,
which, if they have not been moved or prepared,
are ticklish to deal with unless caught at the right
period, but if they can be lifted with good balls
that are full of fibrous roots there is nothing easier
or more certain to grow. The same remarks apply
to most of the Conifera; ; these may be taken next
or before the Hollies, but a good deal as regards
the Conifers depends on the condition of the
shoots or growths, whether they are soft or firm, as
when in the first mentioned state there is danger
from flagging, and if this occurs to any extent the
chances are against success, for fresh roots do not
form quickly enough, and the plants get bark-
bound and lose their leads, which cripples them.
Rhododendrons may be operated on with the most
perfect safety, as they root close home, and may
be lifted with masses of soil to each plant and
transplanted to fresh positions without feeling
hardly any check or being the worse for removal.
The same may be said of Aucubas, and Laurels
give but little trouble unless they are old or have
stood long, and even then if they have their heads
reduced so as to balan<'e top and bottom, they may
be shifted from place to place readily ii not kept
long oat of the ground. 'J'his is a matter of the
first importance, as so much depends on lapidity

of removal and replanting. This being so, all pre-

parations should be made beforehand, in so far as

getting the necessary holes dug and having plenty

of water standing near by, with suitable soil for

filling in or covering the roots. In digging the

holes for planting Evergreens the chief thing to be

considered is to have them of ample depth and
circumference. The depth necessary may be
easily decided by a rough measurement of the

ball, which I like to see placed on a fresh

mound of soil, and the points of the roots laid

down the sides before any filling in takes place.

When the roots are so arranged, they should be
covered with fine mould, and the earth then

shovelled in around the hole, ready for the water

to follow. By applying this in quantity all at once,

or as quickly as possible, and with force, the soil is

washed or carried into every crevice in or under the

ball much better than it can be forced there in any
other way, and the whole subsidesorsettles together.

As soon as the tree or shrub has been placed in

position and finally planted, the next thing to think

about is steadying the head. This is a most im-

portant matter, as no plant can re-establish itself

if it keeps moving, for any swaying of the top acts

on the root and prevents fresh fibres forming. For
small trees or shrubs stout single stakes are suffi-

cient, but for any with tall heads that hold much
wind, there is nothing equal to a strong band of

webbing around the stem, placed about two-thirds

of the way up, and from it stout cord or wire

run in triangular directions, and made fast to

short hubs driven into the ground. Supported in

this manner, the head of a tree may be held rigid,

as it matters not from what quarter the wind
comes, for two of the stays wUl take the strain

the only thing to guard against being a chafing

of the bark where the band goes round. This

may be prevented by padding between, by using

wisps of hay or other soft material to fill up the

space. Next in importance to staying the head
is to mulch, and thus protect the roots by con-

serving heat and moisture, as a mulching stops

evaporation and the escape of warmth from the

soil. If the weather turns out dry after the trans-

planting has taken place the heads of the trees

should be syringed, or have water pumped over

them by the aid of a garden engine every night,

as by wetting them in that way the foliage will

be kept fresh and the bark plump, and if that is

done, plants so cared for cannot fail to succeed.

S. D.

Hypericum oblongifolium.—There is rot a
more attractive shrub in bloom just now than this

St. John's Wort from Northern India. It is hardy,

and never fails to make a display of its golden
yellow flowers in August, and as it flowers on long
slender shoots it is a capital plant for cutting

from. Like a good many other shrubs of a similar

nature, it resents being planted promiscuously in

a shrubbery with coarse-growing things. It should
be planted in an isolated group, and worthy asso-

ciates for it are its congeners H. uralum and patu-

lum, both graceful little shrubs that group well

with their larger relative, which should form the

nucleus of the mass. One of the prettiest combi-
nations of the St. John's Wort I have seen was a
mixture of it and the grandiflora variety of Hy-
drangea paniculata.

Purple-leaved Barberry.—Planted in poor
hungry soil of a sandy or gravelly nature, this ac-

quires a much deeper colour than it will assume
with liberal treatment, but to ensure this it is neces-

sary that the plants are in a spot fully exposed to

the sun, as if in any way shaded they are much le.ss

effective. This fact renders the purple-leaved

Rarberry a valuable shrub in some districts, and
much the same will apply to another, which is,

however, in colour a direct contrast to the last. I

allude to the golden-leaved Elder, which planted

in the full sun and in not too rich a soil is just now
one of the brightest features in garden or wood-
land scenery.—T.

Arranging' varieg'ated shrubs.—We notice

in the island m the Serpentine a number of the

Golden Elder bush set out at regular distances, so

as to form a broken line. A more ugly w.ay of

arranging shrubs could not be devised. If such

shrubs are used at all, they should be used spar-

ingly and in small groups. It is bad enough to spoil

the garden with ridiculous ribands, without carry-

ing the same stupid id3a into the shrubbery.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 819.

GAEDEN TULIPS.

(with a coloured plate of T. LEICUTLINI

AND T. KOLPAKOWSKIANA.*)

The cultivation of Tulips, both garden varie-

ties and speuJL'S, is fast becnniing of much
importance commercially in this country.

The Tulip, like the Daffodil, may be de-

scribed as a source of double profit, for not

only can tlie bulbs be sold, but the flowers

are in much demand during the season in

Covent Garden. To get later varieties so as

not to glut the market will doubtless he the

business of some of our more enterprising

florists. T. flava and the late Gesneriana

fiirms seem to off'er the easiest way of accora-

jilisliing this. Speaking of the garden forms

apart from the florist's Tulii), Kngland de-

pends on no country for a supply of bullis.

We can grow as good bulbs, in point of size

and excellence, as any country in the world.

Experience has taught us to depend more on

the home - grown than the foreign - grown

bulb, and we have never been disappointed

so far. The caie and attention required

in growing one's own stock is small com-

]];in'd to the result when the bulbs have

readied flowering size. The chief thing

will be a piece of good ground away from the

garden proper, and if the soil be dill'erent, so

much the better. It will do even tlie older

bulljs an immense amount of good to have a

change of soil occasionally. During the last

few years Tulips have sutt'ered a little from

disease, nothing, however, to alarm one, and the

safest and best plan when a Tulip is unhealthy

is to pull it up and burn it. A study of all

the Tulips in cultivation will have to be the

business of someone with nothing else to do,

as the utter confusion of Tulip forms in the

garden is comparable to nothing else, unless

maybe liritish Ferns, and to attempt here to

do anything but draw attention to a few of

the liest would be out of place.

After many years botanists liavo at last, so

they say, found the real wild Tulipa suaveo-

\a\s, parent of the Due van Thols. So uidike

are they in every w-ay, liowevor, that 1 am
afiaid wo must seek somewhere else for the

[larentage of our early Tulips. A\'ith the light

thrown on Tulips from tlu' recent introdiu;-

tions from Asia, I cannot help tliinking

that the old pet theory is at least as near the

mark as any I have lieard of up to the pre-

sent. Whih^ tlie Tulij) mania was on there

is nothing more unlikely tlian that some of

these wild f(U-nis were iiitroduceil into Holland

and the neighboui'ing countries, and that

through cross-fcrtilisali(Ui we have a niiu'li

* Drawn fur TiiK Gakdkn by II. G. lloon, iit the

Unixbiuu-ne Nm-si'ry, May (>, 18iU. Litbogniphed and
printed by Guilliiume Severeyns.
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greater diversity of foreign blood in the Tu-

lips of to-day than has been supposed. Where
do the Parrot Tulips come from 1 is a con-

stantly recurring question. Some few of our

garden Tulips, which in flower, &c., are

almost identical, differ very much in the rate

at which the bulbs increase. While one form

increases very slowly, another, almost iden-

tical, will be most prolific, and after we know
a little more about Tulipa species and their

modes and rate of increase we may be able to

come to a nearer solution of this difficult

problem.

Here, Iiowever, wo have the Tulips, which
have now become indispensable for spring

and early summer bediling, and which are

amongst the brightest and most beautiful of

our early bulbs. Our Imsine.ss is clearly to

make the best of them, and as a great many
(if them can be identified by the names under

wliich they are grown in gardens, the diffi-

culty and disappointment of exchange are

considerablj' lessened. T. Golden Eagle

seems to me identical with T. Billietiana of

Joi'dan, a supposed wild species. T. fragrans

is nearly identical with T. sylvestris. T.

turkestanica and T. biflora are very near each

other, and I cannot distinguish T. Dam-
maniana from the old T. undulatifolia. Con-
sidering these difficulties, and also the fact

that Tuli]is are the most variable of all bulbs,

it will be at once seen how difficult is the

task of trying to classify this genus. The
recent new Tulips, such as Kolpakowskiana,

Leichtlini, Osti'dwskyana, &c., are found veiy

variable, and the great numbers of forms al-

ready in cultivation are giving no end of

trouble. In Tulipa Greigi we have a case

in point from a batch of seedlings rai.'^ed

on the Continent. So unlike are many of

them that if the record had been lost we
would now have a difficulty in knowing
where to put them.

The Tulips represented in the accompany-
ing coloured pilate are typical of the newly
introduced species referred to above.

T. I.EICHTLINI, as may be seen, Is closely allied to

T. Kolpakowskiana, and not very different from
some of the Afghanistan forms of T. stellata. This
Tulip was first found by Mr. Gammie at Sind, one
of the most beautiful valleys in Cashmere. Dr.
Kegel, in his description of this species, spells it

Soind, which is the name of a country, but it

should be Sind, the valley referred to. Specimens
were sent home, and from the seeds on these speci-

mens the enterprising cultivator, Herr Max Leicht-
lin, raised the stock now in the country. As it is

not described in any garden paper, I take the
liberty of giving such a description as will enable
growers to identify it, as I believe this will be one
of the Tulips of the future. The scales of the oval
bulb are glabrous, rarely found in Tulips. The
stem, a span to 1| feet high, is glabrous ; the lower
leaves are linear-lanceolate, the upper linear, and
the flower always erect. The three outer segments,
without hairs at the base, are narrow-acute and
bright purple, with a broad white margin. The
inner three segments are broader, yellowish white,
much shorter than the outer, and obtuse at the
apex. It requires the same culture as its com-
panion on the plate, and promises to be a really

good thing.

T. KoLrAKOWSKiANA, figured in Kegel's " Gar-
tenflora, t. 1151, is a very handsome species, native
of Turkestan, from whence it was introduced and
liberally distributed by Dr. Kegel. It is one of the

most variable in flower colouring, hardly two bulbs

producing similar flowers, and the charming blend-

ing of a large group is indeed handsome. It varies

in height from 1 foot to 18 inches, the stem and
leaves glabrous, the segments of equal length, vary-

ing from flame-red to bright pure yellow, and
always with a black eye. The leaves are broad
and wavy and altogether distinct.

Amongst the newer species worth growing

aie Korolkowi, suaveolens, lanata, triphylla,

Ostrowskyana, Kauffmanniana, Eiehlori, etc.

D. K.

Kitchen Garden.

MARKET GARDENING AND THE CUL-

TURE OF VEGETABLES IN SPAIN.

Market garhenino is in a very backward con-

dition in most of the px'ovinoes of Spain ; never,

theless, there are a few centres in which it is

well understood, and where it is carried on to a

fairly considerable extent, and in some cases is

well specialised for the exportation of early or

particular kinds of produce. The delineation

of this industry presents many striking con-

trasts of light and shade ; the shade, however,

predominates to a greater extent than might be

desired . Except in the vicinity of some large

towns in the south and east— districts in which t lie

making of preserves is chiefiy carried on—the

cultivation of vegetables is still in its infancy.

The cultivators are indolent and the demand is

not sufficiently extensive to stimulate them
into any unwonted activity. The condition of

the gardening part of the population is by no

means an eminent one. " What return does

tlie occupation of gardening yield?" I asked

last year of a group of market gardeners in the

south of Spain. The reply was, " Too much
to let a man die, but not enough to live upon as

a man ought." Tliis was the response of an
individual, and tlie replies of his amfrirt'S were
much to the same eii'ect.

These cultivators, however, must be, in a

general way, divided into two classes, viz., the

growers of vegetables ('
' hortelanos ") properly so

called, who devote themselves to the culture of

green vegetables in general on the irrigated

lands—a class whose condition is one of many
vicissitudes, from a position of easy circum-

stances to that of the last degree of misery

—

and the " pagesos " (farmers, or landholders),

whose occupation is not so much horticultural

as agricultural, and who, in addition to their

crops of cereals, also grow a great variety of

vegetables which are put into commerce in the

dried state, such as Broad Beans, French Beans,

Peas, keeping Onions, &a. Men of this class

are usually in easy circumstances, especially

when they liave a vineyard in addition, as is

often the case.

The most important and best organised

market-gardening district in Spain is that

which is attache<l tn the town of Barcelona.

This town is largely supplied with vegetables,

iVc. , from the villages of Hospitalet, Cornelia,

San Juan Despi, Prat, and others, and also

from some more distant localities, from which
vegetables are sent by niglit trains so as to be

ready for sale in Barcelona at 4 a.m. The
market gardeners of the nearer villages send

tlieir produce to market in their own carts, and
effect their sales without the intervention of

any " ndddle man." The irrigable plots of land

which are cultivated by these Tuarket gardeners

are let at the rate of from about .£'(! to £H per

acre, so that the tenants are obliged to exert

themselves in order to obtain a profitable re-

muneration. Unfavourable weather or negli-

gence would entail serious loss to them. Accord-
ingly, as a general rule, they spare neither

labour nor intelligent management in their

gardens, from which they sometimes obtain a
profit of 50 per cent. , not an excessive return

considering the hazardous nature of their occu-

pation.

Some of the vegetables which are most exten-

sively grown by them are the following : Arti-

chokes, white and black ; long purple Egg
Plant (Morada larga) ; White Spanish and Red-
riblied Cardoons ; solid white and purple

Celery (Dobler de Montbrio) ; wild Chicory
;

Batavian Endive ; small green-curled summer
Endive (Rissada) ; Capdele, Fuada, and Capu-
china round-headed Cabbages (resembling the

Chou de Dax) ; Many -headed Cabbage (Broto-

nenca) ; Cauliflowers and Broccoli of many
kinds ;

Gourds and Pumpkins ; Alicante Beans
;

white and variegated French Beans (.Jasperats

de Miro) ;
white and red Spanish Beans ;

white,

curled, and Cos Lettuces ; Turnips (not much
grown) ; Mataro, Valencia, and Ciutadella

Onions ; large sweet Spanish Pepper and the

monstrous red Pepper, or Capsicum ;
Peas,

dwarf and tall (Tirabechs de Passanant and de

Canals): yellow-fleshed Potatoes ; Tomatoes in

rather large quantities.

No large Strawberries are grown in these

gardens. Melons and Water Melons are raised

in Valencia, where the earliest Capsicums also

are grown. In journeying southwards towards

the Mediterranean coast, two large towns are

met with, in the neighbourhood of which a pro-

fitable market-gardening business is carried on.

Tliese are Murcia and Valencia, and from them
the cities of Toledo and Madrid receive the sur-

plus of their market garden produce. The more
southward one travels the more does the culti-

vation of all vegetables that are grown for the

sake of the farina or foliage which they yield

diminish in comparison with the cultivation of

those kinds that yield succulent and juicy fruits.

In these districts, Tomatoes, early Green Peas,

Melons, and Water Melons are principally

grown, and the produce is supplied to varioiis

parts of the Spanish peninsula. At Valencia

they are commencing the business of growing in

the open air very early supplies for the Paris

market, but the chief seat of this very early

culture is in Malaga and Grenada, in the very

south of Spain.

The principal vegetable which is grown for the

Paris market is the green Haricot or French

Beau in pod, which, under a special tariff', is

forwarded by Port-Vendres aud the French

lines of railway. The annual consignments of

this vegetable to Paris amount to about Il't!)

tons. The season of supply commences in

December and January, when a crop is gathered

from plants that were sown in the autumn, and

on their arrival at Paris, the green pods some-

times fetch as much as iOt) per 2i0 lb. when
the demand in the market rises. A second sea-

son (in March aud April) is followed by impor-

tations from Algeria, after which prices keep

falling uutil they do not cover the cost of car-

riage, when the supply ceases. This traffic has

beeii originated by Parisian agents, who usually

supply the Andalusian cultivator with seed.

Of the green Haricots in pod, the variety named
Bagnolet is the most highly esteemed, but for

preserved pods the Cent pour un, and for the

ripe Beans tlie green-seeded Flageolet are con-

sidered the best kinds.

Seville and Cadiz are, in the matter of

market gardening, very limited in their lo-

cal resources ; still in the south-east of the
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province, a iew villages, such as San Lucar
de Barrameda, at the mouth of the Guadal-
quiver, and Rota, on the Atlantic, produce
pretty abundant crops, the first-named place

excelling in early Peas and Cauliflowers, while
the second is noted for its Tomatoes in Febru-
ary, its early green Haricots, its Melons, Water
Melons, itc. Garlic is rather extensively grown
throughout the province, much of it being ex-

ported to Brazil.

The exceedingly great fertility of the irrigable

soil in this part of Spain and the climate, so

favourable to early growth, would encourage
the establishment of first-class market gardens
here, which would prove profitable speculations.

A few French resident cultivators are giving a
practical example of this, and more than one
has already gained both honour and profit from
the undertaking. The towns of Central Spain,
not excepting Madrid, are supplied by the towns
which we have already mentioned. The towns
of Talavera de la Reina and d'Aranjuez only
send their produce (which is of no great amount)
to Madrid.

Next to the market garden supply of fresh

vegetables, that which is intended for the
making of preserves deserves a passing notice.

In Lower Catalonia, at Barcelona, we find the
highest type of the first named industry, and in

Upper Catalonia, on the confines of Navarre,
we come upon the centre of the other branch of

culture, the small towns of Logrono (the chief

district of the small province which bears the
same name) and of Calahorra being the princi-

pal seats of it. Tomatoes, Peas, and Haricots
(for the ripe Beans) are the things which they
chiefly grow for the purpose.

Barcelona, Valencia, Grenada, and Malaga
include green Haricot pods amongst the pre-
served vegetables which are put up in their

canning establishments. At Seville, Tomatoes
are canned on a pretty large scale, and at

Algesiras the same kind of fruit is preserved in

the same way.
What we have mentioned, however, is very

little for a country so favoured in point of

climate, but, up to the present, the business of

preserving has had to wait for the developing
of special branches of culture to suit it. It

may, perhaps, come to pass that such horticul-

tural industries may be fully developed by
some enterprising Frenchman. Our country-
men who are settled in that part of Spain are

already laying the foundation of extensive
horticultural industries, which, when they shall

have attained their full measure of success, will

proVjably re-act favourably on the other branch
of horticulture at which we have just glanced.—Maurice L. de Vilmorin, in Berve Uorti-
cole.

Selecting seed Potatoes.—Now that the

season is close at band for digging early Potatoes,

I would offer a suggestion that the sets for next
yeai's planting be taken from the most prolific

roots only. I believe everybody admits there is

something in selection to improve any particular

fruit or vegetable, but few really carry this matter
out with sufficient persistence to obtain the very
best results. It should not be difficult when dig-

ging Potatoes when a more than usually prolific

root is lifted to place the tubers on one side, add-

ing to them from time to time. As the roots bear-

ing above the average number of handsome tubers

are lifted, the question as to whether large or medium
sets are best pales before the still more important
one of obtaining our planting stock from the most
prolific roots only. The same results will follow

careful selections of seed plants everywhere. A
friend told me the other day he had been selecting

Tomatoes for a number of years from the Old Red
for seed, until now be has obtained a very nearly

smooth fruit that will bear as heavy crops as the

deep wrinkled variety. Peas, Beans, and other
vegetables owe as much to careful selection and
improved culture as they do to raising seedlings
with or without hybridising. When the seed
Potatoes are selected, harden the skins a little in

an exposed open shed, and then pack in shallow
boxes and place in root store till Christmas unless
any are required for forcing.—E. H.

Late Peas.— So far this has been iin excellent
season for the growth of Peas, the pods filling capi-

tally with very little extraneous aid except mulch-
ing. Later crops, or those now commencing to fill,

will require some help to enable them to fill out
satisfactorily, as during the month of August the
Pea crop is more likely to collapse than at any other
period. In the event of dry weather, soakings of

clear water should be applied at least once a week,
to be immediately followed by a soaking of liquid

manure. It is almost useless to apply liquid ma-
nure to dry ground, as the roots do not derive nearly
so much benefit as when applied after a thorough
watering. On dry or sandy soils this is of special

importance, the crops holding out much better than
when only clear water is applied. By feeding in

this manner mildew is checked, for if this fungus
should attack the haulm, the crop is ruined. Later
crops advancing should be mulched and staked.

Late Celery.—As regards Celery for the latest

crop, somewhat different treatment is necessary
than for the earlier batches, as it must be remem-
bered that this has to pass through the winter;

so any precautionary measures must now be taken
in planting, so as to escape injury from both damp
and frost, the former in many cases proving quite

as destructive as frost, or even more so, as it is

rarely late Celery is destroyed by frost alone.

Planting on the level is the best course to adopt,

the rooting medium being prepared by digging out
the trenches and tilling up with the necessary

richer rooting material, the surface being made
level with the soil taken out. The Celery it planted
out when sufficiently large enough will grow
away freely. To prevent the leaves from spreading
out, an inch or so of soil should be pressed about
the base of the plants after they have started well

into growth. Earthing will not be necessary until

the approach of colder weather in the autumn, as

the later earthing may be put off with safety the

more likely are the heads to remain sound during
the winter. The soil for earthing being taken from
between the rows, it enables the roots to be kept

high and dry throughout the winter.

Sequel Pea.—This is a capital late wrinkled
marrow Pea, o feet in height, which received a cer-

tificate of merit at Chiswick the other day. It is

one of Mr. Laxton's productions and seems to be
an improved Omega, being a little taller with
larger pods. It is naturally late. The pods are

long, fairly straight, and well filled, the Peas being of

good colour and of excellent flavour. Such a Pea
as this is will do much to reconcile growers to the

comparative decadence of Ne Plus Ultra for late

work, and should further help to keep up a plentiful

supply of Peas in gardens tUl the middle of October.

—A. b.

Outdoor Mushroom beds.—Mr. Warren, of

Isleworth, may well claim to rank amongst the

most extensive of Mushroom growers for the Lon-
don market. He covers about an acre of ground
every winter with long beds, beginning to make up
in September and finishing at the end of October.

At that time the Mushroom area resembles a series

of large ridges that are about 4 feet broad at the

base and some :! feet in height. They have spaces
.') feet wide between them. The manure for the

making of such a large number of beds, of course,

cannot be treated in the orthodox fashion, under
cover, and frequently turned to check heating. It

is collected into a huge heap in the summer, kept

saturated with water, and fully exposed to the

weather. During the autumn it is turned as re-

quired for making up the beds, iind it then gene-

rates some little warmth. The manure is carted

to the Mushroom ground and built up solidly in

ridge form. The bed is then spawned and finally

soiled over. The loam for the purpose, which is of

a somewhat clayey texture, is obtained from a

meadow, and the old loam from the beds carted to

replace that thus taken away. Of course, the pro-
cess of building up such a number of beds, spawn-
ing them, and then covering up thickly with long
litter is a costly one, and a heavy crop is needful
to pay all expenses and leave some profit. Still it

is evident that the profit comes in somewhere, or

otherwise the labour and cost would not be con-
stantly incurred. That beds should produce Mush-
rooms outdoors in this way during the winter
proves that such production is easily followed else-

where on a much smaller scale. To grow Mush-
rooms in this fashion in the summer would not
pay, but it is evident in the winter it is a good
market speculation.—A. D.

NOTES ON THE PAST SEASON.

The commencement of the present season will

be memorable on account of the dreary out-

look, when, probably, to the present genera-

tion at any rate, the scarcity of vegetables was
never hithei-to so keenly felt. Not only were
whole breadths of almost every green vegetable
in many gardens totally destroyed, but the
prospects of the coming season's supply were
also not very promising. The spring was very
late and cold, and those who ventured upon
early sowing on account of the good condition

of the soil towards the latter end of February
or early in March found themselves consider-

ably behind their neighbours who were even a
month later in sowing the earliest crops in the

open air, and in many cases sowing also had to

be done over again. Of late years the character

of the seasons appears to be altering. Spring
appears to be later and the autumn more open
and finer, and what we lose in the early part of

the season, as regards the time for growth, we
make up again at the close. Certainly we can-

not alter the seasons, but we can alter our
methods, and this by not sowing those crops too

early in the season which will come to maturity
quite as well, or even better, by being sown two
or three weeks later. Onions, Carrots, and
Parsnips have a much healthier appearance
than if sown earlier, and as regards the two
latter, the size of the roots will be quite large

enough, and thej' certainly will be more appre-

ciated than the larger, but coarser roots.

Seeds which were sown early were a long

time in germinating, and when they did

the seedlings were very weak and the after-

growth correspondingly slow. By being sown
later the seeds very quickly germinated, and
the after-growth conse(iuently was more rapid.

The results of the present season, at any rate,

shoidd deter those from sowing the seeds early

of those vegetables which have been proved to

turn out satisfactory by being sown later.

Onions certainly are much later than in the

generality of seasons, and the bulbs certainly

are smaller, which fault, if I may so call it,

will enable them to keep better, especially if

we are fortunate in having some fine and bright

weather for ripening the bulbs up. In my own
case the bulbs, although only of average size,

are remarkably free from thick necks.

This has bicn an ideal Pea season, as the

growth has been satisfactory in every respect,

the growth being very healthy and tlie pods

well filled, the quality also being first-rate. The
earliest varietits were only a few days later

than in ordinary seasons, and as far as 1 am
ablo to judge, the present season will mark the

decadence of the tall, earlier round I'cas. For
small gardens, those dwarf Peas aro tlie ideal

kinds to grow, not that they will do without

stakes, as I find a few twiggy branches placed

on eai'li side to keep them xipright well repay

for the trouble, as the light in tliis case

reaches to the bottom on both sides of the row,
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and the crop is heavier and finishes up better

accordingly.

One of the lessons of the season has been the

necessity of a sufficient quantity of glass space

for raising and forwarding the various crops

preparatory to planting in the open air, as well

as for bringing crops to matui'ity, as without
such aid early vegetables this season were an
impossibility. Without the aid of glass frames
the early raising of Brussels Sprouts, autumn
Cauliflowers, or even early Lettuce was an im-
possibility. In gardens where the keeping up
of a supply of fresh vegetables is a considera-
tion, siich aids should be forthcoming, as with-

out such, a man, let him be ever so persevering,

is very heavily handicapped. Space only for

raising the seed in boxes is not suflicient, as the
seedlings must afterwards be pricked oft', and a

few lights for covering the young seedlings will

soon repay their cost in a repetition of seasons
like the past. The only fault in the raising of

young vegetables under glass is the danger of

their being drawn or coddled up unless the
grower is suftioiently painstaking or on the alert

to guard against any such contingencies.
So far the season has been very cold and sun-

less, and the wonder is that the crops look as

well as they do. Even Potatoes are looking
remarkably well, and amongst the first earlies I

have not found a single diseased tuber, and
this on a cold clay soil. The crop also has been
good and the tubers of a fair size. The cold

weather experienced at Whitsuntide was much
against their advancement, and the returns are
certainly a deal better than might have been
anticipated under the trying ordeal they had
to undergo. Certainly we may not have a re-

petition of such weather to contend against in

the future, but as we never know what may
happen, it is well to le prepared. The results

of this season plainly show the necessity of not
being in too great a hurry to plant even early
Potatoes. A breadth certainly may be planted,
and it is also the wisest course to adopt, for if

this was not done and nothing occurred to

check the growth, the loss would be keenly felt

by those who have to keep up a supply of vege-
tables. By planting only a part there is a
chance of these being protected in case of an
emergency, and the planting of the remainder
being deferred for two or three weeks the
grower never feels anxious as far as injury from
frost is concerned. Late Potatoes are looking
well, and hereabouts hundreds of acres are
grown for the supply of the midland markets,
and if we are fortunate in having a fine autumn,
heavy crops will be forthcoming. Last spring
those who had a good stock of Potatoes in hand
found them a paying investment. The success
of a few has led others to take up Potato cul-

ture largely this season, but, like other vege-
table or fruit products, the markets fluctuate
according to the supply.
The cool and damp weather has suited the

establishing of the supply of winter greens, and
these are taking to their fresh (juarters well.

It is to be hoped that the precaution has been
taken of allowing ample room between the
plants. Such being the ease, the grower may
look hopefuUytowards the coming winter's sup-
ply. A free circulation of air between the
plants is what is needed, and the more is this a
necessity in walled-in gardens in low-lying dis-

tricts. Like the seasons, the positions of our
gardens we cannot alter, but by sowing and
planting as far as lies in our power so as to

combat both local and cliraatal exigencies, we
may assist in securing satisfactory results.

A. y. A.

Cucumbers. — The variety named Matchles?,
certificated by the fruit ccmmittee of the Royal

Horticultural Society on the 11th inst., may well en-

joy the reputation of being one of the very hand-
somest jet presented in connection with good
average length. So far, no Cucumber had been
handsomer than Mr. Lockie's Perfection, but the

fruits were about H inches long, and esteemed
hardly long enough by the bulk of Cucumber
growers. Matchless is in every respect a Per-

fection, but about :'. inches longer. The dozen
fruits presented to the attention of the committee
were all that could be desired, perhaps as good
as can be ever found, for it must be admitted
that advance in Cucumbers has been very slow

indeed. A few weeks since the raiser showed
this Cucumber before the committee when it was
not in such good form, and although it met with

some favour, yet the proposed certificate of merit

was refused. The cojimittee acted wisely in thus

asking the raiser to show it in better form, and
when so presented the certificate was in a very

large committee granted unanimously. Of course,

the fruit committee cannot take into consideration

the cropping or general characteristics of a Cu-

cumber any more than those of a Melon. Those are

features which have in a great measure to be taken

for granted, and so far as cropping and flavour are

concerned. Cucumbers are very similar to Melons.

Another variety, certificated some time ago, whilst

having handsome fruits, yet had corrugated or

fluted surfaces—not at all an objectionable feature

in market fruits, but hardly so acceptable for exhi-

bition. This was, however, but a really good form
of the Telegraph, but having a shorter neck than
is usually seen in that variety. Many of the Tele-

graph stocks have very long necks, and I have seen

some called Improved with necks or handles G

inches long. Such Cucumbers should never receive

prizes at all.—A. D.

THE WEEK'S WORK.
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Endive.—The seeds have germinated well, and the

precaution must be taken of thinning out the seed-

lings so that each has ample room for free develop-

ment, the thinnings being transplanted elsewhere

if needed. The plants can never prove satisfac-

tory when allowed to remain so thick as to be-

come drawn, for when such is the case the centres

never come up so well. The thinnings, if planted

out on south borders in rows 15 inches apart and 1)

inches or 1 foot asunder on fertile soil, will readily

take to their new quarters. If the weather should

be dry at the time of planting water may be neces-

sary until established. A free use of the hoe is

sufficient to stimulate a free growth.

TuKNiPS FOR WINTER.—Where any failures

have occurred in the earlier sowings of Turnips for

winter use, it is not yet too late to make additional

sowings ; the bulbs will not grow so large certainly,

but if the autumn should keep mild they will grow
to a fair size, and have the additional merit of

keeping sound throughout the winter. I allowed

the bulk of the crop sown late to remain in the

open ground throughout the winter, and the roots

did not receive the least injury from frost, the

varieties being the indispensable Chirk Castle

Blackstone and Orange Jelly, which may be now
sown with Yeitch's Ked Globe for use during the

early part of the winter. Close sowing must be

avoided, as the rows must be far enough apart to

allow a free and unimpeded growth. If the soil

should be rough and lumpy through recent

cropping, and the site not brought into a

friable condition through exposure to the weather
after being forked over, the addition of some
old potting soil and burned garden refu.se along

the rows will ensure speedy germination. The
roots from this sowing, or rather a part, may be

left over for supplying greens during the spring

months, and it will be remembered that these came
in very acceptable in many gardens during the

past spring, when greens of all kinds were generally

very scarce. With fliis end in view, a fairly large

breadth should be sown in the open, well expo.=ed

to both light and air. Growing rows of Turnips

for winter or spring use between rows of frui'.

bashes should be avoided, as, instead of proving a
protection, it adds to the evil by the growth being
drawn up very tender, consequently not sufficiently

liiatured to withstand a spell of severe frost. Even
if stored, the bulbs do not keep so sound. Seeds
which were sown three weeks or a month ago are

now growing away freely, and as a crowded growth
must be avoided early thinning out must be prac-

tised, also timely hoeing.

Winter greens.—These are starting freely into

growth. A free use of the hoe is now necessary.

Where the plants have been growing between rows
of Potatoes, it will be needful as soon as the latter

are removed to mould up the stems to assist in

keeping them erect. Otherwise this practice is not
necessary, not even on heavy soils. Our soil being
of this latter description, we never think of per-

forming such work, as I consider it labour wasted.
Growing the plants sturdily from the first prevents
such work from being at all necessary.

Lifting early Potatoes.—There is nothing
to gain by leaving any of the Ashleaf kidneys
which may have been planted for succession, or

even the second earlies in the ground after being
fit for digging. The obsolete practice of leaving

the tubers in the ground until the haulm is dead is

now a thing of the past, as experience has proved
that lifting the tubers as soon as they have stopped
growing and the haulm has commenced to change
colour is the best preventive of disease. When fit

for digging and upon a spell of fine weather the
tubers should be carefully lifted, as if the work is

put off for a few days a change to wet weather may
come, and the disease which so far has been absent
in this district may attack them. If lifted during
the early part of the day, the tubers should remain
exposed for some time, in order that the skins may
become hardened. The advantage should at the

same time be taken of sorting over the Potatoes

for their various purposes, the larger being placed
together for use, the medium sized for seed. The
best course with the seed tubers is to remove them
to the store at once, care also being taken to lay

them out very thinly. A free circulation of air

and a free access of light are more beneficial than
otherwise, this ripening them up thoroughly.

Allowing the seed tubers to be huddled together

in a mass seriously impairs them for a vigorous

start when required for planting. If store-room is

scarce, the tubers may be placed on end in shallow

trays, as in these they are more readily removed if

occasion occurs. A. Young.

HARDY FRUITS.

Peaches and Nectahinks.—In most favourably
located gardens ripe fruit will have already been
gathered from the open wall trees of Amsden,
Early Alexander, Waterloo, and Early Beatrice

Peaches, Hale's Early giving an excellent succes-

sion. Bat there are no such early Nectarines,

Lord Napier, the earliest, being yet far from ripe.

Not only are the open-air Peaches plentiful, but

the fruit attains a good size and is most beautifully

coloured, the quality also being first-rate. This

goes to prove that it is not want of sunshine that

acts so prejudicially against open wall trees, but

more often than not they are starved at the roots,

not nearly enough moisture, as a rule, reaching
these. Undoubtedly well established trees pay
well for being given heavy soakings of water almost
as often as those under glass need it, and that

whether the summer be hot and dry or moderately
humid, as during the present season. An occa-

sional examination of the border to a good depth
and well up to the walls ought, therefore, to be
made frequently, and a good soaking of water
given whenever it is approaching dryness. Dull,

rainy weather, or after a good watering has been
given, is the best time for applying farmyard or

other liquid manure freely, and the trees never

stood in greater need of such assistance. Nor is it

yet too late to give a mulching of strawy manure.
Thin out the later fruit wherever at all thick, and
keep them well clear of the leaves, these hindering

perfect colouring, also removing all wall nails in

close contact with them. Thin out shoots where
there are more than are required for furnishing bear-
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ing wood next season, and loosely secnre all re-

83rved. Slugs must be trapped or looked after
nightly, or the best fruit may be spoilt, and if

wasps, hees, or flies are troublesome either enclose
nearly ripe fruit in muslin bags or else trap the in-

sects in bottles half filled with a mixture of beer,
water, and sugar, emptying these and replenishing
as often as needful. The wasp destroyer to be ob-
tained from the Yeovil and most other nurseries
and seedsmen also does much to keep away wasps
especially, being also a very effective nest extermi-
nator. Either apply a little of it to partially eaten
fruit, remembering, however, that it is a poison, or
else trace out the nests and place a piece of cotton
wool saturated with the poisonous syrup at the
openings. The effect in either case is magical.

Sybingino wall teees.—From some unex-
plained cause, there are more red spider and aphis
on wall trees generally than has been the case for
several seasons past. The syringe or engine ought
therefore to be kept going regularly, or nearly
every evening, nothing but a free use of clean and,
if it can be had, soft water keeping down the
pests. Ordinary rainfall makes little or no impres-
sion on red spider especially, the forest trees, as
well as many garden trees, being badly over-run
and disfigured by this tenacious and tiny insect.
After the fruit is cleared off the trees of Peaches,
Apricots, and such like, flowers of sulphur will be
found the best remedy for red spider. A handful
of this should be worked through a muslin bag
into a 3-gallon can of water, this being the readiest
method of mixing, and this being well forced into
the trees about three times will thoroughly coat
both the upper and lower surfaces of the leaves
generally. After this, syringing should be discon-
tinued.

Summer peuning.—Those who either consider
early stopping or pruning of all superfluous growth
on wall or garden trees, notably of Apples and
Pears, a mistaken practice, or have neglected
to attend to them, ought not any longer to defer
this important work. At this late date there is

little likelihood of back buds being forced out, or,

it may be, changed from flower to wood buds, and
it is simply a waste of the trees' energies, as well
as detrimental to present crops, to allow so
much superfluous leafy growth to remain on them.
Removing or freely shortening back much of the
latter also admits more sunshine and air to the
trees, the fruit colouring and the wood ripening
better accordingly. On no account should leading
growths or any required for furnishing future
crops be stopped, these breaking more regularly
and being more likely to form fruit buds plenti-
fully when not shortened in the least. All lateral
or superfluous growths on the wall, espalier, and
cordon trained trees ought to be shortened back
to a length of about 3 inches, a considerable num-
ber of them— or where there are plenty of fruit
bads—being cut cleanly out. Pyramids and bushes
also pay well for being taken in hand now instead
of deferring the whole of the pruning till the win-
ter. Freely thin out the young shoots, leaving
others to their full length wherever there is good
room for them. Much-pruned unfruitful trees
would soon be completely changed in character if

all the best-placed growths made this season were
left to their full length instead of being shortened
back, as of old, this plan of making the trees more
productive answering even better than severe root-
pnining. W. I.

PLANT HOUSES.
Plants fob winter flowering.—Poinsettias
—The latest batch of cuttings should by this time
be struck, or at least be inserted as soon as pos-
sible. This should be done in quite small pots,
smaller even than earlier in the season, so as to be
able to give just one shift as soon as well rooted.
The cuttings themselves ought to be chosen from
short-jointed and sturdy wooil; that which is vigor-
ous and sappy ought to be avoided, taking longer
to strike, and frequently losing the lower leaves.
Cuttings which are well rooted should be given a
moderate shift at once, and be kept near the glass
.n beat until well established again. A pit will suit

them very well or a shelf such as that at the back
of a three-quarter span house, and where the mois-
ure is not excessive. Earlier struck plants now
well rooted in their flowering pots shoulil be
thoroughly well aired and kept well exposed to the
light. A'entilation day and night with a little heat
in the pipes is the treatment best suited to them

;

this will assist in keeping the plants dwarfer, and
also of harder growth. If the plants do not look of
quite so deep a green colour and in what might be
termed a vigorous growing condition, they will be
none the worse when later on the bracts are formed.
A late sappy growth made in a moist atmosphere
frequently fails to develop good bracts. What
should be aimed at during September is more of a
ripening process, not by withdrawing the water
supply, but by more exposure to light and air.

Winter-flowering Begonias.—The tuberous
section of these should be kept growing in a moist
atmosphere, receiving what might be termed a
generous treatment; they wUl, in fact, make the
best part of their growth between now and the
time of flowering. If the pots are small in

proportion to the size of the plants one shift
would be an assistance to them. Shrubby Be-
gonias, on the other hand, should now have
made the greater part of their growth 'f

looked after early in the season. A late and
sappy growth upon these will not resist so well
the dull days of winter, which, with ;he foggy
weather of some localities, make their mark more
particularly upon tender foliage. The new race of

winter-flowering tuberous varieties first alluded to
do not, so far as I have found in their culture,

appear to be thus affected. The shrubby kinds
should now be freely exposed to light and air

;

avoid all shading and a moist atmosphere, both of
which, if conducive to the development of foliage,

are not essential for these plants. I prefer to see
the foliage rather small, the wood short-jointed,

and do not mind if the plants are not looking of
such a deep green colour as is seen in some in-

stances. I would not advise the repotting of any
of these Begonias now ; it will be better to give
them a little weak liquid manure sooner than would
otherwise be necessary. If possible the plants
should be in pits near the glass, or in houses not
far removed from it, and where air can be left on
night and day, less, of course, at night. The Libo-
nias will do well under the same treatment as the
shrubby Begonias ; their culture even then, when
carefully attended to, is disappointing when under
the influence of fogs other than the pure fogs of
the country. Echeveria retusa, another useful
plant, should be freely exposed ; this will be safe
enough if still left out of doors in a sunny position
for a few weeks longer. The plants should not be
stood upon a damp bottom ; a board or some pieces
of slate will be better than ashes. This plant,

like others of the same genus, does not require
any excess of water ; therefore, if later on heavy
rains should ensue, some caution will be necessary.
Eranthemum pulchellum, as comfared with Poin-
settias, requires a little more warmth to keep it

growing rather more freely. In a few weeks' time
it will be better to place the stock in either a warm
pit, not necessarily very moist, or in the stove
itself. I have found it to succeed remarkably well
upon a shelf in the stove until coming into flower.

It is a plant well worthy of more consideration than
it receives, being easily grown, flowering freely,

and valuable as one of the few blue flowers we have
for the winter season. Gesneras should be kept
growing freely ; if these receive any check the foli-

age will soon suffer, and be found more liable to

attacks of insects. I'hinged in leaves with a gentle
bottom-heat, the fine-foliaged kinds will grow very
freely, and make handsome plants even before they
flower. When they have well filled their pots with
roots, some weak miinure water will help them con-
siderably. Thyrsacanthus rutilans, although not
immediately in want of stove treatment, must not
be allowed to remain in too cold a house, so as to
receive any check. It is a plant liable to attacks
of brown scale ; these must be kept under. In
growing on young ]>lant8 height should be aimed
at more than a bushy habit. Plants '^ feet or more
in height produce a fine effect when in flower,

whilst if the plant be dwarf, a detl of the effect is

lost with a possibility of the long racemes being
injured through being so low down—in fact, buried
by other things. Jas. Hudson.

Ferns.

CIBOTIUMS.
These are very ornamental plants, but, like
many others of this family, much neglected
The family is a small one and nearly allied to
Dicksonia. Tlie Cibotiums are scattered at wide
intervals over the world's surface. Thus the
various species are to be found in Mexico and
in China, from whence comes the Tartarian
Lamb, C. Barometz. It is also found in various
of the islands in the Indian Seas, wliiLst the
Sandwich Islands produce several species which
stood much in danger of extermination through
being stripped of the woolly covering which
clothed the crowns. This covering was shipped
to California and Australia under the name of

"pulu," and used for stuffing mattresses and for
cushions, but these when worn for a short time
became useless, through the substance being
converted into dust. This caused the decline of
the trade in "pulu," and the Ferns thus were
saved from destruction. It is as ornamental
plants I wish to deal with them in this place.

C. regale and C. Wendlandi form stems quickly
and make highly decorative subjects where space
can be afforded them. C. Schiedei is very slow
in developing a stem, although it is a handsome
spreading plant in any stage. C. Barometz is

a decumbent grower. Cibotiums are easily culti-

vated, and must of them succeed well in a cool
fernery. In potting good drainage is necessary.
The soil for potting, which should be done
firmly, should consist of a mixture of loam,
peat, and sand, with some pieces of sandstone.

C. Barometz.—The fronds of this rise from a
creeping rhizome which is clothed with long woolly
hairs. The fronds reach a height of some .S feet,

dark green on the upper side, quite glaucous
beneath, and form a fine spreading head in a cool
house fernery. Native of China, &c.

C. Menziesi is a fine broad-fronded species from
the Sandwich Islands, and I believe is very rare in

cultivation. It requires stove heat, and rises upon
an erect stem.

C. regale. This is a fine species, which I think
was introduced some few years ago by M. Lin-
den, of Brussels. It forms a stem very quickly.
The fronds are light green, beautifully arched.

S. Schiedei.—In cultivation this species does not
quickly form an erect stem, but it makes a st.iut base,

clothed with long silky chestnut coloured hairs and
very long fronds of a light green hue, glaucous
beneath. The fronds attain a length of some 10
feet or 15 feet and are pendent. It is a native of
Mexico, and thrives well in a cool house.

C. Wendlandi is a very fine species, a native of
Guatemala and Mexico. In a young state it some-
what resembles C. regale, and was, I believe, intro-

duced by M. Linden. It forms its stem somewhat
quickly and makes a very handsome specimen,
which should find a place in every collection of cool

house plants.

Wm. Hugh Gowbu.

Adiantum asarifolium.—It is a long time
since I saw this in cultivation. Some time in 1857
Mr Williams exhibited a plant of it at the Regent's
Park show, and I obtained a specimen. Since then
I have never seen the true pl.ant, though I very
often had a large form of A. renifornie shown me
for it. The fronds are thicker in texture than
those of A. reniforrae, and measure fully l!^ inches
across. Some importance seems to be shown to the
fronds overlapping at the base, but I place no belief

in this, as I have frequently seen specimens of

A. reniforme from Teneriffe with the basal lobes

overlapping.—W. H. G.
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Orchids.

DENDROBIUM SUPERBIENS.

The colour of the flowers of this plant now in

bloom in Messrs. WOliams and Son's nursery at

Holloway is magniticent. Itmakes fine long spikes,

and the flowers last in good condition for a very

long time. According to Captain Bloomfield,

who appears to have first discovered the plant,

it is found plentifully in the group of Islands in

Torres Straits, known as the Prince of Wales

group, .situated about midway between the ex-

treme north of Queensland and the opposite

coast of New Guinea. It is also said to be a

native of the extreme north of Queensland,

and hence it can be classed as one of the Aus-
tralian Deudrobes. Itdiftersfrom the majority

of these plants, however, in enjoying verj

strong heat and a moist atmosphere. Lovers
of plants in the Australian colonies aay that it

is superior to all the other species, as it is

always in flower. In England the plant usually

commences to flower about this season of the
year, and the spikes last up to the end of No-
vember. It is an erect growing plant, which is

said to reach a height of 4 feet. Certainly 1

have not seen plants of that size in this country,
and the greatest height I have seen the stem-
like pseudo-bulbs attain to is about 2^ feet. 1

have seen it flowering on growths not more
than G inches high. When the growths are

young they are furnished throughout with
leaves, but with age the lower ones fall away,
leaving only a few on the points. These
are persistent, thick, leathery in texture, and
deep green in colour ; the spikes are pro-

duced from the apex of the stems and about
the upper nodes of the stem. The plaut con-

tinues for several years to develop new spikes
from the same stem, so that the annual pruning
of the stems would at any rate rob the plant ol

a great deal of its beauty. The flowers are
somewhat lax, and number from twelve to

ts'enty-four or more, each bloom measuring
about 2.T inches across ; the sepals and petals

are rich rosy crimson, with a marginal border
of white, the petals much broader than the
sepals. The lip is of the same colour as the
petals, having fine elevated fleshy ridges which
extend quite to the base, and are fringed ; spur
short. Mr. Williams grows this plant very
successfully in a warm house, where all the
young specimen Crotons are grown, and in

which a very strong heat and brilliant sun-
shine are maintained, in order to give colour to

the leaves of the Crotons. The pots or pans
for this Dendrobe must be well drained. The
soil should consist of rough peat and Sphagnum
Moss pressed down firmly, and the plants
should be syringed in the morning and in the
evening. The surroimdings should also be well
damped at the same time. This is in the sum
mer season, and during this time they are never
shaded. In the autumn and winter the plants
are kept moist, because some bulbs will be
flowering and others finishing up their growths,
and during this season the temperature at no
one time should fall lower than G0°, rising dur-
ing the day some 5' or 10°, and in the summer
it should stand at about G5" or 70°. In addi-
tion to this fine free-ttowering variety, there is

also a rather shy flowering one, which is verj
disappointing. Fur the introduction of this
plant we are indebted to the Messrs. Veitcli,

who olitaiued it in l«7<i from North Australia,
but afterwards, in 1B77, Mr. B. S. Williams
obtained a goodly consignment from Mr. Goldie,
who at that time was travelling in the district

named, for him, and from whence he obtained
the wonderfully free-flowering variety that now
adorns one of his houses in the Holloway
Nurseries. William Hlgh Gower.

THE MADEIRA ORCHIS.
(orchis foliosa.)

This native of the moist hill-sides of Madeira
is quite hardy in British gardens, where I have
never known it tobe killed by the frosts of winter,

though it often sufl'ers severely from the east

winds of an English spring. It is nearly allied

to our indigenous Orchis maculata and Orchis
latifolia, and succeeds better in cultivation than

The Madeira Orchis (Orchis foliosa).

either of tliose species. It must be planted in

a sheltered place in good, moist open loam or

peat, where the soil does not dry up in summer.

The shade of trees is not bad for it, provided

their roots do not drain the ground too much,
but the food of trees and the fond of Orchises

seem so dirterent, that 1 have seen this plant

growing very fine within the limits of the roots

of Lime trees, especially near water where the

subsoil is never dry. It seems to like rich

feeding, and though manure is generally for-

Ijidden fur bulbs of this kind, I find a top-

dressing of leaf mould mixed with well-decayed

stable refuse very beneficial to growtli. August,

when the annual growth is completed, but

before the leaves have changed colour, is the

best time for separating the bulbs when they

have increased into a mass and want replant-

ing. Neither this nor any other plant ought to

be moved when resting.

The photograph engraved above was taken
in my garden in Cheshire in June, ISOO—

a

very good year for the flowering of this Orchis,

as good as this j'ear has been bad, for the

east winds cut the early growths so that not
one good spike was made. Well-grown speci-

mens are about 2 feet high, with a flower-spike

G inches or 8 inches long. Orchis foliosa

does very well in large pots, wintered in a cold

frame and moved into the greenhouse to

flower, as they are there protected from the
very injurious spring winds. Amongst the

variable native Orchises
included under the
names (>. maculata and
O. latifolia, individuals

may be found well worth
cultivating, especially
amongst those interme-
diate forms which are
not uncommon where
the.se two species grow
together. One of these,
kuown in nurseries as
ij. maculata var. su-
perba, or the Kilmar-
nock Orchis, was better
known in gardens in

the neighbourhood of

Edinburgh a few years
ago than it is at present.

At one time I had a very
fine stock of it, reared
from bulbs given to me
by the late Miss Hope,
of Wardie Lodge, but
one cold spring they all

perished. I have since

found varieties nearly
as good which are pro-
bably hybrids between
O. maculata and ( ). lati-

folia. These hybrids
seem to grow with great
vigour and to increase
rapidly for a few years,
when their constitution
seems to become worn
out and they are lost.

C. WOLIEY Doi>.
Edge Hall, Malpas.

Laslia pumila var.
Dayana. — Amongst the
dwarf-growing Cattleyas
and Lielias there is no sec-

tion prettier or better
deserving of cultivation
than La;lia pumila and its

attendant group of va-
rieties. The typical form,
which has been in cul-

tivation for more than half a century, is usually to

be seen in flower a few weeks hence, bat the variety

Dayana is now at its best. Although this plant
was originally given specific rank by Keiohenbach,
there can be no doubt that it is more correctly

placed as a variety under L. pumila, as has been
done by Messrs. Veitch and other authorities. It

was discovered by Messrs. Low's collector in Brazil

in ISTC, and w.is first flowered in England by the
late Mr. John Day. after whom it is named. It has
the same dwarf habit as L. pumila, the pseudo-bulb
and leaf together being only 1 inches to .'> inches

high. In proportion to the size of the plant the
flower is very large, frequently measuring over 3

inches in diameter. Tlie sepals are narrowly
oblong and pointed, and of a bright rosy-purple,

the petals being twice as broad, more ovate in out-

line and more deeply coloured. The lip is very rich

in colour, the margins of the unfolded side lobes
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and the whole of the front lobe being of the deepest

pnrple-magenta ; the disc is white traversed by
about seven purple ridges. This charming little

Orchid is admirably adapted for basket culture.

During the growing period it should be given a place

in the Cattleya house, suspending it near the glass.

It does not, however, require so much heat as most
of the Cattlejas and Lsclias do, and for the greater

part of the year may be kept with the Odontoglos-

sums. It requires but little material about the

roots, but this should at all times be kept fairly

moist.— B.

Lselia grandis (//. 7?.).—This is the variety

named by myself Lalia grandis tenebrosa on
account of its dark lip, and which I saw first at

Mr. Sander's establishment some time previously.

It is a very distinct and handsome flower, quite

different from the original form of the species.

Since then Messrs. Cbarlesworth and Shuttleworth

have imported a fine lot of it. I recently noted in

The Gardes a very good variety from Mr. Hardy,

of Timperley. It seems to be very free flowering,

for I have heard of it in several places.— W. H,

Dendrobium Bhodostoma.—From Mr. Cy-
pher, of Cheltenham, come flowers of this Veitchian
hybrid, of which he says, " Just now I have a fine

lot, but it is nearly always in flower." It is a very

beautiful and free-flowering plant, a cross between
D. Huttoni, a native of the island of Timor, and D.

sanguinolentum from Ceylon. The flowers mo.st

resemble those of the Ceylon plant. The sepals

and petals are white, tipped with purplish crimson.

The front lobe of the Jip is purplish crimson
stained with yellow on the disc, the side lobes

erect, white.—G.

A dark-flowered Laglia elegans (.7. B P.).

—The bloom sent is undoubtedly the form named
by Reichenbach Morreniana. The lip is deep rich

magenta-crimson, narrowly bordered with lilac

The side lobes are white on the outside. The re-

flexed tips are of the same deep rich colour as the

front k be, the sepals and petals being deep rose. It

wants the richness of colour shown by the flower

of L. clegans Broomeana sent last week by Mr. H.

Adams, of Enfield.—W. H. G.

Cattleya Eldorado crocata.—H. B. Jardine

sends a nice flower of this variety. It comes from
the Rio Negro where it flows into the Amazon, and
consequently grows in a hotter position than any
other of the labiata group. Its leaves are thicker,

thus enabling it to withstand the drought, which
is greater in that district than in many places where
Cattleyas grow in New Grenada, &c. This plant

requires the warmest place in the intermediate

house. The variety in question has broad sepals

and petals of a pure white, tinged with soft rose
;

lip also white, having a broad blotch of rich orange

in the throat. C. Eldorado was, I believe, first

introduced by M, Linden, of Brussels, and in that

establishment I have seen fine examples of the

variety splendens.—W.

The Fruit Crops.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Calanthes unhealthy (IF. T.).—The leaves of

your Calaiithe are covered with scale. Sponging the

leaves with soft soap and tnbaco water is the best

remedy, laying the plant on its side during the opera-

tion.

Lselia elegans Broomeana.—A flower of this

variety come.s frcmi Mr. Charles May, gardener to Mr.
Herbert Aduinp, of IJoseneath, for a name. It is a

beautiful fhnver, measuring upwards of 7 inches across,

the sepals and petals being intense deep jmrple, the

large flat lip being rich deep maroon. It is a very fine

form.

—

W

.

Disa grandiflora on Table Mountain.

—

After the inei'ting of the Royal Horticultural Society

at the Drill Hill on Tuesday, August 11, I was con-

versing with a gentleman from the Cape, ef)ncerning

Disa grandiHora, which liad been so well exliitjited at

the meeting in (juestion, and he informed me that it-

has been ncccsHary to enforce restricti.jne for the pre-

servation of the plant upon Table Mountain, as ruth-

less flower gatherers tear up the plant.s wliilat cnllecting

the blooms, and in this and (jthvr ways have deHtroyed
them to such an extent, that it would not take long to

make tlie plant scarce.—A. H.

SOUTHERN.
Royal Gardens, Windsor.—Apples a fair

crop, heavier all round than for the last four or

five years. Manks Codlin, Quarrenden, Eirly Mar-
garet, Alfriston, Lord Suflield, Braddick's Non-
pareil, Lord Grosvenor, Mannington's Pearmain,
Cobham, Frogmore Prolific, Pott's Seedling, Tyler's

Kernel, Pearson's Plate, Mere de Menage, Bismarck,
Sandringham, Worcester Pearmain, and some
others are carrying very heavy crops. Pears an
average crop on walls and standards ; fruit fine

and free from spot. The old sorts still hold their

position for flavour and good keeping qualities.

Plums very heavy crops on walls and standards.

Damsons in abundance, trees bending down with
fruit. Cherries good crops, over the average, of

fine quality, and very few cracked. Peaches and
Nectarines plentiful ; trees clean and making good
wood. Strawberries heavy crops, of good flavour.

Waterloo very line, and appears to be the best of

recently introduced varieties. Raspberries good
crops, but showery weather interfered with gather-

ing in quantity in good condition. Small fruits

abundant and clean ; Gooseberries scarcely a crop
owing to frost and snow when in flower (Whit
Sunday, May 17). Walnuts a fair crop. Filberts

rather thin crop.

Potatoes.—Early and second early varieties

excellent (up to date) ; late and lield crops are

looking first-class.—T. Jones.

Gaddesden Park, Hemel Hempsted, He rta
—The fruit crops here, and in the neighbourhood
in general, are satisfactory, with the exception of

Black Currants, which are almost a total failure,

owing, I suppose, to the sharp frost we had on the

Kith and 17th of May, at the time the trees were
in full bloom. Of Apples we have a nice even crop.

We have a few trained trees of Ribston Pippin on
south wall, which look very promising for large

fruit. Pears on south and west walls very fair crop,

on pyramids very thin crops. Plums on south wall

a good crop, on north very thin, also on pyramids.

Apricots, on the few trees we have, are a good
crop. Of Morello and dessert Cherries we have a
nice crop, although not so heavy as former years.

Red and White Currants, Raspberries, Gooseberries

and Strawberries are bearing very heavy crops.

Peaches outdoors a nice even crop. Trees in

general look well. We always have a fair crop. We
are well sheltered from north and east winds by
the woods ; the only covering I use in the spring is

double netting. We have boards for coping which
are always kept on. Nectarines, I have not many
trees of. Lord Napier is the first to ripen, and gene-

rally bears well. Pitmaston Orange ripens its fruit

very well here, and is a good flavoured variety.

—

Henry Foli;es,

Highclere Castle Gardens, Berks. — The
fruit crop, on the whole, is exceedingly good.

Apples are a good average crop, fruit clean, and
promising well. Apricots fairly good. Cherries

good, especially May Duke, Elton, and Moiellos.

Peaches and Nectarines veiy good. Tears a heavy
crop, the best here for some years. Plums plenti-

ful, but late, and fruit small, wall trees having
been much infested with aphis. Strawberries very

abundant, flavour poor, especially in the large-

fruited varieties, the best being British Queen, La
Grosse Sucree, and Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury.
Gooseberries plentiful and good. Raspberries also

very good. Red and Black Currants very heavy
crops and very fine. Nuts fairly abundant.

—

Wm.
I'OI'K.

Ottershaw Park, Chertsey.—The fruit crops

in this neighbourhood are generally good. Cur-

rants of all kinds are a grand crop. Gooseberries,

Raspberries, and Strawberries are plentiful, but a
good deal of the fruit has been spoiled by the wet.

Pears are a good crop generally. Apples of some
sorts are good, such as Fletcher's Seedling, Peas-

good's Nonsucii, Stirling Cattle, Irish I'each, and
Kerry Pippin. Among Plums, Victoria, OuUin's

Gohlen Gage, Green Gage, Jefl!erson's, and Orleans

are heavily cropped. Cherries are good on walls

and standards, and Morellos are an abundant crop.

Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines outside are a
good crop, but all sorts are very late.—T. Osmax.

Drjnkstone Park.—Apples will be a good
crop, an instance here and there of partial failures.

Apricots best crop for years. Cherries poor in

crop and quality. Figs fair crop, many deformed
fruits. Pears excellent crops ; I have had to thin

severely. Peaches and Nectarines half crop. Plums
heavy crops generally. Strawberries good crops

;

partially lost by rain. Raspberries good. I '.lack

Currants medium crops. Red Currants heavy
crops. Gooseberries very plentiful. Walnuts half

crop.—Geo. Palmer,

Kedleaf, Penshurst, Tonbridge. — Apples
are an average crop, and promise well for fine and
clean fruit, the recent heavy rains cleansing the
foliage, and giving the trees a very healthy appear-
ance. Pears are a fair crop ; the grub injured a lot,

and spoiled many fruit by partially eating the
blossom. Peaches and Nectarines are a full crop,

thinning having to be resorted to this year ; the
trees are healthy and are growing well, very much
infested some time ago with the black fly, a very
troublesome pest here at times. Nectarines gene-
rally do well here, sometimes not quite ripening
up to the mark ; Lord Napier is the first to ripen,

and also one of the best we have. Violette H;itive,

on a south wall, succeeds Lord Napier, and is still one
of the best varieties in cultivation, and I am inclined

to think the two sorts named cannot be beaten.

We are growing Advance, Golcoai, Humboldt and
Spencer amongst other varieties, but have not yet
proved them fully. Apricots below the average.

Plums most abundant, some trees nearly breaking

down with the weight of fruit. Cherries only a
partial crop, except Morellos, which are plentiful.

Strawberries were good and fine, early sorts spoiled

by the wet. Other small fruits are abundant, with
the exception of Black Carrants, the crop of which
is the smallest we have had for several years. Nuts
a fair crop, and Walnuts scfrce,- W. HoiAH.

liythe Hill, Haslemere.—The fruit crop

this year is batter than we have had for some
years. The prospects in spring were never better.

Every twig was well studded with good flower-

buds, which opened well and set freely ; but the

Whitsuntide Eve storms of hail, snow and sleet,

followed by IS" of frost the following morning,
reduced the crop very much. Although a large

percentage of late bloom was left to open, the

often sudden changes of low temperature through

June checked the sap and caused the fruit to drop.

Many of the best varieties of Apples are thin,

while others are weighed down with fruit. Pears

are swelling more evenly. Our best trees are

Williams' Bon Chretien, Beurre d'Amanlis, Louise

Bonne of Jersey, Beurre Diel, Nouvelle Fulvie,

Marie Louise, Doyenne? d'Ete, Hessle, and Gra-

tioli. Plums are a heavy crop. Cherries are

under average. Apricots are good and plenti-

ful. Strawberries have been a heavy crop and veiy

fine. Currants, Red and White, are fine and jilenti-

ful. The Black Currants suffered more from frost

than I have evtr seen them, consequently a thin

crop. Peaches and Nectarines are good and clean,

but late. Fig trees in the open were cut light

down to the ground, while those on walls are

carrying good crops.

Potatoes are looking most promising. I am
now lifting Sharp's Victor, A'eitch's and Myatt's

Ashleafs. Puritan, Beauty of Hebron, Magnum
Bonum, Prince Arthur, Yorkshire Hero, School-

master, MP., Vicar of Laleham, and Chiswick

Favourite hold their own with many others I grow.

There are no signs of disease, and if we get some

dry weather now there is every prospect of the

crop being a good and plentiful one.—A. EvANS.

Lockinge, 'Wantage.—Apples average crop

and will be good in ciualiiy. Pears arc a he ivy crop

both on widls and standards. Marie Louise, Williams'

Bon Chretien, Cliaumontel, Louise Bonne of Jersey,

Beurr<( Diel, Napoleon, Thompson's, and Doyennfi

du Cornice are very good. Plums are an enormous

crop, the branches of standards being borne to the

ground. It is many years since there has been such

a crop in this district; all the varieties are good.
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Cherries have been a heavy crop ami good in quality.

Peaches and Nectarines are an average crop and
good, but not much grown liereabouts. Apricots

heavy crop and promise to be very fine. Straw-

berries were good in some places, others

very moderate; earliest bloom destroyed by
frost and lot of fruit rotted away owing to

the heavy storms. Small fruits, such as Rispber-

ries, Red Currants, Black Currants, Gooseberries,

are all under average, but fairly good. Nuts very

poor.—J. KosE.

Gunnersbury House. Acton, W.—Taken
as a whole, the fruit crop here must be considered

satisfactory. Apples are an average crop, and bid

fair to be of good size ; the trees are clean and have

escaped the ravages of the caterpillar. In common
with others, I have noted how much Dumelow's Seed-

ling or Wellington is failing ; seldom with me does

it bear a crop now nor for some years past. Golden

Noble is a grand Apple here, the trees robust and

very healthy. Pears are aH excellent crop, locking

remarkably well, although the majority of our trees

are aged. The early and midseason kinds promise

to be the best ; the later sorts will not I think have

any too much time to perfect their growth, owing

to the lateness of the season. Peaches and Necta-

rines are bearing a full crop after repeated thin-

nings ; the trees are remarkably healthy, and have

been all the season very free from fly. Ours have a

western aspect, hence they are rather late in ripen-

ing. Alexander is gathered. Hale's Early will soon

follow. Early Rivers is before it, but the fruit is

very much disposed to split its stone. A first-rate

and very reliable early Peach with us is Rivers'

Early York ; this variety should be better known
than it is, although it has been in commerce nearly

or quite twenty years. It must not be confounded

with the old Early York, which is very subject to

mildew; whereasRivers' variety isnotin the slightest.

Its fruit requires to be gathered and used before it

is quite so ripe as most other kinds ; its flavour is

thus at its best. Nectarines will be found treated

upon by themselves. Cherries have this year been

better than usual here; both Bigarreau Napoleon and
Black Circassian are two standard kinds, producing

very fine fruit upon the open wall. Morellos are a

good crop, the trees clean now, although for a few
days sharply attacked by black fly. This insect I

never got rid of so easily as this year, and that by

using Bentley's Quassia extract, which for fly of all

kinds 1 consider to be infinitely better than the

old form of using the Quassia chips with soft soap,

the extract having only to be dissolved in hot

water. Apricots are a failure here and round this

locality ; they do not succeed well upon our soil.

Plums, if not a heavy crop, are, I am pleased to

see, bearing a fairly good quantity. Jefferson's and
Kirke's are the two best dessert kinds, whilst of

cooking sorts the Early Orleans does well, being

very reliable. Of busli fruits, Rispberries have

been a heavy crop, altliough much spoiled by
rain. Gooseberries are a very light crop ; so are

Red Currants, whilst the Black were good. Straw-

berries have only been fair ; the plants never got

away strongly after the severe fogs in the late

spring ; this is quite an exception with us. I find

'Waterloo stands the wet weather well, and is one of

the best for constitution.—James Hudson.

Swanmoie Park, Bishop's 'Walth.am,
Hants. — Apples are an average crop, and the

fruit promises to be of good quality, the trees

being very healthy. The trees never bloomed

so freely, but the 7° of frost experienced on

yVhit Sunday spoilt the abundant prospect very

much. The following sorts are the best here

:

Lord Suffield, Keswick Codlin, More de Me-
nage, 'Warner's King. Hawthornden. Stirling

Castie, Lord Grosvenor, Chatley's Kernel, 'Wor-

cester Pearmain, Cox'd Orange Pippin, King of the

Pippins, and Irish Peach. Pears over average en

walls—Williams' Bon t'hn-tien, Jargonelle, Marie

Louise, Louise Bonne of Jersey, I'asse Colmar,

Pitmaston Dachess, and Ne Plus Meuris being the

best. Plums most abundant ; fruit promises to be

of extra good quality. Coe's Golden Drop, Vic-

toria, 0.-!(ais. Green Gage, Jefferson's, White Mag-

num B jnum, Kirke's and Washington are exception-

ally heavily laden. Cherries are, as they always are
here, a full crop, the fruit of good quality ; the trees

have suffered a little from black fly, especially the'

Morello. The best kinds are Governor Wood, Elton,
May Duke, Bigarreau Napoleon, Circassian, and
^Vhite Heart. Peaches are a full crop of good
fruit. The trees were badly attacked with blister

early in the season, from which they have com-
pletely recovered, an 1 are now very healthy. Alex-
ander, Early Louise, Grosse Mignonne, Royal George,
and Walburton's Admirable are the best. Necta-
rines are not much grown out of doors ; there are
fair crops of Elruge. Strawberries were a full crop,

not quite so early as in some years, owing to the
early blooms being killed by the frost named, which
deferred the ripening considerably. "V'icomtesse

H6ricart de Thury, Sir Joseph Paxton, British

Queen, Dr. Hogg, President, and Noble have been
our best sorts ; the last, as usual, lacked flavour

Small fruits, except Raspberries which suffered

from the dry weather in October and November,
or the frost of November 2S, when 22' was re-

gistered, have borne exceptionally full crops.

Damsons are partial, even in the same garden
owing probably to the shelter afforded by trees.

Vegetables on the whole have been good
Peas suffered from the early frost somewhat
Potatoes were late, but of good quality ; late sorts

especially look well— E. Molyned.x.

Gunnersbury Park, Acton.—The fruit crops

in these gardens and neighbourhood are consider-

ably better than last year. Here the Apples are

quite an average crop. Pears also. Plums in some
of the market gardens about here are heavily

cropped. Cherries have done well. Peaches and
Nectarines are also carrying good crops, but they
are very much later this year than usual ; Alex-

ander was twelve days later in ripening than last

year, other varieties being equally as backward.
Some of the best cropped dessert Apples are King
of the Pippins, Ribston Pippin, Cockle Pippin, Yel
low Ingestrie, Kerry Pippin, Adatis' Pearmain,
Claygate Pearmain, and Cox's Orange Pippin.

Cooking Apples, Stirling Castle, Frogmore Prolific,

Cox's Pomona, Warner's King, Pott's Seedling,

Ecklinville Seedling, and Mere de Menage. The
best cropped Plums are Kirke's, Jeffer.-on's, Golden
Esperen, and Transparent Gage. Of Cherries,

Governor Wood, Black Eagle, Frogmore Early
Bigarreau, St. Margaret, Morello, Archduke, and
Late Djke have fruited freely. Bush fruits have
been fairly good. Early Strawberries have done
well ; late sorts were injured by the heavy rains.

—

George Reynolds.

Ai-undel Castle, Sussex.—Apples average.

The best cropped varieties are Mr. Gladstone,

Irish Peach, Lord Suttield, New Hawthornden, Kes-
wick Codlin, Nortliern Dumpling, Cellini Pippin,

Hambledon Deux Ans, Lane's Prince Albert, King
of Pippins, Blenheim Orange, Rioston Pippin, Cox's

Orange Pippin. Pears over average. The best

crops are 'NVilliams' Bon Chretien, Doyenne d'EiiJ,

Marie Louise, Eyewood, Beurn- Bosc, Beurre Clair-

geau, Beurr« Diel, I'.eurre d'Amanlis, Beurre Giffard,

Fondance d'Automne, Grosse Calebasse, Pitmaston
Duches^. Plums abundant, especially Victoria,

Pond's Seedling, Imperial Gage, Early Orleans,

White Magnum lljnum, and Green Gage. Cherries

over average
;
quality very good. Bush fruits of

all kinds abundant. Peaches and Nectarines ave-

rage. Apric^ots under avage. Medlars over average.

Quinces average. Nuts average ; Walnuts under.

Potatoes were looking remarkably well up to

about July 2.5 when disease made its appearance,

and during the continued showery weather we have
had it has spread rapidly.—E. BuRBUEV.

Betteshang-er, Dover. - The fruit crop comes
up to the average, but there is a deterioration in

the quality of Cherries and Strawberries. Apples

an average crop, but promise to be small in size.

Pears over the average. Plums full average crop

and good. Cherries under average, quality very

poor. Peaches and Nectarines an excellent crop,

both as to quantity and quality under glass ; a

heavy crop outside, but very backward. Apricots

a good crop, fiuality good. Gooseberries remark-

ably good, both in quantity and quality. Black
Currants medium crop ; Red very good crop, of
good quality. Raspbarries quite up to the average,
Superlative being remarkably fine and good. Straw-
berries at first gave great promise, but latterly
proved rather disappointing. Fig trees outside
suft'ered severely from the winter, and are a failure

as far as fruit goes. Cob?, Filberts, and Walnuts
are quite up to the average.—G. Lawbencb.

Grenehurst, Capel, Dorking^—Early Peaches
here are a good crop, but late Peaches are very
poor. Nectarines are a very good crop. Plums on
walls and also standards are abundant. All kinds
of bush fruits are very heavily cropped. Straw-
berries and also Raspberries have been very heavy,
and the double-fruiting Raspberries are promising
well for later on. D.imsons are good

;
Quinces are

also bearing freely. Apples are very good, and
Pears, both the early and late sorts, are very
heavy. These remarks apply to all the places that
I have visited in the immediate neighbourhood,
and to fruit grown outdoors only. E irly Cherries,
and also Morello Cherries, are a splendid crop, al-

though the early Cherries were not coloured so
well as usual, owing to so little sun.—W. Shep-
herd.

Maiden Erleigh, Beading.—No doubt the
severe weather which was generally experienced
at Whitsuntide is accountable for the partial
failure of the Apple crop. This after all only ap-
plies to the shyer bearing kinds, as all the Codlin
family with Cellini, Frogmore Prolific, New and Old
Hawthornden, Pott's Seedling, Warner's King, King
of the Pippins, and other reliable bearers are carry-
ing good average crops. Pears are good, both on
walls and in the open. With the exception of
Morello Cherries, which are under average, all other
stone fruits, both on walls and in the open, are very
heavy ; Plums in particular have required much
thinning, whilst Apricots and Peaches are better
than we have had for some years. The Strawberry
crop, which was good, was much damaged by the
continuous rains we had in the early part of July,
but all bush fruits have been abundant, very fine

and clean, this also applying to Raspberries. Cobs
and Filberts are an average crop, and we have a
nice lot of ^Valnuts, but by no means a full crop.
—T. TCETON.

Danesbury, 'Welwyn, Herts.—Apples are
much under the average and very poor. Many of
the kinds are still dropping. The weather was bad
during the blooming period, snow, heavy rains and
frosts most nights. Pears are a good crop gene-
rally, and although later than usual are looking
well. They want sun badly. Piums very heavy
both on walls and standards. Damsons exception-
ally heavy. Cherries a good average. Morellos
much over. Apricots about half a crop and good.
Peaches very good, trees healthy, fruit much later

than usual, .Strawberries have been good, but the
fruit smaller than usual. Bush fruits plentiful, the
crop of Gooseberries being enormous. Walnuts
scarcely any ; Filberts about half crop.

Potatoes are looking well ; the early kinds are
being lifted in good condition and sound so far.

Later sorts promise well, and with the warm sonny
weather will be good.— R, F. Sawi^ord.

Polesden Lacey, Dorking.—Apples under
average on standards ; espaliers good. Pears under
average in orchards ; on walls good. Plums over

average, good.i Peaches and Nectarines not grown
outdoors. Apricots under average. Small fruits,

including Strawberries, very heavy and of fine

quality. Nuts and Filberts very thin.

Potatoes a fine crop of all sorts, with no signs

of disease at present,—0. Goldsmith.

Halton Gardens, Tring— Considering the
s;vere weather we experienced about Whit-
suntide, hail, snow, and as much as 7° cf

frost, fruit crops this year are very satisfac-

tory. Among Apples, Lane's Prince Albert, The
Queen, two sure croppers, Blenheim i irange, Kes-
wick, Manks Codlin, Alexander, Pessgood's Non-
such, liaumann's Red Reinette, .\merican Mother,
Norfolk Beaufin, Alfriston, Wellington, Cix's
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Orange, King of the Pippins, Lady Henniker, Kerry
Pippin, and Red Astrachan are bearing well. Pears
are still better. The following are heavy crops :

Beurre Diel, B. Hardy, li. Bachelier, B. d'Amanlis,
B. de I'Assomption, Louise Bonne, Triomphe de
Turin, Williams' Hon Chretien, Olivier des Serres,

Josephine de Malines, Jargonelle, Durandeau, Con-
seiller de la Cour, Comte de Lamy, Passe Colmar,
Fondante d'Automne, Pitmaston Duchess, Clapp's
Favourite, and Bergamotte d'Esperen, nearly all of

which are on the Pear stock and a good many
young trees. With judicious root-pruning in the
autumn while the trees are young and vigorous
they can bs induced to bear nearly as soon as on
the Quince, and as permanent trees far more dur-

able. Plums are not so good generally. Victoria,

Early Prolific, Prince Englebert, Pond's Seedling,
and Belgian Purple are amongst the most prolific.

Dimsons vary considerably within a small radius,

some with part of a crop, while others are carrying
a heavy crop. Cherries on well established trees

are, on the whole, fairly good, excepting Morellos,

which are very thin on the trees. Strawberries

have been plentiful, but small. Black Currants
very scarce, but Raspberries, Red and White Cur-
rants and Gooseberries abundant.—R. C. Sandees.

Fulham Palace.—The following is a short re-

port of the fruit crops here: Apples bloomed and
sit well, but within a few weeks about three parts

o! the fruit had fallen. So thick did some trees

set, that even now there is a fair average crop, the

very best being Ribston Pippin. Pears a grand show
of blossom, also an excellent set ; mostly all kinds

are now bearing a good average crop, some kinds

over the average. Plums a good show of blossom

on all trees, but only a small crop on the standards.

Peaches agood show, but late, but here in Fulham this

i^ the usual complaint due to the increasing smoke,
from the great addition to the buildings around.

Morello Cherries a good average crop. Bush fruits

of all kinds exceedingly good ; Black Currants

above an average crop ; Raspberries and Goose-
barries also above the average. Strawberries a
very good average crop, the best all-round fruit being
President. Tomatoes are excellent, both under
glass and in the open air. This year I have only a
few on the extended system ; others outdoors are

now just reaching the tops of 8-feet stakes, and
1 jaded with fruit from about 2 feet from the

ground ; those doing best are Ham Green Fa-
vourite, Hackwood Park, and King Humbert.
Under glass the old large red Is doing best, but for

shape of fruit and bearing qualities, Hackwood
Park takes the lead, large bunches from eight to

tan, and on some twelve fine fruit showing all the

way up the plants.

Potatoes are very fine with no sign of disease-

Eirly Puritan has been fit for some time past, and
answers the best for early work. Schoolmaster
comes next, then Reading Giant, the keeping quali-

ties of this latter being perfect. Peas, Beans of all

kinds, and all other garden crops have been all that

could be desired.— A. J. Ballhatchet.

Linton Gardens, Maidstone.—Apples blos-

somed splendidly, never finer. Our hopes of a
fine crop were high, but the Whitsuntide frosts

caught them at the critical stage and nipped them
severely. The set was imperfect ; they dropped
free and fast since, and now they are very thin.

The earliest Strawberries suffered in the same way.
Peaches and Nectarines enough ; Pears plentiful

;

Plums abundant ; Damsons extra heavy. All

small fruits are an average crop. In the neighbour-

hood, according to aspect and level, where a few
days earlier or later and just missed the frost at

the critical stage, there is an abundant crop, so

that in the district around us there is an average

crop. Trees .are making clean, healthy growths
;

no caterpillars, but all are later than usual.

Potatoes since the heavy rains are showing
disease.— John McKkn/ie.

Bridge Castle. Apples in Sussex are a line

crop, and the same luay be said of Pears. Plums,
Cherries, Gooseberrits, Currants, Raspberries, and
Strawberries have been plentiful and good—in

short, fruit of all kinds is a fine crop. We have

great abundance here, but I prune but little and
keep plenty of bees to fertilise the blossom. The
trees are left to the freedom of their own will a
good deal. The branches shelter each other from the
spring frosts, the consequence being that the trees

bear more and make less wood and branches, which
look crowded in spring. The trees are now
heavUy laden with fruit. We are 400 feet alti-

tude, and escape late spring frosts, but are rather
subject to the autumn winds.—J. Rust.

Barham Coui-t.—Apples good average crop.
Maggot is very bad in the fruit. Pears average,
though some sorts are a failure. Plums above the
average, a really heavy crop of all kinds; even sorts

known to be rather shy bearers are cropping
heavily. Damsons immense crop. I cannot imagine
what will be the result to the trees if all are allowed
to ripen. I think it will weaken the trees for many
years, even if it does not kill some. Peaches good
average, looking well ; want more sun to ripen
fruit and wood. Nectarines same as for Peaches.
Gooseberries good average. Black Currants almost
failure. Red Currants above average. Raspberries
under average, severe frost during the winter killed

almost all Carter's Prolific with me. Strawberries
above average.

Garden crops of vegetables all very good, except-
ing Cauliflowers and Broccoli, a large percentage
of which have gone blind.—G. Woodwaed.

Elvetham Park, Winclifield.—The fruit

crop here in general will be an average one. Pears,
Black Currants and Gooseberries suffered when in

bloom from the frosts in May, having registered 8°

on the 17th, and in consequence the crop is under
the average. The following Pears are fair, viz.

:

Forelle, Doyenne du Comice, Louise Bonne of Jer-

sey, Durandeau, Seckle, Marie Louise, Beurru
Superfin, Pitmaston Duchess, Beurre Clairgeau,
Glou Morceau, and Winter Nelis. Apples being
later escaped the frosts and will be an average
crop on most varieties. The following, viz.. Cox's
Orange Pippin, Margil, Ribston Pippin, Cockle
Pippin, Devonshire Quarrenden, Summer Golden
Pippin, Gravenstein, Cox's Pomona, King of the
Pippins, and Fearn's Pippin, are good. Cook-
ing varieties, as Hawthornden, Keswick Codlin,

Blenheim Orange and Dumelow's Seedling, are
good. Apricots very poor. Peaches and Necta-
rines, where protected, very fine crop. Plums, Coe's

Golden Drop and Kirke's on walls a few, bush trees

a failure. Cherries average crop and very fine

fruit ; the best are Bigarreau Napoleon, splendid
quality, Elton, Governor Wood, May Duke, Morello,

and Emperor Francis, the last-named a very pro-

mising late dessert variety. Strawberries abunlant
crop and good in quality. All the popular
varieties have been tried here, but the few named
succeed the best, viz. : A'icomtesse Hrricart de
Thury, Keens' Seedling, President, Frogmore Late
Pine, O.xonian,and Filbert Pine promises to be a
useful variety of very superior flavour. Raspberries,

Red and White (Jurrants average crop. Filbert

Nuts under average.

PoTATOEa.—The earliest varieties of Potatoes

are yielding good crops of good quality ; the late

sorts are looking well, the haulm being strong and
vigorous, but if the wet weather continues I am
afraid we shall soon hear of the disease. Sunshine
is very much needed. - Thos. Jones.

Englefleld House, Reading.—Apples here
are a very poor crop indeed this year ; the only
trees bearing fruit are Irish Peach, Alfriston,

Dutch Codlin, Worcester Pearmain, Hawthornden,
and Sykehouse Russet. Pears are very good in-

deed, finest crop we have had for many years.

Williams' Bon Chretien, Brockworth Park, Marie
Louise, Brown Beurr6, Crassane, Seckle, Duchesse
d'Angouh'me, Passe Colmar, Chaumontel are all

carrying excellent crops of fruit. The Tears I have
mentioned are grown on walls. Apricots are very

good indeed. Currants, Raspberries, and Goose-
berries are all very good. Strawberries were a fine

crop of fruit, but suffere<l a little towards the end
of the season through the drought. Plums are a
heavy crop. Sorts grown are Coe's Gohlen Hrop,

Goliath, Blue Imperatrice, Jefferson's, Kirke's,

Magnum Bonum, White and Red, Victoria Wash-
ington, Green Gage, &o. Cherries good.

Through June and early part of July we had very
little rain, which prevented early Potatoes turning
out well ; they were generally small. Later kinds
look well, and we are now having some fine rains

which will be very beneficial to the late kinds. I

have not yet seen any signs of disease.— J. T.

COO.MBES.

Tlie Gardens, Elsenham Hall.—There is in

general a good crop of fruit in this district. Straw-
berries have been very plentiful, but the rain did
much damage when the fruit was ripe. We have
a fair crop of Apples, also Pears and Plums'; a
heavy crop of Apricots, also Gooseberries. Currants
(White and Red) good ; Black Currants on north
wall are good, but those grown on the bush trees

are quite a failure this season. Raspberries have
also been plentiful.

—

William Plestee.

Appley Towers, Ryde. -The fruit crop in

this neighbourhood is above the average. Pears
above average, good. Plums very abundant. Apples
average and good. Cherries scarce. Nectarines
not grown. Peaches, few grown, average. Small
fruit has been very plentiful. Gooseberries especi-

ally abundant and fine. Strawberries average. About
the end of June and beginning of July Apples
dropped off very much.

Potato ceop.—Early and midseason varieties

have turned out well and of good quality. Late
ones are looking well ; no appearance of disease at

present.—T. D. Myles.

Cassiobury,Watford.—Apples and Pears under
average. A fine show for bloom on all sorts, but
late spring frosts cut them up very much on the
exposed trees. Plums a good crop. Black and
Red Currants heavy crops. Gooseberries good
crop. Strawberries a line crop, but heavy rains

damaged the late sorls. Apricots a good crop.

Raspberries a good average crop. Peaches and
Nectarines under average.

—

Chas. Deanb.

Holly Lodge, Highgate.—Bush fruits an
average crop all sorts. Apples good fair crop
most sorts. Pears good crop. Plums a heavy
crop, including Damsons. Cherries thin, having
dropped considerably in stoning.—J. Willaed.

Fox Warren, Cobham.— Fruit crops vary very
much in this district. On orchard trees Apples
and Pears are very good. Pyramid Pears, Plums,
and Apples have a good average crop. Cherries

are good. Bush fruits were very heavy crops.

Strawberries were the heaviest crop for the past

ten years, ^'arieties I grow are President, Vis-

countess, La Grosse SucrSe, Dr. Hogg, and Sir

Joseph Paxton. I have also seen good crops of

Nuts and Damsons. The very severe frost of May
17 wrought sad havoc in some orchards close by
here. The gardens here stand very high.— J. R.

Hall.

Basset 'Wood, Southampton.—We have a
heavy crop all round. Strawberries, early sorts, a
good size, but not of good flavour owing to the
rains; later sorts were better in some parts of the
neighbourhood. No Gooseberries at all on account
of frosts when in bloom, but in this garden some
of the bushes were so laden as to break down. Morello
Cherries very good. Plums too heavy to be of any
size, but am helping them with a good top-dressing

of manure. Apples and Pears also a heavy crop.

Peaches and Nectarines under glass were of fine

flavour, but not plentiful. Outdoor crops heavier.

The best Nectarines here, I find, are Pine-apple,

Prince of Wales, and Lord Napier, all being worked
on the Plum stock.— F. Bohey.

Conholt Park, Andover.—The gardens here

are very high and much (.^p5sed. Fruit crops

rather more abundant than usual. All ."mall fruits,

such as Strawberries, Raspberries, Gooseberries,

Black and Ited Currants, have been very heavy.

Pears on walls a fair crop, in the open nearly a
failure. The Apples bearing the heaviest crops are

Stirling Castle. Keswick Codlin, Warner's King,

Tower of (ilamis, Hramley's Seedling, Jolly Beggar,
Lane's Prince Albert, and King of Pippins. Plums
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are bearing heavy crops. Cherries, both early and
Morello, good crop?. Apricots more plentiful than
for the last few years.—-J. Bissett.

Roehampton House, Boehampton. — On
the whole, we have good crops. Apples are a fair

crop, sample good. Pears heavy crop. Peaches
plentiful. Apricots thin. Nectarines good. Plums
abundant. Bush fruit plentiful. Strawberries, old

plantations, poor
;
young plants good.—E. Berry.

Binsted Wyck, Alton, Hants.—Apples are

almost a failure in the orahards. I have a few
trees in the kitchen garden. Blenheim Orange,
Ribston Pippin, Kentish Codlin, Hawthornden,
anil Juneating have a fair crop. Currants and
Gooseberries abundant ; also Morello Cherries.

Pears are very scarce. I have a fair crop on
two trees of Autumn Bergamot and Williams'

Bon Chretien. We had a fair crop of Straw-
berries, but much damaged for want of sun,

our garden being very shaded by trees. Plums
and D.amsons are very good. Filberts and Wal-
nuts scarce. Pitmaston Orange Nectarine is the

best flavoured one we have— in fact, we only grow
that and Violette H:itive. I find Peaches and
Nectarines on Plum stocks are much best. I find

Peach and Almond stocks too delicate for our cold

ground.
I never saw the Potatoes look better in this

neighbourhood; no signs of blight yet.

—

John
Rogers.

Addington Manor, Bvicks.—Fruits are bet-

ter and more plentiful than last year. The frost

on May 17 did a deal of damage. Black Currants
suffered more than any other kind of fruit, but for

that frost we would have had an immense crop.

Gooseberries, Red and White Currants, Raspberries
and Strawberries plentiful and fine. Plums a heavy
crop. Pears a good average ; Apples moderate

;

Apricots also moderate.

Vegetables generally have done and are doing
well. Peas and Beans could not have done better.

Potatoes look remarkably well. I had all, both
early and late varieties, planted by March 4. The
early ones were cut down by frost on May 1 7 ; the late

kinds were not through the ground, so escaped, and
there is every prospect of a grand crop. The kinds
cut down by frost did not come into use so soon
as they otherwise would have done, and the tubers
are not so large, though plentiful enough.

—

John
Mathison.

The Gardens, Aston Clinton, ^Tring.— In
this neighbourhood the fruit crops are generally
light ; here and there an Apple tree is seen carrying
a fair crop. A quantity of both stone fruits and
Apples has fallen since the fruit set, no doubt from
the severe spring frosts. Strawberries with the
exception of President, that was not sufticiently

forward at the time, were much cut by frost ; un-
opened buds as well as flowers suffered. Red and
Black Currants with Gooseberries are below aver-
age. Raspberries do badly here. All the fruit
trees are clean and healthy. Filberts and Cobs
abundant. Walnuts thin.— J. W. Shrimi'Ton.

Old Warden Park, Biggleswade. — The
prospect of fruit at blossoming time was very hope-
ful, but the disastrous frosts in May did great
damage to the fruit trees in flower. On the
whole, the prospects are fairly good. Apples
on old trees half a crop, but on younger trees they
are better, but still very small. Pears are fairly
good, and I'iums of most kinds plentiful. Peaches
on unprotected walls good average crop, the trees
clean and healthy. The same remark applies to
most kinds of fruit trees. Gooseberries, Rasp-
berries, Strawberries, and all kinds of Currants
average crop. The early Strawberries suffered a good
deal from the late Irosts, antl also from the very
damp weather during the fruiting season. Wal-
nuts mostly good,—G. R. Ai.i.l,-<.

Heckfield Place, "Winchfield.—The season
IsiU will rank as one of the best in thi.s locality
for many years, as, with the exception of Nuts,
fruit of all kinds can be classed as an average crop.
Trees, too, appear much cleaner than usual. Green
and black fly, which have usually given us a deal of

trouble on Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, and Cherries,

have been few in number. The trees are carry-

ing good crops and have made capital growth,
which, with a bright autumn, should ripen well.

Apples are a good crop, no sign of the caterpillar,

and not falling with us, which I hear is the com-
plaint in some districts. Pears are very good ; we
have but few trees that are not carrying good crops,

heavy thinning having had to be done on quite three

parts of the trees. Small fruits are an average

crop. Strawberries suffered from the late frost, the

only apparent injury. Apricots are abundant and
good, but will be late. We need heat to swell up
the crops, and with the welcome rain we have had
lately our fruit rooms will be well filled.—A.

Maxi.m.

Moor Park, Herts. Apples fair crop on most
trees, especially bush and pyramids. Trees healthy,

fruit clean and promising. We have suffered very

much during the past three years with caterpillar,

but by handpicking, washing the trees, and moving
the soil on the surface, we this season had but very

few. Apricot trees on all aspects are loaded with

fruit and trees healthy. Pears are above average

and good, especially on walls and espaliers. Plums
heavy crops on all trees. Cherries plentiful and
early ones good, later ones split with excessive

moisture. Morello average crops. Strawberries

plentiful, but not so fine, and flavour not so good
;

season much shorter here owing to the wet. Goose-

berries, Currants, and Raspberries heavy crops. Fil-

berts \ ery thin. Peaches and Nectarines partial

;

on some trees gnod crops, on others thin. Pitmas-

ton Orange or Pine-apple, Lord Napier, Stanwick,

and Violette Hative are our best varieties. Grosse

Mignonne, Early Alfred, A Bee, Dymond, Royal

George, and Bellegarde are our best Peaches.— J. C.

Mundell.

Wierton House, Maidstone.—In the garden

here Apricots, Nectarines, and Peaches are a full

crop. Early Beatrice, ripe on 25th of July ; Early

Louise, August 1. Pears a fair crop for season.

Apples poor. Cherries poor. Red and White Cur-

rants good. Black Currants poor. Gooseberries half

a crop. Raspberries good. Strawberries heavy crop.

Figs very few, trees nearly killed by frost. Plums
and Damsons very heavy crop, trees breaking down
Walnuts poor, trees injured by frost. Apples are

still dropping. Cob Nuts good in most places.

Pear trees are healthier and cleaner than for two
or three years past.

Potato crop will be very good if disease does

not affect them ; the haulm is getting bad, as

the disease has been spreading. No bad tubers

up to present date, August 4. Heavy rain and
hail with thunder have been of daily occurrence

for more than a week past, night temperature
having fallen to 3S°, and once to 3(i°—very un-

favourable for vegetation of all kinds.—W. Divers.

Woodhatch Lodge, Reigate.—Late flower"

ing Apples a failure, the severe frosts quite spoil'

ing the blossom. Early flowering varieties a good
crop, especially such as Stone's, Lord Derby, Prince

Albert (one of the best Apples), Stirling Castle,

Lord Snflield, Tower of Glamis, Grenadier, Eck-
linville, Kerry Pippin, and Kinp; of the Pippins.

Pears good crop. Plums fair crop, splitting

badly. Gooseberries good. Currants, Red, good;
Black, moderate. Raspberries good. Morello Cher-

ries grand crop ; sweet Cherries not grown. Straw-

berries good crop, but much spoilt by wet; Waterloo
has been especially fine in this district. Nuts poor.

—C. J. Salter,

Marden Park, Caterham 'Valley.—In reply

to your inquiry about the fruit crops in my garden.
Apples are a fair crop. Pears half a crop. Plums
fair. Strawberries heavy. Cherries a good crop. Red
Currants and Black a full crop, Gooseberries very
heavy, in fact, too heavy, as some of the branches
are borne down to the ground by the weight of

fruit, owing, I believe, to my covering all my Goose-
berry bushes with Spruce branches from December
to the middle of March. These prevented the

sparrows and bullfinches from picking off the buds.

In l^'M, when the bushes were not protected, I had

not two bushels of fruit, as the bullfinches and
sparrows cleared all the buds.

—

Thos. Clinging.

Albury Park, Guildford—The fruit crop
here and around this district is a very fair one,

considering the severe frost of 15° on May 17.

Apples on some trees are a fine crop, while on other

trees they are under average ; this also may be said

of Pears. All kinds of stone fruit are very fine.

Plums in these gardens are very fine, in fact too
heavy, but in many other gardens in the district

they are poor. Strawberries have been very fine and
an e.'itra heavy crop, although our soil is of a light,

sandy nature. I began to gather Strawberries
February 14, and finished gathering July 21). All

kinds of small fruits, such as Gooseberries, Rasp-
berries, Red and Black Currants, have been the
finest I have seen, and free from blight. Owing to

such a wet season, all kinds of fruit trees have not
needed any extra work in the way of cleaning, &c.

Potatoes are a line crop ; although they were
cut down by frost they do not seem to have
suffered. Tomatoes outside were ripe in the middle
of July and veiy fine. All other kinds of vege-

tables abundant and good.—W. C. Leach,

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Apple Mr. Gladstone,

—

Wo send you fruit

from the open (pyramid on Paradise) of the best early

Api)li' Mr. Gladstone for dessert or market sale.

—

Geo, Bu.NVABLi i Co.
*«* lu our opinion far inferior to Irish Peach.

—

Ed.

"Violet Marie Loxiise,—Exceptionally late, cold

and wet as is the present season, we have already

abundance of bloom of the above variety, which, I

think, goes far to establish its superiority over all

other varieties. Herewith I send you a small box
of blooms.— J. Roberts, Tan-y-Hn-h-h, N. Wales.

*,j* A beautiful gathering, the flowers large and
fully developed.

—

Ed.

Garland Roses as bushes. — A friend, in

sending us a good photograph of one of these grow-
ing on a bank without any support, writes :

" Surely

these free cluster Roses should be grown in this

way. Not only do they look best so, but you see them
to perfection, being above or directly opposite your
Roses. When they are trained over arches you are

under them, and do not half see them."

Dianthus Atkinson!,- 1 send you herewith

material representing the florescence of Dianthus

Atkinsoni. These clusters of flowers are quite

eight weeks old, and though the colour is now
dulled by age and rain, you can form some idea of

its prime brilliance. These stems, too, are all cut

from one plant, only two years old, grown in burnt

clay, and fully exposed all last winter.— J. Wood,
WwhIi'UIi: Kirhstiill.

* * The stems sent numbered thirty. Its free-

dom of flowering and the rich colour of the blooms

mark this as one of the best of the Dianthus family.

-Ed.

Carnation Souvenir de la Malmaison in the
open.—Herewith I enclose a few flowers of Carna-

tion Souvenir de la Malmaison cut from plants in the

open border. The plants have stood the late severe

winter without the least protection, being treated

exactly the same as the old crimson Clove, which
also does well here. Of course, they cannot be

compared with the fine blooms grown under glass,

but for ordinary table decoration I find them very

useful. To keep the wet and blacks from them
during the time they are in bloom I fix a piece of

glass over them which keeps them fairly clean for

London.—W.C, J.oixlon. \V.

The weather in 'Wigtownshire.- It may
interest those correspondents who have lately con-

tributed notes upon the heavy rainfall and storms

in the south to learn that the present season baa

been one of extreme drought in the south-west of

Scotland, where the rainfall is usually very heavy.

The total amount registered here for the seven

months ending July :il was li'5:! inches, which is

'^^.^^^ below the total registered during the same
period last year. Great inconvenience has been

felt in many places owing to the failure of springs
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and streams which had not previously been known
to fail. With the exception of Raspberries and
late Strawberries the fruit crops have not suffered

much from the drought. Apples and Pears are

quite as large and much better coloured than they

usually are at this season. During the past week
copious rains have fallen, with the result that

Piums, Gooseberries, and Cherries are splitting

badly.

—

James Day, OraUotvay Mouse, CiarVieston,

Wigfo/vn, A'.Ji., Aiujust 18.

Azolla caroliniana is a small and very curious

water plant from North America, which will be

found quite hardy in the open air and live through

the winter with very little protection. Towards
autumn the leaves die off, leaving what may be

termed a bulbil, and this is the winter form of this

plant, which may be kept healthy in shallow

saucers of moist soil. In hot summers the leaves

get quite bronzed, and are very pretty with the

water sparkling on them.

Horina Wallichi is now flowering freely here.

The assertion in ISoianicuI 3Iai/a:ine that it is iden-

tical with M. longifolia seems to be based on in-

complete material. It is really a very distinct plant

;

the leaves have a longer petiole, the spines are

longer and more numerous, and the tabes of the

individual flowers are twice as long as those of M.
longifolia. Of this latter a very fine variety has

been raised here, the flowers of which when un-

folding are rose changing to deep crimson. It is to

be called M. longifolia purpurea.— Max Leiciit-

LIN, Bailcn-Bnih'ii:

Phlox Countess of Aberdeen.—Anyone look-

ing for a good and decided variety of herbaceous

Phlox will find it in this one. The individual

flowers are pure white, while the centre is briglit

scarlet and well defined. Those who do not possess

it or one equally good should include it among even

a very select assortment. It may be well to add,

however, that there are many of a similar character,

such as Mme. la Comtesse de Terenne, Mme.
Domage, Captain R. Jackson, Countess of Breadal-

bane, and Mrs. Tennant, any of which would make
a fitting substitute for the above. At least one

of the above should be in every collection.

Carnation Sacharissa.—A somewhat novel

and interesting mixture of sulphur and lake, the

sulphur shade predominating. Little is at present

known of this new-comer, which has much of the

Pride of Penshurst style of growth about it. The
flowers, so far as I have seen them, however, will

not do much to make it popular, particularly should

it continue to sport as it has done this season.

Another year's experience may perhaps reveal more
of its reputed good qualities, but if not, it is not

destined to become a general favourite. What a

host of Carnations have come and gone in the past

twenty years, and how few of the whole have held

their own till now and still are counted good !

Potentillas.—These are still flowering in all

their wonted profusion. Their natural inclination

isasemi-procumbenthabitof growth, and where beds
are devoted wholly to them I do not think that any
artificial staking or tying can, howevercarefully done,

in any way compare with their natural beauty when
allowed to mingle and intermingle of their own
free will. In the border proper, however, some
staking will be needed to prevent their trailing on
other things, but wherever done or by whom let it

still retain as much as possible of Nature. This

will be best done by placing a few stakes round
each plant and passing a loose tie round them or in-

serting a few branches among the plants as recom-

mended by J. Crook in a recent number of Tub
Gakden. If this be done early in the season, the sticks

will be hidden by leaves ere the blossoms expand,

and so far the formality will be lost. Where deep
soil obtains I know of nothing capable o( producing

such a unique effect as these planted on the rockery

and blooming freely.—E. J.

A good border Carnation.—Herewith I send

a plant of a typical border Carnation, so that you
may judge of its merits, as by simply sending

flowers, these cut perhaps from several plants, the

value of a variety cannot be obtained. The iilant

sent has not been disbudded in the least, and the

flowers do not burst. It may be termed a veritable

non-pod splitter, and out of some 200 or 300 plants

not a damaged pod can be seen, although we have

several hundreds of flowers now open. It is also

very hardy, having been wintered in the open, fully

exposed to the rigours of the past winter. The
colour being a soft pink makes it very effective

when seen in a mass, as the blooms stand erect

and the plants keep on blooming for several weeks.

The variety in question, James Fitzpatrick, is not

new, I having procured it from Messrs. Dickson,

Chester, five years since. I believe the late Mr.

Arthur Dickson procured it from a garden in North
Wales.— A. Vouno, AhlifrUy Hall.

*,* A very beautiful fringed flower. It appears

to be a wonderfully free- flowering variety, as the

plant sent was literally a mass of bloom and buds,

and a group in the flower garden must be very

effective. We examined all the flowers that were
open, and there was not the slightest trace of

bursting —Ed.

"Veronica longifolia var. subsessilis.—At
the present time tliis is one of the finest of border

perennials in flower, and one which has delighted

in the abundant rainfall of the season. This Ve-
ronica we have not seen in such fine condition for

years. It was named V. Hendersoni when first in-

troduced. The broad and ample foliage, as well as

the size of its spikes, make it quite unique in the

genus to which it belongs, and no garden should

be without it. The colour of the flowers is rich in-

digo-blue—a very telling shade, particularly when
planted in a large group. In height it is from 2

feet to 3 feet, and possessed of a very vigorous con-

stitution. Our experience of this plant during the

present season leads us to think that a greater

amount of moistiire than is usually given to it

would prove advantageous.

Lilium longiflorum.—The exceptionally fine

masses of the dwarf eximium variety of this Lily

are alone worth a long journey to Kew to see, and
I do not remember having seen it finer or in such

grand masses before. The plants are not above IH

inches high, and are very healthy in foliage, and
their stout erect stems carry as many as six flowers

and buds. They may be seen in the terrace garden

on the west of the Palm house, planted in peaty

soil among the >hrubs, but the finest masses are

those on each side of the walk leading from the

Cactus house. Here they are also in peat soil

planted amongst the dwarf Menziesias and Heaths,

which the flowers over-top, making dense masses

of white bloom, and a great attraction to visi-

tors. This display of Lilies is only one of the many
that have been seen at Kew this year, for the masses

of L. superbum and of L. auratum are scarcely

less remarkable, though perhaps not quite so striking

to the ordinary visitor.—W. G.

Gladiolus decoratus, one of the newer South
African Gladioli, which was first described and
named by Mr. Baker in ISTU, is one of the most in-

teresting and beautiful plants now in flower at Kew,
and no other Gladiolus that I know has such

brilliant flower colour. It belongs to the dracoce-

phalus group, but for the sake of description it is

best to compare it with G. cardinalis, as it more
resembles this in growth and size of flowers than

the dull-coloured and small-flowered G. dracoce-

phalus. Its growth is slender and the flower-stem

reaches about 1 8 inches in height, carrying half a
dozen flowers and buds. The petals are of a vivid

scarlet, but the two lower lateral ones are broader

and adorned with a large elongated blotch of the

clearest chrome-yellow, this colour also appearing

on the lowermost sepal in the form of a thick streak.

This contrast of scarlet and yellow is singular and
most striking, and one could wish tliat such colours

were more prevalent in the gandavensis hybrids,

though in Lemoine's one does see yellow with liigh

colours, it not so brilliant as in this. Hybridisers

will, no doubt, work upon G. decoratus when they

have the opportunity and so infuse hardiness into

the race obtained from it. It is presumably a

tender species, as it originates from the Zambesi
River region. At Kew it is grown in a frame, which
is now quite exposed to the weather, on the sunny
side of the Economic plant house, in company with

many other beautiful bulbs.—W. G.

Societies and Exhibitions.

THE NATIONAL CO-OPERATIVE FESTIVAL.

Ceystal Palace, August 15.

Tsia annual festival comprises so many interesting

features that something can be found to attract

everyone, but it is an undoubted fact that the

annual competition with horticultural productions

has an immense interest for the great body of

visitors. It was perhaps scarcely so extensive as

last year, but the general quality was decidedly

higher. The entries amounted to nearly 4r.OO, and

500 tables, each 8 feet long, arranged in lines with

openings at certain points, were required to stage

the exhibits in the nave. This was the sixth exhi-

bition of the kind, and when the first was held in

1880 in the conservatory at South Kensington, two

judges made the whole of the awards. On Satur-

day last as many as sixteen were employed in this

way, and it was not until after the show had been

opened to the public that they were able to com-

plete their work.

In order to place the exhibitors in certain classes

somewhat on a footing of equality, the country

was divided into seven districts, and collections

of vegetables were invited from each. Nothing came

from the northern district, comprising Cumberland,

Northumberland, Durham, and Westmoreland. The

north-western district, extending from Yorkshure

to Flint, brought one collection— a very good one

—from E. Powell, Newark. In the midland and

eastern district, including the counties lying be-

tween Shropshire and Lincoln, there was a keen

competition ; H. Law. of Northampton, was first.

In the metropolitan district, within fifteen miles of

Charing Cross, and including the whole county of

Middlesex, J. Clark, of Grays, was first, and J.

Harman second. In the southern district No. 1

(Essex, Hertford, Bedford, Buckingham, Berks, and

Oxford) G. Kirtland, Oxford, was first, and T.

Nunn, Maldon, second. In the southern district

No. 2 (Surrey, Sussex, Kent, Hants, Wilts, and Isle

of Wight) W. Thayer, Crawley, was first, and N.

Goring, of the same place, second ; the third prize

going right across the district to Wilton. The

western district (comprising Hereford, Gloucester,

Somerset, Dorset, Devon, Cornwall and Monmouth)

sent but two collections, and E. Page, Lecklade,

was first, and G. Davies, Hereford, second. All

these and 128 additional classes were comprehended

under section 1, and the competition was open only

to members of industrial societies being working

people, professional gardeners of any class being

excluded. These classes included almost every-

thing grown in the open air, and there was a very

heavy competition in nearly all of them. Beans

of all types. Beet, Cabbages, Carrots, Celery,

Lettuces, Onions, Parsnips, Peas, Potatoes, Shallots,

Turnips, &c , were present in large quantities and

generally of fine quality. Cut flowers included

also all kinds grown in the open air. Pot plants

and hardy fruits, bouquets, &c., were invited, and a

good many staged.

In section 2, professional gardeners, themselves

members, or in the employ of members of the

Agricultural and Horticultural Association, were

able to compete, and some of the best subjects

staged found a place here. Collections of vege-

tables were invited from four main districts. From

the northern nothing came. In the midland and

eastern a second prize was awarded to G. W. Hurst,

Oadby, while in the western district S. T. Wright

was first, and in the southern C. J. Waite, Glen-

hurst, Esher, took the first prizes with a very line

collection. In this section were US cl.asses.

In looking over the products, one coulil readily

perceive th.at tlie roughness and uncouthness of

Potatoes and such like things which characterised

the early exhibitions had almost entirely dis-

appeared, and given place to a high standard

of quality wliich generally prevailed. Carrots,

Parsnips, Turnips, and such like were perfect

in shape and beautifully bright and clean.

Cut flowers, such as Roses, Dahlias, Zinnias,

Sweet Peas, Marigolds, especially the African

types, Pansies, and Gladioli, mount up to a
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higher grade of quality year by year, and close
attention must be paid to their production. There
is no doubt but that the institution of this yearly
festival has not only given a great impulse to the
co-operative movement—not merely store-keeping,
but the promotion of the employment of people in
self-governing workshops, in the management of
which they can take a part, and in the results of
which they can participate, but it has also led
hundreds to take an interest in their gardens, and
operated to draw them away, perchance, from as-
sociations of a less elevating character. Perhaps
no other exhibition of its kind attracts to it so
much of real human interest as that held at the
Crystal Palace on Saturday last ; and because we
believe it to be productive of great good, we can
wish it every success.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.
August 17.

A GBNBKiL committee meeting of this society was
held at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, on Monday
evening last, when an unusually large number of
representatives of affiliated societies was present.
Mr. R. Ballantine presided, and after letters were
read from various members expressing regret at not
being able to attend, the secretary announced that
Mr. Briscoe Ironside had been compelled through
ill health to resign all offices held by him in the
society, and that he was shortly about to take up
his residence abroad. A communication was re-
ceived from Mr. Owen, inquiring whether two other
varieties not named in error could be permitted to
count in class B, bit it was resolved that no altera-
tion in the printed schedule could be allowed at so
late a date.

The secretary announced that all the judges
elected at the former meeting had notified their
acceptance with one exception. Mr. Coomber, of
the Royal Botanic Society, was appointed to the
vacant place.

On receipt of a letter from Mr. Jameson, of Hull,
an inquiry was made as to a new design for the
society's certificate. It was stated that Mr. Worth-
ington Smith had undertaken to prepare a design,
as to which further steps would be taken in due
course. To supply the vacancy on the general
committee caused by the retirement of Mr. Briscoe
Ironside it was resolved that Mr. J. Williams be
appointed, and for the same post on the floral com-
mittee Mr. N. Davis was elected. Mr. A. Taylor
succeeds Mr. Ironside on the catalogue committee.

Iq order to lend attractiveness to the great
November show it was considered advisable to hold
a conference for the discussion of one of the most
interesting subjects connected with the culture of
the Chrysantliemum, viz., sports. The secretary
explained that in order to make the meeting as
educational as possible, he proposed the subject
should be treated from two points of view : the
botanical and the cultural. Sports botanically
would therefore be treated by the Rev. Professor
George Henslow, who had kindly consented to
attend with a paper, and the subject, it was felt,
from a cultivator's standpoint, could not better be
treated by anyone than Mr. N. Davis, of Camber-
well. Mr. Henslow expressed a desire that at the
November show an endeavour should be made to
collect as far as practicable all known sports,
together with the parents from which they had
sprung, so that the comparisons might be instruc-
tive. As at present arranged, this conference,
which will be looked forward to with interest, will
be held at G p.m. in the Board-room of the Royal
Aquarium on the first day of the November show.
An inquiry from the Auckland Society elicited

the announcement that no supplement to the offi-

cial catalogue would be issued this year. The
secretary read a statement of the financial position,
showing that there were ample funds in hand to
carry the society over the early flowering show next
month. The Evesham Chrysanthemum Society and
the St. John's Amateur, &c.. Society of Sevenoaks
were admitted in affiliation, and fifteen new mem-
bers elected, including Mr. Dreer, of Philadelphia,
and Mr. J. C. Vaughan, of Chicago, after which the
secretary formally announced that at the present

'

time the society consisted of 72 Fellows, 651 ordi-

nary members and S3 affiliated societies. A short
report was given as to the annual outing of the
society on July 20 to Mr. Leopold de Rothschild's
residence near Leighton Buzzard, and of the hearty
reception accorded.

Inquiries having been made concerning the
William Holmes Memorial Fund, the secretary
replied that he could give no particulars whatever
about it.

ROYAL HORTIGIILTURAL SOCIETY.

Floral Committee.
The committee examined the collections of Car-

nations, 'Violas, Pansies, Fuchsias, &c., growing
in the gardens on August 5, when the following
awards were made :

—

Caenations.

Three Marhi.

White Queen (Fisher, Son, & Sibray), white self.

Snowdrift (Fisher, Ssn, & Sibray), white self.

Edith (Fisher, Son, & Sibray), pale pink, spotted
scarlet.

Penelope (Hooper), white self.

Dante (Hooper), rose flaked.

Maggie Laurie (Dlcksons & Co.), delicate blush self.

Guiding Star (Ware), scarlet self.

Rowena (Dean), bright scarlet.

The Moor (Dean), dark crimson.
Mrs. Reynolds Hole (Veitch), terra^cotta.

Alice Ayres (Veitch), white, rose edge.
Achilles (Novelty Seed Company), deep red streaked.

Hoffgartner Schaffner ( Benary), scarlet striped.

Albrecht Duesser (Benary), deep rose, crimson
flake.

Mme. Van Houtte (Benary), yellow ground.
Professor Virchow (Benary), rose flake.

Dan Godfrey (Turner), scarlet flake.

Agnes Chambers (Turner), yellow ground, lilac

edge.

No. 97 (Douglas), yellow, faintly striped.

No. Ii2 (Paul & Son), crimson flaked.

GraudiBora (Veitch), deep rose.

PiCOTEBS.

Margaret Rueder (Benary).
Redbraes (Benary).
Romeo (Paul & Son).

Mr. Rudd (Turner).

Favourite (Turner).

Mary (Turner).

Carnations.

Tii-o Marlis.

Rosy Morn (Douglas), pink.

J. R. AUinson (Ware), rose self.

B''eureball (Benary), deep scarlet self.

Horace (Dau), scarlet self.

Beatrix (B^isher, Son, & Sibray), buff self.

Terra Cotta (Turner), streaked.

Van Dyck (Benary), slate and crimson flaked.

Thre.L' Marks.

Godetia Duchess of Fife (Daniels Bros.), blush with
large carmine blotches.

Chrysanthemum (annual) Sibthorpi (Daan), bright
yellow, very free flowering.

Chrysanthemum (annual) multicauleaureum (Dean),
yellow, dwarf.

Viola The Mearns (Dobbie & Co.), lower petals dark
purple, top pale lilac.

Viola Croft House (Dobbie & Co.), white, fine habit.

Pansies for strain (Dobbie & Co.).

I'ansies for strain (Hooper).

Tiro Marlis.

Viola virginalis (Dobbie & Co.), large pure white.

Sweet Pbas.

Thri'i' Marlis.

Mrs. Sankey (Eckford), pure white, fine.

Mrs. Gladstone, delicate pink standards.'jWings

blush, edged with pink.

Captain of the Blues.—Standards bright purple
blue, wings pale blue.

Princess of Wales.—Shaded and striped mauve, on
white ground.

Isa Eckford.—Creamy white, snffused with rosy
pink.

Senator.— Shaded and striped chocolate on creamy
ground, fine.

Countess of Radnor.—Pale mauve standards, wings
pale lilac.

Monarch.—Bronzy crimson standards, rich deep
blue wings, fine.

Fuchsias.

Single, white corolla.—Floconde Neige (Cannell).

Double white.—Berliner Kind, Gustave Doru (Can-

nell).

Single Red.— First of the Day, Adolphe Legour
(Cannell).

Salmon.—Earl of Beaconsfield, Aurora superba

(Cannell).

Fancy.—President Grevy (Lemoine).
Pentstemon La Foudre (Lemoine), fine scarlet.

Fruit and vegetable Committee.

The committee inspected the collections of run-

ner and dwarf French Beans, &c., growing in the

gardens, and made the following awards :

—

DwAEF Febnch Beaks.

Til ree Marlis.

Mohawk, Smyth's Speckled Hybrid, Fulmer's Forc-

ing, Syon House, Ne Plus Ultra, Dark Dun, Ne
Plus Ultra (Veitch).

Ne Plus Ultra (Harrison).

Wax Mont d'Or.— Yellow - podded Butter Bean,

found to be of excellent quality (Vilmorin).

Pea.

Sequel (Laxton), dwarf, deep green marrow.

Obituary.

MR. J. F. MESTON.
We have to announce with much regret the death

of this well-known gentleman at Brighton on last

Wednesday. He has long held an important

place in horticulture, and won the respect and

esteem of all who knew him. A native of

Aberdeenshire, he came to the neighbourhood

of London in early life, and after some ex-

perience in private gardens took up the nur-

sery business, in which, however, he did

not long remain, having to take up his

true work, which was the formation of gardens,

public and private. He did more work of this

kind than anyone we know of, being entrusted

with the formation of the most import.ant public

garden work done in London for mauy years

past. He carried out works in private places

under the late Mr. Nesfield and Mr. Mar-

nock, and for the Metropolitan Board of

Works and the London County Council. Al-

though this was mostly contract work, his

knowledge of landscape gardening was very

extensive, and after Mr. Maruock gave up

practice, he took over his work as a landscape

gardener.

He took great interest in the Gardeners

Benevolent Institution, and gave it much help.

We hope to be able to furnish more details of

his life and work in a future issue, and feel sure

that no one whose loss has been recorded in

The Garden will be more regretted.

Names of plants.—K. C. H.— Centaurea rua-

crocepliala. .S'iiii//i o/'/rcZadd.—Looks like Valeriana

Phu. iiuhscrihci-.—\, Verbaseum nigrum; 2, Jasione

mcintana ; 3, Campanula Porteuschlagiana ; 1, C. gar-

ganica. Biiragiiiex-.—CmiAhe minor. .4iio)i.

—

Krica ciuerea. C. B. i'.— 1 and 2, next week
;

.'i,

tfpircea arittifolia ; i, Spinua Ulmai-ia; 5, Spira'a Ul-

maria foliis variegatis ; (i, Spirioa oallosa alba.

A. H. T.—Leycesteria formosa. .7. (lilmour.— \el-

low flower, Lysimacliia vulg,iri3 ; the other, Phytolacca

decandra (Virginian Poke). J. ice—Impossible to

name unless you send us a shoot. T'los. Matj.—The
Bird Cherry (Prunua padus). West Highlands.—

Impatiens glandulifera.

BOOK RECEIVED.
" Roport of llio Missouri Botanic Garden." Wash-

ington ; The Smithsonian Institution.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

BRITFSH WOODS FOR FURNITURE.
Somehow or other tbe term "furniture wood"
has got to bear such an impression of some-
thing foreign, that when we use it it setnis al-

most impossible to believe that we are referring
to anything British. Indeed, it may come almost
as a revelation to some that we are in most
places in this country surrounded by trees of

what is really admirable furniture wood. Cor-
respondents have from time to time urged the
suitability of many of our home-grown woods
for building purposes, but however true that
may be, it is nevertheless true that many of the
commonest of our woods will make furniture
equally fit to grace the dwelling of the prince or
adorn the cottage of the peasant. Jluch, of
course, will depend on the kind selected and
the skill devoted to its manufacture, but the fact

remains that the wood itself is everything that
could be desired. We have no wish to dis-

parage or in any way undervalue the many
really beautiful woods brought into this country
to be worked up iato furniture, but it is a pimple
act of justice to direct attention to the fact that
many of our own woods are no less beautiful
or suited to the purpose. What helps to em-
phasise the fact is that many of the woods to

which we refer are 23ecxiliarly British, or at any
rate indigenous to the coimtry, and at the mo-
ment of writing we do not remember that any
of the more recent introductions can claim
equality in this respect.

The Oak.—When speaking of our British trees

we like, if possible, to give the place of honour to

this pre-eminently British tree, and now we are
writing on the subject of furniture woods we are
able to do so more from the right it has to occupy
the position than from any sentimentnl desire to

see it first in the list. The term furniture, as usu-
ally applied, would refer merely to the conveni-
ences and appliances within the house, but bejond
this there is the furniture of the lawn and garden.
There is something in the word that does not
seem to accord with its use in the two latter

places, but properly constructed ami arranged, the
unsuitability is merely apparent. To return, then,
to the use of the Oak for the more important and
general of these purposes, we can scarcely tail to

remember that much of the massive and almost
everlasting domestii' furniture handed down to us
after ('enturies of hard wear was constructed of

this wool. It would be extremely interesting to

trace the history of the art of furniture making,
it only in connection with the use of the Oak, but
as we have rather to do with the present ttan
with the past, we must content ourselves by re-

marking that this is a wood which has never ceased
to hold a high place through all the various vicissi-

tudes the manufacture of furniture in this country
has undergone, anri that it still holds a place
second to none. That the wood is popular in the
sense of being universally used woulrl, perhaps, be
untrue, but that it is still held in high esteem by
the possessors of taste and wealth is evidenced by
its presence in the drawing-room, the library, and
almost every other important position in the man-
sion or the villa. A wood like this, which always
looks well without any artificial application of
paint or stain, is, perhaps, from this very circum-
stance more frequently imitated than any other.
An indirect compliment it may be to have our
doors, window-frames, and panelling painted in

imitation of this really beautifully grained wood,
but it is one, nevertheless, whi(-h will not pass
muster with any but the most untrained eye. The
deception probably is never intended to be be-
lieved in, but whether it is or not, it is a pretty
plain evidence that the wood is worthy of being
imitated. From this follows the very natural in-

quiry if worth imitating, why not worth using ?

But as this is a little outside our subject here, we
merely ask the question in passing, apd leave each

reader to answer it as suits him best. For use,
however, in our better class of furniture the claims
of the Oak cannot be gainsaid. Durable almost as
the hills themselves, more beautifully marked than
the woods of Honduras and San Domingo, and
eminently suited for the plain hall chair or bench,
it works up with equal suitability for the most
elaborate design. For our chairs, our couches, our
writing-desks, tables, sideboards, or the pews of

our churches, the British Oak is equally fitted.

Amidst the costliest surroundings or in the most
squalid mud hut the wood of the Oak is never out
of place. In the garden or on the lawn it is not so
much the wood of the trunk itself, as it is the un-
sawn branches of it that come into requisition. It

may seem like stretching a point to say that the
branches of the Oak will make good furniture. It

is nevertheless a fact, if we may be allowed to

apply the term to outdoor seats and the like. In
this we have to depend for effect on the curving
and twisting of these branches, and the rustic ap-
pearance they present when properly arranged,
more than on any particular quality in the wood
itself

; yet this use will only further serve to show
that the Oak is what we assert it to be, viz., from
its trunk to its topmost branch, the tree of all

others which must head the list of British furni-

ture woods.

The Ash -It we continued our list in historical

sequence, the Elm should probably occupy the next
place to the Oak, but to place the trees, so to speak,
in their social order, the Ash will probably take
second place. This tree, although it has not had
much to do in making history, or occupied any
great place in the annals of furniture making, is a
wood well adapted for the purpose. The whiteness
of its wood and the clearness of its grain cause it

to be sought after. From the nature of the objects
for which it is mostly used, it is not so often seen
in the more public rooms of the establishment as is

the case with the Oak and Elm, as it is for bed-
room suites that the Ash is used and seems pecu-
liarly fitted. Of a less hard texture than the Oak,
it is yet capable of being worked to a good surface,
and the colour of the wood and its occasional
feathering of grain give to an apartment where it

is found an air of lightness and elegance hardly
surpassed. The Ash would be as much out of place
in the drawing-room or dining-room as heavier or

darker woods would be in the bedroom ; indeed,
the comparison is scarcely equal, as, though not so
well adapted as the Ash, the Oak would be more
suited for the latter apartment than the Ash would
be for the former.

The Elm —This, perhaps, for certain classes of
furniture is the most widely used British wood of

all, and although from the beautifully figured grain
it often presents it is used for the better kind of
work, the Elm in a general sense may be termed
the poor man's furniture wood. This is true at any
rate of chairs, especially the well-known Windsor,
which is found in every cottage home. Elm enters
largely into the composition of this chair, and for

this alone a very considerable quantity of this wood
is consumed. From its name one would be led to

suppose that the home of the manufacture of this

chair was at or near the royal borough. This is not
so, however, as, so far as the writer knows, no
Windsor chairs are ever made there. A principal

seat of the manufacture lies in the part of Bucking-
hamshire about midway between that place and
Oxford. A very interesting theme would be a de-

scription of the consumption of the 101m in this

district, but as we are now rather enumerating the
woods than giving an account of their manufacture,
we must be content with saying that a by no
means inconsiderable part of the Elm placed in the
market in tlie adjoining counties fimls its way into

tlds neighbourhood. It is rather remarkable that
but little good Elm grows in the vicinity of this

place, where so much is used, but this may partly
be accounted for when we come to deal with

The BuKcit.— It is here that tins tree is or was
found growing to |ierfection, and this may to some
extent account for the settling down of the chair
trade in this particular spot. It had no other
advantages, as it is on no navigable river, and is but

indilVerently served by rail. Tlie Beech, as pre-

viously remarked, grows here well, and this with

the Elm is the principal wood used in the cheaper

kinds of chairs. Other kinds of furniture do not here

appear to receive attention, but chairs of every con-

ceivable shape, size, and kind of material abound
in almost countless numbers. The Beech was
formerly considerably used for other articles, such

as bedsteads ; but since the introduction of metal

very little is now used for this purpose.

We have here only referred to four of our

commonest trees as furniture woods, and this

for the present must suffice. Perhaps at a later

date space may be available for some remarks

on other woods, but even if these four had ex-

hausted the list they would be enough to show
that our home-grown woods are well adapted

for manufacturing into furniture.

The timber of the Birch is white, close-

grained, tough, light and pliant. It makes excel-

lent firewood, and yields superior charcoal for

smelting. The sabots, or coarse shoes worn by the

peasantry in some parts of France, are made from

the wood of the Birch ; in Germany, spokes, ladder-

beams, axe-handles and cattle-yokes are made from

it ; and in Great Britain it is used for turnery,

hoops, and fish-barrels. Almost every part of the

tree is utilised.

The Ash-leaved Box Elder.—Few trees have

so striking an appearance in plantations as the

variegated form of this species, which variety is

commonly known under the name of Acer Negundo
variegatum. The very marked difference in the

shape of the leaves of the Ash-leaved Box Elder,

when compared with the leaves of other Maples,

surely entitles it to removal from the genus Acer,

and to be better known than it is under the name
of Negundo fraxinifolium. It is described in some

books as a "short-lived tree," which may have

tended somewhat to prevent its being so frequently

planted as it deserves to be. The colour of its

foliage is of such an unusual apple green that it

forms a most pleasing contrast to that of other

trees. Books and lists agree in stating its height

to range between 20 feet and 40 feet.

Stocking' the home nursery. —In stocking

a home nursery it is better at the beginning to buy

the youngest and cheapest plants of the kinds most

needed in order to make a start, but afterwards as

much as possible of the stock should be propagated

by means of seeds, layers, and cuttings. One great

advantage of a number of plants always at hand is,

that transplanting can be carried on much more

conveniently and with a far greater chance of suc-

cess, as the trees are not lying about out of the

ground as they unavoidably are when ordered from

a distance. Only those who understand such things

know the difference this makes. Woodmen, how-

ever, are, as a rule, ignorant of the propagation of

trees, and that alone accounts for the neglect of

the home nursery. I do not know any place a

woodman could more profitably spend a few days

in occasionally than a good nursery during the pro-

pagating season, or, in fact, at any time. There he

will see how the different subjects are increased,

and the very simple means used in the propaga-

tion of many things that come under his own care.

By seeds and layering alone he will discover how
readily and speedily he might multiply his stock of

many common trees and shrubs. He may see as

many as fifty rooted layers from one moderate sized

Aucuba plant—a most useful shrub which he in-

varial'ly buys—and the same stool will continue to

throw off similar quantities for years in succession.

It is the same with such popular shrubs as Ber-

beris stenophylla and H. Darwitn, Pyrus, and nearly

all select .ind tender shrubs, while of such things

as Hollies, ^ews, Rhododendrons, and Azaleixs, &c.,

the thousands of seedlings in pans, in cold frames,

or in beds will show how, in a few years, he might

stock his employer's preserves with the nuich de-

sired evergreen underwood, even in spite of rabbits

and other vermin, for it is well known that it is

owing to the inability of proprietors to plant all

these in sufficient quantity at a time that gives

rabbits the chance of destroying them.—Y.
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" This Is an Art
WMch does mend Natiu-e : change it rather ; but
The Akt itself is Nature."—SAoiropeorj.

Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

THE FRUIT QUESTION.
Few will deny that until a few years ago the
generality of our orchards were in a state of
decay, and it was only when Apples in quantity
began to arrive from America tluit English
growers bestirred themselves. The crusade
which was then started opened the eyes of many
of our great agricultural landlords, and they
could see by the condition of their decaying
orchards that in a few years they would be in
a far worse plight

; consequently some of the
most philanthropic commenced planting. The
present and growing condition of our orchards
was certainly the outcome of the movement then
started. "A. "(p. 172) would have us believe
by his opening observations that the condition
of our fruit trees, and I suppose the fruit sup-
ply as well, were never in a state of decay, but
if he were to make a tour of inspection in our
midland fruit districts, he could not fail to
notice the improvement which is being made.
In many districts cottagers and tmall farmers
are undoubtedly benefited by their fruit crops,
but during the past few years, when the crops
have been very precarious, the value of many
of the holdings depreciated to such an extent
that bankruptcy was the result. Farmers and
also cottagers are very slow to take advice, and
any information imparted to them they take
very dubiously, and it is only by practical
demonstration that they can be induced to alter
their course. When discussing this question
some people appear to be under the impression
that only Apple growing is profitable. If only
Apples are relied upon, fruit culture in the open
air in England will never become profitable.
If we could command the weather and ensure
the trees bearing an average crop annually, the
case would be difl'erent, but with the climate
and other evils to contend with, depending
on Apples alone would be very precarious.
Farmers or even cottagers will not trouble much
about fruit growing merely for their own con-
sumption, but if they think by improved culti-
vation it will add to their income, the case would
be different. My opinion is that fruit growing
in England, or rather Britain, may be made a
profitable industry if carried out in a rational
manner. As observed by " A.," making London
the principal deput would be a very unwise
proceeding, even if adopted, but according to my
impression the very idea is impracticable. lii
the fruit-growing districts the establishing of
depots would certainly be better, but these if

managed by a private individual or company
would amount to the same as selling direct to a
salesman. A venture of this kind would have
to be amongst the growers themselves.

Small, or rather what are termed soft, fruits
are more profitable, as the crop is more certain.
Marketing these, however, in a fresh state, to
be retailed out as such, will not be prol:ta})le if
grown to any extent. In districts where fruit-
growing can be successfully carried out, the
establishing of well-appointed jam factories
within a radius of the growers would be an
easy means of disposing of the fruit. A gen-
tleman who has gone into the subject, and
who is also no mean authority, pithily re-
marked to me the other day that Britain
possesses the finest climate in the world for

the production of soft fruits. This being the
case, we have a fine opening, bythee.stablishing
of jam or preserving factories, for making a pro-
fitable home industry. Independently of be-
ing the best climate for the growth of the fruit,

sugar is cheaper than in any other country. So
with the two combined as it were at our very
doors, I am under the impression that in a few
years, by the growth of suitable fruits, and
also preserved in a clean and wholesome man-
ner, those who embark in the industry will find
it to their benefit. The fruit must be grown
well, and also delivered in a fresh state, as on
this the success of the system depends. Those
who have already embarked in the enterprise
are well satisfied with the result, and this being
the case, others will quickly follow in their wake.
]f growers will not produce the fruit, then those
who embark in the enterprise will produce
their own, and certainly they would also be
open to receive the fruit from the smaller
growers. We have got the land for the pro-
duction of fruits, without thinking of planting
railway banks, &c.

A Midland Fruit Grower.

PEACH TREES IN POTS.

I DO not think the cultivation of Peaches in pots is

so popular as it should be, as under no other system
can such a given quantity of fruit be grown in a
given space. Where glass structures are not very
numerous for keeping up a steady supply of fruit

from trained trees, the system of growing Peach
trees in pots should make it all the more desirable.

Although Mr. Kivers was the pioneer of the
cultivation of fruit trees in pots, he still leads
on, and also demonstrates in a practical manner,
by the s-plendid specimens which he exhibits from
time to time, that it is possible to obtain first-class

fruit in this manner. By cultivating a succession
of varieties in what is termed a cool orchard house
a supply of fruit may be maintained from the early

part of July until September. Alexander would
lead the van, to follow on with a succession of varie-

ties as I shall hereafter describe. Considering the
size of pot the trees may be grown in, it is astonish-

ing how large the trees will grow and the quantity
of fruit produced. True, the plants require regular
attention in watering and feeding, and this is

where the system of growing Peach trees in pots
has been abused, as no doubt in many instances the
trees have been starved through either the applica-

tion of water being stinted or through inade-

quate feeding with either liquid manure or approved
artificial fertilisers. It is astonishing how im-
poverished the soil will quickly become when the
pots are crammed with roots where these are not
liberally supported ; hence premature bud-dropping
takes place, the blooms do not set freely, or the
fruits fall daring the process of stoning.

For the growth of Peach trees in pots the struc-

ture should be fairly large and lofty, so as to accom-
modate a sufficient quantity of trees. Not that this

need be very elaborate, wood and glass being the
principal materials, with just sufficient brickwork
to carry the timber off the ground, or else there
would be risks run of this rotting quickly. Suffi-

cient piping should also be provided to prevent
injury from frost whilst in bloom, and also storage
room for water, unless this is laid on. I prefer,

however, rain water for syringing. The above
being provided, with a strong and willing hand,
Peach growing in pots should not only prove a source
of pleasure, but of profit. With the present rage for

Chrysanthemums the structure need not remain
empty during the autumn and winter. The trees enjoy
a sojourn in the open air during this period, and the
house could then be utilised for this popular flower.

The trees, as is well known, are generally grown as

either pyramids or irregular bushes, but the pur-
chasing of established trees which have been pre-

pared in this manner would be rather costly where
economy has to be considered. Good trees may be
grown on from maidens, and which would bear
well in about a couple or three years. Under good

care the same trees will last for many years. These
maidens should be purchased in the autumn, and
potted at once so as to prepare them for their future
work.

It is not my intention to enter closely into cul-
tural detail.", but rather to plead for the extended
culture of fruit trees or rather Peach trees in pots,
so as to obtain a succession of these luscious fruits
from under glass, and also in a comparatively small
space, and without the lying and manipulation of
the growing shoots so necessary with trained trees.

Judicious disbudding and pinching of the shoots
are all that is necessary, as under this system the
growth is sturdy, and closely covered with fruit buds
and natural fruit-bearicg spurs. Occasionally the
trees require repotting or retubbing (as the trees
grow capitally in tubs), but after they reach the
size of pot they are required to be grown in,

and these are generally either 15-inch or 18 inch
pots, the usual course adopted when a supply of
fresh soil is found to be necessary is to turn the
trees out of the pots in the autumn just when the
leaves commence to fall, and with an iron spike to re-

move 2 inches or 3 inches of the outer side all around
and under the ball, afterwards repotting firmly in

a sound and calcareous soiL With watering as
needed and heavy syringing, the trees will quickly
commence to root afresh. When stood in the open
air for the winter, the pots should be surrounded
with either litter or cocoa-nut fibre refuse, which
will prevent injury to the pots and roots from frost,

and also keep them in a genial state of moisture.
Whilst in full growth vigorous syringing overhead
through a garden engine will keep away red spider,
and assist in maintaining a healthy growth, and an
occasional washing with a decoction of Quassia
chips and soft soap will keep green or black fly at
bay. Fumigating a large structure is costly, and
besides this it is apt to injure the foliage, as some
varieties are very susceptible to injury from tobacco
smoke.

Being cultivated in pots, the range of varieties

may be more varied than when trained to a trellis,

and indeed this course is a necessity, as being cul-

tivated in the same structure, the varieties grown
must be such as will range over a lengthened
season. Commencing with the earliest varieties,

Alexander is the first to ripen, and with this variety
Waterloo need not be grown unless for variety

Early Beatrice is also a first-rate early Peach, to be
followed by such as Early Louise, Hale's Early
Crimson Galande, Condor, Dr. Hogg, Early Grosse
Mignonne, Grosse Mignonne, Royal George, Stirling

Castle, Goshawk, Alexandra Noblesse, Dymond,
Bellegaide, Walburton Admirable, Princess of

Wales and Sea Eagle. Added to the above, the
following varieties of Nectarines afford an excel-

lent and interesting selection which should suit the
most fastidious : Lord Napier, Goldoni, Violette

H:itive, Elruge, Pine-apple, Rivers' Orange, Pit-

maston Orange, and Victoria for a good late va-

riety. Y. A. H.

WaSps in vineries.—At present there are not
many wasps to be seen, but they multiply very

rapidly, and a change in the weather may soon
bring a plague of them. Once they start strongly

on ripe Grapes, they soon clear out the best portion

of the crop, but more often than not more bunches
are spoilt by the preventive measures taken than by
wasps. Ripe Grapes must have the benefit of a
good circulation of warm, dry air, and to enclose

the bunches in muslin bags is simply the surest

way to spoil them. In many instances hexagon or

wasp-proof netting is fastened over all the ventilat-

ing openings, and if all the lights and doors are set

wide open whenever the weather permits, the plan

an.'iwers fairly well. Where so many err is in

covering up the openings in a half-hearted manner,
the doors as a means of ventUation being com-
pletely ignored, the consequence being that not

nearly enough air reaches the fruit, and premature
decay is the inevitable result. It is a good plan to

have light framework made for the doors and the

lights where possible, this being covered with

the netting, and put up and taken down at will,

the same material lasting for several seasons.

Since the introduction pf Davis's wasp-killer, I
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have, however, experienced no difficulty in preserv-

ing Grapes frota wasps, netting being dispensed with

.

Directly wasps start eating the Grapes, a little of

the poisonous syrup is placed on the partially eaten
berries, this being greedily taken by the wasps. A
few are killed, the rest disappear, and an occasional

renewal of the syrup will keep them away. It

reads like a quack doctor's testimonial, but all the
same there is nothing approaching exaggeration
about it. Wasps are not particularly fond of the

presence of Tomato plants in a vinery, but cannot
be kept out, as many suppose, by them.—M. H.

Highly-coloured Nectarines.— It is worthy
of noie that Nectarines are particularly fine and
more highly- cjloured than usual this season, while
reaches, as a rule, are somewhat deficient in col-

IT. The best of the former I have seen this summer
were at the Shrewsbury show, and so many and so

good were the dishes shown, that the judges must
have experienced considerable difficulty in awarding
the prizes. The first prize was taken by Mr. Dawe
for a perfect dish of Lord Napier, the fruit in this

case being moderately large and of the brightest
red colour, in this respect greatly resembling Stan-
wick Elruge. That they were unusually good was
evidenced by the fact that beautiful samples of

Pine-apple, Pitmaston Orange, and other high-class
varieties were passed over in favour of Lord Napier,
this not often happening.— I,

GOOSEBERRIES.
So.MB hundred varieties of Gooseberries were exhi-
bited at the James' Street Drill Hall on the 11th inst.,

proof, if needed, that protected from birds the
berries will hang well and long after being ripe on
the bushes. But then most of these fruits, all fine

samples, were gathered from the strong stems sent
up from old stools kept for stock, and wonderfully
do these shoots fruit. The result should satisfy

those who declaim against the keeping of sucker
growths in Gooseberry bushes of the exceedingly
valuable fruiting qualities of such growths ; indeed,
it may be worth consideration whether, after bushes
become old and somewhat exhausted, it would not be
a good plan to cut out the fruiting shoots from
stools so soon as they have borne their crop and
retain only the yearling shoots sent up from the
stools for fruiting the following year. It is strange
to find so many as 10(1 varieties of Gooseberries
in commerce, and yet market growers who pro-

duce hundreds of tons of fruit almost yearly
are content with some two or three varieties.

There are not many gardeners who grow more than
half a dozen, and only in a few places do the varie-

ties exceed twenty. Where a large dessert has to

be furnished constantly a good variety of Goose-
berries is helpful during some half dozen weeks of

the summer. The length of the season may be ex-

tended by protecting the fruits, especially those on
walls, but this extension is often gained at the ex-

pense both of flavour and sweetness. The fruits

then, like Morello Cherries, make a dish, but add
littletothepleasure of the dessert. Those who would
have nice flavoured Gooseberries should select the
small-fruiting varieties ; those who would fill the
bushel, the large fruiters, which also have stout,

hardy, and free bearing habits. In the leaflet

which was issued by the Royal Horticultural
Society to cottagers advising them as to the
varieties of Gooseberries to grow, it was actually

intended to name eighteen varieties, red, white,
green, and yellow. No cottager in the world wants
one-fourth so many sorts, and the list gives no in-

formation as to the best varieties for special dis-

tricts. Good, hardy, free-bearing sorts like Lanca-
shire Lad, Warrington, or Industry seem to do well

in most localities, therefore may be safely recom-
mended. ^Vhat the Lancashire Gooseberry grower
requires for his little competitions is in no respect
the selection the ordinary cottager needs for his

wants. He requires sorts that will give him plenty
of fruit for home consumption, both green and ripe,

and a few to sell if a market for the surplus can be
found, but he does not want varieties that are big
bags of water or hang late and want protection
such as he cannot give. A little advice as to proper
methods of culture or thinning is far more useful

to him than is bewildering the poor man by offer-

ing him a list of eighteen sorts of Gooseberries
when he only needs two or three. It is specially

important thit for common culture the varieties

planted should have fairly stout skins. Thin skins,

which soon crack after ripening, are objectionable,
however sweet or pleasant the flesh may be.

Probably for the cottager there are no better sorts

than the Warrington, Lancashire Lad, and Whin-
ham's Industry, and if an earlier one be desired,
then Golden Drop is excellent. The cordon method
of Gooseberry training is not sufficiently practised,

and yet a better method for rearing good fruits or
protecting them readily can hardly be devised.
It does not much matter whether the cordons be
erect or horizontal, the method of training answers
equally well. Gooseberries stand the hard pruning
needful in training of this description better than
tree fruits do, and will bear profusely where the
buds are protected from birds in the winter.

A. D.

THE YELLOWS IN PEACH TREES.
The majority of gardeners have had the evil of
what is generally termed the yellows in the foliage

of Peach or Nectarine trees to contend with at
some time or other, and very fortunate indeed are
those where the trees are not liable to be affected , and
without any of the extra labour entailed by the
periodical re-lifting which has to be accomplished
where the evil is apt to show itself. Some people
assert that the yellows is a disease, but this I dis-

pute, as, according to my experience and observa-
tion, it is through debilitated root action brought
about either by the trees rooting down into an un-
genial sub-soil, or where the soil the borders are
composed of is exhausted of some element or other,

possibly iron. On light or boggy soils the evil is

apt to assert itself, and more so than on cal-

careous soils, although on this latter the trees are
not exempt. Although trees are liable to become
affected under glass, it is not to such an extent as
on open walls. I once saw a very bad attack through
the mistaken judgment of plastering the borders
over with fresh cow manure, this entirely closing
up that ingress of air so necessary for the at'ration

which is so essential for maintaining any fruit tree

in good health. Covering over the borders with
crude cow manure used to be practised far more
than it is now, and many trees certainly owed their

downward course to this system. A mulching cer-

tainly is very beneficial, but let it be of an open or

littery description, so that the border will not be-

come closed up to the action of air. The first sign

of trees becoming affected is the tips of the shoots
becoming yellow, and if nothing is done to check
its progress, it will gradually work all over the tree,

and then the branches will commence to die away
piecemeal. The fruit also sets and swells irregularly,

and instead of being of that full luscious flavour so

noteworthy in a first-class Peach, is bitter, in conse-
quence of becoming prematurely ripe on account of

the sluggish root action. Relifting and laying the
roots in fresh compost is the safest course to

adopt, although some people assert that watering
with liquid manure will improve the character of

the trees. This latter process may certainly assist

them, but with trees rooting in either a sodden,
sour, or ill-drained border, or the roots working in

a crude subsoil, nothing short of re-lifting will re-

store the trees to good health. Trees that are so

affected do not ripen up the wood either so early

or effectually ; consequently, the leaves are longer

in falling, this delaying the operation of re-lifting

somewhat. The trees must certainly not be ope-

rated upon too early for fear of the wood shrivelling,

but as soon as the main leaves at the base of the
shoots commence to ripen and fall olf, lifting

should be at once carried out. If the borders are
efficiently drained and the roots re-laid in a sound
compost as quickly as possible after being dis-

turbed, fresh rootlets will quickly commence to

form. Care must be taken that the soil the trees

are rooting in is not dry before being disturbed,

for if such should be the case, the wood is apt to

shrivel very ((uickly after the roots are laid bare.

Peaches delight in a firm root run. A thorough
watering and syringing occasionally overhead will

also assist in keeping the leaves fresh and the
wood plump. Trees that are much affected would
be in a very weakened condition ; consequently, it

would be, in the second season after lifting, that a
marked improvement would be effected, and the
trees fuUy restored to health and vigour.

Abberley Hall. A. YoUKG.

SUMMER PRUNING.
"T. B." (p. 152) says his practice has always
been not to touch his fruit trees till the shoots had
ceased to extend and the terminal bud was begin-
ning to form at the base of the last-formed leaf.

My contention is that this is a wasteful method,
tending to disorganisation of the tree's forces, often
leading to the tree losing its balance, and, at any
rate, rendering root-pruning an absolute necessity.

Now, root-pruning, or, rather what I prefer, root-

lifting, is very well in its way in the hands of a
skilful operator, but even " T. B.," skilful though he
is, admits in several instances he went too far,

though he adds they were trees he did not care
much about. The truth is, there is not skilled la-

bour enough in the country to do all the root-prun-
ing or root-lifting that would be required if all the
wall trees and espaliers were left unpruned till Sep-
tember. Besides, see the folly of permitting the
trees to make a lot of growth, very strong growth,
too, in many instances that we know will have to
be cut close back at the end of the summer. If

there was any possible way of utilising this growth,
if it could be laid in, or, as in the case of pyramids
or standards, be allowed to extend, there would be
some reason in the let-alone system, but it is

simply so much force running to waste ; worse,
in fact, than running to waste, because the
extra foliage the tree carries gives an immense
impetus to the root action, which can only
be met by hacking off the roots. But there is

another side to the question which has not yet
been touched in this discussion. I contend that
letting the growth extend till the end of the sum-
mer, by robbing the fruit of the necessary support,
and keeping oil: sunshine and checking the circula-

tion of the air, does seriously atTect the size and
quality of the fruit. " T. B." says nine-tenths of
the most successful fruit growers agree with him.
This is a very difticult matter to gaufje, and in
such cases the wish is often father to the thought.
I only know that I have been in and out of a good
many gardens since the middle of July, and in the
best places the work was either in progress or had
been finished. As a rule, when the leaders are all

left to extend and the weakly shoots left to take
up the running, there is not much late pruning to

do ; at least, this has not been the case in my own
experience. E. II.

CORDON GOOSEBERRIES.
A WALL devoted to Gooseberries is of great value
at this date, as the fruits can be readily protected
from birds and they hang a long time. I have a
lively recollection of a north wall planted with
dessert Gooseberries, and how useful it was in pro-
viding dishes of excellent fruit for a long period.

I feel sure that many walls with poor trees on them
could be utilised for this work ; indeed, many a
bare space on fruit tree walls could be used for this

purpose. When a large space is planted it is not
necessary to plant cordons, as Gooseberries may
he trained with several shoots ; still, cordons have
great advantages over others, the fruits being
larger and the training simple. ( )n the other hand,
much can be done with stakes and training in the
open. Those who saw the fine display of fruit from
Messrs. Veitch at the meeting of the 1{ US. on the
21st ult., when over a hundred varieties of Goose-
berries in dishes were staged, also a branch or cor-

don of each variety, thus showing its fruiting quali-

ties, would not fail to see the advantage of growing
these fruits in this way.

I do not intend to give a list of names of these
fruits, as there are so many kin<is, that it would be
out of place. As is well known, however, the large

fine Gooseberries are of most spreading habit, and
when left without supports of any kind the fruits

become a prey to snails and slugs. Gooseberries,
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when trained along the side of a walk as espaliers,

are valuable for the quality of their fruit and their

neat appe trance, and also from their being more
readily protected when ripe. A few iron standards,

with two or three strained wires, form a neat sup-

port for these fruits and cost little. For early kinds

for preserving or cooking bush trees answer all

purposes. Gooseberries often suffer from spring

frosts when grown near the ground, but on walls,

to a great extent, they are protected and on stakes

are less liable to injury, the trees when in bloom
getting dry much quicker, and thus suffering less

tban when wet and frosts are severe. When grown
on a north wall the growth is later and often

escapes injury. When on walls, it is advisable to

train young wood to replace the old to secure fine

fruits. Mulching the roots he ivily with decayed
manure through the summer to keep the roots cool

and moist and to keep the fruit from shrivelling is

also necessary. G. Wythes.

The Kentish fruit season - The annual hard
fruit sales in Kent have just finished, and the re-

sults are certainly not satisfactory to growers.
Plums and Pears are so plentiful that buyers de-

clined to speculate, except in rare instances where
fancy prices were obtained. Warned by the bitter

experience of last year, when, after good prices had
been accepted, the Plum crop proved a failure, buyers
were exceedingly chary, and competition was de-
cidedly slow. Pears were similarly dealt in. In
one case a reserve of £100 had been placed on a
certain lot of William Pears, but the highest bid
only reached £5G. Other nice lots of fruit shared
the same fate, and consequently growers will be
obliged to market the fruit themselves, or accept
greatly reduced offers. With harvest in full swing,
and the hop-picking season imminent, growers
prefer to sell their hard fruit on the trees, but in
this respect many of them will this season be dis-

appointed. On all hands it is admitted that Plums
will be very prolific, and consequently this favourite
fruit should be within easy reach of the poorest
classes. The jam manufacturers in Kent—of whom
there are now several—are buying up large quan-
tities of Plums. One firm of jam makers, who are
a'so exten-ive growers, are so well off for Plums,
that they have no need to buy elsewhere. One of
the common sorts of Pears is also very plentiful.
This special kind of fruit has been sold in the Lon-
don market at the rate of Is. per half-sieve. After
paying for the carriage of the fruit and deducting
the salesman's commission, this leaves 5d. for the
grower, out of which he has to pay for the picking
and other incidental e.xpenses, thus bringing the
net profit down to a very low minimum. A case of
one buyer is reported in which he is said to ba so
disgusted at this price, that he is feeding his pigs
with the Pears.

Protecting Fig trees made easy.—In read-
ing the accounts of the fruit crop for the present
season, I notice many of the branches of the Fig
trees have been killed, through not being protected.
I do not consider the trees safe here (Northampton-
shire) unless they are duly protected. The fruit
is very much enjoyed by my employer, so that I
never neglectwrapping the trees up well. I grow here
a large breadth of Scarlet Runner Beans, staking
them with small poles from 10 feet to 12 feet high.
When the Beans have all been gathered and the frost
blackened the haulm, 1 take the stakes to the Fig
walls, and tie them .'ec;urely either to the branches or
the wall at about i! inches apart. I always find the
Fig trees safe in the spring. I also find these old
stakes useful for a number of the garden crops.
Lettuce, Parsley, and other things.—R. Gilbeet|
Jiurijlile.il.

Pot Vines —Failures are very common from
turning pot Vines outside and exposing them to
all kinds of weather before they are in condition
to stand such treatment as we often experience in
our variable climate. Merely giving a check to
growth, getting the bark of a brown colour and the
leaves of a rusty hue is not maturation of Vines or
any other plants. It used to be the practice of
private cultivators when raising Vines for fruiting
in pots, or for planting them out in vineries, to

well mature their rods by warm dry air, decreasing
the supply of water at the roots, the whole ripening

process being well completed before exposing the

plants to the full power of the elements. The turn-

ing of them out was understood to be for resting

the Vines only. Exposing potfuls of roots to drench-

ing rain, and sometimes frost, while the rods were
in a comparatively unripe state was considered very

objectionable. The late Mr. Spencer, at Bowooi"),

cultivated pot Vines in a masterly manner. To
get them early (say to ripen fruit at the end of

April), the pots were elevated on the back wall of

a narrow glass structure, and the rods were al-

lowed to hang down their full length, they having
previously been closely stopped. The rods thus be-

came as firm as whalebone, and the buds plumped
up like Hazel Nuts.—M. Temple, Oarron House,
N.B.

Ferns.

CALLIPTBRIS MECRODONTA.
A I'URKESPONDEXT in Liverpool sends me a
frond of a Fern from Fernando Po. It seems that

that port is a famous one for West African ar-

rivals, and some time ago, a friend who landed
there sent me home a splendid specimen of a

large shell or species of Achatina from the

same place ; and many residents in that town
have sent me things from the West Coast, so

that we shall undoubtedly find sundry plant.s

cropping up there. The specimen in question

appears to be identical with one I have, col-

lected by my friend Ijustave Mann. It Ls marked
by Mr. Smith C. microdonta, which is a name
I cannot tind published auywhsre, and con-

sequently I am all the more glad to find it

crop up again. I had it growing in the collec-

tion at Kew in ISlil, but I have not seen it for

some years now, and [ hope my Liverpool friend

may succeed in establishing it. Oallipteria as

a genus approaches very near to Diplaziuin, but
difiers from it in having the veins anastomo.se

near the margins. They are large-growing

Ferns, some species, when they have sufficient

space allowed them, forming very elegant ob-

jects. The plants grow easily and rapidly if

potted in a mixture of good friable loam, peat,

and leaf-monld, made sandy and drained well.

This last is of importance, as they like an
abundance of water. These plants are natives

of the East Indies, the Indian Islands, and of

various parts of Africa ; therefore they require

warmth and moisture in the air.

The folio ning species of this genus are well

deserving a place in every fernery, and if in a

naturally arranged one, so much the better :

C. MICKODONTA is a handsome plant makicg
fronds some 18 inches in length, with a stem of

about () inches. The pinnte are lanceolate, some
5 inches long, slightly and coarsely toothed on the

margins, and of a lively green, the sori on the under
side being very numerous and conspicuous. West
Africa.

C. riiOLiFBEA.—A very handsome species which
1 have received from wide-spread localities, viz.,

Queensland in lSii5, collected by Mr. W. Hill;

from Mr. Duncan, in the Mauritius (the plant

from this district, I think, was named Aspleniuiii

decussatum) ; and from the Malay Islands. It is

a large and bold-growing plant from 1 foot to

2 feet in height. The fronds are pinnate, the

pinnre being from IJ inches to 8 inches long, and
about 2 inches wide, entire, but somewhat ob-

tusely lobed and of a rich deep green colour. It

is often proliferous towards the upper part of the

frond, young plants being formed in the axils of

the pinna;.

C. ESCULENTA.—This plant has been variously

named, both genera and species being dupli-

cated many times by various authors. The cause

of this is, I suppose, on account of the various

forms it takes in the different and widespread

localities it occupies, C. malabarica baing its

most common synonym. The stem is slender, and
it makes fronds some 2 feet to i feet long and
light green in colour. A plant or plants of jthis spe-

cies in Mr. Smee's garden at Hackbridge, in Surrey,

is always a beautiful sight ; being over some water,

a grateful atmosphere is preserved, and the plant

presents truly a nice picture. This plant, although
frequently and usually to be found in the bipin-

nate form, is also found simply pinnate with per-

fect sori, and in this state bears the name of C.

serampurensis, but this, although misleading, is

only a plant in an immature state.

W. H. GOWEE.

Adiantum Parishi.-1 was recently intro-

duced to Mr. Gilbert, of Haddenham, and he told

me my previous notes upon this plant had put him
on his mettle, and that from living many years
in Burmah, he knew exactly where to get it, and
that he had succeeded in importing the plant. It

is now growing with the Messrs. i;irkenhead,of Sale.

I did not see this plant in the fine collection of

Ferns exhibited by them at the Temple show, but
the fact of their having it in a living state is well

worth recording, as it adds another species to the

cultivated reniform group. The plant is not easily

managed, as it is a purely limestone Fern. Mr.

Gilbert described the spot where he found it in

plenty, and said it was on some stalactites that

had formed from the rocks above and overhung a
stream of water, and in all the crevices were pretty

little rosettes of this Fern. The plant forms hand-
some spreading rosettes with black polished naked
stems some half an inch long, the fronds varying

from half an inch to an inch across. The plant

was first found by the Rev. Mr. Parish, and Hooker
dedicated it to him. I hope Mr. Birkenhead's

plants will grow, and that I may have the pleasure

of seeing them. I have a batch of specimens re-

ceived from Moulmein now many years ago. I

have tried to raise plants from the spores, but

never could succeed.—G.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Silphium terebinthinaceum, both in foUage
and Huwers, is worthy of a place in the choicest mixed
border. Its largn, bold, bright green leaves and flower-

stem, 4 feet to ill feet high, surmounted by loose pani-

cles of pale yellow flowers, are extremely etfeetive, and
so graceful is it in appearance that it may be used

amongst choice sulijects.

Aster Lindleyanvis.—This newly introduced

Aster we saw flowering in the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety's gardens at Chiswick the other day. Tlie

llowcrs, though small comparatively, are ai near blue

as those oF any Aster we know, and as it has a sturdy

habit it will be available for mixed borders and pro-

minent positions on the rockery.

Aster sagittifolius, the only one of the

pale lavender-flowered species in bloom at present,

is very telling in a large group. Uuh;imparel with

stakes or tying, it looks like a cloud in the distance,

and suggests a much more varied use iu the garden

for these Mirhaelmas Daisies than wo have hitherto

adopted. They are amongst the least troublesome of

hardy plants, and bloom at a time when a dearth of

flowers appears imminent.

Clirysanthemum Sibtliorpi, which we saw

the other day at Chiswick, is an old friend under a now
name. It is identical with a plant we have grown for

many years as C. viscosum, which, by tho way, is very

appropriate, considering its very viscous hairy atom

and leaves. It is not very distinct from tho old C. se-

getum (the Corn Marigold), unless in its hairy viscous

leaves and larger flowers.

Purple Cornflower (Rudbeckia (Echinacea)

purpurea).—There is no flowering perennial in the

herbaceous border just now more distinct in all its

aspects than the purple Cornflower. Almost every

visitor is struck with it on first seeing it, and rising

to a height of 3.V feet it at once commands atten-

tion. Regarded" from a distance it is very striking,

and the rich claret-purple rays are very conspicu-

ous. I have never known it to produce a crop of

seed in England, and, judging by the miserable few

contained in a packet from any Continental source
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where perennials are largely grown for seed, it must
be equally shy in seeding there also. The seeds
generally supplied are imperfect, for I have never
succeeded in raising more than three plant from one
packet. It is best divided every second year early
in April, where it is desired to raise a stock, the
divisions being better wrenched asunder than cut
right through with a knife.—E. J.

Seedling' Begonias — I am sending you five

varieties of Begonias (my own seedlings). Would
you be kind enough to pass your opinion, and let

me know through The Garden.—W. C.

*,* Flowers too large. They have very good
substance and colour, but we object to the huge
size, which seems to be the aim of raisers of the
present day.

—

Ed.

Hollyhocks from Kelso —We beg to send
herewith some blooms of Hollyhocks, of which
we make a speciality. Our plants are from 8 feet
to 1 2 feet high, and the blooms sent can gi\ e you
only a slight idea of the beauty of the spikes. We
have been more successful with them this season
than we ha\e been for twenty-five years, and an
old grower when amongst them the other day said

he had not seen such Hollyhocks since he was a
boy, so the future looks brighter.—Stuart & Mein.

*^* Flowers large and fine, the colours embrac-
ing rich scarlet, pink, salmon, yellow and white.
John Findlay is of an intense scarlet, the flower
large and full, and Cygnet, a jure white variety, is

also very good.

—

Ed,

Silene Schafta. —A very free-flowering alpine
of a branching character and a capital plant for
masses, either on the rockery or in the border. It

is not an early flowering species, like S. pendula,
and therefore adapted to spring bedding, for in
these arrangements it would not give satisfaction.
Its flowering period is from July to September, and
during this period its blossoms are produced in

great numbers, and that continuously. The colour
of the flowers is rosy-purple, and a mass is very
pleasing. Some two-year-old plants from seeds
have during the past two months put forth thou-
sands of their pleasing flowers. These were put out
when a few months old in an ordinary light loamy
soil and an open position as a margin to some her-
baceous beds. Here they quickly formed capital
tufts and a few flowers twelve months ago, but this
season they have been quite a feature. This is but
one of the many instances which may be cited of
purely alpine subjects, too frequently found starving
in small pots, enjoying the freedom of being planted
on the level ground where many are evidently far
better accommodated.

Tuberous-rooted Begonias.— I forward you
a few flowers of double white Begonias, last year's
seedlings, of which I should be glad to have your
opinion. The largest, I think, you will find 4.^ inches
across, and yet it has not the lumpy appearance
which spoils so many. This one does not bear its

flowers perfectly erect. All the others do until
they are completely expanded. Some of these I

sent you in their babyhood last October, when you
pronounced them " excellent flowers. " The Andean
hybrid crossed by B. geranioides I sent you at the same
time is useless, as it persistently drops its buds
before they open. I have a dozen or so of the cross
the other way — geranioides, the female parent.
A few of these are now showing for flower,
and 1 am waiting with some impatience to see
if they will turn out better.—W. Shirley, Soidh-
wick Parsunaiji', Farcluim.

*„* Very good flowers, without that cone shape
and lumpiness so prevalent in the double Begonia
of the present day.— Ed.

Fuchsia Countess of Aberdeen.—Anyone
desirous of making a selection of tlie best green-
house Fuchsias would be well repai I by a visit to
the Koyal Horticultural Society'o gari.en at Chis-
wick, where a cool house is entirely devoted to
them. There is a large variety botii of the best
older sorts and of those raised within the last few
years, and all are examples of very good culture.
The variety, perhap.-i, which stands out mjst con-

spicuously, both for its chaste beauty and distim-t

character, is the one named Countess of Aberdeen;
the flowers are almost pure white with only the

faintest blush tinge, both sepals and petals being
alike in colour ; although not large they are borne
in the greatest abundance. Another recommenda-
tion of this variety is its compact and comparatively
close habit, rendering it a perfect plant for the

greenhouse shelf. At a fortnightly meeting held in

ibe Drill Hall at Westminster last year a white
variety of Fuchsia triphylla (whose flowers are nor-

mally of a brilliant orange-scirlet) may be remem-
bered as having been exhibited. It was said to

have been raised from a cross with the variety

under notice. If this could be absolutely proved
it would be a most interesting piece of hybridisa-

tion, for, except in the absence of colour, the plant

in all its characters was purely F. triphylla.

Aster alpinus from seed.—How wonderfully
varied are seedlings of this alpine Starwort equally

so in their ray florets as in their tufted leaves. From
a batch of seedlings which I raised some three
years ago, quite half-a-dozen at least very distinct

forms may be selected. Twelve or fifteen months
ago I set out a large number of plants as an edg-
ing to some specimen beds of double Pyrethrums,
the soil being of quite ordinary character and no
manure added at planting time. In the time stated
these plants have formed large tufts 8 inches or 9

inches across, and in some of these the foliage is

quite linear ; others have oblong-lanceolate leaves
;

others, again, spathulate, and so on. The florets

also vary both in colour and form, some narrow
and starry, quite elegant and dainty looking ; others
broad and slightly imbricated, the colours ranging
through lilac, mauve, and light purple. In plants

so free-seeding and varied under ordinary circum-
stances, and withal so readily cultivated, much
improvement may be forthcoming with a little care,

and, remembering that we are not over-done with
blue flowers, so dwarf and so useful in spring-time,

a little more attention in the direction suggested
may be rewarded by a much-improved race of this

mountain Daisy, which none would regret.—E. J.

Carnation James Fitzpatrick.—I fully agree
with all Mr. Young's and your editorial comments
in favour of the above, for it is truly typical—and
that in a high degree— of a border and bedding
Carnation, being hardy, of free growth, very free-

flowering, and a non-splitter. It will also thrive

where few other varieties can barely exist, it and
Hodge's Bride being about all in the Carnation
way that will grow satisfactorily here. I pro-

cured the nucleus of my stock of it from the
raiser, Mr. James Fitzpatrick, of Treborth Hall,

Anglesey, some years before it was named or sold

to the Messrs. Dicksons. I have repeatedly ad-
vocated its claim to more extended cultivation,

and have also distributed it (gratis) extensively
under the name of Laura (which now proves to be
false), a specialist to whom I sent blooms be-

lieving it to be that variety. Unfortunately, I

find it has yet another name (Riby Castle), and
probably many more. It is a pity such a good
thing is burdened with so many names, ami I hope
it will be henceforth known by the one which I

believe has best claim to the honour, viz., J. Fitz-

patrick. Herewith I enclose you a few blooms
of a variety which I fancy will prove a fitting com-
panion to the above. It is certainly free in growth
and bloom, a non-splitter, and of a pleasing colour,

larger than J. Fitzpatrick. I should like your
opinion of it. The blooms have not been thinned,
and these are not the main ones. I am unable to

say how or from where procured. It is nameless,
nevertheless admired.— J. RoBHETS, The Oardenx,
Tan'i/-hifli-]i, Mi'rionetJi.

*,* A very distinct and pretty variety. The
flowers are a rich salmon-pink, the backs and edges
of the petals lieing white, very sweet scented, and
a non-burster.

—

Ed.

Acineta densa.—Although spring is considered
to be the usual llowering sfason of this Orchid, a
plant bearing a finely developed spike of sixteen
flowers is now in the Orchid house at Kew. Sus-
pended from the roof with the flower-spike pushing

through the bottrm cf the hai-ket in which the
plant is growing— as is the \.vui of thei:e Orchids-
it makes a rather striking object. Tue bio im'* are
cop shaped, both the sepals and petals being con-
cave ; the former, which are the larger, are

1
J inches

long and overlap the petals. All the parts are
fiesby in texture and of a rich yellow, the petals,

and still more markedly the lip, being spotted with
brown crimson. The leaves are leathery and of the
richest green. The curious propensity of Acinetas
to push the flower-spike downwards through the
soil has always been a source of interest quite inde-
pendent of their handsome foliage and the striking
character of their flowers, and it is necessary to
take this peculiarity into account in their cultiva-

tion. Imported pieces should be planted in shallow
teak baskets, and instead of using the ordinary fiat

potsherds for drainage, a few large pieces of char-
coal should be placed on the bottom, leaving
sufficient space between each to allow the spike to

push its way through. Although they have a mar-
vellous knack of finding their way out, as is illus-

trated sometimes by their growing through the hole
in the bottom of an ordinary pot, it frequently
happens that both in baskets and pots where this

habit has not been provided for, old decayed flower-

spikes will be found on turning out the plants to
to have been unable to find an exit. They require
a compost of fibrous peat and Sphagnum. All the
Acinetas are natives of Central America, and should
be grown in the Cattleya house.—B.

Lilium Parkmanni.—All lovers of Lilies and
hardy flowers are eager to possess this since the
fine portrait of it appeared in The Garden twelve
years ago. Next to the satisfaction of possessing
it, every Lily grower likes to hear a good yearly re-

port of it from the Knap Hill nursery, the only
place in the world where it can be seen. Now is

its flowering time, and this week I have enjoyed
the sight of a mass of it in full bloom, some
spikes of which I think were finer than I have seen
them in former years, so that one may infer that it

improves in strength, and, what is very important,

it is thoroughly hardy, having withstood the last

winter uninjured. The propagation of this Lily

is slower than one could wish, and it may be some
time before Mr. Anthony Waterer will be able to

put it into commerce. But, considering that the

original stock numbered only four bulbs, purchased
from the raiser at an enormous price for a Lily, the

thirteen years that have elapsed since it first came to

Knap Hill is not a long period in which to work up
a number of such a plant as a Lily of the con-

stitution of L, auratum or L. speciosum. The
features of this hybrid Lily are known to most
specialists in Lily culture, but those who have not

seen it can derive a correct estimate of its beauty
from the plate in The Garden of June 7, IsT'J,

where may be found a short account of its history,

how it was raised about the year 18t>7 by Mr. Park-

man, in the United States, by intercrossing L.

auratum and L. speciosum, the latter being the

seed parent. The plant partakes of the characters

of both parents in its growth, as well as its flowers,

and to get an idea of the beauty of these one must
imagine a Lilium auratum flower 12 inches across

from tip to tip of the petals, which are broad and
adorned with the medial yellow stripe of aur.itum,

and the rest of the petals coloured like the finest

forms of L. speciosum, having a broad white edge.

Some have compared it with the rubro-vittatum

variety of L. auratum, but this is a mistake, as the

colour of this variety is much darker and duller

than that of Parkmanni, though there is no need to

disparage one to praise the other, as both are fine

Lilies and distinct from each other. We all hope
that Mr. Waterer will be able soon to gratify those

who have been waiting for years to possess it. The
Lily will be in bloom for another week or two at

Knap Hill, ami a small specimen of it was shown
at Westminster on Tuesday last.

—

W, G.

The Koyal Gardens, Frogniore.—We learn

that Mr. Jonei', gardener to Her Majesty at Frog-

more, is retiring after nearly twenty years' service,

and that he is to be succeeded by Mr. Owen Thomas,
who for several years has been gardener at Chats-

worth.
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Flower Garden.

A GAEDEN IN VENICE.
Private gardens of any extent are almost

unknown in tliis beautiful city of waters, and

though some of the larger houses have attached

to them a court like enclosure where grow a

few Oleanders and Cypresses, yet such small

spaces do not satisfy the English craving for

a real garden. An English resident, Mr. F.

Eden, living in one of the fine old palaces on

the ({rand Canal, had the hapjiy idea of buy-

ing a piece of ground of some acres on one of

the adjacent islands. It was already well

the little house shown in the engraviiig(p. lO-'i),

as well as in masses in other parts. A good Grass

lawn has also been made and an artesian well

been sunk ; this is a most important improve-

ment, as it yields an abundant supply of good

fresh water, whereas formerly water had to be

brought in barge loads from the mainland.

PERGOLAS, OR CREEPER-COVERED
WALKS.

In Italy and other parts of the sunny south one
often sees in gardens the pergola, as tlie creeper-

clad arbour or walk is called, and which gener-

ally serves the two-fold purpose of supporting

Flower, Bignonia radioans and B. grandiflora,

scarlet Trumpet Flower (Lonicera sempervi-

rens),and other beautiful climbers) which formed
the most delightful retreats in flower-time, and
were always cool and shady in the hot summer
season. But these seldom occur outside the

rich gardens of the great villas, and usually

near humbler dwellings the pergola is a simple

structure made for the purpose of supporting

the Grape Vine.
The pergolas, like the stately fountains, are in

Italy quite appropriate to the country and the

climate, but they are rarely neces.sities in our
English climate, though adaptations of the per-

gola if simple and unpretentious would add to

the delights of many an English garden, even
if, as this year, we seldom feel the want of a

Perg ila with white Lilies uuderueath at l\d:izzo Barbarigo, Venice. Engraved for TitE Gaumfn from a photograph scat by Mrs. EJen.

furnished with a luxuriant growth of Vines,

Figs, iMulberry and Cherry trees, but much
had to be done, and now, after some years of

judicious planning and expenditure, it is a

beautiful and delightful garden, and an un-

failing source of interest and enjoyment to

its owners. The best flowers have been in-

troduced from English and other gardens, and
nearly all take kindly to the soil, which is

formed of the rich, reclaimed mud of the

Lagoons. White Lilies are a special feature,

and grow in great masses beside the walk
under a pergola of Vines, as shown in the

illustration
; JKo.ses are eipiidly luxuriant, and

are freelytrained on the high wali of abuiMing
thatTjounds the garden on one side, and on

the Grape Vine and affording pleasant coolness

during the summer heat. As a rule, these

pergolas are rude trellis-work structures of

wood, sometimes supported by stone where this

is at hand, but more often the supports are of

rough tree stems, as shown in the engraving,

which illustrates hcnv a thinly-covered pergola

is used to give the necessary shade to the Ma-
donna Lily (Liliuni candidum)in a climate where
full exposure to an almost tropical sun would be
detrimental to it. In the gardens in the
neighbourhood of Rome, Naples, and Florence I

have seen some beautiful examples of the pergola

(stately structures, the supports of which were
massive columns of stone covered and festooned

in a beautiful way with such as Binksian Roses,

Wistaria, Pergularia odoratissima, Periploca

gneca, Clematises, Honeysuckles, blue Passion

shady bower at midsummer. A creeper-clad

trellis spanning a frequented walk is a most

desirable feature in a garden, as it gives a con-

trast to the open breezy parts, and not only
this, it serves as a suitable place for growing
the nmltitude of beautiful hardy climbers we
have now at our command, and which can only

be seen when rambling over trees, trellises, or

along the tops of walls. Some little considera-

tion is required in deciding upon the most ap-

propriate place for a covered way. It should

lead to somewhere and over a frequented walk,

and should not be erected where any line of

view would be interrupted, or too prominently

in view, that it is always in sight from the

bouse, and if it can be placed so that a stranger

would come upon it unawares, so much the better.

The breadth, height and length arepoinUfor
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individual taste and circumstances to dispose of,

but if flowfring creepers are desired to cover it,

it must liot be placed under or near the shade
of big trees, especially such as Elm, whose
hungry roots would tiavel a long way to feed

upon the good soil that the creepers must be
planted in.

The form of the structure must also be
governed by circumstances and individual taste.

A simple structure is the best ; the supports
should bo Oak tree stems, about 9 inches in

diameter with the bark on, let into the ground
about 2 feet ; if on a bed of concrete the better.

The posts must be connected ami firmly secured
to each other by long pieces of similar size and
running along the sides, while the top may be
formed of small pieces fixed transversely
across the top. This will make a more
massive and firm structure, and the simpler it

is kept the better it will look. On no account
let the rustic wood carpenter begin to adorn it

with his fant.astic branches, which he is usually

so fond of doing. If a more polished structure

is desired, the supports may be round, square
or hexagonal, and the roof made of diagonal
trellis-work of Oak or Teak with the meshes
about 9 inches across, and instead of being flat

it may be gently curved. Such a structure

would be appropriate close to the house where
it could be looked down upon. On a close trellis

the creepers do not festoon themselves beneath
it or flower so freely as in the open cross-piece

trellis.

Some, no doubt, may like a variety of creep-

ers on a trellis, but I like to see it covered
with one or two, such, for instance, as La-
burnum and Wistaria, which flower together
and look beautiful in June, and never give a
dense shade. Climbing Koses would cover an-

other, Honeysuckles another, Jaokman's Cle-

matis and C. montana a third, and so on. In
warm parts one could have the pergola covered
with the lovely white Solanum jasminoides
mixed with Passifiora ccerulea or Tecoma
grandiflora. The various Honeysuckles, espe-

cially the scarlet Lonicera sempervirens and
L. brachypoda, would go with the Sweet Jas-
mine (.J. ofllcinale), and up the pillars may be
trained the yellow winter-flowering J. uudi-
florum, Forsythia suspensa, Cydonia japonica,

Escallonia macrantha, Myrtle, Garrya elliptica,

Chimonanthus fragrans, Berberis stenophylla,
and others, though not strictly climbers, would
drape the supports of a pergola. There is such
a number of climbers to choose from that the
difliculty is to make the best selection. Care
should be taken not to choose any doubtfully
hardy plant, for it is annoying to find that after

a severe winter a blank space has to be re-

covered. W. GoLDiiiNi:.

FLOWERS IN HYDE PARK.
Again, as in previous years, the Fuchsia plays a
very conspicuous part in the summer flower arrange-
ments, and if its extensive use in Hyde Park should
lead gardeners to look more to its merits as an out-
door flower, something will be gained and gardens
will ultimately be tlie richer and prettier. The
grouping of fine specimens upon the Grass after

the manner here adopted does much towards rais-

ing the flatness and breaking the tiring monotony
that usually attend these summer floral displays.
Even the hardy Fuchsia is a neglected plant, but
how much more neglected in a certain sense are
these finer Fuch.sias, which only need house shelter
in winler and spring, and which throughout summer
and autumn are fit to adorn even the most formal
garden. It would certainly be better to grow fine

Fuchsias than pyramidal and 8tandar<l Bays and
Portugal Laurels, which have nothing to render
them particularly noticeable when so grown, unless
it be intense formallly.

There is no lack o£ fine Fuchsias of the type of

those used in Hyde Park. The great double varie-

ties are useless, poor lumpy things, but such kinds

as Tower of London, Earl of Beaconsfield, Harry
Brooks, Mrs. Marshall, and JIme. Cornellisen in

groups upon the Grass, or in other associations in the

beds, are magnificent, particularly so in a cool

moist season like the present. In this particular

and happy departure from orthodox lines of put
ting out specimens upon the Grass, some new
effects have bsen created this season with plants

tried for the first time. One or two groups of the

Coral Plant (Erythrina") were particularly distinct,

the carpet of green Grass and the overhanging
tree foliage heightening the colour effect produced
by its long spikes of coral-red flowers, which are

very enduring in the open air. A group for foliage

alone consisted of several plants of Cobrea scandens
variegata and a species of Begonia with very

large, deeply-cut leaves. Groups of specimen
Ivy - leaved Pelargoniums are just the things

to produce an effect, and Plumbago capensis in

a group of several plants, each (1 feet or more
in height, was very interesting, free in growth and
bloom, but showing the need of more sun. With
specimens such as these in sunny positions, this

plant should flower as freely in the open air as

upon a pillar in a conservatory. Some Clematis
Jackmanni in pots plunged and grouped were good,

and the specimen Heliotropes increase in beauty
as they grow in age. When first they were grouped
the plants were rather small and thin, but now
they are lii.rger, denser, and stronger they leave

nothing to be desired. What they lack in bright-

ness they atone for in fragrance, which is freely

diffused around. We have grown so accustomed
to seeing Pelargoniums only as formal dense
masses in beds, that a group of specimens of zonal

Pelargoniums made up of about twenty-five good
plants comes as a sort of surprise. The colours

were good, the trusses of flowers fine, and the effect

quite out of the common. These groups are all

upon the plot that is skirted by Park Lane, and
between the Stanhope and Grosvenor gates. Close

by and in a more open spot, where the leading

flower-beds fringe a large Grass plot, the centre

is beautifully adorned by Palms and the New
Zealand Flax. Towering above these and sur-

passing them for graceful effect were two or three

groups of a lovely Bamboo. This suggests a pos-

sible means of displaying more of the grace and
beauty of these plants in gardens where they can-

not stand the winter. The central group was made
up of ten plants, the kind being chiefly B. Simoni,

and the height of the leading plants in the group
was quite 14 feet. The most graceful of Bamboos,
namely, viridis glaucescens, grouped upon the

Grass in the same way would be splendid. In

spite of the natural rigid habit of B. Simoni, the

rich clusters of grassy leafage strike the eye im-

mediately, and the group is singled out as produc-
ing by far the best effect of foliage alone. Of
course it will be understood that although group-
ing large plants upon the Grass has here pro-

duced such good results, such might not be the

case elsewhere. The influences and opportunities

of surroundings must be considered, and where they
afford scope for origicality it is charming to see

them thus treated. Imitations of good things seen

elsewhere are not always good under other asso-

ciations, and few English flower gardens are cap-

able of reproducing the finer effects of flower gar-

dening as a whole, as seen in Hjde Park. I'rofitahle

lessons, however, may be learned from the beds,

and the way in which they are planted, as, here

again, bold and successful attempts have been
made to raise them up above the dead level and
flatness that mar so much summer flower-garden-

ing. There are some of the old style of beds filled

entirely with Pelargoniums, a dense, dwaif, he.avy,

and in this season almost flowerless mass of leaf-

age that few can possibly admire, especially when
a contrast so great and so near at hand is afforded

by the beds in which Fuchsias are the leading fea-

ture. The plants are smaller, of course, than those

grouped upon the Grass, but they range near to a
yard in height, and being thinly placed admit <.(

carpets beneath. The most popular plant for this

purpose is the tufted Pansy, and it would be difficult

to name two flowers more fit for association in har-
monising colours. One of the very best beds con-
sisted of Fuchsia Tower of London carpeted with
the pale mauve Pansy here named Mrs. Turner, a
charming kind apparently identical with that
known as Duchess of Sutherland in gardens. Mme.
Cornellisen Fuchsia occupied another bed with a
dark Pansy as a carpet, and Mrs. Marshall was
used in other beds with an undergrowth of a dis-

tinct Pansy, known in gardens under the name of

Formosa. A very pretty bed was filled with large
Heliotrope plants, thinly disposed, and interspered
with yellow Marguerites, the whole being carpeted
with a white Pansy named Snowflake. It is un-
usual, as a rule, to see Sweet Peas, popular and
sweet though they are, filling any part of bedding
arrangements, but here they were seen in little

groups in Urge beds, embracing many varied shades
supplied by some of the finest varieties, associated
with large Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, and carpeted
with the dark Cliveden Purple Pansy. Fragrant,
harmonious mixtures such as this seem to be find-

ing favour. For example, another bed noted
was made up of the Gladiolus-flowered Cannas,
Gladioli, and Lilium auratum, carpeted with tufted
Pansies. Lilies are good town plants, and those
that can be bought annually at moderate rates

might be well planted in the parks. Even if they
were useless after the first year, the loss would not
be greater than it is in the case of spring bulbs. The
fragrance from this particular bed in the early morn-
ing when I saw it filled the air for yards around.
The more fragrance and real beauty that can be
brought and creditably displayed in these haunts
of busy people, the more enjoyable will town gar-

dens become.

The Carnation is present, but perhaps for want
of fine varieties it has not been permitted to tell

its own story in the effective way that it does
when planted boldly and to the best ad\antage. In
the past season or two there have been one or two
beds of this flower, various kinds ia mixture, but
such beds do not show its true worth. This season
what few Carnations there are are comparatively
obscured in other mixtures of plants. The old

crimson Clove in its season is one of the features of

the Embankment Gardens, and as the tendency is

to prolong the Carnation season with varieties of

successional flowering habits, we may hope, per-

haps, ere long to see it have more attention in Hyde
Park. There is a bed of Heliotrope and a red Tree
Carnation carpeted with Pansy. The Carnations look

as though they were old plants that had flowered

in winter or spring before planting out ; but if some
plants of this race of Carnations were raised at

about the present time from cuttings and grown
steadily on through the winter and spring, they
might be planted out with the summer things just

when coming into flower, and probably they would
continue vigorous and free throughout the sea-

son. A novel plant not usually seen in summer
bedding arrangements is Amorphopha 1 is Rivieri.

Its great spreading leaves, borne upon a single stout

stalk, might be made effective with some dwarf
flowering plant beneath, but in the bed in question

the best associations have not been selected, the

surface of the bed being covered with an admi.xture

of red and white-flowered Begonias and Iresine.

The fine later-flowering Hocks of the intermediate

strain, sweet and beautiful, are represented by
several beds of a fine double white variety, and two
round beds of Abutilons, one on either side of the

path at one of the minor entrances, were worthy of

note, the plants tall, healthy, and flowering freely.

A pretty effect of foliage has been obtained by
associating Dracamas with Funkias, Fuchsia gra-

cilis variegata, and Lobelia ijueen Victoria, whilst

the now opening flower-spikes of this last plant

will give a bit of bright colouring above the mass
of rich contrasting leafage. A large bed filled with
the Coral Plant (Erythrina) was carpeted with

seedling Pansies, a strain that produces large

blotched and spotted blooms and which looked

co.-use and positively ugly. For the flower garden
they are worthless, and this fact was accentuated

by I he qidet, inoffensive beauty so apparent in the

self coloured tufted kinds near at band. It is not
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possible to say much but praise of the whole flower

gardening, but it might be asked why the ribbon
border style is repeated year after year in certain

narrow borders between Grosvenor Gate and the
Marble Arch running parallel with Park Lane, and
having a few small trees and shrubs in the back-
ground. Their usual style of adornment is a line

of Calceolarias, a line each of one or two sorts of

Pelargonium, and a front line of Lobelia or Golden
Feather. This serves to rover the grcnind, but it

cannot be said to beautify it in the best possible

way. These borders are just the thing for grouping
fine hardy plants in a simple, informal way. Irises

and Yuccas, Funkias and Sea Hollies, these all do
well in towns, and even the hardier varieties of the
Torch Lily might be tried, besides hosts of other
things. In the end it would be cheaper and cer-

tainly a much better way of beautifying these par-

ticular spots. A, H.

PROPAGATION OF TUFTED PANSIES.
Year by year the cultivation of these plants

is being considerably extended. For some
years these truly delightful bedding plants
wire very little grown, in spite of all that
was from time to time urged on their behalf
through the medium of the horticultural press

;

but the reason of their unpopularity was chiefly

due to want of information concerning them.
They were too small flowered for some, and
those who regarded them thus, paid no heed to

the wonderful masses of flowers that were or
should be produced, while others again merely
regarded them as only suited to purposes of

spring bedding, a position many kinds may and
do worthily fill, and having done this were lifted

and heeled in for the time being in the reserve
gardeu. But their usefulness as spring bedding
plants was only a small item—a mere unit—of
their actual capabilities, for then they were
merely putting forth the first flowers of spring,
and of such, a vast multitude would have followed
had the plants been left alone and a little timely
attention been accorded them. But we have
excellent proof of their worth now at the lead-
ing exhibitions in London and elsewhere, and
the public have every opportunity of seeing
them in all their shades, many very beautiful
indeed. Never were these tufted Pansies ex-
hibited in such splendid condition as they were
at the Temple show in May la.st, particularly
those shown in large pans, for these aflbrded
everyone an opportunity of judging the merits of
each with their habit and freedom of flowering
combined, these being important points to those
who grew them and equally to those who in-
tend to do so. But for the present it was not
my intention to enlarge upon their general
worth so much as to give a few seasonable hints
concerning their propagation. Happily, at
least for these plants, the present season has
suited them perfectly. The result of this is an
abundance of fine healthy cuttings, such as
cannot fail to make fine vigorous plants in due
course, far difterent from those produced during
dry hot summers, as these invariably get stunted
and hard, and by no means easily rooted from
cuttings.

There are one or two methods of propagating
these plants, each simple and eflectiial in its
way, but, from an all-round jjoint of view, with
results considered also, cuttings must always
take the leading place. For procuring the best
possible stamp of cuttings, there is no way to
equal jjlanting a batch in the reserve ground in
the autumn months. In the second or third
week of June ensuing, when the first spring
crop of flowers is past, cut the plants over
closely with a knife to within 2 inches or 3
inches from the ground, not more. At this
time it will benefit the plants if the surface of

Campanulas in the wild garden.—Some of
the BellUowers are charming for naturalising. We
have the Peach-leaved Campanula holding its own
and flowering freely in a very grassy spot where
one would have thought it could not exist, but it

does, and comes up among the tall Grasses, being
seen to distinct advantage. A stray Canterbury
Bell was so beautiful upon a bank last season, that
I thought to enjoy the effect of a fine group in
the same spot and under similar conditions this
season, and with that end in view a group was
planted in spring, fine strong plants being put out
that would have flowered freely. The flower-spikes
started up strongly and reached (! inches in height,
when the pheasants found them to their liking and
then ate them to the ground. Campanula latifolia,
the native species, is a fine plant for the wild gar-
den. Once when on a ramble in Sussex I passed
through a wood where this Bellflowerand the finest
of the Willow Herbs (Epilobium angustifolium)
both grew largely. The effect was very fine and

the ground be lightly pricked over withThand- 1

^°^^]^y^f^ reproduction in a suitable spot in the

fork, and if available, a barrowful of old potting
soil may be worked in also. In three weeks
from pruning there will be abundance of excel-
lent cuttings pushing forth, and these, should
the weather be dry, will be much benefited
by frequent watering overhead, particularly
at night. These young fresh cutting.s should be
secured with a heel attached, and when about 3
inches in length these should be taken off,

dibbled into a frame duly prepared with fine

sandy soil, taking care to keep them fresh and
well protected from sun, a partially shaded spot
—that is the shade produced by Evergreen.s,
as Privet—always preferred. During the first

week or so frequent light sprinklings overhead
will be necessary, apart from a thorough soak-
ing when first inserted. Such cuttings as these,
with the treatment here recommended, will form
roots in about three weeks or a month, when
the lights may be removed altogether. Anyone
who has been accustomed to make cuttings of
what have been flowering shoots of two or
three months' duration will know something of
the difliculty and uncertainty of rooting even
these free-growing plants ; they are, in fact,

quite unsuitable as cuttings, for, apart from the
uncertainty of rooting them, they have not a
tithe of the chances of producing breaks from
the base, which the young cuttings to which I

have referred and detached with a heel do,
and in such numbers ; therefore, the plants in
the end cannot be so satisfactory. I strongly
advise all who have not tried this method to
give it a trial even now, for cuttings would be
quickly formed, and would quickly outstrip the
old flowering shoots, both in the rooting pro-
cess and the progress after. Another, and per-
haps tlie next best way is to prune the plants
over during the month of Augu.st nearly close
to the ground, and when the new shoots appear,
and are about 2 inches long, to scatter some fine

sandy soil among them, giving a good watering
when all are completed, and twice or thrice a
week afterwards, if dry weather ensues. In a
fortnight or three weeks these young shoots will
push forth roots, and will by the end of Sep-
tember be ready for pulling to pieces and
transplanting into nursery beds till required for
permanent use. This last method has much to
recommend it in its simplicity alone, as it may
be all accomplished without a frame, or light, or
any protection whatever, and good plants re-
sult, provided the transplanting be not ne-
glected, and the plants become weakly and
drawn in consequence. I have adopted both
these methods for years past with success, but,
as I have previously stated, the cuttings, such
as I have suggested, I always prefer and re-
commend, as they give greater satisfaction in
the long run. E. J.

Humea eleg'ans —When well cared for and
grown there are few plants that are more striking
and effective than this at the season when it comes
into bloom, as, clothed as it then is from near the base
to its entire summit with its rich brown feathery
inflorescence, it has a most dressy appearance,
makes a fine show, and is of great value for use in
vases outdoors or to place in the centres of beds, as
the heads are exceedingly light and graceful and
do much to relieve that stiffness that so often pre-
vails in our gardens. Not only is the Humea ele-
gans adapted for the purposes referred to, but it is

equally useful to help to embellish greenhouses or
conservatories, where placed in conspicuous posi-
tions or raised above other plants it shows oft' to
advantage. The way to have good specimens is to
sow at once and grow steadily on during winter,
the place that suits the plants best at that season
being a light pit or house where they can have a
temperature ranging between 45" and 5(i'. To get
the seed to germinate freely, it should be sown in a
well-drained pot or pan filled with finely sifted soil
made suitably moist by watering, and have a pane
of glass laid over the top. If then placed under a
handlight and kept close or stood in a warm frame
the plants will soon appear, and as soon as large
enough to handle they should be pricked off or
potted singly in .S-inch pots and kept warm till they
start. By the end of the autumn they will need a
shift into larger pots, d-inch size being the most
suitable, and in these, it kept well watered, they
may stand till the spring and then be shifted on into
others a size or so larger, in which they will bloom.
To maintain their foliage healthy and fresh they
must be well fed with liquid manure. This may be
given, if weak, as it should be, every time they are
dry, and later on in the year it is a good plan to
stand the pots in very shallow pans, or pans partly
filled with coarse sand or cinders, into which they
will root.—S. D.

THE MULE PINKS.
The mule Pink appears to be coming into favour
again, and most probably because its congener

—

the Carnation—has become so popular. Mule
Pinks have existed for a considerable time, and it

is supposed originated by using the pollen of the
Carnation on some other species. Some years ago
Messrs. E. G. Henderson and Son, then of the Wel-
lington Koad Nurseries, introduced one under the
name of hybridus multiflorus or floribundus. This
was unlike in some respects any of the mule Pinks
which had preceded it on account of its free-grow-
ing and free-flowering habit and the pleasing rosy
pink colour of its abundant fragrant blossoms.
After this came a striped variety, the flowers
blush-white striped with purplish crimson, and
Marie Pare, pure white, a variety not .so new as is

generally supposed, as it had been in cultivation
for something like three years. Later, in point of
time, came the rich carmine- crimson Napoleon III.

The two last-named, especially the latter, are
much grown for cutting. The two last-named and
hybridus multiflorus have a distinctly perennial
character, and are propagated by means of slips

or cuttings. The variety hybridus multiflorus

can still be found in gardens amid choice peren-
nials, but the white and crimson forms are now
specially cultivated for cutting from on account
of their abundant blossoms—so abundant indeed,
and especially so in the case of Napoleon III., that
it is sometimes extremely diflioult to get enough
young growths to furnish stock.

Napoleon III. is largely grown at Ascott Park,
Leighton Buzzard, by Mr. Jennings, gardener to

Mr. Leopold de Rothschild, as he finds it very use-

ful for rutting from after the ordinary Carnations
have gone out of bloom. Mr. Jennings puts out
large beds of it in the autumn, but last winter
played sad havoc with his plants and seriously
diminished his stock. Other growers suffered in

the same manner. The plant is quite hardy, but
intense cold, snow, and biting winds have a crip-

pling effect upon it.

These mule Pinks seem to have an aversion to a
soil too richly impregnated with stimulating pro-
perties, for they have the effect of causing a succulent
growth, rendering the plants more liable to danger
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from frost. A good loam mixed with leaf mould

and a little grit suits them, and in such a compost

the plants both grow and flower freely. An old

method of propagation was to heap up a light

compost about the plants, which would cause the

shoots to put forth roots. These were taken off

and planted out in nursery beds to bloom the

following season. The more generally followed

method in these days appears to be by means of

cuttings, which are taken oft and inserted in light

sandy soil under a hand-glass, when they soon make
root, and are then potted ofE or planted in a cold

frame to grow into size.

For making plantations for cutting from, only

young well-rooted plants should be employed, as

old ones are apt to decay, and the more vigorous

the plants are, the more likely are they to yield an

abundance of bloom, putting up flower-stems of

great strength.

These mule Pinks make excellent pot plants, and
while not admitting of much forcing, can yet be

brought on gently under glass, but do best with as

little artificial heat as possible. With care they can

be had in bloom by the end of April, and the rich

coloured blossoms of Napoleon III. are most effec-

tive when mingled with paler coloured flowers.

The flowers are also very useful for bouquets, be-

ing small, compact, and lasting well.

A Continental variety, known as moscatus, having

in addition a long French designation and bearing

rosy-lilac flowers, is said to be sweetly fragrant.

R. D.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.

It sometimes happens that there are no flower

gardens or ornamental shrubberies in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of the mansion, and under

these circumstances If the house itself is naturally

stifi: and bare, and creepers are not allowed on the

walls, there is a demand for a bright display in the

way of boxes, specimen plants, and it may be occa-

sional groups to give a touch of summer brightness

to the surroundings. For iron pillars supporting

verandahs, awnings, and such places, I have found
no better plant than the variegated Japanese
Honeysuckle. Such summer climbers as the Canary
Creeper or Cobaja scandens do very well in some
seasons, but they are what the gardener is apt to

call "miffy" subjects, and anything that has a

tendency to fail at an inopportune time is not

adapted for such situations as are under considera-

tion. I grow the Lonicera in boxes, painting the

latter of a colour to match the iron pillars. As
soon as the plants show signs of moving in early

spring, some of the top soil is removed and replaced

by some good loam with which a little artificial

manure has been incorporated ; this with occa-

sional watering with weak cow manure will keep
the plants in vigorous health until the end of the

summer. For boxes and pans there is nothing
much better than Fuchsias sparsely mixed with
Marguerites if they (the boxes) are on a very large

scale. The Fuchsias should comprise varieties

of sturdy habit and very free-flowering properties,

such as Rose of Castile, Abundance, Erecta, and
Wave of Life. Plant.s for the edges of boxes and to

hang over the sides maybe found in the trailing Cam-
panulas, the free-flowering double Ivy-leaved Gera-

niums, Harrison's Musk, and Gnaphalium lanatum.

If some specimen plants are required, by all means
give the pride of place to Heliotropes. Every-
one likes Heliotrope, and if a few well-flowered

plants are placed so that the perfume finds its way
through the open windows, the little extra trouble

spent over the preparation of such plants will not
have been in vain, for, unfortunately, this favourite

old plant is not at home indoors either as a pot
plant or in a cut state. If other specimen
plants are required, most of the scented Pelargo-

niums will be found serviceable for the purpose,

and have the merit of covering a trellis quickly.

Groups of plants are often required here and
there through the summer months to brighten up
a sombre rorner or to hide some objectionable fea-

ture, and a few good things for the purpose are

not hard to find. For taller plants I would again
recommend Fuchsias with a few specimen Ivy-

leaved Geraniums, a liberal sprinkling of Francoa

ramosa, an occasional Campanula pyramidalis, and

a Palm or two if these are to be had
;
these might

constitute the back of groups, and the foreground

consist of Begonias and smaller Fuchsias, with

Grevillea robusta, Dracrena gracilis, and Onyohium

japonicum Fern to supply the greenery. If a mass

of bright colour is required, I would recommend
Raspail Geranium. Old plants of this that have

flowered through the winter can be headed back

a little in early spring and top-dressed in the manner

noticed above in the case of the Honeysuckle. If

they are then grown along for a time in a little

warmth they will very soon start again into flower

and bloom away profusely all the summer. Some
plants of Francoa can be dotted among them, and

if the group is completed by a broad edging of the

white trailing Campanula mixed with Onychium

Fern, it will as a whole have a bright and pleasing

effect. I should like to add as a last word that all

such arrangements, viz., pillar plants, boxes, vases,

specimen plants, and groups in the immediate

neighbourhood of the house should be thoroughly

well done ; all dead and decaying foliage must be

kept away, and the chance of the appearance of

this guarded against by an early use of stimulants

in the shape of some inodorous, or at any rate com-

paratively inodorous, artificial manure.

Plants that have a mass of roots require help to

keep them moving, and to wait until there is a

yellow tinge in the foliage before applying this

means the loss of leaf and a limited supply of bloom.

Reference was made some time back to the long-

flowering season of the Starworts when grown in

variety, and the statement will bear repetition

when one remembers their value for cutting. Al-

pinus and Amellus bessarabicus were both in flower

in July, so we shall continue this beiutiful race of

plants, probably without a break, for nearly five

months. Spiiiea palmata alba has been lo\ ely this

year ; staged last month in a collection of herba-

ceous flowers, it attracted general attention, and is

apparently yet new to many. It does not appear

quite so robust as some of its allies, but this is its

first season with me, and it will probably become

stronger with age. A useful plant for the front of

the herliaceoiis border is the old double Chamomile.

It is growing here in blocks between dwarf Ve-

ronicas, Campanulas, and purple Violas, and the

effect is very pleasing. A few things still in flower

I should like to strongly recommend for cutting

are Coreopsis lanceolata, Erigeron mucronatus, and

Scabiosa caucasica. " Plenty of cut bloom,' is now

the universal cry, and it therefore needs no apology

to refer constantly to those plants which in their

respective seasons are most servicable for the pur-

pose, preferring those that stand well in a cut state,

and which may be said to belong emphatically to

the " fill-basket " section.

Writing of cut flowers reminds me that those

who have a nice lot of Everlastings in variety,

should make a point of going round them about

twice a week to cut expanded blooms before they

are tarnished by age or weather. These if dried,

bunched, and hung up in a dry room will, together

with a small collection of dried ornamental Grasses,

come in very handy occasionally during the dull

months, when other flowers are comparatively
E. BUEBELL.

able for pot culture, as the foliage often becomes
yellow before flowering, but planted out it grows
freely. The bulbs of this Lily are of a peculiar

flati ened shape, more nearly resembling those of L.

Leichtlini than any other species, though this

latter usually commences to grow much earlier

than L Batemanniaj, which would appear to be
very common in Japan, as great numbers of the
bulbs are sent here every winter. They are firm in

texture and usually travel well.—H. P.

Notes from Almondsbury.—Will any reader
help me with information on the following points:

1. Is it possible to graft Ipomnea Horsfalliae on
Ipomaja pandurata, and if so, when should the
operation take place? I have both plants doing
well, the former in the stove, the latter against

a wall. 2. How can one tell when the seed
of a Camellia is ripe.' I have a fine brown pod,

but I do not like to pick it. It is a cross be-

tween the large single red Camellia and C. Sa-

sanqua. When the seed is ripe, when and where
should the seed be sowed 1 Seedling Lachenalias

are rather an anxiety to me. I have two kinds in

pots ; sown very early in the year they grew well.

Latterly I have withheld water, and the leaves are

now dying off. Is this right .' Do such delicate

plants in their infancy require to be submitted to

the same laws as their more robust parents 7

Would it not be better to keep them damp and
growing ? I am raising a quantity of Zephyranthes
sulphurea (as Mr. Childs calls it, though I see no
sign of yellow) from seed sown a few weeks ago.

Village flower shows here occur daily ; very few
new flowers are shown ; the Dahlia and Aster are

supreme, the cottage gardener here being very

conservative in his ideas.—C. 0. Miles.

scarce.

Claremonf.

Lilium BatemannisB.—Notwithstanding the

great number of Lilies now in our gardens, there

are not many that bloom at the same time as this,

which is at its best rather before the various Tiger

Lilies, that in their turn immediately precede the

numerous forms of L. speciosum. The flowers of

L. Batemanniai are a good deal like tho.se of the

early-Jlowering L. elegans or Thunbergianum, of

which there is one variety (venustum) later in

blooming than all the rest, with which the indi-

vidual blooms mighl be confounded. L. venustum,

however, is over before the other commences lo

bloom, and while it only reaches a height of about

a fool, L. BatemanniiB varies from a couple of feet

to more than twice that height. The colour of the

flower is a deep glowing apricot, quite distinct from

that of any other Lily. L. Batemanniic is not suit-

SELF CARNATIONS AT BIRMINGHAM.
The beautiful yellow self Carnation Germania was
selected as the premier self Carnation at the exhi-

bition of the Midland Carnation and Picotee So-

ciety at Birmingham on the 8th inst., and in all

the classes in which it could be shown grand ex-

amples of it were staged, and this notwithstanding

so many growers are found asserting that their

plants have not done well this season. I think

there is a touch of delicacy of constitution in all the

yellow grounds ; therefore a late, cold, wet season

does not suit them so well as a dry and sunny one. I

had Germania grand in 1888, which was a hot, dry
summerand the best seed year known for some time.

A great many plants of Germania show a tendency
on the part of the grass to go brown at the point.»,

and it is the same whether the plants be in pots

or in the open, and I take this to be evidence a
warm summer suits it best. Rose Unique (Turnei)

is a very fine rose self, large, full, and with stout,

finely-formed petals ; it is a very smooth flower.

Royalty (Hedderley) is a fine rosy-scarlet flower,

exquisite in shape and petal, but wanting a little

in fulness. Queen of the West is an Oxford flower

of a charming hue of pale pink, large and full.

Cremorne is a large light purple self of a striking

hue of colour, and very telling as an exhiL)ition va-

riety, being in marked contrast to paler tints. As
a telling border variety Mary Morris is hardly an
exhibition flower, but it is remarkably fine in a bed,

and deserves to be largely grown for its bright

rosy-pink colour ; it is of vigorous constitution and
flowers abundantly. Duchess of Fife is another

soft pink .self of fine shape.

White self Carnations are now getting plentiful,

and I place at the top of the list Mrs. Fred. This

was in the collection at Chiswick last year, and
was remarkable for the purity of its colour and its

beautiful shell petal. Following closely upon it

are Annie Lakin, Emma Lakin, both of remarkably

fine quality, .and Mrs. Muir, an excellent grower
and fine in the flower. I grew the last-named this

year, and the first blooms came somewhat tinted

with sulphur in the centre, but later quite pure,

which has le<l me to think more highly of it than

I did at first. 1 have scarcely seen a bloom of

it exhibited this season. Beppo, crimson-maroon
;

Florizel, rich ruby-maroon ; Blushing liride (Thom-
son), a large and very full and finely-shaded flower

of a delicate blush tint ; Joe Willett, rich deep
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scarlet ; Malvolie, ruby-crimson ; Amber, amber-
yellow ; Mrs. Reynolds Hole, deep terracotta, very

distinct, bat a terrible pod-burster; Purple Em-
peror, bright purple, very fine

;
Queen of Roses,

deep rose, very fragrant ; Mrs. Holiday, rich rose

and delicate peach ; Ruby May, rich ruby-red

;

The Moor, rich dark maroon ; and Will Threlfall,

bright yellow, are all good self Carnations,

and, if not too large in number, make a very

fine collection. One other very bjantiful self

some beds where the most of them had died off.

It is not so with amplexicaulis, as it seldom goes off.

This year we have not had one in a hundred die

off.— Dorset.
Lilies of the Browni group. — Besides the

typical L. Browni that is at least of doubtful origin,

there is the nearly allied L. odorum, which is every

year sent to this country in greater or less num-
bers from .Japan. Between these two Lilies a great

deal of confusion exists, though there are some

House in garden at Palazzo Barbarigo, Venice. l''rom a photograph sent by Mrs. EJen.

should be mentioned, but it is so very scarce as
to be hardly obtainable at present. It is Benary's
Theodore, of a kind of sl,aty-blue colour, perhaps
the nearest approach to a distinctly blue Carnation we
have yet seen. The plant is of dwarf growth and
throws up its flowers well. The blooms do not
burst and are very fragrant. R. D.

Calceolaria amplexicaulis.—In this we have
a really good kind and most reliable. It does not
die off in the way most of the other kinds do
when planted out. Recently when visiting ii large

garden I was more than ever convinced of the reliable

nature of Calceolarias as bedding plants by seeing

well marked points of difference by which they may
be recognised in all stages of growth, and even liy

the bulb. To these must now be added a third,

which has recently flowered at Kew, and to which
Mr. Baker has given the name of Lilium longi-

florum chloraster, though in general appearance

it certainly suggests a greater affinity to L.

Browni than to 1.. longiflorum. I have not

had an opportunity of examining the bulbs of this

newer introduction, but those of L. Browni, L.

odorum, and the ordinary L. longiflorum are all

perfectly distinct the one from the other.—H. P.

Carnation Grenadin.—In a recent number
of The Gakdex " J. C. B." speaks of the value of

this Carnation. He has not said one word too

much as to its value. It has stood here two winters

better than any other in the open border. For

cutting there are few that can surpass it. Many
Carnations are too double, and what with this and
their bursting they are quite unsuitable for filling

vases, \'C. Having recently to fill from seventy to

eighty glasses, I found this Carnation and the

white Clove of the utmost value. Some low bowls

filled with these and Mignonette had a pleasing

effect. Again it blooms profusely and keeps up
a succession for a long time. Our plants have

been blooming over two months. Its worst evil

with us is its tendency to make all blooming stems,

consequently there is no grass to produce stock

from for the next year's supply. Among seedlings

only a very small percentage are single.

—

Dorset.

liilium Henryi.—Western China is one of the

few large areas on the globe that still remain un-

ransacked by the plant collectors of Europe. It

has, however, during the last few years yielded

several plants of considerable value, thanks to the

labours of Dr. Augustus Henry. Of these, two
Lilies are especially welcome. One, which has just

flowered at Kew, has been named L. Chloraster by
Mr. Baker ; it is nearly allied to L. Browni. The
other is L. Henryi, which flowered for the first time

last year at Kew, ami is now in bloom again. It

has stems from 3 feet to 4 feet high, clothed with

deep green pointed leaves, the lower ones being

about 8 inches long, whilst those above become
gradually smaller towards the top. The flowers

crowning each stem are seven or eight in number
(on the strongest plants), the petals being lance-

shaped and pointed, and of a deep yellow marked
with numerous spots of reddish brown towards the

base ; they are also furnished with numerous club-

shaped excrescences. On first opening, the flower

is 7 inches across, but the petals immediately

begin to reflex and eventually curl completely

back. Dr. Henry states that he has hitherto

only found this Lily in two localities, both near

the town of Ichang. It grows on precipitous

grassy slopes between the elevations of 200 feet

and 2000 feet. A figure of it was given in the

Hotanical Maijazine for Jane, IS'.U. It appears

likely to make a popular addition to the beautiful

class of plants to which it belongs.

Petunias.—The tendency now-a-days with most

subjects is to get the flowers as large as possible, and

the Petunia is no exception to the rule ; indeed, it is

ono in which tliis character is strongly marked, for the

huge lumpy blossoms composed of a mass ot flirnsy

petals are totally wanting in any pleasing feature, while

out of doors they are easily spoilt by wind and wet.

A pinch of seed will frequently yield plants which are

for all ordin,ary purposes greatly superior to manyof
the named varieties, whose size isoften their only claim

to recognition. On the other hauJ, some of those with

semi-double blossoms are, as regards beauty, far supe-

rior to those with more massive blooms.—H. P.

BASAL ROT IN DAFFODILS.

Basal canker is notable here on several sorts, such

as X. pallidas precox, Ard-Righ, Golden Spur, cer-

nuus, and the Corbularias, that is when grown in the

ordinary way, but last year, on one side of the gar-

den, I adopted a method which has given far better

results than formerly, though I have not grown

Daffodils in many varieties for long. Briefly stated,

the plan consists merely in the free use of hard

burnt loam. I have also observed what I take to

be an important fact, that during the present

digging up season a very narrow border facing

south and backed by a dwarf Conifer hedge had

been planted with rows of N. cernuus, pallidas

prEECOx, Corbularias, .>cc , from walk to hedge. The

border is only :> feet wide. In digging I found

in all cases better bulbs among the new roots

of the Conifers or close to the hedge—larger size,

better rooted, and harder and cleaner. The soil

was much drier than further out from the hedge,

and it must have been so all the summer. Of

course this is not meant to teach that we should

plant these faulty growing sorts among dry shrub

roots, but the fact points to certain conditions as

helpful to faulty growers in a given garden. I
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have only given the facts, and those interested may
take them for what they may be worth. A very
strong conviction has come to my mind that the
cankered sorts, as they occur in given gardens,
would be better for being lifted annually, and
much earlier than the generality of Daffodils. Al-
most all the faulty kinds are early sorts, and they
may be seen to have yellow tops, indicating their
ripeness two or three weeks before the main crop.
This surely shows that if they are to be lifted at all

it should be done at a correspondingly earlier date,
for supposing the bulbs to be perfectly healthy, to
lift them with the later sorts would doubtless be
too late for them, and who knows but this too late
lifting may in some measure be a cause of setting
up canker by exposing to dryness when, though not
visible perhaps, the young roots had got too far
advanced. And then, supposing the bulbs were
predisposed to canker, in that case late lifting
would be worse still. On the same principle, too,
should not these early sorts be planted earlier .'

Stricter timeliness in these respects might be tried
to possible advantage in remedying canker, and
certainly it could do no harm. What I mean by
basal canker is the same as Mr. WoUey Dod terms
basal rot, and I fear few collections, great or small,
are free from it. Oar thanks are due to Mr.
Wolley Dod for the way he sticks to this matter,
with a view to its remedy. I should be very
willing to take any part in a series of experiments
or tests that might be proposed. J. Wood.

NOTES ON HARDY PL.iNTS.

CEnothera Wrighti.—Two or three years ago I
received a small plant under this name from a very
" old hanil " and careful gardener, whose health
and strength, I am sorry to say, are only feeble now.
At this moment I cannot say more by way of
authority for the name at side heading, but what
is of more importance, to me at any rate, is that the
plant is one of the hardiest and the flowers the most
beautiful of its genus. This I know is saying a
deal. It is practically the gorgeous (IC. marginata,
done in glistening yellow and peach colours, and
this is not enough to say of its flower colour, as
both before the buds open and after the flowers are of
past then- prime there are colour features that the
most cursory observer could not fail to notice and
admire. When the flowers are quite fresh they are of
a clear bright yellow and about 4 inches across ; when
faded and folded the persistent corolla has a streaky
peach tint, and goes oft to terra cotta as the vanish-
ing shade. The buds are pretty with their grey-
green calyx segments, each of which has a strong
reddish-brown midrib

; these tints are lovely when
the long shuttle-shaped buils are just splitting
and the bright yellow shows in corresponding
lines. The foliage is of a tender green and in the
way of that of macrocarpa, but more coarsely
toothed. The habit is in the style of eximia or
marginata, spreading by means of long under-
ground stems that start at distant nodes, but
the growth is far less rampant. I give these details,
because I have the impression that the kind is not
generally known, and I have never seen it in other
gardens. I am glad to say it is hardy and a good
perennial, for it was in the open quite exposed all
last and the preceding winter.

Stobsea (Berkheya) purpurea. — It seems
that in the hands of experts this plant fails to
thrive. I will not say " dies in winter," which might
convey the idea that the plant will not stand cold
or damp, and which appears to be the prevailing
opinion of those who have tried it and failc<l. I

am strongly convinced from my experience of six
or seven years of this distinct and noble compo-
site, that if you put it under such conditions as to
make it thrive in summer, it will not be killed by
our coldest winters. True, its wants may be a
trifle exceptional, but they are so easily supplied, as
to debar no one from being able to give them
wlien planting. So free is the plant here, that I do
nothing for it but cut away side growths as re-
quired. The very fact of its roots going to a good
depth is .security against frost injury, especially
when the rooting medium iu nearly all sand and

atones. To best give an idea of its wants, or, at
any rate, the condition under which it flourishes
here, I only need mention that it is growing in
rough sand and a little soil over the dry founda-
tion of an old walk, and youag plants are strong
and flowering in pure sand, also laid on an old
drive. I am sure the plant will stand our cold if

the position in which it is growing be well drained.
I never protect the plant. It may be added for
those who do not know the plant that it grows
3 feet high, and may be taken for a Thistle at any
period before the flowers or heads expand. The
flowers, however, are so distinct and showy that
my friends may well envy me my success ; they
are 3 inches to 1 inches across, and may be de-
scribed as silvery-grey-purple Daisies. It is a
Suuth African plant, as, indeed, are the other few
species comprising the genus.

Centaurea ruthenica is, I think, one of the
best, it not the best, of the perennial species ; it is

good all round—flowers, foliage, and habit. The
big shaggy heads, of a pleasing canary-yellow, have
the stamp of high quality, and when cut they are
both rich and showy. Growing, they surmount a
not too profuse quantity of deep green and finely-
cut foliage, and there are no running roots here.

Yellow Foxglove.—I would speak of this
under this name to imply that it is a distinct form
from the rusty yellow, which I know to have dis-

appointed so many people. This is a bright canary
or lemon-yellow, with a fair spike and good-sized
flower. The honourable lady who first gave me
seeds described it as a distinct golden yellow. I

have a little seed to spare, which I shall be glad to
send to those who care to send a stamped and di-
rected envelope.

Epilobium latifolium is a dwarf and showy
species without a synonym. Let me at once state
that it is not a fit plant to grow, only in broad
patches and alone, for it has that troublesome
quality of most species of its genus—running roots

;

this, I believe, will be the one objection that any-
body would raise against this plant. Stature less
than afoot; flowers large and rosy purple, stems
branched at top and well blossomed ; leaves large,
broad, thick, and glaucous, and very slightly hairy.
According to Trelease, " North American Species
of Epilobium, 1891," kindly sent me by a New York
friend, the species is variable, has a very wide
range in Arctic America from Labrador to Alaska,
extending to Canada, mountains of Colorado, &c

,

and it is also an Old World species, as the authority
for the name would suggest, as well as a native of
the Himalayas. " Plants from a high latitude are
usually larger flowered." Apart from the useful-
ness of this plant in a garden or woodland, where
it will soon form effective patches, we can look
upon it as a most interesting old species. Do
not forget to keep it out of your better portions
of rockwork and borders. Give it places otherwise
hard to cover, or where you can afford it a good
run. It is also pretty in fruit, the pods are thick
and 4 inches long or more—perhaps not very long
for an Epilobium.

Lathyrus latifolius Turneri. — Referring
again to this variety, after seeing it in fuller flower
and longer succession, I like it much better ; the
effect of a first glance is much to its advantage
compared with the type, and yet it is not easy to
describe the points of superiority. In few cases
has the hackneyed phrase " A distinction without a
difference " a more significant application than in
this.

Euphorbia pilosa is now coming into a state
of attractiveness again, that is the old herbage is

turning to a pleasing set of tints, varying from sere
yellow to scarlet. The Spurges are now worthily
receiving more attention for their decorative quali-
ties, their foliar and bract colours in many cases
being equal to highly coloured flowers. In the case
of this species there are two periods of usefulness.
In the early summer the plants present a glowing
mass of lemon-yellow, then go green, ami at llie

present season the same plants become coloured
as above mentioned. To get these results, however,

they should be grown in a light or stony soil and
in a fully exposed sunny position. J. Wood.

Woodrille, Kir/.xfiill.

Coreopsis lanceolata.—This is an extremely
elegant border perennial, very free, and wonder-
fully free Ijlooming, with flowers of the deepest
gold imaginable— in fact, a very near approach
to orange. From a close compact tuft of radical

leaves issues quite a thicket of flower-stems. Thin
and wiry they may be, and without the slightest

suspicion of formality, but graceful and elegant to

a degree, and most charmingly adapted for vases
or epergnes. I am speaking of the true plant, and
not the coarse-leaved and lanky kinds that are
raised from seed, and have repeatedly to do duty
for the genuine article. One plant of the latter is

worth a dozen of what most probably are only seed-

lings from C. auriculata. The true plant may
be readily distinguished by its linear lanceolate

acute leaves, the seedlings having broadly lanceo-

late leaves and being much coarser in their growth.
The true plant produces a few seeds occa-

sionally, but is best increased by division in spring.

Frequently in hot, dry summers it will flower itself

to death, the remedy being to lighten its burden
by removing some of the flowering-stems quite

close to the ground, when they have attained their

wonted height.—E. J.

Kitchen Garden.

RAISING CAULIFLOWERS IN AUTUMN.
With the experience of the past winter in

Uiind, when the whole of the Cauliflowers

wintered in frames were in several gardens
killed outright, many gardeners will be asking
whether Cauliflower plants raised in the autiima
are worth troubling about, considering that

heads may be cut from plants raised early in

the year. One of the faults attributed to the

early raised Ca\iliflowers is their tendency to

form heads prematurely. This, to a certain ex-

tent, is the fault of the grower, for if the seeds

are sown too early, and especially it a mild
winter should ensue, the plants become far too

large, and by the time it is safe to plant them
out the check of removal causes them to heart

prematurely. Very often the cause of the

plants becoming too large during the winter is

a too liberal root-run ; consequently the tip

root strikes down, and when the time comes
for taking them up there is no ball to the

plants. To plant a Cauliflower in the spring

witliout a ball of .soil about the roots is only to

court failure. For the sake of economy it is all

very well advising the clearing out of exhausted
Cucumbers from an old hotbed, levelling down
the soil, and on tliis space pricking out the

plants. Certainly the plants would grow, but
what sort of a ball could be had with plants so

prepared ! It is through such errors as this

that the system of raising plants in the autumn
gets abused. The material the plants are to be
pricked out into cannot be too carefully pre-

pared, and sandy soil, such as the refuse from
the pitting bench, should not bo used upon any
account, as such material when the plants come
to be lifted will surely fall away. 15y the time

the plants have to bo planted out the weatlier

is often very treacherous, drying, cold winds
following very c|uickly upon wliat was a few
days beforehand apparently a gonial growing

time. If the plants should be over larg.', they

are more apt to nullor from such a cheek, but

smaller plants are not so liable and are also

more easily protected.

Except in the more northern parts, I should

never think of sowing much, if any, before the

1st of i^optomber, and in milder parts the

middle of that month would not bo any too

late. Although the plants have to be wintered
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in frames, the seeds must not be sown in them.
For autumn sowing, Early London, Early Dwarf
Erfurt, Walcheren, and Large Asiatic are good
types. This last is a splendid late variety, and
also lias the merit of not being liable to heart
prematurely. A variety such as this is not
grown so much as it should be, as it is well known
that these early Cauliflowers are apt to form
hearts very quickly, a glut being more often than
not the case. Planted alongside of either the
Early London or Erfurt, it does not commence
to turn in until the above are past. In our
hurry to try novelties, and which in :iiany in-

stance.s are only old favi )urites under new names,
we are apt to pass by a sterling variety. During
dry seasons there is often great difhculty in

securing an even plant, the seeds often failing

to germinate. This may be obviated by soak-

ing the drills overnight with water and sowing
the seeds thinly the following morning. Apply-
ing water direct to the seed-bed after the seeds
are sown makes it hard and almost impervious
to air, consequently, the germination is con-
siderably weakened.

After the seedlings appear, nothing will be
needed, except thinning out where too thickly
together, until the time arrives f( )r pricking out
into the frame or even potting up if this course
isdecidedon. Formerly itwaathepracticeto prick
out the plants under handlights where they were
to grow. The only disadvantages this system
has are the daily ventilation necessary, and also

covering in the case of a prolonged or severe
frost; although in mUd winters I have had the
plants winter well without other protection than
that aflbrded by the glass covering. The hand-
lights are set out on prepared stations of fertile

soil and nine plants placed under each light,

these to be thinned out in the spring to five

plants. These plants grow ahead without the
slightest check, and with the assistance of

the handlight, until the tops become too
large, the heads turn in very early. Pot-
ting off has a deal to recommend it, as a
large number of plants may be wintered
in a small space, comparatively speaking, and
when planted out in the spring they grow away
without a check. The pots in this in.stance

must not be too small, and the rooting material
must not be poor and sandy. Five-inch pots
are not any too small. The plants may be
arranged closely together in light and airy
frames, and would derive benefit if the pots
could be plunged, this keeping the soil moist
without a deal of water being necessary, al-

though as the season advances they must
not be allowed to suffer in this respect. Prick-
ing out into frames is the course usually adopted
in private gardens, and it is principally through
not providing a gond rooting medium that the
plants " button" after being planted out. The
frame being placed in an open position, a layer
of rotten manure to the depth of 2 inches or 3
inches should be laid over the bottom, which
must be a firm and level surface, so that the
balls will move ofl' clean when the time comes
for removal. The same depth of good holding
loam with a little horse droppings will provide
an eli'ectual rooting medium. The lights must
be freely ventilated and also be removed ofi' the
plants on fine days, cold, cutting winds, cold
rains and frost being the shoals to steer clear
of. When the sides of the frames are of wood,
these should have a layer of stable litter placed
to them during prolonged frost. The plants,
if grown hardy, will not be any too large by
planting time.

Veitch's Autumn Giant is also well adapted
for autumn sowing, the heads growing to a
large size and coming to perfection during
August. A. Y. A.

PREPARING CUCUMBERS FOR WINTER.
P'OE the saccessfal growth of winter Cacumbers, it

is very essential that the structure be etficiently

provided with both top and bottom-heat and also

be well exposed to the light. Given the above con-

ditions, the production of Cucumbers during the

winter months is reduced to a minimum. The
above class of structure is in marked contrast to

that which is dark through too much timber being
in the roof, and also indifferently provideil with
piping, or where the pits are low down and flat,

and which in years gone by were looked upon as

the ideal structures for the growth of Cucumbers.
During the summer months Cucumbers might be

grown under such comlitions, but a supply during
the winter months could not be maintained. Hap-
pily, such structures, in the majority of instances,

are being swept away and replaced by those of

more modern construction. Maintaining a supply
during the early pari of the win! er can be managed
easily enough. The mistake generally is that I he
plants are made to produce far more fruits than
are at all necessary. Overburdening the plants in

the earlier stages of their growth seriously cripples

them and hinders the production of fruits during
the later winter months, or say from Christmas on-

wards, the period at which they are most in demand.
The general rule in gardens is to raise the plants

sufficiently early, so as to enable them to be plant ed
daring September, the reason given being that it

is very essential that they be well established

or in a condition for bearing fruit before the

short days arrive. Such treatment certainly is very

rational, but where there is sufficient space an
extra batch should be held over for planting to-

wards the end of October or early in November to

produce fruits from 1 he end of January and through
February, the time when winter Cucumbers are at

a discount. By this time the early-fruited plants

will be giving out if they have been at all closely

cropped, when they may be either cleared away or

go through a course of renovation, so as to recu-

perate their energies. The soil for winter Cucum-
bers must be lighter than is needful for summer
growth, as the roots must be kept working freely.

Three parts light loam to one each of well pul-

verised horse manure and leaf-soil, with the usual

correctives of old lime rubbish and pounded char-

coal, more or less according to the te.xture of the

loam, form a good mixture. By pulverised manure
it must be understood that I refer to manure pre-

pared as if for Mushrooms and rubbed through a
sieve.

A genial root run is what is needed, and which
must be provided if the plants are to do well, al-

though suitable soil alone will not secure this if

other conditions are not present to enable this to

be made available for the roots to work freely. To
illustrate my meaning, the soil is often placed direct

on to the bricks, which are arranged around and
above the pipes, so that the bottom-heat applied

may have free acce.ss without any obstruction.

Such practice must have a tendency to cause the

soil which comes io contact with the bricks to

become very dry. Now, to counteract this evil,

it is much the best system before putting in the

soil to spread a layer of prepared stable litter,

or, what would be better, litter and good leaves in

equal parts, directly over the bricks. This will

form a genial medium for the roots. The soil

should be formed in hillocks at a distance of ?> feet

apart, but before placing this direct on to the

litter, a layer of turves, if available, should first

be placed over the surface, this forming a good
foundation for the roots. Turves certainly are

not absolutely necessary, and there are, no
doubt, thousands of winter Cticumbers grown
without them, but in such a case as this the

hillocks of soil must be a ileal larger than

would be otherwise necessary where turves are

used. Healthy plants which have not been allowed

to become pot-bound before planting will soon start

freely into growth. A close and stuffy atmosphere
will not build up a sturdy growth ; consequently this

must be avoided, and the growths must be trained

thinly. This, with a judicious admission ot fre.'^h

air, will impart the desired solidity to ensure an

after fruitful condition. The mistake which is

generally made is allowing growths to ramble too

much before stopping them, but the main laterals

being thinly disposed, the side or fruit-bearing ones

should be stopped at one joint beyond the fruit, as

when two, three, or even more are left the growth
soon becomes a crowded mass ; consequently a whole-
sale thinning out of the shoots has to be resorted to,

this seriously checking the fruit-bearing capabilities

of the plants. The thinning-out should be con-

tinually and gradually taking place, removing a few
of the larger leaves and disused growth to enable

the light to have free access to the young extend-

ing shoots, which must be kept laid in, as it must be
remembered that growth must never be at a stand-

still. The water should not be at a lower temperature
than 80°; even 85 would be better. As the roots

extend to the outsides of the hillocks, a slight top-

dressing must be given. Heavy top-dressings are

not needed, as the roots do not take so freely as

when about half an inch of the material is applied

;

little and often is the best course to pursue, as then
the main feeders are kept in an active condition. As
the hillocks become permeated with roots the mis-

take must not be made of applying strong liquid,

but if this is applied in a dilated or clarified form
the plants will derive marked benefit. The growth
which is taking place is altogether slower, on ac-

count of the short and, I might say, almost sun-

less days, so it will be readily understood that to

gorge the roots with stronger food than they can
assimilate mustend in failure, the leaves quickly turn-

ing to a sickly yellow. A temperature of 05° or even
70° on mild nights will impart a steady growth,

with a rise of 5° by day by artificial heat. A low,

stagnant atmosphere is a sure source of mildew.

It is a very unwise proceeding to allow all fruits to

remain which form. Only sullicient should be al-

lowed to form to keep up a regular supply, a glut

at any time being avoided. The system of ventila-

tion as usually accorded to Cucumbers is often

called in question. If I entered a Cucumber house
on a mild day during the winter and found it close

and stuffy, I should apply a little ventilation, but,

on the other hand, during a very cold or sunless

period I should not put on ventilation just for the

sake of so doing, as sufficient air for all practical

purposes would be obtained through the laps of the

glass. During the earlier stages of growth, ventila-

tion carefully or rather judiciously applied would
impart to the growth that solidity which is so ne-

cessary for an after fruitful growth.—A.

It is desirable that the start be made
with strong clean young plants, and these cannot

be raised in mixed plant houses nor often in

other Melon and Cucumber houses. Sow the

seed of one or more good varieties singly in 3-

inoh pots, and place these in a brisk heat well away
from all insect-infested plants. Keep the seedlings

growing strongly in a warm light position, and if

the site is not ready for them by the time the

seed-pots are moderately well filled with roots, give

them a shift into li-inch pots, using a light loamy
compost. They succeed admirably near the glass

in a house the temperature of which rarely falls

below tij", and fruit well in 11-inch pots, frequent

top-dressings, so as to gradually mound over the

pots, keeping them in a vigorous productive state
;

or if preferred they may be planted out in mounds
ot fibrous loam. Hotbeds of manure are not desir-

able for winter Cacumbers, but they must have
plenty of heat from the hot-water pipes and mois-

ture from the syringe and watering-pot. Keep the

old plants in good bearing order as long as pos-

sible, in particular avoiding overcropping, and
this will give a good opportunity of growing the

newly-raised plants to a good size before com-
mencing to crop them— a very important gain.—I.

Winter Radishes.—Where winter Radishes

are appreciated, the seeds must now be sown. As
the quality of the roots will depend largely upon
the condition of the grouml they are grown in, a
site should be chosen fully exposed to the san and
in a fertile condition. For winter work the Black

Spani-sh and the newer China Rose are the best.

The seeds should be sown thinly in drills .s inches

apart, and the seedlings, as soon as large enough,

must be thinned out so that each root has ample
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room for development. The roots are not used
from the ground, but are taken up in November
and stored in clean sand, which keeps them plump
and fresh.—A. Y. A.

LATE DWARF BEANS.
In many gardens late French Beans are of great
service to the gardener if there is a large demand
upon the garden through October or even later

;

indeed, a good dish of late Beans is preferable to
Brussels Sprouts, that are strong in flavour it the
weather has been mild. Having to provide Beans
through October and November for large shooting
parties some years ago, I always had plenty by
sowing early in August under a wall on a south
border, and giving them plenty of moisture in dry
weather ; indeed, on hot sunny days I used to damp
them over with the garden engine every evening. I

have tried several varieties and found Ne Plus
lUtra with Dark Dim the best for late work. When
we get to the end of September, then comes an
anxious time for the late Beans, and having to
make them a speciality, I used to make it a rule to
cover nightly after that period. This was a simple
matter, as I had two lota of Beans on a 10-feet
border. One lot I protected with canvas (the
prepared dressed covers we used for frames during
the winter), and over the later lot I lifted 10-feet
frames, and as the season got colder I covered the
frames also. We had thus a supply up to a very
late period and the produce was all that could be
desired, as Beans in October and November do not
get old so soon as in warm weather, therefore last
a long time. This late lot was sown on good ground,
and, as I have observed, about the middle of August
and the third week for the late lot. The dwarfer
the Bean the better it is. I have also used Fulmer's
Forcing, Syon House, and Mohawk. I prefer Mo-
hawk, as it soon comes into bearing. Every en-
deavour must be made to get sufficient Beans set
before frost, as though we often get a sharp frost
early in autumn, and may go weeks before we get
more, it is better to secure a good crop in favour-
able weather. It is also a good plan to pinch out
the terminals when a fair growth has been secured,
this keeping them dwarf and throwing them into
bearing sooner. It is also important to give all
the air possible in fine weather, removing the covers
as early as possible and not covering till dark. I
tried Canadian Wonder one season, but it was not
so good, being too tall and taking much longer to
come into bearing. As is well known, it is a won-
derful cropper and e.xcellent for general work. I

always grew it as the last for the spring-forced
crop, and have had it bearing for a long time. If
the plants have been top-dressed and the tops
shortened, it soon makes a second growth and
gives a second crop. G. Wythes.

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.
Careots The early kinds are now being marketed
as fast as they get big enough. Larger breadths
of them are now grown, probably because such
enormous iiuantities of winter Carrots have been
sown during the last few years, that prices have
been so low as to leave but a slight margin of
profit. The copious rains have just suited them,
as well as the Long Surrey and Intermediate kinds'
which are now making strong growth, and are
therefore showing but little trace of the grub,
which has often, and especially in a dry season'
worked such mischief.

'

Peas.— I doubt if ever London has been so well
supplied with Peas as this season. Independently
of the large supplies furnished by market gardeners,
great quantities are grown by farmers in the home
counties in the place of grain crops. Every year
the amoutil of land devoted to Peas increases, the
consequence being that prices are very much lower
than was the case several years ago. From £8 to
£IU per acre was the value of Pea crops, the pur-
chaser, of course, bearing all e.'cpenses connected
with getting them to market. Many would have
been glad this season to get £5 per acre, or even
less, for a good portion of the later sowings are
left on the ground The J/ondon markets lave at
times been so glutted, that many cjnsignmtiiiB re-

mained unsold. One large market grower was
obliged to bring home two whole van-loads, not
having received a single bid for them. The past
winter has much to do with this glutted state of

the Pea market. There was wholesale destruction
among green crops, so that unusually large breadths
of land were available for Peas towards the end of

February. The earliest gatherings made wonder-
fully good prices, as might be expected, seeirg
that green vegetables were so scarce during the
spring months, but owing to the soddened condition
of the ground generally during the greater portion
of February, it was in most places impossible to

get the seed in bsfore March. Therefore, the great
bulk of produce came in very late and at the same
time. For early gatherings a rather light soil with,,
if possible, some shelter from east and north winds
is indispensable. Here, in Surrey, we have rather
too much light land, so that there is no difficulty

in meeting the requirements of early Pea crops
in this respect at least, and many of the fields are
small and enclosed by old hedgerows and trets

which help to break cutting winds when the plants
are coming into bloom. Several growers hereabouts
who are especially favoured in the matter of posi-

tion are among the very first in the London
markets, making as much as £1 per bushel of their
first gatherings. I was informed that this season
a small consignment or two realised the wonder-
fully high figure of £1 10s. per bushel.

Onions.—We have here soil that is well adapted
to Onion culture, but are handicapped by the at-

tack of the fly, which in dry seasons is very trouble-
some and renders the culture of this esculent
rather risky. A good crop of Onions is, however,
so much more valuable than the generality of out-
door vegetables, as to warrant market growers in-

curring the risk of partial failures. This year gives
promise of being unusually good, the copious
rains having put the young plants beyond reach of
the grub. June is the trying month for Onions
where fly prevails, and if they can be safely brought
through that month there is but little danger of
failure afterwards. Heavy manuring before sow-
ing with a liberal use of concentrated manure is

the only way of bringing an Onion crop through
safely in our fly-infested district. Nitrate of soda
has been found invaluable, as it has such a won-
derfully stimulating effect, and by its employment
there is now a greater certainty of saving the crops
than was formerly the case. Unfortunately, this
and other concentrated manures are only effective
in rainy weather, and for this reason it is neces-
sary to heavily manure before sowing, so that the
young plants are induced to start into vigorous
growth from the time they get fair hold cf the
ground.

Potatoes.—Very large consignments with a dull
trade have had the effect of bringing down prices
so low, as to leave little or no profit to the
growers. Good samples have been sold lately at
Is. 3d. per bushel, and I certainly do not ever
remember Potatoes to have been sold for so little

money. This is, of course, the worst time of the
year for price, as most people who have a garden,
however small, make a point of growing a few
Potatoes, which are dug as soon as they are large
enough to eat. At other times of the year the-e
small cultivators have to buy. For this reason,
there is always a great danger of the market be-
ing glutted during the summer and early autumn
months, so that midseason crops are the least
profitable. The good prices obtained during the
winter and early spring, no doubt, had the usual
stimulative effect on planters, and probably there
has never been so large an acreage of land under
Potatoes as this year. The rains have, moreover,
wonderfully increased the yield. First eailles made
excellent prices, as the supply of old Potatoes was
light during the spring months. All depends on
the weather as regards the main crops. Disease is

spreading, and is, I am told, looking formidable on
heavy land. On our light soils there is but little

trace of it at present, but unless we soon get a
change of weather it will be sure to come. Per-
haps a touch of the disease would not do much
harm from the market grower's point of view. The

Potato crops promise to be so heavy that prices

wUl probably next winter range as low as the
winter before last, when good samples were with
difficulty got rid of at £2 per ton. With Potatoes,

as with fruit, a medium yield is best for growers.

With heavy crops, prices are often so low that they
hardly pay expenses of marketing. J. C. B.

Jiiltleet, Siirrci/.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 820.

DICENTRAtt.
(with a colouked plate of d. spectabilis.*)

Though a coiiiparatively small, this is a very

interesting and beautiful gcnu.s. There are

twelve species in all, six from America and
.si.x; from Eastern Asia and the Himalayas.

Amongst those from the latter many will call

to mind the cliarming clinil:)ing species D.

tlialictrifolia, which \vo have nut included

here. The niimlier given above includes the

genus Dielytra, Dactylicapnos, Caprorchis,

and Eucapnos, generic names which have at

ditfereut times been given to one or other of

the species. The Squirrel's Corn and Dutch-

man's Breeches are two very charming species,

and they may be cultivated with ea.se in a

peaty soil in shady spots. They give no

trouble, are better left undisturbed, unless

when required to be propagated. The}' spread,

as most of the others do, rapidly. All aie

propagated by division of oH'sets or roots or

by seed when it ripens. Below will be found

an account of the American and Chinese

species,

D. CANADENSIS, known in its native home under
the popular name of Squirrel's Corn, from the re-

semblance of its tuberous roots, in colour rather

than form, to the well-known Indian corn of com-
merce. This species and D. oucuUaria, which are

often confused in gardens, are often recommended
for the curious rather than the ornamental garden.

This, however, is far from being the case when the

plants are well grown, as then they produce an
abundance of flowers, which in the case of D cana-

densis at leastaredeliciously fragrant. The stems of

D. canadensis are creeping and sparsely tuberous,

the tubers round, larger than Peas, and tf a bright

yellow, each marked all over with the scars left by
the fallen leaves. Leaves usually one to each flower-

stem, triternately decompound, the lobes narrow,

linear, and somewhat pointed. The flower-stems

are 4 inches to (i inches high, bearing many cordate

oval-shaped flowers, greenish white, tinged purple,

and very fragrant ; the short spurs are rounded at

the apex and always incurved, the wings of the

inner petals projecting beyond the summit. It is

fairly common in rocky woods in rich soil from

Canada to New York, and west to Kentucky, and
flowers with us in April. Propagated by seeds and
tubers. A figure will be found in the Bvtanieal

Mai/a:i!u;57, t. 3031.

D. CHEYSANTHA, although an old plant in gar-

dens, seems at present to be one of the rarest of

this genus, and from its autumn-flowering habit

one of the most useful for the mixed border. It is

said to have been originally discovered I'y Douglas

in California, from whence it was introduced to

this country. It still finds a congenial home in the

Koyal Botanic Gardens, Glasuevin, Dublin, where

it has taken possession of a wariu south border, its

graceful and stately habit and hiiridsome golden

flowers making it one of the many attractions of

* Drawn for TiiK (lAKUF.N by II. G. Moon, at

Gravctje Manor, May 11, ISl'l. Lithogi-aphed and

printed by Guillaume SovcreyuB.
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an interesting and beautiful garden. The stems,

3 feet to 4 feet in height, spring from a large tatt

of glancous Fern-like foliage, often very finely cut,

and in general appearance and texture not unlike

that of our garden Rue. The very branching stems

bear abundance of bright golden yellow blos-

soms, the contrast between which and the grey

glaucous foliage is at all times particularly pleas-

ing. It is a great favourite, where it is known, for

autumn decoration, and is handsome alike in or

out of flower. In England it is all the better for

being planted in a dry, warm border, where it will

get a roasting during summer and a slight protec-

tion in winter. It can be propagated by seeds, by
division of the creeping rootstock, or by cuttings.

D. CUCULLAEIA (the Dutchman's IJreeches) is a

very delicate looking plant and of perfectly easy

culture, rarely seen in a uirden. It most nearly

resembles D. canadensis, from which it may be

distini,'aished by its creamy flowers with golden

tips, its straight and pointed spreading or diverg-

ing spurs, in the wing of the inner petals being

short or wanting, and in its rhizomatous, not creep-

ing rootstock, resembling a miniature Lily bulb

with its attached scales. These scales are reddish

when exposed to the air, and always white when
underground ; leaves, commonly two to each
flower-stem on long petioles, glancous beneath and
very finely divided, the lobes oblong-linear. The
flower-stem is 6 inches to 10 inches high, bearing a
simple raceme of four to ten flowers, white or

cream-coloured, yellow at the summit. It was first

introduced into England and flowered in Mr. Collis-

S 'U's garden on April 7, 1718. It is found in shady
woods from Canada to Kentucky, and North-west
America. It may be propagated by seeds and off-

sets from the rootstock.

D. FORMOSA.—A very beautiful and persistent

floweiing species often cultivated in gardens, where
it is in much request for the rockery. There ap-

pears to be much confusion in gardens between this

species and D. sacoata, known in some gardens as

D. eximia. D. saccata appears to be the older

name, but, apart from this, the plants described in

Hook. Fl. Bot. Amer., )., p. 8.J2, under the names
of D. formosa and D. eximia, appear to be identical,

and are both included under D. saccata, and also

the D. eximia figured in the Jloliniical Hi'i/istcr. i,

tab. 50, is D formosa. It is also figured in And.
" Repository," t. 393, as Fumaria formosa., under
which name it also appears in the //«^(7 /«/(•((/ J/flr/rt;(«(',

t. 13i)5. It is so closely allied to D. saccata, that
much confusion has taken place in gardens, and as

D. formosa is by far the more beautiful of the two
when grown well, we would hardly be sorry were
the other eliminated altogether. The rhizome is

scaly bulbiferous, the leaves, three to a dnzen, rising

from the crown of the rhizome, the divisions of the
leaflets variable in size and width, but mostly
oblong and incisely pinnatifid. The flower-stem, n

to 18 inches high, many-flowered ; the bracts

crowded, purplish, and conspicuous. The flowers

are pendulous and bright reddish purple. The wing
of the inner petals projects well beyond the summit
in the form of two oblong lobes. The stigma is

two-lobed, with two slender approximated horns
between the lobes. It is found in clefts of rocks on
the mountains of Virginia and North Carolina, and
flowers from early June to September. It can be
propagated readily by division of the roots.

D. SACCATA (D. formosa and D. eximia of

Hooker's " Flora of Nortli America"') is a scarce
plant in gardens, but as it is so nearly allied to D.

formosa and withal less desirable, we are not
sorry. It is few-flowered, the flowers pale red-

purple. It may be recognised and distinguished

from D. formosa by its fewer-flowered raceme,
broader flowers, shoiter wings of the inner petals,

and entire (not lobed) stigmas. It is found in

shady woods in Oregon.

D. SPECTABILI.-^ is one of the most beautiful and
by far the most important plant of this genus. It

has been described as beyond all comparison the
handsomest of the order, and was first made known
to Europeans by the Russo-Siberian De Karamy-
schew, who, studying at Upsal, drew the attention
of Linnffius to it. It was not, however, seen alive.

so far as we can learn, until Fortune found it cul-

tivated by the Chinese and brought it home to

England, where it was first flowered in May, 1K47,

in the gardens of the Royal Horticultural .Society

at Chiswick. It is said to be one of those plants of

which the Chinese mandarins of North China are

very fond, and which they cultivate with so much
pride in their little fairy gardens. It was first seen

by Fortune in the "Grotto Garden" on the island

of Chusan, growing amongst artificial rocks in

company with Weigela rosea. Its Chinese name
appears to be Hong-pak-Moutan-'Wha, or the red and

white Moutan or Mountain Flower, presumably from

the resemblance of the leaves to those of the Moutan
Pa3ony. As is well known, it is largely used for

forcing in spring, but what does not appear to be

so well known is that it is perfectly hardy and is

one of the handsomest plants we possess for natu-

ralising in our woods and wild [gardens, where

when grown in masses it gives a most pleasing and

unique display. There is a white variety, but not

of any importance. Native of China, where it is

found on the Saimaji Mountains, Shingking,

Chihli, &c. D- K.

Orchids.

0RCH1D,S AT THE DELL.

The Orchids at The Dell are in excellent

health, and Mr. Ballantine may well be proud

of having at this, the very dullest time of the

year, nearly a hundred kinds in full flower.

To commence with the distichous-leaved kinds

from the Eastern World, tliere are Sacoolabium

Blumei majus, with spikes over a foot in

length ; the lovely S. cceleste, bearing four

sijikes of its charming flowers, which are tipped

with a charming soft blue. S. Harrisoniie is bear-

ing about 150 flowers on a spike. The first

plant of S. Harrisunite was flowered by me, but

the spike was a deformed one, with but a

dozen blooms. It was introduced by the

Messrs. Low from Pulo Copang. Remarkably
hue plants of the grand Aerides Liwrencea-

num and the still rare and little-known A.

Ballautineauum, which apparently belongs to

the A. suavissimum group, were also in blonm.

Here also are the famous Angnecum Ellisi,

bearing twenty-two flowers on the spike, and

the terete-leaved and large-flowered A. Scotti-

anum. Vandas are represented by V. tricolor

formosa, V. tricolor Pattersoni, two of the very

finest of the named varieties of tricolor, and V.

Roxljurghi. Among Dendrobiums there are in

bloom the rare and beautiful D. chrysauthum

album, D. rhodostoma, D. longicornu and D.

Dearei ; a fine plant of Oalanthe masuca, bearing

half a dozen spikes of its attractive flowers, was

also in flower. Amongst Cattleyas and Ladias,

many good varieties of C. gigas, C. Gaskelliana,

C. citrina, and a fine form of C. Schofieldiana

were to be seen. One plant of 0. citrina was

carrying three flowers, and another, one.

Among Liclias, L. elegans Morreniana, one of

the richest of the dark flowered forms ; L. Day-

ana, a dwarf and beautiful plant, and which I

do not think is a variety of L. pumila ;
L.

exoniensis, and L. callistoglossa were also in

bloom. This last, a cross between L. pur-

purata and C. gigas, the beauties of both parents

being retained and intensified, has a gorgeously

coloured lip, the sepals and petals b',>ing white

suflused with rosy-mauve. L. monophylla,

which is a plant not easily grown, is blooming

very fairly, one plant having seven flowers, and

another five, rich scarlet in colour. Of Cypripe-

diums there are about two dozen kinds in flower,

none of which are common species or varieties.

Amongst the best may be noted C. (imanthum

superbum, C. vexillarium, C. Spicerianum, C.

Numa, C. cardinale, and two beautiful new hy-

brids not yet named. CVelogyne cristata, cris-

tata Lemoniana, and the fine white variety

named hololeuca are also flowering. This is the

second time o^ flowering this season, and I was
quite astonished to see these plants in bloom.

Amongst other things noteworthy were Cata-

setum Bungerothi with nine flowers upon one

spike, Galeandra Baueri, Dendrochilum fili-

forme, Broughtonia sanguinea, a magnificent

specimen of Sobralia Warscewiczi, Anguloa
Ruckeri, and many plants of Disa granditiora.

Amongst other plants in bloom were Odonto-
glossum Harryanum, O. Oerstedi majus, and the

fine 0. Schrtederianum, Masdevallia racemosa

with three and four flowers on e.ich spike, a

fine large specimen of the yellow-flowered M.
Daviai, Oncidiums in quantity, including a nice

specimen plant of Oncidium cheirophorum
carrying twenty of its cheerful, although some-

what small flowers, and Maxillaria venusta,

often confound -d with M. granliflora, al-

though no two plants can be more distinct.

The plant in question is carrying forty -two

fully open flowers, each measuring C inches

across, waxy in texture, and of the purest

white. A cheerful contrast to the above is a

plant of Mesospinidium vulcanicum bearing

twenty-seven spikes of its beautiful blooms.

These and a quantity of other things serve to

make the collection cheerful and gay.

Wm. Huoh Gowbb.

Xiffilia elegans prasiata.—Mr. Kerelake sends

a nice flower of this variety. It is one of the earlier

named dark varieties of elegans, and though the lip is

lieautifuUy coloured aud velvety, the sepals and petals

lack the richness and size of many of the beautiful

forms now grown.—W. H. G.

Cyenoches chloroehilon.—J. Baker says le
" has been many years amongst ( )rchiJs and has never

seen this." It is over fifty years shice this was first

sent to the Messrs. Luddiges, of Hackney, and for

many years the plant was very rare. It is deciduous

and requires a thorough rest after flowering, which

should be given it by keeping it cool and dry.—W.

Trichoeentrum orthopleetron (Odonto).—
This seems to be a very richly- coloured variety aud a

large flower. It is a beautiful smafl-growing plant,

producing very small pseudo-bulbs and dark green

fleshy leaves. The flowers are produced singly ;
the

sepals and petals are cinnamon-brown ; the lip is flat

and nearly square, deep crimson-lake, with paler

edges and a stain of yellow on the disc. It is a some-

what small genus found principally in Brazil. Seve-

ral new varieties have recently been introduced.

—W. H. (i.

Cypripedium Godefroyse (N. C. C ).—A very

fine broad-petallcd variety of this species, certainly not

the form known as C. boUatulum. The flowers sent

are profusely spotted with purple, but not after the

manner of Mr. Low's plant; the Iip_ also is different,

wanting in the closely compressed point which is such a

distinguishing feature in C. bellatulum. It is a splendid

variety and should be well looked after. Upon its

flowering another season you may have a flower of

bellatulum with which to compare it. The two doubt-

less run into each other, but yours I think a distinct

form, which is far removed from it —W. H. G.

Cattleya velutina.—A very fine variety of this

plant comes from S. Kerslake, gardener to the Rev.

E. Handley, of Bath. The sepals and petals are a

lich tawny-orange, profusely spotted with purple ;

the lip white, strongly marked with dark purple

veins ; disc rich yellow, which is continued in a

regular band to the base of the column. This

plant was a supposed natural hybrid upon its first

introduction, but I think this notion has been

somewhat dispelled by recent introductions. It is

a very slender-stemmed species, and therefore does

not require to be dried much during the winter

season.—W. H. G.

Orchids at Shrewsbury.—At the Shrewsbury

show (held August Hi and !7),a new class was pro-

vided, and valuable prizes offered for a group of

Urchids, and for these there were two competitors,

viz , Mr. J. Cypher, Cheltenham, and Mr. P. Blair,

gardener to the Duke of Sutherland, Trentham.
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Both showed remarkably well, especially seeing
that ( )rchids that flower in August are, compara-
tively speaking, few in number. But Mr. Cypher
completely eclipsed his opponent, having no less
than forty-three distinct varieties, and numerous
well-flowered specimens in his group. These com-
prised good forms of Cattleya crispa, C. crispa su-
perba, C. Gaskelliana, C. Sanderiana, well-flowered
pieces of Dendrobium formosum, D. Dearei, P.
bigibbum, D. rhodostoma, and Vanda coerulea, par-
ticularly effective ; Onoidium macranthum, very
fine

; Lselia cinnabarina, Epidendrum brassavola,
E. prismatocarpum, Dandrochilum filiforme, Mil-
tenia vexillaria, Cypripediums in variety, Masde-
vallias in variety, various Odontoglossums, Sacco-
labium Blumei, S. guttatum, Calanthe masnoa,
and several Oncidiums. Sufficient Palms and Ferns
were used to give this group a very attractive ap-
pearance. What Mr. Blair lacked in point of num-
bers, he amply compensated for in the way in which
his group was set up. The best of his Orchids
were Cattleya crispa, C. Leopoldi, C. Gaskelliana,
Masdevallia Davisi, M. Harryana, Cypripedium
Harrisianum, C. Ashburtoni;i3, Oncidium macran-
thum, O. macranthum incnrvum, Odontoglossum
Andersonianura, O. Harrjanum, and a fine form of
0. crispum.—W. I.

Chrysanthemums.

NEW EARLY - FLOWERING CHRYSANTHE-
MUMS.

The short note and editorial comment at page 13G
on some new early varieties sent by Mr. Owen re-
minded me a few days ago of the rather lengthy,
but it is hoped instructive article contributed by
me to The Garden of May 16. The Maidenhead
nursery, unfortunately, is awkwardly situated for me
personally, but knowing that Mr. H. J. Jones, of
Lewisham, was in possession of all the new Conti-
nental varieties of early-flowering Chrysanthemums,
I decided a few days ago to go over there, as being
the more accessible, to see how they had turned
out, and whether there were really any additions of
value to this interesting section. With the excep-
tion of Vice-President Hardy, those named at page
i:>(j were all in bloom at the Lewisham nursery,
besides some other sorts not referred to in the
editor's note. It will be remembered that some of the
novelties were described as being in flower so early
as the month of June, but the earliest period fixed
by Mr. Jones at which his plants bloomed was July
:!. This may easily be accounted for in the first

place by the plants being propagated by the raiser
and distributed somewhat late in the spring, and
again by the difference between the climate of
lOngland and that of the South of France, where
the plants were raised. It is not improbable that
with cool treatment, a sturdy growth and timely
propagation, those varieties which have bloomed
this year in the month of July may be brought into
flower several weeks earlier next year.
A large number of the new plants are 'described

as of dwarf growth. Mr. Owen, in his communi-
cation, makes no reference to this subject. There
can be little doubt that for open-air cultivation
in the border a dwarf race of early- flowering Chry-
santhemums is most desirable to their full enjoy-
ment. Some of the other reputed early-flowering
Chrysanthemums, when strongly grown and treated
like the later sorts, will run almost as high as the
plants grown for supplying the cut blooms at the
November shows, and those early sorts which have
this defect will certainly be of little or no service
out of doors, especially at this season of the year.
In examining Mr. Jones' plants, there was a dif-
ference of height in many of them, but it must
not be forgotten that they were grown in large
pots without being traine<l on the three-branch
system. They were fairly entitled to be termed
naturally grown plants, for disbudding had scarcely
been attempted in any case. There was one dis-
advantage in this from an exhibitor's point of view,
because the full extent of the development of each
individual bloom could not very accurately be
gauged. It will follow, then, that the expressions

large, medium, or small-sized flowers must be rela-

tive, the first of them being reserved for flowers
similar in dimensions to a fairly well-grown bloom
of the well-known Mrae. C. Desgrange. The plants
as grown at Lewisham were all dwarf, the average
height being about IS inches. Some, of course,
were less, and but a few exceeded that height. Al-
together there were 40(1 plants, many of which
have not yet bloomed, but allowing a further six
weeks to elapse, these would still be correctly re-
presented as early varieties by the raiser. Of those
which were actually out, the following may be use-
fully described :

—

Mine. ViiiuieiilI''.—\ lar^n Japauese rpflcxed flowor
similar in form to Mrne. C. Desgrangp, abnut 4 inches
in diameter, the colour creamy white with a faint
tinge of rose; the pelals are yuilled, and the plant
was in bloom on July 2.").

Mine. Louis Lmnnel.—Rather smaller, lijjht blush
of a delicate shade, petals flat; was in bloom August
1.5.

J. IS. Duvoir.—A very globular flower with short
flat petals, wliite and lilae-rose, with a faint golden
tinge in centre ; very free flowering, and in bloom
August 1.

Vicomtesse d'Are.ne.—This is one of the earhest to
bloom, its flowers having appeared ou July 1.5. It be-
longs to the Japanese reflexed type, and is a large
flower; the colour is violet-rose and white, and is very
free.

Ren4 Cliandon tie BnaiWes.—Small Japanese, very
free, colour white ground, but heavily streaked with
carmine-roso ; small foliage ; bloomed Jiily 3.

M. Lemaille.—Another very early sort, being In
flower a little more than a fortnight after the preced-
ing. It is a long-petalled Japanese of medium .size

;

colour a golden huff and claret- red.
GeorriexDefi-ed.—A Japanese short-petalled. bloom

of good size ; colour clear canary-yellow.
Mmc. Gastellier.—A variety that began to bloom

July 25. It belongs to the Japanese reflexed section,
the petals being very narrow ; colour pure white with
a yellow centre.

Secretaire Alfred lilcu.—YeTy similar to Carew
Underwood except in size. The flower is verv full
and double, petals long and flat ; was in bloom
July 10.

M. -piipiiis.-—Reflexed bloom, with flat petals of a
very distinct rich orange-yellow, resembHng the colour
of Source d'Or, large size ; in flower August 7-

M. Louis Liiinnel.—Japanese; medium size, very
free, and blooms compactly ; colour golden salmon
with yellow centre ; was in bloom August 7.

Mtiie.^ Gahuf.— SmaW reflexed flower with short
petals, lilac-rose tipped white, bloomed August 7.

Raoul Chandoii de Unailles.—In form very similar
to the Christine family ; colour soft rose-pink, medium
size ; in bloom August 1.

Mine. Matliilde Cassaijnean. — Japanese, medium
size, long petals, golden salmon, shaded cerise, centre
yellow ; bloomed August 7.

M. 11. de Ihihor.—Japanese, medium size, dark crim-
son-yellow shading off to yellow with age ; thin erect
petals ; was in bloom August 5.

Le poi'fe dei Chri/.^anthemes.—JsLipnnese reflexed,
violet-rose, very free-flowering, medium size, and
bloomed August 7.

In looking at the dates of actual flowering at
Lewisham with those given by M. Simon Delaux,
the raiser, there appear to be several curious differ-

ences, some being much earlier, and others much
later than those fixed by him. Thus Mme. Gastel-
lier, Raoul Chandon de Briailles, Le pocte des
Chrysanthc'mes and Heni! Chandon de BriailKs are
placed by him in the category of June flowering
varieties ; Vicomtesse d'Avcne, M. Dupuis, Mme.
Louis Lionnet, M. Louis Lionnet are given by him
as flowering from August 25 ; J. B. Duvoir, Georges
Devred, M. Lemaille, Mme. Mathilde Cassagneau,
and Mme. Gabus are said to have their first blooms
open by September 5 ; Mme. Ilangeville, Secretaire
Alfred lileu are put down to bloom by September
15; while the first blooms of M. ti.de Hubor are
stated by the raiser not to be produced until

the end of September. It is perhaps not fair the
first season to be too punctilious on this point, for

enough has been said to show that there is a very
fair proportion of the new early Chrysanthemums
capable of blooming by the middle of August, a fact
that was not easily believed, and in some cases
actually disputed when the preliminary announce-
ment of M. D61aux's novelties was first made in the

early part of the present year. The remainder of
the varieties enumerated in my article of May 10
last are freely swelling their buds, and before an-
other fortnight or three weeks are over will all be
in full flower, and upon the merits of these more
may be said at some future time. Showy colours
are still wanting, but the new sorts that are in
flower lead us to the conclusion that the time
and labour M. Delaux has devoted to their pro-
duction have not been spent in vain.

C. Harman Payne.

THE WEEK'S WORK.

KITCHEN GAKDEN.
AUTUMN-HAISED Caclii'lowbrs.—It is asserted
by many gardeners that the raising of Cauliflowers
in the open is a waste of time, as they not only
winter indifferently, but are inferior in every
respect to those sown earlier in the year under
glass and either pricked out or potted off. Cer-
tainly quantities are undoubtedly killed through
not being sufficiently protected, but the mistake
made principally is in sowing the seeds too early

;

consequently the plants become far too large, and
are overgrown before it is safe to plant them out,

premature buttoning taking place. Whatever the
fault of the system, it is still to be depended upon
as being a satisfactory method of ensuring an early
supply of Cauliflowers. For sowing in the autumn,
either Early Dwarf Erfurt, Early London, and
Large Asiatic for succession are amongst the best,

these wintering well and not so likely to button
prematurely. 'The mistake must not be made of
sowing the now recognised early forcing varieties

of the Snowball type, for if such should be the
case, premature buttoning will follow. In the
colder districts the 25th of August will be quite
early enough for sowing, and in the warmer locali-

ties the first week in September would be a suit-

able time. The seeds should be sown thinly in

drills on a south border, as in this position they
will germinate readily and form nice plants. When
large enough these must be pricked out into frames,
or else be potted off singly. The frame must be in

an open position and on a hard surface. A layer of

2 inches or 3 inches of rotten manure must be first

laid over the surface, and the same depth of good
holding soil, as such material will adhere to the
roots when the time comes for planting out. The
seedlings having been pricked out 4 inches apart,

and the lights only kept over the plants during
cold rains and inclement weather, and also effi-

ciently protected in case of protracted severe frosts,

good plants will result. If the plants are to be
potted off, 5-inch pots shouM be used, as those of a
smaller size would cramp the roots. The pots

should be plunged in some such material as old

leaves, taking the precaution to stand the pots on
a hard surface to prevent the plants rooting

through. Where large heads of ^'eitch's Autumn
Giantare required during the second or third week in

August the seed must now be sown, the plants being
wintered like the preceding. The large heads as
seen at exhibitions during the month of August are
produced by sowing at this season.

Parsley fcir winter.—The necessity of pro-

viding a plentiful supply during the winter months
should have due attention, and whilst there is yet

time for such to become established before the cold

weather arrives. If seed has been sown about the
middle of July as I have previously advised,

healthy plnnts will now be appearing fast and a
supply will thus be secured, but if this be neglected
and produce only relied on which was sown
early in the season, this will be too rank in growth
to withstand a sharp .spell of wintry weather, or

even damp, as when of strong growth the leaves

vciy 'luickly nicll .-iway. In these cases a portion

of the plants shouhl now be cut over and the after

growth will be sturdier and hardier in every
respect. Any young seedlings may be pricked

out into moderately firm ground in positions where
they may be protected later on in the season.

Some plants may also be dibbled direct into a spare

frame, covering this over with lights when incle-
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ment weather arrives. Low brick frames are the

best, as the plants may be raised within a few

inches of the glass. A free circulation of air

amongst the plants is a necessity, protection from

heavy rains and frost being afforded. With deep

frames the bottom space must be filled with some
drier and open material, so as to bring the plants

nearer the glass, and then with a rooting medium
of fairly rich and open soil a good foundation will

be secured for planting out the seedlings. The
young plants must have the soil pressed around

the crowns firmly, thus enabling them to take more
quickly to their fresh quarters. The conditions

for securing a supply of ^'iolets through the winter

months are the same as will enable a supply of

Parsley being maintained, whatever the weather.

On those soils where Parsley dies oft', a free addi-

tion of old lime rubbish as a corrective will mend
matters considerably, as it is on limestone soils

where Parsley grows in the greatest perfection.

Si'RiNG-sowN OxiONS— Unless we have a change
to warm and bright weather, spring-sown Onions

will require some assistance in enabling them to

become efficiently ripened, for if such should not

be the case, the bulbs will not winter at all well.

On light soils Onions ripen up readily enough,

but on cold clay soils during a dull and compara-
tively sunless summer, the bulbs have a tendency

to keep on growing. In all such cases where assist-

ance is needed, the bed should be gone over and
the tops laid, if possible, in one direction, so that

the tops of one row do not overshadow the other,

as in this way the bulbs will be exposed to the

beneficial ripening influence of the sun. Advantage
should also be taken of removing any coaise-grow-

ing weeds, these smothering up and preventing

the ripening as much as anything. Silver-skinned

Onions, which were sown for pickling, should if

not already done, be drawn and laid oat so as to

become thoroughly ripened. If the drawing be

neglected, the tops will very quickly commence to

sprout and fresh roots be formed, fio far the

reports concerning the spring-sown Onions are

good, mildew being scarcely heard of, while attacks

from the Onion grub have been very partial.

Late planted Broccoli.—Any Broccoli left

over from the main planting of any of the late va-

rieties may, if they are sturdy plants and not in

anywise drawn, now be planted on firm ground
True, the plants will not grow to much size before
the winter, but they will have the advantage of

being hardy and so likely to withstand the rigours

of a severe winter. If by any chance the larger or

earlier plants succumb to the effects of frost during
the coming winter, these small plants may be relied

of some late planted Broccoli which were put out
to fall back upon. I proved the value last season
to fill up the space, these proving the only plants

out of several hundreds that weathered the winter.

Late Peas.—These must now have regular
attention in watering, the mulching having pre-

viously been attended to. Bi-weekly soakings of

clean water followed by either liquid manure or

diluted sewage are absolutely necessary, especially on
light and dry soils. If the plants are in any way
neglected, mildew will quickly attack them.

A. Y.

ORCHIDS.
Wk have very few plants in flower in the cool
Orchid house at present. A few Masdevallias are
to be seen and late spikes of Epidendrum vitel-

linum majus. The original type is now scarce, but
it also flowers late, and the flowers remain in

good condition for si.^c weeks or more if there is

not too much moisture in the house. A good con-
trast to it is the bright yellow Maadevallia Pavisi,

a very charming species, %vhich usually blooms in

the early autumn. We have been looking over our
entire collection of plants, dipping them in a mix-
ture of tobacco liquor and soft soap to kill all

insect pests with which they may be infested, but in

truth we are not much troubled with them in this

house except a few of the aphis tribe, which do
some mischief to the succulent spikes of flowers,
which they attack as soon as the spike issaes from
the base of the newly-formed pseudo-bulb ; (hey do

not care to suck the juices from the leaves. The

plants after dipping are laid on their sides to drain,

and in an hour or so the leaves are sponged over

with clean rain water; if it is slightly warmed, all

the better. After cleaning the plants we will re-

pot some and surface-dress others. The first plants

to be repotted are Miltonia vexillaria. We still

grow as a single specimen the large plant which

was exhibited in London some years ago with

forty-nine spikes and upwards of 200flowers upon it.

We ha\e had it thirteen years, and the centre has

given way a little ; we will therefore part the plant

out into a dozen pieces, repotting each separately.

The dividing of such plants must be carefully per-

formed, using the fingers as much as possible

rather than a knife ; the plants should have all the

old material removed from the roots, and be placed

in a mixture of good peat and Sphagnum, using

rather more of the latter material. Glean pot-

sherds must be broken up and mixed with it.

Other plants needing repotting should also be seen

to this month, and those that were repotted last

year should be merely surface-dressed. In re-

potting these and the other occupants of this

house let the pots be rather more than half full of

drainage material, not small crocks with the in-

terstices nearly filled up, but large pieces first, and
on the top of the large pieces a few of smaller size

to make a level surface. Place a thin layer of

Sphagnum over the drainage, which will prevent

the finer particles of the compound from mixing

with it. I pot moderately firm, and, as a rule, the

potting material and the base of the plants have to

be raised above the rim. After the Miltonias the

Masdevallias will be taken in hand. The Irjge

plants of these must be divided up if they have

become overgrown ami seem inclined to get into

a declining condition. Each portion should be

planted by itself in a small pot, a 3-inch, 4J-inoh,

or i')-inch according to its size ; they seem to do

better in this way than planted five or six pieces

together in a much larger pot. I say nothing for

or against making up large specimens for exhibi-

tion, but those who do this find it better to grow
their plants in 5-inch pots up to the time

they are quite in flower, when a dozen or twenty

of these plants are set out neatly in a pot

or pan 15 inches or 18 inches in diameter.

The species best adapted for the summer ex-

hibitions are M. Harryana, M. Veitchi and M.
Lindeni ; all these may be repotted now if they

were not used to make up specimens, for in that

case it is best to repot them as soon as they have
served their purpose as show plants. I do not ad-

vise a general repotting of Masdevallias, for we
repotted the pretty little white species M. tova-

rensis in February when the flowers passed away,

and the brightly coloured M. ignea was also re-

potted in the early months of the year. The curi-

ous chimicroid Masdevallias may be repotted now,

but these plants require basket culture, and should

be suspended near the roof glass ; they suffer much
from the attacks of red spider, which speedily re-

duces the leaves to a brownish tint and perma-
nently injures the plants, as they cannot very well

be syringed frequently. Sponging the leaves at fre-

quent intervals is necessary to keep down the pest.

Such pretty little Masdevallias as M. Wageneriana,

M. Estrada;, M. Shuttleworthi, kc., may be sus-

pended in the shallow pans wherein they thrive

best near the roof glass. The Odontoglossums are

the principal occupants of the house, and consist

chiefly of 0. triumphans, 0. luteo-purpureum, O.

crispum, O. gloriosum, O. I'escatorei, &c. ; none of

these seem to take any injury if they receive a good

shift. If they are in good condition and the com-
post fairly well filled with roots, do not disturb

them much, but return the plants into larger pots.

Medium-sized or larger plants that were repotted

last season need not be disturbed this year, except

that it may be better to surface-dress them. Some-
times plants get into bad health in the best man-
aged establishments. It will generally be found

that the roots of such have got into bad condition,

and the compost has become too wet and sour.

The best plan if this i.s the case is to wash all the

bad material from the roots, clean the plant, and
carefully repot it into a much smaller pot than it

was growing in previously. It may be well to ad-

vise inexperienced cultivators of the importance of

cleaning and well washing the Sphagnum JIoss, and

during the operation keep a sharp look-out for

slugs. We have again and again got the house quite

free from these troublesome pests, but as soon as

there have been a general repotting and surface- dress-

ing amongst the occupants of the house, in comes a

fresh lot of the slug family. I know none can get

into the house from outside, as we poison the paths

to kill the weeds, which also kills the slugs if there

are any, but they are never seen at any time, and I

believe that in most cases they get in with the

Sphagnum, and are placed in the right position to

eat the points of the succulent young roots or the

tender spikes as they issue from the sheaths. Even

with all the care taken to look for them in the

fresh Sphagnum, some escape, to give us anxious

days and much trouble at night to find them feed-

ing, and they too often do much mischief before

they are destroyed. The house should not be quite

so freely ventilated when the repotting and divid-

ing of the plants are going on. J. Douglas.

PLANT HOUSES.
Early bulbs. -The importance of ordering the

requisite quantity of bulbs in good time cannot be

over-estimated. Even if they are not intended for

potting up early, it is better to have them in hand
than to defer the order until they are immediately

in request. Roman Hyacinths (early white) have

been recently treated upon ; no further remarks in

reference to these are, therefore, required at pre-

sent. Other early bulbs should now be potted

without delay, so as to obtain a good amount of

roots previous to attempting any forcing. Of these,

particular mention should be made of the follow-

ing Hyacinths to succeed the early Roman, viz.

:

Of single reds—Homerus, a good red, and General

Pelissier, a bright crimson, with Norma, a delicate

pink ; of single whites—Grand Vedette, having

large bells, and Princess lieatrice, with ^ood spikes

;

of single blues— Grand Vedette, azure-blue, and
William I., a dark purple ; and of single yellows-
Victory, a deep yellow. Amongst the doubles

there are not so many useful kinds for early forc-

ing; mention should, however, be made of La Tour
d'Auvergne, a white variety with fine spikes. The
foregoing kinds will be much better tor early use

from Christmas onwards until other sorts can be

depended upon than attempting to make use of an
indiscriminate selection of varieties not fitted for

the purpose at all. The sorts I have named are

such as can be had at a cheap rate, and may be

advantageously ordered by the dozen or in larger

quantities when much flower is required. These

early kinds, for the sake of saving pots and room
also, may very well be potted three bulbs in a 0-

inch pot, then by covering with a little green Moss
when in flower a better effect is had than by keep-

ing them singly.

Of Tulips, note should be taken of Vermillion

Brilliant, which although well known as a mid-

season kind is not so often grown for early forcing
;

it may, however, be used in this way with ad-

vantage. The single Van Thols in various shades

are well known, but the white, yellow, and rose-

coloured sorts might be grown more than they

are for early work. Of other kinds mention

should be made of Can.iry Bird, a clear colour ; Le
Matelas, white, flushed with rose ; L'Immacule'e, a

pure white, all being singles. Of double kinds. La
Precoce, a fine pure white, and Imperator Kubro-

rum, a crimson, besides the better-known Tourne-

sols and double \'an Thols, should be taken note of.

The early Narcissi most to be clepended upon are

the early double Roman and the early Snowflake
;

the latter is a great improvement upon early

Paper - white, being of more vigorous growth,

besides flowering earlier, having also larger trusses

and individual flowers of greater substance.

Another good early sort is Empress of India, a

pure white with clear yellow cup. The Daffodil

section as they become better known will be

more sought after for potting to flower early.

Of these some of the best are bicolor Horsfieldi,

a splendid early variety, very showy and free-

flowering ; albicans, a delicately fragrant kind

;
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Golden Spur, the finest form of spurius ; lorifolins,

somewhat similar to Emperor, but earlier, with
flowers of good substance

;
the early variety of

major, nearly a month earlier than the type ; the
Tenby Daffodil orobvallaris isdwarf and free-flower-

ing ; Princess is a bold and effective kind with
large yellow trumpet ; rngilobns is a well-proven
kind. These all having large trumpets will be
found more useful and showy than those with
smaller ones. Of other sorts, poeticus ornatus is

one of the best and most uselul, being even cheaper
than the early Roman Hyacinth. All of these
Tulips and Narcissi should be potted up without
delay for reliable forcing, which cannot otherwise
be accomplished in a satisfactory manner, as with
the Hyacinths I prefer to pot in a collective manner
more than is usually done, and for the same rea-

sons. The soil in all cases ought to be of a friable,

mellow character ; I have a liking to that from an
old Melon bed with some leaf soil and well-decom-
posed manure added to it. All early bulbs when
potted should be stood together in a frame or pit,

each family being, of course, kept separate for con-
venience. After one good watering a layer of cocoa-
nut fibre refuse should be placed overthem tnadepth
of about 2 inches. The lights can be kept off except
when heavy rains are falling ; then it is safer to

cover them. If ashes are used instead of the cocoa
refuse, take the precaution not to employ those
lately from the stoke-holes where coke has been
burned. Ashes, if used at all, should be such as
have been well exposed for some time. Those
should be particularly guarded against which have
been recently taken from an ash-pit where there
has been the mere possibility of any chemical in-

gredients being emptied. These often being of a
strong character will retain their poisonous and de-
structive properties, as they relate to vegetable
growth, for some considerable time ; hence, great
caution is necessary. Clean pots or pans should
always be used

;
just for the sake of saving the

labour by not washing them is not in any sense ad-
visable. Nor is it, I think, expedient to make use
of artificial manures for mixing with the soil, un-
less the soil is of very inferior quality. When the
bulbs are received, potting should not be deferred
for the earliest batch, whilst if not wanted quite so
soon they ought not to be exposed too much to
either light or air. I prefer to cover them with cocoa
fibre, which is dry ; this will keep them in a genial
condition without in any way being conducive to

a premature growth. It pays to take these pre-
cautions, which in themselves are not of any ma-
terial moment as regards the time occupied in the
performance. JAS. Hudson.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE SPECIES AND NATIVE HABITATS
OF THE LILACS.

(
Cuncivdcdfrom paijc 174 )

Syeinga Josik.-ea, Jacq. (1831) (S. Emodi, Wall.,

18:J2).--It may appear a somewhat bold step to

propose here that two species which have been so
very generally considered to be distinct should be
consolidated. In the year 1885, in a note pub-
lished in the " Bulletin de la Sooiotc^ Philomathique
de Paris," vol. ix. (7th series), p. 121, I drew atten-
tion to the difficulty of assigning to these two
kinds of Lilac any characteristics that are suffi-

ciently distinctive of one from the other. Since
that time, the study of a larger number of speci-
mens, both living and dried, has fully corroborated
my views on this subject. The facts are always
the same. If we examine extreme forms of both
these Lilacs, it appears impossible to question the
necessity of keeping them apart as two distinct
species. So, under cultivation, S. Emodi appears
to be much more vigorous in growth than the Hun-
garian Lilac (S. Josikaia); its shoots are stouter
and straighter, its leaves are larger, its buds are
thicker, and its Uower-clusters are bigger and not
so loosely set. The differences between the two
kinds do not go beyond this, and of how little ac-
count such differences are is soon perceived when
the plants are studied from wild specimens—as

plr-'.nts always should be studied for the purpose of

identifying or distinguishing species. To anyone
who feels desirous of maintaining the distinctness

of these two (so-called) species, I would recom-
mend a study of the specimens brought from Cash-
mere by Jacqueminot, and which are deposited in

the herbarium of the Museum at Paris under No.
455. All that can be said is that, in general, the

leaves of the Indian plant are somewhat thicker

and of a duller white underneath than those

of the Hungarian plant—peculiarities which differ-

ence of climate suffices to account for. But, on
the other hand, I find the flower-cluster of S.

Emodi sometimes loosely set, interrupted in shape,

and rather narrow, just as it is commonly seen in

S. Josikaea ; the dimensions of the corolla vary in

the same way in the two plants, and the leaves of

S. Josikfea are sometimes quite as oval-elliptical in

shape as those of S. Emodi. The capsules of both
plants are devoid of warty lenticulations. I shall

not here venture to give any opinion as to whether
S. Josikaja is really indigenous or not so in Tran-
sylvania. That task must be left to the botanists

of that country, who are in a much better position

to undertake the archaeological study of any plants

which occur there. 1 shall merely state the fact

that this curious variety of Lilac was discovered in

the year ISliO by the Baroness' Rosalie Josika in

the county of Clausenburg, in Transylvania.* Since

that time, and pretty recently, it has been found
wild in several other stations of the same region.

According to Mons. Janka, this variety of Lilac is

cultivated in other parts of Transylvania. The
specific name Josikaia, which was bestowed upon
it by Jacquin, should be retained, as Wallich's

catalogue does not contain the name he (Wallich)

gave it (S. Emodi) until the year 1832 (a year after

Jacquin had named it), and, besides, no description

of S. Emodi was published before Royle's account
of it appeared in 1839.

Syhikga Emodi is found growing in the wild

state throughout almost the entire chain of the

Himalayas, and was re- discovered in the valley of

Kuram by Major Aitchison in the year 1879, but it

is not certain whether it exists in any part of China

;

it may, however, perhaps be found in the province

of Yunnan, where a form which comes very near it

has lately been discovered. The specimens from
Pekin and Ipehoachan, quoted by Messrs. Forbes

and Hemsley, and also those of R. P. David, have
been named S. Emodi, on the authority of Decaisne,

but in reality these should be referred to S. villosa

of Vahl. If it could be clearly proved that S.

Josikrea is really indigenous in Transylvania, it

would afford another instance of the occurrence of

Himalayan plants in the flora of Central Europe.

Syeinga yunnanensis (a new species).—This

new species from Western China is not far removed
from S. Josika3a, from which it appears to be suffi-

ciently distinguished by the form of its leaves,

which are attenuated for a considerable distance

at the base and terminate rather abruptly in a well-

developed point, and especially so by the numerous
warts with which the branches and capsules are

covered. The texture of the leaves and the whitish

tinge which they exhibit on the under surface are

more suggestive of the Transylvanian S. Josikfea

than of S. Emodi. The leaves are also finely

ciliated at the margin, and when young sometimes
bear a few papillose hairs on the ribs of the under

surface. S. yunnanensis forms a shrub about 10

feet high, rather slender in form, but exceedingly

floriferous. Its large oval flower clusters, the

pedicels and ramifications of which are covered with

fine hairs, are composed of numerous rose-coloured

flowers, with rather slender tubes and very fra-

grant. This species was discovered in the year

18H(; in the woods on the elevated districts in the

neighbourhood of Tali by that indefatigable ex-

nlorer of the province of Yunnan, the Abb6
Delavay.

Sybinga vii.i.osA (Vahl).—This is a shrub of no

great beauty. Its leaves are oval, rather large.

pale coloured, and marked on the under surface
with small brown dots. The veins or nerves only
are rough with greyish, spreading hairs. The
whitish (.') flowers are not very numerous, and
form but small rather compact clusters, which
make no great show. The bark of the branches is

very pale coloured, and exhibits a few lenticula-

tions here and there. The capsules are not known.
This species has been described by Vahl from the
solitary specimen of Pi-re d'Incarnlle, which is

preserved in the Museum at Paris, and to it must
certainly be referred those specimens from the
mirth of China which Decaisne has confounded
with S. Emodi.

Sykin'GA pdbescens (Turcz ).—From a very
authentic specimen sent by Maximowicz, this Lilac

should be distinguished from the S. villosa of Vahl
with which every author has confounded it. Its

leaves are much smaller and different in shape, be-

ing trapezoid-oval in form, attenuated to an angle
at the base, glaucous on both sides, only slightly

paler coloured underneath, and devoid of brown
dots on the under surface, where the veins are

equally rough, especially towards the base ; the

veins are also not so numerous as those of S. vil-

losa. The flowers form large and very compact
clusters, and the corolla is remarkable for the
slenderness and often for the great length of the
tube ; this latter character, however, is not very
constant. S. pubescens is cultivated in the Jardin
des I'lantes, at Paris, under the name of S. villosa.

Its native habitat is in the northern confines of

China and the northern and eastern parts of Mon-
golia.

Syri.nga velutin'A (Bureau and Franchpt).

—

This species was discovered in the year 189(1, by
Prince Henri of Orleans, near Ta-tsien-lou, in

Western China. It is very remarkable for having
its leaves entirely covered on the under surface

with small, shining, soft hairs, giving that part of

the leaf a felted appearance. The plant has, more-
over, many points of resemblance to S. pubescens,

but its leaves are more elongated in form, in which
they rather resemble those of S. yunnanensis. The
flower clusters and the individual flowers are quite

similar to these of S. pubescens with the exception
that in the calyx the teeth are barely visible.

Syringa SEJii'BRViUENS (Franch.).—This curi-

ous Lilac deserves very special notice, on account
of its foliage being persistent or evergreen, and
also on account of its fruit in which the capsules

are enveloped by a fleshy covering, which at first is

rather thick, soft in texture, and blackish in colour.

It forms an evergreen shrub with tortuous

branches. The leaves are thick and very leathery

in texture, much resembling Holly leaves in this

respect, but they are almost orbicular or broadly-

oval in shape, and are always entire at the margin.
The inflorescence consists of a very compact clus-

ter, the ramifications of which are thickset and
quadrangular in shape. The flowers are white,

fleshy, rather fragrant, resembling those of the

common Lilac in form, but about one-third smaller.

The fruit when ripe becomes as black as Privet

berries, and the dehiscence of the fleshy outer

covering is a rather .slow process. Syringa semper-

virens is a native of the mountains of Hee-chan-
men, in the province of Yunnan, wliere it was dis-

covered by Mons. Delavay in the year 1884.—A.

Franchet, in Itevue Hurticnlf.

* Tlio tirat pnhlic oxliibition of S. Joaikn'ir in'cuiTpd

at tliL" Suieiitilic Cciiigress which was lickl at Ilaiii-

burg, Sept. 20, IH.'ill, on which occiisioii a branch of

t)ie plant was sent by the Baron de Jaf<iuiu,

Potentilla fruticosa.—Where a free flowering

shrub is needed for a dry gravelly soil this Cinque-

foil should be borne in mind, for not only are the

bright golden-coloured blossoms very sliowy, but

they are borne continuously throughout the greater

part of the summer and well on into the autumn.
It is a shrubby member of a genus composed prin-

cipally of herbaceous subjects, and forms an upright

bush about a yard high, whose branches are hard
and wiry. This Potentilla is also found in many
other parts of the world, even in the Himalayas,

so, as might be supposed from its wide geographical

distribution, different forms are to bo met with.

That known as Uoribunda is the finest of all, next

to which comes the typical fruticosa, while some
forms are more prostrate than either of these, and
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consequently as ordinary shrubs are less desirable,

though for the rockwork they may be preferred.

—

H.P.
Diervilla sessilifolia.—This near ally of the

Weigelas produces blossoms, which though not par-

ticularly showy, are of a yellowish tint, a colour by
no means frequent among shrubs of this class, and
from its distinct flowers it will possibly prove valu-

able to the hybridist. It is a good deal like the North
American Diervilla trifida or canadensis, which forms
a bush .') feet or i feet high, clothed with ovate

acuminate leaves, and flowers borne in both terminal
and axillary clusters. The less known kind—D.

sessilifolia—differs from the preceding in the

leaves being somewhat larger, rather more pointed,

and when first expanded of a yellowish tint, but

frequently becoming suffused with red when fully

exposed to the summer's sun. It was recently

shown in good condition at one of the meetings of

the Royal Horticultural Society.—T.

pale pink and the dwarf white and S. Bumalda.
No doubt many other beautiful varieties coulil be

obtained if only someone would turn his attention

to Spiraeas.—W. G.

Stove and Greenhouse.

especially of .such plants as Azaleas and Camel-
lias. If amateurs generally made it a practice

to clear their greenhouses of their regular occu-

pants and arrange them in effective groups in

the open during the summer as .suggested, the
plants would be greatly benefited, and the houses

so emptied could be used to produce a good crop
of Tomatoes or Cucumbers. T.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS IN SU:MMER.
Such easily grown flowering plants as are re-

presented m the annexed illustration form most
effective groups arranged in nooks or in front

of a wall or border in which are planted such
things as Sunflowers, Dahlias, Phloxes, Holly-

hocks, pyramidal Campanulas, and such like

tall-growing plants. The greenhouse plants

will be all the better for having their pots sur-

rounded by a quantity of cocoa-nut fibre or

A group of greenhouse plants in the open air.

Quercus Robur cuprea.—There are a great
many varieties of this Uritish Oak in cultivation,

some of which are mere curiosities, while others
are very ornamental. I'nder this last head must
be included the variety cuprea, which is in habit
much like the type, but the young leaves are of a
coppery-red tinr, which colour, however, leaves
them later on. This feature is especially noticeable
when summei is well advanced, as the major por-
tion of the foliage being then mature has already
assumed its normal green tint, while the point of

every shoot which is still growing is furnished with
the reddish foliage, the entire specimen being
studded over with leaves of that hue. The dis-

tinctive characters of this Oak are of course
brought out more prominently when associated with
trees of a lighter tint.—T.

Spiraea callosa atro-sanguinea.—A very
dark crimson variety of the always lovely S. cal-

losa is in flower in the Coombe Wood Nursery
under this name, and it is one of the prettiest

things in the place. It may be the same variety
known in other gardens as superba and rubra, but this

one is certainly very much darker than usual, the
flower-clusters being of a deep carmine-crimson.
"T," in his notes upon Spirssas in flower in a recent
number, does not mention it, so perhaps it is the same
as he knows as superba. What a beautiful group it

will make intermixed vrith the common callosa of a

other plunging material, this greatly lessening
the labour of watering. It is astonishing how
well such things as the Agapauthus, Fuchsias
of sorts, pink and white Hydrangeas, zonal
Pelargoniums, Aloes, green-leaved Dracionas,
and in a shady place some of the hardiest of the
cool greenhouse Ferns, itc , will thrive. To all

flowering plants, in addition to abundant sup-
plies of clear water, liquid manure should be
given two or three times a week. Nothing
better cm be used for this purpose than a clear

solution of sheep or cow manure in water. A
little weak clear soot water is also beneficial.

In the case of hard-wooded plants, such as

Azaleas, Heaths, Epacrises, Cytisus, Camellias,

itc, the greatest benefit accrues to them from a
similar course of treatment, excepting that they
only require abuniiant supplies of clear water.
They should in all cases, wherever possible,

have the pots plunged in some moisture-retain-
ing material, such as cocoa-nut fibre or tine I

coal-ashes. The spot selected for them should
be one within the shade of distant trees or walls,

so that for some portion of the day the burn-
ing sun is off them, and they should bo syringed
freely night and morning in hot weather, tak-
ing care to wet the under-sides of the leaves,

FREESIAS AND THEIR CULTURE.
Choice white flowers are in daily demand, more
particularly in winter and spring, and although I

have tried many varieties of plants to furnish these,

none of them equals the Freesia, and none flowers

with less attention. I think Freesias are not very
much grown in private gardens. The bulb cata-
logues, which profess to give instructions respect-

ing the culture of choice bulbs, deal with Freesias

in a very uncertain manner, and fail to denote their

splendid properties. Some writers

in the gardening papers imply that
their successful culture is a great
secret, and that any attempt at

their culture is more likely to end
in failure than success. This has
been the means of deterring many
from growing them, but, judging
from my own experience, their re-

quirements are few and simple.
Twelve months ago last July I

bought a hundred bulbs. I ordered
this lot from a firm who sent me
such small bulbs, that I returned
them, and secured another lot

from a different firm. These were
larger bul bs, but not hing like what
I have harvested myself this

year. The bulbs in question were
potted at the end of July. From
eight to a doz^n were put into a
II inch pot. The pots were well
drained, and the soil used for pot-
ting consisted of loam, leaf-soil,

and silver sand, about three parts
of the former to the combined
quantity of the latter.

The bulbs were merely buried
over the head, and the pots were
then placed on a stage in a cool
pit. Here the atmosphere was
kept moist about them, but no water
was actually given to the soil until

the green growths were above the
soil. They were then retained in—

' the same position and watered
more freely as growth increased.

By October the growths were about
9 inches high. They were then

put into a temperature of i>5° and kept there all

the winter. They began to flower in December,
and continued to do so until the end of March.
Each bulb produced several spikes, and each spike
carried from six to a dozsn sprays of flower.

When they began to decline in April they were
put out in a cold frame, and water was gradually
withheld. By May the foliage was quite withered,
.and the pl.ants were taken from the frame and
placed on a shelf in a vinery. They have been there
since then until lately without any water. They
were taken down the other day, turned out of the
pots and old soil,and the way in which the bulbs have
increased is astonishing. The bulbs number ten to
one of the number planted last July. Three parts
of them are larger than any bought in last year;
many of them are as large as Filberts. They are a
splendid lot, and scores of the very little ones have
been put into cutting boxes to gain size for another
year's potting. They will now be submitted to the
same treatment as last year, and I have no doubt
the results will be equally satisfactory.— J. MriB,
Marijam, I'ort Talbot.

Before this is in print I shall have potted
a goodly number of Freesias. I hope to have them
in bloom by the new year. My method is to pot
the stock at three different times, thus giving a long
season of bloom. Last year I had them witn
three and four branches to each spike.— Dobskt,
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The white Hoop-petticoat Narcissus.—
White flowers are always in demand. Even in the

winter everyone who has a cold greenhouse or pit

may have some beautiful white flowers by growing

the white Hoop-petticoat Narcissus. This may be

bad in bloom by Christmas if potted by the end of

August and placed in a cold frame. It is not

necessary to plunge the pots or cover with ashes or

cocoa fibre. Keep them fairly moist. The best

method is to place six or eight bulbs in a 5-inch

pot, or twelve in a C-inch pot, using loam that is

open, with sand and leaf-mould added to it. just

covering the bulbs. If well-ripened bulbs are potted,

they will give from two to five blooms each. By
placing them in a greenhouse on a shelf early in

November, they may be had in bloom about

Christmas.— Dohset.

Begonia glaucophylla.—Though this species

cannot for one moment be compared with many
others in the beauty of its blossoms, it is, neverthe-

less, a very useful Begonia, and one that will bloom
nearly throughout the year. To be seen at its best

this should be grown in a suspended basket, from

whence the shoots will hang clown for a yard or

more, and as a cluster of flowers is borne from every

joint a single plant will produce a considerable

number. The flowers are not large, being about an

inch or rather less in diameter, while their colour

is a somewhat peculiar tint of reddish salmon.

From its rambling habit this Begonia may be em-

ployed as a rafter plant, in which position it will

both grow and flower well, but it is really seen at

its best when suspended.—H. P.

POT CULTURE OF LILIUM CANDIDUM.
If we except the various forms of Lilium longi-

florum and their exquisite, not overpowering,

fragrance, the genus Lilium is not over-rich in

pure wliite fragrant flowers. There are the

white forms of L. speciosuui, it is true, but

their perfume is so very slight, that it is at

times hardly noticeable, and that is the reason

they are so much in demand for decoration

generally. And sn it is with the subject of

these remarks, the flowers of which are pos-

sessed of a remarkably pure and glistening

whiteness and a fragrance that almost everyone

enjoys. It is therefore universally popular, and

is extensively employed in all floral arrange-

ments where beautiful flowers are needed. Hap-

pily, too, it Is one of our commonest Lilies,

and one sure to be seen in the garden of almost

every cottager in many parts of the country. It

may be had cheaply, too, which is an item of

much import to floral decorators, and if of any

consolation it will, I doubt not, continue among
the cheap and good things, unless it is over-

whelmed by disease, for it increases with amaz-

ing rapidity by offsets, and these in a couple of

seasons or so, depending on their individual size,

will themselves make flowering bulbs fit for pot-

ting up. I do not believe that much guod results

from annually disturbing this Lily, and even

those that have been grown and flowered in pots

for one year will bear it again, provided they

were not forced into flower too early in the year,

,ind also provided that care was taken of them
after they had completed their flowering. Where
space and time permit, far better results are ob-

tained wlitM this Lily is potted up at least one

whole year before being required for forcing,

and once liaving fully establiehed them thus, to

shift them into hirger pots every two years. In

the original potting, .supposing only medium-
sized bulba are used, (i-incli pots will prove

sufticiently large, and when all are potted, in-

stead of plunging them above ground, as is usual

with such things, I recommend that they be

planted in trenches in the open ground, pots

and all, while the bulbs are still dormant,

covering them fully :> inches deep. Thus placed

they will bo quite safe, and give no trouble be-

yond the original potting. In this position

they may remain till they are required late in

autumn of the following year for forcing.

.Ml that will then be necessary will be to

lift them, pots and all, and having ascertained

that the pots are free of slugs, jilace them
where required. By annually potting up a
batch of medium-sized bulbs, you will have a
decided advantage over those bulbs potted in

August or September, and frequently till the

arrival of November, for they have then little

or no time to make fresh roots, and, unlike the

longiflorum section (Harrisi, for example), the

one under notice does not make a very large

number of roots ; therefore, late-potted bulbs

are very much dependent on the buib alone for

sending forth its spike in due course instead

of receiving material assistance from the roots,

as should be the case. It is established bulbs

such as these that may be subjected to hard, or

what is better known as early forcing without
much fear, and well-established bulbs of this

Lily quickly answer to even slight warmth when
placed in the greenhouse. When subjected to

early forcing, a stull'y temperature and frerpient

use of the .syringe are things to be avoided, as con-

ducive to the disease which of late years has
played such ravages with this Lily. Water only

when necessary, ami then thoroughly ; this,

with a light and airy house at a tenqierature of

from 55° to (15°, will suit them well. For the

earliest flowered batch a rest will be needful,

and when their flowering is completed harden
off in a cool house or pit, giving little water at

the root, and at a convenient time shift them into

a pot one size larger and plant pots and all in

the open ground for a full year ; the remaining
successional batches may be kept in the same
pots for two seasons, plunging them as soon as

they have ceased flowering in the open in any
ordinary soil and rather sunny position till

required again in the autumn. This treatment

will dispense with the water-pot and watering

altogether. Avoid the use of manure, which is

not needful, and therefore the reverse of bene-

flcial. The finest flowering examples of this

grand old garden Lily are usually seen in cottage

gardens in poor, impoverished soil, the bulbs

crowded together in masses which are rarely if

ever disturbed ; these flower year by year and
call forth admiration. As a result of observation

and some experiments, I am led'to believe that

this Lily will thrive best when grown on a poor

soil rather than the reverse, and if the soU be

comparatively dry and warm, that is well

drained, not a hot dry sand, so much the better.

The bulbs at the present time are dormant,

and, whether required for potting or transplant-

ing, should be taken in hand at once, for

with the almost daily rain of late the bulbs

will soon be on the move again, and when
the radical leaves have started into growth
the bulbs are not nearly so conveniently

handled as when cjuite dormant. No special

soil need be given them in potting, though I

would always avoid that they were lifted from,

particularly if disease had attacked them at all.

Secure a good drainage, pot firndy, and cover

the bulbs with an inch of soil. Some of the

largest bulbs of this Lily I have .seen were lifted

a few days ago from a loamy soil, well drained.

Two years ago the bulbs were forced into flower

early in the year-, and planted out in lines in

summer. Here they have remained undisturbed

till the present time, and when I saw Ihem they

were lying fully exposed on the surface. Many of

them wero close upon tj inches across and
weighed over '2\ lbs. each, solid arul of excellent

(juality. Such as these will make a line display,

and no imjiorted bulbs can equal them. The
chief drawback to imported bulbs is not so much
their size as the almost entire absence of solidity.

They have the appearance of having been dried
to shrivelling point, and suffer in proportion,

often producing mly some 1 !S inches of growth
and flowerless. Bulbs, to be of any value for

pot culture and to flower next year, .should be
solid and weighty in proportion to their size,

the scales composing the bulbs closely and firmly

set, and if they are not up to this standard, they
will be best planted for a year iu pots, as I have
suggested, as they can hardly produce satisfac-

tory results otherwise. E. .J.

Crinum Moorei.—Like the Agapanthus, this

Crinum will stand in large pots and flower year
after year without any trouble other than that of

just keeping it from frost during the winter months.
A good loamy soil and a liberal admixture of sand
with thorough drainage will suit the plant In

question. While the individual flowers do not re-

main long in perfection, several are borne in an
umbel, and a succession is kept up for some little

time. In the greenhouse or conservatory the

stately appearance of this Crinum when in flower

is sure to attract attention. It may be planted out

of doors, and in our southern counties, if protected in

winter with a few leaves or something in that way,
will often remain manyyearswithout injury; still the

blossoms are soon spoilt by heavy rains, so that

Moore's Crinum is, generally speaking, seen at its

best when treated as a greenhouse plant. Directly

all danger from frost is over the plants of this

Crinum may be turned out of doors, to be taken
under glass just as the blooms are on the point of

opening, and when the flowering season is past

they may again be placed outside till the autumn
sets in.—H. P.

Bomarea Caldasiana.—No particular season
of the year can be assigned for the flowering of this

climbing Alstrtemeriad, but, as a rule, it blooms
during the latter part of the summer and in the

autumn months, the product of the shoots pushed
up in the spring, as this species, in common with

all the other members of the genus, produces a
shoot which grows away till its limit is reached,

when the upper part is terminated by an umbel of

flowers. In this species the climbing stem usually

extends for 8 feet or 10 feet, and perhaps more, but

in some kinds, B. Carderi, for instance, this is

greatly exceeded. The flowers of B. Caldasiana

are each about H inches in length, shaped a good
deal like those of a Lapageria, but smaller, the

outer segments being bright red and the inner

deep orange. It is really a very pretty and dis-

tinct climber for the greenhouse, though it does

not seem to have made any advance in popular

favour since a coloured plate of it was given in

The Garden about ten years ago. In common
with the other members of the genus, it very much
resents being disturbed at the roots, and, as a

rule, succeeds better planted out than when
confined in pots. In planting, however, care

should be taken that the border is thoroughly

drained, and that the soil is of such a nature as to

remain sweet for a longtime. A mixture of fibrous

loam, peat, or leaf-mould, and a little well decayed

manure, with a liberal admixture of good rough

sand will suit the Bomareas, and though it will to

a great extent depend upon the consistency of the

loam, a few good-sized nodules of charcoal mixed

with the soil are often advantageous. Thrips need

to be guarded against, especially if the shoots are

trained near the glass, as they soon greatly disfigure

the leaves. Slugs, too, are apt to make a meal off

the young shoots just as they break through the

ground, and where there is any danger of this, the

base of the shoot should be encircled with a little

wadding to prevent them ascending. Weeds are

often borne, and they form almost the only means

of increase, as division is very risky, and cuttings,

of course, will not strike.--!!. P.

Canna Mme. Crozy.—This Canna, one of a set

sent out by M. Crc/.v nine last year, is \ery notice-

able by reason of the clear and distinct markings

of the flowers. It is one of the green-leaved varie-

ties, and the large blooms are of a bright scarlet

colour, edged with a clearly defined, but rather
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narrow band of gold. Many of the varieties liave

their flowers edged or flaked in an irregular fashion,
but the even manner in which the golden band ex-
tends around the petals forms in this its most
marked feature. From the increased numbers of
this group of Cannas that one meets with year
after year there is undoubtedly a great future be-

fore them, as they are of such easy culture, and
may be successfully grown by anyone possessing
an ordinary greenhouse. There is now such a long
list of varieties that in commencing their cultiva-

tion a careful selection is necessary.—H. P.

Kalosantiles —Whether grown under the above
name or that of Crassula these old-fashioned plants
make a very welcome addition to the greenhouse
towards the latter part of the summer, and their

bright showy blossoms remain a long time in per-

fection, added to which they are all plants of easy
culture, though grown now to a very limited ex-
tent. Neat little bushes full of bloom may be had
in pots 5 inches or (> inches in diameter, and in this

way are valuable for various purposes. From their
succulent nature Kalosanthes must at no time be
given an excess of water, and at all seasons, but
especially during the winter, they should have as
light a spot as possible assigned them. Plants
struck in the spring may with advantage when
large enough be stood out of doors during the sum-
mer, in order that they may be thoroughly ripened,
as the display of bloom is better the following sea-

son when treated in this way.—T.

LILIUM HARRISI.
Within the past few years the many hundreds of

thoQsands of this Lily which have reached us from
the other side of the Atlantic testify in no small
degree to the extreme popularity to which it has
attained ; in fact, it has now become quite an in-

dispensable subject for ilecoration, both as a
pot plant and likewise for using as cut flowers.

Much that was said of its perpetual flowering pro-
perties at the time has never been realised. It was to

have flowered twice in one season, and here and
there a plant will just manage to do so, and no
more ; but for any given batch, or even a fair pro-
portion of them to do so is quite out of the ques-
tion, and any white trumpet liily that would per-

manently do this in England would prove of much
value. But those who know something more than
ordinary of Lilies, and of this tribe in particular,

never thought for a moment that this perpetual
flowering would ever come to pass, and in fact it

never did
;
yet, in spite of all this, it is a valuable

plant, as we know it and receive it from America
year by year. It is at this season that the earliest

consignments are reaching us from the source
named, and an early opportunity should be seized
by those whose aim is to get flowers of it in the
early months of the coming year, at which time
they are always of great value. As soon as the
bulbs can be procured they should be potted with-
out delay, and in the short space of three week.=, or

a month at the most, the roots will have reached
the sides of the pots in quantity. A moderately
rich loamy soil, wi'h some sharp sand added, suits

this Lily admirably. The potting should be done
firmly, otherwise many of the bulbs will lift them-
selves out of the soil, and to replace them in this

stage will seriously damage their characteristically

brittle roots. In potting, the most convenient sizes

will be .)-inch pots for bulbs of 5 inches in circum-
ference, and I'l inch and "inch pots for those hav-
ing a circumference of 7 inches and !l inches re-

spectively. From experience I find a shift to a
larger pot by no means necessary or beneficial,

and I therefore recommend all who grow them
to place them in their flowering pots at the
original potting. When potted, stand them for the
present on a hard bottom of coal ashes, and cover
the pots with 2 inches of the same material, always
using ashes that have been well weathered, and
avoiding those fresh from furnaces where sul-

phur in a greater or less degree abounds. One
thorough soaking of water before they are covered
with the ashes will last them some little time at
this season of the year with the rainfall usually
experienced, and here they will be safe for a month

or even longer : after this time the protection of a
frame will be necessary, or it it be desired a few
may be introduced into warmth at once where
growth will be rapid. From this time they will

require plenty of moisture at the roots and careful
watching to see that green-fly, which is probably
their worst enemy, does not get the upper hand.
When a house is devoted to the culture of this Lily
a thorough fumigation will destroy a large num-
ber, but what renders it more difficult to eradicate
insects which infest this Lily is the fact that the
overlapping leaves at the summit of the plant
afford a good protection, and when fumigation is

indulged in they speedily get away to shelter. To
meet the case, I endeavour always, or at least

according as the case appears to demand, to smoke
the plants overnight, and follow in the morning
by dipping the heads of the plants in a strong so-

lution of Quassia and soft soap ; the smoke having
driven them to this shelter, and in all probability

to some extent stupefied them, they become a
prey to the above-named mixture. This dipping,

followed by a rinse in clean water, will prove far

more effectual and lasting than three nightly smok-
ings. This method if taken in time will generally
last till the plants have attained their full height
and the flower-buds well in sight, and from this

time ordinary fumigation will suflice. The propor-
tion of 'Juassia and soft soap I use is as follows :

A 4J-inch potfal of Quassia chips to every three
gallons of water, rain-water always preferred ; boil

thoroughly for ten or fifteen minutes till the chips
have sunk, and then add three ounces of soft soap,
straining off the liquid when this latter is dissolved.

The foregoing may be diluted to half strength for
ordinary green- fly, and if used at a temperature of
So' will invariably effect a clearance. Used full

strength the above solution is the most effectual

iosecticide for red spider I know, and likewise one
of the cheapest. H. H.

Breedia hirsuta.—This is a pretty little me-
lastomaceous shrub that forms a tufted mass of
not more than a foot high, and frequently less,

while it is now so full cf bloom that the entire plant
is quite a mass of rosy pink-coloured flowers each
about half an inch in diameter. It has been intro-

duced some years, but is still very uncommon out-
side of a botanic garden, though I see it offered in

the catalogue of at least one nurseryman. It is a
native of Japan, and will thrive with less heat than
the majority of the class to which it belongs. Like
several other plants of the same order, this Breedia
sometimes ripens seed, which affords a ready means
of increase, but if seeds are not available, cuttings
of the growing shoots strike root readily during the
summer months.—H. V.

Eranthemum Andersoni.—The individual
blooms of this Eranthemum need close inspection to
reveal the beauty of their markings, for in this

respect they stand forth] as perhaps the most beau-
ful of the extensive genus to which they belong.
The plant itself is, like some of the others, of a half
shrubby character, erect in growth, and furnished
somewhat sparingly with large oblong-shaped
leaves, while the more vigorous shoots are termi-
nated by long slender flower-spikes. The individual
blooms, which are arranged somewhat thickly on the
spikes, are about an inch across and pure white,
except the large lower lobe, which is heavily
blotched with a beautiful rich purple colour. From
its erect habit and tendency to get bare at the base
this Eranthemum is seen to the best advantage when
grouped in association with lower growing plants.

It was introduced into this country nearly a quarter
of a century ago, but is even now seldom seen in a
satisfactory condition. It can be readily raised

from seeds, and also strikes easily enough from cut-

tings, while plants obtained by either of these
methods will reach flowering size in one season.
This lOranthemum will as a role bloom from now
onwards till winter sets in.—T.

Habrothamnus fasciculatus.—This Mexican
plant may be used to great advantage in the con-
servatory either as a climber on pillars and bare
walls, or simply as a shrub. The point of chief
importance in its cultivation is that it should be

planted out. Grown in pots, however well it may
be fed, it never displays either the luxuriance of
growth or the wealth of bloom that specimens with
unlimited root room produce. In habit it is a most
elegant plant, the long slender shoots being grace-
fully arched and terminated by a dense cluster of
bright rosy red flowers. These clusters occasion-
ally measure 4 inches or "> inches in length by 3
inches in width. The species was originally dis-
covered by Hartweg on the mountain slopes of
Mexico, and is described by him as one of the
gayest representatives of the native flora. It was
introduced to Ghent by Van Houtte in 18.1!1, but
although pretty generally known in this country,
its good qualities have not been fully taken advan-
tage of. Requiring little more than bare protec-
tion from frost, it is especially suited for large
conservatories or houses where a difficulty is ex-
perienced in maintaining the temperature during
the winter season. It belongs to the Solanaceous
family.—B.

The Fruit Crops.

SOl'TIIERN.

West Middlesex.—All through this considerable
market garden district Pears constitute the chief
crop of any one particular fruit. Probably we have
seldom had a heavier crop of these than is now to
be seen on the trees. Here, where nearly all are
standards, the chief varieties are Williams' Bon
Chretien, Hessle, Swan's Egg, Duck's Egg, Cale-
basse, and similar kinds, chiefly barrow fruits
pulled from the trees before fully ripe, and run off
to m.irket ere they can in any way waste. In such
gardens as Chiswick and that of Mr, R. D. Blackmore,
at Teddington, there are generally line crops of
choicer Pears on pyramid trees, many fruiting
heavily. At Chiswick there has been no finer Pear
crop for several years than is there this season.
Apples are generally good, but almost as generally
thin. Relatively to the area of the tree heads we
have perhaps half a crop. Juliens still are most
popular as the earliest market Apple, and the crop
is entirely cleared off by the middle of August, ths
representing great gain to the trees. So soon as these
are over come the Suffields, and following those the
Keswick and Manks Codlins. Each of these is
fruiting very well, the latter ones especially so'
King of the Pippins is very good, Wellington abso-
lutely fruitless

;
no Apple shows how possible it is

for a great reputation to be wrecked, through pro-
bably climatal causes, than does this one. Blen-
heims are cropping thinly, and Cox's Orange Pippins
are very thin ; the fruits of these are a long way
disproportioned to the tree areas. Duchess of ( )lden-
burg, Fearn's Pippin, and Scarlet Incomparable
are all fruiting well, and all are hardy reliable
kinds. One market grower, referring to the exceed-
ing wealth of bloom on Apple trees in the spring
said it was far too gay. A big bloom never was a
good sign of a good crop of Apples. Plums will be
plentiful and cheap. Those who continue to plant
Victorias, because they bear so abundantly, will do
so to their ruin. .So great is the weight of fruit that
the tender-wooded trees are breaking down whole-
sale. Better off by far are those who have gocd
crops of Rivers' Early Prolific, Early Orleans, Czar,
Dymond and Monarch, for these cover a long sea-
son. Still it will be a poor chance for late Pluns
this year, the country will have become so satiated
with the fruit. Damsons, especially the Farleigh
Prolific, are fruiting heavily. This latter Damson
hangs well, and is perhaps the most reliable crop-
per of all the Plum family. Sweet Cherries do not
form any considerable feature in this district, and
it does not pay to protect a few trees only ifrcm
birds. Morellos, however, as standards do "splen-
didly, invariably carrying good crops

; this ye;r
heavy crops. The fruits always pay well, and tie
l)irds instinctively leave them alone. Gooseberries
have been a moderately good crop, not heavy but
clean, with net a caterpillar to be seen. lied Cur-
rants have been a very heavy crop, the fruits line
and good. Peaches generally have been very thin
indeed, due chiefly to sharp spring frosts. Siill, in
some gardens the croii was excellent. Raspberries,
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as nsnal, were abundant ; we rarely have to lament

a poor Raspberry crop. Strawberries have been

very plentiful also ;
the fruits not so large perhaps

as usual, but borne in large quantities. Our market

growers still stick to President, Paxton, and Na-

pier, and will not have anything to do with such a

variety as Noble. Walnuts are a thin crop ; indeed

many trees have no fruits at all. Small Nuts are

much the same.— A. Dean.

Sunningdale Park, Berks. — Apples above

average, ot good quality, but late. The fjUowing

sorts do well here as standards on light soil resting

on gravel or sand; Braddick's Nonpareil, Claygate

Pearmain, Cockle's Pippin, Court Pendu Plat,

Fearn's Pippin, Golden Reinette, Newtown Pippin,

Red Astrachan, Rosemary Russet. Kitchen Apples :

Annie Elizabeth, Bedfordshire Foundling, Blen-

heim Orange, Brabant Bellefleur, Cox's Pomona,

Lord Suffield, 'Winter Hawthornden, Lord Derby

and Keswick Codlin. Apricots average, trees very

much cankered. Cherries good. Bush fruits abun-

dant. Strawberries good, but suffered from the

heavy rains. The following do well with us: Vicom-

tesse Ht^ricart de Thury, Noble (useful as early, ripe

on south border June l!i, week earlier than King

of the Earlies), President, Sir J. Paxton, Pioneer,

Helena Gloede, and Loxford Hall Seedling. Peaches

good crop, but late. Pears good on bushes, stan-

dards, and walls, but small. Plums abundant.— J.

Thokse.
Wycombe Abbey, Bucks. — Apples over

average, somewhat small on many trees. Pears

over average, good and clean. Plums average ; Vic-

torias very abundant, Gages somewhat thin. Cher-

ries over average ; those on walls very fine, the

varieties on standard trees very much cracked with

the rain. Peaches fine crop, a marvellous set this

season. Nectarines over average, fine crop, a

marvellous set this season. Apricots plentiful and

good about here. Currants, Red and White, plen-

tiful. Black scarce. Strawberries average, very

good, but season soon over. Nuts under average

and late.-G. T. Miles

TringPark.—The fruit crops here are generally

very good with the exception of Apples, which

suffered from late spring frosts, and are conse-

quently much below average ; the blossom was

never finer. Apricots set a very heavy crop and

required much thinning. Moorpark is our best

variety. Pears on walls, espalers, and cordons of

all the best kinds much above average and good

;

with us undoubtedly the best crop of the year.

Plums on walls are a good average ; on standards

and pyramids much below. Morello Cherries

plentiful, but fruit much smaller than usual.

Sweet Cherries a very light crop. Bush fruits of

all kinds plentiful and good ; Gooseberries excep-

tionally so. Strawberries a full average crop and

good also—Ed. Hill,

WESTERN.
Tortworth, Falfield.— The fruit crops in this

district are, on the whole, fairly good. Apples are

somewhat under average, but very much better than

in the past few years. Pears over average and

very promising. Peaches, also Nectarines, veiy

good. Plums are abundant here, but the crop, on

the whole, is very partial. Strawberries and Rasp-

berries very good. Gooseberries and Currants quite

an average crop. Nuts abundant. Quinces and

Medlars under average.—Thomas Shingles.

Moreton House, Bideford.— Apples an aver-

age crop ; many have fallen off. Apricots good.

Plums abundant. Pears are also good. Cherries

are very good ; and all small fruit, including Goose-

berries, Strawberries, &c., have been first class.

Figs out of doors here do well, and have a good

show of fruit. Peaches and Nectarines we do not

grow out of doors ; they are rather uncertain unless

protected with gla's cases or orchard hou.se.— R.

Macmillan.

The Palace Gardens, Salisbury —Apples
with us are an average crop ; the bes-t varieties are

Ecklinville Seedling, Lord Sullield, Keswick Codlin,

Stirling Castle, Cellini, Cox's Orange Pippin, In

other gardens I find the standards are carrying very

heavy crops. Pears here are good generally, the

standards are carrying fine crops ; the best are

Williams' Bon (hrietien, Marie Louise, Louise Bonne
of Jersey, Beurre Diel, and Easter Beurre. Peaches
and Nectarines are about an average crop. Necta-
rines do not succeed well, they are so stunt- d in

growth. Apricot trees are carrying heavy crops

of fine fruit. The Plum crop is very heavy. Cher-

ries on north walls very poor. Standards have
carried good crops. Raspberries very plentiful and
good. All bush fruits are very heavy.— F. Smith.

Badminton, Gloucester.—The fruit crops

in this district are, generally speaking, very good.

Strawberries, Raspberries, Currants, and Goose-
berries have been and are still abundant, and the

plants and bushes are looking healthy and freer

from caterpillar and other pests than usual. Apri-

cots are very plentiful, but late in ripening. Peaches
and Nectarines the same, and will require much
warmer weather than we have of late experienced
to prove satisfactory. Apple trees that bloomed
early suffered from the severe late frosts, but the

crop generally is good. Pears are a fair crop, but

the foliage is much blighted in places. The same
may be said of Plums, which are much afflicted

with aphides this year, particularly upon walls.

Cherries with us and in this neighbourhood are not

very good ; even the Morello is not up to the usual

standard this season. Nuts are scarce. Walnuts
particularly so.—W. Nash.

Nuneham Gardens, Abingdon. — Apples
are considerably under average, although some
sorts are carrying good crops, notably Cox's Orange,
Golden, Kerry, and King Pippins amongst dessert,

and Cellini, Hawthornden, Keswick Codlin, Lord
Suflield, Stirling Castle, and Warner's King amongst
kitchen varieties. Apricots are a full crop and
good. Trees very healthy. Cherries, both sweet
and Morellos, very light. Black, Red, and White
Currants are abundant. Damsons are not generally

cultivated in this neighbourhood, but very light

where there are any grown. Figs are a complete
failure ; our trees on a south wall unprotected were
killed quite back to the old wood last winter, but

are now making good growth. Gooseberries, like

Currants, are abundant and good, and the same
may be said of Raspberries. Pears are a full crop

and good ; especially so are Beurre Diel, Conseiller

de la Cour, Duchesse d'Angouleme, Jargonelle,

Marie Louise, and Seckle. Plums are an enormous
crop. The trees are covered with fruit, so that it

is hard to particularise any variety. Strawberries

have been plentiful and good, notwithstanding all

the early blossoms were destroyed by the severe

frost we experienced on the night of May 1(1.

Peaches and Nectarines, we grow none outside, but
good under glr.ss. Quinces very light crops. Med-
lars very few. Nuts and Filberts considerably

under average, and Walnuts none.

Potatoes never looked better. Good yield and
quality, and so far no trace of disease.

—

Arthur
G. NlCHOLLS.

Holme Lacy, Hereford.—The fruit crop is

faiily good considering the sharp frost we had.

The thermometer registered 1S° when the Apricots

were in full flower, but we have an excellent crop.

Plums are above the average. Pears and Apples

are fairly good. Strawberries not so good as last

year, spoiled by the late frost and storms. President,

British Queen, and Keens' Seedling have succeeded

the best ; Laxton's Noble, not worth growing, forces

well,but has no flavour. Cherries are good, especially

Morellos. Walnuts and Figs are a complete failure.

Bush and cider fruit fairly good. I'eaches and
Nectarines good. Tomatoes are doing well, espe-

cially Ham Green Favourite -Hackwood Park Pro-

lific and Acquisition being excellent for early use.

—T. Randall.

'Whiteway, Chudleigh.— Strawberries, Rasp
berries. Currants (nil soits), Gooseberries, Cherries,

Filberts, and .Medlars very heavy. Apples, Pears,

and Plums fair crops. Peaches, Nectarines, and
Apricots very light. Figs promise well.— John D.

Nauscawen.

Stanage Park, Hereford.—Gooseberries a

heavy crop ; Ited Currants medium ; Black Currants

scarce, birds took rdl the buds ;
White Currants very

heavy crop ; Strawberries a heavy crop ; Apples a
partial crop ; Plums scarce; Damsons plentiful in

places ; Pears very thin, never do well. Too cold at

the roots here for Apples or Pears.—W. Stevens.

Glewton Court, Ross, Herefordshire.—
Apples with us will be an average crop and look
remarkably well ; most varieties have a fair crop,

some kinds a heivy crop. I hear many complaints
ot Apples falling. One grower had a splendid crop
of Blenheims, but they have dropped to such an
extent that he does not estimate to have more than
30 bushels from 10 acres of that variety. This I

attribute to a dry subsoil, owing to the light rain-

fall of the past winter. Pears on walls are a good
crop, out in the open very variable. Where the frost

in May did not catch them there is a good crop ; in

other places where damaged there is no crop. The
same remarks apply to Plums. In some favoured
spots the trees are heavily loaded with fruit ; in

more exposed positions the Plum crop is very light

;

on walls and on bush trees in the gardens there is

a very heavy crop. Aphis has been very trouble-

some. Damsons are not much grown in this neigh-

bourhood, but what trees there are are heavily

laden. Gooseberries in the gardens are a tremen-
dous crop ; out in the open the crop was reduced
one-third by the May frost. Black Currants have
been a very light crop ; Red and White Curr.ants

very good. Raspberries a good crop; in fact, the
best crop since Isy.S. Strawberries have been good,
Waterloo being especially fine. Nuts are promis-
ing ; rather over an average. Apricots are the best

we have had, the crop being heavy and fine.

Peaches and Nectarines are a very fair crop, though
the trees suffered somewhat from blister early in

the season. Morello Cherries very good ; dessert

Cherries poor.— S. T. Wright.

Down House, Blandford.—Apples after such
a fine show of bloom are but a very moderate
crop, owing to the snowstorm and sharp frost of

May II) and 17, which cut the trees up badly.

Pears very good. Plums heavy crop, the crop of

the season. Apricots very good where protected
when in flower. Cherries, Morello, average. Straw-
berries, owing to the frost when in flower and the
wet weather when ripening, not so good as last

season. Raspberries heavy crop. Currants (Black
and White) very good ; Red average. Medlars
good. Nuts moderate.

Potatoes promise a heavy crop.

—

Thomas
Denny.
Witley Court, Stourport.—Apples and Pears

generally are light crops, but there are exceptions,

and in some few cases heavy crops are noticeable.

Our best Apples are Keswick Codlin, Blenheim
Orange, Stirling Castle, Bramley's, Ecklinville,

Emperor Alexander, Hawthornden, Cox's Orange,
King of the Pippins, Cockle Pippin, and Bors-

dorti'er—an excellent, early, bright-looking dessert

Apple, which never fails to bear a heavy crop.

Best cropped Pears are Beurrfi de I'Assomption,

Beurr^ Diel, Beurr($ Bterckmans, Beurre Goubalt,

Beurrfe Bosc, Beurre Bachelier, Doyenn6 du Co-
mice, Marie Louise, Glou Morcean, Louise Bonne
of Jersey, Ne Plus Meuris, Souvenir du Congrts,

Williams' Bon Chretien, and Winter Nelis. Trees

are healthy and vigorous, and show but little of

the ravages of caterpillars ; for this we are no doubt
much indebted to the birds, who took them freely

during the breeding season. There are very good
crops of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, and early

Cherries against walls. Damsons are heavy : so

also are some kinds of Plums, notably Victoria,

Early Prolific, and Pershore. Raspberries and
Strawberries good ; so also are bush fruits gene-

rally. Fillierts and hedgerow Nuts abundant.

Walnuts very few. Most of the Nectarines

succeed well against walls in the open in this

district. We lie comparatively high and dry,

and have a good strong lo;im, for the most part

resting on clay.— J. Al'sTEN.

Batsford Park, Moreton-in-the-Marsh.—
Rarely has there been a better prosiiect for a good
fruit season than that exhibited last spring by the

abundant blossom on nearly all kinds of trees, but

more especially on Apples and Plums. The earlier

flowers of Apples were out when the severe frost
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and snow came from the 17th to the 20th of May,
but, fortunately, sufticient escaped destruction to

ensure a very good crop on many large orchard

tree?, including that very valuable variety Blen-

heim Orange, which is extensively grown in this

neighbourhood. The Apple crop on orchavd stan-

dards promises to be much better than could have
been hoped for after such an unusual visitation

dnring the flowering period Dwarf pyramids on
the Apple stock are bearing good crops in some in-

stances, but many varieties are thin. The best are

Cox's Orange Pippin, Stirling Castle (both heavily

laden), Blenheim Orange, Ecklinville Seedling,

Worcester Pearmain, and Cockpit. Sturmer Pip-

pin, Warner's King, Tower of Glamis, Reinette du
Canada, Golden Winter Pearmain, and Court Pendu
Plat are bearing fairly well as pyramids on Para-
dise stock, but, on the whole, these are not quite

so good as last year. I'ears are thin, especially on
trees worked on Pear stock, both pyramids in the

open and horizontal-trained against walls. Several
of our trees on this stock were, however, lifted last

autumn, and with such a severe winter following,

the flowers could scarcely be expected to set pro-

perly this year. On the Quince stock Conseiller de
la Cour, \ica.T of Wiakfield, Soldat Laboureur, and
Emile d'Heyst are producing the best crops, while
the following are represented by a few fruits each :

Thompson's, Williams' Bon Chretien, Beurr6
d'Amanlis, Nouvelle Fulvie, Olivier de Serres.

There are some Jargonelle Pears fruiting in the
neighbourhood, but this variety has failed with us

this year ; so also has JIarie Louise. Apricots are
not such a heavy crop as last j ear, but the fruits

were crowded and had to be severely thinned on a
narrow upright strip of wall, behind which a stoke-

hole chimney is situated. The flowers were plenti-

ful and strong all over the trees, but were black-
ened with frost on two occasions beneath the
shelter of garden nets, which proved an insufficient

protection. The leaves of Peaches and Nectarines
similarly protected became at first very badly
blistered, and the general crop of these is with us
but a poor one. The best amongst Peaches are
Hale's Early, Royal George, Early Alexander (the
last named small and rather later this year), Dy-
mond, and Alexandra Noblesse, while Bellegarde,
Grosse Mignonne, and Sea Eagle are bearing a few
fruits each. Nectarines on young trees are very
scarce, the best being Lord Napier, Elruge, and Pine-
apple. Dessert Cherries a failure ; Morellos a
moderate crop, not so good as last year. Plums
are much more plentiful, especially the Pershore
Egg variety, many standard trees of which in the
neighbourhood have to be propped up to prevent the
branches breaking off. This is a valuable cooking
Plum, and one which is extensively cultivated in
this and adjoining counties as standards. Victoria
is also bearing well. Green Gage on a south wall
has a fairly good crop, and the same applies to
young trees of Early Rivers on east and north-west
aspects. Most other varieties on walls are but
moderate, a great many fruits dropping at an
early stage. Strawberries have been abundant
and good, but were later than usual in ripening.
But few fruits were injured with the wet weather
at I he beginning of July, the bulk of the crop
being ripe from the '.Kh to the 23rd of that
month, when it was fine. Keens' Seedling, Vi-
comtesse Hericart de Thury, Sir Joseph Paxton,
and President are still favoured, and all have done
well. Raspberries rather small, but plentiful and
of good quality. Red and White Currants, also
Gooseberries, very heavy crops ; Black Cuirants
moderate, not nearly so fine as in a neighbouring
garden where the trees have a moister situation.
Figs on south walls were uninjured by the winter,
and are promising if the fruits do not drop prema-
turely. Nuts appear to be abundant.— J. Gab-
EETT.

Wilton House, Salisbury.—Apples fair crop,
comparatively tree from the attacks of maggot,
generally so destructive in this locality. Apricots
heavy crop ; fruit unusually fine. Cherries abun-
dant and fine on walls only. Currants (Red, Black
and White) heavy crops. Figs very light crop

;

trees injured by severe frosts which prevailed dur-
ing the previous winter. Gooseberries very abun-

dant. Nectarines and Peaches fair crop ; trees suf-

fered from the severity of the winter. Nuts (Fil-

berts anil Walnuts) light crop. Pears good crop ;

many of the tender v.Trieties are carrying fair crops

on bushes and pyramids, a very rare occurrence in

this cold v.alley. Plums heavy crop. Raspberries

abundant crop. Strawberries heavy crop, but
much injured by the extremely hot and dry weather
we experienced in the month of May.

—

Thomas
Challis.

Iwerne Minster, Blandford.—The past win-

ter and spring have been long and severe, sharp
frrsts and withering easterly winds up to the end
of May. It was well into June before we had
much growing weather, so that vegetation is nearly

a month later than in previous average years.

Crops of hardy fruits and vegetables look well and
are generally good. Strawberries have been abun-
dant, and bush fruits of all kinds, also Plums on
walls and Apricots, above the average. Damsons
good. Peaches and Nectarines not grown outside.

Apples and Pears rather scarce, especially the for-

mer, the blooms having been cut by the 10° of frost

on Jlay 17; the hardier ones only escaped. Of
Apples, Keswick Ccdlin, Ecklinville Seedling,

Fearn's Pippin, Lemon Pippin, Lord Suffield, Al-

friston, and Stirling Castle are the best, some of

the best cropped Pears being Marie Louise, Louise
Bonne of Jersey, Williams' Bon Chretien, Thomp-
son's, and Vicar of Wink field. Walnuts and Fil-

berts scarce, especially the former.

Vegetables are abundant, the late frequent
showers causing a rapid growth. Peas are especi-

ally fine. For early cropping I find Veitch's First

Crop, Dr. Hogg, and May's Sunrise suit me best

:

while Dr. Maclean, Laxton's Supreme, Veitch's

Perfection, and Success are the best for general

crops. Ne Plus Ultra and British Queen are look-

ing well for the late crop. So far no mildew.
French Beans are now abundant. Ne Plus I'ltra

I find best for outdoor cropping. Fulmer's Forc-
ing and Syon House are best for pot culture. Pota-

toes were cut down by the frost in May, and for a
long time they looked starved and bad ; but they
have turned out generally a splendid crop, and as

yet little signs of disease, and that little has ap-

peared on the varieties Beauty of Hebron and Early
Rose. Sutton's Abundance, Sutton's King, Vicar
of Laleham, and Schoolmaster I find suit our lo-

cality well, being excellent croppers and good
keepers.—P. R. Davidson.

Trelissick, Truro.—There is a great failure in

the Apple crop in this neighbourhood. There was
an abundance of blossom, which, however, failed to

set, and since, the trees have been terribly blighted,

as if the foliage had been burnt, and many of the

few fruit that did set have fallen prematurely. The
trees seem to have sufl'ered badly from canker this

year. I never saw it so bad before, especially in

old orchards. Pears have done better than Apples,

but not a good crop. The late sorts have done
better than the early ; there is, however, a pretty

good sprinkling of most varieties. Plums are a heavy
crop in sheltered places, some of the standard
trees breaking down with the weight of fruit.

Wall trees, too, have done well, but the late floods

have greatly damaged the fruit, causing them to

crack badly, when they are at once attacked by
numberless wasps and flies, more than ordinarily

plentiful this year, spoiling fully one half of the
fruit. Cherries and Apricots never do well in West
Cornwall ; the latter are very rarely seen. A few
Cherries are grown on the walls, none as standards,

but they have produced very little fruit this year.

Peaches are a fairly good crop ; the trees were
badly blistered in the spring, but have recovered of

late and are now looking well. Nectarines have
not done well for some years past, owing to the cold

sunless seasons. They are, however, showing a nice

lot of fruit this year, if we get sun enough to ripen

them. My favourite sorts are Lord Napier, Rivers'

Orange, Elruge, and Pitmaston Orange. Straw-

berries have done badly on this place, but some of

my neighbours have had moderately good crops.

The season, however, in general has not been a good
one in this district. Bush fruits, as a rule, have been
very plentiful, but the trees, both Gooseberries and

Currants, have suffered greatly from the caterpillars;

in many gardens the trees have been stripped of

every leaf, consequently the fruit became shrivelled

and worthless, and the burhes, if not killed, can be
of little use next year. On this place our fruit

bush quarter is permanently covered with 1-inch
wire netting, which has been up now four years. I

have again and again been cautioned as to the
folly of keeping out the birds and that we should be
eaten up with caterpillars, and I was somewhat
alarmed when they suddenly made their appearance
this season in vast numbers; I, however, cleared
them in two or three days by syringing with belle-

bore powder, which saved both trees and fruit,

while thousands of trees fully exposed to the birds

have been irretrievably ruined. Never were wild
birds more plentiful, and never was the plague of

caterpillars worse. The plea that birds are the
gardener's best friends is to my mind a great mis-
take.—W. Sangwin.

Toddington, 'Winchcomb, Gloucester-
shire —The following varieties of Apples are carrj-

ing good crops : Lord Suffield, Hawthornden, War-
ner's King, Cox's Pomona, Keswick Codlin, Cox's
Orange Pippin, King of Pippins, Worcester Pear-
main, and Normanton Wonder, but there are many
failures and the crop is an unsatisfactory one. The
same may be said of Pears ; trees against walls are
carrjing the best crops. Plums and Damsons are
good, in places abundant, Victoria, Pond's Seedling,

Kentish Bush, Czar, Pershore and Prince Engle-
bert being heavily laden. Apricots thin. Peaches
and Nectarines good. Cherries thin. Strawberries,
Gooseberries and Raspberries good. Red Currants
not so good, damaged by frost when in flower.

Black Cuirants thin crop.— J. Cleabb.

Killerton, Exeter.—Apricots are much below
the average, but the fruit is fine and trees healthy.
Peaches and Nectarines are a good crop : the fruit

set very thickly and had to be well thinned.
Peaches we have been gathering are Early Louise,

Princess Beatrice, Early Rivers, and Hale's Early.
The sorts of Nectarines we grow are Rivers' Orange,
Elruge, Violette Hative, Pitmaston Orange, and
Balgowan ; they ripen in the above order, and are
grown on the usual stock as used in the nurseries.

I think Pitmaston Orange and Rivers' Orange are
two of the best flavoured. Both Peaches and Nec-
tarines do well under outside culture here on brick
walls 12 feet high, facing E S.E. without any pro-

tection whatever. Apples are a very heavy crop
on the garden trees, but only an average crop in

the orchards. Cherries of all sorts have been very
good. Pears are abundant both on pyramids and on
walls ; some sorts have had to be heavily thinned.

Plums and Damsons are a very heavy crop on trees

of all ages. We are now gathering Early Prolific,

which is this year much later than usual. Rasp-
berries abundant and very fine ; also Currants of

each sort, while I never saw heavier crops of Goose-
berries, Red Warrington being now heavily laden

with ripe fruit. Strawberries were a good crop,

but much injured by the wet weather. Walnuts
and Filberts are good

.

Potatoes are very promising and free from dis-

ease ; sorts are Sharpe's Victor, Ashleaf, Beauty of

Hebron, Schoolmaster, Scotch Champion, Impera-
tor, Bruce and Satisfaction. Schoolmaster I con-

sider one of the best late keepers, and always good
in quality.— John Garland.

Membland, Devon.—The fiuit crop on the
whole is fairly good in this neighbourhood. Bush
fruits are very heavy and good. The first blooms
of the Strawberry were cut by frost, but a very fair

crop came to perfection. The Apple crop is dis-

appointing; some kinds, as Lord Suffield, Lord
Grosvenor, Lane's Prince Albert, and a few other

sorts, set very well. The great blank will be most
felt in the orchards; not one tree in ten has a crop
of fruit, yet nearly all kinds bloomed well. The
weather was fine when the trees were in bloom,

hence the flowers must have been imperfect. Pears

are very fair, but very late. Peaches and Necta-
rines are not much grown in these gardens out of

doors. The foliage in early spring was much blis-

tered.—Geo. Bakbr.
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Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

August 25.

Thbbe was a nice display of bloom, hardy flowers

being sent in quantity. Messrs. Kelway, of Ling-
poit, filled up nearly one side of the hall with a
splendid collection of Gladioli, the colours being
beautifully arranged. Dahlias were also shown in

quantity, there being some excellent show, pompon,
single, and Cactus varieties staged, several new
forms being exhibited for the first time. Messrs.
Veitch sent a collection of hardy shrubs, including
some choice specimens, some of which I fear are
too tender for our variable climate. Several new
hybrid Orchids were brought before the committee.
There were also capital collections of Helianthus
and Asters from the society's gardens at Chis-
wick.

Orchid Committee.
Here, as may be expected, there was a small dis-

play, but a few choice things were shown.

Awards of merit were given to the following :
—

SoBRALlA LEucoxANTHA.— A very beautiful

form, bearing one bloom with pure white narrow
sepals, the petals broader, also white, the lip

fringed with yellow in the centre and having a white
margin. From Messrs. Seeger and Tropp.

Cattlbya Bbhbessiana—A hybrid between
Lajlia elegans and Cattleya Loddigesi. This is a
very distinct form, the flowers being light rose with
purple shading with more colour in the petals. The
lip was rich purple with purple and white throat
This plant bore two flowers. From Messrs. Sander
and Co., St. Albans.

LjiUA ELEGANS BLENHBIMENSIS.—A very dark
form of the species. It first flowered with Mr.
Whillans, gardener to his Grace the Duke of Marl-
borough, Blenheim. From Mr. F. Statter, Stand
Hall, Manchester.

Mr. Douglas, Great Gearies, Ilford, received a
cultural commendation for Cypripedium Lowi-
anum, a nice piece carrying six blooms on a spike,

and bearing large, good-shaped flowers. Mr. Palmer
showed a nice piece of Cypripedium apiculatum,
Springfield var. Messrs. Veitch and Sons had a
hybrid Cattleya, a cross between Cattleya Warsce-
wiczi and Laelia crispa, a form with the character
of crispa, the septls narrow, rose-coloured, with
broader petals, rather wavy and fringed, and a
deep purple-crimson lip, with yellow on the side of

the throat and a white margin. Messrs. Veitch also

hid a hybrid Cypripedium and other Orchids, while
Mr. Measures, Camberwell, sent a hybrid Lady's
Slipper. Mr. Statter, in addition to the plant above
referred to, also sent well- flowered examples of Cypri-

pedium Morgania;, Odontoglossums, and Dendro-
bium Dearei. Mr. Leach, Albury Park Gardens, sent

two varieties of Gongora.

Floral Committee.
First-class certificates were awarded to the fol-

lowing :

—

Hypericum Moserianum —This variety was
raised by M. Moser, of Versailles, between H. patu-

lum and H calycinum. In general appearance it

Is about midway between its parents, being taller

than H. patulum, whose spreading habit is to a
great extent retained. The flowers are larger than
those of the Japanese species, and the anthers

when first expanded are bright red, which, however,

soon fades. From Mr. A. Waterer, Kuap Hill.

CuPBES.sus auizonica.—A variety with longer

leaves than any of the other forms, and bushy com-
pact habit. From Messrs. Veitih and Sons.

Gladioli Thalia, ivory ground, throat suffused

with crimson ; lilAS, salmon-red with crimson
throat; and Jam. O'Buikn, salmon, fine flower. From
Messrs. Kelway and Son.

Carnation La Nkigk —A pure white fringed

variety. It is also Clove-scented. From Mr. Ware.

Carnation Mr. C. R. Humbert.—A variety with

scarlet flowers, the blooms large and fine. From
Messrs. Dicksons (Limited), Chester.

Dahlia John Walker.—A large show variety

with snlphar-white flowers. From J. Walker, Thame,
Oxon.
Cactus Dahlias Kynbbith, after the style of

Juarezi, with dull red flowers ; ST. Catherine, yel-

low
; and Baron Schrcedeh. pink. All from Messrs.

Kej-nes, Williams and Co., Silisbury.

Cactus D.\hlias Robert Cannell, beautiful

pink, and Swanlby Cactus, orange-red. From
Messrs. Cannell and Sons.

Single Dahlia Miss Glasscock.—The flowers

of this are lavender, the edges being rich mauve.
From Messrs. Cheal and Sons, Crawley.

Cactus Dahlia delicata.—A delicate pink-

flowered variety. From Mr. Ware, Tottenham.

Dahlias Arthur Ocock, crimson-scarlet; Mrs.
L. Standbridgb, clear amber; John Rawlings,
pale mauve ; and Mrs. McIntosh, old gold colour.

From Mr. A. Rawlings, Romford.

Messrs. Kelway, Langport, Somerset, had a mag-
nificent collection of Gladioli, for which a silver-

gilt Flora medal was awarded. Lilium Park-

manni, referred to on p. 190, was shown by Mr.

Waterer. Mr. Don, of Chapter Bar, Nottingham,
exhibited a nice specimen of Dracaana variegata

with nicely marked leaves. It certainly is a useful

decorative cool house plant.

Mr. G. Powell, Southborough, Tunbridge Wells,

was awarded a vote of thanks for a collection of

cut blooms of Gladioli. Fuchsia triphylla was sent

by Mr. Fry, of Lewisham. A nice collection, con-

sisting of about thirty-six varieties of Quercus, was
sent by Mr. C. Smith, Cobham. This was an inte-

resting exhibit, and I would suggest that such ex-

cellent foliage be sent later, when the autumn tints

can be shown to advantage (bronze Banksian me-
dal). A nice group of perennial Sunflowers and
Asters came from the society's gardens at Chis-

wick, showing the value of many of the smaller

kinds for cutting and for grouping in herbaceous

borders. From Messrs. Veitch, Exeter, came
nice stands of single Asters, and from Mr.

Swanson, The Nurseries, Barton - on - Humber,
twelve varieties of beautifully marked bor-

der Carnations set up in bunches. Messrs.

Veitch, of Chelsea, sent a stand of their hybrid

Rhododendron blooms, twelve distinct colours.

These were very fine and of good substance. The
same firm also sent a collection of choice shrubs,

including CoUetia spinosa, a very pretty shrub with

white flowers and dark green spiny foliage. Re-

tinosporas and Eucryphia pinnatifida were also

shown in this collection in nice-sized trees, the

whole forming a choice group. Mr. A. Campbell,

Soutbport, sent a small group of Ferns— Scolopen-

drium vulgare crispum Campbelli. Messrs. H. Low
and Co., Clapton, sent a number of out flowers of

Liliums of the L Wallichianum superbum and nepal-

ense types (silver Banksian medal).

Mr. G Phippen, Reading, sent a very fine collec-

tion of Dahlias, set up in large oval stands. Though
a novel way of staging, we do not think it compares
favourably with the older form of showing in

hunches or groups. Black Prince, Empress of India,

Henry Patrick, and Mrs. Hawkins were very fine

(silver Flora medal). Messrs. Keynes, Williams,

and Co., Salisbury, had a splendid lot of Dahlias,

including some choice new seedlings, the new
Cactus kinds being greatly admired. The same
exhibitors had a collection of the show and pom-
pon Dahlias. Of the pompons. Darkness, Red
Indian, and Lady Blanche were very fine (silver

Banksian medal).

Mei-srs. Wallace, of Colchester, sent a large num-
ber of cut blooms of Liliums, including L. Take-

sima and L. eximium magnificum, with large pure

white flowers (bronze Banksian medal). Messrs.

Cannell. the Nurseries, Swanley, had a stand of

twelve distinct colours of double seedling Begonias

of great merit and a collection of Dahlias of the

Cactus type. The.se were fine blooms beautifully

arranged in groups, and a most interesting exhibit

(bronze Banksian medal). Messrs. Cheal, Lowfield

Nurseries, Crawley, had a nice lot of Dahlias,

consisting of pompons, their Tom Thumb viirieties,

and singles (silver Banksian medal). Mr. T. S.

Ware, of Tottenham, also staged new Cactus

Dahlias and a group of useful plants, including

Liliums, Chrysanthemums, pompon Dahlias, and
Carnations. Mr. J. Walker, Thame, Oxon, sent a
Carnation named odorata, which will no doubt be

found useful. Some of the flowers were almost

white, while in others there was a tinge of delicate

rose. Messrs. Veitch had a pan of a beautiful

fine-foliaged Begonia named Marie Louise. Mr.

Mortimer, Farnham, exhibited a large collection

of show Dahlias in good condition and good

colours (bronze Banksian medal). Mr. W. H.
Divers, Ketton Hall, had a collection of cut

blooms of Carnation border varieties set up in

bunches, including some choice colours (bronze

Banksian medal). Mr. A. Rawlings, in addition

to the Dahlias certificated, had a nice lot of show
varieties. Mr. Bain sent some very handfome
spikes of Cfinum Powelli. It is to be regief.ei

that these plants are not more largely grown.

For the pr zes offtr^d by the soceiy for Glf di li

only two exhibitors competed. Mr H Fowler was
first in the classes for twelve and eighteen, and tie

Rev. H. H. D'Ombrain firot for nine distinct varie-

ties.

Fruit Committee.

Tomatoes of an immense size from the society's

gardens (named President Cleveland) were sent.

One dozen fruits weighed over 1 lb. each. They
were rather coarse and not so useful as smaller

fruits. A dish of well-coloured Doyenne Bous-

soch Pears was sent by Mr. Bannister. These must

have been grown on a wall. Messrs. Sutton, Read-

ing, sent a new Bean named Tender and True, a

cross between a dwarf, possibly Canadian Wonder,

and a Kidney Bean. We fail to see any improve-

ment on the Canadian Wonder, as there were few

Beans at the top of the bine. A new Bean (No. 7),

with dwarf top and pods after the runner shape,

was also shown. This will no doubt be an acquisi-

tion. Mr. Leach, Albury Park, sent a new Bean
(Emperor of Germany), a runner with nicely-

sha(jed pods and of a dark green. This the com-

mittee desired to be sent to Chiswick for trial.

Jlelons were sent from Mr. Wilson, Broom House,

Fulham ; also from Mr. R. Burrell, Westley Hall,

Bury St. Edmunds, but both past their best, being

over-ripe. Large fruits of I'runus Pissardi were

sent by Sir Trevor Lawrence. Four dishes of

Apples, viz., Mr. Gladstone, Quarrenden, Irish

Peach, and Red Astrachan, came from Mr. Roupell,

Harvey Lodge, Roupell Park, S.W. (vote of thanks).

Four large boxes of Peaches were sent by Messrs.

Burton and Sons, Bexley Heath. A new Apple

named Harvest Queen, a cross between Mr. Glad-

stone and Early Julien, was exhibited by Mr. Lax-

ton, Bedford. It had the flavour of Irish Peach,

but was scarcely so good as that kind.

The Rev. H. H. D'Ombrain, in a lecture on

Gladioli, said he had grown these for over 85

years, and during that time great improvements

had been made. When he first started, growers

thought the soil could not be too poor and often

added burnt earth to make it so ; now many had

exactly opposite opinions and made it too rich. He
preferred a strong loam, deeply cultivated, well

drained, and free from shade and drip— in fact, land

that will grow Strawtierries well, just suits Gladioli.

He advised bastard trenching the soil, placing the

manure in the bottom of the trench so as not

to come in contact with the bulbs when

planted, but as food for them later when active

growth was going on. He prepared his ground in

October or November, but under no ciicumstances

should this be done in wet weather. He turned up

the ground roughly to allow frost and snow to pene-

trate it, thus making it crumble and fall to pieces

at planting time. Planting must be carried out,

according to the weather, from the end of February

to the end of March. He also advised beds some

t feet wide and four rows of plants in each. He cut

his bulbs in two, dilYering from others who did not

advise tliis. He had long carried it out and found it

best. It the corm of a Gladiolus is examined and

the outer skin removed, the bulbs will to found to

have eyes like the Potato, some having more than

others. He then cut to get a good portion to

an eye. The flower-spikes he exhibited that day,
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also the magnificent lot from Mr. Foster, had all

been taken from cut corms, and he maintained
they did best when cut. He planted 4 inches to

5 inches deep and smoothed the ground over. Some
growers mulched after planting, but he could see

little difference by doing so. Staking should be
done when growth is 18 inches high. To exhibi-

tion kinds a stake to each should be given. In the

case of the others, tying the flowers to a piece of

wire or string strained to a stake set at each end will

answer. The great advantage of these flowers is

they are so accommodating ; they require no dress-

ing when cut, and the blooms will stand a lot of

wet and rough weather without injury. Propaga-
tion of young bulbs yearly must be attended to, all

the young offsets or side bulbs being saved and
stored for planting. Some varieties increase rapidly

;

therefore the difficulty of producing choicer kinds
tends to make them costly. He sowed or planted
the young bulbs in the spring and kept them free

of bloom, so as to strengthen the bulbs, and also pre-

served the grass or growth as much as possible

from injury. Disease is one great drawback, and
so far he could not trace its origin or suggest any
remedy for its cure. In some years it was worse than
others, and it often came all at once. In the course
of a discussion afterwards, Mr. Kelway said he did

not agree with cutting the corms. Mr. Roupell
thought disease was chiefly seen in wet seasons and
was fungus. Mr. D'Ombrain said his only suffered in

dry weather, and he could not agree with Mr. Roupell

British Fruit Growers' Association —At
the conference to be held by the above association

in the Crystal Palace on Sept. 4, at 4 p m,, the sub-
jects for discussion will be :

" Pruning," and
" Gathering, Packing, and Storing Fruits," to be
introduced by practical addresses. At the Edin-
burgh conference to be held in conjunction with
the international show on the second day, namely,
Sept. 10. at 3 p.m., the programme will include an
address on " The Present Condition and Prospects of

Fruit Culture"; " Fruit Culture for Profit in Scot-
land"; "Strawberries for Market"; "Gathering,
Packing, and Storing Fruits," and several other
important subjects.

Judging at horticultural exhibitions.

—

At the great horticultural exhibitions of the nation,
committees are generally alive to the importance of
employing judges who have bad experience in the
work allotted to them. If not having themselves
been exhibitors, they have acted as colleagues with
those who are known to be experts. It is not al-

ways a want of knowledge which is the cause of
blunders, but often (in most cases) it is by either
not taking the trouble or by not knowing how and
where to look for the weak points. What is often
placed in form most pleasing to the eye is where
suspicion is raised. Every exhibitor has a right to
do the best he can to show off his exhibits, but at
the same time a judge has equal right to examine
the articles thoroughly on which he is expected to
give a just verdict, and though an exhibitor may
have had his produce in excellent form when he
left home, but gets it injured before the judge ex-
amines it, he should not be dissatisfied! if he is

beaten because of accident or coarse, untutored
handling. Tables of plants are often beaten by in-

ferior lots because they are staged in crowded, irre-

gular order with the best points concealed. The
same may be said of cut flowers. The outsider
may be astonished to see examples take awards
while others better looking are passed over. The
experienced judge may have found out that the
flowers were made up, or that the part shown was
the only sound portion in them. Mistakes with
Dahlias, Roses, and Pansies occur by giving prizes
to the best blooms only, wbUe the balance of bad
flowers in the collection reduced it below its fellows
with even blooms and none inferior among them.
Among fruits I have often seen Peaches, split, de-
caying at the stones, and worthless, hold positions
when ordinary care in judging would have left

them out of it. The same applies to Apples, Apri-
cots, and Pears, such as Jargonelles with attrac-
tive skins, which are often admired where an ex-
pert would show that they were a mass of decay.

Let me give an example out of many familiar to

me A friend wishing to exhibit a Pine asked my
advice. I advised him to throw it to the rubbish

heap. But he took it to an exhibition where
many good Pines were staged and got a first

prize. A row of table plants along the centre

of the table lent their aid, and the " old hand "

neatly put the decayed portion of his Pine against

a Croton, and this escaped the eyes of the judges.

DISBUDDING CARNATIONS.
To THE EliITOR OF ThE GaRDEN.

SiK,—Your issue of the 15th only reached me
here to-day, and I have, therefore, only just

read your somewhat severe comments upon the

alteration of the conditions attached to the

prizes lately ottered by me for Carnations grown
in the open border, and I will ask you in

courtesy to allow me a few words of explana-

tion. It was brought to my knowledge, by
various communications, that there was dis-

satisfaction felt at the vagueness of the wording
of the rule you quote—No. 2 of the original

schedule :

—

2. To be shown in bunches or bouquets with
their own foliage and buds.

It was pointed out that this was no absolute

proliibition of at any rate partial " disbudding,"

and that any truss with two buds would fulfil

the required conditions, and further, that as

other disqualifying practices, such as tlie dress-

ing of blooms, had been expressly forbidden,

"disbudding,'' if it was intended absolutely to

prohibit it, should have been forbidden in

equally explicit terms. In consultation, there-

fore, with members of the Carnation Society, I

adopted the rule under which the competition
was conducted, viz., that each truss should
carry '• not less than three buds or flowers.''

And now I must ask you kindly to correct an
inference which some people might gather from
your comments on this matter. I am fully

aware that no uucourteous suggestion was for

a moment intended, but the words of your
strictures might almost imply that the altera-

tion of this rule had benefited my own exhibit.

I am sure you will accept my assurance that

until the alteration of the rule was publicly an-

nounced in the gardening papers, not a single

bud of any sort or size was removed from any
plant of mine intended to provide blooms for

the competition. I was, tlierefore, in this re-

spect absolutely on equal terms with other exhi-

bitors.

I must ask you to be merciful to shortcom-
ings in a new competition under entirely new
conditions. We cannot, under such circum-
stances, hope to escape mistakes and omissions,

and I am indeed grateful for criticism, as the

best and truest method of arriving at just con-
clusions.

As regards my competing for my own prizes,

this is a matter of sentiment. I need hardly

say that I am not personally a gainer by my
success, and it appears to me that it would be
rather hard upon Mr. Blick, my gardener, to

whose energy and skill, of cour.se, my sticoess is

mainly owing, if I debarred him from entering

our flowers for competition.

Martin R. Smith.
Oannarlty, Brccliiti, N.B.

*,* 'We thank our correspondent for his courteous
note, and hope we have seen the last of disbudding, so
far as garden Carnations are concerned. The whole
beauty of the plant can only be seen with the buds
in various stages. The largest Carnation in flower

in our garden as we write (August 2u) is accom-
panied by twenty buds on the same stem, so that

many buds can hardly be said to have a bad effect

on size. The florists have had their own way long

enough, and will pursue it still. So with those who
grow for the young man who has in his coat a Car-
nation like a flat-headed Cabbage. But those who
grow the far more beautiful and stately selfs now
coming into our gardens, should, if they exhibit
them, show them as they grow, and not introduce
the needless care of disbudding. That is an art

that may be done with very different degrees of

skill, and it would only prevent ur finding out the
real value of kinds. The quantity and succes-

sion of flowers are very important considerations
in Carnations for the flower garden, some kinds
with fine colours bting very poor in these re-

spects.

—

Ed.

Public Gardens.

Public park for Acerington.—The Town
Council have decided to purchase Oak Hill estate for

a public park for about il'.KtW. Dak Uill was formerly
the residence of the Hargreaves, and the grounds, 13

acres in extent, are well timbered.

Paddington recreation ground.—The Lon-
don Playing fields Committee, at their last meeting,
voted a contribution of £'1U0 towards the amount re-

quired to complete the purchase of this ground. The
Paddington 'Vestry have promised to find half the

purchase money, £25,0u0, and the amount now re-

quired is about £14,01)0.

Open spaces at Clerkenwell.—Through the

generosity of the Jlarquis of Northampton, two
more public playgrounds have been thrown open in

Clerkenwell. The land is on the west side of Lower
Smith Street, St. John Street Road. Already, thanks
to the Metropolitan Public Gardens Association,

this densely-populated parish has been provided

with a large playground, furnished with gymnasia,
beside Exmouth Street. The enclosures of North-

ampton and Wilmington Squares are also available

as " recreation," but not as playgrounds. Lord
Northampton has given the site for the Central

London Polytechnic Institution, which is to be built

in Clerkenwell.

Death of Mrs G. T. Miles —We are very

sorry to have to announce the death on August
21, at the age of 48, of Sarah Clare Miles, wife of

Mr. Geo. T. Miles, Wycombe Abbey Gardens. The
funeral took place at the High Wycombe Cemetery
on August 25.

Lopping Elm trees.—Would it be injurious to

old Elm trets to lopoff the large branches now? If so,

why !'—Omickon.

Gas-lime.—I would be obliged for information as

ti the use of gas-lime as a preventive of the Carrot and
Onion flies. Should it be apphed fresh, and in what
quantity?—A. H.

Insects attacking lapagerias (0. E.) —

I

have now bred some of the moths from the caterpillars

attacking your Lapagerias, and find they are one of the

Tijrtricida? or bell moths (Lozotainia rosana), a very

common insect.— G. S. S.

Destroying the crossbill (B. Boss). — The
only way I find etHcacious is to shoot the birds, but

the remedy often causes more damage to the young
shoots than do the birds to the cones of the Scotch
Fir. They are snared in the French forests; but in

your case, with tall trees, this would be a matter of

great ditticulty.—A. D. W.
Beech blight (/•' M. Mobtyhtj).

—
'V'our trees are

siitTcriug from Beech bhght, caused, I should say, by
imperfect drainage of the soil, or by being grown too

thickly together. Mis thr.>e or four haiidfuls of lime

(fresh) in a bucket of water, and brush on to the

affected parts, which, if not too deeply seated, will

destroy the marauder.—A. D. W.

BOOK RECEIVED.
" Grape Growing for Amateurs," bv K. Molyneux.

London : L. Upcott Gill, 170, Strand, W.C.

Names of plants.—J. T.—1, Lysimaehia brachy-

stachys ; 2, Uemerocallis Thunbergi ; 3, Platyccdon

grandiflorus ; 4, Lysimaehia vulgaris ; o, Physostegia

virginianaj 0, Ceutaurea glastifolia. Enthusiastic

Amateur.—Impossible to name unless you send us

specimens.

Namesoffruit.— Cons((nif Reader.— Kindlysend
better specimens.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

QUALITIES OP TIMBER.
Our iJeaa of the value of timber for various
purposes are formed from its weight, it^ tough-
ness, durability', or its hardness. Where the
ligneous structure is dense, and the tissues are
closely compressed, the wood is heavy ; where
there is a watery sap, which evaporates quickly,
the wood Khriuks considerably and afterwards
decays rapidly when exposed. Thus all seasoned
timber becomes lighter in proportion to this

evaporation, some kinds losing much less than
others both in bulk and weight. Oak and Pine
shrink but little, and that slowly ; Elm, on ac-

count of its glutinous sap, continues to shrink
for a great numlier of years, while both the
Poplar and the Willow shrink and season very
rapidly. Where the sap becomes concreted in

the cellular membranes, as in the case of ma-
ture Oak, or is fi.xed by its resinous qualities,

as in the Pine, the timber attains a high value.

The hardness of a wood depends upon the
closeness of its woody structure, while its tough-
ness is due to the strength of the longitudinal
fibres and the elasticity of the intermediate cel-

lular matter. Durability of timber exposed to

much wear or friction is proportioned to the
size, strength, and compactnfss of its fibre.

Most of the hard and durable wood used for

manufacturing purposes is the product of small
and comparatively slow growing trees, such as

the Yew, Box, and Ebony. It is found that
Norwegian Hop poles of small diameter, but the
growth of from forty to fifty years, are much
more lasting than our native Ash, Sweet Chest-
nut, Maple, and Oak, which are used for the
same purposes, and which—though of larger
size - are the growth of from nine to thirteen
years only.

The durability of timber is not wholly depen-
dent upon the fibres of the wood, but is partly
owing to the quality of the .'ap, which, in some
trees, is of a highly preservative nature ; thus,

the Oak has an astringent or tanning principle,

as well as a ferruginous quality in its juices,

and it is from a combination of these qualities

that its durability in exposed situations is ob-
tained . The quality of Oak timber is never
better than when the tree is grown in a good
loam or loamy clay, resting upon a subsoil of

blue clay, from which it obtains the oxide of

iron with which the wood becomes impregnated.
In the case of the true English Oak, it has been
observed that the fast-grown tree attains the
greatest strength of fibre, and its timber is on
that account the most durable in situations

where it is exposed to rough wear, as in gate-

posts and in spurs to posts and fencing. The
general sujierior strength of fast-growing trees

is due to the wider intervals between their con-
centric circles, or to the wood having fewer
cells in comparison with its size. By comparing
the structure of a hard wood, such as the Locust
Tree, with the soft wood of Fir, Lime, and
Horse Chestnut, it will be seen that tlio former
has its cells contined chiefly to the annual rings,

or else scattered in groups of irregular figures,

so that the solid fibre e.xists in consi<lerable

masses, giving strength, toughness, aud dura-
bility, while the cells of the softer woods are
scattered pretty regularly through the whole
mass.
To form a just estimate of the value of timber

for a special purpose, it becomes necessary
to consider its rate of growth at all ages, and
not to be misled by observations made at

one stage of its existence. Again, by trans-

ferring any tree to a much better than its native
Boil, its rate of growth may be so much acce-

lerated as to lessen very considerably the
value of the timber. The comparative rate of
growth of trees varies considerably at difl'erent

stages of their existence. During the first ten
years the growth of the Locust Tree is nearly
double that of the Oak, after which the latter
takes the lead and maintains it to the end.
For the first ten or twelve years of its life the
Silver Fir grows but slowly, and is far out-
stripped by the Larch and Spruce ; but it soon
distances all competitors, and by the time it

reaches its fortieth year it surpasses them both
in height and circumference. It may be ob-
served that in the Pine and Fir tribes the
cellular members forming the exterior part of
each year's growth are posse.ssed of greater
strength and durability than the intermediate
portion, as may be seen by the ribbed appear-
ance of an okl and well-worn deal floor. The
soundness of timber may be ascertained by
placing the ear close to one end of the log,

while another person delivers a succession of

smart blows with a hammer or mallet upon the
opposite end, when the continuance of the vi-

brations will indicate to an experienced ear
even the degree of soundness. If only a dull

thud meets the ear, the listener may be certain
that unsoundness exists. The quality of tim-
ber is greatly dependent upon the aspect in

which it is grown. Wbere this is northern, the
wood is generally soft and not properly ligni-

fied ; consequently it is better adapted for pur-
poses of manufacture than for building. In
this aspect the young trees sufl'er less from frosts

in the spring in consequence of the vegetation
being backward ; but, owing to the tardine.ss of

ripening, the summer shoots are frequently
caught by early autumn frosts. An eastern
aspect will grow trees of a good medium quality,

fitted for the greatest number of uses ; conse-
quently this is considered the best aspect for

forests of large size. As the temperature is

moderate and the wind dry, vegetation is here
fairly rapid. Upon a southern aspect the tim-
ber, though superior in lignification, is more
irregular in form. When the growth of the
trees will admit of such uses, it is well adapted
for buildings requiring extra length and strength
of beam and scantling. Upon a western aspect
the heat is generally considerable, on account
of the sun shining upon it during the hottest

hours of the day. But, owing to the frequency,
the strength, and the irregularity of the winds
the timber is often ill- shaped. A.

EFFECT OF WIND ON TREES.
Trees which grow in exposed situations have their

tops always leaning away in the opposite direction
from the prevailing winds, and the casual observer
concludes that the branches have been bent by the
constant pressure of the wind and retained their
position. Now, although such trees have the ap-
pearance exactly of trees bending under a gale,

still it is not pressure in that way which has given
them their shape. The fact is, they have grown
away from the blast and not been bent by it after
they grew. Examination of the branches and twigs
will show this. We hardly realise the repressive
effects of cold wind upon tree growth, which it

partially or altogether arrests, according to its

prevalence. Conifers show the etfects of this more
distinctly than otlier trees. Owing to the hori-

zontal habit of growth of the branches they point
directly in tlie teeth of the gale from whatever
direction it comes, and cannot, like the Oak, lean
over and grow in the opposite direction ; hence, coni-
ferous trees growing in exposed situations produce
good long branches on their lee side, while on the
windy side the branches retain their rigid horizon-
tal position, but make comparatively little growth
which is simply suppressed. I lately measured
the branches of a Nordmann's Spruce growing in

a position fully exposed to the north and south.

One branch on the north side of the tree had fif-

teen annual nodes or growths, and was 7 feet long,

and its opposite had the tame number of nodes,
being of the same age, but was nearly 2 J feet longer,

or !tA feet, and all the lateral branches were pro-
portionally long and well furnished.

If such a difference as that recorded above is

found between the branches of a single tree stand-
ing alone in the open, one may guess of how much
importance shelter is to all kinds of tender trees

and shrubs, and how much depends upon the choice
of a situation for orchards, arboretums, gardens,
&c. When damage is done to trees by frost it is

done suddenly, and we see the effects and are struck
by them, but except in the case of subjects killed

outright or greatly damaged, it is probable that in-

jury to trees from frost is almost nil compared to

that worked by cold winds. These considerations
should influence everyone who contemplates plant-

ing, whether it be woods or single trees, but in

either case it cannot be doubted that the more
dense and loftier the enclosure, whether by means
of belts of trees or hedges, that protects plantations
of any kind from cold winds, and the hardier the
subjects used for cold positions, the better. Y.

Weeping Elms.—In "A. D. W.'s" interesting
note on the aubject of Weeping Elms, lie says, "There
is a line Weepiug Scotch Elm by the roadside at Bury
St. Edmunds, but I rather fancy that I can rtcnU a
note in some of tlie daily papers telling of the fall of
this mighty weeping tree." Perhaps "A. D. W.," as
well as other readers of The Garden, may be glad to
know that this is not the case. On the contrarv, the
tree in question still remains in a healthy condition,
and, if anything, improved in bfauty as well as in-

creased in dimensions, since the time (some years ago),
when it was noticed and figured in the columns of

The Garden.—P. G.

The common Ash justly occupies a high
position among forest trees in this country. Like
the Larch, its wood is tough, lasting, and valuable
at all stages of growth, and it is capable of being
used with advantage for a variety of purposes,

from the sapling the size of a walking-stick on-

wards. It is an indigenous tree, growing on a great
variety of soils and situations, and produces
abundance of seeds (keys). It propagates itself

plentifully, as we find its progeny springing up on
fertile soils in glens and hollow places, as well as

among the recesses and chinks of rooks on the ex-

posed mountain-side. But although the tree will

grow on a variety of soils and situations, yet the
quality of its timber, as well as the size of the tree,

is affected to a great extent by the quality of the
soil and local circumstances as regards shelter.

Trees growing on exposed situations on poor, gra-

velly, and rocky soils never attain a large size, the
wood being short-grained and not so pliable and
elastic as that of trees grown upon the rich alluvial

soils of sheltered glens and valleys. Again, if we
take the opposite extreme as regards soils, we find

the Ash inferior both in size and quality when
grown upon decomposed peat bog, even although
the situation may be well sheltered by other hardy
trees. It may, however, be grown on any or both
of such soils as a coppice, and in places where
there is a demand for such stuff it may be planted
with advantage.

" The Garden " Monthly Parts.—T»« journal is pub-
lished in lualhi hound Mmitfili/ Parts. In thit fomi the

coloured platis are best preserved^ and it is most suitable far

reference iirevious to the issui of the half-yearly volumes. Price

Is. (ki. ;
pout free, \s. 9d. Complete set of volumes of Tub

Garden /com its commcncetnent to end O/18P0, thirty-eight voU.,

price, cloth. £^2H is.

"Gardening Illustrated" Monthly Parts. — TAij

journal ts iH'blished in ntatly bound Mouthly I'arts, in ichich

form it is uaist suitable for ri^^ereuee prtrious to the issue of the

yearlii roltnms. Price CkL ;
poRt.l'ree, Sd.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.—rMj jotinioj u
pidilished in matly bound Monthly Parts, in which fonn it it

most suitable for reference preriotu to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price ^d. ;
post free, Sd.

"Hardy Flowers."—Giving descriptions or nprrards Oj

thirteen hundred of the most ornamental species, with directio}H

for their arramienient, culture, d-c. Fourth and Popular
Sdition, 1«. ; I'ost tree. Is. Sd.

"The Garden Annual" for \8St.—ConiaiM Alpha-
betical Lists of alt Brunches of the Horticultural Trade coi-rectea

np to Aor,n<b'r 10 Itist. J'he lists of Gardens and Country
Seats(rontauiinit over 0000^ have been very carnally and exttn-

ively revised, and are admitted to be the most complete ever
' putilisked. Price 1«. ; by pott, 1». 8<J.
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*' This is an Art
Wliich does mend Nature : change It rather ; but
The Art itself is Nature."—5AaA:eipear€.

Kitchen Garden.

THE tomato season.
On the whole, the present season may be termed
very favourable for Tomatoes under glass, and
up till now (Aug. 25) the crops in the open air
have looked remarkably well, but the heavy
rains and cold sunless days we are now experi-
encing cannot but be injurious to this precari-
ous crop when grown out-doors. If the plants
escape disease it will certainly he very re-
markable, as the present atmospheric condi-
tions appear to be very suitable for its increase.
Under glass the complaints are very few, and I
cannot but think that the grower is to blame
when the plants are attacked with disease
under glass. Growing the plants in a close and
stuffy atmosphere favours its increase, and
whatever means are tried to check the
disease when once it has got a strong hold, or
even when just appearing, as it increases with
marked rapidity, will ever destroy it if the
causes are not removed. The disease is not
constitutional, and no mixture will wholly
check its increase if the primary source is not
removed, for as soon as fresh growth forms this
would be attacked. Treating the plants
rationally from the first is the wisest course to
pursue. Many people look upon the disease
when it appears on the plants under glass as a
natural outcome, and must be expected where
Tomatoes are grown, but a more erroneous
opinion could not be entertained. The remedy
recommended by the intelligence department of
the Board of Agriculture for the Potato disease
is also looked upon by some people as an anti-
dote for the Tomato disease. If there was no
fruit present the case might be different, but I
look upon sulphate of copper as a very danger-
ou.s compound to handle. Growing the plants
in firm and fairly limited borders and also fully
exposed to the light, with sufficient heat in the
pipes during the night and on cold and damp
days, with ventilation, are the conditions which
will make the plants proof against disease.
Some people, however, look upon Tomatoes as
almost stove plants and treat them as such.
What are termed cold houses are often used for
Tomatoes, and heavy crops may be secured if

these are freely ventilated night and day.
Freely ventilating cold structures where no
artificial heat is present may appear erroneous,
but by so doing the plants are not subjected to
such changes of temperature.

At one time the larger growers had their
plants very much subject to the disease in one
form or another, this being caused simply
through growing them in ill-ventilated struc-
tures with little or no fire-heat, the idea being
that a glass covering was only needed, anil the
temperature raised by keeping the ventilators
closed so as to hasten the ripening. As previ-
ously remarked, when plants are growing in
these unheated structures free ventilation is

needed at all times, and any attemjit to hu.sband
the sun-heat by early closing, so as to accelerate
the ripening, will, if I am not very much uus-
taken, surely end disastrously. I once saw the
plants growing in a house that was freely ven-
tilated perfectly free from disease, while in a
house that was kept close the disease was very
bad. If anyone were to enter one of these closed-
up structures in the early hours of the morning,

he could not but perceive how cold and clamriiy

the atmosphere was, and in marked contrast to

that where a little fire-heat was used, or even
in an unheated structure not kept close. Good
useful crops of Tomatoes, 1 am well aware, may
be secured from a cold frame, the plants being
raised ofl' the surface with a trellis, but the same
care is needed in ventilating to secure crops
free from disease.

During the early part of the season com-
plaints were rather rife of the flowers setting in-

diflerently, and, considering the character of the
weather we were then experiencing, it could
hardly be expected otherwise, especially when
the plants were growing in dark and badly ven-
tilated structures, but where the growths were
fully exposed to the light the set was all that
could be desired. Good and well-shaped fruits

cannot be expected from weak flowers, and these
produced perhaps amongst crowded spray. I

never think a set perfect with less than four or

five fruits to a truss, and the more above this

the better. With head room for extension I

never yet knew Tomato plants to be too heavily
cropped, and during a long season the weight of

fruit a single plant will produce is enormous.
I have heard several complaints lately, and
have also seen the fruits with a deformed eye.

For exhibition and also for home consumption,
this is well known to be a defect. Good fruits

.should have just a mere speck, and such
fruits will carry the withered flower to the
last. As a rule, it is the fruit from the
central flower which comes with a deformed eye.

With the growths freely exposed to the light

the per-centage of fasciated flowers will be very
small. Cracked fruits also appear to be more
prevalent than usual, and where required for

exhibition, or even for packing or market,
cracking is a serious defect. The fruits appear
to get to a certain stage and then they crack.

That it can be prevented there cannot be the
least doubt, as a free circulation of air will en-

tirely stop it. The primary cause of cracked
fruits is closiug the structure early in the after-

noon and running up the temperature, and if

this is coupled with heavy damping down, the
fruits will crack wholesale. Some people attri-

bute the evil to the application of too much
water at the roots, or by heavily feeding, but
I think difterently on this point, and believe the
whole source is atmospheric. There appears to

be a conflict of opinion whether the leaves

should be removed wholly or partially upon the
close of the season, so that the fruits may de-

rive the full benefit of sunlight, so as to ripen

up the fruit. Wholly denuding the stems of

leaves is certainly a barbarous custom, but by
partially removing them the fruits are much
benefited ; some of the leaves may be wholly
removed where at all too thick, and the re-

mainder be about half cut away. Although
the fruits will ripen on leafless stems the

ijuality is very indiflerent, and the flavour

nothing to be compared to where the fruits

have the natural assistance of a due amount
of foliage. A. Y. A.

President Cleveland Tomato. — Although
Mr. Barron brought up from Chiswick to show
the fruit committee of the Royal Horticultural

Society, on the 2."tli ult., some huge samples of

President Cleveland Tomato, it must not be as-

sumed that any admiration was felt for them by
anyone. These big fruits were all the produc-
tion of fasciated flowers, had open eyes or faces,

and somewhat sutured forms. The effect of show-
ing them was to enable the committee to see

something of the character of the variety. Those
who favour big things, whatever they may be,

would doubtless have rejoiced over these large un-

gainly fruits. I're.'iilent Cleveland is evidently one

of the varieties to avoid by all who want handsome,
medium-sized, marketable produce.—D.

Climbing' French Beans.—Some years since

we had in commerce a capital climbing French
Bean which had a run for favour for a few years,

and then died out. It had dun-coloured seed. The
name has escaped my memory, but I grew it largely

once. A variety of a similar kind was exhibited

before the fruit committee the other day, but
it did not find favour as a climber, because
generally all those of the French section are very
inferior in productiveness and quality to the very
fine Scarlet Runners of to-day. It is not at all

an uncommon thing for dwarf Bean plants to

become runners, but the character is not easily

fixed. It is found very often that Continental seed
will produce this form of growth. Of course, in

the special cases mentioned the characters were
set, and the produce relied upon to come true to

the climbing form. However, I see no prospect
that climbing French Beans will ever attain popu-
larity.—D.

DWARF BEANS.
The examination of dwarf French Beans by the
fruit committee of the Royal Horticultural Society

on the 5 th inst. shows that we have such general

excellence in this section of garden produce, that

there is a poor prospect for anyone who may desire

to add to existing varieties. It is very evident that

not a few so-called sorts are but selections one
from the other, the separation of the long dried

seed from the short stout seed eventually leading

to deformed forms, short and long, in pod. In

other cases piebald seed has produced white or

black seed piebald. There are perhaps three or four

really distinct sorts or habits, for at Chiswick we
see early dwarf, second early medium, second early

tall, robnst, and late, such as Canadian Wonder.
Some ten or twelve varieties had the full number
of marks awarded to them the other day, not that

anyone regards so many as needful, but because

they have such equal merit. Generally, all those

so distinguished were good croppers ; some seemed
to be exceptionally so, the Beans hanging on
the plants in great profusion. Still, some others

would have exhibited the same great profusion a
few days later. The awards appear in the report

furnished from the gardens and speak for them-
selves. Probably, all will admit that every Bean
so distinguished is a good one, although all do not

grow them. Only one variety later cooked and
tested showed what may be termed complete

absence of quality—the old China Bean—so that

it at least may pass out of cultivation. Whether
for forcing, for early border sowing, or for second

and late crops, we have varieties of such excellence

that French Beans leave little room for improve-

ment except in two directions ; the first is in the

comparative lack of flavour as compared with the

Scarlet Runner. Could anyone throw into a dwarf
Bean the soft succulent flavour of the runner, very

much would be gained. But both dwarf and run-

ner Beans have strings, which are nuisances, and
we would very gladly see them eliminated if it

be possible. The yellow Butter Beans are devoid

of strings, hence have a recommendation lacking

in others, but their golden colour militates against

their sale in market. Still we do not grow all

vegetables from a purely market point of view, and
those gardeners who are often driven to their with

end to find change or variety in garden products

tor their employers' tables may well be glad to grow

a tew dwarf Butter Beans. These are not only

absolutely stringless, but have thick, soft flesh and

are of better flavour than any of the green

podded forms. An expert cook could make a very

delicious dish out of Butter Beans, whilst any

ordinary cook who may serve them up whole as

any common vegetable is served will find them soon

become popular with consumers. In an age when
the popular taste seems to be taking a vegetarian

turn we should hail with satisfaction the re-intro-

duction mtoom iiiriiHxot any garden product which

helps to supply public wants and to satisfy \ege-

tarian requirements, liutter Beans are easily grown

and should be gathered when well developed. They

require to be well cooked, because served up whole.
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in fact might well be termed the Asparagus rather

than the Batter iJean. Oat of the recently introduced
novelties among vegetables I much doubt whether
any possesses half the merit that these golden
Beans do. Even the old Sugar Pea, well cooked
and properly served, makes also a first-rate vege-

table, and is far before many so-called novelties.

A. D.

THE POTATO DISEASE.

It would have been a matter for surprise had our
Potato breadths escaped the disease of the ordinary

kind after experiencing such untoward weather as

that of the past few weeks. Our hopes that August
would have been as warm and dry as July was wet
and cold have been falsified, and so far as the
Potato crop is concerned, we never look for a fine

September, although the weather at present gives

no bright anticipations. It is now certain that the
black spot of the Peronospora infestans is raging
throughout most of the Potato breadths, and we
may find some consolation under the visitation in

the fact that it is our old and well-known enemy,
and not some new and more subtle one with which
we have to deal. The chief consolation in relation

to this visitation, however, is found in the fact that

it comes so late. Practically, aU our first early

varieties are ripe and fit for storing, where not
already lifted and disposed of. Generally out of the

enormous quantities already got up and marketed
very few indeed of the tubers have been found
diseased. Then our latest varieties now are chiefly

of the strong growing section, which do most cer-

tainly withstand disease pretty freely, so that bad
as the disease attack may be so far as the tops are

concerned, growers have little cause to feel un-

easy. Then, in spite of all the rain which has
fallen the soil seems nowhere to be unduly wet. No
such floods of waters have come as were those of

July of last year, when the
, soil was literally

pounded and wetted into a paste for several days
and the tubers laid in a bath of water. In spite of

all the storms and showers, the soil about the

tubers still keeps of a fairly friable kind, and
because of that no great harm is being done. What
evil is resulting, if it be such, is seen in the some-
what undue development of the tubers, for in good
soil these bid fair to be large almost beyond pre-

cedent. Those growing on moderately poor soil

will this year have the advantage, for big tubers are

no gain to anyone. They are not halt so pleasant

to eat when cooked as are smaller ones ; they are

the terror of the dealers and shopkeepers, who can-

not well dispense them at per pound ; and they give

little satisfaction to the grower because productive
invariably of a lower return than results from
tubers of medium size. It is not possible, however,

for growers to foresee the nature of the %veatlier

during any coming season, and as a rule they prefer

to have soil rather good in all cases than indifferent.

Bigness is usually allied to ugliness, and generally

to indifferent quality, hence a strong growing
Potato season becomes a misfortune. Ordinarily,

too, the disease has come so much earlier to strip

the plants of their leaves, so that the production of

coarse tubers has been checked. This year with
late strong growing varieties still in full vigour and
likely to be so for yet a week or two, if not longer,

there is every prospect of our lifting for the main
crop an unusually large-tubered I'otato produce, so

that the yield may be looked for as exceptionally

heavy. The weather, even where disease fails to

attack the breadths in any way, is not of a nature

to help produce high table quality in Potatoes.

That may seem to be a somewhat contradictory

assertion to make in relation to Potatoes when
already we hear so much of satisfaction at the

eating quality of the early varieties, but these

have had to as-s-ist them to mature the sunniest

and warmest period of the year, whilst the late

tubers, buried in the cold soil far out of

the reach of sunshine, are maturing, when heat
and sunlight are very low. Warmth is an
absolute essential to the production of good
starchy tubers ; cold wet soils and absence of

light I reate watery tuber.«. It is therefore not
merely thiit the disease may be checked that we
need a fine bright month of September, but also

that we want the warmth the month sometimes
gives to perfect our abundant late-ripening Potato

crop and render the tubers eatable. A very serious

consideration interposes this year in regard to the

Potato as an article of food. The corn crops of

Europe are comparatively short, and it is very likely

that the value of the Potato, not only as an article

of commerce, but also as a food element will be

thereby enhanced considerably. At the best the

Potato is a poor substitute for cereals as food, but

it has long been fitly regarded as an important aid

to them. It is not at all probable our necessities

will be so great that we shall have to consume Po-

tatoes in place of corn, but we shall certainly see a

large crop of tubers materially helping to check

upward prices for corn, whilst the Potato itself will

be enhanced in value for the same reason. Pos-

sibly becoming a food substitute to some extent be-

yond previous experience, it seems all the more
important that our tubers should be as well ma-
tured and nutritive ;is possible ; hence to the crop

itself and to the consuming public a fine warm
September would prove indeed of inestimable value.

It is difficult to do anything during such a season

as is the present to give to Potato breadths artifi-

cial aid in obtaining greater light and air, for

warmth in the absence of sunshine seems out of

the question. As a rule, we plant Potatoes far too

thickly, so that when the tops are in full growth

they form a dense thicket of stems and leafage.

Had we between each row of tubers an interval of

some 3 feet to 4 feet, it would now be possible to

turn the tops of each row into the spaces, and thus

expose the ridges to the air and light. That we
cannot well do when the rows are but 21 inches to

30 inches apart. Thus, if we cut off the tops we
do but check the maturation of the tubers abso-

lutely, and they will be just where they were be-

fore. Real maturation is derived from leafage as

well as from light and air ; therefore, it is needful

to retain all the essentials to the production of

good starchy tubers to the very latest. When dis-

ease sweeps off the foliage and blackens the stalks,

then remedial efforts are no longer of use. Already

Potatoes are selling at about 3s. 6d. to 4s. per cwt.

They may fall even lower than that when the

great main crop lifting takes place. This is not a

paying price, of course, except from very low-rented

soils, but these, on the other hand, seldom give a

heavy crop, so that there are two sides to the sub-

ject. Like too many other cheap things, cheap soil

is seldom the best in the end. So far as 1 can

learn, no one seems to fear the soil becoming too

wet for some time to come. It is strange that, with

all the rainfall we have had, no one so far should

have found the soil too wet hardly for anything. It

is true that the season has not been favourable for

tender bedding plants, but it has suited hardy

ones remarkably well. So also has it suited trees

and shrubs, because these had none too much of

moisture at the roots, and so long as there was a

lack below, there was no fear of a surplus on the

surface. Potatoes will without doubt come out

clean where not diseased. Their continued expan-

sion at least helps to keep them free from dirt, and
growers when they lift their big crops presently,

even if tubers be too large, will at least find little

trouble from adhesive soil. A. K. D.

himself solely to this variety will not find his con-
fidence misplaced, for it approaches perfection

nearer than any other variety I know. It is neither

too large nor too small, very fruitful, of good form
and quality, a free, but not too rank grower, and
earlier th;in most others. Next I would place Pre-

lude, which has all the good qualities of Conference,
except that it is rather smaller. Both the above
kinds are good for early work indoors, setting more
freely than any of the others. Large Red is a
heavy cropper in most seasons, of good quality, but
somewhat late. Perfection is undoubtedly well
named, for, given a fine season and a suitable posi-

tion, no handsomer or better fruit need be desired,

and a dish of it puts all others in the shade ; but
for outdoor work in such a season as this has been,

such large-fruiting, gross-growing kinds as this,

together with Hackwood Park, Sensation, and Ham
Green, are not to be depended on to ripen or set a
heavy crop. If an earlier variety than any before

mentioned is desired and size is not an obj ect, Sutton's

Earliest of All should be grown.
Our seed this year was sown on the 9th of March,

and the plants were well looked after and potted
on, so that when planted out early in June they
were strong, sturdy plants turned out of (i-inch or

7-inch pots, and nearly all of them bad at least one
bunch of flowers open. To the grower outdoors,

this early and ^jood start makes all the difference

between a good crop and a poor one, for though
plants that are small when put out may in a hot
season give a fair crop, no dependence is to be
placed in them in bad weather, and the gardener
who has to keep up a daily supply cannot afford to

rely on haphazard arrangements.
I enclose a bunch of Conference, of which there

are many similar bunches now on our walls, to show
you how freely it has set during the wet weather,
and also two ripe fruits of the same.

Livermi-re Pari;. J. C. Tallack.

*^* The bunch sent bore nine fully-developed

fruits. Conference is certainly a very valuable To-
mato for outdoor work, as we have seen it bearing
freely in many places, although the season has been
so bad.

—

Ed.

TOMATOES FOR WALLS.

FoK the past few years I have tried some half-dozen

kinds of Tomatoes yearly out of doors, adding two
or three kinds and discarding a like number each
season, and during that time some two dozen so-

called varieties have passed through my hands. It

will be hardly necessary to mention the whole of

those tried in former years in this note, but those

on trial this year are Conference, Horsford's Pre-

lude, Perfection, Ham Green Favourite, Hackwood
Park, Sensation (Webb's), and a selection of my
own from the old Large Red. This is hardly the

kind of season to bring out the good qualities of

Tomatoes, but it serves well to show up in very

strong relief two or three of the varieties as being

the best for growing out of doors in an adverse

season. Right at the top of the list I shall place

Conference, and surely the grower who confines

Cauliflower and Cabbage plants going
blind.— I should be glad to know if other cultiva-

tors have been troubled to any great extent in this

way this year. I never remember to have seen such a
number of plants go blind before. Not only did
it affect one sowing ; all were equally bad, whether
the plants were pricked out or not. In some in-

stances more than half our plants went blind. I

have heard some cultivators attribute it to dry
weather, but this cannot be so this year. Our
plants were raised in good soil on an open border
facing west.

—

Dorset.

Asparagus. —At Ham House Gardens, the

whole of the large ;irea devoted to Asparagus cul-

ture is planted on the flat. The rows are 30
inches apart, and as the soil is deep and rich,

the growth is naturally luxuriant. It was
found on planting roots of three years' stand-

ing and those of one year, that the latter

soon excelled the former and have continued

to do so, thus but bearing out what has so often

been others' experience, that good yearling roots

are invariably the best to form permanent planta-

tions. Whilst planted so wide apart one way, the

plants are some l."i inches apart in the rows, but
these will be reduced one half, as every other one
will be iirescntly taken out and used for forcing.

With such deep rich soil the roots will soon be
found to have none too much room.— A. D.

SHORT NOTES.—KITCHEN.

Lettuce Now York.—Tliis is a grand variety

(if CiibkiKi' Lettuce. 1 have grown it for two years
;

it is by fur the best 1 have ever eaten. It is of largo

Hize, iiiaiiy of the heads weighing over tlireeiiouiidseaeli,

foliliiig in very eotnpaetly and lilanehing well. It re-

i|nin'8 no wasliing, for having removed I lie outsiilo

leaves the eentre is left; this is wliite witli a yellow

tinge, clean, crisp, ami sweet. It does not run ttp seed
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quickly. It i3 uuijuestionably a very fine variety fo^
spring aud summer use, anj should be grown by all

loving a sweet and delicate salad.—W.
Pea Boston Hero.—This grows about 5 feet in

huight aud i.s an abundant cropper, producing an im-
mense ijuuntity of large well-Hlled pods ; the Peas,
too, ore large, of excellent colour, and particularly

sweet and good in flavour.—H.

THE BORDEAUX MIXTURE FOR PROTECTING
POTATOES.

Although M. A. Girard's method of protectiDg

the Potato from the destructive fungus to which it

has of late years become liable had, in a previous
year, been reported in this country—notably by
the A.^ir'u'uliural (Ta:e/t('— it was, to a very great
extent, owing to the concerted action this spring
between the B^ard of Agriculture and the Royal
Agricultural Society that thi.s treatment will at

length be seriously put to the test in England.
Several stations, at centres wide apart, have been
appointed, in 1891, at which the whole course re-

commended by the French snnnif will be carefully
gone through by experts. From these, no doubt,
official reports will in time be issued; still, judging
from what has occurred in other similar inquiries

on previous occasions, no account from these is

likely to be forthcoming to the public at large un-
til the present season of growth has entirely passed
away.
At the risk of appearing to wish to forestall offi-

cial information (which is a commodity as little

suited for keeping as is shellfish), we propose to
give some particulars of an informal, unofficial, and
certainly incomplete endeavour to utilise at once
the Frenchman's discovery which has been made at
New Gardens, Teynham, Kent. We are enabled
to do this by the favour of Mr. James Honeyball,
whose ordinary farm labourers have, with the ordi-

nary appliances in use upon a Hop ground, made a
trial of Bouillie Bordelaise upon an ordinary com-
mercial crop of Potatoes. We emphasise this point
"ordinary," because it is right to insist upon the
fact that there are two quite distinct ways
of bringing the discoveries of men of science
to bear upon agriculture. There is, first, the
method of these men of science themselves to
establish a principle, i.i-., a coursejpatient, ela-

borate, and thorough
; and there are, secondly, the

rough and ready methods of men who are in the
thick of the fight, and want prompt assistance in
dealing with parasites and all the other ills

which Nature (despite her kindness when taken
right) is continually introducing, in order, as it

seems, to perplex, try—and not infrequently to
battle the hopes of—the husbandman. The lessons
from the results of this second class are, to the
whole class of occupiers of land, not by any means
the less valuable. They are, of course, incom-
plete, but they are such as can be copied. We
cannot all be learned, nor qualified to use instru-
ments of precision—if we had them in store. But
we all have ordinary brains, and willingness to
work, if crops are in any way to be bettered by
the ordinary staff and appliances upon a farm.

In one field at Teynham there was a crop of
Potatoes partly Beauty of Hebron and partly Mag-
num Bonum. They followed Rape, cut and re-
moved in the early spring, which itself followed
a crop of Peas in IS'.IO. The land was treated
to a heavy dressing of rotted farmyard manure,
and the haulm of the plants shows that, without
any artificial, they had support in plenty. About
July 25 (when the Magnums were full in growth,
and the Beauty of Hebron were beginning to ripen)
the ordinary spots on the foliage told that the
Peronospora had begun its career. An ordinary
npwasher (made by Weeks, such as is employed in
the Hop yards to apply insecticides to the bines)
was taken across the field at the point of junction
between the two varieties of Potato, / V , some
Magnum Bonums received the solution as well as
some Hebrons. The upwasher has a hose lU feet
long, with two nozzles, through which the mi.xture
is forced by a hand pump. Two men, each holding
a nozzle, discharge a spray, directing it at
the Potato hiulm. The upwasher only passed
through the field once, and the distance co-

vered by the spray varies in width according to

the wind (which on that day was variable).

The result looked so favourable, that on Aug. 15 the

dressing was repeated. Upon Aug. 22 the stems of

the Hebrons (where no mixture had been applied)

were almost entirely dead, and not far from 30 per

cent, of the tubers were diseased. Upon the He-
brons upon which the dressing fell the haulm still

retained some growth— the lines of demarcation
were clearly defined, and the number of diseased

tubers was very small indeed. The first dressing

had evidently arrested the progress of the fungus,

but it did not— it was not possible that it should

—

cure the damage which was already done. Upon
the Magnum Bonum (with its rough hairy leaf) the

Peronospora had taken little hold. Upon the

dressed portion the haulm was deeper green, and
not a diseased tuber was to be found, though here
and there spots were on the foliage. On that part

of the field which was undressed the plants seemed
to have been considerably relieved by the heavy
rain, for, although there was evidence of the pre-

sence of the fungus, it did not seem advancing, and
the well-fed stems were growing freely. We did

not examine the tubers. At this stage of the

growth of Magnum Bonum, the tubers (if affected)

do not show it to the eye. This experiment proves

nothing but that the bouillie stays the fungus and
invigorates the plant for a while. Whether at the

digging of the ripe tubers they will show " decay "

is a question which remains to be determined both
with the Hebrons and Magnum Bonums. It ap-

pears as if the dressed Hebrons will show a small

percentage of diseased tubers with perhaps some of

the ill consequences which follow to the tubers

when the plant makes a " second growth." This
latter, however, must not be held to be an objection

to the dressing, but to the time of its application. The
Magnum Bonums (where dressed) promise a very

grand crop. It was stated that a neighbour last

year had of saleable Potatoes 4 bushels to the

perch, and the crop at New Gardens (where dressed)

looked as it it might do as well. The undressed
part promised a good crop, and there was no evi-

dence that to any extent it will prove to be un-

sound.

In another field there were also two types of Po-

tatoes grown. This crop was a long narrow belt,

about is yards wide, through open field land. This

had also been dressed with the same upwasher,
which was managed so as to cover the width.

Dressing was applied for 14 rods, and then stayed
for 5 rods. .Vgain it was applied, and again re-

moved. The non-dressed lengths could be detected,

as in the other field. The haulm of the earlier

type (which was said to be of the variety called

Abundance) was on the undressed part, rapidly ma-
turing ; /.(

,
yellow, and with strong signs of fungus.

The later type in this field was the Imperator(with
the same rough -leaved character as Magnum
Bonum). Here upon the dressed portions there

were to be noticed increased vigour in the haulm
and diminution in the number of the blackened
leaf-tips, which is the usual first warning of the

presence of Peronospora. Still, the Imperators did

not seem badly afliected, even where they had not

been dressed.

Although, as has been said, the latest spraying

was on August 15, and heavy rainfall had occurred
since, the solution (bouillie) still adhered to many
of the leaves upon the dressed plants. Wherever
this was the case, the leaf was larger than a corre-

sponding leaf upon an undressed plant. Both Im-
perators and Magnums were of such a rank growth,

that the tops of adjacent rows touched; and it

would be impossible that the falling spray could

have touched the whole of the undergrowth But
it did not seem to be necessary that every leaf

should get its dose ; for the whole plant was evi-

dently stimulated, though not all of it was sprayed.

There seems no reason why this bouillie should not,

in gardens, where the tops do not interlace, be still

applied with a common garden engine for watering

beds, using the finest nozzle. It is quite evident

from what has been done at Teynham that bouillie

means strength for plant and death to the fungus
;

and to learn no more than this is to know some,
thing well worth the knowing. The recipe for

making the bouillie was 20 lb. of sulphate of cop-

per and 10 lb. of lime to 100 gallons of water. M.
Girard's method of preparing it was to hang the

sulphate of copper in the water, cold, until it was
dissolved, and to slake, gradually, the lime until it

was a milky liquid. This was strained through a sieve

into the copper water, and the whole well stirred.

—Fidi/.

Trees and Shrubs.

TREES AND SHRUBS OF AMERICA.
Though the Northern States do not, as a rule,

yield the luxuriant growth of foliage and bloom
which characterises the tropical regions of

America, yet in the northern and central por-

tions of the United States are trees, shrubs,

and plants the beauty of which would sufi'er

little by comparison with those of a warmer
climate. True, we cannot, save in a few in-

stances, boast of possessing the much-vaunted
and really beautiful Magnolia grandiflora, the

pride of the Southern States, but Nature has

compensated us by tlm gift of another member
of the MaguoliactiP, that king of the forest,

Liriodendron tulipifera, which is found from
the Atlantic coast to the shore of the " Father
of Waters." Here in the north it is a beau-

tiful and majestic tree ; out in the west it is

said to attain a height of 140 feet, the trunk
becoming 8 feet or ',t feet in diameter. One
who has never beheld even a small specimen of

the Tulip Tree in bloom can form but a meagre
idea of its grandeur when lifting its myriad
brilliant floral cups a hundred feet to catch in

their golden depths the rays of a noonday sun.

The leaves, which are borne on long graceful

petioles, are exceedingly pretty, their bizarre

form being one of their chief attractions, since

it appeals to that love of -whatever is strange or

rare, which seems such a prominent character-

istic of the human race. In shape the leaf,

which is smooth and of a lovely shade of

green, is such that one might well think

Dame Nature began it with the intention

of making it into an ordinary three-lobed

leaf, but, suddenly seized with one of her

freakish moods, cut the middle lobe abruptly

ott', leaving a mere apology for an ornament at

the end of the leaf, in the form of a slight notch

at the centre, which gives two additional lobes,

if indeed they are of sufficient size to be digni-

fied by the name. The beauty of its foliage

and flowers is not the only passport to popular

favour possessed by this tree, since its nectar-

laden chalices are a bonanza to another native

American, the predatory honey bee, whUe
from a strictly utilitarian point of view the

greatest value of the Tulip Tree consists in the

famous "white-wood'' lumber with which it

furnishes the cabinet-maker and other workers

in wood. It is perhaps needless to say that de-

stroying trees of such great beauty merely for

manufacturing purposes seems almost .sacrile-

gious, and savours too much of that mistaken

economy which has induced Americans in years

past to devastate the woods simply to obtain

fuel, not only for the hearth, but also for that

devouring monster, the railroad locomotive. It

is sad to think that this destruction of the

forests is still progressing, although to a far less

extent than formerly, coal from the limitless

mines of our country having come to the relief

c f the imperilled tree. In view of the increas-

ing price of wood and the decrease of the article

itself in many localities, it stems strange that

in this land, whose pride is in her inventors, no
one has yet devised a satisfactory substitute for

the primitive wooden railroad tie, a desideratum

which would relieve our fast diminishing forests

of a fearful drain, and prove a great blessing to
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a land which is becoming denuded of its trees,

and fidliiig a prey to the evils which must fol-

low in the train of such an unnatural state of

things. But for the credit of the American
nurserymen be it said that for years the st;itely

Liriodendron has been cultivated by them, and
also included in their lists of hardy ornamental
trees, thus placing it within the reach of those
not fortunate enough to live near its habitat.

In early spring, by the banks of streams or
oa the mountain-side, the white plume-like
branches of the Amelauchier canadensis are
the (ivant courier of the coming woodland
beauties. This tree or bush, perhaps better

known in the Eastern States as the Shad
Bush, since it is in bloom when the shad—the
favourite fish of the American epicure—jjay

their annual visit to the rivers and there fall a
prey to the watching fisherman. The Amelau-
chier, which belongs to the Rosacea', yields,

like many of its kindred, not only flowers
which dehght the eye, but also edible fruit.

This fruit, which ripens in June, has the ap-

pearance of a Ijerry and is of a purplish hue.
It is known by various names, June Berry and
Shad Berry. The flowers of the Shad Bush
are soon followed by those of the Az.alea nudi-
flora, whose beautiful masses of bloom often

make the air reilolent with theii' jierfume. The
blossoms of this shrub, which appear before the
leaves have completed their growth, are borne
in such great profusion as to suggest to the
mind the resemblance of this flower-clad hush
to the gay clouds which hover near the
western horizon at the setting of a summer
sun, their shades of colour, like those of the
clouds, seeming almost linntless in number.
The flowers of this Azalea are widely known
as Pinxter Blos.soms, but in Eastern New
York are sometimes given the not very elegant
appellation of " Swamp Cheese Blows," "blow"
being the vernacular for blossom, while the
rest of the name residts from the fact that
the leaves or tender shoots of the Azalea nudi-
flora send out fruit-like excrescences known as

"swamp cheeses." These peculiar formations,
or cheeses, doubtless owe their origin to the
work of some insect, as do the nut galls of the
Oak tree. They are, I believe, slightly acid,

and, like the May Apple, the fruit of the
Podophyllum peltatum, or American Man-
drake, are eagerly soiight after and eaten by
children.

Azalea viscosa (Clammy Azalea, or] White
Swamp Honeysuckle) is a denizen of the
swamps on the Atlantic coast, and is another
evidence of the inappropriate name of this genus,
since Azalea is derived from the Greek (xfa\Eos,

signifying arid. The foliage of viscosa forms a
charming background to its white and rose-

tinted fragrant flowers, and especially so in the
case of the variety nitida, whose leaves are
beautifully glossy. Azalea calendulacea (the
Fiame-coloured Azalea), various hybrids of
which are familiar to the florist, is a showy
.species abounding in the Alleghany region and
southward, where its numerous brilliant-hued
blossoms make a most gorgeous display in the
late spring-time, often, it is said, " clothing the
mountains with a robe of living scarlet." The
EricacciK, or Heath family, are well represented
in the United States, including, as they do,
many of our finest and most interesting shrubs,
few of which are more beautiful in foliage or
bloom than tlio American Laurel or Kalmia,
whose gi'iioric name was given it in honour of
Peter Kalm, a pupil of Linn.-rus, by the great
pioneer botanist himself. The largest and
loveliest species of this genus is Kalmia lati-

folia (the Mountain Liurol, or Calico Bush).
This glory of the American forest, which rivals

in beauty the Rhododendron, so dear to the
heart of the English gardener, is found in all

the Atlantic States from Maine to Georgia.
It ordinarily grows to a height of from 4
feet to 8 feet, but in the mountains of

the "Keystone State" (where many of the
gayest members of the Ericiceie "hold high
carnival ") and further south it frequently at-

tains a height of 10 feet or 20 feet. Its dark
shining foliage is able to defy even the intense
cold of our northern winters, a fact which can
but commend it to the attention and favour of

the residents of the Northern and Eastern
States, who are obliged to be content with an
exceedingly limited variety of Evergreens, if we
except the difterent members of the Coniferaj.

These rather gloomy adjuncts to the American
landscape stand like sentinels, where they have
been placed by the hand of man, or, stationed by
Nature, guard the lonely mountain tops—their

native home, the sepulchral darkness of their

sombre foliage intensified by the gleaming
white of the snow-clad fields surrounding them.
It is hardly possible for one who has never
beheld the face of Nature in the northern por-
tion of the United States, as exemplified during
the mouths of December, January, February,
and March, by the spotless expanse of snow
alternated by the grey-brown of the sere grass

and the naked branches of the leafless trees, to

realise the relief to the eye of even a small
shrub in its cheery coat of green. During the
inimths of May and .lune Kalmia latifolia sends
forth its many-flowered corymbs, which are

often so freely produced as to almost hide
the bush in a halo of bloom. In colour the
flowers vary from white to a deep rose tint,

sometimes, it is said, being flecked with crim-
son. While the spotted variety may have given
this Laurel the name of "Calico Bush," I

should sooner attribute its origin to the forma-
tion of its flowers, the anthers being so sunk in

the depressions of the corolla as to bring them
about level with the inner surface, and giving
the interior of the blossom with its shades of

pink or crimson and the mosaic work of the in-

laid anthers a figured appearance. One view of

the beautiful flowers of the " Calico Bush " with
the anthers dotted about like flecksof colourupon
a background of pink or crimson, bearing a
most striking resemblance to the dainty pattern
of a gay spring or summer print or calico, would
easily explain the mystery of the common name
of the Kalmia latifolia. Kalmia angustifolia,

or narrow-leaved Laurel, is a small shrub 2 feet

or 'A feet in height. The axillary blossoms,
which are of a deeper crimson or purple and
much smaller, are still very like those of latifolia,

owing to the arrangement of the anthers and
the form of the corolla. Unfortunately, these
two native evergreen beauties have not, like

many other plants, an untarnished reputation.

The first species is accused of being poisonous
to cattle, and also of yielding honey which
possesses noxious properties, while the last is

called Sheep Laurel or Lauibkill, as the leaves

are said to have baneful efl'ects upon animals
who eat them. Elizabeth Lunev.

Huoskk, New Vtyrl:.

Olearia Haasti.— One of the most beautiful
New Zealand shrubs in bloom at the present time
is undoubtedly the subject of this note. Coming
into (lower when very few hardy shrubs are in
bloom, its appearance is all the more welcome. It

succeeds well in almost all kinds of soil, but that
which seems to suit it best is a mixture of good
open loam and well <lecayed leaf-mould. In the
north of England it is not sufficiently liardy witli-

out some slight protection, but in the southern divi-

sion it stands out all the year round, and although
last winter proved so fatal to many of our favourite

trees and shrubs round London, this came through
the severe test without being in any way injured.
If judiciously planted in the front line of the
shrubbery border it is very pretty, or if planted in

groups or beds it has a grand effect when laden
with its pure white flowers which are very fragrant
and borne in dense clusters on almost every shoot.
It is well worthy of far wider cultivation and is

admirably suited for planting near the seaside. It

has also been found very useful for town planting.
Propagation is readily carried en by cutiings of the
ripened wood. It was introduced into our gardens
in 1858.—T. H.

*,* Mr. Vertegans has just sent us from Bir-
mingham some flowering shoots of this valuable
shrub from plants that stood out unprotected dur-
ing the last severe winter.

—

Ed.

DWARF CONIFERS.
There are so many places suitable for planting
these pigmy Conifers, that one is a little surprised
that they are not more commonly grown, for
whether on the rock garden, the border, or the
lawn, they rarely fail to attract attention and to
produce the most pleasing results. Not many days
ago I was agreeably surprised to find a whole col-

lection of these dwarf Conifers amply accommo-
dated and looking the picture of health in a se-

cluded Kentish garden, and in situations, too,

where those of larger growth would have been quite
out of place. On a sloping bank by the brook-side
the Tamarisk-leaved Juniper (J. sabina tamarisci-
folia)'formed a dense low cushion of the most intense
mixture of blue and green imaginable. In addi-
tion to the Tamarisk-leaved Juniper, there is an-
other plant of the same family (Juniperus squa-
mata) that rarely exceeds 30 inches in height, and
which spreads about laterally freely enough. J.

procumbens, too, is worthy of attention at present,

it being of Savin-like appearance and habit, but
rarely rising more than tj inches from the ground.
Two forms of the common Juniper (J. communis)
whichmust not be omitted here areJ communis com-
pressa, a remarkably small and neat Conifer, and
J. communis nana, which is of more spreading
habit than the latter and with neat foliage of a
bright green. On a little natural eminence Abies
excelsa clanbrasiliana had grown to its largest size,

about a yard high and nearly as much through.
A. excelsa Gregoryana is one of the smallest and
neatest, while the better-known A. excelsa pumila
glauca forms a neat bush with shining deep green
leaves. Another diminutive form of the common
Spruce is A. excelsa pygm;va, of rather stiff growth,
but a desirable and most interesting variety. Pinus
montana, known also as P. Pumilio and P. Mugho,
is of unusually low growth, even in rich ground.
Of the Swiss Stone Pine (P. Cembra) there is a
very desirable dwarf form, with short crowded
foliage and a height of rarely more than 1 yard. It

is named P. Cembra pumila, and is easily cultivated

in any light rich soil. P. Strobus nana is a valuable
dwarf Conifer, it being of neat growth, with
very pleasing green leaves, and suitable for rook-

work. Itetinospora obtusa pygmani should be
in every collection of dwarf Conifers, for it is

a highly ornamental and neat-habited shrubby
form, and one that is much in request for rock
gardening. There is a neat variety of the common
Yew that is somewhat confusing as to names, that

generally adopted being Taxus baccata nana. It

spreads about to some extent, but never rises up-

wards more than ;i feet. The deeply-tinted foliage,

procumbent habit, and freedom of growth should
make it a favourite with lovers of small-growing loni-

ferous trees. Cupressus thyoides nana has glaucous
foliage and is of prostrate habit, never growing
more than 1 yard high. It succeeds well in .stiff

cold soils, and is thus peculiarly suitable for plant-

ing in damp situ.-Uions and where few other Coni-

fers would thrive. Of the Japan Cedar there is a
diminutive, shrubby species that does not, as usually

seen, exceed H feet in height, and is bushy and
far-spreading in proportion. The pigmy form of the

Corsican I'ine (P. Laricio pygma-a), though of rather

rough growth, is yet a desirable shrub for the uses

now under consideration. A. D. W.
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Rose Garden.

TEA ROSE RUBENS.
An old favourite, hardy, handsome, and robust,

possessing withal the grace and refinement
which are so characteristic of the best Roses of

this race, useful alike for cutting, exhibition,

or as a garden plant. Rubens, resembling the
great master from whom it takes its name, has
won and maintained a reputation and popu-
larity that have stood the test of time, and it

will, I venture to predict, retain a strong
hold upon the rosarian's favour for many a
generation to come. This fine Rose was raised

by Robert in 1859, and, notwithstanding the
great strides that have been made both in

the raising and cultivation of Tea Roses since

that date, Rubens is still one of the finest

of the very light-coloured Teas. It has the
advantage, too, of being delightfully fragrant,

an attribute which, in conjunction with the
beautifully pointed form of the buds and the
young flowers in the half-expanded stage,

renders this variety very attractive, espe-
cially when used in bouquets, while the free-

dom with which the white rose-shaded flowers
are produced in the most perpetual manner,
even in such an ungenial season as the present
has been, adds to the usefulness of this truly
good all-round Rose.
For exhibition, the finest flowers will be

obtained from standard plants, a form in

which, with proper treatment, magnificent
heads may be obtained, that shall year after

year carry a beautiful crop of large good Roses,
the beauty of which will be much enhanced by
the remarkably luxuriant dark-hued foliage

with which this Rose is invariably adorned. If,

however, it is desired to simply produce cut
flowers in quantity, then the cultivator must
be content to adopt the more lowly, but none
the less charming, mode of cultivation, and
plant dwarfs upon either the cultivated seed-
ling or the Brier cutting stock, upon both of

which excellent results may be obtained. My
own experience points to the former, while I

believe our veteran champion, Mr. B. R. Cant,
who certainly exhibited the finest examples I

have ever seen of this Rose, favours the latter
stock. Rubens is also one of the few Teas that
are (in this country at any rate) even in a degree
at all satisfactory on its own roots.

The engraving that accompanies these notes
illustrates another mode in which this fine old
Rose may be grown and seen to considerable
advantage. All Teas enjoy and appreciate the
shelter and support that walls aflbrd them and
delight in warmth and sunshine, a fact that is

amply proved by the magnificent plants that are
so thoroughly at home and happy upon the
walls of Mr. Hill-Gray's unique Rose garden at
Newbridge, near Bath, from which came the
finest Teas exhibited, and I have reason to
believe produced in any garden in Britain this
year. Mr. Gray has always been a strong advo-
cate for the cultivation of Tea Roses upon
walls, and if results are to be reckoned, the
magnificent blooms that come both in quantity
and variety from this sunny sloping Somer-
setshire garden may be taken as a full and
complete exemplification of the soundness of
Mr. Gray's theory and the gratifying result
of successful culture.

Then again, there is another advantage to be
gained from planting Tea Roses under or
against walls that is of much importance frt)m
the garden standpoint. The shelter and warmth
afforded by the walls induce the production of
really good blooms at a much earlier period of
the season than it is possible to obtain floweiM

from plants growing in the open, thus extend- Dijon Teas upon white or grey stone walls, and

ing the continuous production of these most ^'"s '* ^"1' =i P=irt of a very tasteful arrangement of

beautiful Roses from the earliest days of .June

till the autumnal frosts compel the later bloom-
ing bushes and standards to retire to their
winter's rest ; while nothing can be more
attractive or useful than the introduction of

Tea Roses here and there amongst even the

Tea Ko^e Uubeiis on a wall. Engraved for The (iAUUKN trim a
photograph sent by Mr. V. L. Harcoutt, Malwood.

most dainty and choicest subjects on our walls,

especially if thty are only permitted to follow
their own sweet will by being allowed to grow
in a thoroughly natural and informal manner.
Under such circumstances the plants would in

a manner become naturalised by accommodating
themselves to the surrounding conditions, thus
lending such a charm to even the best of wall
gardens as Roses alone can bestow.

Moiimuutlishin\ \V. J. Gkant.

Roses on walls.—In answer to "S. D.," I am
no'^ alone in my opinion coccerning light Roses
agiinst red brick walls. I put the whole family of

Roses, in which nothing would be gaineil by the
garish contrasts of highly-coloured kinds. We grow
the Tea Roses largely in good groups in the bor-

ders and upon the stone walls at the back. White
and yellow climbing Teas rich in fragrance and
harmonious in colour End associations need no red-

flowered varieties " to relieve them or show them
up, " and I find that those

who have the best taste

prefer soft harmonies to

strong contrasts. My re-

marks condemning red
buildini;;-? had reference to

the numbers of new ones
that one may see in some
parts of the country. In
one of the most beautiful

parts of Sussex, a hilly

district, there may be seen
houses of bright red brick
for miles around. These
are a disfigurement to the
landscape. In that very
district there is to be had
1 lenty of stone suitable for
riuilding such as was used
for the charming old
Elizabethan mansions,
which at all times and in
all stages, whether new or
old, are very beautiful
when covered with Lichen.
1 agree with " S. D." that
there are old red brick
buildings which look
beautiful after the toning
down of a century's storms,
but to these I was not re-

ferring. In common with
many, I believe that the
modern red brick wall
comes into harsh contrast
with any pretty Rose that
we may place upon it. As
" S. D.'is thinking of trying
the three fine new kmds
that I recommended, he
will be interested to hear
that since the original note
was written they have been
liowering for the second
time, the blooms being even
finer and richer in colour
than the first ones.—A. H.
Mildew among

Roses. — The compara-
tively speaking dull and
wet summer has caused this
disease to spread among
Roses at a most rapid rate.
Among Roses grown in the
open air it is exceedingly
difficult to keep this insi-

dious diseaseaway, the most
we can do being to check it

by the use of a good insecti-

cide. Under glass, however,
this difficulty is remo\ed.
No one who can devote a
house entirely to the culti-

vation of Roses need be
troubled with this blight if he uses care from the
first. I lately saw a large Rose house completely
spoilt by this pest. The gardener in charge evidently
thought that giving all the air possible was the cor-

rect thing, and when I saw the house, every door
and ventilator were thrown open to their fullest

extent, and this upon a hot and windy day. Such
treatment will bring on and increase mildew faster

than any other X know of. Had he kept the house
close, excepting a very little ventilation upon the
sheltered side, and at the same time prevented
the air becoming dry by damping down the paths,
&c., and by syringing the plants well night and
morning, he would have had far less mildew
upon his Roses. Injudicious ventilation, too
dry an atmosphere, and too sudden a change in
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the temperature are the three principal causes of
this disease. I have two large houses of Roses,
and not a speck of mildew in them, excepting at
one door that was left open to the wind a few days
back. This I have no fear about getting rid of, as I

shall persist in using the purest soft soap I can
procure, and have never found it fail to eradicate
this disease. When Roses have been growing
strongly, and have had the advantage of good root
waterings, it is very unwise to discontinue these
suddenly. Some gardeners leave off supplying
water about this time, with the object of inducing
the plants to ripen the wood already made. This
is all very well if properly carried out, but to with-
hold the water supply all at once is altogether
wrong, and in nine cases out of ten a very severe
attack of mildew is sure to result.

—

Ridgewood.

White Hoses.— It is singular that " A. H."
should have omitted all mention of the most valu-
able of the recent additions to the Rose garden,
the beautiful Kronprinzessin Victoria. It possesses
qualities lacking in all other wliite Roses. It seems
to be almost rain-proof, and the tenacity of its

petals in refusing to drop after the flowers have
been gathered many days is remarkable. This
season I have not had one good bloom of Mme.
Lacharme

; all have rotted on the tree. On the
other hand, every bud of the Kronprinzessin
Victoria has come to perfection, even during the
late .storms.—F. C. Pawle.

Rose Kaiserin Friedrich—This would ap-
pear to be another good addition to the growing
family of Dijon Teas, judging from the box of
blooms exhibited by Mr. Geo. Paul at the Drill
Hall on August 11. The handsome foliage, form
of bud, and shape of bloom all indicate the vigour
of the race to which it belongs, whilst its distinct-
ness from other kinds lies in a lovely pink tint
which suffuses the petals externally. Occasionally
we see Gloire de Dijon sun painted into a very
pretty bloom. In Kaiserin Friedrich we have this
particular colour of flower perpetuated.

AMONG THE ROSES IN AUGUST.
The heavy showers and floods at the close of July
have proved most stimulating and strengthening, es-
pecially to dwarf Roses on their own roots. A cool
and moist root run at the close of the first bloom-
ing season is also a powerful antidote, if not a cure,
for red rust, one of the most troublesome and worst
of all the maladies the Rose is heir to. With free-
dom from fungus and other pests, Perpetual and
Tea itoses naturally start into new and vigorous
growth. It is not romance, nor the consciousness
of their speedy ending that makes the later blooms,
the last Roses of summer, the best of all the year.
It is a fact that such Roses fine down into more
perfect form as well as clothe themselves with
more delicate tints of beauty in the autumntide.
At times, too, though this is probably fancy, they
seem to be filled with sweeter fragrance towards
the close of their career. But that close is as yet
months away, and my object was to write of the
coming second harvest of Roses, not to chronicle
its close. One very striking and pleasing feature
of this harvest is its erratic and rapid develop-
ment. Hardly have the rain-rotted buds been re-
moved from our plants than already the branches
are crowned with buds showing colour, or already
half opened—that indescribable charm of Rose
life and development. Such peeping buds as are
now leaping up to greet the golden tints of autum-
nal greys and browns from Alfred Colomb, Marie
Rady, Camille Bernardin, General Jacqueminot.,
Maruchal ^'aillant, Comtesse de Paris, John Hop-
per, La France, Boule de Neige, Homire, Gloire de
Dijon are indeed things of beauty and joys for
ever that can never be forgotten. La France, Ho-
mi-re, and the dear old Glory may be said to fight a
sort of triangular duel for pre-eminence in the
race for precedence as to time and .speed, and
these and others cover all the space between the
two blooming seasons.
On the whole, the midsummer harvest of Roses

this season was not up to average either in quan-
tity or quality. Many of the Teas were very
hardly hit, and frost-bitten very closely back al-

most to the ground line. Not a few of the dwarf
Perpetuals had almost the same fate, and most
standards of all heights, sizes, and ages were
smitten more or less. But the harder the Roses
were hit in the winter or spring, the more strongly

they have broken and the more profusely they are

promising to bloom. D. T. F.

MR GRAHAME'S PROPOSED SCHEDULE.
I AM one who objects )'« toio to this scheme, for

—

1. It introduces an entirely novel principle into

our shows. Mr. Grahame makes light of this, but
societies exist for the encouragement of other flowers.

We have a National Dahlia, a National Auricula, and
a National Carnation and Picotee Society, and
into none of these has this principle been introduced.

2. It does not touch the question of small
growers at all, for I do not think that an amateur
who grows 1000 Hybrid Perpetuals and 400 Teas is

a small grower. The men who require protection

are those who grow 500 Roses, all told.

H. It is unworkable. Are the judges to go round,

catalogue in hand, to see if the varieties exhibited

are in it .' There is a large number of Roses not in the
catalogue which often give a good exhibition bloom,
and are a great ornament to a garden, but the un-

fortunate amateur who exhibits must not grow
them.

4. " Quis custodes cnstodiet ? " Who is to decide

whether the return is correct or not .'

If the principle is to be conceded, I would sug-

gest that the classes be left as they are, and that

an additional division be made for growers of .500

Roses and under. Delta.

The Manetti as a stock.— It is astonishing

what people will write who have a hobby or

an imperfect knowledge of facts. I know a gar-

den in Cheshire from whence the Jubilee trophy
has been twice won—where plants of such varie-

ties as A. K. Williams and Charles Lefebvre have
shoots 6 feet and 7 feet long, and are ten or eleven

years old, all on the Manetti, while Mr. R, G. Baker,
of Exeter, who won the challenge trophy of the

National Rose Society three years ago, cuts all

from plants on the Manetti. Some of these are
fifteen years old!

—

Delta.

The old proverb of " give a dog a bad
name," &c , is not often better exemplified than in

the remarks on the Manetti (p. 109). I do not
wish to open the old quarrel on this stock, as its

faults and merits are now pretty well settled,

though I may remark by the way that the ease

with which it is propagated, thus making it a nursery-

man's stock, vastly lessens the cost of production
and speedily brings all the new Roses within the

range of the poorest amateur's purse. But the Ma-
netti should not be blamed for the loss of the numbers
of Tea Roses, but rather from their being worked
upon a totally unsuitable stock. It is hardly cre-

dible that any nurseryman in these days would
work Tea Roses upon a stock notoriously unsuit-

able to any of them, except perhaps Niphetos. In

making these comments, I do not wish to pose as a

champion of the Manetti, but simply to ask that an
old friend should have fair play and not be abused
unjustly.—Chas. E. PbadsON, Clitln'eU Nnrisfrifs.

Nolts.

Rose Mme. Chauvry was noticed in some
quantity in Mr. 1!. R. Cant's nursery, and a breadth
of standards among other Dijon Teas was conspicu-

ous for the richness and high colour of its growth
as well as for the flowers, which have latterly during
the dull showery weather had more colour in them
and have not lost it so quickly as when beneath
bright summer sun. It will run W. A. Richardson
very close, as in its best aspects it has all the colour

of this now well-known variety, and a flower of

altogether finer form and improved substance
almost as good and double as that of .'\Inie. lierard,

to which kind it bears a striking resemblance in

habit of growth.

Rose Duchesse d'Auerstadt.—The early im-

pressions formed of this Rose during the beginning
of the Rose season have been more than sustaineci,

and latterly it has produced flowers that in colour

would bear comparison with, if not rival, those of

Marechal Niel for depth and richness. It haa
the great merit of exceeding vigour and a wall is

not absolutely essential, for Mr. Cant says that he
has been advised by one who has tried it to plant
several bushes at a fair distance apart somewhere
where they can grow as they like, and it is said that
they will make veritable trees and flower freely.

Ordering: Roses.—Now that September is with
us, many Rose amateurs will soon be looking up
their list of names taken down during the summer,
and many will be visiting the nurseries to choose
their plants. In choosing plants of Roses do not
select those carrying strong, rampant growth, but
rather select such as have a medium amount of

wood, and that well matured and firm. Plants
with coarse wood invariably have coarse roots to

match, and as it is impossible to dig these up en-

tire, the proportion of root to wood is uneven. A
small plant, properly ripened and planted early, is

almost sure to turn out satisfactorily, but large,

strong-wooded plants are more likely than not to

prove the reverse of profitable. One more hint to

intending buyers. Unless you thoroughly know the
character of the variety— I mean as regards its

growing and flowering qualities—ask the salesman,
and state the purpose for which you require that
particular Rose. This is very necessary, as many
take down the name of a Rose which catches their

fancy at some exhibition, and are much disap-

pointed to find it a bad grower and shy flowerer.

Nurserymen growing so many plants and in all

stages have a splendid opportunity of seeing the
different habits of the numerous varieties of Roses
now in cultivation, and are always pleased to give
any of their customers the benefit of their observa-
tions.

—

Ridgewood.
Roses Mme. Eugene 'Verdier and Mme

Barthelemy Level.—When the majority of the
Dijon Teas were full of flower in the early days of
the Rose season these two had made very little

growth, but latterly both have been flowering

freely and finely. If we could only ensure the
early and free blooming of Mme. Eugdne Verdier
it would be second to none, for I know of no Rose
to surpass it in its exceeding fragrance, while the
deep chamois-yellow colour of its flowers is a shade
by no means common, although climbing and
dwarf yellow Teas are fairly numerous. Added to

this, the flower is of fine globular form and great

substance. Those with plenty of wall space will

not regret giving this kind a warm corner if when
strong and established it rewards them with a fair

quantity of its grand flowers during the late sum-
mer and autumn months. It is one of Level's

seedlings sent out in 1SS2. Mme. r.arthelemy Levet
is from the same source, and one might venture

almost to say of the same parentage. Mme. Bar-

thelemy Levet is a little tender, and generally

flowers best in late summer and autumn upon the

later and more vigorous shoots. The flowers of

this kind are of fine form and substance, quite dis-

tinct from those of any other variety, of a clear soft

canary-yellow colour and sweetly scented.—A. H.

SHORT NOTES.—ROSES.

Rose Caroline d'Arden.—Tliis is one of the

stoutest grciwiug lioses we liave, aiul curries most for-

midablo prickles ; it is far too eoiirtte, generally speak-

ing, to be (if any use in the exliiliitiou box, hut as a

variety fur decorative work, especially where large

hanks of Roses are wauted, ami of a deep rose colour,

I know of 110 more effective Rose. Many blmiina have
beeu over 2 feet in circunifeicnce w ilh nio tins year,

and as it is a gocij Rn.e to staml ami free llowcring

as well as beint; very sweetly scented, it is likely to

make a good name among garden Roses.—R.

Rose Prince Arthtir.- This iMiglisli raised

Koso luis been very good this season, a lute and rather

cold summer seciniug to suit it to perfection. Its ex-

ceedingly deep crimson cnlour with darker shadings is

very elTective, and for exliibitimi it is certainly the

best of its colour. It is a free grower and a good
bloomer, and also a good garden Rose. Introduced
by Mr. H. K. Cant, of Colchester, in 18"!, it is now
well known amniig all trade growers, but I do not
tliiiik it is so generally grown by the smaller ama-
teurs as it dob"cr\es.—R.
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THE WEEK'S WORK.

HARDY FRUITS.

Apples —If what has already taken place is any
criterion, Apples generally will not be particularly

late in ripening, nor will the quality be disappoint-

ing. It is doubtful, however, if they will keep well

this season, absence of sunshine during the ripen-

ing period being responsible for this. Not a little

depends, however, upon the judgment exercised in

gathering and storing. If gaUiered before the

seeds are browned, premature siceivelling inevitably

results ; while if left on the trees till dead ripe,

that is to say till they drop off wholesale, the fruit

is certain to keep badly. Keswick Codlin and
Lord Suffield are among the iirst fit for stor-

ing, but neither is anything like being ripe

enough for gathering as yet. Continue to thin out

these, Manks Codlin, Hawthornden, Ecklinville,

Duchess of Oldenburg, Stirling Castle, and such

like superior cooking sorts for present use, the rest

of the fruit as well as the trees being benefited by
their timely removal. Store the remainder in

due course, thereby prolonging the season for some
time longer, or it may be till the end of November.
The larger exhibition varieties, including Lord Suf-

field, Duchess of Oldenburg, Cellini, Peasgood's

Nonsuch, Pott's Seedling, and Emparor Alexander,

are somewhat soft, and are among the first to be

eaten by blackbirds. They pay well for being

netted over—nothing else, in fact, saving them.

Slugs and snails are also very troublesome in the

case of wall trees, several of the very tinest fruit

not unfrequently being disfigured in one night.

Heaps of brewers' grains or oatmeal and sugar

placed at the foot of the walls are certain to attract

any slugs there are in the vicinity, and it is a very
simple matter to drop all found into lime, or else to

crush them. It is also advisable to look over the

trees nightly, and with the aid of a handy lamp
catch all snails and slugs on the move. Such des-

sert varieties as Irish Peach, Astrachan, Beauty of

Bath, and Red Quarrenden appear to be very plenti-

ful this season. It cannot be too often repeated
that little or no attempt should be made to store

any of the dessert Apples just named, all being at

their best when they are ready to drop from the

trees or very shortly after.

Pbau,s.—Rainy weather appaars to suit Pears
well, for the fruit promises to be larger as well

as more plentiful than usual. Nor are they very
much later in ripening. Beurre Giffard is among
the best of the early varieties, and is very good
this season. Room for at least one tree of it

might well be found in most gardens. "Williams'

Bon Chri5tien is exceptionally plentiful and the
fruits are attaining a large size. Unfortunately,
it is a very bad keeper, and the only way to pro
long the season and to make the most of the
crop is to commence gathering at once, placing
the fruit in heat to ripen. More being added
every four or five days, a fairly long succession
may be maintained, and that, too, without detri-

ment to the quality. Souvenir du Congrds much
resembles Bon Chri^tien, but it is usually a little

later, also growing to a larger size. It can be
kept somewhat longer, but if there are heavy
crops, it is advisable to commence gathering and
ripening in heat soon. Beurrfi d'Amanlis, another
poor keeper, will not be very late in ripening,

some fruit having been already ripened in gentle
heat. This variety is also carrying heavy crops,

and the fruit on wall trees is especially fine.

Birds appear to know that it is a soft Pear, and
commence on it long before it is ripe. Wall
trees should therefore be netted over, and with a
little extra trouble, pyramid, cordon and espalier

trained trees might also be advantageously pro-

tected, blackbirds, where numerous, being liable

to spoil a crop in a few hours. The later varieties

of Pears will continue to increase in size, and in

many cases many more under-sized or malformed
fruit might yet be removed with advantage. Where
the frnit of Glou Morceau and Easter Beurre are

much diseased or overrun by a black fungus, the
worst affected fruit should be cut ofT, as these

are liable to crack badly, and are seldom present-

able when ripe. Heavy crops of stewing Pears re-

quire lightening quite as much as the dessert varie-

ties, fully grown fruit being the best in every way.

Raspberries.—The young canes of these have

attained an unusual height, some of the stronger

growers being fully 10 feet high. These must not

be shortened now, but seeing how they are smother-

ing each other, no time should be lost in cutting

away the exhausted old canes, the young ones also

being freely thinned out now, in preference to de-

ferring this work till the winter or next spring.

There is nothing to prevent the reserved canes be-

ing secured to the trellises, or if they are grown in

clumps, lightly fastening the canes to tall stakes.

Thus favoured, all will ripen properly, break more
strongly, and be more fruitful next season in con-

sequence. The autumn fruiters are also growing

very strongly, requiring to be very freely thinned

out, or otherwise the quality of the fruit will be

very poor.

Strawberries. — Young plants are growing
strongly and forming runners abundantly. The
latter should be kept pinched off and the ground
clear of weeds. Looseness of root-run is most ob-

jectionable, this favouring rank, unfruitful growth.

When the ground gets somewhat drier, it is advis-

able in many cases to trample it rather firmly

around the plants, afterwards lightly stirring the

surface with flat hoes or "scu tiles." It is not yet

too late to form fresh beds, but unless the plants

put out are extra strong and well rooted, they

ought not to be allowed to bear a crop next season

—Laxton's Noble being perhaps the only exception

to this rule. This season has been most favourable

to the growth of forced plants turned out into the

open ground. If wanted to crop heavily next sea-

son, as most of them will do, prevent them from

flowering or fruiting now. Vicomtesse Horicart de

Thury, Auguste Nicaise, and Noble are all good

autumn bearers, and are now pushing up extra

strong trusses. In some seasons wasps are very

troublesome among the autumn Strawberries, but

this year slugs and birds are likely to be the worst

foes to contend with. All bunches of fruit should

be supported and kept well clear of the ground or

mulching with the aid of crutches made from

Birch or Hazel spray, this both saving them from
slugs and favouring ripening. All ought to be

netted over directly the earliest fruits show colour.

It is not too early to pot up those that are to ripen

crops under glass.

Weeds IN the i-'RUIT quarters.—Hoeing alone

is no remedy for weedy quarters this season, the

weeds, unless wheeled clean away, striking root

afresh in a few hours. Unless, however, something

is done to keep down weeds, the quarters soon

present a most untidy appearance, and the weeds

will also quickly mature seeds, leaving enough be-

hind, it may be, to stock the ground for years to

come. Hand-weeding is really the best and quickest

way of cleaning the ground, and this ought to be

carried out whenever the state of the weather per-

mits. W. I.

ORCHIDS.

A FEW weeks ago, when writing of the Dendro-

biums, I recommended a very high temperature for

all such as were making their growth. It is al-

ways better to place them if possible in a house

Ijy themselves, for they require much sunlight as

well as a greatly increased temperature. In the

same house we place the Vanda teres and V.

Hookeriana, the Yandas being placed at the cor-

ner, where they are fully exposed to the rays of

the setting sun, and every advantage is taken to

shut up the house early and catch as much of the

sun as possible, the temperature being raised to the

highest point for the day soon after shutting up.

At that time plenty of water is sprinkled about to

raise a steaming atmosphere. The moisture rapidly

evaporates and the air will usually be dry enough

to require another sprinkling about i; o'clock. This

treatment causes a rapid and good growth, so that

by this time some of the plants need removal to

another house, that is, if the growth is completed

and firm when pressed between the fingers and

thumb. The plants should be placed in a cooler

and more airy place, such as a C'attleya house, for

a time, .and some of them may be subsequently
placed in quite a cool house. Those tliat may be
rested during the winter in a temperal ure of 40°

to 45° are D. nobile, D. Wardianum, D. Falconeri,

and D. Devonianum. The numerous hybrids of

the D. nobile and D. aureum type, such as D. Ains-

worthi, D. Leechianum, D. splendidissimum, &c.,

may all be safely wintered in the lower tempera-
ture, but it is not necess.ary to place any of them
in quite such low temperatures, unless it is in-

tended to retard their flowering until June, for

they may be had in bloom until quite the end of

that month. We commenced with the species I

have named in the first month of the year, and
this being a late season, we had D. nobile in flower

up to the middle of July. The flowers were cut

quite fresh at that time. Some gardeners may say,
" It is all very well recommending a special house

or compartment for Dendrobiums, but how few
there are who have such glass accommodation."
We have no special house here for them, but I

utilise the Melon house. We sow our Melon seeds

in the first week of the year, and the plants are

pushed on to get the frnit ripe in June, and as the

plants are cleared out the Dendrobiums which have

made some growth take their place. Our house is

a low span-roofed one, and the growths of such

species as D. Dalhousianum come into immediate
contact with the glass roof, and have to be tied

down. This species takes until the end of the sea-

son to make its growths, and another season to ma-
ture them before flowers are produced ; but when
well grown it is a noble Dendrobium, and
its large spikes, to the number of a score

or more on a single plant, have a striking effect.

D. aureum is in striking contrast to it ; lowly in

habit, it is yet a most desirable species, and should

be in every collection for the delightful perfume of

its flowers. Plants that were imported late may
take longer to finish their growths than the esta-

blished specimens, yet it is very desirable that

additions be made to this species and some of the

others at intervals of a few years, in order that the

vigour of the plants and the interest in the col-

lection may be kept up. All through the months
of August and September we will be repotting

Orchids. I found in looking over the plants in the

warmest house a considerable number required

repotting. We do not repot the whole collection

annually ; it is, in fact, undesirable to do so, but

in the warm house most things grown in pots are

repotted every second year. For instance, the Mil-

tonia Roezli is treated in this way, and some years

ago I used to be puzzled to know which plants re-

quired repotting and which of them merely re-

quired surface dressing, so, to be quite exact, we
now write the date of repotting on the labels ;

this

practice we have followed for a long period, and

find it a great help to us in our work. We are re-

potting or surface-dressing the Miltonia Roezli as

I write these lines. This species makes numerous

fibrous roots, and the smaller plants require to be

repotted annually when they are large enough to

fill pots .about 7 inches to 10 inches in diameter. It

is better not to repot annually, and as the plants

are never allowed to become very dry at tlie roots

at any season, there should not be a deep solid

mass ot peat and Sphagnum. The larger pots are

filled quite three parts of their depth with loose

potsherds, these being mixed with the potting

compound, which is a good fibrous brown peat and

clean Sphagnum Moss, more of the latter than the

former. I also found some large specimen plants

of Cypripediums required repotting, but some

of them, such as C. grande, C. Sedeni, tec, had

grown too large for our small houses, and

had also to be divided. For this purpose the

Wilson digger is excellent. The point of the digger

is thrust in at the point decided upon, and the

specimen is easily broken up into smaller plants

with the least possible injury to the roots. This

dividing out affords a good opportunity to remove

all the dead and rotten roots, and all the old pot-

ting material has to removed, so that the plants

have a chance to make a good start in sweet pot-

ting stuff. We .are using for some of the Cypripe-
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diams a portion of loam with the fibrous peat In
some instances, but not for the above. 0;hers re-

potted are C. JjDwi, C. bellatulnm, C. Lawrenoi-
anum, C. Hookera;, &o. I am not very particular
as to times and seasons for repotting some of the
above, because many of them have no fixed period
for flowering and making their grov?th. Lowi, for
instance, flowered in the spring, and another plant
is in flower at the present moment and is starting
into growth ; we have, therefore, repotted it, as
the date on the label showed that it had not been
repotted for nearly three years. The roots were in
capital condition, and had quite filled a 9-inch pot,
so without in any way injuring the roots the plant
•was carefully repotted into an 11-inch one. Our
stock of Vanda cierulea has been placed in this
warmest house, and in a part of it where they get
more sunlight than any other Orchids in the house.
They are doing better here than they did in the
Cattleya house, and the leaves are of a better
colour. The spikes will soon be showing out from
the leaves, and the careful cultivator will not need
to be told to watch for slugs, which instinctively
search out and devour the precious morsels in the
very earliest stages of their development.

J. Douglas.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Tomatoes in the open air.—Although the fruits

are ripening up fairly well, the majority are still

very backward, and unless we get a change to

brighter weather the crops will require some assist-

ance. For ripening up the crop there is nothing

better than spare sash lights reared up in front of
the plants. From now onwards there will be no-
thing gained by allowing too much leafage, as it

is very essential that the fruits be freely exposed
to the sun. The leaves certainly must not be
wholly removed, but the larger ones may be cut in
half, or rather shortened back, this letting in light
and not doing the least harm to the plants. If any
leaders are growing ahead unchecked, these must
now be shortened back. Growing up under south
walls, the positions are apt to get very dry, and as
at this season watering is apt to be neglected, the
stations should be examined and liquid manure
applied for at least another fortnight, especially if

the weather should prove dry and bright during the
following month.

WiNTBH Tomatoes.—For providing ripe Toma-
toes during the winter months it is essential that
the fruits be set during the month of October, for
if there should be none set during this period it is

hopeless to expect ripe Tomatoes during the winter.
The plants being already established in their fruit-

ing pots, they must not be crowded up amongst
other plants, and if their winter quarters are not
yet at liberty, the plants should be arranged in a
light and airy greenhouse, not exposed to draughts,
however, but where the atmosphere is warm and
buoyant. Tlie plants are best arranged in light
and well-heated small houses, such as are used for
grov'iLg Melons or Cucumbers, and as soon as
these crops are cleared out t he Tomatoes may take
their place. The hillocks being levelled down, the
pots may be stood on to the bed direct, as the
plants will derive considerable support from the
roots working through. It does not matter whether
one, two, or more main shoots are encouraged to
form, as long as these are not unduly crowded and
all lateral spray kept rubbed out. To ensure a free
set the structure must be kept airy, as a close and
stufl'y atmosphere would have the opposite effect.

It the blooms do not appear to be setting freely,

they must be assisted artificially. Although I have
mentioned October as the time for setting, yet
the earliest fruits may be taken as soon as obtain-
able.

Secueino winter cnor,"? from old plants.
—Good useful winter crops may be secured from
plants which have been and are slill in bearing if

they are growing in narrow, light houses, and also
in restricted borders, especially if the plants
have been traineil fan-shape, or lateral growth
encouraged. If the structure should not be

required for other purposes and ii also tlliciently
heated, the plants will continue to produce ripe
fruit throughout the winter, or until it is far ad-
vanced. All that is necessary is to encourage
lateral growth without this being unduly crowded
and where there is room for extension.

Earthing up Celery.—The present season
appears to be admirably adapted for the free
growth of Celery, and the plants are very free from
Celery fly, or rather the larva; of such. More t'elery

is spoilt in the earthing than from any other cause,
especially when this process is commenced early
in the season. Celery which is earthed early com-
mences to decay early and is also more susceptible
to injury from frost. The earthing must be gauged
according to the time it is wanted, nor must too
much soil be placed about the stems at one time.
All plants, however, must be looked over, have all

sucker growth removed carefully, and a layer of
soil placed about the surface and close up and
about the stems. A pinch of salt sprinkled along
each side of the rows will act as a stimulant, taking
care not to allow it to come into contact with the
stems. Where slugs are troublesome a sprinkling
of finely slaked lime dusted over the soil previous
to being broken up will keep these depredators at
bay, soot also having the same effect, care
being taken that the soot is not thrown in
roughly amongst the stems. The soil for earth-
ing, especially for placing in contact with the stems,
cannot be too finely divided, and on heavy soils

this is very essential. During the course of earth-
ing the hearts must be kept perfectly free and
open. As watering and feeding will finish with the
first general earthing, the soil must be examined,
and if at all dry, or even slightly dry, give a
thorough watering with both clear water and
liquid.

L.ATE Celery.—No attempt whatever must be
made to earth up the latest Celery, excepting a
surfacing of soil when needed to keep the stems
from opening out. The longer this operation can
be delayed consistent with safety the longer the
Celery v?ill keep. It is not too late to put out an
extra row if there should be plants at disposal,

especially of that excellent late-keeping variety

Standard-bearer. Y.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Renovating Vine borders.—Vines will not long

be kept in perfect health and a most productive

state without occasionally being given the benefit

of fresh soil to root into. Partially lifting and re-

placing some of the roots in fresh compost will do

much towards restoring comparatively worn-out

Vines to a profitable condition, but they ought not
to be let get into such a bad state, the wiser course
being to anticipate anything approaching failure.

In the case of early Vines, or all cleared of fruit,

no time should he lost in commencing these reno-
vating measures, the aim being to get the roots

into the fresh soil while yet the foliage lasts and
root action is brisk. Too often those responsible

are very timid in this matter of renovating borders,

and in particular are far too careful of the old

roots found during the lifting process. Those long,

deep-running, fibreless old roots are of little value,

and all found when the first trench, :i feet

wide along the front of the border, or that portion

furthest from the stems, is opened may safely be
cut cleanly off. If the borders have not been
formed more than six or seven years, and are not

in a sour or manure-sick condition, the removal of

a 3-feet or l-feet width is suflicient, and the fresh

soil is more likely to be quickly and thoroughly
taken possession of by root fibres if the old roots

met with are cut cleanly off than it would be if

they are carefully preserved. Much older borders,

the soil of which is inert and distasteful to the roots,

requireraoredrasticmeasures. One-half, and in many
cases two-thirds, of such borders might safely and
with advantage be removed, the work of remaking
the borders being carried out piecemeal and ex-

tended over several years. According as tlie soil

is forked away froni the roots the best of the latter

may well be preserved, and if the weather is dry

—

as it ought to be when such important work is

started—should be covered with mats and kept in

a moist state. No very elaborate or expensive com-
post is required for Vines, the principal, though
not altogether indispensable, ingredient being good
turfy loam, or that obtained from old pasture land.
A little clay in the soil is beneticial rather than
otherwise, Vines delighting in a somewhat strong
loam, and if there are plenty of gravel or stones in
it, so much the better. To every three loads of
turfy loam roughly chopped up add 1 cwt. of half-

inch bones and about one load of mortar rubbish,
burnt soil and ashes in mixture. The less fibrous
and the more clayey the loam, the greater the need
of the last-named insoluble ingredients being used
freely, brick ends being kept with the mortar rub-
bisli, a good lasting porous compost being thereby
formed. Solid or animal manures are not recom-
mended, these being apt to promote a rank top-
growth of the Vines and to sour the border later

on. Cut away all damaged ends and portions of
roots, clean cuts healing the most surely, and dis-

tribute them evenly, and not more deeply than can
be avoided, among the new soil according as it is

firmly packed against the old soil. Finish off

borders partially formed with a front wall of turves

packed tJrass - side downwards. When the time
comes to add to these borders made gradually, do
this while yet the foliage is green on the Vines,
commencing by shaving off the front cf the turf

wall with a sharp spade, taking care to pack the
fresh compost tightly against the old, as should it

be lightly and loosely added, shrinkage may leave a
great gap.

Treatment of top growth --As a rule, if

that portion of the border not interfered with in

the renovating process is kept in a thoroughly
moist state, the foliage will not flag much in bright
weather, but it may do so if the roots are very
severely handled. In any case it is advisable to
maintain the foliage in a healthy state as long as
possible, always provided nothing is done to keep
the Vines unduly active or to start them growing
afresh. If the foliage flags, shade very lightly

either with lime-water sprayed over the glass or
with doubled fish nets drawn over the roof. Keep
the house somewhat close and warm, and frequently
syringe the foliage, walls, and floors ; in fact the
leaves ought never to become quite dry. This will

prevent exi-essive evaporation and promote activity

both above and below ground. When it is seen the
Vines are recovered from the check administered,

gradually withdraw the shading, give more air, and
syringe less often. After a gocd rest they will

start well, and a great improvement take place all

round. If they fail in any way next season it will

most probably be due to over-cropping, newly
lifted Vines requiring to be less hard cropped than
usual, especially if much interfered with at the
roots.

Top-dressing Vine borders.—Much may be
done towards keeping Vines in a healthy state by
the aid of annual top- dressings. These may be ap-
plied now or prior to their being started ne.xt sea-

son. All things considered, the preference ought
to be given to the present time for top-dressing

early and second early borders, the late Vines
having their borders attended to next winter or

spring. If it is not possible or thought desirable

to renovate the borders from the fronts this season,

they might well be prepared for the ouleal by top-

dressing them now. In each and every case some
of the manure and old soil on the surface may well

be cleared off, so as to bare a good many roots, and
the latter coming into close contact with new and
sweet material will soon fill this with fibres. These
top-dressings may be made rather richer than is

advis.able in the case of renovating from the front,

bone-meal being substituted for the half-inch bones,

and good flaky manure may also be safely .added.

Special mixtures of manures can also be used with
advantage. Saturating rains are very injurious to

new borders, and heavy top-dressings, and durirg
the winter ought to be w.'irded ell' as much as pos-

sible, sheets of corrug.ated iron answering well for

the purpose. Practical.
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SOME GOOD DESSERT APPLES.
Of late years the tendency is to plant a few

varieties only, and these extensively, the con-

sequence being that many sorts well worthy of

being preserved have gradually been cast on one

side. From a market grower's point of view,

this practice of limiting the selections is correct

enough, but that is no reason why amateur
cultivators should also follow such exclusive

tactics. In the latter ca=e large quantities of

any one variety are scarcely desirable, a better

succession and a far more interesting variety of

dessert fruit being maintained with the aid of

sorts now seldom mentioned. The rage would
appear to be all in favour of larger and more
showy varieties, and this, again, is commend-
able as far as market growers are concerned,

but is not so much so in the case of amateurs,

and by amateurs I mean all that cultivate fruit

exclusively for home consumption. Exhibi-

tions, or rather a change in the opinions of the

judges, have done much to foster this taste for

larger fruit. Not more than six years ago the

prizes used to be awarded to well-selected,

highly-coloured, medium-sized fruit, extra large

samples being passed over. Now they say
large selected fruit " show superior cultiva-

tion," and the weighty dishes win accordingly.

This happened throughout in the classes at the

great Guildhall show last autumn and at most
other large shows that have taken place of late

years. Personally I am strongly of opinion
that dessert Apples approaching coarseness are

objectionable, and certainly do not give the
greatest satisfaction on the dining-table. Coarse-
ness is a term that can rarely be applied to

Cox's Orange Pippin, Margil, Ross Nonpareil,
Fearn's Pippin, and such like, but Ribston
Pippin, Gravenstein, Blenheim Pippin, Adams'
Pearmain, King of the Pippins, and other
popular varieties that could be named are fre-

quently seen in prize-winning collections of a
size ((ualifyiug them for cooking rather than
for dessert.

There are plenty of really good medium-sized
to small-fruited sorts available for cultivation

other than the dozen or so varieties on which
there has been such a great run during the past
decade, to a few of which I wiU direct attention,

taking them somewhat in alphabetical order :

—

Aromatic Russet is largely grown in the south-
western counties, but, according to my experience,
not often met with elsewhere, yet it is a first-class

variety. It succeeds well under any form of train-

ing, good pyramids being easily grown, while there
are few more reliable as regards free bearing. The
fruit is of medium size and nearly covered with
russet, therefore not particularly attractive in ap-
pearance, being, however, of excellent flavour, and,
as its name implies, highly perfumed. In common
with most other russet - coated, yeUow- fleshed
Apples, care must be taken not to gather the fruit

too early, or otherwise it will become tough and
flavourless. The proper season is December to
February inclusive.

Bknon'I is even less well known, but all the same
it is one of the best flavoured second early Apples
I am acquainted with, and is a great favourite with
that experienced pomologist, Mr. W. G. Pragnell,
of Sherborne Castle. It is said to be of American
origin, and both pyramids and cordons bear good
crops of medium-sized, prettily coloured fruit,

which are of excellent quality late in August.

Braddick's Nonpakbil I have frequently praised
in these pages, being of opinion that it is one of
the most valuable dessert Apples in cultivation. In
habit it is somewhat straggling and slender, hori-
zontal or espalier training answering best, though
fairly good bushes, pyramids, and standards may
be grown. It is one of the surest bearers, the fruit

ripe it is fairly attractive in appea

ance, of excellent quality, and keeps admirably

The season extends from November till late in

April.

being of medium size, much flattened, and very fruit shrivels badly and is not fit to eat at any time,

distinct. When ripe it is fairly attractive in appear-- The variety ought to be at its best from midwinter

till April.

Golden Pippin is far more common than the

foregoing, and though one of the smallest of dessert

Court of Wick, a Somersetshire Apple, and at Apples, is also one of the best. Every lover ot

one time a favourite variety, is now much less Apples who can afford the space ought to plant a

grown, owing, doubtless, to the smallness ot fruit, tree ot this delicious variety, and would not often

It is a pity, however, that such a pretty and richly be disappointed as to i(s cropping qualities. The

flavoured variety should go out of cultivation. It bush or informal pyramidal form ot training best

is not a very strong grower, by no means fastidious suits it, while the fruit is about 2 inches long and

as to soils or position and a sure bearer. The sea- the same in depth, rich yellow in colour, crisp,

son of this superior dessert Apple extends from juicy, and agreeably flavoured, being fit to eat in

November to March inclusive. November and keeping good till the end of March.
Golden Reinette, another very old

and excellent variety, still finds plenty of

admirers, and, it is to be hoped, will con-

tinue to do so. On our cold clayey soil it

fails badly, but where the subsoil is of a
more gravelly nature the tree attains a

good size and crops heavily, garden culture

suiting it well. The fruit is medium-sized,

very pretty, and (when ripe) juicy and
richly flavoured. In season from November
till well into April.

Kerry Pippin, a small and pretty

variety, ripening during September and
October, still has plenty cf admirers, and
fully deserves that distinction. It is

amenable to any form of training, and
seldom fails to be productive.

LAMB Abbey Pearmain.—This, a few
years ago, was usually included in most
selections of dessert Apples, but, being

small fruited, I am afraid it is likely to

drop out of cultivation. The variety is

adapted for either orchard or garden
culture and for any form of training. The
fruit colours prettily, and when in season,

or say from mid-winter till April, is de-

cidedly superior in point of quality.

Lord Bubohley' is much less well

known, but is equally worthy of being

largely grown. The tree is inclined to

canker somewhat on heavy soils, but in

spite of this failing it should be given

a trial everywhere. It can be trained as

a pyramid, and makes a good dwarf or

cordon on the Paradise stock. With us

it seldom fails to bear well, and if not

gathered too early will keep fresh and
good till most Apples are over. The fruit

is somewhat dull in appearance, but it is

very juicy and of good spicy flavour.

Pearson's Plate and Sam Young
are both good growers, very prolific,

small-fruited, and of excellent quality.

The latter variety is in season from No-
vember to February, while the former lasts

about a month longer.

Seek no Further is not often met
with, but it is quite deserving ot being

preserved. It forms a medium-sized tree,

its habit suiting small gardens well, and
in most favourable seasons crops satisfac-

torily. The fruits are somewhat conical,

very richly coloured, and tender and
pleasing. Carefully stored, the season ex-

tends from November till March.

Wyken Pippin is generally recognised as being

a very reliable and good Apple, but its smallness

militates against it. The tree grows moderately

strongly and may be grown under a variety of

systems. Though not particularly showy, a well-

selected dish looks well on the dining-table, and no

iault can be found with the quality. It is in sea-

son from November till April. W. Igoulden.

Fruiting branch of Apple Golden Knob.

Golden Knob, of which an illustration is here

given, is distinctly a Kentish Apple— at any rate, I

have never met with it elsewhere than in Kent and

that part of Susse.x adjoining, though why its cul-

tivation should be so much limited is hard to

determine. It is excellent either for home con-

sumption or market, keeping good till long after

most other varieties are over. Standard or orchard

trees attain a moderately large size and rarely fail

to bear well. The variety is also admirably

adapted for garden culture. The fruit is some-

what small and completely covered with russet,

while the flesh is yellowish green in colour, juicy,

and brightly flavoured. Too often, however, the

Curious falling of Peach fruits.—When
looking through the very fine range of glasshouses

devoted to the culture of Peaches, Nectarines, &c.,

at Ham House, Mr. Sage specially drew my atten-

tion to the Peaches on the back wall of one com-

trees are cleared of their fruit before it is fit to partment that were making luxuriant growth and

store the proper course to pursue being to leave bore a most healthy appearance, and yet these trees

the Golden Knob to the very last before gathering, shed all their fruits when about tbe size of small

a moderately severe frost doing it more good than marbles last spring. The fruits suddenly shrivelled,

barm. If they are dragged from the trees the collapsed, and fell, and yet the trees do not seem to
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have suffered. Here was a problem 'to solve which
could not easily be done. An examination of the
roots finally showed that a large portion had died

,

evidently having been eaten. It was also found
that some very minute insects were the cause of

this misfortune. Then it was remembered that on
the site occupied by the house formerly stood some
Elm trees, and that the soil was full of decaying
roots. These had doubtless bred insects, which
had attacked the tiny roots of the Peach trees,

although, oddly enough, doing apparently no
harm to the trees. Whilst there seems to be no
doubt now but that the insects have disappeared, it

is believed that a proper precaution only will be
taken in removing a large portion of the soil from
about the roots early in the coming winter and re-

placing it with the soil from an untainted source.
Had the attacks of the insects been experienced
later after the fruits had swelled, perhaps little

harm would have resulted, as the trees suffered so
little. Still the incident serves to show that fail-

ures in fruit culture under glas.s often arise from
unlooked-for causes and need the closest scrutiny
to elucidate them.—A. D.

McLaughlin Plum.—A tree of this variety on
the garden walls at Ham House is fruiting heavily,

perhaps no great feature this season, but then Mr.
Sage speaks in high terms of the variety for its ex-
cellent average good cropping qualities. It is one
of the early varieties, although this year not ready
until the beginning of September. The fruits are
large, roundish, and of a pleasing yellow colour,
carrying a thin bloom. The colour is modified or
increased by exposure to the sun. The flesh is of
a soft texture, juicy, sweet, and luscious, and ad-
heres to the stone. The variety has not secured
the attention it deserves, but it is more worthy of
cultivation than are some of the very highly praised,
but too often sparse cropping Plums.—A. D.

PLANTING STRAWBERRIES.
No time should be lost in planting well-rooted
runners in their permanent quarters for next sea-

son's crop. I have for the last year or two seen the
advantage of putting out young plants in preference
to old forced ones, and the difference in size and
earliness of the fruit is very great when young plants
are used. On the other hand, to get strong plants
for planting out in August or early in September
special preparation of runners is necessary. It is not
a good plan to allow older fruiting plants to bear a
heavy crop, and then to secure runners from those
that have to a certain extent become exhausted
before they produce their runners. When the
quarters have been planted with the strong-est

plants for next year's fruit, it is advisable to plant
a few rows of runners for next year's supply of
plants, and these need not occupy much ground,
as they can be set out 2 feet apart in the rows
and 1 foot from plant to plant, keeping the blooms
picked off as they appear to encourage strong run
ners for the early planting. Some persons may
possibly object to this system for various reasons,
as taking up more room and being a waste of time.
To those I can safely say it is time well spent, as the
return pays for good culture, and those who can-
not afford the room, it would certainly pay to pur-
chase runners as early as they can be obtained
from well-known growers who make a speciality

of Strawberries, and by this means secure new
blood and true to name, as in small gardens they
often get mixed, and in time lose their good fruit-

ing qualities. When the latter plan is adopted, the
runners should be got as early in August as pos-
sible, and as it frequently occurs that the weather
is hot and dry, and if planted out in their perma-
nent quarters, fully half the plants would be dead
before they could take hold of the soil. In this

case I prefer pot ting up into 3-inch pots, and stand-
ing them in a partially shaded place till full of
roots ; they will then start into growth without a
check and not a single plant wUl be lost. Another
plan equally good, and one that commends itself

to those who cannot adopt the pot system, is to
secure a cool border and plant the runners in rows
18 inches apart ;ind a few inches between the
plants in a rich compost and keep well watered.

These if planted firmly, well treading the runners
when placing in the rows, can be readily lifted a
month or six weeks later with a nice ball, and may
then be placed in their permanent quarters. This
latter plan has much to recommend it, as often the
ground required for a new plantation is occupied
at the moment by other crops, and no time is lost

if the plants are carefully lifted. When late run-
ners are secured and planted in rows as advised, I

would recommend planting these in the early
spring, as if put out very late in the year and
severe weather sets in, it often makes sad
havoc with the young plants that have not
had time to become established. If the runners
are planted thickly for producing stock plants for

next year, it is at no loss of ground, as after the
runners are secured every other one may be cut
out with the hoe and the plot made tidy, some
manure placed on the surface, and a splendid crop
of fruit will be the result the following summer.
With careful lifting even the plants not required

for a permanent crop may be utilised and planted,
making firm and well supplying them with mois-

ture. Some may object to planting 12 inches from
plant to plant and say, "What is the use if every
other plant must be destroyed or lifted .' Why not
plant at the proper distance at first?" The answer
is, that it is for the production of runners these

plants are wanted, and the closer the plants the
less they dry when layered ; also the less space re-

quired for them and less ground to go over in dry
weather when watering the runners. As ground is

valuable in the summer, the close planting with re-

moval afterwards has much to recommend it.

Some may also object to such frequent renewal of

beds, as I find it best to destroy yearly and plant

others, not allowing the plants to fruit more than
a couple of seasons. Of course a few varieties are

better the second year than the first, but these are

very few, as most kinds require the above treat-

ment, and if a bed is planted every season and one
destroyed, there will be no lack of large fruits.

The preparation of the quarters is also a point

worth attention, as the Strawberry to do well re-

quires liberal treatment, and though I have ob-

served earlier that ground may be occupied at

planting time with other crops, it is best to always
give new soil and deep cultivation. A light soil should

be deeply trenched and plenty of decayed manure
be given, adding a few loads of clay when it can

be obtained. A heavy soil or stiff clay needs well

draining, with plenty of mortar rubble, burnt earth,

charcoal waste, or even coal ashes to make it sweet
and open for the roots, and frequently forked over

previous to planting to get it into suitable condi-

tion. The after treatment is very simple, merely
clearing off the runners and keeping clean with the

hoe. No digging is necessary between the rows,

and the plants should be gone over early, cutting

off all runners, and giving a good mulch of manure
afterwards. This I prefer being done in the autumn,
as the rains wash the manure down to the roots

and the mulching protects them in severe weather.

It also acts as a protector from dirt when in bearing,

preventing the earth adhering to the fruit. Firm
planting is also necessary, especially in light soils,

and attention to moisture till a good growth has
been secured. I have used spent Mushroom manure
for a covering over the roots of the young plants in

the winter, this preventing to a great extent the
frostlifting out the plants, and also actingas a mulch
in dry springs and saving watering in dry weather.

Si/oii lliintte. Geoege Wytiibs.

The Apple crop.—"T." (see p. 151) ridicules

the idea that Apples might fall from dryness at
the root. I suppose he is aware that it is nothing
new for Apple and other trees to cast oft' a part of
their loa<l. This has happened when the leaves
had not got in advance of the flowers, and that
cause could not be assigned as a reason for the
falling. I do not know how it may have been in

"T.'s" district, but in this part of the eastern
counties last autumn and winter were exceptionally
dry, and we had no rain of any consequence cer-

tainly nothing like the average till the end of June.
It is true we have liad plenty since, but it came
too late to be of any service to falling Apples. No

doubt the main cause of Apples dropping at the
time they did was imperfect setting, chiefly owing
to the frosty weather in the middle of May, but
this may have been influenced by other causes

—

amongst others the dry condition of the roots then
and for some time after.—E. H.

Fi'uit packing'.—Before the season of lawn-
mowing is over I would recommend all gardeners
who have much fruit packing during the season to

save all short lawn Grass, dry it thoroughly in the

sun, and keep it free from damp until required for

use. I think this is far preferable to either Moss
or wadding for packing. Moss will quickly impart
a mossy taste to anything that it comes in contact
with. I once packed eggs in Moss, and although
they were only two days on their journey, they were
quite useless when unpacked, as the taste of Moss
had got through the eggs. The sun-dried Grass
is flexible and not so likely to impart a taste to

the fruit packed.—W. 0., Fota.

WHEN TO MOVE PEACH TREES.
I V Peach and Nectarine trees are transplanted

when in full leaf, the work being done well and
at the rif^ht time, they will quickly recover from
the check and form a considerable number of

fresh root fibres before the resting period sets

in. Of the advantages attending this removal
of either laige or small trees little need be said

beyond remarking that it not only prevents any
loss of crop, but, on the contrary, is frequently

the means of improving both the weight and
quality of the fruit produced. Another impor-

tant point in favour of moving good sized trees

from one house to another or from the outer

walls to a glazed structure is the fact that by
so doing, valuable wall and trellis space can be
far more quickly turned to good account than
would be the ease if quite young trees were
planted instepvd. These, however, are oft-re-

peated, yet indisputable truisms, and my object

in returning to the subject is to chronicle a few
rather uncommon experiences of my own, the

opportunity also being taken of penning a note

of warning to those who may be disposed to

commence moving their trees before they are lit

for it.

The time usually selected for shifting Peaches
and Nectarines from one position to another is

usually directly after the young wood has be-

come fairly hard and the buds plump, the loaves

still being green and holding on tenaciously.

If this period is anticipated, the chances

—these almost amounting to a certainty

—

are that the premature lifting and replant-

ing will end in the young wood shrivel-

ling badly and, it may be, the loss of the

tree. The latter contingency Ls more likely to

arise in the case of young trees brought in from
the open walls any time this season, at any rate

before the end of September. The wood on

most of the trees under glass is now fairly hard,

and in most cases those in early houses may
safely be shifted from one house to iuiother or

from imo part of a house to another at once.

Those with two or more houses or divisions de-

voted principally to Peach and Nectarine cul-

ture have a decided advantage over thuse who
have not, especially if early forcing is carried

out. Trees from the open walls are not suitable

for introducing into an early house, as they

would bo just going forest at a time when they

ouglit to be got ready for starting, and would

fo!co l)adly accordingly. The proper course to

pursue is to shift trees from second early and
siiccessional houses into the earlier ones and to

make good any blanks in the late houses with

young trees prepared against open walls.

No great amount of skill need be expended

in the successful transplanting of I 'ouch and

Nectarine trues, more judgment, as previously

hinted, being required in deciding when it
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shall be done. Supposing that the wood is

firm and active top-growth nearly or quite over,

it also being possible to move the trees with a
moderate large ball of soil about the roots, then
I would give the preference to early autumn
transplanting ; but if the growth is late in

maturing, then I would say by all means defer

planting till the leaves have fallen, even if it

cannot be done before bud movement com-
mences next spring. In some instances the
stems of the trees are located almost im-
mediately behind the hot-water pipes, this

rendering it an extremely difficult matter to

move the trees with much soil about the roots,

and in this case I counsel delay. That trees

can be moved in full leaf with very little soil

about the roots, and yet recover sufficiently to

bear a crop of fruit the following season, I

Lave good reason for believing, but all the same
I would prefer to run no risks in that direction.

Far better would it be to wait till the leaves
have fallen and the buds properly formed
before disturbing the trees, and if the moving is

done directly after this has taken place, there
will be no shrivelling of the wood, while the
roots will yet have time to heal over, and in

some cases to even form a few fibres. This is

undoubtedly the best plan to pursue when trees

have to be brought from a distance, and applies
with the most force to any prepared in nur-
series. Last autumn I had a large tree of

Peach Noblesse given to me, the owner being
much disappointed with it, owing to its drop-
ping most of its flower-buds. The tree, which
covered a wall space 12 feet each way, was not
moved till February, most of its buds having
already dropped, and very little soil could be
brought away with the moderately large number
of healthy roots preserved. It was given a
good position in a second early house, and
started soon after. The few buds left on the
tree opened well and the fruit set satisfactorily.
In the end, four dozen medium-sized, Ijut most
delicious fruit were gathered from that tree, and
so well did it grow, that the chances are twelve
dozen fruit will be gathered from it next season.
From the same source a smaller tree of Wal-
burtou Admirable was obtained in May, this
being when the shoots were C inches long, but
this was not a great success. It flagged but
little, but received rather too much water, the
consequence being that the fresh soil soured
badly. I hope to replant that tree shortly
and have no doubt about its doing well next
year. One Peach and one Nectarine tree,
neither being very large, were also moved late
last spring, or when they were in flower, and
although very little soil could be saved about
the roots (they were laid in by the heels prior
to their coming into my possession), they yet
moved admirably. A few fruits are swelling
ofl" on each, and stronger growth is maturinw
than has been the case evidently for several
years past. These facts are given as tending to
prove that cultivators are more liable to err in
moving trees hastily than they are in being too
late.

In each and every case the lifting should be
done carefully, the operators striving to save as
many healthy roots as possible, those of a bright
healthy brown colour with white points bein"
the youngest and most active, and the less all
are bruised or broken the better. Blany err in
saving too large a ball of soil about the roots,
the consequence of which is that large lumps fall
away, carrying many good roots with them.
A small, flat, semi-circular ball is the best, and
this can usually be lifted out of the hole by
means of a short, wide, and stout board, and
carried by this to its fresh site. Should the
tree have to be moved to a considerable dis-

tance, then ought the ball and roots to be en-

closed in strong mats, these also being handy
for lifting them in and out of the holes. The
greatest care should also be taken of the trees,

reckless labourers little heeding whether they
break several of the limbs or not. Long, ugly

liranches may well be cut out before the trees

are moved and some thinning out done, the

rest of the branches being then tied together in

a few bunches, all this being done before the

roots are disturbed. Thus treated, the trees

can generally be got through doorways without
sustaining much injury. When in position,

prune away any damaged branches and cleanly

cut over all broken ends of roots, those much
damaged being removed. A rich compost is not

necessary or desirable, but what suits the Grape
Vine answers well for Peaches. Always make
the hole rather larger than the spread of roots,

filling in with fresh compost somewhat firmly

and planting rather high, the roots, thinly and
evenly spread oitt, being surrounded with some
of the finest of the compost. I find roots most
active when they come into contact with burnt
earth and well charred rubbish generally, and
invariably use this freely when planting Peach
and Nectarine trees. The soil should be kept
rather on the moist side, especially when the

trees are moved in full leaf. The house ought
also to be kept rather close for a time, shaded
in bright weather, and the trees be syringed

overhead frequently. W. Iggulden.

A MARKET ORCHARD.
In the neighbourhood of Feltham, where there are

many fruit orchards or gardens, there is one of some
20 acres in extent, the larger portion of which has
been in the same hands, having been planted by the
present occupier about twenty-two years ago. This
particular portion, I think, cannot be excelled for

general appearance of top trees or the dense bushes
below, and should, if fruit culture, especially on
land so moderately rented for the district, as £5 per

acre, prove to be a very profitable area. The occu-

pier, however, hesitates not to say that were he
about to start life and market gardening again,

he would have nothing to do with top fruits. Bush
fruits, Raspberries, and Strawberries usually pay
very well, but top fruits take all the heart out of a
man as well as money out of his pocket more often

than otherwise. " It I have a failure in a vege-

table crop," he said, "I can plough it in, sow or

plant something else, and in a month or two a pro-

fitable crop takes the place of failure." Profits on
vegetables may not be great, and their culture does
not always suit the tastes of the speculative grower
who likes to talk of bis thousands of bushels of

fruit in a good year, but is strangely reticent when
bad years prevail. It is so disheartening to have
on your £5 to £10 per acre rented land thousands
of fine top trees which you know usually by the

end of May, perhaps earlier, cannot give you one
half your rental, and will be unable to make any
better return for fully fifteen months, and perhaps
not then. Whilst vegetable culture is a practical, if

modest, certainty, fruit culture is a doubtful specu-

lation. These latter remarks of course do not apply
to bush or ground fruits. Ordinarily we get very

good crops of Gooseberries and Red Currants four

years out of five, of Black Currants three years out

of five, of Raspberries nearly always a crop, and
seldom a failure with Strawberries, except the ripen-

ing season be too wet or too dry. In this orchard
the Gooseberry and Black Currant bushes are nearly

as high as broad, many of them having been planted

from fifteen to twenty-one years. They are still

strong, full of health, robust growth, and in good
seasons crop heavily ; but this year old and
young bushes alike of ( iooseberries bore but a mode-
rate crop, and Currants hardly any fruit. Reds
did wonderfully well, as they have done everywhere.

So broad are the bushes and so dense, it is hard to

get between them, in spite of hard annual thin-

nings. I mention this to show that all that is pos-

sible in this instance is done to obtain a successful

result by an old and experienced grower, who mar-
kets his own produce, and who never complains, let

the result be what it may. He simply avers that
the constant disappointments incidental to top-

fruit culture are greater than he cares to endure, and
believes that were a true balance of several years
struck, the profits would not recoup the mental
pangs failures bring. This is a side of the fruit

question far from being roseate, but still truth-

ful, which it is as well should be understood
just now when so much that is inexact is be-

ing written and talked about it. In this mar-
ket orchard, as is ordinarUy the case, the top trees

are planted in regular rows about 20 feet apart, and
comprise Apples, Tears, Plums, and Cherries. Several
long rows of fine-looking Wellington Apples have few,

indeed hardly any, fruits on them. This old standard
variety has, so far as this district is concerned at
least, almost ceased to fruit. That is a grave mis-
fortune, because hitherto it had been one of our
very best and most reliable of market varieties.

Now it is worse than valueless, because the trees

occupy ground that might otherwise be utilised.

Probably only a general beheading and grafting

with Prince Albert or Bramley's Seedling will enable
growers to use the clean stems of the Wellington
to the best advantage. Cox's Orange Pippin, well

represented by a fine lot of trees, is cropping very
sparingly. This beautiful Apple bids fair soon to

become deposed, as it now rarely fruits freely

in market gardens. King of the Pippins, in spite of

the fact that the trees have never recovered from
the effects of severe frost some years ago, always
fruits well and stands in the highest favour with the
grower. All through this district the Early Julien

is held to be the most valuable Apple to grow,
because ready for gathering so very early and
rarely failing to fruit. In this garden there is not
now a fruit left on the trees. All were marketed
by the middle of August. The trees never grow
to a great size, and do not thus exhaust the soil,

as large trees do. There is in this garden also

an immense crop of a small, rather conical

Apple ready to gather early in September. This
will soon be found on the London street barrows.
Keswick Codlin is also fruiting finely, and Lord
Suftield fairly well. This variety, however, is of

frail constitution and never makes an old tree.

Catshead Codlin is very good, so also is Scarlet

Incomparable. The favourite Yellow Ingestre is

fruiting very thinly this year, but Greenup's Pippin
is doing very well. What is but too painfully

evident, however, so far as the many Apple trees in

this orchard are concerned, is that the average crop
is after all a thin one, and far from being up to an-

ticipation. The fruits also fall rapidly, the general
impression being that imperfect fertilisation is ac-

countable for this misfortune. Although there are

many Pear trees here, they do not constitute a great

feature. Pears are not so veiy popular with market
growers, as in orchards with other fruits they can
only grow as standards the common sorts, such as

Hessle, Swan's Egg, Beurrc de Capiaumont, and
othercheapsorts,the chief exception being Williams
Bon Chretien, which seems to be bearing freely

everywhere this year. Pe.ars are very fugitive, must
be disposed of .it once, as they soon decay, and be-

ing useless for cooking find a restricted demand,
whilst all fallen ones are absolutely wasted. Only
the fact that the varieties named fruit very freely,

as a rule, keeps them in market cultivation. High
class Pears can only be grown on pyramids and
bushes in specially cultivated gardens, and under
higher conditions of training than can be given in

ordinary market orchards. The Victori.a Plum is

in this orchard, as everywhere else this year, carry-

ing an enormous crop. A row of Washington I'lum

trees of three times the size of the Victorias have
not one-twentieth of the quantity of fruits, and
veiy seldom bear at all. Pond's Seedling, too,

is fruiting heavily, but the famous Crichton Gage
is barren. Goliath has a very good crop, and
Green Giige none. Prince of Wales has a very thin

crop. Sweet Clierries fruited fairly well, but the

birds carried olT the fruits, and now it is purposed
to regraft the heads with the Morello, because it

fruits so regularly and so abundantly in this dis-

trict. Probably there are no three kinds of fruits

which this year are fruiting more heavily, and
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on the whole, more persistently than do the Hlorello

Cherry, the Farleigh Prolific Damson and the Vic-

toria Pluro. One tree of the former and two each
of the others should so far as possible find a
place on every farm, small holding, or cottage

garden. Ic is when laid down by thousands that

in heavy cropping seasons, such as is the present,

the abundance of fruit of just one or two \arieties

only renders prices so low, that profits are nil.

After going carefully through this orchard, noting
the excellent culture bestowed, the wonderful way
in which it is cropped, and the produce in a fruit-

ful year as compared with what it might have been,
I am of the occupier's opinion, that after all vege-
table culture in open land is the most satisfactory

branch of market gardening. A. D.

ROOT-PRUNING OF FRUIT TREES.

Boot-pruning at this season is in many gardens
totally neglected, to the injury of the trees and of-

ten loss of crop. I am writing this in the interests

of those who think it a needless work. In many
cases trees make an extraordinary top-growth and
are annually pruned in the summer, and scarcely
ever bear a fruit. These are the trees that benefit by
root-pruning. The work should now be taken in

hand. By proceeding with the work at this date,
before the leaves fall, the trees will have time to
make new roots, and thus form (or what is com-
monly known as plump up) their buds for next
season. I should not advise harsh measures with
old trees that have not been disturbed for many
years, but proceed cautiously and spread the work
over two or three seasons, as it will not be advis-
able to denude the trees of their support all at
once. In all cases some fresh material should be
added if possible,and I would usegood loam and some
mortar rubble when it can be obtained, preferring,

as soon as the woik is completed, to place the ma-
nure on the surface to act as a mulch. Another
good mulching should be given in the spring, as
the autumn manure will have been washed into
the soil and the spring mulching will greatly
assist in buUding up the new wood and pre-
vent dryness at the root. In the case of
large trees, the distance from the trunk or stem
must be judged by the size of the tree. In popu-
lous districts the getting of new loam is often a work
of difficulty ; in that case road scrapings, crushed
bones, or any lasting material may be used for
large trees ; for smaller trees it is not so necessary,
and the roots may be cut all round at one time,
and if they have been planted only a few years, in

some cases lifting may be necessary if the roots
have gone down into the bad soil, bringing them
nearer the surface, and when planted, mulching
and syringing if the trees are on a wall to pre-
vent flagging. Before digging the trench round
the trees they should be examined, and if at all dry
a thorough watering should be given them. In the
case of wet, heavy soUs a small quantity of drain-
age at the bottom may be beneficial, but in those
cases I prefer a raised border and rather shallow
planting, thus allowing the excessive moisture to
drain away. I have observed that Peaches,
Nectarines, and Apricots that are root-pruned
every second year are much better in every way, pro-
ducing better wood, which always ripens and does
not cast the fruit buds so badly as trees with
larger wood and not so well ripened. On the other
hand, they should never suffer for want of moisture
at the roots during the summer and autumn months,
as Apricots absorb a large quantity of water and
often suflter from drought. I also think that Apri-
cots are greatly benefited by root-pruning and lift-

ing, these tending in many instances to check
canker and loss of branches. In the case of
Cherries when the trees are old and the roots get
into the subsoil, root-pruning will do inucli to bring
them round to a healthy condition, and with
liberal treatment often prevent the fruit dropping
wlien stoning. The roots of these trees are often
found dry when examined, as often ilie rain does
not reach them, and the trees suffer in consequence.
In all newly made bor.Iers rotten manure incor-
porated with the soil tends to grostness

; Iberefore
it must be used only as a paulch or surface cover-

ing. Liquid manure is valuable for many trees

that are bearing heavy crops. I have also used
night soil after it has lain by a few months and
been turned several times. Mixed with lime and
soil it forms a good top-dressing for old fruit trees.

For Vines it is excellent when used as a top-dressing.

G. W.

MEALY BUG ON VINES.
I HAVE just taken charge of a vinery in which the
Grapes are almost ripe, but unfortunately very badly
attacked by mealy bug and shanking. Is there any-
thing I can do now to prevent further mischief? The
eyes and stems of the Vines are literally covered with
this pest. Is there no remedy now, or must I wait
until the winter cleaning, and if so, in pruning
would it be advisable to prune closely, seeing the
eyes are so badly attacked ? The Vines in question
are Black Hamburgh.

—

Anxious Inquirer.

*,* Nothing in the shape of an insecticide can
be applied to bug-infested Vines without com-
pletely disfiguring and spoiling .the bunches, but
much may be done with perfectly clear water. If

a garden engine and a short length of hose are
available, " Anxious Inquirer" ought to apply the
water over the A'ines generally, finishing off with
the bunches, these being thoroughly cleared of bug
in a very short time. Failing an engine, a syringe
must be substituted and forcibly used, in either
case thoroughly cleansing the floor so as to destroy
all that drop. Naturally the bloom will be washed
off the Grapes, but it is better to do this than leave

them in the filthy mess they now are. The A'ines

being so badly infested, a second application of

clear water may be necessary in the course of

about a week, but as a rule the better plan would
be to keep a sharp look out for all the bugs that
escape the first syringing. In all probability the
\'ines are in a too enfeebled condition to bear hard
pruning, and there will be less likelihood of a fail-

ure if they are pruned in the ordinary manner, or

to a plump eye near to the old rods. After pruning,
all loose bark ought to be removed, but scraping
the rods should be avoided as much as possible.

Follow this up with a thorough washing, using
scrubbing brushes and water heated to a tempera-
ture of 12()°. It would pay well to repeat this

scrubbing and then to dress the rods with gas tar,

this being sufficiently diluted with clayey water to

make it thin enough to well work into all the cre-

vices. Prior to this the house from top to bottom
should have a thorough cleansing, and be painted if

possible, the walls beinggiven adressing of hot lime-

wash. Petroleum or paraffin duly diluted is sometimes
recommended as a suitable dressing for Vines, but
it is of a too searching nature for the purpose, and
has, in many cases where used, done very much
more harm than good. Let what may be employed
and done, a few bugs will escape it all, and a sharp
look-out must therefore be kept for these iluring

the growing season or they will quickly stock the
Vines again. As far as the shanking is concerned,
nothing can be done to stop that now going on, but
if faulty root-action rather than over-cropping is the
principal cause of this evil, then ought remedial
steps to be taken this autumn. Partial lifting and
relaying the preserved roots in a fresh and more
suitable compost ; this being done before the leaves

cease to perform their natural functions, will do
much to restore the \'ines to a belter state of

health, and instruction, as to how to proceed will

be found in a late number of The Garden
(p. I.'Jl). If an improved root-action does not pre-

vent shanking, then the fault must be above
ground. The worst case of shanking I ever had to

contend with was only obviated by a change of

rods, strong young canes being gradually substi-

tuted for the much-skinned, badly c^ontracted and
otherwise decrepit old rods. All the while the rods
continue to incre.ase in size the sap channels are
free and open, but when they make no further pro-

gress, but rather appear to get smaller, the sap
vessels are, so to speak, much blockeil, shanking
and other evils being the natural consL^iuence.

"Anxious Inquirer " may well cut out all the .shanked

berries prior to syringing the bunches.

W. Igouluen.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 821.

NORTH AMERICAN W(J(JD LILIES.

(with a C'iiLOURED plate of TR1LI.IU.M

liiiANDIl'LllUUM.*)

The Trilliinn.s, tlie Clintoiiias, Scoliopus,

Paris, and ]Medeula,the two latter monotypic

genera, form one of the most interesting groups

in the wliole of the Liliacese. The genus

Scoliopus, of whicli there are only two species

known, is represented in gardens by S. Bige-

lowi, a native of the coast ranges from Marin

to Humboldt County, California. It is ^ery

easily grown and is extremely curious, with

its oval, green mottled leaves and greenish

fuetid flower.s. The CTintonias, one of which

at lea.st— C. Andrewsiana—is a charming

plant, have been long grown in gardens, C.

borealis, with its greenish-yellow nodding

flowers, being still frequently met with.

Tliese are all easily cultivated in our gardens ;

thriving with the same treatment as other

shade-loving ])Iants, they can hardly fail to

make the shady border, if not as beautiful,

certainly as interesting as any other part of

the garden.

The genus Trillium nimibers twelve species

in all, distributed chiefly in North America,

the Himalayas, and Japan. The North
American species are best known in cultiva-

tion, and one of the best of these is repre-

sented in the coloured illustration. As a

whole they are by no means dilficult to grow,

although I must confess that the Painted Lady
(T. erythrocarpuni) has nearly batiled me.

i'liey grow luxtn-iantly and flower freely in a

mixture of peat and well decayed leaf-soil
;

the latter, if well rotted, I prefer to the best

peat. A partly shaded moist situation will bo

found the most suitable, and here the Wood
Lilies may be planted and left to their own
free will. Some few of the species, such

as T. grandiflorum, ovatum, and erectum,

make good pot plants, and when well done

will be found very useful for tlu; spring

flower house or the corridor. In summer the

pots should be plunged behind a north wall,

repotting or lop-dressing, as the casii may re-

quire, early in September, and covering witli

a light or some loose litter during winter.

This simple treatment in pots has always

proved most satisfactory. They may even lie

forced a little, but they will not stand much
flre-heat. These Trilliums might be made
much of with little or no troubh^ to tho

grower by simjily naturalising them in our

woods or shruhljeries. Most of the species

lend themselves readily to this kind of treat-

ment, and if the .soil 1)0 vegetable matter tliey

will easily take care of themselves. The best

means (if iiroiiagatiou is by division, although

they may be raised from seed. This, however,

is a slow jiroeess, requiring much care and

patience, iielow are the North Ameiican

species.

• Drawn for Thk G.midkn by II. G. Moon at

Gnivetjo Miiiior, May 13, INtl. Lithographed aud

printed by Guilluumo Severeyns.
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The white Wood Lilv (T. grandiflorum).

—

This charming species is undoubtedly one of the

most singular and charming o£ all hardy spring-

flowering plants. It is amenable to almost all

kinds of treatment, and though usually from G

inches to 1 foot in height, it often grows over 2

feet high in shady spots in the open air. Although,
speaking generally, this is a shade-loving genus, T.

grandiflorum may be termed an exception, for not

only will it grow and flower freely in the open
border, but it is possible to grow a break of it much
as one would grow a Campanula or an Onion. At
High Beech, where this plant finds a congenial
home, I have seen a large square of it in the ordi-

nary nursery soil growing quite freely. It was flower-

ing profusely, the large white blooms and pale green
foliage being exceedingly beautiful. It is, however,
when T. grandiflorum is grown in rich free scil and
in shade that you get the height, and the large soft

green foliage is then very fine. It is figured in

Loddiges' " Botanical Cabinet," t. Kj-J'.', and in the
Sotanical Magazir.e, t. S5o, as T. erythrocarpum.
North Carolina, Wisconsir, and Kentucky.

T. EBECTUM is a curious species, with broadly
rhomboid, sessile leaves 2 inches to G inches wide,
and brown-purple or white flowers. This appears
to be also found in East Siberia, and is also very

nearly allied to the plant found in Japan, if not
the identical species. It is figured in Salisbury's
" Paradisus," t. 35, as T. fuetidum. It flowers in

May and June, and is found from Canada to Ncrth
Carolina.

T. EBrTHEOCAEPU.M is a very shy flowerer, and
very hard to keep in good health. It is called the
Painted Lady, and surpasses all the others in the
beiuty of its flowers, white, with bright purple
streaks reaching half way up. The flowers are,

however, small, and are often exceeded by the oval
pointed leaves. It flowers in May and June.
Georgia, on high mountains or in cold damp
woods.

T. pusillura, styIo.suiii, nivale, ovatuni, ami
pctiolatuin are rare in garJeii.s, and tlioiigh

well worth growing they are very seldom .seen.

T. sessile, with brown llower.s and mottled

leaves, is best known throngh the variety

ealifornicum, which has large rose-coloured or

white llowers, and is a very useful, easily

grown plant. It was introduced a few years

ago from California. D. K.

Orchids.

MILTONIAS.
Although this genus is one of comparatively
.small dimensions (the number of species it com-
prises being variously estimated at from twelve
to a score, according to the difference of opinion
as to what constitutes a specific distinction), it is

one which occupies, from the cultivator's stand-
point, a foremost j^lace in the Orchid family.

Almost more than is the case with any other
genus of Orchids, it maintains its high character
throughout, and of all the species known to be-
long to it, there is not one which the majority
of ( )rchid growers are not glad to possess. At
the present season it is the more noticeable on
account of the several beautiful kinds that are
in bloom. Some representatives of the genus,
however, may be seen in flcuver in almost every
month of the year. The question as to whether
the old Odontoglossum vexillarium and its near
allies (Roezli and Phal.ruopsis) are justly to be
considered as Miltouias is one that has given
rise to some difierence of opinion. Fmm the
form and structure of the flower, however, it

appears probable that, notwithstanding the
widely separate habitats of these three species,
which are New Urenadan, and the Miltonias
confined to Brazil and Pern, their attinities are
nearer the latter than to the typical Odonto-
glossums. Compared with their nearest allies

—the Odontoglossums and Oncidiums—the chief

distLuctiona of the flowers of Miltonias lie in the

shortness of the column and in the generally

flatter form of the lip. The flowers of all are

large and showy, some beautifully and richly

coloured, whilst others, like those of M.Warsce-
wiczi, are notable for the striking and even
grotesque disposition of the colours. In the

majority the pseudo-bulbs are borne at intervals

on stout creeping rhizomes, but in others they

are clustered together. The leaves to each

pseudo-bulb vary in number, some having four,

others eight, but none have more than two on
the apex, the remainder clasping the base of

the pseudo-bulb. In a large proportion of Mil-

tonias the leaves and pseudo-bulbs are natur-

ally of a yellowish tinge, this being most pro-

nounced in M. spectabilis and its varieties. Al-

though this shade is not one that is pleassng to

the cultivator's eye, it is in no wise indicative

of ill health, and attempts to obtain a darker

green by denser shading and a closer atmo-

sphere only result in unripened growth and

fewer flowers. A sutiicient criterion of health

and vigour is iu the size of the pseudo-bulbs

and leaves and in the stoutness of the flower-

spikes.

Although some of the Miltonias are not

amongst the most easily grown of Orchids, their

cultivation is as a rule by no means difficult.

With the exc3ption, perhaps, of M. Ptoezli and

]M. Phahenopsis, which are almost tropical in

their requirements, none of the species need a

temperature higher than that of the inter-

mediate house. A compost of peat fibre, living

Sphagnum, and .small pieces of porous brick

may be used for all the species, care being

taken that most of the fine earthy particles are

removed from the peat. For all except M.
spectabilis and its varieties pots may be used,

but these I prefer to plant on flat rafts or

shallow baskets of teak. Although they root

freely, the roots are mostly near the surface,

and being of a spreading habit this method is

more convenient than using pots. If rafts are

used a layer of compost at least an inch in thick-

ness should be laid on before the plants are

finally fixed ; this can easily be added to or

renewed as they increase in size. During the

summer every species requires a liberal supply

of water at the root, and when the plants are in

active growth every eftbrt should be made by

damping the paths, stages, itc, of the house to

maintain the atmosphere in a high state of hu-

midity. In winter much less, of course, is

needed, but it is never wise to allow Miltonias

to become quite dry.

The matter of shading is one of considerable

importance during the hot months of the year.

In order that the yellow appearance of the

foliage, which, as already suggested, is natural

to some species, should not become more pro-

nounced, it is necessary to guard them from the

direct sunlight. They will not sustain the

amount of bright sunshine that Cattleyas and

similar Orchids which frequently occupy the

same house with them delight in. The other

extreme, however, must be equally avoided, for

too much shade, especially at the time the

growths are finishing, prejudicially att'ects the

supply of bloom for the following season.

The genus Miltonia, as now constituted, falls

readily into four groups, of each of which M.
vexillaria, spectabilis, Clowesi, and Warsce-

wiczi may respectively be taken as typical

species.

M. VEXILLARIA.—At once the best known of

Miltonias, and one of the most popular of Orchids,

this beautiful species has the first claim to our

notice. When well grown there is probably no ( Ir-

chid—not even among the Cattleyas—that can

produce a more brilliant floral display. Although
now so well known and established, it was only
after repeated attempts that it was safely imported
to England. It was first discovered by Bowman on
the western side of the Andes, in New Grenada, and
afterwards by Wallis and Roezl. The first plants

grown in this country were in Messrs. 'V'eitch's

nursery, but it is to Mr. Bull that the credit of its

first introduction in any quantity is due. This,

however, was not accomplished until two separate

importations of many hundred plants had been
found to have succumbed on the journey, not a
single plant surviving. That was a good many
years ago, and since then several splendid importa-
tions have arrived, liringing it within the means of

all. It has narrow compressed pseudo-bulbs, for

the greater part enveloped in the bases of the light

green leaves, which are 8 inches to 10 inches long
by 1 inch in width. The scapes bear three to seven
flowers, these measuring -I inches in depth and
nearly as much in width. All the parts of the
flower are more or less rose-coloured, the lip being
usually of a deeper shade, except at the base, where
it is whitish streaked with yellow. The typical

form flowers in May, June, and July. It is,

however, a very variable Orchid, a remarkable va-

riety named Klabochorum having smaller and
much darker coloured flowers, which are invariably

produced in autumn. The variety leucoglossa

has a pure white lip, whilst in variety superba this

part of the flower is almost crimson. Between
these extremes are innumerable forms varying in

shade and marking. This species thrives best

when placed in the intermediate house during

autumn and winter, removing it to the cool house
about February or March.

M. Phal.esopsis.—This species has narrow, al-

most grass-like leaves, 8 inches to a foot long,

springing from the bases of which are the erect

scapes, each bearing from two to four flowers. The
sepals and petals are pure white, both an inch in

length, the petals being the larger and broader of the

two. The lip is somewhat fiddle-shaped, the ter-

minal portion being upwards of 2 inches across and
deeply cleft ; it is also white, but prominently
blotched and streaked with crimson. The species

was introduced from New Grenada in 1850, being
found at great elevations, and often forming large,

dense masses on the surface of rocks. It flowers in

May and June.

M. Roezli is a delightful plant with light green,

linear leaves and racemes of two or three flowers,

each of which is 2^ inches in diameter. They are

flat, like those of M. vexillaria, bat are chiefly white,

a purple blotch at the base of each petal gi\ ing a
striking appearance to the flower ; the lip is also

tinged with yellow and purple near the crest. Un-
fortunately, both this species and M. Phal;unopsis

are rather difficult to keep in good health for any
length of time, although for the first year or two
after importation they thrive admirably. They
should be grown in shallow well-drained pans, using

the compost previously recommended. The most
successful growers keep the plants near the glass

in a moist tropical house, a good plan being to

partly plunge the pots in Sphagnum. They are

liable to the attacks of thrips and red spider, which
should be kept under by dipping the plants in a
weak solution of tobacco and soft soap. M. Koezli

was introduced in 1S73. It very frequently flowers

twice during the year.

M. SPECTABILIS.—This, the first Miltonia intro-

duced and the one on which the genus is founded,
still remains one of the most desirable. It was in

i-ultivation in Messrs. Loddiges' nursery as lotg ago
as 18:)7. The pseudo-bulbs are borne an inch cr

more apart on stout rhizomes; they are yellowish

green (like the narrowly oblong leaves) and much
compressed. The scape is clothed with mem-
branous bracts, and bears a single flower at the top.

This is :i inches to 1 inches in diameter, the sepals

and petals being white, whilst the large and beauti-

ful lip is of a deep rosy purple at the base and al-

most crimson in the centre, the whole being tra-

versed by rich purple veins. Amongst the many
varieties of this Miltonia that named Moreliana is

the most notable. It first appeared in the collec-

tion of Jl. Morel at St. JIande, near Paris, about
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181H. It is itself a variable Orchid, several sub-

varieties o£ it existing. In its best form the flowers

are ih inches across, the sepals and petals being of

a deep vinous purple. The large flat lip is of a
lighter shade than the sepals, but is marked with

veins of the darkest purple hue. Other valuable

varieties of M. spectabilis areradicans, with creamy
white sepals and petals and a pure white lip, which
is traversed by radiating lines of purple ; rosea, of

somewhat difl'erent appearance from the type,

having narrower and longer pseudo-bulbs and
leaves, the sepals and petals white tinged with
rose, and the lip, which is also white, is coloured

with bands of deep rose; virginalis, with pure

white flowers, the lip, however, being stained with
crimson.

M. Clowesi.—This is a strong growing species,

entirely different in habit to M. spectabilis, having
clustered, ovate pseudo-bulbs, only slightly com-
pressed, but the foliage is of a similar yellowish

green. The flowers, which are 3 inches across, are

borne on erect racemes. The sepals and petals are

chestnut-brown blotched with yellow, and the

heart-shaped lip is at first wholly white, but after-

wards changes to a pinkish violet on the lower
part. It was discovered by Mr. George Gardner in

a deep ravine on the Organ Mountains, and was
sent by him in 1813 to the Rev. J. Clowes, of

Broughton Hall, after whom it is nameil.

M. CANDIDA is scarcely to be distinguished from
M. Clowesi in foliage and pseudo-bulbs, and the
sepals and petals are nearly of the same colour,

being reddish brown marked with bars and spots of

yellow. The lip, however, is not so flat as that of

Clowesi, its sides being incurved towards the

column ; on first expanding it is pure white, after-

wards changing to creamy yellow.

M. CUNBATA belongs to the same group as the
two preceding, but is stronger-growing than either.

The pseudo-bulbs are stout, 4 inches high, and bear
on the top two bright green ligulate leaves, each 1

foot long. The raceme carries from four to eight
flowers, each measuring 3 inches or more across. The
sepals and petals are chestnut-brown blotched with
yellow, the lip being l.V inches long, creamy white,

the crest spotted with rosy-purple. M. Candida
and Clowesi commence to flower during the present
month, but this species flowers in early spring.

M. Regnei.li,—Not unlike M. Candida in habit
and foliage, this species is, nevertheless, very dis-

tinct in its blossoms. The outer segments of the
flower are white, whilst the lip is of a pale rose-

purple with darker coloured veins, and having at
the base a yellow crest. It flowers during the pre-

sent month, producing spikes of three to six flowers.

It was introduced from Brazil in 18G1. In the rare,

but very handsome variety named purpurea the
sepals and petals are rose-tinted, whilst the lip is

an intense crimson, the crest being white.

M. Waescewiczi,—Whatever opinions may be
held as to the beauty of this plant, there can be
no doubt that for fantastic colouring it is unsur-

passed by any Orchid. It diS'ers from the rest of

the genus in frequently bearing branching flower-

scapes ; indeed, its generic position was long in

doubt, and it has been placed both in Oncidium
and Odontoglossura. It is now often seen under
the name of Oncidium Weltoni. It has thin, ob-

long pseudo-bulbs, .") inches high, the leaves being
strap shaped and bright green. The flower is 2

inches across with reddish brown sepals and petals,

tipped with yellow ami much undulated. The lip

is almost circular in outline, and by the margins
curving back is made to assume a convex shape.
It is divided into three differently coloured areas

;

in the centre is a roundish blotch of yellowish
brown, surrounding which comes a zone of rosy-

purple, the terminal portion of the lip and the mar-
gin being white. It is found both in Peru and New
Grenada. W. J. B.

Catasetum Bungerothi.—G.Lamont sends me
a flower of this .npocies of quite exceptional size. It

measures nearly .'J inches across the lip. It is from :l

plant Ijearing two spikes, one having five flowers, and
the other oiyht of the same size. It revels in a
mixture of liKht turfy loam and fibrous peat, placed in

hanging pots or basK-ets near the roof glass, and when

growing requires East Indian temperature. It grows
well and quickly. After flowering it loses its leaves,

and then may he kept quite dry at the cool end of the

Cattleya house.—G.

Miltonia Peeterslana.— '

' M. B." sends a flower

of this plant, which is both beautiful and rare. It is

named in honour, I believe, of a celebrated grower in

Belgium. " M. B." tells me the plant resembles M.
Kegnelliana in growth and in its manner of producing
its flowers. The flowers have much the appearance of

those of that species, saving in colour, which appears

to resemble the usual forni.s of M. Moreliana. I have
only seen the ilowei's of this plant upon two occasions,

and am very glad to have again seen them.—W. H. G.

DISA GRANDIFLORA.
At one of the meetings of the Horticultural Club

last winter, when Mr. W. Moore, the well-known
curator of the Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, was
guest, a paper was read on cool house Orchids.

The conversation turned on Disa grandiflora, and
as I had been somewhat successful with it I said

a few words on its culture, also stating that I be-

lieved there were several varieties of it in cultiva-

tion, and that I thought the variety cultivated at

Glasnevin, which I had seen, was an inferior one.

Of course, Mr. Moore could not let this go unchal-

lenged. He said that he did not wonder at my
saying so, for that when I had asked him to send

me a flower they were nearly over, but should this

year be favourable he would send me an inflores-

cence which he thought would make matters clear.

He has just kindly done so, and I am therefore

enabled to enter upon the subject with wider

knowledge. Besides the flowers he has been good
enough to send me, I have blooming in my
small house plants from the Botanic Gardens at

Edinburgh, kindly sent me by Mr. Lindsay, and a

plant directly imported from the Cape some years

ago by the Messrs. Backhouse, of York, the largest

and most successful growers in the kingdom.

I can see a very decided difference in the growth.

Some have tall and slender stems, others stouter and
shorter, the former being more vigorous in growth

;

there is much variation in the colouring, especially in

the keel. Let me take those sent me by Mr. Moore
first :

—

DisA geandii'loea supeeba.—This is, I am
convinced, what I have known as the Glasnevin

variety, although I must have been incorrectly in-

formed, for I look upon it as a decidedly inferior

flower, at least in point of size. The petals are of

a pale rosy colour, the keel very pale flesh-pink,

with faint lines of rosy-pink, and although the

flower is large, it is very inferior in brilliancy and
beauty of colour to the ordinary form. I may say

that it is entirely different from that which I

ligured in the Fhu-nl Maijazlnc for lsi;5 under this

title, and which bore much more analogy to the

Straffan variety. It was taken from a plant in the

collection of the late Mr. Charles Leach, of Clap-

ham Park, who has taught us how Disas ought to

be grown.

Disa grandikloea (the Glasnevin variety).—

This approaches nearer the colour of those I had
from Edinburgh and Backhouse. The colour of

the petals is a pale orange-carmine, the labellum

marked with bright carmine lines.

Disa geandii'loua (the StralTan variety).—This

I consider the most brilliant in colour, although

the flower is somewhat smaller and the sepals nar-

rower. The flowers are of a brilliant orange-scarlet

;

the habit of this last seems to me to be dwarfer

and not so robust. I cannot judge from personal

knowledge, for although my kind friend Mr. Bur-

bidge, of the College Botanic Gardens, sent me a

bulb of it, I am sorry to say that I lost it.

Disa GEANDII'LOUA (the Edinburgh variety).—

When I was visiting the Botanic Gardens some few

years ago I saw a \ery fine plant of this Orchid,

and was struck with the height of the flower-stems.

They were between 2 feet and 3 feet in height, and
morr slender than those I had myself grown, giving

the plant a very different appearance. Through Jlr.

Lindsay's courtesy, I have for the last two years

grown a plant of it alongside others, and my impres-

sions are fully confirmed. It is taller than any I

have, except perhaps the one to be noted, the col-

our being a bright orange-crimson.

DI.5A GKANDIFLOEA (Backhouse's variety).—

I

reserve this for the last for more reasons than

one. The flower very closely resembles the Edin-

burgh variety, only, however, a little brighter ; the

habit of the plant is very similar, tall and slender

stemmed, and as Mr. Backhouse is the largest

and most successful grower of it in the kingdom, it

seems a fitting place to say something of its culture.

I met at Manchester last Whitsuntide a gardener,

whose name I omitted to ask, who told me that he
had seen the York collection in flower, and that it

was a sight worth going any distance to see. They
were grown in a lied planted out in a greenhouse.

Pieces of sandstone are placed in this bed. He said

they grow away like weeds. In a communi-
cation I had from the firm some time ago they told

me that they raised a large variety of plants from
seed, that their stock consisted of thousands of

plants, and that they observed very great variation

of colour and markings on the seedlings, as indeed

is the case with all seedling plants. My informant

told me that he had tried the plan on a smaller

scale, and that it succeeded admirably. It is not,

however, given to everyone to "reach Corinth," or,

in plain English, we all have not the facilities for

doing things on this scale. Mine is but a small

culture, a few plants or pans, and perhaps my plan

of culture may suit smaller growers. I am confi-

dent that the Disa is particular on two points
:
in

the first place the peat in which it is grown. I

once nearly lost all my small stock, and I attributed

it then to some indiflierent peat, for when I changed

it they soon got better. I am afraid now that I

am suffering from a similar cause, as my plants

are not nearly so strong as they were, and I hope

that, as in the former case, the repotting them
in better peat may restore them. Another fault

to be observed is in the watering. They cannot stand

water that contains lime; hence, as I live in essen-

tially a chalky district, and all the water is largely

impregnated with lime, I never use anything if I

can help it but rain water. During the growing

season Disas will take a good de.al of water, which I

generally apply with the syringe. When flowering

they do not require so much, but they are thirsty

plants, and therefore it is necessary that the pots

in which they are grown should be thoroughly well

drained. Then they require as much air as possi-

ble. Mine are grown in a cool greenhouse from

which frost is excluded, and during the summer they

stand quite close to the door, and in winter they

are removed farther in, but in the same house, and

I believe if these simple conditions are observed

there is no dilhculty whatever in growing them. I

have given many plants away and have told the

recipients how to grow them, but they rarely suc-

ceed, and when I inquire the cause I generally find

that the directions have not been complied with,

and generally that they are given much more heat

than I gave them or that they require.

So far then as my present knowledge goes, I have

come to the conclusion that there are different

strains of Disa in cultivation; one by whatever

name it is known being inferior, the other varying

somewhat in colour and habit of growth, but all

good, and that as it is being raised from seed we

may expect these variations to become numerous.
Delta.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Lselia crispa.—Some beautiful varieties of this

plant with well expanded lips are now flowering m the

nursery i.f Messrs. Seeger and Tropp, Dulwich, It is

no Nvonder this plant has cnmo into favour again when

such tine forms are to ho ohtaiue.l. I wel remember

the time when we could never see the colour in the

lip through its n.'ver unfolding.— \V .
11

.
li.

OdontoglosBum eugenes (.7. Jl/(iji/o.~;o.—This

IIIIU ' '. II 111 111 Ml •I'"" ^— - ,-1. " "
11

across. The sepaU and petals arr bright nuiary.yellow

passing into white at tlie b.u.e,iiuu-li spotted and

blotched with bright chestnut ; hp whi e, blotched

with chestnut, and the crest yellow also, prottUy

toothed round lUe edge.
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The Fruit Crops.

WESTERN.
Clarendon Park, Salisbury.—The fruit crop

in this part of South Wilts, taken as a whole, is de-

cidedly good. Taking Apples first, although it is

possible to point to orchards where the crop is

thin, still more instances of good crops than failures

have come under my notice, and the crop in our
own orchard is above the average. Among the
sorts that are bearing well this season may be
mentioned Hoary Morning, Damelow's Seedling,
Lewis's Incomparable, Royal Russet, Warner's
King, Norfolk Beaufin, Ashmead's Kernel, King
of the Pippins, Lemon Pippin, Kerry Pippin,
Cellini Pippin, Blenheim Orange, Ribston Pippin,
Cox's Orange, Emperor Alexander, Lord Suffield,

Golden Noble, Mure de Menage, Mr. Gladstone,
Irish Peach, Lord Burleigh, and Golden Harvey.
Many of the trees are so heavily laden, that
the fruit must of necessity be small. Pears
are equally satisfactory, and in several instances
the fruit has had to be thinned. Among those
now bearing full crops may bs mentioned Williams'
Bon Chretien, extra good and clean, Marie Louise,
also better than usual, Marie Louise d'Uocle,
Duchesse d'Angouleme, Beurre Clairgeau, B. de
Capiaumont, Hacon's Incomparable, Beurre Diel,

B. Ranee, Flemish Beauty, Gratioli of Jersey,
Doyenne d'Ete, and Beurre d'Aremberg. Among
stewing Pears, L'vedale's St. Germain and Catillac
are the best. Peaches and Nectarines are a good
crop, and, except for a little blister in spring, the
trees cleaner than usual. Apricots are also a good
crop, Moorpark being the favourite, and for gene-
ral purposes the best. Plums are, where the bull-

finches did not destroy the buds, a good crop
;

among those bearing the heaviest crops may be
mentioned The Czar, Rivers' Prolific, Guthrie's
Gage, Green Gage, Farleigh Damson, and the never-
failing Victoria. Cherries are a good crop, espe-
cially Morellos and Bigarreau Napoleon, the
earlier sorts having suffered with black-fly, which,
thanks to the heavy rains and timely-dressings, has
not touched the later crops. Strawberries were a very
heavy crop, with us the heaviest ever known, and
the season out of doors has been the longest ; there
has also been abundance of fine fruit, although the
first flowers were destroyed by frost in the middle
of May. For general purposes we find nothint:- to
equal Sir Joseph Paxton ; the other two favourites
are Vicomtesse Hiiricart de Thury and Auguste Ni-
caise. Raspberries also have been more abundant
than usual. Superlative and Fastolf being the
favourite sorts. All kinds of Currants are plentiful
and good, and Gooseberries are a heavy crop. Fil-
berts and Cob Nuts will not be so plentiful as last
year, but there is a fair show on many bushes.
Walnuts, as also Figs, are thin.—G. Warden.
liOngford Castle, Salisbury. — The fruit

crops of 1.S91 are certainly a great improvement all
round upon those of the preceding year. The
Apple crop, though a good average in a high
sheltered situation a couple of miles from here, is

generally below the average in this district. Pears,
too, taking the crop of one variety with another,
are below average, although trees of several varie-
ties, as in the case of Apples, are heavily cropped.
Green Gage Plums here in every position, including
trees which were not protected while in flower as
well as those which were, are bearing heavy crops,
the trees which were root-pruned early last
autumn being clean and vigorous. Apricots,
Peaches, and Nectarines had to be severely
thinned, so thickly did tliey set. Bush fruits and
Strawberries are, or have been, exceptionally heavy
and the quality of the fruit good, the weight of
fruit bringing the Gooseberry bushes to the ground.
The varieties of the Apple which are well cropped
are Early Jnneating, Red Astrachan, Nonpareil,
Keswick Codlin (a never failing variety here),
Blenheim Orange, and several local varieties. Of
Pears (standards), Marie Louise, Passe Colmar,
Easter Beurre, Duchesse d'AngonlOme, Ne Plus
Meuris, Grosse Calebasse, Ileum! de Capiaumont,
and Beurre Gris. On walls, Louise Bonne of Jersey,
Marie Louise, Glou Morceau, Pitmaston Duchess,

Chaumontel, Beurre' Clairgeau, Doyenne Boussoch,

Catillac, and L'vedale's St. Germain. Plums of the

following varieties are bearing well: Early Prolific,

Early Favourite, Coe's Golden Drop, Czar, Belgian

Purple, two fine varieties of recent introduction

;

Orleans, Reine Claude de Bavay, Onllin's Golden
Gage, Mitchelson's, Kirke's, Washington, Pond's

Seedling, and Victoria. Of Strawberries, both for

open air and pot culture, Laxton's Noble has given

such satisfaction the last year or two as an early

variety, producing large and handsome fruit, that

this year I am extending its culture.—H. W. Waed.

MIDLAND.
Chatsworth, Chesterfield.—The fruit crops

generally in this district, I am sorry to say, are un-
satisfactory, through the action of frost destroying
nearly all the blossom. On the morning of May 19

we had 14'. Apples and Pears are late, and un-

less we have a very warm August and September
will be unusuallysmall and flavourless.—O. Thomas.

"Wythenshaw, Nortlienden.—The fruit crops
here and in this district are below the average.

Apples flowered most profusely, but from some cause
the blooms failed to set. There was a sharp frost

about the time the flowers were opening, but I

did not find that it injured them, and consequently
attribute their non-setting to the want of moisture
at the roots in the previous autumn. Some sorts,

such as Lord Suftield, Keswick Codlin, Grenadier,
Old Hawthornden, Stirling Castle, Cellini, Ribston
Pippin, and King of the Pippins, set heavy crops,

but in most instances a \ery large proportion of the
fruit has dropped off. Some sorts of Pears are
bearing very fair crops, while others are quite with-

out fruit. Autumn Bergamot, Louise Bonne of

Jersey, Calebasse, Fondante d'Automne, Marie
Louise d'L'ccle, Glou Morceau, Beurre d'Aremberg,
and Doyenne d'Ete are bearing moderate crops on
walls, while Beurre d'Amanlis, Louise Bonne of Jer-

sey, Bellissime d'Hiver, Hessle, Jargonelle, Beurre
de Capiaumont, and Bergamot d'Esperen are doing
likewise on pyramids. Plums on walls are bearing

a light crop, but are a failure on bush and standard
trees. Damsons are a light crop. Cherries, both
sweet and Morellos, have had fairly good crops,

although many of the latter have dropped prema-
turely. Raspberries, Strawberries, and Gooseber-
ries have had good crops of large and handsome
fruits, according to the several varieties ; but owing
to want of sunshine the two first-named are very
deficient in flavour. Black Currants are scarce

;

Red ones are more plentiful, although many of the

most forward fruits were destroyed by frost.—W.
Neild.
Hopton Hall, Wirksworth.—Strawberries

good crops, but not so fine. King of the Earlies

was noted for its most refreshing flavour. Black,

Red, and White Currants heavy crops and clean.

Young Gooseberry trees grown as standards have
heavy crops ; old bushes very poor ; the same may
be said of Red and White Currants. Rivers' Early
Prolific and Victoria the only Plums with full crop.

Damsons but moderate. Morello and Late Duke
Cherries good. Raspberries (red and white) full

crops. Apples, young trees on Quince, Stirling

Castle, every tree laden in various positions, War-
ner's King, Pott's Seedling, and Dumelow's Seedling

very good and fine. LordSuftield.of thesameageand
with the same treatment, cast its fruit and the

leaves are blackened and shrivelled. The same with

older plants of this variety. The never- failing

Irish Peach has but a poor crop. A'ery old espaliers

arc good ; old standard trees seem to fail generally.

Pears a failure.—Geo. Bolas.

Coddington Hall. Newark —The fruit crop

in this neighbourhood varies somewhat. Apples

are a fair crop upon old trees
;
younger specimens

are cropped more thinly. The cause of this differ-

ence is, I apprehend, mainly due to a lack of sun-

shine and clearness in the atmosphere. The wood
in young vigorous trees being more sappy requires

an extra amount of sun and light to prepare it for

the work of the coming year. Pears on walls are

yielding average crops, especially such as Marie

Louise, Glou Morceau, Louise Bonne, Benrri- Ranee,

Beurre Diel, and the delicious Thompson's, which '

latter, coupled with Doyenne du Cornice, are un-

questionably unsurpassed for quality. Plums here-

abouts are a thin crop, even the prolific Victoria

failing in many instances. Apricots are a good
crop, and we have not at present any appearance
of the dreaded paralysis, now so common in most
gardens. Most of the dessert Cherries fell from
the trees in the earlier stage of growth, but Mo-
rellos are bearing freely. Peaches and Nectarines
in our own garden are carrying nice crops, and the
foliage is clean and healthy. We do not, however,
attempt to grow the later sorts. Alexander, Ams-
den June, and Hale's Early, followed by Stirling

Castle, comprise our list, and Lord Napier is the

sole variety of Nectarine that we grow out of doors.

Strawberries have been abundant, and each year
brings stronger proof of the advantage derived

from new plantations annually. I feel confident

the gardening community will have conferred upon
them a great boon when the seedlings from Gun-
ton are distributed. I for one shall be most anxious
to secure them, as being an occasional visitor to

that old garden I have had the opportunity of see-

ing their habit of growth, freedom in yielding, and
last, but not least, their magnificent size, appear-
ance, and quality. Gooseberries, Currants, and
Raspberries have yielded well in our own garden, but
in many others the frost of May was very disas-

trous.—John Crawfued.
Bosworth Hall , Leicester.—Fruit crops in this

neighbourhood vary very much, owing to the sharp
frosts we had in ilay having in some instances done
much injury. Apples are below the average. The
sorts which do best here are Dumelow's Seedling,

Keswick Codlin, Worcester Pearmain, Kerry Pippin,

and King of the Pippins. Pears are a thin crop

;

the best are Conseiller de la Cour, Souvenir du
Congres, Beurre d'Aremberg. Apricots are plenti-

ful, the best crop we have had for some years.

Plums a good average crop. Cherries a failure

with the exception of Morellos, which are plentiful.

Black Currants a moderate crop. Raspberries and
Red Currants are good. Gooseberries a medium
crop, having been thinned by frost. Strawberries a
very heavy crop, but have been very much damaged
by heavy rains. Onr standard varieties are Presi-

dent, A'icomtesse H^ricart de Thury, Dr. Hogg, and
Duke of Edinburgh. Peaches and Nectarines are

not grown here in any quantity out of doors. Wal-
nuts are a failure.—William Duncan.
Thoresby, Ollerton. — Apples are only an

average crop compared to the amount of bloom
there was in the spring; the cold sunless weather
with the sharp frost in May has crippled many of

the trees. Pears are partial ; some trees have a good
crop, while ethers which had plenty of bloom none.

Plums under average. Cherries abundant. Apri-

cots not half a crop, and will not get ripe soon un-

less we get better weather than we have ha<l for

some time
;
glass down to 3s° several times. Straw-

berries plentiful, but had no sun to ripen them.

Gooseberries and all sorts of Currants with Rasp-

berries are plentiful.—A. Henderson.
GIossop Hall, Derby.—I think, on the whole,

the fruit crops in this district are about the worst

I have seen for the past six years, owing, no doubt,

in a great measure to the very severe weather we
experienced in May, which injured the blossom of

Apples and Pears somewhat severely. The only

varieties of Apples with us that are carrying any-

thing like a fair crop are Cellini, Gravenstein,

Emperor Alexander, and Northern Greening. AU
other varieties have but a very meagre crop and
the trees are badly blistered. Pears are a more
even crop, though thin, and the fruits unusually

small and late. Plums are a total failure, as also

are sweet Cherries. Morellos are a fair crop and
will be fine. Strawberries are under average in

quantity; though we have gathered some fine fruit,

very many of them rotted owing to the wet. I still

find Sir J. I'axton the best variety for this district.

To show what a late district this is, I may mention
that our first dish of Strawberries (Black Prince)

was not gathered till .July 12, though, of course, we
get the advantage of having them much later than
is the case in earlier districts. Gooseberries are a
good average crop. Raspberries under average
and full of maggot. Currants are under average,
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and, like the Apple trees, are badly blistered.

Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots will not exist

outside here. On August 3 we had one of the se-

verest hailstorms that I ha\ e ever seen here, and a
perfect deluge of rain nearly all day.— B. Ashton.

Calderstones, Liverpool.—All early and mid-
season Cherries a good crop. Morellos are only
half a crop. Plums, Damsons, and Apricots

bloomed abundantly, but the fruit all fell owing to

the cold weather we experienced whilst the trees

were in bloom. Peaches on the open wall are a
fair crop. Grosse Mignonne a full crop ; Walbur-
ton Admirable a fair crop. The same applies to

the remaining varieties grown. Lord Napier Nec-
tarine is a full crop. We have not missed a crop
of this for years outside. Strawberries are abun-
dant. King of the Earlies is the first to ripen with
US outside. I consider this useful to follow the
forced crop. It is a few days earlier than Vicom-
tesse Herioart de Thury and Noble. The fruit is

rather small, but of good colour and fair flavour.

Vicomtesse is a great cropper, and one of the best

for preserving. Auguste Nicaise is good for forc-

ing and in the open. Laxton's Noble produces fine

fruit for first gathering, but the later gatherings
are small and deformed. Oar ground does not suit

it. Laxton's Commander showed plenty of fruit

on strong footstalks, but did not swell oft', and had
the appearance of being scalded. This will be dis-

carded, as also will be Jubilee and A. F. liarron.

President, Sir Joseph Paxton and Sir Charles
Napier are excellent in all respects, and are not
surpassed by any of the newer varieties. Stirling

Castle, Oxonian and Waterloo are the best late

varieties with us. Apples are a good crop gene-
rally. In many cases we have had to thin. The
fruit will be small and of little value unless we
have a fine autumn. The varieties doing best with
us are Warner's King, Small's Admirable, Jolly

Beggar, Hawthornden, Stirling Castle, Lord Suf-
field, Dumelow's Seedling, Golden Noble, Tower of

Glamis, Ecklinville and Ribston Pippin. Annie
Elizabeth is a good Apple both for dessert or cook-
ing, and ought to be more grown. Peasgood's
Nonsuch bears freely with us when well root-pruned.
Pears are a good crop. The fruit is small and late.

The varieties bearing best are Williams' Bon Chrr-
tien, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Jargonelle, Souvenir
du Congros, Beurn' Diel, Beum- Ranee, Doyenne
da Comice, Winter Nelis, Pitmaston Dachess, Uve-
dale's St. Germain, Vicar of Winkfield, Marie Louise,

and Fondante d'Automne. Raspberries are abun-
dant, as also are Gooseberries, Black, Red, and
White Currants.

Early Potatoes are small and quite a fortnight
late. The disease has made its appearance, and
threatens to be serious. The late varieties I never
saw look better both in the field and garden.
William I. Pea is our main early crop. This was
light owing to the cold spring. Our late crops are
all that could be desired. For main crop we grow
largely Duke of Albany with Ne Plus Ultra for late.

—W. TUNNINGTON.

Worden Hall, Preston.—The fruit crops
here and in the neighbourhood are worse even than
last year, with a few exceptions. Apples are

rather better. Pears not quite so good. Plums on
walls fair. Cherries pretty good. Strawberries a
good crop, but spoilt by the (continual rains. Rasp-
berries good. Damsons good, but in many places

they are very scarce. Figs a good crop if they
ripen. Peaches fair on the few old trees we have.
Gooseberries and Currants a nice crop. Apricots a
failure for the first time during nine years. Necta-
rines we do not grow, and I do not know of any
outside in tlie neighbourhood.- R. Fbisby.

Middleton Park Gardens, Bicester.—The
fruit crops in this district are on the whole fairly

good. Apples and Pears showed abundance of

bloom, but suffered from the frosts of May 17 and
18. The crop, however, will be very fair. Lane's
Prince Albert Apple is a sure cropper here. Plums
on the whole are an average crop. Peaches and
Nectarines are not much grown outdoors in this

district. Morello Cherries are an average crop.

Apricots are f-mall and many falling olT. All the
early flowers were damaged by the frost. Red

Currants plentiful ; Black Currants scarce. Straw-

berries were plentiful, but I found the flavour

rather inferior this year ; La Grosse Sucri'e, Ne Plus

Ultra, James Veitch, and British Queen afford a
good succession. Nuts bad crop. Walnuts have
not been so scarce for several years.

Early Potatoes yielded well, rather small

;

later varieties have made too strong haulm, I fear.

Eirly Rousham Park and Sharpe's ^ictor are two
good varieties. The Early Rousham is a good variety

for pots or frame culture ; Snowdrop and Sutton's

Abundance are good later varieties ; Magnum Bonum
I still consider the best keeping Potato. - D.

Hope.

Belvoir Castle.—The^ dry, warm autumn of

1890, while it perfected fruit, notably Apples and
Peas, gave maturity to fruit buds and gave the

hope of more satisfactory results in fruit culture

than has been obtained of late years. The abun-

dant blossoming of Apples, Pears, and Plums still

further encouraged the anticipation of good crops

of these fruits destined to be realised only in the

case of the last mentioned, which, in spite of the

untoward weather in May, are bearing heavy crops.

The Apple blossom, except in some instances, seems
more sensitive to cold and wet ; the instances that

form the exception are comparatively young and
newly introduced sorts, such as Bramley's Seedling

and Frogmore Prolific, which are bearing abun-

dantly. It would be interesting to ascertain how
far vigorous kinds of recent introduction are by
constitutional robustness able to resist vicissitudes

of weather beyond old and perhaps debilitated

varieties. Apricots are remarkably healthy, and a
thin crop is distributed on trees on every aspect

;

covering with tiffany saved those on south wall,

and a good crop. Clierries are a good average.

Peaches a moderate crop, but very late. Necta-

rines I imagine require more heat than Peaches

and a better climate ; their culture has not been
successful here.—W. Ingram.

Hardwick Hall, Chesterfield—Apples a
thin crop except Codlins. Pears have failed. Plums
very thin except Victorias, which are heavily laden.

Damsons, of which great quantities are grown in

this neighbourhood, very light, except in very

sheltered localities. Strawberries abundant and
good. Raspberries abundant and good. Goose-

berries very thin, owing to the frost in May.
Currants very light from the same cause. Nuts
poor crop. Walnuts have failed, owing to the May
frosts.—E. Wilson.

Orton Hall, North Hunts.—Although the

trees bloomed freely the results in many cases are

very disappointing. The severe frosts of Whitsun-
tide in my opinion caused the damage. Many
kinds of trees that were in bloom earlier, such as

Pears, Apricots, and Peaches, have fairly good
crops, but Apples, Plums, Gooseberries, and Black
Currants are not so good. Amongst Apples that

have a full crop are Keswick Codlin, Manks Codlin,

King of the Pippins, Baldwin, Hawthornden, Pott's

Seedling, Leydon Pippin, Old Golden Pippin, Lord
Suffleld, and Yellow Ingestre. The following kinds

of Pears have good crops : Doyenne d'Etc, Beurrc
Giffard, Jargonelle, Lammas, Williams' Bon Chre-

tien, Flemish Beauty, Ne Plus Meuris, Crassane,

Beurri' Ranee, Autumn Bergamot, Orange Bergamot,
Forelle, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Van Mons Leon Le-

clerc, Beurri d'Am.inlis, and Bellissime d'Hiver.

Plums a fair crop, A'ictoria, Washington, Jefferson's,

Rivers' Early Prolific, Magnum Donum, Reine
Claude Violette, and Orleans being good. Green
Gages are scarce. Gooseberries and Black Currants

poor. Red Currants and Raspberries good. Peaches,

Nectarines, and Apricots fairly good. Filberts and
Nuts half a crop —A. HARniNO.

Canons Ashby.—On the orchard trees here

and in the neighbourhood Apples are only a

partial crop. Plums and Damsons fairly well

laden. Pears on walls fair, on standards very few.

Apricots on walls a full crop, which I attribute to

sticking sprigs of Yew, &c., at the end of January
or soon after among the front branches and shoots

for protection. Peaches on walls a fair crop. Necta-

rines we do not grow. Strawberries and Rasp-

berries are abundant. Gopeebwries are a heavy

crop in this neighbourhood. Black Currants half a
crop; Red and White plentiful.

—

T.Walker.

Thrumpton Hall.—Peaches and Nectarines a
very good crop indoors, none grown outside. Apri-
cots very poor. We have had a very bad crop of

Strawberries, many of the plants dying away at

flowering time. Currants very fair crop. Rasp-
berries very good. Apples very heavy crop : trees

do not look well. Pears are plentiful. The leaves

are very much damaged by an insect like a small
snail.—W. M. Geddes.

Ravenscroft Hall, Cheshire.—We have good
crops of Pears on walls, but Apples are thin. Betty
Geeson and Cellini are plentiful. Plums and Cher-
ries are plentiful ; also Strawberries, Gooseberries,

Raspberries, and Red Currants ; at the same time I

do not consider they are so fine as usual

—

John
Bennett.

Appleby Hall Gardens, Atherstone.—The
fruit crops in this district on the whole are better

than could have been expected after the severe
frost in May. Apples are a fair average crop.

Pears, Apricots, and Peaches have heavy crops, not
so many for years. Plums are very good, 'S'ictoria

again proving the heaviest cropper. Morello Cher-
ries dropped their fruit at stoning. Damsons plen-

tiful. Currants and Gooseberries plentiful. Straw-
berries good ; the severe frost last winter nearly

killed many of our plants. Nuts and Walnuts have
entirely failed.—W. Holder.

Holker Hall, N. Lancashire.—The crop of

Apples in these gardens and neighbourhood is very
thin ; most of the trees were entirely denuded of

blossom by the severe frost at Whitsuntide, 13°

being registered on May 17. Pears and Plums
shared the like fate. Peaches on open walls are

thin, owing chiefly to unripened wood for lack of

sunshine, coupled with the low temperature of last

season. The only kinds bearing a crop are Alex-
ander, Rivers' Early Beatrice, and Alexandra No-
blesse ; the last seldom fails. Nectarines are not
grown here. May Duke and Black Eagle Cherries

have borne heavy crops of line fruit ; Morellos are

excellent. Apricots good on young trees, scarcely

any on old ones, although the latter produced
plenty of blossom. I attribute their failure to the
depth the roots have reached and the little rain we
had up to the end of June. Strawberries good, but
small for lack of moisture. Gooseberries very
heavy. Red and Black Currants good. Raspberries

(Carter's Prolific) an abundant crop. Walnuts lost

their first growth by the May frosts ; consequently

no fruit.—Wm. Fox.

"Worsley Hall, Manchester.—Apples are a
fair crop, early varieties best. Pears (the early

varieties excellent crops, later sorts very scarce)

are promising well for size with this damp weather.

Currant and Gooseberry crops almost entirely de-

stroyed by spring frosts. Strawberries and Rasp-

beries very good. Orchard trees generally look very

healthy and full of growth. Plums do not do well

in this district.—W. B. Ur.ioHN.

Ingestre, Stafford.—The fruit trees in this

neighbourhood were a grand sight in the spring, as

far as bloom was concerneJ, and although the

weather during the blooming period was very un-

favourable, and frosts, but not of sufficient severity

to injure the blooms, occurred on the Kith, 17th

and 18th of Jlay, we have a good set of all kinds

of fruit. The trees and bushes having been very

free from blight, are growing strong and well, and
the fruit promises to be of Large size and good
quality. Apples are a good crop. I find the fol-

lowing varieties to be the most reliable croppers

for this district : Beauty of Hants, Small's Admir-
able, Lord Sullield, King of the Pippins, Golden
Drop, Worcester Pearmain, and Keswick Codlin.

Pears on walls, such as Beurr6 Diel, Beurrc Clair-

geau, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Marie Louise, and
Easter Beurrc, are carrying good crops of clean

fruits. Plums on walls, as Victoria, Washington,

and Kirke's, are .ibundant and very fine, Damsons
are also very plentiful. Apricots, having been well

protected with tilfany from cold winds and late

frosts, are good. Morello Cherries a good crop and
very fine. Bush fruits of all kinds are beating
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heavy crops of clean fruit. Strawberries abundant,

but many of the fruits spoiled by the incessant and
heavy rains and want of sun.—E. Oilman.

AUerton Priory Gardens, Liverpool.—
S'rawberries, Raspberries, and bush fruits have
been abundant. Cherries good, both the sweet
kinds and Morellos. Plums and Damsons are vari-

able. A few miles from here Damsons and
Green Gage Plums are heavy, while a small red

Plum locally known a5 the Halewood, a most pro-

lific and useful kind, is fair. I think Apples gene-

rally are a good average, and the same remarks
apply to Pears. Amongst cooking Apples, Ecklin-

ville Seedling, Lord Suffield, Keswick Codlin, and
Warner's King are fine ; Cox's Orange Pippin, Rib-

ston, and King of Pippins being the pick of the

dessert kinds. With regard to Pears, Jargonelle

certainly takes the lead, being particularly good
;

Marie Louise and Pitmaston Duchess are carrying

nice crops, while Beurre d'Amanlis and Louise

Bonne 1 f iTersey, two Pears which are invariably

good in this district, are highly satisfactory. Apri-

cots and Peaches are not largely grown outside

here, being very precarious unless well managed.
The former are rather thin, the weather being most
winterly with cold, driving winds while they were
in bloom. I have seen some excellent crops of

Peaches and Nectarines in the neighbourhood

;

Hale's Early and Grosse Mignonne among Peaches,

and Lord Napier Nectarines most satisfactory.

The wealth of blossom at one time seemed to pre-

dict enormous crops of all kinds of fruit, but the

unfavourable weather at that period told against a
good set. All things considered, I think we shall

harvest fairly satisfactory crops.—J. J. Craven.

Little Dalby Hall.— On the whole, the fruit

trees here fail to sustain the great promise of

abundance of fruit they gave in the spring. The
partial failure I attribute to three causes: 1. The
severe frosts we experienced in May. 2. The larv.-e

of the winter moth. 3. Dryness at the roots,

which caused many of the fruits to fall. 1 never

saw more blossom, nor experienced such poor re-

sults. Apples moderate, below the average. Apri-

cots and Cherries fair crop. Currants. R?d, a heavy
crop. Currants, Black, very poor. Gooseberries a
fair crop. Pears an average crop. Plums a very
uneven crop. Raspberries and Strawberries good.
—Thomas Sharp.

Tatton Park, Knutsford.—The hardy fruits

promised well in the earlier part of the season,

but the late frosts were very disastrous when the
trees were in bloom. Early Apples much under
the average; some of the later sorts are good.

Pears very much better than last season, and foli-

age considerably cleaner; our best are Beurre Diel,

Louise Bonne of Jersey, Ne Plus Meuris, Glou Mor-
ceau, Marie Louise, and Beurre d'Amanlis. Cher-
ries a good crop. Plums scarce, also Damsons.
Strawberries abundant, but not so large as last

year. The late varieties, such as Loxford Hall,
Helena Gloede, and Waterloo have been very good.
— Chas. Terry.

Stapleford Park, Melton Mowbray.—The
fruit crops here have not turned out so well as they
promised at one time, in consequence of frcst and
snow. Pears are an average crop. Plums about
the same. Damsons abundant. Cherries average.
Apricots bloomed well, but not having been covered,
the flowers were killed by frost. Strawberries and
Raspberries good. Gooseberries average. Red
Currants good. Black Currants scarce. Nuts very
few. Walnuts quite a failure.— J. Bennett.

Knowsley, Derby.—Strawberries are both
plentiful and good in flavour, but very late. Train-
loads were reported to have been sent into the
great markets of the north and north-west before
we could discern even a shade of colour on our
fruit. Red and White Currants are a good crop, but
both berries and bunches are smaller than usual.

Black Currants are scarce owing to their having
been seriously damaged by late frosts. Raspberries
have done well and are good, but late. Cherries are
a fine crop, but rather under-sized. Plums have set

unusually well and have required a deal of thinning.
Apricots have done well, but require some good

weather to finish them. Peaches and Nectarines
are only moderate in quantity, and the trees evi:

dently want warm weather. Apples and Pears of

the popular early sorts seem to be plentiful enough,
but the late and more valuable kinds are scarcer.

Gooseberries are a very heavy crop—too heavy

—

the bushes being quite weighed down with their

load of fruit.—F. Harrison.

Madresfield Court, Malvern, — The most
splendid prospects for a full crop of hardy fruit

were upset by the severe frost of Whit Monday
night. The frost lasted fully eight hours, and 7^

were registered, which not only fatally injured all

flowers then open, but hail also an injurious effect

upon the delicate organs within the unexpanded
buds, resulting in imperfect fertilisation, and con-

sequent dropping of the young fruit. Notwith-
standing this, there is nearly an average crop of

Apples, Cox's Orange Pippin being the best. Kes-
wick, Ecklinville, Stirling Castle, Pott's Seed-

ling, and Lord Suffield are well laden. Pears on
walls are a full average crop. Doyenne du Comice
extra good. Plums are plentiful, and trees of

Victoria and Pershore Egg varieties are breaking
down. On walls also, Coe's Golden Drop and other
dessert kinds are good. Apricots are about the aver-

age, but the vexatious branch-dying is prevalent,

especially if the trees have been allowed to make
extra luxuriant growth in their youthful days. Where
periodical root-lifting is followed there is cer-

tainly less loss. Bush fruits and Strawberries
abundant, but the berries have been small and of

inferior flavour this season.

—

William Chu.mp.

Stove and Greenhouse.

HEDAROMA (DARWINIA) TULIPIFERA.
So:\iE thirty-five years ago, when this pl.ant be-
came .sufficiently known to admit of a due ap-
preciation of its merits, most plantsmen who
had any ambition to grow anything out of the
ordinary run of common-place things tried their
hand with it. There is no plant that I can
bring to mind more distinct in its general cha-
racter, especially in the flowers. Individually
the flowers are small and quite insignificant,

and are scarcely perceptible unless closely
looked into ; it is the large highly coloured
Tulip-shaped involucres wherein the flowers are
clustered that are attractive, and are very dis-

tinct from those of all other plants, except one
or two other species of the genus to which it

belongs. The bloom is produced on the ex-

tremities of the previous summer's .shoots ; in

fact, the involucres are formed and attain a
considerable size before autumn. They are
borne singly, and frequently in pairs, and when
the plants are strong the more vigorous shoots
carry from three to five ; the.se don a good
deal of their dark red colour in the autumn,
and it keeps on increasing as they increa.se in

size sliiwly through the winter. They usually
attain their full size and begin to open early in

April, and continue efl'ective for three or four
months, ren)aining comparatively fresh until

the summers growth has made con.siderable

progress. The habit of growth is naturally
much more erect than that of most hard-
wooded plants, though after the shoots have
been stojiped sufficiently in the early stages of the
plant's existence, they branch out so freely of

theirownaccord as to require little more attention

in this matter. The wood after it has attained
the thickness of an ordinary cedar pencil is ex-
tremely hard, and M'ill not bear bending

;

consequently it is necessary whilst the plants
are young and the wood pliable to tie the
strongest .shoots out horizontally, so as to

bring them quite down to the rim of the pot.

If this is not done, the specimens in time be-

come bare at the bottom and show the sticks

that are necessary for support, a condition that
is intolerable to an adept at specimen plant
growing. The art of training plants that re-

quire sticks to support them is, so far as pos-
sible, to completely hide the sticks, which all

who can duly appreciate well-grown plants can
only took on as necessary evils.

The leaves, which are very enduring, lasting,

when the plants are well managed, for several

years, are elliptic in shape, deeply channelled,
thick, and moderately hard in substance, and
of a dark green colour. One of the faults

which Hedaromas have in common, but more
especially H. tulipifera, is that they are some-
what liable to die ott' suddenly, with little per-
ceptible cause to those inexperienced in their

cultivation ; but from a lengthened acquaint-
ance with H. tulipifera, I am led to suppose
that a good deal of the short lived tendency I

have spoken of is caused by the condition
of the wood of which the cuttings when
put in to .strike are composed, and on the way
in which the cuttings consequent on their con-
dition have to be treated.

The greater portion of the plants that are
propagated are struck from shoots that are soft

and immature, and, therefore, [require to be
kept somewhat hot and close during the pro-
cess of rooting. This treatment appears to have
an enfeebling influence on the future plants,

though not noticeable through the free growth
afterwards made. The first plant that I had
grew on freely until it was about 2 feet through,
looking aa healthy as possible, and thickly set

with flowers ; but in March, just before the
flowers began to open, the leaves turned soft,

and I could at once see that it was dead. I

had been told that a sure way of striking this

Hedaroma when one happened to die in the
spring, as this did, was before the young growth
had bfgun to move to take cuttings of the firm

matured wood of the preceding summer's growth
that had no flowers on it. This I did, and put
the cuttings 1 inch or 2 inches apart into a good
sized pot filled with sand, covering them with
a bell-glass. They were stood in a house that
was kept a little closer than an ordinary green-
house, shading them from the sun in the usual
way. They took ten or twelve weeks to root,

after which they were put singly into littlu

pots in sifted peat, to which a liberal amount of

sand was added. A large sized bell-glass, tilted

a little, was kept over them, the pots being
stood on a moist bottom, but not far from the
glass, so that from the first they would get
plenty of light. The shade was continued in

the middle of the day until the end of summer.
The cuttings, I should have said, consisted of

the points of the shoots about 3 inches long.

After they liegan to grow the points were
pinched out, which caused the production of

some half a dozen shoots. By this time the
propagating glass was removed altogether. In
the autumn more air was given, and they
were kept through the winter in a tempera-
ture of about 4.") or 50°. I found afterwards
that by taking ott' cuttings in the autumn after

the wood was mature and ripe, and treating

them in the way described, except that no shade
was needed in a temperature of 50^' to .'j.")°,

they were well tooted by spring, and in the
c;ise of both there was no inclination in the
plants to die ott' prematurely in the way that
plants raised from cuttings struck from the soft

wood are suliject to. That the condition of

the cuttings and consequent ditterence in the
way of striking them have much to do with the
endurance of the plants of Hedaromas I feel

satisfied. I gave several young plants struck i i

the manner advised to ditl'erent gardeners who
had had very little experience in the cultivation
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of hard-wooded subjects, and none at all with

Hedaromas, and in each case they continued to

thrive and tiower for years. Some I exchanged
with experienced plant growers, who found no
ditticiilty in keeping them going for eight or ten

years, though with ordinary bought-in stock

they had not been able to get on.

I frequently have had plants of my
own striking last for over a dozen year.s, and
they were ultimately destroyed through the

branches getting too long to be manageable, for

Hedaromas will not bear cutting hard into the

old strong wood. I cultivated this Hedaroma
for over a score of years, during which time I

bought several young ones of the ordinary

trade size that had been propagated in the

usual way from cuttings made of soft shoots

to further satisfy myself as to their ability

to live and maintain a healthy condition as

compared with those struck slowly from
cuttings of the mature wood. Not one of

the plants I bought in was I ever able to

keep until it was large enough to exhibit, all

going off in the same way whilst apparently in

full vigour. I have gone thus far into detail to

encourage those who may be inclined to grow
the plant to propagate their own from cuttings

of tlie ripe wood. There is no diificulty in

striking it, as not one cutting in a dozen will

fail provided they are not kept too hot and there

is no attempt to hurry them. Apart from its

value as an exhibition plant it is one of the liest

subjects for ordinary greenhouse decoration that

has ever been introduced. The length of time

the flowers last is not the least of its merits.

There are one or two other peculiarities

connected with H. tulipifera that it is re-

quisite to mention. It is absolutely neces-

sary that it should be stood out of doors for

a few weeks to harden up the leaves and
young wood at the latter part of summer. If

this IS not done, unless kept warmer through

the winter than in an ordinary greenhouse, it is

sure to be attacked by mildew, which if not

stopped by an application of sulphur will

quickly destroy the leaves, and also affect the

advancing tlowers to an extent that causes them
to come deformed and worthless. But in sub-

mitting the plant to open-air treatment it must
on no account be turned out until the whole

crop of Uowers is set, as with me they per-

sistently refused to form after the plants were
exposed ; and I have frequently seen the same
thing occur with other growers, the result bemg
that the plants either failed to bloom altogether,

or only bore a partial crop that was formed
before they were stood out. This is a circum-

stance that I have never seen noticed by any-

one who has written on the cultivation of H.
tulipifera ; it is, nevertheless, correct. Four or

five weeks' exposure is enough say through the

month of August, Ijefore which time, under
ordinary treatment, all the flowers will be set.

It is easily seen when this .stage is reached, as

immediately they are set they turn downwards.

The plants must not be exposed to the full sun
when out of doors, or the leaves will be injured.

The north side of a tree or a wall where the

solar rajs will not reach them during the hottest

part of the day is the right place for them.

II. tuli[iifera is a strong, free-rooting subject,

and must on no account over be let l>ecomo

pot-bound in the early stages of its growth, or,

in fact, until the specimens are in pots as large

as it is desirable to give them, say 18-inch pots

for full- sized examples. After this they can bo

kept in full vigour with the help of Standen's

manure, which I have found to answer niucli

the best for this plant. Sujaposing the little

plants to have been struck in the way advised

from cuttings, ijut in in autumn they will be

ready for potting ofi' early in spring ; 3-inch pots

are the right size to put them into. The best

brown hbrous peat, with a sixth or a seventh

part of sand added, answers in every way.

Whilst the jjlauts are small the peat requires to

be sifted. After potting, keep them a little

close and shade slightly during the hottest part

of the day in liright weather. Stand the pots

on a slightly moist bottom. As soon as an inch

or two of growth has been made pinch out the

points. See that they are never allowed to

want for water, and let them have air to the

extent required by most hard-wooded plants.

The house or pit in which they are located

should be closed early in the afternoon through
the summer and water should at the same time
be thrown about the floors and stages to pro-

duce a genial moist atmosphere. At the end of

August give air more freely and cease shading.

A temperature during the winter of 4;")° by night

willanswer. InMarchgiveashiftiuto 7-inch pots.

This will not be too much room if the roots

have made the progress they should liave done.

Drain the pots well, but do not interfere with
the roots in any way further than by removing
the old drainage from the bottom of the balls.

This should be got away with as little disturb-

ance of the roots, which will closely interlace the

crocks, as possible. Again pinch out the points

of the leading shoots, tying all the strongest

well out so as to bring them quite low. Treat
through the summer as in the last, giving a

thin shade in bright weather. This species re-

quires more water than the generality of the

more tender section of hard-wooded subjects.

Again through the autumn expose them fully

to the sun and give additional air. Winter as

before.

In March again give a 4-inch shift. For a

few weeks after potting keep the atmosphere a

little closer. No further general stopping will

be required, but if any of the branches show a

tendency to take a lead of the others they

should be shortened a little. It often happens
that the plants produce a quantity of young
shoots from about the collar ; these should be
rubbed off as soon as they appear, for if al-

lowed tei remain they take so much from what
should go to support the already formed
branches, and crowd the base with useless

wood. Still keep the pots stood on some mois-

ture-holding material. At this and all subse-

quent pottings a few additional sticks should

be inserted into the new soil, and the strongest

branches be tied out to them. By doing this

immediately a shift is given, injury to the roots

will be avoided, such as would occur if the

sticks were not put in until the roots had taken

possession of the new soil. Treat as heretofore

in the summer up to August, when it will be

better to turn the plants out of doors in the

way already spoken of. In the ensuing winUu'

a temperature of 40' in the night will be suili-

cient. When the spring comes round pot as

before, using the peat broken less fine. By the

beginning of August, if all goes well, the plants

should have set a full crop of flowers, after

which give them the usual expo.sure in the open
air. This, as previously said, is not only neces-

sary to harden up the foliage, but it also puts a

much higher colour into the flowers. After

this a shift each spring until the plants arc

in 17-incli or IS-inch pots must be given.

Less room than this is not enough to supiiort

the growth and to admit of the requisite

amount of root extension. llenceforw.ird a

mcjderate dressing of Standen's manure sluiuld

he applied each season during the time that the

growth is being made. By the help of this tlio

jilants will go on for years making as niueh

growth and flowering as freely as when addi-

tional room was given each sjiring. The plants
should be kept both summer and winter in a

good light house well up to the glass, especially

after tliey have got large enough to flower, as

the nearer the tops are to the glass the more
colour the flowers will have. T. B.

Plumbago capensis.—Some large specimens
of this, (i feet or thereabouts in height, are very
attractive just now in Hyde Park, being studded
with clusters of their porcelain-blue flowers. The
plants are grown in bush form in pots and just

plunged outside during the summer, yet, despite the
cheerless season we have experienced and the dis-

advantageous conditions to contend with in London,
they are just now very beautiful. This Plumbago
is certainly a very good old-fashioned plant, and
one that will readily adapt itself to circumstances,

for grown in this way or treated as a pillar plant

it is equally eliective. Where conveniences do
not exist to allow of the development of large spe-

cimens, it may be grown in the shape of little

bushes in pots (J inches in diameter, and in this

way neat little flowering plants can be obtained.

—

H. P.

Campanula pyramidalis in pots.—Both the
blue and white forms of this species of Campanula
are very desirable pot plants for house and
conservatory decoration. In the neighbourhood of

Kingswood, near Bristol, I recently saw several

well-flowered plants in the bay windows of small
residences, giving the tallest flower-spikes a sharp
curve, so as to reduce their height, not greatly de-

tracting from their beauty. A good batch of plants

is flowering well in the conservatory adjoining the
Bishop's Palace at Wells, and Campanula pyra-
midalis would appear to be a favourite plant for

the decoration of conservatories during August and
the early part of September in that locality. The
grandest lot of plants I have yet seen are at Forde
Abbey, Chard, these being at their best at the pre-

sent time. They are principally in 8-inch pots, and
carrying from six to ten spikes each, these rang-
ing from 3 feet to 5 feet in height. Grouped in the
cloisters they are singularly effective, and it is to

be hoped Mr. Crook will supply cultural details for

the benefit of the readers of The Garden.—I.

I cannot agree with " W. G." (Gakdkn, Aug.
22, p. I(i8) when he says that the above plant is not
hardy. I grow a batch of this useful and effec-

tive plant annually for the conservatory, and my
method is as follows : I sow the seed in March or

April, and as soon as the young plants are large

enough I prick them off into pans, and as soon as

they have made some progress I put them into ii-

inoh pots and place them in a cold frame. Here
they stand for some weeks, when they are planted

in the open border, and there allowed to take

their chance till the following July, when if all

has gone on well they will be throwing up their

flower-spikes. They are then potted up and stood

in a shady place for a time, after which they are

removed to the conservatory or greenhouse as re-

quired. With me this Campanula is perfectly hardy,

and came safely through the past very severe win-

ter. I have some strong plants, some of which have
six and seven flower-stems from 4 feet to ,'j feet in

length, and which are now very effective in the

greenhouse. Neither can I agree with " W. G."

as to its usefulness in the open borders or beds,

for it wfll stand neither sun, rain, nor wind, and
this is to be regretted, as it might be useful in

a great variety of ways in the flower garden. I

once saw it used in a large circular bed with
Hyacinthus candieans and the old Lilium tigri-

uum, and a very grand bed this would have been
had the blooms of Campanidas stood the sun,

wind and rain. Only to-day I was looking at some
plants which I could not find room for, and they

certainly looked anything but happy ; their flowers

looked bruised and flabby, and the plants looked

miserable. Its proper place is most certainly the

conservatory, and not the Bower garden,—T. A.

Ixora Colei— Instead of the salmon or orange

tints which predominate in the llowers of many of
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the Ixoras the blooms of this .ire pure white, and
on this account it should for the sake of variety

find a place in every collection. As a specimen it

is of a good, robust, much-branching habit, well

furnished with deep green foliage, while the flowers

are freely borne. Contrasting as they do with the

spotless purity of the rest of the flower, the little

brownish anthers are very noticeable. Now that

large specimen plants are but little grown and
exhibited, the merits of the different Ixoras as stove-

flowering shrubs are apt to be overlooked ;
yet this

need not be, for little bushes in pots inches in dia-

meter will in the case of many of the varieties

flower freely. Though not available for flowering

in a small state, the gorgeous Ixora macrothyrsa,
or Daffi, must have a place in any selection of the

very best. This usually reaches a height of > feet

to t) feet, and consists of one or more erect shoots,

each of which bears on its summit a cluster of

flowers as large as a Hydrangea, whose closely

paiked blossoms are of a brilliant crimson colour.

—H. P.

Flower Garden.

WHAT IS A GARDEN CARNATION ?

I AM induced to ask this question in ccinsequence

of observations made at the Drill Hall on
August 11, when the competition for border or

garden Carnations was lield. My ideal of a

garden Carnation is one that is hardy, sturdy,

and vigorous in growth, producing abundance f>f

grass, and with strong flower-spikes which do
not grow too tall and are capable of holding

tlie blooms erect, whilst the flowers, of what-
ever shade of colour they are, should be clear,

distinct, and eflfective in a mass; above all things

tliey should not be bursters. It must have
been clear to any close observer in the compe-
tition in question and in the class for twelve

blooms of one variety that garden Carnations

were judged from a florist's point of view, and
that a decided preference was shown for those

kinds whose flowers had flat petals with
smooth edges. This type of flower may be
the florist's ideal of perfection, but it ought to

have been set on one side on this particular

occasion. There was not in the show, as univer-

sally admitted, anything to compare for bright-

ness and eft'ect with Mr. Turner's tjueen of the
Bedders, and it is difficult to see that absolute
smoothness of petal would have further en-

hanced its charms ; indeed, in the eyes of many
who grow Carnations for their beauty in the
garden it would have detracted and lessened its

merits. We do not want the flat, smooth
flowers that appear almost as if they had been
" cast in a mould," as someone described them.
They may be essential in the case of the striped

show Carnation the better to display the varied

markings, but for the open air we want en-

during blooms, and they are those that are full

and double, even though the centre petals be
erect or imbricated.

If some of these varieties that havo reached
the point of perfection, .so far as breadth, flat-

ness, and smoothness of petal are desired, were
grown as garden Carnations, they would pre-

sent a sorry aspect after a summer storm,
because such flowers, at any rate many
of them, are few-petalled, and a heavy rain

would spoil them. All through this past sum-
mer with its fearful storms, the fine double
flowers, which florists designate as "rough,"
rise superior to drenching rains and glow in the

sunshine when the storm has departed. And
why should not the edges of the petals be ser-

rated or fringed ! It is not an unnatural cha-

racteristic, but the very reverse. I have grow-
ing and blooming in the garden the true wild
Carnation, raised from seed gathered and sent

to me from plants at home upon the old walls

of Rochester Castle, and I notice that the edges
of the petals are prettily fringed. If, there-
fore, we follow hard and fast florist lines we
shall lose one of the flower's natural character-

istics, whilst the greater number of Carnation
lovers would probably hold tliat the smooth-
edged variety was not an improvement upon
the natural form. I do not wish otherwise to

disparage them ; we have ample room for both
types in as many tine varieties as possible, but
what I wish to protest against is the setting up
of the ideal show flower of the florist as the
orthodox standard. I am not alone in my
views, because at the show in question a gentle-

man, a perfect stranger, came to me in a state

of perplexity, and asked me if I could give him
any definite information as to what was a proper
Carnation, and whether fringed-petalled varie-

ties would be countenanced, because someone
had been telling him that the Carnation ought
to be smooth and flat iu form and outline. I

set his mind at rest by informing him that botl

types were legitimate, but that the fringed
flower was the older form, in that it had existed
in varieties from the earliest days of Carnation
development and improvement, being inherited
from its first parent.

In future competitions of garden Carnations
something in the shape of a definite statement
ought to be made to the eft'ect that the flowers

will be judged solely from the standpoint of

their own particular merit and distinctiveness

without reference to any previous standard or
ideal of perfection. This will satisfy the minds
of others besides that of

A Perplexed Grower.

CACTUS DAHLIAS.
There was an unusually bright display ol' the
various sections of Dahlias at the James Street
Drill Hall on the 25th ult.—show, pompon. Cactus,
and single ; all were in fine form and evoked
warm admiration. Probably no flower, however,
merited more attention than did Mr. Cannell's new
and beautiful Cactus variety Robert Cannell. We
have in this flower the prettiest without exception
of the section yet seen. It may be classed as the
harbinger of a true refined race, of which the still

beautiful Juarezi was but the prelude. This new
form has petals very evenly and perfectly ar-

ranged. They are of narrow dimensions, becoming
twisted and pointed beyond what is found in the
best of previous varieties. The colour is a deli-

cately shaded rosy magenta. With such a flower
exhibited, it is difticult to look with composure on
many of the coarse, lumpy-looking flowers which
pass as Cactus Dahlias, but of which not one merits
the appellation. For a long time the so-called

Cactus forms have been developing flat petals.

Now we have a break of a kind so charming and
so promising, that hope may well be expressed for

the evolution of a real Cactus section such as shall

distance all other Dahlias in beauty and popu-
larity. Next in interest and beauty was llr. T. S.

Ware's Delicata, a pale rosy lilac flower of great
excellence and lightness. The petals are not
twisted, but are sharply pointed. This is a variety

that should be in great demand next year. Then
it is hard to find any variety which excels in ordi-

nary Cactus forms the popular Juarezi, the bright

crimson-scarlet hue of which renders it so elVec-

tive. Messrs. Cheal and Sons had that in

good condition, as also Panthea, a pretty oar-

mine - coloured variety ; Professor llaldwin, of a
deep reddish carmine ; Cannell's Favourite, rather
too heavy in form, but of a striking brownish-bufi
hue; and Beauty of Arundel, rich rosy-crimson.

In Messrs. Keynes and Williams' collection, liaron

Schncder, striking violet- magenta, very beautiful,

and St. Catherine, clear yellow, were both capital

Cactus-formed flowers. Two others of Mr. Can-
nell's—Eynsford Gem, rosy-lake, and Swanley Cac-
tus, reddish carmine—made up the best possible

selection from the varieties shown at the Drill Hall.
Doubtless some newer ones will be seen in greater
profusion at the Crystal Palace and Royal Aquarium
shows, where, assuming the weather in the interim
to be favourable, flowers should be seen in their very
best form and greatest beauty. We may well hope
that the huge ungainly pancakes of Dahlia blooms
shown by one exhibitor on the 25th will not be re-

peated elsewhere. It is utterly impossible that any
pleasure can be experienced in seeing flowers set
up in such a distressing fashion. The usual plan
of setting up Cactus, single, and pompon flowers is

formal enough, but all the same it admits of the
full beauty of each individual flower being dis-
played inoffensively ; whilst any method almost is

an improvement upon the box system, by which
large exhibition flowers are still shown, yet it is pos-
sible to so expand upon the wire frame or stand
as to make it into a hideous burlesque. The more
true to form, as we regard Cactus form to be, new
flowers are, the prettier will they look when set up
in the ordinary wire stands. A. D.

Clematis 'Viticella fl.-pl.—To the lover of
double flowers this has much to commend it, as
the individual blooms, though comparatively small,
as in the typical species, are composed of a great
number of petals, thus forming quite a rosette-like
flower. It is perfectly hardy, succeeds well under
anything like favourable conditions, and blooms
much more freely than some of the large-flowered
kinds. This double Clematis is mentioned by Lou-
don, so that it is not at all a novelty, yet it is

rarely seen, and I am assured that there is very
little demand for it. At the present day some of
the old varieties or typical species of Clematis
are apt to be overlooked, for with this, as with many
other subjects, large blooms seem to be the one
thing sought after.—T.

Ivy-leaved Pelarg'oniums. — These are
amenable to several different modes of culture, and
by the support of a few sticks most of them may
be grown into bushes .'i feet or 4 feet high, or even
more, that will flower throughout the summer.
Treated in this way, they are in Hyde Park plunged
out of doors, and very bright and cheerful some of
them look. All of the varieties therein employed
are not equally good, but Souvenir de Charles Tur-
ner, recently alluded to in The Garden as of ex-
ceptionable merit, stood out conspicuous. 'While
the season has been too dull and moist for many of
the zonal Pelargoniums to be seen at their best,
most of the Ivy-leaved section have done well
treated as trailers whether in pots, boxes, or vases.
This season, however, would appear to be unusu-
ally favourable to the production of caterpillars,
which seem to find lioth the leaves and flower buds
of Pelargoniums very much to their taste,—H. P.

Hyacinthus (Galtonia) candicans.—Among
bulbous plants this at the present time in flower
is very telling. This Cape Hyacinth, as it is called, is

one of the few summer-flowering bulbous plants
with white blooms that seems specially adapted
for woodland and shrubbery planting, and few
subjects are better fitted for creating a new
feature than this when planted in bold groups
among shrubs. It is an excellent plant in many
respects, and may be used very advantageously for
a variety of purposes, as, for inst.ince, the mixed
border or shrubbery, the woodl.and, for pots in the
conservatory, or in the winter garden. In the open
ground, if planted 4 inches or (j inches deep, it is

perfectly hardy in well-drained soils. A deep and
rich loam suits it admirably, and when well esta-
blished it will grow to a height of t! feet, or even
more, invariably producing flowers in proportion.
The plant may be increased to any extent by seeds,
as these are produced in great quantity ; these may
be sown as soon as ripe in the open ground in good
soil, and will germin.ate in the ensuing spring by
the hundred. For the first year keep them free
from weeds, and the seedlings will be best left
alone ; at the end of the year, when the leaves are
decayed, the whole may be lilted and transplanted
more thinly into goc'l ground for another year, liy

which time many will be large enough to plant in
permanent positions. Many bulbs which come from
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Holland, and have been heavily fed with manure,
are apt to rot while dormant, while English-grown
bulbs side by side will remain quite solid and
healthy. The bulbs are somewhat impatient of

being kept too long out of the ground. Established

clumps in the open grouml should, when the flower-

stem decays, have the surface lightly forked over

to fill up the apertures left by the flower stem.

—

E.J.

SAXIFRAGA LONGIFOLTA.
The section of Saxifrages to which the very
characteristic illustration belong.s is both thu

most numerous and the most popular in Eng-
lish gardens. To this, the Euaizoonia group,

belong all those species known as the crusted

Saxifrages, which include a great number of

Aizoon varieties, all more or less distinct. Those
of this section, although mostly grown for their

handsome rosettes of crusted leaves, may also

claim merit as flowering plants, many of the

forms being very beautiful, among them being

the very handsome S. Macnabiana, said to be a

hybrid between S. Hosti and S. Cotyledon.

S. Hoati goes under a great many names in

gardens, and may readily be distinguished from
all others by its loose rosettes of long narrow
leaves, its very lax inflorescence, and white,

crimson spotted flowers. It is, in fact, the

longifolia of the Southern and Eastern Alps,

while the true S. longifolia is confined to the

Pyrenees. .S. Hosti is often received under the

name of S. elatior, which by some is held as a

variety, but most botanists give it as a synonym,
It, however, varies very much under cultiva-

tion, probably on account of its having been
raised so much from seed. S. altissima, from
the Eastern Alps, seems to be a strong form of

S. Hosti. I have grown it for many years, and
the only appreciable difference I can see is in

the larger rosettes of broader leaves, the serra-

tions on the edges being blunter, and with a

sharp point on the npper edge. The flowers

are often given as white, but an examination

will show them spotted crimson, although not

so distinct as in S. Hosti. S. montavonensis is

a hybrid in which S. Cotyledon largely pre-

dominates ; the leaves are very broad, deep
green, and look as if S. mutata had something
to do with its origin. S. crustata, for rough
walls and among loose blocks of limestone in

the rockery, is one of the most charming in this

section. The rosettes of the type are very close,

the leaves narrow and short, and entirely

covered with a calcareous deposit, making a

group or patch very efl'ective, and always inte-

resting during the dull winter months. S.

paradoxa is a name under which this plant has

been sent out in England ; it is altogether

wrong ; in fact, the name belongs to a i)lant

with very thin papery leaves, and whicli

has been placed in another genus. The only

other application of the name I can find is in

Haworth's " Miscellany,'' where it was given to

a variety of the mossy S. muscoides. S. cr>is-

tata longifolia, with a laxer rosette of narrower
longer leaves and large pure white flowers, is a

plant to note, and grows on dry exposed spots

on the rockery. S. catalaunica, along with
cochlearis, australis, and lantoscana may be
considered forms or varieties of lingulata ; they
are certainly not species even in the narrow
sense, and differ chiefly in habit. One excep-

tion may, however, be taken in cochlearis

minor, a pl.'iut known in most English gardens
as S. valdcnsis. It is not the Mont Cenis plant,

which has smaller and altogether difl'erent leaves

and jnire white, not spotted flowers, as in the

above plant. S. cochlearis minor is a very ex-

treme form, there being nothing intermediate
between it and the typical cochlearis. S. Kole-

patiana is the only species of this class whicli 1

am acquainted with as coming from the Cauca-
sus. It is described on p. 14 of The Garden
as having white flowers and as resembling S.

cartilaginea in its main features. This is very
misleading and not at all descriptive. S. Kole-
natiana has bright purple stalks, but it has pink
flowers ; the rosettes are small, the leaves very
broad at the base, quite green and with very
sharp teeth. It is one of the freest and one of

the prettiest species in this section. I can never
iinderstand why S. florulenta is included in a

list of desirable Saxifrages. Apart from the
difficulty of growing it, it is not at all pretty, and
though remarkable, not even interesting. It

Mr. Richardson, who grew the plant from
which the engraving was prepared, has kindly
sent us the following particulars concerning
it :—
The flower of S. longifolia was grown at about

(JilO feet above sea level in a garden that has an in-

clination to the north, with a fall of about 4ti feet

in 1211 jards. I am sorry I did not measure
the flower of Saxifraga longifolia, but I think it

was 8 inches high ; the plant that produced
it died oft'—flowered itself to death, I presume.
The soil is on a drifc of the millstone grit,

and is composed of good loam containing some
sand and peat, which is of a dry nature, so

no water remains, as it drains away after rain.

Sasifiaga longifolia. Eugravud I'm- Tmk Ci.iuuE.x lii,m ,i pliutograplj sent by

Mr. H. Richardson, Cherry I5auk, Ilkley, Yorks.

was flowered by Mr. G. Maw at Benthall Hall
a few years ago. S. Cotyledon, a very common
plant in gardens, is also a useful rock plant, the

variety pyramidalis, now so largely grown for

market, being by far the finest Saxifrage of this

section.

The subject of our ilhiatration, S. longifolia,

is a handsome rock plant ; it forms large rosettes

of linear crusted leaves and always grows best

on the face of perpendicular rocks. An old

brick wall answers admirably, and a good plan

1 find is to sow the seeds in the crevices. It

may bo described as a biennial ; the ]ilants, at

any rate, die after (lowering, the only means of

propagation being by seeds which ri]ien freely in

this country. Other and equally interesting

species or varieties are splendens, mutata, pec-

tinata, Ac.—K.

The rainfall is rather large, about .Sfi inches in the
year, and as there seems hardly any lime in the
soil the water is quite soft. There are some fine

trees, mostly O.xks, with stems iL'inches to I.s inches
in diameter, I grow under these different bulbs
that flower when the trees come out. This Saxi-
frage was grown on a natural plateau raised about
ii feet above the level of the land, and there is a
good deal of peat mixed with the soil. I have been
developing the garden for the last three years. It

was not enclosed when I bought it. I have burnt
the Grass and roots and mixed the refuse with the
soil, and this seems to have sweetened it, so I

can recommend the practice. The shrubs that I have
planted are of the better class, good Khododendrons
and many of the j,olden varieties of t'yperus, Taxus,
Hetinospora, &c. It is astonishing how they grow,
but 1 have all the land trencl.ed before I plant. I

have some good niituralroekwork with single stones

I of up to 20 odd tons each. Heuchcra sanguinea
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grows like a weed with me. I have saved plenty of
seed of Aqailegia ccerulea, but I cannot get A.
glandulosa to do any good, and the seed I bay does
not seem to grow.

WET-WEATHER FLOWERS.
One of the very best-wet weather flowers is the
Sweet Pea. I have a dozan clumps or so of Eck-
ford's new varieties in full bloom, and a close in-

fpection makes it clear that not a flower is injured
by the rain. The erect standards to the flowers
may be said to cut the raindrops in two without
injuring the petal edges, and the wings form a
kind of ridge, from which water falls readily
enough, and whether the weather be wet and dull
or dry and bright, these Sweet Peas go on blossom-
ing, and their flowers are ever welcome to those
who cut for decoration, for they are bright and
pretty and sweetly fragrant. I should like to see
gardeners who grow Sweet Peas for cutting getting
out of the old rut of sowing them in lines thickly,

as they do cooking Peas, and starving the plants.

If, instead of doing this, they would plant them in

clamps of about three or four plants of one va-

riety, giving them the support of sticks and taking
care the soil is good, and then go a step farther
and give these clumps a little mulching and water
in hot drying weather, the re-ult would compen-
sate them for a little extra labour. I am always
much interested when I visit Mr. Henry Eckford,
of Wem, who has given us so many pretty varie-
ties, in seeing how he grows his plants, placing
them thinly in lines, and giving them ample space
in which to develop. One there witnesses some-
thing of the capacities of an individual plant to
branch and develop into extraordinary dimensions.
Beyond a little summer mulching, Mr. Eckford
does nothing to produce such remarkable flowers,

except by sowing in good soil and giving the plants
ample space. That Mr. Eckford has given us very
fine, distinct, and singularly novel varieties, with
much greater substance and size in the flowers,
there can be no doubt, and gardeners of aU classes
have much reason to be grateful to him.
By the side of the Siveet Peas, how badly the

Carnations fare during the wet and dull weather.
The Carnation has lately acquired considerable
notoriety as a border flower, but it is a fine rather
than a wet-weather one. Plants of Germania,
whether in pots or in the open border, have many
rotten buds, and the same can be said of other
varieties. The moisture hangs about the petals,
and, iinding its way between the sheath of the
calyx and the petals, rots them before they can
commence to expand. The larger the flower the
greater appears to be the injury from rain. Then
the cold curls up the petals and destroys the sym-
metry of the blooms. Many of the flowers shown
for Mr. Mariin Smith's prizes had their petals curled
in this way, and I think those who attempt to raise
new varieties for border decoration should take as
their models some of the florists' Picotees that
have a tendency to reflex their petals naturally,
and so present their surface fully to view. Flowers
that cup or curl their petals are of little value
for exhibition, and all the skill of the dresser
avails but little to remedy this defect. The best
wet-weather Carnation I have is a small, pure
white-flowered seedling, which has but few petals,
but they are numerous enough to form a compact
blossom; it never splits its calyx, and does ad-
mirably for bouquets and button-holes. But this
the day of large Carnations—the larger the better,
and refinement is not so much considered as it will
be presently, and I am quite certain that a selection
could be made of the florists' named Carnations and
Picotees that would make excellent border flowers,
being of sturdy growth, sending up strong, erect
flower-stems, and displaying their blossoms in the
most effective manner. R. 1).

Basal rot in Daffodils.—1 have read with
much interest Mr. WoUey Dod's article on this sub-
ject, and I give you my own experience in the
matter. It is the first time I have heard of any
such disease, although I have no doubt my Daffo-
dils suffered from it, as I grow large quantities of

them, and I have attributed the failure of my bulbs
not to any disease, but to the conditions under
which they were grown. The same disease, if dis-

ease it be, has attacked not only my Daffodils, but
also other bulbs, more p.articula'ly Lilies. My soil

is a good holding loam, and might possibly be con-
sidered clayey. I have found that where the bor-

ders are exposed to the full rays of the sun, or

where the drainage is good, the bulbs suffer but
little. Some time ago I dug up my Daffodils (com-
prising many of the leading varieties) which had
been in the ground some three years ; they had in-

creased lartely, and the bulbs were sound and
healthy with no indication of disease. There is

one border in my garden in which 1 can grow
hardly a single Daffodil. I had in it at one time
about a dozen of the best varieties, and some months
since I dug up the sole survivor, which was Henry
Irving. The indications were precisely similar to

those stated by Mr. Wolley Dod. " The base was
rootless, soft, and black," and the whole bulb was
loose and watery. The border in which these bulbs
were planted is shaded by tall growing perennials,

has a north-east aspect, and is insufficiently drained.

I have no doubt that the failure of these bulbs is

to be attributed to the want of sun and undue
moisture, and this opinion is strengthened by the
fact that in another border, which is much moister,

but enjoys plenty of sunshine, 1 raised a few days
since tome hundreds of bulbs, every one of which
was sound and healthy. The failure of the D.iffo-

dils I mention is not due to imperfect nourishment,
nor to manure, and I have found that with some
few exceptions, Ard-Righ,for instance, my Daffodils

retain their vigour year after year. In future I

shall not attempt to grow bulbs in the border in

which they have failed.— F. H , Shtirtlandii, Kent.

Carnations James Fitzpatrick and Raby
Castle.— 1 do not yet know the variety James Fitz-

patrick, but hope shortly to make its acquaintance.
Mr. J. Roberts must have been misinformed, as

appears in The Gaedex of August 29 (p. 1',10), if

anyone has told him that Raby Castle is one of its

names. The variety Raby Castle as I know it, and
I have grown it largely for some years, splits all its

leading buds, and with me is just the type of what
a garden Carnation should not be in this respect. I

decided last season to have nothing more to do
with bursters, but as yet I have not cared to give
up Raby Castle because of its delightful colour. I

should not, however, hesitate doing so if I got a
similarly coloured non-bursting kind.—A. H.

*if* The variety James Fitzpatrick as sent to us
by Mr. A. Young is certainly not the same as Raby
Castle, which we have grown for many years. The
two varieties are quite distinct. Our experience of

Raby Castle is the same as that of " A. H."

—

Ed.

The above Carnation is quite distinct from
Raby Castle, the latter being of a brighter colour,

however, but it is an inveterate pod-splitter, and
however free in blooming, it is not equal to the
Carnation in question, James Fitzpatrick. I

think the above explanation is needed to prevent
confusion, as according to Mr. Robert's note (p.
liKi) it might imply that both are one and the same
thing. 1 have the two now in bloom.—A. Young,
Abhi-rh-y Hall.

1 must venture to correct your correspondent
who assumes that the names James Fitzpatrick and
the old Raby Pmk are synonyms for one and the
same thing. Raby Pink has been grown at Raby for

more than fifty years, and has been in our garden
for more than half that period, so that Raby is by
far the older variety. Moreover, two years ago
when at Chester I saw James Fitzpatrick growing
in Messrs. Dickson's nursery, and being struck by
its resemblance to the old Raby Pink I bought a
couple of layers, and now after two years' trial

have discarded it as distinctly infeiior for all gar-
den purposes to that old favourite. It is true its

buds do not split and that it is free flowering, but
the blooms are not so big or so fresh in colour as
those of Raby, so that not obtaining as much effect

in the garden from its small non-splitting flowers, I

prefer the handsomer and still hardier Raby Pink.
There are evidently several typep of Carnation that

, repeat themselves closely from seed, and this is an
instance in point ; for I have grown in turn Laura,

Lady Agnes, and James Fitzpatrick, only to find

them inferior to the old Raby Pmk in one way or

other. A few years ago an excellent Clove Carna-
tion was sent out under the name of P. Engleheart,

which is identical with a Clove grown for many
years in Ireland, and which I knew simply as Irish

Clove ; no doubt, too, this is another instance of a
variety reproducing itself by seed. Turning up in

a part where the old kind was unknown, it was
naturally supposed to be something new as well as

something good.—E H. Woodall.

Helianth.us Soleil d'Or.—The flowers of this

fine perennial arc now making an excellent display

in the herbaceous border. In the rich tone of

orange-gold it is at once distinct from the rest of

the Sunflowers, while the general form of the
blooms may be likened to that of a Cactus Dahlia,

particularly the manner in which the flowers are
quilled. By reason of these characteiistics it is

well worthy of general culture, and will make a fine

perennial for massing. Its usual height is about
i feet, but if cut down to within 9 inches of the
ground early in June, or at least sufficiently low to

permit of its breaking again, it would by its flower-

ing time make a plant about half its usual height,

and in consequence very valuable for bedding.
Thus grown it would eclipse all the early flower-

ing Cbrysantbemums of this shade of colour, and
become universally popular for large beds. The
same remark applies with equal weight to the

other varieties, and those who prefer the single

to the double forms are thus readily accommo-
dated. Most of the Sunflowers submit to the
dwarfing process, and are more generally admis-
sible to small gardens than when allowed to attain

their full height.

TuftedPansy.—The line below from a recent

issue shows one of the evil results of using the

Latin generic name for a variety only, and what is

really a Pansy.

Viola eirginalis t Sohlie S' Co.), lari/e jniri' white.

One might easily take the above for a species of

Viola, to which it has no claim. Viola is such a
large genus, and the wild species so often culti-

vated, that it would be a gain to keep the nomen-
clature of the varieties separate.

A yellow Foxglove.—There are in cultivation

at least three Foxgloves with flowers of a yellow
shade, but I imagine the one referred to by Mr. J.

Wood in The Gahden of August 29 (p. 19G) is

that known under the name of Digitalis grandi-

flora. At any rate I recently saw in the gardens
at Chiswick a batch of plants in flower, and the fine-

ness of the flower individually and the clearness of its

yellow colour were noteworthy, and a great advance
upon D, lutea, which I previously knew as a yellow-

flowered species, but having little to recommend it

to other than botanical collections. I was informed
that the plants in question were raised from seed

sent by Mr. G. F. AVilson, of Wej bridge.— S. P.

Potentilla fruticosa.—"H. P." rightly remarks
on p. 2(12 that this shrub is not as ofttn seen in

gardens as it deserves to be. For exposed, dry
stony banks, where the soil is poor, there are few
shrubs more ornamental in late summer and au-

tumn. It has, as " H. P." remarks, a very wide na-

tive range, being found on some of the mountains
in the Scotch Highlands and in Ireland, and ex-

tending through Northern Asia. It is also found
all across British North America, from the Pacific

to the Atlantic, reaching nearly to the Arctic Circle.

It was included amongst some plants collected for

me by my son in the North-west Territory near the
Rocky Mountains.— C. Woi-LEr DoD, /-"(/yc Hall.

Japanese Anemones.—These really valuable
perennials are now in their fullest beauty, and seem
to give agreat amount of satisfaction. This is not
to be wondered at, for the pure, spotless, waxy-
white of that known as alba is quite unique among
perennials. It should be grown in large permanent
masses to provide an annual display of its flowers.

Then there are pink and red kinds, both showy and
good Id their \?ay, and fprmiog a stiikisg contrast.
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to the white variety. These Anemones are impa-
tient of much disturbing at the root, and to reach
their full height of 3 feet or 3 J feet they should be
left alone for several years.

Carnation Perdita —This is oue of the small-
flowered French section, a companion, although a much
taller variety, to the pretty salmon Fair Maid. The
flowers are whiter, have full petals and good form,
anl are borne in wonderful profusion. It also pro-
duces grass freely, and is very hardy. It has been for
some time blooming at the Bedfont seed ground,
where on the clay soil it thrives luxuriantly.

—

A. D.

Carnation Fair Maid.—This is, perhaps, one of
the very earliest Caruations to flower in the open bor-
der, and still further because it blooms profusely it is

one of the latest. The flowers are of good form, cif me-
dium size, and produced in such great abundance that
it literally blooms all the season. At Chiswick last
year it took high honours, and this year again it was the
earliest amongst the whole batch. It is a stout free
grower, perfectly hardy, and the flower-stems are
about 15 inches high.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Lathyrus delicatulus, sent out, we believe, by
Mr. Dean, is a very distinct and desirable Everlasting
Pea. It is a variety of L. latifolius, with the delicate
shade of pink or suhnon well defined, and as it is very
free it makes a very charming border plant. Another
Lathyrus seen too rarely in mixed borders is L. tu-
beroius

; its neat dwarf habit and bright rose-purple
flowers would certainly be an acquisition, L. rotundi-
folius or Drummondi, L. grandiflorus, and the better
forms of sylvestris are all suitable for this work.

Solidago virgaurea nana.—Here is a plant
not nearly so well known as its merits entitle it to
be. Roughly speaking, the several members of
this group are of tall growth, but here we have one
of the neatest and prettiest of them all, and not
more than 2(i inches high. The flower- heads are
numerous and of a golden yellow colour, and may
be used with excellent effect in many gardens.

Italian fruit in London.—We learn that an
attempt is about to be made to place Italian Grapes,
Melons, Figs, and other fruit on the London mar-
ket. The new steamer of the Anglo-Italian Steam
Navigation Company would carry fresh fruit from
Naples to London in seven or eight days. It is

suggested that the central depi'.t of these fruits
should be in the Italian quarter of Hatton Garden,
and that neatly-made carts should be especially
constructed for the vendors.

Seedling Carnations.—By the same post we
send you a few flowers of our seedling Carnations.
They are small, being all side blooms, the centre
flowers having suffered from the unfavourable
weather we have experienced. Being vigorous
growers they are well suited for border cultivation,
and you will observe that the whole of them
possess that desirable property of not bursting their
pods. Self colours and yellow grounds predomi-
nate among our seedlings.— R. H. Vebtegan.'^ & Co.,
Chad Valli-i/ yiirsiu-ies, Edyljostoa,

*,* Very good flowers, the two best being Stan-
ley, a beautiful soft red, and Lady of the Lake, of
a soft rosy shade.— Ed.

Polygonum Brunonis — Though this plant
commenced to flower some weeks since, it still con-
tinues to produce its erect spikes of pinkish blos-
soms, the latter being densely set on stems It inches
high. On level ground it spreads freely and quite
covers the surface, but it is equally well suited for
the large rockery where it can enjoy unbounded
freedom. Not the least important feature with
regard to it is the bronzy red appearance of its

flowers when they are long past their best, provided
they are allowed to remain ; and this fact, coupled
with the bronzy hue that the foliage assumes
when grown in an open sunny spot, gives to it a
sort of double value.

Dahlias without stakes.-Stakes often mar
the efTect ol' many an otherwise good arrangement
in the flower garden, and in few plants is this teen
more than in the Dahlia. When used in beds and

each plant staked the effect is decidedly bad. For
this purpose one wants kinds that are stiff growers
and not too tall. This year I resolved to try a bed
in a somewhat sheltered place without staking. I

had a number of the variety Fire King, and these I

planted in an oval bed early in the season somewhat
closely together. Round the outside I planted a row
of a dwarf bedding white which does not grow
more than 18 inches high. These two kinds asso-
ciate well together, and have been full of bloom
ever since the middle of July.- J. C. F.

Helianthus multiflorus maximus—Another
varietal name for the above plant is grandiflorus,
either of which will sufiice to show that it sur-
passes the rest of the section to which it belongs
in point of size. It is indeed a noble plant, possess-
ing all the freedom of flowering as well as the pro-
fuseness so characteristic of them all, while its re-
markable foliage is handsome in the extreme. Just
now it is in its prime, its large, handsome, light
golden flowers being fully Ij inches or 7 inches
across. The florets in this are more pointed than in
typical multiflorus, thus giving it a distinctive
appearance. For bold isolated groups on the lawn
or in any good conspicuous place out of the way of
tree roots and the like this giant among the peren-
nial Sunflowers is well adapted. As a screen plant
it is also very acceptable on account of its free
quick growth and ample leafage.

Angraecum auriculatum. — The first place
amongst the dwarfer Angrajcams has, so far as
garden value is concerned, been generally accorded
to A. Sanderianum. It appears likely, however,
that it will be supplanted by the newly imported A.
auiculatum. The flowers of this species, whilst
being considerably larger than those of A. Sander-
ianum, are produced in racemes of as large a size,

and they are also of the purest white in every part.
About sixteen flowers are borne on the raceme, each
of them being 2\ inches in diameter, with the
sepals, petals and lip practically the same in size
and shape. The spur is slender, slightly curved,
and () inches to 7 inches long, and twice the
size of that of A, Sanderianum. The plant is quite
dwarf, the bright green leaves being of leathery
texture and about (i inches long. It is now in
flower at Kew and also in considerable quantity in
Messrs. Low's nursery at Clapton. Like the others
of the same group, it requires moist tropical condi-
tions at all seasons of the year, never being sub-
jected to any resting period.

Cattleya Loddigesi.—The wealth of bril-
liantly coloured Cattleyas which during the las
decade have been added to our collections, espe
cially of those belonging to the labiata group, has
to some extent, placed the more modest features of
this species in the shade. It has, however, a quiet
and delicate beauty of its own, which to some tastes
is preferable to that of the showiest of its sister

species. It belongs to the group with tall cylindri-
cal stems, which are here a foot or more high, and
bear two stout leathery leaves at the top. The
flowers expand to their fullest extent and measure
about -1 inches across, from two to five of them
being borne on one stem. The colour is an ex-
tremely pretty shade of rosy lilac, the only varia-
tion occurring in the lip, which h.as its centre lobe
of a pale amethyst-purple, and is also yellowish on
the disc. The species was the first of the genus
cultivated in Europe, having been introduced some
seventy or eighty years ago from Southern Brazil,

where it is one of the most frequently met with of
ttfohids. As a plant of the easiest cultivation and
one that flowers at the present season when Orchid
bloom is not plentiful, it deserves to find a place in

both large and small collections.—B.

Satyrium princeps —This is undoubtedly one
of the most beautiful Satyriums hitherto flowered
in this country, and a fine example of it has for
some time been in bloom at Kew. The flowers are
numerous, and are borne in a dense pyramidal ra-

ceme on the upper 3 inches of a scajie a foot in

height. The flower is an inch across, with all the
segments of a pretty ciirmine colour, deepening
here and there into almost crimeon, the upper one,

which is in the shape of a hood and guards the
column, being furnished with along pointed spur.
This Orchid is found on the wet sandy downs of
St. Francis Bay, near Port Elizabeth, South Africa.
It is said to occasionally produce scapes a yard
high. A great deal has been written at various
times on the cultivation of Satyriums and kindred
Orchids, but the problem of how to make them
thrive and flower after the second or third year
after importation is, except in two or three in.

stances, not much nearer solution than ever it was-
The theory that individual plants are naturally
short-lived and that the species are perpetuated in

a state of nature by quickly succeeding generations
of seedlings explain their rapid decline under culti-

vation. It points also to the improbability of
these plants ever becoming permanent occupants of

our houses.

Grevillea asplenifolia.— Like many another
genus of Australian flowering plants, the Grevilleas

have during the last thirty years in a great mea-
sure passed out of cultivation. It is to be hoped,
however, that the notice the Australian flora has
lately been receiving in the horticultural press will

do something to bring about their return to general
favour. Amongst these plants there are few which
combine the beauties of flower and foliage to a
more marked degree than G. asplenifolia. The
leaves are (J inches to 1 foot long, very narrow, and
so deeply toothed as to be almost pinnatifid ; they
are deep green above and silvery grey beneath.
The racemes are 2 inches to 4 inches long, all the

flowers being borne on one side. The colour is a
rosy-pink streaked with red, the styles, which are

l.T inches long, and constitute no inconspicuous
part of the inflorescence, being also bright red.

This species is included in the enumeration of pro-

teaoeous plants published by Knight at the begin-

ning of the present century. It was first discovered

and its seeds sent to England by Caley, a gardener
who was sent from Kew on a plant-collecting ex-

pedition to New South Wales by Sir Joseph Banks
in 1801. A specimen planted out in the temperate
house at Kew, which has been in flower during
most of the summer, is 7 feet high. In the colony

of New South Wales it forms a tree twice that

height. Another name for it—and the one by
which it is usually known on the Continent—is G.
longifolia.—B.

Grapes Appley Towers and Lady Hutt-
-Being in the neighbourhood of Appley Towers.

Isle of Wight, on August 1, 1 was induced to call and
see Mr. Myles' new seedling Grapes Appley Towers,

black, and Lady Hutt, white, which have already

gained the honours of first-class certificates from

the Royal Horticultural Society. These distinct

late-keeping kinds, although growing in a mixed
house, being individually inarched on to manifestly

indifferent stocks, the canes afterwards bent down
and layered on to the surface of the inside border,

now show tlieir characteristics in a very marked
degree. Tlie bunches are not under this treatment

extraordinarily large, but the size and shape of the

berries are so prominent as to arrest the attention

at once of the most indift'erent observer. Unless

the unusu.ally bad weather all through August has

prevented or hindered the process of colouring, I

understood it was Mr. Myles' intention to submit

them for public criticism before the great Inter-

national Fruit. Society, held at Edinburgh, Septem-

ber '.I, 10 and U, when gardeners and others inte-

rested may judge for themselves. At the same
time it would be unjust to expect to find these new
late kinds in best condition as early as September
'.I, unless specially forced for that date, which I

understand these have not been ; nevertheless, I

am of opinion sufficient meiit will l>e shown under

adverse circumstances to jn.stify the exhibit, as

well as to receive justice at the hands of the ap-

pointed censors. Mr. Myles, I observed, has planted

entire houses of each kind, and, judging from ap-

pearances, even better results may be expected next

year.—William Cuumt, Mttilrr.iliclil Court, Mai-

rt'Tti

.

Cyphomandra fragrans The genus Cypho-

mandra, a member of the Solanaceous family, is

best known in gardens through C. betacen, the
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Tomato Tree, as it is frequently called, a plant of

considerable economic value in the West Indies,

producing an abundance of palatable and refresh-

ing fruit. It has also been successfully cultivated

indoors in England, and is now, I believe, being

tried in several establishments. Although C. fra-

grans does not, so far as I am aware, possess any
value of this kind, it is, on the other hand, a flower-

ing plant of great beauty and somewhat remark-
able character. It is of flat growth, the greater

part of its branches taking a horizontal plane, and
has ovate, shiny green leaves 3 inches to <> inches

in length. At this season there is produced from
every leaf axil a pendulous spike 1 inches to 8

inches long, and composed of from ten to a score

flowers. These are bell-shaped, with the tips of the

petals reflexed and of a violet-purple colour, after-

wards changing to green ; they are individually

nearly an inch in diameter, and are, as the name
implies, pleasantly fragrant. The picture of this

profusion of flower-spikes all hanging by reason of

their habit about the same level is one with which
few others in plant life can be compared. When
planted out, as is nece.-sary to get it in perfect

condition, it grows very rapidly, in two or three

years attaining a height of (J feet or more, and as

much in width ; it requires a severe annual prun-
ing. Perhaps the most suitable place for it would
be trained near the roof of a glass corridor 7 feet

to 8 feet high, where its flowers would be dis-

played to their greatest advantage. A plant is now
finely in flower at Kew. It is a native of Brazil,

and requires the protection of a cool greenhouse. It

is easily increased by cuttings.— IJ.

Thames Embankment Gardens.—We notice
with regret some huge crockery vases here, which,
however good in colour or form, have little to do
with good gardening; ami a worse example than
the Thames Embankment garden of landscape
work it would be difficult to find. Everyone thinks
he can lay out a garden, and so be can in a way

;

but few know the difference in the range of what is

possible in beauty and in a given spot, and so the
most stupid things are allowed to pass as right.

The black walk cutting right through the centre of
this, the ugly wooden edgings, the shabby Ivy bor-
bers, the dots of poor shrubs, isolated and at regu-
lar intervals, go to make this the worst thing pos-
sible in garden design. Of the flower planting we
say little, it being the usual repetition, ad nauseam,
of a few things. Certainly it ought to be improved
before we go to the highly artificial and costly gar-
dening in large vases ! Vases of all kinds were
originally intended for terraces, and places where
people could not " garden " on the ordinary ground

;

but here is a large river bank garden, hungry to be
decorated and planted in a simple and artistic way.
We call for plants and trees, and they give us
crockery ware.

—

Fuhl.

Ferns.

HARE'S-FOOT FERNS.
(davallias.)

If properly cared for, these are very beautiful
when grown in hanging baskets. D. canarieusis
is one of the very best for growing in a con-
servatory or cool fernery. Irrespective of its

beauty, it is also interesting to many, as being
included in the list, of European Ferns, the lo-

calities given for it being Spain and Portugal.
I have never seen specimens from either country,
but I liave received it frequently from the
Canaries and Madeira ; hence we have a really
beautiful species of this family which is found
in a wild state within easy reach of us, and at
the same time one of the most beautiful of the
whole family—large as it is, and one that
thrives well with but little heat. Water, how-
ever, it must have in abundance during the
summer months, and this mu.st be quickly car-
ried away. I believe that in nine cases out of
ten it is inattention to watering which renders
this species wanting in beauty. In many in-

stances the plants are hung in positions out of

reach, and are often overlooked and neglected.

Until the plants assume a bad and sickly appear-

ance the discovery is not made that they have
been starved for want of water. The genus Da-

vallia has been divided \\\> iuto numerous genera,

such as Leucostegia, Odontosoria, Humata, itc,

but I here treat them all as UavaUias. Two
plants introduced to commerce by Mr. Wm.
Bull, of Chelsea, must take first place for

beauty, and more especially when treated as

basket plants. Tlie.se are

D. F1.IIENSI3 AND ITS VARIETY PLUMOSA —I
would advise all Fern lovers to get these plants, and
if grown well the rich green and plumose fronds

of the variety will always be admired. These two
require stove heat. Another plant requiring similar

treatment, but quite different in character, is

D. MooREANA, more correctly named D. pallida,

from the pale green of its fronds. This used to be
largely grown, and the most beautiful plant that I

have ever seen was 8 ft. or 10 ft. across. Of course

everyone will not have accommodation for a
specimen of this size, but much smaller plants will

display its beauties. Other kinds for stoves of

smaller dimensions are

D. Tyermanni, whose rhizomes are coated with
large white chaffy scales and stiff dark green
fronds, which are very useful for cutting, and re-

main a long time fresh. To these may be added

D. liULLATA (the Squirrel's-foot), so called from
its rhizomes being clothed with bright red scales.

This kind, however, is sometimes avoided because
it is deciduous, and loses its fronds in winter.

Many other species, including D. dissecta, an
evergreen kind ; D. decora, D. pyxidata, which,

though a native of Au.stralia, thrives best in

warmth ; D. divarioata, D. armata, a bold and
.strong growing kind ; and D. Vogelli, which comes
from Fernando Po, and somewhat resembles

D. canariensis, might be grown, for I do not

know one plant in the lot that is not deserving

of special recognition. The soil best suited to

Davallias is good fibrous peat and light turfy

loam made sandy. When grown in pots or

baskets a wide surface should be allowed for the

rhizomes to spread. W. H. G.

Destroyers

WASPS IN VINERIES.

Wasps are very troublesome at this season, more
especially when the weather is hot and dry. "M. H ,"

in The Garden of August 2'.i, deserves the thanks

of everyone for pointing out an erticient remedy.

All that he states I can bear out as to putting

the Grapes in bags. My experience was that the

remedy was worse than the disease, as the berries

damped off and were rubbed to such an extent that

their beauty was gone. In one place I used to use

the hexagon netting to put over the ventilators,

&c., but this was most expensive and caused a

great deal of labour. It is of no use unless fixed

securely, as the wasps will find any opening. It

would be a splendid and cheap remedy if Tomato
plants growing in a house would keep this pest

away. When this was talked of so much some
years ago in some of the gardening papers I had no
faith in it. At the present time I have a vinery

with ripe Grapes in it. In this vitieiy I have some
Tomatoes growing in bo.xes ; these are trained

down the trellis and between the \'ines. But for

all this the wasps come in large numbers and eat the

GrapesgrowingbesidetheTomatoes. The only cure

that I find effectual for keeping Grapes free from

wasps is the one pointed out by " M. H.," namely,

Davis's wasp destroyer. I fully agree with all

'• M. H." says as to its v.-ilue, having used it for

several years. I have always found the wasps dis-

appear after using it. I never took the trouble

to watch the result it had on them till one morning
recently. Having some of the destroyer by me, I

cut some of the damaged berries in the vinery

referred to into two, applying the liquid to them.

While in the act of doing so, a wasp settled on the

stick with which I was applying the liquid. I al-

lowed the wasp to have its fill, and in less than two
minutes it was dead. Some may be afraid to use

it, but I do not see the slightest danger if properly

applied. I cut some fruit in pieces, putting these

in saucers and hanging them close to the bunches

affected, at the same time removing all the injured

berries from the bunches. I cut Plums, &c., in just

the same way.

—

Dorset.

For the past three years we have been

enturely free from wasps, owing, I believe, solely

to the destruction of female wasps at the

beginning of summer. We were recommended
to watch the Raspberry flowers, which attracted

all the female wasps. The first year we killed 143,

the second '.i7, the third some much smaller num-
ber, and hardly any nest^ were found, although re-

wards were offered for them. This year the Rasp-

berry flowers came in so late that no doubt the

female wasps bad betaken themselves to their nests

and none were killed. We are now being over-

whelmed with wasps in the gardens. The Plums
are being destroyed wholesale, as also the Apricots,

and the Nectarines will be ne.xt attacked. I with

to know if there is any wasp destroyer at all effica-

cious and how applied. I have the most perfect

reliance on the efficacy of destroying wasps when
they frequent the Raspberry flowers.—W. H.

Gregory.

The Temple Gardens.—Both the Inner ;iud

MiJdlfTtMiiple Gardens, which have been thrown open
nis^htly for tlie benefit of the poor children inhabiting

tlio snrroun^ling districts, are now closed, but the Lin-

coln's Inn Gardens will remain open every evening

from 5 o'clock until dusk up to the h8tli inst. It is

satisfactory to state that the children have in no way
injured either plants, trees, or flowers during the time
the gardens have been open.

Open spaces.—The acquisition of open spates

in the metropolis goes on slowly, but surely. The
pity is that they cannot be obtained in places where
they are most urgently needed. What an enormous
boon, for instance, would be a park, however small,

in the vicinity of Whitechapel or the slums of

ClerkenweU. The best thing to do under the cir-

cumstances is to surround London with a fringe of

common land so as to break the monotony of bricks

and mortar, and this is being accomplished wher-

ever possible. North London is exceptionally well

provided with breathing spaces, for Hampstead
Heath. Parliament Hill, Highgate Woods, Waterlow
Park, Finsbury Park, and Clissold Park are all in

that direction ; but now, thanks to Mr. H. R. Wil-

liams and the Hjrnsey Local Board, another oasis,

of about ~l acres, has been secured near Hornsey
village, at the foot of Mnswell Hill, just in time to

save it from the builders.

Mr. D. T. Fish.—Our old and able correspon-

dent Mr. D. T. Fish, so well known to our readers,

is, we regret to hear, leaving Hardwicke. He in-

tends to devote his time to jury work at great shows,

landscape gardening, and literature. For the pre-

sent we can but wish Mr. Fish great success in his

new career, and regret, for the cause of improved

taste and for the public good, that he has not en-

tered upon it earlier.

Death of Mrs. H. Knig'ht.—It is with great

regret that we have to announce the death, at the

age of 51, of Helen Porteous, the wife of Mr. Henry
Knight, gardener to His Majesty the King of the

Belgians, at Laeken.

Rudbeekia (Echinacea) purpurea—In The
Gakoe.n, August 2:i (p. 1S!I), tliis was cdled the Pur-

ple Cornflower. It sliouM have been the Purple Cone-
flower.

Plants for rockery.—What sort of plants,

Ferns, &c , would you recomniciid fur a large rockery

on the front of a hill, also for the inside of a fernery, 8

feet by 1 1 feetand 8 feet high.—A Subsckiker, Feiih.

Names of plants.

—

H. Hart.—Both specimens
are forms of Dianthus sylvestris var. Scheuchzeri.

E. Bye.—Colutea arborescens ; Aster Tripolium.

A. H. T.—Eccremocarpus scaber. U'. ./. IIVii/Af.—

Petunia of no value.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

ORNAMENTAL FORESTRY.
The beauty and picturesqueness of every locality

are so largely dependent upon the disposition of

its scattered trees, its groups and masses of

plantations, that no landed proprietor and no

forester .should entirely lose sight of this fact

in laying out woodlands whiohare planted mainly

for profit ; and though in Nature we sometimes

meet with scenes of such surpassing grandeur

that any attempt to heighten their effect by
planting must necessarily prove futile, yet, in

the majority of cases, considerable improve-

ments in a landscape may be effected by a judi-

cious choice of trees combined with such a

mode of planting as shall be in accordance with

the character of the district. Thus, the park

or any other wide expanse of comparatively

leveY or gently undulating surface, through

which the sluggish stream glides almost noise-

lessly, or expands into a placid lake, requires

the accompaniment of rolling masses of under-

wood, dipping to the water's edge, and from

amongst which spring up round-headed trees of

various kinds, while here and there a graceful

Alder, a spreading Ash with recurvate branches,

or a Willow which " grows aslant the brook, and

shows his hoary leaves in the glassy stream,"

give both beauty and variety to the scene. On
the other hand, the mountain defile, through

which the rapid torrent bounds from rock to

rock, and above which peak rises above peak,

is most befittingly clothed with the tangled

thicket, the spiral-headed Larch and Spruce,

the Scotch Pine, and the Mountain Ash, and

when upon the slopes such groves of Fir or

Pine have been so thinned out as to produce

a dense canopy supported only by a few trunks

of largo size, the scene becoYnes one of solemn

grandeur.
Whoever has attentively studied the effects of

light and shade upon the landscape must have

remarked that when a house of any considerable

size is bounded only by the skyline, or backed

and flanked by open lawn and bare arable and

pasture land, there is a degree of indistinctness

about it which considerably lessens its effect

upon the spectator, inasmuch as the whole of

its surroundings participate in the strong light

which should be concentrated upon the build-

ing. But when such a house is backed up by

a well-selected mass of trees, planted at a pro-

per distance to secure the desired ort'ect, the

whole building becomes boldly prominent, and

if it contains lengthened horizontal lines, the

breaks produced by a few trees planted directly

in front of it not only increase its apparent

size, but also give it an air of lightness and ele-

gance. Similar effects may be observed upon
the boles of tall trees which occupy the front

lines of a dense plantation when the sun's rays

strike them in the morning or evening, accord-

ing as they happen to be west or east of the ob-

server.

Considered as the surroundings of the abodes

of people of taste and retiueiuent, trees are

indeed beautiful at all seasons, yet as beauty

alone satiates in time, it is only when they

combine this with utility that they become in

reality " a joy for ever." On account of their

uniformity of colour at all seasons of the year,

and also from the absence of any tints, properly

so-called, evergreen trees afford loss real plea-

sure to the beholder than the deciduous kinds.

During the spring most of the latter assume a

certain lightness and elegance of form, as,

through and beyond the delicate tints with

which they are clothed, the anatomy of their

branches and twigs is, more or leas, strikingly

displayed as the winds wave them to and fro,

and gleams of sunshine or dark patches of

shadow alternately reveal and conceal the forms

beneath. In summer they strike us by their

intensity of shade, as they "hide us from day's

garish eye " ; in autumn by their depth and
variety of tint : and in winter by their breadth

of shadow as the sun skirts the southern hori-

zon, while at the same season the endless rami-

fications and interlacing of their branches are

distinctly traceable, down almost to the smallest

twig, as they stand out in relief again.st the

frosty sky or become thickly coated with rime.

The planter who combines taste with sound-

ness of judgment will produce striking effects

with few subjects, just as the Greeks of old,

with four colours only, produced results in paint-

ing which far surpassed those of a later and more
degenerate age, when chemistry had largely in-

creased the number of pigments which figured

on the palette. Whoever has the opportunity

of conducting such planting on a large scale

should bear in mind the fict that to produce

grand and striking effects one or two bold and
well-wooded prommences, or the same number
of deep recesses, are worth scores of minor irre-

gularities ; also, that while the mistakes of the

farmer, or even those of the gardener, may
sometimes be seen and rectified in one short

season, those of the professed improver of land-

scape may take years to realise and a lifetime to

rectify.

In thickly-wooded districts much more im-

mediate and, consequently, more striking effects

may be produced by thinning than by planting.

The judicious opening out of a large wood
greatly increases its apparent extent, and this,

whether it be viewed from a distance or carefully

observed in passing through it ; the variety and
succession please, while, at the same time, they

arrest the eye. Where there are also consider-

able irregularities of surface, the clearness of

space between the highest and the lowest ground,

so as to enable the distant observer to see the

trunks of the upper trees over the tops of the

lower ones, and across a clear space of turf or

arable land, gives greater height to the wood.

But to produce the most pleasing effects, either

by planting or thinning, the intricacy should be

such as to avoid uniformity on the one hand and
confusion on the other. The beauty of outline,

whether in single trees, in groups, or in planta-

tions on a large scale, is that which is broken
rather than regularly sweeping, affording the

greatest variety of forms without a constant suc-

cession. Broken ground undoubtedly admits of

more ornament than that which is level, but even

hero too much planting produces the same re-

sult as large masses in flat districts— it loads the

scene.

It is only by a close study of Nature that the

landscape gardener can attain to anything ap-

proaching perfection in his art. To ensure that

harmony which is so highly essential, his prin-

cipal effects must be produced by trees indi-

genous to the district, otherwise he will destroy

that unity of character which should pervade all

large compositions. Much has been said and
written about the study of landscape painting

as being an essential for him who aims at the

improvement of real landscape. The striking

effects observable in the works of our best

jiainters are such, that while we may never

iiave seen their exact counterparts in Nature,

they often excite the wish tliat we could see

them realised. As a suggestive monitress, or as

the assistant and handmaid of Nature, Art may
do much, but it must not bo forgotten that under

the inrtuenco of the artist's softening pencil the

most picture8<juo scenes often assume beauties

not their own, and also that the operations upon

the canvas are much more under the control of
the artist than those attempted upon the face of

Nature, while the growth of deformity is fre-

quently more marked if not more rapid than the
development of beauty. The painter turns out
a finished picture which time only mellows ; it

can be seen only under one aspect, and as it

appeared at one season of the year ; whereas the
work of the landscape gardener has to be seen
at all seasons, and judged under a variety of

aspects. When, however, one observes the
reckUss manner in which noble prospects are
sometimes broken up or frittered away by the
successive dotting of single trees, or of small
clumps, it is impossible not to wish that the
immortal Claude had been studied and accepted
as a model. A. .1.

THE BO.\RD OF AGRICL'LTIRE AND TREE
CULTIVATION IN GREAT BRITAIN.

A CORRESPONDBNT recently wrote to Mr. Henry
Chaplin, M. P , President of the Board of Agriculture,

suggesting that the Government should endeavour,
through the medium of the Board, to encourage
tree cultivation on the waste lands of Great Britain

by grants of money towards the initial expense of

planting, &c. To this Mr. Chaplin replied that

the suggestion should receive due consideration,

and added that an inquiry was now being made to

ascertain the extent of woodlands in the I'nitfd

Kingdom. In reply to a further letter from the

same correspondent, the following communication
has been forwarded :

—

Board of Agriculture, '3, St. James's Square,

London, August 3.

Sir,—In rejjly to your letter of the 24th instant ad-

verting to my communication of July 20 last, and ask-

ing to be fun her informed how soon the inquiry now
being made by the Board of Agriculture to ascertitia

the extent of woodlands in the present year in Great
Britain will be completed, I am directed by the Presi-

dent of the Board to inform you that the information

obtained on this suljject will be limited to the two
items of woods and plantations, that for the latter being

such as have been planted in the last ten years. The
completed returns relating to separate counties will be

issued some time in the course of the present year, but
it is not possible now to indicate more exactly tlie

period of publication of the particulars referred to. I

am to add that an endeavour is also being made to

obtain tentatively approximate information as to the

area of mountain and heath or waste land inieucloscd,

and not hitherto included among the Agricultur^d

Returns, but the first attempt in this dn-ection will

doubtless be attended with difficulties as to accurate

information which may disappear in future years.—

I

am, sir, your obedient servant, Ricuakd D.iwson,

Assistant Secretary.

SHORT NOTE.—WOODS AND FORESTS.

The Austrian Pine as a timber tre?.—
WijulJ yiiu kindly give me your opniion of -Vustrian

Pine as a timber tree 'i le it preferabh- to the Scotch

Fir, and which realises the most money ?—E. MoLV-
NKCX.

" The Garden " Monthly Parts.— I7iij ;o maX w pub
lished in neatly bound Mmithly Parts. In this foi-m tht

coloured plates are best preaerred, and it is most suitable for

rrference previous to the issue of the lmU'-;Karlii volumes. Price

Is. 6d. ; post free, Is. 9d. CompleU set of volumes of Tub
Garden /roiu its commencement to end of 1800, thirty-eight mis.,

price, cloth, if'-'S 43.

"Gardening Illustrated" Monthly Parts. — ««
hurnal IX iu,l,li.-,hed in ntalhi Unnid Moiithhi Parts, m ir/iir/l

'form it is ui<i.<( auiliiblefor refarnce prtrious lo the issue of the

yearly volumes. Prtve i)d. ;
postjrte, Si/.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.— r/ii« ;oiiniaZ ii

published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in Khich form it u
most suitable for reference pmiout to the issue of tht yearly

volumes. Pr.'ve bd. ; post free, Sd.

" Hardy Flowers."— '''"''"." descriptions oj uptcards oi

thirtten tnnhlrol of' the iiiost ontam^nlal species, with directions

for their urrauyanent, culture, -tc. fourth and Popular

Kdition, U.; post free. Is. &d.

"The Garden Annual" for 1891.—Conloiiu .,<Ip»a-

betical Lists of all Branches of the Horticultural Trade correclen

up to Kovimber 10 last. The lists of Gardens ami Country

liials(contaiHin!i over dOOO; have been rcry carefully and exten-

sively revised, and art admitted to be the most comi'lete ever

published. Price U. ; by pott, U. id.
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" This Is an Art
WMch does mend Nature ; change it rather

;

The Art IT3ELF IS Nature."—Bhak&ipiart.

but

Rose Garden.

ROSE STOCKS.

It is now tolerably safe to assert that the best

of all stocks for Roses is the Brier, and yet it is

but a very short time ago that a word said or

written in disparagement of the Manetti was
sufficient to arouse a sharp controversy upon
the merits or demerits of particular stocks. I

once asked a great grower what he had to say

in defence of the Manetti, and the reply came,
" There is no defence," and surely, if slowly, its

use is being discontinued, while those who
were once its strongest champions now onl}' de-

fend it and justify its use for particular pur-

poses. Once it was the coming stock for all

Roses, but the Teas were the first to refuse to

grow upon it, and latterly quite long lists of

varieties have cropped up that wiU not thrive

upon it, some refusing to grow at all, others

making grand plants that quickly perish, while

the number that will live long and flower well

is indeed very small. La France is one of them,
as recently at Mr. B. R. Caut's I saw a large

breadth of this kind grown solely for cut bloom,
and the plants, full of life and vigour and blos-

som were twelve years old. Among our own
Roses evidences of the Manetti and what it is

worth are too plainly apparent in gaps in a large

group of Perle des Jardins, which was good for

two seasons, and a group of Souvenir d'un Ami,
than which there is no more vigorous or free-

flowering Tea upon its own or the Brier roots.

In the present case the plants refuse to grow,
and are scarcely larger than they were three

years ago when planted.

Apparently the only real use or value that

the Manetti now has is for the production of

early blooms upon maiden plants, and in this

respect its value is greater to the exhibitor than
to the ordinary grower ; and it is worthy of note
that these early blooms are generally spoken
of as coming from maiden plants, from which
one infers that its influence in promoting
early blooming upon cut-back plants is not so

apparent. It is also said to be valuable as a

stock for pot Roses, and in the garden some
affirm that it does better, and produces finer

plants in light or ordinary garden soOa, but this

is no gain if the plant be short-lived, and that
is the experience of the majority of cultivators.

The life of the kind upon it is short in com-
parison with the life of the same kind upon the
Brier. Therefore the great numbers who grow
Roses for their own gratification and to adorn
the garden may ignore the Manetti entirely, or
perhaps it would be better to advise them to

keep a vigilant eye upon it, and see that it never
enters the garden as the foster roots of some
newly-purchased Rose. It may often come in this

way, because it is a practice in some nurseries
to bud new Roses largely upon Manetti, because
a greater per-centage of successes is obtained,

and when these buds start they in turn make
finer shoots for further budding. It would be
wise then to specially ask when purchasing new
Roses that they be sujiplied upon Brier roots.

With the Brier as a stock it is hardly pos-

sible to find much, if any, fault. It rarely

suckers, and does not die and leave the plant
upon it to perish. Apparently no Rose refuses

avail ourselves of it, for, desirable as it may be

to have every Rose flourishing upon its own
roots, this is a millennium of Rose growing that

will never be reached while we continue to

grow the best kinds of the present day, as

some of these have been tried and found

satisfactory and others sadly wanting—mere

shadows of their vigorous selves when upon

suitable foster roots.

Brier stocks, as is generally known, are

raised by two distinct methods—from seed or

from cuttings, and although many would have

thought that the ultimate difl'erence arising

from these two methods of propagation would

be quite immaterial, it would seem to be a

matter of some importance. The cutting Brier

stock has been preferred by Mr. B. R. Cant

for some years, not from fancy nor a mere

whim, but because it always produces the best

plants. It was pointed out to me when recently

visiting the nursery, and the results are so

apparent that Mr. Cant has just made an ex-

tensive experiment, proof of which will be forth-

coming next season. About six dozen sorts of

the best Hybrid Perpetuals have been selected

and budded upon one piece of ground, the

stocks being alternated, one line being seedling

Brier and the next the cutting Brier, through-

out the whole piece, each kind being budded

upon at least two rows. The outcome of this

should be very interesting, because when walk-

ing round the nursery my attention was fre-

quently called to large breadths of particular

kinds, and the greater evenness and general

superiority of the plants upon the cutting

Brier were pointed out.

It might be thought that little difference

would be apparent as the result of merely pro-

pagating the self-same stock in two diflerent

ways, but such is the case, and the greater

success of the cutting Brier at Colchester will

probably be found to proceed from the fact

that as the soil is heavy it is better for the

plants to have their roots nearer to the sur-

face. Stocks from cuttings are naturally

inclined to surface-rooting, as they produce a

mass of roots altogether different from those of

the seedling Brier, which has fewer roots, these

tending to strike deep down into the ground.

Transplanting in a seedling state must to some

extent modify this rambling and deep-rooting

tendency, but it would appear that even then it is

not possible, given certain conditions of soil, to

place the seedling stock upon an equal footing

with the cutting stock, it still tending to strike

downwards away from warmth and air. But

the ardent Rose grower of the present day does

so much for his Roses in the way of preparing

the soil that he need not trouble himself much

about how the Brier stocks have been propa-

gated so long as he knows that the plants are on

the Brier, and are therefore assured of long life,

the bushes increasing in beauty as they grow

in age and strength. In the majority of cases

the superiority of one form of Brier stock over

the other will be a minor matter, but I have

endeavoured to point out in what direction the

difference lay to justify the position taken up

by some of our largest Rose growers. What

the cutting Brier is in Mr. Cant's nursery at

Colchester the seedling Brier is with Mr.

Prince, but the soil of the Longworth nursery

is altogether lighter, and deep rooting there has

its advantages.

The De la Grett'eraie is sometimes spoken of

as a good stock for vigorous climbing Roses of

the Gloire de Dijon type, but the benefits de-

rived from its use are more fancied than real,

and it is not in any way better than the Brier. We

upon the seedling Brier stock were all that one

could wish , both for vigour ofgrowth and sustained

freedom of bloom. Thus it would seem quite

possible, if stocks must be used, to reduce

them to one, and this would simplify matters

and be better for all concerned. The stock

question concerns all engaged in Rose growing,

whether for pleasure or profit, but especially

those who grow for pleasure. They would be

more content to watch for a season or two, if

need be, the gradual growth of a Rose that was

sure to live long, than to see youth, maturity,

and death crowded into the space of about three

Rose seasons, and then to face the prospect of

fresh purchases with the probability of past

experience repeating itself.

The above was written before the two para-

graphs on "The Manetti as a stock " in The
Gakden of September b, (p. 21G) appeared. The

gardens where the Manetti is satisfactory are

quite the exception and in the minority. It is

a stock that only those blessed with a perfect

knowledge of facts should have anything to do

with. The owner of the garden in 'Cheshire,

where such fine blooms are grown, admits that

he plants deeply to give Roses a chance of mak-

ing own roots, and one may conjecture that the

plants making feet or 7 feet shoots have a con-

siderable own root capacity ;
therefore, this fact

proves nothing but may mislead many, and that

is why I make reference to it because these notes

are written to help or guide the Rose lovers and

growers who have only one main object in view

and want to know the surest and safest means

of attaining it.
i ^i i.

With reference to INIr. Pearson s remark that

the Manetti is a nurseryman's stock and enables

new Roses to be the more readily and cheaply

obtainable, I think most nurserymen who have

a reputation at stake like to sell plants that they

think will grow, and they cannot know much of

the behaviour of a new kind upon this uncer-

tain stock till the plant has been cut back, so

that its early distiibution may not be such an

advantage, and the after sale of the kind may

be checked. Moreover, half the evils of the

whole practice of budding and grafting have

arisen through nurserymen availing themselves

of easy methods which were not the best. I

expect almost everyone would ridicule the idea

of the need of a stock for the Japan Rosa rugosa,

and yet at the present time I have a thicket of

Manetti suckers around a plant only planted

three years ago, proving how some nurserymen

will avail themselves of doubtful methods of

increase. When one has such frequent experi-

ence of its evils,it is hard to refrain from abuse,

but I have endeavoured here to state all that

has been said to me in its favour by many

growers, and deductions drawn from that and

my own experience prove that if we have nothing

to do with the Manetti we have nothing to lose,

but perhaps are the gainers, leaving out of the

question those who have entered upon Rose

growing for showing, as they are men who m
lit nf their hobbv can get on very

A. H.
the pursuit of their hobby can get on very well.

Go-
the

to thrive upon it. This is suflicient to make I
hivo'grown all the best Dijon Teas up(m walls

it the one stock of the future, and we must ' and fences for some years, and the plants

Roses Sappho and Mme. Joseph

(jier — These new Tea varieties possess

sweetest scent to be found amcng these flowers

excepting Socrates. They are both fairly good

growers and flower freely, while their colours are

particularly soft and pleasing. As pot plants they

have done excellently with me since their introduc-

tion about two years back. Sappho lasts well when

cut and I have bad it quite fresh eight days after

having been cut from the plant. The chief thing

in keeping cut flowers in a fresh state for any

length o£ time consists in cutting cff the bottom of

their stems afresh, using a sharp knife that will

leave the cut clean and the cell pores open to
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allow of the water ascending freely. Flowers
simply pat into water after being cut off tlie plant

will not do nearly so well as if they are re-cut be-

fore placing them in the vases, &c. It is astonish-

ing how very short a time will suffice to dry up the

bottom of the flower-stem, and while in this state

very little, if any, support can be carried to the

flowers from the water they are placed in. I also

make a point of changing the water every day and
of cutting a small portion off the stem at the same
time. Hard water is better than soft for keeping
cut flowers.

—

Ridgewood.

the kind, I, of coarse, refrained from mentioning
it; and further, I fancy there are many like myself
who, knowing nothing of the kind, will be pleased

to learn it has such qualities, and that it reveals its

charms in such a season as the present—one so

trying for white or light coloured kinds. It would
perhaps help it to become popular, as there is a
great deal in a name, to call it simply Crown
Princess Victoria.—A. H.

THE NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY AND ITS

EXHIBITIONS.
Might I not point with some satisfaction to

"Delta's" letter (p. 21(j) as proof positive of my
statement as to the attitude of our opponents ? I

suppose most of your National Rose Society readers

know that " Delta" is a member of the executive
of the society, and it is the executive who will de-

cide this question, it being impracticable or un-
usual to bring such questions for discussion before

a general meeting ; this I have on official autho-
rity.

Now as to " Delta's " objections :

—

1. Red tape being the order of the day with
those in authority, no " novel principle " most be
introduced.

2. I divided my classes into

—

It' Growers of any number of varieties.

h Growers of under 2000 varieties.

c Growers of under 1000 varieties, and not

1000 Hybrid Perpetuals, as " Delta
"

quotes.

3. Too weak to be worth criticising, inasmuch as

any practical grower and exhibitor knows the ex-

hibition varietes. Moral: Do not employ inexperi-

enced judges.

4. I believe in the honour of fellow rosarians

sufficiently to think that we do not require to insti-

tute any inquisitorial supervision.

In conclusion, the smaller growers can now ac-

curately guage how any remedy for their grievance

will be treated by some of the " executive."

Charles T. Graham b.

BriijliKlonc, Ixle of M'ir/lit

Mareclial Niel Rose in Lincolnshire.

—

Three years ago I called attention in Thk Garden
to a Marechal Niel Rose which I had then seen
flowering outdoors in a village in Lincolnshire, and
my remarks, if I remember rightly, were scarcely

credited by some. Those, however, who persist in

saying that the Marechal Niel is only suitable for

growing under glass will be somewhat surprised to

know that a fine specimen may be seen on a house
at Sleaford, in the above county. 'While there last

week I noticed it, and, despite the cold and wet
summer which we are now experiencing, the tree

was carrying at least a dozen fine deep yellow
blooms. When the Marfichal Niel will pass through
a winter like the last, and flower freely in a sunless
summer, who will say that it cannot be grown suc-

cessfully out of doors .'— C.

Roses on Manetti. -Your correspondent (see

The Garden, August 22, p. IG!)) must have gone
to a queer market to buy his Tea Roses. I am not
aware of any grower of repute in the trade using
the Manetti as a stock for Teas. I myself much
prefer the Brier cutting for all kinds of Teas, Hy-
brid Perpetuals, Bourbons, &c., but to condemn the
Manetti entirely, because it fails when an unsuit-

able class of Roses has been budded on it, is unfair
and misleading. I can point out to anyone desirous
of seeing, a grand lot of Hylirid Perpetuals, eleven
years old, all on Manetti, and from which very
many of my best blooms were gathered to show for

the champion trophy ol the National Rose Society,
enabling me to win that much-ooveted prize this

season. Ben.iamin R. Cant, ^'w/r//<A/(,v.

White Roses I would thank Mr. K. C. I'awle
for introducing Kronprinzessin \ ictoria to my
notice. I had seen the name and description in

catalogues, but not having grown or se n llowcrB of

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Rubus phoenieolasius —I bring you up a piece
of this in fruit, as it is much admired by visitors to our
garden at Oakwood. The plant, a large one, on a cut
Purze fence facing west, stood the winter well, though,
as the bark entirely peeled off the lower part of the
stem, I feared it was killed. Many people like the
taste of the fruit ; the birds are so partial to it that it

has to be carefully netted.

—

George F. Wilson.

Cordons at Rye station.-To show what may
be done in growing Pears on the cordon system against
a wooden fence at a railway station, there are six Pear
trees on tlie Rye platform facing soutli, roots runuing
down a north border, beautifully trained, and laden
with fruit—a perfect picture, nor are the Pears ever
stolen. A picture of these trees would be worth while
having, as showing what might be done at a railway
stition.

—

Alex. Wallace.

Zauschneria californica.—This showy peren-
nial with its characteristic graceful drooping flowers

of bright Vermillion and glaucous foliage is at

present in flower with me in the south of Scotland,
which I understand is of very rare occurrence here
—the buds may form, but they do not open. The
reason of its flowering so freely this season may be
the unusually warm dry weather we experienced
during the months of June and July, followed by a
wet August—at least these conditions seem to suit

it. Altliough a native of California it appears to

be quite hardy, having come through the late

severe winter in the open border without any pro-

tection. It is a pity that so hardy and desirable a
perennial should be such a shy flowerer.— J. D.

AngrsBCum Scottianum. — Although this

beautiful little Orchid is generally to be seen in

bloom two or three months earlier than the present
time, it is now in flower with us, and, both by
reason of its beauty and distinct appearance, makes
a welcome addition to the occupants of the tropical

house. It is to be recognised among all other
Angra:cums by its cylindrical leaves, which are
arranged on the stem in two opposite rows, and are
about t inches long. The flowers are usually soli-

tary on the scape, but have on rare occasions been
produced in pairs. As in most others of this genus,
they are white, the sepals and petals having a yel-

lowish tinge. The lip, which is pure white, is by
far the largest and most conspicuous part of the
flower ; it is rectangular in outline, the angles being
rounded, and measures 1.^ inches across; the spur
is 5 inches long. Like nearly all the dwaif Angiaj-
cams, this requires moist, tropical conditions
throughout the year. It was discovered by Sh
John Kirk on one of the Comoro Islands, and was
sent by him to this country in 187s, where it

flowered the following year.—B.

Stenoglottis longifolia.—Up to within a short
time ago the genus .Stenoglottis had been regarded
as monotypic, and consisting solely of S. fimbriat.a.

A new species has, however, been lately added to it

under the above name, and this is now in flower at

Kew. The leaves are produced in a flat rosette,

spreading close to the surface of the soil, and are
deep green, some measuring r, inches to s inches in

length. From the centre of the plant springs the
erect flower-scape, wliich is from 1 foot to 1 .'. feet

high. This on the upper part bears numerous, if

rather small, flowers of a bright rosy-purple colour,

the lip being deeply lobed and marked with a few
deeper-coloured spots. The general aspect of this

plant is the same as that of S. fimbriata, a ('harming
little Orchid which h.'is occasionally been noticed
in these columns. It is readily distinguished, how-
ever, by the absence of the round, blackish purple
blotches which give so marked a character to the

leaves of S. fimbriata, and als3 by the much larger

size to which it attains. Both are natives of South
Africa, and may be grown in either the cool or in-

termediate house. They require a compost of loam,

leaf-soil, and sand, and should be kept very moist
daring summer.

Hedychium Gardnsrianum —Of the several

handsome species of Hedychium now in cultiva-

tion there is not one of which so much can be said

in favour of it as this. It was described sixty

years ago by Wallich, the famous Indian botanist, as
" the queen of the genus, " and this title it may still

claim. Originally treated as a stove plant, it was
afterwards classed as a greenhouse subject, and
finally has been tried with some success out of

doors. To enable it to assume its best appearance,
however, it should not be subj3cted to a lower
winter temperature than 10" Fahr. In the tempe-
rate house at Kew two tufts of it are now very

ornamental ; they are planted out, as, indeed, this

plant should always be if possible. The strongest

stems are from 5 feet to (J feet high with oblong
leaves U feet long, and of a glaucous green. The
cylindrical heads of bloom are 1 foot long by U

inches through, all the parts of the flower being
bright yellow. The fragrance of the blooms, the

size and beauty of the racemes, and the bold pro-

portions of the foliage render this in every respect

a most valuable conservatory plant. It likes a
rich loamy soil and practically unlimited supplies

of water. The old stems that have flowered should

be allowed to remain until the young ones are

three parts grown. It was introduced into this

country in 1S23, having been discovered by Wallich

in Nepaul ; Sir J. Hooker afterwards found it on
the Khasia Mountains, and also on the Sikkim
Himalaya, in both instances at elevations of 4000

feet to 500(1 feet. The specific name was given in

honour of Mr. Edward Gardner, an official in the

service of the East India Company, and one of the

pioneers of Indian botany.

Notes from Baden-Baden.— I wonder how
it is that Lilium Parkmanni is not more plenti-

ful I From one single bulb I had, by using the

knife judiciously, over one hundred bulbs within

two years, and this was in LSSl. They ought to

be by the thousand now of all sizes. When the

stem turns yellow it is best to take up the bulb,

cut off the outer scales as close as possible to the

root-stool, and then let these scales become a little

withered by exposing them to the air in a cool

shady place ; then lay them an inch deep in very

sandy peat in a frame, expose to all weathers until

frost sets in, keep cool all over winter, and by spring

young plants will come out by the dozen, some-

times three or four from one scale. Among all

early Michaelmas Daisies, Aster ibericus is the best.

The flowers are very numerous, in an even umbel-

late cluster, each as large as a half-crown piece,

and of a very pleasing deep blue colour, with a
tinge of purple. It appears to be a fine variety

of A. Amelias. Lu-iope graminifolia is very gay

just now ; the little shining purple spikes among
the deep green grassy foliage look very cheerful.

There is Colchicum BornmiiUeri, resembling spe-

ciosum, and another new species also like speciosum,

but having a white throat. The queen among these

is just coming through the soil— C. latitolium Sib-

thorpi = C. Sibthorpi Baker ; the deep shining

colour, the beautiful tessellate markings, and its

enormous size make this one of the most admirable

autumn-flowering bulbs under cultivation. By-the-

by, we shall get two new Crocuses (eariy bUie-

fiowered) three weeks earlier than C. zonatus.

AmongKnipholias,afew good novelties have turned

up ; a white one, much larger than the Madagas-

carian pallidiflora, and a yellow one with a long

loose spike. Of hybrids, Star of Baden-Baden still

holds foremost position. The splendid spikes are

II inches long, golden-yellow, and nn the same

stem there are one to three smaller spikes, showing

Uke a chandelier. (Jilandrinia arenaria is a pretty

annual; the pl.ant really has a spider-like growth,

flat on the soil, extending its flowering branches on

all sides. The flowers appear very freely and are

of a magenta-red colour.—Max Lkichtlin, /?(«/(-«-

Jitii/i/i.
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Trees and Shrubs.

YEW TREES AT TREGULLOW,
CORNWALL.

On the lOtli of Jarmary of the present year

you published a notice (accompanied by an

engraving) of some fine Irish Yews at Beau-

chief Hall, in Derbyshire. What ]Mr. E.

Sampson says of the value of these beautiful

trees, especially during the winter and spring

months, is quite true, and is more particularly

of something like 24 feet at about 5 feet from

the ground. It will thus be seen that their

proportions are vi'ry fine. Fortunately, they

did not suffer any injury during the recent

winter, although many of them had their

tops bent almost double by the weight of the

snow. The garden was laid out and planted

somewhere about sixty years ago, which I sup-

pose would represent the age of these trees.

On the left of the path in the photograph here

engraved are seen some very magnificent

specimens of Rhododendrons, which equally

View in the garden at Tregullow, Scorrier, Cornwall Engraved for The Garden
from a pliotograpli sent by Mr. C. A. V. Conybeare, M.P.

applicable to those which are to be found in

this part of Cornwall, where, owing to the

mildness of the cliniato, they attain propor-

tions of a magnificence and luxuriance alto-

gether unusual.

In the garden here is an avenue GO paces
long, bordered on the left with a thick hedge
of English Yews at least 20 feet high, and
on the right with some Irish Y'ews, many of

which attain a height of nearly 30 feet. There
is alsoasecondavenue some 90 paces in length,

sheltered by a line of thirty-eight splendid
Y'ews standing so closely together as to form
practically a continuous wall or belt. Almost
every one of these is from 2.'> feet to 30 feet

high, and many of them have a circumference

with the Irish Yews attain in these parts

a very remarkable luxuriance, many of them
assuming the proportions of goodly sized

trees. They commence blooming about Christ-

mas, and keep up a constant succession till

July. In addition to these we have here

a large variety of very beautiful Conifers

and some wonderfvdly stately Araucarias.

Another exceedingly beautiful tree is the

Embothrium coccineum japonicum, of which

there are several fine specimens here.

C. A. V, Conybeare.
Tiyij/il/oin, Scorrier, CornwaU.

Bamboos.—Some of the finest .specimens of B.ira-

busa Metake may be seen in Lady Wolverton's garden,

Coombe Warren, Surrey. They are growing in a dell

on the lawn where the soil is botli sandy and moist,

and seem in no way to suffer from frosts or rough
winds. Some of the plants stand out singly, others
are close together, but generally they run from 12 feet

to 15 feet through, and are proportionally high. These
are distinctly ornamental and void of all stiffness or

formality.—D.

Raphiolepis ovata.—I am surprised at Mr.
Wilton's statement that his .specimen is killed. A
large plant here, 5 feet to (i feet across, was growiug
witli a number of varieties of Veronica, all of which
perished, yet the Kaphiolepis is (}uite unhurt beyond a
browned leaf or two, but I notice it has not flowered
this year so freely or finelyas usual. Some lofty trees
surrounding it at no great distance may in some mea-
sure account for its escape.—J. M., Chafmoutli,
Dorset,

COLLETIA SPINOSA.
In^ common with many other shrubs that can
scarcely be regarded as thorontjhly hardy, this
Colletia suffered very much during the past winter,
but, generally speaking, it has recovered wonder-
fully in the summer, and one result of the severe
ordeal through which it has passed is that in many
instances it is flowering just now with unusual
freedom. This Colletia, which is also known by
the specific names of horrida and fero.^, forms a
somewhat upright-growing shrub, generally under

feet in height, the shoots of which are armed with
formidable branching spines. The small, scale-
like leaves quickly drop, and at no time are they
conspicuous, but the spines are so numerous, that
they being, as well as the young shoots, of a deep
green colour, the plant is as eilective as if clothed
with foliage. The flowers with which the upper part
of the shoots are densely laden are small, white, with
sometimes a greenish tinge, and bell-shaped. Fine
flowering examples were shown by Messrs. Veitch
at the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural
Society. At no time can it be regarded as a showy
shrub, yet it is interesting at all seasons, and
decidedly ornamental when in flower. A second
species rather more tender than the last is Colletia
cruciata or bictonensis, which is of a more loose
open character than the preceding. C. cruciata
derives its specific name from the large, triangular-
shaped spines being arranged in a cruciform manner
on the branches, which are also disposed in the
same way. The leaves of this are almost sup.
pressed, yet the ample deep green spines quite
supply the omission. In speaking of these two
CoUetias I was perhaps wrong in referring to them
as two distinct species, for though they certainly
are so for all practical purposes, yet instances have
been many times recorded of one kind producing a
branch or two quite indistinguishable from the
other, and when struck it retained that character.
This shows they are but forms of one species

; still,

as in the case of many other plants ( Retinosporas,
for instance), their prominent characteristics are so
thoroughly fixed that they very seldom depart
therefrom. A shrub frequently known as Colletia
serratitolia is very different from the preceding,
and is now referred to another genus, viz., Discaria.
This is larger than the others, forming an open
shrub Ui feet or 12 feet high, whose branches are
clothed with ovate-shaped leaves of a deep, glossy,
green colour. These leaves are serrulate at the
edges, and, being numerous, serve to a great extent
to conceal the spines, with which the branches are
plentifully furnished. There are other species of
Discaria, but this is usually the only one met with,
though a second species, D. longispina, which forms
a tangled spiny mass, is, I believe, also in cultiva-
tion. T.

SHORT NOTE.—TREES AND SHRUBS.

Hollies.—There are some fine specimen Hollies in
Lady Wcilverton's garden. Hodgkinsi is a tine pyra-
mid and the Weeping Holly is a noble tree. The
golden and silver forms also plentiful.—D.

Hydrangeas are remarkably fine in tubs at
Coombe Warren. Some of the specimens are fully
*) feet tlirough and as high. These stand in alcoves
bordering the lawn, and when in bloom are grand fea-
tures. Mr. Woiidgate, the gardener, found it needful
to materially reduce their dimensions during the sum-
mer, but they are very fine specimens now.—D.
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Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

RIPENING OF THE WOOD OF FRUIT
TREES.

Without well-ripened wood fruit trees cannot
become fruitful, and yet how often is the
ripening attended to. Heat, not cold, is the
primary factor in ripening

; yet from the treat-
ment such subjects as Vines, Peaches, or even
Figs often receive, we might infer that cold
was the agency to bring about this desirable
end. In a season like the present, when sun-
shine is abnormally short and the temperature
also considerably lower than is usual, more than
ordinary care is needed to ensure that the wood
becomes satisfactorily ripened. The badly ri-

pened wood of Vines produces loose .straggling
bunches, which probably would set inditierently
and also be the forerunner of shanking. Many
people as soon as the Grapes are cut throw the
ventilators open both at the top and front of
the house, and if possible the roof-lights are
also removed. < 'oupled with the above, arti-

ficial heat from the pipes is withdrawn, and
lateral spray allowed to ramble at its own free
will. For ripening up the wood of Vines a
warm dry air is necessary, and during a cold
and comparatively sunless season like the
present heat should be maintained in the pipes
until the whole of the growth becomes firm and
the foliage commences to mature. The foliage
from well-ripened Vines commences to change
colour naturally as the season advances, and
some of the varieties take on beautiful autumn
tints, which are sure signs of the ripening pro-
cess being satisfactorily performed. The foliage
on ill-ripened Vines is a long time in changing
colour ; in fact only a decided check like a severe
frost will cause it to fall, unless the season
is far advanced. It must not be inferred that I

favour a hot and close temperature, but the
conditions necessary to ripen up Grapes during
their latter stage will also suit the ripening up
of the wood with perhaps a little more air
during the night. 1 like to feel the tempera-
ture warm, dry, and airy, and under these con-
ditions the wood cannot but become effi-

ciently ripened. Next to ripening up the
wood the thinning out of the sub-laterals,
or even the shortening of the main laterals
themselves later on, will also assist in plumping
up the buds. The sub-laterals would be the
first to be cut out, but this would have to be
done at intervals of a few days. In those cases
where the sub-laterals have been allowed to ex-
tend above the orthodox one leaf, they should
be shortened back to this one, being afterwards
cut out altogether, taking care not to injure the
main leaves. As the leaves commence to change
the laterals themselves may be shortened back
to 1.') inches or 18 inches, according to the
distance they have been allowed to extend.
The advantage which will accrue from such
practice cannot but be manifest in the plump-
ing up of the buds. The late Mr. James Dick-
son, formerly of Arkleton, and who was well
known for the high culture of his Grapes and
also for producing large bunches, regularly
shortened back the laterals previous to the
foliage falling, and admitted that he owed no
small part of his succe.ss in producing large
bunches to this practice. This is not pointed
out merely to show that. larger bunches can be
had, Ijut to prove that the practice is not inju-
rious. The laterals must not be shortened
l)ack indLscriminately, but as soon as it is scon
that the Tuain foliage has performed its allotted
functions. Many structures will no doubt soon
be required for housing the Chrysanthemums,
and although I wcuild never make the Vinos

secondary to Chrysanthemums, much might be
done in assisting the Vines to become early
and well ripened, and the after-shortening of

the laterals would be both beneficial to the
Vines and plants. The foliage should be per-

fectly free from insect pests, as oftentimes both
red spider and thrips are allowed to have their

own free will, especially the latter, where
plants have to be grown which are apt to be-

come affected with the pests in question. Wash-
ing the Vines with the garden engine or care-

fully with a hose would clear off red spider,

while fumigation would soon destroy thrips.

As recently stated by Mr. Temple, the ripening
of pot Vines cannot be brought about by
merely turning them out in the open air before
the wood has become efficiently ripened
through a sufficient sojourn under glass

in a ripening temperature, and, as he truly
says, merely getting the wood of a brown col-

our and the leaves rusty is not maturation
in the true sense of the word. First get the
wood thoroughly ripened, and then more air

can be given to induce the Vines to go to rest.

Much that I have advanced for the ripening iip

of the wood of Vines is equally applicable to

the Peach or Nectarine tree. Firm, medium-
sized, and short-jointed wood in the midseason
houses will generally turn out satisfactory

enough, and a free volume of fresh air would be
needful, but even here discrimination is neces-

sary, and a little warmth in the pipes to ensure
a warmer and drier air will assist in a season
like the present in bringing about the desired

end, f>f having well-ripened wood of that
that warm nutty colour which Peach growers so

like to see. The early falling of the leaves is no
criterion of the wood being efficiently ripened,

as very often this is brought about prematurely
by the foliage being devoured by red spider.

The antidotes applied for the destruction of red
spider are often as injurious as the spider, and
through their application I have known the
leaves fall wholesale very quickly. When-
ever it is decided to apply an insecticide

other than fresh watei with the usual mix-
ture of sulphur, too much care can never
be given in its application. The premature
falling of the leaves through whatever agency
is a sure source of bud-dropping later on, as

with the early falling of the leaves the buds
cannot become either perfect or sufficiently ma-
tured. It is the wood of the trees in the later

houses which is more in danger of not becoming
sufficiently ripened. Trees that are neglected
in this respect after the fruit is gathered can
never be expected to remain long in good health,

and from ill-ripened wood gumming often ensues.

Many people often neglect their trees at this

stage, neither assisting them to ripen up the

wood satisfactorily, nor applying a sufticiency

of water to the roots. Without a sufficiency of

this needful element the ripening of the wood
cannot be efficiently performed. The starvation

process will never ensure satisfactory results.

Y. A. H.

Home-grown fruit.— " A Fruit Grower " in

oneot our contemporaries writes as follows: "I have
some T) bushels or (! bushels of Morello Cherries ab-

solutely rotting on the trees in consequence of the

very low price offered by the middleman. Foreign

fruit commands a higher price than English, simply
because greater facilities are offered them by the

railway companies. For instance, a sack of Pota-

toes weighing ICH lbs. can be sent from Jersey to

London for Is., but I was charged by the railway

company 3s. .'id. for the distance of seven-and-a-

half miles only ! I have the company's receipt in

my jiossession. The Potatoes were sold for (is.,

and, after paying expenses, Is. was all I had left.

Some Morello Cherries I sent up to Covent Garden,

after paying e.xpense of carriage, left me the sum of
Id. a pound, which did not pay me for the growing.
As the Lord Mayor and the Fruiterers' Company
have interested themselves in the production of
fruit, perhaps they would kindly show the small
producer how to sell his produce. The only way I

see is by causing markets to be formed at different
centres, where fruit could be sent with the hope of
a fair profit."

Gros Colman Grape.—There is in one of
Mr. R. D. Blackmore's vineries at Teddington
an interesting example of the way Aines will
sometimes grow when they break out of the bounds
of the prepared border into congenial, but natural
soil. The \'ine in question is a Gros Caiman. It is

planted outside the house, and brought in at one
end of a lean-to. Its growth became so robust that
it was resolved to give it plenty of room, so the
several rods were turned along an adjoining vinery,
where the strongest have already reached a length
of about fiO feet. As the house is about 100 feet

long, it seems probable that in a few years the Vine
will cover the entire roof of the house. It crops
well, carries good bunches and berries, and is in

every respect in the most satisfactory condition.
—D.

EARLY APPLES.
Eaely Apples were finely shown both at the recent
Taunton exhibition and a few days later at Trow-
bridge. It is worthy of remark that in both places
the display of fruit was better than last year. The
early Apples, especially at Trowbridge, were numer-
ous and very good. At Taunton the two best were
Beauty of Bath and the White Astrachan, or
Transparent Apple ; at Trowbridge Mr. Gladstone
took the place of the last named, and was superior
to Beauty of Bath in the sense that it was riper

and better fitted for table. In this district of the
west Mr. CUadstone grows to good size and takes on
a very fine colour, and acquires an excellent flavour.

Mr. Rivers and Mr. Geo. Bunyard unite in recom-
mending this Apple for orchard and market culture.

Mr. I'lunyard terms it the earliest Apple, and re^

marks that it carries a bloom like a Plum, that it

is a good bearer, and most prolific on the Paradise
stock. Mr. Rivers goes a step further, and states

that it bears freely on either the Paradise or Crab
stock. Mr. Geo. Cannon, the manager of Messrs.
C. Lee and Son's fruit nursery at Ealing, is propa-
gating it largely, and states that it does admirably
upon the Paradise in the strong loam of West
lliddlesex. In the Bath district no early Apple
ripens so quickly as Mr. Gladstone, and the fruit in

the first prize dish at Trowbridge, which was grown
at Bath, was sweet, luscious, and delightful to the

palate. Beauty of Bath, a medium-sized and very
handsome early Apple, distributed a few years ago
by Messrs. Geo. Cooling and Son, nurserymen,
Bath. I never before saw it finer than at Trow-
bridge, but it required another week to be fully

ripe. A dish of this and one of Mr. Gladstone,
awarded the first prize for two dishes of dessert

Apples, appeared to be as perfect as they could
well be. Neither the Red nor the White Astra-
chan are as hardy as either of the preceding, nor
such reliable bearers; neither have the fruit such
fine flavour, nor are they fo early. 1 think the
Irish Peach comes nearest to Mr. Gladstone in

point of flavour of all our early dessert Apples, but
I do not share your opinion that it is so superior to

it, as you state ; it has a soft texture of flesh and
delicious aromatic flavour, but complaint is some-
times made that it is not a reliable cropper. The
Early Margaret or Juneating and the Red Quarren-
den, the latter in localities whicli suit it, may also

be added to our earliest dessert Apples.

Judging by what one sees exhibited at flower

shows held at the end of July and early in August,
I iord Su llield is our earliest cooking Apple. I think
it is almost a pity to offer prizes for cooking Apples
until the end of August, wlien the fruit has
become somewhat fully matured. I saw cooking
Apples exhibited this season in tlie middle of July,

and it seemed a waste to gather barely half-matured
fruit for such a purpose. I do not say tliat Lord
Sutlield is the earliest cooking variety, but it is one
of the earliest to get into size. At all the shows I
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have been to np to August 22, Lord Suffield has
taken the principal prizes, with Ecklinville, Keswick
Codlin, Lord Grosvenor, and Warner's King bring-

ing up the rear. But, valuable as Lord Suffield is

as an early variety and as a pretty certain cropper,

it will not do well in some localities ; there is a
weakness of constitution about it, and succeeds
in a light loamy or stony soil in preference to a
heavy one in a cold and damp locality. Then com-
plaint is made that the tree is subject to canker,

and yet it had its origin in a cold and moist
locality, for Jlr. Samuel Barlow told me on one
occasion that the raiser of this popular variety lived

near to his residence at Slakehill, Manchester. I

think the coming early cooking Apple is Lord
Grosvenor, a very hardy sort and robust grower,
and it will clo well and bear fruit where Lord
SnlEeld will not succeed. I should think there is

no other Apple scarcely that will bear so soon after

budding as this fine variety.

It is frequently a complaint with cooks that Lord
Suffield boils away to almost nothing. Not so with
Lord Grosvenor, for, as a west of England fruit

grower said to me a few days ago, " it boils like a
lump of firm transparent jelly." It is of the early

Codlin type, a first-rate variety in all respects, and
one that will be largely planted in the immediate
future.

Other early cooking Apples are the old Haw-
thornden, which appears to be bearing this season
very freely. I saw a short time ago some trees in a
railway station garden in Bedfordshire fairly

breaking down with the fruit upon them. They
were standards that had just got into full bearing.

At one time cooks used to regard the Hawthornden
as the best cooking variety, but it has formidable
rivals now in Lord Grosvenor and others. To this

may be added Keswick Codlin, one of the leading
market garden varieties round London, Emperor
Alexander, Stirling Castle, Duchess of Oldenburg,
Cellini, Pippin, and that promising new variety

The Queen. R. D.

Morello Cherries.—This variety is so often
grown on walls and on northern aspects, that it is

only of late years any attempt at growing in quan-
tity in any other form lias been made. The Morello
does well as a bush or standard, and one great ad-
vantage it possesses over sweeter kinds is that birds
will not attack them as long as they can get other
food ; they also sell readily, and unlike many other
fruits they will keep, so that when there is a glut of

other fruit Morello Cherries can be kept and sent
in as required. To the market gardener and private
grower this fruit is of great service, as when well
ripened and nearly black they sell readily late in

the season as dessert fruits. When grown as bush
trees Morello Cherries are readily managed, and
may be planted between other taller trees if not too
much crowded. As a standard the Morello is equally
useful, but not so easily gathered, and is more liable

to injury from rough weather, wet, and early
autumn frosts, which crack the fruits and render
them useless

; so that the bush form has much to
recommend it, and is preferred by large growers.
Kentish Red is also useful grown as a bush, and is

valuable for tarts, or preserving, or for using before
the Morellos are ready. When the Morello is grown
in this form, thinning of the shoots should be
attended to during the summer months, as this
greatly improves the size of the fruits and allows
those left to get well ripened by exposure to the
sun. When grown in bush form, should birds
attack them, they are readily netted if kept of
moderate size.—G. Wythes.

I do notknowany fruit cultivated in private
gardens which is valued more than Morello
Cherries, and they seem to be always saleable, as
one often cannot purchace them when they would.
While reading some remarks from the pen of one
whose experience must be considerable, it is pointed
out that this Cherry does well on other aspects as
well as the north wall (the position generally as-

signed to them), and when grown in warm, sunny
positions, they are often no mean adjunct to the
dessert. I have heard of them being grown very
successfully in orchard houses, and the flavour
from those in such structures was said to be relished

I have seen trees year after year bear immense
crops on trees which had been planted on a south
aspect against the front of a house in a town resi-

dence. The ground in which the roots were grow-
ing was as hard as rock, and not unlike it in ap-

pearance. I have Jlorello Cherries growing on
three aspects, and they fruit heavily every year.

Though the walls on which they grow are low, se-

vere root-pruning as soon as the crop is removed
and the soil mixed with stones and rammed firmly

has kept the trees full of natural spurs, and the
growths are short and stiff. Gravel walks are close

to the trees, and the continuous traffic seems to do
more good than harm. The trees facing north are
on the outside back walls of a range of plant

houses (3(10 feet long) ; these do not generally set

so many fruit as on the trees in other positions, but
the fruits are larger and a little later. t)n an
easterly position the crop is generally plentiful and
quality good, but on some half a dozen trees grow-
ing in a south-easterly aspect the fruit is always
finest in flavour and the crops heaviest.— 5l.

Temple, Girroit House, JV.J3.

HARDY FRUIT CULTURE IN SOUTH
WALES.*

The climate, soil, and situation in many places

in South Wales are admirably adapted for the
cultivation of all kinds of hardy fruit.s. With
these natural advantages, and tlie increasing

demand for fruits of all kinds in our large

towns and populous mining districts, it is sur-

prising that some of our intelligent and ener-

getic market gardeners have not long since

made fruit growing a speciality on a large scale

in the neighbourhood of Cardiff. After eighteen
years' experience of growing fruit in this dis-

trict I am thorouglily convinced that as fine

Apples, Pears, and Plums, and other kinds can
be grown here in the vales of Glamorgan, and
in many other places all over the country, as

those produced in the best fruit-growing coun-
ties in England, if proper care be taken in

selecting and cultivating the most suitable va-

rieties. There are few orchards in Glamorgan,
and what few I have seen are (and have been)
much neglected. To judge from the stunted,
sickly appearance of some of the trees, and the
bushy mass of branches in others, nothing has
been done in the way of pruning and manuring
them since they were planted. The planting,

no doubt, in the majority of cases, was crude,

and consisted simply in digging a hole without
any previous preparation of the soil, putting
the roots into it and covering them with earth,

after which tlie tree was left to its own re-

sources, nothing being done to it afterwards.
To be successful in the cultivation of fruits of

any kind the best sites should be chosen and
the ground thoroughly prepared, when neces-

sary, by draining, trenching, digging, and ma-
nuring before planting the trees. In orchards,
Apple and Pear trees should not be less than
31* feet apart each way, and none but the best
trees—worked on the free stock—with straight

clean stems of G feet before branching, and not
more than three years old from the time of

budding, should be planted. I may say here
that I remember an intelligent farmer telling

me in all earnestness that his father was a

successful cultivator of the Apple in this dis-

trict, that he grafted liis own trees, and those

he grafted on the grey Willow stock—which I

take to be Salix caprea—succeeded the best on
his heavy soil— the lias clay. It is needless for

me to tell the members of the British Fruit
Growers' Association that I have no experience
of that stock.

Plants that have stood in nursery rows for

* A paper read by Mr. A. Pettigrew at the Cardiff
Conference of the Briti.sli Fruit Growers' Association,
August 12, INIl.

years, and have been pruned repeatedly to keep
their heads within bounds, seldom make good
trees. When lifted they have scarcely any
fibrous roots, and after replanting become
stunted, and fail to make much growth for

several years. On the other hand, young vigor-

ous trees planted at the age mentioned start

into growth at once, and soon become large and
fruitful. In planting, the varieties must be
kept by themselves as much as possible for the
sake of uniformity of growth and convenience
in gathering and storing the fruit. Make the
pit large enough to hold the roots without be-
ing cr.imped, and drive a strong stake into the
ground to tie tiie tree to ; after which, place

the tree close to the stake, spread the roots out
on all sides before filling in the soil, which
should be made firm, but care must be taken
not to plant it deeper than it was when growing
in the nursery row. \\hen planted secure the
tree to the stake, prune it, and mulch the sur-

face with manure to exclude air and to keep
down evaporation. All that is required now is

to protect it from cattle, sheep, and horses.

Barbed wire guards I find the best ; they are
cheap, durable, and answer the piu'pose better

than any other kind of protection that I know.
Orchard trees must be well attended to during
the first few years after planting. It consists

in pruning and cutting out all weak useless

branches and these that cross each other, keep-
ing the trees clean and free of insect pests, and
top-dressing the ground with good manure to

keep them in a vigorous and fruitful state.

Fruit Gardens.

The cultivation in the fruit garden is diffe-

rent from that in an orchard. Apple and Pear
trees may be planted here a little closer, say
from 18 to 20 feet apart, and trained in pyra-
midal form, and the ground worked and cropped
between them with Gooseberries, Raspberries,
Currants, and Strawberries, or vegetables, until

they have filled their allotted space. 1 have
recommended that the orchard trees be three

years old from the time of budding ; but for

planting in the garden I prefer maidens or
plants of one year's growth from the bud to

those of four or five years' growth. They soon
establish themselves, and grow faster than
older trees, and can he trained to the form de-

sired more easily. I repeat that too much care

and attention cannot be taken in planting, and
none but the very best trees should be planted

to ensure successful cultivation.

There are several fine Apple and Pear trees

in the castle gardens here, both on walls and in

the open quarters of the garden, which are

admired by gardeners and others visiting the

place. They were all planted, pruned, and
trained under my supervision, and perhaps I

could not do better than describe the mode
adopted in growing and training them. To
avoid repetition I may say the most of the trees

were planted when maidens of one year's growth.

The Pear trees on the walls are planted at the

distance of 21 feet apart, and trained in fan-

shape with a leader up the centre. When
planting them they were kept away (i inches

from the bottom of the wall to allow room for

the stem to swell, the roots were spread out

carefully and covered, the ground made firm,

and mulched with manure afterwards. The
leaders were then cut back to within IS inches

of the ground and fastened loosely to the wall.

In the following year they produced from three

to five shoots eacli, which were carefully, but
loosely nailed to the wall as required during

the growing season, and allowed to grow their

full length without being stopped. At pruning

time the centre shoot of each tree was cut

back to within 18 inches or 20 inches from
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where it started, accortliug to the strength of

the growth, and the two or four remaining shoots,

as the case might be, were nailed to the wall
their full length

; the two lower shoots hori-

zontally, one on each side of the main stem,
and the others at a slight angle up the wall.

From this time until the trees had occupied
their full space they were examined regularly
every spring shortly after starting into growth,
and all the supertiuous buds rubbed off the lead-
ing shoots, and a few of the buds near the
ends of the permanent branches picked oft" to
strengthen the terminal bud. I never shorten
the points of the permanent branches until they
have grown their full length, unless they have
met with an accident, or the wood happens not
to be sufficiently ripe to remain. The breast-
wood is taken oft" two or three times during the
season, but I never pinch and stop the growths
during the summer, as recommended by some
writers.

To build up young trees and furnish the wall
with them in the shortest time possible I have
stopped the leading shoot of the current year's
growth after it had grown about 2 feet in length,
which caused it to send out lateral branches.
These in good seasons ripened well, and a year's
growth was gained by adopting this method

;

but I do not recommend it in a general way, as
success mainly depends on the seasons being
good to ripen the wood thoroughly.

Pkuning.

The trees are pruned as soon after the leaves
fall as possible, and the roots mulched with
enough stable litter for a breadth of 3 feet
from the bottom of the wall, after which the
branches are syringed with a wineglassful of
petroleum to a gallon of water. All is thoroughly
mixed by the syringe, continually churning it-

up during the operation. The petroleum thus
applied kills scale and all insects it comes in
contact with, and it gives the bark of the trees
a smooth and healthy appearance. This finished,
the branches are then secured in their proper
position for the year.

Pyramidal Trees.

These, though difterently trained, are built
up much in the same way as wall trees. When
newly planted they are cut down to within 18
inches of the ground, and the following year
they produce from three to five shoots each.
One of the strongest of these is selected for a
leader, which ultimately becomes the stem of
the tree, and all the others are rubbed oft' ex-
cept three of the best placed, which are retained
to form the base and framework of the tree.
The shoots are allowed to finish the season's
growth without being stopped in any way. When
they are being pruned in the autumn the lead-
ing sh(jot is left from 18 inches to -1 feet long,
according to the strength and ripeness of the
wood (but as the trees get older the leading
shoots may be left even longer), and the side
branches a little shorter. This system is prac-
tised year after year, cutting out all cro.ss and
supertiuous wood, and training and furnishing
the tree with well-arranged branches until it

has filled its space, after which the growtli ia

spurred in in the usual way close to the perma-
nent wood every season to form fruit buda. I
do not believe that stopping and pinching the
young shoots during aummer add to the pro-
ductivenesa of the tree ; besides, it is impossible
in large fruit gardens, where there is a groat
number of trees, to find tinie to do so. I do
not advise root-pruning except in cases wliere
the roots have jienetrated a cold wet subsoil, in
which the trees produce strong rank unfruit-
ful wood. When such is tlie case, and the
trees are young, they should be lifted en-

tirely, the strong roots cut back, and the
fibrous roots spread out near the surface ;

but when the trees are large it is advisal)le to

dig a trench 3 feet or 4 feet distant from the
trunk all round, cut back the strong roots, and
add some good soil to encourage fibrous roots

to grow near the surface. The Apple ia more
liable to the attacks of insect pests and disease

than the Pear. The canker is the most difficult

to deal with, and some varieties are more sub-
ject to it than others. When planted in low,
damp situations the trees get covered with
Moss and Lichen. They are also subject to the
attacks of American blight, and this, in my
opinion, is one of the principal causes of canker,
but there is a great diversity of opiiuon about
this. When once a tree is attacked with canker
it is almost impossible to cure it, and the
sooner it is grubbed out and a new one planted
in its place the better. I think it is a mis-
take to lose time and valuable space in growing
a sickly tree from any cause whatever when
trees can be bought so cheaply from our nur
serymen. Moss and Lichen can be destroyed
by dusting the trees with newly-slaked lime on
damp mornings during the winter months, and
American blight by scrubbing the bark of the
att'ected trees with a hard brush and soapsuds,
and by frequent syringings of petroleum mixed
in water, as previously described. Of Apples
there are more than forty varieties, and
of Pears about the same, grown in the
castle gardens. But the following twenty-
four of each are amongst the most useful,

both cooking and dessert. Apples : Devon-
shire Quarrenden, Irish Peach, Lord Suffield,

Keswick Codlin, Lord Grosvenor, Pott's Seed-
ling, Blenheim Pippin, Beauty of Hants, Cox's
Orange Pippin, Ecklinville, EmperorAlexander,
Gloria Mundi, Golden Noble, Hawthornden,
Annie Elizabeth, Stunner Pippin, Alfriston,

Beauty of Kent, Dumelow's Seedling (Welling-
ton), Lane's Prince Albert, Rymer, Warner's
King, and Rushock Pearmain.
Of Pears the following twenty-four varieties

are grown successfully, both on walls and pyra-
midal trees in the open: Ducliesse d'AngoulOme,
Jargonelle, Summer Bergamot, Beurre Magni-
fique, Beurre d'Amanlis, Beurre Diel, Beurre
Rauce, Beurre d'Esperen, Durondeau, Louise
Bonne of Jersey, Pitmaston Duchess, Uvedale's
St. Germain, Thompson s, Brown Beurre, General
Todtleben, Doyenne du Cornice, Glou Morceau,
Winter Nelis, Marie Louise, IJeurrc Bosc,
Beurre Clairgeau, Williams' Bon Chretien,
Vicar of Winkfield, and Gansel's Bergamot.

Plums.

The trees in the open quarters here are
treated much in the same way as the pyramidal
Apple and Pear trees, and those on the walls

are pruned and trained the same as the Pear
trees in that position. The Plum, like most of

the atone fruits, is subject to the attacks of

aphides, red spider, honeydew, mildew, gum,
and canker. The ajihides generally show them-
selves first on the points of the young vigorous
shoots, which they cause to curl. As soon as

they are observed the points of the shoots
shouhl be nipped oft", to keep them from
spreading over the tree, except in the case

of the main shoots of wall trees, when
the aftected leaves should be picked oft"

to preserve them entire. Syringing the trees

with soapsuds and tobacco water keeps
them in chock, but once the trees are badly
afi'ected—as they are in some places this season
—it is not easy to get rid of them. Honeydew
is the ofi'ect of aphides' attacks. Red spider is

diMlcult to master in dry seasons, and it is more
prevalent in some districts than in others. All
kinds of deciduous trees are subject to it in

warm close confined situations like the castle

gardens here. If once red spider gets a strong
footing it is almost impossible to eradicate it.

Mildew may be destroyed by sulphur in some
form or other. Gum and canker cause the
leaves of the affected trees to silver, and the
branches to die back. When such is the case I

know of no remedy except taking the trees out
and planting young ones in their place.

There are many varieties of Plums to choose
from, both cooking and dessert. The following
are what are chiefly grown in the castle gar-

dens: Victoria, Denniston's Superb, Nectarine,
Prince Engelbert, Bryanstone Gage, Trans-
parent Gage, Kirke's Purple, and Coe'a Golden
Drop. I have thus endeavoured, in as plain

and practical a way as I could, to deal with the
subject I was invited to speak upon ; and I

trust the remarks I have oft'ered may have the
effect of causing more attention to be paid to

the culture of our hardy fruits.

WIRE NETTING FOR FRUIT TREES.
On page 137 "A. B." asks the question whether
galvanised wire netting is injurious to any fruit

trees enclosed by it, and also what size of mesh is

recommended .' My experience with galvanised
netting for protecting fruit trees and bushes from
birds extends over a period of about eleven years,

and I can truthfully assert that, as far as the mate-
rial is concerned, no ill effects whatever accrue to

anything growing under it. Nor does it appear to

inj ure Gooseberryand Currant bushes that press hard
against it. On the contrary, the netting actually
protects and forwards the trees and crops growing
under it. For instance, the Gooseberry bushes en-

closed in a large netting-covered structure, situated

in the coldest part of the garden, were the first this

year to come into full leaf, and were also the least

injured by the Whitsuntide frosts. Fully one-half

of the fruit on bushes in the open dropped prema-
turely owing to injury from the frosts, but the wire
netting-covered bushes escaped, and were really

too heavily cropped. Plums on the back wall

were also protected when in Dower, and in former
seasons have given us fairly good crops when
trees located in more favourable positions,

but not protected, failed completely. Galvanised
wire netting is not particularly dear, and in

the long run is far more ecomical than fish net-

ting. Nothing larger than three-quarter-inch

mesh should be used, small birds easily finding

their way through any a size larger. I would also

advise " A. B. to use extra strong uprights and
rafters, or if the rafters are less than 4 inches by
i inches or thereabouts, supports and purlines

must be used, otherwise the first heavy fall of snow
may break down the whole structure. There is

yet another drawback to be mentioned, and that

is the extra liability of netting covered trees and
bushes to be overrun by caterpillars. The natural

enemies to the latter, viz , several species of small

birds and the cuckoo, being excluded from the

trees, nothing but extra precautionary or preventive

measures will keep down the caterpillars and pre-

serve the trees and bushes. In my case, as it hap-

pens, caterpillars are by no means plentiful, for

the simple reason that birds are admitted to the

trees and bushes directly all danger of their inter-

fering with the buds is past, and they have a free

course till the fruit commenes to ripen. In addition

to setting open the doors, several large netting-

covered shutters are let into the front of the

Gooseberry house, these being moved away and
replaced at leisure. Birds soon find their way in

after the shutters are removed, whitethroats ac-

tually rearing young ones in nests built in the

I'lum trees. W. Iciciuldkn.

Green and black fly on fruit trees.— In
TiiK Gaudkn of Aug. 22, p. ISl, Mr. Hudson speaks

of the great value of quassia extract as a dressing for

fruit trees affected with aphis, and I can bear testi-

mony to its ellicacy, for 1 have this season used it

largely and witli excellent results ; indeed, for

Cherries infested with fly I have found it most
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valuable. I have for years used quassia chips in

the old way by steeping in water, but here the
quassia extract is ready to hand, no previous pre-
paration being necessary.only dissolving the extract
in hot w,ater and adding sufficient cold to make it of
the required strength. I believe that soft soap is

one of the principal ingredients used with the
quassia to make it soluble, and as this alone is

valuable as a wash when mixed with quassia, it is

doubly valuable. I certainly think that black fly

is one of our worst pests, and everyone knows how
difficult it is to dislodge it from Cherries if left a
few days to spread. I have also used soluble
paraffin largely for Plums and Peaches, as this kills

fly readily and also stops the mildew, which has
been most troublesome this year, our Plums on
walls being badly attacked. I also find it invalu-
able for Chrysanthemums similarly attacked.—G.
Wjthes.
Early Daehess Pear—Both on walls and in

the open garden at Mr Blackmore's, Teddington,
this Pear is fniitine very freply. It is regarded as a
seedling from the Duchess? d'Angouleme. " The fruits
oP Early Duchess in the open are cleaner and brighter.
They are also ready fully a nicinth earlier. It seems
tn be a little known sort, yet well worthy of extended
cultivation. Marie Louise, Louise Bonne, Beurre
Hardy, and Souvenir du Congres are bearing heavy
crops this year.—D.

Stove and Greenhouse.

THE MAIDEN'S WREATH (FE.ANCOA
RAMOSA) IN POTS.

The subject of the accompanying illustration
should be found in every collection of plants of
any pretensions. It is as valuable to the
amateur with only a small greenhouse as it is

in larger numbers for decorating conservatories.
By some it is found to be tolerably hardy, but
the position chosen for it in the open air should
be a protected one as well as fairly dry.
In the milder parts of the country it may
with these precautions be depended upon in
average winters. It is a Chilian genus be-
longing to the Saxifrage family. As a deco-
rative plant for grouping it is peculiarly adapted
whilst in flower. Spike succeeds spike, and
these as a rule send forth laterals, thus keeping
up a long succession of bloom. My practice is

to grow it in a cool house all the season ; this
is not necessary when not in flower. A cold
frame or pit will do provided there is not an ex-
cess of damp during the colder season. At
other times it may be stood out of doors with
safety, but when in flower it is better preserved
in good condition if under cover. In my case
the temperature frequently falls below 40' in
the winter, and the plants are usually a long way
from the glass, yet they do remarkably well
under tliis latter unfavourable condition. The
plants can be kept in good health for some years
at a stretch, and as they increase in size they
will be found equally useful for large houses.
A fresh potting each spring should lie civen.
The soil should consist chiefly of good friable
loam with leaf-soil and sand. Firm potting is

preferable to a loose condition of the soil, keep-
ing the plants in a healthy state for a greater
length of time. Propagation can be effected
either by cuttings orseeds. Cuttings, I find, strike
be.st in the early spring, each one being placed
singly in a 2J-inch pot with a liberal amount of
sand. In a gentle warmth, but not too close or
moist, the.se cuttings will soon strike. As soon
as well rooted, one shift ought to be given ; this
will sufhce for the first year. The seed is now
about ripe from plants which flowered early. To
save time this could be sown at once, and the
seedlings kept steadily growing through the
winter upon a shelf near the glass. By the
spring these will make nice little plants with

the possibility of a spike or two in twelve
[

will soon reach an effective size. I have seen plants

months. The best display will, however, be
|

struck early in the summer, and finally shifted into

from plants at least two years old from seed. '
Pots 3 inches in diameter, which flowered in great

Insects, to all appearance, do not trouble this profusion the following spring. After their earlier

Prancoa, and it is fortunate this is so, for the \

stages they were grown fully exposed to sun and

foliage, being hirsute, is not easily cleansed. The ^fl^^t'^
'^"

l'e°f °l
Sower were removed as soon as

1 z u ri lu- Visible. 1 he result of such treatment was the pro-plants when growing freely and showing Auction of dwarf bushes, which were wintered in a
flower will take a liberal .supply of water, with a

;

^ght part of the greenhouse, and in the spring,
dose now and then of liquid manure as an assist- when introduced into a little more heat, they
ance. The spikes when cut are useful for trumpet quickly commence to flower. A peculiar feature
vases, lasting well. H. of the different Lantanas, which in some varieties

is particularly marked, consists of the great change
Lantanas in bloom.—The flowering season of that takes place in the colour of the blossoms from

the different varieties of Lantana is limited to no the time of their exp.insion till they drop, and as the
particular period of the year, as under favourable head of blossoms opens gradually, those on the out-

side of the cluster are
often quite a different
colour from the centre
ones.—T.

Cannas for winter
decoration.— Great im-
provement h.is been made
in these plants, and
though they may be had
in fall bloom at this date,
I prefer them for autumn
and early winter flowering.
The blooms of the im-
proved Cannas are so
distinct from those of
the old forms, that those
who do not grow them will

do well to give up the old
small-flowering kinds for
the newer introductions.

The blooms of the im-
proved forms are quite
distinct ; indeed some of
the best Continental
varieties are so good, that
a single flower from a
spike is sufticient for a
moderate - sized button-
hole. Some of the best
for autumn bloom are

the following : Baronne
de Sandrans, President

Carnot, Francoise Crozy,

Mme. Crozy, Mme. Ber-

nard, Francisque Morel,

Ulrich Brunner, Geoffrey

St. Hilaire, A n t o i n e

Chantin, Flamboyant,

and Mme. Gobet, though
there are many others

equally good and free-

flowering with large

blooms. For late bloom-

ing the plants should now
have received their final

shift. I like il-inch or

7-inch pots for winter

bloom, only having plants

with one or two shoots

at the base. I find they

produce more bloom and
are more easily managed
when grown in this sized

pot. Those who wish to

work up a stock may still divide their plants with

a good ball and roots to each piece, keeping close

in a warm greenhouse or intermediate house for a

time, and then giving more air and feeding when

full of roots. Cannas like a rich compost, and

prefer good loam and leaf-mould, with manure.

If the loam is heavy, some peat should be added.

-G. WYTIIE9, Sl/Oll.

Euphorbias —These should now all be of faurly

good size with clean and healthy shoots. Late

struck cuttings do not succeed so well as in the

case of Poinsettias. Exposure to light is, however,

necessary, with more ventilation, if convenient.

The Maiden's Wreath (Francoa ramosa) as a pot plant.

conditions they will bloom for months together,

and where difi'erent batches are grown their bright-

coloured blossoms may be had from early spring

till late in the autumn. At this season they are

especially valuable, as many of the flowering occu-

pants of the greenhouse are now past their best,

and spring-struck plants of the Lantanas will be

nicely in flower. At Kew, we have been shown for

some years what a valuable plant the Lantana is

for flowering towards the latter part of the sum-
mer, a very bright-coloured variety being there

especially showy. As might be supposed from the

fact that in some tropical countries the Lantanas

are perfect weeds, they are of easy propag.ation and
culture, though the best results are obtained by
means of liberal treatment. Cuttings of the young
growing shoots strike root readily at any season

The hitter is not in this case quite so essential as

compared with the Poinsettias. For instance, if

well exrised to the full sun in a stove, or, better

g g „ „ „ ..„..^ .., „„j _.., still, a Pine stove, they will afterwards flower as

and shifted on with an occasional stopping they we'l, or even better, u^ti if grown with the Poiu-
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settias. 'What I like to see now in the Euphorbias
is a bronzy hue upon the foliage ; this always bids
fair for good racemes later on, provided the shoots
are strong. Green looking wood, and leaves not
ripened so well, frequently flowers but sparsely.
When the pots are well filled with roots in the case
of both these classes of plants some weak liquid
manure, or a moderate use of an artificial stimu-
lant will assist in keeping the foliage in good con-
dition.—H.

Tuberoses without heat.—I was interested
in reading Mr. Wilson's note in The Garden
(p. IGl) on planting these bulbs out, and that his
gardener had flowered one bulb planted out last

December. I also find I get much stronger blooms
than when the bulbs are forced. I know it is neces-
sary to force them to get them into bloom at stated
periods, but when required for autumn bloom no
forcing of any kind is necessary, and these bulbs
may be grown by those who possess only a cold
frame to start them into growth. I usually pot up
a late lot for this purpose in the spring and place
them in a cold frame, covering over the pots with
about (i inches of cocoa fibre. This is not disturbed
till the roots are round the sides of the pots, when
the fibre is removed and the bulbs watered. ISxcess
of moisture at starting is often the cause of the
bulbs going wrong, and if the foil is moist no water
is required till growth commences, the cocoa fibre
keeping the soil moist and at an even temperature.
Last winter I had these bulbs in a frame that the
frost got into, but the bulbs, being dormant and
well covered, did not suffer. The plants treated as
advised and potted late will give spikes all through
the autumn. American bulbs are much the better
for this work ; indeed I do not like African
bulbs ; besides, their length of spike does not add
to their beauty. The variety called the Pearl is a
good one for cool house treatment, and every bulb
flowers when the pots are filled with roots.—G.
Wi-TIIES.

Kitchen Garden.

ROOT-EATING VEGETABLE INSECTS.

The query of "A. H." (page 209) open,s up a
question in which gardeners are interested, or
at least those who have had the various
pests to deal with. It is not only among
Onions and Carrots that destruction is caused
by root-eating grubs, as even Parsley and
Spinach are not exempt, and in some gar-
dens the "club" in the various Brassicas
often gives much trouble. Unless preventive
measures are taken it is useles.s to expect good
crops, as year after year the foe would still be
present, although to a greater extent in some
seasons than others. These insect pests are
generally more troublesome in old gardens
which liave been worked for many years, more
especially where suitable pulverisers have not
been applied. In many gardens it is the prac-

tice to collect together all the old decaying
vegetable refuse and dig it into the ground as
manure. Very often it is not collected together,
but dug in as it lies. This, I think, is a very
questionable practice, especially where the
various insects, as stated above, are troulilesome.

True, the material itself may not be injurious,

but it is amongst .such refuse that the various
larvjo which prey upon the roots of vegetables
increase. Even when collected together and
thrown iuto a heap to decay with the addition
perhaps of lime, it is impo.s.sible for the whole
of the larv;i> or eggs to become destroyed, and
when the material is taken back to the garden
and dug in, the grubs quickly commence their
work of destruction when suitable food comes
within their reach. All sucli material is best
collected together and burned and the ashes
returned to the groiiii<l. Where such pests are
troublesome, good cultivation will do mucli to

lessen the evil with a judicious application of

pulverisers. Gas-lime, salt, soot and wood-
ashes are all good preventives and assist in

clearing the soil. I have known several in-

stances where at one time it was with the
greatest difficulty that even a tithe of a crop
was saved ; whereas, now good crops are the
general rule, through the using of gas-lime

and salt judiciously. Even fresh - slaked
lime will assist in clearing the ground of in-

sects, but is not so powerful as gas-lime, in the
use of which great care is necessary. Gas-lime
may be applied in either the autumn or spring,

but I prefer the former season, as then the power-
ful fumes would be expended by the time crop-

ping had to be done. The plot intended to be
dressed should be either deeply dug or bastard-
trenched as early in the ensuing autumn as pos-

sible, and after this operation the gas-lime

should be sprinkled over the surface. The quan-
tity should be merely sufficient to colour the
ground. It must then be forked into the sur-

face and the ground also be forked over before

cropping in the spring. Before cropping, how-
ever, I should also fork in a good dressing of

charred vegetable refuse and soot, and in badly
afl'ected soils a sprinkling of salt at the rate of

an ounce to a square yard would also be useful.

By following up such applications for a season
or two, and also by taking summer precautious,

the soil eventually should be cleared of the
pests. In the generality of gardens sufficient

value is not set upon charred vegetable refuse,

soot, or even salt when used judiciously. If

more use were made of such material the condi-

tion (if the various crops would be considerably
altered. In many old gardens the application

of such material only would be beneficial.

Every scrap of rubbish that I can collect in

either the kitchen garden or pleasure ground is

gathered together and burned, and the destruc-

tion even of slugs alone is very considerable, as

very rarely is any damage done by these depre-
dators. At this season of the year it is no un-
usual occurrence to see plots of ground with the

remains of old vegetable refuse lying about, and
as these are a sure harbour for vermin, the

more quickly such material is cleared off the

better.

The destruction of the insects must also be
carried on during the summer months, when the
various larv.'eand flies are in theirmost active state,

although where preventive measures have been
taken, as I have described, the attacks will be
greatly lessened. The insect lies in the juipa

state throughout the winter, and the Hies come
forth during the early spring months and look

about for suitable quarters wherein to lay their

eggs. These larvte are quickly hatched, and then
commence their attacks. Without waiting for

the effects of the enemy on the young Onions,
to which I am now referring, preventive mea-
sures must 1)0 taken by sprinkling a little

gas-lime between the rows, not, however, on the

Onions. The fumes from the lime will prevent
the flies depositing their eggs. Dusting between
the rows with charcoal dust, or lightly syringing

over the young Onions with carefully diluted

paraffin oil may also be tried advantageously.

Earthing up the young Onions will also prevent
attacks, as it is noticed that transplanted ( )nions

are very rarely atl'ected. This may appear
strange, but the female insect deposits her eggs

within the outer skin of the young bulb close to

the ground. When the Onions are attacked the
foliage quickly changes to a sickly yellow. In-

stead of pulling up those ailected Onions, they
should bo carefully dug up, carried away, and
liurnud. By merely pulling up the all'ectud

Onions the grul)saro apt to be left in the ground.

It nuist not bo thought that there is one brood
only througliout the season, as there are several

generations until the early part of September.
It is also the safest course to destroy any old

bulbs or trimmings which may be left over in

the spring by burning, and which is the surest

way of getting rid of any pe.st that may be lurk-

ing about in these quarters. Some people have
found it very advantageous to sprinkle guano
between the rows at the first egg- depositing

stage. The Carrot grub is often very destructive,

and for the clearance of this there is nothing
better than treating the ground in the same way
as for Onions. The sowing should also be later

—the latter part of April or the first week in

May being soon enough. For preventing the
female fly dejiositing her eggs, syringing lightly

over the foliage with diluted paraffin oil will be
found a good plan. W'hat is termed " club " in

the various Brassicas is well known, and also

among Turnips, but it is generally on light

soils or badly cultivated land that its ravages

are most apjiarent, and when once land gets af-

fected it re(iuires strong measmes to make a

clearance. A dry season also adds to the evil,

so it will be readily understood that on strong

clay soils the roots are seldom, it ever, affected,

although on these they are not totally free from
attacks. Well pulverising the soil by exposing

it to the weather, and also by the addition of

gas-lime, charred refuse, soot, salt, and fresh-

slaked lime are the antidotes for this disease.

Either of the materials mentioned other than
gas-lime may be applied previous to planting.

Pinching oft' any excrescences as the plants are

drawn from the seed-bed, and dipping the roots

in a mixture of soot, lime, and soil mixed to

the consistence of paint should never be ne-

glected. A. Y. A.

Harvesting' Onions.—The prolonged dull and
stormy weather has hindered the ripening of the

spring-sown Onions, but advantage should now be

taken to pull the whole, as nothing will be gained
by leaving any with thick necks ; such as these

may be laid on one side for early use. If the

weather should be dry, the bulbs will be better for

being exposed to the air for a few days after being

drawn, even if the ripening has to be finished up
under cover. In the case of a prolonged spell of wet
and with the ground cold the Onions should be
taken under cover. Onions to keep well must be

thoroughly ripened previous to being stored. If,

when drawn from the ground, it is decided to leave

them for a time, the bulbs should be laid in rows

with the bottoms facing the sun. The best posi-

tion for ripening, however, is either in an open dry

shed exposed to the sun, or in Peach houses or

vineries which are open to the weather. A tem-

porary stage for laying them on should be erected,

as this allows of a current of fresh air to continu-

ally pass among them.

Forcing French Beans.—Where a supply of

French Beans has to be kept up, the forcing season

may now be said to commence, not that any forcing,

in the true sense of the word, is necessary at this

early date, nor must the treatment be too cool,

for I have noticed th.at these cool-grown plants

when placed in warmer and closer quarters lose a
considerable part of the leaves ; consequently their

fruiting powers have been considerably lessened.

Where there is the convenience at this early date,

there is nothing better than a light low pit with a
pipe running through, so as to maintain a slightly

warmer and drier atmosphere. Three or four seeds

should be placed in a 7-inch pot, as a pot of this

size will soon become filled with roots, and the

plants may be afterwards assisted with liquid ma-
nure. New seed should be chosen in preference to

old, although this latter will germinate, but not so

readily. The pots should be filled up with soil at

once, and no space left for earthing up, as this

practice, besides being useless, tends to damp off

the stems. Growing the plants in the full light

and not unduly crowding them will ensure a stocky

habit. Syon House, Kulmer's Forcing, and Ne Pius
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Ultra are good varieties for sowing at this date, or,

iudeed, for forcing at any time.—Y.

The Bruce Potato.—A Sootch farmer who
grows Potatoes largely has introduced this fine

Scotch variety into Kent, and a large field of it that

I saw the other day was literally as green as Grass,

with not the least trace of the disease. The variety is

one of the Magnum Bonum seedlings presumably,
as it bears some resemblance to that variety, late,

and a very heavy cropper. We owe to Magnum
Bonum so many fine varieties, the product of inter-

crossing with that sort, and all partaking of its

disease-resisting character, that it is no wonder
even in a season when disease is prevalent in the

tops the tubers should be so sound and so plentiful.

—A.

THE WEEK'S WOBK.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—Suckers of Queens and other varieties that

were fruited early in the season and duly potted off

and plunged in a fairly brisk bottom-heat will now
be rooting freely, and will require rather more
moisture than it was safe to give them at the out-

set. There ought also to be strong suckers avail-

able on Smooth Cayennes and Rothschilds, and
these ought not to be detached from the parent
plants till they are of good size ; this should now
be taken in hand. For the larger suckers 7-inch

pots are suitable, a size smaller answering well for

the more weakly ones, these being clean and well

drained. Use roughly broken up light fibrous loam,
addingalittle bone-meal only. Pot firmlyand plunge
in a bottom-heat of itO° or thereabouts, keeping
them close and lightly shading from bright sun-

shine for about a fortnight, and giving only enough
water to keep the soil j ust moist. More air and
more water should be given after they are well

rooted, the soil never being allowed to become
quite dry. The batch of Queens intended to be
fruited early next year should now be gradually
rested, less water, less heat, and rather more air

being given. Only sufficient water ought to be
given to prevent the leaves from shrivelling, and
by the end of the month they ought to be quite in

a dormant state, and kept so by means of a lower
temperature, the night heat not exceeding (i5°,

with a slight increase in the daytime. Sacces-
sional plants must be kept growing for about an-
other month, a moist atmosphere and a moderately
strong heat being maintained. Give air somewhat
freely on bright days, theaim beingto keep the plants
as sturdy as possible, closing early and syringing
lightly overhead, the night temperature gradu-
ally falling to about 70°. The late fruiters, or those
started in July or August, ought now to be making
rapid progress. These should never become dry at
the roots and ought to have a little guano water or
other liquid manure frequently. A few of the
smaller i]ower leaves might be removed from them,
a little of the loose top soil being taken off, and a
top-dressing of turfy loam and fresh horse-droppings
might be given with advantage. In dry weather,
especially, frequently syringe the beds, walls, and
floors, and close the house early on bright days,
BO as to run up the heat to 90° or there-
abouts, and apply fire-heat freely so as to
maintain a minimum night temperature of about
70'^. Any fruits ripening fast should be trans-
ferred if possible to a slightly more airy posi-
tion and the plants kept drier at the roots, this
greatly improving the quality, and it it is desirable
to keep any for some time after they are ripe, take
them to a cool fruit room or dry vinery.

Figs.—The value of a second crop of fruit from
established trees should not be lost sight of. Second
crop Figs are usually smaller than and of very diiYer-

ent appearance from those of the first crop, but they
are of superii r qualityand greatly appreciated during
October and the early part of November. There-
fore keep the trees well supplied with water at
the roots, liquid manure being required, especially
by those in much confined borders. At the same
time nothing should be done to stimulate active
top-growth or next year's prospects may be marred.

Keep the branches well thinned out, avoid over-

head syringing, and give plenty of air both by
night and day. Thus treated, the wood will ripen

properly and the foliage drop in due course, the

bulk of the second croo fruit frequently being at its

best just when the leaves are changing colour.

Pot plants that have already yielded second crops

ought now to be set outside in a sunny, dry posi-

tion, but must not be allowed to suffer for want of

water. Any that have been already well rested

may be top-dressed with rich compost or given a
shift into larger pots, and then be re-introduced

into a fairly brisk heat. These may give good mid-
winter gatherings.

Melons. — The season has been altogether

against Melons, the best crops being obtained from
pot-grown plants. Those planted out in ridges

or beds of soil still require to be watered very care-

fully, but none should be allowed to become dust-

dry at the roots. The discontinuance of fire-heat

has proved fatal to a good many plants, a
brisk heat being required by Melons from first to

last. The roots perish in either a cold saturated

bed of soil or in a very dry medium, and flagging

ensues on the first bright day. Therefore keep the

soil uniformly moist and maintain a night tempera-
ture of not less than 7i i", increasing the day tempera-

ture another 5° without sunshine and 10° with.

If the fruits show signs of cracking, keep the plants

somewhat drier at the roots and maintain a drier

atmosphere. In the case of plants in pits without
fire-heat and in frames generally, the crops have
ripened badly, more fruit failing altogether than
has been cut and eaten. Those stiU in fairly good
health and with crops still green should have little

or no water applied, the roots deriving plenty of

moisture from the old heating material underneath.

A little fresh bottom heat may well be imparted by
means of linings of well prepared stable manure.

Pbactical.

PLANT HOUSES.

Greenhouse plants.—With the continuous down-
pours of rain the atmosphere of all plant houses,

but more particularly those where no fire-heat is

being employed to dispel the damp, will not be

congenial to the long keeping of plants in flower in

a fresh condition. Watering should, therefore, be

done more cautiously and always early in the day,

so that fiverything is again fairly dry by nightfall.

If the connections with the heating apparatus will

admit of a little heat being kept in the pipes dur-

ing the day, it will be all the better for preserving

the flowers. This should be applied early and be

made more use of when ventilation can be given

at the same time. All decaying leaves, fading and
falling flowers should be removed at frequent in-

tervals and all plants taken out that are not in any
way effective. Overcrowding frequently occurs at

this season of the year, simply through the luxuri-

ant growth some plants make during the summer
season ; hence when any can be dispensed with

it will be all the better for the others. If the cir-

cumstances admit of it, a thorough rearrangement

will be an advantage. By this means the earlier of

the Chrysanthemums now in flower and others ad-

vancing towards that stage can be introduced.

For some weeks past and likewise tor weeks to

come the pyramid Campanula will be of great ser-

vice in cool houses. Well matured plants of the

plumose Celosias will also be most effective, but

they are safer in what may be termed a warm
greenhouse, or at least in one that is kept close at

night. The same remark applies to the Globe

Amaranthus, which, like the Celosias, will die off

at the root when kept in quite cool houses, parti-

cularly if in any way over-watered. These and

the ornamental-leaved Colens will keep much better

in rather cool houses when watered with tepid

water. All, however, of these semi-warm house

plants should be kept rather on the dry side than

otherwise. Zonal Pelargoniums should not be

watered t JO freely, otherwise the growth made will

be at the expense of bloom. I do not mean by this

that they should suffer from want of water, but

lumping it into them should be avoided. Green-

house climbers where they tave made luxuriant

growths should be lightly thinned in all possible

cases, but it need not be done at the cost of the
flower. In this way more light will be admitted,
of which from this time onwards for months to

come we shall not have any too much for the good
of the plants. Shading by blinds upon greenhouse
roofs or the permanent summer shading, as applied
to the glass, should now be dispensed with entirely

upon the first favourable opportunity, choosing dry
weather for the former and a damp day for the

latter.

Plants advancing into flower. — Zonal
Pelargoniums, early - flowering Chrysanthemums,
and other plants still out of doors, but which are

likely to be useful during the next few weeks,
should, if possible, now be housed soon, more par-

ticularly if showery weather continues. Any pit

with sufficient depth or other temporary protection

will be better than exposure to wind and rain,

plenty of ventilation being, of course, admitted.

The latest of the Lilies should also be brought
under cover for the same reason. Tuberoses ap-

proaching the flowering stage will now be much
assisted by a gentle heat to properly expand the

blossoms, then they can be removed to a cooler

house. Later ones which are either pushing up
their spikes or just commencing to do so should

have more warmth stUI, with moisture and occa-

sional doses of weak liquid manure. Bouvardias

that have been grown through the summer in pots

and which are now showing for flower should not

be too much exposed to the weather. It in pits,

the lights had better be kept on except upon very

fine days ; if in a greenhouse, the ordinary treat-

ment of the house will suffice for the present. Car-

nations for late autumn and winter flowering, as

represented so well by Miss Joliffe, should now re-

ceive some protection to guard against too much
moisture at the roots. A pit with the lights kept

on, but tilted on one side, would suit them well. If

green-fly is seen upon the points, no time should be

lost in fumigating or dusting with tobacco powder.

The Malmaison varieties as soon as rooted from

the layers should be potted up ; every day is of im-

portance when they are fit. I'lants of the new
Marguerite race of Carnations which have been

grown during the summer planted out in the open

ground should be potted up without any delay.

In doing this avoid any excess in the size of pots,

as much fresh root will not in all probability be

made. Ours are now well advanced towards flower-

ing. Some few of the plants were spoiled by
wireworm, but sufficient are left for us to form

some practical idea as to their usefulness. When
potted, a cold pit wiU be the best place for a week
or two with ventilation. If the stock of flowering

plants is likely to run short, some neat and com-

pact plants of the Asters can be lifted with good

balls and potted ; these will prove useful, and not

appreciably feel the change in the process if done

carefully. The same remarks apply to early-flower-

ing Chrysanthemums where planted out in beds

or borders. Vallota purpurea is a most valuable

plant for September flowering. In some parts it is

grown out of doors during the summer, but where

so managed the plants should be brought under

cover as the spikes push up. Plants which have

been kept under glass will, of course, be already in

flower. Late-flowering examples of Agapanthus
umbellatus will also prove useful; these aUo
should be under glass before the flowers expand,

the plants being kept well watered.

Tub housing of Cape and New Holland
plants, &o.—This is a matter that must now soon

receive attention, particularly if the plants have

during the summer been shifted into larger pots.

In such cases above aU others a soddened condition

of the soil must be guarded against if the future

welfare of the plants is to be duly considered. I£

the circumstances are such as to preclude the

housing for a few days or a week longer and rainy

weather still continues, the better way is to lay the

plants upon their sides whilst it is actually raining.

Plants which have not been repotted will not be

likely to suffer so much in this respect, particularly

suih as are of dense growth and which throw oflf

the water in a measure rather than receive it in

such quantities into the pots. Watering will have
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now to be done with every possible caution ; if the
plants be at all pot-bound the probability is they
will be rather upon the dry side at the bottom
where most of the roots congregate. Watering in
such instances will have to be performed even if the
soil upon the surface is in a manner moist. Plants of
the soft-wooded Ericas and Epacris which are in
small pots will dry up quickly in spite of heavy
rains at this season of the year. These must not
be allowed to suffer for want of water, otherwise
the ill effects will be apparent in the flower buds
turning yellow. These and all other hard-wooded
plants should now be fully exposed to all the sun-
shine possible if they cannot be housed for a time.
Ericas now in flower should be as a matter of
course kept under glass for better preservation.
JIany of these will continue in good condition for
some weeks longer, but as the flowers fade they
should be removed. No more potting of this de-
scription of plants should now be attempted this
season unless in most exceptional cases. When done
thus late the plants must receive extra care and
attention for some time to come, otherwise the
results will be disastrous. James Hudson.

ORCHIDS.
We shall be busy nearly all through this month of
September repotting or surface-dressing Orchids,
principally in the cool house. If we could go
on steadily for ten hours a day, it would not take
long to finish the work, but this is not possible.
Part of the day is taken up by watering, and during
this process the keen eye of the cultivator observes
a cluster of aphis densely packed on the point of a
young growth or fattening on a spike of flowers in
course of development ; a little further, scale is

appearing where it was not seen before. These and
other small items of detail are noted as the work
of watering proceeds, and when the whole has been
finished for the day soft soapy water has to be pre-
pared and the plants cleaned before mischief is

done. Much shading is not required now, but I
find such plants as Lnjlia purpurata take a yellow
tinge if too freely exposed to the sun. In fact,
most of the Brazilian Catileyas and Lailias
must not be too freely exposed to the sun, and
ventilation must be sufficient without exposing the
plants to a current of air. An experienced cultiva-
tor can tell at once when he enters the house whether
the ventilation is right. We have what are termed
the " hit-and-miss ventilators " in the side walls,
exactly opposite the four rows of hot-water pipes[
open constantly, unless, which very seldom happens,
there is a very high wind blowing directly through
them, when they would be shut until the gale mode-
rates, but they would be open on the opposite side.
Our Cattleya house has four rows of hot- water
pipes on each side, but it is 20 feet wide, and 50
feet in length, and of proportionate height. This pro-
portion of hot-water pipes is not too much, but it is
sufficient, as we can easily obtain the heat we want
without overheating them. I was through a very
large collection of Orchids the other day (August),
and I found that they had let the fires go out en-
tirely for a time. We always keep ours in, what-
ever the state of the weather may be, all the year
round. The flowers of some species soon become
disfigured by damp spots, and rapidly decay unless
the heating apparatus is used ; it need not be much,
enough for the pipes to feel slightly warm when
fel t by the hand. By day, or even at night, no heat
is required for the cool house. We try to have a
lower temperature in the cool house by day than
the thermometer registers in the shade out of doors,
.-md this can be obtained by judicious airing and
sh.oding. There are few flowers in this house dur-
ing part of ,JuIy, August, and September, so that
we need not be so careful in those months
to obtain a rather dry, buoyant atmosphere.
I believe the Cattleya house is yet all the
better for a rather warm atmosphere to strengthen
the young growths in process of formation,
and also the flowers of any Cattleyas yet in
process of development. The varieties of C.
Gaakelliana are still in bud, though some of them
aro over. The good old Cattleya criapa is also in
flower, distinct and beautiful, and withal sweetly

perfumed. Some time ago I stated that we had re-

potted several of the occupants of the warmest
house

; others only needing surface dressing were
attended to. After this a warmer, moister atmo-
sphere is beneficial to promote a freer develop-
ment of the roots. The introduction of fresh
Sphagnum Moss usually means also a fresh supply
of slugs, which are very troublesome. They are
mostly very small at first, but very tiny speci-
mens do considerable mischief by eating the tips
of the young roots as they push from the base of
the bulbs. Saccolabiums are still pushing out
their young roots vigorously, especially plants of
S. Blumei majus imported during the past summer,
but now well established. They must still be kept
moist at the roots, and they delight in the extra
heat, but it need not now be more than 70° as a
minimum. The numerous species and varieties of
the Moth Orchids (Phalaanopsis) will do admirably.
There has been no really excessively hot weather,
at least in our neighbourhood, this year, else
when the house where these plants are esta-
blished is well exposed to the sun at the hottest
part of the day, it is quite as well to place some
extra shading over the glass. The thickness of an
Archangel mat is not too much over the scrim can-
vas

;
this year extra shading has very seldom been

necessary. The Phalicnopsids seem to thrive best
on the shady side of the house, suspended near the
glass roof on the north side of a span. Many per-
sons would consider a lean-to facing due south as
about the worst place for them, and yet by judicious
extra shading in very hot weather, the best grown
plants I have ever seen were established in such a
house. The gardener who had charge of them told
me that he sprinkled the paths and stages of the
house very thickly with salt twice a year, doing it

in the spring and autumn. Collectors say that the
Moth Orchids grow freely in their native habitat
close to the sea. P. amabilis, for instance, has been
found in positions scarcely beyond the reach of the
salt spray from the breakers ; but it would not do
at all to imitate the natural conditions in which the
plant is found. Mr. Burbidge, writing in The
Garden some years ago (Vol. XXIV,, p. 5r>0),

states that they are exposed to a fierce sun until
the leaves are scorched up ; but the plant's energy
seems to live in the roots, and with the rainy season
new roots are formed, and the plants grow again
as freely as if nothing had happened to them. We
may take it that all of the plants have not to pass
through such a serious trial, and no grower in this
country would like to expose his plants to the fierce

rays of even an English sun. The leaves would
be scorched and the plants permanently injured, and
it is very likely that they would never recover. The
shading and ventilating of the house where these
plants are grown require unceasing attention in
summer, and much care as to temperature in
winter. There are some species of Phatenopsis
which lose their leaves after flowering, but P. ama-
bilis, P. Sanderiana, P. Schilleriana, and others of
this type are not amongst them. P. Lowi loses its

leaves in this way. It is a very pretty species and
well worth cultivating, but it is not to be depended
upon, like the better-known evergreen species.

J. DOUOLA.S.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
CABBAGE PLANTS.—The earliest sown Cabbages
have germinated evenly and well, and the dull,
showery weather we are now experiencing is caus-
ing a very rapid growth—too rapid in fact, and
care will have to be taken that the plants do not
become too large, and this before the plot is ready
for their reception. To counteract this evil the best
course will be to prick off the largest plants, the
check so received being very beneficial in enabling
the plants to become sturdy. Crowding in the seed
bed must be avoided, or the plants will be drawn
and weakly, and when put out into their perma-
nent quarters slugs will quickly put an end to
them.

Plantinc! out CAiUiAUE.—The plot usually re-
served for the main plantation of Cabbage is that from
which the spring-sown Onions have been cleared, as
in the ordinary course of cropping, Cabbage follows

well after Onions. This season the Onions are much
later than usual, and where the plot is relied upon,
it is all the more desirable that the plants should be
pricked off, as previously hinted. Whatever plot is

decided upon, it is very essential that this be deeply
dug and well manured, as the (juality of Cabbage
grown on poor ground cannot be compared to that
from well tilled and manured land, and the plants
are also more subject to " club," an evil only too
well known in some old gardens under poor culti-

vation. Where " club " is prevalent, a plot after Po-
tatoes should be chosen, and this be well worked
and manured, and also receive a dressing of lime
and soot previous to planting, this being lightly
forked in. Although it is not good practice to ap-
ply lime at the time of manuring, yet where " club

"

is troublesome a slight sacrifice must be made. The
precaution must be taken of dipping the roots in a
puddle formed of soot, lime, and soil mixed to the
consistency of paint. Like all operations con-
nected with the kitchen garden, good cultivation is

the safeguard to steer clear of insect pests. The
plants should not be set out too closely unless any
are to be drawn as Coleworts, in which instance
the main plants may be set out 2 feet apart both
in the rows and between the rows, those to be
drawn or cut as Coleworts being planted alter-

nately and also between the rows, but where
there is ground, the best course is to plant
the Cabbage so that they may have the whole
space, as a freer circulation is thus secured,
and the plants for using as Coleworts may be
planted more thickly by themselves. As a rule, a
space 1 5 in. or 1 s in. between the plants and the same
distance in the rows is a good rule to adopt, this being
better than too close or wide planting. The larger
growing sorts, however, may be set out at 2 feet, and
the intervening space between the plants be taken
up with an extra lot for Coleworts, especially where
the old stumps have to remain for sprouts. It is

not wise to rely exclusively upon one early plant-
ing, a part of the plot being reserved for a later

batch. A. Young.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 822.

MOPJSIA HYPOG.^iA.

(with coloured PLATE.*)

As a hardy alpine this is one of the most
charming re-iutruductions of recent years. It

was last year sent out as a new plant, and
said to have been flowered for the tirst time

under cultivation. This, however, is not the

case. It was first introduced by a Mrs. Pal-

liser, from the Valentino Botanic Garden,

Turin, from seeds presented to her liy l-'rofessor

Moris, who found the plant on the mountains

of Sardinia, and in whose honour it is named.
It was tirst flowered by Mrs. Marryat in

Aprd, 1834, and is figured in Sweet's "llritisli

Flower Garden," second series, tab. 190. It

is a most remarkable mouotyj)ic genus, and
althimgh in habit and structure it ennies near

to Erucaria, it has even and not folded

cotyledons, and tills character, which is a very

important one, ought to remove it even from
this group. It is probably nearest structur-

ally to the genus Chorispora, but differs en-

tirely from it in habit. It is no doubt a

perennial, forming a dense tuft of runeinato

glabrous leaves of a dark polished green, and
alioiit 2 inches or so long. The flowers, as

huge as a shilling and of a Ijiight clear yel-

low, are produced singly on short stalks ris-

* Urawu for 'I'uv. Garden in tlio Koyal Giirdeus,

Kow, June 1, KS!U, by Miss A. M. Shriinptoii. Litho-
graphed and printed by Guillaunio Severeyus.
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iiig very little above the tufted foliage. The
petals are wedge-shaped and twice as long as

the sepals. The flowers are produced in great

abundance in April and May, and the con-

trast lietween them and the dark glossy foli-

age is very effective. It seems to do best in

a light rich gritty soil. It derives its specifio

name from the fact of its burying its seed-pods

in the soil, like some of the Violas, and also like

the Earth Nut (Arachis hypogsea). It is said to

ripen seed, but plants which flowered freely

with me have not produced any ; at any rate

I have failed to find it, although I have care-

fully scraped the soil away from the roots.

The seed, it aiipears, should be sown directly

it is ripe. The accompanying coloured [ilate

will give an idea of its value as a rock plant

for early spring. D. K.

The Fruit Crops.

MIDLAND.
Croxteth Gardens, Liverpool. — I have

much pleasure in making the following report on
the fruit crops in these gardens, but I cannot say
much for the district, as I observe in passing
through different parts different results. Speaking
for myself, I must not by any means complain.
There was a magnificent show of bloom on all

kinds of fruit trees and a fairly good set, but, un-
fortunately, on the morning of Whit Monday we
had an extraordinarily sharp frost for the season
(May 18) ; we registered in a very sheltered posi-
tion 7° of frost. What it must have been in the
open I cannot say, but at ?• a.m. everything had
the appearance of winter. Luckily, before the sun
got up a dense fog came on, which prevailed till

10 a.m., or what the consequences might have been
it is difficult to imagine. Morello Cherries (except
on south wall) were entirely spoilt. Apart from
this crop, nothing seemed to have suffered from its

effects. The summer here has been very cold, wet
and sunless. We have (Aug. 1.S) had li inches
rainfall this month, last month 4 inches, which is

much above tiie average. Crops here have been as
follows : Strawberries fair, very fine. Raspberries
abundant. Currants (Red and White) very abun-
dant and fine. Black Currants a failure. Pears
very good crop, but require warmth. Apples fairly
good crop. Plums failure outdoors. Damsons
above the average. Morello Cherries very short crop.
Peaches and Nectarines do not give any return
here on open walls. Some of my neighbours got a
few, notably at Lathom House and Knowsley, but
very few at other places.— B. Baeham.

Newnham Paddox, Lutterworth. — The
Apple crop about this neighbourhood is not nearly
so good as was anticipated. The trees flowered
splendidly, but were much damaged by late frosts
and cold winds, and tliere are many failures.
Some trees are carrying a fair crop. Apricots about
an average. Peaches a fair crop. Pears on walls
a good crop, in the open generally thin. Plums a
heavy crop both on walls and in the open ; trees of
Victoria breaking down by the weight of crop.
Cherries plentiful. Strawberries a good crop ; the
fruits were not so large as usual, owing to the first
blooms having been killed by the Whitsuntide
frosts. Gooseberries a heavy crop. Raspberries
and Currants are equally abundant, with the ex-
ception of Black Currants, which are very light,
having suffered by the late frosts. Damsons a
good crop. Filberts were injured by the Whitsun-
tide frosts, and the crop is light.—W. Haem.an.

Childwall Hall, Liverpool.—A dry cold
spring has been succeeded by a wet, cold (compara-
tively) summer, so that all kinds of fruits are late,
and Apples and Pears will. I fear, be but small at
the finish. On the whole, Apples will be somewhat
under the average, quantities of fruit having faUen
when about the size of Damsons. Those carrying

|

the best crops are Alfriston, Cellmi, Golden Winter
Pearmain, Hawthornden, Mere de Manage, Northern
Greening, Pott's Seedling, and Sturmer Pippin
Pears, which are about an average crop, are best

represented by Beurre d'Amanlis, Beurre Diel,

Citron des Carmes.Glou Morceau, Jargonelle, Louise
Bonne, and Marie Louise. Plums of the finer

kinds, as Golden Drop, Green Gage, and Jefferson's,

are very thin, the commoner kinds are about
an average, while Damsons are carrying rather

less than half a crop. Cherries are, as usual here,

fairly cropped. Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots and
Figs are not grown outside in general now, the

smoke-laden atmosphere having proved inimical to

their well-being. Raspberries and Gooseberries
did fairly well, as also did Currants, Red, White,
and Black, where the last are not suffering from
that scourge, the Black Currant mite. Strawberry
plants yielded good crops ; the fruit, however, was
rather small, and great difficulty was found in get-

ting it dry, especially where the plants were ijld and
large.—T. Wiskwoeth.

Cheadle, Cheshire —Small fruits have been
good this year. Gooseberries have been an
immense crop, and the damp showery weather
seems to have suited them to perfection. The
weak points in the small fruits are Clack Currants
and Strawberries, which no doubt would have been
equally good had not the late frosts destroyed the
open flowers. Apples and Pears are good crops,

but it the weather does not clear up and be fine, the
fruit will be of but indifferent quality. In the
neighbourhood of Manchester, the Apples, though
they may attain a fair size, have always a green-
ness or unripened character about them com-
pared with the warmer counties, and, of course, to

grow good dessert fruit is almost out of the ques-
tion— Ribston or Cox's Orange at least. Necta-
rines and Peaches are but little grown outside
hereabouts. It is just possible that in time some
of the earlier Peaches might do as far as ripening
is concerned, as it is astonishing how much earlier

such as the Waterloo ripen compared with the old

Royal George type, with which so much trouble used
to be taken on the walls outside.—R. M. Abney.

Ketton Hall, Stamford.—Apples and Pears
are good crops, better than we have had for several

years, but not so good as we anticipated when the
trees were in flower. Much of the blossom on these
fruits failed to set, not from frost, as we had none
at the time, but the weather was cold and wet and
snowy when the trees were in flower. Strawberries
have been a heavy crop and have swelled off well

;

we bad showery weather while they were ripening,

which assisted them very much. Black Currants
and Gooseberries suffered from frosts in spring and
were only half crops. Raspberries finished oiT a
heavy crop in very good condition. Red Currants
were also good. Cherries heavy, especially Morellos
on walls. Plums were a heavy crop. Peaches out-

doors have been first rate. Early Alexander com-
menced ripening August 1 this year ; this is about
two weeks later than usual. Apricots are a heavy
crop after bearing very few for several seasons.

—

W. H. Divers.

NORTHERN.
Castle Howard.—The fruit crops in this neigh-

bourhood vary with the situation. In low-lying

places the yield of most things will be light, but
on higher ground all fruits are or have been fairly

good with the exception of Black Currants, which
are a failure. Among Apples, I have never seen
Blenheim Pippin so heavily laden as it is with
us this year. Stirling Castle, Keswick Codlin, Lane's
Prince Albert, King of the Pippins, Cox's Pomona, and
Worcester Pearmain are also carrying good crops

;

such varieties as Lord Derby, Warner's King, and
Dutch Codlin have a fair sprinkling of fruit. All

standard Pears (in the open) promise a fairly good
yield, but most of those on walls are very thin of

fruit. Uvedale's St. Germain is plentiful and
Jargonelle is fairly good. Plums are almost a
failure. Apricots are very thin, and with the ex-

ception of Morello, all Cherries are very scarce.

All bush fruits, with the exception of Black Cur-

rants, have borne excellent crops. Strawberries

have been the finest yield I have seen for eight

years, but have lacked the flavour of former seasons.

Nectarines and Peaches out of doors set well, but
were ruined by the 12° of frost on May IB and 17.

The two best Nectarines I know are Humboldt and
Pine-apple. Filberts are a failure.— J. Kiddell.

Thorpe Perrow, North Yorks.—The fruit

crops in the north of Yorkshire are very partial.

In some places you can find Apple trees bearing

good crops, while in other districts you can find trees

with no fruit, although they were covered with
blossom. In the gardens here Apples are a fair

crop. Pears in the neighbourhood are pretty much
the same as Apples, especially on standard trees

;

on the walls here we have a good crop. Peaches
on a warm wall are pretty good. We have one
Nectarine tree. Lord Napier, growing in a snug
corner ; it generally does well ; this season it is only
moderate ; the fruit is always good. Apricots in

general are bad about here, and I fear those we
have will never ripen ; at present they show no
signs of ripening. Strawberries have been plenti-

ful, but spoiled greatly with wet, and generally bad
in colour from want of sun. Bush fruit in some
places has been very good, in others bad ; this

was caused by the frost on the hSth of May, when
we had 1-1°. Black Currants have been scarce in

the market.

Eaelt Potatoes suffered very much from the

frost on the morning of the LSth of May, and after

they had recruited themselves in the latter end of

May and early part of June, they suffered terribly

from drought in June and early part of July. Late

crops are looking splendid everywhere. I have not

seen any signs of disease yet.

—

William Culver-
well.

Lowther Castle, Penrith.—Apples are below
average, very late and small ; our best crops are

Keswick Codlin, Cellini Pippin, Warner's King,

Tower of Glamis, and Ecklinville Seedling. Plums
below average both on walls and in the open, the

crop having been destroyed by the frost on the

17th of Mayjwhen the trees were in full bloom ;
up

to then I never saw the trees more promising. Pears

below average on walls, and in the open a failure.

Cherries, both early and late sorts, average crop.

Strawberries full crop, fruit large and of excellent

flavour, especially James Veitch, The Countess, and
British Queen. Of the first we have had splemlid

fruit 7 inches to 8 inches in circumference. Goose-

berries average crop. Red Currants average. Black

below average. Raspberries average. Damsons poor.

—F. Claeke.

Raby Gardens, Darlington.—The fruit crops

generally are bad. I have not seen so little fruit

in these gardens during the last twenty-five years,

and up to the 17th of May I never saw a better

prospect, which was almost totally destroyed liy

the severe snowstorms on that date, followed by a
frost of 13" on the morning of the 18th. The little

fruit we now have is from the then undeveloped
bu«s, and these are both late and small, and unless

we get an unusually fine autumn. Pears and Apples

will not mature.—R. Whstcott.

Aldin Grange, Durham. —Apple crop very

good on the whole, in many cases heavy. Pears in

many cases a full crop. Of course, there are very

few early Pears, owing to the severe frost when the

trees were in bloom. Strawberries have been un-

usually good in many gardens, but much fruit has

been spoiled by the continued heavy rains, more
especially the soft kinds, such as President. Gari-

baldi is still the best for several purposes. Red and
Black Currants are a full crop against walls, and
wherever they escaped the frost, in some cases

heavy. Raspberries show signs of injury from frost.

Gooseberries have been good.—W. A. Jenkins.

Aldenham Park, Bridgnorth, Salop.—The
Apple crop here will be lighter than for many years

past, with the exception of Blenheim Orange, Lord
Suflield, and that good old variety Forge, which
seldom it ever fails. Pears are quite an average

crop ;
Louise Bonne of Jersey, Williams' Bon Chre-

tien, Beurr6 Diel, Fondante d'Automne, and Jar-

gonelle are carrying the heaviest crops. Pluma are
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far above the average; Jefferson's, Early Prolific,

Coe's Golden Drop, Keine Claude de liavay, and
white Magnum Bonum are heavily laden. Peaches
plentiful, but rather late, Alexandra Noblesse still

holding the foremost place here. Apricots are very
good, especially Moorpark and Hemskirk. Damsons
are bearing heavy crops, and in many instances the
trees have to be supported to prevent their break-

ing down. Gooseberries, Raspberries, Currants, and
Strawberries have been very plentiful. Sir Joseph
Paxton being by far the best of the last. Cherries
lighter than usnal, except Morellos, which are
very good. Nectarines on the open walls are re-

markably free from insects, and are bearing good
crops ; in fact, I never remember to have seen them
look so well.

—

Thos. Canning.

Aldburgh Hall, Bedale, Yorks.—Goose-
berries, Red, White and Black Currants are thin.

There was a splendid show on them all, but the
frost on May 17, wherever the trees were exposed,
entirely destroyed the bloom. Apricots, I'lums,

Pears, and Apples were nearly all destroyed. Ald-
burgh is close upon the river Ure and in a deep
valley, and frosts are always very disastrous. We
gave up growing Peaches and Nectarines outdoors
a few years ago. The garden walls are of dressed
freestone, and the owner of the place would not
allow them to be disfigured. In several gardens the
trees sufi^ered very little from the May frost. Apri-
cots, Apples, Pears and Plums will be the worst
crops ever known. Raspberries mi ch below an
average crop. Strawberries have b( en very plenti-

ful, but rather small.

—

John Wareiob.

Ripley Castle, Yorks.—We had a beautiful
show of blossom on all hardy fruit trees, and had
we escaped the May frosts I have no doubt the
present would have been the heaviest fruit crop
harvested for years. We experienced such a severe
winter and of such long continuance that when
some favourable growing weather set in with the
advent of May, we were in hopes of escaping.
On May 17 we registered 6° of frost, and during
the afternoon snow fell heavily for upwards of
two hours, and while everything was dripping
wet we had a frost of 12°. The 18th was a beauti-
ful bright day, the sun shining brightly from 5
am. Apples were just preparing to unfold their

blooms, and almost all the outer circle of blossoms
on each truss was destroyed. I split a number
open and found the stamens not in the least touched,
but the pistils and the interior of the ovary were
quite blackened. We have two kitchen gardens,
one of IJ acres adjoining the castle, another of 2

acres half a mile away, the latter standing about
30 feet higher than the former, but the results of the
frost are similar in both. On standard trees we
have a good crop, on pyramids partial crops, the
following varieties being the best croppers this

season : Rhode Island Greening, Ecklinville Seed-
ling, Keswick, Councillor, Early Harvest, Alfriston.

Pears were just set when the frost came upon them,
causing a great many to drop ; result, majority of

trees scarcely any fruit on, and only the following
varieties carrying more than half a crop : Baronne
de Mello, Doyenne du Comice, Josephine de Malines,
and Williams' Bon Chrrtien. Apricots had set

beautifully, not one left now. Plums very few,
though we had an abundant set. Cherries very
few, Morellos set well, but have dropped during
stoning. The crop of Strawberries, though we
lost all the earliest blossoms, has been excellent.

Gooseberries good. Black Currants scarcely any.
Red Currants good. Raspberries very light. Nuts
have entirely failed. Peaches, have not been
grown out of doors here for some years, but I have
planted a couple of young trees of Early Beatrice
and Dymond on a south wall to give them a trial

before planting extensively.

PoTATOiis are looking remarkably well, and there
is no trace of disease in these gardens, though I

hear of people in this district finding an odd
tuber touched.—G. 'J'UNNiN(iTON.

Broughton Hall, Skipton-in-Craven. —
Again we chronicle a partial failure in the fruit

crops. The disastrous froot of Whit Monday (10°)

was too much for nearly everything. Pears none.
Apples a medium crop, chiefiy late kinds that were

not forward enough for the frost to hurt. Plums
are a failure except Victorias. Black and Red
Currants none. Gooseberries half a crop. Straw-
berries a splendid crop ; British Queen, especially

for size and flavour, excellent. Being situated in

the valley, we suffer much more than other

gardens only a short distance away with a greater

elevation ; where they thus far escaped the frost,

full crops of all kinds of fruit except Pears, which
I believe are everywhere thin crops, have been
secured.

—

John Rainbow.

Alnwick Castle.—In this garden we have the
best average crop of fruit that we have had since
ls,s7. Apricots are a full crop. Nectarines are

scarcely worth growing outside here, although
several kinds of Peaches do remarkably well. Pine-

apple Nectarine is the best. Rivers' Orange fairly

good, Elruge quite a failure. Lord Napier has been
on trial for several yeais, but is not likely to prove
useful, although it is the finest variety for outside.

Plums are exceptionally fine on walls. We have done
much root-pruning and applied strong soil for many
years ; the trees now crop freely and are in splendid

health. Victoria very heavy crop; Jefferson's,

Kirke's, Coe's Golden Drop, and Early Rivers also

good. Among Apples, Lord Suflield, Keswick Cod-
lin. Lord Grosvenor, Ecklinville, Stirling Castle,

Lane's Prince Albert, Frogmore Prolific, Broad-eye
Pippin, and Ribston are carrying good crops. A
large number of Apples and Pears have dropped re-

cently. Pears on walls are heavily cropped. Louise
Bonne of Jersey, Ueurr^ Diel, Beurre Clairgeau,

Broxmouth Park, Jargonelle,'Hacon's Incomparable,
Beurre Keele, Marie Louise, Beurre Superfin, Chau-
montel, and Easter Beurre are all good. Of
Strawberries the crop is fine. Noble has been good

;

McMahon is a most desirable kind in a private

place. I'lush fruits are all good ; Black Currants
heavy and fine. May Duke Cherry has been good,
Morellos about average.

Early Potatoes have not had enough rain in dry
land, consequently are rather small. Field Pota-

toes are very fine.— George Harms.

Duncombe Park, Helmsley.—The disastrous

frosts of May 17, 18, 19 made terrible havoc among
the Plums, Pears, and Black Currants. Apricots

are very scarce. The Apple crop is about averai;e.

Red Currants and Strawberries average. Rasp-
berries under average. On the above dates we
registered 0°, 12°, and 8° of frost.—D. Williams.

Studley Royal, Ripon.—The disastrous frosts

on May 17 and IS completely wrecked all our hopes
of fruit crops this year, as with the exception of

Strawberries and Apples nearly every other kind

of fruit out of doors was destroyed, although the

promise of abundant crops had not been so good
for many years ; in fact everything was looking

well up to May 1 7. Apricots set well and plentiful.

Pears the same. Plums were partially set, but all

were destroyed, and the same with Cherries on the

walls ; what escaped or appeared to have escaped

the frost have since dropped. We have the worst

record for hardy fruit since I came to Studley

thirty years ago. We have fairly good crops of

Grapes, Peaches, and Figs indoors, and it seems to me
we shall have to look to glass structures for all our

choice fruit in the future.

—

John Clark.

Brantingham Thorpe, Brough — In early

spring we had the prospect of abundance of bloom
on all fruit trees. On May 17 and 18 we had LI"

of frost, which destroyed all expanded blooms of

Plums, Cherries, Pears, and Apples, also early

Strawberries, and blackened and destroyed the

fruit already set of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

Gooseberries, and Currants, the result of which is

poor crops of all fruits, except late Strawberries and
Raspberries, which have been abundant and fine.

—

ROBHRT C. Kingston.

Brodsworth Hall, Doncaater.-The fruit

crops in this district were very much injured by
the frost on May 1 7 and 18, when 7 ' and 1 1° were
registered. I'p to the first-mentioned date there

was every prospect of a full crop of all kinds, as

bloom was abundant and good. With the excep-

tion of Strawberries and Raspberries, all arc under
average. Some few kinds of Apples and I'ears

are carrying a full crop. Ecklinville Pippin, Lord
Grosvenor, Dumelow's Seedling, Stirling Castle,

Northern Greening, Peasgood's Nonsuch, and Pott's

Seedling Apples are all carrying a full crop. The
following Pears on walls are carrying a fair crop

:

Marie Louise, Beurrfi Diel, Beurre d'Amanlis, Con-
seiller de la Cour, Flemish Beauty, and Althorp
Crassane.—W.M. Chuck.

Netherby Gardens, Longtown. — Small
fruit fair crop ; Black Currants good. Red very thin

;

Gooseberries thin crop; Raspberries very good;
dessert Cherries good, Morellos poor ; Plums good
on south wall. Plums on east wall poor, owing to

the long drying winds out of that direction. Pears
fair crop ; Apples very poor.- John Davidson.

Windlestone, Ferry Hill, Durham. —
Apples, kitchen, heavy crop ; dessert heavy, but
never ripen properly. Pears light, fruit only fit

for stewing, except Jargonelle on walls ; this ripens

and is about the only one worth growing here for

dessert. Plums very scarce, owing to spring frosts.

Damsons never ripen properly here. Cherries very

scane. Raspberries very good. Currants, Red,
Black, and White, heavy crops and good. Goose-
berries heavy.—W. Earp.

Kirklevington Hall, Yarm.—On account of

the severe weather experienced in spring the fruit

crops in this district are not up to our expectations.

The blossoms of Pears, Plums, and Cherries were
much injured by 15° of frost on May 17, so that

they are under the average. The frost caused part

of the Currants and Gooseberries to fall, but I

have a fair crop. Apples are under the average.

Strawberries have been abundant and of excellent

quality. Peaches are under the average, and
Apricots are very scarce.—A. Cunningham.

Tranby Croft, Hull—A very gloomy forebod-

ing of the hardy fruit prospects was entertained

after an experience of 12 of frost on May 18,

when all fruit trees then in blossom suffered se-

verely. Pears appear to have stood the test very
well, and are producing good average crops. Ap-
ples, although they showed abundance of bloom,
suffered very much, while Plums and Cherries, ex-

cepting Morellos, proved a failure. Apricots are a
very moderate crop. Gooseberries and Raspberries

are up to the average. Red and White Currants

are fair, but Black Currants are a total failure.

Strawberries were plentiful, but smaller and later

than usual, the earliest and finest blooms being
killed by the frost. Walnuts showed well, but

were completely destroyed, while Hazel Nuts
appear to have escaped injury.—J. P. Lkad-
betteb.

EASTERN.
Shrubland, Needham Market —We have

the largest crops of Pears and Plums that I have
seen here. Both Pears and Plums have been
thinned, and still require looking over. Apples
are an average crop. Apricots, Peaches, and
Cherries good. Strawberries wore extra fine, but
many of them were spoiled by the wet weather.
Bush fruits also good and plentiful. Apples in the
neighbourhood are, I believe, good crops in some
places and rather thin in others, but I'lums are

generally abundant.
Within the last few days the Potato blight has

made its appearance.—Tnos. Blair.

Woolverstone Park, Ipswich.—Taking the
fruit crop in general in these gardens and around this

district, it is not satisfactory after the great show,
as never perhaps was there so good a promise, for

every tree Uowered most profusely, but '.)° of frost

late in May proved too much for the tender blossom
and embryo fruit, and numbers of the first men-
tioned were destroyed, .^nd the last-named so in-

jured, that it fell wholesale or remained crippled

and deformed on the trees. These latter remarks
apply more particularly to Pears, Apples and
Plums, many of which are sadly misshapen and do
not swell, and are not likely to be of any great use.

Cherries of the dessert kinds were alTected in the

same way, but Morellos are betterand will be a fair

crop. Bush fruits have been abundant and good,
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and there was also plenty of Strawberries, but the

cold affected them and prevented them setting

properly, so that many were partly seedless and
never reached their full size and shape. Apricots
with us are a full crop, but then we protected
heavily, and yet with the same attention Peaches
and Nectarines are thin. In a general way they do
remarkably well in these gardens on the open walls,

but this year we had many blistered leaves owing
to the cold and sudden gleams of sun, and the

early growth was poor and slow, but the trees have
made good wood sinue and are in fair condition
now,—J. SHEPPAltl).

Easton Lodge, Dunmow.—Apples are a
good average crop in this district, especially Kes-
wick Codlin, Stirling Castle, Warner's King, Haw-
thornden, Ecklinville Seedling, Blenheim Orange,
Lord Suffield, and Cox's Orange Pippin. Pears
an average crop. Apricots above average. Plums
over average. Cherries good crop, especially Morello.

Peaches and Nectarines also good. Strawberries
have been an excellent crop. Nuts and Walnuts
are a failure. Black Currants are a light crop

;

like the Gooseberries, they were greatly injured by
the frosts at Whitsuntide. White and Red Currants
are a good crop. —H. Listee.

Livermere Park, Bury St. Edmunds —Any
partial failure of crop noted under may be attributed
to the sharp weather that visited us about May 1 7, as
previous to that I had never seen fairer promise of a
fruitful year all round. Apples a good crop of very
fine clean fruit, which are swelling rapidly under
the influence of very heavy rains. Pears good on
the hardy kinds, but some sorts were blackened to
the cores with the frost, and all the fruit dropped
from these, while other kinds, though keeping on
the trees, became a perfect network of cracks and
were, of course, spoiled. Williams' Bon Chrt^tien,
Fondante d'Automne, Duchesse d'Angoulcime and
Marie Louise d'Uccle are carrying perhaps the
heaviest crops, but several other kinds are looking
well. Apricots a heavy crop of fine fruit ; some of
the most exposed were touched with the frost, and
are decaying at the point touched, as they ripen,
but a very large percentage are without blemish!
Plums are in most cases heavily laden with fruit
especially on trees that are fairly thick, the lower
flowers being protected by the branches above
them. Thanks to the long winter frosts without
any breaks of mild weather, the buds were coated
with ice for many weeks, and the birds could
not commence operations on them so early as
usual, the result being that most of the buds
escaped them. Many are now splitting with the
wet, the Gages being the worst. Cherries (sweet)
light crop. A greater percentage of the Mo-
rellos escaped, as they are all on walls. Figs
almost a failure outdoors. Medlars much under
average. Strawberries under average, suffered
from drought in June and from wet when
ripening. Raspberries a good crop. Before
the heavy rains these appeared as if they
would not swell off half their fruit, but since
the water has reached the roots they have improved
wonderfully and are lasting out well. Red and
White Currants under average, the bunches losing
many of their berries from frost. Black Currants
small crop from above-mentioned cause. Indi-
vidual berries very fine indeed. Gooseberries heavy
crop of fine fruit on walls and thick old bushes-
young thin pruned bushes lost nearly all their
fruit from frost. Peaches and Nectarines good.
Grapes much under average and very late ; crop
cannot ripen. Filberts rather under average.
Walnuts much under average

; many catkins killed
with frost. Tomatoes look well, but are late, first
fruits now showing colour.

Potatoes are turning out well. Kitchen garden
crops are generally good, though the Onion fly and
mildew have been prevalent. Peas are excellent
though the earliest were late in coming in. J. C.

average and very deformed owing to cold winds.
Black Currants have failed ; Red under the average.
Gooseberries poor. Raspberries fair, but wanting
in flavour. Strawberries fair crop, but small. Fil-

berts promise well. Plums on walls very good.
Walnuts a decided failure here, owing, I presume,
to the early frost of last autumn destroying the
buds in their early stage.

The vegetable crops here are very good with
the exception of Onions, which are with us a failure.

Owing to the cold state of the ground they suffered
very much frommildew.—H. Barnes.

Culford, Bury St. Edmunds.—Apples and
Pears very light. Apricots good. Cherries (Morello)
good. Currants and Gooseberries scarcely any,
except on walls. Figs (outside) none. Peaches
(outdoor) good set. Plums in general good. Rasp-
berries plentiful. Strawberries good and plentiful,
but season of shoit duration. Nuts light. All in-

door crops good, and trees, &c., clean and healthy.
—W. Harwood.

Palace Gardens, Ely. — Black Currants a
total failure, result of late spring frosts. Red
Currants half a crop. Gooseberries in some places
heavy, in others none. Raspberries plentiful, but
small. Strawberries plentiful, but small. Apples
medium, Keswick Codlin heavy. Plums half a crop
except Victorias. Damsons good. Pears average.
Walnuts a failure. Filberts a heavy crop. Morello
Cherries good.— IlEK BY Beasier.

Papworth Hall Gardens.—In these gardens
and in this neighbourhood the fruit crops are very
good. Apples almost a full crop ; Pears very good

;

Plums a full crop
; Cherries very abundant ; Rasp-

berries a good crop. We had a very good crop of
Strawberries, but very much spoilt by the continual
rain ; in the month of July we had nearly 5
inches of rain. We have a very fair quantity of
Peaches and Nectarines, but unless we get a great
deal more sunshine they will never ripen.

—

Thomas
Smith.

Edmonthorpe Hall, Butland The fruit
crop in this district upon the whole is very good.
Apples good. Pears good. Plums on walls and
standard trees good. Damsons heavy crop. Cher-
ries not so good as usual. Much of the young wood
of the Morellos has died, and the Cherries fell about
the latter end of June. Currants, Red and White
good; Black very few. The frost on the 17th of
May destroyed the young bunches of bloom.
Gooseberries a fair crop and very fine. Peaches
and Nectarines scarce.—F. Blackshaw.

been most abundant. Gooseberries, Currants, and
-Raspberries have been above the average both in

quantity and quality. The Strawberries were large
and plentiful. The varieties that succeed best here
are Laxton's Noble, Keens' Seedling, President,
Vicomtesse Herioart de Thury, and James Veitoh.
The Apple crop is under the average. The early
varieties of Pears have borne well ; the later varie-
ties only fairly. Apricots are almost a failure.

Cherries are good, and Plums on walls abundant
and fine. Peaches and Nectarines outside and in-

side are very good. Lord Napier is one of the best
flavoured varieties. Trees very healthy. — H.
Morris.

The Gardens, Kelsterton, Flint.—Currants,
Gooseberries, Strawberries, and Plums very fair

crops. Apples and Cherries half a crop. Filberts
good. Apricots and Peaches very scarce.—E.
Donnelly.

The Quinta, Chirk.—Apples, on the whole,
are a fair average. Some of the newer sorts are
not up to the mark so far as cropping is concerned.
My best are King of the Pippins, Cellini, Warner's
King, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Keswick Codlin, Lord
Suffield, Tower of Glamis, and Stirling Castle.
Pears, on the whole, are rather scarce. I thought
at one time they would be about the average, but a
great many have dropped since. Plums with me
are under the average, although in some gardens
in the district they are good. Cherries have been
under average. Apricots a fair average. Peaches
and Nectarines, on the whole, a fair average. Small
fruits decidedly under. Strawberries were a fair

average, but very late. Laxton's Latest of All
with me does not ripen equally, otherwise it is of

fine flavour and is a good bearer. Perhaps another
year it may do better. I shall be sorry if it does
not do so, as it is decidedly a good addition to the
late varieties.

—

Jas. Louden.

WALES.
Bodnant, Eglwysbach, Denbighshire

We had promise of a most abundant crop of fruit,

but the severe frost of May 18 proved very destruc-
tive to Pears, Currants, and Gooseberries. Apples
are an average crop, but not swelling kindly. Rasp-
berries and Strawberries have been good. Plums a
heavy crop. Cherries only half a crop. Pears
Benrrij Superfin, Beurre Ranee, Beurr(5 Magnifique,
Jargonelle, and Pitmaston Duchess have withstood
the frost and are carrying a fair crop.— J. Saun-
derson.

Tallack.

Cottlesmore, Oakham, Rutland.—Morello
Cherries under the average in quantity and quality.
Of Apples, after such a terrible spring, and con-
sidering we are situated on the highest tableland
in England, we have a fair crop. Pears under the

Hendre, Monmouth.—All kinds of fruit trees
here blossomed unusually well and gave promise of
excellent crops, but the bright prospects here and
in other low situations near us were destroyed by
frosts during the third week in May. The Apple
crop is partial, but may be classed as an average
one ; while Pears, Plums, Apricots, and Cherries
are under average except in favoured situations.
Strawberries, Raspberries, and Gooseberries have
been plentiful. The Strawberries were rather small
through the early blossoms having been killed by
frost. Waterloo and Loxford Hall Seedling, planted
on a north bordcr,have done remarkably well and have
been valuable as late varieties. Currants, both Red
and Black, would have produced enormous crops
had they escaped frosts when in blossom. Plums
and Cherries are very free from aphis this season.—Thomas Coombee.

GlanafoD, Taibach —Generally speaking, the
fruit Clops here and in the neighbourhood have '

Pen-y-'Wern , Aberystwith.— Strawberries
were a good average. Gooseberries very heavy.
Black and Red Currants very good, especially Red.
Raspberries fair average. Apples good on the whole

;

Tower of Glamis, Betty Geeson, Keswick Codlin,
Cox's Orange Pippin, and two local kinds are bear-
ing heavy crops, others light. Pears heavy crop on
walls. Damsons very heavy. Peaches and Necta-
rines are not grown. We seem to be too much ex-

posed to the east winds. I have seen very good
crops here now and then, but the trees suffer much
from blister.—George Griffith.

Penrhos, Holyhead.—The fruit crops here
and in this neighbourhood are only partial. A
better show of blossom could not have been seen,

but the late frosts came just when the Apple
blossom was fully expanded and destroyed the
greater part. Pears very thin, excepting a few of

the most prolific kinds. Plums a very fair crop.

Cherries a good crop. Gooseberries very thin.

Currants and Raspberries abundant. Strawberries
also a good crop.—F. W. Everett.

Powis Castle,'Welshpool. —Apples under aver-

age. Pears under average. Peaches and Nectarines
thin and late. Apricots under axerage. Gooseberries
very heavy crop. Cherriesvery fair crop. Plums good,
especially Green Gages. Damsons very fair, fruit

looking very promising. Strawberries very heavy
crop, and none lost by wet weather this year. Figs
injured by the hard winter. All kinds of Currants
very good indeed and clean from fly. Nuts very
good, and a nice lot of Walnuts.

All early Potatoes very good, and winter
ones looking very promising. — John L.^mbeht.

Cardiff Castle, Glamorgan.— 'I'he fruit crops
in this district are very good generally. Apples
and Pears of all kinds are above the average, the
trees are clean and healthy and making vigorous
growth, and the fruits are large and swelling freely.

The set of Apples this year was more than the trees

could maintain, and a great number dropped after

they had grown to the size of Walnuts. I'he pyra-
midal Apple and Pear trees here are cropped so
heavily, that the branches of many have to be
supported to prevent them from being broken by
the heavy weight of fruit. Of Apples the following
are some of the varieties which are heavily cropped
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—Devonshire Quarrenden, Irish Peach, Lord
SafBeld, Keswick Codlin, Blenheim Orange, Beauty
of Hants, Cox's Orange Pippin, Eoklinville, Em-
peror Alexander, Gloria Mundi, Golden Noble, Haw-
thornden. Pott's Seedling, Lord Grosvenor, Annie
Elizabeth, Sturmer Pippin, Alfriston, Beauty of
Kent, Wellington, Lane's IVince Albert, Rymer,
Warner's King, Ringer, Rushack Pearmain, Cellini,

Braddick's Nonpareil, French Crab, and Worcester
Pearmain. Of Pears the following varieties are
heavily cropped both on walls and pyramids in the
open quarters— Duchesse d'Angoultme, Summer
Bergamot, Jargonelle, Beurre Magnifique. B.
d'Amanlis, B. Diel, B. Ranee, B. Esperen, Daror d au,
Louise Bonne of Jersey, Pitmaston, Uvedale's St.

Germain, Thomp? on't^. Brown Beurrfe, General Todt-
leben, Doyenne du Cornice, Winter Nelis, Marie
Louise, Beurr(^ Bosc, Glou Morceau. Beurr^ Clair-
geau, Willliams' Bon Chretien, and Vicar of Wink-
field. Small fruits have been plentiful in this dis-

trict, but Strawberries were deficient in flavour on
account of so much rain and want of sunshine dur-
ing the time they were ripening. Raspberries and
Black Currants abundant, large and fine. Goose-
berries and Red and White Currants we cannot
grow in the gardens here, for the sparrows picking
the buds off the bushes during winter, but in most
places away from the town the crops were good.
Peaches and Nectarines are not much grown in
the open in this district, but there are good crops
of both this season. The varieties grown on the
open walls here are Peach, Alexander, Dr. Hogg,
and Sea Eagle ; Nectarines, Elruge and Pitmaston
Orange.—A. Pettigeew.

Llandilo, Carmartlienshire.—Peaches plen'
tiful, especially Royal George, Grosse Mignonne'
Red Magdalen, and A Bee Nectarines fair average^
notably Elruge, Lord Napier, Pine - apple, and
Rivers' Orange. Pears and Apples good general
average. Plums, Cherries, Strawberries, Goose-
berries, Currants and Raspberries abundant. Fil-
berts average.

—

Thos. Cowbubn.

Orchids.

MILTONIA SPECTABILIS MORELIANA.
So JIB little time ago I noted that some one, in

treating of the genus Miltonia, made use of some
such an expression as the following :

" Mil-

tonias, although containing many species of

great beauty, have not long been known in cul-

tivation.'' I have been among Orchids for forty
years, and the type of this species was looked
upon as an old plant in those days. It has
been in cultivation since 183r). M. spectabilis

is a beautiful old species, especially when seen
with three or four dozen flowers upon it. A
very large plant of this species used to stand in

the Orchid house in the Glasgow Botanic
Gardens, but although it flowered very abun-
dantly, the foliage was so very yellow that little

pleasure could be taken in it. The present
variety was beautifully figured in The Gar-
den, April 23, 1887 (p. 374) with the typical
plant, but in the flowers sent me by Mr.
.lohnston we have a much superior form, and I

think it is the form introduced some few years
ago by Mr. Shuttleworth, of the Clai)ham Park
Nurseries, under the name of atro-rubens. The
flower is much larger and the colour is altogether
very difi'erent, the sepals and petals being of a
rich and very deep purple, and the lip, altliough
lighter in colour, is of a rich rosy purple. It is

a very flne variety, and should be well taken
care of. I do not know from wliat part of
Brazil Mr, Shuttleworth obtained liis plants,
but when I was with the Messrs. Kollissoii, of
Tooting, they used to import a considerable lot
of this species and also of the variety from San
Paulo, a province which appears to be rich in
Orchids both in number of species and quauti-
ies of plants, judging by the immense numbers

which came home from there. These Miltonias
appear to grow freely upon the stems of trees

and enjoy an abundance of sun and light. Mil-
tonias are usually seen with such wretched
yellow foliage, that the casual observer would
think them dead or dying. Some people assert

that they cannot be got to flower without this

yellowness, but this is a mistake, and I should
think that this season many people will have
their Miltonias flowering without the usual
yellow tinge. The plants may be grown at the
cool end of the East India house or at the
warm end of the Cattleya house, and the pots
or pans must be well drained, because during
the growing season the plants like to be
well supplied with water. They should be
hung up near the roof glass, and a good
share of sun.shine should also be allowed to

fall upon them, but the full rays through
the middle of the day should be excluded
by a thin shading material. The plants
should never be thoroughly dried ofi", because
shrivelling greatly exhausts them, anil I have
found that a rest with comparative withholding
of waterand a reduction of temperature were quite
as conducive to the production of a good supply
of bloom as anything I could do in tlie resting
way. When growing, these plants are greatly
benefited by a sprinkling of water from the
syringe night and morning, but should the
weather be cold, withhold the syringe. I do
not think any Orchid should be syringed in

dull, damp, or cold weather. Treated in this

manner the plants should both grow and flower
well and retain a healthy green hue.

Wm. Hi;fiH GowEK.

Cattleya speciosissima.—A very remarkable
flower of this variety comes to me from Mr. Holmes,
gardener to Mr. Hardy, Pickering Lodge, Timperley.
It measures nearly 9 inches across the petals, these,

together with the sepals, being of a rich and deep
rosy-purple. The front lobe is spreading, the edge
being much undulated and of a beautiful deep rich

amethyst-purple, freckled with a few lighter mark-
ings. At the side of the throat are two lemon-
colonred blotches which pass away into white, the
throat being marked with radiating lines of deep
amethyst-purple. It is a magnificent form of a
very fine Cattleya, which, however, seems to be a
very shy bloomer. The late Mr. Turner, of Leicester,
had some fine masses of this variety in his collec-

tion, and looked forward to seeing them flower, but
he passed away before this took place.— G.

Aerides virens.—A photo of this species comes
from Mr. W. Shave, The Gardens, Beau Sejonr,
Jersey. It shows a large plant carrying fourteen
spikes of bloom, the racemes being long and the
flowers large and waxy. It is now nearly fifty years
since this species was first introduced by the Messrs.
Loddiges from Java, where it is apparently com-
mon. As a .species it appears to be near to A. odo-
ratum, but it may be readily distinguished from it

by the longer and more lax raceme and by its larger
and more brilliant ly coloured flowers. It is a handsome
plant which enjoys shading from the direct rays of
the sun. Some of its varieties, such as Dayanum,
Ellisi, and grandiflorum, are very large-flowered and
richly coloured, but all have to take a second place
compared with such grand plants as A. Sanilerianum
and A. Lawrenceanum, which are of the same sec-
tion, but have much larger racemes and larger and
brighter flowers.—W.

SHORT NOTMS.—ORCHIDS.

Angreecum artieulatum.—Tliis line plnnt is

iiiiiv tlowerin); with the Rev. E. IluiiJley, tlic> luiyiil

CreauBiit, Ihilh. It luueh resoinbles A. ElIiKi, iiiij

flfiwered for the first time in tliis country just twenty
years ago. The flower appears to be somewhat larger
than that of A. Ellisi. The flowers are thick and
fleshy in texture and pure white in colour, with a
straight slender spur some G inches in length. It re-

quires a warm atmosphere with considerable moisture
to successfully grow this plant.— G.

Lselia grandis tenebrosa —A flower of this
variety comes from the Rev. E. Handley's collection.
It is very handsome, but not so dark as' some I have
seen. The sepals and petals are of a dark bronzy-
brown

; the lip rich rosy-purple ; the throat deep vel-

vety-maroon. It appears to be a free-flowering variety,
very different from the old L. grandis, which we used
to have iu the early days of this phint.—G.

Flower Garden.

LILIES.
I H.4VK found Lilies in general do well this

year. The large quantity of snow which fell in

March protected them from severe frost at that
time, and the winter being otherwise drier than
usual was also probably in their favour. The
almost universal rule with regard to the whole
tribe, that they do better after being left undis-
turbed for some years, does not hold good with
Ij. candidum, the Madonna Lily. 1 am con-
vinced that Lily is the better for being taken up
and replanted every three years, if not more
frequently. It is well known that L. candidum
has the habit of pushing its bulbs out of the
ground, so that at the present time the bulbous
roots of white Lilies which may have flowered well

are clearly visible over the surface of the earth.

The consequence is that if we get a dry Septem-
ber, the bulbs become weakened for want of

moisture and through exposure to the atmo-
sphere.

This is just what these Lilies cannot bear, so

that when taken up it is necessary to replant
them as sjieedily as possible. Imported roots
will generally do well if carefully planted at

once upon their arrival. Nevertheless, they
receive a check from being so long out of the
ground. When L. candidum has been left two
years without disturbance, I believe it will grow
to greater height and luxuriance the third year
if it is carefully taken up and replanted at once
in fresh soil.

The accompanying engraving shows a bed of

the Madonna Lily in its second year. Some of

the bulbs were obtained from neighbouring
cottagers, and some were received from Haarlem.
They all flowered splendidly this season, and have
not shown the slightest s-ymptoins of disease.

Indeed, I have not come across the Lily
diseased in any shape or form, and therefore I

cannot speak of it from experience, but I

attribute the freedom from disease very much
to the fresh soil in which my Lilies are grown.
They are not allowed to wear out the soil, nor
are they allowed to push themselves out of the
ground, for the replanting every two years or
so prevents both. It is a difficult question to

answer why this Lily should pertinaciously

thrust its bulbs out of the warmth and nourish-

ment of its mother earth when that warmth
and nourishiiieiit arc so needful to its welfare.

Artificial cultivation is often better for a plant

than its own wilful natural mode of growtli, and
this seems to be an instance of it. Nature may,
as it were, have other objects in view besides the
actual prosperity of the plant itself, and it may
be that the bulbs of L. candidum by this means
And a lu^w home in their natural haunts, being
easily disturbed, and then taking fresli root and
becoming newly covered with alluvial soil in

some other .spot. I have noticed that the

corms of Cyclamen licilorafoliuni aro .apt to

become exposed in tlic same way, and they too
aro benefited by being re-covorod with fresh

loam or l)eing removed to another place. On
the whole, the system of cultivation which seems
to me to bo most conducive to the health of

the Madonna Lily is to give it fresh loam with-
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out any manure and to replant it every third or

fourth year. The rich, somewhat tenacious

soil of Gloucestershire appears to be exactly

what it likes, for it may be seen in many
cottage gardens growing with great luxuriance.

L. teataceum or excelsum seems to like very

much the same treatment and to be equally

hardy. It is not by any means so beautiful. I

have seen a conjecture that it is a hybrid
between candidum and chalcedonicum. That
may be so, but excelsum in that case is not so

pretty as either of its parents. Nevertheless,

the nankeen-coloured flowers are very beautiful,

and the great height to which the plant grows
makes it efl'ective among other things. It

flowers at the same time as candidum, and is

represented in the engraving throwing up one
lofty stem with a crown of flowers on the top.

Chalcedonicum is in a more shady portion of

the same bed, and grows vigorously, attaining

a height cif 3 feet or 4 feet, and producing
several of its large, strong, glossy flowers on

ever come across. It consisted of about a hun-
dred or more plants of L, giganteum grown in

a shady dell. The plants were, of course, out
of flower, but the enormous stems with their

huge pods of seed were still standing. This
Lily seems to me the most magnificent of our
hardy plants. Its immense size is perhaps
more striking than the beauty of its flowers,

but the flowers have a beauty all their own
notwithstanding, and a group of these gigantic

Lilies growing in splendid luxuriance, as they
do under the care of Captain Stackhouse
Pinwill, is a sight not easily forgotten.

A Gloucestershike Par.son.

Three good CEnotheras—At least three spe-

cies of G'^nothera must be included among the best

low-growing hardy plants our gardens possess, and
it is a matter for surprise that they are not more ex-

tensively grown. The Missouri Evening Primrose
(E missouriensis or macrooarpa) is one of the most
brilliant and beautifal hardy flowers. It makes a

Lilies in a Gloucestershire garden. Engraved for The Garden from a photograph sent
by the Rev. J. L. Stackhouse, Berkeley.

each .stem. To my mind it is one of the most
beautiful of our hardy Lilies. It comes after
candidum and excelsum in time of flowering.
This Lily is one of the old-fashioned flowers
which used to be common in most gardens. It

becomes a poor thing where neglected, as I too
often see it ; the stem, crowded with its small
leaves, then becomes bare at the top and bottom,
the leaves themselves turn yellow, and the
flowers represent but feebly what chalcedoni-
cum ought to be. I always feel for plants in

such a pitiable condition, almo.st as if they had
animal life, and long to rescue them and give
them the attention they require and deserve.
Chalcedonicum likes rich, strong loam ; it re-

quires nothing more but occasional removal
when the plants seem to be worn out. The
petals of this Lily are massive and have a fine

scarlet colour. Superbum fails in this respect,

and yet it is a pretty fiower, coming later still

than chalcedonicum, and liking, as is well
known, a more moist and peaty soil. It has
not done much with me as yet, probably be-
cause it has too sunny a position.

I saw at Treliane, in Cornwall, last week one
of the most wonderful groups of Lilies I have

grand broad edging, and is never seen to better

advantage than when creeping over and hanging
down some high reeky ledge or stiff stone edging.
It grows most freely and flowers best upon warm
soils. The flowers are each 4 inches or more in

diameter, and are succeeded by great winged seed-
pods, although seed rarely ripens. The Dandelion-

! leaved Evening Primrose ((.E. taraxacifolia) pe-

,
rished during the past weather. This kind ripens
seed, ami where the old plants stood and
perished there are young ones which came up from
seed that had lain in the ground all the winter, and
these are now in flower. Plants of this species
raised in quantity in autumn (as in a young state

they survive the winter better) and again in spring
would prove very u.seful. The flowers are as large
as those of the preceding species and white when
first they expand, passing to pink and rose as they
grow older and fade. OO marginata makes up a
trio of really magnificent plants. It makes a dense
spreading tuft, but does not grow much more than
9 inches in height. It has deeply cut and toothed
leaves, like those of the preceding kind, and similar
great white flowers, which pass to rose as they
grow older, while they are often as much as 5

inches in diameter. It is quite hardy, and a plant
that should be put somewhere near at hand where
in the evening, in addition to admiring its fine

flowers, we could appreciate to the fall their fine

fragrance, which is as rich and sweet as that of a
Magnolia, and is given off freely at the close cl the
day. It is a most continuous flowering plant in a
young state, older specimens having a peculiar

habit of resting for a while during the hottest

weather and coming into bloom in the cooler days
ot autumn.— A. H.

Abutilons in the open ground.—The mark-
ings of these plants this season are very fine ; I do
not remember to have seen A. Thompsoni and A.

Darwini growing so luxuriantly. I use a few in

some beds as centres, and these have this year taken
up much more space than usual. They certainly

like the wet dripping weather we have had of late,

and are not particular as to warmth. I have noted
the great difference between spring- struck plants

and autumn-struck ones or old plants. The leaves of

these two latter are of about the usual size, and
nothing remarkable about them, but the spring-

struck plants are very fine and more variegated.

No matter how small they were when planted, they
are far ahead of older plants, all receiving the same
treatment. I noticed some beds of A. Thompsoni
last week that had made but little growth in com-
parison with young stock, and therefore came to

the conclusion that they must be old plants, and it

was so. A few plants lifted in the autumn with a
ball, potted up, and kept cool are nice for the
conservatory, and furnish a lot of cuttings for

spring.— G. W.

TIGKIDIAS.
For some weeks past these gorgeous plants have
been fiowering, and still many more are to come.
For beautifjing our flowerbeds and borders, few
plants can compare with them. Like the Day Lily
the flowers that expand with the rising sun have,
ere nightfall arrives, withered, a fact alone which
would render them almost valueless, were it not for
the continued supplies of buds that are expanding
day by day in bright sunny weather. In the case
of the Day Lily, we have some external proof af-

forded us by the numerous flower-buds which are
apparent on the spike, but with the Tigridias the
thing is quite different, as the majority of the
buds are concealed in the flower-sheath, and only
emerge from it in rotation. In this respect they
surprise not a few who have taken up their culture
for the first time, and have beheld with amazemett
and wonder the gorgeous display of to-day, but
with a look of dismay found it had all departed
at eventide. But another fresh burst of flowers a
couple of days hence for a similarly brief stay
made their owners inquire into the cause, and thus
quickly their peculiarities became known. The
majority of the varieties are so easily grown that
almost anyone may succeed with them, and, being
so remarkably cheap, they may be planted in maiy
spots in the garden and in the freest possible man-
ner. In the shrubbery border, for instance, an excel-
lent effect would result from the planting of some
bold groups in the front of shrubs of sombre hue,
such as many Laurels and the like. Such things
would lose half their gloominess with the sumptu-
ous flowers of the Tigridia in front of them, and be-

come an attractive feature in the garden. Another
capital place for them is in front of a bank of Rho-
dodendrons where they would prove equally orna-
mental. Beyond this, their use in the mixed border
and the herbaceous beds might be extended, while
in association with such things as Galtonia candi-
cans or yellow or white Marguerites in the summer
beds they would constitute a most striking, if not
unique, arrangement, and with a little considera-
tion there are numerous ways in which such things
could be employed with advantage, imparting a
vividness of colouring such as but few flowers can
produce. The soU they prefer is a deep and well
enriched loam with a free drainage, and to en-
sure a good season of flowering they should
be planted out in February or March, prefer-

ably the first-named month. The most valuable
species, on account of the rich display of

its flowers, is T. Pavonia ; this and the several varie-

ties which have emanated from it give us year by
year the bulk of the grandeur that this genus con-
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tains. All the varieties of T. Pavonia, the type in-

cluded, attain to a height of 2 feet or 2| feet. The
predominant colours are yellow, orange, and scarlet,

while the most worthy are the type which has

golden orange and scarlet flowers—albiflora = gran di-

flora alba, in which the ground colour of the perianth

is pure white, freely and conspicuously spotted with

crimson. CoEchiflora has bright yellow shell-like

flowers, spotted with scarlet, and speciosa is also a

yellow kind, spotted with red. Grandiflora is also

a very handsome form ; the predominant colour in

this is rich scarlet, the cup spotted crimson on a

yellow ground. Any or all of these can hardly fail

to produce a magnificent display such indeed as

cannot be equalled by any other group. As pot

plants they do not receive much attention, though

I grew them myself as such fully sixteen years ago,

and these when in flower in the conservatory

always called forth bursts of admiration. Three or

four large bulbs or roots are snfticient foran 8-inch

pot, and when in flower, interspersed with the usual

occupants of the conservatory, they create quite a

sensation by their unique blossoms. These plants

increase quite easily by seeds and also from offsets
;

the former are freely produced in hot summers, and

should not be sown till spring unless frame pro-

tection can be given them. The plants are best

lifted in the autumn of each year, though in some
districts they may be left in the soil all the winter;

nothing, however, is gained thereby. Lifted when
the foliage shows signs of ripening and stored

away in a dry airy place till spring, Tigridias

always give better results when replanted.

E. J.

The Bearded Pentstemon (Pentstemon bar-

batus).—The merits of this Pentstemon cannot

be fully appreciated until it is grown in a bold

group in some bed or border. It has been flower-

ing freely for the past two months, and it will con-

tinue to do so for some time yet. Owing to its

continuous blooming and lasting character, it might

be used in a charming way in the summer bedding

arrangements which contain things of much less

merit than this Pentstemon. Early in the spring I

planted a round bed with seedling Pentstemons

raised the previous autumn, and I imagined them to

be the produce of a strain of garden varieties, but

as they grew and spread into tufts I saw that they

were not. What I imagined would be a loss from

an effective point of view has been a distinct gain,

as instead of a bed of mixed colours it has been

a glowing mass of red all the summer, and also

afforded plenty of spikes for cutting. The plant

deteriorates, so far as fineness and continuous

blooming are concerced.if left to stand a long time

in one place, but, in common with other fine hardy

plants, if we attempted to grow it half as well and
with as much care as we bestow upon tender things,

it would more than repay us. True, it is impatient

of disturbance, and, on the other hand, if left alone,

the old tufts are apt to die away and make great

gaps in the group, and it is not easily successfully

divided, offsets, however, of which there are

plenty upon strong plants, root readily if taken off

now, inserted in fine sandy soil in pots, and
placed in a close cold frame. These will make
strong plants for planting out in spring in beds or

borders. In seedlings the height of the flower-

spike varies greatly, ranging from 2 feet to 5 feet,

but they are sturdy and self-supporting in spite of

their height. 1". Torreyi is a very fine variety of

this species, easily distinguished by its beardless

flowers.—A. H.

Montbretias— The various Montbretias are

just now beautifully in flower, and they would no
doubt be more grown than is the case at present

if the foliage did not so often acquire a yellow and
unhealthy appearance, which detracts greatly from

their otherwise desirable features. A thoroughly

drained, but at the same time fairly moist soil of a
loamy nature seems to suit them best, as the foli-

age is much fresher under such conditions than
where it is at all dry and sandy. Still, the leaves

of some varieties are less liable to become yellow

than others, one of the most desirable of all in this

respect being the old M. crocosmiajflora. The
forms which most nearly resemble the ('rcco.«nia

aurea (one of the parents of this group of Mont-
bretias) seem to retain their foliage in a fresher

condition than those which show a greater leaning

towards Montbretia Pottsi, the other parent. One
variety, Solfaterre, is distinguished by the leaves

having a sort of bronzy hue. The flowers of this are

clear sulphur-yellow. The different varieties of

Montbretia now form quite a long list, but where a
collection is seen in flower one cannot fail to be
struck with the very slight difference that exists

between some of them. Half a dozen of the most
distinct varieties will leave but little margin for

more.—H. P.

Carnation The Moor.—Of a glowing crimson
hue, this deserves a high place In every border collec-

tion. No other variety seems to give just the rich

bright colours which the flowera furnish. We want
more of these deep-hued, yet brilliant selfa in Carna-
tions, as fancies and terra-cotta coloured flowers are

rather too much the taste just now.

Canary Creeper.—What this fine old annual
climlier will do when properly treated, Mr. Cannell
can show at Swanley, where, near his house, a dense
hedge of the creeper, some 3 feet to feet in height,

forms a promineut object. This was sown where it

now stands last April, and being properly staked and
trained until the spray had got a good grip of the

branches, it is now one of the most perfect examples of

the variety we have seen.

Gypsophila paniculata.— It is no wonder
that gardeners who have to supply flowers for de-

coration are pleased with the light and abundant
inflorescence of this hardy border plant. It is pro-

duced in such abundance from strong clumps that

a few of these furnish a plentiful supply for the

season. Plants in bloom in the Royal Horticultural

Gardens at Chiswick have lately attracted a good
deal of attention.

Hollyhocks.—In a border near the big vinery

at Chiswick, Hollyhocks are growing and blooming
finely, apparently indifferent to the existence of

fungus. These plants have been in the same quar-

ters some two or three years, and yet seem un-

touched by the fungus pest. Oddly enough, in some
other gardens the permitting of plants to remain in

the same ground two or three years in succession

seems to invite extermination.

Antirrhinums.—Mr. Cannell is just now grow-

ing some Antirrhinums in colours which prove the

most effective in masses. The pure white is good,

so also is the yellow, but the dark narrow crimson

shades are in the sunlight very brilliant. Probably
many prefer a mixed medley of Snapdragons, and
a large bed of these certainly is very taking, but

the Antirrhinum in a good mass of one colour ex-

cels all mixed groups. Some forms which have

white tips and throats, or are otherwise variously

marked are also in distinct groups, but in no case

is there to be seen any which excel the dark
coloured varieties. A. D.

Clematis Jackmani.—While on the subject

of Clematises I am reminded of the great differ-

ence in the colour of the above, which is certainly

the most popular of all the family. There may be
different varieties, and I believe there is one called

Jackmani superba, yet I find that the same variety

will vary in colour according to the position of the

plants. The richest colour is seen in plants where
the sun does not come on the flowers while the

dew is on them. I have a plant on the front of my
house which faces the west. It is now in full

bloom and the flowers are of the richest shade.

Plants on a southern aspect come into bloom much
earlier, but the colour is not so good and the

blooms do not last so long.

—

V. H.

GloBSOComia ovata.—This is by no means a
common plant, nor so generally cultivated as its

beauty would lead one to suppose. It belongs to

the liellUower family, i.^ anative of the Himalayas
and therefore thoroughly hardy, and it does not

appear to present any cultural difficulties judging

from experience of its behaviour during tlio past

three seasons. A small group has been grown in a
sunny situation in sandy loam, and circumstances

have necessitated its removal from one spot to

another both last season and this, but this has not

affected its flowering freely and continuously for

many weeks. It grows 2 feet or more in height and

the greater part of the shoot is covered with pale

blue, small, bell-shaped flowers. It is a graceful

plant when associated with the more robust,

dwarfer, deeper hued Platycodons and other choice

BellBowers. It does not increase very rapidly, and
having large thick roots is not easily propagated.

Some of the larger plants that were carefully

divided into two pieces this spring just as growth

was commencing continued to grow apparently un-

checked, and are now flowering with their usual

freedom.— A. H.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Geranium "Wallichianum.—The variety hitherto

referred to by me as Mr. Buxton's is now in lovely

form again. It having been spoken of as not

being hardy in some gardens and as being but a

poor perennial, I have had put to me after the

late severe winter ths question " How is the Bu-ton

variety of Wallich's Geranium going on ? " I will

only speak of the original plant Mr. Buxton kindly

gave me two years or more ago. The same plant

stood in the border all last winter without any

protection. I will leave it to the decision or other-

wise of the reader as to whether it is hardy. The

plant is now finely in flower and getting too big for

its place. I know it has been grown in some gar-

dens in a moist situation and half shade, and the

results have not been satisfactoij. Here it is grown

in a high and dryish border of light rich soil in full

sunshine, so much of it as we get. I reason that in

this climate we get enough wet and none too much
sunshine for a Himalayan plant to warrant me in

planting as I did at the very first, and the results

have justified the method. For the sake of expe-

riment I tested the half shade planting with sturdy

young stuff and planted in midsummer to get them

well established, which they did, but last winter

killed them all. We have too often seen the bad

results of frost on the tenderer conditions of plants

induced by shade. Even the hardiest shiubs get

killed back where too shaded.

Gentiana Fortune!.— I have to make another

note of this, corresponding very much with that of

last year, more especially in reference to the cul-

ture, which is of the simplest character, and the

plant has proved under very ordinary conditions to

be a good doer. It thrives under similar condi-

tions to those where G. septemfida proves vigorous,

and even the commoner G. acaulis. The flowers are

large, erect, and in terminal clusters, of a rich pale

blue, the corolla being beautifully spotted with the

segments alternated with profuse feathery parts.

The stature of a small specimen here has not yet

exceeded (1 inches. I believe the plant is yet ex-

tremely rare, but with the promise of seed and an

evidently good ronstitution, we may hope to soon see

one 'of the finest Gentians at least in those col-

lections where the introductions are usually found

to be pretty well up to date.

Houstonia coerulea = H. serpyllifolia

—The present is the season which should be made

the most of with reference to the propagation of

this gem. The old worn-out plants will surely die ;

but it tufts are trimmed of their tops and old

roots and repotted in sand, peat, and rotten Sphag-

num, they grow as rapidly as Wall Pepper, and un-

less you get a nice set of roots and leaves, the

existence of the plants is doubtful through the

winter.

Lilium Martagon dalmaticum.—There is a

pleasing property about this Lily not generally

noticed, so far as I know. Owing to the unsuitable-

ness of my garden, I do not indulge in Lilies. A
few, however, do well, and this is one. The very

dark red-purple colour may not please everybody,

but I think the quality of its rich perfume might,

and to my mind this Lily is worth growing for this

quality alone ; it is strong and resembles the smell

of Kuspberries being cooked.

Monarda didyma—There are few flowers at

once so showy and enduring as this is in the present

rainy season. I mcnlioci'd last yc^ar an iinprovod

form that I had met with, and as roclKls wore

kindly sent me by the owner, I have now the

pleasure of seeing it in large plants in my own gar-
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den. Alternate glances at this and pieces of the

commoner, yet brilliant scarlet, show it to be of a
distinct colour, much deeper—a sort of velvety

maroon-scarlet, and the whorls are of greater

diameter and number on the stems, and besides

the bracts are also deeply coloured. This kind
may or may not be the usual one in some gardens
or districts, but I never saw it until last year
either in nurseries or private gardens. It strikes

one as being superior without the trouble of bring-

ing them side by side.

Potentilla lupinioides,—At the expense of

some repetition, I must call attention again to this

alpine flower. It is the very embodiment of high
quality and usefulness—its dwarf habit and shin-

ing foliage, which is more or less evergreen, its

early flowering, sustained during the summer, and
(as the slightly prostrate stems get root-hold in the
autumn) a further vigorous continuance of the
same. Little more need be said to commend it,

and yet I have not at present mentioned the most
beautiful feature of all, viz , the large bright dark
yellow and widely opened flowers. At the present

time a few plants are among the most attractive

things here, and that after a long dull and rainy
season. Stature 3 inches to G inches.

Mitchella repens.—The pleasing feature of

this pretty creeper at present is its bright red ber-

ries—brighter than the Holly berries, and more
than half the size. It is an exquisite subject for

the moist crevices of a rockery, but I believe I am
right in stating that it cannot endure the hot miil-

day sunshine. Very moist or boggy soil may do a
deal to temper the power of sunshine over it, but
unless these conditions are well sustained in dry
weather, it would be safer to place the plant in

other than a southern aspect. As a matter of fact

the berries colour well under dwarf shrubs, and its

wild home on the outskirts of woods and between
shrubs suggests the treatment it should have.

J have grown it well for years in simple cocoa-nut
fibre and sand in a western aspect.

Anemone baldensis.—When I spoke of this

recently I did not mention a fact that I intended,

and I am all the more induced to refer to it again
because from the same fact the plant is growing
daily more attractive. It is curious that the earlier

flowers of late spring have never produced seed
here ; whereas the later flowers of summer develop
into magnificent heads of awned seed equally beau-
tiful with the heads of A. alpina and A. sulphurea

;

indeed, to my mind the heads of seed are more
beautiful, because the awns are less numerous, thus
rendering the head more effective. The present

heads of seed but slightly surmount the dwarf foli-

age, their full stature being about 8 inches. I have
been wondering why this Anemone is not met with
more in trade lists. I remember one used to see

it more frequently. It is impossible that the plant

can have been omitted from want of hardiness,

beauty, or distinction. J. ^VoOD.
WoodeiUe, Kirltstall.

Carnation Lady Huntingtower.—This is the

name recently given to a very striking and beautiful

hardy border Carnation which Mr. Sage has in con-

siderable quantity in the gardens at Ham House,
lUchmond. The flowers are large, smooth-edged,
of good form, and of a bright rosy-salmon colour,

one of the most distinct and pleasing of all the

salmon hues I have seen ;
some would perhaps call

it cerise-salmon. The flowers are also pleasantly

perfumed. The variety is not yet in commerce, but
once it is it can hardly be other than popular because
of its attractiveness.—Y.

Stock Mauve Beauty. —There is no more dis-

tinct and beautiful variety among the Ten-week
Stocks than this. In habit of growth it is a model
of what a Stock should be ; compact, yet free

branching, flowering freely, and throwing up a

centre and several side spikes of charming double
flowers. In colour it is soft pink, deeply flushed

with mauve ; it is very double, and there are but
few single varieties among it, and it is this charac-
teristic which tends to make the seed so very

scarce. It belongs to what is termed the pyra.

midal Ten-week Stocks. It is a type of Stock well

adapted for flowering in pots, because of its com-
pact, hanilsome growth. The seed can be sown
early in spring for summer flowering, or it can be
treated as intermediate, sown in July and August
for blooming in pots in the following spring. Mr.
Samuel Barlow, of Manchester, makes lawn beds
of this and a fine crimson-flowered Ten-week of

a good habit, which is known locally as Dyson's
Stock — sowing the seeds in June and July,

growing on the plants in pots all the winter,
shifting them two or three times to iret them into

size, and then planting them out in April and May,
when they bloom grandly and are most effective.

—

R. n.

The Hyacinth-scented Clematis (C. Da-
vidiana),— Since the era of the beautiful garden
varieties of the Jackmani, lanuginosa, and other
showy types, some of the less showy species have
been much neglected

;
yet some are so distinct,

that they fully deserve attention, and among them
the above may be mentioned. The pale blue Hya-
cinth-like flowers are produced in great profusion
in terminal clusters and from the axils of the
leaves. The perfume reminds one of the Hyacinth,
though it is not quite so powerful. The foliage is

a little coarse perhaps, but a few plants grown to-

gether produce a pleasing effect, and the perfume
is very refreshing. It is considered a variety of

C. tubulosa, an older name for which is C. heraclefe-

folia. Plants have been flowering with us for some
time, and they will last at least a month longer ; the
individual flowers do not last long, but a succession
is kept up by fresh blooms opening.—F. H.

CARNATIONS IN BEDS.
In Mr. E. Burrell's "Flower Garden Notes " in The
Gaeden of August 22 (p. 165) he says: " If beds
are formed entirely of Carnations, it is a good plan
to plant 1)0 inches each way, leaving suflicient

space round each plant for the grass to come down
(presumably for layering), filling in the intervening
spaces with the common Stonecrop." This can hardly
be regarded as indicating the best way of using this

fine flower in the garden. My idea is that the best
way of all would be to have a stock of plants grown
in the nursery on purpose for layering, so that there
should be no need to disturb those in the flower
beds. I grow Carnations largely for the flower
garden and mass them closely, so that when the
plants have made their grass and are in Uower the
ground is not visible between the plants, and such
groups give an unsurpassable effect of colour. It

is only possible to layer outside shoots, but now that
I am getting larger stocks of my finest kinds I

intend to have a layering batch of each kind in the
nursery, and the advantages to be gained therefrom
are many. Some of the fine French selfs, of which
Countess of Paris is a good example, have a most
valuable habit of sending up secondary flower-

spikes, especially upon strong plants, and to such
an extent that I once planted a group of this kind
and selected all the strongest plants, the con-
sequence being that not a single layer was obtained,
hut, the plants were in continuous bloom from
.luly nearly into November, The strong plants, such
as consist of several shoots are just the very ones
for clo.'^e planting in flower beds, while the weaker,
yet healthy, sturdy plants that have one shoot only
are most suitable for layering. Plant these in good
soil, and when the flower-spike has opened its first

few flowers cut it clean away, and all the strength
of the plant goes to produce vigorous shoots, which,
layered in the end of July, will, by the middle of
September, be grand plants for lifting and trans-

planting to the flower beds. The stronger plants
may be selected for the flower beds, the weaker
ones replanted elsewhere for layering. In the re-

moval of the flower-spike, judgment must he used.
In some plants and particular kinds it may be re-

moved as soon as it appears, but I have some
vigorous-growing varieties which if it were removed
early would develop a flower-spike upon every shoot
that otherwise should make a strong layer. It is

to a certain extent unsatisfactory to be working
among Carnations in the beds and borders when
they are in full flower, and if layering is to be suc-
cessful that is the time when it must be done.

Moreover, I find I can easily put down ICiOO layers
upon plants in nursery beds in less time than it

takes to do half that number in the flower beds,
while the percentage of plants obtained is con-
siderably higher, and, as everyone will perceive, they
are much stronger than those from plants that have
been flowering, these of necessity being more or less
drawn if the plants are thick in the bed.

A. H.

Clematis integrifolia.—This is a very old spe-
cies which is seldom seen, although it is recorded
that it was common in gardens about London in
17.S.S. It forms a very pretty subject for the rock
garden. The plant is of a bushy habit, flowering freely
at about 1 foot or 18 inches from the ground. The
weight of the flowers causes theslender shoots to bend
over

: it is, therefore, seen to better advantage when
planted in an elevated position hanging over a bit
of rock, the terminal racemes of deep blue flowers
being very effective. It certainly belongs to the list
of good old plants which have been much neglected—F. H.

liilium auratum at Heatherbank.—When
visiting Mr. Wilson's most interesting garden on
Saturday last I was greatly struck by the grand
vigour of the stems and the splendid heads of large
and handsome flowers of several small beds of the
above-named Lily planted in the immediate
vicinity of large shrubs, and resulting from the
protection afforded them from the incursions of
the roots of tliese latter by surrounding them with
sunken large casks, from which the bottoms had
been removed—a method of culture invented and
introduced, I believe, by their owner himself. The
finest of these groups have now been planted and
left undisturbed for about three years, and have
each year sent up stouter and taller stems, produc-
ing finer heads of bloom than the previous year.
W. E. GUMBLETON.

Lilium Harrisi. — One noticeable feature in
connection with this Lily, whose prominent charac-
teristics and mode of culture are so e.xhanstively
dealt with on page 205, is that well-ripened bulbs
reach this country much earlier in the season than
was formerly the case, which is a very great ad-
vantage to those who desire to flower it as soon
as possible. I was very much struck with a grand
lot of imported bulbs which were disposed of in
the London auction rooms on July 28. They were
in splendid condition, firm, thoroughly ripened,
and very weighty, just the kind of bulbs, in fact,'
that with attention might be depended upon to
jield perfectly satisfactory results. The roots at
the base of the bulb were then just ready to
start into growth, thus showing that they should
not be kept out of the soil any longer than is
absolutely necessary. Late planting of Lilies is
no doubt the cause of very many failures, and
there is no greater sufferer in this respect than
the old Lilium candidum, which, if possible, should
never be allowed to remain out of the soil fcr
any length of time

;
yet one may frequently see

bulbs of it exposed for sale up to Christmas

;

whereas they should all be planted by the end of
August.—H. P.

Crinum Powelli —Every year this continues
to advance in popular favour, and this season it
has been remarkably fine. Grown in pots and
treated like one of its parents— C. Moorei— it will
flower well every year, but plants so situated can-
not for one moment compare with a planted-out
specimen, or rather specimens, for this Crinum is
seen at its best when in the form of a group or
clump, as then the flower-spikes in their different
stages of development form a remarkably pleasing
feature. Owing to the long, weak leaves, a sheltered
spot is the best for it, and the planting should
be thoroughly done in order to avoid disturbing
the roots afterwards. The bulb of this Crinum
is a huge club-shaped mass, and in planting it
this should be buried for a greater part of its
length in the soil. By this means the plant is
far more secure from frost than would be the case
if shallow planting were indulged in, while it is
also less affected by drought during the summer.
The flowers vary a good deal in colour, according
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to the position in which they are placed, as in the

open ground and fally exposed to the sun they are

of a deeper hue than if grown under glass. Still,

when similarly situated, the flowers vary from deep
rose to pure white, this last being very scarce. C.

Powelli is the result of intercrossing C. Moorei with

the hardy C. capense, or longifolium, as it is called

at times. The flowers of this last are variable in

colour, and the lightest forms of C. Powelli no doubt
claim parentage from the white variety of C.

capense. This last, in conjunction with the beau-

tiful pure white variety of C. Moorei, recently

flowering at Kew, should produce a superior form
of C. Powelli alba.—H. P.

PLANTING DAFFODILS.
EegAEDED from a cultural point of view, the

planting season is one of the most important so far

as concerns the future and the general welfare of

Daffodils, so that a few remarks on the subject

may prove both seasonable and helpful. So much
has to depend on individual circumstances and the

question of soil,,that I will content myself by citing

a few broad and general rules for the guidance of

amateurs and beginners, instead of attempting to

offer anything that is new to the professional

grower, who, I doubt not, by carefully applying

himself and his studies to the peculiarities of his

own situation and surroundings, has long ago dis-

covered what will and what will not suit the soil

and situation he has at command. The lesson is a
simple one and easily learnt. Given a score of

varieties and an equal number of good sound bulbs

of each, if a third either wholly or partially fail, and
the same thing continues to be the case, it will be
obvious that some obstacle is in the way of those

that fail, and to continue attempting to cultivate

them would only mean so much information gained

for or against them or from an experimental stand-

point, which after all must not be altogether

despised, since many valuable lessons have been

the direct result of experiments which have been
conducted on a purely practical basis. As a whole,

the genus Narcissus is at the present time wonder-
fully rich both in species and varieties, and parti-

cularly the latter, which without doubt are far too

numerous to be grown by any one private grower.

There is here just the same error or failing that is

found among Roses, Pjeonies, Carnations, Chrysan-
themums, zonal Pelargoniums, and the like, many
of which are so nearly alike as to render them un-

necessary in any one collection, a rigid selection

of the best in each case being calculated to produce

a far greater amount of satisfaction, and these

planted in bold, effective groups or masses will be
productive of the best results from a decorative

point of view, while their distinctiveness alone will

render them at first sight the more striking. But
some may say that if a raid were made upon the

best of each group a vast number of inferior ones

would be left alone, and in a measure this would
be so, and justly, because it would serve to place

them in a secondary position, and a consequent re-

duction in price would thus enable many who now
go without to plant these freely in mixture in the

wild garden, the shrubbery, or the woodland, and
in any of these places they would be charming
indeed.

Our spring gardens without Daffodils would now
look bare indeed, for with these alone any garden

in spring can be made simply delightful, for never

before was this group so wonderfully rich and
varied as now, and never were they so much known
or so universally popular. What is the moat suit-

able soil for growing these Daffodils and Narcissi,

or at least suflHcient to gratify one's desires in this

direction, for it can hardly be expected that so

great and varied a family can all be equally well

accommodated in any one garden or soil ? I have

long been inclined to the belief that the subsoil is

of equal importance with the soil in their success-

ful cultivation, and by far the greatest number of

varieties will thrive best in loamy soils, rather light

than the reverse, and with a good sul)9oil of gravel

below. This does not mean that failure results in

other soils ; far from it, as many kinds are specially

suited for heavy soils, but the soils that appear to

suit the requirements of the smallestnumber of varie-

ties are such as overlie a blue lias clay. In gardens

where such are found I would specially recommend
the white trumpet kinds, the Hoop-petticoat section,

as also the forms of spurius ; at. the same time I would

include the more robust, such as Emperor, Empress,

Grandee, Horsficldi, princeps, many of the incom-

parabilis section, including Sir Watkin, and not for-

getting the double white of the Poet's section, for

which I believe heavy soils are almost if not quite

essential. But while saying this it is not my in-

tention to discourage those who have clayey soils

to contend with from improving them, and thereby

rendering them fit to accommodate a far greater

number than would otherwise be possible, and the

liberal use of sand, leaf-soil, and the burnt ashes

from the rubbish fires will do much in this direc-

tion. Some fifteen or more years since I had
charge of a large private garden, which among other

things contained a good collection of Daffodils, but

the exceptionally heavy, greasy clay that prevailed

was not capable of doing them justice till better

accommodation was provided them. This was

done by taking the old soil out to a depth of 2 feet

and replacing it with, firstly, 6 inches of brickbats

and old mortar rubbish, and filling in with turfy

loam and road sweepings, the latter being used

pretty freely. Not only were Daffodils a complete

success afterwards, but many other things of a

bulbous character, and Iris cristata was perfectly

at home. In this prepared bed N. maximus was
much finer and more freely flowered than is usually

the case, and continued so year after year without

disturbance, and something in this way may help

to keep these Daffodils more free from basal rot,

to which Mr. C. WoUey Dod has recently directed

attention. This, by the way, seems to attack va-

rieties indiscriminately in certain localities, but

affects bulbs planted in heavy or cold soils the

worst. Porosity of soil brought about by the free

use of grit or burnt earth, as suggested by Mr.

Wood, will prove helpful as a preventive measure
;

an absolute cure I believe there is none, and once

the bulbs are badly affected the rooting process is

cut off, and the bulbs eventually exhaust them-

selves out of existence. This canker seems to at-

tack them in the soil, and does not appear con-

tagious, inasmuch as frequently the parent bulb

will be badly affected and an offset comparatively

free from it, and most likely the offset will re-

main sound and good if taken away into entirely

fresh soil, but may soon be overcome by the disease

if planted again in the old soil. The disease, how-

ever, is not confined to heavy soils altogether, for

the Dutch growers have to contend with it in their

light soils, and particularly among the trumpet

kinds. Happily, however, few kinds are the victims

of this disease, and a host of the very best seem
unaft'ected by it. An important matter to those start-

ing a collection for the first time is to see that they

procure good healthy bulbs, and refuse all that are

not possessed of a clean, healthy base. The best

sign and guide that anyone can have is the exist-

ence, at this season of the year, of a clear white

ring immediately outside where the previous year's

roots issued ; if this be visible, then all is well, for

this is nothing more than the new roots preparing

to push forth, and such as these will root readily

directly after they are planted. All other bulbs

should be refused.

Having secured good healthy bulbs, the next; con-

sideration is planting them, and at what depth,

this depending on the soil itself. Where the soil

is sandy or of a light loamy nature and the subsoil

either sand or gravel, a depth of from 2 inches to 4

inches will suflice. Deep planting I object to, be-

cause, firstly, the deeper you place your bulbs under

the surface the less will be the depth of good soil

for them to root into, and as they send their roots

down perpendicularly, this should not be lost

sight of. On the other hand, where the natural soil

is heavy, cold, or retentive, every effort should be

made to improve it, and in particular the drainage.

This may be done in a way to which I have already

alluded, and also by raising the beds in which these

Daffodils are planted a loot or so above the ordi-

nary level ; or what brings about the same results

is the digging out of a deep trench on each side of

the bed, say 1 foot or 15 inches deep and 18 inches

wide ; this will carry off all superfluous water

quickly, while the soil will remain pure and whole-

some. Thus attended to, the bulbs will be less

liable to suffer from those diseases that appear to be
accelerated by heavy and wet soils, and all such
soils will be much improved by the addition of

burnt soil, mortar rubbish, charcoal, leaf-soil, and,

in fact, anything that will tend permanently to

render the whole more friable. In such soils as

these I would advise also the free use of sand about
the bulbs, above and below, at planting time. Ma-
nures of all kinds I would dispense with unhesitat-

ingly, but should use them on all light, sandy, or

gravelly soils, giving preference to cow manure.
Where large collections exist, the Poet's section

should in planting first receive attention, because

of their inclination to profuse or continuous rooting

more or less throughout the year, a characteristic

that has led many to believe that the clear fresh

roots that are sure to be found upon them when
lifting the bulbs early in July are those of the en-

suing year. I was of the same opinion myself

until I put the thing to a practical test, and dis-

covered that by deducting these fresh and young-
looking roots I had scarcely a root left for the past

year's growth, and, strictly speaking, I believe dry-

ing off for this group to be the reverse of beneficial,

and, in so far as private collections are concerned,

would only lift them when compelled to do so.

In reply to many inquiries about drying the va-

riety ornatus, I have many times repeated that I

would never dry it at all unless circumstances com-
pel for the reason stated, and generally the opinion

has not been well received. One gentleman, how-
ever, a very extensive grower in his day, but now
passed away, agreed with me most fully in these

words, " that five minutes out of the ground for

ornatus was four minutes too long." Over and over

again have I examined the varieties of this section

between October and their flowering period, and
have invariably found them producing roots in

every stage, from half an inch to several inches

long, a fact I think that proves much. Another
point in favour of this is that the foliage of the

Poet's section remains green much longert han that

of most kinds. This I have no doubt is largely

due to the continued emission of fresh roots,

and in some wet seasons there appears little

or no inclination on the part of the foliage to

die down. The same thing, however, does not

occur in the other sections of these flowers, and
those that lose all their roots annually lose their

foliage too, however wet the season, though decay
at such times may be a little less regular than
usual. The lesson, I think, is worth learning, es-

pecially if my conclusions are right, for then the

bulbs would receive undoubted benefit when left

alone, which they mostcertainly do, judging by their

taller growth and much more vigorous stems.

Much the same thing occurs in other kinds when
they are left alone for two or three seasons ; for

example, Emperor and Empress when two years

planted have always produced foliage 2.V feet long,

with flower-stems IS inches and 20 inches long, but

when lifted annually, flower-stems a foot long and
foliage Ik feet long are the usual thing with good
bulbs. Annual lifting, however, for specialists is

compulsory, at least over a good deal of their stocks,

but tor the amateur the case is quite different, and
he may leave the bulbs two or three seasons with

perfect safety, provided they are in good soil and
properly planted in the first place. All the Corbu-

laria group, if planted in the open, should not be

buried more than 2 inches deep ; these, however,

are most enjoyable as pot plants, and grown in

these or large pans make very pleasing subjects

early in the year for conservatory or greenhouse,

the common kind with its plentiful supply of golden-

yellow flowers amid tuf-ts of rush-like foliage being

most easily grown and \ery attractive. A safe and
good general guide to planters is the bulb itself,

which should be buried twice its own depth, mea-
sured from the base to where the thin tapering

begins at the neck ; thus a bulb which is found to

be 2 inches should be planted I inches deep, and so

on, and I would only depart from this plan in cases

where I h.ad some permanent beds of these bulbs
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on the lawn, and where, after their decay other

things such as Tuberoses, Begonias, Ivy-leaved

Pelargoniums, or a carpet design, might easily be

planted on the surface in such a case, and provided

a good depth of soil existed below, I would not mind
planting 9 inches deep.

In conclusion, I will mention some of the most
useful and showy kinds in the several most impor-
tant sections witli a view to a long continued and
varied season of flower. Commencing with the

grand Trumpeters or single Ajas section, the fol-

lowing should always be grown : Golden Spur,

spurius coronatus, obvallaris. Emperor, maximus,
Santa Maria, princeps, Horsfieldi, Empress, grandee,

the last three stretching over a long season and
flowering in the order stated ; then among white
kinds, cernuus, tortuosus. Colleen Bawn, lUshop
Mann, albicans, and Mrs. J. B. M. Camm should
always be found. Of Incomparabilis, Sir Watkin,
Cynosure, Figaro, and Stella are among the best,

and Barri conspicuous should never be;wanting in

any good selection. Among the Leedsi section the
starry flowers of the type I always admire for its

unique grace in a vase or in any loose arrangement,
it is so light and elegant looking, and for this reason
I would always grow it in company with amabilis,
superbus, Minnie Hume, Beatrice, Mrs. Langtry,and
Duchess of Westminster. The Leedsi section are by
no means popularjustnow.but theymustcometothe
front before long, for I know nothing so dainty looking
as these. For cut flowers, from a commercial stand-
point, they are perhaps too fragile, but they are very
charming. Of Poets'Narciss,the varietyornatnsis the
best, to which must be added poetarum, with its rich

orange-scarlet cup, and here I am reminded how
quickly all those kinds with rich-coloured cups
lose that characteristic when in full sun ; but
planted in partial shade they retain it much
longer. Of miscellaneous kinds that should be
grown, I would mention gracilis, a beautifully fra-

grant kind ; William Wilks, a robust-habited plant,
very sturdy and vigorous ; Johnstoni, Mrs. George
Cannell, Nelsoni major, odorus rugulosus, and
odorus plenus. These, of course, are but a unit as
it were of the long list of good things that may
be had, and which in a great measure are to be had
quite reasonably, considering their wortli in English
gardens. E. J.

Societies anq Exhibitions.

CRYSIAL PALACE B'RriT EXHIBITION.
September i and 5.

Tub competition in some of the larger classes at
this show were visibly affected by the approaching
great international fruit show at Edinburgh this
week. Some of the well-known large growers were
conspicuous by their absence on this occasion. The
quality of the exhibits was, however, well main-
tained throughout the schedule, while the compe-
tition in the smaller classes was ia many cases very
close.

For twenty dishes of fruit, Mr. Goodacre, Elvas-
ton Castle Girden.s, Darby, was placed first, but his
antagonist, Mr. Ward, Longford Castle Gardens,
Salisbury, ran him very close, only losing by being
beaten in Grapes. Mr Goodacre's best dishes were
those of Barbarossa, Wnite Tokay, and Muscat of
Alexandria Grapes, Smooth Cayenne, Pine Victory
of Bath, and Conqueror of Europe Melons, Belle-
garde and Nectarine Peaches of good colour, extra
tiae \'iolette Hfitive and Rivers' Orange Nectarines,
Moorpark Apricots, Kirke's Plums, and Morello
Cherries. Mr. Ward's best dishes were Black
Alicante and Foster's Seedling Grapes, very fine
dishes of Brunswick Figs, Ssa Eagle and Prince of
Wales Peaches, Morello Cherries, and Moorpark
Apricots, with good dishes of Pine-apple Necta-
rines, Williams' Bon Chretien Pears, and St. Mi-
chael's Oranges.

For twelve dishes, an old exhibitor came out
again very strong in Mr. Coomber, Hendre Gar-
dens, Monmouth, who bad first-class produce, his
dishes being Gros Ma'oc and .'\Iuscatof Alexandria
Grapes, finely tiaished, a superb Pine-apple in
Smooth Cayenne, extra line dishes of Bellegarde

Peaches, Kirke's Plum, Pine-apple Nectarines, two

superior Melons, Countess and Blenheim Orange,

with good Jargonelle Pears, Figs, Morello Cherries,

and Apricots. Mr. AVard again took second, show-

ing fine dishes of Gros Guillaume and Trebbiano

Grapes, Moorpark Apricots, Morello Cherries, and

Sea Eagle Peaches, with good Melons.

For eight dishes, Mr. Osock, Havering Park

Ctardens, Romford, Essex, was awarded first in a

close competition ; the all-round excellence of his

dishes won for him his position. He had highly

coloured Muscat of Alexandria Grapes with very

good Black Hamburghs, a first-rate Melon in Haver-

ing Park Hybrid, Pitmaston Orange Nectarines,

and Noblesse Peaches, both superior, Brunswick

Figs, 'Williams' Bon Chri'tien Pears, and Red Astra-

chan Apples —all good dishes. Mr. Nash, Badminton

Gardens, Chippenham, was an excellent second ;
his

best were extra fine Black Alicante Grapes and

Barrington Peaches, good Jargonelle Pears and

Moorpark Apricots, with Countess Melon.

For a collection of ten kinds of Grapes, two

bunches of each, Mr. Warden, Clarendon Park

Gardens, Salisbury, was worthily awarded the first

prize for bunches of medium size, but well finished

throughout. The best were those of Madresfield

Court and Alexandria Muscats, with Muscat Ham-
burghs, Gros Colman, extra Black Alicantes, Buck-

land Sweetwaters, and Gros Marocs, with good

Black Hamburghs. No one else competed in this

class. In the class for five kinds there were two

competitor?, Mr. Reynolds, Gunnersbury Park Gar-

dens, Acton, winning with a superior and even lot

of bunches well coloured and fresh. The sorts

were Muscat of Alexandria, very good ; Gros Maroc,

with extra line berries ; Chasselas Napoleon, a hand-

some looking Grape, with Black Alicantes and
Hamburghs. Mr. Osman, Ottershaw Park Gardens,

Chertsey, came second, showing Mrs. Pearson, very

fine, also good Muscats and Hamburghs.
For single kinds the competition was very good.

In the collection of Peaches and Nectarines, six

sorts of each, Mr. Divers, Ketton Hall Gardens,

Stamford, was first, showing excellent fruit of

Crawford's Early, Dymond, Grosse Mignonne,

Violette lliitive. Prince of Wales, and Bellegarde

Peaches, and of Nectarines he had fine fruits of

Lord Napier, Pine-apple, Dryden, Victoria, and
Rivers' Orange; Mr. Potter, Kemsing, was a good

second. For four kinds of Peaches Mr. Iggulden

was first with splendid fruits of Barrington, Crim-

son Galande (extra fine), Sea Eagle, and Walbur-

ton Admirable ; Mr. Divers following him closely

with Bellegarde, Crawford's Early, Grosse Mignonne,

and Princess of Wales. With four sorts of Necta-

rines Mr. Divers was first with extra fine produce

of the following : Pine-apple, Lord Napier, and
Rivers' Eirly Orange. Mr. Mclndoe, Hutton Hall

Gardens, Guisborongh, came second with highly

coloured fruits of Humboldt, Darwin, Spenser, and
Pine-apple, all of which are well known for their

superior flavour. In the class for a single dish of

Peaches Mr. Lawson, Lovell House, Crawley, was a

good first with Grosse Mignonne, very fine ; Mr.

Ward coming second with excellent Sea Eagle.

In the corresponding class for Nectarines Mr.

Divers was again first with Lord Napier of large

size; Mr. Bury, Forest Hill, being second with the

same sort. For the best flavoured green-flesh

Melon, Mr. Gibson, Halstead Place, Sevenoaks, was
first with Halstead Favourite, and for the best

scarlet flesh fruit, Jlr. Palmer, Kingston-on-Thames,

won with a fine example of Sutton's Triumph.

Plums were shown in large numbers. The best

four dishes of red kinds were those from Mr.

Markham, Mereworth Castle, Maidstone, who had
Goliath, Victoria, Sultan, and Prince of Wales ;

Mr. Iggulden being second. The best dishes of

yellow and green sorts were from Mr. Iggulden; the

varieties were OuUin's Golden Gage, Golden Espe-

ren, Jefferson's, and Early Transparent Gage. Mr.

Neighbour, Chislehurst, was next in merit. The
best tour dishes of purple sorts came from Mr. Bol-

ton, Montreal, Sevenoaks ; the sorts were Prince

Englebert, Prince of Wales, Dymond, and Kirke's.

Mr. Ward in this instance was second. Mr. Wallis,

Keele Hall Gardens, Newcastle, was the only ex-

hibitor of three kinds of Figs and took the first

prize. A class for single dishes of Figs would be an
improvement.

Messrs. Bunyard and Co. were the only exhibitors

of Apples grown in an orchard house ; their produc-

tions were, however, very superior ; the beautiful

bloom upon most kinds added much to the effect.

The best were Lady Sudeley, Emperor Alexander,
Washington, Bismarck, Stone's Apple, The Queen,
Warner's King, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Melon Apple,

Ribston Pippin (extra), Red Bietingheimer, and
Mother Apple For orchard house grown Pears,

Mr. Mclndoe was first with fine fruits of Clapp's

Favourite, General Todtleben, Doyenne du Comice
(extra), Pitmaston Duchess, Van Mons Leon
Leclerc, and Beurre d'Amanlis. Messrs. Bunyard
were second ; among their collection was Dr. Jules

Guyot, a handsome yellow Pear.

For Apples (autumnal kinds) Messrs. Bunyard
again took first with a large collection ; the best

were Cox's Pomona, Stone's Apple, Ringer, Stirling

Castle, Duchess of Oldenburg (extra), 'Worcester

Pearmain, Pott's Seedling, Grenadier, Northern
Dumpling, Red Bietingheimer, Cardinal, Washing-
ton, and Frogmore Prolific. Mr. Waterman, Preston

Hall Gardens, Aylesford, was second ; some of his

best dishes were those of New Hawthornden, Queen,
Tower of Glamis, Lord Derby, Golden Spire, and
Peasgood's Nonsuch. For autumnal Pears the same
two exhibitors occupied relative positions. In the

first prize lot were Doyenne Boussoch, Pitmaston
Duchess, Lawson, Souvenir du Congres, Beacon,
Dr. Jules Guyot, Clapp's Favourite, and Early Ben-
oist, all in good condition.

Vegetables.—The class for Tomatoes was a
strong one. The first prize lot from Mr. Spinks, Horley,

Surrey, contained tine fruits of Dedham Favourite,

Goldfinder, Trophy, Acme, and the New Jersey

Tomato. Mr. Rawlings, Romford, Essex, was a
close second. Messrs. Carter and Co.'s special

prizes for Blenheim Orange Tomato resulted in

some good fruits being shown, but the colour was
not first-rate in either case. Mr. Fry, Eastcote
Gardens, Pinner, was first with medium sized fruits.

Messrs. Sutton's special prizes for their Perfection

Tomato were well contested, the fruits being re-

markably fine in size and colour. Mr. Waite was
first with very even fruit, but was closely followed

by Mr. J. Gibson. The prizes offered by the same
firm for nine sorts of vegetables again brought Mr.
Waite to the front with one of the best collections

he has shown for some time ; Sulham Prize Celery,

Lemon Rocca Onions, Autumn Giant Cauliflowers,

Perfection Tomatoes, New Intermediate Carrots,

A 1 Scarlet Runner, Beans, Prizetaker '.Leeks, and
Satisfaction Potatoes with Duke of Albany Peas
completed a fine exhibit. Mr. Palmer, Kingston-on-

Thames, was second.

Cut flo\ver3 —Gladioli were shown in splendid

form. Some evidence was apparent, however, of

injury from the stormy weather. Messrs. J.

Burrell and Co., Howe House Nurseries, Cam-
bridge, were first in the large class of not less than
3<i varieties, or over l^O spikes. Some of these

were of remarkable size ; notably so was Grand
Mogul, with flowers extra large, in colour a brick-

red, flaked with rosy purple. To this a first-class

certificate was awarded. Mr. W. H. Fowler, Clare-

mont, Taunton, was second, and also first in the

amateur class ; some of his best were Grand Rouge,
Conquerant, ]).ililah, and Chameleon. Quilled

Asters were best from Mr. Walker, Thame, Oxon.
The best French Asters were those from Messrs.

Saltmarsh and Son, Chelmsford ; these were in

excellent variety, very fresh and bright, but the

outer petals bore some evidence of dressing. The
Hollyhocks call for no special notice. A good
assortment of stove and greenhouse cut flowers

was shown by Mr. Gibson, Sevenoaks, consisting

of Ixoras, Pancratiums, Dipladenias,and Lapagerias

in profusion. The groups of early flowering Chry-
santhemums were best from Messrs. Reid and
Borneman, Sydenhem, and Mr. H. J. Jones, Lewis-

ham, the former having more of the larger flower-

ing of the Japanese type, making thus a better dis-

play ; the latter exhibit included an excellent

variety. Miscellaneous exliibits from trade growers
made a good display. Begonias (tuberous) were

the most prominent, A,i one snd of the exhibition
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Messrs. J. Laing and Sons arranged a large, semi-
circular group, the effect of which was enhanced
by their not being elevated upon the usual staging.
Mr, Ware, of Tottenham, had also a large collec-
tion, occupying a considerable amount of tabling
These plants were extremely vigorous, the colours
distinct, the individual flowers of both single and
double sorts being of extra size and substance,
Messrs. Cannell and Sons had a large number of
their splendid strain of double kinds in great
diversity of colour, the plants having been raised
from seed sown in January last ; they were remark-
ably dwarf and compact with extra fine flowers
Herbaceous and other outdoor flowers were shown
in profusion. Mr. Ware had a most comprehensive
collection of Dahlias in all the types, being, how-
ever, most prominent in the Cactus forms. A pro-
mising new pure white winter Carnation was also
shown by Mr. Ware, the flowers pure, of useful size,

and sweetly scented.
Messrs. Laing had a large assortment of border

flowers, affording an excellent lesson as to what is

is most suitable for such a season as the present

:

these included Montbretias, Tritomas, Alstrceme-
rias, Phloxes, and a little gem in Agapanthus minus
Mooreanus. Messrs. Paul and Son, Cheshunt, had
also a fine collection of choice hardy flowers

;

among other good things were Montbretia crocos-
mseflora aurea, quite a distinct pale form. Lobelia
cardinalis. Polygonum Brnnonis, and several speci-
mens of cut ornamental deciduous shrubs. Messrs.
Cannell and Sons showed a large collection of Cac-
tus and other Dahlias ; among the former was
their fine and distinct true Cactus Dahlia Robert
Ca,nnell, a magenta-rose tinted with purple. To
this a first-class certificate was awarded. Can-
nell's Favourite, a distinct terra cotta colour, was
also prominent ; also Lewis Castle, a plum colour.
Messrs. W. Paul and Son showed a fine assortment
of autumn Roses in quantity, hardy flowers and
foliage with a large collection of the best kinds of
Apples. Messrs. Rivers and Sons showed an ex-
tensive collection of fruit, consisting of excellent
Grapes and several kinds of Nectarines and
Peaches of their own raising ; also Plums of supe-
rior quality. Mr. George, Victoria Road, Putney
had a stand of sundries in every-day use in the
garden

;
among other things were some samples of

coir brushes which are very suitable for washing
pots and the paint in houses.

NATIONAL DAHLIA SOCIETY.
SBPTEMBEE 4 AND 5.

The annual exhibition of this society took place
at the Crystal Palace, and occupied the western
portion of the nave, the fruit and cut flowers form-
ing the exhibition held by the Crystal Palace Com-
pany filling the eastern portimi. As was gene-
rally expected. Dahlias were not so numerous as
they would have been had the season proved more
favourable, and the quality of the blooms fell

short of last season. But no other result was pos-
sible after such storms of rain and wind and such
low temperature. A good many cultivators entered
in the hope of being able to compete, but at the
last moment their blooms were either too much
damaged by weather or not sufficiently advanced.
The growers of all classes did their very best, and,
on the whole, the exhibition proved satisfactory to
the promoters.
Some of the best blooms were staged in the

large class for sixty distinct varieties, and of five
competitors the best stand came from Mr. Charles
Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough. The flowers were
surprisingly good when the season is considered,
and to all appearance Mr. Turner put his whole
strength into this class. The collection was a
•singularly efTcctive one, and the presence of a few
of the prettiest of the striped and tipped fancies,
as they are termed, had such an enlivening effect
as to fully justify the action of the society when
some time ago they determined that in the large
majority of the classes for show Dahlias no dis-
tinction i-hoold be drawn between i-how and fancy
flowers. In the class for forty-eight varieties, Messrs.
Keynes and Co. had fine, bright, symmetrical
blooms. Mr. A. Rawb'ngs was a good second, Mr.
C. Turrer third, and Mr. Seale fourth.

As regards the class for twelve fancy Dahlias
only, it may be asked wherein is a fancy Dahlia
differentiated from a show Dahlia .' In some parts
of the country all tipped flowers are held to be
fancy Dahlias, but this is not correct. All flowers
having a light base and a darker tip, say white or
yellow tipped with scarlet or purple, are classed
among the show Dahlias, but when this order is

reversed, and a flower has a dark base and a lighter
tip, then it is a f.ancy. Now this appears to be a some-
what arbitrary arrangement, but it is one that pre-
vails. All striped flowers, even though dark stripes
may appear on a white ground, are fancy Dahlias
also, and so also should be all having three definite
colours. But it is because the distinctions are so
arbitrary, and also the fact that tipped show and
fancy flowers so nearly approach each other, that
the practice of showing both divisions together has
been brought about. The best twelve fancies
shown by amateurs came also from Mr. J. T. West,
who had Professor Fawcett, Mr. Saunders, Duchess
of Albany, Rev J. B M. Camm, Buffalo Bill, Henry
Eckford, Egyptian Prince, Hugh Austin, Charles
Turner, Comedian, John Britton and Henry Glass-
cock

; second, Mr. S. Cooper ; third, Mr. H. Glass-
cock. Something like ten stands of six blooms
competed, and Mr. A Ocock took the first prize

;

second, Mr. G. Boothroyde; third, Mr. W. Mist,
Ightham

; fourth, Mr. J. Couzens.

Cactus and decorative Dahlias were a great fea-
ture, admirably set up in large and striking bunches.
The pretty small-flowered pompon varieties now
so much grown for cutting purposes were shown
in large quantities, but the flowers appeared to be
larger than usual, probably owing to the season,
and they lacked something of their usual sym-
metry.

The single Dahlias were, as usual, a leading fea_
ture and attracted, as they always do, a great dea"
of popular attention. '

Then followed a series of six open classes for six
blooms of Dahlias of colours. The best six blooms
of any dark Dahlia was William Rawlings, from
Mr. C. Turner ; Messrs. Keynes and Co. were second
with the same ; and Mr. A. Rawlings third with
George Rawlings. The best light Dahlia, not yel-
low, was Mrs. Gladstone ; it was shown by all the
prize-winners. Messrs. Saltmarsh and Son were
first, Mr. H. Gibbs second, and Mr. Seale third.
The best jellow Dahlia was R. T. Rawlings, from
Mr. A. Rawlings ; Messrs. Keynes and Co. were
second with the same ; and Mr. Mortimer third
with J. B. Service. The best tipped Dahlia was Mr.
Saunders, fancy ; Messrs. Saltmarsh and Sons were
first, Mr. A. Rawlings second, and Messrs. Keynes
and Co. third.

The best erlged Dahlia was J. T. West, shown by
Mr. West ; 3tr. Seale came second with Henry
Walton, and .Alessrs. Saltmarsh and Son third with
J. T. West.

Seedling Dahlias were largely represented, and
certificates of merit were awarded to the following

:

Show varieties : John Walker, a very fine and con-
stant white self with only the flightest tint of sul-

phur in it, full in form and petal, and with the
close, high, well-formed centre so dear to the florist,

from Mr. John Walker, Thame ; to yellow self Wil-
liam Powell, clear bright yellow, a large, full

flower of the finest form and petal ; and to
Arthur Rawlings, a large and full deep crimson
shaded .self of excellent quality, both from Mr. J. T.
West, Cornwalls, Brentwood ; and to John Raw-
lings, a pretty clear lilac self, very pleasing in colour,
from Mr. Arthur Rawlings, Romford. Decorative
Dahlias : to Harlequin, yellow striped with crimson,
very novel and distinct, from Messrs. Paul and Son,
Old Nurseries, Cheshunt ; to Rayon d'Or, creamy
white, the side margins pale orange-.scarlet, very
distinct, from Mr. Charles Turner, Slough ; and to
Mr. Keith, jellow ground, broadly margined with
delicate silvery pink and slight lines of sulphur.
From Mr. J. T. West. Cactus varieties : to lleauty of
Arundel, bright crimson with magenta points,

from Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley ; to St.

Catherine, Kyncrith and Baron Schroder, very fine

and distinct varieties, already described in these
columns, from Messrs. Keynes and Co., Salisbury ; I

to Robert Cannell, rosy crimson, tipped with bright
purple-magenta, very distinct, and Ernest Cannell,
very pale orange-scarlet, a fine variety ; from Messrs.
H. Cannell and Sons, Swanley. To pompon Dahlia
Lilian, from Messrs. Keynes and Co , and to Mars,
bright pale scarlet, and Lorna Doone, pale ground
heavily tipped with purple ; from Mr. C. Turner.
Single Dahlias : Annie Hughes, pale sulphur, broadly
margined with salmon and mauve, very pretty, and
Evelyn, pale red, broadly tipped with delicate lilac-

pink, novel and good ; from Mr. T. W. Girdlestone.
In the way of miscellaneous exhibits, Mr. George

Phippen set up a collection of his shields of deco-
rative Dahlias intermixed with Palms, Ferns, &c.,

and so made a very effective display ; and Mr. E.
Such, Maidenhead, had a large collection of bunches
of hardy flowers, &c.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
September 8.

Ix spite of what is regarded as a slack season there
was a capital display of plants, flowers, and fruits

at the James' Street Drill Hall, on Tuesday. Some
prizes offered for British Ferns brought two of the
best amateur's collections perhaps in the country,
those of Mr. E. J. Lowe, of Chepstow, and Mr.
Druery, of Forest Gate. Gladioli were shown in

great profusion by Messrs. Kelway and Son. There
were some excellent Orchids and a fine collection of

Plums from Messrs. Veitch and Sons.

Orchid Committee.
A first-class certificate was awarded to

MiLTONIA BLUNTI VAE. LdBBEESIANA. —

A

smallish flowered form, not striking in colour, but
interesting to the Orchidist. From Mr. Ballantine,

gardener to Baron Schroder.

Botanical certificates were awarded to

Cattleya geandulosa vak DyANCBANA, hav,
ing one small flower, the sepals brownish-green-
petals white with a purple lip. From Messrs. San-
der and Co.
Mor.modes buccinata var. aurea, having

oddly-formed, golden-yellow flower.', of much beauty,
and interesting. From Hugh Low and Co.

Catasetdm fimbriatum, a curiously fashioned
flower with fimbriated edges, greenish-yellow in

colour, and exceedingly interesting also. From
Hugh Low and Co. A similar award was made to

the same variety shown bv Mr. W. Wright, and to

Mr. G. G. Paul, Denmark Hill.

A cultural commendation was given to Mr. C. J.

Lucas, Horsham, for Angiascum articulatum, hav-

ing a long pendent spike of pure white flowers. A
vote of thanks was given to Mr. Statter, Manches-
ter, for a fine spike of Lfelia Turneri, Stand Hall
variety

; he also had plants of La3lia Turneri atro-

rubens, L. elegans blenheimensis, Odontoglossnm
Harryannm superbum, and other Orchids. Messrs.

Sander and Co. had La^lia elegans, Robinsoniana.
L. elegans marlboroughensis, and Turneri. A vote

of thanks was given to Messrs. Charlesworth, Shut-
tleworth and Co, Bradford, for Oncidium macran-
thum.

Floral Committee.

Awards of merit weie made to

Gladioli.— Sir Arthur Sullivan, vermillion-scar-

let ; W. S. Gilbert, soft salmony pink ; Sheila,

white, purple flaked throat ; George Meredith,

white, flushed crimson ; and Lady IJrooke, flesh,

with slight crimson flake. From Messrs. Kelway
and Sons.

Show Dahlias.—Arthur Rawlings, dark crim-

son self ; William Powell, straw-yellow self; and
for decorative Dahlia Mrs. Heith. soft rosy peach
and veiy pretty. From Mr. W. West, Brentwood.
Also to Messrs. Paul and Sons, Cheshunt for deco-

rative Dahlia Claxton's Harlequin, yellow, flaked

red.

Croton Golden Kino; having long pendulous

leaves, much twisted, and of a rich golden colour.

From Mr. H. B. May.

The following awards of merit were made to

Ferns —Athyrium F.-f. superbum densum, A.

F.-f. revolvens (Mr. C. T. Druery), Scolopendrium

vulgare muricjitum supeibum, S. v. m. crispum,
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Aspid noa angulare gianciiceps co'onale, A. a. se-

tosum gi a:;ile, A. a. plumoso-d visilobum gracile,

A. ocn'eitam cristatum advastia, Asplenium Cete-

rach var. mulifiola crista!um (Mr. E. Lowe).

First-cl ss certificates—
Athyrium F.-f. plumosum Drnerji (Mr. C. T.

Druery), Scolopendrium valgare crisputD decorum,

S. supralineatum iroona;, S. rameo-ica;quale lauda-

bile, Asplenium F.-f. linulatum Nellise, Aspidium
angulare grandiceps treia, A. a. cruciatam Nympha,
A. aculeatnm cristatum hybridam, Nephrodium
paleacenm Willsi, Osmunda regalis capitata (Jlr.

E. Lowe).
Botanical certificates were awarded to Davallia

assamica, Messrs. Hugh Low and Sons ; Scolo-

pendrium vulgare peraferens, Nepenthesoides. As-

pidium aculeatum, Mr. A. J. Lowe ; also to Picea
omorika, not unlike a Spruce Fir, to Messrs. Veitch
and Sons. Commended, quilled Asters in bunches,
from Mr. J. Walker, Tbame.
From the Royal Gardens, I\ew, came flowers and

foliage of Aristolochia grandiflorus, the bloom some
14 inches by 16 inches, richly spotted with black,

and having a point or tail some 3 feet in length.

This flower emitted a most unpleasant odour. Mr.
C. G. Van Tubergen, Haarlem, showed some Gla-

diolus spikes, presumably hybrids, but closely

resembling forms of gandavensis.
British Ferns were shown in great profusion by

Mr. E. J. Lowe, Chepstowe, and Mr. Druery, of

Forest Gate, in competition for a silver challenge
cup. Mr. Lowe had about lOii plants, mostly large

samples of very interesting and beautiful varieties,

many of which, as will be seen, received certificates

of merit. Mr. Druery 's collection was placed second,
but though containing many very beautiful forms,
it was much smaller. Mr. Lowe also had a collec-

tion of dwarf or miniature Ferns in pots.

Fruit Committee.
A certificate of merit was awarded to Melon

Halstead Favourite, green flesh, and of really rich

luscious flavour. Fiom Mr. Gibson, Halstead
Place Gardens, Sevenoaks.
A cultural ccmmendation was given to Mr. T.

Crowley, Croydon, for a basket of nineteen fine fruits

of Louise Bonne Pears, the produce of a tree in a 10-

inch pot, also to Mr. W. Roupell, Roupell Park, for

baskets of Apples Lord Suffield,IrishPeach, Bieting-
heimer, a fine reddish skinned variety. A vote of
thanks was given to Mr. Crowlfey for an interesting
exhibit of Washington Plums from a branch, which
having been hard tied, the bark had swollen
above the tie, and the fruits on the branch were of
unusual size in consequence. Mr. Whiteley showed
a dish of Tomatoes. Messrs. Jacob Wrench had a
vote of thanks for a fine sample of treble curled
Parsley named Champion.
A very fine exhibit of about forty-five dishes of

Plums came from Messrs. James Veitch and Sons
to which a silver Banksian medal was awarded
The sorts shown included all the best kinds in cul-

tivation, especially the Gages, also branches of
Farleigh Prolific Damson heavily laden with fruit

and some good Apples and Pears.
Mr. G. Paul during the afternoon gave a lecture

on bog plants to a good audience. He occupied
the time largely with descriptions of his own bog
garden and that of others he had seen, and men-
tioned numerous plants he had found to thrive
well in, or near, water. A cordial vote of thanks
was awarded to the lecturer.

NATIONAL CHRVSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.
Sbptemher 9, 10.

The first of the year's exhibitions of this society
was held in the Royal Aquarium, Westminster,
under delightful weather auspices, the excellent
light serving admirably to bring out the colours of
the Dahlias especially.

Miscellaneous e.xhibits— Occupying a long
table across the floor was a truly superb collec-
tion of Roses in boxes and baskets, most beautiful
for the season. Dahlias of all sorts, hardy flowers,
brandies of shrubs in great variety.

Cheysasthe.mums.—Four very attractive groups
were shown in competition, the bloom being brighter

than usual. In the chief collections some of the

early blooming Japanese were utilised for centres,

and whites and yellows chiefly helped to make the

dwarfer plants gay.

Cut flowers were wonderfully abundant. Of
bunches in the unlimited class for them some 250
were shown. Mr. Owen, of Maidenhead, who was
placed first, had numerous large-flowered varieties

and a big lot of pompons. Not a few of the best of

the large-flowered showed that September will soon
rival November in the production of large and beau-
tiful flowers. Mr. T. S. Ware, who had but twenty-
four bunches in the second prize group, certainly
had them all large and good. The class for Mme.
Desgrange brought two dozens plendid pure white
flowers from Mr. B. Calvert, Bishop's Stortford,

almost like good Elaine. Mr. Douglas, Great
tiearies, had some good blooms also. Mr. Calvert
had the best of any other large flowers in G. Wer-
mig, with some equally fine blooms. Very fine

flowers of both sorts were also shown in bunches of

three flowers by Mr. Beech and Mr. Wells. The
pompons in trebles almost equalled in quality and
size what we ordinarily see in November, only
needing greater variety.

Floricultural certificates were awarded to Mr.
Owen, Maidenhead, for Chrysanthemums Mme.
Jules Pasquet, flesh-white, pompon ; Mme. Edouard
Lefort, orange-buff, pompon. To Mr. T. S. Ware
for Carnation La Neige, pure white, free, good
flowerer and winter bloomer.

Gladioli.—Two large collections competed for

the prizes offered, that from Mr. E. B Lindsell,

Hitchin, of sixty spikes (all very fine, and many of

the highest excellence) coming before that of

Messrs. J. Burrell and Sons, of Cambridge, who had
120 spikes all fairly good.

Dahlias.—These flowers were shown in great
profusion and fine form, proving to be a great
attraction to the numerous visitors. In the class

tor sixty blooms of the show section, Messrs
Keynes, Williams and Co., Salisbury ; Scale, of

Sevenoaks; and Turner, of Slough, took the prizes.

In the class for thirty-six blooms Mr. A. Riwlings,
of Romford, was placed first ; Mr. Turner here
came second. Mr. West, of Brentwood, took the
chief honours in the class for twenty-four blooms
with medium-sized samples, and Mr. Ocock, Rom-
ford, had in one of the classes for twelve blooms
some very fine flowers.

Pompon Dahlias as set up in triangles of nine
or ten flowers made a telling show. The medium-
sized flowers of Messrs. Keynes, Williams and Co.
took the taste of the judges, for pompons should
not be too large.

Single varieties made a remarkably gay dis-

play. The flowers set up by Messrs. Cheal, of mode-
rate dimensions, were very beautiful. Mr. Seale
came second. In a smaller class Mr. T. A\'. Girdle-
stone was first.

Cactus Dahlias were strongly represented, the
best twelve bunches coming from Messrs. Cheal
(with Messrs. Keynes and Burrell following) taking
the prizes.

Mr. T. S. Ware made a remarkable D.ihlia bank
of great extent and varied in outline. The growth
of Carnation La Neige was most attractive, the
plants being profusely flowered.

A box of fine Peaclies of Lord Palmerston and
Stump the World came from Mr. F. Weedon, Hil-
lingdon

; and Mr. C. Turner showed Carnation Miss
JoUffe.

Certificates of merit were granted to Mr. A.
Rawlings for show Dahlias George Gordon, crim-
son-scarlet, and John Rawlings, lilac. To Mr. C.

Turner for show Dahlias Scarlet Queen and Touch-
stone, reddish-butV, thinly flaked red ; for Cactus
Dahlia Rayon d'Or, white edged orange- red. To Mr.
G. St. Pierre Harriss, Orpington, for show Dahlia
Indian Chief, maroon-crimson : a very solid flower.

To Messrs. Keynes, Williams and Co., Salisbury, for
pompon Dahlia Lilian, rosy-lilac; for Cactus Dah-
lias Kynerith, scarlet, St. Catherine, yellow, and
Baron Schrreder, rich red, shaded purple. To
Messrs. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, for Cactus
Dahlias Beauty of Arundel, fiery-crimson, Dake of

Clarence, maroon-crimson ; single Dahlia Miss

Glasscock, white edged rosy-purple. To Mr. T. W.
Girdlestone, Sunningdale, for single Dahlias Littl*

Snow-white, pure white ; Evelyn, large, white,

heavily flushed rosy-lilac.

Fruit congress at Manchester.—At the

fruit congress to be held at Manchester on Oc-

tober 21 and 22 the subjects for discussion will be :

" The Fruit Growing Movement : Present D,iy

Features and Prospects " (Mr. Baillie, of Chester) ;

'• The Condition, Preparation, and After Treatment
of the Soil for Fruit Culture" (Mr. Cheal, of

Crawley, Sussex); "Fruit Growing for Profit"

(Mr. S. T. Wright, of Hereford) ;
" The Raising,

Budding, Grafting, and Pruning of Apple Trees for

Orchard and Estate Planting" (Mr. Crump, of

Madresfield); " Orchard House Culture " (Mr. T. F.

Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth) "The Importance of

Early Planting and Shelter in Fruit Culture " (Mr
Edward Luckhnrst, of Romford).

Public Gardens.

A recraation ground Tvanted.—The in-

habitants of the village of Bostal, a suburb of the city

of K >cbester, are clamouring for a public recreation

ground, and a petition to the corporation in the matter
ha.s been resolved upon.

Waterlow Park.—According to Mr. A. R
Haggis, the deputy-chairman of the council, the

public are altogether wrong in supposing that the

opening of Waterlow Park has been postponed in

order to meet the convenience of the Prince of

Wales. " The delay," he says, " has been caused
solely by the necessary preparatory work in the

park occupying longer than was originally antici-

pated, especially the cleansing, raising, and levelling

of the bottom of the lake." While the council, before

rising for the recess, decided to postpone the open-

ing until October, arrangements were recently

made for the admission of the public by tickets,

obtainable at Spring Gardens or through the local

members ; already several thousands have been
issued. " In order, however, to give every facility

to the residents in the neighbourhood and others

to visit the park before its summer beauty has
faded, arrangements have now been made for the

issue of tickets near the principal entrance, and
notices will at once be posted at the gates, giving

the necessary particulars."

Gardenias (Anon).—You have omitted to give

name und address, and also to give the necessary infor-

mation as to your plants. Your best plan would be to

write to the publisher for a number containing hints on
the culture of Gardeuias.

Tuberous Begonias (Constant ReaJer).—No-
thing is said about treatment, but evidently they have
been grown in too close and damp an atmosphere if

indoors; if out of doors the wet seison may account
for the mischief.

Lapagerias fcom seed (R. r/mmp.soii).—Sow
the seed as soon as ripe in well-drained pots or pins
tilled with sandy peat, lightly c )ver the seed with a

little of the same soil, and place pans in shady part of

rather warm greeuhou.-ie. Keep soil moist.

Worm casts on lawns (P. Ken-ton).—Brush
the easts off. You had better not kill the worms, but
if you decide to do so, there is nothing hotter or safer

tlian clear lime water. A bushel of iiuicklime will do
for ."lO gallons of water. Stir it up and let it stand
until the lime settles to the bottom, leaving the water
quite clear. Use this clear water to water the lawns,

and the worms will either come up to the surface to

die or will die under ground.

Names of fruit.— J. S.—You have not observed
our rules as to name and address. 1 seems Bellegarde,

but the others are too small, and not in character to

name. If anxious to know the name, send two or

three specimens of differeut sizes of any one kind.

—

.4)11.11.—Apples : 1, Alfriston ; 2, Sugar-loaf; 3, Non-
such.

—

J. k, D.— .\pple8 . 1, Beauty of Kent ; 2, Cox's
Pomona ;

~, Wellington. Others not sufficiently de-

veloped.

—

Oaklciiund Watlin'j.—Pear, Vicar of Wink-
field.
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Woods and forests.

TREES BEST ADAPTED FOR VARIOUS
SOILS.

That lliere is a great deal of what may well be
termed haphazard planting being engaged in
from year to year is painfully evident from the
unhealthy state of not a few woods and planta-
tions that one now and again comes across in
various part.s of England and Scotland. This
is not so frequently the case, however, on large
estates, and where a person capable of discrimi-
nating as to the variety of trees that will suit
peculiarities of soils is employed, as on small
holdings, where too often, alas ! for the owner's
good, the gardener or farm-grieve is entrusted
with such work, and where in nine cases out of
ten neither the class of soil nor the trees best
adapted for growing thereon receive one atom
of attention. There are a few trees that will
grow or rather exist on almost any class of soil

—chalky, jieaty, clayey, or that impregnated
with iron and other ores, but such never recoup
the owner, whether he has intended them for
beauty, shelter, or profit, and in the end only
add fuel to the flame of discontent that now
widely prevails as to the planting of waste and
other lands. A ]5eech tree or a Beam tree will
thrive and become profitable on a chalky or
calcareous soil, and an Alder or a Willow in a
boggy swamp, but reverse the order of these
and we soon find out that the Beech cannot
survive in cold, damp ground any more than
can certain trees and shrubs when planted in
chalk or limestone. Certain trees, too, from
their peculiarity of nature, will live on almost
any soil, but who would think of planting Ash
or Sycamore on anything but fairly rich loam; the
Walnut on anything but wheat ground, or such as
iscapable of producing a good crop of that grain;
the Willow, Poplar, or Alder, unless in dampish
situations ! and so on we might multiply cases.

It is, perhaps, more to those persons who
have had to do with tree planting under various
and decidedly diverse conditions of soil, that
the fact has been brought home how much the
future of a woodland depends on a careful
choice of the trees to suit the re(iuirement3 of
the different classes of soil, and to want of this
knowledge may be attributed that unhealthy
coi I'tion of not a few plantations that one
comes across in various parts of the country.
The planting season being again almost upon
us has induced me to give the results of my
own experience in the choice of trees and
shrubs for the various classes of soil that are
commonly met with on English and Scotch
estates.

Chalky Soils.

I am not now referring to soils that overlie
chalk at depths varying from 4 feet to 7 feet or
so, but directly to such as are commingled with
chalk and in which the chalk rock crops above
the surface here and there, and which is prd-
bably the worst class to deal with. In such
soils it is well, however, previous to the insert-

ing of a single tree, to trench over the ground,
as the start thus given to newly planted trees is

amply compcn.sated for by the more rapid and
vigorous growth.

Amongst forest trees the Beech stands pre-
eminent fur chalky soils; indeed, throughout
the county of Ki^iit and neighbouring districts,
where hardly any other rock but that of chalky
nature is to be met with, the chidk line, or
where it crops noarost to the surfiici', can
plainly I)e pointed out by the growth of the
Beech trees. The line old healthy gi.mts at
Lord Stanhope's place (Chovering Park), at

Holwood (Earl Derby's), where some of the
specimens are fully 20 feet in girth, and con-
tain nearly 200 feet of wood, and at many
other places throughout the county, and in
the environs of London, testify truthfully to
the fact that Beech is the best tree for chalky
soils. There it lives long, producas the finest

of timber, and puts on an appearance that is

quite wanting in almost any other class of soil.

The common Yew would seem to be pecu-
liarly suitable for chalky ground, and that it

can survive, nay, even grow to a large size,

wliere but a few inche.s of loam overlie the
chalk, is amply demonstrated in and around
the remarkable village of Djwne, in the church-
yard at Cudham, and hundreds of other places
in this district.

In the Beam tree (Pyrus Aria), as, indeed, in
all the family, we have another valuable addi-
tion to trees that are suitable for growing where
chalk is largely intermixed with the soil. But
the Beam tree will grow on chalk rock where
not a particle of soil is to be found, and on
limestone, too, as note those on the Great
Orme'a Head. For effect it is a pretty and
very desirable tree, although its value in an
economic sense is not great.

Several kinds of Maple do well in chalk, as

instance the pretty and much-sought-after Acer
colchicum rubrum, A. platanoides, and some
others, and these not only grow, but seem ac-

tually to revel in a soil of the above descrip-

tion, as may be instanced in many of the
southern English counties.

The American and Huntingdon Elms, too,

are just the trees for planting where the soil is

infected either in a chalky or calcareous way,
and no fear need be entertained that they are

unsuitable, as such an idea may be quickly dis-

pelled by a visit to the district of Bromley, or
any other place where the rock is mainly com-
posed of chalk.

Three species at least of the Poplar do well,

Populus monolifera, P. alba and its varieties,

and P. canadensis, and they grow rapidly, look

the picture of health, and produce tine hard
timljer. Among the more ornamental trees of

smaller growth we have the various kinds of

Acacia, the Almond (and nowhere is this seen

in better form than in Kent), Cherry, Sumach,
the Manna, or Flowering Oak, the .Judas Tree,
Indian Bean ; while of shrubj the Cotoneaster,
better types of Thorn, Garrya elliptioa, and a

few others do well.

Conifers suitable for chalk planting are not
very numerous, but several do remarkably well,

and certainly none better than the Spanish and
Cephalonian Firs (Abies Pinsapo and A. ceplia-

lonica). The former has no equal, if, perhaps,
we lay aside the hardy Austrian Piue, for it

seems able to eke out a by no means precarious

living where but little soil is mixed with the
chalk. There are many notable examples of the

above within a radius of a dozen miles of St.

Paul's, and many persons are puzzled to account
for such luxuriant growth as is ainiually m.-iiu-

tained by this tree when planted on so poor a
soil. Than the Austilan Pine it would be hard
to pick out a tree that can to well hold its own
when [ilanted on untrenched ch.-dky land, for

the depth of colouring and rapidity of growth
are something remarkable. It is an excellent

screen tree, but iin almost valueless timber-j)ro-

ducer, at least so far as it is at present known.
The Cluster Pino (P. I'inaster), and the common
Scotch Fir (P. sylvestris) must not be omitted
from the list, for 1 have found Imth invaltuiblo

for mi.\ing up In chalky land.

( 'edruH atlantica and C Deodara are orna-

mental trees of great value for the purpose
just now under consideration, which may with

almost equal force be said of the giant Arbor-
vit.'e (Thuja gigantea), L^wson's Cypress (Cu-
pressus Lawsoniana), several species of .Juniper,

to wit, Juniperus sabina and its still more de-

desirable form tamariacifolia, J. communis, J.

chinensis, and J. virginiana, the Larches,
Lirix europa-aand L. americana, all the Retino-
sporas, Thujopsis borealis, and the great Wel-
lingtonia gigantea. A. D. W.

PLANTING WATER MARGINS.
TKEiis and bushes are indispsnsable embellish-
ments to water. They are important for conceal-
ing its real extent, besides producing light and
shade. In planting near water, however, we must
not interrupt the best and most lengthened view of

it, as seen from the house and the principal parts
of the park ; neither must we entirely shut out
from view the whole of the ends or boundaries of

the outward prominences, or some of those parts

which project into the water. At the same time
caution must be used not only to prevent the eye
from catching the various bends of the outline of

water from any one point of view (which would be
bad), but also to afford variety in the grouping of

the trees and shrubs ; indeed, the whole planting
must be so effected as to leave the extent of the
water undetected, and even unimagined from any
one position.

The following may be named as suitable for

planting in the neighbourhood of water. The
Alder, kept low by occasional cutting, makes a
fine fringe, and forms a strong barrier for the
margins of water when the current is liable to

wash away its banks. The common Whitethorn,
Bramble, Hedge Rose, Red Dogwood, Honey-
suckle, and Blackthorn afford proper marginal
decoration for water in natural scenery. Trees
best adapted for positions nearest the water, where
the ground is liable to be moist, must consist of

the common Alder, various kinds of Willow (in-

cluding the Weeping and Rosemary-leaved Wil-
low), Alnus cordifolia, Norway Spruce, deciduous
Cypress, and Hemlock Spruce. Such trees are also

quite proper for the islands ; but in order that the
roots may not lodge too much in the water, the
parts of the islands to be planted should be raised

irregularly, or in a natural manner, with stores,

roots, sods, &c , mixed with suitable soil, a few feet

higher than the level of the water.
Amongst the larger trees employed, not exactly

for fringing the margin, but at a moderate distance

from the water, the Wych 11 1m is the most elegant
and should alw.ays be planted in extensive places

;

its elegant massive twigs and pendent branches en-

title it, above all other large trees, to this distinc-

tion. Nevertheless, the English Elm, Lime, Beech,
Weeping Birch, and Larch would be appropriate.

Every kind of I'oplar should be excluded, except,

indeed, the Lombardy, of which two or three may
be planted so as to rise out of the midst of masses
of other trees. In planting, room should be allowed
for walking near the water's edge; sometimes
close to it, and at other times with a bush or group
of shrubs interposing. Swans, by all means, must
be introduced, as well as other water fowls.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.— rA« journal is pub-
lished in neatli/ bound MonOdy Parts. In this form the

coloured plates are best presei-ved, and it is most suitable for

ri^erence previous to theissueof the half-yearly volumes. Price

Is. 6d. ;
post free, Is. 9rf. Complete set of volumes of The

Gari>kn/?-()»i its commencement to end of 18L*0, thirty-eight vols.,

price, cloth, X'28 4a.

" Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts. — This

jnuruitl is published in neatly bound Monthly Furls, in tehich
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yearlii volumes. Price bd. ; post free, Sd.
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volumes. Price l>d.
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post free, ^d.
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thirteen hundred of the most ornamental species, with directions
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'Sditinn, !«.: po.Ufree, l.<. 3ii.

"The Garden Annual" for i89t.— Contains Alpha-
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II)) to Korember 10 lust. The lists of Hardens and Country
Sratsfcontuininy over VOOO) have been very carefully and exten-

sively revised, and arc OAlmitted to be the most complete ever

published. Price \s. ; by post, \s id.
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" TMs Is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather ; but
The Aht itself is Nature."—Shaketpeart.

Orchids.

EPIDENDRUM FREDERICI GULIELMI.
It is now nearly forty years since this species was
first discovered by the collector M. Warscewicz,
in the mountain regions of Northern Peru,
growing at an altitude of from 6000 feet to
8000 feet above the level of the sea, but all

attempts to introduce the plant in a living state
failed. The plant was afterwards found by
AVallis whilst travelling for M. Linden, of
Brussels, but only one plant survived the
journey to Europe, and this flowered some time
in the year 1870, and was figured by M. Linden
in his work in January, 1871. The plant here
named was introduced a year or two ago by
Messrs. Shuttleworth and Charlesworth, of
Clapham Park and Bradford, and in several
collections I have seen the plant growing well.
A specimen has been flowering freely in the
garden of Mr. Howard, The Grove, Teddington,
for the last two months. It is said by some
that its gigantic size and unwieldy contour
render it an ugly plant and unfit for cultiva-
tion, but of this I can see nothing in Mr.
Howard's plant. The plant is not thoroughly
established, and the young growth is not more
than 18 inches high, and consequently cannot
be said to have reached maturity, as it is said
to reach between 4 feet and 5 feet in height in
its native country. Even this cannot be said
to be too high, as with a growth of this size the
panicle of bloom will be proportionately larger
and more beautiful. The plant in question has
somewhat stout Reed-like stems, which are
clothed with sheathing oblong-obtuse leaves
some G inches or 8 inches in length, and deep
green in colour ; the Reed-like stems grow to
4 feet or 5 feet in length, and from the apex is

produced the panicle of flower ; the number
of flowers is very large, and they measure
from li inches to 2 inches across

; the pedicels
are long, and, with the sepals and petals, are of
a rich reddish-purple colour, being shorter than
the petals, and shaded with violet with a white
base. The flowers last for two or three months
in full beauty. From the altitude above the
level of the sea at which it is found, it, as may
be supposed, thrives well in the cool house. It
should be grown in well drained pots, and in a
mixture of peat and Sphagnum Moss mixed
with rotten leaves, slightly elevated above the
rim of the pot. Water should be given freely
during the growing season. There should al-
ways be an abundance of moisture in the air, as
the plant naturally grows in an atmosphere
laden with fog and moisture.

Wjr. Hugh Gower.

Oaleandra Devoniana (M. ff.).—This is the
name of your plant, and a very fine variety it is. 1
do not wonder when you say the growth that pro-
duced the flowers of which this is one is nearly 3
feet in height. Sir Richard Sohomburgk, who first
discovered the plant on the Kio Negro, near a place
called Barcellas, tells us that there he found it with
stems between 5 feet and (! feet high, but under
cultivation it has never, that I am aware, been seen
such a size

; the flowers spring from the top of the
bulbs. The plant should be grown in a pot in some
rough peat and Sphagnum Moss, the pots to be
well drained, because it likes an abundance of
waAer during the growing season, and a good heat
at this time also and up to the time the flowers

have faded and its growth is completed. Want of

attention to this point has caused the growths to

prove weak, and these have not flowered, and thus

the plant has been run through the collections and
become scarce. In the winter months it may be
kept nearly dry, and a temperature of about 50°

will be ample for it. I may say for the information
of those of those who do not know the species, that

it is the finest species that I know, the flowers be-

ing very handsome ; the sepals brownish purple,

narrowly bordered with pale green ; lip large, hel-

met-shaped, formed behind into a blunt spur, white,

stained with deep rose in front, reticulated with
lines of purple. Some years ago, when with the

Messrs. RoUisson at Tooting, I used to have a
quantity of this species, which grew and flowered

well, but I have scarcely seen the plant since.

—

W. H. G.

Cattleya speciosissima.—I am in receipt of

a flower of this species or variety of the labiata

group from the collection of the Rev. E. Handley,

Bath, and from the numbers of people forwarding

it, it would appear to be conforming more to the

efforts of the cultivator in blooming more freely

than it formerly did, which will be a great advan-

tage. The plant would appear to vary very much.
The flower now before me is a very fine one, but it

is not such a gem as that sent me by Mr. Hardy
from Timperley. The sepals are too narrow, but it

has a very fine lip, the whole front portion being of

a deep rosy purple.—W. H. G.

{./. Tai/lor).— This is the name of your

fiower. It is very good, but it is neither so large

nor of such a good colour as a specimen received

from Mr. Holmes, gardener to Mr. Hardy, at Tim-
perley, Cheshire. This was a gem, such as one

seldom sees.—W. H. G.

Habenaria carnea.—This is a new addition

to the 400 or so species of Habenaria already known,
and which has been introduced to Kew from Singa-

pore. In habit it is net unlike H. militaris, but

the stem is shorter, the leaves smaller and coloured

duU green withspotsot greyish white. Theflowersare

borne on an erect scape 6 inches high, clothed with

lanceolate bracts and bearing near the top four

flowers, which are remarkable for their large size in

comparison with the rest of the plant, and for their

charming pale pink colour. The spur is club-shaped,

3 inches long ; the lip is 1 }, inches by 1 inch, spread-

ing and divided into four lobes ; the lateral sepals

are broadly ovate, and the dorsal is hooded. In form
the flower is not unlike a small Miltonia vexillaria.

The plant is certainly worth a place among cul-

tivated tropical terrestrial Orchids. There are very

few Habenaiias worth growing— in fact, except this

and H. militaris, none of them have anything to re-

commend them to the notice of cultivators.

Pleione leaves infested with red spider.
—" S. M." sends some leaves of these plants badly

infested with red spider, which is a sure sign of

their being grown in too great heat, or in too dry

an atmosphere, or perhaps both. I do not like to

keep these plants very warm at any season ; they

like plenty of light when growing, and the cool end
of the Cattleya house will be found hot enough with

frequent dustings from the syringe, and a moist

atmosphere is essential to their well-being. They
flower at the end of autumn and beginning of

winter then in their proper time, and during winter

a heat of 45° is ample for them. " S. M." had better

steam the plants well ; this is not a good practice,

but, under the circumstances, about the best plan

he can adopt to get rid of these pests, but it cer-

tainly is his own neglect which has allowed them
to so increase in numbers, and I have little doubt

but the bulbs have suffered. He must not be dis-

appointed if the plants flower poorly this season.

—W. H. G.

Sobralia leucoxantha.—This species is very

rare andit affords adistinct charm. Isaw itsomefew
years ago in the Isle of Wight, and a very fine form
of the plant is now flowering in the nursery of

Messrs. Seeger and Tropp, of Dulwich—the slender

reed like stems being some 2 feet high, bearing

bright green plicate leaves, and from the points of

the stems appear the flowers, which are some 5

inches or more across ; the sepals and petals are

round and full, recurved, and of the purest white,

'ip bilobed in front, the base rolled over the column,
prettily fiilled at the edges, where it is also white,

the throat being stained with bright golden-yellow
with a few deep orange lines at the base. It is one
of the most beautiful and chaste flowers that 1

know ; indeed, it more resembles a Cattleya at

first sight than anything that I recollect. Sobralias

are not difficult plants to grow, but it subjected to

a dry atmosphere and too high a temperature,
red spider attacks them ; therefore, avoid these.

They are fugacious flowers, but as many are pro-

duced from one sheath they maintain a display for

a very long time.—W. H. G.

Lselia .Wolstenholmiee ( T. Diin/ard).—This
is a nice variety of a very rare plant, which was
named some twenty-six years ago by Reichenbach
in honour of Mrs. Wolstenholm, the sister of Mr.
John Day, who had such a fine collection at Tot-
tenham, but I cannot help thinking that the author
made a great mistake in associating it with lajlia

elegans, for no two fiowers can be more distinct than
these two. In the plant here named the sepals and
petals are white, flaked on the margins with purplish

rose. The lip is entirely devoid of the character
which distinguishes the typical elegans, but is

here more continuous; the sides lobes are

rolled over the column, but not tightly, as in L.

elegans, neither are they so deeply cut down as in

that species, so that the plant has a very different

appearance ; the front lobe is soft rosy-purple,

veined with a deeper purple, which becomes a very

deep rich purple in the throat. The plant grows some
18 inches high, is somewhat slender, and bears

upon the apex usually a pair of oblong leaves which
reach nearly to a foot in length. This plant, I have
noticed on all occasions where I have seen it doing
well, likes the same treatment as L. elegans—that

is, it likes to be kept slightly warmer than the

Cattleyas of the labiata section with a moister at-

mosphere when growing, and not dried in the

winter to the shrivelling point, or the plants will

suffer materially in health.—W. H. G.

Cattleya Harrisoniae violacea (//. ill).—
It seems curious that every season numbers of

readers appear to make the acquaintance of this

plant for the first time, judging by those who want
the name of it, yet it has been in our gardens for

over fifty years. " H. M." sends some remarkably
handsome forms of this plant, and it is no wonder
he says, " my employer is enraptured with them."

It is a very easy plant to grow, and the flowers

last a long time in perfection. One of the flowers

makes a nice coat flower, or it may be used by
ladies for personal adornment with much effect.

It should be kept cool and tolerably dry in the

winter-time.— G.

Stenoglottis longifolia.—This is a delightful

little Orchid for the cool house, easily grown, free

flowering, lasting, and pretty both in form^ and
colour. It is terrestrial, with the habit of a native

Orchis, the leaves pale green, the spikes erect, a
foot or so high, and clothed with bright rosy mauve
flowers. It was introduced from Natal to Kew
several years ago, and was at first looked upon as a
gigantic form of the pretty little S. fimbriata,

which has been in cultivation some years at Kew,
and which is chiefly remarkable for its prettily

spotted foliage. A figure of S. longifolia was pub-
lished in the Iloinninil Mm/azinc a few weeks ago.

Phalsenopsis diseased {J. McCi}!!).—I do not

think there is any fungus on the leaf sent, but it is

an eruption of the skin, caused, I think, through too

much moisture being given. This, combined with

too much heat and insufficient air, will produce

effects like those seen upon your leaf. Perhaps, too,

you have too great a quantity ot soil about their

roots. 1 invariably find that very little is neces-

sary, and that, treated in a rational manner, these

plants are easily managed.—W. H. G.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Warscewiczella Wendlandi discolor. —
TViis is a very handstinie and telling plant, and one

seldom seen done wf U. A nice plant has been flower-

ng for some months in the nursery of Messrs. Seegsr
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and Tropp, of Duhvicb. The flo vers, eac'a of w'.iicli

meiuures h3t\ve9n 4 inches and 5 inchc? ac -oss, are uf

» yellowish green, lip projecting forwards, white, crisp
at the edges, with a central bard of bhli^h violet, and
delightfully fragrant.

Cattleya Harrisoniee ( J. 7'a./io)-).—Two flower,
of this species come to baud. One is the variety named
violacea, and one i< the typical Harri3onia>. The form
viilacea was introduced some seventy years ago before
there was a genus Cattleya in existence, and it ii still
a very desirable and handsome plant. Itecme'imes
fljwers twice in the ytar.—W. H. G.

Chrysanthemums.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS FOR BEDDING.
NoTWTH.STA.NDiN(i the fact that the early-flower-
ing Chrysantheniums have hitherto been some-
what slighted by private growers, they consti-
tute a most serviceable class of plants, and in
the near future will be much more appreciated,
and conse<juently more extensively grown. In-
dications of this change are already noticeable,
inasmuch as many of the leading trade growers
are paying special attention to this section this
year, and not a few of them are sending out some
striking novelties. Apart from that, large
quantities of the early-flowering Chrysanthe-
mums are now being used in many of the public
parks and gardens for bedding, notably Hyde
Park, the Crystal Palace, &c., and it would be
well if the same could be said of private esta-
blishments.

( 'ritics say that the early-flowering Chrysan-
themums are not required, there being, as a
rule, plenty of other flowers at this season and
during the month of August. That may be so,
but it does not follow that the Chrysanthemum,
if it will grow and bloom as a hardy plant,
should be so rigidly excluded from our flower
gardens. There are many purposes to which
the early-fldwering Chrysanthemums, may be
put. Associated with the best Michaelmas

-Daisies, herbaceous Phloxes, the blue Salvia
(S. patens). Sweet-scented Tobacco (Nicotiana
aftinis). Gladioli, and other autumn flowers they
are very ett'ective, and will continue to make a
line display until late in the season. One or
two degrees of frost will not harm them in the
least, and it is after other plants are blackened
and disfigured that their beauty is most dis-
cernible. For growing in town and suburban
gardens there are no better plants in existence
than Chrysanthemums, and in these cases the
early-flowering varieties should be taken advan-
tage of for outdoor culture. Seeing that many
of the early varieties are dwarf in growth, they
may be used for quite small beds, and, to fill a
blank, it would not be waste of time to grow
the Chrysanthemums on in pots, and plunge
them in the soil immediately after the beds
become vacant of their summer occupants. In
a similar manner a few groups could easily be
disposed on borders, and so keep up a display
of bloom for a long period. This method of
culture, however, is not absolutely necessaiy,
since the majority of the early Chrysanthemums
will come into bloom during August and Sep-
tember if planted out in late spring. In each
case cuttings should be taken in February or
March at the latt'st, and be grown on in a cold
frame in the usual manner until ready for put-
tinij into their flowering pots (which should be
li-inch), or for planting out in the garden. If the
latter process is adopted, the beds should lie

niulclied with short manure or c (oa-nut fibre
refuse iiiimi-cliately after plantiir,', this helping
con8ider.i,bly to conserve moisture during tlio

summer niontlis.

Many now early varieties, including tlie prin-
cipal introductions from t^io Coutireut and

home-raised kinds, are being grown in various
trade establishments this year. Mr. H. .1.

.James, for instance, has a host of early Chry-
santhemums now in bloom in his Ryecroft Nur-
.sery, Lewisham, and not a few of them are of

sterling value and admirably adapted for grow-
ing outdoors as well as in pats. As a rule, of

course, the pompons are best for bedding, these
blooming well in most seasons, although during
a fine autumn the early Japanese and other
kinds make a very fine display if dwarf in

habit. A new pompon named Edie is now in

bloom in Mr. James' nursery, where, I believe,

it was raised. It is dwarf in growth and very
free flowering, the blooms being comparatively
large and of the purest white. Mme. Louis
Lionnet, too, is a most desirable variety and
will be extensively grown when well known.
It is dwarf in growth and produces abundance
of light pink flowers. Another fine pompon
is J. B. Duvoir, with flowers of a deep lilac

colour, and Marie Gabus, purplish-lilac, is also

deserving of notice.

There are many of last year's introducti<jns

too, including a few Japanese varieties, that
might well be grown for bedding purposes.
Grace Attick, for example, may be given a
prominent plac3 among these. It is a Japan-
ese, but rarely exceeds 2 feet in height, and is

usually covered with white blossoms during
August and September. Arthur Crepey, too,

is well worth growing, it being dwarf in habit
and a pale primrose-yellow in colour, flowering
about the same time as Grace Attick. Another
excellent variety is La Perle, a charming white,
seldom exceeding 2 feet high and flowering in

September. Harvest Queen is a white reflexed

pompon that came into notice last year and
must be regarded as a very free bloomer, while
the same may be said of Golden Shah, which is

considered to be one of the best early yellow
pompons in cultivation. This kind usually

begins to bloom in August and only grows about
18 inches high. Goldsmith is another bright
yellow pompon suitable for bedding, and among
the whites Mr. Piercy. Duchess of Fife is one
of the best pompons recently introduced ; the
last-named is very free and dwarf, being only
about 15 inches in height. Among older kinds
Flora is a capital yellow pompon much used for

bedding in the public parks, and so is Piercy's

Seedling, an orange-yellow pompon and a very
free bloomer. Other good early kinds that
might be used for the same purpose are Blush-
ing Bride, blush colour ; Mile. Leoni Lassali,

ivory-white, very dwarf ; L'Ami Conderchet,
pale primrose ; Dodo, yellow ; and Miss Phyllis

Broughton, white. The Mme. C. Desgrango
family might also be used for bedding, the sport
Mrs. Hawkins being particularly efl'ective when
seen in a mass, and the same applies to the
type, which must still be considered as being one
of the best of early-flowering Chrysanthemums.

C.

Earwigs and Chrysanthemums. — When
looking over a large collection of Chrysanthemums
the other day, the gardener showed me a big bottle
fall of dead earwigs which had been trapped
on the plants. Across the tops of the pots were
laid tubes of Broad Bean stems, into which the in-

sects crept for the day. The trap is an old one, but it

is very doubtful whether there is to be found one
more efficacious. A lad goes round every morning,
and, li fling these tubes, places one end in the mouth
of a bottle, and blowing through ihe other end
drives the earwigs into the bottle, which is partially
filled with paraffin. What mischief these in-

sects would work on the plants were they not thus
trapped

;
probably few leaves or buds would be

left. In some gardens earwigs seem to be specially
abundant. Very many persons who strive to grow

Chryeanthemums and find their plants terribly

eaten every successive morning, doubtlefs wonder
what is the cause and attribute it to the wrong one.
Of course, no gardeners are so misled, but others
are so who have not a gardener's knowledge. I was
particularly struck with the comparative smallnefs
of the pots in which Mr. Woodgate, at Coombe
Warren, had his many plants. He is an experienced
grower, but does not favour large pots ; his seemed
to be generally from 8 inches to !• inches in dia-
meter. He feeds his plants by moderate sprinklings
of Clay's fertiliser. A little later he proposes to
add some good soil as a top-dressing, and to fully
test its value I have asked him to leave some pots
undressed here and there to see the result.—A. I).

EARLY-BLOOMING CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Iv such a wealth of Chrysanthemum flowers as was
shown at the Royal Aquarium on the lUh inst. can
be produced with comparative ease during such a
season as the present one has proved to be, it is

very evident that where summers are more favour-
able we may look for an abundant bloom even
earlier, although there are many even ardent lovers
of the flower who wUl think that a season which
extends now from the first of September to the end
of January is long enough. Certainly having Chry-
santhemums in abundant bloom in August seems
out of place, because the weather then is warm,
and we have been so accustomed to regard them as
cold weather flowers. One thing, however, is cer-

tain. These early bloomers will come thickly, and
their names presently will be legion, so that we
must either refuse to utilise the abundance of
flowers thus placed before us, or neglect them
altogether. Just in the autumn. Chrysanthe-
mums find their most formidable rivals in Asters.
These latter flowers are found literally in al-

most all sizes, forms and colours. Many of the
rich deep hues are so beautiful, that Chrysan-
themums can never hope to equal them. But then
the Aster has a somewhat fugitive existence. Its

best days are of about a month's duration, extend-
ing to a couple of weeks or so longer when sowings
of seed are made ^uccessively. The Chrysanthe-
mum, especially of the early-blooming section,

blooms for some three months, and if the earlier

flowers are cut, others come on in ready succession.
We have perhaps no garden flowers which keep
fresh longer after being cut, and that is indeed a
great recommendation - one the value of which
many gardeners are now alive to, especially those
who have to send flowers several hundreds of miles
to the Highlands or other remote districts. At the
recent Aquarium show, Mr. Owen, of Maidenhead,
had the finest collection of cut flowers, ircluding
numerous beautiful large-flowered varieties, of

which the ever-present Mme. Desgiange was good;
so also were Autumn Queen, yellow ; Souvenir de
Menier, chestnut-red ; Mrs. Burrell, lemon; M.
Vannel, peach; M. Zephyr Lionnet, rosy peach;
M. Frederic d'llomayer, golden buff; and Mme.
Paul Nansot, beautiful forms, chiefly of the
Japanese section. Of smaller flowers, tiolden .Shah,

M. Louis Lionnet, creamy pink; Mme. Edouard
Lefort, orange-buff ; Blushing I'.ride, PrfcocitC-,

and Mrs. Selby were all charming. In Mr. T. S.

Ware's group. Scarlet Gem, Strathmeath, medium
size, soft rosy pink; Grace Attick, creamy white,

thread-like petals ; Mrs. Hawkins, yellow ; (lold-

smith, bronze-yellow ; and Minnie Pecoul, reddish

chestnut, were of the best. These were but a few
selected out of so many, and should receive the

attention of growers who may not yet possess

them. \ety few indeed of the varieties shown in

the plant groups were named. Doubtless a quan-
tity of prominent labels do not add to the beauty
of the exhibits, but it does seem possible that

many of the best forms should be named unosten-

tatiously for the benefit of intending purchjisers,

who prefer to make their own .selections. Among
recognised pompons shown in the cut flower classes

devoted to them, very good indeed were Kleanor

and Mme. Lassalle, white; Golden Fleece and
Goldsmith, yellow ; and of darker hues, Lyon,

Blushing Bride, Alice Butcher, Frederick Pf 16, and
Mr. Piercy. A D.
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VINE-COVERED WALK IN A VENE-
TIAN GARDEN.

Another of the Vine-clad walks in Mr.

Eden's garden is shown in the accompanying

entjravinf'. The free way in which Vines are

grown in Italy is always of picturesque value

in a garden, whether, as in this case, trained

over a pergola of slight poles, or, as in other

parts of Northern Italy, in graceful wreaths

from tree to tree where Vine and Mulberry

are grown together. Though one must not

look for a crop of ripe fruit, the artistic value

of the Grape Vine is just as great in England,

where it is always one of the most beautiful

of climbing foliage plants, whether for per-

golas, arbours, or bare wall spaces.

to be filled by British skill and labour, and that lowed, and also by the remarkable way in which
the extension of what we may term the small cul

tare, in all its branches, wUl produce very consider-

able moral and social as well as economical bene-

fits."

Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

Mr. Gladstoce on fruit growing.— Mr.

Gladstone has written as follows to Mr. B.Findlay,

secretary to the Manchester Botanic Sociely, with
reference to an exhibition of hardy fruits to be
opened there on October 20 and a conference on the
subject on that and the following day, Lord Derby
presiding :

" I will not withhold the expression of

my good wishes for the fortune and effect of the
meeting you are to hold in October, but it will, as

I hope, have the support of those who are much
better entitled to speak with authority. For many
years, through the activity of the press, the humble
advice given by me locally to our cottagers and
farmers has b:ccme an exposition to the country at

lalrge, which I was hardly entitled to deliver, and
for which I have, naturally enough, been made
the subject of witty animadversion. I have, how-
ever, a very strong conviction that the work which
you have in band is a great and beneficial work,
that there is a great commercial void which ought

deciduous trees and shrubs generally flowered
The flowers were both very numerous and also

strongand well formed, being consequently better
calculated to withstand the vicissitudes of our
most uncertain climate. That the crops of
Plums, common Pears, and early Apples are
most abundant is only too plain to many who

„ „„„ „„ „ „-, have a quantity to dispose of in the markets.
PRESENT STATE OF FRUIT TREES. Never have the prices been lower, nor the

If a maximum amount of sunshine and dry air difficulty of effecting a sale in provincial

is absolutely necessary to ensure perfect ripen- markets greater, nor are the re.speclive varie-

ing of the wood of fruit trees and Vines, then ties so much later than usual in ripening. In-
ought their deterioration to date from the pre- stead of everything being a month later than
sent season, as it is very certain the conditions in most seasons, as prognosticated by some who
have been apparently all against them. Judging, are disposed to take a pessimistic view of the
however, from the state of both the crops and situation, a fortnight is nearer the mark, and
trees, these are but little affected for the worse even in this case the improved size of Apples
by the absence of sunshine, but, on the contrary, and Pears, more especially, may have some-

thing to do with the tardy ripening.
For instance, we rarely have Williams'
Bon (jhrttien Pear tit for use before
the end of the first week in September,
unless ripened artificially, yet at the
time this is being penned (September
8) I have large, beautifully and natur-
ally ripened fruit before me quite fit

for use. These were gathered from a
tree against a moderately waim wall,

and those fruits now hanging thickly
on trees in cooler positions will give a
good succession. Beurrc d'Amanlis is

also fit to gather, and will most pro-
bably be ready for use by the middle
of September, or earlier if forwarded
in heat. This does not point to either
late or doubtful ripening of the crop,
but how far the extra moisture in the
fruit will affect its keeping propeities
remains to be seen.

The great lesson to be deduced from
the foiegiiiug facts is one that I have
often previously enforced in these piges,
viz., that fruit trees gener.-illy rarely get
enough moisture at the roots. It is my
firm belief that had we been favoured
(for I suppose that is the expression
that ought to be used) with a dry, hot
summer, the effect would have been little

short of calamitous. At the beginning
of the growing season the ground well
below the surface was surprisingly dry,
not having been moistened, apparently,
for a long time. With the soil in this

state and the trees heavily laden with
fruit, a dry hot summer would have
had the eflect of stunting thj growth
of the former, while the fiuit would
have been small and worth little.

Thanks, however, to the soaking rains

that have fallen—in August especially

—the trees, though in many instances

very heavily cropped, have yet made most Eatis-

factory growth, the fruit, as before stated, being
large, clean, and well coloured, and all that
has ripened of good quality. Where tbe qu.nlity

is at fault this may be traced to rtiinous over-

cropping, and it can scarcely be expec'ed that

such over-weighted trees will recover from the
ill effects of this under two or three clear sea-

sons' rest.

Wall trees generally have been the most
benefited by the soaking rains, both the foliage

and roots deriving the greatest assistance from
these. At one time the Pears, Plums, and
Cherries were b.adly infested by aphis of sorts,

red spider also being only too plentiful. Very
little of either is now to be seer, the foliage

being large, clean, and beautifully green in

colour. 1 never saw trees better furnished

with fruit buds, and, thanks to the extra mois-

Vine-covered walk in Mr. Eden's garden in Venice.

were never in a much more satisfactory condition

at this time of year. Nut only have the crops on
most of the fruit trees been of the best, both as

regards weight anel equality, but there is every
prospect of their flowering exceptionally well

next season. This state of afl'airs somewhat
upsets previously-conceived ideas, as according
to the latter the ripenuig should not have been
so perfect last year, and the maturation still

less so this season. During the summer of 18!)0

wo had a few short bursts of tropical weather,
but it was not till September that we had a long

spell of summer-like weather, anel this being
when the sun had lost a considerable amount of

power, it was thought too late to be of much
real service to the fruit trees. That the wood
was sufficiently ripened was evinced by the fact

of little or no injury accruing to the trees dur-

ing the exceptionally severe winter that fol-
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ture that has reached the roots, there is every

proipect of the^e buds being perfectly matured

before Nature enforcss the required rest. It is

not advisable, however, iu all cases to leave all

the proossses, recuperative and otherwise, to

chance. Especially ought those trees located

against high and somewhat screened walls, and

there are plenty such, to ba given a good soak-

ing of water close up to the walls, while those

very heavily cropped should also have a liberal

supply of liquid manure. That poverty at the

roots has more to do with the decadence of

fruit trees than any other cause is, I consider,

quite indisputable, but I shall yet allude to in-

stances of what has been done with the aid of a

few hogsheads of liquid manure. A very large

orchard tree of Williams' Bon Chretien Pear

growing in a garden near here last summer
gave signs of collapsing, no fresh wood growth

having been made, and but poor scrubby leaves

forming on the old wood. Acting on my advice,

the owner last autumn gave a thorough soaking

of farmyard liquid manure, another similar ap-

plication following last spring. This season

there is a most marked improvement in the

health of the tree, and that, too, in spite of a

great weight of fruit being borne. To all ap-

pearance a new lease of life has been taken by

that tree, and also by a fine old specimen Blen-

heim Orange Apple similarly treated. This

autumn, owing to the moist state of the soil,

moderately strong liquid manure may be applied

to the trees standing in need of it withoutany

waste or fear of injury to the roots, and it is

very certain the trees will be greatly benefited

by it. Better by far to give the trees the full

benefit of this manure than let it run to waste,

as happens in far too many instances.

If open-air trees stand in need of abundance

of water and liquid manure, we may safely as-

sume that those under glass absolutely rei^uire

ih, yet more often than not they are neglected

after the crops are cleared from them. The
natural consequence of such neglect is a faulty

bud formation, either premature dropping or

imperfect setting bsing the natural outcome. I

hold that if large fruit are desired, these can be

had only by first laying a good foundation in

the shape of a perfectly formed bud. Small

and imperfectly formed flowers were never yet

followed by full-sized perfect fruit. The trees

and Vines must therefore receive good attention

as much after they have matured crops as during

the time while that process is going on, every-

thing being done to assist both in the recupera-

tive process and in the preservation of the foliage

in a healthy green state. When the leaves fall

away from the trees, which they will do in due

course, unless mdeed the wood is unduly green

and soft, they vail leave line plump buds, which,

if the trees are properly rested, will burst

strongly next spring. The leaves on the trees

in our earliest vinery are still (|uite green,

and will not bo yellow when they fall off, but if

need be the house might safely bo started in time

to have ripe fruit early next May. It ia much
the same with healthy Vines and Fig trees.

There ought to bo no drying olf at the roots nor

premature loss of leaves. All that is required

ia to keep the borders thoroughly moist and to

admit abundance of light and air to the wood
and foliage, the rest being loft to Nature.

W. IcOULDEN.

The ripening of fruit.—Kruit growers and

gardeners generally will have every reason to con-

gratalate themselves on the splendM weather that

has set in for tlie ripening of fruit. Without it

Peaches and Nectarines would have been almost

worthless, and as it is they will be very small, their

swelling having b3en checked so much by the cold.

No doubt they were injured in the skins by the

frost that occurred soon after they were set.

The same may be said of the Pears, for many of

these are cracking and are not half the size that

they ought to be at this season of year, and of

Apples it is only in forward places that these will

be good. Plums do not seem to mind the cold, as

they have swelled up very well considering the

great crop there is, or was, on the trees. Not only

will the splendid weather benefit the fruit, but it

will do much good to the trees, the buds of which
were backward and the wood very green. To give

Peach trees every chance to arrive at the satisfac-

tory condition of maturity, the shoots should be
freely thinned out the moment the fruit is off, and
no more left than is absolutely needed to lay in or

keep for bearing next year.—S. D.

MORELLO CHERRIES.
I THINK if any fruit has proved its value from the

point of view of profit, it is the Morello Cherry,

and for private use I never yet knew of fault being

found on account of there being too many, or not
knowing what to do with them while in a fresh

state. After becoming ripe or fit to be used in tarts

the fruits hang a long time, and up to a certain

time they add to condition, as the fruits when
fully ripe are of a very dark colour and almost burst-

ing with juice. For bottling purposes it is excel-

lent, and, as is well known, it is the ideal Cherry
in the manufacture of Cherry brandy. The JIo-

rello Cherry has certainly proved itself as a variety

thoroughly to be relied upon, for it appears to be

one of those fruits that defy the weather, and will

bear a crop of fruit in any case. Even when grow-
ing in the open as bushes or small standards it

fruits remarkably well, and with us this season, al-

though planted among other varieties which pro-

duced practically no fruit, the Morello bore its full

complement. It is particularly adapted for plant-

ing against north walls, as even here it fruits better

and the trees remain in a much healthier condition

than if planted against any other aspect. When
planted against a northern aspect the trees keep
particularly free from black fly, which is known to

be so destructive to Cherries when planted on more
favourable aspects. If there is anything this va-

riety of Cherry detests, it is the digging about the

trees, which some people seem to look upon as the

right mode of procedure, and regularly as the win-

ter or early spring comes round the ground has to

undergo this process. In some instances a space

of about 2 feet from the base of the wall Is left, but

outside this deep digging is indulged in until the

main or feeding roots are utterly destroyed ; hence

the trees collapse, or do not give as suitable re-

turns as they would do under a more favourable

and rational process. North borders are not so

valuable that they are bound to be cropped or

made use of up to the 2-feet space, and in my case

the border to the width of 9 feet is given up to the

trees, and well they repay us for the extra space al-

lowed. At one time when the borders were dug and
cropped annuallythefoliagebore quite an unhealthy

hue, the branches also kept continually dying away
and the fruit was not at all satisfactory, but since

the altered mode of procedure the trees have im-

proved in every respect, and it would be impossi-

ble to dig into the surface without coming into

contact with a mass of roots. A firm surface is

what is needed, and any support the trees may re-

quire is best laid over the surface [and lightly

pricked in. Decayed manure, burnt refuse, and
fine lime rubbish are the best materials for supply-

ing aliment, and if the rootsarea mass on the sur-

face the material need not be pricked in, but be

made firm while the surface is dry, and into this ma-

terial the roots will work rapidly. As in the case

of all other fruit trees, a stagnant rooting ground

is injurious, and on badly drained sites or gardens

these positions are generally the worst in this re-

spect. Having to plant several trees a few years

since on such a site,and knowing bow fatal stagnant

moisture was to the roots, and especially so on a

cold heavy soil, I took the precaution to dig out

a space « feet square by 2 feet in depth where the

trees were to be planted, and laid a tile dr.ain

down direct from the back of the wall, where the

tree would be fixed, right through the border into

a drain in the garden walk. The bottom being
laid over with roofing tiles, and above these a layer
of old lime rubble to the depth of G inches, an
aerated site was obtained. A liberal amount of
burnt refuse being mixed with the soil, an effective
rooting medium was secured, and into this the
roots worked freely, the corresponding top-growth
being equally satisfactory in every way. On well
drained sites such preparation would of course not
be needed, but the preparation of the site must be
effective in securing a good rooting medium, and in
every case where the site is of a doubtful character
such precautions as will secure satisfactory
results should be attended to at the first onset. I

once saw holes being made on the north side of
a building, and by the size of the holes and condi-
tion of the material, I was under the impression
that they were being prepared for Ivy, and said so,

but on being informed that it was for Morello
Cherries I expressed my doubts of their ever suc-
ceeding well, and they never did. As previously
stated, whole branches sometimes die away with-
out any apparent reason, but by taking such pre-
cautions as I have stated, by planting on well-
drained and prepared sites, and by doing away
with all unnecessary digging about the roots, the
evil will be considerably lessened, as will also gum-
ming. This latter evil may also be attributed to
the damaging of the shoots and branches by the
nails and shreds coming in too close contact. Such
an operation cannot be too carefully performed,
and there should always be sufficient space left
between the shred to allow of expansion of the
shoot or branch. As is well known, the Morello,
like the Peach, bears from the wood made during
the previous season as well as from natural spurs,
the branches being perfectly studded in this respect.
And in the case of wall trees sufficient young wood
should continually be laid in to take the place of
exhausted wood as well as for the extension of the
tree, all superfluous growth being thinned out
during the early summer months. With many
people it is the practice to naU this young wood in
during the summer, but the best policy is to allow
the shoots to have rather a free growth during this
period, or rather those shoots which would in-
terfere with the fruit, or else there may be danger
of this being damaged. At this season of the year
we go over our trees and regulate the shoots by
nailing in those which are necessary and removing
any which may not be required, as well as ex-
hausted wood. By doing such work at this period
there is very little to be done during the early
spring months, when work is more pressing, and it

is also more comfortable to the workman, as the
nailing is performed while the temperature is

warmer ; the work, too, is more expeditiously per-
formed. Y. A. li.

PLUMS IN POTS.

Quite a large collection of Plums may' be grown
in pots in even a moderate-sized house, as until
the blossoms are set the trees may stand nearly
close to each other, and by the time the trees re-

quire more room the late sorts may be taken out-
side and be plunged in a warm sheltered spot.
When I grew fruit trees in pots rather largely I

used to find the Plums very useful, and I'lums
ripened under glass are better both in flavour and
appearance than anything obtained outside. If a
light span- roofed house could be given up to Plums
in pots, I am persuaded the collection would be ex-
ceedingly interesting and at the fame time profit-

able, for a well-developed pyramid Plum in a pot
will carry a good many dozens of fruit—and such
fruit, dilTerent from anything outside. Bv the
middle of May, any trees which had failed to set
enough fruit to keep it inside could be plunged out-
side.

By the end of the month a further thinning
must be given, this time turning out all the late
sorts, or at least enough being moved outside to
allow a free circulation of air among those left in.

Assuming the house was large enough to fruit fifty

full-si/.c<l trees in say II inch pots, Ido trees may
be grown to 8l.\rt with, the other fifty to be moved
out and plunged in a suitable position towards the
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end of May or when the weather has become set-

tled. The cost of the trees would not be great, and
I should prefer to select them direct from the open
ground as soon as the leaves fall in November,
take them home and pot in !l-inch or 10-inch pots,

according to size, in good sound loam with just

a sprinkling of soot and bone-meal, the pots to be
well drained and the soil rammed in firmly. When
potted place the trees on boards in an open situa-

tion, give water if necessary, and before severe

frost comes surround the pots with dry Fern or

litter, laying some over the top also. In this

position let the trees remain till the buds begin to

swell in February ; then arrange them in the house.

The summer management would consist in pinch-

ing in all young shoots when 4 inches of growth
had besn made, attending to the ventilation, which
is a very important matter, as Plums will not set

well in a stuflEy atmosphere. Give water when
required, helping with liquid manure when the

trees are loaded with fruit, thinning the fruit on
any trees which have set their crops too freely, and
using the engine or syringe every fine day to keep
down insects, though Plums under glass are not
difficult to keep clean when their wants are

regularly attended to. As regards varieties, even
those generally treated as cooking Plums come
fairly good for eatinof, under glass. The Victoria

is excellent. It is better to have duplicates of

good free-bearing sorts than to grow varieties

which are not so reliable. The following will

make a good collection : Early Transparent Gage,
Belgian Purple, Golden Drop, Grand Duke, Guthrie's

Late Green, Jefferson's, ICirke's, Monarch, Victoria,

Prince Englebert, The Czar, Late Transparent
Gage (these Transparent Gages always bear well in

pots, and the fruits are fine when thinned down to

a moderate quantity), Washington, Reine Claude
de Bavay, Goliath, Prince of Wales. E. H.

THE APPLE CROP.

Although some slight idea of the nature of the
Apple crop forthe current year can be formed from
the annual fruit reports, it is not possible, in the
condensed form necessarily adopted to include all

fruits, that any detailed account can be given of

any one particular fruit, and as the Apple is our
most valuable product, a few additional remarks on
this may not be out of place. It happens in some
seasons that the difference between plenty and
scarcity is a matter based on different descriptions
of trees, and I well remember one season, when we
had to deplore the general loss of crop on standards,
someone (I think Mr. Pragnell), writing of a lot

of bushes and espaliers in a sheltered position, was
able to chronicle a very satisfactory yield. Itdoes
not appear that any marked difference in this

direction is apparent this year, bat rather that
standards, buslies, and espaliers alike have eiiher
fared well or ill according to their individual
blooming season and the atmospheric conditions at

the time. With us, all early Apples, both dessert
and cooking, are gocd ; the fruit is not likely to be
so large as usual, but is clean and plentiful. Va-
rieties that may bs included in this description are
Mr. Gla-lstone, Irish Peach, Qaarrenden, Kerry
Pippin, King of the Pippins, Keswick Codlin, Lord
Suffield, Duchess of Oldenburg, Stirling Castle,
Ecklinville, and Warner's King. The Pearmains, of
which we have Worcester, Adams', Mannington,
and a sort I have known locally as Augustus (f)

Pearmain are also very good. This last is a com-
paratively rare, but very excellent Apple, season
January and February, rather a russet skin, red on
the sunny and pale on the shady side, rather yellow
fleshed, and of first-class flavour. The growth is

thin and wiry, somewhat after the style of the old
Gillyflower.

There was an excellent set on the last-named
Apple, but they are nearly all gone. I wrote above
that all Pearmains were good, but must qualify that
statement so far as Claygate Pearmain is concerned

;

this is not a success here either in standard or
bush form, and I fancy it likes a stiflcr and more
retentive soil. Our two best Apples — Cox's
Orange and Blenheim—are carrying good crops,
except in the case of young standard trees

of the last-named. It is a pity this most ex-

cellent Apple does not come more quickly

into bearing. The later dessert varieties that suc-

ceed Cox's, as Wyken, Cockle and Sturmer Pippins,

are not so good as usual, but a Russet, I think the

Egremont, is cropping heavily, and is a handsome
fruit of good quality for very late work. Our two
bast late kitchen Apples respectively on bush and
standard trees are Alfristou and Hambledon Deux
Ans. This last is a very valuable variety and hardly

ever fails. It is apt to be spotted in some seasons,

but not sufficiently to detract seriously from the

value of the fruit. There is a good crop on bushes
of Northern Greening and Striped Beaufin, and on
standards of Easter Pippin and Norfolk Beaufin.

Are the cooking properties of Norfolk Beaufin at

all affected by soil and situation 1 It is of very

little use here, and not to be compared with the

other late sorts above named. Ajirnjios of the

editorial remarks as to the relative merits of the

first early varieties, Irish Peach and Mr. Gladstone,

the latter is the better cropper here, and although
inferior in flavour, would possibly be the more
profitable variety to plant from a marketable
point of view. Early Apples are not of much
use in private places except for kitchen use, and,

as a rule, are seldom touched for dessert all the

time there is a plentiful supply of Grapes, Melons,

and choice stone fruit. It is when the latter are

over that Apples are in request, and I should like

to call attention to a little known, but really excel-

lent Apple for October dessert, viz., the Nanny.
Fairly common and much appreciated on the bor-

ders of Hants and Sussex, it is rarely met with
elsewhere, and indeed is only to be found in the

lists of one or two special fruit nurserymen. Yet
it is an Apple far above the average, good in quality,

very handsome in appearance, and a heavy and
consistent cropper. I fancy the Apple alluded to

at the commencement of these notes under the

local name of Augustus Pearmain is Seek no Far-

ther ; at least, the general character of the fruit

and its season tally with the description given in

the " Fruit Manual." E. Buebell.
ClaremoKt,

manure, termed mulching, which is looked upon by
many people as a usual mode of procedure what-

ever the season, and which probably is the reason

why the Grapes in these instances have notcoloured,

or are not colouring, satisfactorily. Anything which

tends to keep the borders cold should be promptly

removed, so that what sunshine we are likely to

have can have free access ; this, besides assisting

in colouring and ripening up the Grapes, will also

ripen the roots. The heavy rains lately experienced

have left the borders in a colder state, and Grapes

which are not now fully coloured are not likely to

become so. Late Grapes which were started dur-

ing the early part of March are undoubtedly in the

best condition this season, compared with those

started a month later. The days are now naturally

getting colder, and, where the Grapes are late, air

cannot be so freely applied ; this will also be

against colour, and consequently full maturation.

Coupled with heavy mulchings, water is also heavily

applied, as a natural outcome of the belief that it

is impossible to give Vines while in a growing
condition too much water. Many people are led

away by such statements, which are not borne out

by facts. During a cold and sunless season like the

present, such treatment would surely lead to incal-

culable mischief, and those who may have poured
water on their borders indiscriminately are now
suffering from badly-finished Grapes.

Y. A. H.

COLOUR IN GRAPES.

The season now passing away will long be re-

membered as one of the most sunless on record,

while the temperature has been abnormally low.

Grapes in many instances have been much wanting
in finish—at least if we may judge from their

condition as seen at the principal horticultural

exhibitions. This want of finish has been mainly
attributed to the want of sun, and certainly a

due proportion of sun is necessary for the roots

and leaves to perform their allotted functions,

and unless they do so the colour will also be
weak. In a season like the present many people

are only too glad, when their Grapes are consider-

ably below a good standard, to shield themselves
under the excuse of want of sun, but in very many
instances it is mainly due to want of condition, for

sun.shine alone will not put colour on Grapes, as,

unlike Peaches and Nectarines, where the sun and
direct light undoubtedly play a most prominent
part, the general health of the Vines must be in the

highest condition. If it were merely for the want
of direct sun alone, good colour would be more
frequent in warm sunny seasons, whether the Vines
were heavily cropped or otherwise out of good con-

dition. If Grapes are to colour well, the Vines
must be in the best of condition, working freely in

good border.^, with healthy foliage exposed to

the light; but with the roots working in cold

borders, as many undoubtedly are, and this,

aggravated by the present cold and sunless sea-

son, the root-action has been proportionately weak
or sluggish. In many instances the principal

roots are located in outside borders, and where
these are composed of heavy soil, or even sur-

rounded by a cold medium, the effects of the season
would be more felt than on lighter soils, where the
soil naturally would not be socold,andconsequently
the roots would work the more freely. The cold

state of many borders is undoubtedly aggravated
by their being covered up with a heavy dressing of

HEAVY RAIN AND FRUIT CROPS.

The exceptionally heavy downpour of rain that

lasted throughout the month of August with only

brief intervals, although disastrous to cereals and
many other crops, has had a very marked and bene-

ficial effect on fruit crops generally, as Apples,

Pears, Plums and Damsons, although carrying very

heavy crops, have swelled them up to unusually fine

proportions, and the trees look as healthy and
vigorous in the foliage and growth of young wood
as they usually do in seasons when they have no
crop to check their growth. The fruit holds on to

the branches with a tenacity I have never seen

before. Daring the latter part of August we had a
succession of gales of wind that threatened to tear

the trees up by the roots, yet the fruit held on re-

markably well, and although we had great quan-

tities of fruit blown down, the majority were either

maggot-eaten at the core or were blown off with

pieces of wood, and in many cases entire branches,

adhering firmly to them.

The lesson we learn from this is that the rainfall

has been none too much for the fruit trees, and if

we could only get the r.ain without the wind, I for

one should welcome an unlimited supply to our

trees while the fruit is swelling— for as an experi-

ment to prove if extra supplies to the deluge we
had would do any good or help the swelling of the

fruit, I tried the application on several trees that

stood nearest to our overflowering rain-water tanks

of a thorough good soaking several days in suc-

cession, and the result has been that those

that had the most water have swelled the finest

fruit. Lord Sr.theld Apples, Pitmaston Duchess

Pears, and Victoria Plums are not only unusually

large but exceptionally clear in the skin, and there

can be little doubt but that our fruit trees fail

more frequently from dryne s at the root than

from any other cause, our average rainfall being

insufficient to support the trees through the entire

season. After a dry summer the soil about the

roots is dust-dry, and the trees cannot perfect the

crop and fruit-buds for another year at the same
time. Consequently after one crop the trees take

a year or two to recover, and drying off is mistaken

for ripening off. During the past few years, since

growing for market has taken such a lead ii fruit

culture, fruits grown under glass, such as Grapes,

Peaches, &c., receive enormous supplies of water at

the root, and with very satisfactory results; the

hose has taken the place of the water-pot, with a
gre.at saving of labour and great advantage to the

trees, as they get much greater supplies than they

used to do, and we do not find half so many
sh.anked Grapes as formerly. And now, under the

influence of an exception; 1 rainfall, we have Apple
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and Pear trees bending with their weight of crop,
bat with no symptom of distress either in fol'age or
growth of wood, and with a continuance of fine

September weather I shall feel very confident that
the outlook for next year will in no way suffer from
the heavy crops of this year. Trees under purely
artificial treatment carry good crops annually, and
why should not those under more natural condi-
tions when they are favourable to the trees, as they
are this year? J. G. H.

FRUIT DISTRIBUTION.
Since I penned my remarks on the "Fruit-
growing Question " (see p. 91), I have had an
opportunity of going through several large gar-
dens and orchards in the south-western counties
and found that as far as these were concerned
there is far more fruit in the country than I
had thought possible. In the neighbourhood
of Weils and Glastonbury large numbers of
Apple, Pear, and Plum trees were, when I saw
them, actually breaking down under the weight
of fruit borne by them, and, what is equally
satisfactory, the crops were of better quality
than might reasonably be expected under tbe
circumstances. On all sides the same tale was
told—"abundance of Plums and but little or
no demand for them," and the chances are
large quantities will spoil for want of a good
market. Yet when we come to Bristol and
other smaller towns, it is seen that there is

by ni means an excess of Plums displayed in
the shop windows, nor do the prices indicate a
great abundance of fruit. Apparently the bulk
of Green Gages being sold by the leading
fruiterers are imported, the prices during the
fourth week in August ranging from 5d. to 8d.
per pound. Nor are Plums the only foreign
fruit in the markets, many of the Pears and
some of the Apples also giving one the impres-
sion that they were imported. Whether they were
or not, the fact yet remains that the fruit grown
in this country is sadly mismanaged, the distri-

bution being altogether at fault.

There are ways out of the difficulty, one or
more of which I will suggest, adding, in paren-
tliesi?, that they are not original in every case.

All round London the farmers have for many
years past sold the produce of their orchards on
the trees, either by private contract or by auc-
tion. In this manner they of a certainty get a
fair price for their fruit, and are relieved of all

responsibility. The buyers, who frecjuently are
also salesmen in the metropolitan markets,
know how to distribute the fruit to the best ad-
vantage, not a scrap being wasted, and every-
body concerned, including, let us hope, the
buyers, benefited by the transaction. Now the
question arises. Why should these wholesale
buyers confine their attention to the orchards
and fruit gardens in the home counties I Surely
it would pay them well to visit the western and
suuth-western counties generally and buy up
largely. There must be good markets for such
clean, well-grown fruit as there is to be seen in
various <lirections this summer, not in London,
however, but rather in the great manufacturing
towns of the midland and northern counties.
The growers that 1 have spoken to on the sub-
ject seem quite at a loss what to do with their
fruit, and, unless I am much mistaken, would
be only too glad to receive fair oilers for the
crops as they hang.

In any case there is great room for improve-
ment in the methods adopted by those who
market fruit extensively. Much of that which
is imported is consigned in a far mure market-
able state than is tliat home grown ; that is to

say, it is well selected, .and, what is equally to
the purpose, set up in neat attractive parcels or
packages. It is the grocers rather than the

fruiterers that will have to be more studied in

the future. The former are in a position and
very anxious to sell large quantities of fruit

—

always provided it is supplied to them in a
manner to give them a minimum amount of

trouble or risks with it. They are worth study-
ing in the matter, for most of them are satisfied

with small profits ; whereas the fruiterers, with
whom must be included those known as green-
grocers as distinguished from the ordinary
grocers, are not. It is my belief that both the
growers and general public will have to look to

the grocers for any reformation in the fruit

traffic. The latter, however, cannot deal with
heaps, sacks, or even sieves of fruit, but want
it, as before stated, done up in small, closely-

fitting jjackages to be sold with the fruit. A
leading tradesman in Bath—quite a fruit-grow-

ing centre, let me add—recently expressed the
opinion that the grocers generally in that city

could sell large quantities of fruit, including

Grapes, Strawberries, Plums, Pears, and
Apples, if only these were supplied in small

and neat square boxes. There must be no
weighing or handling of the fruit, this stipula-

tion meeting the views of both retailer and
buyer. Strawberries are very largely or princi-

pally sold in that manner, and why not extend
the principle to other hardy fruits i Punnets,
baskets, and boxes can all be bought so cheaply
if large orders are given, that I fail to see what
there is to prevent this plan from being largely

adopted. That it will eventually become the

most popular system of distribution I have not
the least doubt, and I would venture to suggest

that there is "money in it." It is open to

other private individuals or companies to start

this what I may term a new industry, and it

is to be hoped it will not be long before it

is acted upon.

Naturally, not a little would depend upon the

class of fruit supplied, but there is little likeli-

hood of rubbish being served in small boxes
and baskets, and whatever kind of fruit may be

so marketed, there is not the slightest doubt
that buyers would soon discover which were the

best varieties and which the best brand. For
instance, small packages of Marie Louise Pear
or Cox's Orange Pippin Apple would sell

readily, and even the more inferior varieties

would meet with a readier sale than is the case

when less attractively displayed. Frequent
handling, rough packing, and bundling of fruit

about not only disfigure it, but also greatly

impair the keeping qualities ; but when Grapes,

PeacheP, Nectarines, Plums, Apples, and
Pears are well selected and carefully ])acked

in small packages, all these drawbacks are

avoided, and the result is more satisfactory

generally. If it pays the foreign exporter to

take this amount of trouble with his fruit, why
not the home producer or middleman (

There is yet another point in favour of the

system of fruit distribution I am advocating,

and which the mention of middleman or market

salesman has suggested. In very many cases

there are three sets of sellers to be satisfied be-

fore the grower can be considered or the con-

sumer benefited. If I bought up a lot of fruit

in this neighbourhood under the present order

of things, the bulk of it would be con.signod to

market salesmen, these selling it wholesale to

other buyers, not necessarily retailers, as there

are plenty who buy up in the markets and dis-

tribute among the small shopkeepers, all of

whom must make something out of it ;
whereas

it the busino.s.s were properly managed, small

packages would bo supplied from the packers

direct to the retailers, both the growers and con-

sumers deriving some advantage accordingly. A
few companies formed for the purpose and some-

what on the lines I have attempted to lay down
would really do more to encourage and promote
the fruit-growing industry than all the meetings
that could be held. W. Iouuldes.

GATHERING, PACKING, A\D MARKETING
FRUIT.*

We are all familiar with the usual instruction in
cookery books on how to cook a hare, viz., " First
catch your hare," which, if not the most important
point, is certainly one indispensable ; but, having
accomplished this, it is desirable to know how to

cook it properly and well. So, perhaps, some will

say concerning the subject of this paper, "We
want you to tell us how to grow a crop of fruit

;

anybody can gather it when it is grown." Stay, ye
critics, I am not so sure of that. Nay, I go
further, and say I am quite sure that compara-
tively few people know how to gather and pack
fruit properly. In a few words, therefore, I will

endeavour to tell first how it should not be done,
and then also how it should be done.

Perhaps the way which gives least trouble (and
this is the way lazy folks look out for) is to let

the fruit hang until ripe (and then to climb the
tree, if a large one) and give the branches a good
shaking, when nothing will be needed but to pick
up the fruit from the ground. Some may feel in-

clined to laugh at the mention of such a method,
but I knew of a case in which this method was
adopted with small dessert Pears, ripe andjaicy,
and from a high tree, with what results I leave

you to guess. This is one way of how not to do
it. Another way in which it should not be done is

suggested by a common expression of " pulling

"

the fruit, which always seems to me to suggest
much too rough usage both for the fruit to be
gathered and for the tree from which it is to betaken.
Anyone who has had any experience in this matter
knows that, if you take hold of any kind of fruit

and pull it off anyhow, you break some part
of the tree with almost every fruit. On examina-
tion of a fruit tree it will be observed that clustered
round the present fruit-stalks are numerous fruit-

buds, which are next season's fruit in embryo.
Now if by carelessness or ignorance these be de-
stroyed, it is evident that not only has the present
crop of fruit been pulled, but with it also a large

part of next yeai's crop as well.

Then, again, when the fruit has been gathered
from the tree it is often allowed to fall from the
hand into the basket, thereby causing it to be
bruised and unsightly, and of course, to some ex-

tent, unsaleable, or at least it looks like what a
friend of mine calls " tumble-down Pippins." This
should not, and need not, be. As a general prin-

ciple I may say always turn the fruit upwards, put-

ting the thumb against the base of the stalk, when
(if the fruit be ready) it will part readily from the
tree without breaking a single spur or fruit bud.

This applies especially to Apples and Pears ; with
I'lums it will be generally found that the fruit

parts more easily from the stalk than the stalk from
the tree, and it is as well in ordinary picking that
it should be so, as less damage is done to the tree

thereby. Care should be taken in picking Plums not

to destroy the beautiful bloom which most kinds
have upon them ; they should never be touched by
hand except to pick Uiem from the tree.

For large trees I think nothing has yet surpassed
the ordinary fruit gathering ladder, ; c, wide at

the bottom, and the usual kind of basket, somewhat
smaller at the bottom than at the top, with a cross

handle and hook attacked. For low trees a pair of

steps will be found of very great surface. In all

cases the ladder should be set as nearly upright as

possible, BO as to press lightly against the tree, and
the b.asket kept close to the picker, so that the hand
may easily reach the bottom of the basket. The
fruit should never be dropped into nor rolled about
in the basket, or it will speedily show signs of rough
usage. When it is intended to send the fruit diiect

* Paper reiul by Ulr. C llanimonJ iit the third

cnnfcronco of the liritish Fruit Growers' Associution,

Crystal Palace, Sept. '1.
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to market, place it at once into the market sieve

from the picker's basket.

I need not say much upon the marketing of fruit,

but a few hints may be useful. As most of the

fruit grown is consigned to salesmen I would say,

Try to discover someone who bears the character of

honest dealing, and trust him. Do not dodge about
from one to another, which has often led to getting
' out of the frying-pan into the Are." Let the fruit

be honestly packed, giving good measure, and
customers soon discover this, and inquire for the

goods, with the result that full market price is

obtained with little difficulty. I find it to be a

good plan, as a rule, to have a continuous supply of

the same kind of fruit. In sending, say, lOi i bushels

of Apples of one kind to market, I would not send
them all at once ; but commence, say, with 15

bushels to 20 bushels, increasing the quantity as

the customers seemed to appreciate them. On the

other hand, do not send a small quantity of a large

number of sorts, which is very bewildering to the

salesmen, who finds such consignments a great

nuisance.

Lastly, let all fruit be in marketable condition

when sent, or it wiU probably be left for days or

weeks before finding a purchaser, and then only at

from our neighbours across the channel, who do
more in grading the fruit and putting it into small

baskets or boxes than we do. As a rule, it may
be said that the smaller the packages into which
the best fruits are placed the better.

As to the time of picking, everything depends
upon what is intended to be done with the fruit

when gathered. If it is to be sent direct to market,

in the case of Apples they may be gathered as soon

as they have attained a saleable size and wUl part

fairly easily from the tree, but if they are to be
stored for winter use they must be allowed to hang
until fully developed, and if possible until they are

well ripened and the pips turned brown. Fruit to

be stored should be picked only when quite dry,

and must also be handled with great care ; but if

for immediate use it is not necessary to be quite so

particular. Plums for ordinary kitchen use may
be gathered when only slightly coloured and still

hard, but if of the best dessert kinds they must be

allowed to ripen first. Most Pears require to be

kept for a time after being gathered to become
ripe and fit for use. Care must be taken not to

gather too early, which causes them to shrivel, nor

to let them hang so long as to have most of the

crop blown down by a moderate wind.

it really bears no resemblance, and was raised in h:'s

father's garden in Devonshire. In every respect it

looks as if it would make a capital market Apple,

—A.

Stove and Greenhouse.

Musas in a conservatory.

a low price, alike unsatisfactory to the salesman
and the grower. I have this year seen Damsons
upon the market while still quite green, and abso-
lutely unsaleable. How can salesmen be reason-
ably expected to give satisfaction under such cir-

cumstances ; One great advantage of the fruit
from abroad is this, that when placed upon the
market it is fit for immediate use, which seems to
suit the circumstances of most buyers, who say,
" We do not want fruit to keep ; we want it to sell."

We must, therefore, try not only to supply the
article they want, but to supply it also in the con-
dition in which they require it.

Notwithstanding many suggested improvements
during the last few years, I think there is nothing
so suitable for general use as the ordinary market
baskets known as bushels, half-sieves, flats, half-
flats, and pecks. These all allow the escape of
heat, which is one of the greatest enemies of fruit
after it has been gathered. Place the fruit into
the^e carefully, and in doing so it should be pro-
p3rly sorted into large and small, or best and
seconds, and of one quality throughout, not small
at the bottom and large at the top, which in the
end means loss. All packages should have a sheet
of paper (blue tissue is generally used) over the
top, and may be covered with Fern or straw in any
way most convenient, and they are then ready to
be despatched to the market or elsewhere. In the
matter of picking fruit we have much to learn

Peaches.—Writers often give instructions that

as soon as Peach trees have been relieved of their

crop, all the wood which has fruited should be

cut out, leaving only the growths which are to sup-

ply the crop next year. I consider such a practice

(by the destruction of foliage) severe, and not likely

to be conducive to the longevity of the trees or

their fruit - bearing. I believe in keeping each

shoot clear of its fellow, allowing sun and air to

have full power over every leaf , looking always upon
crowding of wood and foliage as being very injuri-

ous. Neither do I believe it to be proper to retain

more shoots than are required for fruiting. I

would advise the inexperienced to pause before

they removed all at once the wood which has

just carried the crop.—M. Temple, Carron Honse,

Siirlinri. N II.

Apple Sunriee. — Such is the name of an Apple

which Mr. lUackmore has in one corner of his home
garden at Teddington. Ordinarily it looks like a

Wellington, but while the growth on old trees of

the latter has terribly cankered of late, the shoots

on this variety are very clean and healthy. The
wood also lacks the white spot so peculiar to that

of the Wellington. The fruits, while so closely

resembling those of the Wellington, yet have smaller

or closed eyes. The tree crops well, the fruits being

of good size and of excellent quality. Mr. Black-

more mentioned that he could remember evidence

to prove that it was a seedling from Margil, to which

MUSAS FOR THE CONSERVATORY.
Both in numbers and variety there is now a

great abundance of handsome and striking

foliage plants available for conservatory decora-

tion, Ferns and Palms in themselves forming a

splendid group, whose value is aa yet far from
being fully taken advantage of in the majority

of gardens. One reason of this is, no doubt, that

a large proportion of the species of both Ferns

and Palms suitable for this work are rare and
scarcely to be had in ordinary nurseries, although

were a demand to arise for them there ia little

fear of its not being shortly met. There is,

however, one type of vegetation which, so far

as the conservatory is concerned, neither the

graceful pose of the Ferns nor the more rigid

outline of the Palms represents

—those plants, namely, with

large undivided leaves which

are almost exclusively charac-

teristic of tropical regions. In

the warmer houses there are

numerous specimens of this

class, among which tlie Aroids,

Calatheas, Bavenala madagas-
cariensis, Strelitzias, Musas,
and some of the almost entire-

leaved Palms like Verschaffeltia

and Stevensonia are the most
striking examples. But in the

cool house, with the doubtful

exception of Strelitzia angusta,

which may possibly prove

adapted for this structure, we
are reduced to the ]\Iusas for

the supply of this kind of

foliage. The species that can

be satisfactorily grown in a low

temperature are few in number,
but there can be no question

that for producing a bold and
imposing eflFect they are unsur-

passed, and as one or two of

them are not generally known,

it may be worth while to draw
attention to them here. The

oldest and beat known of the cooler Musas is

M. ENSETB, which, grown in pots, is now fre-

quently used in sheltered places for sub-tropical

gardening. No one, however, having seen it only

in that state can picture the grand proportions it

attains when planted out in rich soil indoors.

Travellers say that our cultivated specimens, al-

though not so large, are as noble in appearance

as those seen in the tropics, the shelter they

obtain under a glass roof preventing the leaves

being damaged as they are when exposed to tropical

winds. The species has been known to botanists

now for considerably over a hundred years, having

been discovered by James Bruce towards the mid-

dle of the last century. It is a native of Abyssinia,

and was first met with by this traveller when in

search of the source of the Nile. It grows in

swampy places, and although it bears no edible

fruit, the oentral portion of the stem is eaten when
rooked by the natives. The leaves in adult speci-

mens (as grown in this country) are from 10 feet

to 12 feet long and from 2 feet to ;! feet wide, and

they form a huge semi-circular head. The arching

of the leaves, wh'ih is always more or less present

in pot plants, entirely disappears in large planted

out specimens, and they are then quite straight and

stilT. There are two varieties of M. ensete, one

with a green midrib and the other with a red one.

Of the latter, which is the more ornamental, n fine

example was in the temperate hpuse <\t Kew until
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the spring of this year, when it flowered. This

species, unfortunately, belongs to the section of the

genus which does not form suckers, and as it dies

after flowering it has to be replaced by another raised

from seed. The duration of life is controlled in a

great measure by the treatment, plants starved in

pots living for an indefinite time, but one with a

stem of say 3 feet in height will reach the flowering

stage in from three to five years if planted out and
well feJ. They will bear a winter temperature

ranging from iO' to 50'. A species of similar

style of growth, but smaller, and therefore more
convenient for lower houses, is

M. SUPERBA, probably the most compact and
shapely of all Musas. The bulb-like stem is very

short and rounded, and as the leaves are usually

not more than 6 feet to 7 feet long, the plant

altogether is little more than that in height. It is

a native of various parts of India, growing at con-

siderable altitudes, but whether it will withstand

as low a temperature as M. ensete is uncertain

;

probably the winter temperature ought not to fall

much below 50°. The same applies, in regard to

temperature, to M. proboscidea, a species discovered

a few years ago by Sir John Kirk about 100 miles

inland from the island of Zanzibar. It belongs to

the same section as the two preceding species, but

is chiefly remarkable for the very long pendent
spadi.x, which, after pushing from the centre of the

plant, immediately turns downwards, and hangs
towards the ground like an elephant's trunk —hence
the name.

Of that section of the genus which produces
suckers and has tall tapering stems, there is

only one species as yet introduced that can be
grown cool ; it is called

M. Basjoo, and is a native of the Kiu Islands (a

group extending from Southern Japan to the island

of Formosa), whence it was sent to Messrs. Veitch a
few years ago by their collector, Mr. Maries. It is

quite like the true Banana in habit, although not so

large. The stem averages from 5 feet to 8 feet in

height, and is surmounted by about half a dozen
oblong leaves 6 feet to II feet long ; they are grace-

fully arched, and are mostly borne in a horizontal

position, not erect, as in ensete. How hardy it is

may be judged from the fact of its having with-

stood several winters (the last included) in Messr.-^.

Veitch's nursery at Coombe Wood, planted in the

open. In the temperate house at Kew several

plants are growing, and constitute a most effective

contrast with the smaller-leaved plants around
them ; the largest consists of a cluster of three

stems. An important advantage this species

possesses over M. ensete and others of that set is ia

its perennial habit, so that when one growth flowers

others are already large enough to take its place.

Its fruit is not stated to be edible, but the plant is

cultivated in Southern Japan for the sake of the

fibre yielded by the stem. The striking, yet elegant

appearance of this species, so widely distinct from
any other greenhouse plant, ought to eventually

secure it a place in every structure large enough to

admit of its full development.

The cultivation of all the species above men-
tioned is of the simplest kintl. Their growing
period is from March to (Jctobcr, and during
tliat time they will do with almost unlimited
supplies of water. In winter they should be
kept drier, especially if the tem2)erature in which
they are grown is a low one. The soil should

be a rich loam, and during the summer a dress-

ing of cow manure may be given tliem. Tlie

first three species are usually grown on from
imported seed.s or stems, and in either case

should be given warmer conditions in tho early

stages of growth. M. Basjoo is propagated by
means of its suckers, wliich should be taken oil'

when about 3 feet high, with sulliciimt roots

attached to fill a lO-inch pot. After being
potted the suckers should have a mild bottom
heat until root action has again commenced.

The species illustrated in tho accompvnying
engra\ing is M. Cavendi.shi, which in sjviral

establishments, notably Syon House and Chats-

worth, is cultivated for its fruits. That it may
also be used with admirable effect in plant

grouping is well shown by the illustration. It

requires, however, considerably more heat than
M. ensete or M. Ba.'ijoo, especially if it be ex-

pected to ripen its fruits. In the latter case

indeed a high temperature and moist atmo-
sphere are necessary. It is, nevertheless, the

most conveniently grown of all the fruiting

Musas, being only 5 feet to C feet high, and it

may on this account be recommended to those

desirous of cultivating this interesting class of

plants. Its leaves are from 2 feet to 4 feet

long by about half as much broad, and it may
be propagated freely from suckers. It is a

native of China, whence it was introduced to

this country about 1&30. W. J. B.

Schubertia g-randiflora.— I have seen several

specimens of this grown for exhibition and staged

for competition, but scarcely one that to my mind
constituted a first-rate exhibition specimen. In

the case of Stephanotis floribunda, which I feel sure

will always make the better exhibition plant of the

two, the twining shoots grow and bloom so freely,

that when tied out to a specimen frame they can be

so distributed as to present to view a surface of

bloom. In the case of the Schubertia it appears
difficult to get enough wood and flower into it to

make a well-furnished specimen for the exhibition

stage ; those I have seen were thin in foliage at the

base and had the bloom gathered near the top.

Perhaps the plant has not as yet been well enough
dealt with to make an exhibition specimen worthy
of the name. To see this plant in all its glory and
beauty, it should be planted out in a temperate
house, as Mr. George Bethell has it at Bower Ash-
ton, Bristol. The plants have run up the wall and
gained the roof. There they grow luxuriantly and
bloom with remarkable freedom, and the sweet fra-

grance the blossoms exhale is perceptible at a con-

siderable distance. In such a position the Schu-
bertia rambles with a freedom all its own, and seems
to give back a wealth of blossom as if in thankful-

ness for its liberty.— R. D.

Thunbergias for the greenhouse.— I have
been into many gardens this season, but in not
one of them did I see any sign of that once
popular half-hardy annual the Thunbergia. It has
evidently become a much-neglected subject. It is

one of those things that can be made of great de-

corative value if properly grown. Time was when
every gardener grew the Thunbergia, and no seed

order was considered complete unless it contained

a packet or two of the leading varieties. Since then
other things have come to the fore, and the gar-

dener has to keep pace with the times, and as lie

cannot grow everything, he has to discard some old

things in order to have ample space to grow new
ones, and in this way the Thunbergia has largely

ceased to be grown. A few plants in pots are

very attractive in my greenhouse. The pots

stand upon an upper shelf and the long trailing

shoots hang down, displaying the blossoms to

the best advantage. The leaves are produced in

pairs, and from each leaf-axil issues a flower.

Some persons, I know, look coldly upon the Thun-
bergia on the ground that it ia so very liable to red

spider, which is true ; but it too frequently happens
that when this pest attacks the plants it is because

they are neglected, starved in small pots, and al-

lowed to suffer for want of water. Seeds are

easily raised. They should be sown in March, and
their germination is lielped if they can have the

assistance of a little bottom-heat. When large

enough, the seedlings should be potted singly into

small pots and gradually hardened off as soon as

established, placed in a cold frame, and looked

after with water. As soon as they have filled the

pots with roots they should be repotted into sj-inch

pots, using a rich soil. A good compost for the

Thunbergia can be made up of good fibrous yellow

loam, leaf-mould, and well-decomposed ninnure.

The Thunbergia roots stronglr, and when the pots

are pretty well filled the pimts beg'n to bloom

freely. They come in well to adorn the greenhouse
when Pelargoniums and other summer-blooming
subjects become stale. A little weak manure water
given twice a week is of great assistance in keep-

ing the plants well clothed with good foliage, and
plants so treated will go on flowering until quite late

in the season. The plants can be made into nice

bushy specimens by placing a few sprays of Hazel
round the pots to support the ehcots, or the shoots

can be allowed to fall down when the plants oc-

cupy a shelf, and so form a kind of leafy and floial

fringe. The Thunbergia can also be employed very

effectively in the border. When to be employed
for outdoor decoration about four plants of one va-

riety should be grown on in a 4^-inch pot and then
planted out in the border where there is ample
space in which to develop. If a few sprays cf

Birch, Hazel, &c , are placed round them they will

fill up the interior, and then the growth will over-

flow and form a kind of cone, and the plants will

bloom with remarkable freedom and be very effec-

tive. But the plants need to be put out in the open

as soon as possible in order to get a good start.

—

R. D.

USEFUL FORCING SHRUBS.

WnEEE\'ER there is a great demand for cut flowers

or plants in bloom for decoration, much can be

done with hardy shrubs if these are grown and
properly prepared for forcing. Many shrubs give a

great amount of bloom if brought on slowly and
not pushed hard in strong heat. If the latter plan

is adopted the plants often fail to flower, the time

is thrown away, and the plants take a long time to

get over the hard forcing. The Guelder Rose if

hard forced will not do much good, but if placed in

a low temperature and brought on slowly, it is very

useful for cutting or conservatory decoration. This

can be had in bloom by the middle cf February if

placed in an ordinary fruit house about the first

week in December. Another great advantage of

giving hardy shrubs ample time is their long-last-

ing properties when in flower over those plants

hard forced. Many plants will produce very little

bloom if hurried in any way. The well-known

Laburnum is not often seen forced, but its flowers

are beautiful when cut for vase decoration. I

have used it with charming effect for vase work,

and one great advantage it possesses when used in

this way is that it gives plenty of foliage with the

bloom, so that little Fern or other material is

needed. Another charming plant when similarly

forced is Andromeda floribunda. This is very

effective and most useful for cutting, and^ the

flowers last some time in a room. Kalmi.T, latifolia

also possesses much the same good qualities, and is

invaluable for cutting. Hydrangea paniculata

grandiflora is a grand pot plant and very showy,

but it must have ample time to do it justice. I use

plants that have been forced in previous years for the

earliest lot, reserving the late spring plants for

conservatory decoration from those potted up out

of the open ground later in the year. The early lot

I keep in pots, plunging when in the open ground.

This plant is a gross feeder, and requires a great

amount of moisture when in growth, or the blooms

soon lose colour. When planted out or plunged in

their summer quarters, the plants should be

mulched with decayed manure and given plenty of

moisture, cutting them back to a couple of eyes or

buds as soon as the leaves fall. We have several

new introductions of the larger growing Deutzias,

which if forced slowly give a lot of flowers. D.

Watereri is a v.aluable addition to the list, with

single pure white blooms. D. Wcllsi is another

introduction of recent date, and though a strong

grower it produces a large qonnlily of useful pure

white double flowers, and requires similar treat-

ment. Weigelas also are invaluable for this work

if grown as advised, and last a long time. The old

Mock Orange is also a useful plant for forcing.

The larger growing Spiiasas also are very service-

able for this purpose. The Prunuses, too, are

beautiful and lorg-lasting. One of the most useful

of shrubs for this puipose is Staphylea colchica,

which can be readily forced and is most accom-

modating as a pot plant. Clethra alnifolia is also
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a desirable plant for this work. Much can be done
after the flowering is over by a little attention to

the plants by hardening off and giving shelter for

a time in a suitable temperature. If let take their

chance the results next season cannot be satisfac-

tory. With care the plants may be forced for

years, and when too large they may be planted

out in the shrubberies and smaller plants obtained

as required. G. Wythes.
Sijon House.

THE WEEK'S WORK.

ORCHIDS.
The month of September opened gloomy enough
in the northern districts at any rate, with drench-

ing rains and dull, dark days. It affords, however,

an excellent opportunity to go on with the clean-

ing and repotting of the plants in the cool house.

In a collection of some hundreds of imported spe-

cimens there are many of superior quality, and as

the flowers of these open the plants should be ar-

ranged by themselves in the part of the house
where Odontoglossums succeed best. The smaller

species of Odontoglossums, such as Rossi and its

varieties, which are perhaps the most beautiful of

this section, succeed best when planted in the

small shallow pans made for the purpose, or teak

baskets. They may be suspended from the roof

glass. The most distinct and well-marked varie-

ties are aspersum and Humeanum, the latter, pre-

sumably, a natural hybrid. 0. Cervantesi is of the

same type, and requires very similar treatment ; a
well-marked variety of this species with larger

flowers has been named decorum. They seem to

make healthier and better growth suspended near

the roof glass, and not overdone with material

about the roots. The nearness to the roof glass is

an advantage, but not more so than the free

circulation of air around the plants. A charming
plant we highly value is the pretty little Oncidium
cheirophorum, its clear yellow, sweetly perfumed
flowers lasting long in beauty. It thrives best in

the cool house. O. cucuUatum succeeds well in

the cool house, and is valued for its richly-coloured,

sweetly perfumed flowers. It needs exactly the
same treatment as all these small growing species,

and all of them like a free circulation of air under,
over, and around them. 0. nubigenum and 0.

Phalienopsis are merely well-marked varieties of

0. cucullatum. The little 0. dasystyle is quite
distinct, but being a P, azUian plant from a warmer
latitude should have its position near the glass in

the Cattleya house. The error is frequently made
of overpotting these little plants, and to make
something like a good show a large number are
planted together, and they seldom continue long in

a healthy condition when so treated. As the sea-

son advances many species of Dendrobiums con-
tinue to make up their growths, and if kept in a
moist and warm atmosphere for even a week or two
after this, they might start into growth again with
results anything but satisfactory. D. Wardianum,
D. crassinode, and others of this type are the most
difficult to deal with in this respect. I move them
at once into a cooler house, gradually reducing the
water supply, and with this treatment there is no
danger. The same remark applies to many species
of Cattleyas, of which the beautiful C. Dowiana
may be taken as an illustration; they will, unless
water is withheld and the plants receive cooler
treatment, start into growth now instead of in the
spring months.

At this season, and later, the leaves of Den-
drobiums sometimes become marked with decay
spots ; in others portions of the leaves and even
entire leaves will decay, causing much anxiety
upon the part of the cultivator. This will happen
when the roots are in a perfectly healthy condition,
and the plants themselves are strong and in other
respects perfectly healthy. The question imme-
diately arises, whence comes the injury to the
leaves? which must not only have an injurious
etTect on the health of the plants ultimately, but in
the meantime the plants themselves arc not pleasant
to look upon. Doubtless (he evil has arisen from

the atmospheric conditions, by some sudden change
from a high temperature and moist atmosphere to a

dry atmosphere and lower temperature. This may
be one cause, but another is probably owing to

the too sudden changes caused by shutting up the

houses in the afternoon. This need not be if care

is exercised not to allow the temperature to fall

too low when the ventilators are open and the

blinds let down. The blinds are made of too thick

material sometimes, and with the ventilators op?n

the temperature may fall down very low quite un-

observed. All at once the thick blinds are rolled

up, the ventilators closed, and the plants fully ex-

posed to the sun, with the result that the tempera-

ture is increased by 20° or rather more in a few

minutes, and it need not be surprising if a few
delicate leaves are scorched. The remedy for this

state of things can be found jn avoiding sudden

transitions and sudden changes. There is no need

to have such violent alternations of heat and cold.

Maintain a higher temperature by not opening the

ventilators too much, and use a light screen canvas

for Cattleyas and Dendrobiums, all that is re-

quired being the lightest possible screen over the

plants. The blinds should never be left down
through cloud and sunshine alike. There is less

need for the use of the blinds in autumn than in

the early months of the year, and they should not

be in use except when they are really needed.

Some cultivators are much more careful than others

in respect of light and shade, and will run up the

blinds whenever the sun is obscured by a thick

cloud, only to have the trouble of letting them

down again in five or ten minutes. Time may be

wasted and the blinds worn out by an over-anxiety

to be exactly right. When cloud and sunshine

alternate, there is no better way than to leave the

blinds down altogether, as the very hot bursts of

sunshine do the most harm to the plants fully

exposed. J- Douglas.

FRUIT HOUSES.

Late GbApes.—A spell of dry and comparatively

hot weather will have done much to forward late

Grapes, which in many cases were far too back-

ward to please those who are well aware how neces-

sary it is that all should be well ripened by the end

of September. Unless properly ripened by that

time, they are almost certain to be of inferior

quality and to keep badly, nothing but the very

closest attention and the expenditure of much fire

heat preventing wholesale losses. Too much shade

is objectionable, Grapes grown under a heavy

canopy of foliage frequently having the most ten-

der skins. Therefore remove all sub-lateral growth,

leaving nothing but the primary leaves to obstruct

the light, and even these may in many cases, espe-

cially where there are no bunches on the laterals,

be drawn in closer to the main rods, so as to admit

of more light and a modicum of sunshine to the

white Grapes. In each and every case admit

abundance of dry, warm air by day and a mode-

rate amount of both front and top air by night, the

highest temperature—which should seldom fall be-

low 70° being kept where Muscats are ripening.

Gros Colman is usually one of the first to com-

mence and the last to finish colouring. If not over-

cropped and if the foliage is in a healthy state, the

colour will continue to improve till near the end of

October, but if either from overcropping or the

maintenance of too high temperatures the berries

are now of a "foxy red" colour, nothing that can

be recommended will remedy this failure. Not

that those quite black are necessarily deficient in

quality, but they are of far less value in other re-

spects. Faulty ventilation is responsible for numer-

ous failures to colour and ripen Grapes properly,

and has also very much to do with their being kept

after they are ripe. Extremes of temperature

ought always to be avoided. Instead, therefore, of

allowing the bcriiea to become icy cold during the

night, in which state they are very quickly affected

by a sudden rise in the temperature from sunshine,

the wiser course to pur.'ue is to turn on a little fire-

heat every evening, also parti.ally, but only par-

tially, closing both top and bottom lights, so as to

prevent the temperature from falling below r.d^.

Then If the houses are set well open before

the sun gains in power there will be no conden-

sation of moisture on the berries, and conse-

quent loss of bloom and scftening cf the

skins. Once ripe Grapes "sweat" badly—that

is to say, become dewed over with moisture— the

chances are they will be disfigured in appearatce

and soon become rotten. A good circulation of

warm dry air favours the formation of the much-

to-be-desired heavy coat of bloom en the berries,

a moist and somewhat stagnant moisture having the

exactly opposite effect. Gcod rather than harm
results from damping down a vinery on the morn-

ings of clear days, but it should not be done in dull

weather nor in the afternoon at any time. When
the Grapes are approaching maturity no amount of

damping down nor heavy waterings of the border

will prevent Muscats from shrivelling prematurely

—

at any rate not after this has cnce started, the

better and only reliable remedy for this being to

ripen them earlier in the season. Muscats fully

ripe now will most probably keep much better than

any not so forward by a month.

Peaches and Nectarines.—This season there

are more fruit on the open-air trees than usual,

and the ripening is by no means late. At the same
time the quality is very interior to that of house-

grown fruit, and, no matter how pale in colour the

latter may be, all good judges of fruit are certain

to prefer it when it comes to the test of eating.

If any are marketed, let it be, therefore, the highly-

coloured fruit gathered from the trees on the open

walls, reserving those unJer glass as much as pos-

sible for home consumption. The latter cannot well

be retarded nor kept on the trees after it is ripe, but

if gathered carefully, if need be with the aid cf a

pair of strong Grape scissors and a pad of cotton-

wool, before they are quite ripe, and further

stored in boxes placed either in a very cool room c r

better still in an ice house, the season can be pro-

longed considerably. Sea Eagle, Walburton Admir-

able, Princess of Wales, and Salwey are among the

latest Peaches to ripen, the last-named beirg fre-

quently kept till November. Plenty of light and

air being admitted to the fruits, they will continue

to improve in appearance and ripen slowly and

surely. Victoria is the latest Nectarine, ripening

in a cool airy house late in September and keeping

from a fortnight to three weeks after being

gathered.

Lifting Peach and Nectaeinb teees.—The
trees in the earliest and in many instances lie

second early house are now quite forward enough I o

be either transplanted or root-pruned. Being moved
while yet in full leaf, though not before tie

wood is firm and the buds well plumped ur.

they will have time to recover frcm the check

and to form fresh root- fibres before the whole of

the leaves fall and the resting period has arrived.

Advantage should be taken of this characteiistic

to regulate the trees to the best advantage. Jn

some cases it may be desirable to shift trees frcm

the early house to the successional division, and rice

versd, while in others, inferior or but little valued

varieties maybe cut out and more room given to

those better worthy of it. First prepare the fresh

site for a tree, taking care to make the hole fully

large enough to admit of the rcots of the tree to

occupy it being well spread out, working in fresh

turfy loam to which old mortp.r rubbish and burnt

soil and rubbish have been freely acded, a good

sprinkling of either bone-meal or half-inch bones

also being desirable ; make all level and firm. Next

do what pruning in the way of thinning cut and
foreshortening may be necessary, and then loosen

the rest of the branches and lightly barch up.

Open a deep trench at a good distance from the

stem of the tree, or say at a radius of about half

the width of the border, and then gradually under-

mine, taking care of the roots found and saving a

ball of soil that can be comfortably lifted out rnd

carried on a short, wide, and streng board. Carry

carefully to the fresh site and plant rather high, cr

sufficiently so as to keep the collar cf the tree well

above the level of the border. Spread out the roots,

cleanly cut over damaged ends, also removing all

sucker-growths and broken rootp,and distribute thtm
evenly, keeping them higher rather than lower than
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they were before. Being well and moderately
firmly surrounded by the fresh compost advised to
be used, new roots are very quickly formed. The
trees prior to being lifted ought to be in a tho-
roughly moist Stat 3 at the roots and be given an-
other watering, more especially close up to the
stems, after they are replanted. If the foliage flags
badly in bright sunshine, shade with mats, and in
any case keep it constantly moist with the aid of a
syringe, the house also being kept somewhat close—currents of cold or dry air acting most injuri-
ously. Thus treated, only a portion of the leaves
will drop off prematurely, and the wood and buds
will retain their fresh plump state, there being
nothing then to prevent the trees from being forced
in due course, and with every prospect of good crops
being had from them. Pbactical.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Fbbnch Beans.—The latest batches of French
Beans which were sown in convenient-sizad breadths
to be protected from frost must now receive atten-
tion. The materials for protecting them must be
got ready in case of early frosts coming on us
suddenly, as, indeed, after this date it is not safe
to leave them uncovered. If the autumn should
keep mild and open, gatherings may be had until
far on in the season, and prove very acceptable
where there are no late Peas to fall back upon. A
few twiggy branches placed along each side of the
rjws will keep the plants erect, as during the late
stormy weather they have been battered about, and
when lying down the sun cannot reach the soil be-
tween the rows nor can air circulate among them. Any
light framework of wood that will keep the cover-
iug off the plants will suffice, taking care to cover
them closely overnight and to uncover early in the
morning. Plants which have been forwarded in
frames should now have the lights replaced, venti-
lating them freely through the day, and on fine and
dry dajs the light could be removed altogether.
Sse that the soil about the roots of those in frames
do 33 not become unduly dry, or red spider will
attack them.

Making up MtrsHEOOii beds.—The material,
having been duly prepared, as I have previously ad-
vised, should now be in condition for making up
iato be Is. If the manure be too wet and rank
the beds will become overheated. When such is
made up into beds, it becomes so hot that a con-
siderable time has to elapse before the temperature
is low enough for inserting the spawn, and when
this stage is reached the temperature falls so
rapidly, that it any Mushrooms do appear they are
so small and few that they are not worth the
trouble bestowed upon them. Again, even if the
material should not be too wet, but put together
before it has been suitably prepared, the bed be-
comes hot so rapidly that the whole bulk is heated
to overdryness

; consequently the ammonia, which
IS so essential in securing a crop of Mushrooms, is
lost. The beds may be made up in sheds if there
are no other convenient places, a covering of dry
hay both excluding light and conserving the needful
moisture. In these open positions the beds should
not be too small, or else they will rapidly lose
heat. Where made up in the Mushroom house
proper artificial heat must not yet be thouglit of.
The beds cannot be too firm, and the material
should be placed in layers and beaten very (irmly
as the work proceeds. When the material has been
suitably prepared, the temperature will not rise
abjve a safe heat, 100° or 110' being the limit
If higher than this, holes must be made to let
out the heat

;
Hi,' or even ;iO' is not any too hot for

spawning. When inserting the spawn do not use
a dibber, but pull out the material with the hand,
inserting good-sized pieces 9 inches apart. The
whole niu'st be beaten firm, and if the temperature
is not likely to rise above 80° the beds must be
soiled over. Use good loam if possible, and let it
be sufficiently moist, so that when thoroughly
beaten with the ba';k of a clean and bright spade,
the be 1 will appear as a solid mass, without a loose
or broken surface. Beds in sheds and such like
positions wdl require to be covered over with dry
hay, but in a close Mushroom house, or cellar, mats

are the best for covering, these being kept off the
beds with narrow strips of wood placed about 2
inches from the surface. I generally place two
mats thick, or more if the heat of the bed should
decline too low. Covering the beds thickly with
hay in such positions tends to draw the spawn
close to the surface ; consequently abundance of
small heads will appear, but only to disappear
again. When mats are used, the temperature and
moisture about the surface are kept in a more uni-
form state. A. Young.

EVERLASTING FLOWERS FOR WINTER USE
Now is a good time to harvest and prepare the
flowers for winter decoration. Where numerous
tall vases require filling for the winter months and
flowers suitable are not over-plentiful—ar d it is
these kinds of vasts which pre the most difticnlt to
keep replenished with freshly cut flowers—various
kinds of Everlasting J'lowersand Grasses are useful
and make an agreeable change. Honesty ranks
as one of the best ; the shining silvery seed-pods
when prepared are very showy and last a long time
in good condition, and it is also valuable in the
herbaceous border in early summer, when the
purple and white flowers are freely produced.
There is only one thing that tells against the
growing of Honesty in the herbaceous borders for
use during the winter—its untidy appearanc^3 after
the flowers have faded and when the seed-pods are
forming. The remedy^ then, is to grow a batch of
plants in some part of the kitchen garden for
winter use entirely. By good culture Honesty grows
from 3 feet to 4 feet high. The plants should be
pulled up about the middle of August when tho-
roughly dry and hung up in a cool, airy shed to
dry gradually for ten days, when the outer covering
of the seed-pods can be easily taken off, leaving
nothing but the shining silvery centre. They should
be again hung np in the same quarters until required
for use. The Pearl Cudweed (Gnaphalium marga-
ritsceum) is valuable for winter use, but not often
employed for this purpose. The flower-hends are
produced on stout stalks from 2 feet to 3 feet long

;

the fully expanded blossoms have their outer petals
white, the centre pale yellow; the unexpanded buds
have a scaly appearance, silvery white. The leaves
are narrow and woolly

;
these should be stripped off

when the stems are gathered towards the end of
August

; hang them up in small bunches to diy
gradually in a cool airy shed. If laid in the sun
they dry too fast, shrivelling the stems and dis-
colouring the flower-heads. Beyond its value for
winter decoration, this Gnaphalium is much appre-
ciated as a summer-flowering herbaceous subject.
Helichrysum is the most common species of Ever-
lasting Flowers, and probably the most useful of all,
as it can be had in such a variety of colours froin
the bracteatum type, from pure white to scarlet-
crimson with innumerable tints between. They
ought to be cut in a variety of stages from small
buds to fully expanded blossoms to obtain the
widest range of variety. Helichrysums are very
suitable for small as well as tall vases, and for bou-
quets and wreaths. The same treatment is required
for these as for the preceding in the way ot har-
vesting the flowers. Rhodanthes are valuable not
only when grown in pots, but for winter use in a
cut state ; being slim in appearance, they lend
themselves to tasteful arrangement in small vases
for drawing-room decoration. Sown several seeds
in 3. inch pots in March in a cold frame, and after-
wards planted out in rich soil in a warm position,
they grow freely and flower profusely. They can
be had in separate colours of carmine, rose, crim-
son, white and yellow. The flowers ought to be fully
expanded before cut, which should be done with as
long stalks as possible. Winter Cherry (Physalis Al-
kekengi) is not exactly deserving of being classed
among Everlasting Flowers, although it is a capital
subject for winter decoration. The beauty of this
plant consisl s in the bright red Cherry-like fruits in-
side a large inflated calyx, which in time becomes
skeletonised, exposing more to view the Cherry
within. Under good cultivation stems bearing
many fruits can lij cut from 1 foot to 2 feet long,
but lor keeping during the winter should become

thoroughly matured before being cut. AcrocU-
niums, roee and white, and the larger variety called
grandiflorum of the roseum type, make capital
winter ornaments for vases; being single-flowered
on long slender stems, they can be lightly arranged
in a mass or mixed with other things. Seed should
be sown in March in a cold frame, the seedlings
piicked out in light soil in a frame, and afterwards
planted in rich compost in a thoroughly exposed
situation. The flowers should be cut when young,
as they preserve their colour better in that state.
Aphelexis of the macrantha type, cultivated as
greenhouse specimens, are most useful in produc-
ing flowers for winter after they have served
their purpose as exhibition plants during the
summer. The flowers last a long time after
being cut, and give pleasing shades of pink.
Statice profusa, another greenhouse subject, is

appreciated by many in a cut state for winter use,
as blue flowers, even of the everlasting type, are
rare. The flowers ought to be cut before they
commence to turn pale on the plant, as the colour
is better preserved and the flowers fresher too, con-
sequently in better condition to stand the winter
months in a cut state. Bulrushes of both the
narrow and broad-leaved type make capital winter
ornaments for large balls where an imposing group
is required. Mixed with Pampas Grass plumes,
Bulrushes have a good effect. When fully in bloom
they should be gathered, being cut with long stems,
as they are so much more ornamental in that way
than when only a few inches long. Many kinds of
native Grasses can be employed to give a winter
effect if cut a,nd preserved at the right time—when
fully expanded just before the seeds commence to
fall from the heads. Humea elegans deserves to be
more frequently cultivated than it is at present,
probably owing to the diflrculty of preventing the
attacks of disease to which it is liable during
growth. When free from that the drooping flower-
stems are appreciated. E. M.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 823.
PRIMULA IMPEKIALIS.
(with a coloured plate.*)

Amosg the numerous sijecies of Primula
that have been introduced into Englisli gar-

dens in recent years P. iraperialis is by far

the most interesting. Its e.xistence on tlio

summit of the loftiest mountains in Java had
long since been made known by the Dutcli
botanist, Dr. Jungliuhn, who published a de-
scription of it aliuut forty years ago under tlio

above name. The e.xceptional character of the
plant naturally attracted the attention of

cultivators interested in Primroses, and many
efforts were made to introduce it into En<'-

land. Wardian cases were sent from this

country to the home of the plant and filled

with it, but not one of the plants ever reached
England alive. Seeds were tried in various
ways, but these also invariably faileil. During
thi^ last twelve years at least lialf a ddzeii lots

of the -seeds have lieen received at Kew from
Java, but none c if them ever germinated. Two
years ;igo we again received seeds, and by way
of e.xperiment a few of these were soaked in

hot water before sowing them in a tropical

hiiuse. This turned out to bo the secret of
success, for in a short time about a dozen
seedlings came up and grow vigorously.

The interest previously felt in this Primula
had, however, been considerably lessened by

• IJniwii tor TiiK (i.M[i)K.\ in tlio Koynl Cnnlenp,
Kcw, June 1. ISiO, by Miss A. M. iSln-iniptoii. Lithu-
graphoJ and printed by Guillaumo St'vcrcyns.
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the publication in the Botunical Mwjdzlne in

188-1: of a figure and description of a Frimula
which had been introduced by Mr. Elwes
from the Sikkim Himalaj'a, and which was
called F. prolifera. This plant had the

leaves and habit of a small P. japonica and a

thin erect scape about a foot high, bearing a

few whorls of small pale Cowslip-like flowers.

Somehow, Sir Joseph Hooker had arrived at

the conclusion that this and the plant found by
Junghuhn on the Java mountains were iden-

tical, and the name imperalis was consequently
sunk under P. prolifera. Naturally, those

who had longed for the '-beautiful Eoyal
Cowslip " described by the Dutch botanists

and by Mr. Alfred Wallace in his delightful

book, "The Malay Archipelago," were greatly

disappointed on seeing this Himalayan plant,

which has no claim whatever to the titles

Imperial and Giant. However, as the Kew
seedlings of the Java plant developed, it soon
became clearly apparent that there was a

very considerable dillerence between it and
the child of the Himalaya sent home by Mr.
Elwes, and when they flowered there was no
doubt at all that someone had blundered. P.

imperialis is in my o]iiiiion a grand plant. It

is very much larger both in foliage and in-

florescence than any other known Primula

;

its flowers have plenty of substance and are

of a diflerent shade of yellow from all other
yellow-flowered kinds.

The leaves are similar to those of P. ja-

ponica, but larger, some of those borne by
the Kew plants measuring 18 inches in

length by .5 inches in width. The erect scape
springs from the centre of the rosette of

leaves, and is fully half an inch in diameter
at the base. The flowers are in whorls, as in

P. japonica, the lowest whorl being li feet

above the base of the scape. There are five

or six whorls on eich scape, about 4 inches
apart, and each whorl contains from twelve
to twenty flowers. The buds are erect, the
open flowers horizontal or drooping, finally

becoming erect again. Each flower has a
tube half an inch long, a limb three-quarters
of an inch in <liamoter, and they are coloured
a rich deep yellow, tinged with orange. 'I'he

calyx is almost round and coated witli white
meal. The Kew plants have ripened seeds,
and they are now looking sumewliat shabby,
the leaves having turned yellow. It is pos-
sible that the plants may perish after havin"
flowered.

Attempts have been made to cross P. im-
peiidis with its near ally P. japonica, and
good seeds have bsen obtained.

So far we have only proved that this species
may be successfully cultivated in a cold frame
if planted in rich soil ami kept very moist,
and that it does not like exposure to bright
sunshine. Probably, however, it will prove
as hardy in England as P. japonica, but upon
this point we shall be able to speak more
definitely next year, as jilants have been esta-

blislied in an open border to remain outside
all thiiiugh next winter. Java is emphati
cally tropical, but an elevation of some
thing like 1

'i*

miles must be cool even on the

to the summit of the Pangerango and Gedah
Mountains, where he found this Primula, is

so full of interest, that I take the liberty to

quote a portion of it here. After describing

the luxuriant tropical vegetation of the base

of the mountains and the more temperate

plants met with at about 3000 feet, he goes

on :

—

At about 5000 feet I first saw Horse-tails (Equi-
setum) very like our own species. At 6000 feet

Raspberries abound, and thence to the summit of

the mountain (Pangerango) there are three species

of eatable Rubus. At 70[)0 feet Cypresses appear,
and the forest trees become reduced in size and
more covered with Mosses and Lichens. From this

point upward these rapidly increase, so that the
blocks of rock and scoria that form the mountain
slope are completely hidden in a mossy vegetation.

At about 8000 feet European forms of plants be-

come abundant. Several species of Honeysuckle,
at. John's Wort, and Guelder Rose abound, and at

about liOOO feet we first meet with the beautiful

Royal Ciowslip (Primula imperialis), which is said

to be found nowhere else in the world but on this

solitary mountain summit. It has a tall stout stem,

sometimes more than 3 feet high ; the root-leaves

are 18 inches long, and it bears several whorls of

Cowslip-like flowers instead of a terminal cluster

only Buttercups, Violets, Whortle-
berries, Sow Thistles, Chickweed, white and yellow
Cruciferas, Plantain, and annual Grasses every-

where abound. Where there are bushes and shrubs,

the St. John's Wort and Honeysuckle grow abun-
dantly, while the Imperial Cowslip only exhibits its

elegant blossoms under the damp shade of the

thickets. W. W.

Rose Garden.

SOME USEFUL LATE-FLOWERING
ROSES.

In a well-managed garden there are always a few
Roses in bloom at this period of the year, but

at the same time there is no getting away from
the fact that in the majority of cases the

flowers come merely by chance, and not owing
to any special care on the part of the cultivator.

True, there are notable exceptions to this rule,

though in many gardens but little regard is paid

to keeping up a display of Roses as late in the

autumn as possible. Now, this is by no means
as it should be. Roses of all kinds are always

welcome, particularly at this period, and there-

fore it behoves us all who have charge of gar-

dens to maintain a continuous supply as long as

possible. Were Tea Roses grown in quantity

in every garden, there need be no dearth of

bloom, inasmuch as these are in flower from

June until November. Seldom can one visit a

good bed of Tea Roses at this time of the year

without being able to bring away a gathering of

fresh blooms. But, unfortunately, beds of Tea
Roses are exceptions in English gardens, not

the rule. It is generally admitted that the Tea-

scented varieties are the true autumnal Roses,

and for that reason alone should be extensively

cultivated. Among the strong-growing kinds,

the old Gloire do Dijon is undoubtedly the

best for late flowering. At the present moment
it is blooming profusely in many gardens, and
will continue to yield a wealth of bloom uutd

November is well advanced, should the weather

keep favourable. In the flower gardens at

Wortley Hall there is, or used to be, two beds

of this grand old Rose, and I have many times

seen them covered with blossoms in October.

In this instance the plants are kept dwarf, the

long shoots being pegged down to the ground,

and they seldom fad to bloom abundantly.

dLtferent shades of crimson, I have also seen
flowering profusely during the autumn months,
and these may advantageously be grown for

late blooming purposes. Among the less robust
growing Teas, Homere must be regarded as a
most useful variety for late flowering. It ia,

moreover, one of the hardiest of Tea Roses, and
should be given a prominent place in every
collection. Etendard de Jeanne d'Aro is

another very free autumnal bloomer, while the
same may be said of Marie Van Houtte, a
charming light yellow Rose. Mme. Lambard,
too, generally produces a good supply of beau-
tifully tinted flowers at this time of the year,
as also do Perle des Jardins, Luoiole, Caraoens,
Francisca Kruger, and Sappho. The last

named is one of the best of recent introduc-
tions, being vigorous in growth and very free
blooming. The flowers are large, of good form,
and of a fawn colour suti'used with rose. There
are, of course, others which maybe distinguished
for late flowering, but those mentioned I have
found speciallygood. Hybrid Perpetuals are still

regarded by some as being the best autumnal
Roses, but I cannot say that this agrees with
my experience. Some varieties, though, are
better for this purpose than others. Of the
dark kinds, A. K. Williams sometimes flowers

well during the autumn, especially if the shoots
are cut back immediately the first flush of

bloom is over in the summer. Charles Darwin
is a very good late flowering Rose, the flowers be-

ing of a rich crimson colour and very attractive.

The beautiful Duke of Albany, too, deserves
special mention as an autumnal Rose, and so
does Ella Gordon, a very bright coloured va-

riety. Another good late flowering kind may
be found in Ferdmand Chafl'olte, the blooms of

which are of a brilliant red colour. Prosper
Laugier and Beauty of Waltham are also two
good dark Roses for the autumn, and of the

light coloured varieties few can surpass Duchess
of Albany for late flowering. The blooms of

the latter are silvery pink, after the style of

the well-known and popular La France, from
which it sported. Queen of Queens is another
good pink for autumnal blooming, and in a fine

autumn Captain Christy, Merveille de Lyon,
and Baroness Rothschild are usually to be
found laden with flowers.

Despite the popularity of the Hybrid Per-

petuals and Tea-scented varieties, however, they

can scarcely equal the China Roses at this time

of the year, so far as making a show in the

garden is concerned. The China Roses bloom
exceptionally well during the autumn, but, so

far as I have seen, they are very scantily grown.
Would that they were more frequently seen in

beds in gardens, for they are justly deserving

of all the attention that it is possible to give

them. The old crimson China or sanguinea is

as good as any, the blooms being of a most
brilliant colour and very attractive when seen

in a mass. Two other capital kinds are Fabvier

and Cramoisie Superieure, and not unfrcc|uently

these may be seen carrying flowers until after

frost has set In. In all cases I have, as a rule,

found the own-root Roses flower best in the

autumn. The Bourbon Rose Souvenir do la

Malmaison is also well known as an autumnal
flowering variety, it being usually at its best

during September. C.

equator. Mr. Wallace's account of his trip I The trio of Waltham climbers, too, in their

Two good yellow Roses for forcing'.— I am
purposely omitting Marechal Niel from this short

paper, as that is so well known as a grand yellow,

that there can be no need to say anything in its

favour. Perle des Jardins and Henriette de Beau-
veau are the two Hoses I propose treating of, and
the former is perhaps the best clear yellow Rose we
have for cultivating in pots under glass. In the
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open air it is somewhat uncertain and requires a

dry season, but one often gets most magnificent

flowers from the open ground. I'nder glass it is

always good, and this variety seldom throws any

growth that does not bear a flower—a great object

where Roses are forced, as it is most annoying, after

one has got a fairly strong and healthy piece of

growth upon a plant, to find it turning " blind " or

minus any flower-buds. The colour of Perle des

Jardins is a deep yellow, much the same shade as

is sometimes seen upon clear and well-ripened

wheat straw when a strong light is shining upon
it. As regards shape, a young and quickly-opened

flower has this to perfection, but after a time the

bloom is apt to come cracked or quartered in the

centre. The foliage is most beautiful, being of a
deep purple and metallic hue, and it is one of the

prettiest foliaged Itoses we have. It is very free

in flowering and has a splendid growth for pot

work. Perle des Jardins was introduced by Mons.
Levet in 1871, and is much sought after by all

growers for market. This is in itself one of the

best guides as to its usefulness under glass. The
other Rose is comparatively new, being sent out by
Lacharme in 1887. Unlike Perle des Jardins, Hen-
riette de Beauveau is a strong and vigorous grower,

and among rosarians it has already taken a position

as one of our finest yellow climbing Roses. The
colour is a very clear yellow, blooms large and
finely formed, foliage very pretty, and as regards
scent this variety is amongst the sweetest. This
season, both in the open air and from under glass,

we have cut a large quantity of fine flowers. In
all cases where I had Ruve d'Or under glass I have
now cat it away and planted Henriettede Beauveau,
and feel confident of a good result.

—

Ridgewood.

when gradually ripen them off again, ready to stand

out of doors as soon as all danger of late spring

frosts is over. The climbing varieties will flower from

the long shoots, and as soon as the blooms are se-

cured, it is best to cut away the wood down to the

strongest lower eyes, and to induce these to start

away as strongly as possible. These long growths
will supply the flowers for next winter's forcing.

Ridgewood.

Seedling Soarborougli lily.—I send you a

spike of bloom from a soedling Vallota purpurea, which
I have raised. It is quite a differeut colour from any
I have seen before. I should be glad to have your
opinion of the seedling.

—

Arthur P. Nix, Mount
C/iar/es, Truro.
*»* A very bright handsome Eearlet colour—very

good colour we think.—Eo.

Fruit stealers in Kent.—For some weeks past

a gang of thieves has been at work in and around
Bexley Heath, Kent, stealing Grapes from the con-

servatories and Apples and other fruits from the

gardens. On Friday night no less than one cwt.

of Grapes were stolen from Oakwood, the residence

of Mr. Stephen White, and other residents have
suffered almost as severely. Early on Sunday
mornirg.Wakeman, the head gardener of Mrs. Bean,
at Dawson Park, disturbed a gang of men in the

fruit garden. Wakeman and his brother-in-law at

once gave chase, but were severely handled by the
thieves, Wakeman's skull being fractured. On re-

ceiving news of the affray the police started in

pursuit, and eventually arrested a man on sus-

picion.

Kitchen Garden.

ROSES AT CHRISTMAS.
In all cases where a few cut Koses are wanted dur-
ing the winter and early spring months, the plants
should be taking their equivalent to a winter's rest.

This is best attained by exposing them to as much
sun and open air as possible, also by keeping as
dry at the roots as they can stand without injury.

Tea Roses in particular will continue to grow more
or less all the year, and if they do not receive a
little rest at this time, they will be almost useless

for hard forcing with the view of obtaining flowers
at Christmas and onwards. Plants in pots are most
easily managed, as far as efiicient ripening is con-
cerned, as these can be stood out of doors and ro
receive the benefit of the hot autumn sun we gene-
rally receive at the end of the summer. Climbers
under glass must have plenty of air, even if the
lights cannot be removed entirely for a time. By
keeping the soil fairly dry and the plants frequently
syringed overhead, to prevent the wood suffering
from dryness at the roots and in the atmosphere,
the Roses will very soon mature their wood and be
capable of producing early blooms if the after-

treatment is rational. With the exception of about
half-a-dozen of the dwarfer-growing Tea-scented
Roses, such as Niphetos, Mme. Lambard, Souvenir
d'un Ami, Safrano, Francisca Kruger, and Catherine
Mermet, I much prefer a few well-grown and ri-

pened plants of climbers for this early forcing.
Reine Marie Henriette, as a deep red ; Mar(5chal
Niel for yellow ; Wm. Allen Richardson for orange-
yellow, and Belle Lyonnaise for pale canary-yellow
are among the very best varieties.

Gloire de Dijon is also a grand and certain
flowering Rose for this extra early work if treated
as described . Leave the plants fully exposed to the
weather as long as you can consistent with getting
them under cover soon enough to supply flowers at
the required time. This will generally take a trifle

over two months. Do not start the plants too
rapidly

;
it is best to house them for a fortnight or

80 before giving any fire heat. I often house them,
keeping the temperature up by early closing and
damping down until the eyes begin to push at some
2 inches. After this it is well to avoid a moist at-

mosphere at night at this time of year. The plants
must be kept scrupulously clean and free from in-

sects, and when in full growth a little weak
raanuro water twice a week will be beneficial.

Keep thim growing and flowering until March,

POTATO PROSPECTS.

Whatever progress has been made during the

past few years in the raising of so-called disease-

resisting varieties of Potatoes, the dreaded

disease appears to be with us as bad as ever, as

during the past week or two the reports from
different parts of the country all tend in the

.same direction. It had been hoped, and growers

were of the opinion, that the abnormally low
temperature being experienced would wardoS'the

disease, as hitherto it was the alternate spells

of sunshine and rain coupled with a high tem-

perature that favoured its appearance. During
the past few weeks, what with the continued

heavy rains and blustering winds, which were
causing such sad havoc to the corn crops, and
also the gradual rise in the price of bread, who
could not view with concern the condition of

our Potato crops. On journeying through
Potato-growing districts the air seemed reeking

with the taint of the diseased haulm. The
later varieties, of which we may take the Mag-
num as a type, ward of} the disease the best,

probaVjly on account of the more woody tex-

ture of the stems. It is to be hoped that the

experiments now taking place in the various

centres will enlii,'hti n us as to the best mode of

combating the disease, and if the returns when
the crops are dug only equal the present expec-

tations, wo shall have much to bo thankful for.

It is not altogether in what we may term
official centres that the experiments with the

bouillio is taking place, as to my knowledge
there are at least two experiments being

carried on not far from where I now write, and
to the results of these I look forward with the

greatest interest. Any mixture that may be ap-

plied in the form of a fine.sjjray over the foliage,

and which will also destroy the disease or jire-

veiit its appearance, would bo a great boon to

the community at largo. However benelicial

tlio blight powder, as manufactured by Mw.srs,

liucliainian and 'J'ail, may be, its dihtribution

will be the greatest drawback, but with not

very large quarters to go over wo liad lietter by

far expend the time in such an operation than

have diseased tubers. It is all very well for

people to cry out against the time necessary for

such operations, but it is far easier to criticise

than to find or apply a remedy, and whatever is

proposed in reason should not be condemned
before it has a fair trial. We cannot make
the seasons, and we are all well aware that a

line and sunny season is the ideal for producLug

first-class Potatoes that are free from disease

and that will remain of good quality for a

lengthened time after being stored. Potatoes

on heavy land will fare the worst this season as

far as disease is concerned, although by all

accounts it is very prevalent on the boggy lands

in the eastern counties. If I may venture an

opinion, 1 should say that a free use of fresh

slaked lime worked in previous to planting would

improve the condition of the crops on such soils

to a marked degree, as although lime does not

largely enter into the composition of the Potato,

yet it acts as a pulveriser. The above and
kainit, or the latter with superphosphate of

lime,would produce the best results, fresh manure
being omitted for the time being. The Potato

is of such great importance, forming as it does

one of our staple articles of food, that we should

do all that lies in our power, by good culture

and also by experimenting with antidotes, to se-

cure satisfactory returns.

It is quite evident that too close planting of

Potatoes is one of the greatest evils connected

with their cultivation, the haulm becomes un-

naturally drawn, and in a dull and wet
season like the present there is a decided ad-

vance in the quality of the produce if light has

free access to the surface of the soil. The stems

again are more woody, and so better enabled to

guard against attacks. With many people it is

the practice to leave the digging of the crop

until the haulm is completely dead, but on cold

and heavy soils, at any rate, Euch a proceeding

lessens the quality of the tubers considerably,

and the tuliers deteriorate instead of keeping

better. I have known the tubers left in the

ground until they have become very much grub-

eaten, as they very quickly will on cold soils in

a wet season. When the tops commence to

ripen and fall over, that is the sigiial for digging,

and this when they are free from disease.

During a dry time the tubers turn out clean,

and being stored in this condition they keep

sound and good, and are in marked contrast to

those with the wet soil adhering to them, as in

this state they are sure to lose in quality. Dry
tubers with dry surroundings are the condi-

tions which are needed to pro<hico Potatoes of

good table quality. The earlier or midseason

varieties will always be comparatively low in

price, as there is generally the risk of the bulk

being cut oil' with the disease if left too long in

the ground, and as it would bo impossible to

store these, they are dug up and sold direct,

the grower having to take tho current price.

Last season the same state of things was viewed,

people being under tho impressicm that the late

Potatoes would barely pay for storage in

largo quantities, but subseciucnt events proved

otherwise, as it was many years since prices

were so remunerative as during tho past

spring. The destruction of tho green crops

caused a considerable run on Potatoes, and

those who stored their Potatoes eilectively were

well paid for their pains. Tho earlier varieties,

which (|uieklytako the disease wh-.'n conditions

are favourable, being almost ruined, tho late

strong growing kiuds,'from their greater resisting

power,will be eommenccd on earlier than usual,

whicli makes it all tho more desirable that tho

tubers bo stored in a clean and dry ccuulition.

! have known Potatoes lose in ipiality consider-
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ably when stored in a wet condition, the mois-

ture causing them to sweat, and so become very

soapy in texture and strong in flavour. After be-

coming fit for digging it is no use whatever
leaving the tubers in the ground, thinking by
so doing that they will become further ripened

and their keeping qualities increased accord-

ingly, as experience has shown that such is not

the case. Therefore the best policy is to com-

mence digging as soon as growing has ceased

and the tops commenc3 to ripen and fall over, a

sure sign that all action between top and tuber

is finished, and that the sooner they are out of

the ground and in a dry store, to finish up their

ripening, the better it will be. A. Y. A.

Cauliflower and Broccoli plants going
blind.—My experience on this subject coincides

exactly with that of " Dorset " (p. 212), plants going
blind in almost wholesale numbers, not only in the

seed bed, for many of the plants were affected

after they had been put out a month. Especially

is this the case among Broccoli, where I fear there

will be large breadths to account for at a time
when Broccoli heads will be scarce. I have noticed

also that the Swedes in the fields are affected in a
similar manner. I attribute it to a check, or several

checks, owing to the excessively wet and cold

weather experienced this season.

—

Hants.

Pea English Wonder —This is a valuable
early dwarf Pea some IG inches in height, which
1 as received the above name because it was raised

from American Won<?er, on which it is a great
improvement. Ihe pods, which are freely borne, are
long and narrow, and contain from nine to eleven

Peas, very closely set, of a dark green colour, and
of capital quality. I saw it growing at the Eyns-
ford seed farm the other day, being tested for late

work also, and it answered admirably. These very
d«aif Peas are out of character when staked. They
should be sown in rows 20 inches apart, when, as

in this case, thej crop profusely. Frequent gather-
ings of such Peas as these through September
would prove invaluable to the gardeners whose
VI ge'able requirements are heavy.—A.

Trees and Shrubs.

EXOCHORDA ALBERTI.
As this species, which is new, rare, and of unques-
tionable merit in an ornamental point of view, has,

t.nfoitunately, not been described in any of the
current horticultural publication,', we have sought
for intoriration on two most essential particulars

respecting it. The first of these is purely scientific,

and specially comprises the origin of the species
and the description of its chief characteristics.

For this part of tha subject we applied to lions.
Franchet, the botanist attached to the herbarium
in the JIaseum of Natural History at Paris, who
has supplied us with the following precise account
of this species :

—

ExocHORDA Alberti (Kegel).—The genus Exc-
chorda, which was established by Lindley in 185'<

for a shrub which was introduced from C'entral

China by Fortune in ISll), contains (so far as is

known at present) three species, viz. (1) E. grandi-
flora (Lindl), (2) E.serratifolia (S. Moore), a native
of the northern parts of China, distinguished by
having its leaves deeply serrated on the margin,
and (?.) E. Alberti (Kegel). The last-named spe-
cies bears a considerable resemblance to E. gracdi-
flora in having leaves which are very entire on the
margin, or sometimes only slightly dentate at the
ap2x, but it particularly differs from that species
in having the divisions of the calyx shorter, and
also in the number of the stamens, which in E.
Alberti amount to twenty-five, and are disposed in

five bundles of five stamens each ; whereas, in E.
grandifiora the stamens are fifteen in number, dis-
posed in five bundles of three stamens in each.
Exochorda Alberti was discovered by M. Albert

Kegel in the eastern part of Bokhara (Turkestan),
where it grows in the high mountain region at an

|

elevation of from 1300 metres to 2000 metres. At
the lowest altitude in which it has been met with,

it begins to flower in the month of April. In the

year ISSO, Mons. E. Kegel mentioned this plant in

the " Index semin. horti Petropolitani " under the

name of Alberti simplicifolia, but did not append
any description of it. He did not recognise the

genus to which it belongs until the following year.

In ISSl he described it in the " Acta horti Petro-

politani " (viii., (j'j(j) under the name of Exochorda
Alberti, and illustrated his description with a
figure (pi. xiii.), the general aspect of which is

identical with that of E. grandiflora. The leaves,

however, seem to be somewhat larger and the car-

pels of the fruit somewhat thicker. The leaves of

the sterile branches—the only ones that are toothed

—are also more acute. These, in addition to those

mentioned above, appear to be all the points of

difference which exist between the two species.

The history of the species E. Alberti having been

thus recorded, and its characteristics having been
sufficiently described to remove all doubt as to its

scientific value as a species, it now remains for us

to mention the other particulars relating to it which
we have obtained from two different sources. Of

these we shall first mention the account which was
sent to us by Messrs. Transon fr^res, of Orleans,

viz. :

—

" The plant (Exochorda Alberti), which is a native

of Central Asia, was introduced into cultivation in

the year 1886. It is perfectly hardy, defying the

winter's frost, even the young shoots in spring be-

ing exempt from injury by cold weather. Multi-

plication is effected by sowing the seed, which ger-

minates very well without needing to be previously
' stratified ' in sand. Up to the present, seed has

not been produced by any plants grown here, and
all our young plants have been raised from im-

ported seed. Multiplication by means of cuttings,

even herbaceous ones, does not appear likely to be

effective, as it is the merest chance whether they

strike root or not, the per-centage of successes

averaging only about four in the hundred. The
leaves are deciduous, and do not fall until the time

of frost is drawing near. They are of a finer green

colour than those of E. grandiflora. The flowers

are scentless and of a purer white than those of

E grandiflora, but are not quite so large. The
plant is a vigorous grower, and very soon attains a

height cf from 10 feet to 13 feet, forming a com-
pact bush with foliage of a very deep and very fine

shade of green."

In addition to the foregoing, Messrs. Simon
Louis, of Metz, to whom we had also written for

information respecting this species, sent us the fol-

lowing reply :—

" In the commencement of the spring of the year

1888 we received from Germany plants of Exochorda

Alberti. This is a very vigorous-growing species

with broader leaves than those of E. grandiflora. It

is thus spoken of in the German catalogues : A new
plant from Central Asia, described by Dr. E. Kegel,

far surpassing E. grandiflora by reason of its more

vigorous growth, the more erect disposition of its

branches, and its richer- coloured and more abun-

dant foliage ; its flowers also are of a purer white.

It is a very hardy species, and proof not only

against frost, but also against all other inclemen-

cies of winter weather."

From all that has been here stated it will lie seen

that Exochorda Alberti (Kegel) is a valuable orna-

mental plant, of very vigorous growth and hardy.

It is also exceedingly floriferous, its very numerous

erect branches being annually covered with flowers.

—llerve HortU'oh'.

Barberries iu fruit —One of the most showy
features among hardy shrubs at the present time

is furnished by the common Barberry (Berberis

vulgaris), which in its various forms is profusely

laden with the bright- coloured oblong- shaped

berries so familiar to all. Where numbers of them

are grown together, and the several varieties are

there represented, it is very interesting to notice

the difference that exists in the colour of the

berries, some being of a more vivid hue than others.

The best form, with its fruits of a bright vermillion

when ripe, is very rich and glowing in the sunlight,

while the purple-leaved Barberry differs from the

type, besides the colour of its foliage, in the berries

also being of a purple tint. Berberis sinensis or

Thunbergi, which attracted such a large share of

attention last autumn, is as yet not particularly

attractive, for the little oblong sealing-wax-like

berries are at present in an unripe state. Darwin's
Barberry (B. Darwini), as a rule, bears such a pro-

fusion of fruit, that some of the shoots are towards
the upper part simply a mass of berries. They are

of a deep blackish-purple colour, and furnished with
a bloom like a thoroughly ripened Grape. The
birds will often completely strip this Barberry of

its leaves and leave the common one quite un-
touched.—T.

The Claret Vine (Vitis vinifera purpurea).

—

During the early part of the season the name of

this Vine appears to be somewhat of a misnomer,
as the foliage at that time shows in colour but
little divergence from the normal form, but to-

wards the end of the summer the leaves become
suffused with a purplish red hue, which continues

to intensify till they drop. It is so ornamental
about August and September, as to be well worthy
of a place among our best hardy climbers with
handsome foliage, a remark that will apply with
equal force to several other Vines. Thus, some of

the North American species, such as Vitis La-
brusca, Kstivalis, and cordifolia, with the Asiatic

V. amurensis, produce in great profusion huge
leaves that vie with those of the Dutchman's Pipe
(Aristolochia Sipho). Besides this there are some
other Vines, or near allies thereof, which possess

highly ornamental features, though the leaves are

not remarkable for size. Among them may be
mentioned the cut-leaved variety of the common
Grape (apiifolia), the whole of whose foliage is cut

and slashed after the manner of the Parsley-leaved

Bramble. Besides its ornamental foliage, the fruit

of this is by no means to be despised. A'itis Thun-
bergi, a Japanese species, has leaves of but a mode-
rate size, deeply lobed, and of an intense glossy

green on the upper surface, and covered on the

under side with a rusty coloured down. A mass
of this is very ornamental by reason of the deeply

lobed leaves and their rich green, glossy surface.

On a hot sunny wall, but not during such a season

as the present, the blue-fruited Vine (V. humuli-

folia) is towards the end of the summer very at-

tractive, as the berries, which are about the size of

large peas, are when ripe of a beautiful blue colour.

The little variegated-leaved Vitis heterophylla

variegata, which is frequently used as a bedding

p'ant, will resist more frost than is generally sup-

posed, for it is usually regarded as a greenhouse

plant, yet it has stood out of doors for many years

in the neighbourhood of London, and is still

flourishing. It assumes quite a herbaceous cha-

racter, usually dying to the ground, or nearly so,

and breaking away freely on the return of spring,

—T.

Pavia macrostachya.— The blooms of th;s

beautiful member of the Horse Chestnut family are

this year rather later than usual in expanding,

but its ornamental qualities suffer no diminution

thereby ; indeed, the wet summer would appear to

be (where the soil is well drained) all in its favour,

as the entire specimen is furnished with ample dark

green leaves, while the spikes of flowers are truly

grand, and borne in greater profusion than usual.

This Pavia is one of the most desirable shrubs we
possess for isolating on a lawn, as if soil and sur-

roucdi"gs be favourable it will form quite a hemi-

spherical mass, whose outside branches sweep the

turf, while the entire specimen is thickly studded

with erect spikes of blossoms. They are far less

massive than the other Pavias or their near allies,

the Horse Chestnuts, as the long protruding

stamens form a very prominent feature
;
and as the

blooms are arranged in a cylindrical manner, a spike

at its best has quite a Bottle-brush appearance.

The flowers are white, and the anthers being red-

dish are very noticeable. Loudon's remark con-

cerning this Pavia, that "it forms one of the

greatest floral ornaments of the shrubbery at a

season when very few trees or shrubs are in flower.'
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is just as applicable at the present day as when
written, for despite the many introductions since

that time it stands forth in its way quite unap-

proached at this season of the year. This Pavia

is not a plant for dry sandy soils, but given a cool,

fairly moist spot it is in no ways fastidious, though

it succeeds best in good loam. The reddish colour

of the leaf-stalks is also another notable feature.

It is quite an uncommon shrub, though the suckers,

which are pushed up in considerable numbers from

an established plant, afford a ready means of in-

creasing it, all that is necessary being to detach

them in a careful manner and plant them where
they can be well looked after for a year or two. This

shrub is sometimes known under the name of jEscu-

lus parviflora. It is a native of South Carolina and
Georgia, and was introduced into this country in

1820.—H. P.

Double-flowered Bramble.—The pink form

of the double-flowered Bramble is one of the most
beautiful objects to be found among flowering

shrubs at this season of the year, the entire upper

part of the plant being laden with clusters of its

charming rosette-like blossoms, which are composed
of a great number of closely-packed, quilled petals,

after the manner of some of the double D.^isies, and
from this character the name of bellidifolius (by

which it is sometimes known) is derived. Sscured

to two or three sticks, it wUl, where clear of other

shrubs, form a large open mass, the long flexible

branches being disposed in a loose, yet graceful

manner. When planted, however, in close proxi-

mity to a large shrub or small tree, it will, as a
rule, quickly assume the rambling character of a
Bramble, and mount up among the branches of its

neighbour. As it succeeds well even in dry sandy
soils and continues to flower for a long period, this

Bramble has much to commend it.—T.

The Fruit Crops.

WALES.
Gogerddan Hall, Aberystwitli.—The fruit

crop in this district is very good. We have an
abundant crop of all small fruits, such as Goose-

berries and Currants (Black and Red), and Straw-

berries have been very good, but many were spoilt

by the rain. We have a heavy crop of Plums and
Damsons, and Pears both on the wall and on stan-

dard trees. There is an average crop of Apples of

very good quality. May Duke and Morello Cherries

are good. Apricots are very scarce, and not much
grown in this neighbourhood.

—

Jas. Veaeey.

Picton Castle, Pembroke.—Apples are a
failure in this district. We had a grand show of

bloom, but the sharp frosts and winds which we
had during the early part of May ruined what
otherwise promised to be a splendid crop. Pears
are an average crop. Plums very good, as also

were Strawberries, Cherries, and small fruits gene-

rally.—J. DU.MBLB.

Tan-y-bwlch, Merioneth.—There will be, I

may say, a famine of Apples, Pears, Cherries, and
sPlums (excepting ItuUaces, which are a very heavy
crop) in this neighbourhood, as all are very light. On
the other hand, small fruits, viz , Currants, Red,
White, and Black, have been exceptionally heavy
and clean, but Strawberries have been almo.st a
failure, not a quarter of a crop, notably so early

kinds, such as Sharpley's Pauline, La Grosse Sucri^e,

Marie Nicaise, and Unser Fritz. Among late kimls
Eleanor carried much the heaviest crops. Loxford
Hall Seedling was much below the average, but
what fruit there was was of fine size and superb
quality. Alpine Quatre Saisons promise well for

late crop. The loss of the Strawberry crop is

attributed to the Whitsun frosts, for never had we
a fairer promise nor stronger bloom.— .1. RonisBTS.

SCOTLAND.
Terregles Gardens, Dumfries.— Notwith-

stiinding r-" and tj" of frost on May 17 and 18, the
fruit crops generally are much better than we
expected. Apples suffered most, the fruit having
dropped in hundreds, leaving us the thinnest crop

we have had for some years, but in some neigh-

bouring gardens I notice good crops of fine fruit.

Pears are over an average crop ; Plums under
average ; Cherries average ; Strawberries, especially

late varieties, and Raspberries have been abundant
and good. Bush fruits—with the exception of

Black Currants, which were destroyed in spring by
bullfinches and green linnets—are abundant. As
regards Nectarines of the varieties grown here.

Lord Napier, Pineapple. Eiruge, and Downton are

the best flavoured, and Lord Napier and Hardwick
Seedling the earliest ; none are grown out of doors.

A.ClIALMBES.

Penninghame Gardens, Wigtownsbire.

—

The fruit crops in this neighbourhood are on the

whole very irregular. Fine crops of Gooseberries,

Currants, and Raspberries in some places, while in

others in the same locality they are nearly a failure.

Here these have been scarce, while Strawberries,

Cherries and Plums are abundant. Apples and
Pears are under an average crop. We do not grow
Nectarines in the open in this locality, but they are

fine under glass, likewise Peaches and Grapes.- J.

DUTHIB.

Broxmouth Park, Dunbar.—Seldom have we
had such an abundant crop of fruit of all sorts as

we have this season. Apples and Apricots are if

anything under average, but clean and healthy.

Plums and Cherries are a good crop, much better

than usual. Pears are very plentiful and had to

be thinned to a third of what they were)carrying. All

the[sinall fruits are over average and fine in quality,

especially Strawberries. Regarding Peaches, and
Nectarines,'our outdoor trees have only been planted

eighteen months ago, and though growing well and
a few fruits on them, I cannot say much about them
this year.

—

Wm. McKelvie.

Galloway House, Wigtownsliire.— The
fruit crops in this county are fairly good, but on
shallow soils, or where water is not plentiful.

Strawberries and Raspberries have suffered from
the long-continued drought. Apples are slightly

below an average crop, especially the earlier

flowering varieties, which were in full bloom at the

time of the severe frosts in May. Late sorts are

generally very good. Pears are full crops both on
walls and standards, and the fruit promises to be

large and well coloured. Plums are abundant on
Victoria, Lawson's Golden Gage. Coe's Golden
Drop, and others ; Green Gages, which seldom are a
full crop, are better than they have been for some
years. Peaches and Nectarines are fair crops ; the

fruit of the former are very large and promise to

finish well. Apricots are thin ; these do not succeed

well here. Figs are plentiful, especially of Brown
Turkey. Strawberries have been abundant, especi-

ally of the early and midseason varieties ; late va-

rieties were checked for want of moisture, and did

not swell off their fruit as they should have done.

Raspberries are a small crop, the worst for several

years past. Currants of all varieties and Goose-

berries are heavy crops.

Potatoes are good crops, the quality excellent,

and no disease has appeared as yet.

—

James Day.

Moy Hall, Inverness-shire.—The fruit crops

in this neighbourhood are a complete failure. Straw-

berries being the only exception ; they are an ex-

cellent crop, large and numerous. 1 attribute the

complete failure to the intense hard frosts during

the late spring months. I subjoin the register for

one week from March 7, 18°; 8,20'; 9, 2G° ; 10,

21°; 11, 23°; 12, 28'; 13, 19°.

Vegetahlbs look extremely well. Potatoes are

a good crop with no sign of disease.— D. Rhtnd.

Castlemilk, Dumfriesshire.—Fruit crops in

general good. The well-known free-fruiting varie-

ties of Apples are carrying heavy crops. Pears

not much grown, and the few that are are aver-

age. Plums good. Apricots, Peaches and Necta-

rines not grown out of doors. Cherries good.

Small fruits plentiful, with exception of Black

Currants and Raspberries ; the former a failure

with the combined ravages of the maggot and bull-

finch, but where not alTected heavy, Rnspberry

canes killed half down liuring the winter, therefore

poor. Those growing wild, however, have seldom

been finer. Strawberries heavy crops ; earliest

flowers of Vicomtesse H. de Thnry and Noble de-

stroyed by frost.

—

William King.

Arbuthnott Gardens.—No Nectarines are

grown in this quarter out of doors ; Violette H:ltive

and Elruge do well indoors ; Victoria has a ten-

dency to crack in most places. I have never
studied the stocks on which these are grown.

Apples on walls fair crop ; standards very poor (an

extra crop last year). Pears on walls fair crop

;

no use here as standards. Plums on walls full

crop. Cherries extra heavy crop. Gooseberries

very heavy crop ; also Black and Red and White
Currants. This refers to the gardens at Arbuthnott,

and in some gardens in the neighbourhood Black
Currants and Gooseberries are a very poor crop.

Strawberries a very fair crop. They suffered very

much from the drought at blooming time. Con-
sidering the exceptionally dry season we have had,

fruit, on the whole, has done remarkably well.

—

J. M. Gaibns.

Scone Palace, Perth.—Fruit crops in this lo-

cality are, as a whole, satisfactory. Strawberries,

Raspberries,Ciooseberries,and Currants areabundant
and of excellent quality. Apples are plentiful.

Pears rather thin. Apricots, Plums, and Cherries

are over the average. With the exception of a few
favoured localities, Peaches and Nectarines do not
succeed on the open wall in this district.—A. Mac-
Kinnon.

Warthill Gardens, Aberdeenshire.—The
fruit crop in this neighbourhood is very poor ; in

our garden we would have only about one-third of

a crop of Gooseberries, Black Currants, Red and
White Currants ; the failure was owing to the buds
being picked by the birds in the end of March.
Plums shared the same fate. Apples and Pears

none. Strawberries much cut up by the frost we
had on the 9th of June while in bloom. Not so

bad in neighbouring gardens. Raspberries a heavy
crop. Peaches and Nectarines will not do out of

doors here. Cherries none.

—

David Rust.

Haddo House, Aberdeen.- -In this locality

the fruit crops are very poor. There was abund-

ance of blossom in spring, but a continued gale of

N. and N E. cold winds and one night's severe frost

in May played havoc with all, or nearly all fruit

trees and bushes. Plums (which are grown only

on walls) are a fairly good crop, especially Vic-

toria. Pears are a poor crop. Apples on standards

are almost a failure ; a few trees on walls have a
good crop. Cherries, with the exception of one or

two Morellos, have been poor. Peaches, Nectarines,

and Apricots are not grown out of doors in this

neighbourhood. Gooseberries and Black and Red
Currants are nearly a complete failure. In a cot-

tage garden here and there a good crop is to be

seen, but, as a rule, they are very poor. Straw-

berries and Raspberries are a large crop, but have
been and are being very much destroyed by the

constant rains we have had for three or four weeks.

Altogether the fruit crops in this part of the

country are worse than they have been for the last

twenty years.—John Forrest.

Glaniis Castle, Forfarshire. — Considering

the trying weather experienced when the trees were

in bloom, there is a fair average crop of hardy fruits

in this district. Among large fruits Apples are

turning out best, and have improved very much
with the recent rains. Pears are thin and bad.

Peaches and Apricots, though not much grown out

of doors, are above the avenge. Plums and Cher-

ries are very irregular. There is also much irre-

gularity among small fruits. Early and late Goose-

berries have good crops, while midseason are thin.

Currants of all kinds are fair. Raspberries are

extra good. Strawberries, especially late sorts, are

good. The eariy ones got badly frosted when in

bloom, and consequently were thin.- ,lAs WlllTTON.

Tynninghame, East Lothian.— All small

fruits have done well, tluuigh here and there

Gooseberries and even Black Currants have been

failures. Much damage is done to tliese by the

flocks of small birds which are everywhere so very

numerous. Apples are generally a poor crop, and

it is only from tried free-fruiting sorts that any
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frait is to be had. Ecklinville Seedling for the

past two years has been almost bare of fruit, the

bads having been eaten by birds. I have learned

that the same thing has oocnrred in other gardens

as well. Pears are a very good crop, and the fruit

clean, though not large. Apricots are generally

thin. Plums better than expected and the fruit

good. In the neighbourhood Peaches and Necta-

rines are fairly good. Taken all round, it cannot be

said that this is a good fruit season.— R. P.

Brotheeton.

Dunrobin Castle Gardens, Sutherland.—
E irly Strawbsrries have cropped well. Later sorts

show an average crop of good fruit. Standard

Apple trees are a blank this season, but on wall

trees there is a moderate crop. Pears and Plums
are thin. Rispberries are average. Black and
Red Currants are a moderate crop. Gooseberries are

a light crop. Peaches and Nectarines do not suc-

ceed out of doors here. I have tried the old sorts

and some of the new, bat the climate is not good
enough for them. I believe at Ospisdale, some
twelve miles from here as the crow flies. Peaches,

Nectarines and Apricots ripened out of doors fairly

well at one time, but they are not grown there now,

probably for climatic reasons. Forty to fifty years

ago Peaches, Apricots and Figs were, on good
authority, said to ripen here out of doors, but the

climate must have been better then than now.— D.

Melville,

Drummond Castle, Perthshire.—The fruit

crops have not turned out what they promised

at one time ; however, I find in this neighbourhood
they are a good average. Plums are a very small

crop, also Cherries, but Apples and Pears are good
and abundant also. Black, White and Red Cur-

rants, Strawberries, Raspberries, &c., are a good
crop, and Gooseberries very deficient. Peaches
and Nectarines we have none.

—

John Robb.

Blair Drummond, Perthshire—The fruit

crops in the gardens here are about an average

generally. Apples rather under. Pears on walls

very fair ; none on standards. Plums very good,

especially Victoria, Rivers' Early Prolific, Cox's

Emperor, Pond's Seedling, Goliath, Denniston's Su-

perb, and Coe's Golden Drop all bearing fine crops.

Apricots also good, and Cherries fine, including

Morellos. A good average crop of Strawberries,

perhaps a little small in size, but good. Goose-
berries good. Black Currants under, being terribly

troubled by bullfinches in spring. Red Currants

fine. The season over all is about three weeks late.

The Nectarines grown here are all inside on the

Mussel Plum—Elruge, Violette Hative, and Red
Roman. All I may say good sorts, coming in in the

order named. I do not think they would succeed
outside as far as I aware.

I
Potatoes in this district are looking remarkably

well, and vegetables in the garden promise to be
good.—J. KiN'G.

Alloa House Gardens, Alloa, Clackman-
nanshire.—Apples are an average crop; Pears under
average ; Plums average ; Cherries average ; Peaches
and Nectarines very fine under glass, few grown out-

side ; Apricots few grown ; small fruits average crop,

good quality ; Strawberries average crop ; Nuts under
average. Regarding Nectarines, I find the best

flavoured kinds are Elruge (which is now in use),

Rivers' Orange, and Pine-apple. On the other points,

I hardly feel warranted to express my opinion, as I

do not make a specialty of Nectarine growing.

—

TiioMAa Obmiston.

Lochryan House, Cairnryan, 'Wigtown,
N B.—Pears on walls fair crop. Late varieties set

best. Standards a failure. Apples, early varieties,

a failure ; late varieties fine crop. Plums below
average on walls ; standards a failure. Cherries,

sweet, good ; Morello fair crop, dropped badly
when stoning. Gooseberries, Currants, Red and
Black, good crop, large and fine. I summer prune
Gooseberries, and am, therefore, seldom troubled
with fly or caterpillar. I believe the fruit swells

to a greater size. The only Nectarine grown is

Red Roman. None out of doors to my knowledge
in this county. I planted some young Peaches
out of doors last year, and expect good results.

—

Tas. Cockkb. I

Ferns.

PHYMATODES.
This is a section of the netted veined Poly-

podiums established by Presl. This genus
contains many very handsome plants, having
spreading fronds of a leathery texture, which

^

Phymatoiles albo.squamata.

are very handsome and telling when in a

mature and fertile condition. There are a great
number of species, but I think if properly
defined, they m.iy all be said to be natives of

the Eastern Hemisphere, and some of the

kinds are extremely rare in cultivation . Hav-

ing stout creeping rhizomes, they should be
planted on the surface of the soil, and this

is best raised up into a little mound in the
centre ; the pots should be well and properly
drained, and the soil should be a mixture of

light turfy loam and peat with plenty of fibre

in it, the whole made tolerably sandy. This
should be built into a mound above the rim
of the pot and the whole made firm and solid

.

These Ferns enjoy a very liberal supply of

water to their roots during the growing or

summer season, with an occasional sprinkling

overhead with the sjringe, and also a moist
atmosphere. Most of the kinds being natives

of warm countries require the heat of the
stove or warm house, but one or two kinds be-

ing natives of New Zealand will thrive in the

cool house fernery.

P. NiGEESCEjrs.—This is one of the handsomest
of the genus, and also one of the rarest in cultiva-

tion. The pinna;, cut down nearly to the mid-rib,

are some 8 inches long or more, and nearly ! j inches
wide. The frond is made up of eight or ten pairs of

pinnie, and a larger terminal one. The sori are
very bold in a single row on each side of the midrib.

The fronds attain a length of about 24 inches to

30 inches. This is the Polypodium saccatum and
Phymatodes saccata of some authorities. Found
in the Malayan Archipelago and the warm islands

in the Pacific.

P. PELTIDBA is another rare species ; it has been
mixed somewhat with P. vulgaris, and is frequently
said to be that species, from which, however, it

is very distinct ; the fronds are about a foot or

18 inches in length, and bear two or three
pairs of pincfe, which are stout and leathery in

texture.

P. LONGISSIMA is a rare species found in Java,

the Philippines, Northern India, &c., but in none of

these places does it abound. The fronds each attain

a length of about 3 feet or 4 feet, half of which is

naked. It is a distinct looking species, the pinna;

being deeply divided. The narrow wing-like appear-
ance of that portion which joins the midrib renders
the plant very distinct and curious.

P. INCUBVATA.—This has leathery fronds. The
barren fronds are in some cases simply tripartite,

and in others have one or two pairs of pinna; ; the
fertile ones are much narrower. It is rather a rare

plant in cultivation. Native of Malacca.

P. LEIOKEHIZA.—A distinct pinnate-leaved Ferr,

the fronds growing some 2 feet or 3 feet in length.

It is widely spread in India, growing up to an eleva-

tion of almost 4000 feet.

P. ALBO-SQUAMATA.—This is a Very distinct

and handsome plant, having somewhat the ap-

pearance of a Goniophlebium. The pinnie are lan-

ceolate, tapering to a long slender point, the
upper surface being covered over more or less with
white dots ; the sori are very bold and large, in a
single row midway between the midrib and the mar-
gin. This plant is also rare in cultivation. It is a
naMve of the Philippine Islands.

The above half dozen kinds are all good and
handsome plants. There are others, such as P.

pustulata, P. Billardieri, which if well grown
assume good proportions. There are also other

kinds such as P. vulgaris, P. terminalis, and P.

longipes, but they are not essential when only

a good selection is cared for

William Hugh Gower.

Adiantum palmatum {J. M.) is the name of

your Fern ; it is by far the finest specimen I have
hitherto seen of this species. The plant is one of

the discoveries of M. Roezl in Peru, and he says it

grows at elevations of between 10,000 feet and
1 1,0110 feet, and this fact should be borne in mind by
cultivators, who should treat it in a cool manner. I

do not think, however, that a greenhouse is at all

the proper place for it, and I think the place to

grow this successfully is a well-regulated Masde-

vallia house, or, wanting thi.", a situation in the
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Odontoglossum house would suit it admirably.
The plant should be well drained and not be
overloaded with soil, giving it about equal parts of

light tarfy loam and peat, using a little Sphagnum
Moss and some sand. Many people have expressed
a wish to ornament the rafters of their cool house
with something green, and here we have a plant

which would suit them admirably.—W. H. G.

Flower Garden.

SNOWDROPS.*
Le.ss than twenty years ago there was, practi-

cally, but one kind of Snowdrop grown in Eng-
land, G. nivalis, in its single and double
forms. G. plioatus was iitroduced soon after

the Crimean war, but it was not often seen
unless in botanic gardens. Early in the '70's

(i. Elwesi was introduced, and in 1875 Mr.
Barr oflered, under the name of G. Imperati,

a very fine form wliicli the late Mr. James
Atkins, of Painswick, procured " from some-
where in the kingdom of Naples." This is

much finer than the G. Imperati offered by
Messrs. Backhouse and others some two or

three years later, and now generally grown un-

der that name. I propose that the earlier form
be called G. n. Atkinsi. Then the wonderful
G. latifolius (first offered as G. Redoutei), a

Snowdrop with the leaves of a Soilla, was followed

later on by G. caucasicus, and finally by G.

Fosteri. At the present time we have all these

heads of the family in cultivation, and in addi-

tion there are just opening up to us the results

of intermarriages between the various forms.

We have also discovered that a few forms of G.
nivalis, whose lot it is to grow on some of the

classic mountains of Greece, hurry into flower

in September or October instead of January,
and some of their little cousins in Corfu try to

do the same, but cannot get their wardrobes
ready until a few weeks later.

In speaking of Snowdrops we must not for-

get that, besides the scientific division into spe-

cies and sub-species, we have the amateur's ar-

rangements into classes, according to colours

and other peculiarities. Consequently we hear
of white Snowdrops and yellow Snowdrops, and
also green Snowdrops. From more than one
quarter a rumour reaches me that there actually

exists a really pink Snowdrop. I shall have
something more to say on each of these classes.

G. NIVALIS.— I do not think it is necessary for

me to say much about this, as it is so well known
and is such a favourite everywhere. For massing
or growing on Grass there is no variety equal to it,

or one that yields such a quantity of flowers.

G. IMPEKATI (of Backhouse) seems to be nothing
more than nivalis enlarged and improved, by grow-

ing it for untold generations under more favourable

climatic conditions. I think no botanist would be
able to say where nivalis ended and Imperati com-
menced. In the section to which G. nivalis and G.

Imperati belong there are some most lovely Snow-
drops, amongst which I would mention first Mr.
Melville's Dunrobin form, now known as G. Mel-

villei major. For several years after Mr. llelville

sent me this it did not seem at all happy, but

since it became thoroughly established it has
done well. I consider it a very fine variety, and I

think the purest in colour of all Snowdrops,
Bcarcely excepting G. poculiformia. G. n. Atkinsi

is second to none in size, form, quality, and freedom
of growth. All my correspondents speak most
highly of this ; it is the plant known to some as Im-
perati of Atkins, or true Imperati. One of my lirst

seedlings, which I named Charmer, is quite in the

front rank, being very large, of great breadth and
substance of petal, and of perfect form and quality.

» Taper rciul by Mr. .)as. Allen before the Royal
Horticultural Society, March 10, 181)1.

It is of dwarf habit, and the foliage is of great
substance and very broad. The whole plant is most
distinct. Another of my seedlings I call Galatea.
This, too, is one of the giants of the family as to
size of flower, but not in stature. I have never
been able to decide whether this or Charmer is

the more perfect flower. A recent seedling named
Cupid is a great favourite of mine. This is not a
giant, but is large, if classed under nivalis, and I

think it the most perfect of that section, having
such breadth and substance of petal and beauty of
form. A'alentine is also one of my newer seedlings,
and quite distinct, It is of the ordinary size, but
of fine expanded form, showing off the unusually
large dark green markings on the inner petals. A
small seedhng of perfect form I have named Tom-
tit. This is different from the usual small forms of
nivalis. Another of my seedlings flowers after most
of the other Snowdrops are over, being later than a
selected form which I called G. Gusmusi. My
seedling I called Lazybones. A year or two since
I selected from some imported roots of G. Impe-
rati a lovely dwarf, very late flowering form, which
I named Afterglow. This is the most beautiful of
the late class.

G. NIVALIS FL.-PL. (Allen),—This, one of my ear-

liest seedlings, is quite distinct from the old one so
common in gardens. The seedling is of dwarfer
growth and gives smaller flowers, but the doubling
is almost as regular as that of a Ranunculus, and
there are no extra outer petals to destroy the sym-
metry of the flower, which is as perfect as the
single one. G. n. plenissimus is another double
seedling which has just given its first flower. The
centre is very full and the formation very regular

;

the green marked petals are not so perfect as in tlie

other seedling, and I do not think it will be so
handsome a flower. As the parent was a large
form it is probable this will have a large flower.

Besides these I have a large number of fine seed-

lings belonging to this section, which are full of

beauty and interest to me.

G. PLICATD8 is very distinct in its character,
and its best forms possess great beauty, both of

flower and of leaf. The foremost place in this

section belongs to G. p. maximus, found a few
years since in a garden at Chapel, in Berwick-
shire, by Mr. W. B. Boyd, of Melrose. This won-
derful variety, under favourable conditions, gives
flowers the petals of which are fully 2 inches long

;

the width is, perhaps, not quite equal to this

great length, but it is the grandest of all Snow-
drops. It is a very late bloomer and a good
grower. In the same garden Mr. Boyd found
another good variety, which he named G. p.

Chapeli. This is not nearly so large, but it has
very broad petals, and is of fine form, and ranks
with the best. Some years ago I selected a fine

form, which I named G. p. elegans. I have sent
this to a great many correspondents, and they place

it in the front rank. I regret to say that for several

years it has done badly with me, and I have almost
lost it. About the same time I selected a variety

whicli had the broadest and handsomest leaves I

have ever seen. For several years it grew well

;

then got sickly and died out after struggling for

two or three seasons. G. plicatus usually flowers

late, but I have a selected form, G. p. precox, which
flowers with the early varieties of G. nivalis. This
is very distinct. Another selected form, G. p.

Omega, flowers with the very latest.

G. Elwesi is one of the most distinct species

of Snowdrop we have, and the best varieties

of it are very large and handsome, but still it is

not a universal favourite. It wants the most shel-

tered spots in the garden, otherwise the wind is too

much for the top-heavy flowers, and their purity

and lieauty are soon gone. I am trying to get a race
of finely shaped flowers, with short, sturdy stems
to enable them to carry their heads erect in tlie

battle of life. Many find G. Elwesi didicult to

manage, l>ut with rae it grows very freely, espe-

cially in one bed of very light soil, where tlie

seedlings are almost a nuisance. Last autumn I

planted in the Grass and odd places some collected

bulbs of G. Elwesi. These are now giving some
very weakly flowers, and among them I have

noticed great variety and novelty of form ; and I

have found half-a-dozen with the inner petals

almost entirely green, which is very unusual in G.

Elwesi. I imagine these must have been from a
new habitat. I have selected one bulb and named
it G. Elwesi Balloon, from the extraordinary

shape of the petals, which are hollowed out like

an old-fashioned caddy-spoon. I have never seen

any at all like it before.

G. LATIFOLIUS.—I well remember when my first

roots of this species pushed through the soil, I

thought Dr. Wallace had made a mistake and sent

me ScUlas instead of Snowdrops, and the uncer-

tainty was prolonged, as I had no flowers for several

years, a peculiarity of this species being that it will

not bloom until thoroughly established. This is

the most distinct of all the Snowdrops, with its broad
grass-green foliage and small pure white flowers,

and it has a delicate beauty all its own, more es-

pecially just before the bud expands, when the two
leaves curve so lovingly round the ilower-stem. I

have obtained roots of this species from many
quarters, but there seems to be little or no varia-

tion in the size, shape, or markings of the flowers.

Had they been raised from one original plant they
could not well be more uniform. I am anxious to

get some varieties of this species, and shall be very

thankful for any assistance in that way.

G. CAUCASICUS was first offered by Mr. Ware in

1S88. The dozen bulbs I had that autumn, and
also the six which I bought the following spring,

have not done well, and at the present time I have
but four roots left alive, half of these being too

weak to flower. The two strongest roots are grow-
ing in gritty loam and the others in very sandy
soil. The heavier soil seems to suit this species

best, although Mr. Ware tells me that he grows it

in nearly pure sea-sand. This species has broad,

pointed, very glaucous leaves and rather small

flowers, very much after those of the nivalis type.

It has not been in cultivation sufficiently long to

develop its true character.

G. Fosteri was introduced from Arrasia, in As:a
Minor, by Professor Foster, of Cambridge, and was
named out of compliment to him by Mr. Eaker, of

Kew, to whom specimens were sent in 1889. M.
Max Leichtlin has since procured a large number
of bulbs, so that it will soon become well known.
I am indebted to both gentlemen for a supply of

roots. It bloomed with me flrst last season, and I

must confess that it did not come up to my expec-

tations ; but I think it is scarcely fair to pa;s judg-

ment on it before it has been grown in our gardens
for some four or five years, so as to develop its

true character. The collected bulbs, which were
planted in January, 18il0, had almost lest their vi-

tality, and will require several years to recover

their strength. I understand tl;it in the favoured

spots of their native habitat the bulbs of G. Fosteri

are as lai'ge as those of a good sized Narcissus.

This seems to be the most sportive of all the Ga-
lanthi as to size, form, and marking of the flowers.

B'rom the comparatively few bulbs I have already

bloomed, I have had flowers with petals of every
imaginable slape, some showing points of great

beauty, and others quite the reverse. We must be
patient and weed out unsparingly, and then in a
few years we shall be proud of G. Fosteri. The
markings on the inner petals are very similar to

those of G. Elwesi, but the foliage is quite diffe-

rent, being broad and somewhat blunt, and in

shape and colour much like tlie leaves of Scilla

sibirica. M. Max Leichtlin thinks very highly of

G. Fosteri, and considers it to be the " king of

Snowdrops." The hard frosts of February or March,
18'.i0, scorched the leaves of my plants and puckered
the petals of the flowers, thus indicating that a
sheltered spct should be selected for it. The sportive

character of the flowers of G. Fosteri and the shape-

lessness of its leaves lead me to think that it must
be a hybrid between G. Elwesi and G. latifoliup,

although 1 am told that G. Elwesi is not found in

the same district.

G. Alleni.—In 1.SS3 I ordered some roots of O.
latifolius from Gusmus, an Austrian nurseryman.
Amongst these was a bulb which showed altogether

a different character from the type. In 188!) and
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ISOO I sent a flower and leaf to Mr. Baker, of Kew,
but he was unable to trace its history. Recently I

sent him the complete plant in flower, and he re-

ported it to be distinct from any other Snowdrop
hitherto described, and quite worthy to be named,
and he proposes to call it G. AUeni, out of compli-

ment to myself. Mr. Baker thinks it is probably

a hybrid between G. latifolius and G. caucasicns,

as it has some of the features of each species. The
flower is of much the same character as that of G.

latifolius, but nearly twice as large, and the foliage

age corresponds in size with the blossoms. It is

somewhat glaucous and of a much darker green
than that of G. latifolius, but of exactly tlie same
elegant form. G. Alleni is very hardy, of robust

growth, and also fres-flowering. It is a handsome
plant, and much admired by the two or three

friends to whom I have been able to send a bulb.

Autumnal-flowering Snowdrops.

In Greece and the adjacent countries several

Snowdrops have been found which flower in

the autumn or early winter. They seem to be-

long to the nivalis section. One peculiarity I

have noticed in tlum is that they have a glau-

cous line running down the centre of each leaf,

and by this they can be at onoe distinguished

from the spring-flowering forms of nivalis. So
far as I can learn, all the.se Snowdrops grow on
high ground, mostly on mountains, and it seems
to me that their early flowering may be Nature's

instinct hurrying them into bloom before the

snow comes. I understand that the Snowdrops
on the lower grounds do not flower until early

in the year.

G. OLGiB.—This autumnal-flowering Snowdrop
was found on Mount Taygetus by Orphanides, the

Greek botanist. M. Max Leichtlin tried to pur-

chase the stock from the lucky discoverer, but the

exorbitant price demanded prevented his doing
BO. A year or two since M. Max Leichtlin informed
me that Orphanides was confined in a madhouse,
and that the Snowdrop cannot be found in his gar-

den, or traced in any way. From the descriptions

given of it, G. Olgie must have been a fine variety,

and it is very unfortunate that it is lost to cultiva-

tion. M. Tanka, the Hungarian botanist, asserts

that this and G. octobrensis are identical, but I do
not think so ; and the difference between G. octo-

brensis aid G. Rachete confirms my opinion.

G. 0CT0BBENSI3. — Lord Walsingham, when
travelling in Albania about the year 1875, collected

some bulbs on one of the mountains and sent them
to the late Rev, H. Harpur-Crewe. Amongst these
was a bulb which proved to be a Snowdrop flower-

ing in the autumn, usually in October. The first

bulb Mr. Harpur-Crewe had to spare he very kindly
sent to me, and it has always been true to its

autumnal habit. I am sorry to say that it is some-
what delicate and apt to disappear ; it also in-

creases very slowly with me. In Mr. Boyd's gar-

den at Melrose it seems quite at home, a single

bulb having given five blooming roots the first year
after planting. Mr. Boyd recommends that the
Snowdrops belonging to this section should be
lifted directly the foliage dies down, and not re-

planted for two or three months.

G. Rachel.k.—When travelling in Greece in

1881), Professor Mahaffy collected a quantity of

bulbs and tubers on Mount Hymettus, which he
sent home to Mr. F. W. Burbidge, so well known to
everyone who takes an interest in choice flowers.

One of these roots proveil to be a Snowdrop flower-

ing in October and November. Hearing of this

from a mutual friend, I wrote to Mr. Burbidge for
information about it, and his reply was accom-
panied by the original bulb, leaving him an offset

only which it had formed. This great kindness to

a perfect stranger was quite unexpected, and I

take this opportunity of expressing my gratitude to
Mr. Burbidge for it, and also for the many genial
letters so full of valuable hints and sketches with
which he has favoured me from time to time. (i.

Rachelse is of the same type as G. octobrensis, but
the flower is a little larger, and the leaves are quite
a third broader, and it seems to have a stronger

constitution than that variety. It also differs in

being a week or ten days later in flowering. Is

this the G. 01ga3 of Orphanides J

G. COBCTEBXSIS OR PE.ECOX.—This usually
flowers from the middle to the end of December,
according to the mildness of the season. It is

evidently a form of G. nivalis, small in size and
delicate in constitution. Being the connecting
link between the autumn and spring-flowering
kinds it is valuable, and well worth the extra care
required in its cultivation. The late Mr. Harpur-
Crewe received it from the English chaplain at

Corfu. M. Max Leichtlin informs me that he has
raised some seedlings from G. corcyrensis which
bloom a month earlier than their parent, and in

some of these the form of the flower is quite

changed, the petals being very narrow and 1|
inches long. 'This they have maintained for two
seasons. In October, 18S9, a gentleman residing
in Corfu kindly sent me, by sample post, some
bulbs, then in flower, of a rare early Snowdrop
which grew in one spot only on the island. The
rootlets of the bulbs got dried up in transit and the
flowers were much withered, hue I could distin-

guish considerable variation in the size and mark-
ings of them, and in the character of the foliage.

A large proportion of these bulbs died, bat more
than a dozen have given flowers this spring, but
they have not bloomed early, which I attribute to
their trials, as they virtually made a second growth
last season. I think these will be quite a different

strain from G. corcyrensis, in which I have found
no variation. My kind correspondent informed me
that the ordinary Snowdrop of the island of Corfu
blooms in January.

G. Els-E.—Amongst some roots collected by Dr.
Mahaffy on Mount Athos, in Greece, in April, 1889
(!) were a few bulbs of a Snowdrop which pushed
through the soil in October of that year. Mr. Bur-
bidge noticed these, and kindly sent one of them
to me. This opened its flower on the 17th Decem-
ber. It is a dwarf variety with small flowers of

good form, but I fear it is not very robust or hardy,
as the frosts of last season injured the leaves, and
it has not flowered this spring.

The Yellow Snowdrops

form but a small class, two varieties only being
known at present. It must not be supposed
that the petals of the flower are yellow ; the
name is given because of the rich yellow colour
of the ovary, and the markings on the inner
petals are also of tliat colour, instead of the
usual green, and even the flower-stalks are more
yellow than green.

G. LUTESCENS was found some fifteen years ago
by Mr. Sanders, of Cambridge, in an old-fashioned
garden in Northumberland. When Mr. Harpur-
Crewe first saw it he thought it was the " long-
looked-for G. reflexus," but further observation
convinced him that it was not. This is a very beau-
tiful and unique variety of small size and of delicate
constitution, but the reward of success amply re-

pays a little loving care and trouble.

G. FLAVESCENS was discovered quite recently by
Mr. W. B. Boyd, of Melrose, in a cottage garden,
also in Northumberland, but in quite a different

part of the county. This variety is rather larger
than G. lutescens, and all the yellow points are
brighter in colour with the exception of the flower-

stem, which In my two plants seems rather paler.

G. flavescens is a very beautiful variety, and will

be a great favourite when it becomes known. It

also has the recommendation of growing and in-

creasing freely.

The White Snowdrops

also consist, at present, of two varieties only.

G. POCULiFORMis was first brought into notice
by Mr. D. Melville, who found it in the grounds at
Dunrobin Castle. It has since been found in Wales
by Mr. A. D. Webster, and I have also received
bulbs of a very similar form from a lady near Ayr,
in whose garden it grew with several other peculiar
forms. When in character the inner petals are

almost the same length as the outer ones, and the

green markings are entirely absent, thus giving
the flower an elegance and purity not found in any
other Snowdrop. Unfortunately, a good many of
the flowers come with some of the inner petals re-

verting more or less to the normal form, and in
this state they are not beautiful.

G. N. ALi!U3 is smaller than most of this section
and is very distinct from Snowdrops in general, its

peculiar feature being that the usual green mark-
ings on the inner petals are replaced by small dots,

which are scarcely observable at a short distance.
The flower is generally of perfect shape, and is

then very delicate and pretty. An occasional flower
sports in the way of poculiformis. It grows freely,

but increases slowly. I found this in my garden
several years ago, but whether a seedling or not I

cannot siy. This season (IS'.U) G. n. albus seems
to be inclined to run into G. poculiformis.

The Green-flowered Snowdrop.s

form quite a large class, but of course none of
the blossoms are entirely, or even mostly, green
in colour. They come into this class in conse-
quence of having more or less green on the
outer petals, somewhat in the style of the
Leucojum.

G. ScHAELOKl was so named in 1868 by Professor
Caspary in honour of its discoverer, Herr Julius
Scharlok, who found it in the valley of the Nahe, a
tributary of the Rhine. This variety, in addition
to large pale green spots towards the tips of the
outer petals, has the peculiarity of a twin or
divided spathe, which curves down on the two
sides much like a pair of wings. This variety
grows and increases very freely.

G. VIEE3CENS is a very singular-looking Snow-
drop, reminding one somewhat of an Ornithogalum,
The outer petals are pale green, shading off to pure
white at the edges, and especially at the tips

; the
inner petals are entirely green. At first I did not
care much for this variety, but it has a quiet beauty
which grows on one, and I should not now like to
lose it. It is very late in flowering, coming in quite
at the end of the season. I do not know its history,
but I believe M. Max Leichtlin had his bulbs froni
the Vienna Botanic Gardens.

G. Wakei has green spots on the outer petals
like G. Scharloki, but has not the divided spathe,
and the markings on the interior petals are larger.
Mr. Boyd, of Melrose, kindly sent me my root of
this variety, and he obtained it from Mr. Ware
under the name of G. Scharloki, and I imagine it

must be a seedling from that kind. Mr. Ware is

unable to account for the variation from the type.
It is a strong-growing, handsome plant.

G. Fosteei Leopard is a great curiosity, hav-
ing flowers of quite unusual shape, and at the tip
of each outer petal a large dark green spot, in the
style of Leucojum vernum. 11. Max Leichtlin
kindly sent me ten collected bulbs of G. Fosteri in
January, 18!I0, and one of these flowered as de-
scribed, and has kept true this season.

G. Fosteri Spot is quite distinct from Leo-
pard. It has long outer petals, somewhat pear-
shaped, and at the tip of each is a small pale green
spot. The spots are not sufficiently prominent to
give a decided character to the flower, but it is

valuable as a variety. To the green-flowered Snow-
drops already mentioned may be added three of
ray seedlings. Two of these were raised from G.
Scharloki, the first having the green spots, but not
the divided spathe. I think this will be very
similar to G. Warei. The second is from G. vires-
cens, and is very much like that variety, but the
green markings are paler in colour. The third is

another seedling from G. Scharloki, and seems to
be almost a reproduction of that curious plant,
having not only the green spots, but the divided
spathe also. Another seedling from (;. Scharloki
had the divided spathe, but the outer petals were
entirely white.

Pink (>.) Snowdrop.s.

Writing to me in July, 1888, my valued friend,

M. Max Leichtlin, says :
" Tlicro exists a jiiuk

Snowdrop I So I was assured by my late friend,
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Mr. Threlfall, who unfortunately died in Ar-

menia. He told me so last November, and said

he was promised a bulb this summer. Alas !

he does not want it." Some gentleman present

may, perhaps, have known Mr. Threlfall or his

family, and be able to follow up the clue given.

Mr. A. D. Webster tells me that the spring be-

fore he left Llandegai he found in the Penrhyn

woods a pink flowered Snowdrop, which he

transferred to his garden. When he left his

residence, shortly after, the bulbs passed into

the hands of a Church dignitary, from whom he

could get no information about them. Mr.

Webster says " the colour was like deep pink

seen through muslin," and he has every confi-

dence that it would be permanent.

In 185G Lord Clarina brought home with him
from the Crimea some Snowdrop bulbs which

he had collected whilst there. These roots were

planted in the garden at Stratfan House, Co.

Kildare, where they have been growing since

that time. Such is the history that comes to

me with the Straffan Snowdrop. One would

naturally expect this to be a variety of G. pli-

catus, but it appears to be an unusually tine

form of G. Imperati. Can our botanical friends

clear up the mystery ? Is G. Imperati a native

of the Crimea as well as G. plicatus ? About

ten years since 1 had a Snowdrop from M. Van
Houtte under the name of G. Redoutei. It was

not Dr. Kegel's plant, but a very fine form of

G. nivalis, and very distinct, from its tall habit

and large fiower. I believe there is a G. nivalis

major (Redoutei), and probably this is it. G.

umbricus appears to be nothing more than G.

Imperati collected from a new district. It vaiies

very much in quality of flower, and some good

things may probably be selected from it, but I

do not think it is going to give us a December-
floweringSnowdrop,a8promised by Messrs. Dam-
mann. G. n. Cathcarti.'« is a small form of not

veiy robust constitution. The flowers are of

perfect shape, with very pale green markings

on the inner petals, which give them a very de-

licate appearance. Many of the spathes aie

partially split, and a good number entirely di-

vided as in G. Scharloki. Miss Cathcart, of

Auchendrane, found this in her grounds, and

kindly sent me roots of it in 188(!. Miss Cath-

cart also sent me a form very similar to G. po-

culiformis, but not equal to the Dunrobin

variety. Several years ago Mr. Murray, the

gardener at West Ashby, Horncastle, sent me
roots of a white spathed Snowdiop which grew

in the grounds there. It is not at all beautiful,

neither is it always constant to this character,

but when seen at its best it is very remarkable,

there being two or three short white spathes in

addition to the usual green one. In 188U 1 had

sent me from two sources some very dried-up

bulbs under the name of G. reflexus. Most of

these roots perished, and neither lot has in-

creased much. They were not ijuite alike, but

both were foims of G. nivalis, with small nar-

row-petalled flowers, and very weakly in

growth.
Once or twice I have received so-called G.

montanus, but only to find that 1 had my old

friend G. nivalis with afresh name. Probably

the bulbs had been collected in a new dis-

trict.

I have a race of seedling Snowdrops which I

believe to be hybrids of G. Elwesi and G. pli-

catus as they seem to be intermediate between

the two species. Most of these have large,

handsome flowers of great substance and line

form, and the inner petals are geneially entirely

green. They are of strong growth, and have

broad glaucous leaves which, with very few ex-

ceptions, have the edges slightly turned or

folded. The flowers are carried erect on very

stout, tall stems. Amongst the best of these I

may mention G. hyb. Majestic, a very fine

variety, quite equalled by G. h. Titauia, which
has a grand flower and most distinct and striking

foliage. Merlin, Robin Hood, Raphael, and
Creole may also be mentioned as good varieties

of this section. In raising seedlings of Snow-
drops one meets with many disappointments.
This season I have bloomed about thirty seed-

lings from G. Scharloki, and only three of these

have been ditt'erent from ordinary G. nivalis ; also

about a dozen new seedlings from G. virescens,

every one of which has reverted to the common
Snowdrop. The same has happened with three

seedlings from G. lutesoens.

Raising Seedlings.

The raising of seedling Snowdrops is not at

all difficult. After the seed is gathered it should

be kept in an airy place for a week or two to

thoroughly ripen, and then it should be sown as

soon as possible. I have not met with much
success from sowings in the open ground, so 1

now always use boxes, and I find that brandy-

Acanthus latifolius.

cases are very suitable for the purpose, as they
are strongly made of good wood, and are not so

deep as most boxes of the size. I bore twenty-
five three-quarter inch holes in the bottom, and
then nail a 2-inch S(i\iare strip of red deal about
3 inches from each end. This keeps the boxes
ofl'the ground, makes them handy to move, and
prevents stagnation. I use ample drainage and
a free soil with plenty of grit in it to keep it

sweet. The seed is sown in drills about a (juar-

ter of an inch deep, the drills filled u\> with

silver sand, and then quarter of an inch of sifted

soil jmt over the whole. Each box is numbered
at the end or right side, and in my reference

book 1 enter the particulars of the seed sown in

each row. These boxes are placed about '2 feet

from a low north wall, and are never protected

in any way. They require b\it little attention
;

of course, the weeds must be kept down, and a

little fresh soil added after the second year.

The Marchantia and Spergula are the greatest

pests in this woik, 1 usually let the see<lling8

remain in the boxes until some of them begin to

flower, which generally occurs the fourth stason.

Galauthus seed comes up very irregularly, and

when seedlings are removed from the boxes they
will be found to vary from the size of a wheat-corn
to that of blooming bulbs. Seed of G. lutescens
does not germinate for several years as a rule.
Last spring, in the same box, and from seed
sown at the same time, I had 0. Imperati in
flower and G. lutescens making its first appear-
ance. If Snowdrop seed is kept till the spring
it will not germinate until the following spring.
The true quality and size of seedlings cannot be
ascertained until the third or fourth year of
flowering.

With uae G. nivalis grows freely in all soils
and situations. G. plicatus is not very particu-
lar, but still some of its varieties require extra
care, as they have an unplesant way of dis-
appearing. G. Elwesi does not do well in close,
retentive soil. (J. latifolius and G. caucasicus
I believe prefer gritty loam, and I should say
that G. Fofrteri would also like it. Mr. A. D.
Webster tells me that peat has quite a magical
eflect on Snowdrops, but I have not tried it.

My ideal soil for Snowdrops in general would
be half good sweet yellow loam and almost half
unsifted river -grit and a little leaf-mould.
The situation I should choose would be a gently
sloping bank, more or less shaded by trees
whose roots were allowed to wander freely
among the Snowdrops. I believe that all bulbs
are healthier when planted amongst active roots
than in ordinary beds. When the bulbs are at
rest it is very essential that the soil should be
kept sweet by the activity of other roots. We too
often lose sight of this fact. I think the autum-
nal-flowering Snowdrops should be treated aa
alpines. All my best Snowdrops are grown
under trees, the soil being quite full of their
roots. I do not use manure for them. In the
same situation the white Daffodils do well, and
even Nar. pallidus prascox seems happy, and
the delicate little N. cyclamineus is sending up
its buds for the third or fourth time. Here,
too, the Irises of the reticulata group— sophe-
nensis, histrioides, Kolpakowskiana, and Kre-
lagei—grow freely. The wonderful Iris Rosen-
bachiana, planted in 1888, has again just opened
its beautiful flowers. I. Histrio I cannot man-
age. The only drawback to my situation for
these spring gems is the soiling of the flowers
from the droppings of the trees. I should
mention that the climate is so trying that I

cannot grow such hardy plants as Primroses,
Pinks, Daisies, tScc. All these disappear after

a season or two. I move most of my Snow-
drops when in full flower, and do not find

they are injured by it in any way. This is

also the best time for moving Leucojum verinim.
I have notictd that the more green colour there
is in any Snowdrop the more freely it grows
and the more rapidly it increases, while the .ab-

sence of green, or the substitution of yellow for

the green, makes the plant delicate and slow of

increase. G. Scharloki, G. poculiforniis, and
G. lutescens illustrate this point. In very
frosty weather, when the young growth of

Snowdrops appears to be shrivelled and dried
up, I have an idea that the vital juices of the
plant are instinctively drawn into the bulb,
which acts as a reservoir. If the juices were left

in the young leaves would they not become
frozen and so destroy the tissues of the plant?
When lifting Snowdrops which are in full flower

1 have often noticed that the bulbs are very soft

and spongy, as though they had exhausted all

their substance in perfecting the flowers.

In 188".l the Snowdrop fungus appeared in ray
garden ; last season it visited me again, and this

year it is working destruction amongst some of

my choicest varieties. The feeling of utter
helples.sness is very depressing. I can hoar of

no remedy or preventive. Still I do not intend
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to give up in despair, but intend to work on
and hope for " a good time coming " wlien the

terrible fungus shall be a thing of tie pist.

ACANTHUSES.
This handsome genu- is at present as much
cared for as it was neglected in times gone by.

It is true that none of tlie species are exactly

fitted for the flower border, but few among
the long list of hardy plants at our disposal

are more suital)le for adorning wild and semi-

wild spots than are the species of Acanthus.
They are perfectly hardy, most of them are

evergreen, or nearly so, and as they go on
from year to yeir without much attention,

they are eminently fitted for the edges of

shrubberies or for g-oups in the uncultivated

portion of the garden. There are something
like seven or eight species now under culture,

and although a family likeness runs through
the genus, half of the eiglit may be grown in

any collection. As a rule they are vigorous
growers, and as foliage jjlants alone they will

\w -found of the greatest possible use. The
flowers, by no ineans beautiful in themselves,

are very effective, peeping from among the

dark green, glossy, and usually spiny foliage

on the stately stems, which grow from 1 foot

to 5 feet or 6 feet high. Although perfectly

hardy everywhere, they grow and flower more
freely on free loamy soils than on heavy
ones, and as they increase rapidly if left alone,

they give no trouble whatever once they are

well established. K.

Carnations James Fitzpatrick and Baby-
Castle.— I am gratefal to, and beg to thank, the
several correspondents (p. 231) who have corrected
my error as to Carnation J. Fitzpatrick being also
known as Raby Castle. I made the statement on the
aathority of gentlemen who had seen what they
took to be one and the same thing growing at
Mentmore under the name of Raby Castle and here
as J. Fitzpatrick, but having no bloom to compare,
nor making a very minute examination, probably
they were mistaken as to their identity. However,
the discussion may lead to depriving the variety in
question of one at least of its aliases. I presume
the Riby Pink Mr. Woodall has must be a very
different variety from that which " A. H.," Mr.
Young, and others grow as Raby Castle, and alto-
gether superior, as he has discarded even Lady
Agnes in its favour. Judging of the latter from a
box of bloom and buds kindly sent me this week
off plants grown evidently on good Carnation soil,

I should say it is an invaluable border variety, free
flowering and sweet-scented, with larger blooms
and of deeper colour than J. Fitzpatrick, and with
no sign of a split calyx. I hear it is also a good
grower, and, taken on all points, apparently pos-
sesses qualities requiring a rival of high merit to
surpass it. It is not new, but a thoroughly tried
variety, I believe. I hope to give it a trial on our
hot, hungry soil.—J. R.

P.!S —With due respect to Mr. Woodall with his
vast experience and invariable fairness, I hardly
think two plants are sufficient for sitting in judg-
ment on a variety for which merits are claimed
in the mass, and not individual blooms.

Planting Daffodils.—There is an obvious
omission in my notes on this subject at page 252,
which I hasten to set right. From the commence-
ment of the first paragraph in the middle column
read, " In gardens where such are found I would
specially recommend amateurs and beginners to
avoid planting the white trumpet kinds," ko. The
words in italics constitute the omission. Also at
the top of page 253 omit the word " Tuberoses," and

read " Tuberous Begonias." I would also like to add

a word respecting m'y mode of applying manures,

which I have not made quite clear. Upon no ac-

count should manure of any description come in

immediate contact with, or even in close proximity

to, the bulbs, but be buried fully i! inches below the

level on which the bulbs are placed. Thus applied

it will be some weeks hence before the roots reach

it, and in this stage they will derive benefit there-

from.—E J.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Carnations.—Before the Carnations are quite

over I send you a few blooms of that prettiest,

sweetest, and hardiest of all border Carnations,

Maggie Laurie ; it has been a mass of bloom for a

month, and still continues. Also some late Cloves

and odds and ends.—Edward H. Woodall.
*«* Very pretty and fresh blooms of a beautiful

Carnation. The other flowers, too, are good.—Ed.

Aconitum Browni.—As a late summer-flower-

ing kind this one seems to fill up a gap that hither-

to existed between the flowering of the Najrellus

section in early summer and the autumnal kinds.

In colour it is an approach on japonicum, though

not so intense, and the flowers individually are

much smaller. It is, however, very compact and
free-flowered ; therefore a very desirable kind. In

Messrs. Paul's collection of hardy cut flowers at

the Crystal Palace Dahlia show recently it was
conspicuous, as it was quite alone in its colour.

ITor bringing up the succession japonicum should not

be forgotten ; it lias a sturdy habit and large

flowers of a deep violet hue, which are very effec-

tive coming so late in the year.

Seedling Anemone — I am sending for your

inspection and opinion some blooms and foliage of

a seedling Anemone. It is raised from seeds saved

oS the seedling Anemone japonica alba that I

sent for your opinion three years ago, and of which

you thought highly at that time. I have now a

quantity of those seedlings in large groups, ad-

joining large patches of the seedling Lobelia that

was raised here eight years ago, and that was
spoken of so favourably in The Garden last

autumn under the name of Lobelia Firefly. The
Anemones are much stouter than the old v.iriety,

and require no stakes to support them, although

many are quite o feet high.—Andrew Campbell,
'J'/u- (Inrdi'iis. A.ihfurd, ('uni/, Co. (ialivaij.

*•* Appirently an excellent white Anemone, but

the blooms arrived in bad condition.-Ed.

Three good Michaelmas Daisies.—Three

of the liest dwarf Michaelmas Daisies now in flower

are Amellus bessarabicus, 2 feet ; longitolius for-

mosus, 20 inches ; and linarifolius, 2§ feet ; they

are specially suited for association one with the

other; their heights being similar and flowering well

together, they would make up a most effective bed.

The shades of colour, too, as well as the forms of

their flowers are in striking contrast with each

other. The flowers of the well-known Amellus bess-

arabicus are large and of a bluish mauve, very

freely produced on branching spikes ; longifolins

formosus has small flowers, neat and very compact,

of a lively rose-lilac ;
while linarifolius produces

its starry blossoms of sky-blue in dense, almost im-

penetrable, masses. These three should always be
found where good hardy plants are grown, for they

are sure to {;ive unbounded satisfaction, as their

culture is extremely simple, and where needed large

stocks can be quickly raised.

Silene maritima plena —This is a capital

rock plant of procumbent or trailing habit, with

large double white blossoms, bearing some resem-

blance to a medium-sized Pink, and these are

borne continuously during the summer months,

the prostrate tufts of glaucous leaves being seldom

without flowers till the early frosts arrive. Though
somewhat brittle and fragile if much handled, and
liable to break, it will if left alone quickly spread

out over a rugged ledge of rock and look quite at

home. Cuttings inserted in sandy soil root most
readily if seemed when an Inch long with a heel

attached. Many such may now be found about the

stems of old plants, and a few surplus plants are

always helpful for inserting in chinks and crevices

of rock, which positions suit them admirably. So

far as soil is concerned, 1 never make a special

mixture, for any gritty loam seems to suit it exactly.

—E.J.
Malva moschata alba.—Groups of this most

effective late summer-flowering plant are the most

striking among white flowers in the open ground,

and whether for purity of tone or for the effect

produced as a whole it will not be easily matched,

much less surpassed. In large gardens and public

parks, where ample scope permits of doing justice

to such things, this plant should receive greater

prominence than it does at the present time, for I

doubt not that a well-filled bed of this 8 feet or 10

feet in diameter would cause a good deal of atten-

tion. It is devoid of formality and its flowers are

fragrant. Anyone requiring a good plant for distant

effect should make a note of this one. It is not

particular as to soil and situation, and may fre-

quently be seen in good condition in both sunny

and shady spots. Plants are easily obtained from

seeds, which, sown during autumn or winter, will

flower in the first year if liberally treated, though it

will need a second year to reach perfection in its

flowering.—E. J.

Statice Bourgsei—On account of its dwarf,

compact growth this species is much to be preferred

for ordinary greenhouse work to the taller growmg
kinds like S, arborescens. It grows very slowly in

height and does not, therefore, need the frequent

renewal by striking the tops which is necessary

with those species like S. arborescens that so soon

become leggy. A plant five or six years old and

with half a dozen branches which I have now in

flower has a stem not more than 8 inches high. In

colour the flowers are second to none, being of a

richer and more purplish-blue than those of S. ar-

borescens, and being produced in circular corymbs

S inches in diameter. The greenhouse Stat'cesare

of very easy cultivation, the one important point

being to feed them well. They require a light, but

rich loamy soil, and should be given abundance of

water. They are propagated by removing the tops,

which strike most readily in spring, but before

taking off the shoots the old plants should pre-

viously be started into growth for a few weeks

S. BourgK5i is a native of the Canary Islands, and

has been in cultivation now for over thirty years.

—B.

Campanula fragilis.—Few will dispute the

appropriateness of the specific name of this desir-

able alpine, for it frequently snaps with the

slightest touch, especially if the position in which

it has grown be reversed, as, for example, a pot

plant for the moment upturned for any particular

purpose. Yet, left to itself to trail over the sides

of a ba>.ket or pot or window box, it is very pleasing

and effective. In cottage windows sometimes may

be seen large examples of this plant suspended by

a triple cord to the ceiling or other convenient

places. It is one of those plants to which the let-

alone system of culture seems especially suited,

and once well potted with plenty of root room will

continue in perfection for two or three years and

even more. As a rock plant in the open, though it

is of undoubted hardiness, it does not make the

headway one could wish, and seems to welcome

some kind of protection to bring out the good

qualities it most certainly possesses. A shelf near

the glass in a cool greenhouse during winter and

spring suits it perfectly. There is a variety with

woolly leaves which is known as hirsuta. Seeds

germinate freely, and in this manner plants may

be obtained in plenty. Large baskets of these look

very pleasing ; the flowers are pale blue and pro-

duced in loose corymbs.

Senecio pulcher—This is now one of tlie

most distinct and useful among many hardy plants

in full flower. Its general aspect is so widely

different from that of the majority of hardy peren-

nials, that it is sure to arrest attention, and

much more so when aglow with its magenta-

oolonred blossoms. In many parts, owing to the

severity of last winter and the somewhat succulent
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nature of the leaves of this plant, many were either
killed outright, or at least to ground level or even
below, which had the efifectof weakening the plants
very considerably, and their after progress, through
having to break away again from the root, has
been slow in consequence. Plants that now
remain weak should be lifted and potted without
delay, and, placed in frames for the winter, will,

with a fresh start in spring, furnish their usual
array of flowers in due course. In good health it

is a wonderfully vigorous plant, the radical leaves
attaining to 12 inches or 15 inches in length and 4
inches in width at the wide portion, while its much
branched inflorescence provides a succession of its

flowers for many weeks. Its accommodating height
of 2 J feet or thereabouts fits it for many positions
in the flower garden apart from its \alue as a peren-
nial herb. More of such good late summer and
autumn things would be welcome.—E. J.

Vanda Hookeriana.—One of the most inte-
resting Orchids exhibited at the Royal Horticul-
tural Society's meeting on September 8 was a
flowering plant of this species, sent by Messrs.
Sander and Co. The flower is one of great beauty,
but on account of the shy-blooming habit of the
species, it is only rarely to be seen. The species was
discovered in Borneo as long ago as 1856, but its in-
troduction to this country in a living state was not
accomplished until 1873, after several unsuccessful
attempts had been made. The plants that were
then imported went to the Tring collection, but it

was not until 1882 that the first flowers were ob-
tained. The species belongs to that curious section
of Vandas with cylindrical leaves, which is better
known in gardens as V. teres. The leaves, and in
fact the whole plant, have not the robust appear-
ance of that species, being paler green and more
slender. The flowers are usually produced singly
or in pairs, and measure individually 2.V inches
across. The sepals are oblong, the petals being
larger and more spathulate ; both are white, flushed
with purple, the petals being also spotted with the
same colour. It is the lip, however, which consti-
tutes the main feature of the flower, measuring 2
inches across the broadest part, and being very
richly coloured. The ground colour is a purple-
tinted white, spotted with magenta-purp'e towards
the edges, streaks of the same occurring on the
centre. The two basal lobes, which guard the
column, are of a deep purple. This plant, as may
be interred from its native country and the posi-
tions in which it is found, requires extremely tro-
pical conditions under cultivation. It is usually
gathered from the stems of Pandanus growing near
watercourses, and is always fully exposed to the
Bun. The warmest and moistest position in the
stove should be given up to it, and very little shade
is required.

Catasetum fimbriatum. — The remarkable
character which the genus Catasetum displays of
producing both male and female flowers on the
same plant, and even on the same spike, was well
illustrated by a specimen exhibited at the Drill
Hall meeting on September 8. In the early days
of Orchid culture, when botanists had not the
abundance of material to work upon and compare
which they now possess, these differently sexed
Catasetums were looked upon as belonging to dis-
tinct genera, and it was not until a case occurred
similar to that exhibited on Tuesday that their
true connection with each other was ascertained.
Even now, one or other of the sexes of several
species is not known, although, owing to the in-
creased attention now given to this genus, the
subject is every year becoming more fully worked
out. With regard to C. fiipbriatum, a very marked
dilTerence exists between the male anil female
flowers, the latter being without any beauty, while
the males may rank among the handsomest of
Catasetums. One plant shown bore a spike 18
inches long carrying a dozen flowers, all of which
were male. The sepals and petals are 1 1 inches
long, pale green, spotted with purple ; the lip is in
the shape of an old-fashioned bonnet, and is also
green, handsomely marked with spots of the
deepest purple, the reflpxed margin being closely
and deeply toothed. The species is variable -the

ground colour of some forms being almost white,
or yellowish. On touching the horns which stand
out at each side of the column the pollen masses
are ejected, this phenomenon being common to

most, or all, of the male Catasetums. It is a simple
though wonderful contrivance to secure the fer-

tilisation of the flowers by insects, the pollen
masses being glutinous and adhering closely to

anything against which they come in contact. The
plant itself is of handsome habit, having stout,

rounded pseudo-bulbs and large, plaited, strongly-
ribbed leaves. The female flowers are dull green,
without the purple colouring of the males, the
sepals and petals being smaller, while the sac of

the lip is narrower and deeper. The species was
imported from Brazil to the Continent about 1817.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

SBPTEMBEE 9, 10, AND 11.

This international exhibition held at Edinburgh
attracted a very large number of entries.

Plants.—In the large plant class for ten with
not more than five with fine foliage, Mr. Finch,
Coventry, was an easy winner, staging some of the
finest plants he has yet shown this season. His
best flowering examples were Ixoras amabilis and
Williamsi,both very fine, the latter a huge bush;
two splendid specimens of the white and red Lapa-
gerias in full bloom, and a smaller plant of Erica
Eweriana. The best foliage plants were Cycas
circinalis, Crotons Johannis and Warreni, with
Kentia Belmoreana. With a magnificent specimen
of Ixora Dufti Mr. Finch took the first prize for a
single specimen plant in flower. This plant bore nearly
three dczan huge trusses of the deepest mauve-
scarlet colour imaginable, the largest measuring
1() inches across— without doubt one of the finest

examples ever staged. To this plant was awarded the
Veitcii Memorial prize and medal. For a specimen
Cape Heath Mr. Finch was also first with a fine and
fresh example of Marnockiana ; Mr. Mclntyre, Dar-
lington, was second for a specimen plant in flower

with Eucharis amazonica freely flowered. For six

Orchids the first prize was taken by Mr. Sharp,
Freeland, Forgundenny, with good plants for the
season. Disa grandiflora was extra fine with about
thirty flowers ; Cypripedium superbiens also a good
example ; the same must be said of Odontoglossum
Pescatorei. For three Orchids the first prize went
to Mr. Wilson, Kelvinside, Glasgow, with Odonto-
glossums grande (excellent) and Alexandia3, with
another of Pescatorei. Mr. Sharp came second,
having again a capital Disa. Mr. Curror, The
Birks, Eskbank, -.vas second for six, among others
having an extra fine specimen of Oncidium incur-

vum in profuse flower and a good plant of Odonto-
glossum Harryanum.

In the nurserymen's class for a table of plants

a fine lot was staged by Messrs. Ireland and 'Thom-
son, being awarded the first prize. This was a very

good collection of plants in splendid health ; highly
coloured Crotons, among which Prince of Wales
was prominent with its twisted leaves, Johannis
also excellent. Larger foliage plants were such as
Cyanophyllum magnificum, now seldom seen, with
Palms, Anthuriums, and Dracienas, the newer kinds
of Caladiums, witli a few choice Orchids, and good
plants of Lilium Wallichianum superbura were pro-

minent. The second prize was awarded to Messrs.

J. and W. Thyne, Glasgow, with a choice collection,

strong in Orchids, among which were several Cat-
tleyas, as aurea, gigas, and Gaskelliana, with several

healthy and well-flowered plants of Odontoglossums
Alexandra! and Pescatorei, being relieved by light

foliaged plants. A most effectively arranged table

was that from Messrs. Laird and Sons, Edinburgh,
to which the third prize was awarded. l"'or eight

fine foliage plants, Mr. Mclntyre, The Glen, was
first ; these consisted of well-grown dwarf plants in

10-inch pots ; the second prize went to Mr. John
Mclntyre, Darlington, these running the first prize

collection very closely. The latter was first for four

Dracicnaswith well grown plants of Lindeni.cxcelsa,

Baptistii and Bausei, the second piize going to Mr'

M. Mclntyre. In the smaller class for three Dra-

caenas, Mr. Crichton, Liverton, was first with

dwarf plants. For two Fuchsia?, Mr. Anderson,
Edinburgh, was first with tall pyramidal plants in

full flower, Mr. Thomson, Eskbank, following
closely with similar plants. For three Liliums,
Mr. J. Bald, Canaan House, took first prize ; these
were finely grown plants and flowered well. For a
single specimen, Mr. J. Cowie, Bute, took the first

prize with a well-grown L. auratum. Petunias were
finely shown, Mr. Forester, Tiverton, taking the
first prize. Ferns were shown well, the first prize
for four Adiantums being awarded to Mr. Hender-
son, Polmont, with dwarf-grown healthy plants;
the second to Mr. Lawson, Craigcrook Castle, with
larger plants, very healthy, which might have
been fairly placed first. With six exotic Ferns Mr.
Napier, Rockville, Murrayfield, was first with six

grand plants ; a noble specimen of Goniophlebium
subauriculatum, with fronds 8 feet and 9 feet
long ; Phlebodium aureum, a healthy plant ; Lygo-
dium scandens, Gymnogramma Laucheana, a fine

plant ; Davallia dissecta, a large and healthy spe-
cimen ; and Goniophlebium glaucophyllum, also a
fine specimen. The second prize went to smaller
plants from Mr. Wood, Oswald House. For six

British Ferns, Mr. McLennan, Restalrig House, was
first with extra large specimens, finely grown. With
a specimen Todea Mr, Cameron took the first

prize, the plant large and very healthy. Mr. John
Mclntyre was first for Adiantum farleyense, and
Mr. Henderson for two Lycopodinms. With four
specimen Palms, Messrs Laird and Sons, Edinburgh,
were first, the plants large and well grown. For a
specimen Palm, Mr. Wood, Oswald House, was first,

the plant a very large and fine one of Kentia Fors-
teriana, a tall and fine plant of Areca sapida
from Mr. Stewart, Brayton, taking second. Dick-
sonia antarotica, in fine vigour, from Mr. Alex.
Laing, Salisbury Green, was first, and Mr. Pryde,
Newington House, second, with the same kind. Mr.
M. Mclntyre was first for Gleichenias, the plants
healthy, dwarf, and very bushy. Mr. J. Mclntyre
was also first for a table of plants, most effectively

arranged, the subjects chosen being suitable for

grouping, Crotons playing an important part, with
a few Orchids and Lilies. The second prize lot

was a rather heavy arrangement, although the
plants were good and in fine health ; this was from
Mr. Wood, Oswald House. For six specimen Cro-
tons. Messrs. Williams and Son, I'pper Hi lloway,
London, were first with dwarf, well grown, and
finely coloured plants, Messrs. Ireland and Thom-
son taking second for smaller, but beautifully col-

oured plants. With six new and rare plants, Messrs.
Ireland and Thomson were first, showing Cocos
Pynaerti, Maranta Mooreana, Nepenthes Dick-
sonia, a fine hybrid form, with immense pitchers,

somewhat resemblirg N. RatHesiana, but much
more elongated ; Alocasia Thomsoni, after A,
Thibautiana, but with a suffused silvery tint

;

Caladium Marie Freemann, one of the newer rose-

ate-coloured kinds ; Dracaena Poublei, a sturdy
sort ; and Asparagus plumosus cristatus, a distinct

form. Messrs. B. S. Williams and Son were
awarded the second prize with good examples of

Alocasia Chantini, Dicksonia Li thomi Dracrena
Malletti, Pteris tremula elegans, a beautiful form,
and Cattleya Massaiana, after C. Dowiana. In the
nurserymen's class for six Orchids the first prize

was awarded to MessrF. Ireland and Thomson, who
showed A'anda Kimballiana and \. cierulea, both
very fresh, Cypripedium Ashburtonia; with eight
fiowers, a good example of Odontoglossum grande,
and another of Cattleya Gaskelliana. Messrs.

Ireland and Thomson also showed a fine selection

of Bertolonias. For tour Palms, Mr. Wood, Oswald
House, took first, showing Thrinax elegans, Phionix
rupicola, a grand plant, and a fine one of Kentia
Belmoreana. With six Ferns in li-inch pots, Mr.
Milndoe, Hutton Hall, was first, and Mr. M.
Mclntyre second, both lots excellent. Mr. Mclndoe
also took first in a strong competition for six table

plants with well-coloured plants of the right stamp,
Mr. John Mclntyre in this case being second. In
the larger class for twelve table plants Messrs.

Ireland and Thomson were fiist with choice and
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jffective examples, and Me;srs. B. S. Williams and
Sen an exceedingly close second. A capital class

was that for six Palms in 9inch pots, Mr. Mclntyre
taking the first prize and Mr. Wood the second,

both showing cleanly grown and healthy plants.

For Conifers (specimens), Mr. Batler, nurseryman,
Greenock, was first, showing Retinosporas and Cu-
pressus in fiaely grown plants ; the second prize

went to Messrs. R. B. Laird and Sons, Edinburgh.

Fruits—These constituted by far the most im-

portant features in the show as far as keen compe-
tition and the quantity of the exhibits were con-

cerned. The quality, too, was good throughout,
and reflects the greatest credit upon the northern
growers, who were most successful in the prize

list. For a collection of twelve dishes without any
limit as to kinds, Mr. Mclndoe showed exceedingly
strong, taking the first prize as well as the special

priz3 offered by the Turner trustees for the finest

collection of fruit in the show. His finest dishes
were those of Golden Champion and Gros Maroc
Grapes, both remarkably fine, particularly so the
first named, two fine Pines, the same of Melons,
with a grand dish of Souvenir da Congre? Pear,

very fine Golden Eagle Peaches and Stanwick El-

ruge Nectarine, with Ribston Pippin of very superior
cultivation. Mr. Murray, Culzean Castle. M i.ybole,

was a good second, having some extra fine Grapes
of Muscat of Alexandria and Alnwick Seedling,
also a huge cluster of Bananas, fine Melons and
Peaches, Mr. Hunter, Lambton Castle, was third,

having large bunches of Gros Colman and Calabrian
Raisin Grapes, also fine Pears, Melon«, Peaches,
and Pines. With Pines excluded, Mr. Hunter was
first, staging here his finest Grapes, these being
superb examples of Gros Colman, Alicante, and
Barbarossa, his smaller dishes being a fine Scarlet
Perfection Melon, excellent Pears, Apples, Peaches,
and Plums. Mr. McKelvie was second in this class,

showing first-class bunches of Muscatof Alexandria,
Barbarossa, and Alicante Grapes with good Nectar-
ines and Peaches. With Grapes and Pines both
excluded, Mr. Hunter again won the premier place,
being very strong in Pears, Melons, Apples, Nectar-
ines, and Peaches, Mr. Mclndoe taking second with
excellent fruit. For orchard house fruit Mr.
Mclndoe succeeded in beating his opponent, being
strong in Pears with Doyenn^ du Comice, very fine.

Souvenir da Congres, also good, and first-rate

dishes of Peach Esquisite, Spenser and Humboldt
Nectarines, and large examples of Emperor
Alexander and Bismarck Apples, the latter par-
ticularly fine. Mr. Hunter in this case was second,
having fine dishes of I'eurre Diel Pears, Warner's
King Apples, good Nectarines and Peaches. For
outdoor grown fruit (Scotland only) Mr.Fairgrieve,
Dunkeld House, was first; Peasgood's Nonsuch
Apple, Pitmaston Duchess and Williams' Bon
Chretien Pears, Governor Wood and Morello
Cherries, with good Nectarines and very fine large
early Apricots were his chief dishes. Mr. James
Day, Galloway House, came a good second ; he had
Morello and Late Duke Cherries, with good Pears
and Nectarines, also some extra fine Figs. For
outdoor fruit grown in England only, Mr. Crasp,
Canford Manor, Wimborne, was a good first, show-
ing well ripened fruit of first rate quality, the best
being those of Doyenne B^ussoch and Williams'
Bon Chretien Pears, Lord Napier and Rivers'
Orange Nectarines, with excellent Figs, Cherries,
and Plums. For eight bunches of Grapes, four
kinds, Mr. A. Kirk, Norwood, Alloa, was first in a
keen compstition, showing eight grand bunches,
finely coloured, large in berry, ami in every sense
excellent

; the sorts were Madresfield Court (very
fine) Black Hamburgh, Gros Maroo, and Alnwick
Seedling. Mr. Taylor, Bath, was a good second,
but he was fairly beaten in the all-round excellence
of his opponent's fruit. In this lot were first-rate
Muscat of Alexandria, large Alicante3,good Madres-
field Courts, and Alnwick Seedling. Mr. Kirk again
took first in the next class, that for six bunches,
not less than three varieties, showing similarly
fine examples of cultivation as those in the former
class. Mr. McHattie, Newbattle Abbey, was second
withgrand Muscatof Alexandria, Madresfield Court,
and Black Hamburgh alljGrapesof the first quality.
Mr. Taylor took fiisi for four bunches in four

varieties with Muscat of Alexandria, Madresfield

Court, Gros Maroc, and Alicante, all finely finished

examples. Mr. Kirk in this case was beaten, but

had first-class fruit ; a bunch of Muscats would
have greatly helped him in place of Alicante.

In the classes for separate kinds, Mr. McHattie
was the most successful exhibitor of Muscat
of Alexandrin, showing bunches of superb colour

and finish, taking three first prizes, viz., for two
bunches, for one bunch, and also for the finest

flavoured. He was also awarded the Veitch Me-
morial medal and prize for the finest dish of fruit

in the show with his two bunches. Mr. Taj lor

was a successful exhibitor in many of the other

classes, taking firsts for Madresfield Court and
Gros Colman, and seconds for Gros Maroc and
Alicantes.

The best Nectarines 'in the class were extra

fine Elruge, from Mr. Lunt, Kier, who had also

the best Peaches in Royal George. Mr. Cruden,
Castle Kennedy, took first for Figs with fine fruits

of Brown Turkey. Blenheim Orange Melon from
Jlr. Miller, Rood Ashton, was placed first in its

class, and La Favorite occupied the same posi-

tion in the green- fleshed class; this came from
Mr. ^Vilson, Carbery Tower. For a brace of

Melons, Mr. Wilson was likewise first, Blenheim
Orange and La Favorite again being the kinds
shown. Apricots were best from Mr. Goodfellow,
of Perth ; these were very fine fruit. Plums, Pears,

and Apples were shown in large numbers in classes

devoted to separate kinds, the fruit staged being
invariably of liae quality. Jargonelle Pears were
an extra strong clas?, this Pear doing well in the
north. Mr. Casp, from Canford Manor, was, how-
ever, placed fi-st with finely coloured fruit. The
first priz3 for Williams' Bon Chretien was taken
by a Jersey grower, Mr. Harp?r, of St Heliers, who
also took first for Beurr6 d'Amanlis, while Mr.

Crasp took the first for Louise Bonne of Jersey

M''. Harper also took firsts in other classes—among
them those for stewing Pears and for Easter Benrre.

and for a collection of Pears. Both Mr. Crasp
and Mr. Harper were successful in the Apple classes

also. Mr. .John McKenzie, of Linton Park,

Maidstone, was also a good exhibitor in these

classes, sharing honours with the foregoing. Mr.

McKenzie took first for a collection of dessert

Apples with fruit of good colour and medium s-ize.

He was also first for Lord Suffield, Tower of Glamis,
and Alfriston among other classes. Mr. Gil-

mour, Hawkhurst, Kent, and Mr. OuUon. Castle

Douglns, were first for Wellington and Warner's
King respectivtly.

Vegetai!LBS. — Mr. Pope's (Earl Carnarvon.
Newbury) collection of vegetables was a splendid

exhibit ; Celery and Leeks were very fine, though
the latter were shorter than those grown in the

north. Mr. Muir, Swansea, was second, and
the judges had much difHculty in separating the

first from second, the Cucumbers, Onions, and
Cauliflowers being very fine. In the class for

collection of vegetables, excluding Tomatoes,
Mushrooms and Cucumbers, Mr. Jas. Cocker was
first with a fine collection, the Turnips, Leeks, Cab-
bages, and Celery being excellent ; second, Mr. J.

Low, Stirling ; third, Mr. G. Potter, North Berwick.

In the class for Cucumbers, Mr. Blair, Trentham,
took first prize for a very nice seedling of a beau-

tiful colour, free of spines, with little neck ; this

will prove a valuable exhibition variety; second,

Mclndoe, Gu'.sborough, with Lockie's Perfection
;

third, Mr Dobbie, Liberton.

A collection of vegetables and Apples of much
merit was sent by Mr. Taylor, Bangholm Nurseries.

Messrs Deverill also had a quantity of their prize

strain Onions of fine growth, also Carrots and
Oxonian Leeks

Potatoes —The crop in general was found to be

inferior, the tubers large and coarse, and most of

the varieties greatly diseased. The following sorts

were selected by the committee for appearance,

cropping, &c., and then cooked ; Malshanger Kid-

ney (Kneller), Eadcljtfe Kidney (Selby), The Gen-

tleman (Veitch), Lord Salisbury (Wiles), The Times

(Ross), Ellington's Prolific (Ellington), Seedling

(Studd), Mottled Beauty (Wiles), Market Favourite

(Ellington), Crawley Prizetaker (Cheal), Renown
(Nye)—Mottled Beauty, Ellington's Prolific, and

Crawley Prizetaker receiving three marks (x x x)

each.

Turnips.—Of these, forty-eight lots were grown,

the following receiving x x x : The Early Milan

(Veitch, Benary, Harrison), the Early White Strap-

leaf, American Stone (Vilmorin), the Large White

Globe Parple-top (Vilmorin), the Large Green

Globe (Vilmorin), and Early Snowball (Veitch).

Scarlet and other Rusneb Beans.—Forty-
four lots. These, with few exceptions, were found

to be scarcely in condition for examination. A
first-class certificate was awarded to Sutton's

Tender and True, a Runner Bean of the dwarf

kidney section with fine, long, straight pods.

Tomatoes.— Of these 117 lots were grown under

glass, the following receiving x x x : Golden Sunrise

(Veitch, Barr, Daniels), Golden Nugget (Sutton),

Italian Wonder (Hooper).

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
SBrTBMBEB 3.

A meeting of the fruit and vegetable committee
was held at Chiswick on the above date. Present

:

Dr. Hogg, F.L S , in the chair; and Messrs. Wright,

Pearson, Siltmarsh, Dean, Denning, Willard, Nor-

man, and Cummins. The committee examined the

collections of Potatoes, Turnips, Runner B.\ans, and
Tomatoes growing in the gardens.

The Killarney Fern {Sah.,crihe,-).—Tty Messrs.

W. aud J. Birkeubead, of Sale, Manchester.

Nectarines (ir. H. Hicks).—They seem to be not

under ripe, but over rip3. They were probably greatly

crippled by the cutting oft of tha tops.

Wall fruit trees {Ocha^). — A tree grown

against a wall for any length of time will not do well,

generally speaking, if transplanted into the open gar-

den. The best way is to plant young trees. It not

very old, the trees might he replanted and traiued in

espalier form, but it is hardly worth while.

Kose buds dying (B. CTare). — Perhaps the

buds are too numerous and the roots are not able to

support the crop ; or the tree may be in an exposed

situation, and some Roses are tender. In the absence

of any particulars, we cannot give a more definite

reply.

Fungi under Deodara and Pine (Hon.

Mr". H.].—These are forms of the common Horse

Mushroom (Agarieus arvensis), fre.iuent under trees.

They are usually considered unwholesome trom such

positions, although the Horse Mushroom, when

gathered from open places, is excellent for the table,

aud, of course, quite safe.

Injured Pear leaves (T. C.).—They have been

attacked by the Pear slug, aud by black fly and red

spidor with which they are swarming. Dust over

with powdered quicklime of a moruing when the dew

is ou the leaves, or apply lime water through the

engine In addition copious washings will be bene-

ficial, and if against a wall give plenty of water to the

roots.

Pen+stemon Cobsea.—Will some reader be good

enough to give mo practical hints as to rearing and

keeping Pentstemon Cobasa ;- I have tried seeds, and

the plant as received from nursery from seed. 1 did

n,.t succeed in raisiug any plants, n,.r could I preserve

the plant received. It is evidently a dithcult subject

to deal with, and I tear not hardy,th.,ugh,from coloured

plate, apparently the finest of the genus.—J. P.

Dahlia Mrs. Saunders.-In the report of the

meeting of the National Dahlia Society ou p. 2ot, the

best tipped Dahlia is given as Mr. Saunders. It should

have been " Mrs." Saunders.

Meehan's Monthly.—We welcome this new issue

of Meehan's Mnnilihj. His old monthly was the most

interesting of all the old American gardening papers,

and we missed it much.

Names of fruit.— ir. Sh((oh.—1 and 7, Kirke's ;

•> Dvmond: 3, Jefferson's; 4, Pond's Seedling; 5,

specimens rotten; G, Prince of Wales; 8, OulUn s

Golden; ii, Late Orleans.- T. Colhstvr.—\, Pear,

Amande d'Ete; 2, Pear, Citron des Carmes; -'i, Apple

probably Seek no Farther, but very pior specimen ;

i. Plum, Orleans ; 5, Plum, Coe's Golden Dr.ip.- (-.

iienneH.—Fbmish Beauty.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

TREES BEST ADAPTED FOR VARIOUS
SOILS.

Ironstone Soils.

(Continuedfrom 2>age 256.)

In districts where coal and iroiistone are found
iu (iiiantity the top soil is usually shallow, and
\inderlyiiig it a crumbling yellowish rag largely

impregnated with iron is to be found.

Such a soil presents great difficulties to the

planter, for few indeed are the trees or shrubs
that will or can succeed in such a mixture, and
such as may be able to withstand the meagre
fare rarely attain to anything approaching even

their average dimensions. That a few trees will

live and put on a fairly satisfactory front even
under such unfavourable conditions is a matter
of the greatest importance, for although in an
economic sense they are almo.'-t valueless, yet

that is hardly what is wanted, shelter and orna-

ment being often points of far greater moment.

Time after time has a friend whose estate is

largely dependent on ironstone and coal, which
are usually united, asked me to spend a day in

viewing liis successes and failures, and in com-
plying with the request I was certainly asto-

nished at what had been achieved, but equally

so to find how few trees or shrubs could be
coaxed to lay hold of this peculiar and, fortu-

nately or unfortunately, not very common class

of soil.

No amount of trouble was spared in trying to

get trees established— large pits dug out, and
the rag well broken up and mixed in the pro-

portion of three to one with the best class of

loam and ordinary garden soil. Then good,

healthy, well-rooted plants, that had been
grown in an exposed and poor Welsh nursery,

were planted under the keen eye of my arbori-

cultural friend, and tended afterwards with

everything that could be thought of as condu-
cive to free and healthy growth.

Some of the trees have done fairly well, while
others have eked out a miserable existence for

two or three years and then died out altogether.

The same method of careful planting and after-

management has been going on for the last five

years, and during that time few of our general

forest trees have been passed by and a large

number of the more ornamental type have been
tried, but among these only the following can be
said to have been found suitable for planting in

this peculiar class of soil.

The Sweet or Spanish Chestnut (Oastanea
vesca) comes first on the list, as under at all

favourable conditions it rarely fails to do well

—growing to a fair size, some <if them nearly

.50 feet high and .5 feet or (i feet round—and
produces nice clean wood, which is unusually
hard .of grain and of a most pleasing yellow
colour. As (Xferience has proved this to be
the best, large numbers—whole woods, indeed
—have been planted, and their present healthy
look warrants mo in saying that they will yet
far more than compensate for their first cost,

abour of planting, and small rent of the almost
worthless ground, not to speak of the ornament
and shelter they also provide.

The Bird) (lietula alba) docs very well, and
seeds itself about on the ballast lieaps and up-

turned ground with perfi^ct freedom. Wliolo

woods, naturally grown, have been formed and
trained into nice trees by timely and judicious

pruning.

Oak grows rather slowly and soon becomes
stunted, but the timber is rtmarkably hard

and valuable for many uses in connection with
mining. Few of these are more than 30 feet

high, but they are bushy and far-spreading in

proportion and live long, which is a point of

no little value.

The Gean or wild Cherry and the Bird Cherry
(Cerasus Avium and C. Padus) both flourish

amazingly, and soon grow into trees of '2i> feet

and .30 feet in height. They seem to be re-

markably tenacious of life, and bloom with un-
wonted freedom from year to year. They, too,

reproduce themselves in small numbers among
the broken rock or ballast.

One of the Elms (U. montana), too, thrives in

not a very displeasing way, but it never seems
to rise high and sends out great numbers of

shoots from the lower part of the stem. Both
the Ash and Sycamore have been planted, but
they do not seem ."'o well fitted for withstanding
the impoverished conditions of the ironstone soil

as some of those above mentioned. Any tree,

however, that will live and grow fairly rapidly
is a boon, and eo both of these are highly
valued.

Among ConiferSj^ihe Austrian and Scotch
Pines (P. austriaca and P. sylvestris) did best,

rarely refusing to grow where the soil was at all

good. The Austrian afforded excellent shelter,

and by its nursing capacity caused other less

hardy kinds of trees to succeed better than they
would otherwise have done. The Atlantic

Cedar (Cedrus atlantica) behaves in a fairly

commendable way, it seeming to be more suit-

able for coal and ironstone soils than either of

its two nearly allied species. C. Deodara, too,

could hardly be said to be a signal failure, for

several small, but deep green foliaged trees

might be seen. P. Laricio (the Corsican Pine),

too, grows with unabated vigour, some of this

year's shoots being nearly 2 feet long, while the
trees were thick-set, bushy, and healthy.

Small-growing coniferous trees, including the

pretty Retinosporas, Law.son's Cypress (Cu-

pressus Lawsoniana), and, above all, the Giant

Arbor-vit;e (Thuja gigantea), were quite at

home.

Few shrubs could be got to behave in any-
thing like a satisfactory manner— strange to say,

Rhododendrons and the so-called North Ameri-
can peat plants standing a long way ahead on
the list of such as really flourished. The
Rhododendrons grow in almost every position

they were placed, but I am referring directly to

the common ponticum, although five at least of

the better named kinds stood bravely and
flowered freely. Seedlings sprang ujj in the
vicinity of old plants, and numbers of these

were carefully lifted and laid out to be
planted in masses when of a suitable size. Two
or three species of Privet showed at once how
well they could look with such meagre allowance

as they received ; these included the pretty, but
unfortunately rare Ligustrum lucidum and Iv

sinensis. In a big prepared bed where the

yellow rag had been broken well up for abovit

4 feet in depth and a quantity of peaty soil

from a neighbouring heath mixed with it.

Azaleas, Kalmias and Berberis Darwini grew
amazingly, but the position was sheltered by
a skirt of 30 feet high mixed austriacus and
Birches. Of the .\zaleas I noted that .\. mollis

was perhaps the best, but the Swamj) Honey-
suckle (A. calendulacea) did ecpuilly well,

flowering freely and emitting <|uite a pleasing

fragrance throughout the surrounding air.

With but little attention in the way of add-

ing fresh soil, the pretty and free-flowering

Guelder Rose (Viburnum Opulus) and its near

ally, the Wnyfaring Tree (V. Lantana), succeeded

well, but better ttill the Dogwocd, with its pinky

purple stems, showed well up in many of the
clumps throughout the park. These are about
all the trees and shrubs that did well ; many
others were coaxed and petted, but all to no
account. A D. W.

THE AISTRIAN PINE AS A TIMBER TREE.

The question asked as to the diflference of value

between the Scotch Pine (P. sylvestris) and

the Austrian Pine (P. austriaca) is one of those

that is more easily asked than replied to. In

the first place, few trees of the Austrian Pino
can yet in this country be said to be at all in

a mature state, and therefore the timber is not
so valuable as it should be say forty or fifty

years hence, so that it would be unwise and unfair

to test it with old Highland Pine grown in some oE

our best Scottish districts, say Ballcchbuie, &c.

Probably one of the largest and oldest trees of the

Austrian that have yet been felled in this country
was cne that I had cut down at Penrhyn Castle in

North Wales, some years ago, and as I had the tree

cut up for experimental purposes and turned to that

account, I may be allowed to rather hesitatingly

advance an opinion as to its value, though sufficient

time has not yet elapsed for anything decided to

be said.

The timber when cut up and dried looked more
like rough Pitch Pine planks than any other wood
I know, it being far more decidedly marked in the

way of graining than that of its near ally, the Cor-

sican Pine (P. Laricio). It was turned to several

accounts, but particularly to what I had heard that,

in its native land, it was largely used and valued
for, being placed in position where it was subject

to wet and dry alternately. The river Ogwen had
washed away a piece of land alongside its bank,

and in the piling and boarding I persuaded the

architect to try a dozen planks of this old Austrian

alongside those of Elm and other timbers that were
being used. When last I examined the breakwater

the Austrian timber looked quite as well as any of

the others, and I had finally come to the conclusion

that with perfectly matured timber it would be
quite as valuable as Elm for that particular pur-

pose. Now Scotch Pine is of no particular value

for the purpose in question, although when kept

perfectly dry, as it would be when used for indoor

work, it lasts for a very long time it good matured
wood is used. Were I planting these two trees for

the purposes of ornament and the value of tL

respective woods, I would certainly use the Scotch,

but if for sheUer and for use on breezy exposed sites,

the Austrian would unhesitatingly be picked out

tor that particular purpose. The Austrian is, in

my opinion, too harsh a tree for the park or lawn,

but when used for massing at long distances from

drives and roads it is very efl'ective. It inclines too

much to send out weighty side branches, and so

the main stem sufTers in consequence. One thing

that is much in favour of the Austrian is its hardy

nature, immunity from disease, and the rapidity

with which it will grow on poor thin soils.

A. n. W.
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Garden /rom its commencement to end of 1890, thirty-eight vols.,

price, cloth, jt2S 4s.

"Gardening Illustrated" Monthly Paris. - This
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;
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"This la an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather ; but
The Abt itself is Nature."—Shakespeart.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

GRAPE MRS. PINCE.

I HAVE frequently alluded to the good and bad
qualities of this Grape, and am returning to the

subject in order to chronicle a noteworthy suc-

cess with it. .\s a rule failures either to set

the berries or else to colour them after they are

set are in the ascendant, there being at least

twenty failures to one success. I may go even
further and assert that the variety is fast going
out of cultivation, principally owing to the
difficulty, amounting iu many cases to an im-
possibility, to produce presentable bunches.
Seeing that Mrs. Pince, when fairly well ripened,

is far superior to any other late black Grape in

point of quality, and keeps better than most
ot them, or say longer than either Alicante or

Gros Colman, it is much to be regretted that it

should have proved so difficult to cultivate.

At Abberley Hall, Stourport, however, Mrs.
Pince is far from being a failure ; on the con-

trary, it is to be seen there at the present time
quite good enough for anything. The bunches
are very fine, being about 1 foot in depth with
well-proportioned shoulders, probably also 1

foot across, tapering off in perfect style. There
are no stoneless berries to be seen, but all are
large, plenty of them being 1 inch in diameter
and remarkably well coloured, there being only
a trace of red close up to the shanks. Nor can
any fault be found with the quality, the Muscat
flavour being more pronounced than is the case
with many berries of Muscat of Alexandria that
I have tasted this season. This success is not
accidental by any means, as Mr. Young, to my
knowledge, has never failed to grow perfect
bunches at Abberley, without, too, as far as I

could learn, taking any extra trouble with this

variety. That the cultivation is good through-
((^^out is evinced not merely by the examples

of Mrs. Pince to be seen, for the Grapes
generally are of great excellence at Abberley.
The question arises, are there superior forms
of this variety ( Mr. Young is of opinion
that there are, and firmly believes he has
the best yet met with. I have seen Mrs.
Pince good at Sherborne Castle, Wilton House,
Longleat and elsewhere, but only in one in-

stance have the berries equalled Mr. Young's in
point of size, and that was at Parkfield Hallow,
a private place near Worcester. What in the
latter case is very remarkable is the fact that it

is one or two spurs that annually produce
bunches with extra large berries, all the rest of
the bunches throughout the house, or that por-
tion of it devoted to Mrs. Pince, being of what
I might safely term the normal size. Vines
have been raised, I believe, from this curious
sport, but whether or not it has been fixed I am
quite unable to say. Nor am I in the posses-
sion of the history of the Abberley Vines, but,
judging from what is being done with them, the
Parkfield Hallow sport has travelled in that
direction, or else Mr. Young holds a distinct
stock well worthy of being increased and dis-

tributed. If there is no difference in the stocks
or no variation of forms, how comes it that
some of our most noted CJrape growers cannot
grow I\Irs. Pince satisfactorily >. The variety
has been grafted or inarched on various stocks,
the roots have been given almo.?t unlimited and
also much restricted borders, while different as-

pects, shading the foliage, Muscat treatment, and

various other special remedies either for non-

setting or failure to colour have been tried, all

with but little success—the rods in the end be-

ing cut out owing to the great dislike many cul-

tivators have of red Grapes. No one ever took

more pains with Mrs. Pince than did Mr. Taylor

when at Longleat, but anything like a perfect

crop of bunches was never seen on the large

Vine that was grown of it. Can any reader of

The Garden point out how the ordinary forms

of the variety under notice can be well coloured,

and also prevented from shrivelling prema-

turely, and by so doing confer a great favour

on a numerous body of men who would only be

too glad to have it at its best .' W. I.

GOOD PEACHES.
Where it is contemplated to plant fresh Peach

trees either on open walls or in Peach houses proper,

the question will arise, what to plant ? As regards

Pearh houses, the problem Is not very difficult to

answer, but even here discretion is needed, so that

only those of the very highest quality should

be planted, and that the house may not be given up,

as is very often the case, to the very earliest varie-

ties, and especially those of American origin. True,

if there is space some of the most approved may
find a place, but very often it is generally where

there is the least room at disposal that such varie-

ties are planted. The quality of Peaches has not

advanced with the newer varieties, as with Necta-

rines, and indeed, so far as quality is concerned,

with our standard varieties it would be impossible

for this to be improved upon, unless it is by impart-

ing some of this into the earliest varieties. For

cultivation in pots in a general orchard house these

early varieties are well adapted so as to maintain a

succession, but, with limited space in a Peach house

for trained trees, varieties with the highest quality

should alone be planted. When planting on open

walls the climate must have due consideration, as

all varieties ;ire not adapted for this purpose ; in-

deed, in many of the more northern parts Peaches

other than the earliest varieties would not ripen
;

consequently, where there is Peach house space it

is rarely that any are planted. In the more southern

and western midland districts varieties of the high-

est quality will ripen, although in a backward

and cold season like the present they are much
later than usual, and will require a warm and bright

September to become of good quality. Koyal

George and Noblesse are the worst in this respect

with us, the trees being badly affected with mildew

and the growth not so free as I like to see it. Va-

rieties such as these I should never again plant on

open walls, as, according to my experience, a suc-

cession ot warm seasons is necessary for these to

become really first-rate. Fruit there is in abund-

ance, but the trees are not healthy grown in the

open air, and indeed under glass high culture is

neiessary for these varieties, as mildew or spider

will attack them before any other varieties, but

when well grown the quality of either is not ex-

celled. Royal George with me this season was

better than I have ever previously seen it, the fruits

being large and beautifully coloured and the

trees perfectly free from mildew. This variety

requires warmer and drier treatmentthanthatwhich

may be accorded to other varieties, and during dull

weather like that we have had this season, or even

on dull afternoons when the foliage is not likely to

become perfectly dry before nightfall, syringing

overhead is best discontinued, although every

opportunity must be taken to syringe to keep down
red spider. Stirling Castle is a very healthy grower

on open walls ; fruits are abundant, ot high quality,

and beautifully coloured, good fruits where freely

exposed becoming almost black. Although ripening

a little later than Koyal George, Stirling Castle

worthily takes its place. For early ripening

Alexander takes the first position, this being fol-

lowed by Hale's Early, two excellent Peaches for

open walls. The quality of the latter has been ex-

cellent this season, and I never remember it so

juicy and vinous in Uavour, and quite destitute of

the rather stringy texture; this latter fault, how-

ever, is often attributed to leaving the fruits on

the wall to ripen, as I find the flavour becomes

more fully developed—and indeed it is the same
with all varieties, although not perhaps to such a

marked extent—when gathered quite two days be-

fore they are fit for use and placed in a cool fruit

room. Crimson Calande also does excellently on

open walls ; so does also Dr. Hogg ;
this latter is

very good with us this season, the tree being very

healthy and the fruits ripening well, and it is

also a most abundant bearer, as, indeed, with us

are all the varieties which we cultivate on opea
walls. Alexandra Noblesse is a very fine Peach in,

the open, it being in fact almost a Noblesse, and

never attacked with mildew, as this latter named
\ariety is so prone to be. Princess of Wales also

does excellently, being a very free grower and per-

fectly free from mildew. Dymond is an old favourite

of mine, and I believe this variety is destined to

have a bright future. The fruits are very large, of

fine colour, and excellent flavour ; the foliage of

our tree is not so healthy as I should like to see it,

.

but this I hope to rectify this season by partial re-

lifting, as this was left over from last season for

the want of time, and also as it was thought that

it would not be necessary as with some other

varieties. Barrington, Sea Eagle, and Walbuiton
Admurable are also capital for the open air, but

this season we shall want a bright September to

ripen them up. Last year these varieties did

splendidly, the fruits coming to a large size, and

when I say that surplus fruits from these latter

trees fetched 15s. per dozen in Covent (iarden last

season, I do not think the quality need be found

fault with. I should also not hesitate to plant either

Bellegarde or Grosse Mignonne in a good district,

although in some seasons the latter is apt to

become attacked with mildew.

For Peaches in the open air, low and damp situa-

tions are the worst, as the trees are more prone »
to mildew than in higher, and consequently drier,

districts. As previously stated, for planting out

under glass and where room is limited, the princi-

pal space should not be filled up with the earliest

varieties, merely for the sake of lieing early, but a

tree ot Hale's Early may weU be includedif Peaches

are required very early. For growmg in the same

structure besides Hale's Early, if it sliould be decided

to plant this variety, 1 should select Crimson

Galande, Grosse Mignonne, Royal George, Stirling

Castle, Bellegarde, Princess ot Wales and Wal-

burton Admirable. Other excellent varieties may
be substituted in some instances, as I have omitted

Noblesse, Dymond, Barrington and Sea Eagle, the

last being a very large Peach. For planting in

succession houses it would merely be a repetition

of the varieties, selecting the earliest varieties for

the earliest house ; indeed these often come in well

when planted in succession structures, it merely

being a question of retarding the starting ot the

trees. Where there are several varieties growing

in the same structure—for instance, early, mid-

season, and late—it is not wise to start the trees

early into growth, or force them, as it is generally

understood, as the later varieties require time to

bring out their quality. A. Young. .

Pear Marie Louise.—Very rarely indeed are

such fine crops of this most deservedly popular

Pear to be seen as are hanging on the trees this

season. Wall trees, pyramids, espaliers, and stan-

dards are aU alike equally well furnished with fruit,

and to all appearance it will not be long before

some of the more forward are fit to gather ;
nor, in

spite of the heavy crops, is the fruit in many cases

at all small, some of the standards being furnished

with finer fruit than is often seen on wall trees.

The owners of the latter evidently neglected thin-

ning, and apparently wall trees suffer more from

being overcropped than do those grown more

in the open. Never before was there greater

need for thinning out the crops of JIarie

Louise, and not a few ot those who ne-

glected to take this precaution will have to pay

the penalty. Not only will the bulk ot the fruit on

overladen trees te somewhat undersized, but the

quality also will b; inferior, while the check given
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to the trees will be even more serious. The least

that can be done is to give old trees that have
been over-cropped a good soaking o£ liquid manure
now, following this np with still stronger applica-
tions daring the winter. Thus treated they will

break more strongly than would otherwise have
been the case, and, what is even of greater import-
ance, the flowers that open will be strong and pro-
bably set well, instead of being weakly and of no
value, as will happen in the case of many neglected
trees.—W. Ioguldbn.

Abnormal Plums.—A very curious effect on
the development of fruit by checking the down-
ward sap current in a fruiting branch of a tree
was shown to the fruit committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society recently by Mr. T. Crowley,
who had for the variety quite huge and soft-fleshed
fruits of Jefferson so produced, whilst the ordi-

narily produced fruits were not one- halt the size

and unripe. Some of these abnormal fruits

weighed 4 ozs. This result was produced by the
branch having been so hard tied to the wire sup-
port that the sap could not descend, but formed a
large excrescence on the bark. Doubtless the
branch will die, but those fond of experiments may
well be interested in the case.—D.

this variety comes into bearing early on the
Pear stock and rarely fails to fruit, the loss,

perhaps, is not so great. A neighbour has it

doing well as a .standard on the Pear, but, of

course, the finest fruits are generally obtained
from a wall. E. H.

SOME PEARS ON THE QUINCE.
Where the Quince stock succeeds (and I believe

it is more often a question of management than
SOU orclimate)therei3notadoubtaboutthe fruit

being finer and better, and that the trees come
sooner into bearing. It is true the precocious
tree may have a shorter life in some cases, but
if the time has been well spent with carrying
an annual crop of Pears, what more can be re-

quired ] 1 take it the best thing to do when
exhaustion sets in or seems imminent is to grub
up the tree and plant a young one, or, rather I

should say, as young Pear trees are cheap
enough, buy a few maiden trees every season
and have young trees of different sizes coming
on to fill up blanks. So far as has come under
my observation this season, the following Pears
are bearing well, the fruit being fine and hand-
some. On the Quince, Doyenn6 du Cornice,

several dwarf trees are magnificent, too magni-
ficent in fact, for the fruits ought to have been
more severely thinned. Louise Bonne of Jersey
is also fine, the fruit being highly coloured ; Pit-

maston Duchess, Beurre d'Amanlis, Passe Col-
mar and Ne Plus Meuris. The two last-named
are very heavily cropped, too heavy in fact.

Beurre Die], Beurr^ Hardy, Beurre Superfin,
Fondante d'Automne and Easter Beurre nearly
always bear a crop of some sort, but the
fruit is often blighted and cracked. This
Pear should either be grown on a warm wall
or else cultivated under glass. I have grown
it for many years, but 1 have never been satis-

fied with it yet. Josephine de Malines is the
only failure among a good many kinds, and the
trees, although making plenty of growth, have
a pale, sickly appearance, as if either the stock or

the situation—possibly the latter—did not suit.

One thing is very necessary, and that is to thin
the fruits rather severely. When a tree is per-

mitted to carry every fruit which sets, the life

of the tree will be short. If any tree is to have
a useful life there must be a reasonable amount
of annual growtli, and in some cases of Pears
on the Quince this year the trees are over-
weighted, and have consetjuently made little or
no growth, and it is likely next season must
be given up to recuperation. There is another
matter that must have prompt attention, and
that is mulching and watering. This season
the water-pot has not occupied a prominent
position, but tlio mulch has baen useful in
helping the trees to carry the heavy load.
Marie Louise, one of the very best Pears in its

season, will not succeed on the Quince, but as

SaMMERiPRUNING.
The additional remarks which " E. H." makes on
this subject (p. 1S8) are not likely to lead anyone to

adopt the shoot-pinching early in the season, which
he advises, except as I have before said in the case
of trees in pots with their roots confined and so

limited in extent and power. " E. H." tells us that
root-pruning tends to disorganise the tree's forces
and leads to the loss of balance. It would be diffi-

cult for him to pen anything more illogical or more
opposed to the practice he advocates. The mistake
of the shoot-pinching which " E. H." defends, cou-
pled with allowing the roots to extend unchecked,
is that it has the effect of destroying the balance
between the roots and the top. This fact is so ob-
vious, that it seems strange anyone who has had any
experience in fruit-growing should fail to see it. It

i3 simply a common-sense view of the subject,

which moreover is amply supported by the condition
of the trees so treated. On the opposite, root-prun-
ing, combined with shoot-pruning, each carried out
at the right time and to the extent which the trees

need, is the most certain way of effecting the re-

quired balance. The assertion which "E. H."
makes in saying that there is not enough skilled

labour in the country to do all the root-pruning that
is necessary would, if true, be a reproach to the
gardeners ' of the present day. Root pruning (not
root-hacking, as " E. H." sees fit to call it) is so

simple an operation, that I will undertake in one
hour to show any handy labourer how to do it, and,
moreover, to do it right. How far the roots should
be cut in can only be decided by the size and con-
dition of the trees. This is where the little skill re-

quired comes in, and it is for the gardener who has
charge of the trees to be operated upon to simply
mark how far from each tree the roots are to be
shortened.
No one is likely to advise indiscriminate root-

pruning, whether it is required or not. There are
plenty of trees that have filled the space they are
intended to occupy on walls and espaliers that

bear freely, and consequently require no inter-

ference with their roots, being in a fruitful condi-

tion through the age and size they have attained,

or by being brought to that state by a reduction of

excessive root power. And in the same way there
are plenty of pyramid and bush trees that are alike

in a satisfactory condition the roots of which no
one would think of interfering with. But there are
also numbers of over-vigorous young trees that
have attained something like the size they are in-

tended to, and that have from the time of their

being planted made too strong growth to allow of

their forming fruit-buds. It is in the case of such
as these that shoot-pruning alone will not remedy
the evU, that root-pruning brings about the balance
necessary to cause a fruitful state. But with trees

in their different forms, on walls, espaliers, pyra-
mids, and bushes, which are to be confined to fill-

ing a given space or restricted in size where too
vigorous, root-pruning should be carried out before
they have attained nearly their full size—in fact,

as soon as they are big enough to carry a useful

crop. By following this course there is not half

the time lost in waiting that occurs where the trees

are left with their roots unchecked. The reason
why root-pruning is usually preferable to root-lift-

ing is that the work takes much less time and is

frequently more effectual. "E. H." is not quite a
solitary opponent of the practice of root-pruning;
one occasionally meets with a few of those who
adopt the shoot-pinching or early summer pruning,

and their fruitless trees generally show the re-

sults of the treatment.
I have in my mind's eye several examples of the

practice where it has been carried out to a large

extent for twelve or fifteen years on trees that
were big enough at the beginning of the time
named to bear large quantitipB of fruit. Yet wit!)

the exception of some of the freest bearing sorts,

such as Lord Sufiield and Hawthornden Apples
and a few others of like character, there is little

to be seen each autumn except the crop of soft,

immature shoots and leaves that the trees have
been forced, through the pernicious practice, to

produce, and which keep on growing until the frost

stops them. This out-of-season growth, which
the premature pruning forces the trees to make, is

from eyes, many of which would have formed fruit

buds if the first shoots had been allowed to remain
until they were sufficiently advanced, and the root

power had been reduced so as to bring about the

required balance. " E. H." says that I admit hav-

ing carried root-pruning too far in some cases. I

do not admit anything of the kind. I never reduced

the roots of a tree that was of any use, further than

to effect the object of bringing it into a fruitful

condition with as little loss of time as possible. As
I mentioned in my first communication on the sub-

ject, I tried with a few trees of sorts that were not

worth growing, and which would on that account

have been made away with, to what extent the

growth was unduly reduced by cutting the roots

further in than 1 should have done in the case of

trees that were worth keeping. Had there never

been any experiments in gardening operations there

might have been some grounds for " E. H." assert-

ing that there is not enough skill in existence to do
the root-pruning that is necessary. T. B.

Gros Colman. Grape.—The origin of this now
recognised standard Grape has been somewhat lost

in obscurity, no one so far seeming able to trace

it to its source. The problem, however, seems at

last to have been solved, or at least is possibly so,

by the discovery that a Grape sent to Chiswick for

trial from Hungary under the name of Dodrelabie

turns out to be no less than Gros Colman. Mr.

Barron and other experts in Grapes are satisfied as

to the identity, and now have no doubt but that it

came here under other than its original name from
Hungary.—D.

Wasps.—Since the warm weather set in wasps
appear to have increased at a marvellous rate, as

they abound everywhere in gardens and are playing

havoc with the fruit, clearing off late Gooseberries

quickly, devouring the best Apricots, Peaches and
Nectarines, and boring into the Plums, as well as

invading vineries to have a taste of the Grapes.

The only remedy for all this is, I suppose, to search

out and destroy the nests, and this we are doing

by pouring tar in and stopping the holes, a work
that can be done quickly and is just as effectual as

squibbing them and digging them out, as they can-

not escape. If the summer had been fine and
warm, wasps would have been a greater scourge

than they are, as so many queens got off last

autumn, and, sharp as the winter was, they seemed
to get through all right, as they abounded in spring.

—S. D.

8B0RT NOTES.—FRUIT.

Lawn Grass for fruit packing —Allow ms
to endorse all " VV. ().," Fota (p. 220), writes iu favour

of lawn (Jrass for fruit packing. We liave used it

liere for years, and find it superior to all other pickiiR
materials we have tried. It is sweet, fine, soft, and
flexible. The objection to clean JIoss tor the pur.iosj

is the flavour it imparts to most fruits, especially when
left unpacked for two or three days.—J. 1!.

Jules d'Airolles Pear.—I saw tliis liandsome

variety in trnit in Mr. Blackmore's garden at Ted-

dington. It is of medium size, handsome, very richly

coloured, in fact vicing with Red (Juarrenden Apples in

colo\ir. The tree grows vigorously, doing well on

the (Quince stock, and bears very freely.lBecause of tlie

ricli colour and handsome appearance of the fruits,

the variety should become popular in tlio ni,vrket.—D.

Tomtits and Pears. — Tiie tomtits are s>

troublesome here by the damage they cause by pock-

ing into the I'cars, that 1 shall be glad if anyone can

tell me of an easy and ciuick way of trapping or de-

stroying the birds, short of shooting, wliich cannot

he done on account of the trees. 1 am jiutting up
some Pea sticks clear of the heads to see it tliev will

alight on tliem, and if they do, we can', hen deal with

the " tits " without harming the Pears.— S. D.
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Flower Garden.

DOUBLE-FLOWERED VAUIETIES OF
CLEMATIS.

By some a double flower of any kind is regarded
as superior to a single bloom, though in many
cases the increased number of petals adds but a
lumpiness to the flower, and deprives the plant
of a good deal of its original grace and elegance.

It is the opinion of at least a great many that

the doubling of a Fuchsia bloom detracts from
its beauty, and much the same may be .said of

the zonal Pelargonium, many of whose double
varieties consist simply of a crowded mass of

petals. The same objection cannot, however,
be urged against the double-flowered forms of

Clematis, a good example of which is here
figured, and, as may be seen by the illustration,

the flowers, though they consist of a consider-
able number of petals, are by no means lumpy
in appearance. Several species of Clematis
with double blossoms have been sent to this

country from Japan, besides which numerous
hybrids have been raised here. The Japanese
kinds include a form of C. crerulea, C. florida, C.

Fortunei, and C. Sieboldi, while among the best
of the hybrid forms are Duchess of Edinburgh,
whose large pure white blossoms are so well

shown. The flowers of this, which hails from
Woking, the home of so many varieties, has
very fragrant blossoms. Lucie Lemoine is an-
other good white, and other colours are repre-
sented by Countess of Lovelace, bluish-lUac

;

Belle of Woking, a kind of sUvery grey ; and
John Gould Veitch, lavender - blue. These
double-flowered Clematises may be employed in

the same way as the single forms, and when
flowering freely their rosette-like blossoms cause
them to stand out conspicuously from the
others. In common with most double flowers,

those of the Clematis remain longer before they
drop than the single blooms. I had almost
omitted to mention a very pretty Clematis of

this class, viz., C. Viticella fl.-pl., whose little

rosette-like blossoms of a bluish-purple colour
are, as in all the forms of the Vine Bower (C.
Viticella), borne in very great profusion. While
this may, as in the case of the others, be employed
for draping walls, fences, pillars, balconies, or for
similar purposes, it is also very pleasing when
allowed to ramble into some neighbouring bush
or low tree, from whence the masses of flowers
will depend in graceful festoons.—T.

Mr. W. J. Leitch, Warden Place,
Forres, N.B. , who sent us the photograph from
which the engraving was taken, sends us the
following particulars about the plant :

—

I send you a photograph of a Clematis (Duchess
of Edinburgh) I have growing on the wall of my
house, and which, I think, being grown so far
north has done fairly well. The plant is five years
old, and has been four years in its present situation,
exposure south by west. It bore altogether seventy
blooms, and the colour was beautiful. The photo-
graph was taken on June 18, and on June 28 there
were sixty-two blooms full out. Last year it bore
fifty blooms, but flowered a month earlier ; the first

bloom was full out on May 20. It had no protec-
tion during the last winter, and was only covered
for a few nights during the frosty east winds we
had in March last.

The Blue Rock Bindweed (Convolvulus manri-
tanicus) —Usually this plant survives the winter,
as its roots are generally safe if growing in a soil
from which excess of moisture readily passes
away, but last winter proved too much for it,

and in our case it failed to appear in spring. A
batch of cuttings, however, is always inserted each
autumn as a safeguard, and these planted in spring
make good plants, quickly growing and blooming

through late summer and autumn. The Blue
Rock Bindweed is, as the name would imply, a
charming rock plant, and is never seen to better
advantage than when creeping over some ledge or

trailing out upon, and breaking the hard line of,

some formal stone edging.— A. H.

LILIUM TIGRINUM SPLENDENS.
Now that the season of the Tiger Lilies is upon us.

the variety splendens again asserts itself as the
finest of them all, and not only are the blossoms
more showy than those of any of the others, but
it will also hold its own and flower year after year
better than any of the rest. In a small town gar-

and almost black. In the flowers, too, considerable
difference exists, those of splendens being larger
and brighter coloured, while the blackish spots on
the petals are also a good deal larger than in the
common form. The variety splendens is also rather
later in blooming. The advantages of this over all

the Tiger Lilies is quite as manifest when grown
for flowering in pets as it is when planted in the
open ground, as splendens will retain its foliage
much better than any of the others, and this, taken
in conjunction with its moie showy blossoms, places
it at a great advantage when employed for decora-
tive purposes. This variety of the Tiger Lily is

also known as Lsopoldi.
Other well marked varieties of this Lily, which

have all been very fine this sea-

son, are flore-pleno, remarkable
from the fact of being the best ex-

ample of a double-flowered Lily we
have in our gardens. This variety
has the leaves, stems, and unopened
buds all woolly, which same features
are also very prominent in a second
form, L. tigrinum Fortunei, of which
huge bulbs are sent here from Japan
during the winter months. They
usually meet with a ready sale, as
in the first place they travel well,
and are therefore clean, solid, and
in an attractive condition, whCe any-
one with the least knowledge of
Lilies will feel confident of their
yielding a good display the first sea-
son. These huge bulbs generally
push up a very stout spike, which
is terminated bya pyramidal head of
blossoms, somewhat lighter in hue
than those of the common kind. The
entire plant of this variety is exces-
sively woolly. In the winter sales of
Japanese Lilies it is by no means
certain that all are correctly named,
for mistakes will, of course, occur.
This is often the case with L. Bate-
manni, L. Leichtlini.and L. Maximo-
wiczi, which last is either a very near
relative of the Tiger Lily or a most
distinct variety thereof. Besides the
specific name of Maximowiczi it is

also known by that of pseudo-tigri-
num and jucundum. It is altogether
a more slender growing plant than
the other Tiger Lihes, and a well
marked feature is the absence of
bulbils in the axils of the leaves,
such as are to be found in the
others. The flowers are of a
vermUlion-red dotted with black.
They are in shape a good deal
like those of L. Leichtlini; in
fact, between these two Lilies
there are many points in common.

H. P.

Clematis Dochess of Edinburgh. Engraved for The Gahdex
from a photograph sent by Mr. W. J. Leitch, Forres, N.B.

Yellow Foxgloves. — If the
yellow Foxglove mentioned by Mr.
Wood (p. I'M) is grandiflora, I

have not this kind true to name,
and there must be some confusion

den that I am acquainted with there are two fine in the nomencUture of these yellow species. My
clumps of this Lily that have been planted four

I plants are from seed obtained from Mr. Barr,
or five years and tiower in a perfectly satisfactory and are quite different from a yellow kind that
manner each season, while they are about the only was this season blooming in his Thames Ditton
Lilies to flourish there, as L. auratum, speciosum, nurseiy. This was really good in colour and
and the varieties of L. davuricum are frequently quite different from the dingy, though to me not
attacked by that mysterious disease which works
such havoc among Lilies in many places. The
double-flowered Tiger Lily, too, dwindles away,
while the variety splendens flourishes. This last is

now pretty generally known, but for the benefit of

those who are unacquainted with it, a few of the
points of difference between the common Tiger
Lily and its variety splendens may be pointed
out. This last differs from the ordinary form
in the leaves being fewer in number, broader,
less woolly, and of a deeper green, while the
stem, too—which in the others is moie or less

covered with whitish wool—is here quite smooth

unpleasing, tint of that which I had from Mr. Barr
as grandiflora. If this should catch Mr. Barr's eye
perhaps he would kindly give the name of his

bright coloured kind. The fact that I only saw
it from the railway train and was impressed with
its appearance proves it to be very bright in colour,

for at that distance grandiflora would not have
been distinguishable. A year or two ago I got from
Mr. Laxton seeds of D. aurea, described as being

a good yellciw. They did not germinate, and I

therefore had no opportunity of testing its merits,

but I imagire this to be the same as that grown
by Mr. Wood and that which I saw in Mr. Barr's
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grounds. It seems to be scarce, for I have not
seen seeds offered in any garden catalogue save
that above referred to.—J. C. B.

Campanula pyramidalis in the flower gar-
dsn.—While agreeing with all that has been written
in praise of this plant for pot culture to decorate
conservatories, corridors, or even rooms, yet I think
" T. A." in The Gaeden of September 5 (p. 228) is

rather too hard upon it as an outdoor plant because
he has seen some unsatisfactory examples, this

arising through their being misplaced. I had a
large group this season in a bed that was fully ex-

posed, and these plants were after a storm as woe-
begone as " T. A." describes them to be. Elsewhere,
however, in special positions, this Campanula was
all that could be desired, and as there are many
gardens having sheltered borders, it may be safely

asserted that there is no plant that flowers in the
late summer months better adapted to boldly adorn
them than this giant Bellflower. It delights also
to grow at the foot of a wall, and in situations
that are very dry succeeds admirably. Conse-
quently, as we cannot use it as extensively as we
would, it is well to know its value as a plant for

special positions, and we should retain it in the
flower garden if possible, even though grown ever
80 largely in pots.—A. H.

LILIUM SPECIOSUM VARIETIES.
This group contains not only some of the most
beautiful and chaste of all Lilies, but, at the

same time, some of the moat valuable and orna-

mental for purposes of decoration, such, indeed,

as cannot fail to give a great amount of pleasure

and permanent satisfaction to all who attempt
to cultivate them. But some may say that the

majority of Lilies are calculated to afford much
pleasure to those who grow them, and this is

very true, but this does not also infer per-

manent satisfaction, which is given by those

that may be grown on from year to year, and

annually increase in strength as well as in

beauty and the number of their flowers. The
species or varieties that do this are worth a
good deal of care, that is, thoughtful manage-
ment and good culture generally. Possessed of

little or no fragrance, the varieties of this group
may be put to any and every use where choice
flowers are needed, whether it be the bridal

bouquet or the memorial wreath ur cross ; or,

again, as pot plants for the embellishment of

conservatory or mansion. As pot plants alone
a great number annually find their way into the
leading markets in various parts of the country,
and there command fairly good prices and a
ready sale. It is the very ideal pot plant of

the florist, and particularly of those who in a
great measure depend upon the market for tlieir

supplies, and for this reason the pot plants may
be made to perform a two-fold purpose. For
instance, many local florists have in a great de-
gree to purchase what they want in this man-
ner quite speculatively, and with only a hap-
hazard notion of what they may dispose of while
the flowers remain fresh and lit for use, and in
smoky towns exposed in shop windows, cut
flowers are not very long-lived. In cases, how-
ever, such as this Lily, for example, where pet
plants are obtainable, the risk is considerably
lessened by purchasing a few pots with tlie ma-
jority of the tliiwcrs still to expand, as by so
doing theso [ilauta may bo advantageously em-
ployed to furnish the window of the florist and,
at the same time, remain fresh for use for a
much longer period after expansion. Apait
from the fact that fresh flowers will be opening
daily, the only things needful at this stage are
to HU[)ply a fair amount of moisture at the root
and to remove the anthers as soon as the flowers

are sufficiently expanded for the purpose, and
80 preserve the flowers in all their original

baauty. Out of doors they are without doubt
the moat easily managed of all Lilies ; they are

perfectly hardy, a fact which has been thoroughly
tested during the past severe and prolonged
winter, when many hundreds I had planted
the previous autumn must have been frozen
through and through for weeks in succes-

sion, and all appeared above ground, as usual, in

the moat perfect health and strength ; the only
difference was that they were about a fortnight
later than usual. The new basal roots, which
are in reality the sure foundation of a future
bulb, had notwithstanding made wonderful pro-

gress ; these to some extent may have been
emitted before the frost set in, for they were of

considerable length early in the present year,

when only a few inches of top growth had been
made.
To my mind, and I doubt not to many of your

readers who are growers of Lilies, the vast im-
portance of an annual supply of basal roots in

autumn in this Lily cannot be over-estimated,

as with a plentiful suijply of such roots a good
flowering and a fine bulb are a certainty, but
without them they are of little or no use whatso-
ever. Much nourishment, it is true, is afiorded

by the large mass of stem-roots which are sent

forth, so far as the flower-buds are concerned,

but these are of no benefit whatever to the bulb,

and perish with the first frosts of autumn.
Those that have been grown in pots for con-

servatory decoration are now flowering freely

under glass, and this with but little assistance

in the way of artificial heat. It may be of ser-

vice to some of your readers to know that these

plants respond readily to artificial heat, and by
introducing a few well-established pots into the

greenhouse early in January, flowers may be

had in the early part of June, and from this

time onwards to their nat ural season of flowering

in the open ground. At any time, in fact, their

flowers are valuable, and we have none too great

a quantity of such really beautiful subjects that

we are likely to be over-burdened with these

chaste and lovely Lilies.

When grown as pot plants, it is always best

to secure bulbs in the autunm, and as early as

possible after their flowering is complete, as it is

just at this season that the new basal roots—so

essential to success—are being emitted, and to

secure these intact is a point in favour of the

cultivator, and the longer the delay the greater

will be the loss of roots in lifting and potting

them. These remarks, it should be stated, have

more to do with home-grown bulbs than with

those that are imported annually from Japan
;

these latter when they reach us have, as a rule,

no roots, simply because these have been un-

ceremoniously cut away to admit of the prepara-

tion prior to packing for importation to this

country. Where roots exist, they are usually

newly-formed and are made during transit.

These imported bulbs, in common with auratum
and others, may be obtained for the ajtace of a

couple of months or even more, but to delay

getting them and planting at the proper time is

an error—frequently an expensive one, and in

the long run it is not prudent to trifle in such

matters.

Good flowering bulbs of this Lily or any

of its forms, having,' a diameter of 2,\ inches or :>

inches, should be placed in 7-inch pots for the first

year ; and hero comos in another somewhat fre-

quent error which invariably brings starvation in

its train. Over and over again have I read that
" three bulbs will bo suliicient for a O-incli or

7-inch pot," and I most assuredly think they

would, and that witliout the addition of soil in

which to grow them. The whole of the varie-

ties of L. sped jsura are possess-d of a fine

vigorous habit of growth and constitution gene-
rally, and to literally.pack them tightly together
in small pots aftbrds them no opportunity for
future development, the result being a weakly
growth and fewer as well as smaller flowers.
Accorded plenty of room for development and ;

planted in the manner I have suggested, fine •

bulbs will ensue, and :as a natural result in-

creased strength in spike and number as well •

as quality of the flowers individually. An
excellent sign of the general health of these '

Lilies when grown in pots is when they retain
their foliage in good condition down to the soil

•

till many of the flowers are expanded. There is'

then no fear as to plenty of healthy basal roots
existing in the pots ; at such times a free sup-
ply of moisture is both needful and beneficial.

When the foliage begins to fall before half the
growth is made, the main roots are either want-
ing altogether, or are in a very weak and defec-

tive state. Such plants as these must be care-

fully watered, and will be beat planted out later

on and left for a couple of seasons to recover
themselves. In potting, it is of the utmost im-
portance that a perfect drainage be given, stag-

nant moisture and subsequent souring of the
soil being most fatal to them, particularly dur-
ing their resting period.

With regard to soil, I have found nothing to
answer so well as a good turfy loam, a fourth
part sharp sand or grit, a sixth part of tho-
roughly decayed manure, to be well baked be-
fore using to kill insects and worm eggs, and so

forth. To this add some half-decayed leaves
and a free sprinkling of half-inch charcoal.

Get this in readiness and in an open airy shed,
that it may be fit for use when required. Pot
firmly and cover the bulbs 1 inch deep. After-
wards stand them on a well-drained and hard
bottom, and cover with 3 inches or 4 inches of

cocoa-nut fibre or ashes. In such a position

they will be quite safe unless the rainfall is ex-
cessive, when they may have the protection of

spare lights or anything tliat will keep off the
wet. The after-treatment of these Lilies when
grown as pot plants will depend very much on
the progress they have made, and no more
trustworthy guide exists than the manner in

which they carry their foliage and the healthy
condition or otherwise of their roots when
flowering is complete. The latter state is easily

determined by turning theplants outof theirpots.

Should a good ball of large fleshy roots reveal

themselves, and these be clean and healthy to

their extreme points, then all is well, and the
best advice I can give is to repot them at once
without a day's delay, using soil similar to that

which I have already suggested for the original

potting. For this repotting O.'-inch pots should
be employed, using perfect drainage. As far as

possible preserve the old ball, for this will con-

tain many roots which a little interference will

snap asunder by reason of their extremely
l)rittle nature. First carefully remove the drain-

age, and then take away the soil down to the

top of the bulb. I consider this latter impor-

tant, because in healthy bulbs a great mass cf

stem roots being emitted annually will speedily

exhaust the soil immediately above the bulbs, and
wliether it is necessary or not to repot the bulbs

annually, 1 most certainly advise after some
years' experience with Lilies—and of theso on a

large scale to annually replenish the surface

soil down to the bulbs every autumn as soon

as possible after flowering is complete, so that

the new flowering spike of the ensuing year,

with its own complement of stem roots, may
have sweet and good soil to feed upon rather

than the impoverished soil of its predecessor
;

this will give an equal chance to both.
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With opportunities such as I have endeavoured
to describe, these may remain for a couple of

seasons in pots of this size, by which time the
bulbs will have increased quite threefold

;

iadeed, with the third season of flowering in

pots I have had four good flower-spikes appear,

each bearing eight and ten flowers, while on ex-

tra strong examples I have had as many as

eighteen perfect flowers. At this stage such
vigorous examples as these require an equally

generous treatment to retain them in all their

vigour, and a shift to a potof much larger size, say
11 inches in diameter, will generally meet their

requirements, giving the same treatment as re-

commended for the previous shift. Such large

specimens as these may not be desirable in all

gardens, but in private establishments I have
morethan once seen them in potsof 12 inches or 13
inches diameter, and, as a result of careful treat-

ment during a series of years, bearing from eight

to a dozen stems each ; and though many years
ago, I still retain a vivid recollection of some
excellent examples which came under my notice

in some Cheshire gardens, where the plants were
specially grown for the ornamentation of glass

cjrridors. For this purpose and also the large

conservatory the use of good sized specimens
of such things is worthy of wider imitation, for

we have not in autumn-time until the Chrysan-
themums arrive in full swing many plants that

so fully merit liberal treatment and so well re-

pay the trouble. Thus grown, however, these
Lilies have few equals, and a few large plants

of these are among the best of autumn flowering
plants. I am surprised that amateurs have not
given the pot culture of these plants more
attention than they appear to have done, see-

ing that they give little or no trouble in winter,
and for three or four months in summer they
may be stood out of doors to be introduced irjto

the greenhouse in the end of August or early
in September. In such a structure good plants
will provide a display of flowers for a month
or six weeks, watering carefully with the short-
ening days.

Judicious watering of these Lilies is all-impor-
tant it they are to be kept in good health for

any lengthy period, and to this end it will be
much safer to water thoroughly and then allow
the plants to become quite dry again before the
watering is repeated—so dry in fact that the
pots will ring with the rap of the knuckles

;

this is far preferable to giving them a little

daily. The use of the syringe in autumn-time
must be dispensed with altogether, as frequently
the moisture from this cause condenses on the
flowers and unexpanded buds, and this with the
atmosphere outside fully charged with moisture
will quickly spoil many by damping, particularly
if from any cause during summer-time, such as
a hailstorm after the buds are apparent, the
buds have become in the least injured or
bruised. This bruise may be only the merest
speck possible at housing time, but if present at
all it will develop in similar proportions to the
buds, and more than once have I seen both se-
pals and petals quite decayed before the flowers
are expanded. The syringe then must be
avoided and the plants kept as dry and airy
overhead as possililo

; particularly is this desir-
able in the later batches. The case, however, is

quite difl'erent with early flowered plants, for
then evaporation is much more rapid. The in-
sect pests of these Lilies when grown under
glass are by no means numerous or very trou-
blesome, green fly being about the worst, and
these are easily kept down by fumigation.

But while they are very useful when grown
in pots under glass and where their beauty is

not likely to become marred, there is still a
much wider field for usefulness when they are

grown in the open ground. Here it is that beds

may be devoted entirely to them, and where

they may receive any special cultural treatment
that may be regarded as either beneficial or

essential, and those who would make a feature

of them cannot do better than follow the ex-

ample of Mr. G. F. Wilson, of Weybridge, who
has done so much with Lilies in pots and in the

open ground. Favoured to some considerable

extent it may l)e by natural surroundings, Mr.
Wilson lias, by assisting Nature, proved what
can be accomplished with these queenly flowers

by simple though special means, and it is

a common practice to excavate the ordinary

soil 2 feet or o feet deep, replacing it

with what is regarded as the best food for

these plants. In this garden I have seen some
of the forms of speciosum quite (i feet and 7

feet high, which is sufKcient proof that they
have a congenial home. I believe, speaking
from memory, that Mr. Wilson uses peat largely

in the cultivation of Lilies, but whatever the

soil employed, many are grown to perfection.

For those who can accommodate them I strongly

advocate devoting lieds entirely to them, for

then special treatment if needful can easily be
given. This is not so readily done when they are

grown in the mixed border. Peat for the forms
of speciosum is a very useful addition to the

ordinary soil, and if used in a rough lumpy state

assists materially in keeping the soil open. I

have, however, obtained such satisfactory results

from growing them in light loamy soils, that I

should never regard the use of peat as essential

where the former was found, together with

good drainage of the soU. In positions such as

are likely to be permanent, a depth of not less

than 2 feet should be secured of good, light,

turfy loam free from wireworm, thoroughly
decayed manure, a sixth part to be worked in

6 inches below the bulbs, with a liberal addi-

tion of i^harcoal and old mortar rubbish. This

wiU afford them excellent material, and in such

they will not fail to make bold and handsome
clumps in a year or two. When planted, the

bulbs should be covered quite C inches deep
with the soil, and be quite safe in all weathers.

Shade is not at all desirable for these

Lilies— that is not overhead shade, though the

surface should be strewn with leafy material

or short litter in summer when the sun is scorch-

ing hot, when also an occasional soaking of

water will prove of the greatest service. In
perfect health old established clumps of these

will be benefited by giving supplies of liquid

manure in late autumn and winter when the

weather is open (for at this time they are put-

ting forth their new roots), or, failing this, an
annual dressing of well-rotted manure when
the stems are cut away. In spring-time their

young growths are somewhat tender and quickly

feel the ill effects of frost, so that when these

are expected some slight protection should be

given them, such as a few boughs or the like,

just to screen them for the time being ; beyond
this they are among the simplest of things to

manage. Their varieties, it we accept the

multiplicity of names that are catalogued, are

somewhat numerous, but really good and dis-

tinct kinds are not so plentiful. Of the older

types, roseum aud rubrum are still the best,

while among' more recent kinds the varieties

crueutum and Melpomene are decided acc|uisi-

tions ; both have rich coloured blossoms, very

large, the latter the darkest coloured Lily in

this group. Purpureum and Schrymakersi are

also excellent kinds and of easy culture. There
is also a variety closely allied to cruentum,
having a margin of pure white, which renders

it quite distinct and very effective. The true

punctatuui has pure white flowers copiously

spotted, not suffused, with crimson ; this va-

riety has yellow anthers. Of white kinds,'

there are album, with white flowers, shaded
with purple on the outside ; Kra-tzeri, with

pure sparkling white flowers, having a greeni-h

midrib ; and album novum, which also bears

the name of album verum ; this is also distin-

guished by its yellow authe's, while the flowers

are very pure in their whiteness, and rendered

more distinct by a cream-coloured rachis on
the exterior of the blooms. All these are well

worthy of culture, and a few at least should be
found in every garden and greenhouse where
choice flowers are grown for their intrinsic

beauty and worth, for once their culture is

taken in hand and their charms realised, it is

not likely that they will readUy be put aside.

E. J.

LILIES IN THE GARDEN.
The Lily is a noble garden flower, but it is only
within recent years that it has been planted largely

in the best possible way, and that is among shrubs.

At one time it was considered suitable for pots

alone ; but under these conditions the finest growth
and bloom were never obtained. Planted in the

open, however, among Rhododendrons, it is tho-

roughly at home. We were much struck, a few
days ago, by L. elegans, or L. Thunbergianum as

it is more often called, planted among dwarf, dark-

leaved shrubs, Kalmias, &c. The contrast of leaf-

age and flower was delightfully rich and telling

—

an unusual association cf colour that is not seen in

many gardens. We may make use of almost eveiy

Lily in this way, even L. longiflorum, which is

supposed to succeed only in a pot in the green-

house.
L. elegans is a splendid early Lily, and now

cheap, while there are many varieties differing

widely in habit and colour of the flowers. The
tallest should be planted among the shrubs, and in

large spreading masses there are always openings

through which can ascend the stately spikes cf

brilliantly-coloured flowers, reserving the dwaif
kinds, those that grow only from 1 foot to 18

inches in height, for the outside. Such varieties as

the apricot-colonred alutaceum atro-sanguineum

(deep crimson, height 1^ feet). Van Houttei, ful-

gens, citrinum, or Prince of Orange (orange), and
cruentum (crimson) are all of dwarf growth, and
adapted for edging peaty beds filled with shrubs.

In growing the Lily in this form there is very

little trouble occasioned. The soil that suits such

shrubs as the Rhododendron also agrees with the

Lily, and the growth protects Ihe tender risirg

stems in early spring, when, except for this protec-

tion, they would suffer from frosts. A top-dressiDp-

of manure each year will keep both shrubs and

Lilies in vigour, but it must not be dug in. The
finest Lily for planting in this fashion is L. aura-

tum, and it is the glory of the Royal Gardens, Kew,

in the autumn months, as there it has been made
liberal use of for the enrichment cf the scenery.

The large masses of Rhododendrons on either side

of the main walk are a picture of colour in antumr,

the bold spikes of this Japanese Lily appearing in

profusion, the flowers large, numerous, and finely

coloured, finer far than anything we can obtain in

pots. It is under these conditions that the full

beauty of the variously coloured flowers is obtainec'.

The bulbs are in the soil that suits them, and the

growth is screened from heavy rains, cold winds,

and late frosts. Those who have no large clump!-

of shrubs to plant it in should choose a sheltered

situation for its position, not exposed to the full

glare of the midday sun, and where the soil is rich

and well drained. It will succeed in ordinary gar-

den material, if this is well manured, but it likes

best an admixture of peat and loam. The fincit

results with Lilium auratum have been obtained

by planting it among Rhododendrons, and when cn( e

established amongst them there is no need to dis-

turb the roots for several years.

There are so many beautiful gardens in England

unadorned with Lilies planted in this way, that it

is important to make special allusion to it. Kho-
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dodendrons, or clumps of some kind, abound in

every garden, but present a monotonous effect

when their seaso-i of flowering is over unless re-

lieved by a rich display of bloom, as here advised.

It relieve? the scenery of lameness and gives colour

in the autumn. Some thought is now given to the

autumn season of the year, and rich effects are

gained by the free use of Michaelmas Daisies and
Lilies.

Writing of Lilies reminds us that the common
L. candidum seems to have recovered in part from

the disease that threatened to obliterate it, and

the finestresnlts have beenobtained through massing

the clumps together. In one west of England gar-

den, placed on the side of a hill and fully exposed,

there were large colonies presenting a sheet of

purest white, and very beautiful on a cool July day.

Such an efTect should be repeated in large places

where there are ample scope and opportunity for

bald breaks of colour. It is a common and miser-

able plan to dot the Lily here and there in borders.

A single spike gives little notion of the full beauty

oE several together; and if it is not possible to

plant them among shrubs, form distinct groups of

them in large beds near the house. Last year,

when in a fine old Sussex garden, a mass of the

Swamp Lily (L. superbum, a stately North Ameri-

can species) was delightful. It is very tall in

growth, fully G feet or more ; the stems are purple

in colour, a rich contrast to the gay flowers, borne

in a terminal cluster and dancing in the breeze. This

Lily may be grown among shrubs, enjoys a peaty soil,

and is charming by itself. The Canadian Lily (L.

canadense) is more common than formerly. Its

orange and brown spotted flowers, borne on slender

stems, are welcome in late summer, especially when
appearing from amongst an undergrowth of shrubs.

It succeeds well in London, and should be made use

of in the parks and open spaces, which require col-

our in the declining days of summer. The orange

Lily, L. davuricum, L. giganteum, and L. chalce-

donicum are good garden Lilies, but the last of the

trio is best seen in northern counties or Yorkshire,

where it is common in cottage gardens, and of finer

growth than in more southern districts. Few Lilies

thrive more freely than L. Martagon, the variety

dalmaticum in particular. It is an exceedingly

beautiful form, very telling when allowed to form

a large clump, or establish itself in the wilder parts

of the garden. Album is a suitable companion to

it, and, like all the forms of the Martagon Lily,

quite hardy, very free in growth and bloom, pre-

ferring shade, but not refusing to grow in the sun-

light.

We have referred above to L. longiflorum, and
another reference to it may here be made to dispel

the idle talk that one so frequently hears as to its

thriving only in pots. We saw last year bulbs

planted among dwarf shrubs, that were flowering

remarkably well, and had been transferred two
seasons previous from pots. The first year, of

course, there were no great results ; but the fol-

lowing season the plants made headway, and pro-

duced a delightful display of the bold trumpet-

shaped blooms, quite as fine and as pure as, even

more so than those from under glass. This is an
instance of the adaptability of the Lily for the open
garden, and a good way to use what is always re

garded as of value for pots alone.

It is neither necessary nor desirable to give

merely names, but there are a few groups that

should be considered when planting Lilies in the

open. These are the handsome Californian Pan-

ther Lilies formerly L. pardalinura— stately, bold,

and graceful kinds, with stems rising to a height

of 8 ft., displayed to best advantage with shrubs as

a ground work. It would be unfortunate to place

such a type as this on a bare border ; its charac-

teristic growth suggests other conditions. The
forms of L. speciosum, or L. lancitolium, as it is

more often called, are charming in the autumn,
often grown in pots, but adapted for planting

amongst shrubs. There are several varieties, the

white, called Kr^tzeri, and many spotted forms.

The autumn is the season for these, and, treated as

advised for L. auratum, except that they should be

among dwarf shrubs, they have a unique effect by

reason of the bright rose shade in the flowers. They

are not so vigorous nor so hardy as some, but may
well be trusted in full exposure. Select a sheltered

spot where winds will not damage the rising stems,

and use for soil loam and peat. We have noticed

that they remain longer in bloom than almost any
Lily, commencing in September and lasting several

weeks in beauty. A gay succession is kept up by

another splendid group, of which the Tiger Lily is

a good type. This fine favourite, the delight of

the cottager and all who love flowers, grows freely

in ordinary loamy soils, likes a little shelter, and is

adapted for planting among dark-leaved shrubs, as

these afford the richest association of colour. All

the varieties are good, and the season opens in

early September, lasting on for many weeks.

Splendens is one of the finest, while the double

flore-pleno is also rich and striking with its showy

flowers, which appear later than those of the other

kinds.

—

Field.

MULLEINS.
Wheee several species of Mullein are grown to-

gether and the seedlings allowed to mature, hy-

brids of many forms are sure to abound. The most

remarkable which has been produced in my garden

is a very free-flowering plant with copper-coloured

flowers of perennial habit. It appeared simulta-

neously in two parts of the garden five or six years

ago. I am in doubt whether to refer it to Verbas-

cum phoeniceum x V. nigrum, or x V. Blattaria.

It attracts much notice by its short massive spikes,

and I have tried to increase it by division, by which

means I entirely lost one plant two years ago, and

shall perhaps lose the other this year. It is quite

distinct from the V. cupreum, figured in vol. xxx.

of the Bot. Mag., which was also a hybrid. Another

native Mullein, a biennial of some merit, but not

often seen either wild or in gardens, is V. virgatum,

with yellow flowers as large as a five-shilling-piece.

I have measured them, and few people know till

they try how small a flower will show outside a

five-shiUing-piece laid on its centre. It came to

my garden by a long round, having been given to

me by a friend who brought it home from Val-

paraiso, thinking he was introducing a novelty. It

came there from Robinson Crusoe's Island, where

it seems to be quite naturalised. In flower and

habit it so nearly resembles Celsia cretica, that it

passed with me for that tender biennial, till I ac-

cidentally noticed one day that it had five anthers.

I may add that, considering the large number-
above a hundred—of species of Mullein belonging

to the temperate regions of Europe and Asia, we
have very few in cultivation, probably because

many are not worth cultivating, and so many also are

biennial in habit, and, consequently, rather trouble-

some to keep. I find only one figured in the But.

Mai/, besides those we now have, which seems a

loss to gardens. It was in English gardens at the

beginning of the century, and was called \. ovali-

folium or V. formosum, and is a native of the Cau-

casus. C. WOLLEY DOD.

Edge Hall, Maljms.

Wet weather plants.—Among the hardy

perennials none have stood the wet weather better

than the herbaceous Phloxes and Anemone ja-

ponica, as the rains and cold seem to have just

suited both, for never before do I remember to

have seen either finer, the Phloxes having strong

stems and massive heads of flower, and the Ane-

mones being remarkable for their height and vigour,

the plants having run up to from 1 feet to Ci feet or

more, and sending out masses of blossoms. The Sun-

flowers, the Helianthuses, and Harpaliums have evi-

dently enjoyed the wet, as they, too, are blooming

profusely, and Dahlias, if it had not been for the

wind which sadly knocked them about, would have

been as fine as they are ever seen in warm seasons.

Bedding plants have had rather a sorry time of it

and have cut a very poor figure, but Begonias seem

to revel in the washings and drenchings they have

received and the cool air prevalent during most of

the summer. They have, therefore, established

their reputation for outdoor work, and if raisers of

new kinds will give their attention to the erect

flowering varieties, Begonias will become exceed-

ingly popular, as those with stiff stems and upright
blooms are the ones for bedding ; the flowers are

not wanted larger, but what is required is a wider
range of colour, and then the Begonia will in a great

measure supplant the Geranium. Pentstemons,
too, are fast asserting themselves and are coming
to the front, as they have been greatly improved,
and are now made much use of, for they may be
seen in beds and borders everywhere, and always
with good effect, as their grand spikes of bloom
stand out boldly and make a fine show. Unfortu-
nately, they are not quite hardy, and cannot be re-

lied on to stand during very severe winters, but
then it is an easy matter to put in a few pots of

cuttings and keep the plants in store pots in any
pit or frame and plant them out early in spring.

When Pentstemons are raised from seed, it should
be sown in March in heat and the seedlings nursed
on, and if this is done they will flower well all

through the autumn. Gladioli do not seem to

mind the rain, as they have been fine, the most
striking and showy being the Lemoinei varieties.

We have had them planted among our dwarf Roses,

and this, I think, is the best way of growing these

kinds —S. D.

Lobelia Firefly.—A large group of this fine

new kind rising out of a groundwork of Centaurea
candidissima is one of the brightest autumn effects

that can possibly be found, and the marvel is, bear-

ing in mind the ease of culture and the small

amount of trouble involved, that we do not more
frequently see a bold use made of such brilliant

flowering plants. We have only to plant a group
in suitable soil and associations and rest assured
that as night follows day so will the bright effect

we seek to produce come in its season. And what
a select assemblage are these fine autumn flowers,

if we have Lobelias, Japanese Anemones, Cape
Hyacinths, and Torch Lilies vicing one with an-

other in attractiveness. Firefly is a distinct im-
provement in many respects, for if it has not the

deep dark leafage of the kind (Queen Victoria)

that the majority are best acquainted with, it is

tall, stately, more vivid in colour, and decidedly

more free in bloom through the production of a
great number of lateral flower-spikes.—A. H.

PLANTING HARDY BULBS.
No greater error can be made than in deferring tlie

planting of hardy spring-flowering bulbs until the
earth has become lowered in temperature by the
wet and cold of the late autumn months. There
are, I am aware, cases where the planting of some
bulbs cannot be done much before November.
Flower beds on the Grass, for instance, often can-
not be disturbed before the middle of October, and
when Hyacinths, Tulips, and similar things are
made use of to embellish them during the spring
months, the bulbs can of course only be put in the
ground when the summer occupants are cleared
ofl'. Even at this time, however, there is still some
warmth in the ground, much more than a month
later, when the soil generally comes down to such
a low temperature, that bulbs planted then will fre-

quently remain until early spring before making
roots. This, I think, must exercise a deteriorating
influence on the blooming powers of any bulbous
plant that flowers in spring. It is not at all natural
for Narcissi, Hyacinths, itc, to pass the winter in

a rootless condition, and when they do so they are
at the mercy of an inclement winter. Being so
hardy, they will not show the effects of cold and
wet in such a marked manner as some things, such
as Lilies, for instance, but I am convinced that it

a portion of the bulbs are planted at any time dur-
ing the next six weeks and the remainder at the
beginning of the winter, there will be a sulliciently

marked dilTerence in the earliness and quality of
the bloom to fully prove the importance of early
planting. There is no time so good as the month
of September for getting the bulbs in the ground,
and I think that this is more especially true
of Narcissi ; the majority of these begin their sea-

son's work in that month, as may be ascertained

by taking up a bulb or two. Some bulbous flowers,

such as Crocuses and Tulips, do not apparently
suffer by being kept out of the ground during the
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early autumn months, but I am convinced that

Narcissi, more especially those that belong to the

Daffodil group, deteriorate more or less if kept out

of the soil until winter arrives. Those kinds that
love plenty of moisture at the roots when growing
appear to feel a lengthened absence from the earth
most acutely, and if not planted by the end of

October good tlowers cannot be reckoned upon. It

is the same in pot culture. Many, I know, make a
point of potting their bulbs at intervals of a fort-

night, so as to ensure successional bloom, but this

is bad practice and unnecessary as regards the re-

sult aimed at. It is better to pot them all early,

and regulate their blooming season by other means,
which can, of course, be easily done, and thus have
the advantage of thoroughly well-rooted plants. I

have remarked that opinions vary as to the depth
at which the bulbs should be set in the ground. I

do not see that any absolute rule can be made in

this matter, not even for any one particular kind of

bulb. Soils vary infinitely, and when I see

the recommendation that Hyacinths should be
planted 3 inches deep, I know that the writer

is thinking of those close heavy lands into

which warmth penetrates but slowly, and from
which superabundant moisture passes away with
difficulty. In porous soils Hyacinths may be
planted from -t inches to 6 inches deep, and will be
more likely to do well than when set nearer the
surface, as they are not likely to suEEer so much if

the weather is hot and dry at blooming time. In
my light soil I have planted bulbs that had bloomed
in pots quite 8 inches deep, and they come up and
bloom very well every year. Tulips should not be
planted quite so deep, but the stronger-habited
Daffodils, such as Horsfieldi, Emperor, the old
double, the common Lent Lily, &c., have always
appeared to me to grow much stronger when
planted about ij inches deep. Where the Lent Lily

grows naturally it is seldom found nearer the sur-

face than this. I once had the curiosity in a copse
where thousands of this Daffodil were in bloom to
see if I could find any bulbs near the surface.
With the exception of the very small ones, I failed

to find any at a less depth than tj inches, which
would seem to indicate that in the case of this

Daffodil at least there is a tendency on the part of
the bulbs to work downwards as they get older. I

do not see how it can be otherwise, as the seeds, of
coarse, germinate quite near the surface. It is

as difficult to determine the depth at which all the
Narcissi should be set in the ground as to decide
what kind of soil and position best suits each par-
ticular kind. I am convinced that the more deli-

cate habited kinds dislike to be deeply buried in

the ground. It is courting certain failure to plant
such kinds as cernuus, moschatus, Mary Anderson,
Leda, and others in heavy land at the same depth
as the gross-growing Sir Watkin or Emperor, and
even in light soils I find they do better when not
more than 3 inches of earth covers the bulbs. In
their case success or failure may entirely depend on
theinfluencethatthesun'sraysexercise on the bulbs
both when ingrowth and during the resting period.
The Lent Lily, the old doable, the Tenby, and a few
others will thrive in positions where the bulbs are
screened from the sun when at rest, bat under such
conditions kinds of a less robust nature will die
out. A certain amount of the ripening process
that is indispensable for many bulbous flowers
would appear in their case to be necessary. In re-

tentive soils they cannot feel the influence of the
sun's heat to an appreciable extent, unless the bulbs
are set within two or three inches of the surface.

I have had no experience of basal rot in Daffodils,

and with some kinds and in certain soils it may
not be possible to absolutely guarantee every bulb
from its attacks, but it is reasonable to suppose that
an immature condition of the bulbs will favour its

development, and more especially if they are en-
cased in a mass of sodden soil during the winter
months. In an interesting note on this subject in

a recent issue of The Garden, "F. H." observes,
" I have no doubt that the failure of these bulbs is

to be attributed to the want of sun and undue
moisture," and I would, therefore, recommend a
trial of shallow planting in the case of kinds that
are liable to this disease. J. C. B.

The Cardinal Flower (Lobelia cardinalis).—

Although newer and finer forms of the Cardinal
Flower tend to increase, we can ill afford to ignore,

or in any way neglect the typical species, judging
from the present effect created by two bold groups.

Two years ago I raised a large batch of this and
the kind named Queen Victoria, and last season

they were planted in a bed together, but the type
did not shine very conspicuously or command
much attention. Not wishing to take the trouble

of storing the plants for the winter, I lifted and
transplanted them upon a border of Bamboos, one
group being made in a level and sunny well drained

spot, another in a shaded and moist situation. Not
a plant perished during the winter, and now from
each healthy tuft there spring three or four line

spikes, ranging in height from U feet to 3i feet,

and a perfect glow of brilliant colour, especially

noticeable being a group in the front of the border
with a tall Bamboo backing it up and partially

overhanging it. As none perished from the intense

cold of last winter, we may safely assume that this

plant is one of great merit, and worthy of bold and
extensive culture in gardens where the soil suits it.

When more heed is paid to the many fine hardy
flowers of autumn, this Lobelia will be better

appreciated.—H. A.

WHAT IS A GARDEN CARNATION ?

The above question is one of importance to the

lover of hardy flowers, especially at the present

time when there is such a great domand for cut

flowers in the house. I am fully in accord witli

"A Perplexed Grower" in the views he puts

forth on the question (p. 229), for garden Car-

nations appear to be the last thing in the

thoughts of Carnation growers so-caUed. Nur-
serymen, too, cannot be said to keep pace with

the times, for though they devote whole columns
of their catalogues to the flakes, bizarres, yel-

low grounds, and other fancies of the florist,

the border selfs that we look to for fine decora-

tive effect are dismissed in the most summary
manner, by simply saying that "they can be sup-

plied in colours." Now and then a few names are

given, but no allusion is made to their scent,

one of the great points of a garden Carnation,

or as to whether they are subject to that bug-

bear of growers, splitting of the calyx.

It is useless to look to the florists for help in

this question, for they have a code of laws to go

by which will not allow merit to many of the

kinds that we find most useful for garden work
;

they have their own standard of perfection, and
great credit is due to them for the way in which
they approach it, but a race of Carnation

growers with a very different standard is wanted,

to run side by side with the florists if need be,

though never allowing themselves to be domi-

nated by old rules or diverted from the object

in view, which is to produce a sufliciency of

thoroughly hardy kin<ls that will make telling

effects in the garden or in the vase. I take it

that a garden Carnation should have four car-

dinal points, viz. ; First, a robust constitution ;

second, a good, telling dominant colour (.self

for preference) ; third, a sweet scent ; and last,

a non-splitting calyx. Many of the so-called

border varieties have bad constitutiims, and
make such poor grass, as to be quite unsightly

in some seasons, and we should not cry content

until able to discard all such. Splitting, too, is

a great nuisance, and no border Carnation

prone to this should be tolerated beyond the

time when it can be replaced by another of the

same colour that has not this defect, unless the

calyx is long enough to allow of india-rubber

rings being put on satisfactorily, and not even

then unless it is a very fine variety on other

points. It is nothing short of folly in judging

selfs to allow smooth-edged flowers to out-weigh

fringed ones, for in many cases the fringed edge

is an additional charm. Very few people who

know the old Raby Pink, which has lately been
written of in your pages, would be prepared to

say that it would be improved by having a

smooth edge, and I think that a non-burst

flower of this kind, such as we may get late in

the season from a side bud, is little short of

perfection, and next to its colour the fringed

edge is its greatest charm. If James Fitz-

patrick is nearly as good and a non-sjjlitter, it

must be the perfection of a garden Carnation.

The hopes of the lovers of garden Carnations

must lie to a great extent in raising seedlings,

for, as Mr. Woodall (p. 231) says, some types

reproduce themselves very faithfully from seed,

and this will be a way of keeping their consti-

tutions vigorous, and at the same time many
new varieties may be expected among a large

batch of seedlings. I have from time to time

raised some most useful selfs, a few of which
are deliciously scented ; the percentage of

smooth edges is, however, very small, and I

fear that, however useful they are and whatever

fine eft'ects they may give in the garden, they

would be of no use whatever on the show-

board under the existing code.

J. C. Tallack.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Geranium argenteum. — You can propagate

this variety in five ways, always supposing you
have a strong specimen to work at. At best the

business is slow and somewhat unusual. If I men-
tion these methods I should first explain the root-

habit (almost Invariable) of the plant. As in the

case of its parent, G. cinereum, the principal roots

are in a bunch at the base of a stout root-

stock, and it is because this root-stock is single and
fibreless that the propagation is more slow. At
the top there are minor root-stocks, branching and
sub-branching ; but owing to their disproportionate

bulky crowns, these very short and fibreless sub-

stocks have to be dealt with in an exceptional

manner. The five methods are as foUows : 1. Nick

and cut the forks for a short distance past the

knotty part of the main root- stock, and then, ac-

cording to the number of divisions required, rend

through the single main stock, which may be done

as truly as with a piece of Liquorice root, taking

care to get a proportion with each division of the

outer rind and stringy or fibrous parts at the bot-

tom ; if this is properly manipulated either in Sep-

tember or March, each division will make a sure

plant. 2. Cut off the crowns with their respective

lengths, which may be from 1 inch to 4 inches from

the main stock. These would be entirely fibreless,

and should be treated as cuttings, and set in full

sunshine in light soil or sand quite free from

manure, and the object should be to sustain the

leaves as long as possible in their fresh state. 3. Dig up

the whole plant carefully and trim the necks of all

the crowns of decaying matter. Half cut through,

on the under side, the same sort of smaller stocks

located at the top of the main stock, and draw the

knife upwards about half an inch, as in the case of

Carnations being layered. In the slit so made
sprinkle a bit of charcoal dust, and having gone

over all the offset crowns intended to be taken in

this way, gently replace the whole plant in fresh

soil and a similar position to thatinwhichit has be-

fore thriven. In filling up about the collar, where

you will come in contact with the set of slits, use

coarse white silver sand alone, and wash this well

into all the joints and slits, and fill up in the usual

way. So treated and properly done, the plant wUl

go on with renewed vigour as it no cutting had

been done, and each of the cut parts in a year will

make independent fibre, and may be readily and

safely severed from the old plant, with or without

lifting the latter in the following autumn, which is

the season when this operation should be done—say
eariy September. !. By green cuttings ; these are

only occasionally produced, and might be termed

stolons, or what the plants seemed first to intend

for a flower- stalk. These are little tufts of leaves

that issue from the node gr bract joint sometimss
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of a flower-stem. If these are taken in September
with a complement of leaves, and yet with the
crown knobs perfectly developed, they root as freely

as a Strawberry runner; the whole stalk should
be removed by a wrench, and by the natural joint

from the old plant. Though these stolon-like

growths are so useful to the propagator, as already
stated, they are not largely produced, but they may
be induced to form, for which hint I have to thank
a rabbit, that two years ago ate off the buds of my
strongest specimen. These flower-stems then formed
the kind of growth described. This year, however,
I have similar growths that may be termed normal.
5. By seed ; but the drawback in connection with
this method is that sometimes all revert to the
typical form, cinereum, and at best but a small per-

centage come like the silvery parent. There can
be no doubt that the slow mode of root-propaga-
tion Is accountable for the scarceness of this most
desirable form, and I think there is also little room
for doubt that the temptation to raise it by the
easier method of seed, which, as stated, does not
come true often, is responsible for the inferior

forms frequently found passing under the name of
argenteum.

Acaeua microphylla.—In all this wet and
windy weather there is one bright patch of this on
the rockery, perhaps the brightest bit of all. All

the time of the past six weeks of wretched weather
the spiny fruits have continued to grow in size and
glow in their ruddy colour. The plant is exceed-
ingly useful on a rockery, and if somewhat com-
mon, it is not so in the sense that it fails to excite
interest. As for colour either in or out of fruit, it

is distinct from all other creepers. As a plant for

the parts next the walk it has no equal ; it creeps
in the gravel in such a manner as to impart the
effect of a natural finish, and it may even be al-

lowed with pleasing effect to grow right over the
walk—that is, the walk of a rockery, for even if its

bulky fruits were liable to be destroyed there, the
dark foliage with its matted habit would be no
worse for a moderate amount of treading.

Melettis melissophyllum.—In a sense no-
thing could be easier to propagate—that is, when
plants have time to grow strong the roots may be
readily and safely divided ; but these offsets are
slow in forming, and seedlings are also slow in
reaching the flowering stage. It is precisely be-
cause of this slowness of increase that the plant is

not so plentiful as desirable. I have, however,
this season secured well-rooted plants from cuttings
taken and made in a special manner. In spring
pinch off the points beyond four pairs of leaves

;

from all these remaining leaf axils there will pro-
bably be laterals. When these are H inches or 4
inches long, with at least three pairs of leaves, take
them with the older portion of the stem, allowing
an inch or so of it to each pair of laterals ; then
split the 1 inch of old stem, so as to give each cut-
ting the split half. This sort of cutting affords
plenty of [surface for a callus. The next matter is

to place one or two joints of the cutting under the
surface. This induces the formation of young
crowns, but the leaves should go down with them,
arid if possible their points. The points of the
lower leaves should peep above the soil or sand, so
as to prevent too rapid decay. It is a great mis-
take to remove too much foliage from cuttings ; in
nearly every case it means slower rooting and in
many cases causes failure. Another way of get-
ting stock of this desirable plant is to layer the
stems when young in early summer, pinching out
all flower-buds, but not a single leaf.

Yellow Poppy seed offered a little while ago
has all gone. I wish to say this because applica-
tions still rearh me. I had good reasons to know
that Thk Gabijkn was widely read, but I had no
idea that a trifling offer like the one made would
catch the eye of such a great number as it has.

The double blue Hepatica.—This is a capital
time to deal wil h this gem. To transplant in bulk,
to pot it for wintering in a cold frame, or to divide
it, no better time could be chosen than September.
The buds are set and the leaves ripe, there is plenty
of root action, and the new ones are just issuing from
the rhizomes near the base of the buds. I like to

divide my stronger border roots at this season, and
I do it in water, when the matted long roots come
asunder smoothly and without breaking. As soon
as the divisions are made, delay not to plant them,
but before doing so and while still wet dash them
liberally with dry silver sand ; this completely sepa-
rates the fibres and ensures their not being jammed
together when being set. If you try this dodge you
will see it is a good thing to do. I have followed
the plan many years, and it is so simple and sure
that it is worthy of practice.

Calochorti In lifting the bulbs of the half
dozen kinds attempted in the last year I am more
than satisfied with the results ; true, I had but very
moderate expectations. Those that flowered have
borne both seed and bulbils ; they came fairly true
to their names, which generally are good descriptive
ones. The bulbs which did not flower and hardly
produced a leaf have not died, as I expected ; they
are not only alive, but much increased in size, i.f ,

compared with what they were in their very dry
state. Surely the bulbils formed on the flower
stems, about an inch or so above the apex of the
parent bulbs, indicate the liking of this genus for
deep planting ; if so, so much the better for us, as
their hardiness is questionable under ordinary con-
ditions in the north of England. I should say there
is a chance of establishing these if set inches
deep in burnt loam and full sunshine. As before
noted, my stock was wintered out of doors last
winter, and though the bulbs were in newly burnt
earth, I think my facts are good enough on which to
base this opinion.

Alpine Primulas, Campanulas and An-
drosaces.—These are commonly disfigured with
yellowish spots or premature sereness in late
summer. These spots are more than an eyesore ; they
detract visibly from the health and vigour of the
plants, and are caused by aphis. The pest may
not be present, though it more often is, when you
first observe the spots. Fortunately, this insect is

not the most diflicult to get rid of, but to avoid
the injury mentioned the aphides need to be looked
for by way of prevention, and on the smaller species
they may be seen and removed only with a little

diflSculty and a deal of patience. The smaller
Primulas, such as minima, Facchini, pumila, hir-
suta, tyrolensis, Allioni, scotioa, &c., are much
troubled with the green fly in this way. Campanulas
cenisia, hederacea, Zoysi and other of the succulent
foliaged species readily take this discolouration
from being pierced by this pest. Of all the An-
drosacea that I know ChamsEJasme suffers the
most in a similar way. Perhaps the simplest
remedy is to give pot plants a periodical dip in
strong quassia water, and to treat open ground
specimens with the same liquid brushed under the
foliage by means of a copying-press water brush.

Colcliicums.— If most of the varieties do flower
in September they may be safely moved so late as
the first week of the same month, but preferably I

would do it a little earlier. The average time of
the respective sorts for catching them in the root-
less state is about a fortnight or three weeks before
the buds show. The new roots are developed
quickly once they push. All Colchicums, supposing
they have been lifted when the foliage has quite
died off, are the better for being replanted as soon
as possible, and if you please not too deeply, as
every year the old tubers strike deeper. Do not
dig in any manure; if in need of any at all, keep it

on the surface. J. Wood.
Wuodcille, Kirkstall.

plenty of these doubtless without admitting so

many of the inferior kinds from other sections.

Robert Cannell is a very striking flower, the colour

magenta-rose, tinted with a violet, thus constituting

a dei'ided break in this group.— E. J.

Cactus Dahlia Robert Cannell.—The ad-
vent of this handsome variety has deservedly
called forth much praise, as it will doubtless prove
an acquisition to this section, and it also opens up
this question. If such as this and Juarezi are to
be regarded as the true types of a Cactus Dahlia,
what are we henceforth to designate the numerous
varieties that of late years have been put forth as
Cactus Dahlias / for there are many surely that,
strictly speaking, it would be diflicult to find a
class for at all. True Cactus Dahlias are very
beautiful and picturesque, as well as desirable
ornaments in our gardens, and there would be

HERBACEOUS PLANTS ON GRASS.

Many species belonging to this class of hardy
plants would create a much finer effect if growing
singly or in bold clumps on the Grass, where
they could obtain more freedom for both foliage

and fiower alike than they very often receive now,
huddled together in a much too narrow bordtr,

where the true character of the plant is altogether

obscured. Besides, a feature in the garden might
be very easily added, which would give in-

creased interest not only to the owners, but to

visitors also. If such an idea were more generally

carried out and the Grass kept short, the plants

would give even a finer effect than they do now
where employed in the wild garden, where it is

necessary to allow the Grass to run to keep up the
true character of that part of the garden. Many
of our finest herbaceous plants are remarkable as
much for their foliage as for the flower itself; long
Grass would altogether spoil the effect. In that

case, therefore, I consider that Grass which is kept
short Is preferable under the above conditions.

How the plants shall be arranged is more of a

matter for personal taste than for minute instruc-

tions in this article. I will content myself with
naming the kinds most suitable for this style of

management and give a few general remarks on
their culture. My experience of this section of

hardy plants induces me to say that all prefer

liberal treatment, and for it give a good return. A
firm holding soil is more suitable for the general

body of these plants than a light sandy one, al-

though some few may need what I will term a
little coddling to give the best results. The sta-

tions where all are to be planted should be deeply
trenched ; if the soil is poor, some partly decom-
posed farmyard manure and old potting soil ought
to be added, and will well repay the extra labour
incurred in giving a more luxuriant growth, which
means an enhanced appearance. All the plants

which I will name are the better for copious soak-

ings of water at the roots if the weather be hot

and dry during the summer months. Some of the

species have not sufficient foliage near their base

to hide the soil in which they are growing. This

might be improved by covering the surface soil

with some of the many low-growing hardy plants,

such as Sedum glaucum and S. Lydium, Herniaria

glabra, Antennaria tomentosa, or Veronica repens,

all of which are of quick growth and of suitable

colours to form an agreeable contrast with the

plants above.

Tklekia speciosissimA, or, as some prefer to

call it, Buphthalmum, is a capital subject for

growing on Grass. The habit of the plant is

vigorous, having large drooping leaves, which can-

not be seen when surrronnded by other things in

the herbaceous border. Stout flower-spikes 1 feet

long are freely produced, having blooms much
resembling Japanese Anemone Chrysanthemums in

their formation ; the colour is orange-yellow.

Polygonum cuspidatum is just the plant for

this purpose ; the growth has an outward tendency,

deep green ; the drooping, feathery, panicle-like

flowers are creamy white, freely produced. If

larger growth is required, P. sachaliiiense may be

planted, which will quickly run up 10 feet high.

The former variety does not grow more than 5 feet

high.

BoccoNiA CORDATA, commonly called the Plume

Poppy, it planted in a bold clump would give a

noble effect, growing, as it does, from G feet to 8

feet high. The glaucous colour of the underside

of the leaves gives it more variety. The flower-

spikes from strong roots are fully 3 feet long,

creamy white in colour.

Fuchsias of the Riccartoni, microphylla, maoro-

stemma, and fulgens type are excellent subjects

for growing on tlie Grass. Well-shaped bushes

upwards of 8 feet in diameter can be quickly
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obtained. In this way this class of Fuchsia is seen
to the greatest advantage. The bnlk of the varie-

ties flower most profusely the whole of the summer
and are among the easiest plants to increase

;

the wonder is they are not more cultivated than at
present. Rarely are they seen beyond cottage gar-

dens if one excepts botanical collections of hardy
plants.

AcANTHns MOLLIS AND A. SPiNosissiMUS, Com-
monly called Bear's-breech, are very suitable for

growing on Grass. The foliage is broad, deeply
laciniated ; they have white and purple flowers and
grow about a yard high.

AcT.EA SPICATA (Baneberry) would give exten-
ded variety if planted in conjunction with other
things named. The foliage is bold, and the
numerous flower-spikes which strong plants freely
throw up have a good effect, so uncommon are
they in form.

Tbitojia glaucescens and T. Uvabia are
second to none for this method of garden orna-
mentation ; the bright orange and red of the flower-
heads make an agreeable contrast with the deep
green of the foliage and the Grass. T. glaucescens
opens its flowers first, and they are more freely
produced than those of the older Uvaria, of which
it is a species, and a good one, too, for extending
the flowering season of these showy Flame
Flowers.

Eryngiums would be useful to extend the
flowering season, and their bright blue flowers are
at all times appreciated. The small - flowered
amethystinnm is free; therefore worthy a place.
The deeper-coloured and stronger-growing Oliveri-
annm is perhaps the best of the genus.

Inula maceophylla and Inula glandi'Losa
would be quite at home on the Grass, their deep
orange-coloured flowers contrasting so well with
the Grass.

MoNTBEETiA PoTTSi and the newer crocosmiaj-
flora are well suited to this form of culture ; the
semi-drooping habit of the narrow leaves fits them
well for growing on Grass; the orange and red
flowers, too, are freely produced and pleasing.

Solomon's Seal (Polygonatum multiflorum ma-
jus) is another hardy plant well suited to this form
of culture

; in good soil the stems Increase in
strength annually, and produce a greater profusion
of the peculiar coloured greenish flowers, which are
very sweet-scented

; the berries, which are afterwards
produced in quantities, render this plant still more
interesting.

Spib^A Aeuncus (the large Goat's-beard) has
handsome foliage and showy, graceful drooping
plumes of almost white flowers—certainly a desir-
able plant for growing on Grass. This list does
not by any means exhaust the stock of suitable
plants for this form of hardy gardening, but has
been given to afford a general idea of a plan which
cannot fail to prove interesting.

E. Moltneux.

Androsace lanuginosa.—Growers of alpines
are all too familiar with the fastidiousness of the
majority of this group of alpine plants, and how
difficult it is to keep them in good health for any
length of time, particularly those having a tufted
growth. The above species seems almost an iso-

lated example, for it rambles about quite freely,
and flowers profusely for several months with little

or no care ; in fact, it is one of the few that can be
grown in almost any spot in good soil with some
certainty of its flowering and at the same time con-
tent to stay. For purposes of propagation I have
pruned it over and over again with the result that
it breaks away freely again- at the remaining joints
and also from the base. Cuttings an inch long,
inserted in sandy soil under hand-lights root quite
freely. With careful treatment it might easily be
made into a lovely carpet, and such even when not
in flower would, by reason of the dense silvery down

' that covers the leaves and stems, be very pleasing
and attractive. Compact patches of it are easily
formed by pegging the stems down at intervale.

slightly cracking the skin where the peg is placed
and covering with sandy soil. This will cause the
stems to root where pegged, and also induce the

stems to break from the leaf axils, and if the opera-

tion be continued, fine healthy patches would
quickly result. Pruning may also be indulged in,

and will bring about the same results, though hardly
so quickly, though it must be remembered that the
prunings will all make cuttings, for the stems along
their whole length will root if cut up into lengths
an inch or so long having a joint for the base of

each, and frequently better plants result from these
latter than from cuttings of the points only. What
a lovely edging it would make to a rockery border,
or in fact to any slightly raised bed or border, and
given a gritty loam, or loam and peat in equal parts,

it is well suited. This chaste gem of the Hima-
layas in company with the white-flowered variety
is still blooming beautifully in the rock garden at

Kew, and evidently quite happy. Such lovely
things we should make much of, if only for their

easiness of culttire and profuse flowering, to say
nothing of their many charms.—E. J.

SHORT NOTES.—FLOWER.

Orange King Marigold.—This is a fine double
form of the common pot Marigold, and is a good com-
panion plant to Meteor, the lemon-striped variety.
The flowers oF Orange King are, as its name implies,
of a deep orange hue. It is most striking, and would
form a telling plant for borders. This we saw the
other day at Eynsford.

Cacalias.—These are very pretty double or com-
posite flowered hardy annuals, not often seen in gar-
dens, and perhaps little known. The plants grow close
to theground, sending up flower-stems about 12 inches
high, which carry smallish flowers, not unlike those of
a Jacobaa, but orange-scarlet and yellow in colour.
Seed may be sown in the open ground in April.

Kitchen Garden.

TOMATOES FOR WINTER.
Ix many establishments Tomatoes are now re-

quired the whole year round, and various are

the contrivances and methods adopted to secure
satisfactory returns. The same quality in winter
Tomatoes, however, must not be looked for as

during the more favourable season, but they
might be better than they generally are. Like
Melons, Tomatoes will ripen off when cut from
the plants in a green state if placed in a warm
and dry temperature, but Tomatoes ripened in

this manner cannot be expected to be of very
high quality ; they may come in very acceptable
for various cooking purposes, although not very
well adapted for eating in an uncooked state.

It is quite evident that more green Tomatoes
than usual will have to be cut from plants in

the open this season. Even in a green state

they may all be used up by being either

preserved or pickled, and in this manner they
would prove as acceptable as when left to ripen
artilicially. Unless to be pickled in a green
state, it is the best course to leave the fruits on
the plants as long as the weather remains
favourable and the plants also free from disease,

as the quality would have a better chance of

becoming more developed. As a safeguard
against injury from frost, and now that the sea-

son is advancing, it is much the wisest course to

cover up the plants in the evening, using for

the purpose either canvas, tiftany, or mats.
When obliged to be cut, remove from the plant

in bunches with a tolerable portion of tlie stem
attached, and hang up in a warm and airy

structure, or even in a kitchen, as the fruit will

ripen up as well here as in a glass house. Where,
however, a special system is provided for secur-

ing winter crops from prepared plants, late fruits

ripened up artiticiaUy in the manner stated

above would not be relied on, as the quality of

these cannot be compared to that of those

ripened upon the plants. Not only prepared
plants, but even those which have been doing
duty through the summer may also be en-
couraged where it is convenient to keep up
a warm and equable temperature. Where a
structure could be given up to these plants,

there is nothing to prevent them from fruiting

throughout the winter if growth suitable for

the purpose is encouraged, or room left for

extension, and the returns from such are often

much in advance of those from even plants

prepared for the purpose. These latter being
either too small or drawn up weakly, such a
sun and heat-loving subject as the Tomato has
not sirfficient stamina to produce fruit. To
obtain Tomatoes during the short and dark
days of winter, all fruits should be set during
the months of September and October, as at

this time they may be secured at various
stages, so as to keep up a succession. If

the flowers should be found not to be
setting satisfactorily, something will be wrong
either with the plants themselves or with the

temperature and surroundings the plants are

growing in. If the former, they are either

weak or too gross, through growing in a too

large or rich border and not confined at the
roots as they should be. Very often such is

the case, the flowers dropping instead of setting,

even if artificial aid is applied in the manipula-
tion of the flowers. Keeping the temperature
too hot and close will also tend to the same
end, and this has a very weakening efiect on
the flowers and causes them to become barren.

Another cause of ill-setting is allowing the

main shoots to be either too crowded, or the

lateral spray to grow into a tangled mass.

The main stems should be trained thinly,

or not less than 10 inches apart, and the

lateral spray be rubbed out. With the roots

working in a fairly confined space and with
the growths arranged thinly near the glass,

the growth made will be firm and woody in

texture and in just the condition for being

fruitful. With plants prepared and growing in

pots, a favourite position where there is the

convenience is in a small house which has pre-

viously done duty for Cucumbers and Melons,
where these may have been planted out on
ridges of fertile soil, these being levelled down
and the pots stood thereon, when the roots will

work through. Here the roots will ramble
away and assist in supplying nutriaaent, and
there will be no necessity for applying much
water, which Tomatoes during the winter

months do not care a deal about ; on no ac-

count, however, must they be starved for want
of tepid water, diluted liquid, or surface dress-

ing should necessity arise for their application.

The rooting space, however, is the guide when
these should be applied, as in some cases pro-

bably the plants would be rooting in a compara-
tively confined space. The feeders must have
food within their reach to keep the plants in a

healthy condition. A hot and close tempera-
ture is detrimental, and especially so when an
excess of moisture is present, and if disease

does not exactly attack them, the growth made
is so attenuated that it is impossible for the

plants to be either fruitful or the flowers to set

at all. The best conditions are where the ar-

rangements will allow of the temperature being

kept dry without an tindue amount of water

being spilled about the floor. The night tem-
perature during the setting period should range

about 56° during the night with suflicieut ven-

tilation to cause a buoyant atmospliere, thu

temperature to be increased during the day-

time as external conditions permit. The flowers
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will then become strong, and being assisted by
artificiAl impregnation they will set and form
fiuits very freely.

After < )ctober is out the flowers will not set

to do much good, so all growth extension should

be stopped tor the time being by the removal
of all lateral spray. The night temperature
after the fruits are set may be increased to

another 5", and also correspondingly during the

daytime if the ripening process is not rapid

enough. At the turn of the year extra growths
may be allowed to form, and these as the season
advances will become very fruitful and keep
up a supply of fruit during the earlier months
of the year, the older growths and leaves being
removed as they become exhausted to make
room for the young stems.

Older plants which may have been doing
duty during the summer months, and which it

is decided to also retain for producing ripe fruit

during the winter, other conditions being
favourable for so doing, will require to undergo
a little renovating to induce fresh roots

and correspondingly healthy growth, as this

will be necessary to carry them safely through
the winter. Some of the older surface soil

should be removed and replaced with a richer

and sweeter rooting medium, so as to induce
surfaca feeders. For this purpose there is

nothing better than equal parts of good
loam and pulverised horse manure, with
the addition of wood ashes, or, failing these,

pounded charcoal. Thomson's Vine manure
is also an excellent artificial for mixing
with the soil, it quickly invigorating the
whole plant without any undue grossness
being ajiparent. Into this fresh material the
roots will quickly ramify, to be followed by
healthy growth, a part of the older being re-

moved to make room for this younger growth,
so that it may have free access to light. A
word of caution as to these older plants, and even
the younger as well—they are apt to become
infested with that insidious pest of the Tomato
known as Aleyrodes vaporariarum, this being
the small white fly so well known, as not to

need any description. If any are on the place
they will be sure to find their way to the Toma-
toes and increase rapidly if rigorous measures
are not taken to suppress them. Successive
fumigations will destroy them, so will also

painting the pipes with liquid sulphur, the
fumes of which will destroy the fly and check
any disease if any germs be lurking about. If

care is not taken in keeping these winter plants
clean, there is danger of the fly increasing rapidly
and spreading to the spring-grown plants. 1

had it to contend against for one season, but,
prompt measures being taken, I have never
been troubled with it since. Fumigation or
sulphuring should be undertaken if only a single
fly is seen, as others may be lurking about.
With jJants badly afiected it must not be
thought that one smoking will destroy them,
as the eggs would be hatched the following day.

A. Y. A.

Turnips.—We have numerous varieties of white
Turnips in cultivation, judging from seed lists ; but
when a trial of these so-called varieties takes place,

it is astonishing to find how easily reduced these
many are to a few. A trial of Turnips has been
conducted at Chiswick this season, and if yellow
varieties, other than Swede Turnips, may be in-

cluded under the heading " white Turnips," probably
there were some thirty to forty sorts grown ; still

these were easily reduced to comparatively
few, some types in the diverse sections being
found much better than others. The very earliest
and dwarfest is the Purp'e-top Milan, the leaves of
which are about II inches or 10 inches long. This
<is useful only for a weak or so after the bulbs are

large enough for use, as it soon becomes woolly.
The bulbs are of good size, but flattish.

Then follows in close succession the American
Strapleaf, the leafage of which is from 10 inches to

VI inches long. The best form at Chiswick was the
white variety. Thai is still of no very great merit,

as it too soon becomes flavourless. Then follows

that very best and most reliable of all garden Tur-
nips—the Early White Six Weeks or Snowball,
than which we have no handsomer or whiter va-

riety. It comes to maturity quickly and needs
much less thinning than do stronger growing
forms. The yellow Turnip, more popular in the
north than in the south. Orange Jelly, sometimes
called Golden Globe, is almost a yellow Snowball,
as the bulbs are round and handsome, and perhaps
the best-flavoured of all the varieties. Paris Mar-
ket is a long and Kadish-shaped variety, found very
useful for early work, but not likely to make a
popular sort in this country.—A.

POTATOES AT CHISWICK.
With the single exception of the new early Potato
certificated by the fruit committee some time since,

and which has now been named Laxton's Early,

there seemed to be no varieties grown for trial at

Chiswick this season which presented features of

unusual excellence. That perhaps is not to be
wondered at, as it is certain we have now such
wonderfully good varieties in commerce, that newer
ones must have qualities of an exceptional kind to

entitle them to an award of merit. Generally, Po-

tatoes do well at Chiswick, but the soil is rather

light and porous, and, therefore, it would be all the

better were the sets planted 3 inches deeper than
seems to be the rule. It is when disease appears

in the foliage that harm to the tubers follows

rapidly in consequence, so that many varieties

which do wonderfully well in stiffer soils are often

found in poor form or badly diseased at Chiswick.

The soil, too, is not of the texture to bring out the

best qualities of Potatoes when cooked, and very

diverse are they when served up to what they are

found to be in firmer soils. Naturally these defects

militate against the value of the Potato trials which
annually take place at Chiswick. Some of the
strong-growing sorts developed tops of the most
amazing nature, and after the expenditure of exceed-
ing labour were found to have only a mass of strings

to show and no tubers. It would be well if raisers

of Potatoes would be more careful in their selec-

tions, and send to Chiswick varieties which by the
moderate strength of their tops are found more
fitted for garden culture than for field culture.

Very late gross-growing sorts suitable only for cul-

ture in fields and in stiff and poorer land shotdd
not be sent to Chiswick, as they are rarely, even
in the light rich soil of the garden, ever found
in their true form, ^'arieties which are under all

ordinary culture ripe about the middle] of Septem-
ber are best for trial and late enough for garden
culture. After seeing about 100 sorts lifted, the
committee at a recent meeting selected about 20,

of which samples were cooked. Very fine croppers,
although not excelling in that respect plenty of

older sorts, were Malshanger Kidney (which was
thought to be a good form of Myatt's Ashleaf),
Kadcliffe Kidney, The Gentleman, Conference (not
new), Lord Salisbury, Success, Ellington's Prolific,

Stead's Seedling Kidney, Wiles' Mottled Kidney.
Crawley Prizetaker. Sensation, and Lye's Kenown

—

a white form, blotched purple. Many of the varie-

ties were badly diseased, in spite of the dressings

of sulphate of copper which had been applied par-

tially, and which, so far as could be seen, had not
saved the tubers in any way. To a slight extent, the
leafage seemed to be a little greener in some cases,

but the production of richer colour in the leafage
seems to be the chief feature in applications of

this sort. Trials of Potatoes give .such diverse

results on different soil.«, that many lirms who deal

largely in Potatoes find it needful to have trials of

newer sorts in various districts and on very diverse

soils, so as to ensure more reliable returns. A soil

that is well drained naturally, of a fairly firm

texture, fairly deep, of moderate quality, and well

exposed to sun and air, is invariably the best test-

ing soil for Potatoes. It is well also to be moderate
in the use of animal manures, so that fair trials to

artificial manures for Potatoes may be given. Our
Potato soils are too often deficient in phosphates,
and kainit, lime, and soot often present most valu-

able stimulants, which are at once cheap and easily

applied. A. D.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 824.

THE MOCK ORANGES.
(philadelphcs.)

(with a coloured plate of p. MICRO-

piiillus.*)

The \-arious members of the Mock Oi'ange

family are in a native state spread over a

considerable part of the temperate region of

the globe, being represented in Europe by
the common Mock Orange, or Syringa, a beau-

tiful llowering shrub, which is, however, less

desirable on close acquaintance, as the blos-

soms emit a heavy overpowering perfume.

North America possesses several species, in-

cluding the most showy members of the en-

tire genus as well as its tiniest representative.

This last (P. microphyllus), which is a beau-

tiful little shrub, is most truthfully portrayed

on the accompanying coloured plate. A re-

presentative of the genus occurs in Japan,

viz., P. .Satzumi, and under this head may
probably bo included some other forms from

the same region. All the Mock Oranges,

with the exception of P. mexicanus, are

thoroughly liardy, and many of them from

their great beauty deserve far more attention

than is usually bestowed upon them. They
are generally seen struggling for existence in

some choked-np shrubbery border or similar

position, and often in some shady spot where

the display of bloom is sure to be meagre.

Where planted in a group or mass, ample

space should be allowed for the free access of

air and sunshine, as upon this will to a very

great extent depend the future display of

bloom. The larger kinds are seen to great

advantage when isolated on the Grass or dis-

posed thereon in a group of three or four,

plenty of room being allowed each for its

full development. Some of the smallest, and
especially P. microphyllus, look well in a

small bed by themselves, or they may be em-

ployed as a foreground to the larger kinds.

It is also a good shrub for the bolder arrange-

ments of rockwork. Complaints are by no

moans infrequent of some of the Mock
( )ranges failing to fiowor in their usual pro-

fuse fashion, which is, doubtless, at times

owing to their growing too freely, as where

the soil is rich and moist they will not bloom

.so well as if it is drier and somewhat less

stimulating. This may account for the occa-

sional paucity of blooms in situations where,

as a rule, they ilower well, as an excc|itionally

wet season may make all the dillercnce in

the next year's display. In pruning the

PhiladelpluLS, as -with most other llowering

.shrubs, if carried out at all, the main thing

• Drawn for The Garden by Mi.<9 M. Low in

Messrs. Veitcli's nm-sery at Coorabe Wood, Jidy 8.

Lilliographed and printed by Guillaume Sovoreyna.
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should be to remove, exhausted aud useless

wood rather than to interfere with clean

recent shoots. Before speaking of the princi-

pal kinds of Mock Orange, it may be men-
tioned that the entire genus (but more parti-

cularly the larger growing forms) is in a very

confused state, and it is no uncommon thing

to see two names applied to one plant, or a

Apples and Quince. This little gem of a shrub is

a native of New Mexico and some of the adjacent
Statep, and was introduced in 188:i, but it is now
far from common. It was not long in Europe be-

fore the hybridist took advantage of such a distinct

shrub, and in the autumn of 1887 M. Lemoine, of

Nancy, put into commerce a new variety under the

name of Philadelphus Lemoinei, which was an-

nounced as the result of a cross between P. micro-

phyllus and the Europein P. coronarius. It forms

Philadelphus grandiflorus.

couple quite distinct bearing one name. The
raorit recently introduced member of the

genus is that herein figured, viz. :
—

P. MICBOPHYLLUS.—This forms a dense bush, at
the most not more than a yard, and frequently
les, in height, clothed with small Myrtle-like
leaves, disposed in a regular manner on the slender
twigs, which in their turn are arranged very regu-
larly. The flowering spray (here illustrated) leaves
nothing to be said concerning its blossoms, except
that their fragrance is very different from that ofany
of the others, being more like a combination of ripe

a shrub in general appearance about midway be-
tween its parents, and (lowers most profusely. The
blossoms possess the pleasing fragrance of its

North American parent, without any of the heavy
smell common to the Mock Orange. Since P. Le-
moinei was sent out, a second form has made its

appearance from the same source under the name
of P. Lemoinei erectus. Though of more erect
habit, it is in other respects much like the preceding.

P. GRANDIFLORUS.—While P. microphyllus is the
best of the small-growing kinds, this occupies a
similar position among those with large blossomp,
and it is certainly one of the finest flowering slimba

!

to be met with in gardens. The individual blocms
are a couple of inches in diameter, pure white,

and with comparatively little scent. This forms a
rounded mass from D feet to 12 feet in height,

according to the soil and situation in which it is

growing. There is a variety of this (laxus) less in

stature and of a more open style of growth than the

type. P. speciosus is now regarded as synonymous
with P. grandiflorus.

P. GoRDONiANHS is another of these large-grow-

ing kinds, native of North America, whose blooms
are smaller than those of the last named, but pro-

duced in the greatest profusion. They are also

later in expanding than most of the others, and on
that account this species is especially valuable.

It was introduced from North-west America in

1823, and was named in compliment to Mr. R.

Gordon, of the Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Chiswick. Other species a good deal in the same
way are P. inodorus and P. verrucosus, both North
American, while P. mexicanus is too tender to be
generally planted.

P. Satzumi is a slender, yet freely branching
bush about (i feet high, whose flowers, though
rather small, are borne in little clusters for some
distance along the shoots. Slight forms of this are

often met with under different names, and it is

also very probable that the North American species

could be reduced in number if grown under similar

conditions and compared together.

P. HIHSUTUS.—This derives its specific name
from the hairy undersides of the leaves, while the

flowers are, with the exception of those of P.

microphyllus, about the smallest of the genus.

They are also generally solitary, but are borne in

great profusion, so that a specimen is wonderfully

pretty when in bloom. This, as a rule, grows

about 4 feet or 5 feet high. P. Lewisi is a good
deal in the way of this last.

P. CORONAEIU.S is the common European Mock
Orange, which is so well known, that any further

description is unnecessary. There are, however,

one or two well-marked varieties, viz., nanus, a

little bush about 2 feet high, that rarely flowers
;

variegatus, whose leaves are margined with white
;

and aureus, of moderate compact growth, whose

foliage retains its golden hue throughout the

summer. Several varieties with double blossoms

are to be met with in different lists, among which

may be mentioned flore-pleno, primulteflorus, and

rosicflorus. Loudon speaks of the different species

of Philadelphus being in a state of utter confusion,

and, despite our increased knowledge of many
plants, the confusion in this case remains as great

as ever. T.

Rose Garden.

AMONG THE ROSES IN SEPTEMBER.

The season of 1801 having been an unusually

wet one, Roses have continued to flower unin-

terruptedly from the first blooms in June until

now. When we get hot and dry summers like

those of 18S8 and 188i), the main crop of Roses

is soon over. This is more particularly the

case with those of the Hybrid Perpetual section,

a class of Roses that have very little right to

the title of " perpetual " when compared with

the Tea-scented and Hybrid Tea classes. My
breadths of Roses upon the Manetti stock are

fast ripening ofl", red rust having set iu very

rapidly during the last fortnight. The same

varieties worked upon the seedling Brier stock

and on the same quarter of ground, are stUl full

of growth and bloom, throwing some exceUent

examples of General Jacquemuiot, Charles Le-

febvre, Horace Vernet, Ulrich Brunner, Mrs.

John Laing, Earl of Uufferin, Silver Queen, Sec.

The three newer varieties mentioned last are

extra good this year, and maybe reckoned among
the finest of our autumn Roses. Here, in mid-

Su.ssex, we are now getting splendid autumn
weatlier after a long and trying wet harvest ;

this finer and wwroer weather will mature and
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ripen the long growths made during the wet
summer, and our plants all promise well for

another season. Unless Roses, as well as other
subjects, Lave the benefit of a thorough ripening
before winter sets in, they are not able to with-
stand such hard seasons as the last, nor will they
produce nearly £uch fine blooms during the
coming summer. This is more especially the case
with the strong-growing Hybrid Perpetuals,
such as Magna Charta, Mile. G. Luizet, itc,
and also the climbing varieties of Teas and Noi-
settes, all cf which will flower most profusely on
all well- matured growths of the previous sea-
son. At present there is therefore every pros-
pect of a grand show among climbing Roses
next spring.

I would like to remind readers of The Gar-
hen that dwarf Hybrid Perpetuals will lift well
during the present month. Any plants that
are half ripened are much better for pot work
when lifted now, but they should bo potted up
at ouce and well sprinkled overhead on all dry
diiys. If stood on the shady side of a wall or
hedge and kept moist both at the roots and wood,
they will not shrivel to any perceptible extent

;

and potted up now the plants will make a
quantity of young roots before winter sets in.

They may even be gently forced the coming
winter and spring if so treated, because they
will be partly established in their pots by the
end of December. If you decide to use any of

these early potted plants for forcing care should
be taken not to force them too hard, or blind
growths will be the result. A temperature of
55 to 00' is quite high enough until the days
are well on the turn, when an additional 5° at
night and 10 by day will not harm them. If

any are contemplating planting Roses this
autumn I would strongly advise its being done
during the early part of next month, as if done
then there is time for the soil to settle firmly
around the roots of the plants, and they will also
commence to grow slightly and take a firm hold
in their new cjuarters.

I have always found that plantations made up
at the early part of the season and planted
before the wet and cold rains of winter set in
do a great deal better than those made at any
other period. A few varieties of Roses that are
extra good for autumn work are Souvenir de la

Malmai.son, Marie Van Houtte, Mme. Lambard,
William Allen Richardson, Duke of Edinburgh,
Her Majesty, Baroness Rothschild, Mile.
Marie Verdier, Viscountess Folkestone and Mer-
veille de Lyon, all of which are in extra fine
form with mo at present, and indeed are so
every autumn. Ridgewood.

The Manetti as a stock.—I hope you will
pardon my wilting a few words respecting the
Manetti stock for Roses, notwilhttanding that the
subject has been so thoroughly discussed. It is

evidently a matter for each grower to decide ac-
cording to his own experience. My experience
(extending over forty years) is strongly in favour
of the Manetti, and what I complain of is the
ditficalty of procuring Koses on that stock. I send
for dwarfs on Manetti and receive dwarfs on the
Brier, or more commonly some on one and some on
the other. And what is still more annoying is that
no intimation is given of the change. The plants are
put in at the depth suited to the Manetti, and
consequently those on the Brier put up suckers, or
dwindle off and die. If nurserymen cannot supply
the Koses ordered on the stock specified, or if their
knowledge of the variety leads them to think that
stock unsuitable for it, it would be very easy for
them to add to the name on the label the letters
M. or B

, as a guide to the planter. —M. E. C.

Rose Souvenir d'Elise.—Recently I sent a
short note respecting the above Kose, and stated
that I had one variety as Souvenir d'i';iise Vardon
and one known to me and to many others as

Souvenir d'Elise, this last Rose being often styled
the Devonshire Souvenir d'Elise. Both "A. H."
and Mr. B. Cant, of Colchester—our champion Rose
grower and a great authority on Roses—replied to

my short notes, saying there were no two varieties

of this Rose. Each of the two correspondents was
inclined to the opinion that my Devonshire variety
of Souvenir d'Elise was no more or less than Due
de Magenta, a Ro.fe sent out many years back as

being Souvenir d'Elise Vardon. I have now had
the pleasure of a card from Mr. B. R. Cant, saying
that the flowers I sent him are, as I was fully aware
before, not those of Due de Magenta, but he is un-
certain of their proper name. I am inclined to think
it is Pauline Labonte, provided there is no such Rose
as the Devonshire variety of Souvenir d'Elise. If
" A. H.," or any other of your Rose correspondents,
will kindly send a card to me I shall be pleased to for-

ward a flower to them, with the hope of arriving at
the true name to this grand and hardy garden
Rose.—A. Piper, Iiifh/eivoofl, Uch-lii'ld.

Rose Mme. Josepli Godier.—I am pleased
to see that "Ridgewood" has a word to say in

favour of this Rose in The Garden of September
12, p. 235. Its charm lies solely in its distinct
colour and rich and powerful fragrance, and we may,
therefore, freely give some of the Continental raisers

the credit of having an eye for other attributes
than that alone of perfection of form up to the
point of a show flower. I planted a group of
this kind in the autumn of 1888, and whilst it

has proved as hardy as the best of its race, I

have never seen what one would call a show bloom,
but quantities rich in colour and delightful in

fragrance, such as would be cut to adorn and
perfume a room. The prevailing colour is one of
those indescribable shades of copper-yellow suf-

fused with rose in varying tints of brightness and
delicacy.—A. H.

Tea Rose Souvenir de S. A. Prince.—This
very fine Rose has boeu flowering well in my garden,
and the rain did not prevent the blossoms from open-
ing well. They are as large as those of Souvenir d'un
Ami, but in colour as pure a white as those of Niphe-
tos.—H. E. J., Duhliii.

A CHAT ABOUT ROSES.

In The Garden of Aug. 1 I find many interesting

notes about Roses, among them one on variegated
Roses. Well do I remember the York and Lancaster
that grew in a neighbour's garden nearly sixty years
ago. We only knew it then as the Marble Rose. I

have not seen one for fifty years. " D. T. F." does
not mention a new striped Rose of quite recent
introduction here—Vick's Caprice, a hardy Hybrid
Perpetual, a sport from Archiduchesse d'Autriche.
It is a grand Rose, large and full, and distinctly

striped and splashed with carmine and white. The
halt-opened buds are beautiful. Two years ago
last spring I received a small plant by mail which
I planted out in June. In July it had a fine bloom
and a bud, which I removed. In September it

budded again, but the frost blighted the bud when
partially open. This hardy Rose is indeed a valu-

able addition to this very limited class. The Pride
of Reigate, referred to by " D T. F." as a sport

from the Countess of Oxford, I have not seen men-
tioned before, and think it has not been introduced
on this side of the sea. In this class of variegated
Roses we may place a late novelty named the
Rainbow. This is a sport from Papa Gontier, and
was discovered by Mr. Sieviers, of San Francisco,
among his plants in 188S. Last November, at the
exhibition of the California State Floral Society,

this Rose received very flattering encomiums and
the highest award—a silver cup. The colour of

the Rose is a deep pink, striped and splashed with
the rich carmine of Papa Gontier ; the base of the
petals is a deep amber. The flowers are borne on
long stifi' stems, and the plant is of a more vigorous
habit and more free- flowering than its parent. Ruby
Gold is the name of a new Tea, produced by the
grafting of a Catherine Mermet on a Marechal
Niel. By this composite process Mr. T. O'Conner,
Providence, R.I., originated a novelty resembling
both ]j3rents, the lovely pink of Mermet blending
with the rich golden-yellow of the Mariichal, pro-

ducing a tawny shade of yellow, bordering on old
gold, through which run veins of rosy red and pink.
It is difficult to describe the rich crimson, not un-
like burnished copper, which lights up the centre
of the flowers, or the grand efl'ect produced by its

lessening intensity towards the end of the petals,

where it merges into the tawny golden shade al-

ready described.

New Polyantha Roses.—Heretofore these nice
Roses have been in light colour—white and pale pink
chiefly, but last year there was a departure by the
addition of two crimson—Little Red Pet and
Blanche Rebatel. These have bloomed with me
this summer, and I find them a fine addition to this

class of miniature Roses. They possess the free-

blooming characteristics of the other varieties.

Clotilde (Soupert, a novelty of last year, has won
admiration universally. It is a hybrid from the
crossing of the Tea Mme. Damaisin and the Poly-
antha Mignonette, thus combining the larger
growth of the Tea with the more profuse blooming
habit of the Polyantha. The flowers are larger in
size, but not borne in such clusters as the Poly-
antha ; each is carried on a long stem well above
the foliage, so that they are better adapted for

cutting. They are very fine in form, very full, and
very sweet. The colour of mine is almost pure
white with a delicate pink centre. The plant is

not so dwarf as the pure Polyantha. It is a valuable
Rose, and it is to be hoped the success attending this

first attempt at uniting the excellences of the two
species will induce further experiments in this di-

rection. Whether the Tea parentage will render
the plant more tender or not I do not know. I

have had the Polyanthas in the open for eight win-
ters and know them to be very hardy, as our Maine
winters are usually long and severe. Because of

their ability to endure this climate, I add each
year to my collection from this class and also some of

the Hybrid Teas. Mrs. 11. D. Wellcome.
Yarmouth, Maine, U.S.A.

THE WEEK'S WORK.

HARDY FRUITS.

Apeicots.—These are among the first of the hardy
fruits to cease active growth and to drop their

leaves, and may well be the first taken in hand
by those who rightly believe in the necessity for or

intend to test the correctness of the theory of root-

pruning occasionally. Being located against hot
dry wails, the trees very often sutler for want of

moisture, a deep root action being the natural con-

sequence, an equally certain result being the de-

cadence of the trees generally and perhaps the loss

of several limbs. In any case it is most desirable

that the bulk of the roots should be kept near the

surface or where they will get the full benefit of

all the warmth, manure, and moisture going, and
the trees be thereby kept in a healthy and produc-

tive state. Violent remedies, however, are most
undesirable, and among these may well be included
that of wholly root-pruning large trees. When a.

trench is cut completely round a large tree and the

principal portion of strong roots cut cleanly

through, a check is given to the tree from which it

will not quickly recover. Be content, therefore, to

work half round the tree this season and to do the

other half next year. There is no necessity for

waiting till the leaves are fallen, the work being
safely and advantageously done from the middle
to the end of September. Commence by opening a
wide and deep trench say at about 4 feet from the

bole of a fairly large tree and gradually undermine
till all the large deep-running roots under that half

of the tree are found and sawn or cut through.

The smaller roots come intocontact with may well

be saved, and .-ifter having their ends cleanly cut

over and bruised portions removed, should then be
relaid in fresh soil, this time in a more horizontal

position. Only the best or topmost portion of old

soil should be returned to the hole, and the rest

used, consisting largely of good fibrous loam with

lime rubbish, burnt earth, and ashes, and half- inch

bones, or the more quickly-acting bone-meal, freely

added. Next year the other half should be simi-
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larly treated, and by this means the health of the

trees and the quality of the crop will soon be
greatly improved. Trees at all dry at the roots

should have a good soaking of water or liquid ma-
nure given either before or directly after the root-

pruning has been completed, and if the severity of

the measures taken causes the foliage to flag some-
what, the trees must be frequently syringed on
bright days.

Young Apbicot trees. — When these do
little else but form rank growth, root-prun-

ing becomes necessary, deep root-action usually

being responsible for such an unsatisfactory
state of affairs. If they have not been long planted
there is nothing to prevent cutting a trench clean

round, say at a distance of il feet from the stem of

the tree, gradually working nearer so as to reach all

the deep-running roots immediately under the stem.
No fresh soil is needeil, though in some cases the
probability is a substitution of fresh and rather
poor loam for the rich compost wrongly given the
trees at the outset would be beneficial, as being less

likely to promote rank growth. In low-lying dis-

tricts, or where there is usually too much moisture
in the soil, rather high planting ought to be re-

sorted to, and if the necessity for this was over-

looked in the first instance, the mistake should be
remedied at the first root-pruning. Where the
growth is still very sappy and the leaves are quite
green, root-pruning of young trees ought to be de-

ferred till nearer the time when the leaves generally
are falling, otherwise shrivelling of the wood may
result. Young trees that have not grown very
rankly, or any, say, with the young wood hard and
the buds plump, may safely be transplanted to fresh

sites before the leaves fall, and being frequently
syringed overhead in dry weather, and also watered
at the roots if the soil is at all dry, fresh root-fibres

will be formed this autumn, to the no small advan-
tage of the trees.

Apples.—Many of these are ripening earlier than
anticipated. Already it has become necessary to
gather and store all that are left of Duchess of
Oldenburg, Keswick Codlin, Lord Snffield, and
the old Hawthornden, and many other sorts will
not be long before they are fit for gathering. In
order to succeed in keeping Apples late and yet
have them of pood quality, more than ordinary
pains must be taken with the gathering and storing.

Gathered whUe yet the pips are quite green, the
chances are the bulk of the fruit will shrivel pre-
maturely, while, on the other hand, if left on the
trees till it drops at the slightest touch, the bulk of
it will ripen too quickly and the season of each va-
riety be short accordingly. The time to gather is

when the seeds are partially brown, or as soon as
the fruit parts from the tree without being actually
dragged away. Separate all slightly damaged fruit

from that which is quite sound and large enough to
store, using the former as well as all that drop on
the ground first. Apples will not keep fresh and
plump for any great length of time if much ex-
posed to light and air, and it is also a mistake to
imagine they keep best in thin layers. The fruit

or storing room should be fairly cool and dry and
perfectly sweet, but no he.it from hot-water pipes,
no currents of air, and but little light should reach
Apples. Good-sized heaps of fruit may well be
formed on either the floors or shelves, clean paper
being used under, over and about them, in order to
exclude air and cold, but there must be no contact
with musty straw, or the flavour of the Apples will
be spoilt. Apples keep admirably and oftentimes
well beyond their normal time if stored in paper-
lined hampers, boxes or barrels, the only precaution
necessary being to handle and pack the fruit care-
fully, and to see that none but sound fruit are thus
packed away.

Peaes.—Birds and wasps are unusually trouble-
some among Pears, the wasps finishing what the
birds commence on. Fish nets keep off birds, but
ordinary remedies seem unavailable against wasps
this season. In gathering leave the worst eaten
for the wasps to finish, or they will start on other
sound fruit. Slightly damaged Pears, especially it

the varieties are late, cannot be depended upcn to
ripen, and may well, therefore, be used in the

kitchen. The attempt might be made, however, to

ripen the injured fruits of Marie Louise, Louise
Bonne of Jersey, Doyenne du Comice, Conseiller de
la Cour, and similar kinds in boxes or other recep-

tacles where the air cannot reach them, wrapping
each separately in squares of kitchen paper, which
also answers well in preventing early decay. Much
that has been said concerning gathering Apples
also applies to Pears, ripening being frequently

hindered rather than forwarded by early gathering,

always provided the fruit is stored in a cool, dry,

but not airy room. There must be no dragging
from the trees, or the fruit may fail to ripen

at all. If it parts readily from the tree when
lifted somewhat out of the drooping position, the

time has arrived for gathering and storing, there

being no exception to this rule. Knight's Monarch
frequently drops prematurely, and the only chance
of preventing the fruit from shrivelling is to keep
it in boxes or drawers, much as advised in the case

of Apples. It is the usual practice to store Pears

thinly stalk end uppermost on latticed shelves, but
they often keep better when stored in airy, light

hampers and boxes, these being placed in a cool,

dry place. Louise Bonne of Jersey and Marie
Louise are very plentiful this season, and in order

not to spoil any fruit, store in different places and
temperatures ; those kept somewhat warm will

naturally be the first to ripen. W. I.

KITCHEN GARDEN.

Globe Aktichokes.—This has been a capital

season for the free growth of Globe Artichokes, and,

unless suckers were planted out in rich soil during
the spring of the year, the supply will now have
run short or practically ceased. Although rather

later than usual, as the suckers were later in being
put out on account of being so hardly cut with the

severity of the weather and the naturally late

spring, the heads are now being formed on the

stronger plants, and will well repay the labour if

protected whenever there is any likelihood of early

frosts coming upon us suddenly. Being such an
acceptable dish, it does not do to risk injury from
frost, as with a little protection, perhaps only once
or twice, fresh heads may be forthcoming for

several weeks yet. If the hint is not too late for

some people, when probably the supply is over,

through relying probably upon old and exhausted
plants, it is a good plan to mark those plants, or

rather clumps, which throw the liest heads for in-

crease of stock or for forming a fresh plantation

next spring. With a pure stock the case may be
different, but where there are spurious forms crop-

ping up, little better than a Cardoon, it is as well

to be prepared beforehand and know what you are

going to plant.

ChAHDs.—These are unknown to many people,

but they are simply the strong growths of Globe
Artichokes which have not formed heads, being
blanched similar to Cardoons ; indeed they form a
very good substitute for this latter vegetable, and
they are so similar that you can hardly tell one
from the other except that the Cardoon forms a
stronger plant. It is generally from the two-year-

old plants that the best growths can be selected, as

the older plants only throw up comparatively weak
suckers. It must be understood that the old stools

after the suckers have been blanched are useless.

Stools which some time since had the old stems cut

out will have formed strong growths, and if at all

too thickly crowded, the small suckers and any
rubbish should be cleared away, so that by the latter

part of the month up to the middle of October they
will be fit for blanching, this being performed in

the way recently advised for Cardoons. Care
must be taken only to earth up on a fine day, the

operation being finished off at once. It takes from
a month to six weeks to complete the blanching
process, when the heads are dug and stored in sand
in a dry shed for future use.

Digging and stoiu.vi: Potatoes.—Potatoes of

other than the latest and more disease-resisting

varieties will not improve by being left in the

ground any longer after they have stopped grow-

ing, and the haulms have commenced to change

colour and fall over, a sure sign that the swelling

of the tubers has finished, and that ripening has
commenced. Dry surroundings being necessary

for this being perfectly carried out, the tubers will

not improve by being left in the ground, and per-

haps surrounded by wet soil. The present Suae

weather will be a fine help to the full maturation
of the Potato. Those who did not take the pre-

caution of digging and storing any of the earlies

which were planted for succession will now have
seen their folly, as quite three parts of the tubers

will have been ruined by disease. Where disease

has been prevalent, and this is generally the case

in most districts, extreme care will be needed in

sorting and storing the tubers. If there is ample
shed room, the tubers should not be stored very

thickly, as, however carefully the supposed sound
tubers were selected when first dug up, if there is

the least speck of disease this will spread very

rapidly, and there is danger of the quality of the

whole bulk being lessened if the sound tubers are

allowed to be surrounded by a mass of diseased

tubers. In private gardens there is generally

room found for storing under cover, so this will

give the opportunity of re-sorting the tubers over

at intervals of a few days. Although the sur-

roundings may be airy, light must not be allowed

to reach the tubers ; so if there are no other means
of keeping them dark, a light covering of straw
would keep the tubers secure in this respect.

Heavy coverings over Potatoes which are tainted

with disease will only add to the evil. As pre-

viously stated, the latest-growing varieties, of

which we take the Magnum as a type, will be
left as long as they are likely to improve, but the

sooner they are dug up when the foliage changes
for natural ripening, the better it will be for the

quality of the tubers, and, if not for prevention of

injury from disease, for immunity from the tuber-

boring grubs.

Hoeing and cleaning.—This is the season

when weeds grow apace, and as the past unseason-

able weather has been much against destruction of

weeds from the operation of hoeing, these will

naturally be more plentiful than usual, and in many
instances will have reached the flowering and
seeding stage, and especially is this the case with

Groundsel. Leaving such weeds as these on va-

cant plots of ground to be dug in when the time

comes for this operation is a very unwise proceed-

ing, and the old adage, " One year's seeding makes
seven years' weeding," is not better exemplified

than by digging in such a weed as Groundsel, or

even by cutting it off to lie on the ground to wither,

for it will ripen up just the same whether cut off

or allowed to remain standing. It should be re-

moved as well as the larger weeds, and taken to a

fire and burned. All ground being now hoed over,

whether occupied by growing crops or not, will be

the means of the garden being kept clean through-

out the winter. Whether weeds are among the

growing crops or not, the late heavy rains will have

consolidated the soil to such an extent that free

hoeing must be the order of the day whenever the

surface is in a fit state. The surface being stirred

as often as opportunity offers, free growth will be

promoted and be the means of air circulating freely

among the various crops. Old decaying vegetable

matter and plants from which the crop is gathered

should be put together and burned, thereby pro-

ducing a valuable fertiliser, besides exposing the

surface to the pulverising influence of sun and air.

Protecting vEfjETABLES kuom frost.—Cer-
tainly it is yet early to think about frost, but we
never know how soon one may occur. Generally

during the last week of September we get a visita-

tion, probably for one night only, and then a fine

time may ensue for two or three weeks longer. Up
to the first frost there are generally vegetables in

abundance, Scarlet Knnners turning in abundantly,

French Beans and ^'egetable Marrows the same,

and also Cauliflowers ; but after a sharp frost how
quickly the aspect changes, and in many gardens

there becomes a positive dearth, except in regard

to the ordinary green vegetables. The protection

of French Beans was noted in my preceding calen-

dar notes, they being a crop well worthy of being

attended to. But none the less should protection be
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afforded to a few rows of runner Beans. A light
covering will ward off a moderately severe frost,
and where not too tall this is easily accomplished.
Vegetable Marrows may either have spare frames
lifted over them or have a light wooden framework
erected over them, to be closely covered with mats
in the evening. Cauliflowers will need only a few
leaves being broken or spread over the heads ; this,
however, must be rigorously attended to, as the
small heads if the least exposed would get nipped.

A. Young.

PLANT HOUSES.
GbeenHOUSE PLANTS.— Hints were given last
week relative to the housing of Cape and New
Holland plants. For want of room this may have
been done in some instances in a temporary
manner; or if left undone with this favourable
change in the weather the plants will be rather
benefited, if fully exposed, than otherwise. I would
rather leave them outside during fine weather than
house them under the shade of either Vines or
other fruits for the present. By the end of the
month, however, a decided effort should be made
to get all arranged for the winter. Before this is
done the interior of the house should have a
thorough cleansing, both paint and glass. Then
as the plants are brought in the pots should all be
washed and the drainage holes examined to see
that they are perfectly free. The surface of the
soil ought also to be quite clean, being free from
any mossy growth or fallen foliage. A dash of
sand over the surface will do no harm, but rather
tend to the sweetening of the soil ; this latter
should be pressed down firmly. The arrangement
of the plants is a matter of importance so as to be
favourable to their growth. Overcrowding is an evil
to be avoided by all possible means ; so also
is that of leaving plants too far removed from
the glass. By the use of flower-pots (inverted),
the plants should be brought near the glass,
selecting those for this purpose which are most
likely to make a little growth -such, for instance,
as Ericas, Pimeleas, Dracophyllums, Leschenaultias,
and Aphelexis. Azaleas will bear a little shade
from other plants ; thus they can be advantageously
worked among the former, but further removed
from the glass, one plant cutting under another
when the room is scarce. Azaleas during the
process of housing should be well looked after for
thrips, which in spite of the heavy rains may be
found to infest the undersides of the leaves. A
thorough syringing in such instances should be
given, and the plants afterwards fumigated tvrice or
thrice, a thorough turn being decidedly preferable
to any half measures. All plants of dense growth,
as many of the Ericas, Leschenaultias, and the
Tremandras, should be closely examined for any
traces of mildew which may possibly be found to
be present after such damp weather. A dusting of
finely powdered sulphur should be applied by
means of a dredger, or if the plants are extra dense
a good syringing should be given them, so as to
reach the innermost parts. The plants in the
latter case should always be laid upon their sides

;

the dusting process can also be more effectually
performed in the same manner, as well as from the
top of the plants. Ventilation is a most important
point to consider; on no account should the
houses be closed for the first few weeks, un-
less the old-fashioned sliding lights are in use
for that purpose, and then only when rain
is falling rather heavily. A close, stuffy atmosphere
should be guarded against, otherwise a secondary
growth may be started in some instances. It will
be a long time before the houses need to be en-
tirely closed at night. I would rather have a
gentle warmth in the pipes than do this too fre-
quently. Watering must receive due attention,
but extremes either one way or another are to be
avoided. Large specimens will sometimes stand
over for a considerable period ; smaller ones it well
rooted are those which will take the most water.
Autumn and winter-flowering Ericas and Epacrids
will, as a rule, take more water than the others.
These must not be allowed to suffer for want of
water, otherwise the flower - buds which are

already formed will turn yellow and cease to grow.
Freshly purchased examples of these plants re-
quire particular attention in this respect. These
are usually in luxuriant health, the pots well filled

with roots. Such plants require close attention for
water, and should not be allowed to suffer for want
of it on any account. It must not be inferred by
this that they will take the same amount as
is applied to Chrysanthemums and other gross
feeders. Many of these plants suffer when a change
of hands is made, one mode of treatment not ac-
cording with another. Thus they are sometimes
found to decline it allowed to get dry, or, on the
other hand, it watered too freely fresh growth is

encouraged upon the terminals, thus weakening
the flower -buds. These plants are frequently
worked up to a most vigorous state by artificial
means, as, for instance, by the careful application
of sulphate of ammonia. When this treatment
ceases, then the plants are more likely to suffer.
Those which assume the deepest green and look
the picture of health in every sense do not always
prove the best when in flower. I know of an In-
stance in which no manurial stimulant is used

;

these plants make excellent growth, but of a paler
colour. When in flower, however, I have found
them to excel the others in a remarkable degree,
flowering more satisfactorily, with a greater
amount of colour in the flowers. This refers more
particularly to Erica hyemalis, which came promi-
nently under my observation. This description of
stock should have all the light possible, but
ought not to be exposed to any undue amount of
draught. They will be found to do better upon a
bed of coal ashes or shell gravel than upon a lattice
stage of woodwork. The small amount of moisture
in the former instance is congenial to them. In
the case of young plants of .Epacris which still

show a disposition to grow at the points of the
shoots, I would advise the pulling out of the points;
this will direct the energies of the plants more to-
wards the flower-buds. It will not be so likely to
occur in older plants, many of which will flower to
the extreme points of the shoots when the growths
are of a more medium character.

Planted- OUT stock.—Those plants which have
been planted out for the summer months will soon
require seeing to for repotting. T he first to receive
attention should be the Bouvardias, which are very
susceptible to injury should a slight frost ensue.
If this should happen before the plants can be
potted up they should be syringed at once the first

thing in the morning with cold water. Avoid this
risk, however, if possible, by potting up during the
coming week. Before lifting the plants have plenty
of soil in readiness, also clean pots ready crocked,
so that the potting can be done without delay.
Mellow loam with a good amount of leaf soil and
sand will do well; the soil should not be too coarse,
otherwise it will be ditlicult to fill in well when
the balls are of large size for the pots. Lift the
plants with as much root as possible and do not
provide pots much too large for the balls,as a large
amount of fresh soil is not necessary. Pot fairly
firm and give a good watering as soon as possible to
settle the soil. Do not stop the plants any more now
unless quite a late bloom is desired. As soon as the
potting is completed, or as it proceeds, the plants
should be taken to their future cjuarters and be
lightly shaded during bright sunshine only. The
house or pit should during the day] in sunny
weather be kept fairly close. Sullicient air to make
the plants flag should be guarded against by this
means, and by gentle damping overhead and be-
tween the plants. Later in the day and at night
rather more air may be given ; this will assist in
keeping down damp, and in gradually bringing the
plantsround from any check they may havereceived.
No heat need be given tor a tew weeks to come; then
when applied after fresh roots have been formed the
flower trusses will be found to gain strength. If
the convenience be such as to favour transplanting
into heated pits instead of potting, this can be
accomplished with capital results, and is very well
suited when the stock is exclusively intended for
cutting purposes. At least ;i inches of head room
should be allowed for, otherwise the flowers will
come into contact with the glass. The plants in

this manner can be lifted straight away into the
pit and do not, it done carefully, feel the removal in
any perceptible manner. As in the case of the pot
plants, do not keep these plants too close, for the
same reasons. Where Solauums are platted out and
a good set of berries are now swelling off, the points
of the shoots should be stopped nearly back to the
fruit ; the crop wiU thus be assisted in swelling off.

About a week afterwards the plants should be lifted
for potting, using pots only just large enough for
them. The after treatment and the soil is advised
for Bouvardias wiU suit them very well. A close or
damp atmosphere should be guarded against in
particular, otherwise an excrescence will form upon
the upper surface of the leaves at times, having
the appearance of a fungoid growth. With a fair
amount of ventilation this can be avoided. Sola-
nums require a large amount of water, more than
the Bouvardias ; if they suffer from a deficiency, the
leaves will turn yellow and drop off. Uallas
(Richardia ;i3thiopica) where planted out should
soon be lifted. If no great amount of growth has
been made the plants will not take any harm it left

out of doors for a tew weeks longer after being
potted, as in such instances they would not be
likely to suffer through the lifting. Salvias where
planted out will probably have made extra strong
growths, owing to the heavy rainfall. Where such
is the case the better plan would be to cut around
them at the root, and then let them remain a week
or two longer before lifting for potting. To pre-
vent too much growth after potting, the soil should
be rather poor, but be rammed down in a firm man-
ner. A very good place for these after potting is a
vinery where a partial shading is obtained for a time.
Chrysanthemums where planted out should soon
be lifted ; time will thus be allowed for fresh root-
action out of doors in a rather shaded place during
the next few weeks. Any other likely - looking
plants tor supplying cut flowers later on should be
looked after in this way also.

Shrubs fob forcing.-Theseoughttobe potted
up by the end of this month, particularly those that
are likely to be required for early forcing. It is

much better to get this work done early, the plants
having then a chance of getting established before
forcing is commenced. The work of potting shrubs
for forcing should have care bestowed upon it ; it

pays to do it well. Large pots ought to be guarded
against, particularly with such as deciduous Aza-
leas and Rhododendrons, and other plants with fine

roots. Firm potting should be insisted upon, par-
ticularly in the case of plants which will remain
tor a tew years in the same pots. As soon as the
potting is completed, the plants should be stood
fairly close together, being, if possible, plunged in

either leaves or coal ashes up to or over the rims of
the pots. Of Rhododendrons, the best for early
forcing are Early Gem, one of the smaller and
dwarfer section, and the varieties of Nobleanum,
which flower naturally very early in the year.
Azalea mollis (single) in variety does not require
any recommendation, but the double forms must
not be lost sight of, nor should the double kinds of
the Ghent Azaleas ; both are fine for cutting. Other
good things are Spirifia confusa and S. Thunbergi,
to which should be added Prnnus sinensis fl.-pl.

The Christmas Rose (Helleborus niger), when in-

tended for flowering in pots, had better be lifted and
potted in good time. JAs. Hudson.

ORCHIDS.
I HAVE written a good deal in previous numbers
about the repotting of Orchids, and h;ive given de-

tailed instructions as to the method of procedure.
The work of repotting cool Orchids may be carried

well into next month, but after the third week in

October, although cool Orchids and also vaiious

genera in the other houses may be repotted, it is

better not to delay the work so late. 1 have been
visiting several collections recently, and find that

the invariable compost in some gardens for almost
everything is the usual peat and Sphagnum com-
post ; but with our increased knowledge of the
natural conditions under which the plants are

found, we find better results are obtained by the

use of good fibrous loam, mixed in some instances
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with fibrous peat, leat-mould, and decayed manure.

Some species o£ Cypripedium, for instance, such as

C. Lowi, which grows on tall trees in Sarawak, or

C. philippinense, which was singularly enough found

by the late Mr. John Gould Veitch growing in the
Philippines on the roots of Vanda Batemanni, suc-

ceed well planted in the peat and Sphagnum com-
post ; moreover, they both pass more safely through
the winter if the plants are placed near the glass

and not too much exposed to sunshine, but yet
they must have light. We placed them on the shady
side of the house. They do not like water to be
sprinkled on the leaves. These will sometimes
rot ill places, and at other times the growths will

decay at the base. Many other species seem to

grow upon rocks or are terrestrial. 1 well remember
the first importation of C. Spicerianum being sold
at Stevens' auction rooms at King Street, Covent
Garden. The leaves were smothered with mud,
having much the appearance of plants which had
been grown in calcareous loam and flooded with
water. I planted our stock of plants in fibrous

loam, with a good sprinkling of broken crocks and
charcoal to keep it porous, and they have grown
well and increased greatly. The beautiful hybrid
C. Leeanum, raised from this species, succeeds ad-
mirably with the same treatment. Cfelogyne cris-

tata does very well planted in peat, bat it succeeds
equally well or better in peat with a considerable
admixture of loam. Very few gardeners would now
make the mistake of planting the Calanthes in
peat, seeing that they succeed as well as any other
hothouse plant in loam and cow manure. The
ordinary forms of C. vestita and the handsome gar-
den hybrid C. Veitohi are so valuable for cut flowers
in winter, that no garden should be without them.
I saw recently in one garden a houseful of thrifty
plants of these which had just made up their
growths, and the flower-spikes were just showing
abundantly. In the same collection I saw last year a
spike of C.Veitchi with fifty- four flowers on it, the
colour of the flowers and vigour of the spikes being
much improved by weekly waterings of weak liquid
manure water. Zygopetalums succeed admirably
in a compost of loam, as do most of the Cym-
bidiums, although some of them continue longer in

good condition when a little fibrous peat is added
to the loam. When repotting these plants care
should be taken to do as little injury as possible
to the thick fleshy roots. C. Lowiannm has be-
come very popular during the last few years, and,
now that its cultivation is well understood, the
plants soon grow into immense specimens, when
they may be divided out into smaller pieces if they
bacome too large for the house in which they are
growing. Now is a good time to repot them if they are
not to be divided, as they again become estab-
lished before the spikes push out from the base
of the growths. Thunias succeed well also in a
loam and peat compost. As soon as the leaves
become of a decided yellow tinge, water may
be withheld altogether until the time of re-
potting them again, just as they afe starting
into growth in the spring. T. Veitchiana is

a very beautiful hybrid of free growth and re-

quires very similar treatment. The old growths of
these Thunias may be cut into short lengths of
about li inches or so and inserted in pots of the
ordinary compost ; most will form plants which
will be strong enough to flower after making one
season's growth. The Phajus is a nearly allied
genus, which we find also succeeds admirably with
the loam and peat compound, with the addition of
some well-decayed dry cow manure. P. grandi-
folius and P. Wallichi are very stately plants which
should be in every garden, and they luxuriate with
an admixture of good yellow loam in the compost.
P. Cooksoni I saw the other day growing quite as
freely as the above in the garden at Oakwood, and
with similar treatment. It is a truly handsome
garden hybrid, raised by crossing P. Wallichi with
P. tuberculosus. This last-named species is well
known as being one of the most beautiful of recent
introductions. It is thriving exceedingly well in
Mr. Cookson's garden under the care of Mr.
Murray. The plants are first fixed to teak rafts,

that is, teak rods of about 1 foot in length, bound
together with copper wire, space being allowed to

admit of the roots pushing through freely between
the rods. The bases of the rods and of the plants

are placed in shallow pans or in pots filled to

more than half their depth with drainage material.

The pots or pans are filled up to the rim or higher
with peat, Sphagnum, and drainage material.

Treated in this way splendid healthy plants are

obtained. It is, of course, a plant requiring the
temperature of the warmest house.

J. Douglas.

Stove and Greenhouse.

VARIOUS ABUTILONS.
Thkre is now such a long list of garden varie-

ties of Abutilon, that a most careful selection is

absolutely necessary
; and though they do not

bloom so freely in a small state as some of the

Abutilon vexiUarium.

hybrid forms, lialf a dozen or so of the original

species must have a place amongst the very best.

The species here illustrated,

A, VEXiLLAKiUM,is a slender, yet free-growing
climber, or rather a plant of rambling habit, that

may be employed to furnish the roof or pillars of a
greenhouse, while it is far hardier than is generally
imagined, for at Kew on a low wall in front of one
of the stoves it has passed through several winters.

As may be seen by the accompanying woodcut,
there is a great difference in colour between the
two portions of the flower, the calyx being bright
crimson, and the petals, which partially protrude
therefrom, are yellow. This species, which was
introduced about twenty-seven years ago, is also

known by the name of A. megapotamicum. There
is a variety of it whose leaves are mottled with
creamy-yellow, and very pretty it is in a small
state under glass, but when planted out and grow-
ing vigorously the variegation frequently disappears
to a great extent. A. vexillarium is a most con-
tinuous bloomer, but despite this fact and the
bright colo\iring of its blossoms it does net appear
to have been of much service to the hybridist. A
few years since I raised a number of seedlings

between it and several garden forms, but on flower-

ing it was found that the infusion of vexiUaiium

blood had by no means improved the hybrids, and
that species in its typical state was superior to
any of the seedlings. Such being the case, the
whole of them were discarded. The next species
to mention is the Brazilian

A. STRIATUM, a rapid growing plant, well suited
for a conservatory pillar or some such a spot. By
continuous pinching it may be induced to flower in
bush form, but is more effective when allowed to
grow freely. The lobed leaves of this species are
of a bright green colour, while the drooping blos-
soms are of an orange-yellow thickly reticulated
with red. A thriving specimen of this Abutilon
will flower more or less continuously throughout the
greater part of the year.

A. VBNOSUM is a good deal in the way of
this last, but is altogether more vigorous, being in
fact the grandest of all the Abutilons. The deep
green, large, palmate leaves are very ornamental,
while the blooms are each as much as 3 inches in
diameter, and as the flower-stalks are often nearly
a foot in length they are very conspicuous, especially
where trained to a roof or pillar. The colour of
the flowers is bright orange, veined with red.

A. INSIGNB is widely removed from any of the
others, and is also of slower growth. The leaves of
this are large, heart-shaped, and of a bright shining
green, while the flowers, which are borne in axillary
pendulous racemes, have more spreading petals than
any of the preceding, thus forming a shallower
bloom. The colour of the flower is purplish crimson,
with darker veining. This plant, which is also oc-
casionally met with under the name of A. igneum,
has been known in this country for forty years, but
it is very uncommon, though a most desirable
member of the genus. It does well with rather
more heat than is necessary for the other Abu-
tilons.

A. Daewini, which is quite a shrub with orange-
red flowers, is interesting as having, in conjunction
with the white-flowered Boule de Neige, laid the
foundation of the numerous garden varieties
among which, however, are some in the way of, but
superior to, the typical A. Darwini.

A. VITIFOLIUM, the last of the true species to
mention here, is a native of Chili, and hardy in the
more favoured districts of England and Ireland.
This is quite a bush, whose porcelain-blue flowers
are borne during the month of May. There is also
a variety with white blossoms. Of this spccijs
a coloured plate was given in The Garden,
Vo\. XXIII., A. insigne (under the name of A.
igneum) having been previously illustrated in
Vol. XVIII., while last year the pretty A. vexil-
larum appeared.

Abutilons with variegated leaves are rather
numerous, for besides the form of A. vexil-
larium previously mentioned, there is a beauti-
ful variegated variety of A. Darwini known as
tessellatum; the leaves of A. Thomp.soni and its

double-flowered form are mottled with a creamy
hue, while the warm house A. Sellowianum
variegatum has handsome marbled leaves.

H. P.

Plant pyramids.—In the gardens of Lady
Wolverton and Mr. Bertram Currie, Coombe Warren,
plant pyramids formed a striking feature in the
flower gardens. Opinions as to the value materi-
ally differ, some persons, perhaps, regarding them
as too stiff and formal. On the other hand, were
not the preservation of the conical form so strictly

adhered to, and were the plants, after being well
secured to the wire cones, allowed to grow some-
what loosely, it would be difficult to find fault with
them. The best plants for the purpose, because of
their free habit of growth, are Ivy-leaved Pelar-
goniums, Heliotropes, and Fuchsias. Other plants,
such as Tropaolums, Convolvuluses, &c., might be
employed, but these can hardly be made to furnish
the cones at once, as is the case with soft-wooded
plants. These latter are usually from spring-struck
cuttings, grown on through the summer in 4J-irch
pots, tied up to thin stakes, and having the side

shoots pinched in, so that the stems are well txa-
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Dished ; then, housed all the winter and stood out-

doors in a sheltered place for a few weeks in the

spring, they are refidy for planting. Pyramids on

lawns or terraces have a base about 4 feet in width,

if good soil. This is, of course, a circle. In plant-

ing out, the tallest are put well inside the circle, as

they are chieQy utilised to furnish the upper part

of the pyramid. The wire cone is then fixed in its

place and the tops of these plants are brought

through and tied at first loosely to the wire, to

admit of settling of the soil. The dwarfer plants

are then put out close together round the outside

of the wire cone and are tied up to it, so that if

the plants be of the desired heights the cone is fur-

nished almost at once. Where plants of this nature

are employed to panel walls with the aid of wire-

work, the turf, several inches in width, is taken up,

the soil removed, and some good soil substituted
;

then the plants are put out close together and
secured to the wire, the turf being replaced. In

that way walls or fences of moderate height are

very effectively furnished for the summer-time.
—A. D.

Philodendrons.—These semi-scandent plants

are highly ornamental in the stove, thriving in

positions where many plants will not grow. They
are adapted to climbing over any kind of rustic

work or for growing in moist places. This is a

very good time to increase the stock. The propa-

gating pit, not frequently being in much request

just now, will give room for these and other
likely-to-be-wanted plants. They will strike readily

by cutting up a stem, securing one eye to each
piece, something after the manner of Vine eyes.

Each one should, however, be placed singly in a
small pot rather than several in one pot or pan.

IMPORTED AZALEAS.

These are now arriving in considerable numbers,

and as far as I have seen at present they appear to

be in very good condition. Within the last few

years they have figured largely at the various

auction sales held in the autumn and early winter
months, large consignments reaching here from
Belgium to be disposed of in this way. As the

roots of the Azalea are very delicate, and quickly
susceptible to injury if allowed to become dry, it

is advisable previous to purchasing to see the state

of the roots, and if too much parched up one can
hardly hope that the whole of them will prove
satisfactory. In any case they should as soon as
possible after receipt be carefully examined, and
the dry ones thoroughly watered by soaking them
in a tub of water, as by this means the moisture
percolates through the entire ball. Then they
should be stood somewhere to drain before potting,

as no plant should be potted with a soddened ball

of earth, the result being in many cases as bad as

if the soil were too dry. Good sandy peat, or an
admixture of leaf-mould with it, is very suitable for

these Azaleas, and the size of the pots used will, of

cour.^e, depend upon the plants, but in any case
good drainage is essential. Many look upon an
Azalea as a plant that cannot be potted too firmly,

and one for which it is absolutely necessary to

press the soil down as tightly as possible. Such
exertion, however, is really not required, for the
plants will succeed equally well, provided they are
potted moderately firm and care taken that no
cavities between the ball of earth and the side of

the pot are allowed to exist. If these imported
plants (which have grown so freely) are examined,
it will be seen that the soil in which they root so

well is by no means particularly firm, but is rather
of a soft, spongy texture. After polling it is ad-
visable to keep them rather close and shaded from
the full rays of the sun for a fowdays till the roots

are again active. Occasional syringings will also

greatly assist towards keeping the foliage fresli till

the plants recover from the check of removal. In
ten days or a fortnight, however, it will be no
longer necessary to protect them in this manner,
and they may then be subjected to the same expo-
sure as established plants. Complaints are often
made that imported Azaleas lose so many of their

leaves, but if treated in this way the results will be

far more satisfactory than if potted and fully ex-

posed at once.

Camellias, on the other hand, which are often

sent here in considerable numbers from Belgium,
need a free circulation of air, otherwise the buds
are very liable to drop ; indeed when all reasonable
precautions are taken a great many of the buds
will fall soon after they reach this country, either

from getting too dry or being deprived of air, or

from some other cause. Though the greatest pre-

cautions sometimes fail in the case of these little

imported Camellias, yet the largest measure of

success may reasonably be hoped for when in a
light airy structure and carefully attended to in

the matter of water. T.

SHRUBS FOR FORCING.
No time should now be lost in potting up fresh

stocks of these indispensable plants where any
considerable amount of supply is needed, either

for cutting from or decorating show houses
whilst in flower. By potting thus early the plants

will in a great measure overcome any slight check
they may have received in removal. Fresh root-

action, if ever so little, must be a considerable
assistance when the time of forcing comes round.

It is quite a mistaken notion to imagine that the

potting of such shrubs, just because they are
hardy subjects, can be very well disposed of in a
slip-shod manner. The work when done pays for

being performed in a proper and careful manner.
Note should be taken of the soil in which the

plants have been previously grown, and this

should be imitated as nearly as possible. For in-

stance, if Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Kalmias, and
Andromedas have been grown in peaty soil, pot

them in a similar compost ; if in a loamy soil, pot
in loam again as nearly like it as possible ; where
this is found difficult, some well-decomposed leaf-

soil might be added if the loam is of a stiff cha-

racter. Add sand or road grit to the soil, and pro-

vide pots sufficiently large to allow of a moderate
amount of fresh soil being rammed down firmly

around the roots. Firm potting cannot be too

strongly impressed upon those who have not thus
far had much to do with this kind of work. It

pays in more than one way ; for instance, the

watering will cau.se less trouble and the plants

succeed much better ultimately than if done in a
light manner. When potting, room should be al-

lowed for a proper supply of water, otherwise this

operation will eventually cause extra labour in its

performance. After potting a thorough good water-

ing should be given, the plants afterwards being
plunged in a bed of coal ashes up to and, if pos-

sible, over the rims of the pots. Then, later on,

some Bracken or other protecting material can be
worked amongst the plants to save the soil in the

pots from freezing, with the then risk of broken
pots in the bargain if this be not attended to. A
fairly open, but not exposed position is preferable.

Avoid it possible the shade of trees, particularly so

any of dense foliage and growth. The falling leaves

later on would not be any advantage, nor would
the shade add to the hardiness of the plants

themselves. The selection of the plants should be
made to suit each respective case ; what would
suit in one instance might not answer at all in

another. A larger size of plant is generally better

for conservatory decoration, whilst smaller ones
are more suitable for forcing to supply cut flowers.

It is better, if possible, to select the plants per-

sonally ; the size and other qualities can then have
previous consideration before final choice is made.
Freehly-potted plants should not be too much de-

pended upon for early forcing. Those potted in

previous seasons, which are well established, are
better for very early work, even if they are not so
well set for flower.

For making a fine display by moderate forcing,

the hardy types of Rhododendrons are particularly

well suited, more especially as decorative plants.

If required to force early, then the varieties of Rho-
dodendron Nobleanum should be most relied upon
of any of the larger growing kinds This flowers
naturally in January and February; thus it does not
require much inducement to make it bloom in

December if needed. I have often wondered why

the particular merits of this early kind have not

been more fully recognised. It is indisputably one

of the very best ; its only fault at times is that of

not being one of the best of kinds to thrive under

unfavourable conditions. Considerable improve-
ment has, however, been made and a larger stock
worked up of this Rhododendron during the past
few years. It can now be had in various shades of

scarlet, rose and pink ; a variety named coccineum
is a fine bright scarlet. Cunningham's dwarf white
(caucasicum album) is another excellent early kind
of compact growth ; Marian, light pink with dark
spots, is a very free flowering variety, being also of
dwarf habit. Other good early kinds are Auguste Van
Geert, dark purple, spotted ; Vesuvius, crimson-
scarlet with darker spots ; Baron Osy, crimson-
white ; ^'erscha£felti, pale lilac ; Blanche superbe,
pure white ; Russellianum superbum, deep scarlet,

large truss ; Brilliant, free bloomer, dwarf habit

;

Broughtonianum has immense trusses and noble
foliage ; ochroleuoum, centre pale yellow with
lighter edges and brown spots is a distinct kind

;

and limbatum, with white flowers margined with
crimson; these are all most useful sorts either for

early forcing—being naturally early flowering—or

for bringing on steadily for later use. They can be
had in flower easily before the later kinds, which
make such fine displays in the open air during May
and June, can be successfully flowered. Of the
catawbiense section, Everestianum is one of the
best to choose ; it is of compact habit with good
trusses and fine foliage, the flowers being beautifully
fringed. There are also the dwarf Rhododendrons
as represented by Early Gem, which is one of the
best of its class, being excellent for pots, flowering
very freely, and of compact habit. The varieties of

Azalea mollis are simply invaluable for making a fine

display early in the season. The single kinds are to

be had in such a variety of shades, these being
frequently of such soft colours so unlike many
other things ; the colours vary from pale straw and
lemon up to orange-scarlet. The double varieties

of Azalea mollis are coming to the front for cutting
from, or upon the plant they will be found
to last longer than the single kinds, if not
making quite so good a show. Of the Ghent
Azaleas, I much prefer the double kinds for

general utility when grown in pots for early

use. Later in the spring the single varieties

in such varied colours will be found useful, parti-

cularly if the plants are of good size, and chiefly

intended for conservatory decoration. All of these
Azaleas, if well cared for, will continue to flower

freely for some few years in the same pots, ex-

ception being taken to the first year after potting
or, more strictly speaking, the second, my mean-
ing being that the first growth made in the pots
does not set so freely. Some siores of plants which
were potted up and flowered well afterwards in the
spring of 18SI0 are now thickly studded with flower-

buds again in our case. These will be sure to

bloom well and early also, the plants having been
well cared for. They were potted as carefully as
Indian Azaleas, and have amply repaid for the
little additional trouble at the time. This clearly

proves that previous remarks upon potting have
been justified. Kalniia latifolia and Andromeda
floribunda, although not suited for early forcing,

are both useful later on. The latter is an excel-

lent plant for standing in somewhat dark places
whilst in flower, lasting well and looking better

in a dark place than where there is too much
light, its flowers showing up better. Of other

plants particular note should be taken of Spirinj

confnsa and S. Thunbergi, both of which force

well, and may afterwards be retained in their

pots for future seasons. The same remarks apply
to Prunus sinensis flore-pleno, of which not nearly
enough is seen in pots. Hydrangea paniculata
grandiflora, although well known, is not nearly
enough grown in private establishments for mode-
rately early forcing. The plants should be pruned
back after potting tolerably hard, and strong
growths encouraged for this to flower in a satis-

factory manner. H. stellata flore-pleno is another
good kind for pots. Imported plants of Charles X.
Lilac should bo got in early if required in good
time. Others of thi; v.ariety which have flowered,
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then afterwards having been plinted out ami made
a good growth, ought now to be again fit for

potting np to form a succession to the imported

ones. Roses now in the open ground should not

be depended upon for flowering in pots the next

season. Pot them up certainly in good time, but

then plunge out of doors and endeavour to get them
well establishsd by the following autumn. That
they may be flowered I admit, but not so success-

fully as when well established. Magnolia conspicua

and its nearly allied'varieties, including M. stellata,

ought- to be propagated more extensively and" duly

prepared to flower in pots. Nothing in their way
could possibly ba finer. I only wonder some one has

not made these plants more of a speciality in this

direction. Deutzia gracilis does not at times flower

so well the first season after lifting, but afterwards

there will not be any cause of complaint when care-

fully attended to. Plantsman.

Orchids.

VANDA CCERULEA.
This, perhaps the most beautiful species in the

whule genus, is now flowering in great beauty in

various gardens throughout thecountry, and I am
in receipt of flowers of it fromMr. E. H. Woodall,

St. Nicholas House, Scarborough, and also

from Mr. Cypher, the Queen's Road Nursery,

Cheltenham, who says it has been in bloom

with him during the past month, but looks as

if newly opened. A flower comes also from
" T. M," Leeds, for my opinion, and it is very
curious that the Yorkshire flowers are at

the extreme ends of the tether, the Leeds flower

being the worst variety which I ever saw, and
the Scarborough ones being the very best. Mr.
Woodall must be proud and happy to possess

such magnificent varieties. He says these are

cut from an importation by the Messrs. Low
and Co , of Clapton, and 1 must say this firm

have succeeded in finding a spot where grand
flowers of this species are to be obtained, as I

have seen them flowering in various places at

dift'erent times during the last few years. The
largest and best I saw with Mr. Salter, when
gardener to the late Mr. Southgate, at Streatham,
but even these flowers were not so round and
Phalajnopfis-like, nor so admirable a shade of

colour as these now before me from Scar-
borough, which measure 5 inches across, the
petals being 2 inches in width, so that they
make up a perfectly round flower, the sepals and
petals overlapping a little in places. The flower
from Cheltenham would appear to be out of the
same importation, but the sepals and petals

are not quite so full, neither does it mea-
sure so much acrcss. The colour of Mr.
Woodall's flowers is similar in the sepals

and petals, being soft lavender, beautifully
reticulated with broad veins of azure-blue, the
lip being deep violet. It is now more than fifty

years ago since the plant was first found on the
Khasia Hills by Griflith, and I have imported a
quantity from time to time from the same dis-

trict, but I ntv..'r got such fine forms as those
now before me, and it is a difficult plant to get
home alive, (iriffith found the plant growing
upon trees of Co.-douia in the Pine and Oak
forests of the district at an elevation of '2i<o0

feet; and, later, Fr. Hooker and Dr. Thomson
at 3000 feet to 4()0U feet elevation, but I never
learnt at which spot tlie finest varieties were
found. The plant grows upon the stems and
branches of gnarled trees, with full exposure
to the full influence of the sun. The tem-
perature during the day seldom exceeds 80'

during the summer months, and during the
winter it falls to about .50° or 55°

; even frost

is recorded in the locality it inhabits, and the

climate is very moist. In a statj of cultivation

this plant has been found very diftioult to deal

with in a satisfactory manner, but of late years

it has been treated in a more reasonable manner,
and better results have fallowed. It should be
planted in a small teak wood basket and hung
up in the East India house near the roof glass,

and, without being subjected to draughts, should
have a free current of air given it by night as

well as by day. It should get plenty of .sun and
light, but the shade should be used during the

hottest part of the day, for itis well to remember
that the plant is under glass, and would sutfer

by becoming scorched. During the growing
season the atmosphere must be kept very humid,
and it enjoys the application of a good quantity
of moisture to its roots, but the enormous down-
pour of rain which it gets in its native hills

cannot by any means be imitated. In the

flowering season less moisture in the air will be
necessary and the temperature may be less

;

indeed it will do well in a house with a tem-
perature between 50" and 60°, but must not be
so dry as is usually the case in such structures.

Another mistake witli this plant was in the rest-

ing ; this was done by withholding the water
supply and keeping the plant in a thoroughly
dry atmosphere. Such treatment should be
avoided, for the plants naturally are not sub-
jected to this, as the moisture that rises from the
rivers and from the ground keeps them from
shrivelling. Wm. Huoh Gower.

ORCHID,S FROM CHELTENHAM.
A PINE box of flowers has just come to hand from
Mr, Cypher, of the Qaeen's Road Nursery. They
are really beautiful, and they show what can be
had in flower even at this dull season. Among
those sent are fine flowers, three on a truss, of Cat-
tleya Eldorado splendens, which is very showy,
having sepals and petals of a rosy-lilac, the lip

well open, the throat and front lobe stained with
deep orange, the anterior margin having a broad
border of purplish-crimson. This plant is readily

distinguished from other members of the labiata
section by its stout thick leaves ; the flowers are also

smaller than those of most of the section. Worthy of
note, too, is a fine form of the rare C. Schilleriana.

This is a plant which varies a great deal in colour,
and evidently belongs to the C. Aclandia; type
both in growth and flower, but in this the side
lobes of the lip are large and fully envelop the
large column, which in C. Aclandise is quite bare

;

flower upwards of 5 inches across. The sepals
and petals are much waved and deep bronzy-brown
in colour, freely, but irregularly spotted with dull
crimson ; lip three-lobed, side lobes china-white on
the outside, inside the same colour, streaked and
marked with bright purple, the interior middle
lobe transversely-reniform, white, with radiating
lines of bright purple. It is a fine variety. Then
we have a beautiful chaste flower of Zygopetalum
rostratum, which is a bloom with a large cordate
white lip, having a few streaks of lilac round the
frill at its base, the sepals and petals being soft

green at the points and white towards the base.
This plant, which is somewhat diflScult to manage,
Mr. Cypher says, grows and flowers freely with him
in a shady moist corner with the Cjpripediums.
Flowers of a good variety of Oncidium cucuUatum
giganteum, cut from a branching spike bearing
twenty- five blooms, which is said to be very
effective ; also blooms of the beautiful Dendro-
bium Statterianuro, very nearly related to D.
Phaljenopsis, the sepals and petals being of one col-

our, though the petals are very much the broader,
and all of a deep purple, are also sent. The lip

is three-lobed, the side lobes rolled up over the
column ; these are deep maroon-purple, the oblong
middle lobe being rich purple, veined and streaked
with deep maroon. These flowers are from spikes
bearing twelve and fourteen blooms each, of which
a goodly number serve to keep the place gay and
cheerful. A spike of the now too-little-seen Onci-
dium Jonesianum also accompanies the others, and

Mr. Cypher remarks upjn it :
" Some say it cannot

be grown, but the plant from which the spike was
taken has been in my charge for six years and
grown warm." It is a charming plant, having
white sepals and petals, freely spotted with choco-
late, and the large lip pure white, saving a few
spots of red near the base. Vanda coerulea, which
is a fair variety, had been in bloom for a month.
Masdevallia bella seems to be flowering very freely

at Cheltenham ; also a form of M. Veitchi, which
Mr. Cypher calls aurea, which has the inner half of

the lower sepals of a pure yellow ; but the flowers

of this variety come better and larger later in the
season. This form I have seen with beautiful large

flowers in Mr. Measures' garden at Streatham. The
above are the principal flowers in a very nice con-

signment, and they must serve to make the estab-

lishment gay and cheerful. W. H. Gower.

Goodyera Dawsoniana (S. T.J.--A few years
ago I should have been surprised at receiving a
leaf of this plant for naming. So little have these
plants been grown, that they are forgotten by many
of our first-rate Orchid growers. It is some
twenty-one or twenty-two years since this was
introduced to our gardens, and I well remember
selling Mr. Ingram the first plant he ever had of it.

Mr. Ingram in those days was an extensive grower
of these plants with Mr. Blandy, of Reading, but
he removed to the gardens of the Duke of Northum-
berland at Alnwick Castle, where I think these
plants were not grown. It is a pity someone
will not interest himself in these most brilliantly

variegated Orchids. The Goodyeras are neither
delicate nor tender plants. The Anajctochili are
somewhat more whimsical in their requiremdfcts,
but I fancy from my experience with these that
they only want treating in a reasonable manner.
Freeman, who found one or two species, spoke of
them as not being great lovers of heat, and really it

seems altogether too bad that these fine plants
should drop out of cultivation through carelessness.

-W. H. G.

Ferns.

STAG'S-HORN FERNS.
(PLATYCERIUM.S.)

I AM asked several very conflicting questions
about these plants. One is as to the feasibility

of P. alcicorne being found in Peru. As to

this, I have no means of making any positive

statement, but I do not think it possible, unless
the plant had been previously taken there.
However, whoever gathered it should be able
to state the position in which he found it and
specimens should have been obtained which
would leave no doubt in the minds of the
authorities at home of its identity. A^ain I
am asked to pass an opinion upon a plant which
my questioner calls P. biforme, but which by
the description appears to be a fine example of
P. Stemmaria, and this, I imagine, will be found
to be the case with nearly all the plants called
P. biforme throughout the country

; it is so
with all I ever saw, and I think it very ques-
tionable if the true plant is at present in this
country. P. biforme is a very handsome siiecies

;

it produces a large quantity of erect imbricat-
ing barren fronds, which are popularly called
shields, and the fertile fronds are pendent, much
branched, reaching to some 12 feet and 15 feet
in length, the fertile segment being quite dis-
tinct and reniform in shape. It is very distinct
from any other plant. As I have previou.ily
said, I do not think the true plant is in the
country, but Mr. Gilbert, of Haddenham, is, I
believe, striving to get the plant imported, and
for his eft'orts the thanks of all Fern lovers are
due, as well as for having introduced that fine
species, P. Wallichi, which he tellsme he has done,
1 aving been deeply interested in my previoin
notes upon this plant in The Garden. He tells
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me that having lived many yeara abroad he felt

deeply interested in this plant. He has at last

succeeded in getting some specimens home in a

living state, and has placed them in the hands

of the Messrs. Birkenhead, of Sale, from whom
we may hope to hear more by-and-bye of this

great and desirable rarity. Of this genus

about seven species are known, two being from

the west coast of Africa, three from the Indian

Islands, and two from the Indian Islands and

Australia ; all of them are epiphytal in a state

of nature, and thrive best when grown in this

way, or in prepared earthenware pots from

which half the side has been taken. Into

this place the plants should be put, it being

quite necessary to start them with a sufficiently

stout base, because the fronds clasp round the

stem of wood or whatever they come in contact

with, so that if they start upon too small a basis

much of the effect is lost, P. Wallichi I have

never seen growing, but from large dried speci-

mens which I have seen, it would appear to be

similar in growth to P. grande, but the fertile

frond is very diflerent. P. grande has one

large fertile patch upon the frond, but in P.

Wallichi there are two or three separate and

distinct patches of sori ; it is a fine handsome
plant which we now have in our gardens in this

country in a living state. The other species of

which I only saw a specimen once is called

angolense ; this was in the possession of Dr.

Welwitsch ; it had a broad, spathulate or cune-

ate frond without any forks or ramifications

whatever, and the whole under-surface was

Covered with sori. This had been collected in

Angola, and it is to be hoped future research

will bring tolightmore of this apparently distinct

plant, then we shall have the whole known
members of this genua in cultivation.

Wm. Hugh Gower.

like fronds forms a moat elegant basket plant for a

warm house.

HARDY PLANTS IN GROUPS.
In this garden, so very different from our

English gardens in many ways, there is at least

one lesson given by the Iris border, and that is

the value of one single plant or family in cer-

tain positions. We may try every kind of mix-

ture and combination, and fail to get anything
so good as allowing a plant that likes the place

to have its own way. This is particularly true

of very hardy plants that thrive with us.

find them excellent in bold groups of choice

shrubs. Where these are newly jilanted, the

Irises are the finest things to furnish the space

between the shrubs, which never ought to be
jammed together, as they are by many planters.

The Fruit Crops.

SCOTLAND.
Dalmeny Park, "West Iiothian. — Small

fruits of all sorts have been very poor here this

year, although in some cases in the neighbour-

Fern nomenclature.—Tho?e readers of Thb
Garden who perused the list of awards made to

certain varieties by the floral committee of the

Koyal Horticultural Society on the 8th inst. must

fcave felt the task of mastering their appellations

one of exceeding difficulty, and the terms fooljsh

and unmeaning. What wonder is it that plants so

pleasing and so interesting should find compara-

tively few cultivators when they have to encounter

such frightful nomenclature. It is not merely that

a few have such appellations. The same absurd

and lengthy form of naming is found in all hardy

Fern collections, especially those which are the

product of intercrossing. If those who favour

Ferns and would willingly grow them, but are de-

terred from doing so by the terrible names, would

fling all labels on to the fire and discard names

altogether, they would do much to preserve their

peace of mind. In the cafe of ordinary British

varieties we can endure the Koyal or the Lady or

the Oak or Par=ley Fern and similar common

terms with pleasure, but the hybrid or intermixed

forms are a terror ; they cannot have such simple

appellations, as they are recognisable only by the

aid of the most minute descriptions which Latmised

constitute an almost unpronounceable jargon. A
name, as in the case of a Scolopendrium, which

needs thirty-four letters to express it, exceei^s all

sen^e or reason.- A. D.

th and
and quite

An Iris \v\dk in a gardiii ;it I ; (iiiui Canaria.

SHORT NOTES.—FEItNS.

Adiantum farleyense.-Wlien on a visit to

Ireland a few wc^ks ago 1 faw at A^l)^ord, Lord

Ardilaun's residence in the wett, an rxcrptionally

grand lot of over thirty Adiantum iarlcyenip. I ho

plants, in 12-inch pots, were m splendid li

vigour, each measuring fully 1 feet through

ashigh.-ll. V. M.

Nephrolepis pluma is a beautiful drooping det'i-

duous Fern witli li(;ht and very sh ndcr fronds, reach-

ing about 5 feet in length and about 4 inches in breadth

in all their parts. These fronds are of so pendulous a

nature, that a strong plant with its numerous plume

There
group

is nothing so reposeful to the oyo as a

or colouring of one thing doing well.

Among the flowers we enjoy in this way are

Lilies of the Valley, Solomon's Seal, Globo

Flowers (several hundred plants of this to-

gether in a moist and otherwise useless hollow

were very tine this year),aud Irises. The Iris is

more valuable than most Howers from its tine form

of leaf and evergreen character. Thefloweisof the

Florence and the rich purple Iris in the garden

are handsome in bold masses, lint when the

bloom passes away there remain always the

tine sword-like leaves, never in the way, and so

useful where a little repose is desired. We

hood I have noticed exceptionally heavy crops of

Gooseberries and Currants where the bushes were
planted in ground sloping to the north. Here
they had the advantage of being shaded in a
manner from the fine weather we had in early

spring. Apples an<i Pears a good average crop
all over both on walls and standards, only they are

late, but with fine weather, such as we had last

year in September, they will yet ripen in season.

Nectarines we have not yet succeeded in growing
anything like a crop outside.

—

John Moves.

Brechin Castle Gardens, Forfarshire.

—

The ftuit crops here may be put down as fair on the
whole. Apples and Pears under the average.

Plums and Cherries a good crop. Small fruita
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abundant. Strawberries have done well, especially

late varieties which are a heavy crop. Caterpillars

have done much damage to Gooseberry bushes in

the neighbourhood.—W. McDowall.

Carron House, Stirlingshire.—Many who
looked forward confidently to having line crops of

fruit have been in many cases greatly disappointed.

The bloom on Apples, Pears, and Plums was very

profuse. The fruit set fairly, but at a time when
winds were from the east, extremely dry and cold

(there being no cessation from early in March till

late in May) ; the young tender fruits seemed un-

able to cope with the untoward circumstances after

settiner had taken place. But the hardier Pear.*,

suitable to the district, are a fair crop. The same
may be said of Apples, which have well thinned

themselves ; kinds, such as the Codlin?, King of the

Pippins, Golden Spire, Stirling Castle, Northern

Greening, Cellini, Worcester Pearmain, and Seaton
House are plentiful. These kinds never seem to

f-ail any season. Plums are represented mostly by
Victoria, a sort which seems to be productive every-

where, and does well in this locality on standard
trees, but much finer in every respect on walls.

Cherries are plentiful ; Monstrous Heart, Black Tar-

tarian, May Dake, and Morello are all abundant
and good. Apricots are under average, and will be
late. Peaches are little grown outside, but abun-
dant under glass, and of finest colour, especially

Balle Beauce, Bellegarde, and Violette Hdtive. Nec-
tarines are very abundant, and I never saw them of

finer colour, especially those forced to ripen early

in June ; Rivers' Orange and Elruge do well for

first and second gatherings in same house. All

small fruits are an extra crop. Currants are also

vary large. The best Strawberry (tested against
about twenty other kinds) are Garibaldi or Vicom-
tesse H(iricart de Thury, and President. These do
well nearly everywhere in the north. There is little

in the way of insect pests except aphides on Plums,
which have been eradicated by the use of tobacco
powder and black sulphur mixed in water and
syringed over the foliage.—M. Temple.

Brahan Castle Gardens, Conon Bridge,
Ross.— I am sorry to say the fruit crops in this

garden and neighbourhood are very poor. Apples
and Pears very much under average. Plums, as
well, are a short crop. Apricots an average crop,
bat very late. Small fruits, such as Gooseberries,
Currants, Raspberries, and Strawberries, are a fair

average crop. Nectarines we do not grow.

—

George
Simpson.

Palace Gardens, Dalkeith.—The fruit crop
in this district ij, taking it all round, a good aver-
age, and is above the average in quality. The sea-
son has been, and still is, a late one, but with a
fine autumn the Apples, Apricots, Cherries, Pears
and Plums promise to be large in size, rich
In colour, and, on the whole, the most useful crop
of them we have had for some years past. Straw-
beir.es, Gooseberries, Raspberries and Currants are
excellent crops, and the plants of all are very clean
and healthy.—M. Dunn.

Balcarres, Fife.—The fruit crops in this dis-
trict are fair average. Apples are good, and fine
clean fruit of cooking sorts. Keswick Codlin, Lord
Grosvenor, Tower of Glamis, Nelson's Glory and
Bramley's Seedling are the best. Irish Peach,
Paradise Pippin, Stirling Castle, Worcester Pear-
main, Cox's Orange and Ribston Pippins (the last
two on walls) are the best of dessert sorts. Lord
Suliisld and Aitken's .Seedling, two varieties that
we grew in quantity, have completely died out and
will not grow now. Pears half a crop except Wil-
liams' Bon Chretien. Plums very good, particu-
larly Victoria, Kirke's and Green Gage, ('berries
very fine, and Morellos extra good. Peaches and
Apricots good. All bush fruits have been very
good, and Gooseberries are the heaviest crop we
have had for years ; such varieties as Crown Bob,
Whitesmith, Green London, Whinham's Industry
and Sulphur are the best. Strawberries have been
good

;
we commenced gathering Laxton's Noble on

June 20. I grow Laxton's Noble, Garibaldi, Presi-
dent, Dake of Edinburgh, and Elton Pine. Rasp-
berries are very fine. Nuts good and early. I

Vegetables plentiful and very good. Potatoes

are extra good and free from disease.

—

Edward
Tate.

Munches, Dalbeattie Small fruits in this

neighbourhood are very good, including Straw-

berries, Currants, Gooseberries and Raspberries.

In the garden here Gooseberries were almost a

total failure. Cherries and Plums on the walls

splendid crop. Pears under average. Apples heavy

crop on espaliers, but on orchard trees total failure

;

thin on walls. Nuts very thin crop. Pears and

Plums in cool orchard house loaded. Raspberries

and Currants much smaller than last year, owing

to very dry summer. The game applies to the bulk

of the Strawberries, although many examples of

Captain, Vicomtesse H^ricart de Thury, President,

Sir Charles Napier, &c., were very fine.—A. MURRAY.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

United Horticultural Benefit and Provi-
dent Suciety.—We are asked to state that tliB annual

dinner and gathering of members and supporters will

take place on October 15 at Cannon Street Hotel._ Mr.

Geo. A. Dicksoa, ex-mayor of Chester, will preside.

Inula Hookeri.—This is neither so good nor

showy as the glandiiloaa form, but it is nevertheless

useful on acciountof its dwarf habit and late flowering.

The flowers are smaller than those of I. glandulosa and
not so intense iu colour. It grows 2 feet high and is

now in flower at Kew.

Lilies from Colchester.—By parcel post we
send youl flowers of the rare and beautiful Lilium

Maximowiczi var. Regeli. You will als^ find flowers

of Lilium Leichtlini majus, which are far finer than

any we have ever seen, L. auratum virginale and L.

speciosura Melpomene.—Wallace & Co.

Agave amerioana jvariegata in bloom.
—There is a fine specimen of the above with a flower-

spike about 21) feet high growing in the gardens

at The Brooklands, Cambridge, the residence of Mr.

G. E. Foster. The one referred to is supposed to be

about seventy or eighty years old, probably more, it

having been in the family through three generations.

—Samuel Ckanfiklij.

The weather in Scotland.—A gale of un-

precedented severity swept over the east of Scotland

on the night of 20th and morning of the 21st,

accompanied with heavy showers of rain and sleet,

uprooting a great many fruit trees and bushes,

and utterly destroying all bedding-out plants, such

as Dahlias and other tall-growing subjects. Many
of our winter vegetables, such as Brussels Sprouts

and Broccoli, have been completely blown out of the

ground. Chrysanthemums, of which there were

many fine collections round this locality, have all

been destroyed. They will be scarcely worth hous-

ing, and the work of nearly twelve months has

been completely lost.— J. Machae, Dundee.

Clematis coccinea.—To grow this plant really

well it wants a warm soil and a sunny corner

against a wall. We have occasionally seen plants

doing fairly well when growing in the open border

with a few stout branched sticks whereon to climb,

but never so fine as some that we saw lately against

a wall. These have flowered more continuously

and profusely this season than ever before. They
commenced when barely 2 feet in height, and for

three months they have been in bloom, nor at the

present do they show any signs of ceasing. The
strongest plant has reached the height of 10 feet.

Until this year the plants have always been affected

by mildew in the latter part of the season and the

flowers have been spoilt, but the abundance of

moisture the plants have had during this wet sea-

son 1 as no doul t k :pt that pest in check.

Out-door Tomatoes are doing remarkably well

here this year. I have just picked forty-six pounds

of large fine fruit, good enough to fetch top price

in the market. The varieties I grow are Ham Green

Favourite, Hathaway's Excelsior, Hackwood Park,

Carter's Dedham Favourite, and the Large Red.

Ham Green Favourite I consider to be the best va-

riety both for quantity and quality. Hathaway's

Excelsior comes next as a cropper, bat not such

fine fruit. Hackwood Park has cracked very much
indesd. Carter's Dedham Favourite has produced

very fine fruit, but has been the first to take the

disease. Large Red has done fairly well. The seed

was sown February 27, and after the usual potting

and hardening off, the plants were put out at the

end of May, under a south wall in a mixture of

two parts burnt earth and turfy loam.—W. Guy,
Honington Hall.

Euphorbia myrsinites.—.Anyone interested in

hardy plants can scarcely fail to note the useful-

ness of this plant in a walk round Kew, for it is

conspicuous in many spots, and as a rockery plant

is very serviceable on account of its distinctive

trailing habit and silvery glaucous leaves. In these

latter lies its chief value, for its flowers are not at all

showy, being yellow, and produced in early sum-

mer. Tufts of it are very ornamental, and should be

allowed to remain undisturbed for years. It may
be obtained from seeds, and cuttings root freely

enough in the early spring it secured when 3 inches

long and with a heel attached. The cuttings, how-

ever, must be quite young, for if allowed to become
hard they will stand a long time without rooting ;

indeed I have had them nearly twelve months with-

out attempting to form a root at all before I found

out the secret that very young cuttings were

needed.— J.

Eomecon chionantha.—This is a most charrh-

ing papaveraceous plant little more than 1 foot

high, and so far as the flowers alone are concerned

one might easily take them at first sight for those

of the white Japanese Anemone, for there are the

same pure white wax-like petals and the tufts

of yellow stamens at their base, though the

flowers are not quite so well formed or so large.

The plant succeeds in any fairly good sandy and

moist loam. It may be increased by division or

by seeds, and seems specially suited for forming

colonies or groups. It is a native of China, from

whence it was introduced some half a dozen years

since. Spring and summer are its usual seasons of

flowering, but this might easily be extended by

successional plantings from seed. It is a very

distinct and beautiful plant and worth a good deal

of attention. A coloured plate of it appeared in

The Garden of January 20, LSSit (p. 76).

Prunus Pissardi.— I send you herewith a ripe

fruit of the Prunus Pissardi which I have gathered

today (Sept. 10), though I think it must have

ripened some days ago. The tree on which it grew

bore four more fruits, but we omitted to net them,

and the high winds of last week must have blown

them off. This one being netted, as you will see,

escaped. The tree I bought from Paul and Son,

of Cheshunt, about five years ago, and it had then

only two twigs. It is now a handsome tree, and

the flowers in spring and the fine foliage in sum-

mer and autumn are sights worth seeing. It

stands in the open and the head is fully exposed,

but the trunk is protected from the heat of the sun

by a Privet hedge, which stands quite close to and

on the south of it. The tree has not hitherto borne

any fruit. I noticed that the young Plums were of

much the same colour when young as when ripe.

The fruit-stalks are ridicutously weak and small,

as you will see from the enclosed.—Thomas
Challen Greenfield, Went Vie.n\ liijcnUak I'arh,

Kntiild.

Tacsonia exoniensis —It is now a good many
years since this plant was raised in Messrs. Veitch's

nursery at Exeter by crossing T. Van Volxemi and

T. manicata, and it has deservedly become one of

the most popular and widely grown of greenhouse

climbers. Neither in all the genus Tacsonia, nor

in the closely allied Passifloras is there a species so

desirable for the cool house, the luxuriant and

tropical aspect of its growth, combined with the

beauty and profusion of its flowers, presenting an

appearance which no other species can rival. It

closely resembles T. Van Volxemi both in leaf and

flower, the latter scarcely ditlering from the flowers

of Van Volxemi except in not being so deeply col-

oured ; it is, however, much freer-flowering, and in a

cool conservatory it stands a low winter temperature

better. Taken altogether, it is admirably adapted

for greenhouses s,M conservatories having a height
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of 10 feet or more—sufficient space in fact to allow
the shoots to hang downwards to their fall extent.
It commences to flower in Jaly and continues up
to October, and during that time is never without
an abundance of its bright rosy-scarlet blooms.

Vanda Kimballiana—This species is the last
notable addition that has been made to the genus
Vanda, its introduction to English gardens having
been effected by Messrs. Low in 188'.! It has al-
ready acquired a high place in the genus, its
flowers being unsurpassed fordelicary of colouring
by any in the genus, although others, such as V.
Sanderiana, are more striking and showy. At the
meeting of the Koyal Horticultural Society on Sept.
8, a pan made up of several plants nicely in flower
was exhibited by Messrs. Low. The flowers are
from 2 inches to :i inches in diameter, the sepals
and petals being pure sparkling white, or with a
delicate flush of rose, with which the bright rose-
purple of the lip makes a beautiful contrast. .Some
of the strongest spikes on Messrs. Low's plants
bore nine flowers. The species is very distinct in
foliage, different indeed from any other A'anda with
whicli we are acquainted. The leaves are upwards
of a foot long, and although not quite terete, are
nearly so, a narrow groove running along the upper
Bide

;
they taper from the base to a fine point, and

may be described as intermediate between those of
V. Hookeriana and V. Amesiana. It is usually
grown in the warmest house, but it is not improbable
that a more intermediate temperature wUl suffice.

Beaufortia splendens.—So far as regards ele-
gance of growth this plant may probably claim the
first place among the better known Bottle-brush
plants of Australia. Inlike the grey, rigid-leaved
Callistemons (of which the so-called Metrosideros
flonbunda is one), its stems are long and slender,
and its small oval leaves of the richest green. At
this season of the year it is very beautiful, the
flowers with their long, deep, scarlet stamens being
produced in cylindrical clusters round the last
ripened portion of each stem. As is the case with
all this section of the Myrt.aceous family, it is to the
stamens alone that the floral attractions of the
plant are due, the other parts of the flower being
small and inconspicuous. In this Beaufortia the
stamens are 1> inches long, forming therefore a
'_' brush •• 3 inches through. It may be grown either
in pots or planted out in the conservatory beds, a
large specimen in the temperate house at Pendell
Court having been grown on the latter method for
a long time and succeeded perfectly. In either case
it should have a peaty soil and a sunny position.
If grown in pots it may with advantage be placed
outside in July and August. It is propigated by
cuttingj taken from the points of the shoots in
spring, using a mixture of finely sifted peat and
silver sand in equal parts and covering them with a
bell-glass until rooted.

Chironia (Orphium) frutescens.—Like most
of the seven or eight species of Chironia that have
been introduced to this country, this one has for a
long time been almost, if not quite, out of cultiva-
tion. The genus has, however, latterly come more
into notice, two species, C. peduncularis and C.
palustris, having been re-introduced to Kew from
South Africa, and occasionally shown at the Drill
Hall meetings. C. frutescens, which was culti-
vated by Philip Miller in nK, and figured in the
Botanimt Mar/iizinr in 1787, is now in flower. It
18 probably the tallest growing of the Chironias,
having slender, but erect and stiff stems 2 feet or
more high. The leaves are linear, about an inch
long, and, like the stem, deep green. The flowers
are borne singly on scapes terminating the branches
or pushing from the axils of the upper leaves.
Each bloom is 1 1 inches across with the five cuneate
petals fully expanded and of a delicate pink colour
the surf.ice having a glazed, porcelain-like appear-'
ance. The plant deserves cultivating, not only
because it is very pretty and out of the common,
but also because it is easily grown. It requires
during winter the protection of the greenhouse,
but in the summer months may be grown in the
open, removing it indoors when tlie flower-buds are
half developed. It should be potted in li{,'ht loamy
soil and given liberal supplies of water when grow-

ing. It strikes freely from cuttings, and, because
of its tall, quick growing habit should be frequently
stopped during the early part of tlie year. Like all
the Chironias, it is a native of South Africa. It is
also known under the name of Orphium frutescens.

Salvia splendens compacta —Anyone who
has visited the gardens on tlie Kiviera, and espe-
cially that of Mr. Hanbury near Mentone, during
October and November cannot fail to have been
struck by the beauty and variety of the Salvias
grown there. The brilliant sunshine of the southern
summer produces a splendidly ripened growth,
while the clear, warm autumn allows for the
flowering out of doors of many species which in
England would be overtaken by early frosts. It
is necessary, therefore, with these later-flowering
kinds to grow them in pots and bring them in-
doors in September. One of the best for this
purpose is a variety of S. splendens, called com-
pacta, which is much dwarfer in habit than the
ordinary form. It has been sent to Kew by Mr.
Hanbury, and is now flowering there. As a plant
for the greenhouse at this season it is well worthy
of notice, not growing more than a foot in height
if struck from cuttings each season. The spikes
are about as large, and the colour of the flowers as
bright a scarlet as in the typical foim, and an ad-
vantage that it possesses over some Salvias is in
the calyx remaining on the spike after the corolla
has fallen

; this being quite as brightly coloured,
renders the plant attractive for a much longer time
than it otherwise would be.—B.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

September 22.

At this meeting Dahlias of various types consti-
tuted an important feature, making a brilliant dis-
play, whilst the early Chrysanthemums were in
good force. A few good Orchids were shown and
several excellent examples of Nepenthes, chiefly to
illustrate the lecture which took place in the after-
noon upon insectivorous plants.

Floral Committee.
First-class certificates were given to the follow-

ing:—
Rhododbndeon Ceres, another Java hybrid and

a most valuable addition to this fine race of plants.
This variety has bright golden-yellow flowers of
good substance with filaments of a light rose col-
our

;
the petals are broad and the individual blos-

soms of extra size ; the truss shown had ten fully
expanded flowers

; the foliage indicates a robust
growth. Messrs. Veitch and Sons.

El.bagnus pungens maculatus —A dwarf
growing and spreading shrub of evergreen charac-
ter, somewhat after the style of the dwarfer Euony-
mus. It has leaves largely marked with pale yellow
in blotches and stripes, relieved by bright green.
It will be an effective shrub for edgings and for
planting in masses. Messrs. Veitch and Sons.

Awards of merit were given to—
Dahlias Rayon d'Or, petals broadly edged with

orange-scarlet and white centre, a showy flower

;

Sultana, a pleasing shade of buff with white tips.

These were both of the Cactus type, but quite diffe-

rent from the usual run of varieties. Mars, a
bright scarlet of good form ; Cecil, white, tipped
with scarlet, showy ; and Lorna Doone, of a claret
colour with darker tips, were three distinct varie-
ties of the pompon class. Ada Rehan, of a rosy-lilac
colour, very distinct, the flowers large and full

;

and Touchstone, a bronzy-red with darker stripes,
belong respectively to the show and fancy classt^s.

All from Mr. f 'has. Turner.

CactusDati LI AsSir Roger, abrightorange-scarlet
with large flowers and broad petals ; Mrs. Thornton,
a mauve-pink (of good size), a striking shade of
colour, large and full ; and Ernest Cannell, a pale
red, narrow petah, distinct and showy. Messrs.
Cannell.

PoMPO.v Dahlias Mrs.Walter Besant, lilac tipped
with a white ground, and Nellie Machray, a dark
terra-cotta colour, the flowers very neat and com-
pact. Mr. T. S. Ware. Little Sarah, an orange
tipped variety, distinct and showy; and Mrs. Hum-
phries, much resembling and having the excellent

properties of Mrs. Gladstone, but of a darker shade,
the petals being tipped with rosy-pink. From Mr.
G. Humphries. Dahlia Draughtsman, from Mr.
G. S. 1'. Harris, has well formed flowers of a rich red
colour.

Show Dahlia Mrs. Ocock, a deep yellow with
bronzy tips, very distinct. From Mr. A. RawUngs^

Early flciwering Chrysanthemum Viscount
Cliquot (pompon), bronzy yellow, of useful size with
full flowers, an attractive kind. Mr. Owen, Maiden-
head. A botanical certificate was given to Cuphea
Llava;, shown by Messrs. Pitcher and Manda, Swan-
ley. This has flowers similar in colour to those o£

the well-known Cuphea platycentra, but they do not
appear to be so freely produced, the plant being of

stronger habit of growth. A cultural commenda-
tion was given to Nerine flexuosa, shown by Mr.
William Marshall. The plant formed quite a speci-

men and was freely flowered.

Mr. Phippen, of Reading, had a large collection

of cut Cactus Dahlias grouped amongst foliage and
flowering plants. The Dahlias were arranged in

large bunches of from eighteen to twenty flowers,

each kind separate. These bunches faced all one
way and were raised upon wire supports ; thus they
made a striking display, but would have been im-
proved by an addition of a little foliage or buds to

relieve the colour in each instance. This system
of arrangement is excellent for large groups where
a good show of colour is the chief consideration.
These Dahlias were tastefully grouped among
varieties of Lilium lancifolium and L. auratum, with
fine-foliaged plants, as Palms, Draca;nas (green)

and dwarf Ferns, making altogether a brilliant

display (silver-gilt Flora medal). Messrs. Cheal
and Son also had an extensive display of Dahlias
of all the various types, forming a most compre-
hensive exhibit of this popular autumn flower

(silver Flora medal). Mr. T. S. Ware had a collec-

tion of Dahlias with a group of excellent plants of

the winter-flowering Carnation La Neige, and cut
blooms of several early flowering Chrysanthemums.
The Carnation La Neige is a fine white, with
sweetly scented and fringed flowers, the habit com-
pact, sturdy , and free-flowering. OfChrysanthemums,
the early-flowering pompons and others were a
good selection, consisting of Lyon (dark). Toreador
(bronze). Flora (yellow). Precocity (early Jap. with
small flowers), Petillant (pale yellow), Mme. Des-
grange and G. Wermig. A new early large-flowering

Japanese, M. Lemailles, was the best amongst four
kinds of this type ; the flowers are of a pale
terra-cotta colour (silver Banksian medal).

Mr. A. Kawlings had a large collection of Dahlias,
consisting chiefly of show and fancy varieties, com-
prising all the best kinds, several of which are of
his own raising, one of which, named R. T. Raw-
lings, is a striking yellow variety of rich colour

—

another named (ieorge Gordon, a deep rich red, be-
ing an excellent kind, and Mrs. Ocock, a new va-
riety previously alluded to (silver Banksian medal).
Mr. West, Cornwalls, Brentwood, had eight stands
of the leading show and fancy varieties shown
in the orthodox style (bronze Banksian medal).
Messrs. W. Paul and Son had sevend boxes full

of cut Rose blooms, the best of which were
Countess of Oxford, Grand Mogul (extra fine),

Marchioness of Lome (also fir.st-rate), Mme. Lam-
bard, Niphetos, Duchess of Bedford, Sunset (new
Tea-scented), Marie Van Iloutte, and Souvenir de
la Malmaison (bronze Banksian). Mr. J. Walker,
of Thame, sent a large collection of ([uilled

Asters in excellent variety, the colours distinct
and the flowers good ; these were attractively
arranged in bunches instead of being placed
flat and firm upon the usual show board (bronze
Banksian). Mr. Owen showed a most extensive
assortment of early flowering pompon and Japanese
Chrysanthemums in excellent variety, several being
new kinds.

Messrs. Veitch and Sons showed several varieties

of Elajagnus of a dittincl and promi'irg chaiacter,
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also Desmodium penduliflorum (Lespedeza bicolor),

a native of North China and Japan. It has rosy

purple flowers, produced in long pendulous pa-

nicles, the plant being of scaadent habit; it be-

longs to the Leguminosas, and is very free flower-

ing. From the same firm also came several finely

grown Pitcher plants, consisting of an excellent

example of N. Mastersiana, with richly coloured

pitchers ; N. Burkei excellens, a species from the

Philippines, distinct and handsome ; N. Morganiie,

N. Hookeriana, and others, with Sarracenia Courti,

a dwarf hybrid, and S. purpurea, one of the species.

Orchid Committee.

The work of this body was light upon this occa-

sion ; a few good plants were, however, shown.

First-class certificates were awarded to the fol-

lowing:--
Cypbipbdium Antigone (hybrid).—The petals

and dorsal sepal of this hybrid are very broad, white

suflEused with a rosy tint, the lip round, blush white.

From Baron Schroeder.

Cattlbya intermedia alba. — This is a

counterpart of the type, but with white flowers

which have a faint tinge of green at the points of

the sepals and petals
;
probably this would not be

seen as the flowers gain age. Mr. Statter, Man-

chester.

Messrs. Sander and Co., St. Albans, had a small

group of Orchids. These consisted of a plant of

OJontoglossum vexillarium superbum, with a dark

blotch upon the lip, and others of 0. vexillarium.

These Odontoglots bore smaller flowers than usual,

but the colours were excellent
;
probably this has to

do with the season of the year ; Cypripedium May-

nardi splendens (Spicerianum x purparatum), par-

taking much of the first-named with its characteristic

dorsal sepal, the colour of its other parent being

imparted to other portions oE the flowers, plant

vigorous in growth ; Cypripsdium PoUettianum

(oilophyllum x lunanthum superbum), of which

three plants were shown, which had been raised

out of one pod of seed. The flowers of each were

quite different, bat one in particular was far in

advance of the others and well deserves a distin-

guishing name. In this instance the dorsal sepal

was quite flat and more than 3 inches in width,

white ground marked with rosy stripes and dark

spots ; the remaining two were more nearly alike,

but both good forms ; Lfelia grandis tenebrosa,with

coppery sepals and petals and a rosy-purple lip

with rich violet blotch, is a good form (silver

Ba^ksian medal).

A splendid spike of Cattleya Hardyana with

three grand flowers upon it was shown by Mr.

J. C. Parr, Grappenhall, Warrington, the colour

excellent, with the lip of superior size. Mr. Statter

also showed Cattleya Loddigesi splendens, which
is of much deeper colour than the type. From Mr.
Lucas, Warnham Court, Horsham, came a grand
spike of Vanda Sinderiana, with nine fine flowers

of excellent colour ; another of Cattleya Schofieldi-

ana, the sepals and petals suffused with dark pur-

plish spots upon a green ground ; the lip rosy-

purple, but small. With these was a plant of

Aerides Rohanianum, one spike, which may be de-

scribed as A. suavissimum minus its spots. Messrs.

Seeger and Tropp showed a plant of Grammato-
phyllum Seegerianum in flower, and another with
young growths ; the spike was some 3 feet in length,

the flowers oHve-green, spotted and barred with
chocolate. A few Orchids came from Messrs.

Pitcher and Manda, vhe best of which were Cat-
tleya maxima, with rosy-lilac flowers, and Cypri-

pedium Harrisianum Kougieri, an improvement
upon the usual form.

Fruit Committee.
A silver medal was awarded to Messrs. W. Paul

and Son for a large collection of Apples and Pears,

consisting of the best kinds. Amongst the Apples
were Benoni, Old and New Hawthomden, Golden
Spire, Lord Derby, Cellini, Duchess's Favourite,
Stirling Castle, and Washington. Of Pears, Sou-
venir du Congres, Clapp's Favourite, Mme. Treyve,
Marie Louise d'Uccle, Fertility, and Doyenne Bous-
soch were the best.

From Messrs. Veitch and Sons came branches of

Farleigh Prolific D.im3on, heavily laden with fruit.s

of good size ; this is a vigorous variety and one
of the best for gardens. From the same firm came
fruits of Crab Apple John Downie, which are most
ornamental upon the plant and useful afterwards,
also Pyrus malu.'i Elise Rathe, a pendulous form,
quite distinct. From Mr. Gilbert, Merrow, Guild-
ford, came two dishes of large fruits of Salway
Peach of rich yellow colour ; the flavour did not
recommend it to the favourable opinion of the
committee. Passiflora edulis (fruits of) were shown
by Mr. Roberts, The Plas, Tan-y-bwlch, N. Wales ;

these were well grown examples of this fruit, which
is not so fully appreciated as its merits deserve.
Very fine examples of Veitch's Main Crop Onion,
large enough for any purpose, were shown by Mr.
Bloxham, Great Brickhill Manor, Bletchley ; this is

one of the best keeping kinds grown. Rev. W.
Wilks sent a very finely-grown fruit of Pear Mar-
guerite Marillat, a comparatively new variety of fine

size and appearance. The Pear-shaped Apple came
from Messrs. Lane, Berkhamsted. New Plums, also
two new Apples, came from Mr. Laxton. Several
seedling Melons were also submitted to the com-
mittee.

The Rev. Mr. Wilks read Mr. Lindsay's lecture on
insect-eating plants. He said insectivorous plants
are of two kinds, and consist of many species.
Nearly all like damp places to grow in and abund-
ance of water. In 1860 Darwin spent much time
and study over these plants classifying them and
their habits. One notable plant, Drosera rotundi-
folia, is a distinct variety of the insect-eating
plants, more so than many others, the leaves having
air-like structures with glandular hairs discharging
a kind of fluid that becomes acid and kills the vic-

tims as soon as the fluid gets round their bodies.
During warm weather raw meat in small pieces has
been placed in them, and when it has been allowed
time to decay somewhat the plants absorb the
matter, thus adding to their store of fluid for
future action. There is a very fine plant of this
Drosera at the Edinburgh Royal Botanic Gardens
some 5 feet (! inches in height, and it captures
wasps and other large insects without diflSculty.

In South Africa, at Stellabosch, the Boers use these
plants for catching flies, and as they become
full they are cleaned cr washed out ready for
use again. The better known Dionsea muscipula,
or Venus's Fly-trap, is another species of insect-
eating or killing plant. When the bristles on the
edges of the leaves are touched, the leaves close
up and remain so for eighteen days or more. Dar-
win gives thirty-five days. Darwin says that his
son fed a plant with raw meat in small portions,
and it bore more seeds than others, the fed plants
having much larger seeds than unfed ones, the
total of seeds in the fed plants being 250 to 100
of the unfed. Darwin also gives the size of roots,
but he must have measured poor plants, as it is not
at all uncommon to have roots 6 inches long, and
with more roots the plants do with less feeding.
With regard to cultivation, most require houses
with a heat of 70°, Nepenthes more than others, and
plenty of moisture, with good fibrous peat, chopped
Sphagnum, coarse silver sand, abundance of
drainage and small pots. In large ones the roots
get injured and the compost sour. They also like

plenty of light, only shading from bright sunshine.
Nepenthes should be frequently cut back to pro-
duce plenty of pitchers. They do not require
much root space. Nepenthes are easily increased
by cuttings, rooting in damp Sphagnum in

a moist, warm place. Darlingtonias and Sarra-
cenias require much the same treatment, but
less heat and moisture, a cold greenhouse suiting
them well when not in active growth. The first

named requires perfect drainage and a cool, moist
shady position. They are readily increased by
seed and division. Professor Henslow, in the
course of a discussion, s.aid he had no experience as
to culture, and he would only add a few words.
With regard to these plants, it would be found that
they digested their food much like human beings,
rejecting what they did not like, and making up
for loss of root action by the way they absorbed food
in other forms. Even these plants thrive without
being fed, and, like human beings, exist with

different treatment. Dr. Masters said he thought
the lecture most interesting, and was of opinion

that the fluid or acids obtained by these plants

acted as a manure when added to by trapped
insects ; but to prove that such was not really

necessary for their support he instanced the way
nurserymen used cotton wool to prevent insects

entering the leaves and flowers, adducing as a
reason that the insects soon destroyed the bloom.
Such is no doubt the case, but he thought that in

their native habitat the decayed blooms all went
to assist in increasing the growth of the plant and
the formation of stronger bloom and foliage. The
other paper, by Mr. Castle, was neither sent nor

read, a telegram announcing his inability to be
present having been received.

The late Mr. 'William Holmes.—Soon after

the death of Mr. Holmes, a committee was formed
in Hackney to raise a fund for providmg a local

memorial of his work and the esteem in which he
was so generally held. With the concurrence of

his widow, this took the form of a handsome head-
stone in white marble continued round the grave
to a suitable height, so as to admit of the surface

being planted with flowers. The upper portion of

the headstone is finely sculptured, showing clasped

hands with the sentence below, " We shall meet
again," having representations of Chrysanthemums
above and at the sides in bas-relief, and at the top

of each of the two dark granite columns which sup-

port the upper sculptured portion, a bunch of Primr

roses, commemorative of his association with the

local Primrose League. The inscription between
the two columns sets forth the date of Mr. Holmes'
death (September 18, ISDO), and goes on to state

that

This memorial was erected by a number of friends

of the late William Holmes as a token of their affec-

tionate regard for his mauly Christian character, and
to mark their sense of his valuable services to the

people of Hacknoy as one of their most trusted and
zealous representatives upon the various Local Boards

;

also in grateful remembrance of his unceasiug labours

in the world of horticulture, especially iu connection
with the culture of the Chrysauthemum.

In spite of the very wet weather, a considerable

number of friends were present at the Abney Park
Cemetery on Saturday, September 19, and after a

short service conducted by the Rev. Mr. Langhorne,
the chairman of the memorial committee, the

erection was formally handed over to the widow.

A change of soil is said to be beneficial, and
in some cases it certainly is. Last year about this

time I found a plant of the pretty Burnet Rose
growing on the top of an old ruin in this neighbour-

hood. I pushed off the top course of masonry,

under which the roots had gone, and brought away
the whole plant. Judging from the periods on the

little stems, it must have been there for a quarter

of a century, and had in no case made more than

an eighth of an inch of growth in any year. I

planted it in the ordinary soil of my garden. This

year it has produced the prodigious number of

fifty-three shoots, varying from 9 inches to over

2 feet in length, and is still growing. Next year

these shoots should all flower.—T. Smith, Aeirn/.

Fruit trees for south vsrall.—I am desirous of

tilling up spaces on a south wall, aud shall be very

nmcli obliged for advice as to the best sorts of fruit

trees. I want, 1, three different Plums ; 2, Apricot

;

3, early Peach ; 1, Nectarine.—SuKSCRiBER, tSiiffolk.

Deodar unhealthy.— I have a Deodar tree in

my garden ; it was much injured by the frost last

winter. All its leaves came olf. It is now about lialf

clad with leaves. It stauds on a slope on a dry saiiJy

soil with a south-eastern aspect. It has a good leading

shoot. Is there anytliing I can do to preserve it I*

Would covering itsrootswith soil protect it?— K.J.B.

Unhealthy Peach trees (C. Morringi'm).—
The reachi>8 are badly mildewed, and evidently in a

bad condition at the roots. Mildevv is the c luse of

the failure, and this was greatly developed by the very

wet and cold summer. The best treatment will he to

fork the soil out from among the roots, bring them up
near the surface, remove as much of the earth as pos-

sible, and renew with good loamy soil, fc'ce that the

drainage is good.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

TREES BEST ADAPTED FOR VARIOUS
SOILS.

( Conthuted frum pa<je 278.)

Clayey soils.—Lately I have had ample oppor-
tunity of finding out what trees and ahruba will
succeed best on pure clay—the genuine yellow
clay that is entirely devoid of sand or stones
and without a particle of loam near it. The posi-
tion or place to which I directly refer was along
the margins of an estate drive, and which, after
being trenched over, was planted without the
least addition of soil of any kind. The
great difference that even a shovelful of
loam or road scrapings would have had in
tempting the trees to start into growth I freely
admit, and that such a course of treatment
would have been more profitable in the end
cannot be denied, yet such was not engaged in,
and the trial had perhaps one advantage in
making known the trees and shrubs that could
succeed best when planted under such un-
favourable conditions as to soil. To sum up
briefly, very few of the trees or shrubs lived,
some dying out the year after planting, while
many others turned of a sickly hue and gradu-
ally pined away. Only about a dozen kinds
are alive at the present time. The kinds that
did succeed seem to be peculiarly adapted for
such a .soil, for many others of the same kind
have been substituted for those that died out
and have done well, thus clearly showing that
certain species are able to do battle even with
the uncongenial surroundings connected with a
pure clay soil.

The giant Arbor-vitro (Thuja gigantea) nobly
took the lead, for not only did it grow, but
the colour of foliage did not in any way betray
the class of soil in which it was planted.
The Weeping Spruce (Abies Morinda) and
the two species of Japan Cedar (Cryptomeria
japonica and C. elegans) grew amazingly, par-
ticularly the latter, and put on a depth of foli-
age tint that I have never seen excelled. Every-
one remarked how healthy-looking and bright
of foliage the elegant Cryptomeria was, and
many a comment was offered that something
different to clay must be at the roots of so
healthy specimens. But no ; others were planted
without prejiaration of the ground in any way,
and they, too, have succeeded almost beyond
expectation. Very few of the hard-wooded
section of trees could be got to thrive, the best
being the common Alder (Alnus glutinosa) and
the heart-leaved species (A. cordata). This
latter is a most valuable tree for various pur-
poses, it withstanding smoke with almost per-
fect immunity, and thriving well in soils that
would be considered as anything but of even
ordinary quality. The Gorge and its double-
flowered variety likewise did well, but few
other shrubs lived even for a couple of years.
Many other trees and shrubs were tried

;

indeed amongst tliose generally planted there
were few that had not a fair trial, but they
were found to be unable to copo against the
fearful odds of this most unkindly of soils.

Gravelly soils.—Where pure gravel, or
where a small deposit of loam or vegetable soil
overlying it, lias to be planted, there are some
little difficulties to contend with, and certain
species of trees thrive much bettor than others
in it. Sand I am not directly referring to, but
gravel or where the sand is largely commingled
with stones both small and large. The (iorsi-
can Pine (Pinus Laricio) does better than any
other Fir I know of for planting on gravelly
soils, and the fiuest and largest trees of ^his

particular species to be found in Britain are
growing around the margins of a disused gravel
pit in North Wales. The Scotch Pine (P.
sylvestris), the Cluster Pine fP. Pinaster), and
the small growing P. Mugho all do well on al-
most pure gravel ; and so does the Austrian,
but It should be placed last on the list. Hard-
wooded trees of several kinds, although perhaps
not attaining to a very large size, grow satis-
factorily enough on gravel, and of these the best
are the Oak, Beech, Lime, Holly, and Yew.
Most shruks do fairly well, and of small-
growing, ornamental trees, the Manna, or
Flowering Ash (Fraxinus ornus), the Indian
Bean (Catalpa bignonioides), and the Judas
Tree (Cercis siliquastrum) should be made
special note of. Both the common and Tree
Box do well, and wear a bright healthy look,
and the Cotoneasters, particularly C. frigida.
The Evergreen Oak, too, should not be left out
of the list, and many species of Thorn (Cratae-
gus) flourish admirably.

Peaty s uls —Amongst profitable or econo-
mic trees for planting in reclaimed peat-bog,
nothing, in my own opinion, equals the common
Larch, for it grows rapidly and is quite free
from that fell disease to which this once much-
sought-after Fir is, unfortunately, so susceptible.
When building a new bridge over the Black-
water, in the north of Ireland, Larches of large
size, straight as arrows, and with the cleanest
and finest of timber, were felled for the pur-
pose from an old Larch wood growing on deep,
almost undrained bog land. Trees of such a size
and so clean were a treat to see, and an inspec-
tion of the whole wood, as well as of others
adjoining, did not betray a single ulcerated or
diseased tree. Two or three remarkably fine and,
perhaps, the largest Larches in Wales are growing
outside the walls of the flower garden at Penrhyn
Castle, and in the coldest and most unkindly of
black peat. That it is a tree peculiarly suitable
for bog planting cannot be denied, as not a few
of the fine healthy plantations on the Irish peat
bogs clearly point out. Many of the newer and
rarer Conifers do well on reclaimed peat bog

;

for example, the Douglas Fir (Pseudotsiiga
Douglasi), Nordmann's Fir (Abies Nordmanni-
ana), the lovely weeping Indian Juniper (Juni-
perus chinensis), and the Patagonian Fitzroya.
Hard-wooded trees do not, as a rule, put on
their best form when planted in peat bog, but
many do fairly well, such as some of the
Willows and Poplars, the Oak, Birch, and
several others. It is Conifers, however, that
grow most rapidly when planted in bog, and
in forming woods this should be distinctly
borne in mind. Nowhere, perhaps, has the
Douglas Fir, the Wellingtonia, the Redwood,
Abies nobilis, Nordmanniana and bracteata,
Thuja gigantea, and Lawsou's Cypress added
so much to their height from year to year as
in some of the well-managed peat bogs (bogs
where peat for fuel was originally cut) of the
province of I'lster.

Of course, it pays well not to pl.ant the
trees in undrained bog, but to first of all

thoroughly remove all superfluous water from
the soil, and afterwards, when the pits have
been opened for six months or so, but particu-
larly when exposed to a winter's frosts, to
place even a shovelful of old loam, or, indeed,
almo.st any cla.ss of soil, for few kinds come
amiss in the reclamation of peat, in each be-
fore inserting the young plants. Such a course
costs but little, and soon repays itself in the
increased rate of growth. A. D. W.

commended as a remedy for this. This should be
applied thoroughly over all parts of the tree af-

fected, and it the matter has not been neglected too
long and the disease allowed too great a hold, a
cure is certain on a second application at most. It
is the excrement of an insect and seems to be de-
posited on the Beech tree at almost all stages of
growth. It is not infectious, as a diseased tree has
been observed standing amongst others which were
free from tlie blight. Doubtless, however, there is

usually some defect in the constitution of the tree
attacked, or it would not be selected. Want of
proper drainage in the soil is often the cause. A
very fine Weymouth Pine was attacked some years
ago with this disease, or something similar to it.

The branches were principally attacked, and the
tree was at one time nearly dead. It was tho-
roughly cleaned with the lime-water mixture, and
it has been wonderfully healthy and making fine

growth ever since.

Antarctic Beech (Fagusantarctica), sometimes
called F. betuloides, is an evergreen species indi-

genous to both sides of the Straits of Magellan,
and occurring in vast forests in Terra del Fuego,
where it extends from the seaside np to the snow-
line of the mountains, and varies in height from
about 40 feet in the more sheltered situations to a
scrub bush of some 2 feet or 3 feet in such as are
high and exposed. The tree is broad and busby,
with a trunk much thicker than is usual in propor-
tion to its height. Though introduced into this

country in Is.'.O, it has not yet been widely distri-

buted, and is still scarce and comparatively little

known. Its leaves are much smaller than those of

the common Birch, which they so much resemble,
that betuloides has been regarded by some writers

as the most appropriate specific name.—F.

Remedy for Beech blight.—A mixture of
common lime with water, in the proportion of three
or four handfuls of lime to a bucket of water, is re-

SUORT NOTES.—WOODS AND FORESTS.

Purple and Corstirphine Sycamores.

—

Those who know what ;i noble tree tliet-ttea neglected
Sycamore makes will hi the most likely to value the
purple-leaved form. It comes true from seed, ajid its

fine foliage shows the deep tint till it falls. The Cor-
storphine variety comes out yellow in spring, and
returns to a deep green in summer.—V.

The Austrian Pine as a timbsr tree.

—

Allow me to state that in Austria the wood of the
above-mentioned Pine realises a higher price than that
of the Scotch Fir (P. sylvestris). In Lower Austria,

the home of P. austriaca, where it forms extensive

forests, it is also nude profitable on account of its

resin. Parts of the forests, generally 100 years old,

are destined to be felled. Ten to sixteen years before,

the resin is collected every year during the summer
months.— Loi'is KuoPATSi'H, Vienna.

Tho Weeping Poplar (Populu? grandidentata
pendu'a),altli(iugli not so elegant and graceful as some
of the drooping trees, has many desirable qualities

which commend it to the admirers of tine trees. Its

character is decidedly pendulous and its branches
spread and droop gracefully towards the ground. But
the knife must be used unsparingly to preserve the

symmetry. It is the moat rapid grower of any in this

class, and those who desire a weeping tree which will

produce immediate effect will find this Poplar very

suitable.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.— r*« journal u pub
Itched in nmth/ bound Monthly VarU. In this form thi

coloured plati'^ are best preserved, and it is most suitable for

riiference previous to the issue of the half-t/earli/ volumes. Price

Is. 6ii. ;
post free, Is. 9d. Complete set of volunus of Tub

QARDKN/rom its commencemait to end o/lSyO, thirty-eiyht vols.,

price, cloth, £^18 4s.

"Gardening Illustrated" Monthly Parts. — nij
journtd is published in neatti/ bouiid Mouthlij Parts, in irhich

form it is most suitable for ri[!'erence previous to the issiu of the

i/varli/ voluoies. Pricv ^d. ;
post free, Sd.

"Farm and Home" Monthly farts.— This jounial is

published in neatt)/ bound Monthly Parts, in which form it is

most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price f>d. ; post free, %d.

" Hardy Flowers."—aiving desrriptioixs o; upwards oj

thirteen hundred of the most ornamental species, with directions

for their arron'/rmtnt, culture, dc. Fourth and Popular
Sdition, le.; post free, Is. 3d.

"The Garden Annual" for 1891.— Coiifaiiur Alpha-

betical Luis of all Brunches of the Ilorticulturnl Trade corrected

up to November 10 last. The Lists of Oardens and Country
Scats (conlaininii over 9000) have been very can^fully and exten-

sively revised, ojui are admitted to be the molt complete ever

published. PriccU.;bypost,\s 3d.
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'* This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather ; but
The Art itself is Nature."—S/ui^Mpear*.

Kitchen Garden.

INDIAN OR SWEET CORN.

T AM i^rowiDg a considerable number of

plants of difi'erent varieties of Indian or Sweet
Corn (the Mealie of the Zulu, and still better

known perhaps as Maize), and though any-
thing but novel, the experiment has once more
proved highly interesting to most people who
have had an opportunity of paying a visit to

the garden under my charge—to none more so

perhaps than American visitors, all of whom
are somewhat surprised to learn that it is pos-

sible to produce their popular vegetable to per-

fection in this land of frost, fogs, and rain.

There is a great difference, however, in growing
Sweet Corn as a vegetable and for seed, though
the latter is quite possible even in such a sea-

son as the present, always provided, however,
that the right varieties are selected for the pur-
pose. By the end of August I could have cut a
hundred ears or "cobs" quite fit for cooking
as a vegetable, and some of these left on the
plants have seed forward enough for finally

ripening under glass. What I had under the

names of Adams' Early and Darling's Early only
attain a height of about 3 feet, and are the first

to mature their crops. These are the lightest

croppers, the ears also being somewhat small,

but then the plants need not be disposed more
than 2 feet apart each way. The later varieties,

of which the two best are Triumphant and
Early Dwarf, are much stronger growers, the

former attaining a height of G feet, and the lat-

ter, which probably is wrongly named, grows
to a height of 5 feet. Both produce very fine

ears, and these will be ready for use by the end
of September.
The question naturally arises, is the Sweet

Corn ever likely to become popular in this

country ? Personally I am of opinion it will not,

but yet fail to see why it should not be gene-

rally grown as an autumn vegetable. Nobody,
not even excepting the most enthusiastic or

patriotic American, woulil think of preferring

Sweet Corn to a good dish, say, of Ne Plus
Ultra Peas, but then these are not always
forthcoming, especially after a dry, hot sum-
mer. The latter suits Sweet Corn admirably,
but proves too much for Peas, unless the latter

are grown under conditions not open to the
majority of gardeners to adopt. Nothing can
well be more simple than the cultivation of

Sweet Corn. The seed germinates readily if

sown early in May in the open ground where
the plants are to grow, though a fortnight may
be gained by raising tlie plants in gentle heat
and planting out where they are to grow late in

May. Single plants, or a row of them at the back
of a mixed flower border, present quite an im-

posing appearance, but they would have abetter
chance of 'doing well if planted out in a good
open quarter. Once well established they take

care of themselves, and it must be a very strong

wind that will blow them down. The flowering

period is particularly interesting, the sheaths

pushed out from the axils of the leaves being
surmounted by plumes of what I suppose may
be termed much lengthened styles, and these

have to be fertilised (not artilicially) with the

pollen from the central branching spike of bar-

ren or male flowers, or otherwise the grains fail

to swell. Some of the silky tassels or plumes

are of a reddish tinge, others a greenish white,

and when the styles are fresh they are covered
with glistening drops of moisture, which viewed
through a lens are particularly beautiful.

Not till the gi-ains on the " cob," as the stem
supporting them is called in America, are

plumped up considerably are they ready for

cooking. If this period is anticipated, there will

be nothing to eat when cooked ; while if left on
the plant till the grains are somewhat old, the

skins will be tough, though the contents would
be found as sweet as a nut. They ought to be
of a greenish white colour, and being duly
stripped of their covering, should be gently

boiled for twenty minutes, another ten minutes
being required for any somewhat old. Now
comes the difficulty, and, to refined ideas, the

most objectionable part of the business. How
should the Sweet Corn be eaten I The ordinary

A merican , and all who do not studyappearances,
merely roll the ear in melted butter and season

with salt, after which it is taken in the hand,

and it seldom leaves the mouth till nothing but
the cob is left. It is possible, however, to avoid

this unctuous method, the plan of dexterously

shaving off the grains from the cobs, and then
eating the former much the same as Peas, be-

ing more in keeping with British ideas. Most
probably it is this difficulty in the serving

and eating of Sweet Corn that has prevented its

being generally grown in this country, as it is

very certain comparatively old grains are to be
preferred to old and mealy Peas, while those

caught at the right time ought to prove a very

welcome dish, especially, as before hinted , dur-

ing the autumn following upon a dry summer,
or such say as was experienced in 1887.

W. Iggulden.

Potatoes.— I am sorry to be compelled to fur-

nish a very bad report of these from this neigh-

bourhood. Our best is the variety selected some
seasons back from Covent Garden Perfection, and
which being nearly ready at the first appearance of

the disease was lifted and stored before it made
much headway. The Bruce is the best late variety.

All other midseason and late sorts with which I

have come in contact are very badly diseased, and
the disappointment is all the greater from the fact

that with hardly an exception the crop is very

heavy.—E. B.

Mushrooms in meadows.—Whilst stajing

in South Lincolnshire recently I visited a farm, on
which, by way of experiment, a small pasture had
been devoted to the culture of Mushrooms in a

natural manner. The results were highly gratify-

ing, though not quite up to the expectations of the

cultivator. Mushrooms in plenty and of the best

quality there were in many of the surrounding

meadows, land on which cattle had been feeding,

but they were not so numerous as in the paddock
referred to. This small plot of land was only about

a quarter of an acre in extent, and the soil was of

a rich loamy character. During May pieces of

spawn in a dry state were put here and there be-

neath clods of turf that were lifted and relaid,

a small portion of fresh horse manure being placed

in with them. Places thus spawned were marked, as

also were spots spawned in the following manner :

The spawn was broken up into small pieces in

April, and placed in boxes of finely sifted soil in a

frame on a hotbed. Here it remained for a week
until the mycelium started to run, and then the

whole was transferred to the paddock, placing

a small shovelful beneath a piece of turf lifted

here and there. No doubt some of the spawn
failed to grow, owing to there being insufficient

lieat in the ground, but the results were good
enough to tempt the grower to try again next year

on a larger scale. The Grass in the paddock, it

should be understood, was kept short during the

summer, it being fed off by a few sheep. Should

warm weather prevail during the early part of the

summer, there is no doubt a good crop of Mush-

rooms may be obtained thus at compiratively
little cost and trouble. On ground other than
pasture land Mushrooms might also be grown dur-
ing the summer months it the spawn was started
in fine loam in a hotbed, and then just buried be-

neath the surface. I recently saw a good crop
on an Onion bed, but in this case no spawn had
been put in. It was supposed to have come in

some horfe manure dug into the ground in early
spring.—C.

Onion Bedfordshire Champion.— I question
if the above kind can be improved upon if its late-

keeping qualities are taken into consideration.

This has for years been a favourite with me, owing
to its mild flavour and its long-keeping properties,

and is, with James' Long Keeping, to which it is

closely allied, one of our best regular croppers for

general purposes. I was surprised two years ago
at the vegetable conference to see how few dishes
of this kind were shown, most of the Onions sent
being staged on account of their size. Last season
I found it kept longer than James' Long Keeping.
I do not aim at large-sized bulbs, as for late pur-

poses the medium-sized are best, and if wanted late

they should be stored thinly, or strung and hung up
in a cold shed. It is a mistake to store Onions in a
warm or moist room. I have never found them
injured by severe weather. In all cases a free cir-

culation of air is necessary to preserve them.—G.
Wythes.

POTATOES AND DISEASE.

I EBAD with interest the notes from " A. Y. A."

at p. 2i'i8, and can assure him that in this district

(West Middlesex) the disease is appalling. Our
soil is very light and porous, and therefore not so

bad as a wet, heavy clay ; but I see no difference
;

early and late Potatoes are affected, no matter how
they were harvested. On one plot of land we se-

cured about forty bushels of seemingly sound Po-

tatoes, and now we have not got half-a-dozen

bushels left, the variety being Myatt's Ashleaf , and
grown on ground specially prepared for this crop.

"The ground had not been used for Potatoes for

years, and very little animal manure was given.

Lime and wood ashes were freely used. The seed

was also from a totally different locality, and had
been grown on clay. These Potatoes were har-

vested as soon as the tops commenced to ripen, and
they were well dried and stored in an airy room.

This is not the only kind that has suffered so badly,

as other early kinds are much the same. I find

the late ones also are now much in the same con-

dition, and I fear we shall find our stores through-

out the country much less than usual. As might

be expected, our best tubers are from well-drained

land with a gravel bottom, and our best cropping

and disease-resisting kinds this season are Covent

Garden Perfection and one or two other kinds that

are not considered first-rate. Still, we shall, I fear,

not be fastidious next spring as to quality if others

suffer as badly as we have in this district. Another

point worth notice is the way in which late Pota-

toes have finished their growth, as this season our

late kinds were ready to lift quite a month earlier

than in previous seasons. Some cultivators may
remark they were lifted too early, but I am
of opinion that when the tops are decayed and

growth is complete, there is nothing gained by

leaving them in the soil. A few rows were

left to see the effects of lifting early and
late, and I regret to say that those left are

all touched more or lees with disease and
not worth storage. Clearing the tops as soon

as the dreaded spot appears on the haulm was

also tried, but it made no difference. The few

days' bright hot weather in the early part of Sep-

tember in our case certainly did us no good, as far

as the late tubers were concerned, as it did not come
early enough in their case, and the extra warmth
caused the di-ease to spread. A few scarce kinds that

were being grown for seed are similarly affected,

though I may remark these had 2\ feet of space

between the rows—the same distance as many other

late kinds. I also noticed our late varieties all

made much shorter growth this seafon. They were

not crowded in any way, the sets being 18 inches.
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ai art and in the case of strong growers a space
of 3 feet was allowed between the rows.

I always make it a practice to get a change of seed
and to prepare the ground for the Potato crop inthe
winter, and thus give the tubers every chance to do
well, bat this season the atmospheric influences
have bc'3n so adverse, that Potato culture will, I

fear, not pay in gardens. I well know that the
grower who has large breadths in open fields

often secures a crop when the gardener fails.

Another drawback in gardens is that this crop is

grown on the same ground year after year. There are
now various recipes given to enable us to war against
the enemy, but in my case it would have been a
serious business to have operated on a great quantity.
Any mixture or liquid that may be used quickly and
that will check the disease will soon find many
who will welcome its advent and nse it largely if

it can be produced at a moderate price.

P. S. M.

EARTHING UP CELERY.
JUDSING by the appearance of Celery generally,
good produce should be forthcoming during the
autumn and winter months, as I do not think I

ever remember to have seen it looking so well as at
the present time. Even the larvaj of the Celery fly

have been conspicuous by their absence, as I have
not seen a single mark, and hope that this has been
the case generally. Daring a hot and dry season
the plants often suffer from insufllcient moisture at
the roots, especially when labour and water are
scarce. Out of several hundreds of plants I have
not noticed a single runner, the earliest plants being
quite as free in this respect as the main and later
batches. I believe the above excellent state of
things is the rule generally in the majority of gar-
dens. Before speaking of the method or methods
for securing well blanched heads, I will first com-
ment on the beneficial properties or otherwise of
the application of liquid manure, with the assistance
of which in unlimited quantities some people
appear to think that good Celery cannot be grown.
My observations lead me to think differently, and
I am more convinced than ever that Celery may
easily be too highly fed up by a free use of liquid
manure. For exhibition large heads are a necessity,
as naturally these are a means to an end ; con-
sequently such as these must be fed up or the
grower will be left behind in the race. Not so,
however, where solid heads are required, and the
sounder and longer these may be kept the better.
Rationally it may be applied, and once a week after
the plants are well established and previous to
earthing would be advantageous on dry soils.

Securing a good root run is the main point. In
many instances the best is not made of existing
conditions, as very often the trenches are formed
too deep for one thing, and instead of having
favourable soil to root in it is merely the crude
subsoil with the addition of manure. This being
the case, the plants linger on and the grower is

under the impression that liquid manure, and this
only in unlimited quantities, is what is required for
the plants to make a free growth. They are fed
up accordingly, with the result that abundance of
leafy growth, which is hollow and stringy in tex-
ture, is obtained, and instead of keeping sound and
good it soon decays.

The growing of Celery is only one part of the rou-
tine of culture, as often what would be good
Celery is spoilt in the earthing up. Generally,
earthing up is already well advanced, excepting in
the case of the later batches. Much Celery proba-
bly is spoilt by being earthed up too early, as not
only is the growth stopped, but the keeping is also
considerably impaired. There is also the opposite
tendency to guard against of delaying the earthing
up too long, especially in its first stage. In this
case the outer leaves spread out to such an extent
as to prevent them from being regularly drawn to-
gether

; consetiuently the heads do not grow as re-
gularly as they should do, and the soil is apt to
come into close contact with the hearts. As soon
as the growth is well advanced I make it a prac-
tice to go over the plants, removing all tucker

growth and spreading a layer of soil to the depth of
about 2 inches, taking care to previously draw the
plants up together. The soil being spread about
the base of the plants keeps the leaves together and
prevents them from spreading out. Salt being an
excellent stimulant for Celery, a little sprinkled
along the sides of the rows and worked in along
with the soil will assist the growth wonderfully,
besides being an excellent preventive against slugs.
In addition to the first surfacing of soil these
earthings at intervals of a fortnight are ample. As
previoui-ly hinted, slugs are often troublesome, but
I never had any difficulty in keeping them at bay
with a judicious use of salt, also lime or soot. With
these two latter antidotes care is also needed, for
if they should be dusted indiscriminately about
the stems they are apt to get inside the leaves.
They should be simply dusted over the soil pre-
vious to this being broken up for placing about
the stems.

Upon heavy soils it is sometimes recommended
to use foreign substances for placing in contact
with the stems, so as to assist in clean blanching.
Certainly when there is suitable material for so do-
ing, and also labour at command, nothing can be
said against the practice, but after some years' ex-
perience with very heavy clay soil in more than
one garden, I can only say that such a proceeding
is quite unnecessary. Wood ashes and burned gar-
den refuse may certainly be added with advantage,
these being placed along the ridges to work in
along with the soil, and also a dusting of lime.
Such material as fine ashes of either coal or coke
cannot be too strongly condemned for placing in
contact with the stems, as sometimes recommended
for keeping slugs at bay, as more often than not
foreign substances are present which spoil a deli-
cately flavoured plant like the Celery. If it is decided
to use anything, ordinary sand is the best for sur-
rounding the stems. When this is used some
amount of care and extra trouble is needed, even
for the saving of the material alone, as obviously
a great amount would be needed if used roughly.
The material is economised by placing a thin board
on edge on each side of the rows and about 3 inches
from the stems, the inner space being filled up
with sand, and the outer sides banked up with the
ordinary soil, the boards being drawn out as the
work proceeds. Paper collars are often used for
surrounding the stems to keep them clean, but
stout brown paper is quite as well adapted as the
collars. Whatever extraneous aids are adopted, it is

pretty certain that a vast amount of good Celery is

grown without their aid. The principal point is only
to earth up whilst the plants are dry. When ready
for earthingthe stems at every stageare drawn care-
fully up together and kept in position for the time
being with a piece of matting. Holding up the
stems whilst another adds the soil is labour wasted,
as with the stems tied up a man on each side of
the row can quickly add the soil. This must be
well broken up, especially that which comes in
contact with the stems. As previously hinted, the
hearts at every stage must be kept in advance of the
soil, except at the final earthing. Any Celery not
yet attended to in earthing up must have any
suckers and small leaves removed.

The final earthing of Celery is the most impor-
tant, especially in the case of that portion which
constitutes the main winter and late supplies. At
this latter stage the work is often carelessly per-
formed, the outer edges being altogether too loose,
and the soil also used too sparingly, with the result
that the Celery keeps badly, and which is often
attributed to frost. Such being the case, the
grower covers over with litter upon the least ap-
pearance of frost. In the end this does as much
mischief as the frost itself, and often more so, as
close coverings have a tendency to cause fermenta-
tion. Use plenty of soil, bringing the sides up
sharply to the ridge, the sides being well beaten.
If the (lelery be well earthed up, covering to keep
away frost is seldom needed. Wet is often the
cause of more decay in Celery than can be attri-
buted to frost

; therefore, this being the case, dur-
ing a wet season the tops of the ridges could be
protected with two boards nailed together thus A.

the wet with this contrivance being prevented from
penetrating, and a free circulation of air would
prevent the tops from becoming coddled.

A. Y. A.

Chrysanthemums.

EXPERIENCES OF THE PAST SEASON.
Altuoigh we have experienced a very peculiar

season, it cannot be said that Chrysanthemums
have suffered to any great extent judging by
their present appearance, the showery season
having been all in favour of a free growth.
Chrysanthemums are moisture-loving plants,

and with this latter ample growth is sure to be

the result. The only fear 1 have is that, owing
to the absence of sun at times, the plants may
not be so well matured a,s is necessary to give the

best results when the blooming season comes
round. I am speaking in a very broad sense

now as to the maturity or otherwise of the wood
of the plants. Those persons who have had
experience, I daresay will feel the loss of sun
but little as compared with beginners in Chry-
santhemum culture, for knowing how absolutely

essential it is to have the growth in a mature
state they act accordingly. The main factor in

this is attention to small cultural details, such
as allowing sufficient space between the plants.

Potting, too, which has such an influence upon
the future of the plants, is carried out in a

methodical manner as compared with the prac-

tice of thoss who are but feeling their way.
Again, much may be done towards the matura-
tion of the wood by the proper ajiplication of

stimulating food. Experience has proved that

in such a season as the past it is unwise to sup-

ply the plants with powerful liquid stimulants,

as such a course of treatment would render
them anything but healthy. By exercising

some judgment the ill effects of the weather
may be combated to a certain extent, although
I do not for one moment assert that anything
will make up for an absence of sun, which is an
all-important factor in the ripening or other-

wise of the wood. The long-continued frosty

weather was unfavourable for propagation where
practised in cold frames, as some persons prefer,

but where the cuttings were struck in a cool

house simply excluding frost the inconveni-

ence was not felt. It cannot be good for

the welfare of the plants for the cuttings

to remain in a dormant state for a month or

six weeks, as they did in the early part of the

propagating season. Afterwards the weather
was much more favourable to growth, as the

dry bright month of February did much to

make up for the previous lost time. Toward the

end of the month the outside temperature was
really high ; the plants therefore made good
progress, and where they were favoured with
plenty of room and air they were in capital

condition for transferring to their flowering

pots during the month of May and early part of

June. During June and July the thermometer
often stood at 80° in the shade and often above
that figure, this being all iu favour of a satis-

factory growth at that stage of the plant's

existence. June and July are perhaps the mouths
when most progress is made. The month of

August is perhaps the most important period

for plants intended to produce largo blooms.

Certainly the setting of the buds of the
bulk of the varieties is more satisfactorily

accomplished during moderately warm weather
than when it is excessively hot and dry, aa

then the plants are forced into premature
bud-formation, many being abortive. While
tlower-buds are being formed the plants ought
not to be excited by supplying them with strong
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stimulants. The month of August being wet
also favoured the plants, especially in the case of

the inexperienced, as owing to continued rains

the plants needed but little artificial moisture at

the roots. In this way stimulants were with-

held, more perhaps than otherwise would have
been the case and with consequent advantage.

The fiower-buds at the present time have a pro-

mising appearance, which augurs well for per-

fect development, given a fair amount of sun-

shine from this time onwards. The plants vary
as usual in their height ; in some instances they
are very tall, but in a general sense there is a

disposition to a dwarfer growth, which is a de-

cided gain.

I have this day received blooms from Mr.
Agate, Havant, who is experimenting with
seedlings of his own raising with a view to re-

duce the height ; the one before me proves
the wisdom of the undertaking, as very fine

blossoms are produced on a plant growing not
more than 1 foot high from the top of the

pot. The colour is pure white, florets reflexed

until fully developed, when the centre ones
fold inward a little. It is of medium size, and
well adapted for pot culture to succeed the
earliest batch. Such varieties as the one named
do not need half the protection from south-

westerly winds, which do so much damage to

those growing so high. Amongst growers of

plants for cut blooms it is an annual thing to

be on the look- out for a stifl' south-westerly
gale of wind about the 1st of September, and
seldom does it fail. This year I heard of sad
wrecks consequent on non-protection of the
plants from this casualty. Even if the shoots
are not actually broken, the points are so
" whipped " as to render them almost useless,

checking the free flow of sap to the buds by
reason of the skin tissues being bruised and
injured.

Although the thermometer has been low at
times during the night, there has not actually
been any frost ; in our case 40° was reached
during the nights of the lUth and 17th of Sep-
tember, which should warn cultivators to make
early preparations for housing the plants ; in fact

any plants the flowers of which are now showing
colour ought to be housed at once. Flowers sub-
jected to this moisture cannot develop properly,
and it is useless to try to retard them after they
have reached that stage ; far better have the full

benefit of the flowers than to spoil them by
attempting to retard their expansion.

I notice a great increase iu the number o^
plants now grown in cottage and amateurs' gar-
dens as compared with but a few years since,
which is a pleasing sign of the adaptability of

this plant. Bushes which are cultivated for a
profusion of flowers rather than a limited num-
ber look remarkably well, being well clothed
with foHage. Single varieties as well as pom-
pon and Anemone pompon kinds are so well
adapted to this form of culture, that no wonder
they are considerably on the increase, as they
give extraordinary crops of flowers extending
over a long period. After the main blooms are
cut from the plants numerous side shoots spring
from the older branches, which in turn give
useful flowers.

Insect pests have been as numerous as ever.

In the early part of summer black fly was
especially troublesome and was not so easily

got rid of as usual. It seemed to cling with
more tenacity to the tender young leaves, doing
much damage to the points of the shoots where
the usual remedies of tobacco powder and to-

bacco water were not promptly applied. Those
who tackled the pest at once before a firm foot-

hold was taken experienced the least trouble.
Mildew upon the leavej has been troublesome,

owing to fluctuating temperatures— cold winds
following hot days favouring its spread. Sul-

phur in any form, dry or liquid, is the best cure
for mildew. The leaf-mining maggot, which
infests Celery leaves so frequently, has been
answerable for many disfigured leaves, the opera-
tions of this grub being very noticeable during
the month of June. Hand-picking appears to

be the only remedy.
The great increase in the number of plants

cultivated and the interest taken in Clirysan-

themums generally appear to be the means of

bringing forward many specialities in the way
of manures for their growth, as a very consider-

able number of kinds have reached me for trial,

which I am carefully testing. Societies, too, do
not appear to be flagging in their endeavour
to provide special fare for their supporters.
When we consider how many societies there are

which make Chryfanthemums a special feature,

it shows what a strong hold this flower has upon
the public generally. What are known as the

Desgrange family are advancing in public favour
especially as border plants. The pure white of

the type and the two shades of yellow of the
sports are very useful for out of door flowering,

coming in when many of the regular occupants
of the herbaceous borders are past their best.

I grow many in the borders and intend to

extend their numbers. E. Molyneux.

SEASONABLE NOTES.
No time should be lost in storing Chrysanthemums
away under glass. If pushed for room for another
week or ten days the later ones may be left out of

doors for a time with tolerable safety, but all the
earlier of the October, November and mid-season
kinds ought to be under cover before the first week
in October has gone over. An early frost or two
may be reasonably expected before long ; all the
more likely, considering the heavy rainfaU and the
want of sunshine, is injury in this direction to be
anticipated. Already I have noticed the outer pe-

tals of some of the earliest Japanese are affected by
the heavy rains. All things considered, there is no
real gain, but rather the reverse, by leaving the
main stock out after the first week in October.
Even when left outside the weather will need to be
closely watched for the last week of the time. It

is a difiiculty recognised by most growers in private

establishments to find sufficient room much earlier

than the time indicated. Fruit houses have to be
duly considered for the future well-being of the
Vines or other kinds of fruits. Pruning cannot be
carried out in many cases during September, and
then when done only partially pruned. After this

has been seen to a good number of the Chrysan-
themums can be stored, the partial shade not being
such as to do much harm before the rest of the
fohage falls, when more light for the plants can be
had. Those who are fortunate enough to be able
to house their stock in other than fruit houses
will find an advantage, probably saving any
future shifting until the plants are out of

flower. In any case overcrowding, it possible, should
be carefuUy avoided. The plants whilst out of

doors will have had plenty of light and air. \Vhen
taken inside and crowded together the very oppo-
site is the case ; hence the leaves soon fade to a
sickly yellow, and die off before their functions
have been completed . This must, with the concurrent
evils o£ mildew and green-fly, injure the future
character and keeping qualities also of the flowers.

If compelled to stand together somewhat thickly,

it will be a better plan to form two or three small
groups rather than one large one. This will allow
of more ventilation and be also better for watering
and other purposes. Those who group together
excessively thick should bear in mind that they do
not by that process add to the effectiveness of the
display beyond mere colour. Individual varieties

of much beauty are often thus lost sight of through
being overshadowed by larger and more showy kinds.

When storing the plants a sharp look out should
be kept for mildew, light du'tirgs of sulphur being

given wherever necessary. Caterpillars and ear-

wigs will also require looking after ; these had
better be destroyed before they commence the

work of destruction. Washing the pots and see-

ing to the drainage are regular items of woik
which must not be overlooked, removing at the same
time any green scum that may have grown upon the

surface of the soil. A light stirring of the soil will

do no harm. The length of the sticks can now be
fairly well gauged ; little pieces sticking up above
the flowers do not look well ; in fact they are in

the way of large flowers frequently, not to say
causing injury where in contact with them. A'en-

tilation is a most important item in Chrysanthe-
mum culture as soon as they are taken inside. In

this respect the treatment given to fruits under
glass for the well ripening of the wood and
that suited to the Chrysanthemums is about the

same ; hence, the free circulation of air accorded
by night as well as by day, whenever possible, is

beneficial to both, with a little fire-heat later on for

mutual assistance if the weather is unpropitious.

For Chrysanthemums avoid by every possible

means a close, damp atmosphere ; also shade where
it can be avoided, as well as keeping the plants far

removed from the glass. When the plants are

taken indoors liquid manure should be dispensed

with, both by reason of the smell and the encour-

agement given to a greenish growth resulting from
its frequent use wherever the water drains away.
It is an easy matter to use one or more of the arti-

ficial manures instead of the foregoing for the next
few weeks, and proli.\bly with better results in the

bargain.

The earlier sorts now and for the past few weeks
in full beauty will only require clear water given

them; with this they should be fairly well supplied.

These early Chrysanthemums are of great service

in the conservatory during the latter part of Sep-

tember and in October, supplying a long-felt need.

It is not advisable to aim at large blooms by the

thinning process to any great extent. This can be

left to the later ones, and even then it is carried

much too far. As soon as these early kinds are

past their beauty, take care of the requisite num-
ber of stools for future stock. Do not let the plants

be turned out of doors to take their chance, the

coolest house, however, from which the frost is

only just excluded will suit them very well. The
latest of all, which carry the season np to Christ-

mas, should of the two be stood further apart than

the November sorts, the preservation of the foli-

age being even more necessary than in their case.

If too much encouragement by stimulants be given

to these late kinds, they will push forth into fur-

ther growth at the expense of the flowers. A
rather dry atmosphere with plenty of air given

them will be productive of the best results. In

Chrysanthemum culture there is a danger of grow-

ing too many plants and beyond what the accom-
modation can take. Thus overcrowding with its

ultimate evils ensues. It is better to grow a less

number, with less labour, but more satisfactory

results when the period of flowering arrives.

Plaxtsman.

English- raised seedling Chrysanthemums
are likely to prove a very interesting feature dur-

ing the coming season. Hitherto, with very few
exceptions, the finest seedling varieties have
been imported from America, France, or Japan.
Now that English raised kinds are obtainable we
shall expect to see many good sorts of a dwarf
character ; we want such as W. Lincoln, W. W.
Coles, and Avalanche. These are the types, not

only of flower, but growth also, that are worth at-

tention by our raisers. There is such a wide range
of form in the Japanese section, that no matter
how many new kinds are introduced, there appears

to be room found for them. In the Chinese or

incurved section it is not so. All varieties are more
or less alike in form ; therefore any advance on
existing kinds can only be in the matter of col-

ouring. Plenty of so-called new incurved varie-

ties are no doubt obtainable, but where the range
is so limited it is only those which possess the

required points of excellence that will stand the

test of enc^urance. It is a distinct sign how slow
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the march of improvement in this section is when
we consider that as far back as 1817 Queen of
England was introduced, Princess of Wales in 18i;i,

and Princess of Teck in 1808. These three still

represent the best of the incurved types of flowers.
— E. MOLYNEUX.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

We'W Iferines.—I beg to send for your inspection
flowers of Xerine sarniensis insignis (the deep rose one)
and N. hybrida Novelty, the eoppery rose with stripe
on segments.

—

Max Leichtlin, Baden-Baden.

riowers in the Regent's Park.—As we
called attention to the beauty of this park in spring,
so we are pleased to say how well it looks in autumn,
and what a good bloom there is of the best ilowers, in-
cluding the early Chry.santhemums.

Berberidopsis corallina in Wicklow.—It
is charming to see this well grown, with its beautiful
and singular flowers and buds. We have never seen
it quite so well grown as in Wicklow lately, showing
its fitness for the coast and hill districts. For a house
or old wall there is nothing more worthy of a good
place.

Androsace lanuginosa. — We notice this
charming little mountain plant quite free and abun-
dant in Ireland. We believe it was first introduced
through the College Botanic Gardens at Dublin. It is

among the most beautiful of rock plants, witli its soft
pink flowers and silky leaves, and is a constant autumn
bloomer.

Pontederias in the Botanic Gardens.—
Two kinds of these floating tropical weeds are now
to be seen in the gardens at Regent's Park. They
are quite distinct from other plants, and are very
lovely in their delicate blue and mauve colours. We
had no idea until lately of the soft beauty of these
plants. The new Zanzibar Water Lily and the great
blue Water Lily are also in flower there, and very
beautiful.

Pentstemon puniceus is perhaps one of the
most noteworthy of new things now flowering with Mr.
Thompson at Ipswich. Its hardiness remains to bo fully
proved, as the plants noted, a group of three, were
only planted out this spring. It is striking in foliage
and flower, the leaves large, broad, tliick, and glau-
cous ; the flowers boldly borne on stiff stalks rif such
substance as to denote endurance, and of a bright self
red colour.

Lycopodium cernuum (R. T. r;.).—This is

the name of the plant you send. It is a very
common plant in most warm parts of the globe,
varying much in character. These variations have
resulted in many names. You will no doubt have
a difficulty in getting it established. It likes lime-
stone and I do not think it is found where this does
not exist. I have never been successful in esta-
blishing this plant, and should be glad to hear you
or anyone else had.—W. H. G.

Clethra alnifolia.—Among our collections of
flowering shrubs we have nothing more beautiful
at this season than Clethra alnifolia, and we send
you by same post a few flowering sprays of this
lovely shrub. They are from young plants each about
1 J feet high, planted out last May in ordinary gar-
den soil. Each plant is a compact little specimen,
producing its lovely spikes of sweetly scented
white blooms from the terminal point of nearly
every shoot, continuing to do so for several weeks.
It is perfectly hardy, and will be found a great ac-
quisition among flowering shrubs.— R. H. Vektb-
OANS AND Co., Jliriiihu/Iiinn.

Aerides Lawrencess.—Of the several beauti-
ful species of Aerides introduced during the last
ten years this is undoubtedly the finest. It was
first found in the Philippine Islands by Roebelin,
one of Messrs. Sander and Co.'s collectors, in 1888^
and was for some time one of the most valuable of
Orchids, but being afterwards found in consider-
able (juantity.its price is not now much greater than
that of other species. It belongs to the same sec-
tion of the genus as the well-known A. odoratum,
but has larger flowers and racemes, larger in fact
than those of any of this group. The sepals and
petals are white with a rich purple-magenta blotch

at the tip of each, the sepals being much the larger.
The lip, which has a stout spur projecting forward
very much like a crab's claw in shape, is also white,
the central portion being coloured like the tips of
the petals. In habit the species does not differ
from others of the same section, the leaves being
strap-shaped, nearly a foot long, and of a rich deep
green. It is described as growing in the same
locality as A'anda Sanderiana and Phalainopsis
Sanderiana, the same tree occasionally accommo-
dating all three. It is now in bloom at Kew.

Royal Horticultural Society.—We are re-

quested to announce that the next meeting of the
floral, fruit, and orchid committees will be held at
Chiswick on October at 11 a.m. On October (i at
2 o'clock a conference will be held on Michaelmas
Daisies and perennial Sunflowers, when several
papers on these plants will be read. On October 7
and 8 a conference will be held on cone-bearing
trees and shrubs. Many interesting papers will be
read on this subject each day. In addition to the
prizes offered in the schedule, awards will also be
made to coniferous plants plunged in beds or banks
of cocoa fibre. Drawings or paintings in black or
white or in colours, and any literature relating to

Conifers will be appreciated in connection with the
conference and exhibition.

Dimorphanthus mandschuricus. — Orna-
mental as is the above plant at all seasons of
the year, in winter its bare branches appear
like huge stags' horns, and in spring while un-
folding its gigantic and tropical-like leaves, it is

very attractive. Of all seasons this is the one in
which it wears its crowning beauty, its light
panic les of creamy white flowers peeping above
the noble foliage—now purple and green—and
producing a most pleasing effect. Being so dis-

tinct, its hardiness, ease of culture, and the orna-
mental qualities already noted should ensure its

more extended cultivation. It is not particular as
to soil or position ; in a free, light soil it thrives
apace, throwing up a forest of suckers, so that from
an established specimen a stock can soon be worked
up.—J. R.

Watsonia densiflora var. alba and 'W.
iridifolia var. O'Brieni are now flowering out of
doors at Kew. The first named is new to English
gardens, and has been raised from seeds sent to
Kew from Natal two years ago. It has erect
Flag-like leaves, each 1 foot or so long, and a scape
half as long again, bearing numerous flowers ar-
ranged closely together in a spike, all opening
together. They are an inch long, tubular to the
apex and pure white. When in bud the spike is

not unlike a large Wheat ear, owing to its closely
arranged overlapping brown sheath or scales. W.
iridifolia var. O'Brieni belongs to the same section
as the common W. meriana. It has tall, sword-
shaped leaves and an erect, branched scape, I feet
high, bearing numerous flowers which open in slow
succession and are pure white, 2 inches across the
spreading limb, the lower portion being narrowed
into a long curved tube. This plant was introduced
from Port Elizabeth by Mr. J. O'Brien and flowered
by him two years ago, when it obtained a first-class

certilicate from the Royal Horticultural Society.

Scuticaria Steeli.—Orchids with round cylin-

drical leaves are now known in considerable num-
bers, almost every genus of note possessing one or
more species with this character. In no instance,
however, is it displayed in so striking a manner as
in Scuticaria Steeli, an Orchid introduced to Eng-
land as long ago as 18311, yet at no time common.
Its leaves are usually a yard in length, occasion-
ally even half as long again, and in no part thicker
than an ordinary lead pencil. Their flexibility and
thong-like appearance suggested to Lindley the
appropriate name of flagellifera, which was, liow-

ever, on grounds of priority, superseded by the pre-

sent one given in compliment to Mr. Matthew Steel,

who was the (irst to send the plant to England.
In floral characters the species is nearly allied to

Maxillaria ; the sepals and petals, which overlap
each other, are yellow irregularly blotched with
chocolate. The lip is concave, distinctly three-
lobed, and of a paler yellow than the other seg-

ments, stripes of brownish purple traversing it dia-
gonally. In some varieties the ground colour is of
a much richer yellow than in others, and in the best
forms the flowers are 4 inches across, two or three
being borne on a short raceme. It is a native of
British Guiana. It appears to have no fixed time
for flowering, this occurring sometimes at midsum-
mer, sometimes in midwinter. A good variety may
now be seen at Kew.

Roscoea sikkimensis.—A little group of this
plant may be seen in Mr. Thompson's garden year
after year, and it attracts the attention of all who
see it. It is hardy in all but the severest winters.
In style of growth and bloom it is quite unlike any
other garden plant. It has stout, erect shoots,
each about 1 foot in height, and sheathing, broad,
grass-like leaves. The flowers, though never very
numerous at one time, come in succession over a
prolonged season, and are of a purplish colour with
lighter shades and markings, large and decidedly
showy. In a nook on the rockery it would look re-

markably well.

Two useful autumn flowering plants —I
send you a small gathering of two of the best her-
baceous plants now in perfection— Scabicsa cau-
casica and Helianthus lietiflorus. The latter is a
new kind comparatively, but by reason of its dwarf
late-flowering habit must soon be largely grown. Of
the Scabious some 2000 plants in a bed show what
a valuable subject it is at this time of year. Is the
white form common ? I have several of them
creamy-white, a beautiful contrast to the type.
The Aster was cut just level with the ground. It

makes a fine rock or edging plant. It goes under
the name of A. sibiricus, but is evidently a dwarf
form of linari;Efolius. — M. Fiuchabd, JilnrsUu
Nursery, Soidlibourne, Hants.

Solanum 'Wendlandi.—A fine example of this
grand stove climber is now well in flower in the
succulent house at Kew. The genus is not noted
for any particular floral attractions ; consequently
those who have not seen this species as grown at
Kew may question its claims to be classed among
first-rate stove climbers. It has, however, only to
be seen to be admired and noted as a plant to be
obtained, Vnder liberal treatment it grows vigor-
ously and produces on the ends of its succulent
scandent branches enormous heads of large purple-
blue flowers, exquisite in shade and elegant in form.
Some of the heads of flower produced at Kew this

year were 1,') inches in diameter. There is no blue-
flowered plant among tropical climbing shrubs that
even approaches this Solanum in effectiveness when
grown as it is at Kew.

The Prophet Flower (Arnebia echioides),—In
the notice of Arnebia echioides in The Garden
of .laly IS, taken from the Ji'i-nit' J/artlm/r, tvio

points of interest are omitted. One is that the
name of the Prophet Flower, according to a legend
current in India, is due to the Prophet Mahomet,
who touched the flower and left the imprint
of his fingers in the five black marks. The other
and more important omission is that the flower is

deliciously fragrant. In the dry clay stretches
near the Hindus, in the Rawul Pindi district, there
are thousands of these plants in flower in spring,

making the soil bright with their yellow colour and
the air sweet with their Primrose-like scent. In
the limestone hills near (Juetta there are two Arne-
bias curiously like A. echioides, but adapted to the
even more arid climate. Both have smaller flowers,

with the five marks indistinct or wanting ; both are
more hairy and taller than A. echioides. The
larger of the two is a most objectionable plant,
as the hairs on both stalks and leaves are exces-
si\ely irritating. If the plant be touched with
the hand, numbers of these hairs adhere, causing
a burning sensation. They are very difficult to
get rid of. It is, I believe, the A. speciosa of
Aitch, et Hemsley. The names of the rarer flowers
in Baluchistan will not be known until the cat.a-

logue is pulilislied, on which Mr. I,ace, of the
Indian Forest Dept., and Mr. Hemsley are now at
work, the plants having been collected by the
former gentleman in 1S85-8'.1. -C. ¥. E. Jiiriian

J-'nrist Ih'pt.
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Flower Garden.

A PEIMEOSE GAEDEX.
No flower better deserves a garden to itself

than the Primrose. It is so old a favourite,

and lias been cultivated into so many forms,

that anyone deteimined to have a Primrose

garden may choose the kind lie likes best,

and set to work accordingl}\ There are the

single-stalked Primroses, the earliest of all,

ilowering from the middle of Marcli onwards,

while some may bo had in bloom as soon as

the end of February. They range in colour

from pure white to deep primrose, and from

raise to any amount Ijy seed, as also by divi-

sion of the older plants. A Primrose gar-

den (part of which is here illustrated) that

for some years has been an ever-increasing

source of pleasure and interest to its owners
was formed a few years ago by making a cut-

ting about 70 yards long, and varying from 10

yards to 15 yards W'ide, through a wild copse

of young Birch trees. The natural soil was
very jsoor and sandy, so it was prepared by a

thorough trenching and a liberal addition of

loam and manure, which has to be renewed
every year. Xo formal walks are made, but

one main track is trodden down about 2 feet

wide, near the middle of the space, dividing

;

pretty picture, which is at its best when the

j'whole is illuminateil by the evening sunlight.

The question has been much discussed

whether it is best to sow Primrose seed as

soon as it is ripe, or to keep it over till March
in the next year. Such strong opinions have
been expressed on both sides, and by such

trustworthy writers, that one can only con-

clude that each way is the best in its own
place. Both have been tried in connection with
the Primrose garden above described, where
the seed sown the next March answers much
the best. It may, therefore, be assumed that

I

this is the way that suits seedlings for a light

' soil ; whereas, the sowing as soon as ripe is

A Primrose garden in Surrey.

palest pinky-lilac through strong red-purples

to a cclour nearly approaching blue, and there

are also rich reds of many shades. There is

not as yet any Primrose of a true pink colour,

nor, though the tyjie colour is yellow, are

there a.s yet any strong yellows of the orange
class. There are also double Primroses in

nearly all the same colourings. The florist's

Polyanthus, with its neat trusses of small
flowers, though beautiful in the hand and in-

dispensable in the good garden of hardy
flowers, is not a plant for the Primrose gar-

den, as it makes no show in the mass. The
graiul Primroses for garden eff'ect arc the
large bunch-flowered kinds, white, yellow,

and orange - coloured, red, crimson, and
rich brown ; of infinite variety in form,

•texture, habit, and colouring, easy to

into two here and there, where a broader

clearing makes it desirable to have two paths

in the width. The older divided plants are

put into groups of a colour together, from

twenty to fifty of a sort. The groups of seed-

lings are of necessity more various, though

they are more or less true to the parent

colour, so that a patch of 100 seedlings

—

from yellows, for instance— will give a

general ertect of yellow throughout the group.

The whites and yellows are kept at one end

of the garden, and the reds at the other ; the

deepest yellows next to the reds. Seen from

a little distance, the yellow and white part of

the Primrose garden looks like a river of sil-

ver and gold flowing through the copse. The
white stems of the Birches and the lender

green of their young leaves help to form a

right on heavier ground, where the plants

may also stand two years without division.

Ramondias.—In the cultivation of many good
alpines it is a common error, I think, in bestowing
every possible care and thought on the question of

soil of a suitable character, to lose sight of the all-

important question of position, which to my mind
is of greater importance than that of the soil.

Certainly it is so with many plants, and Kamondias
are among the number. Nothing is of such vast

importance to these things as moisture and shade.

Given these conditions continuously, the result is

invariably plants of the greatest luxuriance. Soil

is not of much consequence to these plants, for in

the position stated a narrow chink in the rock will

suit them admirably. Just such a series of happily

conceived places has resulted in perfectly natural-

ising these plants in the rock garden at Kew.
Never were plants more happy than these, tightly

wedged as they are in horizontal and perpendicular

crevices of slightly crumbling rock with Osmundas
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shading them overhead. There arc all sorts and
sizes of plants, some very large, but a year or two
hence these will constitute a really charming
colony. The \ery habit of the plants themselves
seems to solirit some such place, for their leaves fit

so tightly to the surface of the rock. The lesson is

a good one, and those vpho have hitherto experienced
any dilliculty in growing these plants to perfec-

tion should not fail to see the plants at Kew, or at

least do their best to imitate the primary con-

ditions under which they exist, viz., continuous
shade and a cool moist spot ; these are the condi-

tions they fully appreciate and enjoy.

Polygonum sphserostachjrum.—This is quite

an acquisition among early autumn flowers, and
very distinct from a large percentage of hardy
plants. It seems but little known generally, which
is the reason probably of its rare occurrence in

collections of hardy plants. The spike of flowers

attains to 13 inches or 18 inches in height, and is

densely covered with pendulous blossoms of a bril-

liant carmine-red. It seems almost, if not quite,

unique in its shade of colour and season of flower-

ing, and a large group would prove interesting.

The very neat habit of the plant would alone com-
mend it to general cultivation. It needs to be
but once seen to be appreciated, and, being of easy
culture in moist sandy loam, would be welcomed by
many who admire so distinct and exceptional a
shade of colour. A native of the alpine and sub-

alpine Himalayas.

CARNATIONS.

Planting layers has been in progress now for

some time past, and all the leading kinds will have
been put out by the time these lines are in print. In

lifting the layers I find that they have not rooted

so freely as they have usually done. I do not
know it others have had a similar experience, but I

am inclined to attribute it to the perpetual damp
and romparative cold state of the ground through
the latter part of July and all the month of August.
I believe if the ground had been drier and con-

sequently warmer, root action would have been
freer. In average seasons it may be noticed that

the layers show signs of distress for the first few
days after they have been put down if the weather
is at all warm and dry, but after one or two water-

ings they freshen up, and, sustained by their partial

junction to the parent plant, they soon make fresh
growth both above and below ground. Other
causes may perhaps exist that have tended towards
the same result of sparse rooting.

Plants that develop several flower-spikes and are
suffered to open every bud thereon can hardly be
expected to produce the strongest -layers. The
growth and rooting of these are great efforts alone
at any time, but coming when the plants' energies
are already severely taxed in flower, and perhaps
seed-production, it can hardly be a matter of sur-

prise if layers are weaker and not well-rooted.

These are things which may not manifest them-
selves to small growers, or to those who grow in

pots, but after massing strong plants of fine selfs

in the flower garden for several seasons, I find it

a matter of importance needing consideration, and
it was this that suggested to me the advisability

of having a duplicate stock planted out in a nur-
sery bed and grown on purpose for layering. Cer-
tainly those of which 1 had a sufficient stock to

treat in this way last autumn have gi\en by far the
best results, because from the nursery plants strong
layers have been lifted with balls of roots which in

every way surp.issed layers of the same kinds put
down at the same time upon plants in the flower
garden, and since these have been planted out in

groups they have not flagged at all, which is

more than can be said of some of the insufficiently

rooted layers of other kinds. It may be urged that
these last would have made more progress if left

longer upon the plant, but a layer that is put down
in July will have made a good ball of roots by the
end of September, It is po.ssible to leave layers
attached to the old plants all the winter and trans-

plant in spring, but hardly a season has gone by for

several years past in which by some means or other
the great advantages of early autumn planting have

not been plainly demonstrated, granting, of course,

that everything else is favourable. The chances
are more in favour of even a moderately rooted
layer severed from the old plant and planted deeply
in firm soil in autumn than of a similar layer left

upon the old plant for the winter and planted out in

spring. A. H.

THE DOUBLE PRIMROSE.
I .4M de.siroua of encouraging the culture of the
pretty double Primroses in pots. One reason
for my doing so is that it is only under favour-

able conditions that the finer varieties can be
grown in the open air. Practically our gardens
are destitute of double Primroses. Occasionally

one sees the double white or double lilac in

borders, and here and there one comes across

good patches of them, but they are of rare oc-

currence. Both can be found in Covent Gar-
den Market in spring, and nice blooming plants

can be purchased for a few pence ; but of the

dozens which are bought, how many survive the
summer I There are those about London who
grow the double white and double lilac largely

for market, but rarely is any other variety found
on the plant stalls. One great reason for the
popularity of the above named is that they are

both strong growers, and when placed in a
good deep loam soon make large patches. Then
they are apt to be neglected, and instead of

being divided occasionally and replanted, there-

by giving new life to the plants and an increase of

.stock, they are suft'ered to become bare of leaves,

and eventually they decay. The strong-growing
and free- blooming Croussi will make a good
market plant also ; it is a very distinct variety,

with large full flowers and a remarkably good
grower. But it is comparatively new, and it

takes a long time for a novelty in this way to

become sufficiently numerous for distribution.

The choicer varieties, which it is somewhat
risky to plant in the open ground, can be grown
in pots with proper care. It is of no use to pot

them and neglect them when they most require

attention. The best half dozen varieties are

undoubtedly the tine old velvet crimson, a

strong grower when good healthy plants can

establish themselves, and remarkable for the

size and fulness of the flowers, and their rich

hue of colour ; the double purple, with its large

and full crimson-purple flowers ; the late

double yellow, or Cloth of Gold, a superb
variety also ; and the white, lilac, and
Croussi. All these, with proper manage-
ment, do well in pots, and it is in the

spring-time, when the plants have the pro-

tection of a cold frame, that the large, full

blossoms are seen to the best advantage. Some
have gone the length of ridiculing the culture

of the douhle Primrose in pots on the ground
that it is a border flower, and should be grown
there. As a border flower it is worthy of all

praise, but it blooms early, and too often we
get cold and inclement springs ; the flowers

open, but become splashed by rain or disfigured

by frost, and a great portion of their beauty is

lost ; and tlien there is that singular wanton-
ness on the part of the birds, who take a mis-

chievous delight in pulling to pieces the
blossoms of Primroses and Polyanthuses, not
omitting the double forms, probably doing
so in search of some secretion grateful to the

winged race.

Why should not double and single Primroses
bo grown in pots in the same way as Auriculas
and gold-laced Polyanthuses / In these days
many experience great pleasure in growing
some hardy species of Prinuilas in pots, and 1

would have them add the double forms of P.

acaulis to their collections. The autumn is a

good time to secure plants. Those that were

divide<l in j\Liy and .lune and planted out in a

nursery bed, nr planted rouud the sides of a
pot and stood in a cold frame during the sum-
mer, have grown into good size and are well

suited for potting. There are growers in several

parts of England, and especially in the north of

Ireland and in Scotland, who make a speciality

of double Primroses, and can supply good
plants. The old velvet crimson will always be
scarce and somewhat dear ; the late yellow is

more expensive than the others ; the remaining
four are cheap. Two or three plants of each of

the six varieties named would not cost a great

deal, and the sooner they are obtained the
better. There is nothing like getting them
established in pots before the winter sets in.

The size of pot in which a plant is placed will

depend upon the manner in which the plant is

rooted. 1 like so to pot as that the roots when
spread out will just touch the sides of the pots,

and a little fine cocoa fibre laid over them helps

them to become active. A good soil is a fine

fibry yellow loam (two-thirds) and leaf-mould
(one-third or a little more), with the addition

of some silver sand. The pots should be well

drained and the soil pressed down firmly about
the roots ; they may then be placed in a cold

frame and protected from rain for a week, or if

they do have any it should be a gentle shower
only. It is risky to give much water directly

the plants are potted, as they are apt to rot.

Once get them to root freely, and then they
take water abundantly if the weather be warm
and drying. During winter the soil about
the roots should not be allowed to become dry,

and, although the plants are jjerfectly hardy, it

is best to prevent frost reaching the roots if

possible, as the expansion of the soil will

sometimes burst the pots.

If the uewly-potted plants begin to make
growth they will thrive, but if they do not show
signs of growth it is then best to repot, placing

the plants round the sides of a pot with a little

fibre about them. All imperfectly rooted pieces

are best treated this way, and with a little care

they soon make progress.

The best specimens for spring flowering,

and especially for exhibition, are those
grown on from plants divided in .lune and
early in July. I place them in small pota

until they have filled them with roots, and
then into their blooming pots, loosening the

ball somewhat without shaking much soil

from the roots, spreading them out and potting

in a compost made up of yellow loam, leaf-

mould, and some manure. With ordinary care it

is not difficult to have plants by March following

with three or four strong crowns, thus ensuring

a good head of blossom. One great thing is to

keep the plants healthy during summer. They
are healthiest when they are growing freely,

and when plunged in cocoa fibre to the rims of

the pots, in a position open to all weathers, but
shaded during the hottest part of the day. Fre-

quent sprinklings overliead are of the greatest

advantage during drying weather. For them to

become pot-bound and dry at such a time is

fatal ; the plants lose their leaves and often do
not become furnished with them again. Worms
should be kept out of the pots if possible.

Other varieties of the double Primrose are

platypetala plena Arthur Dumollin, pale pur-

plish lilac, a good grower and very free, but which
produces its flowers on polyanth stems ; the

grower gets a good head of bloom on this va-

riety, but the flowers lack shape and size

;

amaranthina plena, which is much grown on
the Continent, apparently a rich-coloured form
of the ordinary double puqile, the Howers large

and full, and a good grower ; the crimson-

purple and the Scotch red, which I take to be
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two distinct varietief, tli )ugh one is uc^iasion-

ally sent for the other ; the bluah, evidently a
delicate blush sport from the double white,which
it resembles in all other respects, but somewhat
difficult to procure true ; the rose or salmon,
the flowers very large and full, but only spar-

ingly produced, also a good grower; and the
early sulphur, the earliest to bloom, and very
free, the foliage smaller, and the habit more
compact. It is claimed for Cloth of Gold that
it is quite distinct from the late yellow, but
though I have grown both, obtained from the
most reliable sources, I cannot find any difter-

ence between them.

A few newer varieties, but; yet somewhat
scarce, are : Brilliant, deep shining amaranth,
which I take to be the variety of double purple
already alluded to ; Harlequin, rose pencilled
with white, a supposed sport from platypetala

;

Negro, blackish maroon, very showy and fine
;

and Original, clear purplish-lilac, large and
double, each petal having a margin of white.
Altogether it is possible to make up nearly a
dozen and a half of distinct varieties.

R. D.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.

I HAVE read with much interest the remarks of
" H. H." on page 2ul, but prefer my own way.
There is much to bs said in favour of the massing
of colour in the flower garden when a special eflfect

has to be gained at a considerable distance from a
given point, and in previous notes I have often ad-
vocated the use in such positions in large numbers
of Dahlia Glare of the Garden, the small-leaved
Marguerite, some of the summer-flowering Chry-
santhemums, or such plants as Hydrangea panicu-
lata grandiflora or the Sunflowers. So far, how-
ever, as Carnations are concerned, I do not like
them en ;««.«(• any more than Begonias or even
dwarf Fuchsias. Both these last-named flowers are
seen to the best advantage when planted thinly on
some carpet that will form a harmonious foil to
their respective colours, and, following the same
idea, I would always recommend a similar plan for
Carnations, especially those varieties with strong
foliage and heavy blooms, and as a good, hardy,
bright-coloured carpet plant has yet to be intro-
duced, I have employed Stonecrop or the old Chamo-
mile. It may be urged that conditions of planting
suitable for bedding plants pure and simple should
not be applied to perennials, but a similar idea with
other plants of this nature has had a pleasing
effect, notably Spiraeas or Galtonias in beds of
tufted Pansies, and the scarlet Lobelia on a carpet
of Veronica incana. So far as the layering is con-
cerned, tliere is no doubt the advice on page 2;')1 is

sound, and, given plenty of material, it would
always be advisable to plant enough in nur-
sery beds to furnish grass for another season's dis-
play. Tremendous growth has been made in the
mixed borders this year, and just now there is a
great and varied wealth of flowers suitable for tall
vases. Early-floweiing Chrysanthemums are repre-
sented by Mme. Desgrange, G. Wermig, lilushing
Bride, Toreador and Mrs. W. Piercy ; Cactus Dah-
lias by Juarezi (still one of the best for cutting),
Mrs. Tait, W. Abary, Empress of India and Lady
Kerrison, and a real acquisition among annuals is

the new miniature Sunflower with its long slender
stalks and graceful bloom. Among the best of
yellow flowers is the perennial Sunflower, known
under the name of Helianthus lictiflorus, a grand
thing for cutting, as it throws its flowers well above
the foliage and stands well. A softand pleasing eft'ect

for tall vases is produced with drooping Asparagus,
interspersed with variegated Ribbon Grass and long
stems of Senecio pulcher, and another arrangement
may be made with the early Starworts, or Statice
latifolia, with spikes of Gladiolus brenchleyensis.
Of the Starworts I hope to write at length later on.
It is probable the cultivation of this magnificent
race of herbaceous plants is yet in its infancy.
Certainly a family that can furnish in its many
varieties a profusion of cut flowers for five months

in the year deserves a prominent place in (very
garden, whether large or small. The stock of bed-
ding plants likely to be required for another sum-
mer is now well established, and comprises only so

many as are necessary to furnish stock for
spring propagating, to be afterwards used only
in those situations where perennials are not suit-

able. Advocating, as I do, the use of the latter
wherever practicable, it is an undeniable fact
that in geometrical gardens with very small beds,
or in small, straight, formal borders with stiff sur-

roundings, that are retained at the pleasure of the
owner, loose growing perennials, or those of short-
lived beauty, are ^out of character, and for this
reason, with the conditions (I had almost written
natural conditions, but that would be a misnomer)
above named existing, it is always advisable to
provide a certain number of bedding plants of
dwarf, compact habit either free-flowering or valu-
able for their foliage. Beds or borders filled with
such subjects can, as advocated in previous notes,
always have their stiffness and formality broken
and relieved by the judicious use of dot plants of
light and graceful habit, and although they may
not present the many objects of interest, or fur-
nish the cut bloom that can be taken from herba-
ceous and mixed borders, they yet answer the pur-
pose required, viz , a mass of bright and pleasing
colour throughout the summer months. Among the
dwarf bedding plants I can recommend are Sur-
prise, West Brighton Gem, Golden Harry Hieover,
Viscountess Cranbrook, and Manglesi in their re-

spective colours in Geraniums, Cannell's dwarf
Ageratum, the best of the Violas, Gazania splen-
dens, and the Golden Jlesembryanthemum. I have
named the foregoing as examples in scarlet, salmon,
purple, white, and yellow shades. The list could be
extended to suit special requirements. It is pleas-
ing to note in this year's seedling Begonias an
increasing tendency to erect flowers ; some sul-

phur-coloured singles are specially good in this
direction. I had an opportunity of inspecting
lately a grand lot of seedling doubles at Cow-
dray, and this strain under the skilful manipula-
tion of Mr. Geeson (probably one of our best and
most painstaking amateurs in double Begonias)
showed a marked improvement—stout stalks,
flowers well above the foliage, and presenting a
bold front for inspection. There were, too, some
lovely and varied shades of colour in the erect-
flowering section. Although not strictly within
the limits of flower garden notes, I cannot help
referring whilst on the subject of Begonias to the
magnificent capabilities of B. pendula as a basket
plant. Alternate baskets of this and Adiantum
assimile throughout the length of a long green-
house are just now one of its most pleasing fea-
tures. E. Bdrkbll.

Oaremonf.

Rudbeckia Newmani.—An invaluable autumn
flowering perennial of the easiest culture, growing
about 2\ feet high and forming a large cushion-
like tuft of leaves from which issue its flower-stems.
In colour the flowers are of the richest orange, the
cone-shaped disc being quite black. Another allied
kind is R. speciosa, but in this the flowers are
somewhat larger and the growth slightly taller,

the general habit being similar. Both are excellent,
and at least one of them should be grown where
the best hardy plants are appreciated for their in-

dividual merit.

Tquisetums and Tig-ridias when either asso-
ciated or in close proximity to each other are pro-
ductive of a singularly unique effect, and not a few
would be disposed to doubt that the moisture so
needful for the one would be too much for the
other. But, judging liy what we saw at Kew
recently, both were quite happy and the Tigridias
all aglow with flowers, and if the idea was ex-
tended into moist spots in the woodland, what an
indescribably charming elTect would result. It is

at any rate worth a trial.

Two fine-foliaged plants for sub-tropical
gardens.—When recently visiting the fine gardens
of the Chateau Duval, beautifully situated on the
banks of the Seine, about 2 miles from St. Germain
(and now for sale owing to the recent death ot the

proprietrix, Mme. Fould), I was mui h stiuckand
impressed by the magnificent proportions of several
specimens filling the centre of a large oval bed of
two really grand plants admirably suited for sub-
tropical gardens and 'recently introduced by my
friend Mons. Edouard Andre'', but as yet almost un-
known in England. They are the giant Tobacco
(Nicotiana colossea) and Solannm albidum Poort-
manni, which, though not quiteof such grand propor-
tions, forms an excellent companion to its bigger
brother. The leaves of the Nicotiana in a well-
grown specimen and in rich soil reach the dimen-
sions of 4 feet in length by quite 2 feet in breadth,
and though of this great size they are so exceed-
ingly tough in texture, that they are not torn by
the wind even in exposed situations. This hand-
some plant is a perennial if protected during the
winter, but will probably prove hardy in the south
of England and Ireland. It is propagated either
from seed or from cuttings of the young shoots
in the spring.—W. E. GuMBLETON.
Pyrethrum uliginosum.—As a good peren-

nial with white flowers, and plenty of them, this
plant is pretty well alone just now. It is an accom-
modating plant, too, and specially adapted for au -

tumn beds, and in these it may be employed with
good effect. Naturally, it is a stately plant, fully
ti feet or more in height, but it will readily submit
to pruning in June, whereby its height may be re-

duced one-half, and the result grand plants 3 feet
high. Under this treatment, singular to relate, it

suffers nothing in point of size of flowers individu-
ally, though their numbers are considerably in-

creased, and at the most it is only about four days
later in flower than those left to attain their natu-
ral height. Thus reduced, it is an excellent plant
for effect in large beds. I'or harvest festivals and
decorations where large supplies are needed its

natural bouquets of flowers are extremely useful.

—E J.

NOTES FROM NEWRY.
Rosa rug'osa is now sporting into distinct forms.
Out of a large number of seedlings I have selected

(1) microphylla alba, leaves one-third the normal
size, with panicles of pure white flowers about 3
inches across ; a distinct and pretty kind. (2)
Tinted Venus, with flowers of a lovely blush
colour, of the usual size. (3) Rosea, warm rose
colour, normal size. (4) Bicolor, flowers usual size,

very vigorous habit, deep rose, with white zone
round the base. (5) Splendens paniculata, quite
the finest of all ; flowers rich glowing crimson, in

panicles of five to eight, generally three or four
open at one time.

Clethras.—The four hardy kinds C. alnifolia, C.
acuminata, C. paniculata, and C. pubescens are
now finely in bloom, and very handsome flowering

things they are. C. pubescens is the densest
growing and freest blooming.

Menziesias, both white and red, are a mass
of bloom, quite as much as if they had not
borne a flower during the year before, instead of
having been in bloom all through the season. These
should be more frequently planted than they are.

Lilium tigrinum flore-pleno is a magnificent au-
tumn flower here. It grows from 4 feet to >'> feet

high, and bears enormous heads of brilliant orange,
black-spotted flowers.

Clematis Davidiana is a handsome foliage

shrub, even if it did not flower. Here there are
several varieties with flowers varying from almost
white to clear blue ; the paler coloured forms have
the largest flowers.

Rhexia virginica, the pretty Meadow Beauty
is quite at home here ; its stems are in some in-

stances 11 inches high. It appears to make two
sets of roots— some which anchor it in the natural
sandy loam, and others which love to ramble just

close to the surface in ;in inch of peaty stuff phiced
about them. B. mariana is healthy and free, but I

think wants more warmth than we have, as it is

later in starting and not, I am afraid, advanced
enough to flower. R. virginica, Vancouveria hex-
andra, Viola pedata, Roscua purpurea, Parnassia
caroliniana and fimbria! a, Rubus arcticus, Shortia
galacifolia (the leaves of the latter will foon be
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blood-red), 'Cyananthus lob.^tus, Lophiola aarea,
Astrantia minor, Trientalis americana, Primala
Warei (very vigorous), Xyris fimbriata, Chima-
phylla maculata and umbeliata ;ire all growing to-

gether under the same conditions in full sun (we
do not have much) and are very happy. I used to

think that Shortiaand Chimaphylla required shade,
but now 1 am quite sure that they only need it

while they are becoming established. Epigica re-

pens is also better in light than shade ; the fact is,

the maximum o£ warmth we get is not too much
for any North American plant, and in some cases
not enough. I never shade the Cypripediums even;
during hot days in May an occasional shower bath
is better than ;iny shade. We have now had a few
fine days, and autumn flowers are very gay. Mont-
bretia crocosmisflora forms wonderful masses of

colour ; here it grows vigorously and flowers pro-

fusely. Everyone admires and no one appears to

know it.

The Tritomas are developing fast. Amongst
my seedlings of this year is one monster with three
heads on a stem, and several others with two heads.
No doubt in time we shall have varieties with a
whole bunch of heads on a common stalk.

Newnj. T. Smith.

THE CARNATION AND PICOTEE.

This has been a long-drawn-out Carnation season,

and, taking it altogether, the out-of-doors bloom
has been remarkably good. I had a box sent to me
last week from Northumberland of the choice
flaked and bizarre Carnations, the blooms rich in

colour and very sweet. On September 9 there was
a good competition for the prizes offered for twelve
blooms of show Carnations and the same number
of Picotee blooms distinct at Edinburgh. Some-
thing like eighteen or twenty competitors entered

in both classes. I also noticed that much care was
taken to grow border Carnations well in many gar-

dens in Scotland, and as a result some very beauti-

ful beds and borders of Carnations were to be seen
in the early days of September. Messrs. Laing
and Mather, of Kelso, had an exceedingly good
display in their nursery, near the railway station

at Maxwellburgh. At Floors Castle I noticed Car-

nations well grown ; Souvenir de la Malmaison and
varieties of it in considerable numbers. I noted
a particularly rich crimson-coloured variety named
Duke of Edinburgh growing in the borders ; the

flowers were not too full, so that the calyx did not
burst. I have been asked more than once whether
it was better to keep the plants on the moist
or on the dry side after layering. My own experi-

ence I give freely, and it is to the effect that a
uniform degree of moisture is best ; allowing the

plants to become dry is certainly injurious ; if the

dryness is long-continued, so much the worse for

the layers. I know some large growers who allow
their plants to become dry after being layered

;

they are stingy with water after the layers have
been potted off, and even in spring when the Car-

nations have been planted in the pots wherein
they are to flower water is still very sparingly

administered. The result of such treatment
is a weakly growth and a swelling at the base of

the plant, which has been termed " gout " for want
of a better name ; and yet these growers tell us

that wet is the cause of gout. This I do not be-

lieve ; we never have gout in our plants, and they
are never allowed to become dry ; the only time I

withhold water is when the young Carnation and
Picotee layers are planted into their flowering pots.

They do not receive any water for some three

weeks, but any other plants of the same hardy
character would be treated likewise ; the soil does
not dry up, and watering it before it has any live

roots in it would cause it to become sour. The
above applies to the pot culture of Carnations and
Picotees, but I have also observed recently that

the growers of these flowers in the very wettest

districts obtain not only the most vigorous and
healthy plant?, but as a natur.-il consequence
the brightest coloured and best flowers. Mr.
Kobert Elliot, who sent me the box of flowers

from Northumberland, said he would have the

layers well rooted by the end of September, and

such being the case, the plants would be put out
at once where they are to flower. The district is

cold and wet, winters very severe, and altogether
such a place where some people would be afraid to
trust Carnations outside a glass house. I believe
Mr. Elliot does not grow any under glass. I also
called upon a celebrated northern grower who is

also a successful exhibitor, Mr. Scott, of Hiding
Mill-on-Tyne. He does not grow a single Carna-
tion in pots, and does not possess a glass house of
any kind. His plants were also remarkable for
healthy vigour ; the district i§ also cold and wet.
Mr. Adams, of Swalwell, another good Carnation
grower in the north, plants every variety in the
open borders, and his success in producing beauti-
ful well-marked flowers and healthy plants testifies

to the correctness of his management. He told
me some years ago that he did not plant out his
Carnations until November. The manure used was
the sweepings from Newcastle Cattle Market. This
would be from the cattle and sheep, which are the
stock sold there. With the manure would be
mixed a considerable proportion of sand and grit,

which would aid considerably in keeping heavy
soils open and porous. Any weakly or badly rooted
plants were protected by a bell-glass raised a little

from the ground, so that the plants would be freely
aired. It is rather surprising that Carnations and
Picotees would thrive and bloom well planted so
late. I would rather plant them about the end of
September or early in October, as it is a well known
fact in gardening that plants of any kind, hardy or
otherwise, have a better chance to pass well through
the winter than those established late, or, indeed,
not established at all, for frosty weather might set

in as soon as the plants were set out in November
and check their growth before they have had a
chance to make a single root into the new soil.

The time has now come to remove the layers from
the plants, whether they are in pots or in the open
border. If they are well rooted, the best way to

treat them is to plant out at once where tliey are
to flower. Newly broken-up pasture land is the
worst place for them, because so full of wireworms,
which would destroy every plant. Heavy soil is

better than light gravelly material, but I place 2

inches or 'A inches of prepared soil well mixed with
sand and leaf-mould on the surface. The plants
form roots more freely in this, and the sustaining
effects of the well-enriched heavy loam are seen in

the vigorous development of leaf and bud in the
following season. All plants to be grown in pots
should now be planted in 3-inch pots, one strong
layer or two weakly ones in each. The plants should
be placed near the glass in ordinary garden frames,
and when established they may be freely aired.

I have often recommended raising seedlings, and
those who have followed that advice should now
have strong vigorous plants, which must be kept
free from weeds and the surface of the soil

loosened a little with a Dutch hoe to allow rain

water to pass away freely. J. Douglas.

Eucomis pall idiflora.—Though not so beauti-
ful and showy as some luembers of this group, this is

nevertheless a very interesting and distinct plant,

while its foliage is decidedly handsnme. The flower-

spike is 2 feet or more in height, and upon this are
closely arranged its greenish white flowers, which
appear to become brighter with age. For bold efTect

in groups thi.s seems a promising plant by reason of
its broadly lance-shaped leaves.

Lime for bulbous plants.— I shall feel

obliged if any of your correspondents can tell

me definitely whether a top-dressing of fresh

lime is likely to !be injurious to bulbs in general,

or it injurious to any particular class of bulbs,

1 should be glad to know which. Considering
the generally healthy action upon the soil fol-

lowing the use of fresh lime in relation to nearly
all agricultural plants, certainly to a large num-
ber of garden plants, I was thinking that it could
scarcely be injurious to bulbs, such as Narcissi,

Croci, Snowdrops, Scillas, &o., which being inter-

mingled with other plants would naturally come in

for a share of such a general top-dressing. The
main purpose for which I am anxious to apply the

lime is to keep down slugs, woodlice, earwigs, &c.,

besides that of keeping the soil he.ilthy. At the
same time, 1 strongly suspect that lime dressings
would be prejudicial to the Lily tribe, for it is no-
torious that some Lilies, like Rhododendrons, re-

fuse to grow in a calcareous soil, that is, a soil rich
in carbonate of lime. Of course, fresh lime gets
wholly or largely converted into carbonate of lime
after lying in the soil for some time. If any of
the readers of The Garden have had actual
experience of the effects of lime dressings upon
bulbous plants, I shall feel exceedingly obliged
for such definite information as they are able to

give.— H. D. T.

Trees and Shrubs.

AKCHES IN THE GARDEN.
An arch or series of arches wlieu well fur-

nished with representatives of the many beauti-

ful climbing plants suitable for such a purpose
forms a charming feature in the garden, but at

tlie same time they are often placed in a

position where the surroundings are very inap-

propriate, and much of their beauty is lost.

When a quiet and sequestered walk leads

from one especially interesting part of the gar-

den to another and that walk is spanned at in-

tervals with bold wire arches clothed with such
beautiful climbers as Honeysuckles (a good
example of which is here given), Clematis,

climbing Roses, Jasmine, and similar subjects,

a great charm is imparted tn what might be
a dull and luiinteresting walk, for the beauty of

the flowers is in the case of many of these

climbers supplemented by their delicious fra-

grance. In immediate proximity to doorways or

gateways in a garden such an arch will tend to

relieve and partially veil the hard outlines of

the entrance and form a welcome addition to

the floral display, while, on the other hand, if

placed, as is often done, in an isolated

position without any particular reasons for its

being there, an arch, even if well clotlied, is

not to be commended. A pretty series of

floral arches recently came under my observa-

tion, where a tennis ground was separated from
the rest of the garden by a thick belt of shrubs,

and over each of the openings giving admi.ssion

to the ground a number of arches clothed

principally with Clematis produced a striking

efiect.

The list of plants suitable for such a
purpose is an extensive one, among those of

a permanent or shrubby character being most
of the various kinds of Clematis. Among
them the ever - popular Clematis Jacknianni
must ba assigned a place, as it blooms far

more contiuunusly than many of the garden
varieties. The early, white-flowering C. mon-
tana has, where hardy, much to commend it

for such a position. Of Honeysuckles, any of

the stronger-growing kinds are available, one
of the best being tlie British Woodbine, or

common Honeysuckle, whose liighly fragrant

blossoms are pnxluced tlirouglumt the summer
months. The .iapanese Honeysuckle (Lonicera

flexuosa) may also have a place assigned it,

while the North American scarlet Honey-
suckle, which, liy the way, is hardy only in

especially fav3urod districts, is the showiest

member of the entire genus. A great number
of climbing Roses are available for clothing

arches, while among .Jasmines, the common
white (.lasininum oflicinale) is a universal

favourite. Though stifl' and formal compared
with the preceding, the I'yracantha and the

little evergreen Cotone.a.Hter uiicrophylla are

also very j)retty, especially when laden with

berries. Where the cliniliers employed are re-
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garded only from a foliage point of view, the

choice is a still more extensive one, as there

are the Vines, their near allies the Ampelopsis,
the large vigorous Ivies, and the Dutchman's
Pipe (AristolochiaSipho!. A good many tender

plants are also available, such as the more
vigorous Tropreolums, Cob:ea scandens, Passi-

flora cinrulea and its white variety, Eocremo-
carpus scaber, IMina lobata, and others ; but,

of course, in their case yearly planting is neces-

sary, and the season is often well advanced before

the supports are satisfactorily covered. T.

height of about 4 feet, and the stiff upright shoots

are altogether wanting in the grace and elegance

of the Desmodinm. The flowers of the Lespedeza,

too, are less showy and not nearly so numerous as

those of its relative. Still, it is very pretty and for

sandy soils a useful plant, but even then both of

the subjects herein mentioned, though they will

thrive under these conditions, are not so attractive

as where more liberally treated.—H. P.

The Lacquer Tree in Europe.—Professor

Rein, of Bonn, is now in London, partly for the

purpose of conferring with the authorities at Kew

A Honeysuckle arch.

Desmodium penduliflorum.—In some dis-

tricts the autumn frosts frequently play havoc with
the blossoms of this Desmodium, but where they
expand without any check a few plants of it

grouped together form a most pleasing floral pic-

ture. The strongest shoots will reach a height of

t) feet or more, and after flowering they die down
nearly to the ground. The flowers, which are borne
in crowded racemes, disposed for some distance

along the upper part of the shoots, are Pear-shaped
and of a bright rosy-purple colour. Like many of

the Legaminofte, it will succeed pretty well in dry
sandy soils, owing to the deep-descending nature
of its roots. As a rule it commences to flower

about the middle of September, although it is

sometimes later than that. This Desmodium is in

many publications given as synonymous with

Lespedeza bicolor, but the plants commonly culti-

vated under the two names are very distinct from
each other, as the Lespedeza has finished flowering

before the other opens, while it only reaches a

as to the results of a most interesting experiment
which has been carried out under the supervision

of the professor in Germany. Sixteen years ago, on

his return from Japan, where he had spent a long

time on a mission from the Prussian Government,

Professor Rein had planted at Frankfort, in the

Botanic Garden there, some specimens of the

Lacquer Tree (Rhus vernicifera), or, as it is some-

times called, Varnish Tree, from which the Japanese

obtain the juice employed in producing the fine

lacquer-work for which Japan has such an unrivalled

reputation. During Ids stay in Japan Professor

Rein, whose great work on that country has been

translated into Knglish, had paid particular atten-

tion to the art products and industries of the

country, and he then conceived the idea of attempt-

ing to grow the Lacquer Tree in Europe. There

are now at Frankfort thirty-tour healthy specimens,

W feet high and 2 feet in girth a yard from the

ground. From the original tree's seed other trees

have been planted. The young trees &re in a

flourishing condition. It thus appears that there

is no reason why the Lacquer Tree should not

flourish in Europe ; but there still remains the

question whether the changed conditions of growth
and climate in any way affect the character of the

juice. To ascertain this Professor Rein has tapped
the Frankfort trees, and has sent some of the juice

to Japan, where it will be used by Japanese artists

in lacquer-work, who will report on its fitness for

lacquering. In the meantime some of the most
eminent German chemists are analysing samples of

the juice taken from the trees at Frankfort and
samples of the juice sent from Japan, and should

their reports and the reports from Japan be favour-

able, it is probable that the tree will be largely

planted in public parks and other places in Germany.
In course of time a skilled worker in lacquer would
be brought over from Japan to teach a selected

number of workmen the art of lacquering wood,

and in this way it is hoped that a new art and craft

may be introduced into Europe.

Abelia rupestris.—For clothing a wall about

6 feet high this Chinese shrub has much to com-
mend it, for it is of a neat, pleasing style of

growth, the foliage is bright and cheerful, while

its flowering season is spread over a lengthened

period. In many districts of England it is quite

hardy, while in others the protection of a wall

affords the most satisfactory results. When in the

open ground it forms a dense twiggy bush, whose
slender shoots are arranged in a very graceful

manner. The delicate pink-coloured blossoms are

borne in clusters on the point of every shoot, so

that a thriving specimen in full flower is quite a

mass of blossom. Another pleasant feature of this

plant is that the blooms are agreeably scented.

This Abelia is easily propagated by cuttings of the

young growing shoots taken during the summer
months and kept in a close frame till rooted. As
a cool house shrub, that is, where the frost is just

excluded in the winter, it will often flower till quite

late in the year, while even out of doors I have had

it finely in bloom up to the middle of October. This

shrub is one of the many that was introduced by

Robart Fortune.—T.

Baiabusa Bagamowski.—There is not the

slightest doubt about this being the very finest

dwarf species of Bamboo that we know, and on

previous occasions I have written in its praise,

but this season it has surpassed itself by ter-

minating the present season's shoots with leaves

almost like those of Curcnligo recurvata, 18 inches

in length and 4 inches in width. Each of the past

three seasons has seen an increase in vigour of

growth and length and breadth of leaf, but pro-

bably the leaves will not further exceed the dimen-

sions above given. The moist soil and partially

shaded spot in which the plant is growing seem to

favour it, as a mass of this self-same kind seen re-

cently in the open quarters of a nursery was not

nearly so fine. It will need an almost unlimited

amount of room, as the finest leaves are those pro-

duced upon the slender shoots which spring up a

yard or even further from the base of the old plant.

In our own case a group of Funkia grandiflora

comes next to the Bamboo, and it is from among
these Plantain Lilies that the flner shoots have

come up. Perhaps the best thing to do would be

to plant a mass entirely by itself in a free, open,

and moist sod.—A. H.

Ceanothuses in flower.—The different garden

varieties of Ceanothus possess several desirable

features, for in the first place they bloom at a time

when most outdoor shrubs are over, while the ma-

jority of them are very beautiful and quite distinct

from anything else. True, they cannot be looked

upon as thoroughly hardy everywhere, yet in the

neighbourhood of London they will, where favour-

ably situated, stand many winters with little injury,

and even when cut severely by the frost, few shrubs

recover so quickly as the Ceanothuses. Some of the

varieties make excellent wall plants, and when so

treated a mat or two will afford a considerable

amount of protection if needed, while they may be

lifted in the autumn, potted, wintered in a cool

house, and turned out again in the spring. This

may seem a considerable amount Qf trouble to
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bestow upon them, but it is no more than that given
to many tender plants that are employed for out-

door decoration dnrirg the summer months. In

many parts of England, however, the different kinds
of Ceanothus will stand the winter in a perfectly

satisfactoiy manner, and in the shape of large
bushes their waving clusters of beautiful blue
bloisoms form a very imposing feature. I have seen
them employed for flowering under glass in the
spring months, and was once very much struck with
their beauty when treated in this way. The plants
in question had been plunged out of doors during
the preceding summer, and on the approach of

winter were removed under glass, the result being
that the foliage remained quite fresh ; then when
placed in a little gentle heat in the spring the
flowers quickly made their appearance, and about
May were very attractive. In any selection of va-

rieties a place must be found for Gloire de "\'er-

sailles, which bears its pleasing blue blossoms in

loose, graceful clusters. Another good blue variety

is Gloire de Vaise, while Marie Simon, though one
of the oldest of those with pink blossoms, is still one
of the best.—II. P.

Cleanly trees.— I enclose you leaves of the
Sycamore and Oriental Plane to show you how
fresh and green the latter keeps in a sooty climate
compared with the former, growing side by side. In
town and country here, and also about Edinburgh,
the Oriental Plane keeps its fresh green spring-

like colour till mostly all other deciduous trees are
leafless, and ought to be valued on that account.
It is not such a vigorous-limbed tree as the Syca-
more, but the latter is "like a sweep" compared with
it for cleanliness. Blacks do not stick to the Plane

;

hence, probably, its power of endurance in towns.
—J. S. W.

*,* The difference is, as " J. S. W." says, most
striking.

—

Ed.

Plant life in Cornwall.—Your pretty illus-

tration at p. 237, together with Mr. Conybeare's
graphic observations on the Yews, Rhododendrons,
and Conifers at Tregullow, recall happy memories
of my travelling days. Such specimens, however,
are not rare in the fine old gardens of the west of

England. To most people, Cornwall, so far as gar-

dening is concerned, is a terra incognita ; neverthe-
less the county is quite an Eldorado in the rarer
kinds of half-hardy subjects, Mr. Conybeare's dis-

trict being especially rich in luxuriant specimens.
There the Camellias assume the dimensions of trees,

and the Desfontainea spinosa is a common free-

flowering shrub ; there also are the finest trees in

the land of Bentbamia fragifera, as well as a
famous specimen of the Sciadopitys verticillata,

while the Azalea indica is hardy in many of the
deep, calm, sleepy dells. In addition to these, I

have, noted some of the most noteworthy plants,

which when planted in favourable positions, thrive
in the open air in those parts as follows : Agaves,
Aloysia citriodora, Aponogeton distachyon, Budd-
leia globosa, Chamjerops humilis, Choisya ternata,

Clianthus puniceus, CoUetia cruciata. Daphne in-

dica, Diplopappus chrysophyllus, Dracicna indivisa,

Elocagnus japonicus vars., Eriobotrya japonica,
Escallonias, Erythrina Crista-galli, Eulalias, Eury-
bia Gunniana, Fabiana imbricata, Griaelinia

littoralis, Hedychiura Gardnerianum, Hydrangeas,
Lapageria rosea, Lardizabala biternata, Leycesteria
formosa. Magnolias, Metrosideros floribunda, Mi-
traria coccinea, Myrtles, Olearia llaasti. Orange
trees, Ozothamnus rosmarinifolius, Philesia buxi-
folia, Photinia serrulata, Phormiums, Pittosporums,
Swammerdamia Antennaria, Ugenia Ugni, &c—
W. Napi'kk, ClicUcd.

Fraxinus lentiscifolia.—This species of Ash,
which is a native of Asia Minor, is widely removed
from the common kind, and forms a very orna-
mental tree of medium growth, which is far more
elegant than any other member of the genus. It is

usually grafted, and in this way forms a roundish
head of slender branches, which are clothed with
foliage, remarkable from the narrow pointed cha-
racter of the leaflets. There is also u pendulous
variety which forms a charming little weeping tree,

though both it and the type are rarely seen. V.

entiscifolia was introduced into this country in the

early part of the last century, but at no time does
it appear to have been generally planted. As a
single specimen its prominent characteristics are
seen to the best advantage, while it also possesses
one especially desirable feature, inasmuch as there
are few if any trees that will succeed better in

smoky districts. This has been thoroughly tested
in many parts of the country, so that in any selec-

tion of town trees, a place should be found for the
Lentiscus-leaved Ash, which in addition to the
above-mentioned specific name is also known by
that of tamariscifolia.—T.

SHORT NOTE.—TREES AND SBRUBS.

Cupressus Lavysoniana Silver Queen.

—

Ainoug the many variations of Lawson's Cypress
this is a gem, the peculiar silvery grey which pervades
the whfile plant being charming, and in beautiful con-
trast with other darker foliaged shrubs. It is of free
easy growth.—R.

The purple Hazel.—A clump of Olearia Huasli
flanked by Leycestt'ria formosa with a background of

purple Hazel forms at present au attractive grunp.
The two former are in bloom, while the colour of the
Hazel is very pronounced. Why is this Hazel so

sparsely planted ? It is among our best purple-leaved
shrubs for its consistency of colour, and of quick and
free growth.—J.

FrunuB Pissardi.—Whether it is owing to tho
excessive rainfall of the past summer, or because the
colour comes out better as the plant gains age and
strength, or whether it is its associates and surround-
ings, I cinnotsay, but until this year I failed to see suffi-

cient merit in the above plant to justify the high
praise lavished on it. A couple of plants of it in a
group composed of Dimorphanthus mandschuricns (now
in bloom), Bamboos, Aralia Sieboldi, Acanthus and
Plautaiu LiUes are ntjw very effective.—J. R.

THE WEEK'S WORK.

PLANT HOUSES.
Bulbs.—No time should now be lost in potting up
the main stock of Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, and
other bulbs for spring decoration. Should the
order perchance have thus far escaped the memory,
this should be a reminder not to defer it any
longer. It is in no sense profitable to delay giving
the order, there being always the possibility of in-

ferior bulbs at the finish. Orders given in good
time always ensure as good a selection as possible

at the price. There are some few kinds of Hya-
cinths which it pays well to grow in quantity, by
the dozen or more. They are standard kinds, pro-

ducing good spikes, and rarely ever fail to give

satisfaction, whilst in hardly any instance can the
least fault be found with the prices. Of the single

reds in shades, there are General Pelissier, crim-
son ; Gigantea, rose ; Macaulay, dark rose ; t,)ueen

of the Hyacinths, scarlet ; Solfaterre, orange-red
;

and Von Schiller, salmon-pink. Of the single

whites the following are reliable sorts : Baroness
Von Tuyll, with primrose eye ; Grandeur a Mer-
veille, pale blush ; La Grandesse, pure white; lime.
Van der Hoop, waxy white ; Queen of the Nether-
lands, fine truss; and Snowball, white, large bells.

Amongst the single blues some of the best are
Baron Von Tuyll, dark blue ; Charles Dickens,
lilac ; Czar Peter, pale lavender ; King of the Blues,

clear dark blue, extra ; Argus, deep blue, white
eye; and (rrand Lilas, porcelain. Haydn, a lilac-

raanve, is not grown so much as it deserves to be
;

it is quite distinct. Of single yellows the best are
King of the Yellows, pure yellow, Bird of Para-
dise, clear yellow, and Primrose Perfection,

but they are rather more expensive than some
others. La Citronnii're, citron ; Alida Jacolia,

canary-yellow ; and La Pluie d'Or, deep yellow,

are cheaper kinds. Double Hyacinths are not
recommended so much for extensive use as the

singles. The following are a few of the be.st of

reds; l,onl Wellington, pale blush, and Noble par
Mi'rite, light rose. Of double whites. La Tour
d'Auvergne, pure white, and Prince of Waterloo,

pure white. Of double blues, Blocksberg. porce-

lain, and Laurens Koster, dark blue. Jonquils

should not be overlooked ; the perfume of the

single sweet-scented, the double ditto, and Queen
Anne's Jonquil is delicious. The two first can
be had in quantity, and should be more exten-

si\ely grown for cutting and conservatory deco-

ration. A very graceful variety is the Silver Jon-

quil, with slender stems and silvery white flowers.

Of the Polyanthus Narcissus. Bazelman major still

holds its own as one of the finest ; the pity is that

it is somewhat dear. For growing in quantity

Gloriosus, pure white, with orange cup, and Soleil

d'Or, rich yellow, with dark orange cup, are two of

the best. These are fine sorts for grouping to-

gether four or five bulbs in a pot for making an
extra show. Princess of Wales, white, with orange

cup, and Golden Era, sulphur-yellow, with large

orange cup, are two other excellent kinds. The
Daffodils have lately had notes devoted to them as

far as pot culture is concerned, no further remarks

are, therefore, necessary, save to say that potting

up should not be postponed much longer.

TULU'S.—The following are a few good, reliable

and distinct kinds for general purposes. Singles :

Chrisolora, yellow ; Empress of India, orange

;

Globe de Rigaud, slate ; Joost A'an Vondel, crim-

son ; Keizer Kroon, scarlet and yellow ; Potte-

bakker, scarlet, white and yellow varieties ; Proser-

pine, dark rose ; Royal Standard, white and crimson

;

Van der Neer, violet ; Vermillion Brilliant, extra

fine; and C'oleur Cardinal, dark red. Doubles:

Imperator rubrorum, crimson ; La Candeur, pure

white ; Prince of Wales, orange - scarlet ; Rozen
Kroon, rosy-carmine ; Tournesol and yellow Tourne-

sol.

Crocuse.s —These are easily grown in pots, and
are very useful in the conservatory when brought

on steadily into flower. Albion, blue and white
;

Mont Blanc, pure white ; King of the Blues, dark

blue ; Golden Yellow, Purpurea grandiflora, deep
purple ; and Sir Walter Scott, white, striped lilac,

are half a dozen good kinds. Of Scillas. S. sibirica

is about the best ; this and Crocus, also Snowdrops,
may be advantageously planted along the edges of

conservatory borders. Of the Iris, note should be
taken of the English and Spanish types for grow-

ing in pots ; these after potting up may be plunged
in the soil out of doors and lifted before coming
into flower. Freesias, especially F. refracta alba,

are well known
;
potting, however, ought to be seen

to at once for moderately early flowering.

Imported Belladonna and Guernsey Lilies should

be secured immediately they arrive, and be potted

without delay. Tritonias and the closely allied

Ixias and Sparaxis are all splendid bulbous plants

for pot culture, but they require careful treatment

to succeed well with them ; too much water will

soon injure them, and that almost irretrievably.

Tuberoses (African) should be secured at once
;

these if potted now will flower early, leaving hardly

any blank between them and the latest of the

American bulbs. When potted keep in warmth ;
it is

a mistake to let them remain in a cool place, time

being lost and the bulbs in no wise improved
thereby. Imported bulbs of the Bermuda Lily

(L. Harrisi) for early blooming ought to be secured

and potted without delay. Although this fine Lily

will bear forcing well, it should not be attempted
until a good amount of roots has been made. After

potting, a temperate house will suit them well, the

pots being covered withoocoa fibre to prevent the soil

drying up, thus causing watering when it is better

to avoid it. The Chionodoxa (Glory of the .Snow) is

well suited for pot culture, flowering naturally very

early, the protection of a cold frame being sufli-

lient. C. Luciliai is the better-known kind, but

there is another distinct variety in C. sardensis, a

deeper shade of blue. Funkias although hardy are

equally useful in pots, particularly where many plants

have to l)e provided, they are as useful, or more so

for the sake of their ornamental foliage. No time

ought to be lost with Lachenalias ; if not .already

potted the work should be done at once, as they

conuncnce to root early in the autumn. It is a pity

that L, Nelsoni is still rather scarce, it is a line kind

and one that is sure to be grown largely when
more plentiful. The Montbretias, particularly M.
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crocosmiaaflora and M. Pottsi, are most useful pot

bulbs for autumn flowering ; in this respect they

surpass in a great measure the old but useful

Crooosmia aurea, now seldom seen in good condi-

tion. They succeed best in a rather light soil, re-

quiring more pot room than the Crocosmia. This

is an excellent time to secure a fresh stock of Nerine
Fothergilli, and the major variety

;
plants can thus

be possibly selected with the flower-spikes already

showing upon them. It is also the best time to

have in a stock of Schizostylis coccinea, potting up
at once and keeping them in a cool frame after-

wards.
Reverting to Hyacinths, Tulips, and Narcissi,

which often form the staple amount of bulbs an-

nually purchased, it should be said that the soil

ought to have at least some careful preparation. It

is not requisite that it should be of the very best

description, but all sour and retentive soil ought to

be avoided. The loam should be fibrous and not

over-moist at the time of potting, some cow manure
dried and worked through a coarse sieve is a better

addition than too much horse droppings or leaf-

soil. Koad scrapings are not at all a bad choice if

silver sand be scarce, but avoid such as are taken

from macadamised roads ; that from country lanes

is the best. I 'nless the soil is absolutely poor I

would not advise any artificial manure to be added
to it. Wireworms in the soil should be sharply

locked after or they will be certain to prey upon
the young roots. Do not cover with ashes if there

be any likelihood of any chemical ingredients hav-

ing been cast upon them. The ash heap is so often

a receptacle for noxious compounds that I look

upon it with a considerable amount of suspicion.

A slight coating of sand upon the surface of the

soil before being covered up will cause whatever
covering may be used to come away in a cleanly

manner. If covered up out of doors guard against

a too moist spot ; there is no reason either why a
shaded place should be chosen if a sunny one can
be had, the latter is in any case the better one. If

frame room is abundant I would prefer it rather

than being fully exposed, as sharp frosts are often

upon us before all of the bulbs are uncovered.
Of course, they can be protected in other ways,
but that is not often thought of early in the

winter. Cats are also fond of disturbing the
covering when out of doors ; in frames, this

can be prevented. During heavy downpours of

rain the lights can be kept on, thus saving the
covering from becoming too soddened.

J. Hudson.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Eably amines.—These appear in no hurry to cast

their leaves, and not till they do drop off naturally

should the pruning be completed. If not already
done, the laterals may well be half pruned, that is

to say, shortened to about half their length, and a
dry cool atmosphere being maintained, the leaves

will soon fall. Vines always break strongly after a
complete rest, and if Chrysanthemums must be in-

troduced into the houses, limit the number as much
as possible and keep up a good circulation of air,

not closing whenever a little frost is anticipated.

The insides of vineries ought to be painted every
third or fourth year at the least, and this work
may well be commenced directly the Vines have
been half pruned. See that the workmen do not
damage the Vines in any way, and well board over
the inside borders, or they will soon be trampled as

hard as a road. The walls also being given a good
dressing with hot limewash, the cleansing process,

as far as the structure is concerned, wUl be com-
plete.

SuccBSsioNAL VINERIES.—These will now be fast

cleared of fruit, but must not be neglected in any
way. Too often the borders are allowed to become
much too dry for the gooil of the Vines. Well fed

up now they will recover from the hard work of

producing a heavy crop, the recuperative process

including the laying of a foundation of a good crop
for next season. Lightly fork over the surface of

inside borders, and if fouml at all dry, water first

with rain-water, and then follow with rather strong
liquid manure, sewage water answering well. If

only moderately dry, liquid manure may be given at

once. If there are many bunches hanging, turn on
fire-heat in cold damp weather especially, and
never quite close the house. While yet the foliage

remains green there should be no severe pruning
attempted. If light must be admitted into the

house for the benefit of plants underneath, be con-

tent to remove all sub-laterals, also cutting off the

ends of the laterals, further tying these back some-
what if need be. The untimely removal of the

primary leaves seriously checks root action and
militates against the next season's crops accord-

ingly.

Forcing old Vines.—With a good stock of

Alicante, Mrs. Pince and Lady Downe's to draw
from up to and inclusive of next May, there is little

need to attempt hard forcing in the case of perma-
nent Vines, the end of December, as a rule, being

quite soon enough to start them. Where, however.
It is decided to change the character of Vines in a
house, good late varieties, or even fresh growing
Vines of the same sort, being substituted for nearly

worn-out old ones, there is nothing to prevent such
early varieties as Black Hamburgh, Madresfield

Court, Foster's Seedling and Buckland Sweetwater
from being hard forced or sufficiently so to have
their crops ripe in April. The whole lot, border
and all, can then be cleared out in time for young
strong-growing Vines being planted out of pots into

a fresh border. This being well carried out, the

Vines will grow to a serviceable size the same sea-

son, the supernumeraries at any rate carrying a
good crop the following year, thereby avoiding the

loss of a season. Only a very short period of rest

can be allowed Vines to be thus hard forced. They
ought to be only moderately hard pruned, shortening

to a plump bud , however far from the rod , being advis-

able, and after receiving the usual dressing of Gis-

hurst compound or any substitute that may be pre-

ferred, the house generally also being thoroughly

cleansed, the forcing may commence. First, how-
ever, see that the inside borders are well moistened
with liquid manure, and if a hotbed of leaves and
manure is formed inside the house and frequently

turned, these measures will favour a regular and
fairly strong break. In the case of Vines thus hard
forced the crops are usually cut before the roots

commence to move, but the outside borders may
well have a thick covering of leaves and a straw

thatch, this warding off heavy rains and keeping

the border somewhat warm. A strong heat in the

house is undesirable at the outset, about 55° by
night with an increase of 10° during the daytime,

coupled with plenty of atmospheric moisture,

answering well. Let pot A'ines have a short rest in

the open after they have lost their leaves, a frost

doing them good, before starting them, as they can

be pushed along more rapidly with the aid of hot-

beds.

Loss OF Peach buds.—Several theories are ad-

vanced as to the cause of Peach and Nectarine

trees dropping their buds prematurely, most culti-

vators, however, being of opinion that an early loss

of foliage, either from a bad attack of red spider or

from dryness at the roots, is very frequently most to

blame in the matter. It the wood is well matured,

the foliage cannot well remain too long in a healthy

green state, an early loss meaning imperfectly-

formed buds and a faulty root-action. All the

while the trees are being syringed freely twice

daily and watered occasionally the trees' progress

is satisfactory, but directly the fruit is nearly or

quite ripe, syringing and damping down are usually

discontinued and the roots soon feel thedillerence.

Unless the borders are mulched in some way they

are almost certain to crack badly, and the trees

are more likely to suffer from want of water during a

comparatively dull autumn than they are in brighter

weather, the fact of the borders becoming dry, if

more slowly, even in dull weather being too often

overlooked. The borders ought to be frequently

examined and be watered whenever approaching

dryness, liquid manure not being wasted on those

well filled with roots. In order to facilitate opera-

tions and to prevent injurious cracking, the surface

of the border ought to be lightly pricked over with

a fork. In the case of trees growing too freely

rather less water should be given at the roots, and
if a little fire-heat can be turned on so as to main-
tain a drier atmosphere, this may check the unde-
sirable late growth and favour ripening of the wood.
If excessive trampling can be guarded against when
the trees are pruned, cleaned and re-tied, it would
be a good plan to at once well bare the surface

roots and to top-dress with a mixture of turfy loam,
manure and charred rubbish. In most cases nu-

merous root fibres would spread into this tempting
food before root-action finally ceases.

Pbactical.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Winter Spinach.—The moist condition of the
ground has been the means of the seed germinating
very freely, and in the case of that which was
sown for gathering during the autumn months,
plants are now growing very rapidly. As a crowded
growth is very detrimental to a good plant, thinning

must now take place, this being gradual, however,

as with the plants thinned out to what is considered

a safe distance there is the danger of their being

eaten off by grubs. The gradual thinning being a
necessity, the thinnings as they become large enough
may be used until the permanent plants are i! inches

apart. Hoeing must be closely followed up, this

benefits the crop as much as anything, and also

exposes a fresh surface to the air, so that the grubs

(if any are present) are brought under the notice

of birds. The main winter batch must also be

attended to by hoeing and gradual thinning. The
leaves from these plants should not be gathered,

these being necessary to build up a strong plant,

capable of affording good pickings during the win-

ter season. Gathering the leaves as soon as they

become large enough is very detrimental to the

plants, and they consequently fail at a time when
most needed.

Spring Spinach.—After the main batch of win-

ter Spinach is over in the spring, consequent upon
running to seed, there is generally a dearth of

Spinach up to the time when the early sowings

commence to turn in. At this period of the year

Spinach is very acceptable, especially so if

other green vegetables should be scarce, as, for

instance, during the past spring when the main
batch was over, and in many gardens it was some few

weeks before anything in the shape of green stuff

was fit for use. A sowing of Spinach made now
will fill the gap thus created, and, whatever the

season, will be fit for use before any that could be

sown at the turn of the year. The seedlings re-

quire to have just sufficient time to appear through

the soil before winter arrives, and at this stage

they remain until a more genial time arrives during

the early part of the year, when with timely hoeing

they start into growth and form a very vigorous

plant. I look upon this sowing as almost as im-

portant as the main winter batch, and treat the soil

accordingly, as regards a well pulverised and good

tilth, with the usual addition of soot and wood-

ashes. I should have mentioned that no thinning

wUl be necessary before the spring.

Lettuce. The month of October is an impor-

tant time with Lettuce, and upon the work carried

out during this period will depend the main-

tenance of the supply of good Lettuces during

the winter months, or even the spring supply. To
have a supply of useful Lettuces up to Christinas,

the plants will now be almost fully grown or ad-

vancing to this stage, so precautionary measures

will have to be taken that they may be amply

protected should occasion require, frost and damp
very quickly causing havoc, and when once these

full-hearted Lettuces get touched with frost, they

quickly melt away. A sufticient quantity should be

lifted and stored in frames to be duly protected

from rain and frost, and another batch about half

grown will carry the supply on to the period named
or even a week or two beyond. Others, if they have

been planted so that they can be protected where

growing, may be covered with spare frames or even

by a framework of wood covered with mats. In

my own case I plant out on south border.<i, the plot

being gauged by the size of the frame, so that when

the time arrives the frames are easily lifted in posi-
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tion. In this manner I find that the Lettuces keep
much longer, as, however careful may be the removal
of almost fall-grown plants, they do not afterwards
keep so well as others not disturbed.

LETTfiKs FOB LATE WINTER.—These will soon
be ready for pricking out into frames, selecting for

the purpose either All the Year Round, Stanstead
Park, or even Early Paris Market. The frames,

being arranged in a light position, should also, if at

all too deep, be filled up with some open material,

so as to form a dry and well-drained base, about
a foot of fairly rich and open material being also

provided for rooting in. The plants being set out
thinly and firmly, will soon take hold of the soil,

the lights not being needed until inclement weather
arrives. At this period, however, the lights would
have to be replaced and carefully ventilated at all

times, particular care being taken to keep heavy
rains oflE the plants and also to protect from frost.

The lights, however, had better be kept over the

plants after being placed on, as the growth made
will be more palatable, and ventilation also must
not be too freely provided. It is not too late to sow
seed of any of the above-named varieties, as the
plants would be useful for succession if required.

The seed must not be sown in the open, but in a
frame, this being prepared by filling up firmly with
leaves, surfaced with (j inches of fine soil. The seeds
being sown thinly, a useful batch of plants would be
forthcoming. Any of the Cos varieties for early

planting in the open air may be forwarded by the
same means.

Spbinq Lettuces.—The plants for the spring
supply in the open air must be pricked out as they
become ready, a west border being a good position

for a part of the crop, as during a severe winter
the sun, if it should shine brightly during the fore-

part of the day, would not reach them. A part
should also be planted in a more southern aspect,

as if these should escape the rigours of a severe
winter they would come in earlier. Lettuce for the
spring supply may be a deal too forward during
the autumn, especially if this period should
be very mild, as then the plants would grow too
freely, and a sharp spell of frost would clear them
ofl: wholesale, as was the case last winter. Plants
put out during the latter part of the month would
on account of their smaller size escape this, as it

takes a severe winter to destroy quite small plants of
Hicks' Hardy White Cos, Black-seeded Brown Cos,
All the Year Bound, or Stanstead Park, while plants
a size or two larger of the same varieties would
quickly succumb. It is much the wisest course to
be prepared, as we never know how the winter is

going to turn out. A. Y. A.

ORCHIDS.
Cultivatobs must realise the fact that the days
are now short, and they are also very rapidly get-
ting shorter. We may yet get occasional bursts of
sunshine, and the shading material may be needed,
for if the sun shines out brightly after a dull day
or two the effects of it on the plants would perhaps
be injurious. Those who may have dispensed alto-

gether with artificial heat in their houses will need
to see that the arrangements for heating are
in good working order. The changes in tempera-
ture are so sudden, that I do not care to let our
fires out at any time. It may be pleasant in hot
summer weather to walk through the Orchid houses
in the early morning when the houses are unheated,
and to see the dewdrops sparkling on leaf and
flower; probably no injury may accrue to the plants
from lack of artificial heat and an abundance of
moisture in the atmosphere, but the delicate petals
often become marked with decay spots, and the
flowers are sadly disfigured thereby. We had the
hottest weather of the year in the second week of
September this year, the fires needing only to be
kept smouldering. Not much is needed yet, but
careful attention must be given to the heating
and also the ventilation of the house, so that
sudden changes in the outside temperature may
not act too much upon the plants under our
care. The temperature should not be kept up
so high as it has been ; indeed, it is better to allow
a gradual, yet scarcely perceptible decline with the

shortening days, just as it is desirable to increase

the temperature as the days lengthen. While the

nights are still warm the minimum temperature of

the warmest house may be 70°, but when cold
nights set in— for we may soon expect a touch of
frost— {).")' to t'>8° will be high enough. The day
temperature may be kept up by sun heat. In the
Cattleya house the temperature may range from S5°
to 00°, according to the state of the weather. It

may sometimes require less artificial heat to main-
tain the higher temperature. By day from sun
heat 20° more than the above will not be too high.
The cool house, of course, should not have a very
high temperature ; even by day the minimum should
not go below 50" nor be above 55°. The plants of
Miltonia vexillaria, Odontoglossum Harryanum, and
other plants of this character are still in the cool
house. We will not remove them until about the
first week in October. After that time a re-ar-

rangement will be made. All the plants should be
dipped in the usual solution of tobacco water and
soft soap as they are moved from one house to
the other. I do not recommend this because there are
any thrips to be seen on the plants, but because
of the importance in this case of following out the
principle that prevention is better than cure. We
have a number of plants to repot in the cool
house, and will get through the work as rapidly
as possible, for it is not well to delay the operation
far into October ; we shall probably finish them
during the present month. These plants generally
make vigorous growths during the autumn months

;

some of them have completed their growth and
are throwing up flower-spikes, others are in various
stages of development, and many are just starting
into growth. We repot any plants that seem to
need it, and that have not been done for about two
years. We know the date of the last repotting, as
the precaution is taken to write it on the label at
the time the operation is performed. The cool
house may require to be quite as closely shaded as
that containing the Phalsenopsids. It would be a
very grave error indeed to allow the plants to be
exposed to the sun very freely after they have been
repotted, but even these houses require but little

shade now. It would only be reiterating what has
been said in previous communications to enlarge
again about the importance of perfect cleanliness,
but if a healthy growing atmosphere is maintained,
or, in other words, careful ventilation and exposure
of the plants to light, there will not be much
trouble with thrips ; they do not like the cool
moist atmosphere. Green-fly seems to obtain a foot-
ing sometimes, and checks the development of the
plants by clustering on the growths as they push
out from the base of the last formed pseudo-bulb,
or the spike which also issues from the bulbs as
soon as they are formed ; they cripple the young
spikes even more than they do the growths. As to
shading this particular structure, some gardeners
may be tempted to laugh at the simplicity of a
cultivator who would give instructions to shade
Orchids or anything else in the last days of
September. The whole thing resolves itself into
the latitude of the place, or whether the gar-
den is situated in the vicinity of such towns
as Manchester and Sheffield. When one is

placed well within the smoke of such a town
as the latter, shading may scarcely be necessary,
even at noonday in summer, but four or five miles
outside of the smoke it may be needed even now.
A cultivator with ordinary knowledge of his work
could tell by the effect of the sun on the plants, or
even upon himself, whether shading would be
needed and for how long. Fumigating the cool
house with tobacco smoke requires to be done
with great care. I have seen the Masdevallias
and also the Odontoglossums much injured
by it, and when we hear of the use of tobacco
smoke in these houses, we must not always take it

for granted that it has been used of suflicient

strength to kill the insect pests. I visited a
good and very careful gardener on one oixasion,
and on going into the cool house was met with a
strong odour of tobacco smoke. I rather wondered,
as I knew he did not approve of it, and he was can-
did enough to inform me that his employer insisted

on the house being fumigated, and the apparatus

had merely been put in a minute or two to make a
smell, and the gentleman was certainly deceived. I

say nothing for or against the morality of the pro-
ceeding, but it is stated just as it happened. When
it is seen that a gardener has his heart in his work
and has a good knowledge of it, I fancy it is to the
interest of both employer and employed that he
should have somewhat of a free hand to work out
his own designs in his own way—at least as far as
cultural details are concerned, but if, on the other
hand, an employer insists that his gardener should
in matters of detail take his orders from himself,
then he must also take the responsibility. It is

scarcely fair to hold a man responsible for work
the details of which he is not allowed to work out
himself ; moreover, when a man is allowed to feel

his responsibility, if he has any manhood in him,
he will strive more earnestly to carry his work to a
successful issue. J. Douglas.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 825.
TH]' WEDDING FLOWER.

(with a coloured plate of iris ROIilS-

SONIANA.*)

The flowering of this plant at Kt-w tliis year

is an event of more than ordinary interest

both to botanists and horticulturists. It is the

giant not only of the genus Iris, but of the

whole natural order to wliich it lielongs. It

is found wild only in a small island off the

east coast of Australia, thousands of miles

distant from the habitat of any other Iris.

Whilst all other Irises may be grown out of

doors or with only a little protection in

winter, this one is happy only when treated

to .subtropical conditions. Its value in horti-

culture i.s due a.s much to its stature and ele-

gance of foliage as to the size and beauty of

its numerous flowers. Here in England it

will be useful for the conservatory, or for

summer eft'ect in the open air, Ijut in warmer
climates, such as, for instance, in the .south

of France, Madeira, and many parts of North
America, it will probably prove of (juite ex-

cejitional value for out-of-door gardening.

The plant at Kew is about ten years old.

It was planted six years ago in a border in

the large house devoted to Agaves and other

succulents, where from its position—near to

a south door, and exposed to full sun-sliinc and
jilenty of fresh air—it is particularly hapjiy.

It now forms a huge clump of many growths,

the leaves 6 feet or more long by ;5 iiuhes or

I iuclies wide, elegantly (urved towards the

top, and of a shining liglit green colour. Tlie

scape is as thick as a man's linger, erect, ulti-

mately reaching a height of 8 feet with numer-
ous branches on the upper '.i feet. There
are four or si.x folding sheaths on each branch,

and each .sheath contains from eight to twelve
l)uds, which are developed in succession. The
flowers last only one day, but there are so

many of them, that the flowering season ex-

tends over a long i)eriod. Thus tlie Kew
]ilant o])ened its lirst flowers on >Iune 21, and
its last Septend]er '2i. Altogether it lias pro-

duced 157 flowers, the highest number open
on any one day l)eing eighteen, on Juno 25.

• Drawn for TiiK Gaudkn in tlin lioy.Tl Oiirdous,
Koiv, .luiio l.i, is:il, l)y Miss A. M. Slirinipton. Litho-

1 graphed aud printed by (juillaume Sevoreyns.
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Each flower measures 4 inches across with

broad, spreading outer segments, the inner

ones smaller, all of them pure snow white,

with a horse-shoe shaped blotch of golden yellow

at the base of the three large segments. The
exquisite beauty of the flowers is comparable

to that of PhaLenopsis grandiflora. They
possess also the charm of fragrance.

There are, of course, many Irises with

flowers very much larger than those of I.

liobinsoniana, and it was this knowledge

^^•hich no doubt caused some horticulturists

to express disappointment on seeing the Kew
plant in floAver. This species, however, be-

longs to the same group as Mor»a, an African

section of Iris, or, as some still prefer to call

it, a distinct genus. Compared with the

flowers of plants of this section, I. Eobin-

soniana may be termed decidedly large-

lloweretl.

For the discovery of the Wedding Flower

we are indebted to Mr. Charles Moore, the

venerable director of the Botanic Gardens

at Sydney, who accomi)anied an expedition

to Lord Howe's Island in 1869. The result

of this visit was the introduction into culti-

vation of three of the most useful Palms we
possess, viz., Kentia Forsteriana, K. Bel-

morcana and K. Canterburyana, as well as

the Iris here figured. These Palms are pecu-

liar to this island, which is situated in lati-

tude 31° south and longitude 159" east, at a

distance of some 300 miles from the continent

of Australia. The length of the island is only

7 miles by about 1 mile in width. Two
mountains rise to an elevation of about 3000
feet, and it is upon tliese, and nowhere else in

the world, that the Palms and Iris are found

—the former in great abundance, the latter

sparingly. The range of temi3erature in

Lord Howe's Island is from 82° in the sum-
mer to 52° in winter, and the climate is

described as Ijeing exceptionally salubrious.

These facts are of interest, as they show to

some extent what are the limits of tempera-

ture to which the Kentias above named and
the Iris are subjected in Kature.

In 1872 Dr. G. Piennett wrote an account

of this Iris as be had seen it growing in the

Sydney Botani(; Gardens under ^Ir. Moore's

care. Soon afterwards the plant was intro-

duced into England, where its cultivation

was attemjited in not a few gardens, but

afterwards given up, as no one could induce the

plant to flower. Meanwhile a plant of it had
been sent to Ceylon from Kew, and this was
planted in the Hakgala Gardens at a con-

.siderable elevation in that island. Here it

flowered in 1885. Mr. Nock, the superinten-

dent, in his report for that year, wrote of it :

—

Planted round a pond are several interesting

plants, among them being the Wedding Flower, a
gigantic Iria. One flower-spike contains from 120
to '2W blooms, which come oat a few at a time,

but only last twenty- four hours ; the plant is in

tlower for several months.

In 1888 a specimen of this Iris produced

a flower-spike 5 feet high, bearing about

sixty flowers, in the famous gardens of Mr.
Dorrien-Suiith at Tresco, in the Scilly Isles.

The Kew plant has ripened a quantity of

good seeds.

The specific name of this Iris was given by
Baron Von Mueller, Government botanist in

Australia, in compliment to Sir Hercules

Robinson, who was then governor of the

colony of Xew South Wales. W. W.

Orchard and Fruit Garden,

RESTRICTING VINE ROOTS.
Few gardeners at all experienced in Grape
growing are unaware of the fact of the roots

being somewhat diiBcult to keep within bounds,
nothing short of a thoroughly well-built wall, or

it may be a free use of cement, preventing their

egress from the borders iu which it is desirous

to confine them. In hundreds of cases, a con-

siderable number of which have come under my
notice, the borders proper have been regularly

top-dressed, watered and fed, apparently with-

out much benefit to the Vines, and later on it is

discovered, more often than not accidentally, that

the bulk of the roots were well away from their

proper place, having rambled far out into walks,

beds, or borders near. The greatest difficulty

is experienced in confining the roots to inside

borders, no amount of moisture or rich food

being of much avail in keeping them within

bounds. They leave what ought to be the

most congenial soil for any kind of outside

ground, running wild in a very extraordinary

fashion. Where the borders are much neglected,

it is perhaps a fortunate circumstance that the

roots are such good foragers, those that have
found their way into the garden sustaining the

Vines for years longer than they would other-

wise remain iu a profitable state. Nobody knows
where the great Vine at Hampton Court finds

its support ; at any rate, the man in charge

some few years ago was quite in a fog about the

matter, and in not a few other instances the

principal feeding roots have spread to a distance

of 30 yards, and probably still farther from the

borders. Where the subsoil is of either a

chalky or gravelly nature, little or no harm will

accrue to Vines with their roots at full liberty

to spread where they like, but the case is very
ditlerent when clayey soils have to be reckoned
with. Once the roots find their way into a

clayey subsoil, whether this be below the border

or under the ordinary garden soil, rank top-

growth is perhaps the first result of this, fol-

lowed in due course by faulty colouring in the

case of some varieties, and wholesale shanking
in others. For several years past shanking has

happened in a large vinery of some repute with
which I am well acquainted, to the no small

chagrin of the gardener in charge. The Vines
have a splendid inside border, and as this has
never been fully occupied by roots, it has not

been thought necessary to open the arches left

iu the front walls for the purpose of eventually

allowing the roots access to an outside border,

(^uite recently it was found necessary to open a

rather deep drain about 10 yards from the

vinery, and at about 1 <S inches below the surface

Vine roots were found in great abundance, some
of them being very old and thick. They had
found their way through the 4i-inch brickwork
filling in the arches, and had been kept below
the surface, as usual in all such cases, by dig-

ging and other operations, the quarter being

occupied by vegetables, and also Strawberries

occasionally.

That good Grapes have been produced on
those and other Vines that have sent their

roots into a clayey soil there is no disputing.

but it is my belief the results would have been
far more satisfactory if they had been prevented
from leaving the borders proper. When once
the roots are beyond the control of the culti-

vator, much of the future success with the Vines
partakes far too much of the character of a

lottery, and in any case nearly all that is done
where the roots ai-e supposed to be located is so

much labour and expense wasted. When,
therefore, gardeners are not satisfied with the

condition of the Vines under their charge, the

finishing of the crops being unsatisfactory, one of

the first steps towards remedying them should be
the examination of the borders. If the inside

borders in particular are not well fiUed with

roots either near or far below the surface—the

latter, however, being by no means a desirable

position— it may be safely concluded the Vines
are receiving a considerable amount of support
from roots that have escaped from the regular

border. Just now I am referring more espe-

cially to inside borders as distinct from
those where the roots have access to both in-

side and outside borders. In the latter instance

it is a very well-known fact that the bulk of the

roots will always be found in the outside bor-

der, no matter how well the inside border may
have been attended to. Inside borders only

are usually preferred for early and late Grapes,

and should also be for Muscats, but it is quite

useless to attempt restricting the roots by
means of 4i-inch brickwork fixed with poor

mortar, nor can the roots be properly controlled

unless the foundation walls are sunk deep and
also well constructed. If only a single root

finds its way through, this soon ramifies and
spreads in all directions, and in the course of

a very few years becomes as thick as a man's

thumb at its starting point. These escaped

roots, as previously hinted, largely atfect th^

vigour of the Vines and the quality of the crops

produced, and by no means always for the

best. Roots will also leave outside bor-

ders, especially if these are neglected and per-

haps utilised for various other purposes than

those for which originally constructed, but if

they are raised well above the ordinary garden

level, as they ought to be, and properly top-

dressed, mulched, and watered, there is far less

likelihood of their straying away.

Fortunately, Vines are not easily killed, and,

what is also very certain,can be quickly restored

to a healthy state by what at first sight might

appear somewhat violent measures. Thus if a

considerable number of roots are found on

the wrong side of the wall at the present

time, they may be shaved clean ofl" and
prevented from repeating their escapades by
means of a facing of cement. Cutting

away a large quantity of roots now is a very

difi'erent matter to carrying out the same
measures much earlier in the season. By this

time the buds will have been formed and pro-

bably a certain amount of food will have been
stored in the wood, and the rest of the Vine's

energies this season would or ought to bo di-

verted to root-formation. The newly-discovered

straying roots being severed and the inside bor-

der well watered—liciuid manure being desir-

able in the case of exhausted borders and Vines
cleared of bunches—abundance of root-fibres

will be formed where they can be better cared

for.

It is at first sight astonishing what can be done
with Vines with their roots in comparatively nar-

row borders, but when it is seen how closely occu-

pied every part of the border is with roots, seeing

also that the same roots are iu a position to feed

on the rich and suitable food pieced within their

reach, there is less that is startling in the matter.

What those in charge of narrow densely- occu-
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pied borders have to remember is, that these
stand in greater need of more moisture and food
than is the case with what by comparison might
be termed unlimited borders. If much limited
borders are neglected, the Vines must go wrong,
unless indeed the roots can find their way out,

ia which case the failure may be much longer
delayed.

Even when the roots have nut left extra
large inside or outside borders, there is yet
much to be said in favour of reducing the size

of these, so as to bring the roots into closer com-
pass and more under control. Vines with rods
14 feet to 20 feet in length might be kept in a

very profitable state, with their roots confined to

a border not more than 7 feet or 8 feet wide, this

being about half the width of very many bor-

ders. Fresh soil works wonders among Vines,
and this they ought frequently to have both on
the surface and in front of the borders. Thus
treated there is far less danger of the roots find-

ing their way out into the uncongenial garden
soil and still more objectionable subsoils, but,
all the same, a close look-out ought to be kept
for the wanderers, or ^muoh harm may happen
before they are detected. W. Ii;i;uliien.

APPLES AND PEARS AT HAM.
On the Daffodil and fruit farm which Mr. J. Walker
has established on the genial soil at Ham Common,
and near to Kingston-on-Thames, may just now be

seen one of the best examples of Apple and Pear

culture for market on dwarf trees which can be

found anywhere. The land was for years devoted

to corn and other ordinary field crops. It became
Very foul, and for that reason has left to Mr. Walker
a heavy legacy of weeds, which it will take many
years to clear off. The land, however, is good
naturally, and it has been greatly benefited

by liberal dressings of manure. It lies fully ex-

pased to wind and sunshine, and has noshelter except

such as the now growing trees furnish to each
other. The earliest plantings were made in No-

vember, 188tJ, so that the trees then planted have
been nearly five years on the ground. Generally,
the Apples, all of which are on the broad-leaved
Paradise stock, are planted in rows 10 feet apart,
and already seem fairly well to have filled up the
moderate intervening spaces. As it is not antici-
pated the growth on this stock will be excessive,
and the trees fruit so heavily, it may be that for
some years there will be ample room. Still should
more be eventually found needful, it will not be a
matter for surprise. As Dafi'odils are largely
grown beneath the trees, the soil being repeatedly
manured for these, it is evident that the trees
have every encouragement to grow robust and
spreading. There is special interest attached to
these trees, because they present, on the whole,
one of the largest and best plantations of Apples
on the Paradise stock that we have outside of nur-
series. Still further, they include practically all

the best varieties in commerce which have not yet
become sulliciently grown to be termed marketable.
The latest plantings are only two years old, .=o

that trees in various conditions of age are in evi-

dence, and while the older trees are relatively grandly
cropped, some of the two-year-olds, notably Red
Quarrenden,are simply clusters of the rich-coloured
fruits, very fine and handsome. With a camera at
hand what pictures of fruit trees as they are grow-
ing at Ham might have been taken—all so much
the more interesting because outside of a nursery
and in a real market garden. Now of what may
be termed dessert Apples, Mr. Walker has a fine
selection, beginning with that convenient variety
Early Julien ; then Mr. Gladstone, which has not
yet become a heavy cropper ; Irish Peach, a prince
among early dessert kinds which has fruited heavily;
Red Quarrenden ; Worcester I'earmain, very good

;

Lady Sudeley, unfortunately on the Crab stock, and
so far rather disappointing in appearance, though
the fruits are fine and beautifully coloured ; Cox's

Oriinge Pippin, fruiting finely here ; King of the

Pippins, heavy last year and light this ; Yellow In-

gestre, the mo^t favoured in markets of all small
Apples ; Col. Vaughan, a very heavy crop of small,

but richly coloured fruits; Strawberry Pippin, an
early, conical and very highly coloured sort which
does not want gathering all at once; Ribston Pippin,

fruiting capitally and showing admirable promise
for next year

;
Benoni, a second early handsome

fruit, much of the Duchess of Oldenburg type ; also

the Duchess, which may be classed as dessert or

kitchen, but is here most beautiful as well as fine

and cropping heavily. Worcester Pearmain. too, is

good and a very fine Apple, not unlike Emperor
Alexander, but much earlier. Well coloured and
rather deeper in the eye is Peter the Great, some of

the fruits of which are of great size. Turning
to the larger kitchen kinds, the trees of some of

the heavier fruited sorts are indeed a beautiful
sight— myriads of grand fruits from close to the
ground up to about 5 feet in height, and which can
be most easily gathered. I saw something of the
caie being exercised in the marketing of these fruits,

tor they were carefully gathered into half sieves, in

the bottoms of which was some litter, and from
these were transferred carefully into paper-lined,
cane-made bushels, and placed close together in

layers. So fine were the fruits of Lord Grosvenor,
that only three layers were needed to fill up the
bushel to the top. So packed, these soft fruits

might have travelled hundreds of miles in safety.

It is hard to say which of the kitchen section of
Apples seemed to be the most heavily fruited, but
Stirling Castle and Lane's Prince Albert contested
the pride of place. What crops both carried, and
what splendid fruits ! Wellington, which now does
so badly on the Crab stock, is here fruiting very
finely on the Paradise. Warner's King is good,
too, and so is Lord Derby, a grand conical Apple.
The New Hawthornden is very fine, the trees liter-

ally borne to the ground here and there with the
weight of fruit. Counsellor, or, as sometimes called.

New Red Hawthornden, is evidently only Green-
up's Pippin under another appellation. That is

fruiting fairly well and carries good colour. The
Queen is fruiting moderately and shows very fine

samples. Lord Suftield does fairly well, but Mr.
Walker thinks that it is a somewhat tender variety,

needing more of shelter than his open land affords.

Small's Admirable, too, has a grand crop, and a few
three-year planted trees of Bismarck are carrying
some grand fruits, richly coloured, fully bearing
out all that has been written previously in praise

of this noble Apple. Peasgood's Nonsuch crops
thinly, and the growth is not of the best character.

A far more useful Apple is Grenadier, which always
carries a good crop. Some varieties .are rather
disappointing so f<ar — not in the matter of growth,
but in productiveness. Of these Annie Kliz.abeth

is one. Still, a year or two hence will doubtless

show everv variety in true form. One thing is

certain. Mr. Walker will brook no drones among
his Apple trees, and if any are found unproductive,

he will soonluive their heads off, and graft them with
Bismarck, Stirling Castle, Peter the Great, or some
other variety which is .absolutely reliable. Very
fine as are the Pear crops at Ham, somehow their

value seems m.aterially dwarfed by the noble .and

dominating aspect of the Apples ; still Pears have
considerable market value, and Mr. Walker's plant-

ings so far, especially of trees on the Quince, lead

to the conviction that the Ham soil suits them ad-
mirably. Not only .are the fruits good, but they
colour well and are very clean. That ia saying a
good deal for open-grown Pe.ars in such a wet, cold

season as is the present. It is certain th.at the foil

at Ham is well drainefl, for even with all the rain

which has fallen it still remains (comparatively dry
and friable. < )n dw.arf trees planted in 1 SHi;. Louise
Bonne is fruiting wonderfully and carrying rich

colour. The little bush trees are pictures in their

way, and show a minimum of tree area with a
maximum of fruit produce. Emile u'Heyst is also

cropping finely under similar conditions, and Beacon,

a very handsome early fruit, has cropped finely. A
tremendous cropper is Fertility, on both dwarf and
tall trees, the latter on the Pear stock. It is not
one of high quality, but it is a wonderful cropper.

Beurn- Giffard, another very handsome Pear, has
had a grand crop also, but is already m.arketed.

Souvenir du Congri's is fruiting heavily ; so also is

Williams' lion Chri'tien. Doyenne du Cornice shed
its blooms this season ; one or two other varieties

did the same thing, but it may only have been
an accident. Fondante d'Automne, Clapj.'s Fa-
vourite, very handsome striped fruit, and Duron-
deau are all fruiting admirably. Marie Louise is

fruiting thinly but well on both forms of stcck, and
Marie Louise d'Uccle is excellent, but just a little

spotted this season. A new Pear— Magnate, a late

Louise ISonne— is fruiting very thinly. Doyenre
Boussoch and Beurn' Bosc are fruiting fairly well.

Mr. Walker's Apples and Pears will grow in interest

for some years, especially as he has plenty of room,
good soil, numerous sorts, and gives the best of

cultivation. A. D.

THE OGDEN PLUM AND OTHER
JAPANESE PLUMS.

This remarkable novelty (the Ogden Plum), for

a knowledge of which we are indebted to Messrs.

Trauson freres, iiurserymen, Orleans, has, up

to the present, only produced one solitary fruit

in Europe. The following is a description of

it :
—
A vigorous-growing shrub, somewhat resembling

Prunus Padus (Prunus racemosa) in its habit and
general appear.ance. Shoots strong with slightly

downy bark ; leaves alternate, deciduous, like long

Willow leaves in shape, short-stalked, from about
3 inches to nearly 5 inches in length, and about 2J
inches broad, light green, or even slightly yellowish,

glaucous on the under surface (which is perceptibly

veined), narrowed at the base, and abruptly con-

tracted at the apex, which terminates in a rather

long cuspidate point ; the margin of the leaf is ser-

rated with short teeth. Stipules long and linear,

deciduous ; leaf-stalk about three-fifths of an inch

long, bearing a few scattered glands, which are

thick, very short, and not very noticeable.

Fruit very slightly heart-shaped, about 1^ inches

long and nearly the same across, and tra-

versed by a bread shallow furrow. The cavity

at the insertion of the stalk is broadly oval,

and the " eye " or pistillary mark at the apex is

either absent or hardly visible. Skin of a fine

butter-yellow colour, uniform in texture, very glis-

tening, as if varnished. Flesh non-adherent to the

stone, firm, of a very pale yellow colour, not juicy,

yet not dry, having, however, a slightly brisk,

acidulous-sweet taste, and a very delicate, peculiar,

but agreeable flavour. Stone slightly oboval in

shape, somewh.at unequal-sided, shortly acuminate-
mucronate at the apex, very perceptibly convex at

the sides, and with the suture prominent. Shell

hard, bony, of a yellowish-grey colour, the surface

slightly wrinkled, not furrowed, except in a slight

degree near the suture, about three-quarters of an
inch long, three- fifths of an inch broad, and two-

fifths of an inch thick.

The fruit is good, resembling a largo Mira-

belle Plum very much in shape and general

appearance, and is naturally a sort of Uamaon,
but one that possesses a ipuility of its own. It

will probably lio a good kind for market pur-

poses, as, besides having an agrcoablo fiavour,

the firmness of its Hesh will admit of consign-

ments of the fruit being sent to distant districts

without injury. The fruit ripens d\uing the

first aiul second weeks in .-Vugust.

The Ogden I'lum was introduced from .lapan

in the year l.SS'.t by Messrs. Transon furos,

from whom plants of it may be obtained. Tho
fruit, which wo have just described, w.as

gathered by tliem from a young tree which had
been raised from a shield- bud graft that was
inserted two years previously.
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This Plum, besides enriching our collections

with a new fruit of good (juality, also represents

a new section of fruit trees, which diflers con-

siderably from all the others that are under
cultivation. The Ogden Plum, however, is not

the only new one which we feel it incumbent
upon us to introduce to our readers' notice in

the present article. We have several times

already in the columns of this journal had oc-

casion to speak of various new Japanese Plums,

and recently to again invite special attention to

one of them, viz., Pruuus Satsuma. With
reference to this last named Plum, while re-

capitulating its good qualities, we expressed our
regret that it was not more extensively culti-

vated by our nurserymen. The intelligence

which we are now enabled to communicate to

lovers of good plants will, we think, be gratifying

to them, as they will no doubt be glad to learn

that not only is this variety now in commerce,
but that most likely this year fruit of it will be

on view which will be the tirst that have been
grown and gathered in France, or probably in

Europe.

At the present time the following kinds of

Japanese Plums can also be obtained from
Messrs. Transon : Pruuier ^ longs fruits, P.

Botan, P. Botan a fleurs blanches, P. Chabot,
P. Masu, P. Ogon, P. Sirosmono, P. Ura beni,

P. Yosebe.

The parent plants, which have been two
years planted, have almost all flowered already,

80 that it will be possible to see what their fruit

is like this year.

These Plums will very probably prove hardy,
as they withstood the great severity of last win-

ter in the open air and without shelter, which
would almost lead us to suppose that they be-

long to a difl'erent group from the Kelsey Plum,
which succumbed to the frost at the same time.

However, it must be acknowledged that amongst
the above named kinds there are some which
in their general aspect appear to bear a pretty
close resemblance to the Kelsey Plum. We
are in hope that the next study which we ex-
pect to make of these Plums will enable us to

form a better judgment of them by permitting
us to institute comparisons between the fruit of

the various kinds, which up to the present it

has been utterly impossible to attempt.

—

llinie

UortuuAe.

Dried Plums — In all our methods of preserv-
ing fruits we find it very diHicalt to compete with
foreigners when certain conditions in the fruits are
essential to success. Some dried Plums in four
sorts were submitted to the fruit committee at the
recent Drill Hall meeting of the Royal Horticultural
Society, the varieties bemg seedlings furni,shed by
Mr. Rivers, and dried in tlie apparatus erected for
the purpose of drying fruits in the Koyal Horticul-
tural Gardens at Chiswick. Generally the samples
were inferior to the French I 'runes to be purchased
so cheaply in shops at particular seasons. It
seemed obvious that these Plums had been sub-
jected to a baking rather than to a drying heat,
that the skins were very hard, and the flesh had
disappeared, the flavour not being at all plea-
sant. So far the experiment had not proved
at all satisfactory, but as the proof of the
pudding is found in the eating, so was it agreed
that these Plums be soaked, cooked, and served up
in that state to the fruit committee at its meeting
in the Chiswick Gardens on October (i. Plums of
popular sorts grown at Chiswick were found gene-
rally to have skins too thin, and to be too soft and
juicy to dry effectively. Those varieties sent by
Mr. Rivers were furnished with stouter skins than
good Plums ordinarily have, but whilst proving very
hard and tough in the diiud state, they may show
diverse character and be much pleasanter when
cooked. Of course it is a matter of grave import-

ance that we should be able to utilise our enormous
Plum crop to the utmost this year. It is very

probable that the considerable absence of sunshine

has militated against the production of Plums suit-

able for drying.—A, D.

ORCHARD HOUSE FRUIT AT EDINBURGH.
There were some fir»t-rate examples of fruit from
orchard house trees at the International Fruit Show
recently held in the northern metropolis. Pears

were particularly fine in several instances. Sou-
venir du Congriis was shown of extra size by Mr.

Mclndoe, of Hutton Hall, and Mr. Hunter, of

Lambton Castle. Those from the former grower
in his premier collection of twelve dishes of fruit

were particularly fine, of superior size, and very

clean in the skin with a slight tinge of colour.

Several dishes of this variety were shown, which is

sufficient evidence as to its suitability for the pur-

pose. Mr. Mclndoe also showed in another class

some extra fine fruits of that splendid Pear Doyenne
du Comice, probably heavier samples than those

of the preceding kind. Gregoire Bourdillon was
well shown by Mr. Hunter in two classes, the fruits

of good size and of a rich yellow colour. Clapp's

Favourite also came from the same exhibitor

;

these were extra large fruits of good colour. In

one instance Mr. Hunter had Beurre Diet, also su-

perior fruits, whilst in another Mr. Mclndoe showed
some fine examples of Pitmaston Duchess. These
were the most noticeable amongst Pears ripening

at this season of the year, and were fine examples
of cultivation. Of Apples, Mr. Mclndoe had some
excellent fruit, Ribston Pippin being in one exhibit

all that one could possibly desire, very clear in the

skin and well ripened. In another class he showed
some fine large fruits of Bismarck and others of

Emperor Alexander, also good. The first named
bids fair to be well suited for orchard house cul-

ture, being also a good keeping kind. From Mr.

Hunter came some large fruits of Peasgood's Non-
such and others of AVarner's King ; ripened under
glass both of these Apples should be fit for dessert

;

so also should those previously named from Mr.

Mclndoe. Worcester Pearmain, shown in one in-

stance highly coloured and of large size, was evi-

dently from orchard house trees. Peaches from
orchard houses consisted of Princess of Wales and
Exquisite, whilst of Nectarines, Humboldt (one of

the best all round Nectarines), 'Spencer, Rivers'

Orange, and Lord Napier were all in first-rate con-

dition. The best Plums were Kirke's, Transparent
Gage, and Magnum Bonum. Some excellent fruits

of Bigarreau Noir de Schmidt Cherry were seen

in one collection. With orchard house fruit Mr.

Mclndoe took the first prize the previous week at

the Crjstal P,-ilace for Pears, beating Messrs. Bun-
yard. This is sufficient proof, even had he not
been so successful at Edinburgh, that this mode of

culture has many points in its favour when carried

out in a practical way.—A.

FRUIT DISTRIBUTION.
Theuk can be no question about a difficulty having
arisen lately with regard to getting rid of the ex-

ceptional crop of fruit with which many parts of

the kingdom are this year favoured. I am in one
of those favoured localities, and the general opinion

of growers, retailers, and all those mostly con-

cerned is, that such an abundance is by no means
an unmixed good— at least from a commercial point

of view, as they unanimously declare that they will

not realise so much profit as when partial crops

prevail and prices rule higher all round. The
prices for fruit in market kept up well until an ad-

vanced period of the year, for Strawberries, Cherries,

and bush fruit sold freely at fairly remunerative

prices, but as soon as they were over a long spell of

boisterous weather set in, violent gales of wind
and heavy rains d.ashing hundreds of bushels of

fruit to the ground in an immature state. The
growers, to make the best use they could of the

wreckage, collected it and sent it into the

markets, the consequence being that there was
a glut, and prices for really good fruit

were very low— in fact, far lower than in a
plentiful season, owing to varieties that ought

to have hung on the trees six weeks longer

being either torn off by the gales, or in many cases

gathered by the owners lest they should all blow
off. I have seen scores of bushels of Blenheim
Orange, Wellington, and Deux Ans Apples in our

local market lately realising about one-half what
they are honestly worth if left on the trees at least

another month and then stored for two months.

There cannot be a doubt but that the present glut

of fruit will pass away as rapidly as it came, and
then the usual prices will be obtainable. Much of

our home-grown fruit that ought to supply the de-

mands of winter will be gone, either used or wasted
as summer fruit. We have plenty to do yet before

the fruit question is solved, not only how to grow
and what to grow, but now the harder question

presents itself of how to profitably dispose of it

when it is grown. My own impression is that a

good deal hangs on more ample accommodation for

storing, so that each kind may be sent to market in

its proper season. J. Gkoom.

GATHERING AND STORING FRUIT.

Di'RiNc the present month much larger quan-

tities of both Apples and Pears will be gathered

than for several years past. Much no doubt
will be stored that will be hardly worth the

trouble. In many instances it will be the fault

of the varieties, many of those now grown be-

ing of very indifferent quality. Storage room,

again, in many instances will be sadly deficient,

and the fruits will no doubt be piled up in all

kinds of sheds and outhouses, many never to

see the light again until they are wheeled out

to the refuse heap. Much of this confusion may
certainly be obviated by a judicious course of

gathering and storing, taking care to only

store those which are sound and good, and also

more or less tolerably good keepers.

In many gardens storage room for both

Apples and Pears is very deticient,and this being

the case, care must be taken that they are not

placed where they come into contact with any
deleterious matter, for if such should be the

case the flavour of the fruit will quickly be

spoiled. I remember once a lot of Apples

being stored in an old building where a

barrel of tar was standing, and any tarts or

puddings that were made from these Apples

had a strong flavour of gas-tar. This certainly

is an exceptional occurrence, but it fully illus-

trates the case at issue, that all material,

whether liquid or otherwise, that is at all likely

to contaminate the fruit by its presence should

be promptly removed. A good fruit room should

be one of the main appurtenances of every well

appointed garden.

The best place I ever had for storing Apples

was a stone-bottomed shed with a northern

aspect. The temperature thus maintained was

very suitable to the keeping of both Apples and

Pears. During a severe frost heat applicil arti-

licially is against the keeping of Apples, this

also having the eft'ect of causing them to shrivel.

Frost, however, must be kept from the fruit

by barricading up the windows and doorway
with suitable protection, but on no account

cover up the fruit with either hay or straw, this

quickly imparting a musty flavour. Sheets of

clean paper laid over the fruit, and over this a

covering of dry bags, will keep away a severe

amount of frost, and this without the least fear

of imparting a di.sagreeable flavour. A cool

and dry cellar forms a capital storage i)laco for

Apples, and tho conditions could not bo im-

proved upon f(ir good keeping of the fruit, but

it has the disadvantage if under a dwelling-

house that the aroma of the fruit rises to the

dwelling rooms above, and socon8ec|uently may
be objected to on this account. Where there

are quantities of Apples to be stored and stor-
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age room is scarce, much might be done liy

adopting the American system of placing in

bai rels, these being stood in a dry position in

an equable temperature. For this system of

storing, the fruits must lie gathered when per-

fectly dry, and all those placed in the barrels

must be quite sound and free from blemish of

any kind, as even one injured fruit would soon
decay, and so quickly contaminate all those

which come in immediate contact. The fruits

as they are gathered must be carefully handled,
taking care not to bruise them. The ordinary
flour barrels are well adapted for the purpose,
but the lids must not be fastened down until

the moisture has evaporated from the fruits.

The time when the samples are to be gathered
will have a particular bearing on the keeping
and future condition of the fruits. It is gene-
rally agreed that Apples and Pears are in

the best condition for gathering when they part

easily from the tree with an upward turn. If

gathered before this stage is reached, the fruits

will shrivel instead of remaining plump and
sound for several months. The gathering of

Pears must be carefully performed, as many of

the early or midseason varieties will ripen up
and become of good quality if pulled before the
main lot of the same varieties is gathered. I

think the latest varieties are often gathered too
early ; consequently if they do ripen they are

quickly over. It is also quite evident that
many of the midseason Pears are undoubtedly
improved in (juality by early gathering, but not
so the late varieties. The fruits should be laid

gently in the baskets, and when taken into the
store the same care must be taken in removal.
Where there are quantities of Apjiles they may
be stored thickly together. Pears naturally
require to be laid out singly, as obviously these

would soon become injured. After the fruits

are gathered they naturally undergo a sweating
process, as it will be noticed that in a few days
afterwards the fruits, especially Apples, will be
slimy to the touch, and with some varieties

more so than others. By leaving the windows
open the moisture will soon evaporate. The
windows should then be closed and the struc-

ture made quite dark. A little ventilation may
be needed at the apex of the window to keep
the surroundings dry and sweet. For this pur-
pose the ordinary hit-and-miss iron ventilators

are very suitable. Some varieties of Pears,
especially the Christmas and later sorts, are im-
proved in quality liy being placed in a warm
and dry drawer or cupboard for a few days pre-

vious to being used, this developing their fla-

vour and otherwise adding to their qualities.

—Y. A. H.

The advice in the 'calendar notes (p. 217)
in The Garden on gathering fruit before it was
ready came at an opportune moment, as often those
not folly acquainted with the different kinds
gather early. It is often the case with a few
large early Apples and Pears that some of the
fruits are attacked by grub, these falling prema-
turely and looking riper than they really are. The
grower thinks the crop is ready, ana secures it

at once. The fruits are often far from ripe

;

consequently shrivel, and are of little value. I

saw some forty bushels of Cellini Pippin gath-
ered the other ilay. These were far from ripe, it

being a late district. Tlie advice given to see
that the seed or pips are brown before gathering,
if adhered to, would save much valuable fruit

This is also of great importance with those fruits

which have to be kept. Such grand fruit as we have
had shown in May and June of late years de-
monstrates the value of gathering in season and
carefully storing. The best place I ever had for

storage was a disused ice-house. I also find hay
and straw unsuitable for shelves or racks, as it

retains the moisture, and often gives choice fruit

a bad flavour. Clean wood racks are best, and lift-

ing the choice fruit singly out of the gathering
basket, though it takes time, is well repaid in the
end.—G. W.

LATE PLl'MS.

The value of really late keeping varieties of Plums
will be apparent to those who are fortunate enough
to have a good supply. Anyone having late keeping
varieties in good condition will now find them most
valuable either for the supply of private families or

for market. I have the following still quite hard,

and v;ith every appearance of hanging well into
October, even in the south of England.

Arrlidiihe.—A large purjjle Plum that does well as

an open bush tree, growing freely iu any form, and
crojtping heavily and regularly.

Hlncl; IhaniniifL—Avery large i'lum of splenJii.1 ei'l-

our and carrying heavy bloom; hangs a long time after

it is ripe.

C'oi'.s Golden Drop, probably the best flavoured cf

all late Plums, deserves a wall, when if netted over it

may be kept very late. For dessert when fully ripe

very few fruits excel it. I have some open busli trees
carrying a good crop.
Grand Diil;c.—A very fine late black Plum; a

capital grower aud free cropper.
Green Gage, Late.— One of the most useful of all the

Gages, as it prolongs the season of this much esteemed
dessert fruit considerably. The fruit is still quite hard
at the end of September.

I'und't; Seedling.—A very large handsome red Plum,
does well in any form of tree, and takes a long time to

ripen after it is coloured.
]\'yedaU\—About the latest of all, makes a nice gar-

den tree, aud for cooking is invaluable as it hangs fully

as late as the hardy BuUaces. J. G.
Hail ts.

The Fruit Crops.

IRELAND.
Pakenham Hall, Westmeath.—Pears scarce

and small. Apples plentiful, very small. Plums
good, crop small. Strawberries good crop. Goose-
beriies and Currants very heavy crop.

Potatoes of all kinds very good. Peas very

heavy crop. Crops all round this district very

good.—H. Clark.

Straffan House, Kildare.—The fruit crops
here are about an average, although we suffered

very much from the 12° of frost on Whitsunday
night. Pears on bush trees the size of one's finger

were all killed. Prince of Wales and Victoria Plums
on standards and Damsons were in full bloom, and
not injured at all. The trees are now weighted
down with fruit. Pears on walls of all kinds

are very good, and had to be thinned. Apples of

most kinds good and clean. Black Currants thin.

All other bush fruits, including Raspberries, are

excellent. Strawberries were a heavy crop, but
suffered from mildew. Loxford Hall Seedling is

the best late kind here with British Queen
flavour. Cherries good. Nuts scarce.-- Fkedebick
Bbdiord.

HiUsboro' Castle, Co. Down. —The Pear
trees on walls are carrying a good crop ; standard
trees are a failure. Apricots are good. Plums on
walls and standards are above the average. Dam-
sons are a heavy crop. Morello Cherries are good.

All small fruit has been abundant. Apples in the
garden are thin, except Cat's-head, Keswick Cod-
lin, Tom Putt, Ecklinville, London Pippin, and
Peasgood's Nonsucli. These seldom ever fail to

bear average crops of good clean fruit. A few
miles from here, in the county Armagh, the Apple
crop is good and the fruit larger than usual, owing,

I presume, to the heavy rainfall during the season,

which has thoroughly saturated the soil. Young
trees of Peaches and Nectarines on the Plum stock,

planted two years ago on the south wall, have made
clean healthy growth and promise to do well.

—

Thomas IJuadshaw.

Caetle Upton, Templepatrick. — Apples
generally a fair crop, a good many dropping; but
where this is taking place the trees iue over-

cropped. Duchess of Oldenburg, King of the

Pippins, and the Codlins are all carrying good
crops. Our best (and never failing almost)
cooking Apple here is Keens' Seedling. It keeps
pretty well into February and March. It has one
drawback, viz , apt to get black at the core, parti-

cularly so in a cold season, of which we had good
evidence last year. Pears are very partial. Doy-
enne d'Ete and Seckle are heavily laden on walls

;

all other varieties with us thin. Hessle, as a bush,
full ; other sorts in the open also thinly cropped.
We have a good few varieties here as pyramids

;

they do little good. So decided is the failure, that
I would not think of planting any more without
wall protection. Plums poor. Cherries (sweet)
poor crop; Morellos fairly good. Damsons a few.
Raspberries excellent. Strawberries excellent, the
best for some years ; the weather being fine when
they were at their best, we got full benefit. John
Ruskin will be a useful first early. Black Currants
were fdi^ but fruit fine ; Red and White very
heavy. Gooseberries good crop, but not too heavy.

Potato crop very good, all vegetable crofs
growing apace. Altogether. I think I may close

this short review of the garden by saying that
we have very little to complain of.— S. Kevan.

Powerscourt, 'Wicklow. — Apples showed
plenty of bloom, but it was much damaged by cold
rain and frost ; crop light, with the exception of
Lord Suifield and Keswick Codlin. Pears a poor
crop, except Williams' Bon Chretien. Plums above
average and good, especially ^'ictoria. Cherries
average. Strawberries and Raspberries abundant
and good. Gooseberries average ; good. Currants
average. Nuts full crop. Medlars plentiful.— D.
Ckombib,

Glen art, Arklow.—The fruit crop here is

generally good. Apples are an average crop, the
best sorts being Beauty of Ivent, Warner's King,
Lord Sutfield, Cox's Pomona, Tower of Glamis, and
Keswick Codlin. Pears are good. Plums good on
walls; also Cherries, especially Morellos. Apricots
do not succeed well here. Peaches and Nectarines
not much grown out of doors. Strawberries and
other small fruit are good. Raspberries poor. Nuts
plentiful.— Robert 'Willmet.

Adare Manor, Limerick —This locality has
been especially favoured this year, as we escaped
the severe storms and frosts which brought such
destruction at AVhitsnntide in many other districts.

Though we hail exceptionally stormy and cold

weather at that time, and heavy showers of hail,

the foliage on fruit trees (excepting App'es) was
sufficiently advanced to afford the crops such shelter

as enabled them to tide over the storms. The first

lot of Apricot blossom, also much Peach blossom,

was killed by frosts in March and April, but in

nearly all cases the later flowers set well.

Strawberries were a very heavy crop, though on
account of unfavourable weather during the gather-

ing season a considerable portion of the crop was
wasted. Apples in sheltered gardens are fair,

but generally speaking the crop is very small

and poor in quality, as in all orchards Apples are

nearly a failure. Pears average crop. Plums over
average. Apricots and Peaches good. Cherries and
Gooseberries over average. Red, White, and Black
Currants very good. Raspberries good. Walnuts
a failure. Filberts and common Hazel Nuts good.

Early Potatoes have rarely been so good in

this locality ; the produce has been very plentiful

and good in quality. Late Potatoes are exception-

ally promising.—Alkeeo Baukeu.

Ballywalter Park, Co. Down —The Apple
crop here and iu this district is hardly up to the

average. Pears, Plums, and Cherries are good.

Judging from what I (^an now see of some large

Peach trees I h.ad removed from indoors and planted

against a south wall last November, they are look-

ing remarkably healthy, and I believe will do well.

Harrington is carrying some nice fruit. Raspberries

.ire a fair crop, the fruit being large and good.

lUack Currants are abundant, the bushes not being

able to sustain the weight. Red Currants are

plentiful, but on old trees I notice the racemes
are short and the berries small. Gooseberries

a fair crop, but in this and neighbouring

gardens caterpillars have done much damage and
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have almost completely stripped every leaf off over

2011 young Red and White Currant trees I had

planted on outside of west wall of garden. I had
the ground last winter covered over with gaslime

under and through the Gooseberry bushes ;
this is

still visible, but had no effect. I had a quantity of

lime putty spread and beat down 2 inches thick eight

months ago under many of the Gooseberry trees
;

this also proved of no use. Hellebore and the

more tedious work of hand-picking are the best

remedies against this plague I know of. Straw-

berries have been abundant, but the wet weather

in a great measure destroyed the flavour.

—

James
Ward.
Phoenix Park, Dublin.—Peaches outdoors

this season are light. Apples, with the exception

ot a few varieties, such as Lord Suffield, Cellini,

King of the Pippins, Domino, Ecklinville and
Lane's Prince Albert, are light, which is not

much wonder, having had 5° of frost when they

were in flower accompanied with cutting winds.

Pears are generally good ; heavily cropped varieties

are Jargonelle, Williams' Bon Chretien, Marie

Louise, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Beurre Ranee,

Brown Beurre, Passe Colmar, Beurrf Bjsc, Beurre

d'Amanlis, Chaumontel, Forelle, Josephine de

Malines, Souvenir du Congrts and Swan's Egg.
Plums also a good crop on walls.— R. McKenxa.

Castle Bellingham.—Bash fruits, such as

Gooseberries, Currants, &c., have been good.

Strawberries good. Raspberries good. Apples and
Pears are also very good. Peaches, Nectarines, &c.,

not very good, but yet a fair crop. Outdoor culture

of Peaches and Nectarines is not very successful of

late years. Plums and Cherries not much grown,
and, with the exception of where they are grown
on walls, of very little use.

Vegetables are exceptionally good.—E. Don-
nan.

Courtown, Gorey, 'Wexford.—Apples in the

gardens heie are an abundant crop, but rather

under an average in the farmers' orchards in this

district. The crop of Apricots is the best we have
had for years. Dessert Cherries a fair average
crop ; Morellos abundant and the fruit very fine.

Red and White Currants are about an average

;

Black a very heavy crop. In some parts of this

district Black Currants were much injured by spring
frosts. Figs very good on south wall. Goose-
berries very heavy both in gardens here and through-
out the district. Pears fairly good, over average.
Plums very good; Damsons a very heavy crop.

Raspberries a very heavy crop. Strawberries a very
fair crop, but they suffered a good deal from so

much rain at the time of ripening. — James
TnnxEE.

Bessborough Park, Kilkenny.—In our or-

chard and garden the crop is light, although the
trees were very promising. We had a very sharp
frost on the 17th of May ; the thermometer regis-

tered 7° of frost. All early Potatoes were cut off.

Pears are light ; we have a nice lot of Jargonelle
and Williams' Bon Chretien on a south wall. Plums
of all sorts are very heavy ; Victoria, extra good

—

Kirke's, Angelina Burdett, Orleans, Pond's Seedling,

and Prince Englebert being the best. Morello
Cherries are the best crop I have seen for some
time. Strawberries light. Raspberries very good.
Red and White Currants are very good. I31ack

Currants are very heavy. Gooseberries very abun-
dant. —Willi a.ii Clakke.

Kylemore Castle, Galway.—The fruit crops
here are considerably over the average. Appl-s
are first-rate, the crop over the average, the fruit

also being of good size and quality. Pears, Pinms,
and Cherries are an average crop. Gooseberries
and Raspberries are very plentiful, but Currants are
not so good. All small fruits are much later in

ripening than usual this year. Apricots, Nectarines,
and Peaches are not grown outdoors here, but the
crops of same under glass are excellent.—W.
Farmer.

Fota, Cork —Fruit crops generally are quite
up to the average in this district. There whs a
wonderful show of blossom on all kinds of fruit

trees, but in consequence of the late spring frosts

the fruit did not set so freely, but enough was left

in most cases for a crop. Quantities of Plums, Pears,

Apples and Cherries have fallen off since they began
to swell, which was an advantage where the trees

were too heavily laden. Cherries also fell thickly,

so we have not a full crop of any kind. Peaches
and Nectarines here are an average crop under
glass copings ; without these it is useless to try and
grow Peaches on the open walls, except in the most
favoured spots. ( )ar summers are dull and generally

wet, with mild winters, so that the trees are always
green. We find the copings most useful in autumn
and winter to throw off the rain. For many years

we were without Peaches and Apricots on the open
walls, but as soon as we used wid3 glass copings to

the walls we had plenty of fruit every year. Lord
Napier Nectarine, we find, does best on the open
walls. Figs are swelling well this season on old bush
trees. Small fruits are abundant and good. Goose-
berries have not been so abundant for many years.

Strawberries have been very fine and of good flavour

this season. I have read with interest the notes on
Strawberries in The Garden lately, and have been
surprised so little mention is made of Jlarcchal

MaoMahon, which is far ahead of any other variety

for crop and quality in the neighbourhood of Cork.

Should I be confined to one kind in this district,

Marcchal MacMahon would be the one. The leaf

and fruit-stalks are so short, that three plants may
be grown in the same space as such kinds as Sir

Charles Napier. Locality has much to do with
fruit-growiLg, and it may be the above variety will

not prove so satisfactory in other places. British

Queen and Dr. Hogg both refuse to bear a berry,

whilst most other varieties do well here. Damson
trees have not been so heavily laden with fruit for

twenty years. Victoria and Prince of Wales Plums
as usual are very plentiful.—W. Osborne.

Stove and Greenhouse.

TULIPS FOR EARLY FORCING.

It would perhaps be difficult to uame any other

group of bulbous plants, considering the ease

with which they are managed, that can vie with
early forced Tulips for a general display at a

season when our greenhouses and conservatories

stand in need ot something bright and attrac-

tive—something that in a measure may com-
pensate for the display of Chrysanthemums,
which the waning days of the year find almost,

it not quite, completed. When they are cleared

away, however, a re-arranging becomes a neces-

sity, and a few pots ot Tulips are very telling

during what is regarded as the dreariest months
of the year. Kow, one ot the most important
items in connection with the early forcing of

Tulips is getting them potted up as early as

possible, so that Nature may perform her func-

tions at the right .season. It is a great mis-

take to imagine that Tulips which are required

tor early work may be potted at any time during
the autumn, simply because they do not early

exhibit a tendency to begin root-action again
;

but if placed in the moist soil they speedily

push forth roots, and in consequence are better

able to endure the necessary forcing by-and-

by. It is the same with all bulbous plants, and
the earlier they are planted the more natural and
complete will be their growth and flowering.

Atthe present moment the most important thing

in connection with these is to secure the bulbs,

if this be not already done, and get them
planted with as little delay as possible. In

large gardens where ([uantities are needed
and a continued supply has to be maintained,

wooden boxes -t inches or .') inches deep,

or pans, will be more convenient than
pots, firstly, because more bulbs can thus be
accommodated in a given space, and the

bottom-heat at dispo.ial, which in early forcing

is essential to their succeas, is oftentimes some-

what limited, and it is therefore of importance
to occupy the space at command as well as pos-

sible. Boxes 15 inches long and 10 inches

wide will readily accommodate four dozen
bulbs, so that it will be seen that a large quan-
tity may easily be worked in successive batches

should occasion require. Where only small

quantities are needed, pots ot various sizes will

meet the case better. Whether pots or boxes
are employed, tree drainage should be at all

times insisted upon ; beyond this, any ordinary

soil fairly rich will suit them well, preference

being given, however, to such as is rather

sandy than otherwise. The boxes or pots should
be so filled with soil that the point of the bulb
is all but visible when the boxes have been
tilled up and the bulbs planted. This is advis-

able, because in the earliest forced batches of

these flowers the stems invariably come very
short unless they are very carefully managed
indeed. Some 1 have seen when cut had not
more than 3 inches or 4 inches ot stem, and
this is a decided drawback in a flower that is

needed so much tor Christmas decoration, and
even before. Tulips with good stems always
sell far more readily in the market and at

much better prices.

When the whole ot the bulbs have been
planted they should be placed outside on a
bed of ashes and covered 3 inches or -t inches

deep with ashes, provided they are not fresh

from the stokehole, as then they not infre-

quently contain sulphurous matter, which in-

jures, or at least disfigures the points of the
leaves when growth commences. All this can
easily be avoided by placing a handful of fresh

cocoa-nut fibre next to the bulbs on the sur-

face, or if this material is plentiful, the bulbs
may safely be covered to the rer^uired depth
with this and nothing more. No water need
be given before covering them up, as the rain-

fall generally at this season will supply all

that is requisite, and possibly more than is

beneficial for them, in which case some spare
lights or sheets of corrugated iron will prove
useful tor throwing oft' the wet. Under such
protection as this the bulbs will be quite safe

till required to be introduced into heat
; the

time for this can only be determined by indi-

vidual requirements. It will, however, form a
useful guide to some to know the time taken
in the production ot good flowers after the
bulbs have been introduced into bottom heat.

The time taken in the production ot blooms is

to a certain extent dependent on the weather
;

quicker, better, and more uniform results are
the more likely to ensue during mUd weather,
though keen judgment is necessary to catch the
flowers before they begin to expand. Suppose,
for instance, that a batch of Tulips were required
for the end of November, or from this time to

Christmas, and that a bottom heat of 80 to 90°

was at command, and the weather fair at the
time, some fourteen or sixteen days would be
required to get them into flower, but propor-
tionately longer in severe or frosty weather, or
it the bottom heat bo not up to that above
stated. Fur the ]iroducti<iu ot early flowers such
as these a frame with bottom heat within the
house is most desirable ;

it is equally important,
too, that the bulbs, particularly if growth has
commenced at all, should not be allowed to re-

main exposed, but be placed on the bottom heat
at once. Equally important is it tliat 2 inches

or 3 inches of cocoa-nut fibre be placed all

over them, and thereby assist in maintaining a
uniform temperature about the bulbs, and also

in securing a good useful length of stem.
Nothing conduces to the production ot this

much-to-be-desired end so much as a moist uni-

form heat and total darkness, the latter being
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easily ell'tcted by thick brown paperoraacks. The
water is always best used in a tepid state, or even
warmer ; in fact, for tlie earliest batches I use

water about 5' below the temperature of the

bottom heat, and this I have found to answer
admirably. On no account remove them from
the bottom heat till you are convinced that a

maximum of stem has been produced, for no-

thing will stir it after. Should severe frosts or

dense fogs put iu an appearance, on no account
expose the Tulips to it, but keep them quite

dark. When exposed to very dense fog, like

that of last year, it is surprising how quickly

it will nip the apex of the blooms, and thus

crippled they are ruined. Later on, when more
sunlight is experienced, they must be removed
from the bottom heat when the buds are three

parts grown or little more, and be placed in a
cool shady spot to tinish. The best kinds for

early work are the single Van Thol scarlet and
La Reine for a white ; these are both cheap and
good, while for later work there are numbers
of suitable varieties. E. .1.

RHODODENDRONS IN BLOOM.
Mant of the tube-flowered Rhododendrons are

now again beautifully iu flower, and at this time of

the year they are perhaps more appreciated than
at any other season. Some of the varieties might
almost be termed perpetual blooming, as they grow
and flower more or less nearly throughout the year.

The largest amount of flowers is, however, as a
rale, produced in the spring and towards the end
of the summer or early in the autumn, the reason

of this being that directly after flowering in spring

the plants grow away freely and soon set their

flower-buds, which yield the autumnal crop of

blossoms. Then growth again takes place, when
the following season's crop of bloom is formed.

In some this spring and autumn flowering is

strongly marked, while in others the young shoots

are pushed out in a more irregular manner, and as

a natural consequence the season of blooming is

very much scattered. One of the most continuous
floweringof all is Duchess of Edinburgh, with remark-
ably bright blooms of a kind of orange-crimson hue,

which will often, unless the buds are occasionally

removed, flower itself to death, or nearly so. The
first of this class, Princess Royal, must also be in-

r udtdamongthe most frae-flowerirg. Bytakingad-
vantage of the free- flowering character of these

Rhododendrons, neat little plants, each carrying a
head of blossom, may be obtained by adopting the

same principle as that often carried out in the
case of the Hydrangea, viz., take as cuttings the

shoots that would flower if allowed to remain on
the plant, strike them as soon as possible, and as

many of them will flower when but a few inches

high, the diameter of the head of blossoms is in

many instances quite equal to the height of the
plant. Of course where the young plants are re-

quired to grow on as quickly as possible, it is an
advantage to remove these first formed buds, as

they tend to weaken the young plants. Cuttings
of all of these Rhododendrons are easily struck if

taken when they are in a half-ripened condition,

dibbled into well-drained pots of sandy peat, and
kept close in a gentle heat till rooted. Most of

the varieties produce seeds readily, from which
young plants can be easily raised, and where this

is done the flowering of the seedlings will be
watched with interest, though it is very probable
that nothing superior to the existing varieties will

result therefrom, as these named forms represent
the few selected ones from a very great number.

H. P.

of autumn. Not only is it very pretty treated in

this way, but it also succeeds well in pots, and is

valuable for the greenhouse at a time when many
of the summer-flowering things are past their best
and bsfore the Chrysanthemums come in. Like
most of its allies, this Salvia is of easy propagation
and culture, the principal thing to observe being
that the plants do not receive any severe check,
otherwise they are very liable to be attacked by
insect pests.— H. P.

Hardiness of Laohenalias.—The succulent
nature of the foliage of the Lachenalia would lead
one to suppose that it is incapable of enduring
much frost. I had last winter a most convincing
proof that L. tricolor at least will bear a lot of
freezing without injury. In early autumn I

happened in sowing some Auricula seed in

a frame to use some old potting soil in which
were a number of small Lachenalia bulbs.

These came up among the Auriculas and re-

mained there undisturbed. As the Auriculas
were so small I kept the light on them dur-
ing heavy lains and through the long period of

severe frost experienced last winter. Beyond this

no other protection was given. When at the close
of the hard weather I opened the frame I was
much surprised to see the Lachenalias as fresh as

when they came up in the autumn. I know that
the soil in the frame was frozen hard for many
days, and I have no doubt that there could not
have been less than 15° of frost therein on several

occasions. In a time of prolonged cold there is

but little difference in the temperature out of

doors and in a cold house or frame, the protective

value of glass in such cases being mainly due to its

warding off the parching winds that often ac-

company severe frosts and the heavy rains that
render the plants more susceptible to their influence.

The bulbs not being of blooming size, I cannot say
whether the flower-spikes would have pushed up
satisfactorily, but I see no reason why they should
not have done so, the foliage being in such good
condition. I should like to know if any of your
readers have tried these bulbous flowers in the

open air. In some of the most favoured districts

they ought to pass the winter safely if planted
where perfectly sheltered from east and north
winds.—J. C. B.

Salvia coccinea.—This is one of the oldest

greenhoase Sages, and among the neatest growing
of the entire genus. It is a freely branched kind,

which forms a pretty little bushy speiimen about
18 inches high, and towards the end of the summer
and in autumn it is plentifully studded with bright

fc vrlet blossoms. Planted in the open ground, it

Is very attractive till spoilt by the r.iins and frosts

WINTER-FLOWERING CARNATIONS.
No time should now be lost in getting these plants

into their winter quarters, or, failing this, placing
them under temporary cover without a moment's
delay, and this for obvious reasons. All the earliest

propagated should now be bristling with flower-buds

;

some indeed have even expanded their flowers,

owing to the recent summer-like weather, so very
acceptable to the agricultural as well as the
horticultural community. But the heavy dew
generally experienced at this season of the year
combined with the naturally cooler nights will

quickly spoil the outer petals if these begin to ex-

pand in the open air, while an early frost is equally
dangerous to the buds, and more particularly to

younger buds, which in these plants constitute the
successional crop of flowers. Freckled blooms in

the scarlet kinds and damping in such varieties as
Miss Joliffe and Souvenir de la Malmaison are indi-

cations of the evils resulting from delay in housing
these useful winter-flowering plants, and to be on
the safe side, housing should be done while the
calyx is still intact. Should the weather previous
to housing have been continuously wet, it will be
prudent to let the soil dry up well and become
sweetened immediately after housing, for then
the after watering may be conducted on a safer

and surer footing. If, on the other hand, the
weather has been hot and dry, the above advice
will not be needed. The fullest possible amount
of air from the top as well as the side ventilators

must be given them, or if the plants have been
placed in pits or frames, which, by the way, should
have a sunny aspect, the lights may be removed
entirely on all fire days, and there will be no
necessity to quite close them at night unless frost

is expected. At this stage the plants will be bene-
fited by a weak dose once a week of clear liquid

mar.ure ;
upon ro account use anything calculated

to render the surface soil impervious, and where artifi-

cial manures are employed it is best to apply them
in solution, or pricking the surface soil over with a
pointed stick prior to applying them will be equally
safe. Avoid heaping such manures about the
stems of these plants, and always sow them evenly
and thinly, watering with a fine rose to settle them
in. Judiciously applied they are beneficial, but
used in a haphazard way they frequently result

fatally. E. J.

COOL HOUSE MUSAS.
" W. J. B." (p. 2i'A) remarks of M, Basjoo that it -s

the only species of the section distinguished by tall

tapering stems, and producing suckers that can be
grown cool. Not having introduced M. rosacea into

his list, he has apparently overlooked the value
of this species for conservatories or other glass

structures. I know that this Musa is generally
grown with plants that demand a considerable
amount of heat through the winter, but my experi-

ence of it is that it can be kept healthy with much
less warmth than is usually given it. Naturally it

will not thrive in company with Cape Heaths and
such things which only require to be protected from
frost, but where the winter temperature is not less

than i')" the foliage will keep green and healthy,

and during the summer months artificial warmth
is quite unnecessary. Daring several successive
seasons I grew this Musa in company with cool

house Palms, Ferns, and other things which require
but little warmth, and the plants made good growth,
bloomed, and threw up suckers with freedom. Al-
though in aspect not so impressive as some other
members of the genus, M. rosacea is by reason of its

graceful habit well worthy of a place where fine-

leaved plants are needed. The house in which
I grew it was a lofty one, and large enough to ad-
mit of forming a group of a score or more of plants.

Plants that died out after blooming were replaced
by the suckers that came from them, so that fresh

planting was never needed. In the same house M.
Paradisiaca thrived under identical conditions, and
I must say I was surprised that it should bear such
a low temperature without suffering. Of course
neither kind made such rapid progress as they do
with more warmth, and during the winter it is

necessary to keep the soil rather approaching the
dry side, or the roots will decay. For a conserva-

tory of sufficiently large dimensions I know of no-

thing in the way of fine-leaved plants better than
these two Musas. M. ensete is, of course, the

finest of the family, but it so quickly attains such
large proportions that, except in lofty structures,

it has to be done away with just as it is beginning
to give a true idea of its beauty. Nothing can be
finer than this Musa with a trunk some lo feet

high, large in proportion, with an immense crown
of beautifully verdant foliage. It is a pity that it

cannot often be seen in this condition.

J. C. B.

Tecoma capensis.—Although naturally of

semi-tcandent habit, this plant has proved of

little use as a climber in the greenhouses of this

country, owing to its shy-flowering character.

Plants grown on pillars or en rafters near the

glass will occasionally bloom after a hot summer,
but the ripening power of one such as we have
just experienced is quite insufficient to bringabout
this result. But if the proper method of culture be
adopted, it is nevertheless a valuable plant for the
greenhouse stage at this season, few of those

flowering during this and the succeeding month
equalling it in brilliancy of colour. The following

is a plan which has been found to answer perfectly

during this and preceding years : Cuttings of the

new wood, about I! inches long, are taken as soon
in spring as possible— the sooner, in fact, the better,

and placed singly in 24-inch pots, using a compost
of loam, sand, and leaf-soil. If the pots arc plunged
in a brisk bottom-heat the cuttings soon strike,

and should then be given onlinary greenhouse
treatment. When well rooted they are potted on
into .l-inch pots, using a compost similar to that

recommended for the cuttings, but rougher and
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with the a-ldition of some fertilissr. By the middle

of June they will have grown to a height of from (!

Inches to 10 inches, and should then be stood out-

side with full exposure to sun and air. Some time

in August the racemes begin to show, and the

plants should again be placed indoors. They do

not require stopping at any time, and any side

shoots that appear after the bloom has formed

should be at once removed. I find a proportion of

nine out of ten flower when treated in this way.

The flowers are tubular, slightly curved, and about

2 inches long. The colour is a brilliant orange-

scarlet, tinged in the throat with purple, and from

twenty to thirty flowers are borne in an erect ra-

ceme 3 inches high. The leaves are pinnate and

deep green, the whole plant being little over 1 foot

high. During the winter, protection from frost is

necessary, an.l after being pruned back in spring

the plants can be grown on and treated in the same
way as the first year. A succession of young plants,

however, should always be maintained, as the older

ones are apt to become unshapely when grown in

pots, nor do they flower with the same certainty as

younger ones. Except in one or two large nurseries

where this plant is extensively grown, it does not

seem to be often treated in the manner above de-

scribed. To those, however, who require scarlet bloom
at this season it is to be strongly reoommended,being
very distinct from most of our greenhouse subjects.

It is a native of the Cape of Good Hope, and was
introduced in 1823. It is figured in the Hotan Ira I

Jfrgistci; t. 1117. and in Loddiges' "Botanical

Cabinet," t. 1672.—B.

Nertera depi-essa.—A few years ago this was
quite a stock plant in most nurseries, but nowa-
days it is far less common, though wonderfully

pretty at the present time when thickly studded

with its bright orange-red berries. It is of a dense

cushion-like style of growth, and is fresh and
cheerful at all seasons, although its beauty is of

course considerably enhanced by its showy little

berries, which just nestling on the green cushions

arrest the attention of everyone. It may be grown
in pots, but for large masses pans are the most
desirable, as it is but a shallow-rooting subject.

For an indoor fernery it is very useful for carpeting

purposes, as apart from its neat growth the berries

supply a bright bit of colour which is wanting in the

Selaginellas so generally employed. This Nertera is

a native of the southern part of South America, and
also extends to New Zealand.—H. G.

Orchids.

SACCOL.\BirM C("KLESTE AND OTHER
UPRIGHT-FLOWERING SPECIES.

What a gem isS. creleste I The pretty blue makes

it a charming plant. It would appear to have

been classed with the genus Rhynchosty lis of ISl.,

but as this genus has so little to distinguish it

from allied genera, I can see no use in going

back to such difficult names, and it will be a

long time before the cultivators on this side the

water adopt the name of Rhynchostylis before

the more euphonious one of Saccolabium. Why
one plant which is well known as S. Blumei

should be classed with another genus, while

plants that are similar in habit and in flower

remain in the old one, I cannot see. However,
Mr. C. G. H. sends me a spike of the beau-

tiful species whose name stands at the head
of this chapter, and says that this plant, S.

curvifolium, and S. ampullaceum had done re-

markably well with him and flowered freely this

season, S. cu'leste having no le.ss than nine

spikes of bloom. It is well to know these

plants are so well taken care of and nurtured,

for in these days of cool Orchid growing these

gems from warmer climes are neglected by
the majority of growers. Although I like the

cool species much, I yet cannot forget the

charming form of the hothouse kinds. They
recjuire a very warm and moist atmosphere dur-

ing the growing season, and the thermometer
should not fall below 05' at night, and during
the winter season they should be kept much
drier, but not quite dry, as the plants, if de-

prived of all moisture, lose their leaves and
become shabby. The range of temperature
under which Saccolabiuras live in a state of

nature is considerably wider than this, we are

told, but then other things are also very difie-

rent, and the plants are not in the best of con-

dition, and oftentimes would not bear the in-

spection of a sharp employer. I was once told

by an employer that I knew simply nothing
about Orchid growing, or I should give the
plants a thorough roasting. "During the resting

season, in a .state of nature," said lie, "one
cannot see these plants, but in the growing
time they all spring into life ; some die, of

course." I replied, "There ia no sharp em-
ployer to go round and pick out the dead ones
and ask how is this r' The pots or hanging
baskets in which these plants are grown should
be well drained, and the plants need only a

little Sphagnum Moss to keep moisture about
them, but this I like to make solid and firm.

S. CMELESTB is a distinct and pretty species fur-

nished with distichous, carinate leaves, some IJ

inches in length, abruptly bilobed at the apex
;

flower-spikes erect, longer than the leaves ; racemes
very dense ; the flowers are waxy-white, with a
blotch of deep blue at the tips, in some varieties

quite azure-blue, and the lip is marked in the same
manner. It appears to be one of the lucky finds of

M. Rccbelin in Siam, who found it upon trees or

stumps of trees in the rice-fields of Siam, these
stumps being the charred remains which had sur-

vived the burning of the vegetation in the clearing

of the ground for cultivation, so that a fair idea
may be obtained that it likes sun and a reeking
moist atmosphere to grow in, and at the same time
plenty of air.

S. AJIPULLACEDM is a miniature plant with stems
about () inches high and dark green distichous
leaves, which are abruptly truncate at the apex

;

the spikes are erect, seldom as long as the leaves,

but very densely flowered, the colour being of a
rich rosy-carmine. It occurs in the Himalaya Moun-
tains up to 3000 feet elevation. It was found in

Sylhet in the first decade of the century, and was
brought from the Khasia Hills by Gibson upwards
of fifty years ago, but during the time I had the
management of the Messrs. Rollisson's nurseries at

Tooting they imported a very robust form of the

plant from Burmah, which was larger growing,
and had the base of the leaves spotted ; the flower-

spikes were as long as the leaves or longer, and
the individual blooms (!) were larger. S. ampulla-
ceum moulmeinense was the name by which it

was known, and a very superb variety it was
;

this, I believe, is not now known in a living state

in this country.

S. CURVIFOLIUM is another distinct and pretty
plant ; it was figured at Kew in 18(i2 as miniatum,
but I had seen both species flower before this

time, and knew full well that the plant then
figured was this species, which to-day has to be
acknowledged is correct. The leaves are recurved,

and light green ; spikes erect, longer than the

leaves, bearing many flowers of a bright cinnabar
or orange-scarlet. It is a native of the Hima-
layas. A variety with yellow flowers sometimes
turns up ; this first appeared, I believe, in the

Messrs. Rollisson's nursery about 1S77. Since then
I have occasionally seen the plant in various col-

lections. S. curvifolium luteum is the name I have
known it by; it is a very distinct and handsomely
coloured variety of the typical plant.

S MINIATUM, which I should not have introduced

here but for previous references to it, for it is now
very rarely to be met with in this country, was ori-

nally introduced from Java by the Mefsrs. Veitch.

then of Exeter, now of Chelsea ; it is a much
smaller plant, with shorter leaves and shorter spikes

with differently shaped flowers, which are orange-
red. It is evidently nearly related to S. curvi-

folium, but it is thoroughly distinct.

Wm. Hugh Gower.

Phalsenopsis violacea.—"J. E." sends very
nice flowers of this species, of a deep bright purple
in the sepals and petals ; the lip rich purple at the

base, becoming paler towards the margin. This
plant was discovered by Major-Gen. E. S. Berkeley,

who found it in several islands of the Malay Archipe-
lago. He introduced it in a living state to this count ry
about ten years ago. It is a somewhat free grow-
ing plant, but, like all the species, I have noticed
that it does best when but little material is about
its roots. Keep the plants fairly moist, and do not
allow the temperature to fall below (iO° in winter,

t;5° being perhaps a safer minimum,—W. H. G.

Gongora atropurpurea {.Vac.}.—This is the
name of the flowers you send. It is very curious
that these plants have now lost their attractions,

but formerly they were very popular subjects. The
proper treatment is very simple ; they delight in

the temperature of the Cattleya house, and they
should be grown in hanging teak wood baskets.

These should be drained well, using for soil some
good peat fibre and some chopped Sphagnum Moss,
to which should be added some fair-sized nodules
of charcoal, and the whole pressed down firmly.

During the summer months, their season of growth,
a liberal supply of water should be given to the
roots, and the atmosphere should be kept in a moist
growing condition. After growth is completed the
baskets should be moved to the coolest end of

the house, and water should be entirely withheld for

some time, at any rate until after Christmas, but
do not let the plants suffer. With these instruc-

tions yon should not fail to succeed with these
plants.—W. H. G.

Odontoglossum grande.—This plant is now
in splendid form in the gardens of Mr. Measures,
The Woodlands, Streatham, where some fiOo flowers
are open or opening. This is a sight which I have
long wished to see. I could see no reason why this

plant should not be seen in quantity the same as
O. crispum and 0. Pescatorei, and have said so for

years, and now at last the sight appears. These
plants I had not seen for two years, and they are
now beginning to make a display. The plants are
not so stout and strong as I used to have them
over thirty years ago, but they will increase in size

no doubt in a marked degree during next season.
They appear to like an abundance of moisture and
constatt shade, and I used to grow them in a
north house and succeeded admirably ; so robust
were the plants, that they caused Mr. James Veitch,
the father of the present head of the firm, to say
" the leaves were like great leather aprons." It is

just fifty years ago since the plant first opened its

flowers in this country, which it did in the collec-

tion of the Duke of Bedford at Woburn Abbey.
We are indebted to the researches of Mr. Skinner
for this great beauty, which he found in Guatemala
in 183;i.—W. H. G.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCBIDS.

Saccolabium Blumei ((V. ;/. i?.).—A very fine

sjiike lit bloom, the individual flowers larue and well
colnured. The raceme, however, is not long enouRh
to entitle it to the name of niajug, but perhaps it may
improve as you get it more estiiblished.—G.

Cypripedium Fairrieanum.—This is now
fl.iweriiijrat The \Vor,dl:mds. Streatham. The flowers

are the most exquisitely pencilled of those of any
species or variety I know, the whit^, yellowish-green
purple streaks and veining being so exquisitely blended.
-W. II. G.

Stanhopea Wardiana.—" W. S." sends me a
flower asking if it i.s S. Shuttleworthi. It \i alto-

gether distinct from that fine species, but it is never-
theless a very tine and handsome variety known by the
ri;ime of S. Wardiana. The ground colour of the
M.iwer is golden orange, spotted with reddish brown,
with a large blotch of deep rich purple on the lip ; the
flower is pleasantly fragrant.—H.
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Rose Garden.

ROSE NOTES FROM COLCHESTER.
EvF.RYTHiNii has favoui'ed a glorious autumnal

blooming of Roses, as the summer season was

short and the dripping month of August pro-

moted a vigorous second growth, whilst the

intense heat for a week or ten days in the

early part of September hastened the late buds

forward to the flowering stage, and well they

have been and still are flowering. A visit, there-

fore, to any of the large Rose nurseries at this

time would naturally reveal great breadths

of Roses in full bloom. Such was the case in

Mr. Frank Cant's nursery at Braiswick, Col-

chester, where Tea Roses are largely grown.

The so-called autumnal blooming of any other

Roses, if we except the Monthlies and such

Bourbons as Souvenir de la Malmaiaon, is a

mere nothing compared with that of the

Teas. Whilst the Teas are full of rich leafage

and gay with hundreds of blossoms, the Hybrid
Perpetuals are fast hastening to rest, and have

already dropped more than half their leaves. A
few of these last were noted flowering more
freely than the majority of the section, among
them being Baroness Rothschild, Merveille de

Lyon, Mrs. John Laing, Ulrich Brunner,

Charles Lamb, Victor Hugo, Earl of Pem-
broke, Crown Prince, ifec. , but of the Teas it

can be said that every good kind was in full

bloom.
Marechal Niel was conspicuous, so profuse and

fine upon standard and half-standard plants. It

is remarkable how well it does under this form

of culture and the fine deep-coloured flowers so

obtained. As a standard it has none of the in-

verted mop appearance, its growth being so free

and branching, and the long shoots are tied

out to stakes for ttowering, so that a bed of

standard plants of this kind becomes really

very ornamental. Rubens, among the dwarf

Teas, was also flowering freely. In the height

of summer it could not have looked better.

Although its expanded blooms are not so full

and fine in form as those of most kinds, it

will ever be one of the best Roses, for it is

usually one of the first, and always among the

last to depart, while it is second to none for

freedom and continuity. Mme. Lambard, always

fine in autumn, attracted particular notice, as

it was indulging its sportive tendencies to the

very utmost, and those who were unfamiliar

with the vagaries of this kind, would imagine

there were several fine sports, or even suppose

that there was a mixture of varieties. Upon
one plant might be seen flowers of self rose colour,

upon another flowers of a salmon-yellow hue,

and it is no exaggeration to say that a dozen

blooms might be out all of the same fine form, but

varying very much in colour. Ernest Metz dis-

played its tine qualities, and the fact that

flowers pi> full, large and double are open-

ing to perfection in autumn is sufficient to

stamp it as a first-rate kind, even though, as in

our own case, the rains of July sealed up the

opening buds and rotted them on the bushes.

It is now becoming more plentiful and conse-

quently cheaper, and those who keep their col-

lections up to date if they have not already got

it should do so. The bold way in which it holds

up and displays its fine flowers is a cliaracteris-

tic valuaV)le both to exhibitors and to those

who plant groups in the garden for effect. One
has only to see a breadth of the Hon. Edith

(iitlord to be immediately convinced that it is

the very best white Tea Rose for grouping or

tilling an entire bed. Niphetos, Devoniensis,

and Innocente Pirola are all lirst-rate, but not

one of them will make such a pretty mass as

Edith Gilford. The leafage is abundant, the

habit of growth free, bushy, and compact, the

form of the flower is perfection, and the quan-
tity produced in summer and autumn is simply
amazing. .Jean Ducher and Comtesse de Na-
daillac, both hot-weather Roses, had freely re-

sponded to the congenial warmth and opened
flowers of perfect form with rich glowing

colours. Mme. de Watteville is always the

same lovely Rose, whether in summer or

autumn, and it is impossible to over-praise it,

whilst The Bride, with all the fine form of its

parent, certainly has much additional vigour and
freedom. Sunset is always good in autumn. Sou-
venir de Paul Neron has been fine the whole
season through. A slender grower, it is re-

markable what fine well-formed flowers are de-

veloped and opened. Souvenir d'un Ami and
its white counterpart. Souvenir de S. A.

Prince were both conspicuous, whilst the

Capucine, were indeed a select assemblage.
Among climbing Teas the rich and sweet Mme.
Eugene Verdier, Mme. Berard, and Mme.
Chauvry were prominent.
With a view to testing the relative merits of

the seedling and cutting Brier stocks, Mr.
Frank Cant has been experimenting with them
for some years, and, so far as the Teas are con-
cerned, it would seem to be of little importance
which of the two were used. This opinion is not
based upon the evidence gathered from maiden
plants but from a plantation of cut-liack plants
several years of age and consisting of the best
older varieties. One or two rows of each kind
were ujion seedling and cutting stocks, and al-

though here and there a slight difference was
manifest in particular kinds, it was insufficient

to justify the superiority of one stock over
the other, and, in fact, with most kinds
not the slightest diff'erence was discern-

lluso Madame LambavJ.

presence of Socrates was to be detected by
its delicious scent. It is one of the old kinds

we cannot aflbrd to lose sight of, as in the

matter of fragrance it is far superior to the newer
varieties. Mme. Hoste can h.ardly be beaten as

a yellow Tea for summer and autumn. Some
find the lovely Amazone a little tender ; Perle

des Jardins fine at times, but uncertain ; and
Comtesse de Frignense does not always retain

good form ; but Mme. Hoste is vigorous and
free, of matchless form, and of great endurance
either cut or iqiun the bush. How charming,
too, were tlie button-hole Teas which Mr. Cant
had in breadths by thciuselves I They can

always be relied upon in an uncertain time, and
in autumn they are more lasting because the

bud remains a bud for almost as many days as

it docs hours beneath a July sun, which (piickly

br lugs it fully out. Isabella Sprunt, Caroline

Kubter, Mine. Chedano Guinoisseau, Safrano,

Mme, Faloot, and the most charming of all, Ma

ible. Among Hybrid Perpetuals, some varie-

ties seemed to exhibit a preference for the
cutting stock, and to others it was apparently
immaterial. It is certainly curious tli.-it ditt'e-

rent methods of raising one common stock

should be productive of advantages in particular

cases only, and this renders it more diflicult to

explain.

All the Rose nurseries testify to the f.act of

an annual and rather extensive demand for

Btandaiil plants, and one marvels what can be-
come of them, having regard to the thousands
distributed each year. It must be that many
die, and yet one could not imagine anything
but huig life for such standard plants as were
seen here. A largo breadth of them was magni-
ficent, a perfect forest of Rose growth, and with
hardly a gap in tlio rows. Tiiis, after such a
winter as the last one, is the more striking, but
it would seem as though a doiiiiant bud in an
established IJrier has a nia.ximuui of chances in
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its favour. On the other hand, the plantations

of Briers made last season for this season's

budding are those that show most traces of the

winter's severity, and therefore in the planting

season of 18',l2-!t3 there wiU be a scarcity of

standards as the result of the winter of 18!I0-01.

Mr. Cant considered himself fortunate in hav-

ing secured at least 50 per csnt. for this year's

budding, and indeed he is, for the percentage
of Briers that survived throughout the country
is considerably less than that,—so small, in fact,

that higher prices will be the rule a year hence.

1 was pleased to hear that during last winter
Mr. Frank Cant used no protection whatever,
and yet suffered little loss. The liest Tea Koses,

hardily raised and grown, have a vigour equal
to that of the majority of the Hybrid Fer-
petuals, and are as hardy, except in damp or

I0W-I3 iug situations near the water. They may
be grown to perfection im the hill-crest and hill-

side, but there is risk in the valleys.

A. H.

Rose J. B. 'Varonne.—This is one of Gaillot's

novelties for ls8;i. His Roses are generally so reliable,

that most of them have a fair trial, whilst his re-

cord for tirst-class varieties is a good one. The
Kose in question, however,' falls short of the usual
standard. Iq colour it is a reddish rose, and it

would appear that the nearer the Teas approach
to shades of red, the less satisfactory and meritori-

ous they become. It is a question whether it

would not be worth while to pay less regard to

developing this colour among Teas when red Roses
are so fine in other classes, for with one or two
notable exceptions red Teas at present have no
great merit.

Kose Hme. de Tartas.—Amongst the many
Tea-scented Roses which flower well iu the autumn,
I know of none more free and later than this. I

have lately seen several grand plants of this old
Rose ; they were growing upon a wall, and had
completely covered it for some 10 feet high. The
plants were one mass of bloom, some few of the
flowering shoots which I counted having as many
as from ten to twenty- five flowers and healthy buds
upon each. This Rose is quite as late flowering as
those of the China section, and as the blooms are
larger, better shaped, and of a much more lasting
nature, I am surprised it isnot more cultivated. I

do not remember to have seen this variety in more
than halt a dozen collections, which is a pity, as
for walls and standards or dwarf plants it cannot
be surpassed either in freedom of flowering or habit
of growth. The colour of the flowers is a beautiful
soft rose, deeper in the centre.—R.

SHORT NOTES.—ROSES.

May Rivers.—Tliis is one of last year's varieties,

and the season has probably been against it, for it is a
tine-weather Rose anj responding to tlie hot days in
September, it has been fluwering freely with Mr. Frank
Cant. The flowers are full and of globular shape, ex-
ternally of a creamy white colour, shading to very
palo yellow in the centre.

Climbing Niphetos.—Tliis will be the most
popular pure white climbing Rose of the future, and
in all the leading Rose nurseries it may be seen in
quantity ready for early distriliution. None can ques-
tion its right to be called a climber, as this tendency
is most apparent even in maiden plants. It insure to
be largely planted under glass, and, we hope, out of
doors also.

Roses Viscountess Folkestone and Ca-
moens.—Viscountess F'^lkestone is certainly one of
the late Mr. Bennett's finest productions, and being,
lil<e the true Teas, as free in autumn as in summer, it

is a very valuable Rose. I noted it particularly fine
witli Mr. Frank Cant, and also saw a round bed tilk'il

with plants in flower in a Colchester front garden.
Our own gi'oup is not only withoiit a flower, hut tlie

shoots are leafless, thr.iugli an attack of red rust or
orange fungus. Camoens from the same cause looks
distressing ; it is covered with buds, but they cannot
open, for the leaves are gone. As is well known, the

true Teas are never affected by this pest, nM has it

in our ease previously affected the two kinds referred
to tiU the present season.—A. H.
Lady Castlereagh.—This is one of the Ifi'^s

Tea Roses, and was at first considered a promising
kind, but it proves otherwise, and probably it3 name
will soon disappear from the lists. It has plenty of

vigour, but this does not compensate for flowers

which rarely open, and when they do expand appear
cjuite second-rate in form. In colour tliey are of a
pale flesh hue, deepening into phik.

Public Gardens.

Winter Garden at Bournemouth.—A largo

open space and \Viuter Garden at Bouruemoutli, which
were to have been sold by auction, have been purchased
by the Towu Council subject to certain conditions and
powers to be obtained from Parliament. The price

is stated to be about fl2,(lilil.

Vauxliall Park.—A letter was read from the
secretary of the Charity Commission stating that the
Bank of England had been authorised to place £'12,500

to the London and Westminster Bank for the credit of

the Vestry on account of the purchase of Vauxhall
Park. It was resolved, upon the motion of Mr.
Philpot, seconded by !Mr. Bennett, to repay the

amount borrowed from the London County Council
in anticipation of the grant from the Charity Com-
missioners.

Bushey Park.—By order of the Commissioners
of Woods and Forests a number of workmen are

now engaged in making a new entrance to Bushey
Park for the use of foot-passengers. The inhabi-

tants of Kingston and the neighbourhood have long
agitated for this boon, which will enable them to

obtain access to the park much more readily than
formerly, the nearest entrance previously having
been a quarter of a mile away. 'The new entrance
will cut through a portion of the royal paddocks.

This park will probably be the next piece

of Crown land to be at least partially devoted to

the use and benefit of allotment holders—not, it

may be presumed, that portion of it now put
to so excellent a use as a public recreation

ground, but parts as yet kept " exclusive," and
therefore practically waste. Action has already

been taken to bring the matter under the notice of

the Crown authorities ; sympathy has been shown
with the object, and after the necessary dila-

tory routine, there is little doubt of the ultimate

success of the application. There ought to be
none.

Waterlow Park.—Mr. R. A. Reed, in writing

to the 'J'imt's regarding the destruction of the fruit

trees in this park, says :—

May I venture through the medium of your columns
to intercede with the London County Council to spare

and protect the fruit trees iu Waterlow Park ? Since

a visit which I paid to the park a year ago I find that

many of them have disappeared. I was told by one of

the men in charge that a whole avenue of them had
been destroyed. I do not dispute that there may have
been good reasons for dicing so, but I thinktliat many will

agree with me that the loveliness of so many fruit trees

iu blossom in the spring would be an inestimable lioon

to very many Londoners whose eyes have been wearied
by winter's gloomy fogs, and are longing for a sight

of natiiral beauties. Probably a notice to the effect

that the fruit was destined for the London hospitals,

and asking the public to co-operate with the custodians

of the park, would be sufficient to restrain tlie lively

and sometimes thoughtless hoys from breaking one of

the Ten Commandments.

National Chrysanthemum Society.— The
periodical meeting of the general committee took

place at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, on the 28th

ult., Mr. E. C. Jnkes presiding, the attendance

being very large. A letter was read from Mr. H.

Briscoe Ironside, expressing his thanks for the

message of sympathy on the part of the committee
on his resignation of the cfhces he held in con-

nection witli the society through ill health, and
the necessity that has ;irisen for wintering abroad.

Mr, Ironside stated that it was his intention to

see how Italian influences suit the Chrysanthemum,
and that anything of interest in reference to the

flower should be communicated to the committee.
It having been resolved that a new design for the
certificate of merit of the society be procured, it was
resolved that the matter be referred to the schedule
revision sub-committee to obtain designs, select

the most suitable, and issue the same without
delay. The secretary reported that the conference
on Chrysanthemum sports arranged for November
10 would take place in the Board room at the
Royal Aquarium at li p.m., when papers would be
read by the Rev. Professor Henslow, M.A., and
Mr. Norman l).avis. Certain special awards re-

commended to miscellaneous exhibits by the judges
at the recent early show of Chrysanthemums were
affirmed. An interim financial statement of a
satisfactory character was made by the secretary.

The necessary arrangements for the great Noveml)3r
exhibition were left in the hands of the secretary.

Eight new members were elected.

WASPS.
I HAVE read one or two articles lately in The Gar-
den about wasps—their depredations and their

destruction. Perhaps my experience may be of

service to some of your readers. I have a wall co-

vered with Crataigus Pjracantha. In the spring of

this year I noticed that this wall was visited by
queen wasps in large numbers, and they were so

intent upon carrying oflt whatever they came for

(probably some suitable material for the buildirg

of their nests), that they were easily approached,

and I kUled a good many, but the slaughter was
not altogether satisfactory. My gardener had
noticed that in the houses they were easily knocked
down with a syringe, so one ;ifternoon we made an
attack with two syringes, and in almost an hour
killed eighty queens by stupefying them with the

water and then killing them. I carried on the

sport for several days, and the total bag was about
150. Two wasps that I had squirted, but failed to

kill, got to know me ; they came again and again,

but directly they saw me lay hold of the syringe

they were off with a buzz, and, strange to say, I

have only heard of two nests in the neighbourhood.
One I took on my own property with a little tur-

pentine in a wine bottle, with a clay collar to fasten

it into the hole. The second nest was taken by a
neighbour after some delay. Now if it is true that

one queen is, between May and October, the pri-

mary means of producing some 80,000 of these in-

sects, by killing l.")0 queens I prevented perhaps

the advent of some 12,000,000 of these fruit-eaters
;

therefore the best way is to kill the queens if pos-

sible. One of your correspondents in a recent

number of The Gardkn kill the queens on the

Raspberry flowers. My next door neighbour grows

this fruit for market in considerable quantities,

and he has had a very heavy crop of Plums this

year, but very few wasps. I therefore conclude

that the Pyracantba is the better bait. I find,

however, that large flies are almost, if not quite as

detrimental as wasps to wall and other fruit it

only the tomtit begins the business for them.

There is a lady in this neighbourhood who asserts

that it you hang bits of suet on a string for the

tomtits that they will not trouble the buds or the

fruit. I have not tried it, but if the birds will go

for suet in preference to Pears, they might be shot

by putting up a few Pea sticks in an open space

and hanging some strings of suet on them.

J. Wentwobth Shaw.

Planting trees (SuhscHher).—1, no; 2, far more
success will be had by using one-year or two-year-idd

transplanted trees.

Names of plants.

—

Ban J" Son.—Browallia

elata.

—

Rer. Li. Hinxloir.—Lavatera cashnieriana ;

send better specimen. — .1 Sittmcrit'^'r,— Tritonia

erocosmiasflora.

—

Mrs. Linulali'.—Vallota purpurea.

—

H. II. ;/.—Ladia crispa.— .1. 11' C. /'.—Chrysanth v
nuun frutescens Ktoile d'Or.

Names of fruit.

—

i lakenliead <(• Co.— Apple
Worcester Pearniain. — ('. I'rirf, — Pear, Doyenne
Ikiussoch.

—

E. lii-i/ini.— timi)e, Royal Muscadine.

—

T. R.—Pears, 10, Flonush Beauty; 11, Pitmaston
Duchess; 13, Marie Louise; Apple, Early Russian.
Others next week.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

SHALLOW J'. DEEP PLANTING.

Moke failures occur in my opinion through

("eep planting than from any other cause, and

yet it is far wiser to err on the right side and

plant too shallovr than too deep, for in the

former case the plant can assist itself ; in the

latter it is helpless. The roots of plants, as

well as the parts above ground, want air and

warmth, and if properly accommodated, will

soon adapt themselves to the place in which
they are to grow. If the surface soil is naturally

dry, the roots will run down after moisture,

and if it is wet, they wiU spread near the top,

but in no case can a tree or plant, except such

as strike root at every joint, flourish if the
collar is much below the surface. In planting
small trees or shrubs, over which the wind has
no power, there is no excuse for deep planting,
not even the plea of saving trouble, yet we
often meet with even small shrubs planted far too
deeply. Many practise deep planting because
they imagine it saves trouble and time in stak-

ing the trees, to secure them from the eflfects

of high winds. To remedy this, they plant
them down low enough to tread them firm, and
while they save the trouble of supports, they
incur risk of failure and the certainty of dam-
age, for when a plant or a tree is not of a
nature to strike out roots at a proper distance
from the surface, it cannot flourish ; it may
exist for a time, but will eventually die. On the
other hand, if a plant be merely held upright
on the surface, and its roots spread round it,

and a few inches of soil put over them, they
have power to strike down, and this they will

do to the necessary distance to aftbrd support.
Of course, all trees over a certain height re-

quire to be made firm by staking, or some
other method, to secure them from the ef-

fects of high winds ; otherwise much in-

jury frequently results. Hundreds of per-
sons have to complain of the effects of

deep planting in the frequent failure of their
trees and shrubs. Everything seems to go
wrong with them ; whilst they remain in ignor-
ance of the real cause, which, in many cases, is

deep planting. Now, although we may fear-
lessly assert that thousands of trees and shrubs
are annually sacrificed from this cause, more
especially where planting is carried on by large
contracts, there are many losses occasioned by
gross carelessness of another kind, as, for ex-
ample, taking up the plants badly, chopping off

the extremities of the roots, allowing them to
dry after they are taken up and before replant-
ing, neglecting to tread the earth firm and press-
ing it in between all the roots, or allowing the
wind to move them backwards or forwards till

every fibre is disturlted.

Beep planting, however, is the most prolific
source of damage ; and this is to be seen most
conspicuously in fruit trees. In planting I

would direct attention to the following : On
no account plant anything deeper in tlie earth
than it has been before ; let the collar of the
root be level with the surface of the ground, or,

if in wet situations, above it. If the roots are
spreading, loosen the earth, spread the roots
round the stem, throw from round the spot
enough of the best soil to sustain theui, and
heap it up round the stem so as to be just even
with the collar, which is in all well-grown nur-
sery plants the mark which shows the dejjth
at which the tree stood before. Staking, in the

case of tall trees and plants, I have referred to

abovaft" Be just as particular with small plants,

which, if planted at a right depth, instead of

having to struggle against disadvantages until

the roots accommodate themselves to the
ground, will at once start into healthy growth.

Ulmus Dampieri aurea.—One of the finest

of pictorial trees at any rate, in a young state

—

is this variety of the Scotch or Wjch Elm. The
foliage in size and outline seems to agree
pretty well with that of our native plant, but in

colour it is a rich golden yellow. All lovers of

trees—those with space enough to include Elms
amongst the objects of their attention — would
probably, after seeing this tree, be inclined to

give it a trial. Young trees seem vigorous enough,
the foliage does not scorch (as is the case with
some golden-leaved trees and shrubs), and the
variety seems constant.

Saliz babylonica annularis or crispa is

generally known as the Ringlet-leaved Willow, and
is one of the most picturesque objects to be found in

our gardens. It thrives best near water, where it

attains the dimensions of a small tree with droop-
ing branches, not, however, like those of ordinary
Weeping Willows, but more after the style of those
of a little Lime tree. There are some line speci-

mens of the Ringlet-leaved Willow in the arbore-
tum at Syon House. S. fuscata is an American
Willow which has more of a creeping than erect-

growing character ; it has been lately tried worked
as a weeper, being grafted from 4 feet to (5 feet
high. The effect has been excellent ; thus treated
it thrives admirably, grows strongly, weeps grace-
fully, and in spring is one of the most showy and
free-flowering of Willows.

THE SPANISH SILVER FIR.

(ABIES PINSAPO.)

That the Spanish Silver Fir does well in the south
of England, Kent in particular, may be inferred
from the fact that numerous specimens at High
Elms (Sir John Lubbock's estate) have attained
to almost the greatest height reached in their

native wilds— GO feet to 80 feet—and with well-

formed, thickly branched stems, the foliage be-

ing of the brightest green, faintly relieved by
silvery-tinted lines. Beyond doubt this noble
Fir is one of the best of the tribe to which it

belongs, and how peculiarly suitable it is for

planting almost anywhere in Britain may be esti-

mated when from almost the most northerly point
of Scotland, throughout Ireland and England, as

a whole, fine healthy trees, ranging from 45 feet

to 75 feet, are by no means uncommon. The
various classes of soil, too, on which it has been
found to do well would hardly be credited, for in

the reclaimed peat bogs of Ireland it grows with
unwonted vigour, as on Sir William Verner's
property in Ulster ; while where only a few feet

of loam overlie the chalk, there also, as in many
parts of Kent, it thrives in a surprising manner

;

and again on slate-rock, as at Brynmeirig, in North
Wales, it almost astonishes one how fast it grows,
and how healthy in general appearance it is.

Trees and shrubs that do well in peaty soil do
not, as a rule, thrive on limestone or chalk ; but
there are not a few exceptions to the rule, and
the beautiful Fir in question is a notable example,
for in either it seems quite at home, lives for

many years, and looks the picture of health.

So far as the economic value of the timber of the
Spanish Fir is concerned, little can yet be said,

but from specimens of home growth that I had
cut down it would seem very similar to that of

the Silver Fir, but harder and lirmer, from the fact
of the concentric rings being nearer each other, due
to the less rapid growth and ultim.ite size of thetree.
There is something, perhaps, stiff and not exactly
ungraceful about this particular Fir, especially

when a specimen with fully developed branches to

the ground is in question.

All the Silver Firs are harsh of outline, but with
the exception of A. bracteata and one or two
others, none seem to deserve the appellation of
"touch-me-not" with that of A. I'insapo. There
is, however, a stately, dignified air about this Fir
that one can hardly help admiring, and which is

further enhanced by the brightly tinted foliage and
abundance with which it is produced. When the
cones are fully formed, the tree, it they are pro-
duced in any quantity, can hardly escape notice,

they standing well up and being of a decided
and pleasing shade of purplish green, but the
colours vaiy %vith the age ot the cones. For plant-
ing in a rocky wild position few trees are better
fitted than this J"ir, it being remarkably hardy and
standing the wind well.

My intention, however, in bringing this rather
uncommon Fir under notice was to point out that
it is peculiarly suitable for chalky soils, and as the
Conifers that do well on this are by no means many,
this species will be rendered all the more valuable.

A. D. W.

HEDGEROW TREES.

The two main qualities required in a hedgerow
tree are, first, that the habit of growth be some-
what fastigiate, and second, that the roots have a
downward tendency or are not inclined to run
along the surface, and»so impoverish the upper
stratum of earth. Few trees, it must be admitted,
possess these qualities in conjunction to any great
extent, and I know of no one that does more so
than the Cornish Elm (Ulmus cornubiensis). The
branches ot this tree are fastigiate to almost as
great an extent as those of the Lombardy Poplar,
while the roots incline more downwards than to run
along the surface, and are consequently not so
impoverishing to the ground in the immediate
vicinity cf the tree. Other good qualities to be
found in the Cornish Elm are its ornamental
appearance and value of the timber it produces.
It bears pruning well, and may be trained with a
clean stem for, say, 12 feet from the ground with-
out in any way detracting from its ornamental
appearance. Other valuable hedgerow trees will

be found in the Plane, Sycamore, Black Italian

Poplar, Birch, English Elm, Spanish Chestnut,
Lombardy Poplar, Norway Maple, and Larch.
The Sycamore is a valuable field or hedgerow tree,

inasmuch as it does not occasion too great a
shade when well managed, is not impoverishing to

the ground in its immecJiate vicinity, produces
valuable timber, and for ornamental appearance is

well fitted to hold its own with any other tree culti-

vated in this country. Were it not for the almost
valueless timber it produces, the Lombardy Poplar
might be considered a good hedgerow tree, for,

barring this one fault, it possesses every other
quality that is necessary for a tree in such a situa-

tion. The Maples are valuable and should be
used largely, while the English Oak, if a little

care has been expended on its nursery manage-
ment, more particularly in the way of pruning,
must not be despised. This may .-ilso be said of

the various other trees above mentioned. X.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.— J7i« joumal w jjul-

tished in ncalli/ bound Monthly Parts. In this form the

coloured plates are best ]iresen'ed^ and it is most suitable for

r^erence p7-evions to the issue of the halj-yearly volunus. Price

Is, Gd, ;
jtost free, Is, 9d, Complete set of volunics of Tub

Garden /rom iti commencement to end o/lSOO, thirty-eight vols.,

price, cloth, 1'2S is.

"Gardening Illustrated" Monthly Parts. — r*ij

journal is published in neatly bou7id Monthly Parts, in irhich

form it is most suitable for rt^ference previous to the issue of the

yearly roluuies. Price 5<i. ; postfree, Sd.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.— This journal it

published in neatly bound Monthly Part.i, in which fonn it is

most suitable for reference precious to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price bd. ; postfree, %d.

" Hardy Flowers."—Qivu\fi dacnptMni oj upwards o;

thirteeii hundred of the most omamt)\lal species, tcith direction*

for their arran(yement, culture, etc. Fourth and Popular
Edition, Is.; postfree. Is. Sd.

"The Garden Annual" fop i89i.—Contaitis Alpha-
betical lists of all Jlriinrhes of the Horticultural Trtute con-ectetl

up to i^orember 10 last. The Lists of Hardens and Counti-y

Seats (containing over 0000^ have been very care.fully and exten.

sively revised, and are lulmitted to be the most complete ever

published. Price Is. ; by post, \s. id.
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'• This Is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather ; but
The Art itself is Nature."—SAojfcfiipear*.

Kitchen Garden.

STORINCx ONIONS.

As far as my experience goes, Onions liave

not tiniahed up well. At one time the crops
promised to ba both heavy and good, but
though still very abundant, there is every pm?-
pect of their keeping badly. Mildew spread
rapidly through many beds and completely
paralysed the Onions, half, and in acme cases even
less, of them failing to make any further pro-
gress. They are now much as they were in

July, or in many cases more top than root.

Bulbing has not taken place at all satisfactorily,

and the tops refused to die down. All in this

state are of but little value, being fit for present
use only. The weather has also been much
against the harvesting of those Onions that
did bulb properly. Those who had large
empty vineries or other fairly warm and
dry glass-covered structures not required for

plant culture could have turned, or may yet
turn these to a good account in well harvesting
their Onions. Such are exceptions to the rule,

and some other plan of drying this important
crop has been necessary in most places. In
order to prevent the bulbs from rooting afresh,

I was obliged to look up a number of wattled
hurdles, and the best of the Onions being placed
on these and turned occasionally have not rooted
afresh and are sufficiently harvested for storing.

Small quantities or sufficient for the needs of

most medium-sized to small e.stablishments
might have been dried on boards, shutters, or
old doors, anything being better than leav-

ing them to take their chance on the ground,
and where the old-fashioned brick ovens are
still available, these are capital places for put-
ting the finishing touch to the partially dried
roots. Those who grow large quantities
for the markets will be in the worst pre-
dicament, only those who have large granaries
not in use or other dry and fairly airy rooms or
sheds being in a position to properly prepare
their Onions for storing. All who have Hop
kilns might let Onions follow the last drying
of Hops with advantage, the roots being dried
and turned in much the same way—a little

sulphur improving the appearance of the roots
rather than otherwise. Something of the kind
suggested must be attempted, as it is very certain
that Onions will fetch nothing in the markets
for some time to come, good prices only being
obtained during hard weather, or when soup-
making is in full swing. The gardener
is expected by the cook or housekeeper to
maintain a constant supply, not many at a
time, it may be, but still the Onions must be
forthcoming when wanted. More than ordi-
nary pains should, therefore, be taken with the
storing, or there will be few or no roots left by
the end of February. If stored in heaps, they
roust be exceptionally well ripened, the posi-
tion also being cool and dry, or premature leaf
growth will (juickly result. Nor will they keep
so well as usual in thin layers or in hampers or
baskets, and, all things considered, no plan of
keeping will answer so well, or indeed ever does,
as bunching or roping up the bulk of the ripened
spring-sown Onions. There is no necessity to do
this at once, but advantage should be taken of
the first wet day or series of wet days to get

this work done. It is quite immaterial whether
they are bound thickly to sticks or tar twine,

so long as the ropes are not too unwieldy.

Nor should this practice be confined to private

gardeners and amateurs, as it is my belief it

would pay market growers well to take the

same trouble with their crops. They might not

sell any better in the metropolitan markets,

but farther away bunched or roped-up Onions

fetch better prices when so treated than if sold

by the peck or bushel. In any case they keep

better. When suspended thickly from the

rafters and beams in sheds and outhouses, back

walls also being utilised, a good circulation of

air keeps them dry and cool, and ensures long

keeping. They must, however, be protected

from the most severe frosts, and it is almost

needless to add the earliest varieties should

always be used first, the best keepers being

found in James' Keeping and Brown Globe.

—

I. M. H.

After being thoroughly ripened the bulbs

should be stored, and for this purpose a dry,

cool, airy shed will be necessary. It also pays

to either bunch or rope the best, as in this

manner they keep longer without sprouting, as they

are apt to do when huddled together in a mass. The
cooler the position the better, so long as it is per-

fectly dry and safe from frost. Last winter quan-

tities were completely spoiled through being allowed

to become frozen through. Storing in either fruit

room? or lofts where Apples are is a very unwise

proceeding, as in these cases the Onions are apt to

taint the fruit. Warm and close sheds must also

be avoided, for fear of sprouting taking place. In

many gardens Onions are allowed to sprout before

the winter is over, either from neglecting to

thoroughly ripen up the bulbs previous to storing,

or by storing in a damp or too close and warm a

structure —A. Y. A.

Potato Magnum Bonum.—Once more this

well-tried variety has proved a veritable sheet

anchor. Those varieties with a weaker constitu-

tion have collapsed badly, the cottagers complain-

ing particularly about the White Elephant and

other fleeting favourites of American origin. These

and only too many of the English raised varieties

are badly diseased, but those who, like myself, in-

variably plant Magnum Bonum, Laxton's Reward,

and other disease-resisting sorts largely, have good

reason to be thankful for having depended upon

them this season. On trying the first of the three

named scarcely any diseased tubers were found,

and the size, considering the suddenness of the loss

of foliage, is also good. Very large tubers are, as

a rule, objectionable, abundance of medium- sized

Potatoes best meeting the requirements of most

establishments.— I. M. H.

Cardoons.—The past season has been very un-

favourable for the growth of Cardoons. On our

cold soil the plants are considerably later than

usual, although the growth is free, and the plants

will now grow very rapidly. Any plants which have

thrown up a flower-stem must be pulled up, as, like

Celery, these, it they come to this stage, are use-

less. Any plants that are in a backward condition

may be still assisted with liquid manure, as Car-

doons, unless they are well grown and afterwards

well blanched, are not worth the trouble bestowed

upon them. It is not advisable to adopt the system

of earthing at intervals, as by this method the stems

are apt to decay. This blanching must be efficiently

performed, and it is of the utmost importance that

the plants be perfectly dry, for if the stems are in the

least damp the moisture will settle in the hearts,

hence these will decay rapidly. As soon as it is

seen that growth has stopped, blanching must com-

mence. This, however, will be according to the

rate of growth the plants have made during the

preceding summer, as although some may be fit

now, others in later districts may not be ready until

the latter part of September or the early part of

October. When ready, the smaller leaves that cluster

about the base.and also any sucker growths should be

first removed, and then the plants should bag.Mhered

together and tie!. Some well-twisted haybands
should then be wound closely around the plants,

commencing at the bottom and finishing within a

foot of the top. Soil must then be banked around
the stems and up to and just over the haybands, and
the whole be well beaten with the back of a spade

to make a clean, firm, and sloping surface tor throw-

ing off wet. With a loose outer surface, wet would
obviously penetrate and the stems decay.—A. Y. A.

TURNIPS (EARLY AND LATE).

It is surprising to note in different parts of the

country the varieties of Turnips grown and the

qualities of them. For instance, at the recent show
in Edinburgh the greatest part of the Turnips

exhibited were yellow-fleshed, and I must admit

they were splendid examples of good culture. In

many of these dishes the variety had a flat bottom
with an indenture or hollow part just at the point

from which the tap-root runs. Though it was not

named, it was much like the variety named
Petrowski in this part of the country. I noticed

that many of the vegetables at the extiibition were
unnamed, which is not often the case further

south. Y'ellow-fleshed Turnips in this part of

the country do not find so much favour as further

north. I have heard it stated by our leading

seedsmen that in private gardens there is but

little demand for the yellow-fleshed varieties

of Turnips. As is well known, the old Orange
Jelly or Golden Ball is one of oar best kinds

for standing late. I always sow a few rows

of Golden Ball and Chirk Castle for winter

use, as should the weather be severe, it not sown
before the middle or third week in August,

they do not get too large, and a small Turnip

is better and resists frosts and gives a lot of

greens in the spring months better than a large one.

I think one of the best Turnips ever sent out is

Veitch's Red Globe. This is not one of the earliest,

but it is the best for general crop, as it remains

good longer than others of handsome shape, and it

is also very hardy. It will also be found useful as

a garden variety when required for early work.

Those who have a difficulty to get Turnips on ac-

count of their running to seed should, at the time

of sowing the early kinds, such as Early Milan or

Snowball, take the precaution to sow a few rows

of Red Globe, and these, though a few days later,

will often succeed where the earlier ones fail, as

it frequently occurs that the first sowing on some
soils is anything but profitable. I have adopted

this plan for years. As a late Turnip for storing

for winter use it is one of the best, and an excel-

lent keeper if nice sized bulbs are stored. For forc-

ing in frames, the Early Milan is excellent, of quick

growth, and good flavour, but as many cannot

afford room for these, a late sowing of Red Globe,

if stored in soil, sand or ashes in a cold place,

keeps well into the spring. With a small sowing

of the late kinds no difficulty will be found in

keeping up a supply all the year round.

G. Wythes.

Tomato disease.—It is very distressing to see

the havoc the disease is causing in some places

among plants on open walls. Some plants grow-

ing against a cottage close to me are well-nigh

killed with it. I regret to say our plants in a cold

Peach house are affected. In our case it has not

attacked the leaves nor the stems, but the fruit as

soon as it has attained a good size is attacked. I

pulled off several pounds from our plants a day or

two ago. I am hoping to remedy this now I can

keep the house more au^ and drier.— J. C. F.

Late Peas.— I never remember to have seen

late Peas fill so badly as they are doing this autumn.

Needing, as we do here, a good supply of choice

vegetables in the autumn, I make special prepara-

tions, and as Peas are at all times appreciated I

make a good many sowings for late use. I alw.ays

prepare the ground for late Peas several months

before it is wanted. In a usual way I obtain grand

crops. This year, however, they are very disap-

pointing; the Peas grow tall enough and are

strong, although they are badly attacked with
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mildew. They do not prodace many poda, and
what pods they do make do not fill. On looking

over some lately in the kitchen garden I was
astonished to see that many of the pods had only

one or two Peas in each. It is easily acconnted
for when one comes to think that we have had
rain more or less every day for five or six weeks,
and this with a low temperature. Under such con-

ditions we suffer enormously, this garden being
close to the river.— Dorset.

TOMATOES IN THE OPEN.

Mr. Tallack's note on Tomatoes for walls in The
Garden (p. 212) coincides with my own experience,
my best being Conference, Ham Green, and Pre-

lude, the last being the earliest of the three. I

have in previous years advised the use of Prelude
as a first early kind indoors, and lately I have used
it for the same purpose on walls, as it gives fruits

earlier than others, the only drawback to its culture
being its small fruits. I believe Conference to be
the best Tomato we have had for years. I should
like to get Mr. Tallaok's opinion as to its winter
cropping qualities, that is during December and
January, as I find Conference so soon affected by
fogs, no matter of what age or strength the plant
may be. The old large red is the best Tomato in this

respect here, and even that succumbs after a couple
of weeks of darkness and fog. I noticed a few
weeks ago in the K H. S. Gardens at Chiswick that
these varieties were superior in the open to others,

each having received the same treatment ; I think
that Conference was bearing the greatest weight of

fruit and much earlier than others not named in

this note. These plants were grown on the single
cordon system trained to a stake.

Although perhaps out of place in this note on
outside Tomatoes, the plants inside at Chiswick are
a grand sight and worth going to see. Every va-
riety is represented and grown splendidly, l>ut out
of such a quantity I still have a preference for
those I have named. I find a moderate-sized variety
the best flavoured, and the produce in the end
equals, indeed is often much more than from the
large coarse varieties. I also find that for outside
cultivation it is a mistake to grow the plants up to
the last in too much heat, as if sown early in March
and planted three months afterwards, there is

ample time to get large plants in 7-inch or 8-inch
pots and to get them thoroughly hardened off.

When taken direct out of warm houses they get a
check, which they take a long time to get over.
Previous to planting they require a little attention
in this respect, and if good plants, not drawn, thin
ones, are used and well hardened off, the results will

be better in every way. They require less attention
after planting, fruiting months before plants put
out under unfavourable conditions, which at times
rarely bear at all. Those who have glass copings
or cases wUl this season find how well they answer
for Tomatoes, the excessive wet at the roots being
a great hindrance to their well-doing.

George Wythes.

Autumn Giant Cauliflower.—What an im.
portaut rnarUet vogetaljle this fine CavUiflower lias be-
come is well eliowii in various parts of Kc-iit, whore
large breadtlis i>t' it are grown. Large ()iiantitii?s of it

are grown tor pickling. To have specially good white
heads it is a good plan to tie up the leaves, as in the
case of Lettuces, so soon as the flower-heads begin to
show.—A.

Late Potatoes.— It is now time these were
taken up and placed in the store, as there is not the
least likelihood of their improving by remaining in

the ground, especially as disease has been so rife

amongst them. There is more disease amongst the
Magnums than I at one time anticipated, as I have
recently seen upwards of 2(IU or :i()() acres with
hardly a green leaf upon them. Where the practice
of placing them in what are termed clamps or pits
has to be carried out, more tlian ordinary care will
be needed in sorting over the tubers. The pits for
holding the Potatoes must not be taken out deeply,
a foot in depth, so as to form a base, biirg ample,
and this on rising ground. f:)ome clean straw

should be spread over them and the Potatoes
formed into a ridge. The old practice of placing
in chimneys at intervals should also be adopted,
drain tiles being the best for this purpose, and
instead of placing them upright along the ridge,
they should be laid horizontally just beneath the
top. Last winter many tons of Potatoes were
frosted through not spreading some litter over the
pits when the frost came on. This precaution
should not be neglected should occasion arise.

Potatoes.—The Potato disease is so serious a
matter, particularly for the poor man, that I think
everyone who has a practical suggestion to offer
owes it to the public. At the risk, therefore, of writ-
ing something very valueless, I will tell you a little

incident that happened last year. A poor man
and my next-door neighbour has planted the same
Potatoes (saving his own seed) in the same ground
and in the same place for considerably over twenty
years, and he gets a good crop and good Potatoes.
Last year he fell from a rick and broke his collar-

bone, and was incapacitated from work for a long
time. Previous to his accident he had hoed his
Potatoes for the last time, and covered the ndges
with a mound of burnt ashes of hedge-parings and
rubbish of all sorts. The haulm was completely
eaten or burnt up with the disease, and the poor
man could not get in his tubers, and I thought he
would not get a sound Potato. When he got at
them there was hardly a bad one ; they kept well
and sold well. This year he got them up in good
time ; he had no burnt earth on his ridges, and they
are all, or mostly all, bad or getting so. So are
mine, although I have used sulphate of copper, but
not in suthcient strength or quantity. Now if the
disease drops from the leaf to the soil and is

carried to the tuber by the damp which fer-

tilises the spores, is it not possible that the burnt
earth may stop the growth of the fungus and
arrest its progress towards the root?— J. Went-
woRTH Shaw.

Taking up and storing roots.—The winter
being now close upon us it is high time to be think-
ing of taking up and storing our roots, the first

requiring attention being Beet and Carrots, which,
as they are rather tender, soon take harm from
frost. In the lifting of Beets, although it may
seem a very simple operation, great care is required,
for, should they become bruised or the main tap
roots broken, they bleed or boil out and lose their
colour while being cooked, which quite spoils them
for table. The best place for keeping both Carrots
and Beet is a shed, where they ought to be packed
in dry sand or earth. Some pit them outdoors, but
that is a risky method of storing. Although Pota-
toes keep well under ground in clamps or pits, they
are never so good for eating, as it affects their

flavour by causing them to taste earthy, and there-
fore those for the table should, if possible, always
be stored in sheds or cellars from which light is ex-
cluded.

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.

A SHOUT spell of dry weather has enabled market
growers to push on outdoor work that was falling

into arrear, and good progress has been made, espe-
cially in that important operation of

Digging Potato es, for although those that are
intended for present use are dug in any sort of

weather, the appearance of the sample is very much
improved when the tubers come out bright and dry.

Consequently every fine .sunny day is made the most
of at this season in getting the crop lifted and
stored or sent to market and sold off hand. The
crop taken collectively is an exceptionally line one

;

the tubers are not only unusually large and plenti-

ful, but of excellent quality, and although the
disease has spread considerably of late in soils

of a retentive nature, I do not think it likely to

prove sulliciently bad at this late period of the
year to materially affect the supply ; conseciuently,

we may look for Potatoes remaining cheap for

some time to come. Such kinds as Magnum I'.onum,

The Bruce, Rural New Yorker, and other large Po-
tatoes are giving exceptionally heavy returns per
acre.

Cabbages for main spring crop are being put out

in large quantities onthe land that has been cleared of

Potatoes, for where it was manured in spring little

labour is needed when the Potatoes are lifted in

preparing it for next crop, the main thing being to

ensure an abundant supply of fine sturdy plants.

This is done by sowing the seeds thinly on firm soil,

so that the plants make short - legged stocky

growth, and are never crowded or drawn up in any
stage. Early Rainham, Nonpareil, and Wheeler's

Imperial are the favourites for first early crops, as

they commence to form hearts when only half

grown, and can be cleared off at any time.

Tomatoes have been greatly improved by the

sunshine, and some good crops may yet be gathered
out of doors, while in cold houses a heavy crop is

being gathered. Tying, pruning, and encouraging
the fruit to ripen has been lately the order of the

day, for Tomatoes are one of the few crops that

may be called profitable. The home-grown sup-

plies maintain a clear lead of all comers.

Runner Beans have been yielding well lately,

the heavy rains having caused a vigorous growth,
and the fruit set well. The price has been very

low, but the pods must be picked, or the growth of

young pods soon ceases, and the later gatherings

are frequently of more value than the early ones,

except in the case of those that grow for seed, and
then the earliest formed ones are the only ones
that have a chance of ripening sufliciently for seed
purposes.

Cauliflowers of the Autumn Giant kind are

now coming in plentifully, but with many other

good vegetables so abundant, they will hardly
prove so profitable a crop as those that come
in later, although some growers take a great

deal of trouble in getting plants as early and
strong as possible under glass for planting early

in spring.

Turnips are now exceptionally fine and good in

quality, the abundant rainfall of August suiting

this crop well ; even the largest roots are mild in

flavour and very tender in the flesh. The late sown
crops have come on rapidly, and are now being
hoed and thinned. Hoeing on every dry day is

being done, so as to get rid of the superabundant
growth of weeds that made such rapid headway
during August, and if not checked while the sun's

rays have sutfirient power to dry them up, it is

well nigh waste of time to try to kill them by hoe-

ing later in the season, for when the nights get

longer the heavy dews that follow bright days re-

vive them so much, that hoeing up is only
transplanting from one place to another, and no-

thing short of taking them right off the land is

then of any use.

Fruit gathering goes on briskly. Apples
Pears and Plums forming the main crops in hand
at present. Apples, such as Lord Suffield, Keswick
and other Codlins, are very plentiful and fine ; the

price has declined considerably, and with plenty
of later-keeping sorts on the trees, the outlook for

importers is not so bright as for some years pjist, for

with the good crop the growers will be content with
a price considerably less than is usually paid for

American barrel fruit. Dessert Apples of the type
of Red Quarrenden are now nearly over, but many,
other good sorts, such as Kerry Pippin, Gravenstein
Worcester Pearmain and Golden Ingestre, are very
plentiful. Among Pears the leading feature lately

has been Williams' Bon Chretien, and it is many
years since such an abundant crop of these has been
grown ; during the time they are procurable

there is little sale for other kinds. The crop
of later Pears for October and November is also

exceptionally heavy. Plums have been a good
crop, and Victoria heads the list for productive-

ness ; in fact, as an all-round kind it is the

most certain cropping Plum. D.imsons are fairly

well cropped, and have grown to a good size

;

the Farleigh Prolific or Crittenden Cluster is the

favourite sort here. Blackberries promise an abun-
dant crop, but with other fruits so reiisonable in

price they are not so eagerly sought after as in

years when fruit is scarce ; however, they will sell

well shortly, as Plums are nearly over.

(iosjhirt. J. Groom.
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Stove and Greenhouse.

MALMAISON CARNATIONS.
My first acquaintance with this now eo de-

servedly popular type of the Carnation was in

1808, when 1 had a plant under my charge. Since

then, but more particularly during the past few
years, great strides have been made in its cul-

tivation, until now it is a prominent feature in

many garden establishments. It would be

hardly possible to conceive of attaining to a

greater success than has been accomplished
this year by some of the more prominent
growers. The height to which its cultivation is

now cjrried was exemplified at the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society's Temple show in May last,

however, there is nothing to complain of in this

respect. I recently saw a splendid lot of plants

which had been propagated from cuttings early

last spring ; these are now in (j-inch and 7-iuch

pots and pushing np their spikes. Nothing
could be finer in their way than these plants in

the dull days of winter. Propagation is best

done by layering as soon as the plants are out
of flower, experts will succeed well with cuttings,

but the layering is simple and more certain. A
good plan is to prepare a bed of mellow loamy
soil into which the old plants can be planted out
so as to facilitate layering. If in a frame so

much the better, as shading and moisture can
then be regulated. When layered in good time
the young plants will be sufficiently rooted for

potting up into either 3inoh or 4o-inch pots

Part of the Carnation house at Lord Hihingdon's, The Wilderness, Sevenoiks.

and more recently in July at the evening ff te of
the Royal Botanic Society. Both of these
splendid groups were as fine examples of cul-

tivation as one could possibly desire. With its

more extended cultivation varieties by sports
have originated, or have been obtained by
other means, until now there are no less than
six good forms. The original Malmaison has
blush white flowers*, very large and full. Then
there is the pink variety, similar in every
respect, save its colour. Of a deeper shade
comes the rose coloured, with bright rosy
flowers. Next to this there is the Crimson, a
very bright colour, the flowers not so double,
but the petals broader. Then there is the striped
form called Lady Middleton, which is (juite

distinct. To complete the half dozen there
is the brilli.ant scarlet self-coloured Mmc.
Arthur Warocque, which promises to be a
most valuable addition. Like all other plants
when brought out at lir.st, its oorstitution had
been weakened by exc( ssive propagation. Now,

from about the middle imtil the end of Septem-
ber. If earlier so much the better, but the
middle of the month may be taken as a good
time. When potted they should be stood fairly

close together in pits near the glass and given
plenty of light and air as soon as fresh roots are

formed. The next potting must be regulated
according to the condition of the plants.

By picking out the forwardest a succession
can thus be formed. Some will probably
be fit for potting on by December, but the
greater portion will more likely stand over
until .January. Six-inch or one size larger

pots will lis a sufficient shift. Unless the plants
show unusual vigour these pots will be large

enough to flower them in the first season.

Only in particular cases will an extra S'liift be
needed, and then it should only be a moderate
one. Over-potting is a far greater evil than
the opposite extreme, and should ba carefully

avoided. That firm potting ia bonelioial almost
goes without saying. A dash of leaf-soil or

well-decomposed manure next the crocks will

be a great assistance to the roots later on.
Loam not too heavy is the staple soil. If

there is a tendency to be at all retentive, some
road scrapings or silver sand could be added.
Lime rubble and soot, when used moderately,
are excellent ; the first named will assist in
keeping the soil open ; the latter will be ob-
noxious to wireworms, whilst both are stimu-
lants in no small degree. These plants will

flower from May onwards. When not wanted
for fresh stock they should be grown on to
bloom the following spring, and again the fol-

lowing year. Bach succeeding year they will

be found to flower earlier ; thus it is e.isy to pro-
long the season. Green fly is one of the greatest

enemies ; dusting with tobacco powder will,

however, keep it down, when and where fumi-
gation is not convenient or desirable. Excess
of moisture at the root and in the atmosphere
should be guarded against through the winter
season. A steady growth is far better than a
forced one, and a free circlation of air is at all

times a most important point to be observed.
This can be better eflected in dull and damp
weather by having a steady warmth in the
pipes to encourage a free ventilation. J.

Mr. S. Cook, who sent us the photograph
from which the engraving was prepared,
writes :

—

The engraving herewith will enable the readers
of The Garden to form some idea of the pleasure
to be derived from well-grown plants of Souvenir
de la Malmaison Carnation. Mr. Elliott, the gar-
dener, attributes his success to layering the plants
early, potting them up as soon as rooted into suit-
able sized pots, 3-inch and IJ-inch pots being
deemed large enough to winter them in. They are
placed in a cold frame during the winter, and air
is admitted on all favourable occasions. Watering
is done with great care, as he asserts that there are
more failures through over-watering than from any
other cause. In the spring they are potted into
6-inch and 8J-inch pots, in which they are allowed
to flower. The old plants, as soon as they are out
of bloom, are planted out in some convenient place
and layered; the early batch was so treated in
July, and all are done early in August. A few of
the smaller plants are grown on to flower early the
next season, but most of the plants are one
year old.

CAMPANULA PYRAMIDALIS IN POTS.

Amokcst the many useful hardy plants for grow-
ing in pots, this Campanula holds a foremost place.
I resolved to give C. pyramidalis extra attention
with a view to see what results could be obtained
from it. Needing good strong plants of large size
andheight to produce any eflfectin the cloisters here,
as small plants would produce no effect, I resolved
to try two methods of culture, namely, growing them
in pots, also growing them in the open ground and
potting them up. In the spring of IsflO I had
some good strong seedlings, not strong enough to
bloom that summer. A portion of these was
potted into 4J-inch pots and placed in the open
air. When these had filUcd the pots with roots
by the end of the summer, they were potted into
s inch and inch pots. These were wintered in
these pots plunged in ashes. This spring, when
growth commenced and the spikes began to show,
they were watered with liquid manure twice each
week, increasing it as the time went on till they
received it every other watering. These plants
threw up two or three spikes of bloom to a pot.
The spikes of bloom from these did not exceed 'A

feet and were but little branched. At the time I

potted up the plants into 4.Vinch pots I had a piece
of vacant border facing west in the kitchen garden.
Here I pl.anted a portion of the stock. The soil

being good, they grew away very strongly during
last summer. I allowed them to remain here
during the winter, and at the end of February
took them all up. When I came to do so I
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founJ they li::d very large strong roots ; many
of them came up without any soil to them.
All were laid in the soil again to allow the large roots
to heal and produce young fibrous roots. At the
end of March these were transferred into 8 inch
pots, using good Icaoiy soil and placing them in a
garden frame to give them a start. As soon as
they were established they weie placed in the
open air in an exposed place. When the pots were
full of roots, manure water was given freely till

the flowers began to open, when they were taken
into the cloisters to bloom. From these plants
I had the best results, as they produced a strong
Bpike to every crown. On some of these plants I

had from five to seven strong spikes of bloom from
4 feet to 5 feet high and much branched. Every
plant that was grown in this way produced a
flowering shoot to every crown, and will be useless
for another year. So grand were these when in full

bloom and so uncommon, that many visitors here
asked if this was a new plant, and I had several in-

quiries by post as to their culture, &o.
" T. A.," in The Garden (p. 229), speaks of grow-

ing them in the open ground and then taking them
up in July. For several years I tried this method
with poor results. With me the plants would
never establish themselves so as to produce decent
flowers, and they lost so mui^h of their foliage, that
they were disfigured to a great extent. I quite
agree that this Campanula is seen best when grown
in pots and placed under glass when coming into
bloom. According to my observations, it gets
much damaged when in bloom by the damp.
Forde Abhcij. J. Crook.

PLANTS IN FRAMES.
Taking into consideration the damp weather, with
none too much of sunny intervals for several weeks
past, plants in frames will require closer attention.
There will be a disposition in many instances to-
wards a too sappy g:rowth

; this should be counter-
acted as far as possible by more ventilation. Tilt-

ing the lights merely at the back is not sufficient to
thoroughly ventilate a frame or pit. If the lights
are in good condition, side air makes a good change,
provides a more equal circulation, and can be
effected without much extra trouble.

CiNEBARiA.s.—These will have grown rapidly
during the past month or six weeks. The weather
has been almost too congenial to their require-
ments, favouring a more vigorous growth than is

really desirable. See to it now as they increase in
bize that they do not overcrowd each other ; this
will soon be the case, and that to the injury of the
plants. Frequent overhauling will pay well, pro-
viding a little more room each time if possible,
turning the plants round, and searching at the same
time for caterpillars and slugs, both of which will
be found troublesome. Green-fly also will need
sharp looking after, so will that troublesome insect
which eats into the leaves, as in the case of Mar-
guerites. Plants which are large and dense will
require attention now. I'nless it is an urgent case
with the plants of good size, but in small pots, con-
sequently full of roots, it is not well now to give
another shift. It will be found better to sustain
vigour by occasional applications of weak liquid
manure water. Do not in any case allow the plants
to suffer for want of water, nor should they, on the
other hand, be overdone. If any shading has been
practised in exposed situations, it should now be
given up entirely. It only weakens the plants,
tending, it is true, to larger foliage, but with longer
footstalks, which are not at all desirable. A sturdy
plant with medium-sized leaves and short foot-
stalks looks far better, and also retains its

foliage in better condition up to the blooming
period. Mildew is at times troublesome, and if not
detected upon the upper surface of the leaves, it

may be jiresent upon the under side and do a de.al

of injury in little time. Light dusting with flowers
of sulphur will soon put a stop to it. The ventila-
tion previously .alluded to should be kept on both
night and day when not frosty— less at night, of
course. A little later on, when we are likely to have
a few degrees of frost, mats should be thrown over
the glass, but see to it that these mats are dry, in

that macner being cf greater service. G.iard
against the plants touching the glass, but at the
same time keep them nearly close to it. See also

that the glass is clean on both sides, so that all the
light possible is admitted. Daring mild and quiet

weather when dry, the lights may with deciiled

advantage be removed for a few hours during the
daytime. It will soon be seen if the plants flinch

to any extent; if they do, it may be taken that
they have been grown too quickly, and are also too
sappy.

Chinese Primulas.—These will, probably for

want of sufficient room, be still in cold frames and
pits. Like the foregoing, close attention will be
needed against any injury from damp. If the
earliest batch are advancing into flower, they
should if possible be given a position in a house of

some kind where not overcrowded or too far re-

moved from the glass. These early plants will be
handy next month when outdoor flowers are cut olT

by frost. Those now in flower should be looked
after closely to prevent any decaying pips from
injuring the truss. If the flower-spikes have up to

now been pinched out of the single varieties, it

will not be advisable to continue it any longer.

Double kinds usually do belter if taken into the
houses earlier; neither singles nor doubles are

partial to much moisture other than the usual sup-

ply at the root, but of the two I think the double
sorts do better when kept in a rather drier atmo-
sphere with a little more warmth. Both types will

now take an occasional dose of manure water
where the plants are thoroughly established in

their last shift and now showing for flower. In
watering Primulas care must be taken not to go to

either one extreme or the other ; do not water
them one day to save looking at them the next,

nor let them suffer for want of water. Young
plants raised in July or thereabouts, and which are

intended for spring flowering and afterwards for

seeding, should now be given more encouragement.
If they could be kept in a pit with a little warmth,
they would be greatly assisted.

Primula obconica, plants of which we have
raised from seed sown in May last, have grown
surprisingly well. They have been kept in a cold

frame, but given a closer course of treatment than
the Chinese Primulas. Under this treatment they

seem to thrive very well. A good stock resulted

from one packet of seed, the plants being now
fairly established in (Much pots, in which size they

will flower. The soil in which they are growing is

nearly all loam, not too light ; this kind seems to

prefer a rather heavier soil, more after the Cine-

raria than the other Primulas. After another

fortnight or so these plants will be removed to a

shelf near the glass in a vinery where the Vines

are partially pruned. Other Primulas, as P. erosa

and its allies, give good returns in the spring if

well cared for. These kinds will now be growing

pretty freely ; if so far they have not been repotted,

it is not too late to see to it, provided they are not

given a large shift. These kinds will do well

enough in a cold frame all the winter, plunging

the pots over the rim before sharp frosts come
upon us, and covering the glass with mats or other

protecting material.

HERiiACEOus Calceolarias.—Seedlings sown
in good time will now be fit for shifting into 3inch

pots ; these will make extra large plants when in

flower. Later stock if nowaliout fit to pot into 2^inch

pots from the pans into which they were pricked off,

will make capital plants for general use. A light

loamy soil will suit them well with a fair amount of

leaf-mould worked through a fine sieve and some

silver sand. If the loam is at all heavy I would

add some peat to the loam, in which mixture I have

found them to do very well indeed, particularly for

the later shifts. These Calceolarias should not be

potted, too, very firmly ; about as much so as can be

fairly accomplished by the fingers without the aid

of a potting stick will sufUce. They should be kept

in a cold frame for along time yet- at any rate, up

to the end of November. So long as the frost is

just excluded is the only protection they need.

Raise the ashes upon which they are stood in tlie

frame or pit so that the plants are well up to thj

light. Ventilate moderately, damping the plants
overhead on bright days with a fine rose or the
syringe. I'nder this treatment they will make rapid
progress. Green fly will hardly cause any trouble
efore the spring, but it should be looked after all the
same upon the larger plants. Plastsman.

Sohubertia grandiflora —The blossoms of
this may, as recsntly stated in The Garden,
exhale a sweet fragrance, but that is more than
neutralised by the powerful and most unpleasant
odour of the leaves, which if bruised in any way
or even stirred positively stink. This fact will no
doubt prevent it ever attaining that degree of
popularity which the beauty of its blossoms
warrants.—H. I'.

Sowing of Amaryllis seed.—The present is

a far better time for sowing the seed which has
recently ripened than that of deferring the opera-
tion until the turn of the days. I have found the
percentage of plants obtained to be nearly double
that of spring-sown seed. There is also an advan-
tage in point of time gained by sowing at once.
The plants are of nice size, and fit for pricking ofli

at least, or in some instances large enough for
small pots, before the seed would have germinated
if deferred. They will thus grow away strongly
with the lengthening of the days, the plants then
becoming nice strong stuff by the following autumn.
Amaryllis raised from seed sown twelve months
back are now stocky plants ; these will be kept grow-
ing all the winter steadily ; this is better than dry-
ing off young bulbs. No resting is really necessary
for the two first years, or indeed until the bulbs are
of flowering size. The seed sown now should be
raised in heat just as in spring time, and be kept
close to the light when fairly above the soil in a few
weeks' time.— Flantsman.

SCHIZCSTYLIS COCCINEA AS A POT PLANT
This is a most useful autumn decorative plant and
not so much grown as it deserves, considering how
easily it is cultivated. This South African plant,

when liberally treated, pays well by the great quan-
tity of flowers it produces, and being nearly hardy
it maybe grown by those who cannot command
heated houses ; indeed in the south, on a warm
border, it thrives well and blooms for some time in

a sheltered place. It is on account of its useful-

ness as a pot plant that I recommend its culture in

colder districts, as in the south of England on the
coast I have seen large clumps blooming in De-
cember and carrying over Kit) spikes. I had a few
plants out last winter for trial, but the severe
winter killed them, though they were on a raised

south border. As a pot plant to bloom now, it is

easily grown and readily increased. I find the
best method of culture is to divide the plants in

the spring, removing the offsets, which it produces
in abundance, and planting the strong roots in a
good compost of loam, manure, and plenty ot leaf-

soil, with some river sand if the loam is clayey. It

also does well in peat. The small offsets are planted
more closely and make good plants by another sea-

son if the same treatment is followed yearly, not
allowing the cffsets to rob the stronger roots by
remainirg attached to the plants. The plants are

lifted carefully with a ball early in September,
and, placed in a cold frame, they soon get full

ot new roots, and are ready to be trari-fened

to their flowering quarters early in ( tctober. Wl en
in a light sunny position they will send up thdr
miniature Ciladiolus-like spikes in ] refusion for a
couple of months if liberally attended to with liquid

manure. To get early blocm 1 keep the plants in

pots all the year round, and though I lose in size

ot spike a little, I get abundance of flowers. I u-e
i; inch pots with loam, manure and plenty of leaf-

soil. The plants are divided yearly in the spring,

the small ones being grown in IS-inch pots ard
after pottirg the plants are plurgsd in a bed of

coal ashes, as they are impatient of drought when
in active growth. When in growth and as they in-

crease they are liberally fed. Tcwiuds the flowering

period they are taken into frames, and then trans-
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ferred tj the greenhouses. After blooming, the
plants are placed in cold frames and kept on the
dry side, but not quite dry, as is sometimes the case.

I never let the plants lose their old Ieave.=, as is the
case when dried off too much. As soon as the
roots begin to move in the spring, division should
take place, and if very cold weather sets in, the
plants are best replaced in the frames for a short
time till new roots are maile. If planted out, a
warm south border is best, the division taking place a
little later than for pot plants. Where the Sohizo-
stylis thrives in the open all the year round, the
culture is simple, merely dividing and planting in

good compost every spring. G. Wxthes,

1

f

PROPAGATION OF PERPETUAL CARNA-
TIONS.

Where it is desired to obtain extra fine plants of

these for winter flowering, it is almost an absolute

necessity to secure a batch of cuttings during the

autumn. The young growths which for the past

few weeks have been issuing from the flowering

stems of last years stock will, through being ex-

posed to external influences, provide excellent cut-

tings for the purpose named, and emit roots far
more readily and with far greater certainty than
those cuttings produced under glass during the
dark months of the year and inserted in January
and February. The two months named are pro-
bably the worst in the whole year for those who
grow these Carnations in quantity and who are
anxious to secure early stock, for then cuttings of
the ripe stamp are none too plentiful, while it re-

quires also very shrewd judgment indeed to secure
anything like a gcod batch. For these reasons,
then, it is always well to carry forward the
healthiest of last year's stock of plants, which hav-
ing provided a fair number of flowers early in
autumn will also yield a goodly number of excel-
lent cuttings, and these with ordinary good treat-
ment will root to about 75 per cent., and some-
times more. Moreover, by obtaining a stock of
young plants now anyone may be spared having to
strip their young stock early in the year, for then
every point means flowers ; therefore it is an im-
portant gain that stock should be raised now and
more flowers secured also for early spring. Such an
advantage must be obvious to all at a glance, and
all interested thus will find their reward in having
extra sized plants and increased numbers of fiowers
hereafter. As I have said, cuttings from the old
flowering shoots are the best when about 4 inches
long. Some growers of myacquaintanceprefermuch
longer cuttings than this, and it tolerably firm these
latter certainly make when rooted the finest plants in
the shortest time, which may be an advantage to some.
Five-inch pots are a very serviceable size for cut-
tings ;

these must be well drained to nearly half
their depth and filled with loamy soil made very
tandy to within half an inch of the rim. Formerly
in making up the cutting pots I used half an inch
of sand on the surface, but I have altered my
course, as I found that the sand was only so much
deception. I used to judge the state of the soil
below by the sand on the surface, and as this would
dry much more quickly than the soil, the latter
frequently I found had more water than was either
needful or beneficial for the cuttings. For tliis

reason I have given up using sand on tne surface,
preferring to use it more liberally with the whole of
the soil, and with better results than formerly. A
close frame will be all that the cuttings require,
and this may be unheated also, but if heat be
applied it should be very gentle indeed, that from
a manure bed being very good. Give one thorough
watering when the work is complete, and let that
suflice for the present, always avoiding for these
things frequent sprinklings overhead, as nothing is
more conducive to damping and its fatal results
than wetting day by day. As a rule, one watering
weekly with the average autumn weather will be
sufficient, but individual circumstances and ap-
pliances will have to be considered. If all goes
well the majority will be rooted in a month from
the time of being inserted, when they may receive

more air and be ultimately potted off singly as
opportunity offers. E. .J.

BLINDS AND SHADING.
The first opportunity should now be taken of re-

moving all blinds from the roofs of plant houses,
unless they are so fixed as to be run up under
cover in the dry. Then even, all things considered,
I would prefer to take them off for the winter. The
only use to which they can now be put, or later on
when sharp frosts are upon us, is that of running
them down at nightfall to save the firing in some
measure. This is an advantage certainly in ex-
posed situations, but too free a use should not be
made of them for this purpose in any case. When
a bright sunny day intervenes, so that the blinds
can be well dried, then is a good time to remove
them. Shading of a more permanent character,
which has been applied to the glass, as with paint,
should also be washed off now. Possibly it will in
some cases have already been considerably thinned
down during the heavy rains of late. This, how-
ever, will not complete the work effectually, some
being almost sure to adhere in places. Advantage
should be taken of a damp day to remove this,

which, with the aid of a soft hair-broom and plenty
of water, can usually be done without much difli-

cnlty
; should any adhere rather lightly, then use

soft soap andsoda(aweak solution) ; this will effect
the purpose with less danger of breaking the glass
or disturbing the putty. In washing the glass all

water should be applied downwards, otherwise
some will be forced up the laps, thence falling
upon the plants.

When the blinds and shading by other means are
dispensed with it will be possible to ventilate a
little more freely. At this period of the year this
is a decided advantage, being beneficial to all plants,
greatly tending to harden and ripen the growths
preparatory to the dull days and colder weather. A
close, stuffy atmosphere in the autumn with excess of
atmospheric moisture is conducive to weakly and
sappy growth, often forcing plants into a fresh
start when not at all desirable. In a mixed collec-
tion of stove plants where there is any suscepti-
bility to injury by damping off, I would much pre-
fer to leave a little night airon during the next few
weeks. This will allow of a trifle more heat in the
pipes, making the air more buoyant, at the same
time preserving flowering plants in a better condi-
tion. Where there are air-bricks to admit air near
the hot-water pipes the better way is to leave them
open night and day. The use of the syringe can
now be partially dispensed with; it should not be
used so freely in any case, lighter dampings being
all that is now needed, save where there are any
thrips or spider lurking about. All dead and de-
caying foliage with faded flowers also should be
constantly looked after and removed. Superfluous
growth also upon climbers and other plants which
by reason of their size impart too much shade to
smaller stock should be partially thinned out. In
stoves climbers serve an excellent purpose at all

times, but now onwards it is possible to have too
much shade by this means if not carefully guarded
against. Plantsman.

SHORT NOTES.-STOVE AND GREENHOUSE.

Peperomias.— Tliese being of small growth com-
pared to luauy Aroids are very useful in small pots
after the manner of Caladiura argjrites. P. argyrea
i,5 one of the best to grow, its foliage being very ser-
viceable when cut. This variety, like others, may he
increased by division, which if done at once will "give
the plants time to re-establish themselves before the
winter.

Lagerstroemia indica is a beautiful summer
flowering shrub when grown in a warm sunny
greenhouse and kept dry in winter. At any rate
this treatment has proved suitable at Kew, where,
in theporch of the Water Lily house, a large specimen
of this plant may now be seen bearing numerous
very large handsome racemes of bright pink
flowers.

Ten-week Stocks.— Plants from seed sown early
in August are now piotted up singly into .'i-inch pots,
(hu>ithey will remain till the spiing. The plant.s

for the present are in the open and becoming fairly
well established. They will, however, be soon re-
moved under glass to prevent too much moisture at
the roots. If fairly moist when stored for the winter
no more water will be given them till the turn of the
days. I find that the drier they are kept from now
onwards the more easily ate they wintered.

Tree and other Carnations.—Those plants
which are intended for spring and early summer
flowering in pots and which have not been potted
up long from layers will do well for a time
longer in the cold frames. In fact, they will be
better there than in houses with more ventilation.
Keep a sharp look out for fly and dust with tobacco
powder as soon as any are detected. Larger plants,
particularly the winter flowering stock, which up
to now have been in cold frames or possibly out
of doors, should be'soon removed to the houses for
greater security.

Mignonette.—The earliest sown lot will now
be of good size, and probably require some light
supports. When of this size the plants will as a rule
take a fair amount of water, particularly so if through
any cause they are removed to a greenhouse shelf.
These and the later stock, if in any way too thick
in the pots, had better be thinned out before they
draw each other up. If any are likely to be wanted
in flower somewhat early a light position upon a
shelf would suit them best, but otherwise I prefer
to keep them for some time yet in cold frames with
plenty of ventilation.—J.

THE WEEK'S WORK.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Endive.—The past fine weather after the heavy
rains recently experienced has caused the Endive
to make a very free growth, plants not transplanted,
but freely thinned out where it was sown, being of
a very large size, thus making it all the more de-
sirable that protection should be in readiness in
case of frost. The earliest plants when arranged
together in the open air may be protected by placing
a wooden framework covered with mats over
them, the plants being blanched where they are
growing by merely laying clean slates, boards, or
tiles over the tops, or the plants may be drawn up
together, and be covered with an inverted flower-
pot, the hole being closed so as to exclude light.
Too many must not be blanched at one time, as
when the blanching is effected, the hearts commence
to rot away. Others that are well forward in
growth must be taken up and replanted in frames
so that the needful protection be secured from both
frost and damp. The plants must only be removed
whilst in a dry state. To facilitate the removal,
the plants should be drawn up together and tit

d

with a piece of matting, to be untied again when
planting is effected. Each plant should be taken
up with a moderately-sized ball, and the soil, which
should be fairly rich and friable, be pressed firmly
about the roots. If the soil should be in the least
dry and the weather should be fine, a moderate
watering will settle the soil about the roots and
make all secure. The plants being already of a
good size, the aim now must be to keep them as
near as possible in a sound condition.

Succession plants.- It is not yet too late to
plant other smaller Endive plants in any old frames
these growing quite as freely in this respect as
Lettuce, and coming in admirably during the later
part of the season. The frames must not be too
deep, and if so, means must be taken to fill up the
space with open material. A layer of old brush-
wood surfaced with a layer of litter, and over this
7 inches or s inches of soil, will form an effective
rooting medium. Smaller plants will also be com-
ing on in the open, to be removed to a sht Iter when
the exigencies of the season require that such must
be done. A free use of the hoe on fine days will
keep the young plants growicg steadily.

Blanching Endive.— Cleanliness is of the first

importance in the blanching of Endive, and to be
palatable it must be perfectly blanched. Large
j-'Iants take but little blanching, as with well-
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grown samples this process is well advanced on ac-

coant of the compactness of the heart. I have
already detailed the means of blanching in the

op3n air, but as the season advances the cooler

nature of the surroundings checks this process, so

it must be carried out in a warmer and darkened
structure, a Mushroom house or dark cellar being

well adapted for the purpose. A few plants should

be taken in at weekly intervals, this keeping up a
steady supply, as it must be remembered that when
once blanching is effected in these warmer and
damper positions the decay is very rapid. Espe-

cially is this noticeable when the structures are

kept unduly hot, close, and moist.

Leeks —A well blanched shank constitutes a
good Leek, and the shorter this is the value de-

creases accordingly. Plants which were inserted

deep enough in the first place will have been
blanched without other extraneous aids, but if

there should be any doubts about this, the plants

may easily be earthed up by drawing the soil up to

them with a hoe on fine days. Others, no doubt,
have been grown by planting near the surface on
well prepared trenches ; therefore this being the

case, earthing must take place, or the length of

shank will be very short. If the ground should be
dry or not in condition for producing good Leeks,

the earthing may be preceded by a soaking of

liquid manure. The leaves must be gathered up
together and dry soil fixed around them, taking
care to leave the hearts open. The practice is also

often adopted of surrounding the plant carefully

with a collar of brown paper, this keeping the soil

from coming into close contact with it, the slianks

in these cases turning out very clean. A. Y. A.

HARDY FRUITS.

Peaches and Nectarines.—The earliest Peaches
ripened admirably, nor could much fault be found
with successional varieties— notably, Bellegarde,

Crimson Galande, and Stirling Castle—as these

were but little later than usual, the quality also

being fairly good. The case, however, is very diffe-

rent with the late varieties, some of which will

doubtless fail to ripen properly. Very little pro-

gress towards ripening has of late been made by
the fruit of Walburton Admirable, Sea Eagle,

Princess of Wale.», and Salway ; but good care

ought yet to be tiken of these crops, as should
they not be fit for dessert, nothing could be more
choice for cooking. If there are any pit or frame
lights available, these might well be fixed over the

trees bearing fruit, as the protection thus afforded

would greatly assist in warding off frosts and rain,

also favouring ripening of both fruit and wood.
Silway may be kept under lights till late in No-
vember, the fruit forming a handsome it not a
particularly good dish, as far as quality is concerned.
There has been too much wet for the Nec-
tarines, the fruit cracking badly in conse-
quence. These would have well repaid being tem-
porarily covered with lights, and much good might
also have been done with protecting canvas blinds

run over the trees every evening. Late crops should
yet be covered. It is still too early to move young
trees of either Peaches and Nectarines, the wood of

these being very sappy and still growing. There
is nothing, however, to prevent root-lifting and
pruning being started, especially if the excellent

plan of working half- way round the trees this sea-

son and completing the other lialf next autumn is

adopted. Start at a distance of 1 feet from the
stems of good-sized trees and work up to within
18 inches of them. Substitute a fresh loamy com-
post for the old soil, a sprinkling of lime or lime
rubbish acting very beneficially, and after the pre-

served roots have been duly pruned relay thinly

and evenly nearer the surface. The trees will well

reply for this small amount of trouble taken with
them ; in fact, unless something of this sort is

done rather frequently, they will not long remain
in a healthy productive state. No time should be
lost in ordering young trees from the nurseiies. but
stipulate that they shall not be lifted and packed
till nearly or quite all the leaves have fallen.

Plum^ —The fruit on trees of Coe's Golden Droi
and Ickworth Impuratrice growing against coo

walls is far from being ripe, bat should the weather
improve it will yet attain perfection. They must
be protected from birds, and if the former be
gathered directly it is ripe and be wrapped sepa-

rately in squares of tissue paper and kept in a cool,

dry place, good dessert or show fruit will be avail-

able in November. The wood of most of the trees

is now fairly well matured, and either partial or

completely lifting may be commenced without
much risk being run of the shrivelling of the young
branches. In common with all other fruits, Plums
are the most free-fiowering and productive when
the roots are well up to the surface, and it the
mulching material is fully occupied by them this is

a good sign. Vegetable crops ought to be kept
fully 1 feet away from the stems, digging near the

trees having a very b.ad effect on them. Any that

in previous years have had rough treatment at the
roots, digging very near to the walls being prac-

tised and mulchings of strawy manure being ne-

glected, are certain to be rooting far too deeply for

the good of the trees, and what has just been re-

commended as beneficial to Peach trees is equally
applicable to and quite as much needed by Plums.
Transplanting rarely ends badly in the case of

Plum trees, as it is not often that any difliculty is

experienced in saving a moderately large ball of

soil about the roots. Seeing also that they need
protecting in some way both when in flower and
when the fruit is ripening, the trees ought to be
grown together as much as possible. The present
is a good time for commencing the often much
needed and very important work of rearranging
the wall and other fruit trees, and young stuff

should be ordered from the nurseries before it is

too late to procure the best of everything.

Gooseberries—It the weather is favourable, an
early start to form fresh plantations of these may
well be made, it being possible to safely transplant

quite the largest bushes at this season of the year.

Bringing them well together instead of the more
common practice of scattering the bushes all over
the garden admits of their being more readily pro-

tected at any time, and without some form of pro-

tection it is hardly possible to save first the buds
and then the fruit in some gardens. Strongly built

wire netting-covered structures are the cheapest in

the end, and now is a good time to erect these, or else

to stockany that are already up. Fillthem at once with
medium-sized to large bushes instead of planting
small ones, superior varieties if need be being sub-

stituted for inferior ones, according as they attain

a profitable size. Early Sulphur, Whitesmith,
Whinham's Industry, Green Champagne and War-
rington are among the best for planting in net-

covered structures, and the last named being a
good keeper and of excellent quality should be the
most extensively grown. Cool wall borders suit

both Plums and Gooseberries admirably, and they
may well, therefore, be grown together, the former
sharing the wall with the latter, two or three rows
of Gooseberries and Red Currants, the bushes
being not less than 1 feet apart each way, occupy-
ing the border in front, a lean-to wire-covered house
protecting the lot. Trench the borders prior to

planting, but bring very little. If any, of the sub-
soil to the surface, and unless very poor no manure
should be mixed with the top spit, and only rough,
slowly decaying manure and rubbish with the sub-

soil. Very light soils would be improved by the
addition of a surfacing of clayey loam or marl,
Gooseberries thriving best in rather firm moisture-

holding ground. When the bushes and trees re-

quire feeding, this can be done from the surface,

but there should never be any digging done among
them.

Raspherribs.—These also may safely be trans-

planted now, or while yet the foliage is green, and
it ought especially to be done it it is necessary that

they be cropped next season. This has reference

solely to strong stools, or any that have already

done some service, as no young cane ought
to be fruited the first season after being

planted. This is also a good time for forming
quite fresh plantations, and the young canes
being partly re-eatablialied this autumn extra

strong suckers will pu.sh up next summer. Kasp-

berries, again, must be kept rooting near the sur-

face. Therefore do not bury much manure deeply,

this having at attractive effect upon the roots, but
well prepare the surface by the addition of fresh

loam, lime rubbish, burnt earth and some manure.
This will soon be well occupied by root fibres,

mulchings of manure and a careful abstention from
digging among the rows serving to keep the root

from striking downwards. The small-fruited

varieties are not worth preserving, the preference
being given to Carter's Prolifis, Baumforth's Seed-

ling, and Superlative. W. I.

PLANT HOUSES.
Stove plant,-! —Those plants usually grown in

the stove, but which have been used during the

summer in the conservatory and other cool houses,

must now, with the prospects in view of cooler

nights and occasional frosts, b3 taken back intD

warmth for greater safety. Up to the present

time there has not been much fear of injury where
the plants have been treated as advised, only using
such as are well established in their pots with
abundance of roots. Crotons, for instance, have
with us been in a comparatively cool temperature
for months past ; these are just the kind of plants
for decorative uses, through being fairly well

hardened. If necessary with a good succestional
stock these plants could be utilised for a long time,

yet without much fear of injury. Even when they
lose their lower leaves and become shabby the
tops can be taken off for re-striking, and the stools

if not needed for further increase can be thrown
away. It does not pay to attempt to bring such
plants round again when young ones serve the pur-

pose so much better. The removal of plants back to

the stove will not usually incite to a fresh growth
;

the difference in temperature will be more ima-
ginary than real, as the average warmth of the
stove will soon be falling a few degrees, be-

tween which and that of the past month or

two in cooler houses there will not be a great

disparity. Other plants over which much cau-

tion is necessary are Caladiums ; these oftentimes
when becoming shabby are taken ont of the stove

for the time being with the intention of soon
bringing them back again. Should such doubt-
fully good intentions escape the memory any
longer, the bulbs, will, it not killed outright, be
so much injured as to be but of little use another
season. They may appear to be all right until

starting time comes round again ; then, however,
the discovery will frequently be made that the

bulbs are actually rotten ; decay, if not apparent
upon the surface, will be found to have worked
its way from the base. Caladiums should never
be taken out of the stove when getting shabby,
nor to make room for other things unless they can
be accommodated in warm pits which are equi-

valent to the stove itself. In the stove they can
be turned upon their side for the time being under
other plants, taking the first opportunity of shaking
them out, cleaning the base of the bulbs, and then
placing each kind in separate shallow pans covered
up in sand, afterwards keeping in a warm place and
near the hot-water pipes if the house is none too

warm.

Clerodendrons, particularly C. B.ilfourianum, are

plants over which many are deceived at this season
of the year with a falling temper.ature. These
(like the Caladiums) may have been taken out into

cooler houses after their flowering season was over.

I'p to the present they will have been fairly safe if

carefully attended to and not over-watere i, but on
no account should they be left any longer, particu-

larly where the temperature falls for many nights

below ."ill'. The better plan will be to partially

prune them so that they occupy merely the room of

the trellis upon which they may perchance have
been trained, and place into either warm pits where
the temperature does not fall, as a rule, below ."..'>°,

or else into the stove itself. I have seen fine spe-

cimens of CUerodendrons killed outright for want
of attention in the foregoing respect at this com-
ing cooler season. At first the points are supposed
only to be injured, then the lower portions are

found to be dead, and eventually the base of the

plant also, whilst to all appearance the roots are
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uninjured. What applies to Caladiums and Clero-

dendrons does equally so to Allamandas when they

have been for a few weeks crowded out of the stove.

This may have ensued when a re-arrangement has

taken place if the plants had not sufficient flower

upon them to make a fair show. These and other

tender plants should therefore be carefully looked

after from this time onwai<ls where any liberties

have been taken in their treatment. It frequently

escapes notice at the time and is not discovered

possibly for months to come, and then the cause
of injury is assigned to some other source.

The Palms which require warmth during the

winter, for greater safety must also be looked after

more closely now. Such, for instance, as Areca
lutescens, Thrinax elegans, Cocos WeddeUiana, C.

plumosa, Diumonorops fissus, Geonoma gracilis,

and Cham^dorea glaucifolia, with other and closely

allied kinds, which will have been safe enough for

a long time during the warmer months in the con-

servatory or other cooler houses than the stove

should not be risked any longer out of a fairly

warm house, if not actually placed back into the
stove itself. After having taken years to attain to

good dimensions it is a great pity to see such
plants injured, perhaps only partially so, but suffi-

ciently to make them somewhat shabby, with a
corresponding check given to leaves now develop-
ing. It is, I am fully aware, oftentimes a very
difficult matter to accommodate all the stock of

plants when a rearrangement takes place in the
autumn and to find room for all those which have
stood out of doors for some time. Plants continue
to grow from year to year, if well cared for all the
more so ; the best way is to at once reduce the
numbers, or overcrowding must ensue, to the injury
of all. J. H.

ORCHIDS.
One may almost be tempted to exclaim, "What a
difference between the state of our Orchid houses
for bloom now and ten years ago !

" A few blooms
here and there might be seen in collections, and it

was thought worth while to record the flowerings
of this, that, and the other variety or species in the
gardening papers. The old Cattleya labiata vera
was a treasure possessed only by the wealthy ama-
teurs who could spend large sums on their plants,
and care well for them afterwards. Now that
Messrs. Sander, of St. Albans, have introduced the
true C. labiata vera from its native habitat, one of
the best Orchids in existence for flowering in
autumn will soon be plentiful, and if we may depend
upon the information sent to England pure white
varieties, as well as numerous other distinct forms
and colour.-!, may be found amongst them. The

. grand Vanda Sanderiana is a distinct and hand-
some Orchid and very remarkable for a Vanda, it

adds a charm to any collection at this season. The
collectors have also made the beautiful blue
V. ccerulea very plentiful, and it also gives us a colour
possessed by no other, and its long spikes of lovely
flowers make it a fitting rival for V. Sanderiana.
The pretty little V. cicrulescens is to be found in
flower, though not so frequently as V. cicrulea. I

may add that we have grown V. cicrulea much
warmer than usual this .'reason, and the plants have
also had a very plentiful supply of water, so that
the Sphagnum Moss has grown very lu.xuriantly.

The plants have grown more vigorously, are of a
deeper green colour than they used to be when
kept in the Cattleya house, and rather drier.

The old Zygopetalum maxillare is a useful plant
at this season, and may well be classed with the
bluish-coloured Orchids. It flowers now, and is

a plant that should be well cared for. It is usually
found wild growing on the stems of Tree Ferns,
and should be so planted. The roots will run down
the stem to the peat and Sphagnum. The flowers
will last for two months. The beautiful hy-
brids from it, Z. Sedeni and Z. Clayi, are
also great acquisitions. The best of the au-
tumn-flowering Oncidiums is (). varicosnm, and
their golden flowers from October onwards are
a feature in tlie Cattleya house. Probably, basket
culture is best for the permanent well-bein^r of
these plants ; they soon wear out if kept to bare
blocks.

The Cattleya pumila group are also charming

little plants, which we may not altogether lose'

sight of for the stately C. gigas, C. Dowiana, and

the splendid hybrid form, C. Hardyana. These last

may be placed amongst the more recent introduc-

tions, and splendid plants they are for furnishing

us with a rich display of bloom. If these gorgeous

Cattleyas are to be maintained in anything like

good health and are to be expected to flowerannually

they must not be too freely watered after flower-

ing ; the more vigorous plants have a tendency to

push away again from the base of the flowering

bulbs, and this is not only fatal to their flowering

next year, but it is also injurious to the health of

the plants. They lose their vigour altogether unless

rested at the right season, which is after the flowers

decay until the spring. Keep the plants moderately

dry and near the glass in the Cattleya house, give

no water until the compost is quite dry, but do not

suffer it to remain long so else the leaves may become

yellowish and the plants might not soon recover.

We have up to now kept the Cattleya house

rather warm to encourage a good growth in all of

the C. Trianre, C. Jlendeli, and C. MossiiE type, the

house being shut up as early as we could to catch the

afternoon sun. Now that some Cattleyas require

to pass into the resting stage, and the entire collec-

tion of plants, such as Miltonia vexillaria, Odonto-

glossum, Phaljcnopsis, Masdevallias of the M.

Chimajra type, &c., have also to be placed in the

Cattleya house, considerably less heat will bo better

for such plants, but if the plants of Lselia purpurata

and any Cattleyas which have not made up then-

growth are still retained in this house they certainly

ought to be placed at the warmest end of it. Most

of these Brazilian Orchids of the character of

L.-elia purpurata would be better for a mini-

mum temperature of ('>0° all through this month

and even into November, until their growths

have been made up. The temperature should

be kept up by heating the hot-water pipes

rather than by keeping the house too close ;
a

stuffy, moist atmosphere in autumn and winter is

bad for most Orchids, but it does not suit Cattleyas

and Lxlias at any time. I well remember, many
years ago, when the importance of sufficient venti-

lation was not so much understood as it is now, nor

the effects of dryness at the resting period, I was

passing through a Cattleya house admiring the

general health of the plants, that the gardener at-

tributed it to dryness in the atmosphere and suffi-

cient ventilation. He took a box of matches out of

his pocket, and remarked that I might strike one

anywhere on the ground, on the stages, or on any

of the flower-pots. The Dendrobiums ought to

be encouraged to make up their growths now, at

least the later-growing species and varieties, or

those which might have flowered early, but have

been kept back in the spring to flower late. For

instance, we flower D. nobile from January to June
;

therefore, any plants that flowered at the early date

ought now to be in one of the vineries and at rest

;

it will be time to start them into growth again

soon. When we have a general collection of these

deciduous Dendrobiums, such as D. Leechianum,

D. Ainsworthi, D. Farmeri, D. aureum, D. Wardi-

anura. D. densifiorum, D. chrysiflorum, D. cras-

sinode, &c., it is perhaps not safe to trust them in

a lower temperature than 45°. D. nobile and some

of the hybrid varieties from it, I have kept safely

in a house where the temperature frequently fell so

low as 35°. Our work for the last ten days has

been re-potting and surface-dressing plants in the

cool house. It is not convenient to the potting

shed, and we re-pot, or do anything the plants need,

in the house. This a%'oids any injury from the

plants being left standing about in a draughty pot-

ting shed. Now seems a good time for re-potting

such Odontoglossuras as O. Edwardi, Oncidium

lamelligerum, &. : for, although they have started

to grow, they have not made roots to any extent.

The work should be done in a careful manner,

avoiding any injury to the active rootlets.

J. Douglas.

A note from Wales.—This district has suffered

severely from the recent and oft-repeated terrific

gales. Vales and hills have a seared wintry appear-

ance. The wind side of trees is as brown as if a

fire had passed over them, and many are even leaf-

less, the leaves falling in all directions, as if in No-

vember. Such destruction could not come about

with the force of the hurricanes alone, and it is

generally, and I believe correctly, attributed to

the salt spray carried by the wind. Whatever the

cause, its eft'ect is manifest in a decided degree

throughout the whole district. —J. R , Tan y-

bidch.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

FRUIT CONGRESSES.

These promise to become rather too common,

and unless a somewhat different line is

taken, are likely to do more harm than good.

We get the same weary round of incentive to

plant the most improved varieties with a va-

riety of cultural details. That there was need

of a revival of planting and also very much

room for improvement in the methods of cul-

ture, or rather want of culture in many cases,

there is no disputing, but at the rate we are

moving now-a-days, all this is ancient history.

Yet ancient as it !.«, the promoters of congresses

must not take all the credit of the reform to

themselves, as their advice was largely antici-

pated by a considerable number of shrewd men.

I have attended some of these congresses, and if

the truth must be told, was more impressed

with the general apathy prevailing than with

the character of the discussions. Take away

the publicity given to their meetings by the

public press,and the etfect of the meetings would

be almost nil. To the horticultural and daily

press belongs much of the credit of promoting a

more widespread culture and love of choice

fruit, and to the honour of some of the former,

be it stated, the advocacy of the need of reform

—more especially with respect to improved

selections—was mooted long before congresses

became the fashion.

For several years past my duties have ne-

cessitated fairly extensive rounds in various

parts of the midland and southern counties, and

on all sides I have noted with satisfaction that

hardy fruit culture has been seriously taken in

hand by a variety of people, including not a few

farmers. The progress made by many of the

trees has been, or appeared to me to be—for

time passes <iuickly—surprisingly rapid. Many
that were planted within the past five years

have attained a productive and fairly pro-

fitable state. Thousands of healthy young

standard Apple trees are bearing moderately

heavy crops of tine fruit ; Pears, though less freely

planted, being also productive ; while the young

Plum trees were, in many instances, to be seen

breaking down with the weight of fnut on them

all this, iu addition to what the old trees are,

or were carrying, the crops of Apples on these

let me add, being surjirisingly good. This being

indisputable, the question arises, Why do the

associations, or the wire-pullers of the same,

solely turn their attention to the old and nearly

thread-bare topics >. Take the programme of

the fruit congress to bo held at Manchester on

October 21 and -I'l, for instance. It may be

Mr. Baillio iu hi.s paper on " The Fruit-grow-

ing Movement" will give fruit growers gene-

rally some sound information upon what to do

with the fruit when it is grown, and Mr. S. T.

Wright may also have something to say on the

subject, but there is no intimation that such

will bo forthcoming from these or any other

gentlemen who ni.vy contribute papers
;
yet this

is what is badly wanted now, and in future
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years the difticulties uf the fruit growers must
increase. Recently, an owner of many Plum
trees wrote to a leading daily paper to the eft'ect

that he could do nothing with his fruit. It

cost more to gather and send the Plums to

London than they fetched when they reached

there, nor could he sell them on the trees or on

the ground. This is only one instance of the

many, and all the savants can urge by way of

advice is to make jam. This iscertainly a very

easy way out of the difficulty as far as the doc-

tors are concerned, but will the poor patient

find a ready sale for his jam after it is made .'

One would think we were a nation of jam-eaters,

and doubtless vast quantities are consumed,
but when we hear of one fruit grower alone

supplying several hundred tons of Strawberries

alone to a large jam factory established on the

place, one naturally asks how many such places

would be required to literally swamp the mar-
kets with jam. True, many of the big ocean-

going steamers give orders direct to the jam
factories for large quantities of jam and bottled

fruit forxonsumption during each voyage, and
this practice may be considerably extended with

advantage to all concerned. Those again who
so glibly advise making fruit into jam must also

remember that it is no small factory that can

keep pace with the work of jam-making con-

nected with a big fruit farm. At Lord Sudeley's

place there is a very extensive branch of Mr.
Beach's jam-making establishment in full work-

ing order, the premises being increased accord-

ing as the fruit farms increase in size and
productiveness!, yet they cannot keep pace

with the supplies of fruit sent in daily. The
great bulk of the fruit has really to be pulped
and stored in large barrels, the boiling down
process, though surprisingly brief, being carried

out all the year round. Wliether they will get

through all the fruit sent in this season is a fair

question.

Another " Over - cropped Fruit Grower,'
writing to the daily paper already alluded to a

few days later, states that the condition of the

fruit market is a " sad disappointment to those

who hoped to make a little by their fruit this

year," and further points out that " one year

we get no fruit to sell, and the next we have
more than is wanted, so that we are actually

out of pocket in attempting to sell it." This

fruit grower states that he was only oifered 33.

per bushel for Plums, and was paid 5s. per

bushel for early Pears, Ijut cannot sell any
more even for half that price, while for Codlins

and Cat's-head Apples he only got 23. Cd. and
33. per bushel, this not covering the cost of

picking, carnage, and commission. What is

the remedy for this, or is there none forth-

coming? Surely a way can be found out of

the difficulty, and with the funds placed at their

disposal, the Fruiterers' Company might well

employ these in thoroughly sifting the matter.

Other countries export their surplus produce,

and why not the British growers ? or are there

no foreign markets to be found for our jams
and raw fruit ? The sooner some outlet is found
for the fruit or a better system of distribution

is organised, the lietter will it be for our fruit

growers and the numerous workers necessarily

employed by them. Royal Commissions are

appointed upon matters of far less vital im-

portance, and is it too much to ask that the

agri-horticulturist sliould have a turn 1 Tiiless

something is done, growers will lo.se confidence,

and what .should have proved a profitabh^ and
generally beneficial industry be nipped in the

bud. For instance, must the greater portion

of the Apples grown in the aoutli-western

counties tliis year be converted into cider, or

not I Much of the fruit doubtless is lit for no-

thing else, but there are great quantities of

sound, good fruit that ought to be put to a

better purpose. Onlooker.

LARGE EARLY COOKING APPLES.

Unlike some other kinds of fruits where extra

size does not always tend to high qualiiy, large

Apples for cooking are generally preferred. Of
course there are some exceptions, notable amongst
these being HoUandbury, a variety now but seldom
seen. Certainly it is very handsome, but its season

is soon over, although it is catalogued as being in

use up till Christmas, but with me when I used to

grow it in Herefordshire it was a mass of rotten-

ness by the end of October, although to all appear-

ance outwardly it was apparently sound. Peas-

good's Nonsuch is also very large and the hand-
somest of all, but it is a shy bearer, although a

good grower. Being a shy bearer, I cannot in-

clude it in my list of large early cooking Apples, as

I have taken my standpoint upon their being good
bearers as well as being of good quality, their free

growth also being of the first consideration. It is

remarkable that the best of the large early cooking
Apples are very free bearers, even during their

early years, this being the case generally in widely

separated districts. During what we may term bad
seasons we should be very poorly off indeed for good
Apples if it were not for these large early, and I

may also add midseason varieties, as their season

being rather extended the designation of early

only is rather a misnomer. Taking a general review

of the reports sent from the numerous correspon-

dents and lately published in The Gakden, I have
noticed that such varieties as Stirling Castle, Lord
Snffield, Lord Grosvenor, Ecklinville, Warner's
King, and Dachess of Oldenburg appear very

often, notwithstanding the untoward circum-

stances which prevailed whilst they were in bloom.

These varieties as a rale bear well, this alone being

a sufficient passport tor their more extended cul-

ture. Neither does it want dwarfing or precocious

stocks generally to ensure their early bearing,

these on the majority of soils being much against

their well-doing. The free or Crab stock is the

best for them, as on this they crop quite as freely,

and, moreover, they have the extra vigour, and
this without unduly growing out of bounds. Take
Stirling Castle for example ; this variety is some-

times recommended to be grown from trees

grafted or budded on the Paradise stock, whilst

even on the Crab stock it is so prolific as

to require freely thinning out. It is neces-

sary to have the vigour that can be accorded

by this latter stock to keep it from prematurely

wearing out. Where it will succeed. Lord Suffield

is a favourite variety, its handsome appearance and
superb quality when cooked making it worthy of

cultivation. In some soils this is a very disap-

pointing Apple, and on our heavy cold soil I cannot

do anything with it, the fruit being anything but

large, and, moreover, it becomes spotted and the

trees do not appear at all healthy. This is evi-

dently a variety for a warm loamy soil, as on this I

have had it really first-class. AH varieties cer-

tainly have not such a pronounced disposition to

special soils and surroundings ; but where Lord
Suffield will not succeed, there is the consolation of

there being an excellent substitute to take its place

in Lord Grosvenor. This is really an Apple of the

greatest excellence, being hardy and an abundant
bearer, the quality also being first-rate. Duchess

of Oldenburg cannot exactly be termed a large

Apple unless freely thinned, it being more oC a
medium size ; but, nevertheless, it cannot be

excluded, as on all soils it is a most abun-

dant bearer, the quality when cooked being

excellent, and added to this is its very handsome
appearance. When fully ripe it has a rather yel-

lowish cast, abundantly streaked with red. Care

must be taken in gathering that the fruits are not

bruised, as to this injury it is rather susceptible

unless carefully handled. This is an Apple of

Russian introduction, and does excellently as a

standard, bearing most profusely, and being well

adapted for maiket. Ecklinville Seedling, as i.s

pretty well known, gro^^s to a prodigioui size, and

generally is a free bearer. This cannot be sur-

passed for cooking whilst in season. It does best

as a naturally grown pyramid with very little

pruning. As a dwarf standard, with say a stem
of :i feet, it succeeds well. This variety is quite as
profuse as the old Keswick Codlin in the formation
of fruit buds, these appearing even quite plenti-

fully on the wood of the current season, and
this on the Cran stock, which is well suited

to the variety. Djmino may be termed an im-
proved Keswick in size. This variety is largely
grown in Nottinghamshire. Bellringer is a va-

riety very little known, and I have only seen
it mentioned in one fruit list. It is an excellent

Apple, the fruits growing to a prodigious size, and
added to this is its very fruitful habit on the Crab
stock and very regular in bearing whatever the

season. It is one of those varieties which quickly
fill the basket. I have enclosed a couple of fruits.

They have not been thinned out, the trees, although
small ones, bearing a regular crop. When better

known, I venture to say that Bellringer will become
a favourite variety and much sought after. It was
specially recommended to me by an old fruit fore-

man, who found it in an old orchard. Stirling

Castle, as I have previously taid, is an enormous
and regular bearer. It is of handsome shape and
vei7 heavy considering its size. On account of

its prodigious bearing qualities the tree never
grows to a very large size, and is best cultivated

in the bush form. As previously stated, the

Paradise is not a suitable stock, and even on the

Crab a distance of i^ feet between the trees would
not be too little if it was decided to plant a quan-
tity. Yorkshire Beauty or Greenup's Pippin is an-

other useful and handsome Apple, and has the

additional merit of being hardy. It is of very
transparent appearance, and its pale yellow-col-

oured skin and bright rosy cheek are very telling.

The tree is of a spreading bushy habit, and on
the Crab it is a very prolific bearer, and may be culti-

vated either as a standard or natural bush. This
kind also does well on a dwarfing stock. War-
ner's King is a well-known large Apple, on good
soils the fruits growing to an enormous siza. This
variety, however, cannot be termed an early va-

riety. The Queen, on account of its excellent quail-

ties, cannot be excluded from any garden. In a few
years' time Bismarck and Frogmore Prolific will

take a place amongst the select in general cultiva-

tion. Y. A. H.

\* The Apple named Bellringer in the above
notes is Stone's.

—

Ed.

Pear 'White Doyenne —This Pear is not often

met with. It is of first siz3 and suitable for

standard or bush trees in sheltered situations.

The tree is hardy and a good grower. I noticed
recently, when in the parish of Windlesham, Surrey,

a large tree ot this kind growing in a farm house
garden. This tree had from nine to ten bushels

ot Pears on it, the fruit being of good size and
clean.

—

Dorset.

Tomtits and fruit.—These birds are a great
nuisance at this season of the year, the choicer
Apples as well as Pears suffering from their attacks.

I found a large number of the best of King of Pip-

pins more or less touched, and a tour of inspection

proved that the tomtits had commenced operations

on Cox's Orange, Adams' Pearmain, and Cornish
GilliQower. Earlier Apples ot showy appearance,
as Duchess of Oldenburg, Kerry I'lppin, and Peas-

good's Nonsuch, also suffered considerably. It

seems almost impossible to do much with large

.standard trees, but bashes and pyramids can be
protected with netting resting on cross pieces of

wood, the latter supported by forked uprights.

There is generally a strip of netting (at the end of

each fruit season) hardly worth keeping in its en-

tirety, and this can be cut into lengths suitable for

the temporary protection either of individual trees

or certain stretches of espaliers. I covered the

Pear wall about a month ago, and thought the
coping would allow of the netting swinging clear

of the trees, but it was not far enough away, and
the birds have tapped some fine Louise Bonne and
Conseiller de la ('our Pears. It may not ba gene-

rally known that extra sizsd fiuit thus pecked can
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generally be lipened satisfactorily, that is, if its

season U near at hand, by carefully filling in the

hole with plaster of paris. WbUst gathering fruit

respectively from old wall trees and cordons it is

interesting to note that although in the majority

of instances a few extra sized dishes can be picked

from each of the older trees, for general uniform

excellence the cordons take the lead.—E. Bue-
BELL.

The ripening of Pears.— It was thought, with

some reason, too, that Pears would be very late in

ripening this season, and in the case of some varie-

ties this may prove to be the case, but as far as

my experience goes there is very little difference in

the time of ripening— I mean in comparison with

other years. We had Williams' Bon Chretien good by
the first week in September, and ten days later

Beurre d'Amanlis was also dropping from the trees

and nearly fit to eat. Several inferior varieties

were ripe before expected, and by the time this

appears in print. Doyenne Boussoch, Comte de
Lamy, Louise Bonne of Jersey, and the earliest

of the Marie Louise will bs ready for use. The
quality also is good, and that, too, considering the

heavy crops borne bythetrees. Oars is aheavy clayey
soil and the position not particularly warm.— I.,

/^iimerset.

VARIETIES OF THE MORELLO CHERRY.
Will you kindly let me know if there are varieties

of the Morello Cherry ? I have been told some are

much larger than others. Will yon kindlv state if

it is so ?—W. A. G.

*,* In a note on Morellos in The Gardbn (p.
17'2) I stated there were more than one kind of Mo-
rellos, so that I have much pleasure in giving
" W. A. G." any further information I am able.

The variety called Kentish Red or Pie Cherry is very
much like the Morello, but of a redder colour and
smaller than a well grown Morello, the latter when
ripe being black. The fruit of the Kentish Red is

medium - sized, round, and rather aoid, and
valuable for cocking. The growth of the tree is

much like that of the Morello. I have had this

variety sent for the Morello, but I do not care
for it so much. A few trees are useful, as it

makes excellent tarts and preserves. It is largely
grown in Kent as an orchard tree, and when grown
on a wall and allowed to hang, mucli resembles the
Morello in colour, being nearly black. There is an-
other Cherry called Flemish Red, or Montmorency
of some. It is often grown as Kentish, but the
fruit is larger. The tree when grown as a standard
is of more upright growth, has a shorter fruit-stalk,

but is not generally so good a bearer as the Kentish
Red, so that I do not advise its culture. There is

a variety named Ostheim, but little grown under
that name ; it is a large Morello and less acid. For
late dessert it is valuable. The weeping or pendu-
lous Morello is a prolific bearer and good for
standards or bush culture, but in this way I have
never seen it bear such good fruit as on a
a wall. A few trees are very nice in a garden,
their pendulous branches forming a pretty standard.
There is a small Morello much grown in Kent
called by some the Wye or Wild Morello, but it is

not so good for garden culture, and has, I fear, in
some cases been sent out as the true Morello. The
fruit is sweeter, much smaller, and in Kent much
used for Cherry brandy. This is probably the
variety " W. A. G." has heard of, but I would
advise him to get his trees from some good fruit

tree nursery and obtain the true kind, and it re-

quired for bushes or standards to have them on
the Mahaleb stock, as on this stock the trees pro-
duce much finer fruits and remain dwarf. Much
depends upon the stock as to size of fruit, also
pruning. Only last month I saw some grand old
trees on a wall %vith scarcely a bit of fruiting wood
in them, merely naked branches. This should not
be. These trees a few years back produced heavy
crops of fruit, and had been pruned by those who
had no knowledge of the tree. The Morello is

easily grown, and requires less attention than
other Cherries. It is not so liable to be attacked by
black fly, and the pruning required is very simple,
leaving plenty of young wood to be laid in for next

year's fruit. Some growers spur in their trees, but

I have tried both, and find the spurring tends to

gumming and canker. Removal of old wood
should take place annually, and new be laid in,

and during the summer months the small growths
not required should be removed, but hard

tying in of shoots should be avoided, as I

find (with plenty of freedom) the shoots re-

quired to be laid in mature better. I have never

found any difficulty in getting plenty of fruiting

wood and large fruits when plenty of young wood
is always laid in. I give a good mulch of decayed
manure over the roots both in the autumn and
spring. Our Morellos on walls produce heavy crops

yearly. The best system is to have a few young
trees to replace old, as it is impossible—at least, 1

find it so—to prevent the loss of a few branches in

very old trees, especially in wet north borders, and
as a young tree replaces an old one, we drain, so

as to prevent this loss as far as possible. I also

lift the young trees occasionally, and this I find

checks canker and also prevents gross wood, so

that the use of the knife to a great extent is

avoided. I have some young trees, planted six

years ago, that have been lifted twice. These have

during that time covered a large space ; indeed, I

have been obliged to remove every other tree.

More attention is necessary to pruning the first few

years, so as to keep the trees in shape, but if lifted

as advised it does away with gross wood, thus

building up good fruiting wood that covers the

wall—not running up to the top, leaving the bottom
naked. I have gone into details, as much depends

upon culture, and what is often thought to be a

poor variety and not true to name will, with suit-

able culture, bear fruit double the size. A good
start at the first, careful pruning, yearly extension,

and not digging near the roots, but feeding, are

essentials to success.— G. Wythes.

FRUIT GROWING IN TASMANIA.
Pruning.

In my last article on fruit growing I promised

to give you a few lines on pruning, but my
remarks will be more on non-pruning. It is

surprising how many fruit growers carry on

their pruning in a haphazard manner,

merely shortening and thinning the branches

without any defined method. In the report of

the fruit growers' conference held at Hobart in

.January, 18'.>0, one large grower is reported to

have said that "He had adopted the .system of

merely clipping the branches for the first six

years, then allowing them to remain uncut.

Although this produced thin branches, yet the

results in a fruit-bearing direction were most

satisfactory. Another says :
" He had for years

trusted to the system of non-pruning and failed

to get any fruit, but now pruning of even old

trees had resulted in their bearing very finely."

The foregoing extracts may serve to illustrate

the manner in which pruning is generally car-

ried out. Of course it must not be inferred that

haphazard is the univer-sal method in the fruit

districts of the south, for at least two speakers

at the same conference strongly advocated a

proper method of pruning. From what has

come under my personal observation in the

north of the colony, the art of pruning is very

little under.stood except by a few practical gar-

deners. This fact is greatly to be deplored in

a conntry where there are so many nat>n-al ad-

vantages for prosecuting this rising industry.

Two or three years ago an article appeared

in one of the Melbourne papers (which was re-

produced in our local press) giving an account

of how a large fruit grower in Victoria paid

no attention to his trees whatever excejit to

gather the fruit. This led a number of our

amateur growers to try the experiment, with

disastrous results, ^\'hen in one of the country

districts a few months ago I noticed one orchard

in particular in a deplorable condition through

the adoption of the " natural growth " system
;

the trees were like great wild bushes and the

fruit bending the long thin branches almost to

the ground. The fruit was plentiful, but very

small, as might be expected under the circum-

stances. One of the most vital points in our

fruit trade is being sadly neglected, for nothing

helps the quantity and quality of fruit more
than proper pruning, allowing of course that

position and soil are favourable.

Launceston, Tasmania. W. McGowan.

POT VINES FOR FORCING.
Vises in pots are perhaps not grown so largely as

when there were fewer forcing houses, and therefore

less means of securing an early crop of Grapes.

With more glass the cultivator can often spare a
small house for early forcing, and thus get a larger

crop and with less trouble than from pot A'ines. I

prefer a small house or pit where the neces.".ary heat

can be maintained, and to plant the Vines in a

small border to fruit a couple of years, afterwards

destroying them. To do this two lots of houses are

necessary, that is to have young Vines growing in

some and some fruiting. This system has been

adopted here for years with much success and is of

great service, as it allows the permanent A'ines

ample time and saves forcing too hard in the larger

and valuable houses. Though planting out is

adopted, the first fruiting Vines are in pots and

grown yearly for the purpose, as it has been found

from experience that they give ripe fruit earlier

than those planted out, as the canes are harder and

break more readily than those planted out. On the

other hand, the bunches and berries are smaller, but

this is not much noticed, as new Grapes in March

are too valuable.

Pot Vines, when home grown, require close

attention to get good results, and those with insuffi-

cient means to grow them would do well to pur-

chase from a good firm. To get frnit in JIarch or

April the grower should now have his Vines in

good condition,and if he has to purchase his canes, no

time should be lost in doing so. If the rods are too

long, pruning at the time of placing them indoors is

a serious evil, as I find when the Vines start they

bleed badly; indeed, they often lose what is re-

quired to form the fruit, so that shortening back to

the required length should be done as soon as

growth is complete previous to turning into the

open to ripen the wood. Indeed, I would rather

disbud to the required length than prune just at

starting, but both are evils to be avoided with pot

A'ines. I find it best to grow strong canes from cut-

backs or' from eyes propagated the previous year,

though I am aware good A'ines are grown in a sin-

gle season. When the cut-back method is adopted

it entails less rare, and when yearly carried out it

gives little trouble, as the grower can strike yearly

and always have the reiiuired number ready for pot-

ting on.

Diverse opinions exist as to temperatures at

starting. I always give a high one, as it is neces-

sary when once you start to go ahead, as a young

Vine not forced will require from u to lo'^ higher

temperature than an older cane that has been

forced. Another consideration is the amount

of sunshine and size of house, a small house or

pit being necessary, and also an ample supply

of bottom heat. To start with, I do not give a

lower day temperature than 35" or tJO in mild

weather, and ">' to in lower by night with n nice

bottom-heat. The best material for bottom-

heat is fresh leaves for the start, as if used

in a small pit they give a steady heat and the

material can be added to as required. Of course,

with ample heat from pipes leaves are not neces-

sary, but are useful to keep the roots at an even

temperature and prevent dryness. The greatest

drawbacks to pot A'ines are undoubtedly fog

and want of light This becomes a serious matter

if the ^'ines are in bloom, and often means total

loss of crop. Here the grower gets soeme little

benefit, as the Vines can be cleared out and ac-

other crop of some kind grown, which would te

impossible if permanent Vines were forced.
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The night tsmperature requires to be as near 50°

as possible at starting, a few degrees higher on
mild nights doing no harm. I find canvas cover-
ings over the glass of great assistance, as they keep
the hoase at an even temperature and also prevent
dryness. When the thinning, which should be done
at the earliest moment to throw all the strength of
the Vines into the berries left, is completed,
more heat may be given. Very little air will be
necessary, as it is better to omit airing than to give
it in unfavourable weather. Especially is this
necessary in frosty weather or during easterly
winds. Very little stopping will be required when
once the Vines have been gone over, as the bunches
will absorb the strength ot the Vines when forced
early in the year. With canes planted out there
is more vigour; therefore more stopping is neces-
sary, and more bunches can be left on the canes.
In the ease of Vines in pots, I consider six
bunches sufficient if a good finish is required. The
planted-out canes may have eight to ten according
to the strength of the Vines. Whatever system is

adopted to secure early Grapes, the forcing house
is always most useful to the gardener, as it comes
in for many purposes, being useful for bulbs and
forcing plants. I have also in case of necessity
used the floor for Rhubarb, Seakale, and other
things, and propagating may also be done early
in the year. The cost of forcing is not so great
when it is taken into account how much can be
secured from a small pit or house started early in
the autumn. For early work I find Black Ham-
burgh and Foster's Seedling the best, but there are
several varieties of these, and the best of the latter
for early forcing has a thin-skinned berry very clear
and transparent. I have had a thick-skinned va-
riety that requires a fortri^ht longer than the one
named. G. Wythbs.

Syon.

GRAPE MRS, PINCE.
The following additional remarks on the above
excellent Grape, a? referred to by ' W. I." (page
279), on its behaviour in these gardens will, I trust.
be of interest. Unfortunately, I happened to be
from home when " W. I." called, or I could have
given him additional information. Whether it is

a distinct variety, or rather an improved form of
the variety, I can hardly state at present, but this
much I can say, that it is better than usually seen,
and this without taking extra trouble or treating it

in a diiierent way to other varieties, except in ex-
posing the bunches to more direct light than is

otherwise necessary with black Grapes generally.
The berries also set as freely as possible, and, in-
deed, oftentimes more regularly than so-called free-
setting varieties. The bunches are also always of
a large size, and I have had them from 1 lbs. to 7
lbs, each

;
indeed, I have a bunch hanging now

which will no doubt scale above the latter weight,
and this at the bottom part of the Vine, or on the
lowest spur. This bunch is rather too large to
finish perfectly, but it is sufficiently so not to mar its

appearance. Experts who have seen the Vine say
it is a good form of the variety, and the bunches
are always sufficiently attractive to command at-
tention. As •' W, I." truly says, the variety is fast
going out of cultivation ; but this should not be,
and I also agree with him when he says that it is

far superior to any other late black Grape in point
of quality, its Muscat flavour being very pro-
nounced. Such varieties as Gros Maroc and Aln-
wick Seedling are, like some of the larger
varieties of Pears, only fit to look at, their
quality being very inferior. As stated some
time ago in the pages of TiiK Garden by
both Mr. Warden and Mr, Allen, and also a
year or two previously by Mr. Iggulden, bunches
have been seen perfectly coloured when ripened in
July, and this statement I r-va fully bear out, as
this season by about the second week in August I
had jet-blaok berries, and should only have liked
to have exhibited the bunches at that time. This
colour, however, was only fleeting, as upon the
bright spell of weather which followed, the colour,
or rather bloom, vanushed rapidly, and the berries
also commenced to shrivel, ai ovjriipe ll;im-
burghs would do under the same circumstances.

The bloom being so very thin the colour quickly
fades. These early-coloured bunches were fully ex-
posed to the light, and I never saw berries change
so rapidly. This has now stopped, and I am keep-
ing a bunch to note its behaviour. Overcropping
is a serious mistake, and if this fault will cause
badly coloured Hamburghs, surely it will in the
case of a Grape like Mrs, Pince, What led me to
believe that direct light was needed to colour Mrs,
Pince Grape was from noticing the bunches more
deeply coloured upon the surface next the sun.
The Vine which I have that produces the large
bunches is on the west end of a vinery, and the
direct light strikes the bunches crosswise, whilst
the other Vine is at the east end, and the laterals

are thinly trained. It has also been recommended
to allow a heavier spread of foliage to assist in the
colouring, but this is certainly an erroneous opinion,
as it would have quite the opposite effect. No
doubt a slight shade spread over the roof after the
Grapes are coloured would prevent the colour from
vanishing, but keejiing it on for any length of time
would have a tendency to injure the Vines by keep-
ing away the ripening influence of sun and light.

Abherlcy Hall. A, YoUNG,

LATE OLTDOOR PEACHES.
It was not by any means a hopeful outlook for
these early in August, and the opinion was freely
expressed at that time that they would neither
swell up kindly nor ripen satisfactorily Thanks,
however, to an occasional fine day during that
month and to a short spell of bright weather
early in September, we have not much to com-
plain of, and all this class of fruit will finish

fairly well, with the single exception of Humboldt
Nectarine. The efforts of our best men in the produc-
tion of new Peaches do not seem to have resulted
in any marked advance in late varieties, either in
numbers or in quality—not, at any rate, in propor-
tion to early and midseason sorts. True, a few new
late sorts have been introduced, but it is a question
if anyone planting in the autumn of 18;il (I am
writing solely of outdoor Peaches) would find two
better varieties for late gathering than Barring-
ton and Walburton Admirable. Late Admir-
able, Princess of Wales, and Sea Eagle, with
one or two more sort?, are rather later than
the two first-named ; but the connoisseur in

quality would hardly give them wall room unless
we were likely to be favoured with a succession of
very hot summers in which fruit would be ripened
up earlier in the season. Noblesse was very late
this year with us, and did not ripen until the last

week in Septemlier. This variety, however, cer-
tainly does not stand alone in its late ripening,
nearly all being ten days or a fortnight later than
usual. One of our worst enemies along the Peach
wall has been the earwig, and had not early
measures been taken to effect its destruction we
should have saved very few fruit. The perforation
of the leaf, a sure sign of the presence of the
enemy, was noticeable when the fruit was only
about half size, and immediately a lot of bean-
stalks, some five or six to each tree, were inserted
among the branches. We looked them over every
other day, blowing sometimes some eight or nine of
the insects from each stalk, and by this means
nearly wiped them out before the fruit reached the
ripening stage. Whilst on the subject of insect
eradication may I inquire if any readers of Tim
Gabdkn have been troubled this year with the Pear
slug. We very seldom see anything of it here, but
this year it is only too common.

CUirciJioiit. E. BUUUKLL.

Damson wine,—" E, F. P." writes in reference
to the Damson glut :

" Why not make wine of the
Damsons / It will keep for some years and need
not be sold at once in a forced market like raw
fruit; or, failing this, let it be drunk at home. Any-
thing is better than making a present of the fruit
to London salesmen, or feeding pigs on it. A re-

cipe for wine is as follows : To H lbs. of mashed
Damsons pour on one gallon of boiling water, let it

stand two days, then draw off the c!'."ar liquid, add

3 lbs. of sugar to tliis liquor, fill up a barrel and let

it ferment in the usual way, and when fermentation
is fully over, bung it up air-tight and let it stand
twelve months." The method is simple, the fer-

menting process being the only part requiring care
or experience.

Plum White Magnum Bonum,—This is a
very serviceable late cooking Plum and not always
to be despised for dessert. It is particularly hardy,
the trees growing fairly strongly yet rarely failing

to bear well, even against a wall with a north-east
aspect. The fruit attains a great size, is of a
bright yellow colour when ripe, cooks beautifully,

and makes t,'ood jam. It is worthy of note that
wasps seldom interfere with it, at any rate with us
they did not touch Magnum Bonum in any position

till nearly all the other Plums were gathered or

eaten. Magnum Bonum is also a good market
variety.—W. I.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 826.

THE ZONED PINK.

(with COLOURED PLATE OF DIAXTHUS

CALLIZOSUS.*)

In- a genus like the Pinks one would have

thought that the cream of the sj)ecies woukl

have been iutroJuced. Such is not the case

in the alpine section at any rate, as the

accompanying coloured plate will show. The
present species is a native of Transylvania,

where there are still many beautiful alpine

flowers waiting to be introduced. The higher

elevations of this country do not seem to

have been at all explored by anyone inter-

ested in living plants, in proof of which we
may state that in one lot of plants sent over

to England last year no fewer than a dozen

were new to cultivation, so far at least as we
know. Among these were Thymus comosus

and T. transylvaiiicus, Campanula pseudo-

Kaineri, two new Primroses, a now Cerastiuin,

and many other beautiful and interesting

rock plants. Dianthus callizonus, the plate

of which was prejiared from a plant growing

in the rockery at Kew after it was jiast its

best, many of the flowers having been de-

stroyed by heavy rains a few days previously,

is without doubt the grandest of the alpine

I'iiiks. The resemblance to good forms of 1).

aliiinus will duubtles.s strike o le at llrst, l.nt

in reality the two are no nmre alike than 1 •,

crosius and 1>, glai'ialis are like each other.

I), callizonus has flowers half as large again

as those of D. alpiuus, of a bright rich ro.se-

purplo, and with a distinct zone all round the

throat. In foliage and habit of growth it is

totally distinct from anything else. It has a

robust constitution, lanceolate pointed, glau-

cous leaves, and forms dense tufts at least (J

inches sqiuiro in one season. It is indeed

more easily managed than the common Ched-

dar Pink, and rei)ays attenlion and a rich

free soil. It has not yet seeded at Kew, but

we liiul it strikes freely from cuttings,

so that we hope soon to see this lovely

species a common garden jilant. It is

uf course quite hauly, and may with

l)erfect safety bo placed in the most exposed

* Drawn for TlIK Gaiuikn in tlio lt<iyid Ganlous,

Kew, June i:i, 18!ll, by Miss A. M. Sliriiiiiitou, Litho-

jji-apliod aud printod by Omllaumo Sevoroyus.
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places. Another little Pink, which we re-

ceived from the same source, called D. gelidus,

appears to be a robust free lloweriog 1).

glacialis, and this we find equally at home in

rich well-drained soil. Wo do not believe in

starving even the alpine section of Pinks,

and find they always respond to liberal treat-

ment, although maybe one has to be a little

more careful in winter, eqieeially where the

plants are within the influence of London
fogs, which they, like all other plants, abhor.

Alpine Pinks require rich soil and plenty of

water during spring and summer, and to lie

so planted as that excessive damp in late

autumn and winter may not injure them
I) alpinus is almost too well known to say

much about here, and the same may be said

of D. glacialis. D. neglectus, however, is not

so common as it might be, its beautiful bi-

coloured flowers making very blight and
pleasant patches in the rockery in spring.

The same might also be said about what is

grown as D. Pischeri, which soon forms dense

hedgehog-like tufts, which are very beautiful

in the rockery or in pots in the alpine house.

The hybrids Grievei and Michael Foster

must not be left out. Though nut strictly

alpines, they are e.xtremely useful in the rock

garden. D. K.

*j(.* The legend to the coloured plate with
the present number should read, Dianthus cal-

lizonus, and not callinzoaus.—En.

Orchids.

AERIDES CRASSIFOLIUM.
I HAVE just received from Mr. Charles Gode-
froy a spike of flowers of this Aerides, and also

one of A. quinquevulnerum, two of the most
beautiful species in the genus. Although the
plants come from the warmest parts of the East,
I am told that the spscimens sent were cut from
plants that passed the winter in a temperature
of 58, rising in the daytime to (15. Aerides
crassifolium comes from Moulmein, and we are
indebted to the uufailing energies of the late

Mr. Stuart Low for its introducfciou, now some
twenty-seven yeara ago. The plant, however,
has never become common ; this, I believe, has
arisen more because plants of this section have
not been popular with Orchid growers in this
country, than from any scarcity of the plant in
its native habitat. Some thirty or thirty- live

years ago, when iu charge of the large collection

of Orchids then in the Kingston nurseries, I grew
Aerides and Vandas in a similar temperature,
and now I can point to a grand collection of
limilar plants in the possession of Mr. Measures,
of Cambridge Lodge, Camberwell, which Mr.
.Simpkins, the gardener, tells me are wintered
IU a temperature of about 50° or 00°. Even
the Heuauthera Lowi, which comes from the
warmest and wettest jiarts of Borneo, occupies
a place in the same house with other Vandas
and Aerides, and it is always to be seen in
jbust health. Aerides quinquevulnerum, the

other species sent, is a magnificent variety.
This plant was found by Hugh Cuming in the
Philippine Islands sonie fifty or more years
ago, and it flowered first with tlie Messrs.
Loddiges. It is found in the island uf Lsiizou,
and would appear to be a somewhat scarce
plant there. It is a very beautiful species, the
flowers being pure waxy-white, the tips of the
sepals and petals bright amethyst-purple, in the

flowers before me freely dotted with the same
colour, the middle lobe of the lip being richly

marked with the same colour. The plant is

easily distinguished by the closely-nipped ap-

pearance of the leaves at the base. A. crassi-

folium is quite a different plant, having thick

and fleshy leaves, some G inches long and 2

inches in breadl-h, clojely set, and of a deep
heavy green colour ; the raceme is 8 inches or

inches long, the flowers, of a rich rosy-purple,

widely set on the peduncle. I have been ad-

vocating the claims of these distichous-leaved

Orchids from the East upon the attention of

Orchid growers now for some time, and with

but little avail. I think from the occasional

specimens which come to me, some of my readers

are taking them in hand, and I still hope to see

the day when the Vandas and Aerides will again

become popular plauts.

To grow specimens, perhaps teak- wood baskets

are the best to accommodate them in, as these

being open at the sides readily allow the thick,

fleshy roots to push out into the atmosphere,

from which they absorb the moisture. These

baskets should have good drainage and be

nearly filled, using some clean and living Sphag-

num Moss only. At one time I conceived the

idea that fibrous peat would be an advantage to

them, and used it mixed with the Sphagnum,
but the results caused me to clean them out and
repot in Moss only. Every spring this Moss
requires overhauling, and it rotten or showing

the least sign of decay, it should be removed
and its place filled up with fresh living material.

This being the time to lower the stems of any

plants which have lost the bottom leaves, Vandas
and tall-growing Aerides may have their .stems

cut, but 1 would not advise much stem-cutting

with the two species of Aerides here named.

They like frequent light sprinklings from the

syringe during the summer season. During

the winter months the plants must not be dried

off". Care, however, must be exercised in

watering the plants, and no water should be

allowed to stand iu the house at night. What-

ever water is necessary should be given in the

morning at the time when the house is at the

hottest. Wm. Hl'oh Gower.

Angrseoum articulatum.— I am in receipt of

a aower from " G. G." asking whether it is A. Kots-

chyi, a species introduced, I think, by the Slessrs.

Veitch, of Chelsea, some ten or eleven years ago.

A. Kotschyi has a long twisted spur to the flower,

of a reddish brown hue, whilst in the flower now
before me the spur, it is true, is of a large size, some
G inches long, but the colour is white. "G. G." does

not say where he obtained the plant from. A. Kots-

chyi is from the East African mainland, I think,

whilst A. articulatum is from the island of Mada-

gascar, from whence it was introduced by the late

Rev. W. Ellis.—W. H. G.

Cattleya labiata.—Mr. Sander claims to have

found this variety at last, and lately sold a

quantity of it at Messrs. Protheroe and Morris's

sale rooms. I cannot say if the plant is true or

not, but M. Linden's representative pronounced

it to be the same as their C. Warocqueana sold

last year, and which I said was not the old plant

that Lindley established the genus Cattleya upon.

This, however, remains to be proved when plants

from Mr. Sander's importation bloom. There is one

thing about the naming of this plant which I objeot

to, and that is calling it Cattleya labiata autumna-

lis ; because if it is the plant named by Lindley, he

called it simply Cattleya labiata. The definition

vera may be attached, but I cannot understand why
autumnalis should be thought necessary.—W. H. G.

Lselia exoniensis (.A. //.).—A flower of this

beautiful hybrid comes to hand from this gentle-

man, and it seems to be even better in colour than

usual ; it is among the earlier of my lite friend

Mr. Dominy's hybrids, and is still among the very

best of the hybrid Orchids raised. The flower now
before me has the white sepals and petals flushed

with pale rose, and the petals have a central streak

of crimson extending from the tips nearly a third

of the way down ; the lip is very crisp on the mar-

gin where it is bordered with white ; the broad
front lobe is of the deepest and richest purple; even
the upper part which meets over the column is

blotched with deep purple ; the throat is orange-

yellow streaked with crimson. The parentage of

this beautiful variety is somewhat doubtful, but L.

crispa and L. purpurata se»m to be the most likely,

and so we have to be satisfie 1 with the suppo litioa

Now-a-days, however, the parentage of hybrids is

better noted than it was in the earlier days.

—

W. H. G.

Cypripedium Stonei.—Flowers of this species

come from two correspondents. Those from Mr.

Cypher, Cheltenham, are beautiful blooms of the

typical flower, having broad black lines on the pure

white sepals, the petals being beautifully spotted

with black. The flowers from Mr. Clark, of Heme
Hill, are somewhat out of the usual form ; the plant

has two spikes, and each flower upon the spike has

a double pouch. Mr. Clark says he has seen an
occasional flower come thus malformed, and so

have I, but I do not remember to have noted every

flower upon the plant to become so. Mr. Clark

should mark it and see what is the result of next

year's flowering. This malformation certainly does

not add to the beauty of the flower.—W.

Dendrobium formosum giganteum (tl.

Iial'l).—The flowers are very fine, and five on a
scape is as many as I remember to have seen. This

you say, is the second year of flowering the plant.

It is now some thirty- five years since the Messrs.

Low, of Clapton, introduced this Dendrobium,
and it has always been an unsatisfactory sub-

ject. Within the last two or three years I have
seen plants that have done well under cultivation,

some two, and others three years, whilst one plant

I saw last season was flowering for the fifth

time in succession. The owner had, I think, adopted

the best course to preserve this plant. It comes
from the Andaman Islands, where there is a great

deal of wet nearly all the year round with a very

high temperature, and these conditions are followed

as nearly as possible.—W.

Lycaste costata (7'. J/.).—I have been lost in

amazement as to what could be a yellow-flowered

Lycaste half as large as L. Skinneri alba, and now
my correspondent sends me two flowers of this spe-

cies, one to show me that it turns yellow with

age, but I cannot accept this, because it is of a
really yellowish-brown hue. The blooms are freely

produced, and they are useful for cutting, as in the

evening they yield a grateful odour ; the flowers are

ivory-white. The plant is a strong grower and
thrives under cool treatment. It comes from New
Grenada.— G.

Catasetum Bungerothi.— I am in receipt of

a letter from a gentleman signing himself H. Kruse,

in which he says he has this plant bearing a spike

with nine flowers. I have seen this before both

in the nurseries of Mr. Williams, of Holloway. and
of Mr. Sander, of St. Albans, and once in the latter

place bearing eleven of its large and massive

ivory-white flowers. About eight flowers is the

usual number. I am also in receipt of a large

and massive flower of this species from Mr. Cypher,

of Cheltenham. It seems a very free-blooming

plant, and the flowers remain a long time in

beauty. Mr. Kruse says he should like to know
something of the culture of Catasetums. Cata-

setumsare deciduous plants, losing all their leaves

when growth is mature, but the flower-spike issues

from the base of the pseudo-bnlb before the growth
is linished; hence the blooms always have the advan-

tage of green leaves to accompany them. They should

be grown freely, so as to form large pseudo-bulbs,

which, if properly ripened and rested, will produce

strong spikes of flowers in the autumn. The water

supply should be gradually reduced until none is

given, and in this dry state the plants should be

kept for two or three months ; whilst dry, should

the least signs of shrivelling be apparent it may be

taken for granted that a little water is necessary.
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In the spring the old soil should be shaken away
and the plants repotted in a mixture of fibrous

p?at and light turfy loam made slightly sandy.
The pots or baskets used should be thoroughly
drained, and during the growing season the warmest
spot should be chosen for them. A thin shading
material is necessary for them during the middle of
the day, for their leave?, although strongly ribbed,
are very thin and easily scorched. A very moist
atmosphere is necessary, and the plants should be
frequently damped over with the syringe in order
to keep away the red spider, to which Catasetums
are liable if the air is not kept moist.—W. H.
GOWBE. ^^^^^

ARACHNANTHE CLARKE!.
Three species belonging to the genus Arachnan-
the are now grown in Europe and all are of more
than ordinary interest. A. Lowi, for a long time
known as a Vanda, and also as a Renanthera,
is certainly the most remarkable of Bornean
Orchids ; whilst A. Cathcarti, a native of the
damp, shady valleys of the Eastern Himalayas,
is at once a rare and very handsome species.
A. Clarkei is the latest addition to the genus.
Having been introduced from Sikkim in 1885.
It is now in flower at Kew, and proves to be
a worthy associate of its two better-known
allies. Whilst it cannot be compared to the
wonderful and magnificent A. Lowi (a single
plant of which has borne between 000 and 700
flowers), it is, nevertheless, very distinct and
handsome, and, judging by the improvement
already shown in plants imported a few years
ago, it is likely to eventually become still more
attractive. In foliage and style of growth it

resembles A. Cathcarti, although apparently
neither so tall nor so quick growing ; the stems
are somewhat thicker than a goose-fjuill and
are clothed with narrowly oblong leaves
notched at the apex, and from inches to 8
inches long. On the plant at Kew the scape
bears four flowers, which number has not, I
believe, been exceeded on cultivated plants, and
each bloom is from 3 inches to 4 inches in
diameter. The sepals and petals are linear-
oblong (the latter slightly the narrower) and
of a rich, bright chestnut -brown, hand-
somely striped with transverse lines of yellow.
The lip is three-lobed and shorter than the
sepals

; the rounded side-lobes stand erect and
are of a yellowish white, striped with red,
whilst the middle lobe is reddish brown, tra-
versed by several white keels. Roth this species
and A. Cathcarti have the jointed lip, which
forms so curious and marked a feature in the
Bulbophyllums, the least touch or movement of
the air causing it to rock to and fro. The tirst

discovery of this plant was made by Mr. C. B.
Clarke in 1875, but it was not introduced into
commerce until ten years after, fiowering in
Mr. Day's collection at Tottenham in IkHC. It
was found at an elevation of (iOOO feet on a
thickly wooded mountain ridge. In this
locality it is rarely subjected to a temperature
of more than 7.">', whilst in the cool .season the
glass occasionally falls lielow freezing point.
The Kew plant, which is in perfect health, has,
liowever, been grown in a warm Louse.

B.

SHORT NOTSS.—ORCHIDS.

Vanda coerulea.—Mr. Cyplmr. Choltotdiam,
Bends me flowers ut' tliis of Rood size iiiul sliapc,

tlio pot;i]8 being of :i rii'li deep blue, but tlie BepiiU are
lavender rolour.—W. II. fj.

Mormodes pardinum—"T. f!. S." eends me
some flowers of this tine old speciea which was intro-
duced over fifty years ago. It is a beiintifnl Mexican
plant, which makes a raceme a fnot or more lung
when grown vigoronsjy. It rei|\iires the same treat-

ment as Catasetum Jiungerotlii. The flowers arc rich

blight yellow, freely spotted with crimson. It is a

very handsome plant, and I am glad to see this and its

congeners coming intJo favour.—G.

Oncidium Marshallianum (f!. 73.).—This is

the name of your flower, and it is an unusual tinie to

see it in bloom. Being in ilessrs. Williams' nursery I

saw some fine branched spikes of the same variety,

and there I learned how this usually spring-flowering
species was to be found in bloom in the airtumu. I

was told that these plants were from a somewliat
late importation, that they started into growth
vigorously, and sent up flower-spikes.—G.

Cypripedium Morganise.—This fine hybrid
appears to increase in favour the longer we know it,

and at Messrs. Williams' nursery it is now flowering
freely. These plants have been once in flower this

season, and were, I think, exhibited before the Royal
Horticultural Society. The same plants are grow-
ing vigorously and pushing up flower-spikes in plenty.

The plants thus fiowering so freely are the divisions

of a plant bought at Mr. Lee's sale by the late head
of the firm.—W. H. G.

The Fruit Crops.

JERSEY.
Sautnarez Hall, Castel —Bush fruits are pro-

ducing heavy crops ; also Strawberries. Apples
and Pears rather btlow the average. Peaches,

Plums, and Nectarines are in some cases very good,

but mostly light ; they are decidedly better, how-
ever, than last year. Morello Cherries are thin.

Outdoor Figs very poor, owing to the last year's

growth having been injured by severe frosts.

Grapes good in general. Tomatoes, though not
free from blight, are yielding heavy crops.— H.
Caeeb.

Beau Sejour.—The present season is an excep-

tionally good one in Jersey for fruit of almost
every kind. We have had abundance of Straw-

berries, both early and late sorts. Black and Red
Currants were very plentiful. Gooseberries and
Raspberries were about an average crop. We have
had rather more white-heart Cherries than last

year, whilst Morellos have not been so plentiful.

Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, and Plums have all

borne well. Apples a fair crop and Pears very

good. The Nectarine, for some unaccountable
reason, does not find such favour in Jersey as it

deserves, and is not grown extensively. But in a
few gardens where its wants are attended to

it does well in the open air, and well repays the

grower for the time devoted to it.—W. Shave.

SrPPLEMENrARY REPORTS.

Keele Hall, Newcastle.—The fruit crops

in this district, as a rule, are very poor. Apples
when in bloom gave promise of a most abundant
crop, but, owing to frost and continual east winds,

they did not set. Early varieties, such as Lord
Sufiield and Keswick, are very thin indeed ; later

sorts are a little better. Same remarks apply to

Pears. Currants of all kinds, Gooseberries and
Raspberries are about halt a crop. Cherries and
Strawberries have been very good both in quan-
tity and quality.— J. Wai,lis.

Babraham, Cambs.—The prospect of fruit here

was exceptionally good at the beginning of the

season, but the frosts of May 17 and IS ilid a lot

of harm. All the trees were in bloom, and, to

make matters worse, the frost followed a wet day.

Strawberries were a fortnight later ; the first

blooms were all killed, but the crop has been
very good in general. Oxonian came in useful at

the beginning of August. Raspberries a good crop,

liut Currants (Red iind Black) and Gooseberries

are very thin. Plums that were sheltered or escaped

the frost in any way were a heavy crop ;
the same

with Pears, Cherries and Damsons. Apples a good
crop. Apricots heavy crop. Filberts light crop

;

Walnuts none. Figs (outside), although well

covered with straw, were killed to the ground.

Peaches and Nectarines on walls are carrying good
crops. The heat Nectarines, I think, are Lord Napier,

Elruge, Pineapple, Violette Hative, and Hum-
boldt— Lord Najrier being the earliest. Nectarines,

like Peaches, do very well here outdoors if properly
treated. .New kindi I have had no experience of

yet.—J. Hill.

The Gardens, Somerleyton, Lowestoft.

—

The fruit crops in this district are somewhat dis-

appointing alter the splendid show of bloom in

spring. This was brought about m.ainly by the
long-continued cold east winds in May and late

frosts during the third week of that month. Pears,
Apples, and Plums escaped fairly well and are an
average crop. Apricots, Cherries (even Morellos),

Currants (Red and White), and Gooseberries were
a complete failure. The latter were quite the size

of Peas when nil were cut off by frost. Black
Currants are going out of cultivation quickly, many
acres being dog up and burnt on account of so

much damage to buds by the small maggot which
is becoming very prevalent in the eastern counties.

Strawberries and Raspberries had many of the
earliest blooms destroyed ; yet we have had the
heaviest and finest crops I have ever seen.

The Potato disease has shown itself, spreading
rapidly. -F. Hanson.

Winslade Gardens, Exeter.—The season of
l.siil will long be remembered for its extreme
changes of temperature and late frosts. Although
the Strawberry crop suffered here in the spring,

the crop, as a whole, was abundant and fine. I'.nsh

fraits I have not seen so good for some years.

Raspberries have been a fine crop and sold freely.

Plums of most kinds are very heavy, especially the
Victoria, Rivers' Prolific, i irleans, and Rivers' Yel-

low Sugar Plum. Rivers' Archduke (new) is a fine

purple Plum, and sure to make its way in the mar-
ket. We have good crops on west walls of Marie
Louise d't'ccle,Thompson's, Duchesse d'Angouleme,
and General Todtleben. Souvenir du Congr^s,
Beurre Clairgeau, Deurr^ d'Amanlis, Knight's Mon-
arch, Ueurrfe Diel are bearing well on pyramids.
Several other varieties rather light crops and badly
cracked. Aoples, as a rule, are somewhat better

than last year in this neighbourhood, although some
varieties of the CUder family fall olf. Lord Suifield,

The Queen,Wellington, 1 '.lenheim ( )range. Hawthorn-
den, Cox's Pomona, Cellini, Alfriston, Gloria Mundi,
Ribston, Sturmer Pippin, Co.x's Orange Pippin, King
of the Pippins, Cornish Gillyflower,EarlyAstrachan,

American Mother and Braddick's Nonpareil are

bearing freely. We have had fair crops of dessert

Cherries ; Morellos are only halt a crop this year.

Peaches, Nectarines and Apricots are carrying good
crops of fruit. Damsons are carrying very light crops.

The Bullace Plum has a very fair crop. Medlars
almost a failure.— J. T. Ebisutt.

Wortli Park, Crawley, Sussex. The frnit

crop in this district is rather above the average of

late years. Pears very good. Apples thin, except

on young trees worked on the Paradise stock.

Plums exceptionally be.avy. Sweet Cherries thin
;

Morellos fair crop. Peaches and Nectarines out-

side very thin. We only grow four varieties of

Nectarines, viz., Victoria, Pine-apple. Prince of

Wales, and Lord Napier ; the latter is by far the

best. Strawbsrries and bush fruit heavy, but very

much damaged by heavy rains.

—

Thomas Glen.

Clumber, 'Worksop —Fruit crops in this dis-

trict are, generally speaking, very good. Apples

and Pears a good average crop. Peaches and
Nectarines much above the average. Apricots very

poor. Plums thin here, but a heavy crop in the

neighbourhood. Cherries abundant. Strawberries,

Rispberries, Gooseberries and Currants very heavy.

Nuts, Cobs, Filberts and Walnuts are very thin.

YEtiETAiiLES are very good and plentiful. Po-

tatoes a very heavy crop, the quality good, but I

find the disease is spreading very rapidly.— C.

Sladh.

The Grange, Carshalton —The fruit in this

neighbourhood is fairly plentiful. The following

sorts of Apples are abundant ;
Keswick Codlin,

Lord Grosvenor, Warner's King, Stirling Castle,

New Hawthornden, Lord Derby, Lane's Prince

Albert, Wadburst Pippin, Worcfstcr I'eju-mnin,

Ribston Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin, King i.f the

I'ippins, and Benoni. Apricots are good. Peaches

and Nectarines are a full crop. The heaviest

cropped Pears are Williams' Bon CliriStien,
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Beurre de Capiaamont, Marie Louise, Louise

Bonne of Jersey, Beurre Clairgeau, I'yedale's St.

Germain, and many other sorts are bearing good

crops. Damsons are abundant. Plums seldom fruit

satisfactorily on our soil, but in the neighbour-

hood there are fair crops of Early Prolific, Or-

leans, Victoria, Coe's Golden Drop, Czar, and the

old Green Gage. Among small fruits, Black Currants

were a failure, but Red and White were plentiful

and fine. Gooseberries a heavy crop. Straw-

berries, too, were plentiful, but inferior in quality
;

the variety Waterloo stood the wet weather best.

We have a good lot of Cobs and Filberts.

Potatoes are much diseased in this district.

—

G. W. Cummins.

Tedworth Gardens, Marlborough. —The
splendid prospects of a good crop of all kinds of

hardy fruit were spoilt by the cold weather in May.
Apples are thin. Pears an average crop, but want
warm weather. Plums are partial on walls ; all

early (lowering kinds on west walls were ruined by

the "^ of frost we registered on May 17, the fruit

of some varieties being then well set. Standard
trees in this neighbourhood are carrying heavy
crops. All kinds of bush fruits plentiful and good.

Raspberries (Lord Be.iconslield being the best)

have been a good crop. Strawberries have been
good, although the first flowers were killed by
frosts. Cherries an average crop. Figs protected

by Fir branches in winter are a good crop if they
ripen. Apricots are the best crop for several years,

but small. Walnuts are a failure.

Potatoes were very promising up to beginning
of August, but the excessive rainfall during that

month has brought on disease very badly. Our
average rainfall for August during the previous

five years was 2- 17, but this year it is 6'8I) inches.

G. Inglbi'ibld.

Flower Garden.

LILIES.

The beginner in Lily culture who is, of course,

anxious to know the best way of cultivating

them, would be, I think, sorely puzzled if he

looked for his "guide, philosopher and friend "

in the gardening papers. Sometimes he is told

most emphatically that Lilies hate being dis-

turbed ; he is enjoined to look at the cottage

gardens around him, and see there clumps which
have been undisturbed for years, and he is told

simply to do as they do. Then comes another
correspondent who tells us, as we were told a

couple of weeks ago in The Garden, that in the

case of one of the commonest, though one of

the mo.st beautiful of our garden Lilies—the
white Lily, that it is necessary to lift it every
three or four years and replant it. Now which
are we to believe, or are both advisers right ?

Perhaps so ; at least there are some of the species

which seem to adapt themselves to circum-

stances.

I am not a large Lily grower, although I am
very fond of them, but I grow a good many va-

rieties, and have been fairly successful with

them, adopting the principle of letting them
alone. My faith in this has been, however,
somewhat rudely shaken by the following cir-

cumstances : I had in my border a large clump
of the old L. testaceum or Isabellinum (as it used
to be called), and also some clumps of iucom-
parabile and Sappho varieties of the davuricum
group ; I had left them undisturbed for four-

teen or fifteen years, and the bulb.s were
simply enormous, especially of the latter. Well,

three year.-i ago they disappeared ; at least,

there were only a few tiny offsets left, and I am
at a loss to understand the cause, unless it was
the excessive drought of the ju1)ileo year (IMSD.
It could not be frost, for during this time they

l:ad had to pa'is through many severe winters.

They are not kinds which, I believe, are affected

by the Lily disease ; and, moreover, their rapid

and total disappearance would imply a much
more violent attack of it than usual. On the

other hand, a clump of the white Lily, although

somewhat crippled, did not suffer to anything

like the same extent. With regard to

LiLlUM CANDIDUM, it is very strange that

some of our most experienced Lily growers find a

diflicully in growing it, and yet in many instances

it takes care of itself in many a cottage garden.

In this neighbourhood, for instance, let me give a

couple of examples. Example No. 1 : Here is a row of

small houses with a bit of garden about as large as

a goodsiz3d tabla-cloth in front of them. They
face about west, and are consequently during the

summer exposed to the full glare of the afternoon

sun from about noon on. The gardens are literally

baked in dry weather, and yet here Lilium oandi-

dum grows well, sends up flowering stems 4 feet or

5 feet in height, and produces large and well-de-

veloped flowers. Example No. 2 : A garden at-

tached to a very quaint old black and white tim-

bered cottage at which Qaeen Elizabeth is said

to have stopped in one of her journeys. The
garden in front of the house faces about N.N.W.
The garden and situation are very damp

;
yet here

i-lumps of the white Lily grow in the greatest

luxuriance, and bloom most freely. I obtained one

of these clumps some years ago, planted it in my
own garden in a very different situation and soil,

and there it has done remarkably well. In neither

of these cases was there any culture. They were
simply planted and let alone, and great was the

wonderment in the latter case when I asked for the

clump, and said some people had a difficulty in

growing it. " One never does as he ought with it ;

"

and perhaps that was the secret, yet why it should

do equally well in two such opposite conditions, I

know not. It is without doubt a beautiful, most
beautiful flower. I have it now occupying a corner

where there are four or five clumps of it, and the

same number of the common Orange Lily ; they

both come into bloom together, and the contrast is

exceedingly pretty. There is another Lily, I think

perhaps the most beautiful of all the trumpet
Lilies, which has interested me much lately ; I

mean
Lilium Wallichianum supekbum.— I had

two bulbs of this two years ago from Messrs. Low,
of Clapton, and on myaskingthemif they could give

me any ideas as to culture, they told me that I should

probably find some difficulty with them. I did not

venture to plant either out of doors, but kept them
in pots. Last year only one of them made its ap-

pearance above ground, and I began to think they

were right. I, however, felt the bulb and found

it was plump and hard, and on turning up the

pot found that it was full of roots—good fleshy

roots. I therefore left it undisturbed, only occa-

sionally giving it seme water. This year it has not

only bloomed, but it has sent up another stem. The
second bulb bloomed last year and had three

flowers ; this year it has only produced one, but

here again the bulb has sent up a couple of stems,

on which its energies were expended. I have no-

ticed this tendency to lie dormant for a year in

other of these trumpet Lilies. I have a good clump
of Lilium Browni, and I notice every year that

one or two of these bulbs do not flower—do not

even make a sign of growth. I am no way dis-

concerted, and the following year these bulbs re-

ward me with bloom. LUium Wallichianum super-

bum is one of those Lilies which produce bulbs

abundantly all up the fljwer-stems on the axils of

the leaves. 1 have taken these off, planted them
in light soil, and put them into a cold house, as Mr.

Nicholson, of Kew, informs me they obtain many
bulbs in this way. I mentioned that when I

had it in flower last year, a very great admirer of

Lilies, and one who grows them well, in looking at

it said it was the most lieautiful Lily he had ever

seen. It was a great pleasure to me when my
friend Mr. Ewbank c.ime to see me the week before

last to show him a Lily he had never before seen,

and his terms of admiration were hardly less strong

than those of Mr Rowan.

Lilium rAEDALlsuM, L. supeebum and others

o.t the North American Lilies I could do nothing
with satisfactorily until I planted them in a very

cool border facing north, damper than other parts

of my somewhat sunny garden, and there they

seem to be doing well and have flowered this year,

but with I;. Humboldti I can do nothing. I have

tried it many times, but it dwindles away and
perishes. I believe that I am not singular in this

respect, and should be thankful for any informv
tion as to its culture. It is a handsome Lily, and
I should be glad to know how to grow it.

LiLIU.M MABTAUON album AND L. M. DALMA-
TICUM, the one pure white, the other almost black,

are well worth growing, and, let me add, growing
close together. I had a couple of bulbs of each
flowering close together this year, and they formed
a beautiful contrast. They are both strong growers,

and the stems rise some 4 feet, and the flowers of

both are very freely produced.

Lilium speciosum and its vabietibs.—Al-

though I have been able to grow this Lily, as

indeed most people, successfully in pots, I have
never yet been able to succeed with it in the open
air. It is indeed perfectly hardy as far as the

effects of frost are concerned, but I am inclined to

think that worms play sad havoc with the some-

what soft and fleshy bulbs, for in taking some up
I have found them pierced through, and decay
arising as a consequence.

I do not know whether any of these losses

have been occasioned hy the Lily disease, but I

do not think that they were. I should hardly

imagine that in one season a clump containing

Slime twenty large liulba would have vanished

so completely, but the roots were so completely

gnne, that I could make mi examination. I

should add that the soil of my garden is light,

the situation open, and the climate good, so

that on the whole Lilies thrive with me.
Delta.

Mulleins —Mr. Wolley Dod seems to have

exactly repeated my experience with these plants.

In every respect his seedlings correspond with

mine, an account of which I gave in The Garden,
A'ol. XXXVIII. (p. 40), under the title of " Giirden

Hybrids." I have had, however, more success in

dealing with my plants than he seems to have had
with his, for, though requiring careful handling, I

succeeded in dividing mine, and I have now seve-

ral additional plants doing well. There is no

doubt in my mind about the parentage being V
phceniceum and V. nigrum, for I have no V. Blat-

taria in my collection, and, so far as my experience

goes, the biennial Verbascums do not cross at all
;

for though I have several in cultivation, including

a distinct white- flowered variety which I got on

the banks of the Danube, the seedlings from each

all come true. One of the great advantages of the

perennial hybrid in question is that it has a habit

of throwing up its short sturdy flower-stalks again

and again quite late into the autumn, as .ill my
plants are now doing. It is altogether a most
desirable plant, and it would be interesting to

know if others have met with the same cross else-

where.—F. M. BvilTOS, Biijlififli/, Gain.ilioroiiijh.

Stoke's Aster (Stokesia cyanea). — This is

really a fine autumn-flowering plant, though it

hardly enjoys a very full measure of popularity.

It is just the plant for a sunny position in gardens

where the soil is light, as here it would spread into

healthy compact tufts, and its flowering would be

ensured before the late damp days of autumn set in.

The flowers are very much like those of the com-
mon annual Aster, but not so perfect in form,

therefore prettier. They are large and double, of a

pretty shade of blue, look charming upon the plant

and also when cut and simply arranged with suit-

able foliage in some shallow bowl or glass.

Dracoceplialum arg'unense.—This is one of

the very best species because it blooms so freely

and continuously. Its flowers are large, being

about an inch in length and of a lovely blue colour,

deeper externally. It has been flowering for the

past two months, and seems likely to keep t n, as it
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did last year until the frost came. Not the least

of its merits is its spreading habit of growth, which
is in contrast to the compact or tutted habit of

other species, and adapts it for a variety of pur-
poses. We have a band of it ia the front of a
raised border that has a high stone front and here
it creeps out upon the stone and adorns the margin
in a very pretty way. It would also look charming
upon the rockery, spreading its tufts of blue over
some projecting stone. It is easily raised from
seed ; in fact I did not realise the great beauty of

this particular species until some plants in the nur-
sery border that stood where they were sown spread
into a band 2 feet across, and flowered profusely
through summer and autumn.— A. H.

Cyclamen europseum.— Amongst autumn-
flowering bulbs this Cyclamen holds a foremost
place, and it ought to be more grown by everyone
who has a reck garden. In this position it is seen
to best advantage when growing out between the
stones and where a carpet of the mossy Saxifrages
is used to cover the ground, thus preventing the
blooms from being splashed by rain. This Cycla-
men will thrive in a hot, diy situation, judging
from the satisfactoiy way in which some plants
growing in a narrow border facing south and close

to the wall bloom here every year. At the present
time they are a mass of bloom, and they receive no
special treatment.— J. C. F., Huru't.

LILIUM SPECIOSUM.
This Lily is now at its best, and among the co-

loured varieties one cannot fail to be struck by the
great superiority of those sent from Japan over the
forms in general cultivation by the Dutch, which
are also sent here in considerable numbers during
the winter months. The Japanese bulbs, as a rule,

reach this country in capital condition, and are
certain to flower well the following season, while,
what is also of considerable importance, they are
disposed of at a moderate rate. Great numbers
are frequently offered at the London auction rooms,
all of which have been sent from Japan hermeti-
cally enclosed in balls of clay, just as Lilium aora-
tum is usually treated. The bulk of the coloured
varieties sent from Holland are mostly disposed of

as roseum and rubrum, but very frequently the two
names are used indiscriminately, the inferior co-
loured flowers greatly predominating. Those sent
from Japan as rubrum are mostly in a somewhat
mixed state, the bulk consisting of a very good
variety with unusually pointed leaves and large
regularly reflexed blossoms. This is often referred
to as L. speciosum rubrum superbum. The sti'ond
form which, as a rule, is much less numerous than
the other, represents the very linest type of L. spe-

ciosum that I am acquainted with, the leaves being
much broader in proportion to their length than
any of the others, and of a far deeper green, while
the stems, flower-buds, and leaf-stalks are all of a
deep chocolate tint. The flowers, as a rule, are not
remarkable for size, but they are very richly co-
loured, while a distinct feature is that each petal is

edged with white. This is the Melpomene of nur-
serymen's catalogues, which, however, cannot be
the same as the American variety on which the
name was first Ijestowed, for that was described as
a hybrid between L. auratum and L. speciosum,
while the Melpomene of the present day is cer-

tainly no hybrid of the Golden-rayed Lily, but a
very line form of L. speciosum. A variety identical
witli this is ligured in 'I'liK Gauhen, November !»,

18H'.t, uciler the name or L. speciosum rubrum. A
notable feature of this Lily is that the foliage is

retained in good condition later in the season than
in any other varieties of L. speciosum. While the
two above mentioned forms represent the bulk of
the coloured varieties sent from Japan, the
major portion of Ihofe with white flowers consist
of Kraitzeri, a regularly reflexed pure white flower
except for a greenish stripe, which commences in

the middle of the bloom and extends about half-
way down the centre of each petal. The anthers
are brown and very conspicuous by reason of the
colour of the flowers. With the variety Krictzeii
there often occurs a form little removed from it,

but possessing a few well-marked features, the

principal of which, however, is the bright yellow
colour of the anthers, so different from the brown
ones of Krjetzeri. The flowers, too, as a rule, are
rather larger and not so regularly reflexed. To this

variety the name of album novum has been given.
It is probably a form of L. speciosum punctatum,
which it greatly resembles in several particulars,
and especially in the colour of the anthers. Thus,
after flowering several thousands year after year,
my experience of the Japanese forms of L. specio-
sum is that the bulk of them consist of good dark-
coloured forms, and the variety Kra;tzeri, with an
occasional album novum and, still less frequently,
punctatum, will crop up. Of the Dutch varieties

which I have never found among the Japanese im-
portations may be mentioned album, whose leaves
are very dark coloured, and the stems, leaf-stalks,

and exterior of the buds tinged with chocolate.
The interior of the flower is, however, pure white,
without any of the greenish tinge to be found in

Kra^lzeri. The crested forms of both the white
and red, known as monstrosum or corymbiflorum,
though grown in Holland, have not, as far as my
knowledge extends, been sent from Japan. They
are certainly less effective than most of the others,
and, from their lumpiness, admired by but few.
Where a couple only of the finest varieties are re-

quired, my choice would be the dark Melpomene
and Krfctzeri. Apart from the fact that L. specio-
sum flowers at a time of the year when most
summer-flowering plants are past their best, thus
rendering it (when grown in pots) especially valu-
able for indoor decoration, there is another feature
in which it differs from some Lilies— the Golden-
rayed, for instance—and that is the blossoms are
not strongly scented. For this very reason many
object to Lilium auratum, though, of course, strong
scented flowers are far less disagreeable to some
persons than to others, as an instance of which I

may mention that a little time since a corresf on-
dent of The Garden advocated the employment of
L. colchicnm, or L. Szovitzianum, asit is frequently
called, in a cut state for indoor decoration, while to
many— myself among the number—the smell of the
flowers in a confined place is quite overpowering

;

and again on p. I'tO of the present volume the dark
coloured variety of L. Martagon, known as dalmati-
cum, is referred to as possessing a rich and pleas-

ing perfume, while many, I know, greatly otiject to
the smell of this. H. P.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.
Corydalis nobilis.—Hardly any plant perhaps
could be noted at a less seasonable time than now,
and yet what I have to say is based on present
facts. On April 4 and May 14 of this year seeds
were sown, and the young plants are now in flower
and seed. I was not prepared for so complete and
speedy a life-course of this Fumitory, but I have
also to report a lovely feature which my plants have
developed. The beautiful foliage has been thrice
more so in a cold frame. Slowly the leaves paled
until they had many hues of white to primrose, and
all delicately veined with tenderest green and pink
lines. The red stems being nearly a foot long, and
posing the herbage arch fashion, imparte<l a rich-

ness of colour and elegance of form that might
have been more admired in a less common plant,

but that could scarcely be more beautiful. I attri-

bute both the rapid progress of the seedlings and
their charming fading tints to the shelter of a cold
frame with a moist bottom and nortli aspect.

Polygala Chamsebuxus purpurea.—As I

have before mentioned, there are more than
two or three varieties of the so-called purple Milk-
wort. Fortunately, this pl.ant is ngain among the
procurable ones. Not long ago it was asked by the
thousand for planting in broad pieces on ornamen-
tal rockwork, and for a time trade stocks were very
low. The immediate cause of this note is the open-
ing of flowers of a distinct form. Instead of the crim-
son, purple and yellow, they .are a lively rosy
purple and yellow, and the flowers ;ire of good size.

This colour may not be .so rich as the more crimson,
and many may not like it so well, but it is more
gay and likely to show up better in the patch. I

always wondfr why the yellow type is not more

grown. It has several genuine good traits—very
dwarf, compact, evergreen, and where it has a deep
root-run and moisture it will withstand the roughest
treatment and an indifferent climate. As a bit of

colour it is lively, lasting, and reliable.

Colchicum maximum. -The flowers are stout'
of enormous size, and very deep in colour—red-
purple tinged with crimson, and the thick stem-
like tubes are almost mahogany colour. A friend
who saw flowers here, but grows Orchids only,
and has one of the finest collections in the north of
England, with amusing condescension to a hardy
flower lover, said, " Now, if you could tell me of a
number of such flowers as those, I might be in-

duced to grow some hardy plants." I fear, how-
ever, that this variety is rare. I had it from a
private source, and no such variety have I yet met
with in tr.ade lists, and yet it is so long since I had
my originiil corm, and I know other people have
had it, that il^ is reasonable to expect its advent
now.

Crocus Fleischer! is by far the earliest of the
autumn bloomers. The flowtrs are large, over 4

inches across when fully open in the sunshine, with
a slender tube U inches to s inches long. The
flower, inner and outer divisions, is of a uniform
red-purple colour, feathered with lines a shade or

two darker. The long, delicate tube is sustained
by a pair of sheaths, one half its length, and the
other near the ground line, otherwise the flowers

are quite nude. The three lobes of the stigma are
very prominent—much longer than the inner seg-

ments or petals, and resemble miniature trees. It

is a beautiful Crocus, and about the best doer
in pots or otherwise of all the ten or twelve spe-

cies grown here.

Genista pilosa and G. prostrata.— Is there
really but one plant in gardens for these names ?

I know two are described and catalogued, but
when I have procured the plants and grown them
for a twelvemonth, no difference even by the aid

of the glass could be found. Long ago— at least

ten years—I remember Mr. Robert Parker wrote me
very earnestly about these, insisting there were
two plants, but he could not find them. Ever
since, I have bought plants under these names
whenever I saw them in lists, and the result has
always been the same ; either the plants are identical

or I am too dull to see the cifference. I have
just had four plants under test this summer with
the same object and result, and with a little im-

patience I ask the question at the beginning of

this note. After halt a score years' search one ought
to get satisfaction. I might soon be satisfied that

there are two wild plants, because the descriptions

of pilosa (Lin.) and procumbens (Waldst.) are wide
enough, but what about the plants of catalogues?

and are there two species procurable ? it not, why
not drop the one improper name ?

Dianthus Atkinsoni.—During the time that

this was a mass of bloom, and I may say for a fort-

night after the flowers and old .stems were cut off,

there was not a vestige of foliage, and several

friends who saw the plants shook their heads in

doubt as to the perennial character of the plant.

The object of the present note is to convey the in-

formation that during a short period of about
three weeks the plants have become beautifully

verdant. True, the foliage is very short, but not

only is it long enough to prove the perennial cha-

racter, but also to place this Pink among others as

a verdant winter object, and the present short

sprouts are al.so long enough for cuttings that will

make good flowering plants next season. The
brilliancy and endurance of this Pink and the

many doubts that have been txpressed as to its

hardiness and perennial duration must be my
apology for so repeatedly referring to it.

Primula sikkimensis.—This is a most accom-
modating plant; it is generally found to do well

under boggy conditions. I have also grown it

in pots plunged in s.and, screened from the mid-day

sun. 1 have now to suggest that the plant should

be tried as an a(|uatic in shallow water fi inches or

s inches deep, and I venture to say thjit the results

will be both surprising and <lelightful. I by no

means wjth tP say that it should be grown in that
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way only, but as a novel way, when no doubt its

after culture will be of such a method as the ex-

periment may commend.

Dianthus cinnabarinus. —Lllse Dianthus At-

kinsoni, this beautiful P.nk flowers in a nude
state as regards foliage, bit just now it is making
fresh growths quickly, its habit being similar in

these respects, and its propagation may be done
now with the short sprouts. But unless there are

strong roots whereon some sprouts might be left

after others are taken in the month of Ootober, it

would be more advisable not to take any.

Yellow Foxglove —With regard to the name
of the bright yellow Foxglove that I df scribed a
week or two ago, I do not think that it signifies

much, but I gipe it—Digitalis latea. Although I

asti';k coi;difolius.
The accompanying engraving represents one

of the best forms of Aster cordifolius of Lin-

niBus as determined by Asa Gray. The same

name has been wrongly given in nurseries to

another Xorth American Aster of coarse

growtli with large, heart-shaped loaves, iiro-

perly called A. macrophyllus, but the true

cordifolius is one of the most elegant and

ornamental of the genus. It grows from 4

feet to 5 feet high with stiff, wiry stalks, and

llowers very freely in largo plumes about

Miohaclma«. It increases slowly, and has

Aiter coi'Jitolius var. Engraved for 1 hk GARi)f:N frjm a photograph feut

by Rev. C. Wolley Dod.

I

have given out seed borne by a fine variety, 1 feel

strongly impressed that seed of the yellow kinds,

like that of the purple and white, does not come
true to the parent. I should like now to correct a
slip of the pen (p. 2Sli), where the side heading
" Yellow Poppy " should read '• Yellow Foxglove."

Budbeckia subtomentosa.—This is a tall

plant with st'lV, symmetrical, dark yellow flowers

or heads, the disc being a sheeny chocolate when
in the young state. The flowers appear in late

September here, and are produced in large quanti-

ties. More need not be said to commend this plant,

and yet to my mind it has a far more pleasing

quality than that of its flowers. The older

leaves are just turning sere, and, being persistent,

they become brittle and dry on the stems in that

state, and until Christmas the dry leaves exhale a
pleasant scent, like new-mown hay or sweet Wood-
ruff, but much stronger. Picked on a dry day these

leaves are useful for jars indoors. J. Wood.
Wuodfillc, Kirkstall.

not the slightest tendency to run at the root

;

a plant will hardly cover at the liase a ilia-

metcr of 6 inches when it dies of old ago.

As the underground growth is compact, tlie

]ilant exhausts the soil beneath it in tiiree or

four yetrs, imd then roijuires dividing and
transplanting, thougli it may remain longer if

top-dressing is given. This sjiecies had a liad

habit of withering leaf and llower in some
seasons, especially in dry soils. I never

could discover the cause, but the habit has

been very prevalent this season both witli

Asters and perennial Sunflowers. A. cordi-

folius produces seed freely, and ]irobably

might be fertilised with the pollen of otlier

Asters with advantage if anyone would take

the trouble to try it. The seedling.s, if the

eod is sown early, generally llower the same
year as sown. There is no great variety

amongst them, though I have two or three

which I take to be accidental hybrids from it.

The subject of the engraving was given to me
about ten years ago by Mr. Arthur Hind, who
thinks he had it from Perthshire. It differs

from what I take to be the type in having
more drooping and wavy panicles of llowers,

and for a long time I considered it the most
ornamental Aster in my garden, but the

genus is now receiving attention and is being
rapidljr developed. C. Woi^ley Dod.

PINKS AND PAN3IE3.

[f you would have good laced Pinks—that Is, with
the lacing of red, purple, or any other shade laid
on in regular markings upon the petal edges—the
plants should be in well-prepared beds as early in
October as possible. The laced Pinks of the florist

are as hardy as the most robust border kinds, and
they are admirable for cutting from. As to their
hardiness, there can be no doubt. I found last
winter that such sorts as Boiard, Henry Hooper,
Mr. D.xik, Modesty, John Derrington and George
Hodgkinson suffered less in the open ground than
did many Carnations ; there are a toughness and
wiriness about the plants that will bring them
through the most severe weather unharmed. To
have fine, full flowers of Pinks with perfect lacing,
the soil must be rich. Pinks root freely and are to
some extent gross feeders, and it is during the
autumn and winter that the plants store up the
force that manifests itself in fine blooms in May
and .fune. It is of no use to plant out laced Pinks
in March and expect good flowers unless the plants
have been wintered in potF, and even then a certain
check results.

To do laced Pinks justice, the ground should be
trenched to the depth of 2 feet. When this is done,
C. inches of the surface soil should be thrown out
and 3 inches of cow manure put in its place, gently
forking it into the soil, and not too deeply

; then
on the top of this should be placed another 3 inches
of compost made up of cow manure, good stiff loam,
leaf-mould, and some grit, such as river sand or
fine gravel. In such a compost Pinks can be grown
that will be a great delight to the cultivator. The
cow manure should be gathered together during
the summer and laid by in a heap to become solid
and when the time comes for using, it should
be chopped to pieces and used as above described.

Wet rather than frost has been found injurious
to Pinks during the winter, and it is because of
this those lovers of the Pink who cultivate for
exhibition make the surfaces of their beds li

inches or so above the ground level, so that the
water, after heavy autumnal and winter rains, shall
not gather about the roots, and though the plants
may during winter look a little rough and unpro-
mising, as soon as the growing weather sets in
in early spring they put forth shoots with surpris-
ing plenteousness and strength, and the plants
change quickly to vigorous growing tufts. Last
winter I had Pinks in the open ground that were
reduced to bare and apparently dead steins in
February, but when they broke into growth a re-

markable transformation took place, and they even-
tually bloomed freely, but none of them rotted off

near the ground, as did the Carnations.

Pinks in borders repay good cultivation. The
plants are too often put into borders and allowed
to remain there for years without any as.',istance

being given to them in the way of mulching or
manure. The growth is starved in consequence and
the flowers small. But when strong and vigorous
young plants are put out in good soil the change is

remarkable, and the effect of good cultivation is

seen in a bolder growth and finer flowers,

Beds of Pansies may now be planted out
with great adv.antage in the southern parts and
those parts of the midlands where the plants may
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be expected to come through the winter with

safety. Not that the Pansy is lacking in hardi-

ness, but because frost, wet, and wind injure the

shoots which may be depended upon to produce

early blossom?. I have seen plants ot Pansies

literally burnt up in their leading shoots through
the effect of icy, cutting east winds, but at the

proper time they break forth into growth from the

roots and flower, only so much later than they

would have done from the autumn growths. In

exposed localities it would be best to winter the

plants in small pots, or plant them out in a cold

frame to winter them, and place them out in the

beds in April. But the soil should be good to assist

the plants in producing flowers of the best quality.

As a matter o' course, I am dealing with fine

named varieties that are worthy a little extra care.

Seedlings can be put out in beds and allowed to

take their chance. They are compact in growth,

and generally with several leading shoots, and if a
few die the loss is not great. Bat I think there is

no more enjoyable time in which to have the Pansy
in bloom than in the spring and early summer
months. R. D.

SOME OF THE NEWER LILIES.

During the last three or four years we have had
some notable additions to the Lily family, promi-

nent among them being three Asiatic species, viz
,

L. nepalense and L. ochroleucum, introduced by
Messrs. Low from the Indian region, and L.

Henryi, a native of Western China. The last of

these is widely removed from any other species,

and it has done so well at Kew as to warrant the

belief that it will be a thoroughly good Lily for this

country. It has been described as a yellow- flowered

L. speciosum, and, as far as its individual blooms

are concerned, that description cannot be improved

upon, though in foliage and general appearance it

differs a good deal from any form of that well-

known Lily. The lanceolate leaves are each about

(i inches or 8 inches in length and of a very deep
green colour, while on the upper part of the stem,

just below the inflorescence, they become ovate in

shape, very short, and crowded thickly together.

The flowers are in size, shape, and other particulars

very like that form of L. speciosum known as

Ktsetzeri, even to the curious outgrowths near the

base of the petals and the greenish tint of the

lower part of the centre of each petal, thus forming

a small green star. The colour of the flower of L
Henryi is orange, with a few reddish dots and
streaks. This beautiful and distinct Lily was found

by Dr. Henry in 1SS8, and some examples of it were
sent to Kew in the spring of 188'.i, one of which
flowered there in the A'^gust of that year. This

season both in the open ground and under glass

it has been very beautiful. L. Henryi be-

longs to the Archelirion group of Lilies,

other examples of which are L. auratum, L.

speciosum, and L. tigrinum. Of these it in some
features reminds one greatly of L. speciosum, and
in others of the Tiger Lily. The next to mention is

L. NKPALENSE, for which Messrs. Low were
awarded a first-class certificate by the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society, September 11,1888. This Lily,

which is perhaps as nearly related to the Indian L.

poljphyllum as to any other species, has the

prettily recurved petals of a bright purplish ma-
roon, tipped more or less with greenish yellow,

There is a certain amount of variation to be found
in the blooms, for in some individuals the dark
colouring of the central portion ot the flower ex-

tends further up the petals than in others, while

beside this the yellow or greenish yellow of the re-

curved part of the petals differs a good deal in

hue. Previous to its introduction there were many
conflicting opinions regarding this Lily, fur it had
been at least by one authority spoken of as a white
flower, and how wide of the mark that was can be
best seen by referring to the beautiful and most
characteristic plate given in Tim Gahdkn for

January I'.i, ls.s:i. The second specie.a, for which
we are indebted to Messrs. Low, U
L ocHiiuLEUCU.M, which was on its fir.'t apfear-

ance dubbe I L Wallichianum superbum, wliich

name having been retained by many has caused no

end of conl'asion. It is certainly so far removed from
L. Wallichianum as to be well worthy of specilic

rank, or if such is not the case, then the whole of
the Ealirion or tube-flowered group might be re-

duced to one species, as some of them are far
more nearly related to each other than this is to

L. Wallichianum. One very original suggestion
has been made towards clearing up the confusion
attending the name of this Lily, and that is to call

it L. nepalense ochroleucum, which may be dis-

missed with the remark that L. nepalense belongs
to the Martagon group and the other to the tube-
flowered section. L. ochroleucum reaches a height
of li feet or 8 feet, the stem being plentifully fur-

nishe<l with rather narrow leaves, which when
young are tinged with reddish brown. The flowers,

which are borne three or four and even more on a
vigorous specimen, are each about It inches long
and nearly as much in diameter when fully ex-
panded. The colour is a kind of ochre-yellow in

the interior of the tube, while the recurved portion
is of a milk-white hue. The three outer segments
are usually tinged with purple on the exterior, but
that varies a good deal according to the amount
of exposure they have received. One feature in

which this Lily stands out from all its immediate
allies is the production of a considerable number
of bulbils in the axils of the leaves, as in the case
of L. tigrinum and L. bulbiferum. These bulbils

are, as a rule, confined to the upper half of the
stem. Though this Lily quickly runs up to a great
height under glass, it is much shorter when planted
in the open ground, as Messrs. Low are growing it.

The distinctive features of this Lily are well shown
in a coloured plate issued with Tub Garden,
April 1',), 18110. The next of the newer Lilies to

mention is one that recently flowered at Kew for

the first time in this country. I refer to

L. Gray i , a N orlh American species, whose nearest
relative is L. canadense. The blooms of this are about
a couple of inches long and of a deep orange-red
colour spotted with maroon. It was discovered by
Dr. Asa Gray in 1810 ; hence it has been known for

many years, though only just flowered in this coun-
try. With regard to its value as a garden plant, it

cannot for one moment be compared with either of

the preceding, as L. Grayi so nearly resembles the
Canadian Lily, that the difference is only noticed on
close inspection.

L. LoNGiTLORUM Chlorastek, that flowered at

Kew and was so named by Mr. Baker, is un-

doubtedly a form of L. Browni, and, as far as a

casual observation entitles one to speak, I should
say as an ornamental plant it is scarcely equal to

the type.

L. BoLANDERl is a wonderfully pretty little

Lily, with drooping flowers of the deepest crim-

son spotted with maroon. The leaves of this are

glaucous and whorled, as in L. columbianum. It

is a native of California, and, like the others from
that region, appears to be somewhat delicate. This
charming Lily was awarded a lirst-class certificate

by the Uoyal Horticultural Society in July of last

year, having been shown in good condition by Mr.

Ware, and in October a coloured plate of it was
given in The Garden in connection with L.

maritimum and L. pardalinum luteum.

Hybrid Liliks.— This jast mentioned variety

of L. pardalinum, viz., luteum, is, I believe, the re-

sult of intercrossing two distinct forms of the Pan-

ther Lily— the spotless apricot- colouied Warei and
the rich tinted californicum. The flowers of the

variety luteum are of a deep yellow spotted with
chocolate towards the centre. A second Lily of hybrid

origin was exhibited last year under the name of

Francis Fell. Its parents are L. pardalinum and ii,

Pairyi.tothe latter of which the foliage bears a good
deal of resemblance, but the flowers are about midway
between the two. Their colour is a kind of orange-

red, spotted with brown. A couple of hybrids in

which the Japanese 1j. Hansoni has played a part

have made their appearance recently, for last year

Mr. Powell, of SouthI >oroug li , flowered a Lily obtained

by crossing the very dark L. Martagon dalmaticum
with the pollen cf L. Hansoni, wliile this season

M. Van 'Jubcrgen, of Hiinrlcm, has bloomed the

same cross, except th t the while form cf the

Martagon Lily was used as the seed-bearing partn .

The last hybrid Lily to mention is by no meais
new, yet it has never been distributed, the sto.k
being still in the hands of Mr. Waterer. This is of
American origin, having leen raised nearly tweny-
five years sgo by Mr. Parkman, who crossed one of

the best dark-coloured forms of L speciosum with
the pollen of the Goldtn-raye 1 Lily. The rrsult

was that magnificent variety Parkm^ni, of which
a coloured plate was given in The Garden, July 7,

18711, but though twelve years have elapsed >ia;e
ther, Mr. Waterer has not yet put this grand Lily
into the hands of the public. When thi-> is done it

will necessarily be at a high piice, which will no
doubt be maintained for many years, as its rate of

increase is of course slow, and the more it is seen
the greater will be the demand. H P.

NOTES ON MICHAELMAS DAISIES.

Under the came of Aster hybridus nanus, which
I did not care for when purchasing the
plant, I find our old and generally well-known A.

longiflorus, a type so distinct and characterised by
its dwarfnesp, that though we may be easily wrong
with many Asters, sjne cannot well mistake whence
and why the chang6 of name, and above all why
add the name nanus to almost the dwarfest of all

types of Michaelmas Daisy ? I am aware there is a
brighter form or two, but they are well known,
and did not require a new double-barrelled name.
Under the name of A. punctatus I have received

a plant identical with acris, and as acris has
already other synonyms, why add more? If the
botanist's eye S3eks for fine distinctions by the abi
of the lens as to leaf punctures, &c., they might he
found, though I am not aware of even these slight

differences in the present case. Distinct varieties

of Michaelmas D.iisies and in advance of old sorts

are what our garden friends are seeking, and in this

case Aster acris = A. sibiricus did not require the

additional and confusing name punctalus, for even
if there is a good authority for it, the plant is

fairly well or better known under the quoted
names. Aster T. Smith I recently added for trial.

No one can say it is not a pretty variety, but it is

only an old ani very floe variety of Novi-Belgii
;

it is a little dwarfer plant, but otherwise not so

good as what I have long grown as the type.

Luckily, a plant of the same sort, given to me years
ago by Miss Jekyll without a name, exactly matches
this supposed new variety. Anyhow, judging by
my newJy acquired plants, which have flowered

freely and I suppose done themselves justice, T.

Smith is not up to the times among the Michaelmas
Daisies.

I wish my note on Aster spectabilis to be one
of an inquiiing character, and I wouM invite criti-

cism. My propositions are that this is a gocd
plant in habit, the flowers of good size, and tie

deepest blue ot any kind fairly well known, and
that it is to be classed with the earlier bloomers. I

have noted this Aster before, and good growers and
knowing friends have questioned me en several

points, remarking " the roots bolt," " the flowers

are thin if high coloured," and " the flowers are a
good colour, but they are too late." The iiuesticn

occurs, do we all intend the same plant ? and if so,

whence the difference to cause such a variety of

opinion .' If we do not all mean the same plant, who
is right and who is wrong with his material? Ky
plant agrees with the form grown in the Edinburgh
Hotanic Gardens. I will not refer to printed botanical

descriptions, because in this case the test might
not prove direct and convincing. With anyone,
however, that grows this species, and who con-

siders my description too good, I might be able to

compare notes. I strongly feel that this is a

Michaelmas Daisy that must come to the very front,

and once seen I think it will. My first flowers opened
during the first week in September (Yorkshire), not
late here compared with others and for ihe present

cold summer. The flowers are the size of halfa-

crown ; stature of plant 2 feet. J. Wood.
1 1 (Hulrillc, Kir^f/alt.

The purple Coneflower (Echinacea purpurc).
-This IS H decidedly valuable autumn floweiii g
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hardy plant, especially as yellow is such a prevail-

ing hue in the family to which it belongs. Al-

though the colour of its flowers is not particularly

bright, there is something attractive in its unique
Daisy-like flowers. In a batch of seedlings flower-

ing in Mr. Thompson's garden at Ipswich it was
interesting to note the variations. In some plants

the petals of the flowers were short and broad, in

others long and narrow ; some had a flat regular

disc around the central cone, while others were
decidedly deflexed.

Abronia cycloptera.—This plant affords an-

other interesting instance of how long some seeds

retain vitality even in the soil till conditions

favour germination. Some years ago Mr. Thomp-
son, of Ipswich, grew most of the Abronias to test

their merits, this kind among them, but none have
been grown for the past ten or twelve years. This

season in one of the beds a plant of the above
named species appeared, the seed having appa-
rently remained dormant in the ground throughout
that period. Otherwise the plant has little to re-

commend it to notice, except a quaint seed-pod.

It creeps over the ground, producing inconspicuous
clusters of flowers in the axils of the leaves, these

being succeeded by seed-pods, which grow to the

size of a marble, each developing three wing-like

appendages assuming a brownish colour, and pro-

ducing a quaint effect clustering among the grey-

green leaves.

Rose Garden.

A PLE.4. FOR THE MANETPI
This stock has been in good repute for a great
number of years, and it is only quite lately that

the majority of amateur growers have so maligned
it. If the cuttings were properly disbudded pre-

vious to being inserted in the cutting beds, and
the stocks carefully looked over after they are

struck, removing the few eyes that were missed at

the first time of handling, very few suckers would
be produced from a properly or low-worked plant,

I know of a grower who purchased two thousand
stocks of Manetti and the same number of seed-

ling Briers ; these he worked with buds of the
choicest Teas, such as Catherine Mermet, Niphe-
tos, Perle des Jardins, &c. Those budded on the
Manetti had no more than twenty failures in a
thousand, while the buds worked on the Brier had
more than half dead. I do not mean to say this is

all to the credit of the Manetti stock, but I do say
that this instance coincides with my own expe-
rience as regards budding upon these two stocks
when grown in pots. In the open air I would not
recommend the Manetti for Tea-scented, nor for a
few of the more delicate Hybrid Perpetuals, it be-

ing my opinion, after some careful observations,

that this stock throws too strong and rank a ssp
forthe more relined nature (if Imay soterm it)of the
Tea-scented Roses. Tea Roses are, as a rule, worked
upon the Manetti by grafting when wanted for

pot work, and when so grown no stock can be of

more service. Why these beautiful and somewhat
delicate Roses should do so much better on this

stock when in pots I do not pretend to say, but
it is my opinion that the roots being confined, they
do not throw such an abundance of sap, and con-
sequently the Rose is able to utilise the whole
of it.

It is when the Manetti is too strong for the par-
ticular variety worked upon it that quantities of

suckers accrue, and this same fact may be noticed
with the seedling Brier. Tea-scented Roses grafted
upon the Manetti also do much better than when
budded, and the reason of this seems to me to be
that as grafting is done when the stocks are not in

full growth, the Rose has an opportunity of liecom-
ing used to the new sap more steadily, and also for

the same reason as previously stated, viz., the con-
finement and consequent reduction in the amount
of sap produced. As long as Koses are grown, so
surely will the Manetti lia a favourite stock with
some growers. I am not going to uphold it against
all other stocks, because if I was confined to one, I

should unhesitatingly choose the cutting Brier.

But what I am anxious to point out is that when
properly grown and worked, Roses upon this stock

are liy no means so short-lived as many would have
us believe. I have plants of many of the best Hy-
brid Perpetual varieties that have been growing
upon this stock for the last fifteen to twenty years,

such as Senateur Vaisse, Alfred Colomb, La France,
Annie Wood, Baroness Rothschild, Beauty of Wal-
tham, Boule de Neige, Charles Lefebvre, Countess
of Oxford, Dr. Andry, Dake of Edinburgh, Maurice
Bernardin, Fisher Holmes, Marie Baumann, kc,
and which are still in good health and vigour, and
that have not shown signs of suckers for many
years.

Of course one will now and again have a sucker
from whatever stock Roses may be worked upon,
and there are not more produced from a well-

worked Manetti than from a Brier stock. One
reason of fewer suckers from the seedling Brier is

that these stocks are ditlicult to bud except upon
the crown of their roots ; hence young and inex-

perienced hands are not so liable to insert the buds
high up the stock. The Manetti has been styled

the "nurseryman's stock," because it is easily in-

creased, but it might with equal truth and justice

be styled the amateur's stock, on account of the
quicker and cheaper method of raising Roses, and
as everything soon finds its level in this go-ahead
world, things that are easily produced are sold

cheap ; hence anyone may now possess a few good
plants of the very best varieties. If one would
avoid being biassed in favour of any particular

stock, he would find the following results about
come true : Roses on the Manetti, especially as
maidens, will grow well and flower earlier than
those upon the Brier, also ripen their wood much
earlier in the season and thus be better able

to withstand the winter. I should not, however,
grow upon this stock alone, because those worked
upon the Brier hold their foliage longer and flower

much later, the flowers of such varieties as General
Jacqueminot, A. K. Williams, Dake of Wellington,
&c , also being brighter. In some soils and locali-

ties one stock does much better than another, and
that is the one to have jour Roses worked upon.

RiDGBWOOD.

Guillot's Roses.— I noticed a very interesting
article in The Garden, August 8 (p. 118), by
" A. H." upon M. Nabocnand's Roses. I have recently
been struck with the large number of really good
Roses introduced by M. Guillot, who certainly
takes premier place among all raisers of this beau-
tiful flower. He has given us the following among
many others, all of which possess grand and distinct

merits: Mme. Falcot (1858), Alba Rosea (1X18),

Horace Vernet and Mme. Margottin (isci;). Mons.
Neman and La France (18G7), Catherine Mermet,
Senateur Vaisse, Comtesse d'Oxford, and Mile.
Eugenie Verdier (18!;'.i), Comtesse de Nadaillac
(1871), Mme. Cusin and Etoile de Lyon (1881),
Hon. Edith Giflord (1882), Mme. de Watteville
(18s:'>), Souvenir de G. Drevet and Gloire de Lyon-
naise (1884). Comtesse de Frigneuse (l.'^85), Mme
J. Desbois (188r,), Mme. lloste (1S87), Mme. Pierre
Guillot and Ernest Metz (1888), J. B. Varonne ard
Mme. Renaby (ISS'.I). All of the Roses named take
rankamongthe finest we have, and are well worthy
of growing in any garden or collection of Roses.
—R.

SHORT NOTES.—ROSES.

Cleopatra.—This is certainly one of the most
promisinsr '^f the newer Tea Roses, and another year
will doubtless see it greatly advance into puljlie favour.
The long buds are charming, whilst the expanded
flower shows a delicate hit of colouring, the flesh or
p.Tle pink tint deepening into a bright warm rose upon
the edges of the petals, which are themselves charac-
teristic for breadth and smoothness.

Rose Princess Beatrice.—This is tlie least

satisfactory of the late Mr. Bennett's productions. It
i.s said to he good under glass, hut it is by uo meaus a
Tea Ro.se for open air culture. It is one of the first

to start into growth, anil generjiUy suffers for its pre-
cocity, but if hy cliiince the first crop of flt>wers conies
to perfection, no snccestion of them must he antici-

pated, as, so unlike every other Tea Rose, the shoots of
this kind refuse to grow again, muc'.i more produce
blooms.

Dr. Grill.—If a list were made of a dozen of the
most vigorjus non-climbing Tea Roses, this kind
would have to he iucludci. For freedom of blooming
it is nrit surpassed. Its popularity must rest solely
upon its great merits as a garden Rose, fur the flower
does not come up to the show staudarj. It is now
one of the most conspicuous kinds, the flowers lasting
longer in the cooler and shorter days of autumn.
Polyantha Roses.—The interest in these minia-

ture Roses seems to be increasing. This is not to he
wondered at, as some of them are pretty little gems,
lovely in the bud state, and very free-flowering. Three
lovely kinds were in bloom in Mr. Frank Cant's
nursery late in September, namely, Perle d'Or, a deep
yellow with orange centre ; Golden Fairy, a paler
fawn-yellow, hut exquisite ; and Little Dot, white,
shading to delicate pink in the centre.

Chrysanthemums.

E.iRLY.FLOWERING CHRYS.ANPHEMUMS.
As early-flowering Chrysanthemums are chiefly
employed for bads or borders in the open ground,
it follows, as a matter of course, that only those
varieties which are naturally of a good sturdy
habit and will grow into neat little bushes are
eligible for such a purpose. This places one in a
difficulty in making a selection at any of the exhi-
bitions of these flowers, as those shown are mostly
in the cut state, and consequently little if any idea
can be formed of the habit of the plant, while in
the case of the larger blcoms it is probable that
some of them have been disbudded rather severely.
Notices of most of the new kinds exhibited at the
Aquarium show have already appeared in TiiK
Garden, for on p. 258 there are a couple of admirable
articles dealing with Chrysanthemums of this class.

In none of them, however, have I seen mention
made of the flower that struck me the most in Mr.
Owen's stand, viz., one shown under the name of
R. Dumesnil de Montchauveau, one of the Japat-
ese section with broad petals, apparently of a crim-
son-amaranth colour, but the light was none tco
favourable to speak with exactitude on that point.
At all events it compared favourably with its asso-
ciates, and Mr. Piercy (who may be said to have
made this class of Chrysanthemum his own) was
loud in praises of the flower, thooirh as a plant it

might not probably come up to his standard. In
one respect, however, it is heavily handicapped,
as such a cumbersome name is like a mill-

stone hung around its ceck, and many would
pass it over for this very reason. With most
of the Japanese varieties getting up lather
tall, and consequently needing to be supported
by sticks, the pompon varieties, or at all

events those now classed as pompon (though the
flowers of many are a good deal larger than the
pompons of old), have matters pretty well their own
way. Mme. C. Desgrange and its varieties, the
pale yellow Mrs. Burrell, or G. Wetmig. and the
richer tinted Mrs. Hawkins are certainly the finest
in their respective colours, and a good bright red
counterpart of them would find a ready sale.

Many of the pompons at the above mentioned show
were put up in large bunches, and of them some of
the most notable were Alice Butcher, orange

;

Blushing Bride, blush ; Duchess of Fife, white •

Flora, golden yellow ; Frederick Jlarronet, reddish
orange ; Golden Shah, a large flower of a very rich
golden tint; Goldsmith, a bright pompon ; Cassy,
pink; Lyon, bright rosy purple; Mme. Jolivart'
white; Miss I'hjilis Broughttm, white: Mr. W.
Piercy, bronzy red ; Pomponium, rich orange

; Prf-
cocite, gold: St. Croutts, pink : Toreador, broEzy
red ; Mrs. CuUingford, one of the best whites

;

Scarlet Gem, very bright ; Mme. Picoul, reddish
chestnut ; and Frederick Pi<le, crimson and gold
The sturdy-growing W. H. Lincohi, a yellowl
flowered Japanese, was also very fine, the plants cf
this exhibited showing well its dwarf character.

T.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. H Cannell.—This,
I believe, was distributed under the name ot
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Christmas Eve, and it is a pity that such an appro-

priate name should not have been retained, as if

treated for the purpose of obtaining late blooms it

does not expand its flowers until the close of the

year. I finished up my season last January with

this variety, cutting the last blooms the second

week in that month, and they were so fresh that

they would have kept ten days or a fortnight

longer, but the weatlier being so severe, I was

anxious to clear the house. It is curious that such

a fine late kind should have been so little grown,

and even now comparatively few Chrysanthemum
growers seem to know it. When my plants were

in bloam several large growers said that they had

not seen it before, and were much impressed with

its merits as a late blooming kind. The flowers are

tolerably large, of a beautifal silvery white, and in

texture very different from the majority of white

kinds, so that there is but little trouble to keep

them io good condition during periods of dark,

damp weather. This is a valuable feature in any
late-blooming Chrysanthemum, but especially in

white kinds, which more than coloured ones show
the effect of fog and continuous rainy weather

when expanded. As a market kind I can speak

highly of Christmas Eve ; indeed I doubt if any
white variety can be had in such good con-

dition at such a late period. I sent this variety

and Golden Gam to market in quite as good con-

dition as if cut six weeks earlier. It has, however,

one defect which might cause it to be discarded :

it is of rather weakly habit and frequently through

the summer the foliage has a yellowish tint. Last

year I put my plants in a much lighter soil, with

an extra share of sand and drainage, and in this

way there was but little to complain of as regards

vigour.— J. C. B.

tinrysanthemum Arthur Crepey —This is

a dwarf and early kind now in flower. It has much
of the habit of growth of the well-known Mme. C.

Dasgrange with the same profusion of large buds

—

an excellent decorative variety undoubtedly, but

whether it is needed among so many really good

things in the same way is a matter for doubt. Al-

ready we have the distinctive shades of yellow, gold

and sulphur in the descendants of Mme. C. Des-

grange, and the original form included adds a good

and useful white, so that one can hardly regard

Arthur Crepey as a useful addition. The flowers

are very large and full ; indeed in this respect it is

not one whit behind the early and popular kinds

already alluded to. In Arthur Crepey the petals

are ioclined to twist and reflex at the extremities,

while the colour is sulphur with a yellow shade.

It is one of the novelties of last season.

Chrysanthemum Mme. Desgrange.— I am
wi',h this forwarding a flower with the foliage of a

Clirysanthemum, and should be glad of any infor-

mation as to what its name is, or whether it is new,

& ;. The cutting was taken from an ordinary white

Dafgrange. and the plant has been raised with a

b itch of Mme. Dasgrange and received the same
treatment. Its foliage, habit, time o flowering,

and height exactly correspond with the other

plants, but its flowers, as you will see, are quite

different, being quilled and slightly inclined to have
hairy growths.

—

Fkhnhidb.

*,* The flower sent to me is nothing more than

a badly developed one of the above sort ; the quill-

like petals are caused by the inability of the plant

to proparly develop them. I'irectly I touched the

flower the petals fell, owing to some defect in cul-

ture—probably too strong doses of stimulant of some
kind. The peduncle and stem had a contracted

appearance and a hard feel, which boded no good
for a free development of the flower.—E.Molv'neu.x.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Alpheus Hardy pro-

mises to give much better results during the com-
ing season than hitherto. Many blooms are

already developing satisfactorily, and although

these may be too early for the shows, it proves that

this novelty is becoming better understood, and as

b:;tter cuttings are obtainable and its wants ful-

filled by special treatment, the difficulty of grow-
ing it well is now disappearing. Already I he.ar

of blooms this season measuring 10 inches in dia-

meter. The main point is to obtain, not too early,

strong cuttings, grow them on without interrup-
tion until they make their first natural break, which
is very often not before the end of July. By re-

taining this bud, which is of courfe the only one
on each plant, peifect blooms can be obtained.
Smaller pots are necessary than are generally em-
ployed for other sorts. A good plan is to strike

three cuyings in one small pot and grow them on
without disturbing them ; three blooms may then
be had from one pot, which is a saving of space.
—E. M.

Chrysanthemum W. H. Lincoln. — This
was very conspicuous among the newer Chrysan-

sonable height, .and with little or no tying, are far

more serviceable than those whose best flowers are

produced on long bare stems.—T.

Onychium auratum.

themums at the recent exhibition held at the Aqua-

rium, and one that is no doubt destined to become
popular. Some untrained plants were exhibited in

one or two of the groups, and in all of them the
dwarf, sturdy habit was especially noticeable. The
plants were about a yard or a little more in height,
well clothed with ample foliage, while the large,

soft, yellow blossoms are <if the incurved Japanese
type, and a good deal in the way of those of the old

variety, grandiUorum. Last year \V. H. Lincoln
was awarded a certificate by the National Chrysan-
themum Society at a meeting held in the middle of

October, but this year it is sti:l earlier, as is shown
by flowering plants in pood condition being exhi-

bited as early as .September '.K Such varieties as
this, of which good bushes can be gro.vii of a re."-

Ferns.

0NYCH1UM.S.
Up to the present time two species only belong-

ing to this genu.s have been introduced to cul-

tivation, both extremely elegant and possessing

some useful qualities. Their fronds are so finely

cut and of so lovely a green, that they are well

adapted for mixing with cut flowers. Although
somewhat similar in general aspect, their habits

are entirely distinct, a character which in this

case cannot possibly be attributed to different

habitats. While < ). auratum produces its hand-
somely decompound fronds from a single crown,
thus forming a sort of miniature Pteris tremula
with hnely cut fronds, O. japonicum, on the
conti iry, produces them from numerous under-
ground rhizomes, making thick tufts of grace-

ful and pleasingly coloured foliage, green ou
both sides ; whereas that of the former species,

when in a fertile state, is of a beautiful golden
colour underneath, which gives it quite the ap-

pearance of a gold Fern. That colouring, how-
e\er, is not, as in Gymnograuima and Nothoch-
l<ena , d ue to the presence of powder ; it is simply
the indusium, w hich is of abright, rich golden hue,
and gives the whole plant a lovely ; ppearance. It

is not in habit only tliat these two
species differ, for the treatment which
they require is also dissimilar. While
U. japouicum will thrive well in a cool

house, and, in fact, will not stand stove

treatment, where it soon liecomes at-

tacked by thrips, O. auratum must
have a stove, or at least an interme-

diate house all the year round. The
same compost, however, suits them
both, viz., a mixture of fibrous loam,

peat, or leaf-mould, and silver sand in

about e<iual proportions. Both should
be potted loosely, as they have a great

aversion to hard soil at any time.

Care must be taken also to ensure

their fronds being kept dry at all

seasons,_a3 if allowed to get wet they

soon turn of a darkish brown colour

and begin to decay. O. japonicum is

easily propagated either by spores,

which germinate freely, or by divi-

sion, but the same cannot be said of

O. auratum, which no doubt woukl be

equally popular if its propagation was
moie rapid ; the fact of its forming

only single crowns prevents it from
being increas ;d I y division ; therefore

the only mode oi dealing effectually

with this handsome species is by means
of seedlings, which come up freely

enough, but which have a tendency

to damp oti' just above ground when
in a young state.

O. AUUATUM.— This lovely stove Ferr, a tho-

roughly evergreen species, is a native of the Malay
Islands ; it is also found wild on the Nilgiris, where
it grows abundantly, and on the I'aulgliaut Moun-
tains, where, however, it is not so plentiful. In

this species the fertile and barren fronds are quite

different, the former being much more hnely

divided than the latter. It is usually distinguished

at first sight by its very narrow segments. The
upper part of both kinds of fronds is of a dark

glossy green and veiy attractive. In potting or

planting this species the utmost care should be

taken to keep the crown well above the sur-

face of the soil, which must be thoroughly well

drainei'.

I
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O. JAPONICUM (lucidam).—This species, by far

the commoner of the two, though perhaps not the

handsomer, is much more useful than the preced-

ing on account of its being of much freer growth and
producing its fronds shorter, but in greater abund-
ance. These, however, are of a semi-deciduous
character, and although the species is essentially a
cool one, coming as it does from Japan, Nepaul,

Simla, Khasya, &o., where it is generally found
at an elevation of tJOOO feet to 7500 feet, still,

it not kept in an intermediate house during
the winter months it is apt to lose its foliage, in

which case it usually starts up very strong in the

spring.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Pleiones with leaves and floinrers.—In our

(JrchiJ house we have some splendid plants of Pleione

lagenaria now in bloom. The bulba are extra strong

and the foliage is now as green and healthy as in

the summer. The leaves are from 3| inches in

width to 15 inches and Ki inches long. Is it not

a most unusual thing for them to retain their leaves

when flowering ?—J. Scammei.l.

Orchids at Mr. Bull's.—Among other Orchids

in flower at Mr. William Bull's establishment.

King's Road, Chelsea, three very remarkable and
handsome ones are now in blossom, viz., Laslia

pr:i3stans alba, of which only two plants are known
to exist ; C'ypripedium Saundersianum, a very dis-

tinct hybrid and one of the rarest of Cypripedes

(not to be confounded with C. Sanderianum),

and Cattleya chelseiensis, a natural hybrid, and
one of the most beautiful Cattleyas known. Any-

one interested in Orchids should not fail to avail

himself of the opportunity of seeing these re-

markable plants in flower.

Autumn planting of Carnations.—I was
pleased to read Mr. Douglas' notes on Carnations

and Picotees in your issue of the 3rd, and it is to

be hoped that lovers of these beautiful flowers will

be encouraged by the good results he mentions of

autumn planting. There is no doubt that Carna-

tions suffer more from coddling than from hard treat-

ment. They are essentially hardy garden plants,

and the sooner all growers realise the benefit of

autumn planting, the sooner will greater success

attend Carnation growing. Doubtless some varie-

ties of delicate constitution (which should never

have been in commerce) will succumb during win-

ter and spring, but the sooner such weakly sorts

disappear from cultivation the better.—R. V. M.

Sedum Fabaria (syn,, spectabile).— Of all the

plants in bloom in late autumn, this, either in the

mas.", as edgings for large beds, or for long walks,

is the most effective. This display is so easily and
cheaply obtained, that it is a wonder this plant is

not far more extensively grown. It is perfectly

hardy, easily propagated, and once planted needs

no further care for years—a consideration of great

value to those gardeners who are short-handed.

Here I find it useful for edging large beds, such as

Rose beds, Rhododendron beds, &c. I have also

each side of a lower boundary walk in one of

the kitchen gardens— curved and undulating and
200 yards long—edged with it. This is greatly

admired, as being well placed and a fine piece of

bold colouring. The swarms of butterflies which
visit the flowers add an additional charm' and
beauty.—J. R.

*,* This Sedum is at the present time very effec-

tive in the gardens at Regent's Park, where masses

of it are flowering freely.

—

Ed.

Spathoglottis Vieillardi. -Of the species be-

longing to the genus Spathoglottis that have been
introduced in sufficient quantity to admit of their

becoming generally cultivated, this is undoubtedly

the finest, although one or two others are very

attractive when well grown. The plants now in

cultivation were discovered in the Sunda Archi-

pelago about five years ago, and introduced by
Linden. The name then given to it was S. Augus-
torum, in honour of one of its discoverers, but after-

wards it was found to be nearly or quite identical

with a species growing in the New Caledonian
islands, which had never been in cultivation, al-

though specimens had been collected and dried as
long ago as 185.S. The leaves are from 2 feet to

3 feet in length, tapering to a long fine point, and
plaited like those of a Curculigo. The scape is

erect and about as long as the leaves, the fiowers
being produced in a dense raceme at the top.

From beginning to end of the flowering season
several scores of flowers are borne, but from seven
to ten only are open at one time. There are few
Orchids whose individual flower-scapes remain so
long in bloom. I have known a single spike con-
tinue from May to December, never having less

than six fully opened flowers. Neither are these
small or insignificant, each flower measuring 2

inches across and being prettily coloured. 'I?he

outer segments are white delicately tinged with
lilac, whilst the lip is deep lilac on the front lobe,

and brown-crimson at the sides. It is a stove
species. Two of the original plants are now
flowering in the warm house at Kew.

—

B.

Cool house Musas (pp. 2B1 and 318).— It is

both interesting and useful to know that Musa
rosacea may be included amongst the Musas for

the conservatory ; it is iiaite distinct from any of

those I previously mentioned, and its elegance and
comparatively small size render it a very desirable
addition to the number. With regard to M. para-
disiaca, I may say that I have already tried it, but
the result was not satisfactory. Although it kept
alive through the winter it appeared to have re-

ceived so great a check, that the summer warmth
was not sufficient to set up vigorous action before
cold weather again set in. However, as it does not
in general aspect differ materially from M. Basjoo,
about whose hardiness there is no doubt, its

absence will not be felt. The house in which M.
paradisiaca was planted along with M. ensete and
M. Basjoo frequently falls to 40° Fahr. in winter
and occasionally 3° or 1' lower, so that it is likely

a minimum temperature of 45° is about the lowest
to which for any length of time it may be safely

subjected.—W.J. B.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL^SOCIETY.
OCTOIiKR 1), 7, AND 8.

The central points of interest In this gathering
were undoubtedly the many fine specimens of

Conifers shown by the leading nurserymen and the
extensive and varied display of cut specimens,
probably the largest ever brought together. These
latter are chiefly from private gardens, and are a
wonderful exhibit, quite unique in their way. It

seems but right that such an exhibition should be
held in the Chiswick Gardens, to which in years
past many of the best known Conifers were sent by
collectors in various countries. It would be in-

teresting to know how many now shown were first

sent out from these gardens. The only regret is

the fact that so many of the varieties shown will

not thrive in the neighbourhood of the metropolis.

The weather on the opening day was most unpro-
pitious, being thus far a repetition of the conference
held in the summer. Considering the state of the
weather, the attendance on Tuesday was very good,
consisting chiefly of practical horticulturists and
others interested in the products exhibited.

Floral Committee.
First-class certificates were awarded to the fol-

lowing :--

I.xoitA MACKOTiiYRSA (Dcffi). — This variety,

although it has been in commerce several years,

was on this occasion shown in splendid condition.

The example was a cut specimen, the truss measur-
ing 18 inches over the head, and in the best and
freshest condition possible. From Hit Trevor
Lawrence, Bart , M.P.

AsrARAfiUS UKTBOi'BACTUS — This variety is

quite distinct, and must be considered one of

the most beautiful of all. It is of erect growth
and somewhat compact, but extremely light and
elegant, the fronds being considerably longer than
in other well-known kinds and densely set upon the

stem in clusters. Also from Sir Trevor Lawrence.

Awards of merit were given to the following :
—

Carnation Lizzie JIcGowan.—Tai^ is a pure
white variety of the Tree section, very free-fiower-

ing, the bloom being borne upon foot-stalks of

good length. It should prove a good kind for

cutting. Messrs. Pitcher and Manda, Swanley.

Chrysanthemum Miss Wat.son.—A Japanese
variety after the Dasgrange type, but with much
superior flowers. The colour is a pale golden yel-

low, the blooms of large size with broad florets.

From Messrs. Cannell and Sons.

Dahlia Princess Christian.—This was shown
by the same firm, and bids fair to be a valuable
adilition. It is of the true Cactus type, the colour
being a deep mauve suffused with a violet shade.

CHBYSANTHEMfiM Mme. E. Lbfort.—This is

a decorative Japanese variety, having pale bronzy
flowers with narrow florets

; excellent for cutting.

Messrs. Collins Bros, and Gabriel had an exten-
tensive collection of cut flowers of hardy autumnal
herbaceous plants ; these were arranged in large
bunches and made a very gay display. The most
prominent were Aster Chapmani, A. speciosus, A.
bessarabicus, A. ericoides, all distinct forms. Py-
rethrums were very fresh, the best Ijeing fine blooms
of Hamlet (single) and Enchantress (double).
Phlox Queen of Lilacs is a good colour ; Helianthus
multiflorus, both single and double types, and H.
orgyalis were the best of this family. Lobelia
syphilitica, a dark-coloured kind (free-flowering);

Liatris pycnostachya, with long spikes of bloom,
and Slenaotis speciosa were also well repre-

sented (silver Flora medal). Messrs. Paul and
Son, Cheshunt, sent a large collection, consisting
chiefly of Asters and Helianthuses in the best va-

rieties ; this collection was staged in the conserva-
tory, the bunches of several kinds being of huge
dimensions, making a fine display. Helianthus
decapetalus, a good late kind ; H. multiflorus

maximus, and other forms, with H. Ijetiflorus fl.-pl,

were the best of this family. Aster niveus, A.

ccErulescensgrandiSorus,oneof the best, with sturdy
growth ; A. Novai Angliai W. Bowman, a dark pur-

ple, late ; A. cordifolius, A. bessarabicus, A. N.-A.
roseus, a bright-coloured variety ; A. Novie-Anglias
and A. Tradescanti, with myriads of small white
flowers, and a la'ge mass of Pyrethrum uliginosum
were the best things shown here (silver Banksian
medal). Messrs. Laing and Sons had an extensive
exhibit of the best hardy flowers in season. The
best of the Michaelmas Daisies were included in

this collection, with the popular forms of Helian-
thus and Radbeckia ; several excellent varieties of

Phloxes, with Anemone japonica (both the red and
white forms), Pentstemons, Gaillardias, and the
beautiful Scabiosacaucasica, were well represented.
Many good things were not named in this exhibit,

which, if done, would greatly assist those who are

adding to their collections (silver Banksian medal).

Mr. Salmon, Elder Road, West Norwood, sent
Dahlias in excellent variety, with a good strain of

French Marigolds and Helianthus of the best kinds
backed up with variegated foliage, forming a fresh-

looking exhibit (silver I'.anksian medal). Messrs.
Cutbush and Sons had a collection of hardy and
other flowers. In this group were staged several good
flowers of the followingChrysanthemums(Japanese):
Elaine, Avalanche, Peter the Great, Margot, and
Val d'Andorre. Sever.al bunches of the best of the
earlier pompons were included. Flora, Surprise,

Mme. Piccol, Toreador, Pierre \'erfiell, Martinmas,
and Alice Butcher being very fresh. Of Asters,

the best were A. bessarabicus, A. elegans, A. du-

mosus, A. ericoides, and A. Novn>Anglia3 ruber
(bronze Banksian med.al). Rev. WoUey Did sent

a collection of perennial AsterF. nearly 5ii varie-

ties, many kinds of his own raising being included
;

some of these were decidedly distinct ; others con-

sisted of the best sorts usually grown. This was a
large and interesting collection (bronze Banksian
medal). The best collection of perennial Asters
was staged from the Koyal Horticultural Society's

Gardens at Chiswick, the bunches of good size and
compact. Amongst these were included those good
kinds A. Novi-Belgii Robert Parker, a pale la-

vender ; A. N.-B. formosissimus, deep lilac ; A. N.-B.

Juno, bright lilac ; A. N.-B. floribnndus, of dense
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habit ; A. N.-B. Harpar Crewe, white ; A. Novie-
Anglia; roseu?, the best example shown of this, one
of the iiaest of all its class ; A. N.-A. pulchellus,

deep purple; A. ccpraleu'i grandiflorus, blue with
clear yellow tye ; A. cordifolius elegans, a pretty
small variety ; A. Amelias bessarabicus, one of the
best, large and showy ; A. cordifolius major, a
small free kind, and A. ptarmicoides Asa Gray,
a good variety. lucluded among the Helianthuses
were H. multiflorus Peter Barr and H. decapetalus,
pale yellow. From Kew Gardens came a very
large collection of perennial Asters and Sun-
flowers ; these included, of Aster.-=, A. la!vi% a
till pale variety ; A. cordifolius elegans, A. paniou-
latus. Grant's var , of branching habit ; A. Novi-
Belgiigrandidorus, a free, dense purple kind ; A. N.-B.
Robert Parker; A. N.-B, Hirpur Crewe, A. Novk
Anglias ruber, a late kind ; A. N.-A. roseus, rosy
lilac, free. Helianthus orgyalis, a North American
species with narrow Grass-like foliage, tall growth
and small flowers, and H. laetvBoru.^, with broad
foliage and branching habit, were two distinct

kinds.

Mr. Cbaiwick, Hanger Hill Hjuse, E.iling, was
awarded the first prize for eighteen varieties of her-

baceous and perennial cut flowers, with large
bunches of Helianthus multiflorus major and the
doable variety. Anemone japonica and the white
form. Aster Amellus, Chrysanthemum latifolium,

and other things in season. Mr. Sage, Ham House,
Twickenham, was a very close second with a showy
lot of good sized bunches, having Aster Shorti, an
elegant kind, and A. Chapmani, with several

bunches of Helianthus. Another exhibit which
would probably have been placed first was
unfortunately disqaalifled for includiag Lilium
auratum ; whilst in the corresponding class for

twelve varieties the same incident again occurred,

the exhibit in this latter instance being a choice
one. The offending flowers in the eyes of the judges
were those of a variety of Colchicum autumnale
(the Meadow Saffron). In the smaller class for six

varieties. Miss R. Debenham, St. Albans, was placed
first.

Miscellaneous exhibits consisted of new varieties

of Cactus Dahlias from Messrs. Cannell and Sons,

one of the most distinct being Beauty of E^nsford,
a pale bronzy-yellow with darker centre ; also of

several varieties of the dwarfer Cannas, which are

so useful as flowering plants in pots, the best being
Amiral Courbet, a pale yellow with rosy spots ; Jules
Chretien, red ; Louis Chretien, yellow, densely
spotted ; Victor Hugo, bright red ; and Prinoesse de
Lusignan, orange-scarlet. With these were a few
good early Chrysanthemums—Beeohwood, a sport

from H. Jacotot, of a bronzy-red colour, and M. R
Bahaunt (incurved), which when fully developed
will be a good flower. From Mr. Owen came seve-

ral good early-flowering Japanese decorative Chry-
santhemums ; Mme. Lson Colin, 3 feet, a pale
bronzy-yellow ; Vice-president Hardy, ;! feet, deep
golden colour ; Mme. Paul Nansot, 3 feet, rosy-pur-

ple ; and Mme. Gabus, pale pink, 3 feet (pompon)
were the best varieties shown.

Orchid Oommittee.
A first-class certificate was awarded to

L^ELIA Pbiuun'I alba, the sepals and petals of

which are of a pure clear white, so also is the lip

with the exception of a faint tinge of Ihe palest

yellow in the throat. This plant bore three flowers

upon the spike, Shown by Baron SohnrJer. An
award of merit was voted to Mr. G 0. Sloper, High-
worth, Wilts, for Cattleya aurea marmorata, in

which the sepals and petals were marbled with a
lighter colour, the lip being of a rich orange, with
deeply fringed maroon edge. From Mr. F. A.

Bevan, Trent I'ark, New B.irnet, came a fine ex-

ample of Cypripediam Sanderianum with two spikes

bearing three and four flowers respectively, the
tail-like appendages being 20 inches in length.

This was certificated when shown by Messrs.
Veitch and Sons in September, l.SSi;. Mr. F. Wigan
sent from Clare Lawn, East Sheen, Cattleya
maxima Backhousei, with pale lilac-coloured

flowers, the lip blotched with rosy purple ; 8o-
bralia virginalis, a pure white variety with dark
orange markings in the throat ; Cypripediam

Spicerianum, a fine variety with extra large dorsal
sepal, and two others.

Fruit Committee.
From Mr. Hunter, Lambton Castle Gardens, Dur-

ham, came two seedling Pineapples, both of which
bore some resemblance to the Cayenne, bat were
of a paler colour ; one variety was passed by the
committee, but the other, which was a very juicy
fruit, was of much better flavour. This, it was
stated, is a fine winter variety, fruits having been
cut up to K lbs. weight. It was given an award of

merit under the provisional name of Seedling No,
5. From the Chiswick collection Mr. Barron
placed upon the table several Grapes from Hun-
gary. One called Mu'cat of Hungary, with small
berries after the Frontignans, was of most superior
flavour. An award of merit was given. Others
shown were more of the Sweetwater type, with two
exceptions. These were examples of Gros Kolner,
which is quite distinct from Gros Colman, with
which it has been confounded. The former
has berries more like Barbarossa, and of better
flavour than the latter. A variety named Do-
drelabi which was received from Hungary. Mr.
Barron considered the same as Gros Colman. This
may throw some light upon the origin of this well-

known variety. A silver Banksian medal was
awarded to Mr. Reynolds, Gunnersbury Park Gar-
dens, for a remarkably fine exhibit of three dozen
splendidly finished fruits of Hero of Lockinge
Melon, still one of the best varieties grown. Mr.
^Vythes sent from Syon House a very fine example
of the fruit of Monstera deliciosa of superior
flavour ; this was accompanied by some splendid
foliage and also a finely devel:)p3d flower spathe.
Mr. Hudson sent from Gunnersbury House Gardens
a dish of Coe's Golden Drop Plums. From the same
source a dish of ,S access Pea with haulm in bearing
was sent. This is a late Pea of good constitution.

Mr. Miller, Raxley Lodge, Esher, sent some fine

fruits of Harrington Peach from an east wall ; these
were of superior flavour, and were awarded a cul-

tural commendation. From Messrs. R. Veitch and
Sons, Exeter, came fruit ot a seedling Peach of

high colour, in this respect somewhat resembling
Crimson Galande. This variety is of much pro-

mise, considering the unfavourable season for out-

door fruits, and ought to be seen again another sea-

son. A handsome looking Apple of high colour,

resembling in other respects the Blenheim,
was shown by Mr. Howard, Benham Park

;

the flavour, however, did not commend it.

Messrs. Rivers and Son showed a bearing tree

of their new Pear named Conference, to which a
certificate was awarded at the last Pear confer-

ence. It is a most promising kind ; the small
tree (a cordon) bore ten fine fruits, which are of

a pale russet colour, and in shape after Beurn'
Bosc These were accompanied by several seed-

ling Plums, branches of which were heavily laden
with fruits ; being late kinds, they had not been
affected by the wet weather to such an extent.

Two other fine dishes were shown of Autumn
Compute and Monarch, the former a fine oval and
the latter a large round Plum. From Mr. Bower-
man, Hackwood Park, came some splendid fruits

of Brahy's Green Gage from an east wall, the
quality and colour good. Samples of Apples that

had been dried in the gardens by the Mayfarth
process were cooked and submitted to the commit-
tee. They were of very good quality. Some Plums
that had also been dried in the gardens were also

cooked for the committee, and were thought
highly of.

Conifers.

The most prominent and attractive features

amongst these were the many fine examples of

plants .shown by the leading nurserymen. It was
an excellent idea of Jlr. Barron to arrange them in

beds, the effect being greatly enhanced thereby.

In these arrangements there was sufficient uni-

formity to make all appear to excellent advantage.

The greatest amount of interest w.as centred in the

two splendid collections sent by Messrs. Veitch
and Sons from their Coombe Wood Nurseries, and
Mr. Anthony Waterer from Knap Hill, Woking, to

each of which a silver-gilt medal was most de-

servedly awarded. That from Mr. Waterer occu-
pied the centre of the design, and consisted ot

many choice varieties in well-grown plants. Some
of the finest of these were several plants of Abies
pnngens argentea, a grand form of the American
Spruce with silvery foliage : Abies canadensis
variegata, distinct ; Abies pungens, very sturdy
and robust ; Abies canadensis pendula, Abies ex-

celsa clanbrasiliana, dwarf ; Abies lasiocarpa, a
fine specimen ; Abies nigra nana, a dark green
Spruce of dwarf growth ; Abies pungens glauca,
distinct from the first-named and very beautiful,

both being grand specimen plants; Abies magnifica,
a line plant ; Abies excelsa Gregoriana, dwarf; Abies
Douglasi glauca, a fine form ; Abies excelsa Re-
monti, Abies concolor violaoea, one of the finest of

all the Silver Firs ; Abies canadensis macrophylla,
a good form of the Hemlock Fir, Abies Pattoni-

ana being another form ; and Abies excelsa pn-
mila, a compact variety. Pinus sylvestris pumila
and Pinus Strobns nana are two good close growing
Firs. Junipers were represented by several excel-

lent varieties. Juniperus japonica alba variegata,

J. virginica glauca, J. virginica Schotti, an upright
form ; J. canadensis aurea, of a deep golden colour

;

J. japonica aurea, of erect growth ; and J. chinen-
sis aurea were a selection of the best kinds. Cedars
were represented by Cedrus atlantica glauca, of

which a fine plant was shown in its best character.

Several fine varieties of Cupressus, chiefly forms of

C. Lawsoniana, were shown, the best being C.

L. lutea, a very distinct and showy kind ; C.

L. gracilis, of drooping habit ; C. L. nana
glauca, C. L alba spica, C. L. nana, C. L.

filiformis gracilis, C. L. erecta viridis, C. L. pyra-

midalis alba, and C. L. Allumi, a bushy form.

Thujopsis dolabrata compacta and T. dolabrala
variegata were both shown well. Retinosporas
also consisted of several fine forms, the best

being R. obtusa aurea, R. plnmosa aurea, R. pisifera

anrea (of free growth), R. leptoclada (dwarf), and
R. lycopodioides. Other good things consisted of

an excellent example of WeUingtonia gigantea
pendula, quite in character, and seedling Golden
Yews of distinct growth.

The collection from Messrs. Veitch and Sons
consisted of many rare varieties, of which several

were introduced by the firm. No duplicates, or

but very few, were shown here, and, taken as a
whole, it was a grand exhibit of splendidly grown
plants. It was rich in the rarer kinds of Abies and
Retinosporas. Of the former, A. Alcoquiana, A.

Veitchi, of dense growth and one of the lioest kinds

;

A. polita, a splendid variety; A. Tsuga, A. ajan-

ensis, a fine specimen ; A. lirma, another fine ex-

ample; A. brachyphylla, extra line ; A. Sieboldi,

dwarf, are all Japanese introductions, many having

been sent home by Mr. J. Gould Veitch. Other
forms of Abies consisted ot A. amabilis, A. orien-

talis aurea, small plant ; A. Omorika, scarce ; A.

Douglasi glauca pendula, and A. caroliniana. This

collection contained also by far the finest speci-

men of Sciadopitys verticillata (the Umbrella Pice

of Japan), fully .S feet in height and ot the deepest

green. Pinus ayacahuite from Mexico was also

shown, also Pinus parviflora and a good example
of Abies sachalinensis. Cephalota.^us Fortunei was
a fine specimen in good colour. Torrcya

myristira (the Californian Nutmeg) and Wel-
lingtonia gigantea pendula were also included.

The Retinosporas were represented by all the best

kinds grown, both ot the species and their varied

forms. Cupressus Lawsoni was represented by C.

L. filifera, an elegant variety ; C. L. alba spica

nana, and C. L. Westermanni, a pendulous form.

Thujopsis dolabrata and Thujopsis dolabrata

variegata, also Cupressus nutkaensis aurea and
Thuia gigantea gracilis were all shown well.

Cryptomeria elegans and C. japonica with C.

j. spiralis, Juniperus japonica aurea and J. vir-

ginica alba spica, with Thnja occidentalis pen-

dula were also very fine. These plani s were in no-

wise overcrowded, thus being seen to the best advan-

tage.

Silver medals were awardetl to the following

three extensive exhibits, viz
, to Messrs. Dickson

(Ltd.), Chester, who had a large exhibit consisting

of many well-grown plants of good size. Amongst
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these were Capressu§ Lawsoni oompaota, a close-

growing form ; C. L. Fra^eri, C. L. Silver Qaeen, C.

L. latea, C. L. erecta viridis, C^ L. pyramidalis, dis-

tlQct from the foregoing ; C. L. glanca, C. L. fili-

formis alba variegata, C. L. AUami, C. L. gracilis,

all biing in good form. C. nutkaensis aureo-varie-

gata, a free-growing kind ; Thujopsis dolabrata va-

riegata and the type were also shown. Retinosporas

were also well ."ihown. Sciadopitys verticillata,

Podocarpus koraiensis, .Taniperas japonica aarea,

Wellingtonia gigantea pendula, Cryptomeria ele-

gans, Cephalotaxus drapacea and C. Fortunei were
also shown. Of the forms of Abies there were
excellent plants of A. polita, A. Alooquiana, A.

acionlaris, a dwarf and compact Sprace ; A. ex-

celsa aurea, A. e. Remonti, A. Parryana, A. ex-

celsa pvgaiiEV, and other good kinds. PiceaWebbi-
ana in this collection was a splendid plant : Picea
(Abies) concolor was also shown well ; so was
Picea bifolia. Messrs. Paul and Son had a large

exhibit, consisting of many plants of extra size

atd in fine variety. Of Abies, A. concolor, A.

bracteata, A. ajanensis, A. brachyphylla, A. Pat-

toni, A. Parryaoa, A. Veitchi, A. excelsa polita,

A. sub-alpina, and A. excelsa aarea, all well-

grown plants. Rstinospora filifera elegans , R.

pisifera aarea, a fine plant, one of the best ; R.

obtu-a gracilis aarea were all in good condition.

Janiperas virginica elegans, J. recurva densa, J.

argentea, J. BerkeUyi, and J. chinensis aurea are a
good selection. Thujopsis borealis nana, a very
compaot form ;

(
' irpressus Lawsoni lutea, again in

good form ; C. L variegata, C. L. Westermanni,
pale colour; C. L. erecta AUumi, C. L. pendula.
and C. L. eriooides are all excellent types. Cedrus
atlantica glauci, Pinus parviflora, extra good

;

Lirix Knempferi (the Golden Larch), and Crypto-
meria elegans nana were also shown well. Sciado-
pitys verticillata, Cephalotaxus pedunculata com-
pacta, Thujopsis dolabrata robusta, and Taxas
Barroni were also found here. Messrs. Paul and
Son also showed a fine assortment of dwarf and
compact growing Conifers suitable for planting upon
rockwork, affording an excellent guide in this direc-

tion for those requiring such plants. Messrs. Chas.
Lee and Son showed a large group, having many
plants of considerable size and in good assortment.
The variegated forms (both silver and golden)
were well represented. Retinosporaplumosa aurea
was of large size and good habit ; Retinospora
squarrosa, also large ; smaller plants of other sorts

being also shown. Large plants with umbrella-
shaped heads were shown of Taxus baccata aurea.
Cupressus Lawsoni lutea was shown very fine here

;

so was C. L erecta viridis. C. nutkaensis aurea, C.
L. ericoides variegata and C. L. nana glauca were
present in good condition. Juniperus japonica
aurea is a very distinct variety ; J. chinensis aurea,
Thuja Lobbi (T. gigantea) and Taxodium semper-
virens alba spica, the latter distinct and elegant,
also being shown. These Conifers were probably
grown nearer to the fogs and smoke of London than
any other collection shown. Messrs. Barron and
Sons, Borrowash, Darby, also sent a fine collertion,

amongst those exhibited being good specimens of

Retinospora leptoclada, Cupressus Lawsoni Shawi, a
close compact - growing form ; Pinus Parryana,
Abies Remonti, a dwarf close-growing variety

;

Chamiecyparis spha;roidea, and many others which
have been noted in the other groups (bronze Bank-
sian medal).

Messrs. Jefferies and Son, Cirencester, had a good
exhibit of well-grown plants. Amongst other
things were the following : Abies excelsa Gre-
goriana, A. excelsa clanbrasiliana, A. nobilis

glauca, rarely seen in the show ; A. lasiocarpa
(Lowiana) and A. concolor, all in good order.

Cedrus Daodara alba spica, as shown, is a distinct

form of the Deodar. Cupressus Lawsoni elegans
and C. L. pyramidalis are two good varieties. Cedrus
atlantica glauca and Juniperus chinensis aurea and
J. japonica aurea, two of the best kinds (bronze
medal). Another bronze medal was awarded to
Messrs. Cutbush and Son for a good collection, con-
taining many useful decorative varieties ; these
included Retinospora plumosa aurea, Abies mag-
nifica glauca, A. Engelmanni glauca (two good
forms), Cupressus Lawsoni erecta viridis and C. L.

versicolor (a scarce variety). Pinus Laricio aurea,

Abies ajanensis and Juniperus virginica Tri-

omphe d'Angers, and other smaller growing kinds

of Conifers were included in this collection.

A small selection was sent by Messrs. Fisher, Sons

and Sibray, Shetlield, to which a vote of thanks was

accorded. Thuja Doniana, Cnpressus Lawsoni
Young!, Taxus grandis, and Abies Hookeri were to

be seen here. A vote of thanks was given to a

small collection from Messrs. Little and Ballan-

tyne, Carlisle ; these consisted chiefiy of small

plants. The same recognition was voted to the

collection shown from the Royal Botanic Gardens,

Kew, from whence also a most extensive collection

of drawings and photographs was sent, the latter

being chiefly taken in their native habitats. The
Veitch Memorial medal and prize of tj for the

best collection of cut specimens of Conifers was
awarded to an excellent selection from the Orton

LonguevlUe collection, Orton Hall, Peterliorough

( Marchioness of Hantly). These consisted of excel-

lent examples of Libocedrusdecurrens(the Incense

Cedar), Abies Nordmanniana.andseveral fine cones of

A. Douglasi ; Cedrus Libani.fine examples of young
cones ; Torreya myristica, Abies grandis (the tall

silver Fir), Pinus excelsa, Abies Webbiana, Pinus

macrocarpa (Coulteri), the great hooked cone Pine,

cones heavy ; Cedras atlantica, Pinus Jeff reyi, dark
cones, long foliage ; P. ponderosa, Abies cephalonica,

A. Morinda and A. Lowiana, Pinus Pinaster and P.

maricata, Taxus adpressa (the flat-headed Yew),
Abies bracteata, Cedrus Deodara cones and Welling-

tonia cones and branch. Mr. Grasp, Wimborne
Gardens, was second in this class, showing a col-

lection of much merit : Pinus insignis, cones good
;

Abies Pinsapo, several cones ; Cedrus atlantica,

large cones ; Pinus Pinaster, Abie ! nobilis, very

fine cones and growth ;
A.Nordmannianaand others.

Cut specimens of Conifetfe were sent among
others from Her Majesty the Queen, Balmoral, the

Royal Gardens, Kew, the Duke of Sutherland, Earl

of Hopetoun, Duke of Buocleuch, Earl of Mans-
field, Mr. R. G. Lakes, Trevarrick, Cornwall, Mr. S.

Fotheringham, and many others. We hope to

deal with the cut specimens more fully in our
next issue.

Public Gardens.

Recreation ground for Epsom.—It is an-
nounced that Lord Roscbery has promised to subscribe
the sum of ;t;iOUO towards the purchase of part of the
Woodoote Place estate, Kpsom, as a recreation ground
for that town. It is expected that the balauce re-

quired will ho speedily forthcoming.

Farringdon Market and open spaces.—The
Jletropolitan Public Gardens -\ssociation, iu common
with many residents in the locality, is endeavouring to

persuade the Corporation of the City of Loudon to re-

serve as a public recreation ground some part of the

site of Farringdon Market which it has advertised for

sale for building.

Recreation ground for Dover.—The Mayor
of Dover lately opened a new football and recreation

ground here, which embrace \) acres of laud purchased

for that purpose. A spacious pavilion will be erected

at the end of the pier, aud provision will be made for

the passenger traflic by London aud coasting steamers,

accommodation for which is much needed.

Ijincoln's Inn.—The Benchers of Lincoln's Inn
are having the piece of open ground in Old Si(uare,

.situate on the north side of Lincoln's Inu Chapel,
converted into a Grass plot, which will be enclosed witli

handsome iron railings. It is very probable that later

on the ground may bi> transformed into a miniature

garden, and planted with flowers, shrubs, &c.

West Wickhatn Common.—.\ petition has

been lodged with the Board of Agriculture praying

the department to hold an inquiry with the object of

placing West Wickhain Common under a board of

conservators. This c nnmon, which ia one of the most
beautiful resorts of the L >ndon excursionists, ten years

ago covered an area of seventy acres, but now it consists

of only twenty-five acres, which have recently been sur-

rounded with an iron fence with spikes.

Distribution of bedding plants.—In ac-

cordance with a long-standing custom, the Com-

missioners of Her Majesty's Works and Public

Buildings intend on Oct. 21 to distribute among
the working classes and the poor inhabitants of

London the surplus bedding-out plants in Hyde
and Regent's Parks and the pleasure gardens of

Hampton Court. It is announced that if the clergy,

school committees, and others interested will apply

to the superintendent of the park nearest their

respective parishes, or to the superintendent of

Hampton Court Gardens, they will receive early

intimation of the number of plants that can be

allotted to each applicant, and of the time and

manner of their distribution.

Newcastle and its public parks.—It is

pointed out by the ynri- /st/i- Chronicle that the

total area of parks belonging to Newcastle, ex-

clusive of recreation grounds, may now be said

to exceed 1 70 acres. Previously to eighteen years

ago Newcastle possessed nothing worthy of being

called a park ; then followed the Elswick, Heaton,

and Armstrong Parks, with the munificent gift,

by Sir Wm. G. (now Lord) Armstrong, of Jesmond
Dine, in 1S83, and lastly the West-end Park, which

is the gift of Mr. Wm. Crnddas, a partner in the

famous Elswick Works, and especially valuable as

being in a crowded di>trict, and the only available

ground for the purpose.

"Wasps.— It would seem that the spring of ISiU

was memorable for the immense number of queen
wasps seen and slaughtered. I paid for some G50

and thought this a very fair number, but it docs

not appear to be within one thousand of the figures

touched at one or two places, and yet (as noted on

p. 280) they are at present very numerous. Every
effort should be made to discover and destroy nests

before outdoor fruit is all over, for, mischievous as

are wasps here, they become doubly so when they

take to the vinery. In recent communications some
correspondents have referred to a wasp destroyer ;

perhapsthey would kindly say if it is al3o"rough on"
bees. The industrious inmate of the hive is just as

busy as the wasp at the present time on decaying

frail, but in this case one does not grudge the help-

yourself principles, and I should be sorry to visit

my bees with sudden death in getting rid of a few

wasps.—E. Bdrbell.

The "Bulletin de la Societe d'Horticul-
ture FraD(;aise de Londres," which we have re-

ceived, shows, by the publication of the several

reports on the various branches of gardening pre-

sented at its monthly meetings, that these are ren-

dered really instructive through tlie free discussion

of subjects connected with horticulture at large.

It is evident that such a society extends a benefi-

cial influence upon its active and resident mem-
bers, all of whom work to their utmost and accord-

ing to their abilities for the success of the under-

taking. That such an institution, organised for

the welfare of their joung countrymen abroad

was considered necessary, may be gathered from

the fact that it receives the active and gener-

ous support of persons of such standing as Messrs.

E. Andre, Ch. Baltet, M. Cornu, Godefroy-Lsbeuf,

Linden, Micheli, Vilmorin-Andrieux, &o., who take

the greatest interest in the young society and its

members.

Narcissus fly in 'Vallota bulbs (./ /e Hull).

—Your Vallotas are attacked by the grub of the

Narcissus fly (Merodon equestris), a large By nearly

three-quarters of an inch in length. The fly lays

its eggs in May or .lune, probably at the base of

the leaves or in the hollow of the last year's flower

stalk. It has been suggested as a good remedy, if

there is any chance of bulbs being attacked, to

soak them in water for seven or eight days while

the grubs are still small and before they have done

much injury to the bulbs ; this will kill the grubs

and not injure the bulbs. When the grubs are

well within the bulbs, insecticides are of no use, as

they cannot be made to reach them, but this pro-

longed immersion in water drowns them.—G. S. S.

Names of plants.— T. Parkin.—1, Amaryllis
striatifolia ; 2, Episcia villosa; .1, Davallia; send fertile

fronds.

—

Mrs. Launrd.— Oestrum aurantiacum.—./.

Milsom,—Pbysostegia virginica.

J; 1

1
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

THINNING LARCH PLANTATIONS.
When intended for economic use few trees are

more sadly mismanaged in tbe way of thinning

than the Larch. A plantation of these trees

may be made either of considerable commer-
cial value, or, on the other hand, rendered al-

most worthless by the system of thinning that

is carried out, but mainly by the time at which
the operation is taken in hand. Excessive use

of the felling tools in the case of the Larch is

infinitely worse than almost a total neglect of

the trees ; indeed, in the latter case the sur-

vival of the fittest, as is constantly going on in

the American and other forests, is productive
of far better results. To produce timber of the
Larch that will be of the greatest value com-
mercially, an unbroken leaf canopy must at all

times be preserved and the thinning regulated,

£0 that the branches die from off the stem
gradually year by year, and simply from the ab-

sence of an excessive quantity of light and air

that is admitted into the plantations. Where
the trees are thinned out to such an extent as

to admit an abundance of light around them,
the lo\\er branches will in consequence remain
intact and in a growing state, which may do
very well for the ornamental aspect of the ques-

tion, but which very seriously alters the value
of the timber produced when economic value is

of first moment. On sawing up a tree that has
been properly grown, the boards are clean, al-

most free from knots, and consequently of

great value for building ; but when we compare
this with that cut from a specimen that has
been allowed plenty of room and consequently
branched down to near ground level, we find

the timbei- knotty, hard to work, and of

no or very little use for the purposes of the

joiner. There is a happy medium, however,
that must be carefully kept to and wisely fol-

lowed out in the thinning of the Larch, for ex-
cessive closeness of the individual trees is pro-

ductive of equally bad results— in one way with
immoderate clearing out of too many specimens,
but in the former case the wood produced is

clearly of more value than that of the latter,

though the quantity produced is less. Some
days ago I was asked to look over one of the
most remarkable Larch plantations that it has
ever been my lot to witness—remarkable, in

that the trees were nearly 70 feet high nu an
average, and yet they stood all over the ground
not 7 feet from each other. The average stem
diameter at 3(l feet up was about 5 inches or a
little more, and the trees were straight as ar-

rows, and without a twig to nearly GO feet. For
scaffold poles or ladder sides these trees were
peculiarly suitable, the timber beinglong-grained
and unusually clean. It was a pretty and very
unusual sight in this country to see such num-
bers of clean straight pillars rising tu dizzy
heights, and in some cases not 5 feet from each
other.

This was, however, overdoing the matter, for

had the trees stood at double the distance apart
they would have contained a much greater
quantity of timber, but whether this would
have been of s-uperior quality I am not pre-

pared to say. The best method, therefore, to
pursue is to thin early and very moderately,
leaviiig only suHlcient room for the branches,
which should on the lower part of the stem
die off' from year to year, always remembering
to keep fully one half of each tree with healthy
living branches. Someone may say, Cannot
fixed data on which to work be given, so that at
certain ages thinning may be engaged in ? The

answer is, No ; for on the quality of the soil,

exposure of the plantation, and kind of plants

used depends wholly the rate of growth, and
consequently thinning must be engaged in ac-

cordingly. We planted a black sandy peat soil

that had been a large Strawberry field only four

years ago, and j'et the Larches to-day are

nearly 11 feet high and wanting attention,

while the Larches in another plantation formed
eleven years ago are only l.j feet high,

but then the soil is rather unkindly, and thin-

ning of the wood for the first time was only

engaged in last year. This is cited merely to

show that hard ami fast lines in thriving wood-
lands must never be adhered to, soil, situation,

and consequently the rate of growth of the trees

being alone a safe guide.

In summing up it is well to remember that

the largest and most valuable Larch trees are

those that are grown at such a distance apart

that the stems when 40 feet high are branchless
for nearly half that length, thinly grown
branching trees producing timber that only

finds a second rate market and realises a lower

price. A. D. W.

Hor«e Chestnut.—Ttie'Horse Chestnut is very
liable to have its limbs broken off, not only by
gales, but by lodgment of snow, and even heavy
dew, when in full summer foliage. It is a free on
that account that should never be planted in close

proximity to human dwellings. A peculiarity, and
also a great defect of the tree, is its di.'position to

grow with a spiral or twisted stem, in some trees

very slight, but in others very conspicuous and in-

jurious.

Acer ginnala.—This Maple from the Amoor
country is a handsome hardy tree, which puts on
the richest autumnal tints. In the sunlight the

decaying leaves are of a singularly beautiful, glow-
ing, ruby-red. The contrast between the autumnal
tints of this species and those of the better-known
North American A. rubrum is very marked, the

lattcrdisplayingbut little deep colour, only a leaf or

two here and there being partially or nearly en-

tirely crimson, while the prevailing tint is a bright,

clear golden yellow.— S.

THE ENGLISH ELM.
The Elma may be classed among the most useful

and ornamental of our timber trees. They
range in height from the dwarf species of

Siberi.a, which seldom exceeds 4 feet, to the

towering tree of our English plains, which
sometimes rises above 100 feet in height. The
toughness of Elm wood renders it of great

value in the arts, and its durability under water
or in situations where it can be kejit perfectly

dry is another strong recommendation. The
English Elm (Ulmua campestris) Hourishes in a

deep loamy soil, moist, but not wet. It is very
common in this country as a hedgerow tree.

The wood is generally of a rich brown colour,

hard, tough, and crooked in the grain, being

consequently difficult to split or to work up.

Its medullary rays are either altogether wanting,

or else very difficult to distinguish. This tree

may easily be known by its alternate habit of

growth, each succeeding year's shoots springing

in alternate order from the sides <if those of the

previous year. The leaves are also similarly

placed. These are unequal at their bases, rough,

and doubly serrated. Tho English Elm is com-
mon to the central and southern parts of Europe,

particularly to Franco and Spain, and it is

al.so found in tho western parts of Asia. When
tho timber has to be kept unused for any length

of time after foiling, it is better immersed in

water. The strength of its lateral fibre causes it to

bo much sought after for making blocks for ships'

rigging. It was formerly used for keels of ships

and as gunwalts for men-of-war. Now it fur-

nishes naves for wheels, furniture, coffin boards,
pumps, and piles, and is used by carpenters and
wheelwrights generally. The timber is but little

liable to shakes of any kind, and its sapwood
proves to be nearly as durable as the heartwood.
Without great care, Elm planks warp very con-

siderably after sawing. The pruning of Elm
trees is generally followed by rapid decay of the

stumps, and when these are of large size the
timber soon becomes injured. In some of the
midland counties the trees are kept closely

pruned up from the time they are young, and
though they are thus rendered very unsightly,

the practice is supposed to be favourable to the

growth of tough and gnarled nave timber. This
tree very seldom thoroughly ripens its seeds in

England, and consequently nurserymen obtain a

great part of their supply from the Continent.
The appearance of the blossom in early spring

before the leaves unfold givf *^o the tree a

cheerful appearance in the park, the hedgerows,
and the woodlands. It proves very efl'ective as

a decorative tree on account of the great masses
of light which the conformation of its branches
and its dense foliage enable it to reflect. It is

supposed to be a native of Britain, as nearly

forty names of places given in Doomsday Book
include the word Elm. The timber should be
winter- felled, and is best cut down between
November and February. It was formerly ex-

tensively used as weather-boarding in the con-

struction of houses in Kent and Essex, and
wherever fuel for burning bricks was scarce.

The narrow-leaved Elm is only a variety of

campestris, and there are several other varieties

more or less distinct from each other. J.

Berberis Darwini for bog's.—Few know how
well this thrives in drained bog soil. It dees well

in most soils, but seldom have I seen it equal to a

tew plants of it which we have here in a bog foil,

where it makes finely branched shoots from s feet

to 10 feet long in one season ; and when in spring

these are smothered with bloom and surrounded

by masses of Rhododendrons in all shades of col-

our, from white to a deep crimson, the contrast is

most pleasing ; the colour is so rich and telling, so

entirely its own, that there seems nothing wanting

to make the picture perfect. It should be planted

well back, or it is liable to bury things behind it

of dwarfer growth ; and do not forget after it has

done blooming to cut it well in. It make.=. too,

here and there grand isolated specimens. I hope

this account of it will induce others who have bogs

to plant it largely. It seems to thrive even where

the Rhododendron looks sickly through too much
wet and hard frost during winter. 'Why not also

miles of hedging planted with it .' It is both hand-

some and effective, and, on account of its spines,

quite equal in the way of defence to Thorn or

Quick, which do not do well in bogs. Under such

circumstances, therefore, this Berberis should not

be overlooked.— J. T.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.— rftu journal is pul-

lisked in neatlij bomid Dlmithly Parts. In this form the

coloured plates are best presi-rved, and it is mast suitable for

reference ]irerioi'S to the issue of the halj-iiearty volumes. Price

\s. 6ii. ;
post free, Is. 9d. Comjtlete set of volumes of TiiK

GAHDKN/roni its commencemmt to end 0/I8SIO, thirty-eight vols.,

price, cloth, i-^-'S 48.

"Gardening Illustrated" Monthly Parts. — Wu
jouriud is puMished in ncall.v bound Monthlij Paris, m trhtrh

form it is uwst suitable for r(,l'erence previous to the issue 0/ the

yearly volumes. Price 5ti. ;
post free, Set.

"Farm and Home" Monthly ?a.rts.—Tliis journal is

published in neatly bound Monthly Paris, m which fonn it i»

most suitable for reference previoits to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Pv'Ce Ul. ;
j^ostfree, 8d.

" Hardy Flowers."—(>•<"''>!' descriptimis 0/ upicards 0;

thirteen hundred of the most oniammtal species, leith directions

for their arraiiii'emeni, culture, etc. Fourth and Popular

Hilition, iK.
;
post free. Is. St^

"The Garden Annual" for iS9i. -Contains Alpha-

betical lisls of till Branches of the Horticultural Traele correctea

up to Norember 10 lost. The lists of Oarilens and Country

Seats (conlaininn over HOOO; have been very carejiilly and ejcten-

lively revised, and are atlmitled to be the most complete ever

published. PriceU.;bypost,ls Sd.
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BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
No. 60.-PORTABLE PLANT PRESERVER.

6 ft. by 3 ft. £2 1 6 ft. by 4 ft. £2 5

12 ft. by 3 ft. 3 2
I
12 ft. by 4 ft. 3 15

No. 73.-NEW SPAN-ROOF GARDEN FRAME.

BOILERS
OK

ALL MAKE3

AND SIZES

SUPPLIED

AT THl'

CHEAPEST

BATES.

PIPES,

FITTINGS,

AND

VALVES

No. 74.-THREE-QUARTER SPAN
GARDEN FRAME.

4 ft. by 6 ft. £2 14 1 12 ft. by 6 ft. £5 17
8ft.by6ft. 4 5 6 I 16ft. by6ft. 7 8

IN STOCK.

Our Celebrated No. 4 Check-end Boiler.

1 ft. by e ft. £2 14 1 12 ft. by B ft. £5 14

5 ft. by 6 ft. 4 4
I

16 ft. by 6 ft. 7 4

All Fnimes made of sele ited Red Deal, painted
threa times, aud lights glazed with 21-oz. sheet

glasj.

CUGUMBthFRAME LIGHTS.
6 ft. by 4 ft., gliwied and painted .. 148. each.

Cn glazed and unpaintea .. .. Ss. 6d. each.

i^ish Prit.0.^. Cairiago Paid on Orders of 408. value

No. 75.-MEL0N AND CUCUMBER!
FRAME.

ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.

4 ft. by 6 ft. £2
I

12 ft. by 6 ft. £4 3 I

8 ft. by 6 ft. 3
I
16 ft. by 6 ft. 5 6 0|

Wall Fruit Tree Protectors, Hand
Lights, Propagating Olasses, Ac.

lATALOOUES of all oar Manufactures,
including H-irticultural Buildings and
Appliances. Iron Buildings, Poultry and
Kennel Hequisitee, &e.

CONTRACTORS TO HER MAJESTY'S WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE THAMES BANK IRON COMPANY
(Teleqbaphio ADDBBaa, " HoT-wATiB, London." Tilephoni—No. 4763.)

Have now pleasure In bringing to the notice of Horticultnrists and Gardeners generally

The CHAMPIOIT Horizontal Tubular Boilers
(I»JLTEUT N^o. S090),

WHICH IS WITHOUT DOUBT TUK BEST ALL-KuUND BOILEU IN THE MARKET.

GARDEN PLANT TRUCKS.

It combines all the ad-

vantages of its class BO

well known, and by the

improved method of

forming the joints

—

vii,, with India Rubber
Washers—the old and

too often ineffectual

way of eanlking the

joint! ii entirely dii .

penied with. mSUtm DF FtTEU JUHT

It can be erected in a

tew hoars, and may be

relied npon as a tho-

ronghly sound and good
Hot-water Generator.

It has been carefnlly

tested In every possible

way, more especially

with regard to power
and dnrability, and the

resnlt has been highly

sadsfaotory,

One of the most useful in gardene for removing Plan ts

FOR TESTIMONIAL AND PRICE WRITE FOR

GARDEN WIRE WORK.
Espaliers, Oovered Ways, Wall Wiring, Plain and

Orcamental Fencing, Roseries, <fec. Oonsei'vatories
furnished with Baskets, Trellis, <fec.

EVAPORATING PANS FOR GREENHOUSES.

In the event of a Pipe in this Boiler requiring to be replaced, an arrangement has been
perfected whereby same may be effected in the course of a FEW MIlfUTES,

without the necessity of disturbine the brickwork setting.

HOT-WATER BOILERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, PIPES, CONNECTIONS
VALVES. VENTILATING GEAR, &c.

IRON AND WIRE WORKS,

BEAUFORT STREET, CHELSEA, S W.

By Appointment to the
Queen.

INSPECTION INVITED. PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, It.

UPPER GROUND STREET, BLACKFRIARS,

This Pottery i^ especially designed for profcectinsr the young growths, roots, and flower-spikes
of Orchids, and ;ill other plants liable to be injured by slugs, wood-ice, tarwigs, &c. Simply
fill the glazed trouKli ^^ith water and the plant is perfectly eafe. Wire covers may be had ft^r

pots or pans to prut^ft seeds from mice or birds.

SOLE MANUFACTURER—
"W- M. I1.A.K:E, E:a.st; Mill, St. A.ustell, CORN^WA.1L.IL.

SILVER

SAND.

GARSIDE'S SHYER SAND'
(coarse and &ne) is admitted by the leading

I Nurserymen to be THE BEST QUALITY obtain-
able in the trade. Consumers should BUY

DIRECT from the owner of these celebrated and extensive pits, which contain a practically
Inexhaustible supply of splendid Sand, and thus save half the ordinary cost. NU TRAVEL-
LERS OR AGENTS. Apply direct to the proprietor fur samples and prices, free on Rail or
Oanal. All orders executed with the utmost promptness, and under personal supervision.
Special railway rates in force to all parts. All kinds of PEAT supplied at lowest possible
prices. Sample bag sent on application.

GEORGE 6ARSIDE, JDNR., F.R.H.S,, LEI6HT0N BDZZiRD, BEDS.

IMPERISHABLE

Stratford Labels.

NEW LABEL

HERBACEOUS
PLANTS.

Sampler and IlliiitraUd

Catalogue fret.

JOHN SMITH,
Royal Label Factory. Btratford-on-Avon.

BROOMS !
— Best Garden Birch Brooms,

3s lid. per dozen ; Wood Hvirdlos, firo bars, r. ft. 6 in.

long, 14S. per dozen; Iron Tooth Leaf Kakes 10s per dozen,

Ircetorail.-GAUS Frown, Manufacturor, 34, Bramloy Roaa.W.
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ESTABLISHED 1S32.

NO CONNEXION WITH ANY OTHEB FIRM
OF THE SAME NAME.

Celebrated

HYACINTHS,

AND ALL OTHER

DUTCH, CAPE AND EXOTIC

BTTLBS Si PLANTS.
For full dctaila of the alx)ve and particulars as to FREE
DELIVERY, sec our CATALOGUE for 1891, which will be
sent Free on anpllcation to our Offices at OVERVEBN
near HAARLEM, HOLLAND, or to our General Agents,

Messrs. MERTE2TS ft CO.,

3, Cross Lane, London, B.C.

ONLY
GOLD MEDAL
PARIS, 1889.DARWIN

TULIPS
N'ow Hea.dy

SPECIAL DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
CONTENTS

:

LA TULIPE NOIRE.
NON PLUS ULTRA C'lletion (.50 vais)

DIAMOND <'ollection (50 vars.)

AMATEUR Collection (100 rare.)

CHEAP Collection (100 vars.)

Prices 6cl, 9d., Ij-j/s, 1/6, 4 upwards each,

For full descriptions, see Dnrwbi Tulip Oatalos,i; which will
he sent free on application to—

E. H. KRELACE & SON,
The Court's Nurserymen,

HAAB.LEM, HOLLAND.
I'r.EAsK MKNTIMN "GaRIiIN. "

tlie most rcmiirkiiblo ;iud finest .lisp] iv „f eiriy lloworing

CH:RITSANTHE IVIU IMI

S

ever bo )U i q thin country.
Japanese lariotlos, rivalling tho best of thos.. tlmt bloom in

NoVOtllbiT

respectfully invites all to sec bi« show, which is now openand will continue so until the middle of November.
'

Admissiou free.
Styooroft MTupsei^y,

Hither Green Lane, Lewisham,S.E.

& CO. s

DUTCH
HYACINTHS,
TULIPS,
CROCUS,
NARCISSUS,

LILIUM,
GLADIOLUS,
PjEONIES,
IRIS, &e.. BULBS

and aU other bulbous roots and plants, including Gesne.
raceae, Aroidcie, Aquatics, &c., for the Garden, Green-
house, and Stove.

I

Goods deUvered Carriage Paid at Purchasor's
Door In Great Britain and Ireland.

NO PACKING CHARGES.
Superb Complete Collections for In- and Out-door at 9s., ISs., £1 ls.,je2 2s., £3 38, and £5 6s

In ordering, please state for which purpose required.
Our Out-door Guinea Box contains over 1000 bulbs, as—

150 Ranunculus, 3 sorts40 Hyacinths, finest mixed.
.'.0 Tulips, single early ,,

2.5 Tulips, double ,, ,,

25 Bybloemens and Bi^^arres,
mixed.

20 Narcis Polyanthus, mixed
20 ,, poeticus. single.
12 ., incomparabilis, double

400 Crocus, in four separate
colours.

Beautiful EngUsh Am.ateur's Catalogue, newly illustrated.
Gratia and Post Free from

VAN MEERBEEK & CO.,

HILLEGOM, HA^i^M, HOLLAND.
Plfase Mention Paper

mixed
50 Anemones, double mixed
50 ,, single ,,

50 Spanish Iris.

12 EngUsh Iris.

50 Snowdrops.
25 Winter At-ouites.
25 Scilla sibirica.

20 Gladiolus, finest mixed.

; girth,

i to 8 in.

ANTHONY WATERER
Invites an inspection from intending planters to the
following well-grown trees, having stout, clean stems
with handsomely furnished, well-balanced heads, and!
from frequently transplanting, are splendidly rooted!
The girth of the stem is taken at 4 ft. from the ground :—
Acacia Bessoniana, 10 to 14 ft.

;
girth, 3 to 4 inches

Acer dasycarpum, it to 20 ft. ; girth, 4 to 6 inches
.. „ .. Wiepilaeiniata, I0tol4ft.;girth,3tj5in.
,, Negundo variegata, standards, 8 to 10 ft.

,, Reitenbachi, 12 to 14 ft.
; girth, 4 to 5 Inches

,, Schwedlepl, 12 to 18 ft.
; girth, 4 to 8 inche<

,. Worleyi, l-' to 14 ft.
; girth, 4 to 6 inches.

Ash, Mountain, 12 to 14 ft.
;
girth, 4 t) 5 inches.

Beech, imrple, pyramids and stand.ird.s, 10 to 20 It
4 to 9 inches.

Birch, Silver, 12 to 14 ft.
; girth, 4 to 5 inches.

Cerasus serotina, 12 to 16 ft.
;
girth, 4 to 7 inches

Chestnuts, Horse, 14 to 20 ft
; girth, r, to ll inchis

<> > double white, 14 to )« ft. ; girth, i

.. >. scarlet, 12 to 18 ft. ; girth, 5 to 10 inches
,, Spanish or Sweet, 12tol4ft.;girth,4to,'ilnches

Elms, English, 10 to 12 ft
;
girth, 3 to 6 inches.

., Guernsey, liSlo l.s ft
;
girth, 7 to 9 inches.

Limes, 12, 111 and 20 ft.
; girth, 3 ti 10 inches.

euchlora or dasystlla, 12 to 14 ft
; girth, 4 to b in

,, Silver leaved (Tilla argentea), 12 to 14 ft. ; girth
.'i to 6 inches.

Liquidambar, !' to lo ft.

Maple Norway, 12 to hi ft.

Oak, English, 12 to 14 ft.
; girth, 4 to 5 inches.

,, Scarlet American, 12 to 14 ft,
;
girth, 4 to .> inches

Planes, English-grown, 12 to left. ; girlh, 4 tj.'.inchts
Poplar canadensis nova (the true variety), 12 to 16 ft

girth, :; to 7 iuclies.

Sycamore, common, 12 to 17 feet ; girth, 4 to 7 inches.
purple, 14 to 16 ft. ; girth, 6 to 7 inches.

Thorns, double scarlet. 8 to 10 ft.

,, double pink, 8 to 10 ft.

,, double white, S to 10 ft.

Tulip Trees, 8 to 10 ft

Walnuts, coTomon, 10 to 12 ft

WEEPING TREES.
Beech, Weeping, pyramids andstaudsuds, s to 12 ft,

• , ,, purple, pjr.imlds and standards, 7 to 12 ft
Birch, Young's Weeping, pyramids lui.i .standards, s to 14 ft

,, Cut-leaved Weeping, 10 to 12 ft.

Elms. Weeping, pyramiils and standards, 7 to 14 ft.

Larch, Weeping, pyramids, ,s to 10 ft.

Poplar, Weeping, pyianiids and standards, lo to 12 ft.

Knap Hill Nursery, WOKING, SURREY.

YEITCH'S BDLBS
OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.

COLLECTIONS TO SUIT ALL REQDIREMENIS.

CaS" These Co/lcctinns an arranged on a i.-ost lib ra( s-'nl

;

and cental n only the most e" ^ilif cuUi rated ani' otlroclire
sorts of tcinter and spring liowers.

Yeitch's " Chelsea " Collections

For GREENHOUSE, CONSEEVATORY,
or SITTING ROOM.

At 21s., 42s., 63s., and 105s.

For part culars see Catalogue, yratis and pott free

on applicatic7u

Yeitch's Collections of Bnlbs

For GROWING in the OPEN GROUND.
At lOs. 6d., 21s., 42s., 63f., and 105f.

For particulars s(C Cata'oii'ir^ gratis and pest /ric

on application.

JAMES VEITCH& SONS,
ROYAL BXOTIO NURSERY,

FRUIT TREES—Apple', Pears, Plums, Cherries.

Peaches. Apricots, Nectarines. A cr.ind assor nient of

all the chiiicest varieties in fine standard, dwarf aul
trained trees. Also a fine collection of Guoseborxies,

Currants, Raspberries, Strawberry plants, &c.

ROSES.—Hybrid Perpetuals and Teas. A veiy

tine collection.

FLOWER ROOTS.—Hyacinths, Narcissi, Lilies,

Tulips, Ac. A very fine assortment, including all the
most beautiful sorts at niodemte prices.

Before planting, send for our beaiitifully illustrate d
Cata'ogue of the above, g-aUs and post-free to all intending

purcba'crs.

TOWN CLOSE NURSERIES, NORWICH.

FRUIT TREES

!

FRUIT-TREES !

!

HUGH LOW & CO.
Offer of good quality, and will esteem favour of orders.

Apples, dwarf maidens, dwaif-trained, 2 years' untrimmed,
pyramids, standards ; Apricots, standard and standard-

trained ; ChsrrieH, dwarf maidens. d«arftr»ioed, 2 years'

untrimmed pyramids, staiidnrds ; Pears, dwai f maidens,

dwarf-trained pyramids, standards ; Plums, liwarf maidens,

dwarf trained, 2 years' untiimmcd pyramids, sttndards;

Damsons, Farlolgh Prolific, dwarf maidens, pyramld.s,

standards ; Ponchos and Nootarinfs. dwarf maidens, dwarf-

trained, standards, otandHnl-trained. goality large. Quality

good. Trices modorate. Inspection invited.

BUSB HILL PARK NURSERY, ESFIELD, MIDDLESEX.

CARNATION PAINTED LADY, the

oldest and by far the sweetest of all Carnations, bright

.ise, lU. per do/.., liCs. per 100; all other good kinds.—T.

.MiTH, D.alsy Hill Nurstry, Newry.
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" This Is an Art
Which does mend Nature ; change !t rather ; but
The Art itself is Nature."—Shakespeare.

Chrysanthemums.

DAMPING OP THE BLOOMS.
There are two sorts of daiiipiDg, as it may be

termed, one which affects the whole bloom in

its earliest stage of development, and the other

which causes gradual decay. The former is

more often caused by a sudden burst of sun-

shine after a spell of dull weather, when the

petals are rendered soft, owing to the cause
named and by their nonmaturity, having only

just commenced to unfold. I have seen partly

expanded flowers go olf entirely on the morn-
ing following a bright day in a manner which
would lead one to think the whole bloom had
been parboiled. The worst form of damping,
however, is the follciwing. Take, for instance,

a large bluom of any of the Queen family, which
is about three parts expanded. The florets ap-

pear to be quite solid, and a handsome flower is

about to open. All of a sudden upon a closer

examination several brown specks, resembling
dust in appearance, are plainly seen. In a short

time it will be found that the dust-looking
specks have increased cousideiably, quite half

the florets being attacked in the same manner,
and after the lapse of a few days the damping
spreads so rapidly that large holes can be seen in

them, and if this continues a few days longer the
flower ia entirely spoUt. This is what is meant
by damping, and those growers who have experi-
enced much of it know well what the conse-
quences are. It attacks the Japanese varie-

ties exactly in the same way. In bad cases I

have seen it begin upon the very first attempt
of the flower to unfold. I have seen flowers
of some kinds which never expanded beyond
the first struggling floret or two, but decayed.
1 have seen buds go off in the same way, thus
proving that there was something radically
wrong with the roots of the plant.

Already I hear many complaints of damping.
The cause is attributed to various reasons, but
I am of opinion that the main cause lies at the
roots. I have repeatedly proved that those
plants on which the flowers damp are not in

such a healthy state at the roots as otherwise.
It may not always be that defective root-action
is caused by excess of stimulants applied to the
roots, but in the majority of instances it is so.

There is such a tendency now-a-days to hanker
after large flowers, that the plants are gorged
with artificial stimulants to make them as gross
and thick as possible ; the roots are thus asked
to receive more than they can assimilate pro-
perly, the result being not only damped flowers,

but deformed ones also. If it were possible to
mature the growth thoroughly, no harm would
ensue from heavy feeding, but it is the want of
maturity that increases tlie damping. A cul-

tivator lately, thinking to improve the quality
of a bloom of Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, applied an
extra strong dose of manure, with the result
that in two days the bloom was entirely spoilt.

Another instance I heard of was in a place
where exhibiting is made a feature. The Jap-
anese section was in charge of one man, while
another attended to the incurved only. The
former, thinking to outdo his rival, incautiously
applied a too strong dose of chemical manure,
which was not to the advantage of the plants,
causing them a serious check.

If anyone would take the trouble to place a

floret in the first stage of damping under a

microscope he would .see a tiny bhster-like

bubble pushing up the surface of the petal, and
if the skin was broken carefully, liquid would be

seen to flow from the wound. This goes a long

way to prove that that phase of damping is con-

stitutional, and cannot possiblyemanate from the

atmosphere. I think blooms can be made to damp
by atmospheric conditions only ; for instance,

it the temperature of the inside of any house is

allowed to fall too low during the night, thus

rendering the surface of the petals cold, on which

the moisture inside the house naturally con-

denses, and when in this state the sun is al-

lowed to shine directly on the petals before the

air in the house has been made buoyant by the

application of artificial heat, damping is almost

certain to follow. No doubt the causes of

damping are twofold—atmospherical and con-

stitutional—as I will terra it. Wet, foggy

weather causes more flowers to damp than

bright, frosty weather does. No doubt there are

various remedies tried to check it, some succeed-

ing and others not. Some people think it is

owing to a lack of ventilation, and at once

throw open the ventilators and doors as wide as

possible, causing a direct draught. My experi-

ence has been the reverse of this. I give a fair

amount of air to the plants, but in such a

manner that a direct draught is avoided. The
hot-water pipes ought to be warmed gently,

rendering the air inside the house buoyant.

Ventilate freely in front of the house, giving a

little air at the top to let out excessive mois-

ture. It is not the (juantity of air, it is the

manner in which it is applied that answers best.

Shade is important ; the sun should not be al-

lowed to shine directly on the plants after they

commence to unfold their florets, especially if

they have been highly fed or the weather for

the previous day or two has been dull. All

drainings from the pots after watering should

be dried up as quickly as possible, and every-

thing done to render the air light and sweet.

E. MOLYNEUX.

Abortive buds (. I /»«.«w)-—The partly opened

flower-bud which has failed to develop properly is

the result of one of three things. Either the variety

does not perfect all its buds when grown on the

large bloom principle or it has been taken

too early, which invariably results in abortive

blossoms like the one enclosed, or too strong doses

of some stimulant—probably a chemical manure

—

have been given the plant at the time when the

buds were forming or directly after. Upon a close

examination of the base part of the bnd I iind it

is quite brown just at the junction of the peduncle

and bud ; therefore, to the latter cause I attribute

the defect.—E. M.

Chrysanthemum W. Tricker. — This new
American variety belongs to the Japanese section,

and possesses, perhaps, the most striking tint of

colouring of any yet introduced. It is of that de-

lightful shade of silvery rose, just enough of the

former to tone down the warmness of the rose. I

know of no Chrysanthemum that bears any re-

semblance to this variety in colouring. The form

of the flower is slightly incurved at the tips, which

are irregularly folded and serrated, reminding one

rather too much of W. O. Drover—a somewhat ob-

jectionable type of a Japanese Chrysanthemum.

Had W. Tricker possessed the form of Belle Panle,

for instance, I should have said it was the most

striking Chrysanthemum in cultivation.—E.

Chrysanthemum M. R. Bahaunt. — This

new Continental incurved variety, which has been

announced as the finest incurved that has been

raised for years past, was shown by Me-ssrs. Henry
Cannell and Sons, the Nurseries, Swanley, at the

last meeting of the Koyal Horticultural Society,

and while not sufliciently developed and wanting

n colour, there was yet sufficient character in the

flowers to prove that it is capable of justifying the

anticipations formed of it. A few days later I saw
it in bloom in the collection of Mr. H. J. Jones,

Ryecroft Nursery, Lewisbam, in much bttler form

than the Swanley flowers, and I think it will oake
a grand addition to the incurved section. The
surface colour of the petals is deep carmine shaded
with cerise ; the reverse is of a pale silvery pink,

the petals massive ; there is plenty of substance,

and there is every probability it will be finely sym-
metrical. It is to all intents and purposes a mem-
ber of the Queen family, and has all the good pro-

perties of the group. One grower told me a little

while since that it was a late variety, but, judging

from what I saw at Lewisham, I should think it

would bloom naturally in October. We shall learn

more about this fine variety during the Chrysan-

themum season. —R. D.

NEW DWARF CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Any addition to this class, no matter frnm

whence they come or what section they be-

long to, is welcome. I think the Japanese

varieties are more suited to the general taste,

as in them there is more variety of form and

colouring than in any other section. With

but very few exceptions the new sorts are of

a dwarfer habit of growth ; the stems appear

to be short-jointed and carry larger leaves

than those varieties introduced six to ten

years ago. I am aware that culture will

make all the diflerence between tall and

dwarf plants, but when any variety can be

grown in a dwarf manner once, there is no

reason why this method cannot be repeated.

Varieties which are flowering now for the first

time with me and some of last year's introduc-

tions are worthy of notice, so that those per-

sons who experience a difficulty with the taller

sorts may at the end of the present season revise

their lists. The time is hardly far enough ad-

vanced yet to finally determine the full merit of

those now developing.

Gloirb du Roc'HER promises to be one of the

best of last year's introductions. The colour is

quite distinct from anything I am acquainted

with, being a warm brick-red on a bright orange-

amber ground,'; splendid blooms are produced on

plants 3 feet high. The history of this variety is,

I believe, the following : Mr. C. Gibson, gardener

at Morden Park, near Mitcham, sent cuttings of va-

rious kinds out to Algiers, where they were grown,

and seed from them saved and sent home again to

England. One of the varieties sent out was Val

d'Andorre, and from this came the seedling named
Gloire du Rocher.

Mmb. Mezard belongs to the type of Japanese

known as strap-leaved. The colour is especially

pleasing— the faintest blush on a pure white ground

The plant has a dwarf habit of growth, and is also

well furnished with stout green leaves.which enhance

the colour of the flower.

Mrs. G. C. Schwabe is an English raised seed-

ling from Mr. Owen's batch of 18!10. A plant of it

here has not grown beyond 2 feet high. The colour

is delicate rose, shaded salmon, the tips of the

petals gold-tinted.

James R. Pitcher much resembles Puritan in

colour when the latter is not developed from early

crown buds. The florets incurve rather more, too,

in the initial stage of the flower. I should say

this variety will fade nearly to white from its pre-

sent appearance. It is said to be strongly per-

fumed, which would be a step in the right direc-

tion.

Louis Boehmeb seems to be of a dwarf habit

;

capital blooms are already numerous on low plants,

not only in one place, but many, which is a sign of

the success of this no\elty.

W. H. Lincoln, one of last season's introduc-

tions, is an example of how good blooms can be had

from low-growing plants. It is not too much to
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say that this is one of the best yellow-flowerei
Chrysanthemums in the whole Japanese family,

eclipsing altogether grandiSoram, which it some-
what resembles. The habit is superb.

ViviAND MoEEL is of the Mme. C. Audiguier
type of flower when exj aiding, but the plant grows
3 feet y inches high instead of 12 feet. The colour
of the flowers of the new introduction from France
is blush-mauve.

A I DA has reddish bronze flowers with a yellow
suffusion, and long narrow petals with a drooping
tendency. The plant is of dwarf habit.

Sunset is another of dwarf habit. I have seen
both single and double flowers of this variety.

This has extra long leaf-stalks, which give it a
distinct character.

William Lane.—A Japanese reflexed English
raised variety of splendid habit for grouping,
and should be largely sought after for that purpose.
It grows from 2 feet to 4 feet high. Many seed-

lings have been raised from Avalanche, which is in

itself a splendid type, not only for the quality of

its flowers, but for its habit of growth. .Sorts like

this need hardly any support, and this is what is

required in modern introductions to meet the uni-

versal taste.

Mohawk at a yard high carries exceedingly
large flower-buds, which are developing propor-
tionate blooms. The habit is all that could be de-

sired. The colour is said to be maroon-crimson
with tilvery reverse ; the tips of the florets curl

upwards a little, thus giving the flower a quaint
appearance. S.

NOTBS OF THE WEEK.

Chrysanthemums in the parks. — The
annual displiy of Chrysanthemuins in Finsbury Park
will be opon to the public at 10 o'clock on and after

Saturday, lOth iiist.. that in Battersea on tlie 16th,

and that iu Soutbwark Park on the lOth.

Gladiolus Eekloni.— I bring you a spike of
this. It is, 1 believe, one of M. Max Leiehtlru's in-

troductions. It bloomed witii nie in a cold house, I

have a plant in the open border in large bud, but be-
ing such a late bloomer I fear that it cannot he iiad in

flower before frost comes.— G. F. WiL.sox.

Aster ibericus has undoubtedly the brightest

blue flowers of any Aster with which I am ac-

quainted. It comes close to A. Amellus, and, I

think, should be called A. A. ibericus ; it grows
about the same height as the ordinary Amellus,
blooming much in the same way and at about the
same time.—T. S.

Hymenoeallis senegambica is now in flower

at Kew, apparently for the first time in cultivation.

It was received from Lagos in the spring of this

year labelled " Crinum from the Gambia." It is

similar in habit to H. littoralis, but has thicker
leaves and larger flowers. It forms an elegant
pot plant, and is worth including among flower-

ing bulbs for the stove.

Yellow Foxgloves.—It does not appear to be
known to any of the writers upon this plant, so
far as I have noticed, that there are several forms.
I have grown four distinct from each other ; they
came respectively from Berlin, St. Petersburg,
Buda-Pestb, and Vienna. The Buda-Pesth form is

the best, flowers large and of a good yellow. I am
writing of Digitalis grandiflora.—T. Smith, Xcirnj.

TJlmus glabra is a pleasing looking tree not
very often to be met with, if I may judge by the
remarks visitors make when they see it in my
plantations. Likewise, it may be useful to remind
intending planters that it does not throw up
suckers, a virtue most Elms are not possessed of,

and one much to be appreciated in (•mall groves or
masses near a house. The colour and ispect are
very distinct.— M. Ronii.

Primula sikkimensis as an aquatic.

—

Should any of your readers be induce I. to carry
out "J. W, B " suggestion of planting this in shal-
low water, I have no hesilation in ;fsu ing them
that they will certainly be surpri ed, b it r ot de-

lighted. I have tried it as an aquatic long ago, and
so long as its leaves are over water it is all right,

but after going to rest it never reappears. It does
not care how wet its roots are.—T. S.

Cedrus Deodara coning.—It is not unusual
for the above-named tree to bear a few cones, but
a tree laden with many hundreds of cones is not

often seen. Here we have one tree upon which a
cone was seldom seen until this year. Now the

branches are quite pendulous by the weight of

cones, and, as in the case of overladen fruit trees,

they are only half the size of those on trees where
a few are borne.—W. 0., Futa.

The broad-leaved Spindle Tree (Euonymus
latifolius).—At this season Euonymus latifolius is

really gorgeous. The other Spindle Trees are

charming, of course, but this far exceeds them in

brilliancy and size of fruit. The leaf also lends

depth of colouring. Loudon long ago remarked
that this lovely shrub was huddled up generally

among things of larger growth, and that it was
rarely seen in the perfection it might be if allowed

the room which it richly deserves from its general

attractiveness and nice habit.—M. A. Robb.

Aster acria and A. punctatus.— In en-

deavouring to institute a comparison between these

two useful and pretty kinds Mr. J. Wood entirely

overlooks the item of stature. Here growing side

by side, the average height of the one is under 18

inches, that of the other a little over 2 feet ; there

is no difference in the colour, shape of the flowers, or

the manner in which they are produced. Aster

spectabilis here only grows about 18 inches high,

profuse in flower and good in colour—an excellent

plant. Aster spectabilis major far excels the type,

its flowers each measuring nearly 2\ inches across.

I believe it is a rare form.—T. Smith, Xiin-;/.

Tufted Pansies.—We have had a charming
lot ot tufted Pansies from Mr. Forbes, of Hawick,
one of those who pay attention to these beautiful

flowers, which deserve to be grown at least ten

times as much as they are now. We ourselves

grow many kinds that we think beautiful, but he

sends us others in addition to the well-known ones

—Bucoleuoh Gem, Diana, Canary, Mrs. Hood, Mar-

chioness of Tweeddale, Distinction, Wemyss Gold,

and Joy being among the good ones. In a letter he

says :
" Notwithstanding the excessive storms of

wind and rain we have had continuously for a very

long time, my tufted Pansies are still flowering

freely."

Crinum brachynema.—An interesting experi-

ment has been made at Kew this year with this

Crinum. It is a native of the Bombay Presidency,

and might, therefore, be considered tropical, but a
V)ulb of it planted in a cool frame last year, and left

there all the winter, has this year made strong leaf-

growth and produced a head of flowers, which al-

though a little aborted, only just fell short of

proving this species almost as hardy as C. Moorei.

Possibly the flowers got cramped owing to the

change of conditions when the plant was placed

in its new quarters. That the winter did not injure

the bulb is proved by the healthy^leaf-growth made
this year.

Yucca filifera.—This Yucca is fairly well

known in the gardens of this country as a valuable

and striking conservatory plant. Its rigid, narrow
and sharply-pointed leaves are upwards of 2.^ feet

in length, and are produced very closely in a
rounded cylindrical head. In the current issue

of the Jliiti'iiicii/ Miiiimiiif a plate is given

of this species, having been prepared from a

plant which flowered in the temperate house at

Kew last year. The history of this specimen is

remarkable. In 18.S8 it was sent from N.E.

Mexico by Mr. C. G. Pringle, and on arrival at

Kew was to all appearance dead. Its trunk being

about 12 feet high and over 1 foot in diameter at

the base, it was set up in the museum as a speci-

men, remaining there as such for two years. At

the end of that time, however, it was seen to be

pushing out leaves, and it was not long before a

flowering spike also appeared. It was then removed

to the temperate house, where it is now growing.

Owing to the conditions under which it was de-

veloped, the spike was only about 1m inches long.

but in its native state the species throws out a
dense panicle ot flowers from 1 feet to t; feet

long and about one - third as much through.

The flowers being wholly white and over 3 inches

across, its magnificentaspect can well be imagined.
Professor Sargent says that on the arid plains bor-

dering the Rio Grande, where it grows abundantly,
the great panicles of flowers hanging from the top
of the plant can be seen miles away.

Masdevallia macrura.—Considering even the
genus to which it belongs, this species must be re-

garded as a remarkable one, its flowers being, with
the exception of the finest forms of M. Chimsera,
the largest in the genus. In habit, too, it is for a
Masdevallia remarkably robust, the_leatheiy, ellip-

tical-oblong leaves occasionally measuring a foot

in length. The scapes are one-flowered, erect, and
about as long as the leaves." The sepals are 4 inches
to 5 inches long, tapering to a fine point, and of a
tawny yellow ; at the base they unite to form a
short cylindrical tube, the ground colour here being
deeper tawny yellow and studded with numerous
blackish purple warts. The flower is shaded with
brown on the outside. This species, which flowers
during this month, was first sent to England by Mr.
Shuttleworth in 187ii, he having collected it in

New Grenada ; these plants flowered the next year
in Mr. Bull's nursery at Chelsea. Its first dis-

covery, however, appears to have been due to Roezl,
who found plants five years previously near the
town of Sonson. The genus Masdevallia as a
whole appeals to those who prefer the quaint and
curious in plant life rather than to those who love
plants for their beauty alone, and there are few
species that will gratify the former taste more
fully than M. macrura.— B.

Exacum macranthum.—Plants with flowers
of a rich blue-purple are not plentiful indoors dur-
ing the autumn, and it is strange that this beauti-
ful Gentian-wort does not receive a wider notice
from gardeners generally than it does at present.
Not only is the colour of its flowers of unsurpassed
richness, but they are also large and plentifully
produced. The stems are herbaceous, about a foot
high, and unbranched, except at the top where the
flowers are borne in short panicles. Plants that
commenced to flower shortly after midsummer are
still in good condition. The corolla consi^ts of

five fully expanded, pointed petals, and measures
just upon 3 inches across, the large bundle of bright
yellow stamens in the centre making a striking

contrast. The leaves are sessile and prominently
marked with three parallel veins. It is a native

of the mountains of Ceylon, reaching an altitude

of BOOO feet, and was introduced in 1 H52. It requires

an intermediate temperature when growing, but
after its first flowers are open it may be kept in the
greenhouse. E. zeylanicum, of which this is stiictly

speaking a variety, is distinguished from it by Its

rounded petals, square stems (those of E. macran-
thum being terete), and by its smaller, paler
coloured flowers.

Astartea fascicularis.—Astartea is a genus
of myrtaceous plants closely allied to the Leptos-
permums and the Baickias. Like them, it is found
in Australia, two of the three species of which the
genus is composed being natives of the tropical

part of the continent, whilst the third, which is

the only one in cultivation, is a native of the south-

west. This is named A. fascicularis, and proves to

be a singularly elegant and pretty greenhouse
plant. It is of tall, slender habit with thin shoots
hanging downwards, which are clothed with numer-
ous short. Erica-like leaves. The flowers are very
abundant, although individually small, and, being
white and star-like, very closely resemble those of

the better-known Leptospermum scoparium. It

would be ditlicult to find anything more graceful

than the well-flowered br.anches ot this plant. A
plant now in llower at Kew is from 2 feet to 3 feet

high, but it is probable the species attains a height

of t) feet or more. It strikes readily from cuttings,

and should be potted in a mixture of peat and loam.

The only figure of it published is a poor one. by the

French botanist Libillarilii're, in his book on " New
Holland Plants, " issued in l-'^OlS. It is there placed

under Melaleuca, to which genus, except in belong-

ing to the same natural order, it has no atlinity.—B.
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ARCHITECTURAL FORMS IN THE
GARDEN.

There is no more difficult task in ornamental

gardening than the blending of architectural

forms effectively and harmoniously with general

garden scenery. It the principal object be of

considerable dimensions, it requires softening

down with such added features as will cause it

to blend pleasingly with the naturally irregular

forms surrounding it, whether of trees, lawns,

or walks. A successful attempt to deal with

the matter in question is shown in the annexed
ilhistration by the treatment of an urn. This
is so managed that it seems quite in keeping

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

EFFECTS OF DEEP PLANTING.
When one or two trees in a row or quarter pre-

sent a sickly appearance while all the rest are
in excellent health, this is frequently attributed
to a variety of causes other than perhaps the
right one. Sjme varieties are certainly less

robust than others, the nature of the soil in

which they are planted materially affecting them
for good or ill, but when more trees adjoining of

the same variety are in good health some other
cause has to be found. Stocks on which the
trees are worked doubtless have something to do
with a few failures, and insect pests, canker.

^^H
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favour or can be marketed at profitable prices.

Trees or Vines, therefore, that produce nothing

but inferior fruit ouglit not to occupy valuable

house, wall, or garden space. If the variety is

to blame, then gradually or at once replace

it with one or more trees of sorts that are

worthy of cultivation. Sliould, however, the

variety be well worthy of preservation, then

ought measures to be at once taken to restore it

to a healthier state, always provided it is not

too old or too far gone in decay, both above

and below ground, to pay for the attempt being

made. Ordinary root-pruning is no effective

remedy for the deep planting or sinking of

trees. Working a trench round them at a safe

distance from the trunk, relaying most of the

roots found in fresh soil, and nearer to the sur-

face will certainly act beneficially, but nothing

short of completely lifting and replanting will

thoroudily recover many trees that require

operating upon. It is a somewhat violent

remedy, and with many trees bodily lifting

proves a case of kill or cure. The risks, however,

ought not, tor reasons already given, to deter

anyone from making the attempt, especially see-

ing that in many cases tolerably large old trees

of superior varieties may be restored to a highly

profitable condition long before young trees

could be grown to anything like their full size.

Lifted trees may not, and rarely do, recover

sufficiently to bear a good crop of fruit the fol-

lowing year, and it takes old treos much longer,

or say from two to three years, before they re-

cover from the severe treatment given them.

Eight years ago I decided to completely lift

and replant a whole row of large Pear trees

trained against a high garden wall facing north-

east. They were fine specimens, but being too

low down in our cold soil were comparatively

worthless. All were undermined, numerous

roots 3 inches or more in circumference being

cut through, some not more than 4 feet from

the stem and others much closer up. They were

then raised considerably, or not less than 12

inches above the ordinary garden level. Fresh

loamy soil, to which charred rubbish or the

ashes from a big garden "smother," lime

rubbish and bone-meal were freely added. A
solid foundation was made and the compost

well mixed among the roots. The initial mis-

take, unfortunately, was made in starting this

important work a little too early, or while the

foliage was yet quite green. Aa a consequence

of tMs, nothing that could be done in the way

of shading, syringing, and watering prevented

flagging, shrivelling of the wood in some cases

also resulting. The recovery of the hardest hit of

these trees was very slow, one specimen of Marie

Louise d'Uccle being still weakly. The first to

recover wa? a tree of Beurr6 Diel, occupying a

wall space 11 feet by ^4 feet, and for the past

five years this has never quite failed to bear

the crops in addition to being heavy also being

of better (,uality than is the case generally with

this serviceable variety. Not till large trees

are commencing to cast their leaves is it safe to

attempt bodily lifting and replanting them.

Taken in hand then, and not too hardly treated,

thf^re will yet be time for the woiinds to heal or

callus over somewhat, root-fibres quickly form-

ing next season. It is not advisable to detacli

the trees from the walls till tlie undermining

has been done, the loosening taking place after

stout planks have been worked well under the

ball of soil saved with the roots. Well balanced

on tlieso boards, and sudicient strength at hand,

the balls can bo raised above the desired height

and then slid on to a solid raised bed of fresh

Boil. Trees thus treated miy well have a thick

mulching of strawy manure before wintry

weatlier sets in, and early next summer they

must be freely and frequently watered, over-

head .syringing also being advisable.

With comparatively young trees there are

fewer risks to be run, and all throughout the

garden should be examined at once. They may
at present show no signs of having sunk or of

being planted too deeply, but all the same they

may yet require to be raised considerably higher

than they now are. Those under glass may be

taken in hand at once, the wood in this instance

being advanced nearer maturity than is the case

with trees in the open ; moreover, lifted trees

under glass may be shaded when necessary and

also kept in a close moist atmosphere till they

have recovered somewhat, but if young trees

in the open are interfered with much before the

fall of the leaf, wood-shrivelling will be the al-

most inevitable result. W. Iuculuen.

Baby Castle Currant.—Red Currants have

not kept well, the wet season being responsible for

this. Where the clusters were somewhat thick

and the bunches short the berries rotted whole-

sale, the thinning out not being done till it was
too late to prevent the decay. Raby Castle, though
not so productive as Red Dutch and Houghton
Castle, keeps much better, owing principally to the

great length of the bunches, many of which are

somewhat thinly furnished with berries. In the

case of bushes of the former trained midway
between Plum trees on a wall facing north-west,

no fault can be found with the keeping, the berries

still being perfectly plump and the stalks fresh.

Raby Castle is a strong grower, and well adapted

for planting against high walls with a cool aspect.

—I.

Apple Hambledon Deux Ans —It is doubt-

ful whether there are in the kingdom larger, more
robust, or older Apple trees of any kind than there

are in Hants of this variety. A huge one used to

stand in the kitchen garden at Hecklield
;
perhaps

it is there still. There are many of them in the or-

chard at Hackwood Park, large trees which could

easily carry twenty bushels of fruit each. Not many
of them are fruiting well this season, and generally

also the fruits are small, not, of course, from lack

of moisture, but doubtless from lack of sunshine.

In these days of large-fruited, precocious bearing

Apples we should not think of advising the plant-

ing of trees of a variety which would be strong,

healthy, and bearing 100 years hence. How many
hundreds of bushels of fruit must these large trees

have produced since first planted 7 When the pre-

sent generation of old giant Apple trees has died

out, it is doubtful whether they will ever be re-

placed by others so long-lived. The I'.lenheim Pip-

pin is one of our stoutest and most enduring of

Apples, but so many fear to plant it from lack of

patience. They think too much of the present and

so little of the future. The fruits of Hambledon
Deux Ans are of good size, flesh crisp and juicy,

keep well till May, and cook admirably. We have

not too many Apples which are worth cooking after

being so long gathered.—A. D.

Protecting late Pears.—In the early part of

this year I had the promise of an exceedingly

abundant crop of Pears of good varieties, such as

Beurn' Snperfin, Mme. Treyve, on some small pyra-

mids, but the late frosts denuded the trees except

a very few on the sheltered sides. These now have

come to perfection, and I find that they have been

seriously attacked by the birds, holes being made
close to the stalk. As the specimens were so few,

I was very desirous of preserving them, more espe-

cially as some of them were very large. At firi-t I

thought of putting them into paper bag,'', which

would have been troublesome, when the thought

struck me that I might preserve them in a more
simple manner. I took some pieces of cartridge

paper 4 inches square, folded each piece separately

in half, and then again in quarters, so as to form a

square one-fourth of the original size. I then

rounded off the four free corners with a pair of

scissors, so as to form roughly aquarter of acircle, the

folded angle being the centre. Then I cut off the ex-

treme point of that angle and slit the paper up to it

on one of the radii. On opening the paper I had a
rough circle with a small hole in the centre, and a
slit leading to it from the circumference. By plac-

ing this piece of paper over a Pear, letting the
stalk come through the hole, and lapping the sides
over so as to make a sort of cone, the base of the
Pear was protected from the attacks of the birds,

and they could not hold on to the lower part to
attack it from underneath. It is scarcely neces-
sary to say that the cone of paper was prevented
from moving by a small pin. The operation takes
rather long to describe, but in practice the
paper is cut, applied, and the Pear protected in a
few seconds. Of course, I am not suggesting that
this process is of universal application, but as the
question is the protection of choice Pears that can-
not be bought in the markets or shops under 2d. or
3d. a-piece, the trouble is amply repaid by the re-

sult. Stout, ordinary paper answers quite satis-

factorily, withstanding the rain perfectly.—W. B.
Tegetmeier, Finchlei/, N.

SOME GOOD EARLY PEARS.
For private use the very earliest Pears will

never become much grown. Not only is there
other good fruit in season, such as Peaches and
Nectarines, but the quality is anything but
satisfactory ; and, moreover, as soim as ripe,

they are quickly over. Of course, there is

one notable exception, this being the well-

known Jargonelle, which has always been a
favourite and will always remain so. By early
Pears it must be understood that I am referring

to those which ripen up during September and
October. Such Pears as these ripen so as to be
of good quality when grown in the open ; at

any rate, they may be so grown in the southern
or midland districts, where they invariably come
of very high quality, being much more juicy,

and, moreover, they keep better. Certainly
they may be grown against walls either with an
eastern or western aspect, but as a rule this

latter aspect is generally retained for the later

ripening varieties. For a high-class dessert,

.largonelle heads the list, but, as a rule, this

is an August Pear, and, although so early, it

invariably comes very good from an east

or west wall, although, as is well known,
many a garden can boast of some fine

old standards, and as such it will suc-

ceed throughout the length and breadth of

Britain. As a September Pear, Williams' Bon
Chr6tien is a favourite with many people, al-

though by some it is disliked on account of its

highly perfumed flavour. As a market Pear, it

will always be grown, and in America it is very
highly esteemed, and is known there as the
Bartlett. Like the majority of early Pears, it

keeps but a very short time, aud unless it is

gatliered before it parts freely from the tree it

becomes mealy instead of juicy. This is where
some people make a mistake with the Jar-
gonelle by allowing it to hang until it parts

easily from the tree, under the impression that
tliis variety must bo gathertnl and oaten from
the tree, as sometimes described. Ileurro

d'Amanlis is a first-rate Pear, and witli many it

commences tlie Pear season. This is a very
strong grower, and also a free l)carer. Tri-

oniphe do Vionne I .should have mentioned
after Williams' lion Chn'tion, which it some-
what resembles, but of better flavour. This
variety is not very well known, but its merits
fully entitle it to be. Mme. Treyve is a
very prolific Pear ; it also grows to a large

size when freely thinned, and does capitally

in the open. Foudante d'.Vutonino is a very
richly-Havourcd Pear, and succeeds admirably
in the open, even on a cold clay soil. Birds

have a particular liking for it, for I tliink they
will find out this and attack it before any other.
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It has, however, one great fault, viz., that of

quickly <lecaying in the centre as soon a3 ripe.

Being of such a nice flavour for an early

or rather an October Pear, it is well worth
planting. Souvenir du Congrcs is a very large

Pear, somewhat resembling Williams' Bon
Chretien iu appearance, but much larger, and
succeeds this kind. 1 now come to that best

flavoured of all October Pears—Beurrc Super-
ijn. This is a grand Pear with a vinous flavour,

and although it comes larger when grown
against a wall, I think the flavour is improved
when grown in the open ; here it takes on
that russetty appearance, and although to

outward look it does not appear ripe, yet

it is, and anyone might be deceived. The
late Mr. Haycock, who grew and knew
Pears so well, told me that he always
found it better in flavour when grown in the

open, although at that time he hailed from
Kent, and which, it must be remembered, is a

highly favourable county. Whether grown
against a wall or in the open, Fondante d'Au-
tomne will always be found of the highest
quality. This Pear also has the advantage of

keeping longer after being ripe than the ma-
jority of October Pears. Beurre Hardy will

close my list of good q uality early or October
Pears. This, again, is a good Pear, coming
much larger than the preceding, and from an
east wall 1 have had the fruits very large. Ou
cold soils I should be inclined to grow both of

these latter named Pears on an east or west
wall, the latter for preference. For extra
quality in flavour out of the above named va-
rieties, and omitting Jargonelle, which should
be in every garden, I should select Beurre
d'Amanlis, Fondante d'Automne, Beurre Su-
pertin, and Beurru Hardy, taking them in the
order of ripening, although the season of each
may be prolonged by either growing on difl'e-

rent aspects or gathering at intervals of twice,
and Fondante d'Automne at three or four
times. Y. A. H.

AUTUMN PRUNING OF FRUIT TREES.
Any wounds caused to a tree during its growing
state heal over a deal better than If the growth is

dormant ; consequently this is a very good reason
why a part of the pruning at any rate previous to
the leaves falling may be carried out during the
present season. This has special reference to those
trees which are in a crowded condition through the
branches being too thickly together. What are
termed pyramids often are like this, and with the
exception of the outer edge of the tree very little

of the centre ever sees the light ; consequently the
branches are devoid of fruit spurs. By pruning
the trees at this season it may plainly be seen at a
glance what branches are to be cut out, and this
being the case the wounds will quickly heal over
and the other parts be benefited accordingly. Even
on wall trees the spurs often are too close, espe-
cially in the case of Pears. Again, the spurs are
often of such an inordinate length, as not to feel
the full benefit of the wall. With a judicious
system of shortening, they may be gradually
worked back until they are almost in close contact
with the wall. The spurs must not be cut right back
to the main stem, for it such should be the case
they would fail to break out afresh. Cutting back
to within an inch is a safe distance, and being done
at this season of the year it tends to plump up
any lateral buds, which will start with renewed
vigour when the spring season comes round.
Too many spurs must not be removed at one
time, not but that they would start into growth,
but where a renovating process is being carried
out it should be so arranged that there is bat
little loss of fruit in subsequent seasons. Not
only in the case of Pears, but also Apricots and
Plums may have old or thickly placed spurs
thinned out with advantage. At this season of
the year, or as soon as the fruit is gathered, I

make it a practice to go o^er all the wall trees,

especially Pears, and shorten back still further the
shoots which may have been left to five or six

leaves at what is termed the summer pruning. Na-
turally, the shoots cannot be shortened back too
closely during the summer, on account of not un-
duly forcing the basal buds, and which are needed
for forming fruit-buds instead of further woody
growth. These stubby growths being now shortr

ened back still further, it gives the fruit-buds the
opportunity of becoming plumper without the fear

of their being forced into growth. With Peaches
and Nectarines it is generally looked upon as the
correct mode of procedure, directly after the fruit

is gathered, to cut out all superfluous growth not
required for the extension of the tree, and, con-
sidering the undoubted benefits which certainly
accrue from such practice, I do not see any reason
to relax the rule. With well managed trees whole-
sale cutting out is never necessary, as there is

never a superabundance to remove, and after going
over the trees I have often been surprised at the
small quantity, comparatively speaking, which has
had to be removed. The benefits arising from what
I may term autumn pruning more than counter-
balance any extra labour expended, and instead of

the trees being injured they are greatly benefited.

On .account of the season being so far advanced,
any cutting out or shortening back will not have
any effect on extra extension of young and soft

growths, the extra force rather being expended in

the plumping up of the fruit-buds, and, conse-
quently, their more perfect maturation.

Y. A. H.

SITES FOR FRUIT TREES.
Garden walls are somewhat expensive to build,
and before they are erected it ought to be well
debated whether or not it would not answer
better to have fewer of these and more
glass structures for fruit culture. Doubtless
there is much to be said both for and against
the erection of good lengths of walls, but at
present it is my intention to discuss what might
be done with those already constructed, in-

cluding the walls of various outhouses, stables,

and sucli like. That the latter walls especially
are not titilised to their fullest extent there is

no denying, and that, too, in many instances
where abundance of choice fruit would be fully
appreciated. Most ordinary garden walls are
fairly well furnished with trees, but in very
many cases the selection and an-angement of
the species and varieties have been very much of

a haphazard character. It ought always to be
borne iu mind that there are positions alto-

gether unsuited to one class of fruit that would
suit another admirably, but apparently it takes
some people a long time to discover what is best
in all cases. Thus, one of the best positions
for either Peach, Nectarine, Apricot, or Fig
trees that could be found in the south-western
counties was for many years devoted to Cherry
trees, the crops of which, the position being too
hot and dry, scarcely paid for protecting from
birds, while in another instance several gar-
deners, during a space of twenty years, were
constantly attempting to grow Peaches where
Plums would have paid far better. It fell to
my lot to cover this wall, the aspect of which
was south-east, with I'lum trees, and this I did
directly 1 found Peach .and Nectarine trees
could make no progress against easterly winds,
to which they were exposed in a marked degree.
In another instance a wall facing south-west
was for many years devoted to Figs, but not
being hot and dry enough for them they seldom
produced crops of fruit, while every few years
the trees were badly injured by fro.sts, owing
to the immature condition of the wood. Tliis

wall is now completely furnished with Pear
trees, and which are in a very productive state.
It does not follow that .advocating the re-

arranging of the sites of wall trees also suggests

the wholesale destruction of strong trees in the
wrong place, as all that are worth saving, and
which are not of a great age, may as soon as
the leaves are falling be safely transplanted to
where they would be more at home.

Figs require a hotter and drier position
than any other kind of hardy fruit, and if they
fail against an ordinary south wall, they may
yet succeed in an extra warm angle formed by
the junction of a south wall with a west wall.
In such positions, being also given a lirm
and not very rich root-run, lime rubbish or
chalk freely mixed with fresh loam suiting them
well, the trees form short-jointed, hard and
fruitful wood, and if this is protected roughly
from extra severe frosts, ripe fruit will be had
even in such a season as that of this year. As
a rule, the Brown Turkey and White Marseilles
are the only reliable varieties for open-air cul-
ture, others that I have tried, including Bruns-
wick and Brown Ischia, being either too shy-
bearing or tender. Pig trees that are liable to
be cut down by frosts every few winters are of
no value whatever, as it takes two or three
seasons to get them back into a firm-wooded
fruitful condition.

Apricots, again, like a hot and rather dry
position. Against low walls and in rather low
moist positions they are of no value whatever.
There are some gardens or localities where they
cannot possibly be profitably grown, .and after
it is found such is the case, it is an act of folly
to persevere with them. At the same time
Apricots are so much liked by many owners of
gardens, that I can well understand the attempt
being made to grow them, but having seen so
many failures, and that too in spite of the
great pains taken in preparing the sites of the
trees, I cannot encour.age perseverance. In
some districts they will grow and crop as surely
as Plums will in other localities, and on first

going out of Kent, in many parts of which Apri-
cots cannot be grown, into Leicestershire, I was
somewhat startled to find so many very pro-
ductive and, I might add, rent-paying trees
against cottages. Thereabouts they thrive ad-
mirably, and so they do with us in Somerset-
shire—always provided they are placed against
the hottest garden or dwelling-house walls.
Apparently a rather strong clayey loam suits
them well, but they require to be planted some-
what high, the site also being well drained.

Peaches, and in a less degree Nectarines,
thrive and fruit well frequently where Apricots
will not. What they re([uire is a sunny jiosition,

walls facing south and south - west suiting
them well, and the less they are exposed to
easterly winds, the greater the prospect of
the trees growing healthily. The greater
part of our fruit on the wall trees has
ripened fairly well, but the young growth
is still very imm.aturo, and it remains to be
seen whether it will become suttieiently firm to
either withstand frosts or to fruit next season.
If Peaches ripen this season, they will in any
year, but where extra late varieties frequently
fail to ripen properly, the available wall sp.ace

ought to be more largely devoted to early
and second early varieties. Waterloo, Hale's
Early and Early Alexander will usually ripe n
from the beginning to the end of August, ac-
cording to the locality, while Bellegarde, Stir-
ling Castle, and a few others form .an .admirable
succession. Nectarines are far moro uncertain
than I'eaches, and ought not to be much
planted before it is seen whether they will suc-
ceed or not. They stand more in need of
glazed cojjings than do Peaches, something
being necessary to ward off much rainfall, or
otherwise the fruit cracks and scars badly.

Pears I hold to bo of the greatest value of all
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hardy fruits, as without a good supply of these

during autumn and winter the demand for

dessert fruit is not easily met. A judicious

selection of varieties and a fair amount of wall

space ensure a long suppljr of luscious fruit in

most years, and for the dining-table they are as

indispensable as are Apples for the kitchen.

No particular site is absolutely necessary for

Pears, more really depending upon good root

culture than the aspect of the walls. Some of

our heaviest crops and best flavoured fruit are

obtained from trees trained against a high wall

with a north-east aspect, the varieties including

Marie Louise, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Winter

Nelis, Beurre Diel, Easter Beunc, Vicar of

Winkfield, and Napoleon. On the opposite side

of the wall, this being presumably a better site,

the quality of the fruit is not nearly so good,

and, strange to relate, the ripening is somewhat

later. I have known Pears succeed admirably

against a north wall, and we have them doing

well in quite a variety of other sites, but always

better against a wall than in the open. Pears

are among the best fruits for covering high

stable walls, gable ends of dwelling-houses, and

many other walls of outbuildings too often left

bare, and given plenty of head room they

rapidly develop into grand and very profitable

specimens.
Plums also succeed well in a variety of sites,

a long succession of fruit being had from well

distributed trees. Thus we commenced ga-

thering ripe fruit of Morocco and De Montfort

from a so\ith-east wall on August 3, and at the

present time (October 7) we still have a good

lot of Coe's Golden Drop and late Green Gage

hanging on trees trained against walls facing

north-east. It ought perhaps to be added that

the garden under my charge faces south-east,

and we have no walls with either a due south

or completely north aspect, but the coldest are

quite cold enough to test anything, and the hot-

test are quite warm enough for anything placed

against them.
Cherries neither require nor are worthy of

very hot walls, the best dessert varieties suc-

ceeding admirably against walls facing either

the west or east, but the fruit from trees against

walls with a northern aspect is far too sour to

please most people. A noteworthy exception

to this rule will be found in the Morello, a cool

wall being absolutely necessary for this valuable

fruit. M. H. F.

reached. No doubt the soluble paraffin, which has
been spoken of so highly by some correspondents
in The Garden, is excellent for the purpose, but
I have not yet tried it. The ordinary petroleum
diluted with water I can highly recommend.—
A. Y. A.

Rubus laciniatus.—" Come and see my Wilson
Junior Blackberries," said a Kingston gardener to

me the other day ;
" they are cropping splendidly."

Accordingly, I went to a little nursery garden in

the Surbiton Koad, but was disappointed to find

that, so far from being Wilson Junior, a variety of

the American Bramble, about which much has
been written, it was the old variety laciniatus.

Still, this was doing wonderfully, the stout growths
of last year being tied up to poles some >> feet in

height and fruiting profusely. There were bat

two large clamps, ami one of a single stem and pole

only, but so stout and fall of fruit, that they pre-

sented a most attractive appearance. Last year these
three clumps or bushes gave 30 quarts of fine fruit.

All sold at Is. per quart, purchasers being so

anxious to have the fruit, that it was impossible

to satisfy all the demands. The fruiting and small

growths are cut out each year and those of the

current year tied up to the poles for the next year's

fruiting. The soil is deep, but light, and apt to

become dry.—A. D.

*»* When recently visiting Loudwater House,
Herts, we were much struck with the value of R.

laciniatus as compared with the American varie-

ties. The variety laciniatus, trained against a
trellis, was growing luxuriantly and bearing an
enormous crop of fine large fruit, while the Ameri-

can varieties were all dead,

—

Ed.

Apple Small's Admirable.—It is not often we

hear mucli about the above-named Applt'
;
perhaps it

ia because it is one of those wliicli only succeeds in a

few places. I planted two young bush trees here

about twenty years ago, and tliey have fruited every

year. Often when others fail they are laden with fruit.

It is a splendid Apple for cooking, and a most agree-

able eub-acid, crisp, juicy variety for the dessert.—

W. O., Fofa.

Scale on Peach trees.— Of all insect pests

the Peach is heir to, scale is the worst, and if

prompt measures are not taken for its extinction it

will be a never-failing source of trouble. It is as-

tonishing how quickly it spreads when once it com-

mences its attacks, and in a very short time it will

extend over the whole of the tree, coating the

young wood and also the leaves. Some varie-

ties are more subject to its attacks than others,

particularly Koyal George ; indeed, on account of

this the cultivation of this excellent Peach

has been abandoned in many gardens. Various

remedies have been advised to eradicate this pest,

amongst others syringing the trees with warm
water heated to a temperature of 1 40', and also

diluted paraffin oil. Whatever means are adopted,

the best time to commence operations is when the

leaves are on tlie point of falling, for if done

earlier the leaves are apt to fall prematurely
;
con-

sequently there is the danger of the buds not be-

coming sulhciently developed before this stage is

SUMMER PRUNING.
I HAVE felt more amused than wounded by
" T. B.'s " last communication (see p. 280) ; his

quotations are so glaringly wrong, as to be alto-

gether absurd, and I cannot imagine that any
reader would be influenced by any arguments based

on so loose a foundation. " T. B." says " E. H."

tells us '• that root-pruning tends to disorganise

the tree's forces and leads to the loss of balance."

Let any reader turn to p. 188 and notice what a

strange mistake " T. B.' makes, inadvertently no
doubt. What I did say was "that leaving the

trees unpruned to the end of summer was a waste-

ful method, tending to disorganisation of the tree's

forces, often leading to the tree losing its balane,

and at any rate rendering root-pruning an absolute

necessity." The natural course of the sap is up-

wards as far as possible in straight lines, and a wall

tree which is left unchecked in its growth till the

end of the summer year after year will lose its

balance by having its growth forced more and more
to the top of the tree, to the injury of the bottom
branches. This remark applies just as forcibly to

espaliers. " T. B." tries to make out that I am op-

posed to root-pruning. Here, again, he has based

his arguments upon a wrong assumption. Root-

pruning will always be necessary so long as

men leave all the pruning to be done in the

autumn ; in the nature of things it must be

so. All Nature is based upon a system of

compensation, and we cannot encourage or per-

mit the development of what is wrong in prin-

ciple without having to pay the penalty. But

I am not, as " T. B." states, opposed to root-pruning

or root-lifting, which I still think is the better

practice. " T. B." says root-pruning does not take

up so much time and is more effectual. It is true

that chopping off the roots takes less time than it

does to take them out and lift them near the sur-

face, but it is not more effectual ; in fact, the oppo-

site will be found to be more exact, as simply cut-

ting off the roots does not alter their direction, and

the moment a fresh start is made under the same
baneful influence of extreme pressure from above,

the same evil soon manifests itself. But if the

roots are lifted and brought near the surface, a

new direction is given to them, .and if the surface

is properly oared tor, they may be years before they

again get too deep for useful work. " T. li." more
than once in his last communication uses the term

shoot-pinching. This implies that the work is done

with the finger and thumb. Now, I believe that
more finger-and-thumb work might be done in dis-

budding early in the season with advantage to
trained trees, but I have hitherto, from a fear of be-
ing misunderstood, kept it in the background, and
neither have I used the term shoot-pinching ; in fact,

the term is an absurd one to apply to all pruning done
after the middle of July. " T. B." would soon dis-

cover his descriptive powers were at fault if he
attempted to prune his trees with the finger and
thumb after the date above mentioned, as then the
young wood is getting quite firm at the base, and
if four good leaves are left on, there will be very
little growth made afterwards. That mistakes have
been made in pruning everybody admits ; in very
many instances the hard pruners of the past are the
non-pruners of to-day, and possibly they will dis-

cover in the near future that safety lies only In a
moderate middle course free from both extremes.

E. H.

DRIED PLUMS.
I NOTICE an article in a recent issue of Thr Gar-
den referring to dried Plums. It seems to me that
the first consideration is to be sure to have tlie

right sort to experiment upon, for I do not believe
that all sorts of Plums will dry alike. A Raisin
cannot be produced from a watery Grape ; it requires

a fleshy Grape (Muscatel) to make either a dessert
or a cooking Raisin, and so I believe it to be with
Plums. All Plums will make jam, but only the
Plums of the Prune or Damson species, i.e., fleshy

Plums, will produce the preserve called damson
cheese. I may be wrong, but I cannot help think-

ing that only the Plums of the Prune description
can be dried. I know I am right about the jam
r|uestion, for I have practical proof of it, but I have
had no experience in drying.

A French servant of mine tells me, however, that
in her country the old-fashioned brick bread ovens,

after they have been used for baking, are used for

drying the Prunes. I should think that the Hop
oasts of Surrey and Kent might be used for the same
purpose with success. I should say that a Hop
oast, which marks about 12(1', would be a good sub-
stitute with the fruit laid out on wicker hurdles.

The most delicious of all dried Plums or Prunes is

the Elvas Plum from Portugal, and from the colour

and fl;i,vour I believe it is sun-dried.

The large French Plums, which, I believe, come
mostly from Auvergne, are much coarser in quality
than their Portuguese relation, and possibly they
are prepared and dried ditYerently. I make this

observation because in the manufacture of Raisins

there are two methods of drying. The Malaga
Raisin is dried in the sun on the bunch and takes a
fortnight to do. This is our dessert Raisin. The
plum pudding or cooking Raisin, which is culti-

vated between Alicante and Valencia, is also dried

in the sun, but the bunches are previously dipped
into a boiling solution of quicklime and wood
ashes, which splits the skin, and the Raisins are

ready to pack in four days ; but their appearance
and flavour are very inferior to those of the Malaga
production. Something of this sort may be done
with the Prunes in France. My Hop oast observa-

tions might apply also to drying Apple chips,

which come in very useful in winter and spring. I

had some dried over the kitchen range last autumn,
and I assure you they make excellent Apple tarts,

much better than jam or badly kept Apples.

J. Wentwortii Shaw.

SHORT NOTES.—KRUIT.

Groa Maroc Grape.—Mr. Tiowerman has at
llackwoiid this Grape in an early house in an outside

border and in a late house in an inside border. The
result in that the (irapos in the late house are riper

and of luueh better llavour than are tho.>ie in the early

liouse started into growth some two months previonaly.

—U.

Pear Marie Louise d'Uccle.—Tins ia as a
pyrauiid a very favourite I'earat llaekwooil, where it

crops lieavily. Tlio soil thei-e is noiu* too .suitable

for IN'ars, as it ia very stilT and eold, yet aonie aorts

liavo fruited splendidly. Marie Louise d'Uccle carries
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fine handsome tapering fruits. Tliey are of excellent

quality and without doubt this Pear merits a high

place. Whilst the fruits of Marie Louise oft«n spot

Yery much, those of Marie Louise d'UccIe are clear.

Flower Garden.

iris gatesi and its allies.

The Oncocyclus group of Irises, of which

nearly every garden where bulbs are grown

contains at least one or two representatives

in Iris susiana and I. iberica, constitutes a

most interesting class of extremely beautiful

plants. To the true flower lover the bloom-

ing of any of these Irises is always a matter

of importance, for easy as their cultivation is

when well understood, it

is not under indiflerent

treatment tliat they will

flower regularly. In fact

the conditions under
which we are obliged to

grow these children of

the sunny East are so

difierent from Avhat they

are accustomed to at

home, that, in order to

satisfy as far as possible

their natural wants, wo
have to adopt a system

of culture which experi-

ence teaches us is leading

to very satisfactory results.

If we ask for information

as to the natural condi-

tions these Irises arc sub-

jected to at home, we
learn that after a dry,

cold winter, the soil being

covered with a thick coat

of snow, the warming in-

fluence of the spring sun

melts the snow and ice in

a very short time, and that

plant life is suddenly and

forcibly revived after

many months' rest. The
warmth of the sun and

copious rainfall promote

a rapid and strong leaf

growth, and very soon the

flower-stems are pushed

up. Under these latitudes, however, the

heat of the summer sun is almost tropical,

and it literally bakes and completely dries

up the soil, so that the rhizomes of the Irises

after having made a strong leaf-growth are

We cannot leave them in tlie ground like

other Irises, for our sun has no power to

make the soil so dry as to prevent the plants

fiom starting into growth again. Covering

them with lights in order to keep off the rain,

though a capital thing to assist the plants in

ripening up their growth, is not suliicicut to

make the soil as dry as it should be, espe-

cially not in gardens where there is a moist

subsoil, for the drier the upper soil becomes
the more moisture will be drawn up from
underneath by mere capillary action. It may
easily be understood what the fate of the

plants will now be ; the moisture of the soil

forces the eyes of tlie rhizomes to prematurely

start into growth again, and before the sum

Iris Gatesi. Engraved for The Garden from a photograph sent
by C. G. van Tubergen, Jun., Haarlem.

mer has come to an end these will appear

above ground. The tender growths will now
have to battle against the many months of

rainy and frosty weather of our autumn and
winter months, and the inevitable results

plumping up rapidly, and healthy, vigorous
i will be that one after the other of the shoots

eyes—the buds for next year's growth—are ! will dwindle away, never to reappear again,

being formed on both sides of the rhizome,
j

All these calamities, however, may be en-

Starting into growth again is not po.ssible, for ' tirely avoided when they are treated as we do

the absence of any moisture around the plants in Hulland. This method may be described

prevents theni from doing so, and thus a com- in a few words
;
planted in our rich, sandy

plete rest of many months—this important

item in the life of almost every bulbous ]ilant

—is about to commence. The all-important

'luestion, on a satisfactory answering of
i

which the welfare of thes(i Irises in our gar-

'

and very porous soil, we take the.se Irises

out of the ground some three or four weeks
after the blooms have faded ; we cut nil' the

foliage to within '2 inches of the crown, re-

move the soil from between the roots, and

dens entirely depends, now is. How can we place the tubers in a dry, airy place for the

give them this complete rest dui'ing the sum- summer months ; this complete rest and dry-

mer months t I
ing off are really the only secrets in the cul-

1

ture of these Irises. Replanting ought to be

delayed till late in autumn, and the beds

where they are planted be covered to a depth

of about 4 inches of dry leaves, or, better

still, rushes or straw to keep off too sudden
fluctuations in temperature. The rhizomes

will then make their roots during the winter

months, and the young growths will not ap-

pear before April or May when sun and
warmth and every item necessary for the well-

being of the plants can be had.

The oldest representative, and at the same
time one of the most striking of this class of

Irids, is the Mourning Iris, or I. susiana, the

worthy subject of a tine [)late and interesting

article in The Garden for April 11 of this

year. A real gem, though producing a much
smaller flower, is the exquisite I. iberica,

the contrast between the milky white

standards and the deep purple-lirown veined

falls, with their velvety black blotch in the

centre, presenting a must lovely combina-

tion of colours. If I am not mistaken, the

crossing of this with I. susiana has given

birth to such fine vigorous forms as I.

iberica insignis, I. iberica \'^an Houtteana and a

few others. To this class also belongs the

subject of the accompanying engraving, re-

produced from a photo made of one of my
flowering plants of Iris Gatesi. Tliis magni-

ficent Armenian Iris is the veritable prince

of the whole family, vigorous in growth

and producing immense flowers very much
larger than even a very big flower of I.

susiana. To the florist's eye this is simply

a perfect flower, noble in outline and the

petals superbly rounded. The ground colour

of this grand flower is a silvery white, co-

vered with a network of scarcely percep-

tible lines and feathers of a pale purple.

If the relative size of a flower gives it tho

right to be titled the king of the family, then

the one that possesses the loveliest tints may
well be called the queen. The few who hail

the privilege of seeing this queen of the On
eocyclus group, the incomparably beautiful

Iris Lorteti, are loud in tlieir praise about the

beauties of this recently introduced plant.

Found in !May, 1880, by the Erench doctor

Lortet in the southern parts of the Lebanon,

at an altitude of about 2000 feet, this

plant has been of the greatest possible rarity

in European collections ever since, but now I

am happy to say a considerable importation

has lately reached us. The standard sepals

of this superb Iris, the blooms of which are

only a trifle smaller than those of I. Gatesi,

are of a very delicate rose colour, nearly

white, the falls of a pale delicate azure-blue,

heavily splashed and feathered with a dark

brown. Another Oncocyclus Iris from about

the same quarter whicli was also imported this

year in considerable (juantities is the one which

Professor Foster showed in 1888 at one of the

meetings of the K.H.S. This Iris is to bo

sent out next year under the name of Iris

Saari var. Nazarena, and has the standards of

a pure white, but the falls are traversed

with deep brownish veins and feathers,

I'ersia, Syria, and Armenia are still said to

contain many more extremely beautiful mom-
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hers of this magnificent group of Irises, to

whicli also belongs the yellowish coloured I.

lupina, the nearly Ijlack I. atropurpurda, and
the singularly coloured I. paradoxa with its

claw-like lip. If anyone among the many
readers of The Garden has had success with

the cultivation of these Irises by treating his

plants in another way than describetl here, I

hope he will let us have particulars of his ex-

periences, for surely few other classes of

Imlbous plants so fully deserve any amount
of attention bestowed on them as these Irises

do. C. G. VAN TUBERGEN, Jr.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Fragaria vesca tnuricata.—This is a remarkably
beautiful plant seen in fruit, as it now is, and very
distinct from the common British type. The chief

points of difference are the larger size of all the
parts of the plants (this possibly the result

of cultivation), and especially the fruits, which
are very long, also the spines on the traits, which
are in little tufts and of a delicate green colour

;

these, overlying either the green or scarlet pulpy
portion of the berries, are a distinct and pretty fea-

ture, and the frill-like leafy calyx, which Is severely

reflexed and verdant until the fruits decay, also

adds to the attractiveness of the erect stems, that

carry berries in all stages of growth, even so late

as October.

Saxifraga longifolia is justly said to be
" beautiful and even showy in autumn." Precisely

so, and when you have had a long rainy season, how
many alpines can you count of that description ?

Not many in proportion to their numbers ; hence,

we should value all the more those that help to

redeem the general sereness and rankness that

reign. I have jnst measured rosettes 8 inches
across, crisp and silvery. When yon get these
rosettes to come into flower (and consequently lose

the rosettes), you buy your " gold too dear with
silver," for, beautiful as the panicles of white blos-

som are, it is a rueful pleasure to look upon them, as

we see the grand rosettes absorbed and ending their

life (which may have been from two to seven years
long) with the formation of seed. Many I have heard
express a wish to see the flowers of these superb
foliar rosettes, but they have not known what this

implied. "But how can it be helped.'" has been
asked. Well, it cannot entirely perhaps, but
when I hinted that you got them into flower, I

meant that culturally something could be done
either to get them to flower or remain longer as

foliar specimens, the latter at least for a prolonged
period. I have known 'plants seven years old

and 13 inches in diameter. "How is it done?"
Well, I will give one or two general hints that will

help to keep the rosettes going, but I will first

caution you that it you adopt these hints at once,

the result may not be what you expect always, for

there are so many local conditions known and un-

known that might be flower factors that one should
never be too sure, and some specimens may already

have their spikes in embryo for the following sum-
mer's development, and you cannot expect to stop

these. The signs of flowers are almost readable

now in those plants that will blossom next season ;

the signs are comparative swelling in the disc of

the rosette, with a ruddier tint at the base of the

innermost leaves, but the eye must be a practised

one to judge with anything like accuracy, because
the species itself is so variable, and a grower has
to allow for this and the habit of the strain he
possesses. I am rambling from the hints (cultural)

promised, but I cannot pass by the remark about
strains. I have lately seen batches in and from
several gardens where they have been raised, and itis

remarkable how a plant with so few features com-
paratively can " ring the changes." One liatch may
differ individually, but the whole of that batch
will be characterised by sonie one or other of

the following general properties. A blue green hue
and silvery dots on the edges of leaves, foliage nearly

completely overlaid with a silvery exudation. An-

other batch has more the ligulate leaf, the next
the spathulate. Yet another strain will have the
general feature of flatness of rosette, and another
the opposite, so as to have the globular effect. Some
strains have the keeled leaf much more prominent
than others, and so on. Are not these variations due
in a measure to the conditions of their respective
gardens, or the number and kinds of other Saxi-
frages of the Aizoon section that may, be within
pollen reach? But with regard to retarding inflor-

escence by cultural means, do not make the soil too
rich, and make sure of free drainage. A more cer-
tain plan is to plant in a north or west aspect, but
otherwise <|uite exposed. To better explain and at
the same time to give my " reason for the faith," 6co,,

I planted a rock-bed with a number all round, or
at least in all aspects, three years ago. 'J'he plants
all grew well, but those on the south side had
a duration of only two or short of three years in

situ
; they flowered and died. Those on the north

side are yet beautiful rosette forms. So far as I

know, all the other conditions of plants and soil

were the same. I think it reasonable to infer that
I have to thank the north aspect for the desirable pro-
longation of the foliar life. " But I do so like the
flowers," then by all means have them and judge
for yourself it it is the more desirable way, and
then you may raise seedlings, which with some
patience is easy enough. I reason this way

;

No foliage among Saxifrages is so handsome as
that of longifolia, and the longer it keeps in
rosette form, the bigger and more attractive the
rosettes become. If I want flowers I grow among
or near it Saxifraga Cotyledon (pure white), or
S. C.pyramidalis (white with big red spots), or S. C.
gracilis (charming), S. Macnabiana (red and white,
and fragrant), S. lanceolata, S. lantoscana, or the
most beautiful of all, S. 1. superba. All these are
of the Aizoon section and more or less silvery

;

their spikes are big and bold, whilst the flowers
and panicles combined are actually much superior
to my mind to those of longifolia, and all these
kinds go on by self-foliar propagation. So that
supposing one can retard the flowering of this
species, it need not be done at the loss of floral

effect on the rockery. In my view the highest
value is to be placed on this plant in the duller
autumn and winter months. I have long grown
what I believe to be the typical form of this species,
and as there is an important feature about it from
the gardener's point of view, and also an interest-
ing fact for fungi students, I may be permitted to
mention them here. I find no other Saxifrage to
produce what is known as the Saxifrage fungus so
readily as this type here, and I have tried it in
limestone and other classes of root medium. I

think, however, that I have less fungus on this
plant this year than formerly, and scarcely any on
other species and varieties since I largely employed
hard burnt loam. This I give as a top-dressing,
and pot plants are shaken out or divided annually,
and then made up with a good proportion of the
burnt loara.. In other words, I try to invigorate the
plants. The gardener will like this type for the
manner in which it forms tufts of silvery rosettes
of good size and symmetry, and it reproduces itself

by ofl'sets. Itis, however, less in all its parts than
the one-rosette forms.

would protect his young Cauliflower plants. The
pots should be 5-inch, the roots long and strong
and carefully placed in the pots with their young
fibres. Owing to the brittleness of the stem-roots

you may easily break them ; this should be avoided,

as you will want strong growths. If you place the

roots on the potting bench uncovered for twelve or

eighteen hours they will soften and be more pli-

able for bending round the pots. After that take
care and not break them by inserting the labels in

the pots. Halt plunge the pots in ashes or sand,

setting them well up to the glass, and keep on
plenty of air night and day, or even the light entirely

off, until growth is advanced ; then, should late frost

occur, close up at night. This sort of treatment ap-

plies to smaller Narcissi, Snowdrops and Snowflakes

that may be grown in pots for early use Indoors,

the chief advantage being purer flowers.

Colcliicuin byzantinum.— Much may tc said

in praise of this distinct species. It has been in

flower throe weeks — / c, the same roots are

still sending up buds. Each corm can furnish as

many as ten fine flowers, and half the number open
at one time. The cups are short, but shapely, and
the pale purple is touched off with crimson. The
latter colour is a pretty feature in the buds from

the day they show above the soil to that of their

expansion, as it has the effect of a crimson point.

The stout stems rarely fail to support the flowers

in the worst weather. J. Wood.
Woodville, KirhstaU.

Anemones of the pipe-like rooted section, in-

cluding Kobinsoniana, ranunculoides and all the
varieties of nemorosa, may be potted now for the
earlier and better flowers that are to be got by pot
and cold frame culture. A good deal more might
be made of this mode of culture. Let us suppose
the commonest of the section to be under this

treatment, i.e., the common wood Anemone. If

you get this say three weeks before it is seen in

the woods (and you can), with longer, bigger, and
brighter leaves, and cleaner and more delicately
tinted flowers, it docs not need much imagination
to get at the delightful fact that you may have
pots of wood Anemones on your breakfast table,

excelling almost all else as spring foliage and blos-

som as a se.'isonalile table decoration ; and then do
not overlook the variety to be had in the same way.
No forcing should bo done by wiiy of artificial heat

;

when the foliage is advanced it might be protected
from late frosts by mats, the same as a gardener

THE LAWN.
Few things are jirettier than a well-kept lawn.

In itself, the smooth well-mown Grass is always

beautiful, and it is pleasant to walk upon, soft

and elastic to the tread of one's feet as they
sink into the deep mossy turf. But the well-

kept Grass is not, of course, enough in itself
;

so much depends upon its general surroundings

and the trees and shrubs which find a place

upon it. I know of one garden where there

is every facility for having a good lawn, but

instead of making it varied by trees and plants

and shrubs, it is cut out with a smooth, hard,

regular outline in the shape of a huge green

apron, and it always suggests to my mind that

useful article in a housekeeper's dress. That is

just huw not to do it. It is a much more difS-

cult question how to make a lawn really pretty.

I have in my mind's eye, as I write, one of the

most beautiful lawns 1 have even seen. The
smooth expanse of mossy turf stretches away in

front of the house towards the western sea with

a slight dip in the centre, so that the horizontal

line of the blue waters of the English Channel

is plainly seen. On the east side there is a

high bank with line forest trees, here and there

encroaching a little on the grassy sward, and
then drawn back ag.ain to a Uttle distance. The
west side is also bordered with clumps of trees

on the level ground, beneath them a shady

walk, where groups of hardy Cyclamens peep

up at you with their lovely flowers, sometimes

pink and sometimes white, but always tender

and beautiful in the fading autumn, and almost

more attractive in the winter with their lino

marble foliage.

( )u the lawn itself are clumps of Khododen-

drous, interspersed with other large-growing

plants, which have the effect of breaking the

monotony of the level green of the turf, and

also tend to give iUi idea of greater width and

size tliau the lawn would otherwise ha\e. Early

in November one or two inuuenso beds of

Schizostylis cocciuea in full bloom were very

line on this lawn in the part near the house.

Such a lawn can only of course ho found at

a larne country house. Hut in snuvller i>laces

the lawn is at lea.st of ecpial consciiuenco, and

it is important that it slunild be made tlio most

of, and thus be a ple.-isuro to those who live in

an ordinary vicarage or roctoryor small country
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house. In my own case large Plane trees look

exceedingly tall and handsome in one corner of

the lawn, but the fall of the leaves commences
with the first growth of spring and continues

more or less all through the summer ;
otherwise

Plane trees are suitable subjects for a lawn, and

I iind they are often mistaken for Tulip trees,

which are equally beautiful, have the additional

advantage of their quaint flowers, and do not

shed their leaves, according to the bad habit of

Planes. Such large forest trees are, perhaps,

objectionable on the score of the shade, which

is unavoidable, unless they are placed on the

north side of the lawn. Some shade there must
be if the lawn is to be enjoyed in the hot days

of summer, b\it too much of it is very objection-

able, as it interferes so much with the gaiety

and brightness of the flower garden.

If there is room, a Pinus insignia, or Deodar,

or both should occupy a prominent place. The
Wellingtonia is more doubtful, but where there

is space it forms a beautiful object in a few

years, provided the ground is deep and rich

enough for it. P. nobilis is, perhaps, in some
respects the most beautiful of all the Fir tribe.

If there is a shrubbery—and there are few lawns

of any size at all without a shrubbery iii one

corner—it is a tine opportunity for growing
Lilies and Roses in front, and numerous other

low-growing plants which like a rich soil will

look well there.

In my opinion, one of the best ornaments to

the lawn-shrubbery is to be found in growing

amongst other flowering shrubs fruit trees, such

as Pears, Apples and Cherries. They are all

beautiful in flower, and some Pear trees, espe-

cially the liouise Bonne of Jersey, are also

beautiful and stately in their mode of growth.

Medlars take up a great deal of room, because

of their spreading branches, but the flower is

very pretty and the fruit also. Plum trees

have not a pretty mode of growth, but in early

spring when covered with flower they are orna-

mental, and it is at least interesting to see bunches
of red Victoria Plums hanging on the boughs
in autumn. I am in favour of pretty fruit

trees, tall standards, bushes or pyramids placed

conspicuously in large wide flower borders, or

in shrubberies near the lawn. Few people have
too much fruit, and if they have, they can give

it away to those who will be thankful for the

present. But I recommend planting fruit trees

ou lesthetic grounds pure and simple. I think
they form beautiful objects, and if they are use-

ful also in the production of fruit, so much the

better.

But another great ornament to the lawn may
be found in single specimens of large plants and
shrubs. I have, for instance, an immense bush
of Bambusa Metake, fully 10 feet high and as

much through. It stands not very far from the
Plane trees and enjoys their shade. The weight
of snow this year bent it to the ground, but it

shook it off again, and appeared to be none the
worse for the load it had been forced for a while
to bear. Its peculiar growth makes it extremely
interesting, and being an Evergreen it is well

suited to form a single specimen plant. Not far

from this on a small rockery a fine plant of

Arundinaria falcata is a beautiful object in sum-
mer. This being deciduous is not adapted for

a specimen plant, but its light feathery rods are

exceedingly pretty. It is a much more pleasing
plant than Bambusa aurea, which is more fre-

quently seen in borders and rockeries.

For small beds near large ones on the lawn
few things are prettier than large - growing
plants of Canna and Ricinus or Giant Hemp.
The last-named goes ott' rather too early in the
autumn, but both the Indian Shot and Castor-
oil plants remain in all their beauty till cut

down by the frost. Large beds of mixed peren-

nials always look well if judiciously placed so as

not to disturb the even surface of the lawn too

much or to cut it up in pieces. A new method

of ornamenting the Grass has come into fashion

of late years—that is, dibbling in bulbs of Cro-

cuses, ifec, and covering them with rich soil. No
doubt when in flower such bulbs have a charm-

ing ett'ect, but if the practice is indulged in too

much, it must be to the detriment of the smooth

surface of the lawn. Cyclamens look exceed-

ing well planted round the roots of large trees,

and in such a place they do not, of course, in-

terfere with the smoothness of the Grass. Cer-

tain corners of the lawn may generally be found

where hundreds of Crocuses can be inserted in

the Grass, and then they will be a beautiful sight

in early spring. But surely they must be care-

fully kept away from the smooth breadth of

well-kept Grass on the lawn.

In speaking of forest trees just now I forgot

for the moment the Acacia, one of the must

beautiful, not as a specimen tree, like the Plane

or Tulip tree standing out alone, but in a corner

or in a fence the light graceful leaves of Acacia

are always pretty, and the flowers, which are

sometimes produced in great abundance, form an

additional attraction to this favourite tree.

Its growth is singularly rapid, but it seems to

be short-lived ; a large tree, not more than

twenty-five years old, which stands in the

garden in front of my house, flowered slightly

this summer, but is now quite dead.

A Gloucestershire Parson.

herbaceous plant. Therefore it is really impera-

tive, to prevent mistakes and disappointments hence-

forth, that some clearly defined decision should be

given if any individual or any body be competent

to pronounce it. If Lilies, for instance, be ex-

cluded as well as Colchicnms, and they were so

excluded in this case, why not all tuberous-rooted

hardy plants as well ; Where are we to stop ?

Perhaps-the theory of the botanists is that whilst

Liliums, or Colchiums, or other bulbous plants may
have long lives, yet the roots change every year-
are, in fact, of annual production. If that be the

ground of the decision, then let us have such ground

clearly defined and fully accepted, because then

no bulbous-rooted plants can be classed as peren-

nials. Probably, in many cases, not only hardy

Liliums, but Cape Hyacinths, Tritonias, Ornitho-

galums, &c., have been shown as hardy perennials,

and acknowledged as such. Thus it may now hap-

pen that any exhibitor will never know when
he is safe or what he is to exhibit in classes

described as hardy perennials or hardy herbaceous

plants. Practically it would seem in the estima-

tion of those who draw up schedules that these

terms are synonymous.—A. D.

Freesias.—Although I have hitherto succeeded

in growing these satisfactorily, there is one point

connected with them which has puzzled me. My
bulbs started freely and bloomed very well, but as

soon as they got into free growth they seemed to be

attlicted with weakness near the soil, to the extent

of needing some support. This occurred several

years in succession, and, feeling sure that it was not

natural to Freesias to behave in this manner, I

came to the conclusion that my treatment must in

some way be detective. I have now, I believe,

discovered my error, which it is possible that others

beside myself may have fallen into. It is well

known that bulbous flowers grown in pots start

much better and make more vigorous growth if

watering can be avoided until root-action has fairly

commenced. 15y covering the pots with some light

material, this desired end is attained, and, knowing

that Freesias are rather capricious as regards start-

ing, I treated them in this way. This I now find to

be the cause of the defect above alluded to. When
the young growths appear they are naturally some-

what blanched, and although they soon become

green when exposed to light and air, a weakness

remains in that portion of the plant which later on

renders some support indispensable. Instead of

covering them in this way I now stand the pots in

a frame and cover the glass with a mat, so that

from the time the first growths appear they get a

fair amount of air, and it is easy to take off the

covering for an hour or two on sunny days, and

wholly when the weather is dull. Thus managed,

they start freely enough and are strong and sturdy

from the beginning. Very little, if any, water is

needed until they can be fully exposed to the sun

and a free circulation of air.

—

J. C. B.

What is a perennial ?—When a collection

of hardy cut flowers is disqualified because it in-

cludes flower.< of a common Colchicum, one of tlie

very hardiest and most enduring of aU garden bulbs,

it becomes obvious that an authoritative definition

of what is a hardy perennial is sadly needed. The

matter was somewhat complicated by the admis-

sion in another class of flowers of a seedling Pent-

stemon, which plant every hard winter shows is

not hardy. It is not merely that mistakes eitlier

on the part of judges or exhibitors in refer-

ence to what is a hardy perennial are frequent,

but also in regard to what is held to be a liar.iy

Trees and Shrubs,

TREES AT WICKHAM COURT.

Than the fine old Oaks and Beeches, the

healthy Conifers and uncommon trees and

shrubs, principally of the ornamental type, it

would be a matter of difticulty to pick out an

estate that would be of greater interest to the

tree-lover than Wickham Court, Sir John

Lennard's country residence. But not only for

its old and remarkable trees is Wickham Court

of interest, for both historically and for the

beauty of its situation it can compare with any

within easy access of the great metropolis.

The famous Oak tree from which the great

painter Millais took his " Proscribed Royalist,"

the walk of Anne Boleyn,and the fine old building

with its embattled walls and angular towers are

all worthy of inspection, and cannot fail to

attract the attention even of those whose forte

is principally the vegetation of the places they

visit.

By the private path leading to the quaint

old church on the hill, with its ancient lich-gate

and delightful peal of bells, stand three Oaks of

giant proportions, the first being 22 feet 1 inch

in girth at a yard from the ground, and

with a branch-spread of 09 feet, and the

second exactly 21 feet in girth, a branch-

spread of fully 78 feet, and a height of

about 0,5 feet. The third is rather smaller.

They stand in triangular shape with plenty of

room for liranch-spread, and as the ground

slopes gently and is covered with the richest

verdure, these fine old remnants of one of the

Kentish forests are placed to the best advantage.

The exact site of these trees is at the bottom of

what is known as Artists' Lane, and where

the private church path above referred to leaves

the public road. In the same wood with those,

but on higher ground, are several other Oaks

of unusual size, one of which on measuring I

found to be 21 feet inches at a yard up. The

( »ak8 were all healthy and with a good supply

of bright green foliage, while hollows in the

stems were of no uncommon occurrence. Beech

trees in the same wood tlirive remarkably well,

several within a stone's throw of the latter Oak

being between 70 feet and 80 feet high, and

with well rounded, clean stems from 1(1 foot to

12 feet in girth. The soil is gravelly—indeed

almost in [jlaces pure rough gravel with cmly a

spit of loam on top. In the same plantation, but

on the lower or Keston side and on the edge

of the public path, is the Oak that liaa been
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made famous from Millais' pictxire of tlie

" Proscribed Royalist " having been taken from
it. It is about 40 feet high, has a stem-girth

of 17 feet 7 inches, and a branch-spread of 48
feet. The centre is hollow almost to ground
level, and I found the inside diameter to be 4

feet 2 inches by fully 3 feet. It is in good
health, and should no accident befall it, it will

last for many years to come. The roots, particu-

larly on the lower side, extend above ground
in a flat table-like manner for in some places

as much as 7 feet from the base of the stem.
Anne Boleyn's walk runs almost at right

angles to the mansion house, and is sheltered

on either side, and for a distance of GO yards,
by well-kept Yew hedges placed at 1(> feet

apart. Each hedge is ] 5 feet wide, and has a
clipped surface of 34 feet, the tops being
slightly wedge-shaped. Between the hedges is

a perfectly level carpet of well-kept green
award. Near this, or rather between it and
the house, stands a fine old specimen of the
Lebanon Cedar, while still nearer the buiUling
a far-spreading Mulberry seems quite at home,
it covering a ground surface of fully 3G feet,

though only about 12 feet in height.

On the lawn are not a few goodly specimens
of the more ornamental class of trees, including
such good things as a Catalpa bignonioides (the
Indian Bean) fully 30 feet high, spreading out-
wards for 36 feet, and girthing at a yard up
7 feet 2 inches. This is certainly the finest

furnished Catalpa that I have yet seen, and
being in full flower was really beautiful. Tree
Box is not very common, but alongside the
Catalpa was a healthy, somewhat pendent speci-
men of fully 25 feet high, and spreading
laterally for 18 feet. Prince Albert's Spruce
(Abies Albertiana) seemed unusually healthy.
It covered a diameter of 33 feet, the height
not much more. It is a lovely and distinct
Fir, but one that, unfortunately, we do
not see often enough. The deciduous Cy-
presses are, however, the chief points of attrac-
tion, from the distinct pale green hue of the
finely-divided foliage and neat, though not stifi'

habit of growth. One of the largest must have
been nearly 50 feet high, the spread of branches
which come down to near ground-level being
27 feet. The Irish Yews and Irish Junipers
were both unusually fine, and I noticed a nice
standard specimen of the well-known wall plant
Pjrus japonica. A fine old Weymouth Pine
about 5.") feet high is a comspicuous object on
the lawn, the sea-green foliage being so
markedly different from everything else around.
Some weird old English Elms with giant stems,
and whose tops rise to a dizzy height, shelter
one side of the lawn, and magnificent objects
they are, though perhaps not a whit better than
those at the churchyard- gate a stone's throw
oir.

The house is neatly and naturally covered
with such creepers as Magnolia graudiflura,
Ampelopsis Veitchi, and the better forms of Ivy
and Clematis. A. D. W.

and very dark green, while, in common with the
minor twigs, they are arranged in a very regular

manner. It usually assumes the character of a

low spreading bush, which advances at a moderate
rate in a horizontal direction. It is especially

effective during the autumn, as the berries, which
are about the size of those of the other small Cotone-
asters, are far brighter than any of them, being of

a rich vermilion tint, which is intensified by the
dark green of the foliage. As autumn advances,
many of the leaves change to various shadesof bright
red and remain in this stage for some time before
they drop. The foliage towards the points of the
shoots is retained longer than the rest, and this

gives to a plant a somewhat singular appearance.
It is by no means devoid of interest in the spring,

as at that time the young freshly-expanded foliage

is remarkably bright and glossy ; then, a little later,

the entire specimen will be thickly studded with
pretty little pinkish white blossoms. This Cotone-
aster is a native of China, from whence it was
introduced by the Abbe Armand David in 1885.

It withstood the severe weather of last winter
without injury, so that it may be regarded as per-

fectly hardy. As the demand tor the better class

of shrubs appears to be on the increase, this

Cotoneaster will doubtless, in common with many
others, be grown to a considerable extent by
those nurserymen who make a feature of ornamen-
tal shrubs. It will strike root readily from cuttings,

in addition to which seeds are often ripened, from
which plants can be raised in quantity.—T.

very attractive, being in profuse flower Hodgins'
Holly, with its large lustrous leaves, is in fine

health. The varieties of Bamboo best suited to

garden culture are making good-sized plants; so

also are the best of the Phormiump, the variegated

form of P. tenax being here quite hardy. The Blue
Gum (Eucalyptus globulus) was punished very se-

verely last winter. The Bays are of noble propor-

tions, these, fortunately, not having been injured

during the past severe winter. VlsiTOE.

Garden Flora.

Cotoneaster horizontalis.— Several notices
of this have within the last two or three years
appeared in The Gakden, but it is impossible to
say too much in favour of such a charming little

shrub, which undoubtedly has a great future be-
fore it. It belongs to the smaller-growing section
of Cotoneasters, represented by such well-known
species as C. microphylla and C. buxifolia, but in-

stead of being evergreen, as they are, (;. horizon-
talis loses the greater part if not i|uite all of its

leaves during a mild winter, while when severe it

ic totally decichious. The specilic name of this
Cotoneaster is derived from the arranf^ement of
the branches, which are fiat, frond-like, and dis-

posed almost horizontally. The leaves are small

NOTES FROM THE PLAS, TAN-Y-BWLCH.
Many Conifers thrive surprisingly well at The
Plas, the Welsh residence of Mr. W. E. Oakeley

;

the soil and surroundings appear to suit them ad-
mirably. Several form prominent objects by rea-
son of the choice of position, standing out boldly in

places, the ground sloping away from them ; thus
whether seen from above or below they present a
fine appearance. Judicious advantage has been
taken of the natural surroundings of this beautiful
spot, situated, as it is, upon the hillside facing the
Vale of Festiniog, with the miniature or toy rail-

way skirting the crest of the hill-top hundreds of feet
above the garden, and with well-clothed mountain
slopes upon the opposite side of the vale. Crypto-
meria japonica is to be seen in several spots, the
specimens fine and healthy, with more dense
growth than is often seen, and of a fresh green
colour. Some of these are making fine growth,
partially protected by forest trees. Other Conifers,
as Arancaria imbricata, Cedrus Deodara, and the
Hemlock Spruce, are of large dimensions. An
erect form of Juniper presents a most striking
effect upon elevated ground. Picea Nordmanniana,
Pinus insignis, and P. Cembra are also important
specimens. Abies polita is thriving well ; this is a
most distinct Fir from the lustrous smoothness of
its foliage. Although introduced as far back as
18(il by Mr. John Gould Veitch, this fine variety is

not seen nearly so much in gardens as its merits
deserve. Abies Alcoquiana, another Veitchian in-

troduction of the same date, and a splendid repre-
sentative of the Spruce family, with its most dis-

tinctive feature of a deep glaucous shade upon the
underside of the leaves, is here of good dimensions

:

it is a most promising Fir. Cupressus Lawsoniana
aurea makes a striking feature with its rich colour-
ing ; this is a fine variety

; so also is C. L. glauca,
which, if not .so showy, is none the less beautiful.
Retinosporas grow freely enough at The Plas, and
are in beautiful condition. The forms of R. obtusa
and plumosa with R. filifera are handsome plants.
Rhododendrons grow as freely as llrambles and are
seeding in profusion ; the shallow soil upon the
rocks suits them admirably. Mr. Roberts (the gar-
dener) evidently takes great delight in the many
Conifers and .shrubs under his charge, many of
which are of his own planting. He wisely pursues
a system of thinning out, which is often neglected,
to the injury of the plants, ere they have often-
times reached specimen size. Other good things
upon the lawn consist of a remarkably fine tree of
the Ash-leaved Walnut, which is (juite a distinct
variety ; Fuchsia Riccartoni and F. gracilis are

PLATE 827.

PlilMULA POISSUNI.*

This is a now and beautiful Priinroso, similar

in habit to P. Japonica and posses.seJ of all

those excellent qualities which have made
the latter so popular in garden.s. In colour

1'. Poi.ssoni varies, and tlio artist has not

been fortunate in the plant seleeted for ii<s,\iv-

ini,' here, some, in fact most, of the plants

which have flowered at Kew this year being

of a rich rosy mauve with a bright yellow

eye. Hitherto P. Poissoni has only been

tested as a plant for the cold greenhouse or

frame, and it may, therefore, yet prove to be

quite hardy, or at least as hardy as P. ja-

ponica, which in the south of England is

perfectly at home on a moist bank or on the

margins of ponds, like the common Primrose.

The Kew plants of P. Poissoni were ob-

tained as seedlings from the Jardin desPlantes,

Paris, two years ago. They were grown in a

greenhouse in a position close to the glass, and

were planted in a rich loamy soil kept fairly

moist all the yeai' round. They formed a dense

tuft of glaucous green spoon-shaped leaves

with a conspicuously broad midrili and mar-

gins clothed with very araall teeth. In the

spring of this year their sjiikes appeared and

by Juno they were in full flower. The

tallest plants were 2 feet high, and bore from

three to five whorls of flowers on each spike.

Some of the plants produced four spikes and

one had six. But I learn from 1*1. Lemoine,

of Nancy, who is offering this Primula among

his new plants for this year, that it began to

bloom with him in June and continued until

Septomlier, and that one plant formeil a large

clumi) with twelve flower-spikes. M. Lemoine

is of opinion tliat if it proves hardy it will

be su|ieri(n' to 1'. japonica. Seeds have been

matured by the Kew plants, but none have

germinated yet. In its habit of producing

ofl'sets frcidv, P. Poi.ssoni is like P. japonica
;

indeed, then' are many jioints of resemblance

between tliese two species. At the same time

they are well characterised and need never be

mistaken for each other, the texture and shape

of their leaves, the colour of their flowers, and

tiu) form of their calyx and capsule being

ipiite diU'ereut.

For the intr(jduction of P. Poissoni, horti-

culture is indi'bted to a French missionary,

the Abbe Delavay, who discovered it in

Yunnan, in China, about si.x years ago and

s(!nt seeds of it to Paris. Although tlio

province of Yunnan is in the .soiilli of China,

• Drawn fur TiiK Gakdkn in tlie Hoyid Gardene,

Kew, by Miss A. M. Shrimptou, June 11, 1891. Litho-

gi-apiiod and printed by Guillaume Severoyus.
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yet from the fact that Delavay fdUiid tliis

Primrose at an elevation of between 6000

feet and 7000 feet, it may prove capable^ of

\vithstaudin,i,' our climate, llesides this species,

Dolavay found seventeen other new Primroses

in this same province, and some of them are

at least as beautiful as P. Poissoni. The

number of Primulas now known in the

Chinese flora is forty-three, eight only of

winch are in culti\ation. These are :
P.

sinensis, P. obconica, P. japonica, P. Pois-

soni, P. nivalis, P. cortusoides, P. denticu-

lata, and P. sikkimensis. The last three are

not peculiar to China, but e.vtend into

Northern India. The arrangement of the

flowers in several -whorls on an erect scape

is peculiar to six species of Primula, viz.,

P. japonica, P. Poissoni, P. imperialis, P.

prolifera, P. serratifolia, and P. Jlaximo-

wiczi. The two last named are not in culti-

vation, although evidently very handsome-

flowered kinds. They are natives of the

same region as P. Poissoni, and were two of

the disco\-eries of Delavay. "W. W.

Kitchen Garden.

AUTUMN DIGGING.

During the present and the following month in

many gardens all vacant plots of ground will be

either deeply dug, ridged, or trenched, as the

cise miy ba. Such a course sounds rational

enough, and undoubtedly many soils are bene-

fited by such action, but not all. I daresay I

have one of the most stubborn soils that it is

possible to work, and uch as some people would

jump to the conclusion as just the soil that

would require autumn digging to get it into a

friable condition. Such is not the case, and I

never feel the least anxious to get it turned up
before the middle or latter end of February.

True, we might by the practice of autumn dig-

ging have an inch or so of the surface brought

into a pulverised state V)y the time required for

sowing or planting in the early spring months,

but this would be the only advantage, as the

under soil would be a wet and unkindly mass.

All clay soils are not alike, and the autumn and
winter rains act differently upon them. Many
people dig the ground over merely to have it

tidy for the wintei-, or to get the work forward.

Certainly autumn digging has its advantages,

and where such a course will benefit the soil

nothing can be said against it. By the time

this appears in print many will be thinking of

proceeding with the work, and some probably

will be entering on fresh duties with a totally

different soil to what they may have been
accustomed to. There are more mistakes made
with clay soils than any other, as those which

are easily workable with a due amount of sand

or grit in their composition may generally be

got into a pulverised condition if worked at any
time, whether autumn, winter, or spring. Firm
ground always lies drier during the winter than

that which has been autumn dug, and if anyone
doubts this, let him try for himself. All that is

necessary is to turn a portion up in the

autumn, and theu during a dry time in

February to turn up a portion of undug
along with the former and note the diti'er-

ence. Those people who may only have had
soil to deal with which crumbles to pieces

almost as soon as touched are not aware of the

difficulties there are to contend against in get-

ting heavy clayey soil into a fine tilth. Such

soils, certainly when properly worked, are

generally highly productive, so every means

should be taken to liring them into a

friable condition. Upon our very heavy clay

soil all ground not under crops I hoe and clean

over during a dry time in the autumn, so as to

expose the surface as much as possible. Upon
such exposed ground the frost takes as much
or even more effect than it does on a loose

surface. By leaving the ground undug, but

free from weeds and rubbish, until during a

dry time at any period in the month of Feb-

ruary, I guarantee th.it in three weeks or a

month after that date the soil will work like the

proverbial bed of ashes. Upon firm undug

ground the rains are drained away through the

channels formed by worms. In my remarks

on digging I have not alluded to the tool which

I consider the best for the work, and this is a

good five-tined fork. This useful garden tool

should be used in every possible instance.

Spades .should only be used for working oyer

very light ground. On some soils autumn dig-

ging is an advantage, if only from the fact

of the ground being dug over, so as to push

the work forward before the busy period arrives,

but I would never hurry the work on this ac-

count alone. I never remember ground to

have worked better than it did during the

commencement of March, as the winter frosts

took such an effect upon the soil, and then

the spell of fine weather which occurred

during February enabled the digging to be

speedily performed. 1 know several instances

where people lamented the condition of their

land during the winter months, thinking that

on account of its not being turned up in the

autumn it would work badly during the follow-

ing spring, but they were agreeably surprised,

and the experience thus gained was a lesson

well taught for subsequent treatment of the

soil. It must be understood that by leaving

these clay soils to be dug at the time stated,

they require from three weeks to a month from

the time of digging to cropping, for if sowing

should immediately follow, the soil would be so

tough and leathery that the seed would fail to ger-

minate or the seedlings grow kindly afterwards.

It will therefore be seen that discretion is needed

,

and such being the case, I do not think anyone

will regret February digging for heavy clay

soils. Where autumn digging may be practised

the soil should be thrown up as roughly as pos-

sible, and the old practice of ridging may be

carried out with advantage. Unless for gettuig

rid of the larva? of insects, very light soils are

best dug just before cropping, as being thus in

better condition for the well-doing of the future

crop, and the manure is also more available

for the crops. A. Y A.

Young Carrots.—In those cases where pro-

vision has been made for keeping up a supply of

young Carrots by either sowing in frame?, to be

covered when inclement weather arrives, or by sow-

ing in sandy soil in the open, the roots will not

require protecting wliilst the weather remains fine

and open, but directly there is a change the frame

crops must be protected from frost by suitable

covering as the state of the weather admits. With

the crop in the open the course of procedure is

somewhat different. In this case the whole

border must be covered over with a sulBcient thick-

ness of either dried Fern or litter, so as to guard

against any possible injury from frost. In some

districts, where the soil is of a light and sandy

description, young Carrots may be so protected

that young roots may be had throughout the winter.

Care must be taken only to apply the covering

whilst the surface is dry. If the weather remains

fine and open, even until the early part of Novem-

ber, the covering may remain off, but in the case

of frame crops the lights had better now be re-

placed.—A. Y. A.

LATE PEAS.

At this season a few dishes of Peas form an agree

able addition to the list of vegetables. In the

northern parts of the kingdom there is no difficulty

in getting a fair supply of late Peas, but in the

south and on light sandy or gravelly soils it is cot

so easy. With careful selection of varieties and

special cultivation this difficulty may to a great

extent be minimised. In many gardens, especially

near towns, a difficulty arises in procuring stakes

for very tall kinds, another objection being that late

Peas suffer from mildew, much of this no doubt

arising from dryness at the roots. In many
instances the moisture does not reach the roots, the

large amount of top throwing off the wet. On the

other hand, in small gardens tall- growing Peas are

not the most profitable. I have observed in many
villa gardens what a lot of space might have been

saved had suitable varieties been sown. A little

advice to amateurs in this way would often be

valuable and ground and time saved. From the

above remarks many would suppose I had an objec-

tion to tall Peas, but such is not the case. I am of

opinion that tall kinds require better cultivation,

especially on light soils. As is now well known,

late Peas may be had by sowing some of the

first and second earlies for the purpose, but the

greatest difficulty with many of the earlier kind?,

especially the white-seeded ones, in very favour-

able seasons is that t hey are soon over and become

hard, and therefore not fit for table. In cold sea-

sons they are not so bad, but even then the green-

wrinkled marrows are far before them and con-

tinue bearing longer.

Those who cannot grow tall kinds such as Ne
Plus Ultra would do well to grow Sturdy, a cross, I

believe, between Veitch's Perfection and Ne Plus

Ultra, the Peas when cooked having very much
of the green colour of Ne Plus I'ltra with the

beautiful flavour of that excellent garden Pea

Veitch's Perfection, and the dwarf habit of the

latter, viz., about 3 feel", thus requiring little staking

and less room than taller Peas. Having at one time

a demand for late Peas, I gave Sturdy a trial and

always grew it afterwards. In mild autumns I have

had dishes till late in November by covering over

at night with alight shading for protection against

frost. I also sowed a tew short rows on a south

border, and when 18 inches high pinched the points

out, causing a dwarf bushy growth. These 1 should

have remarked were our latest lot, and having

plenty of odd lights and frames, I covered when

frost came, freely exposing in the daytime, thus

keeping up a late supply. Though I did not get as

heavy a crop as in the open, a few late dishes were

most acceptable. Omega is also very good for late

work. This is a dwarf Ne Plus lltra and grows

about 2 feet high, therefore more readily protected

than tall growers. Another excellent Pea against

a wall sown late and in suitable soil is Maclean's

Best of All, a good marrow of a nice green colour

with wrinkled Peas of fine flavour and a dwarf

grower. There are also others, but as I have not

grown them I do not know their qualities, and the

above are, I consider, far in adv.ance of the early

white kinds, which may come in earlier, but are

much inferior in flavour. When tall Peas are grown

for late use they require different treatment to

those grown earlier in the season, and though in

unfavourable seasons there is not always a cer-

tiiinty of a crop, when room can be spared a few

rows are worth the trouble, as if they do suc-

ceed they are highly prized. On light land a good

trench should be prepared a spade deep or more

and the width of the spade, and filled m with

thoroughly decayed manure, placing some soil

over and "sowing the Peas. These Peas must be

sown thinly, and the soil taken from the trench

should be placed evenly along the sides to re-

tain the moisture, as in dry weather flooding
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with water will be necessary. Tall sticks will not
be wanted for the late Peas, as they should be
topped when 3h feet high, so that 4-feet stakes
will be ample. The topping or pinching causes
the haulm to branch and to come into bloom
sooner than would be the case if left longer. Time
of sowing and varieties must, to a certain extent,
be guided by localities and soil, so that a given
date cannot be advised. I have sown Sturdy late
in July with great success for late use and fur pro-
tecting with frames, bat in the north that date
would be too late. I treated French Beans much
in the same way with equal success, covering with
frames or lights on a warm south border, always
getting a good set on these last named before cover-
ing over. G. Wythes.

THE POTATO DISEASE.
The following very interesting account as to
the trial of the sulphate of copper for the pre-
vention of the Potato disease appeared lately in
the Times :—
Having now ctmpleted our trials of the new

remedy recommended by M. Prilleux for the cure
of the Potato disease (Peronospora infestans), and
the result proving an unqualified success, we think
there may be many to whom the particulars of our
trial would be interesting. As everybody knows
who has had experience in growing Potatoes, dis-

ease is much more general in a wet season than in
a dry one. It was, therefore, only to be expected
that it would be prevalent this autumn. For the
purpose of our experiment, we marked off a plot in
our nursery, measuring 1)0 feet by (50 feet, free and
open in aspect, and almost level, the soil being
rather a deep loam, resting on a bed cf red clay.
We planted the drills the short way of the piece
and put in ten different varieties of Potatoes,
some of them being kinds that had been in
cultivation for many years ; some comparatively
new varieties of American origin ; and two
which have not yet been put into commerce.
We staked off 8 feet at each end of the drills right
across, leaving the middle (44 feet) untreated. The
8 feet at the top we treated according to the Jensen
method of high-moulding, that is, to cast up from
between the rows snlVicient soil to cover the haulm,
and then flatten it down on the top of the drUl. The
object aimed at in this treatment is to prevent the
disease, which first attacks the leaves, travelling
down the stem to the tuber. The 8 feet at the other
end of each drill at the bottom of the piece we
treated according to the formula given by M. Pril-
leux, with which most successful results have been
attained in France. The middle of the piece, beyond
the ordinary treatment of earthing up and hoeing,
we left untouched. In due course, first the early,
then the middle crop, and then the later varieties
showed signs of ripening, but a very remarkable
thing was that while in every drill signs of maturity
were quite plain, the decay of the haulm stopped
short as soon as the drill ran into the n feet treated
by the new remedy. At that end the stalks were
green and vigorous, and so they remained until past
the middle of September, whUe the upper portion
and the middle of the drills had ripened off nearly
a month before. The effect of keeping the plants
growing for a longer term must have tended to an
increased yield, and thus proved the solution to be
a stimulant as well as a remedy.
On digging the different lots, although some

were heavier croppers than others, and some were
more diseased (the Dean and the Village Black-
smith, both coloured sorts, being the worst in that
respect), the comparative results of the different
courses of treatment tallied to a remarkable extent
in all the sorts. The top piece, treated on the
Jensen system, was a little diseased, but not
much, the middle piece (II feet), which was
not treated at all, was very badly affected,
whilst the bottom, which had been syringed
with the salts of copper solution, had escaped
with an infinitesimal proportion of disease, in one
case—that of a new sort named Prodigious—not
a single tuber being affected, and in tlie case of
the others not more than 2 to I per cent. Com-
paring the yield of sound tubers, the French

remedy stands as six, the Jensen method as
four, and the " trust-to-Providence " course as
three, in proportion to each other. The formula
we used was as follows : 3 lb. of sulphate of
copper and 1 lb. of quicklime to 20 gallons of
water, applied to the foliage at the rate of 110
to 150 gallons per acre. In preparing the solu-
tion, the sulphate of copper should be dissolved
in a wooden tub, the quicklime slaked in another
tub, and, when thoroughly slaked, mixed with the
copper solution. The solution should then be well
stirred, and when the liquid is being drawn off for
use it should be again stirred to ensure an even dis-
tribution of the salts of copper. We applied the
solution with a common garden syringe, but for a
large area a portable bucket with a spray-nozzled
hose-pipe would be better. The crumpled foliage
sorts retain the liquid more than the smooth-
leaved ones, such as Early Puritan or Beauty of
Hebron, and the effect of our serving all the
sorts alike was to cause the wrinkled ones to wear
rather a seared look for a week or two after they
had been treated. We only applied one dose, on
the 24th of July, after the disease had shown itself,

but two applications during the season are recom-
mended, say, one about the end of June or early in
July, and the second about the end of July or be-
ginning of August.
The conclusion we have come to as the result of

our trial is that if the copper solution is applied
before disease has appeared, it will act as a pre-
ventive ; if after that, as a remedy ; in any case it

acts as an invigorator. And if, as was the case in our
experiment, an expenditure of Ss. per acre for
chemicals (that is the cost of the copper and lime) in
preventing or curing the disease makes a difference
of a hundred per cent, in the yield of sound Pota-
toes, it is well worthy of a good trial by everyone
interested in Potato-growing.

Robert Vbitch and Son.
27ie Ih»jal Nurseries, Exeter.

STATE OF CELERY CROPS.
It is not often that Celery is to be seen in such a
promising state as it is this season. A showery
summer sometimes misleads cultivators, there not
being nearly enough rainfall to keep pace with the
demands of the Celery, and yet, owing to ne-
glect in testing the actual state of the soil in the
trenches, cultivators not nnfreqnently fail to sup-
ply them with the much-needed moisture from the
watering-pot. This summer the rains have been
remarkably heavy at times, the soil in the
Celery trenches being thoroughly moistened ac-
cordingly. As a consequence the growth of the
plants when once they got well established was
strong, the stalks being solid and the hearts crisp
and sweet. Celery maggot has in our case been
conspicuous by its absence ; in fact I never saw
less of it in my life, plenty of moisture above and
below ground evidently proving fatal to the grubs
and flies. As might have been expected, slugs are
more plentiful than usual, and these, if allowed to
have it all their own way, will greatly disfigure the
Celery, the hearts as well as the outer stalks suffer-

ing. In all probability the plants will also be
more than ordinarily susceptible to injury from
severe frosts, a sappy growth and over-moist root-
run being against long keeping. This being
well understood, extra pains ought to be taken
with the moulding up. The least that can be done
is to use soot very freely about the Celery stalks,
as this, though not approved of by those who trim
and wash the " sticks," is yet one of the best pre-
ventives of slug attacks. Surrounding the Celery
with either fine ashes or fine ballast also keeps off

the slugs and favours longer keeping. As a rule
Celery is not moulded up nearly high enough, es-
pecially by amateurs, who seem to be afraid of
smothering the leaves. When the whole or greater
portion of the leaves is exposed to severe frosts,

these are liable to be completely killed, and the
rapid downward spread of decay soon readies the
hearts. When, however, the soil is banked up
sufficiently to enclose from one-half to three parts
of the leaves, the tips only protruding, this being
done before severe frosts are experienced, the

damage done is slight and the decay does not
rapidly spread accordingly. In flat positions grips
should be formed for taking off the top water,
saturated ground being the coldest and most
frost-inviting. I. M. H.

Mercury, or Good Xing' Henry.—This is

an excellent substitute for Spinach, and of a
perennial iharacter. Root-cuttings obtained by di-

viding old plants may be set out at any time in
spring, in good land, in rows 15 inches to 18 inches
apart, and a foot apart in the rows. It requu-es
very little care afterwards beyond an annual
mulching with manure. The leaves are gathered
and cooked like Spinach. In spring the young
shoots, when they first start away, and are 3 inches
or 4 inches long, are sometimes tied up and cooked
like Asparagus. It has rather a rougher flavour

than Spinach ; but I never knew anyone who had
grown and eaten it that did not like it.—H.

THE WEEK'S WORK.

PLANT HOUSES.
Stove.—Propagating Crotoks.—The present is

an excellent time for attending to this work. In
my own case I have had some of the best of plants

for decorative use by striking now. To succeed
well a close pit with bottom-heat is necessary, for

none of the cuttings should be allowed to flag in the

slightest after having been taken from the plant.

The best way is to let the cuttings remain in the
water-tank for about an hour before inserting them
in the soil ; one cutting in a 2i-lnch pot for those

of medium size, whilst 3-inch pots can be used for

larger ones. The pots should be plunged to the

rim, the cuttings be given a good watering, and the
pit be kept close. After-attention will consist

chiefly in attending to the cuttings, seeing that

there is a good amount of humidity in the pit, at

the same time guarding against too much. In
about a fortnight or three weeks they will be root-

ing. As soon as this is found to be the case a little

air should be given, a crack lieing left on regularly,

it it does not make the young plants flag, both by
day and night. This should be increased until the

lights can be left up. It is not well to disturb

them, however, for a few days longer, and when
taken out they should be plunged again in a little

warmth if possible in the ordinary way. Then another
batch can if necessary be put in to take their place.

The striking is now rendered easier than it would
otherwise be because of the increase in the warmth
of the pipes to maintain the required temperature
of the house, and it may be continued all through
the winter with success under favourable condi-

tions. As soon as the plants have well filled these

small pots with roots, one slight shift should be
given them and then be replunged in the bottom-
heat, cocoa fibre being about the best plunging
material. Any who are not fortunately possessed

of a propagating pit may contrive to strike fairly

well under handlights ; two bottoms and one top

will make a very good impromptu striking contri-

vance, but unless bottom-heat can be contrived in

some form or another it will take rather longer to

root the cuttings. By this means, when wanting to

cover large cuttings with fi\e or six shoots upon
them to save time in growing on a specimen plant,

I have struck them with every success. In the

case of extra sized ones r.-inch pots may even be

used to strike in, but bottoinheat is essential for

safety. All cuttings when intended for decorative

use only in small pots should be single shoots, and
these, it taken from the leading shoots of speci-

mens or from the tops of plants now too tall, will

make all the better plants. Side shoots are

not as a rule of such good shape, taking

longer to make nice even plants, tiood col-

oured pieces ought always to be chosen. For
using in a small state the following are a good
and suitable dozen, viz.: Andreanus and Baronne
James de Kothschild, two of the most enduring

of any, as well as amongst the best of the

broader-leaved varieties ; Queen Victoria and Sun-

set are two splendid types with richly coloured
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foliage. Among the narrow-leaved kinds there

are none to surpass angustifolius, Chelsoni, and

Mrs. Dorman, all distinct and equally useful. Pic-

tnratus is a fine variety with its semi-divided

leaves. Weismanni and majesticus are two other

good kinds for small pots ; so are the trilobed varie-

ties, as represented by Disraeli and mortfontain-

ensis, whilst with extra long leaves of elegant

drooping habit there is Johannis, a splendid variety

when well coloured. One caution is essential now
in striking ; it is that of looking sharply after any
semblance of tbrips. These must be stopped at

once ; in fact it will be a very good plan to either

dip the cuttings in an insecticide or sponge them
carefully before inserting them.

Deac.enas.—Among tliese highly ornamental

plants there is not much now that can be done. If

any old stools are about and which can be spared,

they should be cut to pieces and placed in the pro-

pagating pit, plunged in cocoa fibre just as they

are, and kept moist. In this way some nice

little plants can be had with which to start the

next season in good time. Older plants which will

yet do good service should be looked over occa-

sionally for any trace of either thrips or spider,

particular attention being paid to the smaller plants

which are now coming on into a useful size for

table plants. These, if in any way disfigured, look

bad when seen from all points, as they are sure

to be when in use upon a table Another enemy
to these Dracaenas from now onwards through

the winter is a small shell snail which riddles the

leaves ; this troublesome pest usually lodges in

the axils of the leaves. The smaller slugs will also

do much injury, but chiefly to the young leaves

whilst they are developing. Plants which are pot-

bound will be benefited by occasional doses of

either liquid manure or soot water, this will be far

better than attempting to assist them by fresh pot-

ting at this season of the year. Sometimes the

most pot-bound plants will I13 forced upwards out

of the pot partially by the growth of the large tap
roots ; these latter may be cut off and put into the

propagating pit without injury to the plants.

Large specimens which are getting too tall may be
cut down and the tops rooted. If seen to now
soon they will be fairly well rooted for starting

afresh by the turn of the days. Directions for

this work have been given in previous notes

during the year. J. Hudson.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Grapes.—Any thatRipe Grapes.—Any that were fit for use in

August keep badly during the prevalence of change-
able damp weather, especially if there is no heat
kept in the hot-water pipes. Naturally, the thin-

stemmed early ripening I51ack Hamburgh, Madres-
field Court, Buckland Sweetwater and Foster's

Seedling are the first to start decaying, but Gros
Maroc and Alnwick Seedling do not keep much
better, and this season more thanordinary care will

have to be taken with the Muscats. Where there
are only a comparatively few bunches left in a
house it would be more economical to cut and bottle

these than to leave them where they are either to

spoil away rapidly or to be kept in good condition
by the aid of fire-heat and careful ventilation. It

is not so very much heat that is required, but it is

the vicissitudes of temperature that have the worst
effec't upon ripe Grapes. Grapes keep well in a dry
room the temperature of which seldom falls below
l.V or exceeds 50^, an unoccupied bedroom on the
north side of a house answering well. Nearly fill

soda water or other bottles with clean water and
suspend these from a rail or else fasten to a rack
in a sloping direction. Cut the bunches with a
length of about li inches or rather more of wood
attached (it is immaterial which side of the bunch
this is), and after being duly trimmed insert deeply
in the bottles, the liunchesjust swinging clear of

the latter. No attempt should be made to bottle

late Grapes or any started in JIarch for some time
longer, but keep the fire-heat turned on so as to

prevent a chilly feeling being experienced on enter-

ing the house at any time. If they are nearly or
quite ripe, as they ought now to be, the night tem-
perature kept at about 1)0°, 5° or even 10° less an-
swering well in November. Give air freely on warm

days especially, and a good circulation ought to be

kept up in damp weather with the assistance of

more heat in the pipes. In each and every case a

close look-out must be kept for decayed or decaying

berries, as unless these are cleanly and timely cut

out the best part of a bunch may be spoilt in a few

hours. Drip is fatal and must be warded off the

bunches. Because the Grapes are ripe it does not

follow that the borders must be kept dry. Next

year's as well as this season's crops must be studied

;

therefore, probe and examine the borders occasion-

ally and give a good watering whenever approach-

ing dryness, selecting fine dry mornings for this

operation, and there will be no injury done to the

ripe Grapes.

Figs —The leaves on the trees generally change

colour and fall very quickly, and by the time this

is in print a considerable number of trees will be

quite bare. Now is a good time to do what is

necessary In the way of root-pruning, root-restrict-

ing and re-planting. With an unlimited and some-

what rich root-run the trees are apt to grow too

strongly to be fruitful, while, on the other hand,

the crops are light and poor in quality if unduly

starved at the roots. Unless they have plenty of

head-room, one or two trees say covering the whole

of a long roof, restricted borders, or less than half

the space given up to Vine roots, are the best, and

a brick wall ought certainly to separate the latter

from Fig roots, or the Vine roots will get the worst

of it. If, therefore, a Fig tree is growing too

strongly this can be checked and a sturdier, more

fruitful habit engendered by boldly shortening

back the roots, say to within 3 feet of the stems,

next forming a U-inch brick wall 18 inches or 2

feet farther off, and filling in with fresh soil. In

some few cases stunted light-cropping trees might

be improved by the enlargement of a border, while

the plan of bodily lifting them out of small brick

pits and replanting after the roots have been freely

shortened in fresh compost benefits most old trees,

those in tubs and large pots being similarly treated

with advantage. A compost that suits Figs with

their roots restricted consists of three parts turfy

loam roughly broken to one of flaky manure, mortar

rubbish, charred rubbish and bone-meal being

freely added. This should be packed very firmly

about the roots, the aim being in all cases to pro-

mote a sturdy, yet fruitful growth as opposed to

either very rank or much starved growth. For

quite young trees more mortar rubbish should be

added to the loam and no manure used. The

plan of plunging large pot plants in a fairly good

border, allowing them to root out freely into the

latter, answers well both in the case of shy-bearers,

including Negro Largo, and also where house or

trellis room is limited. Trees thus treated never

grow too strongly, but yet are very healthy and

productive. Drainage in all cases ought to be

perfect, stagnation being of the greatest injury to

Figs.

PuuNiNa Figs.—Figs may be pruned at almost

any time in the year, but there is much to be said

in favour of completing it now, as well as all the

necessary cleaning and tying. A too free use of

the knife must be guarded against, especially where

trees are already of a rank habit of growth and

will not be root-pruned. At the same time crowd-

ing the young shoots is sure to end badly, only

that which gets the full benefit of all the sunshine,

light, and air going becoming sufficiently hard to

be fruitful. In order to keep the lower part of the

trees well furnished with bearing wood, sucker

growth being objectionable owing to its softness,

thin out some of the old branches, cutting them
cleanly back to near the main stem. Others, or

some of the lowest, may be more lightly pruned,

foreshortening, that is to say, cutting back to well

placed younger branches being practised, and in

this manner fruiting shoots will be kept constantly

distributed all over the trees, instead of being

principally at the outer fringe only, as too often

happens. When the trees are finally tied to the

wires or fastened to the walls, the young fruiting

shoots ought to be fully .1 inches apart, more rather

than less space being <lesirable. Therefore thin

them out freely where necessary, but on no account

shorten them in any way, the fruit being princi-

pally borne at the points of well-matured young
wood. Insect pests, as a rule, are not very trouble-

some on Fig trees, but it is always advisable to tho-

roughly cleanse the wood and glass of the roofs,

and to limewash the back walls of the houses be-

fore returning the tree.s to their original position.

If red spider usually infests the trees, give a good
dressing of Gishurst compound, using this at the

rate of 5 ozs. to the halt gallon of water. This

dressing ought also to get rid of brown scale, but

is not strong enough for mealy bug. Petroleum is

too penetrating to use on Figs, but gas tar suffi-

ciently diluted with clayey water, to be easily ap-

plied in the form of a thin paint, will usually ex-

terminate the bug without injury to the wood.
Peactical.

ORCHIDS.

All the shadings may now be taken down, leaving

the cool house until the last. It has not been

necessary to use shading in any of the houses for

some time, and when the blinds are left up, tightly

rolled round the roller day after day, the wet

causes them to rot. All blinds that are likely to

be fit for use next year should be well dried, rolled

tightly round the roller, and be put away for the

winter. There are always some of them past

mending ; these should be removed from the laths

and rollers and a note taken of them, so that they

may be replaced with new ones before they are

likely to be required next year. We use the green

powder " Summer Cloud " for painting over the

ends of the houses ; this has a better appear-

ance than whiting, and it is easily washed o£E

when it is no longer wanted. All this material

should be washed off now. Dust and dirt may
have accumulated on the glass during the summer
and autumn ; it this is so, no time should be lost in

washing it off. There is something to be said for

the neat and cleanly appearance of the houses

after they have been washed, but more for the

eilect of the light upon the plants, for they require

as much as they can get now to mature the pseudo-

bulbs and to aid in the development of those that

are later than usual. Indeed, some of the Cattlejaa

and L^lias are certainly rather late this year.

Many of the late-flowering Dendrobes have not

yet completed their growth, and in that case

artificial heat must be freely used in conjunction

with the sunlight. The slowest in our collection to

develop and mature its growth is D. Dalhousi.

anum. This fine species is not always to be seen

in luxuriant health, but it might be, for it is as

easily grown as D. nobile ; all that it needs is to be

started as early into growth as possible and to be kept

in a high temperature and moist atmosphere. Keep
the plants as near to the roof glass as possible, to aid

in the production of dwarf growths. A vigorous speci-

men will make iJ-feet-long growths in one season.

The outside atmosphere is moisture-laden at night

during this month, and this will necessitate less

moisture in the atmosphere of the house both by

night and by day, for the sun, even if it does shine,

has not a very drying effect upon the plants. Cold

nights may also be expected, and if the tempera-

ture of any of the houses is lowered more than may
be deemed desirable, I fancy it is better not to

damp down the houses until the temperature has

risen sufficiently. On dull and wet mornings the same

treatment may be advised. Six weeks ago we not

only damped down the houses in the afternoon, but

where the temperature was high it was essential to

the well-being of the plants to do it again between

six and seven p.m. or later. Now it is

sufficient to damp the houses in the afternoon,

and when the pipes have been rather overheated

to keep up the temperature through the night, and

if it is higher in the morning than was intended,

moisture should be sprinkled about to counteract

the effects of over-dryness. Some growers fancy

a rather dry atmosphere, while others go too much
the other way. Perhaps the most uncertain sub-

jects we have to <ieal with are the Phalainupsids and

a few others which succeed best with the same

treatment. I have, in the course of observations

taken for the purpose of determining whether a

moist or rather dry atmosphere was best for these
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rather fickle subjects, found that the greatest mea-

sure of success was attained when the house was
kept on the dry side. A very moist atmosphere in

winter is, I believe, injurious, for even if it does not

cause " spot," it has a tendency to injure the leaves

in other ways, and they decay very soon, so that

the plants, if they make a leaf, lose another, and
they do not increase in size. Some care is also ne-

cessary in watering these, in the winter especially
;

but even this is not so important as the right

atmospheric conditions. If the plants are placed

on the stage, the teak baskets ought to be

raised on pots to give the air roots a chance
to grow freely without coming into contact whh
the wet material usually placed on the stage.

A very handsome Dendrobium, imported and sold

in the auction rooms some ten to fifteen years ago,

named D. chrysotis, is useful now. I had plants of

it, and found that it grew vigorously and flowered

well in October for a few years, but the plants ulti-

mately got into bad health and have at last disap-

peared ; the flowers are of a deep yellow, large in

size, and with a black blotch in the centre. As it

is the only Dendrobe of this type known to me
flowering, at this late season, it is certainly well

worth looking after. What it requires is a good
growing temperature in summer and a long rest

after flowering, to be started again in March. The
plant makes growths 2 feet to :i feet in length, too

slender to stand up erect without support. As
many as twenty- five racemes have been grown on
one plant with as many as nine flowers on a ra-

ceme. It was discovered by Sir Joseph Hooker in

Sikkim in IS 18, and named D. Hookerianum ; it is

also found in Assam. When this Dendrobium
passes out of bloom, we are interested in watching
the development of the buds and flowers of that

sweet-scented species D. aureum (heterocar-

pum). It is a very interesting species also, as

being the parent of so many beautiful hybrids.

The earliest plants of D. nobile may be placed

in heat, the Cattleya house temperature at first,

and in two weeks they may be placed in the

warmest house. The flowers are very useful about
Christmas and a succession of bloom may be kept

up. We still continue to repot the plants in the

cool house, including only the Odontoglossums and
Masdevallias. The Odontoglossums seldom need
to lis divided unless it may happen that a unique
variety of great merit has been obtained and there

is some anxiety to increase the stock. I would
recommend severing some of the back bulbs from
the others with a sharp knife, and leaving them as

they are until the back break shows signs of start-

ing, when it may be taken from the parent plant

and started in a small pot on its own account.

Masdevallias require dividing more often, for the

large plants become bare in the centre, and by fre-

quent shifting of the plants into larger pots they
become unmanageable. A very large plant may be
divided into two score of small ones, but this is not
desirable unless it is intended to sell them. I think
it is much better to part such plants into three or

four, and it is lietter to pull them asunder with the

fingers than to use a knife. Kepot the plants care-

fully and rather err on the side of under than over-

potting. J. Douglas.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Storing Bekt.—Obviously the quality of the

Beet for use during the coniin;,' winter and spring
will depend principally upon its storage. If the

roots are taken up and stored in a dry shed, no
material for spreading amongst them being pro-

vided, the I'.eet will be very tough and stringy.

Although licetroot may remain in the ground
througliout the winter where protected from frost,

yet for all purposes the roots are best out of the
ground. The roots keep best in a cool shed or root-

house. Care must be taken in taking up the Bett
that the tap-root is not injured, or indeed any
other part of the root. The leaves must be screwed
off with the hand. The roots must be spread in

layers, and between each a layer of sand must be
placed, as being the best of all material for ensur-

ing the roots remaining sound and plump. Some
dry litter should be spread over them during

a spell of frost. Failing any suitable shed space,

the roots may be pitted similarly to Potatoes.

Carrots may be stored in the same way as noted
for the Beet.

Turnips.—Where the roots of these are fully

grown, and depended upon for drawing on for sup-

plies during winter and spring, and later crops have
not been provided for, it is not wise to allow them
to remain longer in the ground, for if such should
be the case, the roots are apt to split and also

become spongy and hollow in the centre. Later
crops of either Orange Jelly or Chirk Castle

Blackstone may remain some time longer in the

ground. The best Turnips we had during the past

spring, although the winter was so severe, were small

roots of that inestimable late variety Orange Jelly

wintered in the open air without any protection.

Parsnips, &c.—Such roots :i3 Parsnips, Jeru-

salem Artichokes, Salsify, and Scorzonera are

hardy, and in the case of Parsnips and Artichokes
the quality of the roots is depreciated if taken
up before they are required for use. In the case

of a prolonged frost the snpply may be anticipated

by taking up a portion and storing in sand in a cool

place. The roots of Witloof remain plumper if left in

the ground, and they also force more readily. The
only difficulty is digging up the roots during a wet
or snowy period, or even frost. In this case the
supply is best anticipated by taking up a portion in

favourable weather and storing in sand. This must
not be thought of for the present at any rate, as

the tops are still green and very vigorous.

Rhubarb and Sbakale.—With abundant sup-

plies of Apples to draw upon, Rhubarb will not be
in much request early in the season, unless it is

desired to have it in as early as possible. Although
it is rather early yet to think about forcing Sea-

kale, especially if the snpply of roots is not very

large, unless a special point is raised to have it

in during the latter part of November, forcing

had much better be deferred, as, like last season,

the demand may be heavy at the turn of the year.

A. Young.

Rose Garden.

THE PAST ROSE SEASON.

TiiK year 1801 has by no means been an extra
good one for Koses in this district. The season

was very backward, and a wet, cold stimraer has

not tended to brint; the flowers out in their full

beauty—that is, as a class, for I am fully aware
that the season of I81II has suited some varie-

ties to perfection. Earl of Dufl'erin, for instance,

was never so good with me before ; uur was
Mrs. John Laiug. liut I quite expect the last

named variety will be an all-season'.s Rose, if I

maysostyleit. There are a few kinds that always
come good,no matter whether the summer be wet
or dry, hot or cold, and these are tlie sorts for

small growers. La France, Baroness Roth-
schild, General Jac(iueminot, Charles Lefebvre,

Duke of Edinburgh, Fisher Holmes, A. K.

Williams, Camille Uernardin, Dupuy .la-

luaiu, Alfred Colomb, Senateur Vaisee and
Ulrich Brunner are a dozen very consistent

Hybrid Perpetuals.

Gloire de Dijon, -Vnna Ollivier, Catherine
Mermet, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, Hon. Edith
(iitl'ord, Innoi^ente I'irola, Mario Van Houtte,
Rubens, Souvenir d'uii Ami, The liride, Sun-
set, anti Madamo Lambard are a dozen Tea-
.sceuted kinds that may be relied upf>n to give
grand flowers no matter what sort <jf season we
may have. The past summer has l)ccn reiiiark-

ablo in bringing out the most iMtcnso shades in

deep led and scarlet coloured varieties. This is

almost always the case during a dull season, as

thcBo colours .'•oon lose their glowing iMtimsity

under a hot sun. On the other hand, 1 have not
seen a respectable flower of Mme. Lacharme,

Comtesse de Sereny e, Edouard Morren, Duchease
de Vallombrosa, orLady Mary Fitzwilliam upon
our plants ; and yet such sorts as FranQoisMiche-
lon, Mme. (iabriel Luizet, Captain Christy,

Her Majesty, and Queen of Queens, with quite

as delicate and thiii-petalled flowers a.'i the

others, have been good. This cannot be be-

cause they are less double than the other varieties

mentioned, Fran oois Michelon and Her Majesty
being two of our most double Roses.

The classes in early exhibitions of Roses were
very poorly filled, there being in many no com-
petitors and in others only a single exhibit, or at

most three. This is as good a test regarding

the lateness of the season as one could possibly

have, and I was rather surprised that the few
earliest shows were not postponed. As the first

Saturday in July falls on the 2nd of the

month next year, it has been suggested that the

metropolitan show of the National Rose Society

be held on the 0th of the month, but I do not

know if any decision has been arrived at. Per-

sonally I favour the later date, as being more
likely to suit the majority. As for myself,

being in the southern part of Sussex, if my
Roses are not ready by the earlier date, I fear

few others will be.

The Roses have made most excellent growth
this season, strong and vigorous, without being

coarse and pithy, and with a fine autumn will

make grand ripe plants, capable of withstanding

the winter and carrying good flowers next year

if we are favoured with fairly good Rose
weather. The Tea-scented and Noisette classes

of Roses have not been quite so good as usual

with me ; these delicately-coloured varieties re-

quire a drier and less boisterous summer than
the last has been in this district. At the present

time (early October) we are able to cut a nice

lot of clean flowers, the finer weather suiting

them to perfection, and, provided we do not get

a very severe frost, we shall have flowers of

Mme. Lambard, Homere, Marie Van Houtte,

Mme. Berard and Mme. Falcot for a long time

to come yet. A slight frost of 3" or 4° does not

hinder these quickly opening varieties from
flowering well if we get a little sun for a couple

or three hours daily. Hybrid Perpetuals, on
the other hand, are not so consistent late autumn
bloomers, a slight frost seeming to stop the

blooming of the majority of this section.

Mrs. John Laing, Ulrich Brunner, Baroness

Rothschild, General Jacqueminot, Gloire de
Margottin, and Anna Diesbach are the six sorts

throwing most flowers at the present time, but
these may stop at any time now, while the Tea-

scented varieties are certain to flower more or

less during the mouth. The autumn of 1801 has

also been remarkable for the freedom of Roses
from the large black or brown thrips, which are so

injurious to light-coloured varieties. These insects

sometimes spoil quite three- fourths of my best

and most double light-coloured varieties. They
turn the petals brown and give the flower au
aged and dirty appearance. Darker-coloured

kinds do not show the.se marks nearly so plainly,

but this year I have not noticed any flowers

aft'ected with this insect to any appreciable ex-

tent. Alba rosea, Comtesse de Seronye, and
other thin-|>etallcd varieties are more afl'ccted

than any otlur kinds, and few things are more
vexing than ti> find Roses completely spoilt by
this pest when flowers are becoming scarce and
valuable.

Altogether 1 think we have no room to com-
plain of the past season as regards Roses, for if

not a particularly grand one, it has been
lengthy— much nioreso tliaii iluring veryhotand
dry Huinniers, when the bulk of the Koses are

over by the first week in .luly. This season we
have been able to cut good Hybrid Perpetuals
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from the middle of June until the end of Sep-

tember. Such few-petalled kinds as Tliomas
Mdls, Moie. Clemence .loigneaux, and others

have been excellent; hot, dry weather causes

these to fly open before reaching mature size,

and however bright and showy some of them
may be, the sweet fresh charm of the flowers

seems gone as soon as their centres are exposed.

RiDGEWOOD.

Japanese Roses.—The forms of Rosa ragosa
are now in the perfection of their b3auty, their

4-/

account of their berries, and I am surprised that

these Japanese Roses are not grown in pots for the

same purpose far more often than they are. The
rugosa Roses will hold their foliage and continue
to flower and berry until well after Christmas if

they have the little protection aflforded by a cool

vinery, and as berried plants for winter decoration

they are surpassed by none when well grown. AU
they require is plenty of water with an occasional

dose of liquid manure to keep their foliage of good
colour and glossy. These Roses are very readily

increased by seed, and many different forms are

obtained in this manner, all of which are very use-

during the winter months, otherwise I do not ad-
vise such exhaustive draining as many recommend,
because when these plants are in full summer
growth, they will take a large amount of water.

Good rich loam well trenched and manured will

grow Roses to perfection, but there are many who
would grow these flowers that do not possess such
a soil, and to these I am addressing this short note.
Should the soil be clayey, the best things to add
are sand, well-decayed stable manure, and turfy
loam, also any decayed vegetable matter. In fact

the last is always good for Roses. Clayey soils

will require a most efficient drainage, and may be
made much more porous by adding the remains
from all fires used to burn up rubbish, weeds, ^ic.

ITpon all such stiff and naturally cold soils, I

have found the Brier stock rather better than the
Manetti; but if the ground is properly prepared,
Roses will do well upon any stock. Light soil will

benefit by having a stiff loam thoroughly incor-
porated with it, also by pig manure instead of
stable manure being used. Any soil, deeply dug,
and with manure worked into it at depths of from
1 foot to 3 feet, will grow Roses ; although, as I

before said, they may be very much improved by
adding heavy or light loams as suggested. If the
ground is deeply and thoroughly well moved, the
roots can ramble at will, and will gather far more
nourishment from the soil than can possibly be the
case otherwise.

Plant those Roses worked on the Manetti stock
quite :'. inches below the junction of Rose and
stock ; but those on the seedling or cutting Brier
will do best when only just covered with soil above
this part.

I do not recommend planting dwarfs on either of
the Brier stocks with the junction out of the
ground, but I have noticed some advise this when
the plants are worked on these stocks.

I strongly recommend that this most vital part
of the plants be covered with soil, whether worked
on Brier or Manetti. A. P.

Selaginellii atroviridis.

beautifully glossy green foliage and bright orange
and purple-red berries forming a particulaily showy
feature. This is the more noticeable because al-

most all of the Hybrid Perpetuals and Bourbons
have shed the greater part of their leaves, and
those remaining upon the plants are rusty-looking.
The foliage of the Japanese varieties, on the con-
trary, is as beautifully fresh as ever, and will con-
tinue so for a long time. Then, while other Roses
are over as soon as their flowers are past, these still

continue very attractive on account of their splen-
did seed berries, many oi which grow as large as
Medlars, and will last lar into the winter if our
feathered friends give them the chance. Aucubas,
Ardisias, Solanums, &c , are grown largely on

ful when grown in pots and treated as cool plants.
Of course, during severe weather they will require
a greenhouse temperature to keep them in a steady
growing state R. W.

HOW TO PLANT ROSES.
Far more depends upon how this is done than
many imagine. I'nless your soil has been made
suitable—provided it is not naturally so—and the
Roses are properly planted, you will not have much
success with them, especially after the first and
second seasons. By far the best soil for these
plants is a strong loam ; the deeper the better. It

must be well drained if at all inclined to be wet

Ferns.

TALLOROWING SELAGINELLAS.
I AM asked to give the descriptions of a few
tall-growing species of this family by Mrs.
Arbuthnot. She says that S. caulescens and
S. cresia arborea give her much pleasure, and
she wishes to know the names of some others
that she may get them. These strong-growing
kinds atl'ord quite a contrast to the smaller
creeping kinds. In the growing of these plant,

drainage must be well attended to, for without
this the plants will not keep in good healths
The soil should consist of peat and loam made
sandy, and the temperature of the stove is ne-
cessary, together with a shady spot and a moist
atmosphere.

S. Walliciii, also known by the name of 9.
cyatheoides, is a noble species. I have had it with
fronds 2.1 ft. high and 2 ft. broad, the branches at
the ends being ornamented with long, catkin-like,
fertile spikes and the rest a rich bright green. This
plant is common in cultivation and one of the most
beautiful of the genus. It comes from the Philip-
pine Islands and other places.

S. VITICUL09A is a very pretty species, making
fronds from 1 foot to IS inches high and (J inches
or 8 inches broad. It is branched and thickly
furnished with imbricated leaves, which are deep
green above, paler beneath. It comes from Central
America and Venezuela.

S. Loiiiu.— Introduced, I believe, by the Messrs.
Veitch through their traveller Lobb, who iound it

in Borneo. It grows some :i feet or 4 feet high,
sub erect. The pinnae are moderately firm in tex-

ture and rich green in colour, whilst the ends of
the branches are ornamented with denss fertile

spikes.

S. coNKiiRTA is a very fine kind which attains
to about 1 s inches or 2 feet in height. The branches
are densely furnished with bright green leaves. It
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is also known by the name of S. canalioulata, bnt

it was named conferta by Moore. It is an ever-

green stove plant from liorneo and various other

parts of the East.

S. H.KMATDDES is more commonly known in gar-

dens by the name of S. filicina. It is also called S.

dichrous. Bat by whatever name called, it is, I

think, the finest species in cultivation of the flabel-

lata group. It makes fronds some 2 feet high and
upwards of 1 foot wide, the stem bright red, and

the foliage very dense and bright green. It makes
a very handsome plant, and no collection of Ferns

should be without this plant. It comes from Ecua-

dor and Peru.

S. GEA_NDIS, a very fine species from Borneo, well

deserves its name. It was named provisionally by

its introducers (the Messrs. Veitch) S. platyphylla.

It grows some 2 feet high, much branched, the

branches being clothed with broad, closely-set

leaves.

S. ATROVlRiDirt —This is a well-known plant in

cultivation, introduced, I think, by Messrs. Veitch.

I have a specimen collected in Penang by the late

Mr. John Veitch. It is a bold plant, growing about

1 foot high, the branches clothed densely with

dark green leaves of a somewhat firm texture. It

is also known as S. trinfevia, S. intermedia, and S.

furcata.

S. EEYTHKOPHS MA.TOR—A very handsome form,

differing in size only from the typical plant. I

have had this plant 18 inches in height and !)

inches or 10 inches across. The stem is bright

crimson and the leaves very closely set, deep green

above, paler beneath. It appears to be a common
plant in various parts of America.

S. VoGELi, more commonly known by the name
of S. africana, is a much neglected plant, but it

has long been an inhabitant of our gardens. It

grows some 2 feet high when strong, and the

lower part of the stem is of a carmine tint, the

leaves being dense and rich deep green in colour.

It comes from the country about the Guinea
coast, ko.

The above named kinds should please Mrs.

Arbuthnot, and 1 shall be glad to hear slie has

added them to her collection, as they will all

make splendid ornaments in a fernery. Many
other kinds could be added, but these, I think,

are the best of the large-growing kinds in culti-

vation. Wm. Hugh Gower.

hibited by my esteemed friend Mr. E. .1. Lowe at

the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting certainly

did. To people who have but a dozen or two stuck

in an odd coiner of the garden names are of little

consequence, a very different thing from those who
regard it as a branch of science. Perliaps " A. D.

"

can suggest some better mode of cl.assification and
distinctiveness.— J. M., CliarmvnJ/i. /laixrf.

ADIANTUM CUNEATUM.
This very old favourite from Brazil (an illus-

tration of which is given on p. 302) is per-

haps better known and more generally cul-

tivated than any other Maiden-hair Fern. No-
thing can surpass the elegance of its beautiful

foliage for bouquets, and this excellent quality

is so fully appreciated by growers in general,

that millions uf it pass through our flower mar-

kets every year, besides the enormous quanti-

ties grown in jirivate places where it is always

in demand for the same object. The fact of

its being evergreen and of free habit, and con-

sequently very useful in winter, renders it more
valuable still. It is of easy culture, growing in

almost any soil, and not very particular as to

temperature, and, provided that regular mois-

ture at the roots is kept up, it will produce all

through the year from a tufted rhizome au im-

mense quantity of its lovely fronds from 10

inches to 15 inches in length, and broad in pro-

portion, with their stalks and racliis of a beau-

tiful shiningblack, and densely clothed with their

delicate wedge-shaped pinnules. This species

lias produced more forms or variations (some

call them monstrosities) than any other exotic

Fern. Indeed, they have been brought out in

such numbers that one might almost make a

collection of these Ferns exclusively. T.

Orchids.

Fern nomenclature.—I presume " A. D." is

not a large grower of British Fern varieties ; if he
were, he would not rail at compound names. Col-

lectois with several hundred, or it may be a
thousand, varieties and sub- varieties find they are

indispensable if they desire to know what they do
or do not possess, and likewise for reference ; be-

sides a suitable name points out at once its pecu-

liarities, parentage, or characteristics. It may
seem " jargon " to " A. I).," but let me, as perhaps
the oldest hunter, tell him that if he were an ex-

tensive cultivator he would find it next to impos-

sible to do williout them. AU would be confusion

and muddle. What position would he feel himself

in if, when in the society of the fraternity and de-

siring to allude to, or to instance, illustrate, or par-

ticularise any variety unseen, he had not at his

fingers' ends or on the tip of his tongue something
of the kind to assist him / His floundering efforts

to make himself understood would be far more
ridiculous in the eyes of others than the " frightful

nomenclature " is in his. A carefully named col-

lection marks the owner as a man of system and
order. An excellent example of this was that be-

longing to the late Dr. Fox, of Brislington, which
recently realised a large sum. No doubt some-
times the names are needlessly long and perplexing

to a novice, but this may soon be got over it he has
learned the rudiments of the classics, when it would
add much to the interest of tlie pursuit. The cul-

tivator who will not take the trouble to master
them can have but little true affection for the ob-

jects of his professed admiration. If ever plants

deserved a distinctive name, the magnificent varie-

ties, the astonishing result of intercrossing, ex-

EVERGREEN CALANTHES.
Numerically, the evergreen section of Calanthe

is much the larger ; indeed, if the two deciduous
species, C. vestita and 0. rosea, with their va-

rieties and numerous hybrid progeny, are ex-

cluded, it comprises the whole genus as known
in gardens at the present time. In regard to

their value as horticultural plants the deciduous
species are undoubtedly tlie more important

;

and it is scarcely too much to say that they

are the moat popular fif all Orchids, being often

cultivated in establishments where no other

Orchid finds a place. They are easily grown and
flower at a time of year when they could not be
more useful. On the other hand, the evergreen

species have been somewhat neglected, although

it cannot be put down either to want of beauty

or to dilliculty in cultivation. The genus is one
of the few in the Orchid family which are re-

presented in both the Eastern and Western
Hemispheres. A few species, at present un-
known to cultivators, are natives of Mexico,
Central America, and the West Indies, and one
or two species are natives of Africa, but the

bulk of the genus is Asiatic, extending from
Northern India and .lapan to the far East and
even to Australia. The leading features of the

flower are well known through 0. vestita, the

outlines of which are easily rccogni.sed in the

blooms of the evergreen species. The lip makes
the most prominent and distinctive character,

being attached to the base of tlie column and
divided into four lobes wliioh are usually

oblong or strniJ-.-hapcd. Tlio leaves are always
lanceolate-obliiiig,])()intod and invariably plaited

and strongly ribbed, and no small recommenda-
tion of tlieso evergreen Calantlies is the perma-
nently handsome foliage they possess. About

forty species are known, but a large number of

them are only to be found in herbaria, although,

judging both by dried specimens and pictures,

there are several species not yet introduced
that are worthy to rank with the best of those

in cultivation. Ueingstrictly terrestrial plant8,the

Calantlies require a sounder soil than is given to

the epiphytal Orchids, and the compost generally

used for C. vestita, <bc. , will also be found suit-

able for the undermentioned kinds. It should
consist of tibrous peat and loam in proportions

of about one to two respectively, or if the loam
be deficient in fibre, a larger measure of peat

may be used ; to this should be added a little

sharp silver sand, chopped Sphagnum, and dried

cow manure. For plants requiring a rooting

surface of more than (J inches or iS inches, it i-i

more convenient to use the round, rather shal-

low pans in preference to ordinarily shaped
pots, the latter being unnecessarily deep for the

larger specimens, especially as the roots prefer

to spread horizontally. In view of the abun-
dant supplies of water required during summer,
the importance of ample and careful drainage

goes without saying. Unlike the deciduous

species, which need no water at all after the

flowers are past, the evergreen kinds should be
kept fairly moist throughout the winter season.

Most of those described below may be grown in

an intermediate temperature, although some, like

C. pleiochroma and C. striata, can be grown
cooler, whilst others, like C. curculigoides, re-

quire a stove temperature at certain seasons.

As soon as they start into growth in spring they
should, if root-bound or not in good condition

at the root, be repotted, and, b}' giving warm
and moist conditions, encouraged into free

growth. I'.y reason of its popularity and useful-

ness,

C. VEEATRIFOLIA has the first cl.aim to our

notice. Not only in regard to its beauty, but in

several other respects it is a noteworthy plant. It

was the first Calanthe introduced to this country,

and is the one on which the genus is founded. I

can call to mind no Orchid which enjoys so wide a
geographical distribution. Originally found in New
South Wales about seventy years ago, it has since

then been discovered in Queensland, the island of

Amboyna (one of the numerous group of islands

lying off the west of New Guinea, and interesting

as being the place where the first Phala^nopsis was
discovereil in 1750), Java, Cochin Chin.i, Ceylon,

and, finally, Northern India. It is remarkable that,

notwithstanding the thous-ands of miles separating

the extreme limits of its distribution, it shows but

very little variation, only two varieties of it having
been described, neither of which is common. It is

a plant of robust habit, its broad, deep green leaves

occasionally attaining a length of IJ feet to 2

feet. The scape is stout and ciuite erect, often

as long as the leaves, with the very numerous
flowers in .i dense compact raceme at the top.

These are individually about 1.' inches in diameter,

the lower ones on the raceme opening first. All

the parts are pure white. Of the two varieties

alluded to above, that named raacrololia is the

least uncommon ; as is suggested by the name, its

chief distinction resides in the larger lobes of the

lip, but the whole flower is also Larger. The other

variety is Kegnieri, the sepals and petals of which
are snow-white, whilst the lip is pale yellow. Both
these and the typical form flower in May and June,

lasting many weeks in good condition, provided

the flowers are not wetted.

C. nuEViciiRNii.—This is a species by no means
common in gardens, although discovered in Nepaul
in 1K21 and figured by Lindlty in his " Sertum
Orchidaceum" in isii.s. It has flowered with us

for several years past during May and June, and is

viilued for its peculinrly coloured, yet handsome
flowers. The dark green leaves are oval-oblong,

pointe<l, and from (i inches to 1 foot long. The
flower measures about 1

.i
inches across, the sepals

and petals being of a brownish purple, with the
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margins almost white. The lip is of a richer

redder purple, and is also furnished with the white
edging. In value this plant falls considerably

short of C. veratrifolia as a garden Orchid, being
smaller in every way, yet its distinct colour and
easy culture gives it a claim to more attention

than it now receives.

C. cuucuLiGOiDES. — A Calanthe wii;h clear

orange-yellow flowers has a most promising sound,

and as the blooms of this species are of that shade,

it is not surprising that it has usually been alluded

to as a beautiful Orchid. It has also been esteemed
the higher on account of its rarity. Loddiges, of

Hackney, was the lirst to introduce and flower it

;

this occurred in 1S45, but it appears to have
shortly after been lost, and did not reappear
until !S73. Since then a few odd plants have
been sent over, but no importation of any size

has arrived. The following description of it was
taken from a plant under my care some six or eight
years ago which flowered at that time. Leaves
from 1 foot to 18 inches long, narrower, and of a
paler green than those of most Calanthes ; scape 1 h

feet high, carrying a closely packed raceme of

many flowers. The flower is never more than half

expanded, in which state it measures half an inch
across, the only divergence from the colour above
given being on Ihe lip, which is marked with a
blotch of red. It is a native of Penang, Singapore,
and Java, and requires warm house treatment. It

does not appear to thrive so well under cultivation

as the other species, which to some extent, no
doubt, accounts for its scarcity.

C. MASUC.4. —Next to C. veratrifolia, this is pro-
bably the best known and the most widely grown
of these plants. It was introduced by RoUissons,
of Tooting, in 1842, having been discovered on the
lower ranges of the Himalayas of Nepaul and Sik-

kim. It was eventually proved to occupy a much
larger area than those two states, and has been
found as far south as Ceylon, where it grows at
elevations of 20u0 to 300(J feet. It has striated,

deep green leaves, 9 inches to 1.^ inches long, and
the scape is 1^ feet to 2 feet high (occasionally
more). The flowers are of a purplisii-mauve, and
are produced in a dense raceme. The lip is of a
deeper shade than the other parts of the flower,

which is about 2 inches in diameter. It is from
this Calanthe crossed with C. furcata that the first

hybrid Orchid ever flowered was raised. This was
C. DoMiNii, a name given in honour of the late

Mr. Dominy, to whose skill its origin and that of
many other of our old hybrid Orchids are due.
The habit is the same as that of C. masnca, and
the flowers are also similar in shape and size. The
colour is a light manve-purple suffused with white,
this being due to the influence of C. furcata, which
has creamy white flowers, but has for some years
been out of cultivation. C. Dorainii flowered in

Messrs. Veitch's nursery at Exeter in ISSIJ, the
seeds having been obtained two years previously.
It is rather curious that, notwithstanding this quick
attainment to the flowering condition, no one has
since succeeded in raising another hybrid amongst
the evergreen species, altliough, as is well known,
the de iduous species hybridise with each other
as freely as any Orchids do.

C. NATALENSis —That portion of Africa in which
the genus Calanthe is represented consists of the
eastern islands of Mauritius and Bourbon, and from
the opposite mainland southwards to Natal, where
C. natalensis is found. All the African representa-
tives were thought by Reichenbach to be geographi-
cal forms of one species named C. sylvatica (which
is not as yet in cultivation), but the above name is

retained both in the Hntiniiint Maiiaziiw, t. (isU,
and in Veitoh's " Manual," on account of our present
imperfect knowledge respecting the matter. The
leaves are 8 inches to 1 foot long, the scape being
about the same in height. I'^ach flower is 1 }. inches
in diameter, with sepals and petals of a pretty light
lilac, the lip being darker and of a redder shade.
With us it flowers in May and June, its bright, but
delicate colour making it a favourite even at that
season when it has so many brilliant rivals in other
genera. The plants at present in cultivation were
collected near King William's Town in moist places
in woods.

C. Pi.BiocHROMA.—This is one of Messrs. Veitch's
introductions from Japan, and it flowered for the
first time in their nursery at Chelsea in 1871. It is

not unlike C. natalensLs in style of growth, but
is altogether larger and stronger. The leaves are
over a foot long, and the flower-scapes is inches in

height. The sepals and petals are oblong, pointed,

and in colour pale mauve suffused with white. The
lip is of a somewhat deeper shade with a spot of

violet in the centre, and is not so long as the sepals

and petals. The whole flower is li inches in

diameter.

C. STRIATA.— Ever since the 17th century this

species may be said to have been known to Euro-
pean botanists, although for the greater portion of
that time by a drawing only. This drawing was
made in Japan—the native habitat of the species

—

by Kicmpfer, who is said to have been the first na-
turalist to visit that country, which to a greater
degree, perhaps, than any other has since furnished
our gardens with beautiful plants. It was not until

the middle of this century tliat living plants reached
England, these having been gathered in the woods
near Nagasaki, a town in Southern Japan. Tlie

elliptical-lanceolate leaves are G inches to 1 foot
long and rich green, the scapes, which attain a
height of 1 foot to is inches, being produced in

March before the new growth has been made. The
flowers are upwards of i inches across, the sepals
and petals being of a brownish-red, marked with
several yellowish lines, the margin also being of

that colour ; the lip is bright yellow. About a
dozen flowers are borne on a scape. This species
and C. pleiochroma may be grown either in the cool
or intermediate house.

The following species I have not seen, neither
have I any knowledge of their existence in

Europe : C. alisnuefolia, a native of Sikkim,
remarkable for its Alisma-like leaves, and hav-
ing white, rose-tinted flowers ; C. galeata, found
at elevations of about 4000 feet near Darjeeliiig

;

the sepals and petals stand close together, form-
ing a hood above the column ; C. clavata, a
species bearing a tall spike of pale yellow flowers
— evidently near C. curculigoides ; C. densiflora
is figured in the lUdinikal Regisfo; t. 1(546, but,
like many of the older plates, this does not do
justice to its subject. Judging by a coloured
drawing I have seen (made in India) it is a
really handsome species. It is a native of
Sylhet, and its flowers are pale yellow.

W. J. B.

Cypripedium Arthurianum. — This pretty
Veitchian hybiiJ is now flnweriDg in abundance in
Messrs. Williams' nursery. Upper Ilolloway. It is a
tliorouglily distinct hybrid, having a broad dorsal
sepal, wbieh is soft bright green, with a broad mar-
ginal border of pure white, veined and spotted with
pmvlisli brown, petals deflesed, but not curved at the
points, like those of C. Fairrieanura. 'f'he lip is light
green, veined with bniwn. It is the result of a cross
made .^ome years ago in the Chelsea nursery between
C. insigne and C. Fairrieanum.—G.

Cattleya maxima Zollingeriana.—This is a
variety of the peruviana section. The plant is now
flowering with Messrs. Seeger and Tropp, of Dul-
wich. The sepals and petals are of a rich deep
rose, veined with a deeper colour ; the lip large and
full, having a beautiful white frilled margin, and a
broad yellow streak on the disc. The side lobes
and throat are of a brilliant purple, netted with
very deep lines of purple, leaving .some patches of
white on the front lobe. It is a superb variety,
named in honour of M. Zollinger, of Zurich. W.

Laelia xanthina ( />. Miirrai/).—Your flower is

a fine variety of this species, and not of L grandis.
L. xanthina was introduced upwards of thirty years
ago by Messrs. Backhouse and Son, but it has always
remained scarce, and such a fine variety as you
appear to possess is quite exceptional, leading one
to infer some fine forms of this are still to come
home. The flower before me is quite 4 inches
across, the sepals and petals about equal in size,

thick and fleshy in texture, of a uniform yellow.

saving a tinge of green near the tips, the
lip also yellow. The front lobe is pure white,
as also are the margins of the side lobes ; the
middle lobe has also a few streaks of rosy-red
running through it. This plant comes, I think,
from a warm part of Brazil, and therefore requires
a warmer house in winter than the New Grenadan
Cattleyas, and will succeed best with L. elegans and
L. grandis.—G.

CORYANTHES MACULATA ALBERTIN.^.
CoRYANTHEs are extremely handsome and moat
singular flowers, and one seldt>m sees them.
" Silvia " sends me a fre.sh and well-packed
flower of this variety from Germany, where the
plant has been long established, although I
have never seen it in the gardens of this coun-
try. The plants when in flower in their native
country produce such a quantity of liquid honey
that the ants find it congenial to their wants to
take up their abode in close proximity to them.
A friend who has travelled much in Brazil and
South America tells me that these plants do not
grow in the shade, but upon the topmost
branches of tall trees exposed to the full in-
fluence of the sun, in which they difler from
their nearest allies, the .Stanhopeas, inasmuch as
they grow in damp and cool places. Lindley
speaks of these flowers as being the largest of
the Orchid family, and I really am inclined to
fall in with him in this respect. In the flower
before me the sepals and petals are all turned
back, of a clear yellow, more or less spotted with
rich deep red ; hood white, suflTused with rose,
and spotted with bright rose, whilst the helmet
or bucket with which the lip is turned is of a rich
reddish-crimson, marked slightly with red on the
inside, and into this bucket the plant distils a
colourless fluid. I have never seen the bucket
full, but I have heard it does get full, 'and no
wonder the ants and insects swarm about the
tree on which this plant grows. The pseudo-
bulbs are oblong, ribl>ed, and deep green,
having an annular black band at the apex.
The leaves vary from ',1 inches to a foot
in length, lanceolate in shape, plicate, and
light green in colour ; the spike springs from
the base of tlie pseudo-bulb and is droopin",
althotigh I think some of the earlier figures of this
genus represent the flowers with an erect spike.
Eacli spike usually bears about three flowers,
which are of great size ; these last throe or four
days in their prime, but I do not think any
species lasts more than a week in beauty, and
it is this shortness of time during wliich the
blooms continue in perfection which has cau.scd
them with the Stanhopeas to decline in favour
with English Orchid growers. Coryauthes
should be grown in hanging baskets of teak-
wood or wire baskets, which should be well
drained; only a small portion of good peat fibre

and Sphagnum Moss in alxiut equal parts
shoidd be used. This should be pressed down
very firmly. They should have a full abund-
ance of sun and light, and a good moist atmo-
sphere should lie maintained during the summer
months, which is their growing season, and
during the winter they should be kept moi.st
enough to preserve the liullw from shrivellinw
and prevent the leaves from shrivelling and
falling away. The temperature should never
fall below 00°, and in the warm parts of the
year the very hottest house is the be.st place
for them. It must be borne in min<l that these
[dants are under gla.ss in this coimtry, and
therefore are apt to get burned by tlie sun's
rays during the hottest riart of the d.ay ; there-
fore a thin blind should be used for shading
from about 12 o'clock in the morning until about
li in the aften oun. In the earlier days these
jilants were more frequently imported than
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now, but I tbink tbe greatest iiiiatake was made
in not potting them sufficiently firm and in dry-
ing the plants up far to(j much. I hope some-
one travelling in Venezuela will endeavour to

find this plant and send us home a lot, so that
we may have the pleasure of seeing its beauti-
ful, although short-lived flowers. I am told

that about Bahia, in Brazil, there is also a pure
white-flowered variety of Coryanthea speciosa.

This would be a desirable acquisition.

William Hugh Gower.

Stove and Greenhouse.

LILIUM NEILGHETIRENSE.
This Lily, with pure white flowers and of a
very elegant trumpet shape, is a native of the
hills in Southern India, where it grows in

great luxuriance. Not unlike Liliura Harrisi,

it is decidedly more graceful, the stem being
slighter and taller. The Neilgherry Lily has,

however, been neglected by our principal

growers from an erroneous idea that it seldom
flowers in this country after the first year of

importation. This has been disproved, however,
and there appears to be no reason why L. neil-

gherrense should not now take the place to

which it is fully entitled by its singular beauty.
Its cultivation (whicli has resulted in yearly
blooma of larger size and in greater numbers for

the last four years) at Tiverton, Devon, has
been as follows :

—
In February, 1888, .six bulbs of L. ncilgher-

rense were received by post from Mr. V.

Griffith. They were potted immediately in

7-inch or 8-inch pots, according to size, and
since that date (except when in bloom) they
have stood close to the glass on the atone slab of a
vinery facing soutli. The compost used was an
ordinary mixture of loam, leaf-mould, a little

very old manure and silver .sand, with a sprink-

ling of soot. The bulbs were placed near the
surface, jet covered with soil. The drainage
given wa.s thorough, and care was taken to ex-

clude worms liy covering it with a bit of Moss
dipped in .soot. In August, 1888, four of the bulbs
bloomed, but the flowers were somewhat small.

Directly after blooming, and before they had
quite faded, the blossoms were cut off where
I hey join the stem and the Lilies were top-

dressed with old stable manure from the Vine
border, and returned to the vinery. Here the
stems and leaves received the most careful

cultivation, never being allowed to want for
water until they had entirely died away. Many
of them kept green until the following spring,

and these were the bulbs which flowered best
during the following season (1880), when nearly
all the pots contained flowering spikes. They
had not been repotted, but had received each
autumn, immediately after flowering, a mulch
of old manure ; while in the spring, during the
short time in which the bulbs are dormant, the
upper part of the soil is carefully removed from
around the bulb (without injuring or disturbing
it), and a light rich compost containing leaf-

mould and a little soot is substituted for the
old surface soil. The bulbs which have done
best uuder this treatment have nut yet been re-

potted, and after flowering each sea.son have
been liner than ever this summer, when four
fine flowers were grown in one pot, each un a
separate stem, while others had two blooms on
one stem. The dimensinns of the flowers were
as follows : Length of tube, 5:1 inches ; breadth
of corolla, 8^ inches ; length of tube and petal,
!); inches. The chief points to be noticed in
this plan of cultivation are these : I , that the
flowering of this bulb appears to depend upon

the careful attention bestowed upon the leaves
and stems during the previous winter ; i, that
this Lily is injured by any displacement of its

lower roots, and is be.st grown with as little re-

potting as possible. When the stems appear in

spring, the plants are given plenty of air as well

as sunshine, the light in front of them being
kept open all day and closed .at night. The
Vines are only given heat when they begin to

break until the Grapes are set, and this is all

the artificial heat which is afforded to the Lilies

during the year. The frost is, however, usually
excluded from the vinery in severe weather, al-

though more than once during the four years
above mentioned frost has injured other plants
(such as Cinerarias) close to the Lilies without
affecting them in the least. This is not so sin-

gular when we remember that the thermometer
often goes below freezing point in their native
hills. This Lily, then, being so easily m.inaged,

are much more lasting in consequence. I'.ecause it

is generally thought that tlowers of stove plants
which have e.xpanded in a great heat will scarcely
be lasting when cut and placed in a cool room, I

venture to send you this note. Trusses of bloom of
Ixora coccinea, cut from plants in an intermediate
house, proved if anything more Lasting than those
of the Allamanda. Both are very effective for
room decoration when arranged in vases with
suitable foliage.—R. D.

Pelargoniums (show and fancy). — If the
shaking out and repotting into a size or two smaller
pots have thus far been delayed, they should not now
be postponed any longer. The most satisfactory
lot of plants I ever grew were potted the first week
in October ; they had up to that time stood out of
doors, which was at least a week too long. The
season had been a hot one, the wood was conse-
quently well ripened, and but little growth had
been made at the time oE potting. When potted
these plants were stood in a pit as close to the

AJiautum cuncatum. See p. SW.

and not only lovely, but deliuiously fragrant,

should tiud a place iii every collection, .and can
even be grown by those who have not a heated
greenhouse.

Early applications for bulbs should be made,
as the dormant time, during which alone the

bulbs can be sent safely, is so short, and im-

porters will probably need to know beforehand
if, as appears probable, the demand for this beau-
tiful plant should increase.

I. L. Ran.MoND.

*^,.* A drawing of this Lily was given in The
Gakjik.v, April 18, 188.'), p. 342.—En.

Allamanda Hendersoni.—The lasting cha-

racter of the blooms of this fine stove climber in a
cut state is something remarkable, liecently I had
a large h.andful of corjinbs of bloom given me
from a stove house, cut when the flowers had just

fully expanded. They were carried some distance

in the open air, and place<l in vases in a cool rooni,

chilled water being employed. Eight days after

sojiie of the llowers were .still ijuite fresh. 1 was
informed the other day by a gardener, who has a
good deal of indoor decoration to do, that it the

cup of the bloom be filled with water, the flowers

glass as possible, with air on night ard day,
warmth being provided to guard .ag.iinst damp and
frost later on. Where such a pit cannot be had
the plants should be stood upon shelves as near to

the glass as possible. A good position is the back
shelf of a lean-to house; here they receive .an

amount of warmth during sunshine which is highly
beneficial, with a free circulation of air .as well.

The plants must be watered very cautiously for

some time to come, hardly any being necess,ary for

the first few weeks. A sharp eye must be kept
for green-fly, remedial measures being taken
as soon as any is seen, ^'oung plants from this

seiison's cuttings if struck in the open ground and
not yet potted should also have attention

;
guard,

however, ag.ainst too large pots, nothing larger than
li-inch ones being necessary. Theseplants will require

to be kept rather closer until root action has fairly

recommenced, then subject them gradually to a
free circulation of air, which is one of the best
preventives ag.ainst .attacks of green-fly.— H.

Gardenias.— Plants which flowered in the early
spring, 1 1 len made a good growth, and were afterwards
gradually hardened off to the temperature and
usual course of treatment given to a vinery after

the Grapes were all cut, will now, if i)laced in a
brisk heat, swell off a good crop of flowers and pro-
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vide a supply between this and tiie end of the year.

I do not mean to say that the crop will be so

plentiful as at other seasons, but the occasional

opening of a few flowers with a prolonged succession

will be found of much service. Our plants have
now several half-grown buds upon them and have
only now in the first week of October been removed
from a vinery where they have stood with the front

lights open night and day. The Gardenia will

put up with a fair amount of cool treatment with-

out receiving any injury to shoots or roots. Whilst in

a cool house far less water will be found necessary.

—A.
Poinsettias.—The earlier of these will now be

making rapid growth, increasing considerably in

height where the plants are vigorous. The pots
should by this time be well filled with roots. When
this is the case the plants will take a considerable

amount of feeding with manifest advantage to

them, and likewise without fear of injury, as the

plants assimilate the nourishment given them.
I'nless an extra early batch is desirable, it is

better to air freely jet for awhile, keeping the
plants fully exposed to the light. As the plants

approach too near the glass see that the points do
not receive any injury, otherwise the future bracts

will bs spoiled. If the plants are tall and have a
tendency to draw on one side, light sticks should be
used.— J.

USEFUL PLANTS FOR AUTUMN AND EARLY
WINTEK.

There is always an expression of regret after the
first frost, when the morning's inspection shows
the wholesale slaughter of flowers, and the time
again arrives when it is often not an easy matter to
find sufficient bloom for replenishing the vases.
Indeed, from the present time until the early
forced stuff is ready one is apt to run short, espe-
cially if the first visitation of frost is early and
severe. No one likes, if it can possibly be avoided,
to freely cut Chrysanthemums that are making the
greenhouse gay, and although the subject has been
often ventilated, it is perhaps advisable to again
dwell on the value of a nice batch of plants to suc-
ceed the early-flowering pompons and Desgrange
section planted out in such a position that they
can be quickly and effectually protected. It is

necessary, however, not only to protect from frost,
but to have them sheltered from strong gales of
wind, and for this reason the plantation should
always be made where there is ample natural shel-
ter. An abundance of bloom can also be furnished
by saving a few old plants after cuttings are taken
and letting a stock of the strongest shoots come
away, growing them along for this special purpose.
They can be protected outside in autumn as long
as possible and then stored away for the few weeks
their services are likely to be required in a vinery.
Peach, or orchard house from which the fruit has
been taken. Special favourites for this purpose
are Fleur de Marie, Maioen's Blush, Hiver Fleuri,
Bouquet Fait and \a\ d'Amlorre. Where a lot of
plants are in constant requisition for vases I have
found a batch of Chrysanthemums struck in
May. when the stock is cut back and flowered
in 5inch or G-inch pots, come in very handy.
They can be bad in variety for some three
months, and with liberal feeding the foliage can
be preserved intact and some very nice blooms
secured. I can also thoroughly recommend some
of the Starworts for a similar purpose ; they flower
well in small pots and give colours hardly obtain-
able in Chrysanthemums. A pleasing combination
for an indoor group is secured by a few Palms,
and the colour supplied by Mme. Desgrange Chry-
santhemum and Aster formosissimus. What a
lovely shade of colour we have in this Aster ! The
white and yellow Marguerites are also useful for
this season. It is a good plan to put out a dozen or
two of these in spring in some rather stiff soil where
the growth made is likely to be firm and compact,
and after running the spade round them twice late in
the summer, pot up about the middle of September,
and place under a north wall for a week or ten days,'
giving liberal supplies of water to keep flower and
foliage iatact. It is wonderful what a quantity of

bloom can be taken at intervals through the winter

from plants thus lifted. The larger-foliaged varie-

ties are unfortunately very subject to the attacks

of the leaf-boring maggot, and I have been sorry to

see in more than one place large quantities grown
for market completely destroyed by the pest. Fit

companions to the light foliage and graceful

flowers of the Marguerites will be found in a
batch of zonal Pelargoniums. Plants of these spe-

cially prepared for winter blooming are not yet

flowering in any great profusion, and to meet the

want for the time any that have been used out of

doors during the summer in stands, porches, veran-

dahs, or similar situations can be picked over, top-

dressed, and introduced into a little warmth. Such
varieties as Raspail and Guillen Mangilli with some
nice spikes of flower make a bright and cheerful

change for vases and stand a considerable time.

Solanums play a useful part in the winter decora-
tion of the cool greenhouse, and they are this year
splendidly berried. They are, unfortunately, of

very little service as house plants, not to be com-
pared for this purpose with the varieties of Pernettya
mucronata, which stand well. From the open
ground also are potted up Bouvardia Humboldti
corymbiflora and Eupatorium ageratoides, two use-

ful things for autumn and early winter flowering.

In the house devoted to soft-wooded winter-flower-

ing subjects are a few plants of Tropteolum Ball

of Fire which I find very serviceable. They are
transferred from small pots to pans some time
during the summer, and are potted in rather a stiff

compost. The growth made is short and stocky
and yet very vigorous, and a great quantity of cut
bloom is obtained. E. Burebll.

C/areiiiont.

Pelargoniums (winter - flowering zonals) -
These should now be allowed to flower ; earlier than
this is hardly necessary, seeing that we have
Chrysanthemums, liouvardias, and other plants.

If now permitted to develop their spikes of

bloom they will come into use as the Chry-
santhemums are getting past their best. Thus they
will be of greater service between that time and
Christmas onward into the new year. A dry atmo-
sphere with a slight amount of warmth in the
pipes, so that ventUation is better facilitated, will

suit them well. Ouciasional doses of liquid manure
will assist them now with the pots full of roots, or

at least they should be in that condition. All

decaying foliage should be watched for and at

once removed.—H.

Lilium Wallichianum superbum is a grand
Lily, and I am inclined to agree with " Delta's

"

friend (see p. 335), who called it the most beautiful

of all. Its tall stem, densely clothed with dark
green leaves, and bearing at the top one, two, or
even four flowers, is the perfection of stateliness.

And what flowers they are tool—broad-stemmed
trumpets 7 inches deep, and nearly as much across
the elegantly curved mouth, and set at exactly the
right angle to reveal the rich cream yellow of the
inside of the trumpet. They are fragrant, as all

Lilies should be, durable, and they come at a time
when they are of the greatest service. Messrs.
Hugh Low & Co. have introduced many good garden
plants, and recently not a few Lilies, but they have
given us nothing better than this Indian beauty,
which ought to become at least as great a favourite
as L. auratum. I hope Messrs. Low know where
there are thousands more of it, and that they
will get them all. The cultural requirements of

this Lily are not exceptional, certainly not
more so than L. auratum needs, and possibly when
once we understand it, they will be less so. I

should like to hear if Messrs. Low and Co. or any-
one else have had any success with it planted
permanently out of doors. " H. P.," too, is I see in

love with this Lily, but quarrels with its name, and
proposes to re-name it L. ochroleucum (see p. 3i>S).

Is it worth while .' I flnd on inquiry that Mr.
Baker, the Lilies' own botanist, named it ; Messrs.

Low and Co. accepted the name he gave, and have
distributed a great number of bulbs by it. I al.so

flnd that the plant obtained a first-class certiflcate

under its present name. Had we not better let well

alone .' Certainly the plant is like L. Wallichianum,

'

although vastly superior to the type in a garden
sense. The name ochroleucum, if it belongs to any
Lily, belongs to L. nepalense. We all know what
is meant by L. Wallichianum superbum, and had
better accept the name, at any rate until the
botanists find fault with it.—W.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Conifer Conference.
The collections of cut specimens shown at Chis-
wick were particularly rich in varieties of Abies
(including Picea) and Pinus, the Cupressus family
being also well represented. The ornamental cha-
racters of the cone-bearing branches of the Abies,
the Pinus and Araucaria imbricata were most at-

tractive. But a short summary can be given of
the varieties shown by each exhibitor. A few of

the chief contributors were briefly alluded to last

week. Votes of thanks were awarded to several
collections, but where all were of interest, it seemed
almost invidious to make any distinction. From
Kew Gardens came a very large collection, most
interesting from the proximity to fog and smoke.
Pinus Coulteri, P. resinosa, P. Parryana, P. Ben-
thamiana, &c., were well represented ; so also were
the Cupressus and Junipers. The Abies and Picea,
however, were evidently feeling the effects of the
atmosphere, which at Kew even is none too good.
Two good forms of Cryptomeria japonica were in-

cluded, viz., compacta and spiralis. Ginkgo biloba
was shown here and also in a few other collections.

The fact of its being included among the Conifeire
must in some cases have escaped notice.

From the Duke of Buccleuch, Dalkeith, came a
good collection, the finest examples being those of

Abies concolor, A. nobilis, A. Engelmanni, A. Nord-
manniana, Pinus macrocarpa, also varieties of Cu-
pressus and Junipers. From Sir Robert Jardine,
Castlemilk, Dumfries, the examples of Abies ama-
bilis, A. magnifica, A. Pindrow, A. Douglasi glauca,
A. excelsa aurea and A. grandis were splendid.

Sir Jas. H. Gibson Craig, Bt,, sent from Riccarton,
Midlothian, Pinus sylvestris argentea, a distinctly

marked form of the Scotch Fir ; Arthrotaxia
Gunnea, a variety of the Tasmanian Cypress, and
other examples. Mr. .T. (jrd Mackenzie, Dolphing-
ton, Peebles, sent Pinus Bungeana, Abies grandis,

A. obovata (a distinct Siberian Fir), A. Alcoquiana,
A. Albertiana, A. jezoensis, A. Engelmanni glauca
and others. This was a choice collection and in

good character, the trees growing flOo feet above sea
level. Mr. Stuart, Fotheringham, sent another
splendid collection of varieties of Abies, including
among others cone-bearing branches of A. Nord-
manniana, A. Pinsapo, A. cephalonica and A.
nobilis. The Hon. H. Duncan, Fordell, Fifeshire,

sent Abies nobilis, A. Lowiana, and other forms
;

also some fine examples of Pinus. Lord Kinnaird,
Rossie Priory, Perthshire, had Abies Albertiana, A.

grandis, A. Douglasi, i-c , and fine examples of A.

cephalonica. Thuja Menziesi, T. Craigiana, Cupres-
sus nutkaensis, &c. Sir Jas. Colquhoun, Rossdhu,
sent, among others. Thuja aurea, the Himalayan
Cupressus torulosa, and Cedrus Deodara argentea,

a pretty form. Mr. A. Stirling, of Keir, sent several

kinds with fine growth. The best were A. nobilis,

extra fine ; A. Webbiana, a fine example; A. con-
color,extra fine; Pinus Lambertiana{theSugar Pine),

and P. pyrenaica. Sir P. K. Murray, Ochtertyre,
sent a large assortment of Pinus in choice variety.

These consisted of P. rigida (the Pitch Pine), P.

Balfouriana, P. densiflora (distinct), P. koraiensis,

P. Pallasiana, &c. In this collection Abies Pin-

sapo glauca was very distinct. Cephalotaxus pe-

dunculata, Cedrus Libani glauca, Taxas canadensis
Washingtoni, Cupressus Lawsoniana fragrans were
also shown— in all 171 varieties. From the Mans-
field estates came a good collection. Mrs. Malcolm
Patton, The Cairnies, Perth, sent Abies Pattoniana
(true), A. Hookeriana, with other good things. In

the collection sent by Mr. Maxwell, Munches, Dal-

beattie, were Thuja gigantea, Larix leptolepis,

Sciadopilys verticillata, Pinus densiflora, and
many forms of AMes. The Earl of Mansfield,
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Scone, sent good examples of Araucaria imbricata
with Abies Hookeriana, varieties of Junipers,
Taxns, and Abies, Libocedrus decnrrens, Retino-
sporas, and Thujas in variety. From Her Majesty
the Queen, Balmoral, came a splendid assortment of
Abies, consisting of A. ajanensis, A. llouglasi, A. bal-

samea (extra), A. Douglasi glauca, A. nigra (con-

ing), A. Menziesi, A. nobilis (with cones), A. nobilis
glauca, with other good things. This was a most
interesting collection coming from such a high
altitude. The Earl of Hopetoun sent from his Hope-
toun estate an example of A. Smithiana from the
original tree, also Pinus excelsa and Abies Pinsapo,
with varieties of Cryptomeria and Deodars. From
the Countess of Seafield, Cullen, came a fine col-

lection, including cones and branches of Cedrus
Libani, several forms of Pinus and Abies nobilis

glauca (extra tine). The examples sent by the
Earl of Aberdeen from Haddo were of very strong
growth. Those from the Earl of Stair, Castle
Kennedy, included Pinus parviflora, P. Pinaster,
and several other good things.

From the Duke of Sutherland's estate at Dun-
robin a very fine collection was sent. From In-
verary Castle, the Duke of Argyle sent Araucaria
imbricata (very fine cones) and several other Coni-
fers. The Earl of Cromarty also sent several good
things. From Drumlanrig the Duke of Buccleuoh
sent a fine collection, noticeable being Araucaria
imbricata. Sir Samuel McDonald Lockhart, Sir R.
Menzies, Castle Menzies, and Mr. S. Balfour, Bal-
four Castle, also sent fine collections. From the
Royal Arboretum, Edinburgh, was sent a choice
selection. In this collection were included Scia-
dopitjs verticillata, Cunninghamia sinensis, Libo-
cedrus Doniana, Dammara robusta, Podocarpus
pruinosus, several forms of Abies and varieties of
Retinosporas and Yews.

The English exhibits consisted of several remark-
ably fine specimens, chiefly from the southern and
western counties. From the Earl of Devon, Powder-
ham Castle, came Cephalotaxus drupacea (in fruit),

Wellingtonia gigantea (coning freely), and exceed-
ingly fine examples of Abies with cones. From
Mr. R. S. Holford, 'Westonbirt, Gloucestershire,
came an extra fine branch of Pinus ayacahuite.
The Duke of Devonshire sent from Chatsworth
cones of Abies nobilis (very fine), Abies orientalis,

Pinus Strobus and Pinus excelsa. From Messrs.
Dickson, Chester, came a very fine collection of

cone-bearing branches, including a fruiting branch
of Cunninghamia lanceolata. Messrs. K. Veitch
and Sons, Exeter, and Messrs. Jeffries, Cirencester,
also sent good collections. From the Linton Park,
Maidstone, collection of Conifers were sent several
choice things, prominent being Abies polita, seen
in cone for the first time. From Lord Poltimore,
Poltimore, Devon, came two particularly fine forms
of Deodar cones, also Abies pectinata. Mrs. Ford,
Pencarrow, Bodmin, sent Abies firma and A. Alco-
quiana,both finely in cone. From Mr. R. G.Lake.Tre-
varrick, came two specimens of the timber of Cryp-
tomeria and cut specimens of Cunninghamia si-

nensis and Arthrotaxislaxifolia. Mr. Lucas,Warn-
ham Court, Horsham, sent several branches of
finely grown Conifers. A small collection was
sent from Exeter by Sir T. Dyke Acland,
consisting of Abies and Cedars in cone. From
Mr. Nicholson, Basing Park, came a good selec-

tion, comprising Araucaria imbricata with cones,
and several good forms of Abies and Cedars.
Mrs. WilliaruB, Scorrier, sent Arthrotaxis laxifolia
in fruit, Podocarpus nubigenus and AbiesWebbiana.
In a small collection from Mr. J. Willis, Bishop's
Teignton, was a good example of Pinus dcnsiflora,
a Japanese variety. From Mr. Rashleigli, Mena-
billy, Cornwall, came Pinus parviflora and P. pa-
tula, both in cone with foliage of ]'. Montezum;ii
and Cephalotaxus Fortunei in fruit. From Ireland
were sent Bpecimens of good growth, those from
Mr. Smith- Harry, Fota, Cork, being very fine.

A most interesting collection was sent by Mr.
Acton, Killmacurragh, Ratbdrum. Mr. (ioldring
showed a very fine cone of Pinus Lambertiana,
the largest in the show, (ithers were shown by
Dr. Masters, Pinus Coulteri being of fine size, also
P. l,arnbertiana. Drawings and photographs were
shown most extensively by the Kew authorities

;

several also by Mr. Stuart from Perthshire and by
Dr. Masters. Some grand cones of Araucaria im-
bricata came from the Dropmore trees. From the
same source also were sent other Conifers, chiefly

Abies. Several very interesting papers, which will

be published in due course in the society's journal,

were read.

CRYSTAL PALACE.
OCTOBEE 8 AND !l.

This was the finest show of hardy fruit ever held in

the Crystal Palace both as regards quantity and
quality. There were over 4000 dishes'of fruit entered,

and only ten short of that number were staged.

Throughout the entire show there was an absence
of inferior fruit, whilst most of it was remarkable
for size, and, considering the want of sunshine of

late, no fault could be found with the colour. In

the competing classes, that for the best exhibition

of Apples brought together the largest display,

about (iOO dishes being shown in this class alone.

Messrs. G. Bunyard and Co., Maidstone, were first

with fruit of extra size, even, and of high colour,

the best dishes being those of Royal Russet, Rein-

ette du Canada, Ecklinville, Frogmore Prolific,

Egremont Russet, New Hawthornden, liietinghei-

mer Red (a German Apple), Washington (extra),

Gloria Mundi, Lady Henniker, I'easgood's Nonsuch,
Warner's King, Red Hawthornden, Cox's Pomona,
Mother Apple, Ribston Pippin, Gascoigne's Seed-

ling and Duchess of Oldenburg; in all about lOO

kinds were shown. Mr. Sclater, Devon Nursery,

Exeter, was a good second with large fruit, not so

highly coloured nor so handsome. The best dishes

wereWaltham Abbey Seedling (extra good), Devon
Queen (high colour), Warner's King, Mere de
Menage, Lady Henniker, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Lady
Walrond, Y'orkshire Beauty, Lane's Prince Albert,

Sandringham, Ribston Pippin and Beauty of Hants.

Mr. Watkins, nnrseryman, Hereford, came third

with well-coloured fruit, very clean-looking, but

some rather small. The best were Queen Caroline,

New Havrthornden, Beauty of Kent, Warner's King,

and Potts' Seedling.

For the best exhibition of Pears the Kent growers

were beaten, the first prize going to very superior

fruit from Mr. Goldsmith, Leonardslee, Hor-

sham, an old exhibitor once again entering the lists.

His best dishes were those of Beurri^ Bachelier,

Grosse Calebasse, Pitmaston Duchess, Beurre

Hardy, Beurre Ranee, Beurrt! Alexander Lucas
(extra fine and clear), Louise Bonne of Jersey, Sou-

venir du Congirs, Durondeau, Mme. Treyve, Gan-

sel's Bergamot, Winter Nells, Doyenn(5 Boussoch,

Doyennd du Comice, Brockworth Park, Glou Mor-

ceau and Marie Louise ; this was a splendid exhibit

of well-grown fruit. Mr. Woodward, Barham Court,

Maidstone, was placed second, showing fruit

in his usual good style. The third award went

to Messrs. I'.unyard and Co , Maidstone, for a good
collection, containing many very fine dishes. No-
ticeable in this collection was a variety named
Marguerite Marillat, a large and showy Pear. Mr.

Woodward was placed first in the class for fifty

dishes of Apples, many of those shown being re-

markable for their fine finish. The best dishes

were those of Stone's Apple, Bedfordshire Found-

ling, New Hawthornden, ]5cklinville. Royal Russet,

Ribston Pippin, Gascoigne's Scarlet Seedling, York-

shire Dumpling, Alfriston, Peasgood's Nonsuch,
Alexander (extra), <,>ueen Caroline (extra), Duchess

of Oldenburg (high colour), Warner's King, York-

shire Beauty, Belle Dubois, Cellini, The Queen
(both the last very fine). Mr. Goldsmith in this

instance was a good second. For twenty-four

dishes of Apples, Mr. Waterman, Preston Hall,

Aylesford, was awarded the first prize in a very

close competition, but little difference existing be-

tween these and the second prize lot. The higher

colour no doubt won for him the first place. His

best dishes were Mfrre de Mfinage, Gloria Mundi
(extra fine). Lord Derby, Tower of Glamis, Peas-

good's Nonsu(^h, Warner's King, Stone's Apple,

Gascoigne's Scarlet, Blenheim Orange, Bismarck
(both very fine), and Tyler's Kernel. Mr. Rey-

nolds, Ounnersbury Park, as indicated, was a close

second, his best varieties being MOre de Manage,

Stirling Castle, Ribston Pippin, and Peasgood's
Nonsuch. For twenty-four dishes of Pears, Mr.
Woodward was easily first with some splendid fruit,

showing extra fine Gregoire de Bourdillon (a fine

yellow Pear), Triomphe de A'ienne, Marguerite

Marillat, Marie Louise, General Todtleben, Rivers'

Princess, Beurru Superfin, Louise Bonne, Reine des
Tardive, Conseiller de la Cour, and Bellissime

d'Hiver. Mr. Waterman was second, having Pit-

maston Duchess, six fruits weighing (i lbs. 3 oz.

Mr. Goldsmith was first for twelve dishes in a
very strong competition. Mr. Smith, Yalding,

Kent, was second. He showed very large fruits of

Pitmaston Duchess, Triomphe de Vienne, Doyenn4
Boussoch, Grosse Calebasse, Marie Louise, &c.

For twelve dishes of Apples, kitchen and dessert,

Mr. Bridger, Penshurst Place, Kent, was first,

showing extra fine fruit of The Queen, Bismarck,

New Hawthornden, King of the Pippins, and
Wealthy, with others. Mr. Goodwin, Mcreworth,

who was second, had superior examples of Duchess
of Oldenburg and Cox's Pomona. The prizes

offered for the best flavoured fruits of Apples and
Pears produced a strong competition. 'Those for

three dishes of Pears brought out several kinds.

The first prize was awarded to Mr. W. A. Cook,

Compton Bassett, Wilts, the varieties being Fon-

dante d'Automne, Mme. Treyve, and Brockworth
Park, all of excellent flavour. The second went to

Mr. Woodward, his selection being Seckle, Autumn
Nells, and Doyenne du Comice, the latter extra

fine in flavour. For the best flavoured Apples in

six kinds, Mr. Taylor, Osborne Nursery, Hampton,
was first with good fruits of King of the Pippins,

Cox's Orange, Ribston, Feam s and Kerry Pippins,

with Braddick's Nonpareil. Mr. Bridger in his

second prize collection had good fruits of the

Mother Apple and Washington. For orchard

house fruit, Messrs. Bunyard and Co. were the only

exhibitors, but they deservedly won the first prize.

Vegetables.—These made an excellent show,

but there was certainly an element of coarseness in

many of the productions staged—probably caused

by the season. Mr. Waite, Glenhurst, Esher, won
the Veitch Memorial prize and medal for the best

twelve kinds. Mr. Waite was likewise first for the

company's prizes for the best arranged collection,

showing about seventy sorts, amongst which were

good Wroxton Brussels Sprouts, Cardoons, Sutton's

Matchless Marrow and Latest of All Peas, Perfec-

tion Tomatoes, Snowball Turnips, and other good

selections For twelve kinds of vegetables, Mr.

Wilkins, Inwood House, Blandford, was first,

having Prodigy Peas, Rousham Park Onions, Prag-

nell's Beet, and Satisfaction Potatoes. Mr. Wilkins

was also first for Messrs. Carter and Co 's special

prizes for six kinds, showing Holboin Favourite

Onion (a promising oval kind). Satisfaction

Potatoes, and Autumn Giant Cauliflowers. For

the special prizes for Potatoes offered by

Messrs. Sutton and Sons, there was a capital

competition. For six dishes (varieties of their own
raising or sending out), Mr. E. S. Wiles, Edgecote

Gardens, Banbury, was first, showing even and clean

samples. For three dishes, Mr. Lye, Sjdmonton

Court, Newbury, was first, his choice having been

Satisfaction, Abundance and Sutton's Seedling.

MtscELLANEous.—This was a most important

addition to the show in many respects. Messrs.

Veitch and Sons exhibited in all about iiHO dishes

of fruits and many large baskets filled with stan-

dard kinds. This was the finest collection in the

show, embracing the best of the older and well-

known kinds, with many newer sorts of much pro-

mise ; it was, in fact, a most comprehensive exhibit

of all the best sorts of Apples and Pears grown,

of Apples, Sandringham was particularly fine

in size and of good shape, Hawthornden, Rib-

ston Pippin, Warner's King and Bismarck being also

fine. Of Pears, the best were Thompson's, Mme.
Treyve, Louife Bonne, Souvenir du Congr^s, Beurn-

Langelier, and Seckle of extra size. Late Plums

were well represented by such as Blue ImpCratrice,

Grand Duke, Belle de Septenibre, Goliath, Late

Black Orleans, and Fellenlierg. Messrs. Rivers

and Sons had a splendid exhibit of superior ex-

amples of Apples and Pears in their well-known

style. They also sent several fine late Plums
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chiefly of their own raising, one labelled Seedling

121, a bright golden yellow, being a promising
kind. Autamn Beauty and Autumn Compnte are

two splendid late Plums. Several trees in pots
heavily laden with fruit were also shown. Other
collections came from Messrs. .1. Laing and Sons,
who showed the best kinds of Apples and Pears,

the fruit very clean and handsome. From Messrs.

Smith and Co., Worcester, came another good col-

lection of both Pears and Apples. From Messrs.
Peed and Son also came a selection of the best

kinds. A large collection of Apples, Pears, and
Dahlias was staged by Messrs. Chenl and Son,
making a splendid show of itself. The best
kinds of Apples and Pears were to be found
here, with fine fruits of Pyrus Maulei and
the Darmouth Crab, the Dahlias consisting chiefly

of Cactus, pompon and single varieties. An-
other large collection of fruit and cut Koses was
staged by Messrs. Wm. Paul and Son. The looses

in this e.-chibit were quite a feature, making a capi-
tal guide for autumn-flowering selections. Cut spe-
cimens of richly tinted foliage were also shown
here. The Apples and Pears consisted of a good
collection of the best kinds. Messrs. Bunyard and
Co. also staged a large quantity of well-grown fruit,

consisting of several kinds of Grapes, well finished,

large baskets of Apples and Pears, and dishes of late

Peaches and Plums. Of Peaches there were four very
fine dishes shown by Mr. R S aiith, Margery Hall, Rei-
gate, the fruit being well ripened and of high
colour. Messrs. Carter and Co. showed a selection
of Tomatoes of the best sorts in cultivation, the
fruits being richly coloured. Perfection, Chemin,
Conference and Sandwich Island were four of the
best shown.
A full prize list will be found in our advertisement

columns.

ROYAL AQUARIUM.
OCTOBBB 14.

This autumn exhibition was specially attrac
tive, Apples and Pears being not only shown
in great quantity, but of very fine quality.
Apples were in enormous quantities, the lead-
ing exhibitors of non-competing collections being
Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons, Crawley ; Messrs.
W. Paul and Son, Waltbam Cross ; Mr. J. Watkins,
Hereford ; Mr. R. Smith, Worcester ; Messrs. J. Laing
and Sons, Forest Hill, and others. Messrs. Banyard
and Co., Maidstone, had a capital collection of 120
dishes, for which a first prize was awarded, ^'ery fine
and even were the samples staged by Mr. Davies, of
Maidstone, in the class for eighteen varieties,
and in the class tor six cooking sorts the size
was remarkable, the best being Peasgood's
Nonsuch, Stirling Castle, Warner's King, New
Hawthornden, Withington Fillbasket, and Blen-
heim Pippin. The best six dishes of dessert Apples
came from a market garden at Bedfont, and were
grown on gravelly soil

Pears were shown in large collections of from
sixty to seventy dishes in one class, but the finest
lot of twelve varieties came from Mr. Davies, whose
samples of Pitmaston Darhess, Darondeau, Marie
Louise d't'ccle, Marie Louise, Glou Morcean, Doy-
ennfi du Comice, Beurre Bachelier and Emile
d'Heyst were first-rate. In the class for six dishes
the best sorts not here named were Marie Benoist
and Dachesse d'Angoulume. It is worthy of remark
that most of the best Pears came from Kent. Both
in Apples and Pears colour is less prominent than
usual, but that is no great loss, as high colour and
best table quality seem to be seldom in association.
Grapes were excellent. .Mr. Reynolds brought
from Gunnersbury Park the best twelve bunches,
having good Xapoleon, Muscat of Alexandria and
Trebbiano, white ; and Hamburgh, Gros Maroc and
Alicante, black. There was a good competition in
this class, as also in that for three bunches only,
the best black, finely finished Alicante, and the
best white, really good Muscat of Alexandria, com-
ing from Mr. Griffin, of Coombe Bank Gardens,
Kingston. Mr. Davies had the largest Muscats]
but they were of rather coarse appearance.
Collections of fruit of an unlimited quantity
were well shown, the best coming from Trentham,
Mr. Blair having several good Queen Pines, Muscat '

of Alexandria, Black Hamburgh, Gros Colman,
Madresiield Court, and Alicante Grapes, besides nu-

merous dishes of Apples, Pears, Plums, Figs, &c. There
were some capital Grapes in the collection from
Gunnersbury Park, and that from Mote Park
was also very meritorious. Tomatoes were shown
in considerable quantity. The collections of

vegetables were first-rate in quality, and so even,

that it was not easy to find distinctions.

The rompetition for prizes offered by Messrs. Sut-

ton and Sons for single dishes of several kinds was
limited, owing doubtless to the show extending
over three days. The chief prizes were taken by
Mr. Wilkins, Blandford ; Mr. Lye, Newbury; and
Mr. Waite, Esher.

Messrs. J. Laing and Sons, Forest Hill, set up a
very fine and brilliantly coloured group of Bego-
nias in pots, and Messrs. Cannell and Sons brought
up from Swanley a large boxful of Begonia plants,

lifted from the open air, to show how admirably
the flowers had withstood the storms ; also some
new Chrysanthemums. Mr. Owen, of Maidenhead,
had a very fine ooUei-tion of new varieties of early

blooming Chrysanthemums, some of which were
from plants raised from seed sown in January last.

Mr. H. J. Jones, Lewisham, had a collection of

Chrysanthemum plants in pots. Mr. Salmon, West
Norwood, had French Marigold flowers, and Mr.
Pritchard, of Christchun.h, a very pretty group of

hardy plants and flowers set up in Moss. Messrs.

W. Paul and Son set up a fine group of cut Roses,

hardy flowers, and foliage ; and Messrs. J. Cheal
and Sons had stands of Dahlias in variety, very

fresh and richly coloured. Mr. Neary, of Hornsey,
had a dozen capitally flowered, dwarf, bushy
plants in pots of Chrysanthemum Mme. Dasgrange
and its yellow sport (G. Wermig).

PUBLIC Gardens.

Greenw^ieh Park.—The Graenwich Vestry have
passed and forwarded to the Commissioners of Works
a resolution asking that the seven acres now appor-
tioned off a3 a park for the deer may be thrown open,
on the ground that the animals have decreased so iu

numbers and are so seldom seen, that they have ceased
to be an attraction, and their entire removal will give
the public the enjoyment of seven more acres of the
park.

A newr London park.—There would seem to he
a prospect of the new park adjoining Peckham Rye
being speedily acijuired by the authoritiesjand thrown
open til the public. Negotiations have l»en opened
with the freeholders, and of the £.51,000 needed it is

stited that the Camherwell Vestry has voted £20,000
;

the London County Council £18,000, the Charity
f'oinmissiouers £12,000, Limbeth Vestry £.500, St.

George's (Southwark) A'estry £250, and the Newing-
ton Vestry £2.50.

Another very appropriate addition has been made
to Parliament Hill Fields. A piece of what has hitherto

been waste land with a frontage iu the Highgate Road
extending from the Grove to the present entrance to

the fields has been aciuired by the County Council.
The Council having gut possession of this piece of

ground are levelling it, turfing it, and forming a
winding gravel path, with borders in which shrubs,
trees, and flowers are to be planted. In the centre
is a small pond which has been emptied and tilled

up to a safe depth.

Another open space for St. Paneras.—
There is a piece of vacant ground in the Highgate
Road, near WooJsome Road, which is in danger of

falling into the builder's hands. The Vestry of St
Paneras has asked the Londim Council to endeavour to

obtain the ground, as it will he a valuable addition to

the lungs of the parish. Tliere is a balance of £1000
in the hands of the Council, which was paid to it by
the Midland Railway Company for the special purpose
of providing open spaces in St. Paneras, and it is pro-

posed to defray the cost out of tins.

Munificent gift to Paisley.—At a recent

meeting of the Paisley Town Council a letter was
read from Mr. F. W. Dunn, M.P. for the burgh,
enclosing a cheque for £10011 for the purchase of

the vacant ground at the Cross known as the Owen
Space. Mr. Dunn explained that his desire was to

keep open the view of the beautiful Clark Town

Hall, and also to have the ground reserved for the
erection of statues of Sir Peter and Mr. Thomas
Coats and Paisley's other great benefactors. Mr.
Dunn also contemplates further benefiting his

native town by providing a workmen's institute.

Proposed addition to Clissold Park.—An-
other of the " lungs " of North London is about to

be handed over to the builder. The estate of the
late Mr. W. E. Alexander, known as The Willows,
Clissold Park, Stoke Newlngton, is to be sold on
November 3 next, in 13 lots, for building purposes.
The estate consists of 10 acres of park- like grounds,
and is only separated from Clissold Park by a nar-
row, bat iiiiportant thoroughfare, which is known
as Paradise Row. The 10 acres would form a wel-

come addition to the not over large area of Clissold

Park. The mansion would form a splendid build-

ing for a public library, and one is about to be
erected in the neighbourhood. The New River
flows through a portion of the grounds, and the
design of the gardens and meadows makes the
estate one of the most picturesque spots in North
London. Moreover, the land is well wooded, and
should the estate be built upon, most, if not all, of

the trees would have to be removed.

Nurserymen's art. —We have received a plate

of tuberous Begonias from M. Senary which is

uglier than the rounds of beef and other signs of

cultivation one sees exhibited in a London
butcher's shop on Christmas Eve. No drawing and
no composition, no beauty of colour. One cannot
see how a greater caricature of these beautiful

plants could be imagined or produced.

Sending out poor plants.—A gentleman,
willing and able to buy all he cares for, sends us

this protest against the practice of some nursery-

men in sending out small specimens of easily grown
hardy plants:—
Some uurseryraon send you plants that for effective

purposes are worthless. It is foolish of them, for it

necessitates one's bothering friends instead of giving

orders. We would all willingly pay a little more to

get strong healthy plints instead of puny things.

Names of plants.— G. T—1, this may he from
India, but it is an ordinary form of Athyrium Filis-

ftemina; 2, Asplenium alternans ; 3, Pteris seraipinnata
;

4, Lindsaya cultrata ; 5, Adiantum liispidulum ; (J,

Pteris longifolia.— Vulran. —-An ordinary small-

flowered form of Cattleya gigas.

—

G. TV. S.—Liatri^

sphjeroidea.

—

G. H.—1, Adiantum dolabriforme ; 2,

Humata pedata ; 3, Selaginella Galeotti; 4, Tricho-
maues trichoideum.

—

F. T. ir.—1, Vanda tricolor
;

2, Miltonia Regnelli ; 3, Cattleya maxima, ordinary
variety.

—

Sarah.—All small immature fronds ; send
again wheu fertile.

—

]ilcmo.—1, Cyi-tomium falcatuin ;

2, Cyrtoraium ciryotideum ; 3, Goniopblebiuni verru-

cosura; 4, Meniscium simpler; 5, Asplenium Belangeri.— T, Howlett.— 1, Odontoglossum crispum, an ordmary
form; 2, Odontoglossum ramosissiraum.

—

V. B. B.—
Pyrethrum uliginosum.— /'. ^yheaUf^J.—Poor form of

Cattleya Gaskelliaua.—/. Taylor.— 1, ordinary Cat-
tleya Gaskelliana ; 2, Lfelia Perrini ; 3, Miltonia

Candida.— ./. S^Uierfils.— Passiflora Miersi.

Names offruit.— ir. iVeiflon

.

—Plum, Jefferson's;

Apples: 1, Domino; 2, Hawthornden.

—

J. X. Wijrieii.

—Plums: 1, Washington; 2, Lawsun's Golden Gage;
3, not recognised; 4, Sultan; 5, Magnum Bonum.
Apples : 1, Cellini ; 2, Court of Wick ; 3, King of the
Pippins ; 4, Beauty of Kent; .5, Alfriston ; li, Rymer;
7, Keswick Codliu; 10, Golden Noble; 11, French
Crab.

—

Ja". £.iW/.—Jersey Gratioli.

—

J. ('.— 1, Fearn's
Pippin; 2, Manks Codlin.— U'. H. Bintmi.—Benoni.

—

/v'. II.—Not recognised.

—

Croydon.— :i, Beurre Super-
tin ; d, Conseiller de la Cour ; c, Vineuse ; h. White
Doyenne; x. Winter Nelis ; 1, Enipemr Alexander;
3, Bedfordshire Foundling ; 4, Claygate Pearmain.

—

LyininKter.—Pear, Souvenir du Congres

—

J. M.— 1,

Mdre de Menage ; 2, Kerry Pippin ; 5, Downton
Pippin ; 0, Fearn's Pippin ; Pear, Pasee Colmar.

—

./. //. (hrens—Pear, Beurre de Capiaumont

—

R- H.
II.—Peach, possibly Walburton Admirable.

—

0. J.—
Plum, Dunmore. Others next week.

BOOK RKCEIVED.
" Wattles and Wattle Barks." Beiug hints on tlie

conservation and cultivation of Wattles, with notes as

to their value. By J. H. Maiden. Second edition.

(i. S. Chapman, Sydney.
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Woods and forests.

ECONOMIC CONIFER PLANTING.
When we think of the nearly 250 varieties of
Conifers that have been introduced to this
country, we might naturally expect that a few
at least would be of great value for purely
economic or profitable planting. So far as we
at present know, this is, however, by no means
the case, as only about sixteen species are
really worthy of a place in the list of such as
are at all valualile for afforesting purposes. Of
course, it is well to remember that not a few of
the lately introduced Conifers have not yet been
fairly tested, so that to a great extent it would
be premature to speak of their qualities in one
way or another. My opinion, however, based
on years of note-taking and experiments with
the wood of many uncommon kinds, leads me
to believe that for truly profitable planting the
list is small indeed, and can hardly be extended
beyond the sixteen species above referred to.
Perhaps in fifty years or so when maturity has
been more fully attained, .some of the recently
introduced species may be found to be valuable
forest trees, but at present I must deal with
facts, and record my observations and experi-
ments as nearly as possible as they were noted
and tested. Than the common Larch, no tree
has yet been found equally valuable as a forest
tree, and I question very much whether any
other of the fully 200 kinds at present under
cultivation in this country will prove either of
equal or greater value for profitable planting.
The wood has been tested and tried in every
conceivable way and has never been found want-
ing, while it is easy to work, being clean and
free from knots, and remarkably light in pro-
portion to its bulk.

Compared with any other home-grown coni-
ferous wood, it is more than doubly durable
whether used for fencing or in a converted state,
and then it can be used in a young state and
when, practically speaking, perfectly immature.
There is no other timber that would pay for
the cost of erection in a young state. A greater
number of cubic feet of Larch timber can be
grown to the acre than of any other tree, and
this is owing to the narrow spread of branch,
for the Larch is far more inclined to exert its
energy in building up a clean bulky stem than
in the formation of many or large side branches.
It is a hardy tree, too, growing in this country
at such altitudes as render it of great value for
shelter, and it will not cease to thrive where
any other species of Conifer can succeed. Then
it is easily raised from seed, which renders it

cheap, while it is not particular as to the soil in
which it is planted. True, the Larch has of late
years suffered much from disease, but for that
we have ourselves wholly to blame, and, as I
pointed out a few days ago at the Conifer
conference, more care in harvesting and col-
lecting our home supplies of seed would soon
eradicate the disease.

The Scotch Pine used to come second on
the list of valuable forest Conifers, but owing
to the almost worthless nature of the wood,
the tree, unless for the purposes of shelter or
ornament, is hardly worth growing. 1 make
bold, however, to say that this I'iiie will always
hold a prominent place in British plantations.
Perhaps no other Conifer has been planted in
such numbers throughout the British Isles as
the Scotch Pine, for there are few plantations
of any size that do not contain very many of
this favoured tree. For affording shelter to
other less hardy kinds, the Pine in question is
one of the best, and for this reason alone it will

nodoubt always rank high in ourlist of forest trees.
That the timber produced by the Scotch Pine
is, in nearly every part of the country, almost
worthless for constructive purposes, indeed only
sells as second-rate firewood, cannot be denied,
but this drawback is certainly considerably les-

sened by the hardy nature of the tree and the
excellent nurse it becomes on cold and exposed
ground. The Scotch Fir will grow almost any-
where, springing up naturally wherever uncul-
tivated land is within the reach of old specimen
trees, many examples of which may be seen on
the commons and heaths around London, but
particularly on the sandy wastes of Surrey and
other English counties. It is a strange and par-
tially unaccountable fact that the timber of the
Scotch Pine grown in the northern Scottish
counties is of decidedly superior quality to that
grown in any other part of the British Isles,

and this has been proved on not one, but
several occa-ions. That there are great differ-

ences in trees of the Scotch Pine cannot but be
palpable to everyone who even casuallyexaraines
a number of specimens almost anywhere, but
this of itself is hardly sufiicient to account for

the marked differences in the quality of wood
produced by various specimens.

Soil and climate are no doubt potent factors
in the production of timber, while that the
smooth-barked cinnamon- coloured tree is by
far preferable, whether for ornament or utility,

to the shaggy-coated and much more sombre-
tinted specimens I feel fully convinced. Several
experiments have been made to test whether
the Scotch Pine raised from seeds grown at
Ballochbuie and planted in England would re-

tain its normal character and quality of tim-
ber, but these trials have fallen through simply
owing to the length of time required to bring
about any definite conclusions. Seedlings raised
from some of the famous Scotch trees are by no
means hard to procure, so that at least the best
variety of the tree can be planted. Using im-
mature wood of this Pine is a fruitful source of

complaint as to its valueless quality, and this is

to be regretted, for few of our forest trees pro-
duce more worthless timber in a young state
than do some of the Pines and Firs.

Taking everything into consideration, the
Scotch Pine is an invaluable forest tree for
planting in Great Britain, the worthless quality
of the timber as generally produced being fully

compensated for by the great hardiness and
freedom of growth of the tree, as also by the
great amount of shelter it affords to other less

hardy kinds. A. D. W.
(To he continued.)

Cupresfius torulosa.—This is a fine dark
steeple-like species from the Himalayas, which
would be very well worth cultivating if we could
be sure that it would bear this climate. There are
some fine specimens of considerable age and
height growing in the south of England, but,
speaking of Britain as a whole, we fear to recom-
mend it.

Planting' trees.—A potent factor in attaining
success with young plantations is in exercising
great care in planting the young trees. When they
are small and of the Fir tribe they may be put in

by what is termed the notch system. Should this

style of planting be adopted and performed with
care, it will be found not only a most expeditious,
but a very satisfactory and successful mode of

planting. Hard-wooded trees and large plants of
all sorts will require to be planted by the hole or
pit system. Such plants will have been several
times transplanted in the nursery lines, and will,

therefore, have good fibrous roots. The pits or
holes should be made considerably larger than the
extreme spread of the roots of the plants. When
the plant is inserted in the pit the roots should be
well and carefully spread out all round and covered

with nice friable soil. When trees or shrubs of a
large size have to be removed from one plantation
to another and transplanted, it is necessary, to en-
sure their success, to have good balls of earth ad-
hering to their roots.

Norway Spruce (Abies excelsa) is admirably
adapted for forming clumps of undercover in old
plantations, or for planting as a nurse in mixed
plantations. Being abundantly furnished with
branches, if thinned in due time and its branches
allowed to remain green to the base, it forms good
shelter and cover for game. On dry soils or ex-
posed situations it invariably becomes stunted in

appearance, and dies prema,turely. Suitable for a
great variety of soils, it thrives best in a moist
loam and sheltered situation.

The Willow Oak (Quercus Phellos) is one of

the most distinct of the deciduous Oaks. It is re-

markable for the somewhat light green, very Willow-
like leaves, those of the young growths being de-

cidedly whitish beneath ; when the branches are
agitated by the wind, these impart a decidedly
pleasing aspect to the tree. In a wild state it is

confined to the Eastern United States, where it

generally occurs along the borders of swamps in

low cool situations, and attains a height of from
:!i) feet to 5(i feet. The Willow Oak is one of the
biennial-fruited species, that is to say, the acorns
are perfected in the autumn of the second year,

and are therefore borne on the old wood below the
growth of the season.

Age at which young trees transplant
best.—It is necessary on some lands to plant tall-

growing plants, but the general impression seems
to be that the smaller the tree the better the
chances of success. Some species will break from
the base, and make a better trunk therefrom than
from a stem to begin with 4 feet or 5 feet high. In
the case of Firs, there can be no doubt about the
advantages of planting very young trees, and the
only objection to doing so is the nature of the
undergrowth they have to contend with. Where
Bracken abounds, as it does in vast tracts in some
parts, there is no chance for small trees unless the
Bracken is kept down, and to do that means doub-
ling the cost of planting, or more ; therefore,

planting trees tall enough to get their tops above
the Bracken becomes a matter of importance.—Y.
Rustic work —In keeping with their efifect, I

have constructed gates of the simplest material,
varying these in design and making each so simple
as to admit of easy imitation, and yet uniting
strength, solidity, and cheapness. If, indeed, these

latter qualities could not be united, the work would
not at all meet the end I had in view, which was
not merely to produce a pretty effect, but to de-

monstrate the harmony of such decorative work
with true economy. One often sees rustic work of

most cumbrons and portentous dimensions, over-

laden with extraordinary crooks and curves, and
showing at a glance immense labour in selection

and in arrangement. All this may be pleasing and
often exceedingly beautiful, but ii wears none of that

simple char.aoter which would at once commend it

to the eye of a practical man as :i feature to be imi-

tated.—G. D. M.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.—Wm ^oimiai it yut-
luktcL in neatly bound Monthly rarti. In this form the

coloured plates are best preserved, and it is moat suitable for

n^erence previous to the issue of the half-t/early volumes. Price

la. 6d. ; post free, U. dd. Complete set of volumes of Tub
Garden /ro?/i its commence>nent to end O/1890, thirty-eight vols.f

price, cloth, £2S 4s.

"Gardening Illustrated" Monthly Parts. — Mfj
journal is pubtisked in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in irhich

form it is most suitable for ri^ferenee previous to the issue of the

yearly volumes. Price ltd. ', jmstfr^e, Sd.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Purls.— This journal it

pit'ilishnl in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which form it is

most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price ltd.
;
post free, Hd.

** Hardy Flowers."

—

(living descriptions OJ upieards oj

thirteen hundred of the most ornamental species, tvith directions

for tluir arruMjcment, culture, itc. Fourth and Popular
Edition, li'.; po.Ufree,ls. 3d.

"The Garden Annual" for 1891.—Oonloitu Alpha-
betical Lutts of all Branches of the Horticultural Trade correclea

up to November 10 last. The Lists of Gardens and Country

Scats (containing over 9000^ have been very carij'ully and exten-

sively revised, and are admitted to be the most complete eva
published. P^-iceU.; bypottili. id.
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" Thie la an Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather ; but
Thk Art itself is Nature."—Shakaptari.

Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

PEA.RS.

The Pear-gathering season always brings with

it a close inspection of fruit catalogues, Pear

congress reports and fruit manuals, particularly

in those places where one gets trees in all shapes

and forms in the way of old standards, wall

trees, espaliers, pyramids and cordons. It is

amusing, if it were not somewhat perplexing, to

note the diflFerent opinions expressed by the

compilers of the various books and pamphlets
as to the merits of the several varieties. Cer-

tainly one must make every allowance for a dif-

ferenc3 of soil, climate and situation, but all

these conditions combined are hardly enough to

justify such a wide diversity of opinion as we
find expressed, on the one hand, in the majority

of our fruit catalogues, and in the caustic com-
ments of Mr. Blackmore, running through the

Pear section of the " Fruit Manual." Some two
or three years ago when the editor of The
Garden solicited opinions from various quar-

ters as to the best twelve varieties of dessert

Pears, it seemed at the outset a difficult matter
to so limit the selection from such a lengthy
list, but one by one the varieties were weeded
out, until at the finish, if I remember rightly,

it was a difficult matter to muster more than a

dozen really good sorts, and I doubt very
much whether in nineteen places out of twenty
the list could be greatly extended. Again, no
hard and fast rule can be laid down in any Pear
selection, as the varieties vary wonderfully,
not only in the divisions of our country,

represented by the cardinal points, but in

almost every county, and my object in

penning these few notes is to offer a word of

friendly warning to the young gardener, who,
in a district comparatively strange to him, is

contemplating Pear planting, to make himself
thoroughly well acquainted with those varieties

which succeed best in the neighbourhood
It is not pleasant, after producing fine fruits

pleasing enough to the eye, to find that they are

of very inferior flavour. I append a short list

of well-known varieties that are more or less

satisfactory here. Jargonelle is not good either

from old or young trees. I freely admit it to

be the best early Pear where it does well, but
should never plant it again in this neighbour-
hood. Our two best earlies are Beurre Gifiard
and Williams' Bon Chretien, the latter for

choice, as it is the more reliable. It is some-
times complained of Bon Chretien that it is an
irregular and shy bearer, but here we have
nothing to complain of on that score. We
have some very old trees that very seldom fail.

Fruit from these trees was specially noted as very
fine at the Pear congress in 1885. It would
perhaps be more correct to describe the trees

in (juestion as having old trunks and old
branches clothed with )Oung wood, for finding
them with immense spurs standing out a dis-

tance from the wall (so far that it was impos-
sible to spring-protect the trees), I removed a few
of these yearly and laid in new growtlis on the
old branches. The trees are now spring-pro-
tected with a double thickness of fish netting,

which answers the purpose of warding ofl' frost

quite as eflectually as the means devised by
that sturdy fruit grower immortalised by the
writer mentioned earlier in these notes in his

charming "Romance of West Middlesex."' Which
Pear do you advise for this neighbourhood

to catch the season between Bon Chretien and

Louise Bonne—Souvenir du Congres or Beune
d'Amanlis 1 I should have provided for this

gap when the cordons were planted, but omitted

to do so, and we have to fall back on Autumn
Bergamot. This does very well here, producing

fruit of very fair size, flesh white and firm

and quite free from kernels or any sign

of coarseness. Beum' Superfln and Marie

Louise come in nearly together with us, the

former a little the earlier ; they are succeeded

by Doyenne'' du Cornice, and thus it is that the

three probably finest Pears we have follow close

on the heels of each other in the order of ripen-

ing. Van Mons Leon Leclerc is one of our best

Pears, ripening up splendidly, the flesh white

and firm and yet very melting. For three good

late Pears I must give the preference to Winter

Nelis, Josephine de Malines and Beurre Ranee ;

certainly the last is not by any means first-

class in point of flavour, but it is sweet, juicy,

and melting at a time when Pears are very

scarce, and for this reason it is always acceptable.

In the above ILst it will be noticed are not in-

cluded many varieties which are fau-ly well

reported of from some quarters, as Duchesse

d'Angouleme, Beurre Diel, Glou Morceau, Easter

Beurr6 and Bergamot d'Esperen. Up to very lately

these have only been represented here by very

old trees, and the fruit from the several varie-

ties has had nothing against it in point of appear-

ance, being large and clean, free from spot and

cracking, but from a dessert point of view it has

been practically worthless and only fit for stewing.

Anxious to see it it would be better from cor-

dons, I have planted two or three of each variety

and will report on the merits of the fruit later in

the year. For the present, therefore, the following

listmust stand as the best dessert selection for this

immediate neighbourhood : Bon Chrt-tien, Louise

Bonne, Beurre Superfin, Marie Louise, Doy-

enne du Cornice, Van Mons Leon Leclerc, Winter

Nelis. Josephine de Malines, and Beurre Ranee.

I shall be glad if any Pear expert will fill in the

gap between the two first names.

Claremont. E. Burkell.

EARLY FIGS.

The greatest amount of success is no donbt se-

cured from pot Figs, and these may be large or

small, according to the size of house and amount

of room. We have to limit ours to medium-sized

plants. To get ripe fruit in April well-ripened

trees must be had at this date, as if it is intended

to force these hard, it would be useless to purchase

trees in pots that had not been specially prepared

for the work. If purchased in a growing state, Fig

trees should be well ripened and brought on slowly

the first season, only taking one crop and well

ripening up for next season's work. The trees in

pots for early forcing should have cast all their

leaves last month and the wood be thoroughly

ripened. It is advisable as soon as the leaves drop

to thoroughly cleanse the wood. Care must be

taken to clean carefully, so as to preserve the new

fruit about to push out. The old wood may be well

scrubbed, but the young must be washed over

lightly and sponged with warm water and pure

soft soap. Should mealy bug be present, a tho-

rough cleansing with soluble paraflin oil should

also take place. All the woodwork and glass should

be well washed before introducing the Figs into

their winter quarters. Potting should be attended

to at the fall of the leaf, as then the roots have

time to get hold of the new soil before the plants

are placed in the warm fermenting material. Too

much root space should be avoided, as I find with-

out due restriction it is almost impossible to secure

heavy crops. Our finest fruits in the permanent

bouses are secured from those trees with a small

root space, these being fed from the surface. Such

a shy fruiter as Negro Largo often fails to fruit in a
large root-run planted out, though in pots it fruits

admirably. After potting and cleansing I like to

stand the trees in a cold house for a week or two
to allow the roots to work into the new soil. If

stood in the open the pots should be protected

from heavy rains and bright sunshine, as the latter

often dries up one side of the pot, and thus injures

the young roots just pushing round the side of the

ball.

The preparation of materials for forcing must
now receive attention. I find a mixture of freshly

gathered Oak leaves and stable manure answer
well. When the heat declines to 80° the pots may
be half plunged, and frequent supplies of fresh

leaves and manure added to keep up the tempera-

ture named, always bearing in mind to keep the

trees near the light. It is good practice when form-

ing the bed of fermenting material to plunge inverted

flower-pots for the plants to rest on, placing on these

a layer of turf Grass side downwards. Figs will take

a higher temperature at starting than many other

fruits, so that 50° by night with 5" to s° higher by
day is not too much when the house is closed for

starting. Very little syringing will be required, as

the fermenting material will produce a nice moist

atmosphere. With a free leaf growth more mois-

ture may be given, but then care is necessary, or

an excessive quantity will cause the young fruits

to drop prematurely. Attention is also necessary

to the bottom-heat, adding more manure and leaves

as required, also raising the temperature as growth

increases early in the year. At starting time with

favourable weather and a good command of suit-

able bottom-heat, little fire-heat will be necessary

but at the commencement of the year more can be

given and a higher day temperature maintained.

For forcing both tor pot and permanent borders

Brown Turkey and White Marseilles are invaluable.

For pots I would strongly recommend a Fig of

recent introduction named St. John, as it fruits

freely in a young state, does not drop its fruit, and

comes in a short time before those named. It is a

rather large- sized fruit with white flesh, very sweet,

rich and juicy. The tree grows freely and is of a nice

compact habit. I had it very good last season in a

small pot. Osborn's Prolific, Negro Largo, White

Ischia and Early Violet will all do well in pots.

There are others of recent introduction, but I have

not tried them in pots. G. Wythes.

Currant Red Dutch.—At the late meeting of

the Pomological Society in Washington, in speaking

of Currants, Mr. John Saul stated that he had yet to

find the equal of the true Red Dutch, which is not

only the most productive variety he knows, but makes

the richest jam and jelly. He, however, accepted the

suggestion made by Mr. T. T. Lyon that the true

White Dutch Currant was quite as good.

Trained Apple trees.—We have, since the

wider introduction of the Paradise stock, taken so

much to plant Apple trees in the form of pyramids

and bushes, that the ancient and estimable form of

trained trees known as the espalier seems to have

gone out of fashion. The horizontal single cordons

have also come into use, but these produce only

very moderate crops. A really well-trained hori-

zontal or fan-shaped espalier tree once it becomes

fruitful and is properly trained is, on the whole,

perhaps one of the most profitable forms we can

have. Invariably the fruits are of the finest,

and being well exposed to light and air, are well

coloured, and the branches being so firmly

secured, the fruits seldom fall. When in the

Messrs. Veitch and Sons' Southfield Nur.sery recently

I could not help admiring the truly wonderful

crops found on some flat-trained Apple trees. These

were real pictures, the fruit so thickly set, so fine,

and beautifully coloured. Where stout stakes are

dear it is perhaps a rather costly method of training

trees but a first outlay for stout posts with iron wire

strained along a sullioient length for several trees

would eventually be well repaid with interest. In

woodland districts where stakes are plentiful, then

the training of trees as fans or espaliers would be

very inexpensive. Were trees planted 12 feet apart

in the rows and the rows 5 feet apart, a large nurn-

ber of trees could be planted per acre of ground
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and they would noi only thus obtain plenty of
light and air, but could be easily manured and cul-
tivated. The method is one peculiarly adapted
for choice Apples, and especially large-fruited
ones. The fruits could be readily gathered without
injury, and being of the very best always realise
the highest price. Such varieties as Ribston
Pippin and Cox's Orange Pippin, not always good
doers on ordinarily free grown trees, will invariably
fruit well on flat-trained trees.—A. D.

AUTUMN TREATMENT OF STRAW-
BERRIES.

It may surprise many good fruit growers to
learn that there are numerous Strawberry beds
that have not as yet received any attention
since the last crops were gatliered, yet such is

really the case. Instead of being long since
cleared of runners, old leaves, weeds, and rub-
bi.sh generally, all have been allowed to remain
to rob the ground and smother the old plants,
and if good crops are obtained next season this
is more than those responsible for the bad treat-
ment of the beds deserve. The least that can
1)6 done is to trim round with a knife the plants
to be reserved and then to clear ofl' everything
but these, leaving the ground between them
quite clean. If new beds are wanted next sea-
son, save the requisite number of young plants
and place these 4 inches or rather more apart
in nursery beds till next spring, when, if duly
put out on firm good ground and prevented
from bearing fruit or forming any runners, they
will attain to great size by the following autumn.
It is an old-fashioned plan, but still a good
one. Onions, Lettuces, or Kidney Beans could
be grown between them during the first summer,
Bo that there would be no undue waste of space.
Nor is it yet too late to plant a few rows of the
strongest runners alongside paths or other con-
venient positions solely for the purpose of pro-
viding an early supply of strong runners for
layering into pots next summer. There is yet
another good use to which small-rooted plants
may be put to. If a few dozen, hundreds, or
thousands, according to circumstances, are
planted somewhat thickly in small nursery beds,
these will be available for placing into fruiting
pots early next summer, extra strongly-rooted
plants with great plump crowns being thereby
obtained

.
Where the varietyLoxford Hall Seedling

does not grow so strongly as desirable, and also
forms very few runners, it isnotabad plan to leave
the latter, steps being taken rather to assist
these becoming well rooted where they are.
There is little likelihood of the plants becoming
very crowded, especially seeing that the foliage
is by no means strong, and (juite heavy crops of
valuable late fruit may be had by this method
ef culture. Grove End Scarlet, a variety grown
specially for providing superior preserving fruit,
should not be trimmed, nor do the alpiues, as a
pule, recjuire to be cleared of runners.

Although it is often recommended that Straw-
berry buds should have a good autumn mulching
of manure, I yet fail to see the wisdom of adopt"
iiig this treatment. Both the plants and the
roots are perfectly hardy, and the surface is
more easily kept free and open, thanks to the
pulverising influences of frosts, winds, sunshine,
and rain, than is the case when manure is
placed about the plants. Not only do Straw-
berries recpiire no jirotection during the winter,
but the mulchings retard rather tlian forward
them in the spring. Tliey may perha|ps have a
neutral effect in the case of light or gravelly
soils, but where clay exists no mulching should
be permitted, as it keejis the ground in a cold,
saturated state, this greatly retarding growth
in the spring and ending in a more sudden 1o.sk

of moisture with consequent surface cracking in

drier, hotter weather. They are not in want of
assistance at the roots before active growth
commences in the spring, and in the case of
heavy land an early application of some kind of
artificial manure is most to be commended.
Autumn or winter mulchings of manure are
also wasted on light or non-absorbent soils, as
much of the virtue they contain is simjily washed
down to the drains. I hold that the proper
course to pursue is to keep the surface of the
beds free of weeds and the plants clear of run-
ners, and thus treated the ground is well fitted
for the reception of both surface roots and the
food that will in due course be placed within
easy reach of them. W. I.

Packing Pears—A fully ripe Pear requires
to be quite as carefully handled and packed as a
ripe Peach—an important fact too often overlooked
by either the growers or those who have the un-
packing and dishing up to do, or sometimes it may
be both are to blame. Not only is roughly,
handled ripe fruit inevitably disfigured, but it also
keeps badly, while, it is almost needless to add,
bruised Pears are of little value in the markets.
The best course to pursue in either case is to
despatch the fruit before it is quite ripe, those
receiving it using their own judgment as to when it

shall be either sold or used. Pitmaston Dachess,
Marie Louise, Doyenne du Cornice, Comte de Lamy
and others that could bs named are all very easily
bruised, and show the marks badly, too. It is ad-
visable, therefore, to wrap each fruit separately in
a square of soft paper and then to pack them in
one, or at the most two layers deep in a box, all

being kept clear of each other, as well as the
bottoms, sides and lids of the boxes by means of
either paper shavings, wood wool, soft dry Moss, or
very soft short hay made on lawns or slopes. Firmly
bedded in, the lids shutting down lightly on the
packing material. Pears may be sent any dis-
tance by either post or rail without sustaining any
damage. Ripe fruit ought not to be thumbed
recklessly. The narrowest part of the fruit next to
the foot-stalk only should be squeezed, and if this
be soft the Pear is ripe. As it happens, fruit is

often so badly used at the dining table, that any
left is rarely fit to be seen the next day.—W. I.

CLASSIFICATION OF APPLES AND
PEARS.

With the frequent exhibitions of these fruits

during the autumn and winter months there is,

I think, a danger on the part of many of being led

away by mere size alone. Exhibitors, of course,

show their finer produce and no one can blame
them for so doing

; this is but natural. The
danger is that of losing sight of many excellent
kinds which do not come up to the required
standard in point of size. Large Apples may
do very well for kitchen use, and against such
nothing can be said, but for the dessert those of
much smaller size are decidedly preferable.
Taken altogether, the mediiira-aized fruits of any
given kind will, as a rule, be found of better
flavour ; this is so in the case of Ribston Pippin
and other well-known eating Apples. By de-
voting attention to size alone some sorts have
to stand out of the running. How often, for
instance, do we see Margil, Manniiigton'.s Pear-
main, Court of Wick, Court Pendu I'lat, Ash-
mead's Kernel, Claygate Pearmain, Golden
Harvey, (Jolden Reinette, and other small
kinds .' They are seldom seen staged ; some
few, it is true, may be put up in classes ex-
clusively for dos.sert fruit, but thou oven there
is a tendency to incline towards size as against
actual quality. The mcdium-sizud and .small

fruits of good finish and appearance will iiu-

dcjubtedly find the must favour upon tho
dessert table. Both largo Apples and largo
Pears are oftentimes passed over merely be-

cause one does not like to take a large
fruit and leave half of it. What applies to

Apples does also to Pears, perhaps with more
force, as by far the larger number of Pears
which are exhibited are the dessert kinds. Of
these we do not see nearly enough of Winter
Nelis, Passe Colmar, Beurre Superfin, Comte
de Lamy, Josephine de Malines, Knight's
Monarch, Seckle, Sufl'olk Thorn, Thompson's,
and lieurru d'Aremberg. With the present
appearance of so many large sorts upon the ex-

hibition boards, these smaller sorts stand a
chance where not well known of being left out
in making new plantations. What I think is

wanted is classes on purpose for these smaller
sorts, both of Apples and Pears, naming say a
dozen kind.s from which to select six or eight.

When this is done we shall see them brought
forward again and holding their own in point of

flavour. Of kitchen Apples even there are a
few sorts oftentimes left out, Cellini, Northern
Greening, and Pile's Russet being examples.
It is, however, in the dessert fruit that more
notice should be taken of the smaller sorts.

Nothing can be said against the skill evinced in

the cultivation of the larger fruit ; it is only from
the standpoint of practical utility for every day
use that the remarks apply. For special oc-

casions or for making a good display the larger

fruits are valuable, and without doubt servo a
good purpose ; the smaller sorts should not,

nevertheless, be overlooked. G. H. I.

FRUIT CONGRESSES.

I READ with interest the note on the above in The
Gaudkn (p. 329), and am much of the same opinion

as " Onlooker. " What we require is the means of

getting rid of what fruit we have, of educating the
British public to purchase home-grown fruits, and
not the showy samples from abroad, though the
latter must not be despised, as they come in at

a time when home-grown fruits are scarce and
therefore valuable. More late varieties should be
grown, as I find good sound Apples and Pears in

the spring find a ready sale. It is the glut at stor-

ing time that causes so much dissatisfaction as to

prices. Though I am well aware that providing

storage room is not an easy matter, it is one to be
faced if profitable fruit growing in this country is

to be largely entered into. I believe that Apples
can be grown in some of our fruit-producing dis-

tricts equal in colour to foreign samples. The Apples
grown in Kent are grandly coloured and superior in

Havour to imported ones, and I am of opinion

there is a great opening tor late fruits when well

grown and stored and the varieties carefully

selected. I have also noted a tendency at the con-

gresses to recommend a great quantity of early

fruits, and why this should be I am at a loss to

understand, unless it be to sell the trees of particular

kinds. I could give instances of growers who have
planted large quantities of early varieties, and who
cannot get lid. a bushel profit after expenses are

paid. I may be told they are inferior varieties, or

that the fruit should be sent to reliable salesmen.

The very men who advocate extended fruit culture

recommend these varieties, and, as is well known,
the grower may neither be sending regularly to mar-

ket nor be in a position to command tlie best sales,

and I have yet to learn with the extended fruit cul-

ture advocated how these drawbacks may be met.

At the numerous congresses the attendance is

limited, and if it were not for the horticultural

press they would often be failures. Like "On-
looker," I think fruit congresses, instead of en-

lightening the public, will do the reverse, as when
they become so common people will fight shy of

them, especially when they are held to benefit a
few at the expense of many. We now have con-

gresses with Chrysanthemum shows, so that they

will soon become tedious. I do not for a mo-
ment minimise the value of a conference such as

that at Chiswick a few years ago on Apples and
Pears. It did a great amount of good, and was
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then of great value in brioging before the public

good varieties, and in classifying aiid getting

information as to best stocks and soil. It was

also organised bj men with a practical knowledge

of the subject, and who had made fruit culture

their study. These men the public put confidence

in, and their recommendations at this date are

not questioned. Having spent many years in the

fruit-producing districts, and having seen the diffi-

culties of disposal, many tons of good fruit that

could not be sold having had to be yearly con-

verted into cider and psrry, I am anxious to see

the subject properly treated, not only as regards

the best varieties to be planted, but also the best

means of marketing the produce.
A Fruit Gkowbb.

N(^TE3 ON NECTARINES.

In reply to the following questions concerning

Nectarines

—

1. Best Nectarines for flavour.

2. Earliest Nectarines.

3. Valae of new kinds as to earliness and
flavour.

4. On what stock does the Nectarine do best ?

5. Hoio far is outdoor culture successful in

your district ?

we have to thank correspondents in nearly all

parts of the kingdom for replies.

Nectarines do well in this localily both
under glass and outside. In these gardens we very

rarely miss a crop either outdoors or in. Under
glass I consider Lord Napier to be one of the best

kinds at present in commerce for growing in heated
houses. It is of good constitution, sets freely, and
carries a good crop when the wood is not over-

vigorous. Next to it and forming an excellent

succession is Humboldt, which I have found to do
well in company with Lord Napier. I have seen

Rivers' Orange also in good condition, but have not
grown it myself. I find the Orange Nectarines to

be as a rule more liable to spider, probably through
not being such vigorous growers. I have noticed

this both with Humboldt and Pitmaston Orange.
This should not, however, deter anyone from grow-
ing them ; the fruits when well ripened always
keep in good condition for dessert better than other

kinds. Humboldt and Pine-apple I consider to be
two of the be.^t flavoured kinds. I give the pre-

ference to the former, because being equal to

Pine-apple in flavour it has other advantages, viz
,

when well grown the friiits are larger and more
highly coloured, whilst of the two the constitution

is better. Lord Napier, when grown under glass,

is of excellent flavour ; in this respect I should claes

it with Elruge, but the latter beats it when out of

doors. Victoria when ripened thoroughly under
glass almost equals Humboldt or Pine-apple.

The earliest Nectarine without doubt is that
most promising seedling of llessrs. Rivers' raising,

and which has been shown in fine condition this

season. Not being, however, obtainable yet, one
cannot, I think, do better than rely upon Lord Na-
pier. I find this by far the best of early kinds in

commerce. Another capital early Nectarine is Dar-
win, one of the orange type. Rivers' New Seedling
has proved itself to be first-rate in the trials given
to it at the Sawbridgeworth Nurseries, where it has
been forced early, being without doubt a decided
advance upon Lord Napier, which I consider the
next best early kind.

The Mussel Plum is the best stock for nearly
all kinds, with the exception of Pine-apple, Hum-
boldt, Stanwick, and Victoria, with others closely
allied to these varieties ; for these latter sorts the
Brompton Plum stock is the bast. Our large tree

of Lord Napier (24 feet by 10 feet), which bears
yearly a heavy crop of fruit, is upon the Mussel
Plum.
As far as outdoor culture is concerned, I cannot com •

plain either as to the crops borne or to the general
condition of the trees ; both must be considered
satisfactory. The fruit does not attain the size

seen in some more favoured positions and soils, but

it always finishes well. There is a disposition to-

wards a strong growth ; this is kept in check as

much as possible. All the protection afforded

whilst in flower is by three thicknesses of 1-inch

mesh netting, kept away from the trees by means

of long stakes or bambao canes. The trees are all

grown upon a wall facing west; hence, the Nec-

tarines are rather later than from a southern aspect.

— J. Hudson, (runitfrflninj House, Artun. II .

Nectarines, as a rule, are not worth their

room on a wall anywhere in Scotland, but a few of

the earliest kinds do moderately well in our warm
soil and mild climate at Dalkeith. Peaches

succeed very well on the same walls, and in

the best localities in Scotland they are worth

their room on walls. Nectarines are poor in crop,

size, and flavour compared with Peaches. The

best flavoured Nectarines we grow are Pine-apple,

yellow. fleshed, and E'.ruge, white-fleshed. The

former is the more profitable Nectarine, never fail-

ing to bear a crop inside, and on walls it is

next to Lord Napier, which is probably the best

for growing outdoors in this latitude. Very few

Nectarines are a success in the open air, even in

this favoured part of Scotland, and, as a rule, they

are the most unsatisfactory crop we attempt to

grow. In a cool house they all do very well, and

both there and in forced houses the Puie-apple Nec-

tarine is our best. It will not succeed so well as

Lord Napier in the earliest houses, rips early in

May, but after that none are equal to it, and its

flavour is appreciated here. Lord Napier is the

best of the earliest Nectarines, and produces splen-

did specimens of fruit early in the season. Hum-
boldt is a first-rate late Nectarine, following in a

cool house after Pine-apple. Our Nectarines are

mostly on the Brompton stock, and, on the whole, it

appears to be the most suitable, although some

varieties thrive better on the Pear-Plum and

Mussel stocks. The Mjrobalan stock is a nuisance

from the abundance of suckers it throws up, a

fault shared with it in a less degree by the

Brompton and Pear-Plum stocks, the Mussel being

the least troublesome in that respect. Most of

the newer varieties of Nectarines are grown,

and some, besides the four named already,

are first-rate and well worth growing, but so far

none have proved equal to them in their season,

and till they do, the proved varieties are depended

upon for the crop.—M. Dunn, The Palace (iardens.

Dalkeith.

The best Nectarines for flavour grown here

are Pine-apple and Pitmaston Orange, preference

being generally given to the former. The earliest is

Lord Napier, and this is the only new kind that has

so far fruited here. For outside culture, Elruge, Vio-

lette Hative and Lord Napier are grown, and in

good seasons they each ripen very well. Lord

Napier from its earliness is the most reliable, as it

always ripens well ; the fruit is large and of good

quality, surpassed only by Elruge when we have a

fine bright autumn to finish oS the fruits.—James

Day, GaUuiray House, Garlicston-a, \\'i;]toivitshu;\

The best Nectarines for flavour I find are

the following eight placed in their order of ripen-

ing- Advance, Lord Napier, Elruge, Balgowan,

Pitmaston Pine, ^'ictoria. Murrey and Stanwick

Elrage. Humboldt I find an excellent late Necta-

rine and a good grower. There is a great differ-

ence of opinion as to the proper stock to work the

various kinds upon. It is an undoubted fact that

a great number are worked upon unsuitable ones.

What we want is a stock that will swell with the

stem, such as the Almond, Mussel, and the Magnum
Bonum Plum, all of which will do for most of the

varieties. Nectarines succeed very well here on

south east and west walls. There is but little

difference in the time of their ripening on an east

or south aspect.—A. Waterman, Preston Hall

Gardens, .{ijtesfurd.

The best Nectarines for flavour are some

of the oldest, such as Elruge, Pitmaston Orange,

Violette Hiitive, and Stanwick, while of the newer

kinds. Pine-apple, Early Orange, Darwin and Lord

Napier are best with us. On the other hand, soils

and aspect greatly"affect the flavour of this fruit.

The earliest Nectarines are those sent_ out by

Messrs. Rivers, and they are valuable additiocs to

o-nr somewhat limited list of good sorts. Advance

is'an early fruit, not so large as some, but still of

good flavour. It is a mottled red and a good one

for early gathering in the open. Darwin is also an

early fruit, with a good deal of Sianwick flavour.

Lord Napier, the best all-round Nectarine for in-

doors or out, is valuable on account of its earliness,

its size, and its good flavour. Rivers' Early Orange

and Goldoni are good. We have made more pro-

gress in Nectarines than Peaches, as some of the

early Peaches, and they are numerous, lack flavour.

I think that Lord Napier alone is a valuable addi-

tion to our old list of Nectarines. The gardener in a

private establishment cannot always get Nectarines

or Peaches on any special stock, and is obliged to

take what the raiser gives him, and here I may re-

mark that stocks have a great deal to answer for.

I find the best stock for outside culture is the Plum,

as its hardiness makes it most suitable. We also

have the Almond for indoors, and it does very weU.

Nectarines in this district do very well on south

walls, and in our light soU require much moisture

and feeding. We mulch heavily both in the

summer and winter, and keep the trees thin to

ripen up the woe d. Some of the newer introduc-

tions are good for outside culture, as many of them

are early fruiting kinds. Pine-apple, Humboldt,

Rivers' Orange, and Pitmaston do well with us in

favourable seasons, and suffer little loss of wood

from severe weather, but I always take the pre-

caution to loosen the small branches as soon as

the leaves have fallen, thus preventing the trees

blooming very early and hardening the wood by

exDosure to autumn weather. Other points often

overlooked in outside culture are feeding when in fruit

and lifting to check gross wood. The Nectarine

is one of the best trees to lift. When done early in

the autumn or winter it soon takes to the new soil,

and is improved by the process, canker and loss of

wood being prevented by so doing.—G. Wythes,
Sijiin Hou.<e. Isleirorth, II'.

Well grown and properly ripened Nectarines

are considered by some superior in quality to

Peaches, and in fact to be the most richly flavoured

of all fruits. Undoubtedly they are a very deli-

cious fruit, and fully merit being nearly or quite as

extensively grown as Peaches, especially under

glass. Not but that good Nectarines are frequently

to be met with on open-air trees, but they are not

generally nearly so reliable as Peaches, the fruit in

very many instances being given to scarring and

cracking. Even this failing is to be traced in some

cases to 'faulty treatment. Nectarines having ten-

der smooth skins are more liable to be injured by

the use of insecticides, and also by repeated synng-

ings with clear water in dull weather, damaged

skins being followed by scarring and cracking.

Even fruit under glass is liable to be injured by too

much moisture hanging on them, those in nnheated

houses or where the evaporation is slow being the

first to suffer. Peaches having a downy coat can

stand rougher treatment. ....
Although much resembling each other m their

habits of growth, the Nectarine is yet the more

deUcate of the two. Peach trees against open waUs

will produce fairly good crops for several seasons

in succession, even if the roots are allowed to strike

down deeply, and to have a rough time of it gene-

rally, but not so Nectarines. Once these are ne-

glected or by bad treatment have their roots driven

down into a cold subsoil, few or no presentable

fruit are obtained, the majority either shrivelling

or cracking b.-idly, and to this cause must be attri-

buted many failures and many decisions to discon-

tinue the growth of Nectarines against open waUs.

I could name several gardens where Nect.annes are

most successfully grown against walls with a

southern aspect, but will be content to mention

those of Wilton House, near Salisbury, Witley

Court Stourport, and Abberley Hall, Stourport.

In each instance I have seen grand Nectarines on

the open-air trees, or fruit equal to some of the

best house-grown fruit, and in each case great at-

tention is paid to the roots. At WUton Mr. Challis

allows all the wall trees, and confines their roots

to a clear border 4 feet wide. Every autumn each
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tree is root-piurel half way round, some fresh

loam, burnt earib, and a sprinkling of lime being

worked in. In this way the trees have some fresh

soil, either on one side or the other, to root into, and
this, coupled with timely mulchings of strawy
manure and plenty of water and liquid manure
during the growing season, serves to keep the root

action well on the surface. The trees are kept

clean by.means of tobacco smoke confined by can-

vas covers and overhead syringings in liot weather,

and are protected and forwarded considerably by
means of roller blinds, the latter being used much
later in the season than many less experienced
growers consider necessary. Mr. Challis grows
seven varieties of Nectarines against the open walls,

and it is to be hoped he will favour the readers of

The Garden with comments on the same. The
wall arrangements at Witley Court will scarcely

permit Mr. Austin to group all bis Peaches and
Nectarines together, but since being in charge of

that place he has done wonders with the trees he
has planted against various south or southern walls.

He also is a great advocate of root-lifting, and the

trees under his charge are so well managed that

any of them can be shifted from one place to

another without the slightest prejudice to the next
crop of fruit. All are well furnished with medium-
sized, healthy wood, while, as may be imagined
from this, the borders are full of root fibres, espe-

cially near the surface. Lord Napier is. perhaps,

the finest open-air Nectarine, and this Mr. Austin
grows to perfection. Mr. Young, at Abberley Hall,

has one of the best furnished walls in the country,

the Peaches and Nectarines he has planted being
alike fine. His method of treatment has been
already detailed in these pages.

Undoubtedly Lord Napier is the best variety for

open-air culture, this succeeding well where other

varieties have failed. It produces large, highly
coloured fruit, which ripens towards the end of

August, the quality being decidedly good. Elruge
has long been a favourite Nectarine, but though
trees on south walls produce and ripen good crops
of highly coloured fruit, there is a sourness about
the juice. The best form of Hunt's Tawny is one of

the most reliable Nectarines I have ever tried in

the open, the trees being of fairly robust, produc-

tive habit, while the fruits are fairly large, richly

coloured and of moderately good quality. Bal-

gowan, again, is a very hardy productive variety,

somewhat resembling Violette HiUive in appear-

ance, but more reliable than the latter sort. I have
never grown either Hardwicke or Humboldt, but
have seen both doing well on open walls. Pitmas-

ton Orange and Pine-apple, both excellent varieties,

are among the least reliable for open walls, and
Victoria is frequently too late to ripen properly.

Naturally, the most richly-flavoured fruit of any
variety is to be had by the aid of glass whether
in the form of houses, cases, or copings. For
forcing, Lord Napier is again the best that can
be named. In addition to being the first or among
the first to ripen, the fruits are large, of good
appearance, and very luscious and richly flavoured.

With us it does well in early and successional

houses, but scarcely pays for its room in an un-
heated late house. It must be kept from making
much strong growth, or otherwise bud-dropping and
a thin crop result. A rather hot position and
frequent root pruning are the best remedies for

unfruitfulness. Pitmaston Orange is another high-

class variety for house culture. It rarely fails to

set heavy crops, the fruit attaining a large size,

while the quality is first-rate. Pine-apple is rightly

considered an improvement on the last-named, this

superb variety—one of Mr. Kivers' best productions
—being quite as productive as Pitmaston Orange,
while the fruits are also as large, much more highly

coloured and of exquisite flavour. Stanwick Elruge
ought to supersede tlie old Elruge ; it is of free

productive habit of growth, the fruits are moderately
large, highly roloured, and of fairly good (|uality.

It [is one of the best for the market. For ripening

late and long keeping there are none to equal Vic-

toria ; this variety is of free growth ani never fails

to bear well, while the fruit atf.ains a good size. At
first most unattractive in appear .vnce, it will if well

exposed to the light lay on good colour, and perfectly

ripened the fruits are very juicy and richly flavoured.

—W. IggULDBN, Miirstim JloHfr Oonhiix, Frome.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Caryopteris mastacanthus.— I saw a lovely

mass of blue iioweri out to-day in all the rain, and
it was Caryopteris mastacanthus. It does really seem
valuable coming out at this time of year, and such
a pretty hue ! The bit I enclose will not look much,
as it has been squeezed in my pocket all day and
gathered soaking wet.—R.

Plum Dymond. — After such a season for

Plums it may be well to note the behaviour of some
of the best with a view to guide those about to

plant. The one above named must stand at the
top of the list as a cooking Plum. Its fine colour

and firm flesh with such good flavour make it quite

a favourite with cooks. As a standard it holds a
high place. When recently in a small nursery at

Windlesham, Surrey, I saw some very large trees

of it heavily cropped.—J. C. F.

The Winter Cherry (Physalis Alkekengi).

—

At the present time this is beautifully coloured,

and quantities have been used of late among the
decorations at harvest festivals and the like.

Equally charming, too, is it for Christmas decora-
tion. For this latter purpose it should be gathered
or cut now, shoots and all, and dried slowly in a
cool, dry shed or cellar, arranging the stems thinly

on strings suspended from thereof. In this position

it will be ijuite safe, and those who give it a
trial wiU be charmed with the Winter Cherry
among the usual decorations at Christmas-time.

Margaret Carnations.—Herewith I send you
a few blooms of dwarf Margaret Carnations pro-

duced from seed sown under glass in March last.

The plants were transplanted to the open ground
at the end of April, and although the llowers

have been much damaged by rain and wind, I

have had a lovely show since August, and it is no
exaggeration to say that the average number of

buds on each plant has been from 1(10 to 15(X The
plants have grown about 12 inches high. In the

brilliancy of the hues, commencing from pure
white (of which 1 send you one) down to deep
crimson-clove colour, they compare very favourably

with the choice named Carnations and Picotees. I

have not yet had a yellow one.—J. Lambeht.

Carnation Miss Joliflfe. —What a lovely

thing this is when seen in perfection ! From where
I write it is grown by the thousand—not mere
spindly plants with one stem, but fine handsome
bushes in 8-inch pots, that from first to last pro-

duce scores of their lovely flowers in profusion, and
therefore the more valuable. The charming tone
of colour — a beautiful and so desirable a shade in

salmon-pink— could be naught else but popular, and
this it certainly is. Another variety, the flowers of

which are similar in colour, is Mrs. Grenfell, but
the latter does not in any way equal the former,

and is a more leggy plant. A succession of blooms
will be kept up on the plants alluded to for some
weeks.—J. E.

Hechtia Ghiesbreg-hti.—A plant which, I

believe, bears the above name is now llowering

with me, and as it is not very often met with
and is of some interest, I would like to direct

attention to it. It is a Bromeliad with numerous
crowns of narrow, light green, spiny leaves, about
1 5 inches long by three-quarters of an inch to an
inch wide, much resembling those of the crown of

a Pine-apple, but more slender. In this condition

it makes a useful table plant, but it is when it

approaches the flowering stage that its most re-

markable peculiarity becomes apparent. The llowers,

which are light blue, come in a dense cluster in

the centre of the leaves, which latter for the lower
half of their length turn amost vivid crimson-scarlet,

the remainder being green; these also have shorter
hracteate leaves which are all scarlet, while small
white scales impart a curious pencille<l appearance.
I am informed by the friend who gave me the plant

about three years ago that when the flowering is

over the leaves resume their normal colour. This

is, I think, far from usual. The plant does not seem
particular as to temperatuie. My friend had it in

an ordinary greenhouse ; with me it is in an in-

termediate house with Adiantums and sundry

Orchids. With him the blue flowers remained for

many weeks, with me they did not last one.

Suckers of the same age as that given me have

shown no signs of flowering in my friend's house.

This Hechtia is readily increased from suckers,

and yet it seems so uncommon as to have only

one notice in the existing forty volumes of The
Garden, and that only a most casual one. A
transverse section of the red portion forms while

fresh a pretty microscopic object, showing the rows

of cells with crimson contents, and the ribbing on

the inferior margin produces a curious wavy out-

line form of cells with remaikably thickened cell-

walls.—Gkeenwood Pi-M, Monl^fliiicn, Uiihlin.

Boyal Horticultural Society.—The next

meeting of the floral, orchid, and fruit committees

will be held in the Drill Hall on Tuesday, Octo-

ber 27, when the society holds its usual display of

new and rare plant.=, &c , besides which special

prizes are offered in the schedule for cooking and

dessert Apples and Pears, as well as for varieties

of Grapes. Intending exibitors should at once

communicate as to the nature of their exhibits to

the superintendent, Royal Horticultural Society's

Gardens, Chiswick. In the afternoon at 8 p.m.

Mr. Harry J. Veitch, F.L S , will read a paper on

"Autumn Tints," and specimens of trees, shrubs, or

other plants indicating the season will be welcome

as illustrations.

Veronica Anderson!.—It is now between

forty and fifty years since this hybrid was raised

by Mr. Anderson, an amateur cultivator then

living near Edinburgh, from V. salicifolia crossed

with V. speciosa. Although the latter was the

male parent, its characters are more prominent in

the hybrid than those of V. salicifolia. The flowers

of y. speciosa are of a rich blue-purple, whilst those

of the other parent are white, with only a slight

tinge of purple. In the portraits which were made

of V. Andersoni shortly after it became generally

distributed, the flowers at the base of the spike are

much lighter in colour than those above. It ap-

pears, however, judging from a plant now flower-

ing in the temperate house at Kew, that either by

reason of selection and cultivation or by subse-

quent hybridisation it now exists in much altered

and improved forms. The Kew plant has erect,

cylindrical racemes 8 inches high, all the flowers

being of a uniform shade of rich bright purple. It

is certainly unsurpassed in beauty by any of the

half-hardy species grown In pots and stood out of

doors from April to October. It flowers freely dur-

ing the autumn. Like most of these broad-leaved

Veronicas, it requires some protection during mid-

winter in the neighbourhood of London.— B.

Grevillea Thelemanniana —This is one of

the most charming of all the Grevilleas, and the

one perhaps best adapted for the greenhouse shelf.

It has to some extent escaped the prevalent neglect

of Australian plants, and is frequently to be met

with in private gardens. When struck from cut-

tings and occasionally pinched in a young state, it

forms a neat and eleg.ant little plant in two or three

years. Its foliage, like that of many Grevilleas, is

of itself ornamental, the leaves being bright green

and divided into numerous narrow linear segments.

The flowers are borne in dense clusters droopmg

from the ends of the shoots, the terminal flowers

opening first. The lower part of each flower is of

a bright deep red and somewhat inflated, narrow-

ing upwards into a sort of neck, and finally divid-

ing into four recurving yellow petals. The style,

which in all Grevilleas forms a more or less promi-

nent feature of the inflorescence, is an inch long

and deep red, the swollen apex being orange.

Plants commencing to flower now continue more

or less throughout the winter. It is found in

Australia, near King George's Sound, and in the

Swan Hiver territorv, and, like most of the plants

from that region, it 'is benefited by being placed in

the open for a few weeks during summer.-B.
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Stove and Greenhouse.

CxREENHOUSE WALLS.
Given a suitable selection of planta aud the
treatment necessary for their well-doing, the
wall of a greenhouse may be made.as interesting

as any other part of the structure, and will con-

tribute its share towards the floral display. To
succeed with wall plants in a greenhouse by far

the better plan, as with climbers of all kinds, is

to plant them out in a border prepared for the
purpose, as the results will then be both
satisfactory and permanent ; whereas, in the
case of specimens in pots or tubs, the soil will

after a time become exhausted, and repotting i.s

then no easy matter. In preparing a border a

good deal will, of course, depend upon surround-
ing circumstances, but the one golden rule to

observe is that thorough drainage is secured, as

upon this the success or otherwise of the work
will to a great extent depend. In the case of

walls that receive a good amount of light and
sunshine there are many different plants avail-

able for covering them, but where heavily shaded
and perhaps damp the choice is very limited.

In any selection of plants suitable for green-
house walls the Heliotrope must have a place,

as it will flower profusely nearly throughout the
year, and a specimen of it in full bloom, such
as here illustrated, is very beautiful, and also

extremely useful for cutting, as the fragrance of

the blossoms is admired by everyone. The
South African Leadwort (Plumbago capensis),

with its clusters of porcelain-blue flowers, is also

another continuous bloomer very valuable for

such a purpose, wlule I have also seen some
of the Abutilons in good condition trained
to a wall. The pure white Boule de Neige is

one of the oldest and best, while others
well adapted for this treatment are A. striatum,
yellow veined with crimson, and Golden Fleece,

deep gold. Pelargoniums, both of the zonal and
Ivy-leaved section, will flower well, and I once
saw a wall completely covered with them alone.

It was in a sunny spot, and the quantity of

flowers produced there was enormous, the Ivy-

leaved varieties in particular producing a truss

of blossom from nearly every joint. Clianthus
puniceus, with its peculiar lobster-claw-like

blossoms, is a very ornamental wall plant if the
foliage can be kept clear of red spider, which is

not always the case ; still, a good deal can be
done towards keeping it down by a liberal use
of the syringe.

The various forms of Habrothamnus and their

near ally, Ce.strum aurantiacura, with its masses
of golden-yellow blossoms, may all be employed
as wall plants, but they are better adapted for

pillars than for back walls. Many climbing
plants, the Lapagerias for instance, wOl do well in

such a position, but in a general way theyj^are

hardly seen at their best so treated. This brings

us to what are perhaps the finest of all permanent
wall shrubs for the greenhouse, viz., the
Camellias, whose foliage is handsome at all

seasons, while their flowers are very beautiful.

They also possess the merit of being almost
hardy, so that an unexpectedly low temperature
in the winter has far less eflect on them
than on many greenhouse plants. The glossy

foliage, too, can with the syringe be kept
bright and clean at all seasons. The sweet-
scented Daphne indica will succeed under much
the same conditions as the Camellias, but it is

rarely seen grown in this way. I have been
told by two successful cultivators of it that for

large specimens plants on their own roots are
much better than when grafted. A first-rate

plant for the back wall of a greenhouse that will

succeed even where pretty well shaded is Thi-

baudia acuminata, a vigorous loose-growing
ericaceous shrub, bearing a considerable amount
of resemblance to a Vaccinium. The leaves
are ovate in shape, about 2 inches or 3 inches
long, and of a deep shining green when mature,
but in their young state prettily flushed witli

pink. The flowers, which are borne in clusters

on the points of the shoots, are tubular in
shape, about H inches long, and of a thick wax-
like texture. Their colour is red tipped with
greenish white. Before expansion the clusters

of blossoms are covered by large boat-shaped
bracts of a bright pink colour, which remain

Heliotrope growing on a greenhouse wall

grow freely in such a spot, be it stove or green-
house. But little preparation for planting
them is needed as if the wall is fairly moist
sufticient roots will be produced frcjm various
parts of tlie stems to support the plants. If
the wall be dry, liberal syringing will enable
the plants to push their way and thrive thereon.

H. P.

Euphorbia jacquiniaeflora.—To grow this
well and to flower it successfully, it should receive
rather more warmth than is necessary for the
Poinsettia. Those who have fairly tall plants will

now do well to train the shoots
upon wires near to the glass. In
this way the flowers when they
expand will last much better.
Where trained thinly but little

light will be intercepted, whilst
the effect will be good. This
Euphorbia will take only a
moderate amount of water with
occasional feeding where grown
in pots.—H.
Plumbago coccinea.—This

plant and i'. rosea should, like
the Euphorbia, be trained near
the glass. I have thus seen a
beautiful effect produced in a
house usually devoted to Cu-
cumbers and Melon?, the long
racemes hanging down below
the wires being seen to the
best advantage. These plants
will take a rather liberal
supply of water when coming
into flower. Thrips should be
looked after and scale also
upon these plants ; sponging
with a good insecticide will be
the best remedy to keep them
in check —A.

Camellias in pota out of
doors.—In all probability the
want of room will prevent
these plants from being housed
in a satisfactory manner, whilst
the Chrysanthemums are about
in full force. It is not really
necessary that they should be
brought under cover yet ; in
fact, a few frosts will do good
rather than otherwise in giving
a check to insect pests. The
chief point to guard against is

the roots being frozen, also the
risk of broken pots afterwards.
The pots can be easily covered
with some long litter, and then
by placing a mat over each pot
it can be kept in position should
a high wind be blowing. Not
nearly so much coddling and
nursing are required for these
fine evergreen shrubs. When in
pots, however, it is as well to
place them from this time
forward in a protected place
out of doors, so as not to be
too fully exposed. Less water-
ing will now be required, but

be let go very long without at-
not advisable to attempt any
this had better be left until

the plants are housed.— Tlastsman.

Pelargoniums (scented-leaved).—As a change
for, or accessory to, Maiden-hair Fern and other
foliage material, the scented-leaved varieties are

for some time after the flowers open. Rhodo- 1 they mast not

dendron fragrantissimum I once saw trained up tention. It is

the back wall of a greenhouse, and very beauti- disbudding yet

;

ful it was when the large pure white highly
fragrant blossoms were at their best. It is one
of the grandest of all the white-flowered hybrids
that claim parentage from the Himalayan ^- , , , j ..u , ., .

group, and thi: straggl.ng habit which is agafnst ^^thT^ The^TgrieTe^t m^n^ll^.s^trs'^l
It as a pot plant is all in its favour when used

, p^^^^ ^^^j^i ^^ ^ backing to button-hole flowers,
fur covering a wall.

! whilst small dwarf-grown plants will be of much
In the case of a damp wall or one that la too service as edgings tc groups, as well as being used

heavily shaded for the above-mentioned plants singly in vases. A good stock will be found of
to thrive, the better plan is to clothe it with much service. In order to keep the growth as sturdy
either the little creeping Ficus repens, or its as possible the plants should be kept cool and ven-

still smaller form minima, both of which will t dated freely, not being over-watered.—H.
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Ureeolina pendula.—Those who grow this

beautiful winter-flowering plant will soon be ha^aug
some spikes showing. This usually occurs soon after
the bulbs have cast their last leaves. Watch should bo
kept, and when seen the spikes should be guarded
against injury, and be given as much light as possible.
When in flower it is a good plan to endeavour by fer-

tilising the flowers to obtain a few seed-pods for
further increasing the stock. The seed should be
sown as soon as ripe.

LA.CHENALTAS.*
Nothing can more fittingly illustrate the

changes in fashion as regards plants, and the

effect of these changes, than a careful study of

botanical and horticultural publications, serials,

and illustrated works, such as the invaluable

Butun ical Maiia:.ine,

From these sources of information it becomes

apparent that bulbous plants were formerly

much more cultivated than they are at present.

No doubt a very good reason for this is that
given by Mr. Henisley, namely, that bulbous
plants and succulents were more tenacious of

life than most other plants, and therefore easier

to introduce. As means of transit became
better and more expeditious, and experience
demonstrated the best mode of treating fragile

plants during long voyages, and the best seasons
at which to import them, the variety of plants
increased enormously, and bulbous plants were
largely superseded in gardens. The genus
Lachenalia was one of those that suffered. Over
forty species have been described, and of these
about thirty have, at one time or another, been
in cultivation ; but in 1880 Mr. Baker estimated
that not more than eight species were in culti-

vation in England. A reference to-day to the
lists of tradesmen and private growers proves
that Lachenalias have regained much of the
favour they lost, as at least thirty well-marked
species and varieties are now in cultivation, and
this number is rapidly being added to. That
the genus has much to recommend it cannot be
denied. Easily grown, with flowers of great
beauty and variety, and with no variation in

treatment, lasting in flower from early December
to May, such are some of the good qualities of

Lachenalias. I do not mean to convey that any
individual species remains in flower for four or
five months, but that some of the various species

are in flower during this time, all the species

receiving the same treatment. The first species

toj come into flower is either Lachenalia
known in gardens as L. superba. These are
succeeded by some of the crosses between L.

quadricolor and L. tricolor, or L. Nelsoni
; then

come L. refloxa and L. aurea-reflexa ; then the
tricolors and L. Nelsoni ; then L. orchioides,
L. glaucina, L. Cami and others ; and lastly L,
aarea, these being about the best of those now
in cultivation. Interspersed amongst them are
some of the less showy species. Not only is

the genus represented by species In flower dur-
ing a lengthened period, but some of them
remain fully six to eight weeks quite fresh, and
the flowers last for a long time when cut.

Before treating of the cultivation of Lache-
nalias, it may bo well to say something about
the botanical position of the genus. Baker in

his monograph of Liliaceai, in the Journal of

the Linnoan Society, places it in the tribe Ilya-

cinthuB, of the order LiliaceM;, between the
genera Dipcadi and Veltheimia—other allied

genera, which may be more familiar to many,
being Hyacinthua and Muscari. The chief dis-

thigiiishing characters of the genus lie in the
perianth, in which there are two distinct rows

* Paper rpad before the Uoyal Horticultural Society,
April U, 18!»1.

more or less united into a cup at the base. The
outer row consists of a series of three segments,

smaller than the inner, of a firmer texture,

and, as a rule, each having a well-marked pro-

tuberance or beak near the point. The inner

row also consists of three segments, which are

generally brighter in colour than the outer (ex-

cept in the bud state, when the outer are often

brightest), longer, and diflerent in shape, so

that in most of the species there is a well-

marked difference between these two rows.

Lachenalia is further divided into four sec-

tions :

—

1. EnLACHENALiA.—Thls/^includes the species

best worth growing. They are characterised by
having a very symmetrical perianth, tubular in

shape, about four times as long as broad, the mouth
rather open, the stamens included, and the flowers

arranged in racemes.

2. CosLANTHUS.—Having a ventricose perianth

and a spike of erect, or partially erect, flowers,

represented by L. reflexa, a species which is also

remarkable for its very large ovary.

3. Obchiops.— Distinguished by having the

tubular perianth shorter than in the preceding

section, but the stamens remain included or almost

so. There is much more irregularity in the forma-

tion of the perianth. The flowers are borne in dense

spikes and racemes, and are patent or erect.

4. Chloeiza.—In this the perianth is almost as

broad as long, in shape campanulate, and the sta-

mens are generally exserted.

In Bentham and Hooker's " Genera Planta-

rum '' the genus is somewhat differently dis-

posed of. It is placed in the tribe Scille.-e ; in

it is included the genus Brachyscypha of Baker,

and it is divided as follows :

—

1. Eulachenalia, similar to Baker's.

2. Orchiops, which includes Orchiops and Chlo-

riza of Baker with the exception of L. ortho-

petala.

P.. Brachyscypha.
4. Cffilanthus, similar to Baker's.

All Lachenalias are natives of the Cape of

Good Hope. It is not easy to say when the

first species was introduced into Great Britain,

but it is certain that L. orchioides was culti-

vated and had flowered in this country previous

to ]7o2. This is the first species recorded.

From 1752 onwards new species appeared at

irregular intervals, a large addition to the num-
ber being made by Masson in 1774. L. tricolor

appeared in 1790, and as recently as 1884 three

new species were introduced by Ware, and

named by Baker L. fi3tulosa,,L. lilacina, and

L. odoratissima, all belonging to his fourth

group, Chloriza. The first authenticated garden

seedling was L. Nelsoni, which was raised by

the late Rev. John Nelson, and flowered in

1880. Nothing has since appeared to surpass

it, or even to equal it. Lachenalias have all

moderately-sized tunicated bulbs, the strongest

being about as large as that of a good Scilla

sibirica, the weaker-growing species having

bulbs not larger than that of a Snowdrop. The
leaves appear first ; they are generally well

<leveloped before the flowers appear, but to this

there is one exception. I am informed by Mrs.

Tait, of Oporto (to whom I am indebted for

much information), that in the case of L. rubida

the leaves and scapes appear simultaneously, or

almost so, and that the leaves continue to grow,

and only attain their full development after the

flowers have withered. This has occurred each

year, and is constant. In wild specimens the

number of loaves is, in the case of L. uuifolia,

one, and in other species two or rarely three
;

but in strong cultivated specimens three, four,

and even five loaves are found. The Mowers

are borne on stout scapes, which are either green

or beautifully mottled with reddish-purple, and

sometimes covered with a glaucous bloom.
Frequently these scapes at the apex pass into

bright red. This is more marked in some of

the seedling forms, and is in them a most at-

tractive feature. The flowers are arranged in

racemes, or in more or less dense spikes. At
the top of the inflorescence they pass into im-
perfectly developed and sterile buds, these
sterile buds sometimes, as in the case of the
upper portion of the scapes, being bright red,

and not the least handsome part of the inflores-

cence.

It is amusing to note the varied cultural direc-

tions given by different writers, and certainly

some of the directions if followed will not lead

to very satisfactory results.! Andrews says, " They
are of so hardy a nature as to require no fur-

ther protection than shelter from severe frosts."

Another writer states, "They should not be
put in a dry place or in a situation exposed to

fire-heat." 1 think both are somewhat astray,

although with this treatment they are said to

have produced leaves 18 inches long. However,
the time given for flowering (September) seems
suspicious, as I have never known any species

to flower at that time of year. To have satis-

factory results it is necessary to secure sound
well-matured bulbs, and it will be found that

home grown ones are far superior tn imported
bulbs, not only for one year, but for an indefi-

nite period. In proof of this I can assert that

for at least twenty years L. tricolor has been
grown at Glasnevin, that no fresh bulbs of this

species have been purchased during that period
;

and that never have the flowers been better

than in February, 1801, some of the scapes

carrying as many as twenty-four flowers. In
fact, newly-imported bulbs require careful cul-

tivation for some years before the best results

are attained.

Time of Pottino.

Here again the advice and directions given vary

much : Pot as soon as the leaves die down
;
pot

before the new roots appear
;

pot when the

new roots have somewhat grown. I cannot
imagine any thinking practical grower seriously

giving such advice as to pot when the roots had
begun to grow. The young roots are very deli-

cate, white in colour, unbranched, and easily

broken. When once injured they die back to

the base, and do not branch ab(_>ve the injured

part. This I proved by pottiug some bulbs

which had already made roots, and turning

them out after some time. The old roots were
all dead, and new roots were growing from the

necks of the bulbs. I find the middle of

August to be the best time to pot, and my
plants are invariably potted between August 10

and 20, tlie latter date being rather too late.

However, I find that the time of flowering is

not altered by potting in June, July, or August,

the after-treatment in each case being the same.

Pottino Material.

The material in which Lachenalias are grown

nuist be rich. The compost I have used with

most success is two parts of loam, one part of

leaf-mould, one half-part of decayed manure,

to which I add some fertiliser sucli as fisli-

potash guano, the eflect of which I think is to

intensify the colour of the flowers. The material

is prepared in the spring, and well turned over

three or four times before it is used. I use

7-inch pots for the strong-growing sorts, and

put from eight to fifteen ludbs in each pot

—

eiglit of L. pendula and fifteen of L, tricolor.

it is necessary to sort the bulbs well, keeping

the stronger bulbs to themselves, and weaker

bvdbs to themselves, as when mixed they some-

times flower irregularly. The strong bulbs

flower earlier than the weaker. Basket culture
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jnay also be resorted to with advantage. In fact

they grow rather better in baskets than in pots
;

the foliage is stronger, and so are the flower-

spikes. The effect produced by a basket of

Lachenalias with forty to fifty flower-spikes all

open together is very tine, and such an efi'ect

can be secured without much trouble. The
finest Lachenalia Nelsoni I ever saw was sent

to me by the Rev. Theodore Marsh from a

basket. He informed me that when carefully

tended these baskets need not be disturbed for

three or four years ; but I have always re-made
them each year. The same soil does for baskets

as for pots. The basket.s should, however, be
lined with Sphagnum before putting the soil

into them.

General Treatment.

When the bulbs have been potted they are

well watered, and the pots are put in a light

airy house on a shelf near the light. The glass

is not mufifed or in any way shaded. The ven-

tilators are kept open day and night until the

middle of September, when they are closed on
cold nights. As the soil gets dry the pots are

again watered, and so treated until the leaves

appear in the course of a few weeks, after which
the soil should never be allowed to get quite

dry. Watering must be carefully attended to,

as the roots decay it the .soil be too wet, such
species as L. glaucina and L. orchioides being
much more sensitive than L, tricolor or L. Nel-
soni. The temperature in the house should not
be allowed to fall below 45° Fahrenheit, and
plenty of air should at all times be given.

Should the day be dull or cold a little heat is

turned on when the ventilators are opened, as a
cold draught is less injurious than a damp stag-

nant atmosphere. So treated they wUl com-
mence to flower early in December, and at pre-

sent several sjjecies are still in flower. As the
plants come into flower they are fed with liquid

manure once weekly, and this is continued untU
the leaves die down. Much of next year's suc-

cess depentls on this being carefully attended
to. When the plants have finLshed flowering
they are replaced on the shelf, and about May
they are placed in a frame with southern expo-
sure, and carefully attended to until they go to
rest. The decayed leaves are then removed, the
ashes ui the bottom of the frame and around
the pots well damped ; the sashes are shut
down, and remain so until potting time in

August. I have tried various other methods,
such as growing Lachenalias in unheated houses,
in frames, or in brick pits, but I find the system
I have now detailed to be by far the best. I

was led to it by observing how much better
plants in baskets grow, which had perforce to
be so treated, than plants in pots which were
differently treated, and since adopting this plan
they have never failed. I do not wish to
imply that all flower equally well ; such is not
the case. L. pendula, L. tricolor, L. quadri-
color, L, Nelsoni, L. orchioides, L. Cami, and
L. glaucina can always be relied on. On the
other hand, L. rubida, L. pustulata, L. unifolia

and L. aurea are very uncertain, and sometimes
refuse to flower. However, L. rubida, L. uni-
folia, and L, stolonifera, whatever this may be,
have incurred much ill favour, which tliey do
not altogether deserve. Peculiar irregular tor-

tuous tubers, similar to those of Milla biflora,

or to the swellings on the roots of some Bo-
mareas, have been widely distributed for the
bulbs of the three species named. The late
Rev. John Nelson, having failed to flower
these tubers, handed some of them over to the
Rev. T. Marsh, who, also failing to flower them
with ordinary treatment, planted them out in
deep soil in front of a greenhouse, and covered
them with a light. Here they eventually flowered.

The flowerswere sent to Mr. Baker, who identified

them as belonging to an early form of Scilla

campanulata. These impostors are still exten-

sively cultivated for Lachenalias.

Raising; from Seed.

Almost all the species and varieties of the

group of Eulachenalia intercross freely with

each other, the exception being L. pendula, and
only twice have I succeeded in crossing it, once
with L . quadricolor, andoncewith a seedling form.
Lachenalia flowers are strongly jiroterandrous,

the anthers dehiscing before the flowers are fully

open. It is therefore necessary to open the buds
to remove the anthers before they dehisce. The
stigma is not protruded beyond the mouth of the

perianth for about a week after the flowers have
opened, and in some cases it is not protruded

at all. It can easily be reached by taking ofl'

a stamen with the filament, a method which I

always adopt in preference to a brush. The
seeds take from ten to twelve weeks to ripen, and
should be sown as soon as ripe. They are small,

black, and shining, and generally round, but

those of L, pendula are gourd-shaped. They
may be sown as soon as ripe, and will be found
to germinate much more freely if placed in a

temperature of 65 to 60° Fahrenheit, in which
temperature they may remain until about the

end of February, which will be eight months
from the time of sowing. They should then be
brought to the house in which the old plants

are grown to finish off their growth and go to

rest. Next season they behave exactly as do
the old bulbs, and they should be treated like

them. The third season they will flower, that

is in two and a half years from the time of sow-

ing. It would serve no useful purpose to give

a list of all the species of Lachenalia which have
been described, more especially as I have never

seen many of them. My object has been to

treat the genus from a practical point, giving

my own experience of it, and stating what I

was certain about, in furtherance of which plan

I now give a list with descriptions of all the

species best worth growing, of which I have
seen fresh flowers.

Before doing so I wish, however, to thank
Mr. Baker very sincerely for the great trouble

he has taken in replying to my letters, and in

correcting the nomenclature of some species

which I sent to him. Mr. Baker has done
much to earn the gratitude of all those who take

an interest in plants, and the kind and unos-

tentatious manner in which he places his vast

accumulation of knowledge at the dis)iosal of

inquirers evokes towards him generally feelings

of respect and esteem.

Lachenalia tesdula (Aiton). — One of the

best and most distinct of all the species and gene-

rally the first to flower, the flowers opening in De-
cember or January. It is one of those introduced

by Masson in 1 7 74 . 1 1 is easily grown and increases

freely. Its bulbs are larger than than those of

any other Lachenalia, and in all its parts it is

strong and fleshy. The two leaves are broad, deep
green and brittle, the upper leaf being smaller

than the lower leaf. Their edges are closely ad-

pressed, forming an erect cup, from the centre of

which comes the scape. The scape is quite one-

third of an inch in diameter, green, passing into

bright red at the top. The pedicels are short and
rigid, the flowers, when yonng, being borne in a
horizontal position. Flowers six to ten, the outer

segments nearly as long as the inner, colour bright

red'; the tips of the perianth segments are purple

and green. There is a well-marked gibbous swell-

ing at the base of the flower. It is well figured in

the Ilutanical Maija:ine. table 590.

Lachenalia pendula vak. oigantba,—A fine

form of Lachenalia pendula, but not larger than

the type. The flowers are somewhat larger, pen-

dulous instead of horizontal, the top of the inflores-

cence gracefully arched, instead of being straight.

It is frequently stated that the difference between
Lachenalia pendula and L. pendula gigantea is due
to cultivation, but this is certainly not the case.
The former increases freely, the latter very slowly,
besides which the type flowers earlier, and there is

a marked difference in habit.

Lachenalia RUBIDA (Jacq.).—This is rather an
unsatisfactory species for British gardens, as it

cannot be relied on to flower regularly, and at no
time does it flower freely. However, it is well
worth growing, as the colour of the flowers is so
bright and distinct, almost a uniform bright red,
paler near the ends of the flowers, with pm-ple and
green edgings to the perianth segments. As already
stated, this species differs from most other species
of Lachenalia by producing its leaves and flowers
almost simultaneously. It is a dwarf species. The
scapes are slender, about 6 inches long, green at
the base, passing into red 1 inch from the bulb,
with large blotches of deeper colour. Flowers six
to ten, long and slender, about IJ inches long, the
inner segments about a quarter longer than the
outer. The flowers are oblique at the base, patent,
on stout pedicels. It was introduced in 180.3, and
is figured in the Botanical Magazine, table Si9o.

Lachenalia rubida vae. tigbina (Gawl.).

—

Similar to Lachenalia rubida, bat the outer seg-
ments paler in colour, and liberally spotted with
deep red. A very nice variety.

I may here state that this is the only Lachen-
alia tigrina. It is necessary to clear up this, as in
numerous collections a form of Lachenalia tricolor
was cultivated under the name of L. tigrina, which,
however, has nothing to do with L. tigrina, all its

characters being those of tricolor, such as the re-

lative length of the perianth segments, the colour,

shape, and direction of the flowers, and the habit
of the plant. I procured specimens and submitted
them to Mr. Baker, who says, " tricolor, not far off

type." A plant called L. tigrina Warei should be
L. tricolor Warei. l-lowers of this, from bulbs ob-
tained from Mr. Ware, have been submitted to Mr.
Baker, who agrees in this opinion. The following
notes in The Garden (March 21, 1885) about
some Lachenalias prove this : "A series of varieties

of these pretty plants from Mr. Ware shows what
a diversity of colour there is now among them^
Another interesting plant is L. tricolor Warei, a
variety which Mr. Baker, of Kew, recently named.
It reminds one of L. quadricolor, and seems to be
intermediate between that kind and L. tricolor."

L. TEICOLOE.—From a gardening point of view,
L. tricolor and its varieties form the backbone of
the genus, and they alone are suflicient to secure a
firm footing for the genus in gardens.

L. tricolor is a very variable species, widely vari-

able, it L. aurea is to be regarded as a variety,

and about these varieties there exists endless con-
fusion. The following is a list of the well-marked
varieties : 1, L. tricolor ; 2, L. tricolor var. quadri-
color ; 3, L. tricolor var. quadricolor maculata (su-
perba of gardens) ; 4, L. tricolor var. Warei ; 5, L.
tricolor var. luteola ; 6, L. tricolor var. aurea.

1. L. TEICOLOE.—In most gardens L. quadri-
color is grown for L. tricolor. Baker takes for his
type the plant figured in the llnlanical Mai/azi/in

table 82, and this should generally be adopted. It
will be noticed that in this plant the bases of the
flowers are red, passing into yellow and then into
green, and that there are no red or purple markings
at the points of the perianth segments.

L. tricolor is a vigorous free-growing plant, the
leaves being about 12 inches long and 2 inches
broad, glaucous green above, obscurely blotched,
paler beneath, and narrowing into a point. Scapes
stout, at first quite erect, afterwards becoming
sickle-shaped, blotched with long purple patches,
and covered with bloom. Flowers twelve to twenty-
four, somewhat more than an inch long, inner seg-
ments about twice as long as the outer. Base of
the flowers red, centre portion yellow, and apex
green, these colours merging into a pale yellow-
green as the flowers wither.

2. L. TRICOLOR VAE. QUADBICOLOE.—This !s the
plant figured in the Jtolanicul Mniinzhie, tab. 1097.
; nd in Andrew's " Botanist's Repository," tab. 14s.
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In habit it resembles L. tricolor, the leaves being

similar and quite as large, and spotted. The flowers

are well shouldered out from the stem, and there

is a considerable amount of green in the outer

perianth segments. The points of the inner seg-

ments are also spread back considerably, as in tri-

color, and pale red in colour. In growth it is some-
what dwarfer than L. tricolor, and the habit is

stiffer. It is rather a delicate plant.

3. L. TKICOLOK VAR. QUADRICOLOE MA.CULATA.

—

This is the Lachenalia superba of gardens, and L.

tricolor var. superba would be a much preferable

name to that now affixed to it ; it would distin-

guish the plant from the preceding variety, and
save much confusion. It is a much more slender

plant than L, tricolor or L, tricolor var. quadri-

color, and the flowers are more brilliantly coloured,

and longer and narrower, the mouth being more
closed. Leaves long and narrow, about 12 inches

by three-quarters of an inch, of a glaucous grey

colour both above and beneath. The inflorescence

is as long as the leaves. Scape slender, unspotted.

Flowers long, about 1^ inches slender, hanging
close to the scape, not shouldered out, as in the

preceding variety. The ends of the inner segments
are rich purple, this colonr extending as far on the

interior face of the segments as on the exterior. It

is almost the first Lachenalia to flower ; in fact,

sometimes it flowers before Lachenalia pendula.

It is figured in the Botanical Maijazlne, tab. 588.

4. Lachenalia tkicoloe var. Wakei,—This
is said to be a seedling raised by Mr. Ware. It is

a pretty variety almost intermediate between L
tricolor and L, tricolor quadricolor, the reddish

purple colour on the ends of the inner segments
being confined to a narrow band. Its habit is that

of the variety quadricolor.

5. L. TRICOLOR VAR. LUTBOLA,—Here again

there is endless confusion between L, tricolor, L.

tricolor luteola, and L, tricolor anrea. Typical L,

tricolor is called L, tricolor luteola, and L, tricolor

luteola passes for aurea. It differs only from L,

tricolor in having the fully opened flowers pure

yellow, with slight red shading in parts. The bases

of the flowers are, however, not red, and the green

colour is not found on the points of the outer seg-

ments. Baker takes for his type of this the plant

figured in the Botanical Magazine^ table 1704, and
I think it is impossible to separate from it the

plant figured at table 59'.t2.

G, L, TRICOLOR AUREA,—A cantankerous little

plant, differing from L, tricolor In habit and in

constitution. The leaves are short and firm, 6

inches long, 1 inch broad, spotted with dull red
;

in the older leaves the red becomes a continuous

patch at the points. Scape short and stout, G

inches to 7 inches long, a few patches of red near

the base; the upper portion is of a uniform reddish

colour, and the apex bright orange-red. Flowers
few, eight to ten, close together at the top of the

scape, far more spreading than in L, tricolor ; the

ends of the outer segments are marked with green,

Plate 1020 of the Botanical Mai/azine exactly re-

presents this plant, although it is there called L,

tricolor var, luteola.

L, t;AMi (Hort. Leichtlin),—This is said to be a
species, and it emanated from the rich collection of

bulbs of Herr Max Leichtlin, of Baden-Baden.
Leaves stout, more erect than those of L. Nelsoni
or L, tricolor, or tricolor aurea, 9 inches long,

bright an<l shining, on the upper surface mottled
with dull brown. Scapes very stout and erect,

heavily blotched with brown to half way, and uni-

form dull brown in the upper portion. Flowers
twelve to twenty, shorter than those of L, tricolor,

three-quarters of an inch long, orange-yellow,

shaded with green on the outside. Bases of young
flowers, sterile buds, and top of the scape bright

red, A very attractive, free flowering, and vigor-

ous plant, not coming into flower until March.

L. Riii'LK.'iA —Not a very attractive species.

Dwarf ; leaves three, the bottom leaf reduced to a
large sheathing scale extending about 2 inches,

upper two leaves forming a narrow tube, H inches

lonf<, which is red Hest of leaf green, three-

quarters of an inch broad, G inches long. Scape <i

inches long, four to six flowers. Flowers long, yel-

low, swollen in the middle, closed almost com-
pletely at the mouth. Ovary large, three times as

long as broad. Flowers erect on very short

pedicels.

L. GLAtJClNA (Jacq.),—One of the most striking

of all Laohenalias, and as variable as L, tricolor.

From a gardening point of view it is by far the

most important species in all the groups except

Eulachenalia, The base of the flower is very glo-

bose. Flowers short, narrowing in the middle, ex-

panding again at the mouth. Outer segments yel-

lowish green, tipped with green, the ends reflexed.

Inner segments nearly twice as long as outer, the

anterior segment longer than the others. All be-

come curled backwards when the flower is fully

open. Apex of scape and sterile buds soft bluish

green, I imagine this to be the plant figured in

the Botanical Mai/a:i)ie, table 12r,',l.

L. OLAUCINA \'IRIDIS,—This is the best of all the

glaucinas, and is generally grown under the name
Lachenalia viridis. It is a bold flower, with very

handsome foliage. Leaves about 12 inches long,

li inches broad, very erect, and tapering to a point,

heavily spotted with purple-brown, passing into a
uniform patch at the apex and along the margins.

Scape stout, erect, blotched with reddish purple.

Flowers twenty to twenty- five, 1 inch long. Outer
perianth segments bluish green, the posterior seg-

ment having a large hump, tips green. Inner seg-

ments pale green or almost white, the anterior seg-

ment longer and more slender than the others,

slightly reflexed. Buds reddish purple. Baker
now includes in L. glaucina the L. pallida described

in his monograph, species No, 8, and figured in

plate 170 of Saunders's " Refugium Botanicnm
"

and in Botanical Bei/ister, plate 1350, and plate

lit45.

L. ORCiiioiDES (Ait. Kew,),—A pretty species,

with small flowers of varied colours, from almost
white to deep blue. The flowers are much smaller

and narrower than those of L. glaucina, and the

inner segments are not so irregular. In strong

specimens the flower-stalks are curved over like a
shepherd's crook, with flowers arranged in rather

dense spikes. The leaves are long and slender,

faintly spotted. Scape 8 inches to 12 inches, erect,

slender, spotted. Flowers numerous, spreading

horizontally. Flowers not halt an inch long, outer

segments one-third shorter than the inner, with

green tips. It is well figured in Saunders's " Refu-

gium Botanicum," table 171. There is also a plate

in Botanical Macjazine, table 854.

Lachenalia oethopetala (Jacq ).—A species

of very slender growth, with pure white flowers,

save that each of the perianth segments is tipped

with reddish purple, 'The leaves are long and slen-

der, four to five in number, half an inch wide,

spotted with red along the midribs on the upper

side, and tapering to a long point. Scape slender,

G inches to 8 inches long, dull red. Flowers ten to

fifteen, white, segments spreading, pointed, the

outer nearly as long as the inner, stamens not

longer than the inner segments, anthers red,

L. PALLIDA (Alton).—The true L, pallida of

Alton is a fine species abundantly distinct from L,

glaucina and L, orchioides, and not the plant

figured as such in the plates mentioned under the

head of L, glaucina. In Baker's monograph he

says it is scarcely more than a variety of L. glau-

cina, and not the plant figured in Jiotanicul /tci/i.i-

tcr, table 287. Mr. Baker now says that the true

L. pallida of Alton is the plant figured in the

Jlotanical Iteniatcr, table 287, and therefore it is

far removed from L, glaucina. It is also figured

in the Jlotanical Mai/aziiie, table 1372, as L. lucida

(Gawl,), Leaves fleshy, erect, 12 inches long, 1.^

inches wide, pale green on upper surface, dull pur-

ple on under surface, imspotted. Scapes verystout

green, unspotted, 10 inches to 12 inches long.

Flowers twenty-five to thirty, urn-shaped, pale

white, segments tipped with green. The segments

are fleshy. Flowers one-third of an inch long, (juarter

of an inch broad. Outer segments nearly as long

as inner, the latter with points reflexed ; anthers as

long as or slightly longer than the segments. An-

thers yellow. Ovary strongly three-lobed. The
short white pedicel is attached to the lower side of

the flower, and not to the centre of the base of the
flower. This species is rare in gardens,

L, PUSTULATA (Jacq,),—A well-marked species
which pervades most collections under a variety of

names, L, racemosa, L, fragrans, and L. purpureo-
cojrulea generally prove to be this species. It

is a free grower and flowerer, well worthy of a place,
although the flowers are not conspicuous. Leaves
two, flaccid, long, and slender, thickly marked on
upper surface with pustules and blisters, green.
Scapes slender, long, 12 inches to 15 inches,
green. Flowers numerous, erect, on short green
pedicels, more bell-shaped than tubular, quarter of
an [inch long, green and white. Outer segments
shorter than the inner, green, or tipped with green.
Inner segments more obtuse than the outer, white
or lilac, fading pink. Stamens slightly longer than
the inner segments. Botanical Mai/azine, table
817, well represents it. Also Andrew's " Botanist's
Repository," table 350.

L. VERSICOLOR (Baker).—A variable species, with
several pretty varieties. It is a slender grower,
with very long scapes. On the leaves a few scattered
pustules occur. The flowers are very campanulate,
about a quarter of an inch long, outer segments as
long as inner, stamens twice as long as segments.
Flowers from pink to purple in colonr.

Seehling Laohenalias.

The late Rev. John Nelson seems to have
been the first person to take up the raising of

hybrid Laohenalias. Two of his seedlings are
well known, one of which is probably the very
best Lachenalia in cultivation at the present
time, and very aptly it bears his name, L. Nel-
soni. The other is L, aureo-retlexa. The first

reference I can find to the former is in The
Garden for July 17, 1880, where there is a col-

oured plate of this species and others. In tlie

text pertaining to that plate it is stated to be a
variety of L. tricolor ; but the Rev. Mr. Nelson,
in a note headed " Seedling Laohenalias," on
page 100 of The Garden for February 5, 1881,
says : "I send for your inspection my seedling
Lachenalia and its two parents. My impression
last year was correct about its distinctness from
aurea ; the floral committee pooh-poohed it as

only aurea, and I began to think my impression
of the colour of aurea might possibly be a little

indistinct, though I appreciate colours jiretty

well and can generally keep them in my mind's
eye as a rule, I think you will agree with me
that the two plants are quite distinct ; I may be
a little blinded in favour of my own bantling,

but in my estimation my plant is the more
showy of the two, and it is a far more vigorous
grower, and will be as free as its female parent
luteola, so that it will soon become common and
everybody's plant." This it should certainly

be. It is a free, vigorous grower, with bold
handsome foliage. The scapes are very stout,

and .stand firmly upright without any support
;

as many as eighteen blossoms have been open
on one fiower-stalk, all fresh and good, their

colour being bright golden yellow, with an occa-

,sional splash of green, which ,servos to empha-
sise the body colour. The sterile buds and the

top of the scape are red, very bright when well

exposed to light. The Rev. T. Marsh, in a
letter tome, says : "None, I think, are such
free flowerers orso easily managed as Nelsoni aiui

its crosses. They never seem to fail," An
opinion which I thoroughly agree with, L.aureo-
reflexa (so named by Baker, and do.«cribecl in

the (/((/i/c'/icr.v' Clirtinirlc, A]iril itt), 18,87) soenia

undoubtedly to be the plant exhibited by
Messrs, Barr and Son at a meeting of our
society on March 10, 188,'), under the name
of Aldborough Jieauty, and about which
there is the following note :

" One of the late

Mr. Nelson's seedlings, raised by him shortly

before his death. It is- most distinct from all

the other kinds in gardens. The llowers are
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larger than those of any other, and instead of

being pendulous, as in other large-flowered

kinds, they are sub-erect. The colour is a
bright golden yellow, siiiiUar to that of L.

Nelsoni. The foliage is broad and unspotted
;

in short, it is so diiferent from any other

Lachenalia, that it may prove to be a true

species." Some seedlings of very great merit

have been raised by the Rev. Theodore H.
Marsh, of Cawaton Rector}', Norwich, to whom
I am indebted for specimens, and for informa-

(

tion concerning them and other Lachenalias. I

These seedlings are characterised by brightness I

and variety of colour not to be found in any
j

others which I have seen. Some have been
raised between L. quadricolor maculata crossed

with L. Nelsoni, of which Garnet may be taken
as a good type. They flower in February, and
have all the brilliant colouring of L. quadricolor
maculata, with the large flowers and fine con-

stitution cf L. Nelsoni. Others, of which

way to make more room. The larger section of

the flowering varieties, as represented by A. Andre-
annm 'and A. ferrierense, grow more erect with
longer leaf-stalks ; thus they can be drawn up to-

gether if spreading too much without any diffi-

culty. These will take more moisture at the root
than the fine-foliaged varieties, being hardly ever
at rest. As soon as the older spathes begin to get
shabby, it is just as well to cut them ofE unless
wanted for seed.

Kitchen Garden.

BEETROOT.
I THINK this useful root is grown more than it

used to be. A large grower informed me lately

that there is now a great demand for Beet of

good colour and moderate size. At this season
the storage of the roots is very important, and
should get attention at an early date. The best

Beet, Nutting's Dwarf Eed.

Cawston Gem may be taken as an example,
are crosses between L. quadricolor maculata
and L. tricolor, L. luteola and L. aurea. They
flower later than Garnet, and the specimens I

have seen seem to be more robust and quite as
attractive. When bulbs of these get distributed
a great impetus will be given to the cultivation
of Lachenalias. Seedlings have also been
raised at Glasnevin, some of which possess con-
siderable merit, but they lack the brilliant
colours of the Cawston seedlings. To one of
these only wUl 1 draw your attention, L. aureo-
reflexa crossed with L. Nelsoni. Although
three times removed from L. reflexa, it indicates
the large ovary of that s]iecie8, and the charac-
ters of the plant are almost exactly intermediate
between those of the two parent plants. The
most interesting point lies in the direction of
the flowers, some of which are .sub-erect, as in
L. aureo-reflexa, some pendulous, as in L.
Nelsoni, and some spread out horizontally.

Anthuriums.—Those of the ornamental foli-

age section will needs be treated somewhat after
the manner of the evergreen Alocasias, but, taken
as a whole, they do not cease from growth quite so
much

; hence will take a little more water. In
other respects they may be treated in the same

place for storing is in a cool and frost-proof

shed or cellar. Beetroot will keep well in any

' outhouse or shed. I have used cellars and old

stokeholes some distance below the surface.

Layers of earth, sand, or sifted ashes should

be placed between the roots, and the closer

! the sand is to them the better they keep ;

there should be no cavities or hollow places be-

tween the roots. Care should be taken in lift-

ing not to bruise or shorten the tap root, and the

leaves should be twisted ofl^ by the hand, and
not cut in any way. To have this root in good
condition till the new Beet comes in early in the

summer, I find a row or two sown three or four

weeks later than the first sowing is a good plan.

The roots from this later sowing are not so large,

keep much better, and no difliculty is experi-

enced in keeping sound roots till the early sum-
mer. Those who require a lot of Beet should

try this plan, as the small or medium-sized roots

' are much liked in the kitchen and for salads.

j
I have also tried leaving the roots in the open
ground, taking them up, placing them closely to-

gether, and covering over with soil and thatch-

ing. This plan has its drawbacks, as the roots

are difficult to get at in frosty weather, and be-

, ing damp they (juickly grow out in the early

spring. Beet should be grown on ground not
too rich or that only just manured. I find

when in too rich soil, especially if very light,

that the roots crack badly and are deficient in

colour. I think Beet should be more largely

used in salads during the winter months.
There is no better Beet for the purpose
than the one illustrated. It is certainly one
of the finest flavoured, of medium size and rich

colour. It is of free growth, with small foliage

of a dark bronze shade. It can always be relied

upon to come of good shape, not forked, and
of a useful size. Of course, for exhibition

it is diflicult to beat Pragnell's, a remarkably
handsome Beet, smooth and very early, and
of a deep crimson colour and fine flavour.

I have also found Veitch's Improved Black a

valuable variety. For the past eight years my
main crop Beet has been the Cheltenham
Green-top, an excellent variety, with green

foliage, medium-sized roots, and of a nice shape

with bright red flesh. This variety received the

highest commendation at the vegetable confer-

ence at Chiswick in 1889. It is grown largely

in Gloucestershire for home consumption and
for the Birmingham and Manchester markets.

It grows rather coarse and forks badly if in

too light rich soil. I prefer a red-fleshed Beet

to that of a dark colour ; the red-fleshed when
cooked has a nice bright appearance, not so dull

as the dark-coloured, and is often of a better

flavour. When an extra small Beet is required

for salads or for garnishing cold meats in the

winter. Dell's Crimson is excellent, and to get

it of a nice size it should be sown in good time

in good soil. G. Wythes.
Sijoii.

BLANCHING CELERY.

So much difficulty in the securing of suitable

weather for the earthing up of Celery has been
found this season, that very little good or fully

blanched Celery has been seen at exhibitions so

far. Growers (except where for their earliest necessi-

ties the paper band was used) have been waiting

almost in vain for the soil to become so dry as could

be desired ; hence, as the earthing had perforce to

be done somehow at last, it has been done in a

hurry, and the blanching has been imperfect.

Then the permitting the stems to remain so long

exposed to the air, even long after stout enough to

bear moulding, has deepened colour and strength-

ened astringency. These features will be less

evident as the winter grows, but at present Celery is

not so good as it should be for the time of year.

Even where the soil is naturally light, loose, and
dry it has been the reverse during the autumn

;

whUst where soils are heavy, the proper earthing

of Celery has been a serious difficulty. It does

seem as if it mattered little how much rain

followed after the earthing, provided the moulding

is done well and with fairly dry, light soil. At
the first the plants rarely take harm in conse-

quence. The gradual employment of dry loose

soil at the first seems to minimise the evils of

winter rains materially. One great fault which

follows from hurried earthing, especially with

rather rough soil, is that the hearts or centres of

the plants get obstructed or checked. Keally,

moulding should never be in advance of the centre

growth of Celery, until at least the final earthing,

when the soil is loose and leaves can force their

way through it if needful. When care is exer-

cised in earthing, the soil should first he only

forked down at the sides to make it fine and loose.

That practice also enables it to sweeten and dry. No
blanching material is found to equal sweet fine soil.

The earliest mouldings should be partial and per-

formed with much care. Gathering the leaf-stalks

firmly, but still not too closely together, the soil is

laid in round them, but not too firmly. Thus there

is ample room left for the stems to distend, and as

they do so, the soil is pressed back into the ridge

and is in that way rendered sufficiently firm and
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close. Probably abott four mouldJEg terms suffice

to complete the earlhing of any ordinary row of
Celery. Where the practice exists of planting
Celery in double rows in the same trench, still

more care in the application of the soil is need-
ful. If the first addition of soil be given when the
plants are about half-grown, the entire earthing
may be completed in about six weeks. It is some-
times pleaded that when Celery is moulded up
early, effective watering is checked. That may be
an evil in very dry weather, but during such moist
seasons as we have had of late, watering after the
plants have reached the earthing stage has not
been required. But it is too much assumed that
water can only be applied to plants vertically;
whereas our chief growers of Celery for market
water their plants by lateral irrigation. They leave
a trench, which is kept well supplied with water,
or perhaps sewage water, between every few rows
of plants, and that water percolates beneath the
soil and moistens the roots most effectively, whilst
the liquid is not brought into contact with the
moulding soil or the stems of the plants. Certainly
it should not be at all difficult to laterally water
Celery in the same way in gardens after it is parti-
ally or wholly earthed if required. Either harder
winters or colder summers seem to have been de-
trimental to the Celery fly, as much lees harm from
it seems now to result than was the case a few
years since. A. D.

POTATOES.
The heavy and almost constant rains have now
made the soil very wet, and the lifting of the main
crops of Potatoes is greatly retarded. Inordinary
private gardens it is usually the rule to have all
the Potatoes up by the end of September, not only
because the ground may be otherwise required, but
also because the comparatively small areas devoted
to Potatoes entail no great expenditure of labour in
clearing them. It is very different with breadths
of many acres, and especially this season, for, in
spite of all the farmers' efforts, weeds have grown
so rampant, that the labour of lifting has been
enormously increased. Late harvests, extensive
fruit gatherings, and various other causes have all
helped to delay Potato lifting, and now the con-
tinuous rainfall is, perhaps, proving the greatest
obstacle. Provided that some dry weather ensues
early, no very great harm may result, as once the
tops have died down and the disease spores have
gone to rest, there will be no further extension of
the disease in the tubers beyond the fact that all
thosewhich are but partially affected will the sooner
decay in the soil than out of it. On the other hand,
it will be all the better for the buyer to find when
the crops are got up that all diseased tubers are
fully manifest and are rejected, so that what are
stored are stored sound. Very many persons who
got up their Potatoes early this season found that
the doing so did not wholly save them, as so many
tubers rotted after being stored. The gain was the
earlier use of the ground ; the loss was found in
the greater labour of sorting the bad from the
good tubers later. In any case, being at the first
but partially diseased, they would have rotted in
the soil if left longer, just as they rotted in the
store. Our alarm as to the danger to Potato
crops not yet got up may be very much altered
by the knowledge that the varieties now so
generally grown for late purposes are nearly
all sturdy disease-resisters, and although time
and constant culture may presently rob them
partially of that excellent character, yet so far it
has been even during very adverse seasons well
sustained. Such varieties as Magnum Bonum, The
Bruce, Reading Giant, Chancellor, &c,, are exainples
of the sorts upon which we now so largely rely for
our late or main crops. The possibility that these
fine sorts may in time lose some of their vitality
and become liable to disease attacks should induce
raisers to persevere in producing other varieties,
even though they be no better than are those now
in cultivation, but which will at least have the
merit of perpetuating that valuable element of dis-
ease resistance. With such a season as is the pre-
sent, had we been dependent entirely for Potato

stocks upon varieties of the nature which existed
prior to the introduction of Magnum Bonum, we
should probably have found our crops most disas-

trously affected, perhaps in some districts annihi-
lated. It is not right for anyone to declare we
have too many sorts of Potatoes now. There are
perhaps plenty which may be dispensed with, but
we need more of the robust, sound cropping sorts.

To produce these the best of the existing good
sorts should be utilised as parents, although many
of them throw so much of their strength into tuber-
production, that bloom and pollen are sparingly
produced. It will indeed be a misfortune should
our present strains of Potatoes in time become non-
fertile of seed altogether, but there is no danger of
that trouble coming yet. Still, to find pollen in
plenty many inferior sorts are used as pollen
parents ; hence we still see in seedling Potato trials

many sorts which either suffer very much from
disease, or are otherwise unfit for general cultiva-

tion. In the preservation in robust health of exist-

ing varieties, too much care cannot be taken in se-

lecting the seed tubers on lifting, storing them in
airy sheds, where, though secure from frost, they
will retain all their inherent strength until plant-
ing time. A. D.

FAILURES WITH MUSHROOMS.
I DO not think I shall be far wrong when I state

that this popular esculent has been the source
of more disappointments than any other subject
grown in the garden, and no doubt more care
has been bestowed upon it than on other things.
In some instances expensive structures have
been built, but yet failures have been as rife as
before, and probably some neighbour with a
very primitive structure has been successful in
the culture of Mushrooms. The majority of
failures have been in these expensive and arti-

ficially heated structures. Being heated by hot
water, the result has been that more heat is al-

lowed in the pipes than is good for the Mush-
rooms. An arid atmosphere is very detri-

mental to Mushrooms, especially when the
cause is from over-heated pipes. If we glance
at the natural habit of Mushrooms, this alone
will tell us how they resent an arid atmo-
sphere caused by over-heated pipes, as the
growth is made in the cool of the night when
the atmosphere is loaded with mist. Certainly
the exact conditions cannot be imitated in
Mushroom houses, sheds, or ceUars, but suffi-

ciently so to ensure their cultivation being suc-
cessfully carried out. A heated Mushroom
house is often used for the early forcing of Rhu-
barb and Seakale, but where Mushrooms are
required I would never make them secondary
to the Rhubarb and Seakale. Neither is it at all

necessary, for all could be brought on together.
With a sufficient quantity of well-worked fer-

menting material, a bed could be formed within
the structure &o as to retain a good bottom-heat,
and with a top heat of 65' either Rhubarb or
Seakale could be brought on quite fast enough
without unduly raising the temperature to the
detriment of the Mushrooms. Often, again,
with the inside temperature too high, and
probably reeking with moisture by morning
and afternoon syringing, the Mushroom beds
are covered up with hay, with the result
that the surface of the bed is more like a hot-
bed, and the spawn, instead of t)oing retained
within the bed, is drawn to the surface and often
into the hay itself. Certainly nothing can be said
against covering tlio beds with liay to maintain
a uniform temperature within the bed, and
also genial surroundings on the surface, but this
covering is of bonetit only when either the
structure is very slightly heated or not at all.

Mushrooms cannot he produced in a freezing
temperature, and although MuMlinioms will

come freely enough during a mild winter in beds
made up in sheds, yot during a winter like the

past, when sucli beds were only relied upon, the
jiroduce was very scanty. In this case a heated
Mushroom house is of great service unless there
are warm cellars available. Instead of covering
the beds with hay under such conditions when
artificial heat is a necessity, I have found the
best plan is to cover over the beds with mats.
At first the mats, about 2 inches in thickness, are

laid directly on the surface, unless the tempera-
ture of the bed is high enough, until the small
Mushrooni.s commence to appear, ivhen they are
supported about 2 inches or 3 inches above the
surface with strips of wood. Under this system
a genial and equable temperature is maintained
about the surface of the bed. Good manure is

a necessity. The manure which forms the best

material for forming into beds is when the
horses are fed on dry and hard food, and such
when suitably prepared and made up into good
beds should produce good Mushrooms. The
manure must be thrown together and turned
daily if necessary until the violent heat has sub-

sided. Mushrooms will not grow unless there

is sufficient ammonia in the material, and if the
material is either over-dried or over-heated, it

will be destroyed.

The material when made up too wet will either

rot or become over-heated. In forming the beds,
it must be borne in mind that they cannot be
made too firm, as not only do Mushi'ooms ap-

pear more freely on a firm bed, but it also re-

tains the heat longer. Suitable spawn is the

next consideration. Before inserting the spawn
in the beds, I anticipate the time the bed will

be ready, and lay the bricks on the surface of

the beds for two or three days. This starts the

spawn into action. When this is done there is

no danger of inserting bad spawn, and the

Mushrooms also appear earlier. Another source

of failure is spawning the bed too soon. For the

spawn to run s.itisfactorily, a certain degree of

warmth and also of moisture is necessary. Some
people say that 70^ or 75" is the proper tempe-
rature for spawning, but I think a better figure

is near 85' or even 00', always guarding against

the possibility of the bed rising above this latter

figure. When spawned at the figure I have
stated, do not apply a covering to the surface

until the temperature drops to 70 or 75°. The
most productive beds I have ever had were
where this temperature had been maintained
until Mushrooms appeared.

Mushrooms cannot grow with the surface of

the bed dustdry, and it will have been observed

that Mushrooms appear in fields more plenti-

fully after a dry summer followed by some
warm showers in September. The ground will

not have lost its warmth, and the genial rains

and dews cause the Mushrooms to at once ap-

pear. There have been very few Blushrooms in

the fields this season, consequent upon the cold

state of the ground through the summer, this

preventing the spawn from working in a satisfac-

tory manner. Unless a Mushroom bed needed

water I would not apply it, but the period I

like to water at is just as the Miislirooms are ap-

pearing through tbo surface, afterwards cover-

ing the surface with dry hay or mats, as pre-

viously stated. The inside temperature should

range about 55 , and the fioor, if of dry brick,

will need damping so as to raise a genial hu-

midity. I should have stated that the water

used for watering should be rain water, with a

pinch cif salt to a canful, and the best tempera-

ture to apply it is about 00 . A watering is

often again needed when the crop is on the

wane. -'^- Y. A.

Bastard trenching.—On all soils where the

autumn digging of the soil can be successfully

carried out without fear of it running together like
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paste, this work should now be attended to as
opportunity oilers. A deep tilth means a more ex-

tended root-run, which in time of drought can
hardly be over-estimated. Bastard trenching as a
rule will lead to more beneficial results than the
ordinary trenching, as in this latter case the crude
undersoil is placed at the top. In bastard trench-
ing, a trench to the width of :iO inches and one
spade in depth should be taken out at one end of

the plot. The bottom soil should now be broken
up and improved by adding manure, road grit, burnt
refuse, or any material which would be likely to

improve the staple. The top of the next trench
should now be placed on this and the work repeated
until the whole plot is finished.—Y.

THE WEEK'S WORK:

HARDY FRUITS.

Apples. — Equinoctial gales of more than ordi
nary violence and of greater frequency than often
experienced have done much damage among
Apples, orchard trees well laden with fruit suf-

fering the most. In some neighbourhoods a c^n-
siderable quantity of fruit had already been got in,

but owing to the slack demand for this class of
Apples the bulk yet remained to be gathered, ^'ery
many owners of orchards will err seriously in treat-

ing all that are blown down as windfalls, or, in
other words, in regarding all alike as spoilt for
keeping, and, therefore, to be got rid of at any
price as quickly as possible. They ought first to be
collected in heaps, mixing the varieties, a very
common and most reprehensible practice, being
avoided as much as possible. It should always be
remembered in either gathering or storing fruit

that varieties vary greatly in their time of ripening
and also in their cooking properties, mixing them
practically spoiling the lot. Keep the heaps,
whether these be formed under the trees or on the
floors of cool fruit rooms, sheds, or granaries, se-

parate, and at first get rid of all that show signs
of being badly bruised. In the course of a few
days turn the heaps carefully, picking out all that
give signs of having been slightly bruised, and
either market or use these first. The rest will
molt probably keep as well as any that
may have been gathered from the trees. All
the heavier Apples, including the valuable Blen-
heim Pippin, and which ought certainly to be
stored till better prices are obtainable, should
have been gathered in most localities ere this, but
the Winter Greening, Sturmer Pippin, Cockle
Pippin, Golden Knob, Brownlee's Russet, Court
Pendu Plat, and other late-maturing sorts ought
not to be dragged from the trees, the last-named
being especially liable to shrivel if gathered before
the fruit comes away readily from the trees. As
far as garden crops are concerned, room doubtless
will be found for storing these in most places, any
cool sweet room answering well for keeping Apples,
provided always the fruit is not exposed to currents
of air or left uncovered during frosty weather.
Place no straw or hay under or about them, open-
air heaps excepted—a caution which cannot well
be too often reiterated. Such material may be
fresh and sweet enough when first used, but it

quickly and inevitably becomes damp and musty.
a most disagreeable flavour being imparted to the
porous fruit that comes into contact with it. If
there is any likelihood of frosty air finding its

way through the seams of a floor, well cover the
latter with paper, this being one of the best pro-
tective materials that can be used in frosty
weather. Fill all available boxes, barrels, tubs and
paper-lined hampers with Apples, as they frequently
keep better in these than when stored in thin
layers. If this is done after the fruit has been
gathered two or three weeks, there is less likeli-
hood of unsound Apples being placed in these
receptacles, and those at all nervous about
this method of storing will not be so much
tempted to be disturbing the contents under the
impression there must b3 some decaying fruit
underneath. The less Apples that are to keep are
disturbed the more likely are they to do so. At

the same time they must b3 looked over occasion-
ally, more especially where the frait is not well
sorted prior to placing ia heaps, and the start

should be made within a fortnight of their being
gathered. Turn the heaps very carefully, braising
the sound fruit as little as possible, and removing
all that are in the least bit unsound. There are
sure to be some losses and waste in the c.xse of

most orchard-grown fruit, but if Apples from
healthy garden trees are carefully handled and
stored in a moderately moist, cool place, they
ought to keep piamp and good according to their
respective seasons.

Peaes.—Crops on wall trees have not suffered
greatly from the gales, but those who are sticklers

for the practice of gathering fruit only when quite
dry have not had many opportunities for doing so.

As a matter of fact it is of no great consequence
whether the moisture on the fruit dries before or
after gathering, espsoially in the case of all that is

to be thinly stored. Nor are all that were blown
down from pyramids and other trees much damaged,
as unless they happen to come into contact with
the walks or any hard substance the greater portion
that drop will be quite uninjured, Pears being less

susceptible to injury than Apples. They ought,
however, to have been collected at once, whether
dry or not, small black slugs and birds quickly
doing more injury to fruit on the ground than the
wind does. Being in most cases nearly, or quite
fit to gather, all the sound fallen fruit, if

taken good care of, will keep quite as long as if

gathered, the quality also being unimpaired. It

may be once more pointed out that it is quite un-
necessary to store Pears in single layers, though
there is no reason why it should not be done, ac-
cording to the room on the various shelves and dry
wooden floors devoted to them. Rather more heat
and less moisture suit Pears, very low temperatures
being carefully guarded against, or spotting and pre-

mature decay will be the result. Such late varieties
as GIou Morceau, Easter Beum^, Ne Plus Meuris,
Mme. Millet. Josephine de Malines, Winter Nelis
and Olivier des Serres still stick very fast to the
trees, and till they come away more freely, it would
be unwise to gather and store them. At the same
tim3 they ought not to be subjected to very severe
frosts. W. I.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Bhoccoli.—The past wet and comparatively sun-

less weather has caused the plants to make a very

strong and watery growth. Such being the case,

the plants will not be in so good condition for

passing through the winter as last year. This

being so, measures must be taken to either

protect the earliest plants where necessary and
check the growth of the later ones, so that these

may have the growth brought to a standstill and
so check over-luxuriance. In walled-in gardens

—

on account of the closeness of the surroundings

—

the stems will have become much longer than
where the plants are grown in the open. Where
the plants are growing too strongly a spade should

be thrust under each one. The plant should be
gently raised up to check the roots, and then be
firmly trodden inot position'again.

L.VYINO Broccoli.—This old plan may well be
tried on over-luxuriant plants. In this case the

plants are laid with their heads pointing to the

north. When commencing operations, a trench

should be taken out at the north end, and then

each plant should be heeled over. The next trench

should now be taken out and placed upon the roots

and partially upon the exposed stems, as it is these

which are apt to be injured by frost. The plants

will quickly become re-established, and will well

repay the trouble taken. Digging up the plants

and laying them in on a north border may also be
dispensed with, this practice being of more benefit

for retarding in the spring.

Veitch's Self-pkotecting Broccoli. There
will, no doubt, be plenty of this excellent self-pro-

tecting Broccoli. This is almost, in a sense, as

tender as a Cauliflower, the young heads quickly

succumbing to a moderate frost. This crop will

well repay extra protection, and during some sea-
sons useful heads may be cut up till Christmas.
The time for lifting the plants will depend upon
the weather, bat, as a rule, the first week in No-
vember is the best for lifting the earliest. Lifting
or laying the plants where they are growing is use-
less in this case, as they will require to be lifted

bodily and transferred to deep pits or frames, or
anywhere where they may be efficiently protected
from frost. The plants, in this case, must be
lifted with a ball of soil, and may be planted rather
thickly in their respective positions, making the
soil firm about the roots and well watering. Ex-
posing the plants freely to the air on fine days,
keeping all decaying foliage cleared away, and
also efficiently protecting from frost will ensure the
plants turning in well. Where there is not frame
or pit room at disposal, the plants may be laid in on
a sheltered border, erecting a wooden framework
over them, this being covered with mats as occa-
sion requires. Any plants which have already
heads of a usable size should be dug up, have
the foliage well trimmed back so as to economise
space, and be planted thickly in a frame, and be
kept covered with a mat so as to exclude light.

Failing a frame, the heads may be kept fresh for some
time if placed in a cool cellar or shed. The heads
could be cut with a sufficient length of stem and
inserted in damp sand.

Spring Cabbage.—Any small plants which
may have been left over in the seed beds as being
too small for autumn planting may, if the winter
should prove severe, come in very acceptable the
following spring if by chance the plants from the
main plantation get injured or even run to seed, as
many did last season. These small plants should be
dibbled rather thickly into a sheltered border. The
replanting checks the growth. A. Y. A.

ORCHIDS.
I EBCOMMENDBD lately the removal of the blinds
from all the Orchid houses ; at the same time I am
well aware that some good cultivators are troubled
about their plants getting too much sun, even so
late as the last week in October. I would only
trouble about Phala;nopsids if they were placed in a
position fuUy exposed to sunshine at the warmest
part of the day. This is supposed to be the worst
position for Phala;nopslds. As advised in previous
calendars, they have doubtless been placed at the
side of the house least exposed to sunshine. It is

only fair to add that these plants can be grov^n in a
lean-to house facing due south if attention is given
to shading and other treatment, and not only grown,
but grown to a high degree of perfection. We re-

moved our blinds on the first week in the present;

month, but the plants have been well inmred to free

exposure to the sun, and all those that might be
injured thereby are placed on the shady side. They
are there summer and winter. A word might be
said on the practice pursued by some of leaving the
shading up during the winter and early spring
months when it is not needed to protect the
plants from sunshine. The main object of doing
this is to aid the heating apparatus during severe

frosts ; this it does to a considerable extent, but
the difficulty comes in of getting the blinds

rolled up in tlie morning. They are often frozen,

and cannot be rolled up until the action of

the sun has had time to thaw them sufficiently
;

the blinds in this way intercept much sunlight, so
valuable to the plants in winter. They would never
be dry, and rolling them up and down in a wet
state is very disastrous : they are torn to pieces in

six weeks if they were put up new at the beginning of

the previous summer season. Moreover, the blinds

used for shading are not thick enough for using as
protectors from frost, nor are they made of the
right material ; a sort of wooUou stuff is best for

winter, while a light scrim of flax material is the
best summer shading. The right way is to do
without any protector for the roof in winter by
having an ample arrangement of hot-water pipes,

but this has not always been provided, and if it is

necessary to aid the hot-water pipes to do their

work, a tbi;ker material should be found indepen-

dent of the summer shading, and it should also be
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so arranged that it can be drawn off early in the
morning, even before it is quite thawed, and dried
somewhere else. A very snccessful Orchid grower
told me that he had great faith in winter protectors,
and used a woollen material which he found invalu-
able in the very severe frosts of last winter; this lean
well believe, for the houses under his care were insu ffi -

ciently heated. His plan was to get the protecting
material off as early as he could in the morning,
and to dry it in the sun somewhere else. It would
take longer to put the material up, and there
would be extra trouble in drying it, but this is un-
avoidable, and at mid-winter work in gardens is at
its slackest. All our energies are still directed to

re-potting, surface-dressing and re-arranging the
plants in the cool house. Although it does not do
any apparent harm to the Odontoglossums to re-

move nearly or quite all the old potting material
from their roots, yet I can say from my own ex-
perience that the plants sometimes receive a very
serious check from it. Of course it is necessary in
some instances when the soil has got into bad con-
dition to remove the whole of it and sometimes to
wash it from the roots as well ; this is a necessary
evil, and is done when the plants get into bad
condition. But a perfectly healthy plant of say
Odontoglossura crispum, O. hystrix, 0. trinmphans,
0. Halli, &o., should be re-potted into a larger pot
with as little disturbance of the roots as possible.
Of course the cultivator would use his own judg-
ment and not repot the plants at all unless they
really needed it. I would still urge the great im-
portance of carefully looking over the whole col-
lection of plants in the cool house, as well as in
other houses. Although the plants do not require
nearly so much water now as they did, yet they
ought to have enough to cause the Sphagnum
Moss to retain its nice healthy green appearance.
When the Sphagnum Moss refuses to grow freely
in this house on the surface of the potting material,
the plants themselves are not likely to do well. A
careful man should look over all the plants at night
to see that no troublesome slugs or snails have been
introduced with the new potting material. A
minute inspection of the plants should also be
made ; each individual specimen ought to be care-
fully looked over, and any recent traces of thrips
distributed through the house should be the test
for dipping the whole of the plants in a mixture
of soft soapy water and tobacco water. Lay the
plants on their sides for an hour and sponge all the
leaves over with slightly warm clean rain water.
This may keep the whole collection in this house
clean for the winter ; the parasites have a better
chance in the warmer houses. I have noticed that
many good growers do not use soft soap at all, but
merely use so much tobacco water to mix with
the rain water. When the soft soap touches
the live Sphagnum it kills it, and it is also
deleterious to the roots of the plants should
any of it reach them. The tobacco water
pure and simple does not produce such evil
results. The Cattleya house and Dendrobium
house should be fumigated now to destroy any in-
sects lurking about. The Mormodes, Oycnoches,
Catasetums, and such plants are now more valued
than they used to be. Most of them will now be
going into the resting period, and all such should
be placed on the light side of the Cattleya house
near the glass, and be prepared for next season's
growth and flowering by being kept dry, so that
they may have a season of rest for a long period

;

indeed this is the secret of success with all Orchids
producing large pseudo-bulbs. J. Douglas.

PLANT HOUSES.
Stoves.—EuciiARis.—A good supply of Eucharis
flowers at Christmas and onwards into the new
year will be found extremely useful. Just for a
few weeks to come, or up to the middle of Decem-
ber, there will be plenty of material for decorative
use to be found amongst the Chrysanthemums. As
a succession to these autumn flowers, the Eucharis
comes as a welcome change. Plants which have
inade a good growth and are in a healthy condi-
tion will, after a little rest, usually throw up Uovver-
spikes. I do not mean to infer that a drying off is
necessary, but water may be withheld sulliciently

to answer the purpose without in any way injuring
tl plants. It is not necessary to let the plants
flag even ; this I do not care to see when caused
by dryness at the roots. A deal may be done
by not syringing them overhead, and in other re-

spects keeping a drier atmosphere. After about a
fortnight of this treatment in the temperature of

an ordinary stove, the plants should if possible be
plunged in a gentle warmth, part of the way up
the pots only, and with a slightly increased tem-
perature. This can be effected in a better manner
by placing the plants in a warmer house than by
raising the temperature of a stove at this season of

the year, where a mixed collection of plants is

grown. This latter plan is not at all desirable,

and I would prefer to merely rely upon keeping
the roots a little warmer than adopting this

method. Those can manage Eucharis, Pancra-
tiums, and Hymenocallis best who have room to

grow them in a house by themselves, or at least

with plants amenable to the same course of culture.

I do not at all approve of growing the plants in

a lower temperature than that of a general stove.

It is a risky process and one that is done oftentimes
at the cost of a great loss of roots and vital power
also. As soon as the plants are given a little more
warmth at the roots, they will take rather more
water. If the pots are full of bulbs and with plenty
of roots, they will receive considerable benefit by
occasional doses of weak liquid manure water. As
soon as the plants throw up their spikes, more
water still will be needed. Good plants for

flowering in mid-winter are those which were shaken
out and repotted after being assorted in the spring-
time, as alluded to then for that work. The largest of

these bulbs will, under favourable conditions, have
quite re-established themselves. Medium- sized

ones and the smaller also should not be relied upon
to flower yet for some time, Where there is any
mealy bug upon the Eucharis, every effort should
be made to eradicate this plant pest. By frequent
spongings a deal may be done towards this end

;

in fact, they may thus be cleansed if the case be
not a desperate one. Black thrips will also be
troublesome at times, but the sponging will be found
efficacious against these also. Even if there are
scarcely any insects present, the sponging will do
good, not only in clearing away the few, but also
in cleansing the plants from any accumulations of

dirt from various causes during the past summer,
to say nothing of the improved appearance. The
young plants of Eucharis should if possible be
kept growing, so as to lose no time in bringing
them forward to the flowering stage. I believe in

always having a young stock growing up. It this

were done and the plants not all grown in the same
house, even if the variation be but slight in the
usual course of treatment, there is a chance of a
more regular succession of flower- spikes. This is

far better than having a glut at one time and none
at another. This mode, too, I think is a better
safeguard against the attack of the mite in the
bnlb.«, which oftentimes works sad havoc amongst
the stock.

Pancratiums and Hymenocallis.—In most
instances these worthy companions of the Eucharis
will now have completed their growth. Where this

is the case they will not require so much water,
unless perchance some adventitious flower-spikes
should be throwing up. But, as a rule, this will not
now be the case, although no doubt they would be
found serviceable. The Hymenocallis with me
usually flower from the spring onwards into the
summer, being followed bythe Pancratiums up to the
end of August and sometimes into September. It

is no trouble to prolong the season by keeping
some of the plants a little cooler. These plants are
oftentimes troubled with thrips ; an occasional
sponging now and through the winter will do a
deal of good where such is the case. Care should
be taken when doing this not to break down the
leaves at their union with the bulbs, this being
easily done. I find these plants winter very well
in heated pits where the temperature does not
fall below ri'>". In tm-t such a place will suit them
admirably all the year round.

Amakyllis.—The main stock of old bulbs will

now be at rest ; any dry position that is fairly warm

will therefore suit them. It is not given to be the
lot of many of us to be able to grow these gorgeous
plants in houses by themselves. Hence it is often
the case that they do not receive due attention. A
dry pit where the temperature can be kept up to 50"

in frosty weather will be a good place for them
now. If mealy bug has been infesting them these
insects will now be found nestling amongst the
outer scales or upon the apex of the bulb. A few
syringings with water as hot as it is possible to use.

it with comfort to the hands will destroy the main
part of these, after attention being of course ne-
cessary, but chiefly so when the growth again com-
mences. A. aulica, now in flower or coming on, will

do better in a little warmth, and as it goes out of

bloom it must be looked after carefully as growth
commences. This variety should receive more
attention for late autumn flowering. It usually

seeds very well if fertilised ; this is a better way of

increasing the stock than dividing the offsets too

frequently. Imported roots of A. belladonna now
flowering for the first time should be planted out of

doors upon a warm border about 1 foot below the
surface and before leaf growth commences.

J. Hudson.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 828.

MONTHLY OK CHINA EOSES.

(with a COIiOURED PLATE OF ROSE
I.AURETTE llESSIMY.*)

]\IoNTHLY or China Roses are now coming to

tlie front again, and it is very pleasant to feel

that their great merits are at last being re-

cogniseil, and that they are likely in the near

future to occuj)y the prominent position in

good gardens they are fully entitled to. They
have all the (|ualifications, bright and varied

colours, free growth, and hardy constitution,

while at the same time they are the most con-

stant bloomers of all Roses. They are the first

to open in the early summer and continue to

produce their lovely buds and blossoms al-

most until winter has merged into spring

again, a China or Monthly Rose bush in a

warm nook being scarcely ever without at

least a bud the whole year round. "What
other group of Roses has such a record 1 They
are perpetual and perennial in the fullest

sense. A bed I know of the old lUush has

occupied its present position for more than a

(juarter of a century, and during the last year

or two it had been neglected. This spring

the worn-out shoots were cut away, the bed
top-dressed, the remaining shoots pegged

down, and now, mid-October, they are a mass
of fresh growth, buds, and open flowers.

Tlieir cultivation is of the simplest ; they are

nut in the least fastidious, growing well

cither in light or heavy staples, jtcrhaps, if

anything, })roferring that wdiioh is light and
warm. It must not bo inferred from this

that they do not repay good culture ; on the

contrary, just in proportion as they are well

jilauted at first and well fed afterwards,

S(i will they grow vigorously and blossom

abmidantly. Severe pruning is good for them,

tliough on walls when the earliest ])Ossiblo

flowers are wished for, a few shoots may be

left tlieir full lor.gth. There are a goodly num-

• Drawu fur The Gardkn by Miss Mario Low
from tlowera sont from liigliliolJ, Slunelmiii, Kont.

Lithographed aud priuted by (juillaume Severeyns.
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ber of varieties all more or less distinct from

each other either in colonr or habit, from the

lovely puniila alba, with its shell-like flowers,

and the other pompon varieties which are

suitable for the smallest Ijeds or as edgings

to small beds, iip to the vigorous Crimson

Queen or Cramoisie Grimpante, which will

climb to the top of a two-storeyed house and be-

deck it with rich crimson flowers during most

of the year. The original single kind forms

a bush U feet to 2 feet high ; its crimson

blossoms, like brilliant butterflies hovering

about, are lovely. I have another very delight-

ful and equally rare kind with single blush-

coloured flowers rather more vigorous than

the last. Then but once removed from these

is the free-growing, semi-double, brilliant

scarlet-crimson Gloire des Eosomanes. Tliis

for a large bed, interspersed with Fellenberg,

equally free, and edged with Cramoisie supe-

rieur or Louis Philippe, is most effective.

Alfred Aubert, Eugene Beauharnais, Neme-
sis, Prince Engine, Prince Charles, and
St. Prix de Beuze have crimson flowers of

various shades. Beau Carmin de Luxem-
bourg, Belle de Moutz), Confucius, Hermosa,

Hebe and Sanglant are pink or rose-coloured.

Lemesle is perhaps the handsomest of this

colour, deep pink with crimson reverse, which
gradually creeps over and suffuses the whole
flower ; the leaves of this variety have also

great substance. Ducher and Eival de Poes-

tum have white flowers. The latter is jiarti-

cularly beautiful, the flowers not very full,

but of charming purity and form, and pro-

duced in the greatest abundance. The kind

so admiralily portrayed in the coloured plate

is perhaps the most distinct variety which has

yet appeared. It is quite unlike in colour

any previously known variety. It is not only

unique in colour, but of vigorous growth,
and one of the most constant bloomers. It

was raised by J. B. Ciuillot, and sent out in

1887. We have in addition, so as to suit

all tastes, the old Green Rose, also a

China.

China Poses are also amongst the very
best of cottage window plants. Many are

the instances of specimens, scarcely ever re-

potted, having grown on from year to year
until they had filled up all the space and be-

come a living curtain. T, Smith.
Nemrij.

Insect-infested soils. Where insects, such as
the Onion or C'arrot grubs or other root-eating weevils,
are known to be troublesome, now is the time to
commence waging war against them and otherwise
preparing the ground for the respective crops. In
all such cases where it can be done the soil should
either be deeply dug or bastard-trenched, thereby
exposing the papas to the action of the weather.
By this course o£ action birds will no doubt take
their share, and the pulverising action of frost will
also have due effect. After the soU has been
dug up and the surface become sultioiently
dry for walking upon, it should be dusted
over with gaslime in sufficient quantity to
colour the ground. After this has been exposed
for a time it must be forked into the surface,
always taking the precaution to do such work whilst
the surface is dry. This forking over should be re-
peated a second time. The gaslime, however, is

only the preliminary preparation for bringing the
soil into good order, as other work will have to be

followed up during a dry time at the end of the

following February or early in March, such as fork-

ing in a dressing of burnt vegetable refuse, soot and
also salt, this last being a capital insect-destroyer,

as well as a good fertiliser,—A.

Flower Garden.

DR. WALLACE ON JAPANESE LILIES.

When twenty years ago I first imported

Japanese Lilies (and for many years afterwards)

bulbs were with difficulty obtained, they were
either gathered wild in the mountains, as was
the case with auratum. or picked up one by one

in the Japanese gardens ; consequently, the

bulbs sent over then were few in number and
small in size. Now, however, the .Japanese

have turned their attention to Lilies as an
article of commerce, and bulb farms, like those

in HoUand, are in full swing, where Lilies are

cultivated by tens of thousands ; so that not

only do far finer bulbs come over, but far finer

varieties, the result of careful search and selec-

tion in the numerous islands of Japan, are sent

to Europe.
I have, this summer, enjoyed the privilege of

observing in my own garden, in that of my son,

and elsewhere, thousands of Lilies in their va-

rious stages of growth ; and the conviction has

been forced upon me that the varieties now sent

over in the longiflorum, Takesima, speciosura,

tigrinum, and auratum families are very superior

to those we used to be familiar with. I have,

therefore, jotted duwn the observations made
on several groups for publication in your
journal, premising that at the time there

appeared to me sufficient evidence of distinct-

ness in each variety as now described; but it is

not improbable that another year's trial of these

bulbs planted side by side, and grown under
similar conditions of soil and atmosphere, may
render it necessary to merge one or two forms

under the same head.

It is very startling to me, familiar as I have

been with these families in former years, to

find-
Such an immense improvement in size and

vicour both of growth and flowering as is mani-

fested in the longiflorum, Takesima and specio-

sum groups.

Such a variety of new forms in each of

these famiUes.

My ideas that manure was prejudicial to

Lily growth have undergone a change. This

year's experience with the families I have

already named is in favour of the land being

well manured before planting, liquid manure
being also supplied during the growing season.

I have seen this and last year thousands

of L. longiflorum, graudiflorum, and Takesima
in growth 2 feet to 3 feet high, with fine heads

of eight to twelve flowers, in full vigour in the

open air without protection. I am, therefore,

surprised to read that there are those who main-

tain that these noble Lilies are only fit for pot

cidture.

The longiflorum section by means of these

varieties may be had in flower in the open air

from early in July to October, while under

glass it is not too much to say that the longi-

florum aided by the speciosum section may be

had in flower all the year long.

My small town garden has all this summer
been rendered gay by the addition of Lilies

taken up when in bud, potted in good-sized

pots, and br(jught up in batches ; these have

flowered none the worse for the shift. At
present un my balcony there is a noble plant

of speciosum Kru'tzeri album with thirty flowers

on it, also a good plant of Krajtzeri novum,
flanked by L. Melpomene and L. macranthum,
while below there are still a few late forms of

longiflorum showing their bold trumpet fluwers.

(l)LiLiUM LONGIFLORUM (type) differs little, if

at all, from the ordinary Continental form. It has
short-pointed leaves more or less erect, i inches to

i\ inches long, of a light green colour, three-

quarters of an inch to 1 inch wide, seven-nerved,
somewhat twisted, often affected by spring or sum-
mer frosts, and turning yellow at the tips ; its

upper leaves are shorter, broader, and lance-shaped.
The flower is 5 inches to 5i inches long, expanding
slightly for the first half of its length, and then
swelling out, campanulate ; perianth expanse 5

inches, three outer petals distinctly revolute, inner
ones less so ; anthers yellow ; height of plant 12

inches to 18 inches ; flowers one to three, set on
short pedicels at an oblique angle. They open in

the middle of August. Bulb somewhat ovoid, 1|
inches to 2 inches across, yellowish white, scales

mostly level with the crown pointed.

(2) There is a dwarf form 12 inches to 15 inches
high, flowering at the end of September, with
broad, light glossy green foliage like that

of the preceding ; tips turning yellow as if

scorched by the weather ; leaves 4 inches to 4J
inches long, three-quarters of an inch wide, seven-

nerved, upper foliage shorter, broader, and lance-

shaped, and curving downwards ; flowers of much
substance, i\ inches to 5 inches long, swelling

gradually from apex to base, campanulate ; anthers

light yellow ; bud short, somewhat stout ; apex of

bud has a pale light coloured central spot. Bulb
small, like that of the preceding.

(3) There is another late flowering form, closely

allied to grandiflorum, opens middle to end of Sept.;

height about 2 feet, stem stout, foliage narrow,

three-quarters of an inch to 1 inch wide, h% inches

long, acuminate, carving downwards, seven-nerved

(four nearly obsolete), of an intermediate dull dark
green colour; upper foliage shorter and somewhat
lance-shaped ; flowers of much substance, fi\ inches

to 7 inches long, tapering very gradually to peri-

anth ; three outer petals distinctly revolute, inner ones

less so
;
perianth expanse 5 inches to .'ig inches,

anthers yellow, filaments unequal. Bulb large, H

inches to 10 inches in circumference, flat top, coarse

scales.

(t) LiLIUM LONOIFLOnUM EXIMIITM VAR. PRECOX
(? Liu-kiu).—The earliest flowering form, opening
the first fortnight in July, very distinct as to foli-

age and growth and flower. The bulb* also is much
smaller than in any other form, round, from 1

inch to lA inches in diameter, with long, pointed,

narrow scales ; stem slender, green ; foliage nar-

row, 6 inches long, three-nerved, three-quarters of

an inch to 1 inch wide, scattered, dark green, very

acuminate; height of plant 18 inches; pedicels 4

inches to (i inches long ; it bears two to four flowers

set on the pedicel at a slightly obtuse angle ; sub-

stance of flower rather thinner than in grandi-

florum varieties, colour a purer white ; flowers all

open at once and face the same way, tU inches to

7 inches long
;

perianth expanse 4^ inches to 5

inches, circular ; tube of flower narrow, and of

same size for one-third its length, then gradually

expanding; all the lobes are evenly and very

slightly revolute, filaments unequal.

(.')) LiLU'M LONGIFLORUM BXIMIUM(?type).—An
early flowering variety, end of July ; answers to the

L. eximium mentioned in my " Notes on Lilies,"

p. 131. It has dull dark green, narrow acuminate

foliage, C.V inches long, curving downwards ; breadth,

seven-eighths of an inch, seven-nerved ; height of

plant, 2 feet to 2.V feet, with a head of flowers four

to eight on a stalk, set at a slightly obtuse angle.

Lenglh of flower, 7 inches; perianth expanse, i;.i

inches
;
pedicels 4 inches to H inches long ; shape

of flower same as in the next variety ; bulb flat

large broad scales, 7 inches to 8 inches round.

(H) LiLIUM LON(;lFLOUUM GRANDIFLORUM (see

"Notes on Lilies," p. 131).—A strong growing

• For woodcut of this bulb see my " Notes on

Lilies," p. !I2,
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plant, having a large bulb, often from 8 inches to 12

inches in circumference, flattened at top,with broad
scales, yellowish outside, whitish inside

;
grows 3

feet high, with long, broad, acuminate foliage

curving downwards, SJ inches to G inches long, 1

inch to Ij inches wide; seven-nerved, crowded,
light green colour ; stem stout, green, three-quarters

of an inch to 1 inch thick, bearing a head of

flowers four to fifteen in number; pedicels

2 inches to 4 inches long ; flowers are set on
right angles to stem, giving the plant a truly

majestic appearance ; they open at the end of

July and beginning of August, are creamy-white,
of good substance, 6 inches to 7 inches long, open-
ing in succession two or four at a time in opposite

pairs
;
perianth expanse r. inches, three outer petals

appreciably revolute, three inner petals less so
;

filaments equal, anthers light yellow ; tube increases

gradually and evenly from base to perianth.

(7) LiLiUM LONGIFLORUM (?Wil3oni) (see"Notes
on Lilies," p. Kil).—This magnificent variety, the
finest in the group, has a growth of 30 inches to

3U inches, with glossy dark green foliage 5^ inches
to 1 inch broad, channelled, acuminate, curv-

ing downwards, somewhat crowded, has a stout

stem bearing five to eight flowers set on
at right angles to the pedicel, expanding the
latter half of August, of great substance, s

inches to SA inches long, pure white
;
perianth ex-

panse 8^ inches ; the tube expands gradually from
base to p srianth, evenly and distinctly revolute

;

pedicels strong, 4 inches to 6 inches long ; bud
somewhat more erect than in the other varieties

;

filaments unequal ; style long and curved, first down-
wards and then upwards ; anthers light yellow

;

bulb 8 inches to 10 inches in circumference, flat

at top with broad close scales ; a very distinct and
bold form, and to my mind the finest in the group

(8) L. LONGii'LOEUM variety from another locality

in Japan ; has dull dark green foliage, channelled
acuminate, seven-eighths of an inch wide, curving
downwards, 5J- inches long, five - nerved ; the
flowers have great substance, i\h inches to 7

inches long ; anthers light yellow
;
perianth un-

equally revolute ; the plant flowers middle and end
of August ; height about 2 feet ; foliage is of an
intermediate colour between that of var. 7 (?) and
that of var. 11'; bulb t! inches to 8 inches in cir-

cumference with flat top and broad scales.

(9) L. LONGIFLORUM VAR.—A tall plant like L-

grandiflornm, with a good head of flowers, all level

and mostly at right angles to the stem. Foliage
very broad and glossy, dark green, of great sub-
stance, 1 inch to IJ inches wide, seven-nerved.
5 inches long, erect, channelled, crowded, acumi-
nate. Flowers 7 inches to 7i Inches long

;
peri-

anth expanse 6;^ inches to 7 inches ; shape of
flower same as in grandiflorum. The flowers appear
later in the latter end of August, and are of
great substance. This differs from the preceding
variety in the character of the foliage, which is

erect, crowded, very glossy. The flowers are of
greater substance, appearing later. Bulb large,

8 incites to 10 inches in circumference, flat-topped.

(10) There is a form much like I he preceding, but
the foliage is longer, more acuminate, curving down-
wards, broad, very glossy, and dark green. Flowers
7 inches to 7J inches long, set on a long pedicel
at a slightly obtuse angle

;
perianth expanse li

inches. Flowers like those of grandiflorum. liulb

somewhat smaller, !> inclies to li inches in circum-
ference, pyramidal in the centre, with very close,

broad scales.

(11) There is also a grand variety which, if

not hitherto named, I should propose to christen
var. Wallacei, distinct, inasmuch as it has green
stems and uncoloured bud, but the pedicels, especi-
ally along the neck, are tinted more or less with
brown as in the Takesima group. A tall-growing
plant, 2 feet to 3 feet high, with dark green
very glossy, somewhat crowded, acuminate, chan-
nelled foliage, .') inches to (1 inches hjng, seven-
nerved, curving downwards, set on stout peilicels,

4 inches to (1 inches long; more or less brown tinted

;

the upper leaves are very broad, short, and lance-
shaped, 1

j
inches wide; the flower-bud is set at an

acute angle
;
the flower is of great substance, 7^

inches to 8 inches long
;
perianth expanse 7 inches

to 8 inches, anthers light yellow, style long and
curved ; the tube expands gradually all the way

;

the petals are equably revolute ; the flowers open
in the latter end of August ; bulb large, 8 inches
to 10 inches in circumference, flat at top, with
broad, close scales.

(12) There is also a very distinct variety not
observed before by me, partaking somewhat of

the Takesima form as to fragrance, colour of

the anthers, substance and shape of its flowers,

short style, &c. A dwarf-growing plant 18 inches
high, with very broad, short, glossy dark green
foliage, 1 inch to l^ inches wide, 4?, inches to 5

inches long, seven-nerved, channelled, curving
downwards, of great substance

;
pedicels 5 inches

to (> inches long, very stout, and slightly brown
in the neck as in var. 11 ; flowers four to eight,

set on the stem nearly at right angles, or slightly

erect; bud, when half grown, is very thick and
swelling out in the middle like that of L. odorum.
Flower of remarkable substance, about G inches

long; perianth expanse 4 inches to 5 inches ; colour

creamy-white, green-tinted externally ; has a more
bell-like shape than the flower of Takesima, expand-
ing gradually for the first two-thirds of its length
and then widening out ; anthers of a brownish
yellow, more brown than in Takesima, which are

orange, while those of the longiflorum group are

yellow ; style short, same length as the anthers ;

bulb large, 8 inches in diameter, with broad scales

and flat top.

(13) L. LONGIFLORUM FOLllS ALBOMAEGINATIS.
—Adwarf variety 18 inches high, more admired for

its'silver-margined foliage than for its flowers, which
are small, fij inches long, set obliquely, one to four

on a short pedicel ; tube of flower narrow all the

way up
;
perianth expanse 5J inches ; three upper

petals are often more revolute than the lower ones,

giving it a peculiar tip-tilted appearance
;
petals

are narrower than in grandiflorum, but about the

same width as those of longiflorum type ; colour

a pure white ; foliage short, 4 inches long, three-

quarters of an inch to 1 inch broad, and margined
with a silvery edge one-tenth of an inch wide,

five-nerved ; flowers appear early in August ; size

of bulb IJ inches to 2 inches in' diameter, with
small, broad, close scales, rising in centre to a
point.

(14) L. LONGIFLORUM FOLIIS RUBRO ET ARGEN-
TEO-MARGlNATis—A much stronger-growing plant,

about 18 inches to 24 inches high, with dark green
leaves, seven-nerved, eight-tenths of an inch wide,

edged with reddish brown and margined with a

narrow silvery line. Foliage erect, channelled

;

stem dark green ; flowers are small, Hh inches
long

;
perianth expanse 4 inches, opening middle of

August, a little later than those of the preceding
variety. The tube expands gradually to the peri-

anth
;
petals narrow ; substance of flower good

;

colour creamy-white inside, greenish white outside.

Diameter of bulb 2 inches to 3 inches, with broad
close scales, rising one above the other.

The bulbs of the Lilies on which the foregoing
observations were made were' all imported from
Japan during the last two years.

Oilchcdcr, Ortulwr in.

{To he oontinncd.)

will make capital natural bushes for the margins of
beds. All the best plants lifted and repotted in

the late autumn may be easily preserved and used
the following year. Beyond that, unless very large
plants are needed, it is hardly worth troubling to

retain them. A'ery old plants which have become
set or hard in the stems seldom bloom so profusely
as younger ones do. Where plants are cut back and
the roots left in the ground all the winter, being,

of course, protected with refuse or ashes, the more
dense and bushy the summer growth the better.

Fuchsias put out from pots it is best to have some-
what thinly on a carpet of some dwarf plant.—A.

ruchsias in the open air.—The past sum-
mer has been very favourable to outdoor Fuchsias.

They have become of late very popular for summer
decoration, not only growing freely, but also bloom-
ing profusely up to the last moment the frost will

admit of their remaining outside. Not being so

tender as many of the ordinary bedding plants.

Fuchsias can be got out early in the summer, and
may remain out late. It is always well to select for

Fuchsias in the open, sites which have some natural

or artificial protection from strong winds. Plants
should be grown specially for bedding, and from
both spring and autumn cuttings. Those from the
spring cuttings grown on in pots all the following
summer and autumn may be converted into pyra-
mids or standards, varying from 3 feet to 1 feet in

height. Those from the autumn-struck cuttings ' our February days (

BULBS.
TiiiNcs are often more pleasant in anticipation

than in reality. The bulb box is suggestive

of the fading year and approaching winter,

but it also suggests the many varied and bright

colours and the fascinating beauty of the flowers

which tho?e liulbs will produce in early spring.

Bulbs make our gardens attractive and gay before
the summer sun has brought back the swal-

lows, or the cuckoo is heard in the shady grove.

Not long ago I heard a country clergyman say,

"I do not know how we should get through
the dreary days of early spring and the cold

east winds if it were not for the Dattbdils." Cer-

tainly the cold dark days are brightened up by
the golden-yellow Daflbdils, and they are

pleasant to look upon when a warmer spring

day than ustial makes the outdoor garden de-

lightful even in February. I am not sure that

the old single Lent Lily, wliich grows abun-
dantly in many of our orchards, or on the

warm bank.s of sunny open glades in our great

woods, is not after all as pretty as any of the

tribe. For many a year I used to look for

this sweet early flower in a warm valley in the

west country on Ash Wednesday, and I do not

remember that I was ever disappointed, even
when that day came very early.

Other early- flowering Daflbdils are very inte-

resting and very pretty, but they are also very

delicate. Tlie first year they come up so strong

and their flowers are so exceedingly lovely, that

you think what a grand acquisition has been
discovered for the spring garden. Alas ! next

year these are nothing but leaves. I am
thinking specially of the Narcissus Bulboco-

dium, one of the prettiest of the tribe, but I

cannot speak experimentally of many ditt'erent

sjiecies. The Hoop-petticoats are perfectly

charming in their way ; would that they were
more lasting as well as beautiful. N. ornatus

is much better behaved. It goes on with me year

after year, improving if anything when it is left

undisturbed. It come.s into flower out of

doors about Easter, and is always most wel-

come at that season. But it stands forcing

better than any other bulb with which I am
acquainted. I almost roasted it List year, put-

ting it in the very hottest part of an early

vinery, and there it came on rapidly and
bloomed exceedingly well. I took care, of

course, to give it plenty of water. 1 have never

yet found a single bulb of ornatu.s to miss

flowering, and this is a great deal to .say for it,

especially .'is its near relation pneticus, which

comes a little later and is, perhaps, a shade

more beautifiil, is apt, aa all readers of The
Oakiikn well know, to be somewhat shy in

flowering.

But after all, which of our spring bulbs can ex-

ceed in gaiety and brightness the old-fashioned

Crocuses, so cheap, so pretty, and so many
coloured ; What would spring be without their

guidon cups and the other varieties a little later

on, which aild purplo to the gold, or else gleam

with snowy svhiteness in tlio litful sunshine of

Then bees are so fond of
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them, and in bright spring weather it is pleasant

to see them gathering heavy loads of pollen o£F

the yellow stamens, and to hear the grateful

hum of the hive bees, reminding us that honey-
making days are not so far off, and that soon
garden and apiary will be rejoicing in the

fresh stir and animation of warmer days to

cjme. But in order to make Crocuses more
thoroughly enjoyable they shou'd be mixed
with other bulbous ilowers, which can also

boast of two great advantages, certainty of

flower and independence of cold, and frost,

and snow. Let these enemies to early flowers

come, yet somehow or other Snowdrops, Squills,

and Aconites will push their way sooner or later,

and rejoice the eye with their bright and happy
flowers. I am afraid Snowdrops do not quite

merit that great qualification in bulbous roots

of always flowering. I was disappointed last

year, but good roots will always flower. The
best are those dug up from orchards or banks
cf streams, where they have been growing
wild for years. But at the same time it is a
pity to bring wild flowers away from their

native haunts to decorate our gardens. Squills

(Scilla sibirica) are always beautiful, especi-

ally in masses, or mixed with golden Crocuses
and Snowdrops. When well massed together,

these very cheap and easily obtained bulbs
are delightful in early spring, and they are

among quite the first things to greet us with
a reminder that winter days are passing away
again. The double Snowdrop is much more
showy than the single, and for this reason is

in many places to be preferred, but for grace-

fulness and tenderness the single Snowdrop is

by far the beat. After all that has been said

aboutChionodoxaLucili;o,and though I am quite
ready to give it all praise for its exquisite
delicate blue flowers aud also for its hardy
nature, for nothing apparently will destroy it

when once it has become established, yet I do
not think that it has dethroned the blue Squill
from its place as the finest of our blue spring
bulbs. Scilla sibirica has such a fine rich dark
blue, and sends up such a profusion of its short-
stemmed flowers, that it is a very great favourite
with me. The wild Scilla verna is one of our
most beautiful spring flowers, and sometimes
spreads abundantly in the short Grass near the
sea. There is a beautiful little island near
Howth, in the Bay of Dublin, where this Scilla

growswith great luxuriance ; it may also be found
on the rocky coast of Cornwall. Near the Lizard

,

Scilla autumnalis is not uncommon, but it is by
no means so beautiful as its spring companion.
The whole family is pretty and interesting.

Among the very first flowers of spring brav-
ing even January cold are the Winter Aconites
(Eranthis hyemalis). They are pretty in their
pale yellow flowers close to the ground, but it

must be acknowledged that were it not for the
season at which they make their appearance
they would scarcely be considered worthy of
much trouble. But in January we are not in-

clined to demand much from the flowers which
are good enough to brave that inclement sea.son

and gratify our eyes in the winter's walk round
the garden. Winter Aconites are, therefore,
generally great favourites, and where they take
to the soil, as specially in Hampshire, they
rapi<lly increase and multiply and make them-
selves into great sods of flowering bulbs.

As the season advances flowering bulbs become
more conspicuous. With a very little trouble
Hyacinths can be preserved from year to year,
BO as to make the late spring garden gay.
The chief thing is to ripen them well in the
sun. If they have to be removed to make room
for other things before they are really ready to
be taken up, they can be put in by the heels in

a sunny place till the leaves have rotted off and
then be stored away in a dry place, and they will

be found good firm bulbs in autumn. If a few
dozen are bought every year to fill the place of

those which may have gone back slightly in

home management, the Hyacinth beds may be

depended upon for sweetness and beauty and
they last well out of doors. Tulips are gay,

and, I was going to say, they are nothing more.

Certainly there is no sentiment about them. They
are too gaudy to be worthy of a very high place

in our estimation, and yet their very gaudiness

is useful, especially as they do not demand sun-

shine so much as many other bulbs. These, too,

with a very little care, will go on from year to

year, and a mere trifle si>ent upon them will

keep the spring garden in Tulips.

I have written chiefly about spring bulbs, but
that pleasant season has by no means a mo-
nopoly in them. This year I am trying for the
first time Crocus speciosus, and I am much
pleased with its bright blue flowers coming in

September. Colchicum autumnale is not un-
common in meadows both in this county and in

Worcestershire. It is exceedingly pretty and
fine this year. It is a plant which gives no
trouble and makes no demand on cultivation.

In Cornwall, cottagers are fond of placing the
clean roots in the window without any soil and
allowing them to flower there. After that they
are put in a corner of the garden to grow till

autumn. A GLoroESTERSHiRE Parson.

Layering Carnations.—In The Gaeden for

September 12 (p. 2.51) " A. H." gives some advice
which well deserves the consideration of Carna-
tion growers. During the present season I have
seen some fine beds of this truly beautiful plant
sadly marred by layering. This operation is neces-
sarily performed at the very time when such
beds are, or ought to be, in their full beauty, and this

cannot be done without serious disfigurement to

the beds as well as to the plants composing the
same. To form an effective bed of these plants in

the flower garden, it is desirable that they should
be planted sufficiently close together, say some 18
inches apart, in order that the foliage when the
plants are in bloom may cover the surface of the
beds, and no attempt should be made to layer the
plants composing the same. The flower-stems
should 1)8 carefully supported as soon as this is

found to be necessary. As advised by " A. H.," the
plants required for layering should invariably be
planted on a nursery border, or some other suitable
situation, and where the operation can be performed
with greater facility and ease than in the flower
bed, and where the flower."!, when this is considered
necessary, can be removed in order to strengthen
the layers. A convenient nursery ground is also

found to be very useful in the case of other bedding
plants besides the Carnation for furnishing cut-

tings for propagation, and thus leaving the flower

bed intact, although in most instances it may be
found possible to obtain the necessary amount of

cuttings from the plants in the flower beds without
in any degree defacing the same. In the case of

some of the weaker-growing Pelargoniums and
other bedding plants which may be required in

quantity, it is a very great advantage to have a
convenient nursery ground for growing the neces-
sary number of plants to furnish cuttings, &o.

—

P. G.

Dahlias.—Whenever the first visitation of frost

comes, and we might now reasonably expect it at any
time, there will be a general lifting of Dahlias and
similar plants for storing during the winter, which,
of course, in heavy soil is absolutely necessary. The
last winter alone was sufficient in its severity to test

the hardiness and suitability oC the tubers to

stand or fall when left in the ground. On light

warm soil they came through the ordeal well ; not

above one in a hundred failed to come up strong

and vigorous. I would strongly recommend those

who have this kind of soil in which to grow them

to take courage and leave them undisturbed in

the ground, and if appearance during the winter
is not an object, to leave also the old stems uncut,

and above all not to cover the ground with any so-

called protective materials, for in this case heaping
up material of any kind over the crowns is decidedly
injurious, keeping the soil on the surface in a satu-

rated state. I am of opinion that damp is account-
able for more deaths than the frost. Daring the
last ten years I have had scores of Dahlias in the
ground entirely unprotected. Tubers I have left

undisturbed gain strength annually, forming fine

bashes 8 feet or more high and almost as much
through as you allow them space. Alongside of

these, plants lifted annually, however well
grown, look dwarf, puny, and lacking in beauty.
As might be expected, these huge bushes necessitate

a different mode of staking to the ordinary course
adopted to secure them from being broken
down by the storms. My plan is when the
plants have commenced to grow freely to insert

strong Pea slicks in and around them. These are

quickly completely hidden by the luxuriant growth.
Thus staked, I find they stand the wind without
snapping much better than tied to sticks, as it

allows the plants much more freedom.— J. R.

HARDY OCTOBER FLOWERS.
In a favourable season tender bedding plants, and
such showy annuals as Asters, Phlox Drummondi
and Zinnias will be in good condition through Sep-
tember, but chill October brings with it that touch
of winter which cripples their blooming powers

;

then it is that we appreciate those hardy flowers

that will prolong the beauty of the outdoor garden
for several weeks. A garden without some of those
hardy flowers that naturally bloom at this season
is apt to present a woeful appearance, all the more
marked when during the summer it has been gay
with zonal Pelargoniums and other bright things.

For giving a mass of colour and supplying an
abundance of bloom for cutting, nothing can sur-

pass the now well-known Japan Anemones. They
revel in the copious rains and cool nights of < )cto-

ber, and are at their best after a heavy rainfall, that

washes the colour out of tender flowers and dims
the lustre of many hardy ones. The red variety

has this season been more effective than I ever re-

member to have seen it. Frosty nights with a
bright sun, accompanied by parching winds, very
much impair its colour, but with the soil con-

stantly moist and a soft south or west wind
playing on the blooms on sunshiny days they have
never had that pale, bleached appearance which in

some seasons renders this bright autumn flower

somewhat disappointing. The true worth of these

Japan Anemones can only be realised when they
are planted in groups of a score or more good
plants together, allowing them to remain for some
years undisturbed. Then they yield a mass of

exquisitely pure or bright flowers that produce in

the autumn sun a truly enchanting effect. Few
hardy flowers are so little grateful for transplant-

ing as these ; with an annual top-dressing of manure
they will increase in strength and effectiveness

Hardy flowers such as these are very precious

and one has but to take into account the trouble-

some details which the keeping in health and
vigour of so many tender and not a few hardy
plants involve to appreciate these Anemones which
yield such fine results with so little aid from the

grower. The early blooming Chrysanthemums
are attracting the attention they are so well

worthy of, and it is safe to predict for them a
brilliant future. I fail, however, to appreciate the

value of those kinds which bloom in August and
quite early in September. We do not need them
at that time when summer flowers are in

their full beauty, but as supplementing the summer
display their worth cannot be over- estimated.

Their number is increasing, and I do not doubt but

that in course of time we shall possibly have
almost, if not quite, as much variety of form and
colour in them as now exists among those culti-

vated under glass. That useful kind Mme. Des-

grange is, however, not likely to be superseded for

outdoor culture for a long time to come, .ind no

I
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garden can be said to be well furnished without a
few plants. This Chrysanthemum and its coloured
varieties are among the most valuable autumn
flowers in cultivation, being very effective and fur-

nishing quantities of beautiful blooms for cutting.
In the way of single white flowers which of late

years have become so popular, Pyrethrnm uligino-

Bum stands alone. Wonderfully vigorous and en-

during, indifferent as to soil and situation, it has in

the form of large specimens a most telling effect.

It has a Sne appearance when backed up by Ever-
greens, the mass of big Daisy-like flowers showing
up to great advantage with a bright autumnal
sun lighting them up. For church decoration, espe-
cially for harvest festivals, or where masses of white
are required, the flowers of this are very valuable.
It has also the merit of resisting autumn frosts

remarkably well. I do not remember to have seen
the blooms damaged on more than one occasion.

Equally robust, and even more hardy are the pe-
rennial Sunflowers, the showy blooms of which are
capable of bearing a lot of inclement weather with-
out apparent injury. That fine kind Soleil d'Or is

one of the best hardy flowers we have, and should
have a place in the best collections of outdoor
plants. These perennial Sunflowers extend the
season of outdoor flowers to its full limit, and fre-

quently may be seen in good condition in the early
days of November. Although Michaelmas Daisies
have come to be more valued of late, they are even
now not generally so fully appreciated as they
ought to be. The fact is that the best kinds are
quite unknown to the majority of amateur gar-
deners, who, as a rule, too often judge of this fine

autumnal flower by the old kinds commonly seen
in cottage gardens, and which cannot be com-
pared with such truly ornamental species as
Amellus bessarabicus, longifolius, formosus, and
others. Lobelia fulgens is certainly the brightest
of October flowers, and should be made much of
where it can be depended on to pass the winter in

the open ground. Roses are still to be had, and
there is no one better than Gloire de Dijon bloom-
ing during this month. If planted on a south wall
and generously treated, it will yield good blooms
up to the close of the month. In an open sunny as-

pect the blooms are not so likely to feel the effects

of the damp weather that frequently prevails at
this period of the year. Souvenir de la Malmaison
is a fit companion for it. This Rose being poor in

form as compared with most other kinds has been
of late rather neglected, but for giving a supply of
bloom late in the season it is very valuable. Many
of the Teas produce fairly good blooms during this

month, and among them I have especially re-

marked Adam and Mme. Lambard, the latter

vigorous and free, and which I have seen as full

of bloom in mid- October as at other seasons of
the year. It is one of the best autumnal Roses.

J. C. B.

Nemophila insignia.—"C.R." asks if this plant
will stand the winter and flower in spring. I have found
thiit when the seeds were sown a little too early and the
plants grew up too much that there was more ditticulty

in getting them through the winter, hut when nice small
plants were put out in November they stood well.

—

W. H. G.

Michaelmas Daisies. It was evident enough
when looking over the extensive collection of these
plants grown at Chiswick, as well as exhiliited at
the conference by trade and other growers, that
many varieties were not only inferior in merit, but
absolutely uninteresting. We have now such a
wealth of really beautiful garden plants, that it is

unwise to occupy space with rubbish. Many of the
Asters are specially fitted to furnish flowers for
catting, and they keep a very long time so utilised.

But their great value for garden decoration is

found in their exceeding hardiness and late
lilooming. Mr. WoUey Dod said with much
truth at the conference that as the nights grew
colder the flowers grew brighter, because there
seemed then to be furnished those conditions under
which these Asters bloom so freely in their native
habitats. Although it is a fact that blue is the
chief ground colour of the flowers, yet there are
some good forms which have diverse tints, and
these will in time doubtless be largely increased.

Gardeners are not in the least concerned in the
hair-splitting in which botanists indulge with re-

spect to the proper nomenclature of species, or

assumed species or their derivations. They desire
to have the best sorts and to be able to grow
them well. No hardy perennial, perhaps, has been
for generations so common in cottage gardens as
the Michaelmas Daisy, and much would it add to

the autumn beauty of all such gardens were many
of the old sorts replaced by some of the best of the
newer or less known, but far more showy varieties.

—A. D.

THE HOLLYHOCK.
This fine old autumn-flowering plant will ever be
an object of interest and beauty to those who ad-
mire tall, noble-looking plants. I can well remember
how I used to admire the Hollyhock thirty or forty

years ago, and how effective the plants were in the
mass. I had the pleasure of looking over a choice
collection of Hollyhocks in bloom in .September
last in the Cioft House Nursery of Messrs. Stuart
and Mein. Kelso. The object of cultivating the
plants in this instance was to obtain nursery stock
and spikes of high-class quality. The soil I know
well ; it is a deep light loam and requires plenty of

solid farmyard manure to grow the Hollyhock to a
high state of perfection. In this instance a founda-
tion had been laid of good loam, well manured, and
the spikes of many-coloured flowers of faultless

form were admirable. They had all been grown to

one spike, all lateral growths having been removed.
There is a double object in this, for every lateral

development draws away the ascending sap from
the spike, and its removal is necessary to produce
the most perfect development on the main spike
when it is wanted for exhibition. The small
lateral growths or spikelets, as we may term
them, are each furnished with' numerous flower-

buds, but at or rather near their base the axils of

the leaves have a leaf growth which under careful

culture will speedily become a rooted plant, so that
two, three, or four plants may be obtained from
each lateral. The eye is cut out with a portion of

the stem attached to it ; the leaf is also removed,
but not its stalk. Each eye should be planted in a
small pot and placed in a close frame. This pro-

cess I have recommended in The Garden years
ago, and I was much pleased to learn that Messrs.
Stuart and Mein had obtained about l.'JOO plants
by this simple process, and fine healthy plants they
were, apparently free from disease of any kind, I

saw no trace of disease on the old flowering plants.

The time has now come to place the old stools into

their winter quarters. The Hollyhock may almost
be included amongst hardy perennials, but it is

annoying to find half the plants gone if they are
left out of doors where they flowered and when the
winter goes against them. To be safe lift the
plants after they have been cut down, and either

plant them in a frame close together amongst light

sandy soil, or pot them up separately in 7-inch or

S-inch pots. The plants may be placed in a garden
frame until they are established, but if sharp frosts

should set in it is quite as well to place the plants

on a shelf in some greenhouse or vinery from which
frost is excluded. Anything like a forcing tempe-
rature I do not approve of. Quite a number of

growths will start from the old stools, and when
they have made some growth they may all be re-

moved with one exception, and each one should
be planted separately in a small pot of fine sandy
soil. January and February are the best months
for this, and the cuttings speedily form roots

in a little bottom-heat. The old stools each
with one growtli left upon them will make e.arly

flowering plants for next year. The cuttings
taken in the early spring months will be the latest

to flower. The earliest will be the plants propa-
gated from eyes during the summer and autumn.
The greatest measure of success can be obtained
only by planting in rich deep soil, and it ought to

be fairly well prepared beforehand. Now is the
time to trench and manure the ground, so that it

may be freely exposed to the action of the atmo-
sphere up to the time of planting. It should be
trenched to the depth of 20 inches or 'Z feet, plac-

ing a good solid layer of manure in the bottom of

each trench, and another similar layer about !•

inches or so below the surface. The Hollyhock is

such a gross- feeding plant, that even this liberal
allowance may need to be supplemented by surface
mulchings of decayed manure. The collection of
plants in the Croft House Nursery represented the
best varieties in cultivation at the present time. I

noticed when taking a critical inspection of them,
how much more valuable from a decorative point
of view were those with rich and decided colours.
For instance, the old-established variety Hercules
is almost faultless as regards the form of the
flowers and their arrangement on the spikes, but
the colour, a creamy buff or whitish buff, loses im-
mensely in comparison with the rich gold of Queen
of Yellows. Others I noted of great merit were
Octoroon, crimson with a purplish tinge; Agnes
Berry, primrose with a tinge of red ; Pride of Lay-
ton, reddish buff, compact, well-formed centre, and
good guard petals ; Favourite, large, well-buUt
flowers of a rosy-peach tint. The best of the
purple varieties is Purple Prince. Mrs. Hunter
is a good white variety ; Cygnet, a very fine pure
white ; but a variety superior to either is Peri, which
has large, full, well-formed flowers ; John Findlay,
fine full crimson ; Lord Decies, rich dark crimson

;

Frank Gibb Dougal, rich purple ; Grace Darling,

rosy-red with a tinge of buff. J. Douglas.

Lilium davuricum.—I have also had experi-
ence of the disappearing features of this Lily, as
detailed on p. 335, but, unlike your correspondent,
I was in some cases able to find the bulbs almost
entire, while in others they were quite gone, leav-

ing but two or three little offsets. Those that weie
not so far decayed were soft, watery, and of a
peculiar greenish colour. One feature I noticed in

the case of these Lilies was that after flowering the

year before they decayed, the foliage and stems
died off earlier than was usually the case, so that
they were no doubt then attacked by the disease.

Since my first acquaintance with it, some four or

five years ago, I have had many opportunities of

inspecting Lilies affected more or less in this way,
and have found in most cases that directly the

stems die off prematurely some of the bulb scales

are discoloured at the base, at first of a brownish
tinge, but afterwards becoming suffused with green.

Short of absolute removal of the soil, it seems diffi-

cult to induce any Lilies to thrive in a spot where
the disease has once asserted itself, for I have seen

L. tigrinum, L. speciosum, and L. auratum attacked
after being planted in a bed from whence the bulbs

of L. davuricum had disappeared. Strange to say, one
of the nearest allies of this last, viz., L. elegans or

Thunbergianum, seems to be hardly ever troubled

by it.-H. P.

Two new Spireeas.—The herbaceous section of

Spiraeas has this year received two additions, both
of which are of garden origin. The former, which
is a form of the common Spiia'a japonica, was
awarded a first-class certificate by the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society on June !i, under the name of S.

multiflora compacta. It differs from the ordinary

form in the flower-spikes being far more dense and
compact, but whether that is an advantage or not

is at least open to doubtj; for my own part, however,

I certainly prefer the lighter and more graceful

spikes of the common kind. There has been in

i-ultivation some time a golden veined variety of

Spiraea with the inflorescence arranged as in this

newer form, which is, I should say, simply the varie-

gated kind which has reverted to the normal state

in the case of its foliage, but retained the more
crowded spikes of blossoms. The second Spira-a is

a form of S. astilboides, which species has rapidly

advanced in popular favour since it was first sent

out some seven or eight years since. The new
comer, which is to be found in the catalogues of

some of our Continental neighbours, is of Belgian

origin, and was there by the Koyal Society of Agri-

culture and Botany awarded a certificate of merit

under the name of Spii;ca astilboides lloribunda.

It is said to have originated as a seedling from a

plant of Spiraia astilboides, and the appearance of

its foliage would suggest that the flowers might
have been fertilised with the pollen of S. japonica,
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as the leaves are o£ a deeper green than those of

the typical S. astilboides, while they do not assume
that bronzy tint towards the end of the summer
which this last does. Among other merits that

have been claimed for the variety floribnnda is

that it is more free- flowering than the type, and
the blossoms are of a purer white. The plant has
resisted with impunity a degree of cold fatal to

many of the ordinary S. astilboides.—H. P.

Clematis graveolens.—It is nearly fifty years
since this pretty and distinct Clematis was intro-

duced from Chinese Tartary, but it never seems to

spared it where its great beauty would be dis-

played to the best advantage.—T.

Trees and Shrubs-

THE HOLLY-LEAVED BERBERIS.
(b. AyUIFOLIUM.)

Attention could not be drawn at a more appro-
priate season to the value of this fine evergreen
shrub than at the present time. It is extremely

The Holly-leaved Eerberis (B. Aijuifolium).

have become common, and is rarely met with out-
side of a botanical garden, still, its pale yellow
blossoms suffice to render it noticeable in a genus,
most of whose members have either white, laven-
der, or purple flowers. C. graveolens is a slender
growing climber, which is seen to very great ad-
vantage when rambling over some neighbouring
bush, as the climbing shoots dispose themselves in
a graceful manner and produce their flowers for a
considerable period during the autumn months.
The flowers are succeeded by clusters of silky seeds,
which are very pretty when ripe, provided the
weather is favourable, but such is frequently far
from the case at that season of the year. It is a
matter for surprise that this Clematis has not been
employed by the hybridist, for surely its distinct
tint might be utilised in the production of new
varieties. C graveolens is iiuite hardy in this
country, and in many gardens a space might be

useful at other periods of the year, but its

value par excellence is seen when associated with

cut Chrysanthemums, wliich will now be in full

force for some weeks to come. Those wlio hap-
pen to be the fortunate possessors of a good
stock will do well to make good use of this

shrub as a foliage accumpaniment to their

Howera. It matters not whether the arrange-
ment be a large or a small one, either the
shoots in the first instance or the individual

leaves in the latter will prove to be most valu-

able. For durability thi.s Berberis equals, if

not actually surpasses, the well-known African
Asparagus for use in a cut state. Its foliage,

too, is in good keeping with Chrysanthemum
blooms both in form and colour. It can be had
in various shades where grown in different posi-

tions. In shady and moist spots it grows

freely, the leaves being of a deep green colour,

as a rule ; where more exposed they assume

a deep bronzy shade, and where growing
fairly exposed and in poor or rather dry
soil the colours are all the more intensified,

often being of a brilliant crimson. Thus
the varied shades of colour can be chosen
to harmonise with the flowers. The deeper
colours of the leaves look well with the white,

pale yellow, bronzy-yellow, and rich deep
yellow of the flowers. The green foliage will

associate well with the pink and rosy-coloured

blooms ; those of a bronzy shade do well with
almost all kinds. In making up large arrange-
ments, the shoots of the Berberi.s 'hould be
chosen of proportionately gooa lei gth. In all

cases the foliage should first be iiaoerted, then
the flowers can be thrust through into the
water in sufficient numbers only to produce an
artistic effect without any suspicion of over-

crowding. The common evil of cutting the
flowers with too short stems should be
guarded against, for a close or dumpy appear-

ance spoils all the effect from an artistic point

of view. Those who have not tried the experi-

ment of making up bouquets of Chrysanthe-
mums with Berberis foliage as an accessory are

advised to do so, but it is not at all necessary

to go through the paraphernalia of wiring
either foliage or flowers as in the orthodox
fashion. First, choose either one good all-round

shoot, or make up one by joining two or three
smaller ones together ; having done this, then
take the flowers and draw them through the
foliage in such a manner that the one does not
hide the other. This cau all be done without
any wiring, and from first to last would
scarcely take five minutes. True, such an
arrangement would not possess that uni-

formity or mathematical precision which some
consider an essential element in producing
so-called eflect ; but the less we see of this

the better, both in this respect and from
the point of saving time also. Coat flowers of

Chrysanthemums look extremely well with the
smaller leaves of the Berberis as a backing.

Those who make a practice of using Maiden-hair
Fern for this purpose should experiment upon
the others for a change, and contrast the dif-

ference. In bouquets or basket arrangements,
as well as in vases or any other receptacle or
method of using cut blooms of Chrysan-
themums, neither Maiden-hair Fern nor the
finer forms of the African Asparagus are so well

suited as larger foliage. Both may look light,

but this does not at all times give the proper
effect. Particularly with the larger-flowered

kinds is this the case. Where this Berberis
cannot be had or cut in quantity, tliere will

surely be some other plant in the glories of its

autumnal tints which cau be used instead ; for

instance, the richly tinted leaves of our late

kinds of Grapes furnish us with excellent mate-
rial for the groundwork of an arrangement of a
wide or flat character, or in making up a large

basket of cut blooms. Another good and most
effective plant is Ampelopsis Veitchi, now in

its full beauty, the long slender shoots of

which are most effective. Panicum variegatum,

where grown fairly well exposed to the sun-

shine will, at this season, assume a rich bronzy
purple tint ; shoots of this character would also

be useful in small arrangements. Excellent

arrangements of Chrysanthemums can be made
in large vases for sideboard decoration, first

preparing a background of Berberis foliage, then
arranging the flowers so as to face one way.

Reverting to the Berberis as a plant, it is

necessary to state that it is a shrub which will

thrive in almost any soil and in unfavourable

I
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conditions. If only for tbe effect it produces in

the shrubbery it is wortliy of far more con-

sideration. It is one of the best dwarf-growing

plants for shady spots or under trees ;
also as a

marginal line to a belt of shrubs. Here if it

grows a little too tall by all means cut it, and

use the shoots and leaves as required, for not

only now, but at all other seasons will it be

found to be useful in one form or another. It

is also a good plant for shallow and rather dry

soils, only requiring a little additional attention

just at the planting time and until partially

established. I find that it varies in character

considerably. In my case I have at least three

distinct kinds, one with rather broad and glau-

cous green foliage when young ;
this is probably

"latifolia"' of catalogues. Another has longer

leaves, more prickly, and not such a strong

grower ; whilst another has shining foliage, and

appears to be intermediate between the two in

its character of growth. These variations have

no doubt arisen where a stock has been raised

from seed. H. G.

COMPARATIVELY TENDER SHRUBS.

DuHlsc. what proved to be but a partial thaw last

January I sent you a note on the above and their

then appearance here, and promised to send you

further details later when the amount of damage
done would be more apparent. With your per-

mission I do so now ere another winter comes

on us. In common with most parts of the country,

we had severer frosts and more destructive

easterly winds after January than previously, and

although some plants were seriously crippled, few,

if any, have entirely succumbed to the extraordi-

Eary severity. Those shrubs that have passed

unscathed through such a terrible winter, may
safely, I think, be considered perfectly hardy in

this and similar districts. Among these may be

mentioned Camellias, Bays, Palms (Phrenix dacty-

lifera, &c ), Elicagnus in van, Euonymus in var.,

Loquats, Azara microphylla, Griseliuia littoralis,

Olearia Haasti, Veronica Devoniana, Berberis Dar-

wini, B. Fortune!, B. japonica, Bamboos in variety,

Aralia Sieboldi and Laurustinus. Of lowlier growth,

but also uninjured, are Phormium Veitchi and

Colensoi. Of those but slightly injured, and which

have ere this fully recovered their usual appearance

and are as effective as ever, may be noted J!en-

thamia fragitera, Berberis nepalensis, and Hy-
drangeas in variety. The two former had not a

leaf marred, but most of their flower-buds perished,

while the latter are not flowering quite so freely as

is their wont here. Others that were cut up in a

more or less degree, but are again now clothed in

their normal beauty as if none the worse for such

merciless treatment, are Bambusa (Arundinaria)

falcata, which was early stripped of every leaf. It

is now completely furnished, its elegant wands, K!

feet to 18 feet high, being most graceful, swaying

in the breeze. As previously reported, Aloysia

citriodora was terribly cut, but it proved eventually

that only the points of the shoots were killed.

They have broken out strongly, made vigorous

growths, and are blooming freely.

Buddleia globosa, which looked quite a deci-

duous shrub throughout the winter, broke out at

every node fresh and strong, followed by a wealth

of fragrant bloom. Ceanothuses in variety, Escal-

lonias, Mjrtles and Arbutuses were severely cut in

some positions and totally escaped in others, but

all have recovered and are doing well. Cordyline

australis was killed to the ground, but is again

throwing out an abundant crop of strong shoots.

All the plants of Eucalyptus globulus under ten

years old, with one exception, this being planted in

an exceptionally sheltered position, were killed

outright, and those above that age sntTered very

much. Thirty feet or upwards of the main stems

and every lateral branch were killed, but the butt

ends of all, to a height of 20 feet or so, have

broken out again, and great bunches of shoots

are now growing freely. The tender and imma-
ture growth in such a wet season causes one to

fear as to their safety through the approaching
winter, should such be at all severe. On the whole
we have suffered much less loss than was antici-

pated. J. Roberts.
Tan-ij-bwh'h.

PROPAGATING ARAUCARIA EXCELSA.

Little symmetrically shaped specimens of the

Norfolk Island Pine are very useful where plants are

required for indoor decoration, and much admired

by many, while with ordinary care and attention

they will in the dwelling house keep in health for

a long period. Still, after a time they will get too

large for such a purpose, and if they have been

kept long in small pots some of the lower branches

are apt to drop. Such plants, however, need not

be discarded ; in fact they are just the ones to use

for propagating, as each plant will, as a rule, sup-

ply several cuttings. In common with most of

the regular growing Conifersa, it is of no use strik-

ing a side branch of an Araucaria, as a branch it

will always remain, unless by cutting back one can

induce it to form a leader. In the case of Arau-

carias intended to be used as stock plants they should

in the spring be placed in a structure warmer than

an ordinary greenhouse (a cool end of the stove

will do), and with occasional syringings encouraged

to grow. Then, when the young shoots are firm

enough, the heads of the plants can be cut off

and treated as cuttings ; but, as a rule, no very

great measure of success can be anticipated for

them, as they are in general very stout and suc-

culent, while the weaker shoots strike more readily.

It the stock plants are still kept in the same tem-

perature, another leader or, more frequently, leaders

will be quickly produced, and these younger and
weaker shoots make the best of cuttings when
they have passed their more succulent stage.

Within a reasonable time after the removal of these

shoots others, in their turn, will be produced ; in

fact a few stock plants so treated will yield a sup-

ply of cuttings for years. Various methods are

employed, but I prefer to put each cutting singly

into a small pot, as it can then be removed at any

time without disturbing the others. A mixture of

loam, peat, and a liberal amount of sand, with a

few finely broken crocks and charcoal, is a very

suitable compost for the cuttings, and care should

be taken that it is pressed firmly around the base

of them, as if at all loose the action of rooting will

be greatly retarded. The best place for them is a

propagating case in a temperature such as is used

for the cooler class of stove plants, and if

plunged in a very slight bottom heat, so

much the better. They must be kept there

under the ordinary routine of cuttings till

struck, when it is necessary to inure them to the

air by degrees and shift them on as required. As

above stated, the stock plants will yield cuttings

for years, but as tbe soil will in time get exhausted,

it is an advantage to repot them occasionally

(perhaps every year), but the roots should not be

disturbed more than necessary, and at the same

time large pots are not required. Above all things

stimulants must be avoided, as cuttings borne by

plants that have been fed up will root only with

dilHoulty. Occasionally, seeds of the Norfolk

Island Pine are sent to this country, but plants

raised therefrom do not find favour with nursery-

men, as they are always naked at the base, and it

is those little specimens furnished quite to the pot

for which there is always a ready sale.

It will of course be necessary to shift them into

larger pots as required, but at the same time it

should be borne in mind that the roots of this

Araucaria are not particularly vigorous, and conse-

inently specimen plants may be kept in health in

i-maller pots than many other greenhouse subjects.

A soil composed principally of good open loam,

lightened by an admixture of leaf-mould and sand,

will suit this plant perfectly. H. P.

Two poor Conifers.—Some liranches of the

variegated Douglas Kir (Abies Douglasi Stain)

and the pale-tinted Spruce (Abies excelsa finedon-

ensis) were shown at the Cliiswick conference, and

certainly one very useful purpose was served by so

exhibiting them, as their sickly, miserable appear-
ance was condemned by many who were endeavour-
ing to ascertain what to avoid as well as what to

plant. I have heard suggestions lately from several

sources that the popularity of Conifers for the sake
of their ornamental features is on the decline, but
without expressing any opinion on this point it is

evident that such as these and many other of the

so-called variegated Coniferie tend to throw the
whole order into disrepute. At the same time we
have an ample choice of desirable forms against
which no such charges can be laid.—T.

Pinus ayacahuite.—Among the more striking

exhibits at the recent Conifer exhibition at Chis-

wick were some fruiting branches of this remark-
able Pine from Mr. Holford's collection at Weston-
birt, near Tetbury, where it succeeds so well. This
Fir is a native of Northern Mexico, from whence it

was introduced in 1838, but good examples of it

are stUl very rare. It belongs to the five-leaved

Pines, that is, with five leaves in a sheath, and in-

cluded in the same group are the Weymouth Pine
(Pinus Strobus) and the Himalayan Pinus excelsa,

to both of which it bears a certain amount of re-

semblance, especially when young. The cones,

however, are quite distinct, being in the case of

British grown specimens as much as a foot in

length, this being exceeded in a native state. They
are about 4 inches or so in diameter, and in a good
example the recurved tips to the scales form a very

conspicuous feature. It is only in the more favoured
districts that this Fir can be induced to thrive, but
where it does succeed the large showy cones give

it a place among the more attractive members of

the genus.—T.

CULTIVATION OF CONIFERS.

Tub collection of cut specimens of Conifers at the

recent conference at Chiswick was in all respects a

most remarkable one. Such a collection has not pro-

bably ever been brought together before. It points to

one significant fact, viz., that the cultivation of these

highly ornamental trees is not lost sight of by many
of those who have aspect and soil in their favour.

That the cultivation of cone-bearing trees and
shrubs might be further increased is beyond doubt.

It does not always follow that the same soil and
conditions are absolutely necessary. Only recently

I had the opportunity of comparing two separate

collections hundreds of miles apart, both of which
were thriving in the greatest luxuriance. In one

instance the soil was of a loamy character with

rooks cropping up here and there and the situation

an unusually moist one. Here they were growing,

to use a simple phrase, almost like weeds. In theother

instance the soil was of a lighter character with a
tendency to peat, looking to all appearance poor

and barren where the trees were not growing. The
Conifers, many of which were of large dimensions,

had grown into noble specimens, the growth close

and compact. I am disposed to think that

further experiments in Conifer planting might
decidedly be made. There are no finer or

more appropriate trees for estate planting than

many of those, and by selecting kinds which,

after due observation, have been found to succeed

in similar positions, there is every prospect of a
reasonable amount of success. One outcome, if to
other, of this splendid display of cut specimers

should be that of a classification of varieties fcr

various soils and situations, so that these who con-

template planting may be guided in their choice.

This should not be at all a difticult matter, for

those who so freely contributed to the display at

Chiswick would without doubt communicate to the

readers of Thk Garpkn their various experiences.

No more interesting discussion could possibly be

put into print than that which would emanate from

such contributions. One conspicuous feature in

the recent exhibit was the remarkable prominence

in all collections of the many fine Conifers, ranging

from Abies to Ketinosporas, which were introduced

into this country as the result of the re-

searches in Japan of the late John Gould Veitch.

These have, in about a quarter of a century, come
to the front in a remarkable degree, having added

a richness to the appearance of the garden by their
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varied colours and habits which it did not possess

before. Of these, Abies Alcoquiana, A. polita, A.

firma and A. Veitchi will be standard kinds in years

to come. A.

Orchids.

UATTLBYA CALUMMATA.
A FL0\\T5R of this has bsen sent me by
J. Jessop, and he complains about the plant

which produced it being such a bad doer. This

is a fact which I have had to deplore many a

time when looking over collections where it is

grown. It was raised by M. Bleu, of Paris,

and I think it is the most beautiful liybrid

Cattleya yet produced. When I was at M.
Bleu's place in Paris I was astonished to see

such a number of curious hybrids, which should,

as time goes on, give us many fine things. The
plant in question is the result of a cross be-

tween C. Aclandi;i3 and C. intermedia. It re-

sembles C. Aelaudias in its style of growth and
size of flower, and, as is well known, that species

is not one of the most easily grown. The
flowers are large, each measuring about 4.V

inches across, the sepals and petals nearly equal,

creamy white, flushed with pale rose, and pro-

fusely spotted with rich magenta-purple ; the

lip is peculiar, and difi'ers much from that of C.

Aclandiffi. The side lobes of the lip of that

species are very small, leaving the large column
fully exposed, but in C. calummata they are

very large, and cover the column nearly the

whole of its length, white suS'used with pale

rose on the inside, and of a deeper shade of

rose without, the middle lobe deep magenta-
jiurple, the large column being of the same
colour where exposed to view. It is a peculiar

aid f s;inating fower, and lasts a long time
m full beauty.
We all know and regret that C. Aclandia3 is

a diflicult subject to manage, and although
somewhat freer, C. calummata is also hard
to grow. It reipiires adundance of sun-

light, but it must not be exposed to the full

glare of the sun during the middle of the day
through the summer months. It should be
grown in a small hanging basket, well drained,

and the soil should be a mixture of peat.

Sphagnum Mos3, and small nodules of charcoal.

Care must lie taken not to overload its roots

with soil, for to this must be ascribed a great

deal of the unhealthiness of this and similar

plants. Water to the roots must bs suppUed
cautiously, and during the winter months it

must be given in sufficient quantity to keep the
pseudo bulbs from shrivelling. I have never
seen a good-sized plant of this variety, the
mind of the cultivator being set upon the cut-

ting and dividing it in order to make more of

it, and this, I believe, has had the result of

weakening the constitution. Better by far

grow a plant to a good size and then divide it

than hs always searching for two leads that
the knife may be brought out to cut them,when
perhaps both jiieces are lost or so checked and
retarded by the operation, that the plant or
plants renmin in an unhealthy state. It is

said to flower at various seasons, and also to

bloom twice or oftener in the season. I have
always seen this plant grow through the .sum-

mer-time and flower at the beginning of autumn.
William Hugh Gower.

Dendrobium Phalaenopsis Statterianum.
—A flower of a very fine form of this comes to me
from the Rev. E. Handley's collection at the Royal
Crescent, Bath. This Orchid used to be importei
by the late Mr. Bnchan. It is a larger grower than
D. bigibbum and a free bloomer, the flowers being
deeper in colour and larger. The flower sent is

quite devoid of the white on the disc which is such

a noticeable feature in D. bigibbum. It was, I

believe, first noted as a distinct plant by Mr. Sander,

who dedicated it to Mr. Statter, of Manchester,

and it was recently shown by Messrs. B. S. Williams

and Son at the Royal Horticultural Society's meet-

ing, when it received a first-class certificate under

the above name.—W.
Dendrobium superbiens ( (r. M'iUs).—This is

one of the very prettiest of the North Australian

Dendrobes. It always enjoys strong heat and
moisture and abundance of light and sunshine

;

indeed where I have seen the plant doing best and
flowering most freely is in a house in which no

shading material is ever used, but in which the

atmosphere is well changed by free ventilation ;

the temperature should never be allowed to fall

below 60°.—G.

ONCIDIUM H.EMATOCHILUM.
A FINE lateral branch of this exceedingly rare

variety bearing four flowers comes to me from
" C. S.," and with it a note in which he says

that the spike is bearing sixty-seven flowers.

The above is the name given it by Lindley, but it

is also known as Oncidium luridum purpura-

tum, under which name it was grown in the

Messrs. Loddiges' collection. It is in habit

very much like O. luridum, having single

leathery leaves, which are green dotted with

dull crimson, and about a foot or more in

length. These leaves spring from a woody creep-

ing rhizome, the spike being erect and sup-

porting a many-flowered panicle of richly

coloured flowers which last nearly a month in full

beauty. The spike attains the length of some 4

feet, and each-flower measures about an inch and
a half across ; the sepals and petals are nearly

equal, and have a ground colour of yel-

lowish green, thickly marked with transverse

bands of bright che.stnut-brown. The front

lobe of the lip is deep crimson, with a mar-

ginal border of yellow which is freely spotted

and dotted with rosy crimson, the claw

and the ear-like protuberances at its base

being of a bright rose colour. This plant

comes from New (Grenada, but I cannot

say from what district. It succeeds best

in the Cattleya house, and I am under the

impression that in its native country it is not

subjected to any great drought, because I have

found that this plant, and indeed all the luri-

dumsection, like to be kept fairly moist through

the winter months. It enjoys plenty of sun-

light and air, and should be planted in a well

drained basket. I prefer a shallow earthenware

one, and like to encourage the plant to root

over this. It must be well exposed to the light,

but it should be shaded from the burning rays

of the sun. The soil should be a little rough

peat mixed with Sphagnum Moss. During the

summer months it likes a fair amount of water

to its roots and a nice genial, moist atmosphere.

W. H. G.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Calanthe Veitchi.— Is it not unusual for this

plaut til flower before its foliage has decayed ? I have

a grand collection here throwing up very strong

spikes, some of which are opening their flowers ; at the

same time there is no appearance whatever of the

foliage decaying. I should be glad if some of your

numerous correspondents would say if this is uguil.

—

J. S.

Masdevalllas (F.B.G.).—These plants from Peru
and the high parts of Colombia will thrive under
very cool treatment, but those from Cata?ca8 ard such

places require a Uttle more warmth in winter. I am
under the impression tSiat we keep tliese plai ts, as a

rule, far too warm, so that they become inte.il ed with

thrips, which deetroy their appearance.—W. II. G.

Ferns.

DWARF GROWING SELAGINELLAS.
Between 300 and 400 species of the genu3
SelagineUa are known, and a goodly number of

these are already in cultivation. They all like

to bo potted loosely, and they all grow rapidly.

Were our winters more congenial, there is not

the slightest doubt that these plants would grow
equally well all the year round. Although
Selaginellas like plenty of water and moisture
in the air, much less must be given them in the
winter, as the plants must be made to take an
artificial rest, which is quite foreign to their
nature. They all like shade and a fair amount
of heat ; indeed all except the hardy kinds like a
moist warm atmosphere, and during the summer
season shade from the bright rays of the sun. They
may be used for edgings in the stove, and they
also make handsome specimens in broad shal-
low pans, these being more suitable than pots.
In fact they are all exceedingly ornamental and
varied in colour, and also very easily grown
into good specimens. The following are amonf.st
the best of the dwarf cultivated kinds :

—

S. CONVOLUTA.—A handsome plant, having its

leaves arranged in a rosulate manner. They are
of a bluish green colour. It requires an extra
damp place and likes an abundance of shade.

S. CILIATA.^A sub-erect and elegant species
which appears to be of annual duration, bearing
little bnlbUs, by which the plant is reproduced.
The leaves are bright soft green in colour. It is a
somewhat rare kind in our collections. Found
over a wide space in Tropical America up to 8000
feet and '.lOOO feet elevation.

S. DELicATissiMA.—A somewhat common spe-
cies in cultivation, and a very handsome one. It
grows freely and soon makes a fine specimen. The
leaves are small and pale green in colour. It is

supposed to come from the Andes of Peru.

S. Galeottei, well known also by the name of
S. stolonifera, is a trailing species, producing
many roots from the lower part of the stems. The
leaves are closely set and bright rich green in
colour. It is a very graceful species which
differs much in general appearance. It is said to
be common in Mexico.

S. JiARTEssi.—This is a trafling, sub erect spe-
cies, growing from li inches to 1 foot high, the
stems being thickly covered with large deep green
leaves ; there is also a variety named variegata,
having broad patches of pure white mixed up with
the green. It comes from Mexico.

S. PILTFEEA.—A remarkable plant, resembling
S. lepidophylla in its tufted habit. The growth is
rosulate, the branches flat and horizontal, but if
the plant is allowed to become dry they become
rolled into whorls and form a ball. This plant
is a rather difficult one to manage, but I think
this has come about through being kept too
warm and too dry. It is said to come from Texas
and Mexico.

S. HUBRICAULIS is a very common plant. I have
heard my friend Mr. Mann say, on the west coast
of Africa, and I have also received specimens
from Madagascar. It is an elegant little species,
the leaves growing from 6 inches to '.> inches in
length.

S. SARMEXTOSA.—.\s a species this may at once be
distinguished by its little branched stems, and by the
long point in advance of any branches, making a
whip-like point. It grows only a few inches high,
and the stems, although long, have but few
branches, and the leaves are somewhat of a pale
green. It appears to be a common species in Ja-
maica.

S. SERPENS.—A dwarf species, well known in cul-
tivation, in spite of the many synonyms it bears.
It is of a creeping habit, and in the morning of a
brig:ht shining green, but soon after noon the leaves
begin to lose their brightness, and about C o'clock
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in the evening they become of quite a metallic white,
which, however, becomes green in the morning. It

is a very interesting plant on account of the changes
in colour. Jamaica.

S. RUBELLA was introduced some years ago
by Mr. Williams, of HoUoway, but its native
country is not known. It is in the way of Martensi,
but it has the disagreeable habit of turning rusty
on the lower part as it gets old ; the upper leaves

are deep rich green.

S. UNCINATA.—This plant is well known under
the name of S. c;esia. It is a creeping variety, and
succeeds well in a hanging basket. In this situa-

tion the basket must be kept shaded from the sun.

It may also be grown in pans, its curious metallic
blue leaves having a very handsome appearance.
This is quite superseded by another species which
does not belong here, but which must be added on
account of the metallic blue colour of its leaves,

which have a very brilliant and beautiful appear-
ance. It is known as S. cassia arborea (the Tree
Selaginella), and more recently S. lajvigata. The
last alteration in name is to 8. Wildenowi.

S. CONCINNA.—This, from the Mauritius, grows a
foot long. It is much branched and densely
clothed with bright green leaves, and is, I think,

somewhat rare in cultivation.

S. STBNOPHYLLA.—A plant having straw-coloured
stems which are sub-erect and from (i inches to 1 foot

in length. The leaves are bright green. This is a
very elegant kind from Mexico.

William Hugii Gower.

FERNS.
Not- long ago Ferns came so much into fashion,

that it seemed almost as if they would take the
place of flowering plants in the general esteem of

the gardening public. They now take their right

place as beautiful companions to the bright colours

of our ordinary flowers, as suitable adornments to

our sitting rooms, adapting themselves readily to

the comparative darkness which they have to en-

dure there, and also (to a limited extent) as table

ornaments. Our wild species are in reality as beau-
tiful in their graceful forms and in the rich luxuri-

ance of their green fronds as those which find a
place in the greenhouse or stove. But people who
live in the mi< Hands know nothing of the grand
specimens of Lady Fern, or its companion Filix-

mas, which grow to a height of 4 feet and 5 feet

on the wet mossy banks of the many streams
which go tossing and tumbling over their rocky
beds in the deep combs and valleys of Devon and
Cornwall. Those valleys are delightfully wild and
picturesque in every way, but the great, wide-
spreading, va-ie-sbaped Ferns are perhaps their

chief adornment. They look so cool and happy
surrounded by the soft dripping Moss, and luxuriat-

ing in the deep shade of the Oak trees which
spread their branches overhead. In these valleys

another Fern, not so beautiful as the common ones
above mentioned, but interesting on account of its

comparative rarity, may often be met with in a
specially damp place— Lastrea semula, the Moun-
tain or Hay-scented Fern.

But the Fern which more than any other is a
treasure to the Fern-hunter, rather on account of
its haunts by the wild sea-coast than for its in-

trinsic beauty, is the well-known Asplenium mari-
num. It has been sadly persecuted by the ubiquitous
tourist, who is too ready to tear it away from its

native air to dwindle and die uncared for in a dry
pot and dusty atmosphere. How different its new
surroundings in a town par lour, dusty and stifling, to

its former abode in the dark sea cave with the roar

of the rushing tide and the clear bracing air com-
ing straight in from the Atlantic Ocean. In a
storm the waves toss themselves right into these
caves and among the high rocks at the base of the
frowning cliffs above, and Asplenium marinum nods
its green fronds to the splash of the foam, and
seems to be refreshed with its salt bath, which, how-
ever, is ( f course only a rare occurrence. I have
pitied this plant for being made captive and stuffed

away in a dreary corner in a pot, and yet it is one

of those Ferns which adapt themselves to captivity
more readily than most of the tribe. It seems to
like stove heat, and, provided only that it is well
dipped from time to time in water, it will grow with
the greatest luxuriance in an early vinery. There
it becomes beautiful because of the deep green of
its narrow fronds.

It is said that Adiantum capillus-veneris (the
Maiden-hair Fern) may still be found in some parts
of the Cornish coast. This may be so. I have only
once found it wild, and that was in Switzerland,
near Meyringen. Looking down into a deep fissure

between rocks, I saw this pretty Fern clinging to
the sides, and making a very striking contrast with
its light feathery fronds hanging gracefully over
the abyss to the dark rocks on either side. One
of the more beautiful small Ferns which cling to
rough walls is the Ceterach, common and abundant
in this county. The brown tint of the back of the
fronds makes the plant more striking. Its com-
panion on old walls, the little wall Rue (Asplenium
Ruta-muraria), is also very common here and is in-

teresting, the bright green tiny plants clinging to
crevices in the mortar of old masonry.

I have never seen the Royal Fern (Osmnnda
regalis) growing strong and luxuriantly away from
its own native haunts except at the Duke of Bed-
ford's beautiful place near Tavistock, Endsleigh
Cottage. At the head of a little stream there it

grows tall and strong. Under such circumstances
it forms a striking subject in a wild garden. Soon
there will be little left of it in a wild state. It is

torn up everywhere, and travellers on the South
Devon Railway are only too familiar with the
starved specimens placed in pots at Teignmouth and
Newton stations, and looking truly miserable and
wretched. It grows in spongy tumps of retentive

soil, where water lies all round the plants the
greater part of the year, and nothing short of this

amount of constantly wet soil will suit this grand
Fern. It is certainly a noble plant when thoroughly
well grown.

Tree Ferns from New Zealand and Australia are
proving themselves to be at any rate halt-hardy,
and wherever it is possible to put them out of

doors they give a tropical aspect to the fernery,

which makes it at once more interesting and more
beautiful. A fine plant of Dicksonia antarctica
placed conspicuously on a hillock in an old quarry
turned into a fernery by judicious planting of a
variety of hardy Ferns has a very striking appear-
ance, and in summer Seaforthia elegans and Musa
ensete will look well with it. But, after all, as a
rule, it is better to be content with those very
beautiful hardy Ferns which are perfectly satis lied

with our climate, and which with careful treat-

ment will always make a show.
A plant of the Woodwardia, with its long taper-

ing fronds hanging down gracefully from a basket,

forms a pretty object in a warm conservatory, and
so also does the Bird's-nest Fern, which has a
peculiarly pretty way of unfolding its fronds. One
of the most useful Ferns for ordinary purposes,

whether for the greenhouse or indoors for decora-
tion, is Pteris tremula. As soon as one plant

is placed in a house, numerous seedlings are sure

to appear in pots which contain soil suitable for

them. Its mode of growth is very light and ele-

gant, and it is so hardy that it gives no
trouble. Next to this Pteris tremula, another one
called uretica albolineata is a favourite with me.
The contrast between the broad unfertile fronds,

which lie upon the surface of the pot, and the
tall narrow ones, whiih are covered with the
sori or spores, makes this Fern a fperially good
one for decoration. It also sows itself readily,

so that there is no difficulty in keeping up the
supply when once a plant has been placed in the
greenhouse. The Gold and Silver Ferns are al-

ways interesting because of the strong colouring of

the spores on tlie back of the leaves, but in them-
selves the fronds become crowded, and are not so

pretty as some other Ferns which require lees care.

Adiantum farleyense when well grown isavery beau-
tiful Fern. It requires the heatof a stove to flourish

as it ought in order to become a really beautiful

object. No plant of any sort or kind can be said

to be really beautiful when it is only existing

under circumstances which are not adapted to its

growth. It is better always to adapt one's plants
to one's means of growing them, and not to attempt
to do more than circumstances will allow. As much
pleasure can be obtained from an outdoor garden
as from plants under glass, and it is not necessary
to have a large garden to make it an enjoyable
one.

It shows something of the -whimsical nature of
Ferns that the beautiful Killarney Fern (Tricho-
manes radicans) requires so much petting to make it

grow in this country. I have never been to Kil-
larney, and, therefore, I know nothing of the pecu-
liarities of the climate of those beautiful Irish
lakes ; but what must it be if in order to imitate it

we are obliged to use green glass rigidly closed np
with an excess of moisture which drips from every
little spike of this mossy Fern .' It can scarcely be
a healthy climate, if it is a beautiful country
Even with all the elaborate care which some gar-
deners bestow on this Trichomanes, how seldom do
we see it healthy and flourishing ? And if we do,
somehow the next time we ask for it, the reply is

generally, " Oh ! I do not know what happened to
it, but it's dead." A very beautiful Fern, requiring,
however, some heat to bring it to perfection, is

Blechnum corcovadense. The distinctly red colour-
ing of the young fronds contrasts prettily with the
fresh pale green of the older ones.

Ferns have attained a wonderful popularity, and
very justly. When well grown they are always
beautiful and fresh, and with a little trouble they
will succeed almost anywhere, and fully repay the
attention which is bestowed upon them.

A Gloucestbbshire Parson.

Chrysanthemums.

NEW CONTINENTAL INCURVED CHRYSAN-
THEMUMS.

No less than sixteen varieties were sent out in the
spring of this year as new seedlings, some of them
with i|uite glowing descriptions. If one quarter of

this number turn out good, we shall be making
rapid strides in raising seedlings of the incurved or

Chinese section. It is too early yet to form a definite

opinion of their quality as a whole, but some few have
with me already developed promising characteris-

tics, and I think the attention of cultivators should
be drawn to them in different parts of the country,

as under variable treatment the true character of

each will be brought out and an opinion formed aa

to their fitness or otherwise for general cultivation.

Incurred Chrysanthemums vary so much when de-

veloped from crown and terminal buds, that it is

necessary to test them upon both before their

merits can be accurately gauged.
Considering that so few seedling incurved varie-

ties are brought out which possess merit, the intro-

duction of so large a number makes one cautious in

recommending them until a full trial has been given

them. Amongst the eighty-eight selected kinds in

the latest addition of the N C S. catalogue I note

but eleven of Continental origin, and, with the ex-

ception of Princess of Teck and Jeanne d'Arc, they

are not worthy of mention, which leads me to say

that the raising of seedling incurved varieties which
possess merit is very precarious. Nearly all the

best kinds are sports. The varieties I wish to direct

special attention to for the coming season are the

following, which have been largely distributed:

M. K, Bahuant is supposed to owe its parentage to

the (,iuecn family ; the petals, which thoroughly
incurve, are smooth at the edges and not jagged or

toothed, as in many from this source. Blooms 5

inches in diameter have been grown. The only

point as to which I am doubtful is the depth

of the bloom, as without this no flower can

command a high position on an English exhibi-

tion table. The colour is quite distinct—carmine-

rose, with perhaps some other shading, but the

former description is sullicient at present. Mme.
Maute reminds one very much cf Mrs. W. Ship-

man in the colour of the flowers. The petals in

this old favourite are not so pointed as in the newer
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sort ; the colour is said to be deep apricot-yellow
with a bronze reverse. This one is said to have fine

broad petals, but with me there is a decided ten-

dency to narrow ones, especially at the point of

each. M. Hilliott is of medium size with toothed
petals, and may be best described as achestnut-tinted
Barbara in its colouring. Mnie.Bonsignour resem-
bles Pink Venus in colour and form also.

E. MOLTNBDX.

SnORT NOTES.—CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Chrysanthemum Achievement is a seed-
ling from the well-known JIme. Desgrange, conse-
quently early flowering, aud resembling its parent in

the formation oH the flowers. The outer part of the
petals is pure while, the centre being a deep primrose.
It is (if very dwarf growth and should prove a serviceable
variety where early flowers are required.

Chrysanthemum M. Victor Patallier is a
reflexed Japanese variety of the present year's in-

troduction, and furnishes us with a new colour even
among so many shades. Catalogues describe it as
a brass-yellow, which is the nearest approach I can
get to It It is a sort deserving attention ; the
Uorets are quite imbricated ; the flower is above
medium size and for grouping quite unique. The
flower is of the I'Adorable pattern, more remarkable
as a decorative plant than as a cut bloom.

Societies and Exhibitions.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

A MEETING of the floral committee was held at the
Royal Aquarium, Westminster, on the 14th inst.

A large number of flowers wr s staged, and the fine
new incurved M. R. Bahuant was shown by a dozen
or so exhibitors. It being the practice of the floral

committee to give bat one certificate to a variety
unless two exhibitors staged flowers of equal merit,
the award of a first- class certificate was made to
Mr. H. Shoesmith, Shirley, Croydon, who had very
fine examples of this much-talked-of variety. It is

of the Queen type, large, full, broad-petalled, finely
incurved, the surface colour bright crimson- chest-
nut with a silvery lilac or pinkish salmon reverse.
Mr. William Wells, nurseryman, Earlswood, sent
Kate Wells, of a kind of Gaillardia-red tipped with
gold, like a small reflexed, and promising to make
a very acceptable decorative variety. Mr. C. Blick,
The Warren, Hayes Common, sent a sport from the
Japanese Carew Underwood, which the committee
did not consider sufficiently distinct. Mr. C. Cox,
The Grange, Beckendon, Hertford, sent Japanese
Jules Tonssaint, reddish orange-brown with sUvery
reverse, in the way of Mme. C. Audiguier, and
Japanese Secretaire- General Cassagnean, a large
blush variety, pretty in tint, but inclined to be
somewhat coarse. From Mr. E. Rowbottom, The
Priory Gardens, Hornsey, came the new American
Japanese W. Trieker, delicate rose, a large, full,

and finely incurved flower of great beauty, resem-
bling a pale form of Mons. Freeman, but quite
distinct (first - class certificate). Mr. P. Blair,
The Gardens, 4'rentham, Stoke-npon-Trent, had six
very fine blooms of Bouquet des Ilames, a large, full,

pure white Japanese in the way of Avalanche, but
quite distinct and very handsome in appearance
(first-class certificate). Mr. II. J. Jones, Hyecroft
Nursery, Lewisham, sent a number of new varieties,
including Hetty Dean, a white sport from President
Hyde, resembling a white form of CuUingfordi ; Ja-
panese Mme. de Croisilles, orange-cerise and crim-
son ; M. J, Moulins, bright rosy-red, very pretty in
colour, thread-like petals, distinct and very free

;

commended as a decorative variety
;
pompon M.

A. Herlaut, orange-brown, very compact, small,
very free

; Japanese M. Ulrich Brunner, a bright
claret-coloured variety, fiushed with crimson

; com-
rnended for its colour, being very bright and effec-
tive, and Mme. Greard, a small white Japanese.
Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons, nurserymen, Swanley,
had M. R. Bahuant, W. Trieker, M. Harry Laing,
Japanese, lilac-pink, very bright, flowers singularly
compact; Rose Laing, wine-crimson, tipped with

gold ; Miss Stevens, a blush-pink Japanese, certifi-

cated some time ago ; Elliott F. Shephard, a very

fine, broad-petalled yellow Japanese, commended
for its colour ; and Mme. Mezard, a fine, delicate

blush Japanese, also commended. Mr. E. Beckett,

The Gardens, Aldenham House, Elstree, sent two
very fine and distinct Japanese varieties, viz., Edwin
Beckett, a very fine deep yellow variety of great

substance and beauty, and Miss E. Beckett, pure

white, very handsome in shape and grandly

finished. Both were awarded first-class certifi-

cates. From Mr. N. D.^vis, nurseryman. Camber-
well, came pompons Souvenir de Louis Ferie,

deep golden - buff, very handsome (first - class

certificate), and Vicomte Cliquot, which opens

orange-red and turns to a bright golden buff, very

handsome (first-class certificate). Mr. R. Owen,
Floral Nursery, Maidenhead, also had this variety

in equal condition, and received a similar award.

In addition, Mr. Owen had a number of new varie-

ties, chief among them being Superbum, reflexed,

with very much the character of a Golden Mme. Des-

grange ; Japanese G. C. Swabe, in the way of

Bertha Rendatler, and as shown scarcely sufliciently

distinct ; J. A. Nicholson, a promising cerise-col-

oured variety, which the committee requested

might be shown again, as well as Australia, deep
gold, broad-petalled ; and Gold Mine, apricot-gold,

shown as a decorative variety, the committee de-

siring to see a plant of it to judge of its habit.

Messrs. J. Laing and Sons, Stanstead Park Nur-

sery, Forest Hill, had double Begonias Laing's Pico-

tee, white, with a narrow Picotee edge of bright

carmine, and Mr. R. Dean, bright rose, both awarded
first-class certificates. The same award was
made to Mr. M. Pritchard, Riverslea Nursery,

Southbourne, Hants, for Shortia galacifolia with

very handsome claret-coloured leaves, and Veronica
cupressoides, a small compact-growing species, a
hardy Evergreen, and well adapted for rockwork.

The United Horticultural Benefit and
Provident Society.—The annual dinner of the above
society was held on Thursday evening, October 15,

when, in the unavoidable absence of Mr. George A.

Dickson, cf Chester, through the serious illness of

his brother, Mr. H. A. Veitch presided most ably

and efficiently over the large gathering of members
and their friends in the great hall at the Cannon
Street Hotel, E.C. This annual gathering was the

most successful one yet held, about 130 being

present. The chairman in his speech referred to

the unfortunate absence of Mr. Dickson, and after-

wards advocated the superior benefits of this

society for the gardening fraternity over those of

other similar societies. No other society offers

the same advantages to a gardener, and this he fully

explained. Mr. N. N. Sherwood referred to the

newly started convalescent fund, which is intended

to enable members to recruit their health after

an illness by a change to the seaside or elsewhere.

This fund was the inception of Mr. Sherwood,
who upon this occasion stated that he wished
his three children to become annual subscribers

of .£1 Is. each to this particular fund. The
chairman himself also gave £25 to the same fund.

These most liberal gifts, with other smaller amounts
from honorary members present and previous

contributions, will enable the committee to

form the nucleus of a fund which must
be an immense benefit to those members who are

recovering after a prolonged illness. During the

evening the chairman obtained the addition of six

new hon. members, and also announced that

Messrs. Dicksona, of Chester, had given a dona-

tion of £10 IDs. to the society. This is the

twenty-fifth year of the society's existence. More
new members have joined since the last dinnerthan
in any former year. A sum of £20 was voted to a
member (at the last committee meeting) who after

having been upon the sick fund for twelve months,
and being compelled by his employer to give up his

situation, although he met with an accident whilst

in that service doing his duty, has now attempted
to start a little business, this sum being intended to

render him some little assistance in so doing. The
sickness during the past twelve months has been
unusually heavy. Two deaths also have occurred.

In spite of all this the investments have consider-

ably increased, until now considerably over £6000

are placed to the credit of the members. To all of

these members :i per cent, interest is allowed upon

their balance in the society's ledger.

Public Gardens.

Alexandra Palace for the people.-;-At a

recent meeting of the Middlesex County Council Mr.

H. B. Wilhams, of Lime Street, moved, "That it

be referred to a committee of five members to con-

sider what steps (if anv) should be taken to secure

the Alexandra Palace and Park for the free use and

enjoyment of the people, and to report to the Council

at its nest meeting."

The Royal Victoria Gardens, North
Woolwich.—The London County Council, through

their Parks and Open Spaces Committee, have

turned a deaf ear to the request of the inhabi-

tants of North Woolwich for an additional en-

trance to be formed to the Royal ^'icto^ia Gar-

dens, North Woolwich, by the purchase of an ad-

joining plot of land on the western boundary.

Becraation ground at Grays.—On the re-

commendation of the Exmouth Committee, it was

agreed that the Grays Thurrock Local Board be

informed (in reply to their letter inquiring whether

the managers would be willing to surrender the

lease of Sherfield House and grounds at Gray, so

far as the grounds are concerned) that the man-

agers regret that they are unable to entertain the

suggestion.

Hilly Fields, Brockley, SE. — The Hilly

Fields, lying at a considerable elevation, not only

provide an excellent view, but form as breezy and

healthy a recreation ground as any in London, a

priceless boon to the crowded inhabitants of Dept-

ford and the ever-increasingpopulation of Lewisham.

But these delightful fields will inevitably be swal-

lowed up by the builder and lost for ever, if not

rescued within the next few months of respite the

Metropolitan Public Gardens Association, jointly

with other societies, have succeeded in obtaining.

Waterlow Park, charmingly situated on the

western slopes of Highgate, was on Saturday last

opened to the public by Sir John Lubbock, on be-

half of the London County Council. At present

the demesne consists of two properties, one known

as Hertford House Estate, the residence on which

has been demolished, and the main entrance to the

park formed on the site ; the other estate is that

of Lauderdale House. The park is the gift of Sir

Sydney Waterlow, who has also placed a sum of

£i;000 in the hands of the Council to purchase the

freehold of a third property, Fairseat House and

grounds, at the termination of the lease, thus put-

ting 2il acres, with beautiful scenery and surround-

ings, into the possession of grateful Londoners.

Carnation Souvenir de la Malmaison.—
Will 5 on allow nio to correct one slight mistake

regarding the treatment of the Malmaison Carnation

at Wildernesse as given in The Gakiien, Oct 10, p.

325. I do not use cold fr.imes, hut winter them in

tiie Carnation house. I only plant out some of the

old plants for layering, growing the others on in the

house.—Hf;NRV Elliott.

Names of fruit — lU. T. Hi/a(,;inr^;..—GranuU-

tion of I'ear, owing in a great extent to wet, cold

season.- G. E. t'.-l, not known; 2, .Tosephine de

Malines.- ir. .7. N„rell.-\, Maltster; 2, Alfriston
;

:!, Lord Derby ; 4, Domino ; 5, Graven stein .-it/. 1 .

— 1, Beurre Clairgeau ; 2, not recognised; 3, Beurre

Bachelier j 4, Van Mons Loon Leclerc-£. Pearsnn.—
I Beurre Ranee ; 2. not sure of ; S, Passe Colmai-

j
t,

Beurre d'Anjou ; .5 and I!, Louise Bonne.—/'. /(.

HHrhid.je.— 'l, Durandeau; 2, not recognised; .'i,

Forelle; t. Hall Door; .'), Grange's Pearmain ;
fi,

Beurre Hardy.— J. S.—A Quince—.1. T. '.—

L

Dumelow's Seedling; 2, Lord Grosvenor ; 3, Colonel

Vauglian- 4, Golden Noble.-.'. X —\, Beuri-e de

Capiaumont; 2, Knight's Monarch; :!, Golden Noble;

4, Bonne d'Ezeej 5, Van M.)ns Leon LecWc ;
b.

Scarlet Nonpareil.— CroDicr.—Pear quite smashed.

Names of plants.— M. /'• Pn/jwr.- Y'our plant

is a species of Hymciiocallis ; cannot fay which from

material sent, .1. (.'.—Variety of Ash.
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ECONOMIC CONIFER PLANTING.

( Coniinned from j). 3G6 )

The Silver Fir (Abies pectinaU) is, so far as

our present knowledge goes, the next most

profitable Conifer to the Larch that is culti-

vated in this country. That the Corsicau Pine

(Pin us Laricio) may yet prove of greater econo-

mic value I am inclined to believe, but the

oldest timber in this country is far from ma-
turity, and as we are now dealing with facts as

presented to us in 1891, we must certainly place

the Silver Fir as second on the list of useful

timber-producing trees. I am well aware that

the Silver Fir will not grow everywhere, but

what tree will ! and we have ourselves to blame
for planting it in soils and situations that are

ill-adapted for its full growth and perfect de-

velopment. The wood of the Silver Fir has on
many occasions proved itself to be of great

value in the building of sheds and for almost
any position where it is subject to suffer from
wet and dryness alternately. The sleepers placed

side by side with those of the best foreign Pine
wood on the Highland Railway have stood the

test of time and wear and tear of rolling stock

in a most commendable way ; indeed when our
lamented friend the late Mr. McCorcjuodale,

of Scone estate, last showed me the two samples
after several years' use, I could not in fair-

ness, though I was prejudiced otherwise, say

that any difference in the two classes of wood
could be detected, not even when we cut the

specimens up and critically examined the inner

and outer wood. For many purposes I have
used and now use the timber of the Silver Fir,

and I must candidly say that the tree is a ne-

glected one in this country.

It is one of the few trees that will thrive

beneath the shade of other species, while it is

not at all particular as to soil, and produces
giant .stems of straight clean timber. That it

will not succeed well on cold, wind-swept situa-

tions, or where a superabundance of moisture

is present in the soil, I am (|uite aware, but

there are plenty of suitable places for it on
almost every estate in the country, and the

many tine giant specimens of the tree to be
found in almosteveryoneof theuorthern Scottish

counties only too truly testify to the adapta-

bility of the tree for withstanding a fair amount
of cold. Then the growth of the Silver Fir is very
rapid, while the large size of the planks that

may be cut from an old tree makes the working
of the wood proportionately cheaper than that

of almost any other home-grown kind. It is a

pity that so valuable a timber-producer as the

Silver Fir has not been more largely culti-

vated in suitiible places throughout Great
Britain and Ireland.

In the Cor.sican Pine (Pinus Laricio) we
have another Conifer of great value for profit-

able planting in this country, it having been
found to succeed well and produce a large

(piantity of fairly good tiiulier, and that, too,

even on soils that would be described as any-

thing but rich. Cuiiously enough, the very

soil on which the Larch becomes unhealthy
and pumped is that best suited for the growth
of the tree in <iuestion, notable examples of

which may be seen at I'enrhyn Castle, where
there are some of the largest specimens that are

to be found anywhere in this country grow-

ing on the margins of disused gravel pits. It

was a great favourite with the late Lord Pen-
rhyn, who had it largely intermixed with

other trees in the formation of a plantation

at nearly 1000 feet altitude on a spur
of the Snowdon range of hills. There it has
succeeded admirably, and even at the highest

and most exposed part of the plantation, and
where the storm at times bursts with terrific

fury, it is growing admirably and throwing out

its stoutest branches even in the very teeth of

the blast. When compared with the Scotch and
Austrian Pines with which it is mixed, the capa-

bility of withstanding storms would seem to

favour the Corsican. Sufficient time has not

yet elapsed since the introduction of this Pine
for any specimens to have attained to even half

maturity, but I have cut up several trees of about
forty years' growth, and used the wood by way
of experiment in many ways, notably, for fenc-

ing, for doors and gates, and in the making of

rough indoor furniture. So far the experiments
are everything that could be desired, but for

these also sufficient time has not elapsed for

any positive opinion to be given. There is a

great quantity of resin in the timber, and it is

when seasoned fairly light, works nicely and
without much trouble, and is even and pretty of

grain. Lord Powerscourt, who planted the tree

largely in Ireland, speaks highly of it, and as

rabbits and hares will not eat it, additional value

may be placed upon it. Another point of value

in the tree is that owing to the unusually narrow
spread of branches a greater number of trees

can be grown to the acre than in the case of any
other Conifer I know except the Larch. This

same fact renders the timber of greater value,

being free from knots and the stems rounder and
smoother. In fifty years or less I make bold to

prophesy that the Corsican Pine will be planted

very largely in this country, and should the tim-

ber turn out as is at present expected, it will be

the most valuable all-round Conifer next the

Larch.

The common Speui'E (Abies excelsa), though
not of any special value as a timber tree, is yet

one of the most valuable we possess for planting

where any excess of moisture is present in the

soil. It, too, atlbrds a great amount of shelter

to other trees. The timber is of fair quality,

and 1 have had hundreds of miles of fencing

erected of it, and the result has been by no means
discouraging. Timlier cut from large trees

works readily, and lasts nearly half as long as

Larch of the same age, but there are many
minor uses to which it may well be applied on
almost every estate. No doubt the Spruce will

continue to be largely planted in this country,

and rightly, too, where the soil is damp and
shallow, for there it will succeed better than al-

most any other Conifer, and give ample return

for the cost of planting and rent of the ground.

It is cheaply raised, transplants well, makes an
excellent 20-feet high screen fence, and for

general shelter to other trees in a woodland is

about the best tree that could be planted.

A. D. W.
(To be eotitinned.)

quence of its innumerable ramifications, which
always end in a parasol-like tuft of leaves. The
latter are so closely clustered alternately together
as to look as it they stood in whorls of from thirty

to forty at the ends of the branches ; they are of a
yellowish green when young, but afterwards of a
deep green, and remain on the tree for about three

years, by which time each branch has from one to

three whorls on it, according to its age, but on the

fourth year they fall off. The branches are mostly
in whorls, with the young shoots cylindrical and
without leaves, except towards the top. The
flowers are male and female on the same plant, but
separate, the male blossoms being terminal and
somewhat globular, and the female ones solitary

and growing from among the scaly bads. The
cones are each from 2;' inches to 3 inches in length

and 1 i inches in diameter. The scales are regularly

imbricated and rather thin, with the bracts shorter

than the scales — A.

Value of the common Larch.—The notes in

The Garden (p. 344), from " A. D. W." on Larch
thinning remind me of the value of this tree over

many others when soil and situation are alike

favourable. I know some ground that at the pre-

sent time pays well at a small outlay tor labour,

and which a few years ago was simply waste land.

The soil is a black sandy peat and readily worked,

and some hundreds of acres have been utilised for

Larch and Scotch Fir. There is always a demand
for the Larch, and thinnings are always saleable

;

indeed orders are booked long before the trees are

cut. The Larch succeeds well in soil of a peaty

nature and on elevated ground, and though late

frost is injurious to the young growths when the

trees are planted in unfavourable positions, it is

certainly in some districts the best tree to plant for

quick returns, as a larger number can be grown on

the ground than is the case with many other trees,

and in exposed places frost does little injury.

Thinning is one of the most important parts in the

after-management of the trees. The cost of pre-

paring the ground, raising plants, and transplant-

ing is not great, and the returns so much greater

than is the case with many other forest trees, that

I question if there is a more profitable tree than the

Larch. In the case of young plants care is neces-

sary to get the seed from healthy trees, so that the

seedlings should be robust and strong from the

start.—G. W. S.

Pinus excelsa is a good evergreen tree for wet

ground. Two years ago I planted in two separate

places of very wet ground a series of evergreen and

deciduous trees, comprising such as are generally

considered to thrive best under such conditions. On
looking at them the other day I found all the Finns

excelsa (and there were seven of them) had thriven

admirably, but they and Poplars and Willows were

the only trees that remained. If this tree (P. ex-

celsa) is found to flourish in a wet soil, what a

boon it will be to those who wish to ornament such

situations. Some of your readers may probably

have planted it under similar circumstances, and

it so, one would be glad to know the results, as

they would be valuable to those who wish to plant

wet situations,—W. P.

The Umbrella Pine.—The very fine specimen

( 1 1 feet high) of this Conifer (Sciadopitys verticil-

lata) which Messrs. Veitch exhibited at the recent

Conifer conference represents admirably the

natural habit of growth of the tree. In its native

country (Japan) it forms a pyramidal tree from 70

feet to 100 feet high, thickly clotlied with hori-

zontal spreading branches to near the ground, and
has a stem 10 feet in girth at 3 feet from the

ground. The Japanese, however, have several

varieties of it, some among which are only clw;irf

bushes, while others are variegated or have leaves

varying in brea<lth, and from 2 inches to 4 inches

in length. The Umbrella Pine appears to be per-

fectly hardy in Kngland, but it is a tree of slow

growth ; it was first introduced in isc.l. It presents

an appearance as strange as elegant, in conee-

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.— JViu journal w pub-

lished in nmtly bound Mmthly Partt. In thii form the

coloured plates are best praerved, and it is viost suitable for

r^erence previous to the issue of the haif-t/earl)/ voliuius. Ppce

\s. M. ;
post free, Is. 9d. Complete set of volumes of liiE

Garden from its comnuncmimt to end of ISliO, thtrty-eight mU.,

price, cloth, £'iS is,

" Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts. — Thit

jourmilispuldiahed in neatti/ bound Monthly Parts, m whiclt

form it is mn.it suitable for r<,ference prerious (0 the issue of (A<

ycaflil Toliimes. Price !>d. ;
postfrer, M.

"Farm and Home" Monthly P&rts.~This journal it

imUiahrd in matin bnund Monlhty Paris, m which form it U
moat suitable for reference prefious to llie issue of the yearly

volumes. Price bd. ; post free, id,

" Hardy Flowers."—Oivtnsr dcicriptions oj upwanis oi

thirteen hundred of the most arnameutal species, with directionl

for their eu-i:uu,em,nl, culture, d;c. Fourth and /•ojmior

Jiditiim, U-. ; post free. Is. Sd.

••The Garden Annual" for 1891.-Conl"f>i» Alpha-

betical Lists of all branches of the llnrlieuttural Trade comcUel

„p to November 10 last. The Lists of Hardens and Country

Seals (containing over 9000) have been rery carefully and exten-

sively revised, and are admiltcd to be the mast complete ever

published. Price Is. ; by post, \s 8U,
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather ; bat
The Art itsku is Nature."—Shakespeari.

Rose Garden.
ROSE NOTES.

The flowering season of 1801 is now past, and
having regard to its variable character, it may
safely be said that Roses have done well, whilst
some varieties have surprisingly defied the
weather and opened out their fresh and beauti-
ful flowers. Such kinds are indeed of value,
because we know that we can rely upon them.
It is singular how some Roses expand perfectly
under conditions that seal up and rot the buds
of other kinds. "Ridgewood" cites several
instances of this kind in his article upon the
past season in The Garden, October 17
(p. 358). We had two groups side by side, each
made up of six very strong plants, whose long
shoots had been pegged down. One was I\Ime.
GaV.riel Luizet and the other Duchesse de Val-
lombrosa. The former kind was a perfect
picture, and the other promised to be, for there
were several hundred buds opening, but a
thunderstorm came with heavy rain, the petals
stuck together, and not a single good bloom ex-
panded of the whole lot. I never saw so com-
plete a failure before. A few stray buds may
now be found upon some of ourso-caUed Hybrid
Perpetuals, but the majority of the plants are
leafless and almost or quite at rest. Among
the Tea Roses what a diflerent sight is to be
Been. In leafage they have all the freshness of
summer growth, and buds and flowers upon
some kinds are reaUy plentiful. It is marvellous
how these dwarf bushes keep blooming. Mrae.
Charles, Mme. de Watteville, Dr. Grill, Mme.
Lambard, Rubens, Hon. Edith Gifford, Anna
Olivier, Mme. Hoste, and a dozen or more
besides, only wait for a few hours of fine
weather and buds will open upon them. The
autumn blooming season is more prolonged than
that of the summer months, and the flowers,
though perhaps not quite so fine as at first, are
hardly less profuse. In any case, of all Roses
those that give the best return for good culture
are the Teas.

Red Tea Roses.

It is not very long ago that we used to speak
of Souvenir de Therese Levet as being about the
only red Tea Rose worth growing. It gave us
a colour then not common in this class, and I
think I might say not greatly desired. Some-
how, although there is little fault to be found
with this particular variety, it does not make
much impression, and although I have it

grouped with a choice selection of the best, I
rarely notice it when in bloom. Princesse de
Sagan, also a red Tea, has the merit of eff'ective-
ness

;
it is very rich and dark in colour. Lat-

terly, however, red Teas seem greatly on the
increase—reds shaded with purple or magenta,
two shades not pretty in any Rose, and cer-
tainly not calculated to enhance the beauty of
the Teas. All the best shades of red are so
beautifully embraced by Hybrid Perpetual and
other kinds, that surely we can dispense with
them among the Teas. I imagine few of the
following will be looked upon as acquisitions :

Christine de Nou6, [lurple-red shaded with
maroon

; Professor Ganivat, in the way of Sou-
venii- de Thcruse Levet ; George Farber, purple
veined with red, Gustave Nadaud, vermilion
shading to carmine with yellow centre ; ]\Iar-
guerite de Theeillat, bright red, and Souvenir
d'Auguste Legros, Souvenir de F. Gaulain,

vSouvenir du Docteur Passot, and Souvenir de
Mme. Joseph Metral, all embracing shades of

red. These are all Continental candidates for

public favour, but I think the majority of them
win find scanty recognition in this country.

Monthly Roses.

Under this familiar title are classed a host
of lovely, hardy, free-growing, ever-blooming
kinds, which are otherwise known as China and
Bengal Roses. Each season the value of the

class as a whole and the merits of many of the

finest varieties are alluded to. This note, how-
ever, is written to call particular attention to

two varieties. The first, if not new, is cer-

tainly little known, and the last is old, but
greatly neglected, although I may boldly assert

that there is not another autumn-flowering Rose
to compare with it, and herein lies its greatest

value. The name of the first is Lemesle. It is

a sturdy and vigorous, but dwarf grower, with
leaves of a very deep glossy green colour, the

flowers much more double than those of the

majority of China Roses. The bud at first is

so hard, that one would think it could never

open, but it does, and freely at the present

time, in spite of heavy rains. When half ex-

panded the form of the flower is very good, and
the colour is the palest flesh-pink, which
deepens as the bloom ages and expands, and
after expansion a brighc carmine-rose colour

first tinges the edges of the petals and
gradually runs through them till the whole
flower becomes of the same rich bright tint.

It is surprising how enduring the flowers

are in the cool moist days of autumn.
Gloire des Rosomanes is the name of the other

kind, and in the " Rose Garden " Mr. William

Paul makes it the type of a class called Rose
des Rosomanes, comprising the varieties having
the marked characteristics of this kind, which
is there said to have been raised by M. Vibert,

of Angers. Individually the flowers are as

fleeting as those of Lemesle are enduring, and
in the hot summer weather it is a Rose not

much noticed, as the flower, never more than
semi-double, is soon open and fallen. But
when autumn comes, no matter how heavy the

raina, the buds having such little substance

manage to open, and it cut when bursting they

last in water several days. The colour at first

is a most vivid crimson and the fragrance is un-

surpassed by that of any other Rose. In addi-

tion it needs no special culture. It will strike

like a Willow and grow almost as freely. It

may be used as a climber or on a pillar, or to

cover fences, or it may be subjected to the

most restrictive system, and under all condi-

tions it does equally well. In a very old rosery

we have six large masses of it, and for years

the practice has been to cut them down to the

ground. This is done by garden labourers,

who know nothing of the simplest rudiments of

pruning, so that it is roughly done, but a mass
of shoots comes up and flowers appear in sum-
mer, but it is now that a rich harvest of beauty

and fragrance can be reaped. It would be
worth while to have one or several masses of

this Rose near or among shrubs. It would
take care of itself and provide Roses in quan-

tity at a time when they are becomhig scarce.

Rose Fkiits.

The close of the season leads us to look

beyond the gardens of select modern Roses for

things to admire, and if the difl'erent species are

not totally neglected, we shall not have to seek

far. How great are the range and wide the

variation in size and shape of Rose fruits, from
the little Pea-Uke hep of Rosa pisocarpa up to

the great glowing fruits of the Apple Rose (R.

pomifera), which indeed is aptly named. Here,
indeed, is beauty such as cannot be found in

many gardens. We have hedges of Sweet Brier

which are loaded with scarlet heps, and none can
deny that the present effect is greater than that

produced by leaf and flower combined. As
regards the .Japan Roses, too, the birds have
permitted us to enjoy the beauty of these for a
longer period than usual. It is surprising what
an impression these bushes in fruit make upon
those who do not know what they are, and
those who know them well must always admire
them. At present the leaves are still green,

but the fruits have their full colour. I do not
know if they would look too heavy as a table

decoration, but their eflect under artificial light

is exceedingly good. There are at least a score

of other kinds really pretty and interesting in

fruit at the present time, but it would be hard
to find them all in one garden. These are

important to those who seek to produce autumn
efiects.

The Planting Season.

So much good results from early planting

that now, provided all is ready, the sooner
Roses can be got and planted where they are

to grow the better. Nurserymen generally

commence sending the plants out in the latter

part of October. There is hardly a season passes

in which those who grow Roses, whether for

pleasure orprofit, do notfind it necessary to make
some additions to keep their collections up to

date, or perhaps add to groups of comparatively

new kinds that have been on trial and proved
to be of merit. Some of the good recent kinds

that should be planted by those who have them
not will shortly be enumerated.

New Roses.

This refers to those now only just off'ered at

the modest sum of 25 francs each. A circular

from a noted Continental raiser has just

reached me, and sets forth the merit of five

new kinds, four of which are Teas, and, of

course, all are first-class varieties ; but I no-

tice that three of the Teas are of decided shades
of red, with purple or violet shading, and the

other is of a carmine rose, shaded with salmon.

The colour is said to be new, and the variety re-

markable in presenting the singular property of

its flowers passing to pure white with age, so

that red and white flowers may be seen upon
the same plant. The description is enticing

enough, but another Tea (Souvenir de Victor

Hugo) does nearly the same thing, as its flowers

are of the brightest rose when first expanded,

and shade almost to white before they fall.

A. H.

The Manetti.— I wonder whether "Ridgewood"
would be at the paius to transplant this autumn one

or two of the Rose plants to which he refers on
page 339 (say of Countess of Oxford and Charles

Lefebvre, at any rate) , and would let us hear in the

colunins of The Garden how much he finds them
still on the Manetti stock and how much on their own
root?—T. W. GiRDLESTO.XE.

Budding Boaea.—The contlnnal wet weather

of the last month or six weeks is in all probability

proving to amateurs how necessary it is to bud
their stocks early, or at any rate before autumn
rains commence. Having a rather large quantity

of stocks to bud, we are not able to do them all at

the most snitable time. It is also often difficult to

find a sufficient quantity of budsof the desired kinds,

and thus we are forced to make two and sometimes

three batches of buds before we finish a variety.

Those that were inserted during July and August

are looking very well, but a few of the later

buds inserted during the early part of September

and when we were having really nice weather are

by no means satisfactory. Many of them have died

from the excessive wet quite as much as from any

other cause. Buds must always be inserted In the
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stocks whilst they are still in active growth, and
likely to keep so for at least another six weeks, or

they do not get sufficiently well set to grow with any
satisfaction and stand through the trials of winter.
Another point in the event of buddingany stocks late

in the season is to select buds that are a trifle riper

than those yon would use a few weeks earlier. Un-
less the bud is ripe and in as nearly as possible the
same stage of growth as the stock, it is next to use-

less to attempt budding after the end of August.
—R.

HYBRID TEA ROSES.
It is quite time a more definite classification of

this section of Roses was made. We find great

difference of opinion respecting the classification

of Viscountess Folkestone, Grace Darling, Cheshunt
Hybrid, &c. The first-named Rose is among the

very best, whether for exhibition, for the garden or

for pots, and it is very unsatisfactory when one
does not know in which class to place it. Mr.
B. R. Cant places it among the Hybrid Perpetnals

;

so also do Mr. Frank Cant, Messrs. Cranston and
Co., and Messrs. Geo. Cooling and Son, while Mr.
George Prince puts it among the Tea - scented
group. Messrs. Curtis, Sandford and Co. with a few
others class it as a Hybrid Tea. If we are to have a
class for Hybrid Teas, there should be some definite

means of classing them. Of course, such varieties

as are known to be crossed with Tea- scented or

Hybrid Perpetuals, such , for instance, as Comte Henri
Rignon, are undoubtedly Hybrid Teas. Yet we find

this variety classed as follows by the few authorities

I have named when mentioning Viscountess Folke-
stone, Mr. B. Cant, Mr. F. Cant and Mr. George Prince,

classing it as a Hybrid Perpetual, Being a cross

between Baroness Rothschild and Ma Capucine (a

Tea-scented and a Hybrid Perpetual variety), this

would seem to point it out as belonging to the

Hybrid Teas, where Messrs. Curtis, Sandford and
Co. and Mr. Cranston place it. Lady Mary Kitz-

william, a variety I understand raised between
Victor Verdier and Devoniensis, is another kind
that is treated both as a Hybrid Perpetual
and Hybrid Tea, Mr. B. Cant, Mr. F. Cant, Mr. G.

Paul, Mr. G. Prince, and others placing it among
the Hybrid Perpetuals ; while Messrs. Keynes and
Co., Curtis, Sandford and Co., and Mr. Cranston all

class it as a Hybrid Tea. But worse than this is to

follow, for that good garden climber Cheshunt
Hybrid is placed among the Hybrid Perpetnals,

Hybrid Tea-scented, and also among the Tea-
scented kinds. Messrs. Curtis, Sandford and Co,,

Mr. Cranston, Paul and Son, and Cooling and Son
call it a Hybrid Tea Rose ; Mr. Prince and Messrs.

Keynes and Co. have it as a Tea-scented kind.

Many similar instances might be named. Some few
class La France among the Hybrid Teas, and I

think it belongs there quite as much as Vissountess
Folkestone and a few others. When we find such
authorities as those I have named disagreeing
about the classification of such well-known Hoses
as La France, Grace Darling, A'iscountess Folke-

stone, Bedford Belle, Cheshunt Hybrid, W. F.

Bennett, Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, &c., it is time
some suggestion was made to remedy this. I would
suggest that all Roses having a cross of Tea or
Noisette blood in them be counted as Hybrid Per-

petuals ; at the same time, I would re-name this

class as "hybrids of Roses," and would include
such as Mme. Isaac Peril-re, Paul Verdier, and a
few others of the Bourbons and their hybrids.

Reine Marie Henriette is classed as a Hybrid
Perpetual by Mr. Frank Cant, a Hybrid Tea
by Mr. B. R. Cant, and as a Tea-scented Rose
by Mr. G. Prince. Here we have three of

our greatest authorities among Koses giving this

well-known variety a position in three distinct

classes. Some years ago when exhibiting at Croy-
don I remember having to take out a grand flower
of Cheshunt Hybrid from among my liox of Teas,
although the raiser, Mr. George Paul, had that
variety catalogued as a Tea-scented Rose at that
time.

Daring the first season or two of Grace Darling's
introduction to the public there was a similar dis-

cussion at one of the Reigate shows. I would sug-
gest that when the National Rose Society meets.

this question should receive some attention. Could
not the committee decide into what class any new
Roses should be placed when they are of doubtful
character, having as a guide a few notes from
the judges who pass their opinion upon the flowers
and plants exhibited for a certificate, as all good
Roses are almost certain to be shown at one of this

society's exhibitions in the hope of securing this

honour ?

Classing Teas and Noisettes together, and
placing the hybrids of different varieties with
those now styled " Hybrid Perpetnals," seem to

me the most simple way out of the difliculty.

RiDGEWOOD.

NOTES OP THE WEEK.

Begonias outdoors.— I am sending you a few
Begonia blooms (all from the open ground) just to
show what splendid things they are for bedding in

a season like this. Chrysanthemums, Michaelmas
Daisies, and everything else, except a few Dahlias,
have all the beauty washed out of them and are
mere rags, but the Begonias are bright and beauti-
ful still and furnish almost the only colour we have
outside. The plants are only seedlings raised in

March. They were not planted out till the middle
of July in heavy cold soil and have had no special

care. The flowers are not quite so fine now as
they have been, as we have had several slight

touches of frost as well as numberless storms of
wind and rain.—B. C. Ravensceoft, Crmrleii,

Stokesia cyanea for pots.— It is curious
that a plant which is so easily grown and so late

in flowering as Stokesia cyanea should be so

rarely grown in private gardens. I go about a
good deal and have never come across it till the
other day. No doubt this is from the fact that
though quite hardy it does not flower satisfactorily

out of doors, but it is well worth cultivating in

pots, requiring no attention except watering till

it shows its flower-buds, when it should be brought
into the greenhouse, where its beautiful heads of

nearly blue flowers contrast exceedingly well with
the early-Howering white or yellow Chrysanthe-
mums. It remains long in bloom and the flowers

when cut last exceedingly well in water, a virtue

much appreciated by amateurs who send many
flowers away to towns. It it best grown in rather

a small pot, as it thus blooms better.—E.

Hardy white-flowered Geranium.— I send
a few flowering sprays of the hardy white- flowered
Geranium (G. prateuse flore-albo) taken from a
plant which I raised from seed sown in an open
border about seven years ago, and which has now
grown to a large size. This year it was about ?>

feet high and over 2 feet across. It commenced to

flower about the middle of June and has been in

bloom ever since. The individual flowers are rather
fugacious, but on a large plant, like the one in ques-
tion, they are produced so abundantly in succession,
that for more than three months the plant is never
without a very fair show of bloom, being at its best
during the month of July, and you will see from
the sprays sent that it has not quite done flowering
yet. Although this is one of our native wild plants,

I think it ought to be more frequently seen in cul-

tivation, as a well-grown specimen of it like that
which I happen to possess is really far more effec-

tive than many other things that are very commonly
grown in gardens.- W. M.

Protea longiflora.—Whilst this species has
not the bright colours to recommend it that some
others of this genus—like P. nana— have, it is,

nevertheless, a pretty plant, and is at the same time
so distinct from the generality of greenhouse plants,
as to rentier it worthy of a place in any except the
smallest collections. So completely, however, have
the more easily grown and soft-wooded subjects taken
the place of these old Cape plants, that it appears
almost hopeless to ever expect much interest to be
taken in them until fashion, or whatever it is that
controls the matter, alters. At Kew, which is now
one of the few places where Proteads exist in

any number (over 100 species being grown there),

this species is now in flower. It forms a sparsely-

growing shrub with oblong, glaucous leaves, about
2 inches long, and coated with silky white hairs.

In "South Africa, its native country, it attains the

dimensions of a small tree. The flowers are pro-

duced in a head which is surrounded by a large

spreading involucre, the individual bracts compos-
ing it being IJ inches to 3 inches long and of a
creamy white with green tips. The flowers them-
selves are also cream coloured and are very numer-
ous ; individually they are 3 inches long, and no
thicker than an ordinary knitting-needle, the peri-

anth closely clasping the stamens. Collectively

they form a handsome cup- shaped ray, somewhat
like the corona of a Passion Flower. The species

was introduced to England in the early years of

the present century, but for a long period it was al-

most if not quite lost to cultivation.—B.

Cattleya Bowringiana. — Introduced by
Messrs. Veitch about seven years ago, this species

has since proved one of the most valuable of

autumn-flowering Cattleyas. It comes near the

well-known C. Skinneri in habit as well as in the

colour and form of its flowers, but for garden pur-

poses may be described as superior to that species.

Flowering in October and November, instead of

April and May, as in the case of C. Skinneri, it has

at that season fewer competitors, and if not in size

and showiness, at least in richness and warmth of

colouring, its flowers will bear comparison with those

of the autumn- flowering forms of C. labiata. It

flowers freely, and is one of the most easily grown
of Cattleyas. From six to ten flowers are borne on

one raceme, each bloom measuring about 3 inches in

diameter, their numbers compensating for their com-

paratively small size. The sepals and petals are

rosy purple, traversed by deeply coloured veins, the

petals being the larger and broader of the two.

The lip on the outside is of the same colour, but

inside is of a deep purple with a curving band of

maroon- purple on the centre ; further towards the

base it is white. The pseudo-bulbs are similar to

those of C. Skinneri, tapering towards top and

bottom, but altogether they are more slender than

those of that species. It is a native of British

Honduras, in Central America, and was originally

found on a cliff close by a stream of water, the

evaporation from which, together with the heavy

rainfall at one season of the year, maintaining the

atmosphere in a high state of humidity.

Dendrobium formosum var. giganteum
—There is a very distinct and well-defined group o

Dendrobes which are easily recognised by the

numerous short black hairs which clothe the young

stems, as well as by the flowers being white and

yellow, and borne in clusters on the top of the stems.

The species which stands at the head of the group

is undoubtedly D. formosum, whose large and

dazzling white flowers are now beginning to en-

liven our Orchid houses. It is a plant widely dis-

tributed over tropical Asia, occurring in Sylhet and

Khasia, Burmah and the Andaman Islands. The

finest forms are found in the two last natned

localities, some plants we have now in flower, which

were gathered in Moulmein (Burmah), having

flowers measuring upwards of 5 inches across when
fullv expanded. The sepals and petals of these

flowers are of the purest white, shining at the back

as if enamelled, the latter being 2i inches long by

2 inches broad, the sepals smaller. The lip is also

white and sparkles as if frosted, a large blotch of

sulphur-yellow occurring on the centre, 'i'he num-

ber of flowers in a cluster is usually three to five,

but I have had as many as eight. This species is

best adapted for basket culture, and requires great

heat with very moist, humid conditions during the

period of active growth. I'nlike many Dendro-

biums, it should not be removed to a cool house

when at rest— at any rate not so cool as such species

as D. nobile and 1). Wardianum require. It should,

however, be kept as dry as can be safely done with-

out allowing the stems to shrink. It was intro-

duced to Chatsworth by Gibson in 1H37. The

largest flowered forms like the one here noted are

known in gardens under the name giganteum ;
the

I only difference, however, is one of size. -B.
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MILTOX PARK.

.Milton Park is upwards of 1000 acres

in extent, arranged in picturesque detail

of sylvan glades, overhanging woods, and
wide open lawns fringed and dotted with

Thorns and massive forest trees. Everywhere
are seen evidences of the free hand which is

given to Nature. Ivy climbs up the old

trees in the woods and produces flowers and
berries in the greatest profusion. Clematis

Yitalba trails from tree to tree in tlie most
picturesque fasliion, and old Thorns may bo

seen in all the grotesque, but picturcsciue

deformity which these assume when advanced

liave loved so well. The principal front over-

looks a small floww- garden, and beyond is a

wide open kwn flanked on each side in open
picturesque fashion with large Beeches and
other handsome trees. Perhaps the most pic-

turesque spot in the 40 acres of private grounds
is that surrounding the lake, a fragment of which
is represented in the annexed engraving.

A^iewed from the rising ground in front of

the orangery—an ancient structure, dating

back from tho beginning of the century

—

the scene is indeed most charming. \\'hen

the etlect of the first outburst of feeling has
passed off, and one can examine things in

from time to time have been skilfully and

tastefully placed, so as to polish and improve

in the same way that a master-hand touches

up his picture. We pass round to the other

side of the lake, which is embellished with
islands and furnished round its margins with
groups of BuUrushes and other aquatics, the

surface of the water being rippled with water-

fowl of various kinds. Here, on the bank of

the lake, the branches overhanging the water,

are two very remarkable Horse Chestnuts; tho

branchesof the larger .specimen, measured from
the extremities of one side to the extreme
points on the opposite side, gave a diameter

View in the pleasure grounds at Milton Park.

in years. Massive Oaks, Beeches, and other
I

line trees abound, (jno handsome Oak tree

still in its prime, perfect in outline, girthed

18 feet 5 feet from the ground; another in

the deer park was 22 feet in circumference.

I have seen larger trees at Cobham Park and
elsewhere, but the C)aks at IMilton are still

in the midst of their growth, and may, pro-

bably will, live for centuries.

Within this wide expanse of park scenery

are situated the house and ])rivato grounds,

the latter covering some 40 acres. The house,

a Grecian structure of considerable extent, is

almost literally embowered within the trees

the Fitzwilliams for so many generations

detail—can single out the dark-topped Cedar
in happy contrast with the Plane, and the

Tulip Tree now fast changing to golden and
russet brown—one cannot fail to realise the

fact that, whatever might be the failings of the

landscape gardeners far back in the dim past,

they at least knew how to make the most of

the water and to group trees effectively. But
doubtless Milton Park in its tree planting,

like all efl'ectively planted .places that have
come under my notice, has been added to

and improved by successive generations of

planters. The buld groujJS of forest trees

were planted long years before the Pini's and
(Jedars were intro<lueed, but the additions

of 141 feet. In many places the branches

were touching the ground, into which roots

had been firmly fixed. The trunk of one of the

trees measured 1(3 feet in circumferences feet

from the ground, but higher up the circum-

ference increased rapidly, and from this ex-

tended point ten large arms spread out, each

as large as a good-sized tree. Among other

trees which attract attention is a very hand-

some Copper Beech of immense size, but per-

fect in outline. Prom the lowermost branches

which sweep the turf to the spherical-shaped

head the outline is as ])erfect as if trained by
the hand of man. Further up, in tho soli-

tude of the wood, are two monster Elms of
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very great ago and size, aiul trailition says

that beneath these trees one of the ancestors

of the Fitzwilliams entertained secretly the

disgraced Cardinal Wolsey when on his way
into Lincolnshire to die. Decay has set in,

but the trees will &tand for many years yet,

and will doubtless be cherished as a memento
of fallen greatness. In the grounds are good

specinifns of Cedrus Deodara and the Cedar
of Lebanon, Wellingtonia, Picea Pinsnpo,

Picea uobilis, the Cork Oak, the variegated

Sycamore, and other choice or rare trees

The only tree which seems to have escaped the

planter's hand is the Birch, though possibly

m my hurried visit I may have overlooked

many things ecjually as interesting as those I

jotted down, and in some parts of the grounds
or woods Birches may be present.

Eoses are in considerable force at jNIiltou, as

might have been expected, and a .sheltered .site

enclosed on the northern side by a Yew hedge

some 15 feet in height, the trimming of which
must be a lengthened work, is occupied by them.

This hedge is backed up by a line of lofty Yew
trees, which form a pleasant contrast to the

clipped hedge below. Within this sheltered spot

the Rose in much variety seems quite at home.
Here also is an interesting rock garden fur-

nished in much variety ^\ith Ferns and
creeping plants.

The kitchen and fruit gardens are some 10

acres in extent, in four divisions, intersected

by lofty walls, well furnished for the most
part with healthy bearing trees. Several

walls are given up to Apricots, which
appear to be in a thriving condition, the

soil, of a calcareous nature, being specially

suitable for stone fruits. The kitchen gar-

dens are intersected by broad walks, mar-

gined with wide borders, which are tastefully

planted with hardy plants in much variet)'.

In one long border Eudbeckia Newmanui
and Salvia patens were planted alternately as

a background to dwarfer plants in front, and
though the season was so far advanced, both

plants were in a very effective condition—not

in little weedy straggling plants, but large

bushes, from which handfuls of blue and gol-

den flowers might be cut to fill vases without

being missed. Another border was backed up
with largo bushes of Fuchsia Eiccartoni still

well furnished with dangling blossoms. There
is a range of glass in the kitchen garden in

which Peaches are well grown, but the plant

houses are old-fashioned and heated by Hues,

and are hardly up to modern requirements.

Mr. Trigger, the gardener, speaks very highly

of Goshawk Peach as a midseason variety

under glass, being large and of good flavour

and colour. The soil in the kitchen garden

is a yard deep and very fertile, and large

breadths of vegetables, including very fine

Celery and Cauliflowers, are conspicuous. In
warm sludtered .spots on the .south wall

Eoses are grown, the Marcchal Niel being
consjiiiMiiius fur viguur and size of blos.snms

I noticed also a very old plant—tree, I ought
to have said—of Bignonia radicans still

carrying blossoms on the ends of the shoots.

Aristoldchia Sijiho has covered the arch over

the entrance with its massive glossy fcijiage,

and a wall at the en<l of one of the houses

is hidilen by the dense growth cif the small-

leaved ^ilyrtle, which appears to have passed

through last winter's cold 70 miles north of

London with scarcely any trace of injury, 1

noticed a good batch of Keens' Seedling

Strawberry in pots with large foliage and
strong crowns ready for forcing. This

variety is nuich esteemed here, quality

being more con.sidered than mere size.

In one of the departments of the kitchen

garden is a very ancient Mulberry tree,

whose age must at least bo reckoned by
centuries. Either during a gale or from in-

nate weakness and decay, some time ago

about half the tree was partly sjilintered oti'

and fell over on to the ground, but, strange to

say, the health of that part has improved, and
it is now making stronger growth than the

other half of the tree that still stands erect.

Coba;a scandens is used with conspicuous

effect at the hack of the herbaceous bonlers.

Long Fir poles (20 feet high) with the

branches merely sliortened were set firmly in

the ground, and the Cobtcas that were
planted at their base have climbed to the top

and are well bloomed, though the season has

not been favourable for such plants. The
day of my visit was damp and gloomy, and
the trees and slirubs in their autumn dress

would have looked brighter if lighted up by
the sunshine, but Milton Park with its niag-

nificent trees and its wide extent will always

remain to me a pleasant memory.
F". Hobday.

NOTES FROM OAKWOOD.
To THB Editor of The Garden.

Sir,—I send my usual autumnal note on the
blooming of our Lilies in the past season. Lilium
Hansoni, L. Lsiohtlini, L, odorum japonicum, the
Lily sold as the new red form of L. Leichtlini, but
which seems to me to be the old L. tigrinum ju-

cundum, L. pardalinam and its varieties.L. Browni,
L. superbum, L. giganteum, L. cordifolium, and L.

tigrinum splendens were all very fine. L. auratum
rubro-vittatum and some L. auratum macranthnm,
and especially one coloured like L. a. pictum, were
especially good. L. candidum flowers only mode-
rately. L. auratum suffered a good deal, first from
the hail showers bruising the buds, afterwards from
the cold, heavy showers and high winds ; individual

plants had fine flowers, but most had enough
damaged buds or flowers to disfigure tliem. This
unkindly season gave a good lesson as to the diffi-

culty of growing 1j. auratum in cold, damp climates.

L. speoiosum and varieties varied much ; our finest

flowers were on plants high up on the " mountain "

at Oakwood, where the aii about them was dry,

and in a sunk tub with the bottom out, at the en-

trance gate at Heatherbank, where they are shel-

tered by shrubs from the sun, but exposed to much
wind, these are still in great beauty. In some
damp, quite sheltered places at Oakwood these

Lilies bloomed well, but in damp, exposed places

many of the flowers were spoilt.

This was our first year of growing L. odorum ja-

ponicum ; it flowered well out of doors and had a
sweet scent; the ijack of ttie flowers had a dark
shade, but not the lich dark colour of L. lirowni.

Those grown in our \A\y house were pure white
and the scent delightful ; if they stand out of doors
as well as L. Browni, and we have planted them in

din:'erent situations to ascertain this point, I think
that they deserve to be more generally grown.
Many experienced gardeners have seen our plan of

growing Lilies wliero exposed to tree and shrub

roots ij sunk casks with the bottoms cut, .nnd .-.p-

proved of it. I had lately a pleasant criticism on
Oakwood. A first-class amateur lady gardener,
owning a beautiful garden, after having carefully
looked over our plants, said, " I hardly know what
this place should be called ; it is not a garden." I

agreed it was not a garden. She then said, " It is

a place where plants from all parts of the world
grow wild." This is exactly what I am aiming at,

and if any success has been scored, it is in great
part due to friends in many countries having helped
with seeds and plants. George F. Wilson.

Kitchen Garden.

VEGETABLE REFUSE.
At this season of the year in the majority of gar-

dens quantities of suitable material for gardens
are wasted annually, and I am also of opinion
that any soil, let it be ever so fertile, would be
improved by the application of vegetalile refuse

in a prepared form. Burnt earth, as is well

known, is often used for the same purpose, but
charred vegetable refuse, on account of the pot-

ash it contains as well as charcoal, is of much
greater benefit. Soil which has had such ma-
terial used freely upon it is in better condition

for warding off disease than that where it has

not been applied. For Asparagus it is very
suitable, the roots working into it more freely

than into any other material, and on heavy
soils it tends to keep the roots in good condi-

tion throughout the winter. Many soils re-

ceive 80 much manure, that they seem as if they

want some other assistance to impart stamina
to the crops. By adding such material and
soot, or even lime combined, the soil would be
90 benefited, that the rate of produce would
be nearly doubled. Those gardeners who have
clay land to deal with are well aware of the

difficulties which beset their path when the soil

is not well broken up. By the annual applica-

tion of charred vegetable refuse and also manure,
any soil, let it be ever so impoverished, may bo

brought into a liigh state of fertil.ty. As is

well known, the growth of Moss on Gra.'is land

quickly illustrates the poorne.sa of the soil,

and yet by the application of such ma-
terial as I am recommending the conditions are

quickly changed. It is not only vegetables and
lawns that are benefited by its application, but

fruit and flower borders alike come within its

range. In every garden a heap of well-burned

garden refuse should form one of the principal

commodities. In vegetable rifuse, although so

beneficial to plant growth, there appears to bo

something tliat insects do not care for, for

where it is regularly used, the larvie of vege-

table grubs are rarely if ever troublesome.

Again, what shoals of grubs ar.d their eggs

are destroyed by burning up the refuse. When
merely thrown together in a heap to decay,

myriads of insects are returned to the soil, and
as soon as a favourable opportunity occurs they

begin their depredation-". At this season of the

year material quickly accumulates, and any-

thing or everything which may be collected to-

gether should be liurned. In many gardens

the q\iautity of rubbish collected together in

the course of twelve mouths is surprising, and
in many cases a very great eyesore. Where
this material is wheeled back to the soil, what
about the ([uautity of seeds of coarse weuls that

is also returned ( All such matters should be

taken into consideration. Not only the rub-

bish from tho kitchen gardoi alone, but all

parings and rotten wood should bo brought

together and burned. The charcoal alono

woiild assist in purifying tho .soil, and act in

other ways by absorbing the gases which are of
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benefit for the growth of plants. With tlie

free application of such material I have brought
our kitchen garden, the soil of which is a very
cold clay, into a high state of fertility, and in

this any crops may be grown to the highest per-

fection. A. Y. A.

LETTUCE AND ENDIVE.
Theee have been far too much wet and sunless

weather to suit Lettuces generally, the worst

failures, however, being with the lata sowings of

White Cos varieties. These instead of hearting in

properly have assumed a twisted open form, tying

them up not greatly improving the hearts. The
black-seeded Brown Cos has done better, and we
have a capital lot of plants just hearting in. Some
of the Cabbage varieties have also succeeded fairly

well, none being more serviceable than the little

All the Year Round. Although Lettuces can be dis-

pensed with in a salad, it ii yet advisable to take

good care of all that are more than half grown , as they

will certainly be found useful. After such a long

spell of wet dull weather, the probability is there will

b3 a change to clear frosty weather, and then vege-

tables so ill prepared to withstand any such severi-

ties will cut up badly, Lettuces being among the

first to suffer. If not so arranged as to admit of

good-sized breadths being enclosed by box frames,

or by frames temporarily constructed with short

stout stakes and boards, with a view to covering up
with lights, shutters, mats or other protective mate-
rial when necessary, the best of the plants should

be carefully lifted and replanted somewhat closely

together in cold pits, frames, or cool fruit houses

of any kind. Being firmly replanted in moist rich

soil, the Lettuces will quickly recover from the

check given them, and those not fully grown will

also increase considerably in size. Even a few
tender leaves are appreciated in a salad, and they
ought in many cases to be forthcoming up to mid-
winter, and we hope to have plenty much later.

It is upon Endive as it happens that the most de-

pendence has to be placed, and of this there ought
to be abundance this winter. True, the plants have
not grown so strongly as usual in the open ground
or where the soil is somewhat close and heavy, but
on warm borders and in the seed beds they have
never done better, the Broad-leaved Batavian being
particularly fine. Several hundred plants closely

covering the ground and arranged in widths to suit

some large old pit and discarded vinery lights are
already enclosed with strong boards and the lights

kept in readiness for protecting the Endive from
frost whenever necessary. Nor is this sutHcient

either with us or all who have to keep up a good
supply of Endive as long as possible. Fewer bed-
ding plants being wanted now-adays, and pits in

any case not being the best places for wintering
zjnal Pelargoniums, several lights or a whole range
of pits might well be devoted to the winter culture
of Endive. Plants of the latter, half grown or

rather larger down to quite small sizes, duly lifted

with a good ball of soil about the roots and re-

planted in rich loamy soil well up to the light and
not very thickly will grow considerably larger before
they are wanted, and in any case keep much better
than any nearly or quite fully grown when lifted.

Nothing in the shape of forcingshould be attempted,
but plenty of air ought to be given, and frosts

must be excluded by means of either fire-heat or
mats and other protective material. When other
conveniences have been wanting, I have frequently
transplanted fully grown Endive to vineries, Fig,
and Peach houses nearly or quite cleared of foli-

age, and it keeps for some time on raised beds of
soil temporarily formed without detriment to the
borders. Sbeds, opened and closed, could also be
utilised for Endive storing, but I have no faith in

any method of storing in dry snnd or soil. Not
only do the plants keep quite as well, or even
bitter, with their roots firmly surrounded by rich,

moist soil, but the hearts are far more tender and
less bitter under the moist system of storing.

Our Endive is replanted in moist, loamy soil, and
watered whenever this becomes in the least dry.

The keeping properties of Endive generally are
largely inflaenced by the state of the plants covered

or transplanted. If the tips of the leaves are either

frosted or much bruised, it is useless to expect

Endive to keep long.

Endive to be fully appreciated in a salad must

be thoroughly well blanched, and in the case of

fully grown plants there need be no difficulty in

achieving this. It is the poor little half-grown

plants that are the most difficult to deal with, no-

thing short of placing them in a Mushroom house

or other completely darkened spot, such, for in-

stance, as a warm cellar, effectually blanching

them. Even if they are well blanched, the hearts

compare badly with those obtained from fully de-

veloped plants. The latter can be blanched suffi-

ciently by tying them up with strips of ratfi^, the

broad outer leaves, more particularly of the Let-

tuce-leaved and Batavian forms, effectually enclos-

ing the hearts. Breadths of plants in frames or

storing places of any kind can also be covered with

boards, mats or hay. so as to exclude the light from

them, but I still prefer the Mushroom house, the

very whitest and freshest Endive being obtained

from this structure. All that is necessary in the latter

case is to introduce two or three dozen plants at

a time, placing the roots in a bed of moist soil,

successional batches being introduced about every

fortnight, or in accordance with the demand. They

will not keep long after being blanched ;
hence the

necessity for either covering up or placing small

batches at one time where the blanching is effected.

For the sake of appearance a mixture of the Green

Curled and B.atavian types is to be recommended,

but I hold the latter to more nearly approach good

Lettuce in sweetness and crispness, and they cer-

tainly keep better than the Green Curled. Where
the Endive is also cooked and served as a vegetable,

the Batavian forms are to be preferred, as being

more substantial, yet without approaching coarse-

ness. Surplus plants, or any no", required for

salad, might well be stored in rough frames and be

sent to the kitchen whenever a greater variety of

vegetables may be needed. M. H. F.

Potato Covent Garden Perfection— I am
pleased to see in a recent number of The Garden
two favourable notices of the above named Potato,

it being a great favourite of mine. We grow here

nothing else to come between the Ashleaf

varieties and Magnum Bonum. The quality is

first rate, and it crops well with us. It is not, how-

ever, everybody's Potato, for in some soils it fails to

crop well or to get to a useful size, even when

grown side by side with other kinds that produce

full crops. In our light, but good soil we get ex-

cellent crops, perhaps not quite so heavy as we

should get Irom some of the coarser sorts, but; very

free from disease, clean, and all of a usable size.—

J. C. T., Stifulk.

Large Brussels Sprouts —I fear the prevail-

ing fashion for large fruits and vegetables also

affects this one, as one often sees very large Sprouts

for sale, and purchasers object to the small, much
firmer ones that are of much better flavour, can be

cooked whole, and when well served are as nice a

winter vegetable as can be got. I find the large

coarse-growing varieties inferior in flavour. An-

other objection to the large-growing varieties is the

room they occupy. They require more time, that

is, they must be sown in February in frames, and

in severe winters are much sooner cut down by

severe frost than the smaller kinds that are close

to the ground and firmer in texture. Last winter I

had a few rows of a large kind to test the quality.

This quickly succumbed to the weather, whilst

the smaller kind stood the frost and came in useful.

One of tlie chief points of success in the culture of

this vegetable is to give no check from the time the

seed is sown till the seedlings are planted in their

permanent quarters ; indeed I would rather sow a

few weeks later than allow the plants to get

starved in the seed beds. I would advise early

sowing when large Sprouts are desired ; a cold

frame or a spent hotbed just suits them, but it

is useless to sow in February if the plants are kept

about for three or four months, as those fromasowing

on a warm south border early in March will produce

good Sprouts if kept on the move and not allowed to

remain too long in one place, or suffer for want
moisture. These plants do far better when so- n
early if pricked out ; indeed, if time and room ' an
be afforded them, I would advise pricking ou*- all

the plants, as it creates a sturdy habit and also

tends to form early Sprouts, and I find they do not

run to seed so quickly. There is an excellent type

of Brussels Sprouts grown for the Paris markets
called Paris Market, with small, compact, hard
Sprouts, that I fear would not find a ready sale in

some places, but it is of fine quality, and where
small Sprouts are appreciated, it should get a trial.

It also grows quickly and is very hardy. There are

other good sorts such as Veitch's Paragon, a dwarf
kind of compact habit, bearing an abundance of

closely-set, solid, medium-sized Sprouts of a good
flavour, and a desirable variety where room is a
consideration. I also like Northaw Prize, which is

very similar to the last-named and of dwarf growth
with small solid Sprouts.—G. Wythks.

TOMATOES OUTDOORS.
This season cannot be said to have been favour-

able to Tomato culture outdoors, and I think good
crops will be exceptional. I have been trying them
in different positions and under different circum-
stances, with the following results. Same I planted

on espaliers in the open with a free root run are a
failure, owing to the disease which set in three

weeks ago attacking both stems, leaves, and fruit,

all varieties suffering more or less. Some Large
Red planted on a heated wall with east aspect

have had the fruits attacked, owing, I think, to the

lodgment of water in the corrugations of the fruit.

Some plants of Sutton's Perfection on an unheated
wall facing south, and with a warm border in front,

have produced and finished off a heavy crop of ex-

ceptionally fine Tomatoes, some individual fruits

measuring 12.', inches in cirrumference; twelve fruits

gathered lately turned the scale at 8 lbs. I am
sending a bunch for your inspection gathered from

the same wall to show how very freely they

have fruited, with quantify and quality combined.

The plants were from seeds sown in February,

and were planted out of 8-inoh pots in June

with fruit swelling on them. They were kept

trained as cordons, no superfluous growth being

permitted, and all imperfect and small blooms

were removed. The plants were stopped just

under the coping of the wall, tJ feet high, and they

have carried a crop the whole length of the vine.

I am of opinion some old Elms, planted a little

distance behind the wall, whose roots have ex-

tended under and come up in the border, have tended

in no small degree to the success of this particular

lot, the hungry roots of the Elm quickly extracting

any excess of moisture from the roots. A liberal

dressing of cow manure was dug into the border at

the time of planting, and the plants treated to

diluted farmyard drainings at intervals during the

summer. Another lot which has done well was

planted in old glass boxes,('> feet long by 1 s inchesdeep,

by 8 inches wide, and placed against the corrugated

iron forming the side of a stokehole. No doubt the

warmth from inside, coupled with theexposureof the

boxes full of roots to the influence of sun and air

and the heat of the iron, was the cause of the heavy

crop. Bunches were cut weighing over 2 lbs. Two
plants in an ordinary Seakale pot, placed on a

hard bottom against walls where space permitted,

have finished good crops. After the experience of

this year's trials, I shall not hesitate to plant

largely out of doors under similar conditions to

those, relying more upon the smooth- fruiting varie-

ties. M. Webster.

Kelsey Park (fardons, Berh-nliam.

*,„• On the bunch sent were five fruits of large

size, perfectly ripened, and certainly remarkable

considering the untoward season.—En.

Wintering: Bx-occoli.—These plants have this

season ma.le a luxuriant growth owing to the ex-

cessive amount of moisture, and, rememberirg the

destruction caused to this crop last winter, it. be-

hoves those who possess large gross plants to do

I
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what is possible to p.-e/eat th2ir lo^s by heeling
them over, and thu3 protecting the stem from
severe weather. It is the large plants that suffer

the most, as the latest sown and planted fre-

quently survive, so that it is necessary at the
present time to heel the early ones over, laying
the heads to the north and well covering the
stems with soil. Though an old practice, it is a
good one and well worth carrying out, as though
the heads may be somewhat smaller they are
better than none at all. Broccoli should be heeled
over shortly, as it allows the plants to get
fresh hold of the soil before severe weather sets
in, as when done late it is at greater risk to the
plants. Of course in such winters as we had last
year, even those heeled or laid over were not
saved, and it may be observed that it is of little use,
but it is well repaid in ordinary winters. It is

also a safe plan to plant this crop in various
places, as often one lot escapes while another Is

killed. For winter work and late spring, short-
legged sturdy kinds are best and suffer less. Last
year I only saved the late -planted ones,—G.
Wythbs.

Flower Garden.

ONCOCYCLUS lEISES.

The remarks of M. C. G. van Tubergen,

Jun., in your impression of last week have
raised a question of the greatest possible

interest to all who admire and grow the Onco-
cycliis Irises. They are very much tiie same
as what he said to me three weeks or a month
ago when he paid me a very acceptable visit.

He was perfectly horrified at the state of my
Irises, and declared that instead of being as

they are now some 3 inches or 4 inches above
the ground, they should be resting tranquilly

on my greenhouse shelf, and sliould not be
planted till the first or second week in No-
vember. He may be perfectly riglit in his

opinion, but it came upon me rather as a sur-

prise, and for the present I hold my judgment
in suspense about this matter. The following

considerations occur to my mind. In the

first place, so far as I know, our guides and
teachers about Irises, their classification, the

way of growing them, and everything else are

not of M. van Tubergen's way of thinking at

all. I quite well remember Professor Foster

shaking his liead wlien I spoke to him a long

time ago about taking Iris susiana out of the

ground and drying it oft" in the greenhouse
;

he did not think it would answer, and, unless

I am very much mistaken, this is not the

course pursued by Herr Ma.x Leichtliu at

Baden-Baden. I was told so the other day,

and it runs in my head that he does not ap-

prove of it, but I shall ask liim more about
it when I next hapjien to write to him. So
far then if what 1 have said just now is cor-

rect, the Haarlem recommendation on this

point must be accepted with some reserve,

though doubtless finality is nut reached all at

onco by anyone, if it is ever readied at all,

and some new light may have come to us in

an unexpected way. I do not Ihiidv tliat

M. van Tubergen is quite borne out by facts

when he says, " tlie tender growths will now
have to battle against the many muntlis of

rainy and frosty weather of our autumn and
winter, and the inevitable results will lie that

one after the other the shoots will dwindle
away n(;ver to re-appear again." Ho seems

to me to forget that the winter is not every-

where so savage and so long as what he meets
with in Holland, and I do not think that the

catastrophe he speaks of need be dreaded in

all other places, and certainly not in the Isle

of "Wight. Moreover, Mr. Wood's very sim-

(ilo method of holding a piece of glass over
the head of a plant is an excellent one, and it

forms the best possible substitute for that
" thick coating of snow " which these Irises

have in their own regions, and which we are

told cannot be dispensed with.

So far, then, as keeping them alive is con-

cerned, and all that ajipertains to their growth
and size, I can positively assert that they need
not be taken out of the ground at all,

but that they do quite well in situ all the

year round, and that tliere is no fear of losing

them. Of course, I speak only of the Isle

of Wight, but I never should have expressed

myself as I did at the meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society in the summer if I had
any mi.sgivings. Last winter was an excep-

tionally trying one in these parts, and yet

some thirty or fort^y of these Oncocyclus
Irises got through it quite well in my hands,

and the foliage was as much advanced in

October last as it is now. Iris paradoxa was
among their number in two or three places,

and I take that to be the most difticult to

manage of the whole section and the most
likely to perish. It did, however, quite well

and it is doing well now, so that my
interest and solicitude are narrowed to a single

point—I refer to their blossoming. Of course,

if we are for most part only to have green

leaves and to feel that what might be, seldom
is, we shall get tired of these splendid possi-

bilities and long for something else. M.
van Tubergen, Jun., has done me, and I dare-

say others too, a very great service if he has

really put us in the way of obtaining an im-

proved floral exhibition to which none other

can be preferred. But it is so difficult to

form an opinion about this point. I wish I

had asked him more questions about the num-
ber of the blossoms he obtained from a given

number of plants, whether this has gone on
year after year, and if any one species of Iris

is more fl(jriferous than the rest. Some few

of them of course blossomed with me last

spring, and though I confess I should like to

have liad a much larger show than I had, I

put down the comparative paucity of blos-

soms to the fact that the plants were perhaps

not fully established in the ground, and also

to the fact that, owing to the comparative

want of sunshine in the preceding year, the

rhizome had not been properly baked. I

imagined that given only a tolerably liot

summer and those Irises would be certain to

gladden me to a large extent in the succeed-

ing sjiring. And now what I want to know so

much is if this lie a true expectation or not.

The odd jiart of the matter in my case is

this : When I first began to grow these

(Jncocyclus Irises 1 a<Io])ted the jilan which

is ri^commeiidi'd by M. van Tubergen so

much. Iris susiana has often spent long

weeks together on the shelves of my greon-

liouse, and though it has frequently blossomed

here, 1 discarded the practice because I thought
it could be improved upon, and I wanted to

have still better results. The (piestion witli

me is if I have gone backward or forward, and
the only way that I can now see out of it, irre-

spective ofthe experience and counsel of friends,

is to treat a sufficient number of those On-
cocyclus Irises in two difterent methods, and
to take note of the results. This will give a

much more decided and certain standard to

go by than anything else. No diflference

either of climate or soil will then have to bo
regarded, and the npshot of the proceeding

must be final. I only wish that some few
others would do the same, for it would be
very interesting to compare notes together.

Already I have made a beginning of my plan.

I have procured from ]\I. van Tubergen more
than fifty excellent rhizomes of Iris iberica,

and these, with a specially valuable present I

have had from him of Iris Lorteti and also

Iris Saari, are now lying tranquilly in the

place which he appointed for them himself,

and are waiting the first or second week in

November, when they will be planted in a

border which has been prepared on purpose

for them, and they will be covered over with

rushes after the direction he has given. They
are alongside the more than thirty specimens

of Iris Gatesi, I. Ivorolkowi, I. paradoxa, I.

lupina, I. iberica, &c., which braved last

winter's ferocity in an exactly similar posi-

tion. The worst of it is that gardeners ought

to draw on an unlimited stock of patience,

which we do not always possess. It will be

a very imperfect conclusion which I shall be

able to arrive at next spring, for it would be

absurd to compare the proceedings of little

bits of iberica which only cost 5d. each with
large clumps of Gatesi which, according to

current rates, luust now be worth j£2 apiece

(I merely mention the relative values bo-

cause they give some idea of the disparity

between the size of the plants), and I shall

never be satisfied about this matter till I

have tried under one system say twcntj'-five

iberica rhizomes and twenty-five under the

other, and till I have divided out for the two
differimt treatments all the specimens of

Gatesi, lupina, Korolkowi, ifec, which I

])0ssess. In the spring of 1893, if all be well,

I think I shall be able to give j\f. van Tuber-

gen a very decided opinion indeed as to

which of the twi) plans my garden is fitted

for, but that is a long time oil'. For the

]iresent I thank him on my part for his very

interesting letter to you, and I write as I do

because he has so wisely invited communica-
tions from those who are interested in these

very sjilendiil llowers. It is the best way of

]iutting two and two together, and if we experi-

ment freely and then compare the results, we
shall be likely to get at the truth.

No amount of trouble can bo too great

if it only reveals to us how these Oncocyclus

Irises can be managed the best. I am
glad that I am one of the jirivileged few
who have been already able to pay their de-

votions to <,)ueen Lorteti herself—a UKire

beautiful object I never saw in the floral

world nor anywhere else. Not any Orchid
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iQ the clioicest collections in the land can be

held to bo superior to it. Perfection is at-

tained to here. It has the noblest outline,

the most beautiful ground colour, the most
exquisitely delicate markings that could by
any possibility be conceived, and if one could

have a dream of the future it would be this ;

Imagine a bed of the Oncocyclus Irises when
they are in full bloom in the month of Jlay,

not, as at present, by ones and twos, and when
the circumstance of their flowering is re-

corded as a wonderful event, but when they

reveal themselves to us without that coyness

which is the cause of so much regret. If we
ever see Iris Gatesi, I. Lorteti, I. Korolkowi,
&o., putting in an appearance with something
of the fulness and the freeness which Nar-
cissi have at present, I am sure wo shall say

that, as with so many other things, so with
this, the best has been kept to the last, and
M. van Tubergen will have done a very
good work indeed, if it does turn out that he
has helped it in the least, but for any opinion
about that I must wait at present. I would
neither say yea nor nay to his remarks.

H. EWBANK.
Sf. John's, Rijde, Isle of Wight.

AFRICAN AND FRENCH MARIGOLDS.
The tender Marigolds have done remarkably well
this season, despite the wet and somewhat cold
summer. The plants grew well, and they have
bloomed abundantly and very finely. I do not
think that during the years I have grown African
and French Marigolds I have ever before had them
finer, the former more especially, and at all the
flower shows I have attended in neighbourhoods
where Marigolds are well grown, the African varie-
ties have been large and symmetrical in appear-
ance. The moisture caused them to make a free
and clean growth, and the birds that will some-
times pull the flowers to pieces—no doubt in search
of something in the food line—have spared them
this season. The African Marigolds are bold and
striking flowers, and shine out conspicuously as
border subjects

; they, in common with the French
types, throw their flowers well above the foliage on
stout, erect stems, and they can thus be seen to the
best advantage. I find in my bed of African Mari-
golds four distinct varieties ; one the showy deep
orange, the other pale golden yellow, a very pleas-
ing variety

; then the lemon with its flat petals,
and a variety of this having distinctly quilled
florets. They are of the same height and equally
fine in quality, but the orange is rather the largest
in point of size.

Ths best strains of striped French Marigolds have
become much dwarfer in their habit of growth than
they were some years ago. It seems as if the striped
Marigold was distinctly out of place when the plants
grew 4 feet and 5 feet in height, and were of a dis-
tinctly rambling character. I do not think the
florist's idea of quality and finish in a French Mari-
gold is so well understood and appreciated in the
south as in the north. The more refined the flower
is, according to the properties held in such esteem
by the florist, the more beautiful it is. The flower
should be fall of petals of depth and substance,
and laid regularly in layers one above the other!
each petal broad, smooth, slightly refle.Ted, and
having a band of gold down the centre, with side
margins of equal breadth of a deep bright reddish
chestnut colour. The whole of the flower should
be formed of these, and there should be the entire
absence of what is seen in striped Marigolds of
inferior quality, in which the petals are mottled
rather than distinctly striped, and the centre has a
contused arrangement of small quilled petals. But
how often one sees in gardens, small, dull-coloured
" buzzle "-centred Marigolds, as they are termed

in the seed trade, that detract from rather than
add to the floral effects, which should always be as
fine in quality and effective as possible. As
there is no great diffionly in securing seed of a good
strain, it is not worth cumbering the ground with
an indifferent one. R. D.

GENTIANA VERNA.
It is not given to many of our British plants to

equal or even to excel in brilliancy the alpine

plants of other climes, but the subject of these

notes is, I take it, a case in point. Happily,

too, it is not a dLfBcult plant to manage,
though we rarely see good healthy patches
in those gardens where alpines are grown
on an extensive scale. Too many of our losses

and unhealthy patches, whicli are the rule rather
than the exception, are due, I believe, in a
great measure to fixed notions as to its cultural

requirements, more particularly as regards soil.

Many years ago I was acquainted with a gentle-

man who had found this plant in the Teesdale
Forest, and from him I got a minute description

of the soil and general surroundings in which

months of the year. It has a most charming effect

when grown in a grassy dell where Primroses

and such things thrive, pulling the thickest

Grass out occasionally. Grown in large pots
or pans it is simply delightful, but when potted
it should be gathered firmly together with the
fingers and the soil well rammed about it.

There is no tear of making it too firm, for the

tiny and apparently slender stolons appear to

enjoy forcing their way through the soil. I have
adopted this method repeatedly with success.

Pot plants should bs abundantly watered through-
out the spring and summer months, never allow-

ing them to approach anything like dryness.

I well remember the late Mr. James Atkins, of

Painswick, used to grow this and G. bavarica
in a combined pot and pan, the latter made
deep to hold water. In these duplicate pots
the plants were perfectly safe in full sunshine,
and I have seen excellent examples thus treated

in this garden. The eSect of the bright and
brilliant blue shade of this plant is exquisite in

the extreme, and when gathered together in

large patches quite unique, but a little observa-

tion will disclose the extreme variability of the

shade of colour as well as

minor differences in the

clearness of the white in

the corolla, thus illustrating

the variety that may be
had from seed. The rais-

ing of seedlings, however,
is a slow process as well

as an uncertain one, a fact

to be regretted, for were it

otherwise, what a glorious

charm might be added to

ouralpine gardens in spring
could we but have densely

flowered patches of this by
the square yard, instead of

a few scattered flowers, as

now : E. J.

Perennial Sunflowers.
—There is very little beauty
about the great gaudy, star-

ing annual Sunflowers, but
„, , ri i- /r. i- \ among the perennial varieties
The vernal Gentian (Geutiana verua)

.

^^^^^ \^^ J^^^^^ ^^u ^^^^^
of better recognition in gar-

this Gentian grew. He told me that the plant
|

dens, as they come in the autumn and produce

, r J • t i. c! i- very bold and fine effects it suitably placed. In a
was always found in moist pastures Some time

.^^urban garden of a large provincial town I re-
after I received a consignment of this Gentian I

g^^^. ^^^ quantities of them rising up among
from Ireland, and in each and every case

j

tj^i^iy planted shrubs, and no better position could
these plants also had been dug from pasture I

jj^ve been chosen, as the effect of these Sunflowers

land. These tufts were equally healthy with i ig considerably heightened and enhanced if they

any I have ever received from alpine regions I are associated with shrubs, either backed up by

where the plant abounds in the limestone for-

mations. ]n its culture 1 have abolished lime

and such things, and have had but little diffi-

culty in growing it successfully ; in fact experi-

ence lias shown what a great variety of soils

this Gentian will grow in. I have no hesitation

in saying that position has more to do with

its failure than soil. It should never be planted

on the dry, sloping parts of the rockery, for

them or growing among them as circumstances

permit. Oar gardens will certainly become more
beautiful if instead of planting everything in a very

much mixed border we take the greater families of

hardy plants and plant them extensively in situations

and under conditions where they will be seen to

the best advantage. Even sombre shrubberies, of

which there are too many, may be brightened with

little trouble at small cost.—A. H.

Lilium "Wallichianum superbum.—My ob-

drought is always fatal to it, and therefore jeotion to the name by which this Inly is generally

moist spots sheltered in some way from mid- i known is founded on the belief that it is not a

day sun should be chosen, and these either
i variety of L. Wallichianum. as the two differ from

quite level or even slightly hollowed out so as each other in every important particular, except

to hold the water. In the drier portions of
|

that they are both^ members ^of^ the tube^-flowered

the artificial liog, tightly wedged between group of Lilies " ' * '——'—If two such dissimilar forms are

linkered burrs or some pieces of sandstone, or

planted in turfy loam, it thrives .admirably,

whilst it will do equally well in moist peaty soil

made very firm. On the level ground in moist,

rich, loamy soils, especially those overlying

to be regarded as belonging to one species, then

the entire genus might be reduced to about half-

a-dozen, and if this takes place, I think that all

will admit the Lilies are hardly dealt with. The
form in question is certainly as tar removed from

L Wallichianum .as it is from L philippinense, L.

gravel, this (ientian invariably succeeds with but
: jjeiigijerrcase, and the various forms of L. longi-

little attention beyond according it partial shade ' flornm, and much more so than L. odorum is from

andaffordiugitplentyof moistureduring thedry L. B:owni, or L. Graji from L. canadense, while
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to be consistent in the matter, the beautiful L.
Henryi should be classed as a variety of L. specio-
sum. The fact that we know what Lily is meant
need not be dwelt upon, but that the name of
ochroleucum belongs to L nepalense is open to
question, for it must be borne in mind that, pre-
vious to Messrs. L^w flowering the Nepaul Lily,

the descriptions given of it were so unlike what
we really saw, as to show that even botanists
may err. I am sure that all Lily lovers would
be pleased to see this, one of the most beautiful
of Lilies, assigned spacido rank, and L. ochroleu-
cum suggests itself as an appropriate name, which
L Walliohianum superbum certainly is not.

—

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
Are all Mr. Smith's Starworts on the same scale as
Aster spectabilis (mentioned on p. MG) ? I notice he
says this particular variety does not get above 18
inches high. To what does he attribute this dwarf
habit, to soil and situation, or to some special cul-
ture ? I suppose the average height here would be
nearly 5 feet on the same level as Novje-Angliic
and its varieties, Chapmani, pilosu? and one or two
more. I hear that one result of the Aster confer-
ence will be a wholesale alteration in the nomen-
clature of this race of plants. Will the new nam-
ing take effect at the issue of the next ', perennial
plant catalogues ? It will be some time before the
old ones die out. It is seldom we get such a wealth
of Roses late in the year as we are favoured with
at present, some of the October cuttings have
almost reminded one of the best days of summer.
Gloire de Dijon, Safrano, Ophirie, Homfere, Malmai-
son, La France, A. K. Williams, Mabel Morrison,
and Mme. Cambaceres are a few that have flowered
very freely and are worth noting for autumn. It
is also a long time since the summer bedding plants
escaped unscathed to the middle of October, but
there is little beauty left to call for their retention
in the flower garden, and all such plants should be
cleared away without delay. ''.Vhere tu fted Pansies
have entered into summer bedding arrangements
some of them can as they are taken up be divided
and planted out in nursery borders ; these make
larger plants in the spring than one gets from cut-
tings and they come into flower more quickly.
Tuberous Begonias that have served their purpose
should be boxed as lifted, putting them in as thickly
as they will go. Any indifferent varieties should
be discarded, and, as before recommended, a pinch
of seed sown annually early enough in the year so
that the seedlings may have an opportunity of
showing their true colour and habit. The best can
be reserved to take the plac 3 of discarded bulbs.
Where the stock of Fuchsias is limited, old plants of
these can also be saved and stored away in any
frost-proof shed. If pruned in to the desired shape
in spring they will make fine heads for another
summer's display.

Verbenas have not been at their best this year,
the continued wet having been very much against
them. I tried the new dwarf race (compacta),
but it was obviomly not a fair trial, and I
must try again. Early layered Carnations have
made splendid progress. Special sorts for next
season (universal favourites this year) will be Mrs.
Reynolds Hole, R iby, and two very vigorous free-
flowering seedlings—the one a rose self, the other
a crimson bizarre. What is the best yellow Carna-
tion for borders / The late summer has not c^onduc^ed
to the well-being of Violets planted out in bed.s for
autumn lifting. I had them transferred to their
winter quarters rather earlier than usual this year.
They were not surh vigorous plants as I gene-
rally get by the middle of September, but, shel-
tered from the heavy downpour, they are now mak-
ing headway and are throwing some good flowers.
When these plants remain for some time during the
summer months at a comparative standstill, they are
liable to a visitation of red spider if the pest is
locally troublesome. Stringent measures ought
always to be taken to get rid of this before the
plants are placed in frames or pits, as it is not easily
dislodged if it gets a footing in these. The steadily
im-reasing demaml for cut flowers at all seasons,
coupled with the growing popularity of hardy things,'

is answerable for large plantings of this race of plants
to catch all the montlis of the year. Among the
earliest and all useful in a cut state are the Tenby
D.iffodil, Anemone fulgens, and the Doronicums or
Leopard's- bane. Will some correspondent of The
Gabden, at once a botanist and entomologist,
kindly say what peculiar property there is in the
flower of the dwarf Veronica (spicata) that renders
it dangerous to insect life .' The honey bee gives
this plant a wide berth, but the humble bee is very
partial to it, and I have noticed this season that after
remaining some time on the plant the insect becomes
almost incapable of motion and rolls over on the
ground. Some eventually recover and fly off in a
heavy, drowsy manner, bat I have found several
dead round each clamp of the Speedwell after a
warm day, E. BuunELL.

C/aremoiit.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.
Aster Tradescanti.—I believe this is one of the
better recognised forms ; the flowers are small,
white, and charmingly arranged on the stittish or
twiggy stems. When I say that it is one of those
Michaelmas Daisies that catches the eye of the
decorative florist, it may help to give an idea of the
class and value of the blossom. Moreover, the
habit of the plant is very neat too.

A. elegantissimus.— Under this name I re-
cently received a couple of plants. It is anything
but elegant, the flowers being small, thin, and
dingy. If such rubbish finds its way into the
hands of beginners, who can wonder they cast
them out in disgust ?

A, crenatus —Under this obviously corrupted
name I have received one of the best six Michael-
mas Daisies I have ever seen. It belongs to the
Amellus section, but is much dwarfer than any
other form of that class I know. Though I have
not possessed the plant, I have known it for several
years, and I never saw it more than a foot in stature.
It is one of those varieties which, as a growing
specimen, cannot receive a jast opinion from broken
parts or branches. Its small stature, tree-like
habit, and large bright blue flowers are its chief
features, and although one might in the same words
describe other forms of Amellus, the habit of this
plant is quite distinct from that of such forms. In
short, one has to see it to know it. If any reader
could help me to the correct name, I should feel
obliged. Can the plant be cyaneus with the name
corrupted ; It is now in full flower (October I'.i)

I ought to mention that its roots are woody, and it

does not always completely die down ; it increases
very slowly, and never by means of soft under-
ground stems. The plant suggests itself as fitted
for enlivening the rockery at the present season,
when there are so few flowers, and it might well be
employed in pots as a table plant or for the cool
conservatory.

Scabiosa caucasica.—Young plants raised
from seed sown in the spring of LsOO are now fall
of well-developed heads of buds, which would no
doubt open if we had a continuance of mild
weather. But where the plants have been grown
in such land as allows a ball of earth to be lifted
with the roots, the plants may be profitably potted
and placed under similar conditions as Chrysan-
themums, when their big and delicately coloured
heads, even more so from being opened under glass,
will prove valuable and to have been worth the
care.

Houstonia ccerulea alba has now a fair
sprinkling of little waxy-white, yellow-ejed flowers
where the plants were radically dealt with in mid-
summer, and as I always think at least one batch
should be—that is, when the first flush of bloom is

past, clip off all the old stems and diviile the matted
tufts of roots

; set these in sandy stuff and moist
quarters, and about this time, if there is no hard frost,
they bloom freely, and in any case they are strong
plants—the best plants for next seiison's show.

Winter Aconite tubers.—Seen in the trades-
men's paper bags at this season, in the best samples
there is a considerable ^luantity of mouldy and

decayed ones. The causes may be various. In
many instances the tubers aredead when taken up,
but owing to their colour and weight from mois-
ture they could only have been distinguished as such
by breaking the skin at lifting time. A bruise, as
distinct from a clear cut or division otherwise, will

cause them to turn mouldy. They will also go into
a mouldy state from want of air, or if kept in a
slightly damp, stuffy place. It is not advisable
to keep them in the paper bags, but to spread
them out thinly. Indeed, the best thing of all to

do with these is to plant them as quickly as
possible. It is not always the case that bulbs,

tubers and roots turn mouldy because of being
kept moist, but quite the opposite with some
things. As, for instance, the fleshy roots of the
Podophyllums turn mouldy when kept dry, but
keep plump and fresh if kept moist. I am of

course speaking of roots stored in boxes without
bruises. With regard to the mouldiness which
comes over Scilla sibirica when out of the ground,
I have always believed that to be largely caused
by the meal from the husks in which the Datch
people usually send them. Something no doubt is

due to the nature or kinds of the bulbs or roots

themselves as to the kind of fangas they take and
the way it grows on them.

Parochetus communis.—The exquisite flowers

of this Shamrock-like plant are well known for their

sky-blue wings fringed with a whitish line, but at

the present they are so numerous even on one-year-
old plants as to warrant one in justly describing the
plants as effective, and this in no mean praise for

an open-air plant in the latter half of October.

Colcliicum autumnale album pi.—A small
batch of this is most striking; the flowers are very
large and very full. As one of the principal florists

in these parts said the other day, " It is like a
double Pancratium, if there be such a thing." I

mention this as indicating the purity and style of

the flower. Were it grown under the protection of

glass, so as to preserve it from wind and splashes,

it might prove a most serviceable white flower for

florists. It is pure, full, large, of an unusual type,

and endures for many days after being cut. Un-
fortunately, it is a scarce variety.

Polygonum spliserostachyum —This, per-
haps the most brilliant and useful of all the Knot-
weeds, is j ust entering upon a third period of bloom

.

No doubt the late heavy rains have helped it ; any-
how, the beautiful carmine spikes on stems of but
a few inches long are now opening as fresh and
freely as they did in May. This is certainly one
of the things that is capable of pleasing everybody,
and, what is more, I am not aware that it has
a single fault—no undue vigour or rankness in

foliage or habit, but it is a neat, dwarf, little plant
with a big spike of bright colour, and when not in

flower there is so little herbage that you almost
fail to see it. The chief feature about this plant

is the almost unique colour of the flowers. Us
hardiness is beyond doubt ; it enjoys sunshine
with plenty of moisture at the roots.

Aconitum japonicum.—We are familiar with
the endurance of the florescence of some of the
Monkshoods, but the lasting qualities of the
flowers of this species cannot be compared
with those of any other in the genus. It has
other properties e(iually to be commended; the
plant is only about 2 feet (i inches high, and it

produces its branched panicles on half that length

of stem. Individually the flowers are the largest of

any of the known species in cultivation. They are of

a splendid blue colour, and .as on strong plants they

open in the month of August and continue to make
a good show until cut down by severe frosts,

hardly anything more desiriible could be imagined
as an effective patch of blue in the garden in late

summer, when good blues are really scarce. I do
not know what may hiive suggested its want of

hardiness to some people who have spoken to me
on that question, unless the specifii name may
have suggested it. I have certainly heard no one
complain of its want of hardiness who had had ex-

perience of it, but this is partly how the doubt
arises that few people grow it. It always attracts
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notice when in flower, and especially at this late

season. J. Wood.
Woodrilld, Kirkstall.

THE WBBK'3 WORK.'

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
ASPABAGUS.—Taking the season as a whole, this

has been a capital one for Asparagas, the growth
having been very free, which is a sure sign of a
plentiful supply of succulent shoots for next sea-

son's crop. The growth, on account of the abund-
ance of wet we have had during the past month or

two, is much later than usuaF in ripening off, but

on no account should this be removed until the

colour has completely changed, or the roots will be

considerably weakened. As soon as this takes

place the stems should be cut over and all weeds
and rubbish cleared away. The usual mode at this

season of the year is to spread a heavy layer of

manure over the beds, but the wisdom of this

course is open to question, and no doubt many
beds owe their downward course to this treat-

ment. On light and well-drained soils the evil is

not so apparent, and the roots are not so apt to re-

ceive injury as on a colder soil. On cold soils a
dressing of manure applied at this season keeps

the ground colder and more sodden. The very nature

of Asparagus roots fully illustrates that a warm
and well- 1 rained soil is necessary to a healthy con-

dition. Where the beds are raised, the roots are

apt to become covered too deeply if the material is

piled on the surface. This being the case, the sur-

face soil should be lightly forked off into the space

between the beds previous to the manure being

placed upon the top, and the soil remain off until

the beds are dressed over in the spring. Beds upon
the level are certainly the best for growing Aspara-

gus. To light and sandy soils some well rotted, or

what is termed solid manure may be applied, but

a better material is equal parts of burned garden
refuse or wood ashes and manure, as into this ma-
terial the roots will ramify and are not so apt to

suffer during the winter. Sea sand is naturally

good for Asparagus, but such material can only be
procured in a few favoured places.

Renovating Asparagus beds.—Where the old

system is adopted of growing the Asparagus in

raised beds, the returns are seldom satisfactory,

especially if the site should be naturally dry.

During the winter months with these raised beds
the mischief is not so apparent, but it is during
the growing season that the roots are apt to re-

ceive injury either on account of theii cramped
space, or the roots being unduly exposed at the
sides of the beds. Asparagus to succeed well must
have a free root run, and this being 'the case, there

is nothing that will prevent these narrow raised
beds from being made productive, and this with
but little trouble or expense, the only difficulty be-

ing suitable material. This, however, should be
forthcoming in the majority of gardens. The
course of renovation consists in filling up the
existing alleys with such material as burned gar-

den refuse, wood ashes, decaying vegetable matter,
manure, or even road grit, the whole being well
mixed previous to being wheeled in. The inter-

in sdiate space having been filled in, the outer roots

will ramify into the additional rooting medium,
and by the following season the whole aspect will

be changed by a more abundant supply of finer

grass,consequent upon thealtered conditions for free

growth. If the beds should previously have run in

parallel rows, after being filled up the site will ap-
pear as one large raised bed. The above course of
renovation I can strongly recommend as a sure
source of increased produce. The Asparagus be-
ing a gross feeder, the starvation system will never
proiluce good results ; the heads, moreover, in addi-
tion to being small, are tough. Light, rich, and
open material must be the medium either for sur-

face-dressing or rooting into.

French Beans.—Plants which have been pro-
vided by sowing in pots to come in during the fol-

lowing month or the fore part of December will

now require careful attention, as a sudden transi-

tion into either a hot, close or moist atmosphere
will result in both flowers and foliage dropping off.

The plants will succeed well on dry and com-
paratively airy shelves, where they may have the

benefit of direct light, and the night temperature
ranging from about 55° to 60° will result in the

flowers setting freely. The pots being filled with
roots, some warm diluted liquid at every alternate

watering will keep the growth active, and result in a
supply of young and tender pods Directly these

latter become fit they must be gathered, as by re-

maining upon the plants the crop will be consider-

ably weakened. The best plan is to look over the

plants every morning, gathering those that arc

fit, tying them in small bundles and placing in

pans of water in the same structure as they have
been growing in until a sufficient quantity for a
dish is secured. The pods should not be pulled off,

but gathered with a pair of scissors.

Seed Potatoes.—Too much care cannot be
taken in preparing the seed tubers for the follow-

ing season's produce, especially those which wiU be
required for frame and early border use. Already
we have ours spread out thinly in the seed store,

and those people who may not have done so, should
lose no time in treating theirs the same. If left

huddled together in heaps in close or warm sheds
the tubers will soon commence to sprout, and it

must be borne in mind that it is the first or pri-

mary sprout which should be preserved intact.

Where there is not lloor space the sets should
be set on end in wooden trays or shallow boxes,

and placed where they may receive a circulation of

air in a cool store, but of course where frost will

not reach them. Any seed which it is decided to

purchase is also the better for being got early in

the season, so that the tubers may receive due pre-

paration from the first. Look out sharply for any
diseased sets, or else when the time comes for

looking over them again a large percsntnge may be
useless. A. Young.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Earliest Peaches axd Nectabines. — Leaves
have held on very much later than usual, some of

the more vigorous trees not being yet quite bare.

Being kept well supplied with water at the roots,

there ought to be no difficulty with the buds this

season, all apparently being well formed and plump.
In order to be certain of the trees starting strongly

when they are gently forced, a thorough rest ought
to be enforced, air being given very freely both by
night and day, exposing the trees to rather sharp

frosts doing them much good rather than harm.
If the house or houses must be utilised for storing

Chrysanthemums, these ought not to be unduly

favoured at the expense of the trees. Nothing
should be done to excite the Peach and Nectarine

buds, or they may either start prematurely or

feebly, or, it may be, drop off wholesale. At the

same time, not much harm will result by turning

on fire-heat in order to guard against a damp atmo-

sphere, always provided abundance of front and
top air is kept on. A clear course, however, is most
desirable, and the trees can then be untied, pruned,

and dressed, and after a thorough cleansing of the

house has taken place, be then retied to the trel-

lises. Foreshortening, or cutting back some of

the outer branches to well-placed inner shoots is of

the greatest importance in all cases where the

room is limited, this being the surest means of keep-

ing the centre and lower parts of the trees well

furnished with bearing wood. In addition to thus

well thinning out the older branches, many of the

young shoots will also need shortening, and some
judgment must be exercised in the matter, care

always being taken to cut to a wood-bud, or if this

cannot be detected, not to shorten at all, the wood-

bud from which a leading growth will emanate
being found at the point of every healthy shoot.

Wood-buds are thinner or more pointed than the

flower-buds, and on moderately strong shoots are

usually to be found in the centre of what are termed

triple buds. Gross shoots ought never to be allowed

to extend, as these quickly make a tree lopsided,

also robbing their more weakly neighbours. If

they have formed, they must either be reserved

to near their full length, or, better still, cut
clean out, pruning them moderately hard pro-

moting rather than checking the formation of

other gross shoots. Moderately strong well-ripened

shoots, or those about the thickness of a lead-pencil,

may well be left to a length of 2 feet, less vigorous

shoots being more freely shortened with advantage,
and if wood bads can be found on shoots no larger

than the stalks of Vine leaves, cut these back to a
length of about 1 inches. Before the trees are finally

fixed in position syringe them thoroughly with water
at a temperature of 1'2()°, to every gallon of which
2 ozs. or a wineglassful of petroleum have been
added. If the oil is prevented from collecting on
the surface, and which can easily be done by dis-

charging every second syringeful forcibly back into

the can, no injury will happen to the trees or buds,

and everything in the shape of insect life will be
destroyed. If any scale is found to have survived

the first dressing, syringe the trees a second time
with more of the hot water and petroleum, or paraffin

as it is often termed, after rather than before they
are tied up. Thin training is most desirable, and
after the tying is completed the surface of the

border should be loosened, cleared of all loose soil

and rubbish, and be then top-dressed with loam
and manure. The first week in December is quite

soon enough in most cases to start the trees, more
being lost than gained by commencing to force

much earlier.

Fruit trees in pots.—These, in addition to

being somewhat unsightly occupants of houses at

this time of year, are also all the better for being
kept outside. By no other means can a thorough
rest be enforced without giving a house entirely up
to them. Orchard houses, if heated, as all might
well be, are capital places for flowering and show-
ing off Chrysanthemums to the best advantage, and
the bulk of these are not all over before the middle
of December. That date is quite soon enough to

start Peaches, Nectarines, and Figs for producing
extra early crops, while Apricots, Plums, Cherries,

Pears, and Apples are not amenable to hard forcing,

and should therefore be started still later. If kept

outside they ought not, however, to be neglected.

Those in pots must be well surrounded with strawy

litter, or otherwise the expansion of the soil during
the prevalence of a severe frost will crack

the pots. All, whether in pots or tubs, may well,

therefore be arranged somewhat closely together

and protected with strawy litter or Bracken, while

if birds ever interfere with the buds it is advisable

to enclose the trees with light fish nets, doubled it

need be. Figs not being perfectly hardy should

be arranged close up to a wall, and protected with

mats whenever severe frosts are imminent.

Pot Strawberries.—a strong heat is not de-

sirable in the case of those potted up from the

open ground this autumn and now ripening their

crops. The variety Vicomtesse H<?ricart de Thury
will stand more heat than any other sort without

spoiling the flavour, but this and all the rest ripen

their fruit well on suspended shelves in cool Peach
houses or vineries. They must be kept well sup-

plied with water, abundance of this and liquid ma-
nure being particularly needed by any that are

cropping for the second time in the same pots.

Nothing is gained by starting young plants before

the beginning of next year, nor ought any, whether
intended for early or late forcing, to be stored

under glass. They will flower much more readily

and strongly after being exposed to a severe frost

than they will do it unduly coddled, but seeing

that the pots will not stand so much frost as the

plants, they ought all to be plunged in either ashes

or fresh leaves, the former for choice. Packing

them on their sides in heaps or banks is not recom-

mended, the better plan being to either utilise

shallow frames or pits, or to enclose the plung-

ing material with boards and short, stout stakes.

Tney can be arranged very closely, the plants

touching all round, and the rims of the pots be

covered with the plunging material as much as

possible. Covering with lights or mats is both un-

necessary and unwise, exposed and thoroughly

rested plants, in addition to flowering more strongly,

being also the least liable to be early infested by
greenfly. The foregoing remarks apply quite as
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forcibly to small numbers of plantf, and whether
these are to be forced or not, as to the hundreds or
thousands of pot Strawberries to be seen in many
market and private gardens. Peactical.

PLANT HOUSES.
Stoves.—Tempeeatcbes.—These should now be
gradually declining', not, however, to any great ex-
tent. There shonVd of the two be more difference
made in the day temperature than the night ; in
this manner the plants will not be excited so much
to make growth, whilst by keeping up for the pre-
sent to within a few degrees of the past night tem-
peratures there will not be much (if any) super-
fluous moisture to be dispelled. By this means a
more ripening kind of process is gone through
which will benefit the plants and assist them to
pass through any sunless and otherwise unfavour-
able period during the coming winter with better
results. The use of the syringe will not now be so
much in request unless it is to subdue insect pests.

The atmosphere should not be overcharged with
moisture during the day ; by allowing a little more
air on favourable occasions and a chink on nearly
every day, fine or not, this should not occur. The
temperatures should at this season be looked to
equally as closely as in midwinter and spring-time

;

any haphazard course is not desirable and should
not occur, although it may not strike everyone that
careful attention is essential at all seasons. For
the present anight temperature of G7° or i;8° will
be a good average with about 10° added for the
daytime. If the house partakes more of a cool
stove, then 5° less will suffice all round ; this will Ije

merging upon what is usually termed a temperate
house.

Wateeins.—Less water will now in several in-

stances suffice ; Dipladenias, for instance, will hardly
require any at all ; AUamandas but little, unless
the object be to continue them in flower a while
longer. All Clerodendrons should now soon be at
rest, also other plants which usually lose their
foliage and cease to grow for a while in the winter.
More room is thus made for the winter flowering
plants. Palms must, on the other hand, receive a
good supply, never being allowed to become actu-
ally dry at the root. If they are extra pot-bound
they will take all that can in a reasonable way be
given them, with occasional doses of liquid or arti-

ficial manure. Many Palms will continue to make
a good growth during the winter season ; hence,
encouragement in the way advised must be benefi-
cial to them, fine must, of course, distinguish be-
tween such plants as flower during the winter
ssason and those which are at their best in the
summer. Over-watering is an evil at all times, but
more so during the winter. Plants which are
plunged, or partially so, will require far less water.
Those, however, in exposed places, as in the case
of hanging baskets, will in most cases continue to
take a fairly good supply. Climbers which are
planted out will require a sharp drying up often-
times to sufficiently check the growth, otherwise
they continue to grow too much, and thus cause at
least partial shade when all the light possible is

desirable.

Genbeal bemaeks.—Now that the attractive-
ness of outdoor gardening is losing its charms for
another season, the houses should be made to com-
pensate for this as far as possible. Cleanliness in
every detail will go a long way towards this end

;

the pots should, if necessary, be scrubbed ; this in
itself is a decided improvement. Plants which have
been infested with mealy bug or scale should have
an extra good cleaning now ; then by after and fre-
quent attention these insects need not cause con-
tinuous trouble. The first named should be stamped
out of all collections of plants

; by a thoroughly de-
termined effort this may be ac3omplished. All
fading and decayed foliage should be daily removed.
Superfluous shoots upon any plants which will
eventually be pruned should be dispen.scd with to
make more room. Scrubby plants, or any sickly
ones of which there is a good stcck coming on to
take their place, should without any hesitation be
cast aside to make more acsommodation during
the winter season. Every sju ire foot of room is

now of the utmost importance where a large stock
with heavy demands made upon it later on has to
be housed. Some plants will bear overcrowding
better than others. Palms, for instance, if hard
pressed for room may be stood closely together, or
smaller ones placed under those of larger growth.
Eucharis will put up with an amount of shade
from other plants, but it is better to avoid it if

possible. Any stock of easily propagated plants if

too large should be reduced to within safe limits
and another lot struck in the spring-time to grow
on to take their place. Coleus belong to such as
these, a few cuttings in store pots being ample for
a stock to be worked up from in the spring.

J. Hudson.

ORCHIDS.
We will this week complete the repotting and sur
face-dressing of the Orchids in the cool house.
We have had to do between GOO and 700 Odonto-
glossums, and bringing so much fresh Sphagnum
into the house means an influx of slugs. We had
by constant perseverance entirely cleared the house
from slugs, and if previous experience is any guide,
we will have to do all the work over again, for the
pleasant, temperate, and comparatively moist atmo-
sphere of the cool house will speedily cause the
incubation of eggs, and the development of minute
slugs and snails into a size that will cause us much
annoyance. Slices of Carrots and Potatoes placed
in their haunts are good baits, but they must be
ofttimes examined. The pretty little Masdevallia
tovarensis has been making exceedingly good
growth in the cool house, and as the flowers will
soon begin to develop, the plants will do better in
the Cattleya house. This little plant, which not so
long ago was eagerly sought after at the price of a
guinea a leaf, can now be purchased at the price of
five shillings for a nice flowering plant. It is perhaps
the most easily managed of all the Masdevallias.
Others of the genus which do best in the Cattleya
house should now be removed there. We may
soon expect frosts, which coming upon us un-
awares may do mischief to the Miltonia vexil-
laria and the Chimsroid section of Masdevallias.
The Mexican L^lias are now valuable for making
a display in the Cattleya house. L. autumnalis,
with its lovely flowers on long spikes, makes a fine
show. The perfume emitted by the flowers is by
some thought to be unpleasant, but one need not
place them in close contact. These, like the sum-
mer-flowering L. majalis, do best grown close to the
glass without any shading. I do not know that I

ever saw them better grown than I did about ten
years ago in the nurseries of Messrs. Backhouse, of
York. They never were shaded even when making
their growths in summer, except that the house
was glazed with a kind of rough plate glass. It
was a fine sight to see about 1,50 spikes of bloom,
many of them of large size, and in some instances
about a dozen flowers on a spike. The house where
the plants are growing should be more freely ven-
tilated than an ordinary Cattleya house, and the
atmosphere need not be so moist. The still more
lovely L. anceps will soon be showing their flowers,
and if the white varieties have received the same
treatment as the other Mexican Liclias, that is, a
light position near the roof glass, they will bloom
freely. The ordinary forms of L. anceps, if placed
on the stage in the Cattleya house and treated the
same as Cattleya Mossios, will flower quite as freely
as that good old species. Under the same con-
ditions the white forms are not so free, but it

all resolves itself into a matter of treatment.
When plants will not give satisfaction under one
method of culture we must try another. We have
removed all the Dendrobiums from the house where
they had quite a tropical heat into the Cattleya
house. Vanda teres has also been removed there-
from and placed in the lightest position in the
Cattleya house ; these plants made growths of a
foot to 18 inches in length during the growing sea-
son. They seem capable of enduring the highest
temperature when in growth, and scarcely any
shade is needed even in.luly. The autumn-flower-
ing Dendrobes, such as the North Australian D.
bigibbum and T). superbiens, the lovely D. Phala;-
nopsis from New Guinea, and D. stratiotes from

some of the Sunda Islands, will develop their
flowers better if placed in a light part of the
warmest house. If the temperature is not too high
and the atmosphere not too moist, the flowers will
last in beauty for eight or nine weeks. These Den-
drobiums are valuable additions to our late autumn-
flowering Orchids, and now we have the promise of
a still grander Dendrobe in D. Phalajnopsis Schne-
derianum, an importation of which was lately sold.
The dried specimens certainly seem to promise
great things. At this season of the year it may
be that imported plants of Dendrobiums and Cat-
tleyas might do better if planted in nothing more
substantial than clean potsherds, which might be
kept moderately moist without wetting the plants
above the drainage. As soon as roots begin to
push out, the usual potting material might be used
to repot the plants. I suppose it is owing to the
very backward season we have had ; at least I can-
not in any other way account for the late growths
on a few of the Cattleyas and a large number of
plants of La;lia purpurata. It does not answer to
be too free in applying water to such plants, but
they must have rather more than those plants
which have quite completed their growth, and if it

can be managed 5° more heat. I need not urge the
importance of careful attention to the matter of
watering ; none should go upon the young growths
of Cattleyas or La;lias ; the old back growths will

not be injured thereby, but one may find partly
developed sheaths rot off at this season, and
upon examination it is found to be caused by
water collecting in the sheath unobserved, and
if rot once sets in, it cannot be stopped until
the sheath is destroyed. The plant will start into
growth again next season, but not so strongly
and a season's bloom will be lost. What an
excellent plant to grow is Cattleya Bowringiana

!

the growths become more vigorous year by year,
and the spikes produce a larger number of
flowers. There is no greater recommendation for a
beautiful Orchid than to be able to say confi-

dently that it is a vigorous grower and eassy of
culture. The outside temperature so far has been
rather high for the time of year, and it has been
easy to keep up the minimum to (iO° or 05° in

the East Indian house, 55° to l>0° in the Cattleya
house ; a lower temperature would be even better
for some plants, but in consequence of the late

growths already alluded to we have thought it

well to have U0° on mUd nights. The cool house
is 50° to 55°, but if sharp frosts set in all the
temperatures will be reduced. The water-troughs
should now be emptied, as the pipes may require
at any time to be well heated, and vapour aris-

ing from the pipes at this season is disastrous to

delicate flowers, and may be injurious to recent
growths, whii'h require a moderately dry atmo-
sphere to mature them perfectly.

J. Douglas.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 829.
DAIS COTIXI FOLIA.

(WITU A CHLODUED PLATE.*)

'J'uis is a free-flowering, sweet-smelling green"

luiuso shrill), wliich, with a little attention,

will grow into a compact j)ot [ilant, and ilower

])i'()fuscly in June. It is mu' of a consiclcrablo

iiiiinli(>r (if Lirccnliousc tl<iw('ring plants which
respond readily to i,'ood eultivatinn. Imt which
sdiin f.dl into had health and look miserahlo

it' neglected. It thrives well at Kew in a

sunny greenhouse, and is now a shrub 4 feet

liigh, copiously branched. Each branch bore

lust dune (when the plate was made) a cluster

of rosy -mauve Daphne-like llowers.

'I'ho jii'iuis Dais is one of about forty

* Dmwu for The Gakiikn in the Uoyal GarJeus,
Kow, by Mi.-i3 A. M. Sliriiiiiiton, .Tunc 12, IS'Jl.

Lithographed auJ priuted by Guillaumo Sovoreyns.
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genera included in tlie order Thymelacea?, an

order poor in garden plants, as may be gathered

from the fact that the only genera of any

value in horticulture are Pimelea, Edgeworthia,

Gnidia, Daphne and Dais. Only two species

of Dais are known, that here figured and a

second one, native of Madagascar. D. cotini-

folia is a native of South Africa, where in

some regions, especially near Natal, it forms

a very handsome shrub, bearing flower-heads

much larger than those here figured. Accord-

ing to the Bofmiical Ma<jii::iiu; it ^yaii a.]ughly

valued garden plant in England a hundred

years ago. " Its scarcity and consequent high

price are attributed to the nurserymen not

having yet discovered the means of propagat-

ing it freely." There is still this difficulty in

regard to the multiplication of this plant, for

cuttings of it cannot be struck at Kew, and

so far no seeds have been ripened, although

in Holland good seeds have been produced by

cultivated plants. The picture of this spe-

cies in the Botaniod Mcufizine is very poor,

and looks as if it had been made from a plant

weakened and drawn by heat. In a healthy

plant the leaves are '2 inches to 3 inches long,

ovate, leathery in texture and deep green in

colour. The flower-heads are terminal on

short erect stalks. The flowers remain fresh

if left on the plant several weeks.

W. \Y.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

NEW TREES IN OLD ORCHA.RDS.

That there has been a vast amount of fruit tree

planting done during the past few years is very
well known, but, satisfactory as this may be, it

would be still more so it one could feel sure that

the work had been carried out in anything like

a proper manner. From personal observation
extending over a rather wide area, and more es-

pecially in the western and south-western coun-
ties of England, it is my firm belief that the

planting in very many instances has been done
in a very haphazard, careless fashion. Fruit

growing as a hobby has extended to an almost
surprising degree among amateurs or men who
do much of their own work in the gardens and
orchards they rent or own, and among tliis class

fewer mistakes have been made. Being in most
cases intelligent readers of one or more horti-

cultural papers, they have profited by the good
advice offered in these, both as regards selection

of varieties and trees and the way in which these

should be planted. Even the cottagers have
done better than the farmers as a rule, though
this may have been due to circumstances rather

than superior intelligence.

Quite recently the Royal Horticultural Society

published a practical little pamphlet on the
subject of fruit-growing for cottagers, and at

such a cheap rate as to place it well within the

reach of everyone. Doubtless this unpreten-
tious paper will not be without its eti'ect upon
the fruit-growing industry, but if it had been
widely distributed five or six years ago instead

of niiw, and among farmers more than cottagers,

few of the latter caring to plant, or feel-

ing justified in, planting fruit trees in other
people's gardens, the chances are an inestimable

amount of good would have been done. As far

as my experience goes, farmers and others who
have largely planted fnut trees of late years
have not erred greatly in their selections, this

being especially the case when they placed their

orders unreservedly in the hands of trustworthy

fruit growers It would have paid them equally

well to have let the nurserymen plant as well as

supply the trees. Judging from what can be seen

in all directions, farmers and not a few gar-

deners would appear to have decided that it is

better to replant a portion or to make good
blanks in old orchards rather than form en-

tirely new ones, but the state of the young trees

in the midst of the old ones demonstrates what
a short-sighted policy this has been. Instead

of trees planted not more than three or four

years being in a vigorous, free-growing state,

the majority have already commenced to bear

freely, and this season I have seen large numbers
quite weighed down with fruit. This, let me
add in parenthesis, applies principally to Apples

and Plums, for it is surprising how few standard

Pear trees are planted compared with the other

two kinds. Fruit trees that have long occupied

a site either in a cultivated garden or orchard

must by the time it is worn out have completely

robbed the ground far and near of all that makes
it fit for fruit culture, and unless this lost fer-

tility is restored or else quite fresh soil is sub-

stituted it cannot reasonably be expected to

long support any young tree planted in it. Some
of the varieties now so much recommended for

planting are naturally very precocious fruiters,

not a few, though planted in good ground,

being yet of stunted growth, owing to having

been allowed to bear heavy crops before they

were sufficientlv well established to well stand

the strain. Badly planted, and the evil is

aggravated beyond remedy. There ought to be

the semblance of a tree before heavy crops are

allowed to fcrji.

To make matters worse, the trees are in most
cases planted without any extra preparation

being made for them. Even if they do not

exactly occupy old sites, the ground is yet ex-

hausted throughout an old orchard, and tu

plant in holes just large enough to hold the

roots is simply ridicuhjus. In the little pamphlet

already alluded to the advice is given to " Take
out all the earth to a depth of 18 inches, either

in a square or circle C feet across," and further

to " Well break up the earth below the 18 inches

withafork." Itis also stated that "If the natural

soil is very poor, a little better garden soil may
be brought for shaking in amongst the roots

just to give the tree a good start, but no manure
whatever should be used under the ground,

though a thin layer over the surface when the

planting is done will be helpful." No fault can

possibly be found with these abstracts ncir with

the other somewhat too concise cultural details,

but they do not meet the case of planting new
trees in old sites, this contingency being over-

looked by the compilers. Merely adding a

little fresh garden soil to worn-out ground will

not answer. In addition to opening holes (i

feet or more across and forking up the subsoil,

there ought also to be considerable atlditions

made to the top soil, and if these serve to raise

the mounds well above the level, so much the

better. There should be no taking care of the

turf for the purpose of returning it to its origi-

nal site, but this ought to be roughly chopped

up and well mixed with the surface soil. To the

latter should also be added a liberal sprinkling

of half-inch bones and some of the contents of

a big smother, good leaf-soil also being of ser-

vice. In this manner phosphates, potash, car-

bim and humus will bo restored to the soil,

more nitrogenous manures being supplied in

the form of rich top-dressings of farmyard ma-

nure when the trees have arrived at a free-bear-

ing state. I am of opinion there ought never

to be any manure mixed with the sub-

soil, this only serving to entice the roots

down to where they derive more harm than
good. Nor should solid manures be mixed
with the surface soil, a free use of this being

liable to cause a rank, unfruitful growth of the

trees. Anything that serves to promote and
maintain a healthy root- formation—and the ma-
terials I have suggested for use are all eminently
serviceable in this res|)3ct—ought to be given the
preference, as it is only those trees that form
abundance of root fibres near the surface that

attain vigour without impairing productiveness.

Smothering the roots with turf is not the right

way to keep the young trees in good health.

On the necessity for at once staking newly-

planted fruit trees there ought to be no need to

enlarge, but if what is to be seen in old orchards

partially stocked with young trees is any criterion,

more are left unstaked tliau are properly sup-

ported. Unstaked trees rarely become well

rooted, at any rate, so soon as desirable, wind-
waving being responsible for this ; they also be-

come very crooked and fall about when heavily

cropped. At least one good strong stake should

at once be placed to each tree, the fastenings

being so arranged as to prevent undue chafiug

or cutting of the bark. Hay or stra'v bands are

the least likely to injure the bark, and are the

cheapestif not the mostdurable form of fastening

that can be recommended. 1 have already warned
my readers against deep planting (see p 347) and
would advise that they also read the hints on
this portion of the subject on p. 7 of the pam-
phlet issued by the Royal Horticultural Societj'.

W. loiiUI.DEN.

COVERING VINE BORDERS,

Are open-air Vine borders benefited by protection

during the winter months or rather during the

more inclement seasons ot the year, generally from

the latter part of October or early in November
until the spring ? This question may be answered
both in the attirmative and negative, the covering

or otherwise depending principally upon the con-

dition of the border and also the drainage. l!e-

lievers and also teachers of the non-protective

principle often refer in support of their arguments
to the many examples of old Vines with their roots

no one knows where ; consequently, in these in-

stances, protection is out ot the question. But in

these cases the roots are working in good soil with

a good natural drainage, conditions highly suitable

to the well-being of Aines. Covering up the

borders thickly, I am also of opinion, is ag.ainst

the well-being of Vines, this depriving them
of that thorough rest which is so essential for a

vigorous start the following season. But protection

from wet is another thing, and on cold soils is

absolutely necessary if the roots are to remain

in a healthy state. If we look to the nature of

Vine roots, their very construction is against their

being kept in a wet and sodden condition, as they

are apt to be if left uncovered in those instances

where the soil and surroundings are of a cold .and

wet nature. The soil which I have to contend with

is of this description, and I well know if the bor-

ders were left uncovered we should lose the greater

part of the roots m.ade during the current season,

and wholesale shanking would be the result. The
practice which I resort to is to cover the borders

over as soon as inclement weather arises with boards

made for the purpose, also sheets of corrugated

zinc and glazed lights, these coverings being kept

off the borders with pieces of quartering, so th.at a

circulation of air is assured. The practice of cover-

ing over the borders with a heavy layer of stable

m,anure is bad ; this, instead ot ensuring protection,

keeps the borders in a wet and sodden condition. But

sooner than leave the borders uncovered on a cold

soil, a layer of leaves, and these kept in their

place with well-thatched straw hurdles, will ward
off both wet and snow. If the practice of protect-

ing these outside borders is wrong, why is it that
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Vines with their roots wholly in inside Ijorders in-

variably thrive so well if kept well supplied with
noarishment .' As I have previously stated, Vines with
their roots working in awarm and well- drained border
may be left uncovered with advantage, but even
with these, discretion must be used where the Vines
have to be subjected to early forcing. If these be
left uncovered, the rain, frost and snow which may
follow leave the borders in such a cold state, that
it is against the early production of roots. My
practice with such as these would be to protect
from wet at the time stated, also taking the pre-
caution to leave sufficient space to ensure a circula-
tion of air. It is by covering over the borders with
manure that the system of covering is abused, the
surface of the border quickly becoming an inert
mass of pntty-like substance, into which roots
cannot penetrate. Y. A. H.

NOTES ON NECTARINES.
( Gintinued from jiage .370.)

In reply to the following questions concerning
Nectarines

—

1. Best Nectarines for flavour.

2. Earliest Nectarines.

3. Value of neiu kinds as to carlincss and
flaoour.

4. On what stock does the Nectarine do best 1

5. Horn far is outdoor culture successful in

your district ?

we have to thank correspondents in nearly all

parts of the kingdom for replies.

The best flavoured in my opinion are Stan-
wick Elruge and Pitmaston Orange. The earliest
of all is undoubtedly Lord Napier and the greatest
acquisition among new varieties. I find Nectarines
answer perfectly worked on the Mussel Plum. I

do not grow any outdoors.—K. WE.-5TC0TT, Ji'alii/

Ca.itle, Darlinijtoii.

The best Nectarines for flavour with me are
Elruge, Lord Napier, Pine-apple, and Albert Victor.
We also grow Victoria, but being a late variety it

hardly ever comes good. Lord Napier is the
earliest with me, and is generally very good. The
outdoor culture of the Peach and Nectarine here is

rather uncertain, for our subsoil is a very heavy
clay, and a wet season like this has told very much
against us.—T. Smith, Pajmorth Hall.

I gave up some years since attempting to
cultivate Nectarines on the open wall. The trees
regularly produced large quantities of bloom, but
owing to the immature condition of the wood the
flowers failed to set. For indoor culture I find
Lord Napier and Elruge two of the best, both as
regards flavour and productiveness.—W. Neild,
W'l/flienslirm-e, IVoitlienden, Cheshire.

Best Nectarines for flavour are'Rivera' Pine-
apple and the earliest Lord Napier. '

I find some
of the new kinds valuable, Dryden (Rivers') being
one of the best, this with Lord Napier are the two
best grown here on the open wall. The London
atmosphere I now find has an injurious effect on
both Peaches and Nectarines.— J. Willard, fhdli/

Ludijc, Iliijliiidlc, N.

Inder glass we have one largfl tree each of
four varieties of Nectarines. Lord Napier ripens
first, is very large, and of most excellent flavour ; this
is one of the best both for inside and outdoors.
Humboldt succeeds this and fruits freely, of medium
size generally, and fine orange colour ; it is not
always of the highest flavour, but may perhaps only
require full expos'.ire to ensiire this. Elruge in a
successional house isan old favourite variety; it fruits
well and is of good quality. The other variety is

Galopin, which unfortunately appears to be subject
to bud-casting in winter. 1 wa.s induced to plant
it in the same house as Elruge, as it was said to
fruit at a difi'erent time, but the tree has failed in
everything except to grow freely. It cast its buds
wholesale before the flowering period. On outdoor
trees. Lord Napier, \'iolctte Il;'i,tive, Elruge, Pine-
apple, and Ilardwick Seedling are represented by a

few fruits each, but the trees are not large and can
scarcely be called established. Both Nectarines
and Peaches outdoors are rather badly subject to

blister in the early stages, but aterwards they
generally grow away freely and most of the fruits

thev hear ripen up fairly well.—J. Gaerktt, Bats-
ford I'ark, Moreluii inthe-Miirsh.

The best for flavour are Lord Napier, Elruge,
Advance, Hardwick Seedling, Downton, lialgowan,
Pitmaston Orange, Pine-apple, Stanwick Elruge,
Humboldt, Victoria, Violette Hdtive. The earliest

are Lord Napier, Advance, Rivers' Early Orange,
Hunt's Tawny, Stanwick Elruge and Elruge. In refer-

ence to the value of new kinds, I grow the best of
them for points in earliness, otherwise the best half-

dozen of the older proved varieties are preferable.
Ic worked to be grown entirely under glass, the
Peach and Almond stocks may be used successfully

;

but the Pium stock for general use is undoubtedly
the best. Outdoor culture: successful with good
prepared borders and protection in spring.—G.
Palmeb, Britikstonc Park, Puri/ St. Pdmunds.

The best all-round Nectarine here is Lord
Napier. Violette Hdtive, though not so early by a
fortnight, is quite as good in flavour. Victoria,
Stanwick Elruge, Humboldt, Dryden and Pitmas-
ton Orange are all good. The newer varieties I

have not grown. None grown outside here.— J.

Wallis, Kcele Ball.

The earliest Nectarine I grow is Lord
Napier, and taking all points into consideration

—

size, flavour and earliness—it is, in my opinion, the
best early Nectarine we possess. For flavour I

place Pine-apple first, then come Elruge, Stanwick
Elruge and Balgowan, and it I were compelled to

grow but one variety of Nectarine, it would be the
Pine-apple. Our trees are on the Plum stock, on
which they grow freely and crop heavily. I have
no experience of the newer varieties as regards
their earliness and flavour, but I may say that we
were gathering fine fruit of Lord Napier this year
on April 18, and this I think is as early as it is pos-
sible to have any Nectarine ripe of any size or fla-

vour, let the variety be what it may. The Necta-
rine will not succeed out of doors here.—0.
Thomas (late of), Chat.^n-orth Gardens.

In my opinion, there is no Nectarine to sur-

pass Downton Improved for flavour. Pine-apple and
Humboldt are superb yellow - fleshed varieties.

Lord Napier is good, particularly when on the
point of shrivelling, to which it is very liable. For
earliness. Lord Napier and Downton Improved bear
the palm ; the latter with me is but a few days
later than the former, and is of good size and richly
coloured. The only really new variety I possess
is Spencer, which is somewhat late in ripening, of

high colour, and excellent flavour. In regard to

the superiority of one stock over another, I am of

opinion that the stock which would thrive to its

fullest in one district would do the reverse in another,
so much depending upon soil, situation and general
local surroundings. 'Therefore, it is difficult to lay
down a hard and fast rule. Outdoor culture here
is fairly successful since I rooted out late sorts

and replaced them with early varieties.

—

John
CuAW]<'ORD, (iiddinjjtiiii. Hall, Xewarli-uii-Trent.

Nectarines outdoors are but little grown
in this neighbourhood, the generality of the fruit

being small and consequently not finding so much
favour as the Peach. The best and earliest Nec-
tarine with me is Lord Napier, both as regards size,

flavour, and productiveness. Pineapple is of good
flavour, and one perhaps most largely grown, it

being a general favourite. Elruge, Humboldt, and
Violette H:ltive are good reliable kinds. Speaking
generally, I should say outside cultivation is any-
thing but successful in this neiehbourhood.—A.
Ma.XIM, Jlccl-Jichl Place, Winrhjidd.

The best Nectarines for flavour are Rivers'

Early Orange, Pitmaston Orange and Pine-apple.
Lord Napier ia the earliest Nectarine with which I

am aci|uainted
; it is large and of good flavour, but

rather lacking in colour unless freely exposed to

light and sun, a great cropper, and altogether a very
desirable variety. Rivers' Early Orange is an ex-

cellent variety, succeeding Lord Napier. Other
good kinds are Pine-apple and Stanwick Elruge.

Dryden is a large, highly coloured Nectarine, but
the flavour is poor. Success in the outdoor culti-

vation of Nectarines is in a great measure propor-
tionate to the amount of ca'e and attention be-

stowed on the trees.—J. Clbaeb, Taddimjloii,

Winelicuiiib.

The best Nectarines for flavour are Stan-
wick, Victoria, Pine-apple, Pitmaston Orange,
Violette Hdtive, Elruge, Humboldt, Albert Victor
and Lord Napier. The earliest varieties are Lord
Napier, Darwin, Hunt's Tawny, and Rivers' Orange.
As a comparatively new early variety Lord Napier
is I think superior to any other ; next come Darwin
and Rivers' Orange, both of which, although not
new, immediately succeed Lord Napier and are very

desirable varieties. The stock most suitable for the

Nectarine, and the one upon which it is most fruit-

ful and most lasting in our climate is the Mussel
Plum, although there are a few delicate varieties

which appear to succeed best for a time only on
the St. Julien Plum. The Nectarine succeeds well

in this district if the following points of culture be
properly carried out : 1. The trees should be planted
against a south wall in a firm, flinty, calcareous
loam not more than 18 inches deep and confined to

a 4feet space parallel with the wall. 2. Perfect

cleanliness and freedom from insects at all times
must be ensured. 3. Protection to the flowers

and young foliage in the spring months. 4. Time'y
and judicious pinching and thinning. 5. Careful
annual or biennial root-pruning. 6. Occasional
watering during the period of growth in dry weather.
—Thomas Challis, Wilton House, Salisbury.

I have no hesitation in pronouncing Pine-

apple not only the best flavoured, but also the best

all-round Nectarine in cultivation, while for earli-

ness I pronounce in favour of Lord Napier. Dry-
den and Spenser are two good Nectarines of recent

introduction, of fine size and appearance, and good
quality, and ripening with me about the same time
as the Pine-apple. The old Elruge, Rivers' Orange,
and Pitmaston Orange (the last named two being
very much like each other in appearance) are also

highly prized, and do well on the open walls here.

I find the Nectarine does best on the Plum stock,

beingmore robust and longer lived than trees worked
on the Peach and Almond are. Outdoor culture of

the Nectarine in this distriit, so far as I know
is only attempted at Wilton House and Longford
Castle, and in both places it is successfully practised,

as also is the culture of the Peach. The trees in

both places receive due attention in the matter
of planting in properly prepared holes and suit-

able soil, afterwards attending to their special

requirements and protecting the blossoms from
frosts. Two important cultural details to be ob-

served in the culture of Peach and Nectarine trees,

and all fruit trees for that matter, are (1) to pro-

perly disbud the trees in spring, afterwards laying

in the young shoots, and pinching those proceed-

ing from them as soon as they appear : (2) keep-
ing the trees clean during their period of growth,
by syringing them with Tobacco juice and clear

water as soon as aphis puts in an appearance on
the trees in spring, using it at the rate of one quart
of juice to four gallons of water, the trees being
also syringed with clear water every afternoon dur-

ing summer on hot days to ward off the attacks of

red spider.—H, W. WAun, Longford Castle (lardens

Salishuri/.

The best flavoured varieties are, I think,

Violette H:itivp, Pine-apple, Lord Napier, Elruge,

and Rivers' White, and the earliest Ijord Napier
and Hunt's Tawny. I only have had experience of

Plum stocks, and these leave something to be de-

sired on account of the warty excrescences com-
monly found at the point of union ; still, on the

whole, they answer the purpose, and trees will live

to a great age and bear well on them under good
treatment. Outdoor culture here is successful

when the trees are trained on the extension system.

Besides those named there are other good kinds

we cannot afl'ord to overlook. I append the names
of the five best 1 know in addition to those men-
tioned above, the selection comprising early, late,

and midseason varieties. Stanwick Elruge, Pit-

maston Orange, Rivers' Orange, Victoria, and in
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very good situations Prince of Wales may be added
as the latest, though it fails to ripen properly out
of doors or in a cool house, except in really good
seasons. -J. C. Tallack, Lh-eniwre Park, llunj St.

Ed in toids.

The best Nectarines for flavour are Lord
Napier, Pine-apple,andVictoria, the earliest varieties
being Lord Napier, Early Newington, and Violette
HiUive. As to the value of new kinds as to earli-

ness and flavour there cannot be two opinions, for
the Sawbridgeworth introductions leave nothing to
be desired. Lord Napier is the prince of early
Nectarines and the flavour excellent, while Rivers'
Orange, Dryden, Spenser, Pine-apple, and others,
though not so early, are excellent in flavour. My
experience is limited to the Plum stock, but I think
were the Sweet Almond employed more frequently
it would be an advantage. The great point is to
choose a clean, healthy stock, and one which gives
promise of swelling freely ; the bad state of a large
number of Peach and Nectarine trees is owing to
the bark-bound stock and consequent contraction
of the channels of the food supply. We have no
trees outdoors. I balieve they used to be grown,
but were so unsatisfactory that they were done
away with. Perhaps the varieties were at fault.

I hope to give them a trial before long.— J. TUN-
yiXGTOx, liij>l(t/ Castle Gardens, Yoris.

The best Nectarines for flavour here are
Lord Napier and Pine-apple ; Elruge and Violette
Ha'.ive are also good. Lord Napier is the earliest,

Violette Hative coming next. The outdoor culture
of this fruit is fairly successful in these gardens.

—

H. Lister, Easlon Ladye, Dunmon-.

The best flavoured Nectarines are Pine-
apple and Humboldt among the yellow-fleshed
kmds, followed by the old Elruge, Stanwick Elruge,
and Victoria in the white-tieshed section. The
earliest and bast of the new introductions, as far as
my experience goes, is Lord Napier, a very excel-
lent all-round Nectarine and a real acquisition.
The last named is of great value, very early, of
good flavour and colour, and forces well, while the
tree possesses a strong constitution. The S;anwick
Elruge gives large fruit, but rather shy here and
somewhat difficult to manage. Albert Victor I am
dissatisfied with. Most Nectarines succeed on the
Mussel Plum stock ; in fact all the above named,
but there are a few kinds of the Balgowan section
that prefer the Brompton stock. We have budded
a few kinds on the Pershore Plum suckers, and the
success obtained warrants our continuing the prac-
tice. Outdoor cultivation on south walls is quite
successful in this district, especially where an in-
telligent system of an annual bringing of the roots
to near the surface is practised. If done early in
the autumn, soon after the fruit is gathered and
j list as the leaves commence to fall, the formation of
surface roots will be encouraged, and these being
in turn acted upon by the warmth of the sun, &c.,
will thoroughly ripen the wood. It is astonishing
what liberties may be taken with the roots at this
stage and the absolutely certain beneficial results
that assuredly follow.—W. Crump, MadrcsiieUl
Court, Malvern.

Nectarines do fairly well here, but they
have not been much grown out of doors. The be&t
Nectarine I have seen for flavour is Pitmaston
Orange. It also comes early. Lord Napier, al-

most as good in flavour and considerably larger,
is a good grower, bears well, and is quite as early
as Pitmaston Orange. I cannot spsak as to the
best stock, but too often the stock is not up to the
requirements of the tree.—T. BLAJlt, Shruhland
Park.

Now that we have such a good selection of
NectArines, thanks mainly to the Messrs. Rivers, it

is somewhat ditficult to know to which to give the
premier place in point of flavour, for really the
majority are good when well grown and judiciously
ripened. The cream amongst the white- fleshed
kinds I think are Violette HiUive, Stanwick Elruge,
Lord Napier and Victoria, while the orange-fleshed
varieties are well represented by Pitmaston Orange,
Humboldt and Pine-apple. In point of earliness
Lord Napier is undoubtedly, all things considered,
the best so far. To succeed this we have nothing

better than Violette H;itive or Stanwick Elruge, with
Humboldt or Pine-apple to follow. I know there
are several varieties in commerce reputed to be
earlier than those I have enumerated, but at pre-

sent I am unacquainted with them, and they really

will have to be good to surpass the above kinds, all

points considered. A Nectarine that can be ripened
early in May ought to be good enough to satisfy

any ordinary requirements, for fruit ripened much
earlier is almost sure to be insipid, especially in dull

cold seasons. With regard to the best stock, what
I like to see is the scion swell kindly with it. That
I think is the best guarantee that the stock is of a
suitable character, for it is somewhat difficult to

make certain of the majority, Outdoor culture
around here is not largely practised, and unless the
trees have every c.ire and attention which various
circumstances often prevent. Nectarines are a pre-

carious crop. I know of one or two instances in

the neighbourhood where they are grown, and well

too, but these trees are most carefully attended to

in every respect, and, of course, well protected dur-

ing the flowering period. I recently saw some fine

crops on these trees of most of the leading kinds
of both Peaches and Nectarines, especially Lord
Napier, which I believe invariably does well outside
hereabouts. This seems to prove that with perse-

verance good average crops of Peaches and Necta-
rines can be secured even in the neighbourhood of

Liverpool —J. J. Cravb.v, Allertoii Priory Gardens,
Lirerjiool.

Elruge Nectarine does the best on the open
walls here, and if I were confined to one variety

this is certainly the one I should grow. It is a
heavy bearer, of average flavour, the tree of

good constitution, and not at all (at least here)
subject to insects or disease of any kind. The
trees here (on very heavy soil) do well on the Plum
stock.

—

Thos. Canning, Aldenliam Pari:, Bridg-
north, Salop.

The best Nectarines for flavour are Pine-
apple, Stanwick Elruge and Violette Hative. The
earliest I have grown is Rivers' Early Orange, an
abundant bearer, of fine appearance and flavour,

but I have seen Lord Napier in other gardens very

early and good in every respect. I have grown
none newer than above except Pitmaston Orange,
which is very early and of fine quality, and bears

profusely. The Plum stock seems to be in every

respect the most suitable for dwarfs and standards.

I have seen nowhere in the district great success

in Nectarine growing without the aid of glass.

They ripen badly and are liable to crack or split

when grown in the open.—M. Temple, Carron
Souse, Stirlini/sliire.

Pear Flemisli Beauty.— It is not often the

merits of this old Pear are noted, and I believe I

am not far wrong when I state that it is fast going
out of cultivation. This season I have been agree-

ably surprised with its good quality, it being really

melting and also richly fl.avonred, and in this re-

spect preferable to good fruits of Beurre d'Amanlis.

The trees are growing in the open and are fully

exposed. To secure this Pear of good quality, it is

very essential that the fruits be gathered before

they are ripe, or rather before they part freely from
the tree, otherwise the texture is crisp. I have
also had this Pear very large from an east wall ; in

fact, I have had the name of the variety disputed

on account of its large size, its ruddy colour also

showing up conspicuously.—Y. A. H.

Apple Hambledon Deux Ans —A note in

The Garden, Oct. 17, on the above by "A. D."

makes mention of the trees in Hackwood Gardens
failing to bear satisfactorily this season. A grand
old spscimen under my charge has borne a crop of 27

bushels, including those blown down by the gale

of the i:5th. One of the oldest hands here speaks

of these being the finest samples he has yet seen,

which, unlike your correspondent " A. I).." I can
only account for from the wet season. We have
several such old specimens in this neighbourhood.

We have, too, old specimens of the Blenheim Pip-

pin which, like many of the former named, are in-

variably growing in very old cottage gardens,

the humble occupier generally finding a ready

market for the produce in time for the Michaelmas
rent day. Last year, which will be remembered as

one of the worst for Apples, many cottagers realised

as much as ?s per bushel for Apples, the two kinds
named invariably bearing good crops. I have
often wondered whether these varieties bore as

freely in their infancy as they do at the present
time. One thing is certain ; our forefathers were
fully alive to their good qualities, and it seems
probable that the trees were more precocious in the

younger state than they are now, for it seems hardly
feasible that the man of scanty means should plant

varieties for which he would have to wait years ere

he had any returns for his pains. Were the stocks

on which they were worked the same as those now
employed ! No Apple is now in greater demand
than the Blenheim, and yet it is doomed to be a
thing of the past unless we adopt the hint thrown
out by " A. D." and look a little to the future. Ham-
bledon Daux Ans kept plump and good with me
last year till far into May, which truly cannot be
said of many of the newer kinds.—A. M., .\orlh

Hants.

DO DAMSONS PAY?
In this year of plenty some people would answer
this question in the negative, especially if we
may judge from the short paragraph in The
Garden (page 332). Is there really such a glut

that they will hardly pay for gathering.' I live

in essentially a Damson district, where they are

grown as well as inany other part of England, and
also probably in much larger quantity, and
yet Damson growing pays. As in every oise,

the price is ruled by the supply, and eveu in a

year of plenty the larger quantity makes up for

the price. This being a Damson or fruit centre,

there are dealers either at hand or in the local

markets who will buy up at the market price

either large or small quantities. These in their

turn are consigned to others in the populous

towns or districts in the north of England.
Naturally, the smaller growers would haveadif-

liculty in tiuding such a market for their small

quantities, or even if consigned to a salesman

they would not be satisfied with the returns
;

whereas the dealers, by their regularly con-

signed larg«r quantities, get a fair price in re-

turn. In Worcestershire, Damsons are grown
very largely, both by cottagers and farmers,

and in many cottage gardens there are upwards
of a dozen trees, and these of a large size. In

this part of the country Damsons are measured
by the pot, and this for Damsons is 90 lbs.

These trees on an average will this season pro-

duce three |pots, and some trees reach as high as

five. Damsons at the present time are realising

from 5s. to 7s. per pot.

In a scarce year the price of Damsons will go

up to as much as lOs. to 2l)s. per pot, and last

year they were 333. , but it then required the pro-

duce of two or three trees to till a measure.

This year the crop being so heavy, the baskets

are soon tilled. As a rule, the Damsons are

gathered by the grower and sent into either

Worcester or Kidderminster market, where they

are bought up by the dealers, whether you may
have one pot or twenty. Again, dealers often

buy the crop as it stands and gather the fruit

themselves, when of course they do not pay so

good a price as stated above. Some thousands

of pots must have already gone. 1 met a .shrewd

farmer the other day who was very much elated

at the price his Damsons were fetching, and said

they would pay hiiu well if they only fetched

4s. per measure. I wish 1 had only got ,")00 pots

of Damsons at the present time; there would be

no fear of not finding a good market. Now as

regards culture, they want but little, and after

the tirst cost of planting the cost is 7n7. As a

rule, the Dasmon orchards, except those trees

growing in the cottagers' gardens, are in close
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proximity to the house and are used as ruus for
poultry and pigs. The practice of pouring the
drainings from the manure yard about the roots
of the fruit trees during the winter, or indeed
at any season, ia a practice well known to the
Worcestershire farmers, and the Damson trees
witli these men come in for a share of the
liquid the same as the Apple and Pear. The
variety grown is the Shropshire oi- Hereford-
shire Prune, and it is preferred to the Farleigh.
Cottagers in tins district consider Damson wine
too heady and heavy for a beverage and injurious
to health. Plums, I think, must be considered
the failure of the year as regards price, these
not taking with the public like Damsons.

A Midland Fruit Grower.

PROFITABLE HARDY FRUIT GROWING.
There is no doubt that hardy fruit culture might
be made to give a good return for the capital ex-
pended if it was undertaken in a proper manner.
It is the want of the necessary funds which prevents
many persons from planting even an acre or so
Even then success is not assured if the work is not
done in a practical manner. O.ily ten days ago I

saw an instance of thi?, which would deter anyone
ignorant of the causes ot failure from embarking
in the growth of hardy fruit for a livelihood. About
two acres of standard Apple trees had been planted
two years ago about 12 feet apart on Grass land.
The trees could not have been of the best class
when planted, but what with apparently bad plant-
ing and after management, they are at present in a
wretched plight.

I think no one will dispute that the Apple is

the most important of any hardy fruit crop.
Apples are not like Plums, Cherries, or Straw-
berries, for instance, which must be sold when
ready, no matter what the price may be. Where
many make a mistake is in planting too many
kinds and too few trees of one sort. No one
should plant largely of any sort, no matter its repu-
tation as a variety.before proving its adaptability to
the soil in which it has to grow, as undoubtedly it

is more a question of soil than anything else,

whether success or failure follows with any variety.
Take, for instance. Lord SulBeld, a most popalar and
profitable kind where it succeeds, but where it does
not, no matter the treatment it receives, it is one
of the worst in existence. In some soils it flourishes
amazingly, while in others it all but refuses to
exist. Good fruit will sell at any time ; bad sam-
ples are useless and do much to discourage be-
ginners who do not understand why such low
prices are only obtainable. Plant suitable kinds,
thin the fruit directly the best can he discerned,
removing any that are illshapen or small. This
plan lessens the necessity of sizing so much at
picking time. Young trees ought not to be over-
cropped ; better is it for their future if all the bloom
was picked oil the year following planting, and from
standard trees even the second year also. A better
foundation would be laid for the future by the en-
couragement of free growth.
Lord Grosvenor stands quite at the head of early

market kitchen Apples ; it grows freely and crops
abundantly in a small state

; the habit is upright,
therefore the tree does not cover much space.
The fruit spurs are thickly set on the branches,
and it will succeed where Lord Suffield fails. Fruit
of this variety is ready the first week in August,
and will then fetch Ha. per bushel, falling to (is. by
the end of the month. At 7J feet apart 7.")0 trees
can be planted on one acre ; even at that distance
they can stand at least eight years. At the end of
that period the trees can be thinned and replanted
elsewhere. Where the trouble of growing small
fruits between the Apple trees is not wished, I

would advise the Apples to be planted at the dis-

tance named. The trenching required at the start
for the newly-planted trees, even if they have to be
thinned out after a few years, will be an advantage.
The second year after planting the trees may
fairly be expected to bear one gallon of fruit
each, which cannot be considered a bad return.

Take, again, Worcester Pearmain. a highly-coloured
dessert Apple, or Devonshire Quarrenden where
it succeeds ; not the slightest difficulty need be
experienced in disposing of the fruit of either of

these at a remunerative price. I know plenty of

cottagers who obtain not less than 10s., often more,
for the produce of but one tree of an early variety,

and not by giving the best of treatment. If re-

turns like these can be assured by moderate culti-

vation, surely when intelligence is brought to bear
on suitable kinds, Apple-growing will pay. I know
a tree of Worcester Pearmain, planted twelve years,

which in the worst season for the last five years
has not been worth less than £ 1 ; even at half this

sum Apple- growing will pay, as 2(I0 such trees will

grow on one acre, and I see no reason why that
number of trees should not succeed as well as the
one. Take, again, the variety Cox's Orange Pippin,

which succeeds in cold, heavy land, although it is

generally considered to prefer light sandy soil

;

this is one of the surest cropping Apples, we
have, and one which commands the highest figure.

A guinea per bushel has been paid at Christmas
for fair samples of this valuable Apple, and 12s.

per bushel when gathered is not an uncommon
price to receive, so highly is this sort thought of.

Pears, where the soil is suited to their growth, are
a profitable crop, but not in the same general way
that Apples can be grown will Pears succeed. Here
where Apples scarcely ever miss a crop. Pears an-
nually fail to give the smallest return from trees

growing in the open ; some few kinds may have a
sprinkling of fruit, but instead of swelling to their

proper size if much rain falls the fruit is so cracked
as to be almost useless. On walls the same sorts

succeed very well.

Gooseberries, in strong soil especially, are certain

to be a success ; the two most profitable kinds are

Lancashire Lad and Golden Drop, the former to be
gathered green and the latter when ripe, or nearly

so; both command the best price and bear early, the

trees growing well. Between the Apple trees is

the place generally assigned to Gooseberry trees.

Raspberries in light soil always pay well ; in fact

they are considered to bring in the best returns of

any fruit. Before planting largely, the grower
should ascertain the best market for this soft fruit.

S.

Pear Brockworth Park.—The crops of this

variety are remarkably good, the fruit being large,

perfect in form, and finishing up well. Pyramids
have been particularly well fruited, the Pears in

some cases quite weighing the branches—naturally

somewhat pendulous—down to the ground. That
it is a very reliable, free-bearing variety there is no
disputing, but I cannot say much for the quality,

the fruit being far too coarse and gritty to suit the

least fastidious. In all probability it would make
a good market Pear, as the fruits are fairly large,

perfectly pyriform, and when ripe somewhat attrac-

tive in appearance, also travelling well. The season

extends from the middle of October to the first or

second week in November, but the early gathered
artificially ripened are the best in quality.— I.

The newer Pears.—OE these there are a few
which bid fair to be standard kinds. In a recent

visit to Messrs. Veitch and Sons' fruit tree nurseries

I noted the following sorts which have been proved
at Langley, viz. : Marie Penoist (also shown at the

Crystal Palace), a valuable addition to late Pear?,

a first-rate kind, and a good bearer. Triomphe de
Vienne has also been shown well ; it is a taking
Pear, with a russetty skin, conical in shape, and
rich in flavour. Marguerite Marillat is a decidedly

handsome kind ; where the fruits are well exposed

the colour is very deep ; this Pear was shown well

recently by the Rev. W. Wilks before the fruit com-
mittee of the Koyal Horticultural Society. Passe
Crassane, a medium-sized variety, is one of the

finest late Pears grown, being ripe in February and
March. Vineuse is a September and October Pear,

very juicy and rich in llavour, thriving well as a
pyramid. Beurrr Huraont, now soon in season, is

another pronnsing kind. President d'Osmonville is

a long yellow October i'ear of excellent flavour.

Mme. Andrr Leroy is a large greenish yellow kind,

tinged with russet ; also an October Pear. BeurrO

Alexandre Lucas is a very taking Pear ; this also

has been shown well. Other good and promising
kinds are Bergamotte d'Heimbourg, President
Mas, and Fondante de Panisel. Princess (Rivers)

has been shown in fine condition ; it resembles
Louise Bonne minus the deep colouring on the
sunny side, but is later in ripening. Magnate
(Rivers) is another large variety, the fruits hand-
some, the tree of good constitution. Conference
(Rivers) was shown well from Sawbridgeworth this

season both at Chiswick and the Crystal Palace
;

this bids fair to be a first-rate new kind, very free

bearing, the tree robust and hardy. With these

new (or comparatively so) varieties there is room
for further interesting experiments. So far they
have given good promise.—H.

Orchids.

PHAL<ENOPSIS LOWI.

I w.\smuch struckand surprised to find, on call-

ing lately to see Mr. Ransom, gardener to Mr.
G. T. Gabriel, of the Palace Road, Streatham,
this fine plant in full flower. I was surprised

to see it now in bloom, because when first it

flowered in Messrs. Low's nursery in 1862 it was
in the month of July, and I have frequently

seen it as a summer-blooming plant. The late

Mr. B. S.Williams, in speaking of Phahcnopsids,
said that " A great many plants of Phatonopsis
are lost through bad cultivation, the reason
being that they get too much water and heat,

which cause them to push away too luxuriantly,

and, as a consequence, they become sappy and
cannot endure the changes of temperature to

which they may be exposed. In this condition

they get the spot, and if this happens they sel-

dom recover." P. Lowi was found by the

Rev. C S. Parish in Moulmein, gi-owing on the

limestone rucks. The plants in this situation

lose their leaves soon after flowering, but other
plants have been found since, growing upon the

branches of trees in the neighbourhood. The
first plants received likewise lost their leaves

here under cultivation, the same as they
did in a state of nature, and many a one has
found out this to his cost. I remember a ]\Ir.

Jones, a keen Orchid grower, who used to live

at Whalley Range, Manchester ; he had a plant

of this species which I had sold him in a pre-

vious year. It had sent up a small spike of

flower in the summer months and cast its

leaves ofi' in the winter, which caused liim

much annoyance. This plant, however, sent

out fresh leaves on the return of spring, but I

have known them very frequently not to do this.

The plant was figured in The Garden, April 1,

187(). It was also figured in 1802 in the

Jnitmui-ul MaiiarAnr, t. 53ol, and it was named
and published in July of the same year by
Roichenbach in the German work, the " Bo-
tauische Zeitung." The best figure of this

species which I have seen is one given by
Warner in the second series of tlie " Select

Orchidaceous Plants," t. l.'i, from a plant which
flowered in 18liC> with my friend Mr. G. Toll when
in the service of Mr. Turner, of Pendleton,

Manchester. This was a brancliing spike,

carrying fifteen flowers, and 1 do not remember
to have seen it finer. On the plant now under
consideration the flowers are each I ,' inches

across, tlu? sei)als and petals round and full,

white, sutl'usod with rose, tlie lip being small

and rich bright rosy purple, faintly tiugeil with

yellow at the base ; the anther is long-beaked,

whicli induced Parish to give it the provisional

namo of proboscidioides. It is dillerent in

habit from any other species belonging to the

genus, and it has hitherto appeared to be a

small growing plant and one that does not carry
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a great quantity of leaves. To be successful with
this plant, it should b? grown upon a block of

wood or in an earthenware basket, and be hung
up near the roof glass in order that it may ob-
tain all the light possible, as in the illustration.

At the same time a shade should at all times be
given to protect it from the burning rays of the
sun. There should be a great amount of mois-
ture in the air. Water must be applied to

its roots with care, but it should at no season
of the year be allowed to sutler from drought.
The temperature should not fall below (15' in

the winter, and in the summer-time it will not
matter how the glass mounts up with sun heat,

the other conditions being attended to. Such
are the conditions under which Mr. Ransom's
plant is growing.

William Huoii Gower.

Orchids at Dulwich —Some beantifal varie-

ties of Vandas are now flowering with Messrs.
Seeger and Tropp, fillicg the air with their fra-
grance. Another plant in bloom is a fine ex-
ample of the now rare West African Angrscum
pellacidum, bearing eight or nine spikes of its white
opaque frosted flowers. The rare Phalfenopsis
Lowi and Angrajcam formosnm are now also in
bloom. Oat of season, bat still beaatifnl, are Den-
drobium Dalhousiannm, Epidecdrum prismatocar-
pnm, Oncidium ornithorrhyDchnm and 0. incurvum,
whilst in the cooler houses are numerous plants of
Masdevallias, of which there is now a fine collec-
tion. Amongst tho^e now fully open the following
may be enumerated : The pure snow-white M. tc-

varensis, M. intracta, M. Veitchi and M. cornicu-
lata. I also noted the little Pienrothallis Barberi-
ana (the Gnat Orchid) in bloom.—W. H. G.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Epidendrum fragrans (W. Sea iZe).—This is

your flower, and a fine variety of it. This species was
the second Orchid, I think, to flower in this country.
It bloomed tirst in the Royal Gardens, Kew, 113
jear.s ago.—G.

laelia Perrini alba (S. T.).—This is a veritable
pure white flower and very beautiful. It is exceedingly
rare and is found only in a few of the very best collec-
tions. The plant does not differ frnm the typical one,
and it requires similar treatment.—H.
Cattleya labiata.— I have recently received a

letter from Mr. W. Hnlmes, gardener to Mr. Hardy,
of Pickerine Lodge, Timperley, Cheshire, in which hp
says, " A fine plant of this is now flowering here,
having fifteen ot its beautifid blooni=, the sepals and
petals being rose coloured. The front lobe of the lip is

finely blotched,with a fine wliite marginal band. Throat
yellow, streaked. It is a gem."—W. H. G.

Angrseeum pellucidum.—From an old friend
come some spikes of this singular and beautiful plant.
It is a very fine plant, and one that has been much
neglected of late years, but I am glad to find it is now
receiving attention. The finest specimen I ever saw
was one I had under my care nearly thirty years ago ;

it bore s jme dozens of leaves, each IS inehesor more in
length, and it used to bloom very freely. The Messrs.
Loddiges imported this Angiajcum from Sierra Leone
in l.sti;.—H. G.

Aerides Sanderianuin(7/. Cms?)!/).—Theflowers
sent are evidently of this kind. It differs from A.
Lawreneea?. A. Sanderianum has flowers of a some-
what tawny yellow colour, whilst in A. Lawrencea?
they are waxy-white. The lateral lobes of the lip are
also tinged with yellow, and the spar is slightly
more curved ; it is a very fine plant, but I give the
preference to A. Lawrenceie, which I consider the
finest Aerides of the whole section to which it belongs.
It is a native of Mindanao, one of the Philippine
Islands. It likes an abundance of light and sun.

—

W. G.

Epidendrum Frederic! Gulielmi — G. West
sends me a fine spike ot flowers of this species
which has been in bloom for two months. It
required catting to relieve the plant. It is forty
years since the plant was first found by Warsce-
wicz in the inaccessible Peruvian Andes, and Mr.
Shuttleworth told me that the collector of some

which were lately sold had to cut the stems back in
order to facilitate their transit across the moun-
tains. It likes quite cool treatment, and does not re-

quire any resting.—W.

Chrysanthemums.

districts where the light is less intense.
Size stands first, for the reason that no matter
what other points a flower may possess, such as
colouring, Ac, it would be useless to expect to
secure a leading position with a bloom if it

measured less than 4 inches in diameter in any
of the varieties of the Queen family, a section
of incurved blooms which takes a leading posi-
tion. A representative bloom should be not
less than 5 inches in diameter nor less than 3
inches in depth

; anything above this will be
ansidered a really good bloom. These sizes are

NOTES ON EXHIBITING CHRY-
SANTHEMUMS.

The first point to consider by the beginner in
_, ^ ^ ^

exhibiting is whether the blooms possess the for flowers after they are dressed or got ready
necessary quality to justify their inclusion in for exhibition. As a further guide I^will give
competition. Where many persons make a a smaller type— Princess Teck ; this variety
mistake is in attempting too much at fir.st. possesses much solidity of petal when in good
There is much misunderstanding amongst condition ; 4 inches in diameter is a good°siz3
young growers of Chry.santhemums as to what for this and 24 inches deep ; solidity is abso-
qualities constitute a good bloom. Too many lutely an essential point Solid blooms should
run away with the idea that mere siz3 is the bear squeezing between the finger and thumb
desideratum to aiiu at. Size, I grant, is the without being injured or indented. Breadth
first object a cultivator has in view, but it of petal without coarseness is an acquisition if
should be accompanied by other good points combined with solidity. Form is depth con-

sistent with the diameter in pro-
portion to the sizes named. Finish
is the manner in which the flowers
are dressed. Freshness is a point
which carries considerable weight
with good judges ; blooms devoid
of freshness lose points at all
times in competition, as it is of no
importance wliat a flower may
have been a week previous

; the
point to observe is its state on
the exhibition day. Flowers that
are stale can be detected at once
by feeling the underneath side of
the florets. Colour is important,
and should at all times receive
some study

; whatever it is it should
be deep and true c.f its kind ; f.,r
instance, primrose should not be
dirty white. Lilac shows more
than any other the want of colour.
In the .Japanese section size is the
first point

; the blooms should bj
large of the kind, the centre filled
up, the florets true in form ; reflexed
types should have no incurved
or uneven florets, but should
make a rounded plump flower.
The main point in any Japane.4
kind is to have a well-fiihd centre
ll-flexed varieties, of which the
Chiistine family is a type, should
have the same characteristics as
l-ossesstd by .Japanese bloom..

-
. ^ Ihe Anemone section must have full centre"can rank as a hrst-rate specimen. It is in the the .luill-like florets thoroughly develoned thiincurved section that .m, many mistakes are guud peta's even, full, and of the same len'crthmade regarding the quality of a bloom. Some Anemone pompons should be remarkable for'thnpeople imagine that a flower of large diameter fulnt.ss ot the centre or ,lisc. Pompons to meet

is all that 18 required, but in cases of competi- the present day requirements, should not be oftion this is a mistaken notiou
; all blooms, no large diameter only, but bo full rounded andmatter how broid, must be correspondingly smooth in the petal. Blooms that 'exhibit a tendeep and solid in the build. Breadth of petal dency to coarseness of the petals and a thinner

IS a point in their favour, but I his cannot always innumberought not to be encourac^ed Some I'er
in some districts the soil lacks the sons consider small blooms of thi°section much

characteristic, but exhibitors have to

Section of a Phalsenopsis house,

before a Chrysanthemum bloom of large size

be attained

essential ingredients to produce massive petils. more w,„..., „,.. ..-M.iuiiors naveWhere this is the case the blooms are generally study the tastes of the judges if thev wish u.
of greater depth, and consequently more solid, gain success.

'

As a guide to beginners, 1 will state the points
to observe in a good bloom— siz-, depth, so-
lidity, breadth of petal, form, finish, fresh-
ness, and colour. Some persons place
colour first. This is obtained in proportion

Much has been written against what is known
as dressing the blooms, but in spite of this the
incurved kinds must have this if the competitor
Lstn win prizes, and it is useless competing if
this IS not the aim. Dressing means arranging

to the conditions in which the flowers are the florets evenly and straight In the incurvedgrown. In some localities, owing to atmo- section each one has an inclination towards tl,«
spherical conditions, such as dry, pure air centre of the bloom. Oftentimes some of «and strong soil, the colour of the flowers is florets reflex instead of incurve, and the"e

other should be turned back so that
''much deeper and richer than it is they assume
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their proper character. Some varieties pro-

duce eye?, and such defects shouhl be hlled

up when it is possible. The tweezers must be
handled in a light manner, talsing care not

to bruise or injure the petals by gripping

them too tightly. The top or centre of the

bloom is the correct place to commence dress-

ing. Gently draw each misplaced petal upwards
into its place ; the lower ones will keep the

others in position after the tube is placed on
the base of the flower, and without which it is

not possible to stage incurved blooms. Tubes
made of zinc should be 2i- inches long in the

stem; a flange 2 inches in diameter and 1 inch

deep should be fitted in the stem. The stem of

the flower should be cut G inches longer than

the tube for convenience in handling the bloom.

The bloom stem should be pushed through the

tube, drawing the petals down to the flange in

such a manner that they are firm and no more,

or the flowers will be dwarfed too much, and in

consequence will lose in depth. Japanese, re-

flexed and Anemones require no dressing be-

yond the removal of a badly-placed floret, as,

for instance, several flat florets may appear in

the disc of an Anemone bloom, or an irregular-

shaped ray or guard floret may protrude unduly

;

in both instances they must be removed, thus

rendering the blooms neat and symmetrical.

The same thing may require to be done to re-

flexed blooms. Much has to be learnt by
beginners in staging the blooms in such a man-
ner that they will be seen to the best advantage.

An error into which many fall is that of placing

the blooms too low on the stands. There is a cer-

tain height from the board at which they show to

the greatest advantage. Each variety requires

special study,asthe forms vary so much in charac-

ter ; the natural style of the flower ought to be

taken into consideration in staging. It would

be a mistake to spread out the florets of the

drooping kinds in a horizontal manner ; they

look much better when allowed to droop

naturally by elevating them futliciently above

the stand. There is not nearly so much
occasion for study in staging incurved, reflexed

or the large-flowered Anemone types, they being

similar to each other in formation. The blooms

in the back ro k should be raised ] :,' inches from

the stand, those in the middle li inches, and

those in the front row fixed IJ inches above the

board or stand. By fixing them at these heights

every bloom is shown to the best advantage.

E. MOLYNBDX.

Chrysanthemum EugtnieGiat.—This, raised

by Delaux, is described as an enormous flower,

but as far as I have seen this is not the case. It is

the exceptionally brilliant colour of the flowers

which marks this variety as a decided novelty.

The surface of the florets is violet-amaranth, veiy

rich, the reverse side silver. The flower is compact,

somewhat after the style of Elaine, or peihaps

rather more loose, reminding one of Mme. de Sevin

in the formation of the petals and their disposal

For grouping where bright colours are desirable

this variety should be valuable.--E. M.

Chrysanthemum Viviand Morel.— Since

writing the note (p. ibJ) on the above new Japan-

ese Chrysanthemum, it has developed such wonder-

ful blooms that I cannot avoid again mentioning it.

The bloom that I wrote about commenced to un-

fold in the same manner as do those of Mme. C.

Audiguier in a loose folding way, the points of the

florets incuiving unevenly. Ttiis I find in Viviand

Morel was due to an early bud development, as

later eet buds are quite distinct from the one noted.

Those now unfolding are the buds cultivators

bhould strive to obtain, as they display the form of

the flower more correctly and are more beautiful.

The florets are long, medium in width, narrowing

at the points, and semi-drooping, taking after the

stylo of such flowers as those of a late bloom of

Val d'Andorre, H.imlet, or M. A;-lorg. The colour
more resembles that of Mme. C. Audiguier than
anything else I can liken it to. From earlier
formed bads it is much paler, and consequently
not nearly so pleasing, being in fact somewhat
washed out. Blooms of it now in Mr. Agate's col-

lection at Havant measure it inches in diameter and
5J inches deep. I have no hesitation whatever in

saying that Viviand Morel is the finest Chrysanthe-
mum that has been seen for many years. It shows
none of that coarseness which some do when of
large size.—S.

Chrysanthemum Duchess of Westminster.
— Since the introduction by Messrs. Veitch in 1S75
of Duchess of Edinburgh, the first of the Japanese
Anemone varieties, many sterling novelties have
found their way into commerce. Now that it is

possible to obtain new sorts from seed we may
expect shortly to have an extended list of varieties.

The subject of this note is said to be an English
seedling; certainly it ranks as one of the best in the
section, having all the characteristics which are
needed in this class to make it so. Anemone-
flowered Chrysanthemums ought to have the centre
disc well developed ; where this is lacking the
flowers never attain to a high position. In the sort

in question the centre is exceptionally full of well
developed florets, roF-y-bronze in colour, the long
drooping guard florets silvery-blush. It promises to

sustain this season the high opinion formed of it last

year.

EARLY -FLOWERING JAPANESE CHRYSAN-
THEMUMS.

I WELL remember when the late Mr. John Salter

grew at his Versailles Nurseries at Hammersmith
ihe first batches of Japanese Chrysanthemums re-

ceived in this country, through the instrumentality
of the late Mr. Robert Fortune, that they were all

very late in blooming; indeed Mr. Salter scarcely

looked for any bloom from them until the er;d of

November and early in December. All the then
varieties were tall growers also. From that time
until now wonders have been worked with the
Japanese Chrysanthemum. Mme. Desgrange and
its sports enabled us to become acquainted with
dwarf early-flowering varieties of the section, and
during the last two or three years, especially in

the case of the new varieties of last autumn and
spring, we have been made acquainted with a
number of Japanese sorts that bloom naturally

in September and early in October without the in-

tervention of any hastening process. Complaints
are made that a considerable number of the Chry-
santhemums seen in flower at the early exhibition

of the National Chrysanthemum Society last month
were not varieties blooming naturally in that mont h,

but many of them late October and November
flowering varieties that have been forced into bloom
for the purpose. But the early-flowering Japanese
varieties above referred to bloom naturally in Sep-

tember ; they are mainly of dwarf growth, very

free, and produce very fine exhibition iiowers under
the usual treatment. I may state in passing we
are much overdone with new varieties, and Mr.

H. J. Jones, of L3wisham, who has bloomed these

early Japanese kinds, informed me he was this

season testing as new III? varieties.

Some of the best of these early flowering Japanese
forms will be found in President Hen6 de St. Foix,

crimson and gold, a reflexed variety, promising to

be very fine ; Vice-President Hardy, cerise and
orange ; Rose Laing, silvery white, shaded with
deep rose, large and pleasing ; Mme. Hamrian, in

the way of I/Adorable, but brighter in colour;

Secretaire Alfred Bleu, a dwarf and early form of

Carew Underwood ; Gaston t'handon de Briailles,

deep rosy pink, something of the character of

flower of Alfred .Salter, very pleasing in colour and
singularly free; M. Bredemeier, like a deep purple

Mons. Freeman ; 'I'heophile Roederer, a reflexed

flower, something in the way of Amy Furze, when
young pink tipped with cream and a gclden
centre, but changing to a deep cream-coloured
flower of Ihe build of Cloth of Gold ; Mme. Jacob,

style of William Holmes, bright maroon crimson
;

Mme, Ferdinand Bergman, pure white, with slight

lemon centre, rtfiexed, very stiff, broad petals.

Mr. Jones states this is one of the very best varie-

ties to grow in a 4J-inch pot. Marquise de Mont-
mort, cerise-brown and gold, promises to make a
very large full flower ; Camille Bernardin, bright
deep purple, slightly reflexed, very fine; Mme. Henri
Devred, a beautiful pure white Japanese, excellent
for decoration and for placing in a group with
brighter coloured flowers ; a white sport from the
yellow President Hyde, one of the whitest and most
waxy-tinted flowers perhaps yet seen, a very fine

reflexed Japanese; Mme. E, Bellan, pure salmon-
pink, an exqnisite shade of colour, very fine ; Mme.
Paul Nansor, amaranth- purple, with thread-like

petals, very fine and free ; Vicomtesse o'Avene, a
very early variety, purplish-pink with light reverse,

very free and fine; Mme. Greard, pure white with
lemon centre, fine shape, dwarf habit, a beautiful

flat flower ; Souvenir Petit Mezard. a puce-coloured
reflexed Japanese, very free; Mile. Marguerite
Puisaje, the colour of Triomphe de la rue des
Chalets, very large full flower, dwarf growth, and
fine bold foliage ; Souvenir d'Eugt'ne Mazel, bright
red, not large, but brilliant and showy, very dwarf
groTvth and very free; Mme. A. Thiebault de la

Crorvee, like an early Duke of Berwick, white
thread-like petals, the young flowers tinged with
pink ; M. Bourcesien, pale lilac-pink, citron and
salmon, the centre suffused with salmon, lovely in

colour and very free; Autumn Queen, deep gold,

very bright, early and free ; M. Albert Gale, colour
of Duchess of Albany, but with the Criterion

shape of flower, very fine and full; M. Max
de la Rocheterie, lilac-pink or peach, small,

very pretty, dwarf and free, novel, a true incurved
flower, charming decorative variety ; Dachesse
d'Uzes, delicate lilac-pink, reflexed, very neat petal,

and fine shape
;
and M. J. Moulins, terra-cotta and

salmon, shaded, quite distinct, a fine decorative

variety.

The following are among the newer pompon va-

rieties : Mme. Edouard Lefort, opening bronzy-
brown and gold, changing to deep gold, very fine

and free ; Mme. Gabus, nearly cerise when fully

developed, in a young state a most distinct and
charming variety that can scarcely fail to become
a great favourite ; M. A. Herlaut, salmon-crimson,
tipped with gold, fimbriated, small, beautiful shape

;

Vicomte Cliquot, opens orange-red, changing to

pale gold, very fine shape and colour ; Mme. Auban
Meet, pink, tipped with gold, and flush reverse,

fimbriated, a beautiful symmetrical variety of the
finest shape, a flower that gains in beauty as it

ages. This was shown at the meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society by Mr. Robert Owen under
the names of Mme. Jacob and Mme. Albert Colmich

;

when it opens the colour is Gaillardia-crimson, but
changes to bright gold, very free.

Mention must be made of a new Continental
Japanese named Cesare Cost.a. This is one that

seen last year was regarded as highly promisirg.
The flowers are large and of a bright wine-crimson,
with a bronzy salmon reverse. This, which will

no doubt shortly be seen at exhibitions, promises
to make the finest crimson Japanese variety. It is

a good grower and extra fine.

One can but regret that the Continental raisers

give these varieties such long names. They are too

long to write, and some almost unpronounceat>le.

And though the practice of re-naming in this country
is a decidedly reprehensible ore, one can quite

understand that it is something like relief to drop
a long foreign name and substitute for it somethirg
shorter and more readily spoken. R D.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. H. Cannell.—It is,

as stated by " J. C. B." (p. ;ilO), a pity that such
an appropriate name as Christmas Eve, which was
originally bestowed upon this variety, should not
have been retained, but the fact is, that though
sent out under this latter name in 1.*>S;"). it was but
very little known before Mr. CanncU exhibited this

variety in good condition the following ye.ir, when
a first-class certificate was bestowed upon it.

Under the nnnie of Christmas Eve it came origi-

nally, 1 believe, from America, ;md as Mr. Cannell
announced it as a direct importation from Japan,
there is no doubt our Trans.atlantic cousins ob-
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tained it in a similar manner. There are several

other instances of these Chrysanthemums from
Japan reaching this country by various sources and
under different names, one very prominent case be-

ing that beautiful white-flowered Japanese variety

which was sent out by Mr. Cannell in 1887 under
the name of Lady Trevor Lawrence, by Messrs.

Carter as Mrs. Beale, and from the UniteJ States

with the cognomen of Robert Bottomley. These
are by no means isolated instances, for a few others

that recall themselves to my mind just at the pre-

sent are Mrs. Frank Thompson, which is synony-

mous with W. G. Drover ; Marvel and Mr, H. Wel-
1am, W. M. Singerley and Charlie Sharman, with

Mrs. Vannamann and Mr. Addison. Such confu-

sion shows the need of thoroughly proving new, or

supposed new varieties before they are sent out,

for it is extremely discouraging to purchase at a rela-

tively high price a variety of which one has already

ample stock. While the list of garden varieties of

Chrysanthemums is such an extensive one as to be
quite bewildering, there are no doubt a very great

many that differ from each other only in name.
As far as I can learn, the reason that many cultiva-

tors have discontinued growing Mrs. H. Cannell is

its weakness of constitution, for comparatively few
succeed so well with it as " J. C. B ," though when
at its best it is certainly a beautiful flower.—T.

Cesare Costa.—This French variety, introduced
by M. Hoste last year, belongs to the Japanese sec-

tion. Two quite distinct forms of flowers can be
cut from plants grown under but a slight difference

of method. The date when flower-buds form on
plants that are cultivated for the production of

large blooms is the all-important point to observe

where variety in colouring is needed. Flowers de-

veloped from early buds of this are of a brilliant

dazzling red, owing to the florets recurving, thus
showing their upper surface ; whereas in later

formed buds the florets incurve, hiding the bright

colour altogether, showing in its place the very

dull red of the underneath side of the florets. For
this latter reason I fear this variety will for exhi-

bition only be valuable for the earliest shows.—E. M.

SnOItT NOTES.—CHRYSANTBEMUMS.

Chrysanthemum Cleopatre, oue of Lacroix's
new Japanese kinds, promises to] be an iniprovmient
on Fair Maid of Guerngoy, which it much resembles.
The florets are of medium widtli, poiuted and fulJed,

with a semi-drooping character, the centre of the flowers
being full. The blooms on .5-feet plants are pure white
and full in the centre.

Chrvsanthemum Majestic—This Japanese
variety, one of Mr. Owen's seedlings, is a promising
variety. The florets are of medium width, Hat or
strap-shaped, and with a Eemi-drooping tendency

; the
colour is a warm brick-red, with gold reverse. The
flower itself reminds one very much of that of riihrum
striatum in the formation of the florets, but it is very
much sujjerior to that old variety.—E. M.

Chrysanthemum Advance —In this variety
the petals are narrow and evenly incurved, but still

belonging to the Japanese section. I know of no
other kind which is so distinct in the formation of
its florets as this. The colour much resembles that
of Mme. J. Laing, perhaps a shade lighter, more
inclined to full pink. The blooms are large and
showy either on the plant or when cut, but possibly
too neat and formal for some people.— E. M.

Chrysanthemum Miss Margaret.—This is a
capital form of the old show Anemone, having a
full, high disc. Varieties which do not possess this

ought not to be admitted as typical now that there
seems to be plenty of choice. The guard petals
are of a silvery pink shade, the disc being sulphur
or soft yellow. It is a pity this name has been
given to two varieties in the same section, as
duplicate names can only lead to confusion.

M. Charles Lebocqz.—This is one of the
most charming of the Japanese Anemone Chiysan-
themums, possessing all the points which go to
make this race so pleasing. The colour is almost
unique in this class. The flower has a bronze

ground with an old gold suffusion, deepening to-

ward the tips of the florets. The centre or disc is'

full and nicely rounded, the ray florets even and
long. Lovers of this section should note this ex-

quisite variety, as I consider It is a thoroughly
representative Japanese Anemone Chrysanthemum.
—E. M.

Stove and Greenhouse.

ORIGIN OF THE BOUVARDIAS NOW
IN CULTIVATION.

BonvARDiAS may be ranked amongst the hand-
somest of plants that are adapted for growing
in a temperate house or in dwelling-room.s.
Many varieties of them are cultivated on a large

scale to supply the demand in the markets, and
it may therefore be u.seful to describe the most
interesting species (as ornamental subjects),

which, for the most part, have been the
parents of hy brid forms and of some very re-

markable varieties.

The genus Bouvardia (Salisb.), which was .so

named in honour of Ch. Bouvard, formerly
director of the Jardin dea Plantes, belongs to

the natural family of the Rubiace.-e (closely

allied to the Cinchonace;e), and comprises forty

species, which are natives of Mexico and Cen-
tral America. They are small shrubs with
slender branches, opposite or whorled leaves
with stipules, and tubular, fourlobed flowers

disposed in terminal corymbs.
From a review of all their characteristics we

can arrange the whole t>f these species in three
groups, which are sutUciently distinct from one
another as regards the pure species ; but the
distinction is not so clear if we admit the
numerous hybrids which have been obtained
froju them during the last thirty years, and
which, with their own progeny, have tended
to obliterate the distance between the three
groups by interposing an almost uninterrupted
chain of intermediate forms.

The iirst group or subgenus comprises those
species which have ternate or quaternate leaves,

and red flowers disposed in erect corymbs.
The most important of these are B. angusti-
folia, B. aurantiaca, 11. leiantha, and B. tri-

phylla.

In the second group are classed all the species

which have opposite leaves, and the flowers
generally drooping and of a yellow, reddish-
yellow, or violet hue. Of these we may mention
B. flava, B. bicolor, B. Cavanille.si, and B,
Roezli.

The third group is composed of species which
have opposite leaves and large, white, fragrant
flowers, such as B. longiflora, B. Humboldti,
and B. jasminitiora.

These three groups were at an early date
represented in the plant houses of Europe liy

some or other of the principal types. Bouvardia
flava (Dene.) is recorded as having flowered
for the first time in the establishment of Louis
Van Houtte at Ghent in the year 1815. This
species has opposite leaves, which are slightly

fringed, satiny, and of a green colour that is

often tinged with red. The flowers are large,

pendent, and of a lively yellow colour. Bou-
vardia longiflora (H. B. and K.), described in

Van Houtte's "Flore" in the year 184(1, is one of

the finest .species of the genus. Its glabrous, deep
green leaves contrast finely with the large,

white, broad-lobed Mowers, which are disposed
in terminal corymbs and exhale a very agree-
able odour. Bouv.irdia leiantha (I5enth.), de-

scribed in the Jliliji.jnc Jlmlirvlc in the year
1852, is distinguishtd by having its leaves gene-
rally in whorls of three, very downy, and of a
dull green colour ; also by the brilliant colour

of its small red flowers, wliich are very numer-
ous and disposed in corymbs at the extremities

of all the stems. A certain number of species,

almost all belonging to the same section as B.
leiantha, were subsequently introduced, but it

is especially owing to the hybrid forms that the
Bouvardias have come to be so extensively
grown at the present day. The first hybrids
made their appearance .about the year 1857,
and were obtained by crossing B. leiantha with
B. longiflora. These hybrids were named B.
Oriana, Laura, Hogarth, ttc, and were raised
Viy Mr. Parsons, a nurseryman at Brighton.
They are vigorous-growing plants and easily
cultiv.ated, with foliage usually downy, like that
of B. leiantha, and large flowers of a more or
less light red colour. The plants retain most
of the characteristics of B. leiantha, and
amongst these the property which that species
posse.sses of being easily multiplied from root-
cuttings. The same parentage, when employed,
about the year ISliO, in the establishment of
V. Lemoine at Nancy, gave birth to a series of
hybrids, the flowers of wliich exhibited all the
intermediate shades between white and the rich
colouring of the flowers of B. leiantha, but were
of considerably larger dimensions. Such were
B. longiflora flammea, B. longiflora carnea, &c.
Other varieties which were raised some years
later in the same establishment resembled B.
leiantha much more closely— in fact the hybrids
known as B. leiantha compacta and B. leiantha
grandis are simply large-flowered forms of that
spscies.

About the same time the introduction of new
species was becoming more frequent. The
celebrated Benedict Roezl, of Prague, had, in
the year 1854, during one of his numerous ex-
peditions into Mexico, discovered a new species
which he named in compliment to Humboldt
and some time afterwards he succeeded in for-
warding plants of it to Europe. Bouvardia
Humboldti, which was put into commerce for
the flrst time in Europe by Victor Lemoine, of
Nancy, about the year 1800, has the largest
flowers of the whole genus, and the inflores-

cence is solitary and at the extremities of the
branches. The tube, which is very long, is

terminated by four broad, almost fleshy lobes
of a pure white colour. The odour of the
flowers is very agreeable, resembling that of
Orange flowers. It is probable that a crossing
eflected between this species and B. longiflora
was the origin of the superb B. Humboldti
corymbiflora, which was put into commerce in
the year 1874 by Messrs. E. G. Henderson and
Son, of London. As the name indicates, the
solitary flowers of B. Humboldti are replaced by
clusters of flowers, which are, individually, al-

most as large and quite as fragrant. Hence the
great and well-merited popularity which attaches
to this variety of Bouvardia. Bouvardia Roezli,
discovered also by Roezl, a species bearing
bro.ad corymbs of flowers of which the tube is

white and the lobes reflexed and of a cherry-
red colour, was employed for hybridising pur-
poses immediately after its introduction, and
the forms known by the names of B. con-
spicua, B. vivicans, and B. Uni(|ue are its ofl-

spring. The culture of these, unhappily, as in
the case aL'-o of the parent species, B. Roezli is

attended with some diflicultit s, in consequence
of whicli all of them have almost entirely dis-
appeared from cultivation. Some of the forms
obtained by crossing B. leiantha and B. longiflora
were at an early period cultivated on a large scale
to supply the markets. The great abundance
and brilliancy of their flowers, and perhaps also
the readiness with which they can be propa-
gated from root cuttings, presented very stron"
inducements for extending their culture. Per-
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hsipg it is lo the method of propagation just
mentioned that we may attribute the great
number of sports which these jilants have pro-
duced. In this way liouvardia Hogarth pro-
duced two white flowered forms in America
about the year 1870. These were named B.
Davisoni and B. Vreelandi, and are still in cul-

tivation.

Without speaking of the numerous varieties

to which B. Davisoni has given rise, either as

its own seedlings or from crossing (as in the
case of B. jasminiflora longipetala, which was
obtained by Messr.=. Henderson in the year
1872 from B. Davisoni x B. jasminiflora), it is

curious to remark that this plant, which origi-

nated as a sport, has maintained a tendency to

vary in this singular manner, another sport
from it being the tirat Bouvardia that has pro-
duced double flowers. This novelty made its

tirst appearance in a garden in the United
States of America, and passed into the hands
of Messrs. Nanz and Neuner, nurserymen, at

Louisville, Kentucky, who put it into commerce
in the year 1880 under the name of Bouvardia
Alfred Neuner. Resembling B. Davisoni in its

habit and general manner of growth, it diff'ers

from that species in having double flowers

composed of three or four corollas overlapping
in suocession like the flowers of a double Tube-
rose. In the following year the same establish-

nunt sent out, under the name of B. President
Garfleld, another variety equally double, which
probably originated in the same way, and only
dift'ered fromthe tirst-mentioned form in having
rose-coloured flowers.

Although the doubling of the flowers in the
case of B. Alfred Neuner was only a concomi-
tant aci^ident and not a variation necessarily

resulting from its seedling origin, and although
on that account the peculiarity was very un-
likely to reproduce itself from seed, neverthe-
less, in the years 1881 and 1882 attempts were
made in the establishment of V. Lemoine to

obtain hybrid forms by crossing this double-
flowered white Bouvardia and the red-flowered

B. leiantha. This rather delicate and difticult

task, considering the nature of the flower of the
double Bouvaidia, was, however, crowned with
.tiuccess, a number of varieties resulting, some
with single red and others with double red
fljwers— just n hilt was wanted. These, which
were named 13 Sang Lorrain, B. Triomphe de
Nancy, B. V. L moine, <tc., had full double
flowers and only difl'ered from one another in

the more or less hrdliaut hue of their colouring.

The same parenla,;?, employed in America had
given rise to 1!. Thomas Meehan, a form with
ssmi-double, orange coloured flowers.

Bouvardia Hogarth, the red-flowered hybrid,
which in the course of repeated sportings had
produced first a white variety then two double-
flowered forms, the progeny of the lirst, sported
once more in the year 1885 with Messrs.
Jacob-Makoy and Co. at Liege, who thereby
became possessed of tho variety which they
named B. Hogarthi flore pleno. This is now the
finest of all the double-flowered red Bouvardias.
B. flava, although one of the tiuest species in-

troduced, has not been worked up by hybridisers
to the same exttnt as some of its congeners.
However, in thn hands of Victor Lemoine, who
crossed it with I! jasminiflora, in the year 1875
itbecame the parent of B. jasminiflora flavescens,

a form which has large flowers of a straw-yellow
colour. Taken in hand again some years later

in the same establishment and crossed with B.

Alfred Neuner, in the year 1K,S4 it produced
two very remarkable varieties, both having
double flowers of a straw-jellow ccdour and of

very ptculiar forms. These were named I!

flavescens flore-pleno and B. luteola plena, and

were put into commerce in the years 1887 and
1880. In closing our list of Bouvardia crossings
we may mention B. alba odorata, which Mme.
veuve Delesalle, of Thumesnil, near Lille, an-
nounced as a hybrid form of B. Humboldti
coiymbiflora. This is a handsome and flori-

ferous variety, having large umbels of flesh-

white fragrant flowers.

Such is, in brief, a history of the principal
introductions and of the most interesting
hybridising operations to which we are
indebted for the varieties of Bouvardia
now in cultivation. It is obvious that in

this rapid review we could not give a
list of all the numerous varieties which have
sprung from the first hybrids that were obtained,
and so we have been obliged to omit descrip-
tions of many fine plants, such as Bride of

Brooklyn, a form of B. Davisoni, but more
floriferous than the parent ; Maiden's Blush, of

similar habit, with carmine - rose - coloured

to put out Bouvardias in the open air, and for
this purpose a bed should be prepared which
will be exposed to the sun and which will con-
tain a good proportion of very fria'ile snil. The
plants may either be put out in the ordinary
way in direct contact with the soil, or, what is

better, retained in their pots and these plunged
in the soil up to the rims, so that there may be
no lack of moisture from evaporation. Under
these conditions the plants soon become fur-

nished with healthy and vigorous foliage, and
if they belong to any of the varieties which have
sprung from B. longifolia, B. jasminiflcjra or B.
Humboldti, they will be covered with flowers
at midsummer. The other varieties do not
bloom until later on. When the approach of
frost is apprehended, the plants should be taken
up from the open ground and repotted, larger
pots being used for such of them as have passed
the summer in pots, and they should then be
placed in a temperate house where they (espe-

Lily of the Valley iu a wire basket.

flowers ; Priory Beauty and Mrs. R. Green,
flowers delicate rose colour ; Rosea multiflora,

flowers very large and of a vinous-red colour
;

Dazzler, cherry-red ; leiantha cinnabarina, and
Le Vesuve, orange-scarlet ; President Cleveland,
bright red ; also many other varieties more or
le.'s ornamental, of which the best kinds only
are cultivated on a large scale.

The culture of Bouvardias does not present
any difficulties. In spring the old plants which
have been kept through the winter are taken out
of their pots, and the greater part of the soil is

shaken from about the roots. The roots are then
trimmed or shortened, and the jilants are re-

potted in light well-drained soil. At the same
time the stems of the preceding year's growth
are cut back to three or four buds, and the plants

are then placed either in a temperate house near
the glass or on a mild hotbed. In the latter case

caro should be taken to graelually inuro the
young growth to light and air. Tho young
branehes are pinched in as often as may be ne-

cessary in order that tho plants may be well

furnisheel and hav(! a sj mmetrieal form. To-
wards the end <jf May will bo the proj;er time

cially varieties of the leiantha, anguatifolia, and
flava groups) will continue to flower throughout
a great part of the winter. It is necessary to

keep the plants very clean during the winter

and to remove any leaves that are beginning to

rot, as if these are allowed to remain on the

stems they will soon infect them with decay.

Propagilion is etteeted in two ways. When the

plants that were cut back begin to form the new
growth, cuttings are taken of the young shoots.

These are planted in a hotbd, covereei with a

clocho or bell-glass, and kept shaded from the

sun. They soon strike root here. They are

then potted ofl' anel placed where they may be
gradually inured to sun and air. The other

method succeeds readily in the case of the spe-

cies which we classed in the first group (leian-

tha, angustifolia, itc. ) and their hybrids. It is

|)ractised in winter-, and consists in cutting up
the roots of old plants into short pieces, which

are then stuck into flower-pots so that one end

of each ])icce shall bo on a level with the sur-

face of tho soil. Tho pots are then placed in a

warm house, .\fter a little time young shoots

begin to appear and (piickly develop themselves.
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These root-cuttings are treated in the same way
as ordinary cuttings which have struck root, and
they are then subjected to the same details of

culture as the plants of the preceding year.

Most of them flower very well in the course of

their first year's growth.—E. Lemoine, in Le
Jardin.

BULBOUS AND TUBEROUS-ROOTED
PLANTS IN BASKETS.

The accompanying illustration is but one in-

stance of what may be accomplished in this

direction. For many purposes such a basket
of Lilies would be infinitely better than pot-

grown examples^ Although that in the sketch
is intended for suspending, it does not by any
means follow that such a course need be adhered
to. Well-grown and freely- flowered tufts like

that now under notice would be serviceable

in many ways. They would look very well

hanging up, but not too high, or the effect

would be lost. A better plan I consider would
be to keep them in use as if in a pot. In this

there would be a distiuct advantage over pot-
grown examples as far as eflect is concerned, in

that the bulkiness of the pot would be done
away with. This in the case of imported clumps
in pots is often an eyesore, the size of the pot
being out of proportion to the leaf growth, being
so much larger. Those grown in wire baskets
would be shallower ; hence in this respect they
would look better. All that is needed in grow-
ing them in baskets is careful attention, a
liberal supply of water being required. In
making up baskets either single crowns or
clumps could be used, the latter being of the
two the better to depend upon. The imported
clumps would need to have the bottom of the
mass of roots removed ; this could be done
without much harm, if any. The baskets
should have a surfacing of Moss, then a little

rough soil, any spare space being packed in
with the same after the basket is made up. A
surfacing of Moss will then be needed to retain
moisture and to prevent the centre from getting
too dry. Watering is best eflected by dipping
into a tank, and thus thoroughly soaking the en-
tire mass. In making up with single crowns
more can, of course, be made of the room, but the
foliage growth, in itself an ornament, would not
be quite so good. This method of growing the
Lily of the Valley commends itself as some-
thing fresh and should receive consideration.
The Achimenes are also beautiful basket plants
for summer use in moderately warm houses.
These when grown in this manner also require
a liberal supply of water. Another excellent
bulbous plant for baskets is Lachenalia tricolor
(and other varieties). ( irown in this way, this
beautiful spring flower is most effective. There
are also some few kinds of the tuberous-rooted
Begonias which make capital basket plants that
will last for months in good Ciindition. Triteleia
uniflora is yet another instance ; this, when in
pots even, always looks best when above the
range of vision, its foliage and flowers with
their slender foot-.'-talks drooping over the
sides of the pots. There is room for baskets in
most houses ; these need not always be of wire,
for others made of wood or earthenware are
also very useful. A.

Alocasiaa.—These make most handsome plants
for the stove at any season, but during the winter
months, when every bit of room is required, they
take up rather too much space, particularly it they
are of large size. To partially overcome this diffi-

culty some of the older leaves may be removed,
which can be done without any injury. Then, after
having well cleansed the remainder, they can be
drawn up together more closely. Even if there be

no insects, as red spider, upon the leaves, it is well

to cleanse them of the greenish deposit which will'

accumulate in time on the developed leaves. All

decaying matter should be removed from around
the tubers so as to keep the latter as sound as

possible. A dash of sand thrown amongst them
at times will be an assistance also. Water should
now be gradually withdrawn, as but little growth
will be made for some months to come. It must
not be inferred by this that it is intended to dry
them off totally, for an occasional watering suffi-

cient to keep the foliage healthy is needed. A.

macrorrhiza variegata and A. Jenningsi may be
taken as exceptions to the foregoing remarks

;

these usually die down, as in the case of Cala-

diums, starting with renewed vigour in the

spring after a rest. The evergreen varieties,

although not making much growth, nor taking

much water, should not be kept in too dry a
position. They prefer a moist spot, this being in

a great measure sufficient to sustain them.

Acalypbas.—These brilliantly coloured foliage

plants should now be carefully looked after, and
not be too much crowded together. Dwarf plants

are the best for decoration ; these should be well

clothed with foliage to the pot. They will when in

good health take a liberal supply of water, as in

the case of Crotons. Dwarf plants can be re-

tained in much better condition by keeping them
elevated upon pots. Insects need to be looked

after closely, as sponging cannot very well be done
without injury to the leaves unless one is extremely

careful.

SHORT NOTE.-STOVE AND GREENHOUSE,

Cyclamen persieum.—When at Didlingtou

Hall lately I was shown a grand batch of Cyclamens
growing in a cold pit with plenty of air on night and
day. The plants were in 5-incli and 6-inch pots, and
although only tho end of September they were coming
into bloom. These had been raised from seed sown
at the end of November, 1890.—J. C. F.

*»* With the above note some flowers of the Cycla-

mens referred to were sent. These were large, richly

coloured, and quite as good as we usually see in the

London flower market.

—

Ed.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

OCTOBBE 27.

This was again a very full meeting, being one of

the largest and most interesting held this year. On
this occasion the interest centred in the fine dis-

plays made of the autumn-tinted foliage, the colour

to be found in several instances being rich in the

extreme. Large collections of Apples and Pears

were also shown, the fruits of the former in many
cases being of superior size. Orchids also formed
a conspicuous feature, being well represented by
several growers. Chrysanthemums were present in

good force ; a few good new kinds of much promise

were staged and received recognition from the

floral committee.

Orchid Committee.
A first-class certificate was given to

CyPBiPEDiUM PiTCiiEBiANUM (Williams' var.).

—This is a fine variety, with flowers of extra sub-

stance ; the pouch is of a shining brown colour, the

dorsal sepal darker, with white margins and of

good size, the growth of the plant being compact.
From Messrs. B. S. Williams and Son.

An award of merit was given to

CYPBIPEDIUM EADiosuM (Spicerianum x Law-
renceanum).—The contour of the flower partakes

much of its first-named parent, but it has some of

the rich colour of C. Lawrenceannm, more particu-

larly in the dorsal sepal. From Mr. Ingram, Elstead

House, Godalming.

A botanical certificate was given to

Dendrobium O'Brienianum.—This is a very

distinct species with long and slender pendulous

racemes of flowers of a greenish-white colour. Al-

though not a showy variety it is most interesting.

From Messrs. Sander and Co.
Messrs. Collins and Collins, Orchid importers,

Cumberland Park, Willesden Junction, sent an ex-

tensive group of well-grown and profusely-Howered
plants of Oncidiums, making quite a display.

The varieties consisted of O. Forbesi (excellent va-

riety), 0. curtum, 0. crispum, O. tigrinum (finelarge

variety), and 0. Rogersi, with four spikes in one in-

stance, also a few nice pieces of Sophronitis
grandiflora (silver medal).

Messrs. Sander and Co. had a small collection

consisting of several choice and good things.

Amongst these were some well-flowered plants in

small pots of the old Odontoglossum grande. On-
cidium incurvum album was also shown with a good
spike in profuse bloom, O. Marshalliannm being
also well represented. Of Vanda ccerulea there

was a small plant with an extra fine spike of flowers

of good colour. Aerides Lawrenceanum bore a
medium spike, the variety excellent, the colour rich.

Lycaste Skinneri alba and a good form of L. Skin-

neri were also shown. Cattleya Bowringiana was
well flowered, an extra dark-coloured form being

likewise sent. Another curious Orchid was to be
seen in Peristeria pendula with flowers the counter-

part in shape of those of P. elata, but covered with
dark spots ; the spike, a dense one, was short, rest-

ing upon the pot. Lissochilus Krebsi here shown
is a botanical curiosity. Two good Cypripediums,
C. Maynardi and C. Leeanum, were also shown
(bronze medal)
Mr. Ingram showed several well-flowered ex-

amples of Cattleya labiata Warocqncana, showing
variety of colour, but all being excellent forms of

this fine Cattleya. He had as well a plant with
one bloom of C. calummata, which has much of

the appearance of C. Aclandias. Admiral Cater,

Hazelwood, King's Langley, sent several healthy

and vigorous plants of Dendrobium formosum gi-

ganteum in flower. Cattleya labiata Warooqueana
was also shown by Mr. Wigan, Clare Lawn, East

Sheen, the variety a very fine one. Cut specimens

also came from Mr. Lucas, Warnham Court, Hor-

sham.

Floral Committee.

Awards of merit were given to the following

Chrysanthemums :
—

MoKS. R. Bahaukt.—A very fine incurved va-

riety, with flowers of a deep bronzy chestnut shade,

the blooms of extra size, the petals broad, altogether

a very distinct and fine variety. Shown by Mr. R.

Falconer Jameson, Hull ; Messrs. Pearson, Chil-

well ; and Mr. Owen, Maidenhead.

Louis Boeiimee.— .4 variety of which much has
been heard of late, its peculiar hirsute petals being

its chief attraction. The flowers shown in one
instance by Mr. Furze upon a pot plant were re-

markably fine, stamping it as a standard variety.

The growth is dwarf and the colour of the flowers

pale pink. Shown by Mr. Furze, Teddington
;

Messrs. Pitcher and Manda, Swanley ; and Messrs.

Veitch and Sons.

R Smith (reflexed) —A very distinct sport from
Dr. Sharp, but of a much brighter colour than that

well-known kind. A good addition to its class.

From Messrs. Cannell and Sons.

Me Nisbet (Japanese).—An English raised

seedling of comparatively dwarf habit, in height
3 feet ; it is a reflexed variety, the flower re-

sembling in colour those of JIme. C. Audiguier.

From Mr. Owen.

William Wells.—A pale primrose sport from
Mme. Bertha Pigmy, with full flowers. A variety of

much promise. From Mr. Wells, Earlswood.

RlcuAEDiA ,i:thiopica compacta.—The ordi-

nary form was also shown for comparison, but the

new variety seems a great improvement upon the

type. I'rom Messrs. K. Veitch and Sons, Exeter
Nurseries.

A large group of finely grown Chrysanthemums
was shown by Messrs. Veitch and Sons. These
were excellent examples of plants suitable for de-

coration, in many instances carrying several blooms
upon a plant ; the style of growth was all that one
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could desire, many plants being comparatively
dwarf. A few of the more prominent were L'Au-
tomne, a pale terra -cotta-coloared Japanese;
William Robinson, another useful variety ; and
Comet, a showy kind (silver Banksian medal).
From Mr. Wythes, Syon House, Brentford, came a
large display of cut Japanese Chrysanthemums in

the best varieties ; these made quite an attractive

show, the mode of setting up being free from that

orthodox stiffness usually seen in competitive
classes. Several were arranged in trebles, similar

to cut Roses, others as singles, with one boxful of

whites in Elaine and Avalanche. The best of the others

were Sunflower, Mr. F. Jameson, Edwin Molyneux,
Yellow Dragon, Mons. W. Holmes, Eynsford White,
and Puritan, a beautiful blush-coloured kind (silver

Banksian medal).

From Messrs. Veitch and Sons came a splendid
display of cut specimens of trees and shrubs
remarkable for their autumnal tints. The col-

ours in many of these were most intense and
varied, from bright crimson to deeper metallic

shades, yellow, bronze, and other hues being very

conspicuous. Such an exhibit as this could not fail

to create a far greater interest in these valuable
additions to the autumn scenery of our pleasure
grounds and parks. A few of the best of this large

collection were, of Maples, Acer palmatum atro-

pureum, A. p. septemlobum, A. colchicum rubrum
with bright yellow foliage and red wood, A. japoni-

cum vitifolium, A. palmatum palmatifidum, A.

p. ampelopsifolium, A. p. dissectum, A. rubrum
(the scarlet Maple) and A. pictum. The Oaks
were represented by Quercus coccinea and
Waterer's variety, both fine ; Q. rubra, a
metallic red

; Q. pedunculata variegata, and Q.
laurifolia, a distinct narrow-leaved variety of deep
colour ; Ampelopsis Veitchi, Azalea occidentalis, of

the brightest crimson ; Berberis japonioa, rich
bronze ; B. Thunbergi, brilliant crimson, very fine

;

Oxydendron (Andromeda) arboreum, a deep rich

colour ; Viburnum plicatum, extra fine ; Ribes
missouriensis, Cratiegua prunifolia, Parrotia persica
from atreelS feet in height ; Rhus glabra laciniata,

Amelanchier arbutifolia, Cornus sanguinea, Vac-
cinium pennsylvanicum, and Clerodendron tricho-

tomum, a hardy species from Japan, very rich in

colour ; also the variegated Snowberry (Symphori-
carpus vulgaris variegatus), a beautiful combination
of colour. Berry-bearing plants consisted of Rosa
rugosa, Berberis (common), the Snowberry, Euony-
mus europajus, very fine ; and Pernettya mucronata
(silver Flora medal).

Another very fine collection came from Mr. Hol-
ford , Westonbirt, Gloucestershire, consisting of many
fine examples of Oaks and Maples, also of Saxifraga
ligulata (brilliant tints), wood of Cornus sibirica

(quite fcarlet in colour). Viburnum edule, Acer
septemlobum (deep crimson), the Red Vine (rich

claret colour), Ampelopsis Veitchi, Hippophserham-
noides (Sea Buckthorn), laden with berries, and
branches of Marie Louise Pear (very rich in colour)

(silver Banksian medal).

From Mr. C. E Smith, Silvermere, Cobham, came
another beautiful and most effectively arranged
collection. This group was arranged upon the floor

as with plants, and edged with the rich vermilion-

scarlet Fungus and other kinds set in green Moss.
This collection was strong in Oaks, Maples and
other large-leaved subjects, all being of fine growth

;

Acers and Azaleas were also very richly coloured

(silver Bank.sian medal).

Mr. Wythes brought from Syon House another
large collection, consisting of forty varieties of

Oaks, many of which are scarce varieties, over 100

different specimens in all being shown. These
were not so far advanced in colour as the other

collections, probably owing to the character of

the soil and the extra moisture in the low-lying

ground around Syon House Gardens (bronze me-
dal).

From Messrs. Cutbush and Sons came another
collection containing many useful things, Quercus
coccinea being very noteworthy. With these was
also an excellent group of Pernettyaa profusely

berried ; P. juucronata alba, with other good and dis-

dinot forms being represented. Messrs. Cutbush

also showed a basket of dwarf plants of Cleroden-

dron fallax, the best of the bush varieties.

Miscellaneous exhibits consisted of several more
good Chrysanthemums, chiefly new kinds. Mr.

Ware exhibited one called Amos Perry (Japanese),

much resembling Boule d'Or, bat possibly paler in

colour. A promising sport (Anemone) came from
Mr. Kaye, Worcester Park, Surrey, of a chestnut

colour, possibly sported from Gluck. Messrs.

Veitch and Sons showed a very distinct new va-

riety named Viviand Mcrel (Japanese) of a mauve-
pink colour, the flowers having the pleasing form

of L'Adorable or Val d'Andorre. Messrs. Pitcher

and Manda had a rich yellow Japanese of the same
character as Louis Boehmer, but somewhat flat,

and called H. Ballantine ; this will no doubt be

seen in better form yet. Mr. Owen had in Cardinal

Foulon (a rich plum colour), W. Tricker (rosy pink,

broad petals), and Achievement (outer petals

white, centre of flower deep golden shade) three

promising Japanese varieties ; with these were

several pompons. Messrs. Veitch and Sons showed
some very dwarf plants of Spiijea, Bumalda lifted

from the open ground, and flowering freely. This

is an excellent dwarf plant of shrubby growth,

valuable for the margins of beds of Rhododendrons

and other American plants. Messrs. Daniels and Co.

sent a novel kind of single Dahlia (white) with

narrow petals called Marguerite.

Fruit Committee.

A first-class certificate was given to

Grape Chassblas Napoleon. This is a white

variety of much promise with large Muscat-like

berries, but of a paler colour. The bunch shown
was cut from a Vine worked upon a Muscat. It

is a good keeping kind and of capital constitution.

From Mr. G. Reynolds, Gunnersbury Park.

From Messrs. Veitch and Sons came a very

large collection of Apples and Pears, over 100

dishes in all, with many baskets containing fruits

of extra size and quality. These fruits were
taken from dwarf trees grown in the usual nursery

rows at their nurseries at Southfield and Langley,

and had notreoeived any special cultivation, neither

mulching, watering, nor thinning having been prac-

tised. The crops in many instances were exceed-

ingly heavy, the fruits of many being of unusual

size and finely coloured. Of the least known
Apples, the following were in good condition

:

Sandringham, finer than it has been shown before,

the fruits of unusual size, firm and weighty ; Large

American, another first-rate Apple, and of excel-

lent flavour as a dessert kind ; Belle de Boskoop, a

variety somewhat allied to the Russets in appear-

ance, and of much promise ; Barnack Beauty, very

highly coloured ; Bismarck, now fairly well known,

but never seen in finer condition so far, the fruits

very highly coloured. Royal Russet, Alexander,

Winter Hawthornden and Peasgood's Nonsuch were

also well represented. Of the best kinds of Pears,

there were Fondante de Cuerne, of fine size, and of

that russety appearance always so taking ; Princess

(Rivers), another good Pear; and Beurr6 d'Anjou,a

promisingaddition to late kinds. Seckle,Loui8e Bonne
and Beurrfi Bachelier were also excellent (silver-gilt

medal). From Mr. Woodward, Barham Court Gar-

dens, Maidstone, came another large collection of

Apples and Pears, in all about 1 00 dishes. These were

shown in this exhibitor's well-known style, the

fruits extra large, well coloured and handsome. The
finest of the Apples were Queen Caroline, Belle

Dubois, Calville Rouge Vciooci, Calville Rouge,

Washington, Yorkshire Beauty, Stone's, Emperor
Alexander, Peasgood's and Warner's King. Of

Pears there were splendid dishes of Grosse Cale-

basse. General Todtleben, Durandeau, Thompson's,

Beurn- Hardy (extra fine). Doyenne du Cornice,

Beurrc Superfin, Gansel's Bergamot, Ne Plus

Meuris, Marie Louise and Doyennfi d'Alengon (sil-

ver-gilt medal). Messrs. Paul and Son had also a

large exhibit of over 100 dishes, the finest being

those of Bedfordshire Foundling, Waltham Abbey
Seedling, Prince Albert, Galloway Pippin and
Golden Noble. Several excellent dishes of Pears

made up this collection. From the appearance of

this exhibit we should gather that the fruit was
taken from trees somewhat exposed, there being

a look of hardiness amongst the kinds shown

that is not often seen (silver medal). From

Syon House Gardens Mr. Wythes exhibited a

large collection of both Pears and Apples, about

eighty dishes, consisting of the best known and

most useful varieties for growing near the metro-

polis. Of the Apples, Warner's .King, Blenheim

Orange (extra fine). Annie Elizabeth, Prince Albert,

Royal Russet, and Ribston Pippin were the best

;

and of Pears, Beurre d'Aremberg, Pitmaston

Duchess, and Passe Colmar (silver medal).

From Messrs. Peed and Son, Norwood Road Nur-

series, came a collection of fifty dishes of weU

grown fruit ; amongst the Apples were some excel-

lent samples of Carnation, Hoary Mornmg, Beauty

of Kent, and Prince Albert (bronze medal).

A large collection was also staged from Chiswick

Gardens, in which many of the kinds were of re-

markable size and finely ripened. Of Pears, Thomp-

son's was extra fine, Fondante du Comice being

also a promising variety. Amongst the Apples there

were several kinds in superior condition, some being

scarce or but little known ; King Harry Swedish

Reinette, LandsbergerReinette, and Calville Rouge

?i^aoc6 were all excellent. A variety named Mrs.

Barron was very fine ; it is somewhat like Sandring-

ham but more conical; the examples shown speat

well for it. Of others there were fine fruits of Cox s

Orange Pippin, Braddick's NonpareU and Gloria

Mundi.

In the competitive classes the exhibits were not

numerous, but some very good produce was shown.

For Grapes, Mr. Reynolds, Gunnersbury Park was

first, also taking silver Banksian medals in each case

respectively for six bunches, not less than three kinds

;

showing, of whites, Muscat of Alexandria and Chas-

selas Napoleon, with Black Hamburgh and Gros

Maroc for blacks; also for six bunches for flavour

with Mrs. Pearson, Black Hamburgh, Muscat Ham-

burgh, West's St. Peter's and Mrs. Pince, all well

known for their superior flavour. The bunches were

all well ripened, of good size, and excellent colour.

For six kinds of dessert Pears, Mr. Hudson, Gun-

nersbury House, was first, also taking silver Bank-

sian medal, the sorts shown being Pitmaston

Duchess, Marie Louise, Louise Bonne, Josephine

de Malines, Beurrg Superfin and Beurr^ Diel. With

ten kinds of Apples, Mr. Sage, Ham House took the

first prize as well as the silver Banksian medal, show-

ing some extra fine fruit, the best being Withington

FiUbasket, Lord Grosvenor, Alfriston, Cox s Orange,

Margil and Baumann's Red Reinette. A few new

Apples and Pears were shown, but no

made.

award was

Mr. Veitch, in the course of his lecture on autumn

tints, said his object was to create a taste for the

beautiful tints of trees and shrubs in the garden.

The common Elm with its golden tints is often

worth notice, and Chestnuts with their deep brown

and various shades make a charming picture in the

landscape. The Larch at this season is also beau-

tiful, and many other forest trees may be named

that contribute to the general effect. Of the

smaller garden trees and shrubs, there is an almost

unlimited supply. The Dogwood and the Spmdle

Tree are lovely at this date, while the hardy

Azaleas, the Guelder Rose, and the Japan Maples

are invaluable for their distinct colours. By mix-

ing choice shrubs and trees with our common ones

the garden is beautified, and common things valued

by the contrast in foliage. What is more charming

than the common Virginian Creeper mixed with

Clematis or common Holly! The varieties of

Ampelopsis in the autumn are most beautiful.

At Tortworth and Westonbirt there is a mag-

nificent display of colour at this season, the

owners having planted with this end in view.

Mr. Veitch, in his lecture, did not name Hollies

or many berried plants, but they were all desirable.

Maples are some of our best autumn-tinted

subjects. Many of the Japanese Maples have beau-

tiful shades of colour from the time they unfold

their leaves in the spring till they finally de-

cay in the autumn. ISarberries with their various

markings are very effective. Kuonymus atropur-

pureus, Liriodendron tnlipiferum, Liquidambar
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styraoiHua, the noble Qaercus cocoinea, or Scarlet

Oak, and many others are very telling in the

autumn landscape. Mr. Bunyard thought Mr.
Veitch's subject a valuable one, and he was
pleased to see such a splendid array of foliage.

The lecture would do much to encourage the
growth of these trees and shrubs, and when these
are grown they should be allowed more room in

gardens, so as to show their beautiful colours to the

best advantage. Mr. William Paul said these

things should be more grown for contrast with
shrubs and trees of darker hue. Soils made avast
difference in colour. For instance, trees in a sandy
or gravelly soil have a much brighter colour than
on clay ; even the foliage of the common Bramble
is more brilliant in some soils than in others.

PROFESSING THE TECHNOLOGY
OF HORTICULTURE.

Mr. James Curtis, clerk to the Worshipful
Company of Gardeners, and the Rev. W. Wilks,
M.A., secretary of the Royal Horticultural So-
ciety, send us the following circular :

—

A joint committee of the Worshipful Company
of Gardeners and of the Koyal Horticultural Society
have for some time past been considering the sub-
ject of the establishment of a school and college
of technical horticulture and small husbandry. The
committee have drawn up the following scheme to

be submitted forthwith for adoption by the court
of the Worshipful Company of Gardeners and the
council of the Royal Horticultural Society. We
should be greatly obliged if you would give publicity
to this project, which the committee venture to
regard as one of high national importance.

SCHEME.
The BfiiTisH School of Gakdbning and

Small Husbandey.
(I'eiii'ral ohji'ets.—To impart a higher class of

education in the principles and practice of the cul-
tivation of fruits, flowers, vegetables, &c , than is at
present obtainable in Great Britain to

A.—Persons wishing to qualify themselves for
employment in gardening and garden-farming
in this country.

B.—The sons of landed proprietors, farmers and
any others who are interested in gardening and
garden-farming.

C.—Persons who may be desirous to emigrate or
may be already resident in the colonies.

Preference will, however, be given to students
of British birth.

J-yii/iliiUti/ iif stiiihnts.— ^o student will be ad-
mitted who does not already possess some elemen-
tary practical knowledge and experience of garden-
ing or garden-farming. All students will, under
ordinary ciroumstancep, be expected to continue
their studies for at lea>.t two years.

L'liijihii/iiiciif of xfi{i/iHf!<.—The object being to
impart a thoroughly practical education in garden-
ing, all students must be prepared to devote them-
selves to the manual, as well as to the scientific,

branches of the work, and to yield implicit obedi-
ence to the directors.

Cltisxcs anil /fc/wrc.v —Efficient directors will
superintend the instruction in the various branches
of cultivation, and lectures on the scientific aspects
of gardening and garden-farming will be delivered
by qualified persons and illustrated by practical
demonstrations.
To attain the object in view, it Is proposed

that the Worshipful Company of Gardeners, in
conjunction with the Iloyal Horticultural Society
of Great Britain, should secure suitable land where
experimental and practical gardening and garden-
farming may be carried on, pending which, arrange-
ments are being made to utilise the gardens of the
Koyal Horticultural Society at Chiswick for the
instruction of students in connection with this
scheme.

*^ We print this in the hope it may do
some good, but the assumption of all these
people that men can best learn aits like

gardening by going to a word-shop to Lear

a man talk is pure nonsense. The place to

learn gardening is a garden or a nurssry, and
crocking pots is one good way of begiuuiug.

Of the kind of instruction we are likely to

get we find the following example in a contem-
porary journal of last week ;

—

The Horticultuke Class, Heriot-Watt College,
Edinbukgu.

The class for tuition in the teelmology of horti-

culture, which was opened in 1S88 in canuectiou with
the Heriot-Watt College, Edinburgh, and was con-

tinued the following j'ear, but lapsed for lack of in-

terest, i3 again re-opened under, we hope, more
favourable circumstances. The introductory lecture

f"r the session 1S91-2 was delivered by the lecturer,

Dr. J. U. Wilson, on ths Ifith iu^t., the subjrtct

being " A Gardener's Training."
The lecturer held that the education of a gardener

in these days should be, like thit of others, as good,
full, and thormigh as it is possible to lie. la order to

advance his own position, or contiibuto to the advance-
ment of his profession, he must be superior in education.

In general, the detinition of a gardener's education
niiglit be put into two propositions— (1) mental train-

ing, to be derived from books, lectures, classes, mutual
improvement societies, and the like; and (2) manual
training, to be derived from the practice of his pro-

fessional duties.

Here what is quite untrue is stated, i.e., that

mental training is best had from books. It is

surely clear that mental training is soundest
and truest when we get it from seeing and
observing the things ourselves. Certainly we
should do all we can for young men. The
question is. Is it the right way to help them by
having them talked to by professors who know
nothing of the subject ( We think it is the

wrong way, and that there is a far better one.

Can any of our readers say why certain people

should worry the Government, the county
councils, and all they can influence to carry

out such doubtful schemes ]—En.

the plants look well in their new quarters. It is

unnecessary to mention varieties, as in the several

parks the best are cultivated. It shows that im-

mense interest is taken in the display when we
learn that at B ittersea Park no less than SitOO visi-

tors were recorded on the 18lh inst.

Public Gardens.

Open space at Spitalfields.—One more little

green patch will be shortly open for the use of the
public in Spitalfields— a locality where green
patches and open spaces are sadly wanted. The
excellent work accomplished by the Metropolitan
Public Gardens Association has been the means of

securing trees for Mile End streets, and a disused

churchyard which will be converted into a verit-

able oasis in the desert of houses.

Clirysantheraums in the London parks.

—

Thtre is a show of Chrysanthemums, as usual, in

Finsbury, Southwark, Battersea, and A'ictoria Parks,

and the several displays are fully up to the average.

The finest is that of Finsbury Park, the plants
being well grown and the collection of large extent,

including all the most recent kinds. The new in-

curved kind R. Bahuantis splendidly in bloom, the
flowers very large and full. It will make without
question a leading exhibition variety. We might
reasonably expect a better display at Finsbury
than in the other open spa'^es, as the situation of

this park is higher and the air not so saturated
with smoke and mist. At Battersea there is a col-

lection of about 2001) plants, and all of the best

varieties. Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, Louis Boehmer,
and the new Japanese variety Bouquet des
Dames may be seen here in excellent character

;

the last is a beautiful white, smooth flower

of great promise. The finest house of Chrysanthe-
mums may be seen at Victoria Park, and the col-

lection is large. It is a great advantage to have a
broad, well-lighted house to show off the flowers.

Southwark is badly placed. It is a smoky, low-
lying neighbourhood, and the plants are not
easily grown with obstacles of this kind, but the
success that has attended their cultivation is great,

although the flowers are not so large as in more
favoured localities. A new house has been built

for the plants in the Inner Temple Gardens facing
the Embankment. The collection is not large, but

Copyright illustrations.—By our instruc-

tions, Messrs. Plunkett and Leader, St. Paul's

Churchyard, will send you an advertisement con-
cerning an injunction granted at our suit against

Messrs. Baxter and Son, printers, Edinburgh, to re-

strainthem from printingand issuing lists containing
infringements of ourcopjright illustrations. In the
correspondence which preceded the action it was
disclosed that an American engraver, A. Blanc, of

Philadelphia, has been copying our engravings and
selling the electros in this country. Hence we were
very reluctantly compelled to institute proceedings
or suffer the loss of our copyright. Catalogues for

18'.I2 are now in course of preparation, and it does
not appear to be generally known that a British

illustration pirated in the States and published in

this country is as much an infringement of copy-
right as though the copy were made and issued in

the United Kingdom.— Sctton and Sons.

*,"' Wc liare screral times had to sjieak nf the

doings oj Mr. Blanc, .-f Philadelphia, in cojii/ing

n'it/iout achnowlcdgnient JCnglish. engravings and
then pntting his own name on them, hut had nut

hoped there was any redress.—Ed.

Myles Memorial Fund.—It is with much re-

gret we notice the death at Kaling of the Rev. Percy
Myles, F.L.S , editor of Xaturc Notes (the journal

of the Selborne Society). Untortunitely, he was un-

able to make any provision for his widow. The Sel-

borne Society has, therefore, issued a spteial appeal
to all the members, but would also do so generally to

any other persons who may feel disposed to contribute

to the fund. The Rev. Professor G. Henslow, Dray-
ton House, Eiling, W., will bo glad to receive any
communications.

Book wanted.—Will any reader kindly tell me
if there is any treatise on plants of an ornamental
character suitable for the climate of the Riviera ?

I have, after considerable trouble, been able to

find the following works, written in Blench :

—

" Les jardius dans la region de I'orauger." A.
Marchais.
" Vegctiux d'ornement a feuilles persistantes du

littoral mediterraneen." E. Janssen.
" Arbres, arbustea et plantes ornemenlales cultives

ou p .uvant fe cultiver a I'air libre dans la region com-
prise entre Cannes et Menton." F. Forckel.

" La vegetation sur le littoral mediterraneen."

Anicdce Goubet.
" Les prinoipaux arbres et arbustes de contrets

chaudes cultives en pleine terro dans le midi de la

France." P. Mouillefert.
" Manuel deracelimateur." Ch. Nandin.
" Deir utilita dei giardini d'acclimazione." Vin-

cenzo Ricasoli.

These works touch only on the subject of ornamen-
tal plants, and are therefore very incomplete, and
even unreliable. It does not matter in what lan-

guage the book is written ; what I have mainly been
looking for is some treatise on plants of pictur-

esque (tropical) appearance, and I have found al-

most nothing about such plants in the above works.
—Antonio K. Proschowsky, 5, J!ne de i'hotel de

ville, Antilles ( Alpes Maritimes), France.

Destroying woodlice (T. T. H. If.).—Place

lices of Potato among the plants, oxamiuing them
every day and destroying such as have congregated

under them, or pour bailing water into their haunts,

care being taken not to allow the water to reach any
plants that miy be near.

Hardiness of Jubsea spectabilis.— I should

be very much obliged to any corrosjiondent v:ho

will give his experience of tiiis I'alm as a hardy
plant. Ho should stat« in what county it has been

grown, how long it has been out of doors, whether
protected or not in winter, lowest temperature re-

gistered last winter, and whether the plant was in-

jured ; also present size of plant.—E. G. L.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

TREE NURSERIES ON ESTATES.
The numerous advantages of a well-stocked
home nursery, especially where planting is

extensively carried on, are so well known and
appreciated by every proprietor of large estates,
that comment on this subject seems almost un-
necessary ; however, a few remarks on this
subject may not be out of place. I do not
propose to dilate on the details of nursery
management, my object being more to dwell on
the advantages of a home nursery for the rear-
ing of plants for special purposes, such as the
planting of barren, exposed districts, as well as
the convenience of having at hand a stock of
plants suitable for all emergencies, and whose
hardiness can to a great extent be relied upon.

Where ornamental planting or the formation
of game coverts are carried out on an extensive
Ecale, the convenience of a home nursery can-
not be over valued, the plants being always at
hand and of the size and In the quantity re-
quired, thus obviating the necessity of sending
to a distance for these when wanted. The
advantages in these cases are too well known
to require comment, and plants, more especi-
ally those of a large size, sent from a distance
cannot, after packing and transmission by road
and rail, be expected to succeed equal to those
raised and planted on the same day. The extra
soil or ball with which large plants can be re-
moved for a short distance is also much in
their favour, but which is next to impossible
where packing and transit have to be resorted
to. It is well known that too sudden a change
from rich,well sheltered nursery borders to bare
exposed hillsides often proves fatal to young
plants

; and when we consider that few public
nurseries are at a greater elevation than 300
feet, the necessity of proprietors rearing their
own stock whose plantations are, perhaps, up-
wards of 1000 feet above sea level will the
more readily be seen. There are certainly diffi-

culties to contend with in planting high-lying
ground, more especially if the soil is poor and
the situation exposed, and in these cases the
advantages of using hardy plants that have
frequently been transplanted in a well-chosen
home nursery are only too perceptible, espe-
cially when contrasted with others that have
been grown under more favourable circum-
stances and in a sheltered position. Some
plants seem better adapted than others for
this removal, but in the majority of cases the
shock sustained by transferring from low-lying
ground to that at a great elevation is only too
apparent, and from which the plants seldom re-
cover. A good deal of comment has taken
place as to the necessity of rearing trees from
seed sown on the site of the future plantation,
and although the suggestion has many points
in its favour, still, artiticial planting is better
adapted to the wants of our country, and not
at all likely to be superseded by artificial re-
production, which is more fitted for countries
differently situated from our own. The nursery
treatment of jilants is therefore sure to remain
a prominent feature of British forestry, and this
being so, the soil and situation, as well as most
successful treatment of these, so as to produce
plants suitable for the positions they are in-

tended to occupy, will re()uire due considera-
tion, and vary much according to the situation
of the estate and ground to be planted.

In choosing the site of a home nursery, a good
deal will depend on the general elevation and
exposure of the estate. The situation should lie

neither too much exjiosed nor yet sheltered,

but partaking to a certain extent of both, and
with a southern or western exposure ; for
although too sudden a change from sheltered
to exposed ground often proves fatal to young
trees, this should not altogether form a cri-

terion for rearing such in situations unfavour-
able to the development of strong, healthy
plants. The soil should be good friable loam
on an open, porous subsoil ; but the quality
of ground required for different seedlings is so
diversitied, that it is next to impossible to suit
all within the small bounds required for a home
nursery. As water is indispensable where seed-
lings are raised, as well as for numerous other
purposes in the nursery, it is well to have pro-
vision made for a continuous supply, either by
a stream running through the nursery ground
or in close contiguity to it. From acres to 10
acres will be found sufficient nursery ground
for most estates, but it is advisable to add a
little more than is really required, so that the
breaks may not all be under forest trees at the
same time, but undergo, when found necessary,
a course of green crops, which will not only en-
rich, but clean the ground and leave it in good
condition for replanting with seedling forest
plants, bearing in mind that farmyard manure
should always be applied first to the green crop,
and never directly to the plants themselves.
Land intended for nursery ground should be
thoroughly trenched to the full depth of the
soil, and, where necessary, heavily manured or
enriched by the addition of lime, vegetable soil,

or loam, as the case may require. In laying
out the ground into breaks it will be found con-
venient to have these either square or rectangu-
lar in shape, and, if possible, parallel to each
other. The breaks may be divided by different
kinds of hedges, which, when well kept, give
not only a neat and tidy appearance to the
nursery, but are highly beneficial in the way of
shelter. The site chosen for the seed beds
should be naturally sheltered, or, failing this,

such artificial shelter as is found necessary
should be provided, as exposure of the young
plants to cold, cutting winds causes them to be-
come stunted and bark-bound. Young trees,
like other plants, rarely thrive well in a bleak
situation.

In the management of a nursery the amount
of care and attention required is certainly great,
but any trouble as well as expense connected
with starting and keeping it in good condition
afterwards will be amply repaid by the in-
creased value and superiority of the stock ob-
tained

; and as the subject of extended plant-
ing is one well worthy the consideration of pro-
prietors owning exposed or otherwise worthless
tracts of land, a step in the right direction will
be the establishing and maintaining in good
order a well- stocked home nursery. A.

The Scotch Fir as a timber tree.—Now.
when the subject of proiitable planting is so much
discussed, I should like to raise the question of the
value of the Scotch Fir as a timber tree and the
conditions under which it grows to the greatest

perfection. The Scotch Fir is extensively distri-

buted throughout the north of Europe, and in some
countries produces the famous red deal used for so

many purposes. In England, Hugh Miller noticed
that the Oak was commonly used for joists and
beams in the houses, even of the humblest, and
that in Scotlanci it was the Fir which was almost
as lasting, under .'^ome circumstance", as the Osk.
The Firs in the Highlands produce timber of far

superior quality to that produced in the south of

Scotland and in England, where, although the

trees attain to large dimensions and become fine

looking, the timber is almost worthless. This
Fir is used extensively as a "nurse" in growing
plantations, is planted for sheltering purposes anci

for cover, and it is supposed that the timber differs
very much in different situations ; but we have no
reliable information on that important point. There
are also superior and inferior varieties of the tree
—the Braemar variety being considered much the
best. The Highland timber if, I believe, equal to
the best red deal imported from abroad, and I

learn that planks, 5 feet and over, have been cut
out of trees from Scottish forests. In many parts
of England, on the Pennine chain, it grows fast
and freely, and one would imagine its timber
would not be so much inferior to that of the High-
land Fir, difference in climate not beirgso remaik-
ably great in any respect. The tree loves shelter,
and appears to thrive best in plantations of its own
kind, but exposure is said to improve thetimbtr.
Can any reader furnish any useful particulars on
the subject ?—Y.

Planting to resist gales —Having regard to
the damage that so often results from gales of
wind, there i.^ a necessity when forming planta-
tions of distributing and arranging the trees so
that those best suited to withstand severe storms
of wind and shelter their neighbours are
placed in those positions where their presence
would prove beneficial. It is equally necessary
that proper care be taken when planting to spread
out the roots evenly around the plants, and
not, as is too frequently the case, to crash
them together on one of the sides. Thinning
must also take place early and frequently with
those so placed, so as to encourage the trees to
grow up with a stiflE and robust habit of growth,
and to I e clothed with branches to the ground. If

precautions such as those stated be observed, lets

damage will be the result when the full force of
the winds sweeps over the trees.—A. S.

Value of Silver Fir.-In "AD. W.'s " article

on " Economic Conifer Planting" in The GaRDKV,
October 24, he states Silver Fir ranks next to Larch
for profit. If this be the case, why does it sell for
Is. a ton less than Larch ,' and it is often difficult

to sell it at all. Then it is not large enough to cut
till twenty- five years old at least, and Larch is use-

ful at almost any age after twelre years, and there
is always a demand for it. I may add that the
Silver Firs grow wonderfully well here (south of

Ireland).—SUKPRISED.

SHORT NOTES.—WOODS AND FORESTS.

Larch for rustic work.—What is tho best sea-

son for rutting small Larch for ornanii-ntal rustic

work, .5 inchps in diameter at base? Also, what is

Kt'd Oak ? Now and then, not often. I come on a
trpo. It is a very handsome wood. The trees, I am
told, are not distinguishable from other trees while
growing.—A Si'USCEIBer.

fdm trees.—I liave two tall Elm trees growing
side hv side about 2 feet apart. One is stouter than
the other, and when there is a rough wind I am in fear

lest one of tlieni, or both, should be blown down.
Would putting a strong hand round each, supportpd
by a strong bar between, he any suf'port ? 1 should he
very glad if anyone can advise me what to do, as I aiu
very anxious about them.—W. S. G.

" The Garden " Monthly Parts.- iTiu journal it pub-
lished in neatly bound Monthly Parts. In this form tht

coloured plates are best preserved, and it is most suitable for

reference previo\u to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. Price

Is. 6d. ; j^ost free, Is. 9d. Complete set of volunus of The
OAKTtp.tt from its coinmencanent to end o/18t)0, thirty-eiffht volt.,

price, cloth, £'i8 U.
" Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts. — This

journal i.t ]nihli.^lied in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which
form it is most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the

yearly volumes. Price bd. ;
post.fvee, Sd.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.— This journal U
published in neatly bound Moiflhty Parts, in uhich form it is

most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Pr-ce 5rf. ;
post free, M.

•* Hardy Flowers."—Giving descriptiems oj upwards oj

thirteen hundred of the most omamtntal species, icith directions

for their arrtinetement, culture, d'c. Fourth and Popular
Edition, Is.; post free, Is. 3ti.

"The Garden Annual" for i89i.—Contains Alpha-
betical Litts of all Branches of the Horticultural Trade corrected

up to Novciuber 10 last. The Lists of Hardens and Country
Seals (containina over llOOOj /i<ir« been very carefully and exten-

sively revised, and are admitted to be the most complete ever

published. Price Is. ; by post, Is Sd.
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" This is an Art
WMch doefl mend Nature : change It rather

;

The Art itssu i8 Ni.Tvas."—ShaJcetptart.
but

Chrysanthemums.

BOUQUETS AND EPERGNES AT
EXHIBITIONS.

How seldom do we see really meritorious exhi-
bits of these where the stipulations are for Chry-
santhemum blooms and Fern only. Where
exhibitors so lamentably fail is in making their
bouquets far too heavy, packing the flowers in
such a manner as would warrant the public in

believing that the only object in view was to
see how many blooms could be crammed into a
limited space. Year after year one sees the
same style adopted without the slightest change.
The great mistake of exhibitors in making
up these so-called boucjuets is not only in
crowding the flowers together, but in employ-
ing too great a variety of colours instead of
being content with a few. Again, the worst
forms of flowers are employed. How often do
we see big blooms of dull-coloured incurved
varieties, which cannot, owing to their lumpy
form, be judiciously arranged either along with
those of any other section or by themselves >.

Incurred varieties generally are useless for
either bouquets or epergne decoration, and
with the exception of a very few, such as
Mrs. G. Rundle or George (xlenny, should
never be used. Indeed, there is no necessity to
use even those few now that there is such an
abundant variety of small- flowered reflexed
Japanese, single and pompon varieties. These
two latter are not nearly enough employed for
decoration in a cut state, especially in the mak-
ing of bouquets or the dressing of epergnes.
What could be more charming than a few lightly
arranged sprays of the miniature white pompon
Snowdrop or the delicate pink Mrs. Langtry,
the flowers of which from their delicate per-
fume are so suitable for the making of bouquets.
Stifi"- looking flowers of the incurved, close
Japanese, pompons, or any other section
mounted singly on wires do not give the finest
eft'ect in bouquets. What is wanted is a more
natural arrangement, and this can easily be
found in the wide range of Chrysanthemums
now to be had. By the employment of fewer
colours, yet judiciously chosen, a greater har-
mony would be obtained, and in the place of
the so-called bouquets, a really appreciative
exhibit would be seen. By lightly arranging
the blooms, not more than half the number
now employed would be required. It is almost
absolutely essential that the flowers should be
wired to enable them to be arranged in sucli a
manner as would ensure lightness and avoid
overcrowding. The stems of Chrysanthemums
are at times so weak as to refuse to remain
where placed without some artificial support,
and this is best obtained by wiring the bloom-
stems, but not in such a manner that the flowers
will not be able to derive any benefit from water
when the bouquet is wished to be kept for a

It is only necessary to remove the leaves •time.

the stalks should remain intact ; the wire if
stout enough will preserve the desired position
of the flower by bending it where required.
Small flowers as pompons or singles ought not
to be mounted singly on wires, but in sprays of
about tliree or six together according to their
size. Whatever kind of flowers is employed
they should be perfect ; blooms with bad centres
should be avoided. The foliage of Asparagus

plumosus is a capital accompaniment to any col-

oured Chrysanthemum instead of Fern, but
would not be eligible where the conditions of

the competition are plainly stated to be com-
posed of " Chrysanthemums and Fern only." I

have seen instances of disqualification take place
where an exhibitor has incautiously used As-
paragus in conjunction with Fern. Judges
have no choice in the matter ; they have only to
follow the rules laid down in the schedule of
prizes. If there is any fault in such rules the
committee only are responsible. Such Ferns as
Adiantum cuneatum and Pteris cretica are the
most suitable for mixing with Chrysanthemum
blooms. A. cuneatum is superior to A. gracilli-

mum, which appears too thin and transparent
when employed with coloured flowers, but
where white only is used the efiect is different.

The fronds of A. cuneatum give more body
to the bouquet, as it were ; the Pteris
might be employed around the base. Some
exhibitors err in making their bouquets
larger than the regulation size laid down by
the rules. The mistake in this case is entirely
their own. I have often been compelled to
disqualify for no other reason. Eead carefully
the wording of the class before a start is made.

I do not find crowding nearly so prevalent
in the case of epergnes. The fact of there not
being the same convenience for the use of so
many large blooms may have something to do
with this. There is no section in the whole
Chrysanthemum family which is so suitable
for the decoration of epergnes as the single

varieties ; they are at once so light, and if sorts

the tips of the florets of which droop gently
instead of turn upwards in cup form are
employed, so much the better. By using such
varieties as Jane, Mary Anderson, Mrs. Langtry,
Florence, Oceana, Nelly, Elegante, and White
Perfection, a suitable range of colouring will be
obtained. Bright colours, like Souvenir de
Londres, are out of place in an epergne decora-
tion. Nothing is better than pink, yellow and
white, to which should be added a small quan-
tity of Maiden-hair Fern, and some natural
Grasses, which give a lightness to a stand which
nothing else imparts in a similar manner. Every
flower should be so arranged that it can be seen.

The kind or shape of the epergne is of some
importance. The worst form of epergne is that
which has a narrow saucer-like base, often not
exceeding inches in diameter, from which
spring three extremely high, trumpet-like vases,

each not more than 3 inches across at the widest
part. No method of arranging flowers can make
such a vase as this even presentable. The best
form of epergne is one with a rather deep
saucer-like base, and not less than 10 inches in

diameter, from which rises one trumpet-shaped
vase, not more than 11 inches high and 4.V inches
across. Such a vase as this afibrds ample scope
for an arranijement both full and light, and at

the same time graceful. As in the making of

bouquets, good, well-formed flowers in their
respective kinds carry weight, and should be
always employed. E. Molvneu.x.

Arrangement of cut blooms upon exhi-
bition stands. — I suppose during the next few
weeks we shall see examples of patient toil in at-

taining to the utmost uniformity possible in arrang-
ing cut blooms. Every flower must be, in the
opinion of many, quite level with its neighbour in

the same row, and with no longer stem than is

really necessary to place it in water. The foliage

will, of coarse, be rigidly excluded, as being no
ornament whatever to the flowers ; one might al-

most infer by its severe exclusion that it would be
a disqualification to leave any upon the stems.
Why these absurd notions should continue to exist

I cannot imagine. We do at times see attempts
made to break away from this old-fashioned mode,
but as sure as the flowers are in competition with
those drawn down flat upon the boards, the former
will lose, even if they be the best flowers. At
the last meeting at the Drfll Hall. Mr. Wythes,
of Syon House, had a well-arranged lot of flowers,

which exhibitors would do well to copy. These
were in some cases grouped as trebles, like Roses,
but the flowers had been cut with long stalks, the
foliage, which was very healthy, remaining to add
beauty to Ihe arrangement. In some cases the
foliage from small plants of Cocos Weddelliana
and other plants was used to add to the efifect.

Exhibitors of cut blooms who saw this arrangement
would do well to take a lesson from it. Sometimes we
see prizes offered for blooms with a certain length
of stem

; this is a step in the right direction, but
our Chrysanthemum growers seem too conservative
to take up the plan. True, the flowers cannot be
doctored up quite so well, cupping being not such an
easy matter, whilst in the case of malformed
blooms, more particularly those from which the
centres have been cut out and other petals removed

,

the artificial making up of the flowers is rendered
stiU more difficult. This is possibly the cause of
the backwardness to adopt it.— Advaxce.

Chrysanthemum Sceur Melanie.—What a
splendid variety this is for growing against a wall
or fence. Its early flowering propensities are all

in its favour, the blooms not being so likely to be
spoilt by frost as those of the later kinds are. Just
now (October 24) the first blooms are developing
nicely on plants against a south wall. To those
who have no glass protection this variety should
prove valuable, as it will give flowers in succession
to the Desgrange family, which are now almost over.

Sceur Melanie has this year grown very tall ; our
plants against the wall are not less than 5 feet
high. They are the last year's inside flowering
plants, which I find best for walls. The growth is

neat and short-jointed.—E. M.

Chrysanthemum President Hyde.—This
is very prominent at several of the exhibitions of
Chrysanthemums around London, by reason of the
rich deep golden colour of its blossoms. It is

altogether a very desirable variety, the style of
growth being sturdy, while it is of a medium
height, so that for growing into bush form it is

well adapted. The flowers are not so large as
some of the others belonging to the reflexed Japa-
nese section, in which it is placed by the National
Chrysanthemum Society. They are very full and
double, while the petals, though not nearly so long
as in some of the Japanese kinds, are yet of snfli.

cient length to take off any appearance of Inmpi-
ness about the bloom. It is a very good keeping
variety, for the flowers appear to resist damp better
than many other kinds. The Chrysanthemum in

question is of American origin, and was first shown
in good condition here a couple of years ago when
it was awarded a first-class certificate by the
National Chrysanthemum Society.—T.

Autumnal-tinted foliage and Chrysanthe-
mums.—With a good supply of these in variety
what beautiful effects may be produced in artistic

arrangements. The shoots of the former may be
cut almost to one's own liking without much harm
(rather the reverse) being done. There could not
possibly be any better foliage to associate with the
Chrysanthemum blooms now to be had in profusion.
Both the foliage and the flowers could be so chosen
as to blend together almost in the same colours, or,

on the other hand, most suitable contrasts could be
effected—the dark flowers with the golden-yellow
leaves, the lights with the deep bronze and crimson
tints. No finer arrangements can, I think, be under-
taken at any season of the year than at the present
time with such a wealth of tints in the fading
foliage and the lovely lolours of the greater por-
tion of the Japanese Chrysanthemums—these lend
themselves so well to producing harmoniousarrange-
ments which no other types or kinds possess in the
same degree. They stand in the same relation to

Chrysanthemums as the Cactus Dahlias do to the
show and fancy kinds of the same family. Japanese
Chrysanthemums and Cactus Dahlias are the cream
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of each race for decoration without doabt. The
incurved Chrysanthemums are beautiful flowers, all
will, I think, admit that fact, but in a cut state
there is no comparison whatever as to their merits.
When we have smaller kinds of the Japanese after
the manner of the pompons, and of which there are
already some indications, we shall possess in that
one type alone most valuable accessories for cut
flower uses. Neither the incurved nor the pompons
will then be so much in request. In fact, it I am
not greatly mistaken, they will have to give way for
general utility in the course of time (not very re-
mote) to their formidable rivals of more recent in-
''°'l''o''°°- This much may now be said with all
confidence

: the Japanese flowers, particularly the
informal or reflexed kinds, are by far the greater
favourites with the ladies.—Rosa.

SEASONABLE HINTS.
With the continued downpours of rain the atmo-
sphere of cool houses is none too dry for keeping
the blooms in good condition. This will be found
all the worse where the glazing is not good Al-
ready I have noticed and heard of symptoms ofdampmg off upon the petals of the earlier Japanese
varieties, which are now approaching perfection.
To say the least, this is annoying after a season's
attention has been bestowed upon the plants I
think this failing is more to be found upon blooms
of extra size than upon medium ones. In one case
I have noticed it where there has been a gentle
heat in the pipes for some time past. During such
a time as the present I think it would pay to keep
on a little more heat even, and also to keep the
plants drier at the roots than is usually done A
little sulphur upon the pipes would assist to check
It without doubt. When the case is a bad one
there is nothing for it but to pick out the decaying
petals. Free ventilation during favourable weather
will greatly assist, the pipes being heated at the
same time, but cooled down again by nightfall In
some instances where there has not been any
semblance of overcrowding there are to be seen
attacks of mildew upon the leaves. To check this
I prefer black sulphur to that of the usual colour •

It IS in fact, I think, the best for many purposes, if
only for appearance sake. Those who have got their
plants crowded together will no doubt find the mildew
taking hold upon the foliage all too soon. If com-
pelled to crowd together, either dust the plants
beforehand or apply sulphur in sufiicient quantity
to the pipes so as to destroy the mildew, or at least
check It without injury to tenderer things. Late
Chrysanthemums will require careful looking after
for it too much encouragement be given them the
result will be an increased sappy growth with a loss
of flower-buds. These should be given all the light
possible, and also a free circulation of air In all
cases faded foliage should be picked off regularly
The watering should be seen to early in the day
not nearly so much being now required to keep the
plants going. Where worms are troublesome in
the soil a watering with lime water will frequently
bring theru to the surface. The early- flowering
sorts like Mme. Desgrange and others should not
be stood out in all weathers when the stock is
valued. The best way is to cut down as soon as out
of flower, and to stand the plants in cold pits until
cuttings are fit. It is not, however, right to keep
them shut up too close

; air may yet be safely left
on both by night and day. For several weeks past I
have found last year's old stools most useful in the
open border for supplying cut flowers. These stood
the wet weather well till within the last week or
t"°-

G.

Chrysanthemum Emma Stevens — Does
anyone know anything about this variety ? I came
across it the other day and was much struck with
the pure white full flower. I can only find it men-
tioned in two catalogues, in which it is described
thus—' Japanese, reflexed, creamy-white, flushed
rose. The flowers I saw were of the purest white
and I thought they almost rivalled those of Ava-
lanche or Bouquet des Dames in that respect, there
not being the faintest trace of any colour The

florets were broad, each one just curling up a little at
the tips which made it quite distinct from any other
I know in the white flowering section. The flowers
were solid and not too large. It looks to me a valu-
able variety for grouping.-E. M.

STAGING CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Just at this time there is a deal of interest in Chry-
santhemums, and when a great quantity of one class
of plants is exhibited, especially at large shows, it

tends to sameness if all are staged alike, so that I

think prizes should be offered to those who go
somewhat out of the beaten track and who do not
keep to the formal boards and stiff-looking cups to
hold the blooms. Showing as I suggest would in
many instances make more work for the exhibitor,
and in the case of travelling long distances more
weight ; but in many places there are a great
number of local exhibitors who would compete for
the blooms staged for effect, thus adding to the
beauty of the exhibition, as there would be less
sameness. Gardeners look to the excellence of in-
dividual blooms, but those less interested take them
as a whole, and if arranged with different mate-
rials they would form an interesting study, as colours
and material would be taken into consideration. In
years gone by this evenness of staging was less seen.
When a large number of out blooms is staged, I

have a great liking for the flowers being set up
according to the taste of the exhibitor, of course
restricting him to space, height, and number
of blooms. On the other hand, why not give
prizes for blooms with the best foliage 1 I think
a stand of twelve bunches, say three blooms
in a bunch, the flowers showing good foliage, is

far before blooms in cups on naked boards, and I

would like to see it encouraged. I note with
pleasure the Royal Horticultural Society, aided by
the Turner Memorial trustees, have gone out of the
beaten track, and offer good prizes for six Chrysan-
themum plants in bloom, each plant to carry not
less 'than twenty-four flowers, no training or dis-
budding having been done. This is a step in the
right direction, and I hope a good competition for
these prizes on the 10th will be the result. The
society another season may be induced to offer
prizes for cut blooms set up in a natural way
and with their own foliage; also for the best
methods of staging cut blooms in any other
way either with foliage or other plants. I saw
some fine bunches of three blooms exhibited in the
same way as hardy cut flowers last season, and
they were much admired. G. WiTHES.

SHORT NOTES.—CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Chrysanthemum superbum is a seedling
worthy of mention, coming, as it does, from so good
a kind as CuUingfordi. This resembles the parent
in all respects except colour, which is a rich orange-
yellow.

Chrysanthemum William Ami Hoste.—
I know nothing of the oriRiii of this Japanese variety.
It is sure to be sought after when it becomes more
known. A very iuteuse amaranth is the nearest
approach I can get to its colour. In form it is of
the Japanese reflexed style of flower. Tlie growth is

rather tall, over ('> foot, when well grown.— Pj.

Single Chrysanthemum Charming.—Those
persons who cultivate this section would do well to add
this variety to their list. I know of no kind in this
class which is more free-flowering when grown in w bat
I term a natural bush, allowing all the shoots wliich
grow from the first natural break to develop all the
buds,^ Tlie Howcrs are soft yellow, a colour not oom-
niou in single Clirysanthemums.—E. M.
Chrysanthemum Lady Brooke.—This, one

of .Mr. Owen's English raised seedlings, is a very pretty
reflexed Japanese variety; the petals are perhaps too
short for the exhibition rec|uireinents of the present
day, but for tljo.ie who think of honje deioration only,
it is well worth a trial. The colour is creamy white,
whieli deepens to primrose in the centre, making a.

full Hower. The height is from .'i feet to l feet.

Chrysanthemum Chardonneret.—This lira-

hriiitcd variety may not he known as being suitable tor
growing as a specimen plant, but this is the case, as

we lately saw it in capital condition. The growth of
the plant is not strong; therefore, it is well suited for
specimens. Then, again, the colour of the flowers forms
a striking contrast with the deep green of its foliage.
The flowers of medium size, full and rounded, are dark
purple.

Chrysanthemum Emily Rowbottom.—
This is a pure white sport from the .\iieinone pompon
Marie Stuart. It is, with the exception of Virginale,
the only white variety belonging to this class : there-
fore all the more valuable. The delicate shade of
green in^ the centre of each bloom, which becomes
paler as it nears perfection, is a charming feature of
this variety. Lovers of this class of Chrysanthemums
ought not to fail to add it to their list for next season's
growth.

Chrysanthemum Vice-President Audi-
guier.—This uew Japanese variety is likely to meet
wuth some favour at the hands of growers of large
blooms either for exhibition or home use. The
crilour, a kind of a delicate rose, which changes to white
at the tips of the broad petals, is very pleasing. The
blooms are large, of a flat, spreading habit, something
after the style of those of Val d'Andorre in their for-

mation, but much larger. Growers would do well to
make a note of this.

Chrysanthemum Violet Hose.—Since there
appears to he such a rage for hairy-petalled sorts,

growers would do well to pay attention to this Japan-
ese variety, which was introduced to this country from
America. Violet Rose may be a seedling having a
close connection with Louis Boehmer, which might
accmmt for the peculiarity of the variety. The growth
is robust, carrying good foliage, the flowers being
large and likely to be full and solid, yet with a loose-
ness which characterises some Japanese sorts.—E.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Naish.—Although it

would not be wise to exhibit this variety along with
Mrs. G. Rundle where all are required to be dis-

tinct, I now think that they are not identicil.

The flower of Mrs. Naish is somewhat broader at

the base and not quite so globular as that of Mrs. G.
Rundle. The petals are more pointed than thtise of

Mrs. Rundle, which are full and rounded. 1 lately saw
the subject of this note exhibited in a first prize stand
and thought it vastly superior to some so-called incurved
varieties and worthy of extended culture — E.

LESSONS OF THE PAST SEASON.
The season now drawing to a close has been a very
varied one, and those who are engaged in horticul-

ture will have gained some useful lessons for future

guidance, as I think there is no doubt we learn

more from our failures than our successes, and the
failures have been by no means rare. The year 1S!U

opened with what was, for the south of England at

least, a long spell of intense frost that continued
until a very late spring was certain. With the won-
derful display of blossom on all kinds of fruit trees

and bushes, a heavy crop was looked on as a cer-

tainty, but after a spell of mild weather a severe

frost came, and the destruction of early Strawbtny
bloom was very great, while in many places bush
fruits suffered severely. Plenty of late bloom,
however, escaped for a crop, and. taken collectively,

it is many years since such a crop of fruit has been
grown in the south of England. All kinds of early

fruits were favoured with fairly good weather for

gathering and marketing, and bush fruits. Straw-
berries and Cherries paid the growers well ; but
with the gathering and marketing of early Apples
and Pears, a succession of storms and gales set in,

and Plums, that were a very heavy crop, glutted the

markets to such an extent, that for a few weeks
a complete stagnation of trade was the result.

The very early or very late Plums sold well, but
the niidseason ones, although the most prolific, are

by no means the most profitable, and there are far

too many worthless sorts grown. Pears, of which
the crop this year is quite exceptional, are clean

and large, and it is quite clear that in ordinary

seasons the fruit does not attain its full propor-

tions, owing to lack of moisture. Some of the early

sorts that decay quickly when ripe only realised

low prices, but good kinds that would remain firm

and sound for some time have proved a profitable

crop. Lite sorts, including stewing Pears, are

very fine and a wonderful crop. Those who have
cither large cooking Apples or really good flavoured

dessert kinds have found them profltable, as even
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at the worst period of the glutted maikets, fine

samples, considering the heavy crop, have paid the
growers well. Tomatoes, both under glass and in

the open, have sold well and been one of the most
profitable of crops. Grapes have, in my opinion,
been about the worst crop of the season, as far as
proti!; is concerned ; the abundance of other fruit

has caused the demand to be very slack, and really
good Grapes have been sold at Is. per lb.

Hants. J. G.

Ferns.

DENNST.EDTIAS.
Thi.s genus, founded by Beruhardi in the early
part of the present century, contains many beau-
tiful and charming kinds. Of this I was par-
ticularly reminded by the two specimens sent
me for naming by Mrs. Bennett. Both Hooker
and Baker include these under the genus
Dicksonia, putting them under the sub-genus
Patania of Presl, but as this was not established
untU about thirty-six years after Dennstaidtia,
I cannot see why it should have preference.
The creeping running growth of these plants
wiQ at once distinguish them from the
tree-like stems of such well-known kinds
as Dicksonia antarctica, D. squarrosa, and
the less-known D. Berteroana, D. Sellow-
iana, and D. arborescens, although they re-
semble them in the character of their sori. The
various species are widely distributed through
the Eastern and Western World. Some kinds
make handsome specimens suitable for the tem-
perate fernery as well as the stove, while one
species is quite hardy and exceedingly useful
for the open-air fernery. In gardens where
Perns are planted out these plants make
splendid ornaments, but whether treated in this
manner or as pot specimens they are exceedingly
ornamental, and some of them should be found
in every collection. The following kinds will
make splendid ornaments either as pot speci-
mens or planted out : —

D. ASTHEISCIFOLIA.—A noble plant, producing
fronds some feet long and 2h feet broad. A
most beautiful, bold-growing plant, very desirable.
It requires a stove.

D. ADiANToiDBS —A free-growing and beautiful
Fern with a creeping rhizome. The fronds are
some G feet in length when growing strongly, and
much more, we are told, in a wild state. This makes
a fine specimen in the temperate fernery, but at-
tains to a greater size in the stove.

D. CICUTAEIA.—This is a bold - growing kind
with fronds some 4 feet long or more, the pinna-
being some 18 inches long. This ought to become
a favourite with the growers for market, for not
only is the plant a very handsome one, but it comes
readily from spores. It is equally at home in the
stove as in the temperate fernery. D. ordinatais said to
be a variety of this plant, but a stronger grower. Of
this I have specimens with the side pinnje more
than 2 feet in length, which would give a frond
upwards of 1 feet in breadth, but I have not seen
it of this siz3. D. tenera also is another form and
very handsome, the segments being very broad.

p. STEAiiiNEA—If this species is in cultivation
it is rare, yet I have noticed a plant which I have
thought was it, but have never been able to verify
it. I have specimens collected by my friend Milne in
the Fiji Islands which show it to be a very hand-
some and distinct Fern. It would make a very
handsome pot plant.

D. DAVALLioiDES.—An elegant plant, the fronds
(which are finely divided) being each some 2 feet
or 3 feet long. It makes a handsome pot plant
either in the temperate house or the stove.

D. Pavoni.—This is a very distinct and hand-
some species from Peru, producing very broad
fronds, which are very symmetrical. I have not
seen this species tried as a greenhouse plant, but

judging from its native country, I should imagine
it would succeed well in the temperate fernery.

D. PUNCTILOBULA.—This is a native of North
America, consequently hardy in this country. It

is somewhat like the various forms of Athyrium
Filix-foemina, but it is more finely divided and of

a deeper green in the colour of its fronds.

There are about twenty species known, but
the above-named are all distinct and well worthy
of being grown by anyone desirous of having
beautiful and ornamental kinds.

William Hugh Gower.

SMALL-GROWING FERNS.
Maxt Ferns which 'attain to a large size are

very pretty in a small state and are much used
for decoration. In addition to these, there are

others which are naturally of small growth, and
though liberal or rather careful treatment will

induce stronger growth, yet under the most
favourable conditions they will not make large

fronds. It not infrequently happens that these

delicate little species get much the same treat-

ment as the large and vigorous growing sorts,

that is, they are potted on from time to time
into larger pots until little but pot can be seen

;

the consequence is, that in addition to being
almost hidden by the pots, they get over-watered
and gradually sicken and die, while if confined

to smaller pots they would be more attractive

and keep in better health. Like all other sub-
jects, they require fresh soil periodically, but
this may be given without increasing the size

of the pots. If they are repotted before the
roots have become too much matted together

the balls may be reduced with advantage rather

than otherwise, and as the young and healthiest

roots are near the surface, the lower portion of

the ball may be entirely cut away. Ferns that

have been allowed to stand too long before

being repotted should have a top-dressing of

fresh soil and be left until new roots have
been made. Of course, treatment requires

to be varied according to the habits of the

various species, as some root more deeply
into the soil than others, but in most cases it

will be found that the roots of small-fronded

species are confined tn the surface. For this

reason plenty of drainage should be used, and
for such as have spreading rhizomes shallow
pots or pans are preferable. The following

list includes some of the prettiest and mo.st

useful of the small-growing Ferns, which when
grown in pots should have such a position that

they are not too much overshadowed by the
larger growing ones. Large pots and excess of

moisture should also be avoided. When planted
out in the fernery these interesting little species

should have prominent positions where they
will not be over-run and choked by the more
rampant growers.

AcTiNiopTERis RADIATA.—This interesting little

Fern grows only a few inches high ; the finely-cut

palmate fronds give it the appearance of a minia-
ture Pdlm. Being very slender and delicate it re-

quires careful treatment ; a moist atmosphere and
an intermediate temperature suit it best. The
plants should be potted in a light peaty compost,
with which should be mixed some broken crocks
and a liberal supply of sharp sand. In potting, the
crown of the plants should be kept level with the
surface of the soil. I find that it may be raised

from spores, but the seedlings require great care,

or they will damp oflf.

AniASTOPSis RADIATA (syns., Adiantum radia-

tum and Cheilanthes radiata) —A very distinct

little Fern, growing from 12 inches to !« inches
high ; the fronds are divided into from seven to

nine distinct frondlets, which radiate equally from
the rather long slender rachis'; the frondlets are

again pinnately divided and of a deep green. It

requires stove treatment, but not too much moit-
ture, as if the damp settles on the fronds they soon
go black. The discolouration of Fern fronds may
frequently be traced to too much moisture. This
pretty B'ern may be raised from spores, and young
plants are more attractive than older specimens.
A good compost for this Fern is light fibrous loam
and peat in equal parts with a liberal addition of
sharp sand.

Adiantums—Of these there are several which
may be included in this list. A. bellum and A.
glaucophyllum are pretty little species ; both have
spreading rhizomes and small erect-growing fronds.
Both may be readily increased by division, and will
succeed well in the same compost as recommended
above. They should be grown in a moderate stove
temperature. A. hispidulum tenellum is a veiy
pretty greenhouse variety, the erect growing frone's
attaining to only a few inches high. In a young
state they are brightly tinted with red and change
to a deep green. A very free growing Fern, and
easily raised from spores.

A. TETRAPHYLLUM GEAciLE.—An exceedingly
pretty variety, much smaller in growth than the
type, and remarkable for the bright tints of the
young fronds. It is a stove Fern and requires
careful treatment. I have never succeeded in rais-

ing this from spores ; it may, however, be increased
by division, but this is very slow, thus accounting
for its being rarely met with in collections.

AsPLENiUMS.—This genus also includes several
interesting species of small growth. A. formosum,
a choice species with slender, pale green, pinnate
fronds, rarely growing more than from H inches to
inches long, should be grown in a peaty compost

with plenty of drainage and in potting the
crown of the plants should be kept well on
the surface. A little fresh surface soil may be
added occasionally with advantage, for the young
roots are produced from the base where the old
fronds die off, and if the soil is not kept well up the
plants wiU gradually become weak and die off. A.
Fernandezianum, similar in habit, but of a deeper
green, and of a more vigorous constitution ; A.
bifidum, a small growing form of the bulbiferum
type ; A. rutiefolium, and A. erectnm may also be
included among the most desirable of the small-
growing species of this genus.

Rhipidopteris peltata.—a verydelicate littln

Fern with slender spreading rhizomes. The barreg
fronds are divided into two equal parts, these beins
again several times subdivided ; the fertile frond
are entire or two-lobed, the under side being
entirely covered with masses of spores which are
almost black and very distinct. This pretty little

Fern should be grown in peat, with which may be
mi.xed some broken crocks and Sphagnum Moss
and plenty of drainage. I find it succeeds best in

a warm moist atmosphere. Although it likes a
shady position, it should not be grown under other
plants.

Cheilaxthes.—The small-growing sorts, such
as C. alabamensis, C. tomentosa, C. Eckloniana, are
much prettier when confined to small pots. C. ele-

gans may also be included, for although it will
grow some 2 feet or more high, it is much prettier
in a young state, and as it may be raised from
spores without much difficulty, a few should be
grown on to take the place of the older specimens.
The Cheilanthes are generally grown in the cool
fernery, but I find they do better when given a
little more warmth than is generally recommended.

Pteris.—Of these, V. geranifolia is one of the
smallest-growing species. A 3-inch pot will be
quite large enough to develop this to its fullest

beauty. Although very pretty in a young state it

soon gets shabby with age. To have this in good
form it should be treated as an annual ; spores
germinate freely, and soon grow into characteristic
plants. P. pedata closely resembles the above, but
has rather broader fronds. P. involuta is a pretty
little Fern ; it may be regarded as a small form of
P. hastata. P. scaberula, a dwarf-growing species
with slender, spreading rhizomes and finely cut
fronds, requires some care. It succeeds best in

loamy soil with plenty of drainage, and must have
a cool shady position. This species rarely produces
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ertile fronds. I have occasionally found them,
and have raised seedlings which make more com-
pact plants than those obtained by dividing the
older plants.

Havallias.—D. alpina, D. parvula and D. pe-
data are among the most desirable of the small-
growing sorts

; these succeed best in a shady moist
position, and should be grown in shallow pots in a
comoost of peat, Sphagnum Moss and broken
crocks.

DjuDiA ASPEBA MULTiPiDA.—Seedlings of this
vary considerably

; the prettiest form is very com-
pact

;
the slender, recurved, pinnate fronds are

much branched at the apices and in a young state
ot a bright rosy tint. It requires stove treatment
and should have a light open position and plenty
of moisture at the roots. D. caudata, a very free-
growing greenhouse Fern, with slender, recurved,
pinnate fronds, when properly treated makes a
very pretty little plant, but it is often neglected
or treated as a weed on account of its coming so
freely from spores. Where once it is introduced,
s ledlings will soon be found in any position where
th3re is sufficient moisture for the spores to germi-
nate.

Lastbeas —Of these L. glabella and L. fragrans
muit be included in this list. The former has
linely-cut fronds and makes a symmetrical little
plant, growing from 6 inches to i) inches high.
L. fragrans, as its name denotes, is sweet-scented
and a very attractive little Fern. Both of these do
well in a cool fernery.

If space would allow I might enumerate many
more of the small-growing Ferns, but those al-
ready referred to will be sufficient to indicate
the section I wish to call attention to. These
pretty little species should—when planted in
the fernery—have a position where they will
not be overgrown and smothered by the more
vigorous growing sorts, or, when grown in
pots, that they should not be put into those
of a larger size than are required. F. H.

NOTES OP THE WEEK.

Apple Thorold's Peculiar.—I forward you
some Apples upon which I should be glad to have
your opinion. They were raised from Pippins in
my orchard, and I call them " Thorold's Peculiar,"
not knowing any quite like them. They are good
early baking Apples

; those I send are only small
samples.—A Subsceiube.

*^* A brisk Apple of common quality.

—

Ed.

Stanhopea oculata — I enclose you a spike of
Stanhopea oculata with five flowers. It is the last
of eight spikes developed from one plant in a
basket C inches by 13 inches. The other spikes
have borne more blossoms, four having each eight
blooms

;
two, seven blooms ; and one, six blooms

;

and this is the last and least, making a total of
fifty-seven blooms. I think this is an unusually
large number of flowers for one plant to bear in one
season. The previous blooms have been rather larger
than the ones enclosed.

—

Geobge Ckagg, Perci/
Luih/e, \\"m{hiiinriIIUl,X.

Notes on Physalis.—The note on Physalis
Alkekengi suggests this on the edible-fruited spe-
cies of this family, of which I have grown this
year four kinds, namely, the old P. edulis, a dwarf
plant

; a greatly improved variety, attaining nearly
3 feet in height, very productive, and larger in all its
parts, and adistinct species, with comparatively large
yellow flowers produced in abundance, and worth
growing for that alone, and purple fruits. All
these are annuals. The two last I obtained from
America. The other is a perennial, the dried fruits
of which I received wiili a quantity of miscel-
laneous seeds from Centr;il Africi Thfse fruiis
appear small and taste exactly like the best Sultana
Raisins, but they are full oi small .seeds. What
they would b3 in a fresh stats I havo not been able
to prove, as the past sunless season has prevented
it, and the one.'precediog, from thoroughly malur-

ing. It is a robust species, the whole plant downy
and apparently shrubby. It differs from P. peru-
viana, which 1 once grew, in its more erect habit
and not trailing. These plants give little trouble,
and it is surprising they are not more grown in
this country, as the fruits are much liked by some.
Seedhngs raised in a little heat in spring and when
large enough planted out in a warm situation take
care of themselves.— J. M., Channouth, Uurset.

Plum Brahy's Green »«ge.—When recently
visiting the gardens at Hackwood Park, Basing-
stoke, I was impressed by the high flavour of this
Plum, as also by its extra size. I tasted most of
the kinds growing in these gardens that were ripe
at the time of my visit, but none then ripe (end of
September) were equal in flavour to the one above
named. The tree was growing on an east wall. Is
this a scarce or little-known kind, seeing it is not
given in trade lists .' Or is this a Plum known by
another name in gardens ? Be this as it may, it
is an excellent variety, and if a distinct kind it

ought to be more known. I think most cultivators
will agree that it is rather difficult to distinguish
some of the late Gages one from the other, except
by having the several kinds together for compa-
rison.—Dorset.

Bouchea cuneifolia.—The genus Bouchea is
widely spread over the globe, being represented in
America and India, as well as at the Cape of Good
Hope. About six species are found in the last-
named country, and of these the one best adapted
for garden purposes is B. cuneifolia. It is a bushy
plant, growing to a height of 1 foot to 18 inches,
with erect branches furnished with dark green,
wedge-shaped leaves, about half an inch wide. The
flower-spikes terminate each shoot, and are from
3 inches to inches long, bearing about a dozen
flowers. The flowers are of the purest white and
about three-quarters of an inch across. The chief
attraction of the plant, which is now in bloom at
Kew, is the strong Jasmine-like fragrance of its

flowers. Being found in the eastern districts of
Sooth Africa, chiefly in Kaffirland and Natal, at
elevations of 2000 feet to 3000 feet, it requires no
more than an ordinary greenhouse temperature
here.

Cyperorchis elegans. —In Williams' "Orchid
Grower's Manual," this plant is described as a very
rare and curious Orchid. It is. not only this, but, as
is shown by a specimen now fio'Wering in the cool
house at Kew, a singularly pretty one as well.
Althongh for a long time placed under Cymbidium,
it is very distinct except in habit from the
popular members of that genus. The flowers are
closely packed on a pendent raceme which is

some 6 inches or 8 inches long. The sepals and
petals open so little that the lip is scarcely seen,
and the flower always retains a tubular form, being
a little over an inch in length. The colour is a pale
yellow with a few red spots on the lip. It is an
easily cultivated plant, requiring a compost of
fibrous peat and Sphagnum

; an intermediate tem-
perature suits it all the year round, and beyond
the [natural decrease of moisture and heat in the
winter months it should not be kept dry at any
time. It is a native of Nepaul, and although so
uncommon, was known and figured over fifty years
ago.

lochrorna lanceolata -This is one of the
finest species of a genus which has long been
known in our gardens, but which at the present
day is almost entirely ignored. Nearly related to
Habrothamnus and Cestrum.the lochromas maintain
as high an average of merit as either of those
genera. As regards individual species, perhaps it

does not contain one of so high a garden value as
Habrothamnus fasciculatus or Cestrum aurantia-
cum. But the lochromas possess one notable ad-
vantage in the deep and brilliant blue of the flowers
of several species, a colour which, so far as I have
seen, does not exist in either of its allies. I. lanceo-
lata was originally introduced from the mountains
of (Juindiu (in New Grenada) to Kew about 184(i,

and a representative of the species has for the last
few weeks been flowering there. The flowers are
tubular, about the thickness of an ordinary pen-
holder, and upwards of 2 inches long, the apex of

the corolla being only slightly expanded. They are

borne in a dense umbel at the end of the current
season's growth, a score or more flowers occurring
on each. The colour is an intense blue, which, com-
bined with the glazed surface of the corolla, has
quite a porcelain-like appearance. This plant re-

quires only the protection of the coolest greenhouse.
It is a good plan to plant it out about the end of

June, lifting and placing it in pots as soon in

autumn as there is any evidence of bloom. It get j

over the distuibance very quickly if kept close

and syringed for a few days. Being a gross-feeding
plant, it requires a rich loamy soil and abundant
supplies of water.

The best yellow Carnation —In his " Flower
Garden Notes " in The Gabden of October 31 (p.
2IIIJ) Mr. E. Burrell asks, " What is the best yellow
Carnation for borders ? " Up to the present 1 think
Germania must be pronounced the best. I saw a
fine example of its vigour and superiority recently
in a small garden where Carnations are favourites.

About a dozen kinds were bought and planted
round a circular bed, but all the plants were weak,
and far from promising at the start. It was soon
evident that the plant of Germania would outstrip

all the rest, and indeed it did, for whilst none of

the other kinds did much good, this one grew and
flowered freely. When I saw it in October it was
still in flower, and the layers, having rooted and
made bushy plants, also developed iflower- spikes.

It seems strange that yellow Carnations as a class

should be so wanting in vigour ; I have de-

stroyed several. One which came to me from
Scotland, and which was to become the yellow
Carnation of the future, entirely failed with me.
—A. H.

Oncidiums.—At the last meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society in the Drill Hall, Westmin-
ster, the group of Oncidiums shown by Messrs.
Collins made a most attractive display. The plants

were not large, but they were in the best of health
and very vigorous, otherwise they could not have
borne such handsome spikes of flowers. A charm
and richness are found in the colours and markings
of 0. Forbesi, 0. curtum and O. crispum which many
Oncids do not possess. The first-named is, I think,

the finest, the pale yellow edges of the lip being bo

distinct from the reddish-brown, yet the colours

harmonise so well together. For this season of the

year these Oncidiums are strikingly beautiful.

Affording quite a contrast to the foregoing was O.

Rogersi, a variety of O. varicosum, with its bright

golden-yellow lip. There was also an excellent va-

riety of 0. tigrinum, always an attractive kind.

These Brazilian and Mexican Oncidiums were in

profuse flower, their requirements being evidently

well understood. Flowering as they do at this sea-

son, they add to the charms ot the temperate Orchid
house, lasting so long in good condition.

Salvia azurea.—Three species of Salvia may
be said to stand out prominently before all others

in the genus for autumn flowering in the green-
house. Coming into beauty just before the Chry-
santhemum season, and therefore at a time when
this house has not a great abundance of available

flowering plants, it would be difficult to exaggerate
their usefulness. Two of them, S. Bethelliand S. splen-

dens, are well known and very extensively grown
;

the third, S. azurea, perhaps not so much. It is

quite equal, however, to the other two both in

abundance of bloom and gracefulness, whilst the

colour, a charming shade of azure-blue, is perfectly

distinct from that of either. A group of well-

grown plants has for some weeks been conspicuous

in the greenhouse (No. 4) at Kew. The plants,

which face one of the entrances, are in 10- inch pots

and form fine bushes about 4 feet in height. This _
Salvia may also be used for the outside border, I
coming into flower as it does before the early Oc- I
tober frosts. This year it has been very fine, and in

the last weekof October, owing to our unusual immu-
nity from frost, was still in good condition. It is, I
nevertheless, as a greenhouse plant that its value I

is most apparent. It should lie grown on from
cuttings like S. Bethelli, the chief item in the cul-

ture ot both being to never allow them to become
starved.
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Trees and Shrubs

THE XORFOLK ISLAND PIXE AT
CAPE TOAVX.

In your issue of The Garden dated the 20th

June last j'ou gave an illustration ot that

truly rej^al and majestic Conifer, Araucaria

excelsa (Norfolk Island Pine), 5 feet 6 inches

in height. I have cultivated this Araucaria

with some sixty other varieties of Conifers

for several years past very successfully in

my garden at Claremont, near Cape Town,

and have lately realised a long-cherished day

dream in owning an avenue of Norfolk Island

Pines, the head of which is dominated by the

first specimen introduced into South Africa

forty-five years ago from Australia, and as

your readers were doubtless charmed by your

illustration of the plant in its juvenile state,

they will be no less pleased in seeing this noble

tree in its more niatureil state. I have there-

fore much pleasure in sending you herewith

photographs of two trees, the taller of which is

130 feet in height and 8 feet in circumference 1

foot from the ground, and the smaller about

115 feet in height. I know of no tree so little

affected by winds or storms. Of the twenty

I possess not one is deflected in the slightest

degree from the perfect perpendicular, as in the

specimens sent. It has fruited plentifully here,

and is largely cultivated in our gardens and

pleasure grounds. I send also a photograph

showing some specimen plants of Camel-

lias, which grow into miniature trees in this

lovely climate. H. M. Ardebne.

Tlie Hill, Claremont, Cape Town.

Hydrangea rosea.—A note on this distinct

Hydrangea may serve to direct attention to one of

the finest members of the genus, which though
shown in good condition and awarded certificates

both by the Royal Horticultural and Botanic

Societies as long ago as the summer of 1883 is still

comparatively nnknown, though Messrs. Veitch

have shown it in good condition very often since

then, notably at the last great Temple show. It is

a native of Japan, and in general appearance bears

a good deal of resemblance to the common Hy-
drangea, but the growth is more slender, while the

leaves are smaller, and with clearly defined serra-

tures around the edges. The flower-heads are large

and dense, while the blooms, which are all sterile,

as in the common Hydrangea, are of a beautiful

clear rose-pink colour, quite distinct from those of

any of the other cultivated kinds.—H. P.

The Tree Mallow (Hibiscus syriacus).—The
unusually wet summer and autumn with the ab-

sence or nearly so of early frosts would seem to be
very favourable to this Hibiscus, as it is in most
places flowering in a very satisfactory manner this

season, and when at their best some of the varie-

ties are among the finest autumn-flowering shrubs
we possess. There are a great many forms in cul-

tivation, some with double and others with single

blossoms, but though many prefer the double
flowers, I must confess that I like thesingle ones best,

as when a bush is thickly studded with them it is

less lumpy than when the blossoms are double.
The old typical Hibiscus syriacus, or Althsea frutex,

as it is also called,with purplish-coloured blossoms.is

still one of the best, and I also admire albus, a white
flower with a red centre ; totus albus, pure white,
without any colour in the centre ; and ccelestis, a
variety with blossoms almost blue, with very little

trace of the purple hue that is found in the
different varieties of this Hibiscus. Colours of a
decided tint such as those above mentioned are

certainly preferable to the duller and parti-coloured
varieties, which during wet weather bear quite a
washed-out aspect. Hibiscus syriacus in all its

forms succeeds better in a rather deep, cool, moist
soil than under any other conditions, as in dry,
gravelly, or sandy spots the leaves frequently turn
yellow, and partially drop before the flowering sea-
son comes round. Still as the flowers are so bright
and cheerful, a few good soakings of water when
necessary during the summer months will be well
repaid later on. This shrub is, in addition to its

other features, above the average as a town plant.

names of Parryana and Engelmanni. Equally
robust with the type, this Spruce stands out in a
remarkable manner when associated with other
sombre-hued Conifers, as the foliage of this glis-
tens as if frosted over with silver, so pronounced is

the glaucous character of the leaves. With this
was shown that variety of the Atlas Cedar (Cedrus
atlantica) in which the foliage is also of an intense
silvery hue, but, of course, the specimens were
small, though there are now some large trees of it

throughout the country, and when in good form,
this and the above-mentioned Spruce must cer-

tainly be regarded as two of the very best
glaucous-leaved Conifers we possess.—T.

The Norfolk Island Pine (Araucaria excelsa) at Cape Town.
Engraved for The Garden from a photograph scut by
Mr. H. M. Arderne.

BERRIED TREES AND SHRUBS.
The above seem to be very plentiful this
autumn, and in places have not been so sub-
ject to the attacks of birds. I append a list
of a few prominent ones I saw during a run
through Surrey the other day. The Moun-
tain Ash (Pyrus Aucuparia) is everywhere
loaded with its handsome scarlet fruit. Cra-
tasgns Lrelandi holds its own among berried
shnibs both planted against a wall and
also grown in bush form, when the scarlet
berries show up well against its dark green
foliage. C. coccinea makes a good round-
headed tree and fruits profusely, the ber-
ries being of a bright coral-red colour.
Euonymus europseus can generally be de-
pended upon for giving a plentiful supply
of pink fruit, which hangs on well into the
winter. Symphoricarpus racemosus is an-
other good old shrub which produces its
clusters of white berries in great profusion,
but they are generally injured by the frost!
Cornus sanguinea and C. stolonifcra (alba)
look well with their clusters of berries on
the end of the shoots, the leaves of which
are rich and varied in their tints. Cotone-
aster Simonsi and C. miorophylla, with
their scarlet fruits, make a good show
either planted against a wall or as bushes
in the open. C. nummularia and C. frigida
look best grafted as standards, the former
with black and the latter with scarlet ber-
ries. Rhamnus Frangula with red berries
turning to black is a free growing shrub
with bold and glossy foliage. Berberis vul-
garis var. atro-purpurea berries freely and
looks well. Rosa rugosa makes a fine "bush,
and its large scarlet fruits show up well
against the handsome foliage, but the birds
soon take the fruits when ripe. The above
are all useful things for general planting,
are easily procurable at most nurseries,
and help to make the garden look showy at
this time of the year when we have few
flowers with us. F. Robebts.

Itosa Villa, Xen- Road, Kingstim, Surrey.

Spiraea Bumalda ruberrima.—This
thrub figures among the new plants to be
put into commerce by M. Lemoine, of
Nancy, during the present autumn, and is
announced by him as a hybrid between
S. Bumalda and the dwarf S. crispifolia,

or buUata, as it is often called. It is

said to be a dwarfer plant with larger
as may be seen by the thriving specimens to be

j

flowers of a deeper colour than S. Bumalda,
found in our London parks. Numerous varieties ' as might be expected from its parentage,
are, as a rule, kept in stock in most of our tree This new Spiriep. should form a welcome ad-
and shrub nurseries, while In some of the Conti- dition to the genus, and will no doubt serve
nental ones great numbers are grown.—T. I to direct the attention of hybridists to the ex-

Abies pungens glauca — This beautiful tensive field for their labours offered by our hardy
Spruce, to which a good deal of attention has been shrubs, which seem in a great measure to have et-

bestowed by Mr. Waterer, was shown in good con- caped their notice. We have, however, within the
dition at Chiswick from the Knap Hill Nursery last few years had from M. Lemoine his double-

and from the intensely glaucous character of tt e flowered Lilacs and two hybrid forms of Philadel-

foliage, it certainly stands out as one of the V^^^< claiming parentage from the little P. micro-
handsomest of silver-leaved Conifers. It is some- phyUas and the European Mock Orange (P. coro-

what formal in appearance, the branches being narius). They are Philadelphus Lemoinei and its

almost horizontal and very stiff, while lliey are variety erectus, while, lastly, llypericum Moseri-
thickly clothed with rigid sharp-pointed leaves, anum, raised by M. Moser, of Versailles, has proved
The typical form is also known under the specific itself to be one of the best of our St. John's Worts,
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and was a few weeks since awarded a first-class

certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society.

—

H. P.

CONIFERS AT ORTON HALL.

The Wellingtonia avenue at Orton is, so far as I

am aware, quite unique. It is 700 yards long and
contains over 300 trees, many of which are 70 feet

or more in height and are carrying large clusters

of cones ; in some instances as many as fifty cones
are hanging in one cluster. The trees are very

healthy and very dark green in colour. The soil is

deep and rich, and there are shelter belts of forest

trees to break the winds. I have occasionally seen
larger individual specimens, especially in the west
country, but never have I seen the Wellingtonia in

such stately form and in such numbers as at Orton,

for besides the trees forming the avenue there are

many others about the grounds all growing with
the same freedom. The Wellingtonia avenue was
planted by the late Marquis of Huntly about thirty

years ago, and there is plenty of evidence that the

rulers of the estate still feel the same interest and
take the same care of the beautiful collection of

trees, for besides the Wellingtonias there are many
handsome specimens of Conifers and other trees on
the lawn and in other parts of the extensive

grounds. In the course of a rapid run through the

grounds I noticed the following in very good
form : Picea Pinsapo, perfect specimen, (50 feet

high ; Picea Nordmanniana, very handsome tree

in cone ; Picea bracteata, P. nobilis, P. magnifica,

P. amabilis, P. lasiooarpa, P. cephalonioa, Pinus
excelsa, P. insignis, Abies Smithiana, A. grandis,

Cedrus Daodara (fine specimen), C.atlanticaglauca
(very handsome), Cedar of Lebanon (several gooi
specimens of both sexes), Taxodium sempervirens,
Pinus ponderosa, Torreya myristica (producing its

curious cones freely), Thuja Lobbi gigantea (many
fine specimens). I also noticed a splendid pair of

Libocedrns decurrens.

It will probably be in the memory of many
readers that the collection of cut specimens of

Conifers which won the Veitch medal came from
the trees at Orton. But besides the Conifers there

are many features at Orton specially interesting to

the gardener. The rock garden and fernery com-
bined cover half an acre, and appear to cover much
more space, as they are skilfully designed and most
tastefully planted. They have been in existence
long enough for the stones to be well furnished
with vegetation, including many native specimens
of Mosses, among which Mr. Harding seems quite at

home. The late autumn, of course, is not the sea
son for rock plants, but the Ivy-leaved and other
hardy Cyclamens look very pretty just opening
their blossoms in a shady nook amid the stones.

Here, too, as well as in the fernery, the stones are
clothed in a charming manner with such creeping
plants as Thymus lanuginosus, Arenaria balearica.

Cobweb Houseleek, and many other rare and choice
alpines, the collection of which numbers many
hundred plants in much variety. Orton is a charming
place in spring, for besides the choice collection of
spring flowers in and about the rock garden, there
are thousands of D.iffodils, Snowdrops, Crocuses,
and Blueballs, which have been naturalised underthe
trees on the lawns and in the margins of the shrub-
bery. The marchioness takes very great interest in

the gardens, and most of the beautiful features of the
place have had their orij;in, I believe, in her lady-
ship's excellent taste. There is a very useful lot of
glass in the forcing grounds, including two vineries,

a Cucumber house, Tomato house, a number of
houses for forcing, and several plant houses. The
temperate house contained some good specimens
of Auitralian Acacias, Azaleas, and other plants,
including a notable specimen of Marfechal Niel Rose
budded on the white Banksian. This plant and
another of Cheshunt Hybrid were remarkably vigor-

ous, and the number of blooms cut from the Mart'-

chal had been somelhing enormous. The old plant
of the Binksian Rose had been in the house many
years, and about six y€ars ago Mr. Harding inserted

a bud of the Marujhal on a strong shoot of the
Banksian, and very good use the Mari'chal hat
made of its foster-parent. There are I acres of

kitchen garden within the walls and nearly as many
outside, and the crops of vegetables bore witness

to the quality of the soil and the excellence of the

culture. I may mention as an interesting feature

a large bed of very strong clumps of the Christmas
Rose on a west border of the kitchen garden that

were the product of seed saved by Mr. Harding
eight years ago. It has been said the Christmas
Rose does not ripen seed in this country, but it will

under favourable conditions. Mr. Harding grows
the Turnip-rooted Celery rather extensively. It is

an excellent vegetable, much less difficult and ex-

pensive to grow than tlie ordinaiy Celery. Here it

is grown in rows about 15 inches to IS inches apart,

and 1 foot apart or so in the rows. When full

grown it is taken up and the roots stored away
till required for use. Tomatoes also are very ex-

tensively grown, every bit of spare surface on walls

or borders being filled with them, and heavy and
for the most part healthy ones were being gathered.

The varieties most liked were Sutton's Earliest of

All, Ham Green Favourite, and Surpasse, a variety

introduced by Mr. Gilbert some years ago.

E. Hobday.

TREES AND SHRUBS IN THE GROSVE-
NOR PARK, CHESTER.

Never before have I seen so many fine, healthy

specimens of the Hodgins' Holly (Ilex Hod-

ginsi) as in the neatly laid-out and beautifully

kept grounds of the Grosvenor Park, in Chester.

There is an almost perfect square of these trees,

the average height of which is fully IG feet and

the branch-spread nearly half as much. The

square or oblong is about 100 yards to the side,

and the Hollies are planted time about with

Limes, the distance apart being 15 feet. In

looking at these trees from a short distance

they appear like pyramids of dark glossy

foliage, so perfect are they in shape and out-

line ; not the result, however, of pruning or

clipping, for no such barbarism could here be'

allowed. Equally fine with the Hodgins
Hollies were several clumps and standard spe-

cimens of the Cockspur Thorn (Cratiisgus Crus-

galli), some of which were upwards of 20 feet in

height, and with a branch-spread of 24 feet in

diameter. Some were grouped in threes, others

stood singly, but in all cases their harmony with

thesurroundings could hardly escape notice. This

is a most desirable species of Thorn, thickly be-

set with strong curved spines, irregularly lobed

leaves, and in autumn and winter bearing a rich

abundance of bright red unusually showy fruit.

The pretty North American Scarlet Tliorn (C.

cocciuea) was al.so in good form, and had at-

tained to a good size, with a full spreading

head.
That curious Holly, Ilex ferox, with rough-

surfaced leaves seems to do well in the soil of

Chester, for I noticed several well-furnished

and healthy-looking specimens. Several beds of

Cotoneasters (diti'erent kinds being kept to-

gether) were very eti'active, and I thiuk that

the system of massing plants of one ki nil in a bed

is strongly to be recommended, for not till then

do the peculiarities of shrubs become fully re-

alised. Say, for instance, a bed or nuiss on the

Orass of the bright-berried and equally bright-

foliaged C. Simonsi or C. frigida. What a

contrast between this and a single plant, be it

ever so tine '. That finest of the shrubby

Spiricas, S. ari:efolia, was thriving remarkably

well, and 1 was glad to aeo it, for a finer orna-

liiontal plant could hardly bo named.
A. D. W.

Japanese Maples.— I expect the hardy Aza
leas are gener.dly ;;dmitted, and justly so, to be

the most elTective and telling in their autumnal

tints of any of the shrubs usually planted in our gar-

dens and ornamental grounds, for even a single

plantof them is never despised; whereas, bold clumps
well placed form prominent and charming objects

in the landscape, always admired for their glowing
beauty, which, alas ! passes away far too quickly.

I do not claim greater charms and beauty for the
Japanese Maples, but they are also lovely in their

autumn leafage, which is mostly high coloured and
very diversified in form. I pen this note hoping to

draw the attention of planters to them, as I fear

they are not planted out in such numbers and
made as much use of in the embellishment and
ornamentation of our grounds as their manifold
merits entitle them to. For some reason they are

generally confined to pots, for which, of course,

they are well adapted, being useful and pretty, but

thus grown they in no way compare with speci-

mens planted out, growing freely, and developing

their characteristic foliage and depth of colouring.

As far as my experience goes, I believe them to be

hardy unless in very cold districts ; here they have

never suffered in the least from the severity of the

winters. Herewith I send you a few twigs and
leaves of diverse colours and forms, but cannot

supply you with names, for when bought some
years ago they were dubbed with—to me—unmean-
ing, unpronounceable Japanese names, which I

thought I might easily dispense with, and preferred

having my plants nameless.— J. R,, Tan-ij-hydch.

Styraxjaponica is beautiful when in summer
its branches are laden with snow-white flowers. In

the autumn the lower sides of the branches, which

stand out from the main stem laterally, almost

with the uniformity of a Spruce Fir, are laden with

clusters of fruits or seed-pods, which hang down
and present a charming appearance unequalled by

almost any other hardy shrub or tree. The plant at

Coombe Wood is about 9 feet in height, and has

when in fruit a singularly graceful appearance.

TREES FOR SMALL LAWNS.

I HAVE read with much Interest several short

articles on lawns and the various trees and shrubs

suitable for planting thereon ; such articles are

very acceptable at the commencement of the plant-

ing season, and are quite as instructive as the cul-

tural notes on fruit, flowers, and vegetables. It is,

unfortunately, a branch of gardening that has

hardly met with the consideration it deserves

(this judicious planting of lawns and their sur-

roundings), for it must be remembered that the

right or wrong use of trees in such situations means
either the beautifying or spoiling of the landscape

for the coming generation. These remarks apply

specially to comparatively small gardens
;
parks of

large size in connection with proportionately large

estates are more or less heavily timbered, and in

the majority of such places the spaces occupied by
flower gardens and lawns are kept nearly clear of

trees. In smaller places, however, the case is

different ; owners are anxious to secure some orna-

mental trees, and so long as they are not planted too

thickly or in unfortunate positions, their judicious

use is to be highly commended. I should like at

the outset to sound a note of warning against the

employment on small lawns of any trees likely to

attain a great size ; the larger deciduous trees or

Conifers that may be expected to attain a height

of 80 feet to 100 feet or even higher are quite out

of place. Of deciduous trees, one or two of the

Magnolias, as acuminata, height from 10 ft. to 50 ft.,

and tripetala, about ISO feet, might be used with

advantage; tripetala especially ought to have a

place, the foliage being quite unique, a remark

that also applies to Ginkgo bilobn. This tree seems

to vary in habit with different soils : here it is a very

compaot,erertgrowingspecimen. Laurm or Sassafras

officinalis is very seldom seen, but it m:ikes a hand-

some little tree," the specimen here being about HO

feet high and well furnished throughout. Many
members of the Pyrus fami'.y make niea trees,

prunifolia, Aucuparia, sinensis and Sirbus among
others. The Apple-shaped form of S u Ims is, per-

haps, the best for a small lawn, pyriformis being
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apt in some soils to ran rather high. Big standard
Apples and Pears have been referred to as making
handsome specimens when standing out thinly ; a
few good sorts for the purpose are Blenheim
Orange and Hambledon Daux Ans Apples, and
Autumn Bergamot and Windsor Pears. Orange (not
Cox's Orange), but the old Orange Pippin and a
sort known as Summer Bosom were two Apples
that attained a rare size as trees in some of the

south country orchards, and made fine symmetrical
heads. The majority of the Ooniferse are not well

adapted for the places under consideration ; they are
too heavy and sombre ; they should, therefore, be
used sparingly, choosing the lightest and most
graceful of the family. It is rather difficult to

name p.irticular varieties, so much depending on
natural surroundings and the taste of the owner.
1 think, however, one would not be far wrong in

selecting for large specimens such things as Abies
Kunthiana and A. brachyphylla, the glaucous
variety of the Atlas Cidar and Cryptomeria
japonioa. These represent the most graceful of

their respective families, as opposed to the stiffness

and formality of Abies polita, nigra, Pinsapo and
of the well-known Sequoia and Araucaria, which
were used some thirly years ago far too freely, and
with at times very little discrimination as to the
appearance they would ultimately present in the
positions they werd designed to occupy. The
Hemlock Spruce v/as also a great favourite

about this time, as evinced by the quantity
found in some pleasure grounds, but it is a tree

that should be used sparingly, as it is not at

home in many soils. A'ery few of the Pines
are suitable for small lawns, unless the idea

is to completely block out the outer world, and the
same remark applies to the vigorous bush-like
Conifers, as represented by many members of the
Cupressus and Thuja families, except in the latter

case, those not likely to attain any great height
and which can be kept in their place by careful

annual pruning. Descending a little in the scale,

one comes upon a great wealth of tree-like shrubs
suitable for all requirements, and it is matter for

regret that they are not planted in greater variety.

A selection might be made of the choicer varie

ties instead of an unvarying monotony of Labur-
nums, Thorns, Lilacs, Sec. Variety could be found
in the dwarfer Magnolias, as glauca and purpurea,
in the Virginian Fringe Tree, in the varieties of

Amelanchier, in one or two of the Catalpas and
Planeras, in the Snowdrop Tree (Halesia), and for

dark foliage, the purple-leaved Nut and Prunus
Pissardi. The wet open weather and the absence
of frost are answerable for a considerable differ-

ence in the autumn tints of deciduous trees and
shrubs ; exotics of tender foliage, that as a rule shed
their foliage in the space of a few days, are dying
hard. There are wonderfully bright contrasts in the
pleasure ground just at present quite as beautiful
in their way as the vivid colonr presented by the
inmates of the stove. E. Buerell.

CltDxnwiif.

Cedrua Deodara.—I notice in The Garden
(p 29'.i) "E. J. B." asks as to preserving the Deo-
dar after injury by frost last winter. Unfortu-
nately, I fear many are in a similar condition. We
have lost some nice specimens from 20 feet to 30
feet high, and though the trees did not look so very
bad at one time, they have since shed their leaves,

and the new growth does not get on well, the buds
refusing to move, the injury the bark has received
doubtless not allowing a free lise of sap. I would
advise " E. J. B." to replant if his tree has been
badly injured at the base, as should it ever make a
start it will always present a crippled appearance,
and a young tree will soon make headway. If not
very b.ad, I would advise a good mulch of decayed
manure over the surface as far as the branches
cover the ground, first taking a rake and removing
the old decayed leaves and then spreading the ma-
nure, well watering it afterwards to wash the
manure down to the roots. These trees are often
dry at the root, the thick foliage throwing off the
rain, so that the water supply will do good and
assist in strengthening the new wood. Being on a

dry, sandy, sloping bank with a warm aspect, the
tree may require moisture. Many Conifers that
looked very poor year after year have made won-
derful progress when treated as advised. In the
soil described a rich top-dressing would certainly
assist in making new wood if the tree is not too
much injured by frost.—G. Wi'THES.

8B0RT NOTE.—TREES AND SHRUBS.

Aristotelia Maequi variegata is a dnarf,
compact-habited shrub, having ricli golden variegated
foliage, the leaves being generally edged with green.
This would make a capital variety to associate with
the Silver-leaved Eurya, the Ela^agnus, the variegated
Euonymuses, and similar hardy shrubs.

The Myrtle-leaved Portugal Laurel (Cera-
sus myrtifolia) is one of the very best Evergreens to
make a dense hedge or fence, or to form natural speci-
men pyramids for lawns or standards. Its natural
growth is of so dense and compact a kind, that the
kuife is rarely needed to get it into shape. It is also
very hardy.

Arbutus unedo Croomei.—Such a tine autumn
flowering shrub as this ought to be more largely grown.
The pendulous clusters of flowers are of a rosy-salmon
colour and are exceedingly pretty. Autumn-blooming
hardy shrubs of this kind cannot he too much en-
couraged. Some plants are now in liue flower at the
Coombe Wood Nurseries of Messrs. Veitch.

Pyramid Bays.—These are very striking features
at Coombe Warren. They are numerous, and border
the terrace walks fronting the mansion, standing in
large tubs, in which they thrive wonderfully well. How
rigorous and green these plants look all the year round !

During very severe weather they are housed in a glass-
roofed shed, and thus escape that severe injury which
befel Bays so generally out in the open last winter.
These plants need retuhbing about once in three
years.—D.

Orchids.

RENANTHERAS.
It is more than a hundred years since the first

species of Renanthera became known to Euro-
pean botanists, a Portuguese missionary named
Loureiro having been the first to detect it, in
the form of R, coccinea. Loureiro was stationed
in Cochiu-China, and whilst carrying on his

missionary work found time to study the native
flora of tliat country, his labours being embodied
in a "Flora Cochin-chinensis," published in 1790.
He was amongst the earliest of a group of mis-
sionaries whose services to horticulture and
botany have been very great, and to show the
extent of which one has only to recall the names
of Ellis, Parish and Delavay. Since the dis-

covery of R. coccinea, some half dozen species
have been added to the genus, none of which,
however, can be said to have ever been widely
grown, half of them, indeed, never having been
in cultivation. It is one of those genera upon
whose limits botanists have never been able to
definitely agree. Of the three species mentioned
below, which, so far as I am aware, represent
the entire genus as known to cultivators at the
present time, R. coccinea and 11. matutina
have always held their present position, but
the third species has been successively placed
under Vanda by Lindley, under Renanthera by
Reichenbach, and finally under Arachnanthe by
Bentham. It is as Renanthera Lowi, probably,
that it is most generally known. Taking the
species in the order of their discovery, we have
first

It. COCCINEA.— Found, as stated above, about
the year IT'.K), this plant was not introduced to

England until IHIH. It was, nevertheless, one of
the first of the Orchids from the far East seen in

the gardens of this country, and flowered at Clare-
mont in 1S27. It is a plant of tall, climbing habit,
sometimes 10 feet to 12 feet in height, having
stems about half an inch in thickness, thickly clothed

with oblong leathery leaves about 1 inches long. The
leaves are set with perfect regularity in two oppo-
site rows, which along with the erect rigid growth
gives the plant quite a distinct and characteristic
appearance, and makes it sufficiently striking to be
grown on this account alone. When in bloom,
moreover, it is one of the grandest of Asiatic Or-
chids. The flowers are borne on enormous branch-
ing panicles, sometimes 2 feet to 3 feet long and as
much in length, as many as 150 flowers having been
counted on a single panicle. Each flower is about
3 inches in vertical diameter, the three upper seg-
ments being narrowly oblong, broadening towards
the tips, and deep red blotched with orange, whilst
the two lower ones are twice as large, their rich
vermilion colour rendering them the most conspi-
cuous part of the flower ; the lip is very small and
its colour chiefly red. Although, owing to the
height to which it grows, the species is not well
adapted for the average low-built Orchid house, it

is one especially suited for larger tropical bouses.
It is a plant of singularly robust constitution, not
only growing under, but appearing to enjoy condi-
tions which very few Orchids would tolerate. I

have grown it for some years in a large airy struc-
ture chiefly devoted to Palms and Cycads, and un-
shaded at any time. Short pieces fastened on a
tall Fern stem about six years ago have now almost
covered it with their roots, and during the last
year or two the stems have been growing at the
rate of more than 1 foot in a season. It flowered
for the first time last year, but now that it has at-
tained sufficient strength it is reasonable to expect
it to continue. The species is, however, undoubtedly
shy-flowering in this country, and success can only
be attained by allowing it all possible sunlight, to-

gether with abundant moisture at the root during
the growing season. In winter drier and cooler
conditions should be given. It has for many years
been successfully grown at Chatsworth, where it is

trained up poles of Birch, and is grown in a house
whose average temperature ranges from 75^ in
summer to about 50° in winter, but often consider-
ably above and below those points. The plant is

now cultivated widely in the East as a verandah
plant, but the only localities in which it is found
wild are Cochin-China and the Mosoos Islands.

R. MATUTINA.—The smaller size of this species,
together with the greater frequency with which it

flowers, make it a more suitable Orchid than R.
coccinea for most establishments. Its stems are
one quarter of an inch in thickness, the narrowly
oblong leaves being 4 inches to ij inches long and
very coriaceous. The flowers are borne on long
branching panicles, and are individually about
2i inches in depth, siircely so wide. In colour
they are of a bright reddish crimson, with an
orange-yellow tinge, which becomes more pro-
nounced after the flowers have been open some
time. The flower, as a whole, has a somewhat
light appearance, all the parts, excepting the
minute lip, being narrow in proportion to their
length. It was originally discovered at the base of
Mount Salak, in iTava, about 1821, but appeared
first in cultivation in 18IG, having been collected
by Thomas Lobb and sent to Messrs. A'eitch's

nursery at Exeter. It is by no means frequently
seen, although now much more plentiful than it

was for many years after its first introduction. It
is a plant of robust growth and easy culture, re-

quiring the ordinary treatment of epiphytes in the
East Indian house.

R. Liiwi,— Several characters combine to render
this one of the most remarkable, as it is undoubt-
edly one of the most magnificent, of all Orchids.
In the first place, the flowers borne simultaneously
on a single plant are, when their size is considered,
more numerous than those of any other species, as
many as Ii50 having been noted on one specimen.
Another character which has alw.iys attracted a
good deal of attention is the invariable occurrence
of a pair of flowers at the base of each spike aif-
fering in colour and sb.ipe from all the others. As
might be expected from the uncertain generic
position of the species, it differs greatly from any
other of the Kenantheras. The stem is quite asthick
as a man's thumb, and the leaves, in place of being
short and oblong, as in the typical species are
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strap-shaped and from IJ- feet to 24 feet long.

Racemes are produced from the axils of several

leaves each flowering season, these hanging per-

pendicularly downwards and reaching ii length of

G feet to ;» feet. Sir Hugh Low, who was the dis-

coverer of the plant, and in honour of whom it is

named, states that in its wild state the racemes are

at times 12 feet long. The basal pair of flowers

are of a bright tawny yellow, dotted with brownish

crimson, the sepals and petals being of fleshier

texture and broader than those which constitute

the remainder of the raceme. In the latter the

segments are pointed, undulated at the margin,

and of yellowish-green marked with several large

irregular blotches of deep reddish-brown. The lip

is about the same in both forms, being scarcely

half the length of the petals, and yellow spotted

with purple. This Orchid was first sent to England

by Sir H. Low about 184G. It appears to be fairly

abundant in its native locality, growing on trees in

swampy places and near watercourses, but owing
to difficulties encountered in safely transporting it,

and more especially in subsequently getting it esta-

blished in our glass houses, it is still a compara-

tively valuable plant. When once fairly started it

grows freely enough. It should be potted in clean

Sphagnum, and given plentiful and careful drain-

age. As may be judged from the natural condi-

tions of its native habitat, it requires an abundance
of heat and moisture when in active growth.

W. J. B.

Dendrobium superbiens. — In Mr. W. H.
Gower's article on Dendrobium superbiens, (The
Garden, August 22) he said the greatest height of

the pseudo-bulbs he ever saw was 2J feet. In Dr.

Wilks' collection of Orchids here we have Den-
drobium superbiens 3 feet 2 inches high and 2

inches in circumference. The plant is growing
with Crotons and other foliage plants. We have

here a fine collection of Calanthes all doing well

and flowering splendidly except Calanthe Regnieri,

which we cannot get to bloom. The growth is

robust, the leaves large, and the bulbs fine. Is

there any special treatment required for this

variety ?—J Tabok, North Street, Ashford, Kent.

Cattleya aurea (O. P. T.)—This Cattleya

having done flowering must be so treated that

the growth on which the flowers have been may
be finished. When this is completed the plant

should be kept cool and dry so as to prevent its

growing again before spring. If the plants start

vigorously into growth in the autumn they must
be kept growing. This growth does not flower and
cannot be expected to bloom, as the plant flowers

upon its newly-made growth, and thus a wrong
time of making this is established, and from year

to year it does this until it becomes weakened and
eventually dies. You must look well after its rest-

ing at the right season and there will be no fear of

its flowering.—W. H. G.

Renanthera Rohaniana.—This plant, which
is unique in the collections of Europe, bloomed first

in the collection of Prince Camille de Rolian at

Sichrow, in Bohemia. This was about forty years
ago. It passed into the hands of the late M.
Luddeman, of Paris, and the drawing was taken
in the gardens of the Due de Massa, into

whose collection the plant passed. It appears
to resemble R. Lowi very much, but it is of a
different colour, and the flowers at the base of the
spike are rich orange-yellow spotted with blackish-

purple, and the number of the flowers so coloured
is four, whilst in R. Lowi the normal number ap-

pears to be two. The other I lowers have a white
ground, blotched and spotted with blood-red. It is

a magnificent plant.— (Jrrhit/ Altiiini.

Orchids at Streatham Lodge.—Here Or-
chids are not a speciality, but yet I noted, on a
reoent visit, many well-grown specimens flower-

in? freely, amongst them being a plant of the
Violet-scented Dendrobium heteroc;irpum. This
generally flowers in the spring months, and never
before have I seen it at this season. The flowers,

however, are as fine as if produced at the usual
time. There were also in bloom some good ex-

amples of Odoatoglossum grande, a very pretty, al-

though not a large-flowered form of O. Saundersi,

a very nice form of the bright Oacidium vari-

cosum with golden - yellow flowers, O. Forbesi,

a fine plant of O. incurvum, with four spikes

bearing a vast quantity of its lavender and
white blooms, and a very fine variety of Cat-

tleya Leopoldi, bearing two spikes of its richly-

coloured flowers.—G.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Lselia pi'astans.— This the authors think
sutticieutly distinct from L. puniila, and when it does
well it will flower twice in the season. It grows, it is

said, at consicieraltle elevations and does not like too

great heat. During the summer montlia it thrives

well in tiie Odontoglossum house, but it must be
wintered somewhat warmer than those plants, 55^ and
00° beiug low enough for itj the plants should not be
dried off.— Orchid Alhutu.

Odontoglossum Rossi albens.—A singularly

delicate and beautiful form of this now well-lcnowu

plant, which flowered in Mr. Young's collectiou under
the care of Mr. Poyntz. It differs in the whole flower

being white, the sepals being transversely banded with
green, and tiie broad petals having a few marks of the
same colour near the base.

—

Orchid Album.

divisions being some G inches or more in length.

Amazon country.

G. ScHOTTlANA.—This plant, although resem-
bling G. gracilis at first appearance, may be easily

recognised by the shorter and more erect divisions

of its leaves, which are beautifully arched and bright

green. Brazil. William Hugh Gowek.

Stove and Greenhouse.

GEONOMAS.
This is a handsome genus of rather small-grow-

ing Palms found in South America. Geonomas
are well worth the attention of those having a
stove iu which to accommodate them. They
will not answer for permanent room decoration

so well as do their near allies the Chamrodoreas.
A few years ago there were a great many kinds

in our collections, but for some reason they have
disappeared from most of them. They naturally

grow in shade, and consequently should also be
treated in the same manner under cultivation

;

they flower freely and frequently produce good
seeds. They may be increased by seed and also

by the side shoots which spring from the base.

The pots in which Geonomas are grown should

be well drained, and a mixture of good peat,

loam and leaf mould made sandy is the best

soil to grow them in. The plants should be
potted somewhat deeply, as if this be done they
produce a greater amount of suckers. They are

all spineless plants, and many of the species

produce deeply-plaited leaves. The following

kinds are very handsome aud distinct, and
sliould find a place in every collection of

Palms :

—

G. ELEGANS.—This plant requires more heat than
many of the kinds. It is a slender-growing form,

its leaves being '.i inches or a foot long, and when
young of a bright rosy-pink, but with age they

change to bright green. Native of Brazil.

G. GRACILIS —For a very long time this was a
rare and very dear plant. It resembles when young
Cocos Weddelliana, but with age it puts on quite

another appearance. It has few equals as a table

plant. It comes from Costa Rica.

G. MACUOSTACHYS is a very elegant Palm with

a Reed-like stem; the leaves are each a foot or more
long with broad divisions, which taper to a fine

point. When young and growing they are bright

red, but this colour fades with age. 'J'he plant is

from some part of the river Amazon.

G. MautianA.—This was introduced to cultiva-

tion through Dr. Seeman, and it was named after

him and figured in some of the horticultural works
under the name of G. Seemani. It had previously

been named O. Martiana. It is of dwarf liahit. The
leaves are each 1 foot to 2 feet in length, entire,

narrowest at the base, widening upwards and termi-

nating in a deeply bilobed apex. Central America.

O. PoKTEANA.—A handsome species, having a

slender stem and long pendent pinnate leaves, the

Gomphia decorans.—It is over 20 years since

this Brazilian shrub was introduced into British

gardens, but it has never become in any way popular,

and is now outside of a botanic garden rarely

seen. Despite this fact it is, however, a really

pretty flowering shrub, and one whose season of

blooming extends through the autumn and fre-

quently well on into the winter months. This

Gomphia is a native of Brazil, where it attains the

dimensions of a large shrub, but it will in a stove

flower freely when quite small. Its usual habit is

that of a branching bush, clothed with large deep
green leathery leaves, while the showy blossoms are

borne in terminal branching panicles. The indi-

vidual blooms are about an inch in diameter and
of a rich golden-yellow colour. The plant in ques-

tion needs but ordinary stove treatment, as it will

both grow and flower freely under such conditions.

Cuttings of the half-ripened shoots strike root with-

out diilionlty.—T.

Salvia splendens compacta.—This is a de-

sirable form of one of the brightest and most beau-

tiful of our garden Sages, as it is altogether dwarfer

and more compact in habit than the old Salvia

splendens. This character is all in its favour when
needed in the shape of little bushes for the embel-

lishment of the greenhouse at this season of the

year. Is the variety grown under the above name
the same as Bruanti, for I fancy it is ,' Several of

the Salvias are now very beautiful, while the fact

that they serve to tide over the time between the

summer-flowering occupants cf the greenhouse and
the incoming of the Chrysanthemums is another

point in their favour. From their bright colouring

some of them may with advantage be employed for

grouping with the paler-hued Chrysanthemums.
Other good S dvias are the striped form of S. splen-

dens, known as M. Issanchou, S. Bethelli, with

large heads of rosy-crimson-coloured blossom« ; S.

azurea grandiflota, better known as S. Pitcheri

;

S. rntilans, with a profusion of rather small, but

bright-tinted flowers, while the foliage if slightly

agitated has just the fragrance of ripe Apples
;
and

the little S. coccinea, which is still in bloom.—H. P.

Gesneras.—The later kinds of these will still

do good service
;
in fact, by starting a trifle late in

the spring, the majority should be at their best

from the end of September onwards through
November. It is rare to find these useful plants

grown now to any extent, but when outside of the

influence of the murky atmosphere of the metro-

polis and other cities they make a brilliant show
during the dullest season of the year. With us

their chief use would be as foliage plants, and
nothing else ; hence, it is not advisable to attempt

their culture under similar conditions to any great

extent. The best variety I have found for flower-

ing is a shrubby sort ; this does fairly well, but

never makes the show that the tuberous varieties

do.- J. H.

Pelargonium Duchess of Fife.—This struck

me as one of the best of the new Pelargoniums that

has been exhibited during the past season, and for

which Messrs. Hayes, of Edmonton, were awarded

a Horicultural certificate at the Royal Bi tanic

Society's show on May IH. It will apparently be

just the thing for market work, as it is of a free,

but sturdy habit of growth, with bold trusses of

Howers. The individual blooms are huge, with the

edges of the petals much undulated, which give to

a bloom, especially when but partially opened, the

appearance of being semi-double. Tlie colour of

the flower is very bright and t iTective, being of a

rich carmine tint, with a narrow white edge and

large light centre. It forms one of a little group

of decorative or regal Pelargoniums, characterised

by an exceptionally bold, sturdy habit of growth.

The oldest of them is Mme. Thibaut, besides which

there are Alexandre de Napadiewicz and Prince
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Henry, but Ducbess of fife seemed to me brighter

than any of the others ; still, without actual com-
parison, it is difficult to say. A new show variety,

Royal Ascot, for which Mr. Turner, of Slough, was
awarded a first-class certificate at the Temple ex-

hibition, was remarkably bright, even among Mr.
Turner's vivid coloured flowers. The lower petals

are of a kind of bright orange-crimson, while the
two upper ones are of a deep blackish maroon. It

was much noticed by those who admire the regular
markings and vivid hues of the show varieties,

which are, however, not vigorous enough to meet
the requirements of the market growers, while the
trusses of bloom are also, generally speaking, too
small for their purpose.—H. P.

Iiilium speciosum varieties.—The latest

potted batches of these are now in full flower, and
more than usual care is needed in ventilating and
watering to prevent damping of the blooms at this

stage. It will be prudent to keep them for the
time being rather dry than otherwise at the root,

and to carefully avoid spilling water about the stages
and flowers. A little warmth in the pipes, so that
a night temperature of 55 may be maintained, will

suit them well, giving plenty of air on all warm
sunny days to prolong the season as much as pos-
sible, for chaste and lovely flowers such as these
are by no means common just now. Look over the
groups flowering in the open ground to see if any
late-formed spikes are still undeveloped, and if so,

cut these to within inches of the ground and
place in water in a warm and dry temperature of
55", when the buds will quickly open almost to the
point. The flowers can thus be secured without
in the least disturbing the bulbs—an important
gain, particularly if the latter be in a satisfactory
condition.—E. J.

FINE-LEAVED BEGONIAS.
It is now about thirty-five years since I first

saw Begonia Re.x shown at one of the then au-
tumnal shows of plants at the Crystal Palace.
Since that time there have been vast improve-
ments made among fine - leaved Begonias.
There is now such an infinite variety in the
colours—some suffused all over as with silver,

whilst the combinations of pale green, dark
green, bronze and silvery variegation in many
kinds are beautiful in the extreme. Some of

these form quite a picture of themselves, and
are well worth a study. These Begonias are
most accommodating plants, being of free and
vigorous growth. They are excellent plants for
an amateur to grow in his one greenhouse, where
hedoesnotlet thetemperature evergobelow 40°.

For the .stove and intermediate house they are
also well adapted. Where a wall which is un-
sightly wants covering with growing plants,
these Begonias are first-rate material to use.

All that they seem to require is just sufficient

soil to establish themselves ; after this their
roots will ramify in all directions and cling to

the bare wall, more particularly if it be bare
brickwork. If the position be a damp and
shaded one, these Begonias do equally as well
or even better than under what might be thought
to be more favourable conilitions. If they are
intended to cover a dry wall, all that one has to
do IS tokeep them well.supplied with water. I have
been particularly struck with the beautiful eiiect

produced by their use in a planted-out fernery.
Here the roots will delight to ramble and cling
to the rockwork, particularly sandstone. Thus
grown in a cool fernery they will generally
retain their foliage all the year, looking bright
and cheerful in the dull days of winter. As pot
plants their value is pretty well known and
appreciated for the decoration of plant houses.
They also make capital decorative material for
the house, in many instances being singularly
appropriate to the surroundings. Small plants
usually face all one way ; thus they are well
adai)ted for vases upon brackets, niches or cor-

ners. They are most accommodating as to soU,

but that which is light suits them best ; mellow
loam, leaf - mould and sand answer well.

Large pots are not at all requisite, but rather
to be avoided, as a disfigurement than other-

wise. Propagation is simple and easily efiected

by the leaves ; all that one has to do is to pre-

pare a pan with sandy soil, and then after cut-

ting through the ribs of the leaves to peg one
or more upon the surface of the soil, the outer
portions of the leaves being cut away. Plenty
of young plants will soon be the result. This is

far better than the cumbrous system of division

of older plants, whereby the beautiful effect of

a small plant is lost. Plantsman.

The Chimney Campanula in pots.—I notice
several writers have referred to what I said respect-
ing the above plant some time ago. In your issue
of the 10th, Mr. J. Crook says that he tried the
planting-out system for several years with only poor

A fine-leaved Begonia.

results. With me when planted out it has done re-

markably well. I take my plants up when the

flower-spikes are some is inches high, this being

about the end of June or beginning of July and before

any of the flower-buds show colour. If allowed to

remain longer than this, the leaves would fall off

and the flowers would be poor. I have neve ex-

perienced any dilliculty in lifting C. pyramidalis,

but I take care to place the plants, when potted, in

a shady place till they are well rooted, afterwards

standing them in the full sun and keeping them
syringed and well watered at the root with liquid

manure. Under this treatment they generally

retain their foliage, and the flowers open satisfac-

torily. So far as my observations have gone, this

Campanula looks very unhappy in the flower garden.

This is to be regretted, as the noble flower-spikes

would look well in almost any position and associate

well with sub- tropical and other plants.—T. A.

Cyrtanthus McKeni.—I tried the experi-

ment this year of plunging a few pans of this

plant out of doors during the summer, and about

August the flower-spikes were pushed up in great

profusion. The blooms soon commenced to open

and the plants were very attractive in their sum-

mer quarters till the middle of September, when
they were removed under glass and have been in

flower ever since. This Cyrtanthus has for some
years formed a charming feature at Kew, so that it

is now fairly well known, but for the benefit of
those who are still unacquainted with it a few

I

words will suffice. It forms a bulb about the size

of a very large Snowdrop, from whence are pro-
duced long, evergreen. Grass-like leaves, while the
flower-spike reaches a height of 9 inches to 1 foot,

and is terminated by a cluster of flowers generally
about half a dozen together. The blooms are tube-
shaped, about a couple of inches long and slightly

curved. They are of an ivory white tint and
agreeably scented. It is strictly a greenhouse
plant, and owing to its evergreen character must
not be dried oflE at any time. The soil used should
be such as will remain sweet for years, as this Cyr-
tanthus dislikes being disturbed at the roots. Loam
of an open fibrous nature, with a liberal admixture
of sand, will suit it well. The pots or pans in which
the bulbs are grown should be thoroughly drained.

The bulbs increase quickly by means of offsets, so as

in time to fill a pot or pan, but they will flower equally
well when tightly wedged together. There is a
second species, C. lutesoens, now in bloom which
greatly resembles the preceding, except that the

flowers are of a clear yellow
colour. This is deciduous
for a time during the sum-
mer.—H. P.

Asparagus retrofractus
arboreus.—This Asparagus,
which was awarded a first-

class certificate at the Royal
Horticultural Society's meet-
ing held at Chiswick on Oc-
tober 6, seemed to be so little

known and «^ so much ad-

mired, that a note or two
concerning it may be of in-

terest. 'The Asparagus in

question, which was put into

commerce last year by M.
Lemoine, of Nancy, belongs
to that group represented in

uur gardens by such kinds
.IS A. plumosus and its va-

riety nanus, A. tenuissimus
and others. M. Lemoine's
plant is, however, totally

distinct from any of them,
for the stems are very hard
in texture and light in colour,

while the shoots are gener-
ally erect and branch out
towards the upper part, so

as to form a twiggy head,
the plant, as a rule, being
sparsely, if at all, furnished
with foliage at the base.

The leaves are each from 1^

inches to 2 inches in length

and arranged in tufts along the branches, whose
thread-like form give to a specimen a singularly

light and elegant appearance. This Asparagus
may, with increased strength, develop a climbing

habit of growth, but if so it will certainly not be
so valuable from a decorative point of view as in

the shape of the neat little specimens shown at

Chiswick. I also noted some examples of it at the

Temple show in May last. This Asparagus seems

as if it will be a diffisult one to strike from cut-

tings, so that its propagation is sure to be slow, un-

less a large plant can be induced to flower and
ripen seeds, as sometimes happens in the case of

A. plumosus nanus.—H. P.

Nerines.—These plants are natives of the Cape
of Good Hope, and produce their brilliant flowers

about this time of the year. N. sarniensis (the

Guernsey Lily) is sufficiently hardy to grow and
flower in the open air in some of the southern

counties. The plant is said to be a native of Japan,

and to have become naturalised in Guernsey. Two
others, viz , aurca, with golden yellow flowers, and
radiata, a pink-flowered kind, are said to be natives

of China All the rest come from the C.-ipe of Good
Hope. The umbels of flowers are produced before

the leaves, and water should be given as soon as

the spikes begin to move. When the flowers are past

the le.'ives begin to push, so that most of the kinds

grow thrci'gh the winter months, finishing up their
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growth by the end of spring. At this time the
water supply should be reduced, and when the
leaves completely decay the supply must be stopped
until the following autumn. Nerines should be
potted in loam and leaf-mould, to which should be
added some well - decomposed manure, and the
whole be made fairly sandy. They, like many
other bulbous plants, do not like being divided or
disturbed. Just after the flowering season is over
is the time to repot them, and if the specimen
can be potted without much displacement of the
bulbs, all will be well. Those plants which do not
receive any new soil must be assisted in their
growth by an occasional application of liquid ma-
nure. Anyone who has a heated pit can grow these
plants. The following are highly desirable kinds :

N. coruscans major, producing large umbels of
bright scarlet flowers ; Fothergilli and Fothergilli
major having flowers of bright vermilion-scarlet,
with golden spangles as if frosted; Planti, with
very large flowers in large umbels, of a rich
bright crimson with golden spangles ; and sarniensis,
in which the individual flowers are smaller and
the colour reddish-pink. There are many other
kinds, not the least remarkable being those raised
by Max Leichtlin, of Baden - Baden, and lately
alluded to in The Gaeden.—W. H. G.

Campanula pyramidalis in pots —During
the past few weeks this plant has received several
notices in the pages of The Garden, and as at
page ICS "W. G." objects to a dwarf form of
this plant, I have a few remarks to make on this
subject. I should have made them before had the
note alluded to not escaped my notice. The plants
I exhibited ^ the occasion alluded to at West-
minster were greatly admired by many and the
dwarf ones considered pretty, and I was urged by
several well-known plant growers to keep the
plants true and to produce them in quantity next
season. I am aware the floral committee did not
give the dwarf plants an award, and I am also
aware it was owing to tome of its members hold-
ing the views expressed by " W. G ," but we have
seen plants before now that have not been thought
worthy of an award prove welcome additions and
in after years get a first-class certificate. The
plants in question had not had special culture,
having been grown in 5-inch pots. I staged the
dwarf variety along with the others, and called
the committee's notice to its dwarf habit and
the colour of its flowers, which were much darker
than those of the taller varieties. This colour
it retains, as the plants from seed sown from dwarf
plants last year are all alike, and also retain their
dwarf habit. No one admires tall Campanulas
more than I do ; they are charming plants, and I
grow a great number of them and of other varie-
ties, bat all cannot give the space required. ^Vhat
about small houses or plants for fronts of groups
or for a window? then the dwarf plants may be
allowed. We do not hear of the Dahlia and many
similar plants being any the worse for being
dwarfed, bo that after all there is not so much to
object to. I must also disagree with ' W. G." as
to its hardiness, I find it perfectly hardy, but not
damp-proof. Damp is more injurious than frost.
Last year our plants were frozen for weeks, but
took no harm. I prefer to winter the plants in 5-
inch pots, and early in March to repot into 7-inch or
8-inch, or larger

; these give seven or eight spikes
when well done. If placed in the autumn in their
flowering pots, the plants never throw many spikes,
and if lifted out of the open ground to bloom in-
doors they do not succeed nearly so well, flagging
with hot sunshine, losing their leaves, and also
suffering in size of bloom.—G. Wythes, Syon.

Fuchsia fulgens. — This Fuchsia is better
known in gardens as the parent of several beauti-
ful hybriis- the most notable of which perhaps is
the Earl of Beaconsfield, raised by Messrs. Laing—
than it is in its own form. It belongs to that
section of the genus with long, tubular flowers of
which F. dependens, recently illustrated in Tun
Gauden by a coloured plate, is a handsome ex-
ample. It is quite distinct from any other Fuchsia
in cultivation, and excepting those which are varie-
gated has stronger claims than any to rank

as a foliage plant. The leaves are opposite,
ovately cordate, each measuring IJ inches to 9 inches
in length, and of a soft shade of green intersected
with purple-tinted veins, a tinge of the same colour
appearing also on the surface of the leaf. The
flowers are borne in a terminal pendulous raceme.
The tube of the calyx is 2?; inches long, narrowing
towards the base, and divided at the opening into

four triangular lobes ; the colour is a bright scarlet,

whilst that of the rounded petals is deeper and
approaching crimson. This Fuchsia is a native of

Mexico, where, growing at considerable altitudes,

it attains a height of ij feet and assumes a shrubby
habit. It was introduced in 1837 by Lee, of Ham-
mersmith, a name which will long be remembered
in connection with Fuchsias, the founder of the
firm having been the first to bring the genus into

general cultivation. Shortly after its introduction
it was awarded the silver medal of the Horticul-
tural Society.—B.

NARROW-LEAVED CROTONS.
The numerous Crotons now in our gardens may,
generally speaking, be divided into broad, medium,
and narrow-leaved varieties, and of them the last

is the more generally admired, as their light and
graceful appearance eminently fits them for table
plants, while the heavier growth of the broad-
leaved varieties is against their being employed for

such a purpose. Of these narrow-leaved Crotons a
great many have been put into commerce within
the last few years, but one of the very best has
been in cultivation about twenty years. I refer to

C. Johannis, whose leaves are of a deep shining
green colour, with the centre and edges of a rich

golden tint. In a well-coloured specimen this

latter hue predominates, and the topmost leaves

are, as a rule, almost entirely golden. A notice-

able feature of this Croton is that the leaves arch
over in a bolder manner than most of the narrow-
leaved Crotons, so that a small plant confined to a
single stem has a greater diameter than the ma-
jority of them. Another pretty variety is Countess,
whose deep green leaves are spotted and freckled
with gold, often to such an extent that little of the
green can be seen. Aigburth Gem is very different

from either of these, and forms a bright and pleas-

ing little plant. The leaves of this variety are
about IS inches long and three-quarters of an inch
to 1 inch wide, with intense scarlet-crimson midrib
and margins, which colour in some cases suffuses

nearly the whole of the leaf, while in others there
is an irregular band of green, freckled with crimson
between the midrib and the edge of the leaf. The
foliage of this Croton in many instances presents a
singular appearance, owing to the blade of the leaf
gradually diminishing about the middle till for an
inch or more there is nothing left but the midrib,
the upper part of the leaf being thus, as it were,
secured to the lower by a single thread. This in-

terrupted style of growth is to be found in many other
varieties, one of which, Sinitzianus, though rather
broader than Johannis or Countess, is marked much
as they are. A very distinct narrow-leaved variety
is Chelsoni, whose arching leaves usually have the
centre and edges of a brilliant orange-salmon
tint, heavily flushed with red. Some of the
leaves are plain, while others are spirally twisted,
but in all of them the edges are prettily
undulated. Aigburthensis is a good deal in
the way of Countess, the foliage being marked
with gold. It is very popular where these plants
are grown in quantity for sale, as it produces an
unusual number of its very narrow leaves. A rich
coloured variety is Flambeau, whose foliage is

bold and arching, thus forming a very stately plant
when about 18 inches high. The smooth leaves
have the centre and edges of a rich glowing crim-
son, and in some nearly the entire leaf is of tliat

hue. In elegantissimus the topmost leaves are, as a
rule, of a uniform deep golden tint, which gives it

a distinct appearance. It is, however, less vigorous
than the other kinds and needs extra care. A dis-

tinct little Croton is aureo-punctatus, with short,
narrow leaves spotted with gold on a green ground.
This is not much grown, as the leaves are too short
for it to become a general favourite. The old

angustifolius, with its narrow drooping leaves, which
give to a well-coloured specimen the appearance of
a fountain of gold, is very beautiful, while C. War-
reni, though it can scarcely be regarded as a nar-
row-leaved variety in the same sense as this last

and C. Johannis, is still one of the very finest of
all Crotons, and most graceful in habit. A plant
limited to a single shoot will when 2 feet high
have leaves of about the same length. Their colour
is a deep green, mottled and blotched with orange-
yeUow and bright crimson, which latter tint be-
comes intensified with age. The leaves are spirally

arranged and disposed in a bold arching manner.
Another variety, ruberrimus, has the centre of the
young leaves brightly coloured with crimson, bor-

dered on either side with yellow, while the margin
is green. Then, as the leaves become matured, the
greater part of the leaf changes to bright crimson,
and in this stage it is very richly coloured.

H. P.

Hsemanthus. — These handsome and singular
looking plants should be treated after the manner of

the Amaryllis, litnce they will not for the present
require any water if of full size and the bulbs vigorous.

Ynung ones, like the Amaryllis, in a similar stage
shiiulJ be kopt growing on for at least two seasons if

possible.

Plumbago rosea coccinea (/. T.).—I should
say, judging by the size of the panicle sent me
and the brightness of the flowers, that this is what
your variety is. It was introduced, I think, some
years ago by the Messrs. A'eitch and Sons, of Chel-

sea. The plant, if potted in peat, loam and leaf

mould maide sandy and grown on through the
summer, should produce through the winter an
abundance of panicles like the one sent.—G.

Achimenes and Gloxinias.—These bulbous

plants will now in most instances be dried off, fave

only in the case of late seedlings or early-flowering

plants of the latter family which have been started

again. If room is short, these may all be kept in

a rather cooler temperature. I have kept them
very well in a late vinery, or in a heated potting

shed. A very good plan with Gloxinias is to shake
them out of the soil and then place them in shallow

boxes, covering up with either cocoa fibre or silver

sand ; thus they do not take so much room, and
the pots can be cleaned during bad weather and
used for other purposes.—J. H.

Gloriosa superba and G. Planti.—These

plants will now have passed their best and should

be on the road towards being dried ofi". If not so, the

watering should be lessened to facilitate it. Take
the precaution with these bulbous plants to have a

good prominent label in each pot, otherwise it is

easily possible to throw them away when no growth

at all is apparent above the soil. Placing some
silver sand upon the surface will be found a good
plan ; the soil below will not then get so dry and
watering will be saved. Continue to keep the

bulbs in the stove amongst other plants, covering

the pots with glass if there is any danger of too

much drip from syringing or other causes.

Pandanus Veitchi—Very small offsets of

gr.assy growth with good variegation are far the best

for propagating. These make by a long way the

best plants for use in a small state, and are in

every case to be preferred to larger ones of stiffer

habit. The latter never make such elegant plants

as the others, although a stock can thus be worked

up in a shorter time. These small growths may
oftentimes be found upon the base of plants

of fairly good size, and might be possibly over-

looked as being too small for the purpose. They
should betaken off with a little root to them if pos-

sible, and then be potted into 2i-inch pots in sandy

soil, and afterwards plunged in a little bottom-heat,

but not in a clo.se pit, or they may damp off. It

reiiuires time to work up a stock in this manner,

but the reward for patience in the matter will be

ample. Larger plants of this Pandanus should not

be risked in a temperature often below ()()°, other-

wise they must soon be injured, if not lost altc-

gethcr. Those which are over-large had better be

done away with if a younger lot U in hand to take
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their place, or they may be used for decoration as

long as fit and then be cast aside. No fresh pot-

ting should be attempted now, or a greenish growth

may result therefrom.

—

James Hudson.

Zonal Pelargoniums in autumn — Well
grown plants of zjnals now in fall bloom are most
welcome. The lighter tints are not so needful, as

we get them in the early blooming Chrysanthe-

mums, which can be so usefully employed for con-

servatory decoration as well as for the open air.

There is, however, nothing that can be grown under
glass at this time of year that can equal in bril-

liancy the flowers of Vesuvius, Henry Jacoby,

Raspail, West Brighton Gem and other bright

hued zonals. In association with such exquisitely

pure Chrysanthemums as Elaine and the less pure,

but effective Mme. Dasgrange, their rich and bril-

liant tints are displayed to even greater advantage
than in the open air. For blooming at this season

the plants must be treated in the same way as is

practised for winter flowering, the only difference

being that the bloom buds should be allowed to

form from the commencement of August onwards.
Then they will be in their first flush of beauty dur-

ing September and October just as tender flowers

are failing in the open. The value of zonal Pelar-

goniums of the brighter tints is most apparent
when a sharp frost occurs in September, or when,
as this year, continuous heavy rains and violent

winds destroy their beauty in the outdoor garden.
Plants bearing a dozen or more fine trusses of

bloom can then be fully appreciated. The double
and semi-double kinds are excellent for autumn
blooming, opening their flowers well up to the
middle of November and lasting a long time in

good condition. Cuttings struck in May make
good specimens in U-inch pots by the time they are
require!, and older plants cut back in spring and
grown on freely are very effective.—J. C. B.

The Guernsey Lily (Nerinesarniensis).—Con-
siderable numbers of this Nerine are sent here
every year from the Cbannel Islands just as the
flower-spikes are pushing from the bulb, and
though lifted at what would seem to be such an
inappropriate time for the purpose, the flower-

stems will lengthen and the blooms develop in a
perfectly satisfactory manner if they are potted as

soon as received, and somewhat liberally supplied
with water afterwards. If three bulbs are put in a

pot 5 inches in diameter, they form when the
flowers are expanded beautiful objects for the
greenhouse during the autumn. The flowers are of

good substance, and in a dry atmosphere retain

their beauty a considerable time. Besides this,

many of the greenhouse species, headed by the
gorgeous Nerine Fothergilli orcurvifolia. are easily

grown, and most attractive in early autumn.— H. P

Schubertia grandiflora, according to the
(jiirden and Furent, is proving itself very useful as
a summer climber. A plant 2 inches or 3 inches
high set out last May should now be 20 feet high.
We recently saw a plant trained to a fence only (i

feet high, and it has now spread out so as to cover
5(1 square feet, and its score of trusses of glittering
white flowers against the dark green of the foliage
makes a striking picture. The flowers, when open,
are more than 2 inches across. They are of a thick
waxy texture, and are as glossy as if they had
been varnished. The individual flowers remain
open a long time, and very often all of the flowers
on a truss, some five or more, are open at once. It

is said that the plant will survive the winter in
Southern California. If this is true, a well-esta-
blished plant would be very effective.

Repotting Pelargoniums.—Writing on this
subject in a recent issue of The Garden, "H."
observes that the most satisfactory lot of plants he
ever grew were repotted the first week in October.
I should like to know how they would have com-
pared with others attended to in this matter a
couple of months sooner. In my earlier days I h.id a
good deal to do with the culture of the show, de-
corative and fancy sections of this family, and I

invariably found that my success at the blooming
season was markedly influenced by the time of pot-
ting the plants. When shaken out and repotted so
l.iti th3y have not suffi:ient time to fill the potswith

roots by winter, so that a considerable amount of

care is needed in watering during the shortest days.

It is, moreover, of great importance to shift them
as early in the year as possible, fo that they may
be well established by the time the buds form. It

was always my practice, and it is that of the

London market gardeners who grow this class

of plants to such a high degree of per-

fection, to shake out and repot as soon as

the plants break after cutting over. This in an
ordinary season will be about the middle of August,
so that the pots are tolerably well filled with roots

by the time the plants have to go into winter

quarters. At the beginning of the year they are

in a fit condition to be put into their blooming
pots, which cannot be the case if the first potting

is delayed until autumn. If I could not attend to

them before October, I think I would leave them
untouched until January, giving a little weak liquid

manure occasionally during the autumn months.

—

J. C. B.

Kitchen Garden.

PARSLEY FOR WINTER AND SPRING.

During last winter and spring many gardens

were very short of a supply. From present

appearances, if due care or forethought has not

been exercised in providing for a supply, which
may be covered with glass. Parsley, if the

winter should happen to turn out severe again,

will be in a far worse condition for with-

standing a hard winter, for the past com-
paratively sunless and wet weather will have

made the growth very soft and watery. Such
being the case it will decay rapidly when bad
weather does arrive, especially if some suitable

covering has not been provided to meet exi-

gencies. Tliat which may be close together

through the evil of thick sowing will be in even

a worse state, as the air will have been pre-

vented from circulating amongst the plants. In

those instances where the above state of things

exists it is not too late to cut out alternate

rows, so as to allow the air to circulate ; the

surplus need not be wasted, for this could be

spread out thinly and dried in a warm kitchen,

and when sufficiently dry be rubbed out and
bottled. This would come in for flavouring

and save the fresh Parsley. All decaying foli-

age should be cleared out from the remaining

rows. With a supply coming on in brick frames

there will not be any anxiety, for if the

lights are placed on it directly inclement

weather is anticipated, and freely ventilated

on all favourable occasions, a supply will be

assured. Keeping the frames close must be

avoided, especially during wet and muggy
weather. If this is not guarded against, the Par-

sley will decay as much as if left uncovered, and

perhaps more so. It is not in the early part of the

winter that Parsley is likely to run short, but

from Christmas onwards until the spring of the

year, when vegetation is bounding into ac-

tivity. Protection being necessary, prepara-

tion should now be made whilst tltere is yet

time and before the foliage is injured either by

severe frosts or smiw, and which may now
come at any moment. Long single rows,

which are often sown along the margins of

walks, are the worst to cover successfully, but

much might be done by using two 0-inch boards

nailed together thus /\, and which is similar to

the system often adopted for keeping wet off

Celery. The covering must not be placed

directly on the ground, as obviciusly this would

exclude light. The covering being raised off

the ground with the aid of bricks, a circulation

of ;iir would bo assured, and at the same time

ciild rains and snow kept t ff. Portable frame.".

where these can be brought into use, are

obviously the best, but any old lights may be

utilised. Ground vinery lights I am inuch in

favour of for covering Parsley, the light in

this instance being freely open on all sides. A
few of these lights should be in every gar-

den, as they will be useful for affording pro-

tection to any low- growing crops. During a

severe time the glass covering alone will not be

the means of keeping the Parsley intact, as

severe frosts would quickly injure it. Mats or

other suitable coverings must therefore be

provided. Covering with a framework of wood
and mats is a well-known protection, but I

prefer the waterproofed canvas coverings,

these keeping out the wet. Extra plants

which may have been planted in boxes will

be the better for the protection which may be

afforded by cool Peach houses and vineries,

these not being gathered from upon any con-

sideration until necessity compels this course.

A. Y. A.

LATE CAULIFLOWERS AND EARLY
BROCCOLI.

Cauliflowees, more especially Veitch's Autumn
Giant, are holding out well, a considerable number
of plants giving little or no signs of hearting. See-

ing how superior in point of quality these are to

the Broccoli, and also that a greater variety of vege-

tables is more needed in November and December

than at any other time of the year, it behoves all

who have a considerable number of Cauliflower

plants nearly or quite fully grown to take good

care of them- Left where they now are, the

chances are the greater portion will be crippled or

destroyed by the first moderately severe frost ex-

perienced ; whereas they would pay well for being

lifted and stored in a place of safety. A'eitch's

Autumn Protecting Broccoli, now nearly as much
grown as the Autumn Giant Cauliflower, is the

nearest approach to the latter both as regards ap-

pearance and quality of any variety I have yet

tried, and, unfortunately, not much hardier. It

is true the heart is fairly well enclosed by strong

inner leaves, but a severe frost goes clean through

the plants—wholesale collapse being the result—

and nothing short of lifting and storing at least a

good portion of the crops will often meet the case.

There are other early Broccoli that are worth

growing, among which may be included the

Walcheren and the true White Capes, but these,

again, are far from being hardy, the last named in

fact being quite as tender as any Cauliflower.

Naturally, the plants undisturbed will, if no

frosts injure them, give much the finest hearts, but

I hold that it is most unwise to run any risks, either

Cauliflowers or Broccoli being indispensable till

midwinter or later, there being less need for them

when forced Asparagus, Beans, and Seakale are

getting fairly plentiful. The Broccoli named or

alluded to are being cut from as well as the late

breadths of Cauliflowers, and unless severe frosts

are imminent, there is no great need to lift and

store the more forward of them, all that is neces-

sary being to well protect the hearts with the outer

leaves, pulling up the plants, however, and bed-

ding them in under cover of a shed if extra se-

vere frosts are threatened. In our case the

whole of the more backward plants will be

forked up, a small ball of soil being preserved

with the roots, and they will then be replanted,

some in a cool vinery and the rest in deep

pits. The best results attend storing in the

vinery, a brick pit being given wholly up to the

Broccoli for a time. The latter are disposed close

together, but not unduly crowded, or this would

blanch the leaves quickly, and the roots are lirmly

surrounded by rich loamy soil. Those in tlie pit

are treated similarly, and all being kept in a tho-

roughly moist state at the roots, root-action is soon

brisk, a less severe check being given than might be

imagined. All that is further necessary is to keep

the plants cool and to exclude severe frosts, and

the result of this treatment is a long succession of

raoderatelv large,well blanched and mildly flavoured
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hearts, of the value of which there is no need to
further enlarge upon. Where some who have tried

this plan of lifting and storing failed was in sur-
rounding the roots with poor dry soil, cr else in

neglecting to keep the plants well supplied with
water. If glazed structures are not available for
the purpose, much might yet be done with the aid
of deep wooden frames and either wooden shutters,
strips of corrugated iron, mats and strawy litter,

ample protection being needed at times.
Snow's Winter White Broccoli is considerably

later and much hardier than Veitch's Autumn
Protecting, but it is not often particularly service-
able in the open. Left out to face all weathers,
there is every likelihood of its being spoiled by only
a moderately severe frost, and it would most pro-
bably pay well to lift and store a portion of the
stock if a large one and the whole if the breadths
are small. Suitable space under cover not being
available at present, or when the earlier varieties
are stored, a few plants could be introduced, ac-
cording as room is made for them by clearing out
eld stumps. In this manner the supply of Cauli-
flowers and Broccoli might be prolonged till March.

M. H. F.

WINTER SALADS.
To keep up a good supply of winter salads requires
a little timely preparation, as much may be accom-
plished by sowing in the previous spring for a sup-
ply of roots that with a very little warmth make a
good salad at little cost. Some may object to a
free use of such things as Chicory, Dandelion,
Radishes, Beet, and such like, bat when properly
prepared they are valuable adjuncts to the salad
bowl. I have earlier in the season pointed out the
value of Corn Salad for winter and early spring use.
It stands any amount of cold, and may be readily
preserved during severe weather by a few dry
leaves or litter. For winter use, sowings may be
made from June to August, in rows li inches to 12
inches apart, thinning to half that distance from
plant to plant. Dandelion, an excellent addi-
tion to the salad bowl in the winter, needs little

preparation, sowing the seed in drills in May and
storing the roots in November or later, or leaving
in the ground till required to blanch. Chicory
needs similar treatment to Dandelion. The best
Beet for salading is Dell's Crimson. Radishes
are most acceptable. Black Spanish is a
very useful kind, and in severe seasons it

may be stored in sand in a shed and kept a
long time. China Rose is also a good one for
autumn and winter use. Another root of recent
introduction, Stachys tuberifera, will also be found
useful for the salad bowl. Lettuce, the most im
portant of all, is not always easily obtained. Some
have not the means to protect it, though much
may be done by sowing a late lot early in August
for winter use and planting out at the foot of a
wall. For early autumn use a sowing a month
earlier will give a good supply. Those who wish
for Lettuce may get a nice supply with little
trouble, as I have before pointed out in these pages,
by sowing in pans in a warm pit, and cutting in a
small state in the same way as Mustard and Cress

;

it is very soon up after sowing, and a few pans
sown fortnightly will furnish the salad-bowl in
early spring at little cost, the early kinds being
sown for the purpose. Endive, one of the next most
useful of salads, is of easy culture, and needs
few remarks. Unlike Lettuce, Endive is readily
blanched when lifted and placed indoors in a dark
place. 1 consider the best of all is the round-
leaved Batavian. The green curled may be sown
early in July for early autumn use, sowing the
Batavian for winter the first week in August. Mus-
tard and Cress and Watercress will also be found
useful, while some like Celery in the salad.

G. Wyj'inos.

Storing Beet.—Sound practical advice has
recently been given by several correspondents in
The Garden on the above subject, but I am
rather surprised to find such antipathy shown, and
no advocates for leaving the roots undisturbed in
the ground. We practise it here rather extensively

every year for roots that are to be kept until late

in the following spring, and are quite satisfied with
the results, our mode of proceeding being as fol-

lows : Towards the end of October we carefully
lift every alternate row and store in an open shed
in sand, as usually carried out, for use during the
winter months. The remaining rows are then
earthed up like Potatoes, drawing up the soil well
over the crowns, and as narrow as practicable at

the top to protect them from frost, the additional
space gained by lifting every alternate row allow-

ing good ridges to be drawn up, thus affording
thorough protection to the crowns and forming
natural drains to draw the excessive moisture
from around them. Thus all are left untouched
until showing signs of growth in the spring, when
they are lifted with care and put upright in a
trench under a north wall or any cool position of

suHicient depth to lay them in without breaking the
tap roots, and used as required. By this plan we
find they keep better than when stored in sand, &c.,

the quality remaining unimpaired and to a much
later date than autumn-lifted roots. To those who
may not have tried this mode I would recommend
a trial, if only on a small scale to commence with,

feeling confident it will be repeated and extended.
— J. R., Tan-ij-lin-leli.

I have never seen Beet in better condition

late in the winter than was found many years
ago in the gardens at Mettesfont Abbey, Hant.e,

where the then gardener, Mr. Jones, u^edtolay his

roots in well above the shoulder and in light loose

soil beneath the overhanging Filbert bushes
which grew in one corner of the garden. Naturally,

the soil was almost always dry here, and because
the bulk of the leaves could be retained on the

roots the Beet was always more richly flavoured when
used. Ordinarily, the spray of the Nut bushes ex-

cluded moderate frost, whilst the Nut leaves helped
to that end also ; and should hard weather set in the
addition of a little litter refuse amply sufficed to

exclude frost from the roots. Parsnips and Carrots

used to be wintered in the same way and with
capital result?.—A. D.

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.

Outdoor operations have for some time past been
very much delayed by the weather, the continual
downpour of rain having rendered it quite impos-
sible even on our light soil to proceed with the
work at anything like the proper date. The most
pressing work at present requiring immediate atten-
tion is that of

Potato-lifting and stoeing. The late-keep-
ing sorts are mostly in the ground, and growers
are getting very anxious about them, as for weeks
past they have been completely saturated. Even a
short spell of fine weather would find all hands
employed at lifting, and there is little doubt that
those tubers which are sound now will remain so
the diseased ones having entirely disappeared. The
prospect of a heavy yield of good tubers this

year has been very much changed by the late ex
ceptional weather, and those who have good dry
samples will probably get higher prices ere long.

The next fortnight will settle the fate of the late
crop.

Cabbage planting has been delayed from the
same cause as the lifting of Potatoes, and in many
cases the land required for them cannot be cleared
of root crops. Summer-planted crops are now in

good condition for marketing, the wet weather hav-
ing favoured a rapid and continuous growth.

Caulifloweks of the Autumn Giant variety are
now being sent to market in very large qu,antities

and exceptionally fine in quality, but the abund-
ance of other green vegetables keeps prices down.
We have thus far had very mild weather, but it will
now be necessary to protect the heads of those
nearly fit for cutting. Even a slight frost will
injure the hearts of this variety when wet, as it is

not self-protecting.

Tomatoes.—The remnant of the outdoor crop
has lately been transferred under glass in the hope
of colouring the fruit. Although the season has been
exceptionally wet and sunless, more Tomatoes have

ripened out of doors than anyone could have
thought possible, especially as the season for get-

ting the plants out was a very late one. In spite of
disease and every drawback, Tomato culture in

the open as well as under glass continues to in-

crease every year, and those who have walls, or

sunny dry banks, or borders find them a profitable

crop.

Celehy is now in splendid condition for mar-
keting, the wet season having suited this crop well.

I do not remember to have ever seen finer examples.
The late crops continue to grow very fast, the red
varieties being most favoured here.

FBAME.S AND HAND-GLASSES are being planted
with Cauliflower, Lettuce, and other tender crops,

as after such an exceptional rainfall the plants will

be liable to sufl'er if not kept dry. The lights will

be used more for keeping off the rain than for ex-

citing growth.
Mushroom beds are being made up in much

larger numbers than usual, the demand for these

greatly exceeding the supply. The greatest diffi-

culty of late has been that of getting the manure
free from the superabundant moisture, and open
sheds for drying are in great request.

FnUIT GARDENS AND ORCHARDS have in this

locality yielded abundant crops, but fully half the

crop has been blown off and damaged, or so bruised

on the trees by the continual gales as to very much
reduce its value for storing.

Gusjjort. J. (iEOOM.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 830.

LILIUM HENEYI.
(with a coloured plate.')

Thls is a new Chinese Lily wliich was di.s-

covered by Dr. Augustine Henry, who has

recently explored .some parts of Western

China in the interests of botany, and whose

discoveries in that region are exceptionally

interesting both to botanists and horticul-

turists. The bulbs of the Lily reached Kew
liy way of Hong-Kong in the spring of 1889,

and flowered in August of the same year.

They were small and weak when they arrived
;

conseiiuently the growth and flowers of the

lirst year were much inferior to what has

been seen at Kew this summer, where in the

largo temperate house and in several beds in

the open air numerous plants of L. Henryi

have flowered well. Last autumn some bull)S

of it were planted in the open border and

remained out all winter without protection.

These grew well and flowered, and it was

from one of them that ]Mr. IMoon's drawing

was made.

We have, therefore, in L. Henryi a Lily

which is hardy enough to be planted perma-

nently out of doors in Englaml, and which so

far has proved as happy under ordinary gar-

den treatment as the best natured of Lilies.

The tallest ]ilants at Kew this year were 4

feet high, and the largest number of llowers

produced on any one stem was Ave. They

remained fresh on the plants several weeks.

The resemblance of L. Henryi to L. speciosum

in some characters is apparent enough ; it

also has something of the habit of L. tigri-

num. r.ut it has many characters peculiar to

itself, such as the shade of yellow of its

• Dmwu for The Garden h.v II. (i. Moun iu the

Uojid Gardens. Kow, Sept. ."?, l^<'.n. Lithographed

aud priuted by Guillaumo Severeyne.
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flowers, the smallness of the stigma, the al-

most umbellate inflorescence, and the ovate

leaves directly below the inflorescence, the

lower stem leaves being from G inches to 8

inches long by IJ, inches broad.

Although L. Henryi is not so grand a Lily

as L. aurateum, L. giganlum or the L. longi-

florum group, it still has strong claims to

favour as a garden plant. So far we have

seen it only in its infancy, as it were, and it

is likely to improve on acquaintance. In the

original description of it made by Mr. Baker

from dried specimens the flowers are said to

be borne in a lax corymb a foot in breadth,

and formed of sometimes eight flowers. Dr.

Henry informed me that he had seen the

stems as tall or taller than a man and bear-

ing " magnificent heads of flowers." He
found it near the town of Ichang, growing
plentifully on grassy slopes of precipices and
limestone cliffs, but never in the ravines,

where L. longiflorum and L. Erowni are

common. There it flowered in the latter

part of .July. In the same region Dr. Henry
collected L. giganteum and L. tigrinum.

It is remarkable that whilst from .Tapan

no less than thirteen species of Lilium have
been introduced, there are only five, includ-

ing L. Henryi, from the whole of China. A
sixth, L. Davidi, has been discovered, I think,

in Yunnan, and has been named in compli-

ment to the French missionary, the Abbe
David. This, however, is not in cultivation.

w. w.

NOTES FEOM THE VOSGES.
Not many English tourists visit the Vosges,

and yet there are few pleasanter places to

pass a summer or an autumn holiday in, and
a collector ami botanist woidd be well repaid

by a visit there. Tlie flowers are abundant,

and tliough I went there rather late in the

year and had not much time to search for

rarities, I saw enough of floral treasures to

make me long for a closer acciuaintance with
them. Of course, the summer-time is the

best for seeing the flowers in perfection, but
September is a beautiful month in the Vosges;
the summer rain is over, the sun shines

brightly, and in the evenings and mornings
the air is fresh and exhilarating. Dense forests

cover large tracts of tlie mountains, and one
can walk or drive for miles through the dark
woods among the tall Firs, chiefly Spruce
and Silver, witliout hearing the sound of a

living thing. In many places the trees are

too tliick ami the shade too deep for much
undergrowth, but one finds many shade-loving

mountain plants, such as Crei)is virens, Goat's-

beard, two or tliree sorts of St. John's Wort,
C(]w-wheat, Creeping Jenny, Solomon's Seal,

iV'c; tlien, again, there are openings where
the woodman has been at work tliat are

covereil with soft Sphagnum and other Mosses,
and drier .spots when; the crevices in the grey

rocks are lined witli Ferns, tlie Oak and
Iteech varieties especially growing in profu-

sion. The valleys look intensely green, as

the little fields are irngate<l ami produce
two and i>ven three crops of hay in the year.

The Yosgeois have a curious way of carting

their hay. As soon as it is dry it is tied up

in sacking in bundles, and these bags of hay

look like huge Mushrooms as they lie in the

fields waiting to be carted by the picturesque

peasants in their white caps and blue blouses

and the patient cream-coloured oxen. Beside

the rushing streams and in patches on the

hillsides are green and treacherous marshes.

They look like soft carpets to walk on, but

a few steps will dispel any doubt as to their

being bogs. However, a keen collector would

brave a little wetting for the sake of the

flowers he would be sure to find. Among
them Grass of Parnassus, Sundews (both Dro-

sera rotundifolia and longifolia), tlie Bog Bean

(Wahlenbergia hederacea), the sweet little

Ivydeaved Campanula, tall spikes of Poly-

gonum bistorta, bright yellow Spear Worts,

and homely Forget-me-nots. There is a large

choice of pleasant places to stay at. Plom-

bieres, a pretty little town, is a health resort

with hot mineral sijrings. It is situated in a

narrow vallej', and from there coinitless -walks

and drives can be made up into the hills and

forests towards Eemiremont, or down the fer-

tile A"al d'Ajol, with its Cherry orchards and

kirsch distilleries, or on the cultivated table-

land towards Xertigny and Epinal. Or if

wo wish to search in a more mountainous

<listriet there is the Ballon d'Alsace or the

Schlueht, close to the Honeck; at both places

there are comfortable inns at about 4000 feet

altitude, and beautiful wild open country all

round. At the Ballon grows the yellow

Gentian (G. lutea), used there for making a

.strong liqueur (" gentiane "), supposed to be a

very wholesome tonic. The top of the

Honeck is carpeted with white Anemones,

and even late in September there were quan-

tities still in bloom. Bussang, at the foot of

the Ballon d'Alsaee, with its iron spring and

the Source of the Moselle not a mile from the

village, and Gerardmer, a more fashionable

place in a wider valley with a chain of pretty

lakes, both offer many attractions to the

tourist. The roads are good, and the shdrt

cuts and bye-paths are all marked out care-

fully by the Club Alpin Frangais, so that one

can walk all about the mountains and find

one's way between the towns and villages

without difficulty.

The German Alsatian side of the Yosges is

a complete contrast to the French. The Fir

trees give place to vineyards, and the green

bogs to drier, more rocky, and barer mountain-

sides, and doubtless tin- flora vari(!S as much
as docs the aspect of the country. There

is an excellent book on the flowers of

Lorraine Tiy D. A. Godron, published by

Fliche and Monnier at Nancy, to which I

must refer anyone who wishes to make a

study of the flowers of the Yosges. Spring,

as well as summer and .autumn, has its beauties

The woods are then full of Lily of the Yalh^y,

Tulips, and other spriug-flowering bulbs. I

cannot give the names of many rare specimens,

as I did not make any collection ; I only know
that on every walk I was delighted with the

flowers. One day one would come across a

' shady ravine full of yellow Balsam or a sunny

wall with Asplenium septentrionale, a tall

Sedum purpureum by the roadside, a rock

with the soft green foliage of Corydalis lutea

overhanging the rushing stream below, a wood
with a carpet of Oxalis Acetosella or perhaps

the rarer stricta, a meadow starred with autumn
Crocus, or a rough corner with Genista pilosa

and Linaria Pelisseriana among the stones.

Perhaps the most attractive rambles for a

botanist could be made round La Bresse and

the Lac des Corbeavrx, a mountain tarn among
dark Pine trees. The open valley is mapped
out into tiny fields surrounded by stone walls

and dotted about with white chalets on the

green slopes of the hills ; along the margin of

the woods grow Genista sagittalis and many
more or less rare field flowers. In the woods
themselves one finds Asplenium germanicum

and other Ferns, and many small sub-ali>ines

among the grey rooks of the higher mountain

sides.

The scenery is pretty and varied, the vil-

lages bright, iiicturesque and clean ; there are

fine trees and good trout streams ; the country

people are primitive, pleasant, and friendly
;

and altogether the impression left on my mind
by a month's sojourn in the Vosges is a bright,

flowery, ami sunshiny picture.

A. M. T. A.

THE WEEK'S WORK.

HAEDY FRUITS.

The planting season.— .\. very welcome change
from wet and comparatively warm weather to clear

days and frosty nights will have started mnch im-

portant work in the fruit garden. Planting will,

weather permitting, soon be in full swing, and the

sooner most of the trees are transplanted after the

leaves are fallen the greater likelihood of their

doing well. In any case orders ought to be given

to the nurserymen at once, or otherwise the chances

are the best trees and the best varieties will have

been sold. If the ground is not tit for the recep-

tion of the trees directly they are received, they

ought to be unpacked and laid in, covering the

roots with light moist soil. Should the trees be
received in very frosty weather, and we sometimes

get extra severe frosts in November, do not unpack,

but place the bales in a shed or cellar and further

exclude frosts. These precautions are most im-

portant, no trees ever doing well if planted either

when the ground is saturated with moisture or badly

frosted. The roots ought never to be exposed to

cold or drying winds, and if found in a very

dry state when unpacked, they should be im-

mersed a few hours in a tank or pool of

water. In the case of he.avy soils especially

it is unwise to prepare the sites much in ad-

vance of planting time, newly-moved ground being

most liable to become too wet to be properly used

for surrounding the roots of trees. Nor should

small deep holes be formed, these acting as so

many water traps, also being much too crampe<l to

suit the roots. The latter ought not only to be
well spread out, but the fresh root-fibres should

have ready access to plenty of fresh, but not over-

rich fibrous loam, or the best loam procurable.

Therefore, form round or square holes from '.i feet

to 1) feet across, according to the class of tree to

be planted, breaking these up to a good depth. No
kind of loose stones, tiles, bricks, or clinkers, placed

18 inches or 2 feet below the surface, will prevent

the roots from striking down into the subsoil, but

a thick layer of fine mortar-rubbish or ashes will

sometimes check downward root-action. The best

preventive of deep, and therefore irjarious root-

action is rather high planting, the greater part of
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the roots being disposed above the ordinary garden
level, and occasional root-prnning and good surface

culture will do the rest. The sites must be very

wet indeed if a drain has to be taken from imme-
diately below each wall tree, the ordinary garden

drainage being ample for most places. Prior to

planting, injured roots should be out back to a

sound portion, embryo suckers either cut clean

out or severely shaved off, and the broken points

of all the rest of the roots be lightly pruned

—

cleanly made wounds healing over the most surely.

In planting, the collar or junction of the roots with

the stem of the tree ought always to be kept

slightly above the surface, the roots being spread

out evenly and flatly and not driven together

in a heap, as they too often appear when trans-

planted in nurseries, surrounded by a little light

soil largely composed of soil and ashes from a heap
of burnt garden refuse, with leaf- soil and fine loam
added ; the whole being finished off somewhat firmly,

fresh root-fibres may be formed this autumn, and
in any case a good early start will be made next
season. No watering ought to be necessary, there

being plenty of moisture in the soil, but a mulching
of strawy litter is advisable by way of protection

for the damaged roots. Trees in the open should
be securely staked at once, but those against

walls must not be other than loosely fastened, or

they may be hung when the ground settles.

Apples. — Young trees are far from being well

matured this autumn and may easily be lifted too

soon. Unless the bulk of the leaves has fallen

naturally, lifting, as the nurserymen are obliged to

do it without any soil about the roots, may lead to

shrivelling of the young wood. In private gardens
the case is somewhat different, and the work of

either transplanting or partial lifting may now be
safely proceeded with. It is the deep running
roots that work the most harm, and these in the
case of either transplanted, partially lifted, or newly
received trees ought always to be severely short-

ened. Once the surface soil is well filled with
roots and the knife used sparingly on the trees,

there will be little likelihood of a scarcity of flower-

buds being formed annually, the quality of the fruit

produced also being good. The precocity or other-

wise of different varieties is also largely determined
by the kind of stock on which the trees are worked.
Small garden trees, whether to be grown as bashes,
half-standards, or cordon-trained, are to be pre-

ferred on the broad-leaved Paradise stock, the or-

dinary French Paradise perhaps the next best, but
it strong large trees to be grown either horizontally

trained or as orchard standards, nothing but trees

on the Crab stock will give satisfaction. The finest

fruit can be had from garden trees, but it takes a
great many of these to produce a weight equal to

the quantity of Apples that can be had from a
single large standard. A pyramid is the least satis-

factory form of tree, few varieties being amenable
to this method of training, and but few growers
having the requisite time and patience to bestow
on the trees. If pyramids are received from the
nurseries they can be readily converted into good
bushes by boldly cutting out the centre.

Phopagatino Apples fiiom cuttings, — Di-
rectly the leaves are fallen is a good time to insert

Apple cuttings. Select well-ripened young growths,
cut them to a joint, and shorten to a length of

about 12 inches. If these cuttings are at once
firmly inserted in the ground to about halt their

depth, any open spot answering, the chances are a
considerable number of them will form a callus

this autumn, both root and top-growth then taking
place next season. The cuttings mu.st be inserted
directly after they are taken from the trees, allow-

ing them to become dry being fatal ; nor is it of

much use putting in cuttings next spring, as in the
latter case leafy growth would take place, and no
sap be left for forming roots, an early collapse be-

ing the inevitable result. The callus must be
formed fir.'.t. Good-sized branches that from any
cause have for some weeks past become partially

detached from a tree might be taken off and in-

serted just as they are, with every probability of
their striking root and quickly forming serviceable
trees, but the old Burr Apple and a few other sorts

that strike roots from large branches, witliout the

latter being previously prepared, are not worth
propagating.

Peaes.—These are among the first fit tor lifting

and transplanting, many of them having already
parted with their leaves, and no fruit better repays
for the bestowal of intelligent pains. The finest

fruit are invariably produced by the wall trees, but
good crops of serviceable Pears can also be had
from trees of various kinds in the open garden.
The Quince stock is the best for miniature trees,

early bearing also being a consideration, but fine and
eventually very productive wall trees, pyramids
and standards are only to be had with the aid of

the Pear stock. Trees already stunted, owing
perhaps to rough treatment experienced in the nur-
series, are not what should be planted, much
younger trees in a free-growing state being far

preferable. If wall trees on the Pear stock hori-

zontally trained are disposed from 15 feet to 20 feet

apart, midway between these may be planted other
Pears on the (Juince stock and trained as cordons,
the latter doing good service before the whole of

the space is required, if it ever is, by the larger
specimens. Cordons with one or several branches
are also the best for furnishing buttresses, sides
and arches of doorways, and for quickly furnishing
wall space generally with fruiting trees ; branches
or single stems of uprightly trained Pears to be not
less than 15 inches, another 3 inches suiting
the stronger growers. Pears succeed admirably
grown alongside garden walls, trained horizontal
fashion to wire espaliers or stout fences of either
wood or iron, and 5 feet or more in height. If such
trees are on the Qaince stock they may be planted
12 feet apart, and from 15 feet to 20 feet if on the
Pear stock. Low single cordons might be planted
6 feet apart, twice that distance being allowed
double cordons. One, two, or three rows of cordons
with the highest at the back might fringe all

the garden walks, but this class of tree must be
kept well attended in the way of lifting and root-

pruning, or they will be of little use. Bushes and
pyramids on the Quince should be planted not less

than 5 feet apart, while those on the Pear stock
should at least be not less than 10 feet apart, and
halt the respective distances from the pathway.

W.I.

PLANT HOUSES.

WiNTBR-FLOWEEING HEATHS AND EPACEIS,

—

If the stock of these be a newly purchased one, con-
siderably more care and attention will needs be
bestowed upon them, at least for some time to

come. The Heaths, more particularly E. hyemalis,

E. Wilmoreana, and others of free growth, will

take a liberal supply of water, the pots being in

the case ot well-grown plants quite crammed with
roots. Such plants become dry almost before one
is aware of it ; if this occurs but a few times, the
future effect ot the plants when in flower will be
considerably lessened. For instance, in E. hye-
malis there will be several blind trusses or yellow
buds which will not open, but eventually tall off.

If, perchance, the plants do become dry so as to

suffer, see to it that they are thoroughly well

soaked. When a fresh stock is purchased I would
prefer to keep them upon a stage with a bed of

shingle or ashes underneath them ; this will be
better than an open stage, which tor hard-wooded
Heaths is much better in the ordinary way be-

cause of the .additional circulation of air carried on
.around the plants. If E. hyemalis is disposed still

to grow too much at the points of the shoots, it

will be better to pull out the tips, the flowers re-

quiring all the present energies ot the plants. In
this and other instances where there is a dcn.se

growth a clo.se watch should be kept ag.ainst any
attacks ot mildew which will soon make sad
havoc amongst the close growth. For this

the black sulphur could be used in preference
to the yellow, being quite a.s eflicacious and
not so unsightly. If the plants are required in

flower as soon as possible, they should have all the
light that can be given them and be kept close to

the glass or upon shelves, if it cannot be accom-
plished in the usual way. This will, with the
usual treatment given to all such plants, be much

better than attempting to force them into flower.

Such methods may answer just for one season, but
how about the future well-being another season
when such unnatural means are attempted ? Those
kinds with the smallest flowers, as E. caffra, E.

gracilis, and others of similar character, will be
found not to take so much water as those first al-

luded to, that is, comparatively speaking. Several

of the spring-flowering sorts, as K. Cavendishi and
E, ventricosa vars., will, however, require more, that

is, they will dry up more quickly. In dealing with

all Heaths, see to it that a buoyant state of the

atmosphere is maintained ; a close and damp condi-

tion is most prejudicial at all times.

Epacbis, on the other hand, will put up with a
moister atmosphere than the Ericas, if so be they

cannot be accommodated under the same condi-

tions. Their shining lustrous foliage will not ab-

sorb or retain the moisture to the same extent

;

hence less harm is ultimately done. With these,

as with the Heaths, it is a good plan to pull out

the points of strong leading shoots which still show
a disposition to make too much growth, only the

point should be taken out. Young Epacris and
others which are pot-bound wiU take a good supply

of water ; the former will require close attention

where the plants are large in proportion to the size

of the pots. It these are allowed to suffer it results

in a great check to the plants and in a weakening
of the future flowers. I do not mean by this that

water is to be given as freely as when dealing with

Chrysanthemums and such like plants, but that

they need to be closely looked after and not

allowed to become too dry. The non-attention to

watering in the case of a young stock of these

plants (both Ericas and Epacris) will ultimately

result in t.ailure. Daring the previous growing
season they will have been under generous treat-

ment in this respect, as may be seen by inspecting

their growth. When they change hands, therefore,

and experience too much of a change also in cul-

tural treatment, they must suffer in no small degree.

Those which have been in hand for a year or two
will usually be the first to flower. Extra-sized

plants which have been grown hard (not fast, but

under full exposure) will also flower somewhat
earlier. Plants ot Erica hyemalis will soon be seen

in good condition.

Other Heaths and New Holland plants.

—Where these are in la'ge pots and ot specimen

size, not nearly so much watering will be neces-

sary. If the plants have not been potted tor a few

years, and they are in the best of health, they will,

as a matter of course, take more water than those

only shifted into larger pots during the past sea-

son. But in the case of plants which show indica-

tions of weakness, considerable care will be neces-

sary, the watering being done cautiously. Such
plants will generally have a rather sickly ap-

pearance about them. Further suspicions of being

out of sorts at the root will be indicated by their not

drying up nearly so soon as they should do. On the

other hand, a watchful eye must be kept upon all

that have been fresh potted of late to see that the

old ball does not get too dry as compared with the

fresh soil surrounding it. When this is actually

the case there is nothing tor it but to thoroughly

soak the entire mass by standing the pot in a tub

of water until it is seen that the central part is

again well moistened. This is most likely to ocxur

where a dribbling process in the watering has been

practised, most of the water being taken up by the

new soil. All plants which have any mossy or

weedy growth upon the surface should have it

removed. In doing this only disturb sufficient to

effect the purpose ; then some silver s.and should

be shaken over the top and all pressed down firmly

again.

Indian Azaleas.— If through any want ot room
there have thus far been left out or but temporal ily

protected during any indications of frost, no more

time should be lost in taking them to their winter

quarters. After the rains there will not probably

be any or but few thrips upon them ; it will be

safer, however, to fumigate two or three times at

short intervals. It any thrips are left lurking about

they will soon increase under glass again, then

later on, if any plants for forcing are taken into
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the vineries, the after-consequences may be pretty

fairly foreshadowed. As the leaves fall from the

Azaleas, they should be kept cleared up round
about, also from the pots ; a good shaking will

assist in getting over this annual affair. Do not

allow the Azaleas to suffer for want of water

;

when the plants are in comparatively small pots

they will take a good supply, being usually found
to dry up pretty quickly. All will (when healthy

and the pots full of roots) require a good amount.
Others must be treated more cautiously. AVhen too

much water is given there is a disposition in

the stronger growing sorts to start into growth
too soon, often to the weakening of the flowers.

The medium course must be aimed at, neither

letting them suffer nor giving them too liberal a
supply.

For early flowering the forwardest sorts should
now soon be placed in heat ; this will bring them into

bloom about Christmas-time without hard forcing.

For the earliest, the old white (indioa alba),

Deutsche Perle and Fielder's White are the best.

Of reds, I have found Roi Leopold to be excellent,

especially after a few previous seasons' forcing;
vittata elegans, white and red

;
punctulata, creamy

white, striped with scarlet, and its double form,
which lasts a long time in flower, all come in most
useful for the earliest forcing. Azaleas can, of

course, be had in flower now, but this is more of a
florist's trade than that of a private establishment

;

for where the room is all too limited and more
mixed collections of plants have to be grown, it is

not advisable to commence forcing so early. The
comparatively hardy Azaleas, as amccna, obtusa,
and the many hybrids raised from the first-named
species, are all valuable for early work and most
useful in many ways when in bloom, but the
flowers do not make such serviceable material for

cutting where a good length of stem is desirable
For small arrangements they can be as advan-
tageously employed, it is true, as for button-holes,
sprays, &c , but it is as decorative plants that they
are of most service, for which purpose they are
most valuable. J. Hudson.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
The past wet and stormy weather has been very
unfavourable for getting on with the important
work of earthing up the Celery. Excepting, per
haps, for the very latest crop, earthing up should
now be all finished. Do not be sparing with the
soil, for on this will depend whether the plants will

be able to withstand severe weather. Insufficient

earthing up generally entails much protection, which
in many cases is carried out to a needless extent.
The soil should be well banked up at the final

earthing, and at such an angle as to throw
off wet. When earthing up is finished, the tips of
the leaf-stalks should be exposed about (j inches.

Ths earthing up of the latest for spring supply
must also be now well advanced, and it is as well
for the whole of the work to be finished by the
middle of the month or as soon as there is any
chance of frost setting in.

Celeriac.—This vegetable has now advanced to
miturity,but not being hardy, protection from frost

is nece.-sary. A portion may be lifted and stored
in sand in a cool shed, and the remainder be pro
tected by earthing over the roots with soil. Unless
there is likely to be a severe spell of frost, the roots
are of better quality if allowed to remain where
growing, taking the precaution, however, to protect
with soil as stated.

GnowiNO CEors.—Where close planting has
been indulged in the mistake of so doing will now
be very apparent, especially in the case of Brussels
Sprouts, as amongst these decaying foliage will now
be very apparent. Where the plants were set cut
at a fair distance apart, the leaves will be almost
intact, thus affording whatever protection may be
necessary. No attempt must be made to remove
any green leave.=, but all decaying foliage must be
cleared away at once so as to allow of a due circu-
lation of air. Not only from among Brussels Sprouts,
but also other growing crops, all decaying leaves

are best cleared away. During the winter, kitchen

gardens in many instances are sorely neglected,

rubbish, decaying vegetation, and also leaves from

the trees being allowed to remain where they fall,

and prove comfortable quarters for insects and their

larvie. With the various quarters and walks made
tidy as soon as the leaves are all down, the garden

will wear a cheerful aspect as far as surroundings

will allow during the dreary days.

Salading.—This will now need attention so

that a supply may be secured. Material for salads

is often plentiful enough until severe frosts set in,

but by a little forethought the case might have
been altered. This applies particularly to Lettuce,

and however useful other adjuncts may be, the

salad bowl would be poor indeed without good
Lettuce. With a supply in frames the case will

be different, but even here extra plants, which may
still be in the open ground, should be preserved as

much as passible. With Cabbage Lettuce growing
upon a sloping sunny border, much might be done
by covering with hoops and mats, but as these will

not ward off a very severe frost, I have secured

good results by covering over each plant with a
pot and over th^s spreading a layer of litter to

keep all secure. Care being taken only to cover

whilst the plants are dry, the enforced darkness

will blanch the growth still further, and plants

secured in this manner will keep sound and good
for upwards of three or four weeks. Lettuce in

frames will need careful attention, picking off all

decaying foliage and keeping the surface soil

stirred occasionally. If the soil is apt to become
unduly dry, this must be watered, keeping the

water off the foliage as much as possible. The
growth made will be tenderer and of better quality

by keeping the lights over the plants at all times.

A'entilation certainly will be needed, so as to im-

part a healthy growth. Endive is now abun-

dant and good, and a supply from the open
air may still be secured by covering the plants

with hoops and mats. Plants in frames must have the

same attention as Lettuce, taking care to ventilate

freely, so as to expel damp, for if this should settle

about the base of the plants these will quickly de-

cay. Frost and wet must be kept clear of the

plants, and this being the case, blanching after-

wards will be a simple affiir. If the soil is likely

to become dry, this must be watered. This is, how-
ever, seldom necessary with plants in cold frames

at this season. Those being wintered in cool

Peach houses or other such places on account of

the drier and more airy surroundings will need

watering when necessary. By keeping a succession

covered over with clean flower-pots with the hole

closed, so as to totally exclude light, blanching is

effected, but a quicker mode is to introduce a few
dozen plants, according to the demand, into the

Mushroom house at weekly intervals. Witloof or

Chicory will also now be plentiful. Where roots

have been provided, all that is necessary to secure

well-blanched leaves is to pack the roots into pots

or boxes and introduce them into the Mushroom
house, or any position which is warm enough to

start growth and from which light may be

totally excluded. Packing the roots in pots and
covering these with others so as to exclude light,

and placing them in a warm structure is a favourite

mode where only small supplies are needed.

Mustard and Cress.—With a continuous sup

ply of Mustard and Cress coming on by sowing

at weekly intervals, so as to meet the demand,
there need not be any dearth of salading with the

other subjects named. The seeds, sown on a

level surface in either shallow boxes or any recep-

tacles which may be used for the purpose, and well

watered after sowing, will readily germinate if

placed in a warm structure.

Gloise Artichokes.—Although these are toler-

ably hardy, and m.ay pass through the winter un-

scathed on a light and well-drained soil, j et on cold

soils and as a preventive of injury from severe frost

it is much better to protect the plants. In this man-
ner an early growth of suckers is assured. This

is far preferable to raising from seed, which
is generally resorted to when the stock has

been killed by the want of a little timely at-

tention. Protective measures need not be under-

taken until there is the likelihood of severe frosts

setting in, when each clump should be surrounded

with any dry litter, or leaves surfaced with litter

to keep them from being blown away, or even

some dry soil or ashes. Wet manure is useless, as

this has a tendency to keep the roots and ground

sodden and cold. A. YouKG.

ORCHIDS.
We are now on the verge of winter, and the treat-

ment our plants receive is that usually accorded

to them during the winter months. The want of

light is much felt in some districts ; it is felt less

or more everywhere in these islands. Heat we can

have to any extent, but the object of the cultivator

should now be to avoid all unnecessary stimulants

and maintain a temperature corresponding to the

surroundings. We have bright, clear days occa-

sionally, even when the weather is mild, and the

temperature may be a few degrees higher on such

days. But the few bright days are sure to be suc-

ceeded by cold, dull days, and any over-excitement

would be injurious, as it cannot be maintained in

all sorts of weather. I would like to urge the im-

portance of admitting air every day in winter, or

at least except when the cold may be excessive with

a frost wind blowing. Our lantern ventilator at the

apex of the roof is arranged so that the smallest

chink of air may be admitted, and this may be in-

creased by almost imperceptible degrees by ma-
chinery. What are termed the "hit-and-miss"

ventilators in the walls admit the air directly on

to the hot-water pipes, where it must be warmed
in its progress to the body of the house. The Or-

chids are arranged on a slate stage, so that the air

cannot pass through in a current to the Orchids

without being broken. Sudden fluctuations of

temperature should be avoided, for although Or-

chids do not show the effects of this at the time so

much as more delicate leaved plants, they show

it too surely in the long run. Most gardeners are

glad when winter does come, so that they may have

a chance to overtake the work ;
we flnd insect pests

increase faster than it is possible to keep them
under in summer and autumn, owing to the atten-

tion which must constantly be given to the ordi-

nary details of the work. There is now much less

attention required in watering; no shading to roll

up and down, and the damping of paths and

stages is less frequent. The best thing to do is to start

at one end of the Cattleya house and look carefully

over every plant in the collection. There is a tiny

white scale which dots much mischief if allowed

to spread ; a small specimen not so large as a pin's

head on the leaf of a Cattleya will soon cause

a yellow spot, and when the parasite is washed

off the spot is still there. We have now quite

finished repotting and surface-dressing in the cool

house ; the plants will be kept in a fairly moist

state, as they are making roots quite as freely now
as they do at any season. The flower-spikes are

showing up freely and they must also have suffi-

cient moisture to sustain them. The atmosphere

of the house should be kept only moderately moist

;

once a day will be sufficient in the moist state of

the atmosphere outside and the lack of sunshine in

November. A difference may be made in clear

frosty weather, when the minimum temperature

has to be kept up by artificial heat, bo that the

atmosphere feels dry and in a state to exhaust the

plants. When the temperature under those condi-

tions is up to 15^ in the morning, sprinkle the

paths and stages the first thing and admit a little

air if it has been thought desirable to shut up the

houses close. It may be as well to warn cultivators

of the importance of looking well after the strong

plants of Oncidium macranthum and others of

this character. They are now making their

growths and are rooting freely ; moreover, they like

the coolest part of the cool house with plenty of

moisture, and nothing is so attractive to slugs as

the succulent roots and flower-spikes of this plant

ju!-t showing. We are now busy cleaning and re-

arranging the plants in the Cattleya house. Here it is

also necessary to be careful in regard to tempera-

ture and ventilation. Watch the weather carefully
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an'J be prepared when there is any sign of a change
in the weather. When the stock of plants of Mil-
tonia vexillaria was removed from the cool house
with other plants needing the intermediate house
temperature in winter, they were all carefully looked
over and the Miltonias were dipped in tobacco water
to keep them clean. Where cleanliness, combined
with an intelligent system of culture in other
directions, prevails, insect pests seldom do much
harm.

Plants now in flower should be arranged together
BO that they may make an interesting group.
Scattered about in difl'erent parts of the Orchid
houses they are not nearly so attractive to visitors,
and if the house is kept moderately dry they last
a long time in good condition. There are numerous
baautiful Cattleyas in flower now. The most beau-
tiful is C. Warocqueana. I greatly admired two
beautiful varieties in Messrs. Veitch's nursery at
Chelsea, the sepals and petals rosy tinted, the rich
frilled lip of the richest crimson-purple colour, the
plants showing a double sheath and not to be dis-
tinguished from C. labiata. C. Harrisi is a lovely
garden hybrid now in flower, the sepals and petals
pale purplish-blush, lip violet-purple. C, Eldorado
is also in flower. That most singular looking of
Orchids, Renanthera Lowi, is also in flower, plants
2 feet or 3 feet high producing one or two spikes
each

; these are furnished with about forty
blooms each, and for six weeks they are quite a
feature in the warmest house. A'anda Kimballiana
is quite an acquisition to the warm houie at this sea-
son

;
it is now very charming. I have in my mind's

eye a plant with five spikes and thirty-nine flowers,
the sepals and petals white, and the lip a purplish
tint. The hybrid Cypripediums now in flower are
very numerous, not all of them worthy of high
praise, but the good varieties are numerous. T. B.
Haywood has this autumn proved to be a first-class
variety, the flowers large, freely produced, the
sepals and petals creamy white, striped and spotted
maroon-purple. C. ccnanthum snperbum is a rival to
C. Harrisianum superbum ; both are indispensable
at this season. The little Pleione Wallichi now
forms charming tufts, to be followed by P. macn-
lata. We may now be said to have passed the
dullest part of the year for Orchid blooms.

J. Douglas.

BOUILLE BORDELAISE AND THE POTATO
DISEASE.

The experiments with this assumed Potato disease
preventive mixture conducted at Exeter and
published at p. li'iil, has, curiously enough, not
been at all supported by similar experiments
on a much more extensive scale conducted
at Reading during the past season. There the
Messrs. Sutton and Sons—actuated by a desire to
cooperate with the Agricultural Department of the
Government in ascertaining how much or how little

of real preventive power there was in the French
mixture of sulphate of copper and lime—planted a
large area of ground on which were grown over 270
sorts of Potatoes and on a total of 8(I0 rows. In
most cases one half of the rows was dressed with
the mixture according to the recipe of the Agricul-
tural Department, the greatest care being taken that
the experiment should have the fullest and fairest
trial, and as it covered so many sorts, some notori-
ously subject to disease, the trial was more than
usually interesting. A large party of gentlemen
interested in Potato culture were lately invited
to visit the firm's trial grounds and see the result of
the dressing experiment as evidenced in the tuber
production set out on the ground, the crop of the
dressed halves of the rows being set out on one side
and those of the undressed halves on the other.
Still further to assist those who needed fuller infor-
mation an elaborate table had been provided, setting
forth in the most complete way the tuber products
of the various rows, the weights being given, whilst
the samples of the produce on the ground admitted
of the fullest comparison. The first curious result
to be noted was that in almost every case, so far as
relates to the earlier ripening varieties, the effect of
the dressing was to reduce the bulk of the tuber crop.
Thus on nineteen rows of Myatt's Ashleat the loss

on the dressed halves was 1 qr. 10 lbs. ; on ten rows
of Early Regent, 1 qr. 8 lbs. ; on fifteen rows of
Windsor Castle, a new early round, 2 qrs. 8 lbs. ; on
Ringleader, 2 qrs. 9 lbs. ; on Sutton's Ashleaf
(twenty-seven rows), 2 qrs. lij lbs. ; and on Rivers'

Ashleaf (eleven rows), 1 qr. i lbs. Turning to
others of a more midseason character, Sutton's
Seedling (twenty-one rows) shows a balance against
the dressing of 3 <|rs. 24 lbs. ; Reading Russet {thir-

teen rows), 1 (jr. 23 lbs., with other varieties simi-
larly proportioned. On the other hand, in the case
of three varieties which have great reputations, but
have gone materially out of cultivation because so
subject to disease, Woodstock Kidney, Dalmahoy,
and A'ictoria, the balance was appreciably in favour
of the dressed halves of the rows. With fifteen

rows of Best of All the balance on a total produce
of over 7 cwt. was IG lbs., and on thirteen rows of
Satisfaction it was on a total of nearly 5 cwt., 21 lbs.

in favour of the dressed halves ; whilst in the case of
Redskin Flourball, Champion, and Imperator, no-
toriously strong growers, the balance was rather
against the dressing. It is when we come to the
great main croppers of the day, such as The Bruce,
Abundance, and Magnum Bonum, that the chief
interest is excited, and with these it was found
that undressed portions of the rows gave by far
the best results. Out of thirty-one rows of Mag-
num Bonum twenty-six gave excess, against three
none, and two only in favour of the dressing. Some
forty-six rows of Abundance gave nearly 18 cwt. of

tubers, with a preponderance of 1 cwt. is lbs. in

favour of the undressed half rows. Some special
experiments with 5 poles dressed and 5 poles un-
dressed of Sutton's Ringleader gave 3 cwt. 2 qrs.

27 lbs. produce from the former, and 5 cwt. 3 qrs.

22 lbs. from the latter, or the extraordinary gain in

the undressed breadth of nearly 2^ cwt. ; while
Beauty of Hebron gave on similar breadths an
increase of 2 cwt. 11 lbs, on the undressed area,
and Chancellor on half the area, that is 5 poles, gave
the great crop of 7 cwt. 2 qrs. 17 lbs. with the infini-

tesimal balance of 1 lb. in favour of the dressing.
Some 300 seedlings, mostly of a fine character, gave
very varying results, so that the trial with these
was not so helpful as with the standard varieties.

What seems to be the case is that the mixture has
a harmful effect upon the thinner leafage of the
earlier varieties ; hence growth is checked and the
produce deteriorated. On a few varieties the mixture
seems to be beneficial, especially in the case of a few
soft-fleshed sorts specially subject to disease. It

is evident that a further trial of the mixture with
these particular sorts, especially the Regent, Vic-
toria, Woodstock Kidney and Dawes' Matchless
Kidney is very desirable. So far as the great main
crop sorts are concerned, notably Magnum Bonum,
The Bruce, Imperator, Chancellor, Reading Giant
and similar robust sorts, it is evident that dress-

ing these with the Bonille is a waste of time and
money, if not worse. It has been averred that the
application of the mixture assisted to fertilise the
plants. That is so manifestly absurd, that it is

surprising it should be advanced. It would be as
reasonable to assume that a human being would
thrive on doses of arsenic. What does happen,
perhaps, is that a temporary check is given to the
decay of the leaf, and hence it is assumed that new
growth is promoted. If we needed evidence as to

the general nature of the Potato crop this year,

and during a season which has been marked by
what is regarded as an unusual disease attack, it

is found in the fact that tubers are in such abund-
ance as to be absurdly cheap, and yet remarkably
good. Practically, Potatoes are already selling

below a profitable price; hence, the great growers
at least have no reasons for troubling about disease

amelioratives or assumed fungoid exterminators.

A. D.

The application of lime to soils —In many
instances the application of some freshly t-laked lime
toold garden ground would beof untold benefit, espe-

cially to that which is raanurc-sick. Tlie quantity
to be applied may vary, but any quantity from fifty to

a hundred bushels per acre will not be an overdose.
It should be spread over the surface and as soon
as slaked be forked in. Manure should not be
put on at the same time, this latter being best

applied previous to cropping. Many old gardens
which are rich in humus, consequent upon the
heavy manuring perhaps for years pas^, would be
undoubtedly benefited by lime. The best crop
of Potatoes I ever had was from ground where I

sprinkled lime in the driUs at the time of planting.

—A.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

ORANGES.
The ornamental qualities ni Oranges are well

known, and in days gone by a garden uf any
pretentions would not be considered complete
without its orangery. In some old gardens
these old orangeries are still in evidence, and
in the case of one that I had charge of it was
more ornamental than adapted for Orange
culture, the front only being of glass, bo

such a structure, as far as growing Oranges
suitable for dessert is concerned, was quite use-

less. Some old gardens can still boast of

their Orange trees, and the same which were
cultivated centuries back. Orange trees are

still plentiful enough in many gardens, but
yet, excepting for their ornamental (jualities,

rarely, indeed if ever, are the fruits in condition

for using for dessert. No doubt many people
think that as long as Oranges may be purchased,

it is useless to grow them for dessert in hot-

houses in this country, but no Orange bought
in a shop can be compared to a good home-
grown fruit. Those grown in a hothouse are

very highly flavoured and the skins almost
bursting with juice when gathered from the

tree, whilst those that are simply grown in cool

conservatories are insipid and dry in texture.

Considering the range of season that the ripe

fruits from diiierent varieties extend over, the
wonder is that they are not more grown for the

purpose. For instance, the prolific little Tan-
gerine will begin the season in October or No-
vember, to be followed by the Maltese, the

Blood, the Silver, and the St. Michael, the

last being in good condition as late as March.
When gathering the fruit it is usual to cut them
ofl' with a few leaves adhering, or otherwise

strangers might be under the impression, when
seeing them upon the table, that they were the

ordinary Oranges of the shops. These Oranges are

gathered before they are ripe, and being packed
up they finish colouring on the journey over, as

naturally, if left ou the trees until they are

fully ripe, they would decay after being packed.

The reason, I think, Oranges are not more cul-

tivated is that people generally are under the

impression that they are simply greenhouse or

conservatory plants ; hence they are kept in

such structures and often placed in the open air

for a part of the summer months. Ueat to a
moderate extent is necessary for their successful

culture.

As previously stated, the delicious little Tan-
gerine is now in perfection, and fortunate are

those who may have a fair-sized tree, or trees,

loa<led with fruit ; for although other juicy

fruits such as Pears are now at the zenith of

perfection, a well-flavoured home-grown Orange
will 1)0 sure to be ajiprcciatcd, let alone tlio

novelty. The temperature of the structure for

rij)oning fruit should be from now onwards 55"

as a mininuun, and for fruit not so far advanced
and which will ripen during the early spring

months, (10 to (iri' will not bo too liigb. Any
trees whicli may have tlio fruit ripe and fit fur

gathering from now up till Cliristmaa will be
benefited by a winter's rest, when the tempera-

ture will range from -15" to 50"^, this being

maintained until the early part of March, when
an increase of temperature ar.d moisture will
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iiiiluce the trees to tlower. Bottom-heat is cer-

tainly not essential, as I have seen trees

succeed well and fruit annually without any
such assistance. A slight bottom-heat which

may ba had from partially spent tan will assist

in securing good results, but this should not

exceed 80° at any time. Trees which may have

been subjected to their winter's

rest will soon commence to bloom
when given the assistance of a

slight bottom-heat. During the

growing season, heat and moisture,

the latter both at the roots and
over the foliage, must be freely

given ; in fact the conditions, as re-

gards heat, moisture, and ventila-

tion, such as late Grapes are sub-
jected to, to swell up the fruit, are

equally adapted to the Orange.

With fair-sized trees it is not
often they need repotting, e.'-pacially

where a sound rooting material is

provided in the first place, and
which is very essential to ensure
success. A good, sound, yellow
loam with a sprinkling of bone-
meal and charcoal will make a good
rooting medium, this being far be-
fore peat or the black-looking soil

that imported trees from the Con-
tinent are invariably potted in.

As the trees become well rooted in the compost
and need support liquid manure may be given.
Of insect pest3,scale and mealy bug are the worst
enemies to Orange trees when growing in heated
structures, but a free use of the syringe
will keep them clean ; mealy bug, the worst of

all pests, cannot withstand repeated attacks
with clear water alone. Trees that are dirty
may be cleaned with the now recognised
paraffin formulas. Lemons may be grown under
the same conditions, and in some gardens the
back walls of vineries are utilised for their cul-

ture, but care must be taken that in these posi-
tions the trees are perfectly clean.

Y. A. H.

WALL CULTURE OF APPLES.
It is my belief the time is not far distant when
Apples, either from expediency or choice, will

be more generally and far more extensively
grown against garden walls, walls of outbuild-
ings, and fences. Nor can this be said to be
other than a desirable innovation, choice Apples
being of far greater value than second-rate
Pears, Plums and unfruitful Figs. In very
many instances, as it happens, room might be
found for a considerable number of Apple trees
without greatly or at all interfering with exist-

ing arrangements, the commencing of wall cul-

winners of first prizes, who now-a-days find it a

very difficult matter to select anything good
enough for their purpose from ordinary garden

trees. When, therefore, it is fully realised

that extra fine, perfectly formed, clear-skinned

and highly coloured fruit can be had from trees

trained against walls or fences, we shall hear

Apple White Calville.

tare of the most popular of British fruits being
in its ultimate results a distinct gain to all con-
cerned. In all probability it will be the exi-

gencies of exhibitors that will most materially
affect the question, the need for very superior
fruit being most fully realised by would-be

The Lady Apple.

of more Apples being planted in these positions.

In addition to appearances being all in favour
of the fruit from wall or fence trees, the flavour,

always provided starvation treatment is not
given, and there is but little likelihood of this

under the circumstances, will also be very su-

perior. There are some varieties, notably
those of American origin, that are seldom
good when grown in this country without
the benefit of shelter, and several of these,

presently to be named, pay well for the extra
trouble taken with them. It is not dessert

varieties alone that will be cultivated against
walls and fences, but in many gardens and lo-

calities those who need extra fine samples of

Peasgood's Nonsuch, Nelson's Glory, Poti'a

Seedling and such like will soon wake up to the
necessity for growing some of these where, from
first to last, good care cin be taken of both the
trees and crops.

No particular site is absolutely necessary for

the trees. Where Pears can be grown satisfac-

torily, there also can Apples be cultivated with
advantage. I have never had an opportunity
of planting any against walls with a northern
aspect, but should have no hesitation in the
matter, and from personal observations and ex-
perience can truthfully assert that they succeed
admirably in all other sites. One of the most
uncommon positions for Apples I have recently

met with was a south wall devoted to a mixture
of these and Peach trees, the whole being most
informally trained by the enthusiastic owner—
an amateur, with a weakness for the two fruits

named. The Apples really quite eclipsed the
Peaches— Peasgood's Nonsuch, plentiful and
fine, largely contriliuting towards this, the trees

also being more amenable to haphazard treat-

ment than Peaches. Nor is any one kind of

stock indispensable, though it is advisable to

use some judgment in the matter. If there is

plenty of head-room, and especiallyif ratherhigh
walls are to be covered, then 1 would recom-
mend the Crab stock, but if the trees are to

be much restricted, or, say, fruited as cordons,

the preference might well be given to trees on
the broad-leaved Paradise stock. In any case
it is not advisible to plant in a very rich bor-

der, but if the iite ii an entirely fresh one,

such, for instance, as the foot of a high and pre-
viously unoccupied fence or wall of an outbuild-
ing, then ought holes or a border both wide and
fairly deep to be excavated and filled with fresh
loamy soil. To be plain, the sites for Apple trees
require (juite as much preparation as are usually
devoted to Pear trees. At the outset for the smal-
ler trees holes 3 feet square and borders of the
same width, and not less than 18 inches deep,
should be prepared, the borders being con-
siderably added to and enriched as the trees
increase in size and productiveness. If the
start is made with healthy, as opposed to
stunted and the other extreme, very gross trees,
no great difficulty will be experienced in train-
ing them to any desired form. Cordons, either
single or with two or more branches, can be had
from most of the leading nurserymen, or they
niay be framed out from maidens. I prefer
either one, two or four-branched cordons, the
central branch of triple cordons being too apt
to grow very much more strongly than the rest.
For single cordons, maidens with one shoot only
should have this laid in at full length, and the
leader should nevtr be stopped till the wall or
fence limit is reached. More branches can be
had l)y cutting down the first shoot or subse-
quent leaders the requisite number of times, but
there should be no cutting back after the tree is

once framed out, or the chances are wood growths
will be in the ascendant and fruit scarce. Cordons
may be either trained uprightly or obliquely,
one plan answering as well as the other, unless
the head-room is lunited, in which case <jblique
training is the best. The branches should bs
disposed from 12 inches to lo inches apart.
Larger trees may be grown horizontally trained
or fan-sh;!ped, or much the same as Pears are
grown. I could point to trees in Gloucester-
shire that occupy a wall space 15 feet by 24
feet, the noble proprietor of these fine speci-
mens and hi-i family thoroughly appreciating
the grand crops of very superior fruit they
rarely fail to produce.

Apple l.l.miisirjli.

For home consumption, the preference micfit
well be given to dessert varieties, as cooking
sorts can usually be grown sufficiently good
without the aid of walls. At the same time
varieties for cooking—if a suitable selection is

made—present a more attractive appearance
and in addition to being c|uite a feature in the
garden while they are growing, they would do
good service both on the exhibition table and
in the kitchen, though such fine fruit would
realise extra good prices in the market. A
suitable .selection of cooking varieties would
consist of Bismarck, an extra fine, compara-
tively new sort ; Blenheim Orange, a very old
and well-tried favourite ; Bramley's Seedling, a
moderately large and very prolific variety and a
good keeper ; Domino, one of the mo>*t precocious
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fruiters, the fruit, though large, not being

particularly showy ; Ecklinville Seedling, one

of the best for September and October use
;

Emperor Alexander, large and handsome, a

fine show variety ; Golden Noble, a sure

bearer, the fruit being large and very at-

tractive in appearance ; New Hawthorndeu,
a great improvement on the old form,

the fruit large, of good form, and keeps

fairly well ; Hollandbury, a moderately produc-

tive variety, the fruit being large and very

showy ; King of Tomkins County, an American
introduction which attains a great size, being

also of very attractive appearance ; Lady Henni-
ker, good in every respect ; Lane's Prince Albert,

now very generally grown, the fruit if freely

thinned out attaining a fairly large size, quality

first-rate ; Lord Suflield, too well known to need

any eulogy ; Mure de Menage, a good bearer,

the fruit extra large, highly coloured and of fairly

good quality ; Nelson's Glory, a gigantic variety,

the individual fruit sometimes weighing as much
as 20 0Z3. ; Peasgood's Nonsuch, another enor-

mous variety of perfect form and well coloured,

the quality being first-rate, one of the best for

wall culture ; Stunner Pippin, good alike for

cooking and dessert ; Potts' Seedling, fruit

freely produced and of great size, quality

good ; Beinette du Canada, moderately large

and of excelleot quality ; Loddington Seedling

or Stone's Apple, very superior in every way,

one of the best ; The Queen, very handsome
and a good keeper ; Tyler's Kernel, very highly

recommended ; Warner's King, an old favourite

of great size, and Baumann's Red Winter Bein-

ette, a very attractive variety of superior

quality.

Dessert varieties that can be recommended
may include Bed Astrachan, Beauty of Bath,

Calville ]51anc, Cornish Aromatic, Cornish

Gilliflower, Court Pendu Plat, D'Arcy Spice,

Gravenstein, Lady Apple, Lidy Sudeley, Mar-
gil. Melon Apple, American Mother, Braddick's

Nonpareil, Boss Nonpareil, Scarlet Nonpareil,

Adams' Pearmain, Mannington Pearmain, Wor-
cester Pearmain, Cox's Orange Pippin, Bibston

Pippin, Brownlees' Busset and Bosemary Bus-

set. W. Iggulden.

keeper, has the advantage of being a good Muscat-
flavoured Grape, and therefore deserving of its

prominence. After the favourable way in which
Mr. Iggulden spoke of Mrs. Pince I was sorry to

see Mr. Young should have cause to complain of

shrivelling in the berries and with your permission
I would like to ask Mr. Young if he adopts the
long spur system of praning to obtain the large
handsome bunches referred to by him.—C. War-
den, Clareiiiluii Gardens, Stdisl/uri/.

Mrs. Pince Grape.—The several favourable

references that have appeared of late in The
Garden from the pens of Mr. Iggulden and Mr.

Young cannot but do good in arresting a tendency,

which only seems too probable, of this valuable

Grape passing almost out of cultivation. I had the

curiosity a few days ago to inquire of one of our

leading firms, who make Grape growing a speciality,

whether there was any noticeable tailing off in the

demand tor the Grape in question, when they re-

plied in the following words :
" Certainly there is

a faUing off in the demand for Mrs. Pince, judging

from our own sales, for we had twenty four of it left

last year, and up to the present time we have only

sold five. In former years we used to sell from

50 to 100." No doubt some of the more showy and

reliable Grapes, such as Gros Maroc, Black Ali-

cante, and Gros Colman have done much to

displace this variety, but the only advantage

gained is appearance, certainly not quality. The
more extended cultivation of Madrcsfield Court,

which I have every reason to believe is becoming

more universally grown, cannot be found fault with,

as with tliis variety one gets handsome appearance

as well as high table quality. Since it became
generally known that the cracking in the skins of

the berry of this Grape was atmospheric, and that

there was nothing to be feared from watering at

the roots so long as the atmosphere of the house

was kept dry, complaints of that kind are seldom

heard of. The other kind that has probably done

more than any other to displace Mrs. Pince is a

worthy rival in Lady Downe. This Grape, in

addition to being a heavy cropper and good late

NOTES ON NECTABINES.
{Continued from page 401.)

In reply to the following questions concerning
Nectarines

—

1. Hest Nectwrines for flavour.

2. Earliest Nectarines.

3. Value of Jieio hmds as to earliness and
flavour.

4. On what stock does the Nectarine do lest ?

5. How far is outdoor cultu,re successful in

your district ?

we have to thank correspondents in nearly all

parts of the kingdom for replie.s.

No attempt is made to cultivate Necta-

rines outdoors here, as it would, we believe, prove
useless, for, owing to the humidity of our climate,

the wood would not ripen sufficiently to ensure a
crop, and even it it happened to get thoroughly
ripened, the east winds (which are generally preva-

lent here in the spring) would destroy the blooms,

unless adequately protected. Indoor culture is, on
the other hand, fairly successful, although our

loam is deficient in lime and lighter than is desir-

able for such crops, and from which cause we have
considerable trouble from stone-splitting, especi-

ally in Peaches. As we have of necessity to crop

heavily and at the same time produce fruit of fair

size, colour, and, above all, good flavour, we mainly

rely on fourvarieties.viz ,Impi^ratrice, Elruge.Pitmas-

ton Orange, and Pine-apple. Impuratrice, it allowed

to hang on the tree until it shrivels, which but few

of our freestone Nectarines will do without drop-

ping, is, I tbirk, the most delicious variety in

cultivation—a veritable sweetmeat. Elruge, Pit-

maston Orange, and Pine-apple are also excellent

in all points —size, productiveness, and flavour.

They ripen somewhat in the order named. We
have been reluctantly compelled to discard Lord
Napier, owing to its proneness to scalding and its

inferiority as regards quality. Probably this may
be the fault of our treatment.— J. Roberts, Tan-ij-

Imlch, N. Wahs.

I find Lo 'd Napier the best early variety,

and Pine-apple ani Elruge the best flavoured kinds.

Peaches and Nectarines are successfully grown
outdoors within a few miles of this place, but they

have the tempering influence of the sea air, being

but a short distance from the coast.—J. Saunder-
SON, JIudnant, Ei/bri/shaeli, Denl/ii/Jis/iire.

With few exceptions, our trees are very old,

as may be judged from the fact that the stems of

several will girth over .SO inches. They are evi-

dently all on the Plum stock, and are by no means
clean-stemmed trees, but this clearly does not tend

either to shorten their life or to detract in any way
from their productiveness. They do remarkably

well here outside, and only once in ten years have

we missed a good crop—in (( think) 1H84, when
we had over 20° of frost just as they were setting.

As may be inferred from the age of our trees,

they are old standard sorts, and comprise Elruge,

Violette Hiltive, Hunt's Tawny and Murrey. I

give the preference to the first and last. The
newer sorts added to the above are Lord Napier,

Rivers' Early Orange, and Humboldt. The first-

named is not so good outdoors as in ; it crops well,

but the fruit is not quite up to the niMik. Rivers'

Early (Jrange is gran<l, and a dish of this in per-

fection cannot well be beaten. Humboldt crops

well, but is a little late for outdoor work. In a fine

early season it is excellent, but with cold sunless

weather during the latter part of August and begin-
ning of September the fruit splits and never attains

perfection ; the same must be said of Victoria,

also a fine flavoured Nectarine. The representatives
of the Pine-apple section, which besides Early
Orange and Humboldt, would include Pitmaston
Orange and Pine-apple, undoubtedly carry off the
palm for flavour, but fir general all-round excel-

lence one cannot ignore Elruge, Violette Hative and
Murrey. I think these with Early Orange and
Humboldt a good five for outdoor work.—E. BuR-
EELL, Clareimint.

I have found the following among the best
flavoured, viz ; Pine-apple, Elruge, Lord Napier, and
Violette Hdtive. In point of earliness Lord Napier
has always taken the lead with me, Advance fol-

lowing it closely. Advance and Dryden I consider the
two best new varieties for earliness and flavour

—

the latter, a midseason variety, be'ng likely to soon
become a general favourite, although neither in my
opinion is equal to Lord Napier for general pur-

poses. Given one variety to grow, Lord Napier
would be my choice. It is somewhat difficult to

determine which stock proves the best, but in the
majority of cases I have found the Mussel and Black
Damask Plums the most satisfactory. Outdoor
culture in this district is little practised, the cold

east winds and late spring frosts so prevalent on the
east coast doing so much damage, that unless well

sheltered, Nectarines seldom prove satisfactory.—F.

Hanson, Suuwrlei/tou Jlall, Suffolk.

For general usefulness and good quality

perhaps no Nectarine is superior to Elruge, and the
Stanwick Elruge is one of the finest of all. Bal-

gowan is a grand Nectarine, but I have always
found it to be shy-bearing. Hunt's Tawny is a good
old sort not often seen now-a-days, I fancy, but it

is a gardeners' friend and a really serviceable sort.

Lord Napier when grown in a cool hcuss and
nicely finished is all that could be desired in a Nec-
tarine. It is not well adapted for early forcing,

and I should imagine it would prove tender on the

open wall, but I have not tested it in that way.
Pitmaston Orange is a good old favourite,

Rivers' Orange and Pine-apple being merely good
forms of the older variety. Victoria and Albert
Victor are good late sorts, better in flavour than
they are sometimes judged to be, but both show
too much sour-looking green to please the eye.

Victoria is the better of the two. Byron, Darwin,
Newton, and some others of the newer kinds are
under trial, but not yet sufficiently tested to be
reported upon.—F. Harrison, Kiion'sleij.

Peaches and Nectarines are not grown to

any extent outdoors in this neighbourhood ; the
trees even in the most favoured positions fail to

continue long in a healthy bearing condition. In-

doors, grown on the Plum stock, they are very
satisfactory. Lord Napier proves our favourite

early Nectarine, and the best flavoured with us are
Pine-apple, Pitmaston Orange, Lord Napier, Elruge,
Violette H:itive, and Victoria.— J. Dumulb, Pietoii

Castle (lardens, I'eiiihroltv.tliire.

Pine-apple when caught at the proper time
is one of the best, it not the most highly flavoured
Nectarine we grow. We greatly value this and
Humboldt as midseason varieties, and Spenser to

succeed them. Lord Napier is the earliest kind we
have ; it is handsome and delicious in flavour, but
requires careful cultivation to prevent its delicate

skin being injured by the sun. I know no early
Nectarine so valuable as this variety. Our ganlen
being low and liable to spring frost and the
soil cold and tenacious, outdoor culture is unprofit-

able here.—Thomas CooMUE)^, llendre Gardens,
MoniiKHith.

The collection of Nectarines grown here is

not a very large one, and the kinds grown are most
of them the good old sorts. Downton, Elruge, Hunt's
Tawny, Murrey, Pitmaston Orange, Stanwick,
Violette H;itive, and Rivers' Orange all do well out-

of-doors on the walls. My best Nectarines for

forcing are Violette H/ilive, Hunt's Tawny, Murrey,
and Elruge. Violette H:Uive is a grand Nectarine
here both in and out-of-doors. Rivers' Orange I

find the earliest and of excellent flavour. Hunt's
Tawny I find very liable to crack and decay if
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syringed too long before colouring. Nectarines, as
a rule, do well here, generally carrying good crops
of fruit.—J. F. COOMBES, lieailinrj.

The best Nectarines for flavour are Lord
Napier, Hardwick Seedling, I'itmaston Orange,
EIruge, Violette Hutiye and Pine - apple. The
earliest are Hardwicic Seedling, EIruge, Violette
H;ltive and Pitmaston Orange. I find the Mussel
Plum the best stock for Nectarines. If we get a
hot summer to thoroughly ripen the wood, I always
get a good crop of Nectarines the following season
by guarding against spring frosts, which I do by
suspending a coarse scrim canvas from the top of
the wall to the ground during the night, removing
the same during the daytime it weather permits,
but on this heavy soil we are very much troubled
with mildew and blister. I find sulphur dusted
over the trees while the dew is on them a good
remedy for the mildew; and for blister, I find

nothing answers better than pidiing off the leaves
which are affected.—W. Shepherd, Grenchurst
Gardens, Oij/el, Dorldn'j.

The best Nectarines for flavour are Lord
Napier, Violette Hative, Pine-apple and Victoria.
The earliest Nectarine is Advance (Rivers), earlier
than Lord Napier, but not so large ; Lord Napier
is the best early Nectarine. Advance is a good
early Nectarine, and the best yet in the trade,
but a variety named Early Kivers is superior
to it. I saw it in the nursery of Messrs. Rivers and
Son in the first weeli in May ; it is twenty days in
advance of Lord Napier. Lord Napier Nectarine
has now been proved in almost every garden, and
is well known as the very best early variety, the
largest in size, and of excellent flivour. Nec-
tarines do well out of doors on a wall facing south
or west, but a well-drained border is necessary
to success.

—

James Douglas, Great Gearies,
I/ford, E.

The best Nectarines for flavour are the yel-

low-fleshed kinds, which are Pitmaston Orange and
Pine-apple. The next best are Lord Napier, EIruge
and Violette Hiitive. Lord Napier is decidedly the
best of the earlies, as it has size and appearance,
sets well, is of good flavour, and a free doer. All
our trees are on nursery stocks, and when these are
clean and free from suckers up the stems they are
always satisfactory and swell away fast. Gene-
rally speaking, the outdoor culture of Peaches and
Nectarines may be said to be fairly satisfactory in
these parts, as crops rarely fail, and in good seasons
we have fruit in great abundance and of fine

quality. Oar soil is sandy loam, resting on gravel,
and all our walls are wired, diamond pattern, close
to the bricks.— J. Sheppard, ]Voolrerstom Park,
Il/sii-ich, Suff'ulk.

The best Nectarines for flavour are Stan-
wick EIruge, Downton, Pitmaston Orange, Pine-
apple and Victoria. Lord Nnpier I find to be
the earliest, followed by Darwin, Rivers' Early
Orange and Stanwick EIruge. Lord Napier is the
most valuable of the new kinds both as regards
flavour and earliness ; Albert Victor, Victoria and
Pine-apple the best in point of flavour. I find
Nectarines do best on the Plum stock. Up to
the present outdoor culture has not been tried
here.—William Farmer, Kyhmure Castle, Cn.
Galway.

Regarding Nectarines for flavour, I know of
nothing better than EIruge, Pine-apple, Pitmaston-
Orange and Violette Hative. Lord Napier and
Rivers' Early Orange are the earliest to ripen of
the kinds grown here. The Plum stock is mostly
used, and the trees succeed well upon it, but some
trees upon the seedling Peach are equally satisfac-
tory. In very good seasons the Nectarine outdoors
here is fairly good, but late varieties should not be
planted unless on very warm sheltered walls, and
where some assistance can be given in the way of
spare lights placed against the wall over the trees.
I consider all Nectarines should have the protec-
tion of glass.—William Nash, Badminton Gar-
dens, Gloiieestersldre.

I find the best Nectarines for flavour are
Lord Napier, Violette Hative, I'ine-apple, Downton
and Pitmaston Orange. Lord Napier and Violette

Hutive in my opinion are the earliest, Lord Napier
being about a fortnight in advance of the latter

under the same treatment. Of the value of new kinds
I am unable to give an opinion, none newer than
Lord Napier havingcome under mynotice. I prefer
the St. Julien stock for Peaches and Nectarines to

all others. In the gardens here outdoor culture is

very uncertain, but in some places not far distant
the trees do well and the fruit ripens satisfactorily.

—Edwin BEfKETT, Aldenham House, Etstree.

I like the Pine-apple best for flavour, and
for earliness and flavour combined the EIruge. The
late vareties outdoors here do not ripen well and
are subject to cracking.

—

Edward Berry, Iloe-

hampton House, Surrei/.

With regard to Nectarines, onr best-fla-

voured and largest out of doors are Violette Hative,
Rivers' Early Orange and Stanwick EIruge. Lord
Napier grows well, but has not a good flavour. Our
earliest and best outdoor Peaches are Alexander,
Amsden June and Waterloo.— G. Lawrence, 7?t!»t'5-

fia/iger.

The best-flavoured Nectarines are EIruge,
Albert Victor, Lord Napier and Pitmaston Orange.
The earliest are Advance, Lord Napier, EIruge and
Hardwick. Most of our Nectarine trees are worked
on the Mussel Plum. We are very successful with
Nectarines on the walls ; all our trees have had
good crops for the last six years.—T. Osman, Otter-
s/iaw Gardens, Chertsei/.

Flower Garden.

ONCOCYCLUS IRISES.

I no not make any apology for referring again
to the subject of Oncocyclus Irises. It must
be one of tlie greatest interest to many of
your readers, for the.se plants, in the opinion
of those who know anything about them, form
the 116 plitfi ultra of gardening. Tlieir won-
derful beauty and elegance are beyond all di.s-

pute—the only point in debate is how best
they are to be grown. The "grand magician "

at Baden-Baden was most kind in replying to

my letter at once, and the following are his

words with regard to M. van Tubergen's
method of cultivation and other points : "As
to your question about M. van Tubergen's
growing of Oncocyclus Irises, you must con-
sider the circumstances. They grow the roots

(in Holland) in porous sand, which becomes
warm and enables a rapid spring and .«ummcr
growth, and the whole country being nearly
level with the ground water, constantly dtaws
water from the suljsoil, and if under such cir-

cumstances he would put over lights he would
be worse off. Thus, I fancy, under such cir-

cumstances his method may answer well.

Professor Foster on his bleak position, where
water is constantly drawing away and sinkincr

down to the valley, and with his chalky,
loamy soil, may best adopt the method I

employ in such seasons as last summer, that
is, putting some lights on tho {)lants in

a lean - to fasliion, or on some sort of
this, however, only should be
case of need, or becoming urgent
appearance of a prolonged time
In regular years I need not cover

icro, but since some years, regularity
has become the exception. If my soil here
was more porous and less retentive, then
there would scarcely be occasion that tho sur-

bench
;

done in

by the

of raiiL

tliem

face soil could draw moisture from underneath
during the summer months, and then I would
entirely dispense with lights. Autumnal
growth is natural to these plants, and in their
native haunts they certainly push out leaves
liefore the snow falls. All in all, Tubergen's
method may answer, but I should think that
liy this system the clumps will not enlarge.
Your climate is analogous to that of Holland,
and it would well be worth while to make the
trial." I certainly am of Herr Ma.x Leichtlin's
opinion, that it would be worth while to make
the trial, but I can scarcely agree with him
when he says that the climate of H(jlland
and that of the Isle of Wight resemble each
other. When M. van Tuljergen was visiting
me the other day he more than once said he
cijuld not do this or that in his country.
Hut is it not clear, from the valuable instruc-
ti(ms given above, that we must all think and
make experiments for ourselves? It is evi-
dent that no general rule can be laid down
which will suit all places alike, and I see also
that one system may turn out to be the best in
one year and another .system may succeed in an-
other year. But if so, tliere will be still greater
patience required than can be satisfied by the
conclusions of 1892 or 1893. Wliat I mean
is the following: There have been many sum-
mers here when the grass has been as dry and
lJro^vncd as the road—when the leaves on the
trees were sere and yellow in August—i\-hen
not a drop of r.ain has fallen for many weeks
together—and this state of things would call
for very different treatment of Oncocvclus
Iri.ses from what would suit them best insuch
a rainy sea.son as this has been. In the one
case it would probaUy lie best to leave them
undi.sturbed in the ground, and in the other
it is possible that a shelf in the greenhou.sc
might be the better place for them.

There is, at any rate, an additional argu-
ment here for trying both the methods that
are proposed. I notice that Max Leichtlin says
" Atitumnal growth is natural to these plants',

and in their native haunts they certainly push'
out their leaves before the snow falls;" also he
wiites, "I could not think that by il. van
Tubergen's system the roots could ever en-
large." These arc two very important con-
siderations to be entertained, and the last
follows upon tho first. M. van Tuberf'en
says to me in a letter which has just ifow
come to hand that the specimens of Iris
Gatesi which he saw in my garden are four
times as large as any which he has. Doubt-
less the exigencies of a nursery such as that
over which ho i)re.-ide3 may account for it
in part, but not altogether. It must be very
dillicult to grow these Irises to a lar"e size
if they are taken out of the ground and
kcjit for a long time on the greenliouso
shelf, so that tlie case is by no moans a
sinii)le one. There are jiros and cons which
must be .set over against each other, and
we must not look for clear gain in any
course that is taken. I trouble you wit'li

this letter mainly because of u'err Max
Leichtlin's answer to the questions I put to
him, and which, I think, some of
leaders may like to see.

your
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that the professor of Irises at

e were professor of Irises in the

I wish
CambriJ
first instance, and of physiology only by the

way, instead of tilings being with him as they

are now and his time so much occupied. I

know how devoted he is to his favourite

flower, and a word from him would be sure

to throw light on a very interesting and

somewhat difficult matter.

II. EWBANK.

*S/. Joints, Ryde, Isle of Wi<jlit.

like neatness ; they are not showy, but they

have the merit of not being particular about

soil or aspect, and are easily established in

woodland walks where the grnwth of weeds
is not too rank. C. Wolley Dod.

Edge Hall, Malpas.

ASTRANTIAS.

The Astrantias are classed amongst umbel-

liferous plants, and their nearest allies in

Europe are the Sea Hollies and the Sanicle,

though in appearance and habit they come

nearer to the Scabious, a more distant rela-

tion. The genus consists, according to Ben-

tham and Hooker, of not more than four or

five true species, though many more are

enumerated by various authors. All of them

are natives of the mountains of Southern

Europe or of the Caucasus. Three of them

are common in English gardens, and are

cultivated at Edge Hall. The two most dis-

tinct of them arc (1) A. major (the subject of

this illustration). It has the widest range of

any of the genus, extendmg from the Pyre-

nees into Western Asia, and being enume-

rated amongst the native plants of England,

as it is found apparently wild in a wood
near Ludlow, and perhaps in one or two

other stations, but as there is a wide gap be-

tween these jilaces and its nearest Con-

tinental home, it is probably not indi-

genous to Britain. I have noticed it in great

abundance in the hayfields of the Pyrenees,

near Luchon, flowering in June, in com-

pany with the blue Columbine, where the

ground lias just before been white with the

blooms of the Poet's Narcissus. The next

to be noticed is (2) A. helleborifolia

(Salisbury), figured by the name of A.

maxima in the Botanical Magazine (tab.

1553). It is not a European plant, being

found only in the district of the Caucasus.

It has tlie best and largest flower of any, the

colour being clear pink, but the habit of the

plant is straggling and untidy ; besides this

the llowers smell unpleasantly of sour milk,

which prevents their being useful for gather-

ing. The third species to which I have re-

ferred above is A. Biebersteini, called by
some botanists A. intermedia. In some of

its characters it is intermediate between the

other two, having more pink in the flower

than A. major, and a threedobed leaf like A,

lielleborilblia. Its habit is good and compact,

and it flowers freely.

There arc two or three smaller species of

Astrantia, the commonest of which is A. minor,

often brought home by collectors from the

Alps. A dwarf Astrantia ought to be pretty on

rockeries, but I have never succeeded in mak-
ing it so ; tlKTcfore, I do not cultivate it. The
Astrantias have a cjuaint beauty of their own,
and the very .symmetrical arnirigemcnt of the

parts of Uie flower commends Uiem to those who

ANNUAL CUMBER3.
Some of the;e are still blooming freely, and almost
defy the storms of wind and raia that latterly have
been so prevalent. Mina lobata is covered with
bloom, as indeed it has been for the p.ast three

months. In consequence of a cold and compara-
tively sunless season the plants have not grown so

rampant, but they have flowered as freely. It is

certainly one of the most effective of annual climb-

ing plants, and nothing can compare with it for its

long-lasting qualities, many weeks passing before

each spike has opened all its flowers, whilst through-

garden. Lophospermum scandens is essentially an
autumn bloomer. In early summer it spreads far

and wide, draping whatever support is provided
with a mantle of rich leafage, and when the summer
is on the wane it produces in profusion its rosy

Foxglove-like flowers, clustering among the leaves

along its trailing shoots. Cobaia scandens is a
trailer of comparative hardiness and endurance.
It is pretty in leaf and bold in blossom when the

flowers reach perfection, and this with many of

them is only in the later months. For a long time
they are quite green and hardly attract notice, but
colour comes at length and gradually till the flower

deepens into a decided purple hue, and then it is

conspicuous among the rich green leaves, from
which it stands out boldly upon a strong stalk,

whilst its open campanulate form and lirge size

contribute to its attractiveness. Although the best

creepers are those of a perennial character, those

who fear injury to walls or entertain erroneous

idaas about climbers creating dampness need not
tolerate bareness when such fine things as those here

enumerated and many others are grown. A. H.

Aglrautia inii.jia". tJiK r.iA'Oii for 'i'liK («-\unKN fr<

the Kev. Wc lley Dod.
in a photograph sent by

out this long period we notice and enjoy them in

the colour transitions from red in the bud state to

the palest yellow of the matured flower. Possibly

its failing to produce seed contributes largely to

its prolonged flowering season, as its energies are

not quickly exhausted. Eccremocarpus scaber is

only an annual so far as concerns its top growth,

as in warm, well-drained soils its roots will live

many years. We have some plants, of which not

the slightest care was taken last winter, not even
to the extent of covering the crown with protecting

material and the roots must have been frozen,

but the plants appeared again, growing and
flowering this season with accustomed vigour, and in

addition, feeds which dropped last autumn at the

base of the old plant, and for a yard or two around
retained their vitality and germinated by the score

in the early days of summer. This plant richly

merits a warm corner, as it, too, delies the autumn
storms and also the early frosts. It is blight and
attractive, the orarge-red flower c!usters being

fresh and glowing when even lianly t:ar ten flowers

are becoming scarce and the near approach of

winter is plainly foretold by the aspect of the

Phygelius capensis.— It is not often that the

month of October finds our herbaceous beds and
borders with so much that is useful and gay in the

w.xy of flowers as at the present time, but among
them all the above plant is certainly one of the
brightest, with its showy spikes of o:an;e-scarlet,

tubular-shaped Sowers. Unfortunately, however, it

suffered considerably during last winter from the
severe and prolonged frost. The plants in many
instances were either killed outright or down to

the ground-line. It is so good a plant, however,

and one that is by no means common, that it is a
wise step to secure a batch of cuttings each autumn
and protect them during winter in a cool green-

house, planting them out in spring.

Stokesia cyanea.— I wis pleased to see the

note respecting this in a recent issue of Thk Gau-
UKN. A few years ago it was much more thought
of t'lan at the present time, and has, I imagine,

been in a measure driven out of cultivation by the

line early - blooming Chrysanthemums. For its

colour alone, however, it is valuable, there being

such a limited choice in the way cf blue autumnal
flowers. For a good mary years it has been grown
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for the London markets, though not now so largely

as formerly. The method of culture is similar to

that pursued generally in market gardens for Chry-
santhemums grown for cut flowers, the plants being
lifted and sheltered under glass during the expan-
sion of the blooms. This Stokesia is, I believe, a
native of a land where the autumns are much fioer

than in this country, and cannot, therefore, except
in favoured localities, be relied on to bloom well

in the open air with us. The cold nights and damp
of our autumn months too frequently retard the

expansion of or .spoil the blooms when open. The
only suitable situation for it is a well-drained bor-

der which gets all the sun possible. There in a
fair season the blooms will open, and they will not
he so likely to suffer from damp and frost.

—

J. C. B.

NOTES ON FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
The Adeicula. — November and December are

rather trying months for Auriculas in whatever

conditions they may be placed, either in garden
frames furnished with glass lights, or in the

open garden planted in borders, or in the rock

garden. The atmosphere is moisture-laden, so that

careful attention is necessary to prevent ou''

cherished specimens from being injured by damp.
The fogs in our district do much harm, causing
the foliags to decay and leaving an unpleasant dirty

coating upon the young leaves in the centre of the
plants. It is better, perhaps, to keep the frames
close during the continuance of fogs. On the other
hand, when the weather is anything like fine the
lights may be entirely removed. The plants in pots
do not receive more water than is absolutely
necessary to prevent the leaves from flagging, and
but little is required for this purpose. It is the
natural conditions of the plants to lose the large
outer leaves, and as these become tinted with the
signs of decay they ought at once to be removed,
as they are not only unsightly, but absolutely
dangerous, as the decay will sometimes spread to
the main stem, causing the death of the plant itself.

We look over the plants as often as we can to re-
move these decaying leaves, brushing off green-fly
and stirring the surface soil if necessary. Most
Auricula amateurs are raisers of seedlings, and
the iiKiilus operandi, of seedling-raising has
more than once been described in this journal.
The seedling pans are still out of doors, protected
by well-aired hand-lights. The tiny plants have
appeared at intervals up to the present time, and they
are sparsely scattered over the surface of the soil.
When frosts set in we will remove them to the
Auricula house

; they should be in a position where
slugs cannot get at them, as one of these depreda-.
tors might consume a score or two at one meal
The pans may be placed over saucers of water, but
the base of the seed-pans should be raised above it

;

three stones placed in the water will do this. Off-
sets are also in hand-lights, and require looking
over quite as often and as carefully as the flowering
plants. Alpine Auriculas are not quite so sensi-
tive as the choice show varieties ; we do not so
much dread their damping off, but it is more
sightly to see them clean, and decaying leaves have
a depressing effect anywhere. Out of doors in the
rock garden and elsewhere the alpines are in beds
and masses in some instances ; a mass of one va-
riety is :i feet in diameter, and producing in the
time for flowers a hundred trusses or more. Some
of them are overhead under the decaying leaves of
deciduous trees and shrubs, and as soon as time
can be spared they must be looked over and all
decaying leaves removed, the same as from
the Irame plants. Some persons say these leaves
act as a protection in winter and should not be
removed. I find they are liable to cause decay;
the plants are safer and better when all kinds of
decay are far removed from them. If we could en-
sure a steady frost all through the winter, the leaf-
protection might be useful ; it is the change to
mild, wet weather that kOls.

Polyanthuses and choice species of Primula are
treated much in the same way in winter ; the latter

are not, of course, considered to be florists' flowers,

but are here introduced, as some readers might
wish to know how best to keep them in good con-

dition. It is none too easy to grow the laced Poly-

anthus, and the alpine Primulas need equally care-

ful attention. We grow some of each description

of plants in pots and some planted out in the open
air, and we are fairly successful both ways. 'The

drying-off system is abhorrent to them ; we keep
our plants moderately moist, and the frames are

well aired whenever we can get the chance. The
choice laced Polyanthuses have always been grown
for a certain period, and flowered in pots by the

fanciers. Difference of opinion exists as to the

best time to pot them ; my own experience has led

me to the conclusion that late in August or early

in September is the best time. One of the best

florists in the northern counties, and the man who
could place his plants of the laced Polyanthus
in the best form on the exhibition table was
Mr. Henry Sanderson, of Whalton, Northum-
berland, and he had the best results when he
potted up his plants at the end of July. He
had one set in his cottage garden planted out and
the other in pots in frames, and they were changed
annually, the pot plants being planted out for a
year to recover. Some growers again leave their

plants in the open garden until December. I have
also tried this, but it is too late ; they have not time
to establish themselves before the trusses appear,

and the roots are unable to supply the nourishment
necessary for large trusses and well - developed
flowers. Red spider is very destructive to these

plants in hot dry seasons, and as it attacks the

undersides of the leaves it is very difficult indeed

to destroy it. I dip the plants in tob;i ceo water ; this

kills both aphis and spider. Soft soapy water will

kill the former pest, but not the latter.

Ane.mones.—The double named varieties are very

beautiful, and in some seasons they last long in

beauty. We will plant them out at the same time as

the Tulips, early in November. The ground is well

prepared for them ; not with so much care as if we
were making a Vine border. Removing the soil to

the depth of 2 feet or more is an absurd practice,

and the best that can be said for it is that it wUl
not do any harm. Well-drained soil is necessary,

and it this is seen to and it is moderately rich,

all that is needed is to dig it over. Our soil is

heavy ; therefore we give it a dressing of burnt
rubbish and dig it in. We have a score of cart-

loads of this material ; all kinds of rubbish from
the garden passes through the fire, and it is of

the greatest value on our clay soil to lighten it

up. The clay soil is better for the Anemones, but
it requires some sandy soil, or the burnt refuse

referred to in order that the tubers may have a
fair start. The single Anemones are very pretty,

and the brilliant-coloured A. fulgens should be
freely planted in every garden. We dig up our
plants as soon as the leaves decay, and store the
tubers in a dry place until it is time to plant them
out again. I tried the plan of leaving them in the
ground all the year round. After they had died
down it was not long before the plants all started
to grow quite freely, and most of them flowered

again in the autumn, the leaves remaining quite

green until the frost came and crushed them. I

must say the let-alone system was disappointing. The
nextyear most of the plants were weakly, flowers were
few, and several deaths had to be noted. They
were even more unsatisfactory the following au-
tumn, and in three or four years the struggle for

existence was over, and out of a hundred tubers
scarcely a vestige remained. On the other iiand,

the well-rested tubers, planted out now when the
soil is in good condition and with a little dry
sand vinder and over each tuber, will start away
most vigorously and flower profusely ; the tubers

also increase in size and can be parted out into

several. The soft delicate tints of these flowers,

pale blue and lilac, pale pink and white, as well as

the deep purplish-blue or brilliant scarlet forms are
equally charming to those who come upon a bed for

the first time, the flowers sparkling in the sunlight.

They are but little trouble. Plant them out now on
raisedbedsif wet is to be feared, anddigupthetubers •

as soon as possible after the leaves fade ; if this is

not done, they will start into growth, especially if

they get a warm shower of rain upon them.

J. Douglas.

Rose Garden.

ROSES UNDER GLA.SS.

La.st April (p. 350) I gave a brief description of

my Rose house, and perhaps a few more remarks
upon it as it is at present may be of interest.

The Hybrid Perpetuals that were planted up
one side of the house have now been removed
in order to make more room for the Tea-
scented varieties, as I find these are by far

the best for culture under glass. liater on I
shall introduce a few of the darkest coloured
Hybrid Perpetuals in pots, as one must have a
few of the glowing colours found in Duke of

Wellington, Fisher Holmes, General Jacque-
minot, Abel Carriere, La Rosiere, itc. Although
there is not so much need for this section as

there was, owing to such sorts as Reine Marie
Henriette, Mme. Lambard, Souvenir de Theresa
Levet, and others, one cannot find the deep
scarlet and maroon shades among the Teas or
Noisettes that are produced by the Hybrid Per-
petuals named. This section is much better

when grown in pots and used for two or three

seasons, planting them out after they have
exhausted themselves and growing on a few
fresh plants. If Hybrid Perpetuals are potted
at once and treated as cool as possible for some
time, say until next February, and then grown
on under cover until June, letting them have
all the sun and air possible after that time,

they will make grand stuff for early forcing the

following winter. It is, as I said before, far

better to grow this section in pots, because you
can remove them as soon as they have flowered,

any cool house or pit suiting them admirably
until all danger of late spring frosts is past.

It is not worth while taking up the room
under glass for the second crop of Hybrid
Perpetuals, as by the time you can secure this,

there will be plenty of better flowers from the

open ground. Not so with those of the Tea-
scented and Noisette classes, as these are in fuU
growth for their second crop before you have
finished cutting the first one, and as the plants

grow they will require the froom vacated by
the Hybrid Perpetuals. Such strong growers

as Mme. Berard, Reine Marie Henriette, Mar6-
chal Niel, William Allen Richardson, and
Kaiserin Friedrich are looking very promising
in my house, as their strong growths are short-

jointed and very ripe and hard. The eyes have
that plump and rosy appearance that all rosa-

rians delight to see. Although all of the leaves

are not ott' yet, I shall give a little artificial heat
about the middle of November. Roses, espe-

cially those of the Tea-scente<l class, do not
shed their leaves at all freely under glass, even
when they are more fully matured and riper

than those grown outside. As soon as the

young growth commences these leaves will fall,

but to keep the plants sufficiently dry at the roots

to accomplish this now, and before they begin
to grow again, would be certain to injure

them and most likely kill a great number of

their youngest and rao.st serviceable roots.

The house is divided into two sections, and
one part is full of pot plants, Niphetos, Cathe-
rine Mermet, Souvenir dun Ami, Perle des
Jardins, The Bride, itc, forming the greater

part of the number. These plants are in full

growth and just beginning to throw a few
flowers for cutting, and I hope to keep them in

a healthy state until no.\t February or March.
Next season I shall grow a good many of the

Hybrid Perpetual Gloire de Margottin, as I
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tind it is a grand Rose for early and late work
under glass, the flowers being of the most intense
shade of scarlet, and retaining their form for a
long time. This variety is a somewhat rambling
grower, but very free-flowering.

In forcing Roses so early in the season, it is

more than ever necessary to keep the plants
clean and healthy. This cannot be done with-
out a close watch being kept for the first signs

of mildew and green- fly. Roses should be
kept a little drier during the winter ; even
if in exactly the same stage of growth.
An occasional slight fumigation and syring-
ing wOl help them very much, and I would
ratlier kill the first few aphides by fumiga-
tion at this time of the year than by any in-

secticide ; at the same time, a gentle syringing
with tepid water on all fine mornings will do a
great deal of good, and is, in fact, absolutely
necessary if you wish to keep the young foliage

iu health. Too dry an atmosphere will cause
the young and half-developed leaves to fall ofl'

wholesale, and the young buds, particularly
those of Niphetos, will go black and wither up
or fall ofl" from the same cause. Air must be
given with great caution, as the least draught
upon a chilly day will cause mildew, and plants
that are being forced hard are readily attacked
by this disease. P. A.

ROSES FOR AUTUMN FLOWERING.
Those kinds of Roses which possess the valuable
properties of flowering late in the season should re-

ceive especial notice now the planting time is close
at hand. Many of the so-called Hybrid Perpetuals
yield but few flowers in the late autumn ; some
are notorious for makiug luxuriant growth instead.

Nurserymen would do well if they made a selection
by themselves of the best late blooming kinds, so
tbat those who have not all the best sorts at their
fingers' ends may see at a glance what they require
without having to wade through a host of names to
arrive at a conclusion as to which are the best to
choose. I recently took notes of the most promis-
ing kinds shown by Messrs. Wm. Paul and Son at
the October show at the Crystal Palace. These
cut blooms were evidently a source of great attrac-
tion to the public generally, and may be taken as
being in some measure a guide to planters. The
best were Bourbon Souvenir de la Malmaison, still

one of the finest of garden Roses. Of Hybrid Per-
petuals there were the following : Merveille de
Lyon, one of the finest light or almost white kinds;
Ella Gordon, a bright cherry crimson with globular
flowers ; Captain Christy, light flesh colour ; Baro-
ness de Rothschild, pink ; Marchioness of Lome,
rich rose colour, with long handsome buds ; Louis
Van Houtte, an old, but still good dark Rose ; Vis-
countess Folkestone (H. Tea), a beautiful silvery

pink flower ; Lady Mary Fitzwilliam, light rosy pink

;

Mrs. John Laing, a soft pink of excellent shape
;

Dachess of Albany, darker than La France, which
is also one of the best ; Duke of Albany, a vivid
crimson ; Alfred Colomb, bright red ; Pride of Wal-
tham, salmon-pink ; Grand Mogul, velvety purple

;

A. K. Williams, reddish crimson ; Augustine Guin-
oisseau, an almost white form of La France ; Earl
of Pembroke, velvety crimson ; Charles Lamb, soft
rose ; Alphonse Sonpert, a bright rose. Ot Teas
there were Gloire de Dijon ; Sunset, nearly the
colour of Mme. Falcot, but finer ; Pink Rover, a
good climber; Mme. Hoste, yellowish white, very
free ; The Queen, or Souvenir de S. A. Prince, the
finest white Tea of late years ; Marie van Houtte,
yellowish white, one of the best ; Mme. Lambard,
beautiful in its paler autumn colour. Besides these,
there were W. A. Richardson and L'Ideal, two ex-
cellent garden Roses of novel shades of apricot,

and Gloire de Polyantha, with its miniature [lowers
ot a deep rose colour. To the foregoing may be
added Mme. Berard, salmon, which often (lowers
better in the autumn than at any other time

;

Belle Lyonnaise, pale lemon ; these are two fine

kinds of the Dijon type. The foregoing may, I

think, be taken as a good selection for all-round

garden purposes. There are others, no doubt, which
might be added. Hybrid Perpetual Boule de Neige,

for instance, frequently flowers well in the autumn

;

so does Grace Darling, one of the most useful of

the Hybrid Tea class. To add many more would
only create confusion amongst those who are not
experts in Rose culture. RosA.

The running or Ayrshire Roses.—For
trailing over rustic work or upon summer-houses
or over clumps of roots these Koses are the best.

They make slender, but long growths, and rapidly
cover a good space ; the character of the growth
is elegant, and partakes of a weeping character.
If any unsightly old trees or Conifers are
existing which it is contemplated to remove (or

even it they be dead it will not matter), these
Koses should be chosen to cover them instead

;

this they will do in a short time, saving the
trouble of removing the old stems and being also a
decided gain as compared with the time that must
elapse before another Conifer or tree can be had,
possibly of the same size. All that is required to

be done is to lop back the branches, then train the
Roses thinly over the remainder and the stems.
When once they become entwined in the supports
thus afforded they will, by their own growth, hold
themselves securely and give but little trouble after-

wards. With a little consideration beforehand many
an old stem could thus be turned to a good account.
Of the Ayrshire Koses there are several to be found
in the nursery catalogues ; the following are a
good half dozen : Alice Grey, Thoresbyana, Dundee
Rambler, Queen of the Belgians, Splendens (myrrh-
scented) and Ruga. They do well also in north
aspects.

—

Rosa.

Societies and Exhibitions.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.
OCTOBEE 28.

A MEETING of the floral committee took place at
the Royal Aquarium on the above date, a large
number of flowers being staged. From Messrs.
Ernest Calvert and Son, Grenoble, France, came a
collection of new varieties, which, being admirably
packed, had borne the long journey admirably.
Six seedlings were sent, chief among them being
Mrs. C. Harman Payne, deep purplish pink with
silvery reverse, in the way of W. Tricker, a large
full flower of great beauty (first-class certificate)

;

Secretaire Richard Dean, a very promising pale
variety, the committee wished to see again ; also

Mme. A. Giroud, a seedling from Edwin Molyneux,
and much of the same character. Mr. C. Cox, The
Gardens, The Grange, Hertford, had Japanese
Charles Cox, rosy-pink, in the way ot H. Elliott,

but scarcely full enough ; and D. B. Crane, very
like Sarah Owen, and not considered to be sufti-

oiently distinct. Mr. R. Owen, nurseryman, Maiden-
head, sent a large batch of new varieties, including
Confidence (Jap.), bright rosy-pink ; Mrs, Nesbit,

bright deep amaranth ; and Snowflake, a pretty
white pompon, all of which the committee wished
to see again. From Messrs. Henry Cannell and
Sons, nurserymen, Swanley, came Japanese Flor-

ence Davis, a large white variety, somewhat
green in the centre ; and Mr. C. Gibson, The
Gardens, Morden Park, had the same, and in

both cases the committee wished to see it again.

From Swanley came also pompon William Kennedy,
crimson-amaranth, very bright ; Beauty of Eynsford,
Anemone, soft pinkish lilac with creamy pink centre,

very pretty and fine (first-class certificate) ; reflexed

R. Smith, a bright brick-red sport from Dr. Sharpe
(first-class certificate) ; ami Louis Boehmer, the
new hairy variety, which not being fully developed,
the committee wished to see .again. Mr. William
Wells, nurseryman, Earlswood, had William Wells,

the primrose sport from Mme. Blanche Pigmy, and
Messrs, H, Cannell and .Sons had the same. A com-
mendation was given to Mr. Wells, who also had
Mrs. Wells, a delicate blush Japanese, very pro-

mising. Mr. W, Fyfe, Overstone Gardens, North-
ampton, had William Fyfe, a sport from the Em-
press of India, which had broken back nearly to

the type, and from which Empress of India was not

considered to be sufficiently distinct. Mr. W. J.

Godfrey, nurseryman, Exmouth, had Japanese

Magnificent, deep pink, in the way of Bouquet

Fait, and Beauty of Exmouth, a very promising

white variety, which the committee wished to see

again. From Mr. C. Blick, Hayes Common, came
incurved Mme. Darriere, a very distinct variety (first-

class certificate). From Mr, T, S. Ware, Hale Farm
Nurseries, came Amos Perry, a large yellow Ja-

panese variety in the way of Henry Cannell and

Coronet, which the committee wished to see again.

A meeting of the general committee of this

society was held at Anderton's Hotel on Monday
evening last, Mr. E. C. Jukes presiding, A letter

was read announcing the death of Mr. Glass-

cock, which the chairman said he felt sure

would be deplored by every member of the society

on account of the services he had rendered. Mr.

Briscoe Ironside sent a communication from the

neighbourhood of Lake Maggiore announcing that

he had taken up his residence there for three years,

and that he hoped to institute some interesting

experiments in Chrysanthemum culture, the results

of which he promised to send to the society. The

new certificate was submitted and approved. With

regard to the forthcoming show at the Aquarium,

it was explained that this year the society would,

unfortunately, be deprived of the use of St.

Stephen's Hall and a portion of the area of the

building, but that the whole of the gallery would

be at the society's service. The meeting of the

floral committee and the conference are to be held

in the Board room. Application having been re-

ceived from the St. Neots Horticultural Society,

which won the challenge trophy last year, to retain

it until the opening ot their exhibition this year on

the 9th inst,, the same was granted on the under-

standing that it should be delivered to the National

Chrysanthemum Society on the morning of the

10th.

The secretary intimated that the prize money
awarded at the September show had all been paid.

He also announced that Mrs, Marion Thrower, the

Tasmanian delegate to the centenary fete last year,

was again in England, and had notified her in-

tention of being present at the next Aquarium

show. The annual dinner was fixed for December

1, when Lord Brooke, the president of the society,

is expected to take the chair.

New members were then elected, and the meeting

closed somewhat earlier than usual.

On the evening ot the first day of the National

Chrysanthemum Society's exhibition, which opens

on Tuesday, November 10, a conference will

take place in the Hoard room in the North

West Gallery, at G o'clock, when two papers en
" Chrysanthemum Sports " will be read, one by the

Rev. Professor Henslow, MA. (of Ealing), who will

deal with the subject from a botanist's point of

view, and one by Mr. Norman Davis (of Camber-

well), who will treat the subject as a cultivator.

It is particularly requested that as many sports as

possible with the varieties from which they have

sprung be exhibited at the meeting. A meeting of

the floral committee will be held at 1 o'clock, when
new varieties can be submitted for certificates.

National Chrysanthemum Society's cata-

logue.—As several inquiries have recently been

addrefsedto me concerning a re-issue of our official

catalogue, may I be allowed to say through the

medium of your paper that it is not intended to

publish a new edition this year, nor have the com-

mittee proposed to issue an appendix or supple-

ment to the existing centenary edition, which

having been brought close up to date will answer

all practical purposes for the ensuing season.-—

C. Hauman Payne.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The lloral,

fruit, and Orchid committees of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society will meet as usual at the Drill

Hall on Tuesday, November 10. Prizes and medals

are offered by the society for Chrysanthemums.

All entries should be sent to Mr, Barron, Royal
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Hjrticaltural Society's Gardens, Chiswiok.'as early

as possible.

Gardeners' Orphau Fund —The committee
of the above met for the first time after the recess

oa the 30;h ult , Mr. John Laiog in the chair, in

the unavoidable absence of Mr. William Marshall.
The hon, secretary announced the receipt of two
donations of £5 each. The Bristol Chrysanthemum
Society sent £2 2f. ; Mr. Wadds, The Gardens,
Birdsall, York, £5 7s. Gi. collected by him; and
from various boxes a farther sum of £11 73.21.
had been received. Mr. B.^rron announced that
the total net proceeds from the late general collec-

tion was £250 2s. Id., and made the gratifying

statement that a district committee had been
formed in Manchester, consisting of Mr. Bruce
Findlay, Mr. R. Tait, of Messrs. Dickson, Brown
and Tait, Mr. F. Robinson, of Messrs. Dickson and
Robertson, Mr. E. Griffith Hughes, Mr. W. Plant,

Mr. W. Elkin, and Mr. Upjohn, of Worsley Hall
Gardens, the last-named undertaking the duties of

hon. secretary. Mr. Upjohn, by virtue of his office

as secretary to the newly-formed Manchester com-
mittee, was elected a member of the executive com-
mittee, and power given to him to delegate any
other member of his committee to attend the
meetings of the executive in London when he him-
self is prevented from being present. It was unani-
mously resolved to invite Alderman Sir James
Whitehead, Bart., to preside on the occasion of the
annual dinner in February next.

PROPOSED INTERXA.TIONAL FRUIT SHOW.
At the Cannon Street Hotel on Friday, October 30,
Su- J. Whitehead presided at a meeting of horticul-
turists and others interested in the proposal to hold
an international fruit show in London in the au-
tumn of next year. The meeting was largely
attended. Sir James, in the course of his remarks,
mentioned that as regards a place for holding the
show he knew there was a site on the ThamesEmbank-
ment, and if the Corporation had not let that for
building in the interval between the present time
and October next he had no hesitation in saying
that they would assist them as far as they could.
He said that he had sounded those in authority on
the matter, and that if a proper application was
made at the proper time there would be no difficulty
in securing this site without cost. It was neces-
sary, however, that a guarantee fund should be
raised and he would himself guarantee .£500. He
thought the title of the exhibition should be the
National and International Fruit Exhibition, that
it should be held in October, be kept open for nine
or ten days, that the arrangements for carrying out
the same should be on the broadest basis, and that
the Royal Horticultural Society, the Fruiterers'
Company, the Royal Agricultural Society, the
Gardeners' Company, the British Fruit Growers'
Association, and all provincial horticultural so-
cieties should be invited to assist. A somewhat
lengthy discussion ensued, in which various details
connected with the proposed exhibition were dis-
cussed. One or two gentlemen took exception to
the title of international, contending that the ex-
hibits should be confined to British home-grown
fruits, although they admitted that it was only in
a very small way in which foreign-grown fruit took
the lead, and that that fact w.as owing to a better
climate abroad. Mr. Smee then moved the follow-
ing resolution ;

—

That in the opinion of this meeting it is desirable
to take advantage of the prevailing enthusiasm in the
cause of frnit culture in order to promote a national
and international exhibition in London next year, .and
that efforts should be made to combine with it popular
lectures and demonstrations for tlip practical education
of the people in profitable fruit culture.

This resolution was adopted.

Mr. Douglas said he had been asked to move the
following resolution from the Royal Horticultural
Society :

—
That the Royal Horticultur.il Society are ready to

cordially co-operate in holding a great national fruit
show in 1892 on the understanding that the horticul-
tural arrangements of the show should be left to the

society, whose members comprised nearly all the fruit
experts in the United Kingdom.

It was afterwards resolved that a provisional
committee should be appointed to formulate a
scheme for carrying out the object of Mr. Smee's
resolution, and report thereon at a future meeting.
And it was further resolved that ths Royal Horti-
cultural Society, the Fruiterers' Company, the
Royal Agricultural Society, the British Fruit
Growers' Association, the Gardeners' Company, and
the other horticultural societies should be asked to
co-operate in the movement. One member from
each of the above-mentioned societies, and a mem-
ber of the Corporation and six other gentlemen
will constitute the provisional committee, with Sir
James Whitehead as the chairman.

Obituary.
Mb. Heijky Glasscock, a well-known ;cultivator
and exhibitor of the Dahlia, died suddenly at his
residence. Rye Bmk, Bishop's Stortford, a few days
since at the age of 71 years. He was always a
familiar figure at the annual exhibition of the
National Dahlia Society at the Crystal Palace, and
acted as secretary for a few years on the death of
Mr. Thomas Moore. He was a florist of many
years standing, and at one time a cultivator of Pan-
sies, and later of Fuchsias, Roses, &o. Of late
years he devoted himself to the Dahlia and was very
successful as an exhibitor. Born at Bishop's Stort-
ford, and by business a builder and brickmaker, he
took a great interest in all matters connected with
the town and was a member of the Local Board of
Health from 1875 to 1890. His death creates
another vacancy in the ranks of the florists of a
past generation, as he had been identified with
floricultural societies for nearly half a century.
He is deeply mourned by a large family and his fel-
low townsmen.

Dr. Hofifmann.—By the death of Dr. Heinrich
Karl Hermann Hoffmann, which occurred in
Giessen on October 27, one of the most eminent
German botanists ha.s been removed. He was
born at Riidelheim, near Frankfort, on April 22,
1819. He studied medicine at Giessen and Berlin.
He subsequently devoted himself to the study of
physiological chemistry, and made a lengthened
stay at London and Paris. In 1853 he was ap-
pointed ordinary Professor of Botany at the Uni-
versity of Giessen, and director of the botanical
institution of that place, and continued in those
offices to the end of his life. His valuable works
on botany were chiefly devoted to the physiology,
geography, and climatology of plants and to
the doctrine of fungus. With regard to the latter,
he has established its share in bringing about fer-
mentation and dry rot. He likewise bestowed
great attention to the question of bacteria, and may
be regarded as one of the pioneers, if not the
pioneer, of the present bacteriology.

11 lb. (maximum weight allowed), IJI. Compensa'ioa
for loss of, or dama«;e to, an ordinary inland parcel is

given up to £2. Parcels maybe registered.

Lost treasures —Can anyone tell me why, in
these days of excellent weekly periodicals on every
subject, it is that horticultural, arboricultural, and
other kindred societies persist in bottling up those
papers read at " meetings " and " conferences," and
stowing them away in their " transactions " for
an indefinite period—perhaps for ever—seeing
that such papers are in no way different, no better,
and often not so good as similar contributions that
appear regularly in (he weekly press and else-
where ? I am assured that some of the "papers"
would be certain to make the acquaintance of
the editorial scissors if they had to run the
gauntlet of a discriminating editor and his subs.
Is the bottling supposed to improve their flavour .'

My opinion is that they are mostly stale when
they do appear, and often anticipated. The prac-
tice may be aptly compared to a man bottling,
say, half-a-dczen pints of water from the general
source of supply, and serving the stale liquid
out long after when nobody wants it or needs
it. Really it is high time that this method of
disseminating knowledge was dispensed with. Keep
a record, if you like, but the press is now the
recognised medium of any communication worth
reading.

—

Abies Humbugiana.

Grubs in Amaryllis bulbs {H. B.).—Your
bulbs are attacked Ijy the grubs of the Narcissus fly
(Merodon eciuestris). The eggs are laid above the
ground, probably at the base of the leaves or in the
stumps of list year's flower-stems. When the grubs
are safely ensconced in the bulbs no insecticide is of
any use. As a preventive it is suggested that the bulbs
should be irnmersed in water for seven or eight days
before planting them, in order to drown the grubs.—G. S. S.

Names of plants.— .V,-.?. Benm-ti.—l, Denn-
staedtia Pavoni ; 2, 1), ordinata; 3, Davalliaso'ida; 4, D.
divaricata.

—

B. IT. i).—All varieties of Scolopendrium;
1 is limpospernura

; 2, fissile ; 3, Malcomsonise ; 4,

Sending: plants by Parcels Post.— It has
been observed that in the autumn and spring sea-
sons free use is made of the Parcels Post for the
cheap, rapid, and punctual conveyance between
distant parts of the country of young plants of
various sorts—choice young Currant and other
fruit trees, young shrubs, dwarf and other Roses,
&c. Accordingly, a useful public notice has been
issued suggesting the following methods of pack-
ing as likely to ensure the safe transmission of
such parcels :

—

Shrubs and dwarf trees should have the roots en-
cased in bass matting, and the branches and twigs tied
together with bass or string. Dwarf standard Rose
trees should have binds of hay or of bass matting
wound round tliuir entire length, so as to prevent all
risk lit injury to the young shoots. Wooden boxes
should be used for flowers and soft or tender plants.
The address label attached to such parcels should
bear the words, " By Parcels Post. Plants —Perish-
able." And every care will be taken that parcels so
marked are packed with the view of avoiding, as far as
possible, pressure of any kind. The limits of size are :

greatest length, 3 feet G inches ; or length and girth
combined, 6 feet and the rates of postage are—for
the first pound, 3d. ; for every additional pound up to

Coolingi ; 5, laciniatura ; (J, marginatum.

—

Anthi-'r<nifi:—1, Selagiuella erythropus ; 2, S. Martensi ; 3, Lv-
copodium scariosum ; 4, Lomatia discolor — .4.

Lhtttoti.— 1, Eranthemum pulchellnm
; 2, Vriesia

brachystaohys : 3, Leucopogon Ritchei ; 4, Jp^ma^a
Horsfallia?.— GyainiiiC'T.—1, Hordeum jubatuni ; 2,
Briza maxima; 3, Molinia ccerulea.

—

F. II', />.— 1,

Lomaria ciliata ; 2, Didymochlaena lunulata ; 3,

Lastrea marginalis ; 4, Polystichum triangulare ; 5,
Asplenium flaccidum; (1. Cjathea dealbata.— 6'. /'.

Baker.—Colchicum tessellatum var.— C. E.— 1, Ai-ti r

acris ; 2, Helianthus giganteus var.; 3, Helenium
autumnalei 4, Aster Novi-Belgii var. floribundus

;

5, Aster Linoseris ; (>, Solidago canadensis var.— 11'.

SraittinelL— 1, Chrysantheraum uliginosum ; 2, Attt r

Novi-Belgii var. floribundus ; 3, Inula salicina ; 4,
Aster paniculatus var.— Victor Snndrjnan.—Impo8^ib!e
to name unless you send us a shoot with leaves.— D.
M. Russell,—Aster liorizontalis.

Names of fc\xit.—Colehays, Borey Tracey —
Apple is Colonel Vaughan.

—

James Atfield.—1, Jersey
Gratioli ; 2, Van Mons Leon Leelerc ; 3, Josef hine
de Malines ; 4, Beurre Did ; 5, Winter Nelis.

—

A. B.—2, Duchesse d'Angouleme ; 4, Marechal de la Cour

;

5,Vicarof Wiokfield; G, Duchesse d'AngouI^me (true);

r, Beurre Hardy ; 8, Beurre Diel ; Apple, Stone'.".

—

J.
llaij.—Gilles-o-Gilles, a very tine stewing Pear ; Plum,
not recognised.— T. i'ollistrr.—l. Plum, not reeng-
nised ; 2, Bergamot; 3, Belle de Bruxelles ; 4, Williams'
lion Chretien.

—

H. Kent.— 1, Urbaniste; 2, rotten ; 3,
Beurre Hardy; 4, Beurre Clairgcau ; 5. not received

;

G, Verulam.—./. /(.— 1, Duchess of Oldenbure ; 2,

Hollandbury ; 3, Grange's Pearmain ; 5, Hambledcui
Deux Ans ; G, Yorkshire Greening.— 11'. Grai/.— I,

New Hawthornden; 2, Oslin; 3, Fearn's Pippin; I,

Striped Beaufin.— ./. y , Inland — 1, Lewis's Incom-
parable ; 2, Blenheim Orange; 3, Minchal Crab; 4,
Dumelow's Seedling.— .f. /•'.— 1, Frogmora Prolific;
2, Sugarloaf— )r. 7/ii/?.—Nonsuch.—,1. T. Seward.—
1, Cox's Pomona; 2, Claygate Pearmain; 3, Haw-
thornden; o and 8, not rer-ognised ; G, King of the
Pippins; 7, Beurre Bosc— U'. ./ Xtirell.— 1, Alexandre
Lanibre ; 2, Verulam; '{, Colmar d'Etc; 4, ^Marie
Louise d'Uccle ; 5, Catillac ; 7, Bergamotted'Espere!!

;

8, Zephirin Gregoire ; 9, Glou Morceau ; 10, Beurre
d'Amanlis.

—

Tiveed.—Specimens so small, very ditfi-

oult to recognise. Pear Passe Colmar ; 3, Betty
Geeaon ; 4, Lord Derby; 2, Sturmer (?) ; 6, Rymer

;

8, Emperor Alexander or Cellini.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

ECONOMIC CONIFER PLANTING.
{Continued from p. 388.)

The Douglas Fir (Pseudotauga Douglasi) is in

certain situations one of the most valuable trees

for afforesting purposes with which this country
ha.s for a long time been enriched. That the
Douglas Fir will, however, ever become a tree for

general forest planting like the Larch, Scotch
or Corsican Pines can hardly, from our present
experience in this country, be expected, for

it is an ill-chosen subject for exposed or hilly

ground. Had we here in England the deep rich

canons and gorges that are of common occur-
rence in the native country of the Douglas Fir, we
might succeed in the cultivation of the tree, for

that it is almost peculiarly suitable for our cli-

mate and soil fully sixty years' experience has
clearly demonstrated. Just as clear, however,
has it been repeatedly brought home to us that
to grow the Douglas Fir in anything like a satis-

factory way shelter is of first importance, for

even on moderately exposed ground it becomes
one of the most miserable, wLnd-tortured sub-
jects that could be named. Some examples
might be cited. At Penrhyn Castle, N. Wales,
where are not only the largest, but the oldest

trees of the Douglas Fir that are to be found in

this country, it is particularly noticeable that,

whether in the park or in the woodlands over
the estate, the finest specimens are growing
where partial shelter has been afforded, a view
from the castle keep showing plainly the broken
and almost branchless tops of the trees where
they are growing on heights or knolls, or where
they have dared to push up even a yard ahead
of the other occupants of the clumps and belts

in which they are growing. So noticeable was
this some years ago, that the late Lord Penrhyn,
who had a great liking for the tree, sug-
gested to me the necessity of topping all such
specimens as had risen above the general level

of the surrounding trees, for, as he truly re-

marked, they have anything but a pleasing
appearance.

Now, this particular estate is a peculiarly
favoured spot, as will at once be known when I

state that such subjects as the Cunninghamia
lanceolata, Cham;erops Fortunei, Choisya ter-

nata. Fuchsia Riccartoni, Hydrangea hortensis,

the Mexican deciduous Cypress, Myrtles,
various species of the Ceanothup, and Lapa-
geria rosea have stood unharmed for many
years past. No part of the park is at a greater
altitude than 100 feet, and though the south-
westerly winds at times hit hard enough, yet
the place as a whole can hardly otherwise be
described than as a favoured spot. If, there-
fore, the Douglas Fir has been found unsuit-
able for general planting on such a favoured
estate as that just described, is it to be wondered
at that those who have had practical proof of this

and other instances fight shy of the tree in

any but sheltered hollows—at least where
economic value of the woodland occupants is of

first importance ( At Nantheilyn, at about 2.50

feet altitude, the Douglas Fir, in a natural
valley and where the highest grounds face the
dreaded south-west, is doing fairly well, and
promises in the deeper cuttings or .slopes to yet
prove valuable as a timber-producing tree,

and could similar situations, where the worst
winds of the particular district could be averted
by taking advantage of the natiiral lie of the
ground, be chosen, no doubt lino specimens of
the tree could be got up. In this particular
case, as well as in another wood where 1 have
lately taken measurements, the Douglas Firs of

twenty-two years' growth were on an average

TO feet high, and contained nearly 51 feet of

wood each. I have often advocated the plant-

ing of the Douglas Fir in masses or mixed with

some equally growing tree, say the Silver Fir,

for I have repeatedly noticed that when mixed
amongst the general run of our forest trees it

fares badly, the leaders getting broken over as

soon as they out-rival in height those of neigh-

bouring trees.

From actual measurements there can be no
doubt that under exceptionally favourable cir-

cumstances the Douglas Fir has produced a

larger quantity of timber in a given period than
any other tree in this country, and in defence

of the assertion I give the following figures :

The largest tree that I have measured was 11

feet 9 inches in girth of stem at 3 feet from
the ground, at 21 feet up 8 feet 4 inches, the

cubic contents for 43 feet being about 217 feet.

After this the tree was rather knotty and rough,

the top having time after time been broken over
by the wind, but I computed that at the least

even a hard-bargain-driving timber merchant
would have allowed another 30 feet, thus making
in all for the total measurement of the stem
fully 240 feet. The tree at the time these

measurements were taken had been planted
exactly fifty years, so that nearly 5 feet per year
had been added to the tree for half a century.

Now, I question whether any other tree has in

the same time produced an equal or greater

quantity of timber in this country. The timber,

too, seems, from the numerous specimens that

I had cut up, to be of fair quality, being
light, but strong, wcjrking readily under the
carpenter's tools and taking on a nice polish.

For ships' masts, posts for fencing, doors, Arc, I

have used the wood, and everything being taken
into consideration it lasts fairly well ; but here
we must also remember that even the oldest

trees in this country are yet in an immature
state, so that care must be taken in dealing with
the timber of trees that have not become fully

developed. Insects seem to be fond of the

wood, and I have had several boards quite

riddled by these mischievous pests ; but here
again I am speaking of onl.y partially matured
timber— say from thirty-five to forty years'

growth.

Sufficient time has not yet elapsed for us to

say how the various experiments undertaken
wUl turn out, but at present they can be looked
upon favourably. Gravelly soil would seem to

suit the Douglas Fir admirably, but it is also

quite at home, and produces large quantities of

wood in rich alluvial deposit and in a strong

yellow loam, but I hardly think that any class

of soil, if we except clay and some of the
mineral rags, will come amiss to the tree. The
large specimen, whose dimensions are re-

corded above, is growing on gravelly soil, and
the younger trees spoken of on a damp loam
that is intermingled with broken rock. Trans-

planting well, from its numerous fibry roots,

when of large size the tree is largely used
for immediate effect, and it is readily raised

from seed, which is freely produced in this

country.

In summing up the q\ialities of the Douglas
Fir as revealed in this country, we may proceed

as follows :

—

1. No other Conifer has produced in the same
time an equal or greater amount of timber.

2. The timber, so far as we at present know, is

of no particular value, though when better ma-
tured it may be found to be valuable for certain

estate purposes.

:i. The tree is only adapted for sheltered valleys,

and is not worthy of a place in exposed or hilly

plantations.

4. It is readily raised from seed, and may be
transplanted at almost any time with perfect

safety.

These are my own unbiassed opinions of one
of my favourite Firs, and the result, too, of

many years of note-taking and observing the

tree under very different circumstances in Eng-
land, Scotland, and Ireland. A. D. W.

( To he continued^

Common Broom (Cytisus scoparias) is some-
times raised from seed for the purpose of forming
game cover, but is generally found growing naturally.

It is one of the best plants for maintaining game-
cover ; for, although it may be partly destroyed by
game in the winter season, it soon regains its former

healthy appearance. It thrives best in light

gravelly soils and exposed situations. To maintain

good cover it should be pegged to the ground or

cut down every fourth or fifth year.

The Golden Canadian Poplar (Populus cana-
densis aurea).—This was said to have been pro-

duced spontaneously by a branch of the green-

leaved type, on which it maintained its golden col-

our for five years. Its leaves are quite as large as

those of the common Poplar, and the yellow hue,

instead of looking sickly, has a warm and vigorous

tint. The better nourished the tree is and the more it

is exposed to the sun, the more vivid is the golden
hue. The stalks and the bark of the shoots become
dark red, which adds greatly to the beauty of its

colouring. This and other golden-leaved trees are

of great value for grouping with purple-leaved

Beeches and other coloured-leaved trees.—B.

Experiments in forestry.— Although the

large quantity of timber still growing on Canadian
soil tends to check interest in forest preservation

and extension, the Federal Government has re-

cognised the need of such efforts, and has for

some years been testing may varieties of tree life

at its experimental farms. At the Central Farm,
near Ottawa, the seeds of Rocky Mountain and
European Conifers were liberally sown. This year

175,000 seedlings were transplanted from these

beds to be distributed later on to the branch

farms and private experimenters, who will send

in careful returns of progress. This year, too,

the Government has distributed 100,000 forest-

tree seedlings among 1000 applicants in the

North-West, with instructions for planting and
future treatment. Twenty-five gardens along the

main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway have

also been supplied from the experimental farms.

The urgent need of forestry, even in the old pro-

vinces not long ago covered with trees, is illus-

trated by Mr. J. C. Chapais, an authority on such

subjects. " I know whole regions," he says, " which
were cleared by settlers, who had to desert the

land soon after because it was worth nothing.

Such districts would have been as many inex-

haustible wood reserves for future generations, who,

for an almost endless period of time, would find

on them all the wood they want. To-day these

same districts are quite useless in every respect."

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.—rs« ;'ournol w puJ-
lithti in timlly bound Monthly Parts. In this form tht

coloured plates are iest preserved, and it is vwst suitaile for

r^erence previous to the issue of the half-i/early volumes. Price

Is. 6d. ;
post free, Is. 9d. Complete set of voluni€S of Tuk

Garden /rom its commencement to end O/1890, thirty-eight vols.,

price, cloth, i?'28 4s.

" Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts. — This

journal is iiuMiahed in nealh/ bound Monthly Parts, in which

form it is mo.it suitable/or reference preriom to the issue of the

yearly volumes. Price bd. ; itostfree, S((.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Vnris.— This journal is

published ill neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which form it is

most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price bd. ;
post free, M.

'• Hardy Flowers."—Giving descriptions oj upicards oj

thirteeyi hundred of the most ornamental species, with directions

for their arrangement, culture, <te. Fourth and Popular

Sdition, Is.; post free, Is. Sd.

"The Garden Annual" for i89l.—Contains Alpha-

betical Lists of all Branches of the Horticultural Trade correctea

up to Nortmber 10 last. The Lists of Gardens and Country

Seats (containino over OOOO; have been very carefully and exten-

sively revised, and are admitted to be the most complete ever

published. Price Is. ; by post. Is. Sd.
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FOR ORCHIDS, and GARDENERS to
Grow them, apply to Sander's, St. Albans. The finest

stock of Orchids in the world. 80 minutes from St. Pancras.

ORCHIDS.—New and rare species a special
feature. Catalogue forwarded post free on application.

—Seeger & Tkofp, Orchid Nursery, Kast Dulwich, London, S. E.

HARDY FLOWERS.—Giving descriptions
of upwards of thirteen hundred of the most ornamental

species, with directions for their arrangement, culture, &c.
By W. Robinson. Fourth and Popular Edition, Is.; post free,
Is. 3d.—London: 37, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.

FRUIT 'I'REES A SPECIALITY.-- Apples,
Pears, Plums, Strawbarriea, small fruits, and all kinds

of hardy fruits gmwn in immcusu quantities. The best of the
old and new varieties, either to giow fir market or private
consumption. Special quotations for quantities. Descriptive
Catalogue and Guide, the most rornplete issued, <'>d. ; ordinary'
List free.—John Watkiks, Pomona Farm Nurseries, Withing-
ton, Hereford.

NOW READY, price 128., post free, 13s.,
The Garden, VoL 89, January to June, 1891.—Of all

booksellers, or from the Publishing Office, 87, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.O.

ORCHIDS A SPECIALITY.—Please write
for new illustrated price list of well-established, healthy,

and easUy grown plants.—W. L. Lewis & Co., F. R.H.S., Chase
Side, Southgate, London, N. ^Nursery, Orchid Road.

MATS ! 5IATS ! ! MATS ! ! !—Archangel
Mats, extra large and heavy, just imported, 13s. per

doz. ; lOOs. per 100.—S. Lowe, 145, Mlnories, London.

C(KLOGYNE CRISTATA,w.ll grown and
cheap, from Od. pach ; Cliatsworth variety. Is. 6d., larger,

with bloom spike-.-Trufteea late J. Stevenson, Timperley,
Ctiosbire.

BEACHEY'S SWEET VIOLETS.—Finest
collection in England. All speci^illy prepared for pots

and frames to bloom Autumn and Winter. This Is the
time to plant. Twelve best doubles In four sorts, 3s. 6d. ;

twelve singles, four sorts, 3h., strong planrs; extra strong
clumps, 7s. 6d. and 63. dozen. Catal-'gue with instructions, 4d.—R W. Beachey, Kingskerswell, Devon,

HEKRY HOPE, 55, Lionel St., Birmingham.
Conservatories, Hot-houses, and Hot-water Apparatus

;

plans and estimates on application ; send for catalogue. Est.1818.

JAMES BOYD AND SONS, PAISLEY,
Horticultural Builders and Heating Engineers. Esti-

mates and circulars free. Complete catalogue, 3s.

FOR PICTURESQUE ROCKWORK IN
GARDENS, CONSERVATORIES, FERNERIES, LAKES,

&0. ; also for TBRRA-COTTA FOVNTAWS, KBRBINQ, VA8BS.
QRA VBLITS PATHS, &c., by Pulham & Son, 50, Flnsbury Sq.

J WEEKS & CO., Horticultural Builders
• to Her Majesty, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, H.M.

Government. Admiralty Dept., War Dept., Royal Hort. Soc,
Royal Botanic Soc, Parks and Public Buildings. Patentees of

the Duplex Upright Tubular Boilers, King's Road, Chelsea, 8.W.

THE THAMES BANK LRON COMPANY,
Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, Boilers, Pipes,

and Connections and all Castings for Horticultural purposes.
Largest stock in the trade. Price List gratis. Illustrated
Catalogue, Is.—Upper Groimd Street, Blackfrlars, S.E.

STEVEN BROS. & CO., 4, Upper Thames
Street, E.C.—The largest stock in London of Heating

Apparatus, Pipes, Boilers, and Fittings, and all Castings for
Horticultural purposes. Orders by telegram, telephone
(No. 1789), or letter receive special and Immediate attention.

K\V HARDY PLANT CATALOGUE of
Herbaceous, Alpine, and Select Perennial Garden Plants.

Over 2O0O species and varieties. Illustrated and descriptive.
Over 100 pages. Post free for six stimps, free to purchasers
on application to Manager, Guildford Hardy Plant Nursery,
Millmead, Guildford. Strong plants at low rates.

BEGONIAS A SPECIALTY.—Awarded
Four Gold Medals. Gold Cup, &(..—Seed saved from

Prize plants. In beautifully illustrated prickets. Choice mixed
single or double varictiep, Is , ?s. Od., and .Os. per packet. Col-
Itciims, 12 named single varieties, tcparate, 5s. Od. ; ditto,
3s. Tubers, named i ingles, from 123. to l-'^- ptn- dozen ; un-
named seedlings, U's. to l*ls. per dozen ; bedding, choicest, Os.

and Os. per dozen ; choicest named doubles, from 428. per
dozen ; unnamed, very choice, 24p. and 30a. per dozen ; choicest
mixed, ISs. per dozen. Order direct from us to procure our
splendid strain. Catalogues gratis and pust free.—John
Lainu & Sons, Begonia Growers, Forest Hili, S.E.

JOHN GARRETT, Whittinghame Gardens,
ProHitonk'rk, N.B.. wishes to exchange a quantity of

strong flowoiiug Bulbs, of a good strain of Amaryllis for
Vail jta purpurea.

THE LARGEST COLLECTION of hardy
plants in the Kingdom, and by a long way the best named

(so a very competent authority says). Rock plants. Rock
shrubs. Border plants, Bf*g plants. Aquatics, Bulbs of all kinds,
and everything which is old, new or rare.—T. Smitu, Daisy
Hill Nursery, Newry.

INNES' FERTILITAS.— The New Vine
and Plant Food.—Is admitted to be the Cheapest and

Best Manure in the Market. Testimonials on application. To
be had of all Nursery and Seedsmen, or direct, 15s. per owt.,
carriage free.—W. Innes & Co., Solo Makers, Llttleover, Derby.

AMES GRAY, HORTLUULTURAL
BUILDER AND HOT-WATER ENGINEER.—Apply

for Catalogue and Estimates to Danvers Street, Chelsea, 8. W.

WRICHARDSOjr& CO.—New' Cata-
• logue of GLass-houseB and Heating Apparatus. Price

If., abridged free.—Horticultural Works, Darlington.

SUTTON'S BULBS FOR BEDDING.—
Sutton's Inimitable Hyacinths. Special varieties In

distinct shades of colour and to flower simultaneously ; each
separate colour, per doz. 6p. (id., per 100 403. Sutton's Inimit-
able Tulips for simultaneous floweiing, in various colourp,
each separate colour, per doz. 2.S., per 100 14s.—Genuine only
direct frum Sl-tton & Sns.i, The Oueen's Seedsmen, Reading.

HOMSON'S IMPROVED VINE AJSHD
PLANT MANURE.—This valuable manure is made only

by us. Every bag and tin has our name on it. To be had of aU
Nursery and Seedsmen, and direct from us. 1 cwt. and over
carriage paid. London Agent—Mr. Georoe, 10, Victoria Road,
Putney—Wm. Thomson & Sons, Clovenfords, Qialashiels, N.B.

HE ENGLISH FLOWER GARDEN;
Designs, Views, and Plans. 2nd Ed., with over Four-

teen Hundred Illustrations 15s. " This work is the finest and
most complete of its kind in the English language."—Court
Journal.—London : J. Murray, and all Booksellers.

ALMS ! PALMS ! ! PALMS ! ! !—Silver's
Special Collection. The Cheapest and Choicest ever

offered to the British Public. Eighteen well established Palms
consisting of Kentias two kinds, Phcenix two kinds, including
the choice P. rupicola. Seaforthia, Cocos Weddelliana, Latania,
Corypha, Aspidistra, Geonoma, Dracaena. Package and pack-
ing free for Gs.-J. W. Silver, Streatham and Norbury Nur-
series, S.W

OSES ! ROSES ! ! EOSES ! ! !—The best
and cheapest in the world ; 40 choice Perpetuals for 21s.,

purchaser's selection from 400 best varieties. Catalogues free
on applioation. Twelve acres of Roses. 100,000 grand plants to
select from. Plant now.—James Walters, Rose Grower, Exeter.

HE STOTI Specialities for destruction of
InEect Pests. — Patent Distributor, Patent Syringes

Patent Sprayers, Killmright, invaluable for mildew. Testi-
monials and Price Lists on application. Retail from Iron-
mongers and Seedsmen. Wholesale and Retail from the Stott
DiSTRFHUTOR Co., Ltp., Barb in House, Manchester.

UDSON'S BULBS.—Best, Cheapest.—
Descriptive catalogue gratis. Hyacinths, in 12 choicest

named sort**, exti-a first tize bulbs for 4s. Od. ; double pure
white La Candtur Tulips, 50, 2s. Oi. ; 100, 43. 6d, ; S^lUa
sibirica, lovely sky blue, ftO, is. 8d. ; 100, 2s. 3d. ; Pheasant-eyo
Narcissus, 50, Is. 6d. ; Lilium llairisi, pure white, very fine
bulbs, (I, 23. 3d.; 12, 4s. ; :>0, 14s. ; honestly worth double ; all

carriiige paid, best only.—W. H. Hudson, F.R.H.8., 199, High
Road, Kilbum.

AZALEA INDICA.—Choice named varieties
in ti-inch pots, 3 different, 5s (including double white

Deutsche Pcrle) ; 6 different, Os. ; 3 large Palms in 5-inch pot',
7s. 6d. ; small Ferns in pots for room and tabic, 12, 2s. 6d. ;

largo Ferii,s In 5-inch pots, 6, 4s. (Jd. ; all strong clean plants
for table or houee decoration, packed and free to rail ; cpace
wanted.—Hudson's Bulb Dep.U, Kilbum, London.

ILIUM AURATUM.—Good, plump, sound
Bulbs, 68., Os., 12s., 1S.1., and 24s. per dozen. All other

yuod Lilies at equally low prices,—Mr, William Bull's Estab-
lishment for New and Rare Plants, 530, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W.

GISHURSTINE keeps boots dry and soft
on wet groxind. Boxes 6d. and la. from the trade.—

Wholesale from Price's Patent Candle Co., Limited, London.

ISHURST COMPOUND us^d since 1859
for red spider, mildew, thrlps, green fly and other blight,

2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, 4 to 16 ounces aa a
winter dressing for Vines and orchard house trees, in lather
from cake for American blight, and as an emulsion when
paraffin Is used. Has outlived many preparations intended to
supenedelt. Boxes, is., Ss. and 10s. 6d.

G
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AUCTIONS.

Dutch Bulbs.—Great Unreserved Sales every
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thurs-
day, and Saturday.

MESSES. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will

SELL by AUCTION at their Rooms 67 and 68.

Cheapside. Loudon, E.G., five days weekly a* above, at 11.30

each day. larp^e coii ignments rf first-class Hyaf^inths, Tulips,

Crocus, Narcissus, and other Bulbs from Holland, lotted to

suit the trade and private buje-s.
Oq view mornings of Sale azd Catalogues had.

"Wednesday next.

Azaleas, Rcses, Perns and Bulbs.

MESSRS. PKOTHEROE & MORRIS will

^ELL by AUCTIOX. at their Centr-l Sale Rooms, 67

and 08, Cheapf-ide, Londua, E.G., on Wednesd^iy next at 11.30

o'clock, a special con'ignmeut of plants from Belgium, com-
prising 180 Azalea iudica, including 30 nic3 tpecimena and 10

Deutsche Perl^ the plants being unusually well grown; also

100 Azalea mollis and 100 Ghent Azaleas ; 40 lots of cheice

English ETOWQ greenhou^^e acd stove Feras ; CycUmen in

ilower ; Palrns and cthe- decora-ive plants ; standari and ha'f

»tandard Roses ; home -grovra Lilies in great vaiiety; Lilies of

Ihe Valley. Fpirteas and acontignmencol named Hja^iuthsand
Tulips for p -ts ani glasses, and be-Jding Crocus; Narcisius

and other Dutch flower Roots from Ho'land, in all 970 lots.

On view morning of Sale and Catalo^^ues hai.

Tuesday next.

9200 Lilium auratutn.
A splendid consignment of 150 ca'.es just to hand, the whole of

tbe bulbs being in magnificent condition, and Including
1800 extra large Eelected looti; the Cat.ilogu=) will also

comprise a choice collection of Daffodils and Iris, named
Carnations, P;i'ODies, 30 varisiies ot English-grown Lilies,

and an assortment u! ha" dy plants and bulbs sent for sale

by a large grower who is cranpelled to clear the grtvind,

together with Hyacinth°, Tulips, Crocus, and other Dutch
flo jwer roots.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will
SELL the above by AUCTION at their Rooms, 67 and

6S, Cheapside, London, E.C., on Tuesday next, November 17,

at Half-pass Eleven o'clcck.

On view morning of Sale and Catalogues had.

Friday next.

Great Sale of Orchids by order of Mr. F.
Sander.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS are
in.structed by Mr. F. Sander to SELL by AUCTION,

at their Central Sale Rooms, 67 and 68, Cheapside, London,
E.G., on Friday next, Nov, 20, at 12 o'clo k, Cie;ogyne Dayana
grandls, the Garland Orchid^offer^d for the first time, a giant
Cattleya, probably the most magDiflceiit lot of Cattleyas e^er
introduced into Europe, and the only consignment that will be
recoivel, 20uo Cittley.i labiata Liadlf^y, fino consignmcol; jast

to hand, the true old autumn flowering C ittleya labiata, a
giandjlot of Dendrobiura aurenm z^ylanicum, a fine lot of

Cattleya found growing in the old labiala district, Cj'pipedinm
inslgne, aU unflowered, Spathoglu^.tis Eriesooi. a remarkable
looking Epidendrutu from the olj labiata district, a fine

looking Burlingtonia, Imported D.udiobium McOarthiin, and
many other fine and vaUnble Orchlda.
On view morning of Sale and Catalogues had.
X B.—The sale will also include a consigomgnt of Brough-

tonia sai guinea and Oncidiuiu triquctrum, another property.

Dutch Bulbs. Dutch Bulbs.
Sales every Monday, "Wednesday, and

Saturday, and frequently on Thursdays
in large and small lots to suit all buyers.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38 King Street,

Covent Garden, every Monday, Wednesday and Saturday, and
frequently on Thursday, at Half-paet Twelve precisely each
day, first-class conugnrnents of choice named Hyacinths,
Tulipg, Crocuses, Narcissi and other Bulbs, arriving weekly
from well-known firms in Holland.
On view mornings of Sale and Catalogues had.

Wednesday next.
603 choice named Standard, Half-standard, and Dwarf Rosea,

plants from Holland, a beaut ful collection of Daffodils,
home-grown Lilies, 400 Caruution Ma'niaisfn, Picotees,
Pinks, »S;c

, also i0,000 Berlin Lily of the Valley crowns,
Splrii'a japonica ana palmata, Lilium Harrlsi, L. candidum,
cf'Iloutioa of ftto\ and gref'iihoijae plants, Cyclamen,
Aueimme fulgcns, Amaryllis, GDdioli, &c.

MK. J. C. STEVENS will include tlie above
in his S4LE by AUCTiON at his Groat Rooms, 38,

Kin^ Btrcot, Covent Garden, on Wcdne^daynext, November 18.

( >n view morniug of Sale and Catalogues had.

SEED TRADE.
An improved feclirg for Clovorseeds generally. American

Bod ia cabled one Bhillintf higlior. Blue Peasiv^ntlnuo In strf-ng
request at fviU prices. Haricot Beans are now moving upwards.
White Runners offer at icasocablo tigurof. Canarytetd, having
liin d-'rcoant fi>r tomj yeas, exhibics a sudden upward jump
of several sUilings. IIcnipKced is also firmer. For Rye thore
ia an improved demand at enhanced qiiotations. Winter Tares
are uncha-gcd. Mufctird and Raijoseed ktc]i steady. Linseed,
Bu kwheit. Millet, and Dari rfali^e former torme.

'

NEW APPLE

CHELMSFORD

WONDER.
SALTMARSH & SON,

Til© Nvirseries,

Aie now sending out this splendid

NEW KITCHEN APPLE,
wliich, after receiving an Award of Merit in

Jilarcli last, has had an additional Award of

a First Class Certificate at a meeting of the

Fruit Committee of the Eoyal Horticultural

Society on NovemLer 10. It is a firm,

handsome Apple of large size, a good keep;r,

great bearer, ar.d of superior flavour when

cooked. It was favoured with a well executed

ilhistration, together with a faithful description,

in the Gardener'^ Magadne of April 11, copies

of which may be had on application.

Strong Maiden Trees ara n-,w ready at 5s.

each, with th3 usual discount to the trade.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
LAINGS' GOLD MEDAL COLLECTION.

Descriptive Catalogue (post free), containing all the best

Novelties and Old Varieties. Should be read by all.

EA.EL,Y ORDHRS SOLTOirUD TO 8E0URB
STRONG OUTTINGB OR PIi4.NTd.

JOHN LAING & SONS,
Ohrysanthemvim SpEoialists, &c.,

FOREST HILL, LOHDON, g.E.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

Ricliird Smith & Co.'s (Woroejtc) Gen ral Catalogue of

Nurseiy Stock.
Dioksnns' (Limited) (Chester) Oatalogae of Forest and Orna-

Tiiental Trees, &c. „ . .

Fisher, Soa & Slbray's (.-iheffield) F.iiit, Forest and Orni-

mental Trees, Shruto, &c.
, „ , „,

Messrs. Jas. Backhouse & Son's (The Nurse- icp, York) Cata-

logue of R0:C3.
W. Clibran & Son's (dldfleld Nursery, Altrincbam) Catalogue

of Roses, Coniferai, Shrubs, &c.

Eugene Vei-dier's (37, Rue Clisson, Paris) New Rases, and

lAst of Qladioli

Loveque ot fils' (i'>3, Rue du Llegat, Ivry-sur-Scine, Pans)

List of Rossp, ^c.

Mr. Thomas Laxton's (Seed Grower, Bedford) Special 1 rade

Offer of Novelties and Choice Varieties uf Seeds .tnd Itoots.

Mr. Harlan P. Kclsey's (Qighlands Nursery, Linville, North

Carolina, U.S. 4.) Wlioloialo Catalogue of Native Trees, Flower-

ing Shrubs and Herbaceous Perennial Plants of Die South;]n

Alleghany Mountains and the Southern States.

Hiiage & Schmidt's (Erfurt) Novelties if Seeds for 18!l2.

THE VEGETABLE GAEDEN.—Illustra-

tions, descriptions and culture of the Garden Vegetables

of cold and temperate climates. By MM. VlLMonjN-ANDitiKUX,

of Paris. BngUah Edition. Just published, 8vo. niustratod.

158., post free, 16s. 6d.—London, 87, Southampton Htroot,

Strand, W.O.

GRAND FLORAL FETf, YORK,
JUNE 15, 16, 17, 1892.

FARM AND HOME MONTHLY PARTS.
—Readers are roq\iested to note that Farm and Homb

is published also In a monthly form, neatly bound in a wrap-

per, at 5d. per copy, post free, 8d. In this form it is convenient

for roforonco, and also for keeping with a vlow to binding od

the completion of tho volume.

SOHEDULES READY IN .JANUARY.

GHAS. W. SIMMONS, S c, 13, NiW St, YQ'K.

SHEFFIELD, nALL4I\ISHIRF, AND
WE.'ST RIDING UNITED CHRYSANTHEJIUM S0C1E.TV.

ANNUAL SHOW, CORN E-XCHANGE, SHEFFIELD,
NovEi:nEi 13 and 14, 1S91.

Upwards of £2C0 in jrizes, meJals, &c.

Schedules free on applicition to
W. HousLEV, Sccr^taiy.

FOREST SERVICE OF INDIA.
AN E.xamination v:\i\ be held in .Tune, 1S92,

for tbe selection of nrtt les-s than 12 Proba'ione-s if so
many Candidates be found duly qualified. The s leered
Candid lies will receive th-ir piofessional tr ining at the
tii>y..l Indian Engineering (^.Ilpge, Cooper's Pill — Particulars
may be obtained on application to tLe S:cretary, Revenue
Department, India Offic, Loudon,
ludia Office. A. GODLEY.

2nd July, 1S91. Under .Seeretaiy of Siat3

THE
VERY
BEST BULBS

AT
LOWEST
RITES.

LARGE i. VARIED COLLECTIONS OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS,

CROCUSES, SNOWDROPS,
MARCISSI, ILiILLIES, &o.

All thoroughly ripened and In excellent

condition for planting.

Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue, No. 397.

POST FRBE ON APPLICATION.

Digksons.s'.Ghester

BROCKWORTH PARK PEAR
The fruit of this remarkable Pear is very large and hind-

some, the flesh is juicy, melting, and of tine fl.vour, ripening
ibjut Ihe end ot September or beginning of October. Tho
colouris jellow, riclily dotted, slightly C'imson nest the sun.
It is a reUable fruit-bearing variety, and Ins been awarded ft

First-class Ceitificate of Merit by the Royal Horticultutal
Sjciety.

We have a few EXTRA LARGE -SIZED
FRUITING PYRAMIDS at 3s. 6cl anti 5s. each.

Ordinary-sized Pyramids, 2s. each.

We can supply one dozen choiee Pyramid

Pear Trees of the most delicious sorts, our

selection, including Broekworth Park, tor 18s.

J. G.WHEELER & Son
Kingsholm Nursery,

PRIVATE SALE-FRUIT TREfS.

90,000 S!
'IT TKEKS (StaiKlaiil,

'ynimid. und Wrtll-tr-iiiiod).— Aj i»1ch,

Cherries,' riuins, I'eiiehe.s, and Filbfrts ; L'O.UOO tnll, noble

standard Vietoiin riums and Dumsons, pix j'ots old. Tho
Iro fl :iro without bUinlsh, twice tran.'*[la'ited, tjtloiididly

grown, antl Intended fur tenants and tho hod^'eruws on tho

estate. 21.000 IJhiek Currimts and forty kinds of Goos( birriop.

Tho superb Uhtnlndendroiia ; Maiden, Stiindrtrd, and Dwarf
RoBCH ; speeiraon Shrvib>;nnd Hohics, frutrounaingtho niftusl^u,

Bcovircd tut reccutly rogardlesB of cost; also haidy flowers.

See iirin'e 1 C.ita'oRvieH. Rotnoving.— Kstato Aetnt, Hi nourallo

(3KKTt>vi'ii JoNLH, Cluicbflcld, Cnvdioy, near Malvtru.
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FRANK CANT'S

HAVE BEEN AWARDED THE

Jubilee Champion CupoftheN.R.S.
AND THE

First Prizes in the great 72 Classes

AT

HEREFORD, WOLVERHAMPTON,
MANCHESTER, and TIBSHELF,

Besides upwards of 40 other First Prizes
this year.

Full List of Prizes for Four Years published in my
ROSE CATALOGUE, post free.

Braiswick Nursery,
COLCHESTER.

ROSES

For Pleasure and Profit.

rn 1 1IT NOTHING so PEOFITiBLE

rKIII I ^"<^^'^^ ^'^ ^^^^-

I IIUI I 74 ACRES in STOCK
See CATALOGUE fur Simple Instructions and kinds of Treia

to i-iiit all soils.

HUNDREDS of
THOUSANDS

Packing and Carriage Free
for Cash with Order.

BUSHES, 8s. per doz., eOs. 100.

ROSES in Pots, from 15s. per doz.

ORNAMENTAL TREES 91 ACRES.
4 a.cise:s of 0]:,.Ass.

Clematis (80>000) from 15s. doz.

X 1>. -SiiiKlt' Plimts are snld at slightly increased prices.

SEB:I>S Eind
I

Vegetable, Flower,

^UZd^S S and Farm.
DESCRIPTIVE LISTS FREE.

RICHARD SMITH & CO., Worcester.

TRADE OFFER OF LARGE PALMS.
W. ICETOX ha3 a large stock of the leading kinds of

Decorative Palms from 6 feet to 25 feet high, fit for conservatory
and house decoration. Dracf^nas, U;imboo', and other foliage
plant". Lowest prices quoted on application.

WINTER
FLOWERING

PLANTS

Heaths, Epa-^ris, Lilacs, Genista, Cycla-
mens, Primulas, Bouvardias, Camellias,
Azaleas, &c. fp'endidly set for bloom.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

UIUKSOJS (400 Acres) uHloTER
(LIMITED)

OF

FRUIT TREES AND ROSES
A Lari?e and Select Stock is now offered for Sale.

The Illvistratod and Descriotive Catalogxio of Fruits post free 81.
The Descriptive Catiilogue of Roses post free.

THOMAS RIVERS & SON
THE NURSERIES, Sawbridgeworth, HERTS.

CAENATION PAINTED LADY, the
oldest and by far the sweetest of all Carnations, bright '

r<ise, 9-'. per doz., G'l's. per 100; all other good kinds.—T.
SMITH, Daiby Hill Nurs ry, Newry.

DAITIELS BUOS.,
NORWICH.

We are large iniporter.s of Dutch and other flower roots, and
offer a fine asfcortment of all the choicest in Hyacinths, Tulip',
X.ircissi, Lilies, Crocus, Anemones, &c., in finest quality at
mt derate prices.

LILIUM HARRISSI
(The Bermuda Easter Lily).

Magnificent variety. Long-, pure white trumpet flower?,
deliciously scented. First-i*ate for pot culture or for forcing.
Fine seletted Bulbs per 103, 40s.

;
per doz. 63. Od.

Extra fine ,, ,, ,, OOs. ; ,, ,, Ss. I'.d.

A fdw very large bulbs ,, ,, l^s. Od.

FRUIT TREES.
Apples, Pears, Piuins, Ch-.rries, Peaches, Apricots Nectarines.

A grand assortment of all the choicest varieties in fine standard,
dwarf and traioed tiees ; also a fine collection of Gooseberries,
Currants, Raspberries, Strawberry Plants, &.c.

ROSES.
Hybrid Perpetualsand Teas— a very fine collection. Before

planting sen! for our beautifully-illustrated Catalogue of the
ab.ve, gatia and post fiea to all intending purchaaeia.

TOWN CLOSE NURSERIES, NORWICH.

BEAEIXTQ FEACn TUBES
A few very fine bearing dwarf-tra'ned and standard trees,

fibrously-rooted, well-balanced heads. Prices on application.

W. ICETON, PUTNEY, S.W.

DUTCH FLOWER BULBS,
MISCELLANEOUS BULBOUS & TUBEROUS-

ROOTED PLANTS.
The new Catalogue (Slst year) of tbese Articles (No. 509) of
B. H. KRELAGE & SON, INurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists
to the Court, Haarlem, Holland, has been published, and will
be Bent post-free and without charge to all who apply for it

by prepaid letter direct to

E. H. KRELAGE & SON, HAARLEM, HOLLAND.

APPLE TREES ON OWN ROOTS.
Splendid collection of the best vaiieties to dispose of. Trees

now well fruited. Inspection earnestly Invited.
Prices, One Tree, 2s. 0d. ; Qis. per dozen.

KEN^RY sk£:pke:ri>,
NURSERYMAN,

CAPEL, DORKING, SURREY
Niu'sey ies ailjoin the Ockhy Station.

TOTHOSEABODTTOPLANT
A Descriptive Catalogue of Roses, Fruit Trees, Conifers,
Eyergreen and Flowering Shrubs, Rhododendrons, Ornamental
and Forest Trees, Clematis and other CUmbers, In large variety,
sent free on application to

GEO. JACKMAN & SON,
'Woking N'uipsepy,

Established 1810. Akea, 150 Acres.

Raspberry Canes & Red & Black Currant Trees,

Best Varieties, for SALE in large quantities.
An-i.Y -

MANAGER. R. Baths Fruit Farm8, WISBECH.

SPECIALITV, JAPANESE LILIES. Send for Catalok'uo
containing niiny new Varieties ; all Bulba homo grown and of
splendid quality.

WALLACE & CO. , St. John Street , COLCHESTER.

NEW
CHRYSANTHEMUMS
FINEST NEW JAPANESE VARIETIES.

—Loui* Boehmcr, Gljire du Richer, Bouquet a Dame,
U C. Kingston, W. Tiecker, Cesar^ Cjsta, Kvnsford White,
Mohawk, Mr. A. H. Neve, Bciuty . f Castle Ilill". William L:me
and W. H. LiQColn. Finest new incurved varioties-M. R.
Bahuant, Aunis Hofcte, Camill) KJamaiion, Mine. I»drrier,

Robert Cann:ll, Mmc. F. Mist ael, and Mme Mante.
Strong cultingB of the above. 1p. ench ; IOh. ptr dozen.

Ryecroft Nursery, Hither Green Lane, Lewisham,

FRUIT TREES

!

FRUIT TREES !

!

HUGH LOW & CO.
Offer, of good quality, and will esteem favour of <.)rders:

—

APPLES—Dwarf Maidens, Dwarf Trained, 2-yr. Uatrlmmed,
Pyramids, Stindanrs.

APRICOTS—Standard, and Standard Trilned.
CHERRIES—Dwarf Maidens, Dwarf Trained, 2-yr. Untrimmed,

Pyramids, Standards.
PEARS—Dwarf .Maidens, Dwarf Trained, Pyramids. St.andarda,
PLUMS—Dwarf Maidens, Dwarf Trained, 2-yr. Untrimmed,

Pyramids, fctandards
DAMSONS, FARLEIGH PROLIFIC-Dwarf Maidens, Pyra-

mids. Standards.
PEACHES AND NECTARINES-Dwarf Maidens, Dwarf

Trained, Standards, Standard Trained.

Quanliti/ Lariie—<iiMlitij Good—Prices Modirate.

Inspection In'\'ited

Bush Hill Park Nursery, ENFIELD.

CANT S ROSES
HAVE WON I HE

National Champion Trophy, 1891, and
FIVE TIMES PllEVIOUSLV, ALSO

Chiswiclc Cliallenge Trophy, 1891.

Besides 1690 other First Prizes and 65 Silver

Cups and Medals.

The most successful Grower and
Exhibitor for the last 40 years.

Catalogues post free on application to

Benjamin R. Cant
ROSE GROWER,

COLCHESTER.
Tdi-grama: *' ('a;i(, Colckester." Established 12(3 Veai;s.

Im.X>ox>tci;nt to Pla^iii-tex^s

LITTLE & BALLANTYNE,

KNOWEFIELD NURSERIES, CARLISLE.
Offer an unusually large and varied stock of Poorest and
Ornamental Trees, Evergreen and Flowering Shrubs, Fruit
TrecHi Grape Vines, Roses, A:c , all well grown and very

healthy.

See Catalogue, free.

Special offers made and contracts drawn up o?i

short notice.

" Mrs. Reynolds Hole" and other
roi>ular Hardy Border ('aroations
and Picotecs should be planted
now. Descriptive Catalogues
of Hardy Florists' Flowers

on application.

CARNATIONS
ANI> OTHER H.\ia>V

BORDER PLANTS

DiCKSONSrsCHESTER

150,000. SPECIAL OFFER OF KENTIAS
W. ICETON' has a larno quantity of the above to olTcr very

reasonable at from £7 10s. pur lUOU.

Thumbs, -well OBtablishod, at £10 per 1000.
60's, ,, ,, „ £30 per 1000.

W. ICETON, PUTNEY, S.W.

TAMWORTH EED PIGS FOR SALE.—
Sows, Yelts, and Young Boars. Pure pedigree bred.

Strongly recommended as good bacon pigs ; »Iso for crossing

purposes.— Price and full particulars, on application to BailifT

Manor Farm, Kingscote, K.G., Sussex.
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NEW OSTRICH PLUME

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
The best aTjd moat distinct Novelties of the aeasan.

The new Golden Yellow variety of the " hairy family," fre:;

bloomer, of good habit, and strong couatitution.

Well - rooted Plants for Spring delivery, 63. each.
6 „ ,. „ „ for 30a.

Spacial terms for qumtlties to the trade oa application.

H baEiLaStine,
The new Bronze variety uf ths ' liiiry family, profvise

bloomer, finj hab t, and excellent constitution.

Well -rooted Plants for Spring deliverv, 5s. each
6 „ „ ,. „ for 25s

Special terms for quantitiei to the trade on application.

All orders for the above two proved and eterlinar novelties,

now offered for the first time, will be executed inslrict rotation,

and for further description, write for our new Chry aathemum
Catalogue, post free on application.

To secure the be^t plants orJer at once from

PITCHER & MANDA,
THE UNITED STATES NURSERIES,

HEXTABLE, SWANLEY, KENT
Who at piesent hold the entire stock of both vaiictiea.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Our whole aim and exertion is ti grow and supply pla tsand

cuttings in the highe&t pos-^ible condition, so thit they succeed
everywhere. It would g'addea the heart of every veteran
grower to see our hou a filled with the finest stools, full of

vigour (these were cut down six weeks ago when out in the
ojien gi-oimd), now throwing up the loveliest cnttioga ever sup-
plied, in perfect health and full of colour. It is really extremely
important, however many cuttings exhibitors m.y have on
their overfed esliau-^ted p'ants, to have all thry want for nfxt
season from our grandly pre ared stock, and 1'2,00U plants in

pots specially prepared in the same manner for foreign transit.

See following Testimonials of thegreat re;ult9 from cur impor-
tation to the furthermo t pirts of the glibe, and which hive
made us the 1 irgest exporters of tliese and all other plant 1 and
seeds:—

Mr. T.'Sf'AULi'iN'o, Importer of Ohrjsinthemumo,
Orange, N.J., U.S.A., August 18, ISyl.

Gentlemen.—Tbe'ClirysaiifDemums came to hand in fine

shape ; in fact, bsttcr than any ever received. 1 do not think
I bhall lo^e one.

Messrs. D. Hat & Sons. M jntpellier Nuraery,
Auckland, N.Z., September 11, 1891.

Dear S'rs,—We have very much pleasure in informing you
that the plants arrived in the b:st possible condition. We are

delighted, and thank you.

A RARE OPPORTUNITY
To obtain a Collection of choice

FERNS & SELAGINELLAS
At exceedingly low x^rices.

SPECIAL AUTUMN LIST

Vr. & J. BIRHENSEAD,
FERN NURSERY, SALE. MANCHESTER.

XXSIS pallida dalmatica, the fineiifc of the Flag Iris,

per 100, eOs. ;
per doz., 0,s.

,, Btylosa and e. Bpeciosa, fine clumps for pot-

ting .

.

per doz., 9s.

,, cristata, lovely creeping species,

tufts, doz., 4s. ; 100, 20s.

crowns .. ,, 12s.

This can be supplied by the 1000.

,,
Keempferi, in fine named kinds, strong healthy

green clumps .. per doz., 9^. and 12s.

All other li.irdy kinds equally good and cheap.

T. SMITH, Daisy Hill Nursery, NEWRY.

Mr. Edwin Hesketh, Bank Buildings, Auckland, N.Z.,

June 20, ISl'l.

D3ar Sirs,— I have t) offer you my beat thanks for the plants.

They all reached me in grand condition ; nothing could havd
baen btttsr. This will be euro to bring its reward. I bhall

ask your valuable assist ince again.

4S» Snidfoi' nnrs, thrniust and moat correct ILLUSTRATED and

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of the besl kept Collection in

thr Wf>rld.

H. CANNELL & SONS
SWANLEY, KENT.

gre:sNHoxj ss s.
This Illustration is an exact

copy of my Amateur Span-
roofed Greenhouses, which
are made of well-seasoned red
deal. Complete, with Venti-
lators, Irons for opening,
Staging, Glass, &c. Made 5i
sections so that they can be
erected by any gardener or

,^ ,„ , J 1. .. handy man in a few hours.
^l^V^yJC"^^"^^^ together. 7 by 5 ft., 568.; 9 by 6 ft., £4 •

2 ^y 8 "-'/^ : \^ by 10 ft.. £8 108. ; 20 by 10 ft. £12 ; 25 by 10
ft., £17. Any size made. t

* j

Painted and glazed, 3 by 4 ft., 68. 6d. ; 6 by 4 ft., 98. each.
For Illustrations and prices of Lean-to's, J Spans, Summer.

houses, Pou'.try-houses, &c., see list.
Cucumber Frames

complete from 18s.

Conservatories, Forcing
HovMS. Sash-barst Qlats,

Ac, Ac.

Send for Illustrated
List, post free, con-
taining Specifications of Greenhouses, from 488. to £220.
Good, sound, well-seasoned materials only used. Estimates

for every description of Horticultural Buildings, Plans, &c.,

free. All orders carefully packed and put on rail.

Show Ground: Devonshire Grove, adjoining.

W. COOPER, 751, Old Kent Road, S.E.

TRADE OFFER of PALMS, &G.
Kentia Fobt. and Bel. in thumbs, at 20p. per 100; OO's at

608. per 100 ; 48'8 at 24s. per doz. ; 32's at 483. per doz. C icos

Wed. in thumbs at 20s. per 100 ; ()0'sat55s. per lOO. Beaforthia

eleaans in eO's at 32s. per 100 ; 4.s'8 at £5 per ICO.

W. IGETON^ has a fine stock of Asparagus p. nanus in thumbs,
and go's, Pandanus Veitchi, Dracirna Lindeui, Ficus elastica.

^SiST. ICETON, PUTNEY, S.W.

REIGATE SILVER SAND.—Coarse and
fine, on rail at Belgate Station, 78. 6d. per t)n, not less

than 4-ton trucks. Terms, cash with order.—Apply to H. Sims,

The Priory, Reiirate

PEAT f-ORCHIDS
AZALEAS, RHODODENDEONS,

Heaths, Ferns, &c. ; Loam, Leaf Mould and Potting
Compost, all first class. Prepared Orchid Feat a Speciality. For
price litt apply to The Forkster, Joyden Wood, near Bexley,
Kent. Special terms to the Trade.

THE GARDEN.
A neio Volume commenced July 4, 189L

The Garden is sent direct from the Ofl&ce in London, post free, payable in advance; for One year, 19s. 6d, ; Half a year, Qs. 9d.
;
Quarter

of a year, 58. The Garden is also posted regularly to the United States, Canada, and the Continent of Europe, and all places under Class

A of the Postal Union for twelve months at 24s. -
. -

SUBSCRIPTION FORM FOR "THE GARDEN."

(To be filled up by intending Subscribers, cut out, and returned to the Office.)

Please to send me THE GARDEN for

^

eommeneing — — . for which I enclose

Name_

Address.

Date

FORM OF ORDER TO NEWSAGENTS.
To Mr . .

Bookseller.

Please supply me with THE GARDEN, Weekly ; commencing

on . ^ , and continue ths same till further

notice.

Date^

{Signed)_

Addresf_

[Please supply the Paper unfolded, to avoid injury to the Coloured Plate.]

POSTAIL. ORDERS.
[Postal and Money Orders should he filled up in the rmme of Thomas Spanswick, payable at the MoTiey Ordtr Offi e, O.P.O.

and should be crossed London and County Bank.]

THE GARDEN OFFICE, 37, Southampton Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
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The garden ANNUAL
ALMANACK AND ADDRESS BOOK FOR 1892.

Alphabetical List of Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists.
An Almanack for the Year 1892.

Seasonable Work for each Month.
flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables Procurable each Month. ^'^^ °^ Horticultural Builders, ic, &c.

New Plants of the Past Year. Lists of Gardens, Country Seats, and Gardeners.

THE MO;T COMPLETE AND ACCURATE REFERENCE BOOK FOR THE USE OF ALL INTERESTED IN GARDENS.

PRICE ONE SHILLING. POST FREE ONE SHILLING AND THREEPENCE.

Of all Booksellers, Newsagents, or from the Publishing Office

-WT.O.

PEOTECT YOTTE PLANTS AND GLASS FEOM FKOST,
DAMP, AND COLD WINDS BY USING

"FRIGI DOMO"
(RF'MSTEF.ED THADR M\kK)

CANVAS.
Patronised by Her Majesty the Queen, for Windsor Castle

and Frogmore Gardens ; the Duke of Northumberland ; the
Duke of DevoDshird ; the lat3 Sir J. Paxton, for the Crystal
Palace ; the Royal Gardens, Kew ; the late Professor Linaley,
for the Royal Horticultaral . oc'ety Baroness Burdett-Coutts,
Lord A. Edwin Hill Trevor. &c., &c.

Made of PREeARED HAIR aul WOOL. A perfect non-
conductor of heat or cold, keeping a fixed temperature where
it is applied. For all Horticulturdl and Floricultural purposes
it has an int insic value, lotrodueed by the late Elisha T.

Archer more than 20 years ago. Cut to any lengths required.

To be had of all Nurserymen and Florists.

BFOR
PRICE LIST &, PARTICULARS ACDRESS*)

ENJAMINPDGINGTONI3Duke S^ AJ LondonB/i/DaE\

BOULTON & PAUL,
MAKIFAHTHERS,

WIRE ESPALIER TRAINERS,
Ift. high, with Standards 10ft. apart, and six lines of Gal-

vanised Wire, per yard 6d.
Terminal Posts and Radiseeiira, each 9s. Prices of othei

heights on application. lUuatraled Catalogues post free.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FRAMES.
QUE WfJLIi-KlTOWK MAKE.

PORTABLE PLANT FRAMES.
These Frames are made of the best materials, and can be put

together and taken apart in a few minutes by anyone.

Siaes and Prices. Glazed and Painted. £
6 ft.

6 ft.

IS ft.

6 ft.

12 ft.

13 ft.

4 ft.

5 ft.

5 ft.

6 ft.

d.

O
O
O
O
O
6

longby3ft.wide.(;gsljPfjggs ,3 O

'

\ Carriage jli?
J Paid \% \|

Larger Sizes at prortortionate prices.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL WORKS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Condon Agent—Mr. H. Skelton, Seedsman, Ac, S, Hollowa;

Bead, N.

THE BEST OF ALL WINDOW DECORATIONS,
The most perfect Substitute for STAINED GLASS.

More than 600 difTerent designs—Floral, Emblematic,
Ecclesiastic, Heraldic, Pictorial, Historical, &.c.

SUITABLE for every DESCKIPTION OF WINDOWS.
Can be fitted to any glass by anyone following

our printed instructions.

Permanency Guaranteed.
Ft. IWJi.TSON &, CO.,

B6, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C

STON-CLINTON STRAW MATS, the
warme t coverings for pUs and frames. Sizes Gft 6in. by

3ft. '.tin. at 2". ; 6ft. 6in. by 4fC. Gin. at 28. 2d. ; 6ft. 6in. by 7ft.

at 33 'Jd. — Apply to Misa MoLiyUB, Aston*Clintoo, Trlng,
Bucks,

^ COAL >
The Best and Cheapest Fuel for Grecnhouso Boilera,

Stoves, and Heating Apparatus.

Hendreforgan Anthracite Smokeless Coal.

The U.N'ITED ANTHRACITE COLLIERIES (Limited) sup-

ply their siztd Nut .ind Cobble Coals, delivered in truckloads

to any Railway Station. This Coal is at/solu't-h/ imfiheUss. and
requires much less attention th.an any other description of fuel,

burning for twelve hours at Uast without any supervision, and
giving a greater and more regular heat.

Quotations c»n bo had on application to the Company's
Offlces, 23, Lime Street, London, E.C.

Quotiitions for London Delivery can be obtained for the

Northern, Western, and South Western districts from Messrs.

O. R. Carter ji Son, Coal Exchange, E.C. ; and for tlie South
Eastern district from Messrs. W. Dowell & Co., Coal Mer-

chants, Greenwich, 8.E.

QARD'EN FRAIIOIS.
1 light, 6 ft. by 4 ft., £2 2 ; 2 Ught, 6 ft. by 8 ft., £8 10

Slight, Gft. by 12 ft., £4 17 6.

Carriage paid to any Station in England and Wales. Made of

the best red deal, well-seasoned, glazed with 21-oz. English

sheet glass, painted 4 coats, can be put together in a few
minutes by a Gardener without screws.

PLANT PROTECTORS.
Of these we have several kinds. Our Lists should bo asked for

8 ft. by 6 ft., £4 15 0; 12 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft., £7 2 6

Made with h-on ribs, the Ughts to turn right over. Also

made with the front A of thick glass or slate shibs, the whole

of the frame-work of iron, the lights of wood.

GLAZED COVERS FOR FRUIT -WTALLS,
For a wall 10 feot high, 128. per foot nm, glazed and painted

complete ; can be taken down and readUy axed without scrcvs.

L1BT8 OH APPLICATION.

MESSENaER&COMFAITY
HORTICnLTURAL BTTILDXBS,

ILiOXJGHSOFtOXJ GHC.
London 0ffice-1ij3. PalnurBton liviildlngs, Old UroadSt., E.G.

BKOWX aii.l BLAC-lv FIBROUS PEAT,
25s. per ton, or £r, jier Truck of 4 tons ; Bags, .is. each ;

PEAT for forming Rhododendron, Bog. and American Plant

Beds, 2Is. per Ton, or £4 per Truck of 4 tons. Bags, 5s each ;

10 Ba^ 45s -TuoM,v3 WAI.KEB, Tekels Park, Camberley, Surrey
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PAULS' NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS
For the Best Rojcs.

PAULS' NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS
For the Best lUillj^, Heodii, Ac.

PAULS' NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS
For the Best Fruit Trees and Grape Vines.

PAULS' NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS
For the Bo3t Evergresns, Park and Koadside Trees.

PAULS' NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS
Fcr tlie Best Caiiirll'as, Azaltas, Lapagtrias, kc.

PAULS' NURSERIES, WALTHAM CROSS
South Entrance four mhiutes' wilk from Waltham Cross Station,
G.E.R. West Entrance three minutes' walk from Theobald's

Grove Station, G.E.R.

Inspection invited. Prices strictly moderate
Priced Catalogues free.

Goods packed by (xperienced hands for all parts of the
world. Oardentrs of character and experience
reommended. Obserre the Christian name—

WM. PAUL & SON,
Hose Growers by Appointment to Her

Majesty the Queen,

TREE, PLANT, BULB and SEED MERCHANTS,

WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

ESTABLISHED 1S32.

NO CONNEXION WITH ANY OTHER FIRM
OF THE SAME NAME.

Celebrated

HYACINTHS,

AND ALL OTHER

DUTCH, CAPE AND EXOTIC

BULBS_&PLA1TTS,

^To.J7iAZa^!^fl^f51lli".l^-trorG:L?aI^

Messrs. 2CEBTENS 9o CO.,
3, Croas Lane, London. B.C.

liSow. 14, 1891.

& GO. S

DUTCH
HYACINTHS,
TULIPS,
CROCU'?,
NARCISSUS,

LILIUM,
GLADIOLUS,
Pi^ONIES,
IRIS, &e., BULBS

and all other bulbouB roots and plan^B, including Gesne-
racefe, Aroidew, Aquatics, &c., for the Garden, Green-
house, and Stove.

Goodfi delivered Carriage Paid at Purchaser's
Door in Great Britain and Ireland.

NO PACKING CHARGES.
Superb Complete Oollections for In- and Out-
door at 9b., 12b., £1 lB.,£3 29., £3 3s, and X5 5s.
In ordering, please state for which purpose required.
Our Out-door Guinea Box contains over lOOO bulbs, as

—

40 Hyacinths, finest mixed.
50 Tulips, single early „
25 Tulips, double ,. ,,

26 Bybloemens and Bizarres,

mixed.
20 Nareis Polyanthus, mixed
20 ,, poeticus. single.

12 ., incomparabilis, double
400 Crocufl, in four separate

colours.

150 Ranuneulu.s, 3 sorts,
mixed

50 Anemones, double mixed,
50 ,, single ,,

50 Spanish Iris.

12 English Iris.

50 Snowdrops.
25 Winter Aconites.
25 Scilla siblrica.

20 Gladiolus, finest mixed.

Beautiful BngUsh Amateur's Catalogue, newly illustrated.
Gratis and Post Free from

VAN MEERBEEK & CO.,
Gpo-SHTex?s ,

HILLEGOM, H^StilM, HOLLAND.
Pi.PASK Mkn'tion Paprr

ANTHONY WATERER
Invites an inspection from intending planters to the
folio-wing well-grown trees, having stout, clean stems,
with handsomely furnished, well-balanced heads, and'
from frequently transplanting, are splendidly rooted.
The girth of the stem is taken at 4 ft.from the ground :—
Acacia Bessoniana, lo to 14 ft.

;
girth, 3 to 4 inches.

Acer dasycarpum. 1 1 to 20 ft. ; girth, 4 to S inches.
Wiepi laciniata, 10 to 14 ft.; girth, 3 to 6 in

Negundo variegata, standards, S to 10 ft.

Reltenbachl, 12 to 14 ft.
;
girth, 4 to 5 inches.

Schwsdlerl, 1'-' to is ft. ; girth, 4 to 8 Inches.
Wopleyi, l'-' to 14 ft.

; girth, 4 to 6 inches.
Ash, Mountain, 12 to 14 ft. ; girth, 4 tD 5 inches.
Beech, purple, pyramids and standards, 10 to 20 ft girth

4 to !t inches.
"

Birch, Silver, 12 to 14 ft. ; girth, 4 to 5 inches.
Cerasus serotina, 12 to 16 ft.

;
girth, 4 to 7 inches

Chestnuts, Horse, 14 to 20 ft ; girth, 6 to 11 Inchts.
„ „ double white, 14 to li'. f •.

; girth, li to 8 in
,, scarlet, 12 to 18 ft.

; girtb, .'; to 10 inches
,, Spanish OP Sweet, 12tol4ft.;girth,4 to,', inches

Elms, English, 10 to 12 ft
; girth, 3 to 6 inches

,, Guernsey, lu to is ft,
;
girth, 7 to ii inches.

Limes, 12, 16 and 20 ft.
; girth, 3 t-> 10 inches.

,, euchlopa op dasystlla, 12 to 14 ft
: girth, 4 to i; in

,, Silvep leaved (Tilia argentea), 12 to 14 ft.
; girth

U to 6 inches.
Liquldambar, 6 to 10 ft.

Maple Nopway. 12 to 16 ft.

Oak, English, 12 to 14 ft.
; girth, 4 to 5 inches.

,, Scaplet American, 12 to 14 ft.
;
girtii 4 t)

Planes, English-grown, 12 to 16 ft.
; gir h, 4 ti

Poplar canadensis nova (tho true variety), 12
girth, 3 to 7 inches.

Sycamore, common, 12 to 17 feet ; girth, 4 to 7 inches
purple, 14 to 16 ft.

; girth, 6 to 7 Inches
ThoPns, double scarlet, S to 10 ft.

,, double pink, ,S to 10 ft.

,, double white. H to 10 ft.

Tulip Tpees, 8 to 10 ft

Walnuts, rommon, 10 to 12 ft.

WEEPING TREES.
Beech, Weeping, p.vnimi.l.s andstaudar.is, 8 to 12 ft.

t>- 'V « ". ,
'""'1''^'. l'y-"ntdsuudBtandni-ds, 7 to 12 ft

Birch, Young s Weeping, pyramids and standards, 8 to 14 ft
,, Cut-leaved Weeping, II) to 12 ft,

Elms. Weeping, pjnuuid.-, and stiuidards, 7 to II ft
Lapch, Weeping, pyramids, 8 to Kj ft.

Poplar, Weeping, pyramids and stindnrda, 10 to 12 ft

Knap Hill Nursery, WOKING, SURREY.

5 inches.
'> inches.

; to 16 ft.

Veitghs Hyacinths
FOR BEDDING.

IN DISTINCT SHADES OF COLOUR.
Specially selected varie'ies to flower at the Eame time,

producing large trufses of bloom.

15s. to 2Xs. f»ex> lOO.
2s. to 3s. pes* clozen.

Veitgh s Tulips
FOR BEDDING.
Sca.x'Iet, 6s. lOO ; SSs. lOOO.
'White, Ts. lOO ; 6Ss. lOOO.

Y'ello-vir, 12s. XOO; llOs. lOOO.

Veitghs Crocus
FOR BEDDING.
FINEST NAMED VARIETIES.

^lue, 2s. lOO; 17s. 6d. 1.000.
'Wliite, 2s. lOO; ITs. 6d. lOOO.
Stpiped, 2s. lOO ; ITs. 6d. lOOO,

F„r olh.r Bulbs see C.iTALOGVE, form^rdti Gratis and I

Post Free on application. I

JAMES VEITCH ft SONS,
BOYALi EXOTIO NURSERY,

CHELSEA. LONDON, S.W.

DR. SMILESS WORKS.
JASMIN : Barber, Poet, Philanthropist.

" 11 rasait bieii, il chantalt mieux. . . . Si la 1- I'.iuce posg^.
daitdix poetes comme Jasmin, dix put'tes de cotte influen
elle n aur^it pas k craindre de iLvolutions."— SainU-Beuve.

LIFE AND LABOUR ; or, Characteristics of
nf Men ot Indu.stry, T.dent, and (Jrtilu .

>'<•'.

MEN OF INVENTION AND INDUSTRY. 6s.

THE HUGUENOTS : Their Settlements,
Ctiurt'hes, aud Induetries in England and Iieland. Cruwu
Svo, 78. 6d.

. each.

SELF-HELP.
CHARACTER.

THRIFT.
DUTY.

SELF-HELP IN FRENCH, 5s.

INDUSTRIAL BIOGRAPHY. 6s.

LIVES OF THE ENGINEERS. Illustrated.
6 voU. 7s. iii. each.

"We cannot but refer to the captivating and instructive
vohimes which Dr. Smiles ha.s devoted to tlie "Lives of tho
Engineers," a record not before attempted of the achlevementa
of a race of men who have confeirud tho highest honour and
the most extensive benefits on thtU* country."

—

/Hinburgh

LIFE OF GEORGE STEPHENSON. With
IHuatratiuus. 21b. ; 7e. lU. ; or 28 Od.

"Wo have read this book with uumiii^'Ieii satisfaction. Wd
hardly ever remember to have icad a biu^rapby s i thoroughly
uoalTected. . . . It is an artless attempt tu .^ut oat tho character
andcareerof one I if the most ingenious, honest, r63olute. homely,
and kind-hearted of humin btiiiK';'. Tho cut 're stjlc of tho work
in uuaiiibitiou.s, lucid, thoroughly niAnly, atid good." SUin-dny

JAMES NASMYTH, ENGINEER : An Auto-
biography. With I'orlr.iit and '.iQ Ulu-itr.itixns. i6j.and(i.s

LIFE OF THOMAS EDWARD, Scotch
NiiturAli.'-l.. Tllustiatcd by CfiuKr iUid. IMt.a.A. Cs.

LIFE OF ROBERT DICK, Geologist and
llct^mibt. Illustrated, l-'s.

"Men of DUks type aro rare ; their tximplo is too ticcIous
tololoHt; liut tlu-y iiro themsolv.s tho Ust to rco gniso iluir
own value. His motto and his watchwords, in tLo energy < f

his youuger labour, as iu his refusal to > icld to tho i)rcs8urB vf
his liter troubles, wore ever, Work, Devo'ion, High Eudotvour
— 111 a word, that Belf-htlp which Is tho found ituu of all htlp
to oth^Ta."—Quarttr[y iUvteio.

JOHN MURRAY, Albemarle Street, W.
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"This Is an Art
Which does mend Nature ; change it rather

;

The Art itself is Nature."—Shakespeare.
but

Kitchen Garden.

FORM A.T ION OF ASPARAGUS BEDS.
No other vegetable is perhaps more thought of
than Asparagus, but, judging by the indiiferent
samples we often see and the haphazard treat-
ment the beds are subjected to, this would not
seem to be the case. I have often heard
it remarked when inspecting Asparagus beds
or their produce, that it is to the icdifferent
character of the soil and so forth that
such samples are due. Certainly all soils are
not naturally adapted for the free growth of
Asparagus, and such being the case, those who
may have the preparation of the beds must cast
about for suitable material to improve the tex-
ture of the soil. Asparagus is essentially a
maritime plant, and although it loves moisture
to a certain extent, yet the soil must be sandy
and well draiued. It is not exactly the low-
ness of temperature that kills Asparagus when
it succumbs during the winter, but the wet and
sodden condition of the soil which surrounds
the roots. On naturally welldrained and sandy
soils Asparagua may be cultivated at a mini-
mum of cost and labour, it being merely a
question of previously well working the soil
and adding manure or other material that will
improve the staple. On cold and clayey soils
additions will have to be made that will render
the rooting medium lasting, The time to com-
mence the formation of extra beds is when
those established show signs of degenerating or
where a system is in vogue of making other
plantations as the others or a part are removed
for forcing. Those people who may only have
had experience in the growing of Asparagus on
deep alluvial soils, as in the valleys of so°me of
our rivers or in the neighbourhood of the
sea-shore, are not aware of the difficulties of
those less favourably situated. Visitors on
seeing our beds think that it is owinc to the
suitabdity of the soil and so forth, but if the
soil had not been prepared for the Asparagus
and the fertility kept up afterwards by judi-
cious surface-feeding, the growth would have
been jjoor, and the roots would have succumbed
during the winter. It is through inatten-
tion to surface - feeding that many beds owe
their downward course. .ludging by the quan-
tity of solid manure which some people pile
upon their beds during the autumn months,
afterwards surfacing with soil dug out between
the beds or even wheeled on, the wonder is how
the shoots can struggle through upon the return
of the annual growth. This is, however, looked
upon by many people as the proper plan. The
system of growing the plants in narrow beds is
fast dying out, and well it should be, as it is a
very unnatural method. How can the plants
be expected to thrive, or rather throw stron<^
shoots with the roots either mutilated by the
annual digging of the soil out of the alleys to
pile upon the top, by which the outer roots
are often bared, or perhaps dried up durino- the
summer months > True, the system of gro°wing
Asparagus in raised beds is sometimes put forth
as evidence of its value where the soil is natu-
rally cold and ill drained, but the same systemmay be carried out on a more extended scale by
having the whole surface raised, and the cost or
trouble in the first instance would be amnlv
cnmnono'ifn.^ f^— 1— ii 1 ... . 'I ^

quality of the produce. By having the beds
upon the level the roots from the outer rows
extend ; consequently there is nothing to inter-

rupt their progress, and the freer root - run,
coupled with the extra moisture afibrded during
the growing season, cannot but have a very con-
siderable influence on the successful growth of
the plants both at the root and top. Such
being the case, I can strongly recommend
growing Asparagus on the level as being
the most rational. Many people adopt the
system of raised beds simply because it is

an old method. Certainly, for a year or
two the plants would grow apace, but such
only would be for a time, as during a dry
season, when a supply of either water or liquid
would be of benefit, it would be diflicult to
apply it.

I have been led to call attention to the for-

mation of Asparagus beds at this season on
account of the extra time at disposal for col-

lecting the material for forming them, as with
this perfectly ready the plants cjn soon be put
in position when the time arrives. Good drain-
age, natural or otherwise, is of the greatest
importance to ensure the successful cultivation
of Asparagus. Any light soil overlying gravel
may soon bo brought into condition by the
addition of suitable material without being at
any extra trouble to provide drainage, but not
so on a cold and heavy soil, on which drainage
must be attended to, if not already provided.
The best materials for improving the staple are
well-burnt garden refuse, road grit, sand, well-
rotted manure, and last, but not least, the
clearings of a pond or ditch. This is an ex-
cellent material for working into the soil, com-
posed as it is of decaying leaves, sand, and
such like deposit. It is most suitable after
having been laid up for a time. I have a large
plantation formed with such material as the
main ingredient. This has also had free addi-
tions of burned vegetable refuse and manure,
and the condition of the bed as a whole is par-
ticularly noticed by visitors. The site having
been previously well drained, the material was
wheeled on to quite the thickness of 18 inches.

The ground had also been well worked over
and improved, as being a cold clay the surface
had to be raised to ensure warmth. I need
scarcely say the plantsgrewaway very vigorously,
and by surface-dressing annually in the spring
with some rotted manure and burned refuse,

the fertility of the soil is kept up. The growth
is satisfactory in every way, and to every ap-
pearance the bed will do well for many years to

come. Light, well-drained soil, or any of a

warm nature, like that overlying gravel, should
in the first instance be bastard-trenched, work-
ing in during the operation plenty of the material
as stated above. And if the material is at com-
mand, I should not hesitate to add still more to

the surface. Asparagus being such an im-
portant vegetable, surely a special effort should
be made to ensure produce worthy the name,
and not those thin and tough heads which have
so often to pass muster, \^^llat with allowing
weeds to grow and close cutting, it is no wonder
that many beds quickly wear out.

A. Y. A.

these fogs as the old Large Red, and for that reason
it will not be entirely discarded, even though varie-
ties with handsomely shaped fruits be allowed to
supersede it to a great extent.— J. C. Tallack.

Potato Chiswick Favourite.—A correspon-
dent writing to the Jlura/ U'arl// says: "I have
grown the Chiswick Favourite Potato for the last
few years upon the same soil. The following will
give an idea of the value of this variety. The
weight of the seed was 1 cwt. qr. 20 lb. ; the
amount of tubers raised was 20 cwt. qr. 21) lb., of
which 1 cwt. 2 qr. lb. were diseased, and 20 lb.

were very small in size." It would therefore appear
that the quantity of good Potatoes from the 1 cwt.

qr. 20 lb. of seed was Is cwt. 2 qr. 28 lb. The
Chiswick Favourite is an excellent Potato to eat.

Tomatoes.—In answer to Mr. Wythes, I am
sorry not to be able to say anything of the be-
haviour of the Conference Tomato as regards its

fruiting in December and January, as I have not
yet tried it for those months, but I have had no
dilliculty in wintering young plants from seed sown
in August and September for fruiting in the spring
months. Fortunately, we are not subject here to

the killing winter fogs found in the neighbourhood
of London, especially near the Thames. I shouldi-ompensatea tor by the extra quantity and also think no Tomato is so hardy and w«ll abl» to stand

POTATOES.
Judging from reports to hand from various quar-
ters, there is every probability that Potatoes will
be somewhat scarce and dear before winter is over,
as not only are they much diseased in many places,
but it is reported that they are being used in lieu
of Mangold Wurtzels or Beet for feeding and other
purposes for which Beet has been so much grown.
If so, the more rapid consumption is sure to raise
the price of Potatoes, be they ever so plentiful,
and fortunate are they who have good stocks that
are sound and likely to keep, as it is the later stores
that fetch the best prices, for many rush all they
grow into the market at the time of lifting the
tubers, and thus cause a glut. There may, of
course, be imperative reasons for this early sale,

one, and sometimes the chief, being the need of
cash, and another the difficulty of storing, the pit-
ting system being the only means many have of
keeping them on account of possessing no barn or
suitable shed that would hold them. Pitting may
be, and is, all very well in certain districts where
the land is light and naturally well drained and
dry, but not so in cases just the reverse, for if the
tubers are wet or damp at the time they are put
together, or get in that state afterwards, decay
quickly sets in. I have had striking proofs of this
on several occasions, and on one especially it was
brought very forcibly home to me through some
loads being sent in that were taken np and got
rain on them. These when pitted nearly all went
rotten, as they generated heat, and this is al-

ways a danger in pits, as when they are soiled
up, which they must of necessity be rather quickly
it they are to be kept dry, the generated heat can-
not freely escape. A very good way of providing
for its exit is to insert drain pipes or tiles at the
apex of the pit, placing them at about 1 yard apart,
as with these there is always a current of air pass-
ing in and out of the clamp or pit amongst the
Potatoes, for some of the pipes act as downcast
shafts, and the others up, according to the shift of
wind or state of the weather. Another very im-
portant matter in the storage of Potatoes in clamps
is to place them on the level, and not in holes
below it, or if at all, very little, as then when
the soil is dug out alongside the ridge and round
the ends there is a ditch-like hollow to draw away
or catch the water that falls on and runs down the
pit. Besides the tendency, and almost certainty,

Potatoes have of getting hot in clamps through be-
ing in large balk and closely confined, there are
other drawbacks to keeping them in that way, and
chief among these is that the quality, or rather the
flavour, is never so good, as Potatoes from pits

always taste earthy, and any judge or connoisseur
detects it at once. Fortunately, however, the ob-
jectionable flavour goes off after a time if the
tubers are taken and kept out of the clamp
and placed in some sweet, airy cellar or shed,
as then they lose the taint. The Potatoes
must be kept in the dark, as light causes
an even worse malady, .and that is greenness,
which is not only objectionable in appearance,
but it also makes the tubers unwholesome. As
light is so detrimental, it should therefore be ex-
cluded, either by blocking the windows or cover-
ing the Potatoes, the former plan being the better,

as coolness or lowness of temperature is a great
point in keeping the tubers, which in a wana
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place soon begin to sprout and the shoots draw
out, and, as it were, run away with their quality.
One advantage in having Potatoes in sheds or
buildings that have a hard level floor over storing
the tubers in pits is that the sprouting can be so
easily and cheaply prevented, as they can be
shovelled and turned over quickly. The moving
breaks and destroys any germs, and also lets the
warm air out and cools the bulk. The one great
enemy to guard against when keeping Potatoes
during the winter is frost, and in storing them in
buildings that have thin outer walls, boards should
be placed with a space between so as to keep the
tubers from touching the bricks, and they should
also be covered with straw while the hard weather
lasts. Although seed Potatoes seldom get it, they
require ^uite as much or even more care than those
selected for cooking, as sprouting in seed Potatoes
is very weakening, and should therefore be pre-
vented by keeping them as cool as possible and lay-
ing them out quite thin. Light, in the case of seed
Potatoes, instead of being injurious, is beneficial, and
they should also be freely exposed to the air. The
true Ashleaf kind only makes one shoot, and if that
is broken off the tuber is spoiled for planting, which
clearly shows though others may start again, it is in a
much more feeble way, as their sap and force are
nearly expended. The disease has been such a foe
to the Potato growers for the past fifty years, that
it would seem almost hopeless that any remedy
for its prevention or cure will ever be found, and
yet from experiments with sulphate of copper mixed
with water and sprayed on the foliage by the aid of
one or otlier of the newly-invented Strawzonisers,
some people appear to be sanguine enough to cry,
" Eureka I

" and to think that future crops will be
saved. For my own part, I am exceedingly doubtful,
as, though I know that moulds and fungi of various
kinds wUl give way and succumb to such strong
antidotes, their application—to be successful in the
case of Potatoes—is almost impracticable, as they,
like carbolic acid and other so-called disinfectants,
only kill where they touch, and the air may be fall
of bacilla; and bacteria, with floors saturated and
drains charged with carbolic without affecting
their powers of evil. Just the same is it with the
Potato haulm. You may spray and wet the tops of
the leaves, but what about the undersides of the
foliage where the fungoid spores are ?

Woolverstone Park. J. Sheppaed.

NOTES OP THE WEEK.

Hardiness of Jubsea speetabilis.—In reply
ta"E. G. L." (p. 40!l), Jubasa speetabilis stood out here
last wmter in two situation.s fully exposed. Only a few
leaves were placed around the centre of the plant, and
in the axils of the leaves to prevent any water' tliat
might lodge therein freezing and thus bursting off the
fronds. The climate here is very wet, so it is necessary
to guard against it. I tliiuk the Juba;a is the next
most hardy Palm to Chamserops escelsa. Last winter
we had U'' of frost.—W. O., Fola, Cork.

Autumn tints.—The tints of many of the Maples
and American tiaks which are usually of a brilliant
crimson have only been yellow here this wet autumn
but I have never seen the Claret Vine assume a richer
hue. It is on a S.E. wall, and near its base are large
patches of Winter Cherry and the brilliant blue Crocus
speeiosus, all of which giveabrilliaut bit of colour now
in November.—M. A. Konii, lAphook.

Our Liijuidamhar tree ;it Oakwood has been
unusually beautiful this year. I l,ring uji a few leaves
to sliow the richuess of their colour. Tlie tree is only
about 20 feet by 18 f..et, hut it shows out. as a beautiful
object all over the garden, espi'cially nlien the sun
shiuos on it.

—

Gkorok F, Wilsh.v.

Tree Carnation Florain This is a fine
scarlet variety and one of the best for winter-
flowering. It is one of the latest additions to this
useful class of plants. Theie are now many very
good scarlet varieties, and it is difficult to say
which is really the best, for while in one locality
one may take the lead, in others a dilTeront \ariety
will be found to succeed better. Thjy also vaiy in

different seasons. However, after growing the
above for two years, we have found it good in au-
tumn, winter and spring. It is of robust habit,
of moderate height, and very free. The flowers are
not large, but well formed and of a bright lively
colour. We saw this flowering freely in Messrs.
Veitch's nursery at Chelsea, and also with Mr.
H. B, May at KImonton.

Carnation Winter Cheer is another good
scarlet of a deeper shade, of a dwarf habit, and
very free. It has more of the habit of the old fa-
vourite Miss Joliffe, and seems likely to become as
popular as that useful Carnation. We lately saw
a fine batch of Winter Cheer in flower at Messrs.
Veitch'sChelseanursery.Dukeof Fife is afine variety
with large full flowers, but, unfortunately, not con-
stant. At its best it is a fine bright scarlet, but
frequently the flowers are dull in colour, and some-
times much flaked with white.

Abelia rupestris.—The prettiest ornament of
my garden in Su.'isex at this moment is the Abelia
rupestris. Any plant of a good character which is

in the fullest peifection of leaf and flower in the
iiiiildle of Novemlier and in the open must be of
value. But this Abelia can, to my taste, hold its

own in point of beauty against almost .-inythiEfr at
all times. On looking back through my piles of
The Garden from the commencement, I find that
you have given pictures of the Abelia floribunda
and the A. triflora, but have never yet honoured
the A. rupestris in the same manner. I hope
therefore that you may be able to present its

portrait some day or other for the benefit of
such of your readers as are not acquainted with
it.~ T. W. Eelb.

Chrysantliemum Mrs. Alpheus Hardy.—
A'isitors to the National Chrysanthemum Society's
show on November 10 could not help being struck
with the new Louis Boehmer, staged in such num-
bers by Messrs. Cannell and others. It can scarcely
be called beautiful, but there can be no question
that it is one of the most remarkable varieties that
has appeared in recent years. But where was its

near relative, Mrs. Alpheus Hardy ? There did not
appear to be more than half a dozen flowers in the
whole exhibition, and only one of these could be
called up to exhibition form. It appears but too
likely that the unfavourable opinions formed from
its behaviour the first year after being sent out are
fully justified. After growing it for three seasons,
and not obtaining as many good flowers from it, I

am giving it up,if not exactly as hopeless, at least^as
not worth the trouble of growing. It is for those en-
thusiasts who believe it will in time grow out of its

present state to bring about that result.—J.

Dendrobium mutabile.—Although there are
many Dendrobes which this species cannot pretend
to rival in size of flower and brilliancy of colour, it

has, nevertheless, a distinct and charming beauty
of its own. Its flowers are borne in a cluster at
the top of the stem, about a dozen of them con-
stituting the raceme. Each bloom is about an
inch in diameter, all its segments being full and
rounded and overlapping each other. The colour
of the sepals and petals is a faint rose-tinted

white, which glistens as if it were produced by
minute crystals— a few streaks of deeper rose oc-

curring here and there ; the lip is also white and
has a round spot of yellow on the disc. The pseudo-
bulbs are from 1 foot to 15 inches high, tapering
towards the top and bottom. The species is a
native of the mountains of Java, where it was first

discovered by the Dutch botanist Blume many
years ago. It was introduced to England by Messrs.
RoUisson, of Tooting, in IHt."). It is one of the
most easily cultivated of Dendrobiums, requiring

treatment similar to that of D. nobile in summer,
but, owing to its almost continual growth, it has
to be kept fairly moist and warm even in winter.

Camellia Sasanqua.— Like most of the origi-

nal species of Camellia, this shows very much
variation in the colour, size and form of its flowers.

It appears to have been introduced to Britain about
IHll by one of the East India Company '.s oflicers

from China, of which country, as well as Japan, it

is a native. Unlike the popular forms of C. ja-

'

ponica, its natural season of flowering is October
and November. Normally its flowers are single,
from 1 }, inches to o inches in diameter, and ranging
in colour from rose-tinted white to purplish-red.
Several double-flowered varieties have since been
imported, two of which are figured in the -Beton;™/
Jii'ijister, t. .527 and t. lOVU. The leaves are much
smaller than any of the forms of C. japonica, but
they are of the same deep shining green. The
plant itself is also much dwarfer, being well suited
for the greenhouse shelf. It appears to be of some
economic value to the Chinese, who mix the dried
petals with tea to increase its fragrance ; a valuable
oil, which is used as an article of food, is also ex-
pressed from the nut-like fruits. It is described as
growing near and at the summits of mountains,
often in the poorest and stoniest of soils, its value
being enhanced by the fact that it will grow in

situations where few other useful plants can
thrive.

Notes from Baden-Baden.—Crocus speciosus

Aitchisoni, an introduction of Dr. Aitchison from
Persia, was in unusual beauty about the middle of

October. The flowers are very large and of a charm-
ing bluish-lilac colour ; it is no doubt the most
beautiful autumnal Crocus, C. pulchellus, true

from a Grecian island, promises well, but cannot
yet be judged fairly, the bulbs having been very
weak on their arrival. Not so gaudy as the varie-

ties of Cyclamenaleppicum, Boiss. (persicum, Hort.i,

but very pretty, are C. cilicicum and t'. cyprium,
the former rosy-pink, in the way of Atkinsi ; the
latter pure white with crimson markings, in the
way of neapolitanum. Both, under proper cultiva-

tion, are very free-flowering, and well worth cul-

tivation. Coreopsis grandiflora (Mr. W. Thompson's
variety), notwithstanding some night frosts, is still

very striking, with numerous large brilliant yellow
flowers. Callicephalus nitens, a hardy Centaurea-
like perennial, seems to be another beauty botani-

cally as well as horticulturally, the shining white
heads, borne on slender stalks 2 feet high, swinging
gracefully by the slightest current of air. There are

a number of Caucasian and other Asiatic perennial

plants new to cultivation and fairly promising ; thus
for next spring and summer some very good novel-

ties may be expected.

—

Max Leichtlin, Baden-
Baden.

Hardiness of Lapageria.—By to-night's post

I send for your inspection a box of Lapageria
blooms and foliage cut from a plant growing out-

doors here {Bodlondeb, Conway, N. Wales) on a
north wall, but sheltered somewhat from the north
by high vineries, from the west by a wall and dis-

tant from the river Conway high water mark 15

yards. The plant has been growing in its present

position for the past four years, and covers a wall

space 14 feet by 5 feet. The only protection given

it during all the severe frosts of last winter was a
double thickness of thin and worn-out greenhouse
shading. Considering the very light covering and
the present condition of the plant, it seems doubt-

ful if even this was necessary, as the growths made
this season are more numerous and vigorous than
in any previous year since it was planted. One
growth especially is noteworthy— in fact extraordi-

nary ; this came up from the root in April, and by
the end of May had made a very strong shoot li

feet 2 inches long, when the point was, unfortu-

nately, eaten off. About the middle of June it

broke away again with two branches equally strong,

one of which by the end of October had grown 1

1

feet and the other one '.' feet l! inches; total length

of shoot with two branches, 2(> feet H inches. The
branches are still growing (November SI), but more
slowly since October :iii, when we registered 5° of

frost with cold east winds. On November 5 I

counted seventy expanded flowers at one time, and
in addition there were quantities of buds in various

stages. In general appearance it is superior in

every respect to the other plants of Lapageria
growing indoors here.— H.

*,* Flowers as good as many we have seen grow-
ing indoors. The leaves look more like those of a
largo species of Smilax or a handsome Ivy than
those we are accustomed to see on Lapageria

plants.

—

Ed.
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Stove and Greenhouse.

NOTES ON FUCHSIAS.
The typical species of Fuchsia vary greatly from
each other in all respects, some forming large

bold shrubs, others free-growing plants of a

rambling character, while such as F. globosa

and F. triphylla form compact little bushes,

and the New Zealand F. procunibens is quite a

trailer. While we do not find quite such a

in the turf, and, grouped in this way, the cha-

racteristics of each plant are seen to great ad-

vantage. The free bold-growing varieties should
alone be employed for this purpose, as the weaker
kinds will be sure to prove unsatisfactory, and
many that as greenhouse jilants are desirable
will be quite unsuitable for such treatment.
When plants are intended to be grown as large

specimens, they may be either stopped during
their earlier .stages, so as to form a bush, or the
leading shoot may be secured to a stick, in which

Fuchsia Queen of England.

diversity of habit among the garden varieties,

there is, even in their case, a considerable

amount of diflerence ; hence the varied pur-

poses to which they may be applied. As pot plants

they are extremely useful for the decoration of

the greenhouse or conservatory, either in the

shape of large specimens feet or more in height

or as small bushes whose limit is about 18
inches. In any case the succession of bloom
kept up by them is greatly in their favour, as,

with an occasional stimulant, they will continue

to flower from spring toautuinn. One of the most
striking, and at the same time one of the most
uncommon, features among the various flowering

plants in Hyde Park during the summer is the
Fuchsias, of which there are numerous examples
in the shape of large bushes. The pots areplunged

case the branches will frequently be disposed in

a very regular manner, and thus often form an
almost perfect pyramid. As roof plants, too,

for the greenhouse or conservatory many of the
Fuchsias are well suited, and in this way
they form a most attractive feature in the
greenhouse at Kew during the summer months.
Among the very best for such a purpose
is (ieneral Roberts (illustrated on p. 452),
which is free both in growth and flower.

In this a most noticealj'.e feature is the great
length of the blooms and the foot-stalks by
which they are supported, which is perhaps
more noticeable in the bud state than when
fully expanded. When required for training to

rafter or roof, the results are, as a rule, more
satisfactory where the specimens are planted

out than is the case if confined altogether in

pots. Slany kinds are available for the summer
embellishment of the garden, but in the case of

most of them, protection during the winter is

necessary ; still, there are a few that in some
districts may be regarded as quite hardy, and
in others, where cut to the ground by the frost,

they will push up strongly in the spring, and
form one of the most attractive features in the
garden towards the end of the summer. A bed
of Fuchsia Riccartoni edged with that dwarf
form of it known as Dunrobin Redder will prove
an attractive object for a longer period than
most tender bedding plants, and beyond a
mulching of decayed leaves previous to winter
setting in, no further attention will be neces-
sary.

In Fuchsias, as with all other garden plants
that have attained a certain amount of popu-
larity, one is overburdened with enormous lists

of varieties, many of which difler from each
other in hardly anything but name. The old-
fashioned, but somewhat rough-and-ready
method of grouping them under three heads

—

that is to say, firstly, those with white tube and
sepals and dark corolla ; secondly, the varieties
in which the corolla is white and the rest of
the flower red ; and lastly, those whose sepals
are crimson and corolla more or less of a deep
purple hue—now no longer embrace the whole
of them, as several intermediate or distinct
forms are in cultivation, notably such as Coun-
tess of Aberdeen, the nearest approach to a
pure white flower ; Sedan, almost a self-col-

oured red, and others. When the many varie-
ties tliat are put into commerce every year are
taken into consideration, one cannot fail to be
struck with the numligr of old varieties that
still hold their own. Thus, of those with
white tube and sepals, the first example of
which was Venus Victrix, sent out about half
a century ago, the most beautiful shaped va-
riety that I know {Guiding Star) is thirty-five
years old, and three of the most useful for
general purposes which are all largely grown
by those who supply Covent Garden ]\larket
were cultivated to the same extent twenty years
ago

; they are Jlrs. Maishall, Starlight, and
Lady Heytesbury. Again, of those with white
corolla.", one of the most beautiful of all at
Kew is Alexandrina, which cannot now ba
found in any lists that I have looked through. To
several of the dark culoured flowers the same
remarks will apply. The original species and
varieties but ores removed therefrom have
been frequently dealt with in The Garhex,
notably on May llj of the present year, when a
beautiful coloured plate of F. dependens was
issued. H. P.

Stokesia cyanea.— I have tried this plant for
many years out of doors, bat only on one occasion
has it bloomed satisfactorily. It flowers too late
for this climate and hard winters punish it severely.
Last spring I planted one in the border of an un-
healed vinery near the glass: there it has done well
and has flowered freely for many weeks. It is ob-
viously a plant requiring glass protection.— J. M,,
ClKiriiioiitli. Dorsit.

This useful old plant, referred to on p, 39il

certainly deserves more attention. When grown
well it makes a very useful subject for the conserva-
tory. The flowers are also valuable for cutting.
The only thing against it is that the soft azure tint
only shows up well in daylight. I used to grow it

In Sussex nearly twenty years ago, and I have only
met with it on two or three occasions since. I s iw
it a few days ago at Messrs. Paul and Son's nur-
series, Cheshunt. It requires very little attention,
and comes into tiower at a lime when there is not
a great variety except in Chrysanthemum?, which
seem to have almost annihilated all other autumn
flowers. I am fond of Chrysanthemums, but like
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a little change, and bslieve others would appreciate
snoh subjects as the plant under notice if properly
treated. I used to divide the old plants in the
spring and place them into the pots they were to

flower in. They were grown in the open during
the summer, and taken inside just before the first

flowers opened. The plants last in bloom for a
considerable time.—F. H.

Climbing' Tropseolums.—Few, if any, green-
house climbers will flower so continuously as some
of these TropEeolums, as with a little heat they will

often bloom throughout the winter, and in summer
continue to grow and flower the whole time. A
very bright-coloured form possessing all these de-
sirable qualities is Fireball, which is well worth a
place in any greenhouse. Twenty-five years ago
or thereabouts these Tropseolums were cultivated
to a considerable extent by some of our market
growers for maintaining a supply of cut bloom
during the winter. The plants were trained to
rafters, roofs, or any similar position, and in this
way they occupied but little space while yielding
a considerable amount of their bright-coloured
blossoms. With the rapid strides made by the
zonal Pelargoniums as winter bloomers, and the
large numbers that are now cultivated for the pur-
pose, the popularity of these Tropreolums has
greatly declined, and they are now really very
little grown, their principal use being as basket
plants during the summer.—H. P.

APHELA.NDR.iS IN BLOOM.
The flowering season of the Aphelandras is limited
to no particular period of the year, but many of

them may be had in bloom during the autumn and
winter months, at which time their vivid tints

stand out even more conspicuously than when so

many other flowers are at their best. Most of them
are apt to run up tall and thin with age, and for

this reason the best results are obtained by annual
propagation, as the plants will then flower freely

in a dwarf state. If a greater display is required
than that furnished by these small plants, several

may be grouped together in a large pot or pan, and
in this way very effective specimens may be pro-

duced. Aplielandra aurantiaca and its variety
Roezli are among the best for autumn and
winter blooming, as the flowers are very bright
and eiieotive, while with ordinary care and
attention the pretty greyish green leaves will

be retained quite down to the pot. A few
plants of A. aurantiaca Roezli, with its orange-
scarlet-coloured blossoms, will—where associated
with winter-flowering Begonias, Tyda;as, Gesneras,
Plumbago rosea, and a few other flowering plants
—tend to enliven the intermediate house or stove
during the dull days of autumn and early winter.
Another species now in flower is A. nitens, whose
blooms are of a bright fiery-scarlet colour, while
the foliage also differs in a marked manner, that
of A. nitens being of a deep metal!ic-p;reen, in

fact of fjuite a bronzy hue. A. oristafa and A.
fascinator are two more of these bright- flowered
kinds, but, as far as my experience extends, they
cannot be relied upon to flower in the winter so
well as the preceding, though in their case blooms
are sometimes produced at that season. A. Chamis-
Boniana, which a few years ago was grown under the
name of A. punctata, differs widely from any of the
above, as the flowers are of a bright canary-yellow
colour, while the large bracts by which they are
subtended are of the same hue. The leaves of this

are narrower than in most of the others, being lan-

ceolate in shape, and marked by a broad silvery band
down the centre, the remainder of the leaf being
irregularly freckled with whitish dots. A. Mar-
garit:c, one of the weakest growing of all the Aphe-
landras, has very pretty leaves, broadly lanceolate
in shape, of a deep olive-green on the upper sur-

face and purplish beneath. In this the course of
the principal veins is marked with a silvery

stripe, which stands out very conspicuous against
the rest of the leaf. The flowers of this are
of an orangj-vermilion colour, a very bright
and distinct tint. A. Leopold! is one of the
largest - grcwin;j kinds, principally cultivated

for its handsomo f jliage The leaves are large,

oblong in shape, and of a deep green colour, while
the midrib and primary veins are of a whitish
yellow, thus producing a most striking effect. It

does not flower very freely, but when in that stage
is worthy of a place among the best of the Aphe-
landras. The blooms, which are borne in a decussate
spike, are of a bright golden colour, while the large
bracts are of the same hue. These bracts re-

tain their brightness for some time after the flowers
drop, which is an additional recommendation. All
these Aphelandras are of easy propagation, as cut-
tings strike root readily enough at almost any sea-
son of the year, provided the shoots are in a suit-

able condition for the purpose, while in the case of
some of them, and especially A. aurantiaca and its

variety Roezli, seeds are often produced from which
plants can be raised in quantity. An important
matter in their culture is to keep them during the
growing season in a spot well exposed to the light,

otherwise they will soon run up weak and lose a
good many of their bottom leaves. H. P.

NIDULARIUMS.
The leaf and portion of inflorescence sent by
" T. M." for a name belong to a member of
this family, of which I see Mr. Baker, in the
handbook of Bromeliacere recently published
by him, makes about thirty species, putting
Nidnlarium as a sub-gemis of Karatas. Nidu-
larium contains some very pretty species well
deserving more attention. Nidulariums, all

natives of Brazil, thrive in well-drained pots in a
mixture of fibrous peat, light loam, leaf-mould,
and sand. Pot them firmly and water mode-
rately, keeping the centre of the plant supplied.
The bases of the leaves imbricate and form a
natural basin, so that the water should always
be poured in here, and a little should be run
over to the roots. They like the temperature
of a warm stove. The following are a few
kinds which I have had iu cultivation, all of

which are charming plants and deserve a
place in every collection :

—

N. SPECTABILE, sometimes called N. eximium, is

the kind sent me by " T. M." for a name. It was
introduced by Mr. Wm. Bull, of Chelsea, and
flowered first in this country with him in the
winter of IS 72. It is a very distinct and pretty
plant, which forms a handsome tuft ; the leaves
when mature are each about a foot long and some
2 inches broad, bright green on the upper side, be-

neath dull white, transversely banded with green.
Towards the base the green bands assume a reddish
purple tinge, and the extreme point is tipped above
and below with a deep blood-red patch. The
flowers are sunk amongst the upper leaves, and are
violet-blue surrounded with the long reddish seg-

ments of the sepals. The margins are armed with
a row of small spiny teeth.

N. SCHEREMETIBWI is a Very fine plant with
plain green leaves. The central six or eight leaves

are reduced in length and bright scarlet in colour.

The flowers, which are violet- blue, are inconspicu-

ous. It was one of the first species which I knew.

N. Laueenti, another pretty plant, has rosu-

late leaves each a foot or 18 inches long, armed
with small black teeth on the margins, deep green
on the upper side, slightly scurvy beneath ; the
centre leaves are slightly reduced, flowers small,

violet.

N. ACANTHOCRATBI.—This is a distinct plant
and very handsome, but there are one or two varia-

tions from the type ; it has plain green leaves,

spotted more or less upon the upper side with
dark brown, and having beneath a thin dusting of

mealy powder. The reduced inner leaves are tinged

with dark purple. All the leaves have large brown
spines on the margin.

N. Innocknti.—This handsome plant I have
known upwards of thirty years. The leaves are
green above, the under side tinged with reddish
purple, and the central leaves bright red.

N. KULOUNH —This isa remarkably showy plant,

having leaves a foot or more long, bright green on

the upper side, spotted with dark green, slightly
scurfy beneath, and armed with sharp teeth at the
edges. The inner leaves are numerous and of a
very bright scarlet.

N. Meyendobpi.— o; this plant I have had two
varieties, one having the reduced upper leaves of a
lilac or mauve colour, and the other form having
deep red leaves. Bath forms are very hand-
some.

The above are all showy plants, mostly effec-

tive from their reduced upper leaves being of a
bright showy colour, the flowers, which are
invariably enclosed in these, being for the most
part inconspicuous. Some of the species have
their upper leaves reduced and not changed in
colour, and these are the kinds for the amateur
to have. William Hugh Gower.

EFFECTS OF FOG ON PLANTS GROWN IN
THE HOUSES AT KEW.

The heavy fogs experienced in the last two or
three winters injured many plants in the houses at
Kew. When thick fog occurred almost daily, the
injury it did to many plants amounted practically
to destruction. The leaves fell off, the growing
point withered, and in some cases, such as Be-
gonias and Acanthads, the stems also were affected.

Flowers, as a rule, fell off as soon as they opened,
or whilst in bud. Almost all flowers which ex-

panded were less in size than when there was no
fog. The flower-buds of Phalsenopsis, Angrsecum,
some Begonias, Camellias, &c., changed colour and
fell off as if they had been dipped in hot water.
In the Palm house bushels of healthy-looking
leaves, which had fallen from the plants, were
gathered almost every morning. Plants which ap-
peared to be perfectly healthy, when shaken would
drop almost every leaf. Herbaceous plants suffered

most, (' e , Begonias, Poinsettias, Bouvardias, Acan-
thads, &c. Some herbaceous plants, however, did
not suffer at all, nor were their flowers injured, as,

for instance. Cyclamens, Primulas, Hyacinths, &c.
Many hard-wooded plants lost their leaves and
were otherwise damaged, viz., Boronias, some
Heaths, Grevilleas, Acacias, &c. Protea cynaroides,

a Cape plant with large Laurel-like leaves, was
much injured in the temperate house (minimum
temperature 40°), the leaves turning black as
though scalded. The same species, however, in

another house where the atmosphere is drier and
the temperature a few degrees higher, was scarcely

affected by fog. As a rule, the plants that were
in active growth suffered most. Monocotyledonous
plants and Ferns for the most part were not much
affected by the fogs, the injury they suffered, espe-

cially last winter, being clearly due to low tempe-
rature. The cfl'ect of fog on flowers is remarkable.
Generally, white flowers are destroyed, but there

are some notable exceptions— viz., Masdevallia
tovarensis, Odontoglofsum crispnm, and Angr.-c-

cums amongst Orchids, and Crinnms, white Cycla-

mens, white Hyacinths, white Chrysanthemums,
&o. The green leaves of Poinsettia pulcherrima all

fell off, whilst the red ones (bracts) remained, as

al.so did the flowers. All Calanthes, of whatever
colour, lost their flowers. The buds of the white-

flowered Angiiecum sesquipedale turned black as

if boiled, whilst those of A. eburneum, also white-

flowered, were not injured, and developed properly.

These two plants are grown in the same house
under identical conditions, and they come into

bloom about the same time.

The conditions most conducive to rest from
growth, viz., a low temperature and moderately
dry atmosphere, together with diminis-hed light

—

unavoidable during the prevalence of fog—were
proved at Kew to be the safest for all plants during

the prevalence of heavy fogs.—W. Watsun, in

Nature.

On Sunday last, November 8, we had lur

first taste of a November fog for this season. The
fog of Simday last was one of the worst of its

kind. Although we are fully seven miles from the

city, the atmosphere was so densely charged with

smoke and other objectionable vapours, that it was
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necessary to light the gas at 11 o'clock in the
morning to enable us to see to read in a room
with large windows. After all the experiments
that have been carried on. we do not seem
much nearer to solving the question of how
to do away with this great evil. And, so far
as I am aware, the recent investigations have
not thrown much light on the question of how to
counteract the evils which these fogs work on plant
life. So far as I am able to judge, it is the sul-
phurous gases which are contained in the fog that
are most destructive to plant life. With regard to
plants under glass, I find it is most desirable to
keep the temperature as low as it is safe to do, and
a dry'atmosphere should be avoided. I have found
that when, by accident, sulphur has escaped from
flues into the houses, plants which have been dry
have suffered very much, while those covered with
moisture have escaped. To some extent I have
found the same results from fog. I have also
found that plants with smooth foliage suffer more
than those with rough or hairy coverings to the
leaves. For instance, in Ferns I noticed last winter
that Polystichum capense had the appearance of
having been scorched after the fog, while even the
tender Gymnogrammas with the tomentose and
powdered fronds were not damaged I believe in
many instances plants suffer more from want of
light than from any deleterious matter absorbed
from the fog. The following are among the plants
which, as far as I have had opportunities of judg-
ing, suffer most from the effects of fog :—

All the young leaves of forced Tea Roses after a
day or two's fog fa'l off. The foliage of Bou-
vardias, especially the smooth-leaved sorts, is much
scorched, and the flower-spikes of Mignonette go
blind. In the case of double Primulas the flower-
stems come up, but the flowers do not develop ; in
fact, they may be said to go quite blind. I have
on several occasions had Abutilons full of buds, all
of which have dropped off after a bad fog.
Winter - flowering Begonias also suffer similarly.
We used to grow the old B. insignis, and after a
heavy fog the pretty coral-like buds would drop
off, covering the ground ; the leaves, too, of this
useful plant are affected by very heavy fogs.
Ferns seem to withstand the fog better than most
subjects

; it is only when it is very severe and
continuous that they show any signs of having
suffered, and then it is, as I have previously
stated, the species with smooth fronds which suffer
most. Most indoor fine-leaved plants withstand the
fog fairly well. Crotons are affected more than
most subjects, but a moist atmosphere will save
these to a great extent. A regular temperature
and moisture are very essential during foggy
weather, and as the houses must be kept quite close,
the greatest care should be taken that the tempera-
ture does not rise too high by artificial boat, espe-
cially where in ordinary weather air would be
freely given.—F. H.

Spiraea palmata.—This beautiful hardy her-
baceous plant is a fine subject for early spring
flowering in pots. It will not bear much forcing,
but may be had in bloom about the middle of March!
I find that English-grown clumps are far preferable
to those imported, the home-grown ones develop-
ing finer foliage and larger heads of bloom. The
roots should be taken up from the ground as soon
as the foliage has ripened off. If the plants have
been growing in one place for several seasons, the
clump will be too large for ordinary sized pots, be-
sides which the centre portion will be destitute of
crowns. They must, therefore, be broken up and
made up. It is better not to pull them to pieces
more than is necessary, but if they are done care-
fully, pots may be made up of a number of single
crowns. Seven-inch pots are a good size for grow-
ing the plants in, and each pot will take from seven
to ten good strong crowns. The plants may be
potted in any ordinary soil, the crowns being kept
as low as possible. After potting, the plants may
be stood out in the open until required for starting,
but should have a good covering of cocoa-nut fibre
refuse. The first batch may be started early in
January, and may be placed under a stage or any
convenient place, and should have a covering of a'

least 3 inches of fibre refuse. By the time the
crowns begin to show through this the fibre may
be removed, and the plants placed where they will
get as much light as possible. In a light, open
position and a moderate heat they will do much
better, and come on quite as quickly as if placed
in a high temperature ; in fact, a high temperature
must be avoided, or the plants will run up very
tall and thin. After they are well started, a little
liquid manure may be used with advantage. Care
must be taken that they do not become dry.—F. H.

Rose Garden,

ROSES FOR ARCHES AND PILLARS.
For these purposes those which possess a
vigorous constitution and annually make long
growths for flowering the following year are
the most desirable varieties. Selections may
be made both for early flowering and for
more continuous bloom through the season.
0/ the first-named class are the Hybrid
Bourbons, some of which are the finest Roses
grown when treated properly. My own plan is

to lay in all the strong wood and thin out the
weakest every spring ; on no account should the
vigorous shoots be pruned or fresh wood will
only ensue. These strong shoots should not be
left upright

; hence, they are better suited for
arches, but be trained over or downwards.
Thus treated they will bloom most profusely,
yielding an abundant supply of flowers before
the Hybrid Perpetuals are in many cases show-
ing colour. Of the Hybrid Bourbons, the four
finest are Blairi No. 2, blush-pink ; Charles
Lawson, vivid rose ; Coupe d'Hebe, deep pink

;

and Vivid, crimson. Hybrid China Mme.
Plantier, a pure white, is a delicately beautiful
old-fashioned Rose, and very free- flowering.
The Boursault Roses should not escape notice

;

they are of the hardiest, and will thrive where
many only fail or drag out a miserable exist-
ence. Amadis, one of the earliest ; Gracilis,
bright red

; and Elegans, crimson, are all good
sorts. The Evergreen Roses (R. sempervirens)
are among the very best for arches, blooming as
they do in large clusters

; Bauksiieflora, Fclicite-
Perpctue and Leopoldine dOrleans are three of
the best light kinds, with Flora and Princess
Marie of the darker or rose-coloured varieties.
These, like the Hybrid Bourbons, require
merely to have the weakest wood thinned out,
leaving all the strongest or as much as can be
used. Of the Hybrid Perpetual class the
following are a good half-dozen : Glory of
Cheshunt, one of the best of all the red sorts

;

Princess Louise Victoria, very free in the
autumn and a good climber ; Boule de Nei^e,
the best of the whites ; Climbing Pride of
VValtham, pink ; Climbing Edouard Morren,
rose colour ; and Climbing Victor Verdier,
bright rose. Of the Hybrid Teas, Cheshunt
Hybrid (carmine) and Reine Marie Heuriette
(deeper carmine) are two of the best, both
growing freely. The Climbing Tea Roses of
the Dijon clasa aro amongst the best of all.

Gloire do Dijon must .still be included ; to it

should be added Mme. Berard, of a deeper
shade

; Kaiserin Friedrich, a beautiful newer
kind, very vigorous ; Mme. Eugene Verdier,
chamois-yellow

; Waltham Climber No. 3,
bright crimson

; and Belle Lyonnaise or
Bouquet d'Or, the former a pale kind, the
latter a deep salmon-yellow. To these must
be added Celine Forestier, pale yellow ; Reve
d'Or, bufl"; the well-known W. A. Richardson,
and Lamarque, pure white (should have a
warm spot), from the Noisette class. For poor
or cold soils the selection should chiefly
be made from the Hybrid Bourbons, the Ever-

green Roses and the hardiest of the Teas and
Noisettes, as Gloire de Dijon and KSve d'Or.
In such positions manure should be used freely,
that from the farmyard being preferable

;

drainage should also receive attention, being
most essential. The plants ought to be those
that have been grown in pots ; these cost a trifle
more, but the price is infinitesimal compared
with the great advantage of saving all the
fibrous roots. Moderate pruning the first sea-
son is advisable to form a good base ; afterwards
proceed on the lines previously laid down.
Those who contemplate making fresh planta-
tions or adding to their stock should set
about preparing the ground at once. In doing
this deep digging or trenching should be the
rule, adding fresh soil as well as manure if is

not up to the mark. The sooner the planting
is done after this the better will it be for the
plants. The soil around these plants when
turned out of pots should be made firm, so
that there is no after parting between the fresh
soil and the old ball. A mulching after the plant-
ing is done is advisable ; for this I would prefer
cocoa fibre rather than manure, as the birds
would not be so disposed to interfere. Secure
all the shoots at once, or they may be injured
by the winds, canker afterwards setting in upon
any gross shoots if damaged in this way.

Rosa.

SOME ROSES FOR PRESENT PLANTING.
Among notes made during the past season are the
names of many kinds that appeared to be worthy
of a trial, but before mentioning them it might be
well to enumerate a few kinds that are compara-
tively new, but have been tried, and probably by
those who tried them will be planted in greater
quantity this season.

Ernest Metz has fulfilled all predictions as to
its high merits, and that in a season by no means
favourable to the full and perfect development
of such large double flowers, but it is a well known
fact that some even very double Roses of great
substance are little affected by weather, and open
beneath dripping skies.

Mme. Pierre Guillot.—The season has been
against this kind, and warm sun probably is needed
to open its full flowers and bring out its exquisite
colour, which is somewhat in the way of Mme. de
Watteville in colour, pale yellow edged with rose.

Souvenir de S. A. Prince, or The Queen, for
they are synonymous, after this season's experience
cannot but be regarded as a first-rate Tea Rose,
likely to stand foryears to come and be as deservedly
popular as the parent from which it sprang.

Cleopatra proves good, delicate in colour, and
a flower of fine form, breadth, and smoothness,
whilst the buds are just of that long-pointed shape
that renders them most attractive.

Mme. Hoste.—This can hardly be called a new
Rose, but it is a recent one, and is included here
because in a cool, moist season such as this has been
it has been one of the best Roses, and only suffered
when rains were very heavy. It ought to be freely
planted, as it will certainly prove the best pale
yellow Rose for cutting.

MR3. James Wil.'^on.—This appears most pro-
mising. It has a similar tint of pale lemon-yellow,
shaded and edged with rose, as in M.arie van iloutte,
but otherwise it is distinct and the form of the
flower decidedly good.

SAPrno is growing into public favour, as it de-
serves to do, for it embraces lovely colours—fawn
deepening into buff, shaded and suffused with rose.
The flower is very fine and lasting, with pretty
crimpled petals, which peculiarity suggests a like-

ness between this kind and Francisca Kruger.

Mede.\ .appears to be a worthy addition to yel-

low Tejvs, its flowers being lemon-yeUow, deepening
in colour towards their centres, large and full, with
bold buds.

AY i;ivBi« Is promising. It is of a creamy-whito
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colour, shading to lemon-yellow in the centre of a

flower that is large, full and well formed.

Jeanne Gi'illadmez is quite in the way of

Adrienne Christophle, with yellow salmon-shaded

flowers, deepening into a peculiar red shade in their

centres. It is as free as the old kind it resembles,

and promises to be more reliable as regards opening.

I have seen it good this year, whilst, on the other

hand, of the scores of buds that have been produced

upon a group of the other kind, not a dozen flowers

have come to perfection for want of sun and heat.

Kaiseein Fkiedeich is certainly an addition to

the Dijon Tea race, with leaf, flower and colour

typicil of the good old Gloire de Dijon, its distin-

guishing feature being that the petals are distinctly

bordered, and the external surfaces shaded with a

rosy-carmine colour, such as we sometimes get in

an occasional sun-painted flower, but which is the

rule in this variety.

Mmb. Moreau is of decided climbing habit and
of a rich copper-yellow colour, deepening into

apricot and shaded externally with rose. It is

very sweetly scented.

Waban, the deep-coloured Catherine Mermet,
will, of course, be generally tried, for The Bride, as

a sport from the same source, has proved so fine,

that we may justly expect this new sport in an
opposite direction to do likewise.

White Pbrlb.—The white sport from Perle des

Jardins retains the high qualities of its parent in

addition to its colour variation, and those who are

successful with the original may safely try its off-

spring.

CoRlNNA.—Although closing this selection of

Tca=, this has not been left to the end as being of less

merit than many of the preceding, as it should

certainly be grown as largely as any of the kinds pre-

viously named. The almost indescribable colour of

its flower, the rich blending of shades of rose and
copper make it specially noticeable and attractive,

and we shall probably see a lot of it in the nsar
future.

Mlle. Adelina Viviand Morel belongs to

the Noisettes. It was raised by Barnaix, and sent

out last year. It was awarded a gold meaal at

Lyons last year, this indicating great merit. Its

flowers are produced in clusters of from three to

ten at the end of the shoots. In colour they are

pale canary-yellow at the base, shading to a paler

yellow in the centre, slightly suffused with flesh

which deepens into a decided bordering of carmine
upon the edges of the petals.

Mme. Carnot and Claire Jacquier.—The
Noisettes and the Teas have so many points of resem
blance, that there seems adanger of overlooking even
good things that happen to be classed as Noisettes,

and this applies to the two varieties here named,
bath of which I have only seen once, although they

are distinct and of high merit. It may be that

Roses requiring a fence or wall to support them
are not so easily, certainly not so conveniently

accommodated, and one is naturally chary about
creating space to try Ihem. The majority prefer

to wait till the merits of such kinds are set beyond
the region of doubt. In any case these two kinds

will do on a fence and repay planting. Mme
Carnot, a seedling from W. A. Richardson, is of

a deep rich yellow colour, bacoming paler on the

edges of the petals. It is very vigorous and flowers

in great clusters. Claire Jacquier has flowers of a
deep nankeen shade of yellow, distinct and de
lightful.

GusTAVK PiganeAU, among Hybrid Perpetuals,

may be commended to those who love Paul Neron
and such great Roses. Its flowers are very large,

bat fine, full, ani showy, and of a carmine-lake
colour.

Bruce Ki.ndlav is a brilliant Hose of great pro-

mise for the garden, bright crimson in colour,

beautiful in form, and said to be almost as free in

aatnmn as a Monthly Rose. It must be admitted
that it marks a distinct advance in n direction

where improvement is jjossiblc, for thr: class has
always been distinguished by a name it could lay

no special claim to.

Augustine Guinoisseau came from the Conti-

nent as a white La France. It is not white, but
more of a pink shads in colour, distinct, however,
added to which it has all the fine qualities of a
type too well known to need a word of praise.

Salamander is as bright as the name would
suggest—a rich glowing crimson Rose that will

make its way into popular favour solely by reason
of merit.

Jbannie Dickson is a very free Rose, with
flowers of a bright rose colour. Its buds are

lovely and its scent delightful.

Crown Princess Victoria.—our Continental
friends annually augment the list of Bourbons, as

well as lists of other kinds, but in this particular

class we rarely have to record anything of merit.

In the kind here mentioned, however, we have a
striking Rose with a future before it. I knew no-

thing of it till Mr. F. D. Pawle kindly called my
attention to its omission from a selection of white
Roses ; but shortly after I saw it in quantity

with Mr. Frank Cant, and, late though it was,

the bushes were smothered in flowers. A sport

from Souvenir de la Malmaison, it naturally has all

the free and continuous blooming qualities of that

good old kind, but is of a milk-white colour, shad-

ing to cream internally and blush upon the edges

of the petals.

I do not know that this list includes all the best

new Roses worth planting this season, but I have
written only of such as have come under my
notice, and doubtless if there is any startling

omission, someone will hasten to rectify it.

A. H.

Flower Garden.

LEMOINE'S HARDY HYBRID GL.'^DIOLI

FOR 1891.

Havino again during the cold and ungenial

summer we luive this year experienced grown a

complete collection of both aeries of the.se most
beautiful hardy hybrids distributed by Mons
Lemoine towards the close of last year, 1 hope
that a few notes as to their re.spective merits

and beauties may not be unacceptable to the

readers of The Garden. The fact that, not-

withstanding the cold nights and large number
of dark unsummer-like days we have had, they

have flowered well this year, in fact much
better than in a hot and dry summer such as

we had in 1S8.S, is, I think, very much in their

favour and should promote their cultivation.

Of the older or Lemoinei series, thirteen

varieties were sent out, of which twelve

bloomed well with me, the thirteenth failed

to grow. These in the order of their opening

were :
—

Gil Blas began to bloom on July I.''), and is a
variety of short stature with medium-sized llowers,

of good form and well opened, of a light salmon
ground colour, with two large and distinctly

marked maroon blotches on the lower petals, each

of which has a band of lemon-yellow on its outer

margin.

Ketelber began to bloom on July ICi, and is

also a variety of medium height with good sized

llowers, all looking one way, of a bright and pleasing

shade of orange-crimson with distinct carmine
blotches on the lower petals, each blotch having

a broad yellow margin. I'nfortunately, hardly any
of the llowers were perfect in shape or marking.

Hbnui Regnault opened on July 21, and is a

variety of medium lieight with tubular, perfectly

formed, but not widely e.xpanded llowers of a
brilliant shade of light scarlet, with a pure white

throat, forming a most charming contrast, and, un-

like any other, quite devoid of any blotch on the

lower petals, which is one of the most strongly

marked characteristics of this race.

Leon Simon opened on July Uil, and is a medium
sized flower of a deep purple shade resembling that

of the fine older variety Louis Thibaut, and Hiked
with deep carmine. The two lower petals are

blotched with deep carmine, tipped with clear

canary-yellow. A very pretty variety.

Ceozy fil.'^ opened on July 2i'., and is a most
beautiful and fully expanded flower of the deepest

shade of crimson, flaked with carmine and a pure

white throat, forming a most admirable contrast.

One of the best of this set.

Ipiiigknib opened on July 27, and is a slender-

growing variety of medium height, with small flowers

of a pale creamy-yellow and rather thin substance,

faintly washed with pale red on the outside, and
distinctly and prettily blotclied on the lower petals

with deep rose colour, but on the whole of little

merit.

Etoile d'Oe opened on July 211, and is a
slender-growing variety of medium height and
bearing medium-sized, well-expanded flowers of a

clear canary-yellow, distinctly blotched with car-

mine on the lower petals. A very pleasing variety,

resembling the older yellow Alsace.

Proi'usion opened on August a, and is a stout

and vigorous grower, with medium-sized, well-

opened flowers of a pleasing shade of deep salmon-

red, the lower petals bearing large blotches of

creamy-yellow, with carmine markings in their

centres.

Nui;E Bleub opened its first flower on August 4,

and is a rather slender-growing variety of medium
height, and small flowers of tubular form and of

rather a curious shade of deep violet outside and
lighter within, blotched on the lower petals with

deep violet with streaks of pale yellow in their

centre. This is more curious than beautiful, and

is interesting as another step in the direction of a

good blue Gladiolus, though that there is such a

thing amongst the as yet unimported treasures at the

Cape I have little doubt, as I once saw a drawing

of it under the name of G. nanus.

Charles Joly began to bloom on August 5, and

is a fine vigorous growing variety with tall flower-

spike and good-sized, well-expanded flowers of a

bright shade of scarlet with lighter centre shading

to white at throat, and with large well-marked

blotches of deep velvety-carmine on lower petals. A
handsome and most effective variety.

Alice Wilson opened its first flower on August 8.

This ii a most beautiful variety with very large,

well-expanded flowers of a pure white ground colour

faintly flaked with rose colour, and distinctly

blotched on the two lower petals with rosy-purple.

I consider this to be the finest white flower that

has yet appeared in this series, and a worthy com-

panion to the exquisite Venus de Milo.

The set of novelties of the second or Nanceia-

nus race of hybrids for tliis year consisted of

seven varieties and an eighth, not to be sent

out till this autumn, was sent me a year in ad-

vauca by the kindness of INIons. Lemoine. As

this was the first to come into flower, it will

head the list of these varieties.

A. de la Devansaye, named after the well-

known raiser of hybrid Anthuria, opened its first

tlower on .luly 11, and is a tine, tall, vigorous

grower, with branching llower-spike and large,

fully-expanded flowers (all looking the same way)

of a most pleasing shade of light carmine, flaked

with lake. The lower petals are most beautifully

and evenly divided into three bands of colour, the

inside deep carmine, spotted with white towards

throat of flower ; then a broad band of pure white,

and the outside a similar band of light carmine.

Altogether a most beautiful variety, one of the

finest of the whole family.

PiioFiossoR Saugen'I' opened its fir.st flower on July

21, and is a taU growing variety with branching

tlower-spiko and large, fully expanded blooms of a

deep shade iif carmine, with large and distinct

blotches of creamy-yellow on the lower petals,

which are spotted with carmine towards throat of

Hower. 'i'liis variety somewhat resembles President

Carnot.

Ondine began to bloom on July 27, and is a

variety of rather slender habit, with nicilium a- z .d
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well-opened flowers of a dull washy shade of red,

flaked with purple, and marked and blotched in

the same way as President Carnot, but on the

whole a poor and inferior variety, though ac-

corded some admiration by a few of my lady

visitors.

Massena opened its first bloom on July 29, and
is a vigorous growing variety of less than medium
height of stem. It bears large handsome flowers

of a pleasing shade of light red, faintly flaked with

carmine and with large pure white spots on the

lower petals, which are themselves spotted with
carmine towards throat of flower. An exceedingly
fine variety.

Dr. H. p. Walcott opened its first bloom on
August .5, and is a variety of medium height, with
fine, large, well-opened flowers of a most pleasing

shade of light red, flaked with carmine and irregu-

larly mottled with white. The two lower petals are
distinctly blotched with creamy white.

Le Grand Carnot opened its first bloom on
August n, and is a fine, vigorous, tall-growing va-

riety, with the largest and handsomest flowers of

the whole lot. These fine flowers are of a bright
shade of scarlet, faintly streaked with carmine and
with two large and most distinctly marked blotches

of its coming into flower prevented this variety

from being seen to full advantage.

I may add to the above notes that having
been told by a horticultural friend (whose
opinion I hold in the very highest estimation,

and who had visited M. Lemoine's nursery in

the autumn of 1880) that the flowers he saw
there were so much larger in size and brighter

in colour than what were borne by the same
varieties when grown in my garden, that he
hardly rec^ugnised them when he saw them with

me. J, this autumn, made the journey to

Nancy, specially for the purpose of seeing for

myself whether this were so or not, and whether
Irish-grown flowers were in reality so inferior to

those grown in France. I am very pleased to

be able cou.scientiously to assert that whatever
the French flowers may have been when my
friend saw them in 1880, those I saw there this

year were certainly not finer nor brighter-hued
than those in my own garden. The excessively

severe and abnormally prolonged winter expe-

rienced last year in France, which prevented M.
Lemoine from getting his bulbs into the ground
till quite the end of May, may possibly have

Libertia formosa.

of pale canary-yellow on the lower petals. The
flowers are more fully expanded than those of any
other variety, and look you straight in the face.

This grand variety should be in every choice collec-

tion.
!

Klebee began to bloom on August i:>, and is a
fine tall growing variety with upright unbranching
spike, bearing large well-expanded flowers, which
also look you straight in the face, and are of a
pleasing shade of light rose colour flaked with car-

mine, and distinctly blotched with pure white on
the two lower petals. An exceedingly effective

|

variety.

Harry Veitch opened its lirst bloom on August
15. It is a ratherslender grower with flower-spike of
medium height and with medium-sized flowers, irre-

gularly disposed on spike, and of the daikest shade
of scarlet yet seen in this race, resembling M.
Duchartre of last year. The lower petals are
blotched with creamy white, but the unfortunate
depression of the top centre petal inherited from
its Siundersi parent prevents the beauty of the
flower being fully seen.

Goliath opened its first flower on September 20,
nearly six weeks later than any of the other sorts.

It is a good vigorous grower with large tubular and
not fully expanded blooms of a deep shade of rosy
purple, evenly flaked with carmine, the lower petals
being veined with white. It may be that the ex-
treme inclemency of the weiither at the late season

caused his plants to be weaker in growth, and
to produce somewhat smaller flowers than they

usually do. W. E. Gumisleton.

Begonias compared with. Michaelmas
Daisies.—In The Garden of October ai (p. :!!i(i)

Mr. B. C. Ravenscroft makes such an unfavourable

contrast between Michaelmas Daisies and Begonias,

that many who did not know better might be mis-

led. Chrysanthemums out of doors are always un-

certain, but if there is one hardy flower that we
can rely upon for the autumn it is the Michaelmas

Daisy. If the tall kinds be laid flat on the ground

by the wind, they soon raise their heads and hold

up their flowers. If Mr. Ravenscroft co'jld have

taken his Begonias and put them beside the great

groups of Michaelmas Daisies such as I lately

saw in October, he would not have been quite so

extravagant in their praise, and it is well to bear

in mind that tender things have been exception-

ally favoured this season, so far as the last weeks

are concerned, for frost has been very slight, and

it was only this morning (Oct. 81) that the Dahlias

were caught, although they are often cut down in

September.—A. II.

Saxifraga longifolia.—As the decay and death

of the rosette of Saxifraga longifolia, referred to

by Mr. Wood in The Garden, October 17 (p. 352),

are the result of the complete exhaustion which is

consequent on the flowering and seeding of the

plant, might not the rosettes be " kept going for an
indefinite period (if so desired) by simply extirpat-

ing the embryonic flower-stem when it gives the

first sign that it is about to " push "
I The experi-

ment, perhaps, is worth a trial, and if the nascent

flower-stem was neatly excised at a very early

stage of its appearance, there would be no great

disfigurement of the rosette. What does Mr. Wood
say to this suggestion ?—W. M.

LIBERTIAS.
This small, though interesting genus of plants

belonging to Iride;e is not perfectly hardy in

all localities or in all seasons, and for these

reasons when planted in the open ground shoulil

always have a position sheltered from keen

biting winds, and be given protection in winter

by a mulching of short litter. Another good

and useful plan is to tie the tufts of leaves to-

gether, so as to cover the centre of the plant,

this preventing the snow settling in the hearts

of the plants. Should the weather be severe,

the plants, during its continuance, may be fur-

ther protected with Bracken right over the

tops, removing this with the return of milder

weather. It is a great mistake to cut these

plants down, as I have seen some do, to within

inches of the ground, simply because nmch of

their foliage has turned brown. On the other

hand, where these plants are in danger either of

being killed outright, or so much weakened by

the exposure that their flowering is impaired

year by year, it will be by far the simplest and
surest plan to pot them up and place them for

the winter season in a bouse from which frost

can be excluded, and where abundance of air

can be given on all favourable occasions. Under
these conditions their water supply must not

be overlooked, for Libertias require more than

most plants during the winter, and when in good

health they make a large number of roots.

By the end of April or early in May they

may be planted in good rich soil in the open

ground. Select a moist position if po.ssible, or,

failing this, give them plenty of water till they

have obtained a good hold of the soil. These

jjlants are easily increased by means of seeds,

though a ((uicker way perhaps where large

plants exist is to strip some of the outer

growths ott' the main plant with a heel attached

and insert them around the edge of a 5-inch or

(l-iuch pot in sandy soil. To keep them in

position while rooting it will be best to shorten

the leaves to about 8 inches long, also to bury

the base of the shoot fully an inch deep in the

soil. I first adopted this method of propaga-

tion some eighteen years ago with L. grandi-

rtora, which at that time was a comparatively

new species, and was surprised to find the

growths had rooted in less than three weeks. It

is au excellent way of increasing stock before

the plants are large enough to be divided. The
following are the best known varieties :—

L. ixioiDES.—This species attains 3 feet or 4

feet high when established. It has white flowers

with pale yellow stamens freely disponed in dense

panicles. This is also one of the hardiest of this

group, and is composed of tufts of rigid linear

leaves. A native of New Zealand, flowering in

summer.

L. FORMOSA (here illustrated) is a native of i:hiU

and a dwarfer plant. This can only be considered

hardy in very favoured positions, and is best suited

for planting out in the conservatory. It has a

somewhat graceful habit and white flowers, pro-

duced in succession on stems 1 \ feet high.

L. GRANDiFi.oRA has pure white flowers on a

spike-like panicle about 3 feet high. This has a

distinct habit of prowth. Native of New Zealand,

and hardy only in favoured localities.
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L. MAGELLANICA is an attractive species about
18 inches high. It has pure white blossoms ar-

ranged in dense spikes, somewhat after the man-
ner of those of ixioiies, but more closely together.

Native of South America.

Besides these there are pulchella, azurea,

paiiiculata, and others, all more or less useful

and desirable ornaments either in the rockery
or border or for the decoration of conservatories

and the like. E. J.

'SHOUT NOTE.—FLOWEB,

' Montbretia crocosmiaeflora.—This is an ex-

ceedingly useful aud showy autumn-flowering plant,

and one that ought to he better known. To see the

beauty of this it must be grown in a mass 6 feet or 8
feet across. In this state I saw it recently ui a garden
a*-, Didlington Hall. It had evidently been planted
two or three years, many of the flower-spikes being 3

feet to 1 feet high and much branched. I never
remember to have seen the flowers of this Montbretia
8 3 bright in colour.—A. C. F.

DR. WALLACE ON JAPANESE LILIES.

The Takesima Geoup.

(Continued ^rom jy. 380.J

The Takesima group of white trumpet Lilies

may easily be distinguished from the longi-

florum section (1) by the stems, which are more

or less brown-tinted
; (2) by the buds, which

are coloured externally with brown or reddish

brown
; (3) by the anthers, which are orange-

yellow ; whereas in the longiflorum group the

stems are green, the buds greenish white, and

the anthers primrose-yellow. The shape of the

flower also differs in both Takesima and formo-

sanum from that of the longiflorum varieties,

and the bulbs are widely different. The Take-

sima again differs from the formosanum forms

mainly in that the flower-bud aud flowers in the

Takesima group are more or less tinted brown,

while in formosanum they are tinted red, espe-

cially along tha midrib. The foliage also is

quite distinct, as also the bulbs.

(15) LiLIUM LONalFLOBUM TAKESIMA GEANDI-
FLOBUM is a fine and very distinct Lily, differing

from the Continental grown Takesima just as much
and in the same manner as Lilium longiflorum
grandiflorum surpasses in grandeur and beauty the
Continental form. This truly fine species opens in

August with a grand head of fine flowers of great
substance on a tall, stout stem 2 feet to 3 feet high,

more or less blotched in the axils of the leaves or
striated in lines down the stem with a dark brown
tint; the bise of the stem is invariably of a dark
colour. It has alternate light green foliage, acu-
minate, curving downwards, 8 inches to 10 inches
wide, ,5^ inches long, seven-nerved. Pedicels are
stout, :i inches to 7 inches long, slightly, if at all,

brown-tinted. The flowers, two to ten in number,
set on at right angles to the stalk or at a slightly

obtuse angle, come out irregularly during August,
generally in pairs opposite to each other, creamy
white in colour, of great substance, therefore last-

ing long before faoiog, slightly coloured with brown
externally, which is more noticeable in the bud
than in the fljwer ; fragrance great, and quite dis-

tinct from that of the longiflorum group. The
flowers are li.^ imhes to 7 inches long, expand
evenly from base to perianth, are bell-shaped with
a perianth expanse of •> inches to tj inches

;
petals

but slightly and evenly revolute ; filaments un-
equal ; anthers of an orange-yellow ; style less

cutvei and shorter than in the longiflorum form.
Bulb large, 7 inches to 10 inches in circumference,
with large, thick overlapping scales coming up to

the top of the crown, like those of L. Browni ; the
base also is often narrow and the crown broad.

(10) Ltlium FOEM0SANU5I (?).—A distinct Lily

which I obtained ten years ago from Formosa. It

is a compact dwarf plant, 18 inches to 24 inches in

height, with light green, erect, somewhat crowded
foliage, channelled acuminate, 1 inch to 1 J inches

the wide, 5^ inches to 6 inches long, seven-nerved
;

flower opens in September ; stem rather slender,

more or less brown or chocolate tinted aU the way
up

;
pedicels 5 inches to 7 Inches long, chocolate-

brown ; flower-bud 6 inches to C^ inches long, set

on at an obtuse angle to stem, more or less tinted

with vinous red, especially along the midrib and at

the tips ; tube slender for the first 2 inches, then
tapering gradually to perianth

;
perianth expanse

U inches to 5 inches, lobes slightly and evenly re-

volute ; the flower is distinctly smaller than that of

Takesima, less revolute, with a smaller perianth ex-

panse and coloured externally with a vinous red

tint ; bulb very distinct, 7 inches to H inches in

circumference, with numerous short broad-pointed
scales imbricated like those of a Thunbergianum
bulb, which it much resembles (vide " Notes on
Lilies," p. 105, woodcut of Thunbergianum WUsoni).

(17) A variety of the preceding form has narrow
dark green foliage three-quarters of an inch wide, 5 J

inches to inches long, acuminate, carving down-
wards as in the Takesima form, 18 inches to 21

inches high ; stem very darkly tinted all the way
down

;
pedice's 3 inches to 5 inches long, deeply

coloured ; flower (1 inches long
;
perianth expanse 5

inches, three outer petals more distinctly revolute

than the inner three ; tube expands very slightly for

the first two-thirds of its length, then enlarges

evenly to the perianth ; bud and flower vinous
tinted, but to a less extent than in variety 17;
bulb 8 inches to 10 inches in circumference, with

numerous short broad-pointed scales with a central

pointed apex.

(18) A variety with broad short foliage, strap-

shipsd, 3.V inches to i inches long, seven-eighths of

an inch broad, slightly crowded, acuminate, curving
downwards ; height of plant 18 inches to 21 inches

;

stem brown, stained as in type; pedicels and bud
slightly stained ; flower GJ inches long

;
perianth

expanse 5 inches, same as in type; bulb about 7

inches in circumference, with short, broad scales,

tightly imbricated, as in the Thunbergianum sec-

tion, with central pointed apex.

and apices of the petals ; bulb somewhat flat and
broad, 7 inches to 9 inches in circumference, with
numerous short, broad, pointed scales, somewhat
loose and overlapping.

N.B—At this date (October 10) all the bulbs of

the formosanum varieties are making young growth
several iEches long, and a good many that have been
brought indoors and potted oft' are in bud or flower

for the second time this season—a valuable trait

in this Lily for winter decoration.

(To be continued.)

(I'.i) Another form has a height of 24 inches; foli-

age narrow, seven-eighths of an inch wide, seven-

nei ved,crowded, numerous, of an intermediate green
tint, channelled; stem and pedicels very slightly, if at

all, brown-tinted ; shape of flower as in type ; bulb

8 inches to 10 inches, shape like a large, flat Thun-
bergianum ; scales broad, thick and pointed.

(20) A dwarf compact plant, 12 inches to 20
inches high, with fofiage like that of formo-
sanum, but much darker in colour ; stem green,

scarcely at all brown-tinted
;
pedicels show only a

trace of colour in the neck ;
flower of much sub-

stance, with well-marked red midrib and apical

staining, style long ; anthers orange-tinted, length

of flower G inches
;
perianth expanse (J inches : tube

narrow for first 2 inches, then expanding into a
broad perianth

;
petals slightly and evenly revolute

;

bulb of same character as in var. 111.

(21

)

A form 24 inches to 30 inches high, with dark
green,narrow,scatteredfoliage, 4.', inches long, three-

quarters ofan inch wide, seven-nerved, curving down-
wards; stem darkly tinted all the way up with choco-
late-red ; flower of great substance, it}, inches long

;

perianth expanse 11} inches ; three inner petals very

broad, scarcely revolute, three outer petals narrow
and very revolute ; tube expands slightly in the

first half of its length, then widens out into the

perianth, coloured outside as in var. Hi ; bulb about
() inches in circumference, with loose, narrow,
pointed scales,

(22) A tall-growing form, :!0 inches high

;

stem and pediceU slightly tinted ; foliage weak,
scattered, slightly erect, of a light green
colour, I inch wide, 5.V inches to (! inches long,

seven-nerved ; flower l!.\ inches long ; perianth

expanse 5 inches ; upper petals more re\ olute than
the three lower ones, red-tinted along the midrib

FLOWERING TIME OF GL.\DIOLI.

Although a great deal has been written on the

subject of the Gladioli, we find that one of their

best points has not been sufficiently dwelt upon,
namely, the property of afl'ording a continuous
succession of flowers, which commences in spring

aud only ends with the advent of the succeeding
winter or when vegetation is arrested by au-

tumnal frosts. By a judicious planting of cer-

tain species and varieties, thisdesirable succession

of bloom can be produced in gardens and plea-

sure grounds, and in the present article we
purpose to indicate how this may be effected.

In the first place, we shall give a brief descrip-

tion of the most important of the kinds that

can be utilised for this purpose.

G. coMMtJNis (common Sword Lily), (see illustra-

tion).—A native of France and other parts of Europe.
Flower-stem from IG inches to 20 inches high ; flowers

small, of a light violet or violet-pink colour and
arranged on one side only of the stem. There is

also a white-flowered variety.

G. BXZANTisu.s (Turkish Sword Lily).—The na-

tive habitat of this species is, as the specific name
indicates, entirely oriental. The plant has a much
stouter stem than that of the common Sword Lily,

and it also attains a greater height (from HO inches

to 32 inche.-). Moreover, the flower, which is of a
reddish-violet colour, is broader, more opened out,

and handsomer.

G. COLVILLEI.—This is a hybrid of which there

can be no doubt that one of the parents was G.
cardinalis, a species to which it bears much resem-
blance in habit, height (about 32 inches) and the
form of the flowers. These are rather broad and
well opened out, and are of a flaxen-grey-violet

colour, prettily marked with lines of yellow spots on
the lower petals, which adds much to the beauty of

the corolla. From this variety has sprung the

white-flowered form which is known as G. Colvillei

The Bride, a very handsome kind, largely grown to

supply the demands of the makers of bouquets.

The section of the dwarf Sword Lilies comes pretty

near G. Colvillei. These bear very pretty and nu-

merous flowers of various colours spotted in the

same manner, but the spots are of dift'erent colours

and shades.

G. FLORIBUNDUS (Free-flowering Sword Lily).

—

A native of the Cape of Good Hope. Stem 3:i inches

or more high ; flowers large, numerous, and of

various colours—white, flesh colour, purplish-pink,

S;c. This species is somewhat tender for the climate

of Paris. It requires light well-drained soil and a
mulching of short straw.

G. PSITTACINUS (Parrot Sword Lily)- -A native

of Port Natal, and, consequently, almost of the

same region as the preceding kind. Stem very

tall (from 39 inches to 51 inche.s), bearing a great

spike of large-sized yellow or reddish flowers .spotted

with reddish brown. From this species have origin-

ated the varieties of G, gandavensis.

G. RAMOSUS (Branching Sword Lily).—A fine

hybrid derived from G. Uoribundus, probably

crossed with G. cardinalis, but this is not abso-

lutely certain. A very pretty plant with a tall

stem, which is sometimes branched, as the specific

name implies. The flowers .are of a florid rose

colour, and are marked on the lower petals with

white and carmine spots, which are disposed in the

same manner as in the (lowers of G. Colvillei. Thi
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variety has also produced some hybrid sub-varieties.

The varieties known as G. formosissimus, G. in-

signis, G. magnificus, G. Queen Victoria and G.

trimaculatus are hybrids which form the connect-

ing link or transition-point between G. floribundus,

G. psittacinus, G. ramosus and the gandavensis

hybrid Sword Lilies.

There is no occasion for us to sound the

praises of these gandavensis hybrid Gladioli, as

the uninterrupted successes which they have

acliieved from the time of their first appearance

up to the present relieve us from the nece.ssity

of penning any eulogy upon them, especially as

these successes are yearly on the increase in the

addition of the new shades of colouring and new
forms of the flowers which are still being pro-

duced to enrich our collections. Our present

object is to show how important it is to make a

selection of such varieties ?.3 will enable the

cultivator to prolong the flowering time of the

Sword Lilies to the very latest period of the

year that it is possible to do to. In order to do

this it is necessary to establish a classification

which comprises, in the first part, the species

properly so-called and some of their varieties

and hybrids which have been already described,

and, in the second part, the early, intermediate,

and late-flowering varieties of the gandavensis

hybrids.

The common Sword Lily, in both forms,

violet and white ; the Tui-kish ; G. Colvillei, in

both forms, violet and white ; and the dwarf
Sword Lilies should be the fir.st planted in

autumn from October to December in soil that

is well drained, friable, and light rather than
heavy, the corms being buried at a depth of about
6 inches. The two last-named kinds, however,
must be protected against the inclemencies of

the winter and from an excess of moisture by
covering them with a substantial layer of short

straw or of chaft', which will allow neither frost

nor rain to penetrate to the corms. The com-
mon and the Turkish Sword Lilies will flower

from May to June ; G. Colvillei and the dwarf
Sword Lilies will bloom in June and July. In
the early part of spring (about March 15) plant

G. ramosus, G. formosissimus, G. insignis, G.
Queen Victoria and G. trimaculatus. These will

flower from the beginning to the end of July,

and even to the second week in August. To
these succeed G. floribundus and G. psittacinus,

which will flower from July to September if an
interval of from fifteen to twenty days is allowed
between the planting of these two kinds and the
preceding ones.

Wo must here also mention the large-spotted
Sword Lilies—a superb race of plants—which
some persons have been in rather too great a
hurry to describe as hardy, seeing that they are
almost as easily aft'ected by frost as their con-
geners the gandavensis hybrids ; at any rate,

they require a milder climate than that of Paris.

However, they are none the less worthy of
recommendation for their peculiar shades of

colour set ofi' by broad spots or blotches on the
lower petals. They are a rather early-flowering
kind, coming into bloom before any of the ganda-
vensis hybrids, of which we may incidentally
mention that during a recent visit to the Jardin
d'Acclimatation we saw a splendid collection, con-
tributed by Messrs. VilmorinAndrieux and Co.,

in one of the houses near the entrance, remind-
ing us of the collection which, two years ago,
charmed the visitors at the Universal Exhibi-
tion. This collection (in the Jardin), kept con-
stantly renewed, was on view up to Septini-
ber 20.

In the foregoing part of this article we have
enumeratKl and described the indigenous and
exotic kinds of (ihidiulus, which can be eni-

plojed to furnish a cnttaut succession of Howers

up to a much later period of the year than that

during which tho gandavensis hybrids usually

l)looni. The remainder of this article will be
devoted to a detailed account of the splendid
race of hybrids which derives its name from the
city of Ghent in which it originated, and where
M. Souchet, M. Truftaut, and later on Messrs.
Souillard and Brunelet have succeeded in im-
proving and multiplying it to an extent surpass-
ing all expectation. Twenty-five years ago, little

more than the type of G. gandavensis was to be
seen in gardens, aformwhich had flowers that were
comparatively narrow and only slightly opened
out, very much like those of G. psittacinus, from
which it originated, and of a vermilion colour
spotted with yellow. Notwithstanding the suc-

cess which the new hybrid achieved (so true is

it that the public are insatiable in the pursuit
of horticultural as well as of other kinds of

novelties), it is certain that it would have en-

joyed only a very ephemeral popularity if culti-

vators had not employed themselves in working
up the new race and producing hundreds of

varieties, each finer and more brilliant than its

predecessors, so that, if it is universally ad-
mitted that the Rose is the queen of flowers,

we must, however, set up another classification

which places the Gladiolus in the category of

herbaceous plants in the same position of su-

perior rank which the Rose holds in the cate-

gory of flowering shrubs, due proportion being
observed in other respects. At the present day
no well-kept garden is without a collection of

Gladioli, and we are acquainted with some per-

sons who carry their love of this plant so far as

to pay very high prices for certain novelties,

the value of which is enhanced by their rare-

ness at the time when they are first put into

commerce. This passion is a very natural one,
because the finer one's collection is, the more
desirous one is to add to it any novelty that
possesses real merit.

The skilled amateur, who is necessarily some-
what fastidious, considers the following three
conditions indispensable in any new variety of

Gladiolus that he deems worthy of being added
to his collection : (1) The flower-stem should,
during the whole period of flowering, exhibit
from six to eight flowers at least in bloom at

the same time, the upper ones expanding as the
lower ones fade. (2) The flowers should be
broadly opened out, having the edge of the
petals turned back, so as to allow a clear view
to the bottom of the throat of the corolla. (3)
The flowers should be so disposed on the stem
that the spectator may see them all almost
fronting him, and they should be very symme-
trically arranged and spaced on each side of the
line of sight to the stem.

The culture of the gandavensis hybrid Sword
Lilies does not present any difticulty, seeing
that it may be very aptly compared to that of

the Potato in requiring the same manner and
time of planting, the same kind of soil, the
same attentions, the analogy culminating in the
taking up of the corms at the same time when
they are ripe, a stage at which they will have
arrived when the leaves succumb to the early

frosts.

W'e have already observed that it is by mak-
ing a proper selection of varieties that we can
ensure an uninterrupted succession of bloom
from the beginning of .Tuly up the advent of

frosty weather. These should be planted in the
following order : First earlies, second- carlies,

half-late, and late. The first planting should
be made about March 15, and the various kinds
are to be planted in succession up to tho end of

May, allowing an interval of a fortnight between
each planting. We shall here mention only the

I names of the proper varieties, as our i.pace does

not admit of giving minute de.-ciiptions of

them, for which we must refer the reader to

the special catalogue published every year by
Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux and Co.
The varieties enumerated in the following list

have been selected from amongst the kinds
most worthy of recommendation, and to facili-

tate the selection made by the reader, we have
classed them in their order of earliness, as

first-earlies, second-earlies, half-late, and late,

and we have also classed them in each of these
sections according to the ground colour or prin-

cipal shades of colour of the flowers.

FlBST-EABLY VARIETIES.

H7//;'f.- Diamant, Shakespeare. Pink: Archi-
duchesse Marie Christine, Carnation, Enchan-
teresse, Engine Scribe, Liseron, Sceptre de Flore.

Salmon-flexh cnlour : All, Amiti^, Papillon, Pasteur.

Cherry-red and crimsvii : Eugene Ramey, Soleil

couchant. Scarlet and red : Magnificus, Victor

Jacquemont. Yellow : Canari, Eldorado, Paotole.

ViiiU'f : La Perle.

Second EABLY Vabieties.

M'liite : Albatros, Norma, Ondine, Princesse

Marie de Cambridge, Variabilis. J'iiili : N^reide,

Orpbi^e, Panorama, Perfection, Seduction. Salmoii-

riexli eulour : Mascarille, Minos. Oramje-pinh : Bi-

colore. Carmine red : Andr^ Leroy, Brazza (de),

Conquerant, Docteur Fontan. Chernj-red and,

erimuin: Artabar, Buffalo Bill, Dalila, Docteur
Hogg, Panama, Splendens, Tamerlan. Scarlet and
red : Docteur Bailly, Flamboyant, Flamingo, Jla-

giclen, M. Legouve, Montaigne, Picador, Pollux.

]'iidet : Baroness Burdett-Coutts, Crepuscule, Le-

andre, L'Unique, Violet. Slate eolunr : L'Ardoi-

siere.

Half-late Vabieties.

^]'llife : Beatrix, Blanc fris^, Fantome, Gallia,

La Candeur, Mme. Desportes, Mont Blanc, Therese

de Vilmorin. Pin/; ; Atlas, Cendrillon, Christophe

Colomb, Latone, Mme. Auber, Mile. Marie Mies,

Multiflora, Roi des Roses, Venus. Salnum-Jhali

eolour : Arriere-Garde, Aurore de feu, Cclimene
Daphnis, Tigre, Titania. Carmine red : Cameloon,
Corinne, Docteur Jlasters, Matador. Cherry-red

and crimson : Conquete, Murillo, Panache. Scarlet,

and red: Africaiu, Arabi Pacha, Colorado, Comte
Horace de Choiseul, Eugene Souchet, Glaive de

feu. Grand Rouge, Mont Etna, Protee. iellon:

Drap d'Or, Rayon d'Or. Slate eoloiir : M. Chevreul.

Late Vabieties.

Abricot^, Giganteus, Grand Lilas, Le Vfisuve, Me-
dicis, Oriflamme, Phcjcbus, Schiller, Sultane, Ulysse,

Surprise.

We must specially mention the last-named

variety-—Surprise—which for many years was

grown in collections, but had disappeared from

the trade catalogues. We hail its re-appearance

in them with much pleasure, because this variety

possesses the very vahiable property of flower-

ing long after all the other kinds have ceased

to bloom. In fact, it is not unusual to see it

flowering in the middle of November, so that

there is for the amateur a genuine, but agree-

able "surprise" in store if he adds to liis col-

lection this valuable variety, which might well

be also termed "Queen of the Lates."— G.
Leokos, in ISexue Horticolc.

Layering Carnations. — The system of

having reserve plants for the purpose of layeiing,

as detailed by " A. H ," is well worlby of imitation,

for unless some such means are adopted, the bed-

ding value of Carrations will not gain them that

distinction which their high merits entitle them to.

People who like to see their flower beds look trim

whilst the flowers are in perfection are already

beginning to lock with disfavour upon Carnations

for the flower garden, thinking that because the

effect is so sadly marred by early layering that their

proper place is in some obscure spot where the

llowers niav bo gathered for cutting only. Like

"P. G." (p '^l)- 1 have se^n what should have
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been some of the most effective beds in the garden
sadly marred by early layering. This need not
have been. Layering, I think, is often done earlier
than it need be

; consequently some people as soon
as the beds commence to show colour think about
layering. Very often the layers would be better
and stronger if left for another three weeks. If
the plants are layered, so that they may have time
to become rooted by the middle of October, it will
be quite early enough, at which time the layers
should be taken off and planted in their permanent
quarters. So that our beds should not have their
effect marred, I did not layer any before the first
week in September, and by the middle of October
each had formed a good mass of roots. The Car-
nation being such a grand flower means should be
taken to use it effectively for the embellishment of
the flower garden, and not abuse it by faulty
management, as is likely to be the case.—A. Y.

Orchids.

L.^LIA AMESIANA.
This is a hybrid of the Messrs. Veitoh's, obtained
between Lalia crispa and Cattleya maxima. It
is an exceedingly beautiful plant and very free
blooming. Some time ago I saw it flowering in
the collection of Mr. Measures, The Woodlands,
Streatham. It is named in honour of a cele-
brated American grower of Orchids. This
is not a new hybrid, but it is amongst the rarest
and most beautiful kinds yet raised. In growth
the plant somewhat resembles the famous L.
e.xoniensis, but the grand flowers of L. Araesiana
raised by Mr. Seden eclipse those of that plant.
Mr. Seden, too, has been the raiserof many large-
flowered and splendid kinds, amongst which I
may mention L<%4ia bella, L. callistogloasa, L.
Oanhamiana, L. Sedeni, and L. triophthalma, all
plants of the greatest merit. The only fault is
their rarity, so that their beauties have not been
seen much. The flowers of L. Amesiana are bold,
each measuring upwards of 5 inches across the
petals

;
the sepals are lanceolate, the edges plain

and the ends slightly recurved, white, faintly
tinged with flesh

;
petals much broader, with

frilled edges, white, with just a tinge of flesh
colour

;
the lip is three-lobed, the middle lobe

large and spreading, frilled at the edges, and of
a rich purple-; the throat is si. ft pale yellow,
streaked with lines of purple. It prod\ices four
and live flowers upon a scape, and is a very
etiiective variety. The plant, like most of the
hybrid forms, is easily grown, but I have not
oliserved that it requires or thrives in so low a
temperature as either of its parents. It likes a
house slightly warmer than that devoted to the
New Grenadian Cattleyas of the labiata group
and an abundance of light. Tlie pot should be
well drained and the plant be potted in good
peat libre with a little Sphagnum Moss. The
plant, slightly elevated above the rim of the
pot, should be hung up near the roof glass
and the blinds only let down to sliade them
from the burning rays of the sun. This plant,
like many others, should be kept from growing
through the winter months. Uy doing this"
strong and vigorous growth is secured through
the spring and summer, and by this means
strong spikes bearing many large flower.s are
borne

; these, if not kept too cool, last a long
time in full beauty. The toniiieraturo of the
house in which L;elia crispa and many otliers
are growing is often allowed to fall too low,
this causing the flowers to become spotted.

William Huou Gowkr.

Orchid flowers from Bakewell.- From Mr
Barker, gardener to Mr. 8. Taylor Whitehead, comes a
box of beautiful flowers, all in good order. Amongst
them may be noted Cattleya Gaskelliana, the indi-

vidual flowers being rather small, but, as Mr.
Barker says, they were cut from a scape bearing
eleven flowers, and a newly imported plant. I
should mark it and take notice of what it does
next season. A flower sent as C. Sanderiana ap-
pears to me to be an ordinary form of C. gigas, but
it will come larger if grown well another season

;

the same may be said of C. aurea or Dowiana.
La;lia Dayana was a very good variety of a most
useful Orchid. The Odontoglossum crispum is
somewhat starry, but it may improve; its spots will
vary. Cypripedium Stonei is an ordinary variety.
A very nice form of Odontoglossum grande was
also sent. The Vanda cterulea was an ordinary
form, not equal to the line flowers which have come
from Mr. Woodall and Mr. Cypher. Two forms of
Miltonia Moreliana complete the series, the smaller
flower marked 2 being the better and more richly
coloured. This is known by the name of atro-
rubens.—W. H. G.

Cattleya Bowringiana From Mr. Holmes
gardener to Mr. Hardy, Pickering Lodge, Timper-
ley, Cheshire, come flowers of a very rich coloured
dark variety of this. Blooming at this season, too, it is
extremely useful, and I quite agree with Mr. Holmes,
who says, " Of C. Bowringiana we have a quantity]
but none of the plants are equal to the one from
which I send you two blooms. It has three spikes
carrying eight flowers each. It is a beautiful and
most useful Orchid for this time of year, and I am
convinced no one can have too many plants of it
where cut flowers are required." The flowers sent
are large, the petals being very round and full ; the
colour of the sepals and petals is an intense deep
rosy-purple, lip ot the same colour in front with a
deep maroon band at the base with a pure white
throat, very charming.—W. H. G.

L^LIA MONOPHYLLA.
I AM in receipt of flowers of this wonderful
little plant from Mr. Patrick Hinoks. He says
they are the first flowers from a batch gathered
on St. Andrew's Mountain, Jamaica, about two
yea,rs or a little more ago. The plant from
which the flowers were taken was the only one
that survived the journey. At this I am not at
all surprised, seeing that this L.-elia really has
no pseudo-bulbs to withstand the removal. We
now have a good many specimens of this plant
in the country, for the most of which we are
indebted to Mr. O'Brien, who has been very
successful in getting the jilant home in a livin"
state. This L;ulia was first discovered more
than fifty years ago, but it was not until about
ten years ago that it first came alive to Europe.
It is reinarkablo as being the only member of
the family yet found growing oil' the American
mainland, and I still adopt the name given it by
N. E. Brown, / e., Lrelia, leaving those who
care to to adopt the synonyms given it by other
authors. Looking at the flower, one is led at
first sight to pronounce it a Suphrouitis, but
this, no doubt, is caused a great deal through
its size and its colour. The plant is small, pro-
ducing tufts of stem-like growths which usually
attain a height of some 5 inches or inches.
Growths double that size, however, have been
obtained on plants that have grown strongly.
These stems bear a single coriaceous leaf, which,
is oblong, acute, some 3 inches long, deep green
on the upper side, tinged with junk below; the
scape is longer than the leaves and bears a single
flower which measures about 2 ini'hos across

;

the sepals and petals spreading, nearly cijual
in size, of fair substance, and of a uniform rich
orange-scarlet colour. This plant grows at
about 5000 foet above the sea level, and conse-
quently thrive.s under cool treatment. I am
told this jilant has been grown in the Odonto-
glossum house, .uid 1 have no doubt this i.s tlio
correct plaoo for it, as I have a susjiiciou lliat
in the heat of tho Brazilian house it would
dwindle and die. Planted in small, sliallow

earthenware pans, which are the best to grow
it in, it should be hung up near the roof-glass.
The pans should be well drained and the plant
should sit upon a slightly elevated mound of
peat fibre, the plants and the atmosphere being
kept moist. In the winter this plant should
never be allowed to became dry, or mischief
will follow, for, from having no jiseudo-bulbs, its

slender growth cannot withstand any drought.
It likes a fair amount of light and sunshine,
but requires to be shaded during the hottest
part of the day. It does not like bsing dis-

turbed at the routs, so that drainage must be
carefully done at first, and the soil should be
placed in the basket firmly.

William Huoh Gower.

Oncidium Larkinianum (Mr. Todman ).—You
may increase this plant which you have with safety.
Heed not what people tell you about its lip not
being large enough. It is the first time I ever
heard size given as a qualification for a species.

Your plant will produce larger flowers as it gets
stronger. The plant flowered with Mr. Larkin first

and was imported from Brazil, so that if a cross, it

is a natural hybrid, and its parent I suppose to be
0. Marshallianum, of which it has the clear bright
yellow lip with the sepals and petals ot 0. Gardner-
ianum. A good figure of this plant can be found
at t. 405 of the " Orchid Album."—W. H. G.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 831.

DWARF CAMPANULAS.
(WITH A PLATE OF (.'. I'ULLA.*)

Vkry few will deny the beauty and grace of all

the dwarf Campanulas, or their adaptability to

English gardens generally, to say nothing of the
quantity of flowers they are capable of yielding

during the spring and early summer months.
For carpeting the rockery, for forming broad
patches thereon, or for planting beneath such
things as Andromedas and Ghent Azaleas these

dwarf Bellllowera have no equals, whilst in the
herbaceous border in large groups, or as wide
permanent edgings or belts in the flower garden
they are always attractive. Sometimes we find

in old-fashioned gardens belts of the pumila
section a foot or more wide, constituting tho

most perfect carpet, and when in flower form-
ing quite a feature. The beauty of such a mass
as this is by no means short-lived, for it will

keep up a succession of bloom such as few
plants can boast of. ]\[oreover, they are so

simple in their requirements, that few, if any,

who take them in hand, provided a start is

made with good plants, need fear failure

;

hence they should be popular with a large per-

centage of those who are interested in garden-

ing. 1 have just said they are easUy grown,
and I might have added that in some cases

they are difticult to exterminate, though this

does not imply that they are at all weedy
subjects. In one of my pots of choice Saxi-

frages I have a pale bhio form of C. pumila,

and over and over again have 1 weeded every

particle of tho Campanula out so far as I could

see, but still it holds its own year by year, and
comes up with renewed vigour. Tho only way,

of course, to rid oneself of it would bo to pull

the Saxifrage to pieces, but tho specimen is

such a good one, tltat so far I have no inclina-

tion to disturb it, thougli, as I have said, I

keep the Campanula under hand a little, as I

value the other plant in this instance the most.

• Drawn for Thk Gardkn -.tt Gr.ivctyo Manor,
Su.-;si>x, liy II. C. Moon, Jnly IC. ISUl. Litlio-

gniphoJ aud priuted by Guilluunio Severeyns.
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Of course, one could liardly coimtenance the

existence of the two in ordinary gardening, for

the Bellflower would be sure to gain the

mastery over a tiny member of the crusted

Saxifrages, but there are instances when such
things may be permitted to carry on a sort of

partnership one with the other. A few years

ago 1 made a low piece of rookwork, more as a

small reserve ground wherein I could safely

plant rare or good things, that I might always
have them under my eye. Not having at the

moment a sufficient supply to fill all the

pockets I had formed, I planted some commoner
things to fill the spaces for the time being.

Among these latter was Campanula pumila alba,

but it so happened that before planting I con-

ceived the idea of planting some small bulbous
plants incompany with it, but which would flower

in the early days of the year, before the Cam-
panula had made little if any growth. I thought
of Crocuses, Snowdnjps, Scillas, ifec, and finally

fixed upon Chionodoxa Luciliie for the purpose,

and having planted a large patch of the Bell-

flower, freely distributed the Chionodoxa be-

tween the plants of the former and covered in

firmly with good soil. The result was a fine

display of the rich blue of the Chionodoxa in

the early months of the year, with the mass
of white bells of the Campanula to follow

later on. Now here is a case of making the
most of a given space and of enjoying as much
floral variety as possible without the one injur-

ing the other in the slightest degree. It would
be an easy matter to extend this style of garden-
ing considerably with a little care and fore-

thought by making a judicious selection of

those plants that have henceforth to be partners.

The majority of the Campanulas succeed well

in moist sandy loam of a fairly rich character,

but any that require specdal attention in these
respects wQl be noted in dealing separately with
the most worthy members of the group.

C. ALPINA (the alpine Bellflower) is a charming
little plant for the rockery.growing from 4 inches to
8 inches high, with flowers of a deep bine in a pyra-
midal spike. It is a native of Transylvania and the
Carpathian Mountains, and of easy culture, growing
freely in most positions as well as the rockery in
gritty loam. It also makes an excellent pot plant.
Flowers in midsummer and is readily distinguished
by its woolly stems.

C. c.i:bpito3A (Tufted Bellflower).—One of the
most delightful of all the Harebells, growing only
a few inches high, and forming healthy patches of
bright green refreshing leaves in evergreen tufts.

It grows and increases rapidly in any good ordinary
soil, and is alike adapted for the rockery or for lines
or edgings, or in fact any position where a cool,
moist soil and room can be given it. It is very free
flowering, frequently for two or three months in
succession. This species is also well adapted for
inserting in rockery walls in chinks and crevices,
particularly on the cool, shady side, where it will
thrive and look charming. A native of the more
temperate parts of Europe, but equally at home in
any part of the British Isles.

C. CARi'ATicA (the Carpathian Bellflower). —
Among the dwarf forms of this genus this species
and its several varieties occupy an almost unique
position in so far as their decorative value is
concerned, as well as the ease with which they
are managed. Under this head, too, are now in-
cluded the several forms of turbinata as well as that
beautiful and distinct hybrid Hendersoni, which
seems more delicate in constitution than many.
All the other forms are easily increased from seeds
as well as division, though the former might still

be pursued with advantage, for blues of deeper
shade would still be acceptable, and much more
so shades of rose or flesh of these useful kinds.
All of them are at home in a deep moist loam,
fairly rich, and are better suited for the border
or beds on the level ground than on the rockery.
With the exception of Hendersoni, which is rather

more pyramidal than the rest, all have a beautiful

cushion-like habit of growth, profusely flowered all

over, thus constituting very pleasing subjects less

than a foot high ; excellent marginal plants by
themselves in distinct shades to groups of taller

herbaceous things, and equally effective in beds
alone, either mixed or in separate colours. Being
so perfectly hardy and of such easy culture, they
should Sbe found in every garden. There are at

present in cultivation many shades of blue and
lilac, one bearing the name pallida being very
pleasing and distinct. TJjere are also two beau-
tiful white-flowered forms, so that in the hands of

the careful hybridist a set of varieties may soon be
forthcoming, some of which might even surpass in

merit some of the existing kinds ; at any rate, it is

worth a trial, for we can hardly have too much of

such useful things as these. These flower long and
profusely during the summer months and always
attract by their neatness.

V. PULLA (Austrian Bellflower).—This charming
and distinct species, so beautifully depicted in the

coloured plate accompanying this issue, is a native

of the Tyrol, as well as Southern and Eastern
Europe. It is perhaps one of the most beautiful

of all the Harebells, and possesses a grace and free-

dom of flowering all its own
; no freer certainly

than the forms of pumila, if even it may be con-

sidered as free ; inasmuch as the flowers of C. puUa
are always borne solitary on the slender and grace-

ful stems, while in the case of pumila and others

several flowers are produced on each stem. This
plant is only occasionally met with in really good
healthy patches, and then to all appearance in per-

fect happiness under very ordinary conditions, such
as might be imitated in any garden. I do not,

however, regard it as needing very special soil or

cultural treatment, for I have grown it very

successfully in a moist peaty nook, and on
drier ground in the vicinity of Conifers, and I

well remember many years ago a fine healthy
patch at the foot of (I speak from memory)
a large Lawson's Cypress. I have also grown it

well as a pot plant in moist sandy loam, so that I

believe failures are rather due to the rarity of obtain

-

inggood plants than otherwise, seeing that it thrives,

not to say succeeds, in positions so totally opposite

to each other. This plant should always be supplied

in pots to prevent the tiny thread-like roots from
being dried— I mean established in a pot for the

purpose, and not merely dropped into one just as it

leaves the nursery. In planting it, choose a shel-

tered spot, or one partly so, and moist rather than
otherwise. When established, it spreads freely by
means of underground shoots, and may be grown
for years without difficulty. From established

clumps every effort should be made to obtain seeds,

in order to increase it by every possible means.
When transplanting it, select the early autumn
just as the plant is going to rest, and open out a
little bed for it (> inches deep and as large as you
will, work in plenty of good soil if such does not
already exist, and then above and below the roots

place some good potting soil, as loam, paat, leaf-

soil, and sharp sand in equal parts, spread the
roots out over the surface at 4 inches deep and
cover in, watering if the weather be dry. It is a
most delightful plant when in good condition and
worthy a deal of care to secure fine patches.

C. PusiLLA (the small Bellflower).—This species

will be better known probably under the name of

pumila, which is the one generally employed in

gardens. The two, however, are given now as

synonymous, and for present purposes I will re-

gard them as such. This I have already briefly

referred to in my opening remarks, and I think for

general purposes it is equal to any, for none are

more easily managed, none so tree and profuse in

their flowering, and none more hardy. There are
also deep and light blues of varying shades, but I

think the one that takes the fancy of everyone who
may see it in good condition is that with pure and
snowy bells, the simple beauty of which attracts

much attention. Happily, too, it gives no trouble

to the cultivator, and bioad healthy bands or

edgings are quickly established it this is desired,

the quickest way to attain this end being to

establish a quantity in small pots, potting them in

the autumn and plunging them in the open till the
following spring, covering them completely over
with ashes or cocoa-nut libre an inch or so deep.
Where broad edgings already exist, plenty of mate-
rial will be forthcoming from the sides for the
above purpose. This is much better than entirely

breaking up any portion of the edging. This is a
native of Southern Europe and adapted to either
the rockery or border. It may also be freely

established on old walls or the like. E. J.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

SELECTING TREES FOR PLANTING.
All in want of fruit trees of various kinds for
immediate planting cannot pay a visit of inspec-
tion to the nurseries, but those who are in a
position to do so ought most certainly to
select their own fruit trees. I advise this step
to be taken not with any animus again.st or dis-

trust of nur.serymeu as a class, as in most In-

stances they do their best to oblige all their

customers, but a personal visit is, as it happens,
both agreeable to the sellers and also a decided
advantage to the buyer. If the latter makes
a mistake he has only himself to blame,
and he must be very hard to please if a timely
visit to a good average nursery does not end in

a good selection of trees being made. The
least that those who do not select their own
trees can do is to order early, and where pos-
sible to sometimes give the nurseryman the
choice of sending a good substitute for any
variety not in stock or in a form of tree

acceptable to the buyer. If this is done, there
is no excuse to oifer for any wilful substitution

of inferior forms for superior varieties. No-
thing can well be more disappointing to fruit

growers to find that a tree they have carefully

tended is something they either have {ilenty of,

or do not in the least value. I have been singu-

larly unfortunate in my dealings. One result

of this is the growing of five good-sized trees

of Pear Duchesse d'AngouIume where not
more than one was either expected or desired.

The Pear named is but a poor substitute for

either Van Mons Leon Leclerc, Doyennu du
Cornice, Pitmaston Duchess or Beurre Bache-
lier, but I got it all the same. For the future
1 shall either insist upon a guarantee that what
I am receiving is true to name, or decline to

receive it. Reasonable allowance ought to be
made for any accidental mixing of names, but
there is no justification for trickery. When a
personal visit is paid to a nursery, if a suitable

tree of one variety cannot be had, the buyer
can select his own substitute, or wait till a
tree can be had from another nursery, and, as a
rule, it is advisable to insist upon the exercise

of this discretion when the transactions are con-

ducted through the post.

The necessity for choosing one's own varie-

ties is not my only reason for suggesting a per-

sonal visit to a nursery, as 1 am of opinion that

not a little of future success depends upon a
judicious selection of the trees. Doubtless
opinions vary considerably as to which is the
best class of tree for planting. Some like

plenty for their money, and the larger the trees

the better pleased are their new owners. In
this category I should object to be placed.

Anybody may have the extra strong trees if

only he will let me have thoso only mode-
rately strong and healthy as distinguished

from any either verj' vigorous or the opposite
— much stunted in growth. Extra strong trees

seldom move well, and often do not recover for

several years from the severe check. The other

extreme, or trees tliat have been either much
starved or very roughly treated in the nurseries,
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also proves disappointing, sucli taking a very

long time to recover, if ever they do, a healthy

vigorous habit of growth. Trees only mode-
rately strong and well furnished in most cases

with medium-sized, well-ripened, yet flexible

branches are by far the best to plant, as these

if properly lifted, packed, and replanted will

not experience a very severe check, and be the

first to develop into healthy productive speci-

mens.

After the foregoing general remarks, I propose

to add a few hints upon kinds of fruit trees in

particular, commencing with the Apricot. If

there is any choice of stock I would prefer a

seedling Plum to the stock obtained from the

"spawn" or suckers of the Mussel Plum, the

latter invariably suckering up badly from
the roots all over the border. It being

of importance that the trees quickly attain

a productive size, what are known as " trained
"

should be ordered, but if the grower can

atford to wait till the third season, or rather

longer, after planting for his tirst crops, then

maidens are both the cheapest and most satis-

factory in the end. Very much the same re-

marks apply to Peaches and Nectarines for the

open walls, but those ordering maidens might
with advantage ofl'er to pay Is. (id. instead of

Is. for each, on condition that only moderately

strong and well-ripened trees be sent. Many
of the imported maidens are very rank, and
these rarely develop into well-balanced, quickly

bearing trees. Of late years the ilemand for

standard trained trees has fallen ofi' surprisingly,

yet these are of the greatest assistance in

rapidly furnishing high walls, dwarf trees be-

ing arranged midway between them. So well

do these "riders" sometimes succeed, that

those in charge prefer to sacrifice the dwarf

trees rather than interfere with the standards,

as originally intended.

Plums appear to be more amenable to open
nursery treatment than are Apricots and
Peaches, these standing less in need of the

heat and shelter attbrded by sunny walls. At
any rate good sized trained trees if replanted

against walls without sustaining any rough
treatment or neglect in the interval seldom fail

to make good progress the following season.

Where many err is in cutting back these trained

trees, thereby losing much valuable time. Laid
in to their full length, they break regularly, and
if they make no very apparent forward pro-

gress, ivill yet grow strongly the second season

after planting, also, it may be, producing a few

fruit. Plums succeed fairly well as cordons and
pyramids, but for the open garden I much pre-

fer medium height standards, and moderately
strong healthy trees are plentiful enough in

most nurseries. What has been advanced con-

cerning Plums applies with equal force to Cher-

ries. All can be purchased as maidens, and a

free use of the knife for two or three winters

should result in the formation of good sized

heads.
Pears are variously trained, but the most

popular form of tree would still appear to be

the horizontal, this being alike well adapted
for walls or wooden and wire espaliers. The
irregular fan-shaped tree is perhaps the least

difhcult for amateurs to train, as all that is

necessary in this case is to simply lay in

branches wherever there is fpaco fur them.

With plenty of head room very lino productive

trees soon form, most of the befit old specimens

being grown from fan-shaped trees in the first

instance. It is surprising how soon fine pro-

ductive trees can be grown when the start is

made witli maidens, and there is no very great

art or diiliculty in flaming out eitlier horizontal

or fan-shaped trees. Maidens frequently grow

clean away from much older trees, but which
have been badly treated either in the nurseries

or in the intervals between lifting and replant-

ing. Very gooel standard trees can also be

C£uickly grown from maidens, but the stems

must not be too ejuickly closely denuded of side

branches, or they will not swell satisfactorily.

With Apples, again, it is not advisable to start

with either very large or very old trees, either

maidens or any that have not been pruned
more than once or twic& usually being the most
reliable. Older trees will certainly be the first

in most cases to bear fruit, and if this is the

primary consideration, then by all means plant

them. As it happens, the young trees it not

unduly pruned will not be so very long in com-
mencing to produce fruit, there being nothing

whatever in the old saw about planting Pears

and other fruit trees solely to benefit future

generations. Even if there were, it yet be-

hoves the present generation to do at least as

much for those that come after as did our

forefathers ; whereas a somewhat selfish view

of the matter seems to prevail.

M. H. F.

the first prize lot. These had no doubt come cfE a
warm soil. Washington proved to be very good.

This is an excellent dessert Apple of first-rate

appearance ; some examples of it were really hand-
some. The American Mother Apple is another
promising kind, but I tasted it better a few days
previously direct from the tree. Margil was not at

all remarkable either in appearance or flavour, nor

was Kerry Pippin, wbicfi had passed its best.

Cellini and Cox's Pomona were both shown as

dessert Apples for flavour; ttiis was a great mistake.

Taken in all, this exhibit for flavour was a success ;

the competition was good, about 1(10 dishes being

shown in the two classes, that for Pears consisting

of three kind?, the other for Apples of six kinds.

More of such classes should be seen in the fruit

schedules. It would be interesting to see another

exhibit for flavour in November or December ;
this

would further indicate the later kinds, with Cox's

Orange Pippin and Mannington's Pearmain un-

doubtedly to the front. Pomona.

FLAVOUR IN FRUIT.
The season now drawing to a close cannot be said

to have been in any way favourable to the perfect-

ing of the flavour of our outdoor fruits. ( in the

other hand, many kinds have been deficient in this

respect. Later kinds of Pears and Apples which
ripen in the fruit room will possibly improve matters

somewhat. Thompson's Pear, now in use, has been

with us of very superior flavour, and Louise Bonne
cannot be found fault with, whilst Apples are also

showing an improvement. In the recent competi-

tion at the Crystal Palace for flavour, many kinds

of Pears of known repute were singularly lacking

in this essential point for dessert fruit. Williams'

Bon Chr($tien was amongst the worst ; this was pro-

bably owing to the exhibitors having tried to keep

them back, and thus to a great extent the flavour

was but poor, although the fruits were firm. Marie

Louise, on the other hand, had been forced on to get

it ripe, the flavour again being no recommendation
to this excellent Pear. Fondante d'Automne proved

to be one of the best, having been shown by several

growers. Souvenir du Congres, although like Wil-

liams' Bon Chretien, of superior appearance, leav-

ing nothing to be desired as far as looks went, was
mostdeceivingwhen tasted. Mme.Treyve proved, on

the other hand, to be very good in several instances.

Beurre d'Amanlis, as far as flavour went,wasone of the

worst. Beurre Superfin was scarely shown at all, yet

it is one of the finest for flavour ; those put up were

not first rate. Autumn Nelis in one instance was
very good, whilst the best in point of flavour from

amongst all was Doyennfi du Cornice. Brockwoith

Park was much better than it is usually found to

be. Seckle, well known for its flavour, was some-

what deficient. In several instances there was a

distinct trace of hay in the flavour of the Pears. It

is surprising that growers are not yet acquainted

with this fact ; even if hay be used in the baskets

at the gathering time it should not be allowed to

remain within contact any longer than is needed

to store the fruit. Several dishes were misjudged

by the exhibitors as to their condition, some being

over-ripe, whilst others might fairly he termed

green
;
particularly in one instance was this latter

deficiency apparent. It requires a great amount of

discrimination to select fruit just at its best. Size

does not count in llavour, as some supposed it would

do. 'I'he first prize lot were of medium size ; those

in the second were smaller still. Of the Apples, the

liest llavour was found in the Itibston Pippins,

whilst that splendid Apple Cox's Orange Pippin

was not nearly ripe. It should not have been shown
in this state, its presence only militating agairst

its excellent qualities when well lif ered ; (l;e fruits

wore fine enough for all that. King of the

Pippins was in most caffs fairly good, in a

few I xccUent. I^'earn's Pipijin was :dho good
;

this and liraddic k's Nonpareil were also thown in

2.

3.

4.

5.

NOTES ON NECTARINES.

(
Gnttinncd from i>aije 429.)

In reply to the following questions concerning

Nectarines

—

1. Uest Neetamus for flavour.

Earliest Nectarines.

Value of new Icinds as to earlincss and

flavour.

On idiat stock does the Nectarine do best ?

How far is outdoor culture successful in

your district ?

we have to thank correspondents in nearly all

parts of the kingdom for replies.

The best Nectarines for flavour are Pine-

apple, Elruge, "S'folette Hdiive and Pitmaston

Orange. Earliest Nectarines are Rivers' Early

Orange, Lord Napier and Violette Kutive. The

only new ones 1 have any experience of are Lord

Napier and Spenser, botli exceedingly good varie-

ties. I find for ordinary use the Almond stock

the best. The Nectarine does well in this neigh-

bourhood against south walls, carrying good crops

most years.— J. T. Ebbutt, Wmshule (uirdats,

Exeier.

Nectarines do well hereabouts, and young

well-cared-for trees I would venture to say produce

fruit equal to that often spoken of years ago. But

old exhausted trees, as with all other fruits, seldom

do any good, and should be grubbed up. The

Mussel stock in most cases is satisfactory and the

trees succeed very well. Lord Napier does well,

especially if the season is not too wet when the

fruits are swelling. Elruge is one of the best.

Humboldt good. Pine-appfe and Pitmaston Orange

should have good positions.—H. Maekham, Merc-

worth Cant/c, Maids/one.

Lord Napier has many good qualities. It

is of good size, colours well, is of excellent quality,

and bears freely. Dryden is a fine variety, larger

than Elruge and colours better. Pine-apple I con-

sider the best variety grown, taking into considera-

tion its good constitution, fine fruit, beautiful

colour, high flavour, and free-bearing <|ualilies.

Rivers' Orange is similar to the above, but earlier.

Victoria is a good late Nectarine, but it is apt to

crack. Stanwick is an improvement on the old

Elruge both in colour and size. On scme^ walls

here Ncct.irinrs do remarkably well.—A. Evans,

7.1/llif Hill, HasUmcre.

Probably there is no better flavoured Nec-

tarine than a well-ripened fruit of Pine-apple,

though Darwin will run it very close. Rivers'

Orange, Newton, and Improved Downtcn, are all

first-class, each variety being delicicus and fit

for any table. So far as my experience goes,

Lord Napier is the earliest, thcugli Advance is

stated to be earlier, but I have not grown

latter variety, so cannot speak of its merits.

White Nectarine, not murli

pier in poiLt of earliness,

the
The

ehind l.oid Na-
a beautiful well-
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flavoured frait when grown on a light warm soil.

Lord Napier is certainly a great advance as re-

gards early Nectarines, but I think it is not to
be compared with some of the later varieties in

flavour ; in fact, there is ample room for im-
provement in this respect. Perhaps the Nec-
tarine which caused so much sensation early in

the season, when exhibited by Messrs. Rivers, may
show an improvement in both respects. So far
as my experience goes, the Plum stock is the most
suitable in this country, as Nectarines rarely fail

to answer on it. I have seen Peaches and Necta-
rines budded and grafted on seedlings from Peach
stones, and though they did fairly well, they lacked
the vigour of those worked on the Plum stock. Out-
door culture is not very extensively gone into in

this district, but where it is done, and the trees
looked well after, good crops of fine fruit are ob-
tained. With our warm light soil there is no reason
why this class of fruit should not be more exten-
sively grown.— S. T. Weight, Glen-stoii Court,
Hereford.

The best Nectarines for flavour are Lord
Napier and Stanwiok Elrnge. The earliest Necta-
rines are Lord Napier and Elruge. For earliness
and flavour, none are better than Lord Napier.
Both Peach and Nectarine culture is success-
fully carried out here, and I find a great ad-
vantage in growing Alexander, Waterloo, and Hale's
Early in quantity, as giving a supply of really good
flavoured fruit at the beginning of August before
the crops under glass are finished.—G. T. Miles,
Wycvnihc Abbey.

Amongst Nectarines for flavonr, Humboldt
must stand well to the fore, carrying with it, as it

does, richness of appearance and a longer keeping
quality than many. For earliness. Lord Napier
ranks first ; also for earliness and flavour it is the
best of the Nectarines, but with us it requires fre-

quent root-pruning to check rampant growth.
The Mussel stock is largely used both for Peaches
and Nectarines, but not having the opportunity
to compare the various stocks employed both in
England and on the Continent, I am not in a posi-
tion to pronounce on their relative merits or de-
merits, but am perfectly satisfied with the stock
used. Lying very low and close on the chalk, to
cultivate outdoors both the Peach and the Necta-
rine here is to court failure.—R. C. Sandebs, Hal-
tun Gardens, Trlnrj.

Plum Guthrie's Late Green—Our trees oi
this variety rarely fail to bear a fairly heavy crop,
but it is not often that the fruit ripens and keeps
so well as it has done this season, there having been
some sound and good in ijaality up to the end of
October. The tree is a sturdy grower, but should
have the benefit of wall shelter, any moderately
cool aspect suiting it well. The fruit is well above
medium size, of a dark green colour changing to a
greenish-yellow when ripe, the flesh being firm,
moderately juicy, and very richly flavoured. It is

one of the best late Plums and well worthy of
being included in most collections. Other gardeners
have found it more serviceable than usual this au-
tumn, and it has been particularly good at D.-ay-
cott JIanor Gardens, near Chippenham.—I.

Canadian Apples.— In some of the Apple-pro-
ducing di^t^icts of Nova Scotia and Ontario the
fruit crop at first showed such abundance that the
boughs of some of the trees were bent to the
ground by the weight of the fruit; and although
this superabundance has since been thinned by
spells of bad weather, the crop is expected to be so
large that prices must rule low, as a result of heavy
placings on the markets of the Dominion and Eng-
land. The good home supply this season renders
us to a great extent independent of foreign aid in
the matter of Apples, and we have imported con-
siderably less, so far, this year than in the two pre-
cading years. Nevertheless, there is always a good
market for fine fruit, and the first consignment of
Nova .Sjotia Apples, which arrived the other day,
being of very fine quality, realised good prices

—

from Ms. lii, up to 2:is. per barrel, the latter rate
beiog for some fine Pippins. If shipments are
moderate, these prices may even be exceeded, as

the consignment noted was somewhat soft and
delicate, and as the cabled rates show the price in
Canada to be from Is. to os., a handsome return
should accrue to shippers, even after packing,
freight and other chargesarep:iid. Therehavebeen
some sales of Canadian Apples in Liverpool as high
as 2o3. per barrel, but these fancy prices are hardly
likely to continue, and Canadian shippers will be
content if they get something much below this for
the fruit they will send us between now and next
April.

GOOSEBERRIES FOR FLAVOUR AND SIZE.

At the approach of the planting season when the
wants of the garden and furnishing of the walls
are being considered, a trial should be given to a
few of the best Gooseberries, as these can be
planted in various corners where other fruit trees
would bs too large, and often not thrive well.
Gooseberries, with a little attention to spurring in,

netting the fruit and manuring, seldom fail, how-
ever badthe aspect and soil. One great advantage
in planting Gooseberries is that the grower soon
gets a crop and is repaid for the outlay. As is

well known. Gooseberry trees will live for many
years, and with good feeding and attention to prun-
ing they seldom become exhausted. Gooseberries
are gross feeders. They rarely get fed like other
trees, and the result is smaller fruits, abundance
of weak wood, and in a few years the trees are
useless. I do not for one moment mean to say old
bushes will produce larger fruits than young healthy
trees; on the contrary, it is not to be expected, but
they will continue for many years to produce fine
fruits when given more assistance and the trees
attended to yearly. I have in a previous note in
The Garden pointed out the value of Gooseberries
when grown as cordons on walls, and would advise
those who have not wall space to grow a few trees
as espaliers along the side of a walk. The espalier
trees have much to recommend them, as they are
more readily pruned, the fruit also being finer and
better flivoured. If cordon-trained trees are ob-

j ected to, the young trees may readily be trained
horizontally, and a few Larch stakes or iron rods
with wire strained are not expensive, and last
many years. Of course, when I advise growing
Gooseberries in this way I do not mean that all

kinds should be grown, but a few of the best for
flavonr and a few for size, if size is a desideratum
A few months ago I saw a north wall some 300 feet
long literally covered with fine fruits. These
plants had been in the same place for over thirty
years, as I had to nail them many years ago, and
these always fruit well. They are trained with six
upright branches from two horizontal branches run-
ning right and left, and the trees are 8 feet high.
They give little trouble and a large return. One
great point in their culture is that they get a
heavy mulch of decayed manure every autumn.
The spurs are kept thin, thus allowing plenty of
light. Gooseberries are often inferior when grown
on hot, dry soils or on a wall with a sloping bank.
I think more attention should be paid to early and
late Gooseberries. Those who grow early Goose-
berries for the markets will find size everything, as
it is necessary to get the first fruits to market to
command a good price, and a few days' delay makes
a great difference. Those who require large early
fruits will do well to plant large-truitcd kinds. I

have known large sums secured by placing early
Gooseberries on the market ten to fourteen days in

advance of others, so that when planting on a
large scale choice of varieties is important, and a
few early trees in the private garden are also ap-
preciated. For flavour I have grown Cheshire Lass
or Shmer, Green Gascoigne or Walnut, Ironmonger,
Crown Bob, Warrington (a grand old variety for
flavour). Red and White Champagne, Yellow Ball
and Yellow Bough. There are doubtless others
equally good, and in some soils better than
those I have mentioned, but those named are good
with me. There are often different opinions as to
the merits of Gooseberries, so that soil and locality
have much to answer for. For size the well-known
Lancashire varieties are the best, and these are
most suitable for training as advised ; they do splen-
didly on a wall or trellis, as many of them are

'

spreading growers ; they are also of a delicious fla-

vour when grown in late districts on a west wall,
and the trees last longer. I have seen these trained
up stakes as cordons with great success. Our best
large kinds are, red—Bobby, Monarch, Clayton

;

yellow—Drill, Railway, Ringer; green— Fearless,
Stockwell, Telegraph ; with white—Antagonist,
Lady Leicester and Jenny Lind. This is a small
selection, but it comprises our best varieties, and, as
I have observed, there is plenty to choose from if

variety is required. What is wanted are those of
more upright growth and good early and late varie-
ties. When the trees have supports more kinds
can be grown, as they occupy less space, but from
the first, care must be taken to keep a clean stem
at the base, so that in purchasing trees, clean
healthy specimens should be selected. Good cul-

tivation is necessary to success, always endeavouring
by feeding to keep abundance of flbrous roots
near the surface to prevent the trees making long
straggling growths in search of nourishment.

G. Wythes.

THE GL.iSTONBURY PEAR.
Somewhere about the year 1800 a gentleman
livingatGIastonbur)' astonished his friends with
the produce of a Pear tree grown in his garden,
the fruit being so very fine and of such supe-
rior excellence, that very close inquiries were
made as to what it was and where it came from.
It proved to be a " foundling," or in other
words was discovered to be the result of graft-

ing some other variety with scions obtained
from an old tree growing at the back of St.

John's Church, Glastonbury. It was, so my
informant states, " a very old scrubby standard,

bearing indiflJ'erently shaped small brown fruit,

but of fine flavour." How it came there no one
could tell, but it was generally considered a
wild seedling, though the gentleman who has
taken most interest in the tree and variety is

under the impression it was a grafted tree. Any
way, he was very succ3ssful in propagating the
variety, and the Glastonbury Pear has now a
great local reputation. That it is both a distinct

and superior variety is evidenced by the fact of

its having received, many years ago, a certifi-

cate of merit from the fruit committee of the

Royal Horticultui al Society. Grafts were sup-

plied to two or three leading nurserymen, and,

what ia by no means surprising, more got into

unscrupulous hands, who thought to " steal a
march" by sending it out as the "Benedictine,"
but were exposed in due course. It should
be added that the "Benedictine" men-
tioned in the "Fruit Manual" and said to

be synonymous with Brown Beurro cannot have
any reference to the Glastonbury Pear, al-

though there may be some points of resemblance.

The latter is a larger, ditt'ereutly formed and
better flavoured variety, and later in ripening.

In shape it is not unlike the Chaumontel, but
being entirely covered with dark brown russet,

and but little other colour showing, the parent-

age might have been the result of a cross be-

tween Chaumontel and Brown Beurrc. The
eye is set in a shallow plaited basin, rather

large and open, and the segments short and re-

flexed, while the stalk is short, stout and
obliquely inserted. That it attains a great size

may bo gathered tliat from a heavily cropped
wall tree, no thinning out being resorted

to, plenty of fruit 12 ozs. in weight were
gathered this autumn, and that it is a sure bearer

is evidenced by the fact of the same tree (ori-

ginally a Beurro Diel, and re-grafted twenty-
tive years ago) not having failed to bear well for

many years past. Standard trees also succeed
admirably in the same garden, the soil of which
is a deep loam on a cold clay, but the fruit is,

naturally enough, nuich smaller, though not

much fault can be found with the (luality. I
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hold tliat the Glastonbury Pear is a lit com-
panion for Dovennu du Cornice and Marie
Louise, and I only wish it ripened or kept longer

than these—the best of Pears. It travels well,

and all I have tested have proved of excellent

quality. The flesh is melting, juicy and richly

flavoured, a slight grittiness, however, being

apparent. It should be largely grown for mar-

ket, as it is very certain that 33. per dozen could

be made of the wall fruit, even in this year of

abundance. The name must stand unless it

can be proved that it is a very old variety under

a new name. W. Igoulden.

LAKGE VERSUS SMALL PEARS.

variety taken for another, and the writers m^y
have acted in good faith when recommeadirg the

high qualities cf a sort as being well worthy of

general cultivation, whilst the variety named was
a totally distinct kind. The list of standard kinds

given in The Garden cannot but have been of

great value to planters who were not acquainted

with the merits of good Pears. Y. A. H.

RASPBERRIES.

I HAVE long been of the same opinion as "G. H. I.'

(p. 3GK), that at exhibition?, as a rule, the large

and inferior flavoured Pears are preferred to those

which, though smaller, are of superior flavour.

Exhibitions should be educational, as there the

general public should see what should constitute a

first-class Pear. Experienced fruit growers are

well aware that many of their largest and finest

looking Pears are often very poor as regards

quality, and although they may be fit for

winning prizes, they would be hardly suitable for

their employers' table. The general public who
visit these exhibitions are not acquainted with the

varieties, and go with the intention of selecting

what are supposed to be good Pears simply from

their appearing in a prize collection. They would
look with delight upon such large and fine Pears as

Beurre Clairgeau and that huge monstrosity Grosse

Calebasse, and which I have noticed has ap-

peared in winning collections this season, whilst

they would look with disdain upon small fruits

as Winter Nells and Josephine de Malines.

Certainly these large fruits show skill in cul-

tivation, and with such a Pear as Doyenni? du
Comice, no one would think of finding fault on ac-

count of its size, the quality being also superb. The
remedy with such good Pears as these is in the

grower's own hand, by leaving extra fruit upon the

tree. The idea of " G. H. \." of having extra classes

for these medium- sized Pears should be borne in

mind by the framers of schedules. Certainly some
of these small Pears occasionally appear in the
" front row " of a winning collection, but, as pre-

viously hinted, they are apt to be passed over.

Well-grown fruits of Winter Nells, Josephine de

Mahnes, Passe Colmar, Beurre Superlin, Beurre de
Jonghe and others which I could mention, might
certainly have had more skill or attention brought

to bear upon them, and might be much better ex-

amples of their kind than many of the larger kinds,

but yet they are apt to be passed over in the award-

ing of the prizes simply because they appear under-

sized. I believe in growing each respective kind as well

as possible, and with the higher quality Ip.rger Pears,

as previously instanced with Doyenne du Comice,

Beurre Hardy, Glou Morceau, or even Marie Louise

extra size may be counteracted by leaving extra

fruits to be brought to maturity. It would never

do to countenance inferior cultivation by awarding
the prizes to medium-sized fruits simply because

they are of table size over finer fruits of their re-

spective kinds, but each variety shcidd be judged

on its merits, and this is not likely to be as long

as classes are not provided for the smaller kinds.

Some of the trade growers when exhibiting collec-

tions not for competition, but for trade purposes, are

often to blame in the kinds they exhibit and re-

commend for cultivation. Some of the varieties may
succeed in the open in afewfavoured places, but what
advantage is there in recommending these for

general cultivation as such when their proper

place is against a south or west wall I The dis-

appointments over this alone have been many, but

if people on their own account order pyramii^s, this

is no reason why they should be recommended as

such. Certainly soil and climate, as I have found
out by experience, alter the character of the fruits

as regards llavour to a great extent. The nomen-
clature of Pears is much better than formerly, as

at one time it was no unusual thing to find one

In the small pamphlet issued by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society concerning hardy fruit culture

by small holders or cottagers, it is advised

that small Raspberry suckers should as they ap-

pear be pulled up. It is very doubtful whether any
cottager will follow this advice to the letter, be-

cause he will naturally prefer to wait and see

which of the suckers are likely to prove the

strongest and most fitted for the making of fruit-

ing canes. Even in large gardens it is rarely the

case that small suckers are destroyed until the season

has so far advanced that it is possible to be as-

sured the stools are well provided with stout canes

for the ensuing year. When, however, it is really

needful that all small or superfluous canes should

be removed, I think rather than pull them out

it is wiser to lift them carefully with a fork, so as

to preserve as many of the roots as possible, yet at

the same time taking special care not to disturb

the roots of other suckers in the work. Whether
it is thought desirable to endeavour to preserve

these young green suckers is a matter for the

grower to determine, but if a large breadth is to

be planted and suckers are needed, then it will be

well to lay these small ones in thickly where they

can be watered if required, and they will all come
in useful for planting out into permanent quarters

in the winter. These small suckers are almost

always well rooted, and they very soon become
established. After being planted and cut hard

back, if the soil be well manured they will throw

up stout new suckers the following year, and in yet

another year the plantation will become perma-

nently established and fruitful. Probably there are

few fruits which are more reliable than are

Raspberries. Their productiveness depends as a

rule more upon the securing of good, stout, well-

ripened rods the previous summer than upon any

other cause. A very hot summer often checks

growth, and in such case liberal floodings of water

or if possible of sewage would be acceptable

On the other hand, a cold wet season whilst

forcing the growth of strong canes does not well

ripen them, and the buds next year fail to produce

fertile flowers. It is well known that in the

market gardens where Raspberries are grown in

enormous breadths there is no attempt made to

support them by means of stakes ; to do so would be

impossible. The canes are cut back to about 8 feet

in height, and thus they carry their always con-

siderable fruit crop admirably. In private gardens,

where, because of the richer soil and often enclosed

surroundings, canes draw up somewhat, and must

be left at heights ranging from 4 feet to 5 feet,

supports are absolutely needful. In advising cot-

tagers and small holders to grow Raspberries,

mention should have been made as to the best me-

thod of furnishing supports. Probably in most

cases some stout stakes furnish the best material.

All depends upon the ease with which they can be

obtained. Certainly the most satisfactory method is

to have a few stoiit posts let into the ground at

each end of the rows, and some stout' wire strained

from one to the other to which the canes may be

loosely tied. In such case supporting the canes is

of the simplest and in the end the cheapest, espe-

cially that.well-cared-for Raspberry plantations will

endure for twenty years. A. D.

about a bushel of them were riddled over, or, more
correctly nibbled over, so a watch was set at night,

and when the moon was shining through the branches,
six rats could be seen, some on to the very ends,

and one was shot.— 15. Slocock, in The Fh-ltl.

Grape Alnwick Seedling.—Most gardeners

who have made the attempt now succeed in setting

the berries of this variety, plenty cf large, evenly

berried bunches being seen at various shows, but

the question is, did anyone ever produce it fit to eat ?

I hold it to be the worst flavoured of all house-cul-

tivated Grapes, and this season it seems to be worse

than ever. Nor is this the only complaint against

it. We can tolerate late-keeping Grapes of mode-
rate quality, but if they are not eatable when
Black Hamburgh, Madresfield Court, and even Gros

Maroc are available, and will not keep much better

than either of them, they are no longer worthy of

house room. Alnwick See ding, if coloured say

during August, usually shrivels badly by the middle

of October, sometimes still earlier, and does not gtt

any sweeter when it is shrivelled. Such in my ex-

perience, and I have yet to learn that I am at all

singular in the matter.

—

M. H.

Bats robbing Apple tree.— I have a well-

grown standard Cox'.s Orange Pippin about twenty

years old, with branches that droop down to the

ground ; it had a large quantity of beautiful Apples

on il. 1 told my nan to gather tlieiii, but as it

came on to rain ho left them, and the next day

PEAKS.
Almost without exception early Pears are keep-

ing badly this year, most of the sorts only

remaining a few days fit for table after ripening.

It is in wet sunless years like thi.s of 18!(1 that

the greatest benefit is found from gathering early

kinds in small quantities with intervals of a few

days between each gathering, this tending to

prolong the season to its extreme limits. The
flavour, too, has been inferior, the only kinds

which have shown no deterioration being

Williams' Bon Chrc?tien and Louise Bonne of

Jersey from pyramids, and Duchesse d'Angou-

leme from a south wall. The fruit of the last

from pyramids is now ripe, but not first-rate.

Marie Louise, Marie Louise d'Uccle, Beurre

d'Amanlis, Autumn Bergamot, Thompson's,

and Jargonelle have not been so good as usual.

Some of the later kinds are badly cracked, and,

taken altogether, though the crop was fairly

heavy, the result of the season is not satisfying.

To grow good late Pears in their best character

anywhere north of London it is evident that

wall space must be provided. It has been

often lightly urged in your pages that more
attention should be given to the procuring and,

planting of only the best varieties, the fewer

the better, so that they are good and span the

season successfully, and instead of planting

forty, fifty, or a hundred trees in as nearly as

many varieties, the same number of trees should

be used of about a score kinds.

The great object of planters appears to have

been in most cases the forming of a collection

irrespective of the value of the fruit borne,

and, bearing iu mind the ditt'erent measures

of success attained with many Pears even in

neighbouring gardens, the object may have

been right enough, but as soon as the fruit

produced was found to be valueless, except for

the stewpan iu an ordinarily good season, time

and space should have been no longer wasted on
such trees, as if good fruit is not produced when
the trees are young, it is tolerably certain

that the quality of the fruit will not

be any bettor when they get older, and
either they should have been headed down
and regrafted with scions of some well-known

and reliable stock, or grubbed up to make room
for something else more valuable. In the gar-

dens here the planting of late kinds in the

open to succeed those mentioned above, with

the a<ldition of Fondanto d'Autonnio and
Conseiller de la Cour, seems to have been

labour in vain, for only one kind— .losephino

do Malines-ever does really will, and this

cannot be always depended on for a crop.
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Lirge areas of wall now devoted to Apricots,

Plums and other fruits, whose season quickly

passes, might be better and more profitably-

used for late Pears, which come into use when
dessert fruit is scarce, as that is the season

when clean, well-grown samples are most highly

valued.

Only lately " A Fruit Grower " was bewail-

ing and wondering at the fact that there has

been a tendency at fruit congresses to recom-

mend too many early varieties, but when the

season at which these congresses are held is

remembered, there is small need for wonder,
nothing being \nore natural than that those

kinds which are ripe at the time of sitting

shall be the kinds most highly thought of by
the authorities. Apples and Pears stand out

from all other British-grown fruits in that their

.season extends over a long period, and any at-

tempt to judge of the merits of these fruits at

one sitting, even with the light of experience as

a guide, must be somewhat futile.

In the records, all bolsteriug up of thi", thit,

I see no reason why the planting of late-keeping

sorts should not go on as briskly as ever. Pears
have been the most abundant crop of the season,

and being of such a perishable nature, a good
deal of loss has occurred. Those who go in for Pear
culture require to give the selection ot varieties very

careful study, as very few sorts fulfil all the re-

quirements ot a market gardener's kind. Damsons,
BuUaces, and late Plums proved a more profitable

crop than the e.arlier kinds ; they are now nearly

over. Blackberries, which have continujd to yield

a long succession of fruit, ripened off better than
was anticipated.—J. Groom, (rosj/ort.

Chrysanthemums.
CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES.

NcivKMr.ER is the manth for the Clirysanthe-

mum. We have the gay eastern Hjwer with us

even in September, when Mme. Dj.igrange and
its progeny give U3 welcome bunches of flowers,

and a few blossoms of late types linger even
until the first signs of spring are apparent.

Chrysanthemums Elise DorJon (Pompon) and Edwin Molyaoux (Japanese

and the other new kind ought to be avoided,
and every kind judged entirely by its merits as
compared with those already well known, and
(mly after all matters of culture and locality

have been ascertained. Bald statements with-
out these details are valueless. Only quite
recently I have noticed at le.ast a score of com-
paratively new Pears highly .spoken of, so
highly indeed, that if they have all the good
points claimed for them, one need look no
further to stock a good garden. One wonders,
however, how many of these will bear the test

of time and still hold the high position assigned
to them, or whether standard varieties will still

hold the field. .1. C. T.vhack.

Fruit notes.—Apples, except a fewlate ones, are
now cleared from the trees. I neverhad such a diffi-

culty in getting them dry for storing. The only way
I could save any of the crop was by gathering dur-
ing the partial lulls of the gales, even when dripping
wet, and laying them out on straw to dry. A great
quantity of damaged fruit has been sold very
cheaply, but any that are sound and good keepers
are now valuable, and although many predict that
fruit-tree planting will receive a check owing to
t!.e glutted st.ite cf 'nr nca-bets on mary ocrasincs.

But now is the true season for the Chrysanthe-
mum, and throughout the length and breailth
of England exhibitions are being held. We
look for and want such splendidly- coloured
flowers as the Chrysanthemum at this period
of the year, and everyone can produce them

;

hence their popularity with amateurs and those
who have nothing but a little greenhouse to
shelter the [ilints from sharp frosts and
storms of wind and rains. In the suburbs
of London there are many cultivators of the
Chrysanthemum, and extraordinary results are
produced under apparentlyinsurmountable ditli-

culties. But to fail badly with Chrysanthemums
betrays deplorable ignorance of a comm(jn sub-
ject. The plants require simply care. They
are hardy, easily grown, quickly aflected how-
ever by neglect, and it needs only a knowledge
of a few simple details to gain blooms of the
same size and splendour as may be seen on
exhibition tabh s.

The incurved Chrysanthemum has remained
almost stationary. The old Queen of Eng-
land still remains the best of its class.

Others could bo mentioned, but the best
varieties have been so often mentioned in
these pages, that it is unnecessary to refer to

them here. Daring the past t.vo or three

years, this class has increased greatly in inte-

rest by the acquisition of several new varieties of
unquestionable merit. The three most notable
varieties are M. A. Haggas, a sport from Mrs.
Heale ; Violet Tomlin

; and M. R Bahuant, a
French variety which was lately certificated. M.
A. Haggas is of a bronzy-yellow colour, the form
perfect, and a first-rate front row flower on the
exhibition board. Violet Tomlin is of full rich
purple, a colour that was wanted to impart
greater variety into this section. M. R. Ba-
huant is of a deep bronzy-chestnut shade, the
blooms being of large size. The incurved Chry-
santhemum ij moat closely connected with the
exhibition. It is there seen in its prim-
ness and formality, but I advise those who
have not grown them for decoration to do .so,

as the plants give delightful sprays of bloom,
not, cf course, big like the show flowers, but of
great value for cutting. Mrs. G. Rundle and
Mrs. George Dixon are the two principal kinds,
and they both make pretty pot plants when
smothered with flowers. This is done by not
stopping the shoots ; and there is no reason
why naturally-grown plants should not have a
place at the exhibitions in place of the stan-
dards, half - standards, and other grotesc£ue
shapes that one is supposed to admire or be
considered heterodox.

The Japanese Chrysanthemum, on the other
hand, has always progressed. The French nur-
serymen have given it their closest attention
and flooded our g irdens with varieties, many of
which are of no value, although gems have, of
course, occurred from time to time. But the
Japanese flower, best known by its irregular
masses of petals, twisted and curled like a
tangled ball of wool, is ever changing, always
presenting some new phase, like the snow-white
Avalanche or such a type as Edouard Audiguier.
Since, too, the treasures of .Tapan have been
opened up to us by the introduction of novelties
straight from the Land of Flowers this division
has received greater stimulus. The Chrysan-
themum is the pride of the Japanese. It holds
the same place in their affection as the Rose
does in England, and since 118(5, at any rate, if

not before, it was cultivated with ardent zeal
by the natives. It is the official seal and crest
of the Mikado, and the Chrysanthemum show
held each year in the Emperor's garden consti-
tutes the great social event of the year. It
figures in their artistic work, and the literature
of the country is full of allusions to it. Ava-
lanche is one of those introduced direct from
.Japan ; so is Edwin Blolyneux, which varies .so

remarkably from the crown and late bud. The
crown bud gives a bloom like that of Comte de
Germiny, but from the late bud the flower is

very different, free, exceedingly deep in col-
our, rich crimson, and very striking in contrast
to the golden reverse of the petals. These two
varieties are, perhaps, the most meritorious of
the productions from .Tapan, and lift the veil
that has long shut out such floral treasures from
European eyes. The extraordinary progress of
the Chrysanthemum since the National .Society,

which represents it, was established has of
course had its influence on English hybridists
who are now assiduously raising new types for
the beautifying of gardens in November, (iloiro

de Rocher, a lovely salmon-red .Japanese
flower, is of this class ; it was raised in Algiers
from English seed, and is evidence that the
English grower is only beginning to know that
he has let the Continental florist supply him
with things that he might have raised at home,
and thus kept his trade, to a great extent, in his
own hands. Some may urge that the flowers
of many of the v.irieties are too largo
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and ao they are. The worship of size has

destroyed, to a degree, the beauty of the Chry-
santhemum, but I believe that the time is at

hand when beauty will be put before mere size.

I notice that more than one pompon of good
colour has been rejected for the reason that it

was far too large. Severa.1 new classes have
been added. We now have Japanese re-

flexed and Japanese incurved, aa the charming
buft'-coloured L'Automne, which is a good type

of this division. The florets are like those of

the Japanese flowers, but have a distinct reflexed

character.

The illustration represents the pompon Elise

DordoD, one of the prettiest flowers of its

class, soft rosy-pink in colour, and also a small

flower of Edwin Molyneux, to which reference

has already been made. X. Y. Z.

LIME AND ITS APPLICATION.

Hitherto lime in many gardens has been gipen

merely to destroy slags and other garden vermin,

but by its judicious use the character of oar garden

crops may be altered. Long ago farmers found

out the great benefit which accrued to their crops

from its use, as it opened up the soil, brought

stubborn clays into a more friable condition,

and also ensured that free aeration of the soil

which is so necessary for the crops. If lime,

therefore, has been of such benefit to the farmer,

it will be equally so to the gardener. Many gar-

deners look upon lime as an exhauster of the

soil, and so it is in one sense where the soil has been

over-limed, or rather when other constituents have

not been added as they have been drawn from the

soil by the extra crops which the lime has been the

indirect agent in producing. This opinion has been
brought about by the gradual falling off of the crops

after the first year or so. The remedy, however, is

in their own hands by adding extra manure to sup-

ply the falling off. No one should think of apply-

ing lime where decaying matter, either vegetable or

animal, is deficient unless it is as a sweetener of the

soil where this is of a sour description. I have

often seen it stated that it is of little use to apply

lime where this is known to be present, but this

depends upon circumstances, as garden ground can

hardly be compared to mountain tracts of the mag-
nesian limestone formation, as this is generally of

the poorest description, and abundance of manure
is what these require rather than the application of

lime. The soil of the kitchen garden of which I

have charge is truly a limestone one of the carboni-

ferous formation, and yet a year or two ago I was
of the opinion that it would be advantageous to

apply a dressing of fresh-slaked lime, and the ulti-

mate condition of the crops fully proved that I was
correct in my opinion. It must be remembered
that fresh slaked lime has quite a different

chemical effect upon the soil to that which
is naturally in the soil, for this latter can-

not be in that condition to effect the change
upon the organic or mineral constituents of the

soil as would fresh slaked lime. Many gardens

are manured until they are what I may term ma-
nure-sick. In such soils as these lime is un-

doubtedly deficient, and a single dressing alone

would be of marked benefit. There may be plenty

of matter present in the soil, but jet it is totally

unsuited for the wants of the crops which may be
growing upon it for the want of its being made
soluble, and so rendered available for plant food.

Gardens which are continually being manured from
the clearings up of the pleasure ground; are generally

Badly deficient in lime, and although such material

is often recommended for the openingupof foils, yet I

have little faith in it, especially when used to excess.

Such material forces a deal of leaf growth, which is

totally devoid of stamina. To such soils as these

lime would be of marked benefit. It would also

have the same effect on peaty or boggy soils. On
such soils as these the I'ea crop is never very good
unless freely limed, as this is essentially a lime-

loving plant.

The importance of first applying the lirne in a hot

state cannot be over-estimated, for it is impossible

for exhausted lioae to have the same effect upon
the soil, although to a certain extent it would add
to the free working of the soil and also slightly

enter into the composition of the plant. The quan-
tity to apply will vary according to the condition of

the land ; from "iD bushels to ItiJ bushels per acre

might be applied with advantage, the latter quan-
tity where an excess of humus is known to be pre-

sent, or even on sour and unworkable land. The
quantity may appear excessive, but it must be re-

membered that when forked into the top 10 inches

or 1 foot of soil the percentage is very small.

The manner of applying the lime and also the

season of the year are the next considerations. It

is best applied by either spreading it over the sur-

face and as soon as slaked forking it in, or either

distributing it in small heap?, and as soon as slaked

spreading it over the surface and forking it in. The
lime must be slaked either by the atmosphere or

falling rain, as no attempt must be made to

slake it by pouring water over the heaps.

The best season to apply the lime is more
often a matter of convenience than for the

more immediate benefit of the following crop.

As a rule, the lime is either applied in the

autumn or early spring, as soon as the surface is

dry after having been dog. It is well known that

lime and manure should not be applied at the same
time, especially if it should be decided to lime dur-

ing the autumn, or much of the fertilising properties

of the manure would be practically wasted. This

being the case, the manuring should follow on just

before cropping, the roots, or rather crops, getting

the benefit of the application of both the lime and
manure by this course of action. On over-manured
soils manuring may well be dispensed with for a
season. Stated times for liming cannot very well

be fixed, this being better gauged by the condition

of the soil. Naturally, over-liming would have a
very exhausting effect upon the soil, and the crops

would probably be in a worse condition than pre-

vious to its application. New gardens being formed
from fresh-tnrned-up Grass land would be much
improved by the application of lime, for, as a rale,

some time generally elapses before the soil is

brought into a decomposed or friable condition,

and any agent that will assist in this course cannot

be too stronglyrecommended .Itisnotonly vegetables

that are benefited by the application of lime, but

fruit of every description is much improved, more
especially Vines and all stone fruits. Lime is

within the reach of all owners of gardens, and
many pounds are often spent annually in the pur-

chase of artificial manures when one tithe of the

amount in lime would in many instances have pro-

duced more favourable results. A. Y. A.

ferior strain of it in the market the flowers of which
are very small, and calculated to bring the plant
into bad repute with those who are not fortunate
enough to obtain the finest form of this plant.
The new Lobelia cardinalis Firefly pleases me
most of all the L. cardinalis section of the Lobelias,
and it is sure to be largely grown when it becomes
better known, for it is the most robust of them all,

and throws out nnmerons side spikes which flower
exceedingly well, so that the plants look even more
gay after the centre spikes have done blooming
than when the latter are at their best. There is

thus no lack of flowers till frost nips them. Per-
sonally, I prefer the dark glossy green leaves of
this kind to the ruddy brown ones of L. Queen
Victoria. It would be difficult to over-estimate the
value of Gaillardias, more especially the rich crim-
son and gold ones, than which few flowers are
more brilliant. The flowers cf some of the newer
varieties are washy and of no use for colour effect,

so stock should be selected and propagated from a
good strain. Celsia cretioa requires to be sown
early in heat, but it well repays the trouble, as the
flowers last on the plants well into November if the
frosts are not very severe, and when cut they last

much better than those of any of its near relatives

the Verbascums. A hardy biennial form so nearly
like this Celsia as to be mistaken for it by Mr.
WoUey Dod, as mentioned recently in The Gar-
den, would be invdluable. Chrysanthemum maxi-
mum sown early in heat and planted out when big
enough gives a full crop of flowers through Sep-
tember and October. French and African Mari-
golds, if the odour be not objected to, are a mine
of wealth to the decorator, as they can be cut with
long stems suitable for large vases, and are very
showy. Pcntstemons from spring-sown seed flower
well in the autumn, and though the flowers do not
last very long after being cut, they help to make
variety in colour.

The names of several other things might be
added to the above, but their good qualities are
too well known to need any further reference to

them here. J. C. Tallack.

CUT FLOWERS FOR ROOMS.

In many places flowers for cutting in the autumn
have to be very largely grown, and an important

item to think of is the lasting properties of the

various subjects used, many being almost worth-

less in a cut state. A few of the most useful things

for this purpose which our borders contain, and
which we are now using freely, are, Michaelmas
Daisies, several varieties of which are very graceful

and elegant and especially suitable for large vases,

as they may be cut with quite long stems, and last

almost as long in water as they would on the

plants. The Sunflower New Miniature is also

valuable ; the flowers are as light and elegant as

those of the Kudbeckias, and are borne on quite

slender stems ; the foliage is bright and fresh-look-

irg. The plants flower for some months, and are of

the cnt-and-come-again class, and the length of

time the blooms last is marvellous. Kudbcckia
Newmanni, in common with many other summer-
flowering perennials, can be had in plenty in late

autumn by simply rai^-ing a few seedlings yeariy.

Our plants treated in this way are now (October LS)

in the full flu.sh of bloom, and are most useful.

Coreopsis Drummondi I find the best of the annual
Coreopsis, as the flowering season is so long. The
perennial C. lanccolata is also a fine thing when
obtained true, but there is a very weedy and in-

THB WEEK'S WORK.

HARDY FRUITS.

Tree-lifting.—Most wall trees are shedding their

leaves rapidly and would move well now. The
ground near to the walls is much drier than might
have been expected by those who do not look

closely into such matters, this affording good proof

that the trees generally in these somewhat shel-

tered positions rarely get enough moisture at the

roots. Lifting, re-planting, or regulating the trees

is beneficial in various ways, and in particular has

the effect of breaking up dry poor soil near to the

walls. This if either taken clean away and fresh

loamy soil substituted—the best thing to do—or

enlivened with good loam, decayed manure, the
remains of a heap of burnt soil and rubbish, or

even the top spit of garden soil, will absorb and
hold moisture better and greatly benefit the trees

accordingly. It will thus be seen that partial lift-

ing of large old trees is quite as much needed as in

the case of young and vigorous trees which require

a check to cause productiveness. In either case

the deep running roots ought to be cut cleanly

through, these always doingmore harm than good to

the trees. Strong or large old trees should only

be partially lifted, one side or half of the roots being
searched out and laid in fresh soil this autumn and
the other next year. Young trees having more
surface-roots close up to the stems may be more
severely handled, completely lifting being resorted

to with impunity. If a moderately large ball of

soil be preserved about the roots, the trees can
be carried on short, wide and stout boiu-ds to other

sile«, or be slightly raised and replanted where
they now are, pruning the roots moderately hard in

any case. IE they are in a rather light soil, clayey

loam m.-iy be added nilh advaiilago, while heavy
soils will be improved by the addition of charred
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or burnt garden refuse and old mortar rubbish, but
strong young trees should have no manure given
them.

PLUM3.—In very many instances poor selections

of these are grown against walls, and now is a good
time to set about correcting this mistake. Unless
wall space is very plentiful, cooking varieties of an
inferior description should not take the place of

superior sorts that would answer well for either
dessert or cooking. The best eating varieties can
be made into much the most valuable preserve, and
for pies they are greatly to be preferred. Rivers'

Early Prolific, Gisborne's, Magnum Bonum, Per-
shore. Prince Englebert, Prince of Wales, The Czar,
Sultan and Mitchelson's all succeed well in the
open nearly everywhere and under any form of
training, and these, therefore, should be often seen
against walls. Victoria is such a good all-round
Plum that it may well be grown against moderately
warm walls as well as in the open, and this very
profitable variety ought to be included in the
smallest collections. In some localities several of
the Gages succeed well in the open ground as stan-
dards, but in others they crack badly, and in any
case pay well for wall shelter. Coe's Golden Drop
also does well as a standard in southern districts, and
is one of the very best for wall culture, n long succes-
sion of very superior fruit being had if the trees are
distributed in different sites—quite a north wall
answering fairly well in warm localities. If a good
early dessert yellow Plum is required, plant OuUin's
Golden against a south-east or other moderately
warm wall, a suitable purple companion being
found in Kirke's. Transparent Gage, Jefferson's,

Guthrie's Green Gage, and Da Montfort (m early
purple variety) are all worthy of wall space

—

White Magnum Bonum, Pond's Seedling and
Goliath being also planted if large-sized fruit is the
principal consideration. Any good loamy soil will

grow Plums well, care being taken not to make it

very rich at the outset, in order to avoid a gross
habit of growth. In cool wet positions plant rather
high. Dwarf-trained trees should be arranged
about 15 feet apart, but if the walls are extra
high—and Plums succeed admirably against dwell-
ing houses—a width of 12 feet is sufficient, the
trees being allowed to spread upwards rapidly.
Standards succeed well distributed among fruit
bushes and about 20 feet apart. The value of
Damsons must not be overlooked. These are
hardier than Plums, and succeed well on the out-
skirts of orchards or near hedgerows fringing
outside garden plots. In such positions they may
may be disposed 15 feet apart. The White I'.ullace

is equally hardy and prolific, and may well be
grown with the Farleigh Prolific, Bradley's ICing,

and Shropshire Damsons.

CHEERIES.—Moderately warm walls, or those
facing either the west or east, suit choice dessert
Cherries better than do hotter positions. They
are scarcely profitable or serviceable enough to
occupy valuable wall space in small gardens,
but if grouped together on a good length of wall,
they can be protected when in bloom and securely
netted over when ripe—a very requisite proceeiling
—a capital supply of delicious fruit being thereby
obtained. Early lUvers', a large black variety of
superior quality, is perhaps the best early Cherry,
Krogmore Early (Bigarreau) also being worthy of
a place against a wall. Governor Wood, is a well-
tried yellow variety, Elton Yellow also being good.
May Duke, a sure-bearing red variety of superior
quality, keeps admirably. Black Tartarian biing a
good companion; while in Florence we have
an extra large and late Bigarreau of mode-
rately good quality. Wall trees are principally
trained in fan shape, but the strong growers, or
any of those named, succeed admirably trained
horizontally, and otherwise treated very similarly
to Pears. Morellos, which succeed bsst against
walls with a noithern aspect, have to be trained
and pruned much the same as Peaches, the
aim being to get the walls well furnished with
young bearing wood every year. Dwarf faa-trained
trees may be arranged 15 feet apart, and if the
walls are 10 feet and upwards in height, standard

furnish a wall profitably. All the Cherries men-
tioned may be grown in the open either as pyra-

mids or, better still, as standards, and to the list

should be added Balle Magnificjue and Kentish,

both heavy-cropping cooking or preserving varie-

ties. Cherries are by no means fickle, as they can
be grown in most gardens, though they succeed
best in a moderately strong, well-worked, loamy
soil. Order the trees and plant at once.

Cob Nut3 and Filbekts.—These well repay
for good garden culture, especially if they are

planted on a rather strong clayey loam. They suc-

ceed fairly well on almost any kind of soil,

always provided the trees or bushes are well away
from the impurities of manufacturing towns, but
the bunches will not be so large as are grown on the
Kentish clays. In Kent and some parts of Sussex
the trees are framed out and pruned much the same
as Red Currants are generally treated. The start

is made with trees having a clear stem ; no suckers
are allowed to grow, and the centres of these basin-

shaped trees are kept perfectly clear. They are

planted midway between the rows of Apples and
other orchard trees from 12 feet to 15 feet apart,

and not nnfrequeutly pay much better than the
fruit crops. Naturally grown bushes or trees

on the sunny side of belts of forest trees or

shrubberies rarely fail to bsar wall, and a row of

similarly grown trees is a far better screen for the
outside garden plots than ordinary evergreen or

deciduous trees, and they bear heavy crops in

favourable seasons. The Lambert Filbert, also

known as the Kentish Cob, and Webb's Prize are
about the best that can be planted, room also being
found for the Cosford and the comparatively new
Duke of Edinburgh. W. I.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Seakalb.—With the choicer autumn vegetables
diminishing, the forcing of the various subjects
adapted for the purpose will now commence, and
amongst these Seakale will form an important part.

There are still some people who believe that to have
Seakale of full flavour it must be forced where it

has been growing, but surely this is a very laborious
and antiquated system. With a good supply of
roots or rather strong crowns, the best plan is to
take them up for forcing. The roots should not be
taken up until the leaves will part from the crowns
easily, and at this early date or even much before
the new year, the growth made will not be so
strong as later on in the season. The roots also
force the more readily after being subjected to a
sharp frost or two, so the mistake must not be made
of taking up more than will ba required for imme-
diate use. On the approach of a likely prolonged
frost, a supply should b3 lifted. As it is only
the strong main stem or root which is necessary to
support the crown, the long, thong-like roots should
be preserved for increase of stock.

Forcing SEAiiALE.— Seakale may be forced in

any structure where warmth may be provided, al-

though it is not necessary that a high top-heat
should be maintained. It must be borne in mind
that the higher the temperature the quicker the
growth, but instead of being sturdy with the hearts
also advanced, the growth made will be weak.
Mushroom houses are generally resorted to for the
forcing of Seakale, and to do this at this season, or
even during mid-winter, this extra heat is detri-

mental to the free growth of Mushrooms. This
need not be, as if bottom-heat be provided within
the structure with fermenting material, the heat
which is confined will force the Seakale with-
out injuring the Mushrooms. With a pit provided
within the Mushroom house, there should be
space for a foot or IH inches of fermenting ma-
terial trodden in firmly, and above this a sullicient

depth of soil to contain the roots, and which may
be bedded in rather thickly. The top being rather
closely covered with a lid, the growth will soon be
forced. The same plan may be carried out in

any darkened shed, as it must be remembered that
darkness is necessary to ensure well-blanched pro

f .in-traineil trees may well be planted midway be- duce. The practice of packing the roots into either
tween the dwarfs, this being the quickest way to I

10-inch or 12-inch pots and covering these with

other inverted pots may be resorted to where only
small quantities are required. These pots may be
packed away in any warm structure under the
stage, but particular care must bs taken to keep
the pots closely covered up, so m to exclude light.

After three years' experience with the variety
called Lily White, I can speak favourably of it as
being well adapted for early forcing, the colour, as
its name implies, being very pronounced, the
flavour also being first-class. After being put into
force, I should have mentioned that watering must
not be neglected, this making all the difference in
the quality of the produce, but one or two water-
ings is generally sufficient to bring it to maturity,
taking care not to apply it at a lower temperature
than 85°, especially if the Seakale crowns are over
fermenting material.

FoKCiso AsPAElaus —With a supply of well-
ripened roots the routine of Asparagus forcing is a
simple aff-iir. For early forcing, roots of not less
than four years old should be used, although later
on in the season those of less age may be forced,
but obviously the stronger the roots the better the
produce, and the longer length of time it will keep
sending up shoots. Unless the plants are specially
prepared for forcing, it will not do to pull about
Asparagus plantations, as with a not very great
extent of beds the natural supply would run very
short indeed. Sometimes these are, however,
planted so thickly that intermediate rows or plants
may be lifted with advantage, taking care not to
injure those remaining, and filling up the space
made with some open and rich material. The roots
should be lifted as they are required. For all early
purposes, forcing is best effected in any light
heated pit, such as may have been used for Cu-
cumbers, as the labour and fermenting ma-
terial alone would obviously be considerably
lessened, and which in many gardens have to be
considered. Bottom heat being a necessity, this
must be provided for either by hot water or fer-
menting material. The roots as they are taken up
must be packed closely together, first taking the
precaution to spread a layer of light and rich soil
under the roots, also surfacing the top so that
the crowns are covered about 2 inches. A strong
bottom-heat is not needed, 80° being a safe tem-
perature, and with a top heat of 00° to (15° the
growth will soon start away and in the course of a
fortnight will be fit for cutting. One good water-
ing is generally sufficient, this being applied at a
temperature of W, when the roots are put in to
force, although if at all dry afterwards, this need-
ful element must not be neglected or the growth
may suffer. During dull days the soil will not dry
rapidly unless subjected to a strong bottom-heat,
which, however, is injurious, as the growth made
would be weakly. Covering up so as to exclude
light to ensure blanching is a matter of fancy, and
however much the blanched shoots may be pre-
ferred on the Continent, the green ones are more
acceptable in this country. One lot of roots will
supply produce for about three weeks'; so this
should be the guide for putting in fresh sup-
plies where roots are at hand for the pur-
pose. The practice of breaking up an old bed
annually and making a fresh one is generally the
method adopted, but as this will not keep up a full

tupply, preparing plants specially for the purpo.=e
tnaually is the best system to pursue, letting the
roots be about four years of age before taking them
up.

FOECINO ON HOTBED.?.—Although I have stated
that for all early purposes early forcing of Aspa-
ragus is best effected in light and eSiciently heated
pits, yet without these at hand forcing naturally
will have to be effected under the old, although
laborious, system of hotbeds. With a plentiful
supply of leaves and stable litter a good and firm
bed should be formed so as to retain the heat at
about G0°. The same method of spreading a layer
of soil over the fermenting material before placing
on the roots must be adopted. Growth will quickly
take place, and if the heat is likely to decline
before the roots are exhausted, the temperature
must be kept up by linings.

FoBCiKO RiiUBAUU.— Although the roots do not
force so readily at this early date as later on in the
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season, when they may have been subjected to

sharp frosts or low temperatures, yet where produce
is required early it is time roots were put in.

Warmth being cecessary, the temperature of the
Mushroom house will be hardly brisk enough to

start the crowns into growth unless this is kept
unduly high, so for the earliest batch roots

should ba packed away under stages in warm
plant houses, and if surrounded with soil and kept
moist, and also light excluded to draw out the
stems, growth will soon take place. The practice
of covering over the crowns when growing with
either pots, tubs, or boxes with movable tops, these
being surrounded with fermenting material, is still

resorted to, but the woik is very heavy, let alone
the trouble of g.Tthering. Care must bs taken in

these cases to open the tops slightly to let off rank
Bteam if there should he any danger of this. The
Early Red or Hawke's Champagne is still hard to

beat both for earliness and quality.

A. Young.

ORCHIDS.

Up to the time of writing these notes the weather

has been peculiar. For days together either

drizzling rain or a constant downpour, and if by

any chance rain has not been falling, the weather

has been such that the ground had no chance to

dry, the atmosphere being moisture-laden night and
day. By making as close observations as possible, I

have not noted any injurious effects upon the Orchids

in theintermediateor the warmest house In the cool

house the Masdevallias seem rather to have suffered

owing to the damp and lack of light. The larger

proportion of the Odontoglossums are lookiug very

well ; they seem to like more moisture in the atmo-

sphere than Masdevallias and a less degree of heat.

It may be well now we are in November to leave

off repotting or rebasketting any Orchids except
the few that really do best with repotting at this

season, or any imported plants that may yet be
purchased in the state in which they have been
received from their native habitat. In the early

years of my Orchid experience Orchids were not
sold so late in the season, but it is well to add that

they did not come to hand in such capital condi-

tion as they do now. In many instances the plants

come out of the boxes with the leaves as perfect

and the bulbs as plump as when the plants
were gathered. Orchid- collecting has become
more rf a science now, and there is scarcely

any difficulty in establishing them. D.antsthat it is

quite necessary to repot are the Pleiones ; almost
as soon as the flowers pass away young roots begin
to push out and the growth for next season begins.

Now we know this will t.ike place, and we know
also from experience that it is a very grave error

indeed to leave the operation of repotting until the
small rootlets push out from the base of the in-

cipient growth. They are so very brittle, and are

mostly killed unless the greatest care is taken. The
result of this is a poor growth next year ; whereas
if the plants are repotted as soon as they have done
flowering they generally succeed well, and each old

bulb will, under the best cultural conditions, pro-

duce two new ones. I use (iinch pots or pans of

this width ; the pans, which are exceedingly well
adapted for the culture of Pleiones, are furnished
with three holes in the rim, and are suspended from
the roof with copper wire. The plants like to be
near the roof- glass when making their growth, and
thepots cannot be so readily placed in this position
as the pans. Plant them in the usual compost of

peat and Sphagnum Moss, rather more peat than
Moss. From ten to a dczen bulbs may be
placed in a r,-inch pot or pan. I have tried

repotting the plants every second year only, and
this answers very well ; half the collection is re-

potted annually. The more common varieties are
P. maculata (perhaps the prettiest amongst them),
P. lagenaria, and P. Wallichiana. Those who do
not possess these jretty plants should obtain a
selection of them—they are so easily grown, and
will under good management increase freely. The
plr.r.ts loic Ihtir leaves before the (lowers open,

and they have the best effect when arranged
amongst Maiden-hair Ferns or graceful Palms cul-

tivated in small pots. The Disas may be repotted

at this season ; some persons are very successful

in growing D. grandiflora, which is by far the

best and the one generally grown. I think that

there is no doubt that this fine plant succeeds
best where the district is noted for a consider-

able degree of moisture in the atmosphere. It does
remarkably well in some districts of Ireland, and
so it does at Trentham. The greatest success has
been obtained by the plants being grown in

the coolest, most airy position of the cool

Orchid house. When the plants take kindly

to the position in which they are placed they
soon form considerable tufts or rather clumps,
and require very cireful handling to separate them.

house. Some plants may require repotting, and if they
are about starting into growth, or even in full growth,
they may be repotted with advantage. The Cypri-
pedium family are very valuable for flowering at
this season, and even supposing a plant is in flower
with the pot full of roots, it might be repotted.

We owe much to the hybridist for most of the
beautiful Cypripediums which give us a profusion
of bloom in every month of the year, while col-

lectors have, during the last decade, so increased
the number of species of Cattleyas, that this genus
alone now furnishes our houses with splendid
blooms in every month of the year. The advent of

the old Cattleya labiata, already plentiful in col-

I

lections, will crown the closing months of the year
with not the least beautifud flowers of the recent

introductions. Any plants cf these recently intro-

Fuclisia General Roberts. (See page 137.)

In repotting, or placing them in fresh pans, the

large flowering plants should be placed together,

planted not too closely over the surface of a gently

raised mound. The offsets which have been removed
from the older plants should be planted by them-
selves in smaller pans. Good fibrous peat, chopped
Sphagnum and coarse white sand is a good potting

compound. Most of our work during the past week
has been looking over the entire collection of plants

in the Cattleya house. Washing the glass and
woodwork has been attended to as the plants are

washed and cleaned. In some instances it is neces-

sary to dip overhead entirely in diluted tobacco
water ; in others all that is really needed is to

sponge the leavi:s over with warm soft soapy water.

Kvery plant is carefully handled and the inverted

pots are washed, a careful outlook also being kept
for slugs, cockroaches, woodlice, &0. When the

Cattleya house has been thus thoroughly cleaned as

well as tl c 1 1; t.ls, v,c will p."fs on to the K;ist India

duced Cattleyas and Dendrobiums should not be
too freely watered until roots are formed to take it

up. J, I)0U(1LA8.

PLANT HOUSES.
The te.mperate or intkumkdiatk itouse.—
One or more of these is a most useful accessory to

any establishment, particularly at this season of

the year. There are many serviceable plants which,
whilst they may be grown in the sto%e proper, do
not .succeed so well therein—such, tor instance,

are the winter-llowering shrubby licgonias, which
should soon be making a good displ;i> , following in

the wake of the main portion of tlie Chrysanthe-
mums. Of thc.'ie Begonias, tlie old B. insignis, B.

Knowsleyana, B. nitida, and 11. seuiperflorens are

amongst the best for winter bloomii g. To follow

these, and which will also thrive well in the tem-
perate house, are the newer race of tuberous-
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flowered varieties, as represented by B. Adonis, B.

John Heal, B. Winter Gem, and B. socotrana.

Grown in the ordinary stove all of these Begonias

show a disposition to damp off both in foliage

and flowers. In a slightly lower and drier tempe-

rature this will not be the case, whilst the flowers

will last much longer both upon the plants and

also when used in a oat state. A dry atmo-

sphere will be found better tor these and many
other plants flowering in the winter season, al-

though in the case of the Begonias a fairly

good amount of moisture is needed at the roots.

AU of these Begonias should now have well

filled their pots with roots, in which case their

display of flowers will be far more satisfactory.

Another class of plants now or soon to be seen in

good condition i.s the varieties of Epiphyllum
truncatum, which, when well exposed during the

summer-time to light and air, will now flower pro-

fusely. These will expand their flowers far more
satisfactorily in the temperate house than in a

greenhouse or in a stove. By having some in a

cooler house and others in a warmer one, the season

can be prolonged if neces-ary. These Epiphyllums
will now require rather more water, especially if

they are pot-bound and carrying large quan-

tities of bloom. A moist atmosphere is not fa-

vourable to their keeping well when in flower.

Bouvardias come under the same category as the

foregoing with respect to temperature. They can-

not, at least at this season of the year, be con-

sidered as greenhouse plants ; nor can they, on the

other hand, be classed with stove plants. What
might be termed a warm greenhouse would suit

them, that is, about 5° above the usual mark. This,

however, is not sufincient to flower them freely nor

to keep down damp, which is often prevalent at

this season of the year. Centropogon Lucyanns, al-

though by some classed as a stove plant, is a
failure more often than not when grown in a stove,

a secondary growth ensuing at times, with a loss

of flowers also. Grown in the temperate house,

the flowers are intensified in colour and last

much longer. Conoclinium atro - rubens and C.

ianthinum come under the same head. To grow
these in the stove means a leggy growth with ab-

normally large leaves, which under the best condi-

tions are quite large enough. The Monochsetums
may be included in the same list; these should
have all the light possible now, and not be too

freely watered. Heterocentrum roseum, an old

and often neglected plant, will succeed far better

in a temperate house than in the stove. The ten-

dency here again is to make too much woody
growth rather than to produce flowers. In
such a house the following climbers will be
at home ; Bougainvillea glabra and the other
varieties, liignonia venusta, Hexacentris lutea,

and other semi-stove plants. The utility of

such a house is probably more apparent at this

period of the year than at any other time for for-

warding plants into bloom, but at all seasons it

can be turned to a good account in various ways.
The temperature now should range between .55°

and (10° at night with 10° or 15 rise during the day.
The atmospheric moisture should not on any
account be in excess ; this need not be the case
with a fair amount of warmth in the pipes and a
gentle circulation of air going on. Such plants as
the foregoing would yield a far more satisfactory

return than can be even expected from stove plants

in general, where it is not possible to maintain the
temperature sufficiently high to admit of successful
cultivation in the latter instance ; whilst to grow
them together means if not a failure, at least not
Buch a satisfactory result as one would expect under
better conditions. J. Hudson.

Various specifics have been recommended, the latest

and apparently most efficacious being a solution of

tobacco, or a mixture of sulphate of copper, slaked

lime and water. The latter is the Bordeaux mixture

or Bouillie Bordelaise, used extensively in France

as a remedy for mildew on Vines, and recently re-

commended as a cure or preventive for Potato dis-

ease. These remedies for Coffee disease are recom-

mended by Dr. Burck, of the Botanic Gardens,

Java, whose papers on the subject were published

in the Jaraasrhe Counint. A translation of them
was published in the Bulletin of the Botanical De-

partment, Jamaica, No. 22, in July this year, price

2d. This may be obtained from 77, Duke Street,

Kingston, Jamaica. The tobacco solution and cop-

per sulphate are cheap, easily applied, and, accord-

ing to Dr. Burck, a certain cure for the disease. He
recommends prevention rather than cure, stating

that "any planter can keep his nursery free of

disease at a little expense by sprinkling the Coffee

plants with tobacco water, and so start them in

life in a healthy state." On his showing, the dis-

ease can soon be practically swept out of existence

if cultivators will only make a combined attack

upon it with the remedies he recommends. Coffee

planters should see the "Jamaica Bulletin" above

quoted.

Coffee disease.—Mr. H. A. Mangles sends us
some diseased leaves of the Arabian Coffee plant
from Coorg, in Mysore, with a request for some in

formation as to the nature of the disease, and the
best means of destroying or preventing it. The
disease is the well-known Hemileia vastatrix, which
a few years ago practically destroyed the CotTee-
growing industry in Ceylon, and which is now as
well known among CulTje-growers all the world
over as the |Potato disease is to farmers in Europe

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

November 10.

This meeting was one of the thinnest of the pre-

sent season, owing, no doubt, to the counter at-

tractions elsewhere in Chrysanthemum shows, but

mainly that of the great .'how of the National

Chrysanthemum Society at the Aquarium, Westmin-

ster. Orchids (chiefly Cypripediums) were very

well represented. A few good things in the way
of fruit were also shown. A good portion, how-

ever, of the table room was unoccupied.

Floral Committee.

First-class certificates were awarded to

Gkrbeba Jamesoni, of which two flowers were

shown, having been cut from a plant covered with

glass at the foot of a south wall. This composite

has flowers of an orange-scarlet colour about the

size of Rudbeckia Newmanni ; the petals are quite

narrow, overlapping each other. The leaves are

not unlike those of Francoa ramosi, but longer.

A coloured plate of this was given in The Garden,
Oct. 12, 1889 (p. 310). Sent by Mr. Lynch from

the Cambridge Botanic Gardens.

Stapelia oigantea (one of the finest varieties

of the Carrion Flower) — The plant shown bore two

blooms of star-like form, about 9 inches in dia-

meter, pale yellowish ground covered with short

hairs, paler in colour than the veining of the sur-

face, which was of a rosy-purple shade. From Mr.

Wood, gardener to Lord Hylton, Merstham.

Bhopaloblastb uexandra.—This is one of

the most distinct Palms shown for a long time. In

style of growth it resembles the D;emonorops, but

is quite void of the spines upon the foot- stalks and
the hirsute character of the leaves of those Palms.

The foot-stalks in this instance are quite smooth

and dark in colour, the pinnate foliage being of a

pale shining green and likewise narrow. The style

of its growth as shown is of an arching character.

From Messrs. B. S. Williams and Son.

Awards of merit were given to

Aster grandi1''L0RUS.—One of the latest species

to bloom, the flowers being produced singly and of

a violet-blue colour. Tlie habit of the plant is

close, sturdy, and erect. From Messrs. Barr and
Son.
Chrysanthemum Mlss BellaWilson.—A seed-

linf? incurved after the Princess of Wales type, but

of dark colour, the (lowers full. Messrs. Carter

and Co.
ClIHYSANTHBMUM HOLIiORN RosE (.Tap ).—This

is best described as being of a darker shade than

the darkest blooms of Etoile de Lyon, but of

medium size with the same form. From Messrs.

Carter and Co. _ ....

Chrysanthemum Col. W. B. Smith.— .^n in-

curved Japanese of much promise, the flowers full

and of a pale chestnut colour, the habit extremely

dwarf. From Messrs. Cannell and Sons.

Messrs. Cannell and Sons also sent a stand of

very large and full blooms of Louis Boehmer, which

showed some diversity in colouring, the deeper

shades of pink being decidedly the most taking.

The flowers shown wanted more time to finish

(bronze Banksian medal).

Messrs. Veitch and Sons again showed a varied

assortment of their fine hybrid Rhododendrons of

the javanico-jasminiflorum section. The cut spe-

cimens shown on this occasion were splendid trusses

of their respective varieties, the colours being very

rich. Among the sorts were Amabile, Dante, Lord

Wolseley, Luteum roseum. Princess Frederica,

Princess Alexandra, Hercules (a six and seven-

petalled variety), and a semi-double seedling un-

named, but which would be most valuable for

button-holps. Mr. G. Wythes, Syon House, sent a

group of Chrysanthemums, the plants being well-

grown examples with healthy foliage and bearing

tine blooms. Among the best were Sunflower, Edwin

Molyneux, Etoile de Lyon, Mens. Bernard and

Empress of India. The group was finished off

with dwarf Palms and Ferns (silver Banksian

medal). The best examples of Chrysanthemums in

the competing classes were from Mr. Mnce, head

gardener at the Highgate Cemetery, to whom the

three first prizes were fairly awarded. In the

class for six plants of large- flowered, disbudded,

but not trained beyond necessary supports, the

plants were well-flowered, good examples. The

best were Hiver Fleuri, W. Holmes, Mons. Bernard

and Mme. Lacroix. For six plants not thinned,

Mr. Vince had taller plants, with good heads of

flowers for cutting ; tlie best here were Lady Sel-

borne, Phojbus (a deep yellow, first-rate for

this method of cultivation), Mons. Lemoine

and Source d'Or. For six pompons naturally

grown he had dwarf compact examples of La

Rousse, Rosinante, and others, all well bloomed.

From Kew Gardens came several freely grown

bushy plants in profuse flower of good decorative

varieties, Miss Rose, a single pompon, being of

dwarf growth, and a mass of blush- coloured

flowers ; Gus Harris, deep pink ;
Florence Piercy,

white ; and Mary Anderson (single) were also in

good form. Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons showed a

promising looking Japanese variety called Florence

Davis, the fully developed flowers being of a pure

white, the florets elegantly twisted and curled.

Mr. Smith, Arley Hall, Northwich, showed a new

Croton named Mrs. Ussher, the growth dwarf, the

foliage of medium size, with pale green upon the

upper half and rich yellow upon the lower part of

the leaves with red footstalks and stems. Amaryl-

lis Autumn Beauty, useful at this season of the

year, was sent by Messrs. B. S. Williams and Son.

Cut specimens were sent from the Cambridge Bo-

tanic Gardens of Porana paniculata from Etawah,

India, by favour of Dr. Bonavia, with dense sprays

of Statice-like straw-white flowers. Messrs. Paul

and Son had three good examples of Calla com-

pacta in flower.

Orchid Committee.

First-class certificates were awarded on this

occasion to three decided acquisitions. These

were

—

Cypripedium [insignk var. Sander.t;, a deli

cately beautiful variety with pale lemon-yellow-

coloured flowers, the dorsal sepal having very fam •

spots, the upper portion being pure white. (Juite a

unique variety. From Baron Schnoder.

Phaius maculato (atANDTi'OLius (maculatns

X grandifolius).—The sepals and petals are of a

rich chrome-yellow colour, the lip having dark

veinings of a rosy purple ; the flowers, as also the

spike, are as large as tliose of P. gr.andifolius. A
valuable addition to the genus. From Messrs. J.

Veitch and Sons.

DivNDitouiuM Lbeanum. — A new species,

habitat not given. This is a vigorous growing va-

riety with stout f seudo-bulbs, not unlike D. Dal-

housianum. It flowers terminally in successive

years to all appearance from the same bulb, after
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the manner of D. snperbiens, with a similar kind of

spike and flowers except in colour. In this latter

respect it resembles a good coloured form of D.

nobile. From Messrs. Sander and (
'o.

An award of merit was given to

Odontoglossum (a supposed natural hybrid),

having something of the appearance of 0. Ander-
sonianum, but the spike not so dense ; the flowers
are a deep yellow, with chocolate spots. From Mr.
Malcolm S. Cooke, Kingston Hill.

A medal was awarded to a capital collection of

Orchids from Messrs. B. S. Williams and Sod, con-
sisting of several of the choicer hybrid Cypiipe-
diums, amongst which were fine forms of C. Mor-
ganiK, C. euryandrum,C.Arthnrianum, C.callosum,
C. Dauthieri, C. punctatnm violaceum, and several
fine forms of 0. insigne, amongst which the finest

were aureum, Mrs. Wilson, and albo-marginatum.
CattleyaIabiatavera,Oncidiumtigrinum,Soptironitis
grandiflora, and othergood things, including Odonto-
glossum grande, were shown here. Mr. Pollett. Fern-
side, Bickley, Kent, showed Cattleya labiata and the
var. Warocqueana. Messrs. Paul and Son showed
several forms of Cypripedinm insigne. The best of

these were Maulei, Mooreanum, aureum, and Chan-
tini, all in excellent condition, the last being a
decidedly distinct form with fine flowers. Messrs.
Veitch and Sons had one flower of Cypripedium
Niobe superbum (Spicerianum x Fairrieanum).
This is of much richer colonr than Niobe in aU its

parts. Last, but not least, was a magnificent
photograph of a splendid specimen of Vanda
ccerulea from the Tring Park collection of Lord
Rothschild. This photo, was about 4 feet in

height by 2 feet across, the plant having been at
its best between the meetings. This specimen,
Mr. Hill stated, had seventeen spikes with about
200 flowers upon it. Such photographs add greatly
to the interest of the meetings when the actual
plants cannot be produced, and should be more
frequently seen.

Fruit Committee.
• A first-class certificate was given to

Apple Chbl.msford Wondee—The committee
thought so well of this new Apple as to grant it

this distinction, an award of merit having been
voted on March 10 last. It is a decidedly handsome
fruit, in colour deep yellow with crimson shading
and streaks on the side exposed to the sun, the
flesh yellow, firm, and brisk in flavour. It has the
reputation of being an excellent keeper. From
Messrs. Saltmarsh and Son, Chelmsford.
An award of merit was given to
Apple Atalanta —This is a seedling from

Scarlet Nonpareil, but is quite distinct from that
well-known kind ; the fruits are of larger size, pale
yellow in colour, with a slight tinge of rosy colouring
on the sunny side. This is the third season of its

bearing. It is a good cropper, has firm flesh and
keeps well. From Mr. Hoss, Welford Park Gardens,
Newbury.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Rothesay, N.B., sent very
fine examples of their Champion Leek with lilanched
stems of from 12 inches to I'l inches. They were
models of good cultivation, in this respect far su-

perior to the shorter, but thicker specimens usually
seen (bronze medal). Messrs. Dobbie also sent two
plants of Curled Parsley of dwarf sturdy growth.
A cultural commendation was given to Mr. T.
Myles, Appley Towers, Kyde, for his two promising
new Grapes—Appley Towers Seedling and Lady
Hutt. These were now shown in finer condition
than when they each received a first-class certifi-

cate. Both bi(i fair to be valuable additions to
late-keeping varieties. The first-named carried a
deep blue-black bloom, the other being of a rich
pale amber colonr. A complete collection of the
various types of Carrots was sent from the Chis-
wick Gardens ; the best of these were the forms of
the Horn, as represented by the Early French Forc-
ing and others ; of the succession to these as seen
in Early Nantes and similar kinds ; of the interme-
diates as represented by .James's Intermediate with
others

; and the main-crop kinds of the type of the
Surrey and Altrincham strains. Several dozen
kinds of Pears also came from Chiswlck, many of
which were of superior flavour. Of the best In this
reepaot wera Doyenn6 da Comioe, Marie Loaiie,

Alexandre Lambr^, Benrr^ Bosc, Seckle and Mme.
Treyve. Another good-looking seedling Apple
came from Mr. Ross, named Master John, the
fruits of medium size and good colour. Messrs.
Saltmarsh also showed a Pear called The Alderman,
of Marie Louise shape, but with yellowish flesh.

Messrs. W. Paul and Son had a few Pears and
Apples, amongthem being nice fruits of Marie Louise
d'Uccle Pear and Mabbott's Pearmain and Ueauty
of Waltham Apples.

The secretary, in the absence of Mr. Ingram,
read his paper on the " Varieties of Soil." He
stated that much of the vigour in vegetation was
owint; to soil, and for that reason alone Conifers
that did well in California succeeded in some parts
of the kingdom, as the soil was of a similar nature.
By having so many dirt'erent soils much may be
done to get the required mixtures suitable to the
life of the plant. We possess immense mineral
wealth, and thus get much soil that is suitable, and
by our rocky substances and hillsides get it in that
form in which many plants delight. It was not
possible in the limited time at his disposal to give
each variety of soil its distinct name and to iso into

its classification. In Leicestershire and adjoining
counties much rocky land was formerly useless,

but by patient cultivation it now yields valuable
crops of corn every year. The beds of new red
sandstone are varied in character, and contain
mineral materials and sulphides of lime. Others
only are poor and wet, and are the homes of Mosses,
Heaths, and Bilberries. Granite produces a valu-
able soil, such as is found in Aberdeenshire and
some of our small islands. Upon this we get some
of our best forms of vegetation. Clay covers a wide
area and is very changeable. The London clay, and
others of a similar nature, are most difficult to work.
Peat is one of the most useful of soils to the gardener.
Pines and the Fir tribe generally do grandly on peat,

and these where planted largely are doing us good
service, as they are preparing the land for a better
crop in future years. For instance, see what a
bare spot years ago Bagshot was; but now this land
is being made of value in many ways. Salisbury
Plain many years ago was quite barren, but it is now
cropped on all sides with corn and vegetables, thus
showing to what valuable uses our waste lands
may be applied. Loam is a term usually applied to

diverse soils and is often erroneously described.
Loam is the gathering of rivers and streams de-

posited on adjacent land in ages gone by, every
stream having contributed its quota to form this

deposit. Each of our great rivers gives different

loam. In Kent and adjacent counties the soil

found is difficult to account for and is most valu-
able for fruit crops. In Scotland some land is

noted for its grand timber and other products.

CRYSTAL PALACE.
November 6 and 7.

Tub cut-bloom classes were not quite so well filled

on this occasion. The competition in several in-

stances was very close. In the large class for
forty-eight blooms it was particularly good; notably
was this the case in the premier stand where the in-

curved po.-tion was quite a feature in the show.
It would have been a hard matter to beat these
blooms anywhere. The Japanese classes taken as
a whole were better filled than those for incurved
blooms. In the class for one variety only. Ava-
lanche was well to the front. The groups were
probably finer than at any previous show, this

being particularly noticeable in the comjietiiion

for Japanese varieties only. Louis lioehmer was
conspicuous in several instances, and a few pro-
mising single sorts were also ohown.

In the large class for forty-eight (equal of in-

curved and Japanese) there were seven competitors,
the first prize being awarded to Messrs. W. and G.
Drover, l''areham, Hants, for a si 1 mdid all-round

lot of flowers. The incurved blccm i were of good
size and even throughout ; a really weak flower
could not be found. The finest were Empress of

India, Lord Alcesler, Alfred Salter, Emily Dale
(extra large and fine), Mrs. S. ("oleman, John
Doughty, Queen of England, Lord WoUeley, M. A.

Haggas, Nil Desperandnm, Mrs. Shipman, Princess
of Wales, Violet Tomlin, Jeanne d'Arc, and Em-
press Eugenie. These flowers were in the freshest
possible condition. Of the Japanese there were
extra fine flowers of Etoile de Lyon, Sarah Owen
(extra), Bonle d'Or, Louis Boehmer, Edwin Moly-
neox, W. H. Lincoln, Mrs. Wheeler, Stanstead
White, Mrs. F. Jameson, Ralph Brocklebank, San-
flower, Puritan (an extra fine bloom), Mons. Ber-
nard, Alberic Lunden (new, deep plum ccloar).
Pink Lacroix, Mme. Baco, and Condor. These were
all large and well coloured blooms of their respec-
tive kinds.

The second prize was taken by Mr. Whittle,
Ballards, Addington, Croydon. Mr. Gibson, Mor-
den Park. Surrey, was a close third, his Japan-
ese being of first-rate colour. In the class for
eighteen varieties of incurved blooms, Mr. Whittle
was first in a close competition, the freshness and
evenness of his flowers telling in his favour ; the
finest were Violet Tomlin, Golden Empress, John
Lambert, (,iaeen of England, John Salter, Nil Des-
perandum and Robert Cannell. Mr. Cox, The
Grange, Brickendon, Hertford, came very close; his
flowers were not, however, quite so symmetrical.
With twelve incurved, Mr. Hughes, Bracknell,
Berks, was first with not the largest, but mnch
the most even dozen, the blooms well coloured
and perfectly fresh. Mr. Felgate, Barkhill, Wal-
ton-on-Thames, was a good second. Queen of

England and Princess of Wales being amongst
his best blooms. With six blooms of any
one kind, Mr. Turner, Woodcote Hall, Epsom,
was deservedly first with as perfect fluwers of

Princess of Wales as possibly could be. Mr.
Felgate was second with Queen of England, very
fine ; and Mr. Douglas, Great Gearies, Ilford, third

with very pure flowers of Empress of India.

With eighteen Japanese, Mr. Shea, The Elms,
Foot's Cray, Kent, was well first with magnificent
blooms. Here were to be seen Viviand Morel,
Boule d'Or, Etoile de Lyon, Mons. Bernard. Sun-
flower, W. W. Coles (extra fine), W. H. Lincoln,

J. Dt'laux, Condor, Mme. J. Lamy, Mrs. F. Jameson,
Coronet (a grand bloom), Puritan, and Sarah Owen
all in the best form. The variety of culour gave
this stand a rich appearance. The second prize

went to Mr. Glen, Worth Park, Crawley. In
the third prize stand, from Mr. Cox, Hertford,
was a superb flower of Castlewood and another
of Stanstead White. For twelve Japanese, Mr.
Douglas was first with even and full blooms of

the best kinds. Etoile de Lyon in this stand
was richly coloured. Mr. Hughes was here
placed second with excellent blooms, Marsa, Mrs.

Falconer Jameson and Puritan being amongst the

best. With six blooms of one kind of Japanese,
Avalanche was pre-eminent, all three prizes going
to that variety, but little difference existing be-

tween either stand. Mr. Cox took first place with
blooms very pure and fresh, Mr. Glen following

with another good lot, and Mr. Goodacre, Elvaston,

a close third. In the reflexed section, Mr. Felgate

was first with eighteen blooms, including reflexed Ja-

panese CuUingfordi, Golden Christine, Peach Chris-

tine, Cloth of Gold, Fred Hart (very distinct). Presi-

dent Hyde (deep golden-yellow). Of the Japanese,

I'Adorable, Elaine, and Maiilen's Blush were the

finest. Mr. Salter, Woodhatch Lodge, Rcigate,

w:is a close second. In the corresponding class

for Anemone-flowered, Mr. Green, Hadley Manor,
Barnet, Herts, was first with excellent varietiis

;

the finest were Nelson, La Duel, Fabian de Mediana,
Jeanne Marty (very fine), Cincinnati, and Mrs. R.

Owen (pure white).

In the pompon classes there were a few excellent

stands. The best came from Mr. Salter, who had
Mme.Elise Dordon, Prince of Orange, Curiosity,

Black Douglas, Pygmalion, and St. Michael in fine

condition ; the second prize going to Mr. Bowman,
London Koad, West Croydon, with similar kinds.

These were all set up in trebles with their own
foliage just as all flowers should be shown on all

possible occasions. Jlr. Salter was also first for

twelve pompon Anemones, showing equally as well.

Sldonte, Calliope, Aglaia. Antonius, Mme. Mciitels,

and I'erle were amongst bi.'^ best sorts. Mr. Slade,

Richmond Park, Pitersham, wa» second. With
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twelve Japanese Anemones, Mr. Green, Hadley
Manor, Barnet, Herts, was first, the best flowers

being Nelson, Soeur Dorothee Sonille, Mrs. R.

Owen, Sabine, and Jeanne Marty. Mr. Justice,

The Firs, Norton, Worcestershire, was a good
second.

The singles were an attractive class. Mr. Carpen-
ter, Broad Oaks, Byfleet, was first with a choice
stand in first-rate variety, Jane, Miss A. H. Bates,

and Mary Anderson were three capital whites

;

Sir F. Symond, dark yellow ; Jane, pale yellow
;

Lady Churchill, a dull red ; and Mrs. Langtry,
mauve-pink, were the best and most distinct.

Mr. Wells, Earlswood, Kedhill, was second. In
the third prize lot, Mr. Chadwick, Hanger Hill

House, Ealing, had two seedlings which were
quite distinct—Master Charles, a pale buff, and
Miss Lucy, a pale pink.

Plants.—The plants in the competing classes

consisted of groups and specimens. For six Japa-
nese dwarf-grown, Mr. Wesker, Tooting Bee Road,
Upper Tooting, was Urst with good all-round plants,

freely flowered ; the sorts were Stanstead Surprise
(excellent), La Triomphante, Source d'Or, J.

Delaux, Florence Piercy, and Hiver Flenri, a good
selection for the purpose. Mr. Weston, South Road,
Clapham Park.was second with smaller plants, Mons.
Jacotot and Elaine being his two best. The best

four Japanese came from Mr. Clarke, Palace Road,
Streatham, being freely flowered examples, the
second prize falling to Mr. Cherry, Norfolk House,
Streatham. Mr. Clarke, Palace Road, Streatham,
was easily first for four incurved varieties, Mrs.
Dixon and Mrs. K undle being two of his best plants

;

for specimen culture these are still unsurpassed in

their way. Only one collection of six incurved
varieties was shown ; this was from Mr. Cherry,
who would have done well to have confined
his attention to the smaller class. Mr. Weston
was first for six pompons. The second prize

went to Mr. Carr, Croydon Lodge, Croydon, for

smaller plants of more formal character with
larger blooms. For standards, Mr. Cooper, Sydenham
Road Nursery, Croydon, was first with free grown
plants, not too formal.

Groups were better than previously seen at the
Crystal Palace. For incurved plants only, Mr.
Townsend, Providence Nurseries, Putney, was first

with a bright group, the flowers fresh and of good
size, the colours also good. Mr. Jones was second
in this class with greater variety, but hardly such
fine flowers

;
yellows predominating gave this

group a rich appearance. A group of rather tall

plants, chiefly of Japanese sorts, came from Mr.
Box, nurseryman, Croydon. For a group consist-

ing of Japanese varieties only, Messrs. Reid and
Bornemann were first with a magnificent display.

The second prize in this class was awarded
to Messrs. Carter and Co., High Holborn, for a semi-
circular arranged group of crescent shape. Mr.
Loader, Fairlawn Park Nurseries, Streatham, was
a good third, the arrangement excellently finished

off at the front with well-grown dwarf plants, but
the eflleot was rather spoilt by overcrowding.

In the group class foramateurs only, Mr. R. Hies,

Westwood, Beulah Hill, Upper Norwood, was first

with a bright group of well-grown and very well
arranged plants. Incurved and Japanese were here
grouped together. Mr. Fox, Cranbrook Villa, Fox
Lane, Upper Norwood, was awarded an extra prize

in this class. Through non-compliance with the
schedule this group was unfortunately disqualified,

otherwise it would have been placed first. It con-
tained many splendidly grown plants bearing re-

markably fine flowers, the outer plants being very
dwarf. Both Japanese and incurved were well re-

presented here. Messrs. Laing and Son showed
a large collection of the various sections, consist-

ing of the decorative types of Japanese, the singles
and pompons, with some very fine blooms of the
incurved varieties, all being well represented. Mr.
Jones, Ryecroft Nursery, Lewisham, had several

plants of Louis Boehmer, carrying very fine flowers,

the plants being about 4 feet in height.

Messrs. Carter and Co.'s prizes for Potatoes were
competed for. Mr. Wills, Edgcote Gardens, Ban-
bury, was first, and Mr. Peckover, Banbury, second.
Ashtop Fluke, Carter's Snowdrop, Holborn Abund- !

ance, and King of the Russets were in the finest

pojsible condition.

A list of awards will be found in our advertise-

ment columns.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

Nov. 10, 11, AND 12.

This exhibition, which opened on Tuesday, the

10th, and was continued until Thursday, was equal

to any previously held. Cut flowers were largely

shown, and in most cases of excellent quality. The
groups were also very good.
The principal class for forty-eight incurved

brought a good competition. Messrs. W. and G.
Drover, Fareham, Hants, were—as at the Crystal

Palace — first, staging blooms of excellent quality in

every way. M r. Doughty, Cranbrook, was second, and
Mr. Petfield, gardener to Mr. A. J. Thornhill, third.

In the class for twenty-four incurved, Mr. Knowles,
Roehampton, was first with neat and fresh flowers

;

Mr. Myers, gardener to the Earl of Sandwich,
being a good second. Mr. Shoesmith, a well-known
exhibitor, was deservedly first in the class for

twelve, A'iolet Tomlin and Princess of Wales being
remarkable flowers. Mr. Douglas, Great Gearies,

and Mr. W. H. Lees, gardener to the Duchess
of Montrose, were second and third in this

class. The Havant Horticultural Society carried

ofl: the challenge cup, closely followed by the St.

Neots Chrysanthemum Society, which gained it

last year. The Wimbledon Horticultural Society

was third. Some very fine Japanese varieties

were shown, the first prize for forty-eight going to

Mr. C. E. Shea, The Elms, Foot's Cray. Messrs.

W. and G. Drover had also a magnificent stand,

and pressed Mr. Sbea very closely for the first prize.

Mr. W. H. Fowler, Taunton, was third. Mr. Agate
was first for twenty-four. In the class for twelve,

Mr. Ocook, gardener to Mrs. Mcintosh, Romford,
was first with good blooms ; Mr. Divers, gardener
to Mr. J. T. Hopwood, Ketton Hall, being a good
second. In the one variety class there were some
remarkably fine flowers. Mr. Myers had the best

reflexed varieties, and was also first for Anemone
Pompons. In the class for Pompons, Mr. C. J. Salter,

gardener to Mr. T. B. Haywood, showed some fine

blooms. In the specimen plant classes Mr. Brooks,

gardener to Mr. W. Reynolds, J.P., was first for

trained specimens, and Mr. D. Macdonald, gardener
to Mr. J. G. Barclay, first for standards. Pompons
were shown, a sat the Crystal Palace, in fine condi-

tion by Mr. J.Weston. For table decoration!^, Messrs.

Perkins, Coventry, and Mr. J. Chard were the prize-

winners. In the miscellaneous classes there were
some noteworthy plants ; Mr. H. J. Jones, Lewisham,
sent a fine group of single varieties and also several

new kinds. Messrs. Pitcher & Manda, James Carter
and Co., and Mr. Owen staged several very promis-
ing seedlings. Messrs. Cntbnsh and Sons sent a
miscellaneous group, and Messrs. Cannell and Sons
made a fine display of zonal Pelargoniums and
Chrysanthemums. Messrs. John Laing and Sons,

B'orest Hill, sent a good group of Chrysanthemums.
There were also excellent exhibits of fruit by Messrs.

Cutbush, C. Lee and Son, and Messrs. Cheal and
Son.

We hope to deal with the new varieties certificated

by the floral committee in our next week's issue.

Chrysanthemum and fruit exhibition at
Edinburgh.—The winter exhibition of the Scottish

Horticultural Association, which is now looked for-

ward to as one of the most attractive events of the

year in Edinburgh, will be held in the Waverley
Market from the I'.ith to the 21st, and promises to

equal, it it does not surpass, all previous shows of

Chrysanthemums. The fruit section will be a
source of the greatest interest and attraction to

our poraologists, as the Government of the United
States have intimated, through Mr. H. E. Van De-
man, the State pomologist, their intention to ex-

hibit a collection of the fruits of the I'nited States.

As this is believed to be the first occasion on which
such an interesting exhibit has appeared at a hor-

ticultural exhibition in Britain, it will be examined
and criticised by pomologlsts and fruit growers
with great care and zest, and will be an object of

much attraction to the multitude who consume
fruit. Intimation has also been received from the

Government of Nova Scotia, through Dr. George
Lawson, Secretary for Agriculture, that a splendid

display of the Apples for which that enterprising

colony is so famed, and which of late years have
been so well exhibited at the Edinburgh fruit

shows, will again be made. The fruit grown in

the British Isles and in the Channel Islands is

also to be present in considerable force, so that

to fruit growers and consumers the show is likely

to be very interesting.

THE HERIOr-WATT COLLEGE HORTICUL-
TURE CL4SS.

To THE Editoe of The Gaedex.
SiK,—Permit me to dissent from the tenor of

your note (p. 409). It would have been better to

print my syllabus than give a reporter's version of

part of an introductory lecture. The members of

the class are at practical work all day. The cla: s

has had the direct support of the Scottish Horti-

cultural Association, and particularly that of the

following masters in their respective branches :

Mr. David Laird, Mr. Lindsay, Mr. Dunn and Mr.
A. D Mackenzie(of Messrs. Mackenzie and Moncur)

;

the last mentioned has hitherto given the lectures

on heating and ventilating. As to knowing
" nothing of the subject," I may be allowed to say
that the lecturer in the present case having had
many years' experience of practical gardening,

from " crocking pots " upwards, is not so ignorant

as " professors " usually are. Former members of

the class, including head gardeners and foremen of

first-rate places, have not found any " pure non-
sense " talked. Finally, I may suggest that " word-
shops " may be of service, otherwise the gardening
press would not flourish and help the gardener's

training mightily. The advantage the lecturer has
over the press is that he can get his audience to

handle the objects he is describing, see with the

microscope what is usually less memorable in draw-
ings, and so forth. JoHX H. Wilson, D.Sc.

*,* We flnd little in the syllabus about the

matter in question, which is the teaching of sub-

jects of no use or interest to gardeners, and the

misleading or false deflnitions in the example we
quoted. We insert this again, as it is the pith

of the question: In (jeiiera.l, the deliiiition of a
gardener's ediicaiion might be put into tn-o proposi-

tions -(\) mental training, to he derived Jrom boohs,

lectures, classes, mutual improvement societies, and
the lihe ; and {'2) manual training, to he derivedfrom
the practice of his professional duties.

There is no such division as is here laid down.
The mental training of a gardener is always best

from the actual things under his observation. The
literature of an art is an essential part of it when
written by the men who work at that art. It is

necessary as a record, but books, by their very

nature, must be always a little behind the facts,

which are more (juickly set forth in the press. Young
gardeners should be taught their own work better,

but confusing them with ilWgical definitions and
needless un-English phrases like technologg of

hiirticiilturc is the wrong way to go to work.

Among the names of things they are invited to

learn under the professors we find

—

Froi'lumd geometrical drawing.
Botanical drawinj^.

Pen and pencil sketching.

Structure and physiology of plants.

Chemistry.
Geology.
Physiography.
Elementary Latin.

Not one of the above subjects is in any way neces-

sary for the general gardener, and " professing" at

him about them is worse than useless. The young
men who took up such subjects could only be in-

jured by them as gardeners, because these matters

if studied in an honest way would leave them no
time for the study of their own art. It would also

call their attention away from the dignity and real

importance of that art. Gardening is such a vast

branch of knowledge now, that to learn it in any
fairly thorough way will take all the time and
energy of even the bsst men.— £d.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

ECONOMIC CONIFER PLANTING.
{Conlimted from p. 434.)

The giant Arbor-vit.e (Thuja gigantea).—

Few trees have in the short space of forty years

taken so great a hold on the British planter as

the giant Arbor-vittu. This is, however, hardly

to be wondered at, for a less exacting, hardier,

and more rapidly growing tree it would be diffi-

cult to name. Few situations would seem to

come amias to it, while for withstanding cold

winds and storms, I question if any other Coni-
fer can surpass this valuable Arbor - vit;e.

Strange as it may seem, I have not during ten
years on an estate where it was grown in large
numbers known of a single leading shoot of the
tree in question being broken over, or a speci-
men uprooted by the wind, and that even dur-
ing very severe storms and when most other
trees suffered severely. This is not to be
wondered at, for the roots are bushy and
fibrous, while the leading shoot is so pliable,
that I have without difficulty tied a knot on it

without injuring it. The rate of growth, too, is

rapid, the average annual increase in height of
twenty-five specimens growing under ordinary
circumstances being 22 inches, but even that is

exceeded by young trees in the nursery border.
In cutting up several trunks of the giant Arbor-
vitfe of fully thirty years' growth, the timber
was found to be very clean and easily worked,
light in proportion to its bulk, and capable of
taking on a high polish. The timber was ex-
perimentally used for several estate purposes.
It, so far, has stood the test well, and warrants
me in speaking highly of it. To grow the giant
Arbor-vit;t; quickly and to perfection a rich
alluvial .soil is necessary, but that it will thrive
and produce timber quickly on almost any
other class has been conclusively proved
in many parts of the country. Professor
Macoun, of Ottawa, tells me that he invari-
ably finds the largest specimens in rather
damp alluvial deposit, and this so far agrees
with what I have noticed at home, for be-
yond doubt the largest trees of this kind in
Britain are those growing along the valley of
the Ogwen, in North Wales. In addition to
the several good points that have been advanced
in favour of the giant Arbor-vitie, there is another
that must not be lost sight of, and that is the
small spread of branches in proportion to the
height of the trees, and which is a most valuable
character in a forest tree. It i.«, so far, like the
Corsican Pine in that respect, the diameter of a
specimen of fully 50 feet in height rarely exceed-
ing 12 feet, thus allowing of a largo number of
trees being grown to the acre. Then it is easily
propagated, grows very freely, and may be trans-
planted with perfect safety even when of 8 feet
or 10 feet in height, and being so hardy, for
even the most severe frosts do not aflect it, and
of so tenacious a character, are all points that
weigh strongly in favour of a tree for general
economic planting in this country.

Having only been introduced to this country
in 1851, no trees can yet be considered as in at
all a mature state, so that it would be imprudent
to speak with any amo\int of certainty regarding
the value of the timber of home growth, the
specimens experimented with being only of
about twenty-five years' growth—in one case
thirty years—and conseiiuently in a very imma-
ture state. This far I can go, however, and
say that the perfect hardiness of the tree, non-
liability to bo broken or uprooted in stormy

weather, and rapidity of growth, added to the
well-known value of the timber produced in its

native country, render it one of the most likely

trees of recent introduction for extensive plant-
ing in the woods and plantations of these isles.

The Cui.sTER or Maritime Pine (Pinus
Pinaster)— Long experience of the Cluster Pine
in this country, for it has been introduced
nearly 300 years, has proved it to be, although
an almost worthless timber-producer a most valu-

able tree for shelter-giving purposes, particu-

larly in exposed situations along the sea-coast.

Its value, therefore, in economic planting lies

not in the timber produced, but in the suit-

ability of its nature for planting where perhaps
only one other Conifer will grow, thus aftbrd-

ing a kindly shelter to other less hardy kinds,

and without whose assistance they could not
otherwise subsist. Many instances of its value
in this way in various parts of England, Soot-

land and Ireland might be pointed out, while

the large tracts of sandy wastes that have been
reclaimed on the Continent, particularly France,

by the timely use of the Cluster Pine speak
volumes in praise of the tree as one that, for

economic planting under peculiar circumstances,

stands almost unrivalled. Most people know
the invaluable service rendered by this Pine in

fixing the drifting sands of the downs of Gas-
cony, as well as, though on a smaller scale, those

of several English and Scottish counties. On the
coast of the Irish Sea it has been largely

planted in conjunction with the Corsican and
Austrian Pines for shelter-giving purposes, and
thriving plantations of valuable timber, that

could never have been had without the aid of this

valuable tree, have been obtained. In such in-

stances as these the value of timber produced
by so admirable a seaside and shelter-giving

tree as the Cluster Pine was never taken into

account, more than sufficient benefit being de-

rived from the numerous other trees that by
its friendly aid were permitted to grow on these

exposed and wind-swept wastes. Then again,

few other trees can exist, let alone produce a

large quantity of timber, on pure sand, but the

two chief requirements of the Clu.ster Pine are

sandy soil and a maritime situation.

Being nearly always linked with the seaside

has led not a few persons to believe that the

Pine in question will not succeed when planted

in inland situations ; but this is ([uite a mis-

take, for many woods almost wholly composed
of the tree, as well as giant single specimens,

are of no uncommon occurrence in various dis-

tricts of the country. Neither is sand wholly a

necessity, for the Cluster Pine grows well on
loam, and I have it here on gravel, while in

Ireland 1 have seen it thriving luxuriantly on
peat. The rate of growth of the Cluster Pine
is very rapid, as will be seen by the following

measurements of a few trees growing within a

space of one hundred square yards on gravelly

loam in Kent :

—

No. 1, height, 7G feet ; cubic content, 92 feet.

3 85 112
',! 'A, ", "i» ,','

"

97 !,'

„ 1. ,. "iA „ ,. 93 „

„ T), „ 71 „ „ 78 „

,, (),
,,

CO „ ,, 7d ,,

The average stem girth of the six trees was !) feet

4 inches at a yard from the ground, while the

average cul)ic coutents,as the above figures show,
wasfully'.U feet. Howlong they had been planted

I could not determine, but from the annual
rings of two specimens that were felled 1 should

say fully ninety years. The stems of the two
specimens that were cut down were literally

saturated with resin ; indeed to such an extent

was this prosdiit, that special devices in plank-

ing the trees had to be resorted to. The logs

were of unusual weight for their bulk, indeed
fully one-fourth more than any other coniferous

wood that I hive yet had to deal with.

A. D. W.

The Silver Fir.—The Silver Fir doe3 not do
well on sanl nr chalk. Laricio does very well. In
early life it bio Ks over. The Sotch Fir grows very
slowly for teu years or more.

Larch for rustic work — " A Subscriber "
(p.

410) should not have Larch trees for rustic work
cut until midwinter, a5 at th:it time, owing to the
sap being qaic scent, the wood will last for a much
longer time. Of course, by telling the trees in

autumn say, 1I13 bark is more readily removed,
hut I would recommend tliit Larch trees, where
lasting properties are of first c.onsideratioc, should
not be felled when in le.if.—A. D. W.

Sea Buckthorn (Hippophse rhamnoides) is

specially adapted for planting in maritime dis-

tricts, either as a nurse or for the formation
of game-cover. Being of a straggling habit, it

is well suited for this last-mentioned purpose, and
is well worthy of being more extensively used, as it

will luxuriate on the sea-coast, in exposed situa-

tions, and at an altitude where few other trees

would grow. It thrives best in a deep sandy soil,

but will grow in almost any ordinary soil. It can
be readily propagated by layers or suckers.

Ash.—The Ash tree, though amongst our best

and hardiest denizens, is yet in many cases under
certain conditions very liable to an inveterate and
injurious affection of ulcerated bark. This disease

takes place in the tree before the bark assumes that

beautiful corticated, carved network-like appear-

ance which commands such unusual admiration,

after which the bark, and therefore the whole tree,

are as safe and well protected as can be. The un-

sightly ulcerous wounds referred to never heal up
as they do in many other species, but deepen and
spread all over the tree, rendering it in most cases

only suitable for fuel.

Elm trees (Tf. S. O., page 410).—I have
treated a number—some twenty-five—of old heavy
Oaks and Elms in the park here in a way similar

to that hinted at, and find the method to work
well. Proceed as follows: At three-fourths the

height of the trees measure the girth with a piece

of fencing wire, so that the exact shape of the

stem is taken. Iron bands (:i inches wide) should

next be made of the desired shape, but so as to fit

on easily, 2 inches being allowed between the band
and stem, part of this space being taken up by the

leather belt, which it is wise policy at all times to

use, so as to avoid chafing of the bark by the iron

when the trees are swinging to and fro by the

wind. The iron bands are held firmly around the

trees by means of clamps and screws. Connect

the bands on the two trees with a mund iron rod.

of three-quarters of an inch in diameter, jointed at

several places to allow of bending in stormy

weather. Should this explanation not be lucid

enough I will forward drawings.—A. D. W.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.— ITim journal is pub-

lished in nnitly bound Manlhly Parts. In this form the

coloured plates are best presen-ed, and it is most suitable for

rtfererue preriojis to the issue of the half-yearly volu})ies. Price

Is. 6d. ;
post free, Is. 9rf. Complete set of voluvus of TiiK

Garden /i-om its commencement to fiirf 0/ 18110, thirty-eight vols.,

p7-ice, cloth, £'2H 4s.

" Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts. — ThU
journal is publislied in neatly bound Monthly FarU, \n tchich

form it is maU suitable for reference preriom to the Msue of tht

yearly volumes. Price &d. ;
post free, Si(.

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.— This journal it

published III nratly bound MoutUy Paris, in which fonn it is

most suitable for 'reference prcrious to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Pru-e :hI. ;
post free, 6d.

" Hardy Flowers."—Oi""!/ descriptimis oj upwards 01

thirteen hundred nf the most ornamental species, with directions

for their ai-iinw/oiMnl, culture, itc. fourth and Popular

Edition, Is.; post free, U. id.

"The Garden Annual" for 1891.—Conlniiu Alpha-

betical IJ.^Is of all Branches of the llnrtieultural Trade corrected

up to Koeember 10 iMt. The Lists of (lardcns and Country

Seals (containiuij over UOOO; have been very carefully and exten-

sively revised, and are ailmitted to b: the most complete iv«r

publUhed. Price Is. ; by post, Is. id.
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" This Is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather ; but
The Art itself is Nature."—Shakespeart.

Orchard AND Fruit Garden.

MUSCAT GRAPES SHRIVELLING.
Every season brings many complaints of the

Muscat of Alexandria Grape shrivelling pre-

maturely, and during the present autumn it has

been very prevalent, I believe. It is a most un-

fortunate occurrence, and not easily accounted

for. Various theories are advanced as to the

cause of this shrivelling of the berries, and in

all probability if a sufferer wrote to three or

four experts concerning the cause and its pre-

vention, he would get as many different reme-
dies. I will go further and state that a gardener
in a good position last year consulted several

well-known growers about the matter, and it

was quite amusing to read the different,

and in some instances most contradictory, re-

plies, what in one case was given as the best

remedy being stated as the real cause by an-

other experienced Grape grower. This season

the evil is worse than usual, as it has taken
place in very many instances before the berries

are actually ripe, whole bunches being affected,

the flavour in this case being little better than in

shanked Grapes. When the berries are fully

ripe and a few or many of them shrivel, these,

though spoilt as far as appearance goes, are yet
very good to eat.

In common with many other growers, I have
my own views as to the cause of this shrivel-

ling of the berries, and if wrong in my con-
clusions am open to correction. It is an un-
doubted fact that Muscats—and notably the
Muscat of Alexandria—require more heat and
also, though not so generally understood, more
moisture and feeding at the roots than any
other varieties, a deticiency of either one or the
other acting injuriously, and if both conditions

fall short of what I huld to be required, then
the collapse is likely to be very serious. If

sun heat is wanting, and we had but little of

it this summer, this must be compensated for

if possible by an extra amount of fire-heat,

and the high temperatures thus maintained,
favouring a rapid loss of moisture by evapora-
tion and a quicker movement of the sap gene-

rally, necessitate the application of more mois-
ture to the roots than is often given and the
maintenance of a moister atmosphere than
usual. Some of the best Muscats to be
seen are principally grown in extra large,

well heated, .span - roofed vineries. High
temperatures are kept up in these, and a sur-

prising amount of water and liquid manure
given to the roots, not, however, in extra large

quantities at one time, but the applications are

of freq\ient occurrence, or at least once a week
during the hottest part of the summer. Muscat
Grapes to keep plump and good must be of

marked solidity, and this can only be brought
about by high culture. When they are grown
with a variety of other late Grapes and not un-
duly favoured at the expense of the latter,

shrivelling is almost certain to take place. The
Vines may receive all they require in the shape
of moisture and food at the roots, but the com-
paratively low temperatures do not develop
sufficient saccharine matter, and mere bags of

water are bound to shrivel, also in most cases

quite failing to reach an eatable state. After

shrivelling has once set in, applying more heat,

or another supposed remedy, keeping up a

little more moisture in the air, will not check

the evD. Shrivelling must be anticipated.

Not only do Muscats succeed best when kept

quite apart from other varieties, or at any rate

treated as of primary importance, but they also

ought to be started earlier in the season than

many growers appear to think necessary. The
Vines that produce our best keeping and alto-

gether the most superior samples are started

about the middle of February, and in any case

the first week in Jlarch is the latest period at

which Muscats should be started. Starting

thus early gives the bunches the benefit

of what sun heat there may be going during

the summer, and in addition to being the most

economical, as far as fire-heat is concerned, is

less likely to be attended by premature shrivel-

ling. As before stated, it is quite useless to

turn on extra fire heat when it is found the

Grapes are not colouring in due course. If it

can be managed without making a too free use

of fire heat, the minimum night temperature

for Muscats during the ripening period ought

to be about 70 , and if this is accompanied by a

little air, so much the better. An increase of

5' in the daytime in dull weather is none too

much, from 80' to 85° with sunshine and air

answering well. Now such high temperatures,

though favourable to the perfect ripening of

Muscats, are far too high for black Grapes espe-

cially, at any rate they usually fail to colour

under such conditions, and that is why they

are kept more cool and airy, not but that Gros

Colman, Alicante, and such like are, though of

a foxy red in colour under Muscat treatment, of

very superior quality. I am of opinion, there-

fore, that if the Muscat of Alexandria must be

grown in mixed houses, it ought to be asso-

ciated with early rather than late varieties. I

have repeatedly had it quite good enough

to win prizes in good company from Vines

growing alongside early started Madresfield

Court, Black Hamburgh, and Foster's Seed-

ling, all of which also coloured to my own satis-

faction.

From choice I would much prefer to have a

house or houses specially for Muscats, and also

give the preference to either three-quarter-span

or else span-roofed structures. In these, high

temperatures can be maintained with fewer

risks than is the case with the average lean-to

house. In the latter comparatively small

structures the walls and floors are apt to become

very hot and dry, frequently damping down not

remedying this unsatisfactory state of affairs, and

scalding, red spider and other insect pestslperhaps

gain an ascendancy. There is a greater amount of

moisture and ammonia in large houses than in

the parched air of smaller ones, and the higher

temperatures, kept up with safety, greatly fa-

vour perfect ripening of Muscat and other

Grapes growing in them. Shrivelling is cer-

tainly going on in large well-heated houses this

autumn, but in most cases it is after, and not

before the Grapes are fit to eat, and not, there-

fore, in a wholesale and very premature manner.

W. I.

Protecting' Pears from birds. — Probably

most gardeners who suffer from the ravages of tom-

tits, and understand how very difficult it is to pro-

tect each fruit individually from these depredators,

will not regard Mr. W. B. Tegetmeier's method of

protecting the fruits with pieces of paper with

much favour. The labour of preparing and fixing

perhaps several thousands of these paper protec-

tors would be too great in most gardens, and

where fruits, as this year, hung thickly, it could

not possibly be performed. Generally there is no

plan like netting the trees, but 1 notice this sea-

son many nets which have fully 1-inch mesh that

are of little service against small birds. If at

least halt-inch mesh nets cannot be obtained, then

coarser ones should be fixed double. Still there may
be many cases where some few extra fine fruits may
need special protection and netting is not at hand.

Are not discs of cardboard, each having a slit into

the centre in which a hole as big as the Pear stem

is punched, better than the elaborate pieces of

paper referred to, as these discs could be drawn

over the fruits, the slit part closing up together

again, and thus rendering access to the stem end

of the fruits impossible by the birds 7 Or if, as is

not at all improbable, when rain is abundant, as this

year, the paper and cardboard protectors would

become saturated and flabby, would not discs

about the size of a crown-piece or perhaps larger

made of American cloth, and cut as advised for the

cardboard, answer better, the glazed side of the

cloth being, of course, uppermost? Such protectors as

these could be fixed about the stems of Pears easily.

Anything that would keep off the tomtits would be

valuable, as myriads of grand fruits have this sea

son been practically destroyed because pecked by

these birds.—A. D.

Apples from wall trees At both the Wells

and Taunton Chrysanthemum shows, cooking and

dessert Apples were very extensively shown, or

more so than ever before. Among the former were

several grand dishes of Warner's King, Blenheim

Pippin, Tower of Glamis, New Hawthornden, Mere

de Mi?nage, Alfriston and Emperor Alexander, but

all were surpassed by very fine samples of Peasgood's

Nonsuch. These large, perfectly formed and at-

tractively-coloured fruits were gathered from a

strong young tree growing against one of

the high old walls surrounding the Palace Gar-

dens at Wells, a position that appears to^uit

Apples admirably. Baumann's Red Reinette, also

from a wall tree, was of very attractive appearance,

but the quality not being first-rate, preference was

rightly given by the judges to fine samples of Cox's

Orange Pippin.—W. I.

PLANTING RASPBERRIES.

Tub planting of fruit trees wffl be later this season

than usual, on account of so much rain and the

foliage not falling, but in the case of Raspberries

the sooner it is done the better, as in the spring,

especially in mild seasons, the plants make an

early start, and the late planted canes have not

time to make sufficient roots before dry warm
weather sets in and growth is often checked. In

many gardens it is impossible to give the necessary

supplies of water to fruit trees, and in these cases

early planting is of the greatest importance, as

the trees soon take to their new quarters in the

autumn, and with a good mulch of decayed manure

at planting time, with another in the spring, little

more attention will be required the first year,

and in the following season the grower will get the

benefit by the strong growth and show of fruiting

wood. Raspberries delight in good land deeply

trenched with abundance of manure. In light

land more manure is requu-ed and the ground made

firm, and no digging afterwards round the roots.

In stiff, heavy land the spade may be more used, as

the growth will be less robust ; manure must be in-

corporated with the soil, less treading and mak-

ing the roots firm being required. Although I

advise planting, 1 do not advocate pruning, as this

should be done in the early spring, shortening back

the canes more closely than is.often practised, say to

1 foot I! inches, so as to secure a strong break from

the base. Even old plantations are much benefited

by lifting, that is taking up the old canes, sorting

them, choosing the strong canes for the replanting

of a new quarter if possible. New ground is very

beneficial, but if it cannot be spared the plants

should get a different place to what they previously

occupied, planting up the middle of the alleys in-

stead of in the old row.

I have seen stools occupy the same ground for

thirty years, and when they remain a long time in

one place they get far away from the original plant-

ing line, and it is almost impossible to clean between

the rows or to stake them neatly ; besides, the canes

are much better for renewal, and should not remain
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more than half-a-dozea years without lifting, clear-

ing away old stools and replanting the yonng
clean canes. We see what can be done by treating
the Strawberry better, as by frequent renewals we
get double the weight of fruit. In the case of Rasp-
berries the same results follow if due attention is

paid to planting, giving space and keeping the canes
thin. Although shifting is not required so often
as with Strawberries, it should take place as soon as
the fruits lose size and the roots spread. I prefer
to move old stools at the end of October, but in such
wet seasons as the present the autumn is not so
favourable, so that November will be a suitable time.

G. Wythes.

PKUNING VINES.

Very simple certainly does the operation of pruning
Vines appear, and so it is in one sense, although in

many instances it is very imperfectly performed.
Daring the ne.xt few weeks thousands of Vines will

be ready for pruning ; in fact, except the latest ones
which have Grapes hanging upon them, the majority
will be pruned during the latter part of the present
month or the commencement of the next. There
appears to be a dilterence of opinion as to the time
for pruning Vines, some people thinking that it

should be deferred until the sap has had time to
become dormant. This, I think, is a very erroneous
doctrine, as the sap will have finished its allotted
part by the time the leaves have fallen, or, in fact,

as soon as their colour has changed. This being
the case, the earlier the Vines are pruned as soon
as the leaves have fallen the better, and I would
even not wait until they were all down, as a few
here^nd there cannot make much difference.

In the case of badly ripened Vines the case is

different, as very often a few leaves at the end of
the laterals wuuld hold on for weeks after those
from the basal buds or lower part have dropped.
Vines again which are pruned directly the leaves
have fallen heal more quickly tlian those left later

Except our latest Vines which have Grapes hanging
upon them until the turn of the year, when they are
cut and bottled, I rarely have occasion to apply
styptic or painter's knotting, which is quite as effi

cacious and much cheaper. I always take the pre
caution to dress over the wounds of these late
pruned Vines, well rubbing the styptic in with a
cork or a small hard brush. Although some people
maintain that bleeding does not injure Vines, I

hold a contrary opinion, and look upon it as so
much vital force wasted. Most gardeners like to

see as clean and straight rods as possible, but it is

of no use to sacrifice utility for the sake of appear
ance, and rigid precision in this respect may be
carried too far with some varieties, such as Golden
Champion (a variety now seldom seen), Dake of
Buccleuch, I'arbarossa, Buckland Sweetwater, Gros
Maroc, and Alnwick Seedling. To prune the Black
Hamburgh under any other system than the short
spur would result in loose, strat;gling bunches. To
a certain extent this applies to the Muscat of
Alexandria, the berries of which do not set so
freely. With such varieties as Black Hamburgh,
Black Alicante, Lady Downe's, Foster's Seedling,
or even Mrs. Pince, although with some growers to
get size into the bunch of the latter variety the
long-spur system is adopted, the cutting back to
one eye produces much the best shaped and com-
pactest bunches, the finish also being better in

every way. Pruning to the best eye is adopted by
some people, and I must say with success, but this
need only be practised with old rods, and which
are to be renewed, as obviously the spurs would
quickly get to an inordinate length by pruning to
three buds or more annually. I have seen Vines
with old rods produce most miserable bunches by
pruning back to one eye, but after pruning to the third
or fourth bud the size of bunch and also finish were
much improved, and no doubt many Vines would
bear far better if tliis .system were adopted. The
old rods as they become worn out through the old
spurs being much gnarled will require renewal.
A change will mend matters considerably, but
instead of running up a young rod from tho
lowermost spur the best results are secured by cut-
ting down tlio rod to within n jCuot er X>i inehen o{

the soil, and leading up one or more yonng shoots
as they break in the spring. In this manner a
clean and straight rod is secured.

This renovating may range over one or two years,

or more as the case may be, so as not to interrupt
the fruit supply. There can be no doubt that in

many instances the rods are much too close to

remain in good condition for any length of time or

even to produce satisfactory Grapes, o feet 6 inches
between the rods being none too far apart ; indeed,
another (i inches may be left with advantage. The
above being" the case and where the rods are close
together every alternate Vine may be safely cut out,

thus allowing theyoung rods to come up strongly. In
years gone by what is known as the long-rod sys-
tem used to Ije practised, but it now appears to have
gone out of date. This was merely having, as it

were, a double set of Vines in the house, one lot

being cut down one year and run up to be fruited
the next, treating the alternate Vines similarly
the following season. In this manner each Vine
would be called upon to bear fruit every second
season. Loose straggling bunches generally re-

sulted, excepting in the case of any that this system
suited.—Y. A. H.

Many good Grape growers adopt the system
of pruning to the best bud, even if that (jarticular

bud should be situated some distance from the
main rod. To a certain extent, in order to secure
good crops, this practice is no doubt right. It is

resorted to chiefly because one does not like to
face the trouble and bother of root-lifting, but at
best it is a makeshift system, as it is as certain as
anything can well be that if the roots were near the
surface and in good condition there would be plenty
of good buds to form next year's bunches close to
the main rod. I have seen cases where the Vines
when pruned to the best buds appeared to contain
wood enough to make into faggots. On the other
hand, I remember a case where a young man who
did not believe in long spurs took charge of
Vines where the best bud system had proved use-

ful, and found his Grapes deteriorating through
shortening the spurs. The best bud system works
well where the roots are deep and out of touch,
but all buds are good on surface-rooting Vines
E H.

Inarching Vines.—I have a strong Vine of white
Tokay in a late hou.se which I intend to do away with.
Would it make a suitable stock for iuarohing either
Gros Colman or Mu.scat of Alexandria upon ^—R. C.

Mrs. Pince Grape.—In reference to Mr. War-
den's note on the above Grape (page 428) as to the
mode of pruning adopted by me.'the Vine in question
is pruned on the short-spur system. The Vine seldom
shows less than two bunches to a lateral, and these
of a large size. Mr, Warden must not infer that
the shrivelling I spoke of is such as to mar the
appearance of the bunches to a serious extent, for
such is certainly not the case. In my previous
note I remarked that I had left a bunch hanging
on a Vine and which was fully coloured by the lirst

week in August, so as to note its behaviour, as the
colour commenced to vanish and the berries to
slightly shrivel after the short spell of bright
weather experienced during the early part of Sep-
tember. I am more in favour of Mrs. Pince than
ever, as it is the finest flavoured late black Grape
in cultivation. True, the colour is not equal to
that of Gros Maroc, Alnwick Seedling, tiros Col-
man, or even Black Alicante, but the flavour is far
preferable to those of either and the bunches have
quite as imposing an appearance on the table (even
if not so black) as those of Alicante. I have
noticed Madresfield Court this season very poor
in colour, and how often is Gros Colman seen
perfectly black / As Mr. Warden truly says, Gros
Maroc, Black Alicante, and Gros Colman have
done much to displace Mrs. Pince on account of
their showy appearance, but the merest tyro in
Grape culture could colour the two former. With
not too heavy cropping and given a fairly long
season, Mrs. Pince may be grown so as not to
disgrace the bent dessert. In fact, it reqiiireB
Muscat treutment and qnito ao much light «o ia

ceo«»«Bry tn grow flnii,-«lHs« MHnniit of AleK-

andria. It is to be hoped that this fine Grape
will not go out of cultivation, and if the variety I

have is better than the ordinary run of the Vines
whic'h are grown, I shall be only too pleased to

let anyone who may be interested in its culture have

a few eyes to test it further.—A. Youxci, Ahlic fleij

Hall.

*^* With the above note were sent a few berries,

the foot-stalks of which were q\iite fresh and green,

and no doubt the bunch would have hung much
longer. The berries were of large size and the

flavour all that one could wish.

—

Ed.

APPLES AS BLSH TREES.

There is much to be said in favour of growing
many of our Apples as bushes ; indeed this form
has many advantages, as in the case of large-fruit-

ing kinds they are less subject to rough winds, they

cover less ground, are readily pruned, and the

fruit can be thinned which is often impossible

in the case of standard trees. Some of our best

cooking Apples do badly as standards, while on the

other hand in bush form they succeed well. For
gardens of limited size the bush form has much to

recommend it, as varieties that are liable to canker

as Ribston are not so much missed as when a large

standard is removed or dies off. One of the best

Apples in bush form with me is Lord Grosvenor,

which is a certain cropper and of good quality. It

is also a large Apple, very early, and may often be
planted where others fail ; it is not a long keeper,

but one of the freest Codlins we have. Manks Cod-
lin is also a sure fruiter in bush form and a grand
cooking Apple. It is very suitable for gardens with

limited space, is most prolific in a small state,

and keeps longer than Keswick Codlin. One of

the best Apples that have been sent out of

late years is undoubtedly Lane's Prince Albert.

This does well in bush form. It is a sure fruiter

and bears large, handsome pale green fruit,

slightly flushed with red. Mi're de Menage is far

best in bush form, being more readily protected

from birds and the fruits take on more colour. The
well •known Blenheim Orange can be grown as a bush,

as it fruits sooner when thus grown. This Apple
delights in good sound loam, and then gives fruit

of a large size and is a more certain bearer. Cellini as

a bush is of sterling merit ; it is a free cropper and
beautifully coloured, besides being a delicious Apple

for cooking. This Apple, though classed as an Oc-

tober fruit, with care will often keep till after

Christmas ; indeed when grown on low bushes and
not gathered till fully ripe it will keep well into

the new year. Ecklinville is a free cropper, and
does well as a bush. .Stirling Castle, Warner's

King, and Beauty of Kent are all valuable when
grown on the Paradise. Bedfordshire Foundling

should likewise be included in the list. Annie
Elizabeth is also invaluable, and though it does

equally well as a standard, it is grand as a bush

and also keeps well. Alfriston, one of the largest

Apples of the late keeping section, should be in

every garden, and though often seen as a standard,

it well repays culture in bush form by its large

fruit and free-bearing properties. For bush

culture Koyal Russet is most valuable, as it is

good when other Apples are over, and does well in

most soils. There are others, such as Golden

Noble, Northern Greening, Striped Beaufin, i.c
;

these do well as standards, but in g.ardens of

limited size a few in bush form are valuable, as they

prolong the season. Among dessert kinds the

bush form has much to recommend it, as more
varieties can be grown and the season thus be

greatly prolunged. Among the cooking kinds

there are a few that may often be utilised for

dessert, such as Beauty of Kent, Cellini and

Duchess of Oldenburg, as there are many who like

an Apple with an acid llavour; the las.1 named is

valuable on account of its free cropping qualities

in a small state, so that it succeeds admirably

as a bush, and in cold exposed positions it is

one of the best. As early fruiting kinds, Red

Astrachan, Worcester Pearmnln, Irish Peach and

Mr. Uliulntonc nro good, but all rciuiro eating M
4eeu iv» riijs, Ai'ietican Mother, Court ef Wlch,
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King of the Pippins and Ribston are usefnl to

succeed the first named, and all do well in bush

form. These miy be followed by Cox's Orange

Pippin, a great bearer on the Paradise. Scarlet

Nonpareil should also find a place: it is very fertile

on the Paradise and a long keeper. The well-

known Boston Rasset, Old Nonpareil, small but

good, Wjken Pippin, Cockle Pippin, and Starmer

Pippin are invaluable to prolong the fruit season,

and though the fruits are not large, they make up

for any dra-vbaoks by their exquisite flavour and

long-keeping qualities. G. Wythes.

Grape Alnwick Seedling.—All Vines do not

require an equal proportion of the various elements

of plant food any more than other plants, and

when we find a particular variety unsatisfactory

whereothers succeed, it may safely be concluded that

there is something wanting in the food prepared for

them. This being the case, it is not surprising to find

one variety doing well in one place and quite the

reverse in another, according to the geology of the

neighbourhood from which the soil has been ob-

tained to form the border. We, therefore, should

not condemn any variety as worthless because it

does not succeed with us, but rather endeavour to

ascertain the chief ingredients of the soils where

it is known to approach perfection, and when this is

done, to make up artificially that which is naturally

lacking in our own. Had " M. H. "done this before

penning the disparaging remarks regarding Aln-

wick Seedling Grape (p. 44s), I am inclined to think

he would have entertained a more favourable

opinion of that variety. The geology of the neigh-

bourhood from which I write is chiefly limestone

and chalk, and no Grape does better with me than

Alnwick Seedling, the bunches and berries being

large, well finished, and the flavour, which " M. H."

condemns so strongly, equal to that of the best

Black Hamburgh I ever tasted. It is always aided

in fertilisation, but it is questionable if this be ne-

cessary, for not a single berry is found imperfectly

set. Ripened towards the end of August, it keeps

plump and sound till January, and if not what may
be termed a late Grape, it is nevertheless a very

desirable variety to have at that time of the year,

and one which will grow in favour as its require-

ments become known.—J. Riddell, Castle Hoirard.

Yorhs.

Ripening- the wood of Vines and Peaches
nnder glass.—This, of course, refers to late houses

only, as where the Vines have been forced the wood
will be ripe before the end of summer. It is a
great advantage to use fire enough to keep the

pipes warm for two or three weeks, or, say, during

the month of November, where the leaves still

hang and the canes are not quite ripe and hard
and firm. The most important matter in frait

growing is the ripening of the wood, and the ex-

penditure of a few shillings or even a pound or two
on fuel now will more than repay itself in the end.

There is a considerable advantage in the matter of

wood ripening in having inside borders, especially

for Muscats and other late Grapes. 1 fancy in the

future that inside borders, where there is plenty of

room to form them, will receive more attention. But
where inside borders are the rule provision must
be made for a more liberal water supply, and rich

top-dressing may be given with a freer hand than
when the borders are liable, in a season like the
present has been, to be washed through and
through with cold water from the clouds with
scarcely any sunshine to infuse any warmth into

the cold mass. Where waterproof covers have
been used or where the borders have been thatched
with straw in such a manner as to drain off the
water, things will not be quite so bad, but outside

borders perhaps highly manured and quite ex-

posed to the elements will be in rather a forlorn

condition now. A little lire-heat, whatever may be
the condition of the roots, to complete the ripening

of the wood will be a good investment.—E. H.

Late Plums.—Coe'g Golden Drop is un-
doubtedly the most valuable late Plum in cultiva-

tion, as it Is a sure bearor in almost any pooition,
l.h« frntt being large, of ckttrttctive appeari«n«e, a&<1

of excellent quality. That it keeps well is evinced

by the fact of several good dishes of it having

recently been shown at some of the Chrysanthe-

mum and fruit shows in the south-western coun-

ties, and in all probability more will be forthconi-

ing during the third week in November. Coe's

Late Red is also a very late variety, and, as usual,

gives promise of keeping even longer than the

Golden Drop. This, again, is a sure-cropping va-

riety, but naturally succeeds and keeps better

when grown against cool walls. Unfortunately, it

is of poor quality, but is yet very acceptable for

cooking. Belle de Septembre, also a round red

Plum, is said to be superior to the last-named, and

it certainly is a little better in paint of flavour.

My experience with it does not extend beyond

testing fruit at a show, but I believe I am justified

in recommending a trial being given it. Guthrie s

Late Green is one of the best late dessert Plums,

and this season has kept well in most places, good

dishes being available during the early part of No-

vember. The best keeper of all will, however, be

found in Ickworth Imperatrice, this being a inode-

rately heavy cropper, blue in colour, and, if al-

lowed to hang till the fruit shrivels, very richly

flavoured. It seems to require a moderately warm
wall or a site facing eastward to fully develop its

best qualities.—1.

*,,,* Mr. Crook, The Gardens, Forde Abbey,

Chard, sends us some very fine examples of Coe's

Ciolden Drop and also Coe's Late Red. The former

is of excellent quality.

—

Ed.

APPLES AND PEARS IN GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

1 WAS in Bristol last week, and I noticed in one of

the fruiterers' windows a heap of Pears, labelled

" Pitmaston Duchess lid. a pound." They were fine

Pears certainly, and probably excellent eating, but

what struck me was, that if the grower got only

half that price net, they would pay well, even if

the tree bore a fair crop only once in two years. Pit-

maston Duchess is a Pear I have never grown, but

I doubt if it is superior in any way to Marie Louise,

which this year has been a most abundant bearer

with me. If Pears of this fine quality could fetch

only 3d. a pound net. they would pay well for grow-

ing, even though they may require a wall to have

their full flavour. But our walls as yet are not half

utilised for fruit growing, and our cottagers are a

long way from realising the profit which might be

theirs from using the house walls for various kinds

of fruit. I do not think that Pears are specially

to be commended tor profitable fruit growing for

market, probably not ; but for the table in October

and November, what fruit can beat them .' A fine

ripe Pear which has been grown in a good aspect

and ripened with a fair amount of sunshine (for I

I think much depends on that) is a fruit which can

scarcely be equalled by any other. Jlarie Louise

has excelled herself this year both in quantity and

quality. The soil and climate of this county seem

to agree with this Pear, I have seen other trees

besides my own bearing abundant crops of the

finest fruit. Next to this delicious Pear, Thomp-

son's has this year been the best with me both in

size and flavour. I am exceedingly pleased with

this Pear, which seems to do well on a west wall

;

the fruit is handsome and the flavour excellent,

and without any perfume, which is not at all times

to be desired. Both this and Marie Louise are

sufficiently late to be better keeping Pears than

those which ripen a month sooner. If carefully

handled and put away on a dry shelf in the fruit

room, they will furnish a supply for several weeks

after they are gathered.

For abundance of fruit nothing equals with me
the Louise Bonne of Jersey. It will bear year

after year in the very worst of situations. I have

a tree on a north-east wall where no gleam of sun-

shine can reach it. It was covered this year with

fruit, but I must add they were small and the

flavour not good. I'.ut even so they make an ex-

cellent dish when stewed, and they keep a long

time and are very useful for that purpose. When
grown in a good aspect Louise Bonne, though by

ne m«Kn» lirttt in tank for Havour, ia a Kood Pear,

not being very juicy, but rather firm. The most

beautiful and the largest Pear in my garden is

Beurre Clairgeau. If only it could be put on the

table, what other Pear could equal it for artistic

shape and varied colour .' In a eood season this

Pear, when ripe, assumes glowing colours of yellow

and red on one side while the other is a russet-

brown. Alas! it is only fit for cooking, but for

that purpose it is excellent, and it bears so well

and the fruits are so large, that it is a most profitable

sort to grow. A Pear equal to this one in size and

shape and colouring, and with the flavour of a

Marie Louise would be the Ivan iileal of what a

Pear ought to be. Easter Beurre does well here,

and I find it useful to have two or three trees

because of the extraordinary keeping qualities of

this excellent Pear. It cannot always be depended

on for flavour ; sometimes, I do not know why, it is

little better than a Turnip, even when it has been

kept till February or March. Still, stewing brings

out a good flavour, and a dish of stewed Pears so

late iiTthe season is a pleasant change, even from

the very best of Apples or bottled fruits. Easter

Beurre seems to be a constant bearer ; I have

scarcely ever known it fail.

If Winter Nells were only larger, it has all the

other good (jualities of a fine Pear. I have it on a

shaded portion of a south wall, where it does well

and is delicious in November and December. In

contrast to this, while the autumn days are still

hot, few things are more refreshing than a good

Jargonelle. But it comes to-day and is gone to-

morrow, and it is hard to catch it just at the right

time. Almost the same fault must be found with

that fine Pear, which seems to be more common
than any other, Williams' Bon Chretien. Bon

Chretien bore abundantly this year, and a large

standard tree was weighed down with the abund-

ance of its fruit. Beurre Diel does well on a wall

even with an east aspect and exposed to the full

brunt of the weather. But it is apt to be gritty

and somewhat harsh ; it is useful as a late Pear,

but can never equal the finer sorts which, however,

are not so certain to bear well.

After all. Apples are of much greater importance

than Pears, and where are they finer or more com-

monly grown than in this county so justly cele-

brated for its fine orchards ? And yet not nearly

enough attention is bestowed either on the cultiva-

tion of the best varieties for market or on looking

after the health and prosperity of the trees them-

selves. It is a very great pity that our farmers,

who find that cheese no longer pays as it used to

do, cannot turn their attention a little more to

fruit growing, when they have, as in this county,

such excellent opportunities for making it a suc-

cessful trade. Lord Suffield succeeds wonderfully

well in this neighbouihood. I have seen this Apple

abused in some articles on fruit growing for its

short duration as a good bearer. I can only say

that I found a good-sized espalier tree of Lord

Snftield when I came here, and that for the last

twenty-one years it has never once failed to pro-

duce abundance of its great luscious-looking fruits,

and this year it has had the best crop of all. In

flavour as a cooking Apple nothing can beat it,

and its thin skin makes it an excellent Apple for

baking, a way of cooking Apples which doctors

specially recommend for invalids. An Apple with

a tough, leatherv coat will keep better than Lord

Sufiield, but it is not nearly so good at any time

for baking, and probably not for any mode of cook-

ing. Lord Suftield here is focilv j»i,uv/Ks amongst

cooking Apples.

Lord Grosvenor is something in the same style

and bears almost equally well, but it has one

objection in being so wrinkled round the eye and

down the side. The same fault is considered of

some importance in a Potato. But Lord Grosvenor

is a splendid Apple and delicious when cooked, and

its thin skin is a great recommendation. CeUmi

I have found to be a sure bearer and very prolific.

I believe it to be one of the best of Apples to grow

on a pyramid or bush in the kitchen garden. The

fruit is prettily striped, and not altogether to be

despised as a dessert Apple. For that purpose

nothing appears to equal in this country Coxs

Orange Pippin, whi'-b about thi^ time when it
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assumes its full golden hue is almost a perfect

Apple in appearance and flavour. Still, even Cox's
Orange is beaten by an Apple which used to be
well Ivnown to the west country, but which I have
not met with for many years—the Cornish Gilly-

flower. It may be that the length of time since
I have seen this beautiful Apple has given it a kind
of enchantment, which has raised its e.xcellent

qualities in my mind. But so far as I remember it

the Gillyflower is oval-shaped, russet brown in

colour, which later on becomes a pale yellow on one
side with slight tinges of red. It has an exquisite
flavour and its flesh is never hard, but just suffi-

ciently soft to be pleasant to the mouth. Another
Apple of the very finest flavour—the Ribston Pippin
—is also apparently fast disappearing, probably be-

cause of its great tendency to canker. Another
Apple, commonly called the Devonshire Quarren-
den, is only 'rarely met with true to name. It is

rather a shy bearer, but when red to the core it is

an excellent eating Apple. These sorts are but
rarely met with in this county.
The Blenheim Orange is becoming more com-

mon year by year, and if it is sufficiently free bear-
ing it is certainly a fine Apple in every respect.
There are some good Apples in this district bearing
local names, for which it is hard to give a reason,
as it is not likely that any farmer ever took the
trouble to hybridise or to grow successfully from
seed. One such. Hook Street, has a very high re-

putation, and seems to be a good dessert Apple ; it

certainly keeps well.

A Gloucestershieb Parson.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Campanula pulla (page 445).—In the Alps of
Lower Austria I found this on the margins of woods.
I know a path bordercJ with it for nearly half an
Englisli mile.—Louis Keopatsch.

Trees for small lawns.—Referring to the note
on this suljject, allow me to state that in the parks
here, Fraxinus oruua, F. parvifolia, Acer tataricuni,
and Koelroutcria paniculata are planted for this pur-
pose.—Louis Kropatch, Vienna.

An International fruit showr.—The Queen
has consented to become patron of the great inter-
national fruit show, now being promoted by an in-

fluential body of horticulturists, of whom Sir Jame.s
Whitehead is the chairman. The exhibition will ho
held in London next year.

Cattleya labiata.—I have sent you to-day to
The Garden office two blooms of a Cattleya
labiata I have had a dozen years. It always comes
into flower about November. The perfume is de-
lightful My C. Warocqueana are nothing like so
good in colour as this.—Jos. Broome, Zhindudno.

*4* A very handsome Cattleya ; sepals and pe-
tals very bright, lip richly coloured, deep magenta-
purple in front, streaked orange in the throat.
Ei).

Use of gas-lime. — I read the article by
" A. Y. A." in answer to " A. H.," and may say that
I have used gas-lime, put on in the autumn, for
both Onions and Carrots, and when sowing them
in the spring had the drills filled up with wood
ashes, and afterwards applied slight dressings of
soot during the growing season. I believe that had
it not been done, scarcely a sound Onion would
have been left.—G. T. P.

A new hybrid Phajus.—Thegenus Phajus is

not one that has hitherto received much attention
from the Orchid hybridiser, but a valuable addition
to the hybrids already in existence has lately been
made by Messrs. Veitch. It has been obtained
from V. maculatus and P. grandifolius, and in a
great measure unites the good qualities of both.
It is curious thai whilst the flower takes after P.
maculatus, the habit and foliage are more nearly
like those of P. grandifolius. The leaves are long,
narrowly lanceolate, and almost entirely deep
green, the yellow spots which give P. maculatus its

name being almost entirely absent. The flower is

chiefly of a rich softydlow, a tinge of red appear-
ing here and there on the sepals and patois. The

body of the lip is a paler yellow, the frilled apex,

however, being of a rich maroon-purple ; veins of

the same colour passing downwards into the throat.

The flower is between 3 inches and 4 inches across,

and eight of them were borne on the spike of a plant

that recently flowered with Messrs. Veitch. It will

probably take rank as one of the most striking of

Mr. Seden's successes. It wUl be known as Phajus
maculato-grandifolins.

Datura fastuosa.—I have long grown Datura
fastuosaand its double variety Huberiana, and have
raised, perhaps, hundreds of plants from seed, but
beyond various shades of self purple which a packet
will generally yield, I have observed no variation
until this year, when one of my plants has pro-
duced flowers marbled transversely with purple on
a pale ground. It is too late to furnish a good
specimen, Imt the one I send will convey its curious
character better than description. Unfortunately,
it has not seeded ; therefore, unless I can keep it

over the winter, it will be lost. Although treated
as annuals, this species can be wintered in an inter-

mediate house, and will bloom the second year.
Has such a variety occurred before ?— J. M., ('//«?-

moiitli, Durset.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Alpheus Hardy.—
On p. 43G " J. " states that he is giving up the cul-
tivation of this variety. I know many condemn it,

as being difficult to manage. My experience of it

is totally difEerent from that of " J. ," as with me
it answers well, producing good flowers freely. At
Monmouth I exhibited a fine bloom, and have cut
others equally as good. At Gloucester again it

has been splendidly shown, both in the cut bloom
classes and also in a group of plants. Mr. Aplin
(one of the judges), Hasfield Court, Gloucester,
speaks very highly of it ; last year he showed grand
blooms, and no doubt has again this year. Per-
haps our climate in the west of England may suit

it ; in fact, I am so well pleased with it, that I shall

propagate a good batch for next season.—S. T.
Weight, <!lcn\stiiii Court Gardens.

Masdevallia cucuUata.—This is one of the
most curious and distinct of Masdevallias, and is at
present by no means common. A plant now in
bloom at Kew shows it to be well worth cultivation.

It has deep green oblong leaves, very thick and
leathery, each about 4 inches long, the base narrow-
ing into a petiole about the same in length. The
scapes are one-flowered and erect. The sepals are
triangular at the base, the tail of each being 1 .'.

inches to 2 inches long. It is to the colour that
the flower owes its very distinctive character, being
of the deepest shade of maroon ; in fact, almost
black. In New Grenada, the native country of the
species, it is known to the natives as the Widow
flower. The name cucuUata was originally given
to it in ISIG by Lindley. who described it from spe-
cimens collected by J. Linden, but it was not until
1881! that it was imported to this country by Mr.
Shuttleworth.

Cypripedium insigne var. Sanderee.-One
of the most noteworthy exhibits amongst the
Orchids at the Drill Hall on November 10 was a
collection of the varieties of the old Cypripedium
insigne. Some eight or nine kinds came from
Messrs. Paul and Son, and some also from Messrs.
B. S. Williams and Son, but the most beautiful,

as well as the most valuable from a commercial
standpoint was the variety Sanders, which was sent
from BaronSchrc ider's collection at Egham.This plant
is, we believe, the only one known to exist—at any
rate, it others are in culti\ation, they have been
recently introduced. It was imported by Messrs.
Sander about four years ago, and fetched 70 guineas
at an auction sale in November, LSSs. In shape
the flowers do not differ in any respect from those
of the type, but the colour, instead of being a
combination of various shades of green, which
characterises the original form, is a delicate prim-
rose-yellow. The white margin which occurs in

varying width on the standard sepal of all the
varieties is in this broader and purer than usual,

and the spotting, which is, as a rule, so prominent
on the central portion, is reduced to a tew brown
dots. The plant, :ilthough small, is in perfect
health and bore two flowers. Of the other varie-

ties shown, Chantini (orpunctatum violaceum) and
albomarginatum were the most striking. Seeing
that typical C. insigne has been in cultivation now
for 70 years or more, it may scarcely seem necessary
to recommend its cultivation at this date. It is,

however, so easily grown an Orchid, and withal so

free flowering, that every garden containing a warm
greenhouse should possess it. For amateurs there
is no Orchid more suitable.

Cirrhopetalum Medusae.—Noted as the Or-

chid family is for the curious and grotesque,
there is no species which departs from the familiar

types of that order more strikingly than this, and
it is not surprising that Lindley, to find a name
sufficiently appropriate and suggestive, had re-

course to the mythology of ancient Greece. The
plant itself has the same habit as most of the
Cirrhopetalums, the pseudo-bulbs being short and
bearing a single leathery leaf, and the scapes erect

with the flowers clustered at the top in an umbel.
The flowers individually are small and of a creamy
white spotted with purple. The remarkable ap-

pearance of the inflorescence is due to the enor-

mously disproportionate length of the sepals which,
although i carcely thicker than threads except at

the base, are 4 inches or even more in length, the

whole forming a tangled mass, the resemblance of

which to a head of long, dishevelled hair induced
Lindley to give it the name of one of the monsters
of Grecian fable. It is a native of Singapore, and
flowered for the first time in this country in the
year 1n42. A plant is now in bloom at Kew.

Cypripedium euryandrum.—This hybrid Cy-
pripedium may safely be prophesied a permanent
position amongst popular Orchids should even the
present craze for the genus disappear. Unlike
many of this class of plants, it has something more
than the mere fact of its hybrid origin to recom-
mend it ; it is indeed one of the handsomest of

Lady's Slippers. It was originally raised in Messrs.
Veitch's nursery by Mr. Seden, its parents being C.
barbatum and C. Stonei. Whilst the characters of

the former are to be distinctly seen, it is to C.

Stonei that it chiefly owes its beauty and striking

appearance. The upper sepal is broadly cordate,

measuring over 2 inches across, the central portion
green and purple and the upper part white. It is

the side petals which show most markedly the in-

fluence of C. Stonei ; they are 4 inches long and
over half an inch wide, the ground colour being
yellowish green tinged with purple, and irregularly

marked with conspicuous black warts. The lip,

which is less conical than that of C. Stonei, is

brownish purple. The leaves are very handsome,
resembling those of C. barbatum ; they are, how-
ever, larger and stouter than those of that species.

A plant with two spikes, each carrying a pair of

flowers, was shown by Messrs. B. S. Williams & Son
at the Drill Hall en November 10.

The last Roses of 1891.—Among the last

Roses of this unfavourable summer the following

have been noted in various places as the very best.

It will be seen that they are a singular mixture
of old and new ; Henri Schultheis, Marquise de
CasteUane, Ulrich Brunner, Earl of Dufferin, Paul
Neron, Countess of Oxford, John Hopper, Mme.
Marie Finger, Marchioness of Exeter, Mme. Victor
Verdier, Marguerite de St. Amand, Marcchal Vail-

lant, Boule de Neige, Beauty of Waltham, Merveille

de Lyon, Marie Baumann, Dupuy Jamain, Violette

Bouyer, Earl of Pembroke, Grandeur of Cheshunt,
Baroness Kothschild, Star of Waltham, and La
France, which has never been more queenly than
in the late autumntide. Neither has this Hose ever
shown itself more of a true Tea than this year.

'J'fiis.—Anna Olivier, Marie van lloutte, Bcugere,
Princess of Wales, Rubens, Catherine Mermet, Jules

Finger, Homcre, Mme. Willermoz. Mme. de Watte-
ville, Mme. ThtSrise Levet, Souvenir d'un Ami, Jean
Ducher, Mme. Caroline Kuster, Rosea alba, Mme.
1 .ambard, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Innocente Pirola,

Coiutcsse Riza du Pare, and, of course, Gloire de
Dijon, the dilTerent varieties of pink and crimson
Monthly, China, and Fairy Roses as well as the

seldom-failing Souvenir de la Malmaison, the buds
of which line down into less size and greater refine-

ment as their season of blossoming draws nearer to

its close.— D. T. Fish.
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Kitchen Garden.

GILBERT'S TOMATO THE
COXQUEROR.

Tub illustration shows Mr. Gilbert's new
T(.)mato Conqueror growing in tlie open.

He thinks tliiit it is one of the very best

of its kind, good alike for forcing during

winter as well as suited for open - air

culture. It has been grown at Burghley

(hardens for the past two years, and has

not been found wanting as compared with

other good productive kinds. On March 26,

sturdy and vigorous constitution, or it would
not have done so well in cold, wet Northamp-
tonshire, while even as far south as London
complaints were general as to the failure

wliolly or in part of the ordinary market gar-

den kinds. We are never very much surprised,

however, at the success obtained at Burghley
in the case of choice fruits or vegetables,

because it is generally acknowledged that

Mr. Gilbert is a past master in the whole art

and mystery of market gardening, especi-

ally in the culture of Tomatoes, he having
raised several other varieties, although none
quite so good and profitable as the Conqueror.

and more popular every day, and finds its

Way to our tables at nearly all meals ; so

much so, that despite the tons imported and
those grown for sale, the markets arc rarely

overstocked with them, while as a show vege-

table in collections its beauty and brilliancy

are unsurpassed. F. W. Burbidge.

Lettuce Continuity.—High has been the
praise given to the above by many in the gardening
periodicals, but I am sorry I am unable to join in
it, owing probably to no fault of the Lettuce, but
to the humidity of the climate in this district.

Although proving a fair type of Cabbage L^ttrc 3

Tomatoes in the opeu air at Burghley Gardeus, Stamford.

lyOl, the first crop gathered from plants in
S-ineh pots was sold in Covent Garden Mar-
ket at 3s. per pound.

One of the drawbacks of winter or early

spring Tomatoes is that although the plants
grow and tlowcr freely the fruits do not set

and swell away kindly. Those who have
grown Conqueror have found no difficulty

in securing heavy crops of even highly-coloured
fruit. The fruits are not so large as are those
of many other kinds, averaging about six or
eight to the pound. They are very slightly

coirugated and their flavour is about the
average in quality. Most people will agree
that the past wet and sunless summer has been
one of the worst on record so far as profitable

outdoor Tomato culture is concerned, and yet
at ISurghley bushels of Conr|ueror ripened
beautifully and were much admired by all

who saw them. Xo doubt the variety has a

Of all vegetables now grown for home use

or for profit the 'J'omato perhaps ranks

highest, and many tons are grown under
glass in the neighbourhood of all our large

towns. But when W(! .speak of the Tomato
as a vegetable, it should be clearly borne in

mind that it is really and truly a fruit that is

used as a vegetable. But it will not do to

stage Tomatoes with fruits proper, as more
than one country exhibitor has found out to

his cost, by his collection being disqualified.

jNIany kinds have been raised of nearly all

colours, shapes, and flavours ; some so good
and delicate as to have been sent in with the

dessert as an exjicriuient, but none have
quite kept their hold on public taste nor sup-

planted even such a common, but dcliciiius

fruit as is a well-ripened Goo.'^eborry. But as

a vegetable, as used in many ways, or in a

fresh salad, the Tomato is becoming more

and not prone to run to seed quickly after heaitirg
fairly, it utterly failed with me in another way— ii,

rotted on the ground, and this adjoining other va-

rieties that had received exactly the same treat-

ment in every way throughout, and which did not
suffer perceptibly from the excessive moisture. I

pen this short note hoping you will insert it in case
some who may be similarly situated to myself as

regards climate may not rely solely on this variety

for a supply.— J. R.

New late Pea Success.—This new Pea has
been for the last two or three years before the
public, and is undoubtedly an acquisition. It is

not one of the largest Peas grown, but I have found
it one of the best, as during the past season with
the continual wet weather Success has proved it-

self worthy of its name. It is a good variety to

succeed the well-known Veitch's Perfection. I

should imagine, from the colour of the Peas and
their good (|uality when cooked, that Ne Plus I'ltra

was one of the parents ; the pod is more curved
than in that variety, but it has much of its colour

and good qualities, and I do not know of any Pea
that has more peas in the pod. Another point in
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its favour is its dwarfness, as a height of 4 feet for
a late, tall-growing Pea will do much to popularise
it. This Pea was exhibited in splendid condition
at the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society
early in October by Mr. Hudson. It was shown
in a growing state with a portion of the haulm
literally loaded with pods of a beautiful dark
green colour. It is of a branching habit with
very dark foliage, and being a wrinkled marrow is

worth room on that account. I have a liking for
the wrinkled marrow kinds, as I think they yield
better, and I am sure the flavour is all that can be
desired. Having had an opportunity of testing
this variety and seeing its good qualities under
such adverse circumstances, I am induced to send
you this note, as its free cropping quality, dwarf
habit, and freedom from mildew should make it a
great favourite.—G. W.

TOMATOES IN THE OPEN IN 1801.

Tomato culture under glass has only of late

years partaken of a precarious character

;

whereas the growth of Tomatoes in the open
has always been attended with the greatest un-
certainty, and is ever likely to be, unless, in-

deed, remedies other than those of a poisonous
nature for fungoid diseases can be found. A
•worse season for the outdoor crops than that of
181)1 , however, could not have been experienced,
as never before, to my knowledge, was the col-

lapse more sudden or complete, exceptions
being very few and far between. As I have
frequently pointed out in these pages, nothing
short of keeping the foliage dry, or compara-
tively so, will in all unfavourable seasons
exempt the plants from the attask^ of the
Potato and other allied diseases, and this rule
was never more apparent than during the sea-
son just past. A fairly large collection of va-
rieties was grown by me, a variety of sites also
being accorded the plants, with a view to
thoroughly testing their good qualities. The
high front walls of forcing houses (usually ex-
cellent sites) and garden walls of diflferent as-

pects, ranging from Eouth-east to south-west,
were all tried, a few plants also going quite in
the open. Strong, healthy plants either with
flowers open or on the point of expanding
were planted either late in May or during the
first week in June, all having the benefit of a
little fresh loamy soil. A better start could
not well have been made, and the plants
being duly kept properly fastened to the walls
or stakes and prevented from forming more
shoots than there was good room for, a capital
crop was set from near the ground up in some
instances to a height of 5 feet, for I do not be-
lieve in the early stopping cf the leaders when there
is good head room and there was every pros-
pect of extra good crops being had. Then came
a visitation of fungoid diseases, the wet month
of August having been mainly responsible for
the rapid spread of these, and seeing that the
Potato leaves and haulm were ruined by the
same causes, it was only to be expected that the
more tender and equally susceptible Tomatoes
would collapse badly. Once it commenced, there
was no stopping the spread of the disease, leaves,
haulm and fruit all going, only a very few of
the earliest of the latter escaping, while even
the smallest green fruits developed the disea'-e

directly they wore cut for pickling.

That fairly good crops were obtained from
open-air plants in some few instances will
doubtless be duly recorded, Mr. Gilbert, of
Burghloy, being among the fortunate few,
though whether tiiis is due to his own particular
method of culture I am somewhat anxious to
learn. It will, unless I am much mistake n, bo
found that in all cases where the plants escaped
disease they were sheltered in some way from

the rainfall. We had a lot of good sound fruit

from a few plants grown between Apricot
trees from over which the glass coping was not
removed this year and the position also favoured
the Tomatoes, overhanging trees serving to
ward oil' much rain. Some varieties certainly
succeeded better than others, those that yielded
the best crops being Conference and Sutton's A 1.

The former is now fairly well known and gener-
ally appreciated, while of the newer and very
distinct A 1, I would add that it is decidedly
the best of the oval-shaped varieties, the fruit
being of medium size, of good form and colour,
and very abundantly produced. Concerning
the quality of this serviceable variety, I need
only remark that a good judge of fruit and a
great lover of Tomatoes who received some of
the open-air fruit asked particularly what va-
riety it was, the quality striking him as being
very good. It is very doubtful, however, if

disease-resisting varieties of the same relative
value as Magnum Bonum and a few other Po-
tatoes that could be named will ever be raised,
the maturation of the crops being wholly de-
pendent upon a lengthened preservation of the
foliage.

Well-heated glazed structures being far more
plentiful than was the case, say, ten years ago,
these have largely obviated the necessity for
growing Tomatoes against garden walls and in
the open borders, but it yet pays well to grow
and take care of the latter supplementary crops.
It is scarcely jiossible to protect or screen the
border plants from much of the rain that falls,

but I am yet of opinion that glazed lights fitted

to the walls would save a considerable weight of
fruit. These need not be placed over the plants
till they can be well spared from pits or
frames, and would again be available for pro-
tecting vegetables and plants of various kinds
in the late autumn months. Any way this
year's experience ought not to discourage
growers generally from again making the at-

tempt to successfully cultivate Tomatoes in the
open, the great abundance of fruit obtained
without much trouble during a favourable
summer more than compensating for a few
partial or complete failures.—W. Igoulden.

The general absence of sunshine which
has prevailed throughout the season, the abnor-
mally low temperature and the excessive rainfall

which prevailed throughout the latter part of the
season were not very suitable for the successful
culture of Tomatoes in the open air, yet where a
rational system of culture was carried out the re-

turns have not been so bad as to set down the cul-
tivation of Tomatoes in the open as a total failure.
This is what I find many are doing, and are think-
ing of abandoning the culture in the open air alto-
gether. True, the cultivation of Tomatoes in the
open, as at one time practised by growers for
market, is certainly very precarious, and although
during a chance season the returns well repay any
trouble which may be taken, jet it is a doubtful
proceeding, and lor market purposes cultivation
under glass is the only rational mode of ensuring
success. Certainly disease sometimes attacks the
plants even when growing under glass, but this is

generally the fault of the grower and t he remedy
is in his own hands. According to some people,
Tomato-growing even under glass is a doubtful
venture. Tomatoes in the open air are con-
sidered by me, and treated as auxiliaries to the
plants growing under glass, although they are
looked upon by many people as constituting the
sole supply. Tomatoes have taken such a hold
upon the public generally as a daily article of diet
during the summer months, that anyone who has a
warm and sunny wall should try his hand at To-
mato growing. Weakly plants in a season like the
past proved pr.actically useless. The season also
did not suit plants growing with several stems
to each, but from healthy plants raised early.

grown on fully exposed to light, and which con-
sequently made a sturdy and matured growth
the returns were not to be despised. The plants
were raised in March and grown on as single cor-
dons

; consequently by the time they were put out
during the second week in June, several fruits had
set on each. These were planted at the base of a
sunny and south wall, and the growth and returns
have amply compensated for the trouble. The best
varieties for outdoor culture I find are good selec-
tions of Perfection, Ham Green Favourite and
Conference. The general verdict up to quite the
end of August was in favour of Tomatoes growing
in the open generally, disease not having attacked
them, but the fruits being late on account of the
smallness of the plants, those growers who had
their plants in this state have partially themselves
to blame. Raising the plants during March, and
growing them on sturdily afterwards in a light and
buoyant temperature, rubbing out all side growths
directly perceived, and potting on into 7-inch pots,

so that the plants may not be starved before plant-
ing out, will in the main ensure success. By this

system of culture the main stems are built up, and
the leaves are matured sufficiently to ward off disease
more easily than late-sown and weakly plants. It

is also of the utmost importance that the stems be
secured to the wall, as the growth extends. No
measure of success may be assured with the stems
a distance from the wall, and oftentimes sprawling
on the ground, with, perhaps, a multitude of side-

growths growing ahead. 1 would also urge the im-
portance of only saving seed from sound fruits, as in

the case of those tainted with disease, the same in-

herent weakness would no doubt be perpetuated in

the progeny. Too much care cannot be taken in this

respect by those who cater for the general public,

let alone the private grower, who only has himself
to please.—A. Y. A.

PARSNIPS.
A GOOD half-dozen of Parsnips always form a
strong feature in winter collections of vegetables
at exhibitions. There are few roots which stand
longer in the soil unharmed or are hardier, and
few which will with ordinary care keep fresher
and sweeter during the winter if properly stored.

Generally, Parsnips are shown at exhibitions too
large, but so long as size is demanded,, the roots

will be grown large. It is not at all the case that
size and quality run together; indeed, the larger

the root, invariably the greater proportion of water.

A good Parsnip when served at table should not be
all water and tissue. A really good root has a soft

succulent texture, pleasant to the taste, only very
slightly watery, and leaving no hard tissue.

Roots of moderate size invariably give this admir-
able feature better than very large ones do, and but
for the usual exhibition requirements, I do not think
gardeners would grow such large roots as are
commonly seen. I think when they have requests

for Parsnips for their employers table, that asa rule

the smallest roots are rejected, the larger ones
going to the kitchen. It is very much because
strong rich soils and huge roots do not enable the
best features of Parsnips to be developed that this

excellent winter vegetable is so seldom called for

by employers and so little esteemed in the kitchen.

Cottagers are often urged to grow Parsnips be-

cause they are regarded as nutritious and helpful

as winter food where there is a large family to

supply. It is very probable that under the more
modest care or cultivation which cottagers be-

stow, they after all have sweeter and more
firm -fleshed roots than gardeners who grow
them in deep rich soils. lOven with large Par-

snips, the best roots are those of medium length

and broad in the shoulder. Very long tapering

roots are far from being meritorious, howsoever
handsome they may look. Very often their

centres are hard and uneatable; indeed, if cooked,

one half of their length would be thrown away. It

is natural enou,s;h that very deeply trenched soil

should be advised for these roots that they may go
down deeply. That does not seem to be at all the

best thing to desire. Very deep rooting may be
useful in helping the plants to resist drought,
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but if it simply results in long spindled points,

nothing is gained. It is sometimes assumed that

very deep-worked soil is indispensable to the pro-

duction of good clean roots. That is not always
the case. Parsnips generally come clean out of a
free worked soil, especially if it has been previously
cropped with Celery or Peas or Runner Beans ;

but
very deeply worked soil rather encourages the pro-

duction of long tapering roots, which are of little

service. Sometimes shallow, gravelly soils in-

duce side or forked rooting, but that is more,
as a rule, the product of unfit soils than of

absence of proper cultivation. Some soils will not
grow decent Parsnips, and it is useless to expect
goo.d examples. We have very few really distinct

sorts of Parsnips ; indeed whatever differences

exist come more from persistent selection of

the best shaped roots than from other causes.

The Hollow Crown should have a slightly raised

shoulder or rim of flesh round it. A bad selection

has the stem with a prominent neck. Gardeners
who desire a good strain should grow two or

three roots specially for own seeding, as then
they are assured of a fine sample if soil be favour-
able. A. D.

ASPARAGUS CULTURE AND FORCING.

Those who have to supply this vegetable for some
months before it comes in from the open ground
adopt various means to secure good grass, and
many get all their forced material from lifted roots,

a most expensive proceeding and one that can only

be followed out by those with ample means and by
purchasing roots from those who grow for forcing,

or by growing it themselves, and thus taking up
much room and the best position in the garden.
Much may be done with limited space and perma-
nent beds, but, on the other hand, to get the best

results special culture is required, as it is almost
impossible to get good grass from plants grown for

cutting. I noticed a short time back some old

beds in poor condition with only weak tops ; the
ripe seed was dropping all over the surface of the
beds, and this was being left, the owner maintain-
ing that it was an excellent practice, as it pro-

duced young plants. This is totally wrong, ;.s the

young plants rob the bed of the nourishment that
should go to the older roots, which in the end are

choked and become worthless. The young plants
never get room to make a strong growth, the yearly
seeding preventing it, and thus in time the beds are
ruined. To get good material for forcing abund-
ance of room is necessary, and, as is well known, the
roots do not like clay or a wet bottom. Much may
be done to counteract the evil influences of bad
soil by using plenty of old mortar rubble ; wood
ashes, sittings from the potting shed, old garden
refuse when mixed with the other materials named,
river sand, the cleanings of ponds or ditches, and
road scrapings are also excellent. Drainage is

also necessary on heavy land, and the coarse ma-
terial of the above mi.xtures may be readily uti-

lised for the bottoms of the beds. I prefer the
raised beds in heavy land, so that only a small
quantity of the heavy clay soil need be removed, as

the lighter stuff may be used, thus raising the bed.

When grown on light gravelly land the beds must
be fiat, or the roots suffer much from drought. A
bed 4| feet wide is suitable and easily managed.
Here let me add I prefer seeds to plants for perma-
nent beds, sowing thinly and keeping the rows a
good distance apart ; 2.V feet is none too much if

ground can be spared, and only sowing two rows
of seed in a bed. Plenty of good decayed manure
is necessary to grow good Asparagus. The beds
should be prepared during the winter, as by doing
this some weeks before sowing the ground gets
into condition and settles down. I prefer to sow
early, as it gives a longer season of growth,
thin the seedlings well, removing to half the dis-

tance in the rows the first season, then finally re-

moving in the following one to the same distance as
between the rows— 2 J feet. Plants may also be used,
and if preferred should be planted at the lasli

named distance. Daring the second year, if plants
are used, supporting the tops will be necessary.

If the plants have been raised from seed support

will not be required till the third season. I also

give the new beds a good covering of light litter,

decayed leaves, or spent Mushroom manure the

first winter. Heavy, wet manure is not necessary,

as it retains too much moisture. Daring the first

season, before the roots have filled the allotted

space, the alleys are filled with old litter or dry

leaves, and the beds made secure for the winter.

When on the level, as advised for light soil, a sur-

face covering of light manure is only required over

the beds and alleys. In the second season much the

same treatment is required as to keeping clean, but

a heavier manure covering is necessary, and in July

and August, and even in a dry September, the beds

should get a thorough soaking of liquid manure
twice a month, and the tops bearing berries should

be removed before they are ripe. If these beds

are required for forcing I would advise alleys 3

feet in width, as these allow of a nice body of slow

heating material to be used, but if only for lifting a

space of 2 feet is sufficient. After the second season

I would advise a yearly dressing of fish manure,

which is preferable to large quantities of salt. I

have found the beds do much better when ready for

cutting if only the strong shoots are taken. JIany

people cut everything that comes up, but it is best

to leave weak growth from the commencement,
and thus encourage the growth of the plants. Espe-

cially is this necessary with young beds, and more
so when forced. I have beds that have been forced

twenty years that yield well, and these are allowed

free growth and give plenty of grass. I have in a

previous note described our system of forcing, and
will only add that we have permanent beds with

brick divisions, and when these are not used, I

would advise raised beds and the alleys 3 feet, using

fresh leaves as the heating material, as hot manure
is not lasting and produces a violent heat. Fresh

leaves, made firm with warm litter on the surface,

are best, and soon produce good grass if placed in

the alleys early in the year for cutting before that

date. I would advise lifting an old bed, but the

produce is not nearly so good as when slowly forced

in permanent beds. Frames are most useful for

covering the beds, but they cannot be often spared

;

then recourse must be had to litter, using it as

short as possible. The old fermenting material in

the alleys used for the forced beds should always

remain till a new supply is required the following

year, as it keeps the bed from getting dry, and is

very useful as a top covering in a decayed state.

Severe cutting of young beds for a few years must
be avoided, and if the strong shoots are cut as ad-

vised, leaving the weak ones, the plants do not

suffer. As the beds get older, more animal manure
may be given in the early autumn, but it should be
thoroughly decayed and placed over the roots as

soon as the tops are ripe. G. Wythes.

BLANCHING CELERY.

The excessive, in fact almost incessant, rain of this

autumn must have put many of us to our wits' end
to find a way to blanch our Celery, so few oppor-

tunities having occurred to carry this out in the

ordinary manner. If by cha'nce the plants got dry

the soil intended to earth them up was in such a
saturated state as to be totally unfit for the pur-

pose ; hence under such circumstances I have been
compelled to have recourse to other means, and as

I invariably blanch successfully the earliest by
using 4-inch socket pipes, so I looked up all I

could find for the same purpose in the case of the

second earlies and main crop, and they have
proved quite efficacious in the emergency. For
such that were partly soiled up ordinary 4-inch

drain pipes have been utilised, these being, of

course, but half the length of the others, viz , 1 foot.

Having used up the available stock of these

on hand, and having many more plants unearthed

and unprotected and the soil still saturated, I made
a quantity of rough hay and straw bands, and the

last two days having been dry, these bands have
been loosely twisted around the stems quite to the

top of the plants, and they look safe and snug. I

hope eventually these also will turn out clean and
well blanched. These rough means, of course,

necessitate much more labour than earthing up,

but even I believe it much better than the risk

run of losing many of the plants through the un-

suitable condition of the soil for banking. Just a
word as to varieties. Having tried many, I now
rely on five, the earliest being White Gem, which
is I believe hard to beat in its season. It is now
over, and is followed by a pink kind of superior

merit (not yet named or in commerce) sent me for

trial this year. Standard-bearer and Leicester Red
are our main crop sorts, and Incomparable Crimson
our latest. J. Roberts.

Tan-y-h)dcli.

Orchids.

DENDROBIUM PHAL^^ENOPSIS VAR.
SCHRCEDERIANUM.

Havinq been asked by several reader.s of The
Garden what they might expect from the plant

recently sold by Mr. Sander under this name,

and hearing some were in flower at St. Albans,

I recently went down specially to see tliem. One

querist asks, " Shall we have anything different

to D. Statterianum I
" It is quite distinct from

D, Statterianum. There is a very excellent

figure in the " Reichenbaclxia," part i. ,2 s.,

t. 7, and, beautiful though that plant is, it does

not compare in the least with D. Phatenopsis

Schrcederianum either in size or colour. Of

course the plants are all newly imported, and

consequently have not any roots to assist them

in developing tlidir flowers. The colours vary

from the purest white to deep magenta, and

when one takes into consideration that each

spike, from 2 feet to 3 feet in length, bears from

eighteen to twenty-four flowers, each between

3 inches and 4 inches across, and that these last

in full beauty some two and three months, its

value may be seen. The plant seems to grow

on the limestone rocks, but yet does not appear

to be peculiar to these, as some of the speci-

mens were collected from the branches of trees.

It remains to be proved if it is the same species

which comes from the branches of trees, as BIr.

Sander has a fine new species flowering amongst

the D. Phalanopsis which is not a variety of

it. It is distinct, and has been called D.

Leeanum in honour of Mr. W. R. Lee, Beech

Lawn, Audenshaw, Manchester, a very en-

thusiastic grower of Orchids. In growth

it is similar, but not quite identicil. It

flowers in the same way, but the colour is

deeper, the lip much larger and of a difl'erent

shape, and it has a peculiar crest. The petals,

too, have a peculiar spiral twist to them, tho

colour being deep rosy purple, the large lip

having broad side lobes, which are erect and

of the deepest crimson-purplo. In the case of

D. Phahunopsis Schncderianum, some other

names will have to be given in order to fully

define the vast quantity of forms. D. Phalaj-

nopsis will require a good deal of heat to grow

it to perfection, but, nevertheless, it may be

grown in the stove with Crotons, Dipladenias,

and many other plants which enjoy an abund-

ance of sunlight. The same conditions apply

to D. bigibbuni, D. superbiens, and several

others. This Uendrobium enjoys an abund-

ance of sunshine, but just at the very hottest

part of the day a slight shade may be given

it. It should bo potted firmly in well-

drained pots, using good peat fibre and Sphag-

num Moss. It should be kept moderately

moist and tho atmosphere must also be kept

well charged with moisture, and there should

always be a free circulation of air, but this
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must not be admitted in excess, and it should
never be in such quantity as to rob the air of

the humidity. Treated in this manner, I am
inclined to think it will groir as freely and
flower as profusely as does D. superbiens,
which by the way comes from the same country.
I noted small plants as well as tall ones
flowering, and many of them had dozens of

old spikes upon them. Neither this plant nor D.
Statterianum has anything in common with D.
bigibbuiu, which is smaller and weaker in its

growth. The flowers of D. bigibbum can al-

ways be distinguished by the white crest, which
is quite absent in D. Phahcnopsia, this plant
having a deep maroon patch near the mouth
of the throat. Those who have bought D.
PhalacnopsisSchriL'derianummustwatch that the
fine new species named Leeanum does not crop
up amongst their plants.

William High Gower.

EASILY GROWN ORCHIDS.
Amongst indoor plants Orchids must always take
a foremost place. There is snob an immense va-

riety of them and they flower at all seasons, so that

the Orchid grower is never without some special

interest if his collection is sufficiently large to give

him flowers all the year round. Then there is some-
thing very attractive about their peculiar type of

beauty, so gorgeous in some cases and so strangely

characteristic in others. I have no special houses
for Orchids ; they have to do as well as they can
amongst other plants. There are a greenhouse and
a vinery which is started the first week in January.
But from the beginning of November till the new
year my Orchids have to put up with a very slight

amount [of heat. If the frost is very severe, the
thermometer will run down close to 32°, if not quite
to freezing point Nevertheless, cool Orchids grow
and thrive and flower in such a house, and when
heat and a moist atmosphere are provided in the
vinery, they are removed into it to make their

growth for another season. My chief favourite for

this kind of treatment Is Odontoglossnm Rossi ma-
jus, which takes exceedingly kindly to the low tem-
perature in late autumn and produces its flowers in

abundance, and they last an extraordinary length
of time in the cool and somewhat dry atmosphere
of the greenhouse. It is said that this plant grows
best in an Orchid basket, in which of course the
roots are more exposed to the air. That may be
so ; I shall try it grown in that way. Orchid bas-

kets are a great convenience ; they can be hung up
anywhere and are not much in the way. At pre-

S3nt my plants of O. Rossi majus are growing in

pots, and they are certainly doing exceedingly well

in them. I bought them just as they were imported,
so that they could be sent by parcel post in a box,
and cost me but little, if anything, more than so
many Geraniums. They were planted in the usual
mixture of peat, Sphagnum Moss, and charcoal with
the pots previously half filled with broken pieces

of old pots of various sizes for drainage.

The growth of this Sphagnum, interspersed, as it

is sure to be as time goes on, with little Ferns,
makes the plant interesting and pretty, even when
it is not in flower. A plant which I bought for a
mere trifle last year, and treated in this way is now
producing six spikes of bloom, some with three
flowers, some with two, but all strong and healthy,

with long stalks and good large flowers. The
flowers of this pretty Odontoglot are beautifully

marked, and are excellent for gathering, as a cor-

respondent mentioned in The Gakj)en some months
ago. It seems to require quantities of water almost
the whole year round, though, of course, less at the
present time than at any other season.

Another Orchid which does admirably under very
much the same treatment is Lycaste Skinneri. I

have grown this plant for many years and rather
despised it, as it did not appear to me to be worthy
of a place among Orchids. But once I visited a
well-known Cheltenham nursery in winter, and I

saw there this Lycaste growing as it ought to be , „
grown. The Dower-stalks were long "and brought I after year I lost formerly long spikes just when

the flowers well up through the leaves, which were
green and healthy, and the flowers, which were very

large for Lycaste Skinneri, opened their beautiful

soft wings, so as to show conspicuously the bright

lip. I came back determined that my plants should

be as good, and this year they have proved to

be so. I altered the treatment in some respects.

The plants had more water, and during the time of

growth they had repeated doses of weak guano
water. This last mode of treating Lycaste evi-

dently agrees with it. So long as guano is given

in moderate quantities, it is certainly beneficial to

the plant. Lycaste Skinneri seems to be so fond
of water, and so habitually thirsting for it, that a
plant which I potted in the usual way well raised

above the pot is not flourishing nearly so much as

one which is planted below the rim, and which
must therefore be growing more in constant mois-

ture than the other. I remember long ago seeing t Ids

Orchid recommended as one which might be grown
in a sitting room, and no doubt it might very well be

so grown as far as warmth is concerned, but care

would have to be taken that it had abundance of

water, and that in the growing season the air

should be moist also. This could at any time be
secured in one of the old-fashioned Wardian cases,

which I believe would be found to be excellent

accommodation for many other cool Orchids, and
would enable anyone fond of them to grow them
in the dwelling house. It might sometimes be a
source of great pleasure to an invalid to be able

to watch the growth of pet Orchids in the sitting-

room. The Sphagnum Moss and tiny little Ferns
would prosper under the shelter and confined

atmosphere of the Wardian case, and the glass

roof would prevent harm from open windows, or

the range of temperature from the lire-heat by
day and the colder night.

Cattleya citrina is another Orchid easily grown
under the conditions of which I have spoken.

This Orchid is usually grown on a flat board,

where it looks quaint certainly and forms a strik-

ing object hanging from the roof. But it is, I

believe, cruel treatment, nevertheless. This Orchid,

hung up to dry on its little bit of board, looks

odd and singular, but very unhappy. It cannot

really thrive under such circumstances. It can-

not get sufficient moisture. Plants of this Orchid

have been given to me, and T have taken great

care of them. One is in an Orchid pot with the

usual holes in it ; the other is in a common gar-

den pot. Both are doing exceedingly well, and
will in a month or so show for flower. The silvery

pseudo-bulbs are large and firm ; the leaves are

long and very healthy. The plants are kept rather

dry after flowering, but as soon as ever the new
growth appears they are regularly dipped once or

twice a day, and as they have some Sphagnum about

them, this dipping keeps them always more or less

moist. I watched the effect of this amount of

moisture carefully at first, as I did not want to lose

the plants. But I soon found that I need not be

afraid of it, for the plants showed evident signs

of liking it, and began at once to grow vigorously.

They were thus treated from their first importa-

tion. Something no doubt is lost in the singularity

of the board treatment, but the flower is so ex-

quisitely beautiful and so deliciously scented, and it

comes at such a dark time of the year, that it is

preferable to grow the plant well and successfully

with good flowers than to have it hanging up in

a quaint fashion and not doing so well.

Odontoglossum Alexandra; is in some respects

the queen of cool Orchids. It is one which gives

a good deal of anxiety. It is easily grown, much
in the same way as 0. Rossi majus is cultivated,

hut slugs are so fond of its long spikes, that

they seem to be attracted towards them from nil

parts of the greenhouse. Now in a house of mixed
plants such as mine, and where new things are

constantly being brought in for convenience, it is

hardly possible to avoid importing some sings along

with them. This is a source of much annoyance
when O. Alexandras is grown in ordinary pots.

They should be susjicnded out of the reach of

those ravenous little beasts of prey, which are al-

ways looking out for their beautiful spikes. Year

they were promising their beautiful flowers. It is

too provoking to find in the morning a year's
cultivation thus destroyed. But this Odontoglot
will flower more than once a year. It will form up
its bulbs and send forth its spikes from the side
of them at any time. Just now they are promis-
ing well with me, and I hope ere long in the very
depth of winter to have long sprays of this most
beautiful Orchid in full flower. My object in

writing this is to show that Orchids are neither so
expensive nor so diflicult to grow as many who are
exceedingly fond of them are wont to think.

A Gloucestebshibe Parson.

Orchids at the ftueen's Boad Nursery,
Cheltenham.—I have seen many magniflcent forms
of Dendrobium tormosum giganteum, but on a
recent visit to this establishment the finest variety
which has ever come under my notice was noted.

The plant was bearing thirty blooms of grand
shape, of thick and massive texture, and of the
purest white, saving a blotch of yellow on the lip,

the individual flowers measuring close upon 5

inches across. Dendrobium Statterianum was also

flowering freely. What a beautiful plant it is

!

Mr. Cypher appears to do this class of Dendro-
biums well. One variety of D. Statterianum ap-

peared to me very fine, the flower being nearly 3 ins.

in diameter, round and full, of a deep rich purple,

the throat deep maroon. Cypripedinms also were in

greatvariety here. The old C. insigne and its varieties

were well to the fore, such forms as insigne punc-
tatum violaceum, insigne Maulei,and insigne delica-

tum being very fine. Amongst others, there were fine

forms of C. calurum, C. Spicerianum, C. magnifi-
cum, C. Roezli, C. Sedeni, and many others. Odon-
toglossum grande is quite a feature. A better

effect is given this Orchid when the plants are
elevated to difl'erent heights than when allowed to

stand quite flat. Trichosma suavis is another plant
grown largely and well by Mr. Cypher, some speci-

mens having a couple of dozen spikes of bloom
open. CiL-logyne barbata, too, is very fine, its

pure white and jet black lip being singular and
attractive. C. uliginosa would be more pleasing
did more flowers expand on the raceme, but I

have never seen more than one open at a time, the
dusky front lobe rendering this very conspicuous.
Oncidium Forbesi had very fine spikes. Masde-
vallia tovarensis was producing hundreds of its

pure white flowers, so valuable at this season.

—

W. H. G.

LyELIA PURPURATA.
I AM induced to pen a few remarks anent this, one
of the finest still of its family. The plant of which
I am now writing is a fine one ; it has at present

seven sheaths developing, the general vigour and
health of the plant being all that one could desire.

In colour it is of the deepest green. This is somewhat
of a contrast as compared with this variety when
grown in the Cattleya or Mexican house. The
plant in (juestion was a small growth taken from a
large one in 1S75

; it had then three pseudo-bulbs

and one lead. A i'>-inch pot at that time and for a
few years afterwards held it comfortably, now it is

in a lii-inch pot and will reiiuire another shift next
year. This plant cannot in any sense be termed an
imported one. The original, it is true, was imported

;

that would be in 185'.t or 18iui. At any rate I was
present when it was purchased in Stevens' rooms,

and have never lost sight of the plant or its offsets

since then. The original has been in two or three

sales since, but I fortunately secured a growth
before it left the establishment in which it found
a conL;enial home for many years. I have kept this

ever since as a memento of the donor, long ago
dep.trted. From the very first time it came under
my notice in the auction rooms until now, first the

original and the oll'set just referred to have been
grown in an ordinary stove temperature with such
plants as Crotons, Dracicnas, Ixoras, >Vc. That the

plant is perfectly at home is apparent by its condi-

tion. By its side are growing two others of Vanda
tricolor equally as healthy as this. In the summer
season tlie temperature may be taken as 70° or 72° at

night, rising to '.Ki' by day, now it is about ,')° less by
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night and 10° by day. Through the winter it will be

a fiw degrees less still, but at no time below what
is needed to keep Ixoras in a thriving condition.

The purport of my remarks is to show that this and
other Orchids, the Vanda named, for instance, and
which I had from the same source about the

time referred to, can be grown successfully with-

out any special arrangements. At any rate, a

good amount of sunshine, which some growers insist

upon as being essential to the ripening of the

growths of La^Uas and similar Orchids, has never

received any attention. The house has a very flat

roof, and the plants are liable to scalding if shad-

ing be not employed. Shading is given by means of

blinds all the season when there is any danger of

burning. Now, on the other hand, and for months
to come no sunshine will rest upon the house in

any part, it being shaded first by a high building,

then by higher trees. Scarcely any sunshine at all

ever rests upon these plants, yet they thrive as well

as anyone could desire. Moisture is freely main-
tained at all times, as such things as Crotons, ice,

are growing all the winter, more or less. These

warm. It should have been put into the Odonto-

glossum house and all would have been well. It is

now about fifty years since the species first flowered

in this country, and its fragrant flowers at this

season are always welcome.—W. H. G.

Stove and Greenhouse.

TUBEROUS-KOOTED BEGONIAS.

The increasing pupuLirity of those proves

their great vahio as garden plants ; but, much
as tliey aro cultivated, they deserve to he

still more known, for not only are they of

great service for the embellishment of con-

.servatories and greenhouses, but they are also

capital outdoor plants, as might have been

seen during the past season in some of the

London parks. For the conservatory Bego-

A tuherous-rooted Begonia in bloom.

facts show, I think, that the culture of Orchids
which will in any way put up with the ordinary
temperature and other conditions of a stove may be
grown therein very successfully. The Lailia in

question bore this and last year eighteen fine

flowers, the previous year twenty-four, an accident
meanwhile having happened to the strongest lead.

This ne.'it season I hope to have at least thirty

blooms. The largest Vanda named usually has
five or six spikes with from ten to twelve flowers

upon each every year, these being produced in

succession. The soil employed is the best that
can be had, and does not differ from that
usually employed. I think, however, that the
Lailia is potted lower than most growers practise.

The plant is never kept really dry at the root.

My opinion is, that in doing this a great mistake is

made. J. H.

Trichosma suavis.—T. Johnstone writes say-
ing, " What is the matter with my specimen of

this plant ? Last year it flowered well and this

season it has grown, but there is not a spike of

bloom. It has been grown beside the Cattleyas."
The last clause, I should say, clears up the mystery.
I suppose he had bought the plant fresh in last

season when in flower, and he has kept it too

nias have few if any equals, their rich and

varied colours making a brilliant display and

keeping the house gay until Chrysanthe-

mums take their place. Those who have

sufficient space may grow them on, potting

them as may be necessary ; but where room is

limited they may be planted outdoors and

pott(.'d up for tise in the conservatory at a

season when flowers are scarce. A ricli dis-

play may be had from a packet of seed, and

the strains are now so good, that it is almost

usele^;s to grow any named varieties. As
basket plants Begonias are extremely orna-

mental, their large and richly coloured flowers

hanging as gracefully as those of Fuchsias.

As rock plants, too, they should be freely

used, as they apjiear to better advantage than

when on a flat surface. If wanted for lied-

ding, seedlings may be purchased cheaply ;

l)ut as these are small, it is advisable to

get year - old plants and pay a little

more fur them, as they fill the beds

more quickly and give the most satis-

factory results. In preparing the beds

plenty of well-decomposed manure and leaf-

mould should bo used. Although Begonias

will do very well in exposed positions, the

situation that suits them Ijost is a partially

shaded one ; but wherever planted it is im-

portant that they be mulched, so as to keep

the ground shaded and the plants moist at

the roots. This can best be done by the use

of cocoa-nut fibre ; but, failing this, sifted

leaf-soil or bi'oken-up horse-droppings aus\ver

the purpose quite as well. To encourage Be-

gonias to grow and bloom freely they must be

supplied with water regularly wjien the weather

is dry ; and if they get a soaking of liquid

manure occasionally it will be a great help.

Late in autumn, when the flowering is over,

the tubers should be lifted and laid in cold

frames, where they can be covered with

dry soil and preserved from frost, or they

may be buried in sand or dry earth in a shed,

and be wintered in the same way as Dahlias.

Those grown in pots are best left undisturbed

in the soil till the spring, when they may be

shaken out and divided, and afterwards re-

potted and grown on again.—T. P.

The present time is an important one with the

above section of Begonias, and no time should be

lost in giving them the attention they require. In

all cases where they still remain in the open beds

or borders they should be at once lifted and made
secure from frost. The 'season itself from first to

last has been a prolonged and suitable one for the

Begonia, which appears to prefer a moist or wet

season so far as growth and flowers are concerned.

The present autumn, free as it has been from frosts,

has tempted many to leave their Begonias in the

beds much longer than usual, and in many in-

stances they have been rewarded for so doing by
the great wealth of flowers the plants continued

to produce. To delay harvesting the tubers any

longer would be altogether unwise.

The stems of these Begonias are exceedingly

succulent, and slight frosts are easily transmitted to

the tubers through this medium, and though slight

and the tubers at present easily passed over as

good and sound, it has nevertheless taken hold of

a most vital part—the crown—and sooner or later

fatal consequences follow. The best advice of the

moment is to lift them and pl.ace in boxes or trays

insome shed or suitable place fromwliich forthepre-

sent they will be secure from all weathers. A little of

the soil may with advantage be left upon them so

that the fibres do not dry and shrivel up too readily,

or if the soil comes away freely from the tubers a

handful or two of cocoa-nut fibre after they are

placed in the boxes or trays will, if shaken between

them, make an excellent substitute. In such

keepmg as this the tubers wiU be quite safe till a
convenient time .arrives for overhauling them and

placing all away safely in their winter qu.ar-

ters. Where la»ge quantities are grown for bedding

it is a good plan to have a batch of special boxes

so made that the two ends are an inch deeper or

even slightly more than the sides, in order that

a large quantity may be packed aw.ay iu a small

space one above the other, and at the same time

giving them the fullest advantages of a free current

of air.

Suitable boxes for this purpose may be of the

following size ; is inclies long, 1 1 inches wide, and

a clear depth of :!'. inches, .allowing the increased

depth for the ends, !is already indicated. Such

boxes as these will .answer the twofold purpose of

keeping them in during winter and of starting them

in agiiin in spring, and from tliese, without any pot-

ting or further trouble, they may be transferred to

their flowering quarters in the summer bedding

arrangements. Those seedlings which were hate in
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being sown, or from other causes did not attain
sufficient size to be planted in the open ground
during the past season, and which in consequence
were kept in the pans and boxes into which they
were transplanted, will also need shelter and atten-

tion, the first -named being the most important, and
next to this that of keeping them dry. In due time
when opportunity affords these must be carefully

examined, an operation best performed when the
soil has become quite dry, when they may be taken
separately, and turning the soil into a sieve of half-

inch mesh, separate the rougher parts from the
finer; next carefully search for any tubers that
may be left in the sieve, and, discarding what re-

mains of the soil, select a sieve of much finer mesh,
and pass the soil now lying on the bench through
this, and again carefully search for tubers, and so

on till the whole are completed. By all means in-

stitute a most complete search for the very
small tubers, for not unfrequently from these
many of the brightest and best varieties

spring. When all are done, place them in a
box, and cover either with the fine dry, sifted soil

or some silver sand. As opportunity offers, the
larger tubers that were taken from the beds a
short time since should be carefully overhauled
and cleaned, removing any decaying or dead por-
tions that may still be attached to them. When
this is done, carefully pack them in their boxes
again, and according to their shades, if they are
grown in separate colours. The tubers maybe placed
closely together, and with the completion of each
layer sprinkle in either a little dry soil or some
cocoa-nut fibre, allowing this to settle down
among the tubers. This will retain them in a uni-
formly cool and moist state for some time to come,
and provided they are placed in some shed or cellar

secure from frost, all will be well. Any late cut-
tings of the best double or single kinds of which
there is any doubt concerning the formation of
tubers should also receive attention, giving these
much the same treatment as that recommended
for the late seedlings. Under these conditions,
save for an occasional overhauling once or twice
during winter, they may remain till required to
start into growth in the ensuing spring.

E. J.

Fine-leaved Begonias —On page 41D men-
tion is made of Begonia Rex having been shown
about thirty- five years since at the Crystal Palace,
and at that time it was, I should say, quite new, for in

the " Catalogue of New Plants " issued by Messrs.
EoUisson in the spring of 1858, this Begonia is there
offered at the price of two guineas each, and
Messrs. KoUisson say :

" We have purchased the
whole of the above plant for distribution through-
out Great Britain and Ireland of the eminent
botanist M. J. Linden, of Brussels." Since that time
Begonia Rex and the numerous varieties springing
therefrom have played an important part in indoor
gardening, and fine-foliaged Begonias are now
available for many purposes. Besides cuttings of

the leaves, by which these Begonias are readily
propagated, they may be raised in quantity from
seed, and very interesting they are when obtained
in this way. The seed is very minute, and for that
reason care should be taken not to bury it too
deeply. I raised a considerable number from seed
which was sown on the moistened surface of a pot
of soil, and covered only with a pane of glass,

which was removed as soon as gertnination took
place. The young plants were pricked off when
large enough, and being in the stove grew
rapidly, so that they were soon placed in small
pots. As the leaves began to develop there was
seen to be a great variety amongst them, some
being variegated or marbled with white in different

proportions, while in others the silvery tint over-

spread the whole surface. As these iiegonias grew
it was very interesting to watch the various changes
in the colouration that took place. Thus, some
that were at first of a satiny white after a time
pushed forth leaves of agreen ground colour, and had
the whole surface covered with minute spots ; then,
again, as they grew larger, the leaves in some cases
would assume very much the appearance of the
ordinary form of B. Rex. Besides varying so much

in their markings, there was just the same differ-

ence in the ground colours of the leaves, the
shades graduating from a dark brownish green to

quite a light tint.—H. P.

Pelargoniums (show and fancy, &o.).—These
should if possible be kept near to the glass ; swing
shelves suit them very well. I am, of course
assuming that all the reducing and repotting have
been done long ago to the older ones. If this has
been done, they will be making roots again, but
do not be led into watering too freely before the
turn of the days, otherwise a weakly, sappy growth
will be encouraged, resulting in spindly shoots.

But little water is really needed at this time of the
year, provided the plants are being kept in a cool
house, damp being guarded against and any attacks
of green-fly looked after sharply. The only excep-
tion to the foregoing remarks should be made when
dealing with the early flowering or forcing kinds
that come into bloom in March and April. These
will, of course, require a rather more generous
treatment, and in the case of young plants struck
this past summer, these should also be kept a little

more on the move. Scented varieties should now
be kept as quiet as possible, just sufiicient water
being given them to keep the foliage fresh, as this

will be found very useful for cutting to use with
flowers in various ways. These old-fashioned kinds
are worthy of far more recognition than they now
receive at the hands of many private growers.—G. A.

Cyclamens.—These, if not required in flower
early, can be grown in the greenhouse, but where
now advancing, a gentle warmth will be of great
assistance in encouraging the flowers to come away
freely. With warmth in the pipes and a genial
atmosphere, also a tolerably tree circulation of air

without exterior air being admitted directly upon
the plants, they will succeed well. When the
plants are of good size and not overpotted they will

take a good supply of manure water, but not too
strong. A close watch should be kept for any signs
of damping ; this will at times occur where the
plants are very dense. In taking the flowers it is

better to twist them out than cut them off, greater
length is thus had whilst there is not any danger
of decay,—J.

Double Primulas.—These will nowbe verygood
companions for the Cyclamens, the foregoing hints
being applicable to these also. Double Primulas re-

quire rather less water, care being taken to keep the
centre of the plants dry. These, like the Cyclamens,
should, if possible, be kept near the glass, but un-
fortunately many private growers have to make all

conceivable shifts, either growing many plants to-

gether which ought to have distinct treatment, or

else having to grow in fruit houses where the posi-

tions are not always what one would actually choose.
In the latter case swing shelves are about the best
medium where they can be employed ; thus grown
there is a good circulation or air going on around
the plants without too much exposure to the out-

side atmosphere.—H.

Zonal Geraniums (winter-flowering sorts).

—

Where these have been kept back as late as pos-
sible their usefulness will be more apparent when
the Chrysanthemums are mainly over. From that
time up to the end of January they are more valu-
able than it worked on earlier, and will be found
the means of saving too severe a forcing of spring
blooming plants. These should be grown in a dry
house with warmth constantly in the pipes to main-
tain a good circulation of air, to keep down any
excess of moisture, and to assist in the drying up
of the plants a little more, so that they will take
water oftener. Guard against overcrowding the
plants as far as possible, and keep all decaying
foliage removed, also the fading pips ; see that the
falling petals do not rest upon the leaves, and thus
cause any of these to deciy also, which they will

otherwise do if not watched. A drier atmosphere
is needed for these than for nearly every other
plant at this time of the year with absence of sun-
shine.— .J. H.

Cyperus alternifolius variegatus. — Few
plants are more effective for table decoration than
this beautiful Grass. Provided it receives favour-

able treatment, there is no difficulty in having a
good stock of useful plants. Many seem to con-
sider that the pl,".nts should be kept in small pots
and starved to preserve the variegation, but this is

an error. Under any conditions this plant has a
tendency to revert to the green form ; but I have
seen this quite as frequent in starved plants as in
those which have received more favourab'e treat-
ment. I find the best way to treat this subject is

to divide the plants before they have made too
much growth, and whUe the roots have not become
too much matted together. It will take some time
to re-establish old stools after dividing them ; but
when younger specimens are divided they will start
off again at once. When frequently broken up in

this way they do not get so vigorous, and the
tendency to run back to the green form is not so
great. They succeed best in a light peaty com-
post, but I have seen good specimens grown in
heavy loam. A good brisk stove temperature, with
plenty of moisture at the root, will induce free
growth, but little water should be used overhead,
or the delicately variegated leaves will soon go rusty.
—A. F. H.

Campanula isophylla alba.—This pretty
Bellflower is a fine subject for window culture

;

grown in suspended pots, the pendulous masses of
pure white llowers will entirely cover the pots. In
this neighbourhood it has been very conspicuous in
many cottage windows, and has been much ad-
mired. When well attended to, the plants will

continue in bloom for fully two months ; in fact I

believe in several instances they have been longer
in flower, but they are now past their best. It re-

quires very little cultural skill either in propagating
or growing, and either for the conservatory,
rockery, or cottage window it is a subject well
worthy of attention. I believe it is quite hardy

;

but when grown under glass it is prettier than
when exposed, as the delicate flowers are easily
damaged by wet or wind, Although by no means
a new plant, it does not seem to be so well known
as it deserves to be. A first-class certificate was
awarded to it by the Royal Horticultural Society
in 1888, but it was not then exhibited as a new
plant.—F. H , London, iV.

Trees and Shrubs.

AUTUMNAL FOLIAGE TINTS IN
EASTBBN EUROPE.

A PECULIARITY of the woods and forests of
Eastern Europe is that, although they consist
of species of trees which are entirely European,
in autumn they exhibit a magniticeut display of
leaf-colouring which rivals that of the dying
glories of the foliage of tho American forests.

I speak now of that part of Europe which
extends from the Danulje to the Caucasus,
Ijounded by the Carpathian Mountains on the
north, by Carinthia on the west, and comprising
Hungary, Eoumania, Bulgaria, Turkey and
Greece.

In addition to the species of trees with
wliich we are familiar here in the West, we
find in these eastern countries a few others
which we do not naturally possess, such as the
Silver-leaved Lime tree ('i'ilia argontea), several
kinds of Service trees, tho JMontpellier Maple
(Acer inonspessulanum), the Turkey Oak ((^)uer-

cus Cerris), and some other kind.s of trees.

These, however, are the exception, and, in the
main, the forest trees of the oast of Europe are
identical with those of the west. Taking at
random a district in one of tlie regions men-
tioned, whore tlio sun has full ])lay «pon the
easily-heated limestone fornuitioiis, for example,
tho suutlioru or eastern Hanks of the lialkan
range, wo shall tiud that tho prevailing forest

trees are comiirised in the following list, in

which is also ineutiouotl tho leaf-colouring which
each species assumes from the middle to the
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end of autumn, which often extends to the

mouth of November in this locality.

The Oaks (Quercus Robur, L.
; Q. Toz^,

Bosc. ; and Q. Oerris, L. ) are nualler and not

so robust-growing as ours, but in the first two
species the foliage is of a brighter yellow colour.

Q. Toza, which also occurs in Algeria, has often

a stunted and contorted appearance. Q. Cerris

has this peculiarity, namely, that the old leaves

at the base of the buds for the following year's

foliage become of a fine reddish-brown ochre-

yellow colour, sometimes quite red, while the
new leaves are still green, or while they are only

commencing to change to a lighter shade of

green.

The Silvery-leaved Lime tree (Tilia

argeutea, Desf.) takes on a bright yellow hue,

and the leaves as they wane, incline laterally,

exposing to view at the same time the white
under surface and the yellow upper surface, a

few already withered and dead leaves still

hanging here and there amongst them.

The Elms (Ulmus campestris, L. ; and U.
efl'usa, WiJld. ) assume a uniform and very fine

yellow colour. A variety of Ulmus effusa some-
time exhibits a pleasing brownish red colour in

its leaves.

The Flowering Ash (Fraxinus Ornus,
Willd. ; Ornus europfea, Pers.) presents a singular

aspect, which distinguishes it from all other
trees surrounding it, its foliage changing from
an ashy grey to a glaucous violet colour—

a

shade quite unique in the foliage of trees ; it

might be compared to the delicate bloom seen
on some kinds of Orapes, or to the eSect pro-

duced by ^a Lilac bush in bloom covered with
fine gauze.

The Hornbeam (Carpinus Betulus, L.)

becomes of an Indian yellow and sometimes of

a pure chrome-yellow colour. We sometimes
have it almost as finely coloured here in

Western Europe.

The Mostpellier Maple (Acer monspes-
sulanum) takes on the same colouring as the
Hornbeam.

The Pear trees (Pyrus) are numerous and
very ditterent from our kinds. In passing
through the woods one sees a multitude of
dift'erent sorts, from Pyrus sylvestris (compris-
ing the forms which we call " Saugets," with
downy leaves, white on the under surface) to
the southern species such as P. parviflora
(Desf.), which in (ireece is planted on parched,
arid sites. Occasionally varieties appear with
pendent branches and canescent leaves—forms
preliminary to the more pronounced types of
the Pear trees of Sinai and the Caucasus (P.
sinaica, Thouin, and P. salicifolia, Pall.). But
the most remarkable thing is the very great
variety of tints in the autumnal colouring of
their foliage—yellows, violets, and reds in

great diversity, and especially shades of orange
and pink of the greatest beauty. Sometimes,
also, on the same tree some of the branches are
red, others pink, while all the rest of the foli-

age is of a dark green. These eastern varieties
should be grown by us, as nothing can surpass
the fine efi'ect of their foliage in October. All
the fruits of these Pear trees that I saw were
small and very much alike.

The Apple trees (Malus) are also very
numerous and diversified in form, l)ut their
foliage is not coloured so intensely as that of
the Pear trees.

The Rowan tree, or Quicken tree (Sorbus
(Pyrus) aucuparia, L.), in the east of Europe,
is differently and more brilliantly coloured in
autumn than it is with us, the mingled green,

yellow, and red hues of the foliage producing

one of the very finest eft'ects.

The Service Trees (Pyrus Sorbus) are nume-
rous and varied in form, none of them, how-
ever, surpassing the fine golden and scarlet

tints of the Maple Service Tree (Pyrus (Sorbus)

torminalis).

The wild CnEiRRy tree (Cerasus avium,
Manch.) has the foliage more ruddy, golden,

and lirilliant than it is ever seen in Western
Europe.

The Cornelian Cherry (Cornua mas, L.)

here becomes a tree, and it is not unusual to

see specimens of it quite as tall as the ordi-

nary Apple trees in an orchard in Normandy.
In autumn its foliage changes from green to an
olive-brown colour, to an ashy-grey, and to

violet edged with pink, forming a striking con-

trast to the foliage of any trees or shrubs that

may be near it. Its smaller 'relative, the

common Cornel or Dogwood (Cornus san-

guinea, L.), becomes of a deep violet or pur-

plish colour, and is not easily recognised by

those who are familiar only with the dull

violet hue of the common Cornel, as seen on

the fringes of the forests and amid the thickets

of Western Europe.

The Hazel Nt't tree (Corylus Avellana, L.)

changes the green colour of its foliage first to

greyish, which passes into yellow of a more or

less bright tint.

The Venetian SrMAtH (Rhus Cotinus) is un-

rivalled in the margins of groves and thickets,

with its rounded foliage and its many shades of

green, violet, jmrple, golden-yellow, carmine

and vermilion—quite a paletteful of colours in

itself, in fact.

AVe have now come to the shrubs, the select

list of which would be too long if we delayed

much amougst them. We must, however, note

the principal ones, viz., the yellow variegated

bushes of Christ's Thorn (Paliurus aculeatus),

which clothe the slopes with their rounded

clumps. This shrub has formidable spiny

branches and fruit like a Nizzard hat in shape.

The Saint Lucy or Mahaleb Cherry
(Cerasus Mahaleb, Mill. ) is covered with light

foliage which takes on a very fine tint of light

golden-yellow. It is not, however, equal to

the Sloe bush (Prunus spinosa, L. , and another

kind of which I do not know the name), which,

in addition to its pretty blue-bloom coloured

berries, is adorned with foliage of a brilliant

yellow colour mingled with green and pink.

Large spaces of ground are often entirely occu-

pied by these shrubs. Guelder Roses, Haw-
thorns, and wild Roses bear their scarlet fruit

in abundance, as with us, but the foliage is

more deeply coloured. The dwarf herbaceous

Elder (Sambucus Ebulus) covers large areas with

its cymes of black fruit, of which the people of

these regions make no use. Lastly, the wild

Vine (Vitis vinifera, L.), which in autumn bears

a rich mantle of glorious purple foliage.

The subjects, arborescent and shrubby, which

I have just enumerated are often found growing

together, and this is a point which I wisli to

emphasise, having seen them forming many-

coloured masses on the declivities of the Balkan

range near the Black Sea. The eftect produced

by such a display of foliage tints in autumn

may be imagined, and it will be observed that

we have not far to go to obtain the materials for

somewhat similar etiects in our parks and plea-

sure grounds. All that is necessary to be done

is to procure the species of trees and shrubs

which I have here enumerated and to plant them

together, grouping them with taste, and the

results will be some charming autumn eft'ects,

which, although not comparable to those seen

in Eastern Europe, wiU, nevertheless, amply
repay for any pains that may be taken in

carrying out a well-considered scheme of plant-

ing

—

Ed. Andre, in Berwe Horticole,

AMPELOPSIS VEITCHI.

There are certainly two or three forms of Veitch'a

Ampelopsis in cultivation, and among other points

of difference is the coloui assumed in the autumn
by the decaying feavcs, for some die off very

richly coloured, while others, no matter in what
position they may be placed, are never particularly

bright. The most ornamental form is one that in

some nurserymen's catalogues is called purpurea,

which character is more prominent in spring when
the foliage is freshly expanded than at any other

season. The young leaves at that time are of a

peculiar bronzy tint that becomes less pronounced

as the season advances, though it is easily distin-

guished in all stages of growth. In autumn before

they drop, the leaves become very brightly coloured,

though, of course, the tint assumed varies according

to the position and the weather experienced at that

time. Under whatever conditions it may be placed,

this always remains neat and never assumes the

very coarse foliage that some forms do. There is

one especially noticeable in this respect, which, if

the soil is moderately good, will push forth large

leaves borne on very long stalks, and this appears

always to die off tinged with brown. When it is

taken into consideration that Ampelopsis Veitchi

will cover a wall in a perfect manner without any
attention whatever.'and that its foliage is so hand-

some, the thought suggested will be that we really

have very few if any more valuable plants among
all our hardy climbers.

It may often be seen in London flourishing in

situations where little else would thrive, for a de-

ciduous climber certainly has an advantage over an
Evergreen, as the fall of the leaf enables it to get

rid of a good deal of sooty deposit ; whereas in the

case of Evergreens, the Ivy, for instance, the leaves

ia time become quite black with soot. Ampelopsis

Veitchi is, in common with most climbers, usually

kept in pots by nurserymen, when, of course, it

can be lifted and planted without any check what-

ever ; still it is by no means impatient of removal,

for good-sized plants may be removed without in-

jury. I was by no means sanguine of my first at-

tempt in transplanting this Ampelopsis, of which

there were several plants on a wall about 12 feet

high, for on lifting them there were only a few

stout roots to each and no fibres whatever. This

state of things prevented me from lifting them
with balls of earth, as I intended to do, so that the

plants were dug up, pulled from the wall, and re-

planted without any soil adhering to the roots.

They were carefully planted, provision being made
for watering during the ensuing summer if required,

and the plants grew away without any check what-

ever, much to my surprise, I must admit. The
shoots were secured to the wall by a few strings

passed to and tro, but these were needed only for a
short time, as directly growth recommenced the

young tendrUs attached themselves to the wall and

held the plant in its place. Since then I have moved

several others, all with the same satisfactory re-

sults. I find that the readiest way to increase this

Ampelopsis is by cuttings during the growing sea-

son, as if the young shoots are taken in the

early part of the summer they will strike readily

in an ordinary garden frame it kept close and

shaded, and when potted off as soon as rooted and

just protected by a frame during the ensuing win-

ter, they will form nice little plants for placing in

permanent quarters the following spring.

Conifers in gardens.— It is to be hoped that

as a result of the recent conference upon Conifers,

they will not be more freely planted than hereto-

fore, or, at any rate, to such an extent as to ex-

clude the many choice deciduous flowering and

fruiting trees and shrubs. It is true there are

many very beautiful things among Conifers, but

all belong to a type of vegetation so different from
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that indigenoas to our own country and capable of

so altering the aspect of park and garden land-
scape, that those who look beyond individual
effect to that of the whole will readily see that
planting Conifers needs consideration. Many gar-
dens are already overdone with them, and this

is a pity, because, though ever so rich and well
stocked numerically with different species, such
gardens lack some of the greatest charms, which
we at present see in the variously tinted leaves. In
places of sufticient scope for an arboretum, there
all the best Conifers might be grown, because the
place would be selected for its particular purpose
and would not form a part of the garden proper,
such as would daily be seen from the windows of
the house. It is strange that the most useful trees
have been so long disregarded by those who plant
for ornament. Lately I walked many miles through
a delightful country district and saw in farm-
house and country gardens scores of Quince
and Medlar trees carrying great crops of fruit. At
that time the best planted shrubbery in the land
could show nothing to surpass the effect of some
of the finest Quince trees, whose beauty, as well
as that of the Medlar, when in flower is well known.
What can be more effective than the Service Tree
or the Mountain Ash, whilst the large-fruited Haw-
thorn (Crataegus macrocarpa) even now, when
leafless, still carries its clusters of large haws, and
very bright they look. It is possible to go into
many nurseries and see large stocks of common
Evergreens, such as Box and Laurel, and acres of
some of the commoner types of Conifers, all ready
to go out to plant gardens, but for choice summer
leafing flowering trees and shrubs, one may search
in vain. It is these that need to be popularised.

—

A. H.

Daphne laureola purpurea.—This variety of
the Spurge Laurel is one of the deepest tinted of
all purple-leaved shrubs ; indeed, I think it is

about the only one that is evergreen in character,
except it be the purple-leaved Ivy. Apart from
the foliage, which is of a deep blackish purple
and very glossy, it differs from the type in being
much less vigorous, so that care should be taken
inselectiuga spot for it. A coolfairly moistsituation,
such as Azaleas delight in, with a soil consisting
largely of vegetable matter, will suit this Daphne
well. The common Spurge Laurel, with its deep
glossy green foliage, is also a very useful and orna-
mental shrub, whose great merit is that it will
succeed under the shade and drip of trees much
better than most Evergreens. The greenish yellow
flowers, though not particularly showy, are con-
sp-'-uous in the spring by reason of their numbers.—T.

Daphne Mezereum autumnalis.—Last year
this shrub to a great extent departed from its
usual custom of flowering during the autumn
months, for owing probably to the very cold
weather the winter was really well advanced before
it was in full flower, while this season a great many
of the blooms are already expanded, and in several
instances a few bright days will bring it out in full
flower. It is really a most beautiful shrub for
blooming during the concluding months of the
year, but it is by no means common in gardens.
Associated with a form of the Japanese Quince
that flowers about the same time, a coloured plate
of it was given in The Gaeden for June 29, IKSl),

at which time attention was directed to its valu-
able autumn-flowering qualities. Apart from its
season of blooming, this also differs from the com-
mon Mezereon in the leaves and flowers being a
good deal larger, from which quality it is often
known by the specific name of grandiflora. The
variety in question as well as the white- flowered
form were both mentioned by Loudon, so that they
have been known in our gardens for many years.
All the Mezereums are well worth more attention
than has hitherto been bestowed upon them, and
besides those mentioned above there is an extra
deep coloured variety of the common kind to be
met with under the names of rubra and atropur-
purea, and the very scarce double-llowered form
with white (lowers. Apart from the l':ict that
they bloom during Uib dull scison of the year,
these Daphnes are also remarkable later on by

reason of the great profusion of their bright-col-

oured berries. The single white differs from the
others in the fruits being yellow when ripe. The
Mezereum and all its varieties need a good deep
loamy soil that is never parched up, and is at the
same time thoroughly well drained. The roots are

deep, descending with but few fibres, so that they
transplant badly, and it is probably on this account
that they are not more often seen.—-T.

Escallonia macranth.a.—This is traly a valu-

able plant, tor had it nothing to recommend it but
its dark, glossy, evergreen leafage, it would be
worthy of cultivation. In addition to this, its

freedom and continuity of blooming greatly en-

hance its value. In mild situations especially it

is hardly at any time during the year—even in

winter—without some spikes of its cheering pinkish
flowers to lighten the general sombreness of its

surroundings. Even now (November) many bushes
here in various positions and situations are quite

gay—masses of bloom—but the gem of them all is

a fine plant growing on a wall, with a south aspect,

under and around one of the windows of my cot-

tage. It is covered with bloom, its lovely green
leaves, glistening in the sunshine, forming an ad-
mirable setting to the beautiful flowers, reminding
one more of May than November. I find a slight

pruning after the first flush of spring bloom is over
—merely cutting out most of the shoots that have
then bloomed—tends to a freer autumnal blooming,
strong flowering shoots throwing up more abun-
dantly, and also having a better chance of develop-
ing. No elaborate preparations are necessary to

obtain these results. Planting in moderately light

friable loam, and in districts where the severity of

the winters is too great to admit of its being suc-

cessfully grown as bushes, the protection of a wall
is all it requires. Differing from the above in most
points, and not so good, is Escallonia rubra ; still

it is a neat plant for a knoll, light, elegant, and
very free flowering.— J. R., Merioiu-tk.

unwise in planting trees, and especially fruit trees,

to open holes much larger than is just needful for

the roots. If too much soil be moved, it is apt to

settle down in a hard baked condition should the
following summer prove dry, or sodden if wet. It

is so much better after the trees have settled down
and been staked to fork deeply around them, and
if planted in rows, a full width of (J feet all down
each row. The intervening ground can then be, as

in market orchards, deeply ploughed and cropped,
or if in gardens trenched. Ordinarily the soil in

well- cultivated gardens is sufficiently cultivated for

trees, and it is unwise to have the soil too

loose or too rich. Firm ground, if previously well cul-

tivated, is, after all, more conducive to fruiting than
is very light, loose, richly manured soil. There is,

however, a great difference between when it has
settled down firmly yet slowly after previous deep
moving than is the case when moved in the win-

ter. It is very important that, whether for trees,

shrubs, bushes, or whatever may be planted,

the soil should be ready and the places marked
ere the things are received, that they may be planted

immediately. A. D.

PLANTING.
Now that the rain has so far ceased that soil

generally has become dry and friable, the work of

planting and transplanting can be proceeded with
rapidly. It is very probable that large areas of

ground which it is proposed to plant would ere now
have been specially prepared for the purpose by
digging, trenching, or deep ploughing, but the
heavy October rains made the soil so wet that such
preparation has been unavoidably postponed. The
question doubtless with many intending planters
therefore is, shall we now prepare the ground and
plant later, or plant at once, so as to get the trees

well established before hard weather sets in, ano
clean and cultivate the general area later ? Each
method has its advantages, but if the ground be at

all foul, it would be unwise to plant until it is well

cleansed. If previously well cultivated and free

from perennial weeds, it would undoubtedly be
wisest to get out holes no wider than is absolutely
needful, plant the trees, and proceed to thoroughly
clean the intervening ground after the planting is

complete. It is not merely that trees planted early

in the present month have advantages over those
which are not planted until December, but there is

also the dani^er that hard weather may set in then,

and thus, as was the case last winter, check plant-

ing foi' several weeks. Once the trees are planted
they can lie gettinu hold of the soil, even if ever

so imperfectly prepared, and if the holes be
properly opened, the soil fairly friable, and the
trees put in with ordinary care, they probably
do as well in the end as if the soil had been
specially prepared for them previously. When soil

lies very light and loose, there is the danger that
after planting it may, under the pressure of winter
rains and snowfalls, become rather sodden and hard.
Soil left untouched all the winter never suffers in

that way. Should the winter be fairly open and
dry, the work of cleaning and cultivating the soil

can go on all through that usually dull season. If

it were prepared before, all after treading may only
serve to harden it, but it cultivated after planting,

the soil would be light all the winter. It is very

Garden Flora.

PLATE 832.

ALLAMANDAS.

(WITU A COLOURED PLATE OF A. WlLLIAM.Sl.*)

Amongst stove plants the varieties of this

family occupy a conspicuous place, being

easily grown and as easily flowered when
under suitable treatment. No collection of

hothouse plants can be considered complete

without one or more of the varieties of Alla-

manda now in cultivation. Any addition

therefore to the genus is welcomed and its

future utility looked forward to with a cer-

tain amount of interest. The coloured plate

issued with the current number is a faithfid

representation of the most recent addition in

Allainanda Williamsi. It was exhibited dur-

ing the present season, and tliis fact will bo

witliin the recollection of several readers of

The Garues. I was favouralily impressed

witli it when it was presented lieforc the

lloral committee of the Eoyal Horticultural

Society, gaining as it did on that occasion a

first-class certificate. If I am not greatly

mistaken, it will lie a comparatively slirubliy

variety, althougli possibly not so much so as

in tlio case of A. neriifolia. Its somcwliat

small leaves, as compared with those of such

well known kinds as A. Hendersoni and A.

nobilis, will, I consider, lie an acquisition,

especially where the room is limited. It also

bids fiiir to be a free-flowering variety. The
flowers remind mo of those of A. cathartica

in some measure, with more substances

than is usual in those of A. Hendersoni. It

will no doubt be seen in good condition and

(if s|iecimen size in a season or two in collec-

tions of plants at flower .shows about the

country. Iri growth it appears to be free

enough for anything, so that largo plants

may soon be grown on when once it is distri-

buted. By its appearance when shown I

thought it promised to flower almost con-

• Drawn for TiiK Gardrn by Miss JI:irie L.nv

in Mi'Ksrs. \Villi;iiiis' imrsevy, Upper lloUoway, .luly

2;i, IHill. Lithographed aud [priutod by Guilliuuuo

Sovereyue.

I
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tinuously, not from the same spiko, but after

malcing a short growtli, one or more of which
jiuslies forth in all kinds at the base of the

llower spike. Not in every case, however, do

these shoots set for flowers so quickly as one

would desire. Speaking of AUamandas in

general, it is necessary to add that failures

oftentimes occur through allowing the plants

to be shaded, they thus being soft and ten-

der, and making thereby frequently a con-

tinuous growth with only hero and there any

indications of setting for bloom. What is

wanted is thorough exposure to all the sun-

shine possible ; too much light cannot at any
time bo given. Even when in full flower it

is never well to shade them, not even in the

hottest weather ; the blooms thus have far

a Pino stove AUamandas are quite at hume.

The most profusely-flowered plants I have

ever seen were thus grown. These were one

mass of bloom all the season througli, .short

growths being the rule. This was at Park

Hill, iStreatham, some twenty years ago, dur-

ing the lifetime of Mr. Page. As climbers in

stoves trained near tho glass they are (juite at

home. By using them thus, without any

excessive crowding of the shoots, the use of

blinds may be frequently dispensed with.

There is a good illustration of this at Gun-
nersljury Park, where Mr. Reynolds ha« a

large plant of A. Heudersoni, which flowers

profusely, and another at The ^lanor

House, Gunnorsbury (Mr. Gledstane's), where

A. grandiflora is grown in the same way.

Allamanda. Hendcrsoni.

more lasting properties with an absence of

those flimsy petals which reflex almost as soon

as the flowers expand, instead of standing out

as tluiy should do. Tho colours, too, are far

brighter upon plants which are never shaded,

as we then see the rich bronzy tint suffusing

the Inids to a far greater extent, with a richer

yellow in the exi)anded flowers. By all

means grow Allamandas without any sluule

to obtain tho very best results without super-

fluous growths, thereby causing shade to

lither plants. AUamandas will grow and
flower well in an ordinary stove, but there

does not ajipear to be any reasonable limit as

to the degree of heat llioy will stand. I liave

seen them do well where hardly any air was
given, even in the hottest weather no shading

whatever being used Upon the back wall of

This beautiful pale-coloured variety should be

more grown than it is. The finest specimens

I have ever seen staged at flower shows liave

been at Brighton. These were grown near

tho sea-coast, the clearer atmosphere no doubt

being a great assistance. Of varieties not fre-

quently met with A. Aulileti claims some

notice. I grew it some years ago, tho plant

having been bought for A. cathartica, from

which, however, it is quite distinct, the shade

of yellow lieing much deeper, more so, in fact,

than in any other kind I liave grown. Be-

tween A. Hondersoni, A. Wardloana, and A.

Schotti there is but little diirerenee, if any

(I consider the two former to bo identical),

the variation only being one of culture, it

being no diliicult matter to choose three cut-

tings from one plant, grow them on to speci-

mi>n size, and so treat each as to have certain

listinetivo features when in flower. A. nobilis

and A. Chelsoni are two splendid varieties.

A. violaeea, figured in The Garden, ]\Iarch

8, 1^90, is but seldom seen in good condition.

I have an impression that it should, like A.

grandiflora, be grafted, say, upon A. neriifolia.

To flower specimens in a successful manner

tho better plan is to stop all the shoots when
they are making good growth and about

three month.s before they are wanted in

flower. J. Hudson.

Ferns.

FERNS FOR THE CONSERVATORY
BORDER.

In a former paper an enumeration has been

given of the handsomest and most suitable

Tree Ferns for cool-bouse cultivation (see Gar-

iiKN, December 13, 1800) ; in the present in-

stance it is desired to bring into notice some

of the dwarf section of this family which from

experience have been found to thrive the best

in the same house when planted out and

grown under generally similar conditions. A
great deal of what may be said in favour of

the arborescent species applies with equal force

to the smaller-growing herbaceous kiuds. The

elegance of the former, which renders them

the" most efl'ective of indoor foliage plants, is

just as marked in their dwarfer allies, although

their stateliness is wanting. There are, how-

ever, many structures where sufficient liead-

room is not available to admit of the perfect

and unrestricted development of the finest

Tree Ferns, but where the largest of those

mentioned below might be free to attain their

greatest luxuriance. One quality also which

adds to their usefulness considerably is their

capability of thriving in particular corners or

shady places where the majority of flowering

plants would not receive sufficient sunlight to

enable them to ripen their wood and flower

as they should do. Beneath larger plants, where

scarcely any direct sunlight penetrates, several

species will grow, if not so well as they do

in lighter positions, at least better than any-

thmg else that could be found of equal beauty.

Generally speaking, nogroup of plants can be used

to such good purpose as this for making an under-

growth for the borders of the cool conservatory

where large specimen plants are growing
;
cer-

tainly none that approaches them in variety

and efl'eotiveness.

It will bo well first to describe the general

conditions under which the whole of the Ferns

mentioned in the following notes have been

found to succeed, pointing out individually

their special (lualifications, some, of cour.se,

beinw of robuster growth than others or better

adapted for shaded positions. The house in

which they are grown is very roomy and lofty,

cool Palms, Himalayan Rhododendrons, and

Australian Acacias being amongst the more

prominent occupants. For h.alf the year, that

13 to say, from the middle of April to the

middle of October, fire heat is entirely dis-

pensed with, whilst in winter, on account of

some of the more tender plants, an endeavour

is made to keep the temperature about 4:)

Fahr. In severe weather, luwover, tho heating

arrangements are not sutliciently strong to do

this, and during last wiuter, for lustaiico, the

house was on several occasions down to withm
4 ' or 5° of freezing point, and during some of

the periods of severest frost was rarely above
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40°. But of all the dilierent types of vegeta-
tion represented here none suffered less from
the cold than the Ferns. 1 think it is probable
indeed that there are verj' few species here
mentioned which would not safely withstand a
minimum temperature of 33°, or just above
freezing point, provided, of course, that other
conditions were favourable, and that they were
only kept at this low point on exceptionally
cold nights. This quality constitutes a strong
recommendation for their more extensive use
in houses where, as so often happens, a diffi-

culty is experienced in maintaining an even
temperature in severe winters. In summer the
temperature is practically the same as that out-
of-doors, and no shading is ever used even for
those in positions fully exposed to the sun, but
it must be remembered that all these Perns are
planted out and that none of them are less than
12 feet from the glass.

Although there are numerous species which
will thrive in the cool house when grown in pots
that will not bear the more rough-and-ready
treatment they would get in a conservatory
border, those, on the other hand, which do thrive
when planted out acquire a surprising vigour,
and one which far surpasses anything the best
pot culture can produce. As a general rule they
succeed better when grown in a peaty soil rather
than in pure loam, and when a plant is first put
out or removed to another po.sition we always
make a considerably larger hole than the roots
will occupy, filling it in with a mixture of peat,
loam, sand and leaf-soil. When once they have
fairly started tlie roots frequently spread out
into the ordinary soil of the borders. Some
kinds in fact will thrive in almost any soil.
An important point is to plant them at the
proper depth ; if placed too low, the young
pushing fronds are liable to be damaged by soil
being washed into the crown or perhaps they
decay altogether. On the other hand, if planted
too high, they are apt to become dry and stunted.
Although they require an abundant supply of
moisture at all seasons—one of the greatest
mistakes being to ever allow them to get very
dry—the drainage should be good, and, if there
IS any doubt oa this point in regard to the
position they are to occupy, it is a good plan to
place a layer of brick rubbish or similar ma-
terial beneath them. I find that in shaded
positions, owing to the less vigorous growth of
the plants, a more careful preparation of the soil
is necessary, care being taken to avoid closeness
or heaviness.

It is probable that in the following enumera-
tion of species several kinds have been omitted
which would prove of value when grown under
the conditions detailed above. Indeed, I have
mentioned little more than half of the collection
I have myself used in this way, selecting those
which have proved themselves not only the
handsomest, but the strongestandmostluxuriant
in growth. Taking the genera in alphabetical
order, we have first

—

Adiantum.—Of the Maiden-hairs we use but
two species, A. affine and A. hispidnlum. Although
to a considerable extent these resemble each other,
the better and stronger of the two is A. hispidulum,'
whose fronds are over 1 foot in length, and which',
in favourable positions, will eventually grow into
tutts from 1 foot to 2 feet across, lloth species
should be grown near the front of the border, and
will do with the same amount of light as ordinary
greenhouse subjects.

AsFimuM.—If Polystichum be included under
this genus, as is done by the latest authorities, the
most notable species is our British A. angulare.
Although perfectly hardy and succeeding admir-
ably out of doors, we find it very useful indeed as a
conservatory species. Indoors, it keeps its fronds
green throughout the year, and is, therefore, a use-

ful winter species. It also attains to finer propor-
tions, some of the fronds measuring about 4 feet in
length. By some, perhaps, it may be considered
too common to give conspicuous places (although
some of its varieties rank with the handsomest of
cool Ferns)

; it is, however, a most admirable plant
for dark, shaded corners, and as such is worth careful
cultivation. The same applies to A. aculeatum and
its various forms. Another handsome species is A.
falcatum with its varieties caryotideum and For-
tnnei, although more useful still is the Californian
species A. munitum and its variety imbricans, both
free -growing and pretty. Nearly related to A.
munitum, but coming from Madeira, is A. falcinel-
lum, equally valuable.

AsPLEXiUJi.—This genus has more than a dozen
species that may be used for the purpose under
consideration, and the finest of these is undoubtedly
A. lucidum, otherwise known as a variety of obtu-
satum. Our finest specimen forms a mass 5 feet
through. The fronds, which are pinnate, from 4
feet to 5 feet long, and gracefully arching, are of
the richest and darkest green, the pinnae being each
i; inches long and

1 J inches broad. A. obtusatum is
far_ behind A. lucidum in effectiveness, although it
thrives well. Its fronds are stiff and erect, and not
half the length of those of the previous species, the
pinnrc being proportionately shorter and narrower.
Next to A. lucidum the best species is A. umbrosum.
This is of dense growth and spreading habit with
much divided, gracefully curving fronds, the largest
nearly 6 feet in length. It grows admirably in half-
shaded positions. A. axillare, a native of Madeira, is a
strong-growing and striking species from 3 feet to
4 feet high and as much through. The pretty A.
marinum, a native of our own coasts, with its seve-
ral varieties, makes charming little tufts when
planted out in light, peaty soil. A. furcatum, a
tree -growing and elegant species, A. flacoidum,
and the well-known A. bulbiferum with its variety
I'abianum all well deserve a place.

Blechnum.—Of this genus we have three repre-
sentatives—B. brasiliense, australe, and cartilagi-
neum. The first of these, although of more strik-
ing habit than the other two, being in fact a small
Tree Fern, would evidently appreciate a little more
heat than it gets here. It keeps quite healthy,
however, and grows, but not so luxuriantly as in a
warmer temperature. The two other species are
dwarferand more purely greenhouse subjects, both
have pinnate fronds of stiff growth, and, like those
of B. brasiliense, hard in texture.

Davallia.—This genus contains what is per-
haps the most striking of all the Ferns for the cool
house, namely, D. platyphylla. Although of no
particular merit when used as a pot plant, it soon
attains magnificent dimensions when planted out
in a suitable place. It likes a light position and
weU-drained peaty soil. To show the striking cha-
racter of this Davallia, I give the dimensions of
our finest example : Fronds, 9 feet long by 4 feet
wide at the broadest part ; height of whole plant,
(5 feet

; spread of fronds, 8 feet. The rachis as
well as the frond itself are of a beautiful glaucous
green. Another species also very valuable, but
much dwarfer, is D. strigosa. It is perfectly at
home in this house, forming dense tutts as much as
3 feet through, the fronds being bright green and
about a yard long.

DooDiA nLECHNOiDES is, as its name implies,
very like a Blechnum in appearance ; both it and
the charming little D. lunulata succeed well, the
latter especially as a rockery plant.

HYPOLEns. — A species sometimes described
(and indeed grown) as a stove Fern, but one of the
most successful of those we grow planted out is
Hypolepis Bergiana. It has minutely divided
fronds, standing erect, each 2 feet high, and of the
deepest green. It produces underground rhizomes,
from which young plants freely spring, so that in
time a single plant will surround itself with quite
a group of smaller ones, eventually maliing a very
pretty colony. H. lenuifolia is a creeping species,
and on account of its rapid growth we find it use-
ful for making an undergrowth on a rockery where
geveral Tree Ferns are planted.

LoMAEiA.—We grow some seven or eight species
of Lomaria, but, with the exception of L. gibba,
L. gigantea (often grown in the warm house) and L.
procera, they require no special mention. Like
Blechnum brasiliense, L. gibba develops, when old
enough, into a miniature Tree Fern. There is no
doubt of its suitability for the conservatory. Some
plants with stems 2 feet high, which had become
apparently worn out as pot plants, were put out in
the border in t)ie autumn of last year. They stood
perfectly through the winter, and during the past
spring and summer have developed into extremely
elegant specimens. They will also thrive in fairly
shady places. L. procera, on the other hand,
requires the lightest possible position. It is a
nearly hardy species (quite so, I believe, in Corn-
wall and Devon), and I find it succeeds best in
positions where it gets abundance of air.

NEOTTorTERis.—One of the most remarkable
and certainly the most distinct, of cool Ferns is

Neottopteris australasica, known also as a variety
of Asplenium nidus. Its common name is Bird's-

nest Fern, which to some extent suggests its style
of growth. The fronds are quite undivided, 3 feet
to 4 feet long by 6 inches or more wide, the
whole plant being arranged in cup-shaped form,
and measuring 4 feet to 5 feet across. It does
remarkably well when planted out and should
have a fairly light position.

Nephkodium.—Of about a dozen species grown,
N. patens is, perhaps, the one to be most strongly
recommended

; not only is it strong growing, but is

also interesting as being one of the comparatively
few Ferns with fragrant foliage. The fronds are
bipinnate, 2 feet long, and of a greyish green.
Another useful species very distinct from this is N.
decompositum, a native of Australia and the Fiji

Islands. It has deep green fronds, forming tufts 2
feet to 3 feet across. N. erythrosorum, hirtipes

and sophoroides may also be mentioned as worth
growing.

PLATYCEnn'M.—The Stag's-horn Ferns are so
distinct from all others, that it is fortunate they
can be represented in the cool house. P. alcicorne
is now well known to thrive in a greenhouse
temperature, and we have grown a plant of it for

more than two years along with the Ferns here
mentioned. Of course the manner of growth pre-

cludes their being planted directly in the soil. The
method best adapted for them is to fasten several

pieces on the upper portion of a block of wood or

Tree Fern stem, placing Sphagnum and, if they
are in a healthy condition, dried cow manure about
the roots. The lower part of the block is then
plunged in the soil. Care should be taken to keep
the roots continually moist.

PoLYPODiuM.—Of this enormous genus (by far

the largest amongst Ferns) the greater proportion
are of little value as garden plants. We find some
of the creeping kinds like P. riillardieri useful for

establishing on the living stems of the large Dick-
sonias, but the only one planted out is P. penni-
gerum, a New Zealand species. It has the habit of

a small Tree Fern, the stem, however, having no
woody centre like the true Tree Ferns, but com-
posed entirely of roots. The fronds spread almost
horizontally and are each from 1.^ feet to 2 feet in

length.

Ftkkt.s.—The most useful Fern for shady posi-

tions is probably Pteris tremula, which once esta-

blished in a fernery soon pushes itself to the fore,

springing up as freely as a weed wherever its spores

can find a resting place. There seems to be no
situation in which it will not thrive. P. arguta and
P. flabellata, nearly allied species—the former from
Madeira and the latter from the Cape of Good
Hope— are very similar in growth to P. trenmla,

ami if not so easily satisfied as it is, are at any
rate valuable, free-growing Ferns when given
fairly light places. One of the finest of all our
cool Ferns is P. uinbrosa. It grows with remark-
able vigour when planted out in nice soil. Our
finest plant is 4 feet high, its shining deep green
fronds forming .a mass .'i feet through. Tlie well-

known P. cretica and its variegated form, albo-

lineata, succeed admirably when planted out. P.

Btraminea (known also as P. crispa) is a curious
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and distinct species from Chili. Its fronds are

cut into numerous narrow segments and are of

an unoomiion, yellowish shade of green. It grows
freely, but should have a light position.

To DBA.—Todea barbara is one of the most
striking and massive of all cool Ferns. It may
be termed semi-arborescent, the enormous mass
of roots forming its base frequently weighing
many hundredweights. Oar largest plant has a
mass of fronds measuring S yards to 4 yards
through, and is over 8 feet in height. The chief

item in its culture is to give abundance of water ;

it may almost, in fact, be regarded as semi-aquatic.
The lovely T. superba, to be brought to its full

perfection, requires to be grown in a close case along
with Filmy Ferns ; it will, however, grow and
keep healthy when planted out in a position not
too much exposed and carefully tended. I noticed
plants of it grown in this way several years ago
at Messrs. Backhouse's nursery at York.

WooDWARDiA.—In a late issue of The Gaedbn
a fine engraving of Woodwardia radicans was
given, showing better than any words can do the
beauty of this species. As a Fern for shaded
positions it is unsurpassed. It should have plenty
of space for the development of its widely spread-
ing fronds. The habit of producing young plants
at the ends of the fronds affords a ready means of

propagation, and a group of it cm soon be esta-

blished by pegging them down as they show the
formation of buds.

It will lie gathered from the preceding notes
that anyone who desires to do so may soon get
together a very fair collection of Ferns without
the trouble of growing them in pots or going to

the expense of special arrangements. I have
found that the best and most effective method
of growing them in the conservatory is to esta-

blish them on a rockery. The perfect drainage
which they here obtain and the irregular

arrangement which necessarily prevails not only
bring them to their highest perfection, but
show them to the best advantage. The stones
used should be soft sandstone, which soon be-
comes mossed over. The following dozen species
may be mentioned as about the best for anyone
commencing the culture of Ferns in the manner
which has here been discussed : Davallia platy-

phylla, Pteris umbrosa, Asplenium lucidum
and A. umbrosum, Neottopteris australasica,

Todea barbara, Pteris treinula, Nephrodium
decompositum, Hypolepis Bergiana, Lomaria
gibba, Woodwardia radicans, and Davallia
strigosa. If room can be found for Tree Ferns,
they shoidd of course be included, a combina-
tion of them and the dwarfer kinds making one
of the most charming of indoor efleots.

W. B.

Ferns at Chrysanthemum shows.—Al-
though at many large summer shows Ferns are
often exhibited so extensively that they become
monotonous, yet there can be no doubt that, shown
moderately, they form very acceptable foils to

groups or collections of huge specimen Chrysan-
themum plants in bloom. Some really beautiful
plants were exhibited at the suburban exhibitions
held at Streatham and Wandsworth last week, and
showed that very pleasing specimens may be
found in unlooked-for directions. At Wands-
worth the best four, very fine plants 4 feet through,
were Adiantum farleyense. A, concinnum latum, and
A. trapeziforme, with Nephrolepis rufescens tri-

pinnatifida. There was als(j in another collection

a superb Davallia Mooreana, while Gymnogr.imma
chrysophylla, .\splenium bulbiferum and Microlepia
hirta cristata were exceptionally handsome. Then
at Streatham, where several fours of Ferns were
shown, specially good was Platycerinm grande.
Gymnogramma Laucheana gig.antea, G. peruviana,
G. Bchizophylla gloriosa, and Adiantum farley-

ense were exceedingly attractive, ^'ery huge speci-

mens, and Tree Ferns especially, may do very well
in lofty tents or large shows where there is ample
room, but in small shows they are out of place. It

was an exceedingly pleasing feature in these Fern
collections that there was but little of repetition in

the varieties. Probably in each case fully three-
fourths of the plants were distinct and well done.
Of their size it would have been difficult to have
found better. It is curious, however, that when
the Royal Horticultural Society holds its annual
summer show in the Temple Gardens, none of

these beautiful suburban plants are attracted to it,

and yet it is evident there are many fine speci-

mens about London. —A. D.

PLATYLOMAS.
I HAVE referred to these plants through having
a specimen sent for naming by George Wilson.
This I find to be Platyloma flexuosa. Hooker
gives P. flexuosa as a synonym of P. cordata. I

have had P. iiexucsa and P. cordata growing
side by side. I have gathered spores from them,
keeping the spores quite distinct, and plants of

each variety true to name have been raised. In
P. flexuosa the fronds attain considerable length,

the zigzag stems allowing them to climb, so that
however near they come as herbarium speci-

mens, as growing plants they are quite distinct.

The genus contains several kinds, which if sub-

jected to the temperature of the cool fernery
form admirable specimens ; all of them, how-
ever, are very subject to the attacks of the
black thrips if grown in too great heat. To
prevent this, keep the plants in a cool moist
atmosphere, pot them in about equal parts

of lo»m and peat made sandy, and drain the
pots well. The genus, as I understand it, is

much restricted, consisting only of about a
dozen species, but all these are pretty and dis-

tinct Ferns well worthy of cultivation.

P. I'lROWxi is perhaps the most robust-growing
plant in the whole family. It makes fronds some
IS inches or 20 inches long, erect, simply pinnate

;

the pinnaj are large and entire, some 2 inches long,

leathery in texture, and deep green. When fertile

the sori form a continuous marginal border. It

sometimes goes by the name of Adiantum para-
doxum. It is a native of New South Wales and
Queensland.

P. FALCATA.—Another plant of somewhat simi-
lar habit to P. Browni. The pinnje are very much
reduced in size, but far more numerous than in the
preceding plant. The fronds when the plant is

strong attain a length of about 2 feet, bearing
from twelve to eighteen pairs of pinnse ; these have
a narrow continuous line of sori round the margin

;

the colour is deep green above, paler below. Wild
in Tasmania and in various parts of India.

P. ROTUNDIPOLIA.—This is a Fern I have had to

name from " J. P." It is certainly the finest speci-

men I have ever seen, the frond being over 2 feet in

length. The colour on the upper side is deep
blackish green, paler beneath, thick and leathery
in texture ; it is at once a very pretty and distinct

variety. It is said to be quite hardy if a little pro-
tection is given to its roots in winter. Natire of
New Zealand.

P. FLEXUOSA.—This is the plant sent by G.
Wilson. The fronds attain a length of ij feet or
more, the main rachis being zigzag and the pinnaa
deflexed. It forms an elegant basket Fern and is

very suitable for clothing a pillar in the fernery, as
well as making an excellent pot specimen. Its

colour is soft delicate green. The pinnules are
ovate in shape, about three pairs and a terminal
one being on each pinna ; the margin is also orna-
mented with a broad band of sori, which when
young are black, but change with age to a reddish-
brown. I notice that the frond gives oit a scent
of new hay. It should be grown by everyone, and
should be kept in the temperate fernery. It is

said to come from Colombia and Peru.

A. COBDATA is a far rarer plant in gardens than
the preceding, and although its fronds are some-
what .similar in shape and colour, they are erect,

without the least sign of climbing. The rachis is

stout and somewhat straw-coloured, and it attains

to a foot or 18 inches in height. It is really an
elegant plant, though scarce. It comes from
Mexico and should be kept in a low temperature.

P. ATRO-PURPUREA is a very delicate kind if

grown in the warmth of a stove or even in the cool
house, for it is sure to become eaten up by insects
if treated thus. It is a native of the Rocky Moun-
tains and the Andes of Peru at 9000 feet or 10,000
feet altitude, but it is not sufficiently hardy to live

in the open air with us. It can be successfully
grown in a cool frame well shaded from the sun's

rays. In such a place it forms a beautiful speci-

men if potted in turfy peat and fibrous loam made
sandy and not watered too frequently. The fronds
are each from a foot to 18 inches long, the sori

occupying the margin in a continuous broad band.
The colour is a heavy bluish-green. It has been
grown in this country for upwards of a hundred
years.

P. CALOMBLA'NOS.—A Very beautiful and some-
what rare species from Cape Colony. It succeeds
best in the temperate fernery. The fronds are
about a foot long, somewhat leathery in texture,

and of a bluish hue.

William Hugh Goweb.

Flower Garden.

DR. WALLACE ON JAPANESE LILIES.

(Concluded from 2>. 444.)

LiuuM .spEcio.suM Group.

Your, correspondent " H. P." on p. 336, Gar-
den, October 10, 1801, has very correctly

written " One cannot fail to be struck by the

great superiority of those (L. speciosum) sent

from Japan over the forms in general cultiva-

tion by the Dutch.'' It is so. Continental
raisers, to use a popular phrase, " are not in

it." The bulbs from Japan are enormous as

compared with the Continental grown ones,

and the plants are correspondingly more vigor-

ous in growth, more floriferous, and bear finer

shaped and better coloured flowers. In fact

there is the same striking difi'erence that

I have pointed out in the longiflorum and
Takesima families, viz., the bulbs /luic sentfroni

Japan are very superior not only to those grown
in Europe, but also to tho.se that came from
Japan some ten to twenty years ago. The
reason for the latter I have already pointed

out, viz., that the Japanese find it to be to their

interest as a matter of commerce to produce for

sale a good article, and therefore have insti-

tuted bulb farms in order to grow a paying pro-

duct. More care is also taken in the local

transit and in packing, so that sound bulbs,

undamaged by rough carting, are packed for

shipment to Europe. But as regards the for-

mer statement, viz., their superiority over the

Continental raisers, the reason is not so ob-

vious. It may be that the numerous islands of

Japan, its sunmier rainfalls and its soils are so

well suited to Lily growth, that Japan might

be called " the home of Lilies,' and as such its

bulbs ought to be very superior. l?ut I think

there is something more to be said on the sub-

ject. Lilium speciosum was introduced into

Eurojie in 18;52-33 by Dr. Von Siebold.* In

1837 a drawing was made from a plant in flower

at Rollisson's nursery, Tooting, which is given

as a coloured plate in " Paxton's Magazine,"

vol. i., ]. This drawing very fairly and accu-

rately represents the form which I have de-

scribed below as var. 4 (uiacranthum). In the

same vol., p. i'ti", is a coloured drawing of L.

speciosum punctatum, in which is depicted a

much finer flower than those now obtained by

us from the Continent ; indeed it is described,

* See my notes on Lilies, p. 149.
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p. 207, as being " altogether of a much larger
and stronger habit of growth than L. speciosum,
and as having a larger and more expansive
flower." It also appears from the letterpress
that at that date speciosnm rubrum and ro-

seum, punctatum and album were all extant in
Europe as distinct forms. Kow, till about
twelve years ago Japan was more or less sealed
(o European commerce, so that not many
(c(unparatively)Japanese speciosum bulbs cnuld
come to Europe. The bulk of the Conti-
nental forms are descendants of the few origi-

nal bulbs sent over in 2830 40, and we may in-

fi r, without casting any discredit on the Conti-
iitntal raisers, that by inter-breeding and inter-

seeding for so many years without the intro-

duction of new blood the race has degene-
rated, so that its present descendants are very
inferior in growth and constitution to the
parent stock.

Owing to the lateness of the flowering season,
many examples are seen in perfection in flower
only under glass ; consequently I am less able
to indicate with certainty as distinct some forms
which have appeared to me to possess marked
variety. These I hold over for future observa-
tion, and only now enumerate a few well-marked
forms which seem to me to possess very distinc-
tive characters. I exjiect, however, that there
will be found to be as much or even more va-
riety in the speciosum group than I have been
able to point out in the longiflorum family. The
form known as speciosum punctatum I have not
yet come across among my Japanese imported
roots, and I shall be glad to possess it.

Your readers will, I think, agree with me
that a great boom has taken place in Japan in
the cultivation and sale of its beautiful Lilies,

and that very superior and probably novel
forms are to be looked for among the future
exportations from the wonderful Land of the
Riting Sun.

LiLIUM SPECIOSUM.

( 1

)

Album .japonicum (Krajtzeri) . —Stem 24 inches
to 40 inches high, light green in colour from base
to summit

;
pedicels 4 inches to 5 inches long,

light green, slender ; bracts somewhat small and
pointed, but broad in centre ; foliage 5 inches to
s inches long, l,i inches to 11; inches broad, some-
what channelled, seven-nerved, curving downwards
slightly ; lower foliage narrower, somewhat crowded,
alternate or in broken whorls. Flower white,
tightly reflexed, symmetrical, very papillose, with
long papilla3, edges crimped, with broad, shining
bright green, central axis extending over 1 inch
down each petal

;
petals H inches to 1 inches long,

1 ; inches to 1 ? inches wide, midrib externally
greenish white, anthers orangc-hrown. The foliage
of this beautiful kind is somewhat tender and apt
to be spoilt by cold or stormy weather, turning yel-
low and rusty-lirown at the tips. If the bulbs be
planted late in a cool shady corner, taken up in
batches snd grown on in a cool conservatory, it

tray be had in splendid flower throughout October
and November, even up to Christmas.

(2) Album novum.—Stem 30 inches to Hi;

inches high, green all tbe way np, of a slightly
d.-irker tint than the preceding in stem, pedicels,
and foliage. Pedicels stout, 'i inches to i'. inches
long, deep green in colour ; bracts spoon-shaped
and pointed, 2^ inches to 4 inches long, tliree-

quarters of an inch to 1.', inches wide ; foliage
deep green, il inches long and 1} inches wide,
lasting a long while, rather crowded ; lower foliage
narrower. This is a hardier plant than the pre-
ceding and does not t-uffer so much from the
weather. Flower pure white, less reflexed and
larger than in No. 1 ; papilla; shorter and fewer;
petal less crimped, of more substance, (latter and
larger every way, :i^, inches to I.', inches long, 1,',

inches to 1 q inches wide
;
periantJi full and broad,

central green axis of a dull dark green ; midrib
externally whiter than in Kiictzeri ; anthers light
orange-yellow. The flower of this variety, from

its substance and shape, is apparently twice the
size of that of Kia'tzeri, and can be distinguished
from it at once by the light orange- coloured an-
thers ; the plant also is much hardier and of a
deeper green tint, equally or better adapted for
forcing or late culture. Both these forms dilTer

from the Continental speciosum album in that the
stem and pedicels are green and the midrib exter-
nally white

;
whereas, in the Continental form the

stem, pedicels and midribs are coloured brown and
the central axis of the flower is a dirty jellow-
green. No. 2 (album novum) comes earlier into
tlower than No. 1 (KiiEtzeri) by some ten or four-
teen days.

(3) Var. (?) koseum. — stem LS inches to 30
inches high, green at base and middle, coloured
above on sunny side with a faint brownish tint

;

pedicels 4 J inches to G^ inches long, slender,
coloured on upper side ; bracts pointed at apex,
broad in centre ; foliage of a medium green tint,

upper Si inches to (ii inches long, 2 inches broad,
somewhat spoon-shaped above, seven-nerved ; mid-
die (5 inches li mn' and 1 ^- inches bmad; lower 5h inches
to (lA itches long and Ig inches to 1.', inches bmad
frequent ; flower large, ground colour pure white, with
rosy spots on mid-petals, outer half of petals white
sufliused rose ; mid-rib rosy brown

;
petals bread,

slightly reflexed, 4 inches long, 2 inches broad

;

anthers orange-brown
; style curved, 1 inch longer

than anthers. There is less colour about this plant
than in most of the other varieties ; it has a paler
stem and a paler flower, but flowers early.

(4) Maceanthum.—Stem Sk feet to 4 feet high,
light green at base, slightly brown tinted at middle
on the sunny side and well coloured at the summit
of the spike

;
pedicels 4\ inches to (J.V inches long,

slender, brown on upper side ; bracts pointed at
apex, broad in the centre ; foliage, upper light
green, 5 inches to 5Mnches long, stout, spoon- shaped

,

1 J inches to 2j inches broad, seven-nerved ; middle
."jj to <jj inches long ; lower CJ Inches to (),'- inches,
long three-quarters of an inch to 1.} inches broail,

set in broken whorls, often crowded, acuminate

;

flower very large, symmetrical, well coloured,
reflexed slightly

;
petals SA inches to 4 inches long.

If inches to 2 inches wide, deeply tinted with rich
rose colour in centre, shading off to the tip. The
flower has no distinct white margin, but a long
white tip slightly suflEased ; anthers reddish brown

;

style long, curved, central green streak well marked.
A very beautiful and line symmetrical flower.

(5) Melpomene (not the Melpomene of American
introduction).— Stem 4 feet high, purplish green at
base, but soon tinted with deep chocolate-brown
and a purplish gloss all the way up. becoming a
deep red on the pedicels and summit of spike

;
pedi-

cels long, stout, tough, 5 inches to 7 inches, often
with two (lowers on each, very darkly tinted ; bracts
broad-pointed at apex, dark green, rounded or
spoon-shaped, 2 j inches to 3 inches by li inches
to 2 inches (these with the dark foliage are diag-
nostic of this fine form) ; foliage stout, dark green,
lasting long, spoon-shaped, very broad, seven-
nerved ; upper 7 inches to 7-h inches by 2| inches
to 2;' inches

; middle 8 inches by 2 inches to 2.\

inches ; lower 7 inches to 8 inches by 2 inches to

21 inches; flowers very tightly reflexed and very
highly coloured, smaller than those of var. I,

coloured with vivid scarlet- crimson and having a
bright green central axis; petals 3', inches to 3.\

inches lort;', 1] to 1.^ inches broad, much crimped
and having a distinct broad white margin and a
whilL- tip half an inch long, diagnostic of this

handsome variety ; anthers reddish brown ; style

long and curved. This variety is very floriferous and
is by far the most beautiful in the group.

(ij) A variety in the way of Melpomene; stem 2 feet

to 2J feet high, greenish purple below tinted with
ohocolate-brown at summit

;
pedicels li inches to 7

inches, thick, stout, and well coloured on upper
surface; bracts narrow, dark green, 1.' inches to

3 inches, pointed at apex ; foliage short, dark green
crowded alternate, seven-nerved, channelled, very
spoon-shaped, 4^ inches to 5 inches long, !,' inches
lo 1,; inches wide; flower small, highly coloured and
verysynmietrical; less tightly reflexed than in var.

!i, and with a similar white margin and tip
;
petals

2 ,' inches to 3 inches, 1
j to l.\ inches wide, of much

substance ; style short, slightly curved, not much
longer than filaments ; anthers reddish orange-
brown ; a floriferous and highly beautiful variety,

distinguished by its close-set, thick, short, spoon-
shaped, dark green and narrow foliage.

(7) A LATE variety (! Rui'.EUM) —Stem 30 to 40
inches high, rosy brown from base to summit, daikly
tinted with a purple gloss. The early shoot of this

variety when first above ground differs from tbe
others by being coloured dark red ; whereas in other
forms the shoots are green, or green margined with
brown. Pedicels 5 inches to (J inches long, mode-
rately stout, very rosy ; bracts 2J inches to 3.i

inches long, light coloured, pointed atapex ; foliage
very light green, frequent, and narrower and more
acuminate than in the other forms, seven-nerved

;

upper t; inches to 7 J inches, !'> inches to 1 J inches;
middle (! inches to 7 inches, lij inches; lower (j

inches to 7 inches, 1 inch to 1\ inches long, nar-
row, crowded at base, somewhat channelled

;

flower less highly coloured and somewhat narrower
in the petals, with a paler centre

;
petals 3^ inches

long, 1.^ inches^to lij inches broad ; no distinct white
margin at tip, centre suffused with a pale rose
tint. This is a very floriferous form, flowering at

least a fortnight later than macranthum, and there-

fore well fitted to be kept back to bloom at
Christmas.

Other Lilies.

LiLiuM Ma-XIMowiczi.— I have had the pleasure
of seeing this Lily in variety this summer for the
first time. It has several forms depending on the
shape of the foliage and bracts, some dwarfer than
others ; the flowers, too, vary in size, tint, and the
disposition of the spots. There are (1) type, (2)
juoundum, or pseudo-tigrinum, (3) Bakeri, (4)
Regeli, and probably other forms, as it seems a
very variable kind, being probably a hybrid be-

tween L. Leichtlini and L. tigrinum Fortunei.

L. M. var. .lucUNDUM bears a tall spike, 4 feet
to 5 feet high, slightly pubescent below, more so
above, in growth like the Tiger group, but distinct,

inasmuch as there are no bulbils in the axils of the
leaves

; the flower-buds are very pubescent, and the
bracts carry long white hairs on their upper sur-

face.'are broad, convex, and spoon-shaped ; leavesare
numerous, crowded in broken whorls of four or five,

acuminate ; upper foliage is short, 2.t inches to 3
inches long, three-quarters of an inch wide, brown
tipped and slightly twisted ; middle dark green,
4 inches to 5 inches long, a little over halt an inch
wide, seven-nerved (two almost obsolete) ; the lower
eight to twelve leaves are distinct in character,

paler in tint, smoother and rounder at the tip, di-

minishing gradually in length, the lowest one being
only 1 inch to 1.', inches long, giving the stem a dis-

tinctive appearance. The pyramidal flower-spike

bears eight to fifteen flowers, not quite so large as
those of tigrinum Fortunei, of a soft cinnabar tint,

reflexed, spotted on the lirst half of the petals with
numeroLS dark purple-brown spots ; petals in shape
are like those of L. Leichtlini, 2,' inches long, 1

inch wide ; anthers reddish or scarlet- brown.

L. MA.xi.MO\V[rzi differs from L. tigrinum For-
tunei. (1) The stem is green throughout, also the
pedicels, and very slightly pubescent ; in tigrinum
Fortunei tbe stem and pedicels where exposed to

tbe sun are coloured, they are also very pubescent.

(2) In Maximowiczi the colour of the anthers is a
light reddish-brown, and tbe ground colour of the
petals is softer, an<l has somewhat, of an apricot

lint ; in tigrinum Fortunei the colour of tbe anthers
is dark brown, and ground colour of flowers brilliant

brick-red. (3) The petals in tigrinum Fortunei
narrow gradually from the scguientnl divisions to

the tips ; in Maximowiczi, as in Leichtlini, they
are first narrow, then widen to tbe mid-petal, then
narrow to the apex, anil the petals are not callous

at the tip, as in the Tiger group.

L. Leichtlini ma.U'S.— I have seen here this

autumn some remarkably fine examples of this

very graceful and beautiful Lily with petals 4

inches long, well coloured and spotted.

Tiu'Ni;i;u(:iANUM (elegaks) Group.

1 have not bad the opportunity of seeing many
forms of this group. T. Van llouttei is a ricldy
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coloared, brown-petalled form ; T. marmoratum,
an early red, black-spotted, broad-petalled form,

marbled with yellow ; T. marmoratum aurenm,

a form closely allied, very early and profusely

and regularly spotted on a yellow ground dashed

with red ; T. var. (Colchesteri provisional name), very

early, dwarf, broad-petalled, of a bright crimson

colour, with small dark spots right up to the petal

tip, not marbled with yellow ; a very bright and
beautiful form.

LiLIUM TIGBINUM FORTUNEI OIOANTEUM,_a fine

pyramidal form, carries a tall stout spike, B inches

to G inches high, very woolly, bearing from fifty to

sixty flowers, large and well coloured ; a grand im-

provement on the old tigrinum Fortunei.

LiLIUM AURATUM AND ITS VARIETIES.

I have very little to say about Lilium auratum

(type) ; its culture is more or less a difficulty.

Owing to the wet and windy weather its blooms

RuHered much thi.s year and lost their beauty.

As a rule, the dwarf broad-leaved plants do

better and produce tiuer and better shaped

flowers (though fewer) than the narrow-leaved

taller kinds.

L. PLATYPHYLLUM is a strong-gTOwing, distinct,

broad-leaved form of much hardier constitution

than the type; it thrives better and produces

grand massive heads of very large flowers.

L. EUBEO-viTTATDM, SO famed for the gorgeous

beauty of its red band and crimson spotting, seems,

now that we are able to observe it better, to have

a distinct character of its own. (1) The bulb, as

regards shape, colour and scales, seems distinct.

(2) It is more hardy ; every bulb planted this year,

even small (mes, flowered and took up well. (3) The
foliage and stem seem darker. 1 have, however,

seen too few in growth to be able to set down
correctly the characters of this beautiful Lily.

Ciilchester.

THE AURICULA.
k?. it appears more than probable that the 20th of

April will be the date upon which the Auricula So-

ciety will hold its annual exhibition in London
next year, growers who are desirous to compete

will find it requisite to encourage these plants in

every way, so as to have them in bloom at the time.

I think that during the past twelve years I have

known but one season in which the Auricula bloom

was early ; I am thinking of plants grown with

cold treatment. It is quite certain that for a few

years pa-it our springs have been late
;
indeed they

seem to get later each succeeding year, and plants

that used to bloom naturally at the middle of April

do not come into flower until the end of the month
or early in May. Those growers who grow in

cold frames or a cold house, and have to depend

salely upon such assistance as they can get from

solar heat, must give their plants all the advantages

they can derive from such scanty sunshine as

the winter may yield ; and therefore a southern

aspect is the one for November up to April.

Already the plants have slackened in growth and

are gradually falling away to their winter's rest.

As is the case with some trees and shrubs, the

Auricula, owing doubtless to the mild autumn

and the absence of frost, seems to keep green

longer than usual and retain a good deal of the bold

foliage of the early summer. As the plants thus

decline they require less water, but it is not wise

to allow the soil about the roots to become quite

dry. Enough moisture to maintain the plant in

good condition is all that is required, as the

soil does not become so dry as it did a month

ago. The days are short, dull, and cold, there is

less evaporation, and there is a great deal more
moisture in the air. But the plants should

h ive all the air possible, and if necessity arises for

shutting up the house and frame quite close it should

b3 done only when the frost is very severe.

My house of Auriculas having a north aspect,

and open to cold winds and to the action of frost,

I allow my plants to go pretty dry at the begin-

ning of December, but not dust-dry, for I am sure

it is injurious to the plants to allow the fibrous

roots to shrink for want of water. Where they
show signs of flagging I stand the pots in a vessel

of chilled water, allow the soil to be quite satu-

rated, and then, when the water has drained away,
the pot is returned to the stage. But this is not

done during frosty weather, only when it is mild.

The plants are better in dry soil than in wet during
the time the frost is severe.

But one thing the Auricula grower should do,

and do at once, that is, examine the pots to see

that the drainage is perfect. This should be done
when the plants are housed for the winter. If the

water pisses slowly through the soil it may be
because there is some fault at the outlet, and by
thrusting a piece of stout stick through the

hole at the bottom and slightly raising the crock
which covers it, an improved drainage can be
secured. But if this does not remedy the evil, it

is best to turn out the plant from the soil and
renew the drainage, or, if necessary, repot the

plant entirely.

It is curious how a plant laden with vigorous

leaves in September will fall away in December to

what appears only a wreck of its former self. It

gradually becomes smaller and thinner until there

is nothing left but a kind of rosette of green or

white, and this is all that remains to cheer and
interest the grower ; but there is an immense
amount of force and energy within it which will

manifest itself when the time comes by-and-by,
and though to the ever-watchful eye of the grower,

a change—scarcely perceptible, but still a change

—

found being near Rio Janeiro. It bloomed in 1S17,

1 and occasional records of its subsequent flowering

in various establishments are met with in the

journals of the first half of this century. At the

Royal Horticultural Society's last meeting a few
trusses of its flowers were shown from Syon House by
Mr. Wythes, a note appended to the exhibit stating

that this climber had been in cultivation there for

sixty years. The inflorescence consists of about a
score of flowers clustered densely together, each of

them being tubular, 2A inches in length with the

opening divided into live oblong, recurving lobes.

The whole flower is of a rich orange-red. Notwith-
standing the magnificent appearance of this plant

when covered with bloom, it has never secured for

itself a wide cultivation. This is owing chiefly to

the diftiuulty usually experienced in flowering it,

although when it gets treatment which exactly suits

it—as at S/on— it is unsurpassed in its free-flower-

ing qualities. Its main requirements appear to be
sufficient roof space to allow of its free develop-

ment ; a full exposure to light in order that it may
ripen off its wood ; and, lastly, a temperature be-

tween that of a greenhouse and a stove. We have
never seen it succeed in the ordinary moist plant

stove.

Lithospermuni prostratum in Miss Ewart's garden at Couejliurst.

goes on all through the winter, the plants may yet

lie said to be at rest, and what the grower has to do
is to take care that the surroundings are of such a

character as to be conducive to sound health in

the plants.

There are some growers of the Auricula who hold

themselves aloof from the National Auricula

Society, on the ground that the great bulk of the

plants exhibited in April at the London show are

brought on with the aid of artitioial heat. But it

is said that the Auricula cannot be forced. No
one says it is forced. It would be »eath to the

plant to force it. But what is said without fear of

contradiction is, that the plants are greatly helped

by such an aid, and that most desirable condition

at the time an Auricula is expanding its flower-

buds is secured; namely, an equable temperature

day and night. Those who grow in cold frames,

and have to cover up thickly to exclude frost, and
to battle with a low and moist temperature, know
something of the disadvantage under which they

grow the Auricula as compared with those having

the aid of artificial heat. That growers have come
to make the show Auricula largely a greenhouse

plant there can be no doubt, and the chances of

the cultivator who has to bring his plants into

flower without such aid by the 20th of A|iril are

somewhat remote, viewed in the light of past

experience. K. D.

Bignonia venusta —In the year 1815 this plant

was introduced (according to the Jlntanh-nl Iti-

i/i.-iter) to Lord Liverpool's garden at Combe Wood
from Brazil, the locality in which it was originally

i

A GOOD ROCK GARDEN'.

The accompaiiyiii,!:; engravings show two
points of interest in Miss Ewart's beautiful

rock garden at Coney-

hurst, on a Ronthern slope

of tlic Surrey liills. In
tlie making ami planting

iif the garden the owner
wisely sought the advice

of Mr. Potter, of Messrs.

Backhouse at Ycjvk, whose
intimate knowledge of al-

pine plant life and taste-

ful arrangement of large

masses of rock and broken
ground have given her
one of tlie best alpine

gardens on a rather large

scale in the south of

England.

Close against the summit of one of the

cliiof eminences is a wide-spreading plant of

Lithospermum prostratum, delighting in the

full exposure to .sun and light, and a worthy
plant for clothing an imjiortant miniature

mountain-top. In this garden all the best

aljiine plants suitable for cultivation in Eng-
land are represented, and it is a jileasure to

see how well and how thm'oughly at home
tlu^y loolc. ]\Iany good bog plants occupy
damp hollows in the lower part of the ground,

large sheets of Mimulus cupreus being espi'-

cially brilliant. The nrdin;iry Thrift, whicli,

though so common a tiling, is always one of

the best of rock )ilants, is used to great ad-

vantage, in company with the. eommon white
Pink at the sides of the rocky paths, wliose

rough stone steps look as if tliey had grown
out of the ground, as shown in one of tlio

pictures. G. J.

A NOTE FROM SMYRNA.
To THE Editor of The Garden.

Sir,—In my last notes which appeared in your
columns I made mention of a dwarf Cyclamen one
of my collectors had discovered on tlie western
spurs of the Taurus. Since then I have found that
the bulbs he brought down, though exactly alike

in a dry state, are composed of two quite distinct
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varieties. The first ia a dwarf compared to the
other members of the genus found in Asia Minor,
but the fact of its throwing out its flowers of a
whitish pink almost before its prettily blotched
leaves detracts a good deal from its worth in the
garden. The second is indeed a miniature Cycla-
men ; the leaves in the specimens now in full

growth with me rarely exceed in size a sixpenny
piece, and the flowers, which have still to open,

appear to be of a dark red. As I have already

stated, both these varieties grow in the snow region
of the Taurus, and will prove perfectly hardy.

My object in asking a place in your columns for

these remarks is simply to inform the many flower

friends to whom I have sent bulbs how ty the

lucky chance of my man, collecting all bulbs indis-

criminately in this neighbourhood, in the belief

that they were all alike, brought to light a second
variety. Thus up to now I have found five very

distinct Cyclamens growing in these parts. Two
autumn bloomers, viz , the one with large and beau-
tiful Ivy-like leaves and whitish - pink flowers,

which makes our hedges around Smyrna so gay in

September and October, and the comparatively
dwarf form described above growing on the Taurus.
Three winter and spring bloomers, viz., the large

Rodian, as it is called here, found all along the

coast south of Smyrna and the islands lying near
that coast, the ibericnm growing near Adana, and
the Taurus dwarf form above mentioned.

Edward Whittat.l.

THE WEEK'S WORK:

HARDY FRUITS.

APeicots.—These rank amongst the most fickle of

our wall fruits, and very frequently fail where
Peaches can be profitably grown. At the same time
the fruit is so much esteemed, that the attempt
should be made to grow them in most walled-in

gardens. If they fail conspicuously in spite of all

the pains taken with the trees, then discard in

favour of other fruits. It is the class of soils

rather than the climate that would appear to largely

determine the well-doing of Apricots, the worst
failures occurring in such noted fruit-growing

counties as Kent and Sussex. What the trees re-

quire and should have, where possible, is a moderate
depth, or not less than IS inches of rather strong

loam, this being got into a free working condition

prior to using it. If lime is known to be absent

from the soU.then add chalk or lime-rubbish freely,

but young trees should have no solid manure at the

outset, or they will grow far too luxuriantly to be
either hardy or productive. A very moist position

does not suit Apricots, and in all cases where stiff

clay abounds all that is come across when the

stations are formed should be wheeled away. The
trees ought also be planted well above the ordinary
garden level, mulchings of manure and occasional

root-pruning preventing an injuriously deep root

action.

The best Apbicots.—Moorpark is undoubtedly
the best variety in cultivation, and no fault can be
found with either the productiveness of the trees

or the size or quality of the fruit. Unfortunately,

it is much addicted to gumming, large branches and
even whole trees dying off in an aggravating manner.
No remedy for this failing is known, and those who
must have this very luscious and superior variety

will do well to be constantly planting young trees

in order to have good sized specimens in readiness

for taking the place of those that fail. Hemskirk
is a fairly good substitute for Moorpark and far

more reliable, there being many very large old trees

of this variety to be met with. Royal, however, not
unfrcquently succeeds where all other sorts tried

have tailed, and this also is of fairly good quality

and a sure bearer. Early Moorpark is con.siderably

earlier than either of the foregoing, the fruit, plen-

tifully produced, being of medium size and good
quality. This is quite distinct from the Moorpark
and does not gum so badly. Shipley is another
reliable and good variety, and St. Ambroise is also

worthy of a place in moderately large collections

All require a nearly or quite south wall, and if the
latter is furnished, as it ought to be, with glazed
copings and running blinds, a crop will be saved in
most seasons. A distance of 15 feet apart is

usually suftioient, but another 5 feet may be allowed
if riders or trained standards are planted midway
between ordinary dwarf trained trees. No time
should be lost in ordering and planting.
Peaches and Nectabinbs.— If large old trees

can be kept in a healthy productive state, there is

less need to plant younger ones very often, but in

all cases where branches are apt to die off from
causes not very well understood, it is very advis-

able to have young trees always in readiness for

taking the place of or working in between any that
are in failing health. Wall space is too valuable
to be long unoccupied by fruit trees of some kind,
and besides a well-trained young tree is frequently
very handy for moving to a house. There are far

more Peaches and Nectarines grown against sunny
walls than formerly, it having become more gener-
ally known that it is not so much the fault cf the
seasons as the cultivators that failures have occurred.
Cheap glass was responsible for a good many dis-

continuing open-air culture, but there is sufficient

demand for all that may be grown either under
glass or in the open.

Selection of varieties.—The comparatively
new varieties of Peaches, notably those of American
origin, succeed remarkably well against open walls,

and if there is room for the now well-known trio

—

Hale's Early, Early Alexander and Waterloo—so
much the better. If otherwise, then plant either

one of them. Early Louise, Early Beatrice and
Early Alfred, though very reliable and early, are
yet too small fruited to meet the prevailing taste

for more showy fruit. Of the three the preference
may well be given to the highly coloured Early
Alfred, though it is not so early as Early Beatrice.

A Bee is a good successional variety, and if quality
rather than appearance is studied, room may well

be found for Alexandra Noblesse, Bellegarde and
Crimson Galande, the former being best in point
of quality ; both succeed well in the open—good
later varieties being found in Dymond, Barrington,
Sea Eagle, Princess of Wales and Walburton Ad-
mirable. A limited collection might well consist

of Waterloo, A Bee, Bellegarde, Dymond, Princess
of Wales and Sea Eagle. Nectarines are far more
uncertain than Peaches, very few varieties succeed-
ing really well away from glass protection. Lord
Napier, in addition to being somewhat early in

ripening, is also the most reliable variety. Of the
successional sorts, the most hardy and profitable

are Elruge, Hunt's Tawny, Balgowan and Violctte

Hiitive. The trees of later sorts, such as Pine-

apple, Pitmaston Orange and Victoria, rarely pro-

duce presentable fruit.

Planting; the teees,—If quite new borders
are formed, these ought to be largely composed of

good friable, and if it can be had, fibrous loam—lime,

or old mortar rubbish, and burnt garden refuse

being freely added, the bulk being increased if

need be by the addition of the top spit of good
garden soil, solid manure to be dispensed with,

this if used favouring undue grossness. Old sites

should be fitted for the reception ofyoung trees either

by the addition of fresh, moderately rich, loamy
compost, not omitting the burnt refuse and mortar
rubbish, or, better still, by a complete substitution

of compost similar to that recommended in the case
of quite new borders. In other respects they re-

quire much the same treatment as recommended
lor Apricots, sunny sites not much exposed to

eisterly winds suiting the trees well. The trees

should be planted rather above the ordinary garden
level. In every case, cleanly cut back all badlv
damaged roots, lightly shortening the rest, and
taking good care not to bruise any of the young
wood.
Quinces.—These are not nearly so much grown as

they used to he, yourg trees rarely being planted
to take the place of, or to supplement the older
ones. Vet the fruit is admirably adapted for

making into "clcefc" or marmalade, .nnd also for

Uavouring Apple pies—a very little of the (tuince

going a long way. The Portugal is a strong-grow-
ing, rather shy-bearing variety, but the fruit is of

superior quality, the next best in the latter respect
being the Apple-shaped, which is much the more
productive of the two. The Pear-shaped is a poor,
flavourless sort, scarcely worth garden or orchard
room. Suckers take some time to grow into ser-

viceable trees, and the start may well be made,
therefore, with low standards in preference to any
other form of tree, and these, if allowed to grow
much as they will, soon commence bearing freely.

Quinces succeed nearly anywhere, but the good old
plan of planting alongside pools or springs of water,
the trees eventually overhanging the latter, has
much to recommend it—the Quince being orna-
mental as well as useful.

Medlabs.—These again are rarely planted, yet
the fruit, when kept till fit to eat, form an agree-
able variety or change in the dessert, and the trees
never fail to bear well. The Nottingham, though
the fruit is small, is the best flavoured, or much
superior to the large-fruited Datch. Medlars thrive
best in moderately strong soil, and are the least
trouble when grown as standards, though pyramids
and bushes can also be grown in common with Pear
and Apple trees. They also succeed well against
sunny walls.

MuLBEBKiES.—Fine old trees of this kind of
fruit are fairly numerous, but young trees are not
often seen. They make fine lawn trees, and left to
themselves seldom if ever fail to bear heavy
crops of juicy acidulous fruit—these being readily
bought up by wholesale druggists; small quantities
also being either eaten, cooked or otherwise by
those who like them. Plant standards of the Large
Black in good loamy soil, and keep them staked
upright. They soon attain a productive size.

W.I.

PLANT HOUSES.
The conseevatoey.—Chey3Antiiemum3.— For a
little while longer it may not possibly be advisable
to disturb the major portion of the Chrysanthe-
mums, but such as are evidently past their best
should not be allowed to remain with faded and
probably decaying blossoms also. Such as these
only detract from the beauty of the others and
should be removed as occasion may require. More
particularly should such plants be looked after in
this respect when the stock of any given kind hap-
pens to be short, for if allowed to remain, the young
shoots from the base, where already on the move,
will not be in any sense improved, but <iaite the
reverse when crowded up together and far re-

moved from the glass and the light also. No doubt
in many cases the flowers will have faded or
damped ofl^ this year much sooner than usual, in

consequence of so much rain causing a damp con-
dition of the atmosphere under glass as well as
outside. Where a cold frame or pit is at liberty

these plants should be removed thereto in preference
to allowing them to stand outside. The weather
cannot now be depended upon, and we may have
1(1° or 12° of frost without much warning. All
such old stools should receive plenty of venti-
lation to harden the growth, and fee to it

also that each stock plant is correctly named
to guard against mistakes in propagation. By
removing the faded as well as those petals
which are damping off, individual flowers may
be made to last much longer. All fading foli-

age and that which is badly affected with mildew
should be removed, and other parts dusted where
this fungoid enemy is still spreading. Far less

water will now be required ; in fact, I would prefer

to keep the plants upon the dry side ; the flowers

will thereby keep all the better, particularly if the
house be a more than ordinarily damp one, or where
no fire-heat is employed.

Camellias.—Where these are planted out, or

are in large tubs so that it has not been possible

for then to be cleansed in a natural manner by the
heavy rains, the first opportunity should lie taken
to give them a thorough cleaning, acd that, too,

before the flower-buds get any further advanced.
This work can be greatly facilitated by giving ti.e

plants a thorough good syringing with soluble

paraffin oil insecticide dissolved in warm water,

and applied to the plants cither through a syringe
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or an engine. The water for this may stand at

100° without any harm being done ; this will

greatly assist in loosening any deposit of dirt upon
the leaves. If hard pressed for time to sponge the

leaves, the syringing should bs repeated two or

three times with clear water ; this will do a deal

towards cleaning them, but the longer and more
tedious process of sponging will be the better

of the two. If white scale is found upon
the plants, the solution used in sponging must
be about double the strength. Where the

influence
.
of the London and other deleteri-

ous fogs is felt and their evil consequences fol-

lowed quickly by the dropping of many buds, I

strongly recommend that the plants should be fre-

quently syringed. This may be done every day, for

the moister the plants are kept the Ijitter will they

tide over any period of fog. During a dense fog

I would syringe them at nightfall as well as

early in the day. This will likewise counteract any
evil consequences arising from a more than usually

dry atmosphere when fire-heat is being employed
for other than Camellias where growing together in

the same house. Where the Camellias are by them-
selves a few degrees of frost will never do the plants

any harm. Bud-dropping, where not caused by
fog, arises mainly from a dry atmosphere or dryness

at the roots, neither of which is at all congenial to

the Camellia, but quite the reverse. Where the

buds are not predisposed to drop it is advisable to

thin them out when too many are set, a couple upon
strong shoots and one bud upon weaker ones being
quite enough. Upon strong shoots also the leading
wood-buds should be broken out, this will tend to

produce back breaks; whereas if allowed to remain,
the stronger and terminal buds will be sure to take
the lead. Where any top-dressing is found neces-

sary for the borders, now will be a good time to

do it. A fairly rich soil for such a purpose is prefer-

able ; cow manure, dried and then broken up fine,

with good loam and sand will make a capital mix-
ture, assisting the plants at a time when help
is most needed. J. Hudson.

ORCHIDS.
The principal part of the work in our houses now
is keepinff the plants clean. This is of more im-
portance in winter than in summer, although at no
season ought it to be neglected. The exhausting
effects of parasites of various kinds upon the
plants are not sufficiently considered by some cul-

tivators. I think the white scale is the most
troublesome, and its effects are soon seen in the
yellow patches upon the leaves. The small yellow
thrips seem to hang about the plants, and if they
are not looked for frequently they show where they
are by the dark marks upon the leaves. Some re-

marks were lately made about cleaning the plants

and woodwork, as well as the glass of the roof,

and they need not be repeated here. It requires
considerable attention to keep the plants in

quite a healthy condition, even if they are clean,

during the winter months. During the cold weather
more artificial heat is applied than is conducive to

their welfare, and the cold east winds we have had
already have caused us to keep the ventilators

closer than tbey ought to be. The change from
rather mild, dull weather to cold and sunshine has
probably not been for the worse, but it has caused
ns to use more water in damping down. Daring
winter we do away with the water in the evaporat-

ing troughs, as the vapour arising therefrom and
settling upon the leaves may be injurious ; enough
moisture is obtained by the slower process of
evaporation from the doors or stages of the house.

The stages in our houses are covered to the depth
of about 2 inches wiih broken shells, which retain

a great deal of moisture and give it off slowly
a'terwards. We must now take into consideration
the succession of Dendrobiums for the spring and
early summer months. The most uscfal and at the
same time the most easily grown is D. nobile, and
when .a succession of bloom has to be kept up from
the early months of the year until midsummer, the
plants should be marked, and those which (lowered
early and first made their growths should be started
early. We have all the plants together in a warm
greenhouse, where the temperature does not fall

below -1 j° to 50° at night. D. nobile would do with

even a lower temperature than this ; but with it

there are several hybrid forms which may not like

a lower temperature, such as D. Ainsworthi, D.

Leechianum, &c. There are other species which
succeed best with a good resting period, viz , D^„^

Wardianum, D. crassinode, D. moniliforme, and D.

Falconeri. Plants may be placed in heat at inter-

vals of three weeks, and, like most oiher things,

they do not like too much heat all at once. They
will start into Uower best if placed in the Cattleya
house, and if they should be wanted earlier,

they may be placed in the warmest house after the
buds are formed. The plants Intended to llower

latest should have a little water when the stems
are inclined to shrivel too much. The slowest

of all the Dendrobes grown here to ripen their

stems is the robust Dendrobium D.ilhousianum,
which even now has not completed the young
growths for the season. D. Bensoniai, D. Brymeri-
anum, D. Divonianum, and all the evergreen spe-

cies of the D. Farmeri and D. thyrsiSorum type
are wintered in the Cattleya house and kept rather
dry at the roots. The well-known Lycaste Skinneri
and its numerous varieties, including the fine white
form which has recently become more common
than it used to be, will now require rather more at-

tention
;
growth is completed at this season, and I

find that although they may succeed very well in

the cool house during the summer and early
autumn months when they have a night tempera-
ture of about 55°, as winter comes on us and
the temperature falls as low as 45° sometimes, this

does not quite suit the Lycastes, which ought to

have a minimum of 50° to 55° in winter. The fully

developed growths need not receive so much water

;

indeed if they are kept well on the dry side the
flowers will come up stronger and better later.

When in the cool house we treat them much the
same as the Odontoglossums. They are usually

repotted in the spring months in a compost of

about equal parts peat and Sphagnum, or they will

grow even more vigorously in leaf-mould, but they
do not last so long in the latter material. We en-

courage the Sphagnum to grow over the surface,

even to the extent of trimming it off close with a
pair of scissors or a sharp knife. We place the
plants in a light position, and if they are kept rather
dry the flowers will come up strongly in the spring,

and I fancy they do better on the centre
stage of the house than on the sides. The
large broad leaves should be sponged over occa-
sionally, especially on the underside, to keep them
free from red spider. The upper surface collects

particles of dust, and also requires to be cleaned.
One of the most valuable of winter - flowering
Orchids is Maxillaria grandiflora ; it also grows
like a weed in the coolest part of the cool house,
and the large white flowers, tinted yellow on the
front lobe of the lip, are delightfully fragrant,

and last a long time in beauty. I have repotted
them usually in the spring and they soon become
established, as the pots are usually full of a com-
pact mass of fibrous roots. The recently imported
bulbs of Cattleya labiata are now starting into

growth, and by what we can glean of the native
habitat of this spscies, it will require rather more
heat than the usual run of Cattleyas. I have
placed our plants in a house where the night tem-
perature at present is about (10°, and they are sus-

pended near the roof glass in shallow pans. This
seems to be the treatment adopted in the nurseries

of Messrs. Sander at St. Albans. Plants of earlier

importations that have made up their flower-

sheaths, but from which the flowers have not yet
issued, have also been placed in the same house,
and we may expect them to bloom strongly later in

the season. This type of C. labiata seems to be at

its best in October and November, but we may ex
pecttheplants to continue to flower upto Christmas.
The important thing is to havea considerable nu mber
of plants, and upon the whole it is best to pur-
chase them before they Bower, as in that way varie-

ties of considerable merit may be obtained at a
cheap rate. No doubt white varieties are to be
obtained amongst them, as amongst the importa-
tions of Cattleya Mossise, but albinos are rare, and
consequently of great v.alua from a commercial

point of view. The other day a large collection of

flowering plants was sold from Linden's establish-

ment, but not a single white one appeared amongst
the 200 specimens. On the other hand, Messrs.
Sander's collector says he found plenty of white
forms of the true C. labiata. They will be anxiously
looked for in the recent importations.

J. Douglas.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Sowing Peas.—In years gone by it was the recog-
nised custom to sow the Peas for the earliest

crop during November, from the middle until
the latter end of the month being the time
chosen for sowing. Remembering, however, the
past severe winter, growers in many instances
will be exceedingly dubious of trusting to No-
vember sowing. Certainly with the improved va-
rieties now in commerce and the means generally
adopted to raise them early under glass, afterwards
transplanting to the open, there appears little bene-
fit in trusting the seed thus early in the ground,
especially where ground vermin, or even the vora-
cious sparrow, abounds. In wooded country districts

pigeons are very troublesome, but on warm and well
drained soils there cannot be anything said against
sowing Peas in November. In this district if the
weather should keep open during the next few
weeks, scores of acres will be sown down by the
market growers, and during a mild season—and last
winter was the only exception for some years—Peas
from this sowing are gathered before any sown under
glass during the early months of the year. This
being this case, especially where means are limited
for raising under glass, a breadth may now well be
sown. For sowing in the open at this season of the
year the round- seeded forms are the most suitable,

a good selection of William I. type being the best,

as the wrinkled varieties are apt to decay unless on
raised warm borders. An open sunny spot, if shel-
tered from cutting winds and the soil naturally
warm and dry, will be as suitable as sheltered bor-
ders. Previous to forking over the soil a dressing
of burned refuse will be an advantage, and also
fine or steamed bone-meal, if Peas are known not
to succeed well and have a yellow coat. The drills

should be drawn 4 feet apart, and the seed scattered
rather thickly in the drills as a precaution against
the depredations of vermin. As a further protec-
tion the seeds should be coated with red lead or
even petroleum. Directly the Peas appear above
ground, dust occasionally with soot or lime. They
may be further protected by surrounding them with
fine ashes or even sawdust, slugs having a great
dislike to travel over this.

Dwarf Peas.—In those instances where dwarf
Peas are preferable, the earliest varieties, such as
American Wonder, William Hurst, or even Chelsea
Gem (as they are all good types), are about the
best ; but having wrinkled seed they are apt to
decay if sown in the open, unless the ground is very
favourable for their reception. In my case I mark
out the space into 4-feet beds with a path be-
tween, and which will accommodate two rows each.
When above ground these are quite as hardy as
William I. type. Peas sown now cannot certainly
be depended upon, but all being well, and no un-
foreseen checks occurring to stay their progress,
pods may be gathered as early as it is possible to
have them in the open.

Broad Beans.—The practice of sowing Broad
Beans in the open during November is still prac-
tised in many gardens, and I do not think anything
can be said against it, for where early produce is

expected (.and it is generally the earliest which is

preferred on many tables), November sowing—all

being well -will produce the earliest. The Mazagan
is still liked by many, but the early Long-pods, on
account of their productiveness, and Beck's Green
Gem can be recommended, the last particularly

so. The seeds are best sown in double rows 2 feet

apart and dibbled in rather thickly, for if not re-

quired they can be thinned out to fill up faulty

rows. South borders are not absolutely necessary,

as Beans will thrive well in an open, sunny, but shel-

tered spot sloping to the south. As mice are apt
to find out the seed, these must be looked after.
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Sings are also apt to be destructive, so dusting with
soot or lime must not be neglected. Timely hoeing
whilst the surface is dry on a fine day will assist in
keeping them secure.

CARDOON.S.—These not being hardy, means must
be taken to protect the top outer leaves on the ap-
proach of a likely severe frost. This will, however,
depand more upon circumstances, as if they are
fully b'anched the heads will keep for some weeks
if taken up carefully and the roots packed in moist
sand in a dry, frost-proof shed or cellar, taking the
precaution to look over them occasionally to clear
away decaying matter. Obviously the bands,
either of hay or straw, must be taken off previous
to housiag. It is the later plants which need pro-
tection, as it is useless taking them up before they
are fully blanched. Globe Artichokes which may
have baen treated so as to produce Chards may be
treated likewise. Some dry Bracken or dry litter

should be shaken over the tops, as it is these which
need protection.

Protecting Celkry.—Whether Celery will need
protection will depend greatly upon circumstances,
for if the rows have been earthed up sufficiently

high to throw off wet, protection may be dispensed
with, and only in case of severe and prolonged frost

need it be applied. Covering and uncovering
upon the least sign of frost are very injurious to
the tops, and if left on for any length of time fer-

mentation would take place, and the injury arising
therefrom would cause rapid decay. The "tops are
also apt to be broken, and in this manner injury
also arises. Where wet is likely to cause injury,

the best plan is to nail boards together thus A-
not fitting them too closely on the ridges, but
in such a manner as not to exclude light or air.

Faulty and too early earthing causes more injury

to Celery than frost. A. YouNc;.

POTATO BLIGHT PREVENTION.
The press has widely circulated the fact that

Messrs. Sutton and Sons' experiments at their

trial grounds at Reading seem to show that

the Bordeaux mixture (Bouillie Bordelaise) for Po-

tato blight is not only a failure, but proves abso-

lutely injurious, damaging the bine. Sixteen years'

experience of growing hundreds of varieties of the

tuber shows me how great a boon to our farmers

the remedy, it effective, would be. I am, therefore,

unwilling that it should be condemned on very in-

safficient evidence, and ask you to allow me to draw
the attention of your readers to a few indubitable

facts.

The trial at Reading was with practically the

same strength of mixture (2 per cent.) three times
applied to Potatoes, all e.xposed to the same climatic

influence, cultivated in the same way and on the
same soil. Any mistake in the preparation or ap-

plication would therefore vitiate the whole experi-

ment. When at Reading, from crops I saw, I

thought the bine was most probably too weak for

the mixture applied. All the papers state that the

experiments at Reading were carried out as directed

by the Board of Agriculture in May, but no such
instructions or recommendations have been given
Viy the Board. In my own experiments I followed

the recommendation issued by the Washington
( U S.) Agricultural Department, which I have to

thank for some most interesting reports upon fun-

goid attacks.

As to the following experiments, your readers

must bear in mind that the soil was cultivated by
fourteen different farmers, the mixture applied by
six different individuals, and the varieties planted

of all kinds were exposed to different climatic con-

ditions.

A 2 per cent, solution was three times applied

on si.x 2-acre plots by the K.A.S.E. at Sittingbourne,

Isle of Axholme, Cardington, South Wales, Devon-
shire and Lancasiiire. No damage was done to

bine. Potatoes at Cardington and South Wales
have been weighed, and the result is large increase

over tubers untreated. Nine acres of Regents at
Sittingbourne, adjoining experimental plot, dressed

twice with 2 per cent, of mixture by owner were
not damaged on September 21 when I saw them,
but bine untreated had been killed by blight

some time. At Bewdley, Worcestershire, some
Maincrops, Bruce and Early Puritans dressed at
end of August with 3 per cent, mixture were not
damaged by it. On August 21) at Chessington
Hall, Surbiton, I saw Hebrons which had been
dressed twice with 2 per cent, and Jeannie Deans
once with 4 per cent., both untouched by disease.
Plots were in the centre of the field, and all bine
around killed with disease. Both sorts on being
dug exhibited large increase over those untreated,
not a leaf damaged in this case. On July .'i I put
2 per cent, mixture on plot of Puritans, to 12
square rods of Maincrop in centre of 8-acre field,

and to about twenty odd varieties on my trial

ground at Deeping St. Nicholas, Spalding. On
August 1 :i per cent, mixture was again applied to
all ; in this instance not a leaf was inj ured, although
White Beauty, Myatt's, King of the Russets, and
other varieties injured at Reading were dressed.
Result, Puritans when dug were double crop of same
variety by the side and half those untreated were
diseased. Some varieties on trial ground I found
when I dug them on October 2 were touched by
disease, but in every case crop was double. I found
Maincrop bine on plot still green and crop double,
rest of field killed down by disease. At ClifTe,

Kent, ten varieties dressed on July is and August
2-1 with 3 per cent, mixture had not a leaf damaged
by it ; crop dressed largely increased. On Septem-
ber 5, 2 acres dressed by labourer to ascertain cost
per acre we-e not damaged by mixture except when

Steps in Miss Ewart's garden at Coneyliurst. (See p. 473.)

it was prepared by him from my written directions;
2G0 gallons put on the 2 acres, time two days and a
quarter ; but from area covered by myself in half a
day I reckon I could have it done in a day and a
half. In Scotland, September 11,1 put mixture on
Abundance ; Regents and Maincrop at Brunstane

;

and on Abundance at Portobello. On IBth dressed
Shah and five other sorts on my trial ground at

Carnoustie, and Kith some Imperators on another
farm, Balhousie ; mixture used, 1 lb. copper, 1 lb.

lime to 2li pints water; not a leaf damaged; object,

to ascertain if one dressing would have any effect

applied late. Ten lbs. copper to KUKl lbs. (100
gals.) water is 1 per cent, solution. Machine used
by me was \"ermorers Eclair Vapouriser, most useful

and effective for small areas, but useless for field

work— W.M. Whitehead Cousins.

I have been reading " A. D.'s" article on the
Bouillie Bordelaise as a preventive against Potato
disease, and I am sorry to .see that the experiments
conducted by Messrs. Sutton do not tally with
those m.ade at Exeter and in many parts of Krance.
Having used this mixture of sulphate of copper
and quicklime for three years for mildew of diffe-

rent sorts, and having bten particularly successful
with it in checking tiie fungus in Roses, Chrysan-
themums, and Tom.atoes, I may perhaps be for-

given if I suggest that some part of the failures re-

ported by your correspondent may be the result of

some mistake made by the doctor rather than a
fault in the medicine. The medicine may have
been given at the wrong time. It may have been

applied too often or not often enough. The dose
may have been too strong or too weak. The lime
may not have been fresh from the kiln. All these
things rave to be taken into consideration.
Myatt's Ashleaf and such early Potatoes have
delicate foliage, and I hardly think it necessary to
syringe them, for as a rule they are harvested be-
fore the disease does much damage. But it one
does treat them and you do it in the sun, every
leaf will be burnt and the crop sensibly diminished
in size and weight. In all cases the syringing
should be done either before sunrise or after sun-
set or on a dull day. If applied in the sun, it will
scorch the plants and check growth ; if applied as
directed by the people who use it extensively, it

does good in checking the mildew, and therefore
cannot affect the weight of the tubers, but, on the
contrary, the vigorous growth of the plant will tend
to increase it.

If descriptions of the Potato exist which are not
subject to the attacks of the disease, of course it

would be waste of time and money to use any
remedy. But does such a Potato exist—early, me-
dium, or late crop or main crop ? I lost h.alf or
more than half my Magnum Bonum this year, anp
it is but poor consolation to me to know that after
I have spent my money I can replace them at a
cheap rate. To a poor man such an .argument
would be no consolation at all. I see nothing
" manifestly .absurd " in the supposition that the
application of the mixture assisted to fertilise the

plants. Lime is good,
water is good, and an al-

most infinitesimal dose of

sulphate of copper may or

may not be a stimulant to

the plant, even as arsenic

is a stimulant to the hu-
man being. If " A. D."
will make inquiries, he
will find that the people
of Styria thrive on doses
of arsenic, and that it is

used extensively in medi-
cine in this country. My
memory is not a veiy
good one, but some time
ago I s.aw in The Garden
or some other paper, or

else T dreamt it, that the
Potato disease was un-
known in the isl.and of

Anglesea (I think), be-

cause the soil was im-
pregnated with copper.
If this is true, it

goes, I think, a long w.ay towards proving that
copper is an enemy to the Potato disease, and that
the plant at any rate does not object to the presence
of the mineral in the soil.

If the fungus thiit affects the Potato is similar to
or the same that attacks the Tomato, the Bouillie
I'.ordelaise ought to arrest it, for I have positive
proof that it is efficacious with the Tom.ato. Mil-
lardet, of Bordeaux, asserts that it is the same
fungus. He also s.ays that Peronospora infestans
is very similar to the Peronospora viticola, and the
action of the bouillie upon the Vine mildew is too
evident and well known to admit of contnvdiction.
A few weeks ago I went from Paris to Bordeaux,
and every well-kept vineyard was blue with the
bouillie.

Millardet advocates the use of powders for the
Potato .and the Tomato on account of the perpetual
twisting about of the leaves in the sun and air.

Sometimes, he says, they are downside up and at
others upside down, and he argues that under these
circumstances it is easier to powder the plants
efficaciously than to syringe them with a liquid.

Is not on 3 of the reasons why Potatoes are selling

at a cheap rate because the growers find they will
not keep in store, that they go b.ad after harvest-
ing ( I find this the case here, .and therefore I

think quite differently to "A. D.," and argue that
it is precisely the main crop Potato th.at should
have lire greatest attention and the most careful

I

application of sonie remedy against the disease
I which cannot be cured, but which can be checked.
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"A. D.'s"la3t argument, that because Potatoes
are abundant and cheap, that great growers have
no reasons for troubling themselves about " :ime-

lioratives " or "assumed fungoid exterminators," is

rather a one-sided view of the question, and puts

me in mind of an ironmnster I once knew who,
when shown how he might save £3000 a year in

coal, refused to mtertnin the idea because he had
his own pits and coal was so cheap ; also of some
observations I remember about those foreign

breechloading guns that could only kill those that
let them off, and which were used in France many
years before an English sportsman would admit
that they were anything nmre than toys.

The principal newspapers in France have been
impressing upon their readers the necessity of

using the Booillie Bordelaise on their Potato crops;

we may therefore conclade that it will be pretty

extensively used and reported upon, and I hope,
therefore, that the journalists of this country will

be on the look-out for any information they may
be able to glean from our intelligent neighbours.
In the meantime, as we have a different climate
and as doctors differ about the efficacy of the pro-
posed palliative, would it not be well that believers
and unbelievers should join together in amity,
choose a field or a garden in the nvrst place they
can find, plant every description of tuber, and
thrash the matter out thoroughly for the benefit of
the many to whom the Potato is the backbone of
the winter supply ? I would gladly give my mite
towards such an experiment, and I have no doubt
hundreds of others would do the same. I must
apologise for trespassing in this manner on your
valuable space, and my only excuse is that I think
it is a matter of vital importance to the poor.

J. Wentwoeth Shaw.
New Place, Liiiyjield, Surrey

.

Chrysanthemums.

OSTRICH PLUME CHUYSANTHEMUMS.
This name is applied to that particular section of
Chrysanthemums characterised by peculiar hair-
like growths on the reverse side of the petals to-
wards the points, and as all of this class belong to
what is known as the incurved Japanese section,
the part on which these hairs occur is the most
conspicuous portion of the flower. Though some
of the older varieties, notably Chang, will occa-
sionally bear a few hair-like growths on some of
the petals, tlie first with that character fully fixed
was Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, which was sent out in
the spring of 1889, and has furnished a certain
amount of food for controversy ever since, owing to
its bad habit and the fact that many plants will
refuse altogether to flower. For this reason it has
been already discarded by many cultivators, de-
spite the short time that has elapsed since we
were assured that it would be absolutely necessary
in every garden. Certainly a well-developed flower
is very beautiful, but it will never, I fear, become
popular owing to its indifferent constitution. Last
year the introducers of this variety, Messrs. Pitcher
and Manda, announced one under the name of Mrs.
Alpheus Hardy (improved), which was said to be a
great improvement on the original variety, being
more vigorous and of a better constitution, dwarfer,
and the flowers even more perfect and hairy. A
notice was, however, issued in the early part of the
present year that owing to an accident the greater
part of the stock was lost, and it could not then
be distributed. I am, however, anxious to know
whether we shall see it next spring, as a Mrs.
Alpheus Hardy with a good constitution would
certainly become very popular. The second of
these hairy Chrysanthemums to be put into com-
merce was Louis Boohmer, sent out in the spring
of this year, and it is already to be met with at
nearly every exhibition of (-ihrysanthemums, as it

seems to be flowering well everywhere. Great
numbers of this particular variety were shown at
the Aquarium, but I did not notice a single bloom
of Mrs. Alpheus Hardy; there may, however, have
been some, for it is easy to overlook one among so

many. The one drawback to Louis Boehmer is

that the flower is notof a very pleasing colour, though
in this respect some are greatly superior to others,

for there is a considerable amount of variation to

be found among them. Despite this fact, it will

doubtless retain its popularity, as it is of such a
good constitution and in the whole of the blooms
the hirsute character is very prominent. Messrs.

Pitcher and Manda announce two novelties in this

section, one of which—W. A. Manda—was shown
by them at the Aquarium. The flowers were small

and scarcely in condition to speak as to the merits

of the variety ; but they were of a pleasing shade
of yellow, and apparently as hairy as either of the

older forms. The appearance of the flower would
lead one to expect that when propagated at a
slower rate it would yield blooms equal in size to

most of the Japanese ('hrysanthemums, while the

foliage looked clean and healthy. The second of

these novelties is H. Ballantine, which was shown
at the Royal Horticultural Societys meeting on
( )ctober 27, but I did not notice it at the Aquarium.
The colour is a kind of yellowish bronze, but

when fully expanded the reverse side of the petals

is shown and is of a much paler hue. Both of

these will no doubt be much sought after during
the coming season, while I also note that Mr.

Jones, of Lewisham, in his exhaustive catalogue

of Chrysanthemums, announces among the new
Continental varieties Mrs. George Daniels, which
is described as a large flower with broad petals

the reverse of the tips being hairy, as in the case of

those of Mrs. Alpheus Hardy. The colour of the flower

is a light peach-blossom pink. Now that our French
neighbours have taken to sending us these < )strich

Plume Chrysanthemums we shall no doubt soon

have a much longer list of varieties showing this

peculiarity. T,

Chrysanthemum J. H. Bradbury.—Any ad
dition to the reflexed class is always welcomed, as

new varieties possessing the necessary merit to take

their place in this section and remain there are but

scantily added annually. The above variety will

be a useful addition to this section. I do not know
its origin, neither can I find it described in any
catalogue, except that of the National Chrysanthe
mum Society. When well grown it is a full and
evenly-formed flower, conforming to the most exact

requirements of what blooms of this section should

be. The colour is a warm brick-red, tipped and
edged with gold.—M.

Chrysanthemum Source d'Or.—I have never

been more favourably impressed with this beautiful

Japanese variety than this season. Having several

plants of it for cutting, the flowers have been

grown without any thinning whatever. In this

manner it is, I think, fa'' more beautiful than when
thinned down to a few buds. Some kinds are un
doubtedly spoiled by the process of disbudding,

and this kind belongs to this category. The in-

formal appearance of the flowers upon each branch

and each one a perfect bloom, some fully expanded,

others progressing, combined with its colour, makes
it one of the best " home " decorative varieties.

Whilst some which have been thinned (other sorts)

are showing signs of damping off, even where there

has been a little warmth in the pipes to keep this

decay as much as possible in check. Source d'Or

in a house without any fire heat at all since last

spring is keeping beautifully. I think it wouM be

a good plan to have a class or two for these useful

decorative varieties at our Chrysanthemum shows

;

one for the plants themselves grown without dis-

budding, another for cut trusses as grown. Thus
some of the sorts would appear in exhibitions which
have no chance now with size as the pre-eminent

feature. An idea would at once be had of the most

useful for home use. Another good sort for similar

purposes and culture is roseum superbum ; Mme.
de Sevin is yet another. Without wading through

a catalogue of names, these may be taken as giv-

ing some idea of the sorts I have in view. If small

plants in l-inch or 5-inch pots are required, such

sorts answer admirably for the purpose. The extra

large blooms represent individually an unusual

amount of labour ; upon the plants in a large house

or in an exhibition these look well without doubt,

but the others should not be elbowed out for all

that. I have been pleased to see a new departure

in the method of showing these decorative kinds.

Mr. Owen has been bringing them to the meetings

in trusses (new kinds) ; thus their general effect is

seen and their value can at once be gauged. The
plan he has also of stating the height is very com-
mendable, this being additional as well as usefal

information.— II. G.

Chrysanthemum Lady Selborne. — This

variety of the early flowering section beats even

Elaine in the profuse manner in which it produces

its flowers. No variety that I know of can rival it

through the month of October and the first half of

November for giving flowers in quantity on long

stout shoots. The purity of its fiowers is such as

can be found in few others which give blooms in

such abundance. The best method of cultivating

the plants is to strike stout cuttings early in

January, topping them at 4 inches high. From the

plant thus checked about four growths will spring,

and when these reach 1 foot high they ought to be

again topped, the result being about ten shoots to

each. The height of the plants wiU not be more
than 3 feet or 4 feet.—E.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS AT CAMBERWELL.
Thu Lilford Road Nursery at Camberwell has long

been celebrated for its annual display of Chrysan-

themums, and, Mr. Davis has always had an excel-

lent selection of the season's novelties on view.

In his large show honsa at the present moment is

an attractive exhibition of plants, remarkable for

their dwarfness and flowers. In one corner is a

representative group of the (.lueen family, all the

well-known varieties being included, but incurved

Chrysanthemums are, unfortunately, difficult to

turn out in perfect form so near the heart of the

great metropolis. In the opposite corner is an in-

teresting display of Bouquet de Dames, a neatly

formed white Japanese flower that has come to the

front somewhat this season, although its introduc-

tion into England is now a matter of ancient his-

tory. Mr. Davis's old favourite, Edouard Audiguier,

is brilliant in its purple-amaranth and reverse of

silvery white, while the sport from it, Mrs. W.
Walters, also makes a conspicuous feature by tl e

golden hue that distinguishes it from its parent,

form. M. H. Elliott, a very distinct Japanese va-

riety, introduced six years ago, and possessing a

peculiar tint of salmon-buff with very flimsy petals,

is represented by several very dwarf plants, each

carrying three large blooms. Hamlet is resplen-

dent in its deep salmon-cerise colour, and shows

up well against the green foliage around it. Val

d'Andorre is also striking in its chestnut-red, and a

dwarfer lot of plants for effect could not be de-

sired. Among other well-known varieties, Gloric-

sum, M. Bernard, Sunflower, Etoile de Lyon, W. H.

Lincoln are all interesting and well done.

Novelties appear in good form and are fairly

numerous. The first that arrests attention is

A'iviand Morel, a very fine, deep, full flower of the

Japanese type with a white ground heavily flushed

rose ; the florets are ligulate and of good length. It

has been compared with Etoile de Lyon, but the

latter is a flatter flower and more of a star shape

in its early stages than \iviand Morel. A pretty

white Japanese with fine, slightly incurved florets,

called Madeline Davis, one of the Lilford Nursery

seedlings, is worthy of mention, as also is W. K.

Woodcock, a short, flat-petalled, globular flower,

resembling a crimson Bouquet de D.ime8. Louis

Boehmer is grown in profusion, imd is too well

known by repute to require description. Elliott

F. Sheppard, an American Japanese variety, has a

pleasing shade of canary-yellow, very free, the

petals flat and nicely arranged. Miss Anna Harts-

horn is a Japanese incurved with very fine petals,

colour white. Among this year's Continental novel-

ties Comte Lurani is a very distinct neatly-formed

flower with strong foliage, the colour being very

striking, pink heavily streaked deep rose. Cajdi-

nal Foulon is another Japanese of a brilliant

amaranth. Ale.x. Vogel is a new flower, resembling

Hamlet in build, but the colour is of a delicate
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deep rose. Ami Hoste is an incurved of French

origin, yellow flushed purple with petals well in-

curving. Of the same section are Mme. Pierre

Louis Blancard.deep blush tinged yellow; and also

Mme. Roman, a charming, small-sized incurved of

the purest white. Camille Flamarion is another

French incurved, but it appears to be rather coarse,

and likely to require plenty of dressing. Other

novelties comprise a deep golden yellow sport from

Miss liaggas, as yet unnamed ; A. J. Banks, a

creamy yellow sport from the reflexed flower

Felicity ; and ¥. S. Chase, a sport from A. J. JSanks,

a golden yellow sport resembling in colour

Chevalier Domage. There are many other varie-

ties of interest besides those named, and all that

can be done at present is to draw attention to a

few of the chief. Cheysanth.

Cutting back Chrysanthemums.—And so

the note is again sounded as to the relative merits

of trained spacimeus and naturally grown plants,

big blooms and a wealth of flower from each

plant. Not much good is likely to come from any

discussion on the subject, argument generally hav-

ing the effect of wedding the respective growers

of more closely to their several methods. I have

always adopted the cutbacks and allowed all, or

nearly all, blooms to come, partly from choice and

partly because dwarfer plants are more suitable

for the structure devoted to them. Havini.;- a strong

partiality for this style of cultivation, I should like-

to so far advocate an increased interest in the pro-

duction of such plants as to suggest a class for

them at our leading shows. At present, however

well grown and furnished such plants may be, they

stand no chance in a group with the hi;.': blooms.

Judges, we are told, must go in for quality, and
quality is another name for size of flower, so

that a collection of plants, some of them 12 feet

and 1 ?> feet high, bare perhaps of foliage'for half their

length, and each plant represented by one or two
enormous blooms, will, under present regulations,

stand much higher in favour than another group

composed of plants carrying perhaps on the aver-

age a score of blooms of fair size. I do not want
to enter any protest against the big-bloom groups,

they appeal to a large class and are attractive fea-

tures at a show, but I do say give the naturally

grown plants a chance. Even with cutbacks the

inclination seems for a minimum of llowers of large

size, some four or five stems, each with its single

flower being almost always seen.—E. Bueebll.

New Chrysanthemums at the Crystal
Palace.—Of new varieties, Mr. Wells showed May
Wells, a dark variety with single blooms of the

colour of Cullingfordi, and Kate Wells, a sport

from the single Lady Churchill. The colour is a

bronzy red with gold-tipped florets, and it promises

to be a useful decorative small-flowered variety.

He also showed William Wells, a sport from Mme.
B. Pigmy, recently certificated by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, the National Chrysanthemum So-

ciety and at the Brighton show and previously de-

scribed. A new variety called Sunset, shown by Mr.

Hubbuck, Chislehurst, promises to be a distinct ad-

dition to the Japanese class. Another new viiriety

called !\ateMursell,shownbyMr. Mursell,Streatham,

is a pale primrose sport from I^ady Lawrence, a

white variety. This is quite distinct, and should

be an acquisition, the flowers being of good sub-

stance. Messrs. Carter and Co. had Holborn Sun-

ray, a single variety of bronzy-yellow colour with

golden centre ; Holborn Terra Cotta, a darker-col-

oured single, is another useful addition to its class.

An incurved variety from the same firm called Miss

Bella Wilson, is distinct, somewhat after the Prin-

cess of Wales type, with darker flowers of good
substance. Of plants of new kinds, Messrs. Carter

showed Star of Holborn, a very free-flowering single

yellow kind with golden centre and very narrow,

almost round petals, quite a novel and distinct sort;

also Holborn Itose (Japanese), having very fine

reflexed flowers of a rose colour and of average

size ; another sort called Mrs. James Carter is a

diotlnot form with narrow petals, palo yellow in

colour, and of medium siie. Plants of Louis
l^oRhrnvr w«re nhown by tb« «am8 Arm In good eon>

dition ; likewise of Alberic Lunden, a promising

addition to the Japanese large-flowered varieties;

and Holborn Dragon, with long incurved petals,

the colour that of Queen of England. Messrs.

Cannell and Sons showed twenty-four blooms of

Louis Boehmer, much finer than they have hitherto

been seen. It is a decidedly promising kind,

appearing to vary much in colouring; Col. W.
Smith, from the same firm, is a distinct type

of Japanese, with bronzy-red incurved flowers.

Chrysanthemum Mme. Desgrange out-of-
doors.— If it were necessary, another season has

proved the value of this family for giving flowers

from outdoor plants. At the time I now write

(November 7) we are cutting abundance of llowers

from plants struck in January of this year

from strong suckers in the ordinary way under

hand-lights in a cool house ; the [)aint was taken

ont of each at (i inches high, and five shoots to each

were produced. When 1 foot of growth was made
beyond that, the first natural break was made,

which produced from twenty to thirty shoots in all,

the full height of the plants being not more than

3 feet. Flowers began to expand in August, and have

continued without intermission in spite of the con-

tinuous rains during the first weeks in October. The
plants will flower some time longer yet if we do

not experience more frost than at present, 5° being

the most yrt registered. What a quantity of

flowers can be cut from plants like those described.

Those persons who have no glass accommodation
would do well to purchase a few plants in the

spring. Give them an open position and liberal

treatment during the summer. Abundance of

water during dry weather, with occasional doses of

liquid manure, will promote a free growth, which

is desirable if long spikes are required for cutting.

In addition to the type, its two sports, G. Wermig
and Mrs. Hawkins, pale yellow and rich yellow,

give variety, but without a doubt the type is the

most favoured of the trio.—E. M.

buds, say, before August 10, will be almost white

instead of the natural rose-blush. The blooms of

Alfred Salter, a sport from the preceding, will not

only be of the palest lilac instead of the fullest

lilac-pink, which is such a pleasing feature of this

variety, but will be so distinctly reflexed in charac-

ter, that instances have occurred where flowers of

this named differently have been exhibited in

this section and escaped the judges. Mme. Dar-

riere, one of last season's French introductions, is

at the present time a striking instance of variation,

not only in form, but in colour also. On the same
plant are two distinct blooms ; the lower and larger

one is very similar to that of Mrs, Shipman in colour,

but the flower is more deeply built, the remaining
blooms being of a deep chestnut-bronze. The same
cfl'ect is produced in other sections as well. Fabian
de Jlediana will at times be devoid of the slightest

trace of its true Anemone form ; the whole flower

will be a mass of guard florets filled right up to

the centre resembling a reflexed Japanese, and as

such could be exhibited. King of the Anemones

—

a lovely coloured old sort— will at times display no
disc whatever, but will be a distinct reflexed flower

—and a good one too.

The same change occurs in pompons also. Mile.

Elise Dordon, when cultivated on the large flower

system, will give blooms rose-pink in colour, but

when grown in bush form for quantity the flowers

are generally white. It is needless for me to advise

persons of experience who know well enough the

great change that comes over many varieties by a

deviation from the correct bud " "taking " of each

variety, but I would warn inexperienced growers

not to be led away hurriedly by these apparent

changes, which in the main are the result of

selecting the wrong bud. E. MoltneU-X.

VARIABILITY IN CHRYSANTHEMIM
BLOOMS.

I KNOW of no flower that shows the same amount of

changeableness in form and colour under certain

conditions as the Chrysanthemum. So variable

are the blooms, both in the shape of the petals and
the colour, that the inexperienced often think new
varieties are produced by sporting. Variation is

the result of the treatment the plants receive pre-

vious to the formation of their flower - buds.

Amongst the Japanese varieties the dill'erence be-

tween one flower and another even on the same
plants is more striking than in any other section,

owing probably to the fact of there being so many
more forms. I would advise the beginner to pay

special attention to blooms which display the

slightest signs of changing as they develop, and to

make note of any such irregularity for comparison

another season before coming to the conclusion

that a novelty of sterling worth has been secured.

I have seen a bloom which displayed but little of

the correct form or colour of the original kind ex-

hibited for a certificate under the impression that

it was a sported variety, but the change in such a

bloom was the result merely of cultivation and a

development of the blooms from wrong buds. I

will give a few instances of variability as seen in

certain varieties. Mme. C. Andiguier, naturally a

loose incurved Japanese kind with deep mauve
flowers, has broad florets, the points incurving

crosswise. In the changed flower the florets are

narrow, reflexed in a semi-drooping manner, and of

the palest pink. The newer Etoile de Lyon
affords another instance of changeableness in

colour. Plenty of blooms of this arc annually

produced almost white, purely tlie result of

selecting the wrong bud. It would be a waste of

time to quote other instances in the Japanese sec-

tion ; enough has been said to denote the change
which does take place owing to misratinngement in

this respect. 1 will mention three instances among
the Incurved kinds. Queen of England, one of the

oldobt and still ono of the best. Is Uablo to much
ffttlfttlon, JflewerB cl.erilop»d from ewly-lormed

SHORT NOTES.—OHBYSANTHEMUMS.

Chrysanthemum Excellent is au incurved

Japanese of promise. The centre is gold or primrose,

lilac-shaded, purple underneath.

Chrysanthemum Sugarloaf.—This ineurvcJ

Japanese is a strikini,' novelty. Tlie colour is ehestuut

and bronze rever.se. inside striped purple.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. W. Gelding.—The
florets of this are very similar in style to those of

Advance, hut rather hrnader than in that variety

;

inside striped and mottled with purple.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Ijibbie Allen —This
incurved Japanese is very promisiDs. The build of the

flower is of the graBdittorum type ; the petals broad

and rather pointed at the extreme tips, soft yellow ni

colour.

Chrysanthemum Alberic Lunden.— This

is of the rellrxed Japanese style of flower, very tuU and

deep. Its colour—deep erimson-aniaranth-is particu-

larly pleasing and striking. 1 do not know of a vanety

to compare with it in that respect among the present

day exhiltition varieties.

Chrysanthemum Ada Spaulding. — The

fact of a variety which was represented by engravuigs

as lieing more perfect than any Kiiglish standard va-

riety in the in.nrved section being now in the second

year only seen in a Japanese stand does not say much
fur its real woitli in tlie class of which it was .said to

be sii'-h a stron-.;' vepretentative.

Chrysanthemum James Dibbins.—This is

a sei'dling .lapanese variety raised by James Hihhins,

of the Wirkluini Park Nursery, Broekley. The colour

is distinct I'rom anything 1 know at present, the flower

having a gold luHe with a purple and bronze suthismn.

Tlu> florets are ra.ther wide, flat, the tips just cunJiiig a

little, and rendering the flower very ell'ective when

opening.

Chrysanthemum Marquis de Paris.—This
new tlai-prtiinoil .laiianese sort I lately saw in splendid

c.ndili.'niu .Mr. II. .1. .lon.'s's nursery at llitlier Creen,

i.ewisliam. As the name implies, it is of French origin.

The colour is very striking pink ground mottled and

edgi'd Willi white, a full bold flower. The broad tlorots

are slightly pointed, which gives even more variety in

its const I net ion.

Clirysanthemum Golden Star.—Tins is one

of tiie ninsl .ilrilang varieties in the aiiijjle-Howered

ooeti.pii 111. It I have jcl seen. The flower is large, tho

Horetu mailing a perfect circle, luc f.miewl.at ronndeo

ul the tip» iuslfnd of beiug poiuted. Us eolour m liH
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great charm, being a Jeep yellow witbont verging to
orangf!. It is, iiuleea, in all respects a striking uovelty,
and those persons wlvi appreciate single Cbrysantlie-
muins wonld tlo well to add (iolden Star to their list.—E. JI.

Chi'vsanthemum Temple of Solomon.—
This old variety (introdueed In- Fernet as far l.Liek as
184/) has been shown in really good condition this
year. It stands almost alone in matter of colouring
in the reflexed class, being a soft yellow, differing al-
together from such as Chevalier Uomage, or oven
L/loth of Gold. Were it not on account of its small
size, we should see it more largely shown.—E.

Societies and Exhibitions.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHE.\IUM SOCIEIY.

November 10.

Floral Comraittee.

At no previous meeting of this body was such a
large number of new varieties of Chrysanthemums
submitted for opinion as on this occasion, and the
task set the committee was a very heavy one, and
it was only flowers of high-class merit that gained
the award of a certificate of merit. A batch of new
varieties was sent from Grenoble, France, by
M. Ernest Calvat, a raiser who seems destined to
take a high place as a producer of new varieties.

He received a first-class certificate of merit for

Japanese Comte de Galbert, a large, very full and
handsomely formed variety of a pale pink or blush
colour, an e.xoellent companion to Mrs. C. Har-
man-Payne, a fine variety from the same raiser,

shown and certificated at a previous meeting. An-
other variety of high merit, but not seen to the
best advantage, was Exposition de Grenoble, a richly

coloured flower which the committee desired to see

again. Several other varieties had perished during
the long journey to London. Messrs. Pitcher and
Manda, Hextable, Swanley, received first-class cer-

tificatesforLordBrooke,averyfine incurved .lapan-

eseofadeep golden orange colour; Mrs. Libbie Allen,
another large yellow Japanese of fine quality, also

incurved, but quite distinct from the foregoing; and
for Delaware, a very fine, large, Anemone-flowered
variety, white guard petals with lemon centre. A
variety shown under the name of W. A. Manda is

of the Louis Boehmer character, but of a yellow
colour ; this the committee wished to see again.
Mr. Robert Owen, nurseryman, Maidenhead, had a
good number of new varieties, most of them Eng-
lish raised seedlings. First-class certifirates of

merit were awarded to Excelsior (Japanese), colour
bright cerise with a silvery reverse, very fine and
promising ; G. C. Schwabe, a fine high-coloured va-

riety of decided promise ; and Mrs. Robinson King
(also a Japanese), another fine golden incurved
variety. Mr. Owen also had Marigold, a large
bronzy-orange pompon, and several others that
will no doubt be seen in better condition. A pro-

mising Japanese variety named Mr. V. W. Flight
the committee rei[uested to see again.

From Mr. T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries,
Tottenham, came a number of new varieties.

Among them was a pals yellow incurved Jap.xnese
named Amos Perry, which was commended by the
committee. This appears to be quite distinct in

character. An incurved variety named George
Luckman, white, large in size, was considered like

Empress Eugenie, but whiter. Mrs. Frank Clinton

is a yellow Japanese, but it probably was not shown
in the best condition. Florence Davis, a remark-
ably fine white Japanese, somewhat incurved, raised

at Camberwell by Mr. Norman Davis, was finely

shown by Mr. \V. H. Fowler, Taunton, and anarJed
a first-class certificate of merit. It was also shown
by other exhibitors. From Mr. Tomlinson, The
Friary, Old Windsor, came a pure white form of

the Japanese Etoile de Lyon sent as a sport,

but it is customary for it to come destitute

of colour. From Mr. Thomas Hobbs, Lower
Easton, Bristol, came a seedling Anemone pom-
pon which is not distinct enough In colour, be-

iDg tee iSHcli Uli« Margu«rlt« dt Wtvldeniar.

Messrs. James Carter and Co., Holborn, submitled
a number of new varieties, such as Holborn Dragon,
Holborn Rose, regarded as not being sufficiently

distinct
; Miss Bella Wilson, a deep pinkish-lilac,

incurved
; and some single forms, but they did not

appear to find favour with the committee. Mr.
Mursell, Streatham, had Kat 3 Mursell, a fine broad-
petalled yellow sport from the white Lady T. Law-
rence, and Coronet, a very deep orange-yellow
Japanese of great laeauty, both of which were
awarded first-class certificates of merit. Mr. Gid-
dings, of Hornsey, sent a sport from Mrs. G.
Rundle, which appeared to be identical with White
Venus.

From Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft Nursery, Lewis'
ham, came a large and exceedingly interesting
collection of new varieties, Japanese, incurved, and
reflexed, which the committee regarded as highly
promising, bul withed to see again in better form

;

indeed, this collection from Mr. Jones formed one
of the features of the great show. From Mr. W.
Melford, Worcester Park, Surrey, came Ada Kaye,
a sport from the large Anemone-flowered Gliiek,

which the committee desired to see again in better
condition. A first-class certificate was .awarded to

the .\merican plumed .Japanese Louis Boehmer,
shown in very fine condition by Mr. II. IjOader,

Sydenham. Mr. W. Seward, The Firs, llanwell,

sent blooms of several Japanese seedlings he had
raised. The committee requested that they be
shown again next season.

First- class certificates were also awarded to two
very promising Potatoes, shown by Mr. James Lye,
ClyfEe Hall, Market Lavington, Wilts ; one a very
handsome round of the Schoolmaster type n.amed
Advance ; the other a symmetrical kidney, in

shape like the Ijapstone, and tinted with purple at

the broad end. Both are pedigree varieties and
full of promise. The same award was made to

Colchester Black ISuUace, shown by Mr. A. J. Har-
wood, fruit grower, of Colchester. This is a large
late round variety, bearing most profusely, fruiting

branches gathered from trees the previous day be-

ing shown. The quality of the fruit is remarkably
good.

PUBLIC Gardens.

the Council. They had ascertained that the gar-

dens were vested in trustees, who many years ago
acquired the rights which they now exercised, and
that these trustees were unwilling to surrender

their rights to the Council. Moreover, it was some-
what doubtful whether the Council could, without

special power, obtain possession of the fields. They
recommended " That provisions be inserted in the

Council's General Powers Bill of next session con-

ferring upon the trustees of Lincoln's Inn Fields

power to agree with the Council for the transfer of

the trustees' powers and duties of maintenance to

the Council, and upon the Council power to main-

tain the gardens for the use of the public, and to

agree with the trustees accordingly." The recom-
mendation was agreed to.

Acceding to the request made to them by a deputa-
tion, the Greenwich Board of Works have decided to

contriliute iC7WHt towards the £'42,0(11) required for the

purchase of the Hilly Fields, Brockley.

Another recreation ground.—Au effort will

be made by the Chelsea Vestry to secure the house
and grounds of Gordon House, comprising three and a

half acres of land eminently suitable for a recreation

ground. The price, which is rather high, is said to be
,tl2,(H)ll. At all events, a committee of the Vestry

has the matter in hand, and will do its best to secure

the land.

Waterlow Park.—The Parks Committee of

the London County Council reported that they

had been unable to obtain a definite or satis-

factory reply from the owner of Fairseat House
and grounds with regard to the Council's olTer

of forty years' purchase for the property, and
as it was very desirable that the grounds attached

to this house should be secured for the recreation

of the public as part of Waterlow Park, which was
the intention of the donor. Sir Sydney Waterlow,

they had asked the Parliamentary Committee to

include in the notices for the General Powers I'.ill

for next session a clause to give the Council power
of compulsory purchase. They recommended " That
the Council do sanction this course," and this was
agreed to.

Lincoln's Inn Fields.—The attention ol the

Parks Committee has also been called to the de-

sirableness of securing admission for the public to

the gardens known as Lincoln's Inn Fields. It

was unnecessary to dwell upon the advantage which

would thereby accrue to the people, and pivrticularly

the children, living in the crowded diotriot in the

midst of whioh the pardons wcro tilunted, us the lUdnor,

Igsallty mwBt b* well known t9 the msmbsn o£ fjp»lti»woode, bomlun, K.C

Primula rosea (.$'. S.).—This is iiuite hardy and
should be allowed to go to rest during the winter

mouths. If in a rot, plunge in a cold frame in ctial

ashes to prevent the frost breaking the pot. It will

start again into grov\th in the spring.

An American Carnation Society has been
organi.sed at Philadelphia, with a memhership of abovit

fifty. The objects of the society are to improve the

Carnation, to enctpnrage the produciion of new and
better varieties, and to discourage the dissemination

of novelties which have no decided vahie.

Insects on Cypripediums.—We have a num-
ber of ( )rchids which are greatly infested by a sort of

red ant. They lodge principally at the bottom of Cy
prijjedium leaves. Can you name a good cure for

eradicating this pest ? Are they injurious to the

plants ? Your reply through the med ium of your
paper will greatly oblige.—TowLElt & Son.

*** Dust some tobacco powder .among the leaves.—
Hn.

Club in Cabbages.—I have been told that

by continually using pig manure I am increas-

ing the evil instead of checking it, and it cer-

tainly seems to be gradually spreading to other

crops. Until within the last year or two, crops,

as a rule, were always good. Carrots were

the first to suffer, then Onions followed, and this

last year greens of all kinds. Parsley, Spinach,

and even Wallflowers have been attacked. —
G. T. P.

The Horticultural College at Swanley, which has

already had a practical recognition by Govern-

ment in the form of a small grant of money, has

now received more substantial help from the Kent
County Council. After close and careful inquiry, it

has been determined to devote annually a sum of

f2KlO of the money provided for technical educa-

tion for the benefit of the college in the form of

fifteen scholarships at .ttJO tenable for two years,

and ten others at £30 per annum.

Names of plants.—K. ;?.—1, Croton variegatum

;

2, C. pictnm ;
.'), C. iormosum : 4, C. Kex ; o, C. un-

dulatum ; G, Llaranta roseo.lineata. V/. C. i/.

—

Sedum SiebolJi, Veronica speciosa var., Geranium
(witliereJ up). H'. //., Ln-i7.s-. — Flower quite

smaslied. You should send such flowers in a small

box. Crmimc. — 1, A/.ara microphylla ; 2, l!hus

('otinus; .'i, Leycesteria formosa ; I, C'otoneaster

Sinnmsi; 5, I'ernettya mucronata. Ctiliyan l>"

Snii.^.—A variety of t,)uercns Ilex. K. M. (i.—
SIvimmia japonica.

Names of fruit.— ir. Fiimri.i.—LBoachamwell;
2, Court (.f Wick; '•, Lncombe's Pine; (i, lieurre

Ranee; 5, Baronue de Mello ; 4, Josephine d" Malines

ir. Sli-niid.— 1, I'rbaniste; 2, Chaumontel; 3,

Benrre Hance ; 4, Comte do Flumlre : ."), not re-

cognised ; (1, Columbia. ('. //. {'.—Catshead.

;/. F,.4iii,i.—\, King of the Pippins; 2, Sturmer

Pippin ; '6, Jolly Begg.ir ; 5, Minchal Crab ; 8,

Ilamhledon Denx Aus ; others not rec.iguised.

('. I!.— 1, not known; 2, Nouveau Poiteau. /.

(',.„./,-.—2, Old Pomeroy; .'i. Scarlet Russet; 4,

Fearn's Pippin. i'. I'nilixluii.—l, Duehesse d'.An-

gonh''me ; 2, Eiiiile Bivort ; .'i, Thompson's ; 4,

Sccklo ;
.">, llnmhlodou Deux Ans.

liOOKS RKCKIVED.
" Uevisio Geiierum I'lantarnm." Part I. Dr. Otto

Kuntiio. London : IJulan & Co., HT, Soho ^'qnare.

"My Gardener:" ii praotictil handbook tor the

million. By H. W. Ward, gardener to tho Earl of

L'ingt'ord tV'tle, Saliibury. ,Hjr» «»d
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

FORESTRY AS A SOURCE OF PROFIT.

The following very interesting oorrespondenoe

on this subject has recently appeared in the

Fidd ;—

I have been rather disappointed to see this sub-

ject dropped. Few are of greater importance to

owners of landed estates, and there is one branch

of the question which has not even been hinted at

by those who have written to you. Mine is pro-

bably a typical case. I inherited some twenty

years ago an estate with a gooi proportion of

woodland. It has been of much interest to me to

endeavour to improve that part of the business. I

think that I have done so with some knowledge,

and certainly with some expenditure of money;
but yet, whenever I look at my woods, I ask my-
self, " What is all this for ; how can I sell my
timber ?

" And the worst of it is that I cannot get
anyone to tell me. I find myself at the mercy of

some local dealer, who would give me, as he does a
neighbour of mine, prices which appear utterly in-

adequate to those one has to pay for foreign timber
when a farmhouse has to be repaired or a cattle

shed built. I never see in any newspaper a refer-

ence to the value of English timber, nor any ac-

count of what becomes of it. I presume that some
is sold, because I see trees cut down and dis-

appear, and therefore somebody buys them.
Still, what the buyers give for them and what
they do with them nobody seems to know.
Can any of your readers enlighten U5 ? The
fact is we are all at the mercy of tlie British

distributor. Whether it be timber or fruit, or, in-

deed, anything but corn, beef, or mutton, we see no
quotations of prices ; and, even if we do, the state-

ments are so vague as to convey very little informa-
tion. If the producer only were concerned I should
have little hope of help, but we have the consumer
bshind

; would not a little more information be of

advantage to both classes ? Information is what
we want ; and I have ventured to point out one
direction in which I think it would be very useful.—Abbokicultubist.

• In my time I have paid quite £100,000 for

English Oak timber for railway wagon building. The
use of Oak for the heavy framing is being steadily
superseded by steel, as it has been pretty much the
case in shipbuilding. For export work steel is en-
tirely preferred. I am of opinion that English
forestry has a poor future before it in competition
with the freer-growing woods of other countries.
Poplar and Spruce are in most parts of the country
practically valueless. English Ash maintains its

prices, as there is no foreign wood to compete with
it in lightness and toughness for wheelwrights,
coaohbuilders, and agricultural implement makers.
—A Ketibbd Wagox Buildee.

" Arboriculturist " may ascertain the market
value of his timber, if he means selling, and has
it lotted judiciously to suit purchasers and ad-
vertised sufliciently. Prices will, of course, depend
upon the distance from consumers, upon accessi-

bility by road and rail, Kc. But good-sized Oak,
Ash, Sycamore, Beech, and English Elm will fetch
fair value. Prices have risen during these last four
years, after a long period of depression. They are
now, however, at a standstill, if they be not declin-

ing. The vendor should, of course, value the lots

before ofTering, so that he may sell by tender or by
auction. There is no reliable record of prices of

home-grown timber published. One can get at the
value of foreign timber in the market, because it

is regularly quoted ; but, notwithstanding the vast
turnover annually in the home timber trade, and
the fact that we have royal and other arboricul-
tnral societies that profess to interest themselves
in such matters for the benelit of landowners,
forestry, and the home timber trade are practically

without an organ or record of its own ; nor is there

a paper of any kind to which gentlemen or their

agents can turn for information. To give an idea

of the extent of the home timber trade, I

may state that, n this locality alone, sales

amounting; to thousands of pounds take place

annually. The timber sold is mostly Oak. I have
myself sold upwards of £20,000 worth of timber in

six yeirs. During the past three years, of the

above-stated quantity of timber, about t'2000 worth
has gone to one manufacturing firm—mostly Oak
for wagon-building. This trade now, I believe, ab-

sorbs more Oak than ever our ships did in the time

of our " wooden walls." The highest price going is

given for Oak suitable for wagon "soles "and beams,

and the consumption of thisqualityisimmense. Isee,

this week, a sale of over 10,000 trees announced in

this county on one estate ; it is made up principally

of Oak, and next Ash. This sale occurs annually,

and others are constantly advertised. It is amusing
to see the fuss that was made by botanists and
others over the twigs and cones exhibited a
few weeks ago at the Conifer conference at Chis-

wick
;
yet, so far as I have been able to gather

from the various reports, not one scrap has been
written about the timber of the trees mentioned or

their value in that respect ; whilesome of the practical

papers expected to be read at the meeting have
been suppressed, in order to appear, we are told, at

some future pariod in the society's " Transactions."

This means a very long delay, and an appearance
where the papers will be only accessible to a few.

I may add that the space devoted to home timber

in the special journals of the timber trade is of a
very meagre description ; and the accounts of

sales, when they do appear, are almost always

worthless, because the quantities are not given, &c.
;

hence the value received by the vendor cannot be

ascertained.

—

Forestee.

—— If " Arboriculturist's " amount of timber
for sale is not large and in a district remote from
rails, let him sell it standing (under proper agree-

ment), and not by auction if he can help it. By so

doing, he will escape the dealer's " ring " and sub-

sequent ' knock out." He may, from independent

inquiry and comparison, have better chance of

finding out its value previously for himself. My
auctioneer stopped a recent sale—Ash poles and
Larch—because the prices offered by the " distri-

butors" did not cover the cost of felling. The
same occurred with a neighbour. English Oak
will hold its own if properly grown, and I believe

that at the present Ash fully equals it in value
,

yet the local dealers' offers remain as they were
years ago. So my timber does the same. Con-
sumers are not inaccessible. I have had an encamp-
ment of clog-makers (half a summer) using Alder,

Willow, and Birch as it grew in a covert, and found
their employers—a Manchester firm—and them-
selves excellent in every way. Spruce, for many
reasons, is not a very profitable growth I admit,

yet it is impossible to pass Pop!ar as worthless,

knowing, as I do, a large estate where the

late owner used it largely for well- protected

roofs two generations ago, and they are as

good in outline now as ever. I thoroughly

agree with the suggestion that we want in England
a "price current" of English timber; and want,

too, to know better its various uses, such as cotton

reels of all sorts, railway breaks, clogs, turnery,

and certain upholstery for light woods
;
pit props,

pales, gates, and well-covered roofs lor harder sorts.

If we could stop the local carpenter's demand lor

"a bit of foreign stuff" for every ordinary opera-

tion on the farm by bidding him look at home, we
shoiJd want fewer of these distributing gentry, we
should hear less of land bought under timber (such

as Scotch), and paid for by the fall of it ; and many
more acres well fitted lor timber of various sorts in

England, Ireland,and Scotland would be soon covered

with its growth. Of course, in dealing with large

regular falls ol timber on a great estate, well ad-

vertised and near rails, the true value is probably

realised at auctions from large buyers of repute

and name ; but for small lots of useful timber there

are small buyers to be found, who are not en-

amoured of the middlemen, a class, no doubt, use-

ful, but one not quite necessary—at any rate, not

in rural districts. And, possibly, they are likely to

be less so, as landowners (finding their necessity)

find and feel their feet.— J. P.

Substitutes for Boxwood -In consequence
of its scarcity and high price, many substitutes for

Bo.xwood have been resorted to : Maple, Apple,
Pear, Mahogany have been experimented upon ;

but hitherto no wood, metal, nor composition has
been dis ;overed that possesses the requisite qualities.

Not everyone is aware that the wood used by en-

gravers is the growth of those far-away regions
around the Black and Caspian Seas, the very names
of the ports from which it is shipped being un-
familiar. For all fine engravitii;' Turkey Boxwood
is used, and as its quality varies much, some skill is

necessary to a good selection. The best is of a
delicate, yellow colour, clear and free from, spots;
it cuts smoothly and evenly, with no crumbling or

tearing, but every line cut will be perfect. It is to

the use of this wood by artists that the superiority

of their designs and wood engravings must in a
great measure be attributed.

Supporting Elms.-At p. 410 " W. S. G." asks
if putting a support to his Elms will save them from
destruction by rough winds. It certainly would
assist them, but he does not tell us their size or

age, as when the Elm gets to a certain age I con-

sider it one of the worst trees we have to give sup-
port to, as the wood is so brittle and decay sets in

in the least expected parts, that when giving cup-

port more care is required than in the case of trees

of a tougher nature. We have some grand old
Elms that we have, unfortunately, been obliged to

top to save total destruction, and when this is

done many years are added to their existence if the
portion cut or exposed is well cemented over to

prevent the moisture getting into the wood. Much
depends upon the nature of the soil which
" W. S. G.'s " Elms are in, as if in a peaty or sandy
soil they are more subject to decay and the wood
is less tough than in strong loamy land. I would
also advise when supporting the trees to allow of

free play, as it braced up tightly they are more
readily snapped by high winds. If a bar is used
it should be in sections, and for a short distance I

would prefer links or a stout chain. If the trees

are near buildings I would thoroughly examine
them, as if dangerous, topping or lopping off some of

the head would be the safest plan, and though one
that I would only advise in extreme cases, it is

better than total loss. A new head will be fur-

nished in two or three years.—G. Wythes, ^i/on

Gardens.

SHORT NOTE.— WOODS AND FOBESTS.

Timber of deciduous Cypress.—The timber
of this tree (Tasodiuiu disticlium) is very durable,
evL-n under water. It is finely grained and of a
reddish colour. A peculiar property of the wood ia

its adaptability to split straight, so as to serve for
planks without the use of a saw.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.—r*« jounwl i» pvb-
lUhed in neatly bound Monthly Parts. In this form the

coloured plates are best presa'ved, and it is most suitable for

reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. Price

Is. 6rf. ;
post free. Is. 9(i. Complete set of volumes of The

Garden ./Vom its commencement to end of 1890, thirty-eiffht vols.t

price, cloth, £28 is.

"Gardening Illustrated" Monthly Parts. — r*i«
journal is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which
form it is most suitable for rt^ference previoi^ to the issue of the

yearly volumes. Price Utt.
; postfree, Sd.

" Farm and Home " Monthly Parts.—r*« journal ie

publUhed in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which fonn it it

most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price bd. ; postfree, Hd.

" Hardy Flowers."—Giving desn-iptions oj upwards of

thirteen hundred of Ibe most ornamental si)ecies, with directiont

for their arravijtmeut, culture, <tc. Fourth and Popular
Edition, Is.', postfree, 1.*. 3{i.

"The Garden Annual" for 1891.—Coiilnitu .,4;;)*o-

belical lists of all Braucbat of the Hortirulturnl Troile coi-rectea

up to November 10 Ui.**t. The Lists of Gardens and Country
Seats (containing over 9000.) have been very carefully and ej:ten-

sively revised, and are ailmitled to he t'te most coni2^lete ever

published. Price Is. ; by post. Is. 'id.
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" TMs Is an Art
Which does mend Nature ; change It rather ; but
Thi Art itself is Natdre."—SAoteipeari.

Chrysanthemums.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS IN GEO UPS.
These, as seen at the autumn exhibitions, when
well arranged and with good taste, being also
finished oil' around the sides and fronts, so that
the pots are not seen, are considerable additions
to any shoiv. In the arrangements some exhi-
bitors aim at obtaining as dwarf plants as pos-
sible. For the front and outer parts of a group
these are decidedly effective, but then frequently
the same person will also keep the back propor-
tionately low. This need not by any means be
the case. What is really wanted to give the
best effect in a limited space is plants of the
tallest varieties at the back, such as Mme. C.
Audiguier, Thunberg, Boule d'Or, or Fair
Maid of Guernsey

; in fact, any well-known
tall kinds. If these do not happen to be tall
enough, then raise them to the required
height. My point in recommending the very
tallest plants obtainable for the background is

to provide more space, whereby a larger num-
ber of plants can be grouped together without
overcrowding. Take, for instance, a group of
100 square feet, which at a guess would be
about 15 feet across the back by 7 ft. in. deep,
allowing for the loss in striking the semi-circle'
In such an instance 12 feet would not be any
toD tall

; room is thus provided for a larger
number of plants with greater diversity in the
building up of the group. Of course all of these
till plants should have their flowers inclining
forward, not standing erect, as they are some-
times seen, with a con.sequent loss of effect and
an undesirable gain in a stiff and formal appear-
ance. Another decided gain in having a tall
background is the opportunity thus afforded of
breaking up the formal outline to which so many
growers seem chained beyond any hope of
breaking loose. By having a few decided
colours here and there standing above the rest
the appearance of the group is much improved.
Now and then this is done, and that with a pleas-
ing effect as a whole. On the other hand, when
not provided with a tall background to work
upon, the ultimate result is more often than
not a close packed appearance, simply because
more plants are at command than there is room
for, yet the prevalent desire is to use aa many
as possible. Take the back of such a group as
about feet in height and 2 feet in front, then
measure to the top of the lowest flowers at the
front, and contrast this with the space pro-
vided if it were 12 feet at the back and the
same at the front. The superficial space
thus provided will be astonishing. The fain
is obvious at a glance, allowing for a larger
number of plants, yet they need not be nearly
so much crowded. In the choice of colours
there is oftentimes a lack of discrimination ; too
many colours are more often than not em-
ployed, giving a mixed medley appearance.

Intermixing the colours is oftentimes done
cau.sing a loss of effect. Take, for instance, the
following sorts as examples, and which if grouped
a few together give a distinctive feature, viz.
Sunflower, Mme. C. Audiguier,Staustead White
Etoile de Lyon, Source d'Or, Avalanche, Mme'
Lacroix, Edwin Molyneux, Val d'Andorre,
Viviand Morel, Thunberg, and Mons. Free-
man from amongst the Japanese. The same
remarks apply to the decided colours amont' the

Chrysanthemum Mme. F. Mistral.—To
those persons who appreciate the small type of
incurved flowers, this new French variety will be
welcome, but I would warn cultivators not to

attempt to produce large blooms of it, or they will

fail to grow it in anything like incurved form. This
they may strive to attain by "taking" early buds,
which are almost certain to come rough. The later-

formed buds aro the most suitable for giving per-

fectly formed small blooms. The colour is a light
rosy- violet with salmon tips.— B. M.

New and choice single varieties of Chry-
santhemums. — No one who pays a visit to an
exhibition of Chrysanthemums where there is a
representative collection of this section can fail to

note the interest there is displayed in single varieties

by the public generally. There is something at

once so light and elegant about the single varie-

ties. Single kinds appear to come so readily from
seed, that before long we may expect to find the
list very much augmented. The following I can re-

commend as very choice and thoroughly deserving
of cultivation : Oceana I look upon as the very best
variety in existence ; the blooms are of good sizeand
the florets are semi-drooping at the points. The
colour is the palest pink. When better known this

cannot fail to become a general favourite. Mrs.
D. B. Crane is quite alone in the matter of colour

—

a cerise-pink. I know of no Chrysanthemum of

quite the same shade of colouring. The only fault

I can find with this variety is its style of flower

;

incurved and reflexed varieties, not forgetting a
few at least of the Anemone flowered. These
latter when in good form give weight to any
group, so do the incurved, but the Japanese, by
reason of their effectiveness, should predominate.
The finishing off at the sides is oftentimes sadly
deficient. More than once this season I have
seen a fine group with a plant here and there in

the front stuck upon a pot, quite out of all

character and reason. If Ferns and Palms are
not allowed as a fiui.sh (the former should always
be allowed) then endeavour to hide the pots in

some way, fresh green Moss being about the
best thing to employ, and of which one sackful

would go a long way.—J. Hudson.

I have seen a great many groups of

Chrysanthemums during the past few weeks,
and find them to be such repetitions of each
other, that one may be excused for pleading in fa-

vour of something new and more varied. The
general outline of the groups is the same—a sharp
slope from back to front, which is always rounded
and rarely neatly finished oflE. The flowers which
compose the group are of all sorts of colours,

arranged together without regard to effect or

harmony. Everything has to depend upon the
height of the plant, which defines its position in

the group. The judges of these compounds of
floral variety are usually bound to cDnsider quality
and effect, and it not nnfrequently happens that
the most effectively arranged group has the poorest
flowers, because very large blooms look like mops
and fail to prove effective in the mass. I

should like to see this style of group abolished en-
tirely, and in place thereof the same areas as are
now allotted should be occupied byanumber of plants
not exceeding fifty, and not more than ten varieties.

With these should be freely used any quantity of

Ferns or other green-foliaged plants needful to pro-

duce a pleasing arrangement, the ordinary area in

no case to be exceeded. Very probably it would
be found that even fewer than ten varieties would,
because of the greater number of plants of one or

two kinds which might be used, be found far more ef-

fective. We should, very probably, under such an
arrangement get rid of the ball-like incurved
flowers. I was amused to hear the other day,
as an excuse for the use of incurved varieties

into these groups, " That they helped to make
foils for the more graceful and pleasing Japanese."
If the groups were composed of fewer plants and
only of very few varieties—all Japanese, the foils

could be very readily dispensed with.—A. D.

instead of the points of the florets drooping slightly
there is a decided tendency to an upward direc-
tion, which gives the bloom a stiff appearance.
Jenny Lind has yellow flowers, tinted with orange.
Miss A. H. Bates, a broad, flat-petalled variety,
has pure white flowers. The flowers of Calliope are
pink. Where the plants are not cultivated on
the large bloom principle some disappointment
may be felt when flowering time comes round
again, because flowers which develop from clusters
of buds on one branch do not show the same high
colour as those on a shoot with a limited number
of blooms. Neither are the flowers of the same
form.—E. M.

NOTES ON [NORTHERN CHRYSANTHEMUM
SHOWS.

It is always pleasant for a person residing in the
southern counties to pay a visit to the northern
autumn shows to compare the exhibits with
those in and about the metropolis, and the me-
thods of staging and management generally.
Having seen three of the most noted shows in
the north this season, I thought a few notes there-
on might be of interest to some readers of The
Gaeden.

Liverpool held its twenty-eighth meeting on
November 17 and following day, as usual, in St.

George's Hall. The late show was considered to
be the best yet held. Nowhere this season have
I seen such close competition as in the cut-
bloom classes, only a very few points separating the
first four competitors. Owing to the atmosphere
not being so clear as in the south, the blooms are
wanting in that high colour and fresh appearance
which are characteristic of southern exhibits. The
incurved varieties have been well grown for many
years in the neighbourhood, but the Japanese until

late years have not had so much interest taken in
their cultivation. What is noticeable is the absence,
or nearly so, of single varieties, fimbriated, pom-
pon, and Anemone pompon kinds. True, there
were a few of the last two sections at the late

show, but only of inferior quality. Anemone blooms
either of the old show form or the newer Japanese
were staged in exceedingly small numbers. Whether
it is owing to the want of encouragement by the
offering of prizes or a lack of interest in these
sections by the growers themselves I know not,

but the exhibition is shorn of considerable va-
riety in consequence. Reflexed varieties were
remarkably well staged this year, special at-

traction being provided for them in the shape of a
challenge vase in connection with other sections,

which brought together strong competition and
very fine blooms. It is not often at one exhibition

that so many valuable prizes are offered for cut
blooms as in the present instance, but the result

proved the wisdom of the step, a very fine show
being made. I never saw such a poor lot of plants

as was here staged. Prizes were offered for those

untrained ; the first prize lot were exceedingly
leggy and leafless, carrying from twelve to twenty
blooms on each, fastened to stakes in an almost
perpendicular manner, having a gaunt appearance.
The groups of Chrysanthemums, too, lacked both
quality of bloom and in consequence certain effect,

but they were dwarf and had fairly good foliage,

which is more than can be said of many.
The Hull autumn shows are remarkable for two

things—the quality of the exhibits and the metho-
dical manner in which the arrangements are carried

out. It would be safe to say that nowhere else are

the latter carried out in the same manner. By 10

o'clock the exhibits were ready for the judges, the

public were admitted at 12 a.m., and by 2 p.m.

printed lists were available of all exhibitors and
the awards as made by the judges. In former
years a combination class of Japanese and incurved
varieties was the principal one in the cut bloom de-

partment, but with the idea of a change and of in-

creasing the number of exhibitors, the two sections

were kept apart, substantial prizes being offered in

each case. The end hardly justified the aim of the

committee, the competition not increasing. This

may be owing to the date being just a few days
late for cut blooms. Another season, perhaps, may
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prove the reverse. The Japanese blooms were re-

markable for high colour and solidity, and were
generally well staged. The incurved class brought
out an unprecedented fact—a southern grower
(Mr. Shoesmith, gardener to Mr. M. Hodgson,
Shirley Cottage, Croydon) going so far north and
winning premier award. Anemone-flowered varie-

ties were best staged here of anywhere that I have
seen during the present season. No fewer than
eleven staged twelve blooms, the competition be-

ing very close indeed and blooms remarkable for

the well-formed centre or disc, which is the chief

point in flowers in this section. Here, as at Liver-

pool, the smaller flowering kinds failed to make
even a representative display. More encouragement
evidently is needed to spur up the growers of these

sections. The groups of Chrysanthemums, with
which were interspersed fine-foliaged plants, were
remarkable

;
perhaps no better have ever been

seen. Each of the five competitors had just enough
flowers to give effect. Almost all of those staged
would have done credit to leading stands of cut

blooms, so uniformly good were they. Neither
were they huddled together, as is sometimes the
case. Palms and Crotons were freely employed to

give lightness, and what was quite first-rate in

this respect were well-grown plants of Eulalia ja-

ponica associated with dark- coloured Chrysanthe-
mums. The whole of the five competing groups
provided object lessons in arrangement, all differ-

ing in some respect from each other. Specimen
trained Chrysanthemums were a feature ; suitable

varieties were chosen by the cultivators. No better

can be found than the Rundle family in the three
colours white, yellow, and primrose. They carry
good foliage, neat blooms,and plenty of them, and are
amenable to whatever form of training is desired.

In this case the plants were from 3 feet to 4 feet

in diameter, the shoots not bent or twisted down
close to the pot, but whatever bending had been
required to keep the plants low had been accom-
p'ished early in the season. At least 18 inches of

stem were visible above the base of the bending of

the shoots, and as the foliage was remarkably well

coloured, stift' and formal training was not apparent.
Some freely grown and profusely flowered plants of

single varieties were especially pleasing, showing,
as they did, the high value of this section when
erown for decoration and for providing flowers in

abundance. The bouquets, epergnes, vases, and sprays
were remarkable. Of all the styles of arrangements,
none, in my opinion, could excel that made by em-
ploying fully developed blooms of Source d'Or—

a

bronze Japanese with slightly golden tips—and
suitable greenery or autumn-tinted leaves ; the har-

mony was perfect in these instances.

Table decorations receive much encouragement,
a piece of challenge plate and four guineas as first

prize bringing together a strong competition.

The class is open to ladies only, and the exhibits

are viewed by gaslight. No doubt this department
receives much favour from the general public ; the
various tables—all beautiful in their way—were
quite in opposition to each other in matters of taste

as to how this form of decoration should be carried

out. In no case was the crowding of the flowers
visible. This is a step in the right direction.

York has during the last few years sprung Into

prominence as a place for the holding of a capital

autumn exhibition ; it is highly favoured in

having such a place to hold a show in as the
Fine Art Exhibition building. The central or main
building affords abundant space for the arrange-
ment of the groups of Chrysanthemums and
fine-foliaged plants, which are all surmounted with
a tall Palm, and are in circular form with ample
space between ea<-h for visitors without being
crowded. This style of arrangement is much pre-

ferable to the formal bank-like groups so often
seen at the sides of the building. Specimen
plants were a distinct and pleasing feature of a
good show. The Japanese varieties were so grown
that the full beauty of this section could be seen
and admired. Instead of the single blooms on each
shoot surmounted on a stake, the plants were
allowed to develop a quantity of flowers on each
branch, the result being very fine examples of

approved varieties for the purixjse, such as Dr

Macary, Val d'Andorre and Mme. de Sevin being
conspicuous. The rich orange- coloured incurved
Jardin des Plantes was seen in better condition

here than almost anywhere. The rich tone in

colour of its blossoms contrasted so favourably
with the deep green of its leaves. Pompons were
remarkable for the manner in which they were
flowering and tlie easy way in which the plants

were trained, just enough supports being given
them to prevent breakage, the richly-coloured

Black Douglas contrasting markedly with the

white and yellow Cedo Nnlli. Altogether the dis-

play of plants was one of the best seen this season,

and if for this reason only the York show was re-

markable and worthy of imitation by many others

which have far greater pretensions.

E. MOLYSEU.X.

New and choice Anemone Chrysanthe-
mums.—A great change has come over the Ane-
mone section of Chrysanthemums during the last

five years even. So many new and improved
varieties have been raised, that instead of there

being a difficulty in obtaining a dozen distinct kinds
at a given date twice that number may now be had
with very little trouble, so numerously has the
Japanese section been added to. The Japanese Ane-
mone-flowered forms are so much more attractive

than the ordinary large-flowered or show type, that

it is no wonder the public taste leans toward the
newer section. The following are a few of the
later introductions in the Japanese section which
are worthy of notice : Dame Blanche, white, with
the faintest blush suffusion throughout the whole
flower. The florets are slightly serrated, the

centre or disc being very full. Duchess of West-
minster and M. Cbarles Lebocqz have already been
referred to. E. C. Jukes has rose-lilac guard
florets very evenly disposed ; the centre is golden,
but I fear rather thin and the quill-like florets too
short to make a representative bloom. The follow-

ing belong to the large-flowered section and are
desirable : Gladys Spaulding is a first-rate type of

Anemone ; the centre appears to be consistently

full and rounded, of a golden yellow colour, the
guard or ray florets bronze-yellow, very even and
circular. Mrs. P. Mudie has a somewhat peculiar

history, it being really a sport from the reflexed

variety King of Crimsons, which may account for

the extremely dark red of its florets, resembling its

parent in this respect. The only fault which this

variety has is a lack of florets in the centre or disc.

Rouche Toulousaine is a very deep lilac, both guard
and centre florets being of this colour.—E. M.

Single Chrysanthemums.—For decoration,

either in a cut state or upon the plant, these are
undoubtedly valuable additions to an already ex-

tensive class. The flowers can, when cut, be used
in many ways where large blooms of Japanese or
other kinds would not be either so effective or so
conveniently arranged, and are a pleasing change
to the pompons. These single varieties continue
to flower over a considerable period, and with
special attention the season of blooming might, I

think, yet be considerably prolonged. Single White
Jane and Yellow Jane are two beautiful forms.
This season these have flowered earlier than some
others, and might be had in good condition in

October if necessary. Now these are going over,

there is another beautiful blush white variety

named Mrs. J. Wills just opening. This has the
additional merit of being a sweet-scented kind,

with a decided resemblance to the Heliotrope, but
not so powerful ; it can be detected at some dis-

tance from the plant. Another white variety, with
smaller, somewhat Rhodanthe like flowers, is very
useful in various ways. There are also such dis-

tinct kinds as Miss Mary Anderson, with pure
white flowers, changing to pink, and Miss Rose, a
very compact grower, making a beautiful dwarf
bush with blush white flowers; also Admiral Sir T.

Syraonds,a deep yellow, and Mrs. Langtry, a mauve-
pink. Of the darker kinds, the most attractive are
Lady Churchill, of a terra-ootta colour; Mr. Mist,
chestnut-red; and Souvenir de Londres, crimson-
red. Taken on the whole, these darker sorts are
not so useful in the bulk as those previously mun-

tioned ; the white, yellow and pale shades are all

better for general use. There are, of course, seve-

ral others which are handy in many ways, but the
foregoing may be taken as a useful dozen for those
to grow who have not hitherto given attention to

the single kinds. I consider them to be excellent

for amateurs who cannot give that time and
labour so necessary to bring the large-flowered

kinds to perfection. I find, too, that they promise
to withstand the damp much better than those
with large double blooms. This of itself is no
small point to consider where but a few plants are

grown, and these perhaps kept, whilst in flower, in

an unheated house, for where large double flowers

will be injured, if not destroyed, by damp, these

singles will in a great measure escape. For use in

the house where much decoration has to be done,

these singles, grown as dwarf plants in small pots, by
being struck late, will be found most useful, gaining

many admirers where the doubles, from the mere
fact of being in such profusion, would not attract

that amount of attention. For light arrangements
in vases single flowers when cut will also prove

to be a decided gain both in effect and variety.

—

Plantsman.

CHRYSANTHEMUM SEED.

Mil. J. Morton, the author of a new book on
" Chrysanthemum Culture for America," thus dis-

courses upon this subject :
" Propagation by seed,

together with the process of hybridising, is a

branch of Chrysanthemum culture to which no

hard and fast rule can be applied. Climate and
condition must first be studied, and the operations

carried on in the manner best suited to the circum-

stances of the grower. Probably no two growers

adopt the same system, although there are a con-

siderable number who practise the art with vary-

ing success in every country where Chrysanthe-

mums are grown. In China and Japan the Chry-

santhemum sheds its seeds naturally, and new
varieties spring up as they do among self-sown

plants in this country. We are not so favoured

here, as far as we can learn, although on the

sunny slopes of California this condition may per-

haps exist. All seed-bearing plants should be

grown in pots, small plants being selected, as they

are more easily handled. Select the finest bloom

and remove the others. The plants when in bloom
should be kept in a dry, airy greenhouse or pit,

where they will get plenty of sunlight. If plants

are well established and somewhat pot-bound they

will bear seed more freely. Select the finest flower

and remove all others, and when in full bloom clip

off the flower-leaves with a pair of shears, but not

so short as to touch the stamens or pistils. The
plants to be crossed should then be kept close

together, rather dry, and with plenty of light and
air, thus providing favourable conditions for wind

or insects to assist in pollinating the flowers, as

well as for the use of the camel's-hair brush in

artificial pollination. In bright sunny weather,

where bees and other flower-hunting insects

abound a good crop of seed may be had by their

assistance ; but, notwithstanding the time and
labour required, it is advisable to pollinate the

flowers by hand, using a fine brush, in the fore-

noon of bright sunny days."

Mr. T. H. Spaulding, of Orange, N.J., who has

been very successful, describes his methods as fol-

lows :
" I take the pollen from one bloom on a

pointed match or quill of a feather, and place a
little in each petal of the flower to be pollinated or

touch the stamens with it. This I repeat during

several successive days at leisure hours. I think

the best plan is to take a red, yellow, or white and
cross it with another of the same colour, but better

in constitution, or some other quality rather than

to cross indiscriminately. I also believe that the

petals farthest from the centre are likely to pro-

duce the best and most double blooms. After the

pollen is set I withhold water, giving only enough

to keep the plants alive, and remove them to a dry

place to ripsn their seed. When the plant is

nearly matured, the seed will in most cases ripen,

even it cut from the stalk. Chrysanthemum seeds

germinate freely in from seven to nine days when
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sown in pots or boxes and placed in a temperature

of G0°, and if sown early in spring will prodnoe

blooming plants in the antumn."
In another part of the work, Mr. Morton, referring

to the same subject, says with the exception of a
small portion of Indiana, the Chrysanthemum
raising section of America does not extend over an
area of 200 square miles. A belt of country from
Boston, Massachusetts, taking in a portion of New
York and New Jersey to Philadelphia, would com-
prise the nursery from which is disseminated all

that is new and beautiful in American seedlings.

C. Habman Pavne.

JAPANESE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Amongst Jajianese Chrysanthemums of recent

introduction and that have been exhibited in

good condition at several Chrysanthemum
shows, the following varieties are worthy of

note, and may be considered good additions to

this section ;

—

ViviAND MoBEL has been frequently seen in

good condition at various shows. As shown at the

Drill Hall, Westminster, in October, it was of a
delicate mauve-pink ; during November, however,

it was usually staged of a paler colour. Some
grand flowers were exhibited by the most success-

ful growers ; in one instance, if not more, it

was the premier bloom in its class. No doubt
another season it will be more sought after, being

a decided gain to the reOexed narrow-petalled

Japanese section. The flowers are of large size,

but there is altogether an absence of coarseness in

them.

Puritan is another variety that has been shown
remarkdbly well. Like the foregoing, it is quite

distinct and a decided addition to any stand when
in good form ; an indifferent flower I have not

observed. Another very distinct and beautiful

variety is found in

Mii3. F. Jameson, with flowers of an orange-

bronze colour, the under sides of the florets a pale

yellow. I particularly noticed this to be a taking

flower in nearly every instance where it was shown.
The growth is comparatively dwarf, which is an
additional point in its favour.

Me. a. H. Neve is a new variety of last year

;

this, too, has proved to be an acquisition, and is

also distinct. In colour also it is a decided gain, a
silvery blush. Like all the afore-named, it belongs

to the reflexed type of Japanese with massive

flowers.

Louis Boehmbb has been repeatedly noted at

various shows In one instance I saw it shown as

a plant in a group, the flowers of better colour than
usual. In more than one instance the colours were
not attractive, there being a tendency to either a

greenish or a double centre. I think this must
have resulted from a too excessive growth. I feel

convinced we shall see it far better another season
when grown under ordinary conditions. A great

favourite with many growers is

W. H. Lincoln, and the way in which it has
been shown fully justifies the good opinion formed of

it. The flowers are very full, with slightly incurving
bright yellow petals. It will, I consider, prove to be
a good decorative variety.

Me3. Ibving Clarke, with flowers of a pearl

white colour towards the margin and a rosy centre,

is another promising kind ; so also is

W. W. Coles, which has been shown in several

instances in fine condition. It is a distinct gain in

its colour—a chestnut-red.

Albebic Lunden has, in a few cases, been seen

of good size and quality. It is a distinct gain to

the dark-coloured varieties. With stronger plants

another season I think it will be considerably

better. H. G. II.

Chryaantlieinum Mrs. Alpheus Hardy.—
This variety appears to be destined to give univer-

sal disappointment. The French do not hesitate

to express their unfavourable opinion of it, and

even in America there is but little to be found now
to recommend it. At the last New York Chrysan-

themum show, blooms of the hairy novelty were

staged by Peter Henderson and Co . and the com-

ment upon them in Garden and Forest is to the

following effect :
" It should be said that the

flowers of Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, which somehow
have hitherto failed to fulfil the wonderful pro-

mise of its introduction, were marvels of beauty as

shown in this class, pure in colour, refined in tex-

ture, perfect in form, but lacking somewhat in

strength of stem." At the last Aquarium show Mrs.

Alpheus Hardy was very sparsely exhibited, offer-

ing a striking contrast to the newer, but coarser-

looking variety of the hairy family, Louis Boehmer,

and the few that were comprised in some of the

collections of cut blooms were not worthy of much
comment.

—

Chrysanth.

Grafted Chrysanthemums.—At the Novem-
ber show of the National Chrysanthemum Society

there was an exhibit of a grafted plant bearing

nine or ten medium-sized blooms of Avalanche,

Sunflower, Jeanne Delaux, and Yal d'Andorre. Al-

though there were a few visitors who looked upon

the exhibit as somewhat of a novelty, there was

probably less cause for surprise than might have

been expected, because from what I can learn,

twelve or fifteen years ago grafted Chrysanthe-

mums formed an attractive feature of the Oxford

Chrysanthemum shows. But in Japan grafted

Chrysanthemums appear to be done on a big scale.

A Japanese nursery catalogue contains the follow-

ing curious announcement :
" In this country

special attention is paid to the raising of this noble,

graceful flower, and skilful florists can make so-

called ' Odzukuri' (great bloomer) by grafting 50 to

150 varieties on one single stock. Such a plant

often reaches 4 feet to 5 feet in height with these

diverse varieties, differing from snow-white to deep

scarlet." The advertisers express their regret that

they cannot supply such to any foreign market on

account of the long transit, so that we may scarcely

hope to see such novelties here, unless indeed the

mere repetition of the above is an inducement to

those who have already begun to graft Chrysan-

themums in a smaller way.—Chbtsanth.

Hairy Chrysanthemums.—Whether we are

to have substantial additions to this class or not is

perhaps at present a moot point. From Japan I

have just received a catalogue in which only three

varieties of the kind are ofJered, and with their

Japanese names : Kikiubi, orange-yellow, incurved

flowers, with lighter - coloured hairs, 6 inches

across ; Muras-akikiubi, light magenta, incurved

nature, 6 inches across ; Shirckiubi, white, in-

curved, with white hairs. May these not be the

newly announced H. Ballantine and the older

Louis Boehmer and Mrs. Alpheus Hardy ? Con-

sidering the catalogue enumerates twenty-four

other varieties, it would seem that as yet these

questionable beauties are in the minority.—

C. H. P.

SHORT NOTES.—CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Chrysanthemum R. C. Kingston is a broad

6at-pftalled Japan.'se variety of much promise with

dark purple flowers.

Chrysanthemum Mile. Marie Hoste.—This
is one of the tiuest introductions of late years, and a

welcome adJition tn the Japanese class. The colciur

is creamy-white, faiutly flushed with amaranth ;
the

florets are broad, flat, of a semi-drooping character
;

anil tbe form of the flower all that can be desired. It

is a variety likely to be much sought after by growers

of exliibitiou blooms.

Chrysanthemum "Fred Hart.—This reflexed

variety varies very iimcli under different treatnieut.

In sonio hands it is notliins more than a mass of loni;

ijuiU-lil;e florets, enough to deter aiiyono not ac-

(inainted with its eccentricities adding it to his litt,

but when seen in its proper form it is really a tir>t-

class varii ty. Tha colour is rose-peach, with a liKlitcr

tip on eaeli petal. The flower is quite full and of

good form.—E.

Chrysanthemum Florence Davis.—This is

an English-raised seedling, and promises to take a

high position as an eshibitioa variety when it bacome?
better known. The florets are flat, very even in width

along their whole length ; the points incurve a littlo

until fully developed, when they are quite flat; the

colour is white with a gradual shading to lemon and
green in tho centre, which passes off as the flower ex-

pands.

Chrysanthemum Soeur Dorothee Souille.
—This is a capital variety for growing against a south

wall when allowed to develop all the flower-buds ;
the

blooms are not large, neither is the disc very full. This

Japanese Anemone produces its flowers freely when
allowed to grow away at will from the has"? of an old

stock, iu this way giving agreater wealth of blossom than

plants struck from cuttings the current year. Any
person with ever so small a piece of hare wall witii a

fairly open aspect might do worse than plant this

Chrysanthemum that is if outdoor flowers are

admired.—E. M.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Pyrus Maulei in fruit.—This handsome shrub

has fruited freely in the open this season. Several of

a row of imported plants, apparently seedlings, were

lately carrying a dozen or more of the Quince-like

fruit, iu clusters of three or four, in Messrs. Cheal's

nursery, Crawley.—B. C. 11.

A new^ vegetable market.—Brentford is de-

termined to have a market of its own ; and at a special

meeting of the Local Board, the Markets tJommittee

sanctioned the purchase from Lord Rothschild of over

10 acres of laud at Keiv Bridge, for the sum of .£3359,

to form a fruit and vegetable market. Tlio plans have

been already drawn up and approved. There will bo

a frontage of over 150 feet in length, and the market

will adjoin the Noith London and South Western

Railways.

The Hop-leaved Vine (Vitis heterophylla

humulifolia).—Mr. A. Kingsmill, Stanmore, in send-

ing us some fruiting branches of this Yine says

:

" Why is not the enclosed more often grown .'

Although past its best it is still quaintly beautiful.

*^* This is far too seldom seen. The most strik-

ing feature about this variety is the clusters of

bright sky-blue berries which it bears plentifully in

autumn. These contrasted with the fine green

foliage produce a very fine effect.

—

Ed.

Tropeeoluni tuberosum.—Amongst hardy

climbing plants this deserves a place, for its flowers

are quite distinct. When recently in the parish of

Bashford I noticed an iron arch over the path lead-

ing up to a cottage. The arch was covered with

this Tropajolum, and evidently great pains bad

been taken in its cultivation. Effective as it was

in this position, its beauty would have been

much improved had it been growing over an old

bush or climbing up a tree in a natural way.

—

J. C. F., Dorset.

Hardy Cyclamens beneath trees.— It is

often asked, What is likely to thrive under the

shade of such trees as the Beech ; and in part such

a question is answered and a good idea is suggested

by seeing Cyclamens beneath Beech trees in the

gardens at Livermere Park. Here they thrive

splendidly, some strong plants being more than

1 foot in diameter, the rich tufts of mottled

leafage standing np conspicuously from the

carpet of fallen leaves, whilst from among the

foliage peer out the pretty flowers, which are pro-

fusely borne over a long season. The tree leaves

decay and provide an annual dressing of fresh ma-

terial. Certainly, in no other situation in this or

any garden conld Cyclamens look happier or more

at home.

Fine Japanese Lily at Newton Stewart.

—

lam sending you a photograph of a LUy (Lilium

speciosum rubrum) which I have grown in my
garden here. The bulb was planted in lsS7 (early

spring), and each year since then the plant has in-

creased in size, throwing up more stems. It is in

a sheltered part of the herbaceous border, and all

the attention it has is a little manure put over it in

the winter. This year it was so fine that I had it

photographed : I am sorry the print is not a very

good one. It measured 5 feet 10 inches in height

(the largest stem), and I counted ISO blossoms
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and buJs on it. I see that the photograph does
not qalte take in the whole height, bat nearly all.

Of course, I have never disturbed the bulb in any
way since it was planted. I have another in the
same border planted at the same time which will

be unusually fine in a year or so ; also a Lilium
chalcedonicum which this year sent up four or
five stems.—A. Stewaet, Corshie, Ken-ton Sten-art,
N.B.

'«* Photo shows a noble, tall, many-flowered
plant.

—

Ed.

Pear Beurre Clairgeau.—Like " Gloucester-
shire Parson," p. 459, I have always considered
that this Pear was only fit for stewing till a few
days ago, when I ate a fruit or two from a tree
growing on a high wall. Some time ago the owner
of the tree referred to gave me six large fruits. I

brought them home and placed them in the fruit
room beside many other kinds. To my surprise,
the other day I found these to be of capital flavour,
I do not say equal to Marie Louise, but a long way
before such kinds as Duchess, Marechal de la
Cour, and many others. The tree under notice is

twenty years old, and growing in a damp place
close beside a mill-stream. It had from 3 to 4
bushels of fruit on it this year.

—

Dorset.

Two good Apples for a cold soil. — The
soil hereabouts is a cold damp clay, and only
thoroughly hardy and vigorous varieties of Apples,
as of other fruits, succeed. The following, how-
ever, thrive so remarkably well under the cir-

cumstances, as to be worthy of notice. The first is

Northern Greening, a late cooking Apple, ripe in
November and keeping well till March or April.
The tree is of a sturdy upright growth, very hardy,
and a free cropper, and the rather large fruit is

dull green, slightly flushed with brownish red on
the sunny side. The other is the Winter Queening,
also known (in Sussex) as the Dacksbill. This
also has a sturdy habit of growth and bears freely,
the finely shaped conical fruit being of a deep crim-
son for the most part, slightly streaked and shading
oft to a yellowish green on the side away from the
sun. It is a splendid cooking Apple, and when
well grown quite fit for dessert. In season from
November to February or March.—B. C. 11., Sussex

Angraecum pellucidum.—One of the few
plants of this pretty and interesting Orchid that
still remain in cultivation is now flowering well at
Kew. Although the flowers have neither the size
nor the pure whiteness to recommend them that
some of the better-known Angrrecums have, they
are produced very freely and are quite distinct in
character from those of any other species with
which we are acquainted. The plant is dwarf,
with tongue-shaped leaves upwards of a foot in
length, stout and leathery in texture, and bright
green. The llowerspike is about 12 inches long
and hangs straight down, bearing from twenty
to thirty flowers, each of which is three-quarters
of an inch across. The sepals and petals are
greenish- white, the lip, which is almost orbicular
and minutely toothed round the margin, being
purer white. The charm of the flowers lies in their
almost transparent texture. Lindley, who figured
this fpecies in the Botanical Uegister, vol. xxx. (very
poorly, however), says they are as "delicate and
transparent as if they were flakes of snow frozen in
the act of melting." He was probably in a poetical
mood when he wrote this, for, as before stated,
they are tinged with green. The species was intro-
duced by Loddiges from Sierra I/eonein 1S12.

Grevillea alpina.—Perhaps no species of Gre-
villea is grown so extensively or thought so highly
of as this is at the present time, and it is now
grown in considerable quantities in several London
nurseries. It possesses the qualifications of being
easily grown and propagated, and of flowering
abund.-mily. It is a native of the southern portion
of Australia, being spread over a wide area, but it
is, as its name implies, confined to mountainous
districts. In its native country it is B,iid to grow
into a shrub several feet in height, flowerirg more
or less throughout the year. I'nder cultivation it

is usually seen about a foot in height and of round
bushy habit. The flowers are borne at the tnts of
the shoots in short racemss, each flowtr being

tubular at the base, but separating above into four
petals. The colour is chiefly rosy-red, the tips of
the petals, however, being yellow. A curious
aspect is given to the flower by the petals all curl-
ing back on one side. The leaves are oblong, an
inch in length, and covered with a greyish pubes-
cence. The species varies slightly in the colour of
its flowers, some forms being brick-red, but the
diiierences are not sufficiently marked to justify an
additional name. It was first flowered in RoUisson's
nursery at Tooting in 1857. It is also known as G.
alpestris.

Cytisus filipes.—One of the most elegant
of leguminous plants that flower in the green-
house at this season is this Canary Island species
of Cytisus. In the large temperate house at Kew,
a plant about (J feet high is now flowering very
freely. It has, moreover, the additional recommen-
dation of blooming again in March and April. In
habit it is markedly difllerent from the well-known
Cytisus racemosus ; instead of the close bushy
habit of that species, it is of tall slender growth,
usually forming a kind of standard. The young
branches are long, and, as the name suggests, very
slender—no thicker, indeed, than an ordinary
knitting-needle. The leaves are few in number,
and remain on the plant for only a short time, but
the graceful mass of pendent branches forms a per-
fect setting to the small, but numerous white
flowers with which they are studded, especially if

the plant be associated with other greenhouse sub-
jects having dark green foliage. Either in pots or
planted out in the conservatory border this Cytisus
will thrive, flowering freely in a sunny position.

Cypripedium insigne SanderBe.— I noticed
in your last week's issue a paragraph referring to
the beautiful variety of Cypripedium insigne called
Sanderas. As some comments have been made dur-
ing the past week respecting this wonderful form
of insigne, I should like to correct some slight inad-
vertencies contained in your columns and give you
a correct version of the history of this lovely
Orchid, which, 1 believe, would prove interesting to
your readers. Messrs. Sander and Co. introduced
from an entirely new district a quantity of Cypri-
padium insigne, and soon after the potting, one,
which was about showing flower, began to exhibit
a new feature in this variable species. The plant,
which had only two breaks, was noticed to have a
peculiar pale green stem, and this in course of time
proved to be an entirely new form of the genus, the
result being the variety now under discussion and
which was exhibited at the last Horticultural
meeting by Baron Schiiiier, l.e , Cypripedium
insigne Sandei ic. This original plant was in course
of time divided, and one portion in flower was sold
at Protheroe and Morris' sale room (as nearly as 1

can recollect) about three years ago for 72 guineas.
The other part was sold privately some three months
afterwards to Mr. K. H. Measures, of The AVood-
lands, Streatham. At this time Baron Schnider's
plant consisted of a young growth from the old

—

not larger than a thumb-nail, so your readers can
readily imagine as to how successfully it has been
grown to develop into the plant recently shown at
the Drill Hall with seven growths showing two
flowers. In the meantime the other plant was
grown on at Streatham, and so successfully, that
the stock from this plant culminated in five plants,
for which I myself a short time ago saw
an offer from Messrs. Sander and Co. of lOlid

guineas for the whole stock of five plants.
This offer was, however, refused by Mr. Measures,
who had previously promised plants to others, one
to his brother, Mr. K. J. Measures, of Cambridge
Lodge, Camberwell, one to Mr. Ames, of New York,
and only last week another to Messrs. Sander and
Co. for t.;2rii) (which clearly shows in certain cases
that not only pleasure, but profit may be obtained
by cultivating these beautiful things). I may men-
tion here that the possession of this unique variety
was not confined to this country only, as a batch of
the same importation was sent to the United States
(and sold there if I am not mistaken, for something
less than a dollar each), and one of the buyers had
the extremely good fortune to get a piece of the
Sander;c amongst his purchase. The present I

known stock therefore consists of Baron Schroder's
plant, two at The Woodlands, one at Cambridge
Lodge, and one at St. Albans—in this country

—

whilst in the States Mr. Ames is the fortunate
possessor of one plant and Mr. Arnold another.
Whilst on the subject I may take the opportunity
to allude to some other very distinct varieties which
came out of the same importation, notably the
lovely C. insigne Macfarlanei, C. insigne longise-

palum, and C. insigne Bohnhofianum, all of which
show the delicate yellow shading with more or less

of the white margin.—F. J. B.

THE GARDEN IN NOVEMBER.
To THK EdITOE op THE GABDEN.

SiK,—Undoubtedly this wet summer has been
most trying in very many ways, but to a gar-

dener growing as I do practically only hardy
plants, there have been many advantages. Not
only have we had a profusion of flowers ever
since February, but at the present moment the
garden is still gay with colour. Surely such a
season will so dishearten those who still adhere
to the bedding-out system, that we shall see

less of it than ever next year ; if, moreover,
there are spaces that must be filled with colour

for the summer months, and with more regu-

larity than can be obtained from the best ar-

ranged herbaceous border, then I would strongly

advocate the use of the tuberous Begonias.

From seed sown in February the plants can be
easily had in Uower by early in June, and if the

seed is from one pod only, the plants will be
wonderfully alike in habit of growth and colour

of flower.

I send you a collection of cut flowers which
will prove that a garden of hardy plants can,

under favourable circumstances, be bright and
interesting and within a few weeks of Christmas,
even without the lovely autumn tints and many
beautiful berries. These llowers are but mere
samples, and give no idea of tlie general effect

produced by these many bright patches of colour

at so late a date. Inmany cases, for instance. Mig-
nonette, yellow Snapdragon, Ball of Fire Nas-
turtium, Solanum jasminoides, and, of cour.<e.

Chrysanthemums, we can still cut in quantity

for the house. Of the Chrysanthemums, 1 am
still of opinion that for outdoor work Julie

Lagravere is unrivalled. Certainly, if any of

your readers can tell me of a better one I shal-

be delighted to test it. Julie Lagravere seems
to keep its colour so much better out of doors
than it does under glass ; in fact, I shall not
grow it in pots another year. The Sola-

num, I ought to mention, is grown in a sjjtci-

ally sheltered situation against the house,

where, although it was very badly cut last

winter, it now seems none the worse. It is

curious to notice that while the flowers of

Dahlias and other tender plants which manage
to just exist are washed out in colour, the real

alpine plants have their colour heightened and
seem to revel in these dewy nights. This is

specially so with Potentilla nitida, as you will

notice from the specimens sent. In addition

to the flowers, I enclose some sprays of ]\ir-

nottya nmcronata, silvery awns of Clematis
graveoleu."*, a bit of the lovely Flame Nastur-
tium in fruit, and some more berries of the

Ilop-leaved \'iuo. The colours of these berries

and those of the Nasturtium are not only un-
like anything else of the kind, but are also

quaintly beautiful in themselves. The Per-

nettyas I consider especially handsome, the

berries varying in colour as they do from pure
white to deepest red, and 1 cannot uudcntind
why plants of such remarkably easy culture

and so easily raised from seed are not more
frequently grown. A. K.

i^tanmore.
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Flower Garden.

CALANDRINIA OPPOSITIFOLIA.
The plant figured in the accompanying wood-
cut will doubtless be new to many readers, al-

though it has been in cultivation in a few gar-

dens for several years. It is a native of Oregon
and California, where it is found on the high

mountains. It was first collected by Mr.
Thomas Howell at Waldo, Oregon, and in the

coast mountains of Del Norte County, Cali-

fornia, near Smith River, and was first de-

scribed in the " Proceedings of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences," vol. xxii., p.

355. It appears that upwards of sixty species

of Calandrinia are known to botanists, and
perhaps one of the most beautiful, where it is

is a thick Heshy tuber and suggests a warm dry

spot, where it proves quite hardy and where it

has bloomed for two years. In habit it is

somewhat straggling, but where it can be

planted so as to overhang a small ledge, it will

be found very beautiful and well worth atten-

tion. It first flowered in the herbaceous de-

partment at Kew, and it ripens seed freely,

which proves a ready means of increase.—K.

Despite the fact that the lists of annuals

and biennials in cultivation at the present time

are full to overflowing with many beautiful and
useful subjects, they can hardly be said,

even the best of them, to surpass in intrinsic

beauty the several members of the above genus

for general decoration. Of the few species that

are grown in this country, the majority are

best treated as half-hardy annuals, with the ex-

Calandrinia oppositifolia.

found to do well, is the species known in

gardens as C. umbellata, though whether this

be the correct name or not I am unable to say
at present. C. Gilliesi and C. setosa from the
same country come so near to C. umbellata, that
they can only be separated with difticulty, the
plant in cultivation being certainly nearer to C.

setosa than to C. umbellata. The beautiful,

large, maroon flowers of this species are very
eft'ective during the summer months, and as

they continue a considerable time in good col-

our, I consider it a choice rock plant when a
warm sunny spot can be chosen for it. C. oppo-
sitifolia is a totally difl'erent class of plant, and
is well marked by its larger, very thick, succu-
lent leaves and delicate white flowers. The root

ception perhaps of C. umbellata, which has
produced by far the best results when treated
as a biennial, and as such it is certainly one of
the brightest and gayest of plants which we
possess. In no place or position perhaps is the
rich dazzling crimson of its flowers displayed to

greater advantage than on the sunny slopes of
a well-formed rockery, and where it will pro-
duce its rich array of blossoms at a season
when, as a rule, the most of the occupants of
the rockery have completed their floweiing
season ; at such a time the flowers are always
doubly welcome. It is not too late even now
to sow a few seeds of this attractive species,
which, by the way, always gives the best re-

sults when the seeds are sown in the positions

in which the plants are to flower. It is a
native of Peru. C. grandiflora and C. Men-
ziesi are also excellent kinds best treated as

half-hardy annuals. The subject of these

remarks, C. oppositifolia, is a new species

with white flowers from North America, and
will be welcomed by all lovers of choice and
lovely annuals. An excellent idea of this

charming species is afl'orded in the accompany-
ing woodcut, both as regards its general aspect

as also its free and profuse blooming capabili-

ties. So chaste and lovely a flower, and withal

of such easy culture in any and every garden,
must assuredly become popular, and that

speedily.—E. J.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES,
With the decline of extensive and elaborate sum-
mer bedding arrangements, we have also lost in a

great measure the demand tor similar complicated

designs in spring bedding. It is almost impos-

sible to do much in the way of spring bedding if

there is a request for an early summer display, for

to secure this plants must be out as early as pos-

sible ; so early, in fact, that in the majority of

seasons, Forget-me-nots, Silene, Limnanthes, Daisies
and the like would have to be taken up when quite
at their best to make room for the summer bedding
plants it the latter are required to make a good
show by the beginning of July. Where there is

more than one flower garden, the smaller of
the two can be planted with spring- flower-

ing stuff, to be afterwards filled with a batch of
Asters, Phlox Drummondi, Everlastings, and other
free-flowering annuals that would come away
quickly and flower through late summer and early
autumn. The garden required for an early summer
display should, on the other hand, only be planted
with those things that can be lifted at any time,
plants employed just for the sake of their foliage

to hide the bare ground and afford a fairly pleasing
effect through the dull months of winter. This can
be effected by inserting, at such intervals in each
bed or border as may be deemed necessary, a num-
ber of dot plants, as small Aucubas, Minorca Box,
Euonymuses, and Veronica Traversi among shrubs,
and of Conifei.'e, small examples of some of
the varieties of Lawson's Cypress, Juniperns
tamariscifolia, some of the Retinosporas and
Thujopsis dolabrata, the groundwork to con-
sist of any hardy carpet plants with bright
or dark foliage, as the contrast is required, as Bu-
onymus radicans variegatus, Antennaria tomentosa,
Arabis lucida variegata, Veronica incana, Ajnga
reptans purpurea and variegata, the common
Stonecrop, or even in the case of large beds some
of the smaU-leaved variegated Ivies. The last

named are not naturally to be recommended where
a dense immediate carpet is required, but they are
by no means to be despised if economy in time
and labour is a consideration, and some nice plants
grown in pots during the summer months will

cover a lot of ground for winter bedding if they
are well plunged and the various stems well dis-

tributed over the surface of the soil. The question
of arrangements for winter gardening always re-

calls the memory of the late Mr. Wildsmitb. and
the minute instructions he would give and write re-

specting the subject under consideration.

If any alterations in the flower garden are in

contemplation for another summer it is well to

come to an immediate decision respecting them, so
that the work may be put in hand without delay.

Possibly we may be spared for many seasons such a
lengthy spell of hard weather as we experienced in

18'.I0 and IS'.U, but it must be borne in mind that

a similar visitation is always possible, and that the

cessation of outdoor operations for some five or six

weeks means throwing fiirward the extra work
until spring, when little assistance can be spared
from the essential routine of garden work. If a
space can be found anywhere for a few of those

Monthly Roses, whose claims were so strongly ad-

vocated in The Gaiihen of October L'l, let them by
all means be planted even if a few common shrubs
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in one or two out-of-the-way corners have to be sacri-

ficed. These Roses are growing, and still will grow, in

public favour, and richly deserve a place in every gar-

den. The extension of the herbaceous department is

in general demand. I would strongly advise a little

more variety in planting, not a great mass or masses
of any class, or especially any particular variety of

a given class of plants, but rather a selection that
will give beauty in the border and material for cut-

ting from early spring until late in autumn, always
remembering to plant sufficient of each to give a
fairly bold display, proportionate both to the size

of border and to the general surroundings. Twelve
degrees of frost have nearly cleared the outdoor
flowers, but we are still cutting plenty of flowers

from Aster diffusus, A. horizontalis, A. Chapmanni
and A. pilosus, outdoor Chrysanthemums on walls
and from the open ground that are screened from
frost by tiffany and canvas coverings, and among
other things for foliage the dead flower-spikes
of Statice latifolia (the Sea Lavender). This last

is very pretty and graceful, and mixes up capitally
with the autumn flowers or with the many colours
of the Everlastings which have been cut and dried
for the winter vases. Among good herbaceous
things noted this autumn for future planting, Mont-
bretias have a prominent place. I have always
mourned over the comparative early fading of the
Alstriemerias(Peruvian Lilies), and the Montbretias
will fill their place. They are a beautiful race of

plants, admirably adapted for tall and medium-
sized vases. E. Buebbll.

Claremont.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Cypripedium Calceolus.—Is this extinct as a
living wild (native) plant .' And is the cultivated

form, which is quite plentiful, of the pure wild

type ? Not long ago Dr. Lees told me that he

could record one station of a solitary specimen, and
that not far from Leeds, I think he said. Of course,
it would not be wisdom to publicly make known
the habitat of so rare a native plant, but it would
be interesting to learn that plants still existed.

In " Phytologia Britannica" (1050) it is referred

to as Calceolus Maria; (Lob), " Ladye's Slipper,"

and recorded in Black Letter as occurring " in some
woods in Lancashire," and when this description of
the habitat is compared with others in the same
old book that are examples of clearness and detail,

one almost feels that the compiler had in view to

keep the exact place secret, and yet to show that it

existed, just as if nearly two and a halt centuries

ago the old physic doctors knew the plant to

be a newly - discovered native, or one getting
scarce. It would indeed be satisfactory to learn if

it yet existed in more than one place. I do not
find the plant mentioned by any of its synonyms
in " Merourius Botanicus" (l.")8}). Gerard (1597),
who appears to speak so far as he knew of the
native countries of theplant (quoting Germany, Hun-
gary and Poland), givesno hintof it as a British plant
known in his time and appears to set a ileal of store
on a specimen given him by " Master Garret, Apothe-
carie, my very good friend." This may not signify
much, as no doubt hundreds of plants were then
wild in this country unrecorded. It may, however,
be of interest to have shown that at the above two
dates the plant had not evidently begun to be con-
sidered British, but that fifty or sixty years later in
" Phytologia Britannica Natales Exhibens " it was
so classed. Are not the cultivated plants usually
twice the size of native wild specimens .' Of
course, this may not imply that on such score alone
they are not the true type, as cultivation might
account for all that, but taken in connection with
the fact that cultivated specimens, mainly perhaps
had from the Continent, vary not only in size, but
in form and markings, it is a legitimate question to
put. I believe the plant has long been grown in
nurseries in company with N. American species.
The hardy Cypripediums are known to seed freely,

and it is equally well known that at least the green-
house-grown kinds readily cross. I have often
imagined that our cultivated examples (those recently
planted) have much of the same character as the

American C. pubescens, and I have been all the
more inclined to this view because I have a very
old clump to compare my newer arrivals with.

The old plant is quite distinct, much smaller in all

its parts, and more like the native herbarium spe-

cimens. This is perhaps the best time to form
groups of this charming Orchid. Do not make the
mistake of setting it in damp places that are not
freely drained ; it does well in a silky or sandy loam
and a half-shady situation, but the shade should in

no way be of that character to rob the plant of

rains and dews or cause the soil around it to get
full of tree roots. Its roots clearly indicate their

love of a light soil.

Saxifraga longifolia.—In reply to " W. M.

'

(p. 441), I have kept plants going by the removal
of the centre of the rosette when there have been
clear indications that a flower-spike was in course
of development, but the result was not what many
perhaps would expect, i.e., a continuance of hand-
some symmetrical silvery foliage, and indeed I may
say I did not operate with that object exactly, but
more to induce a plurality of foliar growth for the
purpose of increase of a certain good type. Though
it proved a success in that respect, one would not
now think of adopting such means when home-
saved seed can be had, and which, owing to its fresh-
ness, germinates at once and gives us a host of little

plants the first year, and, what is scarcely less

pleasing, plenty of forms, all of which are
worth culture when there is plenty of room
or rookwork either artificial or natural. If " W. M."
removed the centre of a good - sized rosette
with the object of preventing flowers, I think he
would have to do so to a pretty good depth, and
the plants would never again have their character-
istic form or habit. If he used the glass and ex-
amined a section of the heart of the plant or de-
veloping flower-stem, he would find in the axils of

the leaves almost to the lowest ring, rudimentary
flower-buds. This shows at once how completely
the plant would convert itself into a mere spike of
flowers, and so exhaust its vitality, and at the same
time how impossible it would be to trim out all the
embryonic flowers without spoiling the foliar

beauty beyond remedy. Once the plants show
signs of flowering, it is better to let them do so and
get seed, if any ripens, which it does generally.
When a succession of seedlings is kept up, one
does not mind a few bloomers and the consequent
loss of such plants.

Stokesia cyanea. — This somewhat peculiar
plant seems to be attracting notice. It is certainly
interesting and showy, too, when its dwarf tree-

like form of a less stature than a foot is evenly
studded over with its peculiar dumpy half Aster
and half Catananche-like heads, i'et I venture
to think that many would be disappointed with it.

It is certainly a plant that one would have to
learn to like. It usually flowers late, but some-
times it has the peculiarity of holding over its

buds through the %vinter, and developing them in

the following early summer. It has been the case
here this year, two plants having been in llower
all summer. . It is remarkable how long the indi-

vidual flowers remain good, certainly not less than
two months. The heads are very bulky and a
long time in developing. The plant enjoys a
light soil and a sunny place, and it is easily pro-
pagated either by offsets or the stronger pipe-like

roots cut up into short bits, and either inserted
as cuttings or sown like big seeds.

Daphne Cneorum.—How delightful it is to

meet with a bit of this in dull November, and freely

flowering a second time ! I imagine that the fra-

grance is more enjoyable than that of the main
crop in spring. Gradually, I think, we are learning
how to better grow this prostrate shrub, for one
sees it now quite frequently, and what has pleased
me most, I have seen it in what we call town gar-
dens ; not merely as a newly planted shrub, but at
least a three years' denizen.

Veronica salicornioides. — As the days
shorten and the skies darken, this lovely shrub
literally shines with golden green. I do not think
anyone could name an evergreen shrub of but

8 inches or ',» inches stature that is better able
to withstand our winters and bedeck the rock
garden than this recent and delightful introduc-
tion. I have now watched it for several years in

gardens under widely varying conditions, and I

can say without hesitation that its hardiness is

beyond all doubt, and it is by no means parti-

cular as to pure atmosphere or a special soil. I

am sure, however, that it will be all the better
for a raised position and a deep but light stony
soil. With its roots in such quarters, and its head
resting on a ledge of rockwork, it is a truly pleas-

ing object. J. Wood.
WooilriUe, Kirlistall.

ONCOCYCLUS IRISES.

I CANNOT say "No" to myfriend Mr. Ewbank's
ajipeal, and hence send you these few lines.

There are some plants which, tlioiij,'h grow-
ing wild in a narrow area and under peculiar

conditions, when brought to English and
other garilens show themselves flexible and
accommodating ; they take readily to new
and even to diverse condition.s, and soon be-

come " everybody's plants." Other plants,

again, when taken away from their native

homes sulk and are, obstinate ; they refuse to

be happy under new conditions, and though
imported again and again, they die off and
never become common favourites of our gar

dens. The Oncocyclus Irises, such as I. ibe -

rica and I. susiana, together with the allied

Regelia Irise.s, such as I. Korolkowi and the

like, belong to the latter class. Hundreds
of rliizomes have been imported and planted,

oidy to grow sickly, wither, and disappear.

Oliviously they do not like the conditions

which they meet witli in an ordinary English

garden.

When a gardener has to deal with
plants which thus stubliornly refuse to be
content with ordinary treatment, his duty is

to try and find out what does suit them,
and he very naturally turns first of all to the

simple plan of trying to imitate in this

country, as far as he can, the conditions

which the plants meet with in their native

h(imes. Now, wherever we find the Irises

in question growing wild, whether in Persia,

Central Asia, Afghanistan, Asia Minor, or

Palestine, wo also find, more or less con-

spicuous, the following climatic conditions :

(1) Great heat and drought in summer,
]irolonged late into autumn. (2) A dry,

settled winter, and in the greater number
of instances a severely cold winter, during
which the jilants are kept dry and are protected

from frost by a permanent wrap]iing of snow.

(3) A genial spring steadily ojiening up into

summer : not such a spring as ours, which
for the nxjst part is made up of bits of sum-
mer sliifling with smips of winter; and, more-
over, a sjH'ing in which the etleets of increas-

ing warmth are backed nji by adequate mois-

ture : not a spring like ours in which a dry-

ing east wind turns the sun's rays into agents

of liarm rather than of good. Of those three

comlitions we can, in an imperfect and clumsy
manner, imitate tlie first and second, though
the tliird is " aboon our might." And tlio

imit;dion may be carried out by one of two
methods ; by iXw. method adopted by M,
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Max Leichtlin, wliicli I will call "the cover-

ing method," or by the method adopted by

M. Tubergen, which I will call " the taking-

up method." Both tliese methods have their

respective advantages and disadvantages.

Tlie advantages of the taking-up method

are that it very effectually secures the exposure

to drought in summer, and practically disposes

of the winter, since the jilants are replanted so

late that tliey make no conspicuous winter

growth, and have only just time to get them-

selves ready for the awakening influences of

spring. The disadvantages are as follows :

These Irises are rhizomatous, not bulbous
;

the rhizome is somewliat peculiar, Init still is

a rhizome, not a liulb ; it is always furnished

with living active roots, which, though not

very numerous, are very long, and of great

importance to the plant. At whatever time

of the year you take these Irises up, you will

fine the rhizome bearing these active thong-

like roots, and however careful you may be,

you will always break and damage them.

Hence the taking up is always a shock to the

plants, sometimes a severe one ; it always

does some harm, and may do a great deal of

harm. AVlien the taking up is delayed until

the foliage has died down, this shook is made
as small as it well can be ; but in this case,

unless, as rarely happens, the preceding weeks

have been hot and dry, the plant gains an im-

perfect ripening, not the true natural ri]iening

of the rhizome, not that ripening by which a

hot sun has driven back into the rhizome tlie

goodness of the withering leaves, and for

which the subsequent changes, which take

place while the rhizome lies on the green-

house shelf, supply a very inadequate substi-

tute. If, on the other hand, the rhizome be

taken up earlier and ripened in the green-

house or some similar place, the shock of the

removal and the strange conditions which

follow, even if the rhizome be taken up coated

with a large ball of earth, prevent the ripening

being a natural and really effectual one. Then
again, even though all care be taken to avoid

it, the stored rhizomes are apt to become busy

and active, to start into growth in some way
or other, and all such activity going on while

they are out of the ground weakens them.

Lastly, if they are replanted somewhat early,

the stimulus of the moist and yet warm
autumnal soil goads them into active growth,

so that they try to make up for the time lost

while they were on the greenhouse shelf

;

they grow fast and soon the cold grip of

winter bruises and spoils them. Or if they be

planted late, the hand of winter is upon them
before they have had time to anchor themselves

by new roots, and the frost thrusts them
out of the ground. And even if this be pre-

vented by careful covering and the like, they

are not so ready as are plants which have re-

mained in the ground to avail themselves of

the forces of spring when these at last come

;

their period of active life is thus limited to

the brief space of spring, and that, as we,

know, is in this country too often a fitfid

change of heat, cold and drought ; they have

not the time to make their full adiMpiate

growth.

The covering method avoids all these un-

necessary shocks to the plants, and by ward-

ing off summer rains and augmenting the

natural heat of the sun's rays produces a better

and more natural ripening than does the

taking-up method. But it, too, has its dis-

advantages. It is impossible, especially in a

wet summer, to get or to keep the soil be-

neath the frames perfectly dry. Long before

winter comes the jilants are started into

growth and, especially if the autumn be wet,

are pushing out vigorous foliage at a time

when they ought to be preparing for their

winter's sleep. Hence when winter does

come, it finds them imprepared, plays havoc
with their too rich foliage, and rots their too

busy and too juicy rhizome.s. And though
something may be done by putting on the

lights when autumnal rain falls, taking them
off again so soon as it ceases to fall, even this

troublesome, wearying care only meets the

evil in part.

The choice between these two methods
must fall now in one direction, now in an-

other, according to circumstances. As I told

]\I. Tubergen some little time back, and as I

learn from Mr. Ewbank, M. Max Leichtlin

has also told him, in his damp Hollaml garden
with water always, and especially in winter, not

far below the surface, the covering method is

not likely to succeed ; his plants are sure to

start into early autumnal growth, and are ex-

tremely likely to succumb in winter, espe-

cially if the winter be changeful, now cold

and bright, now mild and damp. The taking-

up method is undoubtedly the better one for

him, and is probably also the better one for most
Irish gardens and fur a very large- number of

English gardens. On my own bleak, chalk

hill, where, in seasons other than the present

one, the soil, especially the subsoil, remains

fairly dry even to the end of autumn, so that

my plants, sent thoroughly to sleep in sum-
mer, hardly awake before the winter is upon
them, and is at times fairly dry even in

winter, the covering method gives me the

better results. I have tried both methods,

and find that while the losses are certainly

not greater by the covering than by the

taking-u]) method, the plants which live and
thrive are stronger, stouter, and more flori-

ferous when treated by the former method.
Apparently this is M. Max Leichtlin's ex-

perience also ; indeed I learnt the plan from
him, and though prophecy is dangerous, what
I know of Mr. Ewljank's garden leads me to

foretell that if he gives both methods a fair

trial for a series of years he will be con-

firmed in his present opinion, that for his

garden also the covering method is the better.

One year's trial will not be a fair test ; he

must watch the results of seasons of differing

character. Could we know beforehand what
weather is in store for us, it might be desir-

alile to employ now one method, now an-

other. This year, for instance, I shuuld

have been inclined even in my own garden
to have adopted the taking-up method had I

known what a watery autumn we were going
to have. On the other hand, I can conceive

of a year in which a dry, hot summer was

followed by a hard, continuous winter, and
during which even at Haarlem the covering

method would be the best.

Certainly, unless I employ either the one

method or the other, these Irises in my own
garden sooner or later falter and vanish

;

they may do fairly well and even flourish in

the absence of either method for a year or

two, but sooner or later they go. And yet

neither method is absolutely necessary even

in an English garden. There are one or two
spots in Great Britain where I. susiana

flourishes without any special ju'ecautions,

and where the happy owner laughs in derision

at all the elaborate methods which we are

now discussing. One such spot is sufficiently

near my garden to justify the conclusion that

difference of climate cannot bo the cause of

the difference of result. Nov is there any-

thing peculiar in the individual nature of

the plant which thus flourishes so well in the

spot in question. Its owner kindly sent

me some few years back a portion of the

rhizome ; in my garden left to itself it soon

died ; only the piece which I treated by the

covering method lived. Yet there must be

something in the place in question, some-

thing in the conditions, something perhaps

in the soil, and if so, probably something in

the physical rather than the chemical nature

of the soil which determines success, which
produces on the Iris the same eftcct as that

brought about by the artificial methods of

taking up or covering ; and when that some-

thing is discovered, every gardener will pro-

bably be able to grow these Irises to perfec-

tion without having recourse to these con-

fessedly imperfect and clum.sy aifificial

methods.

I have already been long, but I may add
that the several species differ in their tract-

afiility. The smaller forms, such as I. acuti-

loba, I. paradoxa, I. Baruuma?, and very many
of those growing in Per3ia,'are more difficult

than others. The Palestine forms again seem

to be particularly difficult. These are not in

their native homes covered with snow and
dormant during the winter, as are the Asia

!Minor, Caucasian, and other forms ; on the con-

trary, though dormant in the long hot, dry sum-

mer, they begin to grow with " tlie early rain
"

and grow on during the " later rain " and
through winter. With us also they grow
rapidly during winter to their great hurt, ami

I very much doubt whether we shall ever

succeed in getting I. Lorteti to flouri.'h. Of
course, the thought arises that wo may bo

able eventually to acclimatise some of these

Palestine Irises. I cannot help thinking that

I. susiana, which, coming originally from

Persia, has now been living among us for

so long (I have never heard of any r<'cent

importation), is partly acclimatised; it is much
more amenable than the other Persian forms

;

but a two or more hundred years have pro-

duced after all very little effect. Seedlings

of these Oncocyclus Irises seem to !)(> rather

stronger than imported plants, thougli I can-

not observe any veiy large gain ; but a

marked increase of adaptation might be-

come noticeable after several generations. I
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expect greater results from hybrids. I have
raised several hybrids between I. susiana ami
I. iberica, all more or less resembling the I.

iberica var. insignis of Van Houtte (which I

feel sure is a like hybrid), though dilfering

from eacli other. These all, though still need-

ing special care, seem distinctly more robust,

i.., more amenable to English conditions,

than either of their parents. And the

same may be said of the hybrids which I

have raised between I. iberica and I. para-

doxa, as well as of some extremely beautiful

hybrids between I. lupina and I. iberica. I

am in some hopes that in course of time we
may in this way produce plants which will

flourish under ordinary conditions. The
hybrids which I have raised between On-
cocyclus Irises and ordinary Pogoniris Iris

grow well without any special care, but in

these the Oncocyclus blood produces for the

most part relatively little effect.

Even when at their best we can never

e.xpeet these Irises to be very floriferous ; so

much labour is spent on each bloom, that we
can hardly look for many blooms to be borne
Ijy the same rhizome. On imported rhizomes

till' lilooms are scanty ; this in itself is of no
great significance, since in their native homes
the plants are fighting hard for dear life, and
might respond to more kindly conditions by an

ampler blooming, but is in accordance with
the results of cultivation. I have had at

times twelve Ijlooms on a rhizome, but three,

four or five is a much more common result

;

very frequently a whole rhizome will yield

only a single bloom, or even, alas ! too often

none at all. No, my dear Mr. Ewbank, not

even in that walled-in paradise at St. John's,

Eyde, can one ever hope to gather sheaves

of Iris iberica as one culls sheaves of Daffo-

dils. Seed-pods full of seeds are not un-

common in imported roots, and cultivated

plants, properly treated, bear seed very freely
;

it is not improbable that the life of an On-

cocyclus Iris in its native home is a short one,

and that the race is maintained by frequent

seeding.

In conclusion, let me say that none uf these

Oncocyclus Irises are injured by dry winter

cold, even severe ; what harms them is wet
in summer, in autumn or in winter ; wet,

in fact, at any other time than spring, and
the wet in spring must be a genial warm one,

not nipping blasts of sleet and hail. They
do not mind how low below zero the thermo-

meter goes in winter, especially when they aro

.sheltered liy snow, but a spring frost plays

havoc with them. In spite of the wet sum-

mer of 18'J0, my Oncocyclus Irises looked

e.xtremely well at the end of January of this

year, but the warm burst in February, fol-

lowed by the; fierce March and almnst Wdrse,

A]iril and May, undid and more than undid

all tlie good of their winter's sleep ; the

warmth of February set them growing too soon,

and wliilc !March mauled their foliage, the

cold rains of May rotted their opening blooms.

Camlin'flr/e. M. Eostek.

well formed, with broad regular petals of a

rich deep crimson, and clove scented. The plant is

of free, vigorous growth, and, judging from a batch

of plants now in bloom at Mr. H. B. May's nursery,

Edmonton, it is one of the best for winter flower-

ing. Cyril has flowers of a vivid scarlet, the habit

of the plant being dwarf and very free. Both of

the above were raisel by Mr. H. B. May, of Ed-
monton.

New Tree Carnations.—Mrs. A. Hemsley is a
new variety of great promise ; the flowers are full,

IMPORTED LILIUM AURATUM.
Judging by the arrival of the first importation of

Lilinm auratnm from Japan, the season there

would appear to be as backward as it is in Europe
;

for, whereas the earliest consignment offered for

sale at the London auction rooms was last year

disposed of on October 7, the first sale of the pre-

sent season was not held till November 3. The
bulbs offered were, taken altogether, in very good con-
dition, being plump and sound, while in some cases

the roots at the base had commenced to start, so

that where they are required for early flowering, no
time should be lost in placing them under condi-

tions favourable to growth. Some of the bulbs

offered were very large ; in fact, it is seldom one

sees them larger, even later in the season. Those
who are responsible for these large importations

seem to have hit on a method of packing that does

not appear likely to be much improved upon. Each
bulb is hermetically enclosed in a ball of clay, and
when packed in boxes, the interstices between the

balls are filled with dry earth of a clayey nature,

so that should a bulb decay, it is not likely to con-

taminate any of the others, owing to its isolated

position. Sometimes a form of decay, induced by
moisture, will run through the entire box or boxes,

but as a rule a larger percentage of deaths may be

attributed to a kind of dry rot, which is occasion-

ally troublesome. When affected by this last, a

considerable part of the bulb will often crumble up
into a kind of dryish powder. Besides the ordinary

form of the Golden-rayed Lily there are two well-

marked varieties sent here from Japan, but only in

limited numbers. The first is that known as rnbro-

vittatum or cruentum, in which the golden band
down the centre of each petal is replaced by a deep

crimson one ; and the second—virginale or Wittei,

is, from its spotless character, a charming Lily. The
bulbs of these last two are a good deal smaller than
those of the average Lilium auratum. The Japanese

varieties of L. speoiosum or lancifolium, as it is

even now occasionally called, also made their

appearance at the same time as Lilium auratum.

They consisted of grand bulbs of Krsetzeri and
rubrum, the two varieties that compose the bulk of

those sent here from Japan. The first of these,

Kraetzeri, is usually disposed of under the name of

album, which is, however, totally difiierent, for

Krastzeri is a very regularly reflexed flower, of a

pure white, except a green stripe, which extends

about half way down the centre of each petal

;

while album is a much more irregular flower, with-

out the green colouring, and is suffused on the ex-

terior with chocolate. This variety, though largely

grown by the Dutch, does not, as far as I am
aware, ever make its appearance among these

Japanese importations. The form of rubrum that

is usually sent with Krfetzeri is superior to that

grown in Holland under the same name, or that of

roseum, for the two seem, as a rule, to be used in-

discriminately. With the bulbs of rubrum sent

from Japan there often occurs one with a much deeper

coloured flower, in fact the richest tinted of all the

L. speciosum, and to which the name of Melpomene
is often applied. A fourth Lily, which was dis-

posed of at the same time as L. auratum and the

two varieties of Ij speciosum, is L. longiflorum, or

at all events one of the forms thereof, and a very

good one it is. The bulbs were large and in splen-

did condition, so that a good display of bloom
may reasonably be expected from most of them.

Whether there is really any difference between
the variety of L. longiflorum that is imported from
.lapan (and to which the name of Wilsoni has been

given) and the Bermuda Lily (Harrisi) is at least

an open question, and 1 am inclined to think it is

owing to the clifferent conditions under which they

have been grown. For early blooming the Bermuda

Lily is much to be preferred, as tlie bulbs reach

this country in a perfectly ripened condition three

months or more before those from Japan. The
flowers of the two are, however, much the same,
both being greatly superior to those of the typical

L. longiflorum. H. P.

MEGASEAS.
The Megaseas useful in the garden fall naturally

into two groups : (1) Those with large and hand-
some leaves and vigorous habit. These are suit-

able for bold effects in borders, margins of shrub-

beries, and as groups on the Grass, and especially

for producing distinct permanent effects associated

with Yuccas, Aciphyllas, Ferulas, &o. (2) Those
of moderate, close-growing habit and with smaller

leaves, which can be accommodated in limited

spaces. M. Stracheyi is deciduous here and not
satisfactory. All the following hybrid kinds have
persistent leaves.

Progress.— Leaves green, close, compact habit ;

flowers rosy, li inches in diameter ; largest flowered of

all'yet seen.

Spathulata.—A very handsome kind. The growths
assume a vase-like shape. The larger leaves disappear
in winter, the central nnes remain ; these are prettily

tinted on the margin. The flowers are white. A
particularly handsome and distinct sort I got some
time ago from Mr. Hooke closely resembled this

variety in habit of growth and general appearance,
but the leaves are persistent; they have eiliate mar-
gins. I have not seen the flowers.

Campana.—A late-blooming, close-growing kind,

with bell-shaped head of rosy lilac flowers on a very
tall, slender scape.

CoMPACTA. — Crowded orbicular leaves, growing
close to the ground ; flowers rosy ; smallest of all.

Crassifolia ALBA.—Never grows more than .5

inches or G inches high ; flowers white, leaves tinted

in winter.

C. NANA.—This is precisely a miniature of the old

crassifolia ; loaves assume a warm ruddy colour early

in autunm and retain it until spring.

Cr(esus.—Crowded richly coloured foliage ; habit
very dwarf ; flowers light rose on a foot-long scape.

Large- LEAVED Group.

Brilliant.—Large leaves, richly coloured in tlie

autumn and winter ; flowers purple ; stems crimson.
CoRALiK.—Colouring of both leaves and flowers

similar to above, but with quite a different habit.

Giant.—Enormous corrugated leaves, uniform rich

bronze ; flowers purple ; early.

Magocj.— This is an enlarged cordifolia, leaves

tinted reddish bronze in autumn ; flowers rose.

Memnon.—Large handsomely-shaped leaves, pur-
plish in winter ; flowers purple.
Delia.—Shining orbicular leaves, slightly bronzy

in winter.

Iris.—CrDwded compact habit, leaves small, edged
and blotched with bright red.

Puck.—Smooth light green leaves, very dwarf j

flowers rosy.

Sturdy.—Crowded mass of rather large, crumpled,
dull green leaves, with large truss of rose-coloured
flowers on U-inch scape. T. S.

JS'etrri/.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS AND BORDERS.
Herbaceous plants have scored a fresh point
again this year, as all the summer and autumn
through they have been exceedingly line and have
more than held their own, for while other things
have been washed and made shabby by the re-

peated rains and bad weather, these seem
to have enjoyed the drenchings, as they grew
freely and flowered profusely in spite of the wet.
The Phloxes positively revelled in it, and the cool
condition of the atmosphere just suited them, and
I question if they were ever seen flner or so good.
The same remarks apply to the perennial Sun-
flowers, the Japanese Anemones, Pyrethrwms,
Px'onies, and Alstncmerias, all of which have been
grand. The last mentioned having now ripened oft

their stems should be cut down and the beds cleared
of weeds, and have .'i inches or so of half rotten
leaves laid over the surface. This is the way
we treat ours annually at this season. The beds
have stood for the past thirty years, and the plants
escape all frosts and come up very strongly every
spring and Mower profusely during the summer.
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The practice of digging among herbaceous plants

is not a commendable one, as however carefully

it may be done, their surface and chief roots must
get broken and destroyed. Instead of the digging

it is far better to top-dress with a mixture of old

mould and well rotted manure, which makes
the borders tidy and fresh for the winter. In

cases, however, where the herbaceous subjects

have stood long in one place, they will derive

great benefit from being moved, as they are mostly
gross feeders and soon exhaust the soil, and it is

well, therefore, to lift them and thoroughly prepare
the ground by trenching it over. This should be
done to a depth of 2 feet at least ; but in trench-

ing it is not advisable to bring the bottom soil to

the surface, according to the ordinary practice, but
to keep it below, mending and improving it there-

by, adding to it any rubbish-heap stuff or rakings

and gatherings saved for such purposes. Before
using material of this kind, it should be turned
and picked over, so as to remove any pieces of

wood or prunings, or anything likely to generate
fungus, of which there is always some danger un-

less the stuff is quite decomposed. The better way,
however, is to stop risks by burning all matter of

the kind referred to at the time of collecting, or

to lay it aside separately for that purpose, as the
ashes are valuable for mixing or surface-dressing,

containing as they do much potash and other
plant food. Herbaceous borders that have been
trenched should be allowed some time to

settle before they are planted, as the soil will

be found to sink irregularly. After the sub-
sidence it may be properly levelled and the
plants put into their places. The tall things and
strong growers should, of course, occupy the back,
and good strong clumps of each kind ought to be
planted, as it is easy in spring, and the right thing
to do, to thin out the shoots by taking away those
that are weakest. S. D.

Rose Garden.

STANDARD ROSES.
These are great favourites with many persons and
exceedingly useful when judiciously utilised. For
the centre of round beds, or as single plants on a
lawn, they have a much prettier effect than dwarfs.
Two very essential points in this form of Rose
growing are to have them planted properly, and to

choose such varieties as have a vigorous and free-

growing habit. To select weak growers, however
good and pleasing their llowers may be, is altogether
wrong when planting standards. In the first place,
they can never gain any of that renewed life and
strength that dwarfs derive from suckers. The
standard Rose must depend entirely upon the
amount of sap it can command through the Brier
stem, and unless the constitution of the Rose is

good it cannot obtain enough sap to support it and
keep it in a healihy and growing condition. Far
more depends upon a careful selection of the varie-
ties to be grown as standards than is generally
supposed. In planting single specimens of stan-
dards it will be much best to take out a hole of at
least 2| feet to .3 feet in diameter. The soil should
be moved to the depth of 2 feet, and if it is not
pretty good in itself it will be best to remove quite
half of it and fill in with good loam of a stiffish

nature. Anyhow, a liberal amount of manure
should be well incorporated with the soil, but do
not place manure into direct contact with the roots.
This is a frequent error in planting Roses, and
oftentimes a fatal one. No Rose can or will do half
80 well with the same amount of manure placed
against its roots as if it was well mixed with the
surrounding soil, and the roots left to find it

and help themselves when ready. Young roots
cannot start into too strong a soil with any strength
or vitality. They are sure to turn brown at the
tips, and more often than not the plant just
manages to exist until the trreater part of the burn-
ing strength of the manure is gone. It is always
advisable to place just a little of the loamy soil

around the roots before adiing the stronger com-
post. Spread out the roots of the Rose, plant

firmly and not too deeply, about 4 inches below the
surface being sufficient for the stem of the Brier to

he. AU standard Roses should be securely staked,
otherwise wind and rain will cause them to twist

about and form a hole in the ground at the bottom
of the stem. Even where they are not blown down
entirely these holes collect water during winter,
and often the freezing of this so close to the collar

of the plant is the first cause of their death.
A few of the finest varieties suitable for growing

as standards are the following : Duke of Edinburgh,
Mrs. John Laing, Aime'e Vibert, John Hopper,
ririch Brunner, La France, Emily Laxton, Abel
Carriere, Boule de Neige, Dupuy jamain. Earl of

Dafferin, Gloire de Margottin, General Jacqueminot,
Homore, Marie Van Houtte, Mme. Lambard, Jules
Margottin, Reine du Midi, Acidalie, Anna Olivier,

Mme. Berard, Reine Marie Henriette, Marechal
Niel, Gloire de Dijon, Jean Dacher, Francisca
Kruger, Innocente Pirola, Cheshunt Hybrid, the
Waltham Climbers Nos. 1, 2, and 3, William Allen
Richardson, Miss Glegg, and a few others.

RiDGEWOOD.

GAELAND EOSE.
There can be no doubt that the free ram-

bling Roses—such as the old Garland—look

their best when grown quite naturally and

The Garland Rose.

without any sujipoi't whatever. Given plenty

of space, they form a kind of Eose fountain

or cascade, and, from being seen from aliove,

the flowers are all visible ; whereas, when
trained over an arch or any supporting struc-

ture, many of the upper blooms are lost to

sight. The oldest wood should be taken out

occasionally, but beyond this they are no

trouble. G. J.

Rose fruits.—Rosa nutkana makes shoots 2

feet to ?' feet long, flowering all the way up. These
shoots are now wreaths of bright scarlet, nearly

spherical fruit. R. spinosissima maxima has single

white flowers about :! inches across, followed by
black fruit of large size for the species. R. rubri-

folia is a distinct and handsome shrub with plum-
coloured foliage ; the flowers are small, but very

pretty ; the fruit is produced in large bunches, in-

tense crimson in colour. R. rugosa, as it fruits

here, is one of the most attractive shrubs we have
;

some varieties bear their heps in bunches and
others singly. In the latter case they are usually

larger. R. alpina and R. alpina pyrenaica are well

known, but R. gallica pumUa is not often seen.

It is a dwarf habited shrub with large-sized single

warm rose-coloured flowers, which are followed by
orange- coloured fruit which remain a long time.

The lowly native Burnet Rose now bristles with
shining black fruit. Why is it that this does not
fruit when growing wild ?—at least I have never
seen it. Rosa canina is not at all to be despised
as a fruiting shrub ; it varies much, and some va-

rieties have very large fruit freely produced.—T.

Smish, Xcn-rij.

The destruction of Rose pests.—Mons.
Menart Boureau, of Snfevres (Loire-et-Cher), in

writing to the Journal ties Jtoses, fays that when
he was treating his Vines for mildew the idea

occurred to him of employing the same insecticide

for destroying the insect pests which affected his

Roses. Consequently, he syringed the trees with
a liquid composed of the following ingredients,

with the result that a few hours later all the in-

sects were in a dead or dying condition, and had
fallen off the leaves : Ammonia, 1 kilogramme

;

sulphate of copper, 2 kilogrammes ; water, 200
litres. The same experiment might be tried in

this country. La Xatirre recommends sifting dry
crushed wood ashes over the heads of the trees

immediately after they have been syringed with
water. The wood ashes adhere to the leaves, and,

on account of their alkidine nature, clear off the

insects.

THE WEEK'S WORK.

FRUIT HOUSES.
FOHCING POT Vines.—Where extra early Grapes
are required, it is advisable to produce these with

the aid of pot Vines. No Vines will long stand

hard forcing, and in the case of those in pots, these

can be early and heavily fruited and then thrown
away, as being of little or no further value. Sup-
posing ripe Grapes are needed late in April or early

in May, the start must at once be made with strong

well-ripened and well-rested canes. No shorten-

ing of these ought to be necessary, and it the

lateral growths were not cut away a month ago,

they ought not to be interfered with, or otherwise

the Vines will bleed badly at every wound. The
simplest and the safest way out of the difficulty,

therefore, is to resort to early disbudding, every

bud that moves on the laterals being rubbed out.

There ought to be no necessity to dress the Vines
with any insect-destroying mixture, nor is it advis-

able to top-dress for some time to come. At the

outset water must be given very sparingly ; the

soil in the pots being already badly saturated, and
with fresh soil on the top of plunged pots, it is a
very diflioult matter to judge when water is re-

quired. Too much water is even worse than too

little, and in order to be on the safe side, defer top-

dressing till the roots are moving. Low lean-to or

span-roofed structures, well heated, are the best

places for forcing pot Vines, and a moderately brisk

hotbed of leaves and stable manure will be of the

greatest assistance. Lightly plunge the pots in

this at first, sinking them deeper and fixing more
firmly after the heat in the bed has declined to a
safe figure. Not till the trial sticks kept plunged

in the bed can be comfortably borne in the hand
should the pots be firmly and deeply plunged.

Give a good curve to the canes, so as to induce an
even break, syringe the walls, floors, beds and Vines

in the morning, and again towards midday in bright

weather, and maintain a night temperature of from
.'iO° to "jS" with from 5° to 10° increase in the day-

time. There is little or no necessity to open or

ventilate the house before the Vines are well ad-

vanced in growth.

Forcing rLASTEn-ouT Vines.—Young Vines

well established in narrow borders in low span-

roofed houses can, if there are bottom-heat pipes,

be forced remarkably well for two seasons, though it

pays better to raise fresh canes every year, the old

ones being destroyed directly the crops are cleared

off. In this case two compartments have to be

devoted to the work. Vines being raised and pre-

pared in one to follow those maturing their crops

in the other. After the prepared canes have been

rested for a month or longer, the laterals being cut

out directly active top growth has ceased, forcing

may commence. At the outset see that the border
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is in a moist state, and if in the least bit dry the
surface should be lightly loosened and a good soak-
ing of lukewarm soft water given, farmyard or some
other kind of ammonia-providing liquid manure be-

ing substituted with advantage. Tarn the heat full

on to the bottom-heat pipes, while as regards tem-
peratures and syringing, treat as in the case of pot
Vines. The ammonia and moisture given off by a
heap of heating material have a softening effect

upon the bud scales and favour an early and strong
start, and if it can be managed, planted out Vines
should have the benefit of this when first started.

Black Hamburgh and Foster's Seedling are the two
most serviceable forcing varieties. Madresfield
Court forces readily enough, but does not colour
well in heat, cracking also being difficult to prevent
in small houses. Buckland Sweetwater is somewhat
shy-bearing, and as a rule more difficult to manage
than Foster's, but it colours admirably when the
roots are confined to pots and small borders. Muscat
of Ale.xandria also forces readily, and if given the
hottest end of the house does remarkably well.

SUCCES3I0NAL ViNES.—With a good stock of
Lady Downe's (the best keeping Grape in cultiva-

tion) there is no necessity to unduly weaken Vines
by hard forcing, and pot Vines could also be dis-

pensed with. If forcing commences early in Janu-
ary, ripe Grapes can be had from the middle to the
end of May. No time should be lost, however, in

getting everything ready for the start. All the
leaves may not yet have fallen, as they are very te-

nacious of life this season, but the pruning should
be completed all the same. Too much regard
ought not to be paid to the appearance of the rods
and spurs, as it is easy to err in pruning too se-

verely. Cut cleanly to a plump bud nearest to the
old wood, whether this be at the second or third
joint. Should a Vine or two of Gros Maroc and
Alicante be included in the house, hard pruning
in their case must be avoided, these producing the
best bunches from either young canes or rather
long spurs. Shorten young canes or leaders accord-
ing to their vigour, though stopping at the re-

quired length during the growing season is

preferable. Those extra strong may be left to a
length of 6 feet or rather more, the weakly ones
being shortened to a length of 18 inches or less.

Remove all loose bark, but on no account resort to
the barbarous practice of skinning and scraping.
Next give a thorough scrubbing with hot soapy
water, this being especially necessary if there are
any mealy bug on the rods, and then paint with
the usual mixture of Gishurst compound and
clayey water, sulphur being freely added if mildew
has been troublesome during the past season. The
woodwork, glass, walls and surface of the borders
should also undergo a thorough cleansing, on no
account omitting the dressing of all the walls
with hot limewash. No tender plants of any kind
ought to be kept in a house where the Vines are
being rested prior to being forced, exposing the
rods to a moderately severe frost favouring rather
than checking a strong and early start. Leaves are
fast falling off the midseason Vines, and these
may well be pruned and got ready for starting in
February.

Earliest Peaches and Nbotabinks.—Since
the introduction of extra early varieties there has
been no occasion for hard forcing in order to have
fruit ripe in April or JIay. Waterloo, Hale's Eirly,
and Early Alexander Peaches are especially quick
in swelling off and ripening, but the earliest Nec-
tarine, viz.. Lord Napier, does not keep pace with
either of them. This season the trees were very
late in casting their leaves, but the wood and buds
appear to be in a very satisfactory state, and the
trees promise to flower strongly. The house having
been duly cleaned, the trees pruned, dressed, and
tied in position, and the border examined and
watered if need be, there ought to be nothing to

prevent commencing forcing on December 1. If

on examination a few scale are found to have sur-

vived the first syringing with petroleum and hot
water, repeat the dose at once in preference to
dressing the trees with any other presumably more
effective mixture. All that is needed is to add
2 ozs. or a wine;,'lassful of common petroleum or
paraffin, as often erroneously termed, to every

gallon of water heated to a temperature of not less

than 112°, well syringing the trees with this, care,

however, being taken, by forcibly discharging every
second syringeful back into the can, to prevent the
oil from collecting on the top. It is the simplest
and best remedy for aU insect pests the trees are
liable to. Borders at all impoverished might with
advantage be given a soaking of liquid manure
prior to starting the trees, and if the trees have not
been lifted or the borders renovated in any way,
bare the uppermost roots and give a liberal top-
dressing of rich compost. The night temperature
at the outset should be from 45° to 50*, rising from
5° to 10° higher in the daytime. Maintain a rather
moist atmosphere, and syringe the trees every
morning and again towards midday, or when the
ventilators are closed. Puactical.

ORCHIDS.
In the cultivation of these plants careful atten-
tion should be paid to all the details of the work,
however unimportant they may appear to be, for
they may not be really so when considered by the
light of a long experience. There are a great num-
ber of amateurs growing Orchids now, and in
some instances growing them very well indeed, in
the most ordinary-looking glass structures, and on
making a careful examination they are quite as
ordinary as they look. Such houses after they
have been exposed to the weather for a few years
are seldom waterproof, and during heavy rains one
can hear the drip all over the house. It does not
show its effects upon any plants so soon as one
would expect ; in fact some plants might grow
away freely for a time, but the final result would
be the deterioration and perhaps death of the
plants through their being over-charged with
moisture. It is always best to keep every plant out
of the drip from the roof, but it is much better to
have the houses properly constructed, so that there
should not be any drip. We have considerable
ranges of hothouses here, and although they were
not painted for five years after thjy were erected,
I never saw drip anywhere, owing simply to their ad-
mirable construction and the well-seasoned mate-
rial used. This is the season of the year that
drip upon certain Orchids would be most inj urious
in its effects ; therefore it is well to warn
amateurs and others to be careful. All the Cat-
tleyas, for instance, that have made up their
growths are kept comparatively dry at the roots to
prevent their starting into growth prematurely,
and should drip either from condensed water in-

side or rain water from the outside get into any of
these plants, they might look greener and more
healthy-looking, but they might start prematurely
into growth, and the constitution of the plants
be injured. Cattleya Trianse is more liable to
start into growth than some of the others. There
are species of Chysis resting at this season, Dendro-
biums, and many of the Odontoglossums, especially
0. citrosmum. Drip falling into the centre of any
young growths in the course of development
might cause them to rot, and the plant would be
ruined. We never had our Pleiones tlower so badly
as they have done this year. I do not blame the
season for this, nor anything else, except that the
plants were placed in a position further removed
from the glass than usual, and the growth has also
been bad. This of course accounts for the poor
display of bloom. The best position for Pleiones
is near the roof-glass, and they should either be
planted in the shallow pans, which have three holes
in the rim for wires by which they are suspended
to the rafters, or they may be set in ordinary
flower-pots, which may be suspended by the rims or
placed in baskets ; any way, the top of the plants
should be within about a foot of the glass roof.

We are now repotting the following species, which
have just passed out of bloom : P. maculata, P.
lagenaria, P. Wallichiana. I used a little leaf-mould
in the potting soil on the last occasion of repotting
them, and I fancy they were not benefited by it.

I fancy leaf-mould prepared from certain trees
may be injurious to Orchids, and that from other
trees may be beneficial. We have something to
learn in this direction, and there may be readers

of The Gabdbn who can give information as to

the value of leaf-mould for Orchids. I have used
only good fibrous peat and Sphagnum this year.
P. humilis and 1'. Hookeri have not yet flowered.
These do best in a light position in the cool house.
The Cattleya house should now be well furnished
with Orchids in flower, for a number that must
be grown in warmer quarters can be brought here
when the flowers open. They will not receive
any injury, and the flowers last much longer in the
cooler and rather drier atmosphere. The Calanthes
are now in flower, and a succession of these can
easUy be kept up for three months. The flowers

not only last a long time on the plants,

but the cut spikes will last in a room for two or

three weeks. The finest varieties of C. Veitohi,

and especially the white form, are not yet sur-

passed, although many seedlings have been raised

and exotic species have been recently introduced.
The pretty white Masdevallia tovarensis is just

now opening its delicate liowers, and the Mexican
LLclias and Barkerias are most valuable. The last

named plants are not always seen in a vigorous

flowerinfx condition, not because their culture is

not understood, but because it is very difficult to

attend to them all the year round and to give
them all the attention they need. They are truly

air plants, and to cover up the roots with peat and
Sphagnum is certain destruction to them. The
plants do best fastened to teak rods, and hung up
near the glass roof, and scarcely shaded from the
sun. They must be freely watered when growing.
They are certainly well worth any care that may
be bestowed upon them ; the spikes of liowers are

of the most graceful character, and when cut and
daintily arranged with Maiden-hair Ferns in vases
they are delightful. B. Lindleyana is perhaps the
best ; the flowers are of a delicate rosy tint. B.

elegans and B. cyclotella are also grown in most
collections. J. Douglas.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Manure.—Although the collecting of manure goes
on during the whole year, yet the season will soon
be upon us when it will be required in greater

quantity. A plentiful supply of good manure can-

not be over-estimated, but there are many gardens
where the supply runs very short indeed, and the

most has to be made with what there is. Although
some of the artificial manures are excellent, yet they
cannot wholly take the place of ordinary manure.
Farmyard manure, as is well known, contains al-

most all the essential elements for the growth of

vegetables, but the gardens are very few where
such a valuable commodity is procurable

; conse-

quently other material has to be brought into re-

quisition. Not, however, that the best is always
made of that at hand. Many of the valuable pro-

perties of manure are lost or wasted after it has
been carted from the stables by allowing it to

remain in a heap without either turning or any
other preparation ; consequently it quickly becomes
overheated, when a deal of the best of the manu-
rial elements is burnt out. As the manure is

carted from the stables it should be turned and
thrown in a heap. This should be repeated before

the manure has the least opportunity of becoming
white by overheating. To hasten decomposition
water should be thrown on it. The best means
of improving manure is to have a catch pit

in the yard, or wherever the manure is stored so

that the drainings may run into it. This is too

valuable a fertiliser to be lost, so is best stored

and thrown back again over the heap of manure,
this to be repeated if necessary. The heap will now
become charged with valuable fertilising elements.

Manurinc cuoUNi).—During the winter season

a deal of manure is wheeled out into the open
quarters, but whether it is always beneficial at this

season it is open to question. There is one thing

to be said in its favour, and that is, that time is not

so pressing as at other seasons or rather later on,

Another good reason is that advantage is generally

taken whilst the ground is hard with frost. The
mistake generally made is in distributing it in

small heaps over the plot that is to be dug, when if
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it shoald be dag in shortly afterwards, very little or

indeed anything could be said against the practice,

bat exposing the manure in small heaps for perhaps
two or three months together cannot but destroy

much of the fertilising properties. For this reason
advantage should be taken to wheel the manure
into one or more large heaps according to the extent

of ground to be manured when the time comes
for digging. On those soils where autumn or winter
digging can be carried out the manure might be dug
in at once, but on light or gravelly soils this is apt
to become exhausted before the crops have an oppor-
tunity to assimilate it. In these cases the manur-
ing is best performed just before cropping in the

spring, if there should be time to dig the ground
at that season. Heavier soils which may be dug at

this season without injury may have the manure
applied at once. On stiff soils where there is not
sufficient burned refuse at command—and very
seldom is there enough—some dry road scrapings
are excellent for opening up the texture of such,
and in the neighbourhood of towns they are
almost as good as manure. I have used hundreds
of loads for the improvement of soUs, and from
the results obtained I can strongly recommend
them.

HoESERADisH.— Very seldom is Horseradish
cultivated as it should be, being generally re-

legated to some obscure corner where it remains
for years. Horseradish certainly pays for good
cultivation, and the time taken up in its syste-
matic management is well repaid by the superior
nature of the produce and the ease with which
it may be procured. Planting it may well be
carried out during the less busy season, and
when once the annual system is adopted, the
work follows on as a matter of course. A trench
should be taken out at one end at quite the depth
of 2 feet. The trench having been taken out and
room made for working, commence by forking over
the whole of the ground, breaking the roots as little

as possible, as I like a good set for planting,
and not small pieces about 2 inches in length,
as sometimes recommended. Such small pieces
do not make a root sufficiently strong enough
to be suitable for use in one season. The
pieces which are of usable size should be kept
by themselves and be laid in in some convenient
corner to be at hand for use. The sets for planting
should be about a foot in length with a crown.
Before these are replanted, get an old blunt knife
and rub off all side roots to within an inch
at the bottom, and which part will form the roots
for the support of the stick. The roots may also
be rubbed with an old piece of sacking, as symme-
trical roots are what is required. Although good
soil is not necessary for Horseradish, as it will
almost grow anywhere, yet to get large sticks good
ground is necessary. Manure must not be laid too
near the surface, as this would have a tendency to
induce forked roots, but should be kept at a depth
of 15 inches or even 18 inches. Some burned re-
fuse, however, is an excellent commodity for mix-
ing with the soil. The roots should be inserted
with a deep dibber, the crowns being about 2 inches
below the surface. A distance of 8 inches or even
more between the sets in the rows is not any too
far apart ; a foot also ^between the rows must be
allowed.

Forcing Cabrots.— With plenty of leaves
for making up gentle hotbeds, forcing of young
Carrots may now be commenced, as it is dur-
ing the earlier months of the year that young
and tender roots are appreciated. A strong hot-
bed is not needed, just sufficient warmth to gently
stimulate growth, and for which purpose leaves are
to be commended. To keep up warmth at this
season, a depth of not less than 4 feet of firmly
trodden leaves is needed, as a less amount would
rapidly lose heat. Deep brick pits are the best, as
the heat is more confined. Where such are not at
hand, wattled hurdles are as good as anything for
keeping the leaves together. Where the leaves by
their nature do not generate much heat, a little

fresh stable litter will be an assistance. A depth
of 9 inches of rich and sandy soil will form an
effective medium in which the roots will grow

quickly. Cold soil from the open garden is of

little use unless richer and opener material be

freely added. Drills should be drawn ("> inches

apart in which the seeds should be sown, but not

too thickly, or the roots will be injured by crowd-

ing. At this early date, varieties such as the

Parisian or French Forcing Horn should be sown.

A. Young.

PLANT HOUSES.
Early bulbs, &c.—Of these, the early white

Roman Hyacinths are the best and most useful

from now onwards for two months until the earlier

of the larger sorts can be had in flower without too

sharp forcing. The Eoman Hyacinth can now be

easily had in flower, and with a snSicient number
to work upon, the question of keeping up a supply

is only one of management when the means are

within reasonable limits. If the plants when in

flower are required as they are grown for decorative

use they should be kept as near the glass as pos-

sible, and not forced too hard. If only for cutting,

then it does not so much matter about the position

it within reasonable limits ; in fact, I prefer a

rather drawn-up spike for all arrangements save

the smallest. Roman Hyacinths pay for having

proper attention bestowed upon them, flowering as

they do at the season when sweet-scented flowers

are none too common, and others even not over-

plentiful with the same lasting properties possessed

by this Hyacinth. The Roman Narcissus, also the

large-flowered Paper-white variety, are also ex-

tremely useful. Of the two, I prefer the latter, its

growth being more compact. With us, this and
the Roman Hyacinth are just now coming into

bloom, both promising well. Neither have been
forced at all hard ; thus treated they last better.

The Narcissi have only been removed from the

cold pits for a week or ten days, but in a
gentle warmth they come on very quickly. As the

Chrysanthemums are now getting past their best,

these early bulbs will come in as a welcome change.

If LUies of the A'alley are wanted early, some single

crowns should be depended upon in decided pre-

ference to clumps. If started at once in a brisk

bottom-heat, they may be had in flower by Christ-

mas or the new year in good condition. This is

quite soon enough when a supply thence onwards
has to be kept up through the spring. I always
prefer to cover the pots and crowns with 2 inches

or 3 inches of cocoa fibre. The moisture afforded

in this way greatly assists the crowns in starting,

and in consequence of the covering the flower-

spikes will be found to get a good start of the

leaves, consequently coming away with greater

strength. Early forced plants of Spii:iia, japonica

are also assisted considerably by the same treat-

ment as to covering. Early Tulips (Due Van Thol

chiefly) should now be started ; these will stand

more heat than the Roman Hyacinths or the Nar-

cissi to give them a fair start. When once fairly

on the move, if time be not pressing, it is not well

to force too hard. These and all bulbs should be
well supplied with water; it is better to err on
the side of quantity than to let them suffer from
drought.

SuccESSiONAL BULiw, if Still covered up with

fibre or ashes, should be looked to as to the pro-

gress they are making, taking care not to allow

them to remain covered up long enough to draw.

When it is found that a good amount of roots

has been made, they will be safer with only a
light covering of fibre. Clumps of Lilies of the

Valley should be potted up without delay. It is

never advisable to defer this work any longer than

possible. The exposure will not be favourable to

the roots or the crowns. The pots used should

only be large enough to take the clumps with a
little soil around and below them, making all firm.

After potting, I prefer to cover with cocoa fibre

and stand them in a cold frame, one watering be-

ing given first. Dielytra spectabilis, when used

for forcing, sliould also be potted up as soon as

received if they are newly purchased roots ; otherwise

they are disposed to suffer by exposure, the roots

being so fleshy and succulent. Even if home-
grown roots are intended to be potted up, the

operation should not be delayed any longer, for we
cannot now tell how soon we shall be frost-bound.

Christmas Roses will soon want looking after in the

way of covering if left upon the ground, or for pot-

ting where thus grown. If mium Harrisi has not

yet been potted up, no more time siiould be lost.

When done in two or three batches the times of

flowering can be all the better regulated. Do
not be led away by the size of the bulbs

to provide over - large pots. This is a great

mistake. As long as they have a fair amount
of soil, nothing more is required; what soil is used

should be good. Mellow loam, leaf soil, or some
peat and sand will suit them well, just covering the

bulb in potting. Gladiolus Colvillei alba (The
Bride) should also be potted up in good time, par-

ticularly if wanted for early flowering, as a good
quantity of roots in the case of these, as with other

bulbous plants, is a great factor in future success.

In the case of the foregoing Lily and the Gladiolus

also, I advise the covering of cocoa fibre after they

have been stood together in a cold frame or pit,

and would add to it in these and other cases if

there should in a week or two be any symptoms of

sharp frosts. Lachenalias now fairly growing will

also want looking after if they are still in cold pits

should anything like 8° or 10° of frost set in. They
are safe enough as long as frost can be just ex-

cluded, but it is not advisable to run too great a
risk ; still, I prefer to have them in a pit or frame

without any warmth as long as possible consistent

with safety, and when it is not found necessary to

keep them covered up many days together. Free-

sias will do well under nearly as similar a treat-

ment as the Lachenalias receive. Of the two, I

think them rather more susceptible to injury from

damp and cold ; I would therefore remove them
at once to a cool greenhouse should frost set in.

J. Hudson.

Kitchen Garden.

METHODS OF FORCING SEAKALE.

Sea KALE being such an important winter vege-

table, fortunate are those who may have a plen-

tiful supply of strong crowns for the coming

season. The production of these being such a

simple affair, the wonder is that some regular

system is not in vogue for securing crowns

whereby good returns may be had annually.

Good roots may be had with very little trouble,

and as the annual system produces much the

finest roots, this is the system to adopt to

secure roots or rather crowns worthy the name.

Two-year-old roots are often recommended as

being the best on account of being stronger, but

this is a fallacy, as a strong cutting will produce

a strong crown ; whereas if two years old, the

top will have to be cut off on the advent of the

second season, for if this was not done the

crown would form a flowering stem. Certainly

two crowns are sometimes formed in place of

one, but for forcing, the growth from a strong

single crown will be better. Again, young or

annual crowns produce the healthiest cuttings,

or rather make the quickest and cleanest growth.

With a plentiful supply of good crowns, forcing

will be, comparatively speaking, a simple atfair.

Sutlicient warmth to start the crowns into

growth and darkness to secure perfect blanch-

ing are the two chief points to be attempted in

the forcing of Seakale. It has been remarked

that to have Seakale of its proper flavour with

good colour and also of fine texture is inxpos-

sible if the roots are taken up and forcing

carried on in a heated structure. This, I think,

is a very erroneous opinion.

lu all cases the leaves will now part from the

crowns, but it is not a very wise proceeding to

take up all the stock and store it away in sheds.

It should be taken up as required or the quan-

tity anticipated by a likely prolonged frost, for
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ualess the crown could ba carerad with litter,

and which canuot ba recjmm^nded, the roots
oa account of their brittle nature are apt to be
broken. Fro3t or a lengthened low tempera-
ture also causes a thorough rest ; consequently
the crowns force the more readily. In the
forcing of Seakale too much heat is certainly
hurtful, as the growth will be very weak and
drawn. I like to give Seakale time unless
where forcing for a special early date is being
carried out. I have cut Seakale in a fortnight
after the crowns had been put in. Mushroom
houses are generally resorted to for forcing Sea-
kale, but during the early part of the season
these are apt to be kept at too high a tempera
ture for the well-being of the Mushrooms unless
special provision has been made. Ifa corner could
be partitioned oil" or a covered frame formed,
the early forcing of Seakale may be readily
carried out therein. I have a brick pit, the
top of which is covered with a wooden shutter.
Within this pit I place a thickness of 18 inches
or 2 feet of well-worked fermenting material

—

the thickness in each or any case should be so
that a lasting heat is maintained—and over this
a layer of soil, so as to bed the crowns into.
As the inside temperature of the structure is

kept at about 55°, growth soon takes place. A
hotbed could be thus formed in any covered
shed, or for the matter of that in the open air.

In this latter case a bed that will retain the
heat must be formed. Deep brick pits could
also be utilised. In these instances the roots
are best packed in 12-inch or any convenient-
sized pots, these being plunged in the bed,
closely covering up the top, so as to retain the
heat and also exclude light. Packing the roots
into 10-inch or 12-inch pots and covering these
with inverted pots of the same size, so as to ex-
clude light, is a time-honoured custom, the pots
being packed away in warm corners, in stoke-
holes, or under the stages of plant houses. This
system, however, has its drawbacks, as being
covered with pots the produce is cramped. A
convenient-sized box with a movable top is the
best method, as, besides'not being cramped, it

is a deal more convenient for attention and cut-
ting. In these confined spaces it will be neces-
sary to apply water, or else the growth will not
be very free. I generally give a good watering
with tepid water when the crowns are first put
in and again after they have started, these
being generally sufficient. By watering with
warm water at a temperature of 85 or 90°, forc-
ing is more readily begun. The old custom of
covering with fermenting material is a laborious
proceeding, and the only advantage I can see
is by covering, or rather surroundmg the pots
or tubs with sweet leaves later on in the season
when the growth will be very steady, and
if light is perfectly excluded, as it should
be, the growth will be beautifully white.
Heaping on raw stable litter alone cannot be
recommended. Equal parts of leaves and litter
form the best material, and there is generally
plenty of these latter at this season of the
year. As the crowns are covered, keep a look-
out for rank steam, as this will very soon gene-
rate within the covers, and if not let out
would quickly injure the tender tops as they
commence to grow. Later on in the season and
where the crowns are lifted for forcing, they
quickly start into growth witliin the Mushroom
house or even warm cellar, and the growtli
not being over-excited, the hearts will expand
in growth steadily and strongly.

Tliis reference to tlio metliods adopted for
the forcing of Seakale would not bo complete
without referring to tlio style adopted liy our
large market growers. For tlie earliest pro-
duce it is forced in brick pits, which may have

been used for Cucumbers. These pits, from
which all the soil has been cleared out, are filled

up with fermenting material trodden in very
firmly, so as to generate a top -heat of 05°. On
this a layer of soil is placed in which the roots
are bedded, the tops being closely covered with
mats and litter, so as to exclude light and
maintain warmth. For later use the crowns
are laid in rows in raised beds 4 feet wide, to
form which alleys are dug out 2 feet in width
and the same in depth. Over the beds wooden
boards and mats are laid, these again being
closely covered with litter and the alleys filled
with fermenting material to generate heat. It
is astonishing the fine produce which is pro-
duced in this manner, although obviously for
private use it would hardly pay to do likewise
on account of the small and regular daily
supplies needed. a. Y. A.

WATERCBESS CULTURE.
It would certainly be difficult to decide at what par-
ticular period the value of the Watercress as an
esculent came to be appreciated. Its medicinal
properties were probably recognised long before its
introduction to the breakfast table, for it formed an
important ingredient in the "spring tea," which
was universally used in the time of our great
grandmothers, and when herbal medicines were in
greater repute than at the present time. The first
attempt at culture is said to have been made about
the middle of the sixteenth century at Erfurt, in
Prussia, by a man named Mesner. His success
was sufficiently great to induce others to follow
his example, so that in the course of the century
Watercress culture became common throughout
Germany. The Batch were not slow in adopting
a profitable industry for which they naturally pos-
sess such great facilities. The Dutch are credited
with having introduced the culture of various green
vegetables into [this country, and to them we may
possibly owe our first notions of producing Water-
cress by artificial means. However this may be,
no attempt to cultivate it seems to have been
made in this country before the close of the seven-
teenth century, when a man named Bradbury made
use of some natural watercourses running through
his market garden for this purpose. His method,
as well as that of many who imitated him, was to
simply sow the seeds in the ditch, and regulate
the height of the water by means of dams of
earth at regular intervals. In some cases where
the supply of water was constant and sufficiently
abundant, the soil was excavated to form beds,
which were generally planted with young growths'
with roots attached to them. In this way it was
found easy to maintain a supply of young Cress for
market through the summer and autumn months,
but which could not as regards succnlency compare
with those grown under natural conditions. This
system of culture was the only one pursued for
many years, when it occurred to an Irishman,
named Smith, to utilise exceptional natural facili-
ties existant at Abinger-Hammer, in Surrey, for the
improved production of this esculent. A modest
beginning with about half an acre of land was
made, but Smith, being dissatisfied with the results,
disposed of the aflfair to Messrs. Coe, the present
possessors of an important and ever - increasing
industry. At the present time their beds extend
through the parishes of Abinger, Shere, and Alhury,
embracing an area of no less than 2:" acres, ancl
producing Cress of the highest possible quality.
Perseverance and painstaking care have un-
doubtedly done for the Messrs. Coe what they do
for all in a more or less degree, but the great im-
portant factor in their success was the discovery of
the conditions necessary for the development in
the highest degree of the succulent and pungent
properties of the Watercress. These were found to
consist in an abundance of pure water flowing over
clean beds of gravel. Trials on a sjuall scale were
convincing as to the potential effects of such con-
ditions on the marketable value of the pro-
duce. When once this fact was realised suc-

cess was sure, for there were the Tillingbourne
and the brook with water limpid and spark-
ling and other minor streamlets all drawing
inexhaustible supplies from the water-shed of
Leith Hill, coming from an elevation to ensure a
sufficiently rapid flow, which guards at all times of
the year against imparity. Tfiese natural springs
are in places supplemented with borings, which
yield water equal in purity. It will easily be
understood that the output from such a large area
must be great. As a fact, upwards of 400 tons of
Cress were last year sent to London and other large
towns, for Coe's Watercress is as well known and ap-
preciatedin our large northern towns as in the metro-
polis. High and uniform quality guarantees for it a
ready sale. Upwards of thirty men are employed
all the year round, for winter brings with it its full

quota of work. There would appear to be no limit to

the demand for good Watercress in this country,
judging from the fact that a considerable area of
land at Albury has been taken, and the new series

of beds there is probably by this time completed.
This new situation is very highly thought of by

the owners, who confidently predict that they will

now be able to produce good Cress without a
break the year through. Messrs. Coe never employ
seed, but stock their beds with strong growing
shoots. The brown Cress is the one used for winter
supply, being superior in flavour to the green-leaved
variety. This is planted principally in September.
For summer a new kind called the Sweet Erfurt has
been given a trial. It comes quickly to maturity

;

though pale in colour, it is of excellent quality.

The bunches are packed in baskets containing half

a hundredweight, and in hot weather their perfect

freshness is ensured by a plentiful use of ice. In
this way they come into the vendors' hands as suc-

culent as when gathered. J. C. B.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 833.

GARDEN CARNATIONS.
(with a plate of carnation the queen.*)

Much interest has been taken in Carnations
as garden flowers within the last few years,

but those who first began to test their capa-

bilities in this way found that many of those

which the florists regarded as their standard

varieties were not well adapted for open-air

culture. Firstly, there was such a pre-

ponderance of vari-coloured kinds, flakos and
bizarres, which, even if we could ensure their

perfect success outside, lacked the one thing
needed—eflect; and tlicn tlie few that did

pass as border varieties had in many cases

the grave defect of pod-bursting or were
wanting in that vigour of constitution which
is above all things essential for garden Car-

nations. In consequence, bold-growing, vigor-

ous, hardy, bright self-coloured kinds were in

demand, and now in part they have been ob-

tained. There will ho no fault to find if the

nuignificent Carnation that forms the subject

1 if the accompanying plate bo accepted as tho

ideal to bo reproduced in as many variable

shades of self colour as are possible. It was
lifting indeed that so flue a type of garden

(tarnation slmuld bo sent out liy I\Ir. Cliarlcs

Turner, of Slough. At Slough liitherlo we
have been accustomed to see tho Carnation

only as a pot plant, and the way in which it

lias thus for year.s been grown haswou renown,

• Drawn for The Garden by Miss Mario Low
in Ml-. Tiinnir's nursery lO Sloiigli, August 12, 18!U.
Lithographed auJ printed by Guilliiuuie Sovereyns.
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but this will receive an addition, ami Mr.

Turner vpill earn the gratitude of hundreds
of Carnation lovera if lie will add to the list

of garden varieties others of the same ster-

ling merit as this kind now under notice.

Everyone who saw the blooms of this Car-

nation at the show in the Drill Hall,

Westminster, on August 11 of this year

must have regarded them as by far the

best in a show whose object was expressly

to bring out the most suitable varieties

for the flower garden. The flnwers were
shown as they were grown, and we saw
them as we should see them in the bed
or border— a glowing mass of colour.

Herein will lie the future popularity of Car-

nations as garden flowers, for when we can
have all the brightness of the Begonias and
Pelargoniums from flowers that in addition

we can cut for house or personal decoration or

to give to friends, are not such plants worthy
of cultivation, especially when above all things

they pass through long, cold winters without
requiring artificial heat and shelter and their

attendant cost ?

The origin of so fine a Carnation as this

will naturally be of interest, because it is one
of the varieties that stands out conspicuousl}'.

Mr. Turner informed me that it was not raised

at Slough, but in the Isle of Wight and from
Continental seed ; moreover, the same packet
produced two other varieties, and the trio are

now being sent out by Mr. Turner. The
other two are named Hotspur and Mrs.
Apsley Smith, the former being of a soft

rose colour, and the latter deep scarlet, a very
bright flower which last year Mr. Turner says
was the most promising of the three, but this

year it seemed to have sullored from the wet
season.

The coloured plate hardly expresses the
deep glowing rose colour that characterises

this variety, but in other respects all the fine

cpialities are apparent. The vigorous grass
shows that the kind answers to the first im-
portant condition, as only from such varieties

can we get strong plants that will bloom pro-

fusely. In its comparative dwarfness and
sturdy, erect habit wo have other essential

conditions, which in this variety are advanced
where improvement was possible, because the
length of the flower-spike of many fine selfs

will admit of being shortened without run-
ning the risk of bringing the blooms so near
to the ground that heavy rains will splash
them. Many varieties have drooping flowers,

which obviously are not .seen to the
l)est advantage unless individually

u[), which would involve too great

amount of labour when Carnations
grown in large groups. A glance at the
long ])i)d of the flower shows that there is

not the slightest disposition to Inu'sting, and
liow great a defect that is can only he fully

ri'alised by th(jse who have planted tlicse

bursters outside and have loft the flowers to

open as they would, and as indeed they do,

a little wind helping them to become a loose

shapeless mass of petals, devoid alike of in-

terest and beauty. We ought not to countcn-

tied

an

'are

fine

ance a defect that is only incidental, and

pod-bursting in the future should suHice to

condemn any variety.

A glanc(> at a bloom in the plate will

probably convince most lovers of Carnations

that it is not exactly a florist's flower, for

it is well known that they most favour-

ably regard those (Jarnations whose flowers

have smooth-edged petals, that are flat and

to a certain extent overlap one another.

Wo have room for both types. There is yet

another direction in which improvement of

garden Carnations is possible. That lovely

kind Countess of Paris (which was figured

in The Garden of Feli. 11, 1888) is doubtless

now generally distributed, and many may
have noticed its fine habit of sending up

successional flower-spikes, which prolong the

season of Carnations by flowering for many
weeks after the majority of kinds are over.

This is without doulit a characteristic capable

of development. There is a race of perpetual-

flowering greenhouse Carnation.s, and a similar

race of hardy garden varieties ought to be a

pos.sible attainment. A. H.

Stove and Greenhouse.

CYTISUS RACEMOSUS.

This is very extensively grown for Covent Garden
Market. It is generally known under the name of

Genista, and I doubt if many of the salesmen would

know what was wanted if Cytisus was asked for.

It is certainly one of the most useful plants we
have both for the conservatory ana house decora-

tion. I noticed last spring that it was extensively

used in the west end of London as a window-box-

plant. I saw it quite early in the spring, and in

sheltered places it appeared to stand very well.

Certainly no other yellow-flowering plant could

equal it at the same season. It is, perhaps, owing
to the difficulty in propagating this plant that it is

not often seen in private establishments except in

larger examples than would be useful for window
boxes, or purposes where dwarf compact plants are

required. The difficulty of propagating is not so

great, however, as may be supposed. The cuttings

may be put in either in the autumn or early in the

spring ; I prefer the latter. Plants for propagating

from should be put into a little warmth about a

week or so before the cuttings are taken, and the

young shoots should be taken oflf quite close to the

old wood. In making the cuttings, sufficient leaves

should be taken off, so that there is length of stem

to make the cutting firm and to keep the lower

leaf quite clear of the surface of the soil. The
cutting pots should have plenty of drainage, and
be filled up with sand and peat in equal parts with

a little clean sand over the surface. They should

then be plunged in a hotbed or an ordinary stove

propagating pit, but the cuttings do best where
there is a good brisk bottom-heat and the surface

cool. The great point is to avoid damping. The
pit should be opened every morning and lelt for

an hour or so, but not long enough for the cuttings

to get withered. They are some time in taking

root, but as soon as they have made a start they

should be gradually exposed, and eventually re-

moved to a cool house. The cuttings may remain

in the pots for some time, and when they are

potted olT singly it is best to give them a little

bottom heat, and keep them close for a few days.

As soon as they have made a fresh start, they

may be gradually exposed. After the cuttings are

well established the pit lights may be taken off on

all favourable occasions, but the plants should not

be exposed to heavy rains, especially while they

are small. The plants will require stopping

several times during the season. During the

winter they may be kept as cool as possible, but
should not be allowed to get frozen ; anything above
freezing point will suit them. In the following
March or April they should be potted on into 5-inch

or <j-inch pots, in which they will flower well the
following season. During the early part of the

season they should be kept in pits ; later on they
may be stood out in the open ground, their chief

requirements being that they should be regularly

stopped, as they make new shoots long enough to

take the tips out, the last stopping being about the

first or second week in August. Watering must be
carefully attended to, and a little liquid manure
given occasionally. They should also be well

syringed every evening during dry weather. If

allowed to get too wet in the autumn, they are apt

to lose their roots and go yellow and sickly.

Plenty of light and air is necessary. It is not ad-

visable to start forcing them until the new year

comes in, and they should not then have much
heat, a light, sunny position bringing them on
faster than excess of heat. The flower-buds are

liable to drop off before they open, this being espe-

cially the case in the neighbourhood of London,
where fogs are prevalent. Allowing the plants to

become too dry is another cause. The variety

Everestianus is deeper in colour and flowers pro-

fusely, but it is not so easily grown. I have heard
it said that it can only be grown successfully when
grafted on the ordinary form, but I have seen nice

plants from cuttings. F. H.

BOUVARDIAS.
The flowers sent, consisting of sixteen varieties,

represent nearly all the most useful sorts. Of
white varieties, Humboldti corymbiflora is the
largest, this we grow extensively for cut bloom,
the same plants continuing to keep up a supply from
the middle of May until the end of October, but
we cannot flower this variety after that date. Pa-
rity is p. newer variety with flowers of good sub-

stance ; the lobes are quite as large as those of the

above, and it has the advantage of having a short,

stout tube. In growth it is somewhat intermediate

between Humboldti corymbiflora and jasminoides,

and has the delightful perfume of the latter. Jas-

minoides is still a favourite : it is of rather slender

growth, but very free- flowering; plants stopped fre-

quently will form nice bushes, and as a pot plant,

when well grown, it is one of the best. Candidis-

sima is also a good white for pots. It will bloom
at almost any season of the year, but may be par-

ticularly recommended for early spring flowering.

Cut-back plants will come into bloom very early.

Vreelandi is quite distinct, having rough leaves and
the same habit as the old red Hogarth, which is a
useful variety for winter flowering. Treated well

it will keep up a succession of bloom for a con-

siderable time.

Scarlet varieties.— President Cleveland is

unquestionably the best, brilliant in colour, of

good habit, and free-flowering ; indeed it would be
difficult to surpass this fine variety. Elegans is of

similar habit, but much paler in calour. Dazzler is

a good free variety, but this has somewhat
deteriorated, the flowers being much duller in

colour than when I first grew it. Vulcan is a fine

variety ; the flowers are small, but very rich in

colour, and it is a good winter bloomer.

Pink vaeietibs.—We grow only Mrs. Robert

Green and Priory Beauty ; these are both free-

flowering and of good habit.

Douulb varieties.—These have not proved so

useful as was at first anticipated. We now have
double forms in nearly all the shades of colour

found in the single varieties. A. Neuner, the first

double introduced, is still one of the best, and the

only white double variety. President Garfield,

flesh-pink, is very pretty and flowers freely.

Hogarth fl.-pl. is the best red variety. Sang
Lorraine is deeper in colour, but does not flower

freely. Victor Lemoine is a pretty coral-red, but

rarely (lowers well. Flavnscens fl.-pl, like the

sin^rle form, has not enough yellow in it to warrant

its name. When the flowers first open they are

of a pale straw colour, which soon fades.
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Of varieties recently received from the Continent,
jasminoides panicalata is one of the best ; the
flowers are pure white and produced in large
panicles. The plant is of dwarf habit and very
free. Alba odorata jasminiflora is a vigorous grow-
ing variety, with large flowers of Rood substance,
the upper surface pure white, tube and under side
of lobes shaded with pink. Among other varieties
received are several yellows, but I cannot jet say
much in their favour. However, as we we're late
in propagating, we shall try them another season.
After giving B. Roezli a good trial I have dis-
carded it. It is, however, a very distinct species,
and might prove useful for hybridising.

Culture.—In more favoured districts I have
flowered Bouvardias during the most of the win-
ter, but here I cannot do much with them after
the November fogs come on. This season, how-
ever, they have lasted longer than usual. With
regard to the period of flowering, this will be regu-
lated to a great extent by stopping the plants.
To form good bushy plants they must be stopped
several times, and if symmetrical examples are
required, all the shoots must be stopped at the
same time, otherwise they will come into flower
irregularly. Where plants are required for cut bloom
only, this will be an advantage rather than other-
wise. Humboldti corymbiflora must not be stopped
so frequently as other sorts, and never after about
the middle of July. Many fail to flower this fine
Bouvardia through stopping it too late in the sea-
son. It is essentially a summer bloomer, but when
treated liberally it will continue late into the au-
tumn. Many recommend planting out Bouvardias,
but I prefer growing them on throughout in pots,
for plants lifted and potted rarely do well. I
commence to propagate early in the year, selecting
for this purpose plants with well-ripened wood
and cutting them back. After having dried them
off well, they are placed in warmth, but very
little water is given until the plants begin to start
into growth, and the cuttings are taken as soon as
long enough. It is not necessary to have a heel or
leaves at the base of the cuttings. Taken off above
the leaves they will root equally as well as when
cut just below the joint. The cuttings will root
freely in a hotbed, but must be kept close ami well
shaded. If too much moisture is given, they are
liable to damp off. I like to stop them once before
potting them off singly, but they must be potted
o£E as soon as they begin to break again. I
like to use a compost of loam, leaf-mould, and
manure, with a good sprinkling of sharp sand
added; the pots should lie well drained and the
plants potted moderately firm. During the earlier
stages of growth the plants will require a little
warmth, but as soon as they are well started they
should be gradually hardened off. During the
summer they may be grown in pits, giving plenty
of air, and on all favourable occasions the lights
may lie taken off. Bouvardias should be grown on
without any kind of shading, as when well
exposed they make short-jointed growths and
flower better. I believe it is owing to Bouvar-
dias being treated too much as hothouse plants
that we do not often see them in good condition.
Bouvardias—at all times subject to the attacks
of green- fly and other insects, more especially
when kept too warm—must be kept thoroughly
clean by frequent syringing, or, when necessary,
by fumigation.
The interesting article on p. 4(l5 leaves nothing

to be said on the history and introduction of this
beautiful class of plants. Like tuberous Begonias,
the Bouvardias, although coming from the tropical
regions, may be grown under cool treatment, and
many of the varieties will flower well in the open
ground during the latter part of the summer. The
first slight frost, however, will blacken the foliage

F. II.

Eranthemum pulchellum.—As a winter-
flowering subject for the stove house, this plant
stands almost by itself. To succeed well with it,

a generous treatment will give the best results!
The plants should now be kept in the stove en-
tirely

; they may (probably for want of room) have
been thus far in warm pits or other places not quite

up to stove temperature. This will not any longer
suit this Eranthemum. At this season they should
have all the light possible in the stove ; a shelf, for
instance, will suit them very well. They do well also
in a moist place—the dampest place will not be
amiss to them, provided it is warm. A good supply
of water at the roots is also required to encourage
the plants to throw up strong spikes of flowers. A
good stock will be found very useful at Christmas-
time to enliven the house in combination with
Poinsettias or Roman Hyacinths. In a cut state
the flowers last fairly well, several opening after
the shoots are placed in water. Being easily pro-
pagated, this Eranthemum should be made more
of. It does not, of course, make much show by
artificial light, but its rich colour by day fully com-
pensates for this.—H.

SHORT NOTES.—STOVE AND GREENHOUSE-

Anthurium atrosanguineum.—This variety
is now flowering witli Mr. Sander, of St. Albans. It
is a form of A. Andrcanum, but the ap.atlie is of the
deepest blood rod. It is the most richly coloured An-
thurium I have over .seen.—W. H. G.

Dicentra speetabilis.—This fine hardy plant
does well in pots, and may be treated similarly
to Spircea palmata. It gives but little trouble,
and will last in flower for a considerable time. Al-
though quite hardy, plants grown under glass are
much prettier than those grown in the open ground,
for unless in a very sheltered position, the foliage is

almost sure to get damayed by wet and winds. I find
that imported clumps do quite as well as English
grown ones.—F. H.

Orchids.

CYPRIPEDIUM MORGANI.E BUR-
PORDIENSE.

The original form of this plant was raised by
the Messrs. Veitch and Sons, and flowered first

with them about eleven ye»rs ago. It differs
much, some varieties being very free flowering.
The variety sold by the Messrs. Veitch to Mr.
Lee, of ;Downside, Leatherhead, appears to be
the freest flowering and one of the best spotted
forms. This was purchased at Mr. Lee's sale
by Mr. Williams, of Holloway, and I have
noticed it for several years flowering beauti-
fully. This year during the summer I counted
about thirty blooms in full beauty, and recently
I noted it flowering again in the same establish-
ment. This form is figured in the "Orchid
Album," t. 313. The variety named ]5ur-
fordiense, however, is superior to the type, al-

though there would appear to be great ditter-

euces in the sjiotting and markings, for a plant
purcliased at the sale of the late Mr. Harvey's
Orchids did not appear to difl'er in any way
from the original form. Burfordiense is one of
the seedlings raised by the late Mr. Spyers
when Orchid grower to Sir Trevor Lawrence,
and he would have been delighted had he been
spared to see the fine form of this plant figured
by Mr. Sander in his second series of the
" Reicheubachia." Cypripedium Morganiie
l?urfordieuse is the result of selecting the best
varieties for parents, a proceeding which is re-
ceiving more attention than it formerly did, its

parents being a very bright form of C. Stoiiei,
with broad jiotals, and the famous variety of
suporbieim known as the Domidorfi' variety.
As it.4 parents arc both warm country plants,
it is but natural to suppose it will also like .-i

warm corner in the collection. It will do
well in the East Tiulia house, and should be
grown in somewhat small pots well drained.
The best potting material is a mixture of light
turfy loam, with the greater part of the soil
shaken away and some good brown peat fibre.

This should be pressed down firmly and the
plant slightly elevated above the rim of the
pot. In the growing season it enjoys and re-

quires a good supply of water to its roots and
also a liberal supply of moisture in the air, and
in the summer months a slight syringing morn-
ing and evening will be found highly beneficial.

During the winter sufficient moisture must be
given both to the roots and in the atmosphere
to keep the plants in a sound and healthy con-
dition. The plant usually begins to grow imme-
diately after the flowering period, and this is

the best and right time for either dividing it or
for repotting. The plants like both sun and
light, and therefore should be grown near to

the glass, but shading is necessary during the
hottest part of the day. This plant appears to

be almost a perpetual bloomer. The flowers

have much the appearance of those of C. Stonei

platytfenium, but I think them really more
beautiful than those of that rare and much-
valued form of the species. The blooms con-

tinue in full beauty for about two months.

William Hugh Gowbk.

Insects on Cypripediums.—I think if Messrs.

Towler and Son will examine their plants carefully

they will find them infested with scale or mealy
bug, or both. If the ant these gentlemen mention
is a very diminutive and very active red one, I call

them the " pointers," because they invariably point

to scale. These ants do no damage to the plants

unless they happen to choose the pot for their nest,

but I do not think they do any good either, for they
do not kill the scale, but seem to feed on some se-

cretion from their bodies, even as other ants live on
the juices of the aphis. I find them, however, use-

ful as " pointers," for I never yet saw these ants on
a plant unless there was scale or bug on it. They
used to be very busy on my Gardenias until a much
larger black ant appeared and drove the red ones
clean away from their hunting grounds ; now the

black ant has disappeared and the red one has re-

turned.—J. Whitwoeth Shaw.

Kenanthera matutina.—This was once a
very rare plant in our collections, but it (like many
another) has come to be more frequently met with,

and a plant carrying a fine spike is now laden with
Howers in Mr. Sander's nursery, St. Albans. The
flowers are small compared with those of the other

species which we occasionally see, but they are

very richly coloured, being deep crimson with a
slight yellowish tinge, which passes into a deep
orange. This Renanthera grows well with the
Aerides and Vandas, and now, when these plants

appear to be gaining popularity, we shall, I hope,

see it more frequently. It was first found—now
nearly fifty years ago—by Lobb on Mount Salak,

Java, when travelling for the Messrs. 'Veitch and
Sons._W. H. G.

Odontoglossum Reichenheimi.—This has
been greatly misunderstood, if the plant now
flowering in Mr. Sander's collection is correctly

named. The flowers of this are very much larger

and richer in colour than those of the plant

known to me for many years, and which I have had
gre.it dilliculty in separating from O. la;ve. Some
authorities put these two species together, but as

seen at .St. Albans the two are quite distinct. It is

a magnificent plant, having a large branching
spike, the .sepals and petals being yellowish-white,

transversely barred with chocolate, and a large

blue lip, the front portion white.—G.

LissocWIus Krebsi purpuratus.—This is

now flowering in quantity with Mr. Sander .at St.

Alb.ins. It is a terrestrial Orchid, a class not liked

by the majority of English gardeners, but why, I

cannot explain. It is a bold growing plant, which
has somewhat the appearance of a Phajus when
not in bloom. The scape rises from the base of

the pseudo-bulb, attaining a height of " feet or :i

feet and bearing many showy flowers, which last in

full beauty for a long time. The sepals are spread-

ing, deep rich purple on the inner side, streaked
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with green without ; petals of the ame firm texture

as the sepals, yellow faintly streaked with red ; lip

three-lobed, the side lobes erect, purple ; middle
lobe yellow. Some twenty or thirty flowers are

borne on the spike. It should be potted in sandy
light loam and leaf-mould ; the pseudo-bulbs should

sit upon the top of the soil, which should not be
elevated above the rim of the pot. Daring the

growing season it likes an abundance of water to

the roots ; therefore good drainage is essential. The
supply must be moderated as the leaves begin to

fade. When the plant has gone to rest it should be
kept cool and only a little water given to prevent
shrivelling.—W. H. G.

Laelia amanda.—A fine flower of this beautiful

plant, also sometimes known by the name of

Oattleya Rothschildiana, comes from " W. B." The
plant is somewhat like Lselia elegans in its growth,
but the flowers are totally different. The flowers

are some 6 inches across, the sepals and petals

spreading, of a delicate tint of soft rosy-lilac ; the
front lobe of the lip is bright rosy-purple margined
with a narrow border of the same colour, whilst

immediately behind the border is a zone of creamy-
white veined witli purple. It is a very chaste and
beautiful flower. This Laalia does best, I think,
when growing in a hanging basket, fully exposed to

the light. It should be potted in good peat filire,

and should also be kept moderately moist at the
roots, even in the winter time.— G.

Laelia Dormaniana (J. 11. W.).—This is a
very handsome form of this species, if it be a spe-
cies. Some call it a natural hybrid between Cat-
tleya bicolor and Lajlia pumila, but the plant has
been introduced in great numbers and it appears to

be very constant. Your flower seems, however, to
be distinct. The sepals and petals are rich bronze,
with a very dark lip, which makes it a charming
form. It appears to be a very free bloomer, but
the flowers do not appear to last very long. We re-

cently saw some fine forms in bloom, but none so
fine as that sent.

Cattleya Tresederiana.—This is a very pretty
hybrid raised, I am told, by Mr. Treseder, of Messrs.
Heath and Sons, Cheltenham. It is said to be a
cross between C. Loddigesi and Lielia elegans.
It is an exceedingly pretty and charming flower,
measuring some 4,V inches across, the sepals
being white, the pe"tals white, tinged with flesh
colour

; lip white, with a recurved point, having a
prettily frilled margin, which is continued right up
round the side lobes, the whole front lobe being
bright magenta-purple, pale in the centre, at the
apex like many of the Lslia purpurata. In front
of the column is a faint tinge of lemon-yellow, the
base of the lip being stained with purple. Mr.
Holmes, gardener to Mr. Hardy, Timperley Lodge,
Cheshire, who sends me the flower, says it is a
most useful Cattleya, always flowering in November.
—G.

Odontoglossum gloriosum.— J. Hunt sends
a fine lateral shoot of what I consider the typical
0. gloriosum, and which I cannot but think is quite
distinqt from O. odoratum. I have kept it for seve-
ral days in water, and at no time either during the
day or night can I find the least trace of perfume
in it. The sender says, " it is from a spike carrying
about eighty flowers, which are somewhat loosely
set. The colour is very pale, but yet very pretty."

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Cypripedium Spicerianum nanum, from
Wm. iiolbiu, is ii very compact and pretty fonji, the
ilower being small and distinctly coloured, the sliorter
petals being prettily frilled.

Lselia albida bella (T. X.).—This is the name of
your plant, and a very pretty variety it is. The sepals
and petals are ivory white, slightly tinged with pinkisli-
nianve, the side lobes erect, front lobe flat with a broad
Tnarginal band of bright rose. I am glad to hear you
have had this plant for three years, and that it has be
come stronger every year. Its flowering now, however,
will weaken it unless you keep it nicely moist, and do

not let the flowers remain too long on the plant,

—

W. H. G.

Odontoglossum Lindeni (D.J.).—This is the
name of your plant. It flowered first in thia country
acme twenty years ago, and has never been seen in any
quantity. The flowers are of a uniform pale yellow.

It is a singular flower, and some good forms of it may
yet be found.—G.
Trichosma suavis. — Blooms of this pretty

plant have been sent by several people, who all appear
to have it flowering very profusely this season. This
will induce them and tlio.?e seeing the plant in bloom
to take care of it and grow it more largely. It should
be grown in the cool house.—W. H. G.

Dendrobium heteroearpum.—" J. B. W."
sends me very fine hlo'ims of this lovely scented
species. I have seen it flowering for a month past.

Even this kind appears to be quite out of season this

year. It also goes by the name of D. aureum, but I

have not seen a variety in which either name appears
to be applicable.—G.

Dendrobium superbiens. — This plant is

flowering just now in great abundance in Mr. Wil-
liams' nursery at HoUoway. These flowers will last

for quite two months, and by that time there in all

probability will be others to open upon the same plants.

It belongs to the same set of plants as the far-famed
D. Phakenopsis, but it is very distinct from that spe-

cies.—G.

Pleione birmanica. — Flowers of this plant
come to me from Mr. Wm. Bolton. The flowers,

borne two on the scape, are very much Uke those of

P. Wallichiana, but they appear to differ most from
those of P. Wallichiana in having a less fringed
lip and in not having such a bright yellow disc. It

was found first by Col. Benson, growing on the Arra-
can Mountains at some 3UU0 feet elevation, and was
named by Eeichenbach about nine years ago.—G.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

FRUIT TREES FOR NORTH WALLS.
ALTHoU(iH the Morello Cherry is undoubtedly
the best fruit tree for north walls, yet where
there is more extent of wall surface with this

aspect than is necessary for keeping up a
supply of this useful fruit, other fruits will

succeed admirably under the same conditions.

The value of north walls does not so much de-
pend upon their adaptability for the successful

cultivation of fruit as on their usefulness for

prolonging the supply. A lengthened supply
of any class of fruit, other than a glut for a

short season, should be the aim of all gardeners.

Trees against north walls appear to defy the
attacks of insect pests, as rarely are they ever
attacked. Where fruit trees against this aspect

are apt to fail is where a suitable root-run is

not provided at the tirst. The walls, being in a
great measure deprived of the beneficial action

of the sun's rays, reijuire some counteracting

influence to compensate for the loss, and this

may be provided for by making suitable bor-

ders and draining these. Before entering upon
the methods to be adopted, I will mention a
few fruits which I have proved to be of good
quality when grown on north walls. Plums,
Red Currants, and also Gooseberries do well

;

Pears I have also grown, but these may well

be dispensed with. During the past season 1

have been struck by the high quality of the
Jeflerson's Plum, the fruits being really of good
size and colour and also very luscious. Kirkes',

asalso Transparent Gage, Oullin's(iolden Gage,
and Reiue Claude do Bavay have also been
good. Coe's Golden Drop requires a warmer
soil than I am able to give it, or a better

climate, otherwise it is an excellent Plum for

a north wall. Angelina Burdett is also a good
north wall Plum, and altogether I do not think
the selection could be improved upon. Ver-

taiuly, Victoria fruits freely, but against a
north wall the quality is only second-rate, and

for a first-class dessert could not be included.

Knowing the desirability of securing a healthy
root-run, the trees, when I planted them some
five years since, were provided with this, and
they certainly have succeeded well. The soil,

being a very stiff clay, was taken out to the

depth of 18 inches, and over the bottom was
spread a layer of old roofing tiles, and over these

to the depth of about inches a layer of old lime

and brick rubbish, the remaining space being
filled up with good garden soil. Some fresh

turf was placed about the roots at planting,

and also a good supply of burned garden re-

fuse. The surface is now a mass of roots, as

the width of the border space reserved for the

roots—some 8 feet— is never disturbed by dig-

ging. For the trees to succeed well the roots

must be kept near the surface, a3 it is when
they go down deeply that they fail. Red Cur-

rants, as is well known, will keep until far

into November if protected from birds. Of
Gooseberries, Warrington is the best variety,

this hanging a long time after being ripe. It

is not often these Gooseberries are planted

against north walls, but there are often spaces

where other fruit trees which require more
extended space cannot well be planted. A row
or two of Gooseberry trees may well be planted

on the edge of the border, and will also well

repay the space provided, protection from birds

being all that is necessary in securing full

crops. The Parsley-leaved Bramble also suc-

ceeds admirably against a north wall or fence,

the fruits growing to a large size. As recently

stated in The Garden, this is reaUy the only

cultivated Blackberry that will succeed under

cultivation, the American varieties being a

failure. Although the wild Blackberry thrives

admirably in this district, yet the American sorts,

though they lingered for a while, soon died

out. Of Red Currants the Victoria is a capital

variety for planting against a north wall, the

size of the bunches and individual fruits, also

their excellent colour, being all that could be

desired. Y. A. H.

WATERING POT VINES.

Although there has lately appeared in the pages

of The Garden an able article on the culture of

pot Vines by Mr. Wythes, I venture to send the fol-

lowing additional remarks on watering and feeding,

as I find that it is through the abuse of both these

desirable elements that many people practically

fail in the cultivation of pot Vines. Pot ^'ines are

often over-watered from a mistaken idea that they

cannot have too much. Vines, unlike the majority

of other fruit-bearing subjects, do not begin to form

fresh rootlets until the young growing shoots have

started into action, or, indeed, not until they have

made considerable progress. This being the case,

what benefit can there be in pouring water into

them two or three times a week, and oftentimes the

applications are daily, until the Vines are in fit

condition to receive them ( The roots of Vines in-

stead of being hard and wiry, like those of the

Peach, for instance, are comparatively soft, and

over-watering before root action has commenced
will cause these to decay ; consequently root

action is checked, and they are not in condition

to respond to the increased foliage, the result

being that the fruit is checked in its early stages.

The above is in marked contrast to those Vines

with sound roots, and it anyone were to take

a Vine out of the pot after it has made 3

inches or 4 inches of growth (although I do not

advise this course), the outer mass of the ball

will be alive with small feeders, the roots pushing

them out in all directions. With the main roots

decayed fresh main roots have to form, and these

push out from the centre or near the collar, the re-

sult being that the fruit is very meagre. Generally

when Vines are started they have the assistance of

a slight bottom heat, as Vines with this help break
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more freely. In my case, leaves are the medium
adopted to supply this. The Vines when put into
force are watered at the first onset if at all likely

to be dry, but not otherwise, tepid soft water being
used. After this first watering, three weeks or even
more often elapse before watering is again ne-
cessary, the moisture arising from the leaves and
syringing being sufficient. The pots should be pe-
riodically examined and rapped with the knuckles to

see if they are dry. It is astonishing the little water
which is necessary with the roots in a rather dor-
mant condition until the growth is considerably
advanced. Keeping them rather on the dry side
will be the means of fresh roots being formed in a
more generous manner than they otherwise would
if too wet. The top and root growth will now be
rapid, and water may be needed daily, but each
pot should be examined beforehand. With the
pots standing on high and dry pedestals, oftentimes
over hot-water pipes, the Vines take more water.
As the growth increases and fruit commences to
form, water may be needed twice daily, and I have
even applied it three or four times, but then the
pots were full of roots, with a good spread of foli-

age and five or six bunches of fruit hanging. The
feeding must also be carried out gradually, and al-

though no one can find fault with judicious appli-
cations of warm diluted liquid, yet it must not
be applied to such an extent as to sour the soil,

which would eventually happen if applied indiscri-

minately. Thomson's Vine manure is a well-proved
stimulant, and I have great faith in Standen's
manure, the above being varied with the best
Peruvian guano, applied at the rate of a 2Jinch
potful to a Sgallon can of water. Fresh cow manure
and soot form the best liquid, as I have proved that
fresh horse manure is apt to turn the ends of the
young rootlets brown, although only applied at the
same strength as cow manure and soot. It is dur-
ing the second swelling of the berries that water is

applied most copiously, and with the pots full of
hungry feeders the foliage would quickly suffer if

they lacked in this respect. Well-grown pot Vines
are very creditable, and, considering the expense of
the Vines if they have to be purchased, every
means should be used to secure profitable returns.
As regards disbudding of the canes as soon as they
start into action, the plan I adopt, instead of
rubbing out the superfluous shoots, is to pinch them
at the second or third leaf, this assisting in swell-
ing up the rods. All Grape growers know, who
have had any experience whatever in the cultiva-
tion of pot Vines, that a well-developed cane goes
a long way to ensure sitisfactory returns.

Y. S.

Pear notes.—The interval between the middle
of October, when the Pear notes on p. :!i;7 were
written, and the present date (November 1'.') has
not produced ripe fruit of sutlicient quality to
warrant the inclusion of any particular variety in
the list therein given, unless it be BeaTi6 Hardy.
Fruit of this sort from cordons is large and clear-
skinned, the flesh white, melting, and very juicy,
the great objection to the Pear being its" lack
of flavour ; in this it reminds one somewhat
of Napoleon and Passe Colmar, two juicy, but
flavourless varieties. I am able also to say a good
word for Conseiller de la Cour from cordons ; it is

ripening well, and under such circumstances likely
to find favour where large, handsome samples are
in request. Marie Louise d'Uccle from cordons is

only fit for stewing. Hacon's Incomparable is a
disappointing Pear. When thoroughly ripe it is a
well-shaped fruit of taking appearance, but this is

all that can be urged in its favour, the flesh being
woolly and insipid with hardly anjjuiie. Duchesse
d'Angouli'me is no better from cordons than from
old wall trees, except in point of size. Two I'ears
that do fairly well with me and were omitted from
previous notes are Alexander Lambri' and Aston
Town, the former from a pyramid, the latter from
the wall. I do not mean to rank them as lirst-class,
but both ripen well, and are melting, sweet, and
juicy. The fruits of Winter Nelis from cordons are
far superior to those from old wall trees, the latter
being always small and scabby with a decided
tendency to crack. With few exceptions, all out-

door Pears from every description of tree are be-

yond the average in size, but deficient in colour
and not so clear skinned as usual. I am not aware
if this latter characteristic is general ; if so, at all

shows where special classes are not made it is evi-

dent that outdoor fruit will not stand the least

chance with that from orchard houses. An inspec-
tion of local fruit shows will prove there is still

much to be done in the way of correct Pear nomen-
clature, and it is a pity that many more growers
did not avail themselves of the Pear congress in

1885 when, if the decisions in this direction were
not always infallible, very much was done to alter

existing errors and clear up doubts.—E. Bueeell,
Ctiiremont.

FRUIT DISTRIBUTION.
Wb hear a lot about fruit shows and con-
ferences, but, as I have before pointed out, not
much about the best means of distributing the

fruit after it is grown, yet if those who profess

to be so anxious would only give their attention

to the latter que.stion, they would be far more
likely to confer greater benefits than all the
shows and conferences conducted ou the usual
lines. It has been suggested that some system
of supplying railway travellers with good fruit at

reasonable prices would do much to relieve in-

numerable fruit growers of their present worries,

and why should this really sensible idea not be
carried out in a practical manner ! In all pro-
bability it will be left to private enterprise to

perfect some system of retailing fruit at various
railway stations in different districts, but this,

though a step in the right direction, is not yet
nearly so desirable as would be the same kind
of thing carried out by a philanthropic body. If

private individuals or companies start a move-
ment of the description briefly shadowed, it

is but poor prices the grower will get for his

fruit ; whereas, after the original outlay in or-

ganising the scheme it could be made self-sup-

porting and growers yet get good prices for their

produce.

That fruit will sell readily at innumnierable
stations if the prices are reasonable and the
quality fairly good, I have recently had a good
opportunity of observing. I will give one in-

stance. At the Durston Junction on the Great
Western main line, a distance of about -1 miles

from Taunton, a respectable old woman is

allowed to go on the platform and sell fruit to

the passengers coming or going by the trains.

About 10 a.m. on November C she had nearly a

peck of Apples and Pears in a basket, and in

about ten minutes all the lot were sold. The
weather was very cold and passengers by
no means numerous, and it was an agree-

able surprise to me to note that fruit was
so much appreciated even on such a cold day.

It was not out of charity that most of the fruit

was so ([uickly bought, as I took particular note

of the fact of much of it being very quickly

eaten, lladly bruised Peara and hard or tt)ugh

Apples will not sell readily, only school children

attempting to eat the latter especially, but

clean, ripe, and good fruit will be bought fast

enough if only placed within easy reach of

buyers.

Since penning tho foregoing I liave had
further opportunities of noting our defective

system, or rather want of some kind of

system, for distributing fruit so as to bring

it within reach of all claasfs. At Wcston-
Huper - Mare, Pears of a very inferior des-

cription, and evidently orchard-grown fruit,

wore being sold at IJd. each, tlio growers pro-

bably not getting 4s. per bushel for them. Ap-
ples, also inferior, were retailed at Id. per lb.,

an extra \<\. being asked for slightly bettor

samples, this, too, a,t a time when hiiudrcd^ of

farmers in Somersetshire would have been only
too glad to have got 3s. per bushel for much of

the produce of their orchards. In Wiltshire at

some of tho railway refreshment bars, includ-

ing that of Trowbridge, a few Pears were on
sale at Id. each, tlie varieties being Beurr6
(Jlairgeau and what I believe to be the old
Bishop's Thumb, none being of attractive ap-
pearance or of good quality. Of eating Apples
there were none. Even at such an important
centre as Swindon no serious attempt is made
to sell Apples and Pears, probably from a fear

that this would interfere with the sale of more
profitable food. In that station alone it ought
to be possible to sell several bushels of fruit in

a single day, and for the good of the community
at large and of fruit growers in particular, it is

to be hoped that the time will soon come
when not only Swindon, but all other im-
portant railway stations will have their fruit-

stalls and vendors. Public money is often

very lavishly expended upon less worthy ob-

jects than that of placing British fruit well

within the reach of all classes, without preju-

dice, but rather to the advantage of the growers.

M. H. F.

SPOT IN MUSCAT OF ALEXANDRIA GRAPE.

Well-finished Muscat of Alexandria Grapes are

supposed to be of a clear amber colour without
either spot or blemish. Large and well-set bunches
are of common occurrence, but not those which are
brightly coloured and free from all imperfection.

One cannot but notice at our leading exhibitions

where first-class specimens are supposed to be
staged the great contrast between the competing
bunches, even among those that have taken prizes.

Here and there bunches will be seen perfectly

clear, in fact almost transparent, and if these are
of any size they are almost sure to take a leading
place. There are ot hers, although of noble appear-
ance as regards size of bunch, berry and compact-
ness, which are much marred by what is generally

understood to be spot, this being a speck at the
point of the berry and at the part which during
its earliest stage formed the pistil. This must not
be understood to be the same as gardeners term the
" robin's egg," and which some aver constitutes high
finish or first-class Muscats. This is an undoubted
flaw. Daring the earlier months, or directly the
berries are ripe, the spot is not so noticeable, but
in course of time it gradually spreads until the
pointsof the berries havea dirty or rusty appearance.
Neither the flavour nor the keeping qualities appear
to be affected, although the bunches quickly take on
a shabby appearance. A'arious reasons have been
given, such as unsuitable soil, insufficient artificial

heat, want of light, and cold draughts allowed to

blow upon the bunches. Certainly either of the

above would cause badly finished Grapes, but I am
under the impression that the blemish has its

earliest source during the setting period, and by
the means adopted to gain a perfect set. Imperfect
setting so frequently takes place, that extraneous aid

is often resorted to to gain the desired end. Amongst
the means resorted to are gently drawing the band
over the bunches, using a camel's-hair brush,

syringing the bunches, and also dusting with pollen.

The last plan certainly seems the most natural and
also less likely to cause injury, especially when a
brush is not used to apply it.

A free root action goes a long way in procuring

a good set, especially when the roots are working in

a warm border. Drawing the hand down the

bunches, altliough it may be gently done, and also

cause the berries to set Ijy distributing pollen over

the pistil, seems to me the correct solution of the

cause of spot. However carefully done, the hand
must slightly rub the pistil. Dusting witli a brush

will certainly not rub them so much, but with this

aid only I have known the berries become spotted.

A low temperature during the night will certainly

I ause moisture to settle upon the stigma, and this

is very likely to cause injury by discolouring the

latter, though only slightly— slightly it must be
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in whatever case, or the blemish would show itself

earlier. Keeping the atmosphere warm and buoy-
ant, with judicious heat in the pipes, also ven-
tilating so as not to cause a draught, will, with the
aid of rapping the laterals, cause the berries to set

and do away with the discolouration. Rapping the
laterals must be done well, not merely by shaking
the rod at the bottom, but by going carefully over
the Vine, tapping each lateral daily until a perfect

set is assured. I generally go over our Vines at 10
a.m. and 1 p.m., at which times the flowers and
pollen will be dry. I have been led to make
the above remarks by lately having seen so

many discoloured berries. Being such a noble and
beautiful Grape, and well rip3ned examples keeping
well into the new year, every effort should be made
to sectire satisfactory results. A. H. S.

HAEDY FRUITS.
' In all places where bud-devouring birds are nume-
rous," so runs the advice in some hardy fruit notes,

" defer the pruning of bush fruits until the spring
;

there will be an abundance of buds for the feathered

friends to work upon, and the bushes can after-

wards be cut according to the amount of destruc-

tion effected." I cannot see the force of the argu-

ment for several reasons. A maximum of pruning
can be performed in the often comparatively mild
days of late autumn in comparison to what is

likely to be effected during the bitter weather we
generally get in the early part of the year. There is

as a rule, plenty of other work in hand at this
latter time without troubling about pruning, and
last, though by no means least, if the birds are nu-
merous and bent on mischief, they will in all pro-
bability nearly clear the trees, be the buds many or
few. Whatever, therefore, there is to be done to
bush fruits either in the way of a slight pruning,
tying trellis Gooseberries and Raspberries, &c.,
may as well be put in hand at once. If the
weather prove cold it is a good plan to do this
work through the warmer part of the day, and let
the men take a spell at digging or wheeling in the
early morning and towards evening. So far as we
are concerned here in the matter of bud-protecting,
I have always found the plan previously advocated
in these columns, viz., a liberal dusting of well
slaked lime following a thorough sprinkling of
soapy water, answer the purpose effectually if the
operation is performed before a spell of sharp
weather sets in. Where bullfinches muster in great
force, however, preventive measures of this kind
seem of little avail, and in such cases there is no-
thing for it bat protection by fine mesh netting or a
wired garden enclosing the bushes. It is rather
strange that birds should attack bushes both of
Currants and Gooseberries on the open quarter and
leave trellis and wall trees comparatively un-
harmed

; such, however, is the case, and I have
also found the latter trees pass through severe
spring weather unscathed when fruit in the open
quarter has been badly cut.

From several notes that have lately appeared it
would seem that the trellis system of Gooseberry
culture either on a regular wire fence or on home-
made uprights and horizontals improvised for the
time being is rapidly increasing in favour, and it
commends itself particularly where dessert Goose-
berries in quantity and variety are in great request.
I should like to note that the strong growing va-
rieties are most suitable for this particular mode of
culture

; sorts of weakly habit take a long time to
cover the trellis unless three parts of the crop are re-
moved for several seasons to throw more vigour into
the wood. Neither are thin-skinned Gooseberries
suitable for trellis work ; the fruit is naturally much
more exposed to the direct rays of the sun
than on bushes, and during a spell of very bright
weather will generally scald badly. Where new
plantations of Gooseberries are to be formed this
winter I would strongly recommend the trellis sys-
tem, especially, as I have said, if a quantity of
dessert fruit is required from a limited area, and
indeed where birds are troublesome, it can be gene-

aUy adopted ; trees can be protected so much more
easily under these conditions than in the open
quarter unless the owner is inclined to go to the

expense of an enclosed wire garden. Personally, I

am not in favour of the latter, holding that there

are times when the feathered tribe may with advan-
tage have access to every description of outdoor
tree and plant life. An important item in trellis culti-

vation is additional feeding, and it is always advis-

able to apply a heavy mulching of half rotten ma-
nure when the fruit is swelling and is about half

grown, especially if the weather prove hot and bright

and both soil and subsoil are naturally somewhat
dry and light. Except for facility of protection I

should hardly be inclined to recommend the indis-

criminate planting of Carrants on walls or trellises.

The foliage under these conditions is in some sea-

sons very liable to the attack of the Plum aphis,

and unless this can be checked speedily and
effectually, the fruit soon presents anything but a
cleanly appearance.A piece of wall with a south aspect
if this can be spared, or an early spot for a trellis

is not so bad, as here the fruit ripens quickly and
can be gathered before the aphis has time to make
much headway. E. Burebll.

Claremont.

Pear British. Q,ueen.—Mention is not often

made of this variety, vet it is one of the best as far

as quality is concerned, and with me as a cordon
rarely fails to give a good crop. Unfortunately, it

is a weakly grower, and is quite a failure on the
Qaince stock, my healthiest trees being on the
Pear stock. The fruits, which are in season during
the latter part of October and up to the middle of

November, are medium-sized, pyriform, the skin

being entirely covered with russet on a yellow
ground. The flesh is melting, briskly and agree-

ably flavoured, but the skin mast be removed prior

to eating, or this will quite spoil the flavour.

—

JI. H.

NEGLECTED FRUITS.

It is somewhat singular that although we hear
many people saying that fruit cultivation is much
overdone, it is nevertheless true that some of the
most easily cultivated and most certain cropping
fruits we have are hardly planted at all, and even
in an abundant fruit season like the present there is

a diSiculty in getting enough to meet the demand.

Quinces will grow freely and crop regularly

even in positions whjre it would be quite useless

to plant Pears. Quinces are more profitable and
find a more certain and ready sale than many
kinds of Pears, for a bushel of good Quinces
would now realise more money than many kinds
of Pears, from the fact that so few are grown.
Fruiterers find a ready sale for them, ami there
is little danger of loss by them compared with
Pears of the soft dessert kinds. If sound when
gathered, they will remain so for a long period.

The best form of Qaince ' tree to plant is that

called a half-standard. Quinces need very little

pruning or training, and as they flower very late,

they escape the destructive spring frosts that

wreck the hopes of the growers of choicer, but
certainly not more profitable crops.

Stewino Peap.3.—These are in great demand, but
their cultivation is very much neglected, as the ma-
jority of trees one meets with are old and half-

worn out, yet the crops they produce are, as a
rule, more profitable than those of many of the des-

sert kinds. Stewing Pears are very sure croppers,

and will grow where many others fail. One of their

best characteristics is, that if not sold this week or

month, they will keep until the next, and are in

great demand as soon as the supply of fresh, open-
air grown fruit begins to run short. They need,

and well repay, good culture, for the larger and
clearer the fruit the higher the price they will

realise. I find the following selection answer well,

viz , Catillac, Verulam, or Worcester, Gilogil, Bel-

lissime d'Hiver, and for walls or espaliers, Uvedale's
St. Germain.

BuLL.\cES are really more profitable than many
of the best Plums. Shepherd's BuUace when well

cultivated attains a good siz3, and coming in whja
Plums are over, is sure to sell well, while the crop
the trees will carry is enormou?.

GtixjlDrt. jAMEa Geoom.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE AMERICAN BUCKEYES.
The North Auierican forests are comparatively
rich in Hors3 Chestnuts, or Buckeyes, as we are
still apt to call them in America. The genus
^Esculus, as it is now known, to which these
plants belong, only contains thirteen species.

Eight of these are American, if we include two
little-kuowu shrubs of Southern Mexico and of

the nortliern countries of South America, and
another shrub of Lower California. Outside of

America the genus is represented in South-
western Europe, in the tropical forests of India,

Assam and Burmah, in Northern and Central
China, and in Japan. The different species

fall naturally into two distinct sections. In
the first the flowers are furnished with five

petals, and the walls of the fruit, or pods, are

thick and covered on their outer surface with
sharp prickles. The common Horse Chestnut,
which is a native of the mountains of Greece
and which is now one of the most familiar of

all ornamental trees, and the Indian species

belong to this section. In the plants of the
other, the flowers have only four petals, and
the fruit is smooth with thin walls ; they are
American, Chinese, and Japanese, and to them
the name of Pavia was formerly given. The
two sections are united, however, by one of our
American trees, the so-called Ohio Buckeye,
which has the flowers of the Pavias and rather

thin-walled fruit, which, in its early stages at

least, is covered with the prickles of the true
Horse Chestnuts. And so it has seemed better

to consider the Horse Chestnuts and the Buck-
eyes generically identical. Five species grow
naturally within the territory of the United
States. None of these are so often planted
here, however, as the European Horse Chest-
nut, and none of them, perhaps, are individually

as beautiful as that tree, which surp.asses all

other members of the genus in the massiveness
of its port, in the density of its foliage, and in

the magnificence of its great flower-clusters.

But the massiveness and the formality of the

head of the Horse Chestnut, while they make
it a sjilendid object in some situations, render
it a difficult tree to associate properly with

other trees ; and it usually looks out of place

as an element in a picturesque landscape. Its

value, however, for formal plantations, either

in city streets or in the avenues of architectural

gardens, was recognised in Europe two cen-

turies ago, and no other tree has yet been
found which surpassed it for such purposes.

If our American Buckeyes are not equal to

their ( )ld World relative in breadth and solidity

of head and in floral splendour, they, in their

turn, surpass it in grace and in their adapta-

bility to harmonise with the other trees of the

forest ; and for general planting in this country

they are therefore more valuable, especially

TiiK Sweet Bi-ckeye, the .-Eiculus octandra

of botanists, the largest, or, at any rate, the

tallest of the American species. It is an in-

habitant of the Alleghany region from Western
Pennsylvania to Georgiaand Alabama, and of the

Mississippi valley. When it grows at its best,

as on some of the slopes of the high mountains
of C.irolina and Tennessee, it is a noble tree,

sending up a straight shaft 2 feet or 3 feet in

diameter, sometimes free of branches for 00

feet or 70 feet, and often reaching a total
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height of 90 feet. The head is rather narrow
aud formal, and the branches are small and
often pendulous. The leaves are of ample
size, and are dark yellow-green, and rather

paler on the lower than on the uppar surface.

The flowers are peculiar in the unequal size of

the petals, the limbs of the upper pair being
much smaller than the others and borne on
Blender claws which much exceed the calyx in

length. The fruit is Pear-shaped, often 2

inches long, and is beautiful and conspicuous.
There is a variety of this tree found in some
parts of the Southern Alleghanies and in Texas
with red or purple flowers. The yellow and red-

flowered varieties are both hardy as far north
as New England, and they are both useful orna-

mental trees, growing rapidly in good soil and
harmonising with the native trees of the north

;

and, unlike the Old World Horse Chestnut,
they are not seriously injured by fungoid dis-

eases.

/EsrULUS GL.VBRA, theso-called Ohio orFietid
Buckeye, is the second of the Horse Chestnuts
of Eastern America which grows to the size of

a tree. It is not so large as the Sweet Buckeye,
and it is unusual to tind it more than 30 feet

in height, although sometimes, under the most
favourable conditions, it grows to fully twice

that size. The trunk and branches are covered
with dark bark which separates readily into

thin scales, and these make it easily recognised
even in winter and while still very young. The
foliage is lustrous, dark yellow-green and rather
con.spicuou3 from the yellow midribs and veins

of the leaflets. The flowers are of a pale yel-

low-green colour ; the petals nearly of the same
length, although the lateral pair are much
broader than the others. The Ohio Buckeye,
which got its name from the fact that it was
first known from the banks of the Ohio in Penn-
sylvania, belongs to the valley of the Missis-

sippi ; it is nowhere very common, and is even
less common now than it was a hundred years
ago. This is due in part, no doubt, to the fact

that this tree always grows in rich soil near the
banks of streams or on river-bottoms, and has
had to make way for the crops of the farmer.
It is as hardy at the north as the Sweet Buck-
eye, but from an ornamental point of view is a
much less desirable tree, and hardly worth
planting except as a curiosity. The other Buck-
eyes of the east are iuhabitants of the south,
and do not attain to the dignity of trees. The
most common of these two plants and the type
of the old genus Pavia is

The Scarlet Bui'keye, or ^Esculus Pavia.
This is sometimes a low shrub, producing its

flowers when only a few inches high, and some-
times reaches the height of a dozen feet or more
with many slender straggling stems. It is

widely distril>uted and very common in all the
coast region of the Southern States, from Vir-
ginia to Texas, aud west of the Alleghany
Mountains, extending as far north as Ken-
tucky and Missouri. The flowers are each
2 inches or IS inches long and bright red

;

they make a great show, therefore, although
individually narrow and placed rather re-

motely in narrow few-flowered clusters ; they
appear with the unfolding of the leaves and
otter a warm and cheerful welcome to the
traveller from the snow and ice of the north as
he first reaches the south in early spring. Al-
though this pretty plant cannot withstand the
severity of our northern winters, the name is

often found in tlie catalogues of nurserymen
who confound it with some of the red-flowered
varieties of the Sweet Buckeye. The fourth
species of Eastern America is tlio rarest of all

our American Horse Chestnuts, although, Strang 3

to say, it is more commonly planted than any of

the others, and, therefore, perhaps the best
known. It is the
^scfLus I'ARviFOLiA, Or, as it was once called,

^aculus macrostachya. It is an inhabitant of

the foot-hills of the extreme Southern Alle-

ghanies, where the younger Bartram found it

more than 100 years ago, when he crossed from
the sea-board to the head-waters of the Ten-
nessee, and saw, before any other educated
man, the beauties of that marvellous region,

covered then with one great forest, save where
the Cherokee had made for himself a home by
some swift-flowing river. The dwarf Horse
Chestnut, as the plant which Bartram dis-

covered is now most often called, spreads, in

cultivation, into a broad bush of compact habit

sometimes 20 feet or 30 feet across and C feet

or 8 feet high. From spring to autumn it is a

handsome plant as it stands out singly on the

lawn, and in early summer it covers itself with
long narrow spikes of slender creamy white
flowers. Although it is a southern species,

peculiar to a region whose plants are not, as a
rule, haidy at the north, the dwarf Horse
Chestnut flourishes in all parts of New Eng-
land, where it flowers abundantly, although the

season is rarely long enough for the fruit to

ripen. The last of the North American Buck-
eyes is an inhabitant of California—the

^"EscuLus CALIFOBNICA of botauists. It is a

low tree, sometimes 30 feet or 40 feet in height,

with a short stout trunk, often much enlarged

just above the ground, and spreading branches,

which form a wide dense head, or more often

it is a shrub with stems 10 feet or 12 feet high,

forming dense thickets. It is widely distributed

in all the foot-hill region of the coast ranges and
of the western slopes of the Sierra Nevada,
from the northern almost to the extreme
southern part of the State, lining the banks of

many streams and the sides of innumerable
cafions. The flowers of the Calitornian Buckeye
are more beautiful than those of the other Ame-
rican species ;

they are white or pale ro.se

colour, an inch or more long, and are produced
in long, very compact, many-flowered clusters.

The fruit, which is Pear-shaped and rather

larger than that of our other species, is also

ornamental. Tlie only drawback to the Cali-

fornian Buckeye, as it appears in the valleys of

California, is that the leaves, which appear
early and are fully grown when the tree is in

Sower in May, ripen under the influence of the

hot sun very early and often fall by midsum-
mer, thus leaving the branches bare for a con-

siderable part of the year. The Californian

Buckeye is not very often cultivated, although

it was first sent to Europe nearly forty years

ago, and flowered in England as early as 1858.

Unfortunately, it is not hardy in the eastern

States, and probably, outside of California, it

will never really flourish except in climates

similar to that of the Pacific coast. It is well

worth planting, however, in all the Mediterra-

nean countries, and perhaps in Australia, as an
ornamental plant, for it is one of the hand-

somest of the whole genus, and when in flower,

one of the most beautiful of all North American
trees.

—

Garden mul Forest.

Hydrangeas. — These
,
being snch valuable

shrubs for creating an autumnal display in mild

situations and in close proximity to the sea coast,

iti:) dillicult to account for the limited numbers of

them planted out in such districts. They are so

easily propagated, so free- growing, quickly making
line bushes or showy clumps, blooming freely until

very late in the season, and handsome either in

borders, shrubberies, or singly on lawns, that I

specially draw attention to them at this season, the

present being the best time to increase the stock,

and which can be succesE'fully carried out without

a foot of glass or any heat. Insert strong, well-
ripened cuttings of the current year's growth, the
points of the shoots of two or three joints' length,
in a sheltered border in well broken friable soil,

cutting a trench sufficiently deep to admit of
their being put in nearly up to their points.

Then mulch with any light protective frost-resist-

ing materi il at hand, such as spent Mushroom
manure, leaf -mould, spent sawdust, cocoa-nut
fibre, or any similar material of a light nature.
The cuttings will require no further attention
unless a treading down of the soil around them
occasionally after a thaw to keep them well down
and firm in the ground until early summer, when
every cutting will be found well rooted and in good
condition to be transplanted to any open piece of

ground in good heart, in which they will form fine

balls of roots, and each produce a good head of

bloom in the autumn. The following spring they
will be line stuff for removing to their respective psr-

manent positions, whether it be for the border or to

form large clumps in front of shrubs or on the
lawn. If planted in suitable soil they will give a
rich display of bloom at little expense or trouble.

—

J. R.

THE VENETIAN SUMACH.
(RHUS OGTINUS.)

In its native habitat in the eastern parts of

Europe, where it grows freely in all kinds of

soils, even the most stony, the Venetian Sumach
is seldom seen as an isolated bush, or merely
interspersed here and there amongst other shrub.',

in the manner in which we are accustomed to

plant it in our shrubberies. Although it may
be occasionally observed growing in upright

bush form amongst other kinds of shrubs, it, for

the most part, assumes a ditt'erent habit in those

localities where it is the chief occupant of the

soil. The lower branches then spread out
widely and creep along the surface of the ground
for some distance, after which their extremities

turn upwards and grow vertically. Moreover,
a multitude of suckers springs up all around, a

single specimen thus forming a sort of group of

very considerable width or diameter. If the

whole of one of these groups is headed down,
the new growth which it makes is much finer,

presenting a turf- like spread of foliage, which
during the summer is of a handsome reticu-

lated green colour, giving way later on to a

wonderfully varied display of autumnal tints.

In the well-known mountain-pass of the
" Portes-de-fer," between Orsovaand Turn-Se-

verin, where the Danube has cut a channel

through the lofty Transylvanian ranges, a sight

worth seeing, in the month of October, is that

of the Venetian Sumachs which carpet the

slopes, when their foliage is lighted up by the

rays of the setting sun, aflbrding a singular

contrast to the white foliage of the silvery-

leaved Lime tree (Tilia argentea, De.'if ) and
the Bombre-hued masses of the dark-leaved

Austrian Pine (Pinus nigra, Link.).

On the dirt's which fringe the Black Sei,

from the Bosphorus to the Crimea and from
Varna to Trebizoud, this Sumach may be socii

from afar embellishing with its many-shaded red

foliage the coppices which come into v'ew
above the precipitous coast in various places. In

no place, however, have I seen the shrub appear

more beautiful than on the first low ridges of

the llalkan range, between liustchuk and
Varna, where, in the middle of t)ctober, its

colouring was marvellous— golden, purple, pink,

carmine, blood-red, garnet, and amethyst. The
limb of the leaf changes fnnu light green to

dark green, then to deep violet, then gradually

passes into pink, red, and scarlet.

The hwHon which landscape gardeners may
learn from this is, tliat when they have to cover

dry stony slopes, they need not hesitate to plant
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them entirely or almost so with Venetian Su-

machs. A few Junipers (Juniperua communis,
Lin.), Tanner's Sumach (Coriaria myrtifolia,

Lin.), Willow-leaved Pear trees (Pyrus salici-

folia, Pall.), Hawthorns (Crataegus oxyacantha,

Lin.), False Indigos (Amorpha fruticosa) and
other shrubs which are not injured by drought
might afterwards be added here and there, and
these would serve to produce a more diversified

summer contrast to the prevailing purplish hue
of the plantation in October.

Another element of variety in such planta-

tions may be found in tho manner in which the

Venetian Sumach is treated. It is a shrub that,

when allowed to grow as it likes in gardens,

takes, of its own accord, a handsome regular

form, and needs but little or no pruning ; but

when it is employed to cover bare slopes, &c.,

with foliage, it should be cut back every winter.

On rocky or stony sites, the colouring of the

foliage is much more vivid when the annual
growth is kept close to the surface of the ground.
In order to obtain the fullest eftect, the best

way is to form the plantation with young plants

from the nursery which have been at least two
years transplanted. After planting they should
be allowed to grow freely for a year or two
before subjecting them to tho annual cutting-

back of which I have just spoken.
I may here mention the purple-panicled va-

riety of the Venetian Sumach (Rhus Cotinus
atropurpurea), in which the flower panicles

(usually of a greyish hue in the ordinary type)

are of a handsome purplishor violet colour, pro-

ducing a tine effect when the shrub flowers.

This variety, which I consider superior to the
ordinary form, is not easily distinguished from
it when out of bloom, although the purplish

tinge partially extends to the leaves also, so

that when purchasing plants of it, it will be as

well to ascertain that the specimens offered for

sale have been proved to be true to name by
noting and duly marking them when in flower.

—Er). Andre, ia Rirtir Horticole.

DWARF FLOWERING SHRUBS.
Thbbe are many very beautiful flowering shrubs
that are ))y no means vigorous enough to hold their

own in a mixed border, which is too often simply
an illustration of the survival of the fittest, or
rather the most robust ; still they must by no
means be overlooked on this account, as in most
gardens suitable places may be found for at least

some of them. The greater number belong to the
Heath family, in which amont,' larger shrubs are
included the gorgeous Rhododendrons and Azaleas,
as well as Kalmias, Andromedas, Vacciniums, and
others. Now, where a group is planted these
smaller growing kinds may be employed as an
edging to the larger members of the family, or in
the case of the common forms, if the ground is

carpeted with them, as is often seen in a state of
Nature, and the larger specimens allowed to spring
therefrom, a charming elYect is produced if the
surrounding conditions are in harmony with such
an arraDfjement. In the same way the little

Spirseis, such as S. crispifolia, S. Bumalda, S. cal-

losa alba, and others, may be grouped with the
more vigorous onss, to the advantage of both.
Again, in the case of rockwork, especially if it be
of considerable extent, the occupants thereof need
not be Umited to plants of a herbaceous character,
for besides shrubs which are principally grown for
the sake of their foliage, as many of the miniature
Conifern;;, there are also several whose blooms
would in such a situation contribute their share to
the floral display. In any selection of these dwarf-
flowering shrubs the following must be assigned a
place : Nearly all the hardy Heat hs, the season of
which commences with the bright-coloured blos-
soms of the little Erica carnea early in the year.
This particular kind and its more uncommon white-
flowered variety will bloom till spring is well ad-

vanced, but it is from midsummer onwards that
the various hardy Heaths are seen to the best ad-
vantage. At that time the Grey Heath (Erica
cinerea) and its innumerable forms commence to

flower, and for a month or so they yield a great
wealth of blossom. In this Heath the colour of
the flowers ranges from pure white to deep purple
and rich reddish crimson, so that a considerable
display may be made by the varieties of the Grey
Heath alone. The pretty little Erica tetralix blooms
about the same time, and is readily recognised by
its larger-sized bells. With the fading of the Grey
Heath's blossoms we have the earlier flowers of the
Ling or Heather, which is represented by varieties
quite as numerous and diversified as in the case of
the other. There are some wonderfully pretty white-
fiowered forms, and some with richly-tinted blos-

soms, while there are also several remarkable for
their distinct foliage, more especially two golden-
leaved varieties. There is also a Heather with
very double rosette-like blossoms, which is remark-
able from the fact that double flowers are almost
unknown among these smaller Ericacese. Follow-
ing on the Heathers we have the Cornish Moor
Heath (Erica or Gypsocallis vagans), which will

frequently bloom till cut off by the frost. One of the
most continuous blooming of all these little Heath-
like shrubs is St. Dabeoc's Heath (Dabiocia poli-

folia), that grows little more than 1 foot high, and
whose spikes of comparatively large, bell-shaped
blossoms are borne from early summer till late in

the autumn. Of this, the normal form has blos-
soms of a kind of rosy-purple hue, but there are
also a couple of well-marked varieties, one with
pure white fiowers, and the other with both kinds
of blooms on the one plant. Some more of these
dwarf-flowering shrubs nearly allied to the Heaths
are the North American Sand Myrtle (Leiophyllnm
buxifolium), which forms a little compact bush

—

that is, about the end of May—completely covered
with its heads of white blossoms, which in the bud
state are tinged with red. Kalmia glanca is a won-
derfully pretty little shrub, seldom more than 1 foot
high, that flowers about the same time as the last

named. It is very bright and effective, the iiowers
being large and of a pleasing shade of purplish
pink. K. angustifolia, which follows this last in its

season of blooming, is in its best forms richly
tinted, and while in itself but a dwarf shrub, there
is a variety, nana, still less in stature. Some of the
Andromedas, Cassiope, and others of the smaller
Ericace:e may also have a place assigned them,
while the Alpine Rose (Rhododendron ferrngineum)
and some others in the same way, notably R. hir-

sutum and R. myrtifolium, are very beautiful and
invaluable for many purposes. The Japanese Aza-
lea amcena is another of these dwarf bushes, whose
bright purplish blossoms are very valuable early in

the year. This completes the list as far as erica-

ceous plants are concerned, but there yet remain
many others equally worthy of mention, notably
Philadelphus microphyllus, recently figured in

The Garden', and one of the most fragrant of

all the Mock Oranges ; Magnolia stellata, also
known under the specific name of Halleana, is a
shrub that will flower freely when not more than 1

foot high. The blooms are pure white, and
composed of a number of narrow strap - like

petals. As this Magnolia flowers about the same
time as the Yulan (B2. conspicua), the flowers are,

owing to its low stature, frequently splashed and
disfigured by heavy rains, but when this is guarded
against it is really a charming little shrub, so dif-

ferent from any other members of the genus.

Several of the Hypericums are of a dwarf habit»
notably the common H. calycinum, which will hold
its own and flower well under adverse conditions
better than many of them, while another yellow-
flowered shrub is Potentilla fruticosa, which in

some of its forms is very dwarf. Even in dry
sandy soils this will remain fresh and flower for a
long time during the hot summer months. Some
of the Barberries are of comparatively dwarf
stature, notably the South American B. empetri-
folia, remarkable as being one of the parents of the
beautiful B. stenophylla, and the Chinese 15. sinen-
sis, or Thunbergi, which is remarkable from the
distinct phases of beauty it passes through during

the season. It is a deciduous species, and its first

notable stage is in the spring, when clothed with
the tender green, freshly-expanded foliage ; then
the flowers, which, by the way, are not particularly
showy, make their appearance directly afterwards,
while in early autumn the little oblong berries
assume a bright sealing-wax. like tint. Lastly, the
foliage dies o£E very richly coloured, and in that
stage it is sure to be much admired. Berberis con-
cinna, a native of the Himalayas, is one of the
dwarfest members of the genus, and is especially
noteworthy from the fact that it does not flower
till most of the others are over. It forms a much-
branched bush, whose slender shoots are clothed
with neat roundish leaves, very glaucous on the
under surface. In mild winters it is almost an
evergreen. The flowers are of a pale yellow colour.
There is a miniature form of Berberis dulcis known
as nana, which forms a little dense mass seldom
more than a foot high. Maule's Pyras will flower
so freely when quite small, that a place must be
assigned it among dwarf shrubs, while two or three
Daphnes, but more especially the Garland Flower
(D. cneorum) are sure to be greatly admired. This
last-mentioned species, when studded with its com-
pact heads of pink blossoms, which diffuse their
fragrance for some distance around, is certainly
very beautiful. In a soil largely composed of
vegetable matter, either peat or leaf-mould, and in

a position not quite exposed to the full rays of the
sun, this Daphne will do well. The Helianthemums
form a class of dwarf plants of a halt-shrubby
character, and very beautiful they are when
seen in the morning with the dew still upon
them, but by the middle of the day they begin to
close. There is a wide range of colour in the
flowers of these Sun Roses, white, yellow, bright
red, and various shades of bronze and orange be-
ing represented among them. For clothing a slop-

ing bank, even in a hot and dry situation, these
Helianthemums are well suited, for they will both
grow and flower well in places where many other
shrubs would scarcely exist. Genista sagittalis,

with its peculiarly flattened stems, as well as G.
hispanica, G. triquetra, and G. tinctoria fl.-pl.,

are all dwarf shrubs with golden-tinted blossoms,
while the allied Cytisus purpureus is of quite a
procumbent habit, and espeoiaUy noticeable from
the colour of its blooms, as among the Leguminosas
flowers of a yellow tint predominate. Though cer-
tainly less dwarf than many of the preceding, there
is quite a miniature form of the common Hawthorn
(Cratiegus Oxyacantha) known as semperflorens,
which when not more than a couple of feet high
will bloom as freely as a tree of the common Haw-
thorn, while a singular character possessed by this

Thorn is the continuous nature of its flowering, as a
more or less regular succession of blooms is kept up
from spring till summer is well advanced. Among
dwarf-flowericgshrubssomeof theSpir^as take high
rank. The tiniest of all is the Japanese S. crispi-

folia or buUata, of which a plant a foot high is a
large specimen. The dense heads of bright coloured
blossoms are in this species produced so freely

that the entire plant is quite a mass of flowers. S.

Bumalda, that reaches a height of a couple of fe;t

or thereabouts, is another very beautiful shrub,
and so is S. callosa alba, that attains much the
samedimersiois as the ImU Others of the dwarfer
growing Spirseas, all of which arc beautiful flower-

ing shrubs, are S. splendens, rich .-carmine-pink
; S,

trilobata, pure white; S. chiuce-irlfolia, white
; and

S. decumbens, of the same tint. T.

Daboecia polifolia.—Where flowering shrubs
are valued this charming little member of the Heath
family must on no account be passed over, as a suc-

cession of its comparatively large bell-shaped blos-

soms is kept up throughout the entire summer and
well on into the autumn. It is a low-growing shrub,

a foot or a little more in height, whose blooms are

borne on erect spikes well above the foliage. Those
of the typical kind are of a purple colour, but there

is also a variety with pure white blossoms, while a
very singular form bears both purple and white
blossoms not only on the same plant, but also on
the same spike. It will succeed perfectly under
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similar conditions to many other hardy Heaths,

that is to say, a sunny spot and a soil composed of

a certain amount of peat or some other vegetable

matter. For this purpose well-decayed leaf-mould

will answer perfectly. A small bed of this Dabiucia

will form an object of beauty for a much longer

period than the tender bedding plants, and it also

possesses the merit of being thoroughly hardy.

—

H. P.

The Pear-shaped Service.—I am sorry to

chronicle the loss of the above in the heavy gale of

November 1 1 , and the loss is the more to be deplored

,

seeing it is or was our solitary representative of

this tree. The specimen was planted in low-lying

ground near the lake, and evidently the position

suited it. It was probably one of the largest trees

of its kind in the country, being 80 feet high, and
with a stem circumference of 7 feet G inches. I

had not noticed any tendency to decay, but now
that it is down I see that some two-thirds of the

roots are rotten, and also that it is in this soil a
very shallow-rooted tree.— E. Buerell.

are not so much sought after by birds as are

most of tlie autumnal fruits. The .Sea Buck-
thorn (Ilipiioiiha' rhamnoides) retains its

silvery foliage well into the autumn, and at

the same time the lierries, which are produced

insuchnumbers.assumea bright yellow colour.

The Bladder Sennas (Coluteas) do well in hot

and dry soils, and their large inflated seed-

pods give them a distinct and curious appear-

ance in early autumn. Cotoneasters of dilFerent

sorts are very attractive autumn and winter

altogether it is one of the showiest of autumfi

shrubs. It forms a large upright liush,

a dozen feet or more in height, thii'kly

studded, if iu a good open situation, with

its brigiit coloured fruits. They are com-

posed of red pendulous capsules, which
when ripe open, and the orange-coloured

seeds hang therefrom by slender filaments.

The various single Roses arc all very attrac-

tive by reason of their bright-coloured fruits,

and in the case of R. rugosa, the large rosy-

FRUITIXG TREES AXD SHRUBS.

Among those whose autumnal beauty depends

upon the bright hues of their difierent fruits,

the first on the list must be the Mountain

Ash or Rowan (Pyrus Aucuparia), which,

when laden with its glowing berries, is very

beautiful, and rendered still more attractive

by the sombre hues of many of its surround-

ings. There is also a yellow-fruited variety

which is quite distinct from the normal

orange-red form. The Service tree (Pyrus

Sorbus) is a good deal like the Mountain Ash,

but with brownish fruits. The foliage of

both frequently dies off a pleasing yellow in

autumn. The Beam tree (Pyrus Aria) bears

its brownish red fruits in such numbers as to

add quite a feature to the tree. The different

forms of Pyrus that are grown for their fruit

alone, such as the Apple and Pear, arc all

hif'hly ornamental in the autumn, as also is

the small Cherry-like Siberian Crab. Many
of the Thorns are also at this season laden

with fruit, among them being the Scarlet

Thorn (Crataegus coccinea), a large free-grow-

in" kind with medium sized scarlet berries.

The common Hawthorn when well fruited

is (piite as effective as when in bloom (as in

the illustration herewith). There are varie-

ties with red and yellow fruits and some with

black. The Tansy-leaved Thorn (C. tanaceti-

folia) has berries of a yellow colour, very

large in size, indeed, the largest of the Thorns.

No notice of the different kinds of Cratiegus

would be complete without mention of the

Pyracantha (C. Pyracantha) and its varieties,

crcnulata and Lelandi, the latter of which

is superior to the others in growth, liardiness,

and iu the colour of the berries. Benthamia

fragifera is a handsome tree at all times, espe-

cially when laden with its large Strawberry-

like fruit, but, unless in the south and west

of England, it is not hardy eninigh to survive

the more severe winters. From their fine

glossy evergreen foliage, Hollies are attractive

at all times, but additionally so during the

autumn and winter wIkmi in fruit. The yel-

low-berried kind is so distinct that it sliould

bo more frequently seen than it is. 'J'lie com-

mon Berbeiis vulgaris is second to none in

the brigbtni'ss and ])rofusion of its fruits,

besides whii-h, fi"Ui tln'ir sharp nature, they

The common liawthoru (Cratiogus osyacantlia) in bloom.

shrubs, the priu<ipal being C.bacillaris, a largo

vigorous growing kind, with small brown
berries ; C. frigida, a large s]ireadiiig bush or

.small tree, with bright erim.son fruits that

remain on a limg time ; and the smaller

growing C. Siiuonsi, the berries of which

.somcwliat latr iu the autumn assume their

bright tints. 'J'lii^ evergn^en C. microphylla

fruits freely, and though tlic berries are small

and by no means brightly coloured, they at

all events all'ord variety. The broad-leaved

Spindle tree (I'-uonymus latifolius) is more

attractive than thr eoniMiouer I''., curiipanis, and

eriurson blooms are generally iirodui<'d till

frosts Set in, so that ripe fruits and blossoms

are often seen on the same plant. The ber-

ries of this Rose are large and orange scarlet

in colour. R. lucida, crimson ; R. cinnamo-

mea, crimson ; R. siiinosissiraa, dark ; and R.

villcsa, bright red with long prominent bracts,

are among the mo.st showy. Skimmia ja-

ponica is a ju'etty little red-berried shnib that

does best in shady sjiots. The European Box
Thorn (Lycium ciiro])a'um) is a slender

.scrambling bush, with crimsoii fruits l)orne

for some distance along its slender shoots.
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Maule's Cj'donia that is so thickly laden with

flowers in the spring is in the autuma equally

showy, having bright golden fruits tinged

with red on the sunny side, that is, where it

fruits freely, but such does not always ap-

]iear to be the ca^e. The Snowberry (Sym-

])horicarpu5 racemosus) with white fruits is

distinct among other borr3'-bearing shrubs.

The Guelder Rose (Viburnum Opulus) is a

l^retty berrj-bearing plant, and when growing
by the waterside is very effective. Xo col-

lection of beny-bearing plants could be con-

sidered complete without some of the Per-

nettyas where suit;ible soil can be provided

for them. Some of the hybrid forms with

which our gardens have of late years been
enriched are charming, and fruit ijuite as

freely as does the type, the berries embracing
every shade of colour from black to white
and red to yellow. P. W. T.

FRiGRVXr TREES AND SHRUBS.
We might with advantage pay more attention to

the many and varied fragrant shrab3. Upon the
tarf or in the " wilderness," by stream or woodland
walk, we might have fragrant shrubs in masses,
a:d they would pour oat odoars as rich and vari-

able as the subjects which emit them. The La-
vender is one of the sweetest of dwarf hardy
shrubs, bat hardly anyone thinks of planting it

when making a shrubbery. It is beauMful when in

bloom, as everyone knows, and also when out of
flower, as the eye finds repose in, and never tires of
looking upon, its soft- cushioned masses of silver-

grey foliage. Tais is one of the things that m'ght
be boldly used in the foreground of the shrubbery,
between the taller shrubs and the turf ; and, more-
over, planting shrubbery margins with such things
as these would render digging unnecessary. An-
other sweet thing of the same grey colour is the
Lavender Cotton (Santolina). Then there is the
Rosemary, which no garden should be without. It
always looks fresh in its dark green dress of richly
scented leaves. Probably these three things are the
most accommodating of all the scented shrubs, for
they will nourish upon hot dry stony soils, where
little else would grow. Equally as sweet and hardy
are the different forms of the Southernwood (Arte-
misia)

; in fact, this is quite a large genus, of
which it is rare to see a single member in gardens.
A. maritima, which covers dry banks with a fi-a-

grant down in maritime districts, might be put to
the same use in gardens. Near Felixstowe it may
hi seen growing upon banks instead of Grass, and
it looks charming. A. tanaoetifolia has finely cat
foliage as light and graceful as a Kern, whilst the
green-leaved A. abrotannm is perhaps the sweetest
of them all. A. auethifolia is a vigorous herbaceous
p3rennial, throwing up often as high as 5 feet a
woody-branched stem, which is clothed with sweet
thread-like greyish green leaves. Upon the rockery
this family may be represented by such kinds as A.
alpina and A. frigida. The former forms dense sil-

very tufts ; but the latter is a pretty trailing plant
which rambles over the ground, rooting as it goes,
and forming a dense hoary carpet. Both have
yellow flowers. Comptonia asplenifolia is a hardy
spreading bushy shrub with elegant Fern-like
leaves, which give off a delightful odour when
touched. It is called the Kern-leaved Gale. Then
there is the Bog Myrtle or Sweet Gale (Myrica), so
suitable for wet situations. Many of the herbs might
be used, especially such things as Marjoram, Camo-
mile, &3. The Sweet liay is one of the finest of
scented shrubs, and a valuable Evergreen, too.
Upon warm soils it forms quite a tree as much as
40 feet high. The Sweet Verbena (Aloysia citrio-

dora) has a perfume which all appreciate. It is

one of the most useful scented shrubs for cutting.
Although considered and usually treated as a
greenhouse plant, it will live out of doors in many
southern gardens, especially if planted against a

warm wall. At Ketton Hall, Stamford, there is a
bed of it upon the open lawn ; the stools are pro-

tected with Fern, and annually send up vigorous

shoots. Even raised from cuttings in spring and
planted out, it rapidly grows into a bush, with
plenty of young shoots for cutting. It strikes very

easily. The Balm of Gilead (Cedronella triphylla)

has a delightful odour. It is a half-hardy shrub
in most situations, but would probably prove hardy
in favoured spots in the west and south of Eng-
land. It forms a spreading bush about -1 feet high,

and the shoots are terminated by a little spike of

pale flowers, bat they are dull and ineffective. The
merit of the plant is its fragrance, and as it can be
readily struck from cuttings and grows freely upon
warm soils, it should be treated as half-hardy, and
young stock be raised and planted out every year.

In the Rose family there is a variety of delicate

odours in the leaves as well as the flowers, the best

known and most appreciated being the Sweet Brier,

which should be present in every garden.

—

Tlic

Field.

Ferns.

PROSAPTIAS.
This is a small genus which some authors place

with Davallia, but others appear to think they

have more affinity with the Polypodise, and to

which I am inclined myself to attach them.

Two species only are known, I believe, and both

these are natives of the East Indian Islands
;

only one of these two have I seen in a living

state, but some of our Fern specialists may have

the other one. I am not aware that these plants

have any particular liking to any soil, such as

limestone or any other peculiarities. P. con-

tigua I have found to thrive in well-drained

pots and a soil composed of peat, loam, and
sand. The pots I have used were small, be-

cause the plants were likewise small, but under
more favourable conditions I should always use

small pots for these plants, and not too much
soil. The roots are tine and do not appreciate

much soil about them, as Prosaptias are moun-
tain plants, although at no great elevation,

some 3000 feet or 4000 feet. The other species,

P. Emeraoni, I have not seen in a living state,

but as Col. Baddome gives it a somewhat wide
range in its native haunts,I should imagine some
of our travellers in Borneo, Java, various parts

of Southern India, and the Philippine Iilands

may, like Mr. Gilbert, of Haddenham, be in-

terested enough in these plants to get them sent

home, as he has done Adiantum Parishi and
Platycerium Wallichi. The following is a brief

description of the plants, giving Col. Beddome's
localities :

—

P. CONTIGUA, an elegant plant, whose fronds

are, when strong, about a foot in height and
slightly under 2 inches in breadth. It is said to

be found in the Anamallay Mountains and the

Travancore Hills, on the west side of the Madras
Presidency, Ceylon, &o.

P. Emeesoni is a similar plant and grows to

about the same size. The fronds are not so wide as

those of P. contigua. It is recorded from Ceylon,

Penang, Java, Borneo, the Philippine Islands, and
from Anamallay Mountains, South India.

William Hugh Gower.

The Killarney Fern.—In reply to " A Glouces-

tershire Parson's " remarks about the Killarney

Kern, I beg to say that it is more common almost
anywhere than in its native (.') place ; it is not to

be found there in the wild state and is rare in the

vicinity, even the best gardens being without it. As
to the difficulty of growing it, I have never found
any. I place it in a well-drained pan, plenty of

loose sandy soU, broken bricks or rough stone and
bits of charcoal, cover with a common bell-glass,

and stand in north light in parlour. If watered occa-

sionally (over the plant) and never let get dry, it

grows like a weed. So far wherever I have seen

this Fern it seemed to do well in parlour, hall, and

even bedroom under glass, as before mentioned,

and in greenhouses stored away in an out-of-the-

way corner without anv extra covering and away
from the sun.—R. H. Thomas, Youfjhal.

Platycerium Wallichi.— I have received a
letter from Mr. Birkenhead, of Sale, with respect

to this plant. He says he had a plant at the last

Temple show ; he also says that the plant pro-

duced two patches of sori upon the fertile frond.

When imported the fronds were dried up, the fer-

tile ones being curled like corkscrews, but they

opened out with the warmth and moisture just as

if they had never been d;ied, and from these a

nice lot of small plants has been raised, which are

developing in exactly the same manner that a batch of

P. grande did some time ago. It is something to

be able to say that two species of Platycerium

have produced young plants from spores in this

establishment.—W. H. G.

PLATYCERtUMS.
This peculiarly distinct and interesting group of

Kerns is remarkable both for the noble appearance

and the curious formation of the fronds, especially

the lower or barren ones, which in some species are

very conspicuous. The old Stag's horn Fern (P. al-

cicorne) is pretty well known, and when fairly treated

it makes a noble specimen ; but there are others

which are even more imposing in appearance, par-

ticularly P. grande. P. ajthiopicum is another

which may be regarded as one of the most noble

Ferns we have in cultivation. All, except P. alci-

corne, require a stove temperature, and even this

will thrive better in a higher temperature than is

generally recommended. All are epiphytal, and
seem to derive as much nutriment from the atmo-

sphere as from the substance they grow on — I was
going to write soil, but often Platyceriums may be

seen growing on wood or bark, with scarcely any
other substance except the decayed fronds to root

into. They do better, however, when provided with

some good peat and Sphagnum Moss. There are

various ways of treating these curious Ferns, the

most natural being to grow them on blocks of

wood, virgin cork or any other thick bark. A
kind of pocket may be formed with the bark ; this

may be filled with peat and Sphagnum, and the

plants fixed on to this with wire. Grown in sus-

pended baskets they are also very pretty. P. alci-

corne may be especially recommended for baskets.

Young plants being freely produced from the roots,

they soon cover the whole surface with the shell-

like barren fronds, and later on they throw out the

fertile fronds, which are quite distinct in appear-

ance. This species also does well when fixed onto
a good square piece of fibrous peat, with wire

passed round to hold it together. P. a^thiopicum

also does well when treated in this way,

and produces young plants from the roots, though

not so freely as 1'. alcicorne. The Platyceriums

may also be grown in pots, or rather on pots, for

they must be kept well above the surface. A good

plan is to fix a stump of wood in the centre of the

pot ; this should stand a few inches above the sur-

face, some peat and Sphagnum be pressed round it,

and the plant fixed firmly against it with wire.

As the plants are difficult to deal with after they

have made much growth, they should have good-

sized blocks, baskets, or pots, as the case may be

to start with, and a little fresh Moss and peat may
be pressed in behind the broad fronds occasionally.

It requires great care in handling the plants, for if

the young undeveloped fronds are rubbed ever so

slightly, they will be permanently dis-ligured. Ex-

cessive moisture must also be avoided, or the fronds

will prematurely decay. The best position for the

Platyceriums is against a wall in a shady aspect.

Of species, those already referred to are the most

useful. Of P. alcicorne. there is variety P. a. majm
which has broader fronds. P. a. ai^hiopicum, which

is perhaps better known in gardens as P. Stem-

maria, has very broad fronds of great substance, of

B, deep green ; the barren ones grow erect, and
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form a fine background for the fertile onss, which
are bent forward. P. Willincki is of smaller growth
and of a pale glaucous green, both barren and fer-

tile fronds deeply lobed. All of the above may be
increased from the young plants produced from the
roots. P. grande I have never known to reproduce
itself from the roots, but have raised seedlings. It

is, however, very difficult to obtain good spores,
and seedlings are very slow to produce fertile fronds
P. Hilli and P. Wallichi are very choice species, and
P. biforme, I believe, is not now to be found in cul-
tivation, although P. EEthiopicum is sometimes grown
under this name. F. H.

SHORT NOTE.—FERNS.

Platycerium has been gathered wiUl in the
Andes both by Spruce and Pearce. It is very uear
alcicorne, but is, I think, a distinct species. Fertile
fronds 6 feet to 10 feet long. We have a fine series
of specimens in the herbarium at Kew.—J. G. Baker.

FASHIONABLE COLOURS IN FLOWERS.
The day of white flowers appears to be over, so
far at least as regards the decided preference
given them during a lengthened period for most
kinds of floral decorations. This is scarcely to
be regretted, for although purity of colour is to
a certain degree very desirable, it should not be
a bar to the free employment of brighter tints.

It is, I think, about twenty years ago that the
taste for white flowers made itself so decidedly
felt. It was curious to note the wonderful dis-

crepancy in value between varieties of the same
family bearing white and coloured blooms which
this fancy almost suddenly effected. Old speci-
mens of white Azaleas and Camellias were at a
premium, and fortunate was the man who was
well provided with them. At auction sales where
collections containing good specimens were sold
the interest of trade buyers at least was often
centred on a few old alba plena Camellias or white
Azaleas. Good standard coloured kinds full of
health and buds frequ3ntly went for a ridiculously
small sum, when at the same time from ten to
twenty guineas would be freely paid for plants not
so good, perhaps, but bearing flowers of the desired
purity. It was the same with Chrysanthemums,
and at that time one might see in many market
gardens half-a- dozen large houses crowded with
them, full ninety per cent, being white kinds. It

was useless to grow many coloured ones, for they
would have remained on hand, or been sold
at very low prices. For some years it ap-
peared almost impossible to glut the London
markets with white flowers, the only difficulty

being in producing enough at certain seasons,
such as during the first two months of the year,
when Chrysanthemums were almost over and
Azaleas and Camellias not well in. The increasing
appreciation of Chrysanthemums as mid-winter
bloomers had its origin in the endeavour on the
part of the market growers to increase the supply of
white flowers at that season. Two or three white-
flowered kinds happened to be especially suitable
to this method of culture, and were found by spe-
cial treatment to fill up a gap in the supply of
white winter llowers for market. The lavish em-
ployment of flowers at funerals, weddings, and in
churches had much to do with the demand for
them, bat it is remarkable that even for button-
holes and other kinds of floral decoration white
flowers were generally preferred. The only other
popular colour was scarlet or crimson, such as that
found in zonal Pelargoniums, Euphorbia jacquiniie-
flora, and single Dahlias. Of all colours, yellow
was the least favoured during this long reign of
white flowers. For years I do not remember to
have seen yellow flowers employed in choice floral

decorations, and the Covent Garden bouquetists
never appeared to use them. Hundreds of acres of
land here in Surrey and elsewhere were as now
plentifully besprinkled with Com Marigolds, but
who thought then of gathering them? and the
aisthetic Sunflower found a home in cottage gar-
dens only. Suddenly these became the rage, and

we may in a great measure thank the ajgthetic

craze for the appreciation which these and other
beautiful, but neglected flowers now enjoy. It

is a striking commentary on the folly of

fashion in flower gardening that what was
once regarded as a common coarse - looking
weed is the golden Marguerite of to-day, and pro-

bably cedes in popularity to few garden flowers.

I am surrounded by fields wherein the Corn Mari-
gold flouri-hes amazingly, and all through the sum-
mer and autumn men are daily carrying off heavy
loads of the blooms to neighbouring towns
where they evidently find no difficulty in disposing
of them. Pea fields are a happy hunting ground,
for the flowers can there be picked without danger
to the crops, and growers generally do not place
any obstacle to gathering them. During the past
season every available flower has been picked, and
I should say that millions of them have been taken
from this district alone. Strange it is that we
should have been so long in discovering the beauty
of one of our prettiest and most abundant native

flowers. It cannot be safely predicted what will

be the fashionable colour in the near future ; the
popular taste changes with almost bewildering
rapidity, to the great confusion of market growers,

who frequently find themselves unable to foresee

what may be needed in the following season.

Speaking on this subject with a lady friend, I was
told there is now just the same uncertainty with
respect to the colours in wearing apparel, this be-

ing one cause for the short-lived preference to any
particular colour in flowers. I remember about two
years ago there was during the winter a great demand
for crimson with a tinge of bronze. The flowers of

a few Chrysanthemums, as Cullingfordi and Didon,
were of just the tint required, and the price they
made in the London markets was so high, that agood-
sized house filled with them would have been a little

fortune to the grower. This popularity was short-

lived, and the following autumn there was just such
a run on yellow. What is to be in special favour
this winter can only be known when the time
comes ; but possibly, by way of change, either pink
or mauve. The first-named colour, or rather a par-

ticular shade, was very popular last spring. This
could only be found among zonal Pelargoniums,
and London growers who happened to have blooms
of this particular tint could get almost any price

tor them. I know of instances where patterns of

dress materials were brought to florists, so that
they might, if possible, match them with flowers of

the same shade of colour. The tints that more than
others seem to be consistently favoured are those

that have a shade of bronze in them. Chrysanthe-
mums Golden Gem and Source d'Or well represent

the prevailing taste, and it must be admitted that
the bronzy hues when combined with crimson, red,

chestnut, or yellow in a more or less pronounced
degree are among the most beautiful and refined of

colours to be found in flowers. The combinations
of crimson and bronze are especially rich and
pleasing. It is curious that the taste for these
bronzy hues has come just when it can be best

gratified, at one period of the year at least. The
Chrysanthemum has during the last few years
developed shades of colour that were not to be
found in the family a score of years ago, and these
now are among the most admired. Of course
white flowers will always be in demand in quan-
tity, but, as a grower lately said, " They are only
wanted now for church decoration and funerals."

It is to be hoped that in the future we shall not
see any one colour favoured to the exclusion of

others, at least not for any lengthened period.

llyjtri't. J. COKNIIILL.

Best soil for the ftuince stock.—It would
be interesting and perhaps useful if successful

growers u[ Pearson the Quince slock would give

their several opinions as to the mo.sl favourable
soil for this stock. Does it siu'ceed equally well

in almost any soil, provided thai in poor soils the

trees are well mulched or fed with liquid manure
at t he proper seasons ? This would almost appear
to be the case if we may judge from the absolutely

opposit e opinions expressed by first class authori-

ties. For instance, the late Mr. Wildsmith, in h's

excellent and ample paper printed by the Royal
Horticultural Society's Journal two years ago,

speaks of the Quince stock as delighting in heavy
adhesive lo.xm, and advises the addition of clay to

light soils. On the other hand, Mr. Rivers, perhaps

the highest of all authorities upon the subject,

asserts that " a light porous soil resting on a cool

subsoil is the most favourable for Pears on the

Quince stock," and recommends that where the

natural soil is heavy it should be artificially

lightened. These two opinions seem absolutely

opposed and irreconcileable.—G. H. Engleheabt.

Societies and Exhibitions.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

NOVBMBBE 24.

A MEETING of the floral committee of the above

took place on this date, when a considerable num-

ber of new varieties of Chrysanthemums were sub-

mitted for certificates. Mr. Robert Owen, nursery-

man. Maidenhead, contributed two stands of new
English and American varieties, and first-class

certificates were awarded to him for Countess of

Hambledon, a magnificent incurved Japanese, with

large broad florets, large, full, and of a very deli-

cate blush- pink colour, the base of the flowers

rather deeper in tint. This was unanimously

awarded a certificate, and so beautiful was it,

that other fine varieties in Mr. Owen's stand suf-

fered by contrast and did not secure that recognition

their qualities demanded. The same award was

made to Lizzie Cartledge, also a large incurved

Japanese, pale pink, fiushed with lilac-purple and

silvery white reverse ; a large, full, and very fine

flower. Mr. Owen also had William Tunnington, a

very promising variety of the style of Japonnais,

but deeper in colour, a very fine and distinct va-

riety, not shown at its best (commended) ; J P.

Kendall, another large incurved Japanese, bright

deep rose, with silvery reverse ; Richard Nesbitt, in

the way of Sunset ; Mrs. Bruce Findlay, a soft

deep blush variety of the Condor type, large and

full ; F. W. Flight, ruby- cerise, a reflexed Japanese,

bright in colour; Henry E. Widener, a large yellow

Japanese, bright in colour ; Mme. Darquier, rosy-

pink with pale centre; Mrs. J. S. Fogg, a deep

yellow flower of the Avalanche shape, thought to

be too much like Edwin Beckett, certainly of a fine

deep colour ; Mme. Camille Getrond, a large, broad-

petalled, pure white variety ; incurved Matthew

Russel!, which was shown with Mrs. Coleman to

illustrate their distinctiveness, both being sports

from Princess ot Wales, but the committee were not

satisfied they are essentially distinct ; and incurved

Flora Macdonald, a large white variety of the Prin-

cess of Wales type. A first-class certificate of

merit was awarded to J. Stanborough Dibbens, a

large, full, deep yellow Japanese, the basal florets

incurved and slightly tinted with pale salmon,

raised and shown by Mr. Jas. Dibbens, Wickham Park

Nurseries, Brockley. From Mr. R. Cawle. Hare

Lane, Esher, came incurved Brookleigh Gem, a

pretty silvery - lilac sport from Jeanne d'Arc.

Mons. E. Calvat, Grenoble, sent Japanese Mme.
Zurick, orange-cerise, with buff reverse, in the

way of Sarah Owen ; Mme. Henri Perrett,

an incurved Japanese, ivory-white, with primrose

centre, and Mme. Expulson, also an incurved

Japanese, the centre white with pink basal petals.

There is no doubt this raiser has obtained some

fine varieties, but the distance they have to travel

to reach the committee militates against their

freshness. From Mr. Herbert Sutton, Lower Red-

lands, Reading, came a white sport from the yel-

low Sunflower, which the committee thought to

greatly resemble Mrs. J. Wright both in foliage

and Howers. They recommend that the sport be

well grown another season and submitted to the

committee in its best condition. Mr. C. K. Shea,

The Elms, Foot's Cray, staged four very fine J.ipan-

ese varieties, viz., George Picker, Lionel Humphrey,

bright orange-cerise, with silvery pink reverse,

which the rommittee wished to see again ;
Violet

Rose, certificated a year ago; and K. G. Hill, a
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large salmon-yellow Japanese, fall and double.
Mr. James Weston, Ravensholme, Balham, sent

pampon Ethel Weston, a sport from Rosinante,
which the committee did not think sufficiently dis-

tinct. Messrs. Henry Cannell and Sons, nursery-

men, Swanley, sent Sirs. F. A. Spaulding, a bright
nankeen-yellow incurved Japanese ; E. G. Hill,

Miss M. Wheeler, a large psarly white variety

;

Gaspard Rozain, silvery white and rosy-carmine

;

Emma Hilz3roth, a large pale yellow Japanese
;

and the new American incurved Ada Spaulding,
pink and pearl-white, which should be grown from
the terminal buds to have it fully incurved.

Mr. E. Beckett, The Gardens, Aldenham House,
Elstree, had Japanese George Atkinson, a large

ivory-white variety, like Avalanche, but later, and
which it is said should be of a blush colour ; Gas-
pard Rozain, shown in a pale form, but a very
fine flower; Mrs. J. F. Fogg, rich chrome-yellow
with long drooping florets, very bright ; Mrs. Levy
P. Morton, pale lilac-pink with silvery reverse, and
an unnamed seedling of a very promising character.
From Messrs. Pitcher and Manda, Hextable, Swan-
ley, came Japanese Primrose League, white with
slight primrose centre, and E. D. Adams, a large,

deep pale, incurved Japanese, delicate pink with
white centre, becomina: suffused with deeper pink
with age. From Mr. W. Dinsmore, Harrow Weald,
came Kioto, a fine golden Japanese, already certifi-

cated, Leon Fraohe and Thomas Cartledge, reddish-
brown with yellowish-bnff reverse. Mr. Norman
Davis, nurseryman, Camberwell, sent Lilian Cole,

a white sport from Etoile de Lyon, but with the
large, broad-petalled flowers forming a ball ; the
committee wished to see it again.

Mr. Davis made some suggestions as to showing
the large blooms of Japanese Chrysanthemums
without increasing the size of the present show
boards. Eventually it was decided to recommend
the committee to make arrangements for a compe-
tition next season with a view to illustrate im-
proved methods of exhibiting.

Books.

CHRYSANTHEMUM CULTURE FOR
AMERICA.*

This is an exceedingly creditable volume dealing
with almost all matters that concern the Chrysan-
themum, and is, as its title implies, compiled for

the use of American growers. The work, which is

neatly printed and well bound in cloth, ia divided
into eleven chapters, the first two of which are
wholly devoted to the history of the flower, Ori-

ental, European, and American. Then propaga-
tion, general culture, exhibition plants, insects and
enemies, sports and other variations all come in

for a share of the author's attention. He next de-
votes a chapter to the subject of Chrysanthemum
shows and organisations, following this with one on
classification, in which he has included a somewhat
unusually lengthy list of synonyms. Selections of

varieties for various purposes and a calendar of
monthly operations bring the book to a close. It

is really the first work of a practical nature worthy
of the name of a book that has been published in

the United States, where, of course, many details

of culture must differ from those adopted here, and
there can be no doubt but that " Chrysanthemum
Culture " wUl meet with a ready welcome at the
hands of American growers. C. H. P.

dening—at least, not from our point of view. The
misleading and stupid phrase " landscape architec-

ture " is used in it. The book is not worthy of Mr.

Parsons' reputation, nor of the Central Park, which

we remember to have seen with great pleasure. The

various processes of engraving, which everybody ad-

mires now, are shown in pretty well all their bad-

ness in this book, few of the engravings being well

chosen or artistic, and some very lumpy and poor.

It is to a great extent more a book of flower gar-

dening than landscape gardening, and in this re-

spect is more valuable to the ordinary reader, who
will, however, find it weak in its pictures of trees,

as, for example, the American Beeches, facing

p. ;i3. The woodcuts are not carefully done or

in all cases acknowledged, we fear. One of the

most curious mistakes we have ever seen in a gar-

den book is the picture of the Banana plant (Musa

Ensete) on p. 234, which is not a Banana, but Alfred

Parsons' drawing for the " Wild Garden " of the

common English Teasel (Dipsacus).

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.f
This is a well-printed book in some ways, except
the thick, loaded paper, which we do not admire in

this or in any other book. While it has a general
title, it is really more of a special description of

the work done about the Central Park, New York,
than anything else, and therefore it has but few
claims to be a general treatise on landscape gar-

PUBLIC Gardens.

By• " OhryBauthemura Culture for America.
James Morton.
t " Landscape Gardening." By Samuel Parsons,

Jan. G. P. Putnam's Sous, New Y'ork and Louduu.
The Knickerbocker Press. 1S91.

The trees in Rosebery Avenue.—On July

30, 1S8'J, the Council decided that provision should he

made for the planting of trees on each side of Rosebery

Avenue. Acting upou this resolution, the Improve-

ments Committee reported that they had accepted a

tender to supply fifty-one English-grown Plane trees

for the portion of the tlioroughfare between Gar-

naiUt Place and St. John Street Road, at the price of

10s. Cd. per tree.

The Earl of Meath, as chiirman of the Metropoli-

tan Public Gardens Association, has issued a circular

to the candid;ites for tlic School Board, asking them
whether, if elected, they will (o) support a proposal

to open the school playgrounds to children on Satur-

days ; (b) oppose the acquisition of new sites which

have not adequate playground space ; and (c) promote

instruction and practice in physical education and

exercises.

Lincoln's Inn Fields.—The Holborn Liberal

and Radical Association have adopted the following

recommendation; "That the County Council Bill

should contain compulsory powers for the opening of

Lincoln's Inn Fields to the public."

About £500 is required to defray the

expenses of a private Act of Parliament for the

purpose of restoring Lincoln's Inn Fields to the

condition of an open space for the benefit of

the public. Upwards of £50 has already been

received, promises of support are to hand, and,

if the people themselves assist according to their

ability, there is every reason to expect that an

obsolete restriction upon the enjoyment of a beau-

tiful pleasaunce will soon be swept away. Mr.

Lloyd, County Councillor, 15, Chepstow Place, W.,

has charge of the fund.

The Alexandra Palace.—The London Finan-

cial Association intend to review, in the ensuing

session of Parliament, their application of last

session for the repeal of the provisions of the

Muswell Hill Estate and Railway Act, 18i',G, so

as to enable them to dispose of the Alexandra

Palace and grounds freed and discharged from

all restrictions. The Bill, however, will contain

powers, the absence of which led to its with-

drawal last session, enabling the Corporation

of London, the London and Middlesex County

Councils, and the Local Hoards surrounding the

Palace to enter into agreements with the Finan-

cial Association to acquire the whole or any

portion of the Palace and grounds for the purposes

of public recreation.

Open spaces.—At the monthly meeting of the

Metropolitan Public Gardens Association, held at

k:!, Lancaster Gate, W., Mr. Deputy Bedford, vice-

chairman, presiding in the unavoidable absence of

the Earl of Meath, it was reported that the laying

out of De Beauvoir Square, N., and St. Botolph's

Churchyard, Aldgate, was in progress ; that steps

were being taken to lay out Christ Church, Spital-

fields. Churchyard ; that Molesworth Square, S.E.,

would shortly be opened ; and that seats had been

accepted for the Uxbridge Road, W., and offered

for other sites. It was agreed, provided their

future maintenance was secured, to lay out St.

Ann's Churchyard, Soho, W.C, and St. Peter's and

St. Andrew's Churchyards, Fulbam, S.W., to offer

seats to be placed on the footpaths outside the

railings of Hyde Park and the Natural History

Museum, and to move in the matter of securing

the Alexandra Park, N., for the public. The secre-

tary stated that a deputation of the association, of

which Lord Meath was the spokesman, had waited

on the Corporation to ask for their reversionary

interest in a portion of the Hilly Fields, Brockley,

S E., which it was so important to secure for public

recreation, and that he had attended meetings for

the promotion of an Act of Parliament for the

opening of Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C, and for the

consideration of a boulevard scheme in the Maryle-

bone Road. A large number of other matters were

discussed, amongst others the opening of certain

enclosures in the Highgate Road, N,, the preserva-

tion of the churchyard of St. Dunstan's-in-the-East,

and a part of the site of Farringdon Market, the

enlargement of Wandsworth Common, and the

future maintenance of St. Botolph's Churchyard,

Aldersgate, the funds for which had so needlessly

been taken away by the Charity Commissioners'

scheme for the management of the City Parochial

Charities.

Teath of M. P. Kramer.—We hear of the

death on the 22nd uf November of M. Franz Kramer,

head gardener to Herr Legationsrath Kucker-Jenisch,

of Flottbeck-Hamburg. M. Kramer had for about

thirty years charge of one of the mo-<t renowned Con-

tinental Orchid collections—that of the late Senator

Jenisch. He was well known in English horticuUural

circles. The situation having been held by his family

for several generations, is likely to be tilled by his

eldest sou.

Royal Horticultural Society.—We under-

stand that, by the kind permission of the Treasurer

and Benchersl the great summer show of the above

society will be held in the Inner Temple Gardens on

June i and 2. 1892, when a display as extensive, rich,

and diversified as before may he confidently antici-

pated.

Catalogues to America.—Will you kindly

mention in your columns that the horticultural

department of this station earnestly desires to keep

a complete file of all English and Continental nursery,

seed and fliiral citalogues for reference and for public

consultation. We get manv, but our file is far from

complete. Tlio German and Dutch dealers are more

enterprising in this respect than our English a,ud

French nurserymen.—W. F. M.ASSEV, North iurohna

CoUer/c. Unlfiijh.

Keeping sweet Potatoes.—Can any reader

tell me how to keep sweet Potatoes through tlie

winter? I find if left in the dry soil of the pots in

which they grow, they decay. Should they be shaken

out, and, if so, how treated afterwards? and will tba

temperature of the dwelling house, the kitchen, or

warmest part be high enough for them.'— J. M.,

CharnioutJi, Dorset.

Prize-giving.— I was awarded a prize (value £.i)

at the Royal Botanic Society's fete, licld in Regent s

Park on July 8. I liave received neither tlie prize nor

any explanation from the secretary, to whom I have

written twice without receiving a reply of any kind.

If the society has not sufficient funds available to

pruvide for tlieir prizes within four months of the day

un which thoy are a\yardcd, is it justified in oflering

prizes to induce exhibitors to furnish their tents with

uxhibits ?—A Pbize-winner.

Extraordinary outrage in Lord Wim-
horne's grounds.—A diustardly outrage was committed

at Canford Mauor, tlio Dorset seat of Lord Wimborne,

last Saturday night. The grounds surrounding the

house are amongst the most beautiful in the soutli ot

England, and contained up to Saturday some valuable

pieces of statuary. Late on Saturday evening, how-

ever, twenty-seven of these were thrown down together

with eiglit valuable garden vases. Seventeen of the

statues were literally battered to pieces; whilst others

were seriously damaged. The damage amounts to quite

i'2IIOO.

Names of plants.—A'. B. G.— Possibly Ca-

mellia Donckelaari.

Names of fruit. — J. Cnaclshata-. — Pear,

Madame Treyve. N. B. 0.—Your Grapes are what

ie termed shanked.
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[WOODS AND FORESTS.

ECONOMIC CONIFER PLAJNTING.

{Continued from p. 456.)

The Weymouth PiNE(Piaus Stiobus) promises

iQ several parts of the country to become a

fairly remunerative forest tree. It grows rapidly,

produces beautifully clean and easily worked
timber, and does not seem to be at all particu-

lar as to the quality of the soil iu which it is

planted, although certainly in this country by

tar the finest trees are growing on a hillside

amongst decayed vegetable matter largely

mixed up with a broken slaty rock. The worst

fault we have in the Weymouth Pine is that it

so readily becomes the victim of a minute in-

sect pest, and which, during the last ten years

in particular, has spread to an almost alarming

extent in every part of Great Britain and Ire-

land. From many districts in England particu-

larly I have had samples of this pest forwarded

and a query as to what should be done to stop

the further spreading of the pest. This question

is by no means readily answered, and the best

means of doing away with the insect cannot be

extended to a plantation or even clump of the

tree, although for isolated specimens it works

well enough— I mean so far as experience in

carrying out the cure is concerned.

When planted in damp, unkindly soils the

Weymouth Pine is very apt to become pumped
or rotten at the core ; and in one case when
thinning a plantation composed of this parti-

cular Pine and the Douglas Fir of fully thirty

years' growth, it was with difficulty that I could

procure a sufficiently sound tree for conversion

into planks.

At Gwydyr Castle, in North Wales, Lord
Willoughby d'Eresby's property, there are a

number of the largest specimens of the Wey-
mouth Pine that are to be found in any part of

the Britisl* Isles. These are growing on the

hillside at a considerable elevation, and mainly

in decayed vegetable matter mixed up with

fragments of broken slaty rock. Most of

these are of a uniform height, fully 90 feet,

with clean straight stems, branchless for more
than half their length, and girthing at 3 feet

from the ground between 7 feet and 8 feet. The
famous Longleat specimens are fully 90 feet

high and girth fully 8 feet, and this is not

referring to single specimens, but to clumps
of the tree. At Strathkyle, in the north of

Scotland, the Weymouth Pine, at varying alti-

tudes up to 1200 feet, is growing satisfactorily,

but it is also well to mention that it has been
planted in conjunction with the Austrian and
Corsican, from which it derives a great

amount of shelter.

As to the rate of growth of the Weymouth
Pine, I may Eay that when thinning a planta-

tion that was more than half composed of it

alone and that had been planted thirty-one

years, the trees averaged 57 feet in height, and
the stems at 3 feet up were 4 feet 2 inches in

giith. These trees were growing ma'nly on
alluvial deposit on a gravelly sub.soil, and pro-

duced wood which on being carefully compared
with that sent to the late Colonial and Indian

Exhibition showed but slight ditrerouces, and
hardly more than could be expected to exist

between a young and perhaps fully matured
tree of any kind. Where the timber has turned
out unsatisfactorily is when grown on wet,

clayey soils, and this is not to be wondered at,

for who would think of planting, say, the Larch
and Elm on gravelly soils, the Oak on poor,

to turn out satisfactorily when planted in un-

congenial soils.

That the Weymouth Pine is ill-suited for

high, wind-swept ground is frankly admitted,

but when afforded partial shelter by the

Austrian, Corsican or Scotch Pines it turns out a

most satisfactory tree. Even in its native coun-

try the wood of the Weymouth, although clean

and easily worked, is not very lasting, so we
must not expect that when grown in this coun-

try it will be ought else than fitting for the

neater classes of indoor work. To those who
are interested in the timber supplies of America
the rapidly approaching extinction of the Pine
iu question is causing much anxiety, this mainly
owing to improvident and ill-directed felling

carried on under the impetus of speculation. It

is certainly advisable that the Weymouth Pine
should have a fair trial in this country in the

way of forming whole plantations of it on suit-

able soils and sites ; and though at present I

do not think that it will ever, from its unfitness

for planting in exposed sites, liability to become
the prey of insect pests, and partially valueless

timber produced, become a standard forest tree

in this country, yet its light airy habit and ele-

gant appearance will cause it to be largely em-
ployed in parks or lawns. A. T>. W.

(To be continued.)

Forestry as a source of profit — I was much
interested in reading the correspondence on this

subject in The Gaedbn at p. 480, and would only

add a few words as to its being profitable. A
great portion of an estate that I know was
some fifty years ago common land, but now
it is a source of profit ; indeed, the forester's

department is the one that brings in a large re-

turn. To do this, timber is not cut in large

quantities every year, but a certain amount yearly,

about one-fourth of the returns being the esti-

mated cost for labour, horses and men, and
forester's salary. In some years, such as when a

large number of Willows are cut or Oak felled, the

cost is much the same with a far greater return.

Larch and Ash are the two most valuable products.

It was all sold by private treaty and fair prices

obtained. The forester was an expert in the busi-

ness, and knew the value of every foot of timber,

and, of course, being in a manufacturing district,

he had several strings to his bow. Where an

owner is often at a loss is when he disposes of his

timber without full knowledge of its value, and he

would often save hundreds of pounds it he had a

suitable man to sell for him. There is always a

demand for sound timber among first-class firms.

It is the small dealers who are on the look-out for

bargains that are to be feared.— G. W.

Drainage—One of the first and most important

considerations connected with ornamental plant-

ing is thorough drainage. Few are aware of the

importance of this operation, and many gardens

and grounds which have been planted at consider-

able expense afford little or no satisfaction, in

consequence of lack of attention to this important

work. Planters should understand that trees and
plants cannot thrive in undrained soil unless it is

naturally dry, which is rarely the case. There are

many potent reasons for drainage, which, if pro-

perly considered, would induce planters to devote

the necessary time and thought to the subject.

Experience has taught those who have planted ex-

tensively and observed closely that all trees and
plants thrive best in a dry, deep, porous soil. The
roots of such trees strike more deeply, the stems

are stronger, and the young wood ripens up per-

fectly before the cold season sets in. It is of the

greatest importance that the young growth should

be well ripened, for if it does not a severe winter is

certain to kill it back, as is the case generally, if

not always, with trees and plants growing in un-

Disappointed planters some

fectly hardy, have been winter-killed, and they ask
us how we can account for it. An examination of

the case nearly always shows that imperfect drain-

age is the cause. The hardiest trets and shrubs
will not root well in wet soil, and though they may
live for awhile, they die sooner or later. Conifers

and half-hardy trees particularly cannot endure
such treatment, and a dry summer or a severe

winter quickly puts an end to their existence

Dsep drainage, while it carries off the superfluous

moisture, so injurious in its results, has also the

effect of rendering the soil warm, friable, and por-

ous, ; llowing it to be woiked more thoroughly, and
preventing injury from drought. Cultivators have

learned that well-drained, deeply-worked land re-

sists the drought remarkably well by absorbing all

moisture in the air. Great losses are thus averted.

Many are deterred from draining on account of

the expense. Good tile drains, sunk 3 feet to 4 feet

in the ground, and about 20 feet apart, with a good
fall and proper outlet, can be made at a moderate

expense. Even though the outlay seems consider-

able at first, it is nothing compared with the losses

and disappointments which might result from un-

drained land. After draining the soil it should be

well stirred to the depth of 18 inches, and properly

enriched. If the drains work well, we may look

forward to a good result.

The Acacia is too brittle for situations of great

exposure, and its liability to accidents from storms

makes it a tree not to be depended on for any

length of time, either as a screen or an ornament.

It should be planted only in situations fairly well

sheltered. The beauty of its blossoms, the rapidity

with which its quick growth repairs damage dene

to it by wind, and the luxuriance of its growth

from suckers when planted near water aie its

greatest recommendations.

Plants for cover. -Where undercover is judi-

ciously thmned and pegged down, no cutting over

will be required for a number of years ;
but as most

of the plants used for undercover have a tendency

to get overdrawn and bare below, they will require

to be cut down occasionally, even where they are

under the best management. This cutting down

should not, however, be all done in one year. A
portion of it should be done every second or thu-d

year, cutting down portions here and there, so as

to keep up a regular supply of undercover all over

the plantation. The quantity to be cut down at

one time must be regulated by the size of the plan-

tation, quantity of undercover, and other local cir-

cumstances.

Thuja gigantea for economic Conifer
planting.— When " A. U. W." recoimneiids this liaud-

some tree for "extensive planting in the woods and

plantations of these isles," is he aware of its price?

Having perused hia article (p. 456), 1 detormiufd to

cover a mountain with Thuja gigantea. Before doing

so I fortunately wrote for an estimate, and learned

that I could obtain this Conifer f.n- from 2s. (id. to

Ills. fid. per plant. As I do not call this ooonomic

planting, 1 fear my mountain must get some other

clothing. Possibly it can be obtained much cheaper.—

H. C. Hart.

drained or wet land. ..
thin land, or the Sycamore on heavy, stiff clay ( ' times tell us that the trees and shrubs which they
No more can we expect the tree in question ' purchased, and which are represented to be per-
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" This Is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change it rather ; but
The Art iTaELF is Natdrk."—Skakespeart.

Flower Garden.

MICHAELMAS DAISIES.
Is there not quite sufficient tviience that

these, as they exist to-day in Englisli garden?,

are mostly so cross-bred from recorded types

that many of the specific features are untrace-

able I I think it is also equally evident that

numerous of our garden kinds have better

flowers than the purer types, at least so

far as the latter can be made out. We have
proof positive every favourable year for seeding

that not c nly do the Asters cross spontaneously,
but the younj plants appear in vast numbers and
without the care generally needed for raising

seedlings, and we as often as otherwise find

that such seedlings are not after the kind
wholly of any one plant cultivated, but, in fact,

largely cross-bred. Under such circumstances
it is not a question as to whether or not the gar-

dener will grow these seedlings, but when we
consider that a few years ago Asters used to be
left very much to their own way, one might
reasonably suppose that these seedlings would
establish themselves, simply because left alone.

But besides such proof of the origin of gar-

den kinds there is negative evidence which I

consider of more importance as proving the
point were more needed. For instance, I

never among seedlings find any trace of the
characters of such distinct species as are very
late in flowering here, say turbinellus or Nova^-
Angliaa, and it may be reasonably taken that
seedlings of these do not occur because of their

inability to ripen seeds. We know we have
varieties of both these species, l»ut they may
have occurred in their wild homes, or in more
favoured gardens than a Yorkshire one, and
after all it is hard to say which is really the
typical form of such reputed species. The next
question that occurs, seeing that the highest
known authority. Professor Asa Gray, who had
the means of dealing with these composites in

their own homes, could not determine, or at

any rate would not undertake to determine the
species is, is it worth while to attempt the botani-

cal idea beyond a very limited point at the pre-

sent day ; The chief value of the tall Asters is

as late flowers, from the gardener's point of view,
and there can be no doubt that the work being
done by the Chiswick committee is a step in

the right direction, when they appropriate fancy
rather than scientific names for the finer flower-

ing sorts. By all means take care of the types
so far as they are known, but most of them
would not be selected when seen as deserving
a place in the garden of the florist. By what I

hear, a vast number of kinds have been deemed
eligible for the description of lirst-rate flowers.

It might seem desirable that the number should
be lessened, but still the diiticulty would re-

main as to what the others should be done with.
I know well what many with their high stan-

dards of quality would do. They would with-
out hesitation take the best and most distinct

in moderate numbers and cast out the rest.

But the ditticulties would not end there, for we
see every year that the same kind grown under
dirt'erent conditions, and especially when the soils

are of opposite qualities, the two chief features
of the heads, size and colour, vary, so that in

discarding varieties that might seem rather near
together, you could easily throw away another
man's best plant.

The tall Michaelmas Daisies will require

for the generality of private gardens to be

grown in limited selections. There are

three good reasons for this. There is an

enormous number of sorts ; the flowers are of

widely varying qualities ; and last, they are

generally of large growth. In making a selec-

tion there is one point, and an important one

to my mind, often overlooked. Some of

the Asters have a distinct habit of growth,

that is, the heads are so disposed as to

give the respective plants a character all their

own. Some flowers are improved in their effect

bv iseing cut ; others are just the opposite.

When so seen they might almost appear worth-

less, but on the plants, or when whole stems are

taken, they are all that could be desired. In-

stances of this are to be seen in divaricatus and

thyrsiflorus. Some of the varieties of Amellus,

beautiful as all are, are much more so when

seen on the plant, branched and flowered in a

round bush, almost touching the ground, and

even of this species there are varieties which have

their chief distinctive qualities, from a florist's

idea, in the arrangement of their florescence.

Besides the tree-like habit of divaricatus a,nd

Amellus, there are those with the fox-tail-like

habit of growth—the dense arrangement of

flowers—which is the chief feature. Instances of

this are sibiricus, longiflorus and acris or punc-

tatus. Many of the Asters have Willow-like

growths, and come in finely for shrubberies and

the oflsides of deep borders. There are other

forms of habit which are not so easily described,

but you may readily trace their importance, if,

when you are cutting flowers, you take them

with long stems, that is, the main branches as

grown. You can then see that in most cases

the natural arrangement of the heads is a very

desirable one, and to have cut the flowers in any

other way would have detracted from their de-

corative worth. Seeing that Michaelmas Dai-

sies are now fast becoming favourite flowers for

indoor decoration, it becomes more important

to pay attention to the respective habits of the

kinds in making selections. The natural ar-

rangement of the panicles is almost as impor-

tant as flower-form and colour.

.T. Woon.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS,

lobata.—Those who wish toOxalis lobata.—Those who wisn to lengthen

out the pleasures of their gardens should grow a

group of this charming and seldom-seen Sorrel.

For weeks its orange-yellow flowers have bespangled

the little tufts of delicate green foliage of but 2

inches in height, and with a continuance of this mild

weather one cannot say for how many weeks longer

a succession may be kept up. It is one of the

more seldom seen species, and I believe with many

the idea prevails that it is not hardy. This is the

point on which I wish especially to speak, but only

two or three words of fact. Surely I need not do

more than report that it stood out here unpro-

tected all the last severe winter. It that is not

enough, I know a friend whose climate is even

worse than this—colder, a lower elevation, and

heavier land. In his garden this little gem with-

stood the rigours of ISOO-'.U winter.

Chrysog'onum virginianum. — This plant

affords an instance where flowers or heads of the

simplest character, from the manner in which the

numbers are borne, not only at one time, bat, in

the case of strong plants, for four or five months

in succession, are very effective. The herbaceous

stems are leafy and divaricate, and greatly help to

show off the deep yellow star-shaped flowers.

Parochetus communis.—I again refer to this

plant because it is doing so splendidly at present

in the open air. One hears of it from various

friends as being their chief garden delight in No-

I vember, and several have said in almost the same

words that the flowers get brighter and brighter.

Somehow the flowers do get deeper in colour as the

days grow duller and shorter. This plant, combined

with the present mild weather, shows ns that we
should grow a good thing, though sometimes

risky, on the chance that it may have a run of

good luck, which, when it happens, is enough to

reward us for several years' care and disappoint-

ment.

Crocus longiflorus.—This is now profusely in

flower, but, to my mind, seen growing in the open

it affords but a rueful pleasure. The long, delicate,

rosy-lilac cups can hardly hold up against the rain

and dew, their long, straw-coloured, stem-like tubes

being very slender. To pick the flowers and take

them indoors almost seems charitable, and cer-

tainly you then better enjoy the rich colours and

markings and exquisite form of the flowers.

Ourisia coccinea.—There has been the usua

lamenting owing to the non - appearance of

flowers this autumn. As I believe I said last year,

though the plant grows well in shade, it is all the

better for sunshine if the moist condition of the

soil can be maintained. I have recently proved

plants to flower better in that way. I venture to

express an opinion that, owing to the past dull

rainy season, and no doubt owing to the last in-

tensely cold winter, the flowers have been scarcer

than usual. One thing is certain. If you grow

the plant well and manage to keep the leaves

on in winter, you afford it the best possible

chance to flower, and if you can get ever so few

of its neat dwarf spikes of drooping scarlet blooms

you will not begrudge the little pains needed.

Campanula pyramidalis.—This is doubtless

a grand hardy plant and a true perennial, but as it

has been presented to us both in the garden and in

print in a very high and special state of cultiva-

tion, it is perhaps due that something should be

said or understood in relation to its culture, in

order that those who have not had experience with

it may not be disappointed. First, seedlings may
not be ready to give the best effect untU two or

even three years old ;
next, when the plants have

once flowered, unless specially dealt with, they do

not bloom so grandly a second time. Again, both

pot and border plants require to be started afresh

in order to get a new stock of vigour. The propa-

gation is as simple as can be, and yet this should be

done in various ways, according to the purpose in-

tended. I will first speak of the best means of

raising plants, and that is by seed, the young plants

to be liberally grown in rich stuff either in

pots or borders. If in the former, they should

be repotted twice and grown so that their roots fill

(;-inch or s-inch pots. This may be done by the

second year, and these should form the plants so

generally admired for conservatory decoration. A
rather quicker way is to take in the autumn, offsets

from old border specimens, that is the barren or

leafy shoots. Take them now with a heel of the

root- stock, insert these singly in pots, and place

them in a frame from which the frost is just ex-

cluded,where they will continue to make roots all the

winter. They may then be potted on in May or

June and afterwards again as required. These

plants usually are ready a year sooner than seed-

lings, and I do not see that they need any more

care, provided we have good stock plants to start

with. If the object is to get quantity, you ma,y

again depend on cuttings, in this case, of the simple

roots, as thick, say, as a penholder ; these cut into

lengths of an inch and laid in a pan of sandy sou

will come stronger than seed, and otherwise go on

more quickly, and by this plan you can surely

select your colour, white or blue, or any interme-

diate shade to which you may be partial. If you

wish open ground roots, you get them either from

seed or division ; in the latter case you can again

ensure all the bloom of a selected shade, and the

stout roots that have flowered for perhaps several

years in the borders may be split down with one

whole thick stem to each. These make many-

crowned plants and bloom profusely, but probably

not until the second year. As a rule, the plants

that have barren short stems in the autumn

holding more or less foliage all the winter, even
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in the open air, are the plants to flower, pro-
vided they are strong. These remarks answer the
questions as to special management, and possibly
may explain the causes of disappointment. Slugs
are very fond of this plant, and it is one that re-
quires gentle handling, owing to its very brittle
leaf-stalks and mUk-oharged roots. J. Wood.

WoodHlle, Kirhstall.

Rose Garden.

CLIM13ING ROSES IN WINTER.
MucB will depend upon the autumn and winter
treatment of these, whether one is to have a
good crop of bloom next spring, or whether
it is to be a poor one. Asking whether
the long rambling shoots of such kinds as

Climbing Niphetos or Mareobal Niel should be
cut away, or, to be more exact, cut back, is

quite enough to satisfy one that some mis-
apprehension still exists in certain quarters as
to the best manner of treating these Roses dur-
ing the autumn and winter months. If no
flowers are looked for, cut back ; but if flowers
are wanted, preserve every moderately strong
young shoot that can be retained without crowd-
ing the growtli of the plant. I know of no
flowering plants under glass that are more
amenable to some system of training, and
which will give more satisfactory results for the
time and attention bestowed upon them than
such Roses as Marechal Niel, and the best com-
panion for it that I know, Climbing Niphetos.
Probably the best of all methods of treating
these Roses is to train one of the main growths
along the lower part of the house, and at stated
intervals, say from 1 2 inches to 16 inches apart,
to allow growths to run up the house from this
main rod. A little time will be lost, I admit, in
laying the foundation to the after-training, but
this wUl be more than compensated by the
ready manner in which the growths may be
shortened back each year after flowering ; and
plants under such treatment live much longer
than when allowed to grow at will, as is too
often the case, and where scarcely any shortening
back is done after the blooming is over. In the
latter case, the Rose house becomes one mass of
old wood, and to trace out any of the young
rambling shoots is next to impossible. Such a
state is not only bad for the Roses, but the
space beneath is rendered much darker than it

need be.

But very few who have a house for climbing
Roses think of giving the structure entirely up
to them. (Generally, plants of some kind are
grown beneath, and there is no objection what-
ever to this .so long as they are made subservient
to the requirements of the Roses. For the
benefit of these, and without detriment to the
Roses, the latter may with advantage be gone
over carefully at this time of year and the
growth regulated, shortening back any of the
weak shoots that are not strong enough to
llower, and tying those remaining at an equal
distance apart that light and air may the better
reach them. Such work would of course
have been better done earlier in the season,
but considerable benefit would follow such
practice now. The very weak points may also
be cut oft" to a plump bud if there is no fear of
the temperature of the house being raised to an
exciting point, for these Roses are very easily
started into growth, and when these weak
points have been cut ofl', the main buds might
start too early to do any good. No plants that
require anything more than the frost kept from
them should be grown beneath the Roses from
the beginning of November to the end of

January, at which time, should it be necessary,
a more growing temperature may be main-
tained. Probably there is nothing goes so
much against these climbing Roses as to keep
them too warm during the dead months of
winter. A comparatively low temperature dur-
ing the resting season is almost as important
as having the wood well ripened ; of course the
resting does not ripen the wood, but plants that
have had a good season of rest start away freely
and strongly when wanted.

The borders containing the roots of climbing
Roses should never be allowed to become dust-
dry, and it is almost as necessary to keep them
moist in the winter as in the summer when
they are making their growth. It would be
well where the borders containing the roots of
these Roses are known to be poor to mulch the
surface with rotten manure, which can be
washed down to the roots when watered. They
might also be watered with lifiuid manure, for
Roses as well as fruit trees are known to take
large supplies of this without injury during the
winter months, and if the plants are in health
there will be large demands on the supply when
the season of flowering sets in.

When such treatment as I have endeavoured
to describe is carried out, but little more will be
necessary until the house is started in the
spring, but to make the work the more perfect
the house should be washed down, removing
any green from the glass that may have accu-
mulated during the growing season when syring-
ing has been resorted to. Scale is sometimes
troublesome to Marechal Niel when grown
under glass, and where this is present the old
stems should be scrubbed with strong Gishurst
and hot water ; a hard brush will remove the
scale, using a softer one for the young wood,
and before very much of the scrubbing has been
done wash the whole down with clear water.

Clarendon. C. Warden.

CLASSIFICATION OF ROSE AMATEURS.
A GREAT deal has been written upon this subject
during the last six or seven years, and quite re-
cently there was a revised schedule published in
The Garden. This was sent by Mr. Grahame, of
Croydon, and was a suggestion of improvement
upon the one used by the National Rose Society at
their metropolitan show of the past season. I was
in hopes there would have been some further dis-
cussion upon the subject. Now that we are fast
approaching the annual meeting of the National
Rose Society, it would seem a very favourable time
to further discuss this question, and thus assist the
committee by arriving at the general feeling of
exhibitors upon this subject.
As the schedule stood tor last season all ama-

teurs were classed together, the only difference
being that if you exhibited in one division, you were
barred from showing in the next. This did not
meet the difficulty that has long been vexing many
exhibitors, viz

, the great uncertainty of what class
or strength of men they were destined to meet
when competing for prizes. It is undoubtedly very
annoying when one enters in the lower division,
expecting to meet men of about his own calibrei
to find that one, or perhaps two or three, of the
best amateurs have shirked the higher division and
have come into your class, so to speak, and be-
tween them are clearing the board of prizes. Per-
haps you now see that you could have taken better
prizes in the higher division yourself, this upper
class having been left comparatively unrepresented,
because each one being afraid of the other had
entered in the lower class. If Mr. Graharae's sug-
gested schedule be adopted, a great deal of this
annoyance would be done away with. Indeed I
for one fail to see how the committee could im-
prove upon it, for not only does it specify who are
to be classed as A, B, C, &o., but it gives a good
and reliable guide as to what varieties are to be

classed as exhibition kinds. A few growers have
evidently got an idea that false numbers would be
given by some exhibitors as to the quantity of

plants they were cultivating of the exhibition va-

rieties. This does not seem to my mind to be any
reason for not adopting Mr. Grahame's idea. Most
of us know the gardens of one another and how
many plants each one grows. I do not mean that

we are aware to a dozen or so the number of plants ,

each has, but we know near enough to be able to

detect any glaringly false numbers should they be 1
given. Mr. Grahame's suggestion would keep men
of one strength together, and would make it an
honour to win at any exhibition conducted on the

basis of such a schedule. At present one may
get a first or second prize by dropping into

a lower division than he really ought to do
considering his status as a Rose amateur. This
would not satisfy my ambition, for if I could
not win among those of my own strength, I

would never discourage beginners and smaller

growers by swooping down upon the best of what
may more correctly be styled the smaller growers
prizes. The best guide as to what division an ey.-

hibitor should compete in is to get at the quantity

of plants he grows of exhibition varieties. Tha
amateur who can produce prize flowers that will

win in his own division is to my mind the one deserv-

ing of the honour. There can be no real satisfaction

iu winning with flowers cut from double, and some-
times as many as ten to fifteen times the quantity

of plants possessed by your opponent of that par-

ticular kind. Such Roses as Etienne Levet, Horace
Vernet, Emily Hausburg, Duchess of Bedford,

Duohesse de A'allombrosa, Louis Van Houtte, Mme.
Lacharme, Star of Waltham, Mme. AVillermoz, La
Boule dOr, Etoile de Lyon, Cloth of Gold, &c , do
not produce more than 5 or 10 per cent, of the

number of exhibition flowers that may be procured
from the same quantity of plants of the following

kinds : A. K. Williams, La France, Camille Ber-

nardin, Charles Lefebvre, Duke of Edinburgh,
Fisher Holmes, Mrs. John Laing, General Jacque-

minot, &c., among the Hybrid Perpetuals ; nor as

Catherine Mermet, Souvenir d'Elise Vardon, The
Bride, Anna Olivier, Comtesse de Nadaillac, Mare-
chal Niel, Hon. Edith Gifford, Rubens, Mme. Bravy,

Mme. Hoste, and a few others among the Tea-

scented class. This being the case, does it not

seem more than ever necessary to classify exhibi-

tors according to the number of plants they culti-

vate ? Amateurs who grow, say, a hundred or two
plants of Horace Vernet every year in the form of

maidens (because this sort flowers best in that stage

of its existence) should not compete with the man
who has probably only got halt'-a-dozen plants of

that kind at the most. Some grow three to twelve

plants only of a particular kind, and can procure a
greater percentage of show flowers from that num-
ber than they can from three times that quantity

of another variety.

It is this fact that recommends Mr. Grahame's

scheme to my mind so forcibly, and I think that

the majority of exhibitors will uphold me when I

say, at any rate, let us give it a trial.

RiDGEVfOOD.

The Manetti stock.—Replying to Mr. T. W.
Girdlestone's note on p. S.S'.i, I have already

taken up some of the Roses from the bad I

alluded to at p. 'i'M when putting in a word
for the Manetti stock. Captain Christy was
found to be almost entirely on its own roots; so

also were La France and a few others. Coun-

tess of O.xford and Charles Lefebvre, with the ma-
jority of the kinds, were found to be both on their

own roots and the Manetti. It I read Mr. Girdle-

stone's note correctly, he is inclined to the opinion

that Roses on this stock would not be long-lived

unless tliey formed roots of their own. Some of

my plants that were transplanted (and I may hero

slate that the earlier I transplant after October has

set in the better are the results) had no signs of

forming roots of their own. I remember having

some dwarf Roses that had been worked upcn

this stock and had " legs " some (i inches or H inches

in length. That is, there was this distance bet«e3n

the base of the stock and where the bud wai in-
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serted. Such plants, when placed deep enough in

the soil to cover the junction of Rose and stock
about 3 inches, would almost always do badly. On
lifting these I have found the root of the stock

dead, and in some cases there was not a bit of the
Manetti root alive. The same thing would result

if Roses were worked on the cutting Brier

stock as high up as t> inches to 9 inches, and then
planted equally deep as those on the Manetti.
Plants on the Brier which are placed deep enough
to allow the Rose to root for itself—as aU dwarfs
should be—will also form own roots similar to those
on the Manetti.—RiDSBwooD.

NOTES OF THE "WEEK.

The Hop-leaved Vine.— I wish ivc coulJ all

fruit file Hnji-U'avod Vine as well us A. Kin^smill.

It will lint fruit here. It did at Syoii House, I think.—Dublin.

National Rose Society.—We are asked to state

that the aunual ifoueral meeting of this society will be
held at the Horticultural Club at .3 o'clock on Wednes-
day, December 9, and the annual dinner at tJ o'clock
the same evening at the Hotel AViudsor. The Very
Rev. the Dean of Rochester will preside on the occa-
sion.

Begonia "Winter Gem.—Messrs. Veitch and
Sons .send us a tiowering shoot of this useful winter-
flowering plant, t lie result of a cross I 'ctween B. socotrana
and a tuberous-rooted sumnier-tlowering variety. The
shoot sent shows that the flower-spikes, besides being
terminal, also start from the hme, where ther,3 is oue
now aud where two have been broken off. A coloured
plate of this was given in The G.iRDEN May 30, 1891
(p. 504).

English castles that have always been
inhabited.—We are indebted to Sir Edward Sullivan
for this list of old castles that have never gone to
ruin, but, on the other hand, been always kept
sound and warm by human habitation. Perhaps
some readers who care for such very interesting
and precious structures may be able to add to the
list:—

Windsor R.iby
Leeds I Hornby
Harden Naworth
Dover Arundel
Borkelpy Warwick
Shrewsbury Ciiirk
Powys

I

Carnarvon
Tower Muucaster

Cypripedium Calceolus.—You ask, " Is Cy-
pripadium Calceolus extinct as a living wild (native)
plant ;

" It was not extinct as recently as 1884, for
in that year two blooms of wild plants were sent to
the Linnean Society. You will understand my
concealing the locality from which they came.
The attacks on this, the most noble of all our
native Orchids, are of long standing. It is now
over a century since my grandfather found a col-
lector in search of Lady's Slippers in a wood near
Bingley, in the West Riding of Yorkshire. My
grandfather knew the place well where the
Lady's Slippers grew, and rejoiced in putting the
collector on a wrong track. It is possible that
plants may again appear in places where they are
supposed to be extinct, the family of Orchids having
so remarkable a habit of disappearing and reap-
pearing again after an interval of several years.
Even should this be the case, it would be of no
avail unless the wood where the Lady's Slippers
grew was strictly preserved.

—

Wm. Wickha.m.

The Scarlet Oak (Quercus coccinea).— It is

very singular that some of the finest American
Oaks are so rarely planted in parks, gardens, or
upon estates where the common Oak abounds.
That above named is one of the very finest, con-
spicuous for the size of its leaves all through the
summer, and then lighting up the autumn land-
scape with a glowing colour such as no English
tree produces. The "Dictionary of Gardening"
gives 50 feet as the limit of the height of this tree,
and if such is the case that limit is surpassed by a
splendid specimen I recently saw, which must have
been nearly (30 feet high. L'nfortnnately, whoever
planted the tree planted also some Cedars and

other Conifers in rather close proximity to it.

Now the Oak wants all the room, but removal of

the Conifers has not as yet been sanctioned. It is

a pity to let good trees spoil one another, but ex-

amples of this are too frequently met with.—A. H.

Chimonanthus fragrans grandiflorus.

—

The flowers of this charming shrub are so delight-

fully fragrant, that it richly merits a warm corner

upon a sheltered wall, where it may open its

blossoms without risk of danger from sharp and
sudden frosts. At Culford Park its successful

flowering is always ensured, for there is a large

plant upon a wall and beneath a glass roof that

was put up to provide a covered connection between
two ranges of greenhouses. The front being Bn-

tirely open, the flowers only appear slightly earlier

than they do upon plants fully exposed, but there

is no likelihood of their season being shortened, as

sometimes happens outside by frost succeeding rain

or snow, and the fragrance they put forth in such a

favoured position throughout the winter must be

charming. Probably other shrubs, such, for example,

as Hamamelis arborea, would well repay culture

under similar protection. The value of the flowers

of the Chimonanthus and the Hamamelis for cutting

is a still stronger plea for protecting them.

Magnolia pumila.—It is nearly a hundred
years since this plant was introduced to this

country, being one of a large importation of Chinese

plants brought over in 1793. It is one of the

dwarfest, perhaps the dwarfest, of all Magnolias,

plants twenty years old being little more than a
foot high. It will, however, attain a height of over

3 feet. The leaves are lanceolate and vary from

3 inches to 7 inches in length, being hard in tex-

ture and of a dark glossy green. Like M. fuscata,

it is more for the fragrance of its flowers than for

their size or beauty that the plant is noticeable, a

single bloom when fully expanded being suflicient

to fill a large house with its Pine-apple-like odour.

The flower, however, has more pretensions to

beauty than that of M. fuscata, measuring

2,V inches across, the inner petals being ivory white,

the 'outer ones changing to greenish white. It is

on the first day of opening that the fragrance is

most powerful, the petals falling the second day.

It requires a cool greenhouse temperature.

Tecoma Smithi.—Although this Tecoma is but

little known in European gardens as yet, there is

every likelihood, judging by plants which have
flowered at Kew during the past two years, that it

will eventually prove at least as valuable a garden

plant as any other member of the genus. This, in

the opinion perhaps of many, will not be considered

as saying much in its favour, seeing the difficulty

which is usually experienced in flowering Tecomas
in our greenhouses. T. Smithi, however, was raised

about three years ago from seeds sent to Kew from
Australia, and as it has flowered twice during that

period, it would appear not to have the prevailing

defect of the genus. The flowers, which are tubular,

are borne on a raceme at the end of the current

season's growth, as in T. capensis. The tube of

the corolla is upwards of 2 inches in length and
measures about 1 inch across the slightly reflexed

lobes. In colour it is bright yellow with a tinge of

orange on the outside. It is described as being of hy-

brid origin, having been raised in Australia from T.

capensis and T. velutina. It should be stood in the

open with the pot plunged in ashes during summer,
removing it to a greenhouse as soon as the flowers

begin to show.

Luculia gratissima.—This fine shrub, now
flowering freely in No. 4 house at Kew, although

known over half a century, is still seldom seen.

No plant is more attractive with its large rounded

panicles of jiink-colonred blooms, and flowering as

it does at this dull season of the year, it is all the

more valuable. Not only is a large specimen beautiful

when in flower, but small plant.n are equally desir-

able. Just now in Messrs. B. S. Williams &, Son's nur-

sery at I'pper Holloway some plants only a foot or 18

inches high are blooming freely. For a long time

it was treated as a hothouse plant, but although it

is a native of Nepaul and Sylhet, it thrives well in a
warm greenhouse with plenty of light and copious

syringing two or three times a day during snmme.-,
as it is very susceptible to the attacks of red spider.

Luculia Pinceana is also now flowering in the
No. 4 greenhouse at Kew, so that the merits of the
two may be compared. 'The flowers of L. Pinceana
are larger, pure white, changing with age to a
creamy or ivory colour, and tinned on the outside

with deep blush, the tube baing bright red.

—F. W. S.

Tufted Pansy Abercorn Gem in Novem-
ber.—Herewith I send you a few flowers of that

lovely Pansy Abercorn Gem, which, together with
Countess of Hopetoun, was figured in The Garden
of April 30, 1887. In a garden not best adapted for

Pansy growing I find this particular kind has spe-

cial merits. It is second to none in profuseness of

bloom in spring, and when the hot days come and
in our light warm soil Pansies become mildewed or
die off from other less apparent causes, this kind
keeps fresh and blooms freely, although as summer
wears on the flowers become smaller by reason of

exhaustion of the plant's vigour. We make fresh

plantations every autumn, and now that of this va-

riety is quite a picture with flowers. Such was also

the case last year before and after the eight weeks
of frost and snow. The plants have no special

t'eatment to induce autumn and winter flowering
;

they have been grown exactly as other kinds such
as Quaker Maid, Archie Grant, Ariel, Mrs. Gray,

&o., and whilst these are strong and healthy, bnt
flowerless, every plant of Abercorn Gem has one
or two blooms which are large and last long at

this time of the year, whilst then: appearance at

this season does not prevent the plants blooming
freely the foUowin;; spring.—A. H.

Grafted Chrysanthemums. — I herewith,

enclose you two photographs. The large one
shows a plant of the old favourite Mrs. G.
Rundle ; the other is a standard, rather a re-

markable plant in its way, as it lias twice in suc-

cession been awarded the Scottish Horticultural

Association's silver medal at the Edinburgh Chry-
santhemum show. The head is a free and natural

production, in which wire and framework have no
share. The head is composed of the following

varieties : Sceur Dorothee Souille, Pink Christine,

Sieur Melanie, Golden Christine, Roi des Precoces,

M. A. Dufour, and Chevalier Domage. These were
grafted three years ago on a stem of the Japanese
variety Maiden's Blush of the previous year's

growth, so that the plant is actually four years old.

It has been trimmed several times with the shears

to get it into its present form during the season of

growth and also when done flowering. Plants of

this description might be more encouraged at our

Chrysanthemum exhibitions for the sake of variety.

As decorative plants for the conservatory or draw-

ing-room they are very effective when the colours

have been more carefully selected than in this case.

—John Machak, Corona (Tardois, Broughty
Firnj.

Masdevallia Chestertoni. — Although this

species belongs to the Chim^roid group of Mas-

devallias, it is very distinct from any other belong-

ing to that section, its nearest ally being M. bella.

It resembles them, however, in being remarKable

and striking in the colour and form of its flowers

rather than for any beauty they possess. It. has

the tufted habit common to this genus, the leaves

being 5 inches or f. inches long and bright green.

The sepals are each about 4 inches long, growing

horizontally or downwards ; the flowers are pro-

duced singly on the scape, the first one, however,

being frequently followed by one or two others.

The scapes are each 1.} inches long, one-half of

which consists of a slender tail ; the two lower

ones are united for half their length, the upper one

being nearly free. The colour is a yellowish green,

spotted with dark purple, the warty excrescences

with which they are studded being also purple.

The tiny petals are yellow with black tips. There

are few Masdevallias having a larger labellum than

this ; it is 1 inch in width, kidney-shaped, and con-

cave', the colour being a flesh-pink veined with red.

It was discovered by Chesterton, one of Mr.

Sander's collectors, in 1879, and is a native of New
Grenada.
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Trees and Shrubs.

THE AGE AND GROWTH OF YEW
TREES.*

Yew trees have been regarded hitherto as the
aiost slowly growing as well as the most durable
of all our forest trees. It is not surprising,
therefore, that some of the largest of them have
been supposed to have reached a vast age.
Trees estimated at 1000 years are not uncommon.
Some are said to much exceed this age, and, as
in the case of the Fortingal Yew, to attain even
to 3000 years.

The object of the present paper is to point
out important facts, some in great measure
overlooked and some altogether new, in the life-
history of these trees—facts which serve to ex-
plain how and why the rate of increase varies
materially at different periods of life and under
difterent conditions of growth, and which also
show that Yew trees are not by any means so
slowly growing as they have been held to be,
and that the estimates which have been formed
of their vast age must be largely modified. The
life-history of very old trees cannot be mapped
out by the rate of growth obtained from the
examination of young trees. The rate varies
at different ages and under varying conditions,
and it is a great error to suppose that very old
trees are necessarily of slowest growth. The
convei se of this is often true. It is only by
examining a large series of trees in every stage
of growth and by observing all the conditions
which influence their rate of increase that suffi-
cient data can be oljtained for a complete life-
history of the very largest of them.
An extended examination of a vast number

of trees in all parts of England and Scotland
enables me to adduce results which may have
some interest in themselves, and which I ven-
ture to think will serve to show that the sup-
posed age of some of these trees has been
largely overstated.

Three methods of estimating the age of these
trees have been employed

—

1. That of De CandoUe, which assigns a ring
of woody tissue for the growth made during each
year.

2. The historic record or the comparative mea-
surement of trees, the age of which is known with
certainty.

3. That of Sir R. Christison, by measurement
at fixed points and at stated intervals of time.
De Candolle's method gives true results within

certain limits, that is to say, in all young trees, and
it is probably true of all well-grown trees of 200,
or perhaps in some instances even of 250 years.
Thus in a tree of the known age of 210 years which
was cut down on Inch Lonaig, Loch Lomond, Sir
Robert Christison and Mr. Gordon counted 237 rings
in the longer, and 227 in the shorter diameter. In
another tree 227 rings were counted, but in this
instance there were three separate centres, a fact
of great importance to which I shall advert pre-
sently. De Candolle, from the measurement of
two trees, 71 and 150 years old, considered the rate
of growth to be 1 inch of radius in 25.', years, or C,

inches radius in 153 years, but Mr. Bowman has
shown that accurate measurements of other trees of
known age prove this to be a much too low estimate,
and there can be no doubt that De Candolle's trees
were stunted and unhealthy. Beyond the age of
200 to 250 years this method is no longer reliable,
for at this period the tree has attained its full
growth as a single trunk, and in the majority of
instances decay or I'racture have commenced, and
coincidently with them a series of remarkable
change in rejuvenescence, The idea commonly en-
tertained that after this age the period ol' slowest
growth has arrived is erroneous, 'i'here are, it is

* Paper read at the Linriean Society, Februarv 16
1891, by John Lowe, M.D.,F.L.S. " ""y xo.

true, periods of almost completely arrested growth
lasting over a lengthened period, but I have no
hesitation in saying that the average growth of
large trunks much exceeds that of younger trees.

2. Measurement ol' trees of known age.— I have
found that a comparison of the value of the various
modes of estimatmg age and rates of growth is
most conveniently made by bringing all the results
to one common standard, and thus instead of dis-
cussing the number of lines or the amount of radial
growth, it seems better to refer everything to a
standard of 1 foot of diameter and its time of
growth. Measured by the number of annual rings,
it appears that 1 foot of diameter is produced in
from 72 to 80 years. I'nder conditions more or
lesS favourable the growth may vary beyond these
limits, but, as Sir Robert Christison has shown, a
foot in 75 years fairly represents the average in-
crease under ordinary circumstances. Good ex-
amples of the relation of known age to girth are
to be found in an avenue of Yew trees at Tytherly
(in Queenswood), Wilts, consisting of 120 trees,
averaging about 24 feet high with tranks nearly 2
feet in diameter.* These were planted 120 years
ago, so that they represent a growth of nearly 1

foot of diameter in 60 years. The eighteen young
trees in Grisford Churchyard, near Wrexham, mea-
sured by Mr. Bowman, and of which the age was
known, from the parish records, to be 120 years,
had attained a diameter of 20 inches, or 1 foot of
diameter in 72 years, and this is the rate of growth
for young trees growing healthily in good soil and
in situations not exposed to cold winds. Four
trees in the Edinburgh Botanic Garden, which are
known to be 72 years old, yield an average girth
of 36 inches and a diameter of 12-3. But by
far the most remarkable data which have hitherto
been recorded are those given of the Basildon
Yews, mentioned in T!ie Times by Mr. Walter
Money, and repeated by W. Henslow in A'aturc,
October 24, 1889, with the accurate measurements.
From this account it appears that the parish regis-
ter records the planting of a Yew tree in Basildon
Churchyard by Charles, Lord Fane, in 172(!. In
1780, fifty-four years afterwards, this tree measured
6 feet 3 inches near the ground, which is an extra-
ordinary rate of growth, supposing that the top
was unbroken. This would give 2 feet 1 inch
diameter in 54 years, or considerably more than
double the ordinary rate of growth, it is unfortu-
nate that no details are given of the state of the
top of the tree, but it is probable, nay almost cer-
tain, that the head was) broken at an early period.

The foUowLng are the measurements given by
Mr. Henslow :

—

Tree to the south

—

1780
1796
1834

1889
at 4 feet.

3 ] According to
6

I register.

10|J
J-S-H.

10 Mr. Money.

Thus, if we take seventy-five years as the time
required to produce 1 foot of diameter, this tree,
with a diameter of 3 feet 3 inches, would appear as
over 250 years old instead of 163 jears. Its known
age—

111-
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We have now to consider some modifying
conditions which have nut attracted much
attention. The first and most important of

these is the destruction of the leading shoot,

giving rise to a condition of pollarding. Here
a word or two is necessaiy as to the mean-
ing of the term " pollard," which, in the
case of the Yew tree, must be taken to mean would seem to have been destroyed or injured
the breakage, or cutting, or even the bending ' and if the trees are carefully examined the re
of the leading shoot. Bacon says, "nothing ' -

"
. .

procureth the lasting of trees so much as often

It is remarkable that we scarcely ever see a
j

the manufacture of bows ;* oftentimes the
Yew tree of good size growing with a single

|

leading shoot in tliis, as in other trees, espe-
lead. I only know of two or three which have
this character, one at Dunkeld, another at

Rokeby, and a third in the churchyard at Port-

bury, near Bristol. In most other instances it

Yuiv tree in I'ewdale, Coniatou.

cutting ; and we see all overgrown trees are

pollards or dottards, and not trees at their full

height." If ail ordinary tree lose its leading

shoot, it is generally reproduced quickly, and
frequent cutting is thus necessary to form a pol-

lard, but it is not so with the Yew. If the

leading shoot be injured, it is seldom that a

secondary lead is formed, but rather a head of

branches of equal size. This is due to the im-

mense number of leaf-buds which exist on every

shoot. As many as sixteen to twenty of these

may be counted in the length of 1 inch. It

will appear presently what an influence this

fact has on the growth of the trunk.

cially in Couifer.'e, is Ijent down by birds perch-
ing on It. The result of any of these influences
is to cause lateral shoots to be thrown out, and,
in the case of the Yew, to prevent the repro-
duction of the lead. When Yews have attained
a good size, and especially when they have put

,, ,, • - £., , , - „ , ,., ,. , ^ ^^''S'' branches, they are liable to be
nothing mams of the original shoot will be readily dis- broken by storms of wind, such as that which
„. „ff.. cerned. The condition resulting from this kind did so much damage to the famous Borrodale

Yews in December, 1883 (described by
the Rev. H. Drummond Rawnsley in
" Wordsworth Society's Transactions ").

More destructive still are heavy falls of
snow, which not only split oft' large
boughs, but in some instances demolish
an entire group of trees. In the winter
of 1880 more than seven magnificent trees
were thus destroyed in the grounds of
Mr. A. Dixon at Cherkley Court in the
middle of tlie unrivalled grove of Yew
trees which flourishes there. In the same
snowstorm some fine trees in the Druids'
Grove at Norbury were much injured. In
one instance all the upper boughs of a
large tree were broken ofl', while the lower
ones were all bent down to the ground
and remained permanently in that position.
The trunks of these trees are now densely
covered with young spray.

Frosts are sometimes very injurious.
Thus Duhamel says that Yews sufl'ered
in France much damage from the frost of
1709, and Malesherbes found several
killed by the severe frost of 1789.
Selby states that Yews are remark-
ably free from the attacks of insects
("British Forest Trees," p. 384) ; but
next to wind and snow one of the most
injurious agents is a species of gall (Ceci-
domya Taxi). This attacks invariably the
extreme tips of the shoots, and gives rise
to large cone-shaped rosettes, leading to
the death of the branchlet as far back as
the branch from which it springs. In the
north of England it is comparatively
rare. I have not seen it in Scotland,
nor has Prof. Trail, who kindly deter-
mined this species for me, and in many dis-
tricts in England it does not occur in
great numbers, but in others its ravages
are most severe. In Windsor Park it

abounds, and the extent of injury it inflicts

is seen in the vast number of dead twi^s,
each terminating in a rosette, to be found
im most of the trees ; these twigs often
remain on the tree for several years. But
it is in Somersetshire where the gall most
abounds. It first attracted my notice in
a young plantation at Binder, near Wells.
The Yew trees on which it occurred were
about sixty years of age, 15 feet in height
and having a girth of 3 feet near the ground.
The main stem and upper branches were
much stunted and apparently dying, while

the lower branches were vigorous and healthy,

each one nearly equalling the main trunk in

thickness. These conditions were due to the

action of the Cecidomya, which had attacked

every twig on the upper part of the tree, while

those on the lower branches had almost entirely

escaped. At Tintern, on the WyndclilF, its

* Yew trees were planted by parliamentary or royal
enactment in various reigns for the purpo.se of being
cut to make bows, and it is not probable that many
would be left uncut when foreign wood was imported
a.t treble the price of lOnnIisb. The fact that foreign
bows cost fis. t^d. wliile Knglish cost 29. points rather

to the exhaustion of wood in England tlian to the
superiority of foreign growth.

Engraved for TnK Gardkn from a photograph sent by
John Lowe, M.D., F.L S.

of injury is practically the same as that from

pollarding. That is to say, there ensues a dis-

tinct swelling of the trunk, along which new
shoots are generally thrown out in large quan-

tity just as occurs in trees which are really

pollarded, and if the tree is growing in the

open and has branches down the trunk, these

enlarge at the expense of the top, and thus pro-

duce an une(iual thickening of the stem. The
causes which produce injury of the lead or

main stem difler in kind and degree according

to the age of the tree. Thus in the young state

it may have been eaten off by animals ; at a

later period it may have been cut by man for
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ravages were even more remarkable. Large
trees were so infested, that no new growth was
possible except on the upper surface of the main
branches which were densely covered with young
spray. Under many trees I found the surface

of the ground completely carpeted with the

rosettes which had been bitten oif by birds, and
from all those which I examined the larvte had
been extracted. This was done in all probability

by the blue titmouse, though I did not see them
actually at work. Speaking of the formation of

galls, Mr. Mivart says, " It would be interesting

to learn how natural selection could have caused
the plant to perform actions, which if not self-

sacrificing (and there must be fome expenditure
of energy), are at least so disinterested." Prof.

Romanes remarks upon this that "Mr. Mivart
here strikes what has always appeared to me
one of the most important facts in organic na-

ture with reference to the theory of natural se-

lection," and goes on to say that while natural

selection cannot operate on the plants directly,

so as to cause them to grow galls for the benefit

of insects, it is quite possible to suppose that
natural selection may operate to this end on the
plants indirectly through the insects, viz , by
always selecting those individual larvpe, the
character of whose excitatory emanations is such
as will best cause the plant to grow the kind of

morphological abnormality that is required."*
This is obviously the correct view so far as

regards the action of Cecidomya Taxi. The re-

markable facts that it selects the extreme tip of

the twigs for depositing its eggs, that this is the
only point where a rosette could be produced,
and that the production of the rosette destroys
the twig are worthy of the attention of evolu-
tionists.

If we examine into the results following in-

juries of the main stem or more important
branches produced by any of the causes above-
mentioned, we find that all the remaining part
of the trunk or branch below the site of injury
generally dies at once, with exception of its

coverings, the bark and its underlying liber and
cambium layers. These latter begin to form a
new ring of wood enclosing the old dead trunk,
creeping over and covering up cut or broken
surfaces, and this process has been likened,

with a good deal of force, to the necrosed shaft

of a bone, and its inclusion in a new bony case

produced by the periosteum. The simile is in

many resjiects a striking one. The bark, which
contains the germs of buds or its substitute,

immediately begins to put forth a profusion of

young branches over its whole surface paren-
chyma. Between these there ensues a struggle

for existence ; a faw acquire superiority in

growth, and the rest die for want of air and
light. In the meantime the swelling of the
bases of the young shoots has caused them to

become welded together, and thus the trunk
has become largely thickened. The branches,
which have acquired the pre-eminence, develop
into trunks, generally to the number of three

or four. But these may in turn be destroyed,
and the new trunk will perish, to bo replaced

in like manner by a third crop of branches,
from which a third trunk or set of trunks may
grow. Tliese may again succumb, and a fourth

trunk mayarise, enclosiugthe three pre-existing

ones. It is a fact worth noting that two of

these rings of wood may have grown simul-

taneously, as is shown in a Yew tree near
Tintern, so that we may tlius iind, as in fact wo
do frequently, three successive dead trunks one
within the other, surrounded by a circle of

living wood. A striking illustration of the re-

sult of injury to the primary trunk is to be
seen at Court Lodge, near Shorue, in the

grounds of Mr. Isaac Winch. The trunk, which
is a foot in diameter, was broken otl', probably
by the fall of another tree, at 7 feet from the
ground, being at this time about seventy-
five years old. At 4 feet from the ground it is

surrounded by a vigorous growth of boughs,
some of which measure 8 inches in diameter.
The circumference of the new trunk at this

point is 9 feet. If we take this girth as repre-

senting the age of the tree, it would appear to

be 225 years old. But as tfie central foot of

diameter was produced in seventy-tive years,

and the two outer feet must have grown in the
same space of time, we have ] 50 years as the
real age. In all probability, nay almost cer-

tainly, it was much less than this, for the oldest

branch only measured 8 inches in diameter,
and, therefore, could only have reached fifty

years of age, giving for the total age 125 years,

or 100 years less than would be found by ordi-

nary reckoning- Another tree near the same
locality has been broken off about 2 feet above
the ground ; a aeries of large branches springing

from the base surrounds the trunk. When
these have grown another fifty years they
will probably show a girth of 12 feet, giving

an apparent age of 300 years instead of 125,

which would then be the real age. The
amalgamation or welding together of so many
young shoots around the broken trunk leads to

a very rapid increase in girth. It is obvious

that the growth of new stems on opposite sides

of the trunk, whether consisting of single trunks
or a number amalgamated together, must grow
at least at the same rate as an independent
trunk, and, therefore, the two sides of the tree

will together produce a given thickness in half

the time which a single trunk would demand.

To illustrate this, we may imagine a trunk
to have attained the age of seventy-five years,

and therefore a diameter of 12 inches. The
trunk becomes fractured and then produces a

ring of young shoots. After each of these has

grown for a further period of seventy-five years

it will also have attained a diameter of 12

inches. We have thus a total diameter of 36

inches, or one-third more than would be pro-

duced at the ordinary rate of increase, and re-

presenting, therefore, an apparent age of 225
years instead of 150 years, the actual age.

It is no uncommon thing to find the surface

of a tree so thickly covered with young shoots

that as many as twenty or more may be counted
on a square inch, and there is such a continual

growth of bark and new wood going on in all

directions, that half an inch of new wood some-
times forma in a single year. This is duriug
the period of greatest activity, when the trunk

is covered with young spray. When from any
cause this has disappeared the rate of growth is

checked. The efl'ect of removing the young
shoots is well seen in a Yew tree on Box Hill,

where they have been rubbed or eaten off by
sheep. The result is that the lower 2 feet of

the trunk has a circumference of only 8 feet,

whereas above that point the tree girths 12 feet

3 inches. The age would thus appear as 200

below and 300 years above. A very fine Vow
tree in the churchyard at Bredhurst, near

Chatham, is a good illustration of the effect of

repeated fractures on the leading shfiot and
principal branches. The tree is a pollard,

practically, but not by artificial cutting, and
has a good head of foliage. It is 21 feet at 4

foot from the ground, and at 15 feet from the

ground is 15 feet in girth. The primary trunk

in the centre of this consists of dead, but

tolerably sound wood, and is 2 feet in diameter.

Surro>inding this, but with opcningn through

which it can bo seen, is a second growth or

ring of wood, also dead, which has a radius of 1

foot. Some <if its branches having a diameter
of 10 inches still remain. I )ut8ide this is a third

ring of living wood with a diameter of nearly 2
feet, and one of its largest limbs is 3 feet in

circumference. Outside this, again, a fourth
is in process of formation, and already
considerably developed by the growth of an
enormous number of young shoots, some of

which have attained 3 inches in girth and are

coalescing at the base. Many others die off,

smothered by the overhanging foliage, but if

the top beccm^s broken at any time these will

soon grow into large branches. This tree, if

its age were estimated by the number of rings

in its outer case, would probably appear to have
attained over 1000 years ; if the age be cal-

culated by allowing seventy-five years for 1

foot of diameter, it seems to be something over
GOO years. But at the same rate the central

stem of 2 feet diameter would appear to be 150
years old ; added to this the age of the outer
rings, having a total diameter of 5 feet, each side

of which ii produced in the same space of time,

and we have 2^, feet = 187'5 + 150 = 337*5

—

the real age, probably.

The Fountains Abbey trees, the largest of
which has a girth of 27 feet,* or 6 feet over that
of the Bredhurst one, are said, on traditional

evidence, to have been large trees at the time
the Abbey was built in 1132, as it is recorded
that the Benedictine monks who built it shel-

tered " under these very trees." Assuming that
they were then 200 years old, their present age
would be 958. But this is manifestly impossible,

as there has been time enough for the growth
of two sets of trees of this size. It is much
more probable that the now existing trees are
something over 400 years old and are the suc-

cessors of the original ones. Dr. John Burton,
writing in 1757, says "there are five or six yet
growing, except the largest, which was blown
down a few years ago ; they are of incredible

size ; the circumference of the trunk of one of

them is at least 14 feet above a yard from the
ground." If this tree was, as seems probable,
the largest remaining in 1757, the growth must
have been beyond all pie.edent to have reached
27 feet in 1 822, or an increase of 13 feet girth
in 65 years, or 3 feet 3 inches of diameter in the
same period.

Since the foregoing paragraph was written I

have had an opportunity of examining this tree,

the only lai-ge one now standing. It is very
probable that this is the tree mentioned by Dr.
Burton. The girth at 3 feet is 20 feet 10
inches, and at 5 feet is 22 feet 6 inche?. It is

much decayed on one side and has two fine

limbs much broken by storms. If this is the
tree which measured 14 feet in girth in 1757, it

has increased 7 feet in 134 years, or 2 feet 3
inches in diameter, which is largely above the
average rate, which would have required 168
years for the same amount of growth. Not
far from this tree on the hill by some farm
buildings are three other trees, two of which
are fallen. It was not possible to measure them
accurately, but as nearly as could be estimated
they are not more than IS feet in circumference.
Each of these four trees has a central dial
trunk.

A not uncommon mode of calculating the
age of old Yews is by ascribing to them the
same date as the church or building near which
they grow. It would be hardly worth while to

nocico this method were it not so commonly
practi.sed by men of intelligence. To sliow the
absurd deductions to which it may lead, there
are in Kent two contiguous parishes, the
churchyards of which have each a largo Yew,
the one l(i feet and the other 17 feet in girth.

• Strutt. " Sylva Britamiioa " (1883).
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The churches are 11th and 14th century, so that

there would iu this way be three centuries dif-

ference. In point of fact it is doubtful if either

tree is more than 300 or at most 400 years

old.

A similar fallacy is evident in the case of

Arbuthuot, where a tree, in the manse garden,

with a girth of 8 feet 11 inches, is thought by
Mr. Hutchison to date from 1242, in which
year the cliurch of St. Ternan, near which it

stands, was consecrated by Bishop de Bernliam.

Thus we should have an increase of diameter of

nearly 35 in. in 048 years, or very nearly 1 ft. in

224 years, a rate of growth opposed to all proved
data. We should not forget to note that nearly

all estimates of age ignore entirely the relative

sizes of these trees, so that we find two trees of

the same dimensions may differ 500 or COO
years in estimated age, which is a palpable ab-

surdity, for it is abundantly clear that the

growth, though not uniform, in the oldest trees

proceeds at a greater rate of increase than in

young trees.

After the age of 200 years it is probable that

all Yew trees become more or less unequal on
opposite sides, owing to a variety of causes,

such as greater exposure on one si4e to frost or

cold winds or storms causing fracture, or poor-

ness of soil. In this way many trees show an
eccentric arrangement of their annual rings,*

and not only do they differ between the two
sides, but they may differ on the same horizon-

tal level on the same side, e.g., where Bow-
man's observations on the Darley Dale Yew
show a variation of thirty-three to sixty-six

rings iu an inch of radius. A tree may have
died on one side or may have ceased growing,
while the other side is growing vigorously.

There may be a period during which the tree

grows scarcely at all, but after the top is broken,
rejuvenescence takes place and rapid growth
ensues.

Sir R. Christison, as I have mentioned,
thoiight that old trees have a slower growth
than young ones. I believe that the exact
contrary obtains in nearly every instance.

There are cases apparently opposed to this view
in which there has been a temporary arrest of

growth, or where the base is measured as Sir
Robert recommended

—

It is fortunate that the ground level is" the right
place, for most very aged Yews have their stems so
misshapen at all other points by knobs and lamps,
that they cannot allow a correct comparison any-
where else ; and they are also apt to be so densely
covered with living twigs and young spray, that a
measuring-tape cannot be applied at all to them
except near the ground.

In many trees the ground-line is the very
worst place. In those of 200 years old it is

generally by far the greatest girth, as in the
Yattenden tree. I find little difficulty in mea-
suring the trunk, even when covered with
spray, if the tapa is passed luidor the branches
close to the stem. Whenever this is done it

will be found tliat, instead of measuring the
trunk proper, we have measured merely the
crown of the root, and in this very often little

or no increase will be found, while the stem
has largely grown. For instance, the Darley
Dale tree shows no increase at the ground in
fitty-two years, whilst the trunk at 2 feet 4 inches
has grown 3 feet 2 inches iu girth, according to
Mr. Bowman's last measurement in 1888. It is

true that Sir R. Christison showed an increase
of 7 feet G inches in 1879, but then he trusted
the measurement to another person ; Mr. Bow-
man made his own. In 1880 I obtained a fresh

* One mentioned by Sir K. Cliristisonhad its centio
twice as distant from one siJe as from the other. This
troo wa3 only 2i inches in girth.

measurement from the same individual who
measured for Sir Robert Christison, and re-

ceived the exact figures published by the elder

Bowman in 1830. This has been a caution to

me to verify all measurement where it is prac-

ticable, and in no instance to rely on statements
made by people who are not known as accurate

observers. On the other hand, we find in many
instances the ground-line gives the largest

girth, owing to the swelling of the roots. This
is generally the case in young trees, as, for in-

stance, that of Dryburgh Abbey, planted by
the Earl of Buchan in 1789. In August, 1887,
this measured 4 feet at the ground, while at .'5

feet above it was 3 feet 8 inches.

The Darley Dale tree, therefore, instead of

being a slowly growing tree, shows an increase

of more than 1 foot of diameter in 52 years,

according to the measurements of Mr. Bowman
and Mr. Paget Bowman, the former in 1830,

when he calculated the tree to be 2000 years on
the De Candolle hypothesis ; the latter in 1888.

Calculated on the rate of growth before men-
tioned, the tree may have attained the respect-

able age of nearly 550 years, but it may possibly

be something over this. This should be a very

convincing instance, resting as it does on the

exact measurements of two such observers as

Mr. Bowman and his grandson.

It is not a little curious that the trephine

cuts made by Mr. Bowman into this tree show
an average growth of 1 inch of radius in forty-six

years. Mr. Bowman attempted to carry out this

line of investigation in very old trees by means
of the trephine, and his observations led him to

think that one line a year is too little to allow,

and that De CandoUe's average " makes old

trees too young and young trees too old." For
the latter he would allow two, and in the case

of trees growing in rich soil three lines a year

till they had attained 2 feet in diameter, when,
with De Candolle, he would allow one line,

thus :

—

2 lines a year = 1 inch radius in 6 years = 1 foot

radius in 72 years.

3 lines a year = li inch radius in G years = 18

inches radius in 72 years.

This is far beyond Christison's estimate,which
gives inches of radius in seventy-five years,

a rate which agrees substantially with actual

measurements of felled trees of known age and
also with the number of annual rings actually

counted.

The Darley Dale tree displays three inner

rings of dead wood, as in the Bredhurst tree,

and in that at Dinder.
The Ormiston Yew is another instance of

growth in mature age exceeding that of young
trees. Mr. Hutchison* considers this tree

second only to the Fortingal Yew in point of

age, size and historical interest. As to the last

of these, I would say nothing. Historical inte-

rest has found such a wide field of conjecture

in all old trees of this kind, that one can only

admire the fertility of invention and speculation

with which they have been invested. As re-

gards age and size, however, Norbury Park and
Cherkley Court can show many scores of trees

far exceeding this, for there is no reason for

believing that they grow more slowly in Scot-

land than in England. The Ormiston tree

measured in 1834 12 feet inches at the
ground, and 17 feet 8 inches at 5 feet. In the
forty-five subsequent years it had gained at the
rate of 1 inch radius in 22 years at the ground,
and 1 inch in 12 years at 3 feet, and 1 inch in

1 1 years at 5 feet, the two latter measure-
ments giving a rate of increase very nearly 1

foot of diameter in 72 and GG years. If the age

* Traua. 11. Scottish Arboriuuh. Soc, 181)0.

were calculated on the basis of 75 years for

each of the central 3 feet of diameter and for

each 2 feet of diameter beyoml this outwards,
we should have 474 years as the sum. It may
be something, but probably not very much
beyond this.

Rate op growth of old trees.^Mr. R.
Hutchison* mentions a tree (one of fifteen) at

Ellon Castle, Aberdeenshire, which has in-

creased in the last 30 years 5 feet G inches in

girth at 1 foot from the ground. This gives
•22 inches of diameter in that period, or 1 foot

in 19 '8 years, an amount of increase far exceed-
ing any of Dr. Christison's measurements. It

had in 1852 a circumference of 10 feet G inches
at 1 foot from the gnnmd ; whereas now (1888)
it is 16 feet at 3 feet from the ground. One at

Pitmedden, in the same county, which was
planted in 1075 by Sir A. Seton, is now 10 feet

8 inches at 3 feet from the ground. The rate

of increase in this case is very nearly 1 foot of

diameter for 01 years.

Old Meldru.m Manse, Abekdeenshike f
—

Two trees believed to have been moved to their

present site in 1080 now measure 10 feet and
10 feet 2 inches respectively, or about 1 foot

diameter in 03 years. At Camperdown, For-
farshire, a tree planted in 1816 which has
grown very vigorously is now 3 feet 10 inches

in girth at 3 feet from the ground, a rate of in-

crease which gives 1 foot of diameter in a little

under 60 years.

ARN(iOMERY, Stirlingshire. I—A tree mea-
suring 10 feet 4 inches at 3 feet from the ground.
A note says, " Old buildings taken down lately

near the site of tree were of eleventh cen-

tury." This tree is less in girth than that at

Pitmedden known to be planted in 1675. The
age of the buildings, therefore, is no guide to

that of the tree.

The Ankerwyke Yew near Staines is said to

be upwards of 1000 years old. Strutt§ gives

the following description of it in 1822 :

—

The girth at 3 feet from the ground is 27 feet 8
inches; at 8 feet 32 feet 5 inches. Immediately
above the latter height there are five principal

branches, which shoot out from the stem in a
lateral direction, the girth of which are 5 feet 5

inc'aes, G feet 10 inches, 5 feet 7 inches, .5 feet 7

inches, and 5 feet 9 inches. Above the branches
the trunk measures in the girth 20 feet 8 inches.

At 12 feet from the ground various branches pro-

ceed in every direction, aspiring to the height of

49 feet G inches, spreading their umbrage to the
circumference of 207 feet.

In 1877 this tree was again measured for Sir

R. Christison by Mr. Troj', gardener to Mr.
Anderson, of Ankerwyke House. Its girth at

the ground was 25 feet ; at 3 feet, 30 feet 5

inches ; and at 7 feet, 35 feet. This gives at

3 feet, the only available point of comparison,

an increase in girth of 33 inches in fifty-five

years, or an inch of radius in 10 3 years, and,

as Christison remarks, " If this rate were
adopted for that of the whole trunk, the tree in

1877 was only 504 years old instead of 1000

years." " But," he says, " so great a tree can-

not be nearly so young, and the erroneous re-

sult arises from the measurements having been
taken over the swelling of the trunk near the

spring of its limbs."

At Parkhill, near Blairgowrie, is an old Yew
tree with a girth of 15 feet at 5 feet from the

ground.
II

It measures at the ground 14 feet 5

inches, and was probably planted in 1010.

This would make it 280 years old, or 1 foot of

diameter in fifty-six years. By Sir R. Christi-

son's calculation of 1 foot in seventy-five years

the age would appear as 375.

* Tnius. Hoy. ,\rlioricvdt. Soc , vol. xii.. part 3.

t Ibid. t tbid. § Sylva Brit., p. 8.

;: Hutchison, Op. Cit., 1890.
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An imaginary section of the Bredhurst Yew
shows the formation of four distinct rings of

growth. Some trees in Norbury Park, one of

which is given, shows how these rings may have
been formed by the coalescence of the young
stems produced around and after the death of

the main stem. In this case one of tlie second-

ary stems has also died, and obviously this,

after its decay and after the union of the rest,

would give an opening to the central stem, such
as we often iind in old trees. Near Tintem
there are several trees showing this peculiarity

in growth. One of these Ls especially note-

worthy as exhibiting what I have never before

seen—the simultaneous growth of two rings

after the death of the main stem, which has a

diameter of 1 foot. The circumference of the
outer circle is 1 5 feet, and in GO or 70 years
the individual trees of each circle may all coal

esce. We should then have an apparent age
of 450 years, for by that time the girth would
have increased to 18 feet. But even taking the
present girth, the age would seem to be 375
years ; whereas, if we take 75 years as the age
of the central stem, 50 as the age of the young
trunks, and allow 70 for their coalescence

(75-1-50 + 70), we find the then age would be
195 instead of 375, and obviously the age is

less than would appear owing to the fact that

the rings are of the same age. Mr. Hutchison
(Op. Cit. ) mentions a similar fact as occurring

on Inch Lonaig, Loch Lomond. "Many of

these Yews," he says, " when they have begun
to decay have sent up shoots close to the old

trunk. A number of these coalesce and form
at last a complete new trunk, at the side of

which ( ? inside ) the old one continues to

decay."

The Thurniam Yew, before mentioned, mea-
suresat the ground IGfeetSinches, while at 6 feet

it measures 24 feet 8 inches in girth. This large

increase is clearly due to the coalescence of

a large number of branches. The Fortingal
Yew has most likely been produced on a similar

plan, or, as is still more likely, may have origi-

nated in a congeries of trees planted close to-

gether and becoming subsequently welded into

one. The vast age of 3000 years might in this

way be reduced to less than one-third. The
Yew more than any other tree lends itself to

this mode of welding. Opposed surfaces readily

coalesce, and a tree split in two by the weight
of snow has been known to come together again
and reunite.

The conclusions arrived at in this paper
are :

—

1

.

That we may accept the average rate of growth
assigned to young trees by Sir R. Chrlstison, viz , 1

foot of diameter in 75 years, as proved by the num-
ber of annual rings in trees of known age and by
their measurements.

2. That trees of advanced age grow with great
rapidity, and that their rate of growth is often
double that of young trees, and in some instances
even more than this.

'>. That this is brought about by a process equiva-
lent to pollarding caused by the destruction of the
leading stems by cutting, by storms of wind,
heavy snowfalls, the action of gales, frost, &c.

•1. That there shortly follows a free growth of

young shoots from the trunk, that these coalesce
and cause rapid increase of girth.

.'). That trees whose growth seems to have stopped
or nearly so have been proved, by careful measure-
ments at long intervals of time, to be growing more
rapidly than young trees.

(i. That rings of young stems form round the
broken trunks and subsequently coalesce, and that
two of such rings may, in some instances, form
simultaneously.

7. That all old trees show a sncceBsIon of rings
of dead wood.

8. That in some instances there is reason to believe

a congeries of trees may become welded together
into a single large trunk.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

A CALIFORNIAN GROWER ON FRUIT-
DRYING.

Having observed the discussion in your columns
upon fruit-drying, I thought perhaps your
readers might like to know something of how
the process is carried on in California. It is

now generally conceded that the finest Prunes
are grown and dried in this State, and the fact

that the French article, after the cost of ship-

ping and duty, cannot command nearly such a
price in the New York and eastern markets is a
sufficient guarantee for the above statement.

The variety grown for the purpose is called the
Petite Prune, and it has been proved to be the
best. It is the one generally grown in France.
The fruit is shaken from the trees, sometimes
on to a cloth attached to a low trolley, in such
a way as that the fruit will roll into boxes,

but more often on to the ground. It is then
taken to the drying house, each fruit ranche of

any pretensions having its own. The fruit is

then placed in a perforated wire basket and
dipped into boiling water containing the Ameri-
can concentrated lye in the proportion of about
two tins to 10 gallons of water ; the thicker the
skin of the fruit the more lye required. This is to

merely crack the skin without cooking the fruit,

and it requires experience to know exactly when
this object is attained. Without iindergoing

this process the fruit when dried would be
hard and leathery and of little commercial
value. You cannot produce a saleable article

without dipping ; this has been proved over
and over again. It ia then poured from the

dipping basket on to wooden trays and placed

on the drying ground in the sun, and if the

weather is bright and hot, the fruit will be
sufficiently dry in about five days to be put
into bins to sweat. Practice alone can teach

when the fruit is in the right condition to take
in. If too dry it will not sweat, and if not
dry enough it will turn mouldy and sour in

the heap. It requires turning over two or

three times, or the outside Prunes do not get

cured, and will resemble stones more than
anything else. After remaining in bulk about
three weeks it is graded into difierent sizes,

and again dipped in boiling water, this time
containing glycerine or glucose. The hot water
is to plump it up, and the glycerine to make
it shiny and black. After being placed out
in the sun for two or three hours the pro-

cess is completed. It is then taken into the

warehouse to be packed according to the grower's

particular inclination ; some pack in boxes with
fancy paper, others in white bags. Though the

above remarks apply to Prunes and Plums, it is

just as easy to dry any other kind of fruit. Of
course Apricots and Peaches do not require dip-

ping, but there is another item in their treatment
equally as important. They are cut in half and
" pitted," as it is called, and laid on the trays cut

side up. They are then placed in a close box
one above another on cleats nailed to the side

and a quantity of sulphur is ignited underneath
them. This is to keep the fruit from turning
black when exposed to the sun. A period of from
one to one and a half hours ia sulliciont to etl'ict

this. Pears are quartered and Apples are cut in a
circular form in a machine, but being a later crop

tliey are usually placed in evaporators, thougli

if there is enough sun they may be dried in the

same way as other fruit.

This is a general outline of the fruit-drying

business in California, and I should think that

in an average summer and autumn the same
ought to apply to England—at any rate the
Bouthern counties. We get it rather warm here
for two or three days together, and I have seen
the thermometer at 110' in the shade, but it

cools ott', and for several weeks after the

weather will very much resemble an English
summer, average about 75° day after day, and If

fruit will dry in that temperature here, it should
do so in England. Of course, on a wet day or

foggy night it requires protection. The me-
thod here is to pile the trays up one above
another, placiiig a piece of board under each end
to admit air, and drawing a sheet or tarpaulin

over them. They will stand like this two days

without injury, but not longer. Apricots have
been a heavy crop, going as much as ten and
eleven tons to the acre (108 trees). Prunes were
lighter, but of very fine quality, and Peaches a

heavy crop and of good quality, especially where
irrigation was used. I have seen a Peach from
Mr.^Flickinger's ranche turn the scale at 18 oza.

Enormous quantities of dried fruit have been
shipped during the past season from San Jose
direct to Liverpool. I could by inquiring get

the exact tonnage, and I think it quite possible

that a considerable percentage of the so-called

choice French Prunes sold in the English
markets is grown and dried in California. The
same remark applies to wines and brandy.

If this letter is of any use to the growers in

the old country, and thereby be the means of

relieving them of their surplus fruit, an old

countryman will only be too glad to offer any
further information. Geo. DK.iYuorr.

Han J(jsc, California.

Do Damsons pay?—I was glad to see "A
Midland Fruit Grower "at p. 401 in The Garden
give his opinion that Damsons do pay, and I feel

sure such is the case, as for twenty years I lived

in a district where Damsons were grown by every

cottager. When Damsons were scarce I have seen

the fruit fetch £2 per pot (about 5 pecks).

Most of the cottagers have large gardens
;

many are enclosed from common land, and
the hedges are planted with Damson trees.

To show that Damson - growing pays, a cot-

tager, whenever a piece of land is vacant or a
house to let, always values the place by the quan-
tity of Damson trees it possesses, and if he gets a
lease, which, unfortunately, is not often, he soon

plants more trees. As the cottager raises the trees,

they can generally be had at a low rate from suc-

cessful neighbours. I have known a man with
from two to three acres of this enclosed land net

£50 in a season, and so he has reason to value the

Damsons. When there is a glut, Damsons realise

3s. Od. per pot, as there are dealers always ready
for the crop. " A Midland Fruit Grower " must
live in the same locality as I write of, as he states

no difficulty is experienced in disposing of the fruit,

and as the fruit is often gathered by the cottager's

family while he is at his own employment, the

cost is nothing. The cottager trusts to paying his

rent and often to meeting other expenses by the sale

of his Damsons. Damsons have another advantage
over other soft fruits like Plums, in that they do
not deteriorate so quickly .lud hang longer. I

have seen a cottager keep his Damsons for weeks
on the trees when dissatisfied with the price, and
he often gets double what was offered when a glut

occurred. Another, who has early fruits, gets a
larger return by sending picked fruits a few
days in advance of others. I also observed that

trees planted round the gardens are superior to

tho.'ie planted thickly in rows, the fruit being liner.

\eiy few Damsons aregrown as orchard trees in rows,

the open space being devoted to Apples, Plums, &c.

There i.s such a demand for Damsons in Worcester
shire and Herefordshire, that large quantities of

the fruit are sold weeks before it is ready. The
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great bulk of the fruit goes to Birmingham, Liver- I being had from large old trees against a wall

pool and Manchester. Plums do not pay, but in
|

facing north-east. The tree, of which an illus-

the district refen-ed to 'hesoU suits Apples, . jg gj^gn carried what this season would
and I feel sure if some of the best late-keep- , • i j i a it „,„-„ouu i icoi ouic .1 °

, „,„„„,!„ ot„roS 06 cousidered a good average crop, and if more
ing varieties were grown and properly stored, , , , , t,

^
i. ..i c i li,; ;„„ „u

there would be a good margin left for profit. The had been left on at the final thinning all

storage is the weak point, as cottagers have not probably would have been of poorer quality-

the means, but the farmers could do it at Uttle overcropping quickly telling in the case of the

expense, and would find it more profitable than Marie Louise Pear. Nor is there any necessity

growing Apples for cider, that, after expense of to adopt any particular form of training, but

making and finding barrels, often is sold at from

6d. per gallon.—G. W. S.

if fine profitable trees are desired, the prefer-

ence ought to be given to young trees on the

Pear stock. For covering extra high walls

the Marie Ijouise is particularly to be recom-

PEAR MARIE LOUISE. mended, not only on account of its naturally

Acc'OKiilNC! to the leading authorities, this productive habit of growth, but also owing to

grand Pear was raised in France about the the long period over which the season can be

year 1809 and was introduced into this country made to extend. It is possible to artificially

seven years later. It was named Marie Louise i ripen some of the fruit early in October, and

in honour of Maria Louisa, the second consort of
j

by gathering and storing at fortnightly inter-

Napoleon, and from the first its great merits have vals, the tree being cleared before severe frosts

been well, if not so fully appreciated as of late
j

injure the fruit, the supply of delicious ripe

years. Now-a-days it would be rightly included ' Pears would last well into December. It is

in the most limited selections

of choice Pears, there being only

one failing that can well be urged
against it. This failing I will

first notice. After the first few
years of rather strong growth,
the trees, whether against walls

or in the open, rarely fail to

bloom freely, but too often the

flowers are of such a weakly
character, that they fall off

wholesale, quite failing to set,

and that, too, in spite of pro-

tection being aftbrded in frosty

weather, the prospect of a good
crop being shattered accord-

ingly. Thinning out the flowers

just before they expand is of

little or no avail, and the best

remedy would appear to be a
more liberal treatment at the
roots, the borders being renewed
occasionally and never allowed
to become either very dry or
poor. Very few cultivators

probably feel disposed to thin

out the fruit buds in the autumn,
but it would pay them well to

do it whenever they are very
plentiful, those reserved opening
all the more strongly accord-

ingly. Weakly blooms are not
often produced byhealthyyoung
trees or any older specimens that

have been partially lifted and
given the benefit of a root-

run into fresh and fairly rich loamy compost.
Marie Louise may be said to be the Pear of

1891, for never before have I seen such capital

crops on the trees generally. Standards carried

exceptionally good crops, the fruit at a distance

Mari'3 Louise Pear tree iu the gaideu at Straffan House.

almost needless to add that a well-ripened

dish of this variety is of very attractive ap-

pearance, while as regards quality, Doyennfi

du Coniice is its only formidable rival. I

have come across several very fine trees of

leading anyone to think the variety must be Marie Louise in the course of my travels, but

the hardier and naturally larger variety Pit-
I
never one to equal that to be seen in the gar-

maston Duchess. So plentiful was the fruit in dens at Elvaston Castle. About twelve years

some parts of Somerset, that the crops were
]

ago Mr. Goodacre, the well-known gardener in

actually sold direct from the trees at ia. , and
;

charge of those gardens, bought a young hori-

sometimes lower prices, per bushel. There is, zontally-trained tree furnished with two pairs

therefore, no good reason why cordons, bushes, of branches. This was planted against a high

pyramids and standards should not be planted
in the open with every prospect of profitable

crops being obtained two years out of three,

but the variety is so much improved in appear-
ance, if not in (luality, when the trees have the
benefit of wall shelter, that against walls it

ought to be most extensively grown. No par-

ticular site is absolutely necessary, but here-
abouts, on the contrary, they succeed well

against any wall, our earliest ripening and
frequently the best crops, strange to relate,

south wall at the end of a long range of vineries

and as this site was also chosen for the erection

of a high water tower, there was any amount
.>f room upwards for the Pear tree. The result

has been most remarkable. At the present

time the tree has attained a height of not less

than 30 feet, having formed two pairs of

side branches every year fr(3m the first. It

soon commenced to bear freely, and as most of

the branches were about 8 feet long, the crops

latterly have been reckoned by the bushel, from

four to six bushels of fine fruit from one tree

being a smart achievement. This shows what
can be done by liberal treatment at the roots,

as farmyard liquid manure was freely used of

late years, fresh turfy loam also being placed

within reach of the roots.—W. loGirLDEN.

Mr. F. Bedford, who sent us the photo-

graph from which the engraving was made,

sends us the following note concerning it :

—

Of all Pears grown, I suppose there is none so

popular as that named above, and when in season

many other fairly good kinds are passed over. It

was raised in 1809 by the Abbe Daquesne, and named
in honour of Maria Louisa, the consort of Napoleor.

Doyenne du Cornice, to my mind, is the best fla-

voured of all Pears, but it is not so good all round

as Marie LouiEe. Doyenne du Cornice neither

grows nor bears so freely ; at least, this is my ex-

perience of it here. Pears here are nearly all grown

on walls, as they are not to be depended on in the

open In this cold nngenial soil. All Pears succeed

well here on the Pear stock, and are root-pruned if

inclined to grow too strongly. The trees are kept

spurred close home, very few extending more than

:> inches from the wall. We have a few kinds on

the Quince, but they are not a success. The tree

here illustrated is comparatively a young one and

bore 198 perfect fruits, all of good size, shape, and

colour, and the tree is well set with buds for an-

other season. That fine-looking Pear Pitmaston

Duchess, as a rule, is poor in flavour here, but this

year it is exceptionally good, being nearly equal to

Marie Louise, so that one would be led to suppose

that a cool, dull summer suits it best.

SOME NEWER APPLES.

At thevarious fruit shows during the present autumn

and from notes taken at Messrs. Veitch's nurseries

at Sonthfields and Langley, I have observed the fol-

lowing new (or comparatively so) Apples. Several

of the sorts have been found in the winning

collections at the principal shows. Of these,

I took particular note of Gascoigne's Seedling,

which when at its best is one of the hand-

somest Apples. It is in use from October to

January. Frogmore Prolific, as it name denotes,

is a most prolific bearer, being also after a recent

trial a first-rate cooking kind (September to Decern-

ber). Bismarck has this season been shown in

splendid form ; it wUl without doubt be a standard

kind for years to come, and is also well suited to

pot culture for the orchard house, as was clearly

shown by the fine examples staged by Messrs.

Hunter and Mclndoe at Edinburgh in September.

Small trees bear well (October to December). Bar-

nack Beauty is a very handsome Apple, and when

well exposed attains a high colour, having more the

appearance of a dessert fruit. The fruits are of

medium size, keeping weU to April and May, the

tree a prolific bearer. Large American has fruits

of extra size of a rich mellow flavour as tasted from

the tree, the colour a pale yellow with tinges of

russet. Bramley's Seedling is another large Apple

of much promise, the tree hardy and robust, the

flesh solid ; the fruit also keeping well (January to

March). Lane's Prince Albert is well known

for its splendid keeping qualities, being one of the

very best late kinds ; it has been repeatedly shown

in fine condition and is being largely planted.

The Queen has been seen recently in several

stands, and is an Apple of taking appearance, not

unlike Gravenstein when well finished in this re-

spect (now in season). King of Tomkins County

is one of the best known American varieties, being

suited for either the dessert or the kitchen. For

the former purpose it will prove one of the best

late sorts. The tree bears well and is hardy (Jan-

uary to May). Among early Apples, one of the best is

Domino as a cooking kind, and King Harry for the

dessert. These varieties do not seem to be grown

so much as their merits warrant. Baumann's Red

Reinette is a very handsome Apple of high colour

and large size, with firm flesh, the tree being a

good bearer (January to March). Schoolmaster
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partakes somewhat of the Rasset character, with
colour on the sunny side, and is a later kind than
the foregoing. Tyler's Kernel was shown several
times and is a very taking fruit, not amiss
for the dessert, although classed otherwise, being
in good condition till after Christmas. Seaton
House is not in shape unlike Stirling Castle,

but keeps in good condition for a greater length
of time. It is a pale green-streaked Apple, and
has been several times exhibited. Balchin's
Pearmain is a capital addition to dessert Apples
for late use, keeping well ; the tree a strong grower
when fully established. Belle de Boskoop, Calville

Boisbunel, and Landsberger Reinette are without
doubt introductions from the Continent ; the first

is a dessert fruit of superior appearance, keeping
well till after the new year ; the second is a cook-
ing Apple of good quality ; the last is also a cook-
ing Apple, large, and of good appearance. All

three are e\'idently good bearers. Sandringham
has been treated upon separately. The foregoing
kinds were noted in a visit paid to Messrs. Veitch
and Sons' fruit grounds whilst the fruits were still

upon the trees. They had been grown under the
usual nursery methods without any special culture.

Most, if not all, of them were shown in the large
collections staged by the firm a few weeks later

on.—H.

When asked his opinion of that fine newApple
Bismarck, Mr. J. Smith, gardener at Mentmore,
said that he thought it to be at once the finest and
most attractive of all the large varieties recently
introduced. It is a good keeper, having firm flesh

of excellent quality. Having seen it very fre-

quently in nurseries, I have been much struck with
its precocious fruiting, and have invariably strongly
recommended it for market. Mr. Smith has seve-
ral trees of it at Mentmore, and has given it a good
trial. Jlr. Walker, who has several trees of it on
dwarfing stocks at Ham, finds it to be all that
has been described, and will grow it more largely.

Apart from its robust habit and capital cropping
properties, the colour of the fruit is an important
factor from a market point of view. Another very
fine Apple, splendid samples of which were shown
the other day at the Drill Hall, is Sandringham.
This is of a rounder character than Bismarck

—

indeed comes very near to Peasgood's Nonsuch in
appearance, but has a deeper broader eye and less

of the colour often found in the latter variety. It

has also firmer flesh and keeps well. This is a
robust grower and bears well. It will soon be
found generally in collections. Grenadier is an-
other variety which will presently make a good
reputation. It is valuable as a late autumn variety,

following Lord Saffield and Lord Grosvenor, yet
has all the precocious properties of those varieties,

and shovild make a capital market Apple. This
will be found to fruit almost profusely on young
trees. The fruits are broad, roundish, slightly ribbed,
the flesh soft, juicy, and delicious when cooked. It

seems to be as good on standards on the Crab
stock as in the form of dwarfs on the Paradise.
A very fine handsome Apple, though being some-
what more tender than are the kinds named above,
is best fitted for a wall, or espalier, or a house, is

Washington. The fruits are large, pleasingly col-
oured, and handsome, the flesh very juicy and
pleasantly flavoured ; indeed, the variety, although
the fruits are lart,'e, is generally classed with the
dessert section. One of the most delicious Apples
we have—Calville Blanche—is rarely good, except
grown under glass or on a wall

; therefore we may
not object to treatinf,' some others in that way if

the fruits are of exceptional beauty and excellence
when ripened. Another very handsome Apple is

Queen Caroline, which is yet far from being com-
mon. Mr. Woodward, of 15arham Court Gardens,
showed it in very fine form on October 27 at the
Drill Hall. The fruits are round and handsome,
having the colour of Golden Noble, but with an open
broad eye. The flesh is very white and good,
and is acceptable either for dessert or cooking.
Lady Sudeley, the new early dessert variety, has
been seen in good form this season. It is

without doubt one of our best early varieties for
table. It must not be assumed that because a va-
riety is introduced with some noiso at the firot that

it is one of the best ; neither, on the other hand, is

it to be supposed that, should a few years elapse
before much is heard of a variety after it has been
put into commerce, that it has therefore failed. It

takes several years to establish any new Apple, and
without doubt Lady Sudeley will soon be heard of
abundantly. Another very fine Apple is Mrs.
Barron. This is one of the largest, as also one ot
the handsomest of kitchen varieties, and will soon
be much more widely grown. It ranks as a mid-
winter sort—a very useful section. The flesh is of
the best quality and delicious when cooked. It is

pleasant to find that so many of our newer sorts
are of such great excellence.—A. D.

FLAVOUR IN PEARS.
Although the season has been against the
flavour of Pears L scorning fully developed, yet
the majority of the early and midseaaon varieties
are better than might have been expected. The
flavour of the later kinds has yet to be proved,
but, considering how they have finished up, they
will not lack probably in this respect. It is

interesting to note the tone of the various corre-
spondents' reports as to the behaviour of certain
varieties in their particular gardens or districts,

and even in this latter respect how vastly
difl'erent are the results even when the gardens
are not widely separated. Certainly the soil

varies greatly in the same district, and one man
may be successful principally through the soil

being in his favour, and without paying a tithe
more cultural attention than another where the
soil is not naturally adapted for Pear culture.
The want of flavour must also not be always
attributed to either the suitability or unsuita-
bility of the soil, but more often to the time of
gathering. There is no other fruit which re-
quires such close observation as the Pear, so as
to present it at table in the best possible condi-
tion. I am of the opinion that the earlier Pears
are often alio ,ved to remain on the tree much
longer than is good for them, the flavour dimin-
ishing considerably to what it would have been
had the fruits been gathered earlier. Colour in
the earlier Pears is no criterion that the flavour
wiU also increase correspondingly, as in this
respect they often fail lamentably. Of the
many varieties of Pears, Jargonelle, Williams'
Bon Chretien, and Souvenir de Congros are
certainly of better flavour if gathered before
they part readily from the tree, for if allowed
to hang until they come away easily, the tex-
ture will not get beyond the coarse stage. To
recommend that such varieties should be allowed
to hang shows poor judgment, for unless these
Pears are melting, they are of very little value.
Beurrc d'Amanlis will also fail lamentably when
allowed to hang too long, leading some people
to think that the earlier and later gatherings
are totally distinct kinds. Louise Bonne of
Jersey shows the same character, and others
could also be enumerated. Any of those varie-
ties is generally of higher flavour when slightly
shrivelled towards the stalk, but this is rarely,
if ever, noticeable when the fruits are allowed
to hang until they are almost on the point
of falling. Marie Louise is one of the notable
exceptions, as the flavour of this seldom, if ever,
varies at whatever stage the fruits are gathered,
that is, of course, when they are advanced
sufficiently to ripen up, a succession of fruits
with well-developed flavour ranging over a
loiigtlioned period. In the case of this variety
the fruits do not part so readily from the tree,
whatever tho time of gathering. Those oarlior-
gatherod fruits must ripen up gradiuilly in the
fruit room, for if placed in heat to hasten tho
ripening tho flavour is not noarly so well de-
veloped as whon this is done gradually, a day
or so towards the end to finish them up being

all that is needed in this respect, and this I
would not do unless required for a special date.
The flavour of Pears ripened up in heat is gene-
rally what is termed "flat." Melting enough
they often are, but the aroma is anything but
desirable. I have been very pleased this season
with the flavour of Fondante d'Automne, but
the earlier - gathered fruits proved by far

the best, and they also remained in condition
much longer than the later gathered. Those
fruits which were left on as long as they would
hold never advanced beyond the "crisp" stage,

and as compared with the former, they were
comparatively useless. Marie Louise d'Uccle
has been referred to lately by several correspon-
dents, but the flavour I consider is inferior to
that of other well-known November Pears.
Certainly the tree bears enormously, the fruits

being very clean and handsome. As a market
Pear for orchard planting it sells well, but for
a first-class dessert it will not do, as it cannot
be relied upon, except upon the most favour-
able soils, and even here the quality is very
inferior to that of Marie Louise. Fertility

may also be good as a market Pear, it certainly
being very prolific and also hardy, but to plant
it as a Pear of good flavour is only to court
failure. Y. A. H.

PEARMAIN APPLES.
Pearmains, or Apples Pear-shaped, this being
the generally recognised, if not quite the cor-

rect, definition of the terra, have long been cul-

tivated in this country, there being upwards of

thirty varieties mentioned by old writers early
in the present century. Some of these have
been lost sight of or discarded, but more have
been added to the list, so that there are now
about forty varieties to be found described in

tho leading lists and catalogues. The family,
in addition to being a large one, also comprises
many excellent varieties, principally, however,
suitable for dessert, a limited number of which
are deservedly most pojjular. It is possible, by
cultivating Pearraains alone, to have dessert
fruit of superior quality from September to

May inclusive, but if such a selection is un-
desirable, that is no reason why the other ex-

treme should be reached and no Pearmains at
all be grown. Limited collections may be most
desirable from a market grower's point of view,

but, as I have frequently maintained, are not
always commendable. In most private gardens
room might well be found for at least six Pear-
mains, and personally I would add still more
to the list, as 1 hold them to be a very service-

able class of Apjjles. Which have proved the
best will be gathered from the subjoined com-
ments, the varieties being taken somewhat in

alpliabetical order.

Adams' Pear.main has long been a favourite of

mine for garden culture. The tree is somewhat
straggling in habit, but can be grown either as a
basin-shaped tree with a low stem, pyramid, or

half standard, the last method of training being
the most suitable. It will also succeed as a standard,

but the fruit from exposed trees is badly coloured

and often scarred and unattractive in appearance,

whereas from garden trees it is large, l)eautifully

coloured, and of good quality. It is available dur-

ing November and keei>3 good till March. With
me it never completely fails, and, if the truth must
be told, very heavy crops are never had.

Claygatb Pkaumain is more generally popular

than the above, there being few to surpass it in

point of quality, added to which it does well under
garden culture, being amenable to almost any form
of training;-. Tlie tree is of somewhat similar habit

to Braddick's Nonpareil, and most probably was ot

the same parentage, Mr. Braddick beinj; the raiser

of both. It may well, therefore, be grown as a low
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standard, bat it a more compact tree is required, a

dwarflotr stock should be used. The fruit, very

freely produced, failures being few and far between,

is of medium size, attractive in appearance when
ripe, and richly flavoured, the season extending from

November till April.

Lajib Abbey Peakmain, an old favourite,

raised very early in the present century, and
which ought still to be grown by all who value

long-keeping, richly-flavoured Apples.is not so much
planted now-a-days, owing to the small size of the

fruit. At the same time a well-selected, highly-

coloured dish of it Icoks well on the dining table

in the spring, the season extending from December
to April, and seeing also that it is an abundant and
sure bearer, the variety ought not to be dis-

carded in favour of more showy Apples. I have
seen good pyramids of this variety, bushes and low
standards also doing well.

Sn:\r>rER, also known as and more appropriately
named Autumn Pearmain, is more often met with
in the south-western counties than elsewhere, and I

have seen and tasted several excellent samples of it

at Chrysanthemum shows this season. It is of coni-
cal or true Pearmain shape, of good size, and for a
rassety Apple fairly attractive in appearance. The
flesh is yellow, firm, crisp, juicy and spicy, the sea-

son extending from September well into November.
Orchard or standard trees bear remarkably well,

and the variety is also amenable to the other forms
of training adopted in private gardens, succeeding
well on either Crab or dwarfing stocks.

Winter Pearmain was at one time plentiful
enough in the orchards of Kent and Sussex, the
trees being evidently quite at home on the yellow
Wealden clays, but since my boyhood days I have
not seen much of this old variety. It was then
and still is known as the Duck's-bill, and though
the trees never attain a great size, they make up
for this in productiveness. I should say good
pyramids might be grown, though the preference
might well be given to low standards or bushes.
The fruit is of medium size, ribbed, and conical,
very prettily coloured, and the flesh yellow, juicy,
and briskly flavoured. The season extends from
November to May.
Worcester Peaemain fully deserves the promi-

nence it has now attained. It is just the variety
to meet the requirements of the times, great pro-
ductiveness and a showy exterior being the princi-
pal considerations with the majority of planters.
Worcester Pearmain is quite as richly coloured as
the old Tom Putt, and certainly much superior in
point of quality. It is classed as a September
Apple, but keeps good till the end of November, in

this respect surpassing any other early dessert
Apple I am acquanted with. The fruit is of

medium size, conical, smooth, richly coloured, and
fairly good in quality ; also cooking well. The
tree is of good habit and amenable to any form of
training, precocity and abundant cropping being
also among its other good qualities.

Mannington Pearmain I had almost omitted,
yet it is one of the best in the section, and a
favourite in this part of the country. The fruit is

somewhat small, very conical in shape, skin yellow,
much covered with russet, a dull red colour pre-

vailing on the exposed side. The flesh is yellow,
and if the fruit is not gathered too soon (a remark
which applies to most yellow-fleshed Apples) crisp,

juicy, and richly flavoured, keeping good from
November till March. In habit of growth the tree
lends itself admirably to garden culture, and no
fault can be found with its productiveness.

Scarlet, Hubbard's, and Rushock Pearmains
all have their admirers, and most probably are
well worthy of a trial. W. Iggulden.

Apple Sandringham.—This comparatively
new variety has been shown in finer condition this

autumn than ever before. Those who were fortu-
nate enough to see the splendid specimens shown
by Messrs. Veitch and Sons at either the Drill 11 all,

Westminster, before the fruit committee of the
Royal Horticultural Society, or at the Crystal
Palace fruit show last month could not fail to be

struck with its fine appearance. The fruits there

shown were of remarkable size and well developed,

having all the good qualities, as far as appearance

goes, that could be desired in a cooking Apple.

These, combined with its excellent keeping and
cropping, point to it as one of the coming kinds

for general planting. The tree is of good hardy

constitution, with excellent habit also. Grown on

the Paradise stock, very large and fine fruits are

produced upon young trees, whilst as a standard it

is equally serviceable. I have been more favour-

ably impressed with this fine Apple this season

than before, having seen it bearing so finely upon
dwarf trees on the Paradise. The crop carried

by some of these small trees, no more than_ 4

feet in height, was simply astonishing. In its

growth there is a certain resemblance to Braddick's

Nonpareil. It would be interesting to see fruits

shown later in the season to further prove its

keeping qualities. I am persuaded that it would

then, like Blenheim Orange, be no mean addition

to the dessert when fully matured.—H.

Orchids.

THE THIN-LEAVED CYMBIDIUMS.
We have now several very desirable species of

this genus which are useful for winter bloom-

ing. Their chaste ivory-white flowers, being of

good substance, more or less marked on the in-

side, last a considerable time wh^^ duly taken

care of. I recently saw in Mr. John Gabriel's

garden in the Palace Road, Streatham HiU, a

remarkably fine variety of C. affine blooming

well. 1 also saw on the same day in The AVood-

lands collection of Mr. Measures, of Streatham,

both this species and C. Mastersi blooming pro-

fusely. The thermometer in each case, I ob-

served, stood at 58' in the middle of the day.

This shows that, although not alpines, they are

at least able to live in a cool genial atmosphere,

thus proving that they should be kept cool and
not, as in days gone by, in the very hottest

corner of the East Indian house, with the result

that they bloomed but sparingly. Under this

more reasonable treatment they bloom freely,

and the flowers last a long time in full beauty.

Cymbidiums require only ordinary attention.

They are all rather strong-rooting plants, and
consequently rather larger pots are necessary

for their accommodation. These pots should be

well drained and the soil should consist of about

equal parts of good brown peat fibre and nice

light loam made somewhat sandy, the crown of

the plant being only slightly elevated above the

pot's rim. In the summer months, which is their

growing season, the house may be allowed to

run up with the sun-heat to 75' or 85', a nice

humidity in the air being maintained. During

this time a liberal quantity of water should be

given to the roots, hence good drainage is

essential. Cymbidiums also like plenty of light,

but they do not like exposure to the strong

sunshine. At this season of the year the glass

may stand at 58' or (iO°, and fall at night to

55', but even then the plants should neither be

dry nor be subjected to a dry atmosphere. The
plants I include under the above heading are as

follows :

—

C. BBURNBUM.—This, until about sixteen years

ago, when I imported a quantity from India, was a

rare plant, but soon after this I think Mr. Bull, of

Chelsea, imported a quantity which made thepl.-mt

more reasonable in price. Its sword-shaped, dis-

tichous leaves sprin'_' from somewhat stout pseudo-

bulbs, which are enclosed by the leaves at the base.

Tliese are arching, thin in texture and deep green.

The llowers .are mostly produced singly on the pedi-

cel, but I have frequently had imported spikes with

the remains of two flowers upon them, and I am
told that upon some occasions three blooms have

been seen upon one spike. The flowers, large

and fleshy in texture and pure white, saving a
streak of yellow in the centre of the lip, are pro-

duced during the early spring months, and last

upwards of two months in perfection. This was
the plant discovered by Griflith on the Khasia
Mountains, and described by Lindley in 1847, but

since then one or two varieties have occurred,

one having the flowers spotted with rose colour,

and another having some purple on the lip.

C. Mastersi.—This plant resembles the above
in growth, but the flowers are quite different, be-

ing smaller and produced in a raceme bearing

from nine to twelve or more flowers. There are

two varieties of this plant. In both, the sepals

and petals are pure ivory-white, the lip being
white with a few dots of rose colour at the base

and a yellow streak along the centre. The flowers

of the other form are also pure white, saving the

front lobe, which is marked with several blotches

of rosy-purple, the side lobes spotted with the

same colour. Both forms flower from now right

through the winter months.

C. affine is a beautiful species, having some-
what broader leaves than either of the previously-

named kinds. Its flowers, produced in a raceme as

in C. Mastersi, are larger and pure white, the lip

having a zone of purplish-crimson on the front lobe,

the side lobes also being streaked and spotted with

the same colour. It flowers during the winter

months.

C. Parishi.—This is a summer-blooming spe-

cies, but, nevertheless, must not be omitted. The
leaves resemble those of C. eburneum, but they are

broader ; the spike erect, bearing two and three

large and fleshy flowers. The sepals and petals

are soft creamy-white, lip white, having in the

centre a blotch of deep orange-yellow, with nu-

merous spots of violet-purple. It is also said to

yield a delicate perfume. This plant is very rare.

It blooms during the months of July and August.

C. Devonianum.—The sepals and petals of this

are light green, spotted somewhat sparingly with

deep purple, the lip being bright purple with two
blackish-purple spots at the side.

C. ELEGANS has a long and dense spike of half-

closed yellow flowers.

WlLLLUI HrGH GOWEK.

Cypripedium Dauthieri.—G. Cross sends a
flower for a name, saying it is one of his own seed-

lings, a cross between C. barbatum and C. villosum.

The flower is altogether paler than that of C. Harrisi-

anum, the dorsal sepal being brownish purple in the

centre, tipped with greenish white. There is also a
stain of light green at the base, and all the other

parts resemble the kind quoted above. We do not

want any more of this set ; more bright colours are

wanted. -W. H. G.

Cattleya labiata.—The flowers of this plant

received from Mr. Broome, and referred to in The
Garden, Nov. 21 (p. 4(J0), are very fine, no form
of C. Warocqueana that has come under my notice

having as good flowers. The sepals and petals are

very bright and richly coloured, with an intense

deep crimson-maroon blotch on the lip and a paler

margin. I am greatly indebted to Mr. Broome for

sending these fine llowers, which strengthen me
in my opinion that beautiful as the flowers of C.

Warocqueana undoubtedly are, and borne as they

are about the same time, yet they cannot lay claim

to be exactly identical with those of the true C.

labiata of Lindley.—W. Hugh Gower.

liselia anceps Stella (/. ir.).—This is un-

doubtedly the name of your variety, and a very

handsome one it is. Your plant has bloomed very

early, but from your living in such a fine locality

no doubt this accounts for it. The sepals and
petals are broad and pure white ; lip also white

with a yellow disc, marked with very deep purple

on the inner side of the lateral lobes and the

throat. This form approaches nearest, I think, to

the white variety of anceps called Williamsi, but it

is finer than that form, having broader flowers and
the purple markings of a much deeper shade. I
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have heard complaints made by several growers of
the difficulty in blooming the white-flowered varie-
ties, but it is only want of patience with them.
From some cause or other the white forms do not
come home in such good condition as the typical
plant, and consequently they take longer to become
established, but when this is overcome and with a
right growing season, there will be no trouble
about flowering them.—G.

Vanda Amesiana.—This species I saw stand-
ing In a cool house recently in Mr. Measures' gar-
den at The Woodlands, Streatham. Numerous
plants were coming into bloom, and the ther-
mometer was standing no higher than 58° at mid-
day. In the same house in flower was V. Kimballi-
ana. These plants Mr. Stuart Low told me were
natives of Upper Burmah, so that we must not
look upon all the Burmese Orchids as requiring great
heat. These two species are admirable subjects for
those who fear to venture on the V. tricolor sec-
tion.—W.

Masdevallia racemosa {J. Bimff las).—You
ask, Is not this M. Crossi ? It is perhaps best known
by that name, because Cross was the first man who
found the plant after Hartweg originally dis-
covered it. Cross did not introduce it in a living
state. That remained for Mr. Shuttleworth to do,
and to Messrs. Shuttleworth and Carder is due the
credit of first having living plants of this beautiful
species. I have seen a dried spike with a great
quantity of flowers attached, but I must say that
never more than two or three blooms have been
seen open on the spike at once. It may be because
the plants are not yet sufficiently strong. From its

long raceme of flowers it was named M. racemosa
by Lindley, and M. Crossi is only a garden name.

—

W. G.

Odontoglossum Coradinei.—From J. Chester
and T. Ross come flowers of this plant for a name.
Both suppose they have got a new species, but they
have only very fine forms of the plant named
above, and Reichenbach, when describing it in
1872, took it to be a natural hybrid between 0.
triumphans and O. odoratum, but now it is more
generally thought that it had for its parents O.
Lindleyanum and 0. crispum. It is a very vari-
able plant, but withal a very pretty one, and I am
very pleased to quote recorded figures of both
forms. The form from J, Chester is the most un-
usual. It has a pale yellow ground, with large
blotches of chestnut, the lip having a large reddish
brown blotch which covers the greater part of the
centre. This form is figured in the " Reichen-
bachia," 2nd series, t. 21. The flower from T. Ross
is narrower and smaller, having the sepals and
petals nearly equal, the ground colour soft prim-
rose-yellow, blotched with chestnut-brown ; the
lip similar in colour and having one large spot in
the centre. This variety, but with darker ground
colour, was figured in the " Orchid Album," vol. ii.,

t. 90. I do not say that we have got all the
Odontoglossums from Colombia, but it is not pos-
sible to now obtain new plants as it was in the days
when Weu: and Blunt first sent them home. We
must wait until the new forms which have been
raised by artificial hybridisation come into flower—W. H. G.

SHORT NOTES.—OMOSIDS.

IjGBlia eximia.—A pretty form in the way of
Lscha Wolstenholmiro, but far'prettier in the featberiij<'
of tlio markings of the sepals and petals. In addition
the hp IS beautifully fringed. I lately noted it in flower.—W. H. G.

Oncidium varicosum (P. /;.).—Tlie flowers
sent aro otfa very fine variety of thi.s species, but still
inferior to t lio.so of t lie form known aa Rogersi. Many
people if they get a variety a little above the ordinary
run, style it Rogersi.— VV. H. G.

CcBlogyne ocellata maxima (('. /(.).—This in

the name of the llower sent. It is an unusuiil time
for it, but it is alway.i woLonje. It is now aliout
twelve years since this v:irie(y was iiiiportid by my
late employer, Mr. U. S. Williams, of lloll„way. It is

a very pleasing form, and a better growing plant than

tlie typo which comea from the Himalayas, wliere it

grows at some 70110 feet elevation. The flowers are
pure white, the lip having some orange-yellow eye-like
spjts.—W.
IiKliaanceps.—The first plant in flower I have

seen tliis season was with Mr. Ransom, gardener to Mr.
Gilbert, Streatham. It was in a basket, and was
carrying seven spikes of bloom. It is really a charming
plant, and when grown as in this case is deserving of all
C'inimendation.—W.
Thrixspermum Berkeley!.—This is not a

great beauty, but a plant of much interest. It was
discovered by Ma.ior-General Berkeley, who found it
growing on several islands of the Malay Archipelago.
The drawing was taken from a plant wliich flowered in
the general's garden at Bitterne, Southampton.

—

(Jrcliid Album.
Coelogyne Massangeana.—G. Doubledaysends

flowers of this plant from a specimen bearing five
spikes, each 20 inches in length, and wishes to know
if they will last till Christmas. I do not think they
will._ Y'oura seems to he a very fine variety of tliis

species. It blooms at almost every season of the year,
and the spikes are developed very quickly.—W. H.
Oncidium tigrinum var. albiflorum.—

A

fine spike of this plant comes to me from Mr. Wm.
Bolton, Warrington. The whole flower is white, the
6epals and petals having a ground colour of white
faintly tinged with yellow, with bands of chocolate,
the lip also being paper white. It is a very singular
variety and quite novel. The flowers have the strong
violet odour of those of the typical plant.—G.

Cattleya "Waroequeana.—Two very good va-
rieties of this plant are now flowering in Mr. Gilbert's
garden. Palace Road, Streatham. The lip in both cases
is richly coloured ; the flowers, however, lack the colour
in the sepals and petals of those of the true labiata seut
me by Mr. Broome, of Llandudno, somefewdays since.
This variety and the one sent me by Mr. Hardy, of
Timperley, in Chesliire, are the best I have seen.—
W. H. G.

Cypripedium Schlimi.—Never before have I
.'ieon snoh a fine lot of this Lady's Slipper as now can
l)e found in Mr. Sander's establishment, the plants
being in robust hi'alth and blooming finely. Indepen-
dently of its great beauty individually, this has been one
of tlie most useful plants to the hyhridiser. It varies
conniderably, but perhaps the mo.'it beautiful is the
white-flowered form known as albiflorum. It grows
well in the Cattleya house.—G.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 834.
THE CORAL TREES.

(with a coloured plate op erythrina
crista-galli.*)

Ok the twenty-five or thirty species of Ery-

thrina known, the only one that has hecome
generally cultivated in English gardens is that

here figured. Two others have heen brotight

into notice from time to time, namely, E.

herhacea and E. Humei, but they are scarcely

to be met with now, except in botanical col-

lections. Erythrinas generally are not suit-

able plants for English gardens, for although

they are easily grown, they rarely flower, and
even when tlioy do tlic^y fall a long way short

of the display they make under conditions

more congenial to their requirements. ]!ut

in E. crista-galli we have a striking exce]>
tion, as it is not only very easily cidtivated,

but it ilowors most profusely every year, or,

according to some authorities, oven twice or
thrice a year when properly managed. It is

a vfvy old garden plant, having been intm-

• Drawn for TnK Gahdbn by H. G. Moon in the
Royal Gardens, Kew, Sept. 3, 1891. Lithographed
and printed by Guillaume Severeyns.

dueed into England exactly 1 20 years ago by
a Mr. Francis Bearsly, when it was described

by Linnreus. For a time it was grown in

stoves, from a belief that it required tropical

treatment, and the result of too high a tem-

perature w.is thin spindly growths with ema-

ciated dull-coloured flowers, as shown in the

earliest pictures of the plant. Dean Herbert

grew it in his hothouse at Spofforth, as also

did Mr. Shoppard, the curator of the Bo-

tanic Garden, Liverpool, who flowered it in

18()5 from seeds imported from the East

Indies in 1802. A figure of this Liverpool

plant was published by Sir James Smith in

bis "Exotic Dotany" in 1806. The plant

is not, however, wild in the Eastern Hemi-

sphere, but is a native of Buenos Ayres,

where it covers large tracts of land along the

rivers, often to the exclusion of almost all

other plants. So says the Kew collector

Tweedie, who found this species on the

Parana and Uruguay Rivers, and described it

as forming masses of great beauty. It differs

from most of the other species of Erythrina

in its manner of growth, for whilst they form

large trees with thick trunks and branches,

E. crista-galli and E. herbacea develop thick

woody root stocks, from which numerous her-

btceous stems are pushed up every yeir,

perishing after they have flowered. Old root-

stocks of E. crista-galli have been known to

produce as many as fifty stems each in one

year, every one of which was .3 feet or 4

feet long, and thickly clothed with flowers on

the upper half. Such plants are many years

old.

The cultivation of E. crista-galli is now
generally understood. When kept in pots

and employed for the decoration of the con-

servatory in summer, this plant has an ex-

ceptional value. The accompanying plate

was prepared from a large group of jilants,

which for several months formed a most strik-

ing feature in the conservatory at Kew. The

plants are simply kept in large pots, started

into growth in a warm greenhouse or frame

in February, liberally watered and fed, and

when the shouts have got a good start, gradu-

ually hardened, until by June they may be

placed out of doors. In the south of England

this plant is frequently used for summer bed-

ding. In Hyde Park there are generally

grand masses of it on some of the lawns in sum-

mer, and it is almost as consiiicuous a feature

in the beds at Regent's Park, Victoria,

and other London parks. ^Vhen used in this

way the plants arc treated precisely the same

as Dahlias, that is, they are lifted in autumn

and stored in a shed, cellar, or under a green-

house stage till February, when they are

started again in a little heat, and planted out

in the beds in rich soil in June. In sheltered

gardens the plants may be left outside all

winter if slightly protected with a covering

of litter or dry leaves during severe weather.

I have seen strong healthy old clumps which

have sto(id many years at the foot of a warm
wall, where they grew well and llowered freely

annually. The stems may be used as cuttings

in autumn, or, better still, an old rootstock

may be started in heat in February, and the
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young shoots be taken off as cuttings when C

inches long, exactly as if they were Dahlias.

In Paxton's Magazine it is stated, no douljt

on the authority of Sir Joseph himself, that

hy starting the plants in a temperature of

60° in November they will flower to perfec-

tion in March, and if the stems are again cut

down when the flowers are over anil the plants

repotted, they will flower again in July. By
repeating this treatment when tlio second lot

of flowers is over the plants will bloom again

in November. I have never seen this plan

tried, but I see no reason why the plants

should not easily be made to bloom twice a

year.

There are several varieties of E. crista-galli,

namely, E. pulcherriraa, which is merely a

dark-coloured form of that species, and E.

glauca of gardens, Ijesides one or two others.

I am inclined to believe that E. laiirifolia is a

totally diflerent species, although it is some-
times quoted as being synonymous with E.

crista-galli.

E. HEHBACEA.—This species is a native of the
Southern United States, from Florida to North
Cirolina, where it frequently occurs in abundance
in light sandy soil. It was sent to England by Mr.
Catesby in 1728 and grown as a greenhouse plant.
Although not hardy, yet it thrives out of doors if

protected in winter. It forms a woody rootstock,
the stems, which are herbaceous and annual, being
thin, prickly, from 2 feet to 4 feet long, with tri-

foliate leaves on slender stalks. The flowers are
nearly always produced on separate stems spring-
ing direct from the rootstock, and, as a rule,
wholly leafless. They differ from those of E.
crista-galli in having the vexillum or standard
folded into a cylinder, and they are smaller than in
that species. They are coloured bright scarlet.
Travellers describe E. herbacea as producing gor-
geous effects where it grows wild, but although a
fairly pretty plant when well grown in a pot, it is

not easily flowered, and, as a rule, proves a failure.

I have never seen a good well-flowered specimen of
it.

E. BiDWiLLi is a hybrid which was raised by
Mr. Bidwill, of Sydney, by crossing E. herbacea
with E. crista-galli. He sent the first plant of it to
Dean Herbert, who was at that time greatly in-
terested in plant hybrids, which were then scarcely
known. According to the dean, it was the first

true hybrid leguminous plant produced. It is in-
termediate between its two parents in stature and
leaf characters, but resembles E. crista-galli in the
arrangement of the flowers on the stems and in
having the vexillum unfolded. There is a figure of
it in Piij-tons Maijazine, lo, t. .51.

E. HuMEi.—This is a native of the Cape, where
it occurs sometimes very plentifully in broken
ground along with such plants as Enoephalartos,
Aloes, &c. It grows to a height of from i; feet to
8 feet, and has prickly branching stems with stout
trifoliate leaves and terminal erect clusters of
brilliant scarlet flowers. It is grown at Kew both
in the Palm house and the temperate house, flower-
ing every year, and very attractive it is. This is a
plant which every everyone intereited in uncommon
bright-coloured flowers for a sunny conservatory or
stove should look after. It is sometimes confused
with E. caflra, another species in South Africa,
where it is known as the Katlir boom. This forms
a tree as large as the Horse Chestnut, and flowers
at the beginning of the rainy season, when it ap-
pears to be aflame, every little branch being termi-
nated by clusters of brilliant scarlet flowers. The
colonists sometimes plant this abundantly as a
shade tree for streets.

K. Paecelli was introduced in 1875 as an orna-
mental-leaved plant, its trifoliate leaves being
marked with a feather-shaped yellow variegation on
a green ground. It is a variety of the common

Indian species, viz., E. indica, which forms a tree,

and is frequently planted for shade. E. marmo-
rata is another variegated-leaved form of the same
species. W.

THE WEEK'S WORK.'

PLANT HOUSES.
Conservatory and greenhouse fine-foliaoed
PLANTS.—These should now have a good look
through for cleaning. During the summer in all

probability sufficient time could not be spared to

do this work effectively. Now, however, an effort

should be made, so th:it everything may look as
bright and clean as possible. More notice will now
be turned to indoor plants, as outdoor attractions

wane for a time, and the cleaner and brighter things
look, the better for all concerned. Palms should
have a good overhauling for scale and thrips, both
of which are troublesome in no small degree. I

have found Seaforthia elegans subject more
particularly to black thrips, the Kentias not
nearly so much so, but here we have a small species

of scale which adheres very tightly and wants
some considerable moving. Upon some, for in-

stance, Areca lutescens, which should now be in

the stove, the white scale will be found trouble-

some. When the plants attain any size, this may
not be noticed until there are a considerable quan-
tity. Some of the kinds of scale will frequently

be found upon Palms, but if a thorough
cleaning be given now, a great check will be put
upon them, as but little increase in numbers is

likely to occur for some time to come, ami mean-
while another examination may be made, and
that before there can be much of an increase.

Scale adheres pretty tightly to the foliage, and
being usually located along the midribs or upon
the outer edges is rather difficult to loosen.

A blunt-pointed stick will reach them where the

sponge of itself could not be made effective ; but I

think it is a better plan to use the composition

quite warm, say at from 85° to 100°
; even 10°

warmer will do no harm. In bad cases I would do
this and have the insecticide at least one-third

beyond the advised strength. In this way with

the Chelsea blight composition the white scale

may be killed. This is still one of the best mix-
tures to use. Bentlej's paraffin oil insecticide is

also most effectual, both for sponging and cleans-

ing, by means of a syringe or garden engine. Other
plants—as Dracsenas and Cordylines— should have
a look over, but in seeing to these be careful not

to break down the leaves in any way. Aspidistras

pay well for a good cleansing ; so do Eurya japo-

nica variegata, Ficus elastica, the greenhouse
Yuccas, and Phormiums. Camellias, although not

termed fine-foliaged plants, are certainly very

ornamental with their deep green glossy leafage.

These, too, should have a good and careful clean-

ing, but unless there should perchance be any
white scale upon them, the composition used need
not be of any great strength. Unless the composi-

tion used be of extra strength, so much so as to

apprehend injury therefrom, it is not advisable to

syringe the plants in any case afterwards, but
rather to leave them as they are.

Plants in cold tits and frames.—Every
advantage should be taken upon fine days to

ventilate these. Intermediate Stocks, although
they can be wintered safely enough, will frequently

lose many of their leaves, with probably a damping
off at the stem, causing a few plants to die. By
paying close attention to the ventilation upon all

fine days, with the lights off even if very favour-

able, and frequent cleaning they will not come to

much harm. If much troubled, however, in this

respect, and if any mildew be detected, then alight

dusting with sulphur will be an assistance. Do
not on any account water the plants; none will be
required before the growth fairly starts in the spring.

Watering Stocks in the winter is almost fatal to

them. Mignonette still in frames will also want
well looking after. Like the Stocks, plenty of ven-

tilation is needed to prevent a weedy growth ; now
and again a little water may be required in this

instance. Other autumn-sown annuals and peren-
nials which are being wintered in frames and which
may be disposed to grow somewhat too freely dur-
ing mild weather, should be kept in check as much
as possible. In many cases the lights can be left

off all day unless very cold and the glass only
a tew degrees above freezing point ; such, for
instance, as when dealing with the pyramid
Campanula and others sown in the spring,
and Nemophlia insignis in the autumn. Pinks
in pots for forcing should now have the pro-
tection of a frame, or, better still, a pit, being kept
close up to the glass. Plenty of air should be given
and the plants be not too much crowded together.
Slugs will want looking after, otherwise they will

soon do a deal of harm. Auriculas should now be
safely housed in their winter quarters. I do not
mean that a house is necessary, for pits should do
equally well, if not better. In this case I would
advise that the pots be plunged in coal ashes as a
protection to the roots if we experience very severe
weather later on. Herbaceous Calceolarias will be
safe enough under all ordinary conditions for a
few weeks longer ; as long as they are not actually
frozen no harm will come to them. They will in

fact enjoy the humid atmosphere of a pit. Bedding
Calceolarias should now be fairly well rooted even
where inserted rather late. But little air will be re-

quired for these, just sufficient to keep down any
excessive moisture. In the case of all Calceolarias,
however, any signs of green-fly should be at once
checked. It will now be the safer plan to have
the coverings in readiness and near at band in case
frost should set in, but I would not make a practice
of covering up every night unless signs of frost were
very marked.

Tying and eegulating the gbowths op
HARD-WOODED PLANTS.—This is a good season of
the year to see to this work, and where much has
to be done it should be taken in hand at once. Tying
into any strictly formal shape, whether it be bush,
globular, or pyramidal, I do not consider advisable.
In fact it is rather a waste of time to spend so much
labour in tiying to make a plant appear as if it had
been cast in a mould rather than one which had
gradually attained to goodly dimensions by natural
growth. Azaleas, for instance, are frequently seen
of far too formal a shape. The pyramid form is

for most purposes the best mode of training an
Azalea, but it need not necessarily be of strictly

formal shape, as if it had, like a Box edging, been
recently clipped. When once a plant is fairly started

as a pyramid there is not much after-trouble. The
leading shoots require to be kept in an upward
position, but lower down the pyramid all that is

needed is to keep the strongest drawn down so as
to avoid too strong a growth another season. Where
a plant is overcrowded with shoots, and many of

these weakly, or not set with bloom buds, it is a
good plan to thin out the weakest ones, otherwise
they will weaken each other, and also afford a
better refuge for a colony of thrips to settle

dowr;. See that no old ties which are tight

and likely to injure the growth remain. Green
thread or fine string of the same colour
will be found very good for Azaleas. Guard against
making any tight ties, but rather allow plenty
of room. When once a trood pyramid has been
formed only one central stick is necessary, and
this need not really go into the soil at all, but may
be tied in its proper position to the main branches.
I would rather do this than run any risk of injury

near the collar of the plant to the main roots by
forcing in a larger stick than the previous one.
Ericas should not be trained too formally ; some,
like Cavendish! and dcpressa, require but little

support ; others need more. What is mo.st needed
with these plants is to start well with a young
]ilant and prevent a too upright growth fcr the first

few years, endeavouring meanwhile to form a good
base by drawing the shoots outwards more in a
horizontal manner. By doing this far fewer sticks
will afterwards be required, the plant being more
self-supporting, a good deal of intermediary work
being easily done by slinging from stick to stick.

In the case of the Dracophyllum, Aphele-xis, and
other slender-growing plants, the sticks should be
made specially small. Large sticks in these plants
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are an eyesore and quite unnecessary. In tying

Dracophyllutns and other similar plants where the

growths will lengthen considerably before the

flowering time an allowance of a few inches should

be made for future sappart as needed. Avoid in

all cases adding to the number of sticks as

far as possible, and bs careful to insert all

in the same holes around the central part

of the ball, first drawing out the old stumps

of rotten sticks. The main portion of the sticks

should be inserted more towards the edge of the

pot where there is not so much likelihood of doing

harm. Whilst tying, an eye should be kept upon

any weakly wood not likely to be of any service ; at

the same time every encouragement should be given

to young shoots which are issuing forth from near

the base, as in the case of Aphelexis and a few other

genera. In tying plants aim at an all-round style,

unless for some very special reason any other form

is deemed desirable. When plants are retied a

dash of sand upon the surface will assist in reset-

tling the soil. The plants should then be kept

turned, so that each part receives its due proportion

of light without being drawn ; this is more essen-

tial in a lean-to than in a span-roofed house. No
white sticks should be allowed, but all ought to be

painted green. If these sticks are made at home
a more tapering shape should be aimed at, but

the base ought not to be of inordinate size, nor

should it be too club - pointed. Freshly painted

sticks ought not in any case to be used, whilst old

ones should be well cleaned before use.

James Hudson.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—It is scarcely advisable to start the earliest

batch of Queens before the first week in January,

but everything should be got ready during this

month. Oak leaves or, failing these. Beech leaves

are of the greatest assistance to the Pine grower,

especially since tanners' bark has greatly deterio-

rated, as far as generating a strong and lasting

heat is concerned, a good depth of these, or say a
bed not less than 4 feet deep, providing a brisk,

sweet, and lasting bottom-heat. This season the

weather has been much against collecting leaves,

and where possible they ought to be left till winds
dry and collect them against park walls, fences,

and such like. When carted to where they are to

be stored, see that they are trampled down very
tightly, this solidity operating against premature
or wasteful fermentation. Strong well-rooted

Qaaens that are to be the first fruited should be

kept quite dry at the roots. Suooessional plants

should be kept in a slightly warmer position and
not so dry at the roots, or otherwise enforced rest

and dryness will end in the plants fruiting before

they are wanted. There must be no drying off of

the younger plants, or these, too, may fruit prema-
turely, the rubbish heap receiving them very much
earlier than intended. Keep them just moist at

the roots, maintain a rather dry atmosphere and a
top-heat of CO" to (i:j° with bottom-heat not ex-

ceeding 75'. Higher temperatures would induce a
weakly growth, but newly-potted suckers may well

be kept .5° hotter all round till they are well rooted,

when these, too, should be moderately rested. Late
starters and all that may be swelling off fruit

should have a brisk bottom-heat of 90° and a
house temperature of from 70° to 75°, a moderate
amount of atmospheric moisture being maintained,

the plants also being kept uniformly moist at the

roots. ThoEe fast colouring ought to be gradually

dried off at the roots, and if when nearly ripe they
are transferred to a drier, cooler house, the flavour

and keeping properties of the fruit will be greatly

improved. Unless this is done, the chancps are the

quality will not surpass that of imported fruit.

Earliest Figs—If extra early dishes of Figs

are wanted these are best obtained by the aid of

pot plants and small three-quarter span-roofed

houses. If the former were not repotted last

autumn, they ought to have a shift given them at

once. The old bulbs should be slightly loosened

and reduced in size and a moderately large shift

given, the compost consisting principally of turfy

loam, a little mortar rubbish and some bone-meal

being added. Lightly plunge the pots in a brisk

hotbed largely or solely composed of leaves, a

bottom-heat of from 75° to 80° being desirable,

but not till all danger of over-heating is past should

the plunging material be tightly packed about the

pots. The night temperature at the outset should

not exceed 55°, from G0° to (55° in the daytime

answering well. Syringe overhead once or twice

on clear days, and keep the plants moderately

moist at the roots. Brown Turkey and Negro
Largo are among the best that can be tried for pot

culture, and good-sized plants suitable for forcing,

these being well-rooted in pots, can be had from

most leading nurserymen. It should also be re-

membered that early forced bushes or trees will

yield two good crops in one season, or even a third,

though the last is not desirable, and yet admit

of a resting period prior to the re-commencement
of forcing.

FoEciNG Stbawbeeeibs.—If these are wanted

extra early, or say in February, the start must be

made early in December. As a rule, early forcing

is a rather wasteful proceeding, many of the plants

failing either to push up flower-spikes, or else to

set crops. Vicomtesse H6ricart de Thury is one of

the best for giving extra early crops, and if slightly

later than either Princess of Prussia or Laxton's

Noble, there is no mistake about the superiority of

the flavour of the fruit ripened in strong heat.

Plants early and strongly established in 5-inch or

slightly larger pots, and which have been well ex-

posed to all weathers up to the present time, are

the best for forcing thus early, but even these must

not as yet be subjected to strong heat. They will

start more strongly if plunged in a hotbed of leaves

in a deep pit and located well up to the glass. The
bottom-heat should not exceed 75°, and the top-

heat fully 15° lower. If these conditions were re-

versed, or a strong top-heat only given to the plants,

the greater portion of them would form weakly
leafy growth only, quite refusing to flower. By
way of forming a succession, say two batches

each of fifty or more, place more plants on
the shelves of newly - started Peach houses,

vineries and such like, keeping them oat of

Pine stoves and forcing houses generally till the

crops need extra heat to swell them oil rapidly.

It should be added that the Strawberry plants

about to be forced should be cleared of worms, also

have all decaying leaves removed, and when the

soil has been firmly rammed round the sides, a rich

top-dressing should be given if there is good room
for it. The pots ought to be washed clean, par-

ticular care being taken to clear the drainage

holes.

tween them, this plan also being commendable
when it is advisable or desirable to gradually im-

prove the selection of varieties without wasting any

wall or house room, the old trees being cut away
as the younger ones require the room. Plant

young trees in quite fresh, loamy, but not rich

compost. Pbactical.

MoviNGJ YOUNG Peach TREES.—The foliage has

come away very satisfactorily from the trees in

late and unheated houses generally, but the young
trees being prepared against garden walls for re-

moval to the houses are still very green and back-

ward. It would be a great mistake to introduce

any of the latter into early or second early houses,

as they will require a long period of rest, otherwise

they will start very weakly next spring. Trees for

the forcing houses should be drawn from succes-

sional and late houses, the latter only being re-

plenished from the open walls. Those under glass,

with good firm wood may be moved while yet in

full leaf, or at any time up to and just subse-

quent to the flowerine; period, but if very backward
trees were moved while in full leaf, the probability

is much of the wood would shrivel prematurely. It

is very desirable that sunny garden walls be well

furnished with Peach and Nectarine trees, but it is

of far greater importance that glazed structures be

made the most of, the crops in these being more
surely produced and superior in quality ; if, there-

fore, there are any blank spaces or comparatively

worthless trees in the earlier houses, make these

good with 1 he trees from the late houses, these in

their turn being re-stocked from the garden walls.

Quite large trees may now be safely transplanted,

only as much soil being saved about the roots as

can be conveniently lifted about on short, stout

and wide boards. Jf tlie older trees in late houses

give signs of failing, thin out and foreshorten suf-

ficiently to admit of young trees being planted be-

ORCHIDS.

We will soon be in December, and so far cannot

complain of the weather, at least those of us who
are out in the country. Looking over a collection

within the precincts of London the other day, I

found that the fogs were already showing their

effects upon the blooms of Phatenopsids. It is

rather remarkable that although the fogs do con-

siderable injury to flowers of Orchids, they are not

in the least injurious to the plants themselves. The

Phalrenopsids are particularly sensitive to the efliects

of an impure atmosphere, but most Orchids suffer

from the London fogs. The warm house is now

well furnished with flowers, and very beautiful

some of them are. Vandas have been particularly

beautiful and none more so than V. ccerulea ;
the

noble spikes of this species with its large delicate

bluish flowers are exquisite. The recently imported

plants will grow well and flower freely in the Catt-

leya house and do well for a few years, but after

that the plants show signs of weakening vitality,

the spikes are few and weaker ; it will be found

that they will recover in a warmer house and

flower better, the plants also retain their vita-

lity longer. As far as I can ascertain, the best

established plants are those grown near the roof-

glass of a warm house, and where they receive but

little shade and a good circulation of air. The

distinct and truly beautiful V. Kimballiana flowers

rather earlier than V. cterulea, but there are yet a

few flowers remaining. To succeed both of them

and to give us flowers at Christmas, we have V.

Amesiana, a much more compact and neater plant

than either. There is at the present time a grand

lot of this plant throwing up numerous flower-

spikes most freely from a recent importation. The

Cypripediums for flowering during the present

month are so numerous, that we must select the

most distinct and beautiful only, and as the flowers

last a long time we are sure of a good supply of

the following until after New Year's day. Cypri-

pedium Spicerianum should be named first, not

alone for its freedom of growth, but for its dis-

tinct character, and because it is the parent of

many beautiful varieties. Even more beautiful is

C. Lseanum and the variety superbum, the latter

readily recognised by its darker coloured slipper

;

the dorsal sepal is of large size, the npper

portion white, and spotted freely towards its

base. This is one of the best garden varieties.

Numa is not so well known, but it is_ very hand-

some, and seems to be winter flowering; it is a

cross between C. Lawrencianum and C. Stonei, and

exactly intermediate between the two. C. Niobe,

now flowering freely in quite small plants, is beau-

tiful, as might be expected from the intercrossing

of two such fine species as C. Fairrieanura and C.

Spicerianum. Creon must not be omitted ; it pro-

mises to form a compact, vigorous plant, and was

raised by crossing C. Harrisiannm with C. (cnan-

thum. T. B. Haywood is pretty well known as one

of the mo.'it distinct garden hybrids; C. Druryi

is one of its parents. C. orphanum is also fully in

flower ; C. Druryi is easily recognised as one_ of its

parents, and very probably C. barbatum is the

other. 0. Cleola cannot be omitted, as it is so dis-

tinct in its character; it has been produced by

crossing 0. reticulatum and C. Sohlimi album. The
first-named h,as greenish veined flowers, and the

last white flushed rose. The offspring of these t wo
has just the faintest suspicion of green in the deli-

cately white sepals and petals ; the lip whit3 and
rose-tinted. It is a lovely thing in the dull dark

days of November and December. These are

amongst the most beautiful of our warm house Cy-

pripediums, but it would be a sad lack of apprecia-

tion to omit the truly useful cool house C. insigne

and the various distinct and beautiful varieties in

cultivation ; this is one of the oldest, as it is the
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most nsef q1 of Lady's Slippars. Most of the tribe

are easy of cultivation, and although C. Fairrieanum
is perhaps the most miffy species we have, all the
offspring from it are more vigorous in constitution.

The Cattleya house is not destitute of Cypripediums
in flower at this season. One of the best is the
true C. Harrisianum supsrbum, its large glossy dark
flowers against the rich deep green leaves are very
effective. These plants are but little subject to the
attacks of insect pests, and, being of easy culture,

should be grown in all collections. There are but
few plants requiring repotting at this season. The
Pleiones mentioned last week should be seen to at

once if they are ready. The right time Is just as
the roots are about to issue from the base of the
new growths, and this is as soon as the flowers

_
fade. It would be better, if we could manage it,

to repot the bulbs, so that the young roots might
push out at once into the fresh compost and ex-

perience no other check. In fact, this is a good
rule to abide by when repotting Orchids, just to

catch them bsfore they begin to root freely. Many
Orchids have the peculiar characteristic of a mass
of roots issuing from the base of the pseudo-bulbs
at a certain period in the life-history of the plant,

and it is easy to see that if these roots can run at
once into fresh sweet compost it will be much
better for the health of the plants. Of course, I

do not suggest that any plants are in this position
at the present time except the Pleiones. The tem-
peratures and also the ventilation of the various
departments are now of supreme importance. It

is not wise to say our plants can stand this or the
other low temperature ; rather let ns ascertain
what suits them best and stick to that. If the
cool house contains Masdevallias, 45° to 50° should
be the minimum, 55° for Cattleyas, a degree or
two below or above this according to the weather

;

C0° to t;5' for the warmest house. Ventilation
must not be neglected. If the small side ventila-
tors in the wall, level with the hot-water pipes,
have been open all night, and if the temperature
is high enough In the morning and no frost, a very
slight crack of air may be put on the top ventila-
tors in the morning to cause a freer circulation.
There must always be sufficient moisture in the
atmosphere without overdoing it. Less in the cool
house than in the other houses.

J. DODGLAS.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
At this season of the year the kitchen garden often

wears a dreary aspect, as vegetation is nowalmost
at its lowest ebb, and the leaves from the fruit and
other trees being all down, a thorough clearance of

all dead and decaying vegetation might be
carried out. Along the margins of the garden
walks, especially where Box edging is used, is

a sure place for such material to collect, and along
with it colonies of slugs trying to make sure of
winter quarters. Such being the case, too much
stress cannot be laid upon miking a clearance of
all such material. It is by the attention to such
comparatively small matters that much time and
trouble are saved during the busier season. Box
edging is often condemned for kitchen garden
margins on account of its forming a liarbour for
slugs, but if leaves at this season .ire kept free
from it, there need not be much complaint. Al-
though some people hold that leaves add to pro-
tection, yet as far as the crops in the kitchen gar-
den are concerned, the freer they are from such
material the better.

Pbotectini; vecetables feom i-ro.st.—The
sharp frost we have experienced warns us that we
must be fully prepared. The first thing which de-
mands attention is to see that Lettuce and Endive
in frames are well protected, for fully grown En-
dive and Lettuce if allowed to be frosted wUl melt
away wholesale. Covering merely with sash lights
is not sufficient, and as a layer of mats, or even a
double thickness for the matter of that, will ward
off but a comparatively slight amount of frost,

these must be supplemented by additional cover-
ing of long litter or Bracken Fern. Protection is

better effected by placing the litter direct upon

the glass, the mats being used as an outer covering.

With a frost of several days' duration, it is not a

good system to uncover merely for the sake of let-

ting in daylight for an hour or so, this doing more
harm than good. It is much the best to leave

the covering intact until the frost has entirely

vanished, when it should b3 removed. Rhu-
barb to be taken up for forcing may have
litter spread about the crowns, certainly not

for protecting the roots, but for facilitating

lifting in case the ground becomes frost-bound.

Parsley, of course, will require particularly

looking after. This is a much wiser course

at this season than waiting or rather neglecting

protective measures until the tops are decayed.

Unless where efficiently protected, it is during the

early months of the year that the supply generally

runs short. With a supply prepared in low brick

frames the grower may defy the weather, but where
this due provision has been neglected lose no time

in covering a portion with spare sashes or even

a movable frame. As we never know what the

weather may be, the evil of keeping the lights close

daring a mild time must be particularly avoided,

this causing damping as much as anything. Cauli-

flowers in frames will also require protecting, but

not coddling. The sides of the frames may have a

thickness of litter placed against them, a single or

double thickness of mats according to the severity

of the weather being generally suftioient to ward
off a severe amount of frost. During mild weather

the lights had better be drawn off, as it is much
easier to keep the growth in check during the earlier

stages than later on in the season, when the weather

will not permit of their being planted out.

PrbpABING foe forcing.—Where a regular

system of forcing such things as Potatoes, Carrots,

Radishes, and such like is carried on in frames with

the aid of fermenting material, the primary work
now is in collecting leaves so as to be at hand for the

purpose when needed. By collecting in the early

part of the season labour is generally more plenti-

ful and the leaves are also more easily collected,

for if left until actually required, the wind may have

blown away the major part, or deep snow may pre,

vail for weeks together like last season. Oak leaves

form the best and most lasting heat, but as these

are often hard to procure, except in a few favoured

places, those of the Beech and Spanish Chestnut

follow next. An equal bulk of leaves and stable

litter forms a lasting warmth, but it matters little

which are used in the greater proportion.

Winter Toma.toes.—It is quite evident if there

are not ample fruits already set and swelling off

that there will be no fruit now during the winter

months, and unless the plants in these cases are per,

fectly healthy, so as to be worth retaining for sup-

plying very early crops during the coming year,

the best course is to clear them out altogether, and

to make a fresh start when the time arrives with

healthy seedlings in a perfectly clean structure.

Retaining these impoverished old plants tainted

with disease can serve no good end, and good early

crops may be secured by raising seedlings early in

the year. Cuttings I have long done without,

these in many cases perpetuating disease. With
the fruits swelling and ripening off, maintain a

night temperature of OO' and a rise of 5° by day,

with more by sun heat, also taking the precaution

to apply a little air when outward conditions will

allow of this being done. Keep all superfluous

growths pinched off, but where there is room for ex-

tension and healthy flowers form, assist these to

become fertilised by all means, impregnating them
artificially. A damp atmosphere is against the

well-doing of winter Tomatoes, so no damping
down will be needed. Feeding at this season must

not be neglected, but this will depend upon the

conditions under which the plants are growing. For

instance plants confined in pots will require feed-

ing with warm diluted liquid. Loam and weU-

pulverised manure in equal parts with a little wood
ashes form an effective medium in which the roots

will ramify. In shallow and narrow borders, or

when growing in pots stood over old Melon or Cu-

cumber beds, Tomatoes will not require so much
assistance. A. Young. !

Kitchen Garden.

TOMATO CULTURE.*
Although Tomatoes have been grown in this

country for a period of nearly 300 years, it is

only comparatively recently that the general

public have begun to appreciate them. In for-

mer years, only in large gardens were Tomatoes

grown, and they were used chiefly for soups and

sauces. At the present time the taste for them

has undergone a complete revolution, and, in-

stead of their consumption being restricted to

the affluent, they are now eaten by nearly every-

one, and there are but few gardens of any pre-

tensions in which they are not grown. So far

as I have been able to ascertain from the works
of some old authors, it appears that formerly

growers depended entirely for a supply from
plants grown outside. There are still consider-

able quantities of them produced in this way in

the favoured districts of the south, but the

main supply is grown under glass. To meet
the rapidly increasing demand for good fruit,

some of the large growers for market have
covered acres of land with glass erections, and
each year the number of these are being added
to. Yet with all these and the surplus from
private establishments the supply is insufficient

to meet the demand. Large quantities are im-

ported from the Channel Islands and from
France, and during the winter season from the

Canary Islands. If a sufficient quantity of

home-grown fruits was forthcoming, there is no
doubt whatever that they would be eaten in pre-

ference to that which are imported, because they

are incomparably better. There is no fruit or

vegetable—whichever you prefer to call it

—

which more quickly loses freshness and flavour

after it is cut from the plant, and if it happens

to be bruised or in any way injured, decomposi-

tion quickly sets in. Tomatoes do not keep

long after they are quite ripe, perhaps from

six to twelve or fourteen days, according to

variety and season. With regard to the ques-

tion which is now agitating the minds of many
in the gardening community as to whether the

Tomato is a fruit or a vegetable, I am disposed

to cast in my lot with those who claim it to be

a fruit, for in my opinion it is quite as much a

fruit as the Apple or Pear.

Tomatoes are amongst the most easily grown
and accommodating plants in cultivation, but

to obtain the maximum amount of fruit which

they are capable of producing, their require-

ments must be understood. The grower who
can devote a house entirely to them is in a

much better position for obtaining the best pos-

sible results than he who has to grow them in

houses in which there is a mixed collection of

plants. The Tomato house is not yet in many
gardens considered to be so essential as the

vinery or Peach house. Neither is it where a

supply is looked for during only a part of the

year, but for a continual supply a house should

be devoted to them during the winter season.

In most places room can ba spared at the ends

of fruit houses to provide sufficient for home
cjusumptidu during the summer aud autumn
months. Failing these, a few plants might be

introduced into the plant houses, where they

will bo highly ornamental as well as being use-

ful. For a winter ami spring supply I employ
a Melon pit, and since I have had a free-setting

variety the results have been satisfactory. By

* Paper read before the Stoekport Horticultural

Mutual Improvement Society oq November i by Mr.

W. Neild, Til) Crardeus, WythensUawe, Northeuden,

Cheshire.
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having strong plants ready to put m as soon as

the last INIelon is cut, a good crop may be set

and swelling before the end of (Jctober, after

which the flowers do not set freely until the

return of brighter and warmer days. For this

crop the seed should be sown early in July and

treated in every respect as hereafter recom-

mended for the earlier batch until they are

established in small pots, when they should be

removed to a cold frame. After they become

somewhat hardened and inured to the lower tem-

perature, they may, except in cold wet weather,

be fully exposed in order to produce a short-

jointed, sturdy growth.

A fair measure of success may be obtained by

growing them in ordinary Cucumber frames.

By placing one plant in the centre of each light,

and training it after the manner of Cucumbers,

on a light trellis-work in order to raise the fruit

clear of the soil and expose it to the influence

of sunshine, a considerable number of a useful

size may be obtained from a three or four-light

frame. They can be grown in a great variety

of ways and places, and anyone who thoroughly

makes up his mind to grow them will generally

find some means of doing it. To provide an

early summer supply the seed should be sown

in the fir.^t or second week of January. It is

requisite to sow thus early in order to obtain

as long a season as possible to perfect the crop.

The seed should be distributed singly about an

inch apart in .shallow well-drained boxes or

pans, tilled to within an inch of the top with a

light compost of loam, leaf soil, and sharp sand.

The loam and leaf soil should be broken up into

small particles, so that the seedlings may be re-

moved with the least possible injury to their

roots.

The object in leaving so much vacant space

at the top of the seed pans is to enable the most

forward seedlings to be protected from vermin

by a sheet of glass until all the seed has germi-

nated. It is important that the pans be placed

in a brisk heat to hasten the germination of the

seed, for when it does not germinate quickly,

especially at this time of year, the resulting

plants are usually weak and unhealthy. When
the seedlings are well up they should be placed

onashelfinawarmhouse and near the glass to pre-

vent them becoming drawn and spindly. When
the plants have made three or four rough leaves

they should be carefully taken up and potted

singly into small pots. It is advisable to bury

the stem up to the seed leaves to induce the

formation of roots that will promote vigour in

the plants. When they become well established

in these pots they should be removed into a

lower temperature, such as that of an early

vinery, where they will enjoy a temperature of

from .50° to CO' during the night with a rise in

the daytime. As soon as the small pots are

filled with roots, no time should be lost in

transferring them into G-inch ones, and subse-

quently from these either into the pots or boxes

in which they are to produce their crop.

Each time they are moved into larger pots a

compost of a stronger character should be em-

ployed until the last one, which should con.sisl

of good fibrous loam and about one-third par-

tially decomposed manure. Should the loam

be of a very heavy description, a small propor-

tion of lime rubble broken small should be

added to it to prevent it becoming too adhe-

sive. Some growers prefer pots and others

boxes for growing them in, but so far as the

ultimate results are concerned, there is but

little difi'erenco. I use pots 10 inches to 12 inches

in diameter, and find them quite large enough

to maintain a plant bearing a heavy crop. In

whatever receptacle they are grown sufticient

drainage must be given to allow the surplus

water to pass away freely, otherwise the soil would

soon become soured and unsuitable for plant

life. It is very essential in potting plants that

the compost should be in proper condition, and

that it be rammed firmly into the pots at the

last shift, leaving sufficient space for a top-

dressing when the roots have fully taken

possession of the soil. When the plants are

bearing heavy crops and the soil is becom-

ing exhausted, they should be assisted either

with lii|uid or artificial manure. In apply-

ing any of these it is preferable to give

a little frequently rather than a stronger

applicition at longer intervals. If planting out

is adopted, they should be put in a restricted

border of about 18 inches in width by 12 inches

or 14 inches deep. If the roots are permitted

to extend at will the growth will be so vigorous,

that there will be great difliculty in getting the

flowers fertilised. The best and simplest me-

thod of training is to restrict each plant to a

single stem, from which all the side shoots must

be removed as they are produced. This system

has the advantage of requiring less labour and

attention and afi'ording the best returns ; 10

inches to 12 inches will be ample room for

them, and will allow the passage of a fair

amount of light to any plants that may be

underneath them. We assume that at this dis-

tance apart the plants are trained on wires a

few inches below the roof, but in some instances

they may be a considerable distance from it, in

which case the plants should still be confined

to one stem, and fastened to a stout upright

stake until they attain the required height.

In other cases it may be found more advan-

tageous to have several shoots trained to stakes

placed at equal distances around the pots, and

in this way they make very handsome plants,

but the question as to which is the most suit-

able under certain conditions must be left to

the discretion of the individual concerned, who
should always bear in mind that the more they

are exposed to light and sunshine the more

satisfactory will be the results. Formerly I

preferred plants raised from cuttings for early

work, but have some years ago discontinued

this means of propagation, as they are not more

fruitful and ripen their crop very little, if any,

earlier than seedlings, and are liable to perpetu-

ate insects and parasitic growth.

Tomatoes appear to succeed best in a warm,

dry atmosphere, moisture, except at the roots,

being detrimental to their well-being. When
they are interspersed among other plants which

require syringing they should be exempted as

much as possible. From 50° to 00° will be sufli-

cieut night temperature when fires have to be

kept up to maintain it. In very cold weather

it is preferable to adopt the lower temperature

rather than unduly force them. During the

daytime an advance of 10° or 15° may safely be

allowed with advantage, and in summer weather

with bright sunshine no harm will residt if the

temperature should rise to 100°. I have fre-

(juently seen Tomatoes entirely denuded of their

leaves, a practice which I consider barbarous

and entirely at variance with plant physiology.

The leaves of a plant answer a similar purpose

to the lungs of an animal, and if they are dt-

stniyed, either intentionally or by disease, all

further progress is arrested. Although con-

demning the practice of total defoliation, I be-

lieve that, for the purpose of admitting light

and sunshine, especially at the decline of sum-

mer, some of the larger and older leaves may
be shortened with advantage. Whore any diffi-

culty is experienced in getting a good sot, it will

be advantageous to go over the plants about

midday, and either shako them or draw a

rabbit's tail or Pampas Grass plume over each

flower to distribute the pollen. In some of the

large-growing varieties there is usually in each

cluster a fasciated bloom, which should be re-

moved. If fertilised and permitted to remain,

it invariably produces a large, corrugated, un-

shapely fruit at the expense of the others. Its

removal will enable those that are left to attain

a larger size than they otherwise would do.

Tomatoes are comparatively free from the

attacks of insects, the white and green-fly being

the most common. These can easily be de-

stroyed by fumigation with tobacco smoke ; one

or two applications will be sufficient to destroy

the latter. The former is the more difficult to

eradicate, as the smoke does not appear to aff'ect

it in the early stages of its existence. As there

is a fresh batch hatched about every ten days it

will be necessary to fumigate at about that in-

terval of time. Their most destructive enemy
fungus said to be Cladisporium fulvum.

which attacks and ultimately destroys the leaves,

and the Tomato disease, which is analogous if

not identical with the Potato disease. It

attacks both the stems and fruit, rendering the

latter unfit to eat. I have not had any personal

experience of the latter disease, but have seen

some plants badly attacked in other places.

With regard to the fungoid growth the case is

quite different, as our plants had a very severe

attack of it two years ago, and, judging from
inquiries and what I saw at the time, it is much
more common than is generally supposed. The
first noticeable appearance of the fungus is in

the form of yellow spots on the undersides of

the leaves, which develop a darker colour and
soon overrun the entire leaf. With a view to

destroying it I adopted various means, such as

painting the hot-water pipes with sulphur, and
applying the same material and powdered lime

to every leaf separately, but none of these had
the least efiect in arresting its destructive pro-

gress. When I found we could not stop its

further progress I encouraged and retained the

young growth, and by this means was enabled

to ripen the crop that was swelling up at the

commencement of the attack. A dry buoyant
atmosphere is inimical to fungoid growth, and
as prevention is better than cure, it will be advis-

able to adopt such means as will tend to

prevent an attack. It has been stated that

once the disease has been in a house it will

appear with the succeeding crops each year,

unless their cultivation is discontinued for a

year or two, although the house may have been

thoroughly cleaned. Such, however, has not

been the case with me, for although this year

has been comparatively sunless and a heavier

rainfall than last, yet I have not seen a symp-
tom of fungus. The varieties of Tomatoes are,

like mo.st other popular things of the present

day, very numerous. But cultivators do not

require a collection of sorts, but rather a selec-

tion of two or three of proved good flavour and
free-bearing (jualities. Some fifteen years ago

I began to grow Trophy, and from that stock I

have annually saved seed from the best-formed

fruit, anil now I have a very excellent strain of

this excellent variety, and instead of the

quality or cjuantity of the crop in any way
diminishing, it has considerably improved. The
fruit contains few seeds, and in flavour it is

su]ierior to all others with which I am ac-

([uaintod. The one and only fault I find with

it is that some of the fruits are too Large to

serve whole.

iionforence is the only other variety I grow,

except one or two new ones each year for trial.

It is inferior to Trophy both in flavour and solidity,

but in other respects it is a very desirable va-

riety. It crops freely, and the fruits being of

medium size, they are useful for serving either
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in a cooked or unoooked condition. It is a very

free-setting variety, and in that respect it lias a

decided advantage over Trophy for producing a

winter supply.

BOriLLIE BORDELAISE TRIALS.

It is only natural that Mr. Wentworth Shaw
should desire to see a huna iiiU public trial of

this chemical mixture conducted in a way that

should admit of no disputation. The very diver-

gent results presumably obtained from trials of the

mixture at Reading and elsewhere render a public

as well as a strictly reliable trial needful. The
trial should not be associated with too many sorts.

With all due deference to Mr. Shaw, I still hold

that the robust disease-resisting varieties need
little protection from the fungus. An experiecc3

of JIagnum Bonum as very badly diseased is very

unusual. I am sure such is not the general experi-

ence even in localities where other varieties have
been badly diseased. It is not these almost invari-

ably safe sorts which we desire to see rescued from
the Peronospora fungus. They suffer so little, that

the diseased tubers make but a trilling deduction

from the entire crop. It is the second early

section, which, on the whole, are worst diseased,

and such varieties as Dunbar Regent, Dalma-
hoy. Snowdrop, Lipstone, Prime Minister, and
similar varieties present the material which we
have so much reason to wish to see saved to us

whole and sound. In any trial it is not desirable

to have above twenty sorts, and if we could have
even but half a rod of each dressed with the

bouillie and one halt left undressed, all the expe-

rience needful would be gained. Then to have the

trial fairly conducted there should be complete
isolation from each other of dressed and undressed
breadths. At Reading, halves of rows were dressed,

but, of course, the line in such case could not be
very clearly drawn. A pathway fully 3 feet should
divide the respective blocks, and great care should
be taken to see that the mixture was either of the

same strength on each application, or that it was
made stronger at each application. Some judg-

ment might also be formed as to the best times of

the day to make the applications, the best condi-
tions of temperature or of atmosphere. We may not
have next year a season so productive of the Potato
disease as was the last. Still, such frequent heavy
rains must have materially weakened the effects of

the dressing, and in some cases, perhaps, have dis-

counted it entirely. Thus it would, perhaps, hap-
pen that no two seasons would give just the same
results. I will not assume for une moment, in

spite of Mr. Shaw's odd illustration, that arsenical

compounds can be beneficial to plant life. If the

compound does really check the action of the

fungus and preserve the vigour of the foliage for

a few weeks longer, its benefits are only of a ne-

gative kind, but then it may be a benefit all the

same. I.e., in saving the foliage longer, the tuber
crop is increased, provided that there be no disease.

Without doubt we want many further Bouillie Bor-
delaise trials, and a good public one near London
would be specially acceptable. A. D.

Seakale.—A bundle of very superior SaakaU,
well blanched, was shown at the Twickenham
Chrysanthemum Society's show on the 17th, by Mr,

W. Poupart, early enough, but still only the begin-

ning of what is maintained all through the winter.

Mr. Poupart mentioned that the excessive rainfall

of the year had proved very disastrous to Sea-
kale ; indeed, vast quantities of the stems had
literally rotted in the ground. No sewage matter
had been or ever is applied to the Seakale, as, whilst

liking deep holding ground, it does not like exces-

sive moisture. It is true that Seakale thrives well

on the seashore, where it is often submerged in

water, but then the soil is invariably sandy or

shingly, and does not retain tlie moisture as ordi-

nary ground does ; hence, though so near the water,

it does not suffer. Were wet seasons, such as we
have passed through, frequent, it would become
needful to plant the Seakale root cuttin[,'s on ridges,

rather than on the fiat, as is now the rule. It is

essential that not only should the ground to be
cropped be deeply worked, but naturally it should
be well drained, although few things conduce more
fully to that end than deep working, with the
bottom of the trenches well broken up. For the
production of market Seakale very stout roots and
crowns are needful. Large heads, if fewer in the
bundles realise a better price than do smaller stuff

;

not that the largest is better flavoured or pleasanter

eating, but size materially governs value. Shallow
gravelly soil is of little use for Seakale root-produc-
tion. Very stiff clay soils are also not so desirable,

because so subject to saturation from rain and the
difficulty of cleansing the roots when lifted. All

root pieces from lifted plants taken off as cuttings
some 4 inches long, the small end being slightly

bevelled to indicate what it is, should be stored in

soil or sand as obtained, and will answer well for

planting in the spring.—A. D.

Black Potato The Congo.—I have grown
this since it was first introduced, and admit that
at first I was greatly prejudiced against its appear-
ance, &c. It is a great favourite here as a late

variety, for it has a more pronounced Potato
flavour than the majority of varieties grown, and
when one gets a little accustomed to its colour it

will even get looked upon as an ornamental as well
as a good dish on the dining-table. It is a very
heavy cropper with long, straggling, spreading
haulm, thus requiring considerable space to grow
on. Unfortunately, it is not a disease-resister,

being as prone to it as any other variety. As against
it, I must say that once it has been planted on a
piece of ground, unless extraordinary care is taken
at lifting time to pick every tuber or scrap of one,
it is almost as difficult to eradicate as a bed
of Convolvulus. On the whole, I think a little of it

as worthy of cultivation as some of the white varie-

ties, which are charming to look at, but not so to

eat.— J. R.

EARLY PEAS.
There have been various opinions as to early
sowing of Peas, but this must be guided by
circumstances, such as soil, aspect, and means
of shelter, as it would be of little use to sow
Peas at this date and to neglect them after-

wards. Some gardeners object to very dwarf
Peas, but they have many advantages. Those
who care for the taller sorts may sow them
to succeed the early dwarf kinds, and I venture
to say they will be very little later than many
of the so-called earliest varieties. Indeed, I

do not think we have made great strides in this

vegetable, as far as earliness is concerned. We
have no doubt got many so-called early kinds
that have been sent out as from ten to fourteen
days earlier than any other variety, but this

description is misleading, especially to young
beginners, as many are but a few days in ad-
vance of other kinds. For instance, it is many
years since Kentish Invicta was sent out, and
this, if sown with the lately introduced very
early Peas, will be in at the same time. I do
not wish in the least to make disparaging
remarks on any new Peas of recent introduc-
tion. I know we must have new things, and I

would give all credit to the raisers who by
patient study and many disappointments give
us new vegetables. Wo certainly have ])lenty

of sorts to choose from. No man has done
more of late years to improve the Pea than Rlr.

Laxton, and he has given us many sterling

kinds. Some of his selections were thought
very highly of at Chiswick during the past
season, some of his medium-growing Peas
being wonderfully productive.

I may be wrong, but I conisider we have
better main-crop and late Peas than early
kinds. No doubt greater difficulty exists

in producing new kinds of early Peas.
Many years ago such varieties as Dilliatono's

Early, Ringleader, Advancer, Tom Thumb,

and Little Gem were sent out to supersede all

known kinds, and I do not think we have
earlier Peas at the present time, but we have
them larger in pod with fewer of the white-seeded
kinds and more of the wrinkled or Marrow
type. These latter are better in every way and
more lasting, as they do not get hard so quickly,
are of a better colour when cooked, and of
far better flavour. If we could get Peas
hardier, it would be a great gain. I have
also noticed a tendency to produce the pods in
pairs on some of the newer kinds. This is also
important, as the yield is much heavier. With
very dwarf Peas, where the haulm is only a few
inches long, a heavy crop cannot be expected.
Undoubtedly they are useful for frame work,
but even then those of 2 feet or 3 feet high
are more productive, as the tops can be pinched
and they give finer pods. I would advise those
who have room to give to novelties to try such
kinds as are termed second earliea by sowing
such kinds as Stratagem, Duke of Albany,
and Marvel in pots, or boxes, or any other
way, and transplanting. The results will be
satisfactory. Of course those who have frames
can grow Peas better, but many cannot do
this. There are also many who cannot give
the time or space to Peas in pots, boxes, &c.

,

but who are obliged to resort to the old method
of sowing in the open, and here I would advise
those who have not grown this vegetable in

quantity to sow one of the newer early kinds of

which I will name a few, and to try a few of

the larger or second earlies on the same border,
and the results will be gratifying, as if a few
days later, a succession is formed and a far

greater quantity and better quality of pods are
produced. To get Peas early it is worth a little

trouble and expense. Sow in the early part of

December on a warm south border, choosing a
dry day for the work, and if on ground sloping to

the south, so much the better. There are often
plots of land at this season unoccupied in front
of walls or houses that will just suit a few
early Peas. If the ground is heavy, there
are various means of making it more friable

by taking out the heavy soil and filling in with
lighter, making firm and sowing the seed.

Among dwarf Peas, Chelsea Gem was very good
witli me last season, and also the season be-
fore. I always grew American Wonder till that
date, but Chelsea Gem is better in every way,
with longer and larger pods and quite as early. A
new variety called English Wonder was very
early and prolific, also very dwarf. Of larger

kinds it is difficult to get a better kind than
Laxton's Alpha, a very early blue wrinkled
Marrow. William the First, when it can be
obtained true and sown feet apart, is a good
Pea for early work. Stratagem is also worth
a trial ; it is a dwarf wrinkled Marrow of de-

licious flavour, and should be grown along-
side of the first earlies. To give a few dislies

Exonian is also a first-rate Pea of the newer
kinds, to which should be added William Hurst.

Without proper attention it is useless to
attempt sowing at this season, as unle.s8

time and care are given them, it is best
to wait two months later, when there is

less risk. As soon as the tops appear above
ground the work begins, as birds devour them
wholesale. Mice must be watched for, and
slugs never forsake them after once findinf
them, so that a dusting of dry pure wood ashes
keeps them away, also a mixture of lime and
soot between the rows or outside the sticks

;

protection must also bo given from east winds
and frosts, the latter less injurious than cold
cutting winds. Very often such protection may
be given by branches of Beech, Hornbeam, or
Spruce. In country places pheasants and wood
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pigeons are troublesome, and often the rows

have to be netted over to prevent their attacks.

G. Wytiies.6'yy)i.

POTATOES IN 1891.

experiments with the BordeauxNo experiments with the Bordeaux mixture

were tried here, and yet, strange to relate, the

Potato crops instead of being hilow were well

above the average. Nor have we to thank our

surroundings or the nature of the soil for this

satisfactory state of ail'airs, as our position is

somewhat low as well as too much sheltered to

favour the growth of vegetables generally, while

the soil is decidedly cold, heavy, and clayey. It

is largely owing to a judicious selection of va-

rieties that we — this including labourers and

others on this estate—have escaped any serious

losses from disease, the rest perhaps being due

to the well-prepared stale of the soil, the

Potato ground, thanks to well exposing it

to the severe frosts, being in capital condition

for planting in February. If we had waited till

March and April before commencing to plant

Potatoes, the case would have been very diffe-

rent. As it was, aU who followed my lead, or

who took my advice as to planting when the

ground was in such a free-working condition,

have had good reason to congratulate them-

selves upon so doing. February proved to be

the driest mouth of the year, and this, follow-

ing closely upon severe frosts, gave good oppor-

tunities for getting the ground into a finely

divided state, not merely on the surface, but to

a considerable depth, and this is just what

Potatoes delight iu. The planting was wel) done,

and a very early root-growth and strong though

not necessarilyearly top-growth wasmade. March

and April found the grovmd in a saturated state,

loose soils absorbing moisture most readily,

and in very many instances the planting was

done badly or under difficulties, keeping the

sets out of the ground till later than usual also

having a very weakening effect. When the

planting is carried out under conditions so very

unfavourable, somethiug more than solutions of

lime and sulphate of copper is needed to pro-

mote the production of a heavy crop, and

whether or not this remedy becomes popular,

there must always be the same amount of pains

bestowed on the preparation of the planting sets,

and more especially upon the preparation of

the ground. Early planting, agaiu, may not

always b^ attended with the best results, but

there is no mistake about the consequences of

it this year, and I am a firm believer in the

practice of planting on the first favourable

occasion, whether this be in February, March,

or April.

Plenty there were, doubtless, who took as

many, or it may be more, pains than I did in

planting Potatoes, and yet failed to escape

heavy losses. They would have been in a diffe-

rent position probably had they followed the

advice I have frequently given in these pages

to avoid growing many varieties, and also to de-

pend largely upon a few well-tried disease-re-

sisting sorts. Too many varieties or, say, a

dozen or more of them are a nuisance rather

than a benefit, but I do not counsel rush-

ing to the other extreme, nor ever did, as

this also might end badly. For instance,

in one large garden in Wiltshire the selection

for several years has consisted of three varie-

ties only, these being the old Ashleaf, Myatt's

Ashleaf, and Scotch Champion. Tlio last-

named, being a great favourite at the mansion,

has constantly l)een the most extensively

planted, but this year, for the first time it is

only fair to add, this mainstay has failed

badly, and instead of 40 tons of " ware

"

tubers being stored for use, not a quarter of

that weight will be available. I, too, am sup-

posed to grow Scotch Champion extensively,

but have not let this encroach upon the space

devoted to Magnum Bonum, Abundance, and
Laxton's Reward. Never before have I seen

such crops of the Magnum Bonum as we had
hereabouts this year, the tubers being of good

size, or nearly all fit for use and not a diseased

one among them, while the quality is first-rate,

and yet we are told this variety is deteriorat-

ing. Hereabouts it was more extensively planted

than usual, and in not a single instance have I

heard other than praise of it. In a garden

cultivated by a labourer employed under me
three packs of tubers were lifted from two rods

of ground, and 1 lifted them at the rate of

twelve tons to the acre. Abundance also with-

stood the disease well, capital crops of good-

sized tubers being had, the quality in this case

also being good. Laxton's Reward did not

yield nearly such heavy crops as the Magnum,
though the labourer already alluded to got

two sacks from two rods of ground. The wet

weather set in too severely and constantly to

suit the Scotch Champion, disease overrunning

the haulm before the crops were half formed,

and it was a wretched failure accordingly.

Reward, having some of the quicker-maturing

Magnum Bonum blood it it, was more ad-

vanced in growth, white in the case of Magnum
Bonum the chances are, if the disease had not

early overrun the haulm, the tubers would

have been very much larger than we care to

have them.

Tomato border at Chiswick during the past
summer, where seveial varieties fruited abun-
dantly, and most ot the plants pretty well,

but not many ot the fruits ripened thoroughly as
compared with what is usually seen during warm
seasons. As at Borghley, the Chiswick plants

were grown on a Peach border, and I presume, be-

cause so often used for Tomatoes, no great harm
results in con5eqaence to the Peach trees. Toma-
toes, however, are not such very shallow rooters, as I

have found the roots spread both widely and deeply.
It is probable that they do contend with Peach
tree roots very materially. That is, however, a
matter for the growers, who doubtless find that

only on south warm borders have outdoor Tomatoes
any chance now. Very probably, could the roots

ba more restricted, the plants would ripen fruit

earlier. It is surprising on what comparatively
shalloiv soils Tomatoes will thrive if well fed from
above, but unless plants are plunged in pots re-

striction seems impossible. There is no complaint
that any of the ordinary prolific varieties do not
produce plenty of fruit. Some, indeed, seem to

fruit beyond their capacity to mature. That is

easily remedied by j adicious thinning. Even in what
seem to be very favourable seasons the plants can '

not well be too strong when got out, but that may
be done too early, and, as a rule, the end of May is

soon enough for safety. Plants 12 inches high and
stout turned out of 6-inch pots very soon develop,

and it is hardly possible to liave very much stronger
plants to put out which are not too pot-bound or

too much drawn. As to house-grown plants, I have
never seen better or finer crops than are grown at

Chiswick.—A. D.

For one success with either of the foregoing

varieties, twenty failures with other sorts that

could be named might be mentioned. This comes

ot continuing to cultivate varieties that are

neither early maturing nor disease-resisting. If

we could largely combine these two good quali-

ties, this would leave little else to wish for in

the way of profitable Potatoes, but as this is

out of the question, the aim should be to largely

plant some of the best that possess either the

one or the other quality with perhaps other

good traits in their character. At the present

time I could not recommend any of either

very early or quite late disease-resisting varie-

ties. It nearly always happens that the mid-

season varieties, that is to say, those that are

fit to lift and use from the middle to the end

of August—and there are .scores of such—are
the greatest sufferers from disease, and, there-

fore, the most unreliable. This year I planted

old Ashleaf, Veitch's Ashleaf, Myatt's Ashleaf,

and Cole's Favourite very extensively, and all

produced excellent crops, of which not more

than 25 per cent, were spoilt by disease. The
last-named, a white kidney, and nearly or quite

as early as ]\Iyatt's, is a heavy cropper, the

tubers being of good form and first-rate quality.

Those who like a white and fairly dry Potato

ought to give it a trial. Veitch's and Myatt's

were lifted and stored by the sack, and will keep

good for use for some time to come. These

early Potatoes, in addition to frequently escap-

ing disease, ;u'e also valuable on account of

their coming ott' the ground quickly, this ad-

mitting of profitable crops being got in in clo.se

succession. If my advice, therefore, is taken,

more than usual of planting tubers of approved

early sorts will be thinly stored, and if those

occupy ground originally intended for unreliable

later varieties, so much the better.

W. ICHIULDEN.

Stove and Greenhouse.

Outdoor Tomatoes.— I could not but regard

the lUusu-atijn ot tuu oor Tomatoes at Buighley,

given last week, as exactly resembling the

PHCENIX.
This family of Palms, I have noticed during the

past few years, has been used for room decora-

tion, as outdoor plants in the summer months
and for the greenhouse in the winter-time. I

had only looked upon them as stove plants.

Soma three years ago, however, I noticed that

plants of Phoenix were used in the open air in

France, and I was told they were grown out of

doors in the south of France for the Paris mar-
ket. Later on 1 found them in the rooms and
corridors about Paris in great numbers, and
now I find they are largely grown about London.
The varieties of Phtenix are somewhat strong-

rooting plants, and they consequently take
rather larger pots than many plants, but as they
attain size they carry a fairly large (juantity of

long leaves, so that the pot does not appear
large. The pot should be well drained and the

soil should consist of loam and leaf-mould made
fairly sandy and pressed down firmly. During
the summer season they enjoy copious supplies

of water to their roots, and at no season should
they be allowed to sutler for want of water, or

the result will be the loss of some of their or-

namental leaves. The genus is familiar to lis

from the Dates of our shops, the produce of

Phienix dactylifera. It is not to this species,

however, I wish to direct attention, but to one
or two other kinds which are far more prefer-

able.

P. RKi'i.iNATA is a large-growing plant from
South Africa with spreading leaves. AU the kinds

are feather-leaved, so that all have a somewhat
similar appearance, but the difference of habit and
of colour will make all the kinds here named quite

acceptable. P. reclinata may be stood in the open
air in the summer.

P. cANARiKNsis is a close, compact-habited
plant with more erect leaves, and the colour is of a
much lighter hue.

P. TKNi IS is a slender plant which in a young
state is very cleg.mt. This makes it very accept-

able for table decoration. As a burger plant it be-
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comes more erect, bat the pinnate leaves are always
fiaely divided. I first met with this some few years
ago in the neighbourhood of Erfurt, when it was
first introduced, and it was for a considerable time
a rare plant.

P. PAKINIFERA is another plant suitable for

greenhouse decoration. Its chief characteristic is

a glaucous hue which pervades the whole plant.

P. SYLVESTEis.—This is somewhat in the way of

P. dactylifera, but it is more spreading, instead of

being erect, as that species is. The pinnfe are
narrow and somewhat glaucous.

P. AOAULI.S.—This species is a native of Sikkim,
and is a small-growing plant. The leaves attain the
length of about 3 feet on a strong specimen. When
of small size it is a very ornamental plant and
very suitable for decoration.

William Hugh Goweb.

THE JAVA HYBKID RHODODENDRONS.
These are now, and have been for the past three
months, in full beauty at Messrs. Veitch and Sons'
Chelsea Nurseries. Year by year the value of these
splendid hybrids is more clearly shown. They
have no rivals amongst those plants which require
an intermediate course of treatment ; nor, indeed,
is there anything to approach them during this the
dullest season of the year either among stove
plants or those that only require the temperature
of the greenhouse. I was never more impressed
with their extreme beauty and usefulness than
when recently inspecting the large collection of
named kinds and others yet to receive this distinc-

tion which are under the care of Mr. Heal. When
I saw them there were about 200 trusses open,
making a grand display. We frequently see some
twentyor more trusses shown at the Royal Horticul-
tural Society's meetings, but the effect of the larger
number can only be partially imagined in com-
parison when seen upon the plants. These most
distinct and ornamental Rhododendrons have un-
doubtedly a brilliant future in store for them.
There is already a great call for the better-known
kinds, but I am fully persuaded that many more
will be grown in the near future than in the
past. Onco their culture is more thoroughly
understood, and in which there is no difficulty at
all, their cultivation will considerably increase.
They have this most decided qualification in their
favour, / e., they are not in any sense common
flowers, nor will they be met with in every florist's

window for a long time to come. Their very ap-
pearance when in flower, as seen in the many
varied shades, from pure white to the richest and
deepest crimson, the lovely tints of orange, the
full and deep (also pale) yellows, and the delicate
shades of pink give such variety as to betoken a
decided superiority in every way. There is also a
great diversity in the kinds now in cultivation.
Some have large flowers, and trusses too, looking
splendid upon the plant, as in the case of Presi-
dent, which is a ve»-y free-flowering kind ; others
are comparatively small, hence they are most use-
ful for button-hole bouquets and sprays. Then
there are the double varieties, which last a long
time in flower, each pip of the larger sorts rival-
ling a Tuberose bloom in size. Added to these
there are those of the multicolor section,
These are quite distinct from the foregoing ; the
individual trusses are smaller, but the growth of
the plant is most compact, more like that of an
Azalea. They flower freely, even plants in 3-inch
and 4-inch pots. These were obtained by crossing
the Java hybrids with K. multicolor, a species from
Sumatra.
When I inspected the collection recently the fol-

lowing were in flower : Brilliant, scarlet ; Princess
Beatrice, light yellow ; President, buff-yellow; luteo
roseum, satiny rose ; Souvenir de J. H. Mangles,
orange-yellow ; Aphrodite, delicate blush

; Ophelia,
light rose with orange-yellow tint ; Princess Royal,
pale pink; Minerva, soft nankeen-yellow; Amabile,
white ; Duchess of Edinburgh, Lord Wolseley, pale
yellow ; Monarch, Jasminiflorum Carminatnm, Prin-
cess Alexandra, blush-white ; Princess Christian
and Maiden's Blush, pale blush. These were the '

best of the single kinds, whilst of the doubles
there were balsamin;c3orum album, b. carneum and
b. Rajah, fawn-yellow. To these should be added
Ceres, a single yellow variety recently certificated

when it was fully described in the report of the
Royal Horticultural Society. These many fine

hybrids represent a vast amount of patience and
skill extending over a series of years. Patient labour
has, however, received its award in these grand
additions to our pot plants, particularly for flower-

ing at this season of the year, thus greatly enliven-
ing our houses when most needed. J. H.

Begonia semperflorens.—This well deserves
the specific name of semperflorens, for where a few
plants are grown, some of them will be nearly al-

ways in bloom, but it is during the autumn and
winter months that they are most useful. At
this season they require the temperature of an
intermediate house, which is just the place for

many other winter-flowering subjects, such as some
of the other Begonias, more especially B. soco-
trana and the various hybrids claiming parentage
therefrom, B. Haageana, Tyd^as, Gesneras, Ruel-
lias and others. B. semperflorens is readily propa-
gated by cuttings, or if the seed is sown in the
spring, effective flowering plants may be had by
autumn. I sowed a pinch of seed rather late in

the spring, but the young plants grew away
quickly and have been in flower for some little

time. It is interesting to note the variation that
exists amongst them when raised from seed, the
flowers of some being quite pink and in others
pure white. In habit, too, the plants vary con-
siderably. From its remarkably free-flowering

qualities and other desirable features this Begonia
has been employed by the hybridist in the pro-

duction of new varieties. Perhaps the most use-

ful of all claiming parentage from B. semperflorens
was obtained by intercrossing this Begonia with
the Mexican B. Lynchiana or Koezli, as it was at
that time called. This was done by M. Lemoine,
of Nancy, who put into commerce two varieties

under the long names of B. semperflorens gigantea
carminea and B. s. gigantea rosea. They combine
the tall vigorous habit of B. Roezli with the free-

branching, free-flowering qualities of B. semper-
florens, and are now general favourites.—H. P.

Arranging' plants for the winter.—In con-
sequence of so much room being required for the
Chrysanthemums many other things will probably
have been far too much crowded together. The
earliest possible advantage should be taken to
remedy this, so as to give everything as fair a
chance as circumstancss will permit. Pot Ca-
mellias will not thus far have come to any
harm out of doors, but it will be advisable to

bring them in for greater safety and to advance
the bloom buds. Any Fuchsias still standing
about could now be laid on their sides under stages,

or placed in cellars or any place from which the
frost can be excluded, but which is not excessively
damp. Lantanas do well under the same treat-

ment. Agapanthus umbellatus could be kept under
stages, but I would prefer to provide a better place
if possible. Too much moisture should be guarded
against. If not fairly well treated through the
winter, a good crop of bloom can hardly be
expected another season. The Daturas or Brug-
mansias will also do very well under stages, taking
care to keep them dry at the root. Other plants,
as Iledychiums and anything that occupies too
much space in proportion to its immediate utility,

should be drawn together, thinned out, or partially

pruned as the case may bs. An over-stock of any-
thing which can be readily struck in the spring
should be guarded against ; not only is more room
occupied, but time is also taken up in giving atten-

tion to them. Take care of all the stock of Val-
lota purpurea, keeping the plants in a light posi-

tion, a shelf baing a very good place for winterinf,'

this useful autumn bulb. Do not allow the plants to be
either over-dry or too moist, the latter being the
greater evil of the two. The Nerines also should
have a favourable position to prevent the foliage

from being too much drawn up or otherwise in-

jured. A pit with a little warmth would be better

than a cool house for these plants until the growth
is quite completed. If Cinerarias are still in cold
pits, a considerable amount of attention will be
needed to keep down the damp. With such rainy
weather it will be hardly possible to avoid losing
some of the leaves if the plants are large and dense.
They should be fre quently looked over for the re-

moval of decaying foliage, a close watch being at
the same time kept for any appearance of mildew.
This can be easily stopped by a light dusting of
sulphur, for which purpose I much prefer the black
to the usual yellow kind, because of its being less

unsightly, but quite as effectual. The better
plan will be to bring all the earlier and larger
plants into the cool house as soon as possible and
spread later ones out to give additional light and
air until they also can be housed.—J. H.

Spiraea palmata for pots.—Attention has
well been directed to the value of this beautiful
herbaceous plant for the decoration of the green-
house when grown in pots, and I should like to

say a word in favour of the white-flowered form (S.
palmata alba), which will bloom with equal free-

dom under the same conditions as the typical kind.
With the common S. japonica and its variety multi-
flora compacta, as well as S. astilboides, white-
flowered Spiraeas of this class are well represented,
but the flattened corymbs in which the flowers of
S. palmata alba are borne render it distinct from
any of the others. There is a Spiriea known as S.

palmata elegans, but why such a name has been
bestowed upon it I cannot say, for the flowers are
a kind of washed-out pink, totally different from
the rich tint of the typical S. palmata, and quite

unworthy of the varietal name of elegans.—H. P.

GLADIOLUS COLVILLEI THE BRIDE.

It is perhaps next to impossible to over-rate the

value of the long handsome spikes of this justly

popular plant when grown under glass and brought

into flower during the early months of the year, for

whether desired for personal adornment, for vases

or epergnes, or for any other use that may be named

,

it is alike useful and valuable for all ; the delicate

chasteness of the flowers individually as well as

the pleasing manner in which they are arranged on
their stems all combine in a beautiful manner in

producing an effect almost, if not quite unique. For
market purposes it is largely grown, and those who
devote considerable attention to producing flowers in

quantity year by year are still as fond of it as ever,

and generally manage to keep up a continuous supply
both early and late. But we must not overlook
its value as a good border plant, for it is still

this as much as ever, and produces flowers of a
quality that are by no means common at any time
and we might, therefore, with advantage plant it

largely in warm sheltered spots in the open ground,
where, in the event of long-continued and severe
frosts, some protection may be given it. Firstly,

however, I will confine myself to the pot cul-

ture of this useful plant, as this is an item requir-

ing immediate attention. In the first place some
good sound corms should be secured with as little

delay as possible, also some pots, the three most
useful sizes being li-inch, 7-inch and .s-inch dia-

meter, according to the number grown. For
medium-sized private gardens, those first named
will be most useful, while for large establishments
and nurseries the latter will be the best. The
soil will need taking in hand some days before it

can be used, unless special sheds exist for keep-
ing it dry, on account o' I hi prolonged down-
pour of rain thit has been so general lately,

but a few barrowfuls may soon be dried beneath
the stoke-hole fire, if no other convenience
exists, and indeed this is a very good place, for

not only does it dry the soil, but if allowed
to stay sufficiently long and become baked
or partially so, it will kill many insects and
a vast number of their eggs also, while it will

at the same time add to the manurial properties of
the soil itself. But the advantage is great if it

only places it in the proper condition for use, as
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nothing is more detrimental to roots in general

than over-wet and therefore adhesive soils, and

rather than use such as these, it will be much the

best to allow the work to stand over for a week or

so and properly prepare the soil in the meantime.

Wet soil, as at this season of the year, will remain

wet for a great length of time if left to dry by it- Thi.-^

self therefore some such means as I have sug-

gested will have to be employed to get it in good con-

dition. I have frequently found a little dast-dry

soil invaluable in these respects for mixing pur-

poses, and I doubt not many others have had a

like experience. I suppose almost everyone knows

by this time the characteristic size of this Gladiolus,

though, I believe, originally many were at first dis-

appo'nted at receiving corms of about equal size

as those of the yellow Crocus, and which they never

expected would flower at all. This, however, is its

usual size prior to breaking up, and many of the

larger ones will throw two and three spikes, a few

even more than this, though this is the exception

rather than the rule. A good mixture for potting

the bulbs in is one composed of good turfy loam,

leaf-soil, and well-rotted manure, with a liberal

addition of sand and a peck or so of fine charcoal

;

the loam should be in proportion of two-thirds the

bulk leaf-soil one-third, and manure one-sixth : it

will ' also be beneficial if a 5-inch potful of a

good fertiliser be added to each barrowful of

the soil, the latter being fairly rough or lumpy

and well mixed together. A thorough drainage is

always essential, and it is also advisable to pla,nt

the bulbs or corms in the pots in which it is in-

tended to flower them in, as after shifts frequently

end disastrously. In potting it will be found that

six bulbs will be sufficient for a (;-inch pot, nine

for a 7-inoh pot, and twelve for an .S-inch pot,

but if extra large bulbs have been secured these

quantities may be reduced. The pots may

now be filled three - fourths their depth with

the soil, making the latter moderately firm,

after which give a sprinkling of silver sand and

upon this place the bulbs ;
then cover in and make

Quite firm. For the present no water should be

given them, merely placing them outside on a hard

bottom of coal ashes or in a frame where a simi-

larly good bottom exists. They will also be best

covered with ?> inches of coal ashes or cocoa-nut

fibre to the same depth, and either lights or boards

placed over them to keep rain off for the present,

but after ten days a good watering or an hour's

rain will be of benefit to them. Upon no account

introduce any portion of them into artificial heat

till they are thoroughly well rooted. In the event

of severe frost setting in, the pots must be re-

moved to a pit from which frost is excluded, or be

made equally secure in their present quarters : but

if the latter be adopted, no greater depth of plung-

ing material should be placed on the pots, as this

would not be beneficial to the young blades as

they appear, but, instead, some rough boards or

boughs, and over this some long litter. In the

open ground this variety is quite hardy when

planted at a depth of i> inches or thereabouts, and

covered with a handful of cocoa fibre in winter-

time they are safe enough ;
but when left perma-

nently in the open ground they are apt to make

fresh growth (that is, put forth new blades fre-

(luently in December or January, according to the

season), and should a hard time follow in February

and March the growth becomes much crippled. To

avoid the consequences of this arrested growth, it

is a good plan in August of each year to lift them

and keep them out of the ground till November,

planting them deeply, as above stated. By adopt-

ing this method, the new growth will be checked

till very severe weather is past, and the owner will

reap a decided advantage in flowering spikes and

likewise better roots subsequently. It should,

however, be stated that it does not behave thus m
all soils,'such as are heavy and clayey, for example,

while in light soils generally fresh growths are

made apparently much earlier. As a rule, for open

ground cultivation a light loamy soil is that usually

recommended, but the strongest and most vigorous

growths I have ever seen were produced by some

two years planted on a stiff and somewhat natur-

ally holding soil. It is, however, well to know that

so desirable a plant succeeds In both, which it un-

doubtedly does, and the amount of success is al-

ways increased by good culture. E. J.

TILLANDSIA ARGENTEA.
was first introduced to cultivation by

Wallis from Northern Peru about twenty-five

years ago, and afterwards by Roezl five years

later. The plant received its very characteristic

name from Prof. Koch in 1870, but I believe

Til iMudsia argciitea. Engraved for Thk Garden
from a photograph sent by Mous. J. Sallior.

it was afterwards fOunJ that the name had

been given by Grisebach to a plant from Cuba,

wliich has not yet been introduced to cultiva-

tion, so that E. Morren published it in tlie

IJr/,/iijiie Jh,i-ti(-uk in 1879 under the namo of

T. tectorum, which is the name Baker adopts

for it in his " Handbook of Bronieliaceie,'

placing it under the subgenus Platystacliys.

The leaves are each about 4 inches or 5 inches

long, slieathiiig at the base, becoming narrow

and sliari)ly pointed at the apex, and clothed

with hoary white scales, which give it a very

handsome appearance. The plant first bloomed

in Ghent in 18G8, the flowers being light blue

tipped with white. Another plant of some-
what similar aspect belonging to the section of

the genus Tillandsia, known as Anoplophytum,
was introduced by the Messrs. RoUisson, of

Tooting, in 187G from Trinidad, and was dis-

tributed to the pubUc under the name of T.

Rollissoni. Soon afterwards it was figured in

the Bdijiijtie Hortkole under the name of Ano-
plophytum incanum. Mr. Baker, however,
finds the species was named T. Gardneri by
Lindley from specimens gathered by Gardner
and by Burchell in various parts of Brazil. It

is similar in its requirements to T. tectorum,
living upon the moisture of the atmosphere
with the addition of an occasional wetting from
the syringe ; the leaves are rosulate, some G

inches long and half an inch broad, clasping at

the base, and tapering to a point, thickly

clothed in all parts with large white mealy
scales, which render it a very striking object

hung up near the roof glass.—W. H. G.

Mons. J. Sallier, nurseryman, Neuilly,

Paris, who sent us the photograph from which
the engraving was prepared, thus writes con-

cerning this Tillandsia :

—

The curious Bromeliad represented by the accom-
panying woodcut has been grown here for more
than fifteen years. When first received it was only
7 inches or 8 inches loug, but although a slow
grower it now measures fully o feet. The plant
was first imported into Belgium and bought by an
amateur, who tried to grow it in a pot, but as it

made no progress he took it out of the pot and sus-

pended it without any material to the roof of his

stove. In course of time I acquired the plant and
followed the same treatment, which is very simple.

I keep the plant in a warm moist part of the house
and never use the syringe for it, as water directly

upplied is, I fancy, its greatest enemy. It is quite

an ai'rial plant with no roots whatever ; the thin

leaves are densely covered with a white hairy ma-
terial, which in the opinion of some people is used
by the plant to find in the atmosphere the moisture
necessary to its nourishment. The species has been
ascertained by the authorities at Kew to be Tillandsia
tectorum of E. Morren (syn., T. argentea of K.
Koch). I grow with it and under the same treat-

ment a couple of another aerial and rare Bromeliad
— .inoplophytum Rollissoni, whose leaves are some-
what larger and of a fine silvery appearance. This
also likes plenty of moisture, but no water in any
way.

Winter-flowering Carnations.—The culti-

vation of winter- floweiing Carnations is certainly

on the increase, for many of our leading nursery-

men grow them in considerable numbers, besides

which large quantities are sent here during the

autumn months from the neighbourhood of Lyons,
where the conditions would seem to be especially

favourable for the well-being of this class of plants.

They are, of course, grown in the open ground,
the soil (a stiff reddish loam, almost clay) suiting

them perfectly, so that they form well-branched,
sturdy plants, which by the end of the summer are
bristling with flower-buds. They are usually lifted

and sent to this country during the month of Oc-
tober, and owing to the adhesive nature of the soil

and the well- rooted condition of the plants, if lifted

with moderately-sized balls of earth in a fairly

moist condition, they will stand the journey well.

Care should be taken not to leave them about and
allow the balls of earth to become dry before re-

potting, otherwise the soil is apt to crumble away
and leave the roots exposed, the result being that

the plants will often sulTer greatly. If potted

carefully as soon as possible, watered, and kept
rather close in a temperature slightly higher than
thiit of an ordinary greenhouse, the young fibres

will soon resume their activity and take possession

of the new compost. The English climate is

scarcely suitable to the outdoor cultivation of

these winter- flowering Carnations, and by most o^
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our growers they are grown in pots. The plants

obtained in this way are not so sturdy as those

grown out of doors, yet they will yield a large

quantity of flowers and can be relied upon to

open them in a satisfactory manner, which, owing
to the altered conditions, is not invariably the case
with these imported plants. For the well-being of

these Carnations during the winter a moderately
dry atmosphere is absolutely necessary. The raa-

j >rity of those grown in France have striped, edged,
or flaked flowers, while in this country self-coloured

blooms are as a rule most sought after, especially

where the flowers are grown for sale, as those of

clear decided tints are the easiest to dispose of.

—

H. P.

EARLY FORCING OF LILY OF THE VALLEY.
The flowers of the Lily of the Valley are without
doubt among the choicest and daintiest known, and
so popular are they, that it is next to impossible to
misplace them in any arrangement, for they are alike
valued as much for the graceful and general aspect
of their spikes as for the purity and fragrance of
their blossoms. Quite recently in The Garden
we saw what a charming lloral basket could be
made with Lily of the Valley alone. One cannot
overlook the fact that many pounds are sent out of
this country every year for an article that grows
quite freely, and in some districts even rampantly,
with us at home ; so much so, that one is led to in-
qaire whether such an L'xpenditure may not in some
degree be modifie*^, even if it cannot be dispensed
with altogether. The answer undoubtedly is in
the affirmative, for we have suflioient proof in
English gardens that Lily of the Valley can be
grown to perfection. But some may urge, and with
good reason, that English-grown Lily of the Valley
is not so well suited for early forcing as is

that known as the Berlin variety. Supposing this
to be true in its fullest sense, what then 7

Does this alone prevent our English nursery-
men from growing these Lilies in quantity for
intermediate as well as for all later successional
batches ? I say, no. And if our English gardeners
or farmers were to take this matter in hand with
determination, and thus utilise some of the acres
of warm sunny banks that are now lying all but
idle, it would speedily have a marked effect on the
Lily of the Valley crowns that are now imported
into this country, and would sooner or later bring
the prices within reasonable limits. Already we
have some growers on a large scale, and speedUy
others will be working in the same direction,
for, unless I am much mistaken in the matter,
the question of suitability for early forcing or the
reverse rests not so much with the country or
locality in which they were produced as it does
with the particular vp.riety grown. Herein, I believe,
is the secret of success or of failure, and beginners
in planting Lily of the Valley for profit in English
gardens will do well to avoid the type Con-
vallaria majalis, which was at one time common in
woods and similar places in many parts of England,
and which even now is a common plant in certain
localities. It is this kind, I believe, that is largely
grown in Holland. At any rate it is equally unsuit-
able as that I have described for early forcing. On
the other hand, the broad-leaved forms seem
specially suited for forcing and answer readily to a
judicious application of artificial heat ; these, there-
fore, are the kinds to grow for this special purpose,
and which, by the way, offer no greater difficulties in
cultivation than the wild typical species. I know
a nice little plantation of a broad-leaved kind which
two or three years since, when I first saw it, some-
what astonished me. It was growing (|uite ram-
pantly beneath some Apple trees audits luxuriance
was remarkable. I inquired as to the origin of this
fine lot and found it was the outcome of a batch pro-
cured from a local seedsman for potting and forcing,
and the latter having been very gentle, the plants
were eventually divided and planted in their present
position, where they promise to take possession of
the soil in a wholesale sort of way. I believe
the variety to be identical with what I knew many
years ago as latifolia ; at any rate this name would
be applicable. I have, however, secured some

roots of it through the kindness of the owner, and
shall grow it and note results. Of course it would
take many years to get up a large stock even with
the best care. In directing attention to the early

forcing of Lily of the Valley, it is of primary im-

portance to obtain the crowns at once, and these

are now reaching England in quantity. In the

case of the market-grower who forces in quantity

and over a long season, special arrangements are

invariably entered into that the crowns be delivered

by a given time, and to this end many thousands
are placed in their forcing quarters very early in

November, and from the moment they are intro-

duced into heat all has to depend on the cultural

skill and attention of those in charge, l^nlike the

majority of things that we force early, such as

Tulips, Hyacinths, Lilies, Tuberoses, Narcissi, and
the like, for all of which we deem the early forma-

tion of an abundant supply of roots a most essen-

tial part in the production of a good crop of bloom,
these Lilies of the A'alley have no such assistance,

for the emitting of a single new root is an extreme
rarity ; therefore, as I have said, all has to depend
on everything artificial from first to last. But even
this failing, as it may appear, is not without its

good features, and by knowing it to be the fact,

the crowns may be placed in heat as soon as re-

ceived, for they profit nothing by being plunged

outside—at least so far as this item is concerned.

The main points, therefore, in forcing them are an
abundant supply of bottom-heat of a uniform
temperature of about 90°, or even 95°, and frequent

supplies of water at a similar temperature ; this

latter is a most important matter, though too fre-

quently ignored, and its reasonableness will be

apparent to all at a glance. Another equally

important matter is that of a frame, either

temporary or permanent, within the house.

This is not always adopted even when forcing

on a large scale, but what is made to do duty

for it is darkening the house by covering with

mats, so that a frame in most cases will be far

more satisfactory and more generally under con-

trol. Different ways of affording the necessary

bottom-heat in such cases are sure to exist in diffe-

rent gardens, but the best that I know after trying

various ways is that where a water-tight tank

exists under the propagating bed and the hot-water

pipes pass through it. Having this in good work-

ing order, there is not the fear of a dry heat exist-

ing as there may be where only pipes are employed
;

still this latter answers admirably where the work
is in efficient hands. Where forcing accommoda-
tion is limited and quantities are needed, shallow

boxes or pans 3 inches or 4 inches deep will be

found very suitable, placing the crowns rather

thickly together in rows about l.V inches asunder.

Nothing is so generally useful and serviceable as

cocoa-nut fibre, as it retains the moisture, and also

allows a free circulation of the heat. When a
batch has been placed in the propagating frame a
good watering should be given, provided the crowns

have not been subjected to heavy rains recently ;

then cover the crowns 2 inches or 3 inches deep
with cocoa-nut fibre. The last-named item with

good judgment is invariably the forerunner of good
long stems, the obvious advantage of which either

in the market or for private use I need not point

out. From this time the temperature should be as

uniform as possible, and when the young shoots are

appearing freely above the fibre, the latter may be

carefully removed and the Lilies returned to the

bottom-heat at once, giving a good watering at

the same temperature as the bottom - heat and
covering the frame with thick brown paper

to darken it for the present. For the earliest

batches, a frame sufficiently deep should be

employed that they may remain till ready for

use, admitting light and air as these may be

deemed necessary, and with which external in-

fluences will have much to do. For later liatches

this is not so needful. Crowns intended to form a
succession should be covered deeply with ashes or

cocoa-nut fibre to secure them from becoming
dry or shrivelled. In conclusion, I may just

allude to a somewhat singular circumstance which

I believe in a greater or less degree affects all

those who force Lily of the Valley early. I mean

the manner in which the lower bells decay. It

may be only one, it may be two, or even three, but
whichever it may be, every flower tells in the pro-

duction of a fine spike. Were it the topmost bells

that fail, we should all with one accord say it was
the result of blindness, either brought about or

accelerated by the early and rapid method of pro-

ducing them, and this would seem a natural and
feasible reply, but it is the largest and strongest

that fail, and though not numerous, there is still

the annoying and significant fact, and anyone
solving the problem will confer a great favour.

Did it only occur in a few instances we might re-

gard it as an error of culture, but it is the same
with experts as with the ordinary grower, and yet

remains to be explained. It need hardly be added
that single crowns are everywhere preferred to

clumps for early forcing. E. J.

Ferns.

FERNS IN THE HOUSE.
Ferns and Palms are probably more in request

for house decoration than any other plants now
grown. Ferns can, however, be used in some
instances where Palms would be either too large

or of too spreading a character, whilst as small

plants they have a decided advantage. More
people have possibly failed to grow Adiantum
cuneatum the year round in a living room than

any other Fern. I do not wonder at this, for

it is not altogether an easy matter to keep this

Fern all the year in a healthy state in a

room. When it is accomplished, it speaks well

for the grower of such a plant. The points

where failure is most likely to occur are either in

excess of potting, or in giving too much water

when the plant is not making a fresh growth.

Those who are not experienced in potting will,

when this work has to be done, do it with a fear

of making the fresh soil too firm around the old

ball. This is a great mistake, and one which
must ultimately result in complete failure. If

proper soil cannot be had from a reliable source,

1 would prefer to use the scrapings from a road

or lane where no macadam had been laid ; this

when mixed with a little fibrous loam would
make a very good soil. I have adverted to this

fact in relation to the Maiden-hair Fern, as

many are discouraged when failures occur so

frequently. My remarks are, however, chiefly

intended for tliose who grow their plants in

houses, and remove them to rooms as occasion re-

quires. Here, too, failures occur at times, and
the plants lose in popularity simply for want of

proper precautions. When plants are in-

tended to be used in rooms, one of the prin-

cipal points is to see that they are well esta-

blished, the pots being well filled with roots.

When this is the case the greatest risk of in-

jury may be considered to be averted. The
plants will, it is true, require more attention as

regards watering, but the fact of their taking

more water is all in their favour. On the

other hand, suppose a plant l)e chosen which
lias not been potted for any length of time, or

where the pot is far too large in proportion to

the plant, the result is that but little water is

ever needed ; consequently the roots soon suffer,

liecause under the conditions of rooms in general

they cannot absorb thatamountof moisture they

would otherwise do in a plant house. The end of

this is that the roots die and the soil becomes sour

and sodden long before its time. 1 feel fully

persuaded that more plants suffer from injudi-

cious treatment than from the mere fact of be-

ing used in rooms.

[ would not, however, lose sight of the in-

jurious properties contained in the atmosphere

of rooms where gas is the lighting medium. In

such cases keep the plants as far removed from
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the gas as possible. Another fertile source of

injury is exposure to draughts, such, for in-

stance, as that where a window is opened at

the bottom instead of the top with an inrush of

cold air at certain seasons of the year striking

immediately upon the plants, if perchance they

happen to be near the light ; or, again, at day-

break,when dusting and other domestic work are

in progress, up goes the lower sash, admitting a

volume of fresh air, quite essential in its way,

but not good for plants in such quantities, par-

ticularly when some few degrees of frost are

being registered outside. No wonder, then, if

plants sutler, combined with a heated room
at night, the two extremes occurring in rotation

every twenty-four hours, perhaps for weeks to-

gether. Some plants will resist this kind of

treatment better than others. Ferns cannot,

however, withstand it except in the case of a few

only of the very hardiest ; no wonder then if in

many instances Ferns are not so popular as they

should be. Where Ferns are being grown pur-

posely for house decoration, they should not

be shaded to any great extent ; the aim should

rather be to obtain a more enduring growth,

the fronds being harder, though not perhaps

BO fully developed. The colour in such in-

stances would be a paler green with, in some
cases, quite a roseate tint, whilst on the other

hand, where much shade is employed, a deep
green colour will pervade the fronds with

greater vigour also, which, although indicat-

ing good cultivation, does not provide the ma-
terial that will endure atmospheric changes to

nearly the same degree. Toomoist an atmosphere
wQl also encourage a strong growth, which even
when not carried to any actual excess, sup-

posing the plants were to remain in the house

where they are growing, is yet too much for

those which are being used in the drier atmo-
sphere of rooms. Before being used, plants

from a moist atmosphere should be subjected to

a freer atmosphere, not, however, to sharp cur-

rents. They will thus become acclimatised and
more readily withstand the change, lasting at

the same time in better condition. It may be
urged that this gives unnecessary trouble, but if

the plants can by these simple precautions be
kept in better condition, one is well paid for

any extra pains he may take. What is more
annoying than to see a lot of good plants

spoiled when by adopting a few simple methods
it might have been averted ? During the

winter season in the removal of plants there is

room for improvement during frosty weather.

The plants should not be exposed either to

frost or piercing easterly winds, but receive

protection in transit. Fcr this purpo.se a light

framework in siz eaccording to the requirements

in each case should be fitted to the hand-barrow.

Upon a liglit frame of wood it is very easy to

tix a covering of the prepared Willesden paper,

which is rot-proof, very strong, and also very

light. Such an arrangement would for several

months be found very useful, not only for

Ferns, but for other plants from the stove

more particularly. J. Hl;dson.

some young plants from the spores which are upon
your specimen, which has been returned as you
directed.—W. H. G.

Ocliropteria pallens {Charles Duncan).—This
is the name of ttie specimen sent ; it is the only
member of the genua, and it is a native of the
Maarilius. I well remember the first plant coming
to this country. It was sent by a man since dead
however, bearing the same name as yourself. The
plant is near to Pteris, and was originally named
Adiantum pallens. The plant does not possess
much beauty, and for that reason has never found
many admirers. It has not been much sought
after, saving by the keepers of the collections in

botanic gardens. I cannot inform you if it is now
in cultivation, but you should endeavour to get

SEASONABLE NOTES ON FERNS.
In most cases but little growth will now be made

;

less water, on the whole, will therefore be required

at the roots daring a period of semi-resting. A
drier atmosphere will be all the better for the

majority of Ferns during the winter season. This
must not, however, be carried to any excess, other-

wise thrips will find a congenial home upon the
fronds. Of all Ferns, the Gymnogrammas are most
susceptible to damp, particularly at this time of the

year
;
yet although delighting in a comparatively

dry atmosphere, they are very sensitive of drought
at the roots. On no account should they be allowed
to suffer in this direction, or they will be consider-

ably weakened. If the fronds are dense and plen-

tiful, they will be inclined to either turn yellow
or damp ofi, under the best of treatment, in the

centres of the plants. This should be remedied by
thinning out the affected parts with a pair of Grape
scissors. Drip should also be guarded against, and
if the plants have to be kept amongst others which
delight in more moisture, the Gold and Silver Ferns
should be kept in the driest part of the house. One
of the worst to keep through the winter is G.
peruviana argyrophylla ; the farinose powder being
so dense in this instance increases the difficulty

without doubt. Cheilanthes farinosa requires

about the same treatment in all respects save tem-
perature. This Fern will thrive in a temperate
house ; whereas the Gymnogrammas should for

greater safety be kept in the stove. Ths majority
of the Adiantums, more particularly those with
small pinn:e, will keep in better condition in a
comparatively dry atmosphere. Thus treated, they
will, when required in a cut state, last much better.

Where the plants are large, there may be a dis-

position towards damping off in the centres of the
plants. This should be watched for and guarded
against by thinning out. These Adiantums will

keep in good condition in a temperate house.

What some would term a warm greenhouse is

better tor these than an average stove tempera-
ture. Where there is a good stock of A. cuneatum
and it can be worked in batches, some of the plants

most disposed to rest should be kept drier at the
roots, nearly dried off in fact. These plants will

then start into growth earlier if introduced into

more warmth, coming in useful when foliage is

somewhat scarce. The greater proportion of the
Adiantums with larger pinnje, as A. farleyense, A.
cardiochlajna, A. trapeziforme and others, will

winter more safely in rather more warmth, the
stove being the better place on the whole. A.
farleyense will withstand more moisture than most
species. A dry atmosphere does not suit it nearly
so well, and it should not be kept quite so dry at

the roots. It is a variety hardly ever at rest,

hence this precaution. Most of the others are not
so. By keeping them somewhat drier, therefore, the
soil is in a degree sweetened and the plants start

away again with renewed vigour. The Bird's-nest

Fern (Asplenium Nidus) should not be kept very dry
at the root. If the plants be small they should be
wintered in a store or warm house at least, and
thus kept on the move ; large plants are safe

enough in a cooler house. This Fern is liable to

attacks of thrips, which soon spoil the appearance
of the fronds. Slugs also are particularly fond of

making their home in the crowns and feeding upon
the young fronds as they make a start. The Cheil-

anthes as a family should not be kept too dry at

the root at any time. C. hirta does best in a warm
house or stove, but C. elegans can be kept safuly in

a lower temperature. Most of the D:ivallias will

now be resting ; some, as D. bullata, will be desti-

tute of fronds; in such cases hardly any water will

be needed. The stronger growing varieties, as

Davillia Mooreana, require rather more ; this and
D. polyantha should be kept in the stove. The
rest of the better-known species can be wintered in a
mo.lerately warm house, and some, as D. canarien-
sis and D. Mariesi, in the cool greenhouse. The
Gleichenias are cbieQy cool house plants ; such

may be safely kept in an average greenhouse tem-

perature, although I would recommend 45° rather

than iO", or a few degrees lower than that.

They shonld be kept moist at the root at all

times ; not being deep-rooting plants, they soon

suffer for want of moisture. G. diohotoma grows

much finer in a stove than in a cooler house.

Thrips and brown scale will want looking after

amongst the Gleichenias, and the faded portions of

the fronds should be removed in a careful manner.

Blechnums and Lomarias will not be very active

now ; they may be kept fairly dry, particularly it

the plants are being kept in a rather low tempera-

ture. A greenhouse is not warm enough for safety,

but an intermediate house will suit them well.

Lygodium scandens (and other species) will now
be taking a rest. L, scandens is well worthy of

extended cultivation for use in a cut state. In

most cases this Fern will now be fading ; if the

fronds are shabby, no harm will come to the plant

by cutting them off. There are frequently scale

and thrips lurking about ; this will, therefore, make
a clearance for the present. The stools will not re-

quire any water for a considerable time to come.

The Microlepias should have just surticient water

to keep them on the move ; it is not well to let

these Ferns get too dry ; dense plants should have

the oldest fronds removed. The Nephrolepis will

all keep fresh and green through the winter, con-

tinuing to grow if in a stove, but as they take a

fair amount of room, it is as well to let them die

off a bit by keeping them in an intermediate house

and somewhat dry, unless they are likely to be

wanted as decorative plants. The Phlebodiums

can be kept if needed in a cool house, when
they will die down, but in a little warmth
they will retain their fronds, which will be all the

better for the plants another season. Platycerium

alcicorne is the hardiest of its race ; this will winter

safely in a warm greenhouse and need not receive

much water. P. grande and a few others require

the warmth of a stove to keep them in good con-

dition. Any of these Ferns will do well suspended

upon a wall on pieces of rustic cork. The best

known and the most useful of the Pceiis family are

quite safe in a greenhouse that does not often fall

below ±5° at night. These Ferns should not be

allowed to become dust-dry, particularly if the

plants have good heads upon them. Scale will pro-

bably be found upon the older fronds, these in most

cases can well be spared and the scale removed at

one stroke. Aspleniums in most cases are con-

sidered as greenhouse Ferns, and rightly so with a

few exceptions. A. cicutarium, A. longissimum,and

A. viviparum, three tolerably well-known kinds, re-

quire to be kept in the stove. Most of the rest will

do very well in a warm greenhouse ; A. bulbiferum

and A, lucidum being quite safe in a cool house

where frost does not enter.

Insect pests have now and again been alluded

to in particular instances, but a sharp look out

should be kept for all. Now onwards is the time

to endeavour to get Ferns as clean as possible, as

cleaning by sponging cannot in many cases be per-

formed with any amount of satisfaction. The pre-

sent time is the best to remove the older fronds

to gain that end. All the light possible should

now be allowed the plants. No potting should be

carried out for along time to come. Seedling Ferns

which may have sprung up amongst other plants

might be carefully lifted with some roots and

placed in proportionately small pots. They will

thus make a few roots and start off into growth

without a check in the spring, when another shift

might be given with advantage. Those sorts should

be chiefly sought after which are likely to be of

the most service, as Adiantums and Pteris in

variety. Aspleniums of some sorts and other Ferns

which are easily propagated by t!ie balblets upon

the fronds should likewise be looked to at this

time of the year. These, if pricked off into

pans pretty thickly in sandy soil, will in three

months or so be dt for small pots. No incre;tse

by division should be attempted now ;
this had

better be left until the spring-time when growth ia

again apparent. Old plants of which there is a

young stock coming on should not be kept if they

1 are shabby or unhealthy ; better make room for a
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young vigorous lot of plants. Seed (i.e., spores)

should also be sown where fully matured. Laying
the old fronds upon the surface of the soil is a very

good plan. H. G. H.

LOPHOSORIA PRUINATA.
A COURE.SPONPENT lately assured me that he
had found Cyathea dealbata growing wild in

the island of Jamaica, and it was not until I

had written for a specimen that I could decide

what it wa.s. Having received a specimen, I at

once found it to be this now very rarely seen

Fern, which was named Polypodiura pruinatum
by Swartz. Hooker, however, includes it with
his genus Alsophila, and to the latter genu.s it

certainly appears to have a close resemblance
in its arborescent stem. It, however, has very
little but its tree-like stem to distinguish it

from some sections of the great family of Poly-
podium. It is widely distributed throughout
the various parts of South America, such as

Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela, Caraccas, the
island of Jamaica, and is also found in Juan
Fernandez. It is a softer plant, however, than
Cyathea dealbata, the fronds bright green
above. I have not found the fronds so silvery

white on the under side as in that species. The
stem of the plant that I had some years ago
was about i\ feet in height, and it produced
fronds some 3 feet or 4 feet in length. The
base of the fronds and the crown were clothed
with long, soft woolly hairs. It is au exceed-
ingly handsome species, and I do not know why
our Orchid hunters have not been struck with
its beauty and sent it home, unless, like my
friend, they had taken it for the New Zealand
Cyathea. It is an evergreen stove plant that
wants only potting in sandy peat and loam in

about equal parts. It likes plenty of water
during the summer months ; therefore good
drainage should be given it. Of course in the
winter time it does not require so much, and at

no time should it be syringed.

Wm. Hugh Gower.

WATERING AND FEEDING TREE FERNS.
One often sees Tree Ferns in anything but a healthy
condition, and their loss of vigour is often put
down to want of heat, want of root space, and
other minor difficulties. More often than not it is

to want of moisture both at the root and in the
stem. Many persons object to the syringing of Tree
Ferns above the top of the fronds, but I have never
found the least harm result ; on the other hand, it

does much good. It is of great benefit to literally
pour the water from the top or part where the
fronds push up, and it is wonderful to note the re-
sults. To illustrate this, I may point out how well
Mr. Head succeeds with the Tree Ferns at the
Crystal Palace under great disadvantages as to
moisture. They are grand tpacimens, and there
they are drenched with a hose and the water well
poured into the crowns. Of course, in so large a
structure there is a greater circulation of air, the
plants dry rapidly, and the young fronds are less
susceptible to damping. In mixed houses it is often
impossible to syringe on account of other plants,
but the stems may be moistened by pouring water
from the top. Where the roots of Tree Ferns are
in a bad state this treatment would not do, but
these plants do not require much root space it

the stems are properly supplied with moisture. I

have seen some remarkably fine specimens in small
pots, but they had every attention paid to them,
by always keeping the stems moist. I have
also found it advisable to feed more than is often
advised, as when in active growth with the pots or
tubs full of roots they require plenty of feeding,
and this may be given in varied ways either by
mulching with cow manure or by applying some
good fertiliser. When cow manure is given it

bhould be partly dried. The plants when in robust

health will do w th feeding once a week, and when
a fertiliser is gtiven it is best to give it in small

quantities. Soot and cow or sheep manure, or

deer's when it can be obtained, is excellent. It

should be stored in a tank or barrel for the pur-

pcie, and not given in a fresh condition. I have
tried the old plan of covering the stems of Tree
Ferns with Sphagnum Moss to get poor plants into

a healthy condition, and it has many advantages,

but I prefer the less troublesome one of keeping

the stems moist without any covering. I have
kept a close observation, and I find if the stems are

kept moist the plants often do better in the end, as

they do not look so unsightly. There are often

portions of the stem that swell and root into the

Moss, and some parts remain stationary, and un-

even growth is formed. In the case of old Tree Ferns
that have lost their roots, it is advisable to cut oflE

the bottom portion of the root that is decayed and
repot the trunks, placing them lower and building

up round the base with some new material, keeping
close and somewhat warmer for a time. Plenty of

drainage, live Sphagnum, and broken charcoal

should be given. Tree Ferns will thrive for years

when the stems are attended to with moisture, and
repotting is of secondary consideration if feeding

is resorted to. G. Wythes.
Si/iiii.

Public Gardens.

The bauds iu the Loudou parks and open spaces

gave so much satisfactinu last season, that thuy will be

rep9ated next year, provided the County Council grant

ilUUU tor the purjjuae.

Ravenscourt Park.—Mr. Arter, L.C.C., re-

ported that contracts had been signed for the forma-

tion of a footpath from Ravenscourt Park to the

llaveuscouxt Park Station. The space for lawn-tennis

would also be extended in the southern part, near the

Vicarage, so as to provide half-a-dozeu courts for

Another recreation ground.—Au excellent

movement is being made to secure the site of Milbank
Prison for a recreation ground, and the Vestry of

Westminster, memorialised by the local football and
cricket clnbs, has agreed to contribute oue-fourtli of

the expense. It would certainly be an agreeable ou-
trast to see that gloomy pUe replaced by a pleasant

open space.

The proposed new Hyde Park entrance.
— It was decided (after disposing of an amendment
against, moved by Mr. Harben and seconded by
Admiral Sir E. Ommanney) that the application

of the First Commissioner of Her Majesty's Works
for permission to form a new entrance for eques-

trians across the footpath in Hyde Park, opposite

Albion Street, be granted, the work to be carried

out by the Vestry's workmen at the cost of appli-

cant.

The London Playing Fields.—Prince George
of Wales will be the first president of the London
Playing Fields Committee. The Hon. E. Chandos
Leigh, Q.C., continues chairman. Next season the

committee will have the following cricket grounds

ready for use : On Wanstead Flats and at Ching-

ford, IT pitches; at Burntwood, Wandsworth, tj

pitches; at Raynes Park, 15 pitches; at St. Quin-

tin's, near Wormwood Scrubs, 15 pitches.

The proposed opening of Lincoln's Inn
Fields. In addition to the clauses which the Lon-

don County Council have undertaken to insert in

their General Powers Bill, to secure if possible the

opening of Lincoln's Inn Fields for public use

and recreation, notice has also been given of a
privately promoted Bill to deal exclusively with

this question. LTnder this Bill it is proposed either

to purchase compulsorily the gardens for public

recreation or to transfer the rights of the existing

trustees to the London County Council. These

trustees were originally appointed in the reign of

George II., when an Act was obtained to enclose

these f^ardens, which comprise 7 acres, and to vest

them in twenty-one trustees, who were empowered
to levy a rate for their maintenance upon the pro-

prietors and inhabitants of the sorroandlng houses.

The vacancies occurring in the board of trustees

have been, and still are, filled from among those
upon whom the rate is leviable.

Judging.—At a late flower shuw eight judges
out of twelve were connected with the staff of the
gardening press, and this fact, a contemparary says,

may at once explain why it is that so much dissatis-

faction exists as to the distribution of prizes.

Chiswick Gardens.—We learn that the Council
of the Royal Horticultural Society have accorded a
f-peciul vote of thanks to Messrs. J. Weeks & Co.,

Chelsea, for the *' economy and excellence " of the
new span-roofed house which has been recently erected
by them in these gardens.

Gardeners' Orphan Fund.—The monthly
meeting of the committee took place at the Horti-

cultural Club, Hotel Windsor, on the 27th ult

,

Mr. Marshall in the chair. The secretary, Mr.
A. F. Barron, announced the following special re-

ceipts : Sale of fruit from Mr. Matthew Todd's
prize decorated dessert table at a recent Edinburgh
e.xhibition, Hi 7s. ; Mr. W. Bates' collecting box at

Twickenham Chrysanthemum show, HI 5s.; Mr.
William Bryant, sale of flowers at Rugby Chrysan-
themum show, £t) 4j. ; Mr. W. H. Divers, Ketton
Hall, collecting box at Chrysanthemum display in

gardens, .<;i 12s. 4d. ; Mr. F. Miller, Northdown,
Margate, collecting box, 53. lOd. ; and the Woolton
Gardeners' Society, Liverpool, collection at exhi-

bition sale of flowers, &c., per Mr. J. Rothwell,

secretary, £10 2s. A draft financial statement was
submitted by the secretary in order to afford infor-

mation to the committee as to the number of

children they would be justified in recommending
should be placed upon the fund at the next elec-

tion in B'ebrnary, and it was unanimously agreed
eleven children should be placed upon the fund,

bringing the number up to fifty. The annual
general meeting and election were fixed for Friday,

February 5, to take place, as usual, at the Cannon
Street Hotel, and the secretary was instructed to

issue the necessary notices. The secretary re-

ported that he had received twelve applications

from orphan children, and it was resolved that

it be advertised all applications be sent in by
December 15,

Death of Mons. A. Hardy.—The death is an-

nounced of Monsieur A. Hardy, after a short ill-

ness, at Versailles, in the sixty-eighth year of his

age. He was the founder and first director of the

National School of Horticulture at "\'ersailles, and
was an officer of the Legion of Honour. Monsieur

Hardy gained for himself, by his integrity and
knowledge of his art, the esteem of two genera-

tions, and his loss wUl be felt by all those who had
the pleasure of knowing him. He rendered valu-

able service to his country in the several important

posts which were confided to him. He was vice-

president of the National Horticultural Society of

France, secretary-general to the Horticultural So-

ciety of Versailles, and president of the horticul-

tural section of the Universal Exhibition of ISS'.l.

Boots " clubbing."—" G. T. P." (The Gar-
den, Nov. 21) need not be afraid that pig manure
has been the cause of his crops " clubbing." It is

now well known that one of the slime fungi (Plas-

modiophora brassicaj) is the cause of roots " club-

bing." Where the ground is once infested with

this microscopic fungus, the crops will continue to

suffer until it is exterminated. The best means of

doing this is not to grow on the infested soil for at

least two years any crop which is liable to attack

and to remove and burn every vestige of the last

crop at once. Hitherto it has always been sup-

posed that no plants except Cabbages, Turnips and

other plants belonging to the natural order Cruci-

fera' suffered from this pest. " G. T. P." mentions

Carrots, Onions, Parsley and Spinach as well. Does

he mean to suggest that these crops have" clubbed ?"

If he does, it would be very interesting to know if

they were really attacked by the club-root fungus.

If he would send specimens, I would try and find

out.— G. S. S.

Names of plants. — Karl. — Chrysophyllum
niacrophyllurn. Ricluird Price.—Good form of

Cattleya Gaskelliana. /. Taylor—Form of L»lia

elegans.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

VALUE OF ENGLISH TIMBER.
There have been of late so many inquiries upon
this point—and there is evidently such a very real
difficulty in the way of small growers obtaining any-
thing like an approximate estimate as to the price
they have a right to expect for their timber—that
we publish to-day some figures, descriptions of lots,

&c,, which we find in a marked catalogue of a re-

cent auction of trees with which we have been
favoured by a competent and trustworthy corre-
spondent. The place of sale was about thirty miles
from Peterborough. This city—as the point of
junction between many railways and as accessible
to the waters of inland navigation—may be looked
upon as a kind of centre of one part of the English
timber trade. This means that so far as the im-
portant factor in value goes— / c, proximity to a
market—this particular vendor was favourably
situated. Indeed, his auctioneers claim for him
that " the timber all lies close together, and is con-
venient for removal by good roads ; it consists
principally of Oak, which is of excellent quaUty
and good size" We challenge attention to the
words in italics, for both of these words are of mate-
rial importance in determining value to the grower.
Soil affects the quality of everything it produces, but
in nothing does subsoil tell its tale more plainly than
it does upon the Oak and the Ash. These are
of widely different durability and flexibility off
some lands from what they are from others. In
this particular case the " size " was said to be
handy, and the character of the wood to be
sound. The catalogue itself contains only two
columns; one is of the number of each lot,
and the other of the auctioneers' description of
the lot. But the attendant at the sale (who has
been so good as to send us his notes) went to buy.
He had examined the trees before the sale began,
and had measured them, and put to each lot the
amount in feet that it contained. He had, too, in
those cases where he meant to purchase, prefixed
in ink the money he meant to bid, and he follows
up by pencilling in, as the lots were knocked down,
what they actually fetched. It is good evidence
that this sale was one with which the grower ought
to be content, that, in five cases out of six, the lots
went for more than this customer was prepared to
offer. It should be added that the auction actually
took place about Michaelmas. Col. I. is the price the
customer meant to bid. Col. II. the number letter,
Col. III. the catalogue description, Col. IV. the num-
ber of feet which the customer measured each lot
to consist of, and Col. V. the actual selling price.
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In working out the figures after the sale, our
correspondent considered that he had paid at the
rate of lljd. per foot for Larch, C.'.d. for Scotch
and Id. for a lot of Birch. He does not seem to
have been a buyer of Oak, but the following are
some of the prices made :

1 Oak, 62 foot, nmdo 5 17
3 Oaks, M ,, ,,4 7
> . ts „ ,, 3 2
" !•

''' „ ,t 4 2
* „ 70 „ „ .5 in
3 „ 83 „ „ 6 2
8 .. 81 „ „ 6 15

& B. (1

1 Oak, 70 feet, made 9 i

3 Oaks, 74 „ ,, 7 10 (

2 ,. 60 ,, „ V 2 I

1 Oak, «0 ,, „ 4 15 I

2 OakR, 71 ,, ,, 5 12 1

3 ,, 01 ,, „ 4 10 I

These figures will give a fair illustration of the
value that day of the best Oaks. Some of the
Larch made as follows:

—

.t .s. d.

1 Larch, measuring 42 feet, made 4
2 ,, „ fti „ ,,650
2 „ „ 90 „ ,, i) n
2 „ „ 137 ,, ,, 8 17
2 ,, ,, 82_ ,, ,, 7

When in a new country the authorities are
anxious that land should be taken up, they design
(and construct) railways, and set out town lots,

with sites for market, schools, and churches. It is

of no use to tell them that the district through
which the iron track passes is as yet destitute of
inhabitants, except a few hunters or lumberers.
They start from centres of population (already
accessible), and drive their roads to termini which
(however thinly populated at present) are at least
upon some river or opening to the all-encircling
seas. They have faith that if they create general
facilities for business, trade will follow and be ex-
panded by individual effort and private capital.
And experience shows that, in a majority of cases,
they are wise in what they have done. They create
wealth, of which no small part falls to the pro-
moters' share. Let anyone compare this policy
with the course which the British growers of tim-
ber are content to adopt. They are, by the neces-
sity of the case, a small minority, and they are, by
comparison, men who have, or can, give security
for the use of capital. But to fiud themselves a
market for their cumbersome produce, they neither
combine with others, nor operate on their own ac-
count to establish a connecting link between their
plantations and the great consuming centres where
all wood has a value, if it be only to burn. Cen-
turies ago there was the same difficulty with the wool-
growers and the wheat-growers. But if individuals
did nothing, the Legislature did much, and roads and
markets became general. Why should not the
growers of Oak, Ash, Larch, Fir, &c., do now what
their predecessors did to convert their fleeces and
their harvest into cash— ie, unite to set up a
market, provide a "haulier" class, have meetings
at convenient places where samples of 100 feet or
200 feet could be exposed at fixed intervals, with
other lots of the same growth to follow from the
forest, to be delivered at the auction price ? There
is no more reason why timber auctions should not
be held regularly by sample, if growers would com-
bine so as to make the total amount on offer worth
the whUe of wholesale buyers to come to the meet-
ings and select the lots most suited for their pur-
pose than there is why corn markets should not be
so held. But someone must begin. It is not to be
supposed that the twenty or thirty firms of timber
buyers will unite to cut under the feet of their pre-
sent profitable monopoly. Is it necessary that the
few thousand of timber growers should remain un-
observant of the course of business ? As a rule,
timber has always been sold at a disadvantage tu
the grower, and at a maximum of profit to the few
buyers who can (and do) arrange among themselves.
But with the pressure of capital to find employment
in this country, and the pressure of Englishmen to
find occupation at home, it is certain that a class to
haul and deliver timber at fixed rates and markets
to take it to could be arranged, did any one of the
leaders of the landed industry think it worth his
while to take the initiative. The number of letters
received at this office shows how very general is the
present discontent with the present ignorance of
the value of their produce, and the difficulty of
vending it which is now so general. The finding
out how a general want may be remedied is part of
the " technical education " for landowners, for
which there is as much need as there is for any
other.

It may be worth mentioning that in one of the
surveys of Marshall undertaken for the Board of
Agriculture at the end of the last century, he,
writing of a district not very far from that in which
this sale was held, says that the use of oxen in
husbandry had been almost entirely abandoned.
But, says he, the ox continues to be the mainstay
of the timber carter. The ox will live on poorer
food than the horse, fill himself rapidly with coarse

herbage, and lie down, to chew the cud, resting the
while. The horse wanders about to select his food,
spends the night in the endeavour to fill himself,
and comes to his work in the morning imrefreshed.
The ox may be slower on the road, but he is surer,

especially where there are steep places to be sur-

mounted
; and for timber carrying, adds Marshal),

" the ox-team is likely to remain in use." Is it

quite certain that large fells of timber could any-
how be moved with so much certainly and cheap-
ness as by professional wood carters using their own
oxenl—T/ie Field.

Pruning Oak trees.—I have beoa obliged to
cut away some branches about 6 inchps to 8 inches
in diameter from large Oak trees. The gardener is

afraid to apply anything to the cut parts, as he thinks
it might prevent the bark closinn over. As the trees
are on the lawD, I cannot risk their being spoilt. I
shall he very grateful if some reader will kindly a<lvise

me.—Pa rra.m atta.

The Larch is not less valuable as an object of
beauty than it is remunerative as a timber tree.

It has a gracefulness of form which Is never out
of place in any position, and will compare in this
respect with any other coniferous tree, but its

qualities are best apparent and most completely
developed in the natural state. Its sweep of
branches, sometimes pendulous, sometimes stiff and
horizontal, and sometimes drooping, gently curving
downwards and then upwards ; its summer green-
ness and its winter nakedness and airiness, are
features which give to it a peculiar charm of its

own. The naturally sown Larch tree also retains
the lower branches, which remain green and vi-

gorous to the ground if desired, isolation being the
sole essential. Of course trees are not confined to
only one ornamental aspect ; they have many, and
the Larch possesses several, and yet it is seldom
erratic in the habit of its growth.

The Plane trees.— So much has been written
about the London Planes and their nomenclature,
that it almost needs an apology for again referring
to them ; but after looking at the figures and
descriptions by George Gordon, published nearly
twenty years ago in The Garden, I am tempted
to ask for further information. It has been shown
by later writers and also in the "Dictionary of Gar-
dening " that the tree usually grown in London is

Platanus orientalis or its var. acerifolia, a species
that bears two or more heads of fruit along the pen-
dent footstalks—P.Joccidentalis, on the other hand,
being a comparatively rare tree, and bearing only
a single head of fruit. Turning to Gordon's papers,
it would seem that the kinds figured as occidentalis
and acerifcilia are those commonly seen in London,
but not only these, but also his P. orientalis are
stated t(i bear two or more heads of fruit. No
mention indeed is made of any species with a
single head. Either therefore there is some error
here, or the true iiccidentalis is not described at
all. Can anyone throw any light on the subject
and tell me the correct names of the kinds figured?
I should be also glad to know where specimens of
the true occidentalis may be seen in London, and
whether any of the other kinds described by Gor-
don are now in cultivation.—R. C.

" The Garden " Monthly Parts.—rSu journal is pub-
iwhed in neatly bound Mwithly Parts. In this foinn the
coloured plates are best preserved, and it is nwst suitablt for
reference p)-evious to the issue of the ha{f-yearly volutiics. Price
Is. 6d. ; post free, Is. 9d. Complete set of volunus of Thb
Garden /ro7H its commenceJlle^lt to end O/1890, thirty-eiffht vols.,

2yrice, cloth, £28 4s.

" Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts. — Thit
journal is published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in ichich

form it is most suitable/or r^erence previous to the issue of the

yearly volumes. Price 5ti. ; post free, Sd,

"Farm and Home" Monthly Parts.— This journal it

published ill neatly bound Monthly Parts, in lohich form it is

most suitable for reference previous to the issue of the yearly
volumes. Price 'nl.

; post free, Hd.

** Hardy Flowers,"

—

Giving descriptions oj upwards o/

thirteen hundred of the most ornamental species, with direitiont

for their arraufjement, culturCt d:c. Fourth and Popular
Edition, l8. ; i'ost free, \s. Sd.

"The Garden Annual" for 1891.—Conloitu Alpha-
betical Lists of all Branches of the llorticultureU Trade corrected

up to November 10 last. The Lists of Oardais and Country
Seats (containini/ over QOOO) have beoi very carefully and exten-

sively revised, anii are admitted to be the most complete tv€f

T^ublished. Price Is. ; by post, Is. Sd.
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•• TUs is an Art
WUch does mend Nature : change It rather ; but
The Akt itszlf is Natdhk."—BAoiMp<ir«.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

CLEANING PEACH TREES.

Pea( H and Nectarine trees binder glasa are not
subject to attacks from a great variety of insects,

but there are a few of the latter to contend with
that are frequently extremely troublesome. In
some gardens it is red spider that is most
dreaded ; in others black fly or aphis is the

worst enemy ; while in not a few instances

brown scale is the most troublesome. Mealy
bug will thrive on the trees, and once well

established is not easily got rid of, and in some
instances thrips annually give much trouble. It

is not often that all these pests have to be
contended against at one and the same time,

but it once fell to my lot to take charge of a
fairly extensive range of Peach houses the
trees in which appeared to have long been
afflicted with everything that is bad. Ordinary
remedies, or those usually recommended proved
of little avail against some at least of the insects,

and had it not occurred to me to seek the advice
of Mr. D. Thomson, of Drumlanrig, I might
have failed to make any great headway against

them.
Of the different insects I have named, the

most to be dreaded, in my opinion, is the black-
lly. Only those who have had to deal with this

tenacious peat can fully realise how very diffi-

cult it is to keep the trees in a healthy growing
state when once a colony is established in the
house. You may fumigate almost daily and
yet there will be plenty of survivors either

snugly ensconced in the much-curled leaves,

or comfortably lodged on the ground till a
purer atmosphere admits of their regaining
their old quarters. Getting rid of the ordinary
green-fly is child's play compared with what
has to be done when combating the attacks of

the smaller, more wily, and most injurious
black-fly. To be successful in eradicating
black-fly, the fight must commence, as Mr.
Thomson kindly pointed out, during the winter,
and, in fact, it may, as I have since proved,
be both begun and ended then, provided
the work is done thoroughly. Whether the
autumn lirood of egg-producing females hiber-
nates in the borders or merely deposits eggs on
the trees, or in some other tolerably safe spot,

1 cannot determine, nor need this point be
cleared up as far as the eradication of the in-

sect is concerned. < >ne thing is only too certain,

that directly the leafy growth of the trees com-
mences, a plentiful supply of aphis will be also

there unless preventive measures follow upon
previous attacks. The remedy is simple, cheap,
and unrivalled, and consists of a thorough
.syringing of the trees with water heated to not
less than 120% to every gallon of which are added
2 ozs. or a wineglassful of petroleum, better
known as paraflin. There must be no mistake
about the water being hot, the oil and compara-
tively cold water being quite useless. I keep
an ordinary 8-oz. medicine bottle, this being
the handiest thing for measuring the oil, and
two syringes are kept at work, one forcibly re-

turning the mixture to the can to prevent the
oil from floating on the top of the water, and
the other distributing the most perfect insecti-

cide yet discovered. If only one syringe is

available, then ought every second discharge to

be made back into the can. The trees must be

thoroughly wetted, and drenching the soil as

well as crevices and dry spots is advisable.

Before I got rid of the pest the trees were

syringed twice with the paraffin and water,

once after they were loosened and pruned, and

again after they were tied ; but one syringing

after tying is now all that is needed, and that

only by way of a preventive measure. Those

who have once had experience of the black-fly

will never, I should think, neglect so simple a

precaution against further visitations.

Brown scale is one of the nastiest pests

imaginable, being as much a bugbear to Peach

growers as is the mealy bug in the case of

Grape Vines. This species of scale does not

paralyse the young growth of the trees nearly

so badly as does the black-fly, but if slower in

doing injury, there is no mistaking the ulti-

mate effect. When quite young they are

capable of moving about comparatively fast, a

badly infested tree being soon thickly and

evenly coated with them. As they increase in

size they remain stationary, being when fully

grown about the size of lady-birds or Cocci-

nellida', crushing them being a very sickening

operation. What scale abstracts from trees

does not, I believe, greatly inj ure them, and it

is the excrement that is most troublesome, this

gradually blackening both the foliage and fruit.

Those that are allowed to remain on the trees

or escape the vigilant eyes of the cultivator

gradually develop to a mere dry case, under which

are ensconced numerous eggs, and if these are

allowed to hatch out, the stock increases with

great rapidity. The orthodox remedy for brown

scale is to thoroughly scrub the stems and

branches with hot soapy water and then to

paint over these as well as the bearing

wood with Gishurst compound dissolved in hot

soft water at the rate of 8 ozs. to 1 gallon of

the latter. That plan was tried on the trees

previously alluded several years before I took

charge of them, and repeated in my time with

very indifferent results in each case. It is

scarcely possible to find all the scale, and the

time taken up in washing and dressing the

trees is not the least of the objections I have

against the practice, much harm being done to

the trees by careless helpers. ISIost undoubtedly

the petroleum remedy is the best, this being

applied exactly as advised in the case of black-

fly, two applications being necessary, especially

in the case of badly infested trees. It the scale

are not actually killed by the oil, the oily or

polished state of the bark renders it almost

impossible for the young ones to remain firmly

attached to it, forcible syringing during the grow-

ing season effectually driving them ott'. A few may
escape in spite of every precaution,and these ought

to be hunted out and destroyed. If mealy bug

exists on the trees, this, too, may be got rid

of by the treatment recommended for destroy-

ing scale.

Much also may be done towards keeping

down thrips and red spider by precautionary

measures taken at the present time. A dry hot

summer in particular greatly favours the spread

of red spider, hundreds, or very probably

several thousand trees under glass being annually

much weakened by the early loss of sap and leaves

consequent upon a bad visitation of that destruc-

tive little mite. At the same time neither thrips

nor red spider originate spontaneously. There

must be either grubs of the former or eggs of

the latter to lay the foundation of future trouble,

and these are at the present time hid away in

various crannies, not a few probably being in

the soil near the base <if the trees. It behoves

the careful cultivator, therefore, to detach all

trees from the trellises, and after the roof has

been well scrubbed with soapy water, the glass

also being washed, to give the walls a thorough

dressing of rather thin, yet hot lime-wash, this

being well brushed into the various crevices.

Next, the borders should lie closely cleared of

all loose dry soil or rubbish, and then be well

saturated with the petroleum and water, what
falls from the trees as these are being syringed

being sufficient for the soil immediately under

them, but the mixture should be well driven

into the dry places near the hot-water pipes and

front walls. The roots will not be injured in

the least. After the trees have been pruned,

cleaned and tied, the surface of the border may
well be loosened or the topmost roots bared,

a soaking of liquid manure followed by a top-

dressing of rich compost should be given, this

favouring a strong start, liberal after-treatment

completely checking all efforts of the insect

pests to re-assert themselves.
W. Igoulden.

ORCHARD PLANTING.
ORCHARD planting has much to recommend it

where it can be carried out. Those who adopt

orchard planting must not look for immediate profit,

and those who may have this end in view must

plant both top and bottom fruit trees as usually

adopted by growers for market. I know an

orchard with upwards of a score of trees of that

grand old Apple the Blenheim. These, however,

are only a few amongst other worthy varieties,

which clearly show that our forefathers knew what

and how to plant. Orchard planting, where it ha,s

to be carried out on farms, is clearly the landlord's

work. How can a landlord expect a tenant to plant

land and protect trees when his tenure is so uncer-

tain ? Yet this is what many expect him to do and

are also very backward indeed to recompense a

tenant it he should have to leave before he should

have had an opportunity to recoup himself for the

outlay. Farm orchards, however, are rather out of

place in a garden article, but they have a bearing

upon the same subject, hence my reference. As

previously noticed.many an orchard can boast of its

fine old Blenheim trees, and yet this is a variety we
are constantly being told not to plant at the present

day because of the time the planter would have to

wait before gathering a crop. If the same anti-

pathy had been shown by the past generation,

we should not have any Blenheims to-day.

Before discussing the merits of a few varieties of

Apples, Pears and Plums suitable for orchard plant-

ing, I will first draw attention to a few points re-

garding cultivation and the site for the trees.

Site for an Orchard.

In selecting a site for a new orchard it is very

seldom that the natural conditions are suitable for

the well-doing of the trees. It is all very well to

recommend that the site for an orchard should be

on rising ground sloping to the south or south-

west, and the soil also deep and strong, when in

nine cases out of ten such natural advantages are

not to be had. I am not saying that the above is

not the best position, but we must take things as

they are and do the best we can under the circum-

stances, selecting as near to the above as possible.

Orchards, again, are generaUy preferred not too

tar from the house or garden, so as to be more

under control. Where there are existing orchards,

and as the trees die out there appears to be a

natural inclination to plant again on the old

site the best system is either to select spaces

intermediate between the rows, where these latter

are far enough apart to allow of this bemg

done or to bring fresh soil to assist the trees to a

good' start. Replanting old orchards may have its

disadvantages, bat fresh sites are not often obtam-

able, and it means are taken to store the soil with

fertility, the evil is not so apparent. In the case

of these old orchards on grass, dressing them with

sewage or drainings of the fold-yard is an excellent

method, and if tanks could be arranged for the

liquid to run into, great benefit would follow and

the extra quality of fruit would amply compensate

for any extra trouble accorded. This practice is
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frequently resorted to by farmers and others in my
neighbourhood with great advantage to the quality
of the fruit and also longevity of the trees. In
orchard planting, sites, or what are termed stations
for the trees must be formed, for if small square or
round holes are made only large enough for the
roots to go into, it is impossible for the trees to
make a good start and thrive as they ought to
afterwards. Drainage, however, is of the first im-
portance, for if the site is not drained naturally, or
even effectually drained where this course is a
necessity, forming stations, however rational, will
not ensure the trees thriving. It is mainly
to the want of efficient drainage that the trees
in many an old orchard owe their downward
course. Certainly, the drainage was no doubt
effective in the first instance, or the trees would
not have grown to such dimensions ; but in course
of time the drains get choked through the roots
of trees entering them, or even through the soil
settling through the interstices, hence the cover-
ings of Lichen growth and also canker, and the
ends of the shoots dying back. Ke-draining the
ground will alter the above state of things, and
this being secured, storing the soil with fertility
through approved artificial manures, top-dressings
of manure, or, what is preferable, soakings of
sewage or liquid manure, will result in an improved
growth and corresponding quality of the fruit.
Spring frosts are answerable for the loss of many
a crop of fruit through their action on the stag-
nant moisture or mists which float in the air on
badly drained soils.

Planting the Trees.

The drainage having been attended to, the sta-
tions must be prepared. The distance apart these
are to be is of the greatest importance, for if too
close, sufficient light would not reach the lower-
most branches, and as orchards are generally given
up to grazing purposes, a distance of :^U feet be-
tween the trees would not be any too much. The
soil should be taken out to the depth of 2 feet and
quite 5 feet or (J feet over. Upon taking the soil
out, it will be found in many instances to be of a
very tenacious nature, and in these cases, unless
some finer soil could be secured for spreading
about the roots, the soil is the better for being left
exposed for a time, so that the ameliorating influ-
ence of the air or frost may take effect. The turf
having been chopped up and returned to the holes,
the remainder of the soil, after being filled in, will
appear above the level, but this will be an advan-
tage rather than otherwise. The soil having settled,
the trees must be planted. These should be of
clean growth, with straight stems, and not over-
grown. Upon cold soils I would sooner plant
above the ordinary level, adding fresh soil to cover
the roots. The trees must be made fairly firm. As
the trees are planted they must be firmly staked,
as upon this much of their future success depends'.
A mulching of partially decayed manure will com-
plete the operation as far as planting is con-
cerned.

Pruning.

There appears to be a conflict of opinion whether
the trees are benefited by pruning the same season
they are planted or the following. When early
planting is indulged in and on warm soils the trees
may be pruned, but otherwise and on cold soils
the balance is in favour of pruning the following
season, the trees in this instance making a much
freer growth consequent upon the extra root force.
The shoots should be cut back to about '.I inches^
and the I'oUowing season the succeeding growth to
about 12 in., when the trees may be allowed to grow
ahead,shortening perhaps ashoot here and there, so
so as to balance the growth if necessary. Except
by judiciously thinning out the branches where
necessary, other pruning is not needed ; in fact it
is an evil, forming, as it does, a thicket of useless
shoots, which if allowed to grow ahead would
check the free access of light to the main
branches.

Varieties.
In selecting varieties of trees for an orchard,

those which will form clean and spreading heids
are the best. In planting an orchard four or live

trees of a variety should be planted. A tree here
and there of a multitude of varieties shows poor
judgment. The following selection is of proved
merit: Alfriston, Hambledon Deux Ans (requires
a warm soil), Bramley's Seedling (of great merit),
Blenheim, Cox's Pomona, Golden Noble, Tom Putt
(an old-f.ishioned, but very hardy and prolific va-
riety, and which in our midland district will always
sell well), Tower of Glamis, Prince Albert (likely
to make a good standard), Warner's King, Keswick
Codlin, and Duchess of Oldenburg. Other varie-
ties I could certainly name, but the above are suffi-

cient for any purpose, unless more variety is

needed. Amongst dessert varieties, the fol-

lowing should find a place, but one or two
trees of the early kinds are quite sufficient.
Early varieties may include Irish Peach, Early
Harvest and Devonshire Quarrenden. Succession
varieties that succeed well as orchard standards
are King of the Pippins, Cox's Orange Pippin (warm
soils only), Ribston Pippin (though very liable to
canker is occasionally excellent). Scarlet Nonpareil,
Braddick's Nonpareil, Keddleston Pippin, Claygate
Pearmain (warm soils), Duke of Devonshire, Golden
Knob, Court Pendn Plat and Worcester Pearmain.
Except for market purposes. Pears are not often
grown as standards in grass orchards, but the fol-
lowing are known to succeed well, and the quality
is also good : Williams' Bon Chretien, Louise Bonne
of Jersey, Mme. Treyve, Jargonelle, Doyenne du
Comioe, Marechal de la Cour and Beurr^ Hardy,
Marie Louise d'Uoole is certainly a free grower and
bearer, the fruit coming very clean, but except on
favourable soils the quality is not first rate, al-
though excellent for market. The best place for
stewing Pears is in the orchard, as they succeed
well where they can have unrestricted head-room.
The best are Catillac, Bellissime d'Hiver, Vicar of
Winkfield, and Uvedale's St. Germain, the last,
however, not bearing so freely as the others. Any
of the Plums, except the tender kinds, which re-
quire the aid of walls, succeed well as standards

;

the following, however, may be relied on : Victoria,
Pershore, The Czar, Prince Englebert, Pond's Seed-
ling, Mitchelson's, Belgian Purple and Jefferson's.
The last requires a warm soil. Among Damsons,
King of the Damsons and Herefordshire or Shrop-
shire Prune are the best, the former being com-
paratively new. The old Prune is of fine flavour.
Most people plant the Farleigh. Certainly it is a
great bearer, but the flavour is not equal to that of
our western kinds. Y. A. H.

Citron preserve.—At the meeting on Tuesday
last of the fruit committee of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society, Mr. Crowley brought, for the opinion
of the members, two samples of preserve made
from the fruits of the Citron. One was made from
the fruit whilst in a green state, having been cut
first into sections only ; this had retained its beau-
tiful green colour exceedingly well, and was of a
distinct subacid flavour. Preserved in this way
the fruits of the Citron are an excellent addition to
the dessert for the winter months, affording a plea-
sant and agreeable change. The other preserve
was from the fruits when ripe ; this was made in
the way of Orange marmalade, and was somewhat
sweeter, but with a flavour quite its own. A vote
of thanks was unanimously passed to Mr. Crowley
for these two examples of preserves, the production
of which adds much to the interest, particularly in
the case of fruits not so seldom met with as their
merits deserve. This exhibit, as also the ripe fruits
shown by Mr. Crowley's gardener (Mr. King), may
serve to draw more attention to the Citron and its
utility.

Fruit trees for north walls.— I was greatly
surprised to see such Plums as Coe's (! olden Drop,
Jefferson's, Kirkes', Heine Claude de Bavay, Trans-
parent Gage, and Oullin's Golden recommended
for growing on north walls, for if they ripen there
at all, they can only be fit for cooking and never
good enough for dessert. If Plums are grown on
walls at all they should have a proper aspect (east
or west being very suitable) and only the very best
kinds planted, those mentioned above being just
the cream of the varieties known. All for cooking
are best on trees in the open. All they require is

a sheltered sunny position, where they can be
watched and kept safe from birds, which take out
the buds, bullfinches being very troublesome in
some gardens or districts. For kitchen use the best
are Rivers' Early, The Czar, Victoria, Belgian
Purple, Monarch, Jefferson's, Pond's Seedling, Gis-
borne's, and Belle de Louvain. Low north walls
may be turned to good account for Warrington
Gooseberries and Red and White Currants, and
higher ones are most profitably occupied or used
for Morello Cherries, as they always do well there,
and hang for a long time fresh and plump. This
year we had them up to the end of October, and they
were good to the last.—S. D.

STANDARD PEARS FOR BRITAIN.

What were the names of the first dozen of best

Pears as finally settled by your correspondents
some years ago I—B. D. K.

1. BEURRE SUPERFIN.
2. MARIE LOUISE.
3. DOYENNE DU COMICE,
4. WINTER NELIS.
5. JOSEPHINE DE MALINES.
6. EMILE D'HEYST.
7. GLOU MORCEAU.
8. THOMPSON'S.
9. BERGAMOTTE D'ESPEREN.

10. ALEXANDRE LAMBRE.
11. NOUVELLE FULVIE.
12. OLIVIER DE SERRES.
13. COMTE DE LAMY.

Our li.st stands as above. The list will, how-
ever, always be open to improvement, but not

too great increase of number. We shall always

be glad to hear of or see fruits of high merit

not included in the above, also local fruits of

which there are very likely some good ones.

Faults, too, of any of the above which warrant

their exclusion from the standard sorts may be

considered. The list is not, it will be seen, in the

order of ripening, the first aim being to fix atten-

tion on Pears of the highest quality.

—

Ed.

FRUIT DISTRIBUTION.
To THE Editor of The Garden.

Sir,— I am glad to see the letter of "M. H.F.''

upon this subject in your last issue. I fully

acree with him that what is most needed is some
better system by which the produce of the small

grower may reach the consumer. That is abso-

lutely the first problem for solution. At the

risk of appearing to depreciate a movement
which has many popular aspects, 1 am almost in-

clined to believe that the big fruit shows which

we have hail and are going to have are not cal-

culated to greatly advance the fruit industry of

this country, eo far at least as the farmer and
peasant cultivator are concerned. Indeed, by
withdrawing attention from the more important

problem of distribution, more harm than good

may be done by these shows.

What is really needed is an elt'ort to found

some syHtem, either by official salesmen at our

principal fruit markets (as was done in the fish

market) or by some effort based upon co-opera-

tion, by which the desired result of economic

distribution may be attained. Farmers and
small |iro|iriotors will not trouble themselves as

a rule to make expensive ventures in modern
fruit culture, while their constant experience

reminds them of the small fraction of the aver-

ago sum ))aid by the retail <.on.sumer which finds

its way into their pockets. A very small pro-

portion of tli(> sum to be expended in the com-

ing fruit show of 18112 would probably go far to-

wards solving the difficulty.
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Public memory is so very short and matters

passed are so speedily relegated into oblivion,

that it is beginning to be believed that the

Guildhall show of a few years ago was a great

success— 1 mean from the standpoint of the ordi-

nary agriculturist. As a matter of fact it was
an absolute failure. The coming show of 1893

will doubtless produce some results very grand
to look at on the exhibition tables. Superb
fruit, some grown under glass and some in the

open, will be contributed as usual by the leading

fruit nurserymen and large private establish-

ments. The old story over again and nothing
more. A great flourish of trumpets and much
mutual congratulation, but the ([uestion of fruit

growing as it ail'ects our national agricultural

interests will be left exactly where it was.

The average agriculturist will not go into

fruit culture unless and until he receives the

encouragment arising from a knowledge that he
can obtain a reasonable return for his produce
after he has grown it. And even could the ex-

tent of fruit cultivation be increased by reason

of the stimulus afforded by the shows, the re-

sult, in the absence of a better system of mar-
keting and distribution, would be to stUl more
depreciate pricas, and so greater harm than
good would accrue to the producing class. Let
us hope that those entrusted with the organisa-

tion of the fruit exhibition of 1892 will recog-

nise the necessity for making it something more
than a mere show. C. E. She.^.

The Elms, Fvot's Ciai/, Kent.

Kitchen Garden.

SEED POTATOES.
In the cultivation of the Potato, good crops

cannot well be obtained unless the seed tubers

have been properly prepared. The importance
of securing well-ripened and also well-prepared

sets cannot be over-estimated, as on this the

after-results very much depend. To the un-
practised eye many sets may appear well suited

for the purpose intended, being perfectly

sound and free from disease, but yet these

very tubers may have been practically ruined
during their earlier stages through, perhaps,

over-heating and the primary sprouts havinc
been thus forced before their time. The injury
arising from this cause alone cannot be over-
estimated, the lateness and also smallness of
the crop being very noticeable. There is often
a difference of a fortnight or three weeks in
the growths appearing above ground where
the tubers have been suitably prepared and
those which have lost their primary sprouts.
The retention of the first or primary sprout is

of the greatest importance. As is well known,
laying the tubers in too warm a structure will
force the sprouts to a considerable extent, but
this is far more aggravated where huddled to-
gether in a heap. Each seed tuber fur plant-
ing should have a sprout about an inch in
length, purple in colour, and the size of a small
finger, and with such as these the grower need
not fear securing a crop of fair-sized tubers,
other cultural details being carried out in a ra-
tional manner. It is not everyone who can com-
mand a suitable seed store wherein the tubers may
be laid out thinly with a free access of light, l)ut
the tubers might often be prepared a deal better
than they sometime.s are. Direct light not being
required until growth is commencing, the tubers
need not be spread out much until this is likely
to take place. Space may be utilised by plac-
ing the tubers on end, thick end uppermost, and

packing them closely in ordinary cutting boxes,

tliese being stood on top of each other with

a bearer between each, so as to allow a circula-

tion of air. As the sprouts commence to show,
the boxes may be spread out thinly, when if

not in too warm a position the growth will be
slow and sure, and be prepared in such a

manner as will lead to satisfactory results.

Except for forcing, four months at least will

elapse before planting takes place, so the

cooler the tubers can be kept without the

danger of frost reaching them, the better will it

be, as with the turn of the year it does not

take a deal to excite growth, but with a free

access of light this will not be unduly elongated

before the time arrives for planting. Darkness
causes growth in the Potato to even a greater

extent than warmth. Anyone may have noticed

this when the tubers have been stored away in

dark cellars or other such structures. Often
during the early spring months Potatoes can-

not be planted so early as one could wish, but
yet the season of digging may be altered but

very little when the seed tubers have been
thoroughly prepared, although the planting

may have been deferred quite three weeks.
This again in many instances is a distinct

advantage, as often where very early planting

is indulged in, the ground is in such a cold

state that the growth deteriorates.

With the seed tubers duly prepared, the grower
maysetthe weather, as it were, at defiance. I have
planted well-prepared sets on a warm south
border on the 20th of April, and by the same
time in May they were ready for earthing.

This shows the rapid growth such sets wiU
make, so the mistake must not be made
of planting too early, or there might be
danger of being overtaken by late frosts.

The size of tuber suitable for planting is often

a matter of opinion, but there cannot be any
doubt about not selecting too small sets. A
good rule is to reject both the smallest and the

very largest, those of medium size proving the

best generally. Obviously a small set will only

produce a small sprout ; this being the case, a

good crop cannot follow. In the case of early

Potatoes, and it is to these that I principally

refer, cutting a large set in half cannot be recom-
mended, as much the best results are obtained

from whole tubers. With later kinds the case

may be somewhat modified. Even with these,

growers would prefer a whole and medium-
sized set to a larger one cut up, although I am
fully aware of the enormous crops which may
be produced from 1 lb. of seed with special cul-

ture, as I have assisted in this mode myself,

when the total reached several hundredweights.

Forwarding sets for forcing need not be referred

to here, excepting that any required for very

early work may have the sprouts stimulated by
laying them in shallow boxes, with a little

leaf-soil spread amongst the tubers, but not

over them, placing them in a temperature of

'i(f or o!")', when if kept slightly moist the

sprouts will start evenly and well by the time
required for planting in heated pits, or even
for growing in pots, which system I favour for

very early work. I'y starting, or rather pre-

paring, the sets in this manner, room during

the early stages at any rate is economised. A
change of seed is often recommended, as on
some soils the inherent vigour of the variety is

apt to deteriorate, and in the case of some the

limit is only two or three years. This rule

may, no doubt, be modified to a certain extent,

as it is not on all soils that frequent changes are

needed. Those soils which do need the change
are no doubt deficient of some element peculiar

to the Potato. A change of seed often leads

to very beneficial results, and the best rule to

adopt is only to change when the original stock
shows signs of declining in vigour. It is not
always that a change of seed will be of marked
benefit as regards extent of crop the first

season, as in my own case any imported
variety only comes of its true character after

the first season has passed, and home-saved
tubers have been reserved for planting.

A. Y. A.

The difficulties of an exhibitor of vege-
tables.—It has often struck me that those exhibi-
tors who compete for special prizes for collections

of vegetables where the essential qualification is

that the seed be obtained of the firms who cflier

the prizes must labour under considerable diffi-

culty. Where, as I have observed, the same
grower competes for the prizes of two or more
separate firms under these conditions he must have,

as a matter of necessity, as many distinct quarters
and seed beds of each seedsman's stock. This
must at times, I think, cause some confusion and
perplexity. Of course if the produce from one set

of seed results in better quality, it cannot be con-
sistently taken l,o exhibit as that of another firm's

saving or strain. The sooner these absurd regula-

tions are dispensed with the better will it be for

all concerned. What can be the advantage in

having to grow separate plots of one kind of vege-
table just to conform to this awkward rule ? Leave
this stipulation out of the regulations altogether

and let the competition be solely upon the merits

of the productions of each grower.

—

Qubeist.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Chrysanthemum E. G. Henderson.—I am
so struck with the weather-proof qualities of Chrysan-
tliemum E. G. Henderson, a warm yellow Japanese

variety, that I send you a few of the latest blooms to

show what a worthy companion it is to the good old

Emperor of China and Julio Lagravere. The blooms I

send are from a rougli bit of paUng outside, and have

received no special care. — Edward H. .Woodall,
ScarboroH'jh.

The weather in London.—I never remember
to have known it milder at this time of the year

than now. Last week a martin was brought to me.

These birds generally leave our shores in October.

One of my men a few weeks ago, while at work in

the garden, found a robin's nest with eggs in some
Ivy. Insects are also numerous. Primroses and
Violets, to say nothing of garden flowers, such as

Hoses, Sciibious, Mignonette, Geraniums, &c., are in

bloom. The wild Hyacinth, or Bluebell, andWood
Anemones are showing above the ground. This

morning the Heath resounded with the song of the

thrush, blackbird, and other birds.—Jas. E. Whit-
INO, Haiiipsti'ad, N.

Grafted Chrysanthemums. —My being the

exhibitor of the grafted Chrysanthemum at the

Royal Aquarium on November 10, I may inform

those interested that I grafted a pompon (Surprise)

with Drin Drin and another variety between thirty

and forty years ago. A friend of mine who has

travelled in Japan would like a copy of the Japan-

ese nursery catalogue, referred to by " Chrysanth "

in The Garden, November 28 (p. 48.!), so that he

may call and see the Japanese grafted plants. It is

curious that grafted plants should be seen at Liver-

pool and Edinburgh as well as at other shows. The
flowers of Barbara grafted on White Venus are

cert.ainly lighter in colour and more lasting than

those of the type. I think two or three grafted

plants of good varieties would be a change in the

groups that are now exhibited.—G. J. Cloke, Moor
Park (iarileiis. Farnham.

Fassiflora coerulea.—I have, ere this, drawn
attention in your columns to the merits of this

climber in districts where there is not much
frost, and I wish now to say that a plant about

three years old on the front of my house, a few

miles from Dublin, has borne all through Novembet
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a daily average of twenty to thirty flowers ; while
to-day (December 5) there are eight or ten open
and plenty of buds to follow if the weather keeps
mild. We have had very little frost so far this
season. As I have already remarked, in I his neigh-
bourhood the blue Passion Flower is as evergreen
as Ivy, and has the great advantage of producing
beautiful and curious flowers uninterruptedly for
Ave or six months, often followed by showy yellow
fruits. Its white variety (Constance Eliott) I do
not find nearly so hardy nor so evergreen, though
well worth growing.—Greenwood.

Single Dahlias.—We send yon herewith a
few single Dahlia blooms of a peculiar type. We
received some seed in spring from an English
gentleman, who has been hybridising them for
some years, and the blooms now sent are a result
of his and our own labours. A good many of the
blooms partake somewhat of the Cactus type in
the shape of the petals. Habit and height of
plants are the same as in other kinds. We have had
many opinions expressed on them both for and
against. An English raiser of some note said
(when he saw them here) that to his mind they
were " distinctly pretty."

—

Dobbie and Co.

Acacia viropliylla.—Flowering, as this species
does, at this season, and, therefore, several months
in advance of the great majority of Acacias, it be-
comes entitled to more notice than if it had to com-
pete with such kinds as A. armata, pulchella,
lineata, and others that flower in spring. Healthy
plants bloom very freely if they escape fogs, no
species of Acacia, however, being more injuriously
affected by them than this is. The flower-heads
are globular and pale yellow. In foliage it is very
distinct, and is easily recognisable amongst the
many score of species now in cultivation. The
pbyllodes are dark green, from 1 inch to 2 inches
long, and are traversed lengthwise by three stout
veins. The species has been known on account of
this character, which is seen in the leaves of Smilax
(the Sarsaparilla plant), as smilaciphylla. In
country districts it would make a useful winter-
flowering plant, especially if it could be planted out
in a light position in the conservatory. It is a
native of Australia.

Cypripedium insigne.—There is a fine group
of this popular Lady's Slipper Orchid in bloom in
the cool house at Kew, between 200 and 300 flowers
being now at their best. The flowers are large and
brightly coloured, and the plants are arranged on
a sloping stage facing the entrance, the general
effect being much improved by interspersing
Maiden-hair Ferns between the pots. Although it

would, perhaps, be scarcely using the word in its

proper sense to call the flowers beautiful, they are
undoubtedly handsome, and when seen in a
group like this they have a very striking appear-
ance. Although the flowers are chiefly green, this
colour appears in two or three pleasing shades, and
the pure white apex of the erect upper sepal greatly
enlivens the group as a whole. Like many other
common plants, this will thrive under very diverse
conditions, but although it is sometimes well grown
as a stove plant, it is as a cool house species that
its value is most apparent. Perhaps the most im-
portant points in its cultivation are to give it

perfect drainage and an abundance of water at all

times.

Vitis heterophylla humulifolia. — This
hardy climber is the subject of a short note at
p. 507, and "Dublin" regrets its failing to fruit,
mentioning at the same time it did so here. It
certainly does well here, and rarely fails to bear
fruit. It is planted in a narrow border only a few
inches wide, its roots running under a hard cart-
road much used. It is on a wall witli a west as-
pect, and has long covered its allotted space.
Early in the summer it is pruned or stopped back,
and this, I think, tends to form fruit, as it sets a
heavy crop of its bright sky-blue berries that are very
effective in the autumn months. This is a grand
object for covering old trunks of trees without
much top. I find it fruits freely when planted at
the base of old trees, and this looks as if it liked a
rather dry or well-drained position. In a moist

place it only produces leaves. It likes good soil

and manure ; indeed very similar treatment to the
Vine.— G. Wvthes, Syun Bouse.

Would Mr. Kingsmill kindly tell me how to
induce this \'ine to fruit ? I have had a plant on
a warm wall for three or four years, and it never
commences to blossom till about August, and
never thinks of setting, to say nothing of ripening,
fruit. —GreenWOOD.

Hibiscus esculentus (Okra or Gomba).—If
this were amenable to pot cultivation it would
make a bold plant for a roomy stove by its fine,

Palma - Christi-like foliage, large yellow flowers,
which, however, only last a day, but continue in
long succession, and its erect, long, ivory-white
pods ; but, so far as my experience with it goes, it

is not. I have tried it repeatedly, but with no
success. As soon as the seedlings reach a height
of C inches they cease to grow and nothing seems
to induce them to move on. The reason appears
not far to seek. It makes a strong tap-root, but
very little lateral fibre. This year I turned out one
in a Melon pit, where it has done well and yielded
a number of its angular pods, each containing
several rows of seeds, which are about the size of
Sweet Peas. These are the edible part, and may
be called the green Peas of the tropics. Those who
have resided long in hot countries are unanimous in
their praise of them as a table delicacy. They appear
to be highly nutritious as well as very palatable. The
ordinary type is too coarse-growing for limited
space. The dwarf, congested, short-jointed variety
grown here I got from Messrs. Burpee, of Phila-
delphia. It does not exceed about 2 feet in height,
but beyond its very compact habit, it does not in
any way differ from the species.—J. M., Charmonth,
Dorset.

Vaccinium erythrinum.—Although it is com-
paratively rare for a member of the Vaccinium
family to be met with in our greenhouses, it con-
tains, nevertheless, a large number of extremely
ornamental species suitable for that structure.
One of the most beautiful of these—Vaccinium
erythrinum—is now flowering in the temperate
house at Kew. It is a native of Java, but is found
at such high altitudes on the mountains of that
island, that a cool greenhouse temperature is suffi-

cient for it under caltivation. It was first collected
by Henshall, one of Mes.srs. Kollisson's travellers,
and it flowered in their establishment at Tooting in
October, 18.52. Several plants are grown at Kew,
but as only the largest of them has yet flowered,
it appears as if the species has to attain a con-
siderable size and age before it will bloom. This
plant is of compact, bushy habit, about 5 feet high
and as much through, the many-branching stems
being densely furnished with short, leathery, glossy
green leaves. The young shoots are frequently
very pretty in themselves, the stem, as well as
the petiole and midrib of each leaf, being deep red.
The flowers are undoubtedly amongst the most
beautiful even of this family. They are borne on
a raceme about A inches long, all hanging like a
row of bells from the lower side, the colour being
a rich coral-red, almost crimson. Each flower is

half an inch long, the tube narrowing towards the
mouth, where it is slightly reflexed. It grows well
either in pots or planted out, using a peaty soil in
either case.— B.

Notes from Wales.—Phenomenal, even in
this district, has been the entire absence of frost
up to as late a date as November 23, when we had
a slight touch, sufficient to blacken the foliage of
Dahlias, runner Beans, and such-like tender plants.
Until then quite a formidable list could be
made up of tender annuals, from Mignonette up-
wards, that were even flowering more profusely,
brighter, and more effective in November than in
August; while among tuberous and bulbous plants.
Dahlias notably Juarezi— stood pre - eminent,
great masses thickly studded with blooms of large
size and good shape, thrown well up above the
foliage, being in this latter respect always better
late than earlier in the season. The bright colour-
ing of summer is, of course, lacking ; still, if paler,
they are showy, cheerful, and useful. Large clumps

of Salvia patens were also fine and telling. An
odd spike here and there of Gladiolus attracts
attention, as well as belated blooms of Lilies,
chiefly lancifolium vars. and auratum, while a
clump of Hedychium had splendid developed and
developing spikes of its delicate fragrant blooms
in full beauty. Perennials also continued to bloom
freely and late, notably so Pentstemons, Antirrhi-
nums, Gaillardias, (Enotheras, dwarf late Michael-
mas Daisies, and Chrysanthemums ; and as to
Schizostylis coccinea, I never recollect to have
seen it in such grand form, carrying such spikes
and in such abundance as this year, clumps even
now (December 7) being quite bright and dazzling.
This is certainly a worthy plant for extensive cul-

tivation, both in the herbaceous borders as well as
in other situations, where it can be protected from
frost and cold autumnal rains if necessary. Bashes
and shrubby plants, consisting of Hydrangeas,
Fuchsias, several ^'eronicas, Ceanothus azurens,
Roses in variety, Hypericum calycinum, &c., all

add a little in prolonging the season of summer
bloom, while the walls are still gay with late
blooms of Magnolia grandiflora, several ClematiseF,
Roses, Ceanothus azurens (very fine and effective

at present). Fuchsia globosa, Escallonia macran-
tha, Cydonia japonica, and Jasminum nudiflorum,
assisted by various tender climbing plants, Tropseo-
lums in var., Lophospermums, Maurandyas, &(:.

—

John Roberts, Tan-y-hwlch.

Hellebore flowers.—At the present season
when the buds are crowding up it will pay to
thoroughly examine the crowns and surroundings
of the plants. In gardens infested with slugs and
snails it is especially important to do so in order to
have perfect flowers. One slug located in the
crown of a plant is capable of grazing the buds to

such an extent, that thoughthey may develop, there
may not be one perfect flower, and this state of
things can hardly be said to be a mere chance.
Those of course who grow the flowers for cutting
and for sale know that this is an imperative busine.'^p,

that is the death or dislodgment of the pests. It

does seem a pity that such desirable and beautiful
flowers should be spoiled when a very simple and
ready means of prevention can be adopted. I am
aware that it is more an oversight of timely atten-

tion than real neglect, and it is precisely on that
account that I offer this note now. It might have
been more valuable had it been given a month ago.
I will now give the reason why it would have been
so, because at the same time it will partly explain
t he reason also for the simple remedy suggested.
In early November most of the buds of the niger
varieties begin to show by splitting the soil. About
the same time slugs are naturally seeking fissures

down which to go to escape the frosts. Once they
make their way down to the hearts of the plants
they are not so easily displaced, and on favour-
able occasions they take their meals from the
pure white buds that are just showing, and, as we
often imagine, appear so promising, but which,
alas ! nearly all come one-sided, with holes through
them or otherwise distorted. AU this might have
been prevented by a timely removal of old leaves

and soil, antl a top-dressing of fresh soil libe-

rally mixed with sand and wood ashes, and
even now the same might be done to ad-
vantage. Before, however, removing the old soil

I would freely dress the crowns with pure white
wood ashes in a dry state. This will not only kill

the slugs, but fertilise the plant, and in a few days
af I er, a dressing of fresh soil might be given. There
is another good deed that we can do for our
Christmas Roses. We well know thai they are
capable of enduring any amount of frost, but it is

just as true that they are belter for a little protec-
tion from frost and fogs—they are stouter and
purer. Nothing is better than bell-glasses, but by
no means should I hey be placed so as to crowd the
flowers or foliage, or prevent the ingress of abund-
ance of air ; either of these might cause the flowers

to rot or take fungus. Where the white Christ mas
Koses are grown in groups or beds, nothing could
be better than covering thera (after clearing them
of slugs and top-dressing them) with frames and
lights, but in every case abundance of air will be
essential. J. Wood.
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Flower Garden.

a typical water garden.
The accompanying engraving from a jihoto-

graph sent by Mr. John Gerard, Elizabeth,

New Jersey, may well be called a typical

water garden, and as it represents a phase of

hardy gardening too little attended to in this

country, a few words may not be out of sea-

son. This is perhaps the best time to draw
attention to a subject of this kind, as it is

now that tlie principal work must be done,

so that the arranging and jjlanting may be
undertaken in the early days of spring. It is

plants, and sometimes see them do well, but

the oftect, whicli should be one of the most
beautiful and interesting in a garden, is made
repulsive by the straight lines and unsightly

work of the bricklayer. AVe will never have
natural water gardens until we discard the

bricks and cement for something more con-

genial to the plants and less expensive to the

owner. I have been referring chiefly to

those aquatic tanks the sides of which are

raised considerably above the level of the

ground. Such instances are, I am told, in-

creasing, and I have no doubt that they
will eventually bring the culture of our lovely

water plants into disrepute. Instead of, as

the water garden. A coijing of some kind
will be required in most cases, and to get

this to look natural or otherwise will depend
on the nature of the ground and the way in

which it is managed. The sides should be in

the form of a marsh, and here may be planted

such interesting subjects as Venus's Fly-trap,

Sarracenia purpurea, the Sundews, Pingui-

cula, Marsh Orchids, Primula farinosa, Cypri-

pediums, and a host of other dwarf plants,

that will be found quite at home in such a

situation. If the water garden be large enough,

islands may be raised here and there, on which
may be planted the dwarfer Bamboos, the

tall Marsh Grasses, and the giant Gunnera

A water garden at Elizabeth, New Jersey. Kugra\ed for 'I'liE Garhex from a photograph sent by Mr. Jno. N. Gerard.

unfortunate that we have so few examples

(in public gardens at least) of how a natural

water garden ought to bo made, although we
have a large choice of plants that are well

litted for such work in England. However
much we may admire the scene before iis,

we dare not, we are afraid, hope to utilise

all the plants represented; wo can, how-
ever, recognise many of our old American
friends which may be planted in our water

gardens with the utmost confidence in

their hardiness and hope of success during

the early spring and summer months. In
many private gardens, even where everything

is favourable to the mo.st natural and artistic

arrangement of these aquatics, we indeed see

in these raised tanks, having the water al-

most level with the eye, it should (as

in Nature) be at our feet. A glance at

the engraving will show my meaning at

once, where one can see the many and
charmingly varied plants intermixed with

each other and struggling for space to de-

velop their lovely blossoms. The main re-

quirement in the formation of a water garden

will be clay, of which a good thick pud-

dling is required all over the bottom, on the

top of which the soil in which tlie plants are

to grow will bo pla('ed. It should not be

forgotten that this S(iil will have to be varied

in height to suit the different individuals.

Tlie outline will be the most dillieult part of

manicata, which never does so well as when
its roots dip into the water. Its near ally

G. soabra, which is, however, not so bold a

plant, does well in a similar situation, and
when seen to advantage both tire noble, fine-

foliaged plants. The deeper parts should be

reserved for the Nymphreas, which flower in

such profusion in our jionds and lakes. They
like a good depth of water, and will be all

the better if the crowns can be placed at least

3 feet from the surface. N. Marliacea, a

recent addition with deep primrose-yellow

flowers, is as hardy as any of the others, hav-

ing stood out last winter. It is an eipially

free flowcrer, and with the addition of N.
odorala and its varieties, N. tuberosa, N.
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alba and its variety rosea, N. pyguiMa, itc,

we have a very good selection. It may not

be too well known that the Cape Pondweed

does much better in deep than in shallow

water, and when not overcrowded, seeds

freely and produces a large clump in a

few years. Pontederia cordata, P. coerulea,

and P. lancifolia are quaint and welcome

additions, and in the shallower parts what

could be more beautiful than the Bog
Arum (Calla palustris), the BuckViean (Meny-

anthes trifoliata) or the various Arrowheads

(Sagittaria), the Frogbit (Hydrocharis), Vil-

larsia nymphreoides, the Flowering Paish

(Butomus umbellatus), and many other

c<|ually interesting plants ? The "Water

Soldier (Stratiotes abides), one of the most

remarkable aquatics, may simply be thrown

in and left to take care of itself. There

are many other names that might be added

if space allowed ; I will, however, mention

a few, such as Eanunculus lingua, Cladium

Mariscus, the Typhas, Japanese Irises, SpiriBa

palmata, Sparganiums, Cyperus longus, Thalia

doalbata, Orontium aquaticum, Erasenia pel-

tata and Azolla pinnata. K.

DAFFODIL DISEASE.

A GOOD deal was written in The Garden
upon this subject in August and September,

at a time when I was too busy planting my
own Daftbdils and in other ways to be able

to contribute to the correspondence. But as

I have made Daffodils my special study for

many years, I should like to say a few words

now ; not tliat I pretend to give a satisfactory

account of the cause of " basal rot " in

Daffodils or to supply a remedy, but because

the experience of a dozen or so years of close

observations may perhaps aflbrd a little useful

evidence, even if it be chiefly negative.

My friend Mr. WoUey Dod (p. 122) has

given an excellent description of the symp-

toms and effects of this disease, and I agree

with him in nearly all he says. I am looking

forward with some curiosity to the results of

his dressing the soil beneath his bulbs with

various chemical applications, wliieh I do not,

however, think will bo of much avail, for I

have come to the conclusion that the chemical

constitution of soils has very little to do with

the disease ; and I am not able altogether to

assent to his proposition that the cause of

failure; is always contained in tlic bulbs in the

previous autumn. Bulbs ill-ripened or which

have made insufficient root niay, no doubt,

often appear sound and good to the inex-

perienced purchaser, and such bulbs fall easy

victims to the malady. But I cannot doubt

that in some seasons really sound and well-

ripened bulbs are affected. I have had excel-

lent bulbs of the yellow Ajax, Ard-Kigh and

of white trumpet kinds from Ireland, after a

hot summer and with an abundance of

fibrous roots still attached to them
;

yet

tliey have become diseased or have jierished

outright in my garden before or immediately

after their first flowering, and I have

lost from the disease great numbers of young

seedling }>ulbs, whic.li I always grow for two

years in well drained pans of sandy loam in

cold frames, keeping the glass on in wet

summers in order to ripen the Ijulbs. No-
thing could be more perfectly healthy, ripe,

and well rooted than these little bulbs
;
yet

a proportioii of certain sorts has always

perished in their third year, that is to say,

in their first year in the open ground. Some
varieties—notably Ard-Righ and others of

the spurius class—are, by something inherent

in their constitution, so liable to the basal

rot, that no soundness of bulb can ensure

them against it. But I hold with Mr. Wolley
Dod that, generally speaking, the better

grown and ripened the bulb, the less likeli-

hood there is of its becoming diseased. And
I also believe that something, if not a great

deal, can be done in the way of both preven-

tive and curative measures. I am certain thai;,

as he says, annual lifting and replanting are

efficacious, and that pure loam and liurnt

earth often render the attack less deadly and

serve to restore crippled bulbs. In fact, I

have learned that I can treat this disease

much as doctors treat the influenza. I have

not "discovered its microbe"; I carinot stamp

it out ; I cannot save all my patients from

death ; but I know that a sound and well-

fortified habit of body may ward off an at-

tack, and that a careful diet, rest, and change

of scene may often restore the sufferer. As
to change of scene, I would point out that an

exchange of bulbs with a distant friend, or an

occasional wholesale selling-off of one's stock

and a purchase of similar kinds from anotlier

locality give an extraordinary increase of

vigour, even more so, I think, with Daffodils

than with Potatoes.

Mr. Wolley Dod incidentally mentions

that rapid increase has been supposed to be a

possible cause of the disease. I would rather

put this in another way—that certain condi-

tions, chiefly, I think, loose, moist, and rich

soil, whicli favour rapid multiplication, also

favour the disease. But the reverse of this

is not true, that absence of root-increase

means absence of the disease, because seed-

lings of some varieties are attacked and perish

before they liave come to maturity or formed

offsets.

Mr. Wood (p. 195) has noticed a fact

which others have noticed, and which, to my
mind, throws some light upon the causes of

this obscure disease. He finds that bulbs of

certain Daffodils are in all respects bettor

when grown within the influence of the roots of

a hedge and of Conifers. I remember that Mr.

I'Jwes, who used to succeed with that mo.«t

dillii'ultvarictydoublecernuus, told me he grow

it in grou7id penetrated by tree roots. I could

give several other instances of the same expe-

rience. And it has been proved that many
Daffodils which are apt to die out in ordinary

ganlcn cultivation live more or less healthily

in Grass So far as my present inquiry

goes, I think that a site among tree roots

and a site in turf may be reckoned almost

identical in their conditions and th<'ir elfecls.

The common cqiinion has been that the poor-

ness of soil anil the readiness of drainage in

such i)ositions arc the causes of healthy growth.

Heady drainage is, no doubt, necessary for

the well-being of Daffodils, especially the
trumpet varieties, and rich soil promotes
the making of that looser or more spongy
tissue which, in plant or animal, is more easily

disintegrated by disease than harder and firmer
" flesh." But it is my belief that the grass

roots or tree roots operate against the disease

in another way, namely, by changing the me-
chanical texture of the soil. And this brings

me to my point, which is that I have come
to a somewhat decided judgment that the
causes of the disease are almost entirely cli-

matic. I believe that if we always had long

hot summers, no cimtinuous wet in au-

tumn, an<l deep snow always above our bulbs
until frosts were gone, this disease would be
unknown. I am inclined to think that the

expansion or upheaval of the sod in frost

makes the bulb drag on its roots, which are

fixed in the unfrozen substratum, like a ship

dragging on her anchors, and that this alter-

nate tension and relaxation cause some injury

to the base of the bulb. But where the soil

is penetrated Ijy roots of trees or grass it is

woven into one coherent mass, so that this

upheaval scarcely takes place. This injury,

which I belie\'e to be done to the base of the
bulb by the action of the frost upon the soil,

is often supplemented by long spells of freez-

ing winds in early spring, which scorch and
shrivel the yiiung leaves and so further rob
the plant of its power of root-action.

It falls in with my belief, whether right or

mistaken, as to the effects of frost, that deep-
planted bulbs seem to have much greater

freedom from the disease than such as are

planted in the usual proximity to the surface.

r)eep-planted l)ulbs thrust up their foliage

into the spring frosts quite as soon as those
planted shallower, because their growth
begins sooner. But when both bulb and
roots are below the frost-line, this " dragging
on the anchors " is prevented. Deep plant-

ing will never be generally adopted, because
the increase is so mueli slower, and in most
soils the supply of food for the bulbs does
not lie deep.

I was much strengtliened in my theory as

to the climatic causes of the disease by the
effect of the past severe winter upon some
bulbs in my garden of N, cernuus, a kind
which is higlily susceptible of this basal rot.

One bed under a south wall was free from snow-

nearly all the winter, and the bulbs were rav-

aged by the disease. Two other lots of cernuus
from the same stock, and which in the pre-

vious season had been grown in one bed with
the others, M-ere under a west wall, where the
snow tlrifted to an immense depth and did
not disappear until the spring frosts were
past. Of tlieso scarcely a bulb was affected

by the rot. One winter, I think in 188.3-84,

wc had here neither winter frosts nor freezing

winds in spring, and in that season my bulbs,

notably tlioso of N. cernuus and the varieties

of spurius, were singularly exempt from the

disease.

Again, the l)ehaviour of my seedlings in

cold frames seems also to point in the same
direction. I alwavs keep them two voars in
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tlic fraint's, iiiiil newr lost a li illi fuKu

the disease while they remaiued there un-

til this last season, when I found a few

affected, the reason, I am persuaded, being

that they were practically under open air

conditions during the intense cold of that

winter. They would probably have done

better had I removed the lights and shovelled

snow into the frames.

It favours my view, I think, that the

Daffodils most subject to the disease are

those which, as wild plants, are local and

under conditions of climate which it is almost

impossible for us to imitate. Corbularias, the

little N. moschatus of the High Pyrenees, N.
pallidus precox, when at home all grow under

climatic conditions which are in a greater or

a less degree removed from those of our

average English seasons, and when I examine

the dead or crippled bulbs of these kinds I

invariably find that it is the same disease

from which they are suffering. The larger

white Daffodils and all the varieties of the

N. spurius section flourish best in the south

of Ireland, which has a climate of its own,

very free from severe frost, but they die out

from " basal rot " in districts of iMigland

where the soil and general geological forma-

tion are the same as in the south of Ireland.

On the other hand, N. pocticus and its hy-

bridsof the incomparabilis classenjoyan almost

absolute immunity from the disease. This,

I think, is largely due to the fact that N.
poeticus has a much wider geographical range

than N. Pseudo-narcissus, or, in other words,

is fitted to endure more extreme vicissitudes

of climate.

In what I have advanced there is, I own,
but little of encouragement, for it amounts to

an opinion that, our climate remaining what
it is, we shall always be suliject to the dis-

ease. As to measures of prevention and
cure, which at best can be (mly partial and
temporary, I can only recommend those which
have already been mentioned, and advise

growers of Daffodils to give most of their

space to the kinds which have hitherto shown
themselves to be disease-proof. Eaisers of

new varieties will do well to discard as parents

those Daffodils which are most subject to tliis

annoying plague. G. H. Engleheart.

doirs or outdoors all the sumoifcr, ami in pots in

a gentle waimth all the winter. Daring the past

summer really no oatdoor flowering plants gave
more pleasing results than did these French Mar-
guerites. An edging of some dark-coloured Helio-

trope showed them up to great advantage. Large
plants or clumps of several small ones also look

well in the herbaceous borders to fill up their places.

Being also hardier than is much o£ the soft,

tender stuff used for summer bedding, the plants

may be got out much earlier in the spring and may
bs safely left out later in the autumn. Without
doubt these Chrysanthemums are plants that have
come to stay.—A. D.

Lilium neilgherrense.—The Neilgherry Lily

every autumn attracts a considerable amount of

attention from the fact that it may be regarded as

the latest flowering of all the members of that

beautiful genus of plants, for though one or two of

the earliest blossoms will often e.^pand by the first

half of September, where a quantity are grown
together some individuals will not bloom till nearly

Christmas. Thanks to the importations that now
reach this country, L. neilgherrense is pretty well

known, and its long trumpet-shaped blossoms may
be often met with at this time of the year. In
shape they vary a good deal, for in some the flower

gralaally widens from base to mouth, while in

others the tube is narrow and widens abruptly,

more after the style of L. Wallichianum. The
flowers of this last described form are, as a rule,

longer than those in which the tube is much
broader. While the colour of the blossoms is a
kind of primrose, specimens may be occasionally

met with that are almost white. The flowers of

this Lily are very fragrant, this character being
very pronounced during the night. Besides this

we have in bloom a few of the latest flowers of

L. ochroleucum, and two or three secondary ones
of L. Hirrisi, but L. neilgherrense is the only one
that may now be said to be in season.—H. P.

The Paris Daisy (Chrysanthemum frutescens)
—It is doubtful whether we have any other plant
which can be had in bloom so easily all the year
round as is the French Marguerite. That such is

the case is evident from the fact that it is never
out of the market, and at certain seasons forms
the staple decorative plant. We have got very
much into the habit of calling all single Daisy-like
flowers Marguerites, but none, after all, are so
pleasing and so perpetual blooming as is the
Chrysanthemum frutescens. This plant illustrates
in a very forcible way the wisdom in horticulture
of catering for change in popular tastes, or rather
in educating them up to the best form. For floral

decoration not only are these Chrysanthemum
plants pleasing when without bloom, especially the
more finely cut-leaved forms, but they are beautiful
and graceful in bloom, whilst the flowers are of the
very best and most pleasing when cut and em-
ployed for ordinary domestic decoration. Then the
plants are readily increased by cuttings, few plants
more easily, and by propagating in spring and in
autumn plants may be had in profuse bloom in-

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.
Double blue Hepatica.—A form of flower

often occurs very different to the full, flat and
regularly imbricated one. It may have a tuft of

short petals in the centre, with a more or less full

set of guard petals. With me, however, this form
of flower has never proved permanent, but I do not
wish to say that such a form may not exist of a
permanent character, as I could imagine that,

owing to the frequency of the form assumed, it

might in some cases become fixed by chance. My
impression is that such a form might be termed a
faulty development, owing to the loss of vigour of

the plant from recent division or transplantation of

the roots ; anyhow I have seen many such flowers

under those circumstances, and also blooms nearly
single. The plants bearing them, however, have
invariably borne perfect ones the following year.

Sometimes also, as I believe I have before mentioned,
the flowers will come of the palest blue. I believe

this to be from the same cause. There is one fact,

perhaps, that ought to be mentioned : the above
theory applies more to plants divided in early

summer—that is to say, when the plants were
propagated soon after flowering and when the
crowns had to be made. Strong plants divided at

say this season of the year would develop the flowers

more naturally than if, after the division of the

roots, the buds themselves had to be formed.

Cypripedium spectabile. — Owing to the
time at which we get the newly imported roots

we cannot well plant this before November. The
success or otherwise depends very much on how
the roots have been lifted, and something also may
be said for the way in which they are afterwards
dealt with, packed and stored. By the time the
roots come to hand they are often not worth the
trouble of planting. The crowns have gone soft and
the roots black and spotty. I consider the loss of

the finer crowns to be almost fatal. It might not
matter so much about the roots alone, but it matters
this way : The cause of the roots being blackened
and decayed must have done other injury to the
rhizomes and crowns not so readily traceable

;

consequently if the chief crown should miss, there

might also be fewer chances of ycuag crowns
breaking from the rhizome. I have tried Mr. Dod's

plan for a year in planting various hardy Cypri-

pediums, and when I have had good material to

deal with—strong, long and bright straw-coloured

roots —strange as it may seem, by cutting those off

almost close to the rhizome. I have found the roots

I have already lifted this autumn to be clean and
vigorous, every root of course being a new one. To
my miad this shows the natural vigour of faultless

roots, and I have also come to the conclusion that

the old roots disturbed, and which almost invari-

ably decay and set up a lot of fungus in their new
quarters, are against a healthy start. For my own
use I shall in future trim off the " wig of roots."

Opuntia Rafinesquei —In speaking of this

under a hardy plant heading, I am quite prepared
to believe that many will shake their heads in

doubt ; facts, however, make one bold. In the

summer of IS'.IO I set this on a sunny b.ank. quite

away from even the shelter of a wall, and there it

grew and remained all the memorable winter of

18'J0-'.il. The plants had none of those little pro-

tecting contrivances some of us are so pardonably
fond of adopting in order to coax our favourites.

The plants were absolutely exposed the entire

winter. In spring they began to grow freely, and they
are healthy vigorous plants to-day. I call this

Opuntia a hardy plant under these circumstances.

Now I come to a more important point, on which,

unfortunately, I cannot be quite so positive. There
is a more robust variety than the type, a form, I

believe, occurring wild in Kansas, and known by
the additional geographical name. I think this

may be my plant ; anyhow, it is not only a useful,

but characteristic plant for rockeries, growing with
a somewhat procumbent habit, and it has proved
hardier with me than many reputed hardy al-

pines. After all, I believe that there is something
to be said for soil, and that unless you make it very

light and poor, you may have too much growth, and
growth too late, that could hardly be expected to

resist our cold wet winters. I base this opinion on

the fact that in the case of the above-named plants

the later sappy growths, though vigorous, were
killed back. I think there are some three or four

other species or varieties that could be named as

suited for dry situations outdoors. One often meets

with doubtful hardy plants set at the base of south

walls, but I question whether in this case it would
be advisable to plant in such positions for the two-

fold reason that growth might be made too late

and the general constitution of the plant might be

rendered too tender.

Moehringia muscosa.— This fragile plant

strikes one as having a fresh and pretty effect even

in the open garden near the end of the year. It is

but a small species, and yet at this season it

manages to make itself conspicuous by its delicate

and tender green tufts. I could imagine that this

plant would be much admired as a rockery subject in

those districts where the atmosphere is compara-

tively pure. Its flowers are but the merest dots of

white, and on their account it cannot have much
claim as a decorative plant. One specimen that

has come under my notice, grown in an unheated

house, suggests the idea of its extensive use as a
setting for other winter flowers. For instance, its

feathery, pale Apple-green foliage formed into tufts,

not over-dense, would be excellent for standing

around winter-flowering Cyclamens, the Chinese

Primula, Cinerarias, Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissi, or

any other of the numerous winter flowers which so

largely find their way into our dwellings. It is the

habit of this plant to rapidly grow over the sides

of the pot, which it all but hides in a very short

time. •

Lychnis vespertina plena.— I have been

asked to name the most useful of the latest white

flowers among hardy perennials. I will not under-

take to say that this Lychnis is such, because in all

such matters the question of taste must be con-

sidered. I can say this much, that, viewing the

plant as one for the production of flowers for cut-

ting, it is to my mind the best and latest white

flower. Briefly stated, its good points are pure

whiteness of bloom, abundant production, a succes-
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sion of the same from early summer to November,

durability of flowers when cut, and delicate per-

fume. In form the flowers resemble very much
those of the doable white Primula sinensis.

Anemone Fannini.—This seems to make its

growth most freely in the autumn ; at least, it has

been the case here with plants that were imported

last autumn. It may be reasonably allowed that

older established plants—that have been brought

into harmony with our seasons—might have be-

haved differently. It is certain, however, that^the

big and more matured foliage succumbs to 10° or

12° of frost. Of course, this does not imply that

the plant is wanting in hardiness, though one

never likes to see even a hardy plant cut down
in the midst of its vigour and growth. The curious

part of it is that the youngest and undeveloped

leaves do not appear to suffer in the least. I

was inclined to believe at first that that might

have occurred, at least so far as the early nips of

frost are concerned, owing to the protection the

older leaves would afford the younger, but it can-

not be that, as I remember it was the same last

winter with the young leaves when there were no

old ones on the plant. This silky covering is not

only densest on the young stems and leaves, but it

has the faculty of throwing off wet like a duck's

back. J. Wood.

Woodville, Kirltstall.

Orchids.

CHYSIS.

No genus of Orchids forms a compacter group

or stands out more conspicuously from its

fellows than Chysis does, and when once the

leading characters of any species are known,

there is no difficulty in recognising any other

membsr of the genus, whether it be in bloom or

not. Its nearest allies in the natural order are

Bletia and Phaius, but however closely the

floral characters may agree, in style of growth

it is totally distinct from these. The pseudo-

bulbs (or stems, as they may more appropriately

be termed) are always recognisable by their

tapering towards top and bottom and being

much swollen in the centre. Whilst the base

is no thicker than an ordinary pencil, the

middle part will be 4 inches or more in cir-

cumference. The leaves are confined to the

upper part of the stem and are strengthened

by prominent longitudinal ribs. The flowers

are produced along with the young growth, the

chief botanical character being the union of the

two lateral sepals to the base of the column.

The species are wholly coulined to the New
World, but are found both north and south of

the Isthmus of Panama.

At present about half-a-dozen species and

hybrids are in cultivation, all of which—with

the exception, perhaps, of C. aurea—may be

described as valuable Orchids, and well worth

cultivation for the beauty of their flowers. It

is owing to the almost invariable self-fertilisa-

tion of its flowers, which consequently remain

open for only a short time, or perhaps never

properly expand at all, that C. aurea cannot be

classed with the other species ia value. For-

tunately, it is the only one that shows this

propensity. Although many Orchids prove

more amenable to cultivation than Chysis do,

they cannot on the whole be describad as

difficult to grow. The mistakes usually made
are in keeping them too hot and close and in

not giving them a well-delined period of rest.

During the time of active growth, especially

after the flowers are past, they unduubtcdly

require a high degree of warmth and humidity,

and at that time should bo placed in the East

Indian house or in the warmest part of the

Cattleya house Preferring as they do aliund-

accj of light and a free ventilation, the

treatment given to Cattleyas will suit them
better in these respects than the closer and
more shaded conditions which prevail in the

warmer house. If the plants, however, are

backward and show signs of not moving quickly

enough, they should be given a place in the East

Indian house for two or three months. During the

resting period only sufficient water should be

given to keep the pseudo-bulbs plump, and it

is better to rest them by giving them cooler

conditions than by subjecting them to severe

drought. They may be grown either in teak

baskets or in pots ; the latter are frequently

used, although hanging baskets are well adapted

to show off the flowers to the best advantage,

the blooms most frequently facing downwards.
In either case it is important that adequate

drainage should be provided. The compost in

which they thrive the best consists of filirous

peat and Sphagnum in equal parts. I have
occasionally seen strong plants of C. bractescens

top-dressed with a compo.st of which loam fibre

formed a part, and which the roots appeared to

enjoy. Care must, however, be taken to re-

move the earthy matter and to use the fibrous

portion only, and even this in small proportion.

For plants not in robust health it is safer to

dispense with loam altogether.

C. LlMMiNGHEi.—Although this species differs

very considerably from C. bractescens, it may in re-

gard to its value as a garden plant be placed next

to it. It is smaller both in leaf and stem than C.

aurea, but in general habit does not differ from it.

The flowers, which measure individually about 2

inches across, are chiefly white, but a blotch of

purple towards the apex of each sepal and petal fur-

nishes a character distinguishing them from those of

all the other species. The side lobes of the lip are

yellow externally, but on the inside are reddish-

purple as well as yellow, the middle lobe being

purple streaked with white. This species was in-

troduced to the Continent by Linden in 1857. It

was originally discovered in the province of Tabasco,

in Mexico.

C. BRACTESCENS.—This is by far the commonest
and most useful species, its large and beautiful

flowers making it a favourite wherever it is grown.

It closely resembles C. aurea in the form of its

leaves and stem, but is usually of larger, stronger

growth. The flowers also are of larger size,

measuring quite 3 inches in diameter. The sepals

and petals are oblong, slightly overlapping each

other at the base, their clear ivory white being

without tinge or speck of other colour ;
the three-

lobed lip is white externally, but the inside is yel-

low, the central lobe being also tinged with red.

From four to six flowers are borne on one raceme.

The species was originally introduced from Me.xico

by Mr. Barker, one of the first amateurs who
seriously undertook the cultivation of Orchids in

this country. It first flowered in his collection

near Birmingham in 1840. It is apparently fairly

common in its native country, being generally

found in dense forests, growing on the stems and
branches of large trees.

C. LiEVis.— It was also by Mr. Barker, and also

in the year 1840, that this species was first flowered

in England. Its stems are 1 foot to \\ feet in

length, bearing several broadly lanceolate leaves.

The raceme consists of from nine to twelve flowers,

each of which is 2 inches or more in diameter.

The sepals and petals are tawny-yellow, tinged with

brown towards the base, the petals being some-

what the paler of the two. The lip, whose side

lobes are incurved above the column, is yellow

streaked with red, the disc having white lines

traversing it lengthwise. Although in colour the

flowers of this species approach those of C. aurea,

it is an altogether superior plant. The blooms are

larger, and not being self- fertilising remain in

beauty much longer. It is a native ot Mexico.

C. AURKA.—Although this species is the least

desirable in the genus, it may be mentioned as

being the first introduced and the one on which the

genus is founded. Its spindle-shaped stems are (i

inches to inches in length, the leaves being half

as long again, deep green and lanceolate. The
racemes bear four to seven Sowers, each of which
is 2 inches in diameter and chiefly of a yellowish-

red colour, the centre of the lip being white. It

was discovered in Venezuela about 1834 by Hench-
man, who described it as hanging loosely from the

branches ot trees by its long roots, swinging to and
fro with every movement of the air. It has since

been introduced from Mexico. A variety named
maculata is found in Colombia ; its sepals and
petals are of a tawny yellow tinged with purple,

its chief distinction, however, being a patch of

white at the base of each. It was first seen in this

country in 1850.

The hybrids that have been raised up to the
present are two in number, and both owe their

origin to the skill of Mr. Seden. The older of

the two is C. Chelsoni, its parents being C.

bractescens and C. h'evis. It has pale tawny
yellow sepals and petals, each having a large

blotch of brownish-red at the apex. The front

portion of the lip is yellow spotted with red,

the lower part being tawny yellow with white
lines on the disc. The other hybrid, C. Sedeni,

was raised from C. Limminghei and C. bractes-

cens, and isoueof great beauty. The sepals and
petals are white, the latter being of a purer shade
and having a rosy-purple blotch towards the

tip. The lateral lobes of the lip are sulphur-

yellow, whilst the middle one is purple streaked

with white.

The flowering of all the Chysis being concur-
rent with the young growth, might be expected
to occur in spring or early summer, and such,

indeed, is usually the case. C. hevi.", however,
is normally a later-flowering species, and C.

bractescens will sometimes bloom as late as Sep-
tember. VV. J. B.

Angrsecum Chailluanum.—This is a very
handsome spot--ies fiMin the Wost Coast of Africa. It
was orij^iually seat to the lioyal Gardens, Kow, by the
traveller whoSL^ name it bears; the fiijurd was taken
in the collection of Mr. F. G. Tautz, Studley House,
Shepherd's Bush. It requires the wannest house and
the temperature in winter should not fall below G5" at
least.—Cn- /ill? Album, t. 440.

Odontoglossum crispum macrospilum.

—

*' H. il." sends nie a nicaiy spotted flower for a name,
and I take it to be this variety, which was so named
by Reichonbach. The flower has a white ground, all

the parts of the perianth bearing large blotches of

deep chestnut brown. " H. I\l." also sends a pure
white flower, which he says he bought for Odonto-
glossum crispum Maria?, asking if it is true. I do not
knnw the variety named, hut the tirst, (). Alexandra,
figured by Bateman, was a ,'puro white flower, very
much lilio that sent.—H.

Odontoglossum tripudians.—W. King sends
me a flower of this pretty plant, having a white
lip, spotted with bright rose, sepals deep reddish-
maroon, the points yellow, petals bright yellow,
banded transversely with broad blotches. It

appears to be a variable species in regard to its

colour. It was originally discovered by 'VVarscewicz

more than forty years ago, and although scattered
over a v.ast tract of the New Grenadian Mountains,
it does not appear to _have been imported in any
quantity.— G.

liselia anceps Scottiana.—T. Agnew sends
me a flower of a L;tlia anceps. The flower comes
to hand in line condition ; it is not remarkable for

size, but in this respect it may improve. The
sepals and petals are of a rich purple, tinged with
violet. The lip inside, as well as the outside, is rich

velvety purple ; throat deep orange, with some deep
purple streaks. It is a very handsome form, and
very much like the variety figured in the " Orchid
Album, " t. 325, under the name given above. It is

amongst the first of the L;ulia anceps flowers which
I have seen this season.—W. H. G.

Oncidiuni loxense.—A beautiful species ot
this genus, which was only known to Lindley by
dried Bowers. Its introduction in a living Etate is
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doe to M. Klaboch when collecting for Mr. Sander.

The plate (" Orchid Album," t.43'.i) was taken from a

fine form which flowered in the late Mr. Neville

Wyatt's collection, Lake House, Cheltenham, in the

summer of 1800. It bears a flower-stem about 9 ft. or

10 ft. high, each flower being nearly 3 inches across,

the sepals chocolate-brown on a greenish-yellow

ground, and the petals deep rich brown tipped and
margined with rich yellow, the lip large, ricli

orange-yellow dotted with lines of red at the

base.

BARKERIA SKENNERI.

From J. Cusden comes a fine spike of this

plant, which is now rarely to be met with in

our collections, and the Messrs. Veitch tell us

" that it has been nearly exterminated in its

native country by the clearing of the forests for

Coffee plantations." AVe should, therefore,

carefully keep the plant wherever it is to be

met with. The plant was originally sent home
by Mr. Skinner, who found it in the mountains
at a considerable elevation in Guatemala. It is

also said to be found in Costa Rica. In its

native liome the temperature ranges from about
50" to 50°, and it runs up to 70° and 75° in

the summer season. There seems to be a dis-

position to regard these plants as Epidendrunis,

but I do not think the present race of English

gardeners will accept the new classification.

Barkeria Skinneri is a very showy plant. Its

flowers, too, last from now well into the follow-

ing year if tlie plants are well looked after, and
where several examples are grown, its blooms
may be had during the three winter months.
The flowers are borne on long terminal spikes,

the raceme sometimes branched, bearing a

large quantity of flowers of an almost uniform
rosy-purple hue, saving the yellow disc of the

lip. The cultivation of these plants is difficult.

Mr. Philbrick used to grow them well and con-

tinuously, and so also does Mr. Cusden, judg-

ing by the spike he sends. He says, " These
plants are grown in the full sun and with

plenty of air. I give no soil of any kind, and
I constantly dip them in the growing sea-

son. One of the principal things to which I

attribute my success is the current of fresh air

by night as well as day. Sometimes the night

temperature has been very low through the

past season." This quite accords with my
ideas, for I think that all our Orchids are

kept too warm at night, and I do not under-
stand why air is not admitted during the night

as well as day. When I grew the plants in the
Kingston collection, more or less air was always
left on the houses during the night, and the plants

grew well and flowered profusely. Collectors

do not appear to have bestowed much atten-

tion to Barkerias, but there are doubtless new
forms. There is a pure white variety of B.
Skinneri. It was gathered by the celebrated

Polish collector, but it has not yet been seen in

this country in a living state. There are no
doubt some new forms yet to be introduced.

The following are the principal kinds, whicli may
be sometimes found in coUections :

—

B. SPECTABILI3.—This is a summer-blooming
plant, originally sent home by Mr. Skinner. It has
good-sized flowers, which are rosy-lilac with deep
purple spots on the lip. It comes from the Pacific

side of Guatemala and Mexico. It was figured in

the JSotaiiical Maijazine, t. 4094.

B. Skinneri, now before me, was sent home
nearly sixty years ago. It has dense racemes of

bloom of a bright purple, and a blotch of yellow on
the disc. It is figured in Warner's " Select Orchid-
aceous Plants," t. 38,

B. LiNDLEYANA is another of Mr. Skinner's dis-

coveries in Costa Rica. It is a strong-growing

plant, bearing large purple flowers with a white

disc to the lip. It flowers in winter, and is well

represented in the Botanical Magazine, t. GODS.

B. LiNDLEYANA VAR. CENTER^.—This form

was introduced by the Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea,

nearly twenty years ago. The flowers, larger

than those of the type, are bright rosy-lilac,

the fore part of the lip being of a deeper colour

with a white disc and numerous blotches of purple

about the column. It is figured in The Garden,
Vol. XXVII. (p. I'.tO).

B. CYCLOTELLA was Introduced about twenty

years ago. In growth it resembles the other spe-

cies, having large flowers of a rich magenta and a

large white disc to the lip. " Orchid Album,"

t. 148.

B. BLEOANS appears to be the typical plant of

the genus, and a good figure of it is to be found in

Linden's " Pescatorea," t. 10. The sepals and petals

vary from almost white to rosy-purple, and the large

obtuse lip has a spot of deep rosy-purple in front

with a white border ; the column is winged, spotted

with reddish-purple.

Y>. Barkeriola.—Thisjwas introduced by Mr.

Sander, of St. Albans. It has the smallest

flowers of the whole lot, but they are very beau-

tiful, being soft mauve, more or less flushed with

white and having a large bright deep purple spot

near the front margin of the lip.

William Hugh Gower.

Ferns.

SELECT NEPHRODIUMS.
This is a rather puzzling family to deal with,

but the species quoted below are well known
and only require careful cultivation to succeed

with them. When planted in the rockwork of

the fernery these plants grow apace, and their

spores are wafted through every part of the

house. Care is necessary, however, to see that

the young plants do not grow up, smother the

old plants, usurping their places, and thus be-

coming representatives of the wrong species.

The majority of them are strong growing, and

the form known as N. moUe is a perfect weed

in any fernery in which it gains a footing. It

has become the fashion to neglect it, but if care

is bestowed upon any of the plants bearing this

name, and I believe there are several, they

amply repay it. Nephrodiums are separated

from Lastrea by the joining together of the

veins. They are plants of easy culture and

great beauty, making fine ornaments as pot

plants where sufiicient space is given them, but

as they do not as a rule get this, they are apt

to lose their lower fronds and become shabby.

When planted out they assume handsome pro-

portions. They do best in a mixture of peat,

loam, and sand, with plenty of drainage. N.

molle is not one of the select kinds which I

shall enumerate here, but as a seedling plant

it is very useful. The following kinds, how-

ever, will, I think, please everyone taking an

interest in these plants :
—

N. ABORTivuM has fronds each from 2 feet to

'A\ feet in length and upwards of 1 foot broad, the

pinnae nearly an inch broad. The colour is pale

green and the stem straw colour. It comes from

Java.

N. ARTICULATUM IS another beautiful plant,

producing from its stout creeping rhizome pinnate

fronds each from 2 feet to 4 feet in length and
some 8 inches in breadth, deep green on the upper

side, laden with black sori beneath. Ceylon.

N. TRUNCATDM is somewhat rare, but it is a

very fine species which appears to be widely dis-

tributed throughout India, Australia and many of

the Polynesian Islands. It has a creeping rhizome,

with stout erect fronds springing therefrom. These

reach some 3 feet or more in length by about a

foot or 18 inches wide, the lower pinniu being sud-

denly reduced, in some instances quite abortive ;

the pinnae are cut down upwards of half their

length, having the apices somewhat square and

finely toothed. The colour is rich green, and it

makes a very handsome specimen.

N. CYATHBOIDES.—This Used to be a rare plant,

but I should think it has been long enough in this

country to have become plentiful. It was received

in a living state from the Sandwich Islands in

18t;2. The fronds are each some 2 feet or more

long, the pinnaa broad, regularly toothed on the

margins, and light green in colour.

N. HooiiERi is a handsome plant, having some-

what the appearance of N. molle, but the pinnfe are

more closely set and the lower ones are suddenly

reduced. It comes from various parts of the East

Indies.

N. MOLLE COEYMBIPERUM is a most desirable

variety of the species, which was sent out in the

first place from West Africa. It has erect branched

fronds some 2 feet long. The ends of the pinnaa

are tasselled and at the apex is a large corymbose

head, rich deep green in colour.

N. MOLLE POLYDACTYLA is a fine variety ob-

tained from spores of the last-named. It has bold

erect fronds, having the ends of the pinna; finely

divided and tasselled ; the frond some H inches or

10 inches down splits into two, and each of the

pinna; is finely tasselled, as well as the points of all

the fronds. These two forms make splendid ob-

jects in a Wardian case.

N. PTBROIDES is a distinct and handsome plant.

When strong it makes fronds nearly 4 feet long, but

it is more frequently seen with fronds between 2

feet and 3 feet in length, and from 9 inches to 1

foot broad ; the pinna; are neatly and evenly lobed

;

the sori marginal and quite confined to the lobes.

Throughout India, except the northern parts.

N. RoDiGASiANUM —This is a beautiful species

introduced by M. J. Linden, of Brussels, from the

island of Samoa in 1881, but 1 have specimens from

the l!9v. T. Powell, collected in 1803, which are

evidently the same species. It is a very beautiful

Fern with long, arching fronds, the pinna; being

very closely set and the lobes obtuse, whilst the

oolotir is rich green.

N. SEBRA is a West Indian plant of strong

growth and distinct appearance. The fronds are

3 feet or more long and about a foot broad, cut

down half way into quite falcate teeth. The sori

are confined to the part next the midrib, which is

not cut down. The colour is light green.

N. UNITUM.—This is a widely spread plant, but I

refer here specially to the New Zealand form,

which makes a handsome specimen in the cool

house, and is likewise an excellent plant for the

Wardian case. It grows some 2 feet or more high,

with slightly ascending pinna;, which are heavily

laden with sori on the under side and rich green

above.

N. VENUSTUM is one of the most beautiful. It

forms a handsome specimen either as a pot plant

or when planted in the open fernery. The fronds

are pinnate, and rise from 1 foot to 2 feet and

more in length. Willlam Hugh Goweb.

SOME USEFUL FERNS.

The following varieties are not so frequently met

with as they deserve to be. Of Adiantums I would

draw attention to A. elegans, a variety of A. cunea-

tum, but with lighter fronds of a spreading cha-

racter ; A. Pacotti, of the dense growing kinds, is

still one of the best ; A. Capillus-veneris JIariesi is

one of the best forms of the British species ; A.

scutum roseum is a beautifully tinted variety ; A.

deflexum is a distinct form of A. cuneatum and

quite as hardy ; A. Victoria; is a beautiful compact-

growing pl.ant with roseate-tinted fronds; A. Sanctaa

Catherina; and A. Williamsi are two of the best of

the larger growers. Aspleniums should receive

more attention, as they are amongst the hardiest,

many being suited to the greenhouse. A. flaccidum

is a beautiful variety with long, drooping fronds,

being well suited for any position where these
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can be seen to advantage. It is also an excellent

basket Fern. A. luciduin, although not in any sense

a new kind, is not often met with. It is a good
lasting kind. A. diinorphum is a fine robust-grow-

ing species, not unlike, but superior to, A. bulbi-

ferum. A. longissimum is best grown in a warm
house, where it should be suspended ; it is a splendid

variety when thus treated. Strong plants make
fronds from 1 feet to 5 feet long ; from the extremi-

ties of each a young plant will be formed. For
special use it should be suspended like a chandelier.

Cyrtomium falcatum is a most enduring Fern,

easily grown in a cool house. Of the Davallias, the

hardiest besides D. canariensis are D. elegins, D.

dissecta, D. Mariesi, D. fijiensis major and D. tenui-

folia stricta, all of which are most useful. Didymo-
chlmna truncatula is a decidedly distinct Fern and
well worth growing. Hypolepis distans seems to

have escaped much notice of late years. At a dis-

tance it is not unlike a Gleichenia, bat is of much
quicker growth, which as the plants gain in size

becomes scandent. This Fern requires an abun-
dant supply of water, not unlike Pteris scaberula

in this respect. It is, however, a lovely and very

elegant plant when well grown.

The Lastreas may all be considered cool house
varieties. The following are amongst the best : L.

decomposita, L. erythrosora (a beautiful variety),

L, Sieboldi and L. Standishi. Leucostegia immersa
at first glance might be taken for a form of Daval-

lia Mooreana, to which it bears some resemblance
;

it is, however, deciduous. Its fronds when exposed
assume a bronzy shade; a very beautiful Fern.
Microlepia hirta oristata is seen to best advantage as

a semi-specimen; when used thus it is most effective

in large vases or baskets. The Nephrolepis furnish

several enduring species. N. pectinata, a small-

growing variety, is very elegant ; N. davallioides

farcans makes a fine plant and is of good free

growth; another good form is N.tuberosa. Nipho-
bolus lingua and its crested form are very enduring
Ferns, but seldom seen ; they will last a long time
ia a dry atmosphere. Osmunda japonioa corymbi-
fera is a distinct addition of compact and enduring
growth. Phlebodium aureum and P. glaucum should
Doth be included ; the first, although an old species,

i? none too well known. Plalycerium alcioorne

(the Stag's-horn Fern) can be especially recom-
mended for large rooms or corridors, lasting better

than most kinds where there are sharp currents of

air or in dry positions. The Pterises furnish some
of the most useful and the quickest grown plants
of any one genus. Of these, the improved forms of

P. serrulata claim especial notice. P. serrulata cri-

stata compaota is one of the best of the close-grow-

ing forms. P. 8. major cristata (known also as the
Chiswick variety) is of larger growth ; as an orna-
mental decorative 1< ern of good proportions this is

one of the best. There are also the superior forms
of P. cretica, as P. cretica Mayi, the best crested
variety of this species, and one of the most beauti-

ful as well as most useful of all, being one of the
prettiest in a small state and for medium-sized
vases. Of P. tremula there are now a few distinct

forms ; P. tremula elegans is more slender growing,
whilst P. t. flaccida has a more shiny surface. A
few of the most recent additions to the Pteris
family are P. serrulata densa, a very compact and
finely-divided form ; Pteris nobilis, one of the
most enduring in a room ; P. leptophylla princeps,
an elegant and slightly crested variety ; and
Smith's variety of P. tremula, a crested form of

distinct growth. P. cretica crispata has the pinnn'
of the fronds broader with the edges undulated,
and beautifully crisped ; it is of dwarf and com-
pact growth, being a decided addition to the hardy
decorative varieties. Toilea arborea makes one of
the most useful of all l'"erns for rooms, being of
such an enduring character. It should be grown
more largely. It is a pity the Gleichecias are so
dillicult to increase ; were it not so, they would in

several instances become very popular Ferns. Some
few years ago I remember a friend having a good
plant of G. Speluncaj, which, as a specimen, was of

no use to hira. He succeeded in propagating several
good young plants from it by allowing the rhizomes
to extend themselves beyond the pan in which it

was growing ; then, when long enough, they were

pegged down into small pans of about ti inches

diameter, several into one pan. When established

in these they were divided from the parent plant,

and nice dwarf plants were soon had that were
used in the house, being much admired for their

unique cliaracter. These young plants answered
the purpose admirably, and made at the same time
a very distinct addition to the list of decorative

Ferns. The tall-growing Tree Ferns I have not
thus far included, although several are useful and
distinctly ornamental. Besides Dioksonia antarc-

tica, Cyathea dealbata (the silver Tree Fern) should
receive attention. The great danger in using these

Ferns is the risk of their becoming dry at the roots.

In the case of all Ferns that are for the time in

extremely small pots in proportion to the size of

the plants, it is good plan (during the warmer
weather chiefly) to stand them in shallow pans.

This will carry them on for some considerable time
with less risk of injury through becoming dry.

Weak Peruvian guano water is a very good stimu-

lant for Ferns in general when potbound.

Plantsman.

FILMY FERNS.
These beautiful varieties do not require any

heat, or but very little ; at least, those do not

which are best known and most to be found in

any quantity. This in itself is a great advan-

tage, although the fact is often lost sight of iu

an ordinary way. Many of the iinest species

are, in fact, ruined by being kept in too warm
a house. As long as the frost is excluded the

majority will be safe enough and remain in good

condition for years. Humidity of the atmo-

sphere beyond which many other plants reijuire

is essential to their well-being. If planted out

or grown in ordinary ferneries, for instance,

they should have the coolest, which at the same
time will be the moistest, position in the house.

They require but little air, therefore sharp

cun-ents should be avoided ; none should beat

directly upon the plants. They will thrive, too

where many Ferns would not do at all well for

want of more light. In a sheltered nook of a
cool fernery they would be found to thrive very
well ; but in order to make success more certain,

with more vigorous and rapid growth, they
should either have a house to themselves, as

may be seen at the York Nurseries of the
Messrs. Backhouse, or be grown in glass cases,

as at Chelsea by the Messrs. Veitch. The latter

method is no doubt the more practicable, and
can be adopted in very many instances where
the other extended system could not. For
instance, in many establishments, both large

and small, there are backs or ends of houses
which are too damp for many plants to thrive
well. Here, then, would be a congenial home for

the Filmy Ferns, turning an unsightly spot into

an attractive one. Whereabout 2 feet in width
can be spared in such an in.stance with length to

suit the case a good collection may be formed.
I would, however, prefer it 3 feet wide; this will

allow of more room for rockwork to bo built up
to a greater height, with of course more width at

the base for larger plants.

In selecting stone for such a place I would
prefer the porous sandstone ; this will at tirat

absorb more moisture, but the fact of its doing
.so will bo all the better for the Kerns eventually,
because when charged with moisture it liolds it,

so to speak, as in a store house, giving it off but
gradually, and that to the benetit of the |ilants.

.\viiidthe use of cement as far as possible ; if

used at all imly employ what is actually neces-

sary. For my own part I would use mor-
tar from freshly slaked limo, as it does not con-
tain the saline matter to be found in the cement.

W'hilst this is being built up, fibrous peat should

be filled into all interstices, so as to leave no

vacancy. When finished it should be allowed

to stand as it is for a time, keeping it well

syringed daily to get it fully charged with
moisture before the Ferns are turned out. Rock-
work can, of course, be dispensed with partially

or entirely, but I would prefer, in some measure
at least, to retain it for the good of the plants,

as well as for appearance sake. The partition

to enclose these plants ofi from tlie ordinary
atmosphere of the house should be of glass, as

low as the lowest plants may happen to be
planted. These should be sliding lights, which
will take less room and need not be unduly heavy
in the make. Some little provision should be
made at the top for ventilation iu a small
measure. Smaller oases, where it would not be
possible to arrange for rockwork, could contain

plants in pots or pans. In this way the Todeas
would be found the best to grow on the whole.
Single specimens can be kept in good condition
under bell-glasses, but in the case of large ones
the inconvenience of removing the glass to give
attention to the plants is considerable as well

as risky. Todeas, or other Filmy Ferns in fact,

can be kept in good condition for a long time
in a living-room under a bell-glass. 1 have
kept Todea superba nearly the year round in

this way. W^hen making fresh fronds, how-
ever, it is safer to have the plants in better

and more congenial quarters. They do, how-
ever, make excellent as well as interesting ob-
jects in a room under a bell-glass, particularly

when bedewed with moisture. Todea Wilkesi-

ana is another beautiful species for growing by
itself under a bell-glass. This variety, as it

develops a stem, is quite a Tree Fern in

miniature. T. pellucida would also do well in

the same way, and is a comparatively quick-
growing variety. They all make the best growth,
however, when they have the greater scope that

is aflbrded in a case. Peat should form the
staple soil for all Filmy Ferns. A little

friable loam may be added when the peat is

not of the most fibrous quality. Such peat
as suits Orchids well would do equally so for

Filmy Ferns. Without plenty of fibre it would
not remain sufficiently long in good condition.

To this should be added a fair amount of char-

coal, not too small ;some broken pieces of sand-
stone would also be advantageous ; failing the
latter, clean potsherds or crocks would answer
the purpose. These additions will assist in

keeping the soil porous and preventing it from
becoming sour. The potting should only be
done moderately firm, and in the case of

medium-sized and large plants it is beat to keep
them elevated after the manner of some Or-
chids, particularly when being grown in pans.

.\. light covering of fresh Sphagnum Moss upon
the surface will assist in keeping them moist
both at the root and overhead. Those kinds of

Trichomanes and Hymenophyllums which show
a disposition to ramble should be encouraged
to do so. Some will take to long pieces of

sandstone with a little soil and Moss, others to
pieces (jf wood with the bark upon them. It

must be borne iu mind that these Filmy Ferna
derive b}' f.ir the greater portion of their sus-

tenance from the moisture they inhale
;
,they

do not, therefore, require such an amount of

soil to sustain them as in the case of many ro-

bust growing plants. Watering is chiefly done
by the frequent dampings the plants receive

;

when this is seen to regularly not nearly so

much will be required at tho roots. Those who
contemplate forming a collection would do well
to visit either of the nurseries alluded to or
Kew Gardens, where there is one of the most
extensive collections of Filmy Ferns to bo seen
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in the south of England. An idea could then

be formed of the kinds best suited to any par-

ticular case as well as those that meet with the

most approval. G. H.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE SMALLER COTONEASTERS.
The dwarf growing evergreen section of Co-

toneasters includes among the number some
of the most ornamental shrubs of a trailing

nature that we possess, but their merits are,

as a rule, not recognised to the extent they
should be, for a thriving mass of C. buxifolia,

C. rotuudifolia, or the still smaller C. micro-

phylla is infinitely more pleasing than such
things as Laurels, Box, Aucubas, and a few
others that are met with everywhere, and often

to the entire exclusion of any of our beautiful

flowering or fruiting shrubs. In height Cotone-
asters of this section range from 4 feet or more
of some forms of C. buxifolia to the few inclies

of C. congesta, which latter forms a very pretty
rockwork shrub. It is by no means alone in

its suitability for such a position, for C. micro-
phylla, which has been grown in this country
since 1824, is equally beautiful on the rock-

work, while a mass of it on a lawn shows its

most prominent features to the best advantage,
for the spreading shoots dispose themselves in

a very pleasing manner, while the tiny deep
green leaves are always bright and cheerful,

and besides this it passes through two addi-
tional phases of beauty during the year. The
first is in the spring when the entire plant is

covered with myriads of little white blossoms,
which from their number make a goodly show,
while in autumn it is often heavily laden with
bright crimson-coloured berries, which unless
disturbed by birds will remain in beauty for a
long time. This Cotoneaster will thrive*in a
fairly dry soil better than many other shrubs,
and on this account it is well adapted for fur-

nishing sloping banks or similar positions, while
it is sometimes employed for covering walls,

which is done in a thorough manner, so tho-
rough indeed that after a time it is scarcely
possible to get a glimpse of the wall to which
the plant is trained, nothing being visible but
a dense mass of slender shoots thickly clothed
with tiny dark green leaves. The nomenclature
of these evergreen Cotoneasters is in a very
confused state, and it is very probable that
most of them might be reduced to forms of one
species, as they vary considerably when raised
from seed. From a garden point of view, how-
ever, they are very difteront from each other

—

at least those which are usually known under
the following names :

—

C. BUXIFOLIA.—This forms a wide-spreading,
free-growing bush, withascet Jing branches clothed
not very thickly with deep k, . een Box-like leaves.
The bright crimson-coloured berries are very freely
borne. Where a group of the larger Cotoneasters
is planted this is well suited for the outskirts of the
clump.

C. HOEIZONTALIS, which, though bearing a cer-
tain amount of resemblance to C. buxifolia and C.
rotundifolia, yet differs from them in several well-
marked features. The specific name is derived
from the peculiar arrangement of the branches,
which are flat, frond-like, and disposed almost
horizontally, while the leaves are more regularly
distributed along the minor branchlets than in any
of the others. The thick sturdy character of the
branches is also another feature peculiar to this
kind. The berries of this are, where fully exposed
to the sun, brighter than those of any other of this
section, being of a rich vermilion tint. Its autumn
tints, too, are very noticeable, for this species does

not retain its leaves during the winter, but is, even

in the mildest season, scarcely sub-evergreen in

character. A specimen of this Cotoneaster has

interested me much during the present autumn,

for though there were but very few berries on it,

the decaying leaves have rendered it perfectly dis-

tinct from anything else in the garden. The leaves

on the extreme points of the shoots retain their

normal green colour longer than those on any other

part of the plant, and are often quite fresh, while

all the others are vividly coloured with different

shades of red. The last to mention is larger grow-

ing than any of the preceding, but it is too small to

be included with the group of tree Cotoneasters.

This is

C. EOTUXDIFOLIA is somewhat in the way of the

last, but with thicker branchlets and rounder leaves,

while the berries are when ripe of a scarlet-crimson

tint, very rich and telling when nestling among the

mass of deep green foliage. C. miorophylla differs

from either of the preceding in being more procum-

bent in habit, with smaller leaves, and is altogether

a more dense-growing plant. There is a form of

this last (thymifolia) less in all its parts than the

type, which with the still more procumbent variety

known as congesta is most at home treated as a

rockwork shrub. The newest addition to these

dwarfer Cotoneasters is

C. SiMONSi, a somewhat upright-habited shrub,

yet of a thin spreading style of growth, especially

where drawn up by thick planting or shade. It

will thrive in shady spots better than many other

shrubs, but to berry well requires air and sunshine.

The berries are, when ripe, of an orange-scarlet

colour and borne all along the slender shoots, so

that a thickly-set bush has quite a glow of red.

Unfortunately, birds will often strip it, especially if

the weather is severe. T.

Berberis aristata This isavigorous-growmg

Barberry of the common type, but especially note-

worthy from flowering much later in the season

than that kind, a circumstance which should com-

mend it to planters. During winter, too, the leafless

branches are of a bright reddish colour, and there-

fore very conspicuous. It is in all respects variable

when grown from seed ; indeed great ditl'erences

may be noted not only in the flowering of the

plants, but also in their colour. This Berberis is a

native of the Himalayas, and is quite hardy in this

country.

Eucryphia pinnatifolia.—This is valuable on

account of its flowers being produced about the

end of the summer, when blooming shrubs are get-

ting scarce. It is deciduous, somewhat upright in

habit, with pinnate leaves and large white flowers

about 3 inches in diameter. The blossoms are in

form much like those of a Hypericum, to which

the cluster of prominent stamens adds another

point of resemblance. It is of rather slow growth.

This Eucryphia can only be satisfactorily propa-

gated by means of layers, which will, to a certain

extent, account for its scarcity.

Desmodium penduliflorum. — From the

middle of September frequently till cut off by frost

this leguminous plant continues to unfold its

pretty rosy purple blossoms. Although generally

classed as a shrub, it would, from its habit of dying

nearly to the ground each season, be better defined

as half shrubby. The shoots are long and slender,

the upper part being terminated by large crowded

racemes of Pea-shaped blossoms, which, when ex-

panded, cause the slender shoots to droop so much
that they need a little support. It should, how-

ever, be tied no more than is absolutely necessary.

It is a native of Japan.

Gaultheria procumbens.— I have just seen

this in a town garden thriving and in fruit. It is

usually considered to require peat, but, according

to my experience, it is better in a light sandy

loam, in which perhaps there might be a dash of

peat to advantage, liut the essential conditions are

porous soil and a flat or moist situation. To say

that I grow it well here would be claiming too

much for one's self ; the fact is, the plant thrives

without care, and its good qualities are such that.

though it does not take hold of one's affections like

some other plants that need a deal of looking after,

one learns to appreciate it so much as to look on it

as an indispensable rock plant.—J. Wood, Kirk-

stnll.

Berberis Darwini in flower.— Occasionally
a bush of Darwin's Barberry may be seen at this

season of the year so full of flower, that a place

must be assigned it as one of the very best of au-

tumn-flowering shrubs. Such behaviour is, how-
ever, limited to very few, and even the most free-

flowering cannot be depended upon to behave in

this way every year, though it is possible that by
a careful process of selection an autumn-blooming
race might be obtained. The rich orange colour of

the blossoms is certainly very different from that

of any other shrubs that bloom at this season of

the year. Although dull and wet during the au-

tumn, we have not had sufficient frost to injure the

flowers, so that any plants on which the buds were

formed have developed their blossoms in a satis-

factory manner.—T.

THE CEANOTHUSES.
Though these beautiful shrubs cannot be classed

with those that are thoroughly hardy, they are so

important that they must not be overlooked by
those who are fond of flowering shrubs. Some,

however, of the varieties of the C. azureus race

are quite hardy enough to withstand our climate

fully exposed as bush plants. The majority

form most beautiful wall shrubs, and, from

their free growth, handsome foliage, and profu-

sion of bloom, produce the finest possible effects.

In all the species the individual flowers are ex-

ceedingly small, but this is amply compensated

for by their being produced in great masses,

and coming out in succession during the greater

part of the summer, they give these plants a

peculiar importance in garden decoration. As
wall shrubs it is necessary, in order to keep them
trim and tidy, that they should be at least an-

nually pruned. This should be done in AprU,

or as soon as danger from serious frost is over
;

and as all the sorts flower on the shoots of the

current year's growth, from one to three eyes

of the preceding year's wood should be left, re-

serving, or at most only topping, such shoots as

are required for filling up the open spaces on

the wall. All the species are of free growth in

ordinary garden soil, if dry, with the subsoil

porous ; and they will be found to ripen their

wood best and flower most freely in warm, sunny

exposures. The following are very distinct and

desirable species :

—

C. AZUEEUS is a native of the temperate regions

of Mexico, where it forms a straggling bush about

10 feet in height, and from whence it was first sent

to this country in 1818. It is one of our most or-

namental wall shrubs, flowering, as it does, from

year to year most abundantly when planted in

a dry, woU- sheltered, but sunny situation. The
flowers, which are borne on large axillary panicles,

are bright blue, and are in perfection from June

till September, and in mild autumns sometimes

till November. Pallidus is a handsome variety

with pale blue flowers. From this species has

been obtained a very beautiful race of hardy Ceano-

thuses by intercrossing it with its hardier, but

less showy congener, Ceanothus americanus. The
results of these crosses, produced almost exclu-

sively in Continental nurseries, may be seen in

such lovely kinds as C. Gloire de Versailles,

Arnoldi, Lucie Simon, Theodore Froebel, Bertini,

President Rfiveil, Lucie Moser, and others, all of

which have their flowers produced in large plumy
clusters, some white, others rose, but chiefly of

some shade of blue.

C. AMERICANUS.—Though one of the hardiest

of this species, this generally thrives best when
planted against a wall, or at least in a thoroughly

sheltered situation, and in a dry porous soil. The
leaves are about 2 inches long, serrated, and of
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a bright green colour above, and slightly pubescent
beneath. The flowers, which come out in succes-
sion from about the middle ot June till the end
of August, are white, and produced most pro-
fusely in axillary panicles. This species is inte-

resting from the fact that during the War of

Independence the Americans used its leaves as a
substitute for tea. It is found in great abundance
over a wide area in Canada and the I'nited States
as a dwarf deciduous bush from 3 feet to 4 feet

high, and has been known in this country since
the beginning of the last century. It is called
New Jersey Tea.

C. BIGIDUS is a sub-evergreen, or in mild winters
and sheltered situations an evergreen species, dis-

covered by Hartweg in woods near Monterey, in

California, and sent to this country in 1848. It

has an upright habit of growth, rarely exceeding
6 feet in height, the blanches stiff and wiry, and,
in a young state, on short footstalks of a cuneate
retuse form, dark shiny green above and paler
beneath. The flowers, produced in clusters on the
sides of the young shoots, are of a deep purple
colour, and come out in April and May.

C. PAPILLOSUS is a very pretty species from
the mountains of Santa Cruz, in California, where
it forms a densely-branched straggling bush of

from 6 feet to 10 feet high. It was first introduced in

1848. Like the other species, it requires the pro-
tection of a wall, on which it blooms very pro-

fusely about June and July. The leaves are small,

blunt, dark green above, and slightly downy on the
under side. The panicles ot pale blue fliowers are
borne on long footstalks from the sides of the young
shoots.

C. DIVAEICATUS.—This species was Introduced
about 1841 from Monterey, where, in sheltered
valleys, it is found growing as a dense broad ever-

green bush of about 10 feet high. It is a free-growing
handsome wall plant, the long slender shoots abun-
dantly clothed with small shining green leaves,

being in themselves very attractive. Its flowers
are produced in May, and a succession is kept up
till the frost kills them in autumn. They are of a
bright blue colour, and are produced very profusely.

C. DENTATUS is an elegant small-growing ever-
green shrub, rarely found higher than about 3 feet.

It was sent home from Monterey in 1848. The leaves
are very small, deeply toothed, of a shining green
colour, and abundantly set on the branches. The
flowers, which appear in May or June, are deep blue,
continuing over the greater part of the season. They
are very showy and profuse.

C. VBEBUOOSUS is another Califomian species sent
home by Hartweg in 1848. It forms a thickly-
branched spreading evergreen bush of about G feet
in height. As a wall plant with us it is of remark-
ably free growth, and has a very fine appearance
both as regards foliage and bloom. The leaves are
small and blunt,of a bright shiny green. The flowers
begin to appear early in May, and continue during
the summer months. They are borne in corymbs
along the whole length of the young branches, often
30 profusely as to hide the foliage.

C. Veitohianlis is one of the loveliest species of
the genus, the flowers being of a rich deep blue, pro-
duced in dense clusters at the ends of leafy
branches. The species C. integerrimus, velutinus
Fontanesianus are likewise in cultivation, but those
described above include the most desirable for
general cultivation. G.

Coluteas in flower.—The Coluteas frequently
produce such a number of blossoms at thi.s season
of the year, that in many cases they are well worth
growing for their autumn-llowering qualities alone,
while the large iijflated seed pods, the product of
the earlier blossoms, form a prominent feature. In
diy, sandy, or gravelly soils these Coluteas are a
very u.seful class of shrubs, for they remain bright
and effective throughout the summer, while under
such conditions they flower with a greater freedom
than they will where more liberally treated. The
different varieties in cultivation ;ire in all proba-
bility but forms of o;ie species, for wliere raised
from seed the progeny shows a great amount of

variation. The common Bladder Senna (Colutea
arborescens), which is pretty well known, has
bright yellow blossoms, while the large bladder-
like seed-pods are when ripe almost green in some
individuals, while in others they are reddish. The
form known as cruenta is equally showy if not
superior to the common kind, from which it differs

in the leaflets being rounder and more glaucous,
while the flowers are (in the best forms) of a
coppery-red hue, and the legume when ripe is

more deeply tinted than even the darkest of the
common Colutea. These two are really desirable
flowering shrubs. They may be easily increased
by seeds, but, as above mentioned, the progeny is

somewhat variable, so that if it is desired to in-

crease any individual specimen it should be done
by cuttings. They may be made of either the
smaller branches or of the roots as both methods
will be successful. The order Leguminosne, to

which these Coluteas belong, is remarkable from
the fact that a great number of its hardy repre-
sentatives have such deep descending roots that
they are not affected by drought in summer to any-
thing like the same extent as many more shallow-
rooting subjects.

—

The Field.

Ozothamnus rosmarinifolius (./. Biirdett).
—The spike of bloom yon send me is of this plant.
I do not know if it is correctly named, but it is of
very great beauty. You speak of wanting more of
it, which just reminds me that a year or two
ago I received a letter from Mr. G. Mathews,
nurseryman and seedsman, Dunedin, in which he
spoke of holding a large stock of the ornamental
plants of New Zealand, and I have no doubt the
best plan would be to write to him and get some of
these plants home. There are also many other
things which it would be well if we had, but the
love for these plants from the Antipodes seems to
have become a thing of the past, unless it be for
the Antipodean Orchids.—G.

*,* An illustration of this was given in The
Gabden, November 3, 1888, from sprays sent to us
by Mr. Hartland, of Cork.—Ed.

The Almond tree The Almond Is a lovely
tree in blossom, a tree well fitted for our northern
climate, and one that seldom fails to boldly announce
the coming into quick life of trees and buds and
flowers. Occasionally, by a suburban road, one
may see beautiful aspects of the Almond tree in
spring ; but it is a tree which is neglected in the
larger spaces and in country seats ; and this is a
pity, because such places have better means of
developing its beauty than the suburban garden.
In Japan, we have been told, the flowering of
the Almond is a festival time, the climate favour-
ing a more complete development than ours does

;

but our climate suits the tree thoroughly—much
better than it does the Peaches, double or single,
which were brought from Japan some years ago,
and which are beautiful enough, so far as they go,
and extremely bright in colour ; but they do not
seem to grow into healthy trees, no matter what
care they get. Therefore, the improvement of the
Almond tree would be much more worthy of our
attention

; raising good varieties from it, brighter
in colour or hardier, would be a gain. There is a
very large- flowering variety in cultivation now in
the nurseries about London, and no doubt where the
tree is culti\ ated for its fruit there are other varie-
ties. However, the common kind, well grown, is

good enough for our purpose ; and the main thing
to say about it is that it should not be always
crowded and forgotten in a shrubbery, or starved
there. The tree, it seems to us, deserves growing
for its own sake as an individual, or, still better, as
a small group. In country places a considerable
amount of taste may be employed in the placing
of these individuals or groups, because, from its

bright colour, I he Almond admits of landscape
treatment, a well-placed group telling well in
the distance. Another consideration is worthy of
mention, and that is the possibility of having a suc-
cession of the bright Dowers by planting the tree
in difl'erent positions. A group or an individual in
a northern exposure or on heavy clay would flower
ata diirerent,time from one in a sunny exposure

and on light soil ; and one might escape and give a
satisfactory bloom, while perhaps another opened at
a time of severe weather. The trees in all cases
ought to have room for fair development in good
soil.

Clipped shrubs.—The local authorities who
have control over the charming promenade walk
which runs from Kingston towards Surbiton beside
the river Thames seem to be strangely enamoured
of the shears, for there is hardly a shrub along
the entire length of the promenade that is not
hard clipped. The rotund form seems to be the
favourite one, the belief evidently prevailing that
in fashioning any other outlines. Nature has been
in the wrong altogether. The result is a continuous
series of ball or mop heads, and very monotonous
as well as very unnatural is the appearance of the
shrubs. There is no reason whatever for this de-
formity being perpetrated, as there seems to be
ample room for the development of the shrubs, and
most of them seem as if they would do well. What
is most obvious is that such terribly hard clipping
must presently result in the death of many which
would otherwise grow into fine handsome speci-
mens. I have seen hard cutting of this kind
practised on shrubs before, but never to such an
excess as in this case. On the other side of the
town,lwhere a new promenade and riverside gardens
have of late been opened, the planting is done on
the crudest and most unlimited scale. In a couple
of years fully one-third of the shrubs must come
out or they will be crowded to death, necessitating
the replanting of all the others. In one long shrub-
bery border running parallel to a broad footway for
several hundred yards the shrubs are planted in

regular rows three deep, and with the most exaspe-
rating monotony, some half-dozen or eight sorts

coming over and over in constant succession, whilst
about one - half more shrubs are planted than
should have been according to the area. Those
which are planted are far too thick, whUst large,

young forest trees—Oaks, Poplars, Elms, Chestnuts,
&c.—are put in about ti feet to 7 feet apart.—A. D.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 835.

POPPY MALLOWS.
(with COLODRED PLATE OF CALLIRHOE

PAPAVER.*)

Calliuhob is a small genus of very handsome

North American perennials about midway be-

tween Malvas and Abutilons. One species

—

C. alcaeoides—was formerly placed in Sida, a

genus known in tlie liarjy garden by the spe-

cies S. dioioa, and even this is rarely found
outside botanical collections owing to its weedy
and coarse appearance. The Pop[)y INLillows

inhabit the wanner parts of N. America, and
although perfectly hardy in this country if

prciporly managed, we very rarely find them
in the garden, although certainly the most
beautiful of this interesting and useful order.

.\11 the species, so far as I have had to deal

with fhem, are true perennials, and they are

easily managed either on the liorder or on the

rockery, the latter situation licing preferable,

as one can choose a spot where the necessary

warmth during .summer can be given. The
ihoioe of a good s-uniiy jiosiLion is more than

half the battle wilh tlie IV'l'py Mallows, and
if they can be kept somewhat dry during

winter, so much the better. Cold or dry

frosty weather seems to affect them very little.

• Drawn for The Garden in tho liojal Gardens.
Kl'w, by II. G. Moon, SeptomborS, IWl. Lithographed
aud printed by Guillaume Severeyus.
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and I find that more damage is caused amongst

the Callirhoes during a warm, damp winter

than a dry, ool<l one. In districts where

these beautiful plants cannot he grown as

])erennials, tliey can be managed with equal

facility as annuals. The seed in the latter

case should ho sown in a warni pit early in

j\Iarch, and as the seedlings are ready to

handle, prick them off and keep them grow-

ing on until they can be planted out in

their blooming quarters in April or May. A
rich and free compost and a sunny spot are

their chief requirements, and in warm sum-

mers the grower may save his own seed for

the following year. Most of the species

liave long trailing stems, and as these mostly

produce their flowers in the axils of the

uppermost leaves, a position where they can

hang over and where their brilliant Howers

may be seen to the best advantage will be

iiecessary. As border plants in a naturally

li^ht sandy sod, they remind one of the bril-

liant Portulacas. They can be readily kept

within bounds by pegging down the longer

shoots, when they form dense tufts and pro-

duce throughout the summer and autumn
their lovely flowers in the greatest jirofusion.

The Poppy Mallows have been bandied

about a good deal by botanists, Sida, Malva,

and Nuttallia being a few of the generic

names under which tfiey have been from

time to time described. Five species are

given in the North American flora, and al-

though probably distinct, there is a remark-

able similarity between C. involucrata and C.

I'apaver, which, unless in the colour of their

flowers, is hardly discernible to the gardener.

The following are brief descriptions of the

species :

—

C. ALC.EOIDES I have not seen in cultivation. It

is an erect herbaceous perennial, with the habit and
general appearance of Malva moschata, the flowers

from 1 inch to H inches in diameter. Barren Oak
lands, Kentucky and Tennessee.

C. DIGITATA.—A very poor figure of this species,

which gives one no idea whatever of its rare beauty,

will hi foand in the Botanical Mar/a:ine, t. 2612.

It is better figured in the Jlotanical Itegisier, 23,

t. 1938, as Nuttallia cordata. The stems are from
2 feet to 4 feet long, slender, and much-branched
towards the summit. The flowers are mostly 2

inches in diameter, of a deep rich purple. Prairies

of Arkansas.

C. INVOLUCRATA, which Can hardly be dis-

tinguished from C. Papivcr, is a well-known gar-

I'en plant, and is well figured in lleehan's" Plants of

Njrth America," in which the following appears:

—

The valley of the Little Blae has not prosented any
g.-eat novelty iu tlowers, but the splendid variety of

purple Mallow of a bright carmine colour, its trailing

Btems sending up flowers in little patches a few yards
fijaare, presented a rich and beautiful appearance, en-

livening the prairies with a brilliant hue. The roots

resemble those of the Par-nip. and are eaten by the

In. liana in the valley of \i\ Platte. Prof. Snow doubts
it it is distinct from C. Papiver,

and from what I have seen of the plants under
cultivation I have formed the same opinion. The
variety lineariloba, in which the segments of the

leaves are divided into three or five narrow lobes, is

very distinct and quite hardy.

C. Papavbr, figured on the accompanying plate,

will enable readers ot Thu Gauden to ja'dge of the

effect produced by a group of these lovely flowers.

It has a trailing hatjit, and although the plants

from which the plate was taken were only raised

from seed this year, they flowered incessantly from

early summer until late autumn. The flowers are

of a bright purple-red, as large and somewhat re-

sembling those of our common field Poppy, hence
the name.

C. PEDATA is another well-known species with
large crimson flowers.

C. TBIANQULATA I have DOt Seen in cultiva-

tion. D. K.

THH WEEK'S WORK.

HAKDY FRUITS.

Planting operations.—So far the weather has

been all against planting operations, those who have
to de.^1 with clayey soils having but few opportuni-

ties for moving or getting on these. The mild

damp weather, if prej udicial to planting properly, has

yet been in favour of the trees, and fewer of these

than usual will be received in a much too dry state

at the roots. A few hours' exposure of the roots to

cold drying winds militates greatly against the

future well-doing of the trees, the evil frequently

being greatly aggravated by further long exposure

in packing sheds. In spite of drawbacks in the

shape of continuous wet weather, it is yet advisable

to take advantage of the mild weather as long as

it lasts, or otherwise the completion of the work
may have to bs deferred till next spring. The sites

for the trees generally ought not to be prepared

beforehand, and if the ordinary garden soil is not

good enough or cannot be got into a fairly finely

divided state, substitute fresh loam. In any case

the roots ought to be evenly distributed and well

surrounded by a little fine mixed compost from the

frame ground. Planting deeply and puddling in are

conditions altogether adverse to a quick recovery of

the trees from the check given, and any one of them
may prove fatal to future healthy progress. Fruit tree

roots are perfectly hardy, but when lifting and re-

planting take place many of them are necessarily

broken, and healing will be greatly hindered by ex-

posure to extremes of any kind. For this reason a
mulching of strawy litter is to be recommended,
and it this wards off some of the rainfall, so much
the better.

Figs.—These rank among the least hardy of

cultivated garden frnits, and unless a moderate
amount of protection is afforded the branches, and
also the stems, a severe frost will most probably

kill all the fruiting wood, and, may be, cripple the

stems beyond recovery. Various kinds of mate-

rial are used for protecting the trees, and it is im-

possible to decide which is the best, so much de-

pending upon circumstances. Those least requir-

ing and the most difficult of protection are trees

not kept closely trained. When only the main
branches are secured to walls the young growths
are usually of a very sturdy and productive cha-

racter, but even these comparatively hard shoots

were badly injured last winter. All that can be

done with untrained trees, and also those with

much growth beyond the wall copings, is to take

them down and bundle the branches together

somewhat closely. This admits of their being

matted over, or it Russian mats are scarce, a
thatching ot wheat straw, or even fresh branches

of Spruce Fir can be substituted. Large trained

trees that cannot well be covered where they now
are could also be similarly treated, and smaller

trees may be covered somewhat closely with

Spruce Fir branches or mats. Last winter un-

protected stems suffered badly, and these ought,

therefore, to be protected as well as the fruiting

portions of the trees. These simple precautions

may be the means of saving the trees, and at

all events will not injure them in any way. There
ought, therefore, to be no delay in the matter,

extra severe frosts sometimes being experienced

before midwinter.

GoosKBEURIES.— Deferring pruning till the

spring is but a poor preventive of a wholesale

loss of buds, birds clearing unpruned bushes of buds
nearly or quite as readily as they do those early

pruned. Where birds are rarely if ever trouble-

some, there is nothing to prevent pruning of the

bushes being done now, and everything can then
be put in order for the winter. Those who care

to take the trouble may prune the bushes now
and defy the bullfinches by well coating the

branches and young wood with lime-water, this

being applied with a syringe before February and
renewed in March if need be. Running cotton or

thread from branch to branch and in all directions

will frequently save most of the buds, the birds'

movements being much batHed by the fine ma-
terial. The surest way of saving the buds is to

either permanently net over a breadth with three-

quarter-inch galvanised wire netting or else to

cover with fine-meshedfish-netting directly the birds

commence operations, or, better still, in advance
of their attacks. Another way out of the diffi-

culty is to bring all the branches up together in

the form of a cone, keeping them in that condi-

tion till the buds are bursting, when they can be let

down and pruned. (July a few outside buds are

taken by the birds, as they cannot get into the

interior. Two pairs of well gloved hands and some
strong tar-twine are all that are needed to acom-
plish this rather rough, but good work, and those who
practise it never have a failure with their Goose-
berries, exceptionally heavy crops being usually

had.

Pri-n'ing Gooseberries.—Opinions vary as to

the best method of pruning Gooseberry bushes, but
as a rule private gardeners and amateurs will not

go far wrong in following the market growers' lead.

The latter cut back their young bushes rather se-

verely for about two seasons, after which they are

very sparing with the knife. All the lowest

branches or those on which if left the fruit would
most probably be badly splashed, are cut out,

and in addition a few of the straggling branches
are foreshortened, that is to say, cut back to a well-

placed inner shoot, a very little thinning out of the

young shoots completing the operation. Private

gardeners, as a rule, thin out the young wood very

freely, at least two-thirds being cut out ; in spite of

the main branches being fairly well clothed with
fruiting spurs, the crops are invariably lighter than
those obtained on the market growers' system.

Those trained to walls or fences have to be treated

exactly the same as Pears, the leader being laid in

to its full length, and all the lateral growths
spurred back to within 1 inch of the main branches,

the latter being trained about ti inches apart. It

is not yet too late to insert cuttings, a good site

for these being a cool border. Select straight,

firm, young shoots, shorten these to a length of

about 15 inches, remove the thorns and all but the

four topmost buds, and cut cleanly across just

below the lowest joint. Open a trench 5 inches

deep across the border, place the cuttings it inches

apart at thef'bottom of this, and firmly fix with the

foot prior to levelling over and cutting out the next
trench 18 inches off. Most of the cuttings will

strike root and form three or four branches next
summer, and these being freely shortened back
during the following winter will lead to the forma-
tion of neat, clean-stemmed trees during the year
1893.

Pruning Currants.—Both Red and Black Cur-
rants may well be pruned at once. The former bear
principally on the spurs formed on the older

branches and should have all young growths not re-

quired for furnishing spurred back to about half-

an-inch of the main branches. The bushes ought
to be kept well open in the centre, and the main
branches not less than 12 inches apart. Leading
shoots and those required for furnishing to be
pruned to about one-third of their original length.

Treat wall trees similarly. It is not yet too late

to order and plant such good varieties as the Red
Dutch, White Dutch, Raby Castle, and Red Scotch.

Cuttings may also be prepared and inserted much
as advised in the case of Gooseberries. Black Cur-
rants produce fruit on the shoots of the preceding

year's growth, and the pruning consists of fore-

shortening and thinning out only, the young shoots

not being shortened in any way. The best varie-

ties to propagate or plant are Baldwins, Black
Naples and Lee's Prolific.

The Gooseberry caterpillar —In very many
localities the Gooseberry caterpillar, that is to say
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the grubs of the Gooseberry saw-fly, were far more
numerous and destructive than usual, and seeing
that a considerable number o£ cocoons will have
inevitably been formed in the ground from the late
broods of grubs, next year's attack, unless pre-
vented, may be even worse than that preceding it.

Heavily mulching the ground well up to the stems
of the bushes with spent tan fresh from the tan-
nery is one of the best preventives ever tried, very
few grubs surviving or flies finding their way
through this. This material not being generally
available, other remedies must be suggested. The
advice to remove the surface soil from immediately
about the stems and well down to the roots and to
burn this is good, as that plan well carried out
would be the means of destroying the bulk of the
cocoons. The old soil should be replaced by a
liberal top-dressing of rich loamy compost, and if

prior to this a dressing of newly-slaked lime is

given, the remedy ought to be complete. A light
surfacing of gas-lime is a simple preventive, and a
good soaking of strong liquid manure has been
known to be efficacious. W. I.

PL4.NT HOUSES.
Agaves and other succulent plants. — At
this season of the year but little water will be
needed by the majority of these ornamental plants.

The supply should be regulated according to the
condition of the plants themselves. If any happen
to be in rather small pots in comparison to the size
of the top-growth, they will require rather more ; if,

on the other hand, they have been potted during
the past season or two, less will be needed to keep
them in good order at the roots. Where there is

any suspicion of the soil being sour or the roots not
in a healthy state, it will be better to withhold the
water entirely. A top-dressing of sandy soil, as
road scrapings, would in some cases be of good
service, particularly where there are any crevices
in the soil or an inclination to part away next the
pot. Any disposition towards decay where old leaves
have been cut off should be watched for and re-
moved

; some finely powdered charcoal should then
be applied to such places in ordinary cases, and
lime if the case be a bad one with much moisture.
Suckers of Agaves or Aloes which, during the sum-
mer, may have made a fair growth will probably be
fit for taking off. This should be done as soon as
they have a few roots of their own, and that before
too many roots penetrate the soil around the parent
plant. The sooner a young plant is taken off
when it has roots of its own, the more shapely
will it become whilst still small. Any symp-
toms of insects should be watched for and kept
in check

; also where the foliage is dirty, it
should be carefully sponged ; otherwise sponging
is not advisable, as the delicate bloom suffusing
the leaves in many instances cannot be replaced.
DasylirioTis and Yuccas are susceptible to attacks
of white scale, particularly at the base of the leaves.
Where there are any, it is best to remove them very
carefully with a stick not too sharply pointed. Should
there by any chance be several, then sponging
with a strong solution of an insecticide which has
previously been well proven, or in place of a
sponge a small paint-brush might be found useful.
These two classes of plants should be kept turned
round occasionally if they are being grown in a
lean-to house, so that the growth made is sym-
metrical. Whilst upon the subject of Yuccas, I

would draw attention to the two beautifully varie-
gated forms of Y. filamentosa, that with .silvery

variegation and the other with a yellowish colour
in place of the white. They are excellent dwarf
decorative plants for the greenhouse. The Cactus
family may in some instances require attention as
regards insect pests. Most of these plants will
stand fairly hot water. I would use this remedy in
bad cases of mealy bug in preference to any other.
The water may be as hot as it can be borne by the
hands in holding the syringe by which it is ap-
plied, and it will mostly be found a most effectual
remedy. These plants should also be kept nearly
dry at the roots, only sufficient water being allowed
to keep them from shrivelling.

Small plants of any kind would be better upon
shelves near the glass, but where there would not
be any risk of injury from frost. All should be
kept in as dry positions as possible ; damp places
in a house or houses where the glazing is imperfect
are not fit places for succulent plants which re-

quire to be kept dry. Sedums, Sempervivums, and
Saxifrages that are not hardy can be kept safely
enough in a house from which the frost is ex-
cluded, or in pits where sufficient warmth can be
kept to keep down moisture and frost out. These
do not feel the effects of too much moisture so
soon as some of the Echeverias. E. farinosa, for
instance, is not a good plant to keep through the
winter where there is much moisture ; E. retusa,
now in flower, will take a fair supply at the roots,

and likewise do well in an ordinary greenhouse.
As a conservatory plant at this season, it is useful
for what is not altogether the best of situations, as
when at some distance from the light or where
overshadowed by other plants. Mesembryanthe-
mum cordifolium variegatum keeps best in a little

warmth, so that it is just kept growing; if in cut-
ting pots or pans, too many in one is not any ad-
vantage on the whole. Kalosanthes can be grown
through the winter under ordinary greenhouse con-
dit ions, care being taken not to over-water the plants

;

they should have as light a position as possible to
prevent what little growth is made from being
drawn. Rochea falcata will of the two do better
in a littlewarmth. Wherethereis any chance to pro-
pagate this plant and further stock is needed, I

would not hesitate to do this now with a mode-
rately warm place to keep the cuttings. The later

Epiphyllums, as varieties of E. Russellianum, will

open their flowers better in a temperate house.
This also will be a better place for those varieties

of E. trunoatum now going past their best. These
latter after flowering should be kept rather drier

at the root to give them a little rest for a time.

Jambs Hudson.

ORCHIDS.

It is easy enough to write of the general treatment
required week by week for each compartment, but
to make these remarks useful for amateurs and
others it is necessary to go into detail, not only as
to repotting of the various species, but the precau-
tions to be taken in order to maintain a vigorous
growth throughout. Now that we are into the last

month of the year, and getting near to the shortest

day, we may at any time expect severe frosts, and
must be prepared for this. There would be no dif-

ficulty whatever if winter was the resting period
for all the occupants of the various houses, but it

is not so ; in every compartment plants are in various
stages of growth and development. A large num-
ber of species are at rest, but many, unfortunately,
have not yet reached that stage. I made some re-

marks last week about the value of the warm house
Cypripediums. There are other things now in flower,

or soon will be, of equal value. One of the most
beautiful is Odontoglossum Roezli. This is very
beautiful either in its pure white form stained with
saffron on the lip, or with the rich crimson blotch.

The white variety has been hitherto rather less

common than the coloured lipped variety, but it

has been announced that a habitat for it has been
found in which the white variety is the more plenti-

ful. We are seldom without flowers of this Odonto-
glossum, but they are more freely produced during
the early spring months than at any other season
of the year. The plants are seldom in what may
be termed a state of rest, for they are much like

the cool house Odontoglossums in this respect ; as
if the Sphagnum Moss on the surface is not kept in

a growing state all the year round, the plants do
not maintain their vigour. We find it safest and
bast to dip the plants in diluted tobacco water,
some soft soap being added to it, about once in six

weeks, even if there is no trace of thrips upon the
leaves. We know that this plant as well as Odon-
toglossum vexillarium is very subject to be at-

tacked by thrips ; therefore, in order to keep the
leaves free from disfigurement the periodical bath
is necessary, and this should be seen to up to

the time the plants throw up their (lower-spikes.

If the plants are dipped after the flower-buds are
formed, much injury is done and the flowers will
open badly, many being sadly crippled. It is

necessary to supply the plants freely with water,
but not so as to cause excessive wetness of the
potting material.

Aerides and Saccolabiums are not now, as a rule,
in active growth, although some plants of S.
Blumei imported late in the summer are stiU in
active growth and showing flower-spikes. One can
tell when plants of this character have arrived at
the resting period by the appearance of the roots

;

when in growth the tips of the roots are green and
of a succulent character, but as the resting period
approaches, a whitish film gradually covers the tips

of the roots, and this should be the signal to be
very careful as to watering and atmospheric mois-
ture. These plants when grown in pots are always
provided with thorough drainage, the pots beirg
filled to three parts of their depth with clean pot-
sherds. The plants would not thrive altogether
outside of the Sphagnum Moss, but in numerous
instances I have found upon examination that
most of the roots underneath were dead, and the
plants were entirely supported by those outside cf
the Moss, or clinging to the outer surface of the
pots. Good culture consists in growing the
plants so that the lower leaves are retained for

many years ; they are too apt to die off, to the very
material detriment of the plants and reduction of
their value. It requires considerable experience
to grow these plants well, to know when water
ought to be applied freely and when it should be
withheld. There are always numerous roots out-

side of the Sphagnum Moss, and it is easy to tell,

by studying the appearance of the tips, as de-
scribed above, whether or not they are in a grow-
ing state, the water to be applied rather freely

whenever the roots are succulent and green-tipped.

Drainage must be abundant and free. Should
very severe frosts set in, which we hope may not
be just yet, there is no need to trouble about
the temperature if it falls rather low in the
night, but if the temperature is 2° or 8°

below 60°, it should gradually be forced up by
artificial heat at least 5° above that low
point the first thing in the morning. When
the temperature is a few degrees below the lowest
point, do not damp down until there is a rise of

a few degrees. The Phalsenopsids now pushing up
their flower-spikes will require to be carefully

seen to, for various depredators will be on the
watch for them. I need not repeat the instruc-

tions given more than once as to the method of

trapping slugs, &c. I believe that much of the
success or failure in growing these beautiful Moth
Orchids is due to their winter treatment. Too
much moisture in the atmosphere and too much
water at the roots at that season are, I feel sure,

the cause .at least of some failures, and if the word
" many " was used in the place of " some," I would
still not be far wrong. On the other hand, it would
be easy to err on the side of over-dryness, for these
plants have no pseudo-bulbs in which they can
store up a supply of moisture, and if they suffer in

the least from dryness at the roots, one of the lower
leaves may die, and this is of material importance.
Sometimes a cultivator with but little experience
may hit the exact treatment, while others with the
best experience and skill and no lack of every
modern a jipliance will fail. In Orchid culture we
may learn something from those who cannot afford

to spend much on Orchids or fine houses in which
to grow them. An Orchid we have grown well in

the warmest house is Oncidium ampliatum maju.".

It is also throwing up its flower-spikes now, and I

do not know any more attractive to slugs or the
Garlic-scented snail. When these plants are sup-

posed to fail in flowering, and no sufticient reason

is forthcoming, it is most likely that the spikes

have not been able to push out of the base of the

bulbs, having been found out and devoured. It is

a very h.anilsome Oncidium, throws its spikes well

above the fullage, and they will Last for three

months if the plants are placed in a cooler house
when in flower. The plants must be fairly well

supplied with water at the roots to keep the bulbs

plump and aid the vigorous development of the
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large-branched spikes. As to temperature for the

Cattleya house and the cool house, the same re-

marks will apply. There is nothing to be alarmed
about if they are rather low in the morning ; a little

care in raising the temperature is all that is needed.

Get np a sharp fire at once, but do not use too

much fuel. Filling the furnace is an error ; it takes

longer to get up the heat, and there can be but
little control over it afterwards.

J. Douglas.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
iMrBOViKG SOILS.—The winter season is generally

the best time for improving the soil of the kitchen
garden, as besides the leisure which the time of

year affords, the plots in many instances are clear

of crops, unless where veiy close cropping is

adopted. The soil in kitchen gardens must be in a
veiy favourable condition indeed which is not in

need of some improvement. The soil must on no
account be trampled upon during a wet time or

during severe frost and snow. It is very bad policy
indeed to turn in soil which is frozen and covered
with snow, but in the case of a prolonged frost the
surface might be covered with litter. Frost, there-

fore, being guarded against, the work may go on
with comfort to the workman and with no fear of
being stopped on account of inclement weather.

Drainikg.—This is of the first importance if the
ground is to be productive, for on undrained or
sodden land the temperature is always much lower
than it otherwise would be if drained, and in the
case of early crops this is of considerable import-
ance. In the reclaiming of land, drainage is the first

consideration, and although in the case of kitchen
gardens under cultivation the work which would
be entailed by this extra work alone would in some
cases be considerable, yet if possible it should be
done, even if by degrees. A man when he com-
mences the work of draining should know some-
thing of it, or the work when it is finished will be
little better than if not done at all. In all cases
where the work is to be progressive some definite
scheme must be decided upon at first. Drainage
in any case is simple enough where an outlet for
superfluous water can be had. In the first instance,
trial holes should be dug 2 feet or 3 feet in depth,'

and if these are filled with water it will be a gauge
to go by. The number of drains to be put down
will have to be decided upon. For instance, if

after a certain number of drainswas laid down, and
after test holes were dug intermediate between the
space, water still collected, others would be needed.
The soil is best taken out with proper draining
tools ; thus the top would be wider and become
narrower towards the bottom untU there was just
space to lay the drain tile. The side drains must
incline to the main drain, which must be at the
lowest part. Leave the drains open for a little

time until it is seen that the water flows away
properly. Before filling in the soil place a layer of
rough stones, gravel, or clinkers over the tiles.

Tkenchixg.—This also follows on in the work
of improvement, but the nature of the ground must
be known, as the results in many cases are any-
thing but improvements, as by trenching indis-
criminately the ground is often sterile, compara-
tively speaking, for two or three years afterwards
A deep tilth certainly means an extended rootirg
area, and by loosening the under stratum the
water drains more freely away. The soil is also
naturally warmer and better ai-rated in every way.
Trenching is of advantage when the soil is of a
hard and almost impervious nature, but unless the
subsoil is fertile this should not be brought to the
surface, but be loosened up and have other correc-
tives added to it, the good and surface soil re-
maining on the top. Whrn this comes to be turned
over again it will be better still. By deepening the
tilth of stubborn soils and also by adding the
correctives to the surface to be forked in, the gar-
den will be brought into a higher ttate of fertility

for the succeeding crops than by merely trenching,
as it is understood by many. With a fair depth of
good soil, trenching may be practised with advan-
tage, and it will be found more advantageous in

every way to improve the condition of the soil by
attending to it daring fine weather in the winter

than by having recourse to the watering-pot upon
the least spell of dry weather during the summer.

Burning soil.—Stiff or clayey soils are greatly

benefited by burning a portion and returning it to

the soil. The modes of burning vary, but they all

have the same end, and in some districts some men
are quite experts at the work. In this district a
quantity of small coal (termed slack) is first got
well alight, the quantity according to the number
of fires to be formed. A small ring of clay is

formed about 3 feet over, and within this the

fire is made from the larger heap. When well
alight so as to form a body, the clay in lumps is

worked up from the bottom, sprinkling some slack

amongst it as the work proceeds and until the
whole heap is formed. The heaps are generally
made about 3 feet in height and the same across,

but they may range to 4 feet. The heaps are some-
times formed lengthways, the height being about
1 yard and the length often several feet. When
sufficiently burned the fires are opened out, as if

burned too much a deal of the fertilising properties

would be lost. The above is a simple form of clay

burning, and might be carried out in any garden
with the texture of soil that will burn. Such ma-
terial adds to the value of the soil, a supply of pot-

ash also being afforded. A. Young.

Chrysanthemums.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS AS SHOWN.
As far as cultivators are concerned, there is no
diminution of enthusiasm over Chrysanthe-
mums, but it is only too evident that now that

the novelty of exhibitions is worn off, the
general public is not nearly so keen in the
matter. Not only have private collections (open
free to all comers on certain days) been less well

patronised than in former years, but the pro-

moters of several south-western shows are

seriously debating whether or not to hold an
exhibition next autumn. The attendance at

one or two important shows was very bad in-

deed, financial failures being the consequence,

and at least two events the less wOl have to

be chronicled next season. How far those who
frame the schedules or arrange the shows are

responsible for this apathy it is not for me to

decide, but I may safely venture to assert that

there is a great lack of originality visible nearly
everywhere. The prize schedules are scarcely

varied—some of them might safely be stereo-

typed—and regular frequenters of the show
rooms know exactly what to expect and where
to find everything. Who has not admired the

beautiful colours in a kaleidoscope ? But any-

one would get tired of looking into this if a
turn did not completely vary the arrangement
of the designs and colours. It is much the

same with Chrysanthemum shows, and unless

fresh departures are made annually in the prize

.schedules and also in the arrangements of the
show generally, the time must come when
visitors will fall oti" greatly in numbers.

It is very satisfactory to note how few growers
there are who now-adays care to bestow much
of their labour and skill in the production of

trained plants, and it isequally pleasing to observe
how well these formal specimens of misdirected

zeal can be dispensed with. Their places, how-
ever, have not been taken by bushy freely-grown

and flowered plants, though these may yet be
forthcoming somewhat in the old style, but it is

the groups that more than compensate for the

loss of trained plants. Even these masses of

flowers are becoming somewhat monotonous,
this being especially the case when Chrysanthe-
mums only are admitted. In very many in-

stances trained plants might well be completely

ignored by framers of schedules, who then would

have better opportunities for encouraging the
growth of the old-fashioned conservatory Chry-
santhemums. There might also be more classes

for groups provided. If need be, one group
could consist solely of Chrysanthemums, and
another of miscellaneous plants, not excluding
Chrysanthemums. The last time I visited a
Birmingham show the miscellaneous groups
were very beautiful, and in my estimation the
feature of the exhibition, the formal and very
gaudy banks of Chrysanthemums by comparison
being very common-looking. At Bristol trained
plants used to be shown in great numbers, and
exceptionally well too, but instead of four or
more entries in the principal classes, there are
now only one or at the most two entries, and it

is owing to this falling off, plants of some
kind being needed to sufficiently furnish
the great Colston Hall, rather than any origin-

ality on the part of the framers of the prize

schedules, that classes for no less than three
groups are provided. Thus they have one to
consist solely of Chrysanthemums, another of

miscellaneous flowering and fine-fohaged plants,

and the third from which Chrysanthemums
are excluded. There is, therefore, scope
for all classes of plant growers, and some fairly

good arrangements are usually to be seen. I

hold that if not more than one kind of group
can be provided for, this should not be ex-
clusively composed of Chrysanthemums. Let
the latter preponderate by all means, but do
not shut out various fine-foliaged plants and
Ferns, without which a good finish cannot well
be given ; nor ought Poinsettias, Eucharises,
Orchids, and such like to be excluded. All
these are included in the groups to be seen at

Wells, and there are a grandeur, richness, and
absence of formality about these arrangements
that never fail to attract admiration from all

classes of visitors. If more groups were ar-

ranged for, there would be far less need to

offer prizes for Bouvardias, Cyclamens, Poin-
settias, zonal Pelargoniums, and other plants,

that more often than not are shown wretchedly
bad, the plants not being worth the prizes

awarded to their exhibitors.

Cut blooms were shown in far greater number
than ever before this season, the greatest in-

crease, however, being principally due to the
great popularity of the Japanese varieties. Our
south-western growers of incurved varieties are
comparatively few—at any rate they do not
show up numerously, and it is equally certain
the quality of the exhibits has not improved.
Rather the contrary would appear to be the
case, there being a marked want of finish about
nearly all that were shown. It is these in-

curved varieties, however, that test the skUl of

the exhibitor, the Japanese not being one half

the trouble in growing or in setting up. All
the while incurved flowers are shown dressing
must be practised, though, thanks to the intro-

duction of more flowers of the Princess of

Wales type, there is less need to spend so many
hours over a twenty-four stand as formerly.
Nor, a.s a rule, will incurved varieties, I am
afraid, or at any rate for some time to come, bo
other than very formally shown on boards-.

Cups and tubes, whether rightly or wrongly,
are considered almost indispensable, and raising

them far off the boards detracts from their size, as
more than one competitor found to his cost

this autumn. Where classes have been pro-
vided for undressed blooms shown with a good
length of stem and foliage, some of the exhibits

have been ridiculously poor, local growers only
being represented owing to the difficulty of

packing such exhibits. At Wells and again at
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Devizes, however, some escelleut blooms were
shown, these being well set oft' by some extra

healthy foliage.

There is, then, a great monotony about in-

curved varieties, but when we come to the

Japanese the case is very different. Every
season adds numerous very beautiful novelties

to the list, so that those most grown three or

four years ago could now be totally dispensed
with, but with all this wealth there seems no
likelihood of their being less formally shown
than usual. In very many instances the size of

the boards is prescribed, and more often than
not there is nit sufficient room to display the

blooms properly, the consequence being a

generally crowded appearance ; whereas every
flower ought to be just clear of its neighbour.

Instead of the "twelve" boards being 24 inches

by 18 inches, they ought now to be fully 4
inches louger and 3 inches wider, and it is to be
hoped this size will be quite large enough for all

future introductions. I suppose it will be too

much to ask that Japanese varieties should,

where possible, be shown with foliage, as this

would necessitate a general enlargement of the
travelling cupboards to be seen in all directions

during the show season. Enforcing this condi-

tion would greatly discommode the professional

exhibitor or those who compete at several

distant shows, but not a few local growers
would be better pleased. Any way I fail to see

why greenery of some kind should not be per-

mitted, nothing showing off Chrysanthemums
better than their own foliage. Cut Ro.Hes are

very formally shoA'n, but this is less noticeable

than is the case with Chrysanthemums owiug
to the good foliage that accompanies all fine

blooms. Once good prizes are oft'ered for Chry-
santhemums generally accompanied by foliage,

the principal class, say, being for a certain

number of both Japanese and incurved varie-

ties, I am oouvinced that the competition
would be satisfactory and the exhibits far more
attractive and beautiful than heretofore. None
but half-hearted attempts have ever been made
to revolutionise our present methods of showing
Chrysanthemums, but once exhibitors realise they
must conform to the new rules or be "out in

the cold," they would quickly adopt the new
plan.

There is yet one more point to which I wisli

to draw attention, this being the apparent
unpopularity of the Anemone reflexed and
pompon section. At most of the south-western
shows classes are or were at one time jirovided

for all of these, but these have attracted so few
entries that they are gradually falling through.
Each and all are well worthy of Vjeing cultivated

and shown, but with the advent of such a great
variety of .lapanese varieties no room can appa-
rently be found in most private collections for

their less showy rivals. AV. I.

A specimen Chrysanthemum.—I have for-

warded to you a photop:rapli of a specimen Ciiryaan-
themum lira. G)_'(trge Kiindle, exhibited by my gar-
dener, S. Kerslake, at our Bath show, aud wliich won
the society's silver medal. The judge.s declared it to

be tlio finewt specimen they ever saw. The plant is

two yoar.s old. It measures 7 feet U inches acroit, is

21 feet in circumference, and bears ^i.'ST perfect llowera.—Edward IlANr)r,KV, 1!», Iloyai Crrxrciit, Buth.

Chrysanthemum Georg^e Daniels. — This
was bent out by the same raiser and in the same
year as the now popular Etoile de Lyon, both of

which were first shown in this country in the au-
tumn of 18S8, having been put into commerce by
M. Boucharlat in the spring of that year. The
flowers of both are pink, while the petals are un-
usually broad. A prominent c'lar.icter of these
two varieties is the dwarf sturdy habit of growth,
which renders them very suitable for forming speci-

mens, or rather for growing naturally into bush
form, as a stick or two is all the support they
need. Varieties of this character are, generally
speaking, far more valuable than those which run
up tall and thin, even though they may bear
large and showy blossoms. The crimson-flowered
Val d'Andorre is another of those whose habit is

all that could be desired. I have seen these three
in very good condition out of doors this season,
all forming good bushes without a single stick to
support them.—T.

INFERIOR VARIETIES OF INCURVED,
It is surprising to me how many people still cling

to the inferior varieties In the incurved section,

where there is not the slightest necessity for so

doing now that we have so many improvements by
the aid of sports, which appear so much more
plentifully than was the case, say, fifteen years

since. The reason for this may be that the number
of growers are trebled to what was formerly the
case ; hence the opportunity for so many freaks
appearing, as in the case of sports, for, as far as I

know, sportive Chrysanthemums are simply freaks
of Nature. Given, therefore, a multiplication of
cultivators, and you have a corresponding addition
to the opportunities afforded for sports.

If people will grow the incurved section of
Chrysanthemums, and there are those who prefer
them to any other race, not even forgetting the
Japanese, which afford so much variety both in
point of colour and formation, that no two distinct
kinds come nearly alike, I may say, in their form.
Not so with incurved varieties ; in many instances
there is nothing beyond a mere shade in colour,
and that may be two yellows or two whites, which
determines the distinctness in variety ; the forma-
tion of the blooms is exactly alike, but not so in
the Japanese section, where form is so variable. I

should like to see the cultivators of the incurved
section confine themselves to what are really cha-
racteristic kinds. I refer to such as Fingal,
for instance, which still finds a place in the se-
lected list of incurved varieties in the National
Chrysanthemum Society's catalogue. In addition to
this, which is, perhaps, the least deserving variety
of all in the section to which I draw attention, I

will name some at the end of this article which have
nothing in them to deserve attention at the hands of
cultivators.

Such varieties cannot possibly be grown to com-
pare with such standard kinds as Lord Alcester
and Princess of Wales, two types which possess all

the characteristics of perfection in this section.
No matter what skill is brought to bear on in-

ferior kinds, the results cannot be other than un-
satisfactory.

It will, perhaps, be well to define the properties
of a perfect incurved bloom for comparison with
those which I consider are not worth a position in
any collection, except, perhaps, it be in a botanical
garden where all are represented. In doing this I

cannot do better than quote from the National
Chrysanthemum Society's catalogue, wherein are
defined so correctly the characteristics of a perfect
incurved bloom in the following words :

" The dis-
tinguishing characteristics of the incurved varie-
ties are the globular form and regular outline of
the blooms. The incurved bloom should be as
nearly a globe as possible, as ' depth ' is an im-
portant point in estimating its value ; the florets

should be broad, smooth, rounded at the tip, and
of sufficient length to form a graceful curve ; they
ought to be regularly arranged, and the colour clear
and decisive. A hollow centre or prominent eye is

a serious defect, as also are a roughness in the
blooms or unevenness in outline and a want of
freshness in the oul er florets. " If cultivators were
to confine themselves to varieties possessing these
points they would find much more pleasure in the
results, and if the exhibition table was a considera-
tion, the chances of success would be considerably
nm.t plied, .-is it is the want of form and smooth-
ness in the blooms which loses more prizes than
anything else in competition, and very often owing

to the choosing of inferior varieties. One other point
I warn cultivators of this section of is to be
careful in the selection of the kinds received as
seedlings from France. Now that we have made a
start in these I shall expect to find their numbers
trebled in a short time. Whether it be that
the French standard of incurved blooms is so
much lower than ours, I know not, but certainly
many are not fit to be classed with our
varieties. I would therefore warn cultivators
to be careful in the selection, no matter how
fluently they may be described by the vendors, as
owing to the low standard, they may regard them
as first-rate examples ; whereas English judges
may think otherwise, and in cases of competition
well-built flowers are the more important points
to study when prize-taking is the premier object.

The most objectionable kind of bloom is that
which is shallow, lacking depth and what Is

known as "build;" the florets instead of incurving
towards the centre in a regular manner stand erect,

as in the case of Fingal, more resembling the
bristles on the back of a hedgehog than aught
else that I know of. These are the points to avoid
in incurved blooms, and no trouble need be ex-

perienced by the greatest novice in making a
proper selection of varieties. Many persons, even
experienced cultivators, think more of diameter
in inches than they do of the depth and build

of the flower. If the flowers cover space enough on
the exhibition board, they are deemed perfect;

whereas but one point has been gained, and this

not the best. From the present list of in-

curved varieties it is possible to choose four dozen
to be depended upon, and that number is sufficient

for even the largest collection. No class that I am
aware of needs more than half that number of dis-

tinct kinds ; the class more generally created now
is for twenty-four blooms in not less than eighteen

varieties, which ought to include none but the very

best. The following I consider not worthy a place

on the exhibition table, as they do not come up to

the standard of what an incurved bloom should be:

Abbi5 Passaglia, Arigena, Beverley, Bronie Jardin
des Plantes, Faust, Fingal, General liainbrigge,

Gloria Mundi, Golden Beverley, Guernsey Nugget,
Lady Taltourd, Lord Darby, Miss Mary Morgan,
Mrs. Cobay, Mrs. Sharpe, Perle Pr^cieuse, Prince
of Wales, St. Patrick, Sir Stafford Carey, Venus,
White Globe, and Yellow Globe.

E. MOLYNEUX.

LATE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Chrysanthkmujis, as far as fine large flowers of

the exhibition type are concerned, are now nearly

over, but the blooms, where they are grown for

profit, are just coming on. Although the midseason

varieties include nearly all the best sorts in culti-

vation, they are during their season anything but

profitable, as few things need more expenditure,

especially in the way of labour, than Chrysanthe-
mums. Now that they are so extensively grown,
the finest blooms if offered for sale would prove
a very poor investment indeed. As soon as the
fogs of November have cleared off the midseason
varieties, anyone having a good lot of really late

kinds coming into bloom during December will

find them by no means unremunerative ; in fact,

the queen of autumn flowers needs as much fore-

thought in selecting varieties and the season at
which they will be ready for sale as do hardy
fruits, for on this all-important i|uestion of date
hinges very largely the profit or loss of the venture.

Of varieties that naturally show a disposition to
flower later than others there is no lack, and hav-
ing decided on the varieties you are going to culti-

vate, make an estimate of the number of plants

you can find room for when the time for housing
comes round, for although they may be kept out
of doors very late, and thereby give the oppor-
tunity of getting more glass structures cleared for

their reception than is possible for tlie earlier

flowering varieties, it is imperative to get them
under the cover of a glass roof before frost of

sufficient intensity to injure the buds comes on.

This varies greatly with the seasons, and this
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year, although gales and storms of rain have

been prevalent, frost has thus far been very

merciful. By setting the plants in a sheltered posi-

tion I kept a good many out of doors until the third

week in November, so that many of the latest sorts

are as yet (December 4) only in bud. As the object

is to get a quantity of medium-sized blooms, I have

utilised old plants to a large extent. Those that

flowered last year in 8-inch pots were shifted in May
into 12-inch pots and set out of doors in an open

sunny position, but sheltered from rough winds and

kept well attended to all through the season with

water, and as the summer advanced and the pots

got full of roots they had weak manure water twice

a week. About the middle of June when they had
made good heads of growth they were all cut down
considerably and then allowed to grow quite natur-

ally, the result being large, well-branched plants

that are now expanding numbers of blooms. Some
of the largest plants were put into boxes and tubs,

and the larger the root-run the finer the plants and
the more numerous the flowers. The following are

all good for the late supply : Ethel, a well-known

variety ; Lady Lawrence, a large broad-petalled

sort; Snowflake, excellent habit, very dwarf, and
needs no stopping; Snowdrop, small white-flowered

pompon. Mrs. Jones or Yellow Ethel is the exact

counterpart of White Ethel, a good strong growing
kind. Gloriosum is a beautiful long-petailed sort.

Alice Bird has rich bright yellow flowers freely

produced. Cullingfordi is one of the best of dark

sorts for late work. Crimson Velvet is also good.

Hamlet is a good free-flowering sort, and Belle

Paule, though a very tall grower, is very late and a
desirable variety. James Groom.

Gos2>ort.

Stove and Greenhouse.

FORCED LILY OF THE VALLEY.
Prob.^bly no early forced flower meets with

more approval than does Lily of the Valley when
well managed. Failure.^ will at times occur

from various sources ; for instance, it may be

through an excess of heat at the roots where
the pots are plunged in fermenting material ; in

such cases the bottom-heat sliould never exceed
85°, but I would rather it were 5° lower. Failure,

on the other hand, may occur by allowing the

plants to get too dry at the root or upon the

crown before growth has fairly commenced. If

upon receiving the crowns, which are acknow-
ledged to be the best for the earliest forcing, they
should appear dry, I would allow them to re-

main for a little time in tepid water and then

pot them up in light soil. It is a mistake to

leave them exposed ; all should be potted up,

a portion being intrucluced into heat for a suc-

cession as may be reijuired. The remainder
meanwhile ought to be kept in a cool pit, not a

dry one with heat at times. Some Sphagnum
Moss will be a good covering for the stock in

this place and save watering after the first appli-

cation. That portion in heat should be covered
either with Moss or cocoa-tibre to keep an
equable moisture. Even with this covering

frequent dampings will be needed to encourage
growth. When the convenience is not ready
to hand for plunging in bottom heat, some
means should be devised, as by standing
the pots in a box sufficiently deep to

take them with a covering as well, and
around the pota of cocoa fibre. Such a box,
failing a better placs, might ba upon the hot-

water pipes, the roots being supplied with
plenty of water at all times. If forcing is at-

tempted early without either bottom-heat by
some means or another or any covering over
the crowns, it must not cause any surprise if

the attempt should end in failure. Fifteen or
BO crowns in a 5-iuch pot will be sufficient to

make a good display when in flower. The soil

should be a light one ; leaf-mould and light

loam after it has been worked through a sieve

will do well ; the soil being fine will lie closer

to the roots and also retain more moisture.

Another point in covering the crowns to a

depth of from 1 inch to 2 inches is gained by
the flower- spike getting a good start of the

leaves, which is quite essential. The best

crowns for the earliest forcing are those which
are the most prominent and that are not pointed,

but more of an oval shape. These may be
grown in this country in rich alluvial or sandy
soil, but these requisites are not frequently met
with; hence the large amount of imported, or
" Berlin " crowns, as they are at times termed.
When rustic arrangements are needed, these

had better be made up after the Lilies are in

flower. As soon as showing colour it will be a

good plan to remove from the bottom-heat, so

since that allowing air freely to circulate about the
pots seemed to be as important to tha welfare of
plants as having ample ventilation for the foliage.

—D.

Gardenias.—Some of the finest Gardenia planta-

in pots I have ever seen Mr. Denning has to furnish
him with flowers for market sale. Many of them
are in 14-inch pots, and stand from 7 feet to s feet
in height, being in the best of health and blooming
abundantly. These are from five to six years old,

and the bulk of them will soon now be replaced by
younger plants now in i)inch pots, which are fine
bushes. Really Gardenias, grown in the airy span
houses at Hampton in a combined soil of turfy
loam and peat, with some well-decayed manure,
thrive as luxuriantly almost as Laurels. The
blooms are of the best size, the plants very clean

;

indeed Mr. Denning stated that he was never
troubled with scale. As the sole aim of the place
is to produce flowers for cutting, it is very natural
that Gardenias should occupy a prominent place in

the houses, and certainly they
are wonderfully well done.
D.

Cytisus Everestianus.
—In the exhaustive article
on Cytisus racemosus (p.
4:i:i) the varirty Everestianus
is justly dwelt upon with the
remark that it is not so easily
grown as the ordinary form.
This is indeed true, otherwise
we should no doubt see it

much more often than is the
case now, for the deeper,
almost orange tint of its

blossoms is very different
from that of the common
C. racemosus. Messrs. Low
at the last Temple show ex-
hibited some well-grown and
profusely- flowered plants of
C. Everestianus, which were
greatly admired by many,
their richness of tint being
very noticeable. These plants
were all, I believe, grafted
on to the common C. race-
mosus, which readily strikes
from cuttings, but I have
been recently told that young
plants raised from seed make
the best stocks for grafting on
to. Still C. Everestianus will
root from cuttings, but such
a mode of increase cannot be
depended upon, the succes.'-
ful ones, as a rule, being bi,t
a small proportion of ihoie
put in. 1 was in my younger
days considerably disap-
pointed by this Cytisus, for

having successfullypropagated large stocks of the
common one by means of cuttings, I was requested
toobtainanumberof C. Everestianusinthesameway,
and being confident of success, started on the task
only to be ruthlessly disappointed, for the number of
young plants obtained was by no means commen-
surate with the quantity of cuttings put in. Ptcu-
liarities such as this often come under the notice
of the propagator and puzzle him considerably, for
there seems no reason why there should be such a

Well-grown Lily of the Valley.

as not to cause too much of a check afterwards,

gradually allowing more light, whereby the

foliage will be of a better colour and the flower-

spikes strengthened. The illustration is a good

example of early forced Lilies of the Valley.

H. J. A.

Dallas.—When at Mr. Denning's market nursery

at Hampton recently I observed that a remarkably , -,._ , ^ ^l » • ^i.-

fine lot of Callas, many of them blooming, were all
i

difference between the two m this respect, or why
- - - - -

°'
I the semperaurescens variety of the Chinese Arbor-
vita; should be so much more dilB ;ult to strike

standing on the soil floor of the house, but yet on
inverted 4i-inch pots. Inquiring the reason for

this, Mr. Dinning replied that long experience had
shown him that these plants always did better

when thus raised from the floor of a house, or else

stood on an open stage, so that the air could circu-

late about the pots. Doubtless when the plants

stand on a Boor, soil becomes sour and moisture
stagnant. Callas are naturally semi-aquatic plant.",

but it does not by any means follow that they
thrive best in stagnant water or in a close, con-
fined atmosphere. This is just one of the cases

where effects speak for themselves, whilst real

causes are not scientifically ascertained. However,
many growers of other plants have found out long

than the common golden Arbor- vil;u, as the two
are but forms of one species and but slightly
removed from each other. That very popular
Chrysanthemum Etoile de Lyon will take longer
to strike root from cuttings than any other variety
that I am acqu anted with, and double the time
that many rtquire.—T.

The Coral Plant (Erythrina crista galli)—In
your coloured plate of December .5 I recognise an
old friend, the Seibo of the river Plata, but on one
point I must dilTer from Mr. Tweedie, who says
that it differs from the other species of Erythrina
inasmuch as it does not form large trees. This
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is an error ; for the first few years when grown
from the seed it behaves as described, but if in a

suitable place and the axe is kept away from it, it

grows into very large trees with trunks big enough

to hollow a canoe out of. Years ago I had

an estancia or farm on the banks of the river

Plata, in the Republic of Uruguay. All along an-

other boundary of my property ran a brook called

the Riaohuelo, which emptied itself into the Plata.

At the mouth of the Riachuelo there was a deep

gully often submerged ; this gully was called the

Seibal, or the place where Seibos grow. There

were some immense Erythrinas there, and I have

seen them covered with bloom and their stems

matted with the small red air plant. Therefore, if

in a suitable position and left alone, the Erythrina

crista-galli does grow into a big tree. The wood,

or you might say the pith of this tree is so light,

that the fishermen use it instead of cork for their

fishing nets, and I expect Mr. Tweedie arrived at

his conclusion through going to the easiest get-at-

able place to find the plant, whither the fisherman,

for the same reason, had been before him. The

trees had all been cut down, and nothing remained

but saplings. I had some posts cut once, for a

wire fence, of Seibo, and put them in a sandy

swamp ; they struck root and grew into trees and

flowered. Was it not Mr. Tweedie who sent the

Petnnia and Verbena from Argentina ? I fancy it

was, and it is a pity that he missed the best of the

latter—the large white scented one, which I have

never seen in Europe ; the bloom heads in a wild

state are as big as teacups, and the perfume is de-

licious. One plant will cover an enormous surface,

and it is much more robust in habit than the scar-

let and the purple ones. I have tried to get this

plant several times, but have never succeeded.

—

J. Whitwoeth Shaw.

CROTONS.

Though now referred to Codifeum, this beauti-

ful class of ornamental-foliaged plants will long

retain the more popular name of Croton. The

variety, both in form of leaves and in the varie-

gation, is not equalled in any other family of

plants. In making a selection it is most diffi-

cult to keep the number within reasonable

limits and yet include all the most desirable

aorta. I find that in one catalogue fully 100 kinds

are enumerated, and this list does not include

all the varieties that are mentioned in other

catalogues ;
therefore it will be seen that the

number is far in excess of what could be grown

in almost any establishment, and certainly more

than is desirable even where space could be

given. In making a selection, individual tastes

have to be considered, and also the fact that

under different conditions the qualities vary.

There are, however, a few.standard sorts which

may be safely recommended.

Varieties.

Of the narrow-leaved varieties which are beat

adapted for table decoration, the old angusti-

folius is still one of the best when in good condi-

tion, but it requires good culture to develop this

to its be.st form. Countess may be recom-

mended as one of the best and most ea.sily

managed. This has narrow, recurved leaves,

beautifully spotted with golden yellow. Super-

bieiis closely resembles the above, but has more

twisted leaves. Aigburthensis, with very nar-

row leaves with linear markings and spots of

pale yellow, makes a beautiful table plant.

Flambeau is rather delicate, but one of the

prettiest of the narrow-leaved sorts, the leaves

being beautifully veined and spotted with

golden yellow, which soon changi^s to a bronzy

hue, and in the more matured leaves a l>right

red tint, the stems and leaf-stalks also being

brightly coloured. Aigburth fJem is another

liighly coloured variety ; the narrow leaves are

interrupted or divided, margined and veintd

with yellow changing to red in two p irts, the

terminal portion hanging down gracefully from

a slender stalk. Ruberrimus is a fine variety,

somewhat after the old majesticus, but with

narrower leaves, undulated on the margin,

veined and spotted with yellow, which gra-

dually changes to a deep crimson. Golden

Ring, a new variety, which should become one

of the leading sorts for table decoration, has

prettily recurved leaves, regularly twisted, and

a broad linear marking of golden yellow which

takes a reddish tint with age. Mrs. Dorman,
of compact growth and with narrow leaves, is

very pretty as a small plant. Chelsoni is an

old variety and rather delicate, but when
well done it is very handsome. Warreni,

with very long twisted leaves marbled and

veined with yellow, changing to red with

age, is a beautiful variety. Johannis has long,

narrow, recurved leaves, deep green with linear

markings of yellow. Sinitzianus has long, nar-

row recurved leaves, sometimes interrupted,

spotted and veined with pale creamy-white on

a pale green. The leaves of Gordoni, broad at

the base and narrowing oflf to a point, are deep

green spotted with yellow and red. Nobilis,

somewhat after majesticus, has deep green leaves

with a linear marking of yellow, changing to

red, stems and leaf-stalks bright red. The
above include the best of the narrow-leaved

sorts. Of those with broader leaves there are

three varieties recently brought out by Mr. W.
Bull which are of great merit ; they are Fla-

mingo, deep green with a broad linear marking

of deep yellow, changing to bright red. Sun-

beam has rather long leaves, recurved, deep

green veined and spotted with yellow, changing

with age to a crimson hue. Magnificent has

broad recurved leaves, deep bronzy-green with a

broad central band andveinedwith golden yel lo w,

changing to a crimson hue. Newmani is one of

the richest red-coloured varieties ; it has rather

large ovate leaves, which in a young state are

richly marbled with yellow and bronzy-red,

changing until they are of a very bright hue.

Emperor Alexander III. is another highly-

coloured variety, but inclined to run up

tall ; however, this is, for some purposes,

an advantage, as the broad richly coloured

leaves show up well. Comte de Germiny

is another fine broad-leaved variety, richly

marbled with deep yellow, the midrib and

margin having a bronzy red tint. Thomsoni is

a distinct variety; the leaves are broad in the

centre and narrow off towards the base, of a

bright fresh green with a broad linear marking

of yellow ; the btems and leaf-stalks are also

yellow. Etna, with medium-sized, ovate leaves,

veined with yellow and red, changing to a

bright crimson, is a most useful variety. Mas-

sangeanus,leaves'rather narrow, oblong, marbled

with pale yellow, midrib and stalks red ;
there

is also a red tinge to the mature leaves. Mu-
saicus has medium-sized, oblong leaves, deep

green, veined and blotched with yellow, chang-

ing to carmine - red ; leaf - stalks and stems

brightly coloured. Bergmanni has large ovate

leaves, broadly veined and blotched with

creamy white on a pale green surface. Mort-

fontainensia has three-lobed leaves, reticulated

with yellow and red, changing to a bright,

almost crimson hue. Many more might be

added without exhausting the list of useful

sorts. I may add that many of the older sorts

still find favour in preference to tJie newer

ones. Majesticus, Andreanus, Baron James de

llothschild, undulatus, and among the yellow-

leaved varieties 1 ought to have included

Weismanni. Aneitumensis is similar in colour,

but of bettor habit. Disraeli, when well col-

oured, is a useful old variety, and stands well

f ir house decoration. I had nearly omitted
Van t-Ksterai, a very distinct variety, with

small, narrow, erect leaves, covered with tiny

spots of yellow.

Culture.

The above selection having been made from
those most suitable for table decoration and
other purposes where the pots should not ex-
ceed the 5-inch or 42-inch size, I will deal with
their requirements as such. In the first place,
young plants must be propagated periodically,
and the present is a good time for doing
this. The cuttings should be selected from
well-coloured tops ; they may vary in size

from short tips to long shoots, say a foot in

length. With care these large cuttings will

strike without losing a leaf, and will soon
make useful plants for decoration. The cut-

tings must be taken off and put into the close
propagating pit with as little delay as possible.

They may either be put into the cocoi-nut
fibre refuse (in which they will root freely) or
they may be put into small pots singly, using a
light sandy compost and plunging the pots in
the fibre. I like the latter method best, as the
plants do not get a check when potted on. It

is essential that they should have a good brisk
bottom-heat and be kept quite close until the
roots are formed, when they may be gradually
exposed. In the after-treatment their chief re-

quirements are plenty of heat and moisture and
as much sun and light as possible. They may
be potted in light sandy loam, or leaf-mould
and peat may be used, but a rich compost tends
to vigorous growth, which will often cause
them to lose their bright variegation. Cro-
tons are much subject to red spider, thrips,

and other insect pests which abound in the
stove, but once get the plants thoroughly clean,
then by frequent syringing with Eoot water
(which should bo made and allowed to stand
long enough to .settle down quite clear), there
will be little ditliculty in keeping the plants
clean, besides which soot water is the best
stimulant for this class of plants. Light, heat
and moisture are the three essentials while the
plants are making their gi-owth. Where the
pots are well filled with roots, a little manure
may be given ; liquid made from cow manure
and soot is the beat. After plants have well
developed their growth they may be kept a
little drier, and previous to using them for de-
coration they may be gradually hardened off,

after which they will last a long time for
indoor decoration. They may al.so be used for
the conservatory during the summer months.

Crotons are now coming into use much more
again, but for a long time they were sadly ne-
glected. The revival of these beautiful plants
is perhaps owing to some of the market growers
supplying the London Muriats with nice speci-

mens, which they (the florist.s) know how to use
to the best advantage. F. H.

Marg'aret Carnations.—This new strain of
Carnations is sure to become very popular both
for the flower garden and the greenhouse. It is

more particularly of their value for the latter that
1 am writing this. Our seed was sown on March '.>

last, but in consequence partly of the cold sunless
season, and partly from the plants having been
planted in a rather shady place they failed to come
into flower early enough to make a good display
out of doors, so on the chance of their doing well
after being lifted I had nearly all the plants taken
up and potted a month ago. They bore the lifting

remarkably well, better than many things which
are treated in this way, and now we have quite a
nice lot of double- fringed self-coloured flowers, and
the plants look as healthy and strong as though
they had had no check and prepared to open the
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many scores of bads that are showing. Jadging
from previous notes on them, I expected to see a
big percentage of dull-coloured flowers, but I am
agreeably surprised to find that we have not one
such. The colours vary from pure white, through
pink, to the exact shade of the old crimson Clove.
All but two are selfs, and of these two one is rosy
pink, shaded to almost white in the centre, a
peculiar and striking novelty, and the other is a
white ground, striped with red. Nearly all the
colours of the border self Carnations are reproduced
and many have got the true Carnation scent. We
were not nearly so suocessfal with the few we
kept in pots all the season, as they did not develop
into plants of half the size of those which have
been lifted, and as the latter have kept up so well
I shall not think of growing any in pots throughout
the season in future, and would strongly advise
anyone intending to grow them to plant out a batch
especially for lifting. Lovers of Carnations who
have not the conveniences for growing the tree or
perpetual varieties will find these a great boon and
a welcome addition to the comparatively few
flowers that are within the reach of those who
have only cool greenhouses at this time of the
year.—J. C. Tallack.

into the greenhouse, which was done at the end
of September. Being kept near the glass, with
plenty of air and a little warmth, the result
was found in plants so admirably grown and so
beautifully flowered, as to command warm admira-
tion. There are scores of varieties—white, pink,
salmon, cerise, scarlet, violet, crimson, &o.—both
single and double, which would, under the same
form of culture, make equally bsautiful winter-
blooming plants. It is one of the merits of zonal
Pelargoniums that they are very easily grown and
only occupy moderate space.—A. D.

Itnpatiens Hawkeri.— The vivid colouring
possessed by the flowers of this Impatiens seems to
l)j still farther intensified when viewed by the light
of a dull November day, as the blooms glow with a
lustre that is almost unknown at this season of the
year. Jadging, however, by the results of last
winter, a fog of a few days' duration will not only
cause all the buds to drop, but the leaves also
suBEer so much that the entire beauty of the plant
is lost. Daspite the fact that with liberal treatment
it v/ill grow very freely, this Balsam is often seen
in by no means a satisfactory condition, caused at
times probably by being kept too cold, for it will
not flourish in as low a temperature as Impatiens
Sultani, while if once allowed to become pot-
bound and stuntei in growth it is often very difli-

ficult to induce it to grow out of such a state. A
small yellow-coloured form of thrips will often
attack the young leaves and quickly disfigure the
plant, for though very small they seem to work
even greater havoc than the better-known black
thrips. Impatiens Hawkeri does not seem to pro-
duce seed nor lend itself to the hybridist in any
way, for though I have known it tried with some of
its allies, both as a seed and pollen-bearer, no
progeny has ever resulted therefrom. It is, how-
ever, well worth a place as a flowering plant, and
so is that Indian species I. Hookeriana, which
blooms naturally about October and November.
This is a wonderfully pretty species, whose large
white flowers are copiously spotted with crimson.
Unfortunately, it is far more susceptible to dull
foggy weather than I. Hawkeri.—H. P.

Winter-blooming: Pelargoniums I have
never anywhere seen in Ginch pots better plants,
more profasely bloomed, or carrying flowers of
finer quality at this time of the year than were a
few staged at the recent Chrysanthemum show at
Twickenham. The variety which gave the best
results was Aglaia, having flowers of a violet-
tinted-scarlet, and borne in good-sized trusses.
It is a matter for surprise that large numbers
of such plants are not to be seen generally at
early winter shows, as they give most superb col-
ouring, whilst they must be most invaluable in
greenhouses. The plants referred to were fairly
dwarf and compact, without being unduly bushy.
Taken from the plants last spring, rooted in a mild
warmth, and grown on into 3inch pots, they were
stood in a frame where they got plenty of light and
air and received some pinching ; then, as soon as
fresh branches were made, they were shifted into
the blooming pots. That was done early in July.
After being returned to the frame for a couple
of weeks they were stood outdoors on ashes and
partially exposed to the sun, thus becoming well
ripened. Twice during the time thus exposed the
plants were pinched and all bloom-buds also kept
removed. When the pots became well filled with
the roots, some weak manure water was frequently
given, and almost regularly after thiy were j^o'

MIGNONETTE IN POTS.
The culture of good well-grown and bloomed
plants of Mignonette appears to be but imperfectly
understood, judging from what I have seen at
Chrysanthemum shows this season. The best ap-
peared as if the plants had been purchased at
Covent Garden, kept for a short time, and then
exhibited. At the best there were four or five

plants in a pot, and they bore the unmistakable
market stamp. Mignonette as specimen plants for
house decoration is one of those subjects which
appear to have greatly declined in the estimation
of gardeners, and if one does sometimes meet with
plants they are of a somewhat disappointing cha-
racter, and it is not for lack of good sorts, for there
are a number of fine varieties of Mignonette repre-
senting careful selections of white, yeUow, and red
types—enough for every taste. To have Mignonette
in bloom from November until February is a feat
by no means difficult of performance. It has been
done, and done successfully. All cannot do it, be-
cause they may lack the necessary convenience,
and to do Mignonette well and have it constantly
in fiower, a succession of plants is required.

Old-fashioned nurserymen used to make a prac-
tice of sowing Mignonette for winter display about
the 1st of September, and a very good and season-
able time too. But whoever attempts to grow
Mignonette from seed, let him obtain good seed
that is seed of something worth growing. There is

a great rivalry among seedsmen now-a-days in
reference to their strains of Mignonette, and great
care is taken to make selections of good types, and
there is no difficulty in obtaining them. Parsons'
White, Miles' Hybrid Spiral, Golden Qaeen, Crim-
son Giant, Machet, and others are all good selec-
tions that are worth growing. The seed should be
sown in pots 5 inches or so in diameter, placing
over the drainage a little fibry turf, cocoa fibre, or
such like

; its presence prevents the soil being
washed down among the drainage. As to compost,
a good turfy loam from a heap that has lain to-
gether for some months to the extent of three parts,
and a fourth part of well-decomposed manure,
some leaf-soil, sand, and, if they can be added, a
little charcoal broken fairly small and lime rub-
bish. These thoroughly mixed together and fresh
from exposure will grow excellent Mignonette.
The pots should be filled with this compost up to
within half an inch or so of the rim, and flattened
down level. They are then ready for the seed.
Sow thinly as few seeds as possible, because

some of the plants will have to be pulled out,
and then cover the grains with about a quarter
of an inch of soil

;
give a gentle sprinkling over-

head with a rose watering-pot, and then place the
pots in a cold frame having a sunny aspect
Anyone who has seen Mignonette grown in a mar-
ket nursery will notice that the seed-pots are kept
very near the glass. They stand on a bed of cinder
ashes and the surface of the pots is within :'.

inches or so of the glass. Shading must be re-
sorted to in sunny weather, and sprinklings be
given through a fine rose when the soil is dry.
To induce the seeds to germinate quickly, the
frame is kept close and shaded in bright weather.
I may state water is sparingly administered until
the plants appear above the surface, which they do
in a few days during favourable weather.
When the seedling plants are up, air should be

given more freely and more water will be re-
quired. It is a good plan to have some rough
material in the bed below the pots, so that mois-
ture may pass aw; y freely and not lie upon the

surface. As the plants increase in strength, the
lights may be removed in fine growing weather, as
the aim of the grower should be to induce his
plants to become as vigorous and stocky as pos-
sible. When the plants are about 3 inches high
they should be stopped to make them become
bushy. As the autumn declines, Jwater must
be sparingly given and in the morning, so
that the surroundings of the plants may become
dry before night. Over-watering in autumn and
winter is injurious to the well-being of Mignonette.
As the plants show bloom they can be removed to
the greenhouse to flower, and four or five neat
stakes be put round the sides of the pots and a
neat tie placed about the plants to keep them neat.
Some years ago a clergyman—the Rev. George

Cheere, of St. Ives—exhibited at one of the meet-
ings of the Royal Horticultural Society some spe-
cimens of Mignonette in pots. These were so
grandly grown and bloomed as to cause quite a
sensation. Mr. Cheere took great pride in grow-
ing specimen Mignonette, and he kept them in a
house to which he actually refused his gardener
admission, though he had charge of everything
else. The seed from which the plants were raised
was sown in August, and they were exhibited
twelve months afterwards. They were six in num-
ber, from 18 inches to 21 inches in height, as far
through in diameter, and were literally covered
with fine spikes of bloom, and it was said the
latter would attain a length of 20 inches. These
remarkable plants were in 4i-inch pots. The seeds
were sown in pans, the seedlings potted into 2A-
inch pots, and then transferred to the bloomkig
pots. I have never since seen such plants, but
they stand on record as illustrating how Mignon-
ette can be grown by anyone who will give it
proper attention. At no time had liquid manure
or any artificial fertiliser been given to them.

R. D.

Rose Garden.

PLANTING TEA ROSES.
There is no more fitting time than the present
to call attention to the best Tea Roses for plant-
ing. There is now no need to question their
suitability or want of hardiness, as recent win-
ters have settled this to the satisfaction of the
majority, who should now hasten to avail them-
selves of and beautify their gardens with the
best of the great family of Roses, those that
were too long neglected. It is needless to en-
ter fully into the details of planting, but if future
success 13 desired, its startiug-point is from
plants raised and grown in the open air upon
their own roots or upon those of the Brier only
these being planted early, deeply, and firmly in
sweet well-prepared soil in an open and sunny
situation.

When we have planted good groups of all the
best Tea Roses, we have nearly made a flower
garden that will be beautiful for many months.
During the past few years I have been able to
try many Roses, the good old kinds and the
best of the newer sorts. They have all been
planted in groups and grown solely to test their
value in the flower garden from a purely deco-
rative point of view, and, as will be seen by the
long list of kinds here given, we may, in fact
must, include many kinds that to those who
grow Roses only for exhibition have no value
whatever. This proves that the show tent is
not the sole aim and end of Rose growiuo-.
Marie Van Houtte is one of the very finest

Tea Roses, and is faithfully represented in the
.iccompanying engraving, which shows the beauty
of a bush in the open ground. The vigour of this
fine Rose is hardly surpassed, and plants in good
Rose soil will be :i feet high in as many seasons
and the bushes nearly as much through, so that
ample space should he allowed between the plants.
In colour its flowers are the palest yellow deepening
iLternally, thj borders of the petals and their outer
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surface being often edged and suffused with bright

rose. It is only in the sunny garden out of doors

that we can really see Tea Roses fully develop their

exquisite and varied tints.

Mme. LambARD is quite one of the best. It

makes a pretty bush or group, is fine in form, and

very free. One of its greatest charms— and this

can only be realised upon a group of several plants

—is its extreme variability. A clear rose is the

normal colour of the flower, but sometimes, and

especially during autumn, there may be seen blooms

of many shade.", from rose to almost yellow.

Mme. Chakles —It is only since Tea Roses

have been grouped out of doors that the merits of

this good old Rose have been fully found out and

its reputation established. In growth alone in

spring it is one of the most beautiful. It makes

a grand group, and its flowers are of a rich and

lovely colour—pale yellow externally, deepening

.nto a warm glowing apricot shade.

Sunset is a good companion to the preceding

kind. It is a bold vigorous grower, line in leaf

and bloom, very free, always so in autumn, its

flowers being of a rich apricot-yellow colour.

Rubens.—This is one of the oldest, but still one

of the best kinds, generally the first to open its

flowers, and always lingering to the last. It has a

fine habit of growth, is very free blooming, and its

flowers are of a most delicate flesh-white colour.

Safraxo is one of the early kinds, but it may
be included here, as it has vigour and blooms

profusely. It is popular because its little buds

make pretty button- holes, whilst the quantity of

them upon the plant makes it effective in the gar-

den. In colour it is apricot-yellow.

Hon. Edith Gifford.—This is without question

the very finest of white Tea Roses for grouping. It

cannot be called pure white, because there is a

creamy-pink tint in the centre of the flower which

makes it the more distinct and charming. It makes

a dwarf compact btish, and therefore needs rather

closer grouping than the majority, but the way in

which the little bushes are covered with great

clusters of flowers is as amazing as it is delightful.

The first lot of bloom would appear to exhaust the

energies of such little bushes, but a brief rest

ensues and a second crop of flowers is sure to

follow. The fine form and endurance of the

blooms upon the plant and when cut are con-

spicuous.

Catherine Mermet, too, is only moderately

vigorous, and needs close grouping. The buds as

well as the expanded flowers are equally beautiful,

and the great flowers come so freely and upon such

slender shoots that they cannot always hold up

their heads. Its colour is flesh-pink.

The Bride, though a sport from the preceding,

has a reputation greater than its parent, because

as a plant it has more vigour, richer leafage and

flowers of the same matchless form, but white,

with the palest yellow shading.
.

Souvenir d'un Ami is quite one of the best

Roses in foliage and flower, and a group of vigorous

plants is always admired. It has great globular

flowers of a pretty salmon-rose shade of colour and

splendid leaves. Handsome foliage is a character-

istic of Tea Hoses, but in some kinds, such as this,

the fact is more apparent. Singularly enough, this

Rose has sported, and Souvenir de S. A. Prince, or

The Queen, as it, unfortunately, has two names, is

the sport, and all the fine qualities of the parent,

with flowers of the purest whiteness, combine to

render it an indispensable kind.

Mme. dk Wattevillb is a lovely Rose that

everyone admires, and when one sees its vigour

and freedom of blooming it is difficult to under-

stand how a notion of weakness or tenderness

among Tea Roses can exist, for in this respect it is

far from a solitary exception. In colour its flowers

are salmon or pink shaded white, which develops

into bright rose and forms a delicate bordering to

the petals, sometimes ho evenly laid on as to form

a margin of equal width, and at other times run-

ning through the entire bloom. When fully open

the flowers have great broad, shell-like petals.

Anna Olivier.—No selection would be com-
;

and at times have a tinge of pink in them. It is a

plete without this kind, as it makes one of the very
I

fine grower and a very free bloomer. A good-shaped

best groups, its leafage being profuse and of a rich ' and most lasting Rose.

deep green colour. Its buds are more charming I Jean Fernet is an exquisite Rose, vigorous and
than those of any Tea Rose. They have a pretty

|

very free, with flowers of a pretty shape and usually

urn-like shape, and if cut and placed in water as
j
of a clear yellow colour, but sometime-s becoming

they begin to open they will continue, and in the much deeper. It is not as popular as its merits

course of two or three days expand into the most entitle it to be.

perfect flowers. The colour varies greatly in ' Comtesse Riza dtj Parc is iiaite a garden
summer and autumn, but usually it is of a salmon

i jjggg^ ^nd it is necessary to see a group in its

or pale fawn tint, shading to deep buff in the loside

of the petals.

Dr Grill is a most beautiful garden Rose, very

vigorous, amazingly free and very sweetly scented.

It is almost impossible to properly describe the

colour of the flowers, which have so many shades
of copper-yellow and rose commingled. The colour

is highly attractive. The buds are both fine and
long, but when fully open the flower is not very

double.

several charms of leaf and blossom to fully appre-

ciate its worth. The flowers are not always of the

best shape, but their lovely tint of bright China
rose, suffused with copper, their size and fulness

and their scent are qualities that make it a most
desirable Rose.

JuLE.s Finger is a fine kind and makes a bold

group. The flowers are of a very pale salmon-rose

shade when flrst they open, but they become deeper

with age. In a cut state they develop a peculiar

Tea Rose Marie Van Houtte, from plants growing in the open air at

Gravetye Manor in IS'JO.

AmAzone is a charming yellow Rose, dwarf and ' slaty hue, which is not pretty, but upon the plant

" " this is not noticed. The flowers are finely formed
and very freely produced,

Francisca Kruger is a lovely kind which
flowers with such freedom, that it is absolutely

necessary to disbud it if any flowers are to open.

It is vigorous, with a dwarf bushy habit. Its flowers

are of a fawn-yellow shade, deepening into copper

and suffused with tender rose.

NiPHETOshas long been valued as one of the

purest of white Koses, but it is erroneously sup-

posed to be extra tender, and therefore unlit for

grouping outside. Such is not the case, as proved

by a group of several years' standing. It proves

very free and continuous, and is ijuite indispensable

in the Tea Rose garden.

Jean Ducheu is a grand Rose, especially in a
hot year, when its fine great flowers open out fully

and freely, and develop wonderful depths of colour.

It is a vigorous grower and free bloomer, its flowers

bushy, but with a spreading habit and a free

blooming character. The flowers are of a pure

lemon-yellow colour, the buds being long, prettily

shaped, and most useful for cutting.

Mme. Hostb, a comparatively new Rose, has,

upon the strength of its own great merits, been

placed among the foremost and the best. It is

perhaps about the palest pure yellow Tea Rose, but

the centre of the flower often assumes a much
deeper tint. The flowers are noteworthy for fine

form and sub.stance, and they are very enduring.

Purine dhs Jardtns is of a much deeper yellow

tint and a very fine Rose ; the flowers large and

double ; the habit of growth strong and vigorous.

Comtesse dk Frigneusb, also yellow, is a

sweet and charming kind. It makes a dense, rather

dwarf bush and ilowers very freely.

Innockntk PiiiOLA is one of the best white Tea
Roses, but its flowers are more of a cream-white,
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being generaDy yellow, shaded with peach-pink-
but they are subject to wide and pretty variations
in colour.

Maequise de Vivbns is very attractive when
the plants are closely grouped. Its beauty lies

chiefly in the bud state, but its great clusters of

flowers are most effective when some are mere
buds, and only show their external pale straw col-

our ; others half expanded reveal the glowing rosy-

carmine, which brightens up the tip of the flower,

and the fully open flowers show other shades of

colour as rose, through pink, to pale yellow in the
centre of the flower.

Souvenir de Paul Nebon is one of the
dwarfest varieties, and it is really wonderful
how the little plants cover themselves with fine

flowers of much substance and good shape. In
colour, they are creamy-white, edged and suffused
with pink. It makes a pretty little group when
closely massed.

Souvenir d'Elisb Vardon is by common con-
sent one of the most beautiful Tea Roses, but
as its habit of growth is a little less vigorous
than that of most kinds, it must be closely planted
1 make a good group. Its flowers are large, very
double, and finely formed ; in colour a cream-white
with pink or pale rose shading.

Pbincesse de Sagan is about the best of a fast

increasing number of red Tea Roses, many of
which are decidedly ugly. This has the merit of
great distinctiveness, and its deep, dark velvet
crimson flowers look extremely showy, whilst the
plant makes a good bush and several a really hand-
some group.

Ernest Metz is one of the newest Roses, and
although the group has not reached perfection,
the kind has exhibited qualities that mark it as
one of the leading Roses of the future. It is a
good grower, and therefore is sure to make a
fine group. It holds up its flowers boldly,
as they are borne upon strong stalks, and their
colour is a clear tender rose.

SouvBNiB de Victor Hugo is a dwarf grower,
bat vigorous and wonderfully free. Its flowers
are of a very bright rose colour, but externally
almost white, and they seem subject to great varia-
tion in colour at different seasons.

Every one of the above kinds haa been praised
upon the strength of its behaviour in a group of

not less than twelve plants, and to those who
usually plant one of this kind and one of that,

thi.s may seem an extravagant method to advo-
cate. A great many have grown and are grow-
ing Roses, but few have realised how to arrange
and grow them so that they will develop and
display the fulness of possible beauty. If those
who are contemplating planting a Tea Rose
garden, plant the kinds here named in group?
of six, if the garden is small, or twenty if it be
large enough, they will have started with a
good selection. The kinds above enume-
rated and described are all dwarf growing,
but something must be said for the vigorous
climbers such as we plant against walls and
fences, partly to give them support and to
admit of their extension. The well-known
Gloire de Dijon is the type of a section
familiarly and aptly known as Dijon Teas.
All these are characterised by great vigour, and
though they are just the sorts for walls or
fences, all gardens have not such whereon to

plant them, and to exclude them for this reason
is to deprive the garden of some of the best
Roses. Moreover, good kinds now grow an-
nually so numerous, that those with ample
wall space can find no room. These Roses may
be planted in groups. A few plants at distances
proportionate to their vigour will grow into a
mass

; they will be small trees instead of bushes,
and need only a little support to their long,
strong shoots as a protection from damage by
rough winds. Some bold plantations of these
would make a Rose picture in the garden land-

scape that nothing could surpass, and in many
gardens it would be a decided gain to destroy a

portion of some poor shrubbery in order to

create the feature. The question of how to

keep up an unbroken succession of Rose flowers

for nearly six months would be settled at

once if a plantation of Dijon Teas was made in

addition to one of the best dwarf kinds. Suit-

able sorts are Gloire de Dijon, Mme. Berard,
Bouquet d'Or, EmUie Dupuy, Mme. Chauvry,
Duchesse d'Auerstadt and Kaiserin Friedrich.

A. H.

CLIMBING TEA. ROSES.
There appears to be some doubt among our Con-
tinental friends as to the climbing variety of Ni-

phetos, which was sent out two or three years ago
by Messrs. Keynes and Co., being distinct from
the old and popular Niphetos. It certainly would
be difficult to distinguish the two by the blooms,
but the growth is certainly as distinct as can be.

The same may be said of Devoniensis, which is an-

other good old Rose. In both of the above the

growth of the climbing varieties is much more
vigorous, the strong shoots showing no inclination

to produce laterals the first season, except

where they have been stopped. One of the latest

additions to the climbing Teas is Climbing Perle

des Jardins. I lately saw some plants of this in

Messrs. Paul's nurseries, Cheshunt. The plants had
all the characteristics of the other climbers. The
foliage, and also a stray bloom which happened to

be open when I saw the plants, showed it to be
identical with the type except in growth.
The great advantage of these climbing varieties

is that they will succeed where the normal forms
fail, owing to their delicate constitution. There is

also a distinct advantage in the climbers for early

forcing, especially where houses cannot be set apart

entirely for the culture of Roses. For early forc-

ing, these climbing varieties require to be grown
under similar treatment to young Vines. Marechal
Niel has long been treated in this way, and with

most successful results. The plants are worked on
the seedling Brier in January or February, and as

soon as they are well started into growth they are

potted into Cinch pots and grown on in a high
temperature, but well exposed to the light. If they

go away freely they will be fit for another shift about
the end of April. This time they will go into Sinch
pots. Trained up the roof of a house they will now make
rapid growth. A little fire-heat should be given in

dull damp weather. No shading should be used,

but the plants should be kept well syringed and
regularly supplied with water. By the end of July

they will have made growths from 12 feet to 15

feet long and will be ready for ripeninj; off. Water
may be gradually withheld and air given freely.

If turned out of doors for a few weeks they will

be all the better, and after the wood is well

hardened they may be re-introduced into heat at

any time according to convenience, and will soon
produce a fine crop of bloom, all the lateral shoots

producing buds. The great advantage of the

climbing varieties is that they may be trained up
the roof where they will get the full benefit of all

the sunlight that is to be had, besides which they
may often be given space where the bush plants

could not be accommodated. Older plants require

similar treatment, but they may be making the

growth for another crop of bloom while they are

flowering. The bloom being produced from lateral

shoots of previous growths, it is essential that they
should have a period of rest, otherwise the laterals

start away into growth instead of bloom. Besides

those referred to there are other good climbers.

Gloire de Dijon produces good results when properly

treated ; Reine Marie Henriette, a fine rosy-pink,

is much inclined to run away into growth instead

of bloom, I have, however, flowerel it well on
properly ripened wood. Melanie Soupert, lielle

Lyonnaise, Mme. Berard, Progress, Souvenir de
Mme. Metral and Mons. Desir are other good
climbers. I had almost omitted William Allen

Richardson, which is now a very popular Rose, and
flowers very freely when treated as above ; Ms-

countess Folkestone supplies another good pink

and is free-flowering ; Lamarque does well indoors

as a climber and flowers freely. I headed these

notes " Climbing Tea Roses," but I have included

some hybrid Teas and Noisettes, making the list of

useful climbers for forcing as complete as possible.

F. H.

Societies and Exhibitions.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
December S.

This, the last meeting of the year, although it did

not come up to its predecessors (with the excep-

tion of the November gathering) as to the amount
of space occupied, embraced many most interest-

ing productions. Orchids were in strong force,

particularly Cypripediums and Calanthes, which
alone made an excellent show. The lecture on
Hellebores was for some reason unavoidably post-

poned ; a few good forms were, however, shown.

Kruit consisted chiefly of Pines, of which three

grand fruits were staged, and several collections

of Apples. Several most promising new Chrysan-

themums and some of the best of the older decora-

tive kinds were exhibited, the former causing con-

siderable attraction.

Orchid Committee.
Awards of merit were given to the following:—
CyrEiPEDiuM Lebanu.m gioanteum.—One of

the finest forms of this excellent variety. The
flowers are of extra size, being borne upon stout

footstalks. Compared with other forms of C. Lee-

anum, the advance in this case is in the large size

of the dorsal sepal, which measures fully 2i inches

in breadth by the same in depth ; this is not so

much reflexed as in others, thus presenting a finer

appearance, whilst the spots, so conspicuous in

some varieties, are in this instance faintly produced,

but the white, which forms by far the greater por-

tion, is very pure; the other parts of the flower

are pale green with a bronzy blotch upon the

pouch. Shown by Sir Trevor Lawrence and Messrs.

Sander and Co.
Calasthe versicolor.—Avery distinct variety

with pure white flowers of good size, having a rosy

tinge upon the upper portion of the lip, which is

broader than in most kinds ; the spikes are vigorous,

the bulbs being similar to those of C. vestita. From
Sir Trevor Lawrence.
BcHOMnuRQKiA Sanderiana. — A delicately

beautiful variety with a dozen or more flowers upon

the spike. The colour throughout is a pale rosy lilac
;

the lip broad and finely fringed, with a few darker

spots. From Baron Schrcoder.

Ctpripbdii'.m Masrrbblianu.m.—A variety of C.

Leeanum, or nearly allied to it ; the flowers are not

quite so large as in C. Leeanum gigan'eum, but in

many respects they are as beautiful. The spotting

upon the dorsal sepal is profuse, deep purple in

colour upon a pure white ground, whilst the flowers,

as a whole, are of a higher colour. From Messrs.

Pitcher and Manda.
Cymbidiu.m pulchbrrimum.—A new species of

much promise, flowering after the manner of C.

aloifolinm, but the spike not so dense, the foliage

more resembling that of C. eburneum. The flowers

are striped with chocolate upun an ivory-white

ground. From Messrs. Sander and Co.

Messrs. Sander and Co. sent a collection consist-

ing of many excellent varieties, amongst which
were Cypripedium insigne montauum, a variety

gathered by their collector from a higher altitude

than is usually the case ; C. Leeanum superbiens,

an excellent variety ; and C. L, excellens, with a
pure white dorsal sepal ; Odontoglossum Ueichen-

heimi, belonging to the Miltonia section and bear-

ing some resemblance to Miltonia Clowesi, but of

much richer colour ; Oncidium cheirophorum, with

minute yellow flowers in dense spikes; Vanda cceru-

lea, with one good spike of sixteen flowers of deep
colour ; Cypripedium hybridam Pollettianum, one

of the best forms ; Cattleya luteola, with small

yellowish flowers ; Oncidium varicosum Uogersi, the

lip a deep yellow and very conspicuous ; Odonto-
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glossutn Alexandra, with one strong spike, and a
fine plant of the beautiful Lycaste Skinneri alba,

bearing six flowers and more in bud (silver Flora
medal). Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., had a lovely
group of beautiful hybrid Calanthes and Cypri-
pedium Leeanum. The Calanthes consisted of C.

Veitchi splendens, in which the colour is much
deeper than in the type, in this instance a rich

deep rosy-pink suffusing the entire flower ; C. rosea,

a pale rose-coloured variety ; C. burfordiensis,with a
more intense colour than in C. Veitchi splendens in

the upper parts of the flowers, the lip lighter in

colour ; C. bella, a pale - coloured form with
a deep blotch upon the upper part of the lip

;

C. nivea, a pure white kind with a faint tinge
of pale yellow on the lip ; and C. porphyrea,
with smaller flowers, but which are very beautiful,

the lip extra large in proportion, the colour a deep
rose. There was considerable variation in the forms
of Cypripsdinm Leeanum shown here, the pouches
in some instances being of a bronzy brown shade,
whilst the white in the dorsal sepals was very
pure (silver Flora medal). Messrs. Pitcher and
Manda sent a large collection of small plants of

Cypripediums and other Orchids. Amongst the
former were several good varieties of their re-

spective kinds, chiefly of C. insigne. Of these, C. i.

corrugatum, C. i. Chantini, and C. i. Coulsonia-
num were three of the best ; others consisted of

C. Arthurianum (a very distinct and tine hybrid,
freely spotted), C. Dominianum rubesoens, C.
electra (reddish bronze colour), C. tonsum su-

perbum (a large flower of pale colour, the wings
having a few large dark spots, very distinct, if

not showy), C. Roezli latifolium, varieties of C.

Leeanum and C. purpuratum, with several good
plants of Odontoglossum Insleayi leopardinum (a

richly coloured and profusely spotted form with
good spikes of bloom), and Oncidium splendidum,
in which the yellow lip was conspicuous (silver

Banksian medal). Messrs. Collins, Cumberland
Park, Willesden, sent an extensive group of

well-grown and flowered Cypripedium insigne, the
plants of compact growth, some half-a-dozen
plants of Oncidium tigrinum, with strong spikes
in good condition, several plants of Sophro-
nitis grandiflora in good flower, and a plant
of Oncidium prsetextum bearing a good spike
(bronze Banksian medal). Mr. Catt, Parkfield,

Worcester, sent a strong spike of Odonto-
glossum coronarium of fine colour. Other cut
blooms were sent by Mr. Malcolm Cook, Kingston
Hill, consisting of Cypripedium punctatum vio-

laceum, Epidendrum ciliolare, and Laslia elegans,
with a good plant of Lrelia albida with pearly-
white flowers and a pale lilac lip. A fine form of
Lrelia anceps, called grandiflora, was sent by Mr.
Woodall, St. Nicholas House, Scarborough.
Messrs. H. Low and Co. had a large plant of
Cypripedium Leeanum claptonense, a superior
form. Messrs. Lewis and Co., Southgate, sent Cypri-
pedium Curtisi, very deep in colour ; Zygopetalum
Mackayi cfnrulea. a darker form, with the type
also. From Mr. Prewett, Swiss Nursery, Hammer-
smith, came a small plant of a good-coloured va-
riety of Dandrobium superbiens.

Floral Committee.

First-class certificates were given to—
Zamia integuifolia, a variety introduced into

this country from the Southern United States in
175H

; therefore not new, if not well known ; appa-
rently a compact, dwarf-growing variety, with
dark green foliage. From Messrs. Pitcher and
Manda.
Veiesiacabdinalis (Krameri x brachystachys).

—A plant of close, dwarf growth, bearing a hand-
some broad spathe, orange-scarlet in colour and
yellow Bowers ; a distinct and showy addition to
its class, being valuable for the stove at this season
of the year. From Mons. L. Duval, Rue de I'Ermi
tage, Versailles.

Awards of merit were given to the following new
Chrysanthemums, all being shown by Mr. Robert
Owen, Maidenhead, viz , Henry Perkins, an incurved
Japanese with solid flowers of a dark bronze colour,
petals narrow ; l{ivelyn, a sinrt from Mrs. Norman
Davis, with rich golden bronze flowers, a distiact

addition ; J. S. Fogg, a rich deep yellow reflexed

Japanese with full flowers, darker than Sunflower,
but of the same style with strong habit; Thos.
Selwood, a deep yellow incurved Japanese, darker
than W. H. Lincoln and superior to it as shown (an

English seedling); Lizzie Cartledge, of the same
style as Marsa, but larger and fuller, colour bright

rose, reverse silvery-white ; E. G. Hill, a pale bronze
yellow incurved Japanese, the flowers full. This
variety was also shown by Messrs. Pearson, Chilwell.

Other good kinds of much promise shown bv Mr.
Owen were J. P. Kendall, darker than Mons. Free-
man, a beautiful variety ; Peter Blair, a chrome
yellow Japanese with reflexed petals ; A.J. Booker,
a promising addition to the Anemone class, with
rose-cerise coloured flowers of good size and full.

The finest new kind of all shown on this occasion
was Robert Owen, an English-raised seedling sent

by Mr. Owen, but as only one bloom was shown it

did not fulfil the regulations of the floral com-
mittee, which require at least three flowers, other-

wise it would undoubtedly have received an award
of merit ; as it was, it was highly commended. It is

the finest incurved Japanese variety yet raised, the
flower being 7 inches in width by 4j inches deep,
having broad petals, very full, with good centre

;

in colour an orange-yellow, lined with bronze and
golden tippad ; altogether a grand bloom, and one
that caused a deal oE attraction. It is a cross be-
tween Sarah Owen and an American seedling.

From Mr. Wells, Redhill, came a variety of decora-
tive Japanese sorts, as Golden Gem, Jupiter,

Thunberg, Gordon (a deep yellow), Cossack, and
Mme. Lacroix ; also Miss Marechaux, a pure white
incurved of good substance, and such good singles

as Miss Mary Anderson, Admiral Sir F. Symouds,
and Mrs. Bassett (bronze medal). From Mr.
Whiteley came a large number of blooms of Prin-
cess Teck and Mrs. Norman Davis, a fine yellow

;

these were very fresh and well-grown flowers
(bronze medal). Mr. Wythes sent from Syon
House a pure white Japanese Chrysanthemum (a
sport) named Duchess of Northumberland, a late

variety, useful for decoration. Mr. T. S. Ware
showed two large baskets of Hellebores (ap-

parently maximus), and also opened the Daffodil
and Iris seasons with Narcissus monophyllus, with
Grass-like foliage and French white hoop-shaped
flowers, and Iris Histrio, a pale lavender-coloured
variety of the same habit as I. reticulata, with
darker spots upon the lower segments (bronze
medal).

Messrs. R. Veitch and Son, of Exeter, sent Helle-
borus niger major (the Devonshire variety), which
was the finest kind shown at the meeting with pure
white blooms, the two plants being of immense size

and crowded with flower buds ; H. niger maximus,
shown as a contrast, was not nearly so pure in col-

our as the preceding. Messrs. James Veitch and
Sons showed a large boxful of their new winter-
flowering tuberous-rooted Begonia Winter Gem,
with its brilliant rich scarlet flowers that are freely
produced through the winter, also another with cut
blooms of their seedling javanico-jasminiflorum
Rhododendrons, the following being the most con-
spicuous: Scarlet Crown, Hercules, Duchess of

Connaught, Aphrodite, Ajax, and luteo-roseum, all

possessing great substance and fine trusses. Some
fine bracts of Poinsettia pulcherrima major were
shown by Mr. Charles Turner, and others by Mr. W.
Iggulden, Marston House Gardens, Frome, which
were seedlings, but bearing a close resemblance to

P. roseo-carminata (Bull). Messrs. Cannell and
Sons had a few good single Chinese Primulas of much
promise, the habit dwarf and compact ; Dake of

Clarence, a dark crimson with large eye, and Prince
George, a purplisli-crirason, being the best. They
also showed the curious Leonotis Leonurus (or

Lion's-tail), a Cape plant with pale scarlet flowers.

Fruit Committee.

Mr. Coomber, The Hendre Gardens, Monmouth,
sent three remarkably fine fruits of Smooth Cayenne
Pineapple, two of which weighed respectively !• lbs.

11 ozs. each, whilst the other was but little less.

These fruits were well ripened and of good colour,

having large pips, there being no signs of blackness

at the base, so often seen in extra large fruits

(silver Banksian medal). Mr. Abraham, Morden
Hall Gardens, Morden, Surrey, sent fifty-two dishes

of Apples, consisting of the best kinds, several of

the finest being in duplicate—Wellington, Waltham
Abbey Seedling, Tibbett'a Pearmain, Peasgood's

Nonsucli, Warner's King and Hoary Morning being

amongst the finest. Cultural commendations were
awarded to Mr. King, Wad<lon House Gardens,

Croydon, fur two extra good fruits of the Citron

(Citrus medica) well ripened and large ; to Mr.

Whiteley, Hillingdon, for three large baskets of

very superior fruits of a good strain of Hackwood
Park Tomato, the fruits large, of good colour and
firm in the flesh ; and to Mr. J. Voss, The Finches,

Lindfield, Sussex, for Doyenne du Comioe and
Beurre Diel Pears, the latter being of much better

flavour than usual. A good dish of the fruits of

Benthamia fragitera, of a decidedly bitter, but not

altogether unpleasant, flavour, was sent by Mr.

Lake, Trevarrick, Cornwall. A few dishes of

Apples were exhibited for the opinion of the com-

mittee, but no awards were made, the flavour and
appearance not meeting with the approval of the

members.
Mr. Crowley, the chairman, submitted some

samples of a prfserve made from the fruits of the

Citron. A separate note on this appears on page

530.

NATIONAL CHRYSANrHEMUM SOCIETY.

December 9 and 10.

The action of the National Chrysanthemum Society

in advancing their mid-winter show one month is

fully justified by the excellent display furnished on

this occasion. The floor of the building was quite

filled by a collection of cut blooms, perfectly sur-

prising for the time of year when the dull, damp
weather is considered. Of course, the Japanese

section was largely represented, though a few of the

later flowering incurved varieties were seen in good

character, very much better indeed than they would

be seen a month later. The wisdom, therefore, of the

National Society in attempting an early instead of

a late winter show was fully justified by the results.

There were two entries in the class tor a col-

lection of cut Chrysanthemums in bunches,

and Mr. H. J. Jones, nurseryman, Lewisham,

was placed first with a collection of some sixty or

so varieties, repeated to some extent in dupli-

cate, of course, and occupying a table space of

some 100 superficial feet; the collection was com-

posed mainly of Japanese varieties and a few

pretty pompons set up with Ferns intermingled and

backed by Palms. Mr. W. Wells, nurseryman,

Earlswood, Surrey, was second with about the

same number of varieties in bold bunches, but

lacking both the quality and effectiveness of Mr.

Jones' stand. In the class for twenty-four bunches

of Chrysanthemums, Mr. F. Taylor, High Elms,

Farnborough, Kent, was first with a very good

lot indeed, set up in bold bunches; Mr. W.
Wells was second, and Mr. J. Brown, Great

Doods, Reigate, third. In the class for twelve

large-flowering Chrysanthemums, out of eleven

compjtitors, Mr. C. J. Salter, Woodhatch, Rei-

gate, was first, showing some very fine Japanese,

such as Pelican, W. W. Coles, Baronne de Frailly,

Henry Cannell, Thunberg, W. G. Drover, Mrs.

E. W. Clark, Carew Underwood, &c. ; second, Mr.

E. Cox, The Grange, Brickenden, Hertford ;
third,

Mr. H. Shoesmith, Shirley, Croydon. With twelve

blooms of Princess Teck or any of its varieties, Mr.

H. Shoesmith was first with very finely finished

blooms of Princess Teck, Lady Dorothy, Hero of

Stoke Newington, and Charles Gibson, these being

furnished in duplicate. Mr. P. Blair, Trentham,

who had, in addition to the foregoing. Lord

Eversley and Mrs. Norman Davis, was second. In the

class for twenty-four bunches of Japanese va-

rieties some fine blooms were staged. Mr. W.
Wells was placed first, having Etoile do Lyon,

Gloriosum, M. K. Rey, Sunset, John Tanner, Ji:c.
;

second. Mr. John Bridle, Hessle, Hull
;
and

third, Mr. ,1. Brown. For twelve bunches of

Japanese varieties, Mr. Lane, King's Ride, As-

cot, was first with bold and striking bunches of

varieties already mentioned ;
second, Mr. C. J.
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Salter, with some good blooms ; and third, Mr.

W. G. Gilbert, Sennowe Hall, Guist, Norfolk. For

six bunches, Mr. A. Newell, Fairlawn, Wimbledon
Common, was first, Mr. W. A. Searing, The Gar-

dens, Oak Lodge, Sivenoaki, second, and Miss R
Dabenham, St. Albans, third, in each case with

bright and fresh flowers. For a large hall vase or

epergne of Chrysanthsmnms, Mr. C. Ings, Golder's

Hill, Hampstead, was first, Mr. A. Newell second,

and Mr. W. A. Ssaring third. Trnmpet-shaped
glasses filled with good blooms were staged.

Collections of Cyclamen persicam were repre-
sented by a large and very attractive one from
Mr. John May, Gordon Nursery, St. Margaret's,
Twickenham. The only exhibitor of twelve
Cyclamens was Mr. D. White, Isleworth, with some
well-grown and bloomed plants. Collections of
twelve Primula sinensis were a remarkably good
feature, the best being staged by Mr. J. Bateman,
The Gardens, Southwood, Sydenham HiU—all

white, bat finely grown and bloomed. Mr. C. Ings
was a eood second and Mr. A. Newell third. The
only collection of liowering, fiue-foliagedand berried
plants came from Messrs. W. Cutbush and Son,
nurserymen, Highgate, who had Palms, Ferns,
Dracaenas, Ophiopogon, Ardisias, Pernettyas, &o.,
admirably arranged.

In the way of miscellaneous collections, silver

medals were awarded to Mr. R. Owen, Maidenhead,
for a very fine collection of new English and
American varieties of great merit ; to Messrs.
Clibran and Son, Oldfield Nurseries, Altrincham,
for a collection of cut Chrysanthemums ; to
Messrs. Pitcher and Manda for a gronp of Lady's
Slipper and other Orchids and a collection of cut
Chrysanthemums, and to Messrs. H. Cannell and
Sons, nurserymen, Swanley, for cut Chrysanthe-
mums and new varieties of Primula sinensis. A
bronzs medal was awarded to Mr. W. Wesker, The
Gardens, Streatham Elms, Tooting, for three hand-
some plants of Chrysanthemums. The new flowers
wiU be noted next week.

A meeting of the general committee was held
at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street, Mr. R. Ballan-
tine occupying the chair. After the reading of
the minutes and some correspondence relating to
the recent November show, an inquiry from the
Bristol Society was laid before the meeting as to
the interpretation of a class in their schedule for
three blooms of one variety (Japanese) sent oat in

1880, 1800, or IsiU. Etoile de Lyon having been
awarded the prize to which an exhibitor of Louis
Boehmer objected, on the ground that Etoile de
Lyon was sent out in 1888, the exhibitor of
Etoile de lijon replied that it was not in any Eng-
lish catalogue prior to 188;i, and was therefore
properly exhibited in the class. I'pon reference to
the society's catalogue it was found that Etoile de
Lyon was entered as an lsS8 variety, in which year,
as a matter of fact, it was sent out by the French
raiser Boacharlat, and as the Bristol Society spe-
cially raised the point as to which year the National
Chrysanthemum Society recognised, it was felt

that the date given in the catalogue must be abided
by. A communication was read from the secretary
of the Havant Society acknowledging the receipt
of the society's trophy won by them. Re-
commendations for various extra prizes at the
November show were then considered, and it

was resolved that certificates be awarded to
three exhibitors in Class I'.i, and that silver
medals be awarded to Mr. H. J. Jones and Mr.
Whillans, gardener to the Duke of Marlborough,
also a bronze medal to each of the following ex-
hibitors : Mr. Cozens, Messrs. Cheal and Sons,
Messrs. Roberts Bros, and Messrs. Chas. Lee and
Sons. A rough estimate of the financial position
was submitted by the secretary, showing that ,£3!il

odd had been paid to the society's bankers up to
the 5th inst., and that after certain allowances
were made, the sum of .€2.38 Os. sd. remained in
hand to pay existing claims. A recommendation
of the floral committee as to altering the size of
the show boards for large Japanese blooms was re-
ferred to the schedule subcommittee. It was also
resolved that the great November show for next

year be held on Tuesday and Wednesday, the 8th

and 9th of November, at the Royal Aquarium, as

asual. The dates of the other shows were not fixed,

but will be determined at a forthcoming meeting.

Upon a suggestion being thrown out regarding the

expediency of a provincial exhibition in 18'.I2, it

was resolved that the idea be not entertained at

present. Twenty-four new members were elected,

and the Tenby Society and Havant Society received

in affiliation. A proposal to hold a smoking con-

cert at Anderton's Hotel by a few friends of the

society was made, and the question is to be con-

sidered independently.

PUBLIC Gardens.

Lincoln's Inn Fields.—At a meeting of the
subscribers to the fund to procure the opening
of Lincoln's Inn Fields garden, held lately at

17, Parliament Street, Mr. John Lloyd in the chair,

it was resolved, that having regard to the action
taken by the County Council in promoting a Per-
missive BiU, the proceedings taken by the sub-

scribers to obtain a Bill on compulsory lines be for

the present suspended. It was further resolved to

keep the organisation together, so as to be pre-

pared to proceed next year if the Council's pro-

posal for a voluntary arrangement with the trustees

failed.

A windfall.—The Open Spaces Committee re-

ported that, after considerable negotiation, the
Postmaster-General had decided to pay a sum of

1 10,000 to the Council for the purpose of acquiring
open spaces in the county rather than surrender to

the Council any portion of the site of Coldbath
Fields Prison, which, under the Pest Office Sites

Act, 188'.i, the department acquired for post office

purposes. There was a provision in the Act that

the Council was to have the opportunity of pur-

chasing about three-fourths of an acre of the site

for the sum of £8113, such land to be used as an
open space. The Postmaster-General, on the other
hand, had the option of refusing to sell, in which
case he was to pay to the Council £10,000. This
latter course he had now determined to adopt. The
committee were considering in what way the money
could best be expended.

Open spaces.—At the monthly meeting of the
Metropolitan Public Gardens Association, held at

83, Lancaster Gate, W., Colonel Burges, vice-

chairman, presiding in the unavoidable absence of

the chairmain, the Earl of Meath, communications
were read from Wolverhampton, Norwich, and
Bath, asking for advice with regard to the forma-
tion of open space societies and public recreation

grounds in those towns. Subject to their mainten-
ance being secured, it was decided to lay out the

churchyards of St. Andrew and St. Peter, Fulham,
and the old burial ground, Hackney Road, to plant

trees in the City Road, and to grant twelve seats

for placing in public thoroughfares to the St.

Giles's District Board, in response to their applica-

tion. A letter was read from the West Ham Cor-

poration stating that, having at last agreed to pro-

vide the requisite railings, the main drainage em-
bankment would shortly be opened as a public

footpath in accordance with the Act. As regards

the Hilly Fields scheme, promoted by the associa-

tion and others, for the acquisition of over 40
acres of open space in Lewisham, one of the finest

sites in Lon<ion for the purpose, it was stated that

the Greenwich District Board had agreed to give

£7000 towards the £42,000 required, and that

about ,£4000 had now been obtained by voluntary
contributions. On the other hand, a letter was
read from the Lswisham Board, in whose district

the Hilly Fields lie, declining to make any contri-

bution whatever, and it was deemed advisable to

appeal to the County Council for assistance with-

out farther delay. It was announced that the
Council had kindly agreed to obtain powers to ac-

quire Lincoln's Inn Fields as a public garden, and
in consequence it was considered unnecessary to

proceed further with the Bill for the same purpose
put forward by the association and others. Various
other matters of interest, including the acquisi-

tion of Alexandra Park, Farringdon Market site,

Gordon House grounds, Chelsea, and the rating
of open spaces, occupied the attention of the
meeting.

A correction.—On p. 522 I either inadvertently
stated, or was made to do so, that "At the present
time I could not recominead auy of either very early
or quite late disease-re-sisting varieties," instead of

which it ought to have read, " Other (not either) than
very early or late diseasyresisting varieties."—W.
Igguldkn.

Accident to Mr. W. J. Grant.—We are very
sorry to hear that an accident has jast befallen Mr.
Grant, who was a frequent contributor to ourcolumus.
In crossing the r.iilway near Monmouth he was struck
down l)y an engine, and was severely injured. Little

hope is entert lined of his recovery.

Floral gift boxes.—Mr. Gilbert Davidson, of
Ammanford, K.S.O., S. Wales, sends us one of these
containing a few choice flowers and Ferns tastefully

arranged. They are suitable for Christmas presents,

and he oiTers them as a substitute for the cards of the
season. The idea seems a good one, but n;iucli depends
on the skill in packing, so that the flowers may come
fresh to hand.

Grubs destroying Phloxes.—I should be
glad if you or any of your correspondents could
tell me the name of the accompanying grubs ; they
are playing great havoc with my herbaceous
Phloxes.—W. V.

*,* In the box you sent I found three ditTerent

kinds of caterpillars and a grub. The long cater-

pillars were those of the garden swift moth (He-
pialus lupulinus) ; the two other caterpillars I do
not recognise. One of them was in a condition in

which it was impossible t o name it. The grub is

the young grub of the common cockchafer or of

another member of that family, but they resemble
one another so closely, that it is very ditlicult to

distingaish one from another. As regards the best

means of destroying these various pests when they
have once got among the roots of a plant, there is

nothing to be done but to lift the plant and pick

oat the grubs ; any insecticide which would kill

them would injure the plants.

—

G. S. S.

Ifames of plants.

—

G. Ba^er,— 1, Epidondrum
tovarense ; 2, Pleioue birmanica; 3, Dendrobium
heterocarpura ; 4, Odontoglossum maculatum ; 5, 0.

cordatum. O. T.— Broughtonia sanguinea —

—

A.M.—1, Psilotum triquetrum ; 2, Elapboglossum
undulatum, Drymiiglossum piloseUoides ; 3, Selliguea

caudiforniis ; 4, Niphoholus pertusus ; 5, Pleuridium
crassinervium ; 0, Olfer-ia corvina. Q. Thoiiip.<o>i.

—1, Masdevallia tovarensis ; 2, Odontoglossum Rossi

majus (good form) ; 3, Oncidium Forbesi.- C.

Matlietrs.—1, Dendrobium Dearei ; 2, D. Jamesiauum
(the true plant).— T. Blair.— 1. Gardenia citriodora

;

2, Monocba^tum ensit'erum ; 3, Sarracenia variolatis
;

4. Tillandsia speciosa ; 5, Begonia socotrana ; 0,

Siphocantpylos manettiBeformis. 7'. Thuma.^.—1,

Ncplirolepis falciformis ; 2, Campyloneuron brevi-

foliuni ; 3, Asplenium Bolangeri ; 4, Trichomanes
pyxidifiTum. J. M. Wils<ni.—l, 2, 3, Cuprossus
Lawsoniana ; 4, Thuia occid^-ntalis ; 5, 6, Cupressus
macrocarna. /. iri7/iVim.--iH.— 1, Burlingtonia de-

cora; 2, Erythrotis Beddoniei ; 3, probably Sautolina,

send when in flower ; 4, Coccoloba platyclada ; 5,

Begonia hydroc ")tylifolia (?), send in flower; l>, Be-

gonia Saundersi. J. H.—l, next week; 2, send

better spacimen. Wo should say that the injury to

the leaves sent is due to the fumigating, as they

appear to be burnt.

Names of fruit.—Jas. H. iJccic—Pear, Eye-
wood K. K.—Apple, Autumn Pearmaiu. Mas-
ter Gi'ri'rnor — Pe;if .AUliorpo Crai*ane. R. Read.
—I, rotten 2, Euiilo d'Heyst; 3, Crassin3.

BOOK RECEIVED.
" English Vegetables and Flowers in India aud

Ceylon ; " with useful notes on Rjeos, bulbs, Ac.

Hy D. McDonald. Second edition. John HadJ' n .t

Co., Bouverie Street, Fleet Street, K.O., and of all

hooksollcrs throughout India aud Cejlou.
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Woods and forests.

ECONOMIC CONIFER PLANTING.
iContluKed from 2). 50J.)

The Austrian Pike (P. austriaca) lias been,
and IS now largely planted in theae islands as a
shelter tree, and I do not know one of the
genus that is so peculiarly suitable for the pur-
pose as that under consideration. It is able to
withstand cold cutting winds at high altitudes
in a wonderful manner, whilst it is not one
of those subjects that requires any particular
soil, for almost any, if it is not of too damp
a nature, will suit its requirements well. I
have found it to thrive in very poor soils along
the coast of the Irish Sea, while more inland on
gravelly and rocky formations it surprised me
with its long, stout annual growths. As to the
altitude at which it may with safety be planted,
I have had some experience, for on an Eng-
lish hillside at fully 600 feet above sea level,
and where the storms blew loud and long, I
planted several hundreds of the Austrian, and
their behaviour warrants me in fuUyrecommend-
ingthe tree as one that is peculiarly suitable for
planting on exposed ground. The Austrian
Pine inclines greatly to the formation of heavy
side branches, and thus when a tree has been
allowed anything like sufficient room, the
amount of leaf surface it presents is correspond-
ingly large, this giving to it its great value for
shelter. Generally speaking, the trunk of this
tree is crooked and knotty. Carrot-shaped, and
ill fitted for being converted into boards or
fencing, and this could only be expected when
we consider the weighty branches that it usually
produces. Its value in the way of a timber tree
is therefore not great, while the quality of the
wood, though it is weighty and resinous, is not
such as to place it even in the second rank as
a forest tree where economic value would be first
considered.

Certainly the Austrian Pine is one of those
trees that, by affording a great amount of
shelter un exposed grounds, allows us to plant
others of a less hardy type, and which, without
its friendly aid, we could not otherwise get esta-
blished. This is a point that is too often lost
sight of, for if a tree can survive and afford
shelter to others that are less hardy than itself,
and so allow them to be taken advantage of for
the value of the timber they produce, it should
certainly be ranked high in the list of such as
are valuable in economic planting. For in-
stance, what could have been done without the
Cluster Pine in the reclamation of sandy sea-
side wastes in France and the British Isles ? yet
the tree for timber purposes is well-nigh worth-
less. Therefore in economic planting it is

well to remember that a shelter-giving tree
is often one of the greatest value, irrespective
altogether of the quality of the timber it pro-
duces. Some seven years ago I had two trees
of the Austrian Pine—well-grown healthy speci-
mens of 'perhaps thirty-live years' growth—cut
into boarding, and the wood when partially
seasoned used for several estate purposes. One
of the.se was in the making up of a river bank,
which had become undermined where the course
of the water took a q uick bend. Piles were driven
in, the planks of the Austrian Pine secured
firmly to them, and the wa8he<l-away part of
the bank made good again. For this purpose
and where kept constantly under water, the
tiiriber seems so far to be well .suited ; indeed
the experiment was suggested to irie by reading
somewhere of the wood of this Pine being used
on the Contiueut for a similar |)urpose. The
timber is remarkably resinous and weighty, and
in judging from this one would be inclined to

support any statement as to its durability. It
is of a dirty yellow, rather knotty, and not very
readily worked, although I have seen planks
that were cut from closely-grown trees clean in
the grain and manageable enough while being
converted.
A fact that speaks volumes in praise of the

Austrian Pine is that it has been planted in
perhaps every county in Great Britain and
Ireland, and in no single instance that I have
heard of has dissatisfaction with its general cha-
racter been expressed. As might be expected,
this Pine puts on its best foliage tint and per-
haps grows most rapidly on a calcareous or
chalky soil, and it covers vast tracts of chalky
sand in Lower Austria and at Champagne
Pouilleuse, in France, where, owing to the
sterile nature of the soil, few other plants can
grow. In Kent, particularly on the chalk rock,
this Pine is quite at home, as witness the un-
usually tine specimens by the roadside in front
of High Elms, Sir John Lubbock's beautiful
country seat. The timber produced there, too,
seems of excellent quality, as I had an oppor-
tunity lately of examining some large trees that
were being removed ; and it may be that on
its natural soil the quality of the wood will be
found most valuable.

I was surprised in looking over a large plan-
tation of the three Pines—Corsican, Austrian,
and Scotch—to find that a large number of the
Corsican had fallen a prey to that much-dreaded
beetle (Hylurgus pinapirda) ; whereas not a spe-
cimen of the Austrian was affected. That the
latter tree does at times suffer from the ravages
of the Pine beetle I am quite aware, for I found
in a woodland where the Austrian had been
used to fill up the gaps made by a storm that
many of the unhealthy trees had become the
prey of that insect. The Austrian Pine trans-
plants well when of large size, and is thus ren-
dered of great value for using where immediate
effect is wanted, but in doing so it is wise policy
to stake the trees until they become established.
Strange it is that rabbits and hares are so
fond of the Austrian, and yet its near ally the
Corsican is left untouched ; while the case of
the Pine beetle is just the reverse, the Corsican
being attacked in greatest numbers, while the
Austrian is partially free.

In conclusion I might say with reference
to the Austrian Pine that for shelter-giving
purposes it has a future before it in this
country, while about the value of the wood
we are yet partially ignorant, as timber of no
great maturity has yet been tested.

A. D. W.
(To be continued.)

and Poplars. Yes ; most persons, particularly in

rural districts, speak of the Silver Birch, but it Is

not distinct from the common tree, Betula alba.

—

A. D. W.

Larch unhealthy. — A correspondent asks
aliout his plantations (two) of Larch trees of hardly
twenty-five years' growth becoming unhealthy and
the trees rotten at the centre. This is quite a
common occurrence with Larch trees that have
been planted on gravelly soil, and there is no remedy
but to cut the trees down and replant theground with
more suitable subjects—the Corsican Pine, Douglas
Kir, Scotch Pine, &o. It is well previous to plant-
ing any piece of ground to find out what trees are
most suitable for the particular soil.—A. D. W.
Native Conifers {The Tou-crs').—! have read

the report to which you refer in Timber Tnules
Joiiriial, and noted that Professor Marshall Ward
mentions four Conifers as being natives of this
country. I wrote to the Professor calling his
attention to the matter, and in his reply he states
that it must have been a reporter's mistake, as he
certainly did nol make mention of the Silver Kir as
being a native. There are only three native Coni-
fers— the Scotch Pine, the Yew, and the .luniper.
About the others it can hartUy be disproved that
there are the specified number of native Willows I

Cupressus Lawsoniana maerocarpa.—Am
I right in eayiug that in favourable soil Cupressus
Lawsoniaua maerocarpa makes a good avenue tree,

and is able to withstand the storm well f—i. M.
Wilson, Curnjarane, Eilijewortlistown.

Leycesteria formosa for undergrowth —
This is a striking and interesting shrub. Its

admirable pendent racemes of flowers and fruit,

sheltered by numerous branches and leaves, are so

different from anything we before possessed, that
they attract universal attention. Its decidedly
hardy character, the extreme rapidity of its growth,
and the ease with which it may be produced from
cuttings, layers, or seed, all point it out as an object
well calculated to form underwood or shelter for

game. It seems also to possess in a great degree
the valuable property of withstanding the sea
breeze, whence it may possibly be useful where so
many things are really useless.—N. M. T.

Plane trees (7?. C, p. 52S).—The finest Occi-
dental Plane I know is in the grounds of my friend

and neighbour, Mr. Gordon, of Bentley Priory, who,
I am sure, would be pleased to show it to "R. C."

if my name were mentioned. I see Mr. Johns, in
" Korest Treas of Britain," explains th e scarcity of

large specimens of these trees by saying that a
severe frost in May, 1.S09, following very mild
March and April weather, so weakened them, that
in 1810 a large number perished, and that the se-

vere winter of 181 ^ killed a number of the sur-

vivors. The tree in the Bentley Priory grounds is

not tall, but it covers a large area, and is extremely
handsome. It was probably planted since 1810.^
A. KINQSMILL, !<taiimore.

Trees and shrubs for wet ground.— I know
of nothing more profitable to grow, or that will

succeed better in wet land than the Alder. When
once the plants become established, it is astonish-

ing how quickly after being cut down they start

again and yield fine poles, that is, if protected from
the attacks of game, such as hares and rabbits,

which are fond of nibbling the young shoots as they
sta t into growth. Ntxt to Alders in point of profit

and suitability for wet land stands the Ash, the
wood of which always meets with a quick and
ready sale. Elm, too, does well where it can get
plenty of moisture at th ? roots, and it is only when
so favoured that it keeps healthy for any length
of time, or acquires much size. By planting the two
last-named at wide intervals, the Alder will be
found to do well between them, and come in as a
sort of undergrowth, an arrangement by which
there would not be many years to wait before the
ground would yield some return. Evergreen Oaks
interspersed here and there, and some of the Coni-
ferfe, such as the Austrian Pine, Pinus Larioio,

and Abies Douglasi, would also have a good effect,

but if the land be very wet, it may be necessary to

plant these on raised mounds.— 1>.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.—ra« journal it pub-
lished in neatly bound Monthly Parts. In this form the

coloured plates are best preserved, and it is most suitable for

reference previous to the issue of the half-yearly volumes. Price

\s. 6d. ; post free, Is. Oct Complete set of volunus of Till
Garden /rojH its commcnce}iient to end of 18i)0, thirty-eight vols.,

price, cloth, if28 is.

" Gardening Illustrated " Monthly Parts. — Thii

journal is published in 7ualli/ bound Monthly Parts, in vhich
form it is mo.^t suitable.for reference previous to the issue of the

yearly volumes. Price 5d. ;
po.itfree, 8d.

"Farm and Home" Monthly P&rts.— This journal i*

published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which fonn it it

most suitable for referaice previous to the issue of the yearly

volumes. Price lui.
; post free, %d.

** Hardy Flowers."

—

Giving desaHptions oj upwards oj

thirteen hundred of the most ornamental species, with directions

for tlieir arvun'/'eitunt, culture, dec. Fourth and Popular
Eiiition, Is".; post free, \s, 3d.

"The Garden Annual" for 1891.—ftmfain* Alpha-
betical Lists of all Branches of the Horticultural Trade correctcet

up to Niivnnber 10 Iwt. The Lists of Gardens and Comitry
Seats (contaiiiinii over I)000> have been vcjy cari^fttlly and exten-

sively revised, and are ailmitted to be the mo«' complete ever

published. Price Is. ; by post, Is. 3d.
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"TUb la an Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather ; but
Thk Art itself is ilAToux."—Shakapeart.

Chrysanthemums.

POPULARISING CHRYSANTHEMUM
SHOWS.

As I have previously pointed out, Chrysanthe-

mum shows are not nearly so popular as they

were in several of the towns in the south-

western district, and the chances are there will

be fewer instead of more fixtures in future

years, unless something is done to re-awaken

public interest in them. Much of their popu-

larity was due to the introduction of the exhi-

bition Japanese varieties, the great perfection

to which these have been brought having

quite a startling effect upon all who see them
for the first time. There is an ever-increasing

addition of beautiful novelties to this section,

and the number of growers and exhibitors has

also rapidly increased of late years, but the

long rows of stands of cut blooms fad to attract

so many visitors to the shows as was the case

two or three years ago, and something more
than these and the usual round of groups, speci-

men plants, fruit and such like is needed to make
a show pecuniarily successful. One-day exhibi-

tions, though most satisfactory from an exhibi-
tor's point of view, are rarely successful. In but
few towns are there rooms or halls sufficient to

hold all the exhibits, and yet allow enough
space for a sufficiency of paying visitors and
subscribers to make the show a success unless
it is kept open two days, nothing short of an
absolute crush on the second evening meeting
the case. Nor is this the only innovation that
must be tried by committees who find their
balance in hand sensibly diminishing instead
of increasing every year. Not a few sum-
mer shows are kept going by means of

various other outside attractions, some of

them being by no means of a refined charac-
ter, and there must also be some kind of a
programme of amusements in connection with
Chrysanthemum shows held more especially in

small towns. To engage a noted or fairly good
orchestral band is beyond the means of many
societies, and, as a rule, it is only in large centres
that this luxury can safely be indulged in. It

is local talent that must be utilised, and of this

there is now-a-days no great scarcity. A little

orchestral music should be forthcoming during
the day time, while a fairly long programme of

vocal and instrumental music—not necessarily or
advisedly in close sequence—ought to be arranged.
Even a short address on some subject connected
with the show, by some gentleman able to be
both amusing and instructive, gives a welcome
variety to the entertainment.

This brings me to a point that I have re-

peatedly drawn attention to this autumn, viz.,

the necessity for the committee of a flower
show to be largely constituted of what may be
termed independent gentlemen and leading
townsmen in trade or otherwise. Professional
gardeners ought not to have the sole direction
of aflairs. By all means let them be well repre-
sented, but if the society is to retain popularity,
the committee must be more influential. Shows
are not held for the sole benefit of a few gar-
deners, but rather for the education and amuse-

ment of the public generally, and unless this

view is acted upon to the exclusion of more

selfish motives, support will inevitably dwindle

and the shows gradually lose in popularity. In

some instances that have come under my no-

tice, nearly enough tickets, thanks to an influen-

tial committee, have been sold before the day

of the show to cover all expenses, and a good

balance at the bankers can now be pointed to

in each case.

There ought always to be at least two classes

open to or even confined to ladies, many of

whom display great taste in their arrangement

of baskets of hardy foliage, berries. Grasses,

and such like, and they also beat the majority

of gardeners with vases of Chrysanthemums
and greenery. At Wells the exhibits sent by
ladies eclipse anything I have seen elsewhere,

one good-sized room being principally devoted to

these. There is quite a friendly rivalry among
the ladies, and the excitement is communicated
to their families and various sympathising

friends. All the while this lasts there is little

likelihood of the show declining in popularity,

and other societies will do well to foster the

same kind of competition. In most other south-

western shows classes are provided for baskets

and devices of hardy foliage and such like, but

in too many instances the professional florists

have matters much their own way, the sure

consequence being a loss of interest in the

shows that might otherwise have been taken by
various ladies and their friends. Not only

would I exclude professional exhibitors from

these classes, but I would also strongly recom-

mend committees to add more prizes to those

classes, a separate one being provided for

juveniles. At Wells I happened to be one of

the judges, and was pleased to find the com-

mittee so ready to encourage the lady exhibitors.

We were empowered to award three extra

prizes, and our suggestion to provide an extra

class for juveniles, or say for exhibitors under

sixteen years of age, will also be acted upon. It

is very evident Chrysanthemum shows have

done good in bringing out some beautiful effects

and demonstrating what can be done with

hardy foliage, berries, Moss, Grasses, and fun-

goid growths.

The example set at Devizes is well worthy of

being largely followed. In connection with a

Chrysanthemum show a bazaar also is held, the

proceeds after all expenses have been paid

being devoted to charitable purposes in the

town. When it is stated that there remained

the sum of £180 to be disbursed in charities

during the winter of 1890-91, it will be seen

how well the various ladies and gentlemen in-

terested in the movement must have worked,

Devizes not boasting of more than 8000 inhabi-

tants. What they did this year I am at present

unable to state, but I can testify to the excellence

of the arrangements as well as to the attractions

held out. The Chrysanthemums are not al-

lowed to overshadow everything else, there

being but one class for plants, and these in

groups only, while there are five classes for cut

blooms. It must be added, however, that the

groups are always very superior, and the prizes

for cut blooms are good, the highest being £10,

and as a consequence the exhibits are rather

above the average. Nor are many other plants

shown, but there is invariably a great number
of baskets of hardy foliage in competition,

principally shown by ladies. The ladies are

naturally the most interested in the bazaar,

and the various stalls that occupy one half of

the Corn Exchange are always very attractive,

the plant, cut bloom, and fruit stalls giving

plenty of scope for artistic grouping. Being

a charitable affair, all classes make a point of

patronising the bazaar and show, and those

who do not care to buy yet find a good

round of amusement and a sight of beautiful

Chrysanthemums irresistible. It is an annual

event long anticipated by numerous willing

workers. W. I.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. James Carter.—Dur-

ing the present season I have been very pleased

with this and also the variety Alice Carter, for they

are certainly quite distinct from anything else we
have. They may be described as very small-

flowered varieties of the Japanese section with

quite thread-like petals, which impart to them a
very light and elegant appearance. If they are

not disbudded in any way each branch carries quite

a head of bloom, and in a cut state the flowers are

most pleasing. In colour Mrs. James Carter is of

a clear straw tint, while Alice Carter is reddish

brown shaded with gold. According to Mr. Jones,

of Lewisham, whose Chrysanthemum catalogue is

a mine of information. Alice Carter is also known
under the name of Dimascus, while Mrs. James
Carter is synonymous with Ismail and Thistle.—T.

Too much alike varieties.—It seems strange

that exhibitors will persist in staging blooms which

are not sufficiently distinct. Nurserymen are, per-

haps, more to blame than anyone for much of the

confusion which now exists among some varieties.

The inexperienced cultivator procures plants of

kinds which, upon the representation of the vendor,

are not only distinct, but improvements upon exist-

ing kinds ; whereas they are but the old varieties

under new names. Many persons have in ignor-

ance staged blooms from such plants as here

quoted without any wish whatever to deceive, but,

of course, have had to lose a prize through really

no fault of their own. Take, for instance, Golden

Queen of England and its sport Emily Dale, and
the so-called newvarieties Emily Dale Improved and

John Lambert, which are practically one and the

same ; at least, if there is any difference at aU, it is so

slight, that no one would knowingly stage any two

on the same stand and consider them distinct. I

lately received a letter from a competitor who had

been disqualified for staging blooms of two of

those quoted above ; whereas if but one name were

employed, this person would not have run the risk

of disqualification, which he did in ignorance. As

all sports bear a resemblance to their parents in

both flower and individual petals, there is nothing

but the colour to determine the distinctiveness of

all. Bronze Queen of England, John Doughty, and

Mr. P. Mudie afford another instance in the Queen

family where some discretion is necessary to enable

the cultivator and exhibitor to steer clear of dis-

qualification taking place. It cannot be said that

in any of the three sports is there a distinction

in this respect ; therefore but one name should

be employed, and that ought to be the original

one. Raisers of new—or suggested new— sports

claim that each embodies a better form or build

than another. Be this as it may, and 1 do not

doubt it, in all cases the correct thing to do is to

grow from this stock only, but still employ the

original name until such time as a clear distinc-

tion is obtained in the colour. Although there

are cases in the Japanese section which at times

lead up to disqualification for the same rea-

son, the instances are fewer, as in this section

there is so much variety in the flowers as compared

with those of the incurved type, that the oppor-

tunities are certainly fewer in number.—E. M.

Premier blooms —Many societies offer prizes

for the premier bloom in both the incurved and

the Japanese classes, and rightly so, I think, al-

though many persons appear to differ. I consider

this class is more instructive to the general public

than any other, for the reason that the best bloom

in either section is pointed out and acts as a guide

in teaching them the requirements necessary for

a flower before it can be considered the best

in the exhibitinn. In neither section should the

largest bloom be chosen for the simple reason

that it is so ; other points should be considered,

such as form, luxuriance of petal and colour.

In the case of the Japanese the bloom should
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be thoronghly developed and devoid of coarse ir-

regalar florets, too often caused by a too early bud
selection. The incurved bloom should have the
centre well filled, the petals all inclining toward
the centre, and it ought to be devoid of ridges,

commonly called quarters, which sometimes run
through the blooms. Lord Alcester has maintained
its position as the premier incurved, although it

has been beaten once or twice by Golden Queen of

England, Mrs. S. Coleman and one or two others, but
it would be safe to say that this Queen sport has
taken more premier prizes than any other four
varieties put together. Speaking in a general way,
there is not another variety which carries the same
" shoulder " as this ; it is more like the proverbial
globe than any other. In the Japanese section
there is more range in variety, but it can safely be
said that the new Viviand Morel has maintained
the high opinion formed of it early in the season,
as it has won tlie premier prize several times. When
I saw it in October I at once said that it was the
finest Japanese variety in existence, new or old,

and that I maintain. W. W. Coles is another which
has come well to the front, having obtained premier
honours several times. Well-developed blooms
have such a taking appearance, the bright red and
gold edging of the florets is so attractive as to win
favourable comments. Mons. Bernard is another
which has occupied the position of premier in ex-

hibitions this season. The colour is so striking in

fully developed blooms as to always please the
general public when this variety is selected. Stan-
stead White is another favourite. Good flowers of

this exhibit much depth of floret with a well-filled

centre, and as this sort is a little more difficult to

obtain than some it really deserves the distinction.

Etoile de Lyon has not taken such a foremost
position as last year in the premier bloom awards.
The colour has not been so well kept, neither have
the blooms exhibited that fulness which they had in

1890.—Hants.
Exhibiting Chrysanthemums in America.

— I noticed in a recent number of The Garden a
writer advocating exhibiting Chrysanthemums with
long stems. I wonder this has not been thought
of and acted on before. It has been done in

this country several years. There are yet some of

the old-fashioned flat boxes in which short-stemmed
flowers, which might as well be cut out of paper for

any beauty they exhibit, are shown. At the recent
Chrysanthemum show at Madison Square Garden in

New York the cut flowers were shown in Japanese
vases of various shapes and sizes, some of them
several feet high. In these were shown large
flowers on stems 3 feet and 4 feet long, and Ame-
rican Beauty Roses with like stems. All the Roses
and Carnations were shown in the same way with
long stems dropped loosely into vases. Several
hundreds of these vases were shown by a dealer in

Japanese goods. The arrangement of the show
was excellent, all the large plants being arranged
in beds on the floor and the II at appearance broken
up by groups and mixtures of Palms and other fine-

foliaged plants. One bed was filled with Mme. Crozy
Canna in pots in full flower, showing what an excel-

lent thing these dwarf Cannas are, not only for out-
side decoration in summer, but also for late autumn
and winter use in pots under glass.—JAS. Taplin,
Mayn-ood, N.J., ir.S.A.

Late Chrysanthemums. — Another season's
trial has confirmed the high opinion I formed of

M. E. A. Carri( re, Leon Frache, L. Canning, Jlrs.

Falconer Jameson, and W. W. Coles as being
worthy of cultivating largely for the supply of late

blooms. The former when cultivated on the ortho-
dox three-bloom system is a creamy white, deeply
tinted with blush, but grown to give late flowers in
quantity the blooms are pure white. The second named
is even now not so white as the former, having
more colouring both in large blooms as well as in

the smaller ones grown in a mass anyhow ; as all are
not required to be pure white, a greater variety is

obtained. The flowers of L. ('anning are pure
white, reminding one somewhat of those of Elaine
when grown with a number of shoots to each plant.
This is a splendid variety. W. W. Coles, bright
terra-cotta edged with gold, is always admired, and
BO is the orange-bronze of Mrs. Falconer Jameson.

From these two latter large blooms may be secured
in the ordinary way, afterwards side-growths will

spring from the nodes below ; each will give at

least three useful flowers. Another system may be
pursued with regard to the others ; train the plants
with the usual three shoots after the first or natural
break, made some time during May or early in

June. When the crown-bud forms in the point
of each shoot, instead of taking it in the usual
manner, by removing all growths which are
made consequent on the check which the
growths receive by the formation of a flower-bud
in the point of the shoot, the opposite treatment
must be adopted by pinching out the flower-buds
and allowing all shoots to develop ; each one will

give from three to six neat, though small blooms,
which will be found exceedingly useful for cutting
about Christmas. This plan of managing the plants
has several advantages over the ordinary bush-
grown method. A greater number can be accom-
modated, and either single blooms or spikes of
blossom can be cut, and in the latter form, often
more serviceable. Our plants are standing now in

vineries and Peach houses which are at rest, and
consequently quite cool, a temperature which suits

these late-flowering plants nicely.—E. M.

LATE-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
The exhibition of Chrysanthemums held at the
Aquarium on the 0th and 10th of the present
month afforded a good opportunity of noting the
best of the late- flowering varieties, and was of great
service to those who desire a quantity of those
beautiful flowers for Christmas, as it was there
easy to select the most suitable kinds for that pur-
pose. The bulk of those shown belonged to some
of the various subdivisions into which the Japan-
ese section is now split up, and as the white-
flowered kinds are most sought after, I will men-
tion them first. The massive flowers of that much-
named variety Lady Trevor Lawrence, known also
as Mrs. Beale and Robert Bottomley, were very
prominent, and all things taken into consideration,

it is the finest of the large-flowered Japanese for
late blooming. The petals of this are very broad,
especially the outer ones. This variety belongs to

the Japanese incurved section, in which group are
also included some more of the late-flowered kinds.

A much smaller flower than this last is Princess
Blanche, of at the most not more than medium
size, but with this, as with the preceding, the
freshness of the blooms compared favourably with
some of the others that were shown. Not only
were these two varieties the best of the white-
flowered Japanese at the above exhibition, but on
January 8 and ',t of the present year they stood out
with equal prominence. The Japanese varieties

with white flowers were, however, by no means
confined to these two, for fine blooms of the follow-
ing were noted : Shasta, an American variety with
long tubular petals, giving it a very distinct appear-
ance ; Pelican, a good variety for late blooming

;

Meg Merrilies, a huge weird-looking flower ; Ethel,
with curiously upright petals of the purest white,
but the centre of the flower is dark, which detracts
from its value ; Mrs. H. Cannell, which would no
doubt be more often grown if the constitution of

the plant was more robust; Stanstead White, well
shown earlier in the season ; and Avalanche, to

which the same remark will apply. Mrs. Glad-
stone, one of Mr. Owen's English-raised seedlings,

is a fine creamy white flower of the Japanese re-

flexed class, while a couple of new varieties espe-
cially noted were E. D. Adams, a very large flower
with broad strap like petals, to which a certificate

was awarded ; and Mile. Marie Kecoma, of which
a plant about a yard high was shown by Mr. Can-
nell. The solitary flower was very large, with long
white quilled jietals, which were flattened out and
forked at the tips. This variety bids fair to be an
acquisition to the lover of huge flowers.

Yellow and yellowish flowers were strongly repre-
sentee! by such kinds as W. 11. Lincoln, whicli was
shown in good condition in October, November,
and now again in the present month

; Harry E.
Widener, that came with a great reputation from

the States, which bids fair to be maintained ; Mr.
Ralph Brocklebank, a yellow sport from Meg Mer-
rilies ; Thunberg, one of Messrs. Veitch's direct im-

portations from Japan ; Yellow Dragon, among the
oldest of all the Japanese section ; Mrs. Francis
A. Spaulding, nankeen-yellow, a prominent prize-

winner in America
;
Mr. J. S. Fogg, chrome-yellow,

one of the very best ; Kioto, somewhat in the way
of Thunberg, bnt more massive and of a deeper
colour ; E. G, Hill, a broad-petalled incurved flower

of an amber colour ; Sunflower, well known as a
good yellow ; Duchess of Albany (of Delaux) deep
orange ; Danae, yellow and red ; Mrs. H J. Jones, the

yellow sport from Ethel ; and Gloriosum, one of the

earliest varieties sent here from America, with
narrow tubular petals of a pale yellow colour.

Among the numerous Japanese varieties other

than whites and yellows, especial mention must be
made of Mrs. E. W. Clarke, a closely incurved

flower with broad petals of an amaranth-purple
colour, but very much lighter on the reverse side

;

Madame Alfred Carriere, a light flower tinged with

pink, sometimes almost white ; Violet Rose, as its

name implies, violet and rose ; Mrs. A. H. Neeve,
blush, a beautifully shaped flower with long droop-

ing florets ; W. W. Coles, bright red ; Budget, a red

and yellow flower with broad upright petals, one of

Mr. Owen's English raised seedlings ; and Lizzie

Cartledge, which was shown in quantity. The petals

are of moderate width, the centre ones partially in-

curved, while those around the outside droop in a
very pleasing manner. The colour is deep pink,

with a lighter centre. This is an American variety

that has attained high honours in the States. In

continuing the list of Japanese I especially noted

M. Freeman, purplish rose; Garnet, rich crimson;

R. C. Kingston, rich purple, very telling ; Mile.

Marie Hoste, white, flushed with rose, the petals

broad and regularly reflexed, one of the very best

;

Edwin Lonsdale, deep velvety purple, very dark

;

and Leon Frache, delicate pink. Etoile de Lyon,

too, showed that it is well adapted for late flower-

ing, as some of the blooms were very fine ; while

Louis Boehmer, of which we have seen such a

number of flowers this season, was again very no-

ticeable.

Incurved blooms mainly consisted of the different

members of the Princess Teck family, which were
shown in such a condition as to well illustrate their

great value where late blooms are required. The
varieties that have originated from Princess Teck,

sent out as long ago as 1868, are now numerous,

there being Hero of Stoke Newington, rose-pink ;

Mrs. Norman Divis, rich golden-yellow ; Charles

Gibson, a kind of cinnamon-bronze, which originated

from that immediately preceding ; while Lady
Dorothy, a sport from Hero of Stoke Newington, is

very like it ; Lord Eversley is a pure white form of

Princess Teck, the typical kind being suffused with

pink ; and lastly, Rivelyn, a spot from Mrs. Norman
Davis, was shown by Mr. Owen, and a certificate

awarded it. It is a fine massive flower of a rich

golden bronze tint. Another good incurved variety

for late blooming which was shown in considerable

numbers is Miss Marcchaux, sent out in the same
year and by the same raiser (Pethers) as Princess

Teck. This is a very compact flower of the purest

white. The habit of the plant is tall, but for cut

flowers it is very valuable. Several fresh blooms of

the amber- coloured Barbara were also shown and
very neat and pretty they looked.

Among the more noticeable reflexed flowers were

the Christines, white, pink, and golden ; CuUing-

fordi, brilliant crimson ; Julie Lagravfcre, dark red
;

and Putney George, of a lighter tint than CuUing-

fordi.

Of Anemones, the two white-flowered varieties,

Flenr de Marie and Miss Margaret, were very good,

and so was Gliick, golden yellow ; while A. J.

Booker, a rich crimson-coloured flower shown by
Mr. Owen, promises to be an acquisition for late

blooming. The pretty little pure-white button-like

pompon Snowdrop was well shown, and so was
Perle des Beautiis, rich crimson. This last is not

very generally known, but for blooming at this

season it is one of the best of the pompon section.

Several single-flowered varieties were shown, and of

them the large golden-coloured flowers of Admiral
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Sir T. Symonds stood out very conspicuous. Other
varieties scarcely to be included under any of the
above headings are Golden Gem, a bronzy-yellow
reflexed flower of medium size, and Boule de Neige,
somewhat in the same way, but with pure white
blossoms. These last two are invaluable where late

flowers are re'jaired. In conclusion, I will just men-
tion those two singular varieties, Mrs. James Carter
and Alice Carter, in which the petals, though
numerous, are reduced to almost thread-like dimen-
sions. T.

Good varieties for walls. — Those persons
who cultivate Chrysanthemums on walls would do
well to plant the following sorts, which are at this

date (December 10) in capital condition, in spite of
the long continued showery weather, which is all

against long keeping of the blooms. Part of our
wall faces south, the remainder east, both positions
biing alike suitable for the growth of the plants.
When looking at these to-day (December 12), I

wondered how it was that more Chrysanthemums
are not planted at the foot of walls ; they not only
brighten that part of the garden, but provide cut
flowers when the bulk of the inside plants have
ce.a9ed to bloom. Etoile de Lyon is one of the best,
growing this year but 4 feet high ; it has kept its

foliage the best of all among a large number of
sorts. The flowers are freely produced, pale pink
ia colour. One plant of Gloriosum covers a space
I) feet high and 4 feet wide, with foliage and
flowers ; the latter are not large, but of a useful
size, of a bronzy yellow shade of colour. Hamlet
is only just op3ning its blossoms, the colour of
which is reddish brown. L. Canning, pure white, of
dwarf growth, is one of the best for late flowering

;

the blooms are really well formed on outside plants.

—S. P. H.

Large Japanese Chrysantliemums.—Could
you kindly inform me through The Gabden if any
record of the size of the largest blooms of Japan-
ese Chrysanthemums has been taken, and if so,

could you give the measurement '. Has one ever
been grown to measure 15 inches across ?—J. H.

*,* It would be very difliault indeed to give the
size in this section of the largest blooms that have
been grown, there are so many ways of measuring
them. Take, for instance, a well-developed bloom
of Boule d'Or ; the longest florets will sometimes
hang down fully 8 inches from the centre or crown
of the flower. Suppose there was a corresponding
floret on the opposite side of the same bloom, these
stretched out quite horizontally would make that
flower 16 inches in diameter, which would be a very
fallacious method of recording the size of any
bloom. Take, again, flowers of Etoile de Lyon de-
veloped from very early crown buds. This variety
gives the largest blooms of any sort that I am
acquainted with. Such flowers will have numerous
quill-like florets around their base, which will ex-
tend in some instances several inches farther than
the bulk of the florets ; if such blooms are measured
from one extreme side to the other, no matter how
flat or thin they may be in the middle, I have no
doubt whatever but that they would measure li^

inches across. The largest blooms that I ever re-

member to have seen were of this variety. They
were staged at the Chrysanthemum conference at
Chiswick by Messrs. Cannell and Sons. I should
say they quite reached the size here first quoted.
But their mere size was the only quality they pos-
sessed, having many quill-like florets. A typical
bloom of this variety should have none, in the
case of irregularly petalled kinds, it is not well to
take the extreme outside size, but to take a fair
average measurement consistent with the depth of
the flower. I saw blooms this season of Viviand
Morel which measured li inches in diameter and
6 inches in depth, which is large enough for any
purpose.—E. Moly'NBUx.

Chrysanthemum Anatole Cordonnier.—
This Japanese variety (the one sent out by La-
croix in 18«8 and distinct from that raised by
D^laux) promises to be a capital sort for outdoor
growth. I first noted it in the garden of the enthu-
siast whose name it bears in Roubaix when there

in November, 1889. As an experiment, in March
of this year I planted at the base of a wall with
an eastern aspect two stools which had flowered

inside the season before. The first two or three
blooms are now open (December 12). Any amount
of bads are ready to burst, and plenty not yet
arrived at that stage; the foliage is just a little

bit bad at the base, but otherwise it is in first-rate

condition. The defect in that respect is owing,
I fancy, to its receiving too much liquid manure
on several occasions throughout the season. I

shall give these two plants some temporary pro-

tection in the event of a sharp frost just to see

how long we can have Chrysanthemums flowering
outside. Owing to the aspect being an easterly

one, the plants do not suffer from the effects of

the strong south-westerly winds we have lately

had so full a share of, accompanied, too, with such
heavy showers as the plants growing against a
south wall have experienced. The colour of the
flowers is salmon, suffused with lilac-rose, the
florets being long and flat.—E. Molyneux.

IS-i". This season I saw it shown in capital con-

dition, thus proving that after over fifty years' epst-

eiice this variety is still able to take its place in a
pubUo competition. The colour, rose-lilac, is pleasing

and is not excelled by any in that shade even yet.

There is something very attractive in the warm tint

of rose which accompanie.s the liUe.— P^. M.

Grafted Chrysanthemums.—In reference to

the inquiry by Mr. G. J. Cloke on p. 5:U, it may be

useful for him to refer his friend to the Yokohama
Gardeners' Association, Yokohama, Japan. It was
from the catalogue of that association, published

this year, that I quoted in my article under this

heading in a former issue. I trust the information

may be of service, and that Mr. Cloke's friend will

be able to give us some particulars concerning the

curious instances of Japanese skiU in this method
of cultivation which is alluded to.

—

Chbysanth.

DETERIORATION OF JAPANESE VARIETIES.

There is no denying the fact that many varieties

in this section are not nearly so good in quality
now as they were when flrst introduced and for a
few years afterwards. It is very difficult to ac-
count for this. Some persons may say it is owing
to the mode of culture adopted to produce the
large blooms necessary to win prizes, high feeding
and the treatment the plants receive having a ten-
dency to weaken the constitution of the particular
variety. I have proved this not to be the case, as
plants of the same variety, grown from cuttings
which were taken from plants that had never
been subjected to high culture, failed to produce
any more satisfactory results than those the cuttings
of which had been taken in the ordinary manner
from plants grown the season previously under a
high pressure. Take, for instance, Mme. C. Audi-
guier, which was introduced by Marrouch in 1879,
hardly a representative bloom has been seen for
the last four years. This variety when first intro-

duced was regarded as the finest Japanese variety
then in existence. I expect I shall be told it is

not these varieties which deteriorate, it is the ad-
vent of new and improved kinds which appear to

make the older sorts so much interior to the newer
ones, but from personal recollection the size and
form are not nearly so good to-day as in times
past. Not only are the florets narrower, but they
reflex so much instead of gracefully and loosely
incurving like loose basket-work. Belle Paule,
also introduced by Marrouch in 1881, affords

another instance of deterioration, perhaps more
striking than the former variety, as certainly
fewer blooms have been seen of this than of

Mme. C. Audiguier. Seldom do we see blooms now
which possess sufficient colour to make them cha-
racteristic of those seen during the autumn of

1882 and four following years. Poor, washed-out
flowers now take the place of those previously ad-
mired so much. During a somewhat lengthy tour
among 'the autumn exhibitions this season, I but
once saw a really good bloom of Belle Paule. I

might go on quoting many other sorts which show
the same deterioration, but sufficient has been said

to draw attention to a regrettable fact. Can any
cultivator suggest a remedy whereby such once
sterling sorts may be recuperated, as it were, and
returned to their respective positions in the lists

of selected varieties J S. P. H.

SHORT NOTES.—CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

Chrysanthemum E. G. Hill.—This Japanese
variety is certainly worthy the attention of cultivators

of large blooms, especially those who require thorn

just a little after the middle of November. I have
now before me (December 10) a fresh bloom of this,

which is quite full and solid in the centre, the florets

fl-it or rilibon-shaped, the colour a rich orange-yellow
shaded with red, especially at the base and on the re-

verse of the florets.—E. M.

Chrysanthemum Nonpareil.—This incurved

variety was introduced by Freestone as far back as

MARKET GARDEN NOTES.
The weather has of late been very much against

market garden work, as far as getting on the land

is concerned, for although we are fortunate in hav-

ing a light sou that dries on the surface rapidly,

the downpours of rain have been too continuous,

and a good deal of land is really under water.

J'ortunately, there is little work of a very pressing

nature on hand, and the continued absence of frost

has given more time for getting all tender crops

under cover. The experience of last winter has
made growers more careful in protecting crops that

are of doubtful hardiness, and although it is so

mild, preparations have been made for any similar

visitation.

Beoccoli.—The Autumn Giant and Winter
Protecting varieties of Broccoli continue to be

sent into market in very fine condition ; even the

latest planted crops are turning in well, and there

ia every prospect of an abundant supply for Christ-

mas, as large quantities of these with heads fit

for cutting are being dug up and laid in closely

together where some protection can be given

should frost set in. Early and late spring Broccoli

have grown very luxuriantly during the protracted

wet mild weather, and many growers are layering

their crops, not only to protect them, but to give

the growth a check, for if intense frost were to set

in now that the soil is full of water, the probabili-

ties are that the losses would be even more serious

than last year, when the soil was exceptionally dry.

The latest planted crops on poor soil that are short-

legged and sturdy seldom suffer in the open fields,

even when garden crops are cut off.

White Tdenips are now in fine condition for

market, the season having been exceptionally

favourable to an unchecked growth ; consequently

they are of unusually good quality.

Savoys, Brussels Sprouts, Cabbage, and all kinds

of winter green crops are now abundant and prices

moderate.

Seakale is now being sent into market in good
condition in limited quantities, the demand being

slack, owing to the abundance of other good vege-

tables, but large supplies are being prepared for

Christmas, when the demand usually exceeds the

supply.

MusHBOOMS are realising good prices, although

they are much more largely grown every year. The
making up of fresh beds has been going on briskly

of late, as during the spring months the highest

prices are obtainable.

Rhubaeb is now coming in plentifully, and suc-

cessional crops are being got in. With a good sup-

ply of strong roots. Rhubarb can very easily be had
in quantity.

Pits asd fbames are now filled with salad, but

thus far the protection from frost has been little

needed.

Cauliflower and Lettuce plants in frames

or handlights are growing freely, and need plenty

of ventilation and attention to keep off slugs. Stir-

ring the surface soil and dusting with soot and
lime need frequent attention.

Potato sets for the early crops under glass are

now being sprouted in boxes ready for planting,
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and the pits and frames are being prepared for
their reception. Potatoes are mostly grown in large
light pits with hot-water pipes ronnd them, and a
crop of early Radishes is sown on the surface
directly they are planted and cleared o£E before the
Potatoes make much top-growth.
Fhuit oaedens are being better done than for-

merly. The pruning is now being pushed on while
the weather is mild, and planting of young trees
is being extensively carried out, both in filling up
existing orchards and making new ones. Late
sorts of Apples, such as Welhngton, Lane's Prince
Albert, Lord Derby and others, are in most favour
at present

; also Damsons and late Plums. Fruit
being sent to market now is mostly confined to
Apples, Pears, and Grapes. Of Apples the best are
Cockle Pippin, Cox's Orange, and Blenheim Orange

;

and for cooking, Wellington, Deux Ans, Lord
Derby, and New Hawthornden, which are excep-
tionally fine this season, and are now realising re-
munerative prices.

Pbabs are getting scarce, at least really good
samples, Winter Nelis, Josephine de Malines, and
Chanmontel being the principal dessert sorts. Good
samples of Catillac for stewing are always in re-
quest after this date.
Cut flowbbs for Christmas consist mostly of

late Chrysanthemums, scarlet Geraniums, Callas,
Roman Hyacinths, Ice, pot plants of Heaths, Pri-
mulas, Hyacinths, Tulips, and fine-foliaged plants
in great variety. j. Gboom.

6/osj}ort.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Iris Bakeriana.—Messrs. Laing and Sons, of
Forest Hill, send us some flowers of this charming
early-flowering Iris, introduced by Max Leichtlin.
The yellow streak in the falls is very conspicuous in
the flowers sent. Its nearest ally is, no doubt, I.
reticulata, the formation of the flowers being some-
what similar. In colour and markings it, however,
comes very near to I. cyanea, and will be found
valuable for sheltered nooks on the rockery. A
plate of this appeared in Thk Garden, May 17
1890, p. 462.

Narcissus canariensis, flowering just now, is
very beautiful, and though the blooms are small,
they are pure white and a fair quantity of bunches
is produced from each good bulb. To compare
this Narcissus with the other Tazetta forms, under
which latter species it is placed in Baker's
" Amaryllideas," would not by any means favour N.
canariensis, but it has the merit of flowering now,
and that against a wall in the open air, and this is
certainly in its favour. Like most of the more
tender species, it will be found to do well against
a south wall, and the bulbs rarely suffer if planted
deep enough.

Vacoinium erythrinum.—Although coming
from Java, this seems to be hardier than it is
supposed to be. A specimen here 8 feet high in a
cold house with pot protected passed unscathed
through several degrees of frost last winter. Al-
though "B." says it requires to be of good size
before it blooms, this plant has done so for several
years, and some of the flowers are succeeded by
small black fruits, from which I have endeavoured
to raise plants, but have failed. I notice that the
Admiral butterfly is particularly fond of the nectar,
and if there is one in the vicinity it is sure to find
out the Vaocinium. Another similar species to
this I once had, V. RoUiasoni, differing chiefly in
the shape of the leaves.— J. M., C/iariiiiint/i, JJur.vf,

Calandrinia oppositifolia.—On page 185 of
Tub Gahden " K. J." is greatly in error in describ-
ing this as an annual. As a matter of fact, it is a
true perenr.ia), if living four years can constitute a
])lant as such. " E. J." also speaks of it as being
of easy culture in any and every t,wden, which I
very much doubt. It is at present a very rare
plant. The only means of increase at present
known to me is by seeds, and though these ripen
freely, a large percentage of the seedlincs never
live through the first ye vr. Its h-irdin-s is un

doubted, but ts culture, though comparatively
easy, cannot be carried on successfully in any
and every garden. The sterling quality of this
lovely new plant is my only excuse for troubling
you with this note.— K.

Iris Histrio.—This, one of the most lovely of the
winter-flowering Irises, is in bloom in many gardens.
Winter-flowering Irises are by no means numerous,
but when such gems as this are seen in bloom on a
dull December day, it makes one wish that more
attention was paid to them. AU who have a cold
house should make a point of having plenty of this
Iris, for nothing in mid-winter can vie with it. We
mention a cold house advisedly, not because the
plant is not sufficiently hardy to endure our average
winters, but because it would be cruel to expose
such a floral treasure to all the dangers to which
it may be subjected at its usual flowering time.
Grown in pots in sandy loam or peat and loam, it

may be introduced to the cool conservatory just at
flowering time.

Chrysanthemum Robert Owen.—All who
are in search for Chrysanthemums with massive
blooms of gigantic proportions will certainly find
all they desire in the above variety. Apart
from its mere size, the shining golden bronze of its

flowers will find many admirers, the more so as it is

an English-raised seedling, and by the bloom ex-
hibited by Mr. Robert Owen at the Drill Hall on
the 8th inst. visitors could see and judge for
themselves. This is said to be the result of a cross
between Sarah Owen and an American variety. Mr.
Owen has shown us what may be done in this
country by raising seedlings, and a few such varie-
ties as the above will suffice to show the needless-
ness of resorting to French or American raisers of
this flower.

A Carnation curiosity.—A curious instance
of growth sport in a Carnation was exhibited by
Mr. Fry, of Lewisham, at the Drill HaU on the
8th inst. A short time since Mr. Fry, who annually
raises a few Carnations from seed, discovered what
at first sight appeared to have been an oversight
when potting off the plants, and in this particular
instance two plants had apparently been potted off
together. Eventually, however, when an attempt
was made to separate the two supposed plants, it

was found that it was only one plant, there being
above the tuft of roots about three-quarters of an
inch of a single stem, which then made two
branches. Each of these branches assumed a
totally distinct habit, the grass in the one being
short and very compact, while that of the other was
long and sparse with a bluish grey tint. I have no
doubt Mr. Fry will watch this curious freak, and
that we shall hear more of its behaviour when
flowering time comes round.

Vitis heterophylla humulifolia.—If those
of your readers who are desirous of fruiting this
climber can give it the mere protection of glass,
their wishes will be gratified. Although quite
hardy, it is only on favoured spots that it can be
depended on to repay its cultivation by fruiting in
the open air. Thus treated here in the corner of
an nnheated Peach house, it flourishes and fruits
every year regardless of exterior influences. There
are several other similar plants deemed hardy, and
as far as growing in summer and surviving the
winter are so, but they rarely flower or fruit
satisfactorily. Amongst these are Berberidopsis
corallina and Cocculus caroliniatus, a pretty
twiner which battles me. It is growing here by
the side of the Vitis and seems to prosper well.
The flowers, which are quite insignificant, are pro-
duced every year, but they have never been suc-
ceeded by the scarlet berries. As even under
glass the flowers appear late, it seems our longest
summers are not suflioient for its wants.—J. M.,
CItarnioiith, Dorset.

Primula Forbesi (Franchet).—At the last
meeting of the scientific committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society M. Vilmorin exhibited grow-
ing plants and cut blooms of this new species.
It was discovered by the Abbi^ Delavay in
the province of Yunnan, China, growing wild in

marshes and Rice fields, where it is practically an
annual. The plants were raised from seed received
from the Abb6, and under cultivation this Primula
proves to be a most perpetual bloomer. It much
resembles P. oboonica in the succession of fiower-
stems, but otherwise is quite unlike it in appear-
ance. The flower-stems are very slender, and bear
several (three to six) whorls of flowers, which, in-
dividually, resemble those of P. farinosa. It has
produced but few seeds as yet, possibly requiring
a high temperature. It does well in a cool
house. The specimens appear to be all of the
long-styled form, which may possibly account for
the paucity of seed. The growing plants were
presented by M. Vilmorin to Kew and to the Horti-
cultural Society.

Narcissus monophyllus, the most charming
of all the Hoop-petticoats, is now in full flower.

The secret in growing this is early planting io
pans of light sandy soil, keeping in a cool frame
until the buds show, and then removing into heat
to open i,he flowers. The best and firmest bulbs
should be chosen, and they should never be allowed
to want for water when once started A succession
from now until March may be had by bringing
them forward to the heated house every fortnight,
and by planting batches about every ten days.—K.

Several masses of this exhibited by Mr.
Ware at the Drill Hall on the 8th inst. afforded
ample proof of its value as a winter-flowering
plant. Each pan contained some four or five

dozen fully expanded flowers, while numerous buds
were developing. The pure white glistening blossoms
are always admired. As a button-hole flower it is

very useful. Apart from this, however, its greatest
value is for home decoration. If given the pro-
tection of a cold house or frame, this charming
Narciss may be had in perfection for a long time.
Its requirements are very simple, as the plant
grows freely in sandy, well - drained loam, and
large bulbs yield quite a profusion of their dainty
flowers.—E. J.

Begonia rosea floribunda.—Although there
have been of late years many excellent forms of

Begonias produced by artiflcial crossing, this ap-
pears to have been almost exclusively limited to

the tuberous and fine-foliaged varieties. It is

only recently that the plants belonging to the
semperflorens section have been taken in hand,
and that principally by French growers, who have
improved the race to such an extent, that there

are now nearly all the intermediate shades be-

tween the pure white of B. semperflorens and the

bright red of B. semperflorens atropurpurea, or

as it is also known on the Continent, B. semper-
florens de Vernon. The plants belonging to this

section are valuable for bedding as well as for

pot cultivation, as they all are of a dwarf and
compact habit, their foliage, of a bright green
colour and of a glossy nature, forming a very

pleasing contrast to their flowers, and as they
seldom exceed 9 inches in height they are useful

for edgings. The first break in the section was
made by Mons. Bruant, who raised and sent out 15.

Bruanti, known also on the Continent as B. picta-

vensis, probably on account of its having originated

at Poitiers. Another plant, in all respects similar

to that one, was sent out a little later by Mr. W.
Bull under the name of Princess Beatrice. Then
came B. Carrieri, of a pale pinkish colour when
flowering outt-ide. Last year 13. semperflorens atro-

purpurea was tried on a large scale, and with the
best possible results, as an outdoor decorative plant.

One distinct colour (bright uniform pink), however,
was still missing, and this long-felt want is now
supplied by the variety which was raised by Mons.
Welker, of Li Celle, St. Cloud, and sent out by
MM. Cappe et fils, of Vesinet, Seine - et - Oise,

France, under the name of B. rosea floribunda. The
colour of the flowers of this at this time of the year
is of a pale pink, but outdoors in the summer it

compares favourably with that of the popular B.

weltoniensis. It will no doubt prove a most useful
plant, and in certain cases and situations will

supersede the pink bedding Geranium, especially

in wet seasons and in places exposed to the wind.
—Ramulkh.
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musa bas.joo.

This, which I had first five or six years ago

from Messrs. Veitch under tlie name of M. ja-

ponica, is a very interesting variety on account

of its comparative liardincss. My predeces-

sors (MM. Thibaut and Keteleer, late of

Sceaux) planted it out and used to protect it

in winter bj' placing leaves round the bottom.

It grew nicely every spring, throwing up more
shoots every year, and two years ago one

plant was of large size. At the Chateau de

Franconville, the residence of M. le Due de

Massa, a young specimen which had been

planted out in spring, 1890, in a very ex-

posed, sloping part of the park withstood the

developed ; it is of robust habit, the leaves from 1

foot to IS inches in length. Its chief beanty is

that of the rich deep pink bracts upon the lower
portion of the flower-spike ; these last for months in

full beauty. I grew it some years ago, but it is

not often met with, although it is a decidedly
novel as well as ornamental plant. jYj. fulgens is

an older and more commonly grown variety, being
very useful indeed when it is in flower during the
summer. This plant may be grown in a house
where the temperature does not fall below 45' in

the winter. This kind has bright scarlet bracts

and scarlet flowers tipped with blue. It is distinct

from M. discolor, which is destitute of bracts, the
flowers in this instance being darker also. These
are all increased by suckers, as in the case of Pines,

but compared with these, vEchmeas do not root so

freely.—G. H.

Sonerila margaritacea.—This and the several

varieties of it with various coloured leafage are, as

fine-foliaged plants, very attractive and interesting.

They should not be thought of less importance be-

Muaa Basjoo iu the opou air in France. Engraved for The Garden from a photo sent by M. J. SaUier.

last severe winter, protected as I said before.

Last summer the same plant had developed

several leaves.

The engraving given herewith represents a

fine plant which grew in my garden during last

summer, and althotigh tlie leaves liave been cut

down by the slight frosts, the stem, still in a

good state of preservation, keeps on pushing a

young central leaf. The plant has now been
protected. This species lias already flowered

in a winter garden near Paris, and I lieard

lately tliat several fruits .seem to be ripening.

When grown under glass it is one of the

most vigorous of Musas. The flowering plants

referred to are from 15 feet to 18 feet in

height. This Musa is easily propagated by
means of its numerous oft'sets.

J. Sallibr.

Tlie Nurseries, Ncuillij, Paris.

iEchmeas.—These are close allies of the Bill-

bergias, and are well worth growing in any stove.

M. Marise ReginE is a lovely plant when fully

cause they are of dwarf growth and the leaves com
paratively small. The type named i.bove has dark
green leaves, spotted with ivory-white. The varie-

ties differ, some being suffused with a silvery colour,

as in S. m. argentea, whilst in that of S. m. mefal-
lica it is of a darker shade. These plants find a
congenial home in a moist stove, and look well as

margins to the taller plants; theystrikefreelyenough
in the spring. When this work is performed, the

best plan is to insert four or five cuttings in a small
pot and grow them on as they are. As dwarf-flower-

ing plants they are very pretty indeed, their flowers

in several instances being produced quite freely

during the late autumn from plants struck as indi-

cated. The colours vary from lilac to rose, and con-
tinue some time in good condition. It is as flower-

ing plants I would draw attention to them now
more particularly. I do not say that they are very
showy or fit for cutting in quantity, but for small
vases or for grouping together they are decidedly
effective, and afford a change to the usual run of

plants. \\'hen used in a cut state, the best way is

to take off the shoots nearly down to the pots

;

in this way they would be very useful in dwarf
table arrangements with such plants as Fittonia

argyroneura.—G.

Tillandsias.—There are some few of these

Bromeliads that are very ornamental as well as

useful in the decoration of the stove. T. Lindeni
is one of the finest of all, with its rich deep blue
flowers and a pure white eye. It is a plant that

requires careful treatment and should not be
over-watered at the roots, especially when not
in active growth. I have seen a fine plant go
wrong in an unaccountable manner, but I am
disposed to think that too much moisture at

the root was the cause. This plant varies some-
what. There are good varieties and bad varieties

of it, that is, in comparison with each other, but
all are worth cultivating in spite of the variation.

It should be kept at the driest end of the stove

and no water in the way of drip allowed to settle

upon it, so as to reach the heart of the plant.

Failing a good position, I would advise that
it be suspended from the roof, but within easy
reach. Tillandsia splendens is another beautiful

variety both as a foliage plant and when its flower-

scape is put np, generally during the winter, this

being of a brilliant scarlet colour. The individual

flowers are yellow and insignificant. Care should
be taken of the seed, from which a good stock of

plants can be raised. Well-developed plants of

good size whilst in 2i.inch pots are useful for de-

coration, or when larger in i!-inch or 4-inch pots.

T. Zahni (syn. , Caraguata Zahni) makes a distinctly

ornamental plant for the dinner-table, being one
of those which look well when associated with
silver ornaments. It should not be over-potted,

otherwise the growth will be too strong as a table

plant. T. hieroglyphica is a strong-growing va-

riety, and one that requires a good amount of room
to grow it to perfection. Its dark green foliage is

banded with dark violet or almost black, and has
markings after its name. T. musaica has rather

broad leaves compared with their length. It is a
handsome plant when of medium size, the colour

of its leaves being dark green, marked with yel-

lowish green. These are amongst the best for

cultivation in the usual way amongst stove plants,

all being useful and ornamental.— H.

BLANDFORDIAS.
These plants are far too scarce in gardens. That
they are decidedly attractive will be readily ad-

mitted when either of the varieties may happen to

be shown whilst in flower, for there will be sure to

be admirers, and rightly so, for such beautiful and
interesting plants. They require more careful at-

tention than do some plants ; hence probably they
may at times suiter for want of that treatment

necessary to grow them well. My own observa-

tion leads me to think that failure occurs more
often than not in keeping the soil too dry whilst

the plants are inactive or partially so. I do not
think they should be rigorously dried off, as in

some cases, for although classed as bulbous plants,

they do not altogether come under the same head
as Hyacinths, Tulips, &c,, and will not in my
opinion endure so severe 'a course of treatment.

Some advise that they should be laid on their sides

under stages and the like, but they are far too

valuable for such positions. I would rather keep

them standing up and where under closer observa-

tion, as upon a shelf where there is no probability

of drip, but where some attention to them could

be given to guard against excessive drought.

When potted, fibrous peat and turfy loam should

be used, but more of the former than the latter; to

this should be added a good amount of silver sand

or mortar rubble and some lumpy-charcoal. The pot-

ting ought to be done in a firm manner, for I do not

consider shaking out needful every season nor at any

time if the roots that have not died off are found to

be healthy. At no time is an e.^cess of water required
;

treat them rather as if they were New Holland

plants, that ought not either to be too dry or too

moist at the root. The temperature of the ordinary

greenhouse will suit them very well, avoiding too

airy a spot or cold currents of air when in growth.

B. Cunninghami is one of the finest species, being

at the same time one of the strongest growers; its

spikes will often produce eighteen or more flowers
;

these are of a coppery-red and yellow at the base.

B. flammea is another excellent variety, more
showy than the preceding, and possessing larger
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flowers, bat it does not grow so tall ; this kind
flowers about August. B. flammea princeps is a

finer form of this species with rich orange-red
flowers, and is somewhat scarce. B. nobilis is

well named ; its flowers are of a rich orange colour
with yellow margins. B. aurea is a distinct kind
with golden yellow llowers, more bell-shaped
than in some varieties. I would recommend these

beautiful Australian plants to the notice of plant

lovers with a farther hint, although I have not
had the chance of trying the experiment myself

—

that is, to give them a trial planted out in sunny and
warm parts in the south of England, covering the

plants with glass during the winter season with
some cocoa fibre as a protecting material also to

prevent frost reaching the roots. I am disposed to

think that if treated in this way some good results

might be obtained, probably better than when under
pot culture. G.

PELARGONIUMS AND GERANIUMS.
These two very distinct gi'oni)s of plants are

very generally cunfduuded by the indiscriminate

application of the name "Geranium" to both.

How erroneou.s this is, the following descrii)tion

of the natural characteristics and tlie ornamen-
tal value of each gr(jup will serve to indicate.

The Geraniums are mostly hardy perennial
plants with annual or deciduous stems. Of
tiie.se, G. plat3r^:ietalum, G. pratense, and G.
sauguineum are very justlj' considered orna-

mental species. There are also a good many
other species which from their intermediate or

nii.xed characteristics might form a separate

.section of Geraniums.
The Pelargoniums, (m the other liand, are

caulescent or somewhat woody plants, almost
all natives of the Cape of Good Hope, and re-

quiring the shelter of a cool house in the cli-

mate of Paris. They may be divided into three

great sections, namely, the zonal Pelargoniums,
with which P. inquiuans is classed, and which
maybe termed the "fleshy" section (carnosa)

;

secondly, the Ivy-leaved(lieder£efolia orpeltata)

;

,and thirdly, the large-flowered kinds (grandi-

fiora). There are also some kinds of an inter-

mediate character, which, however, are all true
Pelargoniums. The Ivy-leaved kinds are espe-

cially grown' in hanging baskets, the zonals

are mostly used for planting out in tlie open
ground, and the large-flowered kinds are

almost always grown in pots. The zonal Pe-
largoniums are so named from the brown,
yellowish, or reddish zone or band with which
the leaves are marked. With these is classed

P. inquinans, because it possesses all their

characteristics with the exce)ition of the zone-

marked leaves. It is also less free-flowering

and is not so generally cultivated. The stems
of all these are of a juicy and very fleshy luiture.

It is the zonal and the Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums
which are most commonly eroneously spoken of

as " Geraniums."

The large-flowered Pelargoniums, however,
are usiuilly called by their right name
of " Pelargonium," perhaps because they
are very distinct in appearance from those
just described. They are very free-flowering

plants, but seldom bloom twice in the year.

Tlieir stems are of a very dry, woody nature,
anil are less cylindrical in form and more slen-

der than those of the previously-mentioTUMl

kinds, 'i'lieir leaves also are much more divided
and far less fleshy in texture, and are never
»one-marked.

—

Revue ITorticole,

Begonia Haageana.—When first introduced
there was a good deal of controversy as to whether
the above name or that of B. Scharffiana was the
correct one, but in any case no difference of

opinion need exist as to its being for winter bloom-

ing one of the most valuable members of the genus.

It is a free- growing plant, quickly forming an
effective specimen, that in general appearance
suggests to a certain extent the old B. metallica.

The blooms of B. Haageana are borne in massive

clusters, which from their weight have a drooping

tendency. They are of a blush tint, and on the

outside studded with large reddish hairs. Not
only do the individual blooms remain in perfection

a very long time, but a succession is maintained
for months together. The different Begonias cer-

tainly contribute their share to the floral display

at this season of the year, as in addition to the

above we have the white-flowered B. Dregei and B.

Carrieri, numerous forms of B. semperflorens, B.

fuchsioides, B. hybrida floribunda, B. ascotensis, B.

manicata, B. nitida, B. insignis, B. corallina, B.

socotrana, and the various hybrids raised there-

from.—H. P.

Asparagus plumosus nanus —We have a
large specimen ot this useful plant carrying a great

number of berries. 1 have counted upwards of

fifty berries on one small branchlet or frond. Al-

together there are several thousands of berries on
the plant. Although this Asparagus frequently

flowers, it is not often that such a fine crop of

seed is obtained. The plant referred to is growing
in one of the Fern houses, and although the
greatest care is taken to give air and keep up a warm
dry atmosphere, all the flowers often drop off,

especially if they open in dull damp weather. We
have one house almost entirely devoted to this

Asparagus, which is grown for cutting from. Here
we sometimes get some blooms, but very rarely any
seed. It seems that some plants flower more
freely than others. I have often noticed this

peculiarity in the common Asparagus (A. offici-

nalis) ; every shoot from one plant will be

loaded with the pretty, bright red, coral-like

berries, while, perhaps, several surrounding plants

will be quite destitute of fruit. This, by the way,
is very effective for decoration and should be more
extensively used than it is. It should be used
while it is quite fresh, as after it has been cut

for some time the leaves fall off even if the berries

hold on. A. plumosus nanus I find lasts much
better if the foliage is not wetted after it is cut;

of course, the stems should go into water, but
where the foliage touches this it soon goes
rotten and makes the water smell very badly.

When properly treated it lasts a long time after it

has been cut, and is on that account a general
favourite for floral decorations and is now much
used in preference to Fern fronds.—H.

Rondeletia speciosa.—A bright and pleasing
feature in the stove is furnished by this pretty

free-flowering shrub, whose little compact heads
of blossoms—something like those of the hybrid
Lantanas — are borne on every shoot. Though
this Rondeletia may be grown into a good-sized

specimen, it will also Ilower well in small pols,

and is then useful for many purposes, or,

liberally treated, it is sufficiently vigorous to be
employed as a screen plant at the end ot the

stove or in a similar position. The blooms, too,

stand well in water after being cut, which in

some places is an important consideration. It is

of easy culture, succeeding well with the treat-

ment given to the general run of stove plants ; while
cuttings of the young growing shoots taken in the

spring strike root without difficulty, and if grown
on freely will form neat little plants by the autumn.
—HP.
Callicarpa purpurea.— This is one of the

very few plants that owes its selection as a subject

for a coloured plate in The Gardkn to the beauty
of its fruit alone, as the flowers are quite insignifi-

cant. The Callicarpa in question is not seen at its

best as a small plant, for it is of a loose, straggling

habit ; but when grown into a good-sized bush, or,

as preferred by some, in the shape of a standard,

the long flexible shoots dispose themselves in a
loose pleasing manner, and form a specimen totally

devoid of any stiffness or formality. The berries,

which are borne in clusters along the greater part

of these shoots, are of a br'ght purple colour and
retain their beauty for a considerable time. This Cal-
licarpa can be turned to account during thn winter

months in association with either foliage or flower-

ing plants. It is very easily propagated, as cuttings

put in during the spring strike as readily as those of

a Fuchsia; indeed, the plants themselves wUl need
much the same treatment, except that they require

rather more heat than these of a Fuchsia do, although
an intermediate structure is warm enough for the
Callicarpa at all seasons. In the case of old plants,

they should, after the berries have dropped, be cut
back hard, and when started in the spring, encou-
raged to grow freely, as it is the long vigorous
shoots produced under such conditions that give the
greatest display of fruit. The coloured plate above
alluded to was given in Vol. XXllI.of The Garden.
—T.

Pleroma elegans.—This fine old melastoma-
ceous plant frequently grows up far too tall, hav-
ing thus a bare and scrubby appearance. Such
plants should be dried off preparatory to being cut
down nearly close to the pot. As soon as they are
well dried up at the root this may be done without
any fear of bleeding to any extent. As soon as the
cuts have healed, the old stools may be restarted

into growth in a moderate w.i,rmi,h. Ir an ordinary
stove temperature cannot be given, a few degrees
lower will not injure the plants. If kept in a moist
place, but little water if any will be required until

the young shoots are fairly on the move. When the
strongest of these are about 3 inches in length it

will be advisable to stop them, so as to obtain a
better and more equable break as a base to form
the future specimen. Cuttings from the tops of
the old shoots should be taken for propagation, and
about 3 inches or a little less in length. These
should be inserted in silver sand and peat in about
equal proportions, with a surface dressing of sand,
the cuttings being placed around the sides of the
pots, these being plunged into those of a larger size,

so that a bell-glass can be fitted between them to

exclude the air. These cuttings will strike in a
minimum temperature of about !H>°, care being
taken not to let them suffer from too much damp.
The Monochaitums belonging to the same race of

plants should not be kept in too cool a house ;
45° at

night is quite low enough in cold weather even.

They should also be in a spot where there is no
excess of cold air to strike upon them, but at the
same time well up to the light.—H.

LUCULIAS AT KEW.
There is no greenhouse plant flowering at this

season which, either in the beauty or fragrance of
its flowers, surpasses Luculia gratissima. In the
greenhouse at Kew there is a large shrub now
flowering most freely. It is some 8 feet in height
by 5 feet in diameter, almost every branch being
terminated by a large truss of bloom. The colour
of the flowers is a pale and delicate rose, each
bloom being about 1 inch in diameter, several

dozen being borne on an inflorescence. They have
also the advantage of a background of handsome
foliage, the leaves being large and deep green.

There are only two species of Luculias in culti-

vation, and as a small plant of the other—L. Pin-
ceana—is also in flower in the same house, an
opportunity is afforded of judging of their respective

merits. So far as general apptarance and effect

go, there is not much to choose between them.
The flowers of L, Pinceana are somewhat paler in

colour and perhaps larger individaally ; the most
noticeable distinction, although it neither adds to

nor detracts from their beauty, is a raised callus at
the base of each petal. The leaves are smaller, of

a darker shade of green, and the network of veins

is closer. Both these specimens are planted out, a
method of culture which is necessary if the plants

are to show their full capabilities. A mi.x-

ture of peat and loam with a liberal addi-

tion of silver sand is the most suitable soil

for them. The ordinary conditions and tempera-
ture of the cool greenhouse sutJu'e for thnm tlirongh-

out the growing season, but after the trusses have
formed in the ends of the shoots a warm buoyant
atmosphere is the best to develop the llowers. One
of the finest examples of L. gratistima I have
ever seen was planted against the back wall of a
Peach house, but although it grew luxuriantly and
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set its bloom in abundance, there was only a small

proportion of flowers that attained perfection.owing

to the cold and somewhat damp conditions of the

house in November and Dacember. "When the

plants have grown as large as is desired they should

be pruned hard back every year shortly after the

floweringseason has passed, and from that time up to

their again starting into growth they should be kept

quite dry. Both species are natives of the moun-
tains of Northern India, L. gratissima having been
introduced in 1823 and its fellow species about

twenty years after. Although Luculias can be
propagated by cuttings, the process is generally a
very slow one ; a more expeditious plan is to obtain,

if possible, imported seeds, plants raised from them
being of quicker growth and sooner making healthy

specimens. W. J. B.

Cytisus filipes.—This beautiful Canary Island

Broom, noted on p. 4S4 as flowering in the temperate

house at Kew, well merits all tliat is there said in

its favour, for it is in growth one of the most
graceful of all greenhouse plants of a shrubby
character. Despite this, however, and the fact that

it was introduced over fifty years ago, it is even
now a very uncommon plant and one quite unknown
to many gardeners. At Kew it has for years been
represented by some good specimens that both grow
and flower well. Seeds are by no means difficult to

obtain, and the young plants raised in this way
grow freely, or it may be grafted on to its allies,

and I once saw a quantity worked on the Liburnum
at about a couple of feet from the pot. They had
formed good sized heads, and treated in this manner
the graceful character of their long slender shoots

was well shown, and they certainly flowered well

so treated. Still, for all this, to grow into a large

permanent specimen I should prefer a plant on its

own roots, either raised from seeds or cuttings.

—

H. P.

Statices.—Any disposition to put up flower-

spikes during the winter should not receive en-

couragement ; all such ought to be pinched out,

neither ought any old ones to remain any longer

upon the plants. Thrips are frequently trouble-

some ; if there are any traces, take measures at

once to get rid of them by fumigation and spong-

ing. Old foliage should be removed, particularly

upon S. profusa, where it is more likely to be dense.

Statices now need only sufficient water to keep
them from suffering. Propagation can be done
very well at this season of the year. Each cutting

should be placed singly in a :!-inch or 2;}-inch pot,

according to its size. Cuttings of the larger grow-
ing kinds should have half of their developed
leaves cut off, so as not to exhaust the cutting.

Placed under bell-glasse.s or handlights in a gentle
warmth they will soon take root, too much heat or

moisture being avoided. Nearly all sand should be
used, the rest being a light loam in preference to

peat or leaf-mould. As soon as rooted, air should
be given gradually. When the pots are well filled

with roots, a small shift can be given with safety

and advantage also. If the plants can still be
kept gently on the move, it will be better than
letting them go straight away to a greenhouse ; at

any rate they must not for some time be exposed
to any cold draughts. The nearer they can be
kept to the glass the better will it be for them, and
any attempt to put up flower-spikes must be pre-

vented.—G. H.

Strelitzia Beginee var. citrina.—Notwith-
standing the striking beauty of Strelitzia Regin;i;,

it is a plant which, except in some of our old-

established gardens, is very unfreqnently met with.

Its proper flowering season is from February to

April, but the variety citrina is now flowering well

in the Palm house at Kew. The chief distinction

of this variety consists in the clear citron-yellow

of the sepals, those of the typical form being of

an orange colour, and considerably darker in shade.

The petals, two of which are joined together and
form a curious organ shaped like a spear-head, are
bright purple—a colour which is rarely seen so
conspicuously in contrast with yellow or orange.
In the Flore i?e.i Strn's tor 18S0 a well-executed
picture is given of a variety called Lemoinieri,

which appears identical with the form now flower-

ing at Kew. The plant from which the plate was
prepared is described as being at that time unique.
The specimen at Kew was brought from the Cape
of Good Hope in 1887. All the forms of S. Regic.i;,

together with the nearly allied species S. parvi-

folia and S. ovata, are of easy cultivation and in-

variably of great beauty. They like ample pot
room for their enormous fleshy roots, and abund-
ance of water during summer. A compost of loam
and sand (to which, if the loam be heavy, a little

fibrous peat may be added) will be found to suit

them all. They like an intermediate or warm
greenhouse temperature. The highly coloured
flowers of S. Reafina; have suggested the popular
name of Bird of Paradise Plant.

STOVE PALMS.
Under this head are included some of the finest

varieties in cultivation, amongst which there are

several that should receive more attention by rea-

son of their noble growth. Given a fairly large

house, particularly a span-roofed one, with good

head-room, these Palms are splendid objects.

Stove Palms may be divided into two sections.

There are those which should be kept all the year
round in the stove, whilst others may be remo\ ed
to cooler houses during the summer season with
safety. This point should not be lost sight of in

selecting plants for growing on. Belonging to the
first-named section are such as Phccnicophorium
seychellarum and Verschaffeltia splendida, two of

the grandest Palms grown when allowed plenty of

room with warmth and moisture. Neither of these
Palms should ever be taken out of the stove to

stand in cooler houses. The only time when they
can be shifted to other quarters is during warm
weather, and then they must not remain more than
a day or two, as, for instance, when taken to an
exhibition. It is useless to attempt to cultivate

these kinds unless during the winter a night tem-
perature of from 1)0° to IJ5° can be maintained. If

often below 60°, the plants will suffer. During the

summer months 70° to H0° will suit them well. In
this temperature, with an abundant supply of

water at the root, they will thrive surprisingly

and develop splendid foliage. Shading ought
to be freely employed, as they are sensitive to in-

jury by scalding, good clear glass that is free from
spots will of course be a better safeguard, but for

all stove plants I am disposed to think rough
plate is the best kind to use. It is well if possible

to grow both of the above Palms, for although there
is a similarity in their noble and entire foliage as
to form, the colour is quite different. The first-

named is of a dark green when matured, being in

most instances spotted with dull orange towards
the base ; in this respect it is somewhat variable,

for I have grown it in one instance where there were
no spots at all. The leaves are plaited and deeply
serrated around the edges. The Verschaffeltia

named above makes a stem more rapidly with
smaller foliage, which is not so long in proportion
to the width ; in colour it is a paler green, but in

both instances the stems are armed with for-

midable dark-coloured spines. Of the Arecas there
are a few that are not safe out of the stove ; A. alba
and A. anrea are two instances. Calamus asperri-

mus and C. ciliaris both should be retained in

warmth ; the latter makes a beautiful table plant
and can be used safely enough just for the short
time necessary. The Chamaidoreas are as a whole
safer when kept in the stove, particularly C. grami-
nifolia, C. Ernesti-Augusti, (5. Sartori. and C. ele-

gans. Charo!cdorea glaucifolia can be used during
the warmer months in the conservatory when of

good size, but it will not make much growth at
such times. Cocos plumosa, C. liomanzcfliara,

and C. Weddelliana will all grow far better in

warmth; the two first-named will, however, last

some time in a moderately cool house, but not
make much growth. Geonoma gracilis is not safe
for long out of a stove temperature, whilst Latania
rubra should always be kept in heat. Livistonia
altissima is another Palm that requires a good
amount of heat ; so also docs Piitchardia pacifica.

Thrinax elegans requires heat and moisture to fully

develop its leaves ; in a cooler and drier atmosphere
it is liable to red spider.

Of the Palms which will bear a cooler house,
such as a conservatory in the summer-time, where
no large amount of air is kept constantly on, Areca
lutesoens is one of the best, standing very well
indeed in such a place up to the end of September.
A. Verschaffelti will likewise answer for the same
purpose. Chama^dorea elegantissima and the varie-

ties of D.'Emonorops can be used in a similar way,
but they are of the two a little more tender. Euterpe
edulis is extremely useful ; in many respects, where
a single stem is desirable, it is better than Areca
lutescens. Geonoma Schottiana is about the hardiest
of its famUy and may be used with safety. The Kec-
tias can hardly be termed stove Palms, yet it is

well to grow them in heat when it is needful to
push them on ; these are well known for their great
utility and durability also. They can be wintered
safely in a minimum temperature of -io' if it

is needful to do so. The varieties I am referring to

are K. Forsteriana, K. australis, and K. Belmore-
ana. Plants of these which have been frequently
used in positions where they have partially suffered
should certainly be taken into the stove to restore
them again to good health. Ptychosperma Alexan-
dra comes under the same category as the Kentias,
but P. rupicola requires more warmth in the winter.
The advantage in growing these cooler stove Palms
is the convenience afforded by more room for such
plants as Caladiums and other plants in the sum-
mer and which die down in the winter, when the
Palms can again take their place. In all cases the
chief cultural point is to aim at having the plants
thoroughly well established before they are taken
out into a cooler house. If this is not the case the
result will be that the roots must inevitably suffer

through the soil remaining moist and consequently
cool for too long a time together. No Palms
should be at all overpotted in any case ; it is not
necessary ; for although the fact of their being in

most cases gross feeders would seem to infer extra
potting as the chief feature, this is more than
counterbalanced by the amount of stimulants which
can be given them. Plaxtsman.

Allamanda Williamsi.— I hare long watched
this variety, and I find it is almost a perpetual bloomer.
Young plants which have been in bloom aU through
the summer months are coramencing to flower again.
—W. H. G.

Eupatoriums —The autumn-flowering variety
should now be coming in useful if the plants have
been retarded as much as possible, so as to succeed
in some small measure the Chrysanthemums. The
spring-blooming kinds having now well filled their

pots with roots will take a liberal supply of water

;

this may be supplemented by an occasional dose of

liquid manure to preserve the vigour of the plants.

A cool house will be the best for these plants now,
otherwise they will soon show signs of becoming
drawn. It will not be advisable to pinch them
again now unless the chief point is to retard the
flowering later into the spring. Large plants of
the tall-growing variety may require some support
before long ; this can be easily afforded by a few
slender sticks without any formal tying, which in

itself is only a waste of time and labour in the case
of soft-wooded plants where it can be dispensed
with.— J. H.

Coccocypselum repens.—Among the stove
plants that are remarkable for the beauty of their

fruit during the winter months must be mentioned
this Coccocypselum, whose bright bine berries re-

main fresh for a long time. It is a plant of pro-

cumbent habit, whose stems and leaves are thickly
covered with hairs. The flowers, which are borne
in little clusters in the axils of the leaves, are blue,

but small and inconspicuous. They are, however,
succeeded by berries about the size of large Peas,
and when ripe they are very attractive. This plant
may be grown in a suspended basket, or it can be
employed for furnishing stages on which larger
plants are stood, for draping the edges thereof, or
for similar purposes. Fruiting plants in the stove
are at present by no means limited to this particular
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subject, for the Rivinas, with their red or yellow

berries, just now supply a welcome bit of colour,

and besides these may be mentioned Ardisia crenu-

lata, with its bright red, sealing-wax-like berries,

and its white-fruited variety, which is, however,

but seldom seen. The newer Ardisia mammillata is

quite a dwarf plant, furnished with oblong spread-

ing leaves, very hairy on the upper surface, which

gives to it a singular appearance. The berries are

freely borne and of a coral-red colour. Callicarpa

purpurea, whose long flexible shoots are furnished

with clusters of purple berries, is another of this

class, and so is the rarely seen, but beautiful

Psychotria cyanooocca, a stove plant of a half-

shrubby character, whose blossoms do not play any

part in' the embellishment of the specimen. The

case is, however, different with the berries, which

are about the size of Peas and borne in crowded

clusters. Their colour is an intensely rich bright

blue. The fruiting plants enumerated above are

all of very easy culture, and supply a feature by no

means generally met with in gardens.—H. P.

at times made with an inferior article, as fish- oil.

for instance, which will exude through the paint.

G. H. A.

PAINTING AND CLEANING OF GLASS.
HOUSES.

BoTfl of these operations are indispensable to

successful culture in its varied forms, whilst as re-

gards mere appearance, the contrast between well-

kept houses and dirty ones is about the same as

that between a well-dressed person and one in

tatters and rags, unkempt and unclean. Labour

spent, in not only giving one good washing to the

paint once a year when the best opportunity is

afforded, but in more frequent touching up where

dirty and easily accessible, is not by any means a

waste of time. When it is done throughout it

should be done well, more particularly if any of

our well-known insect enemies have been trouble-

some. Should it perchance be the mealy bug then

use water as hot as it can be comfortably applied

by a syringe, or employ instead an extra dose of

paraffin oil insecticide, using in extreme cases a

wineglassful of paraflan to a gallon of hot water.

All nook? and corners should be penetrated so as to

reach the insects that may have found their way
thither.

Even if painting is going to be done, the wood-

work should be washed down clean if at all dirty.

This necessary work of painting is frequently de-

layed for too great a length of time, resulting in

the moisture penetrating the wood where bare of

paint and hastening decay. For my own part I am
more inclined than ever to lean towards paintmg

every year ; one coat each time of good material thus

applied must be better than crowding on three coats

in rapid succession once in three years, so as to get

the work finished as quickly as possible. Not only

is the work done more quickly and economically,

but the general appearance is at all times far

better. When only one coat is applied it has time

to thoroughly harden ; this can be going on even

after the house is again occupied, so long as the

smell is gone off and the surface dry, thus prevent-

ing any harm by atmospheric moisture. I am con-

vinced in my own mind that if painting were done

in all practicable cases once every season the sav-

ing would in a few years be patent to all concerned.

Trashy material should be avoided ; the best quality

of material pays in the long run. I remember in

one instance a stove being painted two or three

coats inside, a few weeks afterwards it looked

worse than it did before it was touched, simply

through the inferior quality of the paint in one form

or another. Painting once every year affords such

opportunities of stopping up any cracks in the

woodwork, thus keeping the same dry, also any

nooks and corners where insects may have laid

themselves up for a time. The choice of colour in

paint often resolves itself into one of taste only,

but for really practical work a stone colour in one

or two shades is far better, in my opinion, than

white. The putty used for stopping should

be that made with the best linseed oil; it is

Flower Garden.

THE TREE P^EONY.

(r.EOJfIA AEBOREA.)

I HAVE now had this, the mountain Pi^onia,

under trial in two beds (or I may say three) for

several years. The object has been to test

whether the advantages were on the side of

young worked plants or natural offsets. All

the garden conditions have been the same so

far as one can rea.sonably make them. All the

plants that have lived have grown well. But
before going any further I might as well .state

the advantages are so far considerably on the

side of natural offsets. To state the case of these

first it is as follows : Having several good large

plants of different kinds, I had them moved into

deep rich soil, without manure and set them so

deep in the light soil, that in one year every

branch that had been partly covered up became

rooted, but as it was seen this treatment greatly

tended to the production of fresh strong offsets,

the plants were left for another year. The re-

sult was numerous suckers, which made a

growth of a few inches above the surface. In

the same autumn these were slipped from the

old plants, each having a portion of fibre and a

bit of good hard top. These were planted in

rows about a foot apart, and I do not think one

missed, but all made fine plants and a flower-

bud the first year following. After thinning out

some of these, the remainder constitute the

batch of which I am speaking in comparison with

the batch of worked roots.

The worked roots comprised about twelve

kinds, double and single. They were but one

season grown after grafting on the tuber of

Preonia herbacea, and the scions would not,

when planted in the trial bed, be more than 4

inches or C inches long, in this respect fairly

comparing with the freshly-made natural ofl-

sets at the same date. A few had been worked

here and a few had been had from abroad. All

made a good start and many formed flower-buds

the first year, though the growth then made
could not exceed more than 9 inches or 12

inches. Up to this time the worked plants

seemed satisfactory, but as soon as the plants

began to flower, some of them began to fail.

They seemed to collapse suddenly, as if the

sustaining roots or something of the kind had

totally ceased to act. This happened with

plant after plant. It seemed, so far as I could

judge from several plants that were lifted for

the purpose of examination, that the herba-

ceous tubers had begun business on their own
account. The connection had become faulty,

and the scion not having established itself sutti-

cieutly, not having made sufliciont root of its

own, the large flowers of such young plants

must have exhausted their vitality. I believed,

however, that the scions would live, and they

were placed in the third bed already referred

to. They did live for a time, but as the her-

baceous tuber was not removed, the growth

therefrom soon became strong, outstripping the

scion growth, and ultimately killing it by its

raiiknoHS, so that practically the faulty growers

of the worked batch are now simply a bed of

I'ioonia herbacea. There are, of course, good

plants among tho worked sot, comprising those

that have shown herbaceous suckers, but which

were pinched oil", and others that have never

made growth from the tuber. Still, tlioy have

never grown with tho freedom and vigour of

the natural offsets, and the most remarkable

advantage of the offset plants over worked
ones has always been their free-branching

habit, and they are more than double the size

of the worked plants now.

I daresay that some sorts of P:tonia arborea

are much more vigorous than others, and it

may be that as I had but three kinds of natural

plants, and all vigorous, there might have been
amongst the worked sorts many, and possibly

all, of a less vigorous habit, as there would not

be less than twelve kinds. There is also an-

other consideration that should be allowed to

weigh, at least in the case of this experiment,

which, as I said before, extends only over three

or four years. In so short a time, compara-

tively speaking, where the worked batch would
be handicapped, the scion having for a year at

least to live artificially and get oft" the roots of

another on to its own, it could hardly be ex-

pected to make that progress in its earlier years

that own-rooted offsets would make, and it is

not unlikely that after three or four years the

plants might do as well as own-rooted specimens.

On the other hand, after making these allow-

ances, it would seem that in their earliest years

there are considerable risk and annoyance with

grafted plants ; whereas with natural offsets of

a corresponding size and age the trouble is nil.

There is, of course, this difficulty, that most
people may not find natural offsets so readily

available, for this implies that there should be
specimens to go to, and pretty strong ones too,

for such oft'sets ; whereas we may always per-

haps meet with ready supplies of worked plants.

The point, however, has been to show which
kind is best for a start to the ordinary planter

irrespective of such " ways and means." And
yet I believe that own-root kinds are now to be

found in nurseries, or, what is practically the

same, plants that have become such by age, as

during the last five or six years the Tree Preony

has been coming to the front, and nurserymen,

of course, have been among the first to know it.

J. Wool..

Wallflowers.—From the way young plants are

often dealt with there are perhaps more loss and
disappointment in connection with this favourite

plant, common as it is and simple as its require-

ments are, than with any other requiring annual
attention. The general mistakes are the selection

of plants that are drawn, or that have not been
properly transplanted, and the final transplant-

ing into their blooming quarters at too late

a period. The plants are always liable to suffer

from intense cold especially when grown in

other than very dry situations, as in beds of fat

loam where they make late and sappy growth. It

would not be wise perhaps to say what period is the

latest to which the final transplanting of Wallliowers

may be put off, as much depends on the nature

of the land and more on the character of the season.

For instance, I should say that the present season

nill have been favourable for late-planted Wall-

flowers, seeing that it has not'only been moist, but

the early frosts have kept off longer than usual.

This much, however, may be safely said that it is

never advisable to put off the planting of Wall-

flowers, especially in conspicuous beds and borders,

longer than the middle of September, and even

then it is advisable to move them with balls of

earth of goodly size. To me the roots of Wall-

flowers have long been an interesting study, and I

feel sure that they might be considered to advan-

tage in relation to practical gardening. The idea

prevails that the roots of this homely plant are

meagre ; tliey may seem so, but such is not tlie fact

;

the tap root may be thin and apparently nude,

but if it could be seen before being disturbed, or

if the surrounding soil were examined, it would be
found that the sm.-ill fibres notonly densely permeate

the soil, but extend a long way beyond the tap

root. One could haidly with the utmost care
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transplant a WaUBower without leaving behind the

bulk of its feeders. It is true that the Wallflower

lives where apparently (as on rocks) there is

no medium for its hair-like roots to ramify in.

In such cases, however, we find that the chinks

become stopped up as with a stuffing of fibre,

and the morsels of gritty soil in other surround-

ing parts become knitted together by its roots as

with a grey fabric. Another way of testing the

presence and abundance of Wallflower roots, where

you can scarcely see them owing to their fineness,

is the strong cress-like smell of the earth. I men-

tion these interesting features so that by chance

they may influence the planter in giving the Wall-

flower a little more consideration at planting time,

for we may fairly reason that if the physical cha-

racter of the roots is as above stated, young plants

should be dealt with sufl3ciently early in the summer
or autumn to allow them to regain their complement
of roots and such vigouras are needful for the display

they are expected to make.—J. Wood.

exceed 15 inches or 16 inches in height, is of

sturdy, erect growth, and becomes completely

covered with rather bright rosy-lilac coloured

flowers. Hence it possesses considerable value,

and may also be grown in pots, and employed in

combination with Chrysanthemums, &c., for the

decoration of window-boxes in the autumn.

B. C. R.

VERBASCUM PHLOMOIDES.
All lovers of good lianly flowers owe a debt

of gratitude to the introducer to our gardens

of this noble flower. It may claim to lie tlie

best garden Mullein, not only because, all

points considered, it is the most ornamental,

but also from its valuable quality of persistent

blooming, for though V. olympicum may
eclipse it in showiness at one moment, its

BEGONIAS AND MICHAELMAS DAISIES.

What I said (p. -141) was a simple statement of

facts, to which no qualification is necessary or pos-

sible. I am as partial to Michaelmas Daisies as

anyone, and have several fine clumps of A. Isevis, A.

formosus, A. Nov^-Anglise, A. ericoides and others

in my own garden, but with the exception of a few

of the earlier-flowering varieties—A. hybridus nanus

was really grand, by the way, for a few days in

September—they have been a complete failure this

autumn, owing to the ceaseless downpours of rain

and heavy gales we have had, here at least. I

hope " A. H." has been more fortunate ; indeed he

must have been, for here not a handful of properly

expanded blooms could have been gathered at any
time from first to last from healthy bushes 5 feet

or II feet through. Last year it was very dif-

ferent, and the Asters were really glorious, flower-

ing abundantly, though not nearly such large

plants, and I was able to save a quantity of seed

from some of the best kinds. Chrysanthemums
have fared very little better, and my cherished

pl:intation of some thirty or forty of the best va-

rieties in a warm and sheltered corner was a de-

plorable faUure. The plants had been firmly tied

to stout stakes twice, but were for the most part

nearly flat on the ground, and not a decent flower

to be found on the lot. The only one that has

braved the ordeal is Julie Lagravere, of which I

have gathered some really lovely blossoms.

I am perfectly well aware that it is only in a
mild autumn that such things as Begonias remain

in growth and beauty so late, and that an early

frost cuts short their career. But if they will not

stand frost, they can endure wet. What I said

was that " in such a season as this they are

splendid things for bedding," and I maintain that

they surpass everything else, without exception,

as wet-weather flowers. I intended no disparage-

ment to the Michaelmas Daisies, and, strictly

speaking, there is little true comparison possible,

for the latter can hardly be described as bed-

ding plants (except, perhaps, two or three of the

very dwarfest varieties), and when it comes to colour-

ing, anyone must be colour-blind who would
attempt to maintain that there was any com-
parison between the somewhat quiet and sober

shades (yet none the less beautiful in their way,
I grant) of the one and the dazzling hues of

scarlet, crimson, orange, rose, kc, of the other.

I have admired and grown Begonias for many
years past, but must confess that hitherto I had
no idea that they were capable of producing such
a fine effect under circumstances so disadvanta-
geous. In spite of the really frightful weather,
the beds referred to presented during the whole
of September and October a mass of brilliant

colour such as I do not remember to have seen
equalled even by the finest bed of zonal Pelar-

goniums in the height of summer, and I am sure
that if " A. H." could have seen them he would
have been surprised.

Before concluding I should like to say a few
words in praise of the variety of Aster previously
referred to, viz,, A. hybriilus nanus. It does not

Verbascum phlomoides,

Ijeauty is numbered by days ; whereas, V.

pldomoides has a season of from eight to ten

weeks, and even then, if cut half way down,

it will throw out blooming laterals in the late

autumn. AJso it is a true biennial, flowering

the second year from sowing ; whereas, the

Olympian takes three and often four years to

become a flowering plant. G. J.

Notes from Oakwood.—On October 20 we
finished putting the greased bands on our fruit

trees to protect them against the female of the

winter moth. This made its first appearance on

November 4. On the 12th, moths came in quantity.

We found eight on one tree. There seems to be

something in the garden at Oakwood attractive to

moths. In the gardens here and at our cottage

near so few were caught last year (while we had

many at Oakwood). that we have not banded the

trees. I should doubt if the quantity of grease

which finds its way through the Willesden brown
canvas, of which the bands are made, is sufficient to

injure the baik. but to make sure we have this year

put a band of Willesden thick brown paper under

the greased bands. I shall be obliged if any of

your readers who grow hardy Cyclamens success-

fully would state whether they find sun or shade

best for them. I know a beautiful bed in Cheshire

in complete shade, where they bloom well and have

beautiful leaves, but I still think fuU sun is best for

them. In my experience the corms grow larger in

sun than in shade, and there are more flowers, but

I find that, unlike many alpines, the roots keep so

near the surface that occasional watering is need-

ful. There seem to be curious changes in the hor-

ticultural world. While members of the trade go

on the council of the Royal Horticultural Society,

which used to consist only of amateurs, amateurs

have begun to sell plants. I have to-day received

some good plants sold by a clergyman in the

country.—Geoege F. Wilson, Heatlierhanli, Key-

hrichje.

Orchis foliosa.—In trying to establish this

plant, which is by no means the difficult matter

many suppose, it cannot be too well remembered

that its root habit is to develop rapidly from

the new tubers in the autumnal months. It is

no uncommon thing for the tail-like roots to

extend from the finger-like points of the pal-

mate tubers as many inches in as many weeks

after the tops have turned brown. This clearly

shows that there should be no delay in plant-

ing after the present time, for if the roots are

aU fully developed before transplanting takes

place, it is clear that they can have no hold

until the following summer in their new quarters,

which practically means the loss of a season.

Unlike many other of the Orchises, this is really

a showy plant when in flower, and a good doer

under ordinarv conditions.

Sumbul (Euryangium Sumbul), or Musk
Plant, may, I think, be considered and treated as

perfectly hardy ; anyhow, in this garden it was

wintered in an open, but raised, bed last winter,

the tuberous root being set 6 inches deep ;
no

other protection whatever. This plant has claims

for a place in our gardens, from its rich and

powerful odour, and also because of its fine

foliage when grown to a strong specimen. From
Afghanistan.— J. Wood.
Shortia galacifolia.—This pretty Pyrola-

like creeper has the habit of 'growing more freely

in late summer than during the warmest weather;

at least, it would seem so, as far as one can judge

by the small plants that, so far as I know, have

hitherto been the only procurable ones. To all

appearances the plant will be a vigorous grower.

It is already showing underground stems with

their red points coming to the daylight, at dis-

tances varying from 1 inch to 5 inches. Its foliage

is very pretty, halt Galax-like and half Pyrola-

like, so that whatever efl'ect the flowers may
have, we can be quite sure of a pretty decora-

tive plant, by reason of its foliage alone, which is

more highly tinted than many flowers.

Euphorbia capitata.—You cannot very well

go wrong in the planting and treatment of this,

shall we call it, pretty rock plant. It really is

such, only it has the very objectionable habit of

running by means of its underground stems. This

habit, however, simply and alone answers the ques-

tion of treatment, for do we not generally find it

more needful to check the growth than otherwise

of such plants as have the running habit \ Anyhow,

this very miniature Spurge will thrive in a mode-

rately light and moist soil, and fruit well m a

sunny position. It is very pretty in its fruiting

stage, for then its bracts are in full character as

^gll_

Hardy winter-flowering bulbs at Haar-
lem.—With the constant addition to our gardens of

new hardy bulbous plants, there is now not any

difficulty whatever in having flowers of these the

whole year round. Scarcely have the last flowers of

the double Colchicum .autumnale withered, when

the autumn-flowering Snowdrops commence to

show above the ground, and a clump of the Grecian

Galanthus corcyrensis with over a hundred snowy-

white blossoms is now making a nice picture in a

sheltered part of the garden here. These have

been blooming for the last three weeks, and as yet

show no signs of fading. Now that this variet ,
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hitherto very rare in collections, has become more
plentiful, it will soon be largely grown. Imported
bulbs of the Palestine Iris histrio, a species of netted
Iris from the Lebanon and allied to the old I. re-

ticulata, though entirely distinct by its much larger
Cyanean blue and white flowers, have opened their
first blooms a day or two ago ; but what surprised
me most was to find some excellent blooms on a
patch of established Iris Rosenbachiana. Imported
bulbs of this, the most gaudy-coloured of all the
June Irises, generally do not bloom before March
and April, but as our climate is so very much
milder than the one it is subjected to in its native
haunts, the longer it is here the earlier its flowers
are being developed ; even outside, the Violet-like
smell of the flowers is perceptible, but gathered
and brought indoors the blooms become very power-
fully sweet-scented.—C. G. van Tubercjen, Junb.

FLOWER GARDEN NOTES.
Raised beds.—Although the consideration of suit-

able material for the filling of these may be safely
Included in flower garden notes, the beds, as a rule,

are not admissible in the flower garden. The intro-
duction of so many new plants into summer bedding
arrangements has made the elevation of any par-
ticular bed or beds merely a question of planting,
and any attempt to raise them much above the
ground level by irons, wire, woodwork, or other
devices has an artificial appearance quite out of
character with the natural beauty of a garden, es-

pecially when the floral display is at an end. In the
pleasure ground, however, the case is diflferent, and
the removal of a tree whose decay has made it dan
gerous to life and limb is oftentimes the prelude to
a raised bed. A few feet of stump left in the ground,
the soil broken up and surface roots removed, a few
cartloads of fresh soil, and the bed is ready. Many
things present themselves as suitable for the plant-
ing of such beds for a summer display, Canary
Creeper, Humulus japonicus and Cobsea soandens
ranking among the best on account of their rapid
growth.

If, however, the first planting of such beds
is to be a permanent affair, one has to fall back on
different material, and I think the pride of place
must be given to Roses. Almost all the climbing Roses
are suitable, so are the varieties of R. polyanthaand
Rosa indica, and if a few plants are placed in such
proximity to the stump as to allow sufficient shoots
to be directed around and over it to clothe it nicely,

the bed will quickly present a furnished appearance.
The white and rose-coloured double Brambles are
also capital subjects for such beds ; indeed
when well furnished with wood and covered
with flowers, it is almost impossible at a distance to
realise that the display is furnished by members of
so humble a family. I should not be inclined to
recommend Clematises ; for such beds they are
seldom seen doing thoroughly well. During an in-

spection last summer of a beautiful and well-kept
place I asked, "What are those two raised beds in the
distance on that slope that look patchy .'

" " They
should be Clematises," answered my friend ; " but
they are a failure. I have tried them again and
again, but cannot get them to do at all well." This
was a confession from a man who is not often called
upon to admit a failure, and I must own to a similar
experience. Well, the chronicle of one failure is

often more profitable to the cultivator than the
record of many successes, and if it will lead in this
case to a few remarks from any correspondent who
has done the Clematis in raised beds thoroughly
well, the confession will not have been made in
vain. By thoroughly well, I mean that the raised
surface of the bed—wire, ironwork, roots, or anything
provided for the plants to ramble on -should be well
covered with bine and present at a distance a bold
mass of flower. The various forms of Ivy have
been and still are often recommended for such
beds, but Ivies are, in my opinion, little overdone.
Granted some of them are very beautiful ; but why
not confine them to spots where nothing else will
flourish satisfactorily instead of introducing them
into spots on lawns already surrounded with a
wealth of foliage? Have your beds well clothed with

foliage by all means, but in addition have at least
for a few months of the year a mass of pleasing
colour rising therefrom.
Carnation Margarita oe Maegdbeitb.— It

is not often that a novelty scores so signal a suc-
cess as can be claimed for the above. One can
hardly say too much in its favour. It is wonder-
fully free ; many shades of colour can be obtained
from a single packet of seed, whilst individual
flowers of these seedlings for colour and substance
are often nearly up to the form of named varie-
ties. I do not know if any readers have tried it

indoors
; those who have not will find it very use-

ful. A batch of later sown plants well set with
buds that were carefully lifted and potted into
()-inch pots at the beginning of October have
furnished a nice supply of button-hole flowers
since the middle of November. I shall reserve a
special bit of ground for them next season that
we may secure some fine stocky plants that will

lift with a mass of healthy roots. The mention
of the reservation of ground for this purpose re-

minds one that those annuals specially grown for
cut bloom, as the best of the Godetias, double
Clarkia, double and single Cornflower, Mignonette,
and last, although by no means least. Sweet Peas
also pay for deep tilth and a seed bed in good
condition. For Sweet Peas, I think our best re-

sults were obtained on a north border sown in a
shallow trench that was manured and forked
deeply, but the other annuals enjoy a sunny spot.
If the ground for their reception is dug in early
winter and left rough, the soil will become pul-
verised after the frost and be in splendid trim for
sowing. Similar preparation should be made for
seedling Begonias that are to be planted out in

beds from the seed boxes to ascertain their merits,
and if these are in any prominent position, it is

well to insert at intervals a bulb of Ganltonia can-
dicans. The flower and foliage of this are a nice
relief to the flat surface of the Begonias. Inside
work connected with the flower garden which can
be pushed forward in bad weather will be the
cutting and preparing pegs, labels, and also pegs
on a larger scale for marking sites of bulbs or very
small herbaceous things that would otherwise
come to grief at the cleaning of borders. For the
latter purpose, however, small iron pegs of half-
inch round iron and some 5 inches or ti inches
long are most suitable. They are inexpensive, and
once placed in position there is no fear of losing
them by breaking off, rotting in the ground, kc
Where a lot of specimen plants in the way of
Fuchsias, Heliotropes, Pelargoniums in variety,

and others are used during the summer in promi-
nent places in the flower garden, they also will

afford work during inclement weather in thinning
out, cutting back, and tying in loosely to cover
bare places on trellises or balloons.

Claremmit. E. BUERELL.

Washing the roots of plants.—For many
years I have been in the habit of washing away all

the soil from the roots of Christmas Roses when
transplanting them or dividing them, and always
with the best results. Last year I lifted a small
Tree Pseony ; it had made but little progress since
it had been planted three years ago and seemed to
be wasting away. It was treated in this way in the
autumn of last year and planted in a new place in
mould that had been prepared for it, and though
still a small plant it looks healthy and promising.
Late in October of the present year I lifted and
washed the roots of a Pyretbrura. For some time
past it had been looking unhealthy ; some of the
leaves had withered and those that remained green
did not stand up as do those of a healthy plant, I

put it into its bath and soon got rid of the soil.

The roots looked as unhealthy as the leaves, and
the only indications of life in the crown were two
little white rootlets just emerging from it. I put
the plan) into a il-inch pot in carefully prepared
soil and placed it in a cool greenhouse where it has
remained ever since. For six weeks or more it

looked like a dead plant, but when I looked at it a
few days ago I found that it had already sent up a
crop of green Fern-like leavea, some of which are

more than 2 inches long. When a plant is treated
in this way, if the presence of grubs or other insects
is suspected, it may safely be allowed to remain in

its bath for twenty-four hours, or even for a longer
period.— U. S.

ON PLANTING HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
The ciuestion very often arises as to what is the
best time to plant herbaceous plants, including
under that term Lilies and other bulbous aub-
jecta. Someadvocateautumnandsonie spring,and
theremay bemuch to be said on both sides ; indeed
there are some plants which can only be treated
in one or other of these ways if they are to be
cultivated with any success. Thus, if we take
the members of that recently introduced class of

stately and beautiful plants, Eremurus, I believe

if they are left uuplanted until the spring, failure

is pretty certain. My experience with them is

so small as to be really of no value, but I rely on
those who are good growers, and who tell me
that it is hopeless to attempt them if this

rule is observed. Lovers of herbaceous plants

should, in the matter of these plants, take
warning from a bit of experience I had. I

received from a Continental grower what was
undoubtedly, from the appearance of its roots,

one of the Eremurus family. I took a good deal

of care of it, but when it Howered it was utter

rubbish, and no more like the plant it was stated

to be than it was like a Hollyhock. It was
provoking, but the firm expressed their deep
regret, and forwarded me this autumn another
plant to replace it, which I hope will prove to

be true.

With regard to the general lot of herbaceous
plants, when they are in one's own garden, 1

think it is better to see to any removals early in

the autumn. Many of them grow to a large

size and will, perhaps, be found to have out-

grown the position in which they have been
planted ; for although 1 do not think that

regularly planted herbaceous plants in rows are

what we wish to see, yet undoubtedly it does
not accord with the fitness of things to see a
plant which you had placed in the front of

your border, in the expectation that it would
be about a foot high, grown to double
that height, and so has to be removed, or

some rampant grower has usurped the place

of some more humble brother and the latter

baa to shift its quarters, or some have become
large stools, have great (juantities of roots, and
must be reduced. 1 think it is important that

such plants should have the chance of making
fresh roots and establishing themselves after

having been lifted before the ground becomes
soddened and cold by the autumn rains. But
every herbaceous plant grower adds to his

plants each autumn, and either from friends or

the nurseryman who devote themselves to these

plants he receives some new and scarce things

which had better not be planted out. When
received they are often not very large, and if

they are planted out, the probability is that either

severe frost or drenching rain may finish them
ott', and one does not like to aeo a blank space

whore such plants as Shortia galacifolia or

llamondia pyrenaica alba have been planted
;

therefore the better plan is, to my mind, to pot

them an<l keep them under cover until the

spring and then turn them out ball and all on
to the rockery or open border.

After many years' exjjorience in a small way,

I am lioginning to doubt whether really al-

pine plants can be grown in our climate in the

open air with any degree of success for any
lengthonod time. Money ia spent year after

year in re[>lacing the losses, anil however care-

ful ono may be iu preparing the soil, it is to no
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purpose. In the case of sub-alpine plants,

i.e., plants below the snow level, do what we
will we cannot imitate the conditions in

which they exist. It is not only that the

snow, like a warm blanket, covers them during

the winter months, but that during the summer
they are exposed to the fierce rays of such sun-

light as we rarely see in these northern regions.

This nuist, I suppose, tend to the ripening of

the growth and enable them to store up strength

for the following year. I do not think Mr.
Ewbank's plan of pieces of glass or glass covers

Tvill imitate well many of these conditions. Let

me take as an example that beautiful little

gem, Erytrichium nauum, on which the late Mr.
James Backhouse told me he had spent £100,
and yet he had failed. How difficult are some
of the Aadrosaces, such as carnea and eximia,

although others, especially the Himalayan sar-

nientosa and lanuginosa do so well. My ideal

of growing these plants is one which I be-

lieve the late Mr. .load carried out, although I

never saw it, of growing them under cover.

I should grow them in a pit, such as 1 grow my
Auriculas in, the bottom of which is about 4

feet below the level of the ground, and on this

the frame and lights are arranged, a wall of

about 18 inches being made for them to rest

upon, so that there is ample room for standing
and seeing the plants on the level of the eye.

In this I would arrange some rockwork of na-

tural stones, and on tliese I would plant only
such as were really dwarf plants belonging to

tliese alpuie regions—such as the plants I have
already mentioned, to which might be added
such as Lewisia rediviva, the very dwarf
Primulas, some of the Sempervivums, &c. In
Bucii a position one would be, I think, master
of the situation, while the formality and
incongruity of alpine plants growing in' pots
would be avoided.

The rule which I have adopted with regard to

Lilies and other bulbous plants is the same—that
is, whenever 1 have anything to do with those
already in my garden, removal, itc, I do this

early in the autumn, September or October.
As anybody who grows this beautiful tribe

too well knows, there are gaps to be made up,
for Lilies will die, and when this is the case I

think it is much better when the bulbs are
removed to pot them in suitable soil, keeping
them in a cool frame safe from frost until the
spring and then turning them out soil and all,

and as by this time the pots will be pretty
well filled with roots, the plants will not feel

the check. I think there are some things
about Lilies that are a puzzle. Two years ago
I lost all my orange Lilies. A friend gave me
some, but by some mistake they were left

lying about on a shelf in an outhouse until

the spring. I supposed that I had pretty well
done for them by my neglect. .ludge my sur-

prise when I found that they started vigor-

ously, and have done well. I think it is also

very undesirable to cut oil the stems of Lilies

after they have flowered ; they may make the
garden look somewhat untidy, but I think this

must be endured, for the bulbs will be strength-
ened by their remaining on the plants.

On the whole, then, my limited experience
leads me to think that for alpine plants the
best time for placing them on the rockery is

in August or the early part of September, when
they will have time to get hold of the ground
Ijefore winter really sets in, and that if that
cannot be done, it will be better to pot them
and plant them out in the spring ; that the
stronger herbaceous plants of the border should
be planted in (Jctober, but that if they are new
or scarce it will be safer to keep them also
in pots until the spring ; and that with regard

to Lilies, the same plan should be adopted. Be-

fore leaving the subject I should like to ask, as

I have done more than once before in The
Garhen, whether anyone can tell me how to

grow Lilium Krameri ! I have tried it for years

in various ways and in dififerent situations, but

it has been a miserable failure. I have no Rho-
dodendron beds, for my garden is on the chalk,

so I cannot do as I am told—plant them in Rho-
dodendron beds ; but is there no other way of

growing them ? Delta.

Orchids.

CCELOGYNE GARDNERIANA.
I HAVE received a nice spike of bloom of this

species from Mr. W. Hunter. This was intro-

duced by Gibson to Chatsworth upwards of fifty

years ago, and it flowered there in the follow-

ing year. The plant appears to have become
scarce in gardens for some years afterwards, but
yet it was not quite lost, for I had it growing

and flowering in Messrs. Jackson's collection at

Kingston in 18.5G, and later on in the Kew col-

lection. It was, however, rare for some years

and still is comparatively so, yet it should not

be, for a quantity which I imported in 1873

was distributed through the Orchid collections

of the country, and later on many were sent

home by Mr. Freeman. It is said to be found
in moist shady woods, and in spite of its

having stout pseudo-bulbs and leathery leaves,

it does not like to be dry at any season of the

year. It was named in honour of Dr. Gardner,

the celebrated Brazilian traveller and explorer,

who died at a very early age in Ceylon. It is

a beautiful plant, having flask-shaped pseudo-

bulbs which taper upwards, becoming somewhat
angular with age. The bulbs bear a pair of

large and broad leaves which are a foot or 18

inches long, strongly ribbed and somewhat
leathery in texture, deep green above, paler

beneath. The flowers, set in a two-ranked

fashion upon the stem, are borne in a dense

raceme. The flowers have a large sheathing

bract at the base which is of a pale brown, and
which some assert spoils the look of the flowers.

The flowers are pure white with a stain of lemon
on the lip. The plant was also called 0. trisac-

cata by Griflith, but this name is one now
seldom heard. Its beautiful flowers last several

weeks in full beauty, Init it cannot compare in

usefulness with C. cristata and C. hololeuca. It

likes a tolerable amount of heat when growing,

and I have found the warmth of the Cattleya

house to suit it admirably, keeping the plant

somewhat more moist than its surrounding

neighbours at all seasons, especially through the

winter, for we are told that Gibson found the

plant in immediate proximity to a waterfall, by
which it was constantly bedewed with spray.

The plant likes to be kept nicely moist in its

resting time, and at the same time it should be

removed to the coolest end of the Brazilian

house, and it requires more shading than the

Cattleyas, for we are told "it naturally grows
in shady woods." It thrives well in either pot

or basket ; I used the former, standing it close

to the glass in order to afford it as much light

as po.ssible. It should be potted in good l)rown

peat fibre and chopped Sphagnum Moss, adding

some medium- sized nodules of charcoal and
draining the pots thoroughly.

William Hugh Gower.

Oncidium tigrinum.—This is one of the most
desirable of autumn and winter-flowering Onci-

diums, its flowers being not only large and showy
but unsurpassed for delicate fragrance by those of

any other species. It is now about fifty years

since it was brought into cultivation, the original

plants having been introduced and flowered by Mr.

Barker, of Birmingham, the amateur whose name
so frequently occurs in the Krchid annals of the

middle of this century. Lindley figured it under
the name of 0. Barkeri in his " Sertum Orchida-

ceum" in December, 1811, .ind he there mentions

it as being of great rarity. Fortunately, it has now
become fairly plentiful, and may therefore fairly

claim a place in every collection of cool Orchids.

It is of strong growth, its thick pseudo-bulbs being

3 inches or more in height and ovate in outline, the

leaves they bear being two or three in number,
deep green, and leathery in texture. The spike,

produced from the growth of the current year, is

erect and measures from 2 feet to 1 feet in height,

carrying, according to its strength, fifteen, thirty

or even fifty or more flowers. As is the case with

a large proportion of Oncidiums, the flowers are a

combination of yellow and rich chestnut-brown

;

the lip, however, which consists of a large obloug

blade attached at the base by a narrow stalk, is

entirely of a clear bright yellow ; it measures IJ

inches across. The whole flower is about 3 inches

in vertical diameter, scarcely so much in width, It

is a native of the Western Cordilleras of Mexico,

where it occurs at considerable altitudes.—B.

Pleione maculata.—Although my experience

with this Pleione has led me to consider it interior

as a garden Orchid to either P. lagenaria or P. Wal-

lichiana, I believe other growers have formed a

contrary opinion. It is possible, however, for it to

be a very useful plant without rivalling those two
delightful little species, and in any case there is no

doubt of its being well worth cultivation. It pos-

sesses one advantage in blooming after the other

two are past, and thus lengthens by several weeks

the flowering season of the genus. P. lagenaria

commences to bloom in September, and P. Wallich-

iana in October ; whereas P. maculata is now at its

best. Like all the Pleiones, except the rare P.

Reichenbachiana, which is a native of Moulmein,

it comes from the mountains of Northern India.

It was first discovered by Wallich about 1818, but

it was not until thirty years after that it was sent

to England by Thomas Lobb. Su- J. Hooker saw it

on the Khasia Hills at elevations of 4000 feet to

5000 feet, and it has also been found in Sikkim at

about half those altitudes. It occurs at lower ele-

vations than either P. lagenaria or P. Wallichiana,

and requires somewhat warmer treatment than

they do. The flowers are about 3 inches across,

the sepals and petals being narrowly oblong and of

a glistening white, sometimes pure, sometimes rose-

tinted. The lip is three-lobed, the white ground

being blotched and streaked with bright purple
;

the middle lobe has also five or seven fringed

ridges running longitudinally, and is yellow on the

centre.—B.

Aerides Iiawrenciee.—A magnificent spike of

this fine Aerides comes to hand from Mr. Cypher

It measures about 2.1 feet in length, and carries a

dense raceme of close upon fifty blooms. This

plant was named in honour of Lady Lavnrence. Sir

Trevor Lawrence gave 235 guineas for the plant at

a public auction about ten years ago. Since then

Mr. Sander has introduced the same species upon

several occasions, and it has become more plenti-

ful, but it always stands first as the grandest and

most beautiful species of the genus. The spike

now before me is of noble proportions. The flowers

are large, whilst the purity of their colour is exquisite.

The whole fiower is of a waxy texture and its fra-

grance is very pleasing. The plant comes from the

south-east coast of Mindanao, one of the Philippine

group, so that it is only natural to infer it enjoys a

good exposure to the sun and light, and also plenty

of moisture. It was figured in The Gabdbn in

IHS'.I (t. 702).—W. H. G.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

Odontoglossum Hunnewellianum. — Thia

very pretty plant is now flciwering at The Woodlands,

Streatham, and it appears to have gained strength

since last season, the spike being longer and the flowers
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also larger and more uumerous. This, I think, indicates

that it will become a fine species for winter flowering

when it lias become properly established.— G.

Epidendrum purum (/f. TT^.)-—This is un-
doubtedly your plant, although the flowers are whiter
than I remember to have seen them. It has nothing
to recommend it except its pleasant fragrance, for

which it will always be acceptable. It has usually a

yellowish-green flower, and certainly the white form
is more attractive. You will not, however, find it a
paying plant to grow.—G.

Cypripedium Niobe, a hybrid of great beauty,
between C. Spieerianum and C. Fairrieanum, com-
bines in a marked degree the features of both plants.

It was raised and flowered in the first place by the
Messrs. Veitch and Sons in the early part of last year,

but the specimen from which the pla^e is taken wa^^

raised by Mr. Gaskell, of Woolton Wood, Liverpool.

It thrives well with the Cattleyas and L:elias.

—

Urcltid

Allium, t. 43S.

Pleione, "white-flo^vered.—I have received
from Mr. Law-Schofield a beautiful form, the entire

flower being of the purest white, saving some yellow
on the front of the lip and some pale yellow at the base

;

it has also on the disc fringed lines of an orange-
yellow. I know nothing of the plant, but perhaps
Mr. Schofield can tell me, and, if possible, send me
another flower. It seems to me to be a variety of

Pleione maoulata.—G.

Onoidium Marahallianum (IF. H., Leeds).—
Yours is the usual experience with this plant, and this

usually comes about through keeping it in ti:>o warm a
temperature. I have always succeeded best with this

Orchid when grown at the warmest end of the t )donto-

glossum bouse, where the minimum temperature is

about 50°. It grows best on a block of wood or in a

small basket, and likes a moist atmosphere, but not

much soil about its roots.—W. H. G.

Epidendrum xanthinum.—I have just re-

ceived a large and dense head of bloom from Mr.
Cypher, of Cheltenham, The blooms, small, but numer-
ous, in a dense capitate head, are rich golden yellow,

saving the fringed lip, which has a deep reddish

blotch in the centre, giving the flowers somewhat a

tinge of orange. It is one of the tall slender-stemmed
species, and was found by Dr. Gardner in Brazil. It

grows freely enough in the moist intermediate stove.

—W.
Dendrobium Cassiope.—This is a very pretty

hybrid Dendrobe, raised by Mr. Sander, with whom it

is now flowering. It is a cross between D. nobile albi-

florum and D. japonicum. The flower is nearly 3

inches across, the segments having somewhat the con-

tour of those of D. japonicum, white with a blotch of

vinous red at the base of the lip, with a tinge of pale

lemon-yellow on the outside of it. Flowering during
the winter, as it promises to do, it will be very accept-

able.

Cypripedium selligerum majus (Z?. Jnlm.
sfuii).—This is the name of your flower, and a very
tine form it is. It is one of the many Veitchian
hybrids raised by Mr. Seden, and you wUl find when
the plant becomes stronger that the flowers will be
produced in profusion. It is a cross between C. bar-
batum and C. Isevigatum, particularly good varieties

of both species having been selectad, I should imagine.

I look upon this variety as one of the very best hybrids
that has been obtained.—G.

Cymbidium pendulum is said to have been
introduced upwards of fifty years since. It is said to

like a pretty strong beat when growing and plenty of

water, but in the winter, its resting season, it should
be stood in the Brazilian house and given but little

water. Being a strong rooting plant, it should have
ample pot room and be potted in about half and half

good peat and loam. The drawing fur the"()rehid
Album " (t. 4:i7) was made from aplantwhicli flmvered
in Mr. J. Wilson's collection at Bantaskin, Falkirk,
N.B.

Too much wet.— It is not often that garden
operations are delayed so much as has been the
case this autumn and winter. Much tree-lifting

and moving still remain to be done, it being
utterly impossible to do this important work in a
proper manner while the ground remains in such a
badly saturated state. The kitchen garden work
is alno very backward, no sane persons attempting
any wheeling, manuring, digging, or trenching
when this cannot be done without converting the
ground into a veritable ijaagmire. It is to be hoped
we shall have a spell of clear dry weather before
severe frosts set in, or otherwise there will be a

fearful mess. The vegetables, too, are but badly pre-

pared to withstand the rigours of a severe winter,

and it will be a matter for congratulation it we
escape this.

—

Sombeset.

Rose Garden.

THE WINTER PROTECTION OF ROSES.
The reports of sharp weather in the northern
counties, as well as our being in the middle of De-
cember, will make many think of how best to pro-

tect their plants and avoid much of the havoc
caused by sharp frost among Roses. I would
strongly advise that this be not overdone. Yon
can cause quite as much harm by overprotecting
your plants as the frost will, unless we should hap-
pen to be visited with such an exceptionally severe

frost as that of last winter. Only a few years ago
almost all growerspf Tea-scentedand Noisette Roses
took them up before this date, and carefully laid

them in by the heels under some trees or a hedge,
sometimes even giving them the protection of a
frame. The then popular idea that Tea Roses
were very tender has been quite exploded, ex-

perience having proved that they are even
hardier than a great number of the Hybrid Per-

petuals and Bourbons. What I have found best in

affording protection to dwarfs is to draw a little

of the soil around their base, say some 9 inches
higher than it was during summer growth. This is

quite sufficient during ordinary winter weather in

the south and west of England. But when we are
visited with keen frosty winds, much of the wood
upon the plants is often severely handled. It is

advisable to have some Gorse, Birch, Hazel, or any
other twiggy branches ready to hand in case of

such weather. If these be placed among the
plants, using them more freely on the windy side,

they will afford a very material protection, without
having any tendency to encourage premature
growth in the plants. Hay, straw. Bracken, and other
clinging materials, when applied so liberally as they
are sometimes, have a weakening effect upon the
plants. My experience is that Roses when dry at

their base will stand almost double the amount
of frost that they will when wet; and, there-
fore, I seldom use any stable manure as a
mulching during winter, as this will also retain a
great deal of moisture. Drawing the soil up around
the plants and protecting from wind and frost by
sticking a goodly number of Birch twigs among
them is far the best, quickest, and cleanest plan.

When you wish to remove the twigs it is quickly
and easily done, and they will come in for other
purposes ; if not, they can be used as firewood.
Coddling or protecting the plants too much will

often have a tendency to cause young growth very
early. Late frosts almost always take it out of the
plants that have been over-protected during the
winter. A steady and quiet frost will do very
little harm to the plants ; it is the piercing
winds with frost that do the greater part of the
mischief.

We often see Roses grown on arches or as
pillar plants that have suffered very much
from frost. I am convinced that this is more
often than not caused by the keen frost-bearing
winds that such plants are necessarily subjected to

through their elevated and, generally speaking,
isolated conditions.

In protecting standard Roses, the chief point is

to secure the safety of the Brier stem. The wood
of the Rose in this case will be high and dry, and
if a little Bracken or small twigs be loosely tied
around the heads, they will need no more protec-
tion, however severe the winter may be. You
should protect the Brier stem, however, as this is a
very vital part of the Rose. This idea has been
held up to ridicule more than once, my friends say-
ing that we never see the Brier protected in its

wild state, and pointing to this fact as a proof of
its extreme hardiness. Granted, to a certain extent,
but then ninety-nine times out of every hundred
the Brier is growing in a hedge or copse, surrounded
by other Brambles, kc, which naturally afford the
very protection I advise for the Brier stems when

under cultivation. The result of keen frost upon the
Brier is to cause it to become what is termed
" hide- bound," and in this case its life is very
materially shortened, besides greatly handicapping
the Rose by reducing the easy and natural flow
of sap up the Brier stem. Roses should always
be planted with a good protection on their north
and north-east sides, so as to prevent the disastrous

results so often following any drying winds accom-
panied by frost. Bidoewood.

Standard i\ dwarf Roses.—There can be
no doubt that dwarfs are the longer-lived and more
free-flowering of these two forms of cultivating the
Rose. But then there are many situations where
standards seem indispensable, and are unquestion-
ably far more effective than dwarfs. There is no
reason why grand plants that will live for a long
time should not be grown in the form of standards,

but we must use a little thought in choosing the
varieties. Many plants are too weakly when grown
in this form, and so none but vigorous or at any
rate free-growing kinds should be selected for this

purpose. Xavier Olibo, Horace Vemet, Marquise
de Mortemarte, and similarly indifferent growers
wUl never do as standards for any length of time,

and however much one may fancy the blooms from
some weakly growing varieties, it is great waste of

time to attempt growing them as standards. I

would plant as few standard Roses as possible, and
never where a dwarf plant would answer the pur-

pose. You will find that the dwarfer the Brier

stem is, the better the plant will do. A dwarf
variety will, generally speaking, produce far more
flowers than the same kind grown as a standard.

Dwarfs are more easily protected, longer lived, and
much cheaper than standards. I daresay there are

quite fifty dwarf Roses grown annually in our
nurseries compared to those grown as standards.

This is convincing proof of their greater usefulness

and also of the demand for them.

—

Ridgewood.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 836.

TUFTED PAXSY VIOLETIA (STUART).

(with a coloured plate.*)

In the year IST-t, when Viohv Perfection

wa.s rai.sed by Mr. Williams, of London, I
reiicatfil liis crosses, taking pollen from

Pansy Blue King, and fertilised a bloom of

Viola cornuta, a wild, or nearly wild, species.

From this I obtained a pod of seed which
yielded twelve jilants, all of which were

identical in habit -and flowers, each flower

having the liorn or spur which gives the

name to the seed bearing parent. I agam,

with some difficidty, crossed a bloom of this

first hybrid with a pink' or rose-coloured

Pansy, raising a considerable number of seed-

lings, which in process of time j'ielJed

flowers of all colours but yellow. Six varie-

ties from this second cross were sent by me
for trial and comparison to Chiswick aad
bedded out alongside of Violas from all parts

of the country, ;uid each variety wtis awarded

a lirst-class eertilioate by the floral committee.

From this same strain, in process of time,

Violetta ai^pearcd us a chance flower in a bed

of .fcedling.-;. Observing the dwarfness of

growth, many llower.s, and sweetness of ]>er-

fume of litis chance seedling, a stock was
propagated and plants sent out by Mr. Wood,

• Drawn for The Garden by U. G. Moon, at

Gravetye Manor, September 11,1891. Lithographed
and printed by Guillaume Severeyas.
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Kii-kstall, near Leeds, last autumn. The
distinguishing characteri.'ftic of this strain,

besides the qualities already described, is

no marking or streaks whatever in the

eye, as well shown iu the illustration

accompanying this. In the north the

colour of the flower is pure white, Init in

a damp season a certain blush tinge is ob-

servable, which may by some be preferred.

Violetta has for two seasons been bedded out

at Belvoir Castle and many smaller places,

and been thoroughly proved. Many letters

have reached me as to its origin, wliich I

have now the pleasure of giving, as requested

by the editor of The Garden, who has

grown the variety. Violetta has produced a

numerous family and an entirely new race

of bedders, which will l)e distributed as far

as the limited stock of plants will allow.

Sylvia, the finest of the race, has again yielded

forms, almost the same as the seed-producing

parent, which proves how fixed the strain

has become by careful selection. In conclu-

sion, the tuftiness of the strain is undoubtedly
due to the original parent (Viola cornuta)

I'jVery bloom shows the horn or spur at the

back of the flower, reaching past the foot-

stalk in most instances, as seen iu that spe-

cies. In the first instance, the purity of the

eye and freedom from rays or streaks were
obtained by destroying all plants with flowers

which failed to come up to this standard.

\ow seedlings from the new forms come
true, the eye perfectly clear (as shown in the

illustration). The perfume is an additional

attraction. In warm weather the beds exhale

a most pleasant odour (like sweet-scented Vio-

lets), which, coming at a different season,

make the fragrance all the more welcome.

Charles Stuart, M.D.

Hillside, Chirnside, N.B.

THE WEEK'S WORK:

FRUIT HOUSES.

Late Gbapes.—The foliage on the late Vines
generally has changed colour rapidly and will soon
be all down. Left in the house, these leaves tend to
make the atmosphere too moist for the good of the
bunches still hanging, and all should therefore be
picked up daily, any hanging or caught in the
wood being also removed. All the while there are
any bunches hanging, an equable temperature of
from 45° to 50° should be maintained, fire-heat

still baing kept in the pipes and a little top air

constantly on, the front ventilators also being
opened whenever the weather is mild. A close
look-out ought to be kept for any decaying berries, as
should these be left, a whole bunch would soon be
spoilt. There ought to be no hesitation in the
matter, berries being cut out on the slightest sign
of injury, and any decaying rubbish there may be
on the footstalks inside of the bunch also be care-
fully removed, or this may start a rapid decay of
the bunch. Drip is quickly fatal to the bunches,
and if it falls on them, either shift to one side or
paper over the bunches. Dryness of atmosphere is

conducive to good keeping, but the borders ought
not to be allowed to get very dry, or a poor break
will be the result next spring. Before they become
quite dry, select a dry clear morning, loosen the
surface of the border, and then give a good soaking
of soft water or liquid manure—the latter being
most needed by exhausted borders.

Bottling Grapes.—Instead of further exhaust-
ing the Vines by leaving a number of bunches still

on them, the better plan would be to bottle all

that are now hanging. Once they are transferred
to a suitable room they are far less trouble to take
care of than formerly, and there is really no neces-

sity to wait till January before doing this. What
is wanted for keeping late Grapes in is a cool, dry
room, and from which all draughts or currents of

cold air can be excluded. Fire-heat under such con-
ditions may be optional, as it frequently happens
that Grapes keep as well without as with its aid.

In any case it should be employed in order to expel
damp and to prevent the temperature falling much
below 45°. Bottles of various kinds may be em-
ployed, these being either suspended from rails or

else rested in racks of some kind. They should
only be partially filled with clear water and rested
in a sloping direction, so that the bunches may
swing quite clear. Those suspended should not be
of the heaviest description, soda-water bottles and
"pints "answering well, the bunches in these cases

swinging themselves clear of the glass. If any
bunches are left out for present use, or owing to a
scarcity of storage room, let it be some of the

larger and most compact clusters of Alicante, Gros
Colman, Muscat of Alexandria, Gros Guillaume,
and White Tokay. Comparatively small and freely

thinned bunches keep the longest, and no other

varieties hold out so well as Lidy Downe's and Mrs.
Pince's Muscat, though Mrs. Pearson, Golden Queen,
and West's St. Peter's all keep fairly well, or, say,

till March. Those to be bottled should be cut with
a good length of wood attached, the lower part being
cleared of projections to admit of their being easily

run into bottles and the upper part left intact,

though, if need be, there is nothing to prevent
placing the wood beyond the bunch in the water.

The wood must be thrust well into the water, as

should this not be done it may soon become high
and dry, the berries shrivelling badly being per-

haps the first indication of this. There should be
no opening of ventilators or windows, but, on the

contrary, the Grapes keep best in the low tem
perature already given, air also being excluded
from them as much as possible.

Cleaning and dressing Vines.—The pruning
of successional varieties ought to have been com
pleted ere this, and directly the foliage and crops

are removed from late Vines these also may well be
pruned at once. Nor is it advisable to long delay

all the cleaning operations, as January may per-

haps be more favourable for open-air work. The
first proceeding should be to thoroughly cleanse

the glass and woodwork of each house, the walls

being given a good dressing of hot limewash, after

which the Vines may be taken in hand. Avoid the

old and barbarous practice of skinning and scrap

ing these, this being one of the principal causes of

so many rods failing to swell beyond a certain size,

many of them contracting rather than expanding.

Once they are completely denuded of their natural

covering they fail to ever again renew this, and, as

a consequence, are badly exposed to all the vicis-

situdes of heat and cold throughout the year,

Nor is this all ; unduly skinning and scraping

the rods render the inner bark much more
liable to be injured by a dressing of insecti-

cide, or the strong mixtures usually concocted for

them. All the cleaning needed is to remove the

loose bark and to lightly clear the joints, this

being where insect pests most do congregate. Sup-

posing any particular kind or several insects were
troublesome last season, more than ordinary pains

should be taken with the cleaning. First tho

roughly scrub the rods with hot soapy water, this

frequently destroying insect life that insecticides

would not reach. No dressing of any description

is really needed by Vines in a clean healthy state,

but most gardeners feel more comfortable after

some kind of preventive measures has been used.

These must not be omitted in the case of rods not

known to be free of pests, generally extra pains

being taken with any infested with mealy bug and
thrips. On no account, however, ought petroleum
or paraffin to be used in any form on Vines, as the

bark is far too porous to admit of such searching

remedies being applied with safety. For mealy

bug, gas tar mixed with thin clayey water at the
rate, say, of one part of the former to two of the

latter, kept well mixed and brushed in, is found to

be a safe and fairly effective remedy, though no-

thing of the kind would ever reach every one of them.
The buds must not be covered over with the tar

mixture, or the young shoots may fail to come
through it satisfactorily. As a remedy for mildew,
red spider and thrips Gishurst compound is still

unsurpassed. Dissolve 8 oz. and add this to a
gallon of clayey water, further adding half a pound
each of soot and sulphur, the whole being well

mixed and applied equally all over the Vines in

the form of a thin paint. Practical.

PLANT HOUSES.
The conservatory.—Where this structure joins

the house every effort should now be made to have
it looking as attractive as possible for the Christmas
season. If thus far the thorough cleansing and
cleaning out after the Chrysanthemums have done
good duty have not been seen to, they should be set

about at once. Even if the plants are of good
quality that are about to be brought in, dirty

surroundings militate against their appearance
as a whole. This occurs with the paint, the

walls, and the glass, and the floors also in many
cases. With this cleansing the climbers should

have a reduction to within safe limits, taking note,

of course, as to their future flowering. Where the

wood cannot be cut away for the sake of not de-

priving one's self of the future crop of bloom, then

it should be tied in, but not in a formal manner.
Climbers where covering the roof, or partially so,

must have a thinning out to admit more light,

removing the weakly wood which is less likely to

do a good turn another season. If not convenient

to get at, the garden engine should be set on
the roof to give it a cleansing and to rout

out the spiders and their webs. Where pos-

sible, however, it should be washed, and for this

purpose nothing surpasses the brushes sold in oil

shops for applying tar to fences ; these when fixed

upon a long handle, as used for the tar, are first-

rate for the work. All that is needed in addition

is a circular piece of stout leather with a hole cut

in the centre to push it over the handle and near

up to the brush ; this will prevent the water run-

ning back and down the arms and clothes of the

operator. Everything afterwards should be cleaned

up and made as dry as possible; a little heat in the

pipes will assist in dispelling the moisture. In the

rearrangement every effort should be brought into

play to make as good a show as the circumstances

will admit for the fe.stive season ;
even if a few

plants do suffer somewhat by being taken from a

warmer house, it will not so very much matter

when there is a good stock to fall back upon.

Poinsettias should most certainly be used ; nothing

surpasses them at this season of the year. By so

contriving it as to avoid direct contact with cold

air they will stand for some time without feeling

the eft'ects, particularly if they have been partially

hardened beforehand, or where they have (as they

should be) been grown in a dry atmosphere, com-
pared to what some plants prefer. In watering them
care should be taken not to give too much ; it should

also be warm water rather than that which is quite

cold. The winter- flowering Salvias where grown
will now prove to be useful. Late Chrysanthemums,

which are becoming more and more valuable every

season, will also continue to make a good show as

tall plants for backgrounds. Winter-blooming zonal

Geraniums will also make a considerable show,

but should be given as dry a place as can be

selected. Primulas, both single and double forms

of P. sinensis, should also have a fairly dry place

to keep them in good condition. I would prefer

to depend upon the singles (of a good strain) for a
show in the conservatory ; the variety in colour is

better, whilst the doubles are the best suited for

cutting. The singles will require looking after

as regards damping off to prevent the main

stem from eventually suffering and decaying in its

turn ; each bloom should be picked off as it fades,

with its stem also, not pulled off, thus leaving the

remainder to decay down to its base. Of forced
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plants, the Roman Hyacinths, Paper-white and
Roman Narcissi will do the best service, each
lasting well, with the advantage of knowing that

they may be stood where some plants of more per-

manent growth would suffer. Callas (Richardia),

Cyclamen, and Tree Carnations will each prove

effective ; so also will the earlier plants of Epacris

and the winter-flowering Heaths. To these should

be added the Solannms (capsicastrnm vars.) as

characteristic berried plants. With such a choice

it will not be difficult to make up an extra good
show. Arranging the plants for a few days
rather more closely together than usual will do no
harm to speak of. Eucharis, Pancratinms, Euphor-
bias, and such dwarf plants as Eranthemum pul-

chellum, Aphelandra aurantiaca Koezli, and the

tuberous winter-flowering Begonias should all be
kept in more congenial quarters. In some cases

such as these, Calanthe vestita vars. and C. Veitchi

could be used without any harm for one or two
nights in rooms. I would rather do this than
draw the supply for such purposes on special occa-

sions from the conservatory, disturbing that ar-

rangement and not affording the variety otherwise

gained. In arranging a conservatory where there

is ample scope for using a good variety of plants,

the best way is to avoid an indiscriminate mixture
with no distinct variation in one part from that of

another. The better plan is to group each kind or

at most two kinds together ; this will make a far

more effective show. If there be any water, as in

the case of a fountain or in connection with rock-

work and Ferns, then the place is at once indicated

for such plants as Callas, Narcissi, or Roman
Hyacinths. When many tilings are being used
from warmer quarters, I would keep the house a
trifle warmer also ; even in mild weather a little

heat in the pipes will cause a better circulation of

air, and cause the house to feel more agreeable
as a promenade. All watering should be done
early in the day, so that all is again dry upon the
floor and around the plants before nightfall.

Jambs Hudson.

ORCHIDS.
The temperatures of the Orchid houses, now
that we are approaching very near to the shortest
day, ought to be maintained at their lowest point
consistent with the safety of the plants, and it

seems, as far as one may judge from practical ex-

perience, that the lowest point to be reached may
vary according to the condition of the plants

;
per-

fectly healthy specimens with their bulbs well de-

veloped and ripened during the previous summer
will stand a much lower degree of cold than those
not healthy or imperfectly ripened. When Odon-
toglossum crispum was introduced in quantity
under the names of 0. Blunti and O. Alexandrse,

many of the leading cultivators tried the experi-

ment of how low the temperature might be kept in

which the cool Orchids were grown after it had
been conclusively determined that quite a cool at-

mosphere was best for them. One grower, who had
exceedingly vigorous plants and kept them in the
best of health, told me that the temperature of the
house where the plants throve so well frequently
touched a minimum point of .'i5', and this low tem-
perature did not in the least injure the plants.

Oncidium macranthum grown on a block of Apple
wood and suspended near the roof glass at the cool

end of the house throve amazingly. Ada aurantiaca
made vigorous growth. Odontoglossum trium-
phans, 0. Pescatorei, O. Ilalli, and many others,

but none of the Masdevallias, made really vigorous
growth. No growers would care to allow the tem-
perature of their cool Orchid house to fall so low,

but when the plants are in good health, and at any
time if during severe frost the glass should regis-

ter this low minimum there is no need to be greatly

alarmed, but it is certain Masdevallias are injured

by so low a temperature, and Odontoglossums if

not in vigorous health might also suffer. The fogs

have been very troublesome, and have already
crippled the blossoms of the Odontoglossums, pre-

venting the buds from developing. Ho far we have
not suffered much from severe frosts, and we have
been very Euccessful in maintaining a fairly uni-

form temperature, the minimum not much below

or above 45° in the cool house. The plants which

do us good service in the cool house for cut blooms

at the present time are the plants of Maxil-

laria grandiflora ; this plant grows most vigorously,

and it does not take long to get up a good stock of

plants by propagation. There is not much work
to be done in the houses at ()resent, except seeing

that all the plants are kept thoroughly clean.

Green-fly persists in attacking the spikes of Odon-
toglossums as soon as they issue from the

bulbs. They would soon prevent the formation

of any flower - buds ; therefore it is better to

keep a very sharp look-out and remove them at

once. I use a camel's-hair brush dipped in fine

tobacco powder, which prevents their getting

upon any other plants, and most cultivators are

aware that these pests do mire mischief when it is

necessary to use much artificial heat. When the

weather is very bad and frost intense the house has

to be kept close and condensed water from the

root may drop into the hearts of some choice

plants ; this must be avoided, and also too much
water upon the leaves from the syringe or water-

pot. Any water needed should be applied over the

roots, and ought not to lodge upon the leaves or

pseudo-bulbs. In the Odontoglossum house the

plants are in all stages of growth ; some have fully

developed bulbs ; others are half through their

growth or in various stages of it, and the treatment

should be slightly different. I think it is a good
plan to arrange all those that have completed their

growth and are about to throw up their flower-spikes

by themselves ; they can be more easily seen to, and
the spikes can be watched at night for slugs or

other depredators. The same remarks apply to

the Cattleya house. Here we have some of the

Cattleyas which have quite completed their growths
and are now in the resting period ; others, and those

not the least important, have not yet made up their

bulbs. In the latter class are the Luilia purpurata.

The vigorous growing plants have in some instances

made up their sheaths, but those of more weakly
growth are yet many weeks from this stage. We
cannot have separate houses for these plants, but
it may be well to place those plants which have not
yet made up their growths as near to the glass as

possible and at the warmest end. We have the

warmest end and the part where light is most
abundant occupied with the white varieties of Lselia

anceps ; they have been in that position all through
the summer and have made good growths, and
flower-spikes have been freely produced. Some
growers complain loudly that the white varie-

ties of Lrelia anceps do not flower so freely

as the ordinary coloured type. They will not

do so unless the plants are treated to a light

position near the glass ; moreover, they must
at the same time be kept in vigorous lioalth, and if

this is done there will be no longer any complaint
about the plants not flowering. L. autumnalis, Cat-

tleya I'owringiana, and C. labiata are in flower, and
they all last long in good condition, provided the

atmosphere is not kept so moist as to cause the

flowers to become spotted. Cattleya Percivaliana

has made splendid flowering sheaths this season,

and will succeed the true C. labiata. Some re-

cently imported plants of the latter species have
been planted in shallow pans, and as they have all

started to grow, I thought it better to suspend the

pans by wires to the roof-glass of the warmest
house. The temperature is not over (i(i° at night,

and it seems to suit the plants very well, for they

are growing strongly and pushing strong roots out

from the base of the young growths. The plants

whicli are in flower are in the Cattleya house, and
as they pass out of bloom they are also suspended
near the roof and kept comparatively dry, to avoid

their starting into growth before their time. Con-
siderable attention has been given to Cypripedium
insigne during the last few years, and good varie-

ties of it are of great value, but even the ordinary

varieties produce flowers which are v.-duable in

the market when sold cut from the plants, and
most useful in private gardens to supply the house
witli cut flowers ; they will in cool rooms last about
six weeks in water. I find that although the plants

do very well in the cool house all the year round,

they grow more freely and the flowers open better

in the Cattleya house during the winter. We have
our plants of Vanda teres in the coolest end of the

Cattleya house. They have made good growths in

the warmest house we have, and they will doubtless

flower freely as they have hitherto done in the

same house about July. J. Douglas.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Potatoes in pots.—Although it is rather early

to think about starting Potatoes on either hotbeds

or in heated pits, at least, as far as quality is con-

cerned
;
yet where they are looked for early in the

season, pot culture will be found the most suitable.

An early vinery or Peach house just started is well

suited for their growth, but where these will not be

started for some little time, the sets may be for-

warded by laying them in a shallow box and par-

tially covering with leaf soil, when, if placed in a
gentle heat and kept slightly moist, the sprouts

will soon move. Directly these have made sprouts

not more than an inch long, they should be

potted, placing two sets in a '.i-inch pot. It placed

near the light in any of the structures above named,

the growth will be satisfactory. Sharpe's Victor is

the earliest and well adapted for pot culture.

For quality Mona's Pride is to be preferred, but it is

quite a fortnight or three weeks later, even if

started at the same time. Quality, however, must
not be looked for in these early Potatoes, and it is

only for the sake of earliness that they are ever

asked for.

Autumn and winter Broccoli.—The abnor-

mally mild season so tar has been much in favour

of the late plants of self-protecting Broccoli, and

if the present weather continues, heads could be

cut from the open at Christmas. It is well, however,

to be on the sate side and to lift all with the least

sign of a head, and place them where they may
have some protection in case of sudden frosts. Even
where frame space or floors of Peach houses are not

available, any dry border where the plants may be

bedded in so as to have some covering over them tor

protection, should be resorted to. Snow's Winter

White will also commence to form heads, and to

guard against any risks this should be treated

likewise, or a moderately severe frost just as the

heads are forming would destroy the whole lot.

Winter Broccoli is a precarious crop at the best of

times in our uncertain climate, so every means

should be taken to save it.

Mushrooms.— The mild season is much in

favour of the production of Mushrooms in either

cool sheds or the open air, let alone the Mushroom
house proper. With beds in sheds at this season

a dry warmth is what is necessary. A wet surface

will destroy the young Mushrooms as they appear,

and as the sweating from the bed will cause this,

the covering will either have to be turned or

warmer and drier material placed in immediate

contact. The covering necessary at this season

will be guided by the weather. It by laying the

hand on the surface of the bed under the covering

it feels fairly warm there will be sufficient cover-

ing, but if not, extra must be added to make up

any deficiency. Cold will not kill the spawn, but

will prevent tlie growth of Mushrooms, although

they would commence to form when warmer
weiither arrives at the turn of the season. The

same holds good with any beds which may be

formed in the open air. Care must be taken in

Mushroom houses which are provided with hot-

water pipes not to unduly heat these. Let the

temperature range as near 55^ as possible.

Watkrinc Mushroom beds.—During the dull

days of winter the Mushroom beds, wherever

placed, seldom, if ever, require watering, but beds

in houses heated artificially are apt to dry up, es-

pecially so when formed in raised bins. Not that

these will require a deal of water where the beds

have been suitably prepared, as these generally re-

tain the moisture well, considering the artilicial

conditions. It is those beds which have not been

properly made which become over-dry, as when
put together they quickly over-heat themselves

until all the moisture is dried out. Most beds are
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benefited by a gentle watering just as the young
MushTooms commence to appear. This should be
applied at a temperature of !)0°, with a pinch o£

salt in each canful of water. The water must be
applied through a fine rose, working it backwards
and forwards, so as to equally moisten the surface.

Beds which are over-dry should be lightly watered
one day and again the next, the water thus penetrat-
ing every part.

Green Mint and Tarragon.—These two green
herbs, especially the latter, will now be in constant
demand. The roots of Mint if lifted, laid in boxes
of fairly rich soil, and placed in heat, will soon pro-

duce a supply of shoots. The roots should not be
forked out, but be cut out in turves with a spade.
Tarragon succeeds best when young plants are
placed in pots some time during the summer. If

these be now placed in heat the shoots will readily

start. Failing these, strong roots should be lifted

and planted in boxes of soil. A. Young.

Kitchen Garden.

SHOWING VEGETABLES.
Anv close observer who vi-sits the flower shows
up and down the country, and who at the
same time is a grower of vegetables for the
supply of a gentleman's table, not for the mar-
ket, cannot fail to note that there is in many
vegetables a decided element of coarseness. Size
merely is thought far too much of iu the case

of many kinds of vegetables. In stating this,

I do not for one moment reflect upon the cul-

tivation, for size in some cases is only attained
by superior culture. Utility should receive

more consideration. It does, I am aware,
have weight with some judges, but should do
so to a greater extent as a whole. Take
Cauliflowers, for instance. It is not often
these are shown in anything but large, not
to say abnormal size. These are not such
as a gardener who is well up to his work
would send into the kitchen, or if he ventured
to do so, the probability is some fault would
be found. It is well known that these would,
as compared with smaller heads, be much
stronger in flavour, lacking that delicacy they
ought to possess. Brussels Sprouts are another
case in point. These, niethinks, have been "im-
proved " upon till they are in danger of being
spoiled. There is nothing to surpass the small
sprouts of close compact growth produced from
plants of a corresponding character in most
instances. These have far less waste about
them than the larger ones, which more often
than not have to be trimmed down. Here,
too, the flavour is all in favour of the smaller
sprouts. Yet upon the exhibition taljle the
larger ones take the lead, some, even as in the
case of other vegetables, being recommended
for exhibition. Take Onions as another instance
in which mere size has made considerable ad-
vance of late years. As far as practical utility

for home consumption goes, who would not
prefer to have a stock of James's Late Keeping
or Giant Zittau ! To test this, let the large
ones and those of medium size be taken into
the kitchen and see which the cook, who
is conversant with vegetables, will prefer.

Well-grown Brown Globe or James's Keeping
should have, I consider, quite as much value
attached to them as in the case of the immense
ones of otlier sorts that are mostly shown, and
which represent additional labour, extra room,
and more manure. Peas are no exception, for

here the prevailing fashion is in favour of those
with the largest pods. Yet where is there any-

- thing to surpass Ne Plus Ultra for the main
and late crop, or Criterion for a second or mid-
aeason Pea >, True, the Duke of Albany and

some other large-podded kinds similar in many.
respects to it are of good flavour, but they are

not such continuous bearers as those I have
named, whilst in some instances these large

pods are mere bags of wind. I have this sum-
mer had the pleasure of judging more than once

with a gentleman who is well known as a

stickler for quality, and Ne Plus Ultra when
shown well requires in his opinion, and my
own, a deal of beating yet. Celery comes under
the same condemnation as to size. The large

heads look well enough as shown, but who cares

for them when supplying the kitchen in the

usual way ( Here, again, is a waste, not only

in size, but in labour also. For ordinary pur-

poses Celery is not required to be blanched to

that extreme length in which it is frequently

shown. When such heads come into the kitchen

they will be sure to receive a severe handling.

Medium-sized heads (or sticks) when well

blanched are of a more nutty and pleasant

flavour. One can also feel some satisfaction in

thinking it can be thus grown without sewage
matter. In Carrots I consider there has been
an improvement of late years as to quality

combined with appearance, but they do not sur-

pass the Horns and Early Nantes in this re-

spect. Considering also that these latter may
be pulled sweet and tender all the winter when
sown in July, there is no actual advantage as

far as quality goes even then. The large Car-

rots are frequently wasted in preparation,

more so decidedly than the smaller ones.

In Beetroot there is an element of coarseness

when size is aimed at, the smaller roots finding

most favour in the kitchen, whilst the larger

ones win upon the show table. The Cheltenham
Beet, of medium size, is of splendid quality ; so

also is Nutting's Dwarf Red. In Broad Beans
the prevailing fashion is to go in for those with

large long pods, but for quality give me the Im-
proved Broad Windsor and Monarch Longpod.
French Beans furnish another instance. Ne
Plus Ultra, one of the finest of all kinds, would
have to give way to the larger pods of Canadian
Wonder in many cases ; it would not, however,
have the preference in the dining room. In

the tall or running Beans there is a notable

instance of quality combined with size— the
Chelsea Giant White is a very superior variety

and equally good as a cropper. The old Scarlet

and Painted Lady are still amongst the best for

quality, iu .spite of several " improved" forms.

In the case of Asparagus, an instance came under
my observation recently, but not in the usual

course of supply. Whilst the family was ab-

sent I had to dispose of the produce. Aspara-

gus included. This I did locally to a person in

the trade, who, when I first took some of my
growth to him, looked askance at it as compared
with his market-bought sample, which was
larger and coarser. His customers soon found
out for themselves, however, and would have
no market-grown afterwards when ours was ob-

tainable, special journeys having to be made to

obtain it for them. Cabbages do not aflbrd the

same comparison, for thesmaller ones are usually

put up, if any are shown at all. For quality

two of the best 1 consider are EUam's Early
Spring and Little Pixie. In Leeks there is not

much to choose, but I incline for flavour towards
Ayton Castle Giant ; it need not, however, be
for home use in any sense a giant.

Of the Savoys I find the best for quality to

l)e Tom Thumb Selected, whilst as a cropper.

Dwarf Green (.Juried deserves notice ; these,

however, are rarely shown. As to varieties of

Parsnips, there is but little to say, but give me,
however, medium sized roots of The Student
for flavour and (juality in preference to largo

roots of that or any other kind. Turnips call

for but few remarks. For all-round purposes
two of the best are Early Snowball and Red
Globe. These also do well for exhibition,
but at the size they are mostly shown the flavour
would be rather strong. In Tomatoes large
fruits win, whilst those of medium size are
decidedly preferred in a general way in the
kitchen and also in the best shops. To eat raw I

still prefer Green Gage. Of Potatoes there is one
kind which stands out prominent for size com-
bined with excellent quality, and is more often
found in winning collections than any other

;

this is Satisfaction. For use at home, how-
ever, give me those of a smaller size than usually
shown. As a main crop Potato Magnum Bonum
still holds its own, but for best use the medium
sized tubers will be the better when sent up
whole. Those vegetables usually shown iu

their respective seasons have been enumerated
in the foregoing remarks. The purport of these
comjiarisons has been to contrast (juality and
flavour as against size, with the best external
appearance, but often combined with coarseness.

I feel fully persuaded that something should be
done to check size, obtained oftentimes at a
sacritioe,asfara3agood payingcropis concerned,
therefore misleading also as to the standard
that should be taken as a reliable guide in the
cultivation of vegetables in general for home
uses. Quality.

Tomatoes as fruits.— I do not think it would
need much argument to induce Mr. Burbidge to

class Tomatoes as table fruits and to champion
their admission into competitive fruit collections.

Tomatoes certainly lend both welcome colour and
beauty to collections of vegetables, where they are
often much needed. It is rarely the case, in the
autumn especially, that fruit collections would not
also be brighter for a nice dish of Tomatoes.
What happens in the case of Tomatoes shown
with vegetables is that the fruits to pass muster
creditably must be of good size. Thus many of

the very prolific and handsome smaller-fruited sorts

are quite shut out and get no encouragement. If,

on the other hand, we allowed Tomatoes to come
into dessert fruit collections, we should specially en-

courage not only the beautiful golden kinds, but
also the cluster forms, one of the very best of which
is Golden Nugget, which was certificated at Chis-
wick during the past season. We should then find

gain would result to our dessert, ta Tomato cul-

ture, and also to the trade in the fruits. On the
score of dessert quality, this much is to be said

for Tomatoes, that if at all well grown they are
almost invariably of even quality. That is saying
a good deal when we regard the exceeding un-
cert.iinty which hangs over Melons and many so-

called desseit Pears. What is more deceiving
often when cut than a beautiful Melon or a,

handsome, yet hard gritty Pear? Well ripened
Tomatoes are never deceiving. So long as we
refuse to class them as dessert fruits so long will

they be regarded only as ordinary vegetables, when
tens of thousands of people eat them raw as readily

as they do Apples.—A. D.

Spoilt Celery.—I have been the recipient of

numerous complaints both from amateur and
cottage gardeners with respect to the prevalence of

rot or decay in blanched Celery this season. There
is little to be wondered at that such is the case, for

we have had an exceptionally wet earthing time,
and whilst absence of sunshine tended to make
growth thin and hollow, excess of moisture has
greatly helped to produce decay. Very many
Celery growers who plant on stiff or retentive soils

have founil earthing up to have been exceptionally
troublesome work. For that reason Celery has
been more than usually exposed to the influence of

damp after the earthing has taken place, hence
much of the evU from which the plants have
suffered. Very possibly gardeners who supervise

the work of their garden labourers thoroughly have
had little to complain of, and where the banking up
has been well done, the point of the ridge sharp
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and well sloped, the rain has been well thrown off

and the plants kept fairly dry. Market gruwers of

Celery in great breadths do not make appreciable
complaint yet, but should the present very mild
moist weather continue, it is very probable that
there will later be very general complaint with
respect to the bad keeping of blanched Celery.
Good cultivators now happily do not plant such
deep trenches as was formerly the rule. Thus in

very wet seasons the plants are less under water
and the foil is usually on the surface drier and
more pulverised than is the case when trenches
are cut deep and close together. A dressing of
soot applied to the surface-soil before earthing
takes places may serve^to destroy slugs, &c , but it

helps to discolour the stalks of the plants and im-
parts to them an unpleasant taste. Fresh slaked
lime is much better, and helps also to absorb some
of the moisture in the soil. All Celery should be
watered by lateral filtration rather than by pour-
ing moisture in about the plants after earthing has
commenced. That is a very common error with
many amateur growers.—A. D.

Scorzonera.—Scorzonera, or black Salsafy, as
it is sometimes called, is not so generally grown as
Salsafy, but it is a most wholesome vegetable, and
when well grown much appreciated and even pre-

ferred by many to the better-known root. The
skin is black, but the flesh is very white and keeps
its colour after being scraped better than Salsafy
does, this tending to make it popular when once
used. It well repays good cultivation, small roots

being of very little use and the growing season
short, as the seed must not be sown early or the
plants will run too much to flower. Late in April
or early in May is quite soon enough to sow, and
even then some of the plants will be sure to throw
up flower-spikes. These will, however, do but little

harm it kept constantly cut or picked off. A plot
should be chosen for growing it that is in good
tilth and which has been well manured for a pre-
vious crop, as fresh manure is sure to mar the
symmetry of the roots. If, however, manure is

thought necessary, it should be buried deeply.
It is a mistake to sow too thickly or to liave the
rows very close together, as some do with the idea
of making the most of the ground. Big roots being
the best, not less than 18 inches should be allowed
between the rows and the plants thinned to from
9 inches to 12 inches apart. Hoeing must not be
neglected in the growing season; everything in fact
must be done to encourage growth. There is a new
kind in the market called the Large Russian, of
which I have had no experience, but I should be
glad to learn from anyone who has tried it whether
it is an improvement on the old stock.— J. C. Tal-
LACK.

EARLY WINTER.
It is sometimes said that those who have only an
outdoor garden with no houses of any sort can in
reality enjoy their flowers as much as those who
have the luxury of a greenhouse. If this is to a
certain extent true, it must be taken with limita-
tions, for the months of November and December
will scarcely afford much pleasure to the outdoor
gardener. With the very first notes of spring the
early Snowdrop or the yellow Aconite peeping up
in a sheltered corner, there is some interest in the
outdoor borders, and also the happy expectations
of brighter suns and warmer days, combined with
the feeling that we have turned a corner, and that
the days of decay and mouldy rotting leaves are
well nigh over, and we are approaching the renewal
of Nature in its sjiringlide loveliness. I'.ut mean-
while, where we are now, it is hard to find any-
thing to look at out of doors which is in the very
lowest sense of the word pleasing to the eye.

For this very reason one is all the more grateful
to that kindly shrub, the yellow winter Jessamine
(Jasminum nudiflorum), for producing its pretty
sprays on our walls, even in the very depth of the
dreariest portion of the year. Is it any wonder
that it has so rapidly become a favourite, to that
yon see it in all sorts of places, in yards and rough
comers, on cottage walls, and even ogly outhcuseB ?

But still, wherever it is put, it has such a wonder-
ful power of accommodation, that it seems to fit

itself into its place with perfect indifference

;

always, and under all circumstances, flinging its

green spears clothed with their closely fitting

golden flowers into the winter air. Nor will this

pretty Jessamine be absolutely without a com-
panion in its winter flowers. That peculiar shrub,
so strange in the colouring of its flowers, so rich in

its aromatic scent, Chimonanthus fragrans, will

about the middle of December be in flower alfo on
a south wall. Few flowers which come out in the cold
part of the year have any scent, but this Chimo-
nanthus is exceedingly sweet, and its dull-coloured
flower placed in a saucer will scent a room. The
wood must be well ripened, or few flowers will be
produced, and it seems to require a place on a south
wall. It is worth growing on account of the sin-

gularity and sweetness of its flowers. Another
shrub will in some places and in some seasons
afford pretty heads of white flowers at this time

—

the common Laurustinus. I remember the late

Hon. and Rev. J. T. Boscawen used to regard this

shrub as more delicate than the Camellia. He
would quote instances of its being destroyed in his
own garden by unusual frosts, while his Camellias
were never so destroyed. I think there must be
something capricious about the Laurustinus, for
Camellias do not seem to succeed out of doors in
this country, while Laurustinus flourishes and is at
the present time in flower. Then to gather with
these flowers above mentioned there are other
things which try to brave all weathers, but are not
happy in making the attempt. The outdoor gar-
dener can perhaps gather a bunch of Christmas
Ro.^es. But alas ! they are apt to bear marks of
rough usage. The outside edge of the petals will
be broken and look splashed or slimy and bear
traces of the depredations of a casual slug. Com-
pare with this maimed and injured blossom of the
winter Hellebore a flower which has been protected
from rain and dirt and slugs, and everyone must
acknowledge the great superiority of the latter.

The Christmas Rose is one of those plants which
will indeed brave the hardest frost and snow, but
its flowers will not be worth much if they are left

to be exposed to them. It is better to protect the
flowers either by growing Christmas Roses in pots
or by putting frames over them where they grow
in the open ground. Then the outdoor gardener
can perhaps gather a few special treasures in the
casual flowers which may be found among a
large number of Primrose plants. This depends
altogether on the season ; so far this year Prim-
roses have been flowering in a desultory manner all

through the colder weather, and even occasional
blooms have been found in our hedges, but they
are not quite so fine and certainly not so fragrant
as the lovely spring flowers we get in March,

Another outdoor flower which is very pretty at
the present time is the old hardy annual Limnan-
thes Douglasi. The seed was sown early in March
or April, and the young plants were potted into
fi-inch pots later on. In these small pots they re-
mained until there was room for them in the open
borders. They were partly in bud and flower when
put out, and they have continued to flower ever
since and promise to go on through the winter.
With every frost they are laid flat on the ground,
but recover with the milder air. The foliage of
this little plant is exceedingly pretty, and the
flowers are long-stalked and well thrown up from
the ground. Bees find out this little annual in

early spring and get much jioUen from it.

What I have said of outdoor winter flowers refers
to this and other midland counties, not to the
milder regions of the south and west. In the far
west fine heads of scarlet Rhododendrons may be
gathered at (Jhristmas-time, and Camellias, if not
utterly spoiled by rain and fog, may also be culled
from outdoor bushes. Our climate will not admit
of this. We look for a while on dreary garden
beds with decayed leaves nestling wherever the
wind drives them until the gardener is tired of the
daily sweeping, for still the withered leaves appear,
dank and rotten and obnoxious to the eye of him
who, at this season, seems to be ever wielding the
constant broom.

It is pleasant to turn the handle of the green-
house door and to be able to gather with lavish
hand a large quantity of beautiful Chrysanthe-
mums. A nosegay made up of Etoile de Lyon,
Elaine, Cullingfordi, Mme. de Sevin, Roseum
snperbum. Sultan, Meg Merrilies, Phoebus, and
many other varieties of Chrysanthemum is delight-
ful at this dark season of the year, and though
some sturdy Chrysanthemums may still be found
in sheltered places out of doors, I think the most
ardent admirer of hardy plants must acknowledge
that in late November and December we who have
learned to love indoor plants have somewhat an
advantage. Moreover, that advantage is not to be
found only in the abundance of the most lovely
Chrysanthemums, but as we pass into a warmer
house we are greeted with the beautiful sprays of
Odontoglossum Rossi majus and O. Alexandrae,
while a profusion of other ordinary plants, such as
Primulas, Cyclamens, Bouvardias and scarlet Gera-
niums, will make any warm greenhouse gay from
hence till the new year.

A Gloucbstbbshibb Pabson.

Trees and Shrubs.

THE AUSTRALIAN NUT TREE.

(UACADAMIA TERNIFOLIA.)

Although the subject of the present article

does not belong to the natural family of the

Cupulifera (like our common Hazel-nut Tree),

but to that of the Proteacea;, it is not without

reason that the popular name of the Australian

(or Queensland) Nut Tree has been applied to it,

as the fruit is very similar to the Hazel nut, not

only in shape, but also in taste, the flavour,

however, being much more delicate.

The genus Macadamia, which was founded by-

Baron Ferdinand Von Miiller for certain trees

or shrubs which are natives of the eastern parts

of Au.stralia, contains, so far as is known at

present, only two species, both of which have

persistent or evergreen foliage, and was so

named in compliment to Mr. John Macadam,
secretary of the Philosophical Institute at

Victoria (Australia).

Macadamia ternifolia was introduced some
time since on the French coast of the Medi-
terranean, but we have never yet seen it bear-

ing fruit there. We grow it at tlie Villa

Colombia, on Golfe Juan, where it forms

handsome slirubs, which present an elegant

appearance with their dark green, glistening

foliage. In our southern districts hero the

tree grows to the height of several yards, but

we cannot say what height it attaius to in

Australia. The branches, which are erect at

tirst, and afterwards become spreading and
slightly drooping, are slender, cylindrical, and
slightly marked with warty furrows. The
leaves aro coriaceous, dark green, teruate

(rarely in pairs or in fours), somewhat
wavily-twistod, and borne on short foot-stalks.

The "limb of the leaf is of a linear form,

attenuated at the base, abruptly pointed at the

extremity, tinoly reticulated on the upper sur-

face, translucent at the margins, and having

the midrili prominent on both sides of the leaf ;

the lower loaves are furnished with large, sharp-

pointed teeth on the margin, while the upjitr

ones have either no teeth or but few. The in-

tlorescenco, which is axillary and terminal,

consists (if simple elongated clusters of small,

iiisignilicant flowers, which are almost regular

iu sliape, the jieriantli erect or tending to in-

curve, the tube slender and cleft, the lobes of
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the perianth separating and becoming recurved

as the flowering progresses. Some small and
very fugacious bracts accompany the flowers,

which are mostly in pairs. The stamens are

inserted a little below the lobes of the perianth
;

the filaments are short and the anthers are ob-

long in shape, and attached to the filaments by
a connective appendage. Four hjpogynous
glands are solidly united to the cup. The
ovary is sessile and surmounted by an elon-

gated, straight style, which is club-shaped at

the top and bears a small terminal stigma ; the

ovary contains two pendent ovules. The ripe

fruit, however, is more particularly interesting.

This is sphteroidal in shape, muoronate at the

01 ; but how greatly enhanced would be the
interest and importance attaching to this species

if we could look forward to tha discovery of

some feasible mode of inducing the trees to

yield a regular supply of their pleasantly-fla-

voured nuts !—E. Andre, in Revue Horticdle.

Scarcity of Holly berries.—I do not know
if a scarcity of Holly berries is general throughout
the country this year. I sincerely trust it is not,

but here, over many acres studded with Holly trees

of various ages, sizes, and varieties, not a berry is

to be seen, and this in a district where heavy crops
are the rale, seldom anything felt approaching a
scarcity, let alone a complete failure as at present.

Flowers of Love-lies-bleeding in a vase.

point, and varies In its dimensions from the
size of a Hazel nvit to that of a small Walnut.
It is covered by a fleshy, green-coloured, rough-
surfaced exocarp, or outer skin, which eventu-
ally splits open from the point to the base
of the fruit, exposing to view the nut,
which is bony, spherical in shape, of a cinna-

mon-yellow colour, smooth, glistening, and
showing two depressions at the pointed end
or apex. Usually one of the two ovules is abor-
tive, and the surviving one fills the whole of

the interior of the shell with its white, firm,

close-grained albumen, forming a kernel, which
is as crisp as that of a Hazel nut, but has a
higher aroma and a finer flavour. We have
gathered and eaten these nuts in the mouth of

December.
Macadamia ternifolia is a tree that should be

cultivated, both from an ornamental and an
economic point of view. Even if it yielded no
fruit, it would make a line appearance in gar-

j

dens in the south of France, where the speci-
\

mens already jilanted have passed uninjured
through winters as severe even as that of IS'JO-

The loss for decoration is small as compared
with the loss of their beauty in the landscape,
glistening and brightening the wintry sombreness.

I The blossom was very sparse, and 1 presume that

j

the wet, ungenial weather which prevailed during

I

the flowering season is accountable for the failure
of the coral crops.— J. R.

Evergreens for Christmas decorations —
These are often cut in a reckless manner, not only

,
as it refers to the plants themselves and the injury
thereby caused, but also as it pertains to waste in

catting too many. The work of cutting is often
done in too great a hurry, the shrubs being thus
hacked to pieces ; whereas with a little care and
forethought in taking pieces here and there (in
some cases where it would do good to the plants)
as great a quantity may be cut without scarcely

j

being missed. Again, the work of cutting is some-
times driven otT to the very last day, and then it

must be done let the weather be what it will. This
is not only a source of discomfort to those who do
the work, but results in a clearing up afterwards,
as well as leaving the Evergreens in a condition
not nearly so suitable for handling to perform the
decorations in a comfortable manner. Little sprays
of well-coloured bits of Hollies (or with more berries

than usual), slender trailing shoots of Ivies, either
for their colour or length, and well-coloured shoots
of Aucubas, although small, can frequently be
turned to good account. A previous knowledge
of the particular requirements is always an advan-
tage in saving needless cutting.—H.

LOVE-LIES-BLEEDING FOR VASE3.
Thls is known probably far better under the
popular name of Love-lies-bleeding than by
Amaranthus caudatus. It is essentially a plant
for every flower garden and for borders of
flowers where they are grown in kitchen war-
dens, as is frequently the case. I have often
wondered why it is not used more than it is in
groups, lines and masses. In its way there is
nothing so effective during the late summer and
autumn months until cut off by frost. This
year I grew a long row of it with other annuals,
and in the autumn when the rest were all spoiled
by the excessive wet this Amaranthus was in its
full beauty. For the sub-tropical garden it is
peculiarly well adapted, being seen to the best
advantage when associated with plants of noble
growth and outline. It looks well, for in-
stance, with Cordyline australis when this latter
is tall, or it may be planted (rather sown)
so as to grow up with young plants of Eu-
calyptus globulus (the Blue Gum). With
Bamboos and ornamental grasses, it is equally
at home and very appropriate. With flowering
plants, such as yellow and white pompon
Dahlias, the herbaceous Sunflowers and Rud-
beckia Newmani, it produces a tine effect.
In groups around the margins of shrubs
or near water it is also seen to advan-
tage. Other uses might easily be found for
this splendid hardy annual in the garden
particularly where a considerable amount of
space has to be planted each year, with an
accommodation under glass totally inadequate
to meet the requirements of the case. It is a
folly to deplore the want of more room in the
houses for bedding plants of a tender character
when there is such a quantity of hardy (or com-
paratively so) annuals which may be used in-
stead, and of which Love-lies-bleedino- is a
typical instance. Its culture is of the easiest

;

it will thrive in almost any common garden
soil that is not absolutely impoverished. The
seed should be sown where the plants are to re-
main, if possible, about the first or second
week in April. It is possible to transplant
them without any difliculty, but there is a cer-
tain check, otherwise easily avoided, the seed
being cheap enough for anyone. My practice
with this and other fine seeds sown out of doors
is to choose a day when the soil works well
after having been duly prepared. The soil having
been first worked down fine, the seed is sown
thinly and covered lightly with some sifted soil
taken from under the potting bench. When
the young plants are of a fair height, they
are thinned out to four or five in each
patch

;
later on this may again be done to even

one, or at most two, so as to secure a strong
plant. Nothing more for some time is needed
beyond seeing that slugs do not destroy the
plants. Water may in some cases be found neces-
sary, but not very often. During the past season
my plants reached to about 5 feet in heicht with
tails hanging down to the ground. Staking as
a means of support in a natural manner is ne-
cessary before the plants are far advanced in
flower. In a cut state this Amaranthus is well
suited to vases where its true character can be
displayed to the best advantage, as in the illus-
tration. Used thus, its larger leaves .should be
pinched oft', for they will otherwise soon fade.
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Another purpose to which I have applied it is

for church decoration. In one instance it was
most efieotively employed as a fringing around
the pulpit, being arranged in an informal man-
ner. It is not in any sense a plant of re-

cent introduction, having been sent home from
India nearly 300 years ago. For the cottager
and amateur it is one of the best of all tall

growing annuals, if only as a companion to the
80 frecjuently cultivated annual Sunflowers.

J. H.

CUT FLOWERS FOR THE CHRISTMAS
SEASON.

These can be had in excellent variety where the
means of production are adequate to meet the case
otherwise it cannot be reasonably expected that a
continuous supply should be maintained, particu-
larly when one considers the large amount of space
occupied by Chrysanthemums, after which in many
instances there is either a break or a considerable
diminution in quantity. For the present time of
the year there is plenty of choice from the green-
house, the intermediate house, and the stove. As
a rule, there will not be many Camellias yet in
bloom under ordinary cultivation in cool houses,
but each flower should be made use of as it ap-
pears. The old variegata is still one of the
most reliable early sorts. Camellia flowers
will be found useful in small vases or speci-

men glasses ; failing their own, the leaves or
sprigs of the green-leaved Euonymus or the com-
mon Myrtle will be good substitutes. From the
greenhouse for special purposes use may be made
of the flowers of Habrothamnus elegans with a
good length of wood. These look well around the
sides of tall epergnes or vases with long droop-
ing fronds of Ferns or the African Aspara-
gus. Fairly long shoots of Salvias make a good
show. S. splendens, where still in flower, would do
well to contrast with white Chrysanthemums, par-
ticularly the Japanese varieties. Late Chrysanthe-
mums are exceedingly useful for the Christmas
season. This section, from the encouragement given
by the National Chrysanthemum Society, will un-
doubtedly be more largely grown. Of these, the
decided colours, such as pure white, shades of
yellow, pink and dark, are the best. To arrange
with these no foliage surpasses that of Ma-
honia aquifolia. I have noted that late kinds keep
better relatively speaking than the mid-season
sorts ; this is caused probably by a little more
warmth and the better circulation of air caused
thereby. In a cut state they also keep better when
they are well supplied with water. For cutting, the
double Primulas are better in all ways than the
singles ; the latter when used should be gummed.
These all look better when kept in small and rather
low vases ; too many in one vase is a waste of
flowers.

Single zonal Geraniums will also need careful
gumming to keep them from dropping, particularly
where gas is the lighting medium. Violets from
cold frames should be made up in small bunches,
or at any rate never be overcrowded. A few
gathered every other day is better than a large
number at longer intervals ; fresh water every
day will be better than it left over to the
second. Sprays of Epacris and Heaths should
be made the most of, they will each be
found useful in their way. These are also well
adapted for sprays

; each can be used separately
or both together, there being a close resemblance
in their character. Another very useful flower for
this season of the year is Libonia floribunda and
the brighter variety L. penrhosiensis. Mignonette
can also be had from a cool house. Only a few
days ago I saw some very good in pits where the
lights were being left off in the daytime. Schi/.os-
tylis coccinea is a very useful flower in a cut state.
If taken when the first flowers are expanded, each
succeeding one may be relied upon to open. This
goes beautifully with white Roman Hyacinths, and
is a flower that ought to receive more attention.
The Christmas Hose (Helleborus niger vars.)

should receive every attention now the flowers are

expanding. The safer way will be to protect the
plants with glass lights from pits or frames where
they can be spared. We cannot tell when a frost

may set in and cause injury ; it is, therefore, best
to be on the safe side. The flowers will be ex-

tremely useful in a cut state, care being taken to se-

cure as good a length of stem as possible. They
will last a long time and should be taken as soon
as they expand. They will keep best in a good
quantity of water, and are much better in low
arrangements than in elevated ones. Bowls filled

with sand and water will suit them well. The water
should co-ier the sand to a fair depth and then have
a coating of green Moss. Thus treated, the flowers
will be held better in position, whilst their own
foliage is their best accompaniment. H. niger
major and H. n. maximus should both be grown.
These are excellent substitutes for such as Eu-
oharis amazonica where stove flowers are not culti-

vated, and as an adjunct to the same in cases of

large demands. Every flower of the winter-bloom-
ing Carnations should be made the most of, not in

the way some of the florists are in the habit of

doing, by wiring two or three blooms together,

so as to make them look like one blossom of ab-
normally large size. This is a waste as well as

being a libel upon these beautiful flowers. These
winter- flowering Carnations should receive the
treatment ensured in a temperate house ; at any
rate they ought to be where there is a little warmth
in the pipes to maintain the atmosphere in a buoy-
ant condition, the warm pipes admitting of more
air being given. Such a house or one a little

warmer will give a good supply of Bouvardias,
which have for some time been very useful and
will continue to be into January. Various colours
of these popular flowers look well by themselves,
such as a good white variety, with either President
Cleveland, Mrs. Green, or Priory Beauty ; they
should not be made up into large arrangements,
nor ought they afterwards to be stood too near a
fireplace.

The winter-blooming Begonias are another class

of flowers that present a better appearance, I

think, by themselves, in combination, of coarse,
with their own appropriate and beautiful foliage.

The blossoms of the various colours of the Abuti-
lons will be found extremely useful, particularly
the white and the yellow varieties. Where there
is any great demand for flowers in more variety,

the Roman and Paper- white Narcissi, the white
Roman Hyacinths, and the earliest of the Tulips
(chiefly Due Van Thol varieties) will each be found
of considerable service. They all last so well,

particularly the three first. The Tulips can in many
cases be used bulbs and all as they are when
divested of the soil and most of the roots. Placed
in sand and water, with green Moss upon the sur-

face, these will look extremely well. With these
the Roman Hyacinths or early forced Lilies of the
Valley could be grouped, so as to make an effective

display. Forced Indian Azaleas can now be had
in fairly good quantity. These, when arranged by
themselves, two colours in combination, look
better, I always think, than if mixed with other
flowers. Cyclamens will do an extremely good
turn. These should be secured with all the length
of stem possible, and when arranged should on no
account be overcrowded. A few flowers of these
will go a long way and produce a far better
appearance than if packed together, in which way
they are a complete jumble and nothing more.
Dotted here and there amongst such as Hellebores,
Eucharis, and Camellias, they are very elTective.

The stove will supply a good quota of very use-

ful decorative material for this season of the year.
The i'oinsettias being perhaps the finest of winter
decorative plants should receive more attention

;

they do not only as plants, but for cutting also.

The season for these can be made to last for at

least two months, or even more, the early variety
with rosy carmine-coloured bracts being a good
month earlier tb;m the old and better-known crim-
son variety. Then there is also the white as a com-
panion to the latter, whilst the double kind brings
up the rear. Plants that have been grown in a dry
atmosphere in small pots and with medium-sized
bracts will be found much better for cutting. Tl^o

leaves of the Poinsettia quickly fade ; some substi-

tute must, therefore, be found that will last better.

The young shoots of the Portugal Laurel will

answer this purpose admirably, and be found far

better than their own foliage. In using the Poin-
settias, vases with a good depth of water in them
are preferable. Such places as entrance halls,

lobbies, and large rooms where a high temperature is

not maintained will suit them best as to keeping.
If used in the dining-room, as upon the sideboard,
they should be taken out again into a cooler place
when not required. Euphorbia jacquini«9ora can
be used in a similar way, a few fronds of the larger

growing Ferns being a very good addition. Eu-
charis cut with a good length of stem having two
or three expanded flowers with a bud or two are
far better than the single flowers when a bold ar-

rangement is being attempted ; these latter are

very useful for small vases and in various ways.
Plumbago flowers, as represented by P. rosea

and P. coccinea (the latter, I think, the better),

do not last well, but when used I would prefer to take
good-sized pieces. Of Orchids the most useful now
in a cut state are the Cypripediums as represented
by the fine old variety C. insigne in its form?, of

which it is hardly possible to find a bad one, and by
the newer kind C. Leeanum, which bids fair to rival

the former in popularity ; and the Calanthes as

represented by C. vestita rosea and C. A'eitchi.

These two classes of Orchids are extremely valu-

able for decoration — the former for the time
they last as well as for their singular looking

flowers ; the latter for their beautiful appearance
in a cut state when arranged by themselves. Strong
spikes of C. Veitchi are particularly effective when
used of a good length, and are useful almost in any
position or for any purpose. Aspidistra leaves or

those of Curculig-o recurvata are a very good ac-

companiment to the spikes of either of the Cal-

anthes, narrower foliage being chosen for the Cypri-

pediums, it not being possible to use their own.
When using more flowers than usual every care

should be taken to economise not only by avoid-

ing overcrowding, but also by taking every care

to preserve them as long as possible in a fresh

condition. Fresh green Moss has been more than
once alluded to ; it is of great service, not only in

providing moisture for the flowers, but also as a
saving of Fern and other foliage from time to

time. Rosa.

Orchard and Fruit Garden.

PRUKING GRAPE VINES.
Tiio.sk who defer pruning in any shape till the

foliage has changed colour and fallen will be

unusually late in commencing this season. All

the Vines alike have retained their foliage in a

green state to a very late date, for if any lost

their primary leaves prematurely, owing to a

bad attack of red spider or from other causes,

the later-formed foliage .survived and, it is to

be hoped, has done good work. Apparently

the wood has ripened well in spite of the sun-

less summer and wet autumn, the exceptions

to the rule being where either the roots are in

an unhealthy state or else tire-heat (by way of

compensation for loss of sunshine) has been too

sparingly used. Not till the wood is matured
and a considerable amount of food stored for

the formation and support of early fruitful

growth does the root-action become most ac-

tive, and if, tlierefore, the foliage is lost early

in the autumn, this must materially affect future

prospects. Seeing, then, that the foliage has

had unusually good opportunities for assisting

the roots, the wood also being hard and the

buds plump, we may, 1 think, reasonably anti-

cipate excellent crops next season. Naturnl'y,

much depends upon the methods of prniing,

and still more upon giving the Vines a th<'roi:gh

rest after ]uiitiing, while much harm may be

done by reckless skinning, scraping, and dress-

ing the rods with strong insecticides. It ia
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with the lirat iinporiant operation that I am
moat concerned about at the present time, as
there ought now to be no further delay in prun-
ing all Vines.

With Madrestield Court and Foster's Seed-
ling it ia hardly possible to make a mistake.
The wood is never very coarse or pithy, and
strong young rods will produce extra fine and
not disappointingly loose bunches in profusion.
If tlie exhibitor or lover of fine bunches cannot
select a sufliciency of these to his liking, he
must be very hard to please. As a rule, very
serviceable bunches can be had by thinning out
the spurs where crowded and pruning those
best placed to the second bud, slightly larger
bunches being sometimes had by leaving an-
other bud. Those who delight in very neat
rods may safely follow close pruning with these
two varieties, but neatness is frequently attained
at the expense of the size of bunches.

Black Hamburgh, Gros Maroc, and Kuok-
land Sweetwater are less satisfactory as regr.rds
their habit of growth, all being liable to lorm
rather coarse pithy wood, and if hard pruned may
not produce quite so many, or at any rat& such
large bunches as may l)e required. Young rods
of the first-named, unless extra well ripened,
are apt to give large and loose clusters, and
which are neither service.ible nor attractive in
appearance, compactness being a strong point
in favour of Hamburgh bunches. We get our
best bunches from healthy and comparatively
old rods, the laterah on which are spurred back
to the third or fourth bud, and keep the spurs
within reasonable bounds by occasionally
shortening them back to a reserved growth
nearer the rod, not but that bunches of a
very useful character may be had by pruning
much harder or to the first plainly visible bud,
and this plan is perhaps most generally adopted.
It fails badly, however, in the case of (Jros
Maroc, and those who desire Lunches of a
large size must avoid hard pruning. In fact
hard pruning of Gros Maroc sometimes results
in a scarcity of bunches of any size. The best
results are obtained by training this variety on
the extension system, that is to say, by laying
in young rods wherever room cin be found for
them. This checks rank growth, and the rods
being fairly strong and well ripened may take
the place of those which have previously done
good service. It is not yet too late to cut out
old rods, but it would have been better done
directly after the crops were removed. If
there are no young rods to take the place of
old ones, only lightly prune'the laterals on the
latter, cutting, say, to the first plump bud,
and take good care to lay in young canes
next season. As far as my experience ex-
tends, ttolden Queen and Duke of Buccleuch
require to be treated very similarly to
Gros Maroc, both being of a rank habit of
growth. Buckland Sweetwater is not nearly so
bad as these, but if very liberally treated at
the roots it is apt to form coarse, gritty wood. A
somewhat restricted border and extension train-
ing best suit this showy variety, the pruning
being much as advised in the case of Gros
Maroc. There will then bo no lack of l>unches,
and looseness of these may and ought to be
obviated by very lightly thinning out the
berrios.

Muscat of Alexandria, Mrs. Pince's Muscat,
and Muscat Hamburgh are all of a good habit
of growth, healthy Vines, given a fair amount of
loom and fire - heat, forming hard fruitful
wood with which it is a pleasure to deal.
Bunches in profusion and large enough for all

purposes can be had by spurring back the
laterals to the first or second bud, young canes
being only needed when the old ro<l3 fail to

swell and a^;t propsrly. Blaok Alic.inte, Mrs.
Pearson, and Golden Queen being near relatives,

require or may well be very similarly treated.

The wood formed is not so hard and void of

pith as could be wished, and hard pruning is

therefore undesirable. Bloderately strong young
canes usually produce abundance of bunches of

the largest description, and it is the grower's own
fault if those selected turn out to be objection-
ably loose. Old rods in good condition should
have their laterals shortened to a plump bud,
or say at the second or third joint. If long
old spurs are an eyesore, and they are not de-
sirable in any case, either reserve two laterals

at each spur, fruiting the outer one and fore-

shortening at the winter pruning to the inner
growth, or else lay in young canes to gradually
take the place of the old rods. Young canes of
Lady Downe'a are frequently most disappointing.
They either break very irregularly or else

bunches are surprisingly small, and it is the
healthy fairly hard-pruned old rods that mostly
give the greatest satisfaction. I usually cut to

the second joint, and even in this case long
spurs are very slowly formed. Alnwick Seed-
ling is a very productive variety, bunches
being had whether either hard or light pruning
is resorted to. Well - ripened young canes
give the finest bunches. Gros Cjlman, though
of rank growth, the wood also being somewhat
soft and full of pith, is yet fairly productive
under any method of pruning. If extra large

bunches are desired, then prune to a good
plump bud, whether this ba at the third or
fourth joint, but for all ordinary purposes prun-
ing to the second bud answers well. From an
exhibitor's point of view, nothing is guned by
saving extra large chuters, most prizes being
won by comparatively small bunches witl)

extra fine well-coloured berries, and for this

reason I do not recommend the long-rod system
of training and pruning.

Gros Guillaume must be classed as a very
shy bearer, the natural habit of the plant being
to produce extra large cluster.^, and these few
in number. With me moderately strong, early-
formed, and as a consequence well-ripened young
canes never fail to produce more bunches than
are required, and if the lateral growths on old
rods are pruned to the third or fourth bud, a
sufficiency of smaller and more serviceatjle

bunches usually results. Syrian and Trebbiauo
are scarcely so shy-bearing as Gros Guillaume,
but neither these nor (Jalabrian Riisin and
NVhite Tokay should ba hard pruned, or too
few bunches, and these somewhat small, will

most probably be the consequence.

I. M. H.

bat tough, well bloomed skin of a flm black
colour. The juice of the fruit is abundant, sugary,
and very slightly acidulous. The seeds or Grape
stones, which are not numerous, are small, and
have a thin, yellowish-grey shell. In short, this
variety bears all the marks of being a good one
for the production of wine of fair quality, and as
the Grapes ripen, even in an unfavourable season,
in the open air without shelter, in a district where
our early kinds only ripen sometimes, even when
grown on walls and In a sheltered position, the
introduction of this Japanese Grape Vine must
be regarded as a decided gain by all who are inte-
rested in growing Grapes from which drinkable
wine can be made.

—

Ilci-ue irorficolc.

Japanese Grape Vines in Franco.—Very
recently we announced the good news that Grape
Vines, suitable for the production of wine, and which
had been introduced from Japan, were ripening
their fruit thoroughly in the open air, without
any shelter, in the depart ment of Orne, where the
climate is so unfavourable to the culture of the
Grape Vine. The circumstance of these Grapes
ripening easily in a district where our own French
kinds, even early ones, very seldom ripen, and then
very imperfectly, even when grown on walls with a
favourable aspect and position, must be accounted
a happy omen. The pleasing intelligence was first

communicated to us by a celebrated amateur Vine
grower (M. Capiat, landed proprietor at Damigny,
Orne), who himself imported the Grape Vines in

question. We have since then been enabled person-
ally to corroborate his statement, as we have not
only seen, but tasted some of these Grapes, to
which we have given the name of Pn^coce Capiat.
The variety, in its external characteristics, bears a
considerable resemblance to the kind which is

commonly called " Gamay." The hunches are
comparatively compaot, the berries having a thin,

BLENHEIM PIPPIN APPLE.
This is of all British Apples the best known, and
it is well, for the sake of future Apple consumers,
that its merits should be kept before the public'
or it may happen that the present generation will
retrain from planting it largely, and thus when our
present line old trees have died oat, the best all-
round Apple in cultivation will have ceased to exist.
It is a fact even now that, as compared with the
Baldwin, Wealthy, King of Tomkins County, and
other showy transatlantic Apples in the market, we
have few varieties which will in the eyes of pur-
chasers find more favour than the Blenheim Pippin.
As a high-class dessert variety, none, on the whole,
excel Cox's Orange Pippin or Ribston Pippin!
Ttiese are, however, attractive only under superior
culture and when carefully selected and packed.
America can send us nothing equal to these in
flavour, but in external appearance they beat us.
Hence it is that whilst the sale of British Apples is
limited to the fruiterers, we see the richly-coloured
American sorts in every grocer's window, where,
sold at per pound, just as Spanish Onions or dried'
fruits are, they find favour which our own varieties
never can apparently possess. The hot American
summers produce in the Apples a drier flesh and
brighter skins than our poor summers can give.
It is a great pity some efforts were not made
to plant the Blenheim Pippin on warm sites and
slopes where, in addition to being forced into fruit-
ing rather earlier than happens when the trees are
planted on cold soils, or indeed anywhere, we
should also get the richest colour the variety will
produce. In some positions the Blenheim is almost
rosy tinted

; when so coloured it is one of our very
handsomest Apples. Bat generally its matured
hue is of a russety gold, and being of good size
also and of the most perfect form, it is not possible
to furnish in the bulk a more taking market Apple.
Thus to cater for the supply of the home market
in a way to counteract the American importations,
we want the Blenheim localised in the best possible
positions and in immense bulk. I should say that
the landowner or speculative grower who would
plant 20,000 standard Blenheims in a good sunny
district would, were he not too aged a man,
live to realise a big return and do something really
meritorious towards offering the consumer a choice
between interior, though very handsome, American
and high-class home-raised fruits.

It is not that we want to see the Blenheim
in the market before November. There are
myriads of fine Apples which we can pour into
our shops through the autumn before the im-
ported fruits come in. America never can hope
to contend with us up to the end of Ootober. After
all our fine but comparatively soft-fleshed sorts are
past, then the battle of priority begins. We have
now no large stocks of Wellington, for large trees
of this variety rarely bear well now. The next best
long keeper is far from being sufficiently well known
or grown to take the Wellington's place, and as
Apple reputations are hard to make, no wonder that
it is difficult to find any variety that is better for
ordinary winter sale than is the Blenheim Pippin.
It is said to the discredit of this variety that it is

long in producing fruit ; this is true, bat it is not
altogether a fault, for for one variety that will stand
for a hundred years, as the Blenheim will, and
still prodnce grand fruits, we have scores which
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if precocious fruiters will in twenty or thirty years

expire. Surely to have a grand Apple which is so

enduring presents one of the strongest possible

reasons for its wide planting, because the return for

the original outlay will increase for generations to

come. Is there another Apple the fruits of which
positively seem to increase in size as the trees age ?

It is said again and again that one of the weak fea-

tures of our home marketing methods is found in

lack of assorting the fruits. Anyone who looks

into the barrels standing in the grocers' shops will

see how careful the Americans are in this matter.

In our own samples all is usually higgledy-

piggledy. The point will have to be continually

insisted upon for the next twenty years, I fear,

before we shall produce any permanent effect upon
home growers. Then our bushel baskets are most
objectionable utensils to market Apples in. Where
there are large crops of good varieties it would not

only be far better to place them in barrels at once,

the lots being carefully assorted, but also so far as

possible to distribute these among the local grocers

and traders rather than send them all to London or

other great centre. A. D.

FRUIT TREES ON OUTHOUSES.
Many bare places, such aa outhouses, gable

ends of stables, sheds, and other buildings, at

present often unsightly could be turned to pro-

fitable account by planting fruit trees on them.
There is a great variety of fruit trees suit-

able for covering outhouses, but I consider the

Pear the most suitable. In planting trees to

cover bare walls or boards much depends upon
the aspect, drainage, and soil. If the trees

growing against the gable ends of houses, &c.

,

are examined it will be found that the drainage

is always good. I have in my mind at the pre-

sent moment a tree in such a position. It

covers a stable and loft some 25 feet high on a

western aspect, and, as in the case of the Pear

tree illustrated, it, too, is a .Jargonelle. This

tree, which was planted thirty years ago, has

quite filled up its allotted space. The roots

are entirely covered over with paving-stones,

so that they get no surface nourishment. The
tree has for the past ten years on an average

given three bushels of the finest Pears I have

seen of this variety. The Pears taken from
the above tree have for many years been
awarded first prize early in September for a

single dish. The Jargonelle is thoroughly at

home, provided there is room to extend the tree,

as being a strong grower it is impatient of the

knife. This Pear seldom fails when once the

tree is established (in a young, vigorous condi-

tion it is shy), and then the safest plan is to

allow a free growth, to omit manures at plant-

ing, and to get the growth well balanced over the

tree. The Jargonelle has other advantages
;

it grows as freely in the far north of Scotland

as in the south and west of England. Some
may object to it on account of the fruit decaying

quickly after gathering. As an early Pear it is

always welcome, as a few fruits can be gathered

daily and ripened in advance of the main

crop. The flavour of the fruit is thus im-

proved ; indeed the .Jargonelle should al-

ways be gathered before the fruit parts

readily from the tree. One often sees this

Pear grown as a pyramid, but in that condi-

tion it seldom fruits well ; the growth is too

robust and too spreading. For a north aspect

on a house or outbuilding I would plant

such kinds as Groaso Calebasse, Uvedale's

St. Germain, JSlack Worcester, Verulam and
Catillac, as stewing Pears are always useful,

besides covering a blank space. I name these

Pears when a large building or space is to bo

covered, but if only a limited area there is

nothing bettor than Morello Cherries. These

latter give a little more trouble than Pear trees.

as they require more attention. There are
other Pears besides the .Jargonelle worth a
place on the same aspect, such as the well-
known Williams' Hon Chrtitieu, which always
bears freely when grafted on the Quince stock,
and, like the Jargonelle, should be gathered
before it is quite ripe. I have seen grand crops

Jargonelle Pear tree on a house.

Apricots on a south or west building with a
C-feet stem and protected from cattle give grand
crops of fruit, and I would strongly advise
their use for this purpose. I saw a fine Hems-
kirk last September on a cart-shed in Scotland
with many dozens of fruit. On cottages this
tree on a warm aspect often does well, and waa

planted in this position
frequently in years gone
by, and I regret this

and other fruit trees

are not more used. Ap-
ricots delight in a soil

mixed with mortar rub-
bish and road scrapings.

They get much of this

at the base of old build-

ings, and I notice they
make a sturdy growth,
as the soil is generally
drier close to the build-

ing, and they like this,

as on walls much ex-
posed to heavy rains or

with a low border the
Apricot makes a late

growth, and the wood
is injured by frost and
the crop very poor.

Plums are also valu-

able for outbuildings,

but I question if they
give as good returns aa

Pears, as they are irre-

gular fruiters, and often

get injured at thebloom-
ing period by late frosts.

Still they are worth
space when a building

can be given them, as

they do well in some
seasons. They are well

adapted for covering a
wooden building or

hoarding of any kind,

aa they are lighter than
Pears, and do not re-

quire so much space.

AVe occasionally see

Vines trained on build-

ings, but with our
changeable climate they
rarely finish their fruit,

and therefore are more
ornamental than useful.

There are many out-

buildings that have
wooden walls ; these are

readily covered by
straining a few wires

across to support the

trees, so that nailing is

avoided. The chief

point in growing trees

under such conditions

is to avoid the use of

rich manures at the

.start, to get well ri-

pened wood and to keep
the branches thin and
close to the building.

iS'i/od. G. Wythes.
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other a strong clay. True, the stock may sncceed
on this light soil i£ care is taken to mulch and feed,

as Mr. Engleheart has described ; but if this be
neglected, then the best results would be obtained

by relying on the Pear stock, the poorer and lighter

soil counteracting any tendency to over-luxuriance

and also favouring the formation of fruit buds. On
very cold and clay soils, such as I have now to deal

with, the Quince stock will not succeed at all un-

less the ground is specially prepared. When I had
charge of a noted hardy fruit garden where the

soil was a strong loam, the Quince stock succeeded
well, but the subsoil being of the old red sandstone
formation explains away any doubt upon the sub-

ject. The soil best adapted for the Quince stock is

a warm sandy loam, but not too light. This is an
ideal soil not to be met with everywhere. With
this stock on whatever kind of soil it is planted,

it will depend upon the treatment the roots receive

whether the trees will maintain their vigour for a
number of years or not, as the roots being near the
surface, and also on account of their not rambling
away to gather food for their sustenance, feeding
will have to be attended to. If the trees succeed
for a time after being first planted, it is a sure sign

that they will afterwards if properly attended to. It

is from the want of nourishment that the trees often
fail, and not from having declined in vigour through
unsuitable soil.—Y. A. H.

Grape Mrs. Pince.—As Mr. Young remarked
in a recent issue of The Gabden, it is really to be
hoped that the above Grape, which is so superior

in flavour and keeping qualities to the ordinary run
of Black Grapes, will not go out of cultivation, nor
even be less grown than at present. About twenty
years ago at Tatton Park, Cheshire, Mrs. Pince was
well grown. It was then the invariable custom to

send in a dish of it, with the first of the forced
ones in May (a proof of its keeping qualities). The
berries, if not quite so plump and good-looking as
those of the new Grapes, were far superior in fla-

vour.— J. R.

FRUIT DISTRIBUTION.
Yona correspondents " M. H. F." and Mr. C. E.
Shea do well to keap attention fixed on the impor-
tant matter of distribution. There can be no doubt
it is the main factor in the whole question of fruit
growing. It is right and very essential, of course,
to try and impress on the average agriculturist the
necessity for good culture, &c. But all the instruc-
tions of skilled cultivators and all the grand exhi-
bitions will be in vain so long as the grower is not
sore of a ready outlet for his produce. At present,
we see the two principal parties in the matter—the
grower anxious to sell and the consumer ready to
buy—apparently unable to come together, while the
produce, we are told, rots on the ground. The whole-
sale dealer, it seems, does not come to the aid of the
grower as he should, because amid superabundance,
prices are low, and he does not see his way to a
profit, but more likely a loss. Nor, on the other hand,
does the tradesman greatly encourage the consumer,
who has to pay for his fruit as much as corn. It is

no doubt with the greengrocer as it is said to be
with the fishmonger, who, however glutted the
market may be, is content to take home one box
where he might have two for the same money,
simply because he can make as much out of the one
at his accustomed scale of prices as he could out of
two at the lower rates he might have to take and
with half the labour.

Such being the state of things, what is our re-

medy ? Some tell us " more markets," but we can
hardly have more markets with the same ease in

which the rich parrenu ordered " more curricles " for
his guests, and perhaps if we could the result might
be disappointing. There are also other schemes on
which your correspondents have touched. I sin-
cerely hope there may be a practical result of these
suggestions and deliberations. In the meantime
while this is preparing it would be something if the
fruit grower would adopt the plan of other folk who
have goods to sell, viz , to advertise them and
thereby bring himself into immediate relation with
those who are equally as ready to buy. The pro-
bability is that an advertisement of anything good

at a reasonable price in any leading London family
paper would soon have the effect of clearing out
•ven a large grower, and small growers might com-
bine their stocks just as small consumers certainly
would their orders. That there is a market for good
fruit ready to hand in almost every household in

the kingdom is at all events the opinion of

CONSUMBB.

EARLY PLANTING OF FRUIT TREES AND
BUSHES.

It is only those who have had experience in the
moving and planting of fruit trees and bushes that
know how very important it is to plant early, and
if anyone requires proof of this he has only to

examine trees that have been taken up and laid in,

and if this is done he will find that hosts of fresh
rootlets have started, and it stands to reason that
with them in a state of activity the plant having
them must be in a far more favourable condition
to go through the winter and commence growth in

the spring. This being so, I would urge on all to

take advantage of the present open weather to

get the trees they require home and plant as
speedily as possible, as very quickly frost and bad
weather may set in in the way they did last year,
when planting was put a stop to for months. If

Apples and Pears are to be dealt with, the way to
prepare for them is to dig out good big holes, the
bigger and deeper the better, as by well breaking
up the ground below and wide round about, the roots
are given full play and can ramify freely. If fresh
turfy soil can be obtained easily, then it is well to

give each tree a few barrow-loads, but if turfy loam
IS not to be had, the next best thing is rubbish heap
stuff if it contains no woody matter, and this should
be stirred in and mixed up with the natural ground.
Maniue in any form is bad if anywhere nearthe roots,

and the only safe way of applying it is as a surface
dressing or mulching, and then it is very useful,

as it answers the double purpose of keeping out
frost and enriching the soU. For Raspberries and
bush fruit that it is intended to place in rows or
make plantations of, it is better to trench the land,
and rubbish-heap mixture is just the thing for them,
but it should be placed low down, on account of
the many seeds it contains. Freshly planted
Raspberries are best cut down the first year, but I

always like to leave them till spring before heading
back the canes, and then they soon break and start
fresh from the crowns.

Pears and Apples should be securely fastened, so
as to support the stems and keep the trees from
moving, for if they are swayed by the wind much
damage is done. Some use single stakes for their
newly-planted trees, but unless driven very deeply
down they move, and the better plan is to put a
pad or collar of some soft material, such as old
sacking or carpet, round the stem just under the
head, and from it to run wires or strong strings

carried triangularly out to three pegs fixed in the
ground. B^astened in that manner, a tree is im-
movable, as it matters not from what quarter the
wind may blow it has no effect, and a plant so

favoured quickly roots and becomes established.

S. D.

Pear Beurre Clairgeau.—I was pleased to

see (p. 484) " Dorset's " good opinion of this Pear,

as it is, I consider, a valuable variety for planting

in unfavourable positions where others less hardy
and free-bearing refuse to thrive. As a stewing

Pear it is invaluable, and it often makes a good
dish when a large dessert is required, as when well

grown it is very little inferior to some Pears classed

as dessert kinds. It is very handsome, most pro-

lific, and one of the best for growing in quan-

tity for market, as it sells readily. It should be
gathered a few days before it is ripe, as if allowed

to hang the flavour is not so good. I knew one
large grower last year when Pears were scarce make
a lot of money from the sale of this, and he had
some hundreds of trees, which generally bear heavy
crops. It is an excellent kind for small gardens

for training horizontally along the sides of walks
or used as a fence, as then it answers a double pur-

pose and rarely fails to fruit. I have not grown it

on a wall, so am unable to give an opinion as to its

qualifies, but I should say it would be a good kind
for a north wall in place of others that fail to pro-

duce freely. As a cordon and espalier this Pear
does well, and forms a handsome medium-sized
pyramid in the open.—G. W. S.

Apple Annie Elizabeth.—With so much de-

mand for new kinds it is to be hoped that our
older kinds of sterling merit will not be overlooked.

We have, I consider, a grand fruit in the above
;

indeed, it is one of the best cooking and keeping
Apples we possess. Some time ago I saw some
fine old standards of this Apple with such large

fruit, that at first I failed to recognise the variety.

The trees were growing within half-a-dozen miles

of the centre of Loudon, thus making this variety

doubly valuable as a town tree. Annie Elizabeth

possesses several advantages. It has size, colour,

IS an abundant bearer, and, what is better, will

keep much longer than many others. It is one of

the best orchard Apples that I know, and as a
bush or pyramid it is a sure fruiter, often bearing

when others fail. The fruit, being large and of a
nice shape, is useful for exhibition. It should not

be gathered too early, as if this is done, it shrivels

and loses flavour. The trees are of robust, rather

erect growth.— S. H. B.

Lateness of Pear Beurre Diel.—Most of

the Pears I have gathered this year ripened at

about the usual time, some of them certainly being
much earlier than either expected or desireo.

With Beurre Diel the case has been diSerent and
the bulk of the fruit will not be fully ripe be-

fore Christmas, this being fuUy a mouth later

than usual. Nor does this late ripening appear
to militate against the quality of the fruit, which
may be said to be fairly good. Beurre Diel is

one of the surest bearers we have, added to

which the fruits are large, attractive in appear-

ance, and passable as far as quality is concerned.

If it could always be kept to near midwinter its

value would be greatly enhanced, fruiterers giving

a good price, or say, about 4s. per dozen, for ave-

rage well-coloured samples.—I.

CLEANSING FRUIT TREES.

With so much moisture in the air, the destructicn

of insect pests and Moss may be overlooked, but it

is an important operation, and can only be done
with success at this period of the year. Moss can
easily be destroyed by limewashing in fine weather,

dusting the trees with quicklime, and by scraping

badly-infested trees before washing; but it is to

the American blight that I would draw attention.

No matter how severe the weather, I have never

found it kill or injure this insect, as it was quite

as bad this summer after last winter's severe frofts

as in ordinary or mild winters. This aphis is diffi-

cult to dislodge on account of its getting into the

cracks and under the bark of the trees, and when-
ever it has obtained a foothold it is difficult to re-

move it. There are various ways of destroying it,

and the best I have found is soluble paraflin, which
must not be confounded with the raw article,

as to use the last-named without diluting with

other materials means injury to the bark and
death to the tender wood. I would advise that

the soluble paratlin be mixed with clay to the con-

sistency of paint, and painted over the infetted

places after well cleansing with the paraflin and
tepid water. It is well known ordinary parslli i

will not mix readily with water; it floats to the

top, hence the danger of its use unless used by

experienced persons. No such danger exists with

soluble paraffin, and another advantage is its rea-

sonable price, as a gallon at os. goes a long way. I

have found it so useful, that I have no hesita-

tion in recommending it, and its safety over raw
petroleum should make it valuable. The old

mixture of soft soap and lime is also good, and
should be well rubbed into the parts attacked.

Tobacco water and strong soft soap are good when
the aphis is only slightly visible. I have also seen

turpentine, spirits of wine, and other strong reme-

dies applied, but they are dangerous and often do

mischief. On old trees, soluble paraffio, used as a
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wash, may be applied much stronger than on young
tender bark, and I have found painting after
cleansing the most effectual. For scale the same
remarks apply, first washing and then painting the
trees. The last may be slow work, but it is the
safest, as when the insecticide is syringed on to
the trees, it is almost impossible, especially on
walls, to get at the affected parts. Tobacco water,
soft soap and clay, mixed with some flowers of
sulphur, will eradicate scale when painted over.
The well-known Gishurst compound is a safe
remedy and readily applied. Any trees—such as
Peaches and Nectarines—that are subject to mil-
dew should at this season get a winter dressing of
some kind, so as to get a clear start for next sea-
son, and in all cases remove old tie.', cleanse nails
by burning, and give the walls a thorough syring-
ing with an insecticide before nailing up again.

'%«. G. Wi'THES.

LIFTING APRICOTS.
Noticing how badly Apricot trees canker, especially
the young robust ones after cutting out the gross
wood, I tried lifting. Since this has been done the
growth is not so strong and more fruiting wood is

formed. I also found we had a greater certainty
of fruit, as since our trees were lifted we have
always had fair crops. I removed some very large
trees of good age from an eastern aspect to a west,
and the results have been most gratifying. The
trees when on the east wall scarcely ever bore a
dozen fruits, often none at all, bat two years after
removal we had enormous crops. There was also an
absence of gumming and canker, so that those who
have Apricot trees in good condition, but that
fail to fruit, should certainly try lifting. But here
let me offer a few words of advice in the case of
large or old trees, that is prepare them this season
for lifting next, as to cut off large roots from trees
deficient of fibrous roots and remove at once would
be to court failure. I have lifted young trees every
three years with great success, as the roots are then
a mass of fibres, and lifting as soon as the leaves
begin to change colour will, I believe, prevent
canker and loss of branches. When lifting is
decided upon in the case of old trees, a trench
should be dug out at least a yard from the trunk
and the large thick roots cut clean off with a sharp
knife and the trench filled in with good loam, so as
to get new roots into action. I would also prefer to
have the root-pruning done in October, but if de-
layed, no time should be lost. In planting young
trees avoid the use of animal manures, as from ex-
perience I have found that in Apricots this promotes
a rank growth that falls an easy prey to gumming
and canker in after years. Abundance of such
things as old mortar rubbish, bone-meal, quarter-
inch bones, wood ashes, and charcoal refuse are valu-
able for Apricots mixed with good loam

; indeed,
many old trees would be greatly benefited by a
yearly dressing of fresh loam, which encourages the
roots to the surface. When the large roots get down
into unsuitable soil in search of nourishment, canker
begins. A good mulch of decayed manure on the
surface in the autumn and again in the spring does
much to feed the surface roots and to keep the
trees in a healthy condition. In a few favoured
gardens Apricots do well, but in many they fail. I

would also point out that in light sandy soils unless
well mulched the trees often suffer from want of
moisture and thus get injured. Trees absorb great
'(uantities of water in light soils, and are greatly
benefited when liquid manure can be given them
in the growing season. Mulching should also be
done as soon as the trees are replanted to encourage
new root-action and keep the roots moist and at an
even temperature. S. h. B.

Plum trees for north walls— I note that
"S. D " (page ',:n>) takes exception to my advising
he cultivation of Plums on north walls, but he will
observe that they are recommended for prolonging
the supply, and this he appears to have overlooked.
The superb quality of the varieties named is well
known, so surely the quality cannot be so bad that
they would be useless for dessert from a northern

site. Excepting Coe's Golden Drop, I have ail the
varieties named growing on a northern aspect, and
as these are from a very cold soil, any grower who
follows my advice will not be disappointed if he
takes the precautions, as I did, to ensure their suc-

ceeding. I have noted the same varieties suc-

ceeding in other gardens under the same condi-

tions, and whilst living in Herefordshire I also had
them doing well. Whether wall fruit will succeed
on any site greatly depends upon the means
adopted. Plums on north walls are also never at-

tacked by insects to any serious extent.—Y. A. H.

Pear Comte de Xiamy.—As this is the season
when many gardeners will be planting fruit trees,

some will make their selection of Pears entirely

from the large kinds which are invariably the

prize-winners at our fruit shows, utility and quality

being often ignored. It is rather vexing to a
gardener to find that after sending a dish of fine

Marie Louise, Doyenne du Comice, or Pitmaston
Duchess to his employer's table, that they are
often left untouched, not because the quality is

bad, but because they are too large. If Comte
de Lamy is sent to the dining table, this will

be generally eaten, because it is a small de-
licious Pear, and ripe at the same time as the
above named large kinds. It is a free and con-
stant bearer, it often being necessary to take half

the young fruit off. It should be in every col-

lection of Pears where quality is valued.—W. O

,

Fota.

Standard Fears for Britain. — I am much
obliged to you for refreshing my memory by republish-
ing your list of selected Pears. I feel surprised, how-
ever, that sucli fine varieties as Durondeau and Mme.
Treyve are omitted, while the exceptionally rich
flavour of Suzette de Bavay and Ganeel's Seckle
merits some recognition.—B. D. K.

Societies and Exhibitions.

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY.

The annual meeting of this society was held on
Wednesday, the 9th inst., at the rooms of the Hor-
ticultural Club, Windsor Hotel, Victoria Street,

S.W. The Rev, W. Wilks temporarily took the chair
during the absence of the president, the Dean of

Rochester, who subsequently arrived and presided.

The attendance was by far the largest of recent
years, and probably the largest in the history of

the society, many members travelling from a dis-

tance to take part in the proceedings, which were
of an unusually important character. The report,

which was most interesting and satisfactory, was
read, and some discussion took place as to the
date of the metropolitan show ; this had been fixed

by the general committee for the nearest Satur-
day to the Ijth of July, which next year would
be the IHh of July, but it was found that the
Crystal Palace authorities would not give the
National Rose Society that day, so that the date
had to be altered to one originally fixed some time
ago, viz., the 2nd of July. The provincial show
will be held at Chester on the 14th of July. The
financial position of the society was shown to be
satisfactory, there being a balance of .£10 in hand,
notwithstanding the unfavourable weather and
other detrimental circumstances during this year.

The usual votes of thanks were accorded to the
local secretaries and others who had contri-

buted to the well-being of the society, and a
special vote of thanks was accorded to Mr.
Charles J. Grahame for his bringing in a large

accession of new members. After the report and
financial statement had been read and passed, the
principal business of the meeting was reached,
viz., the resolution brought forward by Mr. Gra-
hame, " that at th(^ two principid exhibitions of the
society, amateur exhibitors shall be required to

show acrording to the number of plants of exhilii-

tion varieties grown by them." This question was
first prominently discussed in our columns, Mr.
Grahame having called attention last summer to

the undue competition permitted by the existing
schedules.

Mr. Grahame in his speech stated that the ques-
tion and resolution were of considerable importance
to the society, as they involved the alteration of
the schedule, which, as now drawn up, allowed
competition of an undue character and caused
great discontent amongst the smaller growers. He
stated that he believed the passing of the resolu-
tion and the changes he suggested would be of
material benefit to the parent society as well as to
those afliliated to it in removing what was con-
sidered a grievance ; that he believed one conse-
quence of change would be a marked accession of
new members, more especially small growers, who
hitherto had shown no desire to join the National
Rose Society ; and that instead of his proposed
schedule being complex and a hindrance to exhibi-
tors, he believed its simplicity would commend
itself to the smaller and medium class of rosarians,
who would in future have an incentive to exhibit.

He considered his schedule afforded a fair field to
all growers, and he finally asked those present to

accord him a substantial majority, so as to de-
cisively settle the question. The Rev. F. Burnside
seconded the proposal.

A long discussion then ensued. The Rev. W.
Wilks and the president considered that the dis-

cussion had opened up and exposed the grievances
of the smaller growers so thoroughly, that they
thought the question might be left open for an-
other year in order that the feeling expressed
should work a cure, but the majority of the meet-
ing were opposed to this solution. Mr. E. B.

Mawley wound up the discussion by stating he was
strongly in favour of the resolution, that the matter
required immediate settlement by a written and
binding law, and that he considered the schedule
drawn up by Mr. Grahame to be as simple as could
be wished, and also that there could be no difficulty

in carrying it out in principle.

On the president putting the motion, it was
carried by a substantial majority, and the arrange-
ment of the details was left to the general com-
mittee.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.

December 0.

Oi' the new flowers shown on December !), one
raised by Mr. Robert Owen, Floral Nursery,
Maidenhead, and named after himself, proved quite

a sensation. Seeing that the plant which bore the
bloom, and one, too, of such magnificent propor-

tions, was obtained from a seedling plant raised

from seed sown in February last, one can be full of

hope for the future of so promising a variety. As
at the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society

on the day previous, so at the Aquarium, only the

highest commendation could be awarded it, seeing
that but one llower was staged. It is the most
perfectly formed incurved Japanese Chrysanthe-
mum yet seen, of large size, very full, and sym-
metrical. The colour is of a rich bronzy gold,

with a bright, deep golden centre. It was raised

from a cross between Sarah Owen and an American
seedling. Mr. Owen had a number of new varieties,

and a first-i'lass certificate was awarded to Henry
Perkins, one of Mr. Owen's seedlings, and though re-

garded by the floral committee as a true incurved,

we think, with growth, it will take the character of

the Japanese. It is of a bronzy brown colour,

tinted with gold at the points of the florets and in

the centre. A. J. Booker, a fine and bright-looking

Japanese Anemone of large size, was commended
;

it is of a bright rosy amaranth colour, with several

rows of guard petals, but the centre cushion of

quilled florets is small and out of proportion.

Rivelyn, a golden-bronze sport from the yellow Mrs.

Norman Davis, was considered too near to Charles

Gibson, also a sport from the same variety. Thom<TS

Selwood, a Large yellow incurved Japanessei, too

much like W. H. Lincoln. Peter Blair is a large

yellow J.ipanese in the way of Sunflower, with

slight reddish crimson stripes. Mr. J. S. Fogg is a

deep yellow Japanese, which was awartied a cer-

tificate of merit at the last meeting of the society.

Lizzie Cartledge, bright soft rose, with silvery

reverse, also certificated at a previous meeting, was
also finely shown by Mr, Owen. Messrs H. Uannell
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and Sons, nurserymen, Swanley, submitted several

new varieties ; the most promising was Japanese
MUe. Marie Recoma, a large white variety in the

way of Fair Maid of Guernsey, which the com-
mittee wished to see again next season. Mars and
Emma Hill are both promising varieties. Mr.
John Clark, Bannerfield, Selkirk, sent a golden
sport from Empress of India, but for the latter he
had grown Lord Alcester, and the golden sport was
the trae Golden Empress. Mr. W. Seward, The
Firs, Hanwell, sent four varieties of seedling

Japanese of a decidedly promising character, which
the committee wished to see again next season when
well grown. Mr. H. E. Browne, St. Clears, South
Wales, sent a deep pink sport from Japanese
Ethel, but the changed form is not uncommon.
Messrs. W. Clibran and Son, Oldfield Nurseries, Al-

trincham, had Jessie Clibran, a single variety

;

E. H. Titler, very like Japonaise, but a little darker
;

H. E. Widener, bright lemon- yellow; MUe. Marie
Hoste, like a pale form of Condor, certificated last

season ; Garnet, dull red and silvery-pink ; and Mrs.
F. A. Spaulding, also a Japanese, bright nankeen-
yellow, the reverse salmon-rose. Mr. W. Rabbitt,

The Hasells, Sandy, had a sport from Comte de
Germiny, but of a character frequently assumed by
late blooms from side growths. Mr. Geo. Stevens,
St. John's Nursery, Putney, had some seedling single

Chrysanthemums, and one of these, a single pom-
pon, the committee wished to see again next sea-

son. Messrs. Pitcher and Manda, American Nur-
sery, Hextable, Swanley, exhibited a large collec-

tion of new varieties, which were not entered for

the floral committee in the usual way, but to one
of which, viz , E. D. Adams, a large white variety,

a first-class certificate of merit was awarded.
Chinese Primroses were finely shown by Messrs.

Henry Cannell and Sons, and a first-class certificate

of merit was awarded to Kentish Purple, a very
finely-formed, deep-coloured variety flushed with
purple ; Miss Abbott, a very pleasing soft pink va-
riety, was commended. A first-class certificate of
merit was awarded to Cyclamen persicum Queen
of Whites, a large white variety, very pure, stout
and of fine form. Mrs. Myers, Millom, Carnforth,
having offered the sum of two guineas for special
prizes for new Chrysanthemums not in commerce,
the floral committee awarded the sum of one
guinea to Mr. Owen for his Robert Owen, halt a
guinea to Mr. Owen for Henry Perkins, and a like

sum to Messrs. Pitcher and Manda for E. D. Adams.

LEARNING GARDENING.
We are pleased to see that the director of the
Royal Gardens, Kew, sends the following quo-
tation from Professor Huxley to a contempo-
rary on this subject, and calls it " altogether
admirable." Some of our readers may call to
mind, perhaps, bow we in the past have urged
similar views and spoken against the nonsense
as t(i "science and practice" printed in many
books dealing with botany, gardening and like

matters. It may be remembered that quite
recently we had to protest against a statement
made by a lecturer in Edinburgh that

—

In (leneral, the dejimtinn of a (/ardener's educa-
tion iiihjlit he put into tiro />roj)ositions — (l') mental
training, to be derived from boohs, lectures, classes,

mutnal improrcinent societies, and the like ; and (2)
mamial trainimj, to he derived from the practice of
his professional duties.

Now let us see what Professor Huxley has to

say on this subject :

—

There are some general principles which apply
to all technical training. The first of these, I

think, is that practice is to be learnt only by
practice. The farmer must be made by thorough
farm work. I believe I might be able to give you
a fair account of a Bean plant, and of the manner
and condition of its growth ; but if I were to try
and raise a crop of Beans, your club would probably
laugh consumedly at the result. Nevertheless, I

believe that your practical people would be all the
better for the scientific knowledge which does not
enable me to grow Beans. It would keep you from

attempting hopeless experiments, and would enable

you to take advantage of the innumerable hints

which Dame Nature gives to people who live in direct

contact with things. And this leads me to the

general principle which I think applies to all

technical teaching of schoolboys and schoolgirls,

and that is, that they should be led from the

observation of the commonest facts to general

scientific truths. If I were called upon to frame a

course of elementary instruction preparatory to

agriculture, I am not sure that I should attempt

chemistry, or botany, or physiology as such. It is

a method fraught with danger of spending too

much time and attention on abstraction and
theories, on words and notions instead of things.

But even in this passage Professor Huxley
makes the very vulgar error of implying that

practical people differ in kind from scientific !

Probably no one knows better than Professor

Huxley that science is only organised common
sense, and that sound practice is science.

Sir. Burbidge also sends us a quotation from
Profe.ssor Blackie on the same subject :

—

I earnestly advise all young men to commence
their studies, as much as possible, by direct ob-

servation of facts, and not by the mere inculcation

of statements from books. It is astonishing how
much we all go about with our eyes open and yet

see nothing !

This does not mean, of course, that we can

dispense with the precious aid of books, but that

the world of things is more important for us, just

as a beautiful landscape is more precious to

tliose who see it at the right time than any
vision of it through the aid of art, though art

of the right sort is of use in teaching people to

see. Still, no one can enjoy landscape pictures

fully who does not know Nature better than he

knows pictures.

We ought to apologise, perhaps, for the above

heading, as the new style, we observe, is to speak

of the '' technolijijii of /lorticnUurc."

Public Gardens.

Brockwell Park.—The Parks and Open Spaces
Committee of the London County Council recom-

mended an expenditure on capital account of £275
for the formation of tennis courts in the walled-in

garden at Brockwell Park, and ilitO for the forma-

tion of a lake, on which to carry on model yacht-

ing and such pastimes. After some discussion the

recommendations of the committee were agreed to,

with an instruction that suitable arrangements for

bathing should be made.

The Highbury Fields extension. — The
London County Council recently acquired two
acres of additional land adjoining Highbury Fields

at the joint expense of the Council, the vestry of

Islington, and certain residents of the district. The
Parks and Open Spaces Committee now reported

that they had obtained possession of the land, and
that it was necessary to take steps during the

winter to lay it out so that it might be ready for

public use next year. They recommended that,

subject to an estimate being submitted to it by
the Finance Committee as required by the statute,

the Council do authorise an expenditure of £410 on
capital account for the laying out, &o., of Highbury
Fields extension. The recommendations were
approved.

Hilly Fields, Lewisham.—At a recent meet-

ing of the joint committee of the Open Space Socie-

ties and the local committee it was reported that

an option of purchase of the 42 acres of the Hilly

Fields which it was desired to secure had been ob-

tained, and that out of a total purchase money of

about £41,(100 the following sums had been ob-

tained—viz., the Greenwich District Board, £7000
;

the trustees of the Lewisham charities, £1000 ; and
private donors in the locality, about £2800. It was
also reported that the Lewisham District Board had
unhappily refused to vote the proportion of the

purchase money which had been expected from

them, on the ground, apparently, that the district

had recently acquired another recreation ground.

After some discussion it was resolved that the

present position of the movement be explained to

the London County Council, and that the Council

be urged to contribute two-thirds of the purchase

money. It was confidently anticipated that there

would be no diifioulty in raising the balance of the

purchase money if the County Council would enter-

tain this application favourably.

Obituary.

AMBROSE BALFE.

It is with peculiar regret that we have to record

the decease on December s of Mr. Balfe, of 28,

Westland Row, Dublin, at the age of 77. He was
well known to the residents of Dublin, having for

many years acted as secretary to the Royal Horti-

cultural Society of Ireland, a position he filled

with credit and ability until a comparatively

short period before his death. Mr. Balfe was edu-

cated for the church, but himself elected the pro-

fession of a gardener, in which he won many suc-

cesses from time to time at the Dublin horticultural

exhibitions. He was a sincere and genial friend to

all true gardeners, and amongst others had known
most of the foremost men in Ireland of his time.

Drs. Mackay and David Moore ; Mr. John Bain, of

the Dablin Botanic Gardens ; Wilkie, of the Phcenix

Park ; Fraser, the landscape gardener and author

of a road map of Ireland ; Ninian Niven, also a

landscape gardener and father of the late Mr.

Niven, of the Hull Botanic Gardens, were a few
only of those whom he knew well and by whom he

was much respected. He had a sound critical

knowledge of botany and of garden plants, and he

took great interest in the best garden literature, to

which he in former years contributed more than

is generally known. He edited and contributed

to the horticultural columns of the Irish Farmers'

Gazette for many years, and all he wrote was read

with pleasure. He had a graceful style and his facts

were sure and certain. Jlr. Balfe was one of the

first persons who drew attention to the sclerotia of

Phytophthora infestans, or Potato fungus. He
leaves a widow and daughter and three sons to

mourn his loss, and to whom we, having known and

respected Mr. Balfe for many years, now beg to

tender our respectful sympathy.

Thuja gigantea for eeonomie planting.—
In reply to your correspondent, I may just state that iu

several of the leading horticultural papers of this week

tlie above conifer is oirerej at the low price of .30s. per

lOIJ.-A. D. W.

Selaginella Kraussiana.—This well-known

Moss is naturalised in the pinetum here in many
places. The moist climate suits it well and it spreads

with great rapidity. It has taken the place of the

common Mosses on the lawns, and is often mown
without any apparent injury. It will be interesting

to know if others have seen it growing in similar

situations.—W. 0., Fota.

Names of plants. — ilL -4. G. Trcvyn.—
Ocl.intoglossum S.inderianum. Robert Tiirnbull.—
Opliiopogon argenteo-marginatus.—

—

G. Mnrraij.—

1, MonochfBtum sericeum ; 2, Laohenalia Nelsoni ;

.'i. Asparagus plumosus nanus; 1. Pothos aurea.

.1. Mcltitosli.— l, Cyrabidium Masters!; 2, Odonto-

gl issum HunnewoUianum ; .3, Masdevallia Schlimi ;

1, Trichosma suavis. J. t'.—Aeanthopanax quin-

quefolius variegatus. i»i </ » iVcr. — 1, Adiantum
Pacotti ; 2, Adiantum aneitense ; 3, Selaginella

Victoriae. N. /'. T.—1, Oncidium Kramerianum ;

2, Lajlia anceps Williamsi; .3, La-lia autumnahs alba ;

•t, Masdevallia polysticta; 5, Codogyne Gardneriana_;

6, Cypripediuni Leennum Knlu-rl Game.—l,Cypri-

pedium Sedeni ; 2, C. Haynaldianura.-;

—

Friti Man-
lieimer.—Lomaria Germa.ni ; 2, I)av:illia pallida ; 3,

Hypolopis Bergiana; 4, Adiantum excisuni ;
.">, Pterin

straminea. ./. .twiics. — Ccelogyne fimhriata ; 2,

Epidendrum sceptruin.

Names of fruit.

—

Qeorqe Felloiva.—l, Soldat

d'Esperen; 2, Beurre Baclielier ; 3, Uvedale's St.

Germain ; 4, Borgamotte Espereu. Learner.—D03-

enue du Cornice.
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WOODS AND FORESTS.

FORESTRY AS A SOURCE OF PROFIT.
The following correspondenoe on this subject
lately appeared in the Field. In The Garden
of Nov. 21 several notes iiom the same source
were also quoted :

—

This subject does not make much progress with
our landowners, who are quite content to take their

£1 per acre, or less, for rent of their land, neglect-
ing the woods, and the timber that may, with
management, be grown in the hedgerows. Forestry
stUl seems to be regarded as anybody's business,
few landlords knowing how well worth their while
it would be to very often take the advice of a
forester instead of, as I have seen done, allow a
tenant to grub a wood and pay lOs. an acre for it.

I have often been told that " it will not pay " to cut
woods when at their prime, and that " the re-

planting swallows all the profit." As a matter of
fact, the "replanting" should only cost the labour,
as every estate should grow its own stock, and by
studying the nursery, the timber best adapted to
the particular soil is ascertained. Of course, what
tells against the woods being cared for like farm
land 'is, that, as so many estates are managed
at present, the revenues only come in at in-

tervals, but where forestry management is tho-
roughly carried out, a creditor balance per acre
several pounds more than the average farm rents
of the estate can always be shown. A nursery
only takes up an odd piece of land, very small
compared with the room taken by farmyards
and other necessary places on an estate. Only
lately I had an example before me of the value
ot timber which may be on an estate without
the knowledge of the landlord. A tenant said
here was too much on his farm from his point of
view, and upon estimate I found £1000 worth on
this one farm which would be better cut, mostly
consisting of ripe timber and thinnings, and largely
standing in hedgerows. It is unnecessary to say
the owner was well pleased. In case any fellow-

forester should see this note I will ask whether
he has experience in this country of any timber
growing more quickly from seed set out in place
than when transplanted from a nursery. Whilst in

Canada, engaged on a commission last year, I

ascertained that the sugar Maple grows more
quickly on the bare treeless prairies from seed
sown where the tree is ultimately required. In
the ordinary way we should put out from a
nursery the largest plants obtainable, and expect
them to shoot far ahead ot the seedlings. By this

it is not so. It seems as if the severe winter weather
gets at the roots of the trees when they are once
moved.

Your correspondent, Nov. 21, says : "The woods
are too small in England to allow of saw-mills
being set up in them for manufacturing, as they
are in the German forests, for making doors and
windows." This appears misleading, as, although
doors and windows are not made, it is because of
the demand at a better price for scantlings, deals,

planks, posts, curlwood, pit wood, bobbins, &c. In
no foreign country does the owner make so much
per foot as the English landlord ; and if in the
German forest doors and windows are not made, the
timber must rot as in a primceval forest.

—

Lumber-
man.

Your correspondent who writes, Nov. 11,

above the signature " J. P.," must not conclude that
selling timber as it stands is any obstacle to its

being sold by auction ; and further, he may rest

assured that almost any buyer (middleman or
others) would prefer to buy it in that way, for the
chance of getting "good measure." Unless the
vendor gets his trees valued as they stand before-
hand (and very accurately, too, by an expert), he is far

more likely to lose by this method of selling than any-
one else. As for " J. P.'s " Larch and Ash, that could
not be sold for as much as would pay for the fell-

ing, all I can say is that in such a case it must
have either been rotten and useless, or else have
been so far to haul that the price would be absorbed

in the work. I have a circular from an estate in

Argyleshire, offering Larch (of no great size) for
delivery in Yorkshire, for which the carriage is

about nd. per cubic foot. The vendor expects, of

course, to have his profit after that ; in fact, a
cargo of this Larch has already been sent to one
purchaser near here. The highest price I have ever
known paid for felling Larch was 2s. 6d. per ton
of 40 feet ; but Is. 6d. is far nearer the ordinary
mark, so that the price offered for " J. P.'s " Larch,
4c., must have been about Jd. or less per foot.

This seems to me inconceivable, because Larch is

at present in good demand in England at from
Is. Id. to Is. 4d. per foot, delivered to con-
sumers. I cannot imagine any place, unless it be
some remote Irish or Highland glen, where that
price might not leave a margin to the grower.

I would prefer selling to consumers, it one could
get them to buy good, bad, and indifferent as set

out. It is certain that no forester, as a rule, marks
the healthiest growing trees for sale, but selects

such as want removal from any cause. My experi-
ence is that small consumers always want to pick
—each has some special want. To deal effec-

tively with the consumer, the owner ot woods
needs a saw-mill to cut his timber up—as many
middlemen have ; and few gentlemen are prepared
to go to that expense. Cloggers and others can
cut up Birch, and Alder, &c., where the trees lie

green and unseasoned. But this cannot be done
with some other trees of greater value, which, at
a saw-mill, are cut up in the most economical
manner—perhaps even the sawdust and scraps are
used to feed the engine. In Germany—where the
woods are far more extensive and dense than ours
—saw-mills and workshops are, I understand, per-
manent fixtures in the woods. And at these,
cheap doors, window sashes, and a great variety
of such articles (which are sent to this country)
are made on the spot where the trees grow.
There are very few estates where that could be
done here. As for country carpenters, joiners, and
wheelwrights, mentioned by " J. P.," they will not
trouble to buy and saw up—with a handsaw, per-
haps—rough timber, when they can buy boards
ready to hand tor their purpose at nearly the same
prices. An addition ot 3d. or 4d. per foot is soon
put on to rough timber that has to be hauled and
led several miles, perhaps. No teamster will bring
less than a " load," as it does not pay him to turn
out under a certain figure per day, according to
district. I feel sure your correspondents can sell

their timber fairly well at present it it be worth
buying and fetching.

—

Foeesteb.

CHARACTERS OF TREES.
Each kind of tree possesses a character and ex-
ternal appearance peculiar to itself. The Oak is a
noble and majestic tree. It stretches abroad its

sinewy arms, and conveys to the mind the idea of
strength. The Beech, too, throws out its wide-
spreading branches, but it wants the rugged out-
line and abrupt roughness characteristic of the
Oak. The Spanish Chestnut may be said to hold
a place between these, and accordingly partakes in
part of the characters of each, but there are so
many points in which it differs from both that it is

easily distinguished. The Ash, again, is known by
the scantiness ot its foliage and the size and pecu-
liar arrangement ot its limbs. The Elm rises to a
height superior to the Oak or the Beech, extending
its arms aloft. All the Pine tribe assume a conical
form, their limbs being arranged in whorls stretch-
ing out horizontally and decreasing in length to-

wards the top. These descriptions, however, only
refer to the trees when growing isolated, 'frees,

as well as plants of every kind, accommodate them-
selves to circumstances, adapting their growth to
their situation. Thus the roots of a solitary tree
growing in an exposed situation are large and
numerous, having a deep and firm hold of the
ground to enable it to withstand the force of storms.
The trunk, too, is short, and it sends out a great
number of limbs abounding in small twigs and foli-

age, and the whole tree appears stunted and
dwarf compared with one of the same species
growing in a low and sheltered situation. A simi-

lar contrast is also observable between trees growing
on the sea-shore and those in deep valleys, shel-

tered either by surrounding hills or by tree.< grow-
ing around them. In the one class the limbs are
observed to grow almost exclusively on one side

;

they shrink, as it were, from the apparently wither-
ing effect of the sea breeze, and if any are exposed
to it they have degenerated to mere bushy twigs and
are covered with stunted foliage. In the other
class, again, the trunk is straight and tall, and the
limbs are vigorous and stretch upwards.

It is curious to observe the near connection there
is between the roots and the limbs of a tree. An
isolated tree, having a large head spreading over

a considerable extent of ground, has always very
large roots extending deep into the earth, and
spreading in every direction from its centre to a
much greater distance than the extremities ot its

limbs. A complete network under the surface is

thus formed, the roots interlacing each other in

every possible direction ; but a tree of the same
kind growing in a thick plantation, having a tall

trunk and few straight branches, has very few
roots, and these are long and slender, taking but a
slight hold of the ground

;
yet the strength in each

ot these cases, though differing so very much, is

similarly proportioned to the resistance which each

requires to make for its support during stormy wea-

ther. Thick plantations are much less agitated by
wind and storms than when they are thinly planted,

for the tops of the plantations in that case present a

smaller resisting surface of leaves and branches

—

hence, then, it is that trees in sheltered situations

are easily blown down when that shelter has been

taken away by improper thinning.

It is this tendency in trees to accommodate their

growth to peculiar situations that enables us to

give them almost any character we choose, for in

whatever way we wish them to grow we have

only to place them in positions fitted to produce

that effect, and Nature will perform the rest. If,

then, we plant for profit, the first thing to be done
is to inquire into the mode of growth which is most

profitable in producing the finest and most valu-

able timber, then to ascertain under what chcum-
stances that growth will take place, and, lastly, to

act upon the information so obtained.

Beech.—Seedling Beeches are tender, and often

suffer by frost in the month of May ; but beyond
that the tree is as hardy as any in the forest, ex-

cept on one point, the only vulnerable one of im-

portance I know of, namely, the bark. The Beech
is essentially a thin and tender-barked tree, and
the bark never, even in extreme old age, assumes

that rough corky condition common in most other

trees, but, on the contrary, always remains smooth,

glossy, and very tender. The bark is very liable to

contract a certain disease, which begins at first in

minute dark spots, presenting sometimes the ap-

pearance of having received the contents of a fowl-

ing-piece. The spots multiply and spread all over

the surface, at times very slowly, and at others

rapidly. Excesses of cold wet weather during the

seasoii of growth appear to be most productive of

the disease.— X.

"The Garden" Monthly Parts.—TOu ioumal u pub-
lishtd in neatly bound Monthly Parta. In this form tht

coloured plates are best preserved^ and it is most suitable for

r^eren^e previous to the issiie of the half-yearly volumes. Price

Is. 6d. ; post free, Is. 9d. Complete set of volunus of The
Garden /ro7»i its covimencement to end O/1890, thirty-eight vols.f

price, cloth, £2S 4s.

"Gardening Illustrated" Monthly Parts. — r*ij

journal is published in neatltj bound Monthly Parts, in jchich

form it is most auitahU for yeftrfuce previous to the issue of the

yearly voluntes. Price bd. ;
postfree. Si/.

"Farm and Home" Monthly ?a.vis.— This journal is

published in neatly bound Monthly Parts, in which form it is

most suitable for reference previous to tht issue of the yearly

volumes. Price bd. ; postfree, 8d.

"Hardy Flowers."—Oiviny descriptions oj upwards oi

thirteen hundred of the moat ornamental species, with directions

for their arran(jemait, culture, dec. Fourth and Popular
Edition, Is.; post free, U. M.

"The Garden Annual" for 1892.—Contain* Alpha-

betical Lists of all Branches of the Horticultural Tratle correctea

up to Novanber 10 last. The Lists of Gardens and Country

SeaU (containing over 9000J have been very carefully and exttn.

tively revued, and are admitted to bt the tnost complett tvtr

published. Price \s. ; by pott, U id.
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" This is an Art
Which does mend Nature : change It rather ; bat
The Art itself is Nature."—Shakupiart.

Ferns.

NOTES ON FERNERIES.
Ferneries are at all times a source of attrac-

tion, and well repay for having a due share

of attention bestowed upon them. It is quite a

mistake to suppose that because the Ferns

happen to be planted out, they do not there-

fore require anything but a passing glance as

to watering and other work. During a mild

season, Ferns, except in the case of the Tree
varieties, will not require much water, but
now that frost has set in, more watering wlil

be necessary when the pipes are heated, thus
causing a drier atmosphere. With a sudden
change some syringing may be required to

counteract a too dry condition of the air. Care
should be taken not to let the plants in any
case get excessively dry, otherwise, if the soil

be chiefly peat, it will be difficult to thoroughly
moisten it again. All dead and decaying fronds
should be removed, and a close look-out kept
for any signs of scale or other plant pests. No
fronds should be allowed to press upon the

glass so as to be injured by frost or in their

growth ; where also they are very thick (even

if in fairly good condition), I would prefer

to remove them rather than have them over-

crowded.

The planting out of ferneries, although not
exactly the kind of work for the present time,

is a matter that should receive careful considera-

tion and forethought. Ideas for future work
can and should have thought given to them, so

that time for the proper carrying out of any
alteration or addition may be secured ; for in-

stance, it any rockwork has in any way to be
built up with cement, the sooner it is set about
the better, so that plenty of time is allcjwed to

draw out all the bad properties of the cement
before the Ferns are planted out. I remember
a Cise in a very fine fernery where this was
omitted, causing afterwards for a long time a lot

of annoyance and extra trouble, which might
have been to a great extent averted. The soil

in that instance became quite poisoned, the roots

of the Ferns refusing to take to it. The rock-
work in any case where built up first, even if

cement is not used, should have time to become
well soaked with moisture. If the stone used
as rockwork is of a soft, porous nature, it will

soon take up a considerable amount of water.

I prefer this kind of stone when it can be had.
Out of doors it would crumble down in all pro-
bability in course of time with the action of

the weather, but under glass there is not this

liability. Artificial rockwork under glass I

would never advise if I could by any possibility

secure the real article. It may be possible. I

admit, to build up the artificial in a bolder
style, so as to look like huge masses of

stone or rock, but after all it is only an
imitation. Besides, the actual appearance of
the rockwork should not be the primary
consideration ; the Ferns themselves should
occupy that position. Tufa stone is a very
suitable material for the purpose, being of a
porous character, afibrding also an excellent
rooting medium for the Ferns. This can be
so built up by an ingenious workman as to
appear to be one large block. In doing this

building up, in any case, provision should be

made for plenty of soil with good drainage at

the base. This soil should be added as the

work of placing the stone in position proceeds.

I consider this a far better plan than leaving

it until the rockwork is aU completed, when
it would be a more difticult matter to fill up
all odd corners. In some processes of build-

ing up rockwork the plan is to leave a little

hole here and there for planting the Ferns in,

with a large mass of soil below, called by some
builders "pockets." This'I do not care for;

nearly all the soil is as it were bottled up, soon

becoming either too dry or too wet, according

to its position. If towards the ground line, it

would most likely get too sodden and soon be-

come sour, whilst higher up the reverse would
be the case. I have seen instances in which
these pockets were excessively large with ex-

tremely small openings, thus rendering it after-

wards a most diflicult matter to take out the

soil if required for a change. This is, I con-

sider, carrying the rockwork itself to a greater

excess than is good for the plants themselves.

It is possible to make most effective- looking

rockwork without either the aid of cement or

mortar, just as one would put together a lot of

roots for an outdoor fernery when stone could

not be had. Start with a fairly good base,

filling up behind with any refuse material (as

brickbats and clinkers), and large sods of

fibrous peat or turfy loam upon the top, add-

ing stone again in various ways and positions,

but always avoiding primness or formality. It

is quite an easy as well as an expeditious

method of building up a fernery. The rock-

work or stone thus employed will in the course

of time settle down a bit, but this will not

matter so long as none is overhanging to give

rise to apprehensions of danger by falling. I

adopted this plan on one occasion and the

Ferns succeeded well. It has one decided

advantage in that you can if needful easily

remove a plant with plenty of soil to its

roots, and substitute another just as easily.

Replanting with a different arrangement

is thus easily carried out with an entirely

fresh lot of soil. The chief fault in all kinds of

rockwork that is built up is formality. This

should be carefuUy guarded against as the

work proceeds. Plantsman.

FERNS AS PLANTS FOR THE DINNER
TABLE.

With the large increase in the numbers and varie-

ties in most cases of such plants as Crotons, Dra-

caenas, Araliap, Palms, and Pandanads, the mere
fact of there being many kinds of Ferns which are

also well suited for the same purposes, seems in a
measure to have been lost sight of lately. At least,

it the plants usually exhibited at flower shows are

in any measure to be taken as a guide to the most
approved selections, Ferns certainly have escaped

the notice of those growers who exhibit. My own
inference, however, is that the usual run of plants

that one meets with in such instances does not by
any means embrace either the most comprehensive

choice as to variety, or does it include sufficient

variation in form and in the size of the plants.

Ferns certainly are most convenient plants for

dinner tables when a good selection is made for

the purpose. Those sorts are the best which can
be grown to a good size in a proportionately small

pot. Lightness of growth, both in the character

of the fronds and as regards any undue excess of

the same, are two points to observe in making a

selection. Those plants only should be used which
are thoroughly well established in their last shift

;

if pot-bound, all the better,the fronds thus being more
enduring so long as sufficient water is given the

plants. Plants large enough tor all practical pur-

poses can be had in pots that do not exceed 4J
inches or 5 inches diameter inside, the lesser size

being most preferable. The varieties that do not

assume too dark a green in the fronds will be the

most effective, particularly if the plants are rather

large. Ferns of the hardier or greenhouse type are

very handy for use during cold weather, when ex-

posure of stove plants would involve some amount
of risk. A selection of plants should be made for

the purpose of table decoration, the said plants

being kept elevated upon pots above the surround-

ings ; in this manner better all-rcund examples can

be grown. Another good plan is to suspend them

from the roof, standing the pots in pans to which

wires are attached ; thus the plant can be removed

at pleasure. The following will be found a good

selection for cool or temperate houses :
Adiantum

decorum, A. cuneatum, A. deflexum and A. Capillus-

veneris Marlesi, Asplenium flaccidum, A. laxum

pumilum and A. dimorphum, Lastrea lepida and L.

patens, Leucostegia immersa (in the summer time

being deciduous), Pteris argyrea, P. cretioa nobilis,

P. cretica Mayi, P. serrulata cristata, P. serrulata

major cristata (the Chiswick variety, one of the

best), P. tremula (a good old Fern) and P. lepto-

phylla. For the stove the following should be in-

cluded : Adiantum farleyense, A. mnndulum and

A. Collisi, Asplenium cicutarium, Gymnogrammas
in variety, avoiding those of straggling growth ; G.

Altoni, G. Laucheana, G. peruviana argyrophyUa

and G. schizophylla gloriosa are a good selection,

Onychium auratum, Lomaria gibba and Phlebodium

aureum. Filices.

CONSPICUOUS FERNS.

Those not well acquainted with Ferns are apt to

fall into error in the selection and arrangement of

sorts. Where the plants are grown in pots, it is

not difficult to re-arrange them as they increase in

size, but even then some are of such rapid,

growth, that they will soon outgrow the space that i

can be given them, and when planted out it is

more difficult to manage them. If not judiciously

arranged, the rapid-growing sorts will soon over-

grow and destroy the smaller, though perhaps

choicer, kinds. Many of the large-growing sorts

are very pretty in a small state, and have the

appearance of being developed to their normal

size, though they may be quite in their infancy.

Take, for instance, Todea barbata. Young plants

are very pretty while only a few inches high, but

compare these with the immense specimens seen at

the Colonial Exhibition a tew years ago. Dicksonia

antarctica, too, is very pretty when small, and

makes a nice plant for decoration in a 5-inch pot.

This was also represented by immense giants at

the same exhibition ; but the largest specimens I

have seen are those at Gunnersbury Park. I do npt

intend to confine this article to all the largest

growing Ferns, but to those which are most con-

spicuous, either tor their size or tor the curious

and distinct habits of growth. In a previous note

I complained that the smaller Ferns are frequently

spoiled through being over-potted, but with the

large-growing sorts the opposite is not infrequently

the case. As those referred to in the following

list are so widely distinct and require different

treatment, I will deal with their cultural require-

ments separately. Want of space often prevents

the larger growing Ferns being dealt with fairly,

and, therefore, where space is limited it is better

to avoid the large and rapid-growing sorts. The
immense specimens to be seen at Kew of such

species as the Angiopteris, Marattias, Cibotiums, &c.,

well illustrate the requirements of these monsters

of the Fern world. The most effective arrange-

ment for showing off Ferns is the rock fernery.

When judiciously arranged on this, they not only

thrive well, but are altogether more attractive

than when confined to pots. Under natural con-

ditions, many of the Ferns find new material for

the surface roots in the leaves and other decaying

vegetable matter that gather around the base of

the plants. When under cultivation this should be

remembered and new surface soil added periodi-

cally, according to the requirements of the diffe-

rent species. Ferns, when in a vigorous healthy

condition, may be potted on without reducing the

balls, but if sickly, as much of the old soil as pos-

sible should be removed.

I
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Adiantums.—Many of tlio Maiden-hair Forns may
be grown into large specimens, but most of tliem are
mora attractive in smaller plants. I have seen A.
farleyense fully 3 feet high, and when well treated it

mikes a grand specimen. Yet it is much more service-
able and equally pretty in a 5-inch pot and grown to
about a foothigh. Of the large-fronded species, A.
p^ruvianum is one of the'most conspicuous ; the beau-
t ful arching fronds with large, broad pinnules have a
mble appearance. This Fern requirei stove treat-
ment, and should be potted in a rough, light com-
post

; loam and leaf-mould or a little peat may be
added, with plenty of sand and good drainage. Like
most of the broad-fronded species, this is subject to
thrips, which if allowed to get established will soon
disfigure the plants. A, trapeziforme and A. cardio-
chlrenum are bold and effective Perns, growing to a
great size ; the former is of a deep green texture, and
the latter of a very pale shade. The young fronds
of this have a pink tint, which soon changes to a pale
straw colour. These should both be grown in the
stove, and if treated liberally they will reach a height
of from 4 feet to 5 feet. A. formosum is the largest
of the greenhouse species. Its fronds are produced
from spreading rhizomes, and it should be grown in
rough peaty compost and well supplied with water.

AsPLENiUMs.—Of these, A. australasicum is the
most conspicuous

; tlie broad, bright green fronds are
undivided, and grow to 3.^ feet or 4 feet high. It
takes^ several years to establish large plants. When
kept in good condition, each succeeding set of fronds
grows larger, and I believe it is sometimes grown
even larger than I have stated. Some authorities in-
clude A. nidus as being synonymous, but they are dis-
tinct enough, though one is probably only a variety of
the other. That known as A. nidus (the Bird's-ncst
Fern) does not grow so tall ; the fronds narrow down
towards the base, and they do not grow so erect as in
A. australasicum. This Fern should be grown in a
rither light compost and plenty of drainage used;
t!ie roots grow to the surface of the pots, and if these
are fed with a little Sphagnum Moss, with which may
be mixed a little fertiliser, it will help the plants con-
siderably during the growing season. The fronds
should be kept dry during the winter ; too much mois-
ture will cause them to lose their colour. A. lucidum
ii a fine greenhouse Fern, with broad pinnate fronds.
This is of slow growth, and very pretty in a small
state. It may be grown on until the fronds attain to
fully 3 feet in length, and being of a thick leathery
substance they stand well.

ACROSTICHUM AUBEDM is a Very effective Fern,
growing about 3 feet high, the bright green pinnate
fronds being of good substance. This is of rapid
growth and should be potted on as the plants advance,
using^ good loamy compost. It must be liberally
suoplied with water. Pot plants may be stood in
saucers, but should have fresh water frequently.
Aerostichum drynarioides is another very imposing
Pern. The upper portion of the fronds is broad and
deeply lobed, and gradually narrows down to the base.
When fertile, the upper extremity of the frond be-
comes pinnatifid and thickly covered with spores ; the
fronds are produced from a stout spreading rhizome.
This Pern succeeds best when grown in a suspended
basket, and should have a rough peaty compost.
Aglaomorpha Meyeniana somewhat resembles this,
but the fronds are more distinctly pinnatifid, and the
thick rhizomes are densely covered with brown scales.

Meniscium OLiGOPHYLLUM is a very distinct Fern,
with pinnate fronds

; the pinna? are broadly oval, very
distinctly veined, and of a deep green. It should be
potted in a good peaty compost and gi-owu in the
stove. Water may be given freely at the root, but
the fronds must not be wetted or they will go bhick.
All the broad-fronded Ferns are liable to discoloration
if wetted during cold dull weather.

GvHNOGRAMsrA TRiFOLiATA.—A very distinct spe-
cies, the fronds growing to an immense length. I have
plants with fronds fully .S feet long. It can hardly
be considered a handsome Fern, but it cerfainlymaybe
regarded as one of the most conspicuous. It should
bo grown in peaty compost in the stove, and requires
copious supplies of water.

Nephrolei'Is.—Of these, N. davallioidos is the
largest growing. When grown in pots I have meaiureil
fronds over 6 feet in length. It is a grand subji'ct fur
an elevated imsition in the rock fernery. N. fnsifulia
is anotlior long-frondeil species ; N. davallioidos fur-
cans is a very handsome form. Those will all do well
in an ordinary compost, and do not require mucli
warmth except during the winter. N. rufeecens bipin-
natifida is a very handsome Fern, having long, rather
broad, feather-like fronds.

_
PHLEBODIU.M AUREi'M.—A grand Pern now exten-

sively grown for market. It is generally considered
a greenhouse Fern, and is a good subject for house
decoration. Although a common Fern, it should find
a place in every coUection on account of the distinct
shade of colour. P. sporodocarpum, or glaucum, is a
slightly different form, having rather slender fronds of
a glaucous tint.

Davallias.—Of these, D. solida var. omata is one
of the most conspicuous. D. fijiensis and D. Moore-
ana are pretty in a small state. D. polyaiitha also
makes an effective plant. These should be grown in
shallow pots or pans, and should be kept raised
up, so that the rhizomes can spread over the sides
of the pots. A good_ open compost should be used,
with which may be mixed some charcoal and broken
crooks.

Ltgodium dichotomdm is the most conspicuous of
the climbing varieties. It is a stove Fern and requires
careful treatment. It will grow freely enough under
favourable conditions, but once it gets sickly it will
rarely make a fresh start.

Stenochl^na scandens.—This is of very rapid
growth, with large pinnate fronds, which are
produced from a spreading, fleshy rhizome. On a
rockery or moist wall the rhizomes will spread and
cling like Ivy, throwing out the beautiful fresh green
fronds at intervals of several inches apart. In a mode-
rate stove_ temperature this Fern grows freely, and
will root in any substance where there is sufficient
moisture.

Among other Ferns which may be recom-
mended for the rockery are the Woodwardias.
The long drooping fronds of W. radicans show off
best when on an elevated position, while W. orien-
talis should be planted where the surface of the
fronds may be seen. Polypodium nigrescens and
P. grandidens are very effective, and of a distinct
character. Polystichnm coriaceum should have a
place in every cool fernery. Aerostichum osmun-
dacenm is a fine Fern with broad spreading fronds
either for the rockery or as a basket plant. Of
Pteris, I ought to include P. umbrosa and P. tripar-
tita. The Chiswick variety of P. serrulata cristata
is also a noble Fern. F. H.

ODONTOSORIAS.
This genus contains about a dozen or more
species, which are widely distributed in both
hemispheres. They mostly rank with Davallias,

but from this family I think Smith has wisely
separated them. The scandent species have
been separated from these by Fee into the
genus Stenoloma ; but Stenoloma, as a genus
is not accepted by Smith, and it is only ac-

cepted as a sub-genus by Hooker and Baker.
Udontosoria contains some pretty plants, wliich
have not as yet been introduced to this
country in a living state. Of these, I may men-
tion O. Sohlectendanli, of which I have speci-
mens collected in Guatemala at some consider-
able elevation by a gentleman wliilst engaged
in butterfly hunting, and O. ferrugineacolfeoted
in Madagascar by Dr. Miller, and O. Gondo-
tiana from the same country. Odontosorias
are very easily grown into good specimens

; they
only want good open soil and thorough drainage
with plenty of water to their roots, a nice genial
moist atmosphere, and an occasional sprinkling
with the syringe. I have noticed that O. oou-
lata and some others are liable to be infested
with largo brown scale under cultivation. For
destroying this pest nothing equals frequent
applications of lemon oil. These plants should
be potted in light turfy loam and fibrous peat.
The pots or baskets should be well drained.
The baskets when used should have a good
lining of clean, living Sphagnum Moss, as this
keeps the fine soil from running away, and lasts
longer than any substance I know of similarly
placed. The soil should be placed firmly in the
basket, and T would advise that the plant
be set in a slight depression. This is only

a trivial matter, I know, yet I have found it

conduce to good results in the cultivation of
basket Ferns.

0. TENUIFOLIA is common throughout India,
Japan, China and the Polynesian Islands, and it is

not to be wondered at that different forms are
found. The fronds grow from 'J inches to 1 foot or
more in height.

O. ocULATA—This has fronds of an indefinite
length, its wiry stem being covered with prickles.
The whole plant has somewhat the habit of the
common Bramble of our own hedgerows, but if

properly trained upon trellis-work it forms a very
elegant object, and affords ample shade, under
which many smaller kinds of Ferns may be grown.
It is common throughout most of the West Indian
Islands, and is also found in great numbers in
Jamaica.

0. PUMAEioiDES is another species very similar
to the last, having the same habit and also prickly
stems. It seems to me to be a stronger growing
plant, with smaller pinnaa. This is a Fern I obtained
from spores from specimens gathered by Captain
Toppin, of the 6th West India Regiment, some
years ago. William Hugh Goweb.

THE HARDY FERNERY.
There is in my opinion nothing that adds so mnch
to the interest and beauty of any garden as a
hardy fernery, and in most places, even of circum-
scribed limits, there is room for an adjunct of the
kind. All that is necessary to start, or rather form,
one of these ferneries on a small scale is a few
brick burrs, or any material of that kind just to
make some rugged stages and help to hold the
earth up in different levels and afford moisture to
the roots of the Ferns. The larger the burrs, or
whatever of that kind is made use of, the better,
the thing being to have bold, outstanding pieces
and to avoid cockney rockwork. With massive
pieces jutting out from the soil and partly hidden
and adorned by vegetation, a fine effect may be
produced, as all plants like these boulders of stone
or other material, for they form a sort of pasturage
under and around in which roots delight to travel
and feed. If the burrs, or whatever is used, are
not of the right colour, or stone-like, they may be
easily made so by splashing them over with liquid
cement, which latter, if thought too light, may be
toned down or darkened by adding a very little

lamp-black or brown umber, mixed well in before
using. Some people form their ferneries with tree

stumps, but they are bad, as after a short time
they decay and breed fungus at such a rate that
the plants are over-run by it and thrown out of
health. With the mounds or raised banks or sur-

faces formed in as irregular a manner as possible,

the next thing to be carried out is the planting,

and this, like the formation of the fernery, re-

quires some taste in arrangement, or the plants
may be placed in wrong positions and not show
off to advantage. To look well and be striking,

those of large, bold type should have the pro-

minent or most elevated spots, as then they
give character by their general contour and
noble outline, but for those that require more
shelter, exception muet| be made and sheltered

nooks found, or they may suffer by wind and ex-

posure.

There are many plants besides Ferns that are

specially adapted for so-called ferneries if these

latter are of any extent and afford room, as

there are the Bamboos, most of which are of strik-

ing appearance, and then there are the hardy
Palm, ChamaTops Fortunei, the Polygonums, Boc-
conia cordata, Rheum palmatum an<i sanguineuro,

Heracleura giganteum, Gunnera scabra, Pampas
Grass, Arundo donax, A. conspicna and Funkias,

besides many others that might be mentioned and
that are equally suitable. Some of the Ferns are

grand objects and make a fine display, as all will

readily agree who have seen the noble Struthio-

pteris pennsylvanica growing, rearing itself up as it

does on tree-like stems and sending out splendid

fronds a yard or so long. This Fern and its varieties

like a damp spot. They do remarkably well near
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water in loose rich soil, as then they send out
nnmerons creeping stolons that travel freely

and soon form masses of foliage. If a little

running stream can be introduced, then the stately

Koyal Fern (Osmnnda regalis) may be grown to

perfection, also all the Athyriums, or Lady Ferns,
of which there are now many kinds, some being
crested or tasselled, and all very beautiful when
fresh and in health.

For clothing or partly hiding the rock or stone
there is plenty of hardy trailers, both small and
great, the Saxifrages being very suitable, as are
likewise most of the Vincas, the Nnmmularias and
such like quick-spreading plants.

Going back to the Ferns, however, and taking
them in alphabetical order, I will just notice a few
of the best, as then anyone starting a fernery will
know wliich to select One of the rarest and most
beautiful is Adiantum pedatum, which is quite
unique on a^countof the elegant appearance of its

fronds, which are gracefully spreading, and, like
most of the Maiden-hairs, of a pleasing green
colour. To grow this Adiantum well it should
have a good depth of peat and sand or leaf
mould. This Fern requires close watching,
as slugs are very fond of it and nip ofE the
fronds. A. capillus-veneris is hardy in sheltered
nooks and needs similar soil. The Aspleniums are
very pretty, but mostly small growers. A. mari-
num is the best, but as this is a native of the
south-west coast it is only hardy in favoured spots.
A. Trichomanes is a pretty little thing, often found
on old walls, and A. Adiantum-nigrum is in places
abundant on old banks, and will succeed any-
where. Athyriums are indispensable in the fernery,
as they afford great variety, for besides the plain
forms there are many crested and tasselled, some
of the most curious being A. multifidum, A. corym-
biferum, ic.

Lastreas are a numerous family and contain
many fine forms, the best among them being L.
Thelypteris, L. spinulosa, L. Goldlana, L. dilatata,
L. polydactyla, L. uliginosa, and L. paleacea, the
last being a grand species, growing from 3 feet to
6 feet high. L. Filix-mas cristata is highly orna-
mental. The Polypodiums are all good, the Welsh
variety, P. cambricum, being a special favourite
with all Fern lovers. P. multiforme is a very large
growing kind, having fronds from 2 feet to 3 feet long,
the primary divisions being very irregular, many
of them having a horn-like projection at the end of
the midrib of the lobes. P. omnilacerum is likewise
a very distinct variety, partaking somewhat of the
character of the last mentioned, but instead of the
edge of the lobes being plain they are saw-shaped,
and these teeth lengthen as the plants attain age,
and assume a crested form before they begin to
ripen off in the autumn. Polystichums make a fine
addition to the hardy fernery, P. Wollastoni being
specially desirable, as are also P. angulare crista-
tum, P. angustum, P. subtripinnatnm, P. interme-
dium, P. decompositum, all of which grow to a
large size. Scolopendriums are legion

; so sportive
are they, that there seems no end to the variety they
afford, nor the freaks that occur among them.
With a little care in protecting, some of the sup-

posed tender Ferns may be safely planted in the
hardy fernery, as I have had out Woodwardia radi-
cans, which does best on an elevated position,
Lomaria chilensis, Cyrtomium falcatnm, and others.
These should never be tried till the spring, as
then they have the summer before them to make
their growth and get established, when, if covered
with half-rotten leaves round the crowns, they will
be right for the winter. The Woodwardia does best
on an elevated position, as it has broad, massive,
long fronds that arch and droop over in a most
graceful manner and render it a striking object
when seen in good health. S. D.

species make fine ornaments in the cool fernery.

They soon make fine specimens. The soil should
consist of good turfy loam and fibrous peat in

about equal parts, the whole made fairly sandy,
and they like an abundant supply of water to their

roots. M. scabra is a pinnate species with fronds
from 1 foot to 2 feet in length. Your specimen
does not exceed 9 inches. M. strigosa is a remark-
ably beautiful plant, with fronds which attain to

some 3 feet or more in length. It is really a plant

that deserves to be taken care of and well culti-

vated.—W. H. G.

Microlepia scabra (.1. Huhhard).—Yon send
me specimens of this species and of M. strigosa,
asking if they are not Davallias, but although they
are frequently known as Davallias, they are sepa-
rated from that genus on account of their having
intra-margiual sori and a half cup-shaped in-
dasiutn. They are handsome Ferns, and both

MAEKET GARDEN NOTES.
Imported Tomatoes.—From the consumer's point

of view it is not to be regretted that our markets
are now likely to be plentifully supplied with To-

matoes during the winter months. Tomato growers
generally would probably regard with comparative
indifference the importations of good fruit from
the Canary Isles were they limited to the winter

season, but the excellent samples that come to

hand in such abundance during the early spring

months are formidable rivals to the English
grower's best productions. I was assured by a
Covent Garden salesman, through whose hands
quantities of these Canary Isle Tomatoes passed
last spring, that they were quite equal in quality to

good home produce. A few years ago it would have
been considered impossible that anything of so soft

a nature as Tomatoes could be brought to this country

without losing freshness, and that it has been found
practicable to do so is a warning of what home
growers may expect in the near future from
foreign competition. I fear thatTomato growers have

seen their best days, and that prices will gradually

decline until the merest margin of profit remains.

The amount of glass given to this esculent is yearly

increasing to an extent that of itself will be enough
to glut the markets during the late spring months,

and we may be sure that there will be a similar

increase in foreign importations.

Grapes.—The demand for these has been de-

cidedly sluggish all through the autumn, and prices

have consequently ruled very low. Only remark-
ably fine samples have made as much as 2s. per

lb , and very good Alicantes have been sold at less

than Is. per lb. As to Hamburghs, from 8d. to Is. has

been about the average price. Of course. Grapes al-

ways are cheaper in autumn than at any other

time of year. They come in from Holland, Spain,

and the Channel Islands in such bulk, that home-
grown produce of average quality suffers a wonder-
ful depreciation in value. This has been the case

so long as I have had anything to do with Grape
growing for profit, although the Channel Islands

industry has only developed within the last decade
to the extent of seriously affecting home-grown
produce. These Jersey Grapes have this year been
sold as low as Id. per lb., an unprecedentedly low
price for Grapes ripened under glass, and which,

although they may require little or no expense for

fuel, cannot return much profit to the producer.

The majority of English growers avoid as much as

possible sending their Grapes to market in the sea-

son of these imported ones, and have hitherto

later on obtained prices that, although much
less than formerly, have been fairly remunerative.

I have no reason to doubt that with the best cul-

ture Grapes in midwinter will pay very well at the

rate of 2s. l!d. per lb., but I cannot see that even

this moderate price will continue. In the home
counties an enormous amount of glass is now de-

voted to Grapes, and every year increases the

quantity of winter fruit placed in the London
market. Last year, for instance, a family of

growers, renowned for the quality of their Grapes,

erected among them no less than 7 acres of vineries,

one house alone covering upwards of 3 acres. This

is of course really but a collection of roofs, but not

separated from each other, and thus forming one

vast vinery, in which I believe the 'Vines are to be

trained in the same way aa in a Continental vine-

yard. But a few hundred yards from where I

reside two immense structures were put up two
years ago, each one large enough to drill a thousand

' soldiers in. These are full of late Grapes prin-

cipally, the 'Vines just coming into bearing. These
are instances occurring within my observation,
and serve to indicate what is being done in this

way. The output from this vast amount of glass
must in the near future be enormous, and will

probably bring the winter market rates down to
within a little of those that prevail during the
autumn months at the present time. The owner
of the big house above mentioned being asked if

he did not think he was overdoing it, replied that
he could do very well at Is. per lb., and had made
up his mind if possible to keep the foreign Grapes
out of the English market. J. C.

WASHING THE ROOTS OF PLANTS.
That this is productive of great good when moving
unhealthy plants there can, I think, be no doubt, as

there is, as a matter of course, always a cause for

unhealthiness, and it has only to be sought for

above or below ground, but in most cases sickness

arises from some affection of the roots, which is

generally brought on from using unsuitable soil.

Leaf-mould or other undecomposed vegetable mat-
ter is a very frequent cause, and amateurs are often

in the habit of applying cocoa-nut fibre to the soil,

which is a very dangerous material, as it is exceed-

ingly slow in decomposing and is almost sure to

generate fungus, which is fatal to plants, as it

fastens itself on the roots, and, like other parasites,

lives at their expense and impedes or stops circula-

tion. In all cases, therefore, where fungus has
attacked the roots, there can be no safer or better

remedy for its dislodgment than washing, as all the

effete, poisoned soil is got rid of and the roots are

thoroughly cleansed, after which they have every

chance of making fresh healthy fibres and recruit-

ing their strength when placed in new positions

with sweet loam about them. Not only does fungus
ruin small plants, but it injuriously affects large

trees, and is, more often than most people think,

frequently the cause of their death. This I have
seen again and again, as on examination either the

collars or the main roots immediately contiguous

thereto have been covered with mycelium, which
has forced its way between the bark and wood,
and held, as it were, the two asunder.

Many sow the seed, or prepare the way for

fungus when planting, by applying improper ma-
nures, that is with undecomposed vegetable sub-

stances in them, or more generally by the admixture
of leaves undecomposed, and if these lie still and
remain dry for any length of time much mischief is

done. S. D.

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

Palma-Cliristi (Riciuus communiB) (J. /).).

—

The seeds of this plant should be sowu in warmth in

the mouth of February, not giving much water til

they begin to grow. I like to sow tkom sinxly in

small pots ; they may he grown on until the beginning

of June, when they may be hardened off and planted

out in the place they are to occupy for the season.

—G.

Geura miniatum.—Whatever may be the
parentage of Geum miniatum, it is a much more
useful plant than either G. chiloense or its varie-

ties grandiflorum and plenum. G. coccineum is the

name in general use for the forms of G. chiloense,

but that species is quite distinct and has been lost

to cultivation for a very long time. G. miniatum,
whether a hybrid or merely the result of selection,

flowers more freely than any Geum we have in

gardens at the present time. Some plants which
had been in bloom during the summer and autumn
were flowering freely during the second week in

December. It is a rapid grower, and will be found

a most useful plant for flower beds and borders.

Senecio macroglossus.—The genus Senecio,

large as it is, contains but few species of real hor-

ticultural value, but of these S. macroglossus may
undoubtedly be cited as one. It is a, climbing

plant of free growth, with deep glossy green

leaves, angularly lobed, and closely resembling in
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textare and appearance those of the Iry. Its
flowers, which are stated to be larger than those
of any other species of Senecio, are 2^ inches in
diameter, the ray petals being oblong, eight to
twelve in nnmber, and of a clear bright yellow.
The species is a native of South Africa, where it is

spread over a large area, being found both in
Natal and in Cape Colony, usually in woods and
climbing over large trees. Being of quick growth and
twining habit, it soon covers any support to which
it can attach itself, forming a tangled, but not un-
graceful mass of growth. It requires a greenhouse
or intermediate temperature, and being distinct
from any other climber at present in use may be
recommended for covering vacant rafters, &c. It
flowers at various seasons of the year, but may
always be seen in bloom from now until several
weeks into the new year. After flowering it should
be thinned out and pruned back.

The charming alpine Forget - me - not
(Myosotis alpestris) varies a good deal under culti-
vation, as it does also in a wild state in the Alps.
Much depends on where the particular specimens
have been collected and the amount of rainfall.
Its variation under cultivation may be attributed
largely to its having been so much raised from
seed in recent years, and the seed or seedlings
having been distributed without having been
flowered by the raiser and the poorer forms
weeded out. A very wet spring causes the plants
to grow rather than flower. This Forget-me-not
should be grown on the most exposed spots to be
found on the rookery, and protection from damp
during winter with glass will be of much benefit.
—K.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Robinson King.—
This is a deep golden sport from Golden Empress.
It is, without doubt, one of the finest additions
to the incurved class ever introduced ; it possesses
all the excellent qualities of its parent in petal,
formation, and size of flower, and is as deep in
colour as Jardin des Plantes. I exhibited it at
several shows, and it was admired by everyone
vvho saw it. I have seen several spurious varie-
ties of Mrs. Robinson King, but they are much
lighter in colour than the true variety. Such a
grand acquisition as this is sure to be eagerly
sought after, and will find its way into many a
prize stand next year. It originated at Mrs.
Kobinson King's, North Ferriby, Hull (Mr.Hotham,
gardener).—Peter Blaie, Trentham Gardens.

Veitch Memorial prizes.—At a meeting of
the trustees of the Veitch Memorial Fund held on
Friday last, the isth inst., it was decided to offer
Veitch Memorial medals and prizes for the year
1892 as follows

: At the Temple show of the Royal
Horticultural Society on May 27, a medal and prize
of £5 for the best six hard-wooded greenhouse
plants in bloom

; at the special exhibition of Or-
chids at the Royal Botanic Gardens at Manchester
to be held in Jane, a medal and prize of £5 for
the l)3st hybrid Orchid in bloom already in com-
merce, and a medal and prize of £5 for the best
hybrid Orchid in bloom not in commerce. These
medals and prizes can be competed for by amateurs
and their gardeners only. It was also decided to
award a silver medal to Mr. William Watson, of Kew,
and a similar medal to Mr. John Heal, of the Royal
Exotic Nursery, as a recognition of their skill as
hybridisers and cultivators.

Lewisia rediviva. — Although a summer
flowering plant, it is at this season that special
attention should be directed to its management,
as it appears to suffer mucih more from wet than
anything else in this country. Drought, indeed,
and that for a number of years, affects it very
little, and .specimens of this remarkable plant have
been known to revive after having been stored
away in a herbarium. It is a native of North
America, being found in the interior on very
high mountains, and apparently in such positions
as to get no moisture during the resting period.

I am at present rearing a fine batch of young
plants raised from seeds received two years ago,
and although requiring the greatest care through
the winter season, the result, I hope, will amply
repay the trouble. As I have stated above, keep
the plants dry from the time they begin to rest
until the leaves show in late spring. This may be
done by means of a bell-glass, an ordinary square,
or anything else, so long as the light is not ex-
cluded and a free circulation of air allowed. The
native.^ of North-west America are said to call it

Spatlum, or Sp^tlum, and use it as an article of
food. It is a most remarkable plant, and well re-
pays trouble, a well-established plant flowering
profusely in May and June. As many as three
flowers open at once in one tuft, while a dozen more
buds are showing.—K.

Calandrinia oppoaitifolia.—I am obliged to
" K." (page 55G) for calling attention to my inadver-
tence in describing the above as an annual ; indeed,
I was unaware of having done so till I read the
correction alluded to. I am doubtful, however,
when the plant comes into general cultivation
whether its greatest value will be forthcoming as a
perennial, even if in certain cases it reaches the
requisite age. Many perennials, e.g., Primula
sikkimensis and some Columbines, are much best
treated as though they were biennials, and it may
be even so with this Calandrinia ; at any rate, the
plant is sufficiently good to merit the trial, and if

variously tested it is not improbable that one
method or other will secure a fair amount of suc-
cess in many gardens.—E. J.

Ccelogyne Massangeana.—Although it is not
for a very long period that this species has existed
in Europe in suflicient quantity to admit of its
general cultivation, and although it belongs to a
genus which cannot be said to stand very high in
favour, it has now become a widely spread and
popular Orchid. Its vigorous growth and abundant
flowers certainly make it one of the most desirable of
Coilogynes. The flowers are produced on a long
slender scape, which hangs perpendicularly down-
wards from the base of the pseudo-bulb and is

from \}, feet to 2 feet long, bearing fifteen to
twenty blooms. Each of these is 2J inches in dia-
meter, with narrowly oblong, pale yellow sepals
and petals. The lip, although oval, when spread
out flat is made to look long and narrow by the
incurving of the sides against the column. The
ground colour is yellow, but, as is frequently the
case with the labellums of Ccelogynes, the front
lobe is elaborately crested and blotched with rich
brown. The side lobes are chiefly of a rich brown-
crimson on the inside, traversed by yellow lines.
The native country of this species appears to be a
matter of doubt, although it has generally been
regarded as a native of Assam. In view of its
near relationship to C. Dayana and C. asperata,
both of which are natives of Borneo, it is con-
sidered by Messrs. Veitch to be more probably of
Malayan origin. On account of its long pendent
racemes, it should, if possible, be suspended from
the roof, giving it a place in the Cattleya house.

Cymbidium Mastersi.—Exactly fifty years
have passed since this beautiful Orchid wa
first introduced into this country by the
Messrs. Loddiges, of Hackney, to whose enter-
prise the first introdaction of many Orchids, espe-
cially those from the East, is due. Amongst the
white-flowered Cymbidiums (which do not form a
large proportion of the genus), it is the most grace-
ful in habit and mode of flowering. Althougli its
blooms have not half the substance of those of
C. eburneum, this is more than compensated for
by their greater number. Whilst the spikes of that
species rarely carry more than two, this will pro-
duce three or four times as many. A healthy
plant is in itself distinctly ornamental, the leaves
being narrow, V. feet to 2 feet in length, and very
gracefully recurved. The spike is not so long as
the leaves, and the beauty of the flowers is en-

,,...,, „ or hanced by their intermingling with the dark green
Most ot the plants sold and distributed by growers foliage. The sepals and petals are pure white, lan-
andam^teurd have been irmotei, and Ihive never ceolate, 1.', inches long, but do not open to their
heard of its having ripsned seed n ler c 'liivation. I

full extent. The lip is also white, but has a patch

of yellow on the front, and is marked as well by
several carmine spots. The value of this species is

heightened by the delicate almond-like fragrance
of the flowers. It should be grown in an interme-
diate temperature, the compost in which it succeeds
best consisting of three-fourths loam fibre with a
little peat, silver sand and pieces of soft brick
added. It was originally discovered in Assam by
Griffiths, an Indian botanist famous in the days of
the East India Company. Its nearest ally is C.
elegans, both these species, in fact, having been re-

moved from Cymbidium by Bentham, and placed
under Cyperorchis. C. elegans was in flower
a few weeks ago, but C. Mastersi is now at its

best.—B.

Aster hybridus nanus. -This name, used on
page 5G1, is a fair specimen of the unauthorised
names under which Michaelmas Daisies are bought
and sold. There is no such name known to

botanists either as A. hybridus or A. nanus, still

less a combination of the two. Consequently, any-
one who has Michaelmas Daisies to sell can sell

anything he likes under the name without fear of
being brought to book ; and, as a matter of fact, I

know of at least four distinct Asters which I have
received this year as Aster hybridus nanus. The
one described by " B. C. R." is probably A. du-
moBus of Linnaeus, a rather unattractive little

Michaelmas Daisy, common in gardens, and gene-
rally about a foot high, and making a hemispheri-
cal head of closely packed flowers of a dull purple
colour. The second I have seen is a pink-flowered
kind, more commonly sent out with the equally
wrong name of A. longifolius formosus. The two
others are charming little Daisies of procumbent
habit, with stems from 9 inches to 15 inches long,

and both of them flowering profusely. One cer-

tainly belongs to the species A. versicolor, and is

admirable for an autumnal edging to beds. I nsed
to call this hybridus nanus of Van Houtte, be-

cause I first had it so named from that nursery-

man ten years or more ago. The other, having
a more spreading panicle of small purple flowers,

is in species difficult to determine, but was named
by the Chiswick naming committee " Pleiad. " I

write this note in the interests both of amateurs
and dealers, that they may know the advantage
of an authorised standard for their names.— C. W.
DoD, Edge Hall, Maljias.

Chimonanthus fragrans.-This delightfully

fragrant winter-flowering shrub (noticed at p. 507)
was, and is no doubt still, highly valued at Cul-
tord on account of its very sweetly scented flowers.

At Culford there are two varieties of this plant,

viz., C. fragrans and C. fragrans granditlorus ; the
latter, as its name implies, produces larger flowers,

which are also more highly coloured than those of

the other, but are less highly perfumed. At Cul-

ford the plants were trained to the walls much the
same as Vines, either horizontally or vertically,

the rods being about a foot apart and treated on
what is known as the spur system— i c, the young
shoots not required for extension were cut back
close to the rods, this operation being deferred

until the flowering season of the plants was past
and the buds swelling, or, say, early in the month
of March. The result of this treatment is an
abundant production of young shoots or twigs,

each about 1 foot or 18 inches in length, and
clothed with sweet-scented flowers, which are pro-

duced from about the early part of December until

the beginning of March. The flower-covered twig.s

may be cut and placed in glasses of water along

with other flowers, or the blooms picked from
the shoots or twigs and placed in vases or glasses

will continue for days to perfume an apartment.

The plants will be found to require but little atten-

tion during the growing season farther than the

possible removal of a few gross shoots, which are

sometimes produced near the base of the plants,

and which if allowed to remain might tend to

weaken the flowering branches. When the plants

are grown under a glass roof they are found to

seed very freely, and if this is desired blooms
should be left for this purpose in the warmest parts,

such as under the apex, or where the glass roof j oins

the wall.—P. G.
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Flower Garden.

HEEBACEOUS BORDERS.
Herbaceous borders, properly planted and
well cared for, are always interesting in a

garden. We have such a wealth of material at

hand—so varied and beautiful—wherewith to

furnish them, that it is not in the least surpris-

ing, and certainly most gratifying to find so

much more attention paid to hardy plants

than formerly, more especially during the rage
for the summer bedders, when in some places

thousands of the choice gems of the borders were
annihilated, and in more, considerably reduced
in number. I admit that we were among
those heavily hit by the bedding fever, but
fortunately, although of necessity our peren-
nials had to give place to the tender plants and
were relegated to obscure and out-of-the-way

among the dwarfer plants as correctives. The
annexed engraving faithfully represents a part
of one of our borders thus planted ; most are

planted on the same principle, but not with
exactly the same kind of subjects, for we try to

avoid repetition and monotony and to create

variety.

To enumerate all the plants utilised in these
arrangements would be to write out a good
part of a nurseryman's catalogue, but the few
following may be mentioned as being conspicu-

ous in their seasons, and eminently useful for

such purposes and positions : Hollyhocks, Del-
phiniums, Michaelmas Daisies, Foxgloves, Sun-
flowers, Pyrethrums, Bocconia cordata, Lava-
tera arborea var. (for its bold and noble appear-
ance and variegation) and other Mallows, Lu-
pinus arboreus, Dielytra spectabilis,ffinotheras,

Gaillardias, Doronicums, Eryngiums, Nicotiana
affinis, Gladioli, Irises, Spiraeas, Day Lilies,

Phloxes, Pentstemons, Antirrhinums, Ane-

Part of a herbaceous borJer iu the garden at The Plas, Tan-y-bwleh, Merioneth.

spots, still sufficient were preserved to form a
valuable nucleus for an extended stock when
required. Our herbaceous borders now cover
a considerable area, and which, happily, is being
added to annually. Some are of great length
and some of considerable breadth, ranging from
10 feet to 30 feet or so wide. Most have the
advantage of good old walla well clothed with
various climbers, forming to each a splendid
background. Large borders admit of bold treat-

ment, which harmonises with the rugged sur-

roundings and nature of our grounds. In plant-

ing, our aim is to get as prolonged a season as

possible of bloom, together with variety of form,
flower, and leaf. Good masses are the rule,

tilling up well, at the same time endeavouring to
allow all ample space for development and to
exhibit their ditferent characteristics. To do
this, one has of necessity to plant the taller

kinds at the back, gradually sloping to the front,

but in order to prevent too much evenness or
flatness of surface, plants of slender growth,
such as clumps of Lilies, Gladioli, Hyacinthus
candicans. Foxgloves, A.C., arc thinly interspersed

mone japonica and vars., Tritomas, Alstra^-

merias, Montbretias, Schizostylis coccinea,

Agapanthuses, Funkias, Paionies, Hibiscuses,

Fuchsias, ifcc. ; while Lilies, from davuricum
through many varieties, longiflorum, specio-

sum, and auratum, play an important part, as their

flowering season extends from May to November.
I must not omit Dahlias and Salvia patens,

both of which are extensively grown and
treated here as hardy perennials, for they re-

main in the ground unprotected and undis-

turbed from year to year, unless required for

propagating or having to be lifted through
alterations. Dwarfer plants for filling up the 3

feet or 4 feet in front are so numerous and so

many available and suitable, that it is unneces-

sary for me here to name any of these ; but an
arrangement of the following was very efl'ec-

tive here and will be again repeated : Carna-
tions (pink and white). Campanulas (dwarf, blue

and white), and Iceland Poppies in colours,

intermixed with Tigridias and tuberous Bego-
nias and a few choice annuals. This proved a
nice finish to a very wide border.

For the widest borders I like a good plant
here and there of Hydrangeas in variety,

Kalmia latifolia, a few Ghent Azaleas, and
Aralia Sieboldi—grand in foliage at all times,
and a lovely late bloomer ; in fact, such dwarf
shrubs give body (if I may use the expression)
and stability to their lankier associates and
considerably improve the whole. In addition
to borders we have large beds thinly planted
with Rhododendrons and Azaleas, where large

quantities of bulbs and herbaceous plants are
grown. These shrubs provide a means and an
opportunity of growing such as Tropaiolum
speciosum, tuberosum, and canariense, Caly-
stegia pubescens fl.-pl., &c., in an unrestricted,

natural, and most effective way, rambling among
and over the bushes in all forms and directions.

Tan-y-bwlch. J. R.

MR. GILBERT ON VIOLET GROWING.
To THE EDITOH op THB GARDEN.

Sir,—Yon told me some time ago the King of

Greece showed you at Athens the finest lot of Violets

you had ever seen in your life. That was the v?roDg

time to commence Violet growing, but now is the

time. If your land is light, give it now a good
dressing of cow manure ; it heavy, dig it deeply and
give it no manure, let it lie up rough so that the

frost may pulverise the soil, and before planting in

April give it a slight dressing of Thomson's Vine
manure. Then plant with the trowel from two to

three offsets from Violet roots which I shall send,

repeat in light soil the planting as spoken of in

heavy soil. The great thing to attain is to get the

offsets well established before the winter. Every
sucker should be duly picked off and the land kept
loose and clean by constant hoeing in order to

strengthen the plants and so make good crowns.

In September yon will have Marie Lonise in fine

form and full of flower. The other sorts I shall

send consist of Swanley White, Blue King, and the
mauve-coloured one I now forget the name of, and
The Czar, single ; these varieties are all spring

bloomers. If you wish to add a little natural

beauty, spread over the bed a very thin layer of

Bracken, which protects them from the frost in

winter and the hot sun in your sunny south. The
roots I shall send you will be good, strong stuff,

two-year-old plants. Violet growing may be summed
up iu a few words : Dig the ground deeply, manure
as stated, plant in April, and cover up for the

winter.

SAXIFRAGA LONGIFOLIA.
In all cases where this plant inclines to flower no-

thing can be gained by attempting to check it in

any way. A careful inspection will show that dur-

ing growth and while the rosette is still developing

the youngest heart-leaves lie deep down, but when
developed to its fullest extent and preparing to send
forth its flower, there is a general uplifting of all

these small leaves as the stem emerges from the

centre, and which go in the end to furnish the

llower-spike. To cut this latter off or pinch it out

as deeply as one could would not prevent the plant

flowering, even if done at a very early date,

and would only mean the removal of the upper por-

tion of the spike, while the remainder if left alone

would branch into many spikelets instead of one
main spike. When the true S. longifolia wants to

flower it is obvious that it has reached its allotted

span, and it could not avail anything to wilfully

disfigure so grand a plant. In the early part of the

present year I gave an instance of the behaviour of

a large rosette that somehow lost its centre. Dur-
ing last winter I was sorry when I first saw it, think-

ing that having occurred early it would not flower

at all, and I was anxious to get seed of it, as it

was a fine form, not the true linear-leaved form, but

a broad-leaved kind and decidedly spathulate at the

extremities. Presently, however, a rosette fully 9

inches across began to push forth several spikelets,

these radiating from what would have been the base

of the main spike had it survived. In the result there
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were some thirteen of these small spikes, and these
attained to about the same height, I should say
9 inches or ICi inches, speaking from memory, form-
ing quite a feature notwithstanding its having lost
its leader. I referred to it at the time in The
Garden, and since, I have secured a nice batch of
seed, from which I hope to get a goodly number of
plants, and, as Mr. Wood says, p. 48i;, in consider-
able variety also. Judging by the specimen to
which I have just alluded, it was pretty clear that
fully two-thirds of the main spike was gone, as the
remaining portion of the spike only grew to about
2 inches high, so that the continued growth of the
base was not absolutely ruined by the loss of the
top; therefore "W. M.'s" suggestion (p. 141)
would be of no avail, and would only end in dis-

figurement. I think 1 pointed out the value of
raising seedlings of this plant for rockwork some
three or four months since in these page.s, and if

the idea was generally adopted we might have dozens
or hundreds where now only a single plant exists.

E. J.

NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.
Iris reticulata.—The reason why I think this a
vastly better or more useful variety than some of
the higher priced and less common bulbous species
that are nearly allied to it is, that it is totally in-
different to our changeful winters, that with ordi-
nary care It proves vigorous, flowering and increas-
ing abundantly ; it is most reliable in every way,
and its flowers are very early, of rich colour and
delicate perfume. It is no more trouble to grow
this Iris than the common spring Crocus, with which
it usually flowers in light soil.

Horminum pyrenaicum is a sort of Balm
with the foliar habit of Ramondia pyrenaica, but
as the leaves are wrinkled and of a shining green
in winter, the rosettes of foliage are pretty and
characteristic. Used as a rock plant, it takes to a
chink beautifully, heading out horizontally in truly
alpine fashion. Its culture is as simple as can be,
but if it has a preference, I think it is for humus
and grit, chiefly the former.

Adenophora liIiifolia = communis (Fisch.).—So far as I have proved the kinds of this genus, I

do not think that there is a better species for
decoration than this old one from Siberia, and
even then it cannot be described as a flower
likely to win general admiration. Established
plants send up stems 3 feet high, which for halt
their length constitute a lax panicle of rather small
campanulate flowers, which might be described, as
regards the white variety, as giant Lily of the Valley
blooms, and they have a delicate perfume. As
already hinted, the species is variable, the typical
colour being a pale blue. I have also hinted at es-
tablished plants. I had occasion to remove one
the other day, and it may be interesting to state
that the enormous Parsnip-like root went down to
a depth of 18 inches, and no doubt very much
further with its fibres. About the shoulder of each
root there were many smaller tuberous or tap roots,
which would give a diameter to the shoulder of the
whole root of at least (J inches. It may also be
interesting to state that this root, which had been
grown in the gutter of a walk, had occupied the s.ame
position for at least twelve years without any moles-
tation whatever. Though I am sure few people
would select this plant from sight to grow it in
their own gardens, I have learnt to like it for simply
one reason. Its spikes cut long and arranged with
Grasses in a vase are simply exquisite, and the
sweet smell is of that kind that can be tolerated
indoors by the most fastidious. The plant remains
in bloom for a couple of months in the summer, the
flowers opening slowly in succession.

Synthryris reniformis—I have not long had
the acquaintance of this little plant belonging to
Scrophulariaceiu, but to my mind it is a charming
plant, and my thanks are due to a friend who
strongly advised me to grow it. There is no-
thing dazzling about it, but its little reniform and
crenate shining evergreen leaves, about the size of
a crown-piece, borne on slender wiry sterna, :! inclips I

to G inches long and produced in neat tufts, out of
which rise miniature whorled spikes of sky-blue
flowers, are a combination of pretty features not
likely to escape the trained gardener's eye. What
is more, the flowers linger till near the end of the
year ; at least, it is so with my plants, which may
be exceptional in this respect, owing to their change
of home during the summer. I have heard that it

does not grow well in some gardens ; I am told,

however, that its chief requirement is a light and
deep soil. If this is all it specially requires, such a
charming plant should certainly have it.

Muscari botryoides album.—It is true that
this pleasing white kind splits or makes offset

bulbs to what seems an undesirable extent, and
otherwise even the full-sized bulbs do not usually
and with ordinary treatment lift round and firm

;

the bulbs should not really be round, but more
almond-shaped. They are also often soft at the neck,
and a deal of the soft paper-like tunics easily comes
off whether these conditions are more or less normal,
but under cultivation these qualities can be consider-
ably changed, and of course it is most important
whether the change will cause the bulbs to flower
better. Such, I am glad to say, is the case, and the
cultural treatment is so simple, that anyone may do
it, and that at a pleasant period of the year. Dig
up in August all the bulbs, and though it may seem
tedious to set the small bulbils apart an inch from
each other, both the large and small ones in one
year will be found to have grown to be more round
and firm and with few or no offsets. By doing this
annually and in late summer, the larger portion of
the bulbs is kept in good form and flower more
freely, and as by this method the grouping of
these small flowers is not forfeited, there can be no
loss on that score. Much, however, as the Improve-
ment is seen in the first year, the results are far
better after this plan has been adopted for several
seasons. Is it not owing, practically, to similar treat-

ment by annual transplantings that we have
attained such high results with the common pot
Hyacinth ? The splitting and soft conditions of the
old bulbs that are left alone too long may or may
not be wholly accountable for sparseness of flowers
compared with the number of bulbs, but I think
this is pretty well proved that the annual trans-
plantings described and advised are in good part a
remedy for want of flowers.

Saxifraga cuscutaeformis.—This at once
curious and beautiful plant can only be expected
to bear its comparatively large pure white flowers
on its almost hair-like stalks at the present season
if kept under glass. Like S. sarmentosa, belong-
ing to the same group, it will go on flowering a
long time in succession in a cool greenhouse, where
it behaves quite differently to what it does out of
doors. It will there continue to grow and keep " in

evidence" all winter; whereas out of doors it com-
pletely dies down. It dislikes wet under any circum-
stances, but loves a little shade in summer. It is

quite hardy here out of doors grown in very sandy
light stuff. I do not think that the reason of its

disappearance from many gardens in winter is

alone due to cold, though it may be in cases where
the land is stiff. I am more inclined to believe
that it does not die at all, but becomes lost owing
to its peculiar habit. It is a funny plant. It jumps
about, as it were, by arched stolons, not only in

summer when growing freely, but when it is mak-
ing underground stolon-like stems of a correspond-
ing length, and in autumn the points of these de-
velop minute scaly knobs at distances from the
old root varying from 1 inch to ti inches, accord-
ing to the lightness or other quality of soil in

which the plant is grown. And it is because of

the greater freedom in the production of these
underground stems and small knobs (which are to

be the future and more vigorous plants) that I

consider the lighter sandy soil to be the most suit-

able. The old plant, or previous year's knobs, de-

cay ; so that we, in order to keep this plant
going in a vigorous manner, if such a qu.alily can
be ascribed to such a delicate speciea, should
not only encourage the development of both the
above and underground stolons, but use care not to

disturb the future embryonic plants. Of late

there has grown a liking for cool greenhouse
rockeries, and I know nothing that could be more
charming or better adapted than this so-called
Dodder Saxifrage for weaving over the stones and
amongst the gritty Tight soil its spider-web-like
threads, here and there knotted and bedecked with
small tufts of curiously toothed and beautifully re-

ticulated foliage.

Gentiana acaulis.—Why should not this be
planted now, when the land is what our Scotch
friends term " fresh ? " If the plants are examined,
they will be seen to have made their new foliage,

which together with the flower-ljuds have become
set or firm The question, I rather imagine, should
be, how the roots should be transplanted ? Cer-
tainly not at this period of the year should they be
pulled into scraps, as many do, and then lament the
results. And just as certainly I believe it to be
a mistake to set large roots in compact solid

masses in light soil, with the extremities of the
roots in most cases turned up and turned round,
like the lining of a bird's nest. If strong roots
of the Gentianella are being dealt with, my ex-

perience has taught me that the best plan is to

loosen the soil with a wooden peg, drawing it

comb-fashion through the soil and roots, and open
out the holes deeply to receive them, allowing
the long roots to go straight down, first scat-

tering amongst them the looser drier soil. After
the lower portions of the roots have been fairly

secured—made firm—big boulders might be half-

buried, or completely so, almost close to the
roots. These conserve the moisture and impart that
coolness and solidity to the surroundings which this

plant, more than anything else I know, seems to

enjoy. Though the plant thoroughly enjoys a rainy

season, it cannot be to its advantage to be planted
when the soil is in a sticky state.

Micromeria rupestris. —I am given to under-
stand that this plant is in cultivation, but though
my friend knows the garden where it exists, plants

are not available. I am particularly anxious to

secure it for cultural experiment. And as I have
been trying for five months to obtain either roots

or seeds, I feel that I have exhausted my chances,
and it occurred to me that, with the editor's per-

mission, there might be the one more chance by
thus making known the want to readers of Thk
Gaeden.

Asparagus vertioillaris.—It is no very risky

business to move this if your plants are young,
but it is a very different affair if the plants have
been in one position, whatever the character of the
soil, for five years or more. By a chance experience

I learnt that old plants sent out their ropy roots in

all directions and horizontally to a distance of 5

feet or more. This happened in a somewhat light

loam, where, however, it rested on a clay bottom,
and there could not well be any lack of moisture
at any period. In dealing with old plants, it is

therefore important to take up the roots very care-

fully, cutting them round before attempting to

raise tlie crown; otherwise, the roots being long

and strong, they will be wrenched or torn from
tlieir crown sockets, and this would be about the

worst thing that could happen to old roots being
transplanted. Long as the roots may be, I do not

think it will be of much moment if they are well

shortened, because if nursed a little and operated

upon at the right time they will make plenty of

smaller fibre from the cut-back ropy pails. In my
view, timely attention and nursing the roots before

final planting are not only the most important

matters, but so far as my experience goes (and
I have grown this climbing Asparagus about

twelve years), they practically do away with all

risk. First, as to the time to transplant or

divide the roots of old plants. It should not

be forgotten that this Caucasian plant pushes

into growth very early in the English climate;

in fact, some of the sprouts are already 2 inches

long, and in passing I may mention that when the

late frost of last Whitsuntide occurred the growths

were li feet to 1 feet high. They were of course

cut to the ground, but the plants were so vigorous,

that not only was new growth made, but it reached

a lieight of 7 feet (its usual height being 10 feet).
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seeded and fruited. Now it is obvious that newly-
dug roots much shortened and otherwise mutilated
would not be capable of resisting the effects

of such late frosts with safety. I would therefore
take up the roots at once just as the growths are
coming away, and by placing them in nice light

soil in boxes, storing them in a cool airy place, allow
them to move slowly so as to take advantage of the
plants' usual winter root-action. The results have
hitherto been that divisions of old plants have lifted

out of this light soil with nice stout sprouts that
have been retarded and plenty of young fibre from
the cut-back roots—just the sort of plant yon like

to get for placing in its permanent position in

March or April. Those who may not know the
plant may perhaps like to hear that it is a perfectly
hardy Asparagus, with iinely-cut foliage like

Fennel, only more wiry and arranged in large
whorls on long slender stems 8 feet to 10 feet long.

It, of course, requires some kind of support, some-
thing like Hop [loles, but it is par ej'cellcncc a
summer-growing plant for arbours or garden
arches. It is also unique for cutting where long
sprays of feathery dark green shining foliage are in

request. Also imagine this plant thriving and
trained against the supports of verandahs, not in

pots as I do not think, from the character of the
roots, that in any pot however large, the strong
and deep green foliage habitual to the plant when
its roots are free would be produced.

Anemone blanda.—No, I do not think that
established roots of this Windflower will bloom in

this country so early as December and early Janu-
ary. I mean, of course, plants that have been
growing in one place two years or more, and have
so been brought into harmony with our seasons
and climate. It is well known that you may have
flowers at Christmas from newly-imported tubers
even out of doors when the season remains open
like the present, and, independent of the season, if

you place the pots in a cold frame from which you
can keep out the frost. But it is a very different
affair with acclimatised plants, whose growth and
ripening would not occur until a comparatively
much later period than in its native country. As a
matter of fact, I see my last year's imported tubers
have pushed their tlower-buds already above the
soil in the open air. Because newly imported
tubers can be had in flower so early, they ought to

form an important item in those gardeners' lists

who seek to produce such humble, but desirable
winter blossom. Fifty or 100 pots would be very
little trouble if given a place in the Violet frames,
and though the plants might not compare with that
favourite owing to lack of perfume, they would
make a better show and last a long time even in

dull weather.

Aubrietia rosea.—It is better not to plant out
this short-rooted new variety at present. I say
short-rooted purposely, as one may fairly assume it

as yet to be procurable only in young plants. Of
course, if pot plants carrying a ball of earth are
available for planting, it might be better to set
them at once than wait until spring, as the frost

would not be likely to lift these. My experience
of it is, that it is rather more robust in constitution
than A. Leichtlini. As regards the colour, there is

not much difference as seen in young plants ; the
difference is more marked when the plants have
become well established ; even then the difference
of colour is only observable by comparison, and
either plant might do duty for the other for all

practical purposes. The readiest and most handy
way to propagate any of the Aubrietias is to top-
dress the long growths among their procumbent
stems in summer with sandy loam. Among this
the old stems soon form roots, and by September
they may be severed and planted separately. In
the case of rarer kinds that have not made much
top, the fresh points may be taken in summer
singly about 2 inches long, and set in sandy soil

and full sun, but shaded for a fortnight.

Colchicums.—It is rather late to transplant
these now, because they have made a considerable
quantity of new roots. Ten or twelve weeks ago
the corms might have been lifted quite nude. There
is, however, one thing you can do for their benefit.

Send the spade deeply down and under the corms,
so as not to cut away the roots, and gently lever
up the clumps, allowing soil to fall into the hoUows.
By this means you may, without hurting the roots
and with very little trouble, raise masses 3 inches
or i inches nearer the surface. After making the
surroundings firm again, nothing more will be
needed, and if you leave other clumps unmolested
you may be able to judge by comparison in a year's
time of the advantages of this simple operation, not
but what the more thorough plan of quite taking
up the corms, dividing, cleaning, and replanting
them singly, would have been better had it been
done at the right time. Owing to the way in which
these roots naturally go deeper and deeper annu-
ally, their cultivation may be raised to a much
higher than the normal standard by lifting and
planting the corms nearer the surface once say in
three or four years. Of course, you may leave
them alone for ten years, but at the end of that
time the corms will have dwindled in size, and
probably, if in rather light land, have gone to the
depth of a foot from the surface, and the flowers
may not be more than half the size of those more
highly cultivated.

Trillium grandiflorum.—Owing to the wet
mild season, this is undoubtedly more forward than
usual, the sprouts not only being quite visible, but
showing greenness and signs of bud-development.
I do not think, however, that there is much to ap-
prehend in the way of danger, even in the case of
a severe winter, because the plant is so very hardy

;

and besides, should we have a spell of frost, many
of these growths appear to retire as if by magic

;

whereas it is caused by the expansion of the soil

by frost, which partly covers them up again, this
being most observable when there has just been a
thaw. I have often noticed that Snowdrops and
Daffodils that had been showing their green points
before Christmas (as they are doing now) had be-
come invisible af cer a few alternating frosts and
thaws, so peculiar to our climate. Those, however,
who would like to do a helpful deed where growths
have seemingly been made prematurely might em-
ploy a mixture of sand and leaf-mould or sand and
cocoa-nut fibre, or even sand mixed with the present
autumn leaves, as a top-dressing to the depth of
1 inch to 12 inches.

Podophyllums. — There are two generally
known in cultivation, and the one complained of
(peltatum) is much inferior to the other (Emodi),
more especially in reference to the root habit. Pel-
tatum has the habit of spreading by leaps and
bounds by underground stems of a rope-like cha-
racter. Nobody can deny, however, that the plant
is beautiful as well as interesting, but the stems
and peltate foliage are simply green—not beauti-
fully marbled or blotched with leather-brown, like
the young foliage of Emodi, neither is it so large,
and, so far as my experience goes, it does not flower
nor fruit so freely as Emodi.;Again, the latter does
not spread in so wild a manner, but steadily in-

creases by the shortest of rhizomatose offsets,

though in both cases the roots proper go to a con-
siderable depth. P. Emodi is at once one of the
hardiest, most interesting, and beautiful plants to
watch in the early spring, whilst in late summer
its enormous Capsicum-like pods, of 2 inches to 4
inches in length, are more than ordinarily attrac-
tive. It is a very slow business to increase this
by root division, but, of course, we have its seed.
In the case of P. jieltatum it is just the reverse.

The Edelweiss.—Do not at this season meddle
with the roots in any shape or form. It is just
possible that young plants may have been killed by
the excessively wet autumn, but it is not a plant
that is soon destroyed. If you try to examine it

now you may scarcely be able to distinguish
whether it is dead or alive, and if the latter, the
upsetting of its roots at this period of the year
could do it no good ; neither would anything in the
way of a top-dressing. The plant usually sleeps with
its crown near the surface, and the first signs of
life are white dots of a raw cotton-like character. I

may be wrong, but I take it to be one of those
plants that we are too apt to indulge a false charity
for. I believe it to love the cold, and that, rather than

our winters being too cold for it, they may not be
cold enough. Of course, in its wild home it is pro-
tected by snow. But that any of the alpine condi-
tions, much less all, of which we have heard so much
fuss, are essential for the life and prosperity of the
Edelweiss is not the fact. We have abundant
proof that the plant grows like a weed even in
lowland gardens. J. Wood.

Woodi-ille, Eirlistall.

Rose Garden.

TEA-SCENTED ROSES.*
The Tea-scented Roses are in many ways the
most wonderful of all Roses, and it might have
been thought that they would have been grown
l)y everyone, everywhere that Roses can be
made to thrive. Yet, as a matter of fact, their
cultivation is nothing like universal, and has
only in quite recent years become even general.
Hardly more than ten, and certainly less than
fifteen years ago very few '' Teas " were grown
out of doors, and this although Tea-scented
Roses are no recent invention—several of the
most beautiful varieties having been distri-

buted at an early date ; for instance, Niphetos
(perhaps, with the exception of Mar6chal Niel,
the best known of all Teas) was sent out by
Boug&re in 1844, Souvenir d'un Ami by Belot-

Defougere in 184G, Mme. Bravy by Guillot in

1848, and Souvenir d'Elise Vardon (the Tea
that so often wins the medal as the best in the
show) by Marest in 1854—a quartet of Teas all

still ranking among the twelve best varieties

—

not to mention Mme. WiUermoz (Lacharme,
1845), Devoniensis (Foster, 1838), and, earliest

of ail, the appropriately named Adam (Adam,
1833). It was not, therefore, from any lack of
varieties worth growing that the general culti-

vation of Tea-scented Roses was so long de-

layed ; nor was it from lack of admiration, for

the clause in the National Rose Society's direc-

tions to judges, to the eflect that in mixed
classes Teas and Noisettes are to have no
especial favour shown to them, must remind
many exhibitors of the days (not very long ago)
when judges, almost as a matter of course,

awarded additional points to any bloom of a
Tea Rose in a box, as though the growing and
showing of any Tea were something of a touv
de JoiW'..

The real reason why in so many Rose gar-
dens the Tea-scented Roses have been so long
in obtaining the recognition they deserved is

probably twofold.

In the first place, after the introduction of
the Manetti as a stock, all Rosea were very soon
worked on it, including, of course, the Teas,
which, however, refused permanently to thrive
on it out of doors. An explanation of this is

not easy to find, as Teas will grow on Manetti
under glass, and it can hardly be that the stock
is too vigorous, since upon other even more
vigorous stocks, such as the so-called Polyan-
tha (Rosa multiflora) or de la Greft'eraie, Tea
Roses do well ; but the fact remains that Teas
on Manetti stock were and are out of doors a
complete faDure. The fine maiden plants that
can be obtained of almost any Rose upon Ma-
netti not unnaturally caused the stock to be
universally adopted, and the result was that

people endeavoured to grow plants of Tea
Roses, which for no very obvious reason pro-
ceeded shortly to die ; so that the Teas got an
undeserved reputation for delicacy through
being worked on an unsuitable stock.

• Paper rea.l by Mr. T W. Ginll.'stcmo, M.A.,
F.LS,, F.R.H.S., before the Koja! Horticultural
Society, Jnno 23, 18!ll.
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In the next plac3, the Roses (other than
Teas) that were in general cultivation in

early days were mostly so hardy and vigor-

ous, that baside them the plants of Tea
Roses must have looked small enough pro-
bably — especially after a hard winter— to

give the impression that they needed special

care or coddling. No doubt, after pruuiug a
series of plants of the vigour and hardiness of

(say) Charles Lawson or Blairi No. 2, a grower
coming to a dwarf plant of Souvenir d'Elise

Vardon, when after a winter like the past it

would probably need to be cut down level with
the ground, would be struck by the contrast

;

yet although these vigorous old summer Roses
are generally in bloom before any of their

modern successors, the Hybrid Perpetuals,

the Tea Roses will nevertheless be in flower

earlier than either, even when after a hard
winter they have to start their growth afresh

from the base of the plant.

No doubt the idea that the Teas are hope-
lessly tender has been maintained by the fact

that, owing to the habit of the plant in always
continuing to make fresh growth until brought
to rest by actual frost, the plants are often full

of young sappy shoots when the cold weather
comes, and these, of course, are immediately
destroyed by a hard frost ; their destruction in-

volves no damage to the ripened wood, but their

appearance, all blackened, on the plants at

pruning time in the spring certainly might con-

duce to the mistaken impression that very little

frost has been sufficient to half kill the tree.

Then, again, prior to the advent of the Ma-
netti practically all Roses were grown as stan-

dards—a form of stock which undoubtedly does

not conduce to the safety of the Teas in winter.

If the heads are fine, they are very liable to be
broken down by snow, or twisted off by a gale

of wind ; if they are not fine, they are not orna-

mental. And it ia further to be noted that

while, if a dwarf Tea be killed to the ground-line,

it will shoot up strongly from the base in spring,

and be a good plant again by midsummer ; on
the other hand, if a standard, if the part above
ground be killed, the plant is wholly destroyed.

It is true that some growers have defended
standard Teas, and have even maintained that

they withstand a hard winter better than
dwarfs, but such has not been my own experi-

ence. I had a nice collection of standard Teas
onoe, but I lost the whole of them one winter

;

and now I hear of a friend in Norfolk who has
lost nearly four hundred during the past winter,

so that I do not feel tempted to resume the cul-

ture of standard Teas on a large scale. At the

same time it is only fair to say that standard

Teas with large well-grown heads form very
beautiful objects, and that they often produce
extremely fine flowers, which, from their posi-

tion, are at any rate secure from the fate (that

sometimes overtakes blooms grown on dwarf
plants) of getting all splashed with mud after a
heavy showor.

Having endeavoured to indicate the causes

that have led to the prevailing impression that

the Tea-soonted Roses are exceptionally tender,

it now remains to point out the conditions uuder
which they may be sucoessfuUy cultivated out-of-

doors. It is simply a question of proper stocks.

On suitable stocks it is contended that Tea Roses
are, in the south of England at any rate, and
in many parts of Scotland, practically hardy
plants ; not in the Honso that the wood is not
liable to injury from frost, but that, even when
in winter the whole wood of the jilants is killed

to the ground-line, the plants will nevertheless

in the spring throw up shoots from the base

with such vigour and rapidity that they will

BtUl be in bloom before the Hybrid Perpetuals,

and make fine plants again befjra autumn.
During the past winter the whole of my collec-

tion of Tea Roses, numbering some thousand
plants, was left entirely unprotected beyond
the mulching of niinure which all the Rose
beds get in November—no Fern or straw being
placed among the branches of the plants ; and
though nearly all the wood of the plaats was
killed to the ground-line, less than a score of

plants were killed outright, and the rest are
shooting strongly from the base and are already
making good-looking plants again.

I have alluded to the protection of the plants
with Fern in hard weather ; but, as a matter of

fact, I am not at all convinced of the efficacy

of Bracken fronds, as ordinarily employed, in
preserving Rose shoots from severe frost. In
the winter of 1886-7 I left a bed of several
hundred of dwarf Teas, planted on somewhat
strong ground in an exposed situation, without
artificial protection of any kind, having neither
Bracken among their tops nor a mulching upon
the surface of the bed. Under these conditions
the plants passed through the whole winter,
during which on two successive nights the
registered temperature 4 feet from the ground
was 7° Fahr., or 25° of frost, but the only va-
riety of which some plants were killed was
Mme. Bravy ; and at pruning time no appreci-
able difference could be found in the state of

these exposed plants and in that of the rest of
the collection which had been carefully pro-
tected with an abundance of Fern, of which,
therefore, the utility seems rather doubtful

;

for iu a mild winter a wrapping of Bracken
fronds is not only unnecessary, but may be even
harmful, while as a protection from severe
frost it does not appear efficacious.

The point, however, is not very material in

view of the fact that unprotected dwarf Teas,
even after exposure to 30° of frost (or a tempe-
rature of 2° Fahr. ) in an exceptional winter like

the past, to say nothing of that of 188G-7, are
alive and flourishing, and already (June 23)
coming finely into flower.

The best stocks on which to grow Tea-scented
Roses successfully are three in number, namely,
Brier-seedling, Brier-cutting, and Polyantha-
cuiting. I should perhaps specify that by Brier
I mean the common Dog Rose (Rosa canina) of

our hedges, and by Polyantha the rampant
Japanese species, which, although generally
known under this name, ought properly to be
called Rosa multiflora. Of the two forms of
Brier stock, seedling and cutting, if I were
buying I should choose plants on the seedling,
though I might find it difficult to give very pre-
cise reasons for the preference, as both forms
of dwarf Brier stock are good, and on either fine

plants may be obtained ; but if I were planting
stocks to bud myself I should be more disposed
to plant Brier cuttings, for there is no denying
that the seedlings are not a little tedious to

bud, with their thin bark and stems often
crooked. The chief difference between the
seedling and cutting Briers lies in the form of
the root-stock, which in the case of the seedling
consists mainly of a powerful central root that
goes straight downwards into the soil ; whereas
the roots of the cutting are disposed more hori-

zontally in a circle that has for its centre the
base of the cutting ; so that in all probability
the cutting would prove the best stock to grow
on a shallow soil, while on deep laud, whether
heavy or light, the preferable stock of the two
would be the seedling Brier.

It is, however, a constant source of wonder
to me that nurserymen do not more largely

cultivate the Polyantha cuttings for Tea Roses.
This stock I have made use of for the past nine
years, with annually increasing satisfaction.

I have plants on it that were budded iu 1882,
both of Teas and Hybrids, including Comtesse
de Nadaillac, Etoile de Lyon, and Victor Ver-
dier, which are still among the best plants of

the varieties that I possess. Brier seedlings
are admittedly somewhat troublesome to bud ;

Brier cuttings are found by some people (though
I own this has never been my experience) diffi-

cult to propagate ; Polyantha cuttings are
neither. They root even more quickly and
certainly than Manetti, their stems are always
straight and smooth and easy to bud on, they
grow luxuriantly on light or heavy soil, and,
moreover, they do not get smothered with mil-

dew in the quarters, as do Brier seedlings
(especially in the young state) and de la Gref-
feraie ; the last-named a stock of great vigour,

which it may perhaps be well to mention as

one rather to be avoided, since the few Roses
that will thrive on it do no better than on
dwarf Brier or on Polyantha stocks, even if, as

has been sometimes contended is the case with
the Dijon Teas, they do as well ; and the stock
itself is such a mildew-trap as to be quite a
nuisance in the budding ground. I have many
groups of plants of the leading varieties of Teas
on Polyantha cutting stocks in various situa-

tions and of various ages, all thriving admir-
ably ; while it is noticeable that one can obtain
larger plants of Teas on Polyantha stocks in a
shorter time than on Briers, especially on poor
soU.

With a view to ascertaining their value as

stocks, I have lately been budding on seedling

plants of numerous other species of Roses in

addition to Polyantha, inclutUug R. rugosa, R.
conspicua, R. rubrifolia, &c. ; and while my
experiments have as yet been neither on a
sufficiently extensive scale nor sufficiently pro-

longed to enable me to speak at all definitely,

I may mention that I have some good plants of

Teas on seedlings of R. rugosa and R. con-

spicua.

There is no necessity, however, to await the
demonstration of the value of additional stocks

for the cultivation of Tea-scented Roses. We
have three that are admirably adapted to their

requirements, and whether on Brier seedlings,

Brier cuttings, or Polyantha stocks. Teas ought
uow-a-days to be cultivated without difficulty in

every garden. For it is a fact that, budded on
these dwarf stocks, the Teas are the easiest of

all Roses to grow ; they require less attention,

less knowledge, and less consideration in the
matter of soil than any other Rose. They may
be pruned anyhow— or even not at all ; after a
mild winter, when the wood has been little

harmed by the frost, then the plants, whether
they are left unpruned or whether they are cut

hard back like Hybrid Perpetuals, will in either

case afford a fine crop of their beautiful

flowers ; and if the winter may have been severe,

it only remains, when the plants start into

growth in spring, to cut away with a secvteur

the dead sticks—an operation re([uiring no spe-

cial skill. Thou, again, in the case of dwarf
Teas grown in the open, there is never anything
like the trouble with grubs, or with green-fly, or

even (except in the case of Etoile de Lyon) with
mildew, that is experienced with other kinds of

Roses. Moreover, the Teas, as a class, are the

earliest of all Roses to begin flowering and the

last to leave oil', and withal they are the freest

bloomers into the bargain ; their blooms ara the
most graceful in form and the most delicate in

colouring of all Roses, and iu the cut state they

last three times as long as the flowers of the

Hybrid Perpetuals ; so that they are the most
valuable and deservedly the most highly

esteemed wherever Rosus are rei[uired for va-ses,

for bou<iuet8, and for^ button-holes, and that
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not only in summer, but all the year round, for

the Teas are also far the best as well as the

easiest Roses to force. Flowers may be had with-

out difficulty under glass until May, and by that

time plants in sunny situations on walls or

fences out of doors will be coming into bloom,
while from June untU cut off by autumn frosts

the plants in the open will keep up the supply.

There is another good point about the Tea-
Bcented Koaes, in that the flowers produced
upon plants that have been transplanted the
previous autumn are frequently as good as the
blooms carried on established plants ; in fact,

plants of Tea Roses seem to feel removal much
less than Hybrid Perpetuals—their recuperative
power being unquestionably greater ; so that

quite old plants of Tea Roses may be trans-

planted with good results. This is the more
fortunate, as it is rarely possible to obtain very
large blooms of Teas (such as are seen at exhi-

bitions) except on plants of a certain age ; for

unlike many of the Hybrid Perpetuals, whose
maiden bloom is so often the most beautiful
they ever produce, the maiden blooms of the
Teas are hardly ever at all fine.

Admirers of these lovely Roses, however,
who have not as yet cultivated them very much
will not be likely to begin by troubling about
maidens, and upon such intending cultivators
I would strongly urge the desirability of grow-
ing as many plants as may be, but not too
many varieties to begin with. Having decided
on the space to be devoted to Teas, and the
number of plants required to fill it, the next
step is to divide that number by six or twelve,
to find the number of varieties needed. Even
if the available space were so limited that there
was only room for eighteen plants, it would be
found that three plants of each of six varieties
would afford far greater satisfaction than a bed
of eighteen distinct varieties ; and if there were
room for more plants, six, or even twelve, of

each variety will give infinitely more pleasure,
and be far more generally useful, than a large
collection in which each variety is represented
by a single plant. To anyone who thought of
making a start in the growing of Tea Roses I

would strongly recommend, in the order in
which the names occur, the following varieties,
to be planted in groups of from six to a dozen
plants of each, to begin with : 1. Hon. Edith
Gifford, the best of all Teas for out-of-door
culture

; a very beautiful creamy-white flower,
produced in unending profusion. 2. Marie
Van Houtte, a vigorous plant with pale lemon
flowers margined peach colour. 3. Caroline
Kuster, pale yellow, very vigorous and free.

4. Mme. Bravy, creamy white, always perfect
in form, and very free blooming. 5. Mme.
Lambard, one of the earliest of Roses, and a
very charming one, and always in flower

;

colour variable, but generally bright rose. 0.

Souvenir d'un Ami, another hardy and reliable
rose-coloured variety. 7. Souvenir de S. A.
Prince (syn., The Queen), the exact counter-
part of the preceding, from which it is a sport,
except that the flowers are pure white. 8.

Anna Olivier, a very handsome creamy flower
with a deep rose-coloured base. U. Mme.
Hoste, very similar to the preceding in form,
habit, and freedom, but with clear pale yellow
flowers. 10. Catherine Mermet, the most per-
fectly formed of all the Tea-scented Roses

;

colour pale rose. 11. The Bride, a sport from
the preceding, from which it differs only in
having white (lowers of equal beauty. 12.
Francisca Kruger, a plant of great vigour and
freedom, with tawny yellow flowers, shaded
orange at the base.

For climbers out-of-doors, Bouquet d'Or, the
best by far of the Dijon Teas, and William

Allen Richardson, whose bright orange flowers

are so well known as to need no more than men-
tion, may be specially recommended. For under

glass there are, of course, Marechal Niel and a

very beautiful pure white in Lamarque.
There is no question as to which is the love-

liest of all the Teas—Comtesse de Nadaillac is

unsurpassed ; and as it is well known that this

Rose and Souvenir d'Elise Vardon have between
them been selected as the best bloom in the

show more often than all the other Teas put

together, it may perhaps create surprise that

Comtesse de Nadaillac, beyond question the

most beautiful of Tea-scented Roses.

Trees and Shrubs.

Laurel growing against a house.

neither has been Included in the selection that

I have just made. But it is unluckily the fact

that neither variety, beautiful as the flowers

are when at their best, is among the easiest to

cultivate successfully. Comtesse de Nadaillac

is not tender in the sense of being specially sus-

ceptible to injury from frost ; the growth is

sturdy, but short, so that it is difficult to obtain

large plants ;
and the same remarks apply,

more or less, to Souvenir d'Elise Vardon—so

that neither of these rival beauties is among
the best for an inexperienced grower to begin

with. But anyone who started the cultivation

of Tea-scented Roses with the varieties and in

the way I have suggested would no doubt soon

be growing all other good varieties, including

VARIETIES OF LAURELS.
Among the different forms of common Laurel

the first place must be assigned to the variety

called rotundifolia, a name, however, which is

somewhat misleading, as the leaves are by no
means round, but still ra-

ther broader in proportion

to their length than those

of the ordinary kind, from
which it also differs in the

old plant being shorter and
more sturdy in growth, of

a deeper green tint, and,

what is more valuable than

all, it is much hardier than

the type. Where small or

medium - sized evergreen

shrubs are in request for

furnishing, either in pots

or tubs for balconies and
such - like places, or to

assist in clothing what
would be otherwise bare

spots in the winter season,

this Laurel is especially

valuable, as it wiU strike

root without difficulty in

the open ground, and if

pinched in once or twice

in the earlier stages, the

young plants quickly form

dwarf bushes, that retain

their deep green colour

throughout the winter, and
even it any perish from
continual shifting, others

are soon grown on to take

their places. Another
hardy variety is the Cau-

casian Laurel, which is

sturdier in growth and
has deeper green leaves

of a thicker texture than

those of the common kind.

It is a free-growing variety,

and forms a bush of more
regular outline than the

common Laurel. A third

that almost ranks in har-

diness with the two just

mentioned is the Colchic

Laurel, a kind which differs

widely from any of the

others. While the branches

of the common Laurel fre-

quently elongate till they

take a downward direction,

owing to the weight of the

foliage, in this variety that character is much less

prominent; as a rule, its branches are shorter and

grow frequentlyalmosthorizontally, so that they

are often disposed tier upon tier. The leaves are

thinner in texture and of a paler hue, especially

on the undersides, than tho.se of the common
Laun-l, and for freedom of flowering it surpasses

all others. Cuttings of this kind do not root

80 readily as those of the other, with the excep-

tion of the broad-leaved or Versailles Laurel,

which, like the Colchic, is slow as regards the

formation of roots. The broad-leaved kind, a

very fine variety, has bold, showy foliage of a

deep green hue ; but, unfortunately, it is tender

and suffers during very severe winters. The above

constitute the most valuable kinds from a planter's
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point of view, but there are still a few distinct

forms interesing to the collector. In camellisu-

folia the leaves on the uppermost shoots are of

unusual substance, deej) green, and peculiarly

curled, in the way of those ofsome Camellias. This
forms a low dense bush, as does also parvifolia,

a little, miserable-looking shrub, as a rule, and
even when healthy of a stunted and Ijy no means
attractive appearance. In angustifolia the
leaves are narrow and seldom healthy looking.

the Mediterranean coast, and perhaps also in dis-

tricts which lie still more to the north.— //("«('

Uorticule.

THE WEEK'S WORK.

Cornus canadensis.— It is true that in rock
eries composed of light and moistare-holding ma-
terial this plant runs with greater freedom than
many would care for, or rather, I should say, in a
manner not always appreciated. It ia scarcely pos-
sible fc r this plant in any form to be disliked, be-
cause at all seasons it is not only in evidence, for
whether the foliage be young or old it is charm-
ingly tinted. Bat with regard to the running
habit, where its straggling growths are objected to,

it is a very easy matter to restrict them to a
hemmed-in space by an underground contrivance,
say by several parts or broken sides of big pots.
By enclosing the plant with these, just hiding the
tops, the plant will go on for years within such
space, and consequently it will acquire a dense or
crowded habit. In pots even the plant is beautiful.
I think it rather odd, however, that it should thrive
and bloom so well here and yet never fruit, but I

have also noticed that none of the Comuses of the
shrubby section ever fruit here.—J. Wood, Wood-
rille, KirkstaU.

The Hop-leaved Vine Many will echo
the wish expressed on page 507 that we could all

fruit the Hop-leaved Vine as well as A. Kingsmill

;

for when laden with its beautiful blue berries it is a
most striking object. Singularly enough, it will in
some districts berry freely, while in others it can
scarcely ever be induced to fruit. It is now, I

think, twenty-three years ago since the berries were
produced at Kew for the first time, the specimen
being trained along a low wall on the front of one
of the houses in a very sunny position. It had
attained considerable dimensions before as much
as a single berry was produced, but after the first

crop a greater or lesser quantity was ripened every
season at least for halt a dozen years after that
time. The best results were obtained when the
weather was hot and dry. I also once saw it fruit-
ing profusely when the plant was trained to the
roof of a greenhouse in a position fully exposed to
the rays of the sun.—H. P.

Jasminum polyanthum.—Our gardens and
plant houses already contain some species of Jessa-
mine which are natives of the most distant parts of
the East. The common kind was originally intro-
duced from Asia ; J. lloridum, Bunge, from China

;

J. nudifiorum, Lindl. ; J. revolutum, Sims ; and J.
grandiflorum, L , from Nepanl, &c. The species
which forms the subject of this note will deservedly
occupy a high place amongst the best. This hand-
some Jessamine is especially notable for the ex-
ceedingly great abundance of its flowers, which are
of a flesh-pink colour on the outside and milk-white
on the inside, and are also remarkably sweet-
scented. It was discovered in 1883, by M. Delavay,
growing in hedges in the neighbourhood of Tapin-
Tze, a small town in the province of Yunnan
(China), and was subsequently found in several
other stations in the same district. The plant has
slender stems, which creep to a great distance,
and climb up any support which they may happen
to meet. It is quite glabrous, except at the axil
of the nerves on the nnder-surface of the leaves,
where some small Ijundles of short hairs may be
perceived. The leaves are opposite and are com-
posed of from five to seven leaflets, which are of a
coriaceous texture and somewhat glaucous. The
flovyer-bearing branches are distributed along the
entire length of the stem, and at blooming-time
are profusely covered with flowers. Jasminum
polyanthum is most closely allied to J. grandi-
florum, but its leaves are much larger and of a
different shape. In all probability i( will be pos-
sible to grow it successfully in the open air along

PLANT HOUSES.
Genebal work.—The chief thing to aim at now
is cleanliness amongst the plant . Every effort

should be made in this direction both by ordinary
and extraordinary means. For instance, where the
mealy bug still causes trouble and annoyance, an
incessant warfare should be waged against it until

it is completely overcome, instructions having been
previously given in these columns on this point.

More time can probably be spared for this purpcjse

at the present season than at any other. This in-

sect, however, takes a deal of searching out, re-

quiring a most vigilant eye to detect it when it is

laid ^np in odd corners. Now, of course, a deal
may be done towards cleansing by removing
the superfluous wood without actually pruning the
plants in numbers of instances. In the case, how-
ever, of Dipladenias the pruning should be done
now, as the fresh growth always commences in

these plants considerably earlier than in most
others. This resolves itself, however, more into a
thinning process than to an actual pruning as

generally understood, removing the weakly-look-
ing wood and preserving the stronger of a fair

length. The plants should be kept dry at the root

for some time yet. The earlier growth can be
sustained chiefly by the succulent roots, over-

watering being ruinous to Dipladenias on the
whole. Whilst touching upon these plants, I would
again draw attention to the extreme usefulness of

Dipladenia boliviensis as a decorative plant, both
for the display it makes during its prolonged sea-

son of flowering, which lasts from about April to

the end of November, or, in fact, nearly all the
season if grown in a warm stove, and for the useful-

ness of the flowers in a cut state. I remember a
few seasons ago the flowers did not seem to be ap-
preciated by the decorative florists ; now, however,
they are much sought after, and rightly so.

This variety is one of the easiest of all the family
to grow, and when trained near the glass will make
rapid progress. I have now a plant that two years
ago was a little piece in a 3-inch pot ; now it is a
specimen large enough for anything. It is more of
an evergreen kind than the other and better-known
varieties, flowering upon short lateral shoots in a
profuse manner. Ixoras should not be kept very
dry at the root ; they are essentially evergreens,
and should be treated as such ; although I am
averse to anything like over-watering, I never like

to see an Ixora suffering for want of water. Where
these plants are troubled with insect pests, a care-
ful thinning out of the weakly and foreshortening
of the stronger wood may be done to assist in the
operation of cleaning. When the temperature of
the stove falls frequently below (;0° at night, the
Ixoras should be kept at the warmest part. All
climbers, as AUamandas, Passion Flowers, and
Bougainvilleas, should have the green wood re-

moved that is now carrying much foliage, so as
not to shade the plants beneath, all the avail-

able light being now necessary. Avoid retain-

ing any plants that do not promise well for another
season, and of which a younger and healthier stock
exists that will soon supply their place. If this is

done, some considerable relief in many cases will

no doubt be afforded. Such plants as climbers on
trellises and others that lose nearly or quite all their
foliage can be kept for some weeks in warm pits,

giving room for a better display of winter-flower-
ing plants, with a better appearance also. The only
precaution necessary is that of making sure that
the temperature can be maintained at a safe point
and about the same as that of the stove itself.

Caladinms should be looked after, both to see that
no drip settles around the bulbs and also to guard
against extreme dryness ; both are bad. If any are
still in their pots, the better way will be to shake
them out, examine the bulbs, and then bury them
in sand, afterwards keeping them at the warmest

end of the stove, with the sand moistened occa-
sionally. Alocasias, although retaining a good pro-
portion of their foliage, should not be over-watered.
If Sphagnum Moss has been used to any extent
for these plants, it will retain a good amount
of moisture for a considerable time. The foli-

age of Alocasias should be kept clean. This
will not only brighten their appearance, but
save an attack of red spider. Gloxinias should so
far be looked after as to see that they do not be-

come excessively dry. Guard also against a chill

by being left in too low a temperature ; below 50° is

not advisable. The same remark applies to Ges-
neras, but Achimenes do not appear to suffer from
extreme drought to the same extent. Anthurium
Scherzeranium should now be rested as much as
possible, but little water being required ; only suffi-

cient to keep the plants from suffering should be
given them. Other of the flowering varieties re-

quire rather more, being usually continuous growers,
more or less ; the ornamental-foliaged varieties may
be treated as the Alocasias.

Where there is a good propagating pit with
plenty of heat the propagation of Crotons can
still bs continued ; in fact, I would far rather
prefer to strike these at this and through the
winter season, on the whole, than in the summer
months; then, with warmer weather, they soon
grow away into a handy size. In the same pits

Dracajnas can be dealt with at the same time, the
eyes being plunged between the Croton pots

;

those struck earlier will possibly soon be fit for

potting singly into 2|-inch pots. Sponging the
foliage in both instances in the case of established

plants will do a deal of good. A few insects

are easily got rid of upon these plants, but
the many will give a deal of trouble, as in

other cases. Palms in the stove should be
freely supplied with water still, particularly

where the plants are, as they should be at this time
of the year, thoroughly well rooted in their last

shift. In the case of Palms grown in the stove,

more harm is done by letting the plants suffer for

want of water at the root than from any other

cause ; when they are healthy and the pots full of

roots, it is hardly possible to supply them with too

much. These tropical Palms, it should be noted,

come chiefly from regions where the rainfall is

heavy and where they grow to a great extent in

moist places, not being at times exposedtosuch extra

periods of drought as those from cooler regions,

with, in the latter case, less moisture at the roots

at such times. A good overhauling for cleaning

should be taken advantage of in this case also.

Scale in one form or another is troublesome, and
wants care to remove it ; the smaller kinds cf this

insect generally give more annoyance upon Palms
than the large brown scale. Red spider will gain

a foothold also, particularly upon such as Areca
lutescens, Thrinax elegans and the varieties of

Chamaidoreas and Dismonorops. Ferns grown in

the stove will not require anything beyond ordinary

treatment now ; the Gymnogrammas need to be

kept in the driest place, although well supplied

with water at the root. Damping off of the

fronds in all cases should be looked after, and
such portions thinned out. Those Adiantums that

have been the longest time without making any
new growth can now be started afresh if they have
been kept fairly dry at the root, so that a distinct

treatment can be given them as signs of a new crop

of fronds are manifest. The best place for such
plants now is upon a shelf well up to the glass.

Plants now in flower and advancing should have
every attention bestowed upon them; the majority

of these do not require any undue amount of mois-

ture, but rather the reverse. I have noted, how-
ever, that Erantheraum pulchellum is an exception

in this respect ; this plant thrives well at the damp
end of a stove whilst in flow r. The latest of the

Poinsettias should be well cared for, so as to pro-

long their season ; thi.s is best done in a dry atmo-
sphere. Thyrsacanthus rutilans should now be

coming along. This is a lovely plant when in

llower, although rather ungainly looking at other

times ; the large brown scale is partial to this and
wants some getting rid of. Where there is a good

stock of Imantophyllums at the present in cooler
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quarters it will be advisable to bring a few now
and again into heat, so as to prolong the season of

these splendid decorative subjects. The same may
be done with some of the most promising of the

Amaryllis, first having potted those that may
Btand in need of it ; these should still be kept dry

until growth is found to be on the move.

James Hudson.

HARDY FRUITS.

Pruning.—The weather has been all against gar-

den work, but ought not to have wholly interrupted

pruning operations, mild weather being also most
favourable for cleaning and nailing wall trees.

Getting all done early gives a good opportunity of

tidying up before midwinter, and there is always
plenty of other work for all the hands in the new
year whenever the weather is favourable. At the
same time it is not advisable to trample on the
ground or borders when these are in a very soft

or wet state, and although labourers do not often
care to take so much trouble, it is advisable, for

their own good as well as the trees' benefit, to

insist upon boards being used for standing upon,
more especially when the nailing of wall trees is

done.

Peaches and Nectarines.—At last the bulk
of the leaves on these has fallen, and the time
has arrived for loosening from the walls all that
have been kept closely trained, with a view to

retarding the buds next spring. This must not be
too freely carried out, or otherwise rough winds
may damage many of the branches. Be content to

loosen all the young shoots so that they will

swing just clear of the wall ; also remove all ties,

shreds, and nails that press unduly hard against
the main stems and branches, these being liable to

damage the bark and cause gumming, substituting
fresh fastenings if need be. If not already done,
the thinning out of the branches may be carried
out now, all the old fruiting wood that can be cut
out without also removing young bearing wood being
neatly severed. A little judicious fore-shortening,
or the shortening back of straggling branches to
well-placed young shoots, is advisable in order to
keep the centres of the trees well furnished with
bearing wood, but no attempt should be made to
shorten the young growths at the present time,
nor is it often wise to do this in the spring.

Apricots.—There is nothing to prevent these
being pruned and nailed while mild weather lasts,

as it would neither hasten nor prevent the pre-
mature upward movement of sap, supposed to be
the cause of the loss of so many spurs owing to
their being frosted while the sap is in a liquid
state. Long, ugly spurs on Apricot trees are most
objectionable. They derive but little benefit from
the walls, and never produce such good fruit as
can be had from close, neat spurs. Some of those,
therefore, that are IJ inches and upwards in length
may well be sawn or cleanly cut to better placed
back buds, and failing these, to within 1 inch of
the branch or old wood, this frequently resulting
in the formation of several young shoots and ulti-

mately of good fruiting spurs. Prevention, how-
ever, is better than cure, or, in other words, the
right practice is to shorten back young growths
not required for furnishing, as well as those that
were lightly summer-pruned, to within about 1

inch of their starting point, cutting to triple buds
whenever these are to be found. Thus treated,
there will never be any long, ugly spurs to saw off
and fewer failures to bear well. Last spring most
of the flowers on spurs facing outwards from the
walls were killed by frosts, and that, too, in spite
of blinds and copings, but abundance of fruit was
yet had from the spurs hugging the wall. It will
also be found that the finest fruit is obtained
from young shoots and comparatively young
branches, and the aim should be to lay in these
wherever there is room for them and also over old
naked stems, eventually sawing out worn-out older
branches and limbs to give room for the vigorous
young ones. Avoid a very free use of the knife in
the case of young trees. Any furnished with eight
or more strong well-ripened shoots may well have

these left to their full length, other shoots from
these being laid in from them according as the

trees extend and more space requires furnish-

ing. Cutting back such trees usually ends in a
loss of time, those not pruned being much the

quickest to bear crops. If more branches are re-

quired for laying a good foundation, shorten back
all there now are to about one-third of their length.

In any case treat the lateral growths as advised in

the case of old trees, and train the trees much as

they were in the nurseries. Every tie or shred

should be examined on the older trees, removing
to prevent gumming all that are tight, as well as

nails pressing against the bark, and making good
with strong fresh fastenings.

Plums.—In most respects these should be
treated very similarly to Apricots, and may well

be pruned and fastened afresh at once. There
is the same objection to be urged against long

spurs, the same points to be observed in re-

medyin.g and guarding against a recurrence of

this difficulty, and the same argument in favour of

laying in young shoots. The main branches of

these, as well as of Apricots, may well be kept fully

8 inches apart, and the fruiting spurs on these

3 inches apart. Long, well-ripened shoots, where
there is room for them, break the most regularly

when laid in without being shortened in any way,
but if any have to be shortened, prune them to

about one-third of their length. Much the same
rule holds good with regard to pyramids, bushes,

and standards, the trees quickly attaining a very
productive state when young shoots are left un-

pruned. Cut them freely back till a good founda-
tion is laid, afterwards all the pruning advisable

is an annual thinning out of the young shoots,

shortening them back to within 1 inch of the old

wood, so as to form fruiting spurs. Neglected
old trees should be freely thinned out, crowded
growths being the least fruitful, also producing
fruit of poor quality.

Apples.—All the lateral shoots on either cordon,

fan-shaped or horizontally-trained trees ought to

be further shortened back to within about 1 inch

of the old wood with a view to forming close-fruit-

ing spurs. Leaders generally may well be laid in

to their full length, this being the quickest and
surest way to promote an even break and an early

formation of fruit buds. If pruned at all, they

should be shortened to fully one-third of their

length, or otherwise there wiU be a failure of the

back buds to break. Much the same remark applies

to pyramids and bushes. Prune them freely if

more shoots are wanted or the tree's limit has been
reached, but the most productive trees are those

that have their young growths thinned out, reserv-

ing the best placed and leaving these, unless very

weak, to their full length. If sturdy trees are

most desired, then these must be more gradually

built up, the evil effects of hard pruning being

counteracted by lifting or root-pruning occasionally.

Orchard trees ought to have been taken in hand
ere this. In many instances they would be greatly

improved by having fully one-third of their

branches sawn out, those crossing each other and
with an inward tendency being principally removed.

Where the trees have a tendency to run into each

other, fore-shortening ought to be resorted to, it

being scarcely possible to over-rate the good effects

of plenty of light and air all round. Young stan-

dards with only five or six branches ought to be

cut back rather hard, and when double that

number of shoots is obtained, the foundation of a

good head will be laid, thinning out and fore-

shortening stragglers being aU the further pruning

advisable.

Pears.—On wall trees all summer-stopped shoots

and any missed and not required for furnishing

should now be further shortened, spurs not exceed-

ing 1.V inches being left. Should fruit buds be

scarce', it is advisable to leave aU short growths

with a fruit bud at the end, these being cut back

after having produced fruit. Treat long, ugly spurs

as advised in the case of Apricots and leading

shoots similarly to Apples, unpruned shoots always

breaking the most regularly, frequently producing

numbers of fruit buds at the end of the second sea-

son, if not before. Where more side branches are

required for either horizontally or fan-shaped trees,

cut back the leaders to just beyond where they are

needed, a fresh leader and the two best-placed side

shoots being selected and laid in from the young
growths resulting next summer. The most durable

shreds obtainable ought to be used for wall trees,

and a close look-out kept for shreds pinching and
nails pressing against the wood. Remove all super-

fluous wood from pyramids and bushes, treating

these and also orchard trees much as advised in the

case of Apples. W. I.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
The closing days of the year are in violent con-

trast to the opening ones, wlien the earth was frost

and snow-bound, and when vegetables were very

scarce in the majority of gardens. At the present

time green vegetables were never more abundant,

the quality also being first-rate. Coleworts, and also

the sprouts from Cabbages, are of excellent quality,

and Brussels Sprouts have had just suificient frost

to make them palatable. Lettuces are abundant and
good, even from the open ground. This shows the

advisability of having abundance of Lettuces in the

open ground as well as in frames, as with plenty of

these, other substitutes are not in so much request.

The wet state of the ground has prevented the

pushing forward of ground work, on heavy soils

especially. At this season of the year, in the

majority of gardens there are odd corners to be

cleared out, and if the refuse be burned, as I have

frequently advised, a valuable commodity will be

at hand for sprinkling along drills or over the sur-

face of the ground at seed sowing. If there are

no weed seeds present, the finer material may be

mixed with lime, and after being turned a few

times it will be valuable for wheeling on to Potato

ground. Where, however, these heaps are formed

principally of weeds, then ought the whole mass to

be charred, for where this is not done and the

refuse wheeled direct on to the ground, it is a sure

method of perpetuating crops of coarse weeds.

Old potting or other light soil should be prepared

by screening, and be laid up for future use. A little

of this sprinkled along the rows at seed time on

lumpy soils wUl assist in an early and regular

germination being secured.

WiTLOOF.—With the experience of the past

winter, when in many gardens salading was very

scarce, Witloof has been grown to a greater extent

than formerly. However valuable as an adjunct,

this must not wholly take the place of Lettuce,

but a little will be appreciated, and which may
now be had in plenty where the necessary roots

have been prepared. With the enforced rest the

roots have had, growth will quickly take place when
subjected to the same treatment as that usually

adopted for Seakale. Blanching, however, must

be thorough, as with the least tinge of green the

produce will not be very palatable. Light must

be rigidly excluded, and the soil must be kept

sufficiently moist to cause a quick growth. Nor

ought the tops to be allowed to become too long

before being cut, H inches or, at the most, •} inches

being ample. Anything longer than this may be

used as a substitute for Seakale where this latter

is scarce. Indeed, with the ijuantity of roots

which have been prepared and with Lettuce more

plentiful, a portion might well be set apart for

forcing to be cooked as a vegetable. Where any

Asparagus Chicory has been grown, the roots

should be introduced into a gentle warmth and ex-

posed to the light, the tops being cut and used

similarly to Spinach. Certainly the palate tires

sooner of any substitute, but a few dishes

worked in with the general run of winter vege-

tables form a break to the ordinary run of the

kinds used.

Root crops, such as Parsnips, Jerusalem Arti-

chokes, and the newer Chinese Artichokes, are

better 'for being left in the ground, the only

precaution needed being a covering of light litter

in case nf sharp frosts setting in, as the flavour

of any of the above named is considerably depre-

ciated by lifting, even if stored in dry sand. The

Chinese Artichoke afore-named will no doubt be

plentiful this season, but the flavour is always best
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when the tnbers are used immediately on being
lifted from the open ground. A covering of litter

is needed, not, however, for protection, as the
tubers are hardy enough, but for facilitating
their being lifted. If it is not intended to plant
in the same place again, every piece should be
forked out, or else it will prove itself a veritable
pest by springing np in all directions.

A. YOUNQ.

ORCHIDS.
The details of the work were given pretty fully

last week, and but little more will be needed to be
done before Christmas, except to see that the
various details of cleaning any plants that need it,

watering, ventilating, and keeping up the requisite

degree of moisture. I alluded some few weeks ago
to the value of Maxillaria grandiflora for furnish-

ing a supply of very beautiful cut blooms during
the winter ; we have abundance of them now, and
as the plants grow most freely in the coolest part
of the cool houee, it is an Orchid worthy to be re-

commended to those cultivators who have had but
little experience in the cultivation of any kind of
plants. There are a few cool house Orchids worthy
of culture in the most select collections, not be-

cause of their striking beauty, but because of their

delightful perfume or their pretty little brightly
coloured flowers. I allude only to such as are now
in flower; one of the sweetly-scented species is

Oncidium cheirophorum. A group of plants forms
a mass of bright yellow, and the flowers emit a
very sweet perfume. The spikes of flowers are
freely produced, and thickly crowded with scores
of the bright yellow flowers in a length of 6 inches.

I find the plants do best suspended in pans near
to the roof glass of the cool house, but the bulbs
sometimes rot off in winter unless care is taken
to avoid wetting them when watering the plants

;

they are crowded very closely together, and the
water hangs amongst them, but it is easy to
avoid wetting them at this season. I have
seen it recommended to be grown in the Cattleya
house, but as our plants have succeeded admirably
in the cool house, I have not tried it. Mesospini-
dium vulcanicum has a lovely effect in the cool
house during the late autumn months ; its elegant
spikes of bright rose-tinted flowers are quite a
contrast to the white or blush-coloured Odonto-
gloBsums. It is not too plentiful in the trade now,
but it is a plant that is not likely to go out of
fashion. For some purposes the spring-flowering
M. sanguineum is very useful ; it is nothing like so
pretty as the autumn-flowering species, but the
flowers being distinct in colour and useful for out-
ting to place in small glasses with a frond of
Maiden-hair Fern, a few plants should be grown.
We have also a distinct and very pretty Orchid in

Cochlloda Noezliana. It does not seem to differ

much from the Mesosplnidiums. It is supposed to
do well in the cool house, and if It maintains its

character as a cool house Orchid it wUl be a fair
rival to M. vulcanicum ; the dried spikes on im-
ported plants are of considerable length and the
flowers are of some beauty, although they cannot
fairly be described as superb scarlet ; but even if

the colour is but orange-red, the bright yellow crest
to the lip is very efiiectlve. All these small-grow-
ing plants, especially those of them that have been
imported from the high Andes of 8. America, succeed
best In pans or baskets suspended from the root-
glass; as they are thus beyond the eye of the culti-

vator, they must not be neglected as regards water-
ing. Those I have mentioned should not be too
freely watered during their resting period. An-
other useful plant Dowering at this season is

Pllumna fragrans. The ordinary form is very
pretty ; Its pure white-lipped flowers, touched with
orange at the base, are delightfully fragrant. P.
nobllis is a more beautiful thing, the flowers pure
white, with an orange-coloured blotch on either
side of the throat. These are Cattleya house plants,
and should bo in every collection. They require
some care to keep thorn in a healthy condition.
The young growths are apt to decay it water
lodges in them, and to avoid this, the plants in
the first place should ba well elev.tted above the

rims of the pots, and at this season the compost
should not be too moist, just enough to keep the
bulbs plump and green. Too little water and
exposure to sunshine have the effect of turning the
leaves yellow. The plants now flowering may be
repotted in the spring if they require it. This
plant does not differ materially from the Tricho-
pilias, and should be treated much like them.
Most of the Trichopilias have completed their

growths, and should be kept moderately dry and
well up to the roof-glass. If removed too far from
the glass and too freely watered, the leaves may
become spotted and most of the active rootlets

would die. The most of them flower in the spring
months, and they do this all the better if the sea-

son of rest has been good. Those not having their

pseudo-bulbs quite matured would require more
light and a higher temperature. These are distinct

and handsome plants and not expensive. The most
useful of winter and spring-flowering plants are
the Dendrobiums, and in some instances the buds
are well advanced, and if it is intended to have
some of them in flower about Christmas, the
plants should be treated to the temperature of the
warmest house and kept just moist at the roots.

Too much water at this time is not good for such
useful free-flowering species as D. nobile, D.
Wardianum, D. craesinode, and the hybrids raised
from them, such as D. Ainsworthi and the finest of
all the D. nobile hybrids, D. Leechianum. They
do not start to make young roots freely until after
the flowering period, and when the young growths
have made some progress. The plants should not
be hurried in too much heat until the flower-buds
are well developed. They have been resting in
quite a low temperature, not more than that of a
warm greenhouse, and have been kept quite dry at
the roots ; therefore to hurry the plants all at once
by freely watering them and maintaining a tem-
perature of 65° to 70° might have a disastrous effect
on the constitution of the _plants. My plan is to
move a few plants, those that made their growth
earliest into the Cattleya house where the minimum
temperature at this season is about 55°, less or
more. Water very sparingly at first and expose
the plants well to the light. When the flower-buds
first appear outside their scaly covering the plants
may be placed in a warmer house if their early
flowering is deemed of sufficient importance. The
growths of some of the Dendrobiums were rather
late in coming to maturity this season, and those
found late should not be started very early. The
weather recently has been very favourable to the
health of all classes of Orchids. They do not like
much artificial heat combined with a close atmo-
sphere, and this cannot be avoided during severe
frosts. It is therefore very satisfactory that the
weather has been so mild. It has been quite easy
to maintain a few degrees above the usual winter
temperature without overheating the pipes.

J. DouaiiAa.

TRENCHING, DIGGING, AND DEEP CULTI-
VATION.

The importance of deep cultivation can scarcely
be over-rated, as without it the roots of plants can-
not ramify freely nor air or water circulate or per-
meate freely through the soil, and unless roots can
strike out and about and drive down at their will,
they have a restricted larder and cannot find all
the food they require. This being so, trenching
should be carried out on all vacant ground in cases
where time and labour will admit of the work being
done, and at no season can It be carried out better
or to more advantage than now when crops are off
and winter is bistore us, as frost has a very amelio-
rating influence, for if the earth is thrown up
roughly, as it should be, the weather is let in upon
it, and by its action the mass becomes sweetened.
In preparing to trench the way to set about it is to
open out a kind of ditch, the wider in reason the
better, a fair or proper thing being from 3 feet to
4 feet wide and 2 feet to 3 feet deep, according to
the nature of the sub.soil or the use tor which the
ground is required. Whore many make a mistake
in trenching is in bringing the whole of the bottom
to the top, and that is one and the main reason

why deep cultivation has got into bad repute, as
those who have so carried out the work have found
that they have been unable to get a good plant or
grow fine crops immediately after. This is not to
be wondered at, and it would be matter for sur-

prise it they could, as what is brought to the sur-
face is crude earth with no vegetable matter what-
ever in it, and young plants, therefore, have no
proper nourishment till they can strike through the
first spit and get down below. If fruit trees or
bushes have to be planted it does not matter so
much about the subsoil being brought up, as in
planting, their roots are placed nearly a foot under,
and they at once get into good ground as soon as
they start. Although this is so, it Is better in all

cases to blend or mix the top with the soil below
as the work proceeds, and this may very easily be
done it a good wide trench or ditch is opened out,

as when the earth is broken down by the spade and
thrown over, it can be left sloping like a bank, and
the mixing then goes on without any further pro-
vision or trouble.

If there is a rubbish heap for disposal, and in

most gardens there is generally an accumulation of

that kind, the stuff may be turned to most excellent

account by using it during the process of trench-
ing, but as such gatherings frequently contain
weed seeds, they should be kept low down and
there distributed, and not placed in masses or
layers. Ground treated in the way referred to is

just the thing for Asparagus, and if there is not
plenty of rubbish heap material to use, then a
heavy application of stable manure may take its

place, but that, too, must be well distributed and
kept fairly under if fresh from the yard.

The next best thing to trenching is double dig-

ging, which should be carried out in a similar way
to trenching, that is, a wide opening ought to be
made and the top spit of ground from the
next piece marked alongside thrown in, after

which the labourer must reverse his position and
dig the lower spit out by going backwards over it

and casting it on the top of the other, leaving it

there rough to be disintegrated or shivered to

pieces by the action of weather.
Stiff, stubborn soils, or those with much clay in

them, are greatly benefited by being ridged, which
in some counties is a common practice with far-

mers, but they carry it out by using the plough.

In gardens the spade or fork are the implements
for the work, the fork with steel tines being the

best, as it penetrates readily and is a capital tool.

8. D.

Garden Flora.

PLATE 837.

C^SALPINIA JAPONICA.
(with a coloured plate.*)

To the list of liarjy .shrubs that have been in-

troduced within the la.st twenty-five years and
found .suitable for the climate of this coun-

try, Japan has contributed lart^oly, and a great

many from that region wo owe to tlio entor-

jirise of Messrs. Veitch, with whom this

Ciesalpinia flowered for tlio first time in this

country during tlio summer of 1887. It was

not, liowever, till the following year that

public attention was directed to the merits

of this distinct slu'ub, as at tlie meeting of llie

Royal Horticultural Sociiity, lield on dune 30,

it was exhibited and receivo<l a lirst-class cor-

tilicate.

Tlu^ genus C:esalpinia is included in the

onler Leguminos;e, and in fact it gives name
to a sub-order known as C;usidpini;e. Nearly

eighty dill'erent genera find a place under this

• Drawn for The Qakdbn in Messrs. Voitoh's
CooinLto Wood NMr.•^o^y by Miss A. M. Shriiiiiiton,

July VJ, IS'Jl. Litbographod aud printed by Gail-

luume Severeyns.
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latter head, but very few of tliem are hardy in

this country, the majority being natives of

tropical regious, where some of them are cul-

tivated for economic purposes. Included in

tlie number are the Tamarind (Tamariudus
indicus), the Locust or St. John's Bread
(Ceratonia sili(jua), while the Cassias yield a

good deal of the senna of commerce. The
bark and pods of some of the Caesalpinias, too,

are employed for dyeing and tanning. The
sub-order Cffisalpiniai contains many beautiful

flowering trees and slirubs of the tropics,

among which may be especially named the

different Browneas, Poincianas, Jonesias, and
Bauliinias, while the hardy members of tliis

group consist of the Gleditschias, Gymnocla-
dus, and Cercis.

Having thus referred to its immediate al-

lies, I will now speak of the plant re-

presented in the coloured drawing. Ee-

garding this, it may be said without fear of

contradiction that it is perfectly distinct from
any other hardy shrub. It is a free-growing

subject of a rather loose, spreading habit,

whose stout branches are armed with hard
curved prickles, and clothed with elegantly

divided foliage. The leaves are bi-pinnate,

and in the more vigorous examples a foot long.

The pinnai are in four to six opposite pairs,

each furnished with seven to nine pairs of

leaflets that are of an oblong form, and of a

very pleasing shade of light bright green. The
general appearance of the inflorescence as well

as of the individual blooms is shown on the ac-

companying plate, where the great contrast

between the canary-yellow of the flower and
the bright red of the filaments and anthers,

which form a compact cluster in the centre of

the bloom, is very noticeable. It should cer-

tainly be a decided acquisition for the more
favoured districts of England. Whether it

will be hardy in aU parts yet remains to be
proved, though on this point Messrs. Veitch
say, "Having been fully exposed and unin-
jured in our Coombe Wood Nursery during
the past severe winter, its hardiness is thence
assured." Such a test as this is a pretty good
one, as any person acquainted with tlie slop-

ing banks at Coombe Wood will understand.

T.

SOOT AND LIME.
These are most valuable as manurial agents and
for the destruction of insects in the garden. Both
should be freely used at this season of the year,
when kitchen garden quarters are being trenched
and prepared for another season's crops. Lime es-
pecially should be more freely used upon soils that
are naturally deficient of it as a whole. When
used with vegetable matter as a manure it has-
tens decomposition, and thus the manure is more
readily assimilated by the plants. When used
with organic manures it also acts in a similar
way to the good of the crops, but more speedily
than the latter would do alone. In bad cases of
weeds it is best to use it quite fresh, applying a
strong dressing ; it will thus kill many of the seeds
in the soil. The same course should be adopted in
conjunction with soot where wireworm is prevalent
in the ground to such an extent as to be a serious
drawback in the culture of some crops. Ssakale
is an instance that has come under my own obser-
vation

; it could not be got to grow even in a fairly
good manner through the attacks of the wireworm
seriously injuring the roots. After a strong dress-

ing of lime and soot had been applied, this diffi-

culty was overcome. I have noticed the same
good effects in the case of Carrots, whilst both are
a benefit to the Onion crops. When used freely it

will greatly assist in checking the club in the
Brassica tribe. To further ensure success in this
direction, it should be freely mixed in the soil of
the seed beds. Soot in itself is chiefly valuable as
a manure for the amount of ammonia it contains

;

this, no doubt, gives that darker colour to any
crops that have been dressed with it. Sulphate,
carbonate and phosphate of lime also enter into its

constitution, chiefly the first named. When used
as a dressing to growing crops the soot is best by
itself, but for the soil I consider it far better to
combine the two. For light dustings in the spring
to kill slugs, &c., I prefer to mix the soot and lime

;

the latter when used by itself is rather unsightly
;

the two combined are not so. When dressing the
ground before trenching or digging, only suflicient
should be applied to keep just in advance of the
work. Both soot and lime should be incorporated
as much as possible with the top spit of soil. I

make a practice of using both on nearly all kitchen
garden ground with farmyard and stable manure.
Lime I intend to use more freely as a top dressing
to some Cherry trees that are given to casting their
fruit, as I am under the impression that this failing
is caused by a deficiency of this in the soil. This
I hope to test and report upon in due course.

H.

Kitchen Garden.

FRENCH BEANS.
DuRiKo the winter season French Beans are

looked upon as a luxury, as, unless large quanti-

ties of plants are grown, they are not forthcoming

to any great extent. During severe winters when
green vegetables are apt to be cut up very se-

verely, French Beans are often called upon to

make up all deficiencies, but when these are
relied upon to any extent, the labour and space
required to provide them are greater thananyone
would think who has not had experience in the
work. It must not be inferred from the above
observations that the forcing of French Beans
is only carried on with difficulty, for the details

are very simple, it being a matter of suitable

structures with ample pots and soil. Anyone
who has had a deal of this work knows the
labour involved where a good supply has to be
maintained during the winter and early spring
months, and the advice frequently given to fill

all available space with French Beans when the
outdoor supply of vegetables is apt to run short,

is easier said than done. In many cases the
most has to be made of plant stoves or other
such structures, and oftentimes vineries and
Peach houses when these are started have also

to be called into requisition. If these could be
possibly done without, I would never use them
on account of the plants being apt to become
infested with red spider, which is apt to quickly
attack the permanent occupants. The only
time I would use them would bo to start the
Huccessional crops, as it is generally towards
the later stages that the above insects are apt
to attack them. The best results, however,
are obtained when a suitable structure can be
wholly given up to their culture, as here the
plants may be treated just as the grower wishen.

The best structure for early forcing is a light

lean-to or span-roofed house or pit, efficiently

heated, so that a temperature of 05" to 70'

may be maintained regularly without over-heat-
ing the pipes, and also with ample means of

ventilation whenever this should be needed.
The plants must also bo arranged near the
glass in order that the blooms may set. This

I

is the reason why at this season the plants sue-

'

ceed best on shelves, as here the light reaches
to all parts, and so assists in strengthening the
flowers.

New seed should be chosen in preference to

older seed, the vitality being better and after-

growth more satisfactory in every way. Of
the dift'erent modes of raising the plants the
best results are obtained by sowing direct into

the fruiting pots ; and the only time when I

would transgress from this rule would be when
the pots would be required for succession crops,

and, to save time, these could be forwarded in

small pots or boxes. By adopting the practice

of sowing in small pots or boxes, they are apt
to be neglected before being repotted ; hence
they become pot-bound on the one hand, or un-
duly crowded on the other when growing in
boxes. By sowing direct into the fruiting pot
the work is also more expeditiously performed.
Another practice I could never see the wisdom
of is partially filling the pots with soil and
earthing the plants up as they advance in

growth. All the above practices are un-
necessary, the benefit arising in either case

not being commensurate to the extra work.
Indeed, during the winter months the earth-

ing up of the stems has added to the evil of

these damping off. I have also noticed that

where the temperature is kept too low, without a
gentle circulation of air, or overcrowding takes

place, the stems are apt to damp off through
the decaying of the seed lobe. Later on in the
season this is not so apt to happen, but during the
dull and sunless days it is an evil to be guarded
against. For early forcing, large pots are not
needed, a 7-inch or 8-iuch size being ample, but
later on 9-inch pots are the best, as in these the

soil is not so likely to become dried up. In the

smaller sized pot four or five seeds may be
placed, and the plants thinned out to three.

For early work, Fulraer's Forcing, Syon
House, and Osborne's Forcing are the most
suitable, these being of dwarf growth, and
also commencing to bear quickly. Later on
when the days lengthen, Ne Plus Ultra and
Canadian Wonder are the most useful, these

being more vigorous and prolific. In the grow-
ing of French Beans under glass the soil used
must be what is termed of a holding nature, as

in this the roots will take a firmer grip. For
early work the soil naturally requires to be
rather lighter, and for this purpose three parts

of loam to one each of leaf-soil and pulverised

horse manure forms a suitable compost, but
later on the leaf-.soil could be omitted. The
seeds being covered about an inch and a half,

the soil also being fairly moist at the time, no
water will be needed until the seedlings appear
through the soil.

The secret with French Beans after the
young plants commence to grow freely is to

keep them well supplied with water, and as the

pots become filled with roots, diluted liquid

will be of great benefit, regular feeding keep-
ing oft" red spider more than anything else.

Once let the soil become over-dry, the plants

will receive such a check that red spider will

be the inevitable result. A little air on all

occasions when the outside conditions will

allow of this being done will ensure the flowers

setting, and syringing on fine mornings will also

assist in keeping the plants clean and healthy.

The remainder of the attention will consist in

placing some twiggy branches around the sides

to keep the plants erect, and also in gathering the
pods directly they become ready, as by leaving

these on the plants longerthan there is anyueces-
8ityfor,the plants will stop bearing. In gathering
use a pair of scissors, so as not to Liijure the
plants by pulling the pods off iudiscriminately.

The plants should be looked over every other
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morning or so, the pods tied in small bundles,
and the ends placed in a pau of ^vater in
the structure where they have been growing.
For later work and where the grower may be
fortunately situated for such, low heated pita

where'borders may be formed, so as to bring the
plants up to within a foot of the glass, are the
best.

For later crops the above is really the
most economical system, and the plants keep on
bearing longer than when grown in pots. Suffi-

cient moisture in the soil and also over the
foliage, so as to prevent an arid atmosphere,
with judicious ventilation, to ensure a sturdy
growth, are the main essentials for satisfac-
tory results being maintained. French Beans
may also be grown successfully at the turn of
the day in ordinary hotbeds or manure-heated
frames, but to keep up a supply at this time
by this means alone, although the plants will
thrive satisfactorily enough, means a deal of
labour and a quantity of fermenting material.
Later on in the season when frames have been
cleared of Potatoes useful crops may be secured
by levelling down the soil and dibbling the .seed
in in rows. A. Y. A.

SEED POTATOES.
It is no matter for surprise to learn that seed
Potatoes are giving considerable trouble, because
the early varieties will begin to push growth. When
the tubers are lifted and stored early in August it

is no matter for wonder, the winter proving un-
usually mild, that growtli takes place before the
year is oat. In the case of eating tubers there is

little difficulty so far, because none of the early
sorts are held over for consumption so late as
Christmas, and the late varieties -^ive no trouble
in the matter of undue growth before February.
Even then there is little to complain of if the
tubers be kept in a dry place and where the tem-
perature is fairly even and low. I have found a
shed on the north side of a wall or house the
best of all places for keeping tubers at rest till
late into the spring. Even when disposed to push
growth, a wet day or two might always be proBt-
ably utilised in rubbing over the tubers and re-
moving any that were getting into a state of decay.
I greatly prefer storing Potatoes intended for con-
sumption in barrels holding from :{ to 4 bushels,
for under no method of storing in a shedi
outhouse, or similar building can the tubers be
got into closer compass or be more conveniently
overhauled. Assuming that the shed is vulnerable
to frost, the tubs should be well covered in hard
weather with straw or Fern, and they will be en-
tirely safe. A Potato store, which is on the south
side protected by a thick wall and on the north
overhung by trees, is, after all, very little exposed
to severe frost, while the temperature is at all
times very equable. When tubers are stored where
the atmosphere is quickly influenced by external
changes, then they suffer very much, and great
waste through sweating follows. Those who com-
mit their tubers to pits or heaps in the open find
so much difliculty arise from the frequent fluc-
tuations of temperature which mark our winters,
that their Potatoes rarely equal in quality in the
late winter those preserved in cool dry sheds.
Further, it is so difficult to get access to the tubers
in hard or in wet weather, whilst the appearance
of the bulk after being somewhat lieated in
the pits is indeed distressing

; and where mois-
ture has penetrated the covering, some of the
tubers having decayed, and the rest pushed
growth, the product is as bad as well can be.
Such preserved tubers as these are never fit for
seed, for when planted many tubers go blind alto-
gether, others are weakly, and the general result
is a very poor crop. At Bedfonf, where I had to
winter large quantities of tubers for seed pur-
poses, all were kept on shelves laid on str.-iw or
other protecting material, or in shallow boxes.

which, laid out thinly in open weather, could be
in frosty weather very quickly run together and be
covered up safely, or were compulsorily laid on the
floor in layers of several inches deep. The tubers
were frequently overhauled, so that all got a good
airing and were kept hard and healthy. Ordi-
narily, there is no method for storingjseed tubers
like that so commonly advised of having them in
shallow boxes, which can be stood one on the
other. To allow air to pass through the bulk
when so stacked, a couple of pieces of wood each
an inch thick should be laid across each box. By
standing a dozen boxes one on the other, each one
containing one and a half pecks, some 10 or 12
bushels of seed tubers may be kept in very
small space during the winter. Apart from the
convenience attached to the housing of the tubers
in this fashion, there is further the advantage of
being able to plant the sets direct from the boxes
in the spring, a matter of some importance when
the tubers have partially sprouted. I prefer to
plant all sets it possible in that' condition, because
with ordinary care it is so easy to ensure that
roguesare rejected while the average growth is good.
In some cases it is advisable to disbud tubers some-
what, because with Potatoes, as with all other plants,
too dense growth is invariably detrimental to the
produce. Some of the finest samples and heaviest
crops ever lifted from what may be described as
ordinary culture have come from sets which have
had their shoots reduced to but one or two only.
Whatsoever of constitutional weakness has come
to Potatoes has come more from bad winter stor-
ing, causing premature growths, which have to be
rubbed off and fresh ones made before planting.than
from any other cause. A. D.

Truffles.— In connection with the letter on
Trullles appearing in the Fii-/d of November 28, I

think it is recorded in Phil. Transactions of the
period that French Truffles were first discovered in
England at Rushton, near Kettering, Northampton-
shire, in or about 1675, and they were supposed to
have been imported in the soil attached to roots of
Hornbeam, which were freely imported from France
for planting at Rushton (about lG2i;-1650, by the
family of Cockayne, then owners of the place).
They were frequently found there some years ago
in sufficient numbers for use in the kitchen at the
Hall, and, as your correspondent avers, under dif-
ferent kinds of trees, viz , Alder (on stiff yellow
loam), Hornbeam, Beech, Chestnut, Oak (on cal-
careous soil), and, largest of all, under Cedar of
Lebanon, close on ironstone rock, whence soil,

&o., had been removed thirty years previously!
Rabbits and squirrels are very partial to them,
frequently baring them sufficiently to show them
plainly to the collector. The late Rev. M. J.
Berkeley was well acquainted with the Rushton
Trullle grounds, where he pointed them out to
my father some five and forty years ago. The
liiuch more uncommon white Trnflle, A. tuber al-
bidum, was unexpectedly found by one of my
brothers when hunting for the common variety
at Kimberley Park, Wymondham, Norfolk, a full
account of whic^h appeared in the ffan/aiiers'
Chronu'le at the time.

—

Osmond F. Wainwkioht,
U'oodreere, JSoUun, hy Grantham, in Field.

Seakale from seed or cutting's.— I was in-
terested a short time ago hearing the different
opinions on this subject, as at a meeting of gar-
deners, some well-known men still held to the old
method of culture by sowing seed, and some even
complained that seed was omitted in the seedsman's
list and had to be got from long distances. I have
never noticed its omission, but must confess to
having never looked for it for the last ten years,
as I consider root cuttings so far superior that I
always employ them. I have nothing new to
add with regard to root cuttings, only to ask those
who sow seed to give root cuttings a trial, and as
at this season the roots are being lifted for forcing,
it is a good time to secure stock for next season's
work. The side roots are not required for forcing,
so these should be cut into pieces 4 inches to (!

inches long, laid in the soil, covered over, and
finally planted in the early spring. This system is

now so largely carried out by our large growers
who provide roots for the market, that it shows it

to be advantageous. The produce from cuttings is

far superior to that from seed, as in the short sea-
son it has to make its growth it is impossible to
get as large crowns from seed ; indeed, unless
special culture be given, the cuttings are as large
at setting time as the seedlings are when growth
is complete. The sets should be planted in rich
ground 2 feet apart in the row and the cuttings
1 foot apart. Young sets, or cuttings grown yearly,
are much better than planting old forced roots,

and when growth commences in May the shoots
should be restricted to one crown, leaving the
strongest for forcing.—G. Wythes.

POTATOES.
Reoent notes on Potatoes are very opportune,
coming as they do at a time immediately pro-
ceding the annual seed order, for although the
majority of gardeners may have plenty of seed
on hand, all are alive to the advantage of a
change of the same. The rule now is not so

much the annual trial of a number of sorts,

good, bad, and indifferent, as the sticking to a
good variety when one has acquired it, and, as

I have said, an occasional change of seed. 'The

attention devoted to furnishing particular va-
rieties most suitable for different soils—now a
leading feature in all our best seed establish-

ments, is emphatically a step in the right direc-

tion, and of great value to the gardener. Many
employers are very particular as to the quality
of their Potatoes, and the cultivator has conse-
quently to face the necessity of lutting on the
right varieties for every season of the year.
Here it is that the experience of large growers,
gathered from every description of soil, comes
in very serviceable, and I would strongly ad-
vise all young gardeners when the edict has
gone forth, " I must have another Potato, that
sort is not worth eating," to be particular in

securing the benefit of such experience before
the seed order goes in. Some growers are
heavily handicapped in this matter of soil

;

there is perhaps little room to spare in the gar-

den proper, and outside ground may be cold,

wet, and stiff. Two important points to be
considered in any remedial measures taken to

alter this state of things after seeing that the
land is properly drained are to constantly in-

corporate such foreign ;naterial into this ground
as to gradually alter its character, and also to

get it up as early in the season as possible that
it may receive the benefit of all the frost. As
to the material, there is nothing better than a
very liberal dressing from a heap of odds and
ends. Such a heap consists of a few loads of

stable manure, a dozen or more loads of such
leaves as are of no use for hotbeds, as those
of Lime, Horse Chestnut, Sycamore, Maple,
and all soft leaves that will decompose quickly,

all the dead and decaying foliage from the Broc-
coli and Cabbage quarters, the ashes of fires

that have consumed other garden refuse, and a
loud or two of lime. If such a heap is turned
two or three times and the many ingredients

thoroughly incorporated, it will nuike capital

stutt' for stiff land. The Potato quarter may
have a coating ;! inches deep of this, and the

spadesmen be directed to get out agood ti-ench,

take thin spits, dig deeply, and leave as rough
as possible. I iiuite agree with tlie remarks as to

the re.stricti(iii of varieties. To get thoroughly
good sorts well adapte<l to your special require-

ments, and to stick to them until you are (luite

sure they can bo iuiproved on, is sound advice

in I'otato culture, and 1 should like to see notes

from different ])arts of the country giving a
selection of say four varieties found most ser-

viceable in the respective localities. Where
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there is plenty of ground for trial work, one
naturally likes to test a few new varieties an-

nually, but the old question of suitability of soil

should still ba adhered to, or it will result in

such new sorts being unduly praised or unjustly

condemned. So far as a selection of a few
standard varieties is concerned, I .see some
growers still hold fast to the best forms of Ash-
leaf for first early work, and where there is

plenty of ground the old favourite is hard to

beat, but if the object is to secure a heavy
crop from a limited area, one has to look

farther afield. Early Puritan, which has de-

servedly obtained a high place among first

earlies, is an admirable Potato for light land, but
on more retentive soil I have found it some-
what coarse and watery. Personally, I have
relied for the last three seasons for a

first early variety on a selection from Covent
Garden Perfection. It is something after

the style of Puritan and quite as early, but
with not such a strong rank haulm, and a
Potato of closer and firmer texture. It is

also an excellent cropper, producing when
well done an average of 10 and 11 tons to

the acre. We cannot as yet beat Sutton's

Seedling for second early work. I am not
aware if it is equally good from stitt'er land.

What a valuable Potato this is for exhibition 1

I have noticed it taking leading honours either

singly or in company with others at many cot-

tagers' shows this season. For late work I shall

again rely on The Bruce and Imperator, two
fine varieties and very heavy croppers. There
is nothing to choose between them in point of

quality, but the first named hardly ever comes
above medium size with us, and when there is

a demand for extra sized tubers we fall back on
Imparator. The season of 1801 has, however,
taught us one valuable lesson, and that is to

rely chiefly on early varieties, for the simple
reason that no Potato can claim immunity
from disease in a dripping summer. Our early

variety was lifted before the fungus made much
headway, but the other three above-mentioned
were all bady affected and we lost half the crop.

This may have been due partly to the non-re-
moval of foliage. I have always practised this

when the disease first made its appearance with
good results, but the summer of 1891 was pre-

eminently a season when the attack on lawn
Grass and weeds had to be waged perpetually
and other work that was not regarded as abso-
lutely necessary had sometimes to go to the
wall. E. BURKBLL.

Clayt'iHoiit.

Cabbage Lettuce New York.—A short tiruo
since I penned a note iti dispar;tL,'ing terms of the new

I

Cabbage Lettuce (Continuity), but this time my task
! is much pleasanter in drawini,' attention to the "aljove

variety. I liavegrown it extensively for two seasons,
and for quickness in maturing and hearting, com-
bined with its extraordinary crispness and ijuality, its
merits are so apparent, that a trial will convince any-
one of its vast superiority ami usefulness. It is one
of the Ijest summer varieties and well worth growing.
.^J. R.

Disease in Potatoes.—I wish our success had
been similar to Mr. Iggulden's in the way of
Myatt's Ashleaf Potato, as on light land planted
early our percentage of disease was as near 7.") as
possible, and only a trifle less with Gloucester-
shire Kidney, Prime Minister, and others. On the
other hand, our ground lies very low, is mnch
covered with trees, and in wet seasons we suffer
badly. I always plant as advised at the earliest
and most favourable opportunity. I have always a
great liking for Myatt's Ashleaf ; indeed my em-
ployer prefers it and Veitch's to all others, and I

regret to give so bad an account of an old favonrite,
as we get fresh seed yearly, cultivate the ground

I
well, and have usually got heavy crops, this season

being the worst on record. Instead of lifting over

100 bushels we did not get 25 bushels of good

sound tubers. Our best Potato this season was
Covent Garden Perfection. It was grown under

the same conditions as the others named, and

there were very few diseased tubers. I much re-

gret I did not plant more of it, as it is of fair

quality and most prolific, and though lacking the

good qualities of the Ashleaf section, it is certainly

a good doer in wet seasons. I am induced to send

you this note, as it is not named at p. 523. I have

grown it for three seasons, and it always crops

well.—S. H.

Chrysanthemums.

CHRYSANTHEMUM NOTES.

The culture of spscimen plants is of some im-

portance, and the foundation of successful culture

must be laid now. There are two ways of obtaining

the plants. The usual way is by taking cuttings

some time in December, and growing the plants on

carefully in a greenhouse where they are freely ex-

posed to light and air. Plants propagated in this way
produce vigorous healthy specimens, but some va-

rieties do not grow large enough from the time of

taking the cutting to the flowering specimen, espe-

cially in the case of the incurved section. The va-

rieties not of vigorous and rapid growth are Anto-

nelli. Little Pet, Aureummultiflorum,Lady Hardinge,
Mrs. Shipman, Venus, White Venus, and Prince of

Wales. The best way to obtain healthy large spe-

cimens of such as the above is to look amongst

the plants which have been grown to produce three

large blooms, and it will be observed that some of

them may be pushing out growths from the stem

and near its base. My plan is to cut these stems

over immediately above the point from whence the

growths proceed ; the plants are turned out of their

pots, and a large portion of the soil and roots is

removed, the plants being carefully repotted into

good rich soil. The cultivator should be careful to

leave 2 inches or so of clear stem above the mould,

as it is usually stipulated that specimen plants at

exhibitions should be grown to single stems,

which ought to be seen distinctly above the

mould. These old plants being well furnished with

roots, and the roots having good fresh mould to

root into, sound vigorous growth soon commences.

The plants should have good treatment. I have

generally been able to put them on a shelf near the

roof-glass of a light, airy greenhouse, heated to

keep out the frost, and in that position the plants

very soon require repotting. They are placed first

into 9-inch pots and then into 11 -inch ones, in

which they flower. The more vigorous-growing

varieties adapted for specimen plants may be

grown from cuttings, as stated above, and these,

owing to their greater vigour, will correspond in

size with the plants produced from the old stools

when they have made a season's growth. Expe-

rienced exhibitors are well aware that a uniform

size in the plants or flowers is a strong point in

their favour, while a good variety of colour also

tells well. Three of the very best varieties for

specimens, and which may be reared from cuttings

put in now, are Mrs. George Rundle, white ; Mrs.

Dixon, yellow ; and George Glenny, primrose. The
cuttings ought to be planted singly in 2.Vinch pots,

and ought to be put into a close light until roots

are formed. We have placed ours this year in the

cool Orchid house.

We will be putting in cuttings of all the varieties

intended to produce large blooms all through the

present month (December). Of some varieties

cuttings cannot yet be obtained, so that propaga-

tion will go on well into the new year. It is always

better, I fancy, to plant each cutting by itself in a

small pot ; not that roots will form more readily,

but there need not be any check when the young
plants are repotted. We sometimes plant three or

four cuttings round the inside of a 3inch pot, but

when parting them out for repotting some care

is necessary. Before taking the cuttings they

should be well prepared by the plants being placed

in a light airy position in a house where air may
be very freely admitted over them. The growers
who have cuttings for sale prepare them by plant-

ing out a sufficient number of plants for the pur-

pose. They are allowed to take their natural bent

in the open ground during summer and autumn,
and are lifted from the open ground and taken

under glass, being either planted out in a border
or potted up. Cuttings obtained from such plants

are supposed to be better for producing good
blooms than those taken from plants which have

been potted in exceedingly rich compost and fed

with manure water, supplemented by rich dressings

of guano, powdered bones, or desiccated and
powdered fish.

When making these few remarks about growing
specimen plants and cut blooms for exhibition, I

would also say a few words about the stands used

for Japanese blooms. Ever since Chrysanthemum
exhibitions have bten established the stands used

for exhibiting the cut blooms have been of a

uniform size of 24 inches by LS inches. This size

seemed to meet with the approval of managers of

shows, judges, exhibitors and visitors to llower

shows, at least there had been no signs of dis-

approval. Those of us who can remember the first

introduction of the Japanese varieties by Mr.

Fortune can also remember that the managers of

the few Chrysanthemum exhibitions held at that

time were slowto admit such " fantastical " things,

as they were termed, into the schedules, but some
few earnest individuals who had faith in the future

of the Japanese varieties urged the desirability of

giving them a trial, and they were exhibited on

the same-sized stands as the incurved. And for a

number of years they answered as well as they did

for the incurved section, but the production of new
Japanese varieties has been going on at a marvel-

lous rate during the last decade, and with improved

varieties there has also been an enormous increase

in the size of the individual blooms ; so much have

they increased in size, that they cannot be placed

on the usual-sized stands without inconveniently

crowding them. This is recognised by all the lead-

ing growers, and the time has now arrived when an

alteration has become imperative. What form the

alteration should take cannot be decided off-hand.

At present the distance of the flowers between

centre and centre is ('> inches. I believe if this was

altered to 7 inches, which would increase the size

of the stands by 4 inches each way, making the

outside limit 28 inches by 22 inches, it would be

ample, and I think we might fairly ask the raisers

to consider whether improvement should go any
further in the direction of size. Etoile de Lyon
and Viviand Morel might be taken as a maximum
in this direction.

Another point might be considered, and that is

whether it is really necessary to exhibit Japanese

and incurved varieties together on the same stand

or in two stands placed together. Prizes are some-

times oflfered in one class for twenty- four Japanese

blooms and twenty-four incurved, and judges are

invited to consider the respective merits of the two.

I am sure most good judges will bear me out when
I say it is sometimes very dillicult indeed to arrive at

a satisfactory conclusion. One exhibitor is strong

in incurved varieties and weak in Japanese, the next

may be the other way, and one j udge says the prize

should go to the man who has the best incurved, as

they are the more diflicult to get up to exhibition

form ; another does not see the force of this, and as

no rule exists, time is wasted arguing the point.

I have never taken kindly to thi-* mixing up of

the sections ; it cannot surely be necessary, and it is

certainly not a tasteful arrange-nent, and if, as I

think, it is necessary to alter the size of the

stands, the anomaly will be more apparent in the

future than it has been in the p.ast. I say decidedly

let this mixing up of the two sections cease. The
National Chrysanthemum Society, with its numer-

ous affiliated societies, has set a bad example in

adopting the mixed system, and as a member of

that society from the first I would urge upon the

executive the importance of considering first the

size of the stands for Japanese, and secondly,

whether it would not be well to discontinue the

practice of wedding a stand of Japanese to one of in-
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curved blooms. Let each be shown by itself, and let
each section stand on its merits. I would not insist on
exhibitors using the larger sized stands, nor dis-
qualify if the smaller sizes were used. A sudden
change might entail inconvenient expenses on some
exhibitors. What does Mr. Molyneux s.ay on these
points? J. DouoLAS.

Chrysanthemum Didon.—I think this is
rather a neglected variety, as it does not suit exhi-
bitors. I am not aware if it is grown by market
gardeners, but it has points of merit that recom-
mend it for profitable culture. It is decidedly
late in blooming and can be had in good condition
at the new year. It combines just the colours so
much admired just now, viz., rich chestnut and old
gold. Flowers of this colour sell well, and I do
not know of any other late-blooming kind that
gives this combination of tints. The growth is
slender, and it flowers freely. —J. C. B.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. H. Simpkins.—This
variety has small globular-shaped blossoms of a
lemon-yellow shade, the florets narrow and forked
Judging by appearances, the entu-e plant, severed
near the ground, had been sent, and the several
branches—to the number of a dozen or more—were
each terminated by a solitary flower. A card
attached to the specimen stated that this variety
had been imported from Japan in 1889. It was
about 2i feet high and finely branched. It was
exhibited by Mr. Simpkins, gardener to Mr. R J
Measures, Camberwell, at the last meeting of the
Horticultural Society and obtained an award of
merit.—E. J.

Chrysanthemum Ada Spaulding.—I have
seen this in very good condition up to the present
time (December 15), so that it bids fair to be a
valuable acquisition to the late-flowering Chrysan-
themums. If this character is maintained it
may yet become popular, but till now it has cer-
tainly proved to be disappointing, as it was
sent here from America and distributed in this
country in the spring of 1890 as a valuable variety
of the incurved section, but it would appear that
the authorities of this country and of America are
somewhat at variance as regards the different sec-
tions into which Chrysanthemums are now divided,
as the variety in question is too rough to take a
place in the incurved class. In the catalogue of
the National Chrysanthemum Society it finds a
place among the Japanese incurved, but while not
regular enough for a true incurved, it is too regular
to be effective among the Japanese. The colour is
white, with the lower half of the flower tinged
with pink. The variety Robert Cannell, again, is
another of which very high expectations were
formed, but the flower is too flat and faulty in the
centre to hold its own with the older varieties in
this class.—T.

December Chrysanthemums. — Whilst the
Chrysanthemum as a winter-blooming plant suffers
nothing through the loss of the former January
show at the Westminster Aquarium, it is certain
that much has been gained by the substitution of
a December show, for the blooms generally shown
on the 9th inst. must have exceeded expectations
for many were almost equal to the best November
forms—this, too, in a season when damp has been
unusually prevalent. In the stand of twelve blooms
fhown by Mr. Haywood's gardener were Pelican
II. Cannell, A. H. Neve, Thunberg, Mr. G Drover
Mrs. H. Cannell, Mrs. Fogg, and Mrs. R C. Clarke!
Ihe.se were all in very fine form. (Jenerally in-
curved varieties, thougli many good flowers were
staged, were rather stale. It is certain, however
after what was seen in Mr. Owen's boxes of seed-
ling varieties, that it will soon be very ea.sy to have
a class for December of Japanese incurved which
will bear considerable similarity to flowers of the
old type. Very fine also were the blooms exhibited
by Messrs. Clibran. It does not at all follow that
these were good so late because from a more
northern di-trict, as those from Reigate were even
finer samples. Perhaps they had been specially
grown for this December show. In any case they
evidenced that it is very possible to have fine

blooms late where efforts are made to produce
them, and that all the effort is not concentrated in
the production of a November show. Out of forty-
eight blooms Messrs. Clibran had thirty varieties,
all very good, some old, some new. An admirable
feature of the show was found in the stands of
bunches of Japanese varieties set up in diverse
quantities of from three to six flowers. When
not crowded and the back row well elevated,
the effect of such an arrangement is admirable,
and classes of this kind merit introduction into
Chrysanthemum show schedules generally.—A. D.

Orchard and Fruit Garden,

FRUIT TREES AT A DISADVANTAGE.
So much attention has been directed of late
years to the value of choice fruit as compared
with the bulk of what is grown and marketed in
this country, tliat one might reasonably have
expected some at least of the disadvantages
that the majority of garden and wall trees
labour under would ore this have been ob-
viated, but I fail to see that such is the case.

In the majority of cases the trees' wants and
requirements are subordinated to vegetable
culture, the surface or best portion of the
ground being largely monopolised by hungry
vegetables, while the subsoil, if not exactly
relegated to, yet falls to the lot of the roots
of fruit trees. This may appear a somewhat
strong assertion to make, but I feel fully com-
petent to prove my words. When trees and
vines are planted under glass, they get the full

benefit of a clear inside border and not un-
frequontly a rich or congenial root run is

also provided for them outside. Contrast this

treatment with what very many outside trees

and vines receive, and it will be seen at once
the line I am taking. Not that it is often
pos.sible or even desirable that borders should
be made and preserved at so much expense and
labour for the latter, but surely they merit
much better treatment than they generally
receive. The start may be satisfactory enougli,
plenty of fresh loam and a good clear space
being allowed to young trees, but it is not long
before a change for the worse takes place, the
ground nearly up to the trees being closely

cropped witli vegetables, and also manured and
dug in due course. What is the consequence ?

Instead of the surface being a network of

healthy root-fibres, scarcely any roots are to be
found where they ought to be, but, on the
contrary, they are driven down to the cold
subsoil, the inevitable result of tliis being long
fibreles.s roots and a soft, unfruitful top growtli.

The trees that form the hardest, most durable
and most productive wood are those with
abundance of surface roots, these getting the
full bouoflt of air, sunshine, and manure—or,

in other words, receiving fair lilay.

It is not always the fault of the gardener th.it

tlio fruit trees under his charge are placed at

such a disadvantage, many owners of gardens
not feeling hap]iy unless every .apparently
vacant piece of ground is closi'ly cropped with
vegetables and other low-growing ]il;ints. In
some instances then! is such a strain on the

gardener, that he fouls cciiii]ielled to utilise

every scrap of ground in onlor to keep up the
requisite heavy supply of vegeta'ilcs ; whether
or not ho feels this is at the disa<lvantagc of the
fruit trees generally. Owners, however, ought
to be made to undei'Htaiid that they are really

the losers by this unnaturally closo cropping
business, and if my advice is taken, not a few
will ;idd a go(jd breadth of ground for vegetable
culture outside of and well clear of the garden
walla. Nut only would tliis greatly relieve the

strain, but it would also be found that vegetables
of superior quality, and quite as early as those
grown in the kitchen jiarden proper, would be
obtained in m these newly-added open breadths
of ground. There is yet another, though not
such a good way out of the difficulty, and this

consists in growing on the fruit borders or in

near proximity to fruit trees and bushes
generally those vegetables only that do not
require loose, deeply-dug ground, and also

which are not great exhausters of all fertility

within reach of their roots. This would exclude
Broccoli, Cauliflowers, Cabbage, Peas, Broad
Beans, and Potatoes, but not necessarily

salading generallj', early Carrots, Turnips,
Onions, Kidney Beans, and Spinach. All
these latter could be had without roughly
digging up the borders, merely stirring in a
little short solid manure and liberal surfacing

of soot, guano, or artificial njauurea being all

that is really needed. Mo.st of the kinds
recommended would come oft" in time for a
mulching of strawy manure to be given before

hot, dry weather sets in, and in any case the

valuable tree roots are not recklessly destroyed
or even unduly driven downwards. Wall
borders are frequently favourite positions for

Strawberries, Parsley, Kussian Violets, and
herbs. The last named are among the most
unsuitable for the purpose as these are terrible

exhausters of the ground, but there is no great

objection to Strawberries being grown, always
provided they are fruited but once only and
then destroyed. There is no necessity for or

wisdom in growing either Violets or Parsley

against or very near to choice wall trees, and
they ought to be planted or Eown elsewhere

accordingly.

As a matter of fact, the most profitable fruit

trees to be seen in any part of the country are

those that have a considerable portion of wall

borders or open garden ground wholly given up
to them. I may go even further, and state that

the trees that produce the greatest weight of

superior fruit are those that are not only given

a clear border space, but are also kept with

their roots principally confined to a limited

area. The initial mistake is often made by
those designing a kitchen garden, the wall

borders being made far too narrow to admit

of much scope for the cultivator— I mean as

regards allowing the trees a fair amount of

room without apparently devoting much ground

solely to them. Supposing the borders were

nearer 18 feet than 15 feet in width, a good 5

feet of this space could be kept clear of

vegetables, and yet serviceable crops of the

latter be grown. There not being sufficient

width to admit of a straight run of 5 feet for

the trees, the next best thing to do is to allow

every tree a clear half circle with a radius of

not less than 5 feet, more space being needed

by the larger specimens. To this apace the roots

can be largely confined by means of partial

lilting and root- pruning once in every two or

three years, the better plan, however, being to

do one half in one year and the other in the

following autumn. Then if ^oine good fresh

loam with perhaps a fairly liberal addition of

bone-meal and burnt soil and ashes is given

each time, with surfacings of cither rich com-

post or mulchings of strawy manure, there

will be nothing lacking on the part of the cul-

tivator to ensure a very healthy fruitful growth

of the trees. Peaches, Nectarines and Apricots

are not unfrequently given this treatment, but

Pear.s, Plums, Cherries, including the valuable

Morellos, choice Api.les, and even Figs usually

pay well for C(|ually good culture.

The least that can be d<ine this winter is to 1

avoid deep digging anywhere near to fruit
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trees generally as much as possible, the digging
fork in any case being used instead of the
spade. If manure is turned in for vegetables
to feed on, the fork will not destroy so many
roots as does a spade, and there is no necessity
to drive the former into the ground to its full

depth. The space to within 6 feet from the
tree should not be dug at all, but if the roots

of the older specimens or those none too healthy
are carefully bared and given a good dressing
of solid manure prior to returning the surface
soil to its original po&ition, this will be of

marked benefit to them. Too often the pos-

years ago, but far less profitable. If there is

a scarcity of hardy fruit in years to come, it will

evidently be no fault o£ the present generation
of planters.—I.

FEUIT TREE ARCHES.
I HAVE often thought that in many gardens
where espalier training is adopted (and a capital

system it is) the trees are too much cramped by
the espaliers being too low. Especially is this

the case where both soil and climate are fairly

suitable for fruit culture. In unsuitable soils

Fruit-tree walk and Ivy-cuvered artlits.

sibility of trees and bushes requiring manure
is overlooked. The vegetables get plenty or
more in some cases than is needed and the
trees next to none. Try what can be done
by reversing these conditions for one season.

W. laOULDEN.

A run on fruit trees.—Recently a local nui-
seryman ordered twenty trees of Lane's Prince
Albert Apple from a leading wholesale raiser, and
was informed by return of post that he was already
quite cleared out. It would appear that there has
again been a run on this variety, Bismarck, Ban-
mann's Red Winter Reinette, Peasgood's Nonsuch,
Bramley's Seedling and a few others of the most
promising comparatively new varieties, the trade
generally being very well satisfied with the busi-
ness done in Apple and other fruit trees. The
best sorts may not be all cleared out yet,
bat intending planters ought no longer to delay
placing their orders, or they may have to be con-
tent with varieties thought good enough a few

it may be necessary to restrict growth in order
to retain sufficient control over the trees to

secure fertility ; but in favourable situations

it would certainly pay better to allow a fuller

and freer development. As a rule, espaliers are

pretty much of the same height everywhere, and
the soils that are capable of developing and sus-

taining large fertile trees are placed on the

same level as those of an inferior character

where the trees are shorter lived. It may
be said, of course, that the trees should
be planted further apart, and so permitted
to extend themselves. This is done, no
doubt, to some extent, but espaliers might
be raised much higher than they now are

with advantage to the fruit crops without
any corresponding disadvantage worth serious

consideration, as the shade will be only
nominal, and there are many crops in sum-
mer that would be benefited by the partial

shade of a line of espaliers. Were it not for

the cost of erection, wire arches over the prin-

cipal paths would be an interesting way of

growing Pears and Apples, especially the for-

mer, and if they were trained as five-branched

vertical cordon.", a good-sized arch would soon
be covered, and if the arches were substantial

there would be but little cost afterwards, be-

yond an occasional coat or two of paint. Most
of the work of training and attention to the

trees could be carried out on the underside,

with a pair of steps on the path, cleanly and
without treading on the borders. The trees,

of course, would be planted close to the edge

on each side of the walk without any inter-

mediary borders. This would be an excellent

plan for suburban gardens where land is

valuable, and the kitchen and fruit gardens

necessarily small. If the trees were trained

over the walks, the open squares or quarters

could be whoUy devoted to vegetable culture,

unshaded, but not altogether unsheltered,

by the fruit trees. And in cold springs shelter

of a simple efficient kind might easily be ap-

plied to protect the blossoms. At any rate, to

say the least of it, there would be as good a
chance of securing a crop of fruit by this mode
of training as by any other. No doubt the

first cost will deter many from attempting it,

but those who are fond of their garden, and
who wish to make the most of a small space,

will find these fruit bowers or promenades
exceedingly interesting and in the end profit-

able. The annexed illustration shows the idea

here noted carried out, but the arches are

covered with Ivy. This, of course, can be left

out, although pretty, and fruit tree branches
trained on them instead. Also the boughs
of the trees after they have been planted some
years could be so trained as to form a natural

arch over the walk without the use of the iron

arches, although these are preferable, because

they support the weight of the branches when
laden with fruit, and prevent damage from wind
storms. H.

APPLE TREES ON LAWNS.
I AM pleased to see in an article on " Trees in the
Garden," in the Guard iaii newspaper for December
9, a paragraph supporting my views on the value of

Apple trees and other fruit trees as ornamental
subjects for the lawn. The writer says :

" I thick

we are all too shy of planting fruit trees on out
lawns. It is not easy to say why we should nor
plant Apples, which bear (especially the Pippins)

such lovely llowers in great abundance, and which
are equally if not more beautiful when covered

with their fruits in autumn. The Cherry tree

also is a delightful tree both in flower and
fruit, ar.d the autumnal tints are very rich, though
not so rich in the cultivated as in the wild Cher-

ries, which in some counties, especially in Oxford-

shire, are marked features in the woods and on
some of the village commons, and in a mild autumn
the leaves cling to the trees for a long time. For
a short time in the spring the Almond has a special

beauty, but the flowers are very short-lived, and the

tree is more suitable for a shrubbery than a lawn."

I do not quite know why the above writer selects

"especially the Pippins" for ornamental trees.

Every spring the beauty of the flowers of Lord
Suifield seems to me more and more striking ; they

are so large, so rosy, and so abundant. Tlie fruit

also, though lacking any tinge of colouring, such

as may be found in tlie Red Qaarrenden, is yet ex-

ceedingly pretty, because of its fine size and the

glossy green of its tender skin. I had m.any op-

portunities last spring of noticing the little gar-

dens attached to small villas in the Thames-side

towns of Richmond, Twickenham, and Tedaington,

and I was glad to see that in many of the

gardens which sliowed the most care and
attention on the part of tlie owners, fruit trees

were made use of as ornaments of the flower

garden. I happened to be staying in that neigh-

bourhood just in the flowering season for shrubs,
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and although Lilacs and Laburnum and Scarlet

Thorn were especially beautiful, yet the little

bush Apples and Pears looked exceedingly well

when they were permitted to have a place in the

flower garden. But when the glory of the Lilac

and Laburnum has passed away with the llower

season there is nothing more to gratify the eye.

The Hawthorn tree is once more pretty when it is

covered with its scarlet berries. But the fruit

trees are more than pretty ; they are useful ; for

after the fruit has given much pleasure while hang-
ing on the tree, it is still more gratifying when it

comes to the table after it has been duly ripened

by'the summer sun.

Nor is this way of using fruit trees to be confined

to standard, bush, or pyramids upon the lawn, but
oftentimes our old garden walls or odd corners of

the house would look all the better for the fruit

trees which might be grown against them. We see

a quantity of ground thus lost if with an eye to

possibilities we look round old vicarages or pictur-

esque old places which happily abound in England.
In the hundreds of small houses which are being

built from day to day in the neighbourhood of our
overgrown towns and cities, houses with a small

plot of ground for pleasure garden and a greenhouse,

what could give a quicker return in the shape of

pretty flowers and luscious fruit than a few bush
Apples and Pears, planted here and there, as good
taste may suggest, to break the outline and brighten

the aspect of the flower garden ? In new places or

old, in large gardens or small, I would advocate the

planting of more fruit trees, kept small and bushy
and covered with their beautiful flowers in spring

and their lovely fruit in autumn.
I hope the cultivation of fruit will rapidly increase

amongst ourselves at home ; we can then combine
the useful and ornamental, improve our gardens, and
have a greater abundance of one of the most useful

articles of diet. The fruit question is coming more
and more to the front. Let ua hope that the large

landed proprietors of this country will see how
much good they might do by a sufficient outlay to

promote fruit growing amongst their tenantry.

A Gloucestbbshihe Parson.

GRAPE MADRESFIELD COURT.

I HAVE today, December 11, cut the last bunch
of this variety ; although showing a slight trace of

shrivelling, the berries have kept remarkably well

in spite of the adverse weather experienced during

the last ten weeks. This satisfactory result shows

the value of having all Grapes which are intended

to keep a long time thoroughly ripe by the end of

September or very early in October at the latest.

Although this variety is considered to be more of a

mid-season SOI t than aught else, it will with care

last for several months after the generally allotted

period over which it is supposed to be in season.

Some growers argue that this variety requires a

house to itself to achieve satisfactory results, but

this I know from experience is not the case. The
Grapes in question were cut from a vinery in which
seven other sorts are growing. One Vine carried

fifteen bunches, some of them weighing 3}^ lbs., and
not a single cracked nor scalded berry have I had
this year. This variety is rather subject to this com-
plaint if the house is so situated that the sun

shines directly on the bunches early in the morning
before suilioient air is admitted to dissipate con

densed moisture. To have Madresfield Court Grape

in thorough condition for keeping until the present

date, in addition to having it ripe by the time

named, the laterals ought to be gradually removed
to admit air and a certain amount of sunlight to

the bunches. It is wise to protect the outside

border from heavy rains by the end of September
where a combination of inside and outside borders

is employed, especially if the soil be in any way
heavy and retentive, as in my case. Grapes of any
kind cannot keep plump and sound long where the

roots are exposed to heavy autumn rains.

Towards the end of Ssptember I allow the bor-

der to receive one good soaking of rain, which is

regarded as BufUoient for the year ; that portion of

bonier oc(;Qpied by the roots of the variety in

question is covered with temporary lightp, which

do not prevent the soil being warmed by the
sun, but no more water is allowed to pass on
to that part of the border. About six weeks
afterwards, the border is covered with wooden
shutters made purposely for the winter protection,
a small portion of long stable manure being laid on
the surface of the border as a %vinter protection,
the shutters warding oS rains and preventing the
straw being blown about.

By planting a Vine or two of Madresfield Conrt
in the late vinery, where the number of houses de-
voted to Grape culture does not exceed, say, three

—

an early house, one for Muscats, and the late one
—the supply of fruit is better maintained during
the month of October before the ordinary winter
varieties, as Alicante, Gros Colman, or Lady
Downe's, are ready, which they are not until the
end of November really, although plenty of

bunches are cut for the autumn exhibitions at the
end of October and early in November. For these
reasons the planting of even a single Vine of
Madresfield Court in the late vinery is a wise act.

The crop of Muscat of Alexandria may be suffi-

ciently good to allow of its daily use from the time
it is ripe at the end of August or early in Sep-
tember, but the addition of a dish of black Grapes
of such quality as Madresfield Court on special
occasions is much appreciated. I would strongly
advise those persons who have not grown this va-
riety with the late sorts to give it a trial, and I

would also say plant it on its own roots, which is

preferable to inarching it on any other sort. On
its own roots the berries are not so liable to crack.

E. M.

USELESS FRUIT TREES.

I THINK that there is often a tendency to " spare
the tree " on the part of many growers, even when
after repeated failures to produce satisfactory
crops there is no better prospect for the future. I

must confess to have had a weakness in this direc-

tion, but in a few cases recently I have decided to
plant afresh, and have now young trees in their
place. It is never advisable, on the other hand, to
be rash and cut down old, or what may otherwise
appear useless trees until they have been sub-
mitted to a fair trial extending over two or three
seasons at least. When removal is decided upon,
it is best in all possible oases to change the kinds

;

thus, where Apples or Pears have been grown.
Plums might be substituted, and rici rcrsu. If the
trees have not borne good crops, they have not, as
a matter of consequence, impoverished the soil to
such an extent ; therefore a change of soil is not
of so much importance, although I would add a
little just around the fresh ones to encourage fresh
root action. Unfruitful trees if standing upon
ground that is cultivated for vegetable crops are a
greater nuisance than if in orchards, because there
will be a tendency to grow stronger and stronger
each succeeding year ; these should most decidedly
be removed and young ones planted. Those in

orchards, on the other hand, if the trees are
healthy, can be grafted with other kinds, but it is

a remedy that is not always attended with the
best results. Fruit trees, that is Pears, Apples and
Plums, are oftentimes rendered useless by too
much or injudicious pruning. These it is possible
to bring into a fruitful condition by a different
course of treatment. Repeated pruning in tlie case
of strong-growing trees (that is shortening the
wood, spur-fashion) does not tend to fertility at
all ; it will rather end in a bad attack (if canker
than anything else. The best way to deal with
such trees is to pull the wood downwards instead
of cutting it away ; thus ordinary pyramids are
turned into weeping or drooping pyramids. In
this way fruit buds are formed upon the wood
of the previous season's growth with a prospect
of fruit tlie following year. Another method is

to let the trees run on without pruning, adopting
more of a thinning process as may be necessary

;

this will bring about the looked-for result in most
cases, but should only be practised where there
is a good amount of room for extension. Pears
(upon walls) that are trained horizontally do not
always give the best results. If the spurs of these

trees are not too long and straggling, the shoots,
instead of being all pruned in the summer, should
be merely thinned out, leaving in each the best
placed one; this shoot should during the fol-

lowing winter be turned downwards, thus con-
necting and intersecting each horizontal branch.
In this way some trees that have not given
satisfactory results may be induced to do so.

I have frequently noticed that Pears, where they
have been taken over a wall and down the other
side, have on that side borne good crops. I think
this may be attributed more to the check the sap
receives in the downward motion than to anything
else. Espaliers frequently get too vigorous at the
top, with a corresponding weakness in the lower
branches. I consider that the better way to train
espaliers is that called the candelabrum style, each
shoot being trained perpendicularly from the base
instead of horizontally from the main upright stem.
This system gives a better distribution of sap and
is quite equal in appearance to the other, if net
the better of the two. As rega'ls Apples, I think
there is a better future in store for the English
Paradise stock than even in the pa=t. In the ma-
jority of cases it greatly tends to fertility without
a doubt, small trees bearing so well. In the case
of Apples, there is undoubtedly a large number of
trees that are only fit for firewood, encumbering
the ground to no profitable purpose whatever. The
sooner all such are removed the better will it be,
In planting a fresh lot of Apple trees, particular
note should be taken of the kinds which are
found to do best in that special locality. What
will thrive in one part will not in another
to the same degree, soil and position making
all the difference. If these facts be not noted in
each district by those who are going about en-
deavouring to enlighten the growers of fruit and
to further extend by means of lectures the interest
taken in fruit culture, the results will not be by any
means so satisfactory as they should be. Each one
should not only be practical in fruit culture in the
comprehensive sense, but he should at the same
time study the localities as to the nature of the
soil, the altitude, and whether exposed or not.

When this is done, no doubt a deal of good will

result if the old growers can but be persuaded to

cut down their old trees as their young orchards
come into bearing. In respect to Plums, trees that
are not planted against walls should be allowed
to make freer growth than they often are, by
thinning out now and again as they may require
it. We often hear of the markets being glutted
with Plums in the midst of the season ; it is not
the case, however, later on, nor is it so at the com-
mencement. Why, therefore, may I ask, do the
growers not plant more of one or the other ? I be-
lieve there is a lot of money yet to be made out of
Plums by growing more of the latest sorts, many
of which are excellent bearing kinds and of good
quality also. Late Plums do not appear to have
received that attention they deserve ; some of these
in place of so many Victorias would be a deal
better. H. A.

THE PURPLE-LEAVED BANANA.
Amongst the African plants of which Mons.
Dybowski lately sent us an account, and which
he describes as those which chieHy impressed
him, occurs a new kind of Banana, of which ho
thus speaks iu his letter ;

—
I now wish to mention a very remarkable varitty

of Banana (Musa) which is ornamental in the
highest degree, and which might be of the very
greatest use in planting for effect. This variety,
which we saw for the first time at the little village
of Batt5kc, on the banks of Stanley Pool, derives its

ornamental character from the superb vinous-red
colour of its leaves. The tree is of robust growth,
readily attaining a height of K! feel, with leaves
about I feet 10 inches long. When young the
leaves are of a deep red colour, afterwards they be-
come slightly ])aler, and when the autumn ap-
proaches they change to a greenish red. I have
never seen a specimen in flower or bc.iring fruit,

and, const! (uently, am unable to say wh.at the
species is to which it belongs. In the whole of the
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Congo region one meets with a very great number
of different forms of Banana, all producing edible
fruit. I do not know whether these are varieties or

species, as I have not had time to study them. A
monograph of them would be very interesting work.
Some of them form squat, low-sized plants, pre-

senting the appearance of compact tufts, while
others attain a height of from 2(i feet to nearly 23
feet, a few exceptional specimens which I have
seen exceeding the measurement last mentioned.
The purple-leaved Banana produces few suckers,

and as the variety is still scarce, the people here
remove all the suckers they can find and plant
them out in their grounds. The original trees,

thus bared, exhibit a comparatively slender stem.
In France, this variety, if kept under glass during
winter, would produce a very fine effect when
planted out on lawns, &o., during the summer.
When I return to Europe next year, as I expect, I

shall do my utmost to bring with me a living speci-

men of this Banana.

The introduction of a living specimen or
specimens of this Banana is much to be desired,

and we wish every success to Mons. Dybowski's
eftbrts in this direction. The subject is probibly
a form of Musa paradisiaca or of M. sapientum,
which, under cultivation in Africa, has pro-

duced very numerous varieties, almost all of

these being unfertile, and consequently c ipable

of being multiplied only by means of whatever
suckers they may yield. If introduced into

France, the variety might be grown under glass

in the climate of Paris, and in summer utilised

as an ornamental subject planted out in the
open air, while in the Mediterranean region it

might be grown permanently out of doors, and
succeed so well that it may yet be seen bearing
fruit there.

—

Revue HoHicolc.

Stove and Greenhouse.

POINSETTIA PULCHERKIMA.
Tn IS is one of the brightestand most attractive plants
we have for decoration during the dullest months of
the year. It would be difficult to find anything to sur-

pass in brightness the beautiful scarlet bracts or
leaves which surround the terminal clusters of
rather inconspicuous flowers. Although, strictly

speaking, a stove plant, when properly treated it

is a fine subject for conservatory or house de-
coration. It has now been in cultivation upwards
of fifty years, yet its culture does not seem to be
too well understood at the present time.

Like many other plants from the tropical re-

gions, this is often kept too close and warm during
the summer and autumn. Being naturally of rapid
growth and inclined to grow tall, under close
treatment, especially when shaded as well, the
plants run up until they are too high for ordinary
uses. Various modes of treatment are recom-
mended by dilterent growers, and no doubt when
properly caried out each may be equally success-
ful. If treated as follows there will be little diffi-

culty in growing short sturdy plants, which will
keep their foliage and produce fine heads of the
beautiful scarlet bracts. In the first place, the
strongest and best ripened plants should be se-

lected for stock. After being well dried off, these
may be cut back to where the wood is quite firm.

They may then be stored away under the stage in

a warm house, laying the pots on their sides, so
that no moisture gets to the roots, and remain in
this condition until they begin to start into growth
in the spring. I like to keep them dormant as late
as possible, but as soon as they begin to start they
should be stood upon the stage and a little mois-
ture given. Water should be used very sparingly
until the roots have started sufficiently to take
it up. After they have well started, a little

manure may be given to induce vigorous
growth, good strong cuttings being the first step
towards success. Cuttings put in in June or ,July

will make the best plants. The first batch, how-
ever, will be ready much earlier than this, and it is

advisable to take the cuttings off as soon as they
have made sufficient growth, especially where the
stock is limited. When the cuttings are taken
off, some dry sand should be at hand to apply
to the base, which will stop the milky sap
from flowing. The cuttings should be put in singly
into small pots, using a light sandy compost. If

everything is in readiness, they can be taken off

and put into the close propagating pit without
getting withered. I like to delay watering for a
few hours, which gives time for the base to dry up
sufficiently to prevent farther bleeding. If kept
close and well shaded they will soon take root.

They must be removed from the pit as soon as
they have started, and may be gradually exposed.
When well rooted, they may be potted on into
5-inch pots in which they will flower. I have seen
them succeed well in various composts. I prefer
loam, leaf-mould, and well-rotted manure, with a
sprinkling of sharp sand, but have seen good re-

sults when potted in the first mentioned, and also
when peat has been the chief component. Water-
ing is a most important matter, either excess being
equally disastrous. In growing the plants on they
should have as much light as possible, and plenty
of ventilation during the summer. I have seen
them grown in pits with the lights off during fine

weather, but I prefer to keep them under glass.

When the plants are well established, liquid ma-
nure may be used freely. In the autumn as soon
as the nights get cool, a little fire-heat should be
given. The temperature requires careful regula-
tion, for although no visible harm is done by keep-
ing a low temperature,- the result will be seen later
on, as when more warmth is given for the develop-
ment of the bracts the green leaves wiU fall off.

On the other hand, the plants grow very rapidly
just before they begin to set their bloom, and a
high temperature will result in tall, leggy plants.
Just before the flower-heads begin to form the
plants may be kept a little drier, and no''manure
should be used. As soon as they are well set,

or the first bit of colour can be seen, more warmth
may be given and liquid manure supplied freely.

I should add that those propagated early may have
the tops taken off ; these make good cuttings, and
the plants will maice two or three shoots, and if

potted on into larger pots, they will make equally
fine heads of bracts as those with single stems.
The main points towards success may be summed
upas follows: Strong cuttings struck late in the
season, careful attention to watering, regular at-

tention to temperature, and a light position as
close to the glass as possible.

Varieties.

There are several slight variations from the type,
besides which we have the variety with creamy-
white bracts, and the double form^P. pulcherrima
plenissima. This is more delicate than the normal
form, but is well worthy of cultivation on account
of its coming in a little later, and when well grown
it is more showy. In addition to the whorl of
bracts at the base of the cluster of flowers, each
flower has another whorl of smaller bracts, which
are equally bright in colour and fill up the centre
well. The white variety, P. pulcherrima albida,
is rather delicate and does not form such large
heads ; nevertheless, it is very useful, and should
be more extensively grown. Of other varieties
rosea-carminata is distinct ; the bracts are hardly
so bright as those of the ordinary type ; its chief
recommendation is that it comes in a little earlier.

Some years ago Mr. Spary, of Brighton, raised a
batch of seedlings, among which were several dis-

tinct variations. These were exhibited at a meeting
of the Royal Horticultural Society, but owing to

their not having names, the committee did not
deal with them, and Mr. Spary, who was then in
failing health.^did not take the matter further. I

do not know if the varieties were entirely lost, but
they do not appear to have been offered in the
trade. I believe others have raised seedlings, but
those above alluded to are the most distinct that I

have seen, and it seems a pity that they did not
receive more attention. It was at Mr. Spary 's nur-
sery that I first saw Poinsettias well grown.

F. H.

Zonal Pelargonium Baspail Improved.

—

It is rather curious that almost at the same time
sports from this well-known market Pelargonium
and identical in colour should have been obtained
in two London market gardens. It is richer in

colour and will, it is said, quite supersede the old
form. I do not know when it is to be distributed,
but probably during the forthcoming spring. One
of the fortunate raisers I know has already worked
up a large stock of plants.—J. C. B.

Barleria ccerulea.—This stove plant bears a
good deal of resemblance to some of the Eranthe-
mums, and like them it belongs to the large family
of Acanthads. The plant is erect in habit, the
steins being terminated by a head of bracts from
which the flowers protrude. They are of a very
pleasing shade of light blue, a most uncommon
tint. Beautiful though it be, this Barleria is very
seldom seen ; indeed, much the same remarks apply
to nearly all the members of the extensive genus to
which it belongs. It used to be well grown at
Pendell Court, where so many beautiful yet ne-
glected plants found a congenial home. This
Barleria is as easily grown as any of its allies.

—

H. P.

TEMPERATURES.
With the continued mild weather there will not
be any difficulty in maintaining tlie temperatures
up to a good point wichout any undue amount of
firing. Care must be taken not to excite the plants
by allowing the temperatures beyond a safe aver-
age. There is a tendency in some instances towards
this, but growth made during this time of the year
is not so enduring, being also longer-jointed with
less substance in the leaves. Later on, with the
turn of the days we may have some severe weather,
when the temperatures must either be dropped or
maintained at an extra cost in fuel to such a point
as not to be proportionately remunerative for tli3

amount of progress made by the plants. I do not
favour a high temperature for the dull season of
the year unless where propagation of such a kind
is carried on as to absolutely require it. I believe
more in a medium course being pursued, althongli
with care the majority of stove plants may be
wintered in a comparatively low temperature. A
night temperature of (j()° on the average will be for
the present a very good standard to aim at ; a few
degrees either way will not harm anything amongst
the ordinary run of stove plants. I would rather
see a stove below (10° at daybreak than approach-
ing 05° when this latter point is only attained
by severe firing with an arid condition of
the atmosphere. When the pipes have to be
kept excessively hot, in consequence of an in-

sufficient quantity for maintaining the tempera-
tures otherwise, there is a tendency to cause the
plants to dry up more than they should do. This
results in more water having to be given than is

really good for the plants. This heat in the pipes
will also encourage such insects as thrips and
red spider. Plants that stand near to hot-water
pipes are always more liable to these pests, and
should therefore be looked to now and again. This
mild time through which we are passing has one
advantage, that being an all-important one to
those who are situated within the radius of fogs
and smoke, with their attendant evil.«, in that we
have escaped so far with much less injury than
usual. I hope we may still continue to get along
as well as we have done thus far. If we do, we
may consider ourselves more than usually fortu-
nate. Another advantage is that of being able to
give ventilation with less apprehension of injury.
With mild weather a little air will do good for an
hour or two in the best part of the day. Consider-
ably less use of the syringe will have been neces-
sary, the houses being in a far more congenial
condition with less artificial additions to the hu-
niidity of the atmosphere. Light dampings during
bright days when the thcmometer is at the highest
point will do good. Plantsman.

Two useful Hyacinths for forcing. — If
we except the early Roman Ilyaointh, whicli every,
one knows will endure any amount of hard forcing,
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we have not much in white varieties, considering

the numbers of good kinds in cultivation that can

be said to bear forcing with impunity. Many years

ago I experimented with several sorts for the pur-

pose of obtaining information on the subject, and
it was a surprising and noteworthy fact that very

few indeed could endure the test, the flower-spikes

of the greatest number of them becoming victims

to strangulation. The whole of the sorts experi-

mented on were reputedly early kinds. The bulbs

were potted early and well rooted before they

were taken into any heat ; in fact, every means
was adopted, so far as my experience went, to

make an impartial trial. Only two kinds,' and

these singularly enough white-flowering, the one

single and the other double, were of any value

With the latter it seemed an impossibilty to give it

too much heat, for it sped away right from the

first, as though thoroughly enjoying the change,

and I afterwards, in successive batches, rapidly

brought this into flower on a bottom-heat of 112°,

and under this treatment fine spikes were produced,

perfecting each flower. This variety was La Tour

d'Auvergne, a valuable kind for button-hole work

also, on account of Its tapering bells, which are

easily mounted. The single kind, viz., Grand Ve-

dette, is also a well-known variety for general work,

but this, though a single-flowered kind, will not

with impunity bear the same hard forcing as

the double, but on a bottom-heat of 80'^ or .S5° it

answers splendidly. The white is so pure and the

spike quite as good as that produced later ; in fact,

every bell develops, which makes it invaluable.

When plunging them in bottom-heat give a tho-

rough watering at the root, and when the tops are

fairly dry, cover over with 2 inches or 3 inches of

fresh cocoa-nut fibre ; this always tends to the pro-

duction of a spike of good length. Both the kinds

named may be had in flower by the middle of

January in ordinary seasons. — E. J.

Books.

Jalena River on a high-decked steamboat with

paddle-wheels astern, (> to the Mississippi. Wish-
ing to get up to the inland town of Bucara-
manga, there are two routes, one in canoes via

the Lebrija River, the other through the native

forest, the canoe passage being the easier, and
the forest track the more interesting. The start

to walk, or on mule-back, is from Puerto
Wilches, a miserable village of two dozen huts,

but the soil is rich, yielding two or three crops

yearly. Here you dine on iguana (a biggish

sort of land lizard), with roots of Cassava and
perhaps a dessert of Pine-apples, drink water

Mangoes, Bananas, Bread-fruit, Oranges, Limes
and turtles' eggs. Gold is the only mineral

;

of gems, emeralds seem to be the most im-
portant. The sportsman will be glad to hear

of the multitudes of lizards, birds and fishes

that inhabit the rivers inland, of the alligators

— 5 to 20 feet long—that bask on the sand-

banks, of the snakes (big and little), monkeys,
bush turkeys (9 to 12 lb. weight), wild peccaries,

egrets, cranes, ducks, and last, but not least,

the spotted and ferocious jaguars and tiger-cats

that prowl around at night, seeking whom and
what they may devour. Rad-necked storks, 5

THE TRAVELS AND ADVENTURES OF
AN ORCHID-HUNTER.*

This is a handy, clear, and readable little book,

not spun out too much, there being, indeed,

only 222 pages, out of which must be deducted

the space that its seventy-five good illlustrations

occupy. The coloured plate in the beginning

shows a flower, leaf, and the pseudo-bulb of

Cattleya Mendeli var. Empress of India, a

lovely variety collected by the author during

his travels. It is a richly coloured, shapely

flower, having a splendid crimson-red lip with

spots and lighter tinted venation. As the

author tells us in the beginning, the book

Is not a missionary report, nor a traveller's

diary, nor a student's compilation, but a narra-

tive of things seen and experienced by me while

travelling with natives through the forest, shar-

ing with them the hospitality of the wayside hut,

or the forest-shelter, and the camp-fire, as well

as the taore agreeable life of hotels and towns

The information contained in this book has been

gathered over a period of four years, during

which I made five journeys to the Orchid districts

of South America, the time occupied being generally

from the month of October to the month of June.

The voyage out was made in thes.s. Phantom,

and the author wisely carried a photographic

camera with him. The route was from Liver-

pool to Savanilla via Azores, Barbadoes, Trini-

dad, and La Guayra (the home of Cattleya

Mossia;).

Passengers for Barrau(iuila land at Savanilla,

a dreary, mnd-llat sort of a place, and tlunce

procei^d by rail. Thence one gets up the Mag-

• " An Account of Cnnoe iuid Camp Life in Colom-

bia wliilu Collecting Orclilck in tiju Northern Andi's."

liy Albert Mi'iliciin. Illustratod liy Gustave Urix-

gonhnim from i]l]oto),'riipliBby tlieaiitlior, withsovcnty-

five illubtviitious and coloured froutiepicco. Cusaell &
Co., London, Paris and Melbourne. 1891.

OdontoglosBum crispum.

in which some good native sugar has been
boiled—a better drink than the French eau

sucr6, very refreshing in a hot climate, and
smoke pure tobacco, grown and made some-

where near the spot. Mention is made (p.

li)4) of the sap from the pseudo-biilbs of some
species of Sehomburgkia being used for gum-
ming the covers of cigars. Everywhere in Co-

lombia hospitality is the rule, and the traveller

is welcomed by rich natives and poor natives

alike—and of course by European settlers—often

in a luxurious manner. Amongst the products

of the place are coal and ironstone, timber,

colleo, cocoa, caoutchouc or gutta-perclia, sugar,

tobacco of course, many tropical fruits, such as

feet high (Mycteria americana), and roseate

spoonbills (I'latalea ajaja) were shot and found

to be good eating.

Leaving Puerto Wilches, the forest is reached

(p. G7), and the trees, 70 to 100 feet high,

are wreathed and festooned with Allauuinda

'J'acsonia Van Volxemi and soft blue Ipomiias,

while near the river below the banks are ena-

melled with the ex(iuisite silver and bronzy

foliage and crimson flowers of Cyrtodeira ful-

gida.

At last Bucaramanga is reached, a town high

up on the i-lopes of the Andes (p. 105), with

well-waterod htreets and its cool and airy

houses, in the courtyards of which Oranges
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and Gardenias are ever blooming with other
sweet-smelling shrubs, and here and there a

gorgeous Cattleya Mendeli in full bloom is

cultivated amongst the fresh greenery. At the
little town Pio de Cuesta the walls were
covered with Epidendrum atro-purpureum,
which diffused its Wallflower-like fragrance
everywhere. The lovely albino variety is also

mentioned at p. 18S as growing near the San
Domingo River and lakes, wherein Pontederias
and Limnocharis form floating masses of leaves

and flowers. Thence, in crossing the Mesa de
los Santos, an extensive plain, Sobralia leucox-
antha was seen with its exi^uisite rose and
white flowers, not unlike those of Cattleya
Mendeli in form and colour and substance.
One of the sides of this plain is very precipit-

ous, and on the rocks Cattleya Mendeli formerly
grew, but collectors, let down by ropes like

Shakespeare's samphire gatherers' " dreadful
trade," have stripped and torn moat of the
plants away. Leaving these Subi precipices,
our author went on to the village of Curiti, at

the foot of a mountain range celebrated for its

Orchids. The vegetation is semi-tropical—Ferns,
Bamboos, Selaginellas, and here the exquisite
blue sylph-like humming-bird and the swallow-
tailed kite were seen. Bromeliads and Orchids
literally covered the short and stunted trees

and bare points of rock, on which scarcely an
inch of soil can be found.

Immense clumps of Mendel's Cattleya here
form a splendid sight, each new bulb laden
with four or five flowers of a gorgeous rose
and crimson-purple colour. Here the upper
branches of the trees are draped with long
white Moss or Usnea ; lower down are clumps
of Tillandsias, Oncids, and Cattleya Mendeli is

found all over this mountain side.

On p. 119 the author sets off on mule-back in

search of that popular Orchid, Odontoglossum
crispum, forthe electroof which wehave to thank
Messrs. Cassell A: Co. It is a journey of 200
miles, and is situated in the province of Cundi-
namarca, on the Andean slopes near the capital
city. At Puente Nacional good vegetation
begins, and Cattleya Mendeli here ends, being
replaced by C. Warscewiczi, a superb sight on
the mountains during its time of blossoming.
High trees are in some open places so hung with
these glorious epiphytes, that very little else is to
be seen but a blaze of purple and rose, while a
small scarlet Epidendrum supplies the highest
touch of colour. Near to the town of Bogota is

the celebrated waterfall, the South American
Niagara, known as El Tequendama, solid

water falling 300 feet into a rocky basin below,
a chaos of boiling foam and misty spray. Odon-
toglossum crispum has a very wide range, ex-
tending on the north from the borders of Cundi-
namaroa to the frontier of Ecuador on the south.
Pacho is the headquarters, or rather was so,

of most collectors, the flowers found on the
mountains near laeing broad and shapely

;

whereas those got from the more southern
ranges are thin in texture and starry in form.
Pacho is 50 miles from Bogota, via Cipaquira,
or a two days' ride on mules. Our author left

Pacho in March in the height of the dry season,
and, passing the ironworks, soon reached
the range beyond. Quantities of showy Lor-
anthi were seen, these living as parasites on
trees like our Mistletoe. The Paraiuo range
was crossed on a mule under difficulties of cold
and rain, with an absent commissariat. Here
and there on the Paramo the lovely little

humming-bird (Steganura Underwoodi) was
seen, with its little fluffy white gaiters and
long racquet-shaped tail feathers. Here also
the sword-billed species was seen feeding on
the flowers of Datura depressa, and doubtless

also cross-fertilising them. On the top of the

mountain (altitude about 12,000 feet) almost

the only vegetation was a gigantic " Edelweiss

(p. 145) a yard high, stems, leaves, and flower-

heads being heavUy swathed in woolly down.

At a village called Maripi (two days from the

emerald mines) thirty men were engaged and

provisions placed on mules, so as to reach the

Odontoglots and camp out in the woods while

collecting them. At first other epiphytes mis-

led the men, new to the labour ; but finally,

10,000 plants of 0. crispum were obtained in

two months, these necessitating the cutting

down of the 4O00 trees on which they grew.

At El Ortiz, O. crispum had been found in

thick tangled woods, laden with dripping Moss,

at an altitude of about 6500 feet, the tempera-

ture being at night 50°, and rarely beyond 50'

by day.

O. odoratum and O. Coradinei are found

along with O. crispum, but not so abundantly,

and the former reveals its proximity by its ex-

quisite fragrance. 0. crispuai sometimes grows

so low down on the tree trunks as to be reached

by hand ; others, again, are high up overhead

amongst the wet Moss and Tillandsias. After

a good collection of Odontoglots is made by a

month or two of shifting camp in the woods,

then comes the question of transit to Pacho,

where the boxes for shipment are made. In

this case forty light wicker baskets held the

lot, which was carried on bullocks' backs to

Pacho, ten days then by canoe down the

Magdalena to Honda, and thence per steamer

to the ports below.

La Palma is two days from the emerald

mines, an enjoyable ride through exquisite

scenery, and the adjoining hills are rich in

Cattleya Warscewiczi, and the trees near one

little stream were covered with Cattleya labiata

in flower. Near La Palma, on high cool ground,

grow Miltonia Phalienopsis, Oncidium Kra-
meri, Chysis, Bolhea, and some Oncids. At
Muzo, the great blue butterfly (MorphoCypris),

7 inches across its wings, was seen. In the

State of Antioquia, Cattleya Warscewiczi and
C. Dowiana aurea are found growing together,

and Odontoglossum Pescatorei is found on
hills near (Jcaiia, in Santander, but it is ten

days' mule ride to these hunting-grounds from
Bucaramanga.

On the top of one of the high mountains on the

way, near a village called Cachiri, at a height of

10,000 feet above the sea-level, I passed on the side

of the track thousands of Masdevallias, chiefly of

the Harryana variety. On another hill, two days'

journey further along, but much lower, the trees

are hung to crowding with the dainty little Onci-

dium oucuUatnm. Any further novice Orchid
hunter in search of Odontoglossum Pescatorei will

find it by leaving the town of Ocana, passing across

the magnificent plains called La Savanna de la

Cruz, and entering the chain of the Andes on the

western side. Here, amongst the matted, Moss-

grown vegetation, 0. Pescatorei is growing side by
side with Odontoglossum triumphans, while the

creeping rhizomes of Odontoglossum coronarium

cover the roots of the same trees. I have seen the

curious Anguloa Clowesi and the pretty Ada anran-

tiaca here as well, while in the cooler parts, that

choice little Odontoglossum blandum grows in

profusion in a peculiar mist, which reminds one of

a continual Turkish bath. It is all very well to

see this fastidious little Orchid in its natural

beauty, but it is quite another thing to succeed in

bringing it home to England alive. Many of the

plants die before they leave the coast, many more
before they pass the West Indies ; a few reach the

Azores, and fewer still arrive in England safely.

(p. 158.)

Cattleya Trianie is also found over a wide
area near Pacho and La Palma. From Bogota

carrying down produce in competition with the

Indian canoe men on the river, the descent of

which is as dangerous as it is lovely. One of

the ports, Puerto Berrio, is the starting point

for Medillin, formerly a rich collecting ground
for Cattleya aurea and C. Warscewiczi. This

port has also a melancholy interest for Orchid
hunters, since on the high bank a rude wooden
cross marks the burial-place of poor Chesterton,

one of the first to introduce alive Miltonia

vexillaria to Messrs. Veitch in the good old

days before the present Orchid wir of plunder

and extirpation.

At one point, GOOO feet, near a stream, our
author was surprised to find Nertera depressa
in fruit on half-submerged stones, and in an-

other place, near the top of San Lucas (v., p. 180),

a forest of Alooasias, some 20 feet high, met
his eye, and again wavy Palms, Bamboos, and
Tree Ferns vied with each other for grace and
beauty.

Near Frontina, a small mountain town, is

the home of Miltonia vexillaria, now cleared

away. Udontoglo.ssum Harryanum (p. 171) is

at home still bettveen the Cauca and the Mag-
dalena Rivers, and in another place Oncidium
splendidum bore its cloud of golden butterfly-

like flowers (p. 103). Altogether Mr. Mellican

seems to have found river and forest life en-

durable, sometimes even enjoyable, and from
the horseshoe device on the title-page we gather

that he was lucky as a collector of (Jdonto-

glossunia. We do not gather from the book,

however, that any natural hjbrids were found
either of Odontoglots or Cattleyas. The only

catastrophe was a night attack by hostile

Indians and the loss of a native attendant by
poisoned arrows shot into the camp under cover
of darkness.

I have read this lively little book with

genuine pleasure ; it is clearly written and is

"respectfully dedicated " to the author's friend,

Mr. Brooman White, of Arddarroch, N.B., a

well-known and enthusiastic amateur Orchid
grower. It is a book to delight Orchid-loving

amateurs and gardeners, both young and old,

and I heartily commend it to all fond of

travel. It forms a delightful gift-book, having
a showy, well-designed exterior, but is likely to

infect its young readers with a desire for tropi-

cal travel and adventure on the Andes. Should
a second edition be called for, as I surmise

will be the case, a good index and a sketch-map
to scale, showing the routes taken by the author,

might be added with advantage.
F. W. Bl'RIilDGB.

Orchids.

PILUMNA NOBILIS.

This is a small genus of very handsome Orchids.

By some authors it has been merged into

Trichoi)ilia, but I do not agree with them. The
plants included in the genus Pilumna have
enough to distinguish them from Trichopilia. 1

am induced to note the above-named species

from having seen a fine plant of it in bloom in

the present month, this being unusually late

in tlie season. This Pilumna is a native of

Colombia, and was introduced in the first in-

stance, I think, by M. Linden, of Brussels. It

is evergreen, and has dark green pseudo-bulbi',

which are sjme 4 inches in length, each bearing

a single leaf. The scape, about inches long,

and proceeding from the base of the pseudo-

bulb, l)oars three or four large pure white

flowers with a deep orange throat. The flowers

yield a delightful perfume and last about three

^ weeks in perfection. Another species is P. fra-

to^Hondathe^Tisrconstant procession of muleslgaus, on which the genus was founded by Lind-
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ley. It is siinil.ir to the above, but smaller in
all its parts. It has white flowers, which are
also highly perfuiueil, but in the size of the
blooms and delicious perfume P. nobilis is

superior. Tliese plants thrive well in the tem-
perature of the Odontoglossum house, so that
they are available for all growers. The tem-
perature in this structure must not be allowed to
fall too low ; about 45° is as low as Hike to see
it. I know thiit it is said that Odontoglossums
will withstand frost, but I have never found
them improved in any way through being sub-
jected to it ; the leaves assume a dark l)ronzy
hue and ultimately fall off. The plant now
under consideration will not withstand such
severe treatment. Pilumnas do not reqiiire

so much water as the Odontoglossums, and dur-
ing the resting season they will bear a slight
drying, but they must always have sufficient
water to prevent any shrivelling of the
bulbs. Pilumnas grow well under jiot cul-
culture with good drainage, using for soil peat
fibre mixed with Sphagnum Moss and some
nodules of charcoal. The soil must be pressed
down firmly and the plant should be set upon a
slightly elevated mound. Pilumnas may also
be grown iu hanging baskets.

Wm. Huoh Gower.

of deep red. You have managed the plant well
enough, bat it does not require the warmth of the
Cattleya house. The cool house would afford

warmth enough for it.—W. G.

li8Blia Gouldiana.—A very tine flower comes
to hand from the Rev. E. Handley, of Bath. It is

superior to the form figured in the " Orchid
Album," t. 371, being richer in colour. This is a sup-
posed natural hybrid between L. anceps and L.

autumnalis, and certainly, if a hybrid origin is to

be accepted for this plant, these are the parents
I should credit it with. I cannot see where the
supposition of L. albida being one of its parents
can have originated. The flower measures 4 inches
across, sepals and petals of a rich crimson-purple

:

lip three-lobed, the side lobes erect, rounded in

front, but not covering the column ; the tips of

the same colour as the petals, middle lobe deep
rich purplish crimson, having a yellow fleshy crest

on the disc. Inside of the throat are some radiat-

ing lines of crimson. This plant is also figured

in the " Reichenbachia," t. 59. With this flower
also comes a very fine form of L. anceps having a
splendid lip, but I have seen better coloured sepals

and petals.—W. H. G.

Cattleya Harrisoni® violacea.—"J. T."
sends a very fine form of this beautiful old plant,
the flowers being about 4 inches across, the sepals
and petals of a rich rosy purple, and having the lip
white with a deep yellow disc much frilled round
the edge. It is a very floe form for cutting, coming
in well for glasses, &c.—W. H. G.

Sophronitis violacea {R. /A).—Two spikes
of this plant are to hand with no intimation of the
growth of the jilant, but simply asking, " What do
you think of these?" They are very fine, being large
and of a very deep violet-purple. It is a beautiful
little plant, which has been greatly neglected. It
seems to thrive under the same conditions as the
other species of the genus. It does well upon a
block of wood, but I like to grow it in shallow
earthenware pans, well drained. It should not
be allowed to become dry at any time. W. H. G.

Iiselia Dayana.—A flower of this species comes
to me with no sender's name, no note in the box,
and no letter received by post. I should not have
noted it but for its great beauty. It certainly is
the darkest form I have ever seen of this kind

;

the flower measures over 4 inches across, the se-
pals and petals being deep rosy purple, the lip
large and of an intense deep blackish purple. I
have seen some dark varieties of this plant upon
several occasions, but never such an intense deeply-
coloured form as this. It is also very late to have
flowers of this variety.—G.

Epidendrum WaUisi—This species forms
elongated stems instead of pseudo-bulbs, and when
it flowers it produces terminal as well as lateral
racemes of flower. It commences with the termi-
nal raceme, and continues making lateral ones for
a long time; the flowers are about 1 inch or
li inches across, and very fragrant ; the sepa'.s
and petals rich yellow, spotted more or less with
bright red, the flabellate lip being white, marked
with feathery lines of bright purplish mauve. This
distinct and pretty species I saw flowering in the
collection of Messrs. Williams and Son at Upper
Holloway, where it had been blooming for a long
time. It requires the coolest treatment.—W. H. G.

Lycaste HarrisonisB eburnea.—G. Croome
sends a flower for a name which has appeared
amongst some pieces which he received from Brazil.
It is very beautiful, and he is very lucky in thus
obtaining one of the rarer novelties in such a
manner. The flower is as large as that of the
typical plant, the sepals and petals being pure
white, which does not pass oflt into the creamy
yellow of the old plant. The ground colour of the
lip is also ivory-white, marked in front with crim-
son streaks, the yellow throat lined with streaks

always moist woodlice cannot breed, and when
first brought in it is necessary to keep a sharp look
out for slugs. A. Young.

Abberh'!/ Ball.

SHORT NOTES.—ORCHIDS.

LEAF-MOULD FOR ORCHIDS.

Onb might infer that leaf-mould would be well

adapted for mixing with the potting material used

for Orchids. For some of the genera a little might
be used with advantage, especially the terrestrial

species, or such as Calanthes, Cymbidiums and
Pleiones. I do not grow Pleiones largely, but what
I have, have flowered this season better than usual.

Leaf-mould was used in the potting material, to

the extent of about one-third. Whether they will

keep on improving remains to be seen. The
query of Mr. Douglas (p. 490) opens up an impor-
tant subject, upon which information is needed. At
one time it was thought that the Lycastes would
be undoubtedly benefited by a free addition of leaf
soil, and when at Great Gearies some four years
since, Mr. Douglas pointed out to me some fine
plants as large as Anguloas, but I do not think this
vigour was retained. Upon seeing the plants I

resolved to treat our own likewise, and although
they succeeded well for a time, they gradually de-
generated. Having again been potted in the
orthodox material, the plants have again improved.
A few years since it was thought that the secret
of growing the crispnm section of Odontoglossums
was to add leaf soil to the potting material. Upon
being first imported they certainly root freely, and
the pseudo-bulbs also increase in the same ratio,

but there is not sufficient stamina to maintain the
vigour. At least, our plants, after having been
shaken out and potted in good peat fibre and
Sphagnum, commenced to improve, and this season
the growths are coming away quite satisfactory in

every way, the old leaves also being retained.
Owing to the quantity of water required, the leaf-

soil becomes an inert mass, in which Orchid roots
cannot live. The roots appear as if they want
something to cling to, so as to have a firm grip,

but with leaf-soil this cannot be. Whether the
plants would keep on thriving if the material could
be kept sweet I am not in a position to say, but
obviously they would have to be disturbed more
than would be good for them. The above results
would naturally be more likely to accrue with
Odontoglossums than with Pleiones. The quality
of leaf-soil v.aries greatly, and the kind of material
Mr. Douglas is able to collect is vastly different to

my own, this being from Oak and Beech. With
Calanthes and Cymbidiums I use it to the extent
of about one-fourth, and these succeed well. Of
the former I grow about 150 specimens, three
bulbs in a pot, and as these are carrying spikes :i

feet and upwards in length, I do not think the
quality need be found fault with. To benefit
epiphytal Orchids the best place for leaf-soil is

under the stages, as from this decaying matter the
plants derive great benefit. If the leaf-soil is kept

Cypripedium insigne.—In one of the houses
at Marstoii Gardens, Frome, tlioro is now a grand dis-

play of the most beautiful and probably the most use-

ful of all Orchids. The plants occupy the north-east

side, some 31.1 feet in length, of a large span-roofed

ffreenhouse, where they grow and flower to perfection.

The plants, in 7Jineh and S-inch pots, are carrying

from twelve to fifteen large flowers on each plant.

—G. W.

Masdevallias.—" T. T." sends me a nice assort-

ment of these flowers, sayins: he is growing them in a

moist house without any fire-heat, and asks what I think

of this plan. I think with some of the kinds you will

succeed admirably, but M. tovarensis, of which you
send flowers, reiiuires more heat; M. Chimtera and
M. bella alsc require a little more warmth in winter.

M. Schlimi is another species flowers of which are

sent. This is usually considered a winter bloomer,

but I have some flowers also from Cheltenham from
Mr. Cypher, and he says it has been in flower ever

since last May. I think the majority of the Masde-
vallias will thrive if frost is only kept away from them.

—W. H. (J.

BOILERS AND HOT-WATER PIPES.

Thus far the shaky boilers have not this year

been put to any severe test ; it does not, however,

follow that those who possess such unreliable

weapons for excluding frost will continue to ex-

perience the same immunity, the worst time

having to be got through. Last winter, no donbt,

gave a good many boilers a severe trial ; some
may have tided through, and thus far again have
escaped a breakdown. Those who are depending
upon old boilers should examine them well for

any signs of leakage, and if there appears to be
any serious defect, adopt the only really sr.fe

course, if the weather continues mild and favour-

able for the work, by resetting a new one. More time
is very often taken up by workmen in taking out

old boilers and fixing new ones in position than is

actually justified in cases of emergency. It must
be a bad and extremely awkward job if it cannot

be accomplished in two nights and two days with
relays of workmen, the work going on constantly

all the time. In many instances it may be done in

two days and one night with push and persever-

ance. Everything should be to hand before a start

is made ; it does not pay to be niggardly, and only
have what is deemed just sufficient material for

the work. One great saving is effected if dia-

phragm valves are fixed upon the flow and return

mains, instead of having to refill as soon as the

last joints are made. The joints themselves

are an extremely important item as to how
the packing is to be performed. After twenty
years' experience of india-rubber rings without

one failure, I can confidently recommend them
as the best packing medium. The mere fact of

using these india-rubber rings is rational, and in

accord with the other elements concerned. These
rings allow for expansion when the pipes are heated

to a high degree with no danger of burst sockets

and the attendant evils. Contrast such joints with

those made with filings and sal-ammoniac
; there

is really no comparison between the two— it is

all contrast. I wonder how many split sockets

have resulted from the use of the latter in-

gredients; the mere fact of using such pack-

ing is absurd if looked at in the right light. I

am astonished to think anyone should still con-

tinue to use it, althougli I know some hot-water

fitters still .adhere to it. The only point it has is

that it makes it good for trade afterwards. Sup-

posing an alteration is at any time necessary, the

rnl)ber joints can be easily cleared out and many a

socket saved and a collar .avoided. If a pipe

cracks, which it will do at times, by the use of

sliding collars and rubber rings such faulty places
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can soon be put into a sound conditionagain. Tbese
are two instances that are decidedly in favour of

ring joints. How would the joints in the first in-

stance be pirked to save the collar, and even sup-

pose this was accomplished, which is rarely ever the
case, how long would it take to do it / In the
latter case, when a breakdown takes place with
these iron cement joints, the pipes must be abso-
lutely empty, and the parts to be connected <iuite

dry. Then there is the extra time taken up in mak-
ing the joints. Where again does the advantage
come in ! Certainly not in favour of iron filings,

when the work takes about ten times a§ long.

Some would perhaps say the rings are ex-

pensive
; this may be the case, but the cor-

responding gain in point of time taken
to make the joints is again all in favour
of the rings. Others may urge that the rings
cannot bs depended upon next the boiler. This
again is a fallacy when no joint comes into imme-
diate contact with the fire, which they never need
do in the case of boilers such as the " terminal end
saddle," which in spite of the " patents " and " me-
dals " is still one of the very best. It must be better
even when looked at as a security to have no joints
exposed to the flame when it is possible to avoid it.

It is well known that split sockets are a frequent
source of annoyance if in contact with the fire,

particularly if iron filings and sal-ammoniac
are the packing ingredients after having been
mixed at a guess. It rather fidgets me to see any
one in these days of progress still packing
joints in the old-fashioned methods—not at
all a pleasant process for the hands even when
using such a rank poison as the sal-ammoniac.
I would prefer the old red lead and hemp or tow
joints to the iron filings any day, for with these
the risk is somewhat minimised, but even then not
in the slightest degree to be compared to the rings.
In any large establishment it is always advisable
to have pipes of different sizes, with collars and
other sundry fittings in hand in case of an emer-
gency. The rubber rings should be kept under
water, the object being to exclude the air from
them

; if this be not done, they will deteriorate
very soon and be disposed to crack. I should
add that in the case of tightly- fitting joints
a 3incb ring should be used for 1-inch pipes, and
2inch ditto for the 3-inch pipes

; this will usually
answer—at least I never knew such an adjustment
to fail. When the fitting together of the pipes is

being proceeded with, little bits of iron piping will,

if driven in around the joint, help to hold it tight
until enough is done for some Portland cement to
be mixed up to fill all the sockets up Hush and
smooth. Another advantage with the rings is that
fewer tools are required. Anyone can soon grasp
the idea of fixing with these who is possessed of
average intelligence. It is not always convenient to
send to a great distance for skilled workmen, par-
ticularly in sudden and unlooked-for breakdowns.

O.

Societies and Exhibitions.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY.
A MEETING of the general committee of this
society was held at Auderton's Hotel on Monday
evening last, when Mr. E. C. Jukes occupied the
chair. It was announced that the Royal Aquarium
authorities were disinclined to entertain a two
days' show in November next, as decided upon at
the last committee meeting, and that they were
strongly of opinion that a three days' show was
necessary to allow them to make the same terms
as on former occasions. The resolution was there-
fore rescinded, and in its place a new motion was
made that the November exhibition of the society
be held on the .Sth, !)th, and 10th November, 1.S92
instead. Mr. B. Wynne deprecated the society's
mtention of having an early flowering show in Sep-
tember, and considered that the large number of
good October varieties fully justified the society in
having an October show in place of the one usuaUy
held in September, but it was pointed out that if

the society abolished the early flowering exhibition

it would probably lose a large number of its sub-

scribers who contributed to the funds, principally

as D.ihlia exhibitors, and the original intention of

having September, November, and December ex-

hibitions was therefore adhered to.

With respect to the death of Lord Lytton, it was
resolved that a vote of condolence be transmitted
to Lady Lytton on account of her loss, and the
loss which the society had sustained in the death
of their illustrious patron. A letter was also di-

rected to be written to Mr. Edward Sanderson,
sympathising with him at the death of his wife and
daughter, which sad events occurring close to-

gether had quite prostrated this old supporter of

the society. Some suggestions made at the last

winter show of the society for bringing out new
features and extending the work of the society were
referred to the schedule sub-committee. A ques-
tion arose as to classification which was submitted
by the Bdtley aftiliated society, in whose schedule
a class was provided for six blooms of reflexed

varieties, and the exhibitor who was awarded the
first prize having staged Amy Furze, a Japanese re-

flexed variety, had been disqualified on that ac-

count.

Mr. C. Harman Payne held that Amy Furze was
wrongly shown as a reflexed variety, and inquired
what would be thought if in a class for twelve in-

curved blooms an exhibitor were to sta^je Comte de
Germiny or Mrs. C. W. Wheeler. Such interpreta-

tions were not, he considered, in accordance with
common sense, the reading of the Batley schedule,
or in conformity with the society's catalogue, which
was binding on all afliliated societies, fhe term
reflexed, without any qualifying adjective, meant
purely and simply the ordinary old-fashioned re-

flexed sorts, and not the more modern group of

Japanese reflexed. On the vote being taken tliis

view was maintained.

Further contributions to the special prize fund
were announced, and six new members were
elected, including the new amateur French raiser,

M. Ernest Calvat, of Grenoble, who recently ex-

hibited some excellent varieties at the society's

floral meetings. The smoking concert previously
referred to was fixed for Friday, January 22, at

Anderton's Hotel.

Public Gardens.

Lincoln's Ion Fields —At a meeting of the
subscribers to the fund to procure the opening of
Lincoln's Inn Fields G.irden, held at 17, Parlia-

ment Street, Mr. John Lloyd in the chair, it was
resolved that, having regard to the action taken
by the County Council in promoting a Permissive
Bill, the proceedings taken by the subscribers to

obtain a Bill on compulsory lines be for the pre-

sent suspended. It was further resolved to keep
the organisation together, so as to be prepared to
proceed next year if the Council's proposal for a
voluntary arrangement with the trustees failed.

Tooting' Bee Common The Parks Committee
of the London County Council brought up a report
stating that they had from time to time had before
them propositions for acquiring certain land, 3

acres 1 rood 'Ai> perches in extent, part of the Bed-
ford Hill estate, which adjoins the western boundary
of Tooting Bee Common, and on which there were
a number of exceptionally beautiful trees. These
trees formed a background to the common, and if

they were cut down, one of the finest effects of the
place would be gone. Half the purchase money
had been provided by the Wandsworth District

Board and by public subscription. The committee
considered that the Council would be justified in

contributing the remainder, viz., £347ti, and they
recommended accordingly. Mr. Beachcroft moved
as an amendment, " That as it behoves the Council,

before adding to large existing open spaces in the
suburbs, to have regard to the pressing need for

more breathing space in the congested parts of

London, and as, moreover, the adjoining freeholders '

are far more interested than the Council in pre-

serving the piece of land in question and the tim-

ber on it, the recommendation be referred back,

with an instruction that the Council cannot con-

tribute more than £51J0 towards the purchase

money." This, after discussion, was rejected, as

also were two other amendments, one proposing a

contribution of £1000, and the other of £1700, and

the report of the committee was adopted.

Obituary.

JOHN ANDERSON ANDERSON.
With much regret we have to announce the death

on the (ith inst., at St. Albans, KinnouU, Perth, of

Mr. John Anderson Anderson, in his eightieth year

Mr. John Anderson was for many years the proprie-

tor of the nursery business carried on by him at

Perth under the original style and title of Dickson

and TurnbuU. His father was a leading olfi:ial in

the Custom House at Greenock, and his uncle,

Archibald TurnbuU, a partner in the firm of Dickson

and TurnbuU. John Anderson went to Perth about

1830, and soon obtained a thorough mastery of the

nursery business. He was one of the leading pro-

moters of the Scottish Arboricultural Society, and

took an especial interest in Conifers, of which ho

possessed a vast store of information, and on which

he was regarded as an authority. On his uncle's

death in 1875 the business was left equally to John

Anderson and his sister, Mrs. Turner. In the au-

tumn of 1883 he resolved to retire from business,

and disposed of it to Mr. John McLeod, nurseryman

of Crieff, who now carries it on. Mr. Anderson, who

was widely known and highly respected, has left a

widow and two sons.

Mr. Alfred Dickson.—Just as we are going to

press we learn with i-ejiret n( the death, after a lung and
trying illni'ss, of Mr. Alfred Dickson, of Dickson?,

Limited, Chester.

A correction.—The legend to our plate nf laft

week was made to read Sufted Pansy, instead of Tufted

Pansy.

Fruit distribution.—In my note on the above

(p. .573) I iim made to say, " the consumer lias to pay
as much for his fruit as ' corn ;

'
" the latter word is a

misprint for "ever."

—

Consumer.

Aralia in flower.—In looking over an old num-
ber of The Garoen, November 12, 1887, I see it there

stated that Araha Sieboldi will only flower when it

attains its maximum size. I planted out a small Aralia

on the lawn the summer before last, and this autnniu

the top was a mass of flower. The plant is about 2

feet high.—J. T. C, Cornwall.

Names ot plants.

—

John Morris.—1, Cypripe-

dium villosum ; 2, Cypripedium insigne Maulei.

K. M.—Luculia gratiesima ; this succeeds best when
planted out.

—

J. R.—\, Rhipsalis salicornioides.

H. ir.—1, not Cattleya labiata, hut a bad form of C.
Warocqueana ; 2, Cymbidium Mastersi. T. II. T.—
It looks like a variety of Oncidium ; the flowers are very

briglit ; should like to see this again. ;./. II. W.—
1, Pteris semipinnata ; 2, Davallia Liiidleyi ; 3,

Blechnum longifolium ; 1, Aspleninm macilentum.

—

H. K.—3, Bouvardia longiflora ;
.">, B. Alfred Xcuner.

Ci. Lairson.—1, Acacia diffusa; 2, Impatiens Snl-

tani ; 3, Griifinia hyacinthina ; 4, Eupliorhia jao-

i|uinia?flora ; 5, Jasminum gracillimum ; 0, Cocoo-
cypselum discolor. T. (Ishnt-tic. — 1, .Tasminum
hirsutum ; 2, Ancylogyne longiflora ; 3, cannot name
varieties of Gesneras. Jl. T. Jfnklns.— 1, Epiden-
drum ciliare (fine %'ariety) ; 2, Cypripedium Bosalli ; 3,

Odontoglossum blandum ; t, Lielia Gouldiaua (bad

variety); 5, Masdevallia Parlatoreana. (7. 7'.— 1,

Diplazium Franconis ; 2, Oibotium Barometz ; 3,

Phegopteris decussata ; -1. Goniopteris crenata; 5,

Circinalis nivea ; (J, Elaplioglossum veslitum.

Ellen Bray.—Cypripedium longifolium. IT. H.—
Cattleya Percivaliana.
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PLANTING RAILWAY EMBANKMENTS.
Not only in a profitable way, bat for the salce o£
the shelter and clothed appearance imparted, it is

wise policy at all times to judiciously plant up bare
railway embankments. But the work must be done
with a considerable amount of judgment and cau-
tion, not that, for many years at least, any injury
can follow in the wake even of reckless and injudi-
cious planting of trees alongside our railway sys-
tems. It is when the trees have attained to, say,
20 feet in height and upwards that they become
dangerous, particularly if placed, as, unfortunately,
they too often are, within 12 feet or 15 feet of the
metals

During stormy weather constant care is required
to watch that no trees nor branches get blown over
the rails, and at night the work of the watchman
becomes doubly irksome, for with the hurricanes of
wind it is not always an easy matter to detect the
crash of a falling tree or branch. Trees, therefore,
should never be allowed to stand closer to the rails
than their total height, and this might also form a
rule for the first planting, or otherwise let them be
planted closer at first, and gradually cut back as
their height and distance from the rails become
equal. As to the choice of trees and method of

;

planting, the first must of necessity be such as are'
suitable for the particular kinds of soil, but it is
always advisable to use clumps of Pines here and
there, interspersed with others of hard-wooded trees.
The best system of planting railway embank-

ments is that carried out generally on the Conti-
nent, and which is so arranged that the comfort
and convenience of the passengers are fully taken
into account. Everyone who has travelled through
an unbroken Pine or other forest, and where the
trees are at a gauged distance from the rails, must
have noticed how wearied the eye becomes of such
a monotonous repetition of tree stems passing be-
fore the vision, and all apparently at the same dis-
tance ofif. Such could easily be avoided by undu-
lating the line along the railway side, and also by
leaving clear vistas of the surrounding ground at

irregular intervals apart. Peeps, such as would be
thus afforded, would do much to lessen a tedious
journey and add considerably to the ornamental
aspect of any line of railway.
Hedges and their management is a subject that

would seem to be well understood by the various
railway companies, at least it we may judge
from the attention they annually receive, and
which in nine cases out of ten can creditably com-
pare with what is wasted on most estates. The
management of the timber, which generally de-
volves on the owner of the land on which a railway
is constructed, does not receive such a share of
attention as the fences do, and it is not at all un-
common to travel along miles of unplanted and
uncared-for railway embankments except where
here and there the surfacemen plant a few Potatoes
or Cabbages.

This is written with the idea of calling attention
firstly to the unsafe method of planting trees within
reach of the rails ; secondly, to show that by
judicious forethought a pleasing embankment with
vistas and peeps of the surrounding country is far
preferable to that where an unbroken array of tree
stems is visible and injurious to the eyes of the
travellers ; and thirdly, that much remains yet to
be done before our railway embankments present
that clothed appearance which for shelter, value,
or ornament is much to be desired.

A. D. W.

Picea orientalis.—For dry spots, with a poor
gravelly subsoil, where the common Norway Spruce
refuses to grow altogether, or only drags on a
mi-icrable existence, and generally soon becomes
infested with red spider and looks very wretched,
the Oriental Spruce can be strongly recommended.
It is true it is not a remarkably fast grower, but it

forms a neat compact pyramid of vivid green, and
produces its pretty small cones in profusion. As a
single specimen on a lawn, where larger growing
trees would be out of place, it cannot fail to win
the admiration of lovers of trees.

Buxus vulgaris pyramidata.—This Box has
numerous branches, which grow erect in a very
regular manner, so that the tree has one of the most
perfectly conical shapes imaginable, and it is, more-

over, a vigorous grower, attains large dimensions,
and has broad leaves of a handsome green colour.
It forms of itself, without requiring the least clip-
ping, splendid natural pyramids, which.when planted
in an isolated manner or in rows, produce a very fine
and pleasing effect ; in short, it is one of the most
ornamental trees that can be employed amongst
choice subjects in the embellishment of pleasure
grounds.—R. H.

Firs in a northern aspect.—So much does
a ccjld situation influence the growth of the Kir,
that trees grown on the northern side of a hill
are superior to those grown on the southern side,
as those on a northern aspect grow less rapidly
than those on the sunny side of a hill. The timber
on the northern side will therefore be, as a rule,
more durable than that grown on the southern,
and the trees would not be so liable to injury from
frosts; indeed, many diseases are induced, perhaps
aggravated, by the sap being checked during early
spring, on a south or south-eastern aspect.—B.

The Weeping Elm—Among the ornamental
trees for the lawn none have a finer effect than the
Weeping Elm (llmus montana pendula). It is
most suitable, from its peculiar habit of growth,
for planting singly, as isolation best accords with
its character. The branches in old trees are found
turned abruptly from the main stem, and strike
out in a direction between horizontal and perpendi-
cular. They assume a broad, spreading, fan-like
form, bearing a great profusion of large, dark green
leaves, which form a complete shade to the ground
below. As it is of rapid growth where the soil is

very good, and very ornamental, it should be on
every lawn. It is also one of those trees which will
bear transplanting readily, and when established it

will produce shoots in one season from 20 inches to
30 inches long.—F. K.

SHORT NOTE.— WOODS AND FORESTS.

Trees and shrubs for wet ground.—In the
Imperial gardens at Laxeuburg the finest groups of
Abies excelsa are in wet ground. In Austria this tree
is alsn largely used by foresters for planting on raised
mounds in hogs.—Louis Kbopatsch.
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